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Despite 5006 and 10% 01 the Net, {WEBS h aA FILS [Will Bob Kennedy-Written Film 

Perry Como Ducks 20th- Fox Film| COME TO GRIPS Bum-Rap All of U.S. Unions? 
"Hollywood, May ‘2. +: * Understood that a number of 

, | | By, GEORGE ROSEN 7 . responsible union leaders have 

week it ue ‘a and go ett Prizes for Translations: | ei tomorrow. (thursday), ‘Op eration Eichmann’ aan a oraee as the f Attor. $ - . . ; ed Jerry Wald filmization o or- 

of $500, 000. and 10°: of the net ! ‘The “25-year-old American Edu-‘in N. ¥. ‘for their annual meeting, «Frankfurt, May 2. | book, “Tie Exemv Within,” which 
‘ational Theatre Assn. is conduct-!and continuing until Sunday night,| Allied Artists’ “Operation Eich- Budd Schulbere ¢“On The Water- 

to star in the ‘20th-F ox, feature. "ing an African playwriting contest | when both NBC and ABC wind up| mann" (titled in Germany “Hunt front’: is scripting. This type of 
“The Great St. Bernard.” Walter’ in “which the ‘best English transla-|their pre-NAB affiliate conclaves| for Eichmann”) just got an abso-| ynion has vautioned the producer 
‘Reiseh, who. wrote. ‘story: dealing ‘tions of: native African plays will iin Washington,. there will be a|lute turndown from the German | against broad indictments against 
with the Alpine monastery and} receive first and. second ‘place mass “sotil-searching” of the three Self-Censorship Film Board, which | Jabor and or labor racketeering, 
will produce, may try for Bing! prizes of $500° and $200.. Another jt networks, their aims, hopes and! means that it cannot play ‘in. this as a means to give the proposed 
Crosby, Charlton Heston or James j l-prize of $300 will be given for.the! aspirations in projecting. for ’61-| land. 20th-Fox picture “action.” 
Mason for role of the Augustinian’ [na original. drama: in English by |’62, and. a thorough updating of} Film. industry’s own control Admittedly a segment of the 
monk. a native African ‘orte who has liv ed, w ho’ s-done-what-to-whom.. board decided against the Samuel} .aterfront hoodlums required ex- 

While. General Artists. -Corp.,/hig entire life in Africa with. eX-| At a time when all the affiliate | Bischoff-David Diamond produc- posing—and they are the first io 
Which agents Como, .acknowl- | cept for schooling ‘and. travel). |.stations threughout the’ country | tion because of its release just at concede thim—bet dt is feared that 
edges “deal. we had talked’ is} The prizes,. nained-in- honor of{are jockeying for position fn estab-| the time that the Eichmann trial/;+. entire wn‘on movement may 
off,” various reasons for turn-: Rosamund. Gilder, currently repre-|lishing their future.stake in the}is once more pinpointing Nazi be given a black eye, especially 
down are offered from various ° “senting-American Theatre abroad competitive . rivalries (as witness | crimes. . in light of the White House cote 

“sources, none official. One is that | for the State Dept., will be awarded ; the determination of ABC to win} Board declared that the produc- nection of the authorship Kene 
since Como's NBC-TV... sponsor, : by the Maine Masque Theatre, un-! over key NBC- CBS stations in two-| tion was “in many points a false nedy's avowed intention for “louzh- 
Kraft, recently renewed | singer's ; ider the direction of Prof. Herschel. station markets’ the three meet-! simplification” of the Nazi. era. er” labor laws doesn't help the 
hour ‘show till Oct. 1, 1962. com- | Bricker: The award money is.a per- “ings: assume major. importance. Not | situation. 
mitting: him to 30 ‘colorcasts nexti-sonal. donation of Dr. and Mrs.'in years, in fact, had so much in-. el : 9 . . 
season, he feels he should rast! John Mitchell, of the Institute for | terest been attached to web-affili- | Ml ok Sho combine ee, counteraction PY 
during. summer—when. film would | Advanced Studies in Theatre Arts, ate conclaves, or has. there been EITIC WS when and if “The Enemy Within? 
have to be made. .. tN. ‘Y. | such -a feeling that so much was at 

R h, I t 0" stake. 
eisch, wha ; got $50.00 from By ‘Sunday night the dust will 20th: to write completed - script, - 

Stated “there’s a ‘bsitleneck on - have cleared—only then, based on 
getting production going * right oviet ‘and Bri ain the reaction. of their respective 

now, ‘but he will. However, at this affillates,. will fhe networks know 
point’ we .are: waiting until after | for certain whether it’s clear sail- 
20th’s board meeting. next. montly 7 V : | mee ing ahead: or-that ’61-’62 holds 
‘in NY.” ; Program Swap. minous forebodings. 

. is released, is left unsaid. Obsious- 
, ly,.the potency of any such move 

' ;, is not to ba ignored by Wald or 
9 : 20th. 

“A combined gross of $389, m4 
for David Merrick’s current pro- ° 9 e 

ductions on Broadway and the road Frisco’s Masonic Temple 
0 last week represents one of the ° ° 

"Pj ‘Taking them one by one: highest single week takes in legit} urns Down Miles Davis 
4 _ London, May 2. ' CBS IE. the. are Pale, ae one -history for a single ihanagement., B fit Sh f N A A cp 

atweer ;found-in ratings, Bi e The tally also includes what ( r 
Cowaid at the Alamo pant en Pesan renee it would seem, have the least to believed. to be an all-time record enent SHOW for 

gross for a straight play, $100,104 San Francisco, May 2. 
registered by “Becket” at the Rental of Frisco’s 2,000-seat 
O'Keefe Centre, Toronto. Masonic Memorial Temple to the 

Besides “Becket,” the Merrick] National Assn. For Advancement 
list included four Broadway offer-] of Colored People for a benefit 
ings with their respective grosses, | performance by trumpeter Miles 
“Carnival,” $66,576; “Do ‘Re Mi,” | Davis has been refused by the 
$67.142; “Irma La Douce,” $44,- hall’s management. 
510, and “Taste of Honey,” $18, 485. Davis is the second Negro mu- 

The road lineup, in addition to!sician to be turned down by the 
“Becket,” included “Gypsy,” which | Masonic Temple: last year Nat 
drew $65.896 at the Colonial Thea-; King Cole. who's performed often 
tre, Boston, and “La Plume de Ma] at the Fairmont Hotel, a block 
Tante.” which gets a guaranteed | away, was refused a date on the 
$27,000. at the Riviera Hotel, Las} grounds he might attract an inap- 

*| Vegas, where it’s been berthed the ! propriate audience. 

7 - of 10090 k | -}fellow the BBC's ‘live television. fea" with virtual on page 0 
Disk. Neither’ Factual broadcast of the May Day celebra- | {Continued . on ontinued on page 6 se 58) 

tions in Moscow on Monday (1). 
Nor Funny i In Texas In London as head of Soviet team i i 
San Antonio, ‘May >. _that finalized arrangements: for Bed- iont 

* ‘The Daughters ‘of the Republic ‘May Day relay;- Konstantin Kuza-| 
of: Texas are up. in ‘arms -against' kov, deputy chairman of the. USSR 
the author and singer ‘of a new : State: Committee for Radio and. 

-radio and. jukebox ditty titled ‘Television, said that..-somé - BBC) ; eyo olution lits 
“Cow ard At the Alamo.” ‘sports, musical and film programs } AAU 

The Daughters, and: the .person- “Mould: be. suitable’ “for Russian 
nel .who staft the» Alamo, insist . ‘viewers: ’ i He had. been.impressed by the § J there were. no cowards at the? (Continued .on page 4) pain mT une 
Alamo. Mosés Rose, . the Frencit= |’ 
man who went ov er the wall ‘after | i Madrid, May 2, 
‘refusing to go over Colonel: Wil- | . . | last few months. Since there’s no The Masonic’s manager, Alvin 
liam Travis’ famed liné®.in. the (NY, Casbah Launches tae’, gpattenn or Spanish enter actual gross for “La Plume.” the! A| Horwege, said: “Miles Davis 
‘dust, left the Alamo for reasons: { J when a| Stlarantee is figured as the take for : has never played here... we don't 
Of health. . ~ Wide Navel Maneuvering ees eorecument decree. becomes the week, but is subject to reduc: | j particularly care to have him 

tion for a theatre share. j play here." When asked why, 
Hor wege said: “That {s our busi- 

Soviet Space Hero Gets , meee Masonic, however, has al- 

Cha-Cha Rah-Rah Disk: iron’ Gnuiuaime ‘ete huge 
Frankfurt, May 2. Dinah Washington and Dakota 

_ ‘His to Rose. that Dave Gardner, | The Greek and Middle East-style |effective to get Spaniards to bed 
“author of the controversial. song, initeries in New York's West’ 30s; | by midnight. Time-worn habits that 
obviously is referring, ‘although he’! which - have - been doing so..welk| have made this country unique for 
‘doesn’t mention Kim by name. The With beilydancers, has key ed other | late-hour dining’ and diversion will 

- ong contends the whole fight was ° near-Manhattan spots to go in for|go. out the window in a sweeping 
over the Alamo. defenders. con-: the muscle terpers as well. ‘A num-| government move to establish a 
fiscating all the tequilla.in'the.city per of Brooklyn, Long: Island and | working and-playing day that.eom- 
and refusing: to give it. to. the: ,other suburban bistros now have | pares with the rest. of civilized so-} As it seems that Yuri Gagarin is | Staton. | 
Mexican army... acts that range from Nejla Ates|eiety, come what may. . going to become the world’s pet j The NAACP had sought a Sun- 

Mrs. -R. G."Halterm, hostess" at rwho. has oné legit. show. credit.|° Film houses and theatres that {Russian word, ranking only after! ax afternoon date in October. 
the Alamo for the past 15 years, | "Fanny" to, other: assorted navel|have been operating forever. with | “Laika” and “Sputnik” in popular- | Davis and his quintet have offered 
Said ‘the matter was an hhereeg | maneuve erers, including one billed!two performances a night—one|ity, the Russian round-the-world | (Continued on page 73- 
- ‘Trying . ‘to: ‘tear. down: our heroes : “Little Egypt: ae ‘starting at 7 p.m. and the “other at traveller in space has inspired —gn o_T———— eee 

ds. subversive.’ “in the idiom. of the marathon | 11 p.m. must. turn out the lights| couple of disks on the Continent. 
Mts. Edwin R. Simmang, chalr- | burlesqueties at Gardena, Calif.|at 11:30 p.m. from October.to May} Radio Prague in Czechoslovakia, Presiden: | Kennedy's regular 

man of the “Alamo Committee, | ‘just outside ‘the Los Angeles city}and: no later than midnight be-|only 24 hours after the pilot ;{ Press conference telecast by ali 
DRT, dubbed the song “terrible.” jimits: and the Largo, on.the Sun-|tween June and September. If this| climbed out of his space ship, || "etworks with three SUPER 
She said she will ask. the state ; set strip in’. L.A., still: -another|weren’t enough of a blow to the|played the new “Gagarin Cha-|JLNIVERSAL ZOOMAR 
convention of the DRT in Houston ! ‘Brooklyn. joint has “belly dance|entertainment industry, the new|Cha.” Words, in translation, went LENSES. See ZOOMAR 

May 15-17. to take some action ; marathons” instead: of the non-stop | law contains a footnote giving film | something like, “The whole world LENSES display at equipment 
“against the song, but believes; stripping which highlights the L.A. | exhibitors and theatre owners free-| toasts your health with. red wine, |f 2%4—NAB Convention. 

(Continued on page 74) spots. — (Continued on page 74) (Continued on page 75) ( Adv.) 



MISCELLANY 

Gromaing of Mercury ‘Man-Shoot’ 
Leaves Vast TV Pool Up-in-Air 

By BOB CHANDLER 

Hs a virtual tossup as to who 
suffered the greeter disappoint- 
mont and frustration in yesterday's 
tiues.: postponement of the Proj- 
éct: Mercury “man-shoot” at Cape 
Canavaral — the space experts 
themselves or the television pool 
of cameramen, technicians and cor- 
respondents: who descended on the 
Cape last -Week. 

For a total of nearly five hours, 
the television pool hed its cameras 
trained all over the taunch site, 
kut in the-end, all the networks 
get on the air was about five min- 
utes—the final announcement of | 
the postponement. Cameras were | 
turned on around 4 a.m. avlieht 
time’, but the only live coverage 
from the Cape consisted of a Na- 
tional Aerounatics & Space agency 
epckesman announcing the post-. 
ponement and three of the pool | 

doing a fast wrap-| correspondents 
up. 

The networks were lucky to get} 
jn that much, at that, thanks to a 
wholesale confusion cover NASA‘s 
froundrules on just what the net- 
works could put on the air and 
what they couldn't. Until the very 
last second. 
when the postponement was an- 
nonce, 

be carried live from Canavaral was 
in doubt. Even then, the pool was 
Ziven no warning and the networks 

‘Continued on page 74) 

Want All Show Biz To 
Campaign for Theatres 

London, May 2. 
With 500 theatres in the United 

Kingdom shuttered since the war, 
Actors Equity is calling for a com- 
bined show-biz effort te prevent 
the shuttering of the remaining 
British playhouses. The idea, al- 
ready passed by the Federation of 
Theatre Unions, is for represen- 
tatives of all management, art and 
drama societies to join in a ‘‘saye- 
the-theatres” action committee. 

Much of the work would be 
educational. Hugh Jenkins, Equity’s 
assistant general ‘secretary, 
“We want to create a climate of 
cpinion which will hold that the’ 
theatre is an essential part of the: 
culture of any community.” 

The committee would also en- 
courage town councils and other’ 
Joacal government groups to take. 
a bigger part in the building and 
Management of theatres. Some 
already do so. Coventry has built 
jts Belgrade Theatre. 
Gon County Council angels sev- 
eral show-biz enterprises including 
Theatre Workshop and the Ballet: 
Rambert, to the tune of thousand 
dollars a vear. 

The feeling is, however, that 
local) governments could do still 
more to help Britain’s theatres. 
Only 
built since 1945. 

Subseription 

the question of whether ' 
even the announcement itself could: head of the Associated Booking 

which books Armstrong, but | 

Says. ' 

The Lon-: 

five new ones have been 
athe Congress of Industrial Organi- 

Vice & Versa 
Las Vegas, May 2. 

Joe E. Lewis met the Ma- 
haraja of Mysore ‘one of the 
world’s wealthiest men) on 
the Maharaja’s recent visit to 
the Flamingo Hotel, and they 
held a brief discussion. 

“What do ydu consider the 
key to your success?” asked 
Joe E. “Well.” replied the 
Maharaja. “I neither drink 
nor famble. And what is the 
key to your. success, Mr. 
Lewis?” 

“Drinking and ‘gambling,” 
replied Joe E. 

‘Satchmo May Finally Get 
To Blow in Russia; Deal 
Now Being Set for Summer| 
The Russians are expeeted to get 

a sampling of American jazz strong| 

the deal to have Louis Armstrong 

play a tour of the Soviet Union 

at about 8:40 am. materialize. Many details have al- 

ready been worked’ out between | 

Russian officials and Joe Glaser, 

‘Corp., 
no deal has been finalized as yet. 

It's likely that Armstrong will] 
:play 30 days starting around Aug. 
11, a month later than the July 1 
date originally contemplated. 

As in many tours of this type, 
: Armstrong will play the dates in. 
order to advance U!.S. prestige be-.: 
hind the Iron Curtain. He'll be; 
losing a lot of loot on this tour,; 
even if all Armstrong's terms are 
granted. It'll be done as a patriotic | 
-gesture. 

Plans as now set up Call for con- 
certs in many cities within Russia. 
He'll take along his present group 
which includes trombonist Trummy 
Young, clarinetist Barney Bigard) 
and pianist Billy Kyle. 

“GEORGE CLARKE 
Noted = editor” of. “Metropolitan, 

dailies rays in the Bosten ° Daily 
‘Record (April 26): | 
“He has the face af the cherub, 

the compact body of a hantam- 
weight prize fighter and the self as- 
surance of a. banker, the insouciant 
PAUL ANKA, No. 1 on the...hit: 
parade, ©. 
-At Blinstrubl’s. a wave of yoeut 

enthusiasm...rear of approval... 
PAUL AN KA truly, a phenomenon.” 

J acqueline Makes 
With Arts Hypo 

‘Washington. May 2 
First Lady Jacqueline Kennedy is 

giving local cultural groups a pres- 
tige and b.o. boost. 

She attended .a performance by. 
the Washington Ballet Friday +28): 
and a few weeks earlier had heard: 

ithe - Opera Society of Washington | 
ising “Car en.’ 

She js tine first President's wife 
ito attend performances ‘of either | 
organization. At the ballet, Eric‘ 
Johnston. Motion Picture Assn. of 
America prez and a patron of cul- j 
lture in D.C., made a short speech ! 
| to express appreciation for Mrs. | 
Kennedy's interest in local efforts 

lin the arts. 

| 
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75th Anni of Stagehands Union 
[A WALDORF OVERFLOW MAY 14] 

Wednesday, May. 8, 1961 

(German Peelers Must Wear More 

~ Clothes Under Edict of Vaude Union 
. 

C’est Bien 
It was in the middle of the 

Algerian revolt. ‘with tanks 
. rolling through the streets of 

‘Paris, where Jackie Gleason is | 
‘headquartered shooting his in- 
die “Gigot.” Gleason was on 
the longdistance phone to N.Y., 
-and with a shout of annoyance 
‘ordered his secretary to close 
the windows because with the 
noise outside “I can’t hear the 
big news.” . 

When the noise was finally 
shut out, Gleason shouted into 
the phone: “All clear. Now let 
me hear you read me what 
VARIETY had to say about my 
‘kidnapping show” .‘“The Mil- 
lion Dollar Incident”). 

jSold Its Acreage, Now 
20th May Need Rental 

Space for Production 
Hollywood, ‘May 2. 

Twentieth-Fox, having sold off 
its backlot, is in a bind for space 
| with three productions going and 
ba ‘fourth toe roll. shortly, so is 
dickering to rent: three stages. on |. 
the Goldwyn lot. 

If that fails, 20th might try 
:Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment 
1Co., which, along with. some asso- 
ciates, plunked down $250,000 for 

, the old KCOP studios and will 
convert same into studio facilities 
for indies. Plan. is to spend an- 

‘other $50,000 putting the plant in} 
shape. 

“Bachelor Flat’ 
st,” with. the ! 
due to roll 

* by “Cleopatra,” 
and “Star in the Wes 
“Chapman Report” 
anon. 

‘Tabs of $11, 636 Go For 
$625 in Chi Cafe Foldo! 

Chicago. May 2. 
A Chicago collection agency has 

| Purchased the autographs of sey- 
‘eral ‘prominent show biz person- 

) ;alities in the form of signed tabs 
for the shuttered Black Orchid 

CHL EAA EEA ELSE ESSA EE EDS EEE EE EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE | ' nightclub. 

Richard F. Walsh, president of ,zations to mark a 75th. milestone. | 
the International Alliances of The- George Meany, ‘président of AFL- 
atrical Stage Employees, and Solly ; CIO, is general chairman; theatre- 
-Pernick, president of the Thea- 

Stage Employees’ Union, 
Theatrical 

trical 
Local 1. 

ner of the latter local, to be held 
‘Sunday night, May 14, in the grand: 
ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria. 

- More than 3.000, representing gov-. 
ernment, industry, and all seg- 
ments of show biz, have been in-. 
vited to participate in the cele- 
bration of Local 1, the first in the 
American Federation of Labor and 
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VARIETY Inc. 
154 West 46th Street New York 36, N.Y. 

Protective: 
‘Union of the IATSE, are cochair- 
men of the Diamond Jubilee Din-| 

{1 Square Garden, 

owner Harry Brandt” is dinner 
‘chairman; and Morton Svunshine, 
wha has been active in writing. 
producing and staging kindred | 
show biz events, is executive co- 
ordinator. 

There will .be no tickets sold. : 
It is strictly invitational. all in-- 
vited guests cuffo. Expenses will: 
be defrayed . from the souvenir; 
journal. Phil Silvers will be toast-! 
master and. it.is expected, an all- 
star cast of show biz toppers will 
show up to honor “the.man behind 
the lights.” Already most of the 
Broadway names have. been posing 
for publicity. shots with. messrs. 
Walsh and Pernick. Latter. t90. 
: took a@ bow. on the Fd Sullivan :. 
TVer this past Sunday, thus setting | 

the builderupper for the event |. 
ilater this month. 

Because of. the overflow attend- 
_ance expected—the grand ballroom 
‘only ‘accommodates 1.500—all the 
‘ public rooms of the Waldorf have 
;}been reserved and the overflow 
| attendance will see the proceedings 
;in the main. via closed-circuit tele- 
: vision. 

Films, tv, radio, legit, . Madison : 
. the Coliseum, 

Carnegie Hall and the Met, among 
|| others, are. combining in putting 

(Continued on page 74) 

|Oistrakh His Booker, 
US. Fiddler to Russia 

Sidney Hart, - ‘concertmaster of. 
the Symphony, goes to Russia as a 
Tecitalist, the first diretly from an 
American orchestra. He has dates 
{set in Moscow, Leningrad, Rostov, 
Minsk, Thilist and Baku. 
USSR tour is at recommendation 

of violinist David Oistrakh who |. 
heard and admired the American 
at the Wieniawski Competition of 
Moscow in 1957 when Harth missed 
first prize - ‘by three- -quarters of a 
es in the jury vote. — 

After the Russian dates Harth 
is due in Puerto Rico for the Pablo 
Casals Festival 

Final hearing last Thursday (27), 
in federal bankruptcy court here 
‘revealed total assets of Rafdo En- 
iterprises Inc. at $6,000, which will. 
| be . split between lawyers.the In- 
; ternal Revenue. Bureau and former ; 
- ennplovees. 

The jamup at 20th is occasioned 

iB 

By HAZEL. GUILD. 

Frankfurt, April 25.- 
The reprisals . against ‘the skin. 

sisters, long threatened in ‘West 
Germany,: went into effect this. 

|month and unfortunately for: the 
thousands of natives and tourists 
who seek their entertainment in 
the uncover clubs, that’s no. joke. 

| The Variety Artists Union has long. 
been out to get the. strippers, 
claiming “unfair: competition. ” The 

| professionals claim, that the. un- 
dress misses have. no training: for. 
their jobs, and are taking work. 
away from other enter rtainers. Too, 
the strippers get muck higher pay. 
than the regular variety ' artists, | 
long .a sore point with ,association 
members. 
Now the beauty and strip dancers 

performing in West Germany and 
West Berlin must wear-at least 
“three-cornered pants made of 
non-transparent material.” -accord-. 
ing to the order put out by the 
German section of the Internation- 
al Variety, Theatre & Circus Di- 
rectors Assn, as its own censor- 
ship rule. — Any. contact: with the 
public is. likewise forbidden. The 
girls are not permitted “to perform 
from bed, chair. stuffed animals or... 
similar objects.” 

Jt’s. now impossible for the girls : 
to appear naked, without dancing. 

‘| And one of the staridard pieces of 
equipment for.the strippers. the 
zipper, is no longer permitted. That 
is, the zippers can be utilized. but 
they can’t be ripped open sugges- 
tively. Nightclubs are not. per- 

| mitted to use immoral, ov erly-sexy. 
or suggestive pictures in their 
‘lobby displays. — 

The association has promised to 
(Continued on page 74) 

‘Israelis? All-Out Assist 
On DeLaurentiis’ Film 

Beersheba, ‘April 25.: 

The trains are not. Funning ° on 

time in this ancient ald city these. 

jdays. Their timetables have been 

t disrupted by a film company. 

| In: the most generqus example 

_ of cooperation between. a commune. 

pity and a film company, all day- 
light freight trains have -been 
halted for three days while the 

‘railraad depot is being used for 4 
i key sequence in Dino De’ Lauren- 

“Two Enemies.” starring 
David Niven and Albertg Sordi. 
This sequence. which involves. 

me 1,500 extras as well as.all 

i 

Final accounting listed accounts | principals, shows the departure ‘of 
' receivable at $11.636 in the form Italian: troops from Ethiopia after: 

‘of the tabs, which was purchased | their defeat by the British. 
by the collection agency for. $625. The entire city of Beersheba is 

: Listed among the tab: signers are ‘helping to make this film a success. 
, Lindsay Crosby, one of Bing’s. boys. : 
jand Hugh Hefner, publisher of. 
| Playboy mag. 

Rafdo Enterprises was a project . 
of Paul Raffles, now operating -a 
Los Angeles nitery. Black Orchid , 
folded in July, 1959, 

154 West 46th St., New York 

— STONE Tey oe cee ee ees 

‘Because of the acute Jabor shortage 
in this area. director Guy Hamilton 

‘could not find the 1.500 extras he 
‘needed to portray British and Ital- 
‘ian soldiers. The city authorities 
came to his rescue by “asking every 

(Continued on page 23). 
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Teves Pi PE 
Approach Show Biz Orvanizations | 

~ To Get in-on Plc Pa Gravy’ 
“Public. Underw riters-I Jove-you” + 

geems to be a new theme song of. 

an opportunistic’ segment cwhich’ 

appears to be talent-scouting for |: - 
hew stock ‘issues “to go public.” 

Some show biz entities have. been: 

thus approached to “put.. yourself | for 
+ for 

‘on the market. ” 

It struck the showmen as 8 new 
‘kind of ‘ ‘talent- scouting.” In this } 
cave .the financial razzle- dazzlers | 
seem out to “float a. stock issue’ 
on anything, . and the pitch seem- 
ingly is along the Same lines—get | 
‘the dough. stock- options, and life- 
time salaries, 
pay most of the freight: and still 
leave management control as is. 

The large number of new issues | 
in’ recent months, -chiefly indus- 
trial, manufacturing, and the like, 
has had the san “growth" ap- 
peal to the Wall St. underwriters, 
Their’ angle, of course, is any- 
where. from : ‘a 20% -and- -up “cut. 

Fewer Soft Spots, 
Reports Balaban 
Trend toward acceptance.of mo- 

tisn Pictures has been accentuated, 
according - . Barney Balaban, 

president at ” Paramount. ‘He told 

stockholders in the: annual report 

yesterday ‘Tues.’ that while there 

have been a mumber of regional 

with ‘the public to‘ 

. —— — 

Can't Blame IATSE 
It’s no longer ews that 

‘cheaper. costs cue the spectacle 
makers” to. shoot: abroad. 

Take one item, horses, which 
'- pent for $3.75 daily in Tunisia, 

‘instance, compared to 
about $47 in Holly: w ood. 

TFISCAL ‘SsTuoy 
GROUP AT WORK! 

All rumors to the. contrary, 20th- |" 
Fox policy re the issuanee of tend- 
ers for its common shares will not 
-be set-until July, if then, accord- 
ing to inside sources. Latter made | 
the comment in-New York Friday 

1128) relative to reports. being heard | 
on ‘Wall: Streét’ that. a. common | 
stock. call-in was likely to be an-|. 
nounced at any moment. 

Studying the. capital reduction | 
‘| proposals, as well.as company pros- 

generally } pects and operations 
jit particularly the © production 

Blockbuster’ As 

Trade’s Bad Joke | 

Via Mimeograph; 
“-Perlbere- Seaton Productions may | 
well have had the last word.on the} 
oOver-use of that -most: tired. of all: 

-| Hollywood euphemisms: the. block-.! 
buster.. The. following in.-the P-S 
comment as contained in the studio : 

berg-Seaton - Publication;’ , d- ated: 
April’ 21, 1961. 

“In February, 20th: Century-Fox 
announced in the trades a program * 
of’-24- ‘blockbusters’ a” year. We , 
saved the exact words of the ane | 
nouncemient.. A few. weeks. Hater, : 
James Nicholson, of ‘Anterican ‘In-: 
ternational, announced: his com-. 
pany -would produce 12 ‘block- 
busters’ a year,.to be released at 
the. going rate of one a-month. | 

“This means. 36 blockbusters a 
year. According to'the statisticians, 
a blockbuster has a run of from: 

soft. spots the year “has been bet- four weeks to 52:or more weeks. 

‘ter than our market. has been in | Sinee both of these announcement s{ 

a number of Years.” 

Said Balaban: 
“the public is discussing. motion 
pictures and. its interest is on the 
rise.” Chief exec of this major 
company ‘noted. of course, that the | - 

. difference between profit and. loss 
on a given picture is considerable |. 
regardless of intended quality. 
This: means, Balaban stressed, that 
management must see to. it that 
all ingredients of a picture in the 
blueprint stage are correct: ~ 

Par’s gross in 1960 was $131,- 
325,000, which means. a¥- nice. in- 

“More and. more. 

‘were definitely ‘bullish, we'll take | 
a figure of 26 weeks for an average | 
run. Multiplying by 36 pictures, | 

crease over last year’s $115, 216,-. 
0v0. But. as: previously . reported, 
the net’ fell from. 1960's $7,519. 000- 
to the new year’s $7.026 ,000. 

Major message given by Bala: 
Dan. one. that has been expected, 

3s 

television’ tube has gotten beyond 
the pilot stage with ‘‘excellent” 
results: Previous statements anent 
the tint tv always have stressed 
‘the: experimentation angles. - 

OWNERS OKAY OPTION - 
STOCK FOR TRANS-LUX 
Stockholders of Trans-Lux Corp. 

in New York Thursday (27) ap- 
proved a restricted. ‘stock option | 
plan making 25,000 shares.of: stock: 
available for options to officers 
and employees who “qualify. under 
the plan. Annual meeting also re- 
elected 12 incumbent directors. — 

Chairman Percival E. Furber 
‘told. holders that though he could 
not give out ‘Specific figures yet, 

“the first 1961 quarter . was . 

last Dec. 31 were announced Seve 
eral weeks AgO.. 

Richard Brandt, prexy of ‘Trans- 
Lux Theatre and distributing sub-: 
sidiary, reported company ‘has .ac- 
quired -Rank’s “Man on’ The Moon” 
for. release later this year, and’ is, ; 
also dickering for several more pix 
from overseas. Already ‘on com- 

 pany’s 1961 release sked is the Italo 
“And The Wild Women.” Company 
expects to put three and = maybe. 
five pix into 1961 release. . Usually 

pix @ year. 

“sub- 
stantially ahead™.of 1960. Figures | 
on earnings for the year ended 

that the  Par-produced -cofor. 

‘Pleasure of His Company.’ 

“small- -size 

this means that’ Theatre of Amer- 
ica. can look forward to 996. black- | 
busting weeks this year. 

“We're thrilled with this fore- 

{ branch), is a newly formed com- 
mittee of. board members chaired | 

‘| by Milton Gould, new Wall Street 
rep on.the board. Other members | .-° 
of this key committee are Thomas , 
A. Pappas, B:-Earl Puckett, Robert | 
L. Clarkson and William C. Mi-;: 

‘chel. 20th: exec veep. This com-; 
' mittee is functioning separately 
from, the larger. executive commit- 
tee of the board which, of course. 

t also includes | prexy ‘Spyros Py 
| Skouras: 

Lending ‘substance to the rumors 
of the stock buy-in, ‘subsequently 
denied, was.the successful closing 
of the: Alcoa-Zeckerdorf purchase 
of the studio property: April 17. At | 
the time. this. purchase plan’ was‘ 

‘portion of the $43,000,000 salei 
_ price. would - probably. be used to- 
reduce capitalization.. 

In the meantime,. however, reps! 
-of ‘the brokerage houses of Carl 
; M.-Loeb, Rhoades & Co. and Treves : 
-& Co. (respeetively John Loeb and 
‘Gould! have moved onto the board ! 
to spearhead an-investigation into i 

(Continued on. ‘page 16) 

MGM Cost Control 
‘System Being Set 

Metro has .adopted-a new cost-. | 
control s stem t the stud 

4 substantial” touts in the 12 months from April 4, 1960 to; ; 979. compared with $110.491,963 in will mean 

Levine Admires Levin 
Joe Levine is impressed with 

Henry Levin's directing job 
on “Wonders of Aladdin.” so 
latter is being dickered to a 
Pic-a-year deal. by Embassy 
Pictures. 
Terms would provide Levin 

with carte blanche (which is 
pretty much Levine style any- 
how}, and -the helmer could 
Iens either in the U.S. or 
abroad. 

‘Skouras’ Shares 

| Now 85,000, Can | 

Another 37,760 
Twentieth-Fox prexy Spyros P. 

‘Skouras last December exercised 
edition .of ““The.Chronicle. a Perl-! approved ‘by stockholders last Oc-'an option to pick up 62,200 shares 

tober, prexy) Skouras ‘said that a! of cammon_ stock, bringing his 
‘total holdings at that time up to 
-85.000. shares, according to the 20th 
; Proxy statement mailed out this: 
week. Company's annual meeting: 

:of stockholders will be held at the 
‘New York homeoffice May 16. 

| In addition to the 85.000 shares 
owned by: Skouras. personally, 
‘members. of his family own an ad- 
ditional 37,766 shares. Price paid ' 

{by Skouras for the 62.200 shares 
{last December was $24.25, the clos- 
‘ling price on the date of purchase 
i being $42. Proxy also reveals that 
‘in February of this year, Peter G. 
; Levathes, veep in: charge of 20th’s 
tv operations, exercised. an option 
to buy 1,500 shares of common at: 
$30. 1625 a.share, with the price on 
‘the date of purchase being $47. 

Company's. capitalization during : 

PICTURES 

-IN-BUT LATER 
| Film End. $15,500, 000 Loser, 

But 20th Net Profit $6,213,101 
Thanks to Sale of Realty, Stock 

+ Despite aggregate loss of $15,- 
538,000 before taxes from produc- 
tion-distribution arm of the com- 
pany, 20th-Fox last week reported 
a net profit of $6.213,101, or $2.5% 
a share on 2,445 486 shares of com- 
mon, for the fiscal year ended De- 
cember 31, 1960. Other branches 
were in the black. 

The profit was all as a result of 
special income. This totalled $9,- 
081.214, including $2,173,000 from 
the sale of studio property, $6.259,- 
60 from the sale of 20th’s interest 
in Gaumount British theld by 
Metropolis and Bradford Trust 
Ltd, and another $735,614 real- 
ized from insurance on the late 
studio chief Buddy Adler. 

In 1959. company's earnings 
were $4,163,135. or $1.78 a share. 
Of this total. special iInceme 
accounted for $1.830.09%. 

For the first time, the company 
acknowledges that its production- 
distribution loxs in 1959 hit $10,- 

7.000 before taxes. Atelast vear'’s 
lagna meeting, prexv Spvros P. 
| Skoura reported only a produc- 
tion-distribution locs of $35.000 000 
‘after taxes.” The 196) production- 

| distribution. loss is reported at 
j$12,909.000,. to which i, added a 
| sum of $2.619, 000. described only 
‘as “special items.” making for tha 
lageregate production-distributioa 
loss of $15,528.00. 

As spelled out in the new report, 
company had a loss from operae- 
tions in 196°) of $2,.868.113. which 
deducted fram the special items 

(profit left the overall profit of 
$6,213,101. While the production- 

(distribution branch lost money last 
year. all other branches earned 

'$13.669.00 before taxes. compared 
'with $14,113.000 in 1959. At the 
| yearend. there was charged to the 
,other activities. writeoffs totalling 
‘$i 632.000, leaving a profit before 
‘taxes of $12, 037.000 for the other 
branches. 
| Company’ 5 film rentals, including 
‘tv, in 1960 amounted to $108.811,- 

te 

same tine we're petrified. How can ; 
wé slip a little old Grade A-er, per-} 
haps . non-blockbuster, like ‘The , 

stacked deck of blue chips? 
“Life is. indeed onerous. ” 

Technicolor Shares 
‘Up to $41.25 With - 

New Home Projector. 
the New 
at $41.25, up $5.37)2, in a gain: 
at $41.25,. up. 5.37!2, f{n-.a- gain) 
attributed Jargely to the company’s 
diversification into the. home: mo-. 

|-tlon picture field.. 
AIL centres on. at. 8m. projector }. 

which was’ demonstrated yester- 
day’ before the New York Soctety 
‘of: Security Analysts by. Patrick} 
J. Frawley Jr., chairman. It’s a 

throw-box about ‘the, 
size of a table’ radio and accom- | 
modatiag a cartridge. four-and-a-'! 
half minute . reel, which adjusts | 
easily without the need-of thread- } 
‘ing. Anticipation’ of the device had 
sent the stock up. 

Also, said. Fraw ley,: earnings for 
the current year are going sub- 
.Stantially ahead of last year to the 
extent fhat the first quarter of 
1961 exceeds all of 1960. . 

Frawley reported, that the sim-. 
plified home projector will.retafl. 
at “less than $100." Actual. cost: 

ithe. ‘company itself as weil as by 
| producer associates. 
-MGM president Joseph R. Vogel : 

fect. June 1, will see the end of the, 
same. overhead percentage charge. ; 

‘tIn its place will be lower and dif- 
ferent overhead rates applied for | 
different areas.of direct: cost. | 

Key. point made by Vogel is. that | 
the. new system will provide ef- 
ficiency incentives. Hereafter the 
producer will. determine facilities 
and personnel required and. he'll | 

Technicolor common stock on. pay only for the specific services | these four officers, ‘all other of- 
York.. Stock. exchange | 4nd facilities used on each picture. |ficers and directors (23 persons in 

This: will be the case: with tele- 
films ‘as well as features. 

Stanley Pays 0c 
Stanley Warner circuit declared 

‘a dividend of 30c per share on its: 
commion ‘issue. 

* 108,450 "shares, from 2,338,536 to 
2.446.986. 

Re 20th’s two new board mem- 
into, this | ‘said the plan, which goes into ef. bers, John L. Loeb is reported to! 

own 10,000 20th shares in his ow 
‘name, and Milton S. Gould 1.000 
a shares. 

In a rundown on salaries paid in 
the 1960. fiscal, proxy statement 
shows SkKouras to have been paid 
$175.248; W. C. Michel, exec veep, 
$79,235; Joseph H. Moskowitz, 

i veep, $93, 514; and Murray Silver- 
stone, veep, $119,053. Including 

all). were paid. a total of $1,006,214 
.|during the year. 

The proxy statement also reveals 
{for the first time that Michel's full- 
.J] time employment contract, which 
was due to expire last Dec. 31, has 
i been extended until June 30, 1961. 
 Skouras’ fulltime employment con- 
tract remains the same, expiring 

Melon. payable to holders of re-|Dec, 31, 1963, with his subsequent 
ord May 9. (Continued on page 16) 

Straight Comedy Into a Musical: 
Lippert as Film-Cosmetic Surgeon 

Hollywood, May 2. 
-Two completed 20th-Fox fea- 

tures have been turned over to! 

Robert Lippert’s unit for an over- 

musical acts” fer added scenes to 
‘be lensed and woven into .pic. 

Other film siphoned to Lippert 
“Madison Avenue,” which Bruce 

‘Humberstone directed and pro- 
is estimated at $65. Manufacturing . haul job. They will be revitalized | duced . and which toplines Dana 
‘will be via the Frawley-controlled ; 
Eversharp at cost: plus” 10% . 

Us Shock Barrage. 

with new editing, retitling and a 

| Seneral : revamp: which will. re- 

quire.a new ad campaign. 

- One film, - ““Double Trouble,” 

Andrews, Eleanor Parker and 
(Jeanne Crain. This cost $900,000 
as it now stands. 

“Trouble” originally was pack- 
{aged by Lippert, who planned to 

Universal execs host managers!which Jack. -Leewood produced ‘ make it- under his aegis (but at 
lof RKO Theatres. tomorrow- 
(Thurs.) for a display. of. promo |; 
plans on U's forthcoming: ‘shock | 
combo; ‘Curse. of the Werewolf” ; 
and “Shadow. of the Cat.” . 

T-L sticks to one or may be twa new |. Following week  U.. dittoes ‘for | 
other circuits - and indie ‘buyers. 

and Charles ‘Barton’ direct-. 
ed-on budgeted of. $800,000, will 
be converted by Lippert from pres- 

tent form—a straight. comedy—to | 
‘a musical. Color film toplines 
Noonan: & Marshall. ‘Lippert now 
is shopping “for at least three top , 

\far less budget). Then, before the 
pie could roll late last summmer 
the late -20th production chief 
Buddy. Adler took it off Lippert’s 

; Slate ‘as "The Flv” and others 
| had been switched). “Trouble” 
canned last November. 

was | 

“Jack Lemmon Set 

With Col to 1964 
Hollywood, May 2 

Having extended his seven-year 
Columbia contract, expiring after 
“Notorious Landlady” for three 
pix over three year period, Jack 
Lemmon will not commit himself 
beyond 1964 to any company, he 
declared yesterday. “I want to be 
free to do the things I want to do, 
like a stage play, if the rizht one 
comes along, teevee drama that 
appeals to me (no comedy or musi- 
cal) or special feature like ‘The 
Great Race’ with Blake Edwards’ 
eompany and mine, Jalem Prod., 
ne a 

He’s booked .solid until early 
1963, actor said. After that he 
wants to swing to what he thinks 
and believes in doing important to 
Jack Lemmon. “Money is money, 
but freedom to do what I feel’ is 
right is something else again.’ 
“When you're het, it's Breal to 

be able to turn down offers,” star 
commented. referring to “Act 
One,” which Josh Logan will do 
for Warners, and a Joe Pasternak 
pic at Metro. 

He’s committed to five pix ex- 
clusive of his trio on extended Col 
deal. First is Sam Spiegel’s “Dan- 
gerous Silence” in London August 
and September. “Days of Wine” 
Jalem-Martin Manulis pic for 20th- 
Fox, starting December with Lee 
Remick and Blake Edwards direct- 
ing, “Try, Try Again” with Deb- 
bie Reynolds for Bob Cohn, which 
will keep him busy until Spring, 
1962. In July, 1962, he will make 
“Irma La Duce” for Billy Wilder 
in Paris, and then “Great Race.” 

After that Wilder has something 
in mind for him, an original com- 

(Continued on page 28: 
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Tomorrow's Global Industries 
Must Find Coin for ‘Quality, 

Per Paris Producer Dolivet' 
The motion picture indusiries of¢— 

the world, if they are going to sur- 

vive. “must afford the costs” whieh 

quality filmmaking entcils, accerd- 
ing: to Louis Dolivet. head of Gray 
Film of Paris. Latter was the 
French partner in wit may well 

‘Hail, Christian Sailor! 
Toledo, May °3. 

Sailors who come to the Port 
of Toledo, whether on U. S..or 
foreign vessels, will be treated 

turn ont to be the must. successful Toy itlly. They Will get a “hos- rh - in copraduttion ever pitality kit as they leave their 
Halian rene ] Ooraen ships. including information 
mute. “La Dolee Vita. about the city and a tree movie 

The producer, in New York fer]? pass to almost any dovutown 
Jest week’s cpening of “Dotec.” film house ‘ex: ept threes They 
comsiders Riese! fortunate int also will be offered tree (tsxi 
having worked «ith some ot the tervice between the docks and 
gercates? ¢ rectors on the Europe.n the Y MLCLA, 
secne, inetuein: Fedcrico Fellini Pasees are aeilt of the To- 

‘Detce’ snd Jacques Tati Mon leo Theatres Asn. 
Ouele “Because there moan were ———__—.---___ -__ 
sech specialists aud, to the assem- . 
biv-line vay of thinking, cecen-; r 
tries, Ve prodi.er vhe works with | i: OS ay eature: 

them “: nM t uve on the incide ef 
the great faleut’ ‘Pre prececer 
Gunnoet, for enauple dearrd a 
complciely fir.ished sermupl belere 
shoatim: sfarts. 

‘The serize ry “Dice” he re- ’ The seript for “Dice.” ste Belurade? May 2. 
peried, wes being ComsiaNlty Feo “. a , . 

aGapted “wasualiy and sontinental- When the Avala Film... Co. of 

he” during Cre course of saoouns. | Pelgrade. one of the largest in 

Tati. he sid, ino making “Mon! yueoelavia. stated that it would | 
“e@ - Lb J we ; . : ; 

Cine. ee - oe 1 for wd ee 33 wee 'shoct a full-lenvth feature in seven 

fell crew. plus apotne ; days, most people in the film world 
with a rectced crea, alt of whicht ' her: ae 

‘re were skenticcl But, in faet 
foliowed 16° montis ss ript Bre p- € 
ration, Clearly it. was no proj- the comrany shoved that this was 

ara . ; m tno idle boust. Its tiim “Sharing a 
ect for the nervous prowucer. oF 4; Flat” wes completed within the 
producer who put “the industrial; tine jimit by the shoo'ing of 36 
aspect of fiimmaking aiiead ot film - : scenes daily. The cost of t! his film 

content. "was 20 milion dinars »$26,700 U.S.) 
This doesn't mean that Deiivet | compared with an sverage of 60 

hasn't the greatest interest in the: 
technical aspects ot tilmma.ing. | 
Hie thinks, in tact, that both Holly- 
wood and f reign film industries 
could berefit by an exchange of | 
talent. In his estimation, Holl) wood 
still has the greatest technical ta- 
cilities in the world, and he thinks 
many gcod European directors! 
could learn a lot by working out j 
there. 

Yugo features. 

“Sharing a Flat’ is based on a 
: Stace comedy. which has had a 
| regular, place en the repertoire of 
; Many Yugoslav theatres for the 
past eight years snd hus been 
translated in a number of- coun- 

: tries, . 
The constant “cc!ld war’ atmos- 

phere arising from the situation in 

He is hich on the newly devel-; 2 flat eventually broke into 
‘d bie negative flm_ pcocesses. | ‘ “armed” conilict at a hilarious cli- 

om tmax of the play. Although: with- 
plus the multi-negative processes , 
such as Cinerama and near io the most popular modern comedy 

cle. He also sous rather ‘on the Yugoslav stage in the. last 

the new breed of American pro-: : 

ducer when he szxs that he thinks | 
the relationship hetween the film; 
distributor and = the producer, 
should be revised. to include at 
closer working acd financial part- ! 
nership. It's absurd, he says. when 
a producer who spends a csuple | 
of million bucks on a project does 
not follow that project right; 
through to its point of public salc. 

Practicing what he preaches. he’ 
was doing just that in caming to: 
New Yerk to see how Astor Pic-' 
tures International launched 
“Dolce.* a $1.250,000 project {or 

Big Negative 

problem still confronting many 
People. 

‘GRONICH & MIRISCH 
REP U.S. AT CANNES 

Cannes, Miy 2 

Fred Gronich, Moticn Pictures , 
Expert Assn. Continental rep in| 
Paris, will be fronting for the Yank | 
industry at C.nnes. Ile says that | 

.this year he has a more than ade- 
which Gray Film put up 20'7 of - quate budgect and. w.H concentrate 
the financing. 1In 1eturn, Gray has . 09 closer working ties with the 
distribution rights for France. ‘assembled international press via a 
Belgium and the French Unton, series of Iuncheons and liftings. 

and participates in 20°¢ of worid-! Gromch will host one big cock- 
wide profits.) -tail party the day the o! ificial Yank 

Dolivet sxys, too, that he thinks :Pi¢. “Raisin in the Sun” +Col), un- 
U. S. exhibs are missing a good *Pools. That is May 13. He hopes 
bet by being a-raid to book French for presence here of names, | 
product more extensively in gen-' Walter Mirisch, the producer,, 
eral houses. Th. producer said he : 
Wisned he hed the time to travel a 
around the country. meeting ex- 
hibs individually and persuading ; 
them to test foreign product in’ 
sKuations which now seem s9 un- 
likely. 

Pressed to give same examples 

at Cannes. He wis appointed be- 
“fore winnine several Oscars for 
“The Apartment” UA Industry 

&ppointment. In some past years 
‘local USIS or Washington person- 
ages Jacked sufficient background 

ai torcien films which he believed or. film knawhow to cope with: 
could Pave had wider response things. 
‘nut wercn’t pushed in the gen- TO 
etal market: here. he cited his 
own “Mon Oncie.” al-o “The Little 
World et Don Carnille.” He also 
suggested tnat Jean Gabin might! 
have been built inta a more vide- 
ly known film per-onality in the 
bt. S. There is samething about 
Gabin that shouid appeal to Amer- 
jean audiences, he ‘said. adding} 

eed 
ean : Peter G. Levathes, 
that just as scon as’ Gabin passes yeep in charce of tv operations, 
avav. hell suddently be acclaimed | 

in tee U.S. market the way Raimu | 294 nov on the Coast with prexy 
wes. But then it will be too late. Spyres P. Skouras, is being named ' 

—-———————————_ ;top administrative man at 
I i > T UA | Hollywood studio. 

‘his present tv duties, 
GOS Lerms at j Homeotfice execs say the realign- 

Gina Loliobrigiga in three-pic,: ment sheuld not be interpreted as, 
three-vear non-exciusive deal with : meaning tat the duties or prerog- 

"UA. Gives her scrip, okay right.: atives of Robert Goldstein, produc- 
Euarantee and percentage. tion boss, are being superceded by 

Sies in Europe for start of Levathes. Rather. according to the 
Metros “Lady L.” formal handout, the move will al- 

36 Scenes-A-Day 

| 

million Ginars for most full-length’ 

out artistic pretensions, it has been |} 

few years, dealing as it does with | 

| 

:will be the U.S. covernmental rep: 

people are pleased by the Mirisch_ 

Pete Levathes Studio / Admin‘strator: 

Beb Goldstein as 20th Artistic Chief 
20th-Fox’s : 

‘the , 
in addition to: 

“TEE CLARKE PRESIDENT 
OF BUENA VISTA INTL. Wald on Metalious’ Grog & Fog. 

Hollywood, May 2. 

Edmund FE. Clarke. has been 

elected prexy of Buena - jista In- 

i ternational Inc., new: foreign sales. 

junit set up by Walt 

ductions, to operate 

Other. officers are: 
Walker, ;veepee; Raymond ‘Keller, 

Disney. Pro- 

in Burbank. 

veepee: Donald A. Escen, treas- ! 
urer; Harold P. Archinal, secre- 
tary; Luther R. Murr, 
secretary. 

European ripe coast- bound. 

L. A. to N. y. 

Richard Geer art | 
Kitty Cérhsle 
Cid Cheris-e 
Dick) Ch: mkerlain 
Rill Dell , 
Myrna Fohey 
SslIvia.Field . 
Robert Ficrirren 
Wiley, Hance. 
Mess Hert 
A! Hor itz 
Anne Jeffress 
Tony Mertin 
Robert Ps 
Irving Vins 
Tom “Mecre 
-Donald O’Cenrer 
Martin Ritt. 
Eugene Rodney 
Robert Sterling 
William Tankerstey 

U.S. to Europe 
Vincent Canby 
Alexander H. Cohen 
Robin: Craven 
James Goldman 
Irving. Jaceby 
Sam Kaiser 
Archer King | 
Leonard -L..- Gevinson 
Howaid Lindsay — 
Jean Maceira 
Jack Merigold 
Edward Padula 
Howard Pearl 
Arnold M. Picker 
Richard Rodgers 
Robert Shand 
Dorothy Stickney 
Stuart Whitman 

Eurone to U. S. 
‘Roger EBewer 
Frances Cuka: _ 

. Edward J. Danziger 
Carl Foreman 
Michacl Forster 
John Gielgud. 
Esther. Harris 
Charlton Heston 
Vaughn Monroe 
Karel Reisz 
Noble Sissle 

N. Y. to L. A, 
Frederick Brisson 
Keir Dullea 
Ruth Gillette 
Celeste Holm 
Abe Lastfogel 
a de. ” ke 

Edward M,. Alevers 
Michael Sean O'Shea 

‘Constance. Towers 
Monique Van Vooren 
Gene Wesson 
Adolph “Zvker 

a 

ARVer 

oo 

Howard Pearl to USSR. 
Detroit. May 2.. 

United Artists’ longtime field 
exploiter in this area, -Howard 
Pearl, departs Sunday (7) fora 
tour starting in Csiro. then hitting 
Istanbul. Athens.. Moseow. Stock- 
holm. Copenhagen. Amsterdam, 
Brussels and Paris | and back to 
Detroit. 

Detroit News has commissioned 
him to do a series of special pieces. 

; low Goldstein to concentrate on his 
:;Main function, creative aspect of 
| filmmaking,’ while Levathes super- 
vises the ovcrall operations of the 
studio facilitics, 
Its also vuneerstood ‘that no 

“spectacular” 1eaienments in the 
j top 20th hierarchy are contem- 
plated in the im:nediate future. 

j This presumihly. serves to discount 
ithe widely circu’ated rumors: to 
j the effect that .-sovras “might be 
imoving up to .¢.1% rman of the board 
on or heiore tiie May I6— board 

} meeting. . 

no Toulouse-Lautrec painting that Grace Metalious saw in my office. .: 

E.. Cardon 

assistant | | smog, the grog and the fog, 

"Hollywood, 
Editor, VARIETY: 
_Re’ “Metalious: ‘Return to The Oak Room” VARIETY, April 19 inter 

view by your Vincent: Canby—may I set some facts straight? That was_ 

It was a Pieasso—nat trying to be a painter-dropper. However, through | 
the haze, Grace sometimes mistakes the substance. for : the. shadow, 
Understand her. next novel will be called ‘‘Return to Martini Place,” 
a doméstic comedy about women who talk.in their cups, based, as: are 

pall Metalious novels. on: personal home town experiences. Between the 
.Grare is back on an old tack. 

Time Magazine reported. "when we. started “Return to, Peyton “Place” 
Clarke is back in Gotham after | over a year ago that: Grace said the story’ was never ‘meant. to be a 

Ferrer and niself. 

piper from Peyton Place asain... 
Stick to the ice cream sodas. 

+ 
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Cannes, May 2. 

“La Mano En-La Frenka” tAngel 
Director: Leopoldo) Torre-Nilsson 
With: Elsa Damel, Frame .sco Rabat. 

. Fabio. 
{ BELGIUM—Official 
“Plein Sud” (Due South) tcIP) 

Directors: Gaston De ‘Gerlache, 
mond Carels. oo 

A documentary on the first’ Belgian 
Antarctic expedition nr “57-"58. 

CZECHOSLAVAKIA—Cfficial 
“Piesen © Sivom Holubov” 

of the Gray Pigeon) 
“(Czech State Film 

Director: Stanistav Birabas 
With: Pavel Polaceck. Kiatol Machata 
A poetic pic giving the impressicns of 

the second World Wer thru the exes 
of two children. It has six sketches 
as seen bv the children 

 BRITAIN—Official 
“The Mark” (20th) 

Director: Guy ‘Green 

(The Song 

aspects and cure. 
HOLLAND—Official — 
“Het Mes” (The, Knife) (NFA) 

-A young boy is’ troubled by his wid- 
owed mother’s affair with his tutor 
and even decides to kill him with. a 
knife.’ But his mother’s explanation 
is his first awakening as a. thinking 
being and he buries the knife. 

ISRAEL—Official 
“} Like Mike” (Geva Films) 

Director: Peter Frye 
With: Seymour Gitlin, Tumar 

Hana Rovinz, Chaim Topol . 
A Texas millonatre’s’ son visits Israe] 
and falls for a soldier girl and finally 

Masayuki Mori, 
A boy revolts against his father -and 

his senses only to dse of a disease. 

tion and understandirs. 
NORWAY—Official 

to his father’s tyranny. He. meets a 

him he has many of his father’s 

his father Gn his deathbed. 
POLAND—Officlal 

Od Anictaw”’ 

“Darclee”’’ (Bucaresti) 
Director: Matei Jacob 
With: Silvia Popevici, Christia Avram, 

Vietor Rebenclue, lereu Haltular 
Bio-pic 

singer who died in. misery there in 
"39. It alsa traces the history of 
Rumanian music. : 

SPAIN—I(Invited) ‘No official’ entry. sent) 
“Viridiana”’ tUninci- 

Director: Luis Bunuel] | 
With: Sylvia Pinal. 

Fernando Rey 
Francisco Rubel, 

for a nunnery. but.is almost seduced 
by an unbalanced racle and when he 

destroyed by theni. and saved by a 
cousin with whem & nermal lite may’ 

It concerns a sh cy judge who gets 
the money of his charges and how he 
gets his comeuppance. — 

U.S.—Official 
“Raisin In the Sun” (Col 

Dire¢tor: Danie]. Petri 
With: Sidney [Foitie:. Claudia’ MeNefl, 
Ruby Vee, Disna Sands, John Fiedler 

Ant now ready to make it a trilogy 

Ray- : 

‘Ariell, |: 

aye + 

stepmother but is finally thought to: 

-It ig a study of youthful disorienta- |” 

“The Passionate Demons” ‘Concord Film) 

gurl and their tulbulent affair shows” 

traits and he leaves the tirl to see” 

concerns a fimed = Riunianian ‘ 

A girl is abou to pronounce her vows |. 

novel and that it was really a Hollywood treatmént and tnat 1 served 
her a dirty trick by helping it:to- become: published.’ At that time I 
offered in rebuttal that] wished:.sonteone. would play me the. same 
trick ‘to the same tune. since Grate! has made ‘up. to date over $400,000 

jout of “Return to Pcyton Place’*as a: book." ws 
As to her now telling you that she only. ¥ ovked on OR turn” a-month,- 

and didn’t work every. day, this accounts: tor’ the- extraordinary long 
time it took all of us to shape. her material ‘into a susero s 
Which was wriltcn by Ron Alexander with a 

TeE nplay 
Stree: # sist trom ‘Jove. 

and I will witli inely: play the pied 

J erry. W ald: 

$444444e 

i Cannes Entries - — ‘By Blag { 
wwrerveeee 

The’ storv vf a Chicigo negro fimly, 
(Reviewed in Variety. March 29, 61) 

ARGENTINA—Official . Invited -In Competition). 
“El Centroforwaid “Muro El Amarieces” “The Huodlum, Priésu” (CA) 

(Mugica) ‘Invector: livin Kershner 
Gates, (indi (The Center Forward - Thes at’ Dawn) With: Don Murray.) Larry 

Director: Rene Mugica: . Woad . 
With: Luis Medina Uystro, Raoul Rossi, |. cReviewed in Variety. Feb. 22, ey 

Indi. Carli. 1 “Guod Bye Agami” (UAr . ” . 
About an.eccentric who buvs ‘unusual ‘Duector: .Anatale Liiak rn 

human sport and vert specimens. to] With: ingnd) Bergman: Tony. “Perkins, 
found a new erder ane how cone ‘ves Montand - . 
breaks Gut. Buphisticated) S.ory cf a -middilessed 

couple whose marriage 38: piecipi 
tated by an aruent “ruung omen. hug. 
‘wha fay abonicacly -continue “an ene! 
seam and off-again iriangement. Tt 
is based ch a Franecise, Sagan. beck, 

(Out of Compe. tions . 
“Fyodus” (UA) 

Director: -Guio Prenjnger. J 
With: Paul Newman. Eva Marie’ Sa'rt 

Lee J..Cobb. Sai Mimeos Jul Hawemth 
The epic Sioiy ci the! beginnings uf 

the state. of Israel. 
(Reviewed in Variey. Dee.- Way 

“The Connection” dlucke: Allenj- 
Director: -Shirley Clarke .. . 
With: Carl Lee, Worren Finnerty 
Pic has been wivited bv the Federztian 
’ af! French Film. Authors and «con- 

‘ ¢erns a group ef junkies waiting fer. 
a fix. It is. based’ on Jack | Gelber's. 
off-Broadweyv lewt Fut.” 

WEST GERMAN— Official . 
“Der Letzte. Zeuge™ Lhe - Last. Witness) 

“e0) 

With: Maria Schell. Rud Steigen Stuart: (Ulrich) . 
‘Whitman Director: W olfgang: & Staudte 

A man about to marry a widow with With:. Martin Held. Hans Luthar, Ejlen 
a child is shown tu have at one lime Schweirs 
contemplated attacking a child. Haw- A child. has. been: hiled and suspicien 
ever, it was only an impulse and falls on the mooacr. mistress’ of a 
film .delves into the ps chological rich man, and thé latter too, Film 

also attacks the: legal system. 
YUGCSLAVIA— Official . 
“Dan Cetrnaesti™ ‘4The 14th Das). (Lovcen 

Director: Fons Radenizkers ; Film) 
With: _Reitze Van’ Der Linden, Elen Director: Zdrayko: Velimirovie 

Vogel.. Paul Cammermins. With: Nikola - Popovic. Karlo Bulie, 
. Olga Spiridonos ic ‘ 
Concerns six cendemned men allowed 

Provisional liberty and how they 

FRANCE._Offictal a 
“Une Aussi Lungue Absence” 

long Absence! (Procinex), 
Director: Henri Colpi 
‘With Alida Val),- Georges ‘Wilson, Jae 

ques Harden 
A story of -a 

amnesiac. tlamp 
reposted killed . 

«Sueh a 

wonmin ‘who- ‘takes an 
‘for her -husband 

in deportation and 
gets her after many coirplications. how she unsuccesstully triés ta re . 

JAPAN—Officlal. ‘store his memory. ~ 
“Otohto” (Brother) (Dae) (Reviewed in Variety, March, 8. °61) 
Director: Kan Ichikawa _Unvited—in Competition) - 
With: Keiko Kiehi, Niroshi Kawaguchi, “Le Ciel Et La Baue’ (Sky ‘and. Mud 

‘Ardennes Films) 
Directors: P.eri: Dominique Gaisseau, 

Gerard Dellusye. —— 
A documentary in color on the primis: 

Gye men of New Guinea. This 3s & 
surprise (entry over many = fiction. 
pox. This in spite of: the fact that a 
fest 1uling states that. a‘ duvcumentery 

Director: Nils: Reinhardt Christersen ‘can ‘get only a special prize and not 
With: Margrethe Robsshm,  Teralv a regular top award. It was passed . 

Maurstad after. the ‘outcry at’ documentaries 
A soung writer leaves his hame due spearing prizes over fiction pix some 

years ago. 
ITALY—Official 
“La. Ragazra Con Vi inhi’ (Girl ANS ith a 

Suitease) (Titanusy 
D-rector: -Vatemo:. aurhni 
With: Claudia Cardin. te, Jacques Per- 

“Matka, Jaanna «(Mother yin, Corrado. -Paul.. ‘knocked: 
Jeanne of the Angels) about young gurl falls Aor a ocsich 

(Polski State Film) young man-‘but the:r lives, classes 
Director: Jerzy Kawalcrowiez , and outlock i¢nd: them apart. 
‘With:. Luecyna  Wainnicr+. Mieczystaw Reviewed in Variety. Maach 29, ‘eD 

. Voit. Anna Ciepielewska : Invited (in’ Competition) . 
Film takes. place in the 17th ce ‘Htury ; “La Ciomara” <Fwo Women) (Carlo 

in a convent supposediy possessed ‘PRonti) -— co 
by demons.:_ . Directar: Vittorio De Sica -.- 

RUMANIA— Official! *° With: Sophia Loren, Jean-Paul . Bel-. 
mondo, Rif Vallone 

The adventure, of two -women, 
mother and daughter, during the last" 
war. 

“Tia: Niaccoia” ‘(Titanns) 
Director: Mauro “Bulognini- 
Wath: Claudia Cardinale. Jean-Payl Bel- 

mondo. Kina Morelli . 
The life of a jo: g.rl in the twenties - 

with atmosphere: moa heht. sucivlogl- - 
eal vein. 

“Che Gieia Vivere’” (What: Joy. to Be... 
Alive?) (Rire Films) | 

Director: -Rene’ Clement 
With: Alain Delow. starbara Last, Rina 

Morelli, Gino Cervi : 
in” commons suicide gues up her vows. A comedy ibeut a: fascist’ youth 

She inherits his Tend and tries to the ltaly ci“the 1920's who becomes. 
help the poor only ‘to he slmost a bomb throwing atarchist: for the 

Jove of a ce ty B. lhin beauty.. Direc 
tor is French. end .ctars. French,. TNal- 

develop. jan,and, Polish plasers. 
SWEDEN— Official . HUNGARY— Official 
“Domaren” (The Judge) (Sandrew-Atei- | “Duvad’ (¢(Ths 0 ¢06e dlungirofilim) 
*, _ jeerna) . Director: Zoltan -Febri 

Director: Alf Sioberg * With: Ferenc Besser vei, “Maria. Medg- 
“With: Ingrid Thriin, Baiita Randel, sesi, Tiber Bie hei re . 

Gunna. Hellstrom Story) of can: overhearing landowner - 
who forces him lf on a. girl only to 
‘finally be rk ‘ed .bys her husband 
inva final’ - It takes plave is 
pre Wir Muncar. 

RUSSIA— Official: 
“Povestj - Li 1 Lew” (The Ardent 

Years) (Mottin . 
Director: Julia’ Seat eva 
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Ta dees r Ca
me : ; 

Jury for awards to feature. films at the 14th Cannes. Film Fest. 
are 11 in number. To wit: - 
Liselotte Pulver, Swiss-German. 

- Cannes. ‘May 2. 

film-stage star. 
Pedro Armendariz, Mexican film. star. 
Luigi Chiarini, Italian film critic. . 
-Jéan Giono,. French novelist, pic ‘seripter, recently : a ‘director.- 
Claude Mauriac, French highbrow film critic of Figaro-Litteraire. 
Edouard Molinaro,. French film - director. | - ae 
Jean Paulhan, French novelist. 
Raoul Ploquin, French film producer. 
Marcel Vertes, French painter 
some films;.namely..““Moulin Rouge.” 

‘who has‘ done. decoration for 

: Serge Yutkevitch; Russian director.: 
Fred Zinnemann, American director. - 
Prizes for best short films will be given by ‘Pierre Prevert, - 

French short: and feature pic director; Yon’ Popesco- Gopo.. Ru- 
manian: animated film director; Jurgen Schildt, Scandinavian dac- 
umentary maker; Jéan Vidal, French short pie director, and Jean 
Vivie, .French : film techni¢al. consultant : and teacher at the French 
Film School,- the IDHEC.) 

~ Cannes: French and MPEA Palsy, 
Italians. Have F our, Russia Two. in. -Competition—| 

‘Big Year for VA’ 

By. GENE sOSKOWITZ | 
Cannes, May 2: 

The motto of the- Cannes - Film |: 
‘in num- | Festival still seems to be ‘ 

bers. there is strength.” Thouglr 
most..film ‘circles have raised ‘the. 
hue. of too many film. festivals. : 
‘unteeling too much product, the |. 
14th Cannes. Festival is being pro- 
longed two days to run from May 
3-18, instead of the original dates 
of. May 3-16, because there were 
just: ‘too many entries. There: will. 
be 30 features exhibited, two. out | 
of competition. Fest begins « to- 
morraw (Wed.)..with one.of latter, 
Otto Preminger’s “Exodus” (UA. 

This is the year .of harmony, 
‘smooth ‘and . coordinated. ‘between | . 
the ‘festival management and the |: 
Motion- Picture Export Assn. It vis]. 
also United Artists’ year, '59 it was! 
20th-Fox,.in 60 Metro. After’ “Ex- ' 
odus” .two of the invited com- 
petitive pix are from UA via .“The ; 
‘Hoodlum Priest” and “Good -Bye™ 
Again.” the latter made in Paris, 
with Ingrid Bergman. Anthony ° 
Perkins and’ Yves. Montand: A fifth’ 
Yank - pic, a -non-Hollywood. entry 
made in Manhattan, will be! 
screened: out of the competition at : 
the invite of the French Federa-:: 
tion of Film Authors. It is Shirley: 
Clarke’s “The Connection.” °" : 
So Yanks look strong in numbers, 

, (Continued: on page 28). ° 

Nix Hitler Caricatures” 
For Cannes Festival 

On Unfriendly ‘pir 
“Interrugmum,” 29- ‘minute docu- =: 

Mentary put out by Germany’s . 
George Grosz. with rights eld: by: 
George K. Arthur-Go-.Pictures, } 
has been rejected for the: Cannes ; 
Festival. Film originally’ was an. 
entry but Fest. ‘officials this : week | 
cabled Arthur in New York. that it 
-is: being denied showcasing’ in re-: 
consideration of the “friendly spirit 
‘among alt nations.” | 
'*Interrugmum” «Between Wars) | 

ds a senies of drawings” in. Cariaca-| 
ture by- Grosz on the. rise and 
fall: of “Adolph Hitler. 
Academy ‘Awards nominee. in the’ 
‘documentary ‘class. 

‘Curiously, while the Cannés of: | 
ficials concerned themselves ‘with ; 
the international “friendly spirit.” 1 
dt is to be noted that the Grosz 
picture has been sold to television : 

in West. Berlin, : which presumably ; 
_ds not so sensitive ‘as: Cannes. 

‘Misty’ Goes to Venice 
Hollywood, May 2. 

Robert Radnitz,-whose “Dog. of 
Flanders”: won -last year's Venice 
Film Festival's Golden Lion Award } 
as. “Best Children’s Film” of year, 
-has been notified. that his 20th-Fox. 
production, “Misty.” based. on ‘Mar-" 
guerite: Henry -Child’s- work, is 
chosen as aU. S. entry” dn this 
year's Venice fete. - 

Pie stars David. Ladd. Now: being 
given ke-city ‘test .runs prior ‘to 
summer national release: douiesti- | 
cally. 

It. was an] 

Looks Backward, Too 
Cannes, May -2. 

This year’s Cannes film. . 
. gathering : will be: marked by - 
the French Film: Museum: or- 

_ Zanizing.. special . showings. of 
‘features dirécted. by’. Japan's - 
‘deceased Kenji. “Mizoguchi 
plus. the early . French . film 
pioneer, George ‘Melies. : 
‘Cannes has always stressed 

“retrospective” aspects -along- 
side the current product. 

Ideological Fusses Not. 
Expected at Cannes, 1961; 

Tt’s More ‘Psychological’ 
Cannes, May 2. 

Whereas ‘bygone years. at the 
Cannes Film Fest. almost invariably 
bruised ‘feelings’ due to political 
‘angles in some: films unspooled 
here, nothing” like that. looms this 
‘year. 

. Even war films. at Cannes will 
deal. with victims rather than op- | 

-There. are pix in this} pressors. 
fenre from Russia, Czechoslovakia 
‘and Italy. 

vt another time, Otta Premin-|_ 
ger’s out-of-competition “Exodus” 
“could have been a cin¢h annoyance 
jto the British, but it's not now apt 
‘to ruffle them. As for. the Arabs, - 
no. concern there ‘since no. Arabian 
country is participating. in the fest.. 
Way it looks now, only-films that 

may cause friction are two with 
‘| relisioso themes that could’ trigger. 
‘Catholic resentment. ‘One, the. 
‘Polish . "Mother Jeanne _and’ the. 
Angels,” yarns a-17th century con- 
vent -where the nuns. supposedly 
are possessed by demons. .Other, 
Spain’ s “Viridiana, ” reputedly: raps. 
ley asive,. guilt-motiv ated charity 
vand centres on.aW ould-be nun. , 

Legit and Video In Joe Levine’s Lens: 

\CUNEDY SEEN 

-{ already - 
‘| President -Jobn F. Kennedy’s new 
‘tax. proposals, © 

| Dy Congress, ‘could cancel out one 
|-of-:the. main inducements of for- 

} eign. service to Americans. Indeed. 
‘some are now suggesting that -if ! 

-| period U. 
} become liable for American’ taxes 

t through their subsidiaries. 

AGA SPOILSPORT: 
~~ . Loridon; ‘May 2 

“American” reps of film and tele: 
| vision companies working in Brit-]. 
ain and. other parts of Europe are 

- seriously’ perturbed at 

which, if enacted | 

the .tax proposals go through, the 
parent companies in the United 
States: will have to-.offer fresh in- 

‘{ducements.to keep their top per-| 
‘| sonnel in residence overseas. 

~-So.far as individuals are con- 
cerned, all those in Europe would 
lose the ‘total tax exemption to 
which _ they are now entitled, 
though in Britain and in other 
‘countries.some of the personnel 
involved have to pay local taxes 
on part of their earnings. Ken- 
nedy’s tax-tightening proposals 
-would also end the 18-months ex- 

| emption of -up -to $20,000 which 
has attracted many stars, direc- 
tors,..producers and publicists to 
accept overseas engagements.. 

The position of British subsid- 
JdJaries of Yank companies. is slight- 
sy more involved. Currently, 
‘profits. made overseas by the for- 
eign subsidiary of a Yank outfit, 

| are. only subject to. American. taxes 
when returned to. the parent com- 
pany in the States ‘as - dividends. 

1 It -is understood that: the Presi- 
| dent's: . recommendation is. that 
within. a° two. year . transitional 

S. corporations. . would 

on undistributed profits realized 

British subsidiaries of the Amer- 
ican majors are, of course. subject 
to. British tax laws. 

Though the number of film. and 

affected is very limited, there is 

talent. as well as a _ substantial 
press corps. who would be hurt by 
the. tax proposals. 

BLAUSTEIN BLOWS JOB 

Producer Quits ‘Lady L’, Metro's 
‘Much- Postponed Pic 

Julian Blaustein who was slated 
to proiuce “Lady L”. under. own 
indie aegis for Metro, has bowed 
out; returned property to studio 
which will assign another ‘producer 
‘this week, 

Sudden action is latest in long 
delay in getting Tony Curtis-Gina 
Lollobrigida costarrer underway. 

again stymied April 17 with 

who also had some script disputes 
with Blaustein. Cukor is now ready 
to go, and he plans starting cam-]| 
era work. within twa weeks. 

‘The 

‘ty exees who will be immediately | 

‘additionally the regular inflow of 

JOBS TO FADE? 
Not Bard, Not Shaw, But Plutarch 

Wanger-Mankiewicz Outline (: Outline (Still Vague) of ‘Cleo- 
patra’—Chide Hollywood ‘Guards’ 

+ 

Pix Biz Opposes JFK 
Washington, May 2. 

The Motion. Picture Assn. of 
America and.Motion Picture 
-Export Assn. will formally op-- 
“pose key tax proposals of 
President ‘Kennedy's tax mes- 
sage at -Congressional hear- 
ings, 
Raymond Freedman, _ tax 

manager of Columbia Pictures, 
was: named today (Tues.) to 
represent member companies 
at the House Wavs & Means 
Committee hearings. Hell 
take the stand to oppose those 
proposals which might cramp 

‘the style of those U. S. com- 
panies operating abroad. 
MPAA listed these as: the pro- 
posed elimination of tax de- 
ferral privileges; revised taxa- 
tion of U. S. citizens abroad: 
and allowance for foreign tax 
on dividends. 

Hearings 
(Wed.) 
last for weeks. . 
Freedman's appearance 
been set. 

begin tomorrow 
and are expected to 

No date for 
has 

Paramount Library In 
16m May Yield Company: 

Up to 2006 Annually: 
Paramount formally wrapped up : 

the deal this week whereby its en- 

will be released to. the 16m market 
through United States by Films: 
Ine., which is a subsidiary of En- 
eyclopaedia Brittaniea Films. Only . 

“Ten : 
Commandments.” 

The 16m prints will be licensed ' 
to schools, hospitals and other, 
institutions. plus special situations , 
where there are no theatre facil-: 
jties. Contract stipulates that the 
product will not be distributed 

fearlier than one year after com- 

Skedded.to have started in Janu-y. 
ary, 
illness. of director. George’ Cukor, 

pletion of regular theatre engage- : 
ments. 

While. other distribs have been | 
sub-licensing their’ product to the. 
16m outlets for years, Par unit 
now has refrained from doing so. 
‘Proceeds accruing to the company 
will be on a percentage-of-gross , 
basis. Voices from within say Par 
ought to realize $150.000 to $200.-. 
.000 yearly. ' 

Syd Bowman Exits UA - 
Detroit, May 2. 

United Artists’ Detroit branch 
manager at his own request be- ' 
cause of fl] health. No successor : 
has been named. 
Bowman has been with the com- 

pany 27: years, the last 15 here. 

But Not Off Italian Beefcake Pix 
‘encore ‘and plainly relishing .his 

‘newsmaker role}, Joe Levine pro- 

jects a- diversified outlook that 

envisages global film-making, a 
Shingle on Broadway and possibly, 

: as: prior. flashed, a jump into tele-: 
+ Vision. 

_ His legit bow is definite for 
next, séason with Peter Ustinov’s 
“Photo Finish.” 

it hesp as’ scripter-director-star. 
‘| Tele remains iffy. at the. moment, 

but likely to evéntuate via a “Her- 
cules” series. —~ 

The Boston showman’s diversi- 
fying not only as to activity, but 
within his. keystone filmic sphere, 
as evidenced by “Boys Night Out,” 
“his first U. S. pie now in. prepara- 
Pwo and acquisition | of the arty | 
"Two. - Women,” ‘Sophia’ Loren 
‘starrer bow ing in N. Y¥. Tues- 
day (9), - 

He is plainly far from. disen-. 
chanted With’ the Italian. spec- 

Seemingly never ata loss for an| 

with. the bearded: 

tacles that” put © him in orbit, as 
evinced by his current dickers with 
Lux Films, his Jtalo- ‘mainstay, on 
a co-financing | arrangement. Still, 
the significant point is that. Levine 
has other horizons in focus (of 
‘which “Two Women” is a facet), 
projecting. two films a year on the 
‘Coast and expressing favor also 
with. England and possibly other 
Continental locales as fulure pro- 
duction sites. 

Six a Year 
‘The- more immediate news for 

‘exhibitors is the pledge of a mini- 
mum: of six features a year for 
‘both "62:and ’63, and almost with- 
out saying, ‘additional properties 
are being scouted for the beyond. 
Implicit -and inescapable sidebar 
to this.is.the ultimate tv backlog 
being shaped, though it’s a cinch 
with ‘Levine's Kinship to exhibs 
that there'll be no premature 
‘homesereen: spinoff. 

As of today, Levine has seven 
films blueprinted, underway or 

completed, plus the 
“Fwo Women” arty. Lineup com- 
prisés the Warner Bros. package 
‘of “Bimbo the Great” and “Fabu- 
lous World of Jules Verne”: “Mor- 
Zan the Pirate,” “Thief of Bagh- 
dad” and “Wonders of Aladdin.’ 
which Metro will handle; “Sodom 
and Gomorrah,” in production by 
Ttaly’s Titanus: and “Boys Night 
Out which partners Martin Ran- ; 
sohoff. topper of Filmways vid-; 
filmery.. Kim Novak and James; 
Garner have already been set for ; 
“Boys.” | 

That Lux deal: being negotiated 
calls for joint financing, but how , 
the divvy is to go hasn't been re- j 
vealed. Pact calls for two pix a. 
year for at least two years. each 
film to be shot in English and 
with multinational casts. Latter 
point reflects what has become 
axiomatic to the trade—that inter- | 
national is as international does.:and Athens. 
‘It also underlines Levine's new 
Blobal propensity. 

tire library of shorts and ‘features | 

pictuie, excluded from the agree- ; 
ment is. Cecil B. DeMille’s 

m played each night under the Festi- 
| val idea and the whole thing is 

| Gannes film fest, 

Hoilywood, May 2. 
Will Shakespeare and G. Bernard 

Shiw have their versions of Clev- 
patra but it will be erudite writirz 
of Plutareh which director Joserh 
lL. Mankiewicz will lean on for his 
new cancept of 20th-Fox spee to 
star El?vabeth Taylor in name ro'e. 

Another thing. He thought it was 
idiotic to make pic in England ard 
said as much on his arrival froin 
Europe. heedless of 20th-Fox execu- 
tive sen.itivities. He'll go to Rome 
and Eavpt for exteriors. Interiors 
are sxedd:id to be filmed at Beve:- 
Iv Hills lot. where Mankiewicz will 
make his base starting from scrateh 
with h’s, “tresh, new concept” of 
Cleo. 

All that Rouben Mamoutian did 
in England is being dumped. S :vipt 
—wWhat little there was of it, 
to hezr Mankiewicz and Wanver 
tell it was about 10-12) minutes. 
Meanvihile some $5.000.000 in cost 
is gone. 

Ne ther) producer nor director 
could estimate final tally, ha.iaz 
silence on fact nothin: can be de- 
termined until seript is finis; ed. 
;Lawrence Durrell, whose Alexan- 
dria Qvacstet makes up “Justine.” 
on which he and Mankiewicz were 

Iworking when Wanger called di- 
rector into breach, has fashioned 
‘vague outline which will be devel- 
,oped by Mankiewicz and other 
writers between now and Septem= 
ler. when he expects to wing back 
-to Cairo or Alexandria to get the 
ifilm rolling. 
|__ Since his retun to this country, 
‘Mamoulian has been in Washing- 
;ton, not here. He hasn't been con- 
!tacted for advice and won't be, ap- 
parently. Wanger said he's very 
‘friendly with Mamoulian, but didn't 
_ Want te discuss this aspect of the 
“Cleo” vexations. 

Both producer and new director 
‘feel strongly about “Cleo” being 
made in lands of settings. Man- 
kiewicz said, “Cleo’s barge helonzs 
on the Nile and not on the Log 
Angeles or Colorado Rivers.” 

Wanger declared it was not 
a runaway pic. “It’s easier to 
make a film here, but not all 
subsects can be produced in 
Hollywood. The unions wou'd 
like to keep salaries and em- 
ployment up, but I want to 
make pictures where they 
should be made and which 
everyone will want to see. not 
runaway from.” 

He lashed at Bel-Air Circuit ‘rot 
new out here), stating “we must 

(Continued on page 28) 

Syd J. Bowman has resigned as © 

Liz Taylor Retrospective: 
Metro Packages Run Of 

Her Oldies for Euro-e 
Metro is now selling Elizabeth 

‘Taylor by the package. Being put 
‘to use in the overseas branches ‘¢ 
an “Elizabeth Taylor Academy 
{Award Festival’ which is aimed ta 
ier on the actress’ Oscar for 
“Butterfield 8." 

Under the plan exhibitors. “book 
aforesaid ' | nd flims starring Miss Taylor 

over a given week. The packave 
includes “Last Time I Saw Paris.” 
“Rhapsody.” “Beau Brummell” 
“Cat on a Hot Tin Roof” and “But- 
terfield.” A different picture is 

given special merchandising. 
|" It’s been a click where tried so 
‘far. and presumably will be in- 
‘troduced in the states sometime in 
‘the future, with the availability of 
‘ prints. 

Arnold Picker Overseas 
Arnold M. Picker, United Art- 

ists veep in cha: ge of foreign dis- 
tribution. left New York Monday 
(1) for Europe for sales-promo- 
tion conferences with UA execs 

! abroad. 
He'll visit London, Paris. Rome 

and also stop at the 
returning to 

New York May 12. 



Vednesday, May 8, 1961. 

the officer who takes over. when 

6 FELM REVIEWS 

The Guns Of Navarone 
(BRITISH-COLOR) 

Star-studded, spectacular war 
meller. Hefty investment in- 
volved, and rousing b.o. looms 
for this exciting piece of en- 
tertainment. 

London, Ayril 27. 

‘ 

L 

Columbia release of Open Road (Carl}of the rare but wry humor in the ! 
Foreman-Cecil F. Ford) prec vetion., Siars film as well as rising well to a‘ 

Gregory Peck, David Niven. Anthony 
Quinn, Stanley Baker, Anthony Quayle. 
James Darren; features Irene Paps, Gia 
Seala, James Robertson Juctic . Richard - 
Niurris. Directed by J. Lee Thompson. 
Screenpley by Cart Forem:n frcm Ablstair 
MacLean’s novel; camera, Oswald Mor-, 
ris; editor, Alan Osbisten: musi¢, Dimitri 

physical and mental endurance test ° 
which had everybody on edge right 
up to a few hours before the pre- 
view when a Technicolor print was 
finally delivered. But last Thurs- 
day ‘27) it got away to good no- 
tices and a glamour charity rreem 
in front of the Queen ind Prince 
Philip. Foreman and Columbia 
may now relax, for “Guns” looks 
likely to make sweet b.o. music 
everywhere and handsomely repay 
even the hefty investment of; 
$6,000,000. 

“Guns” is the sort of spectacu- 
Jar drama that can ignore any tv 
competition and, even with its 
flaws, should have patrons firmly 
riveted throughout its lengthy nar- 
trative. With a bunch of weighty. 
siars, terrific special effects, sev- 
eral socko situations plus good: 
cszmerawork and other technical 
okays, Foreman and director J.. 
Lee Thompson have sired a winner. 

Story, adapted by Foreman from 
Alastair MacLean’s pop novel, is 
set in 1943. The Axis has virtually - 
over-run Greece and its islands, ex- : 
cept for Crete and the tiny island 
of Kheros, both a few miles from 
Turkey. Germany is trying to 
force Turkey into the war on its 
side and plans to storm Kheros. 

The only chance for the worn- 
out garrison of 2,000 men is evac- 
wation by sea, through a channel 
between Kheros and another island. , 
But this channel is impregnably 
guarded by a couple of huge, radar- 
controlled guns on Navarone. A 
small bunch of saboteurs is de- 
tailed to spike these guns. How 
they carry out this suicidal job 
against time and fantastic odds. 
makes for tingling melodrama. __. 

While the film sticks to the: 
physical hazards, the tension rarely 
Jets up. But the complications 
arising from the conflicting per- 
sonal relationships between the 
members of the party only develop 
in spasms. Sometimes. between 
the slabs of excitement, Foreman's 
well-written screenplay has the 
east bickering rather tentatively 
about the ethics of war, 'eadership 
and personal responsibility. But 
only occasionally does this become 
@ near-trap. Usually. just in time. 
director Fhompson gets his cast 
moving again towards the high ad-' 
venture and excitement that tags’ 
the pic as major lezgue. But for. 
this, it would have been a differ-! 
ent and perhars not such a reward- | 
ing motion picture. 

The film has Jined up a fine ar- 
Tay of talent, though, frankly, the 
thesps have to take second place: 
to the situations and the great 
climax. The saboteur gang con- 
sists of Anthony Quayle. Gregory 
Peck, David Niven, Stanley Baker, 
Anthony Quinn and -[ames Darren. 
They al! turn in worthwhile jobs. 
Of. this sextet, Baker, playing .a 
dour, war-sick expert with a knife, 
and Darren, as a baby-faced killer, 
fet rather Jess opportunity for im- 
pact than the athers. Yet both do’ 

ew 

§ 

’ Council of the Court 
. Miss i 

Quayle becomes a casualty. Quinn 
is a dominating figure as a Greek 
officer who is conducting all-out } 
vendetta against the enemy and a 
half-hearted personal one against. 
Peck. 
And Niven, cast as a satirical 

corporal with a genius for handling 
high explosives, scores with most 

couple of dramatic moments. Two 
women have been written into the 
film who were not in the novel, 
a couple of Greek partisans played 
very well by Irene Papas and Gia 

There are some implausibilities ; 
in ‘‘Navarone” thow, for instance, 
could the little knot. of saboteurs 
from a fishing boat have blown up 
a German E-boat at close range 

but the overall reactign is that 
such points are unlikely to occur 
to audiences while the film is 

credits, patrons will be beguiled 

duced piece of entertainmert-plus. 
Rich. 

Der. Letzte Zeuge 
' (The Last Witness) 

(GERMAN) 
Berlin. April 25. 

Europa release of Kurt Ulrich produc: | 
tion. Stars Martin Held, Hanns Lothar 
and Ellen Schwiers; features Juergen 
Gosiar, 
Directed by Wolfgang Staudte. Screen- 
play, R. A. Stemmle and Thomas Keck: 
camera, Ekkehard Kyrath; music, Werne 
Eisbrenner. At Zoo Palast, 
ning time, 102 MINS. 

Werner Ramell ........... Martin Held. 
Dr. Fox, lawyer ........ Hanns Lothar 
Ingrid Bernhardy ...... Ellen Schwiers 
Dr. Heinz Stephan ...... Juergen Goslar 
Gerda Rameil .. ....... Adelheid Seeck . 

Ebeling .........-. Lore Hartling 
Police Inspector Siegfried Wischnewski 

Wolfgang Staudte, director of | 
such pix as “Murderers Are 
Among Us” and “Roses For the 
Prosecutor,” has with this film an- . 
other better-grade German vehicle. 
to his credit. It, however, is not his 
best effort. “Witness” is a court- 
room drama with a new slant. The’ 
injustice of justice. 

Staudte attempts to show how. 
_ people can innocently get into the 
treadmill of a judicial system 
which he thinks needs reforming. 
Unfortunately, his well-meant ef- 
fort is not too convincing. Nearly’ 

‘all the reps of justice ‘the police 
‘inspector, judge, prosecutor, even 
the council of the surpreme court), ! 
have a flair of either narrow-mind- 
edness or. unserupulousness in this. : 
As a consequence, the whole thing 
doesn’t ring true enough. A solid 

‘grosser domestically, treatment of 
the subject matter gives this for- 
eign possibilities. 

A four-month old baby has been : 
‘ strangled.. The police sees in the 
illegitimate mother ‘Ellen Sch- 
Wiers) the logical suspect and ar- 
rest her. A clever lawyer ‘Hanns 
Lothar), who believes in her inno- 
cence, sets out to discover the 
murderer on his own hook. Al- 
though he has an alibi, the mur- 
derer turns out to be the infant’s 
father, a wealthy married business- 
Man. | 

Staudte’s direction is generally 
swift while his handling of the 
players is brilliant. . 

The most praiseworthy perform- 
ances are turned in by Martin Held 
and Lothar. Also Miss Schwiers 
has many fine scenes. The out- 

‘standing support includes Juergen 
'Goslar, as a young medico who 
‘innocently becomes a judicial vic-. 
tim; Lore Hartling, cast .as Lothar’s | 
assistant; Werner Hinz, Adelheid 

justice to their sketchy opportu- 'Seeck and Lucie Mannheim. 
nilies, Technically, this is flawless. The 

Adelheid Seeck, Werner Hinz.! first effort. 

r| 1 
Berlin. Run-" fashioned a likely, money picture Fon an idea by Blasetti, Chiarini. 

Werner, Hinz : 

Return To Peyton Place 
_ (C’SCOPE-COLOR) 

:‘Slick, soap-operatic followup 
to Jerry Wald’s earlier hit, 
Carefully tailored for same 
audience. Should be a money 
attraction, though not quite 
‘the equal of its predecessor. 

: Holtlywood,. April 26. 
Twentieth-Fox. release of Jerry Wald 

production: -Stars .Carol Lynley, Jeff 
Chandler,. Eleanor_ Parker, Mary_ Astor, 
Robert Sterling. Luciana Paluzzi, Brett 
Halsey. Gunnar Hellstrom, Tuesday Weld. 
Directed by Jose Ferrer. Sereenpiay, 

based on novel’ by Ronald Alexander, 
camera (DeLuxe), Grace Metalious; ¢ 

Charles G. Clarke; editor, .David. Brether- 
Tiomkin. At Odeon, Leicester Square, Scala. Though one becomes a key ton; art directors. Jack’ Martin’ Smith, 
J.endon. -Running time, 157 MINS. | character in» the story line they . Hans Peters: - music. rang | Waxman: 

- Mz wee e eee eee iresory Peck , ' ic- sound. Bernard Freericks. Warren _ B. 
Miller” wena cence cecenees “David” Niven don’t add a great deal to the pie Delaplain: assistant director, David Hall. 
ANCreR .....2e esse eeeee Av-heny Quinn ture but fulfil their chores satis- Reviewed at _Grauman‘s Chinese, April 
Brown ......cceeeceeee: Sianley Baker factorily. Such competent actors 26, °61. Running time, 123 MINS. 
Franklin occ Anihenv Quayle, as Albert Lieven, James Robertson Allison MacKenzie ........ Carol Lyniey 
Maria. eccece sell ‘rene Papas Justice (who impressively speaks Lewis Jackman ........-. del Chandler 
ANNA .-. eee eee vex Robert Gia J Sera the prologue), Richard Harris, Roberta Carter .2:....:. . Mary Astor 

Jensen... ++ James Rotersrd Harris George Mikell and Allan Cuthbert- Mike Rossi .:-:.--+....-; Robert Sterling 
Cohn ........0ee eee 1 ryan Forbes son also contributes small but eq |... "Brett Halsey 
Beker ...cccccoeees- All- n Cuthbertson : . Lars 2... ceeds eee Gunpar Hellstrom 
Wearer .eccccceecee Michzel Trubshawe telling performances. ; Selena Cross ........ Tuesday Weld 
Grogan ..cceseesceeee => Perev Herhert The cliff sealing voleurs a Dexter veceeses Kenneth MacDonald 
Sessler 2. ..cccceecceseees ‘eorze Mikell scene when the saboteurs are Peter. White ................ Bob Crane 

, y G . M. Steele 2... c.cces ee eeee Bil Bradl 
Mussel -evsreccresssssses gWialter Getell rounded up by the enemy, a won- Jenn sma o00LL Tim Durant 

derfully directed and lensed storm , Nick pparker wees de eeeweees . Casey, Adams 
. : r. Wadley. ......-..2005- _. Pi erber 

A real heap of coin, labor, sweat, segment and the final aoe tLbiting Lupus Wolf “2222202: 100 Warren Parker 
i i i- ; » Nali-D1t2 electman .....2.-00. rihur Peterson patience, tears. faith and enthusi- are just a few 0 e ng Selectman a co fArihor Ecierson 

asm has gone into the making of highlights. Apart from Foreman's Mrs. Humphries ........ ni joan Banks 
* ¥ “Th zuns ‘ visua a, : u umphries ......-. erson Treacy Carl Foreman’s “The G Of lization of the yarn, Oswald Bud 1H mphri Emersd Tre y 

Navarone.” This needed some out-'Morris's superb camerawork and Dr Fowlkes. i----7--  ,wilten Grea 
of-this-world cooperation by the Dimitri Tiomkin, _ respectively, “arthur setaseeeceees ‘Hari Rhodes 
Greek government and, through there must be flaudits for the. Steve, Swanson .-°-:-:.-. Leonard stone 
the sweet-talking of exec producer superb special effects engineered Frank O’Roark | ...20221.." Reedy Talton 
Foreman and producer Cecil F. by Bill Warrington and Wally Vee- Shetocrapher 22222: settee Jack Carr 
Ford, it got it. It faced the prob- vers, In fact, it’s a Stint for Nevins. Laveeueeneved” “Max Mellinger 

Jem of e director-switch in mid- which every technician can take a Mrs. Bingham ... webs ees Collette Lyons 

stream. Film was a prolonged bow. ’ Interviewers ooo. Carol Veazie. Helen 
Bennet 

The same. audience that de- 
voured “Peyton Place’ figures to 

_embrace this sequel. Since the 

: without suffering a single scar?i,! original was such a smash hit, 
| both -as'a book and a motion pic- 
, ture,-and since the sequel has dat- 
‘tained. bestselling proportions, the 

Showing. From the start of the , film would appear to be presold. | 
ro ; i} But “presold” is not necessarily : 

: by an ambitious, splendidly pro- the guarantee of success it is 
sometimes taken to be. It is an 
aid, not an absolute insurance 
policy. Fortunately for Jerry 
Wald's followup. the “presold” na- 
ture of the product has been for- 
tified with dramatic - restraint, 
shrewd casting, sound perform- 

‘tion values that characterized the 
In accomplishing this, 

i and yet never veering too far away 
| from’ proven formula. Wald has 

‘for his company and his: studio, 
{ 20th-Fox. although not quite the 
I 
spect. 

BasicaHy, “Return to Peyton 
Place’’ is a high-class soap opera. 
Women, ‘its chief. prey. will  re- 
spond with the most enthusiastic 

“support... There. will also be strong 
support from young people, who 
will identify with its indictment 
of parental - over-possessiveness, 
and from civic-minded - groups, 

“who will cotton to its plea for tol- 
erance and social reexamination. 
But the film is by no means uni- 
versally appealing. It figures to 

_ Strike the. more intelligent, lite- 
‘rate filmgoer as at least a trifle 
too. condescending in its preach- 
ment, a mite too obvious and pre- 
i dictable in its: dramatic construc- 
‘tion, and slightly lethargic in. its 
drift to foregone conclusions. 
Ronald Alexander's screenplay 

! preserves the nature of the novel, 
; alternately building three or four 
- separate but related story veins 
| into individual crescendos, then 
j welding the moving parts into a 
Single grand ‘climax in which 
everything fall§ neatly into place. 

The basic stories are: 11) Carol 
Lynley's,, as the tyro novelist 
whose. close-to-home fiction  pro- 
duces civic -repercussions afd 
| Whose romantic relations with her 
editor-publisher, -Jeff. Chandler, 
accelerate her maturity; (2} Tues- 
‘day Weld’s, as the emotionally- 
troubled girl whose past misfor- 
tunes are.soothed when Miss Lyn- 
ley’s book sheds new light into 

. ; the matter for the hypocritical] cit- 
‘izens of the backward burg, who 
| are undergoing.a kind of civic 
{ metamorphosis; and (3) Mary As- 
_ tor’s, as a super-possessive Peyton 
Place: mother whose attempts to 
wreck the marriage of her son, 
-Brett Halsey, are curbed when 
her wretched nature is bared be- 
‘fore the entire town'‘in a power- 
| ful climactic. sequence. _ 

Jose :Ferrer’s direction of this 
{material is deliberate, but re- 
| strained and perceptive. Always 
‘in control of his story, he unques-. 

Quayle leads the expedition with |‘ imaginative lensing by vet camera- | tionably makes capital of the best 
conviction as the man who dreamed ! man Ekkehard Kyrath is especially ! of it and improves the worst of it. 
it up, a character who revels in: noteworthy. In all, this courtroom 
Wat's danger kicks. Peck is suit-| drama shapes as one of the better 
ebly laconic. yet authoritative as! German pix. Hanz.: 

‘veterans and - promisink. young 
players.. There ‘are. no towering | 

ances and the same slick produc- : 

match of the original. in this re-' 

marquee names, but there are a 
number of good performances, and. 

i that is vastly more important to 
a film that banks so heavily upon 
its story source for marquee im- 

self as a top. candidate for im- 
portant leading lady assignments 
in future films. She -does a 

| thoroughly capable job, although a 
shade more animation would have. 

ij been desirable. Another whose 
; talent blossoms and whose career 
: take a forward spurt via this ve- 
-hicle is Miss Weld. There are 
; equally strong starring enactments 
;by Chandler, Robert Sterling, 
* Halsey, 
_Paluzzi. and Gunnar Hellstrom, 
‘and solid support from a large, 
‘animated cast. But it ‘is the vet- 

r succeeds remarkably in exciting| 
‘ audience compassion for the char- 
| acter. 

‘Return to Peyton Place” is an 
example of Hollywood production 
| values at their glossiest. Contrib- 
luting to this {impeccable .appear- 
lance and tone are Charles G. 
t Clarke’s De -Luxe camera regard 
:for both scenic and _ personal 
! beauty, David Bretherton’s keen 
‘editing touch, Franz. Waxman's 
' soaringly romantic score and the 
| tasteful sets of art directors Jack 
: Martin Smith and Hans Peters 
, who, together with Clarke. have 
conveyed a. picture-postcard. New 
England in a Hollywood studio 
and the slopes of Mammoth, Cali- 
fornia. A song, “The Wonderful. 
Season of Love” by Paul Francis 
Webster and Waxman, accom- 

r 

‘ 

panies the main title. It {s not an |: 
outstanding number, but sweet 
enough to attain considerable pop- 
ularity. Rosemary Clooney works 

~ Tube, ! it over nicely. 

Io Amo. Tu Ari . 
UL Love, You Love) 
(ITALIAN-FRENCH) 

(Color-Songs) 
- Rome, April 25. 

Dino... DeLaurentiis . release of a De- 
Laurentiis-Orsay (Paris) co-production. 
Features Marny Trio, Fattini, Cairoli, Don 
Jada’s Japanese Revue. Las Hermanas 

: Benitez, Obraszov and his Theatre, George 
Lafave. Moiséev Ballet, Chaz Chase, .So- 
phisticated Ballet. Veronique. Red Army 

oir. Directed by Alessandro. Blasetti. 
0- 

mano, Savignano. Camera (Tecbnicolor-.; 
» Ultrascope). Aldo Tonti: Music arranged 
‘by Cdrlo Savina. Editor. Tatiana Morigi. 

Pic is one of those currently 
;porular vignette potpourris, with 
‘the difference that the usual: mel- 
‘ange of entertainment, spectacle, 
sex, humor and music... has here 
been given an extra fillipor two: 
a central theme and an. implied. 
message.. Theme is love in its 

‘four seasons, and in all ‘its forms 
and manifestations, from the pure 
to the decadent, etc., namely child- 
‘hood, adolescence, middle and old 
;age.. And love is witnessed in 
\Italy, Britain, Russia,. France, ete. 

Filled. with .crowd-pleasing in- 
gredients, splendidly lensed, this 
film is a highly saleable item, not 

{the least for its many exploitable - 
aspects. With an adroit “foreign” 
commentary and perhaps some .re-. 
editing to smooth the continuity, 
it’s also a fine. export bet. 

Director Blasetti and his part- 
ners have caught some insight-ful. 
glimpses of the various forms their 
main subject matter assumes in 
‘Various age groups, climes, and 
countries, ‘also that present-day 
Soviets are sentimentalists too) 
jand viewed. them - satirically 
‘or lovingly as the mood. struck 
them. Interspersed with such do- 
cumentary annotations on manners 
and mores are such well-known en-. 
tertainment starles:as Chaz Chase, 
Veronique, . Fattini, Obraszov’s. 
“puppets and many more with 
| Moisseey Ballet a highlight. 

Edith Piaf's “Hymn to Love” 
backdrops an effective mood mon- 
tage in a movingly sentimental] 
vein which is unfortunately jarred 
at the end -by an ‘unfortunate -edi- 
ting justaxposition with .the Red. 
Army Choir. 
to pic’s final message of peace and 

' brotherhood which, though an ef- 
fective curtainer, looks mere like 
an afterthought as currently pre- 
sented. Patrons may find that 
other parts of the pic. jump about 
too much, also, and a new editing 
effort might avoid this pitfall, - 

This vehicle has been splendidly 
outfitted from all technical aspects, 

i 

tion arranged by Carlo Savina. 
Hawk. a 

The lovely Miss Lynley, | 
who ripens into mature screen sta- |. 
tus with this role, establishes her-. 

Eleanor Parker, Luciana| 

At Corso Cinema, Rome. Running. time, . 

‘I 

This in turn leads. 

tis adequate, | 

Master Of The Werld 
(COLOR) - 

Fairly lavish production based 
on the Jules Verne fantasy, 
‘but sluggishly paced and loose- 
ly written. B.o. prospects de- 
pend on campaign... — 

. _ Hollywood, .April 19. 
'_ American International ‘release- of 
‘James H. Nicholson production. Stars 

- Vincent Price, Charles Bronson, Henry 
| Hull. Mary -Webster, David Frankham..: 

‘ Richard Matheson. based on “Master of - 
, the World” and “Robur, The Conqueror” 
‘by Jules Verne: 
| Gil Warrenton; editor. Anthony Carras; 
art .director, Daniel Haller; music,. Les 
Baxter; sound, Glen Glenn: ~ »ssistant 
director, Robert Agnew: Reviewed | at 
Academy Awards Theatre, April 19, °61..- 

: Running time, 104 MINS. 

- Robur ........ ‘seeeeeee-.. Vincent: Price 
- Strock ......0.00- veces. Charles Bronson 

. , : - {| Prudent ......c.c..c000e > ’ Henry . Hull 
| eran Miss Astor who walks off: Dorothy stevereseeveesns) Mary. Webster 

i . \DDI ~ Philip: .........6.0-.045 Davi renkham 
, With, the picture. Her approach futi Alistair ......... ..«,-- Richard Harrison 
‘a taxing, essentially distastetu j Topagé ......... rere _ Vito Scotti 
role .is so skillful. sa admirably, Turner ....,......0.-+- - Wally Campo 

{restrained yet perceptively true’ Comey ccf en Terrell 
!and lucidly projected, that she, Wilson 2000000 II. Peter Besbas 

It is obvious that a great deal of 
care, expense and ingenuity. went. 

‘into the making of this. picture, 
| American: International’s. most am- 
‘bitious project to date. Therefore. 
1it is doubly disheartening. that the -. 
finished product emerges watered- 
!down Jules Verne, diluted by mod-. 
‘ern dramatic agents foreign to the 
‘nature of the author's original fan- 
ttasy. Company. wil have a battle 
j recouping the considerable outlay ° 
‘that. went into the production, 
: Through. clever -expfoitation of the’ 
character of the. odd flying craft: 
jthat is the crux of. the. picture, 
,_ there is the possibility that suffici- _ 
rent curiosity will be aroused and 
|imaginations haunted to stimulate 
ja respectable turnout, particularly . 
among younger film-going groups. 

‘Richard, Matheson’s sereenpJay 
represents the. dramati¢ consalida- 

i tion of twa.of Verne's novels, *'Mas- 
‘ter Of. The..World” and: “Robur, 
!the Ganqueror.” Robur, the 
| would-be-master, is played by Vin- 
Heent Price. He is the. skipper of 
an impressive aerial craft. the Al- 
batross, with which he-aims to “end. 
for all time the scourge of warfare’ 
iby means of its invincible power.” 
| But, in his blueprint to. subdue and_ 
(disarm the outside world, he fails 
Ito reckon with retaliatory sabotage _ 
‘from within. He, his’ faithful: 
‘crew and his be'oved flying for- 
‘tress ultimately are destroyed by. 
{four passengers whom he has held 
‘captive for discovering: his: craft. 
fin a crater, or repair pit. 7 

Judging by Matheson’s. scenario,. 
Verne’s remarkable vision. 
tended to language refinements,:. 
The dialog has the distracting ring. 

‘of mid-20th century idiom and ex- 
‘pression. There also.is a heavy 
- dose of the shopworn romantic tri-. 
‘angle. situation, disproportionately 
,injurious.to the character of this. 
'respected fantasy-fiction: and pre- 
posterous to boost. And there is 
a.certain element of monotony and 

-Tepetition. about. the long ride in 
the air, a:suspended lethargy that 
director William Witney has not 
-been able to:disturb too frequently... 
| Technically and: visually, the 
‘James H. Nicholson production’ is 
a fairly astute job, notably the 

_ work of art director-production de-- 
‘signer Daniel Haller. whose “‘Al- 
batross” is an admirable flying 
' machine in its. interior, and Tim ~ 
‘Barr, Wah Chang. and’ Gene War- 
‘ren tof Projects Unlimited), whase 
‘special effects: make it equally fas-"~ 
\cinating when regarded from ex- 
terior vantage points. Further - 
credit is due cameraman Gil Wars © 
:renton talthough some of the: Mag- 

i 

: 

~naColor hues are. slightly too arti- 
' ficial), photographic effects speci- 
alist Ray Mercer ‘of Butler-Gloue — 
lner Inc.), aeriat photog Kay Nor--" 
‘ton, composer-conductor Les. Bax- 
ter (whose work included & roman- 

| tic title song, with the aid of Jyric- 
‘ist Lenny Addelson) and the bat- 
‘tery of “StereoSonic” sound ex- 
! perts. Pat Dinga’s special props 
‘and effects are helpful: _ Some. 
‘judicious ‘sniping might have im- 
proved matters. Editor is Anthony - 

;Carras, oot 
| Acting isn't especially exciting, 
,but it. is thoroughly competent. 
; Price can handle this kind.of role 
; with ease. The other principals— 
Charles Bronson, Henry Hull, Mary 
Webster and David Frankham—ac- 
quit themselves well, and support 

- Actually the host inspired stroke’ 
‘in the “production is its prolog of. 
fnewsreel clips of early aerial dis- 
asters with crude, birdlike, would- 
ibe flying contraptions. This pass- 

The east is a blend of polished including a rousing musical selec- ' age basically transcends humor, 
| but it will inspire audience how!s. 
| a Tube. 

Directed by William Witney. Screenplay, ©. 

camera (Magnacolor),...: 

exe «, 



oo efforts -- of art, 

“Wednesday, ‘May 35. 1961 : 

Mad Dog Coll! 

Superficial scrutiny of ‘the iti 
‘famous character’s orime ca- 
reér.. Introduces ‘several. prom- 
-ising . young: players. Service- 
able supporting: fare. .- 

‘Hollywood, Apttr’ 27. 
Columbia. Pictures release of Edward. 

er, Kay Doubleday,: Brook . -Hayward: 
eatures' Neil . 
incent Gardenia, - Telly . 
ected by Burt  Balahban.. 
hreiber, based on: material 
ieberniun; .camera, Gayne - 
ditor. Ralph. -Rosenblum; 

Schreiber Production. Stars. John. Chana: 

. Nephew...” 
Savalas. Di- 

by Lea 
Reschner:. 

tant’ directors, A-thur. Steckler, 
rosbard. Reviewed at ‘the studio, April 

"61. Running time, 88 MINS. . 

. Vingent: Coll... seco. 
occo. y 
izabeth ... ‘Brooke Hayward } 
aroline . -.. Joy Harmon. 
ae 7s Jerry (Orbach - 
t.. Dawson foi. lee eee ee "Telly Savelas 
arr: wile ce eee cce ewes Glenn Cannon 

Ralphiio .....0.....ce0c0. ‘Tom: Castronova 
Clin, cae c ace cenececee Kay Doubleday 
Sehultz see acee ete nee Vi ine ert ‘Gardenia 

The- uproar against crime, ‘plood-.; 

shed and: brutality ih. -Alnerican 

elitertainment fare will hardly. be: 

soothed -by. Columbia's * “Mad Dog 

= Coll”. a choppy ‘and unpleasant |: 

chronicle. of the deeds of. a boot- |: 

Edward Schrie=."" leg-era ‘butcher. 
ber’s: preduction, his. first. brings 
soine interesting new people to ‘the ! 

- sereen . and: offers, several other , 
young. perfor mers an op} portunity | * Nou: Fer nando, - Ewen Solon 
‘to expand. their histrionie: horizons, : : Don. Enrique. .... - “ramen Pee all 
but asa‘sereen story it. offers little 72%: Gomed 1000 “David! Conville 
insight into the’ machinations. Of Gaoler. _ .. cnet Shaw 

Chet of: . arles amb the criminal. ‘mind . and. fails to Senora Zunara ; Sertina Di leo: 

arouse | -the “meéecessarvy audience «Vera... ’ Shella. Brennan ° 
eoncern .for its characters; which--Uabel - .. Jov, Webeter 

acer ceeee’ Renny. Lister 
ever Side of the- Tia they. happen 
to pursue. Literally stocked: with 
young actors. the. picture is: likely 
to attract the attention. ‘of youth- 
ful filmrzoers: but: it appears -des-i 
tined: ta:evelve ‘into a: supporting’ 
attraction. only. 

Schreiber’s screenplay, based 
on material bv. Lew Lieberman, 
traces Coll's activities. from early | 
‘childhood, when he is beaten ‘.un- | 
mercifully by his: sadistic father | 
who dubs him a “mama's boy,” 
‘thraugh several abortive. romances.: 

1. 
and a~fast-rising criminal career) 
in which-he. challenges: New York's 
Mobster hier rarchy, -to his violent ; 
death. al age 23. As play ed by John 
Chandler, “Coll emerges a charac-. 
ter instead of a person: Chandler's. 
delineation is.: OxplOsiv e and com-. 
manding.. but.: it is. a one-note per-: 
formance. 

Making their screen bow: in. the 
‘film - are’ Kay Deuhleday.’. and 
Brooke Havward: The former plays 
a naive: stripper vivaciously:, Lat-_ 

ter. the lovely daughter) of ‘pro-- 
“ducer” Leland -H aywatd and the. 
‘late Margaret SuHavan. ~ shows 
promise in. her. portray al of a: 
‘decent ‘girl: involved: with Coli-and : 
a meniber of. his: gang AJerry Or-: 

-back.;: with. whom. she . Jays. the 
‘groundw ork for the leader's: down- 

“fall. Neil. Nephew ‘gives-a ‘flashy ; 
account - ‘of himself as Cols chief} 

dide, .albeit with a scowl und an? 
attitude that “is. pure, “Brando, | 
Others avho sand. out: ‘in. support 
are Telly Savalas; Joy Harmon, 
Vincent - G: ardinia and Orback.. 

Burt Balaban’s direction ‘ristills, 
a good deal of authenticity: into; 
the character. by play ‘but. ‘fails to ! 
overcome. some. clumpsy story. ¢on- 
struc tion,” part.cularly in. the use } 
‘of narration” by avore ‘than one| 
participant. which. results in some. 
confusion and distraction. The film 
was shot ‘in New York-and appears 

“faithful to. .both~ period .and. @n- 
-- vironment.. “partially | through 

diy ector Richard 
Sylbert, -Gayne’ Resehner's pho- 

 Papiot i Diament- 
* (The Ashes‘ and the Diamond, 

“The Asites and: the Dia: -. 
mond.” Polish-made film which | 
won the International. Filni 
Crities’ Award at. the 1959 
Venice Film “Fest,..avas) Ye- 
viewed ~ by. Mosk ‘ine: 

~-MarRiety issue of Sept... 16: 
1959. Pic. Which is.the- next .. 
‘film fer the NX. ¥. Fifth Ave. 

~ Cinema, was shown -out of 
competition at -Venice: It vis. 

thriller ‘about ‘postivar. Poland: 
cand points.uo the: futility of. 
killing’ and violence. | 
“An above-average draina 

“With arty chances.abroad 2.0.0: 
on -its pacing. and: acting. ne 
reads the Variety review. “It 
concerns: two-men told. to kill - 
‘a top Communist, on- the. dast 
“day of the war. 
“Director. Andrzej Waida ds’: 

masterly ‘but. the. pic is‘some- - 
what ov er-done in expression-- 
‘istic bra -.. . However, it is a. 
taut thritter.” *. 

“f Hal Waters: 

Jerry: :Orback, | 

Screenplay.:J , 

art director, | ~ 
ichard Sylbert; mu-ic, Stu Phillips;: ae 

u 

om Senne 

4 i story 

Il. 
the ting: 

{Oliver Reed (who resembles Dirk veniently) comes ‘toa vidlent end ! 

| tography fs “aptile, Ralph Rosen- 
blum's_ editing competent.“ —-. 

‘Stu Phillips’ excitable score ‘in- 
cludes a title ballad (with. lyrics 

‘| by Eddie D. Trush), which seems } 
‘designed to serve as a kind of ex-. 
ploitation Coll-ateral. It's sung by |. 

of . Colpix Records. 
Tube.. 

‘The Curse oF The. 
“Werewolf — 

(COLOR). 

Topnotch monster’ ‘fare. A. 
class. yroduction surrounding ° 
.a familiar . topic. Good b.o. 

“bet, 
. John. ‘Chandler a 

Neil: Nephew . 

Hollywood, April 24. 
“Universal release'‘of -Anthony. 

production Stars” Clifford ‘Evans. 
Reed, | 
‘Directed -bv. Terence -Fisher. 
John Elder, based on: novel by — Guy 
.Endore; ‘eaniera - (Eastman), “Arthur 
Grant; editor, Alfred. Cox: . art: diréctor. 
‘Don Mingave: music. Beitiamin | Frankel: 

. sound, 
Peverall. Reviewed at the studio, Apré 
24... 81. Running ‘time, 91 MINS, 

4 Alfredo eeccaeeeeeces Clifford Evans: 
Leon 6 see we eweeeee Oliver - Reed 
‘Servant Girt, sec eeneeees “¥vonne Romain . 
Cristina suetece Catherine Feller 
Marques Siniestro ...-. ‘Anthony Dawson 
Marquesa «wees ‘Josephine Liewellyn . 
Beggar... -- ewe. Richard Wordswarth 
Teresa ......-. eee ela eee Hiva Talfrey: 
Priest. 0s eee aes eees John — Gabriel . 

bee Warren. Michell 
Anne Blake 

| Pepe: Valiente vee 
| Rosa’ Valienta 
Poamintque 

1 OW. -Soak 

Yv onne, 

duction; a “value characteristic “of 

+ England's ‘Hammer Film: _firm. : 

lends. an. "espe cially slick. ‘sheen to! 

“The Curse - -Of The. Werewolf.” a 

‘ outstanding . entry 

‘picture genre. “Although not a-° 

; particularly frightening’ or novel: 

. treativent -of -the . perennial 

Ushock © film topic - (werewolves ° 
ranking. secohd ‘only to vampires > 
jn cincma:. it-is a first-class effort - 
in other respects. Earmarked for. 
| exhibition : as the. lead attraction’. 
jin a pairing wi ith “Shadow Of The - 
ict wee: adjoining review): 
jticketed | for’ U:S, distributien ‘dur- 
‘ing: the “coming sunjmer vacation | 
Season, W ‘hen its exp gitability fis-. 
ures.’ ‘to exert. its strongest influ- 
;ence,.the Universal release seéms.; 
-passured’ of a ‘Rood. boxoffice. show- 
ing.” 

- John Elder's screenplay; based ; 
“the novel, “The. Werewolf Of 

Paris.” by . -Guy Endore, .diells. ‘at 
' extraordinary length. even for: 
‘horror picture. on- expository hack-} 
‘ground—on the. vile heritage: re- 
| sronsible for the. genesis of the; 
;story’s monster. But it is a credit | 
10. Eider and all concerned that this : 
ile nathy ““prolog” Sustains equal, | 

not: greater, -interest than’ the ! 
film's principal stot'y ‘passages, 
Which involve .the personal. -plight. 
-of the’ actual. wolfman: himself. ° 
+The drania: -unfolds soundly “and. 
Howes: In, and Jeads ‘to the inevit-. 
abre dleniise of ‘the beast -by means! 

jot the ‘enstomary -silver: 
: carved ‘fron a. blessed crucifix. 

; ‘There are. no namés in the cast. 
t that mean anyfhing to American : 
audiences, but stars are not vital to 
the success of a horror’ picture. 
“More important, the level of per- 
l-farmance is exceptional for a film: 
“of this natitre. Especially. convine- 

“characters are created by 

. on 

| Bogarde - ‘as ‘the: - compassionate i 
werewolf. ‘Clifford . Evans, Anthony 

” Rouhuta toes 

Hinds. 
Oliver; 

¥corine Romain, .Catherine: Feller. . 
Screenplay 

Jock Mays assistant director, John ©” 

George Woodbridge - 
. . Michael Ripper - 

An ‘elaborate yet meticulous pro- 

of. the horror ; _ 

and+t 

bullet ; 

{ 

Two. Loves | 
(C’SCOPE-COLOR). 

’ Frigidity in the American fe- 
male, with a New Zealand lo- 
‘cale. Top 
_and names;. but dramatic loose 
ends, ‘ ; 

Hollywood. “April 287, 
Metro release. of Julian Blaustein pro} 

duction: © Stars ‘Shirley .MacLaine. . 
-rence Harvey, Jack Hawkins. Directed 
by Charlés Walters. Screenplay, Ben 
Maddow. based. on novel, “Spinster,’’ by 
Sylvia) Ashlton-Warner; camera 

; color), 
ru Steinkamp: ‘ort directors, George W. 
Davis;..Urie McCleary; music. Bronis: u 

. Kaper: aysistani director. William Shanks. 
‘Reviewed. at..the studio.” April 27, 61. 
Running’ times 100 MIN Ss 
Anna +3 bee Shirley Macl.aine 
Paul.’ , Laurence. Harvey 
‘Abercrombie. - Jack -Hawkins avne 

Mrs. Cutler .; Norah Howard 
.Whareparita. ; 
Mark Cutler .. . Neil Woodward 

production, values | 

interesting. portrayal. But there is 
a degree of gravity and warmth 
missing in her delineation, making 
it slightly difficult to understand 
Harvey's passion and ‘Hawkin’s ten- 
der -affection for her. Miss Mac-' 
‘Laine is a full-of-fun actress who 

jis at her best playing characters 

Lau-. 

(Metro ‘ 
Joseph ° Ruttenberg: editor, Fred-: 

.as a 15-year-old Maori 

endowed with a dash of whimsy. 
iThere is something artificial about : 
Harvey's playing here, but he does' 
have several fine momenis. Haw- 
kins fares the best. This fine actor's 
reactions and attitudes are some- 
thing to behold. Nobu McCarthy 
comes. through with flying colors’ 

girl de- 
-lighted to bear Harvey’s children 
‘out of wedlock. Juano Hernandez 

. Juang Hernandez. 

Nobu McCarthy ‘ 

Severn: 2.54. Alan Ruberts 
“Himawaka  .... ese eee eee Lisa Sitjar. 
Matawhe1o. . Edmund Vargas 
Head - Ronald: Long . Master’ Rear don’ 

.by: Metro's “Two-Loves.” a. story 
af the reawakening of a spinster 

- American. schoolteacher in New. 
Zealand. The Julian Blaustein:pro- 

: duction, 
Warner's - novel... “Spinster,” ” alsa 

‘takes a passing ‘swipe at U: S. mor- 
ality,” 

natives and utilizes the “civilized’’ 
point-of= “view Of: 
‘values as a frame of reference. Un- 
fortunately, .the personal story 
emerges less lucid than its broader 
over tones. 

Since tine Metro release. stars two 
currently hot. boxoffice. ‘cominodi- 

les, Shirley - ‘MacLaine: ‘and Lau- 

ish actor, Jack Jlawkins, it has a 
strong. commercial ‘heed start and 
“seems assured of a fairly good re- 
_ sponse: But it.. will have to -over- 
come several negative factors to 

n .2et a. big play. 
One ‘is the fuzzy nature of the 

‘all-important “central character, so 
vaguely defined that an’ audience. 
“never fully grasps the-reasons be- 
_hind her 
‘is that title. tarely: has. @ picture 
y been re-dubbed with a blander han-; 
dle. The orisinal .tag. “The Spin- 
ster," “was ‘not-only more: provoci= 
tive .and’ salable. it made more 
‘sense. 

The physical ‘production. ‘itself is 
: first-class. In addition, to being rich 
lin cultural values, the’ George W. 
j Davis-Urie McCleary sets have that 
‘elusive. lived-in look. “Director 

moral cailinent. Another. 

Frividity’ is Lie: subject broached 

‘children. Bronislau “Kaper’s 

gives a fine perfor mance, and the 
balance of support is tip-top, right 
down through the little army of 

score 
provides exciting emotional accom.- 
paniment, listenable on its own 

terims, Tube, 

Cry Freedom 
(FILIPINO) 7] 

a 

based on: ‘Sylvia Ashton-, 

examines the vigorous ‘spon- ! 
taneous way-of-life of the Maori j 

western-white | 

- Edith Peréz De Tagle production. 

renee Harvey, and the gifted Brit- . 

Crude, but infectious rehash 
of World War II glory days of 
Filipmo freedom fighters. 
Woven’ within an intinwvte 
love story, valuable as a b.o. 
lure. 

om 

* 

rf 

Hollywood, April 21. 
Parallel Film Distributors release of 

Stars 
Pancho Madalona, Rost Rosal: wilh Tons 
Santos, Johnny Reves. Jack Forster, 
‘Charles Kelly. ‘Directed bv Lamberty \. 
Avellana. Séreenplay, Wolf Bayer; cam- 
era,. Mike Accion:: mu.ic. Restie Umialh. 
Reviewed at’ NT&T projection room, 

April 21, ’61. Running time. 93 MINS. 

Marking ............-. _ Pancho Nag lona 
Yay “ees ewe wereerssacs Rosa Rosal 
Crhalhim 22... 0.20... eee Johnns Reves 
Sid a eee ecwrccene » Jack Forster 
It. Stoddard.............. Chinle, Kelly 
Juanito . ..... beeen ereae Tony Santos 

“Cry Freedom.” 

There is a churming and infec- 
tious naivete that threads through 

‘a simple. almost | Ly 

childlike. vitality that forms an in- 
‘congruaus parallel with its subject. 
guerrilla combat in. the darker ; 
days of the Philippine theatre of. 

"Charles" Walters, with astute cam- 
feta work: by Joseph. Ruttenberg 
jand editing by Fredric Steinkamp. 
has kept the. film visually hopping. 

itfe also has accomplished the most. 
taxing assignment of supervising. 
1controHing. and: extracting | natural- 
;ism’ from the bediam of. 40-odd 
‘moppets who play. a major role in. 
‘a number of scenes, and has coaxed 
: plenty of romantic’ excitement out 
of his: principal players. And Ben 
i Maddow's: screenplay is fortified 
with some intelligent adult dialog. 
| Yet, in spite of all these plusses, 
the picture misses. 

“Miss VeLaine plays a dedicated 
schoolteacher who has found her 
Mas to a iselated ‘settlement. ih 

; Northern New Zealand from-Penn- 
‘svlvania, although how.and why is 
jnever clearly. established. Her 
» dogged innacence is threatened -by 
the’ amorous: ‘advances: of . Harvey, 
a rather irrational and: immature 
fellow teacher unhappy with huis 
lot -but unable to rise. above it. In- 
fluenced. by the primitive but prac- 

tical morality ° of the Maoris, sie 
seems .on the yerge of giving her 
all-to Harvey whem he trather.con- : 

ine a motorcycle mishap. On the re- 
bound, she is coaxed .out of self-: 

| Martin. Matthews. — 
|-taff support is: “fashioned. by-Yvonne. ‘gives: her. all to him. 

Dawson, . Richard Wordsworth and guilt pangs by senior . secinool in- 

‘Attractive dis-| spector Hawkins, -and abruptly 

Romain,’ Catherine Feller and Jo- Compassion for the central char- i 
Sephine Llewellyn, and ‘there is a-acter is never truly aroused, | par-' 

. f restvained: rortrayal. of the- bud- | tially out of expository vagueness, 

+ for. 

1 tions. 

the vilest. creatures *s imaginable’. 

Pr incipally the film i is a triumph 
dot. the production. artisans assem-. 
Bled by producer. Anthony Hinds 

the -occasion.-- Under. ‘director 
Fereuce ‘Fisher's obviously know- 

Ving surveillance, these experts have 
{created a mood and. a production 
appearance | that: “is an éxample 

; 1 of: horror filmmaking Jat its visual 
best. Among. those who. illustrate 

[they are masters of their craft are 
‘cameraman ‘Arthur Grant twhose 

| vivid views -and balanced com posi- 
‘tinted In. Eastman‘. Color,. 

| have a haunting character), art di- 
rector Don Mingaye- 
are “unusually* sturdy, expansive 

Ashton ‘who has created some of 

Tube, 

twhose sets | 

and ‘artistic: and makeupman Roy | 

| ding-lycanthrope as a lad aby. young | partially: because she is presented 
: Justin: Walters. « 

the. -|: 
as.a-sclf-sufficient w. ‘oman seeming- 
iy. quite content to thrust herself ! 
into her work, which she dispatches : 
with -a: vigor and insight: that is 
‘the: byproduct of love ‘and: cannot | 
‘be matched ‘by her colleagues. Yet: 
the story is bent on proving that 
she. is an. unhappy,- incomplete - 
woman:. ‘Unfortunately: it attempts 
to do so hy offering-her a choice 
of males who would not necessarily . 
tempt even a woman of easy vir- 
tue—one. an. irresponsible, self- de-; 
structive young boozer. ‘the other, 
a. middle-aged: married man. Frig- ; persuasive. 

‘the: action fans, 
been 

operations .in World War IL. The} 
Filipino film, an award - winning 
import that copped six honors from : 
that country’s Academ\ of Motion | 
Picture Arts and Sciences. is tech-; 
nically crude, frequently dramatic- j 
aily incoherent and motivationally 
imstable and impulsive. but it has ; 

a spontaneous vitor that tells a: 
good deal about the character of! 
this faraway land and its peoply, : 
and is instilled with a sense of 
residual ultra-patriotism and na- 
fiopabsny that is invieorating and 
refreshing in this time of anxious, 
but. sophisticated detachment. 

However, its pvospects as a box- 
office attraction in th:s country are 
uncertain, at best. Its abundance 
of combat sequences may attract 

but there have 
signs of. filmeoing apathy 

With respect to pictures that re- 
hash. the glories of that 15-20 vear- 
old war.. 

.Point should be stressed that 
fhis is World War II -throuzh the 
eves and point-of-view of the Fili- 
pino, that it is spoken in English 

‘not of the customary post-dubbed 

‘cause of freedom. 
mate angle is the one to sell. 

variety from abroad, and that it 
is also a personal story about a 
man and a woman who are hound 
together by the ¢risis and the 

This latter, inti- 
be- 

cause people are interested in 
people. Their enthusiasm for 
decade-oid causes has waned in.the 

, disenchanting course of the sober- 
ing post-war period. 

‘Wolf Baver’s screenovlay concerns 

a bus driver who takes command 
,of a small band of courageous 
guerrillas at the time of Japanese 

,occupation. In the band there is- 

| 

| 

‘an educated Filipino girl with 
‘whom he falls in love, When the, 
Americans invade and the. process 
of total liberation begins, the. 
young. leader fears that, with war's | 
jend, his comparative lack of social 
‘standing and education will mean | 
‘the loss of his lover. But. of course, 
the two young people have expeti- ' 
:enced too much tegether for a 
break fo occur based on the trivia 
of upbringing or so, at least. it, 

‘stands in the zeal of wa.time. 

Pancho Magalona gives a win- 
ning performance as the younz, 

‘man, impulsive, dominating. emo-| 
‘tional and likeable. Rosa Rosal, as} 
the girl, is equally, if not more | 

-She exhibits a high; 

idity ‘is a serious’ problem tackled degree of restraint and feminine 
here as if it can “pe erased by 
night with a man, 

Miss” MacLaine: 
ideally suited to the role, manages ; 
for the most part to rise above the; 

“|miscasting ang d¢liver an earnest, | 

one dignity, even in the contradictory 
‘garb of the guerrilla fighter. Sup- 

although not porting work is fine. 

Lamberto V. Avellana directed | 
for producer Edith Perez De Tagle. 

Tube., 

por with acling honars. 
‘Miss Vilady and her partner walk 

La Ragazza In Vetriua 
(Girl in the Window) 
(ITALO-FRENCA) 

Rome, April 25. 
Lux Film release of Nepi (Rome!— 

Sofitedip-Zodiaque (Paris! coproduciion, 
Features Lingo Ventura, Magali Noe 
Marina Viady. Bernard Fresson. Directe 
bs Luciano ‘Emmer. Screenplay, Emmer, 
P. P. Pasolini. Ennio Flajano. Martino, 
from story by E. Cassutu. Emmer, RB. 
Sonego; camera. Otello Martelli: music. 
Roman Viad, At the Barberini. Rome. 
Running time, 85 MINS. 

Else. ww... eee eee Murina Viady 
Federico 2... ...cceceeees Lino Ventura 
Carrel occ cece ee eee ee Magali Noel 
Viavenzo Bernard Fressvua 

Much has been trimmed out of 
this item by the local censors, 
ostensibly in key scenes which 
heJped further character develon- 
ment. What remains. apart from 
je.ky continuity, is ‘to stretch a 

. point: mainly bacxdrop and bride- 
ing material. Mild chances, at 
least for this cut version, in most 
areas, 

Plot deal with two Italian miners 
workirg in Hotham? wis teke io 
girls from Amsterdam's shopwin- 
dow redlight row thence the title) 
for a weekend at a lake resort. 
i The younger girl «Marina Viady) 
; predictably falls for her guy (Bere 
nard Fresson' and makes him 
change his mind about returning 
to Italy. .Magali Noel and Lito 
Ventura, as the olher couple, walk 

Beautiful 

rather listlessly through — their 
roles, the tenderness of their rela- 
tionship only at times breaking 
through. Luciano Emmer has nei:it- 
Ivy backdropped his action in the 
Duich mining area. His opening 
reels are firstrate documentat on 
on working conditions there, bnt 
his more intimate scenes seem to 
lack that extra fillip which binds 
an audience. 

Otello Martelli’s lensing on ac- 
tual Dutch locations is outstanding, 
with other credits matching up. 

Haw. 

Dr. Bilood’s Caffin 
(COLOR) © 

Bloodbath shocker in which an 
idealistic scientist, in the 
grand “Robin Hood” tradition, 
tukes from the evil and gives 
tu the good. Trouble is. he is 
transferring human hearts. 
Visually quite distasteful, dra- 
anatically unstable, commer- 
cially doubtful. 

Hols wood. April 25. 
United Artists release of George Fowler 

production. Stars Kieron Moore, H-v7el 
Court. Ian Hunter. Diuected by Sidnie J, 
Furie. Sereenplay, Jerrs Juran, adant- dd 
bs dames Kelly. Petet Miller: cam-era 
Eutman’. Stephen Dade; editor, “couy 
Gibbs; art director, Scott WacGresarg 
music. Buxton Orr; sound, William Slte 
er: assistant director. -‘ohn Com’ at. 
Reviewed at Goldwyn Studios, April 25, 
"bl. Running lime, 92 MINS. 

Peter Blood Kieron Moore 
Linda Parker Have! Court 
Dr Robert Blood .. i.n Huniee 
Mr. Morton Fred Johnsoa 
Set Cook ...... - Kenneih J. Warren 
Beale sc ewes Andv Alston 
Steve Parker ...-... Paul Stockmin 
Hanson ww wwe eee Johan Romine 
Sweeting .....-..6--- Gerald (. Lawsoa 

Repulsive is abort the irost con- 
genial word for “Dr. Blood’s Cof- 
tin.’ vet its very revellant nat: -e 
figures to be its staunchest alls ia 
luring the customers. The aptiv- 
titted George Fowler production, 
an attraction for more = impros- 

-sionable tykes, nor would. it De 
palatable fare for anyouie vao 
can't stomach the sight of blood. 
To compound the decidedly R:- 
negative circulatory aspects of (ie 

- sanaguinary United Artists release, 
the picture does not even benefit 
from sound story construction. Ag 
the responsibie British themselves 

. might say, it’s a bloody sh:me. 
Jerry Juran’s original varn, 

adapted by James Kelly and Peter 
Miller, focuses on the irrational 
activities of a brilliant voung bio- 
chemist ‘(Kieron Moore: who, 
through the use of cuvare ‘(a South 

(Continued on page 26: 

LLL Ee 

Kanal 
(They Loved Life) 

Polish pic reviewed from 
Cannes Film Fest May 15, °57 
was termed by Mosk “halluci-. 
nating” in its depiction of 
Warsaw resistance to Nazis, 
and “not for the squeamish.” 
However, “film has a heartfeit 
reenactment of those days of 
terror that could well make 
it a telling specialized U. S. 
entry.” 

Direction, said Mfosl:, was 
“dynamic,” albeit theatrical at 
times. and acting is “firstrate.” 
Right handling “could well 
make this a worthy U. S. arty 
theatre entry.” 

. Film is dated for the New 
Yorker Theatre. N. Y. start- 
ing next Manday (8) a 
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LA Offish But ‘Mein Kampf Wow 

$93,000; ‘Pepe’ Powerful 126, ‘Deck’ 
Dull 116 ‘Cade’ 76, Sun’ Hot 126 
“Los Angeles. May 2. 4 

First-runs here currently are on 
the tepid side generally although 
a couple of openers and several 
holdovers give ce:tain bulk to the 
outlook. “Mein Kampf” is shap- 
ing to land a socko 323.000 in two 
theatres. “Pepe.” out on first pop- 
scale engagement, looks great $12,- 
000 at Four Star. 

Key City Grosses 
Estimated Total Gross 

This Week $2,628,600 
(Based on'22 cities and 251 

theatres, chiefiy first runs, in- 
cluding N. Y.) 

However, “All Hands on Deck”| Last Year §2.504,000 
looks like slow £11,000 in three ‘Based on 22 cities and 238 
spots. “Dr. Blood’s Callin” is rated theatres.) 
thin $9.000 in tvo_- situations. ! 
“Rachel Cade” looms dull $7.000,— 
also in two spots. 

Regular holdovers are headed by 
“Cimarron.” which shapes nice ! 
$15,000 in three hovses, second - 
frame. “Gone With Wind,” in sixth : 
at Hollywood Parameunt, and “Ab-: 
sent-Minded Profe«cor.” in seventh ! 
at the Chinese, both are aiming at | 

bie $13,500. Toronto, May 2. 
“Raisin in Sun” is rated ee Neweomers are doing well eur- 

$12, C00 in second round at Warner rently “Green Helmet” ‘shapes 

Eeverty. “Apartment’-"Elmer Gan-'socko at Uptown. “David and Go- 
tr combo shagld be cick $12,700: ;liath” is rated big, playing 10 
in second in two snots. i Famous Players and Taylor houses. 

Estimates for This Week ! Stout returns loom at three thea- 

Hillstreet. Pix ‘ Metropolitan- | tres with “The Apartment” in 
Prin) +2.752: 75e: 90-$1.50'—"‘Ra- ! second. “Absent-Minded Profes- 
che! Cade” and “Rand of Angels”, S0r” also in second, looks wow. 
(WB Undie. Dull 87. an0. Last } “Exodus” nitht capacity in sixth 

week, “Black Sundav” ‘Al, “Little! frame. “Suzie Wong” still is stout 
Shop Horrors” ‘Indie), $18.300. in 13th session. 

Warner Beverly SW) (1.316: Estimates tor This Week 

‘Helmet Hep 126, 
Tronto; ‘Wong’ 66 

Carlton, Danferth, Humber $1.50-S2:—"Raisin in Sua” ‘Coll: 
2d wk). Rich $12,500. Last week, ; Rank) Abate eee oe 
$16.200. “ onannh pen ue) », Sm £20.000. Las 

Wiltern, Iris, Baldwin UATC- eek. soe 000. mash £20,000. Last 
SW-FWC-State) #2344: 875: 1.800; | €entury, Downtown, Glendale. 

: ie Nice sinc (M-Gr 2d} ' Kingsway, Midtown. Oakwood, 
NKI. -NICe -OUU. ! Odeon, Prince of Wa'tes. Scarboro, 

‘usic Hall ‘Rost ‘720: $1.85-! State 'FPC-Taylor: °1.°38: 1.058: 
$225) — “Leasue of Gentlemen” | 995: 697: 1.089: 1.138: 752: 1.200: . 
(Kings) '2d wk). Busy $6,000. Last! 684: 694: 90-$1)—"“Navid and Go- 

week, $7.700. ! tiath” ‘IFD). Big 50.000. 
Los Angeles, Loyola, Hollywood; Ezlinton (FP: ‘918: $1.50-S2.50: 

{(FWC) (2,019: 1,298; 756: 90-$1.50) | —“Windjammer” «NT .19th wk. 

—"“All Hands on Deck” (20th)! Fine ¢6.500. T.ast verk. $7,000: 
“Long Rope” ‘20th’. Slow $11.000.} Hollywood (FP) +1.080: $1-$1.95) 
Last week, Los Angeles. Holly- |—"Suzie Wone” 'Pert 913th wk. 
wood, “Sundowners” -WB) and.Still stout at $6.000. Last week. 
“Sons. and Lovers” (20th) treis- | $7. 000. 
sues), $8.800. Loyola. with Orphe-! Hyland «Rank -1.257: 
um, Vogue, “Apartment” 'CA* and} —“Sons and Lovers” 
“Elmer Gantry” ‘UA: ctreissues),: wk), Good $6.000. 
$29.200. "| $8.00. | 

Orpheum, Vogue ‘Metropolitan- | Imperial iFP) (3.343: $1-81.25:-— - 
FWC) (2.213; 810; 99-$1.50) ~~: “Absent-Minded Professor”: :BY). 
“Apartment” (LA) and “Elmer} (2d wk). Wham £15,000. Last: 
Gantry” '‘UA) ‘reissues) (2d wk); week. $17,500. ~~ | - 
Sl:ck $12.700. Loew's tLoew) ‘1,641: 

Beverley, Wevrren's ‘State-B&B) ! “Hoodlum Priest’ UA) «3d wk. 
(1,150; 1.757; $0-51. 50: — “Mein ; So-so $6.500. Last week, $7.500. 
Kampf” (Col) and “Hell Is a City"! ~ Tivoli (FP) -935- $1.50-S2. 50: — 
(Coli, Socko $23.000. Last week.! “Exodus” ‘UA: «6th wk). Nights 
Beverly, “Hand in Hand’ :Col)} are capacity, with bie $10. 000 on 

(Continued on page 10) week, Last week. 810.500. . 
—_—_ | Towne ‘Tavlor) €93:..99-81.251»— 

‘$1-$1.50) 
‘20th ‘6th 

Last week,' 

‘Wind’ Sockeroo $25,000, se. "creat wen. Lat weele 
Hub; ‘Priest’ Fair 106, | eouniversity EP EO: . $1.50. 

‘Prof’ Potent 186, 3d; wh’. Stout $10.00. Last week, 
$16.000 

Boston, May 2. Uptown ‘Loew! (1304: §1-81.25) 
Pix biz continues on the upgrade | __“Green Helmet” -%1-Gi. Smash 

with big new entries sparking the $12,000. Last week. “Snartacus” 
£0od takes. With cold, rainy weath-j .G) (18th wk). at £1.50-82.75 up- 
er helping on weekends, the new | surged to solid $12,000, _ 
arrivals are getting an added 
boost. Fair at the boxoffice is} 

Professor’ Bie $10 000, 
Pert; ‘An’tment’ Hot 76 

“Hoodlum Priest.” in second at the ; 

Portiand. Ore.. May 2. 

Ket. “Breathless” is headed for | 
big week at the Capri. “Gone: 
With Wind” is socko at Orpheum ! 

0 o Town is bogged down with long- 
yn aa, Dolce. vata jeeting. ane | playing holdovers that continue to - 

“Absent-Minded Professor” is slick | 9° biz despite many + transient 

on continuous run. 
Second week holdovers are big 

. name attractions. “Ahsent-Minded 
in third at Memorial. teens On | Professor” moves into a third | 
Sunday” is smashing records in| rousing session at Paramount. “Ex- <> 
fourth at Beaeon Hill. “General | oqus” sails into a 15th inning at 

Rovere” looks big. at Exeter §n|xtysie Box. “Gone With Wind’ is 
second. “League of Gentlemen” | okay for fifth round at Broadway. 
shapes solid at the Kenmore in | «7 ste Shepherd of Kingdom 

fourth. +Come” is newcomer at Oriental 
Estimates for This Week 'but is very dull despite star 

Astor :Bé&Q) +1.170; 90-S1.50\— | Jimmie Rogers being a local boy. 
“One-Eved Jacks” -Par? ‘5th wk. E Estimates for This Week 
Oke $8.000. Last veek, $9,000. {| Broadway ‘Parker: +1.890: $1- 

Beacon Hill ‘Sack+ ‘678: $1-$1.50).|$1.50'—“Gone With Wind" -\M-@Q) 
—"“Never On Sund:y” +Lope) 4th! reissue) (Sth wk. Okay $8,000. 
wk. Hotsy $14.090. Last week, | Last. week. $7.700. 
$16,000. Fox 'Evergreen) (1 600: $1-$1.49) 

Boston .C:nerzma. Inc.) +1.354:|—“Pepe” 'Col) (83d wk. Fair 
$1.75-S2.65» — “Seven Wonders of [$5 500. Last week, $6.300. 
World” «Cinerama’ treissue) -11th Hollywood =<Evergreen) ‘900: 
wkt. Okay $7.000. Last week. $8.- |$1.25-S2.49' — “Ben-Hur” 'M-G) 
C00. “Windizmmer™ «NT? returns ' (8th wk), pop prices. Nifty $4.000. 
here May 15. | Last week. $4.600. 
‘ Capri Sack: 960, $1-$1.50!' —{ Music Box 'Hamrick) '640; $1.50-. 

“Breathless” FAW>. Hotsy $10,-}$3)—"Exodus” «UA) 115th wk). 

(Centinued on page 10) (Continued on page 10) 

1 and 

$1-81.50) 

4: Heights Art ‘Art Theatre Guild) 

‘3 ft. , 

‘Prof.’ Great $28,000 In 
Frisco: ‘Sun’ Hot 146 

San Francisco, May 2. 
Frisco first-cun. biz is okay cur- 

rently, with “Absent-Minded. Pro- 
fessor” rated smash at the Fox. 
“Raisin in Sun” looms -solid at St. 
Francis ‘but ‘‘Plunderers” - is : only 
mild at Golden Gate. 
drome” shapes slow at Paramount. 
“Exodus” still is good in 12th ses- 
sion at the Alexandria. 

Estimates for This Week 
Golden Gate ‘RKO) (2.859; 

1 $1.25-$1.50) — ‘“Plunderers” (AA) 
‘and “Look in Any Window”. (AA). 
| Mild $9,000. Last | week, “Opera- 
{tion Eichmann” 'AA) and. “Seren- 
1 geti® *AA). $10.000. 

Fox (FWC) (4.651: $1 25-$1. 50\— 
“Absent-Minded Professor’ ‘BV). 

“Silent Call" (20th). ‘Smash. 
i. $28,000 or over.’ Last week, “All 
Hands On Deck”. (20th) and “Tess. 
_Storm~ “Country”? | 120th) '2d wk), 
$7.500. . - 
Warfield ‘Loew (2,656:° $1 25-| 

$1.50'\—“Gone: With Wind” (M-G). 
(reissue! ‘5th wk). Fine $8,000 or 
close. Last “week, $10,000. 

Paramount ‘Par. (2.646; $1.25-. 
$1 .50\—“Hippodrome” Cont) and 
“Kiss for a Killer’ tIndie). Slow 
$8,500. Last week, “Giant” (WB) 
(reissue), $16,500. . 

St. Francis ‘Par)- (1.400; S1-. 
$1.50\—“Raisin. in Sun” 
Solid $14,000. Last week, 
'Col) '8th wk). $8.500: - 
United Artists 'No. Coast) (1;151; 

$1.25-$1.50\—“Alamo” «UA) (4th: 

“Pepe” 

wk). Okay $8. 000 ‘or rear. Last 
week. $9.000. . 

Stagedoer (A-RY (440: $1 25> f 

$1.50\—"Rickisha Man” ‘Cont) 13d‘ 
wk), Okay $2.500. Last week,- 
$3.000. a 

Vogue 'S.F... Theatres) 
$1.50'—"Virgin Spring” 
119th wk) .and “Seventh Seal’' 
“«Janus) treissue) 19th wk, 
$1.700. Last week. $1.800. 

Presidio ‘Hardy) ‘774: $1.25- 
$1.50\—“‘Heaven .On Earth” (Indie) 
i3d wk). 
$2.200. .. . . 

‘Coronét ‘United California) j 
(1.250: . - $1.50-$3.50) — “Ben-Hur”. 
(M-G) ‘71st wk). Fine $8. 500. Last | 
week, $8.000. 

Alexandria’ ‘United California) - 
11.610: $1.49-$3.50) — “Exodus” 
(UA) (12th wk). Good. $10.500. Last | 
week, $12. 500. — 

Prof. Potent 66, | 

Cleve: Ways iG, 
Cleveland. May 2. 

“ Athser t- Minded’ Pr ofessor”. 

. (364; 

is 
sailing to a‘ sacko take at-‘Hippo-. 
drome, outélassing other entrants. 
“Secret Ways” looks only good at 
Allen but better than -“Atlas,” 
which is: laying .4 bomb for Pal- 
ace. Holdovers of Ohio's “Exodus,” 
“Gone With Wind" 
“Apartment” Cualed with “Elmer 
Gantry” at Stillman. are all rating 
excellent biz. | 

_ Estimates for This. Ww eek 
Allen ‘SW!. 13.590: .$1-$1.25)- — 

“Secret Waits” 'U). Good $11.000 
or, near. Last‘ week, “Portrait of 
Mobster”: (WB), £9000. ° , 

Continental . Art 
Guild) \900; $1-$1.25..—“Never On 
Sunday” ‘Love! '18th wk), Hearty 
$2.500 after $2.900 Jast. lap. | 

cat State : and 

11928: $1+$1.25: — “Virgin Spring” 
-tJanus!, Goed °S2.100 on. return | 
date as prize-winner foreign pic. 
Last week. “Entertainer” 
'3d wk! 82.400: 
Hippodrome ‘Eastern. Tipp) (3, 

700: $1-$1.25: — °“Absent-Minded 
Professor” ‘BV: Sorko $25.000.. 
Last week. “Sanctuary” '20th), ‘$7,- 
000. 
Ohio (Loew) (2.700; $1.25-$2.75) | 

—"“Exodus” ‘UA? ‘7th wk). Nice} 
$8,000 for last week. . 

Palace ‘Silk & Helpern) (2.739; 
$1-$1.25) — “Atlas” ‘Indie) Poor | 
$5,500. Last week, “Fiercest Heart” | 
'20th:, $5.600. 

State ‘Loew) !3. 700: $1-$1. 50) — 
“Gone With Wind” 
-2d wk). Big $18.000 after $20:000. 

Stillman (Loew? ‘2.700: $1-$1.50) 
—“Apartmert” ‘LTA0 

Bright $10.000 after $12,000 
first. ~ : 

Studes Cop Goldwyn Prizes 
Cash pvizes of $2,000 from the 

Sam Goldwrn Foundation creative 
writing competition at CCLA won 
by Robert Leé Gordon for a short | 
story eallection. 

; Second. award 
Mick Daugherty 
{Paradise Valley.” 

4$500: 
for 

went. to 

his: play, 

“Hippo-. 

‘Col. | 

’ (Janus) 

Fair; 
"$18,000 or over foilowing $20.000' 

Good $2.000, Last week, : 

‘tArt Theatre. 

. ‘Cont) | 

‘M-G) (reissue) } 

and “Elmer 
Gantry” tUA) tIrcissuesi :2d wk). f 

1D) Canadians” (20th). 

D.C. Down; ‘Rachel’ Modest $11,000; 
Sat. Night Big 9G, Wind 106, 5th 

Washington, ‘May 2. 
” Mainstem ‘business. is offish this- 

| session. Among the. few. initialers,’ 
~ Broadway Grosses “Sins of Rachel Cade,”” at two 

7. ‘Stanley Warner locations, shapes 
Estimated Total Gross _|fair. “Portrait’ of ‘Mobster’ at 

This Week .... .$586.500° | Keith’s is rated. good in opening 
(Based on 22 theatres) lap. “Apartment” and. ‘Elmer. 

Last Year .......... $505,100 | Gantry,” reissue combo, heads for 
a boff second session at Palace. 

“Saturday Night and Sunday 
Morning” lgorss bie in second. 
round at the Ontario. “Gone With. 
“Wind” shapes great’ in fifth round 

| at Capitol. 

(Based on 26 theatres): 

Prof” Wham 156, 
Cincy; ‘Wind’ 186' 

Cincinnati, May 2. 

Estimates for This Week ~ 
Ambassador-Metropolitan 

+1.480:. 
Rachel Cade” Ww BD. 

-or Close. Last we:k, 

sw) 
“Sins of: 

‘Fair $11.600 
“101 Dalma- 

ns’ (BV). (3d: wk. $10.000. 
“Absent-Minded Professor,” sock | ee (K-B) why. $i 75-$1.10\—~ 

opener at. Keith's, and great second ! “Butterfield BY «\-G) . treiscue) 
week velocity of “Gone With Wind” 
at Capitol are pillars in the current 
rosy round for Cincy first-runs. j 

“Hoodlum Priest” shapes only okay | “Gone With Wind” «M-G) reissue) 
iin preem at flagship Albee. (Sth. wk), Neat $10.000. Last week, 

Reissue of “Giant” at the Grand ‘$12,500. - 
jis good while “On Threshold of: Keith's «RKO) (1.850:. $1-$1.49) 
Space” and “Day Earth Stood Still” —"Portrait of Mobster”. °-WB). 

“Make! Good $8.500- Last week, “Secret 

113d wk), Okay $4.000. Last -week, 
800. 
Capitol (Loewy +3.426: $1-$1.65) 

are only okay at Palace. 
| Mine Mink” bids as a lush entry: Ways” :U), $9.000. 
‘at Esquire Art. “Exodus” contin- MacArthur 'tK-B) -'900: $1.25)— 
‘ues in nice stride on hard-ticket | “League of Gentlemen”™...:Kings) 

, run. 15th wk), Fatr $3. ‘800. Last “week, 
Estimates for This W eek $4. 100. 

Albee 'RKO! 13,100: $1-$1.50.—* Ontario (K-B) (1.240: $1-$1.49.— 
“Hoodlum Priest” sUA'. Okay $10,-' “Saturday Night, Sunday Morn-- 
000 or near. Last week, “Butter- ing” .'Cont) 2d wk, Big $9.000: 

‘field 8 (M-G) (reissue'. $8.800 at after $11.500 opener. 
" $1-$1.25 scale. - Palace Loew? +2,390: $1-$1.49) 

—‘Apartment™ ‘UA! and “Elmer Capitol (SW-Cinerama) 11.400: . Gantry’ (TA) treissties! 12d wk), 

$1-$1.50' — “Gone With Wind’. Boff $14,000 afibr $°0.000 opener, 
(M-G) (reissue) ‘2d wk. Great : ° 

Playhouse (T-f) 1459: $1-$1:49:— 
“Seventh Seal’ “Tt  Tanus? treissue) -preem. Holdouts continuing. 

rr be, ‘and “Virgin Spring” tJanus) -3d 
[gake ne Apher) 1500: SI. Tash wk), Fair $3,000. Last week. $3.40. 
$1,700. Last week. “Entertainer” ‘Plaza (T-1.)  °278: ate B01— 
(Cont) (5th wk), $900. Sunlover's Hotiday’ Indie). Boff 
| '$9.500. Last ‘week, “Naked in. i} { - a 

Gand "RO! 11.300; 1-81.10. Siamese) V2e wk). 88.400, 
‘WB? (reissues). Good: $7.000. Last! Town ‘King? ‘800; $1.25-81.49). 
week, “Fiercest Heart” -20th). $6,-,—"One-Eyed Jacks” ‘Parl ‘5th 
300 at $1.25 top. Wk). ‘Niee $5.000. Last w eek, $5. 800. 

i Guild (Vance) (300: $1.25: sy ip.' Trans-Lux ‘T-L.) 1600: $1. -A9~. 

ue Spring” ‘Janus: :6th wk), Oke’ $1. 80)-—“Pepe” Col) lith wk). 
$1.500. Last week. $1.600- Good $4.000. Last week. $4.400. 

Hyde Park Art ‘Shor? +500: $1. 25)! Uptown :SW? 11.200: $1.25-$2.25) 
—"Sons and Lovers” (20th) sreturn) :—"Exodus” 'UA) 0th wk). Hotsy 
124 wk. Solid $1,200. Last week. 1 8 500. Last week. 89.000. 
- $1,500 Warner (SW). «1.440; $1.49-$2.25). 

Keith’ 3 Shor) :1.500: 90-$1.25)\— Spartacus” 'C).:15th wk), Great 
“Absent-Minded Professor” +BY), : $9.500. Last week, $10.000.. 
Wow $15,000. Last. week, “Cry For | 
Happy” iCol), $6.500. 

Palace (RKO? '2.600: 90-$1.10)— ; "Prof. Whopping $27, 000, 
“On Threshold of Space” (20th) ‘and ‘ ; 
“Day Earth Stood Still” :20th) ‘re- - Mals: Wind’ Brisk 176, 
-issues),. Okay -$6.800. Last week, ‘ ? , 

Kampf’ Record at 146 
‘Twin. Drive-In 'Skor! ‘600 cars’ Minneapolis, May 2. _ 

each side, 90c\—West: “Sword and| ‘Advent of four: fresh entries. is 
Dragon” Indie) and “Terror Is A‘: ‘ helping to stave off the annual 

“Angry Silence” ‘Val! and “Young | 
One” (Val), $7.300 at $1.25 top. 

Man” \Indie?. Good $9.000. ‘Last ‘spring b.o. washout this session ag 
week, “Alamo” ‘UA) '2d wk) -at film trade remains spotty. “ Unsea- | 
$1.15 scale, $8.000. Ea-t: “Apart--sonably frigid weather is a hoon to 
ment” (UA) and “Elmer Gantry” exhibitors, tov, but is causing 
iUA) ‘reissues! (2d. wk-. Big $8.000. drive-in operators to weep. Biggest - 
Last week, $12,000. -of newcomers is “Absent-Minded 

Valley :Wiethe! -'1.200; $1.50- Professor,” looming giant at State. 
-$2.50.—“Exodus” :UA) ‘6th  wk).1 Reissue of “Gone With - Wind” 
‘Nice $9.500. Last week, $9,700. -; looks. brisk at Orpheum - while 

-__- ee a—a—0GGQ{ww “Trapp Family” is trim ‘in Livie 
debut. “Mein Kampf’ -niay hit: 

‘Ap’ tment’ ‘Gantry’ Sock. | [new at St Louis. Park. with” a 
‘ 

* Loop holdoyers mostly rate oke. 126, Prov.; ‘Prof.’ 176, 2: Loop holdovers mostly rate oke., 
Providence. May 2. Work.” lively in -sixth chapter. at. 

Academy Awards magic has the - World. It's: the fitth week ‘for 

State happy with _ reissues’ of. “Cimarron” which figures. to hold 
“Apartment” and ‘ ‘Elmer Gantry”! at Gopher. | 
With sock week on tap. ‘“Absent-! Estimates for This Week o 
Minded Professor” still is wow at | Academy ‘Mann (9472. $1.75. 
Albee in secona. Majestic’s “All $2:65\—“Exodus” ‘UA) 14th wk), 
‘Hands On Deck" looms. fairly- Holding up well at respectable 
-good. “Pepe” shapes niee in fifth. $7,500.. Last week, $8,000: 
-at Elmwood. Century. (Cinerama, Inc.). 1:150; 

Estimates’ for This Week. ‘$1.75-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders of 
Albee (RKO) :2.2 - ), World” 'Cinerama’ {reissue (3d. 

_ Albee |B - Minded’ 50-00-8125) ‘wk). So-so $8.000., ‘Last week, 
(BY) 12d wk). k $1 8,500. 

mon eo te Sele mas sor 000. ori Gopher (Berger) (1,000; $1-$1. 25) 

Elmwood ‘Snyder) (724;. $1-" Say "94,000. M-G) Sth .w 
mer ey ay .$4,000. Last week, $5. 600. 

$1.50)—"Pepe” ‘Col) 5th wk).: Goes anather round. 
| Nice $4.500. Last ‘week. $6,000. | Lyrie (Par) +1.000: $1 $1 25) = 

Majestic . (SW) 12. 200. 65-90)— !“'Trapp Family” ‘20th). Nice $7,-_ 

“All. Hands On Deck” ‘20th) and 000: Last week. “101 Dalmatians’” 
hi. .Good $8.000. : (BV). (5th wk). $5,000. 

State (Loew) 13,200; -90- $1 25)—| Mann (Mann) ‘1,100; $1.75-$2.65) 
“Apartment” (CA: and “Elmer ,— —“Spartacus” (Ui ‘7th wk). Neat 
;Gantry” ‘UA) (reissues). Smash '$8.000. Last week. $10:000. _ 
: $12,000 or close. Last week,.“Gor-| Orpheum (Mann) (2, 800;. $1-. 
go” (M-G), $4,500.. $1.50)—""Gone With Wind” iM-G). 

‘Strand ‘National Realty) ‘2,200:. ireissue). Rousin« $17,000 or over.’ 
' 65-90)—“‘Cry for Happy” (Col! and Last, week, “Village of Damned” 
'“Sword of Sherwood Forest” (Col) (M-G) (2d wk), $6.000 at $1.25: top, . 
(2d wk). Fair $4,500 after $6,000 |. St. Louis Park (Field) : 01 ,000; 
opener. , _. (Continued on. page 10) 



hi Stl Mild Albeit Mein Kamp?” 
Record $36,000; ‘Cade’ Modest 136; 

‘Jacks’ Fat 316, Wind Hotsy 266 
Chicago; May 2. + 

Main Stem biz. continues mild]. 
this: session, with .the notable ex-{ 
ception of several ..strong hold- 

uo “Cimari ron, 
-and 

cat the: 

solid. in 

: Go BY @| sv ne ” a 

. $9 nD) Ev adie ‘. 

“(Park 12d wk 

fastest 

“Carry on. Amirali" 

Wednesday, May 3, 1961 YAR RIETY ; PICTURE GROSSES 9 

Of the -three: ‘newcomers, 
new entry is “Mein 

ampf, ” which ‘looks ‘like record 

overs. 

$36,000 at. bandbox. Loop Theatre.|. 
“Rachel .Cadc.” initiating at the 
Roosevelt, looks. just fair at. $13,- 
000. 
in Flames” 
wood Forest" looms tidy. 
““One-Eyed Jacks” continues 

third weekers, with a great session 
at United Artists. “All Hands’ on 
Deck” rates: fine in- third Woods | 
week, and “League of Gentlemen” 
is dandy in Esauire'third. —~. 

“Hoodlum Priest" looms hefty} 
in fourth Oriental round: -! “Absent- | 
Minded Professor bids. for lively |: 
sixth State-Lake stanza. . 
Mine Mink" 
10th Cinema session. 
Sunday" 
13th. week: at. the Surf. 
On the hard-tirket front, “Exo- 

dus" is stil] solid in 20th Cine- 
stage. canto. while 
hardy in-Todd 7Ist stanza. |. 

' Estimates for This Week 
Carnegie ‘Telem't: 1495; $1.50)—: 

“Tunes of Glory” (Lope) (6th wk) 
(m.o.:. Nice $3.300. Last ‘ week.. 
$3. 600. |. 

Chicago (B&KI 3, 910: 90-$1. 801 

“Never -on 

“One-Eyed. Jacks” - (Parr: (2d wki.l: 
Tall $37,000... East week, -$60,000. 

Cinema ‘Stern: 1500; $1.50) — 
“Make - Mine Mink": Cont? “(10th 
wk'. Fine $3,000. Last week, $3,200. 
' Cinestage ‘Todd: 41,038; -$1.75-. 
$3.50'—""Exodus” 
‘Sturdy $18.109. Last week, $17;300. 

Esquire H&E. Balaban) (1.3507 
$1 -25-$1.80'— ‘Leatmne of. Gentle-|. 

(Contintied on: “page 10" 

‘Professor’ Bis $17, 000, 
Balto; ‘Wind’ Lively 66, 

Ath: ‘Cinarron’ NG 6G. s 
Balt! nore, May. 2. 

-“Absent.- Minded Professor" 

“ds noiching. an excellent | 

Monroe pair. of “Carthage } 
and “Sword of. ‘Sher- |- 

‘strong in second wéck at the Chi: |< 
“gago. “Gone with Wind” heads the | ¢ 

, “Make 
remains snappy. iny} 

| boffo. take in sight. 

“Ben-Hur” isi 

_in-Hand” at Squirrel Hill. 
Gantry” 
combo. : shape strong. in second at 

‘CA (20th wk], 

is e 

CAA, 

| “Apartment” 
Gantry" (UA' (2d wki, Big: $15 000. i 

Estimates Are Net 
Film gross estimates as re- 

ported herewith from the varie |: 
ous -key cilies,. are net; i.e., 
without usual tax. Distrib-. 
utors share on net take, when 

’ playing percentage,. hence the 
estimated figures are net. in- 
come. ; 

The parenthetic ‘admission a | 

include U. S. amusement tax. 

- Pitt; Exodus’ 1G 
Pittsburgh; ‘May: 2. 7 

..“Absent-Minded Professor” ’ {s: 
running away from the field in its. 
first” week at. the Stanley, with 

‘Other three ' 

entries rate soft. They are “Oper-: 

ation Eichmann” at: Gateway. “Se-! 
‘cret Ways” at: Fulton and “Hand 

“Elmer ° 
and Apartment. ” reissue *. 

Penn; but. come. ‘out | Thursday. 
-1-“Exodus” remains hardy in’ eighth; 
at-the W arner. 

Estimates for This Week. 

Fulton (Shea: (1.635; S1-$1 50— 
“Secret: Ways” (U . Thin: $3,000 ° 
or near: Last weék. ‘ ‘Sanctuary "= 
(20th, $2,800. 

$1.50) —. “Operation Eichmann". 
Drah $3,200. ‘Last ‘week, 

“Pepe” . (Col: th uk, $5.600. i 

Penn iU ATC). 3 300: $1-SI. 50i— |. 
—tUA-- Vand “Elmer, 

| Last. week, $22. NNO. 

Squirrel. Hill ‘SW? '834; $1. 25: 
“Hand in Hand” Col. 
pointing $2. RAN. ast week, ° *Hap- 
pened in: Broad Daylight” fConts, “ 
$2. N00. 

- Stanley SW. (3. 700: $1-S1. 50 
“"Absent- Minded’ -Professor” ‘BY. 

doing great dix in -opener ‘at the ! Wow $25,000. Last “week, “Rachel 
“OF } er Anew, ‘items: 

stow uO at 

“Ww anid Be. 
‘at Cinema.. 

Stanton. 

Gentleman, " fair, 

-Holdovers: stitt doing well are - - S11 70. 
“Gone With W ind“ ake ‘in fourth; 

Town. “World”. of Suzie | 
Wong.” nice. in 19h week at the! 
Charles and “Never On Sunday,” 

24th week at the Play- 
house, “All in Nivnt's Work” looks 
fair in second week at the New. 
“Make Mine Mink” 
fifth at the Five West.. 

_Estimates for This Week 
Aurora Rap wort! i367:. 

$1.50) — *Virzin. “Spr ing’. 
(revun’.) Okav. 

9.)- 

<2 O10: ‘Last week, 
“Gove, 

Charlés ‘Freehteman 1500; 90- 
$1.80) —"sSuzio Wong” (Parv..(19th 
wk. Oke - Sty 10 aller. $4900 in sat 
previous week ' 

Cinema Scheahert 4460; 90). . 
$1500) =. Wot'd-85, Gentleman” 
(Kings’.: Fair $2.00). Last. week, 
“Modigliani” Cont . $1:6090 ~ 

Five West! (Seks ahert 5435: 99- 
$1 50. Make Mine AE nk". «Cant» 
th wk... Fine-$2.000 after, $2, 209. 
in. fourth, 
‘Hippodrome : ‘Rappaport? - 42.300: 

— "Secret Partner™ «M-G) (4th wkiv 
£3099 in third.: 

Prue himam tTA); $2-' 
mT Math wk, } 
same in 19th - 

: Mayfair 

Stead 
week, 
New (Fri homan’ 

$1.50-—"“AM ir. 

$4.na9 atter 

*1.600: | 
Nith C A 

“Daun to-fair $5,000 
‘after $9.000: in fst.’ 

‘Playhouse «Sch ahey 43552. 
$i. AN —"'*Nover: On Sundae" Loper. 
QAath wk: Solid 89: 
In 23d week. 
Stanton - ‘Fru himian’: 12:80: “90-: 

Hippodrome j i 

is pleasing ‘in |. 

ar e 3 :C¢ ade” . Ww B. 8%. 500, 

Warner | ‘SW: a | 516: $1.50-§2.7 73: 
—-“Exoedus" (UA) 18th wk Hardy 

$11.00 or ‘close. | East. week, , 

Wind Noisy $20, 000 In. ! 
Denver; ‘Deck’ Slow 106 

Denver, May 2 
“Gone. Wi the Ww ind, ” back on re- 

issue. is - easily” the: leader: this : 

' frame Eyre Ww itl. A smash total at: 

Orpheum, “All: ‘Hands on: Deck” |. (Janus: L 
“ shapes slov: 

$3,000. : 
* ‘Elmer G antry” 

at the Denver ut re-! 
issue. comb... ol “Apartment” and- 

“looms: biz at Para- } 
mount. “Pepe’ “sul ix good in fifth 1. 

the Centro. “Hosdlum Priest” 
‘Jooks. sturdy’ on first: week at the 

| 
ty 

ie 

90-81.50-—"Cimarran” ?V-Gi, Mild! 
$6.000. Cast week. "Cry for Hap-_ 
pr’ Cah lb wk 84 000 

L ittle | Ran: wpOT t+ 1200: 90-SE50° 4 
AL Hands On Deck”. 

90-2 
“Work” - 

90- a 

500 after. ditto | 

$1.50.—"Ahsent -Minded ‘ Professor” : 
(BV. : Bie S17 4 HN J act week, “ATE 

Hands: on Desk" 20th, $7,000. 
Town, ‘Ranpavorts | (1 1292 gn: 

$1.50 "Gare With Wind (MG) 
(reissue 4th we 
$10,000 in third. 

. Hut $6,000 after | $6,000. 

Tow ne: 

7 Estimates for This . Week | 

Aladdin 1FOX. 904; $1 25-$2.50 
“Spartacus” °Lo Wath wk: Fine 
$5.030.- Last. week, $3. 30. 

Centre. © sPox Lath: $1-$1.450" 
. “Pepe™ (Cal 
Last. week, $14.00. 

Denham indie ©: Bnd: $1.25- $2.50: 1 
"Ben-Hur MAG 33th 
- Stutdy STN Last Werk, S720. * 

Denver: Fux - #22432; -81-$1.25 —, 
420th. Slow 

th MWR Good: $8, O00.. | 

$10.000, Lats Wee ‘k. °101° Dalma-. 
tian. IBV -5th wh-5 a AYS'. $8,000. 

Esquire’ “Fox: “GO: Sl Vir sin 
Spring” Haus: 4th wk. Good 

483,000. Last wevk, S400” Yt 

Orpheum: RKO -2,6805) $1. 25. 
“S145 “G! Hie With Wind". - ONY- G: 

treissue: . Great $20 ma). ‘Last week, 
“AM Night's Work’ 
“print fot Robbery” 
$5. 004), 

Paramount 
SI. 25) “El: ner 

ar’ and “Blue- 
/Pars. tdth wk: 

{ 
‘Undies ‘2100: ~90-: 
Gantry”. (UA) andj 

“Apartment” «UA. ireissues* 12d: 
wki. Bis $11. 0. Last. week, 

S1T, 000. ° : - 7 

Towne: (Indic; (600: $1-$1.45-— 
“Hoodlum* Pries! "UA - Sturdy 

Last week, “Sanctuary” 
VE UX! 43d. wk), ‘$3,700 | 

_j ing. 

‘ ‘prices, however,. as indicated,: |, 

F ated} an 
Gateway ‘Associated (2.100: 2 $1.25:—"Make Mine Mink” iCont: : 

Disap- | 

, Omahi a, 

.S1--"Mein: 

| With Wind’ 

BS re 

[wou HEFTY $14,000, 
‘ST. 1; ‘ALAMO’ 116, 4 

St. Louis, May. 2. 
' Big news here this stanza. is the; 

‘way the: reissue combo of “The | 
Apartment” and “Elmer Gantry” 
‘is clicking at Loew’s Mid-City..|- 
Brought back to cash in on their. 
Oscars, this pair looks smash open- 

. “All in’ Night’s Work,” the: 
‘other newie, is rated fine at Am-; 

‘| bassador. 
.in- fourth round at the giant Fox. 

“The Alamo” looms big 

“Gone: With Wind” still. is great ! 
in fifth at Stale while “Make Mine: 
‘Mink” shapes solid in fourth at 
‘Shady Oak. 

jis pushing to a good total at Apollo . 
Art in 13th sessiqn, being helped ; 

“Never On Sunday” 

by Awards. 

Estimates for This Week 

$1.50\—“All in. Night’s’ Work” 
(Par). Fine $14,000. Last -week, 

| “Rachel Cade” (WB), $13,000. 

Prof. Mighty 2G, 
‘Apollo Art ‘Grace: (700; 90- 

$1. 25:—"Never On Sunday” Lope * 
113th wk. Up. to good $3. 000. i 
| Last week; $1,500. 

Esquire. ‘Schuchart-Levin: | 800: 
$1.25-$2.50.—"Exodus” (UAr (3d. 
wk:.. Fast $13,000 or near. Last: 
week, $16,000. — 
Fox ‘Arthur (5,000; -90-$1.25:— 

Alamo” ‘EAD -4tth wki. 
000. Last week. $15. 000.. 
‘Loew's. Mid-City. ‘Loew’ 

60-90 —“Apartment™ (EA) 
Elmer. Gantry” 4U A) 
Smash $12,900 o near. Last ‘week, 
“One Hundred and One Dalmati- 

(1,160: : 
and 

ans” (BV) 15th wk*, $8,500. 
State ‘Loew. © (3,600; 60-90:— 

‘*Gone With Wind” ..'M-Ge toth 
wk. Great $11.000 or over. Last ! 
Ww eek, $16,090. 

‘Pageant.. sArthur) -{1 ,000; 90- 
$1.23 :—" General ‘Delia Rovere”: 
‘Indie, Good $4.000 or close.’ 
Last. ‘week, 
stairs” (20th: 13d wk!, $3, 000. 

. St. Louis.tArthur! (3,800; 75-90" 
—"Pepe™: (Col. (m.o (2d wk. 
Fine $8,000. Last weck, $10. 000. 

Shady Oak cArthur: (760; 90-° 

“aidth wk:. -Soldi $2,500, Last week, 
-$3.000. 

‘Mein Kampr Wow 
$18, (00 mn Omaha 

Omaha; Max 2. 
Ther’ re either real goad or real 

‘bad ‘at downtawn first-runs ~ this 

, Session. Mein Kampf" | is. wow 
fat the. Orpheum while reissue 
Gone With Wind". is big at the’ 
State. But the other new entry. 
“White Warrior.” in. dull at the 

rama” is. climbing im its 1th Ww eck | 
at the Cooper. _ 

Estimates. for This Week 
“Cooper “Cooper: 1687: 

$2. 20 —"This Is - Cinerama”. (Cine-. 
| rama?  Uth. wk. “Nice. '$7.500. 
Last. week, $6.500. . 
Dundeé  iCvoper: (50); $1 — 

“Cimarroa" cM-G: 5th wk" ‘Offish 
‘$i 800: Last week, 2,200. 

‘Omaha -Tristates (1,400: 
“White Warrior” (WB). Sad $3,000. 

‘Last week, “Little Shepherd ‘King- | 
:dom-Come” ¢29th:, $3.200. ” 

Orpheum - ‘Tristatest (2 877; 7T5- 
Kampf” ..Col-. 

"$18.000, “Tasst week, “Pepe” «Col: 
3d wk, S50) at $381.25. seale. 

Stafe ‘Cooper: 1743; $15 — "Gone . 
“tM-G) reissue. 

‘$8.000.° Last week, “Gorgo” 
84. OG ae 

“sProf? Smash $13, 090, 
Seattle; ‘Exodus’ 8G, 9 

Seattle, May 2. 
SPene?’” at Fifth Avenue | still 

looks vood’ in sixth stanza. 
course, “Exodus” continues its nice 
Tun at ihe Blue Mouse, 
ninth stanza~ Second trame of. 
“Absent-Minded Professor” still ‘is 
areata Marie Hail“ All in Night's 
Work" .is mild in second at Para- 
mount. 

; Estimates for This W eek 
Blue. Mouse iHamrick: +738: > 

‘$1 5)-a3--E vodus" tUA) (9th wke. 
. Good $3 0): Last week, $8:700. 

Cotisoum Fox-Evergreen? 11,879: 
$1-$1.50 ~— “Thunder in Carolina” 

(Al-ur, 

Col. and “Pusport to India” 
‘indie’. Mild. $6,000. Last week, . 
“All Hands’ On’ Deck" 20th. 
$7,200. 

Fifth Avenue - (Fox-Evergreeen) ! 
2.998;. 31-81. 39'—"Pepe” Col). 

“16th wit, Good $5,000. Last week, 
$5.30. 

Music Box Hamrick! (739; $1- 

(Continued on page 10): 

Ambassador ‘Arthurs."(2,970;°75- | 

Big St1,-: 

ireissues', |. 

“Upstairs and Down-, 

Hard-ticket “This Is Cine-': 

$1.55-:. 

75-81: — 

Huse” 

OF. 

now in. 

INY. Firm: ‘Wind Scorching $61,000; 
‘Mein Kampf’ Wow 506, ‘Vita’ Giant 

206, ‘Jacks’ Hep 346, ‘Impostor’ 256 
Unusually cool, rainy weather,Fifth week concluded yesterday 

' for: spring: plus. some strong pic-|{Tues.) was bangup $18, 500 after 
| tures will make the current stanza 
at Broadway deluxers a_ fairly 

i good one. Lone film. to be 
‘launched in session is “Gone 
, With Wind,” out again on. reissue, 
' which is headed -for a smash 
, $61,000 at.the State, not far from 
capacity under current policy ‘of 
four shows daily for such a long 
pic. ; 

The. Normandie, with a: week’s 
booking of “Apartment” with 
| coed § Gantry,” is heading for a 
good $4,000. “La Dolce Vita,” 

: Italian import. looks to come close 
to capacity with $20,000 in second 
‘session at the Henry Miller, on 
‘hardticket and only 10 perform- 
ances per week. 

“Mein Kampf” is holding excel- 
ilentiy in view of the terrific take 
‘opening ‘week, with a smash 
: $50.000 or over in second stanza 
zat _the Rivoli. 

“Absent-Minded Professor” with 
Easter Stageshow i‘Glory of Eas- 
ter” portion ended last Sunday: 
is heading for a great $135,000 in 
seventh-final session at the Music 
Hall. “Parrish” and new stage- 

‘show opens at the Hall tomorrow 
'(Thurs.) “Great Impostor” is 
‘doing so well at the Palace, with 
{a big $21.000 in fifth round that 
.| the preem. of “Secret Ways” has 
-been sct back for a week or two. 
“Impostors” is still good $4,209 in 
same week at the arty Trans-Lux 

Both. Strect. 
“One- Eved Jacks"” 

close to last weck's figure with.a 
pig $34.000 likely in current (5th) 
session at the Capitol. “Raisin in 
Sun” held with bright $27,000 in 
fifth round day-dating the Forum 
and the arty Trans- Lux 52d Street. 
“Pepe” looks to top last week's 
take with a sock $21,500 in 19th 
weck at the. Criterion. “Saturday 
Nitht, Sunday Morning” held 
With smash $15.300 in fourth 
round at the arty Baronet. 

The’ Astor and Vicioria open 
“Fhe Alame” on popscale, contin- 

,uous-run today “wWed::. It's a 
: : locked hooking at the Astor. and: 
‘goes only three weeks. Pic is; 
scheduled to play. indefinitely at ; 
the Vie. ““Hoodlum. Priest” held! 
well’ with $21,000 in 10 days of 

_fourth round at the Astor. “Al! 
in Night's Work” was okav $15,000 

‘in sixth session at tite Vic. 
‘The Paramount and ‘arty - 

manilie open “Return To Pevton 
Place” Friday (5', dav-dating, 

Estimates for This Week 

Astor (Citv Inv.) «1,094; 75-$2;— 
Alamo” (E41 Opens pon-cale.! 

‘cantmuous-run here today (Wed! 
‘day-dating with the Victoria. Last 
week. “Hoodlum Priest’ ‘UA?! (4th: 

$t 

Wk-10)) days +. okay $21,009 .after; 
an 00 in third week of seven' 

aVs, 

‘Capitol (Loew (4,820: $1-$2 59:-- 
i“One-E ved Jacks” (Par) t3th wk. 
This session ending today (Wed | is 
‘heading for hig $34.000 after $35.- 
000 for fourth week. Stays on. Pic 
is in full-stride now that the re- 
.served-seat-come-anv-time gimmick | 
whas been abandoned. 

Criterion (Vioss 11,520; $1.25- 
Big $2.40'—"Pepe"™ 'Col: (20th wk. Tire | 

(19th stanza finished ‘last night 
'Tues.: was.- sturdy. $21,500 afteri 

: Henry Miller ‘Gilbert Miter: 
‘BOD: $1.50-$3.50'—"La Dolce Vi ita’; 
Astor: 

totay (Wed. looks near cavacity 
$20.029 sanie as initial session. Ad- 
vaice sale cortinues hig, 
DeMille «Reade 41462: 

{$21,000 for 18th week 

$1 59-: 
$2.50 -- “Spartaces” 120th whe ' 
This reund winding up todav 
Wed.) Jooks like ‘biz $23.09 after; 

2th week. Continues on. -§24.700 in 
Inder. 

. Palace ‘RKO. *1.642: $1.2 

rer feat Tninostor’ ol: t6th wk. Fifth . 
session cnded vesterday vrs Was, 
great S?1.N00 after $22 2.09 for 
.fourth, This is hoiding so wet! * that 
openir gof “Secret Wave" (U , o1i3- 
inally scheduled for May 10, ist tas 
been postpored. Still will day-date 
with: Trans-Lux 85th Stret. 
Embassy 

“Follow A Star” (Zenith: :2d-final 
“wk. Opening round ended Mond: 
1) was mild $6.000, and stays only: 
four devs of initial holdover round 
“Hitler's Execution” (Indie) opens 

{ 

is holding! 

Nor-: 

‘24 wk... This round ending! 

3-82.59 —! 

-Guilds (500: $1 23-S2:—: 

$19,000 for fourth. Stays. 
Paramount (‘AB-PT: 13.663; $e 

$2)—“All Hands on Deck” (20th) 
(Sth-final wk). This session looks 
only slight $12.000 or less after 
$14.000 in fourth week. “Return To 
Peyton Place” ‘20th’ opens Friday 
(3) after opening on a preview to- 
morrow (Thurs.) night, playi ing with 
“Deck. aD 

Radio City -Musie Hall (Rocke- 
fellers) (6,200; 90-32.751—“‘Absent- 
Minded Professor’ iBYs and 
Stageshow, sans “Glory of Easter” 
portion after Sunday (30°. This 
seventh and final week ending io- 
day 'Wed.! looks like great $133, 
000. Sixth was $146.000. “Parrist’® 
(WB with new stageshow «Puerto 
Rico Fiesta} opens tomorrow 
(Thurs. 

Rivoli (UAT! (1,545: $1.50-$2.50) 
—‘Mein Kampf” ‘Colt (240 wk) 
This stanza winding up tomorrow 
'Thurs.) is heading for wow $5), 
000. or over after $58,000 for 
opener. Stiss on, natch! 

State (Loew! +1.900, $1.56-$2 50) 
—"Gone With Wind" «M-Gs ireis- 
‘sue! (2d wks. Initial round finished 
last nieht ‘Tues.’ soared to sack- 

1eroo $61.090 or better, remark- 
| ably big in view of policy of four 
shows daily. Length of pic means 
that house misses capacity for 
first show each weekday and ust- 
ally is unable to fill for final per- 
formance because of early starting 
time at night on this show. 

Victoria ‘City Inv.1 11,003: 50-$2) 
“Alamo” «UA! Opens today 

tWed.' on popscale, continuous-run, 
day diting with Astor. Last week, 
“All In Night's Work” (Par) ‘Gth 

‘Continued on page 10) 

“/K.C. Strong: ‘Deck’ Fast 
7 166, Prof Hotsy 76, 

| 

‘Spartacus’ Fat 96, 10 
Kansas City, Mav 2 

, Bight spot among the new pix 
this week is “All Hands on. Deck” 

‘getting a iively play, day-dating at 
'Plaza and Granada. “Look in Any 
‘ Window” is only fair at Parae 
mount. “Tomboy and the Champ” 
and “Wings of Chance” in a fire. 

‘theatre hook-up is heading fo: a 
vood total “Absent -Minded Pro- 
fessor” holds torrid at Uptown, 
while “Spartacus” is continuing 

ffood at the Capri in 10th round. 
Weather is a bit chilly. for this 
time of vear. 

Estimates for This Week 
Brookside :-Fox Midwest-National 

Theatres! ‘809; $1.235:—"“Gone With 
1 Wind” ‘M-G: 'reissue) ‘4th wk! 
» Nice §5.500. Last week, $6,509). 
i Capri (Durwood: 11,260: $1.25- 
:$3'---"Spartacue’ «Ue ¢TOth vk 
| Good $9.AN0. Last week, $10,000. 

Crest, Riverside :Commorwealh) 
[. ‘900 cars each; $1‘, Boulevard ~ ine 
(die! (759 cars: $1—Currently sir. 
runs, Last week, "Operation Ei--h- 
i mann” ‘AA: and “Heroes Ine 
i Youns” ‘AA , oke $9,000. 

Empire -Durwond: :1,280: $1 25. 
j$3— "Exodus” (UA) (19th © kb), 
Modest 86.000. Last week, same 

{ Fis. Vista «FMW-NT> 1,360; 
1700: 90¢:, New 30. Claco ‘Baker} 
111.00) cars cach: 90¢°, Highway 40 
General Drive-in ‘990 cars: 93 
i “Tomboy and Champ” «Uo and 
“Wings of Chance” «+ Good 

,$15.000. Last week. sub-rans. 
i Kimo (Dickin-oni +304: 90-S$1.25) 
i—“League of Gentlemen” ¢ Kins) 
2d wk. Modest $1.509: holds. Last 
iweek, same. 

Paramount ‘Blank-UP: «1,990: 
75-81 —"“Look in Any Windos” 
AA Fair S7.000 Last week, 

i*Portrait of Motsster” WB. $5 (ni), 
Plaza, Granzda -FMW-NT° -1,- 

639. 1.217: $1-S1.25 —"“ Ali [fae ig 
Gn Deck” (20th: Panes Sig sig 

“or near: stays, Last week. Pliva 
ony, “Sanctuary” «20th, S709 

Rockhill ‘Little Art Theatres) 
(F350: $1.25'-—"Ballad of Soldier” 
‘tKings. Syrightly $2.000: nay 
‘hold. Last week. “General Della 
Rovere” tIndie’, $1,200, 

Roxy «(Durwood! #850; $1-$1.59) 
'—"“Cry for Happs” ‘Col: «3d wk) 
'Fairish $6.000. Last week. $7.099, 
‘ Uptown ‘'FMW-NT! ‘2,043, St- 
$1.25'!--" Absent-Minded Pr ofessor” 

“Mav 6. BV: Oth wk. Hotsv $7,000: holds, 
-Forum (Moss: i813; 90-$1.89:— ‘Last week, including Granada, 

“Raisin in Sun" (Col) (6th wk». , $10,000. 



PICTURE GROSSES Wednesday, May 8, 1961 

Det Uneven: ‘Heart 

Detroit, May 2. 
First-run biz is a bit spotty here 

this week. “Mein Kampf” look’ 
boffo in first round at the Grand 
Circus. However, the two other 
newcomers are not so hot. “Fierc- 
est Heart” at the Fox looms drab. 
“Portrait of Mobster’ new at the 
Palms shapes slow. 

“Absent-Minded Professor” still 
is great in second round at the 
Michigan. “A Raisin in Sun” looks 
bright ‘at the Adams in fifth ses- 
sion. “Exodus” stays socko in 
12th week at Mercury. 

“Pepe” is rated great in fifth at 
the Madison. “Ben-Hur” still is 
socko in 63d session at the United 
Artists. 

Estimates for This Week 

Fox (Woodmont Corp) (5.041: 
75-$1.49)—"‘Fiercest Heart” ¢20th) 
and “Natchez Trace” (Indie). Drab 
$13,000. Last week, “Canadians” 
(20th) and “Tiger Bay” (Indie), 
$9,000. 

Michigan (United Detroit) (4, | 
036: $1.25-$1.49)—“Absent-Minded 
Professor” (BV) (2d° wk). Wham 
$20,000. Last week, $25,000. [A 

Sad $13,000, Prof: 

‘Prof.’ Boffo $18, 006, 
Buff; ‘Ap’tment’ 14G, 2d | 

Buffalo, May 2. 
Biz is spotty here this week, with | opens May 

bulk of strength in holdevers, the 
few newcomers being okay to mild. 
Best bet is “Absent-Minded Pro-! 
fessor,” 
Lafayette. 
Gantry” also nice in second at 
the Buffalo. “Pepe” is big in second 
at Century. 

Estimates for This Week 
Buffalo (Loew) (3,500; 75-$1)— 

“Fhe Apartment” (UA) and “Elmer | eret Ways” (U) opening, set ‘for 
Gantry” (UA) (reissues) ‘2d wk).| May 10, delayed until later. “Big 
Nice $14,000 or near. Last week, 
$19,000. 

Center (AB-PT) (2,000; 70-$1)— 
“Virgin Spring” (Janus). Okay 
$9,000. Last week, “All in Night’s 
Work” (Par) (4th wk), $7,000 at 
$1.25 top. 

Century (UATC) (2,700; '70-$1.50) 
—"Pepe” (Col) (2d wk), Big $10, 000. | 
Last week, $14,500 
_ Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 70-$1)— 
Absent - Minded Professor” (BY)! 

(2d wk). Great $18,000. Last week, | Palms (UD) (2,995; $1.25-$1. 49) $24,000. 
—‘Portrait of Mobster” (WB) and. 
“Blood Altey” (WB). Slow $10,060. 
Last week, “Black Sunday” (AI) 
and “The Hand” (AI) (2d wh), 
$11,000. 
- Madison (UD) (1,408; $1.25-$2— : 
“Pepe” (Col) (th wk). Great $17,- 
000. Last week, same. 

Grand Cireus (UD) (1,400; $1.25- 
$1.65)—“Mein Kampf” (Col) and 
“Broth of Boy” (Col). Boff $19,000 
or over. Last week, “Butterfield 8” 
(M-G) and “Golden Fish” (Col) (re- 
issues), $13,000. 

Adam (Balaban) (1,700; $1.25- 
$1.50)—“Raisin in Sun” (Col) (5th 
wk). Oke $7,000. Last week, $7,500. 

United Artists (UA) (1,667; $1.25- 
$3)—“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (63d wk). 
Good $8,000. Last week, $8,200. 

Music Hall (Cinerama, Inc.) (1,- 
208; $1.20-$2.65)— “Seven Wonders 
of World” (Cinerama) (18th wk) 
(reissue). Okay $9,000. Last week, 
$9,600. 

Trans-Lux Krim  (Trans-Lux) 
(1,000; $1.49-$1.65) — “Breathless” 
(Indie} (2d wk). Oke $4,000. Last 
week, $6,500. 

Mercury (UM) (1,465; $1.50-$3)— 
“Exodus” (UA) (12th wk). Sensa- 
tional $15,000. Last week, $15,500. 

BOSTON 
(Continued from page 8) 

000. Last week, “Ben-Hur” (M-G) 
(m.o.) (18th wk), $7,000. * 

Center (E. M. Loew) (1,540; 60- 
$1.25)—“‘Where Bovs Are” (M-G) | 
(rerun). Returns house to reruns 
after two first-runs. Last week, 
“Gorgo” (M-G) {2d wk), $6,000. 

Exeter (1,376; 90-$1.50) — “&en- 
eral Rovere” (Cont) (2d wk). Big 
$8,500. Last week, $10,000. 

Fenway (Indie) (1,350; $1.50) — 
“Bernadette of Lourdes” ' Janus) 
$7,008 wk). Good $6,000. Last week, 

Gary (Sack) (1,277; $1.25-$1. 80) 
—‘La Dolce Vita” (Astor) ‘2d wk. 
Great $24,000. Last week, $30,000. 
Kenmore (Indie) (700-$1.50) — 

“League of Gentlemen” (Kings) 
$10,006 wk). Solid $9,000. Last week, 

Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 80- 
$1.25). —- “Hoodlum Priest” ITA) 
(2d wk). Fair $10,000. Last week, 
$15,000. 

Memorial (RKO) (3,000: 90- 
$1.49)—“‘Absent-Minded Professor” 
‘BV) (3d wk). Great $19,000. Last 
week, $30,000. 
Orpheum (Loew) 12.900; 90- 

$1.49)—"“Gone With Wind’ (reis- 
sue). Sockeroo $25,000. Last week, 
“Go Naked in World’ (M-G) and 
“Operation Bottleneck” (UA) (2d 
wk), $8,000. 

Paramount {NET} '2.357; 
$1.25)—“All Hands oh Deck” 

70- ! 
(26th: 

week, 

—“Exodus” (UA) 
$9,000. Last week, $9,200. 

Paramount (AB-PP313,000; 70-$1) 
—Konga” (Al) and “The Hand” 
(AI). Slow $8,000 or near. Last 

“All Hands On Deck (20th) 
“Get Outta Town”. (20th), 

Teck (Loew) (1,200; $1.25-$2.75) 
(Sth wk). Big 

Cinema (Martina) (450; 70-$1)— 

$7.800. 

“Carry On Nurse” (Gov) (26th wk). 

Sturdy $2,300. Last week, $2,000. ififth week Sunday (30) after okay 
$9,000 last week. 

El Rey (FWC) (861; 90-$1.50) —| $5,000. NEW YORK 
(Continued from page 9) 

wk), okay $15,000 after $16,000 for 
fifth week. 

Warner (SW) (1,813; $1.50-$3.50) 
—“Exodus” (UA) (20th wk). This 
session ending today (Wed.) looks 
to hit wham $45,000 or close after 
$46,000 for 19th week. Continues 
indef, 

First-Run : Arties. 
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25-$2)— 

“Saturday Night, Sunday Morn- 
ing” (Cont) (5th wk). Fourth round 
completed Sunday (30) held at 
smash $15,300 after $16,400 in 
third week. 

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80) 
—"Breathless” (Films Around 
World) (18th wk). The 12th stanza 
finished Monday (t) was big $8,- 
200 after $9,500 for. lIth week. 
Holds again. 
Beekman (R&B) (590 $1.20-$1.75) | 

—"L’Avventura” (Janus) (5th wk). 
Fourth reund ended Monday (1) 
was great $7,500 after $8,000 in! 
third week. 

55th St. Playhouse (Moss) (253: j wk). 
$1.25-$2)—“Don Quixote” (M-G) 
(15th wk). This session finishing 
tomorrow (Thurs.) looks like nice 
$4,000 after $3,900 in 14th week. 
Stays on, with “Fidelio” (Indie)! 91 50) — 
opening May 13. 

Fifth Ave. Cinema (R&B) (250: 
$1.25-$1.80} — “Virgin Spring” 
(Janus) (m.o.) (12th wk). This 
stanza winding tomorrow ‘Thurs.! : 
is heading for bright $4,500, nice | 
pickup from $3,600 of llth ‘week.! 

Normandie (T-L) (592; 
$1.80) — “Apartment” (UA) and: 
“Elmer Gantry” (UA) (reissues). ' 
Brought in for one week, with nice. 
$4,000 in sight. “Return To Pey-': 
ton Place” (20th) opens next Fri-y 
day (5), 
mount, 

Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie) 
(520; $1.25-$2)—"“Tunes of Glory” 
(Lope) (20th wk). 
ended Monday !1) was fine $6.500: 
after $7,000 in 18th week. 
lent Summer" (FAW) 
Mav 13. 

day-dating with Para-' 

opens . 

Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75'— : 
“Please Turn Over” ‘Col’. Initial 
session ending. tomorrow ‘Thurs.! 

great in second week at'qay (Tues.) held at fancy $8,400 
“Apartment”-“Elmer | after $8,500 in fourth. 

‘Great $12,000 or over. Last week,-: 
eee. Family” (20th) (6th wk), |. 

$1.25-! 

The 19th stanza; i 

“Vio-| 

9| Monday (1) was “wham. $17,500 
after $18,500 in 27th week 
eet St. Playhouse (Leo Brecher) 

1.65)—“The Bridge” (AA), 
| Ouened .Monday. 

Great 206, ‘Mein Kampf’ Boffo 196): 
+ 

0; 90-$ 
(1). In ahead, 

“Days of Thrills, Laughter” (20th) 

0 for fifth full week. 
+ ition (R&B) (561; 95-$1.80)— 
“League of Gentlemen” (Kings) 
(15th wk). The 14th round com-: 
pleted Monday (1) held at fine 

, $6,500 after $6,400. in 13th week. 
“Two -Women” 

8. 
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; $1- 

$4. 50)—“Raisin in. Sun” (Col) (6th: 
i wk). Fifth session finished yester-. 

Trans-Lux 85th St. 
, $1.25-$2)—“Great .Impostor” (U) 
| (6th-final wk). Fifth ‘round com- 
pleted ‘yesterday (Tues.) was. okay 
$4,200. after $5,700 in fourth. “Se-: 

Circus” (20th) comes. in May 
World (Perfecto) (390; 90-$1. 30) 

— "Male and Female” (Mishkin)’ 
(11th wk). This’: week ending to- 
morrow: (Thurs:) looks like solid 
$7,000 ‘after $7,200 for 10th week. 
‘Continues. 

.LOS ANGELES 
(Continued from page 8) 

(4th wk), $3/500; Warren’s, “Suzie 
Wong” (Par), “Foxhole Cairo” 
(Par) (3d wk), $5,100. 

State, Hawaii, (UATC-G&S) (2,- 
404; 1,106; 90-$1.50)—“Dr. Blood’s: 
Coffin"? (UA) and “Snake Woman” 
(UA), Thin $9,000. Last week, 
State with Wiltern, Iris, “Cimar- 
ron” (M-G), $24,200. ‘Hawaii, “Care 
Save. Sergeant” (Indie) (2d wk), 

Warner ‘Hollywood. . (Cinerama, 
Inc.) (1,389; $2. 20-$2. 65)—"“Cinera-. 
ma Holiday” (Cinerama). Started 

“Ballad of. Soldier” (May) (2d wk). 
Pale $2,500. Last week, $2,600. 

Hollywood. Paramount (State) ¢1- 
468; $1-$2.40)—“Gone With Wind”. 
(M-G) | (reissue) (6th wk). Big $13,- 
500 or near after $14,000 last week. 

Chinese (FWC) (1,408; $2-$2.40) 
—Absent-Minded. Professor” (BV) 
(7th wk). Brisk $13,500. ‘Last week, 
$16,300. 

Four Star (UATC) (868; 90-$1 50) 
—"Pepe” (Col) (tst popscale run).. 

$2,500. 
Fox Wilshire (FWC) . (1,990; 

$1.80-$3.50)—"Exodus” (UA) (19th 
wk). Firm $9,200. Last week, $12,- 
300. 

Fine Arts (FWC) (631: $2-$2. 40) 
—‘Never On Sunday” (UA) (2d 
be Boffo $8,600. Last .week, $9,- 

Pantages (RKO) (1.513; $1.80- 
$3.50}—“Spartacus” (U) (28th wk). 
Perky $13,000.. Last week, $14,800. 

Egyptian (UATC) (1. 392: $1.25- 
: $3.50) — “Ben-Hur”: (M-G) (74th 

Sock $15,000. Last week, 
Same, 

MINNEAPOLIS 
(Continued from page 8). 

“Mein Kampf” (Col). 
i Looks record $14,000 or over. Last 
week, -“League of Gentlemen” 
(Kings) (2d wk), $3.000. . , 

State (Par) (2,200; $1- “$1.25) _ 
“Absent-Minded ‘Professor’ (BV), 
Smasheroo $27.000.. Last. week, 

; “Pepe” (Col) (Sth wk), $6, 000 :with 
:$1-S1.50 scale. — 

Suburban World (Mann) (800; 
$1. 25)—“Virgin Spring” (Janus) 
(13d wk). Potent. $4, 000.. Last week, 
$5,000. 
Uptown (Field) (1 000;. $1-$1 50) 

—‘Ben-Hur” (M-G) (2d run) (6th 
'wk). Bowing. out’ with oke $3.000. 
. Last. week, $4,000. 
.(AI). opens Friday (5). 

World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.50)— 
i“All in Night’s Work’ ‘Par) ‘6th 
-Wk), Oke $4,500 in. final 6 days. 
‘Last week, $6,000. “Question 7”. 
(Indie) opens May: 4.. 

PORTLAND, ORE. 
‘Continued fronr page-8) 

Steady $6,200. Last week, $6.500: 
Oriental (McFadden! ‘2.100: $1) / 

mth wi days), okay $3,500 after} 

(Embassy) opens \- 

(T-L) (550; 

.| Anderson is only mild. Still good 

seventh round. 
| Ohio is rated light. 

“Black Sunday”. 

and “Storm Country” -Indie: :2d|is heading for a big $17.000 after 
wk), Slight $8,600. Last week,| Very strong teeoff. Holding. In 
$11,000. i ahead, “Two-Way Stretch” «Ble: 

Piigrim. (ATC) 11.990: 75-$1.25': ‘13th wk-9 days', $6.200, but wind-. 
—Fiercest leart™ -20thi and: ine a very successful lengrun here. 

“Viva Zapata” treissue'. Mild $6.-| Murray Hill (R&B) +365, 95- 
50u. Last week, “Portrait of Mob-! $1.80! — “Ballad of  Ssidier” 
ster” (WE and “Darby's Rangers” ; ‘Kings) 19th wkt. The 1&ii: round 
(Indie?, $7,6G0. i finished Monday ‘15 was torrid 

Saxon ‘Sack (2,88); -$1.50-$y-— | 95.000 after $6560 in 17th eek. 
“Exodus” +UA) i19th wk sine Paris :Pathe Cineiia: ‘Ste: al. 
$12.60. Last week $15.u00. | si. gUi—""Love and Frenchy oma: 

State Trans-Lux) (730; 75-8! 25). ‘Kings! «luth wki. The ninth w cek 
‘Savase Eve” (‘TES ast “8 & finished Sunday '3i perked to. big 

Property” ‘Indie. Opens. iz} | | $8.000 after $7,000 for eighth. 
(Tues *. Last week, “Sis 0 * ee: Plaza ‘Loperti 525: $1.50-$2:— 
Bernt” Indie: and “Pack “Streets ! “Never On Sundav” +Lope' '29th 
of Paris” (Indie) :2d wk: $4,000. wk). The Z&th stanza completed 

Interstate Won’t Budge 
San Antonio, May 2... 

- Interstate Theatres still holds. 
‘fast to the policy of racial seg-. 
regation. 

About 40 members of the. 
Students for Civil Liberties 
failed Sunday evening to gain ~ 

_ admission to the Majestic on 
an integrated basis. 

The students, representing . 
most San Antonio colleges, 
gathered in front of the thea- 
tre from 4:30 to 7:30 p.m. with 

- Negro students attempting to 
_ buy tickets for the white en- 
trance and white studenfs seek- 
ing to buy tickets for their 
‘Negro companions. 

All were turned back by In- 
terstate officials. 

TMPOSTOR’ LIVELY. 1, 
L’VILLE; ‘PEPE’ $8,600). 

"Louisville, May 2. 
Race-goers are starting to liven 

the town, with start of Churchill 
Downs Meet. “Great Impostor” 
at Kentucky shapes lively but 
“White Warrior” at the Mary 

is “Spartacus” at the Borwn_ in. 
“Cimarron” ‘at the 

“Pepe,” in 

United Artists ‘second shapes 
‘sturdy. 

Estimates for This Week __ 
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,100; 

$1.25-$1.75)—“‘Spartacus” (U) “Ct h 
wk). Dipping slightly but good at 
‘$7,500 after sixth week’s $8,000. 

Kentacky (Switow) (900; 75-$1) 
—"“Great Impostor” (U). Lively 
$7,000. Last week, “All In Night's 
Work” (Par) (4th wk), $4,500 
Mary Anderson (People’s): 900; 

60-$1)—“White Warrior” (WB). 
Mild $4,000 or near. Last week, 
“Sins of Rachel Cade” (WB), 

Ohio (Settos) (900; 60-$1)— 
“Cimarron” (M-G) (5th wk). Light 
$5,000 after fourth week’s $6,000. 

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (1,100; 
$1.25-$2.20)—“This. Is Cinerama” 
(3a wk).. Moderate $8,000 after'|, 
fourth week’s $9,000. 

United Artists (Fourth Avenue) 
(8, 000; $1-$1.50)—“‘Pepe” (Col) (2d: 
wk). Sturdy $8,000 after first! 
week’s $12, 000. 

CHICAG 30 
(Continued from page 9) . 

men” (Kings). 30 wk). Nifty $7, 900. 
Last week, $9,00 

‘Loop ele. (606: $1.25-$1.80) 
—“Mein. Kampf” (Col). Wow $36;- 
000 or near. Last week. “Trapp 
Family” (20th) (4th wk), $6, 000 in 
5 days. — 
Monroe (Jovan) (1,000; 65-90)— 

“Carthage. in Flames” (Col) and. 
“Sword of Sherwood Forest” (Col). 
Neat $5,200. Last’ week, “Last 
Woman on Earth” (Indie) and “‘Lit- 
$5000, Shop of Hotrors” (Indie), 

Oriental (indie) (3,400; 90-$1.80) 
—"Hoodlum Priest” (UA) (4th wk). 

| Snappy $16,000. Last week, $22,000. 
Roosevelt (B&K) (1.400; 90-$1.80) 

—"Rachel Cade” (WB). Moderate 
$13,000 or close. Last week, ‘‘Cim- 
‘arron” (M-G) (4th wk), 210,000. 

State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90- 
$1.80)— “Absent: Minded Professor” 
(BV) (6th. wk): Dandy $23,000 or 

| near. Last week, $25,000. 
Surf (H&E. Balaban) (685; $1.50- 

$1. 80)—“Never On. Sunday” (Lope): 
| se000 wk). Great $i, 500. Last week, 

Todd (Todd) ¢1,089:. $1. 75-$3.50) 
—“Ben-Hur” (M-G) ¢71st wk). Solid 
$15,400. Last week, $15.000. 

_ United Artists (B&K) (1,700: 90-. 
$1.80)—“Gone With Wind” (\M-G) }. 
(reissue) (3d wk). Hotsy $26,000 or 
over. Last week, $31,000. 
Woods (Essaness) (1,200: 90- 

$1.80)—“All Hands On Deck”. 
(20th) (3d wi. Brisk $12,000. Last. 
week, - $14,00 
World ipeitel) {606;. 90-St. 25)— 

“Ballad of Soldier” (Kings) 14th 
| wk). Busy $2,900. Last week, $3,200. 

SEATTLE 
(Continued from page 9): 

$1.50)—“Gone With Wind™ «\I-G)! 

| stanza. 

“Hoodlum Priest” 
$13 

Wind’ Rousing $25,000, 
Philly: ‘Black ‘Sun’ Big 
146, ‘Deck? Mild 126. 

Philadelphia, ‘May 2. 
Biz shapes spotty here this 

“Gone With Wind” -look 
like: “old times” to. midtown exe. 
hibitors,, with a sensational take 
‘opening ‘round at” Stanton. : “Black. 
Sunday” Iooms big. on opener. at 
Goldman but “Hoodlum Priest” is 
only okay at the Viking and-rated 
as not up to hopes, 

“All Hands on Deck” looks mild 
at Randolph, but:“One-Eyed Jacks” | 
is still solid in fifth at the Fox. 
“Absent-Minded Professor”: shapes 
trim: in.second Stanley session. 
Estimates for This Week 
Arcadia (S&S) (536; 99-$1.80)-— 

“Sanctuary” (20th) (6th wk). Drab. 
$4,200. Last week, $5,000. 

Boyd (SW) (1. 536; $2-$2.75) — 
“Exodus” (UA) (14th wk). Big $15,- 
000. Last week,. $19,000. 

Fox (Milgram). (2,200; 99-$1.80)—=. 
“One-Eyed Jacks” (Par) (5th wk). 
Solid $11,000. Last.week, $14,000. 

Goldman: (Goldman) (1,200; 99- 
$1.80)-—“Black Sundav”. (AD. . Big 
$14,000. Last week, “Secret Ways” 
(U). (2d wk), $9.000. . 

(Goldman) ‘ (1, 000; 99- 
$1.80) — “All in ‘Night’s. Work": 
(Par) (24. wk): -Fine ‘$11,000. ‘Last: . 
week, . $18,000. 
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 99-. 

$1,80).—- “All’ Hands on Deck” 
(20th). Mild $12. 000.. Last: week, 
“Apartment” ‘UA) and “Elmer 
Gantry” (UA) (reissues), $24,000. 

Stanley (SW) (2,500; 99-$1.80) — 
“Absent-Minded Professor” © (BV). 
(2a .wk).. Trim $16,500. Last week, 
$22,500. . 

Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.80)—~.” 
“Gone With Wind” (M-G) (reigsue). 
Wow $25,000. Last week, “101 Dal- 
matians” (BV). (5th wk), $10 ,000, 
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80)—. 

“Never On. Sunday’ (Lope) _ (23d 
wk). Big $5,000: Last week, $6,000. . 

Viking (Sley) (1,000; 99-$1.80)— _-- 
(UA). Okay.:’ 

000. “Cimarron” - 
(M-G) (6th. wk), $4,500. 
Worid (R&B-Pathe) (499: - “99. 

$1.80)—“Pienic on. Grass” (Kings). 
Mild $2,300. Last week, “League 
of: Gentlemen” (Kings) (4th wk),: 
$2,900. 

Last week, 

JINDUSTRIAL PRODUCERS 
CONVENTION JUNE 1-3 

' Hollywood, May 2. | 
Second annual convention of In+ 

.dustry: Film Producers Assn. is 
set for June 1-3 at Miramar Hotel, 
Santa Monica. Comprised of com- 
mercial producers and distributors, | 
speakers. from’various companies 
‘will make up morning and after- 
noon agendas. : 
Awards to ‘outstanding subjects | 

made in past year will be presented. 
at banquet winding up seshes. 

Up-Rank Geo. Hodges 
. Denver, ‘May 2. 

‘George Hodges, former manager 
of Atlas Theatre Co.’s Gothic thes 
atre in Englewood, Colo., has been - 
appointed. general manager of the 
Atlas chain to replace. David E. 
Davis, who died this month of a 
heart attack. 

Hodges has been’ with the com- 
pany for many years serving in 
the capacity .of resident . manager 
in many of its theatres. Pete An- 
selmo, one time manager of the 
Atlas Oriental theatre in Denver 
was . appointed manager: of. - the: . 
Goth ie. 

Guys to Feed the Dolls 
Kansas City, May 2. 

Annual luncheon of the Motion 
{Picture Assn, honoring the Wom- 
en of the Motion Picture (WOMPI) 
has now..been. reset. for May 15 at. 
Bretton's Restaurant. Originally it. 
was set as the first event:on. the 
1961 MPA calendar for April’ 27. 
Committee comprises Ralph Ama- 
cher, Harold Hume, Phil Blakey, - 
Jim Witcher,:Eric Green,: Bill Al- 

‘Hlison, Bill Jeffries. 
Affair is the first of five: Social 

events set on the 1961 calendar by 
—"Little Shepherd of ‘Kinedom } (6th wk). Good $4,000: last weck, ptlee comniittee. 
Come” (20th) and “Tess of Storm ' 
Country” :20th!, 
week, 
“Sons and Lovers” 
$3.200. 

“Sundowners” «WB and 

$1.491— “Apartment” -UAY -and- 
“Elmer Gantri’. “UA) «2d. wk). 
‘reissues), Fast $7.00. Last week, ! 
$14.100. 
Paramount (Port: Par) 3.400 S1-' 

81.50) — “Absent-Vieved Profes- 
sor” ‘BV) (3d wk Torrid $10,000. 
Last: week, $15, 000. 

Bad $2.000. Last! 

Ww B} 'reissues), ‘A BV) (2d wk. 
w 

Orpheum (Ev -ercreen) ‘} 536: s1- 

[Last week, $7,800.. 

$4,800. 
Music Hall (Hamrick* 2.900: $1- 

$1.50) —"Absent-Minded Professor” 
Great £13.000. Last | 

eek, $15,700. 
Orpheum tHamrick) (2.60: S$1--: 

$1.50) — “G Or go". M-Gtooand 
“Trouble in Sky” (U). Dull $6,609. 
'Last week, dark. 

Paramount (Fox-Fvergrecr! 
(3,000; $1-$1.50:—" All an’ Nishit’s 
Work” (Par) and “Fonhole in 
Cairo” (Par) (2d wk:.- Mild $5,500. 

Crack Concession Machines - - 
Berlin, N. -H.. May 2. 

Theives. who apparently hid. fn. 
the Princess theatre here after the 
Suiaday night show smashed ciga- 
ret, soft drink and candy vending 
machines to steal-an undetermined. 
‘amount of. cash, in nickles, dimes’ 
and quarters early in the morning 
of April 24. 

Paul Zuffante. assistant manager, 
_estimate loss. inc luding damage to 
j machines, at $500. 
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‘VARIETY’S’ LONDON OFFICE 
49 St, James's Street, Piceaditiy . INTERNATIONAL 1% 

‘London’ | 
“Production ‘starts June: 1 ‘on location in Alicante, Spain, on the film 

version of Herman Melville’s “Billy. Budd,” with Peter Ustinov and 
Robert Ryan, Interiors will be filmed at the Associated British Elstree 
Studios. Phil Gersdorf. came in from Hollywood last week to act as 
publicity co-ordinator . . . Golda Casimir, member of the original cast 
when “Meet the Wives” by Talbot Rothwell was given a Sunday night 
performance in 1955, is repeating her role in the. film version, now 
rolling at the New Elstree Studios, under the title “Three Spare -Wives.” 
-Pic is being produced by Edward J. and Harry Lee Danziger.and the 
cast includes Robin. Hunter, Susan Stephen, John Hewer and Ferdy 
Mayne, Ernest Morris is directing . The Duke ‘of Edinburgh has 
extended his patronage to the season of ‘films celebrating the centenary 
of the birth of Rabindranath Tagore at the National Film Theatre... 
Maurice Rone¢. has been inked by Sam Spiegel for a lead role in his 
production of “Lawrence of Arabia.” Ronet left London’ last: week’ for 
Jordan to join Peter O’Toole and Michel Ray in camel riding lessons 

. Carl Foreman planed out'to New. York on Monday '1) with a print 
of * ‘The Guns of Navarone” (Col), which had a royal preem at the 
Leicester: Square Theatre on the previous Thursday (27). 

Rank: in hefty tieup with. Thorpe. & Parter, distributors ‘of May Fair. 
paperbook book-of-the-film of “‘Very. Important. Person.” which stars 
James Robertson Justice, Stanley. Baxter. and Leslie Phillips. ; 

Rome 
John Gavin to play. opposite Romy Schneider in’ Luchino Visconti’s 

episode of “Boccaccio '70,"” from a script by Cesare Zavattini . .. 
Federico Fellini, Mario Monicelli, and Vittorio DeSica direct the other. 

Susan ‘Strasberg, quoted segments: of the Concordia Production . 
locally about the near-win of her pic “Kapo” in the foreign pic Oscar 
‘race: “I'm: convinced that if the producer had. ‘devoted more publicity. 
-to the pic, ‘Kapo’ would have won. But-all over Hollyw ood, all one saw 
“was .publicity: for. Ingemar Bergman’s ‘Virgin ‘Spring™. .Looks like 
John Mather will take over William Morris operations in "this area, via 
a Morris buy-out of Mather’s previous. operation .... Local serio-comic 
joke: see all Italian pix on. first day of their run: after the recent rash 

subsequent days, at least in toto... 

Jourdan and Yvonne Fourneaux. for °* 

‘{n Maleno Malenotti’s “Madame Sans-Gene,” to be directed by .Chris- 
tian Jacques . ; . Sophia Loren plays the title Madame.,. . Luigi Chia- 
rini replaces. Alessandro Blasetti as Italo member of Carines jury. 

UFA Cuts Out Alleged Anti Semitic 
Scenes in ‘Gravel’ Despite Court OX. 

Berlin, April 25. | 
eutner film, they talk in real life, without minc- 

athe new Feta Bie Gravel}, ' ‘ing the matter. “‘Not a single scene 
currently. running’ in’ numerous ‘was. aimed at insulting the Jewish 

West Germar cities, has found people,” the director, explained. soituderes ioe wee: | Argentinos Speak 
~ Wrong Spanish. 

For Spaniards 

retary of. the. board, - Berd that 

-Madrid, April 25. 

the film contains anti-Semitic 
scenes. He applied to the court to] 
handle the matter which he called. 
an. insult of the Jewish people. 

UFA Filmhansa, the - distributor | 
of the pie, director Kaeutner and 
author Walter Ulbricht rejected] 
the reproach. claiming that the |. 
film’s. intended tendeney is just |: 

That's to say to let people talk like: 

‘the other way round: It aims. at! 
attacking certain ‘remainders of. 
anti-Semitism:.:and neo-Fascism in 
Germany. Since Van Dam turned : 
down a compromise, . the decision’ 
‘was left to the court.. 

Despite . harmonious” cooperation: 
- now: existing between the Spanish 
and Argentine. film. industries, Ar- 
gentine pix are. having. little suc- 

, cess at the Spanish boxoffice. 

.@alled the: whole controversy ‘ 

A. few. days later, 

prosecutor’ 's office in Duesseldorf ; in release—-one with .a. premiere’ 
suspended. the case, It declared. run of eight days and the other 
after having ‘checked on the mat-‘.on Gran. Via marquees only. three. 
‘ter, ‘that there is no -reason.. for ; Although Spaniards and: Argen- 
penal prosecution and the film can’. tines speak’ the -samé language. the 
be: shown without ‘cuts. Haeutner; accent is. as different ‘as. the Eng-. 

‘an lish spokég: in New York and Lon-. 
unholy misunderstanding.” He said ‘don. Both below-the-border- entries | 
he never had ‘the intention to: iti- | provoked: audience hilarity during 
sert. anti-Semitic scenes. He re- 
ferred to his manager, Elli Silman, : puted in. each ‘case to the marked 

who had seen the film prior.to its , pecularities of the Spanish idiom 
release. Miss Silman, ‘who's Jew= _as she is hablado in Argentina. 
ish, didn't express any. objections. . | 

Kaeutner Sees Hassle Dangerous b 
“The whole controversy.” Kaeut-, 

ner said; “is unfortunately. rather}. 
dangerous. It can put. us in a false 
light. The -court has rehabilitated 

-me.. ‘The film can be shown with- |. 
out ‘cuts. But we have decided to. 
_cut the three: objectionable scenes. ‘London, May 2. 
We want to give in for the sake of j Despite strong opposition. from 

Peace. We cannot afford to quarrel - the ‘Teps of the labor unions, the 

Despite Strong Labor | 
Fight, Brit. Council To 

on. such.a matter. I must say that L! Films Council has decided to rec- | 
expected every thing but never pro-; ommend to the. Board of Trade that 
tests from the ‘Jewish people..-I; there should be -no change in the 
rather thought that protests would British ‘film -quota: for the’ year 

: . From the first of January to 
the’- ‘public ' mid- -April only two films were out |: 

j climax. dramatic sequences—attri- 

Ask No Quota Change 

come from the other direction.” | 
The three objected scenes in the; 

: film ‘are as follows: ‘A guest: calls 
a bar owner “Saujud”. (an. abusing 
word: which. ‘means “Dirty. Jew"). 
A swindler Says: “I'm no American, 
I'm. not even a. Jew.” The arm of 
the bar owner shows the mark of 
the Auschwitz concentration camp. 
The. Board of Jews In’ Germany 
aw in. that an open mockery of 
the victims. of Hitler's gas 
.chambers. 

to. show. via this film all. the exist- 
lag. Nazistic dangers... He -had. in. 

(mind: ‘to .shoot — a realistic film. 3 

béginning next Jan. 1. 
The quota has been static at: 30% 

for about. 10 years, and the unions 
argued forcibly. that the time had | 
come for a change. However, the 
vote. went: ‘against’ them, and it is] ; 
confidently. anticipated’ that the 
BOT. prexy. will make a. statement 
of confirmation: in the: House of 
Commons within ‘the riext few 
weeks. 

This will. be the first time: the 
| quota. year has coincided with the 

_Kaeutner: Said that he’ intended | catendar year. Previous Films Acts 
stipulated: that’ the quota year 
should run from April 1 to Marth 

jweek product prowl through 

‘other sources. 

 eieeennsannnnsnanaaanennaseascesnasnnienaee */Hong Kong to Triple 
International Sound an Hotel Space By 1963 

For Big Tourist Trek 
Hong Kong, April 25. 

An estimated 200,000 American 
and European tourists are expected | 
to visit the Colony this year, giving . 
the tourist industry here a welcome 
shot-in-arm.. With this anticipated 
tourist “invasion,” the question is 
raised as to whether the Colony has 
‘the necessary first-class hotel ac- | 
commodation. — | 
_The Hong Kong. Tourist Assn. as 

well as tourist: and travel com-/ 
panies, say the hotels are sufficient | 
but would-be visitors are requested 
to book well in advance. 
Hong Kong's hotel. accommoda- 

tions, while they will treble to 6.448 
rooms by 1963, is presently limited ; 
to 2.650 rooms. of different cate- 
gories. -Some. 800: additional rooms 
are .expected to be. available this 
year and 3,000 more, with the com- 
pletion of: two more luxury hotels, 

_;| now: being built, will be ready by 
~11962-63. 

| the name’ of the new American 
luxury hotel, being financed to the 
‘tune of $10,000.000 by Americans. 

‘There no longer is doubt abou d 

Leo F. Corrigan Sr. and Toddie Lee 
Wynne Sr., of Texas. It will be the | 
Marco: Polo, 

Canary Islands 
of censorship of seizures and cuts,. iUs likely they won't. be seen on |. 

Guido Giambartolomei, who just |: 
signed Gina Lollobrigida to “Imperial Venus,” off to Paris to set: Louis : 

‘Count of Monte Cristo”... .[ 
“Stewart ‘Granger and Marcello ‘Mastroianni. being paged for key roles| 

Arts Festival 
; Madrid, May 2: [ 

Spain’ s annual summer festivals ° 
jof music, dance and drama jumped : 

__.| off in the Canary Islands last week. : 
‘Almost every province’ of Spain 

‘1 (with the notable: exception of Ma-' 
“!drid) will participate in the yearly : 
‘cultural offensive sponsored. by the ' 
Ministry of Information in close ' 
cooperation with provincial and‘ 
municipal. treasuries. 

This year guest soloists with one ; 
of seven. different symphony or-' 
chestras will include the usual fa-' 
vorites, Victoria de los Angeles, ' 
Jose Iturbi and Alexander Brail-' 
owsky as w ell as Philip Entremont. ' 
violinist Gioconda de Vito, and cel- 

{list Zoltan Thairring. ; 

‘Dance groups in the native idiom 
Iaclude Antonio and his Spanish: 
Ballet, Pilar Lopez: and her ballet , 
ensemble, Angel Pericet’s flamenco. 
dancers and the Galician folk’: 
ballet from La Coruna. Classic ' 
terps will come to Spain from. the. 
-Finnish Nationa] Opera, the Dutch i 
National Ballet and the Paris! 
Opera. — 

Three of the outstanding theatre | 
| companies ‘in Spain will also 
cross. the. Iberian Peninsula. These | 
‘are the Lope de Vega troupe di. 
rected by Jose: Tamayo, the Teatro 

Espert : Players. . 
With itineraries to 44 provinces . 

already scheduled and with initial 
programs already underway, 
Spain's summer festivals will be ; 
on the move until the end of Oc-: 
tober. Highlight festivals are those : 
planned for Santander in August 
and: Sevilla in September. 

Barmby, Lane Stepping 
Down at Greater Union: 

. Sydney, April 25. 

Roy. Barmby and Ted: Lane will 
‘retire: June 30 from top Greater. 
Union Theatres’ posts after a life-. 
time with the circuit. 

Barmby,. recognized as one of 
the top film buyers in the indus- ! 
try, served under the late Stuart 

| F.. Doyle prior to the tageover of 
Greater Union’ by Norman B. ; 
-‘Rydge. 

Lane, the Loop’s. publicity direc-: 
tor, has been responsible for the 
numerous top. selling campaigns. | 
Both Barmby and Lane are also 
on the GU management committee. . 

Irving Isaacs. Back to US. 
London, ‘May 2. 

Irving Isaacs of the Telepix' 
Corp. of Boston returned to ‘the 
U.S. last. weekend after a four- 

Europe. 

. During his month over here, he 
firmed. up deals for theatrical 
rights to two Polish films and has 
started negotiations for ‘films from 

Eslava company under the direc-j 
}tion of Luis Escobar and the Nuria 

Italo Censors on Warpath Again, 
With Both Legit Films Hard Hit. 

211, Pix Scissored, 56 
Banned by Ireland 

Dublin, April 25. 

Of the 721 films submitted to 
Irish film censor Liam O'Hara last 

‘year, 211 were cut and 56 others 
.were rejected. Appeals to the Ap- 
peal Board succeeded in only five 
cases, but the board agreed to pass 
,seven others with cuts. 

America continues to be Ireland’s 
biggest supplier of films, sending 
in 237 last year, with Britain ship- 
‘ping 147. Ail others were a long 
way behind, but Italy topped the 
group with 26. 

Dementia Italiana 

Breaks Out Over. 

| Intolerance, 196’ 
. Venice, May 2. 

The [atest in Italo contemporary 
‘opera premiered recently at the 
Venice Contemporary Music Fes- 

tival. Audience reaction to the 

work, Luigi Nono's “Intolerance 

1960, ” was audibly divisive In the 

extreme. So much so that most 
eritfes elected to hold off their 

‘critiques until after a second hear- 
ing at some future date. 

Commotion in the pews was ex- 
,ceptional—even for emotional and 
.vocal Italians. Got so that the 
opera was interrupted at several 
points, with pro elements shushing 

. the hyperthyroid razzers. 

Sidebar is-that some critics, un- 
able to get to Venice, tried to 
.assess the work via radio, but that 
_was equally hopeless. Reason is 
, that the opera is scored to include 
whistles, shouts and sundry elec- 
tronic sounds, and at various points 
i-became indistinguishable from the 
whistling and ¢at-calling. among 
the aud. 

The controversial work, despite 
:the local brovhaha, is slated for 
,staging next season in Cologne 
and several other German theatres 
‘where avant-garde works generally 
receive more sympatico hearing. 

‘But this one is obviously too “far 
- out” for the Italian traditionalists. 

'KIMMINS GOES FAR 
TO SEE HIS ‘PRAWN’ 

Melbourne. April 235. 

English playwright Anthony 
Kimmins. flew in to see Aussie 
opening of his farce, “The Amor- 
ous Prawn" at Comedy Theatre 
here. He's believed to. be first 
overseas author ever to do this. 

“Prawn” stars Britishers Michael 
Shepley and Eileen Peel who've 
been on Broadway, Miss Peel cre- 
ating the role of Lavinia in Eliot’s 
“The Cocktail Party” there. 

Press reception to play here has 

been mixed but as it’s a great 
‘laughtermaker should draw in 
public. 

‘Lax Films Sets Deal 
For Dubbing in Italy | 
a Rome, April 25. 

Pact linking Lax Films (Paris) 
with Fono Roma to handle dubbing 
and English-language release of 

: Italian films has been set here by 
‘Leo Lax following a week’s hud- 
dies with Giulio Sbarigia, F-R 

, topper. 

Agreement is second in a short 
,span of time for the Paris-based 
, Lax, who only recently signed a 

| $300,000 revolving fund deal with 
Republic Films’ Consolidated Film 
Industries. Lax already maintains 

| offices In Rome and the Coast. 

The company. resulting from 
merger will be called Fono-Lax, 
-and deal also calls for exchange of 
technical knowhow in field of dub- 
bing, with an ‘accent on quality 
jobs in the transfer to the English 
language. Two recent Italian pix 
acquired for English-language 
areas by Lax’s firm are “li Padrone 

Rome, May 2. 
Latest developments on the Io- 

cal censorship front, in addition 
to the cuts ordered for “I Love, 
You Love” and the subsequent 
yanking of pic from. national re- 
lease by producer Dino DeLauren- 
tiis, saw the seizure of another 
heavy-grossing firstrun item, 
“America at Night,” at Pavia, on 
orders of the local court. Both pix 
had previously passed the official 
Italian censorship grour, though 
slotted as forbidden to minors. 
Censor also hit hard at the legit 

field this week, via “seizure” in 
Milan of ‘‘Anima Nera” (Black 
Soul!, a play by Giuseppe Patronl 
Griffi, after 19 performances. 
Play had ironically already been 
seen via 122 performances in 44 
Italian cities ‘including Rome} 
prior to its Milan bow, which had 
been hailed by crix. “Nera,” in 
the Compagnia dei Giovani staging, 
is also slated to rep Italy at the 
upcoming Paris’ legit Fest of Na- 
tions. 

Play was subsequently “freed” 
after a two-dav hiatus, and after 
some changes. had been made, re- 
portedly in the length of an on- 
stage kiss and in the garbing of a 
male character. Noted that 
“Anima Nera” is second play cen- 

{sored in Milan after “L’Arialda” by 
Giovanni Testori, which is still 
banned. 

Press nearly unanimously has 
deplored the seizures. The influ- 
ential Rome daily Il Messaggero 
noted that the move might easily 
provoke legit companies to wire 
Milan off of their tour slates com- 
pletely, to avoid the risk of seiz- 
ure (which is valid thereafter in 

j all Italo centers!. The paper notes, 
| however, that such a move might 
prove a death blow to an already 
moribund legit sector as Miian 
sums up to about a good half of 
Italian theatre activity. 

Final item in the censor field fs 
the report that the recently-sub- 
mitted new censorship law, now up 
for government discussion, may be 
abandoned and replaced by a still 
newer elaboration. Current pro- 
| porate were heavily criticized when 
announced. 

DeLaurenti Pulls In 
‘Love’ From First-Run 

Dates After Censoring 
Rome, May 2. 

Dino DeLaurentiis has yanked 
“I Love, You Love” out of current 
firstrun release througout Italy, 
following a cut ordered by local 
authorities for claimed obscenity 
of a strip sequence, lensed in a8 
London club. The film, a potpourri 
of nitery acts in various countries, 
plus other material had gotten off 
to a strong start here, with some 
$385.000 racked up in first situa- 
tions around the country up to the 
moment it was pulled. 

Precedent-setting move {s said 
the first by a producer in protest 
of current censorship wave in 
Italy. In statement to the press, 
DeLaurentiis said he was pulling 
the pie as cuts had “prejudiced its 
creative essentiality and the com- 
pleteness of its values.” He added 
that he didn’t feel he should con- 
tinue to show a pic which didn’t 
measure up to the qualitative level 

J set by his productions. 
The production, at least as cur- 

rently envisioned, will not be re- 
leased again until next season. 
Meanwhile, -however, its director, 
Alessandro. Blasetti, has resigned 
his Cannes Fest jury post in order 
to supervise the re-editing opera- 
tion on the pic, being replaced by 
Luigi Chiarini. 

United Artists Sets 
Film Deal With Hoyts 

Sydney, April 35. 
United Artists and Hoyts’ film 

loop have signatured a new deal 
taking in about 40 pix over a term. 
New deal puts Hoyts in an okay 
product position and was signa- 
tured by Ron Michaels for UA, and 
Ernest Turnbull for Hoyts. 

Distrib and circuit had been at 
outs over terms for a long time, 
finally, coming together for a lim- 
ited number of pix, then setting 
a fresh deal for the baiance of the 
UA fare. Meantime, Warners and 

delle Ferriere” and “A Nol Place (Hoyts haven’t renewed their prod- 
Freddo.” uct contract. 
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Deny Split in Irving Allen, Broccoli 
Partnership in Warwick Films Setup 

London, May 2. + 
Widespread reports that Irving 

Allen and A. R. tCubby) Broccoli 
were ending their longtime part- 
nership in Warwick Films, were 
denied last week by Broccoli. Al- 
len was unavailable for comment 
as he was leading the British dele- 
gation to,the Variety Clubs Inter- 
national in Miami as Chief Barker 
of the London tent. 

Broccoli believed the rumors be- 
gan when it became generally 
known that the two partners had 
agreed to go their own ways on 
certain projects on whieh they did 
not see eve to eve. “But,” he 
commented, “we still share the 
same office and the same desk.” 

Broccoli explained that Allen 
Was going it alone on “The Helio- 
ons.” which was being made under 
the banner of Irving Allen Enter- 
prises for Cotumbia release, while 
he ‘Broccoli) was prepping a sub- 
ject for his own Warfield Produc- 
tions which would go on location in 
Africa. 

The partnership m Warwick, 
however. would be actively re- 
sumed later in the vear for the 
filming of “Cromwell.” The seript 
is now being written by Ken 
Hughes, and it is hoped to start 
filming before the end of the year. 

JOHN DEREK’S SUIT 
IN SPANISH SETBACK 

Madrid, Mav 2. 
Spain’s Supreme Court judges 

reversed lower court verdict grant- 
ing John Derek the sum of 1.600- 
000 pesetas ($27,508) after a 10- 
month legal pute with “Colos- 
sus of Rhodes” producer Procusa 
and its Italian coproducer Cine- 
produzione. _ 

Signed early last year to star in 
“Colossus.” Derek fell out with 
Italian producer Sergio Leone. 

Reissue Take Trebles 
Biz of Initial Date | 

London, May 2. 

“Strangers on a Train,” the 
Hitehcock opus, almost trebled its 
origina] gross in the first week of 
its reissue date at the Warner show- 
case in Leicester Square. 
When first shown in August of 

1951, the first week take was only | 
| $7,560. For the initial stanza of its 
return engagement, the take was 
over $21,000. Film was given en- 
thusiastic notices by most of the 
national crix when re-reviewed. 

‘Moses and Aaron’ Wins 
1007, Crix Approval At 

Theatre Nations Preem 
Paris, April 25, 

The Fifth Theatre of Nations 
season started out with a solid 

; Prestige success on April 7 at the 
Theatre Des Champs-Elysees with 
the late Arnold Schoenberg's 
“Moses and Aaron” opera, per- 
formed by the Berlin Opera of 
West Berlin. First night audience 
was divided but crix were unani- 
mous in declaring this a master- 
piece and the most important lyri- 
cal offering of the TON since its 
linception. Company then moved 
jto the Sarah Bernhardt Theatre for 
a series of one-act operas and an 
evening of ballet, 

“Moses and Aaron” was not 
"quite finished by Schoenberg who 
;wrote it completely except for the 
musie of the last act. This was 
supplied by taking it from the first 

| exploitation of national product in 

|.dor Amelio. head of Cimex, Is now 
1 studying a program which might be] 

VARIETY'S’ LONDON OFFICE 
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In Paris, Too Dancers | 
Dance fanciers and balletomanes here feel that Paris may pride: 

itself on its many legit theatres and activities but argue that it lags 
far behind other capitals in the realm of the dance, both classical 
and modern. . SO 

It is pointed out that such talents as Yvette Chauvire. Liane. 
_ Dayde, Nina Vyroubova, Zizi Jeanmaire, Roland Petit, Jean Babilee; 

' Viadimir Skouratoff and others. either have to go abroad and join. 
- other ballet companies or become actors to make.a living. — 

The ensuing Theatre of Nations season has also made this out. 
clear with Miss Chauvire appearing as a prima ballerina with the 
West Berlin Opera and Maurice Bejart and Janine Charrat, two 
noted French madern dancer-choreographers, in via the. Ballet of 
the Theatre Royal De La Monnaie of Brussels.- Petit and Miss 

: Jeanmaire are putting on a show in Denmark to raise money to 
- pay their debts on a musical they tried to do here last season 
. which seemed too modern for local tastes. Babilee just appeared: in 

' a whodunit pic. . 7 0 Lo, 
It is said there are some acceptable dancers at the Opera today 

‘such as Claude Bessy, Claire Motte and Josette Amiel with Marjorie 
Tallchief from time to time. But there is no real top. ballerina 

:. which curtails top classics. And the only new entry was .Gene.- 
_ Kelly’s ballet which was only -a fair modern entry. They say that 
‘in the U.S., Russia and England new and talented dancers easily 
‘find a place for themselves but it is difficult in France. It is felt 
something has to be done or the dance in France. will be the most. 
backward in the world, and this is ironic since so much innovation: 
‘came from this country.. , 

A new state subsidized ballet may be on the way plus more am- 
bitious attempts from the Opera. But most. dancers here either 
have to live frugally. or emigrate these days... 

Japan Ups Import Permits to 231; | 
--4Q New Licenses Among 2) Distribs 

Tokyo, April. 25. . 
‘Finance Ministry will permit 231, 

foreign films under: ‘basic import. 

quota for fiscal 1961 which began 

April 1. This is an increase of 40_ 
imports over fiscal 1960. Increased 

‘number of import: licenses will be 
allowed two to each of 20 importer- 
distributors. Various: types of 
import quotas (as special adjust- 

VARIETY. 

Japan Hikes Foreign . 
Exchange Allocation 

Tokyo, April 25. 

Japan’s foreign exchange alloca-|. 
tion for the first half of fisca] 1961 | 
(beginning April 1) on. theatrical |: 
and tv films has been increased to 
$7,550,000. This is a boost of $550,- 
000. over budget for last half of |. 
1960 fiscal annum. 
Of the total. figure, $275.000 is 

allocated for newsreel imports. In- 
crease. was made in expectation of |: 
relaxation. of Import restrictions on 
‘both theatrical and tv pictures, 

Cimex Plans Ambitious 
‘Limited Type’ of Pix 

For Release in U.S. 
Mexico. City, April 25. 

Cimex, Mexican official distribu- 
torship in charge of supervising 

the American market, is readying 
a “limited type” program to make 
possible the longtime dream’ of 
Mexican producers — a steady, 
highly profitable dollar revenue | 
from north of the border. 

Mexican producers have ‘ been 
hoping to crack .the tucrative 
Ameriean, markets. ever since. box- 
office figures were released on 

Ithe so-so Mexican release of 
“Adam and Eve” some years back. 
While bally of a steady quantity of | 

. Mexican. product has lagged, Salva- | 

‘jnaugurated with a selected group 
, of the best national effort. . 

Cimex hopes to eapitalize on the. 
fact. that “Macario” has begun) 

:a run in American arty houses, 
followed up by “La Curacha” and| The Madras government has ex- 
“800 Leagures Across Amazon. empted recognized schools and 

Amelio ‘does not paint a big |other educational institutions from 
| dream of a rain of golden dollars ithe operation of the Cinematograph 
:from north of the border. But he yAct in respect to admission charges. 
| dees ‘feel that if the initial Mexi- Institutions can now charge ad-| 

| Madras Gives Schools | 
Break on Exhib Taxes 

Madras, April 25. 

‘act. But it is a finished produet can pictures row being exhibited | mission. fees to cover expenses. 
that seems: part oratorio and part: or on verge of exhibition, with | without having to pay the Enter- 
opera. Taken from the Old Testa-. subtitles. do well, then there’s ajtainment Tax. Condition, however, 
ment, this uses the story of Moses ' firm basis for expansion, with dub-|is that no commercial or advertise- 
and Aaron. ; bing in of English sound. Plan is; ment films should be exhibited. 

The complex musi¢ fits the text‘ ta move up “Macario” for general 
His contract reportedly entitled! admirably as: Moses :declaims and : circuit release. too.-But overall. an- 
him to final say on the staging of 
all scenes in which he appeared. 

; Aaron sings while a chorus coun- 
‘terpoints the action. Costumes and 

| nual release of Mexican product 
!in the U.S. market, aside from the 

Last June Derek refused to appear ‘Sets of Michel Raffaelli are imagi-! Spanish janguage areas, cam never 
before cameras in hand-to-hand 
combat as staged by Leone and 
was fired tuo days later. Where- 
upon the Spanish-Italian copro-. 
ducers posted $100.000 in escrow. 
and secured the services of Rory 
Calhoun. 

The Supreme Court reversal. 
was based on the incompatibility ' 
of introducing lawsuits brought by 
actors before labor tribunals, since 
actors were not ordinary workers 
and could only plead in ordinary 
law courts. This decision collapsed 
Derek’s 10-month effort to collect 
under the contract he signed last 
Year with Procusa and Cinepro- 
duzione. 

Woman Hypnotized For 
Pic Wins Damage Suit 

London, May 2. 

“Substantial damages” were 
awarded in the High Court last 
week against the Rank Organiza- 
tion to a woman who was shown 
reliving stages of her life under | 

-Native and with the flair to evoke 
, biblical times. Gustav-Rudolf Sell- 
‘ner’s direction is inventive and the 
choreography of Dore Hover for 
the scene of the worshipping of the 
golden idol is properly erotic and 
violent. Hermann Scherchen’s mu- 
‘sical direction is firm and knawing. 

Though critics considered it a 
great event, quite a few of the 
white tie  first-nighters ankled 
after the second act. However. it 
got fine-attendance during its three 

; performances. Mosk. 

Pakistan Okays 19 Pix 
From Yank Producer $ 

Karachi. April 25. 
Pakistan's Ministry of Commerce 

| the import of 19 films from U. S. 
‘prodicers who are not members of 
iMPPAA. Fhe imports will be 
{through Pakistan nationals. Cer- 
jtain producers in the U. S. who are 
\not MPPAA members, have under- 
taken to use the excess earnings 

-has decided to issue licenses for | 

run more than six to a dozen care- 
| fully: selected’ pictures. per year. 

If the program should jell. Ame- 
lio did not discard possibility of 
doing special productions aimed 
at the American as well-as tradi- 
tional Spanish language markets. 

|Bowling Alley Owners 
Set Up Own Trade Unit 

London, April 25. 
A sequel to the spread of bowl- 

ing allevs in Britain is the forma- 
tion of a new trade organization to. 
be- known as the Tenpin Bowling 

! Proprietors ‘Assn. of Great Britain. 
Initial members are Associated 

; British Cinemas and the Rank 
: Organization. ° 

Itary of the Cinematograph Exhibi- 
;tors Assn., will act in a similar 
‘capacity for the new body which‘: 
will meet monthly at CEA head- 
quarters. Full membership to the 
association will be open to pro- 
prietors of all tenpin bowling cen- 

f 

hypnosis in a Rank “Look At Life” ;over and above the remittable ceil- | tyes who operate establishments 

featurette. The woman, through 
her counsel, said she understood 
that the film was for showing to 
private audiences with medical or 
allied interests, and learn:ng. In- 
stead, part of it was devoted to the 
music hall performance of a well- 
known hypnotist. 

Counsel for the Rank Organ- 
ization said the arrangements for 
the woman's appearance in the 
film were made by a third party 
and they were quite unaware of 
her objections to taking part in a 
film to be exhibited publicly which 
included a stage performance. He 
regretted any misunderstanding 
and wished to express the company 
apologies for any inconvenience or 
embarrassment. 

Winifred Atwell Tours 
. Melbourne, April 25. 

Before proceeding to U.S. with 
the revue, “Strike A New Note,” 
West Indian pianist Winifred At- 
well is to do a four-week stint al 
Chequers nightclub in Sydney. She 
seems to be in no hurry to leave 
Down Under for the States. 

After Sydney, Miss Atwell goes 
to Perth for more appearances and 
has a series of 26 concerts through- 
out Australia. 

[ing for production of pix in Paki- 
!stan in collaboration with Pakistan 
‘nationals. 
r Further details about co-praduc- 
jtion ventures between _U. S. pro- 

, being worked out. 

Fox’s Gall-In 
ee Continued from page 3 Ga 

La aspects of 20th’s corporate 
plans. including reduction of cap- 
italization. 

In addition to being named chair- 
man of the new study committee, 
attorney Gould, at the April 20 
board meeting. was named to the 
executive committee. He's ‘also 
been given desk space in the 20th 
homecffice where he's spending 
ene or two days a week going over 
company records, coniracts. etc. 
The latter move is considered 
“more as a matter of convenience 
than anything else,’ so that he's 
close to information when he wants 
it. 

two or three weeks, which would 
bring him up to the 20th annual 
meeting May 16. 

jducers and Pakistan nationals are ! 

‘with ten or more bowling lanes. 

Skouras’ Shares. 
‘mamas Continued from -page 3 m=anem 

advisory compensation to be. at the 

rate of $50.000.a year as long .as 
he performs ‘those -services. Full- 

time employment cor. racts 

both Moskowitz and Silverstone ex- 
pire Dee. 31, 1962. 

Wants ‘Cumulative’ Back 
Also included in the prexy state- 

ment is a resolution proposed. by 
Lewis D. Gilbert and John J. Gil- 
bert asking that stockholders re- 
store a system of cumulative. voting 
for the election of directors. . 

Management advises holders to 
vote against the proposal. noting 
that the subject was debated at 
length at the special meeting of 
stockholders in. May, 1953, at which 
time they voted to eliminate 
cumulate voting.. 

At the upcoming meeting, stock- 
It's expected that this part-time. | holders will.also be asked to elect Blue Sea,” “The Circle,” . 

residence in the h.o, will last for|the company’s 12 incumbent di-j Married,” “Mary Rose.” and “The| +3), and UA ‘2) and’ Par, RKO, 
rectors .and to apprave Touche, 
Ross. Bailey & Smart, as auditors 
for 1961. os 

Ellis F. Pinckney. genera) secre- . 

for j 

[Army Hassle in Alveria 
Puts Damper on French 
Show Biz; Bomb Scares 

Paris, May 2. 
The army revolt in Algeria. 

and the state of emergency pro- 
,claimed here by President Charles 
De Gaulle are definitely seen as 
curtailing somewhat all big public 
gathering; which’ means.a damper 
on show biz. The opening of the} 

- Jacques Tati. show at the Olympia. 
‘was interrupted by a phoned bomb 
scare and this may be repeated 

‘for other openings. : 

‘this week, it should not have 
_harmed show biz too much. but: 
: continued uneasiness may hurt. 
However, it’s been decided to hold 
the 14th Cannes Film Fest ‘on 
schedule. . 

_ Aside from the added political 
‘ problems, the legit season has 
. been pretty bad as far as attend- 
ance is concerned. Films have 
just about held their own. The. 
new problems have aceentuated 

‘things. 
closed for the ‘season. three 
months before the usual. shutter- 
ings, and others may soon follow 
suit if they do not find new shows 

; to produce. - 
' The Algeria putseh was blamed 
for a drop of 30%¢.to 50°? in daily 
receipts at some of the hit shows. 
And even hit films fell off. 

Leads Signed for 1961 
Scot ‘Theatre in Hills’ 

Pitlochry, Scotland, April 25. 
Charmian Eyre and Jain Cuth- 

bertson head the conipany of play- 
ers at the “Theatre in the Hillis” 
here this summer, iss Eyre has, e id a 

‘appeared with the London Old Vic | Public (12), Col 111). and AA +7), 
and was last on the London stage 

iin. “Girl on the Highway.” Cuth- 
‘bertson is a- Scot thespér who 
played in “The Wallace” at the 
1960 Edinburgh Festival. 

Peter Streuli is production direc- 
tor. and will also direct “Fifteen 
Strings of Money,”’ James Forsyth’s 
adaptation from the 
{which opens the season on. April 
‘22. Other plays. set are “Deep 

“IT Am 

‘Slave of Fruth.” Last-named_ is 
Miles Malleson’s version of “Le 
J Misanthrope.” 

_If the whole thing is settled j 

Six legiters are already. 

Chinese, } 

ment and: special distribution) will 
be absorbed by the one basis quota, 

‘according to the Ministry's. an- 

nouncement. ‘Number of prints” 
(25), exhibition period seven 
years), remittance -rates, export 
bonus quotas and policy for news- 
reels remain the same. 

Payment.of royalties on flat deals 
remains at $35,000 per picture, but 
this figure can now be averaged 
out among a distrib’s total. product. 

Additional imports is not ex 
pected to-bring significant income 
hike to U.S. majors because. the 
market potential remains the same. 
What is expected with increased 
traffic in product is-that-films-with 
uverage b.o. potential will be sliced 
by smaller entries. Big -pictures 
Will still do as. big as before. | ~ 

One major U.S, distrib .com- 
mented: ‘he new regulations will 

(give the exhibitors a field day. 
There will. be more product on 
the market. Income for producers. 
will just become more divided. 
‘We may see a 5°¢ increase.in our 
‘income, but there will he a 3% 
increase in our expenses to handle 
the additional pictures.” . 

_ Another souce described the new 
policy as just another step in the 
“rigging” of allocations in recent 
years against the foreign majors 
and in favor of Japanese indie 
importer-distribs. This source 
pointed out. that. the: direction. of 
Ministry regulations has been ' to 
boost the status of the local indies 
with occasional “sweet pills” tossed. 
to the toreign majors sa cries of - 
discrimination could not be made,. 
Backing this argument, it was. 
pointed out that Japanese indies 
have been. allowed: to. boost: their 
import licenses: through various 
jand devious quotas .and special 
{allocations until three companies 
have become fat.” : 7 

Metro Gets Biggest Boost 

At the same time,..mew alloca- 
lions boost licenses of U.S. majors. 

,as follows: Metra ¢17);: Par +16), 
; WB $16), 20th «159, RKO’ ¢in- 
‘cluding Disney) and BCFC. ‘total 
of 159, Universal (13), UA-Re . 

Increased imports. is expected to. 
bring a greater logjam of releases- 
‘tor Tokyo roadshows, now backed 
“up because of reduced f sreign. film - 
‘houses and blockbuster. longruns. 
AS fiscal 1960 ended, 18 - foreign. 

: films remained unreleased to carry 
jinto the new annum. Ministry will: 
;Srant extensions’ up to. three 
months on these releases. -Un- 
released films by importer-distribu- 
tor is as follows: Towa (6), NCC: 

Universal, Herald, Tokyu Bunka’ 
, Kaikan, Shingaiel and. . Italifitm, 
one each.. 
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Taside Sinff—International 
Central Council. of Jews in Germany -(West) has brought suit against |. 

the film “Black Gravel” and its. W. German. distrib, UFA Films, al-{- 
Jeging passages detrimental. to the Jewish - ‘community in the Federal 
Republic. 

‘Report In the Manchester’ (Engiand). Guardian. lists three Objections: 
in the suit. At. one: point a eharacter says,““J- am not an American and 

.-Not even a Jew," when he is accused of fraud. At another ‘point, pro- 

10 

“‘noyed: about the fact that: there. 

‘here in West. Berlin—hence. crix 

‘prietor of a shady nightclub. is called a “filthy Jew,” and his concen- 
‘tration camp ‘tattoo displayed... 

Helmut | Kauetner, produce of the: pie, calls the. action “incompre- 
nensible” and a “wretched misunderstanding,” insisting | he had not 
tried to caricature or ridicule the Jews. He said pic was only intended 
to indicate danger ‘of anti-Semitism and neo-Nazism still exist in Ger- 
many. 

An. expensively produced: ‘brochure: printed in several colors on 
heavy art paper has been published by Associated ‘British Picture 
‘Corp. to. illustrate the. widespread ramifications of the group. It gives 
details of the activities of the parent company, the Associated British 
circuit; Elstree Studios; its television subsidiary, -ABC-TV: Associated 
British-Pathe, - its. foreign distributing: arm; Pathe: Labs, Pathe Equip-. 
ment, Warner-Pathe, ete. 

In addition to listing. the top brass. in ‘each department, the brochure 
defines in detail the activities of each part of ‘the group and. contains: 
a complete list of all .the big theatres operated. by the. company. One. 
statistical point worth recording is that in the 10 years to 1960, the 
group has distributed more than $15,000,000 to stockholders,. ploughed 
back some $11,000,000 into the business and. paid out upwards of $l- 
000,000 -in staff, bonuses. 

Heidi Bruehl, 19, German film. and. recording star,. who recently 
received her first Golden Disk, climbed another rung of her ladder of 
success. According to-a récent poll. of the Allensbach-Institute con- 
cerning | ‘the most prominent women of today in the eyes of Germans, 
‘Miss Bruehl reached’ 10th spot after nine exceptionally foreign. fem- 
mes. Another. poll of the Atlensbach . outfit concerned the ‘most: sym-. 
pathetic women” of today, Here, Miss Bruehl captured third spot. The 
‘winner was ‘Grace ‘Kelly, -followed’ by Queén Fabiola, while former |: 
Empress Soraya, Margaret .Rose™ and Farah Dibah.: took . ‘4th, Sth and 
6th spot. 

Russian film industry claims some. we-dood-it-first. automation per 
a remote-control camera. According to a London .Times report, unit 
is entirely maneuvered from~a console, with operator.able fo start and 
stop’ camera, swing it on its mounting, focus and adjust ‘exposure. 
Pickups are observed on a tv screen instead of the normal viewfinder 
— tor and others can monitor scene rehearsals at same | Ma | and meaning director a | “Simplfeissimus.” 
tinie. Dev elopment, say the reds, means beaucoup savings of film, 

Fewer Pix Preems In West Berlin, 
Distribs Like Small Cities, Soft Crix 

Done 
Berlin, April 25.. +- 

Berlin scribes _ “are an-| Japan § Own ‘Bidophore’ 
For Theatres Nearer 

Tokyo,. April 25. 

Many 

are fewer and ‘fewer film preems 

| George Freedland. . 

{No More Film. Work For 
Cummings After ‘Geisha’ | 

Hong Kong, April 25. 

American’ film and tele star Bob 
Cummings here from Tokyo where 
he is making “My Geisha,” feels 
that: he will. end his pix-acting 
Career soon. Cummings said that 
“Geisha,” in which he costars with 
Shirley. MacLaine and Yves Mon-. 

| tand, would be. his last film for 
some time. After that he plans to 

his time to recording | devote all 
a new series of the Bob Cummings 
Show for television, 

Cummings . is cutting short his. 
stay, ellowing his family to remain 
here,. while he returns to: Tokyo to- 
resume. work. in “Geisha.” 

Vidpix Also Part 
Of French Event 

‘Cannes, May 2. 

For the third year the Eurovi- 

vion Festival will be held within 

the Cannes Film Festival to crown 

the best: vidfilms of the year. It’s 

‘under ‘the auspieces of the Euro-. 
‘pean Union of Radio Ditfusion, and 
the .International: Council of Tele- 
‘vision and Cinema. 

‘Awards for the best fiction pic 
and best documentary will be giv- 
en. Films must be from 13 min- 
utes to.not: more than 54 minutes. 
long. Each country. can enter one 
fiction film and one documentary. 
Jury this year will see the follow- 
ing films: 

. Austria: “Meat for the Tribe” of 
Max Lersch and Rudolf Kannel’s 

“Festival ‘Canada: in Puerto 
| Rico” and “The Days: of Whisky- 
“gat.” 

Great’. Britain: “New. Power. jn’ 
Their. Hands,”’..and “The Pol 
Invasion” with. Mai Zetterling. 

Holland: Peter .Creitzberg’s a 
lied Conquest”: and “The Road ts’; 

US. “Music” in the Forest”. of ; 

Yugoslavia: Milenko  Strbac's 
“Happy New Year.” 

West Germany: “Skiing in Nor- 

INTERNATIONAL 

Alfred Jacob Regrets Democracies 

17 

Revival of Nazi Beast’ Themes 

Welton Sets US. Deals 
For Four Rank Films 

-London, May 2. 
US. distribution rights to the 

Betty Box-Ralph Thomas comedy, 
“Doctor. in Love,” have been ac- 
quired. by Governor Films. The 
‘deal was made in New York last 
week by Ernest Welton, general 
manager of Rank Overseas Film 

‘| Distributors, who also closed a deal 
with ‘Zenith International for the 

{Norman Wisdom comedy, “Follow 
a Star.” This latter pic opened last 
week at the N.Y. Embassy Theatre. 

Welton also made e deal with 
Trans-Lux for the distributon of 
“Man in Moon” and with Contin- 
ental: Distributing for the release 
of “Never Let Go.” 

\Saturation For 
‘Seven’ Pays Off 

Big in London 
London, May 2. 

The szturation Playoff for the 
Mirisch company’s “Magnificent 
Seven” (UA) has resulted in an all- 
time high on first: week on the 
Rank-circuit in the north west. Lon- 
don area. In 35 Rank situations, the 
seven-day gross topped $192,000, 
thereby beating the record set up 
only a few weeks earlier by “Swiss ] 
Family Robinson” -(BV) by more 

: than’ $44,000. In the same theatres, 
“Tunes of Glory” (WA) grossed 

i $133.000. 

Just under 100 prints were in 
circulation and record- -breaking re- 
‘turns. have been reported from 
‘most situations. In the ABC The-| 
i atre at Walham Green it broke 
| the record established in 1948. 

i ‘It is now established that the 
‘foreign gross of “Magnificent 
? Seven” will be between upwards 

Rome, May 2 

Apropos the recent VaRIeTy lead 

story about the new “Nazi Beast” 

pic cycle, a locally-based German 

showman, FCC’s Alfred Jacob, 

finds it “regrettable” that the cycle 

has taken hold in Italy'as well, via 

a rash of new resistance and other 

wartime pix recently and current- 

ly in production. 

According to Jacob, such sub- 
ject matter can no longer do any 
good, and only create more mis- 
understandings in a period and 
situation where more—not less— 
European unity is called for. Jacob 
admits that he has a _ personal 
stake in promoting good Italo- 
German relationships, the function 
of his company, Film Coproduction 
Company, which plans to overcome 
ideological as well as organization- 
al obstacles in achieving collabo- 
rative results on several upcoming 
pic projects in two countries. 

Exec admits that German pix 
have made little or no lasting im- 

| pact in the international scene. 
This he blames on “outdated” Ger- 
man directorial and writing tech- 
niques and a_ distrib-dominated 
market bent solely on making 
home-market pix “and mostly re- 
makes at that.” 

|US, Product Sill Tops 
With Aussie Audiences; 

See Tele Less Popular 
Sydney, April 25. 

Film men contacted by VARIETY 
agree that American-made films 
are still the No. 1 choice of Aus- 
tralians despite growing opposi- 
tion from British and Continental 
product. Filmsters contacted go 
out into the field week after week, 
into key cities and smallest grass- 
root house. 

Film people said that close ob- 
servations confirmed reports that 
the public is growing tired of the 
same old type of fare on their 
tele sects hence a decided swing 
back to the cinema. 

way’. and “Christmas Passion and , of $5,000,000, roughly double its Getting back on top again after 

‘which are already: 
West German audiences, but have 

Fr ankfurt; 

‘they. stall new releases. 

films Which 

‘have to wait for many better grade 
‘films . that already have been -re-|- 

leased in other West German citles, 

often even small cities... 

various anxiaulsy-awaited ‘Alms 

yet ta be released in West. Berlin. 

These include ‘ ‘The Devil Played 

Balalaika,” 

opened in Hannover, Feb. :2;- “Es- 

cape. to Berlin,” released. on March 
United ~ Artists’ | 17, Hannover; 

“Magnificent Seven. ” with Berlin: 
“born Horst . Buchholz. in his: first, 

US. westérn freleased in many 

cities); “Spartacus” (U) released 

Dec: 16, Duesseldorf;, ‘United Ar- 

opened Jan: 26: tists’ “Alamo” 

Duesseldorf;. ‘same company’s. “El- 
mer - Gantry” preemed - “Feb. 17, 

. There are: 

“old hat” to 

one of the two German: 

contributions to Cannes Film Fest, 

“It Started in. Naples’ 7 

Toei’s ‘own “Eidophore” wireless 

Taunched in Takyo’s heavily-popu- 
lated suburban housing areas. ‘The 

theatres. | 
At same ‘time, - Victor of Japan. 

plans. -a- transmitter station atop 
a new sevén-story building which 
will ‘telecast programs .directly to 
‘teahouses, cabarets and: nightclubs. 

with large theatre: holdings. 

Metro to Lease 
2 London Legit 
Houses for Pix 

(Par) opened: Feb.. 24 in. many] . 
West .German keys and “World ‘of | 
~ Suzie. Wong’ (Par) on March 3 ‘in | 
many West German cities; “Pepe” 
(Col) -opened March: 24, 
the British film . “Saturday ‘Night 
and: Sunday Morning”. preemed. 
‘March 15 in Munich and “The. En- 

“opened Feb. 9): 

.{ transfer to.the. Royalty Theatre, 
.Kingsway, on May 29, thus insuring |. 
‘an .unbroken . West: End engage- 

tainer”’ (Cont), 
Hamburg. ~- 

It's. understood that because ex-. 
tended ‘runs at local preem houses 

-This also 
is" ‘complicated by the fact. that 

have been declared ! 
the West German “valuable” by 

film classification board can -be 
seen at a 1.1 .(one. W-Mark: one E-} 

-Munich;. 
legit theatres to replace its West 
End showcase. The Empire, Leices- 

ed into a dartce hall shortly. ““Ben- 

Empire for almost 17. months, will 

‘ment The: current--Jegiter. at the 
‘Royalty, 
due to transfer to. Wyndham’s 

| Theatre next week. * 
Metro alsa is finalizing. arrange- 

; ments for a Iease of the Coliseum | 

.process, claimed to be. 90% per-{ 
fected by. Victor of. Japan, will |; 
‘transmit .tv programs - directly. to. 

‘Toet is ote of Japan's six majors, 

‘London, ‘May 2... 
‘Metro isto lease two West End 

ter Square, which is ta be convert- 

‘and § Michaél - Kerner, 
Hur,” vhich has..been running ‘at 

‘Canadian N 
“The Miracle Worker” is} 

Mark) by people from Soviet-con- | Theatre in St. Martin's Lane as a 
trolled Germany. . This well-meant:.shaw case. for: first-run films. It is 
policy has a considerable drawback : , expected to be turned into:a pix 

- Danger.” 
film’ projection device will be} Italy: “Long Lens on the Trevi 

Fountain”..and “The Honorable j 
Archipelago. ” 

Luxembourg: .Marcel. Bluwal's: 
“Vengeance” ‘and Claude Bar ma’s } 
“In the: Net?’ ” 

British and Germans On 
Location in-So. Africa 

Capetown, April 25. 

~Two film units are in Sou 
Africa ‘at present: shooting South | 

4+scale films, - . 
Warwick Films and Jamie Uys 

Productions are jointly responsible 
for “The. Hellions” under direetion } 
of Harold Huth, with Richard Todd 

| and Jamie Uys. as stars. Huth will 
‘also. produce and shoot .outdoor 

|scenes for “Oliver Cromwell” in 
the Transvaal, later in the ‘year,. 
and will return to England for the 
‘interior shots. 

Contropol Films .(Germany) as 
‘in South Africa making ‘Heisses 
Land” .(Hot Country). The stars 
are Brigette Corel, Italian actress, 
‘and Michael Cramer, Silva Simone 

who are 
Germans.: The film is being pro- 
‘duced by Lothar Lomberg, directed | 
by Herman Kugelstadt. 

Nabe House 
Converts to Bowling . 

Regina, May 2. 

‘Regina’s ‘only. nabe theatre, the - 
830-seat ‘Nortown, is closing soon. 
‘and: will reopen Sept. 1'as a two-: 

likely potential in the U.S. market. 

| Success of the saturation cam- 
i paign, which was backed by a press 
!ahd tv promotion. costing more 
‘ than $110,000, may lead to new 
‘ thinking on the distribution policy 

| of Britain: The only other attempt 
on these lines was made a year ago 

|by Joe Levine and won spectac-; 
ular success on “Hercules Un- 

| chained. ” 

; Macheth’ British Film 
Entry at Berlin Rest 

' London, April 25. 
“Macbeth,” produced as a joir.t 

:venture by Hallmark Productions 
and British Lion, is to be the offi- 

|cial British entry to the upcoming 
Berlin Film Fest. It stars Dame 
Judith Anderson and Maurice 
Evans. 
Halimark already had shown the 

film on tele, but. in London there 
has so far been only a celebrity 
presentation at the Royal Festival 
Hall. A second British film is ex- 
: pected to be invited to Berlin, and 

a choice is expected within the 
coming month. The fest runs from ; 
| June 23 to July 4. 

‘Marines’ Unit Moves 
Shooting to Okinawa - 

Tokyo, April, 25. 
“With the commandant of the Ma-.- 

rine Corps having approved con- 
itinued cooperation, the “Marines, 
Let’s Go” (20th) unit moved to’ 

. Okinawa for its final: week of loca- : 

A = ESS PN 

three years of tough competition, 
U.S. distributors are unleasing 
quality product, with circuit oper- 
ators and with minor showmen 
are backing this product with 
ultra-keen_ selling. 

U.S. pix currently on the local 
| Marquees include “South Pacific” 
(20th, “Ben-Hur” (M-G), “Grass 
Is Greener” (U-, “Great Impostor” 
iU:, “Spartacus” (U) “Where the 
Boys 
20th, 

Are” (M-G), “Can-Can” 
“South Seas Adventure” 

Cine», “Breath of Scandal” (Par), 
“The Unforgiven” (UA), with 
“Pepe” (Col), “Let No Man Write 

1 My Epitaph” now coming up. 

e 3 e eo 

Of ‘Vita’ in Mexico 
Mexico City, April 25. 

They’ve finally authorized exhi- 
bition of “La Dolce Vita,” with 
preem in three first-runs here. 
But it is a weak, diluted, badly 
chopped-up film, without continu- 
ity. or artistic logic. The censor 
scissors of Jorge Ferretis, of the 
Film Bureau, have made a sour 
mess of “The Sweet Life.” 

Patrons paying cash to see the 
undiluted picture, as promised, 
were irked at the bad cutting, 
choppy effect, and; to top it all off, 
‘bad projection, whether intention- 
;al or just carelessness on part of 
: projectionists. There is considera- 
‘ble beefing going on by patrons 

: Okay Showing 

Ww ho plunked down cash, with the 
. Plaint that it is a far ery from the 
pic exhibited at the recent World 
Review of Film Festivals. 

house “was opened Sept. 15, 1953. ! utilized on camera. and logistically - 

j tion shooting. The move was made 
deck,. 20-lane bowling alley.. The'necessary after the Marines, being 

because exhibs give. preference 
to those “valuable” pix since. they: 
attract’. East. Berliners: and conse- : 
quently biz is better. _ This blocks ° 
up: new releases. 

: There is another angle, of course. 
Many. distribs. openly admit. that 
they prefer. opening their films:in 
West German. cities, even. smaller. 
towns. to preeming in Berlin..They ; in Leicester. ‘Square. and Avill in due: 
opine that the local crix’are overly. 
tough and. a: mediocre review can: 
hurt the prospects for West: Ger- 
many. 

| house ‘towards. late this month. . 
The initial film at the Coliseum 

has vet to. be décided. but. it's con- 
sidered to be a ‘longterm project 

j and that the | hard-ticket run of 
“King of. Kings” will start near the: 
| end of. the vear. 

Metro. ‘of course. 
tinuing the operation of the Ritz 

course have a-new theatre on the 
Empire site. Dance hall at: the 
‘Empire will be operated. ‘by Mecca 
Cafes,” a 

-is- ‘still . con-| 

‘win. Theatres, 

House is closing because the film 
industry is “a depressed ‘one.”. said ' 
-Leonard. Reinhorn, head of Nipa-! 
win, Theatres, Ltd., which built and 
operated the Nortown. The com-: 
pany will continue operation of the 
Roxy,- a second-run. -house. 

In .recent years, the Rex and 
Grand theatres have closed - here. 
The city, with a population of 108,- 
000, still has four downtown ‘the- 
‘atres and two drive-ins. The bowl- 
ing alley: will be operated by Nipa- 

‘dios for set work. 

: Rank Organization In 
Stock Rights Issue 

London, May 2. 

for for combat sequences at the Mt. | 
Fuji Maneuver Area, suddenly were 
pulled out when the Laotian crisis 
came to a boil. The battle scenes: Ordinary shares with a par value 
will now. be completed on Okinawa. of 70c are being offered at $3.45 
[ Under producer-director Raoul by the Rank Organization in a 
, Walsh, the CinemaScope color ac- rights issue. All told, a total of 
‘ tion comedy began filming in | 2,254 249 shares will be Issued. 
Japan in mid-February. Sites in The new shares are to be offered 
and around Kyoto and the Atsugi'to Ordinary and “A” Ordinary 
Naval Air Station were used as, stockholders in the proportion of 
locations in addition to the Mt. | one new share for every five held. 
Fuji area-and the Kyoto Eiga Stu- ‘Letters of allatment will be posted 

at the end of this week. 
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S 8. CARK- TD sith 
by DE LUXE 

TV star, newspaper columnist ED SULLIVAN gives 
| testimonial in all newspaper ads, all television 
trailers, all radio spots and. theatrical trailers! 
* Six television trailers each excitingly illustrating 
the wonders and thrills! + Eight radio spots: 

filled with the flavor and fever of the circus *% Tantalizing 

theatrical trailer that leaves you limp with excitement and 
craving for more! }% One dozen special banners in color for 
lobbies, marquees, refreshment counters—Creates on-the-spot 

interest! + Fabulous, unique circus acts never before seen 

in this country to spellbind the spectators % /deal Decoration 
Day attraction for any theatre! * 4 fa _ (Se 

iT’S THE BIGGEst SHOW oF THE SEASON! ~ | 
v 
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FOR PIX 
lt i FICIENCY | . Gerard Lorin’s Paris Scheme on ‘El Cid’ 

NETS CONFIDENCE! _ Set Film in Several Nake Situations 
~ Ansement Stock Quotations 

an eed Ended Tues. (2) . 

1961 N. Y. Stock Exchange Net 
High Low’ *Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly Tues. Change’ 

: in 100s... High Low Close for wk. Madrid, ; May 2 ' 
2914. - 1p. 414° 55. —\, | By: GENE ARNEEL i- Samuel Bronstons “El Cid” wil 

ei aie ‘ABC, Vendl Th 208. a: ne z a . 5776 lig. * | Cancel Piaf ’s Toll inaugurate a new pattern for first- 
7 201 AT 1922-96383: 2434 «22538 "©", ] ‘The Wall Street analysts, wheth- Toronto, May 2. run release in Paris. according to 

arte 3534. CBS. neere 290 4133" 397 3 -: 3973 ..:.° {er partisan or ‘not. for any partic- ill d sub. Gerard Lorin, director of Prodis, 
ies D1ae x 262 311. 291, oC, 291 j mak ular film company. nonetheless - Because of illness and sub- who visited the producer in Madrid 

tole 26a Decca, oo ** 99 : gas 41: _ ai 2g 335 [welfare of any cited issue. Phe. ir e. ace at the Olympia The film distributors throughout the 
11954 10414. ‘Eastman’ Kak. 382. ‘M6s 1122 MI ty coee eer ae n. accordingly roat “An Evening with Edith Piaf’ | World handling the Charlton Hos- 
(3 534 “EMI. 22. 9585 624 6l2 658 —i3, . times. , | will not :be: presented on May ton-Sophia Loren medieval film 
17ix 13'4 Glen “Alden: 389° 1534 14'2 1473 4-by Trans-Canada Telemeter epic in distinct countries and ter- 
3234 1573 Loew’s.-Thea. 231 3114 28'2 2912 — 34 | A.M. Kidder & Co. is out with) 9 some 5800 subscribers to |fitories, Prodis has signed four 
68 .36%83 MCA Inc. -.. 43 66483... G4i2 6514 +1 | anew report that's strictly pius for| 5a.ty in Toronto's test- -| Paris showcases for simultaneous 
673% 4lliz Metro GM .. 397 642° ° 60!2 61 —134 .| Metro. ‘James ‘Dines of A. M. suburb. Miss Piaf has been -Preems in the major film sectors 
418g 271g NAFI Corp... 266 © 3755 35!20 3574 + 1 3 |Kidder.& Co. authors the state- ‘hospitalized in. Paris). ‘}of the French canital city. 
“914 5l3 Nat. Thea. ..-365- 833 Tg T7go 0 bys | ment.that M-G has got to be “high-] Nolice of regret w ited “| . Detailing his plan to give Pari- 
8534. 5233° Paramount .. 135 8334 79 “i 80 +143 {ly recommended,” with a “target: to” bse ib re oe th reek sic >. m'nir-um travel and parking 
“24141734 Phileo ...., 335 ~ 22%, 2113 2194. + Jg area” of $80 rer share, compared | “(0 SUOSTTLIETS Over tw iag | Pains. Lorin said “El Cid” will 
21234175 Polaroid ..... 254 .212%4 ~ 205'2..-212'2 + 834° -./with the current $63.75. broadenst. ‘skedded for May 4 open late this year at the Berlitz 

-6212 .4916 RCA .........456 599%) 5G1y 59TH +78 This is but one of many. rec-|. which she was to have done {for the Opera district. the Pa‘is 
1743 10°, Republic ....'265 1673 15's 573° + 14 «ommendations coming from Wall from stape . at $1.50 per per- | 0n the Champs-Elysees and at te 
19%3 1434 Rep. pfd. 95. 1814 1784 = 18'4 + 44 | Street. for’ various, and most, film formance to the Etobicoke sete Cinema Webler in the heavilv- 
35. 26!4 Stanley. War. 82. 317, 3073 3073) 4.2 securities. .The thought had been up. According to TransCan- |hleted Ctichv area. Left-Br 
3414 2734. Sterer . 9... 50° 9 33. V3ite 33." +1 expressed. in traditionally cynical] sda Telemeter spokesman in filmgoers at long last will rot 
5514. 4053°. 20th-Fox: 678 «5253 50'2 5034 -«: [show “business circles. ‘that’ the Toronto. they scouted for a_ | have to cross the Seine, Lorin said, 
3973° 3074 United Artists 367 3753 "34 36. “=.58 }dowhtowners have special interests.) ‘ constituie act. but were unsuc- | Since’ “El Cid" will be housed in 
673, 43'2 Unive Pix: 2-219. 67% 6458 64580 = 48 din certain stocks ard are trying to cessful in coming up with the Bretagne, a new Montparnasse 
Bi 7815 WUniv., pfd, .- £70. “B42 “8412 . Bite” -++ 12. + hypo same with. the upbeat. ap- Someone of commensurate | Salle. opening ils doors and box- 

26734 5234 Warner Bros. 23 65 - 6314 62%... 2. praisals. The ¢ounter-point from. calibre, hence “dead date.” office this fall. 
d4isa 9714. Zenith > 250 138. 131400 13444 responsible - Wall &: Broad St. cit. | , ~ Each of the four salles will keep 

‘tmerican Stock ‘Exchange . _ jizens’ simply is that” a, “position” : PeFU ech foe es minimum of 0 

8I3. 472 “Allied Artists 206 Ty. 614 WA 4+ 3% would not be taken by 3 brokerage weeks. Those salles luring 25 0:4) 
414 273 Buckeye Corp. 372° © 3a.-- Su 333: “4,.1@.. | inva stock un'ess it were advisable. . entries between Sat. and Wed of 
2073 9% Cap. City Bde. 241 207, 1s", 20s And it follows that “our customers Tough on ougt the tenth week will extend for 
19. 454 Cimerama Inc.1367-. “1835 (13!2 1838 +518 should be’ encouraged” anent the’ - another round. Extension clau e, 
1673 10'2 Besilu Prods.108° 14%; (1354 1328 —'1,. {Same selections. . Lorin explained, can run ad in- 
‘th, 47% Filmways |... .58. 6%. Sa. 6 i 38 Kidder's report is spotlighted for! - ' ifinitum as long as 25.90 ducats ae 
25%, 814 MPO Vid..." 40.0. 22405 O20 2375 ° +133. | the only reason that it is one of } x mm 1}: oni 4 {sold during the last four days of 

-. 5%, 212° Nat'l Telefilm 242 2 CL 4’ — 33° [newest to be circulated in financial " | the week. 
42-4 11%, Technicolor .1615 | 4273... 37 4114 ‘453g |ecircles. Key faetor is that any con- . Hollywood, May 2. “afesray four-wov release was 
(2814. Oy Teleprompter. ‘545. 2M a | 24. 26°35 A314: _ sequential : trader. in. Wall Street, in Moti Pict E t Assn. h clinched here last week. Lorin 

61s 254 “Tele Indus. | 152. = 63 573° «45g 4 14 | supporting a given’ stock, can well; “O08 Fle ure Export Assn. has} ca:q after two of the exhibs saw 
2334 1412 Trans-Lux -_ . 22 204 °223y. 0 4 {have the effect of sending the par- |: ;issued a circular to all major film [a rough-cut of SEI Cid" at Samuel 
182 5! 2. ticular stock up and: “Up. - ‘and vice ‘companies which belong to the; Bronston’s Chamartin Studio head-— #Ctlv:B (GAC) 38 (18146. 1753 158 

a “Week Ended Mon. 9 SF 
-+ Ex-dividend. 
-t Listed on Midwest Exchange. 
:¢ Actual. Volume. 

(Courtesy of Merrill, Lynch, ‘Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Ine) 

| versa. . overseas. arm of MPAA warning of ; quarters. Prodis is the distribution 
Attitude: ; tsevere crackdo'n -on gangster pix | subsidiary for French film pro- 

‘Film ‘stock.can-be good or bad in and those dealing. with juve de-! ducer Raymond Borderie. 

__}outlook, depend’ng.on:thé earnings linquent by Philippines Film Cen-| 
*.|.and: special inc ome of the corpora- | sor ‘Board. 

tions individuall+.. “This is obvious. ; Whereas many foreign countri les Novels st’s 107, of 3337, 

‘| But another major. consideration is * notably Britain Australia an 
Ove rthe-Counter: Securities. the comparison ev aluation—this , Scandinavi jan nations: have ne Of I]’s Moat Profit as Paid 

Bid Ask _ | being ihe potential. of a° ae en secu increasingly severe on “vi jolene” 
America | Corp... Mewadedeveccecressen 4 4ly 4-14 rity within the context of how the: in U.S. films—and that automa 

Four Star Television. weeceecetecnsecses 20. D28l4° 4G — |entiré market is going. The size-iallv -covers Hollywood. gangster On ‘Flower Drum Song’ 
Gen Aniline & FA cise cece eee seen BUN 840 —10: ‘}up within ths: frame of reference’ films—the- Fil’pino ..overnment |- By WILLTAM ORNSTEIN 
General Drive-in oo. ee ee cee ace eee 1BFE 2018 —13, is that motion picture offerings on i ‘censor crackdown is :the. toughest | . ° Vollywood Mav 2. 
Gold Medal Studios 7..........0¢....006. 38: 73 4+ 14 {the big board have been generally : yct, for as.baard chairman Alfredo | “lloyer Drum Sonz” novelist 
King -Bros. Lee bececbeceseeeccuceee D2 p03 2 acer low -priced,’ Ww hereas many major Lozano has: notified 'MPEA: C. ¥. Lee, now visiting Universal 

‘ensue . 3 4rs 4.14 - Jissues are geing at peak levels. |! i tre we aes sradaed - Magna PINTS cetera teres ve B34 . me “ove | Hardly ai os’ | > “The board usanimousty an- fot es ob<ecvor on broduetion, v ill 
S shiha ia Ine rere reece erer eg eee a 22h. ota iy a y a ay goes’ by wen at .proved a resolution banning, ef- receive 10; of, Rodvers & Hren- 
‘Official Film Freeda reseed vedeesvinees TO" divs —... “eas high i Me tal lations Mite: fective immediately, all films de-' merstein’'s 33'24 of Uriversa™s 
Ss reen G BMS Freer prety ceeseberee seen is: ts ois: Univ hiv : n _ -_ a mount S; jPicting s gangsters inall categories j net protit. Author, who has also 
Screen GMs nieresecesecesseeveoees 22, 2b fate: | Universal one day. Paramoun an. | 2nd - ‘juvenile and teenage delin-| written three other novels and 
Sterling Television 2. 0s2..... yee ne renee -B8g 7 4h Cee Tg other, Warners or Columbia an-! of 2 . Torker 

iz aes mre - + i quents short storizs for New Yorker col- 
U. A. Theatres. oo. ee cco stew eeee The 8'y — 3g. “fother, and so on, National Thea-; aetad we “Gash. a areas : ee’ 2 gg That {s.the ukase, but the Fil-|leeted as “Sawbwa and His Secre- 
Wontetco Enterprises: -. 2:0. ee eea ee eee 19°, -Qlly. +. Tq) Jtres: &. Televi ision shouldn't: be in- - tare, " has been recjnient of 2° 
— fSoure e: 7 Na rinnal Assn. of. Secturities De aters Ine. ". feluded in any. ‘kind ‘of generaliza- | ipino censor ehicf turther clarifies ; € a iin his notification to MPEA: ? R&H's state sow protits. In ade 

tion Decause of “intra-mural hassl-- iit on to a percentage, R&H re- 
fing although it's to be noted that: “Once, therefore a picture is sub- ; } . . . 

“| Eugene: Klein, :president. is show-j mitted for examination and found | Itirm.t $450,000 cash from filin 

3 Bite 0 on Frisco Hotel Bills May pins” confidence: Vig his’ “insider”.| to be a gangvier picture or a pic- | “Drum” was Lee’s inaiden novel 
q, ‘purchases of .the NT&T common. j|ture-that deals in juvenile -detin- which has sold 230,000 copies, in- 

fit and the conclusion. is. ‘that all-irrespective of whether or not ad- 1S99.000, so far from Farrar, Straus 
film-theatre’ enterp: ises “are on, equate Fetributfion txists, the pic~ |g Cudahy, hard cover publisher %, 

7 . > 
San Francisco. May-2. “Don't call me:: m ‘eall you... jalstical. applause lich has been ‘from public exhibition. ,doiny second printing now. 

e  prolessional The censor ehicf then ominously i Author revealed book is based 

of $1,250,000 on: its 4.651-seat. Fox: tioned: «Unless a Teal, impressive. 
and there's.a chance the city will need is demonstrated, as I've said: Barney. Balahan, as recently” “sy, must: be emphasized that this cooked up material.” Although he 

All (; Bi f 4651. t Fi |} Nevertheless, skip: this’ one out- 1 quency or hooliganism or violence. cludngz po kethook, netting hin 

W ty $ uy 0 Sea OX! sim -And largely due to the an-.. ture’ shall be banned by the board ! “and Dell, for paperback. Latter is 

Fox:West. Coast has seta price’ I'¥e heard diverse’: ‘prices -men- 
chart- watchers.” _ jadds? jou “part éxperience and part 

buy the 82-\ear-old ‘theatre out of. before. 1 don't see -how we could - quoted in. Variety, was asked why _ : \ tes ‘ ‘Paramount had jumped to $80 per {Powatiy covers both imported andi had been planning to produce with 
funds to be: colected from a just, use. it.’” : ‘ locally produced pictures.’ cameraman Jimmy Wong Howe his 
passed .3/-ihotet tax. 7. At the same time. a: group of :respo inte" Heople downtown re? MPEA has speedily communica-| Second novel, “Lover's Pit.” Ross 

This. ‘new hotel ‘tax. or dinarice, : Frisco. cultural enterprises, includ- * j sponsible." “he replie “That's. ‘ted. to major U.S. companies news | Hunter is interested in producing 
bitterly: fought by Friseo hotels, ing its. Film Festival; the Actor's | _ C ve Hel | of: the’ Filipino edict, as, of course, lit instead. 

ds expected: fo gross well over:S1.- Workshop: the Opera andthe Sym: ! DSUFRE “Be1ps la ‘guidepost: in planning pr educ.{_. Two yarns from New Yorker col- 
000.000:.a Vear and at one poitit’ phony. all of which ‘had vigorously * ‘Past. year for ‘the film companies, tions. {lection have been sold to KH. 
‘political Support for ft was tied :to. supportéd. the “hotel tax, : found. during which thev showed. strength , a Chang, Hong Kong producer, for 
the proviso that) its. revenue -be ‘thes. might -be Iéft out. when. dis: comparable -to. the - pre-television ! feature, Lee also noted. His fourth 

“used. to buy the Fox.. This condi- tribution: ‘of the ‘tax, melon starts. era, might haye- been, an. annual : BERNARD: LUBER T0 book was “Madame Goldenflower” 
' tion,. however. was later: watered next’ pear. : episode. in the history of : Ie busi Jand latest °* ‘Cripple Mah and the 
down’ so that the hotel tax money «| The ordinance as’ ori inally” ness or. ‘then, aaain, mizht have New Order.” set in Peiping, is 
ould be used ta buy the ‘theatre * drafted provided. funds: -griginally been -an indication of things tor EUROPE FOR WILDE ahout to be published by F. S. & C. 
“it the purchase. ix. deemed de- organizations . by tiame...-but this come. - . -——_—-—— 
sirable” by city officials. section was deleted beforé -final . One Wali st cet organization | Hollywood. Mar 2.. 

Mayer George Christopher.’ has’ passage’ and ‘the ordinance now thinks that the Jattor is true—that Cornel Wilde has signed Bernard CET . 
been: Cool..to the idea all along.” says: merely that the money: will be : is, Hollywood. is on a continuing Luber. former “Paramount exec, MARTIN POLL SETS 3; 
but the city's property director; used for “tourist ‘and convention UPsrade. . . producer. as co-producer on his; ’ 
Phillip [L. .Rezos. recently  sug- -purposes"—that -is, to bring non “We “firmly believe that 1960 “Lancelot and Guinevere.” to be. 2 FOR PAR, ONE UA 
gested purchase might be: a good. tourists and conventions to Friseo. : formed a revitalizyd:- base on which . filmed in large screen process with: 4yartin H. Poll's Gold Medal En- 
idea. The theatre is. directly be-!It’s now up to’ the city attorney “the industry will build.” according! Wilde and Jean Wallace in name terprises is adrenalizing its theat- 
hind the city’s five-decade-old, 8.-'to rue whither: the. organizations: 0. Hayden. Stone & Co. " jroles. British. and European stars | yjcqj production sphere with three 
-000-seat Civic Auditorium, and this will get subsidies above what they - ‘The conclusion is that the Holly-’,.also will be east. {projects on the boards. 
‘structure is‘ going to be renovated ‘are getting: all now get piddling: W00d outfits ‘just’ didn't have a. Luber has left for Europe to! Poll purchased rights to “Syl- 
over a period of years. thus cutting. amounts, the Film Fést. $5:000. the: ‘lucky year but instead are on the‘rep Wilde in nezotiations on co-' via,” E. V. Cunningham novel, and 

-.down Frisco convention space drat: j sy mphony $10 000. ‘the opera: $15,-, right track for years to come. {production offers from England,’ will make it in association with tically. Rezos. appraised.’ the: Fox | 000. j - The views of Hayden, Stene are ‘Italy and Spain. Private financing ; Paramount. A second Par align- 
‘at $1, 150.000. Fox: West Coast. Scheduled to. get “the biggest., important. because -they reflect ir ' already has. been set. { ment is slated for “The Iron Men,” 
claims:‘it_ will’.raze fhe. massive. chunk of. fresh money. will ‘be “large part the’ Wall Street: think- | Luber has been producing feat- ; an original with Sidney Poitier set 
money-losing theatre’ soon: if: it. Frisco’s: Convention ‘and. Visitors’ ing: This can easily be translated ! yres and teevee series in England 'to star. 
doesn’t find a buyer. | - (Bureau, which will use the funds to" into terms, of financing and. in| and Europe. He also initiated’ Third entry, slated to roll next 

Christopher, when tald'by a Fox j deploy. more: salesmen. around. the general, confidence in the picture- “Superman” series for: Par and , summer, is “The Grand Duke.” 
WestCoast exec - ‘of ‘the circuit's : country with’ the idea of bringing | - makers. ; n-adueed “World Concert Hall” tur; with Blake Edwards co-producing 
‘Price ‘for the. theatre, ° * replied: ‘In more coriventions. iL. (Continued on paue 24) NBC. for United Artists release. 
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wae SE oa 
An Announcement Of Importance! 

WINNER 
THE YEAR! 

; for his performance as 
now brings even greater 
District Attorney. 

ACADEMY AWARD 

BEST ACTOR OF 
In his first role since winning the Oscar 
“HEIMER GANTRY,” Burt Lancaster 
excitement to the screen as a two-fisted | 

BURT LANCASTER IN A HAROLD HECHT PRODUCTION. “THE YOUNG SAVAGES” CO-STARRING 
DINA MERRILL- EDWARD ANDREWS: VIVIAN NATHAN*LARRY GATES AND SHELLEY WINTERS « MUSIG 
COMPOSED AND CONDUCTED BY DAVID AMRAM- SCREENPLAY BY EDWARD ANHALT AND JP MILLER 
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER HAROLD HECHT-PRODUCED BY PAT DUGGAN-DIRECTED BY JOHN 
FRANKENHEIMER - A CONTEMPORARY PRODUCTIONS, INC. PICTURE {FOR DECORATION DAY} 

Pa eee i 
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‘New York Sound Track 
. As ihis journal ‘was ‘going to press. with. its ‘International Film Edi- 
“thon | last week a cable brought, the flash that following 36° hours. of} 

indecision the Paris authorities . had decided to go through, with the}, 
7 Cannes Film Festival, May 3-18 ... that being.a first intimation that 
‘Tall Charlie, M’ Sieur le France, had the ‘Algerian folly well in fhand: 

. VARIETY staffers attending. the festival will include Editor Abel 
Green, London manager -Harold ‘Myers, Paris rep Gene. Moskowitz, 

* Rome rep Robert. F.: Hawkins and N.Y.: staffer ‘Vincent .Canby.. ; 
One of the -ads prepared. by 20th for ‘its projected: feissue of “The 

Diary of Anne Frank” carries the line: “The ‘story of the girl who will 
-not be at the Eichmann trial”. ...‘More ‘than 50- theatre managers: and 

. assistants attended a homeoftice ‘meeting ‘at Walter Reade’s Oakhurst 
(N.J.) headquarters yesterday (Tues.). . Irving Sochin, Times Film 

. ales manager, on a 10-day business. trip through. the. midwest... ... UA | 
execs rather proud of the fact that two of the ‘three of the. official ‘US.. 
entries at Cannes are. UA pix: “The Hoodlum. Priest”. and “Goodbye |; 
Again.” Also, of course: ‘UA's. “Exodus” is being shown out- of-competi- | 
tion-at the fest. © 

Novelist-scripter and former. United Artists exec: Richard Condon : 
adteu’d Mexico for Paristo screenplay a Cary Grant starrer (as_ yet ' 
‘untitled) for Stanley Donen: Afterward, with his, Evelyn. “we'll go. off : 

T0314, 000,06 
-Hollywood, May..2. 

Cartoon and animation biz. is 
zooming. Never as much going on 
as now, according to Lawrence 
Kilty, biz. rep for Motion Picture 
Screen Cartoonists Union, IATSE 
‘Local 839.. Exec figures $14,000,- 
000. being spent on overall pen 

pared to live. action Shorts, he re- 
alizes, this. is puny, 

“But there’s more. cartoon and 
| animated: production going on now 
than ever: before in our history.” 
Of estimated figure, Kilty sees $12,- 

|-000,000 being spent on teevee films, 
‘as entertainment and commercials. 
' Format Films, one of largest, if not 
most active animated producers, is 

see production ‘this year. Com-. 

PICTURES 21 

ATORS 

Prof, ‘101, 
By MIKE WEAR 

VaRIETY's regular weekly 
boxoffice reports are summa- 
rized each month, retrospec- 
tively. Based on an average of 
24 key situations, the source 
data constitute an adequate 
sampling of current releases 
but are not, of course, fully. 
“definitive.” An index of rela- 
tive grossing strength in the 
U. S.- Canada market, this 
monthly reprise does not pre- 
tend to express total rentals. 

A. long lineup of new pictures 
on .a 53-town. gastronomic tour ef ‘the French provinces.” thence to ‘spending $1.500,000 on_ its pro- | and the arrival of the Easter holi- 
settle in the “Alpes-Maritimes | department: somewhere around, Venice 
and tap out novel No. 6." :° 

Peabody Home For Ladies in. the ‘Bronx where she: died last: week ° 

gram. Snowball, Inc., with 85 men: 
Working, estimates spending $1,-: 

500,000 too. Hanna-Barbera, has : 

‘day week, earlier than usual this - 
;year, made the month of April a: 
‘happy one for exhibitors across the 

at 81 believes its: longtime patient. Ethel McKelvey ‘Parke came from : five successful teevee series, and ‘country. Some of the new fare hit | 
film’ biz. Among her. callers in recent years was Myrna Loy in her then|12 “Loopy de Loop” theatrical | such jarge totals that even the: 
status as Mrs. Howland H.. Sargeant ... . Following’ his: Madrid stint ; shorts being made for Columbia, 18 ‘ most sanguine -theatre manager | 
for United Artists release, “Once. A Thief” with Rita Hayworth andi going full’ blast with staff of 150. was impressed. A fair idea of what | 
Rex Harrison, American publicist Halsey: Raines comes up with an | Day of. ‘pen-and-inker, ‘whether ; the upsurge meant is seen in the 
-assignment ‘to service the. European: Tocation - ‘Stuff of Stan Kramer's | b. & w. ‘or color, is here. They the fact that the first biggest grossers ° 
“Judgment at Nuremberg” during ‘May.. and she’. never: had it so good. And ‘(covering only four weeks) hit a 

Joe Levine havigating on. “crutches ‘due . to. inflamed leg: cartilage. Kilty insists no other country | total of better than $3.500,000, ; 
Happened, ‘what's more. ‘whilst Scanning tv... Ben Gazzara signed for. 
‘top spot in Allied. Artists’ “Reprieve,” tale of a killer who survived 20: 
‘minutes in the chair, then went on,to fame as a painter .. : Walter | 
Slezak hits the. lecture circuit this fall, talking: on “Showbusiness is: 
No. Business”. “Fabulous World of. Jules Verte” copped the Parents : 
Mag: Gold Medal (as tap family pic! for May .... Peter Ustinov appar- 
ently sold.on the value of pre- -release bally viz his “Romanoff and Ju- 
liet’’ (U).-He's. making key: city stops. plus national tele. plugs via Jack | 
Paar, “What's. My. Line?”. and others: Fact that he won “best ‘support- 
ing male actor” Oscar. is additional hypo.” - 

. Another before-trial examination of radio commentator Martin Starr: 
was scheduled last ‘Thurs. (27) in the offices of Schwartz. & Frohlich. 
On ‘top ‘of.a previous 25: hours ‘of such examination latest session. was ! 
protested by Starr's attorney; Harry Heller of Brooklyn.. This. is ‘the. . 
case in which Starr charges defamation of him. by two film company:: 

_ publicists, Robert: ‘Ferguson of, Columbia and Roger Lewis of United: 
‘Artists, cost him. his ABC contract. 

Leon Brandt.. general sales maneger of Lopert Pictures, ona sales™ 
trip to Indianapolis, Louisville and Milwaukee . ... 20th- Fox has de- 
‘signed a special trademark for its “Francis of Assisi" campaign: an 
‘arm in chain mail holding’ a sw ‘ord. with another arm in.a.cloak hold- 
ing:a cross above it . .. 20th’s. “Misty.” produced by Robert Radnitz, | 
will be the official U Ss. entry at this year’s Venice Children's Film 
Fest .. ¢ Robert Sterling and wife Anne Jeffries in town from Holly-. 
wood > for. a round of .. theatre-going .. . Duke. Ellington has: ‘started . 
scoring: UA's “Paris Blues” “at Reeves Sound. ‘Studios here.. 

‘Actress Joan Blackman. js quoted in interview with ‘Frank Rasky, 
editor. of Canada’s Libesty (May),/as: ‘saying | ‘of Jerry Lewis, with whom. 
she acted in “Visit-to a'Small” Planet”: “He's ‘a kibitzer who-either loves 
you or hates you. Me he loved as though I were his grandchild. I like - 
him, -but I do wish. he'd. ‘relax. ‘Jerry feels he. has: to, do everything. ‘ 
‘Too much. everything!” 

Michael Kane, doing.“Devil’s Adv ocate” on Broadws av..set for. Edward: 
Lewis’ “Last. Hero” at U. Kirk Douglas toplines this one 4 
Brisson to the Coast for Col's:“Five Finger Exercise:” 
N.Y. in June to prep a couple of legit projects. 

Karel Reisz,: director of. Confinetital Distributing’s ‘ ‘Saturday Night ! 
‘and Sunday Morning.” here on: his first U.S. yisit - Scheduled for' 
:fall publication by Zift-Davis is “A Film Is Made.” ‘Robert: P.. Davis’ 
-minute-by-minute ‘and: dollar-by-dollar) account of how he, Duard. 
Slattery .and Ezra. Baker made the Oscar-winning short, “Day of The! 
Painter”. Direct6r™ Martin Ritt ‘in town for talks with United Artists | 
execs re’ his’ ‘Paris Blues”. Stuart Whitman in New York briefly 
from. California, en..routée to Cannes Ww here. his- latest. ‘Pic. “The Mark.” 
is the official British. entry.. - 

More ‘Cannes data: Jean Goldwurm, - prexv of Times Film. named ; 
IFIDA’s official rep “at the festival .... Some 78 members of the Screen | 
Directors International Guild’ left. here last .weekend for Cannes ina 
chartered plane: Group. will hold. its first international convention in 
the course of-the French fest.... .“"La Dolce Vita.” already playing: in 
N.Y. and Boston: and set for Miami ‘May 17..w ill open at the Michael 
Todd: Theatre in Chieago. in mid-June -. | .. A special one-night-only 
‘screening of “The. Great Olympics” - at the. Rivoli: here May 17 will 
benefit Boys’ Towns of Italy. This is the first time the: full-length fea- |. 
ture about last year’s Olympics will have been’ shown: in the ULS.. 

Brute Trinz, co-owner of the ‘Clark Theatre -in ‘Chi's- Loop, in N.Y. - 
to forage for revival product ."... Mala. Powers set for femme lead in| 
the. indie venture ° ‘Flight - of ‘Lost Balloon.”” formerly “Cleopatra and 
the Cyclops." Pic due to. roll May 15° in Puerto Rico. 

. Items from: Spain: Suggestion made at Valladolid's “International ! 
‘Film Week of Religious‘::and Human Values by foriner Venice Film, 
Festival director. Floris Luigi. Ammonatti to create.a professorship at | 
the’ University: of Valladolid- in “History and. Ethics of -Motion Pic- 

He ‘returns to‘ 

tures” was. accepted. by: the University. ‘and will -becdme the- first of | segs), 
. Rita Hayworth. accompanied ‘segs', its kind in Spain beginning next fall. 

|. FORMAT 

, t gon, ” half hour 

‘can-do better producing cartoons. 
Tf producers think they can make. . 
cartoons or. animations abroad 

. cheaper’ and ‘better, union head 
‘challenges anyone for proof.: 

| Noted in volume of teevee shorts ° 
are § to 7. min. subjects, many of 
which are put together in groups. 

j of three for-half hour shows. This 
{3s particularly: true with “Popeve” 
subjects, : “Beany . & Cecil; ** “Dick 
Tracy” and. “Mr. Magoo.” 

Most animations in -work. have 
been. sold for teeveeing next sea- 
son, according to studio ‘heads. 
Pilots on several. new series are 

leither in work or fini, with. out- 
look good, according to’ producers. 

Activity and local cartoon and 
animation studios: including all 

_ phases of production, follows: 

\ 26 half hour ty “Alvin: and the 
-Chipmtfks” in . “production; 26 
jhalf hour tv “The Shrimp” pre- 
[ paring; minimum 26, maximum of - 
!32 “Calvin: and the Colonel” half ; 
‘hours; “King Leonardo,” 34 “half : 
hours in work; “Fractured Fairy- 
tales,” 32 6-min. subjects; .27 .fin- 
.ished;:26 “Beetle. Bailey” 7tz min. 
‘segs; 28 7. min. “Popeyes”; 
,ing on. new seriés - “Keemar, Invist- / 

“half. hour “Sir Lion and the Dra- 

:q-min. “Shaggy Dog Tales.”’- In 
preparation, half dozen. theatrical 
| shorts’: and two features,- “Icarus 
; Montgolfier. Wright” and “The Il- 
: lustrated: Man": from Ray Brad- 

jeighth in March, wound up ninth | . bury tales. 

: ‘ HANNA-BARBERA 
t 

Five tv. weekly shows in ‘pro-’ 
duction: “Yogi Bear" (26), “Huckle- 
iberry Hound” (26). 
“McGraw” -(26., “Flinstones” (303, 
“Top Cat” (30". Also making 12 
“Loopy de Loop” 

Company shoots -4.500 animated 
l feet. weekly. 

LAWRENCE HARMON 
‘Preparing “Bozo the Clown. 

! Hopes to make half hour Laaurel 
.& Hardy tv cartoons, if copyrights 
‘can: be: cleared. 

SNOWBALL 
78° “Beanv & Cecil” segs. for 

: ABC-TV half hour shaws, 22 fine, ; 
UPA 

- (United Productions of Am.) 
For tv: 

“Mr. 

GE 
Magoo” (104 5-min. 
commercials of 7-10. 

by broducer-husband James Hill, turned: up at. the Sevilla Fair ‘for a: mins of less. Finished. ATT indus- 
Series of “Once. a Thief” pub-photo. layouts ». 
her lead role in “Miracle for Cowards,” a loxt-budget Biblical directed : 
by Mur-Oti... .: Vincente Parra. and German actress - Marianne Hold ; 
-are starring in the Spanish-German. coproduction ‘ “My Darling. ” which. 
‘Rafael Gil ‘started | filming’ this week. 

Miss Harper. Lee. author.of this. vear’s Pulitzer Prize novel, “To Kill 
_A Moekingbird,” arrived in NY. for ‘conferences: with producer Alan: 
Pakula about the film. version .of. the book. Pakula afid his partner, Rob- 
ert Mulligan, who will direct the screenplay, have. signed Gregory. Peck | 
to. portray the leading role of ‘Atticus, a lawyer in a small southern ; 
town. Production is expected . to start. in. the late fall. 

‘The, Bryna-U “Last. Sunset” down. for : multiple ‘key launching June 
Bg, ‘Warner's plucked rights to the Steve Frazee. novel, “Beginner's: 

. Luck". . Tony Randall signed. for “Boys: Night: Out. *. Kim Novak and! 
James Garner previously. set. ; 

Ruth. Roman wound trial, 18 mins.. “Mr. Digit and the. 
. Battle. of Babbling: Brook.” Also. 
producing 3 .6-min. theatrical. 
shorts for own distribution system. 

7 ‘WALT DISNEY 

work- . 

“Cat Tales,” and, 

“Quick: Draw. + 

for Columbia, 
along with feature “Yogi Bear.” - 

“Dick Tracy” (130-5-min. j 

-highest in monihs. 
Although hotly pursued by some 

‘new entrants, “Exodus” (UA: still 
‘retained its hald on first place al- 
_beit -by a margin of only. about 
$100,000. . 
an easy’ winner. of No. 1 spot in 
March. “Absent-Minded Professor” 
(BV) romped in to cop second po- 
sition, with indications that it 
would. be heard from additionally 
in the future. 
|. *101 Dalmatians,” also from 
'Buene Vista, landed third money. 
‘It was seventh in March. “Pepe” 
‘(Col), fourth-place winner in the 
“previous month, again wound up! 
.in this spot no doubt because it: 
went on continuous-run in many 

‘key cities covered by VARIETY, 
i . “Spartacus” {U), third in March, 
still displayed sustained strength 
[to cop fifth position. The Oscars 
it won; of course, gave this a nice 
hypo- in the final week of April.” 
“Gone With Wind” (M-G) {reissue}, 
‘brought back. for the fifth or sixth” 
‘times in some spots; wound up 
sixth although out in release only 

‘three weeks. It also will be heard 
| from in the future. It has been 
‘racking up smash to mighty grosses 
So far. 

“Al in Night's Work” (Par), a! 

‘seventh. “The Alamo” (UA), cap- 
tured eighth place. It was second . 

‘in March, the continuous-run policy , 
‘enabling it to amass amazing totals | 
in smaller keys not covered by! 
VARIETY. 
'“Ben-Hur” (M-G), which was 

although now on return dates in! 
‘several cities. “One-Eyed Jacks” 
itPar', also new, Is winding up 10th 
with every: indication that it will 
' go higher after it gets more play- 
dates. 

“Cimarron” -(M-G), 

- managed to cop llth position. 
:“Hoodium Priest’ (UA), a fresh 
entrant, rounds out the Top 12, 
| and is displaying hopes of doing 
‘well in coming weeks. 

“Never On Sunday” (Lope), in. 
monthly ratings the two preceding ° 
months; ‘All Hands on Deck” 
Pere a newie; “League of Gentle- 
men” (Kings): “Tunes of Glory” 
;(Lope) and “World of Suzie Wong” 
(Par), sixth in March, are the run- 
ner pix for the month. 

i Several new pix. just launched ; 
as April was winding up, show ex- 

icellent promise, some of them: 
‘shaping as real: blockbusters. “La: 
Dolce Vita’ ‘Astor!, one of the few 
recent foreign films to attempt a 

 hard- ticket run, teed off in N. Y. 

“Exodus.” of course, was; 

which was. 
showing possibilities late in March, | 

bid TOTAL RUNS Apri Showers of New Releases 

| Come Up as Boxoftice Violets; 
‘Pepe’ Tail ‘Exodus 
with a near-capacity initial stanza, 
It also opened with virtual capacity 
in first round in Boston. 

“Mein Kampf” (Col) rolled to a 
smash opening session at the N. Y. 
Rivoli, biggest that house has had 
in many months. “Secret Ways" 
1U), which is soon to be Jaunched_ 
over the country, landed big biz 
on initial week in Philadelphia. 

Booking of “The Apartment” 
and “Elmer Gantry,” two United 
Artists pix which already had been 
around on first-runs, into several 
key cities right after these films 
were Oscared proved highly suc- 
cessful. The reissued pair were so 
‘strong that they copped third place 
in the final week in April, with 

i*Apartment,” judged the best pic 
_of. the year, credited for the major 
draw. 

“Saturday Night, Sunday Mor- 
ning” ‘Cont:, which promises to he 
a great art¥ theatre pic, followed 
_the same pattern as in N. Y. on 
first session in WashinBton, with a 

——— = 

ony ; 

Aunl’s Happy Dozen 
“Exodus” (UA). 
“Absent-Minded Prof.” 
(BY). 
“101 Dalmatians” (BY). 
“Pepe” (Col). 

. “Sparecatus” (U7). 

. “Gone With Wind” (M-G) 
(reissue). 
“All in 
(Par). 

. “The Alamo” (UA). 
. “Ben-Hur” (M-G), 
“One-Eyed Jacks” (Par).. 

. “Cimarron” (M-G). 
2. “Hoodlum Priest” (UA). 
| 

jwow total. “Breathless” (Films 
‘Around World!, sock in N. Y. on 
extended-run, was okay in Detroit, 
“Portrait of Mobster” (WR), fine 

‘in Bosten, was fairish in K.C. 
“Raisin in Sun” (Col, still big 

-on longrun at two N. Y,. houses, 
was nice in J.. A. and Detroit. It's 
another newcomer rated having a 

- high potential. 
“Sins of Rachel Cade” (WB), in- 

clined to uneven, did well enough 
one week to wind up as a runner- 
iup pic. “Sanctuary” (20th) was 
quite spotty but finished a weeker 

2 ogee owe Night’s Work” 

adhe 

Lgpulll ound aad Ws oS 

. Frederick: ‘ble Boy”. for. tv;-three pilots fini: !newcomer-this past month, finished ‘runner-up film a couple of weeks. 
Ley hite Warrior” (WB) never got 
:far at the wickets last month al- 
ithough a newcomer. 
i “Virgin Spring” (Janus) never 
rose to above runner-up category 
in weekly lists not even betterifag 

{that status in the final April week 
when given an Oscar as the best 
foreign film. “Giant” (WB) came 

jin with several winning weeks out 
‘on reissue. “Butterfield 8” (M-G: 
did nicely in several keys the last 
‘week in April because of one of 
:the stars,. Elizabeth Taylor, won 
the Oscar as the top actress. 

“Black Sunday” (AI) came 
‘through with some good to stout 
returns on the first few playdates. 
_“Make Mine Mink” (Cont) regis- 
_tered some satisfactory to solid 
-dates during the month. 

NEW ‘NAZI BEAST’ 
| FILM HITS MARKET 
i On the heels of Columbia's 
“Mein Kampf” success (based on 
first two or three U.S. dates), the 

? Sig Shore—Joe Harris Vitalite ban- 
ner is putting into key firstrun this 
‘week the German ‘Hitler’s Ex- 
i ecutioners.” ' Pic preemed briskly 
‘in Detroit. 

Film incorporates Russian foot- 
‘age reputedly unseen before ina 
America. It's becoming a point of 

i : Feature, “Sword and .the Stones” New characters to be introduced levits for the trade, in fact, that 
‘in preparation. 2 shorts for Buena. 
| Vista. Also, 4 ATT series’ in next 
:18 months, each at $400,000.- Ad- 
iditionallt, working on NBC-rv 
| weekly show. come Fall, to be 
[known as “Walt Disney’s Wonder-|- 
lful World of Color’ with Prof. 
Ludwig Von Dr ke, Donald Duck's '' 

Junele, emceeing | opening -show. 

from time to time. 
WALTZ LANTZ 

the new cycle of “Nazi beast" doc- 
umentaries seems to have tapped 

Plans tv and -theatricals. 18 of{an inexhaustible mine of ‘“never- 
latter, and Family” 

“Beary 

series. 
WARNER BROS. 

tv | before-seen”’ negatives. 
“Executioners,” which was put 

together and played off in Europe 
20 theatrical shorts. Also “Bugs | prior to the Swedish “Kampf,” ran 

Bunns” teevee half hour show. No 
| limited sked on’ latter. Process.” It’s clocked at 80 minutes. 

iPr the Continent as “Nuremberg 
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“DA a EM 11! 
DOMESTIC SEPVICE ; INTERNATIONAL SERVICE \ 

A Check the class of service desired, Check the class of service desired, 

crherwise this message wi!! be othurune the message willbe 
sen: asa fase eclegram sent atthe full rare 

azecenssy[rucrae Tf 
TELEGRAM Teeree receceam [| 

. <€ ~. . W. P. MARSHALL. paceioent 
3 TERETE | ECTS 

‘NRS8O LA639 L LLR340 LOS ANGELES CALIF vy | 10:02 AM] 
Send the folicu.ng mesage, subject to the terms on Lack Aereef, which are hereby ogy reed to 

APRIL 25, 1961 
MR. JAMES A. NULVEY, PRESIDENT 
BEAVER-CHAMPION ATTRACTIONS, INC, 
1270 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS 
NEW YORK, N.Y, 

CONGRATULATIONS! RAZZ GOLDSTEIN JUST INFORMED ME ABOUT THE BLOCKBUSTER 

BUSINESS "DAVID AND GOLIATH" REGISTERED. IN ITS SMASHING FIRST WEEK IN TORONTO! 

WE ARE SURE YOUR BOX OFFICE KNOCKOUT WILI. REPEAT ITSELF IN EVERY ENGAGEMENT 

ACROSS THE U.S.4,* AGGRESSIVE SHOWMANSHIP PLUS A CAMPAIGN SECOND TO NONE AGAIN 

WILL PROVE THAT MOVIES ARE YOUR BEST ENTERTAINMENT AND "DAVID AND GOLIATH" YOUR 

BEST BOX OFFICE BET, SINCERELY, 

STEVE BROIDY 

> Coming up hot: 58 situations 
in Kansas City area Niay at. 

> Book the Rocker-Socker 
ei the year from ALLIED paTISTSY 

7 “he! ta 
“ere S . 

ate av BEAVER: CHAMPION ATTRACTIONS INC. + DISTRIB LIED 3s ALLIED A ARTISTS 
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National. Boxoffice Survey 

‘Exodus’ 3d, ‘Mein Kampf 4th, ‘Jacks’ ‘Sth 

First-run’ biz across the country | 
is holding up: remarkably: strong 

this” ‘session in key" cities covered ' 

_ ‘by Variety. The strength is: being. 
“helped - by unusually rainy, . cool , 

Weather for this time of. year- -Sea-: 
‘sonal: influences ‘usually are - felt;. 
‘along: about this time, but so far 
there have been few warm, clear: 
weekends ta. provide. opposition to, 
cinema. trade. ; ; 

-“Absent-Minded Professor” By! 
1s finishing No. 1. again, for third; 
week in a-row. And second ‘place ‘is ; 
“being: taken over. by “Gone With. 
Wind" (M-G».; (reissuel: which 
‘moved. up. from fifth. ‘Position of a: 
‘week .ago.. - 

» (Cont), 

on Deck" (20thy. rounds out the Top |: 
12 pictures. 

‘lith place last round: “Never On| 
Sunday”: (Lope),: 
“League of: Gentlemen”: (Kings) 
‘and: “Virgin. . Spring” (Janus) are | 
the runner-up pix. © 

“Fiercest Heart” (20th), 
comer, ' is ‘only... mild in: Boston. 
“Green. Helmet”. - (M-G), 

jnewie,, Jooks .smash.-in. Toronto. 
“Saturday ‘Night, Sunday Morning” 
‘(Cont? still is ‘sockeroo in ‘N.Y. and 
Z| Washington. ‘General 

also’. new, 
; Boston and good. in St. Louis. 
| “Cimarron” (M-G) is a bit ‘Spot-. 
“ty: eurrently, with only a. nice ses- 

| “A ‘in Night's : Work”. (Par), in|: 

10th - last week;: 

Rovere” 
shapes big in. 

-weeks, is winding in third: spot::eg drab in Pitt.. -~ 
<“Mein Kampf” iCob, .a neweomer|- “Great. Impostor” 
_.of blockbuster stature, is finishing . rouisyille, 
“fourth although in only ‘six ‘keys. “Seeret Ways,” also from’ Univer- | 

“One-Eyed Jacks” (Par); fourth : sal, shapes ‘good’: -in- Cleveland. 
last session, is taking: fifth place.{ “Rachel Cade” (WB),- 
‘Combo of ‘Apartment’ and.“Elmer : Washington, looks okay.in Chi and | 
Gantry,” both UA pix, will capture’ dull in E.A. “Portrait of Mobster’ | 

ur, ‘big tn 

sixth money.: Same: pair was third (WB), good in Washington, shapes | 
a week ago. 

i Hoodtul | -Priest”. (UA) 4s. climb- 
ng up from way back in the pack! 

to land in seventh ‘position. “Spar. |and great. in first holdover round 
tacus” (U: is finishing in-eighth,in Boston. - ‘Ballad of ° Soldier 
spot. - [rings still is hot.in N.Y, a 

“Pepe” (Coli is winding up in! 
ninth place. “Raisin. in“Sun,” also: 
from Columbia, is taking 10th spot: 
although out .for ‘first time this: 
week to any “extent.: “Ben-Hur” | 
(- G! will be. Lith: ‘and ~All Hands (_ 

{ ‘ slow ‘in .Detroit. 

in. Cincy. and St. Louis,’ ‘looks. nice 
in Chi'and- Balto: “Trapp Family” 
:(20th) is rated fine in Minneapolis.. 

(Complete ‘Boxoffice Reports - on 
_ Pages 8-9-10) 

Mundane Items Dominate Valladolid’s s 

“ sion in’ L.A. on‘ the credif side. 
Exodus” (UA), champ. for many | ‘Operation Eichmann”: (AAY: is. Fat- 

Jooms.. .great in N.Y. 

fair in| 

“La Dolce: Nita” (Astor) is near- 
capacity: in. second. week in .N-Y. | first run, in N.Y. Supreme. Court} 

here a jury returned a verdict of |. 

. 2/no: cause of. ‘action’ in favor ‘of the 

“Make. Mine Mink” (Cont), lush theatre on a. claim for $275.000 

Religious Film Week's 6th Year 
There were several puzzles at the 

Sixth Inter national Valladotid Film !' 
Week .. 
Values... 

Religious & Human! of 

in Spain and’ situated in a city 
famous for ‘its -traditian of deep | 
religious faith; fest’s religious pix 
were outnumbered this year 19-- 
3 by films.in the category reserved . 
for human: values: 

“ing accent provided. by ‘a whole 
“series -of entries ‘bearing. down on’ 
the ‘Nazi beast! or German militar- 
ism, Finaliy, 

week ‘Sponsors’ were great, film’ 
‘forced to program three screenings . 
a.day. for eight consecutive. days. 

To crown the overtime film fest 
‘day. 

Catholic Film Talks which. left : 
yisitors little or no-time to gape. 
at the rich. nionumental:. treasures 
‘in Vall adolid or the. many Castilian: 
landmarks close. ‘bye * 

The center. of interest at the 
Talks hinged: on the ‘panel devoted 

~ to censorship.. 
censor, Francisco Ortiz Miutnoz, un- 
-equivocally defended, the govern- 
ment’s tight to- protect: its citizens 
from moral subversion and human 
wreckage that bad. films engender. 

evil,” “Hear na evil.” “Know 
evil” police. with, regard.to film 
censorship and promised to keep 
Spanish screens: pure by. banning 
impure fix more firmly than ever. 

' The panel touched off spirited 
critic ism of film censors. generally 
as untutored bureaucrats with no 
Knowledge of the “industry. .and 

’ questionable preparation to make 
borderline = distinction between 
morality. and immorality. * 

Censorship’ panelists’ and mem. 
-bers of the Spanish. ‘film industry 
“present at .Valladolid’ agreed: to 
take.a direct step: forward in. eas- 
ing rigid censor regulations with , 

-Another unex- ; 
‘pected sidelight: was the. dominat-.’ 

the number of offi-' 
cial and unofficial entries: ‘were ‘SO - 

most participants. were Jin-. 
volved, in: the. Second International . 

“support of the ‘Valladolid: film fete 
“lin Otfering bonus: licenses for -en- 

Spain's chief film. 

director of the Centre National du 
Cinema in France and .ex-San Se- 
bastian’ Festival director. ‘Antonio 

j with. the owtside world was most ‘work ‘since the accident as w ell as: 
Am- ;-resulting: permanent. injuries. dynamically | maintained by 

“mannati, w ho has become. a -crusad-- 

also af’ 

| 

[} 
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|Good Reviews May Not Help ‘Art’ 
Biz Still Big; . ‘Professor’: Again. ‘Champ, ‘Wind’. 2d, | But Pans Travel Like Lightning 

‘Refunds—21 Yis. Later 
Loew’s.. ‘State Theatre, on 

Broadway, had to refund to 
53 last. Wednesday night. (26) 
—but the occasion was' far. 

” from an unha one. 
a new-| | PPY __ . House had sold. beyond seat- | 

ing. capacity ‘and standees 
were asking for their money 

- back. It was. opening S.R:0. 
day for the reissue of “Gone 
With ‘the Wind.” 

Jury Unimprsse majors with which the Guild has \inss up a test pattern of screen- 

Throws Out Case 
6 Balcony Fall 

Buffalo, May 2. 

In an unprecedented case’ against - 

the. Lafayette . Theatre, downtown 

arising out. of injuries alleged to 

‘have been sustained -by two ‘pa i 

trons at the theatre. in 1957. 

Martin. O’Connor, who asked | 

1 $25, 000, claimed that in going from: 

the balcony to a loge seat, he stum- 

bled and fell due to defective car-{ 
|pet and absence of. lighting. was 
hurtled 10° feet and in order to 
prevent himself from falling over | 
the balcony rail into the orchestra ! 
he caught hold of another patron. "y 
Theodore: Martin.- who was seated 
on-an aisle seat. O° Connor tlaimed ‘ 
injuries to his leg and head and! 
Martin sought damages for. a ‘brok- 

Ostensibly promoted and «Zulueta were on- hand. for. closing sen bone in the neck, shoulder and { 
supported by ‘Catholie film cir cles ‘ceremonies, . Valladolid’s film ‘link ! arm. He alleged total inability to 

The theatre - contended, that ‘it 
ing. figure in: Catholic - circles for, was: ‘not negligent. and denied. 

, uplifting Christian’ Film fare. 
‘US. embassy | 

ommend more. Yank. participation : 
‘at Valladolid | next year. On. the -and @ day’s deliberation decided } 
‘other hand, official U.S: attendance : 
might have to be contingent on 
participation of multiple religious 
faiths. 

non-Catholic. religious Tepresenta- 
tion as. wel. 

i Official Support. 

Gov ernment film authorities this 
‘year went ‘further than ‘ever: 

tries honored with either the reli- 
gious, human values or City of Val- 
ladolid award, Though. the extra 
licenses are meaningful only to im- 
porters. of En: lish and’ American 
pix, neither country. showed up 
triumphantly in: three major cate- 

-. gories 
He vigorously upheld.the “See no 8 ‘, 

no 
In addition to the request. for a 

If Valladolid film’ organiz- | 
ers, seek a veritable.: ‘international 
‘scope in coming. years, one. of the; 
avenues is to open Valladolid’ to: 

film. censorship code, visitors: and | 
delegates -also found that a cen- 
-tralized. banking operation, abetted 
by all-Catholic financial. and .bank- 

.ing circles,- woul ld be particularly 
- instrumental ‘in encouraging the 
“kind of ‘morale 
‘needed. 

, The: Sixth International. Valla- 
dolid, Film Week of Religious and 
Human Values was no cniore “suc- 

-cessful. this. year than it was. last | 
but it was again evident that’ 

-ecclesiastic. and lay.Catholic. sur- 
Year, 

‘port of the ‘Valladolid conclave 
_have. firmly ‘@stablished an annual. 
film event’ of major .interest and 

; motion | ‘pictures. 

& request ta government fil of- | potential. international importance. 
ficials at ‘Valladolid. asking ‘for film + 
code ethics. as a substitute for. ars | 
bitrary: censor: judaments ‘now ins! 
dividually: rendered. “Hollywoed, May °2. 

’ Ammannati_ ‘Active. |. Jimmy Durante departed for 
“Ex-Venice Film Festival: direc- - Rome where he. will playa cameo 

“tor, Floris Luigi Ammannati,. who. role in “The Last. Judgment.” On 
vigorously. animated : Catholic film. his. return he opens a three-week 
talks and the film week generally, : stand at ‘Harrah‘s at Lake. Tahoe 
presided ov er the seven panels de- May 18; .and.on July 1-he tapes a 

-“yoted' to “Fifms ‘and Justiee,’’. 
“Films.and War,” ““Cireumscr ibing 
Evil on Movie. Screens,” Films - 
and Penal Punishment”. and “Mo-i duced by Norman Jewison ‘and 
tion’ Pictures as a Source.’ ‘of: So- _ scripted by Goodman Ace.” 
cial Understanding.” “Accompanying him to Rome is 
Although Jacque Flaud, former! his business manager, Bob Braun.. 

| Jimmy | Durante to Rome 

‘Moore for Brewers Institute to. be 
‘special witli Bob ‘Hope.and Garry: 

‘onee again is the boxoffice klon- } 

through several witnesses that. 
observer at “Wale! there was: insufficient lighting or ; 

ladolid Antliony ‘Cetaratti, will ree- i that the rug was worn or torn. 
The jury after six days of trial } 

hoth cases agairist: the claimants. 
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A rex isiting of “Gone With the 

Wind” is startling: to the trade hbe- | 

holder, ‘for this: product. of a by- 

gone era looks as much modern 

times -as- almost anything. else on: 

Broadway, where it was: re-seen 
last Friday (28°, Loew's State : 

‘being the precise location. 

David. Oo. Seiznick's production, « 

by virtue of this Jatest reissue. 

dike. of all time, surpassing Cecil | 

‘B. DeMille’s “Ten Command- | 
ments.” which had wrested the.’ 
crown. last year. ‘That “GWIW" . 

PUBLICISTS PACT AT U: 
SENIOR MINIMUM, $168 

‘Universal and Screen Publicists 
Guild District 65, AFL-CIO, inked 
a new contract last week to beat 

+ While good New York newspaper 
reviews are no guarantee of good 
business on an imported film, in 
New York or elsewhere around the 
country, bad reviews in New York 
not only can be devastating for 
local art house business, but can 
also adversely affect the film's 
chances of Setting dates elsewhere. 

‘1the Sunday 30+ expiration of the \ This situation in which bad news 
old pact and thus avert threat of travels faster and further than good 

- Previously, Guild signed with 
| 20th-Fox, Columbia, United Artists ; this “domination” 
and Warner Bros.—the only other : 

‘-had contracts. 

_a' walkout. Now only Metro remains ; news has Iong been a source of b2- 
.to be dickered by the scribes. The ; 

. M-G contract runs to June 1. 
‘ wilderment and irritation to the 
U. S. importing fraternity. 

In an effort to get away from 
by New York, 

Exclusive International Films 13 

ings around the country on two of 
Settlement with U is for two its. new imports, the purpose of 

vane! and provides a $10 pay hike , which is to introduce the pix to 

, to senior publicists that will boost /exhibs in the outlying areas before 
their minimum to $168 per week i predigested opinions ‘either good 
iby the start of the pact’s second;or bad: start flowing from New 
year. Union also won job security ; York. 

‘benefits similar to those obtained | According to Edward M. Gray, 
earlier from the other companies ' prexy of Exclusive, the idea is cre. 
- specifically anent work transfers, ‘ate enthusiasm and interest base t 
and replacement of lower echelon jon the individual imported product 
positions following promotions. itself. and not on hearsay. In ef- 

fect. he thinks too that the systent_ 
. . . recognizes that one York ex- 

hib are just as first class as their 
Metalious il Tizzy . Biz City counterparts who usually 

Atlanta, May 2. {get first crack at the top product 
‘Grace Metalious, accompanied ; from abroad. 

‘by husband, George, blew inte’ First Exclusive International film 
-town Thursday (20: irate because ! ;to get this treatment will be the 
of a seat mixup on the flight from‘ German “King in Shadow." star- 

Atlanta to this burg. Seems like rine Horst Buchholz, Distrib wilt 
they had tickets entitling them to! nold screenings of the pie late tits 

tspace in the de luxe portion Of: month and in early June in the 13 
the jet plane, but had to sit in tlie! market areas around the country 
tourist section. i where Exclusive has distrib. afiu- 

Furthermore, they were not'iates. The picture, which will be 
seated together and Mrs. Metali-: shown in the titled version in same 

antete:y 8 ofc reer e 

Then & Sow Re “Gone Wind 

ous says she Bot deathly sick. 

While in Atlanta 29th Century- 
Fox was. host in her honor at the ; 
variety Club, where she met the 
press for interviews and then was | 
handed over to the radio and tele- 
vision boyvs.for tape gabbing. 

Indicative of. . the 
‘round existence she's undergoing j 
: on. this junket, Mrs. M.:and mate, 
-whp handles her business affairs | 
at this: juncture, were loaded onto 
another plane the afternoon of the 
same day she arrived for a hop to 

‘ Washington, where more of the 
, same awaited her. 

“Fhis trip .is killing me,” Mrs. 
Metalious. Wailed: “I can't wait to j 
Bet home and out of this ratrace,” 

Peete in a ‘ane SE bas sans Desersash be. ONE? Si ecee et wt 
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‘of the current blockbusters are 
brought in at twice that amount, 
| and more. And the footage scems 
| quite in keeping with the marathon 
cinematic undertakings of the 
‘present, 

Startling is that these are: 
“scope” days—scope in terms of: 

j technology. Prints are up to 70m: 
in gauge. The sereen is vast. The: 

‘stereo sound is heard from all, 
‘angles. “GWTW" had none of: 
E these . physical devices — but the | 
scope is there nonetheless. 

Barney Balaban, Spyros Skouras, |" 
the late Mike Todd and the late; 

i Cecil B. DeMille have talked at: 
length about dimensions in terms 

has been a-major bolstering factor ‘ ‘of projection and. no doubt, they : 
in the fiscal scheme of things at 
Loew's Inc., and now Metro, over. 
the years goes Without saying. A. 
re-run every five or six years or 
-$o can only mean an extra few mil 

few past. observations. of the pic- 

| Will go on: ‘and: on. 

lions in the till. 

The latter -day. observer, with a: 

ture under his - belt, has got to 
come away with the impression ! 
—the. same impression of past— 
that the. mamnioth production. just 

‘Varietr’s original review in the 
issue of Dec. 20, 1939, offered the | 

foreseen. 

900,000. 

‘to Variety critic John C. Flinn, 
‘late father’ of like-named staffer 
‘at Columbia Pictures. 

aired Aug. 9. Show will: be: pro-|- 
‘are of paramount importance. For 
‘example, . 

comment that Selznick’s epic com-: ; ing. to be desired. audio and video. | 

‘The house at the off-hour of 5-p.m. pletely justified the “princely in- 
‘vestment.” _The.. budget was $3.-- 

“Record breaking Ddox- 
office business everywhere”. was 

-But the running time 
of: 217 minutes seemed excessive 

_The thén-and-now considerations 

an investment. of less 
than’ $4,000,000 in today’s market 
is far from, standout: Indeed, many 

knew what they were talking : 
about.. Added size has accentuated 
the difference between the theat- 
rical screen and the living-room 
receiver. 

“GWwitw” always has ifs own 
kind of scope, particularly story ; 
deptn and characterization subs- . 
tance. The epic from Selznick 
‘poor fellow, he sold out his in- 

tterests to Metro long ago) is a 
rare ‘combination of the spectacle, ; 

iar eas and dubbed version in others, 
twill not necessarily open in ail 13 
areas at the same time. 

However, it’s hoped that the 
‘plan, devised by Gray in associae 
j tion with his public relations exec, 
Bernard Lewis, wil) create a “sie 

merry-g0-} multaneous interest” in the offer- 
ing on the part of the trade and 

‘opinion. makers in all the 15 areas. 
Following “King in Shadow,” Ex- 

| lusive will give the same trest- 
| ment to “The Most Wanted Man in 
lThe World.” a French import stare 
fring Fernande! and Zsa Zsa Gabor, 
a large part of which was photo- 
graphed on location in New Vork, 

Gray took off from New Yorle 
1 rides ‘28 on a pie-buying troup 
that will take him to Britaia, 

3 A France, Italy and Sweden He also 
2 hopes to put in at the Cannes fest, 

starting today :Wed..). 
‘ 

De-Scented Todd Jr. 
Film Via Cinemiracle 

Cinemiracle is taking on global 
‘distribution of ‘ ‘Holiday in Spain.” 
| Mike Todd Jr. pic with odor em- 
j bellishment that orig zinally played 
! hardtic ket brieflvooas “Scent of 
- Mystery” «Smell-O-Vision'. “Scent’*® 
: was vanked off the market about 
:a year ago after four dull engage- 
: ments—Chicago ‘where it bowed), 
*N.Y.. Los Angeles and Minna 
apolis diatter city sans scents: 

Cinemiracle plans to roadshow 
‘Holiday.” opening early summer 

iat the Stanley Warner, Cincinnatt. 
‘A Toronto date is pending. Three- 
‘panel prints of the pic have al- 
ready been processed in Technil- 

: color. 
i 
= rT 

DeLaurentiis Film 
‘mums Continued from page 2 semumiend 

‘private and public ogranization to 
.allow as many of their male per- 
‘sonnel off for three days until 
: Hamilton had completed the se- 
{quence. When this did not prove 

like in the burning of Atlanta. and i | sufficient. the Israeli Army came 

1939, was -eestatic, 

the intimate. as in the Rhett But- '@_ the 
ler-Scarlett O’Hara_ vis-a-vis. 

Print seen at the State left noth- , 

was near capacity. 
VARIETY'S |, man Flinn, back in 

that “GWTW” “opens a new chap- 
ter in. the picture business.” 
was so right. 

The wondrous part of the whole 
thing Is that the Clark Gable- 
Vivien Leigh feature doesn’t ap- 
parently age. It’s clearly new for 
the new generations. And still has 
vibraney and. freshness for the 
‘ancients. 

a net chap | and Michaei 

He } 

resclue, furloughing 500 
; Soldiers for three days to work in 
‘the film. 

The Israeli Army also provided 
the director with tanks, armored 
cars and even a two-seater ob- 

j servation plane. in which Niven 
Wilding make an 

emergency landing. 
The huge company had difficulty 

finding enough accommodations 
until private . homes  volun- 
teered to take in’ one or more each 
of the mixed Italian-British-Amerl- 
can cast and crew. 

“Two Enemies” is a Columbia 
release In Technirama and Technit- 
color. 
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What Lollo Pic Primed In Memphis: | 
Cilizens ‘Classify’, City Censors! 

By MATTY BRESCIA 

Memphis, “May 2. 

The compelling necessity of | 
Amcricans to form arganizations 

for the advancement of their con- 

flicting points of view is evident 

again here. There is now a new 

Judeo-Christian Council of De- 

cency, a three-way parlay of sure- 

fire U.S. symbols, which advocates 
reviewing and labelling of moving ; 
pictures. Against it is, also new. 
the Memphis Anti- Censorship 
iroup, formed by college profes- 

sors and students who are weary 
cf this area competing with Boston, : 
Chicago and Atlanta for the title; 
of Miss Americen Bluenose. 

To make the local situation more 
arch, the chairman of the Anti- 
Censorship Group, John Rvan, 24, el 

of Memphis State U. praises the: 
Memphis city censor chairman, 
Mrs. Judson McKellar, while de-, 
nouneing censorship: and further 
says his college bunch will work 
with the Judeo-Christian Council. 
though opposing classification. Sel-: 
dom has an Anti-Censorship Group 
£0 assiduously courted popularity 
with snippers and pruners. College . 
bunch appears to have been trap-, 
ped by the false syllogism of, 
“adult” movies and “hardcore” 
pornography, confusing the two,. 
Frightened to be thought apologists ; 
for “obscenity,” they (express re- 
spect for the “motives” of the cen-; 
sor forces while deploring their: 
“principles.” 

Memphis author Shelby Foote 
serving in an advisory capacity for | 
the anti-forces who held their ses- 
sion on the campus at Memphis 
State following the JCCD meeting 
said: ‘“‘We do not oppose the pres- 
ent laws in regard to pornography 
or obscenity: but we believe that 
whatever goes beyond them in at- 
tempting to place further limita-! 
tions on what anyone can see or! 
hear or read is against the public | 
good and I concur with Ryan in! 

stating that censorship is dan-'in uplifting moral standards to| 
gerous.” 

Foote then pointed out to his! 
group that the Judeo-Christian! 
Council still hadn't “ironed out how 
it will manage advance screenings 
of the movies it will review.” The’ 
Memphis Censor Board usually: 
screens features at the 20th-Fox! 
exchange or in various downtown 
theatres in the ayem. 

230 Attend Meeting 

First meeting of Judeo-Christian 
Ceuncil tor Decency drew 
230 at Memphis, Shelby 
Health = sie: offices. 
was an aftermath of the 
Jaid down by religious 
Teacher and civic groups over the 

barrage 

Tecent showing here of Gina Lol-' 
lohrigida’s Metro produced “Go 
Naked in the World” as directed 
by Ronald MacDeugall. 

Dr. Paul Caudili pastor of the: 
the; First Baptist Church, “ran 

show” at the session and all His 
recommendations were steamroulled — 
through sans a dissenting voice. 

He told the interfaith audience. 
that “movies which overpiay s¢x 
and wantonness will be labeled 
morally objectionable.” but then 
emphasized stronglv—“we will not 
censor or ban movies. just review 
them with our committees.” 

A committee of 60 representing 

Caudill stated. They will work in. 
rotating fashion with six groups 
of each reviewing releases from 
month to month, he added. Mem- 
bers of the coinmittee of 60 sought 
te avoid mere opposition “urging 
all people to support and attend 
#ood films just as strongly as wej; 
urge them to stay away trom ob-j; 
jectionable ones.” 

Classification 

Judeo-Christian reviewing group 
gaid its starting.date will be he- 
fore the summer months and: 
“literally all movies coming to: 
Memphis will be reviewed.” 

family ‘!2) acceptable for adults 
only, or ‘3? morally objectionable. 

Caudill told the group and news- 
men on hand that “we will 
publicize in whatever effective man- 
ner we ean through the press, 
church bulletins and other media— 
our - appraisal of each reviewed’ 
movie.” 

some 
County , 

Its formation: 

Parent-! 

To Qualify as Censor 
_ Vancouver, Mav ? 

What's it take to censor pix? 
In Chicago, seems you gotta 

| be the widow of a politician. 
In British Columbia, naval 
training’s as good a_ back- 
ground as any. 

So suggests B.C. attorney- 
general obert Bonner deé- 

{ fending province censor chief 
| Ray McDonald during hear- 
; ings on budget for latter's de- 

partment. McDonald saw petty 
officer service in the Canuck 
navy. 

Actually, he sits well with 
B.C. film circles. Blue-pencil 
controversies have been 
scarce here in recent years, 
and there's heaucoup goodwill 
between the topper and trade. 

;why each film is viewed with the 
‘lt approval or disapproval label will 
‘be attached to each classification, 
;the Minister further pointed out. 

In full command of the meeting, 
Caudill stressed several times dur- | 
ing the nearly three-hour powwow 

‘that “this is NOT A CENSOR 
BOARD—I want to make that very 
clear,” he emphatically stated, “our 
group 

!the board (Memphis Censor 
‘Board) because we have no legal 
‘status. We are merely a group of 
j citizens of good will who want to 
do something to elevate the stand- 
l ards of movies which come too our 
screens.” 

Caudill drew a howl from the 
crowd when he said that it 
wouldn’t be necessary to review 
every film—‘if a «clean little pic- 
ture comes along that all three 

‘major faiths could unite like Walt 
Disney’s fairyland, we'll just pass 
| over something like this.” The 
roar almost broke up the session. 

Gaining control of his group] 
; again in serious vein, the Bantist 
, Minister said “salacious movies: are 
a chief abstacle facing America 

‘ better combat Communism.” 

Caudill appointed Mary Louise | 
Caldwell, Mrs. Early “Mitchell, 

,Harold Curtis, Don Blankenship, 
"Mrs, A. M. Sommers and Bates 

Brown, all civic and church 
‘Jeaders, as team captains with an- 
‘other meeting tabbed. for next 
_month. 

The two Memphis dailies ‘Press- 
: Scimitar and Commercial Appeal), 
radio and tv stations and wire 

coup coverage. 

Rabbi James A. Wax represented 
the Jewish faith, while Msgr. M. F. 

will not attempt to usurp. 

services gave the meeting bceau- |- 

Toronto, May 2. 

Kearney, repped: -the Roman Catho- 

the: 
lics during the meeting. 

Admonitions from both 
political right and left. that. youth 
should get cutting seems 
have triggered a new “pressure” 
group with film interest. 

- Outfit, . 
men of. ‘America, has been formed 
by youngsters in Perry, Ill.. and 

| Baltimore, but basing in the form- 
er burg ‘Box 157) with one’ Steve 
Durbin (age undisclosed) as prexy. 
Group is open to members 12 to 
21 years ald. and the prez says 
It's for young people “interested 
in the future of the. motion picture 
industry.’ 

That’s a big swallow. 
cifie aims aren 't detailed just yet. 
A small membership fee will bring 
the -joiner a JTA_ publication, 
which, among other things, will 
Suggest ways to promoté new pix. 

FRENCH’ LOBBY CAFE 

; Detroit, May 2. 
Trans-Lux ‘Krim, uptown first 

run arty. plans on spending $100,- 
000 to build. a “French”. cafe in 
the lobby: and remodel the ‘1.000- 
seat house itself, Richard Brandt, 
prexy of Trans-Lux Theatres. was |. 
in town conferring with Eric Rose, 
theatre manager. 
Depending on city ordinances, 

theatre care wiil serve wine or es- 
presso and light suppers. Cafe may | 
spill over onto sidewalk if arrange- 
ments can be worked out, “Rose | 
said. 

Brandt said the investment re- 
flected confidence that the upward 
trend. in movie biz was going to 
continue. Theatre will remain Ps | 
during most of the work which is | 
scheduled far completion late this : 
fall. 7 

se é . 

Tollvision in Germany? 
Cologne, May 2. 

Step toward the introduction 
of home toll. television in West 
Germany lias been. taken here 
with the registration in the 
loval court of Coin Television 
Corp.: Sponsoring group in- 
cludes Werner Hoefer. emcee 
of the “Round Table” Sunday 
morning show on conventional 
ty, and record producer Kurt 
Feltz. 

_ it’s blueprinted as a coin- 
operated sistem. as brought to 
West Toronto by Paramount's 
International Telemeter, -with 
the programming to consist of 
new features, opera, outstand- . 
ing sports, ete. 

Canada’s Film Censor on ‘Shock Value’ 

to: 

-ealted | Junior . Theatre: 

‘but spe-|. 

FOR DETROIT ARTER | 

there’s no screen entertainment 

out charge. 

point, firsting with clips from 

about 70 seconds. 

“assistance.’”’: 

Consolation 
Austin, Tex., May 2. 

Texan ‘Chill Wills did ‘nat 
win an Oscar as Best Support- 
‘Ing Actor for his role in “The 
Alamo” (UA), but he has the .. 
satisfaction of knowing - his 
‘home state’s legislature is for 
him 100°. 

‘Representative Bill Jones of 
Dallas has introduced a resolu- 
tion {nm the Texas House of 

- Representatives here saluting 
‘Wills as one of Texas’ favor-. 
{te sons and outstanding. citi- 
zen who is a worthy represen- 
tative of the Lone Star State 
in all fields. This was passed 

. by the House and the Senate, 
‘and signed by Speaker James. 
A: Turman. Lt. Governor Ben 
Ramsey and Governor Price 
Daniel. 

‘A duly signed copy of the. 
resolution was delivered to 
Wills. 

KAMPF’ CHICAGO’S 
1-DAY HOUSE MARK 

Chicago, May 2. 

Loop theatre set a 21-year house 
‘record for a single day's take with. 
la reported $6. 000 gross last Wed- 

‘nesday (April 26). Current feature 

is Columbia’s “Mein Kampf,” 

‘which also did an amazing $37,000 

,in its first. three days at the Rivoli 

in New York. 

In contrast, 

mann” :AAt had a ‘brisk but not 
| outstanding three-week run at the! 

i Woods here. Trade speculation is 
»that the historical book ‘title 

_y the atrocity: appeal is greater on 
:this film. 

“low and lascivious, depraved and depressing”; pre- 

“Operation Eich-’ 

is. 

ihelping “Mein Kampf" and that. 

. tainment — “now 

I tations” 
, disadvantage of distributor and exhibitor alike — 

They’ 
will be classified +1) acceptable for’ 

A brief explanation of} 

A pr edictable censorship crackdown an adult ‘‘sex 
in the raw’ films, plus continuance of “crude and 
blatant appeal to eroticism” and “the use of shock 
value applied to the point of obscenity.” are high- 
lights of the Ontario Board of Censors’ annual re- 
port to the end of March 31, 1961,..submitted over 
the weekend by O. J. Silverthorne. chairman, to 
the Ontario Travel and Publicity Department. 

Features of American origin drapping to 43% 
of their previous distribution in Ontario, an in-. 

‘crease in “restricted” films, and a decline to 459. 
. . :movie theatres in Ontario from the previous year’s 

the Jewish, Catholi¢ and Protestant‘ ,5" .. he Cilvarth. 
civic leaders will do the reviewing. ; 477, were also noted by Silverthorne. Inroads of tv, plus added impetus of adult enter- 

markedly mature” —has brought 
about a film industry development in which obliga- 
tions to the family have been largely forgotten. said 
Silverthorne. He referred to film sequences. of nudi- 
ty. brutality, sadism. sexual conduct and relation- 
ships not conducive to the proper character develop- 
ment of children. 

A Warning 
He had warned that the “unsavory in‘film presen- 

would mean increasing restraint—to the 

“unless the industry could adjust itself to the rising 
tide of criticism but added “If any. adjustment has. 
been made in the right direction, it is not yet ap- 
parent to the Board.” 

In stronger terms of warning, Silverthorne said: 
“We reiterate our belief that almost any subject 
can be discussed by the motion picture industry 
without compromising professional integrity’ and 

‘within the grounds of taste but. in the case: of 
questionable themes, we deplore its exploitation in 

.a cheaply sensational manner and, all too often, by 
a blatant appeal to eroticism and the use of shock 
value applied to the point of obscenity. Again we 
urge the industry to consider healthy. and. whole- 
some story material,” 

He advocated the non-resorting te that which is 

‘under -the 12-month period under Teview. 

dicted that. unless this is done, the industry ‘faces 
further difficulties. Unless remedial action is taken, * 

he warned of “acute censorship and boxoffice ane- 
mia. 

50 And 8. 

-Of the 210 features of American origin dealt with 
50 were 

classified as.‘aduli’’ and eight as “restricted.” Of 
the 61 features of British origin, 16 Were classified 
as “adult” and. five were “restricted.”. He contrasted 
‘this with film features of foreign origin, presented 
in their native tongue—either with dubbed-in Eng- 
lish or English Subtitles. These totalled 219, -with 
11 classified as “adult” and eight “restricted.” Sil- 
verthorne noted that,.of the Japanese films, ‘none 
were treated; that of Russian origin, only one sub- 
title was removed in English. . 

During the 12 months, 19.634 pieces of advertis-- 
-ing. were received by the Board of Censors for con-! 
sideration: Owing to the fact. that American produc- ; 
ers are making fewer films, there has been some 
decrease but British, European and foreign imports 
‘have mainly taken up the. slack, though their ad- 
vertising campaigns are very abbreviated compared 
to the extensive promotions prepared by the United | 
States film-makers. 

In spite of the 43°@ reduction in American films’ 
submitted to the Ontario board, advertising has as-|.° 
sumed an entirely different character. Says Silver- . 
thorne: “It has become bolder and very frank and, 
in some cases, close to sensational. Every effort is | 
made to keep the advertising matter within. reason- - 
able bounds and, at the same time. permit sufficient: 
leeway to convey the nature of the film. 

“Furthermore, the Board realizes. that advertising. 
campaigns are prepared for the. specific: purpose of 
altracting patrons into the movie theatres: if the 
Board censors advertising to the point of stultifving 
it, the exhibitors may believe that we are. interfer- 
ing with their right to promote additional business.” 
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TOA s Big-Negative Sell 
Theatre Owners of America is out to persuade the: public that 

like bigscreen entertainment. Ex- 
hib body ‘plans a monthly theatrical trailer designéd | ta get. the 
point across, starting this month, and offered to all theatres with. 

Idea is to use sequences from upcoming product to convey. the 
Columbia's “Guns of Navarone” 

actioner. Trailer will start with reduced black-and-white clips front 
the pic. enlarging to CinemaScopie dimensions tard color) to drive 
home that “great high adventure can only be shown effectively on 
the giant motion picture theatre screen.” Whole ‘Pitch will run 

TOA discounts notion the scheme’s chief value Will be ta pro- 
mote pix, but it obviously figures to get across beaucoup plugging 
anyhow. Wouldm't. surprise anyone if producers. line up to offer 

Costa Rica Latest of Many Meetings For World Secretariat of Unions 
Hollywood, May 2. 

Although idea has been discussed 
|for some time, and. in ‘several Eu- 
|ropean cities plans for. definitely’ 
establishing a World Secretariat. 

j of Entertainment. Unions will. be 
further developed at a founding: 
+convention’ May 19 in San Jose, 

_| Costa Rica. 
Decision. was:. reached. ‘to hoid- 

|sésh at-New York meet early last - 
.| month ‘when George Meany, prexy. . 
of American Federation ‘of Labor-| 

‘Congress of Industrial Organiza- 
;tions, appointed Herman Kenin, 

| American Federation of. Musicians: 
prexy, as chairman. 
American unions have agreed . to” 

‘underwrite costs of some South 
| American union. delegates to. Costa 
Rica powwow. : 

Wall St. Columbuses. 
——es. “Continued from page If" —— 

| _Major film corporations, for the 
:Most part, have never. had’ it. so 
‘good so: far as the downtown. ap-" 
praisals are concerned, and this is 
‘superbly mirrored by the: Hayden,: 
Stone onceover. This Wall Street. 

_ organization pictures’a new face 
‘in the big board crowd. thus: “The - 
past whimsical. nature of the busi- 
ness appears no longer with us. 
Instead, efficient management tech- 
niques. are. now being. utilized to 
reduce excess costs, and to revital- 
‘ize the industrs‘s financial struc- ~ 
ture. The prime motivating. factor 
today is the profit-and-loss table: 
Earnings per share is now prob- . 
-ably the most influential title used” 
in Hollywood. ” 

End of. ‘Whimsy’? 

The-repo:t fron: Hayden Stone 
says in effect ‘that the Hollywood 
companies no ‘longer are ‘volatile 
businesses and investments in 
same no longer are whimsieal. 

-On the plus side: cost-cutting— 
meaning more efficient. operations; 
meaningful. sale of. non-earning. 

|. assets, including Jand holdings and- 
the. back-picture libraries: diversi- 
fication. both within and beyond: 

‘the entertainment : field: cash on 
hand, in part as. the result of liqui-. 
dation so far: the “potentially 
great profit” from home tollvision. 

Along with ali this are the better 
feature products ‘as the industry ° 
.goes for .the high-hudget. ~ high- 
quality line of. goods. Hayden- 
‘Stone analyst Robert Ringaman 
‘Sees attendance going up, as the 
novelty of television has worn off. - 
He further sees more cheaper pro- 

: duction abroad, niore acceptance 
of films overseas and larger ad- 
mission prices all over, These; plus 
additional audiences add up to.a 
new kind of succéss story for the: 
American film business. 
So they say. a 

Cy.Londner’s Veepcy 
Board of directors. of -Skouras ‘ 

Theatres has named Cy Londner | 
‘veep: assisting in general theatre . 
- operations. 
ij “Londner joined - ‘Skouras* in De-. 
.cember, 1951, 
manager. Since last June. he has... 
been: acting as assistant to. Salah. 
M. Hassanein, prexy. 

Nicholson’ s Own Travail 
; ‘Dallas, May 2. 

James -H: Nicholson, prez’ of. 
American ‘International Pictures, 
was here on behalf: of the latest 
AIP release. Jule Verne's “Master . 
of the World.” °° 

Nicholson has been head of. AIP 
since the company was established 
seven years apo. ‘but this is the. 
first of its 98 releases that he has 

.taken over actively as producer. 

as. N.Y. division - 
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~ JET AGE: STAGE IT 

Now offered in regular transcontinental passeriger service, American experience a wonderful feeling of confidence as the Astrojet climbs Airlines’ new.707 Astrojet brings you.a new standard of jet perform-" _ swiftly to cruise easily, smoothly, within the transonic range— “ance by the airline that’s first choice of experienced travelers. faster than any other jetliner in the world. - 
Powered by revolutionary new Jet-Fan ‘engines, the 707 Astrojet In keeping with its 25-year tradition of leadership, American is greatly outperforms all other airliners: It takes off more quickly, proud to-be first in bringing you this new dimension in jets—this uses far less runway. than: the best of standard jets. Aboard it, you historic new era in air travel. 

AN AIRLINES *Service mark of American Airlines, Toc. a _— Amer ica’s leading Air line 
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Film Reviews 
eens Continued from page 7 

Br. Blood’s Coffin 

American arrow tip poison), fixes 
jt «o that he can transfer the heart 
ot a worthless person to the cerpse 
of sGmeune warthwhile, an ideal- 
ist.¢ notion that. of course is sheer 
lunacy in practice. For one-thing, 
écinchody has to die in the process, 
winch dees not forecast a healthy 
Ccstiny for said medicine man. For 
thother, there is no accounting tor 
the behavior of a resurrected 
acur-oid corpse, who has a right to 
be cenfused, and may even hate 
Gieturs, At anv rate. Moore. who. 

the: hes ono trouble befuddling 
Inost procrastinatory and = block- 
ho: Ged set of law enforcers extant, 
i:s.cHy ects his comeupnance at 
the dhands of his awn Fianken- 
Straman cadaver, Whese first re- 
bok aiter coming hack fo ihfe is 
“Tones, Lirda’ -what a memory! 

The stery is loaded woth inepn- 
siocmics and unaccountuble be- 
Kavita. Forchermore, it is uitesly 
du zy in Scientifie det: il and rather 
Sere cishly directed by Sidnie J. 
Fure. Fortunately, tnere is some 
Gciterous exterior Jensvork bv 
© ephen Dede and capable snccial 
ciicets by Leslie Bowie. Quherwise 
jit am: 
yet eecainst the med'cal s-arch for 
the means to immortality. 

Moore Lraves the cGramatic ab- 
surdity «s bist he can. H ozel Court 
is attractive as “Linda.” first wom- 

GQaaa 

#n ever involved in a triangle with ° 
a doctor and a corpse. Ian Hianter 
germs j'l-at-ease es the doc’s dad. 
and he can hardly be blemed. 

Tuhe. 

Fe Minciarr 
CiTALIAN-TOFALSCOPE-COLOR) 

Melodramatic fabrication 
based on the Greek nixthoicgi- 
cal monster. Uninsrired but 
exploitabfe. 

Ho:lywoed, April 27. 
Enited Artsts release of Giorgio 

Avhani Dmo Mordini-Rudolphe Solmsen 
preduction. Stars Gob Mathi:s, Ravenna 
Schiaffno. Tirected by Silvio Amadio.. 
Screenplay. S. Continenz:. G. BP. Ci Pe- 
Bort. Daniel Mainwaring: e.mera tTechni- 
eclor), Aldo Giordani: editor. Nella 

Carlo Rusti: neili: sound, Msrio Dal Pezzo; 
assistan: dsrecter, Sp-st-eo Con. ersi. 
Reviewed at Coldwsn *“’ dios, April 27, 
“tl. Running time, 96 MINS. 

Theseus wee Bob Mathias 
Phaedra tAriune) .... Rosanna Schiafiino 
Chresone . AlYberto Lupo. 
Demei1.us Rick Dattaglia 
Gerione Nico Pepe 
King Alines eee Curlo Tamerlani 
King Eeco Nerio Bernordi 
Gueen Pasiphae ....... . Tina Lotten i 
Nactor Lee enceeess Paul Muller 
SO rr Yiiana Crsecti 
Manto sn cece eeeeee Alberta Plebzni 
Amphitrite ........... Susanne Loret 

The Italian film industry, whieh 
for some time now has been re 
arranging history and legend to 
suit the specif‘cations of tire mod-; 
ern cinema. has done it acuin. In 
“The Minotaur.” a film insyired by 
the Greek mythological tale ot the | 
notoriovs half-m:n, hals-bull of 
Crete to whom periodic human 
sacrifices were made, the adartors 
have succeeded in szcrificing a 
potentiali~ fascinating screen topic 
to the melodramatic gods. 

White there is ample action, sex, 
suspense and generzl produetion 
know-how to satisfy those 
crave escape alone when they visit 
a filzn thectre. the United Art’sts 
release would be a disappoin’- ment 
for gnyone vao mecht expect a 
nevel treatment of the source 
material, Nevertheless. it has the 
expleitation \.lue to make a -wilt 
Rapression at the American box- 
office via the saturation methad. 

Only the skeleton of the lecend 
YOr.tns mm the S. Comtine eG, P. 
Caticgar.Deniel Mainwaring 
screenplay aid the acconmany ing 
rioductien persprctive Even the 
est .bbhsced .iiysica: appewm ance of 
the beast iteedt | heen Gnre- 
g:.de@. In ylece of the burl’s- 
he:.d-on-s-man’s-heds, the artisans 
have fashioned a Minotarr that is 
eH bach its eniv appareat buen on 
CharecPeriste beans thet -it stunds 
urdeht, 
hat no Minotaur. 

is 

Yor-e yet, the 
tle chacacter plavs caly a ménor’ 

4&4 tin the poowuction, appe ring } ! 
bat fer two or three minutes at the” 
Gives. Fie test af the story is a 
ran-ol-the-mill fabrocation., center. 
ihe en tae remantic and musevlar 
Beevers ct its lerencars nero, 
Thecus Bob Mathias. whe is 
crediicd with slaying the beast. 

Ex-Olompic’ decathlon champ 
M ocluas. through bis athletic repu- 
zon, biines more crcdibiify to 
tre € os Sfuscarlows  one- 
Win feais than would tae average 

eter Ss 

tmts ta tne best arstument : 

Nin- : 
ruzzi; art director, Piero Poletto: music, . 

who: 

IMs a fearsome. creciure, 

‘leading man. His actiag itself is 
-not nearly so impressive, but then 
.all performanees in this film are 
‘tarnished by the handicap of post- 
‘dubbing. Rosanna _ Schiaffino 
“manages a decent degree of con- 
‘trast in her portrayal of twin sis- 
"ters, one wicked, one sweet. Silvio 
‘Amadio’s direction fails to erase 
_a stiff, unnatural aura about the 
‘love scenes, but he has achieved 
-some gymnastic novelty in his 
choreography of. man-to-man com- 
bat, and Mathias follows through. 

_ admirably. . 7 

bled crafts are 
, fessional. iube. 
! 

‘The Fabulous World 
Of Jules Verne — 
(MYSTIMATION) 

| t 

i 
j 

Novel attempt to translate 
Verne to the screen that is 
astonishingly faithful to the 
author’s image and style. Com- 
bines live action and animated 
elements in an u:nusual proc- 
ess.dubbed Mystimation. Pic 
has arty. possibilities, but 
Levine-Warner has other dis- 
tribution ideas. 

i © pee ee ewe «oe 

Hollywood, April 19. 
Warner Bros. release cf Joseph 

Tevine Czechcoslov.kia 1mport. With Louis 
Tock, Ernest Navara, Mily Holl. Francis 
Sherr, Ven Kissling. Jane Zalata. -Di- 
rected by Karel Zeman. Screenplay, 
Zeman, Francis Gross. bused an novels 
by Jules Verne: camera. Georre Trrian. 
RB. S. Piccard. Antony Hova: zrt director, 
Zep Kopal: musie. Sydney Fox: ar ma- 

- tien, Ernest Marchand. Henry Liss. Eran- 
, tis Krimm. Reviewed et the studio, 
April 19. '61. Running time. 83 MINS. 

‘Sanon Tlart .. 12... 2... Louis Tock 
*Ieraf. Roch . .......... Ernest Navara 
Artigas Lat awecwceee: Milo Hall 
Psr-te Captain ... --- Frineis Sherr 
Serke ..........00 eseseee. Van Kissling 
Jana oo ee cece eee eee Jine Zalata 

Certainly the oddest and essen- 
tially the most artistically authen-. 
tic translation of the noted mid- 
19th century author's works to the 

“sereen, “The Fabulous World of 
Jules Verne” is a fascinating mo- 
tion picture from Czechoslovakia, 
one that merits particular obser- 
vation from members of the fiim 
industry in this country. _ 

Novel in style, offbeat in tech- 
nique and remarkably durable in 

_story content: it conveys the image 
.and flavor of Verne ta an aston- 
ishing degree by means of. com- 
i bined live action and animation. 
_through a mysterious but work- 

orem 

1. able process dubbed Mystimation. 
- Joseph Levine. presentation and 
; Warner Bros. release is ticketed 
:- for pairing tprobahly of a satura- 
‘tion nature) with “Bimbo the 
-Great” tsee adjoining review), but 
, actually it merits a more respect- 
‘able exhibitory fate. oO 

; Based on Verne’s yarn. “The 
; Deadly Invention.” which js re- 
,markably apropos in todzy's world. 
{the film, directed by Karel Zeman 
f}and adapted by him and Francis 
; Gross, preserves much. of the 
?snirit and fluent. flowery stvle of 
‘the author's prose. It coneerns 
_the eapture of a niuive scientific 
‘genius by a diakolic buccaneer 
and his gang for the purposes of 
utilizing the fermer’s knowledge 
of explosives ‘he is working on a 

- project roughly proportionate in 
1860 to the A-horh cf 1690) ‘to 
subdue and rule the warld, 

More than the story. it is. the eral Jevel ef the film’s arts and: 

cinematic style here thet captures: 

Contributions from the assem- , 

thoroughly - pro-: c-mera, Stephen Dede: editor. Antheny ‘ 

B. | 

ety of shading has been accom- 
plished.in those basic tones. © 

There is an introductory passage 
narrated by Hugh Downs. The act- 
ing is suitable and secondary. Post- 
idubbing hardly interferes. The 
[true stars ‘here. under Zeman’s 
‘aegis, are animators Ernest’. Mar- 
‘chand,. Henry Liss and Francis 
iKramm, artists Svd Ostrov and 
; Joseph Seman and. set designer 
Zep Kopal. — Tube. 

The Snake Woman 

Second-rate. supporting num- 
ber for a horror package. 

; Holtvoed April 26: 
United Artists relezse.cf George Fow- 

ler “ preductien: Stars’ John MeCarthy, 
Susan Travers. Directed by Sictnie 
Furie. Sereenplay. Orville Hawpten: 

. Grdbs: art director,:Jobn G. E:rl: music, 
; Buxton Orr: seund. H. C: Piersen: assist- 

at Goldwyn Studios, Apiil..25, 61. Run- 
ning time, 68 MINS. 

Charles Prentice Jehn McCarthy 
theris = .......-- Susan Travers . , : 

| Atheris porn lesisese. Gevcies Dunton from growing’ monotonous or hi- 
Di- Murton .+...+- sree grield Maile’ dicrous by acting of a hich order, 

[ Dro Addercan e020 vehn Cazabon : Mood-molding direction ‘John Gil- 
PPolly .. ...ceaeeee- Frances: Rennett: ling’s) and considereble photo- 
tS aunstaple teeseeee weed Jack punmneham | graphic ingenuity, notably: cam- 
‘Barkis ...scheeeeeerees, ©" el Tewenteraman Arthur Grant's device of 
Martha -scercseteens ees + Dorothy: Mrere ’ distorting the picture to renresent 

j Sheperd -eeeceeer sss uy meneaisen “i"B the eat's-eye-view. of the Gastard- 
Bringing up the rear of a United 

‘Artists shdck packtste is’ “The 
(Snake Woman,” which was fabri- 
teated by the same English pre- 
ducer-director team resronsible for 
“Dr.. Blood’s Coffin”. see adjacen' 

‘review), the lead ‘attraction in the 
| macabre doubleheader. Outside of 
‘production values, which favor the 
| Jatter, -the two features are atout 
on a par, equally unsound in dra- 
; matic. structure and caually. un- 
appealitig in horrer content. To- 

‘gether, they don't fisure to cause 
‘any prolonged commotion at the 
!poxoffice. - | a, 

According to Orville Hampton's 
screenplay for producer George 
Fowler, a doctor in. Northumber- 
land, England restores his lunatic 
wife’s sanify by “injecting her 
with shots of’ snake :venom,..thus. 
producing a cold-blouded female 
offspring who can. turn into a 
poisonous reptile at the bat of an 
eyelash. The snake babe matures, | 
plausibly .enough as horror pic-|- 

‘tures go,.into a most comely, at- 
tractive. woman who responds 
pleasantly to the message of a 
snake charmer's flute. converses in 
| the most articulate British tongue 
with any handsome young gentle- 
{man who-happens into the moors, 
ibut turns into a recular hellion 
when someone comes looking for 
trouble. Eventually she turns intu 
a snake once too often. . 

Hiss-trionically, Susan Travers 
never quite sinks her pretty fungs 
into the part of the sexy serpent, 

and thé whole. picture proceeds to 
fall apart when she breaks. her 
ominously icy silence to chat 
amiably with the man from Scot-. 
land Yard. a character played per- 
sonably by John MeCarthy. Sup- 
porting performances are dis- 

rr NS BD 
patched capably. a, 

’ Director Sidnie J. Furie, with 
the aid of art. director John G. 
Earl's gloomy settings. succeeds in: 
instilling an eerie n:ood. but mects 
j with little success in attempting to 
j,deal credibly with Hampton's 
filmsy fiction. At limes the inter- 
pretacion hovers about a step away 
{from Japsing into a‘parody of it- 
iself, which might have been a more 
sensible concept to Resin with. Gen- 

crafts is .addeauate outside of the 

ant directar. Dowl s Vivkea. Reviewed + 

| British-produced chiller about .a 
|-cantankerous tabby cat with the 
‘memory. of an elephant and the 
disposition of a wolnded panther 

i 

rounds out a twin-bill with fairly 
promising domestic chances. 
though decidedly the lesser of the 
Universal released pair, the Jon |. 
Penington production should. keep 
horror aficionados reasonably, if. 
not acutely, distracted and éx-|} 
pectant. 

No fewer than five persons suc- 
cumb to meow-mania in George 
Baxt’s catastrophic yarfn about a 
feline with an unusually purr-ni-. 
cious sense of vengeance. The 
puss swings into action following 
the murder of its heloved wealthy 
mistress by a group of greedy rel- 

, atives who subscribe to the theary; 
that where there's a will. especial- 
ly a sizeable one, there’s a way. 
But, one by ane, they: are vic- 
timized by tabby’s uncanny tabu- 
lations. 

degree of felinearitv. is prevented 

‘ly vendetta. There's not a por 
; performance in the film. and that 
! goes, as.well, for the cat. trained 
| for cinematic good bchavior by 
{John Holmes. From: top to bot- 
stom, sérious-minded. . persuasive 

| Morell, Barbara Shelley, - William 
Lueas, Freda Jackson, Conrad 
| Phillips,, Alan Wheatley, . Andrew 
Crawford, Catherone Lacev. Van- 
da Godsell and Richard Warner. 

dditionally helnful to the pro- ; 
uction are Don Mingaye’s art di- 

rection, Jock May's sound. John 
Pomeroy's editing and Mikis Theo-: 

| dorakis’ seore and orchestration. 
Tube. 

Rimho The Great 
(COLOR) 

Parade of big top cliches. 
Exploitation aspect of pic on 
circus’ life’ may help _b.o. 
chances somewhat.. 

tee 

Hollywood, April 19. 
Warner Bros. ‘release. ef Alexander 

many by Joseph E. 
{ Holm, Germaine Damar. Elma Karlowa. 
| Marina Orschel, Helmut. Schmidt. Paul 
| Hartmann. Lisa Gussack. Loni Heuser. 
j Directed by Hareld Philipp. Screenplay, 
Hans Raspotnik. Philipp. Erich Kroehnke: 
camera .(Eastman). Willy - Winterstein; 
music, Theo Mackeben. Klaus: Orger- 
mann, Reviewed at studio, April 19. ’61. 
Running time, 92 MINS, ; ; 

| Bimbo Tagore ....... 
; Lilo 22... eee eee foes 
| ¥vonne 
| Marianne oe 
Kovacs 

- Claus Holm 
Germaine Damar 

; .« Marina Orachel. 

j Williams . . a on Paul Hartmann 
Monica cane aeee Lisa. Gussack 
‘Circus Agent - .: Loni Heuser { 

Most of the cliches ‘of circus 

Great.” Were it not for its twin- 
billed’ association with another 
Joseph E. Levine import, the un- 
usual and possibly attention-get- 
ting “Fabulous World of Jules 
Verne” tsee adjoining review), 
“Bimbo” might. just have wound 
| UP- in theatrical: limbo. But. as it 
jis in the, market realities of gen- 
;eral saturation run, the inferior 
, of the two attractions is just liable 
;to get: the bigger exploitation 
“buildup. If s6. the essentially. in- 
icompatible. Warner Bros... pairing 
‘is likely to make a less than im- 
pressive boxoffice impression. — 

“Bimbo.” of German origin. is. 
the spectators imecination and ;editiag, which fails to convey, in the story of a. circus. performer 
rivets his attention. in syite of ‘the 
crude dramatic nature of the pro- 
ceedings. The film recreates some 
of the vigorous flaver of the sitent 
screen and of early “tstiie” ceri- 
as, an aura onhenced hy the pho- 
togrephic techniques of George 
Taran, B. S. Piccard aid Antheny 
Hera and hv Sydney Fex’s cn- 
chantingly differeat- sccre and 
sound effects through music. 

But it is the sets. the animation 
and the artwork in general that 
give this picture ite pecuiinr in- 

‘dividuality, its un que character. 
One experienecs the sense af. wit- 
nessing the ijlustrat’ons. that ac- 
company Verne’s ‘chs 
life. It is as if ony is leoking at 
the picture throuch a ofayer. or 
photographie filter, of pin-striped 
horizontal cand sone Cones verte 
call Hnes, conveying both # quality 
of fantasy and a character that is’. 
Verne. This atmosphere is sup- 
plemented by  pin-striped 
props and drawings, thus Hnking 
live action and animaiicn to a sin-, 

Happily. if is , gle pictorial theme 
a Llack-and ahite p “ture. in keep- 
ing with the pericd. A great Vasi- 

aome -to- 

cis, 

Visuelly convincing terms, the 
tran:formation of thé. woman into 
‘the snake and back acain, Tube. 

7 

The Shadow Of The Cat 
Adequate lowerherth horror 
item about a “catty"-cornered 
band of greedy British swin- 
dlers, 

Lo — Hothkweed, April 24. 
‘Universal’ reiease cf Jon Penineton 

praduction. Stars Andre Morcht. Parbara 
Shelley, Walltam | Bueas. treda Jackson, 
Conrad Phillips. Direcied LS John Gillings 
Screenplay. George Baxt. comera. Arthur 
Grant: editor, John Pomeroy: ert direc. 
tor, Don Mingaye: frusie: Vikas Theo- 
dorakis. sound... Jovk Alay: assistant di- 
rector, John Pevers) “eviewed at the 
studio, April 24. 1. Kanning time. 79 
MINS. 

, Walter Venable ...... Andre: Morell 
Beth Venable ........ PF: rtera Shellev 
Jacob wees Walham: Lueds 
Clara vecacee Freda. dackson 
Miehael Latimer ...... Cerrad: Phillips 
Inspector, Rowles ..... Albay Wheatley 
Andrew — eee An. rew Crewford 
Ella Venable .... ... > Cotherine Lacey 
‘Louise -...0... =... Venda Godscell 
Edgar - ....... Richard Warner 

_ Installed as 
; traction Opp: 

; "Curse of the 

:nwanion. at- 
» ner Films 

Were.ol,” this 

;tan elephant «trainer -and trapeze « 
% 
1 expert’ who loses his wife-partner 
}in what is interpreted as an acei- 
dent only by the characters in. 
the film. oe 
, Incorporated is the usual vari- 
ety of. Circus periorming *although 
somewhat Jess than usualy, the 

_inevitable circus fire and a few 
limber, but irrelevant: dance nums- 
bers. The entire elfert.is weighted. 
down by predictahility “af story 

‘and a case of elephantiasis of pace. 
i Fortunately, there are some 
. strikingly lovely leading ladies “in 
the film although, alas. the love- 

_liest «Marina Orachel) is the -ill- 
“fated wife, who departs tor-a bet- 
,ter world no more then. 1U-minutes . 
‘into the action. Most ‘of the acting 
,is adequate, with Clizus “Holm 
‘(Bimbo), Germaine Damar. Elma 
Karlowa, Helmut Schmidt. Pail 
Hartmann and young: Lisa Gussack. 

: prominent. - : 
|, The Alexander Gruter produc- 
i 
iis: lensed in. Eastman Celor -and 
' post-dubbed. It is artistically. pho-- 
-Aographically and tethnically vom- 
: petent. 

Al- 

+ Paul Smith; sound, 

The film, in spite of its distorted 

portrayals are delivered: by- Andre‘. 

4 

Gruter production timported from Ger- | 

Levin’). With Claus ‘ screen, the film labors, not because 

: passages. 

fife. have crept into “Bimbo The ! 

“parent ~ they've 
There's both fun and heart in these 
. long-ov 

tion, directed by Harold -Phitipp, 

Tiibe. 
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The Parent Trap. 
“ (COLOR) © 

Hayley Mills-Disney combo, 
Young star, playing: twin sis-. 
ters, carries the picture, which 
needs some. carrying. Oyer- 
long and sticky in parts, but: 
plenty of .gacd comedy ‘within.. 
‘B.O. potential. po 

. Hollywood, April 28, 
Buena Vista :release' of Walt Disney 

' production. Stars Hasley Mills." Maureen - 
‘O'Hara, Briin- Keith; features: Charlie — 
| Ruggles, Una Merkel, Leo G.° Carron, 
; Joanna. Barnes; with Cathleen Nesbitt, 
Ruth _AcDevitt, Crahan Denton, Linda. 
Watkins, Nancy Kulp, Frank De Vol. (No 

! character n-me credits given. Directed hy 
,Divid Swift. Sereenplay. Swift... b. sed. 
ron bock. Ly F.ich Kastner: camera 
, {Technieclo), Lucien Bzllard: — editcr, 
’ Philip W. Andersen; ar, directors, Cire - 

Clark. Robert) Clatwoithy: music, 
Deen Themis. . + 

Js stent rector, ivin Volkman. Reviewed: 
at Academy Awirds Theatre. Apri. 28, 
‘61. Running time, -129 MINS. oe 

t rell 

1 Thanks to- Ilayley Mills, “The 
_Parent Trap”: is. a winner. This 
' remarkably gifted young British . 

‘actress, whose work in “Pollyanna” 
earned her a special. Academy 
Award, ilustrates anew that she-is~ 
the. number .one child. talent in 
films teday .and ‘clearly indicates 

that mere. adulthood is not .going.to. 
-euctail her. blossoming eureer, ‘as it 
‘has mary other top Juxenile stars. 
‘in-the past. H’'s.a fortunate thing. 
for the ‘picture ‘that she's in’ it,? 
because’. the -picture. needs her. as. 
‘much as Amos needed Andy. 

The -combination of Miss Mills. 
and “Walt Disney. Presents’: is 

_foing. to be a mighty ‘one cn the 
‘nation’s marquees. -Parents and 
‘children-alike and galore are going 
to fall into. “The Parcnt Trap.’ 

“David Swift. whose writing, :di- 
-rection. and appreciation -of . hig 
‘young. star’s ‘nitural histrionic. re- 
sources - contributed -so much (to 
“Pollyanna.” has repeated |: the 
three-ply cffort' on this: excursion, 
With ‘similar’ success. Swift's’ 
screenplay, based on Erich Kast- 
ner’s.. book, “Das ‘doppelte Lott-. 
chen,” describes the..nimble-witied.... 
méthod. by. which ‘identical tuin 

.|sisters 'both played by. Miss Mills) 
succeed in . reuniting - their. ¢s- 
tranged. parents after .a 14-year 
separation during whieh the sisters 

: Were paited, iinbeknownst to them, 
in opposite. parental camps: ~ 

When ‘Aliss: Mills is not:on the 

-af any lack of comic savvy on the 
.part of other members of the cast, 
;but because: the yarn is absolutely.:- 
predictable from the. outset and 
‘stretches -itself .interminably in 
the romantic passages, particularly 
in the final third of the picture 

Elma Karlowa' during which the youthful star, for: 
hel. the most part, is spared key par- Helmut Schmidt | ticipation ‘in. ‘some pretty sticky: 

Much of the humor is’ of. the: 
Slapstick, practical’ joke ‘variety, 
an approach that will-have young- 
er audiences in stitches: ‘and adults 
.plenty amused. But. the best. part 
-of the story occurs in: the midsec-. 
.Uion, when the two sisters swap 
identities . ta meet: the. respective. 

never known. 

) erdue rendezvous. _ 

Miss Mills is astonishingly. nat- 
ural, yet creatively. sa. She seems 
to have'.an instinctive sense’ of 
;comedy and. an uneanny ability to. 
react in just the right manner. Her 
-contribution ‘to the :picture ‘is: vir- 
tually infinite... Overshadowed, but 
outstanding in ‘his: own right is 
Brian Keith: as tlhe father, Already 
a respected dramatic actor, he. re- 
veals a bright flair -for. humorous. 
roles. Maureet O'Hara's durable 
beauty makes the. mother: an ‘¢x-: 
tremely attractive character. Solid’. 
featured work is chipped in by 
Charlie Ruggles, Una Merkel. Leo 
G. Carroll and Jounna Barnes, and 
‘there are a. number of. excellent 
character performances in-support. ' 

Sizeable assists ‘are fashioned hy. 
cameraman Lucien Ballard, special. 
Photograpie effects expert’ Ub 
‘Iwerks, art directors Carroll Clark 
and. Robert Clatworthy and ¢am-. 
poser Paul Smith. ‘The 129-minute 
film certainly would. benefit from 
some judicious - snipping. : Other-. 
wise, Philip W. Anderson's: editing: 
is sound: -There are three songs hy 
‘Richard’ M. and: Robert: B. Sher-. 
man, largely in’a kind = of scmi, 
latter day r.’n’ r.vein, and fairly 
infectious. ae 

“The title ditty-might just: cateh 
on, and “Let’s..Get Together” 
would: have been. a food seller.a 
few. years hack. when (a. rockin’ 
jump beat and _.a. casually. wailed 
“yay. Vvay..say’ phrase were just 
about enough to insure pop suc-. 

icess.. "4 Tube, 
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“BEAUTY AND THE BEAST” 
(Edward Small Harvard Film Corp.) 
Prod:—Robert E. Kent 
Dir.—Edward L. Cahn 
‘Joyce Taylor, Mark Damon, Eduard 

ranz, Michael Pate, Merry Anders, 
Dayton Lummis, Walter Burke — 

| (Started ‘April 10) 

Hollywood Production Pulse 
“POCKETFUL OF MIRACLES” 

| Jack Mullaney, Jack Weston, William (Franton Prod. 
ALLIED ARTISTS t Lanteau Prod.-Dir.— Frank Capra 

(Started March 20) Glenn Ford, Bette Davis. Here hes: 

. ; “A THUNDER OF DRUMS” akie. Edward. Everett Hoste 
Starts, This Year........:..2 
This Date, Last Year.......1 

Oakie, Edward FEverett . Horton, 
Breer sobert pinders Mickey Shaughnessy, Sheldon Leon- 
Richard Boone, George Hamilton, Luana (Stove, eer it 20)" Ann Margaret 

Patten, Arthur O'Connell, Charles}, "2 PY. 
Bronson, Duane Eddy, James Douglas, ; x-15" 
Dick Chamberlain, Irene Tedrow,; (Essex Production) 
Tammy Marthugh, Casey Tibbs, Slim 
Pickens, Clem Harvey 

(Started April 3). 

PARAMOUNT 
Starts, This Year........+. 
This Date, Last Year...... 

Sanicola, Tony Lazzarino 
Dir.—Richard Donner. 
Charles Bronson, 
Gregory, -Lisabeth 

AMERICAN INT'L 
Starts; This Year...........3 . Hush,’ - 

| This Date, Last Year.......2 +4: 
David 

McLean... Mary Tyler Moore, Patricia 
Owens, Rajph Taeger, Ken Fobey 

(Started April 24) 

‘SIQOURNEY TO THE SEVENTH PLANET” . 
@Ghooting in Copenhagen) 

Prod.-Dir.—Sidney ink 
Jabn Agar. Gretz Thyssen, 

Smyrner, Cal Ottosen 
(Started Jan. 24) 

“ATLANTIC ATTACK” 
(Amenecan Internaticnal) 
(hooting in Spain) 

| UNIVERSAL 
Starts, This Year.......:. 4 
This Date, Last Year...... 5 

Anne 

“DEADLOCK” 
Prods.—Edmond O’Brien. Stanley Frazen ; 
Assoc. Prod.—Sam Waxman 
Dir.—Edmond O’Brien 
Jeffrey I Hunter, David Janssen, Stella j 

Vv; Piods. — Richard Bernstein, Gustaf “LOVER, COME BACK” . 
Unger * | «started Feb. 20) (ULT Picts-Nob Hill-Arwin), 

Dir.—Charles Haas '“BLUE HAWAII” Prods.—Robert Arthur, ‘Stanley Sha 
Broderick Crawford 
(Started Feb. 15) 

COLUMBIA 
| Starts, This Year.......... 9 

| This Date, Last Year.......5 

‘(Hal Wallis Prod.) 
Prod.—Hal Wallis 
Dir.—Norman Taurog ; . 
Elvis Presley, Joan Blackman, Angela 

Lansbury, Nancy Walters, Roland. 
Winters, John Archer, Howard Me- 
Near, Darlene Thompkins, Jenny Max- 
well, Christian Kay, Pamela Akert.. 
Frank Atienza. Jose DeVarga, Ralph | 
Hanalie, Lani Kal 

Started March 27) 

“TOO LATE BLUES” 
Piod.-Dir.—John “Cassavetés 
Bobby Darin, Stella Stevens, Seymour 

Cassel, Cliff Carne]), Vincent Ed- 
wards, Nick Dennis, Everett Cham-, 
bers, Bill Stafford, Richard, Chambers, 
Rupert Crosse, J. Allen Hopkins 

(Started March 27) 

20th CENTURY-FOX 

Piro, Martin Melcher 
Dir.—Delbert. Mann. , 
Rock Hudson, Doris Day, Tony: Randall, 

Edie Adams. Jack Oakie. Jack Kru- 

(Started van. 5) 

“ELOWER DRUM SONG” 
(Ross Hunter Production) 

. Prod.—Ross..Hunter 
Dir.—-Henry Koster 
Nancy -Kwan,. James Shigeta, Miyoshi 

Umeki, Juanita Hall, Benson Fong. 
Robert. rings Patrick Adia:te, Victor 

n Yun 
Started March 20) 

“CAPE FEAR” 
(Melville Prod.) 
Prod.—Sy Bartlett 
Dir.—J. Lee Thompson 
Gregory Peck, Robert Mitchum. Polly 

Bergen, Lori Martin. Martin Balsam, 
Jack Kruschen, Telly Savalas, Barrie 
Chase 

(Started April 6) 

“WARNER BROS. 
Starts, This Year...........7 
This. Date, Last Year... coors B 

-"“THE HELLIONS” 
drving Allen, Ltd.) 
hooting in S. Africa) 
Prod.—Harold Huth 
Dir—Kenneth Ann«kin 
Richard Todd, Liore! 

Aubrey, James Booth 
«Started Feb. 15) 

“TWO ENEMYS” 
@ino de Laurentils Prods.) 
Shooting in Israel) 
Prod.—Dino de Laurentiis 
Dir.—Guy Familton 
David Niven. Albeito Surdi 
(Started March 1) 

“UNDERWATER CITY” 
Qeptune Prods.) 
Prod.—Alex Gordon 
Dir.—Frank McDonald 
William Lundigan. -ulie Adams, Roy 

Roberts, Carl Benion Reid. Chet 
Douglas, Kathy Norris. Paul Dubov, 
Ed Mallory 

(Started March 7) 

#WEVERYTHING’S DUCKY” 
Prod.—Red Doff 
Dir.—Don Taylor 
Mickey Rooney. Buddy Hackett, Joanie 

Summers, Roland Winters, Gene 
Blakely, Elizabeth MacRae, Jackie 
Cooper 

{Started March 17) 

“SARDONICUS” 

Jeffries, Anne 

Starts, This Year'.........13 
This Date, Last Year........7 

“MARINES, LET’S GO” : 
(Shooting in Japan) ‘ 

Prod.-Dir. ” -Reoul Walsh 
David WHedison, Tom Tryon. Linda 

Hutchins, David Brandon. Bill) Leeka,: 
Barbara Stuart, Tom Reese. Adaree! --yHe ROMAN SPRING OF MRS. STONE” 
Evans, Steve Baylor, Roy Jensen, ' (Shooting in London). - 
Yince williams, Peter Miller, Hideo !. od.—Louis de Rochemont 

eee oe Quintero ; 
(Started 3 Feb. 13) Vivien. Leigh, Warren Beatty, Lottie 

“THE HUSTLER” nya, Corale Brown, Jeremy Spen-- 
(Rossen Ent.) ser. Jill St. J 

! (Shooting in N.Y.) (Started Dec. 
Dir.—Robert Rossen i“THE MARAUDERS” 
Paul Newman, Jackie Gleason. Piper (United States Prod.) 

Laurie, Myron McCormick, George C. 

CWilliam Castle Prods.) 

‘(Shooting in Philippines) 
Scott 

Prod.-Dir._William Castle (Started March 6) 
Prod.—Milton Sperling 
Dir.—Samuel Fu 

@acar Homolka. Ronald Lewis. Audrey! “THE TWO LITTLE BEARS” Jeff Chandler. Ty Hardin. wil Hutchins, 
. Peter Brown, Andrew Duggan Dalton, Guy Rolfe, Vladimir Sokoloff, (agp d.—George W. George (Started Feb. 31) 

(Started March 28) Dir.—Randall F. Hood A MAJORITY OF ONE”. 
Eddie Albert. Jane Wyatt. Brenda Lee. 

Soupy Sales, Jimmy Boyd. Donny | 
Carter, Butch Patrick, Nancy Kulp, 
Theodore Marcuse, James Maloney, 
Milton Parsons, Emory Parnell, Jock 
Finch, Opal Euard, Dick Alden, Jack: 

Anthony Quinn. Silvana Mangano. Jack Sees charlene Brooks 
Palance. Vittorio Gassman, Ernest S oTHE INNOCENTS” 

es ti > Fowien® alentina Cortese Douglas | ? (Achilles Film Prod.) 

(Started” April 4) Prod.—Jack Clayton 

“A WALK ON THE WILD SIDE” 
Dir.—Jack Clayton . 

G@amous Artists Prous.) Deborah Kerr, Megs Jenkins, 

Ghooting in New Orleans) 
Stephens, Pamela Franklin 

Prod.—Charles K. Feldman 
(Started Feb. 6 

Dir.— Edward Dymtryk “20,000 EYES” 
Laurence Harvey, Capucine. Anne Bax- ‘APD 

ter, Jane Fonds, Batbzra Stanwick, | Prod—Jack_Leewood 
Juanita Moore, Todd Armstiong. Karl, Dir.—Jack Leewood 
Swenson, Crahan Denton, Willard: Gene Nelson, Merry Andere, 
Waterman. Ted Jacques 

t 

Brow | 
(Started April 11) (Started March 16) q 

Q@add Enterprises. Inc: (APD | 
Prod.—Williara Bloom 
Dir.—Philip Leacock 
Alan Ladd, Rod Steiger. Michael Cal-: 

Jan, Dolores Dein. Jeanne Cooper, 
Arnold Merritt. Chiis Rebinson, Mark 
Slade, Henry Beckman, Bernie Ham- 
ilten, Clegg Hoyt 

«(Started April 25) 

“SAIL A CROOKED sHIP” 
@hilip Barry Productions) 

Prod.—Phillp Barry jr. 

Prod.-Dir.—Mervyn LeRoy | 
Rosalind Russell, Alec Guiness, Ray 

Danton. Madlyn Rhue, Mac Questel 
(Starfed March 30) 

-“THE MUSIC MAN” 
Prod.-Dir.—Morton DaCosta’ - 
Robert Preston, Shirley Jones. 

“BARABBAS” 
@ino De Laurentiis 

Prods.) 
Ghooting in Italy) 
Prod.—Dino De Laurentiis 
Dir.—Richard Fleischer 

Cinematografica 

Her- 

Ford, Tommy. Everett, Susan Luckey, 
Ronny Howard 

(Started. ‘April 3) 

: “LAD: A DOG” 
Prod.—-Max. J. Rosenberg 
Dir —Aram Avakian . 

- Peggy McCay, Peter Breck, Carroll 
O’Connor, Angela. Cartwright, Lad 

(Started April 13) . 

INDEPENDEN T 

Martin 

James — 

Starts, This Year.........18: 
This. Date, Last Year,..... 6 °rod.—Maury Dexter 

Dir.—Maury Dexter 
Gene Nelson. Kent Taylor. Josepha 

Barnes, Jerry Summers, Russ Bender, : 
(Started April 17) 

“A STAR IN THE WEST” — 
Prod.—Jack Cummings 
Dir.—Vincent Sherman - : | Katina Paxinou — 
Debbie Rey holds, Steve, Forrest. Ken (Started March 27) . 

ott, Andy Griffith, ebma itter, | i 
Evadne Baker. Isabel Elsom | Shooting in Maariay " 

:“THE IMMIGRANT” 
(Little Immigrant. Prods., Ine.) 
(Shooting in Sparta) 

Prods.—L. Berger & N. Peter Dee 
Dir.—N. .Peter Dee 

Dir.—Irving Brecher | (Started April 17) Prods.—J. Saiz, Rodolpho Medina 
Robert Wagner. Dolores Hart. Caro- “BACHELOR FLAT” Dir.—Fernande Lamas’ 

lyn Jones, Frankie Avalon. Ernie Prod.—Jack Cummings: Fernando Lamas, Esther - Williams, 
Dir.—Frank Tashlin 
Richard Beymer, Tuesday Weld, Terry- 

Kovacs, Frank Gorshin, Jesse White, ; Josefina Sérratosa, 
(Started . April -3) 

gtarvey Lembeck Th Celeste Holm. Carol Chri t rte Apiil 28) | omas, eleste olm, aro ris- “THE DEADLY CHAMPIONS” 

fensen, Maggi Brown, Ann (Carousel Prods. for Pathe-America) 

WALT DISNEY 
Prod.—Charles FitzSimons 
Dir.—Sam - Peckinpah 
Maureen O'Hara, Brian Kelth, 

Cochran, Chill Wills 
“THE PHANTOM PLANET” 

‘(Four Crawn Prods.) 
(Shooting at Producers Studio) 
Prod.—Fred Gebhardt 

| Dir.—Bjill Marshall 

(Started April 19) 

“VANISHING FRONTIER” 
(Shooting in Apache Junction, Ariz.) 
Prod.—Leonard A. Schwartz 
Dir.—John Bushelman .. 
Kent Taylor, Jody McCrea, Jack 

Nicholson, Diana Darrin, Robert? 
Sampson. Gary Snead, Don Orlando 

| Starts, This Yeor...........7 
This Date, Last Year...... @ 

“BABES IN TOYLAND” | 
Prod.—Walt Disney (Started April 24) Dean Fredericks, Coleen Gray, Tony 
pir ack Donohue Sands. Ea W ' Dexter, Dolores Faith: Hrancis x x. 

ay Bolger, Tommu Sands. ynu, . . 1 ushiman, arvis, Ic: aynes, 
Amnette Funicello. Ienry Calvin, UNITED ARTISTS ‘Earl . McDaniel, Michael Marshall, 
Gene Sheldon. Tomms Kirk, Mary St This Y 9 Richard Weber, Jahn Herrin, Tamy 
eCarthy, Kevin Cecoran,. Brian COr.. ccc eee # arts, [his ; (Started April 10) Cocoran, Ann Jilliann, Melanie and - 

Marilee Arnold 
(Started Maich 13) 

METRO 
Starts, This Year......... 

This Date, Last Year.......7 l*THE VALIANT” 
; (Shooting in Italy & London) 

Prod.—Joho Pennington | 
Dir.—Roy Baker “JUDGMENT AT NUREMBERG” 

‘(Stanley Kramer Prods.) 
1 (For UA_Release) 
: Prod.-Dir.—Stanley Kramer 

Spencer Tracy. Burt Lancaster, Richard i 
Widmark.: Marlene . Dietrich, Maximil- 
Jian Schell, Judy Garland, Montgom- 
ery Clitt. William Shatner, Alan 
Baxter, Joseph 

(Started April 17) 

“GUNS, GAGS AND GALS” 
Exec, Prod.—John. Shay 
Dir.—Jay Sheridan 
Billy Holms. Claire . Brennen, 

Dennis, Brad. Logan 

4 

This Date, Lest Year........2 

Bernard, Ray Teal, 
een prod.) Hans Conried. John Weugraf, Page (Started April 17) 

U Brandt, Werner éperel, orben 

Prod al Manone eingarten Meyer, Kenneth MacKenrna, Ed Binns 

fusan Hayward. Dezn Martin, Ralpn| ‘Startd Feb. 22) 
eeker, Wilfrid Hide White, Martin [ “JESSICA” |. . 
alsam, Frank Maawell (Pino Corp.) 

(Shooting Fa Siclly) 
Prod.—Jean Negulesco 
Dir.—Jean Negulesco : 
Maurice Chevalier. Angie Dickinson. 

Agnes Moorehead, Danielle DeMets 
(Staxted March 13) 

“GERONIMO” 
(Levy-Gardner-Laven Prod.}. 
Prods.—Jules Levy, Arthur Gardner 
Dir.—Arnold Laven . 
Chuck Conners, Kamala Devi. Ross Mar- 

tin. Pat Conway, Adam West. Enid. 
Jaynes, Lawrence Dobkin, Armando ! 
Silvestre, John Anderson, Mario 
Navarro, Denver Pyle 

(Started April 6) 

€daiarted Jan. 9) 

“A MATTER OF WHO” 
cW ater Shensoa-Milton Holmes Prod.) 
¢«Strooting m London) 
Prods.—Walter Shenson, Milton Holmes 
Dir.—Don Chaffey ; 
Terry-Thomas, Sonja Ziemann, Alex 

col 
(Started March 2) 

“THE HONEYMOON MACHINE” 
«Avon Prods.) 
Prod.—Lawrence Weingarten 
Dir.—Richard Thorpe ot 
Steve McQueen, Brigid Bazlen, Jim 

Button, Paula Prentiss, Dean Jagger | 

ANGLO AMALG 
Starts, This Year.....6..5 7 
This Date, Last Year. ey 2 

: “RAISING THE WIND” 
(Peter Rogers Prod.) - 
Prod.—Peter Rogers 
‘Dir.—Gerald Thomas 

lips, Paul Massie, 

Exec. Prods.—Howard W. Koch, Henry 

srad Dexter, James |. 

schen, Ann B. Davis, Ward Ramsey | 

mione Gingold. Buddy Hackett. Paul | (rving Allen, Jamie Uys Productions) 

Felix Fernandez 

| (Walt Disney: Prod.) 

_ Steve 

John Mills, Ettore Manni, Rik. Battagila 

John | 

James Robertson Justice, Leslie Phil- 
Sicney James, 

Kenneth Williams. Eric Barker, Liz! 
snare Jennifer Wayne | 1 ' 

r mansolor s' 
Pinewood : 

“SHE'LL MAVE TO GO” 
(Asher Brothers Prod.) 
‘Prod.—Jack Asher 
Dir.—Bob Asher. 
Bob Monkhouse, Alfred Marks, Hattie. 
Jacques, Peter Butterworth, Denis. 
‘Lotis Anna Karina . 

(Started April 1I7 at. MGM Studios, 
' Boreham Wood) 

“ON THE FIDDLE” 
@enjamin Fisz Prod.) 
Prod.—Benjamin Fissz 
Dir.—Cyri] Frankel . 
Cecil Parker, Kathleen Harrison, ‘Eric 
‘Barker, Stanley Holloway, Alfred 

REGALINTL 
Starts, This Year. ..ccccceecd 

This Date, last Year. ...0+.2 

WHAT A CARVE uP” ‘originally, Wied 
. “One Exching Night’) . 
Wew World Pictures). 
Prod.— Monty Berman 

: Baker : 
Dir.—Pat Jackson 
Kenneth Connor, Sianey dames,: Shir. 

ley Eaton, Dennis ‘Price... 
(Started Arpil 4 at “Twickenham 

“JUNGLE STREET” 
(Theatrecraft Prod.). 
Prod.—Guido Coen 
Dir.—Charles Saunders. . . 
David McCallum, Kenneth Cope, Jill 

Ireland, Brian White,. Vanda Hudson, 
Meitr Tzelniker 

(Started January. 36 at Twickenham. 

ana Ropert 

Lynch, Shean Connery 
(Started April 4 at Shepperton) 

BRITANNIA 
Off the floor: March 2 

‘20TH-FOX 

Starts, This Year......... 7° 
This Date, Last Year...... 2}! 

“THE DEVIL’S DAFFODIL” 
(Omnia Pictures Lid. Distribution in U.K. ; Starts,. This. Yeor.... aees we <7. 

through British Lion). 
Prods-—Steven Pallos. and’ Donald | ‘This Date, Last Year... ae | 

aylor } . 

Dir—Akos. Rathony 
Christopher: Lee, Marius Goring, Albert 

Lieven, William cas, Penelope 
Horner, Bettine le Beau, Dawn Beret 

(Started March 20 at Shepperton. Due: 
off the floor: April 28 

BRITISH LION: 
Starts, This Year.........4, 

|. This-Date; Last Year.....¢ 

“THE INNOCENTS” 
(Archiles Film) 
Prod.—Jzack Clayton 
Dir.—Jack Clayton. 5 
Deborah. Kerr, Megs Jenkins 
“(Started Feb. 6 at Shepperton) 

INDEPENDENT 

“LOLITA” 
(AA. Prodns.) 
Prod.—James B. Harris. 
Dir.—Stanley Kubrick 
James Mason, Shelley. Winters, Peter: 

Sellers,. Sue Lyon - a 
(Started Nov. 28 at ABPC Stuvios, 

Elstree.. OfF the floor: March 3]) 

Cleo’ by Plutarch 
i=——— Continued from pase 5 maw. 

“THAT UNCERTAIN. FEELING” 
(Bale Productions Ltd.) 
.Prod.—Sidney Gilliatt and Leslie Gilliatt 
Dir.—Sidney Gilliatt 
Peter Sellers, Mai Zetterling, Virginia 

Maskell, Kenneth Griffit 
(Started April 3 on Tonation in Swan- 
weaz later at Shepperton) j 

BRYANSTON 
Starts, This Year......... 1 

This Date, Last Year...... 7.4 I. ; ; 
'stop worrying about them. This is 
an international business and the 

tsooner. the. ‘industry realizes this 
the better off everybody will: he.” 

Mankiewicz’ hasn't made pic here 
in five. years, since “Guys and 
Dolls” for Sam Goldwyn., He thinks 
technical operations in Hollywood. 
can’t be beat in any part of world, 
but insists Turkey is not another 
planet. With quick transportation 
these days, there’s no valid reason 
for not shooting pix in. natural 
habitats. 

‘As for Liz Taylor, both: producer 
and. director think she’s. tops, 

Prod.—Michael Carreras |There’s na other actress who can 
Dir—Quentin Lawrence rell, Richara | sub for her. the agreed. No matter 
eter Cushing, Andre Morell, Richard | how long. it takes for her to get 
Norman Bat Loe Daine Tongs well to enact role, they're resigned 

(Started April 4 at Bray) to waiting. They'll’ shoot: around 
“THE HELLIONS* her, if they have to. “She is Cleo- 

patra, the only one who can play 
the part,” as Mankiewicz put it. — 

“Everywhere I went in Egypt I 
found complete cooperation from 
the government. Opposition in the 
press quickly died down ‘and they 
began to look. forward to Miss Tay- 
lor’s coming to Cairo,” ‘director 
revealed. 

_ As for Shakespeare and Mankie- 
wiez, the director . made “Julius 
Caesar” for Metra under Dore 
Schary's regime. It was a subject 

Robin —or experience—he didn't want to 
discuss—and didn’t. 

"hh TASTE OF HONEY” 
(Woodfall Production. 

Bryanston- British Lion) 
Prod.—Tony Richardson 
Dir.—Tony Richardson 
Rita Tushingham, Dorz Bryan, Robert 

Stephens, Murray Melyin, Paul Dan-: 
guzh 

(Started March 14 on Iocation in Man- 
chester and London 

COLUMBIA 

Distribution: 

Starts, This Year...........3 
This Date, Last Year.......4 

“THE GOLD INSIDE” 
(Hammer Films) 

Prod.—Harold Huth 
Dir.—Ken Annakin 
Richard Todd, Anne Aubrey, James 

Booth, Lionel Jeffries. Marty Wilde 
(Started Feb. 15 in South Africa, Off 

the fioor: April 20) © 

‘DANZIGER 
Starts, This Year...........1 
This Date, Last Year......8. 

| “THREE SPARE WIVES” 
Prod.—Edward, and Harry. Danziger 
Dir.—-Ernest Morris 
Susan Stephen, John Hewer, 

Hunter 
(Started April 17 New Elstree Studics. 
Distribution not fixed) 

DISNEY 
Starts, This Year. ooo eoreoen i 

This Date, Last Year... osees 2 

Jack Lemmon 
_—— Continued from page 3 — 

ee yh: 
edy not yet written, which he may 
do. Tony Curtis this partner in 
“Some: Like It Hot.” his biggest 

+ grosser so far, estimated at $15,- 
a 000,000) has come up with another’ 

idea to do together, which he’s 
considering. 

He’s done 14 pix in seven years 
‘and only: thing he's afraid of; he’ 

|| observed,- sizing up future, is “Fl 
be a character actor; tod old to — 
play leads in al] the- offers that 
have beén:made te me.” 

Lemmon has no desire to be ace -- 
tive as producer in own company. 
His fathes Lemmon‘ Sr., handles 
his financial affairs. 

French & MPEA 
. mmmes Continued from page. 5 — 

"THE PRINCE AND THE PAUPER” 

Associate Prod -——Hugh Attwooll | 
Dir.—Don Chafney 
Guy Williams, Jane Asher, 

Houston, Laurence Naismith 
(Started April 17 at Shepperton) 

‘METRO 
Starts, This Year......... 4 
This Date, Last Year.......1 

: Donal 

“POSTMAN’S KNOCK” 
Prod.—Ronald Kinnoch. 
Dir.—Robert Lynn — 
Spike Milligan 
‘(Starting May 1 at MGM Studios, Bore- 
-ham Wood) 

“LIGHT IN THE PIAZZA”. 
Prod.—Arthur Freed 
Dir.—Guy Green 
Olivia de. Havilland, Rossano Brazzil, 

Yvette Mimieux, George Hamillon — 
(Starting May 7 on Jocation tn Flor- 

ence and Rome; later at MGM Stu- 
dios, Boreham Wood) 

RANK 
Starts, This Year...........3. 
This Date, Last Year.......7 

and in quality this year, and it is. 
felt. that at last unusual, fest-type 
‘pix are being. sent, Besides the 
strong American array, Italy comes: 
in with four entries, all in com- 
| petition, and Russia with two and 
France -with. two. Fest director’ 
Robert Favre Le Bret. has .made 

‘it clear that besides the one official 
ientry from each country the fest 
‘will invite .as.many from individual 

‘countries as: are thought fitting.. 
There: is no question of logrolling 
but one of needed offbeat pix for 
fest’ tastes. The commercial . can 
ibe arty, too, itis felt. — 

“NO, MY DARLING DAUGHTER”. 
.Pred.—Betty Box 
Dir.—Ralph Thomas 

_ Michael Redgrave. Michael Craig. Roger 
‘Livesey, Jullet Mills, Rad Fulton 

(Started March 13 at Pinewood) 

“WHISTLE ODOWN THE WIND” 
(Beaver Films) 

Prod.—Richard Attenborough 
Dir.—Bryan. Forbes 

- Hayley Mills, Alan Bates. Bernard Lee 
(Started Feb. 13 at Pinewood. Due. off 

the floor: April 26) 



_ Wednesday, May 3, 1961 | PARIET: 

The Company that gave you 

“The Lovers” 
! 400 Blows’’ 

op ate| 

“Hiroshima, Mon Amour’”’ 

NOW PRESENTS 

“The Cow and |” 
Nyicladlilemmslaatelate (=) 

“The Green Mare” 
Niieldalalem=telllaval 

ones, 

“Follow a Star” 
Starring Norman Wisdom 

Zenith International Film Corp. 
1501 Broadway - New York 36, N.Y. é 
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Youngstein Diverts Film Importers 
With Sarcastic Jabs at MPAA 

By VINCENT CANBY 

Max E. .Youngstein would like 

4o know why “Butterfield 8” 

should get a Production Code seal 

of approval while the imported 

“Never On Sunday” does not. Per- 

haps, he thinks, it’s because the 

nympho heroine of “Butterfield 8” 

accidentiy drives off a cliff at the 
end, while the “Sunday” prostie 
simply goes on her merry, harm- 
Jess way. 

The United Artists veep last 
Thursday (27) spotlighted these 
alleged inconsistencies in a hard- 
hitting, shirtsleeves _ (literally) 
speech in New York before the In- 
dependent Film Importers & Dis- 
tributors of America. Véep was.in 
top form as he blasted the Motion 
Pieture Assn. of America t“it’s 
been dead for a very long time’) 
and the Legion of Decency whose 
“arbitrary position” on UA’s 
“Moon Is Blue” ‘a condemnation) 
contributed to that $400,000 pic 
doing about $4.000.000 distribu- 
tor’s rental worldwide. 

He alsa blasted. other major 
U. S. distribs (excepting Columbia, 
with its Kingsley International 
tieup, and UA with its Lopert tie- 
up) for ignoring the possibilities 
of foreign pix in U. S. market, 
and said that most exhibs (‘‘exhibi- 
tors are almost as close to me as 
the MPAA”) have “contributed to 
the present product shortage” 
either by refusing to play quality 
foreign pix, or, when they do, by 
not promoting them sufficiently. 

180 Hear Him 

Youngstein appearance at what 
Js described _as the first annual 
IFIDA luncheon drew a capacity 
erawd of about 180 industryites. 
Emphasizing that he was speaking 
his own mind and not officially 
as a UA exec, Youngstein told the 
importers that “you guys are 
freightening the hell out of the 
MPAA” by bringing pix to the 
U. S. market that are unusual an&@ 
adult. However, he warned the 
importers that they had “helped 
make the word “adult” synony- 
mous with “obscene.” This is be- 

cause so many of the pix brought 
in are “obscene, not in the strict 
legal sense,” but in the sense 
that they are outright exploitation 
stuff designed to titillate audi- 
ences, 

“You must be careful.” he said. 
“jn playing this side of the street.” 
In other words, make sure that 
“adult” pictures are also “tasteful 
and good pictures.” 

The UA veep said blandly: 
“The MPAA has been a leader in 
the fight against censorship.” He 
paused, then added with punch:. 
“And if you believe that, you'll be- | 
lieve anything.” 

In most censor fights, he said, 
the MPAA “has hidden under the 
rug while you people have carried 
the burden.” Exec exhorted the 
importers to continue to act “as a 
burr” placed next to a sensitive 
part of the major companies’ anat- 
omy until they (the majors). under- 
stand that they fight against cen- | 
sorship is a matter of principal. 

Fragments Only 

Youngstein thought it amusing 
that he had been scheduled to 
Speak about “the effect of foreign 
films on the U. S. motion picture 
industry.” “Gentlemen,” he added, 
“I must tell you, there is no U. S. 
motion picture industry.” Rather 
it’s a bunch of “fragmented, often 
argumentative people’ who to- 
gether happen to make pictures. 

More seriously, he cited. the 
Variety figure from the Interna- 
tional Film Edition that foreign 
pix had made $50,291,105 in the 
U.S. last year, and added that this 
was hardly peanuts. Not only have 
the overseas pix contributed to 
the U. S. boxoffice, but they have 
prompted Hollywood filmmakers 
to better quality production and 
more intelligent themes. While he 
congratulated importers for bring- 
in the best foreign pix, he re- 
peated his warning about the 
“dirty” product “which doesn’t 
build anything.” , 

Apropos of the Legion and 
“Moon,” he qualified himself to 
the extent of saying that his lis- 
teners shouldn’t assume that Le- 

- ' gion people are foals. “They are 
extremely, intelligent men,” and 
most of the pix they condemn de- 
serve it.. : | 

‘When he was berating: exhibs 
for not taking advantage of for- 
eign product, exhib leader Harry 
Brandt tried to cut in and say 
that some exhibs had “done just 

Wednesday, May 8, 1963 

Harold Field Uses Candor i in Ads 
Minneapolis, May 2. | 

Rapping the film’s ending and labeling the film entertaining 
‘ but “not a great movie,” exhibitor Harold. Field is taking a new 
tack in plugging “League of Gentlemen,” current: offering at hig. 
suburban St. Louls Park theatre. With such ‘unusual candor an 

this, Youngstein said that this was 
obviously true but he didn’t care 
to debate: “This is my speech and 
I'm going to make it.” 

As an’ example of what good 
foreign pix can do, he cited UA’s 
“Sunday”’ which cost about $140.- 
000 and will do close to $5,000; 800 
worldwide. 

Ohio Supreme Court In 
Review of Wartk Case; 

Involves “The Lovers’ 
Columbus, May. 2. 

Dayton Municipal court's convie- |. 
tion of. Allen S. Warth; former 

manager of the Art Theatre there, 
but now. manager of the. Esquire 

, Theatre in Cincinnati, has been 
taken under advisement: by the 
Ohio Supreme Court, which last 
week (26) heard arguments in the 
ease. Warth was charged with ex-] 
hibiting an “obscene” motion pic-} 
ture, “The Lovers,” French import, 
and was found guilty Feb. 3, 1960. 
Judge Emmet J. Jackson suspend- 
ed half of a $1,000 fine and costs 
and a 30-day workhouse term. 

The : 
preme. Court after the Second Dis- 
trict. Court of Appeals upheld the 
conviction last July. Counsel for | 
Warth argued that the Municipal 
Court lacked jurisdiction and that 
the film, approved for distribution 
in the United States, was judged 
not obscene by the Bureau. .of 
Customs. 

Appelate judges ruled that Con- |. 
gress did not intend to ‘interfere 
with the police power of the states 
by delegating to the ‘Bureau of 
‘Customs any authority to make 
final determination’ upon the ques- 
tion of obscenity. In the Columbus 
hearing last week, Dayton City 
Prosecutor Arthur O. Fisher argued 
the errors cited by Warth’s attor- 
ney, Harry Wright II of Columbus, | 
did not justify an "appeal to the 
high court. 

everyone.” 

‘with the book all America 

~—Mues A. SmitTH, Cleveland Plain Dealer 

“Charming, entertaining and engaging . oe. 
a model of its kind ... I was completely 
won over by the delightful personal mem- 
oirs of this ‘bally broad.’” — AL MORGAN, 

N. Y. Herald Tribune Book Review 

“Only every few years does a book with 
[this] impact come along. The Jast one that 
compares with it is The Egg and I.” 
WILLIAM J. COUGHLIN, Detroit Free Press 

$3.95 at all bookstores now. 

HOLT, RINEHART AND WINSTON, INC. 

the Daisies.” 

flings.”— 

“Tt is in the close-up scrutiny of her travel 
ing quarters (and companions) that Miss 
Clausen excels ,.. She pulls no punches in 
describing the spats, loves, whispered reves 
Jations and feminine foibles... her prose, 
as a rule breezy and colloquial, becomes 
moving and eloquent when she explores her 
own season’ S$ romance.” 

~ RosERT Lewis TAYLOR, 
N.Y, Times Book Review 

A small literary miracle ... packed with 
sparkling anecdotes, vivid and perceptive 
accounts . « » Miss Clausen’s lively style is 
der own, yet it has the same kind of whime. 
sical humor as Jean Kerr’s Please Don’ t Eat 

~ DONALD KIRELEY, Baltimore Sun 

“One of the sedson’s - happiest literary 
— Chicago Daily News | 

has taken to its. heart 

I Love You Honey, 

By CONNIE CLAUSEN 

“This is more than just a book ‘of laughs 
about circus life, Miss Clausen is a good re 
porter with a perceptive mind. She brings 
to her pages a fascinating crowd of remarka- 
ble human beings, brave and pathetic, 
earthy and frank ... ‘This is broad enter 
tainment, not just for circus fans but for 

ase was carried to the Su- |. 

lerty rights in the name, likeness 
and personality of Al ‘Capone 
which accrued to his estate.” Gor- 

_}don, who also sued Desilu Pro- 

| Untouchables” 

jalism” and against the public in- 

Jin an attempt to show that the ma- 

_|ing of the film at which reporters 

{(three years) of the Appeal's mo- 

‘the film-amusements’ 

ling,’ ‘taut and tense?’” 

‘Selected’ Integration 
“Selected” ‘Negroes (ice. in- 

vited individuals) are being 
admitted experimentally . ‘to. 
four downtown Nashville film 
situations, to see what happens, 
if anything. This fits in with. 
Nashviille’s plan to slowly -ex- 
tend desegregation by small 
reforms, one at a time. 

Generally the whites- only 
policy still. holds. There is 
one all-Negro house in a. 
colored nabe.. 

Lexington. Ky.. is also re- 
ported experimenting with ad- 
mission of Negro patronage in: 
its film houses. 

(Two situations. above, were 
” reported by the N.Y. Times.) 

AL CAPONE ESTATE 

Chicago, May 2. 
A. $9,500,000 suit has been filed 

against Allied Artists and 33 in- 

‘dividual exhibitors in Cook Coun- 
jty (I:) Circuit Court for alleged 
appropriation ‘of property rights’ 

“lin the production, distribution and 
exhibition of the film ‘Al Capone.” 

| Attorney Harold Gordon is acting 
in behalf: of Mafalda Martote, 
administratrix of the Capone es- 
tate. 

. Following recent tack of similar 
cases, the suit avoids the usual “‘in- 
vasion of privacy” allegation and 
claims the “appropriation of prop- 

ductions, CBS and Westinghouse in 
1959 for their presentation of “The 

on behalf of the 
Capone estate, says that he will 
argue that the Capone story is no 
longer current news and thus not 
in the public. domain. 

In & parallel argument, Gordon 
maintains that the Capone bio was 
used purely for “cheap sensation- 

terest. He will cite clippings from 
VarRIETY and other publications 

terial allegedly appropriated was 
used in a sensational manner. One 
particular story that he will use 
is a VARIETY piece on a screen- 

were frisked for weapons:as part 
of the bally. 

UJA’S GREENFIELD LUNCH 

Larry Tisch Will Report on Trip 
To Israel 

Irving H. Greenfield, Metro. 
counsel, will be honor guest at 4 
luncheon given May 24 at Manhat- 
tan’s Essex House by the. United 
Jewish Appeal of Greater New 
York. He’s being cited for “‘philan- 
thropic efforts” as past chairman 

tion ‘picture and amusement divi- 
sion. 
‘Laurence A, Tisch, chairman ‘of 

Loew's Theatres, will preside, and 
also will report on his recent trip 
to Israel where he looked in -on 

settlement of Hasoleliam. ° 
“adopted” 

restraint in using superlatives, promotion effort is'a distinct. de- 
parture from ‘the usual tubthumping campaign. 

Field employs a touch of negative psychology in the ‘quarters 
page institutional ads he’s running on the film in local. news<. 
papers. Headlined by rave quotes from the. New York Times: and. 

. Herald Tribtne and Time Magazine, .ads ask readers: 
" you tell ‘League of Gentlemen’ from other movies on which the 

press. has lavished. these same superlatives? Are you. weary as are. 
we of the catehwords ‘rollicking and hilarious,’ 

“How can 

“crisp and crack- 

Ads continue at considerable length to tell what pic “is ‘Teally 
like,” describing plot, comic situations, cast and romantic. aspects. 
‘Regarding film’s ending, blurbs. note: “‘We wish we could: spare 

you the final scenes—a conventional denouement that is ‘imposed 
by movie censors and codes rather than, in our opinion, by logic; 
but you are, we hope, used to disregarding this. sort of moralistio 
interference with the pleasures of moviegoing .. . 

Using candid, soft-sell approach; ads. point out that -“ ‘League of 
Gentlemen’ is not a great movie,. but it is a very. good ‘and -thor- 
oughly entertaining movie. We promise. you: won't hate yourself 
_—and us—for having given an evening to it.” . 

Same Crew for Variety International: 
Dublin in Ine Houston F ollows 

Miami Beach. May 2. 
Variety Clubs International cone 

cluded its. 34th anni convention - 
here. last week (28) with re-election © 

‘| of Edward Emanuel of ‘Philadelphia 
{as International Chief. Barker 
(prez). 

- Other international officers vote 
ed a. second term were Rotus Hare 

‘|vey, San Francisco; James Carre- 
ras, London; Ezra- Stern, : Los An< 
geles; and Ralph Pries of. Philadel- 
phia. Showmen’s organization 

| meets next year in. Dublin, and: set. 
{the ’63 parley for Houston. 

Earlier, it.was announced to more ~ 
than 1,000: delegates. and their — 
wives that VCI last year raised. 
nearly $3,000,000 to aid some’ 370,- 
000 ill and handicapped . children, 
‘and that this figure--brought to. 
more than $83,000,000- the org's 
total contribution in 34 years to: 

-|moppet. betterment. | 

SUES ALLIED ARTISTS|. London tent ‘Feceived the annual’ : 
Heart Award for helping raise over 
$300,000 for < various: charities. 
Heart Citation, went to. ‘the Las. 
Vegas tent, and ‘the’ third ‘award 
to the Seattle chapter. | - 

Stars who appeared ‘during: ‘the. 
eonfab included Joan Crawford, 
Gloria de Haven and ‘Danny. Kaye, 
latter’ awarded a=-special citation 
for his work among children of the 
world. Principal speakers were the 
Hon.: Grant Stockdale, ambassador : 
to. Ireland, and John Teeter,: exece:. 
director of the Damon. ‘Runyon 
Cancer ‘Memorial Foundation. : 

ATLANTA WIND’ REPEAT 
‘GOOD FOR 7 WEEKS 

Atlanta. May. 2... 
David O. Selznick’s. “Gone. With: 

the Wind” blew out. after seven. 
weeks at Loew's: Grand Theatre 
and made way for John Wayne's 
“The Alamo,” which opened Friday 
(28). This pic will lock up Grand 
for another four: or five weeks. 
‘Meanwhile, Otto Preminger’s 

“Exodus,” Paul Newman-Eva Marie 
Saint starrer, ‘is: in its third week 
at Wilby-Kincey’s Roxy ‘Theatre 
and doing = surprisingly good. busi- 
ness despite contrariwise’ predic- 
tions on part:of those who con- 
tended Atlanta would not take to’ 
this type film, - It is a hard ticket 
run. ° 

W-K’s flagship. 5.500-seat Fox 
Theatre, does not have a. picture 
this. week, but. it ain't. dark—far 
from it. Monday (1) night. it was 
“Turandot,” opener in. -six-night,. 
plus Saturday matinee, season of 
opera for Atlanta with town going 
gaga over presence of Metropolitan 
Opera Company here. Fox will 
light up its screen. Sunday (7) with. 
Walt Disney's “The Absent-Minded ° 
Professor.” starring Fred MacMur-. 
ray and. Naney: Olsen. 

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL 
Rockefeller Center e Ci 6-4600 

“PARRISH”. 
Starring TROY DONAHUE 

' CLAUDETTE COLBERT « KARL MALDEN 
Co-starring DEAN JAGGER and Parrish’s three girts 

Connie STEVENS + Diane McBAIK + Sharon HUGUENY | 
. _ In Technicolor from Warner Bros. . 
and Cals REW Stage Spectacle ~TUERID rico HOLIDAY". 
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Dissidents Make NT&T's Board 
Bitter Proxy Fight Ends With Len Davis, Phil 

Handsman Joining 

Los Angeles, May 2. 
Leonard Davis and Philip L. 

Handsman, dissident stockholders 
in bitter Nationz1 Theatres & Tele- 
vision proxy fight, were finally 
named to board of directors after 
nearly a week and one-half ballot 
counting, thus ending one of larg- 
est. proxy battles in exhibition 
history. 

Management, with a total share 
count of 1,641,847 (81% of voting), 
retains 10 members on_ board. 
David and Handsman scored 367,- 
776 shares to seize their two posts. 
Remaining 6,000 votes went to 
Samuel L. Kurland. 

- Management emerged victorious 
in gaining continuance of Lybrand, 
Ross Bros. & Montgomery as indie 
auditors for company by vote of 
1,473,276 against 292,115. Stock- 
holders rejected opposition’s plea 
for a review of matters affecting 
company by David Berdon & Co. 
by vote of 1.480,932 to 284,357. | 

Two directors who are being 
replaced by David and Handsman 
are Graham lL. Sterling, who 
chaired the annual meeting at the 
Fox Wilshire theatre on April 11, 
and William H. Hudson. Sterling 
will continue as legal counsel, 
however. 

Major points of issue in a brief 
press session with Davis and 
Handsman and NT&T president, 
Eugene VY. Klein, following meet- 
ing’s close April 19 concerned 
future participation by the com- 
pany in management of National 
Telefilm Associates and a discus- 
sion of board chairmanship. 
Company now has 389 interest 

in NTA, which was focal point of 
entire proxy fight, but it was 
pointed out that stock conversion 
of a $4,000,000 note will give them j 
in excess of a 50% and, thus, opera- 
ting interest in near future. Wheth- 
er they will expend activities in 
television direction and outcome 
of NTA is a major concern of 
Davis, but he declined to state 
his feelings on the matter more 
fully until furthur investigations 

“ean be made. 
Klein said he would recommend 
——— 
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the post of board chairman be 
dropped and the executive officer 
be named single head of the Co., 
stating, “There is no need for two 
officers.” Recent chairman, B. 
Gerald Cantor, who was target of 
derisive attack throughout proxy 
fight, resigned post on eve of race's 
outcome. Largest single  stock- 
holder, with 110,000 shares, Cantor 
retains his spot on the board, 
however. 

Neither side expressed surprise 
at outcome of the race and Klein 
appeared confident that operating 
policies would not be changed. 
While Davis and Handsman are two 
against 10 on the board, the presi- 
dent said it is not a question of 
opposition and stated reliance on. 
qualifications of members to work 
in best interests of the stockhold- 
ers, 

Davis said he hopes to be elected 
to the executive committee, cur- 
rently composed of six directors. 
His chief concentration as a direc- 
tor, he said, would be to expand 
company’s theatrical operations. 
However, he should interest in 
television activities, but said latter 
would depend on _ considerable 
future investigation. 

Asked cost of proxy fight, Davis 
declined fo give exact figure but 
admitted to a minimum of $25,000. 
Stockholders would be asked to 
approve payment at next annual 
meeting, he said. 

Board members re-elected, he- 
sides Klein and Cantor, are Joe 
Benaron, John B. Bertero, Samuel 
Firks, William J. Friedman, A. J. 
Gock, Willard W. Keith, Richard 
W. Millar and Jack M. Ostrow. 

Klein’s Authority 

Eugene V. Klein we reelected. 
president of National Theatres & 
Television Inc. at first board of 
directors meeting (20) held follow- 

directors, Leonard Davis and 
Philip L. Handsman, who won 
posts on board as result of the 
fight, were present at their first 
such session. 

Klein’s recommendation that of- 
fice of board chairman be abol- 
ished was agreed to by the direc- 
tors. . Thus, his continuance as 
president of company also makes 
him chief executive officer. 

Neither Davis nor Handsman 
secured a seat on the executive 
committee, which went up to seven 
members from last year’s six. 
A. J. Gock, Joe Benaron and 
Jchn B. Bertera are newcomers on 
this committee, with B. Gerald 
Cantor, chairman of the board un- 
til his resignation Tuesday, and 
Graham Sterling being dropped 
from this group. Sterling was not 
re-elected to board by stockhold- 
ers. 

Company's entire slate of of- 
ficers was re-elected. Sheldon 
Smerling is exec veepee, with 
Alan May, v.p. and treas.; M. 
Spencer Leve, v.p., Laurence A. 
Peters, sec., and Paul F. Scherer, 
asst. sec. and asst. treas. 
Some discussion centered: about 

the question of participation in 
management of National Telefilm 
Associates and other television ac- 
tivities, but no deeisions or. poli- 
cles were reported. 

‘documentary, 

Variety Memorials Dooley | 
Miami Beach, May 2. 

Late Dr. Thomas Dooley, 
felled at 33 last year by cancer, 
Was named posthumous recip- 
ient of the annual humani- 
tarian award from Variety — 
Clubs International at windup 
of. organization’s 34th anni 
convention here, .Winner last 
year was Dr. Salk for his de- 
velopment of polio vaccine. 

Selection ‘of Dooley was 
thade by a committee of over 
125 editors, educators and reli- 
gious leaders from various 
countries, who ¢ited the doc- 
tor’s “unforgettable. fight 
against all kinds of difficul- 
‘ties to minister to the needs 
of suffering. mankind.” 

‘Abolition’; State Police 
Not Auspices Anymore 

‘Lansing, May 2. 

Dispute still: rages here over 
screening of the Fulton Lewis 3rd 

“Operation Aboli- 
tion” which Gov. Jolin B..Swainson 
ordered State Police as such to! 
stop showing to the public. Mich- 
igan Legislature. twice has refused 
to approve.a resolution asking U.S. 
Rep. Walter (D., Pa.), chairman of 
the House’ Un-American Activities 
Committee which “sponsored” thé 
films, to address a joint session of 
the. Legislature. 

Swainson and church groups 
charge that the film, which pur- 
ports to show Communist inspired 
student riots in San Francisco, dis- 
torts what happened, and why. On 
the other hand, leading Detroit and 
Michigan business executives argue 
that the film is not misleading and | 
that it should be shown to. any 
group that wants to see it.. 

Results of the wrangling so far 
are that the State Police are out 
of the exhibition biz ard the film 
is being shown to many more or- 
ganizations than it ordinarily 
would be because of the contro- 
-versy, 

ing company’s proxy contest. New |. ¥ 

“Phe Fight In Hampshire’ 
Manchester, N.H.,May 2. 

New Hampshire’s two largest 
| daily newspapers have started slug- 
ging it out, editorially, over “Op- 
eration Abolition, ” which is being 
Biven ‘state-wide distribution by 
the Manchester Union Leader. 

In an editorial. entitled “New 
‘Low In. Cowardly Sniping,” the 
Union Leader charged. that the 
Concord Monitor,:. published by 
James Langley, was “‘absurd” in its 
apparent opposition to the showing 
of the film before members of the 
New Hampshire Legislature. 

The Union Leader claimed its 
Concord rival falsely implied that} 
“only the John Birch Society and 
Bill Loeb (Union Leader publisher) 
favor dstribution of the film.” 

Zanesville: Two Left 
Zanesville, O., May 2. 

The State Theatre, opened in 
1912, has. closed its doors. Two 
film houses, the Liberty and Wel- 
ler, are left in downtown 
Zanesville. 

State was operated under the 
name of Quimby Theatre, after its 
builder, the late W. C. Quimby, 
for many years. It has been owned 
by Shea Theatre Corp. since 1940. 

Fun in the Cemetery—Called Of 
By ALBERT SCHARPER. 

United Artists’ three Coast field men—Bill Scholl, Pete Emmet 
and Dick Pritchard—quietly buried a ballyhoo plan they had elab- 
orately | concocted for UA’s British horror import, 
Coffin.” 

Hollywood, May 2. 

“Dr. Blood’s 

After hearsing around for several days lining. up ty and dow n- 
town daily press coverage for an attempted “sneak previewing” 
of pic at midnight in Rosedale cemetery, the. latter got wind of 
stunt and made sure the gates have been securely locked and 
guarded after dark. It’s all very well for Evelyn’ Waugh and other - 
writers to kid funeral folkways out here, but not: Hollywood. 
Gimmick was that all mortician students in Southern California . 

were to be invited. However, the So. Calif. Funeral Directors Assn. 
as well as the Mortuary. Accommodation Service also: got warned 
and disavowed stunt, so notifying tv stations and duwntown dailies. 

Apparently the UA publicists. feared to ask any cemctery ‘for’ 
permission to pull stunt, and hid hoped it might. be staged’ at 
Rosedale sans attention until after covcrage of | stunt had heen 
buried—in the papers. 

Cause was not entirely lost, however. Schall hired local model 
Louis Kent and had her pretend to be a member of cast of “Cof- 
fin,” who aspires someday to “become the queen of all horror pic- 
tures. ” The fiax bought her a wreath and whisked: her out to Holy 
Cross Cemetery where she placed a wreath on the grave of Bela 
Lugosi, That Stoyy— Plas ed straiz 

i 

tit—made one- downtown daily. 

[aged by Antonio Elias 

| Germany, 

Inside Stuff—Pictures 
Herbert S. Nusbaum, Beverly Hills attorney, and John -J. Ash, inde-. 

tpendent field auditor ‘for major film companies, have copyrighted a 
_| simplified form of sales contract and a requisition form now being’ 
made available to ali distribs. Nusbaum for many years was asso- 
ciated with Metro’s homeoffice legal staff under J. Robert Rubin, late 

| general counsel, handling distribution matters. Ash also spent many. 
_| years in the field as traveling auditor for Leo the Lion and lately. had 
‘| been with Buena Vista. 

Simplified. contract form eliminates six clauses in the. standard: con- 
‘|tract employed by major distr:bs. It also can be used—one contract 
—for ‘several years by adopting the requisition form for individual pix. 

Republicans are again using show biz analogy to harpoon the Demoe 
-erats. GOP National Chairman Thruston B. Morton had this to say in 
recent Atlanta speech: “The Academy Award people were guilty of a 
‘grievous oversight the other night. As choreographer of the ‘Red Ink 
Ballet,’ now set for a four-year run in the nation’s capital. President 
Kennedy obviously deserved recognition. The big hit of this show is a 
skit called ‘Banknotes in'a Wind Tunnel.’ This features Democratic 

_[ budget director Bell as Kennedy’s chief of ‘Operation Outgo Unlimited.’ Snarled in Michigan On cee the wind tunnel number, Bell’s ylrics are delivered against a 
background. of spiked tranquilizers.” 

Whether because of its “Italian postcards" theme or what, “La 
Dolce Vito” experienced an inordinate demand for advance-screenings,,. 

-|and Bill Doll had to arrange large special press showings for. groups ~ 
from Life, N. Y. Times, Look, Time, Hearst and others. These were - 
in advance of the heavy schedule of screenings up to tonight’s formal 
charity premiere at the Henry Miller, N. Y. last week. These screen- 
ings, also, were before the film had been titled and thus Mario de 
Vecchi, international sales manager of Astor Pictures (which has the 
US. rights), was doing a neo-Burton Holmes. with- off-screen dialog . 
improvisations in lieu of the dubbing. 

The Town Council of Oudtshoorn; | a town situated In the south- 
western district of the Cape Province, South Africa has sent cables’ 
to Spyros Skouras and Eddie. Fisher suggesting that “Cleopatra” 
should be shot at Oudtshvorn using the Cango Caves es a studio. 
They maintain that the Van Zyl’s Chamber of the -Caves is ideal 

for the purpose as it has excellent. acoustic properties and natural air- 
conditioning. The environs of Oudtshoorn can fullfil all the require-. 
ments for filming facilities. 

Los Angeles Times in past week accepted Paramount’s ads for 
‘World of Suzie Wong,” bare thigh of Nancy Kwan. and ail. ‘Last week. 
the daily. insisted on covering up Miss Kwan above the knee but, 
curiously, permitted the original art work to run when KH was “pube 
mitted by Pacific Drive-in Theatres: Par’s Herb Steinberg protested, 
and got his way.. 

Because of Magna Pictures’ tie with Rodgers & Hammerstein’ s “South 
Pacific” etc., George P. Skouras is active in the May 30 dinner at the. 
Waldorf in honor of General Omar Bradley for benefit of the Eleanor. 
Roosevelt Cancer Foundation, 2 $125-plate affair. There is a Rodgers 
& Hammerstein. Fellowship ‘linked to Mrs. Roosevelt's pet charity. 
President Kennedy will make a N. Y. public appearance at ‘this dinner, | 

Nostalgia triumphant centers in the private theatre of Dick Simonton . 
at Toluca Lake (Calif.) where there is a four-manual, 38 deck theatre - 
Wurlitzer organ. The fun is for a bunch of yesteryear movie palace — 
‘organists to get together and improvise accompaniments to old silent 
films, 

‘There is a rapid rise in popularity of British comedies and thrillers. 
in So. Africz which, no doubt, shows that audiences need something © 
to take their minds off the daily: worries and troubles. 

Of the U. S. pix, “Ben-Hur” ran 48 weeks in Johannesburg. and. 12. 
weeks in Cape Town. 

Variety review of “Gone With The Wind” ‘clocked: it at 217 minutes 
but. MGM says it runs 220 minutes. In either event it’s a shade longer 
than “Ben-Hur” (213 mins.) which closes at Loew's State April.23 to 
make room for “GWTW” opening there ‘April 26.. 

UNITED ARTISTS’ PRIZES Don McDonald Hits Trail” 
Don McDonald; who heads U's . 

Soussa’s Brazil Branch Wins—| national newspaper service, on his 
Germany, Hong Kong, ‘Too. annual. cross-country trek. "to tall. 

up biz. with amusement editors. ; 
United Artists’ Ports Alegre He’ll be on ‘the road a month. 

(Brazil) branch has won the gan | _———e ee | 
prize in the company’s 1960 inter- ae 
national sales drive. Office, man- 

Independent Producer — 
INTERESTED 

In acquiring large 
‘amount of COLOR 
animal footage. 

Desire animals of the. 

Soussa, 
topped 105 UA branches around |[ 
the. world. 
Top cash award in the exploita- 

tion phase of the drive went to 
whose publicity man- 

ager {gs Karl H. Scheffler. The 
Hong Kong office, headed by Eric }: 
Kwak,’ won first place in the ad- 
‘ministration competition. 

Alperson Sues Melfords 
Hollywood, May 2. 

Edward L. Alperson Jr. filed 
suit in Superior Court against Mel- 
son Pictures Corp., Frank and 
Raquel Melford for $2,500 he 
claimed was “wrongfully” with-. 
drawn in Italian lire from corpo- 
ration’s account by defendants. 

Counterclaim was filed by Mel-|# 
ford for $10.591 plus 6% interest. | 

IT'S A FACT: 
BONDED has seven warehouses. 

world in their. natural . 

habitat. 

CONTACT: 
- SKIP STELOFF 

220 Central Park South 
New York 19, N. Y. 

BONDED 
eee * 

By storing negatives, fine grains. 
and release prints in different lo-- 
cations, you can multiply protec- 
tion of your property. 
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Digges: No Dig That Peabody’ . 
Samuel Cook Digges, member of the Board of Governors of the’ 

Radio-Television Executives Society, in a memo to the RTES mem- 
‘bership last. week, explained why the. organization is withdrawing. 
its.support from Peabody, to. wit: 

- “To reyiew briefly the thought behind the dropping of the 
Peabody Awards and setting up our:own RTES Awards, there 
was a feeling that our sponsorship of the Peabody Awards con- 
Sisted merely ¢ of providing a hall, with all of the glory to Pea- 
body. 

“There was. # feeling that. the. Peabody panel, on the whole, : 
was not knowledgable about broadcasting, and that many of its 
members’ were. basically anti-broadcasting..Also, there were 
‘instances in past years of. the Peabody panel being unduly sub- 
“ject to. pressures, to which they responded, with the result 
that awards were given undeservedly in some cases, and in. 
other cases deserving. winners were by-passed... 

“In general terms, there has been a bad history. of. organiza-- 
tions outside the industry granting awards. It is: not logical 
that. ‘educators; community leaders, and newspapermen are 
‘better: equipped to judge creativity in our business than are 
people: in the industry.” 

Lots of Wide Open Holes on CBS 
Sked: Only One Night. (Sat) SRO 

generally ‘bullish+ “Despite its 
rating picture, CBS-TV. has run 
into some snags in selling its fall 
schedule. Web, contrary to gen-| 

oF, , eral belief; has less than. 80%. of $3,000,000 to spend, Pittsburgh. 
its primetime © schedule. sold” for 

fall’ and there’s little indication 

Avi reach SRO status quickly. _action-adventure stanzas next sea- Probability is it will take two ‘to 
three months more before an SRO 
is approximated. 
It's hardly a panic situation for 

the neiwork: rather, it’s an. indica- 
tion’ that. the -sales market isn "t] 
quite as ‘bullish: as CBS ‘itself be- 
lieved. Of the remaining 20°o of. 
‘the schedule, CBS could . quite 
likely sell off half in a- matter of 
two weeks if it chose to sell min- 
utes in all time periods. But the 
network has been holding out for | 

-alternate half-hour program sales |. 
in all but one unsold. slot, and the 
‘number .of such ‘available - bank- 
rollers appears to be less than the 
original CBS estimate. 

Network's avowed Policy is. to. 
restrict sale of minutes -in prime 
hour's to. the 7:30-8:30 period, with | 
every thing else going the orthodox 
program ‘sale .route. ‘That leaves. 
only two shows: on. a minute basis, 
the new Thursday - night “Frontier 
Cireus.”’ and the. “Father Knows. 
Best” reruns. ‘Latter is two-thirds 
sold; “Circus”: only. has afew. scat- 
tered shortterm participating or-- 
ders. 

Rest of the. sked, CBS felt, 
(Continued, ‘on. ontinued. on page 6 62) 

Bishop's P&G Gain | | 

Is Tchabod! $ ‘Loss | 
CBS- Ty has. a new hole in its 

otherwise -solid Tuesday: 
schedule, created by ‘the defection 
of Procter. & Gamble from its “al-} 
ternate- week. sponsorship of the 
Tuesday at 9 period. That's the’ 
timeslot Slated for 

PPG Setting TV Budget. 
With. an estimated $2,600,000- 

Plate Glass is ‘mulling participa- 
tion in some of NBC-TV’s hourlong 

.son and the alternate-half slotting 
“of the new. pubaffairs package, the 

-Journal.” ~ 

‘Decision. “by PPG is. dite this. 
“week, 

B&W’s Q
uest I For

. . 

‘That Rare
r 5th’ 

Via Pubservice 
With: ‘the: majority of: the '61- "62. 

| MOUSTHL LAGS 

“lecutive Society henceforth giving 

|} merits of-all existing awards. 

| go-round added to the list via RTES 

:‘\ready initiated to perpetuate Pea-| 
body in the wake of the RTES spon- 

|radio-tv industry will have to har- 

will have both meaning and pres- 
‘tige, and let the others go by the. 

-{ board. 

half-hour weekly “David Brinkley’s 

John E. Drewry has had regional 

Give or Take-a Few 21’ Lunches 
A SOLID SETUP) NBC. CBS Radio Inch Into Black Ink, 

Now that the Peabody. awards 
for 1960 are out of the way (Emmy 

doesn’t strut her stuff until May 16) 

and with the. Radio-Television Ex- 
_ Pat’s Back 
Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver’ s 

back in television. 
Now president of McCann- 

Erickson International, Weav- 
. er’s reentry into video produc- 

tion is keyed to Gov. Nelson 
Rockefeller’s upgraded politico 
activity, seen as an early por- 
tent for 64. 
When Rockefeller showed up 

at the CBS studios in N.Y. 
last week to..cut a tape for a 
15-minute WCBS-TV program, 
Weaver was in the control 
.Foom and running the behind- 
the-seenes tv show. 

'3 Webs Chew On 

Some Hefty TV 
Beech Nut Biz: 

priate auspices for.award making,-| “One of the biggest chunks of ! 

The “left field”. status of Pea- ; still uncommitted tv coin——the - 

Peabody the brush to set up its 

own annual citations, there is 
mounting. feeling. within the indus- 
try as to the qualitative value and 

‘With the threat of still another | 

auspices and with overtures al-| 

sorship bowout, there is a renewed 
realization that sooner or later the 

ness its resources and thinking with | 
an eye toward the creation of a 
single set of objective awards that 

When, a. ‘couple years. back, Syl. 
‘| vania hit on. the idea of dropping 
its annual awards, there was hardly 
a murmer of dissent. In fact in key |’ 
industry quarters there was a gen-! 
eral refrain of “bully for Sylvania.” |. 
For too long the sentiment was 
shared that the’ sponsor of a na-|.- 
tional tv show, as in the case of] 
Sylvania, hardly offered the appro- | 

body and its “rural Georgia” -OTig- ' $6,000,000 to $7.000,000 Beach Nut 

|ination (U. of Georgia's. School of , $ ° each Nu 
{Journalism in Athens) has for years 

! biz—finds all three networks cast- 

--occasioned .eyebraw-raising within I ing envious eyes at the gum com- 
‘|the industry ‘even though mentor | ‘pany. Most of it went to NBC last 

assists from so-called “‘experts”). , 
At ‘no time did they command un- | into -a multiple nine-show spread ' 

qualified industry respect, and in: Tanging from Shirley Temple to, 
more recent years the prestige of | daytime. 
the awards has been on the decline. However, the outfit stalled until 

j season, with Beech Nut buying | 

ABC, Mutual Still in Loss Column 
By ART WOODSTONE 

NBC Radio figures to turn a 
profit for the full 12 months of 

.11961 that won't disappear even if 
one of its salesmen overextends 
his expense charges at 21 Club. 
High web sources answer critics 

‘| by insisting that the profit is not a 
matter of bookkeeping manipula- 
tion but is quite real. 

Having in the last year or so 
narrowed its programmatic scope 
so that it, basically, consists of 
news (although there are some 
entertainment segs in the weekend 
*“Monitor”), NBC Radio was able, 
in the fourth quarter of °60, to turn 
enough of a profit so that the full 
year, the web says, came out in 
black ink. Encouraging note today 
is that in May, with seven months 
in the year to go, NBC Radio al- 
ready had 80% as much business ag 
it did in all of 1960, assuring at 
least a-small profit. 

When the Friday night version 
of “Monitor” was eliminated and 
other time reductions were made 
in NBC Radio’s recent history, the 

| amount of advertising revenue fell 
off too. But the lowering of NBC 
costs is said to have been so much 

{greater than the lowering of rev- 
‘enue that the profit margin in- 
jcreased in comparison to past 
{ financial performance by the radio 
iwe 

The profit, NBC reports, is with- 
jout counting the return from the 
‘owned & operated radio stations. 

CBS Radio also claims a border- 
line profit (without o&o’s), but 
ABC Radio, which is close, and 
Mutual, also close, still report 

! Josses. 
Two years ago, the industry was 

 yirtue of its all-industry origins | Some of the more desirable proper- | future of network 

How effective the RTES awards; August to make its '60-'61 com-| 
‘ean be is viewed as.conjectural by , mitments and thereby Jost out on ‘rife with speculation about the 

radio. Reports 
,that could ‘so easily lend itself to, tles. Webs therefore are pitching j Were everywhere that one or an- 
* Jog-rolling. ° Similarly’ with the | ‘hard while there are still avail- { other of the webs (most particu- 
Academy of Television Arts & Sci- , abilities for next season, with CBS {larly ABC and Mutual) were going 

nignt | 

“Tehabod,” ‘the |: 

'& Williamson, via Ted Bates agen- i nual tv showcasing (giving ‘it the j. 
ey, is holding out some coin in; aura of a lowercase Oscar event), 
quest: of:a pubservice: investment. still lacks the.seal of distinction. 

Cig: firm. and agency figure| The TV: Guide awards are felt 

of light viewers not touched: by the ! popularity. (fi}l-in-thé-coupon-and- 

audience ‘exposed to the B&W. 
| message, | the mag'in town for a blanket bal- 

Early consideration. was CBS- |Joting | for his favorite station's 
|tv s Sunday afternoon “Twentieth ; Show.) 
; Century,” which looked. for awhile} The Ohio State Institute: hands - 

surance firm decides to relinquish . ally valueless. 
a half of the show. 

With its major buy.'two minutes a.to the Sigma Delta Chi awards. 
week) of ABC’s ““quality® gum-., 
shoer, “Naked City, " 10 -to 11 p.m. 

web's:new Robert Sterling-George, jsimilar ‘catch with the fall-preem- industry ‘is debatable. Some would 

Chandler: comedy stanza. 

P&G and Quaker shared the time! 
this season with the Tom Ewell -: 
show, and. both indicated a willing. - 
ness to renew until CBS informed | 
tiem. that “Ichabod-would get the : 
slot. Both decided to study the new 
“Ichabod” format for awhile -and 
then sive CBS a fing] decision, on- 
renewal. Quaker then. decided. ‘to 
‘£0. alone with “Ichabod.” 

‘In .the interval: however. the 
hassle. between NBC-TV and Lever : 
Bros. over the Joey Bishop show 
‘developed. and when Lever de¢id-i cig. company, which is probably the 
ed. against busing Bishop in the 
Wednesday. 8:30-9 spot following 
“Wagon Train.” “P&G immediately 
hopped networks and. jumped into |: 

It was that Tuesday4 the. breach. 
hight CBS-TV money which P&G} 
used . to huy Bishop, and the spon- , 
-sor notified the network it-w ‘as pull: ; . 
ing out last week. 
CBS has several prospects to fill 

the slot, the. most: notable of which ; 
is AT&T, now. flirting with the 
ddea of. moving. into’ regularly ! 
scheduled . programming, as op-; 
posed to its. traditional _ (in _ tv) 
‘specials, - 

| was made via the William Esty! and “Cheyenne.” 

ng ABC hour, “Bus Stop,” 9:to 10 . like to see a Pulitzer tag attached 
| pam. Sundays. oe 

‘Otherwise: B&W. 4s. in- for alter-. 
nate Halves of the ABC --hours,. 
“Surfside ‘Six’ and new. “New: 
Breed.” and the same web's ‘Satur- 
i day night bowling half-hour, ‘ ‘Make ! 
‘Fhat Spare’; and’ alternate. halves" 
of. the new. CBS Saturday night: 
hour, “Defenders,.”. and “The De- -{ 
-tectives.” moving to NBC's Friday: 
schedule’ in “hour format.. 
‘The Saturday night buys repre- 

sent a‘-Half-hour ‘cutback: for the 

“becn made to Columbia Univ. to 

definitive seal of approv. al, 

“500GIN POLAROID 
COIN FOR ABC-TV. 

Polaroid. is about’ -to’ pour ap- 
proximately .$500,000 

“TV's coffers. It's buying into two 
halt- ‘hours, _the Friday “Hatha- 

. ways” and the Saturday “Leave It 
to Beaver.” 

Polaroid. through Doyle, Dane 

isource of the leftover bagful. of 
ubservice loot. , 

Tall Man’ Renewed in the Saturday 8:30 stanza and 
R. J. Reynolds has. renewed : cight over 12 weeks in the Friday-.' 

on NBC-TV for half of the Satur-! at-8 half-hour. — 
, day night . half-hour, “Tall Man.” : 
‘Program, which in early. ‘April al-' 
most lost its 8:30 time ‘slot td aj 
replacement, is thus locked in| TV. - participating 
definitely for next season. +“Stagecoach West.” “Roaring 20s.” 

Reynolds | alternate-week: buy: “Asphalt Jungle, " “Naked City”. 
Agency is. Geyer, 

Madden & Ballard. - agency. | Morey, 

" Question Tax-Free 
they’re not reaching “that quintile | to be nothing more or less than a . 

.action- -adventure form” and -would : mail-it) contest:: . (Nobody talks about 
like to get that rarer fifth of the |the. station manager who tried tol: 

| buy up all. the- available issues of 

Status of TV Series, 

St. Paul, May 2. 
A, state legislator has called for . 

a probe of the tax-free status given ' 

(to ‘a television series sponsored by 

3s though it Wauld lose longtime: out its awards so indiscriminately , the Minnesota mining industry. 
bankroller. Prudential. A B&W buy- [to everybody and his AM-FM-TV , Questioning political motives of 
in is still a possibility of the in- brother as to render them practic- the series, state Sen. Karl Grittner 

| of St.: Paul asked Minnesota Sen-. 
Then, of course, there are the: 

Cig firm, however, figures it’s. round-robin of peripheral “kudos 
getting some of the. selective aud:: ranging from the Saturday Review 

ators. Hubert Humphrey and- Eu- 
gene McCarthy and Rep. Joseph 
Karth to refer the matter to the 

. internal revenue service for inves- 
Where the ultimate answer lies: 

jin terms of a qualitative award. that. 
‘Wednesdays; .and. is hoping for q|will command full respect of the. 

ito them, and in fact ov ertures had. 

- sanction. a:-complete radio-ty Pulit- . 
.zer award unit with its built-in‘ 

tigative action. 

Grittner objected ‘to commer- 
cials included in. the series: which, 
he said involved tax legislation af-: 
fecting the mining industry and' 
currently being considered by 
state solons. 

In letters to the three Minne-: 
+sota congressmen, Grittner wrote. 

into. ABC-; 

| 
& Bernbach, is taking seven weeks th 

In a special buy this summer 20th 
(for the month of July), Lehn &- ,George Foster is writing the 60- 
Fink is going ta invest in 19 ABC- ; ;minute stanza which will be aired ‘ 

minutes — in ; ;nxet fall. 

“T believe that the FCC should: 
investigate the commercial portion 
of these programs over the last 
year or so fo ascertain whether or 
not the requirements for labeling ¢ 
politically motivated  advertise- 
ments have been complied with.” 

Aaron & Zousmer’s 
Special for NBC-TV 

‘John Aaron and Jesse Zousmer, 
e former co-producers of CBS-. 

TV’s “Person to Person,” are doing - 
a one-shot for NBC-TV’s new Du-‘ 
Pont Sunday series to mark the, 

anniversary of the USO. 

Aaron and Zousmer were brought 
:in by NBC's boss of specials, Lester 
Gottlieb. Once the script is laid ' 
out, stars will be contracted. 

Politico Overtones: 

web tv budget laid out for pure : ences-inspired Emmys which, for ; :and ABC hoping they can lure ‘out of biz. The rumors—most of 
entertainment programming, Brown | all the glamor attached to its an-; , away some of that NBC coin. them anyway—have subsided, 

largely because all the radio webs 
have lessened the drastic losses of 
the years between 1953 and 1959. 

In the bad years of network 
radio, the CBS, NBC, ABC and, in 
smaller measure, thé former Mu- 
tual managements resisted drop- 
ping web feeds. Resistence was 
built up, mainly, as the direct re- 

isult of what has been termed ‘“‘cor- 
; porate ego.’ Nobody wanted to be 
first in letting go of the losing 

| (Continued on page 62) 

All Black-&-White 
Season at CBS-TV 
Despite RCA’s upbeat forecasts 

for. cdlor television and the fact 
that other setmakers have begun 
to turn out tint models, rival CBS- 
TV will decrease thé amount of 

. colorcasting it does next season. 
‘In fact, it’s likely the network will 
do no ‘colorcastins at all. 

Currently, CBS has no plans for 
colorcasts — not even the annual 
“Wizard of Oz," which is scheduled 
for monochrome next Christmas. 

. This, says the web. is subject to 
change, but only if a sponsor is 
willing to fuot the bill for the tint 
,coverages or if suddeniv tint: cir- 
culation suprts to the point «here 
CBS might be missing the boat by 
refusing to tint up. 

" CBS has been cutting back on 
tint gradually over the past four 

,years. During the current season, 
‘only “Wizard of Oz’ and a Red 
Skelton special were tinted, plus 
a couple of Skelton’s weekly shows. 
‘But CBS lost sume coin on the 
“Oz” ‘special in terms of not recoy- 
ering the extra tint costs. 

With the netwerk now extremely 
cost-conscious and making every 
effort to widen its annual prufits, 
it decided that tintcasting was a 
luxury which could be put aside 
‘completely until such time as cir- 
' culation Warrants its return. 

Let ae tan = 

t 



RADIO-TELEVISION 

7 Theatre’ Eyes Nichols & May, 
Weill Opera, Original Musicals; 

General downbeat in specials 

will find “General Electric Theatre” | 

abandoning the experiment it at- 

tempted with the one-hour and 90- 

minute one-shots this season, but 

there'll be no lack of exciting 
projects for the series as it starts 
its eighth year on CBS-TV next 
fall. 

Instead of the elongated specs, 
“GE. -Fheatre” producer Stanley 
Ruhin will be doing a number of 
half-hour “specials.” special in the 
sense that they will represent new 
approaches in format and content. 
For example, Rubin is negotiating 
with the Kurt Weill estate for 
rights to his folk opera, “Down in 
the Valley.” He's also dickering 
with Mike Nichols & Elaine Mav 
for a half-hour “Evening with 
Nichols & May,” to consist of a 
pair of sketches, either new or out 
of their catalog. 

He's also planning a pair of 
or:ginal half-hour musicals—ad- 
mittedly the “hooks” would actu- 

’ e9 ‘2, 

Davis’ WBC Shift 
Gordon Davis has become west 

coast manager of WBC Productions 
Inc., a unit of Westinghouse Broad- 
casting. He’s giving up his job as 
general manager of WIND, in 
Chicago. 

Replacing him as boss of WIND 
is G. E. (Ed) Wallis, now g.m. of 
WOWO, the’ WEC radio station m: 
Fort Way ne. 

RCA Volume Hits 

Peak But Net Off, 

Goodson-Todman Won't 
Take Vegas Show Killing 
‘Lying Down; 2006 Loss| 

Las Vegas, May 2. 

Harris| Katleman, 

veepee of- Goodson-Todman Pro- 

ductions Ince., 

nessmen apparently has killed the 

“Las Vegas Beat” tv series, but 
the producers do not intend to 
take the $200,000 
down.” 
Katleman said that two ‘sponsors 

who had. purchased the show on 
j the strength of a pilot filmed here | 
in January had now pulled out. 

loss “lying 

“It’s a catastrophe,” he said about |. 
}the present status of “Beat.” 

A committee of Chamber of | 
Commerce members. approved the 
script, according to Katleman, 
| “then we spent. $200,000 making |; 
| the pilot—and it turned out great. 
! We'll not take the loss Iying down |- 
*: owe! ‘ll try to sell it as a tv series 

Annual Meet Told 
While RCA had the best vs 

ally be vignettes because he ex-! “jn terms of volume” (about $500.- 
pects the music to take up at least! 900 better that any one prev iously) | 
10 of the 24 minutes of showtime. ; ‘in its history, company stockhold- ; 
Rubin frankly admits the only rea; ers were told yesterday (Tues.) that | 
son he’s doing musicals is that ; the net profit for Jan.-March of 

sia. 000.000 after taxes was 8°c less} Dinah Shore has moved out of the 
competing NBC slots: he fisures than the record first three months 
the. 1] do well against such COm- of 1960. 
petition as “Bonanza” and “Bus 
Stop.” but didn’t make much sense 70 
ys. Dinah. 

There’s more programming of 4: 
“special” sort of nature on Rubin's ; i first 
“GE” agenda. He's pianning a: 
trilogy of dramas about the three 
major religions. not a three-parter 
but three separate shows with the 
same theme—a drama of the prob- 
lems of a minister in these trou- 
bled times. He’s approaching Her- 
man Wouk to do the Jewish play, 

| 

| substantially | 

First quarter in 1961 hit $361.- 
0.000 in sales compared with 

- $361,200.000 in. the first quarter of 
‘last year. Earnings by RCA in.the 

quarter were 68¢ per share, 
; conipared. with the 85c in the same | 
quarter in. 1960. when, according ;. 
to RCA prexy John L. Burns, “a 

smaller number of 
shares were outstanding.” 

Burns told the annual gathering 
of RCA stockholders in a large 

‘Emmett Lavery the Catholic and |Studio. of NBC's 30 Rockefeller 
Jfartsell Spence the Protestant. 

AS a carry-over and expansion , despite the 
from an experiment this season | earnings, 
with what he calls “contemporary 1 profit expectations are 
problem dramas,” Rubin is also 
planning 10 such entries for next 
season. Last year's entries. one on 
high-school dropouts with Edward j 
G. Robinson and one on para- 
plegics with Ida Lupino, not only 

‘Continued on page 54) 

Stravinsky ‘Noah 
Ballet Set for CBS: 
“Noah and the Flood.” Igor Stra- ! sit ered, 

vinsky's original ballet score to be’ 

j 

! 
{ 

Plaza headquarters in N.Y. that 
decline in after-taxes 

whole - vear 
“optimis- 

company’s 

But there was a note of counter- . 
point to the general aura of bull-i 

tishness at the RCA stockholders 
| conclave. From the floor eame the: 
}comments of a spokesman for the 
union of RCA engineers in Cam- 
den. He charged that several en- 
gineers for the company, with 
tenures of from 17 to 33 years, had 
been discharged when the old 
cherry Hill plant was closed by 
CA and many of the men moved - 

fy new headquarters. 
“Fhese men,’ it was asserted. 

oectit harshly used in the name of 
rofit improvement.” Burns an- 

“We cannot always fit 
:‘employees) into the new pattern, 
_partieularly if they refuse to 

choreographed by George Ballan- ' move.” 

chine, will be taped by CBS-TV 

in late August or early September 

for airing in the '61-62 season. | 

The engineers’ spokesman at the. 
‘ stockholders meeting then said that 
‘most of them were most willing to 
move to the midwestern plant set. 

Work was commissioned by the: up to supplant Cherry Hill, but 
network over a year ago and rep- 
‘Yesents Stravinsky’s first attempt 
to compose for television: similar- 
iv. it marks Ballanchine’s first new 
work to be choreographed for tv, : 
ethough he’s done video stints | 
before in adapting standard works . ; 

* 
* 
¥ 

«x 

for the mecitum. 
Network has set the taping date 

and has also signed Kirk Browning 
te Girect the telecast. Browning | 
is one of the top directors of seri-- 
ous musical Grama in iv: he pio- 
neered the directing of the NBC 
Opera Co. in its earliest works, 
beth of standards and new operas. 

\s) Strevinsky originally envie 
si-ned the work. the score was to 
zun about 26 minutes. However. 
new the campleted work runs ta 44 
minutes, and CBS-TV will present 
te ballet as a omfe-hour special. 
Stravinsky will conduct the or- 
e.eostra himseif—no ssecifie musi- 
q?] group to be used. but selected 
Revsi¢eians froia several orchestras, 

The New York City Baliet Co. 
yooeh Batlaneliine directs. will 
comprise the ca-t. Soloists wilh he. 
ean fram among the ton ertists 
in the compenyv.  Ballanchine Jis 
eprrentiv at work on the chore- 
exrephy and selecting the soloists 

“Soak end the Filooe” i< ene ot 
about eight majer cultural proj- 
ects which CBS mapped out a vear 
ae. 

side, either because of cost. lack 
ef avanabiity of the key artists 
cr decisions that the concept 
aculdi't work out. “Noah” is the 
first to come to fruition: one other. 
a8 new musical drama by Gian- 
Carlo Menotti, is still in develop- 
ment. 

Most of them fell by the way- ‘ 

were discharged instead for “inter- 
minate periods «* time.” At this 

(Continued on page 60) 

: Wash... 

first, then make a feature picture 
out of it.” He added that ‘Goodson- 
Todman may. take legal action 
against the persons responsijble 
for “killing” the ‘show. 

Brinkley Journal’ 
Snags $1,300,000 
Douglas Fir Coin 

Douglas Fir Plywood’ Assn., al 
relative stranger to network . tele-! 
vision, is: going to spend no. less 
than $1,300.000 next season on: 
NBC-TV’s “David Brinkley’s Jour- 
nal.” Outfit, homing in Tacoma: 

is in for a 13-over-26-week 
ride Wednesdays on the 10:30-11 
p.m. news show, and may take. 

“more stanzas. if Pittsburgh Plate 
Glass doesn't firm up an order for 
alternate weeks. ‘see separate 
story). 

-Once" before in network video 
(1956; in NBC's. “Home” show),: 
Douglas Fir: decided to move back 
in an ‘effort to counteract the 
heavy merchandising guns of the 
steel and aluminum industries 
with which .wood products are 
highly competitive. Once that was 
established by Douglas Fir, 

west coast | 

says that protests 

from a “handful” of local busi-| 

it was. 

promise to do the show. 

thinks she will. 

Bnitish Performers 

TED YATES JOINING | 
BRINKLEY AT NBC 

Ted Yates-is quitting Metropol- 
itan Broadcasting as the exec pro- 
ducer in public affairs to join NBC- 
TV as producer of the Wednesday 
prime time “David Brinkley’s 
Journal.” He'll be leaving N.Y.. 
where he’s been the last several 
years, to return to Washington, 

Jhomebase for the new web pubaf- | 
\fair stanza, _ 
. Yates, onetime production part- 
ner with Mike Wallace first at. 
WABD tnow WNEW), then at ABC-' 
|TV, will continue maintaining his 
I tieup with writer Ben Hecht. The 
1two men are collaborating on a 
. Bréadway musical. 

Producer has made a deal to 
work exclusively in radio and tv 
for NBC, Brinkley’s. stanza is slat- 
ed. next season for a 10:30-11 an-. 
| chorage. ‘Several years ago, Yates 
| worked’ for NBC in Washington, 
; where: he. first “met Brinkley. — 

Most Major Brit 
TV Outfits Shift 
10% Tax to Client 

T.onion, May.’2 2. 
Britain’s commercial tv com- 

beset ‘by offers from all three tv: panies are divided about What. to 

webs. ABC has offered Churchill 
half-hour‘ reruns but no time slot ' 
that the sponsor's agency, Cole & 
Weber. found satisfactory. CBS ; 
came up with “Eyewitness. to His- 
tory,” but the bankroller went in- ; 
stead for the NBC offering, the . 
new Brinkley prime timer. 

Walter (Tolly) Tolleson, the NBC 
salesman in the northwestern U:S., 
closed the deal. through the web's: 
Frisco office. 

It is. understood that Douglas. 
Fir initially sought to underwrite 
web specials, ‘but its. budget 
couldn't be: stretched to’ cover 

i them. 

; do in regard to the 10°¢ tax on 
ity. advertising, which .was introd- 
'uced in last month's budget and: 
which came into effect yesterday 
{Mon.). Some are passing it on di- 
rectly to the advertiser, some are 

' sharing the load, and others ure 
| three the cost themselves.. 

Three of the four majors, Asso-. 
| clated-Rediffusion, Associated Tele- 
vision and. Granada. together with 

-| Westward Television «which only 
' began to operate last weekend) and 
| possibly TWW, have decided to add 
a surcharge of 10°; to all adver- 
tisers, thus passing on the fuil 
burden of the tax. 

The fourth major, ABC, and Ate 
rabogtaigiololeieiletetpiaiielaisiloisieilolatetaeisleteeieieieipoleipleiisieieleioit | glia TV, have decided: to: discoum 

Adoption of 42-second nighttime 
station breaks by all three net- 
works looked assured this week, in 
the face of publiciv anncunced con- 
cern over possible triple-spotting 
hy FCC Chairman Newtown Minaw 

19-second increase in spot avail- 
abilities will not in the end in- 
crease station revenues after all. 

Despite continued protests by 
advertisers and agencies and 4's, 
ABC-TV iast week is said to have 
spoken the “final” word on: the 
subject—it intends to go ahead 
with its plan. CBS, which had 
been hoping ABC would back 
down, now seems convinced. that 
the extended. breaks will 
reality and is proceeding to imple- 
ment such breaks on its own net- 
work, though it doesn't expect to 
finalize its plan in time for this 
week's affiliates’ meeting. NBC 
has indicated that if CBS moves, 
it too will go’ aleng. 

Meanwhile. Minow said that 
while the additional station break: 
time doesn’t appear harmful, he 
feared that if triple-spotting he- 
came widespread as a result, he 

‘might recommend FCC curbs on 
the number 

_mercials a station could telecast. 
Possibility of triple-spotting is | 

10 Seconds That Shook the industry 
etectnossssssrrsrsecfsepsoetereoocecerso cel nS ti 

but one of the: objections to the :! 

newly-created openings 
higher-rated shows, with the ‘weak: }. 

going heg- |. 

be a- 

of consecutive ¢om-. 

* 
* HAM 

extended break -voiced by adver-‘ 
tisers and some network person-. 
nel. Another major beef is’ that 
with aH three networks adopting. 
the extended breaks, nobody would ° 
benefit. Action, the ‘theory goes, . 
is not likely to. increace the total 
amount of spot money. in felevision 
in itself; what will happen, there- , 
fore, is that advertisers currently. ; 
in weaker adjacencies Will simply . 
move their business ‘up to the. 

next. to 

er adjacencies simply 
ging for business. Or. if even the 
weaker adjacencies prove more c:- 
ficient than other areas such as 
davtime, the Jatter will suffer as 
advertisers yank daytime spots 
and move them into nighttime. 

It's -a case of robbing. Peter to 
pay Paul. sav the agencies. And’ 
also, some are beginning to wonder 
‘if two 20-second eonsecutive spots ; 
won't prove harmful to the impact 
of the adjacency itself. Will the. 

J invoices: by 57 before adding the 
surcharge of. 10°. ‘which. means 
that the client will. have‘ to pay 
412°C extra.. 

The Séottish and Tyne Tees coin-- 
panies: have decided to discount 

! invoices by 10°¢ before adding the 
i surcharge of 10°, hich results 
‘in ad rates actually being. reduced 
by 1%. 

AS far as can be ascertained, 
Southern TV have not. yet decided 

‘on their policy, while Ulster TV is ! 
not immediately affected as ‘the 
budget legislation only applies to 
Great Britain. It is. expected the 
Ulster. Parliament will soon tollow | 
suit, hawever. 

All Silent Pic Spec 
Holiswood; May 2. 

; An. all-comedy spec 
slapstick passages ‘based on: silent 
pic ‘sequences ‘is being prepared 
tor tentative New Year's Day air- 
ing by Joe Fiynn, regular. in. the 

*upecoming “Joey Bishop Show” 
vidpix. series. Spec will be made 

» through Gomalco Productions fa-. 
Cilities . 
| Flynn’s projected show 
cover routines of such comedy 

featuring» 

will , 

Wednesday, May 8, 1961_ 

MN Also Means Mucho Money 
NBC-TV already has some $100, 000 invested in ‘the 

Marilyn Monroe special—a ty adaptation of Somerset 
“Rain,” without even. any assurance that MM will ‘fulfill - hes 

set 
Whether or not the special goes on, the network ‘{s. committed 

to a $25,000 fee to Rod Serling for the tv adaptation. There's 
another $25,000 purportedly involved in acquiring the tv rights. _ 
Remainder of the thus-far committed coin has been siphoned inte 

. below-the-line scenery costs and the pacting of agent Ann Marv 
lowe as exec producer. All this, of course, is minus Miss Monroe’s 

: fee, the remainder of the cast and the 
The only questioning remaining—w 

oduction itself. . 
MM do the show? NBC 

Threaten To 

Strike TV Unless Fees Are Hiked 
London, . May 2 

British ‘actors and: vaude artists. 
-|are threatening television with a 
big talent. switchoff—unless. pro- 
gram companies agree ‘to pay them 
fees more in line with audience 
ratings for tv shows: : 

Strike: threats—which could halt 
live tv if carried out—came at the 
annual meetings: of Equity, the ac- 
tors’ trade union, and the Variety 
Artists’ Federation.. 

At the Equity meeting more than.. 
300 thesps unanimously backed ‘a 
resolution calling fora new tv pay 
structure. 

Asked Terence Soall, member. of 
,the cast of tv. skcins “Knight? Er- 
‘rant” and — “Spy, ‘Catcher’: “How 
‘fare are we prepared to. go? Are 
.we prepared. ° withdraw. ° ‘our 
labor?” 

Said Equity's’ ‘general secretary. 
Gerald Croasdell:’ “It is not al- 
ways wise to produce one’s whale 
‘armory in front. of the enemy. but 
the answer. is ‘Yes.’” His reply 
was cheered by ‘the ‘meeting whieh - 
gave full support to the Equity ° 
Council—acting for 9.676 members. 
—in any action thought necessary. * 
Some .action has already .been 

taken by the Council which. has. 
prepared a pay-hy-points. scheme. 
for the commercial ty companies’: 
| consideration. ‘This: brings the boxe - 
| office factor into. the fees scale. by 
a points-rating for ‘each company, 
based on. the potential.audiente in: 

“the area it serves. These audience. 
potentials. are. the hasis for the 
advertisement rates charged, hy the. 
eompanies. 

Present minimum ‘for a pe? ‘form=". 
ance in a commercial tv. play is. 
‘around $30. though top actors may. 
get up.to $440, Under. the: poirts: 
plan: some thesps would eet. a {our- 
fold pay ‘rise: |. 

'  Forthe moment, BBC. Television 
‘—which..is financed: from viewers’ 
license fees and earns no advertis- 
ing reveniic—‘s-, nat ‘being ap-. 
proached | hy: “Eauity. Fer. an ap- 
pearance in a BBC. play, “acters. 
may earn a minimunt. tee which is - 
about $3 less thaa. ‘thet paid ‘hy 
commercial companies, ‘hut: Equity 
hopes that a pay-rise: on the com- 
mercial stations may ‘be. followed: 
by a similar up-rating by the BBC: 

Proposing the new pay deal. res-. 
olution at the annual meeting, ac: ; 
tor Andre Morell said: “Since. the’ 
inception of ‘television the -pay-. 
ments made to :actors have been. 
based neither on justice, nor équi- - 

_ty, not: on reason, fact or worth... 
The only basis has be en not. haw 
much should the actor in fairness 
be paid. but how little ‘could he be 
bamboozled into accepting.” © 

Because. the large majority of 
actors earned an ¢xtremély pre- 
carious living.and would-rather be 
working at something hawever il-. 
‘paid than not work.at all, they had 

‘Continued oF on. \ pare ¢ 60) 

Colgate’ § Spread: 

Cross-the-Board 
Colgate-Palmolive’ has inked in. 

its fail network program schedule 
with a spread of ‘buys that-covers-- 
every Night in. the week on either 

-NBC- TV or CBS- TV. 

Soapery's :ar ound-the- -sked_ pani 
roll includes: Sunday, _CBS- TV's 
“Ed Sulliy an Show” ‘Monday;:- 
NBC's “Thriller”: Tuesday, CBS’. 
“Dobie. Gillis”; : Wednesday, CBS". 
i“Checkmate;, Thursday, NBC's 

value of the adjacency currently : ; greats. as . Charlie Chaplin, Laurel “Outlaws” 3 Friday, NBC's “Detec-. 

utilizing one 20-second spot and’ & Hardy, Buster Keaton and Ed. tives”; Saturday,, CBS’ “Perry, 
one 10-secand ID be less with two, Wynn. He'll appear in the spec, : . Mason. ” 
20°s, they. ask. 

Regardless of the qualifications | suitable for the type of humorous: buys." 
: j characterization needed. (Continued on page 60) 

i and is currently lining up comics | -The. CBS. outlays repr ésent major. 
‘The NBC bankroll. is tor 

| minute participations. 



during . the ‘campaigns, switching | ( over 100 hours: of excess tv ad-j. 
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OGETHERNESS’ 
B CASTERS TERS PREP. Femmecasters Set for Their Own 

FOR I. MEET! Pre-NAB Convention; Unfixed Quiz 
wusscurmns | Starring D.C. Biggies in Spotlight 

| A mere year has sent lots of Washin , ' gton, May 2 
; water rushing under Potomac It's iadies first, conventionally 

Wednesday, May 8, 1961 

~ Shortage of Good Hour Shows 
“There's a shortage. of 60-minute network programming for’ next 

season—that is, acceptable programming. The ‘squeeze is: _particu- 
larly evident at NBC,.which, even more than ABC, is: going whole-. 
hog ir the hour form in a wholesale downgrading of half-hour’ af 
entries. . 7 

When, last week, NBC decided it would lop off the Monday éve-. 
ning 7 30 to 8:30 “The Americans,” the scarcity of replacement - 

_ product invited the suggestion to expand: “Celebrity Talent Scouts” 
into hour form, with a resultant pitch to agencies: for next Season. 
(Only two weeks. before “Talent Scouts”. lost ‘out. as. a half-hour . 
suinmeér filler for R. J. Reynolds.) bridges. ae ne. e A coadeastors : ’ Arbitron Top 10 speaking, with the American Wom- 
‘The shortage of good hour shows also resulted in ‘NBC’ s decision | convened. ‘There, is today a-new (April 24-30) en in Radio and Television, more 

Untouchables -.... ABC 29.2 |than 1,000 delegates strong, mov- 
Flintstones ...... ABC 28.7 ing into Washington for the annual 
Gunsmoke ...... . CBS ° 28.0 confab of femmecasters Thursday 
Candid ‘Camera ... CBS 25.4 (4), just ahead of the National 
47 Sunset Strip....ABC 24.4 Assn. of Broadcasters yearly gath- 
Real McCoys ..... _ ABC 24.1 ering here on Sunday (7). 

Have Gun ...... -- CBS 22.9 For the women of the industry, 
My Three Sons....ABC 22.9 |it is a “birthday” convention—their 

.: Danny Thomas ....CBS. 22.4 |10th—and AWRT’s prexy, NBC's 
Red Skelton seers CBS 22.8 |Esther Van Wagoner Tufty, or- 

. shows, “Rebel” and “Yank”. into an hour showcase. 

dered her . 5 
apparently be ever present on the. imagination. m™m planners to use 
D. C. circuit, they are fewer in. 

° ‘Big’ number and the air is clearer in NBC. 1 V iy) “TE it could happen any place 
advance of the 39th annual NAB : & Va! ” [ ess else,” declared “the Duchess,” as “To Ue rale Staton $ News Image, contention ena 7 be “ule fs knew io ber su 

net - Some. 2,000 radio-television ex- Cf Formats On ee ; 
ecutives and engineers are set for] Washington convention.” 

Chicago, ‘May. 2.4 vee re | The program, as a result, tastes 
the yearly togetherness routine in. succu'ently of Washington. with The way WBBM-TV veep ‘Clark | Washington May 7-10, with the 

George figures it. there's no better John Day fo Pacifica | Shoreham ‘and‘Sheraton-Park. Ho-j" . such flavoring ad the White Fuses 
way to make-a tv newscaster feel; ‘John. Day, .. former. -v .p.. of .CBS/ tels as headquarters. 0 over OWS | sites. esta and tours of embas- 

(and - ‘perform! like a. Tegitimate : News, has joined the: ‘non-profit; President. John F. Kerinedy, who NAB prez LeRoy Collins will 
“newsman than to send him periodi- |P2cifica, Foundation as exec V-P.| agrees with the industry that tv} B “De. P ; ° “i 

land. ral manager of WBAI-FM, ; . pring Byington, once tv’s “De ‘sound the convention keynote at 
cally to places where. the news 2 Bene ge ; contributed . mightily to his elec-| cember Bride,’ is going westernithe Thursday night banquet after 
happens. It obtains as much.on ‘the | the N.Y. outlet of the educational: tion, will ‘give the | dignity and ; next season as a regular on NBC- ja cocktail bash Ie hosted by the net- 
local as on the network’ level, -he foundation... Day resigned from | prestige of his presence at the: qm, Tuesday hour, “Laramie.” In-! works. Mrs. Mesta, who has had 
‘feels, and. therefore George. .has CBS after'six years with the net-| opening ‘general assembly Monday {troduction of. the veteran femme|some experience at it, will serve 
‘been authorizing a number of work a few months ago. ~ {$81 and is expected to ‘speak! parformer is part of the network's as hostess for the tables of cele- 
“network-class” news jaunts for |- Pacifica operates three subserip-| briefly.” . plan to attract more female viewers | brities who are being invited to the 

‘his principal on-the-air personali- tion-FM stations. including WBAI,| Although this is the glossiest/to some of its action stanzas. dinner. VIPs will be spotlighted 
ties, Frank Reynolds, Carter David-' others being in San Francisco ‘ac-j item on the impressive program Besides Miss Byington, “Lara-|and introduced by Ann Corrick of 
son. and Fahey ‘Flynn. tually Berkeley) and Les Angeles. | jaid- out for the sessions, perhaps mie” will also ‘ Westingh Broadcasti fi get the services of | Westinghouse Broadcasting, fi:st 
‘Reynolds, for. instance, fs. cur- it started the L.A. station a couple! the two most awaited speeches Dennis Holmes, a boy thesp, In an] Woman prexy of the Radio and 

‘rently on a 15-day tour oF” Central of years ago and took over WBATI) will be those of NAB prexy LeRoy appeal to a wider “family” "group. Television Correspondents Assn, 

and South America. traveling with last year. Pacifica operates on vol-| Collins, the new industry leader Like “Laramie,”. the Thursday here, and Patty Cavin of WRC, 
‘a camera and saund crew to Ecua-. untary ‘subscriptions supplied - by} whose talks feed broadrasters} Outlaws” hour is in line for a re- ; Washington. 
“dor, Chile. Peru Argentina: and listeners, and covers a wide range | spinach and rutabaga rather than furbishing—alsa to get a greater; A Washington multiple news 
Brazil. Station describes it is beMg. of intellectual. subjects and politi-) ice cream and cake, and -FCC distaff quotient of viewers: Barton conference is on the Friday ‘5) 
“in cooperation with President : cak areas, Chairman. Newton D. Minow, who| MacLane is going to bé dropped at; agenda, with several government 
Kennedy’s program, ‘Alliance’ for ' wants to see radio-tv execs Pay ‘aS the end of this season, and a new,{highcrups standing by to expose 

Progress,’ to- strengthen. the good | e much attention to the public in- | younger actor (unchosen) will take |themselves to an un-fixed quiz 
neighbor policy,” but ‘of. course , terest as the profits statements. ! pi. place as lead on the 60-minute |Show. To be given the Q-A by 

the main purpose is. for. rouse |B ons Both speeches are slated to deal | western. AWRT members, who can make 
to bring back documentary footage - | heavily with broadcasting’ S. Te-| These decisions and others came <a tapes if they wish, are Secretary of 

on the “political and economic o| l sponsibilities. after: NBC-TV program boss David 
mate of the countries he. visits. Fears’ Com’ S. Minow and FCC, rather than Levy met-with preducers and web 

Labor Arthur J. Goldberg; Senate 
Democratic Leader Mike Manse 

Congress, which was: the case a: Coast official ly At least two prime time ees | year ago, hold the key to the closet |< oas) officials recently in Holly- 
field: the newest woman Senator, 

aurine Neuberger (D-Ore.): an 

eee Fess will” bate | of broadcasting troubles in. D. C. For For instance,“Thriller,” evidently |€XPert on, Africa, Rep. Frances 
‘acquired useful: background for | Gettin Ex , Tougher FCC regulations on the'in line with NBC's desir e to; Bolton (R-Ohiol; and William 

those. news rumblings—current; | cessive : industry and a general closer jlessen “unnecessary violence” next | Movers, acting director of the 
watch on. broadcasting are inj season, will go in more for spook Peace Corps, in the absence of 

and anticipated—in. Latin Amer- | 2. Le Ral Paes 
| London, May 2. .{store.. Option time seems a dead| themes and “go less on violence.” | 52%8ent Shriver, who's abroad. tea. Moreover,:and this may.prove j. ducie. although contracts now in g 

tint benefit, his image as a Postmaster - “General. Reginald | As for “Alfred Hitchcock Pre-|,, ©: Wrede Petersmeyer, Corin- 
ee is ven to be enhanced, | Bevins faced some-pertinent prob- | existence will probably be sal-!sents,” this Tuesday half-hour in! ithian Broadcasting prez, Commis- 
affecting the “reliability” of his: ing by Labor M.P.'s during a re-| ‘Vaged. . '61-’62 will go it easier on the twist | Stoner Rosel H. Hyde of the Fed- 
noon and 6 p.m..newseasts, so far | Cent Commons. session .They were! Collins will -keynote the conven- O. Henry-type endings and increase { "74, So nications Commission; 

as Chicago audiences are con- Worried over what. they ‘deseribed ; tion at the Monday: (8: luncheon. | “shock stories.” Hitchcock is said : ie , wh alp Yarborough iD- 

cerned. — as “the missing. minute" which,| Minow will address the Tuesday | to feel he’s sloughed off the horror ( Fex.' d rapiaiae e the political 
Not the First Time | they. allege, is putting beaucoup} (9' luncheon,. and Secretary of|yarns.this season and wants to re- ! | Sonate Cony su Con ne of ae 

. ; “that | extra cash ‘in! the. tills of commer- Health, Education. and -Welfare|turn to them. NBC and producer- | Sena - a ranel f disci ittee, wit 
This. isn't the first time tha i cial tv firms... [Abraham Ribicoff will speak at the :host Hitchcock made a distinction |™4K¢ UP @ ranel for discussion 0 

Rey nolds pill have covered a story | i When: the. Television : “Act - was, Wednesday (10) luncheon. | Between shock shows and violence | (Continued on ontinued pn page & 64) 
~ | debated it was promised that there } A reception for Senators, Con-: Shows 

tang dan Bocetnens ene ate | would be #. maximum: of: six min-| gressmen and other Government | Bob Newhart, as has been re- during that tour of the Far East. MD of advertising ‘plugs per hour. | leaders is on the docket for Tues: | Ported, ., 38 getting the Wednesday. . Pr 
Jast-year, getting to Japan in time ’s allege that it's crept'up to] day evening, and the final banquet | 2-10 slot on NBC next fall, and | i ice 
for the ruckus-that kept the Presi- seven minutes .in an hour and| Wednesday will be a good-time af-|the.web decided to give the come- 

Christopher. Mayhew, -Labor ° rat | fair with entertainment provided | “am a running cast of characters 

to expand the Robert: Taylor detective series to:60 minutes for a | 
Friday night 8:30 to. 9:30 slotting next season (even after the Taylor. : 
séries in half-hour form had been bumped: from the ABC-TV sked.) 
Similar Shortage resulted | in NBC's’ decision. to: go with, the hour 
Friday circus series, 

ABC’s been having its share of shortage problems too, as witness 
the proposal to dovetail the. brace of ‘Goodson-Todman half-hour 

U...S. President, NAB président] 
d+and Federal Communications 
Commission chairman. 

Broadcasting, painfully ‘in its 
‘blackest hour 12.months ago in 
the wake of scandals, made a 

-| miraculous recovery by strutting 
,its public service capabilities 

|. through the 1960. campaign and] 
election. Although troubles will 

i 

dent’ out. Also he was assigned to} por for Woolwich, estimated “that.| by . a la the crew far the late Fred j ° 
*-: seaeh of the Presidential candidates ‘since it began there has been well : by Broadcast Miller pa a. Allen’s.“‘Allen’s Alley,” thus giving nares rug OM 
ey a sun er Awar the half-hour weekly stanza a minor 
oo sort ‘walt colleague Carter Davidson: | vertising.. free of “the new tax.!, NAB's 1961 Distinguished Serv-jtaste of the situation comedy for- . 

(Continued | on page 62) worth millions of pounds to the: ice Award will be presented Mon-;mat but still maintaining New- | b with several other potential | tv companies.” j day morning to Judge Justin Mil-:hart's staple which is storytelling. ; >20kroilers in line for the alter- 
" Bevins insisted that the rule, le: former NAB president and | (Stanza, it’s understood, will prob- ; Date-nalf availability in “Price Is 

q fs. that. there should bea limit-of | b0ard chairman, in recognition of|ably come from New York.) | Right” next season, NBC-TV gave 

| if Ids | plur Cc six- minutes of spot advertising per | His long - and valued service to 
hour over the average day and ‘broadcasting at the same opening 

One other change on the books tit to American Home Products, 

‘| elaimed that: the present average Seneral assembly to be attended |the cast of the expanded (from 30; 

‘for next season is the padding that ! ‘Bankroller joints with P. Lorillard, 
:a carryover from this season, in 

‘over: the whole day has ‘been. 48! Y President Kennedy. minutes to an hour a week) “Wells ! the giveaway stanza’s upcoming 
Mn | Garry | loore, minutes. He ‘submitted that this; ‘Collins, who was permanent chair- : Fargo” is going to receive. Besides , Monday-8:30 slot. 

was not. unreasonable. He also;man of the 1960 Democratic. Na- | retention of Dale Robertson as | Lever 8 Bros. held onto its share 

| admitted - “that | sometimes. ‘the | tional Convention Los Angeles | lead, “there'll be another lead, a/ ia “Price” until two weeks ago, Full-hour clients aren't easy. to hourly. maximum. had crept overiWhere Mr. Kennedy won the ;man in his 20s (as a further lure to | ‘when it walked away from NBC- 
come by these days, even altérnate-| the | ‘mark: but that -it had- been | Presidential nomination, will: in- | the ladies), plus four or five more { 7¥ in a pique. Web and sponsor 
week. sponsors, But CBS-TY  thfs- proportionately reduced: in: the ‘tToduce the Chief Executive. with | regular performers in the Saturday | hassled over what stanza was to 
week. succeeded in: snapping. one hours before and after. ‘Dwight W. .Martin, WAFB-TV, ; night western. (replace “Price” when it leaves its 
of them. Oldsmobile, to a full skip-. Baton Rouge, La.,.board chairman, current Wednesday time period, 
week, hour despite s some: fi thougs’ Murrey Th B tt presiding. Martin. and “Merrill o as and NBC won with Joey Bishop 
obstacles: set in its path. though ! Lindsay, e . r 7 u |an lost a sponsor in the process, 
subsequently removed: a W: aps enne ex cutive ‘v.p. WSOY Emmy Nominations Because it lost its argument over “AM-FM, Decatur, IIL, are conven- ; 

-Effective in the fall, Olds. seit | As Public Info Chief. ; ‘Nominations for awards in 24 Bishop, after the choice “Wagon 
l 

tion cominittee co-chairmen. 
:categories were announced yester- Train,’ Lev er didn’t want “Price” sponsor alternate: weeks of the ', 

sponsor nig ght Garry. Moore: show. Washington, May 2. FCC's Q&A . i day .'Tues.) by the Academy of in its new berth either, so-it quit 
Deat brings: the show back to SRO. Lowell Bennett, author and. Other highlights of the manage- ‘ Television Arts & Sciences. both spots 
status, with R. J.- Reynolds and | former -ABC newsman, has been, Ment program include: ‘Emmys will be announced via Procter & Gamble, an arch rival, 
Johnson's ‘Wax sharing the. other-| named Public Information Director j —All.FCC commissioners . will. NBC-TV May 16. ! replaced I.ever in Bishop, and 
half. Olds. will’ replace -Plymouth, “U.S. Information. Agency, Ed- , Participate in a question and an-!. Among categories this year is a‘ with American Home now in 
which: is bowing out after having ward R. Murrow, USIA chief,.- an- /SWwer session. '“Program of the Year" award, “Price,” both shows are again 
‘sponsored the full skip-week this nounced Monday (1). « _ A labor clinie with emphasis with “Astaire Time,” the NBC con-,SRO. Big division of American 
‘season. ° ' Bennett's. most. recent ‘USIA as-/ on contract negotiations, contract -yention coverage, the Danny Kaye. Home is Whitehall Pharmacal. 

. Deal: firmed kly aft ‘signment.-was’ as. Press: Ofticer in'language and other problems special, “Macbeth” on “Hallmark .NBC reportedly seeks more biz M in med up: quic y fler Paris. During World-War HI, he broadcasters: face: ‘Hal of Fame” and NBC's Sacco- from that direction, since White- 
care withdrew his apposition last i covered ‘for ABC and’ Interviational | —A telescaped version of West- Vanzetti two-parter as the nomi- hall is a big participating adver- 

(Continued on-page 64). |News in ‘Europe. © (Continued on page 62) ‘nees, i tiser. 
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A Matter Of Faith 

p | ot loo many weeks ago, a golfing enthusiast 

we know was rained out of his customary 

Sunday afternoon match (any smoker can tell you 

that matches don’t work well in the rain), and. 

found himself watching NBC-TY’s Religious Pro- 

eram for the very first ume. 

As an avowed non-believer, he’d never had 

the shehtest interest in religion, but he stayed 

with this particular show right to the finish. For, 

instead of some somber preachment his precon- 

ceived notions had led him to expect, the. half 

hour was a delightful musical satire about. a 

cog-like office worker’s desperate quest to express 

his individuality. 

Since then, our golfer friend has made it.a 

point to catch other programs m the series—even 

on clear days—and he’s found them to be among. 

the most exciting and creative offerings in. all 

iclevision. 

Does this verdict prove there are no atheists 

in a sand-trap? Hardly. But it does show the va- 

riety of ways in which a religious idea can be set 

forth brightly and convincingly on a TV. screen. 

‘The vehicle can be, and often is, drama. Or’ 

- modern dance. Or folk singing. Or a documentary 

filmed either here or abroad. But whatever the 

format, it mrust have the magic of eood theatre, 
a 

for even the noblest of motives doesn’t excuse’ a 

television program from being a bore. 

Thus, to-use drama as an example, our veli- 

elous program has featured original scripts from 

such fine writers as Henry Denker, Morton: 

Wishengrad, Rod Serling and Pulitzer Prize win- 

ner Paul Horgan; and the easts have boasted such 

names as Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Judith Anderson, 

Charlton Heston and Theodore Bikel. 

BUT THE SERIES hasn’t been content 

merely with matching the professional quality of 

big-time, conimercial shows; it’s also sought to 

“make its mark as an innovator. 

Dramatic readings, for stance, are now a 

fairly familiar sight to TV audiences (“have 

lectern—will travel”), but the NBC Religious Pro- 

gram was the groundbreaker in this field way 

back in: 1952 with an inspired presentation. of 

“The World of Sholem Aleichem.” 



Wednesday, May 3, 1961 

Two years ago, the s series became the first of 

its kind to pe esent original, half -hour operas. Tn 

“cooper ation with Catholic University, of Washing- 

ton, D.C, it staged a quartet of specially written 

works that included “The Juseler ee “The Cage,” 

“Doleedo” and “The Decorator.” _ 

_ Almost seven years. earlier, it brought viewers 

the first adaptation of “The Diary: of Anne Frank” 
—several seasons before the stage and screen ver- 

sions of the book were presented befor ethe public. 

‘And, i in 1957, when the program’s production 

unit went to Rome to make: the: four-part docu- 

“mentary, “The Eternal City ” it marked the first 

time in TV thata religious seriés had. under taken. 

to make films overseas. Since that time, Executive 

Producer Doris Ann and staff have made docu- 

mentaries in Brazil, Israel, England and Russia. 

LAST. SUNDAY’S “Report from Moscow” 

—filmed by NBC in cooperation with the Southern 

Baptist Convention—brought viewers pictorial 

and musical excerpts fr om half a dozen services. 

in the Moscow Baptist Church. 

There was. no mistaking the: admiration felt 

by Soviet movie-men for. ihe superb camera, work 

of NBC's s Joseph, Vadala. The bear-like embraces 
he got. from them just after they saw the rushes 

couldn’t have [been more impassioned if Van 
Cliburn had played the documentary’s back- 

ground score. 

| The. Sunday-afternoon religious series is 

called “Frontiers of Faith” when it’s produced . 

with the National Council of Churches; “The: 

Catholic Hour” (with the National: Council of 

Catholic Men); “The Eternal. Light” (with the 

Jewish Theological Seminary. of America); ; and 

If further proof be needed... 

. breathes there a playwright with 

a prayer or two in New Haven? 

“The Southern Baptist Hour” (with the South- 

ern Baptist Radio and TV Commission). 

The very able directors of the Sunday program 
—which continues an unbroken tradition of reli- 

gious programming begun by NBC in the pre- 

televi ision 1920's—are Martin Hoade and Frank 

Pacelli. Of enormous help to them is the fact that 

the faith-eroup representatives cooperating on the 

shows are people well-schooled in the history and 
techniques of the dramatic arts. 

This Sunday, for example, marks the first of 
four successive “Catholic Hours” devoted to the 

exploration of great themes in plays, and the 

host-commentator will be Rev. John Walsh, S.J, 

‘ Marquette University’s. director of drama. 

On each of the Sundays, Father Walsh will 

“Introduce and analyze one scene from a classical 

drama and another from a contemporary work 

with a similar subject. The frst program (with 

a splendid cast headed by Sam Wanamaker and 
Mildred Dunnock) will examiné Sophocles’ 

“Oedipus Rex” and Pastor Guenter Rutenborn’s 

“The Sin of Jonah.” 

Drama and religion, as Father Walsh will be 

reminding viewers, have never been strangers, 

The fact is that all theatre—whether Oriental, 

Greek or American—has its origins in religious 
ritual, even if “The Rhinoceros” does seem a far 

cry from a Roman mass of a thousand years ago. 
The connection between religion and the 

theatre is still quite substantial. 

fon soul so dead who’s never sent up 



TV-FILMS 

(BS Films Has Batch of New Syndie 
Product in Bid to Beat Doldrums 

CBS Films convenes its annual + 
two-day sales meeting in N.Y. to- 
day ‘Wed.) with its briglitest sales 
and product picture in nearly two 
years. In the face of a tough syn- 
dication market the CBS vidpix 
subsid reports a sharp sales spurt 
over the past four-months and at 
the same time has a fistful of new- 
to-syngication product ready for 
next. fall. 

Biggest item on the new product 
list is “December Bride,” with a 
total of 157 episodes to be laid out 
for syndication. It's the first big 
comedy show suitable for strip- 
ping in some time. Also on tap is 
“Wanted—Dead or Alive” reruns, 
94 of ‘em. along with this year’s 
“Angel” .eruns and a new cycle 
of 26 “Deputy Dawg” shows. 

At the same time. the company 
is boasting a sales increase of 
90°¢. tur the first four months of 
the year over the comparable pe- 
riod in 1960. For further compari- | 
son, the new four-month level ac- 
tually tops by 2° the same 
period in CRS Films’ alltime 
peak year of 1959. Sales drive was 
a special effort to whip the com- 
pany out of the doldrums. 

Sales upsurge was achieved with 
little new product to sell, only the 
“Dawg” and “Heckle & Jeckle”’ 
cartoons and the “Flying A” west- 
ern library, plus the overall CBS : 
Films backlog. Now. with a floek : 
of new shows on tap, all for fall 
airdate, the prospects Jook rosier 
than they have in quite some time. 

Besides “Bride.” “Wanted.” 
“Angel” and the new 
there’s still a good chance of a 
second-year cycle on “The Broth-- 
ers Brannagan” and the strong: 
possibility of one and perhaps two j 
firstrun syndication stanzas. In 
that case, new product activity for .: 
the company could hit an alltime' 
peak. 

“Bride” was filmed by Desilu and 
represents CBS Films’ first com- 
edy stanza with stripping potential : 
in four years. Its last was “Our 
Miss Brooks.” “Wanted” was a 
Four Star stanza but CBS con-: 
trolled rerun distribution. “Angel.” - 
of course, 
show. 

Play Of the Week’ 
Unit Furloughed’ 
In light of the expected sale ; 

is the company’s own 

shortly of WNTA-TV, Newark-N.Y.. 
to the educational group, station - 
is going on an abbreviated telecast-: 
ing day. Not directly tied with the 
sale, but related to it, is the shrink-. 
age of the NTA Productions unit. 
headed by Worthington 
Miner, 

Let out of the production unit - 
were such producers as Lewis 
Friedman and Jack Kuney, number 
of production assistants, and Budd 
Wilds and Bernie Lippman of tech- 
nical operations, as well as other 
members in- the unit. 
of The Week” is off the air for the 
summer. 

Miner said the unit will be re- 
built after the summer. Current, 
plans call for the production of 26: the tuo companies will pool their 
dramas for “The Play of The! 
Week” next season. Miner stated 

‘ that his unit won't return to pro-|fields. No corporate merger is in-! 
duction until the middle of August 
and he'll just have to take his 
chanees on rehiring. Last year, he 
said the unit wasn't furloughed be- 
cause of “P” of “W” productions = 
continued until the middle of June 
and started ayain for the new sea- 
son in July. Mare Merson has been 
retained as director of new proj-|into a prospect who requires tape. | 
ects for the unit. Very few others 
escaped the furlough. 

New Monday through’ Friday 
schedule for the station, effective : 
May 8, calls for a 3:30 sign on. 

Call” has been shifted from day- 
time to nighttime. running from 
9 to 10:30 p.m. 
Week” titles include: 
Paradise.” “Made for Each Other,” 
“Hitler's Children.” 
and “Babe Ruth Story.” 

Saturdays 

10 p.m. slot. 

“Dawgs,” ' 

‘Tony? | 
I 

“The Play } 

7 Arts’ 79 Markets 
Seven Arts Associated, clicking 

with 18 deals within the past month 

on the Warner Bros. post-'50 pack- 
age, has sold the 40 films to 79 
markets to date. 

(15-MARKET SPREAD 
FOR. DR. BROTHERS| 

ABC Films reports sales of the 
;new “Consult Dr. Brothers” series. : 
iin more than 15 markets. 

The skein of 65 stanzas (or 1951- 
segments). featuring. | ave. minute 

NBC-TV's Miss Lonelyhearts with 
a Freudian twist, Dr. Joyce Broth- 
ers, has racked up eontracts with 
WBKB, Chicago; WWJ, Detroit: 
KSD; St. Louis; WEWS,. Cleveland;: 
KPRC, Houston; WBAP, Dallas-Ft.} 

KOMO,. Worth: WGR, Buffalo: 
| Seattle;- KSTP, Minneapolis; and 

Roster of new stations buying in- ; other outlets. 
cludes: KOTYW, Tulsa, Okla.; WTRF, 
Wheeling, W. Va.; WBTW, Flor- | 
ence. S.C.: KHOL, Kearney, Neb.; 
and WTOL, Toledo. 

In addition to the “Films of the | 

Syndication Review 

50's” package, KOTV bought 10, MAIN EVENT. 
special features and WBTW six; 1 (Bratten. Vs. - Micelli) 
special features. WOR-TV, N.Y., 
inked for a °57 horror special, “The | 
Cosmic Monsters.” dealing with the 
takeover of the world tof the world by insects. 

Burr’s Global Tour 
To Plug CBS Show 
A Unique TV First 
What’s believed to be the first 

international public appearance 

_tour solely to plug a television ‘se- 

‘ries will be undertaken in June 

-by Raymond Burr, star of ‘CBS’ 

*“Perry Mason” series. Burr will 

undertake what amounts to an 

:around-the-world trek to plug the 

show in six of the 24 countries in 

which it is telecast. 

{ Burr will plane for Australia. 
June 10 and wil! hit at least three: 

Japan. 
visiting Londen, Stockholm, one 
key city in Germany ‘still unde- 
termined), and Rome. Entire tour 
is expected to take about a month: 
Burr must then return ta the 
Coast to start production for fall. ° 

In the past. tv stars have done 
overseas p.a.’s on their shows, but 
usually in congection with a thea-: 
tre or nitery hooking in the coun- 

»try involved. Burr's stint is be-: 
lieved to he the first* actual p.a.tour 
-overseas for a tv sevies, and indi-. 
icates the wide extent to which 
‘American shows are sold abroad. 

9; That 24-country “Mason” count in- 
:Cludes several areas to which Burr 
can't get this trip, like Latin Amer-": 
‘ica and Africa -he's on in the ; 
Enited Arzb Republic). 

Cost of the tour is being shared | 
by CBS Films 
show overseas) and the host tv net- 
‘works in the countries involved. 
He'll do tv appearances, besides 
the usual newspaper-magazine-col-'i 
umn interviews, 

Videotape Pred. Joins 
With Lawrence In 

Tape-Film Exchange 
i Videotape Productions of N.Y. 
and Robert Lawrenee Productions! 
have joined together in a reciprocal 
tape-film agreement under which: 

resources in the different media in : 
lthe sates and creative-production 

| volved: deal is simply a “you help: 
me and I'll help you setup.” 

Lawrence outfit has confined: its: 
operations to film commercials and - 
industrials, 
ductions similarly has limited it- 
self to tape. ¥Undér the new setup. } 
should a Lawrence salesman run: 

‘hell Pitch Videotape Productions, 
and vice-versa. Similarly, 
‘creative field, should an agency 
ineed film but want a particular 
i tape expert from Videotape, 

tion as a consultant. 

Behind the agreement is a de- | Chicago by Playboy” mag, has been 
“Picture of the ‘cision to avoid the pitfalls that; bought by: KTLA-TV. Los Angeles, 

“Laughter in: i other blurbmakers, notably Eliott, ' for Sunday night slotting, . 
‘Unger & Eliott and Filmways, hare 

“Dillinger,” | undergone in attempting to in- 
icorporate tape into their film ‘op- 

*. starting May 13, fea-‘erations. Two companies in this 
tures will be telecast from 12 noon: case retain their separate identities 
to 6 p.m. Sundays will open at 10; and specialties. avoid union prob- 
am. “David Susskind’s Open End” } lems. yet share the advantage ot 
continues at its regular Sunday at' their individual standings in their 

Jrespective media. 

cities there before moving on ta: 
Then he flies to Europe. ! 

| -THar’s ME ALL OVER’ 

while Videefape Pre- 

he'll 
“Betty Furness: At Your Beck and: be sent over to Lawrence to func- 

‘With Rocky Marciano, ‘host-narra- . 
tor; Jackie Gleason, guest 

!Exec Producer: Jack Reiger 
i Producer-Director: Mindy ._ Brown 
| Writer: Jimmy Breslin — 
| Distributor: Programs for Televi- 

sion Inc. | 

; 30 Mins.: Wed., 10:30 p.m.. 
| PIELS BEER 
nner. N. 'Y. (film) 

(Young. & Rubicam) 

Half-hour fight series, ’Main 
Event,” carries. some okay punch- 
es, but in concept and execution 
the series can be bewildering. 
‘Preem episode contained the foot- 
age of a ‘52 welterweight bout. 
Narrator Rocky: Marciano, though, 
in his newly-inserted | commentary 
spoke as if. the fight was in prog- 
_Yress—then:.and now. 
' Only occasionally did the viewer 
get the sense that the fight had 
been fought and: Rocky knew the 

- outcome. Fight fans may not take’ 
to this inversion of time feint. too 

‘kindly. There might be. strange 
calls to the. local newspaper, asking ! 

‘the sports. editor to settle a bar 
room bet, when was such and sueh 

. fight fought and ‘‘what’s: happén- 
ing to tv in this town, anyway?” ; 

Tribute to the show is that the 
fight fan would care. On the preem 
host Rocky had as his. guest Jackie 
Gleason. Comic told: a charming 

;story about. his one-punch encoun: | 
ter with Galento and .did .some 

.verbal bantering with the “unde: | 
feated heavyweight champ. Rocky 
didn't look the. mest comfortable 
host. He was a bit stiff, sitting on 

"an overstuffed sofa. It was as if he 
would have exchanged all those 

‘social graces to be in the ring 
again and be less effete about life. 

‘took place at Madison Sauare Gar-.« 
den. was well edited. Contenders - 
Bratten. agd Micelli put on a good 
fight. Horo.: 

_All Parts of Country 

Hollywood. “May 2. 
Indication of just haw wide-' 

ispread — literally and figurativ ‘ely 
:—the activities of a vidpix pro-: 
‘ducer can be is offered this week 
_by Filmaster. the indie production , 
; company. based here. Filmaster has 
four crews shooting in four dif- 
ferent areas of the country en- 
gaged in four: different types of 
film production. 

One crew is at work at Filmaster 
HQ here producing a series of Mén-. 
jnen ‘commercials for Warwiek: & 
| Legler. A second crew is working | 
‘at Filmaster’s’ Winter. Park, Fla., 
| studios. on the 20th episode of the ; 
‘Cameron © Mitchell- “starring . ‘series, 
'“The Beachcomber.” A -third unit 
is in: Wichita doing an industrial 

jfilm_ and a fourth’ is in Merced. ! “E” receive minimums of $166.60 - Calif. 
project. 

Besides: this, “Filmaster 
rently in. final: dubbing on . the 
i pilot of “Touchdown,” its football : 
-series with Otto Graham, and is. 
rin pre-production’ preparation on 
another cycle of “Death Valley 
Days." set to roll in'a ‘month for 

filming a Government | 

is cur- 

in the’ US. Borax. 

KTLA-TV ‘PENTHOUSE’ BUY 
:. The haur vg‘iety series, “Plav- 
| box" S Penthouse,” produced in 

ning June 11: 
Distributed by Official Films, 

the skein is emceed. by Playboy 
publisher Hugh M. Hefner ‘and 
currently playing 16. markets; in- 
cluding. New York, Chicago. Mil- 
waukee, Minneapolis. Denver, In- 
dianapolis and Boston. 
26 vidlaped” segs. 

There are. 

Footage of the: ‘52 bout, which! 

begin- : i 

‘Wednesday, ‘May 3, 1961 

Down Under Prices Over-Stated? 
Buyers and sellers are in a dispute over what is the average 

price for a good half-hour commercial series in Australia. Price. 
‘estimated in last week's 
dispute. 

“terribly inflated” 
export sources.) 

tern. 

paid for the series. 
In light of these objections, 

buyer. being given the right to 

and other restrictive measures. 

Unveil New Shirleys 
National Telefilm Associates will 

‘unveil .its-eight new Shirley Tem- 
ple pix for fall telecasting at the 
National Assn. of Broadcasters con- 
vention. Titles, all out of the 20th-‘ 
Fox stockpile, include: 

“Littlest -Rebel,” 
i onel.” “Baby Takes A: Bow,” “Curly 
Top,” and “Sussanah of the Moun- Ee 

TATSE, Alliance 

Win Pay Hikes For 

Publicists Union 
Hollywood, May 2. 

Under new scale negotiated re- 
“cently between IATSE and TV Al- 
liance with studios producing vid- - 
film and theatricals, Senior mem- 

, bers of Sereen Publicists Union, 
| Local 818 will receive minimum of. 
$245.69 from Monday through Fri- : 
j day for two years retroactive Feb. 
:1, 1961, and $257.97 for two years 

‘which sells the: ‘ Filmaster: Crews Out Shooting ‘In. ‘from Feb. 1, 1963. 
! Union still hasn’t signed four- 
year’ Fact because number of pub-. 
'licity agencies not having signed 
up. Failure to clear up non-union-. 
ist situation, brought about by 
sponsors and ad agencies in. tv field : 
who feel they have no relationship 
with Local 818 and decline to be- 
come identified with organization, 
has created delay. 

Local, in April 21 notice fo mem- 
bership, reported exec board. prexy 
and. chairman of. negotiating com-. 
‘mittee “are doing all in ‘their 
‘power to successfully conclude this 
‘matter.’ If hope fades. members 
are being alerted for “full coopera- 
‘tion ... ta overcome this. problem. 

| Junior’ publicists are broken 
down into five categories on 48.6. 
;hour week from Monday through- 
' Friday. - Employes identified as 

first two vears, $174.93 second twa 
‘years; “D” get $157.64 and $165.92: 
“C” $148.27 and $155.68: “B” 
$139.02 and $145.97 “A” $130.46 
and .$136.98. . Apprentices are 
boosted first two vears, to: $99.75 

,for latter two years. 
Additionally senior publicists | 

. Working Saturdays or Sundavs will ' 
receive one-fifth of rate for each | 
day. On distant location, one 

" sixth, plus $4 per diem allowance. 
Overtime for juniors remains 

status quo: time ‘and a half trom 
Monday through Friday, 

: Saturdays or Sundays, for studio 
/ work. 
| For distant Jocations, 57 cumula- 

with: ‘tive hours are guaranteed 
¥ time and a half after 40 hours with 
| eight hours daily. guarantee. 
publicists don't work. Sunday they 

; Ret eight hours pay at straight 
‘ time, if they work double time, for 

(Continued on page. 56) 

“Little Co- 

double | 
.time with eight hour guarantee for} 

If: 

(26) VARIETY was: $1, 800, the figure in 

. According. to Australian buyers, representing | both: government. 
and .commercial stations, headquartering in N.Y., the $1.800 is a 

figure. ‘Price was secured from a variety of film 
Australian interests 

Broadcasting Commission; Charles Michelson, buyer for Austra- 
lian commercial tv. stations) say the top figure for ‘the market—the. 
four major cities and the two cities of Hobart and Perth—should 
be $1,250. Fhat price represents one run‘on a 39-plus-13-week pat- 

(David Stone, Australian 

Australian buyers say if all Australian: rights over a five-year * 
period are thrown in, with multiple runs, more dough’ has been 

some ‘American: export sources. 
again were polled. “Four Just Men.’ an Independent Television 
Corp. release, was said to have gone for $1,800. Another American 
export source said the $1,250 represented the monies secured ‘by. 
a good commercial property in Australia’s four principal cities, 
with the sum going to $1.400, if Perth and Hobart are-sold. It also. 
was pointed out if a property is. sold for-all Australia with the 

sell the purchased series to the 
upcoming 13 country ‘stations, more monies should be secured. 

Reason for sensitivities on both sides is the’ dimension of: the 
Australian market. Australia is understood to be buying American 
Vidpix to the tune of over $1.000.000 yearly. Australian buyers 
contend that inflated figures only lend fuel to native quota drives 

- 

{WGA Seats Davidson; Censorship, 
Tax, Pay- Ny, Copyright Tackled 

Hollywood. May 2. 

. Dav id Davidson -has been seated. 
‘as newly-elected national chairman 
‘of the Writers Guild of Anierica, 
east and. west branches, by dele. 
gates of. the guild's national coune 

;cil meeting here for their semi- 
annual 48:hour session at Guild 
- offices. 

Davidson, prior to approval by 
delegates: was. prexv. of guild's 
. eastern branch headquartered in 
New York. He succeeds Edmund 
‘Hartmann in the two- véar tenure. 
“as presiding. officer of guild twice 
‘yearly meetings... 

“Agendized in the meetings over 
the weekend were delegate and 
“committee. reports: on such guild 
coneerns as pay teevee, censorship, 
tax and copyright. ‘matters. 

Progress achieved by WGAW 
. Joint conference was firming of a 
committee of east and west: rep-- 
resentatives for study and subse- 
quent . recommendations for. tax 
legislation less’ stringent on radio, 
fv. and screen writers. Ultimate 
aim of the study will be introduce. 
tion. of _ bill: ‘if. deemed) “urging 
elimination of any inequities -to 
creative individuals in the present 
tax structure. - 

Already scared ‘fs present . tax. 
rates ignoring fact that a wv riter’s. 
heavy .production year may_ be fole 
Jowed by a- Subsequent’ “light” 
vear, Franklin. pointed out. ~. 

Ten: members - from east “and. 
west branches . will combine on 
study. Guild” delegates also re- 
solved to further scrutinize exists 
ing copyright laws. of” 
works—with view toward possible 

- Modification: leisiatively. ; Up for 
atfack is present law giving write. 
ers’ employers status of “copyright 
proprietor” over. works. 

Into focus also was pay televie = 
sion, result of ‘a status repart by. 
council: members: of ‘both ‘hranches. .- | 
Formulation: of plans spelling out 
“writers demands in this :area will 
be designed-as a collective bargain= 
ing matter. Proposals in this: area - 
are expected to reach completion 
within two months, it was resolved.. 

Also, stressed in meetings. was 
guild’s position against censorship, 
An--appointed study committee exe. 
pects to. define line of opposition 
to the recent Chieago prior re- 
straint law as well as related areas 
of censorship.as soan as feasible, 
and will make recommendations 
{o guild ‘member ‘ship. Appropriate 
action will. vithen folow. folow. 

NTA  Telestudios 

National. Telefilm Associates is 
understoad to have sold its subsid 
NTA. Telestudios in. N. Y. to Metra- 

of $500,000. 
Sell-off of NTA: -Telestudios came 

in the midst of NTA: negotiations 
fora sell-off of WNTA-TV, Newe 
ark-N.Y., to the educational group. 
Lawyers. of both sides «re. claseted 
to hammer ‘Gut. the deal,. _already 
agreed bpon in principal. | 

Writers’. 

. In Sale to MGM 

Goldwyn Mayer for a reported sum” 
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Drastic cutback ‘of: ‘California National. Productions is .sympto- 
‘matic of what’s happening on many syndication-vidfilm fronts. 
- While the axe swings at CNP, others are asking: how much longer ; 
hefore CBS Films and ABC. Films—both. loss leaders in the over- 
all corporate: finance structure—are forced to move in the same: 
direction? ~ 
Meanwhile on the Coast. the -portents are ominous: Ina day and 

age when stations are giving the brush to westerns, what about 
those millions in potential revenues that once ‘loomed ‘so :juicily 
‘for Four Star in the off-networking. of “Zane Grey. Theatre?” For 
years. a Top 10 item on CBS-TV and only now going off as a net- 
work showease, the series poses a serious residual Ripley for the 
Dick Powell operation.. Understood in some quatters that, Britain’s 
Associated Television and its'.U.S. distrib operation, ITC, have 
‘been huddling on a possible takeover of: Four. Star syndication 
properties. 
There's also talk that Four Star, today considerably downbeated 

in contrast toa year ago, had’ ‘been negotiating with Desilu toward 
a consolidation of facilities, but_that the deal fell through. As 
result Four Star has renewed on the ex-Republic. studios. . 

Meanwhile, big question in. N.Y. is what happens to the 16-or so 

| date, with a few choles still left in 
the networks schedules, 

| followed. by. Warners with eight, 

‘|their tents. complete the list of 
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sADOFF 
TRA F LM SHE cue. To Stay Alive in Vidtlm, You 

ROLL FOR WEBS} Gotta Be Unique; Like ITC's ATY, 
Hollywood, May: 2. 

Revue. will © be the busiest 
studio producing filmed shows for 
network ty.next season. As of this 

Prison Documentary 
bd . wee) ‘  ] 

Series for Met’s o&o0’s 
Metropolitan Broadcasting has 

bought a new series, “Crime and 
Punishment,” for its five o&o sta- 
tions. Skein, filmed inside Cali- 
fornia’s prisons, {s a documentary 
dealing with’ criminals. 

Revue's 
jumping alphabet will tag. off 13 
series. Second is Desilu with 10, 

Screen Gems seven, MGM-TV six, 
Four Star, 20th-Fox-TV and: Para- 
mount with five each,. General 
Service four, Walt Disney one. A 
few scattered. entries, some still 
‘undecided on where they'll pitch 

“properties off the CNP syndication belt, many of them still a lucra- 
tive source of income. Understood. in some quarters they could be 
sold to Eliott Hyman or. some other syndicator. 

Ziv-UA’s Two in a Row With 
Ripcord’ Set As a Fresh Entry 

Ziv-UA, hoisting ‘its  first-run 
syndie -product banner high, is 
out with another series, “Ripcord,” | 
an Ivan Tors production dealing 
with skydiving. Introing “Ripcord” 
.just thre weeks after. “King of 
Diamonds” represents. somewhat of 
a departure for Ziv-UA, the synp- 
die hottse which for years .stuck 
to its one-at-a-time sales. approach. 

Not.that Ziv-UA has any worries 
about the Brod Crawford “King of |; 
Diamonds” starrer. Out in.-the 
open market just three weeks, 
“Diamonds” has been sold in. 118: 
markets, with 83°9 of the top 50 
‘markets included in. the’ roster. 
‘Four years of “Highway -Pafrot” 
and its success: obviously has 
brushed. off on the .new - Brod 

. Crawford: entry. 

Where. the departure in sales ap- 
proach comes in is that before the 
-118.markets- were tabbed, .Ziv-UA 
was out in the market . pitching 

““Ripcord.” Previously, house 
usually followed a policy’ of ob- 
taining saturation on a first-run 
show before ‘preeming another 
first-runner in the. market place. 
“Rather than wait for saturation on: 
“Diamonds,” Ziv-UA went ahead 
on “Ripcod,” working two fresh, 
first-runners simultaneously. 

, Ziv-UA, activity (another first-|° 
“runner is waiting in the. wings) Is 
remarkable compared to the gen- 
eral. wait-and-see. attitude. of. other. 

‘Poll. of. syndie | 
houses finds the first-run product |. 
‘situation contracted: -MCA.TV has’ 

..€yndie houses. 

yet to make a move .with a first- 
runner; © ditto 

. Associates and the’ ‘three | syndie 
: subsids of the webs. 

‘Screen “Genis. will have. “Shan- 
Television: non”; |: ‘Independent. 

{Continued on page 58). 

CBS Reports’ Hot 
In O’seas Marts 

- “CBS News is making hay: with 
. its public affairs ‘shows overseas,. 

‘and on virtually an overnight basis: 
besides. Indication of how quickly 

: foreign sales are being set on the’ 
stanza lies .in_ the - fact that, last 
Thursday's “CBS Reports,” 
“Why. Man. in. Space?’ ’ segment, 

_has already been. sold in six coun- 
“tries by CBS Films, which handles 
foreign sales..on the shows. 

Anotlier ‘item | ‘along | the same 
lines are orders.from nine coun- 
tries for -CBS’ full coverage of 

“yesterday's (Tues... schedule: 
“Project Mercury” launching: of an 
Astronaut into space. These- coun- | 
tries ordered either full coverage. 
or.a wrapup ‘on the shoot on as 

- quick an airdate - basis as. air-ex- 
pressing will: permit. Unusual as- 
pect. of these. deals is the fact that 
the coverage was a three-network 
‘pool. arrangement, yet: the coun- 
tries involved bought from CBS. 

Ordering the “Project Mercury" 

“(Continued on page 56) 

‘in five. other countries: 
‘England, Australia, Finland and 
the Philippines. 

National Telefilm. 

‘the 

Dub Flintstones” For 
Latino, Japan Markets | - 

“Spanish - atid Japanese dubbing 
has started. on first year’s produc-’ 
tion of “Flintstones,” the Hanna- 
Barbera entry. distributed by 

{Screen Gems. 
Half-hour animated. series has 

just been sold to J apan. It already | 
has been.sold in four Latino mar- 
‘kets: Mexico, Venezuela, Argentina 
and Uruguay. In addition, series 
currently is on the air in English 

- Canada, 

Hanna--Barbera’s “Huckleberry 
Hound,” claimed to be the: first 
made-for-tv animated series to un- 
dergo any bubbing, is. now sold in| 
over 30 countries. Huck now speaks 
six languages: Spanish, Portuguese, 
German, French, © Japanese ‘and 
English. 

Syndicators Coal 
To Expandi 

Teasons. to squawk, the ‘move com- 
ing on top ofthe web. entrench- 

ment in the’ expanded network pro- 
gramming schedule. 

Weight of: opinion is that ‘the in- 
erédse of station breaks from 30 

. [to 40 seconds will- only: serve to 
mollify: local. affils,. some of which 
wanted more ‘station time to ac- 
commodate local, regional and na: 
tional spot advertisers. The expan- 

} sion’ of the station breaks offers 
local affils an.increased potential 
for local revenues, without. upset-|-. 
ting. ‘the network programming 
‘schedule. Webs’ move, led by’ ABC- 
TV, thereby lessens the possibllities | 
of some strong local affils to. bump 
web. shows: in favor of. syndie en- 
tries: That local business now: can 
be acéémmodated. ina fashion by 

There is. ‘some opinion, ‘though, 
that the boost in station break time 
and with resultant. triple spotting 
| might help a turnabout in some syn- 
| die‘sponsor habits. For. years, there 
was -a large: pool..of regional, na- 
tional: . 
-bought full sponsorship ofa syn- 
‘dicated show. The pitch then, as. it. 

and local -sponsors who 

ig now, is that full sponsorship of- 
fers complete identification, tieing 
up the sponsor and the. show, and 
offers maximum exploitation an- 
glés. for the sponsor.. 
‘When, on the national: level, al- 

ternate ‘sponsorship’ of. ‘Shows: be- 

_ (Continued: on page’ 56). 

Of 
| and MGM-TV at six; Screen.Gems | 

Station Breaks 
That web expansion of station 

-breaks ‘In prime time to 40 seconds 
next season isn’t being met. with. 

| any trade hurrahs ‘by syndicators. 
|Market-by-market trade has its own. 

|roughly 64 filmed shows from Hol- 
lywood for. the three webs defi-: 
nitely scheduled: for next season 

‘The aforementioned figures are 
‘neither definitive nor -conclusive. |. 
There'll be changes, many of them, 

| before the barrier lifts next mid- 
September. There are still some 
shows now airing whose fate is 
still to be decided (“National Vel- 
vet,” ete.). So a round figure at 
this early date, with a margin of 
error of not more than five. shows, 

-4must be allowable on a basis of 
.| predictability predicated on figures 
supplied by the three networks. 

‘It must be noted that: all the 
shows: assigned to studios are not 
necessarily of their own produc- 
tion aegis but rather of their pro- 
ductive capacity in the supplying 
of stage space, props and technical. 

| personnel. While some of the stu- 
dios produce their own, most are 
in league with networks either as 
a-partner or supplier. While Desi- 
lu is credited with 10, most of them: 
are outside rentals’ such as Don: 
Fedderson, Lou -Edelman, ‘et al. 
This’ roundup -Of next season’s 
filmed’ shows. is intended to show 
studio. activity to keep the net- 
works. ‘alive. with better than 80% 
of the prime night time. program- 
ming. . 

While the... numerical disparity 
between Jast - season and next 
‘Semester is negligible, two shows 
to--be exact, it must be considered 

|.that hour ‘shows constitute ' only 
one unit. The slender. difference 

‘| doesn’t affect the west as it does | 
the east, origination point of spe- 
‘teials.. Put to celluloid at. the Holly- 
wood: plants will be 64 series as 
compared to.66 this past season. 

Revue is stationary at 13; the 
same goes for. Warners with. ‘eight 

seven over five last season; Four 
Star five down frém 11; -Desilu 10 
down from: 14; Paramount even at 
five; General . Service four over 
two last season; Disney even at. 
one; 20th-Fox-TV five over one 
last season. 

To attempt an evaluation of how 
many millions are involved in the 
mass production of Hollywood stu-. 
dios for the '61-’62 season would 
be haphazard at best. Many of the 
‘series are firmed for. 26 weeks, 
others run from 30 to 39 weeks 
anda few. unadmitted are on: trial 
for 13 weeks. It is of note that 
NBC-TV will preempt time of the 
regulars from two to four. times 
and many of the shows will sand- 
wich in. reruns. “by popular. de- 
Mand”. -and for réasons of produc- 
tion. -exigency, 

Six Series, Nine Pilots 
In Desilu-to-NTA Shift 

National:Telefilm Associates, set- 
tling its: dispute with Desilu, has 

the. increased ‘station. break. time. bought the Desilu interest in six half-hour series and nine pilot 
films. 

Deal, under which’ NTA secures 
world rights on properties, includes 
all programming. produced by the 
NTA-Desilu combination. Proper- 
ties involved: are “U.S. Marshall,” 
78 episodes; “Sheriff of Cochise,” 
78: ‘segments; “Grand Jury,” 38; 
“This Is Alice,” 39; “Walter 
Winchell File,” 39: “Official Detec-. 
tive,”. 39. Pilot films: included are 
“You're Only Young Twice,” “The- 
Last Marshal.” “The Wild Catters,” 
“Tonight in’ Havana,” “Rikki of the 
Islands.” “The Silver Frame,” 
“Country Doctor" and “Just off 
Broadway and Dallas.” ~ 

‘Clete Roherts, veteran news- 
caster and commentator, fs fea- 
tured, as is Richard Magee, direc- 
tor of ‘corrections for State of 
California. 

Metropolitan’s station roster 1n- 
tludes: WNEW-TYV, N.Y.; WTTG, 
Washington; KOVR, Sacramento- 
Stockton; ‘ WTVH, Peoria; and 
WTVP, Decatur. 

Heavy TV Film 
Representation At 
NAB Convention 
Film men, for a variety of rea- 

sons mainly centering around good- | § 
will, will be out in numbers at 
‘the forthcoming convention in 
Washington of the National .Assn. 
of Broadcasters. 

List includes top execs of most 
of the major distribs, as well as 
some of the minors in the field. 
-Feature distribs such as Metro TV 
and Seven Arts Associates are 

| utilizing the confab to unveil new 
packages of post-’48’s. . National 
-Telefilm Associates will have a 
new group of Shirley Temples for 
exposure. 

Half-hour syndie houses, though, 
in the main,.find the NAB meet 
an opportune. time to renew and 

Liv's Boom-Boom, S's ‘Umbrella’ 
+ By MURRAY HOROWITZ 

“Operation survival” In today’s 
vidfilm biz is no small feat, forcing 
more than one house to recognize 
that uniqueness {fs one of the laws 
of survival. 

That unique posture can take on 
a variety of forms, ranging from 
Screen Gems’ all-under-one-roof 
approach to Ziv-UA's continued 
product boom-boom in syndication. 
Without it, though, firms, both on 
the national and syndication level, 
have fallen by the wayside. 

Trick, of course, {s to parlay 
particular strengths. Independent 
Television Corp., to cite another 
example, has had some rough go- 
ing. It assumed functioning as a 
major outfit with the buyout of 
Television Programs of America 
with perilious days ahead for 
syndication. Jack Wrather Or- 
ganization bowed out, taking a lick- 
ing on its investment, with As- 
sociated Television, of England, as- 
suming full command. There have 
been some top level management 
shifts, with Michael Nidorf assum- 
ing overall charge, and Walter 
Kingsley leaving. 

But ITC now feels it’s on an 
even keel, with operations in the 
black. What brought about the 
change, according to sales topper 
Abe Manell, is its strength in worid 
syndication. British accent of the 
company, considered at one time 
to be its weakness, now has proven 
to be its strength. ITC vidfilm 
properties, made in England, get 
a much larger play in the Common- 
wealth markets, representing the 
top dollars of any foreign market 
overseas. “Danger Man,” prior to 
its sale on CBS-TV, already had 
been sold abroad in some 40 mar- 
kets. For a British produced skein, 
there’s additional sums of money, 
as high as $5,000 per half-hour ep- 
isode, in the tough quota market of 
United Kingdom. 

Because of its strength in world 
syndication. ITC is of the opinion 
it could function in the black with- 

solidify relationships with station out that coveted network sale. Few 
execs. Most of them expect little companies, 
selling to take place there. Yet, 
an appearance lis. considered, im- 
portant. 

Contingent from Ziv-UA 
headed by M. J. Rifkin, exec v.p. 
from sales; from MCA-TV, David | 
V. Sutton, v.p. in charge of the 
film syndication division; from 
‘Screen.Gems, Bob Seidelman, syn- 
dication sales v.p.: Métro-Goldwyn- 
Mayer, Richard Harper, sales v.p., 
Seven Arts Associated, Robert 
Rich, Sales v.p., Johnny Graff, 
NTA sales v.p., and Russ Raycroft, 
Official Films, among other execs 
leading contingents, - 

CLAIMS PLAGIARISM 
IN $200,000 SUIT 
Hollywood, May 2. 

Plagiarism suit for $200,000 was 
filed in Superior Court by Mo- 

tion Picture ma,azine columnist 
Rona Barrett against Gene S: Taft 
and Howard A. Fox, charging lat- 

ter stole her original idea and first 
episode ‘script for an upcoming tv 
film series.. 

Miss Barrett, -fillng through at- 
torney Gil Seton, asks for an in-: 

other than Ziy-UA, 
| could make the same boast. 

One of the weaknesses of the 
troubled syndie subsids of the webs 

is /is their failure to project a unique 
stamp. For years it’s been a tossup 
whether NBC and ABC (California 
National Productions and ABC 
Films) are seriously engaged and 
committed as a producing-distribu- 
tion organization, in syndication, as 
well as networking. CBS Films. in 
comparison, has maintained a much 
stronger posture, but on the net- 
work level, the growth of web 
ownership on network  vidfilin 
shows has operated against Its own 
subsid. 

Strength of the web subsids in. 
many cases has rested on off-net- 
work properties. That's okay as far 
as it goes. Bigger image in the 
market piace, though, in the main, 

* (Continued on page 56) 

Laurel & Hardy 
Cartoon Tinters 

Laurel and Hardy, who made 
; more than 100 feature films be- 

changed. 

junction. restraining ‘Taft and Fox ! ; tween 1927 and 1934, will be ‘“re- 
from proceeding with production : vived” in a half-hour color cartoon 
of a series and.‘says she has wit- ; tv series by the Larry Harmon 
nesses and documented evidence ' Pictures Corp. 
showing the series, “Private Line Film company’s prexy Larry 
—Young Hollywood,” fs her own. ; Harmon has pacted with the 

Taft and Fox have registered ! ; Mitchell Gertz Agency, repping 
the title and first script for a pilot! Stan Laurel and Lucille Hardy 
‘with the Screen Writers Guild.: Price, widow of Oliver Hardy, for 
However, - Miss Barrett says she! a series of 26 animated half hours 
thas numerous persons, including} and a skein of five-minute seg- 
agents and. top name personalities} ments for markets where the 
who will be willing to testify that | shorter versions are applicable. 
idea was her own and this script Jayark Films,-. distributors of 
‘was copied: almost verbatim from: other Harmon video productions ~ 
her own first script, with just the ‘including “Bozo, The Clown” 
title page and other minor areas | series! will handle distribution of 

the new series. 
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While the networks are watching each 
other’s ratings, the people, bless ’em, are 
watching the shows. 
More homes, according to 10 out of 

the last 11 Nielsens,* are watching ABC. 
We said, before the season,“Watch ABC 

—more people will.” 
They did. And, as you can see, the proof 

is impressive. Where people can choose, 
in the largest 3-network competitive area 
measured by Nielsen* ABC is number one 
In evening audience. 

How was it done? Not, you can be sure, 
by resting on our old programming laurels, 
trusty though they be. In the new pro- 
gramming department, during the season, 
ABC had five out of the top ten: Jy 
Three Sons, The Flintstones, Naked City, 
SurfSide 6, Bugs Bunny. 
A trend we mean to keep trending come 

the new season via such new winners as 
Bus Stop, Calrin & The Colonel, The New 
Breed, Top Cat, Margie, The Corruptors. 

You can’t beat a trend. You can join it. 

3-NETWORK SHARE OF AUDIENCE 

NETWORK 22 MEASURED WEEKS OCT. 24, 
1960 THROUGH APRIL 2, 1061 

@eyuree National Niewen oe Market TY Reports Average Audience 
Qe fe bess through Apel’, 1961, Sunday, 6:30-11 UM. Monday 
therug Saturday, T2U0 TL PM. 

ABC Television Network 
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See MPO, Top Agencies, Running 
Off With Festival Blurb Laurels 
—On Other Madison Ave. Fronts 

By BILL GREELEY 4 

Some expectations as regards the 
winners in tomorrow's (4) awards 
Juncheon for the second arnual 
American TV Commercial Festival: 

Even hard-sell Ted Bates agency, 
- which disdained the contest last 

year, will get a best-blurb award 
in one of the 30 product categories. 

Leading production campany in 
the citations will be MPO. TV 
Graphics also will be strongly 
repped. Elektra will lead in ani- 
mation. Coast will be heard from 
via Pantomime Pix, Cascade and 
Stan Freeberg. Wilding of Chicago 
will score for the midwest. 

Biggest winners will be the big 
tele agencies with the biggest 
roster of blurb entries: BBDO, 
Benton & Bowles and J. Walter 
Thompson. Doyle-Dane-Bernbach, 
which has done a good job in 
transferring its creative print-ad 
technique to film, will lead the 
medium and small shops. 

Videotape commercials will win 
jn scveral categories, with CBS 
Production Sales ‘commercial vid- 

! 

Worden Award 
Columbus. May 2. 

Ohio State Institute’ for 
Education by Radio & Tele- 
vision has established a Clar- 
ence Worden Public Affairs 
Award, believed to be the 
first award honoring’ the 
memory of a station public 
affairs exec. WCBS-TV, N.Y., 
of which the late Worden was 
director of public affairs, will 
help support the award. 
Worden Award, for public 

affairs in radio or tv, “will 
be presented each year to the 
commercial station whose 
overall public service pro- 
framming is adjudged “most 
outstanding” by the Institute. 

TAD MOSEL INKED 
' =, ,ucational tv get off the ground in'(WMCA) May 5... Aaron Ehrlich, for many years associate pr 

FOR CBS-TV DRAMA: 
| i 

Tad’ Mosel, who won a Pulitzer} he declared, “that the future needs 

VARIETY 

Don’t Bank Too Greatly 
On V’s for Teach-Vee, 

Ford Tells Columbus 
Columbus, May 2. 

Educational telecasters should 

not be encouraged to think there'll 

be any “extensive” withdrawal of 

commercial VHF assignments for 
their use, according to Fed- 

eral Communications Commissioner 
Frederick W. Ford. 

Wednesday, May 3, 1961 

TV-Radio Production Centres 
IN NEW YORK... 
NBC’s Harry Bannister into Roosevelt Hospital for surgery ... Jerry 

Danford upped to assistant general sales manager at WCBS-TV, Stae 
tion has also added four new account execs, Richard Casper, Larry 
Gershman, John Ginway and Charles Warner . . . George Fenneman, 
host of “Your Surprise Package,”’ coming east for the CBS-TV affiliates 
meet tomorrow iThurs.) . .. CBS newsman Dallas Townsend leaving 

. Friday (5) for a seven-country, 17-city business-pleasure tour; he'll 
In an address to the Institute forine pack May 30... Jack Sterling doing a men's clothing modeling 

Education by Radio-Television in| stint Monday (8) for charity... CBS News producer Les Midgley 
Columbus, Ford said: “There is NO; cgnped an Overseas Press Club award for his “Eyewitness to History” 
room for expansion of educational | segment on Ike’s return from the Summit . . . Fred Robbins has lined 
tv in the VHF portion of the spec-| yp Bobby Darin, Roz Russell, Efrem Zimbalist Jr., Shirley Jones and 
trum, short of wholesale with-|George Montgomery for his syndicated “Assignment Hollywood” this 
= of channels from COMm-|week . . . Former Mayor William O’Dwyer makes one of his rare tv 
mercial operation, or of technical | appearances on “Teatime With Buff Cobb” on WNTA Monday (8)... 
developments which may | hold | Pamela Mott, CBS director of religious programs. at Ohio State last 
promise of spectrum Saving. _—_—s| week as a panel participant ... Alam Jay Lerner guests on “American 

Despite the recent rulemaking! Musical Theatre’ Sunday (7) in the first of two shows on his career, 
looking toward turning over a COM-| with Susan Johnson and Earl Wrightson handling the musical elements 
mercial assignment to teach-vee in|, | | Show was cited last week by ASGAP for its contributions in stimu- 
New York and Los Angeles. Ford |lating interest in musicals . . .Ed Joyce’s dixieland radio stanza now 
said: “From the practical and ob-| getting worldwide circulation Via Armed Forces Radio . . . Jerry Cole- 
jective point of view, I would hold |man, former baseball star, has joined the WPIX team. Coleman start- 
out no encouragement for eX-|ing Tuesday ‘9) conducts the pre-road game Yankee scries ‘Baseball 
tensive withdrawal of commercial | Central”... Warren S, Walden, news and sports director for WJAR-TV 
facilities, . especially within any|and AM, Providence, R.I.. promoted to public relations director for 
reasonable tength of time.” _ ithe station... Thesp Ronald Dawson into NBC-TV’s “True Story” 

Therefore, Ford added, there is|stanza for Saturday, May 13... Betty Madigan, currently appearing 
an “element of urgency” that ed-!at the Pierre's Cotillion Room, makes a “Barry Gray Show” guest shot 

ucer 
day- the UHF band, before commercial | of CBS-TV's “Person to Person,” now handling WNTA-TV's ne 

.tv grabs it all. “It is my opinion.” | timer, “Teatime with Buff Cobb.” 

taping subsid of CBS which was. Prize Monday (1) for his “All the! of educational tv atone could oc- 

folded a few months back: getting: Way Home.” 
a citation 

Festival 
this year 
luncheon 
Roosevelt Hotel blast sold out last} 
weck. Extra sereenings of winners 
have been 
day. 

Winners have been picked from | jast week and CBS had okaved 

1.252 entries by the TV Commer-j work on a script. Citation of Mose! | 
cials Council of 80 ad execs. They | py the Pulitzer Committee prompt- 

based their selections on impact,|eq CBS to announce the deal, al-| 
believability, 
demonstration, 
ment and employment of tv tech-- Duff is exec producer. 

piaues. 
Besides product winners, there’ 

will be sev 
areas ‘local, 
and 14 awards for craftsmanship. 
There'll be 
tion. 

_ Lhude Sing FTC | 
Summer 

refected in the following, which 
js from the generally restrained - 
Federal Trade Commission news 
releases: 

“If history repeats itself. some 
sportsiven are about to learn that 
tennis racquets arent. the only 
kir? ipptar-ng at soring sales. 

“That's the prediction of FTC 
staff meinb 

always brings a bundle of com-: 
paints about sporting-goods rack- ‘ 
ets that bloom in the spring.” 

Federal aceney goes on to warn 
about frauds in connection with 
equipment 
every spring and summer sport. 

Up and down: Veep stripes for 
Albert W. 
Crawford at Ted Bates agency. 

Anita Fisher, formerly at Erwin, 
Waisey, Ru 
Papert. Ko 
writer, 
formerly 
Sample. is 
media supervisor. 

New Biz: 
Film. photo and repro group. to 
Lennen & Newell. Account was at 
Keach, McClinton. 

Lehn & 
Biics Aven 
been appointed. 

and Thomas McClintock, 
with, Dancer-Fitzgerald- 

has been signed by | cUPY a. large portion of the UHF 

posthumously. ' CBS-TV for the first of its. six one: | Vv band. 
fever is running high’ hour Westinghouse dramas slated! _ 
with a maximum 600° for fall. He'll write “That's Where RC 
reservations for the!the Town Is Going,” play about a A Topper In 

Educ] TV Bid 
prosperous widower who returns 
ito his home to propose to a child- 
‘hood sweetheart. 

Mosel had submitted an outline 

slated for later in the 

_ Columbus. ‘May 2. 
Two-and-a-half billion dollar tv 

; lye! Hough thus far Mosel is the only! project’ was proposed here. last: 
Involve-' writer inked for the series. Gordon | week by RCA prexy Jolin L. Burns j 

i as a solution to “our hasi¢ nation- 
al education: problem. Addressing | 

ja luncheon of the National Assn. of | 
| li Educational Broadcasters, the RCA 

Fer Kuk a00 ans ‘topper, réijecting chahman Das 
” Chie 9 4Sarnoff’s interest in the subject! 

: . Chicago, May 2. ‘of educational tv, said the money | 
Sherril ‘aylor. senior radio-t¥ ; coytd help bring about the solution j 

group head at J..Walter Thompson! within a decade. ’ | 

-here, has left the agency to join! Burns said educational video's! 
Kuklapolitan Prodictions. new firm) fragmentized character must end, 
in which he is part owner along | and, instead, tv's signals have to 
with Burr Tillstrom and Jory Nod-|be moved at once into classrooms 

land. Resignation came immediate-;in every corner of the U. S. He en- 
ly after the new “Kukla & Ollie’;dorsed a “planned program of 
series, which KP will produce.| growth” for educational ty. 
landed a sponsor and a berth on. 

NBC-TV. Kuklapolitan will keep! Burns .said. are presently getting | 
olfices in New. York and Chi. " * ‘ta “significant portion” of their edu-; 
Taylor, in addition. plans to pack- : cation. via tv, and this despite the i 

tastefulness, 
audience 

en citations in specific Taylor Exiting JWT 
merchandising etc.) , 

no Best of Show cita- 

on the new frontier is’ 

ers for whom autunn 

CBS-TV next season, in association. 
with Pete Molnar, who produced 
the Winter Olympics for the web: ¢ 
last year. and skier Friedle Pfeif-j 
fer. At JWT, Taylor was in charge 
of broadcast activities for. Seven-| 
Up and Elgin Watch Cae. | 

tional ty in the past eight year's. 

Playwright at Work’ 
As NET Vidtape Series 

—_—__ ee : “Playwright. At. Work.” a new ; 
Britain’s Top Rating: ; National ‘Educational Television 

-" series ‘featuring dramatists such as! 
Selwyn Lloyd's Talk Lorraine’ Hansberry and Edward 

London. May 2. Albee, is now. in production in N.Y. j 
Top audience-rating ever scored: , Series of 10 vidtaped half-hours | 

by a U.K. tel@ision program goes .35 aimed to serve as an introduction 

to Chancellor Selwyn Lloyd's Budg- 29d guide to the work of young | 

covering virtually 

Reibling and Bruce E. 

thrauff & Ryan, joins; 
enig, Lois as a copy- : 

now with PKL as a 

General Aniline & 

jointly by BBC and ITV commer-;*tishts who will appear in the se- 
cial network. program was seen in ,Ties are’ James Lee. Arthur Kopit, 
8.631.000 homes ahle to receive.James Merrill, and Jack Richard- 
both channels, according to just-re- 0n. Directors featured in present- 
eased TAM rating. "ing scenes of particular dramatists 

This compares with .an audience . include Alan Schneider, Werbert 

Fink splits with Ted 
cy. No new agency has 

"| 
| 

et broadcast on April 17. Screened : dramatists. Among the other pfay- : this summer. 

May Bolhower and ‘Joan Sinclaire have contracted with the NY. 
. State Division of Vocational Rehabiliation under the N.Y. State Dept. 
lof Education to produce documentary tv series which will dramatize 
jtheir cases. Currently negotiating with a nationally-known personality 

to serve as host .. . Diana Barth has joined “Theatre 61” cast. 

John Daly replacing Dave Garroway for the next two weeks on NBC- 
TV's “Today” strip as the latter takes off. in the wake of his wife's 
death last week; the former ABC veep began yesterday ‘Tues.) in a 

_jlive show and, to cover Monday's 11) stanza, regulars Paul Cunningham 
and Jack Lescoulie covered by themselves... . Also regarding “Today”: 
Beryl Pfizer, who was Garroway's fenime counterpoint-for some six 
months, left on April. 28,.and from now-.on-NBC-TV will pursue a 
policy of changing femmes. for the ‘program intermittantly; Patricia’: 
Scott is the first hostess and, on May 15, Sigyn Lund takes over .. ; 
Charles R. Bergh named: manager of: NBC spot sales central division 
... ASCAP gave WCBS-TV-a special ‘citation. for doing “The Ameri- 
can Musical Theatre” series and presented.a Scroll to Frank Shake- 
Speare Jr., station boss . . . Vidscribe Malvin Wald: in town for conven- 
tion of Aviation-Space Writers Assn. — wo, a 

Jack Graham, former v.p. of Kenyon & Eckhardf and ex-ad director 
for Carling Brewing. has joined Bill Sturm. Studios .as an account exec 
... Ron Cochran will serve as emcee of.the Washington. Press Photog- 
rapher’s Ball . .. Buddy Piper set as announcer on Jack Barry's new 
“Kiddin’ Around” WNTA-TV stanza .. . CBS Radio producer Philip 
Gittelman. on the Coast this week taping “Personal Story’: strip§ with 
Bette Davis, Walt Disney, Richard Boone, Debbie Reyno'’ds, Alan Ladd 
and Dick Powell . ... Coast publicity firm of Cleary Strauss & Irwin 
now CSI & €# odman- with Gotham flack Frank Goodman named v.p. 
and head of the N.Y. office... . Lilia Skala featured on tonight's. (Wed.) 
“Naked City.” ce 

(N HOLLYWOOD 
After two years and 30 scripts for “Wagon Train.” Jean, Holloway 

! 8 ' _ jis pulling out lest she be typed as a western. writer. Having: been 
Only 2°¢ of America’s students, i through every phase of writing for radio and tv, Miss HolNoway wrote 

“Train” as a challenge when they said a woman couldn't write a west- 
ern. She may have been. influenced by John Meston, who wrote “Gun- 
smoke” for three years from Paris .7. Art Rush wrapping up a deal. 

,age.a series of winter specials for |“impressive” advances of educa-|with NBC-TV for eight outdoor specials with Roy Rogers and’ Dale 
Evans. One will be done from the. Parker ranch. in Hawaii . . .: Howard 
Ross, manager of daytimé programming at NBC-TV. leaving the web- 
for another connection ... . Liberace has two musical specials in his 
‘sights for next season, with Mary Costa from the opera as his singing 
star... . Looks like a hair-pulling contest between. NBC's. “Hazel” and. 
ABC's “Margie.” They're slotted against each other next. season .. .- 

ill Riggs, who has herded a few. thousand showfolk to the Santa-Fe, 
retired after 51 years. 37 of them in Hollywood . ... Subscription sta-: 
tion-KPFK in North Hollywood followed up its Peabody Award with 
one from Ohio State for excellence. of programming... . . KFWB's 

. knuckle-rap by FCC for alleged. “alarming announcements and vulgar: 
material” drew a categorical, denial from Crowecll-Collier prexy Bob" 
Purcell. That KFWB is L.A.’s top station isn't deniéd even by its rivals 
. .» ABC-TV’s Murray Weissman followed his old boss, Ernie Stern, 
over to CBS-TV ... . Spike Jones. takes over the Danny Thomas. slot 

IN CHICAGO... 
Frank Atlass, recently married, sctting up new residence on. the 

{Coast and moving. his iv production firm to Hollywood Producer Barry 
McKinley is going with him... Chi Chapter of Station Reps Assn. 

Chi Avencies 
Chicago. May 2. 

Gordon Rest Co.. a 55-year o!d: 
accncey. has been renamed Post & 
Morr Inc. and is taking over the 
3th floor of the Palmolive Bidg. 
New ecuney is named for Carl Mo; 
Fest. sho became prexy of GB a 
dear ee ind retains the title, and 
Feank F Morr, lonctime veepee of 
the clad agency who becomes exec ! 
yeep of the new one Gordon Best 
Wai comtinue as board chairman. 
Fieri bis appro simately $12.000.- 
OOO eanuaily., with Campana, May- 
Leiline. Schlitv. General Finance, 
Fiersbein: Shocs and Dumas Uil- 
ner Corp. topping its client list. 

Dernever, which reeently  be- 
Gane a division of Webcor Inc., has 
teaken on the = parent .company 

\ agency, North Advertising. 
Alice Westbrook, veepee and 

reative dircctor of North Adver- 
lising, named “adivertising woman 
of the year” by Women’s Ad Club 
of Chicago. 

of 7.609.000 BBC ITV homes which.| Machiz. and Lloyd Richards. 
*saw the Chancellor's Budget broad- 
east last year. 

was for “The Royal Command Per- ' 
formance.” vear’s 1op vaude show. | 
screened on ITV on May 22, 1960 
in 8.064,000 homes. 

Azcarraga to Japan 
Mexico City, May 2. 

Emilio Azcarraga is flving to! 
Japan seon to contract fer modern | 

0 

clectronic equipment produced’ 
there. The Mexican executive willl. 
‘especially look into new inventions ; 
in radio and televiston. and es- 
pecially Japancse advances in biack 1 
and white and color transmissions. { 

Japanese firms have been solicit-| . 
ing Mexican business ageressively 
in the past six months. Azcarraga | 
plans to stay in Japan at least two 
months to buy cquipment ‘needed 

,to improve transniission over chan- 
nels in this city as well as in his} 
provincial stations in Monterrey. 
iGuadalajaia, Mexicali, ete. 

I 

Previous largest | a1 f . 
ITV.BBC homes viewing audience ; also will moderate. 

‘Coproducers 

A PS From NT 
oo, Miami. 

Editor, VARIETY: . 
Fhe recent issue of VARIETY 

contains. an. article which pur- 
ports to-quote me in many re- 

spects concerning a proceed- 
ing now: pending before the 

_.Federal Communications Cam- 
mission im 
participant. i 

I did. not meke such state- 
ments nor did I authorize any 
one ‘to 
attributed to me in the article. 
Your story lcaves the clear 

-iImpression that such comments 
were in fact supplied -to your 
paper by me. 
I hope xo0n. will ‘see fit to 

make'a correction. 

Niles Trananell 

sluich WCKT ts a 

are Frank . Perry 
nd Yanna Kroyt Brandt. Perry 

make the statements: 

‘holding second annual awards shindig. today (Wed. at.. Ambassador” 
1 West. WGN’'s Wally Phillips will emcee... . EI! Henry, former promo: 
_publicity director of WBKB,.in town. for. a few days to. settle property 
jmatters . . 

by Greyhound for special recordings used in bus terminals... .-Educa- 
;tional station WTTW making the most of available Chi talent. spot- 
‘lighting the Encore Theatre and. Second City companies on its new- 
“Festival” series . . . Bernie Allen, WIND deejay, hecame engaged 

.to Iocal chirper, Tommie Cane, ; Ee! 

IN LONDON ... 
Sweet-Melody-Man Mantovani has picked .the tunes Young America 

‘likes to hear for his BBC. Television show: May 12. Most of the smooth, 
_carefully orchestrated standard numbers to ‘be played. by his 40-piece 
“orchestra are the ones which. got a big hand from university audiences _ 
‘during Mantovanis. recent American ‘tours—which will ‘surprise many‘ 
‘British’ viewers, most of whom still think American youth’ likes gnly 
“rock ‘n’ roll... Peggy Phango, Nathan Mdledle and Joe Mogosti head. 
-cast of 70° for lengthy excerpt of the All-African. hit musical: “King 
,Kong” to be screened front stage .of ‘Princes Theatre ‘May 14 by Asso- 
‘ciated Television 

‘States All-Stars game at Empire Pool, Wembley ..: . American Nebel 
| Prize winners Professor W. F. Libby and Professor TD. A. Glazer -talk- 
|" with British’ fellow-scientists: and: Nobel. Prize-winners Professor.’ 

(Continued. on page. 54)- 

_. Franklyn MacCormack’s hot all-nicht show on WGN: 
;emanates from the new Loop eatery, Diamond Jim's; tomorrow Thurs), - 
1in celebration of its second anni... WCFL deejay Jack Karey renewed 

.... Basketball hits BBC Television Monday +8) when |. 
‘there will be a direct relay of the Harlem Globetrotters vs. United: 

OSS SITS Ss CTO TO eee. 

cv 

Cones 
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ten different markets are covered. 

Variety's weekly tabulation based on ratings furnished by American Research 
Bureau, highlights the top ten network shows on a local level and offers a rating study 
in depth of the top ten syndicated shows in the same particular market. 

In the syndicated program listings of the top ten shows, rating data such as the 
average share of audience, coupled with data as to time and day of telecasting com- 
petitive programming in the particular slot, etc., is furnished. Reason for detailing an 
exact picture of the rating performance of syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating 
strength of particular series. Various branches of the industry, ran 

This week 

ranging from media 

ARB SYNDICATION CHART 
buyers to local stations and/or advertisers to syndicators will find the charts valuable. 

Over the course of a year, ARB will tabulate a minimum of 247 markets. The 
results of that tabulation will be found weekly in Variety. Coupled with the rating 
performance of the top ten network shows on the local level, the VarieTy-ARB charts 
are designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every tv market in the U. S. 

(*) ARB’s Nov.-Dec. 1960 survey covered a multi-week period. Syndicated shows 
sharing one of the weeks with an alternating or special program could not be properly 
judged for eomparative performance. Therefore, Nov.-Dec. data will be Hmited to 
those syndicated shows which played in all weeks. 
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BOSTON STATIONS: WBZ, WHDH, WNAC. *SURVEY DATES: FEB. 16-MAR. 15, 196f. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS AV. TOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS AVY. AY. TOP COMPETITION AY. 
RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. RTG RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. DISTRIB. R&TG. SH.; PROGRAM STA. 8TG. 

1. Candid Camera (Sun. 10:00-10:30)....WHDH 44'| 1. Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6:30)..... WNAC Screen Gems 27 49 News: Weather Lee e wees wee 23 
. . : untley-Brinkley ....... WBZ 

2. Untouchables (Thurs. 9:30-10:30'.....WNAC 421) 9. Mie, Ba (Sat. 7:00: ss. eee eee ... MCA 21 43| Miami Undercover ...... WHDH 14 
8. Ed Sullivan (Sun. 8:00-9:00)...... -- WHDIT 37 || 2. Quick Draw McGraw (Mon. 6:30)..... WNAC . Screen Gems 21 41} News; Weather ........ WBZ 22 
4. Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30)........WBZ 36 od. Huntley Brinkley ee eeees wBe c 22 
5. L Welk (Sat. 9:30-10:30)...... MAC 35|| 3. RCMP (Wed. 7:00) .. ©) .......... WBZ ... CNP 20 47|Honeymooners ......... WN: 
6. Naked City Wet toe atop ¥ WNAC 34 3. State Trooper. ‘Thurs. 7: i WNAC....MCA 20 45|Jim Backus ......+++++. WBZ 13 

. . soe meee as ar (Fri ’ we ecceee NAC... S 2 42 | News: Weather ..... ese. 6. Price Is Right (Wed. 8:30-9:00) ...... WBZ 34 || °° "OB" bear ber w creen Gems 20 | Funtley-Brinkley ooo WBZ 23 
6. Tele Hour; Mitch (Fri. 9:00-10:00)....WBZ 341] 3. Deputy Dawg (Sat. 6:00! ..........WHDH... CBS 20 49; People Are Funny....... WNAC 16 
7. Flintstones (Fri. 8:30-9:00)...... ves  WNAC 33 4. Shotgun Stade (Tues,. 7:00)..........WBZ....-. MCA 18 39 Rescue. 3 as va 3 

. . Ww ; . | News-Edwards .......... : 
7. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30)......... WHDH Zl 5, Death Valley Days (Fri. 7:00)........WBZ . U.S. Borax 17 40|Whirlybirds * 72220207 WNAC 16 
7. Real MeCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00)....... WNAC 33 & Whirlybirds (Fri. 7:00) .. ....... *..WNAC....CBS 16 371 Death Valley Days ..... WBZ 1? 

CLEVELAND © STATIONS: KYW, WEWS, WJW. *SURVEY DATES: FEB. 16 »MAR. 15, 1961. 

1. My Three Sons (Thurs. 9-00-9: 30). LWEWS 45/1. Huekleberry Hound (Mon. °7:00)..... “KYW... Screen Gems 31 55'City Camera: Sports .. WJW 13 
; a ee ce a . . . : News-Edwards 2. WIW 12 

1. Untouchables . (Thurs. -9:30- 10: 30". . .WEWS 45 2, Yogi Bear (Thurs. 7:00) .:.......... KYW .... Screen Gems 28 54 |, City Camera; Sports ... - WAW 16 
we 7 News-Edwards _......... J S 

2, Surfside 6 (Mon. 8:30-9: 30)... - WEWS 44 3. US. ‘Marshal ee 10: 80). dec see... WEWS NTA 24 44 Michael Shayne ...... KYW 1s 
e Ue, it r (Sun Oo tee eedeeee (KRYW.. MCA 21 49..Bishop Sheen  —......... WEWS 3 ‘Adv.. In Paraiiise (Mon. 9: 30- id: 30). _W EWS 42: ee ; ao astet piece Theatre... WW iL 

3. Flintstones (Fri. 8: 30-9: 1.1) a - wEWs ce 42 | 5. Death Valley Days. (Wed, ‘7:00)....... KYW...:. US. Borax 20 City Camera: Soorts ....WJW 12 
eee 49) News. Edwards we WIW 13 

.&. Naked City (Wed. 10; 00-11: O01. a 2 WEWS 42 5 Quick Draw McGraw (Fri. 7: 00). Lease -KYW sees Screen Gems 20 43 City Camera: Sports ...WIW 15 
ee | News-Edwards .. WIW 12 

4. Real McCoys. (Thurs.. .8:30- 9: 00}, tees “Mv EW Ss 40;: : 6. Ss, : B ‘ is 0: 36 owe « ! Assignment Underw ater. WEWS 12 

-. . rBpwe i even easue oots (Sun. 10:30)..... fFEWS ...Screen Gems 19 36 What's Mv Line ...... WwIW : 
8. 17 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:00-10:00»......WEWS 39-7) Three Stooges «Mon.-Fri. 6:00) |... WEWS |. Screen Gems 18 56 Early Show se KYW 11 
6. Hawaiian Eye (Wed. 9:00:10:00):-..1- WEWS BBE ; 8. ‘Tombstone | Territory. (Tues. 7:00'....-KYW ...2 Ziv-UA 16 38 | City Camera: Sports . ww 

7. Lawman (Sun, 8:30-9:00)........+-.. WEWS 7 sal 9.. ‘Dangerous: Robin (Sat. 10: 30)... KYW...... Ziv-UA 15, 35! Backus; Show of Month. WJW 14 

NEW: ORLE ANS. STATIONS: WWL, WDSU, WYUE. *SURVEY DATES: FEB. 16-MAR. 15, 1961. 

T Perales ed Baath Weal 2) 1, Lock-Up (Fri, 8:30)... ....sece... WWL.....Ziv-UA 24 39|77 Sunset Strip .-....... WVUE 20 
2. Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30). <. wares “WWL 41 2. Mike Hammer (Mon. 10:00)..........WWL..... MCA 20 47 | Manhunt --«.WDSU 17 

3. Have: Gun, Will Travel (Sats 8:90°91;. WWE 40 3. Third. Man (Fri. 10:00) ............WDSU....NTA 19 45‘ Marry A Millionaire. .... WWL 17 
4. Rawhide (Fri. 6:30-7:30). WWL 37 || 4 Wild Carzo (Wed. 10:00) ........... “WWL...-. Lakeside TV 18 45:Two Faces West ...... WDSU 15 
5. Bonanza (Sat. 6-30-7- -30) roe WDSU. 36 5.. Assignment Underwater (Tues. 10: 00).WWL..... NTA 17 43) Johnny Midnight ....... WDSU 15 
6. Perry Coino (Wed. 8:00-9: Oi” wees “WDSU 35 5. Marry A Millionaire (Fri. 10°00):.....WWL :...NTA . 17 40|Third Man __............ WDSU 19 
6. Thriller (Tues. 8:00-9:00) .. veer LW WDSU 35 5. Manhunt (Mon. 10:00) ..... ..... ... WDSU.....Sereen Gems - 17 40!Mike Hammer ........ WWL 20 
1. What's My. Line. (Sun. 9: 30-10: ‘oa seers WWL a? & Death Valley Days (Mon. 9: 30)...... .WDSU.. - US. Borax 15 28: June ‘Allvson .WWL 24 
-8. Candid Camera: (Sun, 9:00-9:30: ee 33 | 6, Johnny Midnight (Tues. 10:00)....... WDSU..... MCA 15 38 | Assignment Underwater WWL 17 
8. Groucho Marx (Thurs. 9:00-9: 30)... .. WDSU- 33 6. Two Faces West (Wed. 10:00). veces. WDSU.. - Screen Gems 15 38! Wild Cargo . WWL 18 
‘6 Ed Sallivan (Sun, 7:00-8:00) Se WATE, 33 || 6: Trackdown (Sat. 6:00)....-......0+., . WDSU.: .. CBS 15 a7|News  . WWL 12 

‘STATIONS: KOMO, KING, KIRO, KTNT, KTVW. *SURVEY DATES: JAN. 6-FEB. 2, 1961. 

=e Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9: 00)..... -.KOMO 

2. 72 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9: 00-10: 00) cee - KOMO. 

‘3. My Three Sons (Thurs, 9:00-9: 30)... ee .KOMO 

4, Untouchables (Thurs, 9:30-10: 30). see .KOMO 
'§.: Donna: Reed (Thurs. 8:00-8:30)... ¢. .. KOMO 
§. Wagon Train (Wed.'7: 30-8:30). Seeee KING 

6. Lawrence Welk (Sat. 9: 00-10: 00)...:..KOMO-. 

%. Flintstones (Fri. 8: 30-9:00).: . wu useaeee-KOMO™ 

‘8..Guestward Ho! (Thurs: 7:30-8: 00)....KOMO 

8. Roaring 20's (Sat.. 10:00-11:00). 

8. Hawaiian Eye (Wed_ 9:00-10:00)......KOMO 
‘ewww ee KOMO. 

7 o Bold Journey (Thurs. 7:00) ) ses22..KOMO... Banner 35 
46 || 2. Death Valley Days (Wed. 7:00).......KING.....U.S. Borax 33 
44 || 3. Sea Hunt (Mon. 7:00). 6+ KING. ....Ziv-U 27 

M2. 4, Woody Woodpecker (Mon. ‘6:00.12, [RING..1._Kellogg 26 

4115. Manbont (Tues. 7:00! ....... KI ING. . :. .Sereen Gems 24 
iV 5. Quick. Draw McGraw (Wed. 6:00).....KING.....Screen Gems 24 

39 |} 6. High Road (Thurs. 6:30)... ...02..--. KOMO. .;.ABC 23 

38 || 7 Deputy Dawe (Tues, 6:00)........... KING.....CBS 21 
36 || 8. ‘Peoples Choice (Sat. 6:30) .. weeenes .KOMQ..... ABC 19 
36} 8 You Asked For It (Tues. 6:30).......KOMO....Crosby Brown 19 

52|Best of Post ...... KING 
55; Brothers Brannig-” KOMO 
50/Civil War ....... KOMO 
47|Dateline .... ....... KOMO 

NEWS - og cc ec eae e eee KOMO 
39|Expedition ........... KOMO 
45/|Dateline ....... eteeae. KOMO 

_ | News weeeeee KOMO 
35 | Huntley-Brinkley ....... KING 

Early Edition ......... KING 
40|Dateline = ......... KOMO 

NewS  —_...cee.. KOMO 
37| Award Theatre ....... KING 
33 | Huntleyv-Brirkley ....... KING 

Early Edition  ....... KING 

- +++ KPIX, ‘1. Perry “Mason (Sat, 1 30:8: 30). 

2. Wagon Train (Wed. -7:30- 8:30). « KRON 
3._Ed Sullivan. «Sun... 8:00-9: 00. KPLS 
4. Checkmate (Sat. 8:30-9:30)........ + cKPIX: 
4; Hitchcock (Tues. 8:30-9:00).....:.,. “KRON 
4. Perry Como (Wed, 9:00-10:00). ...... KRON 
4. Untouchables (Fhurs. 9: :30-10:30)..... -KGO. 
5, Gandid Camera (Sun: 10:00-10:30).. ... KPIX 
5. Laramie (Tues. 7:30-8:301....,. veeeds -..KRON 

8: Thriller (Tues. 9: 09- 10: 00).. se dececs » -KRON 

STATIONS: KTVU, KRON, KPIX, KGO. 

gel be Divorce Court (Sat. it. 6001s, va. KRON... 
3411-22 Manhunt (Tues, 6:305-..... veuceeees - KRON 
32: 3. Sea Hunt (Tues. 7: 00: wea (ates vcecee sKRON 

a: 4..Honeymooners (Mon. 6:30) ....:...:KRON ... 
.2U lt 4. San Francisco Beat (Sat. 7:00' ......KPIX . 
“30 |; i 5. Tombstone Territory (Wed. 7:00!....-KRON . 
30.) . 
29 ‘i 6. Lock-Up (Thurs. 7:00) ....s-KRON .. 
99 | ‘...Huckleberry Hound ‘Wed. 6: 30). .c.e- KTVU . 

‘8, Death Valley Days ‘Sat. 10:30'...... KPIX 
28 i: 8. KRON Two Faces West Ww ed.. 6: 30° 

. (Continued On page 46) 

-KTTV Prog. 
Sales 

.... Screen’ Gems 

.... SICA 

CBS 
.. CBS 
.. Ziv-CA 

. Ziv-CA 
Screen’ Gems 
U.S.. Bo ax 

N.... Screen Gems 

2 
27 
25 

24 
2 
20 

19 
16 

15 

. {Early Show -eceoee KPIX 
58 Johnny Midnizht .......KGO 
56'Phil Silvery =. ..2.... KGO 
46 Expedition ......... KG 

'Neus-Edwards .......... KPIX 
46 U.S. Marshal  ........ KG 
41 Fight: Bowling Lo KGO 
38 News; Sports: Kennedy KPIX 

iNews-Edwards =... ... KPIX 
38; You Asked For It ... ... KTVU 
34° Two Faces West ...... KRON 
35. Roaring 20's . KGO 
32 , Huckleberry Hound .... KTVU 

*SURVEY DATES: JAN. 6-FEB. 2, 1961. 



Wednesday, May 8, 1961 

t 

Jump on it... squeeze it... put it through a wringer...it still comes out 
the same. Advertisers buy more announcements on NBC Radio than on 
any other network. Consistently. 34% more than the second network in 
the latest Nielsen Radio Index alone.* 

How come? On NBC Radio, advertising dollars do more. Flexible pro- 
gramming accommodates radio’s greatest variety of commercial len; ths 

... provides the strongest combiriation of reach plus frequency. — 

This potent combination, reach plus frequency, is reflected in NRI 
month after month after month. 

Take the last 12 months: Among advertisers reaching the greatest 
number of unduplicated homes, NBC Radio averaged 7 out of the top 10.t 



Wednesday, May 8, 1961. 
eel 

Among the top 25, NBC advertisers averaged 5,184,000 unduplicated 
homes per week. Nobody else even came close. The nearest network 
was 34% behind. | 

d for 11 of the last 12 months, NBC Radio was first in sponsored hours. 

'o reach more homes more often—most economically —first choice is 

wees, 

4 

*NRI 4 weeks ending Mar. 5, 1961 #NRI April ’60-March 61, average week sponsored cumulative audience 



Wednesday, May 8, 1961. 

Jump on it...squeeze it... put it through a wringer... it still comes ou 
the same. Advertisers buy more announcements on NBC Radio than on 
any other network. Consistently. 34% more than the second network in 
the latest Nielsen Radio Index alone.* 

How come?-On NBC Radio, advertising dollars do more. Flexible pro- 

gramming accommodates radio’s greatest variety of commercial lengths 
... provides the strongest combination of reach plus frequency. 

This potent combination, reach plus frequency, is reflected in NRI 
month after month after month. 

Take the last 12 months: Among advertisers reaching the greatest 
number of unduplicated homes, NBC Radio averaged 7 out of the top 10.' 

yee Be 



Wednesday, May 3, 1961 

t 

Among the top 25,. NBC advertisers averaged 5,184,000 unduplicated 
homes per week, Nobody else even came close. The nearest network 
was 34% behind. ‘ 

And for 11 of the last 12 months, 

To reach more homes more 0: 

C Radio was first in sponsored hours. 

en—most. economically —first choice is 

Pete at Sat ieee 

*NRI 4 weeks ending Mar. 5, 1961 {NRI April ’60—March ’61, average week sponsored cumulative audience 
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ARIETY -ARB SYNDICATION CHART 
VaRIETY’s weekly tabulation based on ratings furnished by American Research - buyers to local stations and/or advertisers to syndicators’ wilt ‘find the charts valuabte.. |. 

Bureau, highlights the top ten network shows on a local level and offers a rating study © Over the course ‘of a year, ARB will tabulate a minimum of 247 markets. The | 
in devth of the top six syndicated shous in the same particular market. This weeks results of that tabulation will be found weekly in VaRIETY. Coupled: with the rating’ 

‘ten different markets are covered. performance of the top ten network shows on the local level, the VaRrETy-ARB charts. 

In the syndicated program listings of the top ten shows, rating data such as the are designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every tv market in the U. S.J 
average share of audience, coupled with data as to time and day of telecasting:.com- (*) ARB’s Nov.-Dec. 196@ survey covered a multi-week period. Syndicated shows: 
petitire programming in the particular slot, etc., is furnished. Reason for detailing an. sharing one ef the weeks with an alternating or special program could not. be properly 
exact picture of the rating performance of syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating judged fer comparative performance. Therefore, Nov.- Dec.. data will be limited to. 
strength of particular series. Various branches of the industry, ranging. from media those syndicated shows which played in all weeks. oe 

(Continued from page 43) 

PHILADELPHIA STATIONS: WRCV, WFIL, WGAU. *SURVEY DATES: | FEB. 16 =MAR. 15,1961. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS AV. “TOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS AV. AV. TOP COMPETITION av. ” 
RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. RTG ||RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. DISTRIB. RTG. SH. PROGRAM STA. RTG. — 

1. Sea Hunt (Sat. 7:00. eaters "WCAU....Ziw-UA_-25.~«60|Exped; Flood: "Fadllon WCAG 13 
1. Untouchables (Thurs. 9:30-10:30)..... WFIL 46 || 2. Pepeye (Mon.-Fri. 6:00).............WFIL..... UAA, King 19 46| Early Show .............WCAU 12 
2. My Three Sons (Thurs. 9:00-9:30)....: WFIL 41 News: Weather seeees ++ WRCY 12 

| . . ' ; ntley-Brinkley ....... 
3. Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00) ...... Writ 40 3. Mr. Bd (Sun. 7:00) 2. 02. .ss eee. WFIL.....MCA i8 37|Lassie .. LoiveseesWCAU1T 
4. Gunsmoxe (Sat. 10:00-10:30) ........ WCAT 38 |! 4. Brothers Brannigan. (wed. 7:00)... -WRCV....CBS 17 35 | Newsreel; Weather TIDE Win 18 
5. Cand‘d Camera (Sun. 10:00-10:30)....WCAU 36 News . wards WE 13 

. Nak ity (Wed. 10:00-11:00) ....... WFIL 35 _ News-E wards. TLNTEEEEHwea E 
6. Naked City (Wed. 10:00-41:00 ‘ 4. William Tell (Sat. 6:30).........¢...WEIL..:..NTA 47 60| Early Show ............WCAU 12 
7. Flintstones (Fri. 8:30-9:00) ........ WFIL 34 |News Jieptcrtsss: “WCAU 15 

8. Adv. In Parad'se (Mon. 9:30-10:30) .. WFIT 33 | } 4. Yogi Bear (Fri. 7: 00). ........ avueu..WRCV ...Screen Gems 17 43 |News Comment:. Weather. WCAU 13 
8. Perry Com» (Wed. 9:00-10:00) .. WRCV 33 . ‘News-Edwards wae eeee WCAU 14 - 
9. Have Gun. Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10'° WCAU 32! 5. Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:00). cess WRCV ...-U.S. Borax 15 34|Newsreel; Weather .. : WEIL ee 

' nanan. . {News oc liu... IL 
9. Lawrence Welk (Sat. 9:00-10:00)...... WFIL 32 5. Lock-Up. (Tues. 7:00'.......22:..8.+.WRCV.... Ziv-UA 15 33] News Comment; Weather. WCAU 17 
9. qT Sunset Strip (Fri. §:00-10:00). . ~eos- WFIL 32 News- Edw ard S cuscwreees WCAU. 16 

8. Thriller (Tues. 9:00-10:00)..... yeeeee WRCV 32 | 6. Quick Draw McGraw (Fri. 7: 30) wcaeee WFIL..... Screen Gems 14 29 | Rawhide «..... Lewes DLL WEAU: 23. 
%. Huckleberry Hound (Tues. 7:30)... .. WCAU... Screen Gems 13 26|Laramie ...............WRCV  —«_-.20 

Pa 

WASHINGTON STATIONS: WRC, WTTG, WMAL, WTOP. *SURVEY DATES: JAN, & - FEB. 2, 1961, 

1. Gunsmoke ‘Sat. 10:00-10:30)......... WTOP = 44! IL Huckleberry Mound Thurs, 7:00)... 1 MTG “Seren Gems 2 | 43 7 O'Clock, Final <2... .WMAL 19 
. . . i uad (Thurs Mo eae ee eee : : Johnnv Midnig cae ne WRC 

2. Untouchables ‘Thurg..9:30-10:30).... W3TAL 40 ii qa ‘ : Portfolio: CBS Reports “WTOP 5 

3. Real MceCozs Thurs 8:30-9:00) ...... WMAL 36 || 3. Quick Draw MeGraw tMon. 6: 30}... WTTG. ...Sereen Gems 18 35 - , 5:30 Spotlight wigs eaes wror 14. 
- ; . , . ‘Huntley-Brinkley 22... ..WRC 13° 

4. Have Gun. ‘il Tragel (Sat. 9:30-10) . WTOP 341] ¢ woody Woodpecker (Wed, 6:30)...... WTTG.... Kellogg 17 32.-6:30 Spotlight °........ WTOP 14 
4. 77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:00-10:00)...... WMAL 34 5D ty D (Th 8:30 WITG CBS 18 33 | Huntley Brinkley eeseee wR 15 

. 2 | Bee. ewes ary ara oy ars ; 5 5. Jack Benny (Sun. 9:30-10:00)....... ..WTOP _—33|| © Deputy Dawe (Thurs 2 : Huntley. Brinkley ES We 13 
5. Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30)........ WRC 33 || .6. Three Stooges (Mon: “Fri. 6:00)... .WTTG....Screen Gems 15 42|Early Show ..,.. erste WEOR “§ 

a ei @-A0-0-00)1 WMAL 32 || 7- Sea Hunt (Sat. 6:30) cS WMAL... Ziv-UA 14 37|\Popeye  ........ vosee- WTTG VN 
6. Flintstones (Fri. 8:30-9:00) .....-...- M: 1. Tombstone Territory (Wed. 7: 00. aes WRC ... Ziv-UA 14 3017 O'Clock Final.....:... WMAL 15 
7. Cand*d Com-era (Sun. 10:00-10:30).... WTOP 31|| 8. Highway Patrol (Sat. 7:00) ..s..,.WITG ...Ziv-UA 18 29| Expedition; War.........-WMAL 14 

sagt? - 9. . VTOP 31 9. Death Valley Days (Mon.. 7: 00)... see-WRC ...-.U.S. Borax 12 27/7 O'Clock Final........ TWMAL 17 
3. Ed SulVvan (Sun_ 8:00-9:00). ....-.- WI 9. Circus Boy (Tues. 6:30". cove tLe WTTG... Screen Gems 12 27|6:30 Spotlight -.......... WTOP ne 
" , —— . Perry Como ‘Wed. 9:00-10:00).....- WRC . 31 ‘ Huntley-Brinkley -.....-WRC_ 1S 

SALT LAKE CITY— OGDEN_PROVO = KUTV, KCPX, KSL. *SURVEY DATES: FEB. 16 - MAR. ‘8 1964. 

Tightrope (Tues. 9:30).....-.042-.--- “-KCPX.... Screen Gems 21 40|Laramie .. ......,.....KUTV 21 i 
1. Untouchables (Thurs. 8:30-9:30). ..... KCPX 39 || 2. Mr. Ed (Fri. 6:00))............00- .«. KSL...... MCA 17 - 40| News; Weather .:....... KUTV. 12 [, 

> News; Weather .......... KCPX ‘2 
1. Wagon Train (Wed, 9:09-10:00)...... KUTV 39 | KSL Schubert 18 3 Huntley. Brinkley. weeeee KUTV 18 : 

- re (Thurs. 6:30). ......... eeees- KSL...... chuber -85| News; Weather .........KU' 
2. Lawrence Welk (Sat. 7:00-8:00)..... KCPX 37 | 3. Topper ( : : : : News: Weather _........ KCEX 8 : 

o bctne - man o. rapy . | Huntley-Brinkley ©....... KUTV 18 u 
3. Flintstones (Fri. 7:30-6:00) ...-..-... KCPX 86 | 4. Divorce Court (Sat. 10:30).......... KCPX'... KTTV Prog. ay | Academy Theatre....-.--KUTY 10 i 

ac _ 8:00-8:30)... ... SL 35! ales §§ 15 £47|News........ »e.-.-KSL 10 : 
4. Candid Camera (Sun. 8:00-8:30) K |; 4, Manhunt (Thurs. 9°30)...:.,......:.-KCPX.... Sereen Gems. 15 33|Twitight Zone °°... KSL 20 H 
4. What's My Line (Sun. 8:30-9:00). .... KSL 35 i 4. Sea Hunt (Sat. 8:30'............4 ...KSL ....Ziv-UA 15 21|Fight: Basketball .......KOPX 31 ih 

| ; | | _|Fight:. Spare; Basketball KCPX 31 d 
5. My Three Sans (Thurs. 8:00-8:30).... KCPX 34! 5. Death Valley Days ted a0... + - KUTV. _ U.S. Borax 14 23|Hawaiian Eye .......... KCPX 32 iS 

. - , |i 5. Highway Patrol (Wed. 6:00).........KSL...... iv-UA 14 34| News: Weather ......... KUTV 14 5. Real McCoys (Thurs. 7:30-8:00) ..... KCPX 34 |} enway evpin iSun9-00 pees ot wus 7 ; Huntley. “Brinkley UIUgory 17 | 
: Ps -30-9-30) .. 3 . 6 Dangerous Robin (Sun. Vine ceeees KSL...... iv-l 5| Michael Shayne ...... . KUTV 20 a 6. Adv. In Paradise (Mon, 8:30-9:30 KCPX 33 it | oe ge ders i ostteeees KUry 20 f 

7. Hawaiian Eye (Wed. 8:00-9:00)....-.- KCPX 32 I %. Blue Angels (Mon.:8:30).............-KSL  ....CNP 12 20) Adv. In Paradise........KCPX 33 i! 
12, M Squad (Fri. 10:30) ...... Le eee eee .KCPX ... MCA 12 46 | Academy. Theatre ....... KUTV ~=16. a 

PROVIDENCE STATIONS: WJAR, WPRO, WHDH. *SURVEY DATES: FEB. 16-MAR. 15, 1961. 

oe ree Someta ate et 

Sette ot cy bb meme mens meri - 

1. Untouchables (Thurs. 9:30-10:30).....WJAR 4411 5 wr. Ea (Sat. 7:00) os ae WIJAR.... MCA 31-51 | Sea “Hunt a ‘WPRO le 
2. Wagon Train «Wed. 7:30-8:30). ..-. -. wiAkR 68 | 2. Lock-Up (Wed. 7:00) 22.2.0 00 2.101. WJAR.... Ziv-UA 25 $1 | Sea, Hur Patrol ........WPRO = 17 i 
$. Thriller Tues. 9:00-10:00) 300 Ww 2. Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:00)...... WJAR....U.S. Borax .25  46|Father Knows Best .....WPRO- 23 4 
4. Danny Thomas ‘Mon. 9:00-9:30)... .. WPRO —s 39 || 3. Rough Riders (Thurs. 7:00)... WJAR.... Ziv-UA 24. 50}Jim. Backus ..... :..-WPRO 16 i 
4. GE. Theatre iSun. 9:00-9:°30)...--... \. .-J 39 ll 4g. Mackenzie's Raiders (Tues. 7:00).... WJAR.... Ziv-UA 20. 39| Movie Week v.02... “WPRO 21 ap 
4. Flints.on s ‘Sat. 6:30-7:00) ......... wyak 39 || 5. Brave Stallion (Fri. 7:00). .........,WPRO.... ITC 19. 38:Shotgun Slade .........WJAR 18 - 
4. Price Is R’ght 'Wed. 8:30-9:00). ......WJAR 39 || §. Shotgun Slade (Fri: 7:00) .......... ““WJAR ... MCA. 18 36 Brave Stallion ..-.......WPRO 19 
5. Ed Sullivan :Sun. 8:00-9:00) WPRO =—s- 33 1 7" Highway Patrol (Wed. 7:00)......... WPRO.... Ziv-UA 17 32iLock-Up =a... ..WIAR 25 
&. Batche’ or T0830. 9:00-9: 30) whee 33 | 8. Jim Backus (Thurs. 7:00! ....... 2. WPRO. Screen Gems 16 33 Rough Riders ;...:.....WJAR. 24 

. Onanza (no o- ad: . 2 ate . ; STEEN f ’ 

7. Michael Shayne ‘Fri. 10:00-11:00° = WdAR 8. Sea Hunt ‘Sat. 7:00) : sieseeee dee W PRO Ziv UA | 16 265M Mr Ed ao WJAR | 31 

NORE OLK. 
STATIONS: WTAR, WAVY, WVEC. *SURVEY DATES: FEB. 16- MAR. [5,. 1961. . 

if 1. Brothers Brannigan (Fri. 7:00). 20... WTAR CBS B 22 49" Tig zhirope Lecce eeee ae “WAVY 17 ft 

- Gunsmoke «Sat. 10.00-10:30° WTAR 49 ' 2. Death Valley Days Lues.7:00'......- VFAR ...U.S. Borax re” Ec wee eeceeee WAVY 

ry Peete iseon “Sat. 7:30-8:30: WEAR 41. 3. Manhunt (Sat. 7700'° ww. ee eee WTAR Screen Gems 20 47° Divorce Court Le ee tee .WVEC 11 

2. Have Gus, Wil Travel «Sat. 9:50-10° WTA 41, 7 ; ‘Playhouse: Peninsula ...WAVY “AL. 

3. Checkiaate ‘Sat. 8:30-9:30) an WAR 33; 3. Shotgun Slade iW ed. 7:00: beeen WAVY MCA 20 471 Muvie 3 ., ......WTAR TT 

4, Rawhid~ Mri. 7:30-8:30) WAR gor 4. Mr. Ed (Tues. 7:00:  — ...... wees, WAVY MCA 18 41: Death Valley Days .... WTAR 2 

5. id Sull:van «Sun. 8:00-9:00: .. WAR 337° 3. Phil Silvers ‘Thur o. TOO" 12... ee WTAR “CBS 17 45: Blue Angels we cecase WAVY 14 

5. Surfside 6 (Mon. 8:30-9:30) . WVEC 33 |: 3. Rescue 8 ‘Tues. 7:20: De eee eee aee WTAR Screen Genis 17 30 Buses Bunny wees WVEC 22 

6. Untouchab‘es !Fhurs. 9:30-10: O09) 2. WYEC 32!) 3. Tightrope (Fri. 7:00) we eee WAVY ITc _ 17 38- Brothers Brannigan .....WTAR 22 

1. Dobie Gillis ‘Tues. 8:30-9:00' =... .- WAR 3‘; 4. Two Faces West «Mon. 7: 00), weeee WAVY Screen Gems | 14 33: Sea Hunt; Pioneers. -.-+.WTAR 23 

7. 77 Sure Strip (Fri. 9:00-10:00)..... WVEC 30 | 6. Blue Angels (Thurs. 7:00 -WAVY.....CNP 14 37; Phil. Silvas’... woeee es WTAR, 17 
6. Bozo The Ciown (Sat, 9:00 am.).. sees WAR Jay ark 14 od, Hickok Theatre. aceowecan. WVEC 8 
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TK to Name: a Spectrum Car 
Washington, May 2. 

‘In what’ could prove to ‘be: a highly significant step in the future 
of the television industry, President. Kennedy: is. éxpected to take. 
steps soon to name a ¢ivilian, “czar” of spectrum Space, with au-- 
thority over both military and non-military channels... -~ 

Members of Congress and others have long thought. that if con- 
. trol of spectrum. space could: be placed in civilian hands, it would 
constitute the only ‘chance of obtaining ‘more: channels — or of 
obtaining more functional use of. existing non-military. -channels. 
Although nothing has ‘yet been. done -yet some. insiders believe the: — 
President: could put control. of spectrum in. civilian’ hands without, 
the need of. a: new. law.” 

. .Meanw hile, the House. Space. ‘Committee launches a probe Thurs- 
day (4) -of future. commercial: use‘ of space. by broadcasting and 
-communications businesses via satellites. Focus will be on possible 
_anti-trust Iaw “involvement and question of whether Uncle Sam 
“will be sheiling out any, subsidies: for commercial space. communi-. 
cations .deyelopment. 

Witness list . for the weeklong 
six firms. interested in satellite. 

hearings. will include “reps from 
communications: —.RCA, AT&T, 

General T&T, International T&T, General Electric. and. Lockheed 
Aircraft. Federal. Communications Commission, ‘National Space 

- Administration, Office of . Civil Defense Mobilization, State and 
Defense departments Will .also be - heard. 

Escapist Trend of 36-39 Due For 
Big Revival in TV, Sez Wilbur Stark 

“What-are mass audiences. looking+ 
for in their entertainment? 

Producer: Wilbur Stark has made. 
-@ ‘study of entertainment tastes 

“through. the years, dating back ‘to |- 
the early. ‘20s, in terms of hit plays. 
top b.o. films’ and bestselling liter- 
ature, and finds that today's cli-; 
mate ealls for. “escapism, ” but. in, 
specific forms. 

He finds that today’ s. trends 
strike -a remarkable parallel with ; 
“those of the. years 1936-39. When | 
although the depression: was’ over | 

. the economy was in.a state.or -re-; 
cession similar to that of today and’ 
“when world affairs .were approach- | 
ing a critical stage, again similar 
to the developments today.. Those | 
years, he’ finds, found, with few |} 
exceptions, escapism ‘as the key 
yearning of the mass - audiences... 

Same - ‘holds. true today, ‘says | 
Stark. He finds in the upsurge. in 
‘popularity of European films in the} 
U. S:.a barometer of the trend. and. 
‘coupled with the successful “Yank 
pictures: ind. the trends on the 
stage and in. literature, finds four 
key varieties of: “escapism” faré. ' 
two of which have. immediate ap-. 
“plication in ty: 

-1. Broad comedy. even slapstick. 

2. Attractive people with whom 
audierices can .identify . in. clean, 
glamorous situations ‘or back- : 
grounds. ’ 

3. “Hedonistic. drama,” whieh | 
might seem to contradict the thesis | 
as ‘gualitying as realism, except the - 

represent an extreme of: people - st 
degredation or abberation, 
of reverse identification, — . 

4. Shows of vivlence, like. west- 
erns.. 

All four categories, 
lieves, repr esent the -viewer's de- 
sire to-“get out of himself, to he- 
came another person.” It’s only} 
w lien people get fat that they he- 
come introspective. he. feels, and 
‘When things get tough they seek 
escapism, Hence. ‘the departure : of 
the “everyman” type of drania. 
tvpified by 

a sort 

Av’ 
“tat’ period when, mass. audiences 
would accept introspettion:. today: 
the world situation and the econ-. 
omy are tough enough so° ‘that mass 
audiences don't want to ‘be re- 
wiinded of theni.. . 

Of the. four categories, | Stark 
finds two of them. of.: key Im- 
portance. to television. Hedonism, 
as typified by “La Dolce’ Vita" and - 
other adult. foreign: ‘films,. is out. 
for video, naturally: ‘And the west: : 
ern fornt as’ well as some types of. 
private eve shows have already run 
their course, with afew exceptions. . 
Stark feels that the “dirty” shows, ! 
full of. violence ih a sordid. sort. of: 
‘atmosphere, will no Jonger click J 
because they're not upbeat enough. ! 

- The .two forms that Stark. be-} 
lieves will click via tv are broad! 
‘comedy—a change from the’ do-~ 
mestic situation comedy into farce 
‘and other broader forms. and the 
glamor. shows with attractive stars. 

- best exaniple of; which. has - been. 

(Continued on ‘page 60). 

‘Stark be-. 

the works” of .Paddy 
Chayetsky and the. early school: of [ 

realists; They - represented. the. 

“Bikes Wit to MCA 
Hollywood, ‘May. 2. 

liam Morris. after six-vears to join; 
‘MCA with Berle Adams in Inter- 
‘national TV. 

At Morris. he headed local con-| 
‘cert booking and worked. on tor- | 
eign tv sales. 

Attention Stations: 

§More Examples: 
Tn Payola Curbs’ 

Washington. May :2. 
Federal ‘Communications Com:. 

mission has added nine new ‘ex- 
amples.of what can and what can't 
be done. under. Tast year's legisla-|- 

formative, has. included such 
Raphael -Etkes -has ankled Wile; 

: Reich.” 'The Third Reic! |, a prob- { 

‘.0n.o00 GLUED | 
“TOMOULTSHONS 

-By HAZEL GUILD 

Frankfurt, May 2. 
The old problem in America of 

. how to keep the kids away from 
the television, or whether to slant 
the. shows to their mentality and 
morality, is a new one in Germany. 

|-:-But'a poll by the influential 
Folks ‘Testing Institute: of Allens- 
-bach, West Germany, just proved 

ta shocker to many West German 
‘parents. And the leading newspa- 

-| pers of the land are querying what 
fo do about it. 
‘The poll, carried ‘out. through- 

out West Germany, revealed that. 
daily 28°. of the West German 
children between. the ages of twa 
and 16 are watching shéws on 
West German television.. That is 
-about 3,000,000 children. and hence 
about.one-fifth of the daily view- 
ing audience. 

But in the evening, when the 
programs are slanted “for adults 
only,” the poll revealed that at least 
'1.000,000 West German kids of 
these impressionable ages are still 

‘| watching: ‘the shows. ~ 
Nighttime German’ 

|-slanted toward the cultural and in- 
re- 

“Das Drittes 

television. 

cent productions as 

ing | study .of Germany under the. 
i Nazis; the much- criticized hepped.- : 
1 Up modern version of “Lysistrata.” 
with teenage movie favorite Romy | 
Schneider as the girl who decides , 

_jto deny marital relation to her: 
scientist. husband to get him away 
| from. his atomic experiments; and — 
' some penetrating studies - of the | 
horrible poverty of the island of 
Sicily, sexy musical. comedies, and. 

t plenty. of. other movies and plays ; 
‘that are strictly adult material. 

The West German film industry , 
Ne ‘long. criticized the fact that | 
i films in the. country are heavily 
i censored, and judged as fit for a 
certain age. only: some films get | 
into the best’ category, fit for chil- 

Maybelline Buying 

Chicago, May 2 
With Maybelline joining the 

participating lineup, NBC-TV's 
Saturday night feature film now 

metic is purchasing a minute per 
week along with Thomas Leeming 
Co., Union Carbide and Noxzema. 
R. J. Reynolds is down for twa! 

‘(minutes a week, leaving six spots 
still open. 

Sponsors are in on 26-week con- 
tracts at rate of $30.000 a minute 
for firstruns' and $22,000 for the 

H repeats, 

CBS $4 650,00 

For Pro Football 

RADIO-TELEVISION 

ID PROBLEM 
JFK Sends FCC Reorganization Plan 
To Congress With Approval Assured 

NBC Sat. Nite Features’ 

enjoys half-sold status. Eye cOs- j 

47 

Washington, May 2. 

| Congressional acceptance appears 

assured for President Kennedy's 

proposed reorganization of Fedcre 

lal Communications Commissitn. 

The plan, sent to Congress lust 

Thursday -27), goes into effect 

automatically 60 days from that 

date unless overturned by a mzjur- 

ity of either House or Senate 

_ Major purpose of the pian is 9 
divvy up decision-making author :ty 
among panels of Commissicne:s, 
individual Commissioners, heaung 
examiner and other FCC stafie-s. 
In Kennedy's words: “This will re- 
lieve the Commissioners from the 
necessity of dealing with mssny 
matters of lesser impo:tance end 
thus conserve their time for te 
consideration of major Matters «f 
policy and planning.” 

| The chairman of FCC, Newten 
iN. Minow, will be given the «ue 
| thority: under the plan. to dec:de 
how cases should be handled 

| However, provision is made for 

- mandatory review of any decisien 

~ Sets New Record 
“Intense competition among the 
-tv networks for pro tootball rights 

resulted in the biggest single foot- 
+ ball rights deal in history Jast 

: week, with CBS-TV signing a two-- 
‘vear pact with the National Foot- 
, ball League for the entire league 
: schedule at a record $4,650,000 
ia year. 

Price paid by CBS is more than 
double what it paid last year for. 
nearly the same lineup. Web paid 
i about $2.000.000 for NFL rights in 
1960. but this covered 11 clubs in 

ithe league, as opposed to the new 
deal's. full-league coverage of 14 

{ teams. Deal also far transcends 
any collegiate rights deal—NCAA 

| package has never topped the 
‘dren over the age of six; but most j $2, 500.000 mark. 

“movies fall.into the classifications 
of over 12 only; over 16 only; or 
over. 18. only. 

Now, the film folks point out. 

The CBS deal marked the first 
i time the NFL itself has negotiated 
on behalf of all its clubs: in the 
past, CBS and other webs negoti- 

‘tion aimed at payola and plugola. {| what.-is. the’ point of keeping the | ated rights with eath individual 

youngsters out of the theatres,| club. Change marks a switch in {. In ‘formal rulemaking’ designed 
"to implement the legislation. FCC. 
also proposed a new subsection to 
its rules designed to settle the. 
question of the anti-plugola pro- 
viso to motion pictures. . 

‘Latter proposal would ‘exempt 
:from the: new plugola disclosure 
‘requirements of Section 508 any 
films used oa television which Were 
made before last Sept. 13. effective 
date of the new law. Films made 
after that date would -be. covered 
insofar .as FCC will presume them 
to have been produced for tv. 

The. new. samples under the 
sponsor identification. requirements 
of ‘Section 317 proposed by FCC 

| __. (Co {Continued on page 60) 

and allowing. them to Jook at much 
less censored material nightly on 
the television screen? 

With .a current 5.000.000 tv 
screens in West Germany, and a 
‘second channel anticipated short- 
‘ly, the competition from the free 
shows on the little hox is too much 
-and downright unfair, the film in- 
dustryvites complain. 

The problem among the parents 
is a moral one, as well. The Allens- 
‘bach poll revealed that. 64°7 of 

| the German parents aren‘t. espe- 
cially fond of having their childden 
view television. but 20°- are per- 
fectly in aecord with having the 

(Continued on page 62). 

| vidual setup is unworkable, 

philosophy from that .of the late 
NFL Commissioner, Bert Bell, to 
the new commissioncr, Pete 
Rozelle. Both were ardent prepo- 
nents of television for pro football. 
Rozelle in particular: as general 
manager of the Los Angeles Rams 
before becoming Commissioner. 

But Rozelle believes the indi- 
and 

also plans an even distribution of 
the rights coin. among the 14 
teams. He also believes a national 
“game of the week” telecast might 
produce’ more revenue but would 
be harmful in that it deprives fans : 
of their hometeam road games. 

(Continued on page 60) 60) 

FM Winning Over TV Audience? 
and research indicates, the discrim- 

inate ty viewer—-the “opinion-mak- ’ 

‘er —is spending less and less time 

in’ front’ of his television set, just 

what is: he doing? 

' he. rapidly..expanding . FM in- 

;made by the FM people alorie; 

some ad agency. researchers» have 

indicated as much, and the growing j half ago for WRFNM,. N.Y.. 

“households are drawn from 
! professional, executive or propri- 
‘yetary class, according. to a Lennen 
;& Newell composite of. 16 Pulse re- 
ports on FM over the past year. 

There. are other factors, of 
course, in the rise in set gales, 
among them a gradual reduction in 
| set prices to the point where an 

by the full Commission on a ete 
of any three Commissioners, 1¢ a 
minority. This proviso was ancee, 
‘Kennedy said, “in order to suain- 
tain the fundamental bipe:tisan 
concept explicitly in the Con tiani- 

‘cations Act.” 

’ The plan also abolishes the 
FCC’s” review staff. which o39 
charged with writing opinions fer 
the Commission. This stop cleats 
‘the way for FCC to sign .ndi- 
vidual Commissioners the recpens- 
sibility for opinions, thus doug 
away with the present practice cf 
“anonymous” opinions hanced 
down by FCC. 

Kennedy explained that 9 the 
opinion-writing chores “can ie 
better performed by the Comes. 
sioners themseives, wath such ose 
sistance as they may desire fie 4 
persons they deem appropriitely 
qualified.” 

Overall, the President sid of 
his plans: “By providing sound cr 
fanization arrangements, the tik- 
ing effect of the reorranizeticus 
included in the plan will «ke 
possible more econamic and +4 ¢- 
ditious adininistration of the 
fected functions. It is. howescr, 
impracticable to itemize at t's 
time the reductions of caperei 
tures which it is probably po ooiilly 
will be brought about by such take 
ing effect.” 

Simultaneous with the dispotch 
of the FCC reorganizition 4). n, 
Sen. John A Cairol) D-Cole tne 
troduced a bill upgrading the retes 

<a f. 

of hearing examiners ‘2 ali dece. aa} 
agencies. including FCC. 

Carroll's measure would i.¢e 
decisions by hearing exanare:s 

‘final unless reviewed hy tise rst 
Commission on one or mere cf 
four specified grounds. 
i Carroll, chairman of the Sez. fe 
: Judiciary Subcommittee on Ad- 
ministrative Practices, said the cil 
is the first of a series designed to 
carry out recommendations wizee 
in the Subcommittee’s recent re- 

If, as a growing body of opinion ; : 000: homes, 29°¢ of the heads’ of | tremendous upsurge in FA listen- Port. 
the: ing and set sales. 

| Phileo’s Ist Quarter Red 
| Philadelphia, May 2 
| Phileé Corp, was in the red ter 

|Some 49°% have had at least some i FM- only table model can be pur- ‘the first quarter, according 10 ¢n 
‘college education. Some 40°7 are! chased ina discount house for un-: announcement hy James MM. Shine 
. in the '$7.500 and up income group.!der $20, putting FM right in the ner Jr., pres., at the annual ject 

dustry claims to have the answer— j1ocal FM execs have noted, via the middle of.the mass market. Indi- ing. : 
he’s spending more of: his”. time - ‘postal zone pattern in their pro-{cation of this is the fact that for; 
listening’ to: FM. The claim’ isn't. 8ranr mailings. that the high con-}the ‘past three years, FM set sales still fecling the effects of the reve - 

_centration of their listeners lie in have doubled over the previous sion and added that the severe 
"I the better neighborhoods. 

4: Puise study done a year anda. 
ties in 

‘fund of FM research, though still the tv angle. Of the 500 FM fam-! 
‘minute. by tv standards, gives the : 

, same indication. 

Of course. there's 

‘ilies interviewed in the 19-county | 
jN.Y..-area, more than- 95°; 
tv ‘sets. But 46°7 

‘year, to the point where last .ear: 
.it’s figured that 2.000.000 sets were 
| sold in the U.S. 

What attracts ‘em from tv? The: 
FM operators claim it’s the wide. 

had 

owned j choice of classical musie with fault- | increases but it is toa carh 
. the largest single /less reception. heady intellectual ,make predictions tor the sear” 

Ss no.way to iso-| group, viewed ty ‘less than seven!and cultural fare as typified by j 
i late on a statistical basis just who ;hours: a week, as compared to the|the Pacifica Foundation’s three op-. 
constitutes “opinion-makers.” but. national ‘average of five hours @/erations in N.¥. and on the Coast. 
ithe ‘researchers for general pur- ‘I days 
‘poses do-so ‘by breakdow ns as to: ‘three and four hours a dav listen- | where, such as bonafide folk music 
prof ession, 

correct 
, crop. 

education and annual'ing to FM. The iatest Lennen & ‘and. jazz. all in a setting of tight 
income. And if the FM research is ‘Newell media bulletin echoes the : commercial controls so that the !$400.587,000. Last vear’s net 

, it’s got the cream. of the point made by the FM operetor s— ‘blurbs are easy on the ear. con-: cluded a special credit of S700.C00 

Skinner said the company as 

“winter was another factor in the iz 
letdown. The exee declared “We 
believe the economy is nearing t::e 

: bottom of the decline and the sec- 
ond quarter should sce gradual 

19 

For the first quai ter last ‘ear 
Phileo reported earnings of $1.25 
000, equal to 37%¢ a common share 

Yet over 50°¢ spent betwéen|a type of music they can't get else-! ,;on sales of $102.000.000. For i ll 
| 1960. Phileo earned $2,287 (QQ) cor 
47e a common share, on sales of 

sme 

it's the programming on tv. or lack‘ centrated fore and aft. and don't for tax purposes. no longer 1e- 
_As an example, vf FM's 13, 000,- j of it, that'y responsible for tlie j disturb the programming itself. quired. 

°° 
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; ‘or T he First Ti ime 

CBS Films announces that 

“Dyecember Bride,” the ideal 

‘wedding of “crisp dialogue” 

Bad “smartly constructed sit- 

Tyations” (Variety), is now. 

available to regional and 

Jocal advertisers. 

"An alumna of Desilu Pro- 

dictions, the bride enjoyed a 

7 : Spring Byington 

triumphant engagement c on 

ithe CBS Television Network, 

lwhere she was a consistent 

| favorite (a fast 32.2 average. 

‘prime-time. Nielsen rating). 

Wer sponsors included Gen- 

jeral Foods, Lever Brothers, 

'Shulton Inc. 
Escorting the bride in 157 

hilarious half-hours are Verna 

‘Felton, Dean Miller, Frances 

Rafferty and Harry Morgan. 

Guests. include Rory Cal- 

houn, Fred MacMurray, Ed 

Wynn, Mickey Rooney, Zsa 

Zsa Gabor. | 
| Sponsors are invited. Rsvp 

CBS FILMS (“...the best film 

programs. for all stations”); 

offices in New York, Chicago, 

SanFrancisco,Dallas,Boston, 

and St. Louis. In Canada: 
S. W. Caldwell Ltd., Toronto. 

Wadding .Ceramanu 

Log Angeles, Detroit, Atlanta, 
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Have you heard the news? 
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YOUNG AT HEART 
With Jane Powell, Gwen Verdon, 

Steve Lawrence, Casey Stengel, 
Art Carney 

Writers: Robert Wells, John Brad- 
ford 

Producer: Wells 
Director: Barry Shear 
69 Mins., Fri.; 10 p.m. 
PEPSI-COLA 

NBC-TV, from H’wood (color) 

. ‘{BBDO,; 

With the “Be Sociable, Have a 

Pepsi" slogan apparently having 

run its course, the softdrink com- 

pany has come up with a new cam- 
paign built around the catchline, 
“Peosi,. the Drink for Those Who 
Think ~Young.” Drive rolled sev- 
eral months ago with a flock of 
spot announcements. and . giving 
the promotion an added push was 
NWBC-TV's Friday night (28: Jane 
Powell special, appropriately 
tagged “Young at Heart.” 

Supporting Miss Powell.in this 
“Salute to Spring’ were Art Car- 
ney, Gwen Verdon, Casey Stengel 
and Steve Lawrence. Session had 
no particular theme, but it added 
un to a sprightly showcase for 
Miss Powell’s yaried talents as 
well as those of her guests. De- 
lizhtfully handling the femcee 
chores, she also engagingly flitted 
about in some of her familiar 
song-and-dance routines. 

Carney, who drew lotsa camera 
exposure, scored as a gumichewing 
ballplayer in an amusing sketch. 
Interviewing him on his favorite 
strike-out ball, etc. was Stengel, 
who did a “Mel Allen” for the bit. 
The Yanks’ former manager neat- 
ly handled his lines in this timely 
sequence. 

Miss Verdon registered handily 
in a frontier dancehall scene 
helped by some imaginative chore- 
osraphy by Tony Charmoli. Some 
wild prancing in a corral followed. 
But just how this fitted in with 
the “Spring” format was not clear. 
Lawrence warbled a_ touching 
“Portrait of My Love” and also! 
did a cute duet with Miss Powell. 

One of the better bits in this 
glossy Robert Wells - production 
was a nostalgic 1920s sequence in: 
which most of- the principals. par- 
ticipated. Labeled the “Grab Bag | 
Revue,” it had Miss Powell as a 
vamp, Carnev as a _ strawhatted | 
citizen, Lawrence as a Cossack, 
and Miss Verdon doing the Char-?! 
leston. 

Frothy and light, the show was 
directed in that vein by Barry 
Shear. The Robert Wells-John 
Bradford script occasianally fal-! 
tered, but on the whole their ma- i 
terial provided a suitable vehicle. ! 
Production’s airy nature was 
summed up in Miss Powell's clos- 
ing comment, “Tonight’s program 
was the last in the series of -one 
special.” Gilb, i 

t 
s 

—_w ae 

FIGHT FOR SIGHT . 
With Mark Evans, narrator: others 
Producer-Writer: Ted Yates 
Director: Arnee Nocks 
60 Mins.; Sun. (30); 10 p.m. 
WNEW.-TY, N. ¥. (tape) 

The cause was noble, the docu- 
mentary, informative, yet the 
siock of seeing a cataract opera- 
tion performed must have heen 
sickening to a large segment of 
viewers. The Zoomar lenses of 
the cameras relentlessly followed 
every cut and injection. The. 
viewer met the older woman being : 
wheeled into the operating room, 
and there, for one hour, she re-. 
mained the focus of attention, 
even when cameras were directed 
elsewhere. 

Hour teiecast Sunday 39: at 
10 p.m. raised a serious question 
of what should pass muster for 
the general pubtic. and what is 
Strictly cHinical im nature ‘and 
should remain within the confines 
of the operating room. A medical 
decumentary need not take the 
form of “shock theatre’ in order 
ty» win interest and gain support 
from the public. Those closeups 
of injections in the woman's -eye. 
incisions and clamps lent nothing 
to the understanding of the gen- 
eral public. The seme thing could 
have been done. and was done, 
with models, 

Producer Ted — Yates. who 
doubled as writer, had sufficient 
Interest withou. tise shock val- 
ues. One of the doctors talkinz to 
narrator Mark Exans outside the 
operating room proved to be a 
repository of information about 
eve afflictions. A quiet, moving 
appeal to aid eve research was 

delivered by Mildred Weisenfeld, 
founder and dircetor of Figh for 
Sizht-Natioral Counci? to Com- 
bat Blindness. Horo. 

7 
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RADIO-TELEVISION. 

WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS: 

With Jim McKay, Beb Kichards, 
Jim Simpson, Bill Fieming, 
others 

Producers: Roone Arledge, Jim 
Colligan, Jack Lubell 

Directors: Bill Bennington, Andy 
_ Sidaris 
150 Mins.; Sat., 4:30 p.m. 
PARTICIPATING 
ABC-TV from Philadelphia, Des 

Moines , 
ABC has an ambitious undertak- | 

ing in the “Wide World of Sports” 
two-and-a-half-hour weekly  ses- 
sion’ in which top events are 
broadcast both live and on tape. 
ABC picked a nice day for its de- 
but !29) with the Penn, Drake Re- 
lays from Philadelphia and Des 
Mvines respectively. 

The track and field events are 
ones in which interest is -main- 
tained. The college crop of ath- 
letes have been able to bregk or 

| at least equal previous records. 
It’s still one of the most unpre- 
dictable sports in which virtually 
anything can happen and it fre- 
quently does and the cameraman 
can only pray he’s-in the vicinity 
when it does. . 

One. relay would have been suf- 
ficient for the opener. At any of 
these meets, there are too many 
things going on simultaneously and 
the viewer is often at a loss on 
where to concentrate. The dilem- 
ma was compounded when there 
were two such events with com- 
mercials thrown in, usually at 
some crucial juncture. A high- 
jumper having failed in two previ- 
ous tries, made it on the third at- 
tempt when the sales-spiel was 
on. 

The camera work was generally 
excellent at both forays and inter- 
est was built during the various 
relays, high jumps, pole vaults, 
etc. For those with a rooting in- 
terest in anv college, these events 
were tops. There was, however, a 
drawback, particularly evident 
during interviews. Many of the 
runners fresh from the event and 
out-of-breath; could only mutter 
“vup” to along and involved ques- 
tion. In another instance, the in- 
terviewer asked an athlete where 
he placed in this year’s running 
of a certain meet, and the answer 
was it hadn't come off yet. Guess 
an announcer can't be expected to| 
know everything. Jose. 

THE DEAN MARTIN SHOW 
With Tony ‘Martin, Andy Griffith, 

Tina Louise, David Rose Orch, 
others 

Prdoucer: Greg Garrison 
Writers: Leonard Stern, Don Hin- 

kley, Jack Brooks 
€0 Mins., Tues. (25), 10. p.m. 
PROCTER & GAMBLE 
‘NBC-TV, from H’wood (color). 

Dean Martin's got a problem; 

hamely, how to incorporate ‘that 
effortless charm and humor of his 
into’ a show that has meat and 
body. His previous efforts have 
been marked by an absence of 
planning and. script—they’ve had 
charm but no substance. This time 
out, Martin tried for more,’ but j 
missed. 
‘For this, the writers, Leonard 

Stern and Don. Hinkley (Jack 
Brooks supplied special miaterial) 
have to: be faulted. Most of their. 
stuff missed. the: mark in terms of 
humor, and mighty little of it per-} 
mitted Martin the opportunity for 
his particular ‘brand of. clowning. 
There were a courle of good bits, 
though, in particular the idea of 
honoring Greek songwriters 

overdone. 

Martin had as guests Andy Grif- 
fith, Tony Martin and Tina Louise. 
For Tony Martin, it was mostly a 
singing showcase. with the vet 
warbler running through such. fa- 
miliar items. as “Let’s Face the 
Music and Dance,” “Make. Some- 
one Happy” and “There’s No To- 
morrow” in his accustomed style. 
Griffith fared less. happily—Stern 
and Hinkley couldn’t accommodate 
his hayseed humor, and .a longish | 3 
sketch on a pair of struggling song-| a passive and unimaginative pro- 
writers was. pretty much wasted.! gram instead of the unusual and 
Miss Louise was used to good ef- 
fect visually and vocally; her fair- 
‘ish voice ‘was the least of her at- 
tractions in a couple of song &. 
dance numbers. and in the song- 
writer sketch. Dino himself ‘turned |: 
in the best number of the night 
-with his “Rock-a-bye Your Baby.” 

’ David Rose .orch supplied excel- 
lent backing, and Greg Garrison’s 
direction was compefent. Alan 
Handley produced for NBC. P&G,. 
which sponsored for Crest, stayed 
within the allotted time: but laid 
the blurbs on with. a heavy hand 
which didn't enhance the flavor.of 
the- show. Chan. 
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CBS Reports 
“CBS Reports” hour exploration - 

into “Why Man In Space?” last; 

nation’s school curriculum. As: 
60-minute “seismic package”: 

roaming interplanetary space, it. 
had all the vicarious excitement of . 

the 

ogists. geochemists and other sci- + 
entists were not always compre- . 
hensible (though most of it was re-: 
‘duced to elementary jargon), as a: 
documentary .it almost packed the , 
wallop of high drama, 

Aided and abetted by simulated - 
visualizations of what's in store in. 
the coming race for space, it hard-‘ 
Iv left a meteorite unturned as it 
delved into the newest fashions in 

models or martian-: 
looking monsters and the assorted : 

loads. to the moon, Venus: 
(‘nearest of the planets, since it’s . 
only 25.000.009 miles away), Mars- 
and Jupiter. Narrator Howard K. 
Smith, the eminent cast and the 
whale production crew rate a cur-: 
tain call. Rose. 

~- 

Family Classics 
Attempting Charlotte Bronte’s 

“Tane Evre" in 53 minutes of air- 
time is as fanciful and futile as 
trsing Dostoievsky’s “Brothers.: 
Karamazov” in 78 «what's left af- 
ter blurbs in a 99-minute program). : 
Yet ‘Family Clasvics.” sponsored | 
on CBS by Breck hair aids. tried : 
“Eyre.” probably on the strength 
of its boxoffice appeal. Aecord-: 
ingly. the televised program’s sole ! 
indisputable accomplishment was : 
the preemntion of a regular net- | 
work action-adventure program. - 

Zachary Scott was mistakenly | 
cast as the imperious Rochester: : 
his was nat a raunded performance 
but instead what actors themselves ! 
refer to as a “readings”—and a‘ 
bad one at that. Unfortunately, - 
Sally Ann Howes, whose perform- : 
anre as Miss Eyre was chilly, suf-: 
fered the audience to an accent, | 

: Anderson’s “AIl Summer Long.” 

- and writers. 

: Tele Follow-Up Comment . 

woman .ironically sounded 

uncertain direction of Mare Dan- 
iels, performed, at best, indiffer- 
ently. , 

Sketchy plot..adapted with dis- 

‘a dizzving roller coaster ride, wi'e” turbing superficiality by Michael 
-the added virtue of being highly. Dyne, was climaxed by a silly. imi- j 
‘instructive. If the words, phrases, : 
-concepts as expounded by the top| 
:astronomers, geologists, microbiol-j 

tation of a conflagration. Art. 

Play of the Week 
WNTA-TV’s singular contribu- 

: ing. out the season. and possibly 
making the last presentation under 
current -.auspices.. with. Robert 

brief Broadway run in 1954. 

ing for the often distinguished | of familiar tele vaices, is hardly | 

| NBC-TY (film) 

be- |. 
cause the cleffer routine has béen: 

 omney SEVEN SHOW 

REPORT FROM MOSCOW 
(Southern Baptist Hour) 
With Norman Rose, narrator 

| Wednesday, May 3, 1961 

ROAD TO THE STARS 
With Jules Bergman, others; Mle. 

chael Kaine, narrator. 
Producer-Director: Martin Hoade j Producer: Harold Mayer 
Writer: Earl Hamner 
3@ Mins.; San. (30), 1:30 p-m, 

Director: Marshal Diskin 
Writer: Milton Burgh . 

| 30 Mins., Fri. 7:30 p.m. 

Having gotten Soviet permission | ABC-TV (film) 
to photograph services in Mos- 

less quite a-feat in itself), NBC and 
‘the Southern Baptist Convention 
proceeded to blow the opportunity 

|. by doing the obvious and follow- 
j ing the course of least resistance. 
They simply filmed parts of six 
services and edited the film into a 
rather dulI and uninformative 
half-hour... 

The. informational part of the 
show actually was supplied in the 
voice-over natration (nicely han- 
dled-by Norman Rose). Pictorially, 
the show was all services—regular 
Sunday services, a marriage cere- 
mony, an ordination and a mass 
-baptism. It could’ have been any. 
American Baptist church, except 
for the fact that Russian was the 
language. 

While the narration attempted 
to spell out some of the differ- 
ences (the bridal couple; for ex- 
ample, undertaking: sacrifices by 
the church wedding via losing out 
on the chance.to join the Commu- 
nist, party), there was no effort. to 
talk to any of the Russian parish- 
oners, or even the church. offi- 
cials, directly. In fact, there wasn't 
an interview or direct statement 
for the cameras in the entire show.: 

In‘ short, this NBC public af- 
fairs special. simply observed with- 
out reporting, and. the result was 

stimulating show it might have 
been. Chan. 

ith Ed Bakey 
Director: Bill Beal 
30 Mins., Sat., 12 p.m. 
PARTICIPATING 
WABC-TV, N. Y. (tape): . 

Apparently the sotto-voiced sub- 
tler-gag approach of Ed Bakey, as 
the bulbous-nosed kidvid clown 
Tommy Seven, has been toppled 
by the cannonading of the more 
flamboyant emcees on the after- 
noon cartoon scene in New York. 
At any rate, Bakey, who broke into! 
the Gotham melee about -nine: 
months ago with a p.m. strip oni 
WABC-TV after marked success.on 
WJZ, Baltimore, has been leveled: 
to a Saturday noon half-hour ‘with 
live aud. 

oy . _° 2. | As before, the new show. features ' 
jwhich, coming from an English-|Tele Features “Courageous. Cat”: 

| like} and “Minute Mouse” cartoons, -in-! 
‘that: of an Ameérican-bred: actress 

‘Thursday night (27) was wholly ;trying to simulate the King’s Eng- 
‘fascinating: certainly a must for; lish. Rest of the cast, under the | able mime and mugging talents. 

terspersed with Bakey in song and. 
gag routines that reflect consider- 

Initialer Saturday (29) had an 
audience of Cub Scouts and Camp- 

“Road to the Stars,” a preface 
}cow’s only Baptist church. (doubt-| te the manned space flight of a 

| United States-made. missile, was 
well done by ABC News on Fri- 
‘day (28). Network achieved the 
same level’ of competence as its’ 
rivals ‘in the critical area of edit- 

| ing and splicing so that the visual 
package, which. possessed @ sense’ 
of organization and neatness en- 
hanced the implicit interest of the 
theme. Editing was done by Arlene 
Garson of Eskay Films, which, 
from the web's. point of view, 
might be unfortunate, because she 
isn’t a member of. the web’s full- 
time staff. ve i 

Buf. in an equally important 
sense ABC news again missed the 
boat. This Friday (28) program 
was. aired a full day after all news 
media..were informed that it was: 
okay to mention a “manshoot” was 
due .on or about May 2.- ABC’ 
treated the whole subject. as if: it 
had never been mentioned, all ‘be- 
cause it did not want fo replace 
film made four. days earlier. | 
‘Half-hour.was built around the. 

three men who. are candidates to 
take the ride. into outer -space, ~: 
‘their elaborate training, theie: 
opinions and a_nice inside look at 
their individual characters. Jules 
Bergman, ABC News’ first science 
editor, deserves a nod for his clean 

| unobstrusive and. intelligent in- 
terviewing. Milton. Burgh’s: script 
was also competent, if not inspired. . 

| While it may have been the real 
| thing, the sound effects did ‘sound 
}a bit phone y—something easily 
corrected the next time. 
. While. unspectacular, “Road - to. _| the. Stars” marked..quite a come- 
up from the previous average level: 

| of offering by the network in pub- 
taffairs. If only the network had:” 
|, Shewed a more tangible’ sense. of 
timeliness. A few new insertions 
about.May 2 would have given the‘. 
half-hour a ‘greater degree of 
urgency. Oe _- Art. 

THE FIRST MINNESOTA. REGE. 
MENT —— o 
With Dave Moore 
Producer: Carl Ruble 
| Director: Clarence Anderson 
Writer: Jim Dooley 
30 Mins.; Thurs., 9:30 pm 
TWIN CITY FEDERAL SAVINGS ~ 
& LOAN . oe 

WCCO-TV, Minneapolis 

| _Minnesota’s part in the Ciyil 
i War, from the disaStrous Battle af- 
Bul Run to the decisive fray at 
Gettysburg, was ‘described in- en-' 

fire Girls, who often seemed bat: | grossing fashion in this. half-hour fled by the clown’s light humor. 

didn’t come until late in the show 

di ; ticipati documentary, 
Audience rapport via participation | offering in the fine series of WCCO | 

i Television Reports which -’alter- 

. another outstanding 

when Bakey made up one of the “nates with “CBS Reports.” 
kids in Tommy Seven facsimile. 
Up to that point, Bakey chose to‘ . 

. A work primarily alone with the kids :. 
tion to legitimate tv drama is-clos-| o¢¢ -camera. Stanza would have te's ci 1 

jbeen much more alive with the ;84mized in April 1861, nearly 100 
‘visitors on view throughout. 

Bakey’s subtler approach is com- i 
4 Sul 8} mendable, however, ‘and it can't be : 

drama of family. life that had al/said that the Tele Features car- {credible casualties. 

| The First Minnesota Regiment,. | 
made up of raw recruits from. the ' 

‘state's cities and villages, was or-. 

years to the day’ before this tv’ 
report. It .was involved in - the. 
thick of the action and suffered in-— 

Only 47 men’: 

Br 4. _ | toons are much of an adjunct. Their} °f the. regiment's original comple- 
“Summer” was ‘not a bang clos-/ humor, based mainly on impreshes ! Ment of 900 survived the war. 

John Holt’s well documented re- 
“Play of the Week.” but it at least ‘up to the clown emcee’s standard. | search, gathered from historians at. 
attained a satisfying dramatic im- 
pact in its final scenes and was 
marked jn this presentation by ex- 
cellent performances. all around. 

Theme’ is somewhat of a bro- 
mide with American dramatists 

being the familiar 
case of bright .kinder in dramatic 

, Clash with loutish parents. The 
sensitive youth involved here, 
along with a crippled brother, who 
aware of the dangers of a rising 

rest of the family anguished 
_ through the hot summer. 

For too long the long summer, ( 
was a static affair with only scat- ‘anda touch of more human. show- . 
tered scenes: of maving signifi- | manship 

;cance. But the fine thesping, with ; tribute. 
a particularly convincing perform- 
ance by Keir..-Dullea -as the crip- 
pled brother. eased the dull 
stretches. Expert in the other roles 
‘were Betty. Field as Mom; Hender- 
son Forsythe as Dad; Nina Wilcox 
as sister Ruth: James Olson as 
brother-in-law Harry; Gloria Nel- 

(Continued on page 58) 

Additional TV Reviews 
On Page 52 

Bill. 

MAY DAY IN MOSCOW 

General John B. Medaris, 
others 

Producer: Chet Hagan 
Diréctor: Robert Priaulx 
30: Mins.; Mon. (1), 9 p.m. 
-NBC-TV, from N.Y. 

‘For the first time the miracle 

a 

‘river that threatened, and finally 1 of vidtape allowed the telecast of 
destroyed, .their home while. the |:the Moscow. May Day. Parade in. 
: ‘the U.S. the same day it took place. 

: What Americans saw were arma- 
ments, soldiers, more armaments 

in a Major Gagarin 

All in all, it was a depressing 
sight and a revealing one for non- 
Russians. That peace dove just 
eouldn’t survive in Moscow’s Red 
Square. Tribute to Major Gagarin 
found kids scrambling, out of a 
simulated space ship and running 
up the reviewing stand with 
flowers. oo, 

The NBC-TV show consisted. of 
about 12 to 15 minutes of vidtape, 

| originally taken by BBC for a#s 
“live” telecast, converted to. Amer-. 

. (Continued on page: 58) 

the Bull Run and Gettysburg Na- : 
tional Parks as well as from local: 

. sources,. provided the basis for Jim. 
__ ‘{Dooley's” excellent -script. Hune-.. With Frank McGee, host; MaSor: dreds of photos from the Librar Library . 

(Ret.),' of Congress, National Archives and ‘ .” 
Minnesota Historical Society: : 
helped make. the story come alive. - 
Program had moments of great. 

| poignancy such as.when the’ coyer 
of a soldier's diary, previously - 
quoted, was shown’ bearing the 
terse inscription:. “The owner of 
‘this diary. was. killed in late. after-" 
_noon:of July 2, 1863, near Gettys- 
-burg. His face was toward the 
enemy.” , so 

. Splendid narrafion by WCCO’'s. 
ace newscaster Daye Moore accom- 

_plished the neat trick of giving 
century-old events a sense of im- 
‘mediacy. ‘Imaginative production 
, and sensitive camera work, partic- 
; ularly in showing now desolate. bat- 
tle sites, enabled the program to 
capture the sounds and. sights of 
the: Civil War. era. Minor draw- 
back swaS. an over-abundance of 
cannons blasting, but this, too, 
tended to intensify the mood. 
‘Sponsor’s .commercials,. which ‘in- 
cluded a contest offering a tour of 
Civil War battlegrounds, were. also.” 

j well handled. ° Rees.- 
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...at the 

N.A.B. CONVENTION! 
_ Suddenly appear at Everybody’s Breakfast Table on 

Wednesday Morning, May 10th... via your advertisement in 

VARTETY 
the only major trade publication that will carry 
all the actual news and interpretation of Con- 
vention activities up to late the previous day, 
Tuesday ! | 
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Washington and among broadcasting interests throughout the 
nation. 
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SUMMER SPORTS 
SPECTACULAR 
With Bud Palmer, Dick Buttons, 

others 
Producers: Bob Dailey, Paul Fei- 

gay, Buttons 
Director: Dailey 

Foreign Television Reviews 
PROFILE: BAY AREA 
(Operation Abolition): — a 
With Caspar W. Weinberger, Wes 
Willoughby, John Searle, Ed. 

..Montgomery, Fred Dupuis. 
>| Producer: Virginia Duncan 

Director: Larry Fielder ~.. 
120 Mins., Thurs. (27), 9:30 p.m. . 60 Mins., Thurs., 7:30 p.m. 

SCHLITZ, BRISTOL-MYERS 
CBS-TY, from Boston (tape) 

(JWT, Doherty, Steers & 
Shenfield) 

IT’S A SQUARE WORLD }edy ‘routine, based on “Will It Be ‘tions locally. In fact, the presen- 
With Michael Bentine, Clive Dunn,: Bob or Button”, with the star 

Benny Lee, Cardew Robinson,” capering energetically but arriving 
Frank. Thornton, John Bluthal, no place. The show took a lift 
Peter Reeves, Bruce Lacey, when she perched on a piano for 

tation of “Poet” by Oscar Fritz 
Schuh with Attila Hoerbiger and |: 
Paula Wessely in the leads, still 
ranks as one of the most impres- 

KQED, San Francisco | 

Almost a. year. after the House 
unAmerican activities. committee’s 
hearing at Frisco’s City Hall, the. 

CBS-TV closed out the winter 

sports season with this*fancy skat- 
ing opener for the “Summer 

Sports Spectacular,” the prime- 

time version of the hour and a half 
“Sunday Sports Spectacular” 
that’s getting a hot-months run in 
the’ big viewing hours. 

Besides being timely (the salute 
to the 18 U.S. skaters who died in 
a Belgium air crash was taped lafe 
in March at the Boston Garden), 
the preem had the insurance of 
presenting one of the events that 
made last year’s Winter Olympics 
a video success. 

Stripped of any production frills 
(in the Garden's plain setting with 
the skaters doing their turns to 
canned music), the shaw derived 
its excitement from the skaters as 
interpreted by sportscaster Bud 
Palmer and Dick Buttons, Olympic 
champion ,and world titlist, who 
gaye a running commentary along 
with emceeing for the live audi- 
ence. 

Show first presented U. S. and 
Canada’s promising voungster’s in 
the amateur ranks, and built pace 
with the pros and finally the dazzl- 
ing precision of the team skaters. 
Youngsters doing their bit in- 
cluded Wendy Griner and _ Scott 
Ethan Allen, rising Canadian and 
U. S. amateurs respectively. But in 
the kids’ seg of the show, the steal- 
er was colorful 12-year-old Tina 
Noise, whose special flair earned 
her an off-ice interview with 
Palmer. 

Single standouts among the old- 
er skaters included Don Jackson, 
Canada’s flashy North American 
men’s champ; Lorraine Hanlon, 
U. S. national junior ladies champ 
and Canadian amateur,. Wendy 
Griner. 

Ailing olympic and . three-time 
world champ, David Jenkins, 
had to forego his regular routine, 
but appeared briefly in a demon- 
stration of the flying sit spins, 
loops and other derring-do divots 
of the sport. 

The teams, headed by Olympic 
and world pairs titlists Barbara 
Wagner and Robert Paul, gave the 
show a change-up with exciting 
unison to the waltz, the cha-cha, 
cha, and even a spin of the late 
T. Dorsey's “Song of India.” 

Ted Kennedy of the Boston Ken- 
nedy’s read a message of enfour- 
agement from his brother, appar- 
ently a fancy skating as well as 
Cuban-affairs buff. Bil. 

CASING THE CLASSICS | 
With Dr. Leland Miles, guests 
Producer: Miles 
Director: Marshall Amos 
30 Mins., Sat., 5:30 p.m. 
WHAS-TY, Louisvil'e 
This locally produced and taped 

panel discussion show is worthy of 
comparison with many network ef- 
forts. It's a brisk and fast-moving 
talk session produced and moder- 
ated by Dr. Leland Miles, Associate 
Professor of English at U of Cin- 
cinnati. He has a bouncy, eye- 
twinkling approach fo the diseus- 
sions of great books. which makes 
for a fast-moving half hour, This 
pipe-smoking pedagogue has plenty 
of showmanship. and is never 
static. He moves from chair to 
desk top, and at times directs his 
remarks right into the camera eye. 
He has a strong resemblance, and 
many of the mannerisms of Howard 
MecNear, t.v. and film comic, and 
has the happy faculty of bringing 
almost any book come to life. 

On the show caught. Dr. Miles’ 
guests were Dr. W. Kimball Under- 
wood, Episcopal rector: Mrs. Fre 
Snyder, and Mark Goldsmith, for- 
mer floor director of this show. 
Subject for discussion was Lew 
Wallace's “Ben Hur.” an appropri- 
ate topic. as it fit the Easter season, 
touching on a facet of the life of 
Christ. 

After setting the narrative and 
background, discussion was cen- 
tered around the basic differences 
between the film «Metro) and tke 
book. The panei stressed that the 
film highlighted Ben Hur forgiving 
his enemy, Messala. Stills of fa- 
mous paintings were inserted dur- 
ing the show. 

Marshall Amos. director, and 
Marty Sweeney. asst. producer, de- 
serve eredit for a slick technical 
assist. Wied. 

Maya’ Kouman! “Can It Be You?” It was in the 
‘more soulful.ditties that she scored 
‘more strongly, despite a tendency 
-to squeeze the emofion beyond the 
content of the lyrics. ‘Don’t Wor- 

Producer: G. B.-Lupino 
Writers; Michael Bentine, . John 
Law - 

30 Mins., Wed., April 26, 8:40 p.m. 
BBC-TV, from London . 

- Television current affairs pro- 

provide the targets for this satiri- 

cal skein which got off to a some- 

| what shaky start. Plenty of good 
lideas, but too often their develop- 

ment had a mechanical look and 

there was a stick-around quality 
about the jokes which made them 
linger overlong before getting up 
and reaching for their usually pre- 

‘ H 

‘ry "Bout Me” was, in fact, the high- , 
spat of the session. 

of the Pigalle, and he didn’t really 
overcome it. Vocal backing by the 
Don Williams Singers was s0-So, 
‘and. the Pigalle Lovelies. provided 
some ragged terping. | 

Jack Nathan’s outfit. provided an 
,adequate accompaniment, and 
the most pleasing moments of the 
show were: provided by Pete Can- 
doli's. brilliant trumpet, although 

‘sive and memorable productions|debate over the. anti-committee 

4 World” reporter got such a noisy 

a| 

| -he had only -one solo- spot, “St dictable point. 
Louis Blues. Boogie.” " Otta, Still, the production had: plenty 

of gloss and zany comedian Michael 
Bentine, bland as buttermilk, ever- 
smiling as a toothpaste commer- 
cial, held the thing together with | 
expert ease as the program's spoof 
commentator on the world and its 
works. 

Most successful items: an. under- | 
cover look at a spy-training school 
where a recruit with little appetite | - 
was made to dispose of plans and! 
a roll of micro film by eating 
them, and a trip to some Far East- 
ern trouble-spot where the “Square 

AMELIA . . 
j With Elizabeth Shepherd, Fred- 

erick Jaeger, Malcolm - Keen, 
Peter Sallis, Andre van. Gyse- 
ghem, Roy Dénton,. 

Jones _. 
Producer: Chloe Gibson 
Writer: Henry Fielding 
30 Mins., Fri., 9:20 p.m. 
‘BBC-TV, from London 

welcome from the gong-beating 
and cymbal-clashing populace that 

a eens tO deere tome. Bie fragrant classics—Jane ‘Austen, 

son, I can’t hear you. You must | Trollope. and, the like—-into hail. 
. . a _thour series. e k { 

fen back {when we know you bet , have_ been inherited: from radio, 

Sketch in which the beaming |2nd-it’s been carried over to the 
Bentine arrived at the Royal Acad- small screen with equal. flair and 

emy to do 2 piece about the current | Skill. It's therefore the more sur- 
summer art show also had its mo-: Prising that their current choice of 

ments. The door was shut. Nobody ; Henry «rielding's 18th century 
opened it. So Bentine was forced novel, “Amelia.” looks dubious, 
to fill In time with some amusing 'Stumer, judging by the first two of 
ad-lib about the doorknocker. But the seven episodes; = 
the climax tapered into some un-{ Tale concerned the up-and-down 
funny business in which Bentine romance of the spirited Amelia 

| broke a window. climbed through ; with an Army Ensign, Will Booth. 
and set fire to the Academy's cur-:So far it’s followed a pretty lan- 
tains. 'guid course. Booth, promoted 

There was a similar fading away , Lieutenant, was threatened with 
in a Scots bit which had Benny {separation from his girl by foreign 
Lee playing bagpipes to his “waist | military service. He attempted to 
in water, adding to the instru- | get out of it by switching regiments 
ment’s gurgles as well as to the with a pal, but it was foiled by 
laughs. But when the Loch Ness: Amelia’s jealous. sister. 
monster rose from the waves andi That was about it—and it was 
;Started nibbling at kilted Lee's tricked out with some pretty 
sporran it wasn't funny because] phoney and_ stilted goings-on. 
nobody's laughing at that monster | Each episode was introduced by an 
any more—not even at Loch .Ness.|imaginary chat between Fielding 
‘There were enough indications! and painter Hogarth, and this was 

here, however, to suggest that “It’s| entirely’ irrelevant. ‘The thesps 
A Square World” may shake down hammed it unmercifully, and the 
into a real laugh-getter later on. only one to emerge: with much 

Nash. credit’ was Elizabeth Shepherd in 
the title role. Not only a looker, 
she had fire and grace; on this 

| showing, she’s -headed for the big 
‘time. -Unhappily, Frederick Jae- 
{ger displayed little of the afore- 
said spirit as the hero, and more- 
over was: plenty deficient in the 
necessary. charm. , a R 

: ‘A.. R. Rawlinson’s adaptation 
| BBC-TV, from London . followed .the letter of Fielding’s 

On the heels of her appearance . story, but entirely: missed the at- 
in the rival web’s “Sunday Night mosphere and sly morality of it. 

at the Palladium,” Betty Hutton!Chloe Gibson produced with a 
‘leaden hand. and Stephen Bundy’s 

delivered an edited version of her , sets were apt but not firmly in pe- 

| 

BETTY HUTTON AT THE 
PIGALLE 

With Pete Candoli, the Don Wiil- 
Hams Singers, the Pigalle Love- 
lies, Jack Nathan orch’ 

Producer: Richard Afton 
30 Mins., Sat., 8 p.m. 

nitery act at London's Pigalle Res- riod, But the chief oddity remains. 
taurant for BBC-TV. This was a the selection of ‘this novel for the 

distinctly spotty item, for producer ; Serial treatment. Fielding has 
Richard Afton had assembled | better amongst his collected works, 

program which drew attention toi than Wild.” 
the faults of la Hutton, without - . . 
having the advantage of the steak- | 

; and-french-fried to get away with .FAST EIN POET 
. it -(A Touch: of the Poet) 
; Betty Hutton . With Hans Soehnker, Judith Holz- 

Otta.- 

In these parts, 
‘coasts along on the old nostalgia.; Meister, Katinka Hoffmann. 
Remembered from Hollywood mu-|. Jochen Rathmann, Marianne 
Sicals, she is ready-made for the} Hoppe. Hugo Lindinger, Jo 

| middle age-brackets, but has to! Herbst, Erich Fiedler. | 
prove herself all over again for; Director: Juergen Goslar 
the youngsters. . _ i Writer: Eugene O’Neill 

And her presentation on this 105 Mins.; Thurs.;.9:05 p.m. 
occasion was sufficiently old-hat West German TV, from Berlin 
to attract. neither. She took off | West Berlin’s tv station contin- 

: with a salute to the blues: which!ued its series of ambitious | pro- 
| might have been more fetching if!grams with this production of Eu- 
lshe’d stuck to the real thing, in-!gene O'Neill's “A Touch of the 
istead of throwing in masquerading Poet.” This particular show cre- 
:pop-numbers like “Blues.{n the:ated much excitement even be- 
Night.” The section stretched her: fore it was felecast as the. late 
voice beyond its Hmits, and it be-| American playwright has a large 
came almost an embarrassment to ! following in this country. Many 
listen to vocal attempts far beyond |of his works including “Moon far 
the capacity of her pipes. Even|the Misbegotten,” “A Long Day's 

I“St. Louis Blues” didn’t save the |Journey Into Night,” “Mourning 
day. Becomes Blectra”. and “Poet” have 

c 
t 

There followed a tortuous com-‘had excellent theatrical produc- 

Edward ; 
Brooks, Kathleen Williams, Stan- ‘ 
Jey Meadows, Audrey O’Flynn, : 
Barbara New, Gerald Cross, Glyn’ 

mental. 

BBC-TV has a well-deserved Te-' 
, putation for parcelling up the more- 

| 

the West Berlin theatre-has had to 
offer in many seasons. ° 

The tv version of the play; 
helmed by director Juergen Gos- 

:lar, was hard.put to compete with 
‘the stage presentation: But within 

; difficulty of the play, Goslar did a 
remarkable job. Although the out- 
come was not fully convincing, this 
_was still an above average produc- 
‘tion. ; 

'  Goslar had a selection of fine 
players ai his disposal.. Hans 

1 

iCornelius Melody essayed the 
(drunkard and charmer with much 
devotion ,sometimes a bit: too hys- 
fterical but. generally convincing. 
Judith Holzmeister, Soehnker’s 
wife, and Katinka Hoffmann, his 
tdaughter, contributed adequate 
| support while Marianne Hoppe 
\was. seen in a brief but. brilliant 
study as Deborah. Good support 
came from Jochen Rathmann, and 
;Others in minor parts. 

jto standard and Peter Sandloff's 
score proyed to be very senti- 

- Foreign TY Followup . 

‘Sunday Night at the Palladium 
The star spot in this stanza of 

!ATV’s “Sunday Night .at the -Lon- | 
:don Palladium” was. reserved for 
home-made hombshell, Diana Dors. 
Miss Dors, who owns a genuine, 
but limited supply of talent, chose 
‘to model her act on the suave 
“presentations usual with U. S. 
thrushes. The résult was pretty 

s+ pimple-raising all round, and gave 
. the é _impression of a moderate 
mimic who'd strayed out of her 

~ class. - 

Lyrically introduced by .a close- 
harmony group. the Polkadots, Miss 

gown, aluminium tresses cropped 
back, and grinning amiably. She 
launched into. “Something Big.” 

. jerking a shoulder to the rhythm. 
i She followed with “Ain‘t Neces- 
‘sarily So” from “Porgy,” and the |: 
rendition was more ‘remarkable for 
its precise diction than its vocal 
fervor. The plaintive mood was 

‘a good question, and Miss. Dors 
bowed out with a number express- ; 
ing her satisfaction at being where 
she was, 

Technically the program was up: 

Hens. .. 

continued with “How Long Has 
This Been Going On?” which was 

riot which featured the committee 
.| hearing ‘goes on furiously. ~ 

_If anything, the debate is..even . 
hotter today than it was imme-. 
diately following the May. 13, 1960, 
riot, and. this is largely because of . 

; ’ “pi Afton's production was handi- the. liimts of video presentation |a 42-minute film, entitled’“Opera-. - 
{grams, long due for a send-up ’ capped by the cramped floor-space and taking into consideration the ; tion Abolition,” which the commit- 

tee made of subpoenaed tv news- 
reels. : ' 

To show this film publicly on. tv 
and to debate’ its truthfullness or. 
lack of truthfulness was ‘the pur- 

|pose of “Profile: Bay Area” Jast 
Thursday (27) in a specially length- 

Soehnker played the title role, and!ened program. 

. The film itself proved an amal- 
gam of clips interspersed ‘by “‘Reds. 
under the bed’ talks by Rep. Fran- 
cis Walter and several other :con- 
gressmen. The narration, by’ Ful- 
ton Lewis III, a fulltime commit- 
tee investigator, proved a slick. if 
‘orthodox, version of the film's—. 
j;and. committee’s—thesis, namely, 
that Communists planned and in- 
stigated the riot, using . college 
students:as dupes. ~~ _ 

But the most interesting part of 
the show was the full-scale debate” 
‘on the question of whether the- 
film was, in fact, a.truthful report 
of the riot. o me 

: This was preceded. .by a -short: 
-introduction by the panel show’s 
‘regular. moderator, Caspar W.. 
Weinberger, and by'a short tape of: 
fuller testimony of one of.the film's 
Subpoenaed witnesses—the witness, 

; William: Mandel, had. demanded, 
[through his lawyer, that this tape 
|be played, for it showed him -in :- 
ja much better light than the film- 

| The debate followed ordinary de- 
| bating rules: six’‘minutes” apiece _ 
‘for argument, four minutes apiece = 
‘for rebuttal, then. an off-the-hip. 
“questioning period. - 

Claiming the film was.*‘the. long- 
a. 

ae 

jest commercial evér: made... ~ . 
!eurious compound - of half-truth’ 
:and untruth . . . maximizing the 
; impression Communists were here, 

‘Dors appeared in a form-fitting ‘there and: everywhere”: were Wes. 
; Willoughby, reporter. for. Scripps- 
i Howard's Frisco News-Call Bulle-.- 
tin, and John: Searle, assistant pro- 
fessor of philosophy ‘at the Univ.. 
of California. -* nn 

Defending the film:were Ed 
Montgomery, a onetime Pulitzer 
‘Prize winner on Hearst's Frisco 
Examiner. and Fred Dupuis, an ex- 
FBI agent who was an unsuccess-. 
ful congressional candidate ‘last: 
fall. ; - 

Winners,: on the question in de- 
bate. were Willoughby and Séarle,. 

‘such as “Tom Jones” and “Jona-- 

‘Itshow. It’s just not his line. 

in a walkaway: they. produced 
] -dozens of, instances in which the 

this sortie was basically mistaken.| film's time sequences had:been doc- 
and rested on. a misconception of !tored: and.in which’ the. narration 
what the girl had to offer. She has! made ‘half-true or untrue: clainis. .- 
an earthbound appeal which has|To support their claims, Montgom- 
never found its proper format: But |ery and’ Dupuis had to resort to 
her impish face and her wodge of |the tactie of evading the question. 
hair, groomed into conventional! at debate, and in this they were 
sophistication, didn't carry ‘the ; quite successful, pointing out: 
soulful -burden.of her ditties. Her]* 1). The students acted - foolishly; - 
voice was adequate and was care-| 2' The police were provoked; . 
fully harbored so that it didn’t! 3! The committee, a-body created -. 
overreach itself, but her delivery | by Congress, has been in. existence 
was tentative. Pity was that there |22 years and is’ entitled. to the re-. 
is something valuable in the Dors|spect. of all citizens who respect: 
Personality, as a couple of movie|law and order; . To, 
directors have discovered. but it’s| _4. Communist Party. policy is. 
quite out of place at the Palladium ‘dictated from abroad; - 
summit. — . j 51: The students hurt the cause 

._ From intimate revue, Ron Moody ‘they were trying to. ehampion, | 
broadened his satire and made an‘ namely, abolition of the committee; 
acceptable impression. It. boiled: 6)! Many of the. students who. 
down ‘to a string of impersonations ; were in the riot showed up to pro- 
—Groucho, Bing, Trevor Howard, | test. Caryl Chessman's ..execution 
lZonnie Donegan, and -so. on—as|and are yisible at other. protest 
they would interpret snatches of | rallies. . 
“Hamlet.” It roused a fair number |. These were all telling poirits, ex- 

‘of yocks. and Moody's vocal gym-!cept-for the fact that they had very .. 
nastics were  well-drilled. But, | little bearing on the film’s veracity. ° 

. again, the act suffered from over- Larry. Fielder’s direction and the 
forceful. delivery, for Moody|camera work were’ excellent. 
doesn’t pretend to have the warmth | As an example.of public service: 
of personality for the scale of the , this show could ‘hardly be’ surpassed 

‘and represents a feather in the cap 
of ETV station KQED and ‘its sis- 
ter ETV station. KVIE: in Sacra- 

But there was no doubting that . 

An Italian .acrobatie trio. the 
- Romanos, sang ang tumbled with 
-yerve,. despite reminiscences of 
-other acts who sing and tumble.. 
:And Mike & Griff. two mature 
:folk-singers, harmonized pleasantly | 
:in “Have I Stayed Away Too 
Long?” and followed with a tearful 
“Rocking Chair,” drenching © with 
sentiment. 

| Don Arrof emceed as usual, com- 
:bining diffidence and familiar gags 
jin an uneasy mixture. Albert 
Locke produced safely.. Otta.. 

mento, where the show was. simul- 
cast. Stef. 

Fort .Wayne — Westinghouse. 
Broadcasting Co. will soon namie a 
successor ta’ Edward Wallis, gen- 
eral manager.of WOWO, Fort 

:| Wayne, for .the past. 20 months,. 
who has joined WIND. Chicago. 
effective May 8. Wallis.came here 
from KYW. Cleveland. where he 
had been sales manager. 
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From The Production Centres 
Continued from page 42 

P. B. Medawar and Sir Macfarlane Burnett on the best use man can 

make of the moon on BBC radio Sunday (7). Discussion—title is “To 

Speculate Shrewdly”’—was recorded by Sveriges Radio in Stockholm: 

An Associated-Rediffusion Television film unit spent two months 
in South Viet-Nam making 60-minute feature documentary “The Quiet 
War” to be screened tonight 13). Film centres on life of one family, 
headed by Mr. No, a farmer living near Thu-Duc. 

IN BOSTON . 
WBZ-TV news reporter "Betty Adams, featured Monday-Friday on 

“News At Nine,” named winner of McCall's “Gold Mike” award in 
“Service to American Future” category for her three-part documentary 
on Africa. She will accept award in Washington Saturday (6) along. 
with program mgr. Herb Cahan, who will accept station’ award for. 

. Shelly Saltman, WBZ-TV promosh : _making her Africa trip possible . 
man, speaker at Yankee Conference sports award dinner at U. of, 
Conn. Saltman also elected to board of Brookline Hospital associates ; 

. WBZ-TV’s Dick Tucker elected to board of directors of East Bos- 
ton social center . . . Rex Trailer observed fifth anni. of his WBZ-TV | 
“Boomtown” kids program Friday (28)... Jim Frost, program director 
KTVO-TV, Ottumwa, Iowa, joined WBZ-TV. ad-promosh dept. 
Jane Day, W WNAC-TV's “Weather Girl,” named station's “Queen of the 

_ 2 

May”; giving May baskets to mayor, viewers, shoppers and tv eds . “3! 
To highlight WBZ radio’s “Crackdown: Community versus Syndicate,” ; 
Ed Pearle, station press chief, sent out cigaret lighters with roulette, 
wheels imbedded, with the date, Wednesday (3), 10:20-11 p.m. 
Tom Russell, WEEI radio personality, narrated the 50th annf celebra- 
tion of the Camp Fire Girls in Boston Garden. 

IN WASHINGTON . 
Bob Conrad, Hawaiian eyeful for the dames, has been in town pro- 

moting his new WB disk ., ..WRC-AM-FM-TV, local NBC o&o, copped i 
the American Heritage Foundation’s “Outstanding Citizenship” award, ; 
which general manager Joseph Goodfellow accepted at a ceremony: 
... Larry Krebs, who’s made a name for himself in D.C. as a news 
photographer, joins WMAL-TV as a fulltime member of the news and} 

GE Theatre’ 
— Continued from page 34 Samus 

: got good ratings and good. audi- 

ence response, but wound up. with 
what Rubin terms “public relations 

residuals” -for GE via widespread 
16m nontheatrical distribution. 

- The subject matter is fun to do, 
‘Rubin points out, and because the 
ishows carry a message, they attract 
| good stars like Robinson and Miss 
Lupino. However, they won’t be 
documentaries — they must be 
drama laid against the background 
of the problem if they’re to at- 
tract audiences. -Among_ those 
‘planned for this-year are shows on 
retarded children. and. juvenile de- 
linquency in middle-income fami- 

ilies. He's talking with Roger’ O. 
Hirson and Alvin Boretz, who did 
this season's entries,. about script- 
‘ing these two. 

Otherwise, the balance of the 
elghth-year “GE Theatre” output 
will be its customary fare, with: as 
usual the accent of. star names. 
Total number of shows will run to 
about 30, same as last season.. 

As -to the ‘question of specials, 
.|sponsor GE found this .seajon that 
they didn’t rate much above the 
weekly half-hours they preempted 
and that at least on one occasion, 
;they hurt the. rating continuity of 
ithe show.-.Aside from that, they 
‘cost a lot more, and GE believes 
‘the same purpose—rating efficien- 
‘ey and a serles of changes of pace 

the show—can be achieved 

Radio Reviews | 

‘Wednesday, May 3, 1961 

|NEWS CLOSEUP 
(Man In Space) 

forthright in assessing the space 
'prowress of the. Russians, the -‘So- 

With Martin Caidin, reporter-nar-* viet weight. lifting capabilities ‘as. 
rator; others 

Producer: Lee Hanna 
Writers: Caidin, Hanna 
60 Mins.; Sun. (23), 7 p.m, 
WNEW, N. Y. 

WNEW, one of the alert indie 

radio stations {n N. Y., has taken 
steps to live in the space age. Met- 
ropolitan Broadcasting ‘has hired 
aeronautical expert, Martin Caidin, | 
to explain some of the mysteries 
of the cosmos and in his first: 
broadcast Sunday (23), he acquitted .. 
himself well. 

Caidin, in his commentary, would 
have done better had he explored : 

: opposed ‘to ours. The ‘commentary 
: Was enlivened by a-number: of 
| taped interviews and - taped~ epi- 
jSodes, some of which were adven- 
tures in sound. Among the latter 
was Captain Kittinger’s | commenis 
as he made. his -record - breaking 
parachute drop from 102, 000: fect. 
i Horo. 

AT YOUR SERVICE 
‘With Bob Dixon... ~ 
Preducer: Joe. Dembo ~ 

' Director: Alex . Smallens. 
' Writer: Ed Hanna 
“105° Mins., Mon.-Fri, 1: 15. p.m. 

and supported some of his state-. ‘PARTICIPATING 
ments more fully. One of such, 
statements which could. have stood: 

‘WCBS, .N.Y. 

‘. This p.m, talk seg ‘with. features, 
fuller treatment in context of the. _ interviews, service bits, news: and 
script was that the Russians are | audience phone Participation is 
ahead of us in space, because of | WCBS . Radio’s adaption _ of . the’ 
our own “default.” In a more phi-" KMOX all-talk format that’s being 
losophical vein, he raised the ques- ' i picked ‘up in. various. forms by all 
tion why put a man in space, any- 
way. His response was.more fla-:- 
vored. by the competitive drive 
than a seatch for what may. be 
truer reasons, If. the Russiaris 
didn’t. do it or threaten us with 
their cosmonauts, we hardly would. 
be: involved,- Caidin indicated. . 
Maybe. Then again, though, Caidin - 
may have been taking the bleak: 

public affairs dept... . George A. Baker, formerly tv director-producer ! | fo - “ ” .| view. 
for NBC in Washington, named station manager for the educational ; With the half-hour “specials” with 
tv station to begin UHF operation on Channel 26 here in September ;. 
. .. CBS’ Nancy Hanschman was recording an interview with Evelyn | 
Lincoln, President Kennedy's private secretary, when the boss himself. 
walked in: his voice was caught in the background ... WWDC’s Steve 
Allison will originate his late night show from a nitery, the Champagne 
Room, May 5 as a one-shot stunt. 

IN PHILADELPHIA .. 
Vet announcer Hal Moore returns to WRCV from his stand as pro- 

gram director of WCBS, New York, to host the all-night “Big Bands” 
show. He replaces Tom Reddy, who resigned tg operate .a stafion in. 
Michigan ... Lionel F. Baxter, formerly director of WIBG, and now 
veepee of radio operations, Storer Broadcasting Co. addresses the 
Philly AWRT at the Sheraton Hotel (16)... WCAU’s “One Deadly | 
Drink,” written and narrated by George Lord, ‘received first award for 
regional stations from Ohio State Univ. . Kenneth E. Chernin, di- 
rector of promotion of the Triangle Stations, heads an 1l-man com- 
mittee to help recruit new members for the: Broadcasters Promotion 
Assn., in the U.S. and Canada ... WIP program director Varner Paul- 
sen elected to the board of directors of the Pennsylvania -Associated 
Press Broadcasfers . .. ItaHan actor John Fostini, “Crown Prince of 
Love.” tours local radio and tv stations for Prince Macaroni (3, 4) . 
WCAU-TV news director Charles Shaw received first prize for out- | 
standing commentary in the annual A.P. Broadcasters news competion. 

IN SAN FRANCISCO . 
ARB rating on the first Giants Dodgers telecast via KTVU last: 

Tuesday (25) night was 52.7, with estimate that 1,150,000 sets in Frisco 
Bay Area were tuned to game. Audience the following night, according | 
to ARB estimate, dropped, with “only” 1,009,797 sets tuned. in... 
NABET says its seven-month-old strike against Corinthian’s .KXTV, 
‘in Sacramento, is still very much alive, and that it and AFTRA have 
been hampered in strike operation by Federal Judge Sherrill Halbervs 
injunction “prohibiting any activity that might effectively persuade 
sponsors to drop their advertising.” Unions are now waiting NLRB 
ruling on charges against them, also waiting intermediate NLRB report 
on their eharges against KXTV management . . KFRC signed David 
Andrews, ex-KIDD, Monterey, as summer replacement . .. New sales- 
man at KABL is Charles Davis, new salesman at KGO-AM is Deon - 
Routh . KPIX program department moved into new quarters. . 
Dick Bohrendt named a KRON director. John Chambers added to! 
KRON news staff, Sue Ax added to KRON continuity department, | 
Judith Straubinger to KRON film department ... KSFO news editor 
Chet Casselman recovering from surgery at Marin General Hospital. 

IN DETROIT 
Wilbur ™M. Brucker, former Secretary of the Army and ex-governor 

of Michigan, will be WWJ-TV’s second “Profile” subject in a new in- 
terv iew-in-depth-open-end program planned by the Public Affairs Dept. 
First interviewee was George Romney, prexy of American Motors. . 
American composer Aaron Copland will guest on Karl Haas’ “Spec-! 
trum” program on WJR...WJBK-TV “Jumps Into Spring” this week | 
with a 30-minute special hosted by Bob Marshall and featuring Don | 
Hunt and Nancy Thomas in visits to the zoo and recreation centers, 
respectively, and Marshall in a visit to a golf course ... CKLW’ will 
feature the music of Arthur Ferrante and Louis Teicher in a day-long 
tribute in which the concert planists will appear on disk jockey Shows 
and give away some of their albums to listeners. 

IN CLEVELAND ,. 
Daniel Hackel is a new newsman at WEWS. He came here from AP 

in New York . Under its new format of half-hour news programs 
each noon, KY W has added two new staffers, Bud Dancy and Dick God- 
dard. They team with Jim Graner, who will handle sports. The transi- 
tion from Bill Minshall to Bill Jorgensen on the night news at KYW; 
did not go smoothly. Minshall walked out. with two days to go before 
the switch. over an argument with management about his severance ‘ 
pay. He took the issue to the AFTRA Iocal 
Allen's 1adio program, but on its FM outlet only -.. WIW-TV launched ; 
a new home economics program to replaee its early morning Spanish 
OssOns ... 
on her WEWS-TV programs with court tips. Recent visitors: Rosemary 
Clooney, Danny Thomas. 

in the weekly GE format. The aeronautical expert “was- "4 

{series over CFTO-TV . 

_ WGAR is running Steve | 

?aise Palmer had tennis pros Don Budge and Jack March - I N CINCINNATI .. 

sparked the Sullivan-Parr hassle, has bought a plane and will be. her 
own pilot for those Caribbean hops . . . Betty Robertson, warbling 
member of the “Spring Thaw” revue cast,: joins the “Better Late” 

, Lynne Gorman moving here with her hus- 
band and three children to be closer to tv outlets. She plays apposite 
Don Harron in a May 21 CBC web release of ‘General Motors Presents” 
. . . Wesseley Hicks dropped by CFTO-TV on its “Free and Easy” 
|program because of format changes but will be switched. to other 
oe Ru shows . . .. Andrew Downie here from London. to sing tenor-role 
of Rudolph in Verdi’ s “Falstaff” to be telecast later in May. over CBC's 
| trans-Canada network. He starred in the Tyrone Guthrie stage and ty 
; production of “H.M.S. Pinafore” last season. 

SEATTLE-SPOKANE . 
William. J. Hubbach, generat sales manager of KOMO.-TV, Seattle, 

named manager of new tv station in Portland on Channel 2. Station. 
authorized in Febfuary, has same ownership as KOMO. It's expected 
-to be on the air this fall . . . William A. Exline of KIRO-TV, Seattle, 
upped from sales manager.to manager of the station. He was formerly 
with KRON-TV, San Francisco; joined KIRO in 1958 , ... Art Gerbel, 
public relations manager of KOMO radio, will-be King County dete-. 
gate .to national convention of Red Cross in Cincinnati in May., 

his’ a:m. program from. a ferry bringing commuters to Seattle from. 
Bainbridge Island .. . Mrs. Willis Camp, producer of “What's New in 
the Schoolhouse” on KOMO-TV, was one of seven women to receive 
“Women of Achievement” awards at the Theta Sigma Phi Matrix ban-. 
quet in Seattle ... Radio KING is covering “Seattle: by Night,” with.a- 
nightly remote program by d.j. Buzz Lawrence from a booth outside 
| KING studios on Aurora Ave. Lawrence airs information on happen- | 
ings. in local show biz, information: about restaurants” and cafes and 
vignettes of Seattleites. e 

IN PITTSBURCH . 
Bill Duerr, p.a. for WTAE, has resigned to go into the seafood busi- 

ness. Promotion director Dave Crantz has 25 possibilities to interview 
!for the replacement . .:. Mike Levin of KDKA in. Cape Canaveral to; 
ido live broadcast .of coming. astroshoot along with Sid Davis of the 
‘ WBC Washington bureau .°... Hank Stohl, who has two shows on 
WTAE, will be seen in. the May 9 episode of “Rifleman”. . .“Holly- 
wood’s Best,” series of movies made expressly for tv is now a weekly 
feature on KDKA-TV. Shows are from selected scripts of previous film 
hits and are produced by. 20th-Fox and WB. John Conte is the host. 
Time slot is 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. Thursday nights . . . Josie Carey has |. 
signed a new three-year contract with KDKA-TV..Under the new agree- 
ment she will continue her daily “Children’s Corner” on WQED with 

| Fred Rogers as well as her two shows on KDKA-TYV, “Morning at. Funs- 
-; ville” and “Funsville”... . Merle Pollis, the controversial news director 

at WEEP, back at his desk after a three-week stay in the hospital... . 
Nelson Goldberg’ has succeeded his brother Melvin as general manager 
of WEPA, New. Kensington. © 

IN DALLAS . 
Alien Case (“The Beputy’? due home to move his local clothing . 

store from south Oak Cliff to swankier north Dallas . . . Jayne Mea-1 
‘dows, co-chairman of thé National Mental Health Fund campaign, ‘here 
+as featured speaker at a joint meet of the Texas and Dallas Associa- 
tions for Mental Health Thursday (27). She reaped mucho publicity - 
via tv and radio interviews . . . KRLD prexy Clyde Rembert -has of-' 
fered one hour of prime radio and ty time on his stations, gratis, for a: 
debate between. the two. runoff candidates in Texas’ special senate 
| election. Two men are interim Senator Wm. A. Blakley (Dem.) and 
‘John. Tower (Rep.)’. . . Kenny. Sargent, ex-Casa Lama band vocalist 
land longtime d.j., is now with’ KXOL, Fort Worth, after spinning slots 
‘here. with KLIF, KGKO and WRR ....“'Teenage Downbeat.” live hop © 

; With Tom Mullarkey again emceeing the color show.. 

e 

‘Small fry jammed Coney island's huge dance pavilion for 10th anni 
‘| special -Al and Wanda Lewis WCPO-TV show for Albers super ‘markets 

IN TORONTO . 
Elmer Ber: astein, whose ‘atest Hollywood chore was the composing:on the Ohio. . 

cf the PIMUSHC tor “The Ten Commandments,” in town as guest con- 
duetor of “he Music Makers” series to be broadcast over the CBC-TYV 
network Mas 8 . Heather Wilson and Mrs. Bert Taylor are two, 
Tore HLO waren dvi vers who will participate in the Montreal-Vancouver 
run, With new C&C's “Wheelspin” series to start on May 5. with CBC; 
ta peat fta trophies to promote sports car racing in Canada. 
Joan Vairfax, whys had her own tv show here last season and who 

. Skipper Ryle originating a Sunday a.m. WKRC-TV session with 
his ‘sticky finger set hearties aboard the Avalon river excursion boat 

AGVA receiving courtesy credits for guesting of 
j entertainers on local radio and tv. shows ... Al Crouch, news director 
‘of the Taft web’s WIVN, Columbus, hopped ‘to. Guantanamo as first 
leg of intended trip to Havana for taped interviews ... New “German 
‘Hour’ Sunday series on WKRC.¥is first foreign language program on 
,@ Cincy Station .... Al Schettelkofte’s noon half-hour WCPO-TV news- 

- jeast from Sheraton-Gibson dinery is.a rating builder sans compctitive , 
pr ogramming. 

session, has’ returned to WBAP-TV for an hour every Saturday noon, | 

the CBS o&o’s. 

‘Slanted strictly . at: the house 
wife, the CBS flagship’s version of 
“At Your Service,” -is'a pleasant | 
interesting potpourri of info’ and 
entertainment ‘under’ the easy-- 
going -helmship of verb. jockey Bob a 
Dixon. Spread’ ‘should. provide’: 
audio: escape for. homemakers who. - 

‘have been chased ‘by the jangle 
~and jabber of the extrovert outlets 
‘all over the AM band. In.a phone-- 
‘query seg, in fact,-a couple: ‘of the: 
women took time to. compliment: 
Dixon’ on the fresh format, with 
‘one exuding,. “You're a. lover ‘of 
mine: 

Said: phone segment: -@uring.. 
‘show caught (28) was with:a medic : | 

York Board of ™.- from. the New 
Health who doled out a ‘steady’: 
‘stream of diet information. during 
a half-hour: called “Speak. Up.” 
Show actually does have its jin- 

gles and an occasional record spin, 
but the disks are plush instrumen- 

! tals and the identifyi ing: ditties are. 
strictly soft sel, 

Station: -has .a later’ “At ‘Your: 
Service” outing,. this one coupling . - 

“its. appeal to both housewife and: 
home-driving suburbanites.. Bill. 

PRICE OF. JUSTICE 

‘KING disk jockey Frosty Fowler covering all aspects of life in "the With Fahey’ Flynn, Jerry Healey, 
‘| Pacific Northwest, broadcasting during a parachute jump and doing 

others 
‘Producer: 

Burns 
- Director: Burns. 
25 Mins.; Mon.. ,7: 35° pam: 
WBBM, Chicago: . 
News ‘writer Jolin: ‘Callaway, ‘in. 

what is technically his first ven- 
! ture as a Tadio producer, has bold-. 
ly taken the tape recorder. behind.- 
the walls. of Cook County Jail for. 

John Callaway, Allen 

_| a series .of- seven. shows . on inti- ° 
/ mate- society ‘and the workings of. 
the legal system in Illinois. Based ° 
on the chapter. . caught, : - series. 
s¢ems to have no expose motive” 
but rather, taking a soberly objec«* 
tive viewpoint, it succeeds in evok- 
‘ing some compassion for the prisons - 
ers and in bringing ‘to light cer- 
tain. aspects of the penal system 
‘which might need ‘changing.. 

Informative and provacative, it’s 
j an excellent: use of: the audio me-. 
dium. Only ‘shortcoming noted’ 
was that. the montage of voices— 
whenever. that technique was used 
—made for.some confusion as to 
what the. program ‘was driving at, 
especially in the beginning. But 

| on the whole it made its point ef- 
fectively. 

Callaway, . whose . “interviewing 
voice was. edited out, was able to 
get. candid testimony from pris- 
oners on the conditions at. County - 
there. were surprisingly few com- 
‘plaints, ‘except about -the .over-. 
crowdedness and lack.of things to: 
do) and some pithy firsthand state-: 
ments on what it feels like to be 
ejected ‘from outside society and 
thrown vinto-the strange social or-. 
dcr’ on the inside. 

With an expository script. inter- 
‘preting and filling in. the, blanks, 
; the program gave a vivid picture 
: of life behind the - walls.: Fahey 
Flynn read the script most capa-" 
bly, and Jerry Healey. had. the. 
proper -pubaffairs. tone as an- 
nouncer, Les. 

’ Freeport, Li—tong 1 ‘Island Nef-- 
work named’ Raymond Adell. as 
program director, ‘to coordinate 
and manage ‘all shows on. WGBB, . 
Freeport, and WGSM,. Huntington. 
Nick Charles stays. as ‘program. di-. 

j-rector: of WGBB, 
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"MARCH 

are ace 

the harder they fall for WCAU-TV! 

The latest ARB* shows that Channel 10 delivers more adults than any other Philadelphia station. And more women! 
If you’ve got big. sales ideas, reach the big spenders. Just call CBS Television Spot Sales or CBS Owned WCAU-TV. 
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Minois Mulling 
37% Sponsor Tax 
For Use of Film 

By LES BROWN 

Chicago, May 2. 

Anxiety is growing here over a 

bill before the Mlinois legislature 

that would sock tv stations with a 

3 state tax on sponsorship coin 
derived from the showing of film. 
White the bill was not universally 

taken seriously at first. regarded by | 

some as “too for out” to be threat- 

ening, it’s now eausing general 

concern in the industry because it 

Was passed by the House commit-: 

tee last week by a one vote mar- 

gin. 

It’s well known that the state is: 

desperate for new sources of rev- 

enue and that the present admin- 

istration wants to do anything but | 
Tesort to a personal income tax. 

As some of the Chi broadcasters 

see it, the state legislators are 

trying to jam the bill through be- | 
fore the tv industry can get |! 
properly organized to fight it. | 

Implications of the proposed tax | - 
have just begun to come into fo- 
cus, although there’s some confu- 
sion as to where the tax would! 
apply. Not clear in the text of : 
the bill is whether all films, in-| 
cluding half-hour vidpix, would be.| Program: SHOWTIME ON 6. 
affected or whether just the old 
Hollywood features. Also needing 
clarification at this point is 
whether the legislation would per- 
tain to network fare as well as 
Jocal, or just to local. 

As a result of the ambiguities, 
three Chicago stations are claiming 
they'll be the hardest hit and the } 
most discriminated against. For | 
instance. if the tax should eover 
all celluloid beamed from Chicago, 
then WBKB would be the most. 
seriously affected since it operates : 
the relay centre for thé; ABC net- 
work. Virtually all ABC filmed | 
programming is sent otff from the 
Windy City to the various time 
zones. This would undoubtedly 
force the web to move its Tape 
Central out of Chicago and would: 
mean the loss of a number of. 
technical jobs here. 

If, however, the proposed law 
means to apply the impost to all 
manner of film, but only those: 
beamed localiy, then WGN-T TV. 
would seem to be discriminated , 
against, since as an independent 
it needs half-hour telefilms to be 
able to program competitively 
against the networks. And finally, 
if only the full-length cinematics 
are to be taxed and not the shorter 
vidpix, WBBM-TV would suffer 
most since it has a multi-million | 
dollar investment in its feature 
library and grinds them out at the : 
rate of three per day. H 

While fourth station WNBQ_ 
might suffer least of ail in any 
Case, its profits too stand to be 
considerably diminshed by the pro- 
posed tax. And as for the tv. 
film distribs. their plight, so far ; 
as this market ds concerned, ! 
should be obvicus. Probably th re | 
only video interests rejoicing over 
the possibility of a film tax are | 
those which would benefit from: 
a return to live tv. Also, apparent- 
ly. the locsi press. 

Presumably because of the con- - 
tinuing rivairs between tv and the 
hewspapers, the Csilies have civen 
the story virtual brushoff although 
thes’ve been come on at teneth 
abuut ather tax proposais In the 
Tezisiatare. Some broadcasters 
believe the papers are ignoring 
tie store ose ous mat to eniist. any 
avvidemta; strppethy for the tv 
ir.dustrs, 

Wille the -fat.enms in this sfate 
have net tet favtecd ao lubby as 
such, Tiimeis Brewbesters (ssn. - 
Sows ested aeproniriateles that | 
rele oat le sorte Cabins, and a 

munber oar dedustts orsanivations | 
-- RBresthest Vd Ciuab and Clea 
Federated AGsortisme Clubs. tor 
Instaumee-- have volved protest wig. 
Western Union, Woundy City sta-: 
tron heads, fearing the legislation : 
Vil be stegmroled throush the 
Jouse ang Senate, are trying tot 

enlist support where they can to! 
head {t oft. Thes’re meeting with 
Chicago’s Mayor Richard J. Dales 
this week, hoping to make an ally 
of him, 

less V ietaes _ 

- ARB. FEATURE FILM CHART ARIE! 
Vanrery-ARB’s weekly chart offers a day-by-day analysis of the top feature evening.slots in a 

particular market. On Saturday: and Sundays, daytime feature slots compeie with nighttime pix 
periods for designation as the top feature slot of the day. The analysis is confined to the top rated 
feature stots in the ARB measured period, broken.down by days in the week, The ARB measured 
period usually covers three or four weeks. Other data such as the time slot and overage share of 
audience is furnished. Top competition and competitive. ratings also are highlighted. 

PORTLAND, ORE, © STATIONS: KOIN, KGW, KPTY © SURVEY DATES: NOV. 10-23, '60 

KPTV Average Rating: 2 COMPETITION 
Average Share: 25 STATION & 

; . PROGRAM AVG. RATING 
MONDAYS 11:15-12:45 
Program: MOVIE 12 Showtime on 6 KOIN 

‘ 11:15-12:45 2 
Nov. 14 “FINGER OF GUILT” ; . 

Richard Basehart, Mary-Murphy . Nightbeat KGW 

1956, RKO, Show Corp. of Amer., Repeat 11:15-11:30 10 
Noy. 21 “DRAGON WELLS* MASSACRE” , 

Katy Jurado, Dennis O'Keefe, Barry Sullivan, Jack Paar KGW 
Mona Freeman 11:30-12:43 3 

1957, M&A, Alexander, Repeat 

KOIN Average Rating: 2 COMPETITION © oe 

: Average Share: 22 STATION & — 
PROGRAM AVG. RATING 

TUESDAYS 11:15-12:45 Nighfbeat KGW 

Program: SHOWTIME ON 6 11:15-11:30 11 

Noy. 15 “PRINCE OF THIEVES” Weather-Movie ‘KPTV 
Jon Hall, Adele Jergens . _ 11:15-11:30 1 
1948, Columbia, Screen Gems, Ist Run Movie 12 KPTV 

Nov. 22 “SAVAGE HORDE” 11°30-12:45 1 . 
William Elliot, Jim Davis Jack ‘Paar: KGW 
1950. Republic, Hollywood, ist _Run " 11:30-12:45 a 

KOIN Average Rating: 5. COMPETITION 
Average Share: 31 . STATION & 

, PROGRAM AYG. RATING | 

WEDNESDAYS 11:15-12:45 Nightbeat KGW 

11:15-11:30 10 

Nov. 16 “HERE COME THE CO-EDS” Weather-Movie KPTV 
Abbot & Costello 11:15-11:30: 4 . 
1945, Universal, Screen Gems, Repeat Movie 12 KPTV 

Nov. 23 “COME NEXT SPRING” | -11:30-12:45, 4 
Ann Sheridan, Walter Brennan, Steve Cochrane Jack Paar KGW 
1956, Republic, Hollywood, Repeat 5 11:30-12:45 yf 

KOIN Average Rating: 3 COMPETITION 
. . Average Share: 33 . STATION & 

| PROGRAM AYG. RATING 
THURSDAYS 11:15-12:30 
Program: SHOWTIME ON @ Movie 12 KPTY 

Nov. 10 “COUNTER ESPIONAGE” 11:25-12:30 to oV. INE y .- : . , 

Warren William, Eric Blore Nightheat 30 KGW 
1942, Columbia, Screen Gems, “1st Run 1E:15-11: oe 

Nov. 17 “DAUGHTER OF THE. JUNGLE” Jack Paar |. KGW 
Lois Hall, James Cardwell 11:30-12:30 5 
1949, Republic, Hollywood, Ist. Run 

KPTV Average Rating: COMPETITION . 
WV Average Share: 26 STATION Na 

AX AVG. RATIN 
‘ FRIDAYS 11:15-12:45 Weechine T [KOIN. 

' Program: MOVE 12 | . | -11:15-11:43 16 

Nov. 11 “OUR HEARTS ‘WERE YOUNG & GAY” Nightbeat — KGW 
Gail Russell, Dianna Lynn _ 11:15-11:30 10 
1944, Paramount, MCA-TV, Ist Run . KGW 

Noy. 18 “PALM BEACH STORY” Jat aa 4S ae 
Rudy Vallee, Claudet Colbert, Joel McCrea, ° ° oo. 

' Mary Astor City Desk-News KOIN 
1942, Paramount, MCA;TV, Ast Run 11:45-12:00 7 

KPTV Average Rating: 10. " COMPETITION 
Average Share: 67 STATION & 

. . 44.4 . PROGRAM AVG, RATING 
SATURDAYS 11:15-12:45 SI 6 KOIN 

. = Showtime on. N Program: MOVIE 12 14:15-12:45 4 

Noy. 12 “RANGERS OF FORTUNE” _ } . “eae 
Fred McMurray, Patricia Morison, Play Of The Week. KGW 

Albert Dekker 11:15-12:30 1 
; 1940, Paramount, MC A-TY, ‘Ist Run Final-Prayer-Hymn ° KGW. 

Nov. 19 “BEYOND GLORY” . 12:30-12:45 1 
Alan Ladd, Donna Reed 
1948, Paramount, MCA-TY, Ist. Run- 

KOIN Average Rating: 11 ‘COMPETITION 
_ Average Share: 31 - STATION. &. 

SUNDAYS 4:00-5:00 PROGRAM AVG. RATING 

Prozram: CAMEO THEATRE College Football KGW 
fia. 99 

Nov, 13 “THE IVY CURTAIN” . #00 500 
Gene Raymond, Josephine Hutchinson. Stars Of Tomorrow KPTV 
Repeat 4:90-4:30 3 

Noy, 2) “JOURNEY INTO DARKNESS” Men With A Mission KPTyY 
Repeat 4°30-5:00 ; ‘3° 

-ments under. “V resting. Provision.” ‘Victory’s’ Arbitron 1 Contacted on “progress” of neg- 
Hick O'Brisn and Tartha Kitt: (otiatiens. Dan ‘Thon a Eocal 818 

apoeas ty have what it takes to put ; a proxy, stated: they hate stred | 
ritings in the dazz corral. “Wing- |= Continued from page 38 oe down and nothing wii ee v mn litie 

til aller producers’ rep. Carurles S. 
Boren returns from his vacui.on, 
Boren took off for at least two 
weeks, 

the Maxwell Ander-. 
son Grania in which they starred on 
“The Pin. of The Weck” drew a 
fotal Arbitron of 28 2, 

all hours with guarantecd eight’ 
hours. 

Under pension plan, publicists 
contribute increase of 2 cents per - 

“Victory” drew the second high-: i hour -to’ studios 4 cents, effective eo ° 

est Arditron for the “P of W" this j Feb. 6, 1961. . Women are per- | Nashville—Chuck Olson, lately 
season, leading ‘“Roshomon,” with ; mitted to retire at: 62, benefits are' of WITI-TV,. Milwaukee, has -be- 

D7 
~ a 27.5 and falling between “The. ' provided. for qualified disabled per- come WSM-TC’'s: promotion direc- 

Iceman Cometh,” (31.3 and 27.0 for|sons on or after 45. $500 death tor. He succeeds Charlie Cash 
the first and second week, respec | 
tively, 35 for - members meeting | require- i move to KTVI, St. Louis. 

ahvene’s - attention 

| ing, 

‘lowed in ‘svndication, 

a — 

benefit and partial pension from who resigned the station here to 

‘OBS Reports? 
= Continued from page 39 = 

-|coverage were ‘Engiand (Independe 
ent: Television’ News,. repping. the 
commercial network),. Australia,. 
‘Sweden,. Switzerland, .. Denmark 
the Philippines, Japan;. Holland and. 
Italy.. “CBS Reports” .was sold to 

.| England (BBC), Australia, Canada, 
Italy, Germany and ‘Japan... 

‘The BBC order on “CBS ‘Ree 
ports” involved some fancy foote 

| work, with the actual airprint. 
_| being rushed from the studio. after 
the show and boarded on a Friday. 
morning (28). BOAC flight to Lon- 

-|don for airing. Saturday night. CBS 
Films doesn’t expect to make any 
money. on that one.. 

Apart from ‘these specials, CBS 
.|Films averages eight to 10 ship-. 
ments per week, some on tape, of” 
the web’s Friday night “Eyewitness 
to History” series. Nobody buys 
the show on a weekly basis, but: 
-order individual segments on. a 

| subject-matter. basis. But.the over- 
all weekly average -runs ‘from. 

| eight to 10 foreign countries.. 

Gotta Be Unique 
Continued from page. 39 = 

is ‘built’ on the suecess of. first-run-'-. 
ners. Four years of “Highway 
Patrol” is sufficient to. command: 

‘when -Ziv-UA 
brings out another Brod Crawford 
‘starrer “King of’ Diamonds.” The. 
far bigger. glamor play in. syndica- 
tion usually goes to the first-run-. 
ners as opposed to the first-run off : 
network entries. 

Very strength of Ziv-UA in syn- 
dication, as the major’ domo in the 

| field, has served to hurt it on the 
network Ievel, according to some 
insiders. The syndie image of Ziv- 
UA is comparatively so overwhelm- 

that some buyers discount: 
their potential on the national web 
level. ‘That state of. affairs is un- 
derstood to be of no small concern 

Jeither to Ziv-UA or--its parent, 
‘| United Artists. 

‘All-under-one-umbrella opera. 
tion of Screen Gems finds. ‘the. 
Columbia Pictures baby now on its 

; own. corporate legs. SG may still 
have a tough: row. to hoe in the 
troubled .syndie field, ‘but ‘it's 
strong on. the national level and in 
the syndication of features, with a 
world organization to back it up on 
overseas sales. . 

Reason for some of the difficut- 
ties of National Telefilm Associates 
is that it made some expensive 
mistakes ranging. from the big 
syndie push,. when’ the. industry - 
‘was in trouble. to the failure of 
Storevision. NTA,. alwav's | reaching, 
now has a home’ tv. toll system.” 

‘Ability of NTA, as well | as other 
‘| companies, to harness its strength 
‘Sand build from there will spell the 
{difference of stay ing in or out of 
business. 

Station Breaks 
Continued from page “39 —— 

came a trend. the same pattern fol-. 
The current. 

national trend away fro.n alternate . 
sponsorship. as Well as + “‘nvle spon- 
sorship,. into participstion. buys, 
also is retiected to a ln ’e- extent 
in sendication. Local, retional, and. 
national sot’ buyer... i healthy” 
numbers, instead of buying particu-' 
lar shows, are buying participations 
in ‘syndie entries purchased by the 

. Station. 

Ir participating: syndie sponsors 
begin playing around. ‘in, the -ex- 

|Jpanded = station brezk time, i's 
argued that the still further @ifu-* 
tion of identifieation might lure- 
them back. toa buying. syndie pro- 
grams avain. 

paar 7 ee 

‘1iv-UA 
Continued from “page 34. =z 

wo properties for 
and Fibmyasten ste eg. 
Thatein esse oe, 

fall. releasing phins: of the 
are actin send 19 wean Tonses) 
other than Ziv vl There will he 

ithe Adriear ose. aairs series of- 
"OM cial Fitms and pubafairs and’ 
‘the late-night entertainment show 
of Westinghouse Broadeastiig, and 
some other entries. off the tradi- 
tional halt- hour vidfilm track 

Ziv-UA, in the face of the con- 
tracting’ moves: of other houses, . 
Still retains the highest number of 
salesmen, and its “ability to move 
a show, clicking: off market after 
market, “commands attention. 

; Corp. Will Inve t 
idtald téleeasting: 
} “Beachcomber ™ 
lis the 
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‘this “type format, some are asking: 

A TV Weekend To Remember 
Continued from page I 

formats and new ideas and diver- 
{sify? Until the past few weeks, 
ABC was ‘going wide and handsome 
on the 24-city Nielsen reports (a repledge of allegiance from the, Stations themselves, ‘in most. in- 

ai.l, ‘Chis stems from a variety of|stances, have been forging into |major selling point, since these are 
factors. Only four-five months ago | leadership. ‘which always means the cities where all three webs are 
there was strong evidence that | better spot business) and it pretty |in direct competition with one an- 

other). But CBS has been taking 
the 24-city play away in recent 
weeks, True, the network is pass- 
ing on an added “bonus” to the 
stations in ratifying the new 40- 

much elinches the outcome of the 
two-day CBS-affil meet. 

For Katz it also represents a 
signal victory in terms of going. 
with a schedule of programming 

- . - that, over the course of. the first 
self a bad case of the jitters. few months, seemed to spell Jots of 
“But over the past five or Six -jrouble, particularly in the area of 

weeks the picture has changed, : Situation comedy. But the shows 

“with a CBS rating resurgence. Call have been building: even some of 
‘it slick timing, but program chief-,those dumped for next season have 
tain Osear Katz enters the affils been beating the competition. 
arena tomorrow with a Nielsen sto- ABC—Ollie Treyz & Co. only |: 
rv that can only make him a hero; have to pass out copies of the Wall ! 

Cc plembia. nas sHpping badly. with 
ABC moving closer and closer to 
rating dominance. At that time the | 

iz neise was action shows, which 
ABC was dispensing in bigger and 
better doses. CBS was having it- 

NBC, to meet the competitign, are 
bestowing the same ““break” on 
their own affils: 

that will probably. bear the closest 

scrutiny. NBC is winding up a sea- 

affiliate handsprings. In fact it was 

‘Are action shows. beginning to 
slip? Isn’t it time to explore new 

second station break, but CBS and: 

NBC—This is. the affil conclave 

son hardly calculated to invite. 

some sales momentum ‘of late, but 
the weh sales boys have a long way 
to go yet. By virtue of slotting] TV Reviews 
some specials, NBC managed tol. 

jmove into the No. 2 national Niel- 
sen spot last time out, but overall 
‘it has been relegated to cellar 
status—a state of affairs which re- 
flects local affil..selling as well. 
The NBC chieftains are moving in 
on Washington with a full-dress 
presentation designed to- give 
"62 .a roseate hue. 

61- 

remains to be seen, 

Louisville _— Louisvilie’s S third 

‘commercial tv. station © is set to 

begin operations in September of 

this year. KLKY, UHF airer, will 

originate jt’s programs from Shive- 
ly, Ky., a Louisville suburb. ‘Own- 
ers, the Kentuckiana Television, 
Inc., will broadcast on Channel. 51, 

in the eses of the affils—a story !St. Journal to win undying devo-|pretty. rough going—in terms of; but "has petition pending with the 
that spells out No. 1 whether meas- tion. But actually it’s not that sim- programs, ratings. and sales. Many ICC to change. this to Channel 32: eae local problem with this’ docu- 
ured in terms of national Nielsens, ple. A lot of the new action-ad- | 
24-city Nielsens or even seven-city . venture shows have failed to make 
Arbitrons. Add to that the factjit this season. And with a 67°¢} 

‘bones as to. his: ‘displeasure. But ; 

sewer os 

Stations a 

render them any J ‘ess -eeuithfil, Tram the 
years, an ‘unswerving. policy of balanced, 
responsible: ‘programming: which. meets 
basic needs rather thai, shallow fancies. has 
helped bring each of our radie and tele- 
vision stations the most responsive audience 
m its-coverage area. People Hsten. People 
watch. People know. 

j the lower channel would provide! 
an upgraded . 61- 62 program pic- | netter serviee. FCC ‘has agreed. to 

that. on a local level, the affiliate; network pledge of allegiance to ture is shaping ‘up. There’s been!consider the change. ° 

I 
1 ¢ tose-U p. 

Whether the: 
affils, man for man, will buy- it,. 

os publie. 

— Continued from page 50 = 

‘ican’ standards and flown’ ‘to. the 
U.S. On the whole, the quality of - 
the pictures was good. Rest of the 
program. was taken up by Frank 
McGée interviewing Ret. Major . 
General. John B. Medaris,. forme? 
Commanding general of the Army 
Ordinance’ Missile Command. Gene 
eral Medaris, a critic of the U.S, 

|missile program, assessed the 
Russian’s armament: display and 
sounded off on. our: failures... 

os Horo. 

THE PRICE IS WRONG 

With Bill Small, Jay. Crouse 
Director: Dave. Jones: 
30 Mins., Wed. 8p.m. — 
'WHAS-TY, Louisville 

>| WHAS. News tackled: an impor-° 

ito public: employees.. ‘Constitution- 
jal limit in Kentucky is $7,200, with 

| sonie 66 public. employees drawing 
additional. salaries from: the U. of. 
Louisville,. many’ ostensibly on .the 
faculty roster, “as. teachers, etc. 
‘Show ‘brought out’ the. fact 
that ‘these under-the-table sal- 

‘aries: amounted- to seme’ $136,000 - 
which the University is presently 
paying. WHAS. newsmen also-. 

‘brought. ‘out . the fact that some: of. 
[these individuals: render very little 
:or no servive to. the school, and the 
:end of June. 1961, will'see an end 
ito the gravy -train. Matter will 
‘come before. the 1962 State Legis 
lative ' session.. but" ‘meanwhile, a 
;number who*cannot ‘wait will have 
‘to look te. greener ‘pastures to earn 
ithe salaries whieh many..of them 
thelieve they require. 
! Both Snrall:and Crouse Stressed 
‘the fact. that the city’s blessed with 

ofticialy of high-quality, 
‘and an- exodus of talented publie 
oerticials: would: result in their posi- 

‘tions being fled by. political hacks, 
snd unquatitied | rersormnel Much. 

ress Was laid on emphasizine that 
“br ain > power. does het, ‘vome. 
cheap? 0. oe t 7 

7 Film . Clips of inte Peis with” 
School” otticrals.. City! executives, 
‘and. other spect. ilints” were inserted 
in the narration “Filar quualite: Wad: 
i fucey, and several of: the. public 
pempt overs seamed hesitun’ to speak - 
Sout ima convincing manner, Bripf 
LClips of. nterviews Wath candidates 
for. tthe office of may ‘or WeLe also 
| shown—all expressing the belief. 
‘that salaries were. too low eom- 
pared to other cities, All said that 
siif elected, thes ‘cou! td carry. the 
Dhali” for incretsed. salaries for: the 
ipublie. servants... No-one was ine 
torviewed ta sive. ‘the. taxpayers’ 
‘side ol the question, w ived. 

ee 

oN Followup 
Continued: from pari! 30. — 

‘son it a bit as a neighbor girl: and. 
: Philip Fox ay. the youngster who 
attains ‘a measure) of” manhood 
; against depressing’ dds. 
_ Hehry--Kaplan'y. carefully plotted 
i direction was a point: to’ the som- 
tbre doings. Jack Kuney. produced 
!With Worthinzton Miner: as, exec 
producer, . Bu, 

-A smatl fraament of” tis e Alge- 
‘rian strujele for ‘national. Tibera- 
Jtion Was the basis of an interesting 
whalf-hour, stanza in, the Bell) & 

“+ Howell” series on. “ABC-TV last: 
Thursday, night (27: Itx chief: 

‘7 OF 

pvalue was: not.so much fin its ste 
>sfanee, witch was-rautine, but in 
ithe shaw ’s tunustla “focus on the. 
i ANigerian sic te ‘at tee wal -asainst 
cthe. French - 
The " ducamentary ‘covered an 
Algerian unit's mihtary “operation 
ragainst a> Fretickh concentration 
(camp housings a mass of Algerian 
Préltideds.. The huridup to the clic: 
. magic raid showed fhe ‘commands- ; 

‘“jtype traning of - the “Aigerian. 
* duerill. is tothe: accon:paniment of 
fa conmurenary that made no. pre- 
tense of hiding tts sympathies with 
tthe nationalist. movement. Since 
tthe: sactual raid) Was executed at: 
jimidnigh*, atl that uas visible on 
the screen were abstract designs 
‘af tracer bullets, flares and explod-. . 
ing bombs. ‘At the- finale, a leader 

the Algerian ‘FUN + National 
Front..of Liberation’ spoke briefly 

“Jabout the movement's ‘objectives. 

bbeen 

|-the 

Althouwsh intimidated in‘the come. 
mentary, the visual por tian of the - 
show ‘did ot convey the ferocity . 
with Whieh- the war in Algeria has-° 

fought on both sides. . The 
training sequen¢es had” “more of 

‘quality. of boy scout | driils 
than of men. being prepared to-die. 

Herm. 
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ONE HUNDRED 

AND TWO MINUTES 

OF TV HISTORY 
(OR.....0ne good triumph deserves another!) 

Two days. after Yuri Gagarin returned from triumph. in outer space, the B.B.C, 

triumphed i in inner space with the first-ever live TV transmission from Russia 

to the. West. 

Because of B:B.C.. pioneer work for Eurovision.and because B.B.C. engineers 

were already in Moscow preparing for the live transmission of the May Day 

parade, millions of British hand European viewers were able to witness history 

in the making. 

British. viewers saw. one: ‘hour and forty-two minutes of Major Gagarin’s enthusi- 

astic welcome i in Moscow. They saw his plane land to wild cheering, his warm 

‘greeting from: Mr. Krushchev, his reunion with his wife and family, the speeches, 

the intense emotion of the: crowd.. | _ they saw every exciting minute as it happened. 

The picture travelled 2,200 miles through nine countries: relayed via Leningrad, 

Tallinn, Helsinki, Stockholm, Copenhagen, Brussels and finally Tolsford Hill, 

a town some 60 odd miles. from London. ‘Within « a short time, video tapes were 

“prepared and: flown out by jet from London and. made available to American 

. networks, . 

This prodigious feat by the B.B.C. and the Eurovision Network represents a giant 

step forward i in the eventual TV coverage of the entire land mass of Europe. 

_.B.B. C. —THE WORLD" S SENIOR TELEVISION BROADCASTING SERVICE— PUTS ITS VAST TECHNICAL 

FACILITIES TO. WORK ON PIONEER: PROJECTS THAT MAKE HISTORY. 

THE BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION 
; Tetevision Centre, Wood Lane, London, W.12. 

NEWYORK OFFICE: 630 Fifth Avenue, New York 20, N.Y. Tel: Circle 7-O656 

Sepp ope rare ype eal egpyeaePiraeueUcaizeraouryaieleelnyrupalelceraraaDel elpgeapenenerropysergpupee 
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RADIO-TELEVISION 

Britain Ushers in 11th Com’ TV 

Operation as Westward Premieres| 
London, May 2. + 

Westward Television, Britain's 

latest commercial ty setup, was 

launched at Derry’s Cross, Ply- 

mouth, on Saturday (29: following 

a previous day’s press Junket to 

view the premises. Westward 
started with the unwelcome pros- 

pect that it had only 48 hours to 

grow fat on tax-free advertising. 

The 10°% tax on TV advertising. 

dreamed up in the last budget. 

came into effect yesterday (Mon.! 

and though nobody knows how 

much the tax is going to jit the 

contractors, Westward’s chairman, ; 

Peter Cadbury, made no secret of! 
the fact that it could be a serious - 
Mailer “since Westward is budget- 
inz on a very narrow margin.” 

However, there was in apparent. 
pessimism as Britain's 11th station ; 
got under weigh. 

light of the opening day’s pro-: 
grams Was a special 11 p.m. show | 
called “Hello From Westward.” 
furpose being to introduce the top. 
brass and the backroom boys to lo- | 
eal viewers, and to show off the! 
premises. Among those who took’* 
a bow were top execs Emile Littler, 
Bavnham Honri and Wallace Dousg- ' 
las, chairman Peter Cadbury, joint ‘ 
managing director Frank Hoare,’ 

* Tom Singleton, head of presenta- 
tion, the station’s flack, Nick Cory, 
senior program director Pat Lums- 
den. chief engineer Bill Cheevers 
and their assistants, as well as the | 
resident team of Westward’s daily | 
show, “Look In For Lunch.” The 
Bishop of Exeter rounded off the | 
dav with the Epilogue. 

It's estimated that the building 
ensis are around $560,000 with! 
studio equiment costing another: 
$420,090. Out of 502,000 homes, 
344.000 are estimated to have tv 
seis, according to the Financial 
Times, and up to last October 309.,- 
000 sets were designed or modi- 
fied to take in commercial pro- 
grams. By the fall Westward 
hopes to be catering to nearly 
250.000 viewers. Thanks to hefty 
publicity campaigns local interest ! 
has been sparked and in the past! 
few months around 22,000 homes; 
have been newly-equipped with re- 
ceivers. 

The station will largely rely on: 
networked programs for awhile, 
with 
counting for around three hours a 
week out of the 50 hours skedded. 

local interest programs ac-, 

British Performers 
Continued from page 34 

grown accustomed ta accepting the |. 

crumbs that have fallen from the 

television boardroom tables. 

He added: 

with bulging eyes at-.the profits 

made by television companies and 

we are not wishing to grab some 
of it irrespective of justice.” 

Equity Council member Ernest 
Clark, seconding the _ resolution: 
said: 

ithe size of the audience.” Today 
:20.000.000 people could watch a.tv 
program in Britain, yet the actor 
, Working on it could be paid ‘a 
;minimum fee which was less than 
ithe weekly minimum wage for a 
London theatre (around $33), 

Similar call for a tv pay rise was 
Proceedings | t , 

slurted at 1:30 p.m. and the high- eres the meeting of the Variety Federation (membership 
more than 2,000) where a resolu- 

‘tion was passed calling for a mini- 
:mum fee of $70 if-a member ap- 
;peared alone or in groups of five } spot. 

“We are not looking |. 

NBC Ups Ante to 70 
While NBC hasn't yet com- 

mitted itself as to whether it 
will go along with the eéx- 
panded 42-second primetime 
breaks, the. network is’ pro- 
ceeding with its plan for 70- 
second breaks in four 8:30 
p.m. periods during the week. 

The 70-second breaks, 
adopted by the: network last 
November ‘and: to take effect 
hext fall, will follow those 
7:30-8:30 ‘programs which are 
sold on a minute participating 
basis. Consequently, slots 
which will expand to 70-second 
breaks aré on Monday, Tues- 

: day, ‘Thursday and Friday. all 
at the.8:30 break. 
el 

day Treyz is said to have told 
Gribbin his answer was final. 
That’s what convinced CBS that the 

“The fees must be related to | 42-second break will really. happen. 
Following Trevz’s answer, Grib-| 

bin fired off new wires of protest 
to Minow and to National Assn. 
of Broadcasters prexy: LeRoy Col- 
lins, but. it appeared. unlikely any 
tanvible results would occur, other | 
than. Minow’s warning on triple-} 
spotting. ABC anticipated this, 

‘problem .a week ago at. the 4A’s. 
‘meet. when the web’s o&0 v.p., 
Steye Riddleberger, announced i 
that.under no conditions would: 

} ABC o&o0's be allowed to. triple- | 
Question as to what con- 

'or less, and $56 when performing ; trols ABC could exercise over af: | 
iin groups of six. 

Puppeteer Melville 
: urged members to take “industrial j 
! action” if the BBC and the com- 
mercial ty companies turned: down. 
their request. “Many of us are 
paid more for doing a chiicren’s | 
party than a ty appearance,” ‘he 

! said. 

Wilbur Stark 
| aoe Continued from page 47° 

‘77 Sunset Strips.” Latter’s imita- 
tions have failed because their 
settings aren't attractive enough 
or their stars not right for the 
escapist mood, says Stark. 

Producer's own plans are keyed 
| to these themes. He’s got four major 
; Properties on tap, “Cloud Seven,” 
| series set in a High Sierra guest 
! lodge-ranch; “Herkimer Jones,”* att 
| updated ‘ ‘Mr. Deeds Goes to Town” 
j{circa "38 type; “Easy Does It.” 
: another comedy; and “Further Ad- 
tyentures of 2 Connecticut Yankee.” 
; Latter carries the escapist formula. 
ito its ultimate—the hero can re- 
‘vert to any period of history,- not 
simply the Arthurian times. 

10 Seconds 
Ottawa—Dr. Minton C. Johnston!" Continued from page 34 

Thornhill, Ont., named chairman and objections, 
of the Religious Advisory Board of ‘chance that the tide will be re- 
tke Canadian Broadcasting Corp. versed. Reportedly, ABC. prexy 
Dr. Johnston is w.k. on CBC AM; Ollie Treyz met last 
for Monday morning “Lift Up Your. George Gribbin, prexy of Young & 
Hearts” skein. Dr. John Schmeider , Rubicam and spearhead of the op- 
of Kitchener, Ont., and Dr. R. J.; position. They thrashed out the 
Mutchmor of Toronto stay on as: problem, but neither. succeeded in 

week ‘with| 

vice-chairman and secretary. convincing the other and the next 

filiates came up in the Treyz-Grib- ; 

indicated it would simply have to: 
place its falth in the integrity of 

yits affiliates. | 

| RCA 
— Continued from page 31 quem ell 

juncture, Burns, from the. podium 

and before several ‘hundred gath-.; 

jered stockholders in RCA, said that } 
the company would be willing to! 

discuss eaeh case. individually but 

warned that “we don't. carry un- 

neccessary people and we will got 

carry unneccessary people.” 
‘General David Sarnoff, as chair- 

man of RCA, held the floor when 
a question about pay tv was ad- 
dressed to the board of directors. 
Answering for them, Sarnoff said 
that while. the’ company didn’t | 
think much of pay.tv, “we would 
have no objection.to going into 
toll-tv”’ should the subscription 
video experiments prove success- 
ful. Sarnoff warned, however, that 
he didn’t think they would prove 
economically ‘sound. 

In the main, it. was a convivial 
powwow. Most of the verbal pyro- 

‘|technics of previous years was ab- | 
sent, and, in general. the “ordinary i 
stockholders” (as they are wont, 

there seems. no!to describe themselves: were laud- | 
atory in speaking of the RCA-NBC 

| managements. ; 

One. of the reasons given by!____ 
management for.the lower profit j 
was. the investment made in the! 
enlarged RCA computer division. 
which now, it was said, is begin-; 

TOP-RATED IN ITS TIME PERIOD r 
PORTLAND, ORE. 22 ... PITTSBURGH, 37 «.. MINNEAPOLIS, 22 
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Payola rag 
Continued from page 47 Guan 

are in addition to the 27 listed in| 
the House Commerce Committee's 

.| report on the legislation last sum- 
mer, They include: 
—An auto manufacturer fur- 

nishes autos to a producer of tv 
| programs with the understand- | 
ing they will be used either on 

programs or for business pur- 
poses in connection with their 
production. As long as there is no 
understanding that there'll. be any. 
identification of the make on the 
‘program beyond one “reasonably 
related” to their use, no sponsor. 

\identification announcement is. re- 
| quired. 

—A hotel allows a program to! 
originate from its premises and 

furnishes various services in con- 
| nection with the production to pro- 
gram personnel free of charge. As 
Iong as no other consideration is 
| involved and no indentification is 
made beyond one “reasonably. re- 
lated” to its use on the program, no 
announcement is required. On 

‘the other hand, if the hotel pays 
money or furnishes services free! 

(not related to the actual-.produc- ! 
tion, an announcement is required. 

—The revised Section 317 does 
not apply to programs produced | 
before the Sept. 13, 1960. effective : 
date unless 

‘station for the program or the In- | 
clusion of any program matter’; 

and the program. Was. 
: broadcast after said date.” 

—Spot. announcements soliciting 
mail orders from listeners which 
refer to the sponsor only ‘as 
(Flower Seeds” “Real Estate” 
, is not sufficient - “identification: of ¢ 
‘ sponsor. 

—So-called 

gy: 

“teaser” -announce- 
‘ments using cateh words, slo- ! 
| Bans. symhbals, ete. .which don't: 
disclose the name of the Sponsor : 
do not comply with the sponsor - 
identification requirements. 

—Paid programs for a ‘political ! 
candidate, bond issue or other con- 
troversial topic must disclose who ; 
paid for the time.. 

—Required sponsorship an-: 
nountements on tv can be made: 
either by visual or aural means. 

—Stations using a kinescope of | 

bor relations supplied by ‘a ‘tr ade , 
association must disclose source of:' 
the kinescope. This proposal , 
‘stems from the distribution - 
to tv stations by. American. Manu- 
facturers Assn. of .kinescopes of: 
the Senate Rackets _Committee: 
hearings on the Kohler strike. - 

Comments on the rulemaking | 
are due by June 12. 

CBS Pro Foothall 

a Senate committee hearing. ‘on la- , 

: Continued from page al. =, 

Hence, CBS-TV will telécast its’ 
regional telecast pattern of seven: 
games each weekend. 

“valiiable considera- i 
Thomson! bin talks, but ABC. is: said to have ‘ 'tion was provided to a ‘broadcast . 

With tele- : 

Wednesday, May 8, 1961 

|BBC- TV's Bid For 

Expanded Service 
With 2 Channels 

London, May 2. 

For the. price of two cigar ets, per 

day per family, ‘the BBC ‘offers 

the public a television service and. 

three major radio programs. For 

an extra half cigaret.per day it is. 

prepared to offer two tv services, 

the extension of its sound broad- 
casting to include countrywide 
‘regional. services—and a color. tv 

“service, - 

That is’ the. basis, . it is under- 

stood,: of the representations made 

by the: British Broadcasting Corp... 

to the. Pilkington. Committee in- 

quiring into the future of Britain’s 
broadcasting services. The BBC, 
however, is: asking for allthe. lis. 
cense money. to be paid directly 
into its own coffers and not for a 

' portion of it to be hived off by the 
' Treasury. In- effect, the BBC is 
' asking. for the .present combined. 
radio and tv. license. costing $11.20 
‘per year to. be increased to $14. 

In its submission the BBC does 
not: take a .stand ‘on who: should 
or who should not have a third. 

‘channel. It is not thinking on those 
“lines at all.-It takes the view that 
‘there is ample room in-bands four 
and five for several new channels 
‘and wants the opportunity of pro- 
1 yiding its own alternative balane- 
ing programs, quite apart. from 

iwhat may. be given to the com- 
| mercial interests. . . 

-{ ° The BBC:-in facet, is asking for - 
(two channels,.either.on bands four 
j or. five, using the 625-line- ‘system 
:and thus conforming with the gen- 
eral Continental standard. ‘There 
would, of course, be an obligation. 

!to continue. 405-line’ transmissions: 
for the time being so as not to. 
| make existing receivers, immedi-. 
ij ately obsolete. It would also want 
‘to provide. its own color service 
on 625: lines, though it-is pressing 

its claim to get started’ on a° 405- 
4 line tint ‘service immediately, de- 
spite the recent. turndown by the 
Postmaster General. . 

On sound radio BBC is: already 
‘well advanced in its plan for UHF, 
and VHF programming and could 
put 250, out of a potential” 500 

‘regional, programs, on the -air. at 
short notice. 

. York, Pa.—Johnny Canton: was 
'named program director for 

_|Wxow: AM-FM here. Canton will 
also continue as a performer for 
the outlet. 

LINCOLN “$a. | 
2 FLOORS—5,000 SQUARE FT. EACH 
High ceiting. No interior columns.. ; 

{deal for 
SOUND. “OR PHOTO sTuDIO 

casts piped into those league cities ']. NEWMARK & CO. | Whose ‘teams are on the road. On: 
‘a national basis, there will be a 
; Thanksgiving Day and two Satur- 
i day ‘games in December..: 

Not included in the deal is ‘the’ 
; championship game and the run-'! 
tner-up playoff.bowl game in the | 
j Orange Bowl. NBC nabbed rights 
! to the former for a record: $650, 000 
1a ‘year for two years. 

Cincinnati — Crosley’s longtime 
“Farm Front” radio series on 
WLW will be supplemented by a 
video Saturday 7:30 to 8 a.m. strip |. 

‘| service director of WLW, will host |. 
; the programs, which promise 
ton WLW-T starting May 6. Robert | - 
Miller, director of. agricuitural ac- 

, | tivities, and George Logan, farm 
‘visual farm activities from around 
l the area never before seen on tv. 

Why settle for. ratings alone 
when TvAR Audience Dimen- 
sions pinpoint viewing in a new 
way... by age of adults, age of 
kids, mothers of young chil- 
dren, pet owners. And‘ so on. 
Another unique service of... 

TELEVISION ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES, INC. 

Mr. Weissman _ OX §5-2200 

ee 

UAL EXECUTIVE—CPA 
‘Experienced An: Ay ‘Distribution. end 

Production . 
Familiar: with ‘Sec Matters and: All 

Phases. of Finance. 
‘Seeks Challenging. Position in ‘TV er 

Allied Fleld : e 
_-V-2157, VAR 1ETY : 

154 West’ doth St, New York 6s: NYS 

EVERY DAY ea APA ON EVERY CHANNEL 

EX |\BROOKS| 
By CO STUMES. 

| 3 Wost Gist St., Nv.C.Tet Pt. 7-$800 
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All of us who have been involved throughout the yeer with the production 

: 7, Academy of Television Arts and Sciences for having nominated 
our series for Best Achievement in the Field of Drama, 

This nomination is all the more heartwarming to us inasmuch as i€ 

attributes to NAKED CITY, a continuing weekly series, a brand 

of excellence of the same order ss the membership has accorded to suck 

- individual non-recurring programs as “Saceo-Vanzetti’ and “Macheth,*. 
| also nominated for dramatic achievement, 

, i ce oe epee om | reel 

sapioges 
tondo tn 
THEIR pppeted- 

3 guleng| te i 

t t We are deeply grateful, 

sa nag HERBERT B, LEONARD 
STUY ECSEECATITOLE § BESTURRE | 

4.08 Fe 
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of NAKED CITY offer our sincere thanks to the members of the . 

61 
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NAB’s ‘Togetherness’ 
Continued from page 35 

highly : Freund of the ABC network, N.-Y.; inghouse Broadcasting 
lauded publi¢ service clinic. 

--An all day observance of FM 
Da;. 

--Reysorts on NAB’s Radio and 
Television Codes. 

Sunday Is FM Day 
Sunday «7-, which is setually the 

opening day, will be celebrated as 
PAt day, a two-gun operation to be 
fi.cd by NAB and the National 
Assn. of FX Broadcasters, the sales 
promotion arm of FAI radio. The 
NAB‘s affernoon presentation Sun- 
dav will feature a progress report 
on the F M medium, “The Chanzing 
Sone,” a special advertising fea- 
ture, “What Young & Rubicam 
Ifa, Discovered About FM”; 
cussions of 

“and membérs of the NAB staff. : 

ais- : 
communitywide FM. 

promotion drives; ana a FM broad-_ 
caster’s report on why he entered i 
the field. There will also be a talk 
or 

ii the title doesn’t scare the crowd ——— 
awal. 

Also Engineers 

~“\Multiplexities of Multiplexing” : 

The 15th annual Broadcast Engi-. 
neering Conference is being held . 
ax part of the convention. Two 
general assemblies and a reception 

: WBBM-TV at the time that coun-: 
_try’s crisis arose and came -back: 

for government leaders will be at-. 
tended by 
enzineering delegates, Otherwise, 

both management and. 

separate luncheons and separate. 
technical and business sessions will 
bs heid for owner-management 
and engineering registrants. 

At the Monday luncheon. Lind- 
sax will preside and Clair R. Me- 
Cullough, NAB board = chai:man 
and rrexy of the Sfeinman Sta- 
tiens, Lancaster, Pa., will introduce 
Gov. Collins. 

A joint owner-management as- 
sembly is slated for Monday after- 
noon for the Westinghouse public 
service clinic. Richard M. Pack, 
Westinghouse v.p. for program- 
ming, will Jead off, with WBC 
president Donald H. McGannon °‘ 
following with a talk on “The Re- 
sponsibility of Change.’ 
will be a panel, 
to Megatown,” featuring WBC v.p. 
Frank Tooke as presiding officer, 
with Peansylvania Attorney Gen- 
eral Anne Alpern; Dr. William Gra- 
ham Cole. Lake Forest College; 
Dr. Frank Baxter, Univ. of South- 
ern California; Prof. James A. 
“Dol” Norton of Case Institute 
of Technology, and Russell Lynes, - 
Hiarper’s mag editor. 

Separate radio and tv assemblies . 
are up for Tuesday morning. 

The labor clinic is on for Wed- 
nesday morning with Frank O’Con-. 

There - 
“From Our Town. 

_ broadens: them and is good for 

The panel of FCC commissioners . 

be ‘noted - ‘that CBS’ Windy City 
o&o earns back a good share of 
the. travel. expense by plucking 
sponsors for. most of the specials | 

‘that result.: 
And tne extra benefits—those 

- that tend to upgrade the station's 
“news .image—are well worth the 
difference. 

subjecting themselves to industry ‘_ 
questioning will follow. 

Besides Lindsay and Martin, | 
members of the convention. com-' 
mittee include Campbell Arnoux, 
WTAR-TV, Norfolk, Va.; Thomas 

German TV | 
: ==> Continued from page 47 

(. Bostic, Cascade Broadcasting television screen function as a 
Cox Yakima, Wash.; Henry B. i baby-sitier. and keep the children ! 
Clay, KTHV, Litt'’e Rock, aArk.; entertained. 
Robert T. Mason, WMRN, Marion, : 
Ohiv; C, Wrede Petersmeyer, Cor- 
inthian Broadcasting Co., N.¥.; 
Odin S. Ramsland, KDAL, Duluth, : 
Minn.: W.D. “Dub” Rogers, KDUB- 

Among the parents questioned, ; 
: 45°. of those who didn’t own their 
-ewn television sets admitted send- : 

neighbors ta view the programs. 
TV, Lubboek, Tex.; ‘and Jack S.. ? 
re ED Tp _" , - While some of the parents re-! 
xu nts, WEEB, Southern Pines, : ‘stricted television for the young- 

i Slers to “children’s film or sports 
. events,” others said the young 

| folks could look “only when their 
‘school work was finished.” 

. . : rs 

Chi WBBM-TY ‘But in 29° of the homes with | 
== Continued from page 35 ame television, the young people 

‘watched the nighttime shows, no 
: Their slants supplemented the: parent CBS-TV coverage: ; matter what their topic. 

Interestingly, in the very small 
Davidson went to the Congo for’ “village with little outside enter- 

‘tainment, and. the large cities, : 

with a pair of documentaries (both | ‘version, fewer of the children‘ 
snonsored, incidentally, and one ; viewed television. But in the mid- j 
of them beamed by other CBS: dle-sized towns, such as: Bamberg. 
stations!. He's now ticketed to) Passau. or -Kempten, there were: 

i where there is plenty of other di- i 

either go back: there or undertake 
a new project in Europe. .Fahey 
Flynn, who does the high-rated 10 
p.m. newscast. has .made news 
trips to Washington, D.C., and is. 
understood to to have a quickie 
overseas mission in the offing. To 
complete the picture, Hugh Hill, 
station’s top local reporter. is often 
dispatched to the scene of big 
stories in the general midwest area 
to cover for the station. 

“These fellows .are bonafide 
newsmen,” George points. . out. 
“Basically they think of them- 
selves aS newsmen rather than as 
newscasters. I believe it’s im- 
portant for them to get out. It 

their morale. I don't think there's . 
*any question that our newsmen’ 

: of the country, 

‘ Jevel.” 

are, the best qualified in this part- 
possibly in the 

whole country, on the station = 

WBBM-TV is the only station in 
Chi 'and undoubtedly one of the: 

:-very few in the country) that | 
treats its local newscasters in SO 

i big-time a fashion. It’s an easy 
enough thing to do in a day .of jet 
travel and modern communica- 

nell, counsel for the Olin Mathie- ‘tions, but management has to be 
son Chemical Corp., N.Y.: 

+ (emg 8 

‘the hi gh est percent of young 
watchers. 

Levenson, “Count Basie 
Top NAB Show Roster. 

Sam TLevenson, Count Basie‘s 
orch, Nelson Riddle, Hank Garland, 
the Jordonaires, Gene Nast, Anna: 
Moffo and the 16-man Ralph Hunt- | 
er Choir will appear Wednesday 
‘10> at the banquet show given at 
the annual. NAB conclave in -Wash- 
ington. Russell. Sanjek, p.t. chief 
for Broadcast Music Inc., is respon-! 
sible for the production which. his . 
‘firm will sponsor. 

Riddle is flying east. ‘from Cal-_ 
ifornia just to: conduct a special j 
piece he wrote called, “Radio & 
Television Theme Ov erture.’”: Dur- 
-ing ‘dinner Jack Minnevich will | 
‘conduct.a group known as Sydney's ' 
Orchestra. 

‘“merly with Crosley station WLW-- 
TY, has joined the news staff of : 
WIRE here. He’l! share news. 
beats with Don Grider arid Mike : 

Richard j willing to spend the money. It’s to i Ahern. 

CLEARY, STRAUSS & IRWIN 

takes pleasure in announcing 

that the name of 

FRANK GOODMAN 

Vice-President in charge of the company’s 3 New York offices 

has been added fo the international public relations 

organization’s corporate name which will. henceforth be 

CLEARY, STRAUSS-IRWIN & GOODMAN 
7175 Sunset Boulevard 

Los Angeles £6, California 

HOllywood 2-6486 

234 W. 441th Street 
New York 36, New York 

118-120 Wardour Sireet 
London W.1., England 

GERrard 0922 

Indianapolis—Forrest Boyd. for-: 

CBS’ Open Time 
Continued from. page 33 

would sell out on a half-hour ba- 
sis, but it’s 
way. For example, “I’ve Got a Se- 
cret” is still begging for sponsor 
coin in its new Monday 10:30 -time- 
slot; CBS can’t find anybody to 
buy it as an alternate half-hour: 
But there’s a lineup of. potential 
bankrollers for the show. on a min- 
ute basis, and the network is now 
giving strong consideration to con- 
verting it to a participating stanza. 
Same goes for other shows,. stilt | 
unsold. 

Total amount of unsold time | 
equals 1042 half-hours a week, 

| day nights. Web has a full SRO on 
‘only one night of the week, Satur-! 
day. Everywhere else, there are 
holes, mostly an alternate. half- 

| hour each. night exeept for that 
big Thursday near-blank: .. Night- 
by-night rundown of availabilities 
follows: 

Sunday: Half of Mr: Ed” is’ 
still. open at 6:30-7. Studebaker- 
lark has the other half. Otherwise, 

Monday: All of “Secret” at 10:30, 
i half of “Pete & Gladys” at 8. 

Tuesday: Half of “Ichabod” at 
' 9-9:30. Quaker Oats-has the ‘other: 
| half. Rest is ‘SRO, including Garry 
Moore, with Olds moving in to take 
halt tsee, separate story). 

Wednesday: An alternate-week 
half-hour of “Checkmate” at 
8:30-9:30, and a weekly minute in! 
“Father Knows Best” at 8. 

Thursday: Lotsa minutes. 
“Frontier Circus” 
show is virtually blank.-- All: of 
“The Investigators” at 9-10. All 
of “CBS Reports” at 10-11. 
show. sold is the new Bob Cum: 

‘mings stanza at 8:30-9. 

| Friday: Half of “Twilight Zone” 
!(L&M has the other half), avail- | 
ability created when Colgate pulled 

in! 

; out of: the show to buy half of: 
| “Dobie Gillis” Tuesdays. Also, . all 
of “Eyewitness” at 10:30.- 

Saturday: No: sweat. 

NBC, CBS Radio 
Continued from page 33 

t operation; a business, 

on radio networking, 

‘its image needs. It 
; Wouldn’t have served NBC; owned 
| by RCA, which produces radio sets, 
‘to eliminate the loser. 

: preserving a status quo of sorts in 
:network radio. Some web execs. | * 
, used, perhaps only as an ‘excuse,| 
r ' the. need for radio network lineups | 
iin case of a-national emergency, 
arguing that it would he hard for 
the Army and harder, say, for the 
‘ FBI to concoct: a web in the event 
of a war or natiohal crisis. 

Observers have said that, of the 
: four radio webs, ABC is the one 
‘whose future is least eommitted. 
| NBC. and: CBS, armed with. their | 
| Pride, Mutual, with mo armament 
,; Other than a radio web and an 
: admitted desire to buy owned & 

qi operated stations (it has none now), | ' 
‘Say they are here to stay. Feeling | 
in some quarters is that American 
| Proadeasting- Paramount Theatres 
1s anxious to further develop its 
. Video facilities by: selling off radio. 
! ‘On the other hand, rumors recently 
about Mutual seeking to buy most 
1 OF all of ABC Radio’s six owned | 
‘stations are untrue. Both Robert 
iHurleigh of Mutual and high 
sources at ABC. insist that there 
Have been no negotiations and, in- 
!deed, no mention of such a step 
| by either principal. This does not 
i preclude, however, the possibility 
| | of such talks commencing, although 
j the selloff of ABC’s own rad{o out- 
: lets (in light. of a recent buildup of 
their programming, 

facilities and reported lesseriing of 
i losses) seems remote. 

Strangely, most of. the networks | 
| Feport that when it comes to com-| 
peting for advertising,. the com- 
petition is not primarily among 
themselves but against the spot 
representatives, who are. the sales 
agencies for a station's. local. pro- |} 
gramming. 

not working. out that 

élements 

at.. 7:30-8:30— 

Only | 

which. had. 
‘built its fame an e-rly fortune | : 

couldn't {.. 3 
YTeadily afford the luxury ‘of satis- 
fying: its accountants while. failing |~ 

especially. 

Washington also played a part in | 

promotional | 

13,000 Employed At 
3 Mex Channels 

Mexico City, May 2 

The three major television chan- 

nels in this city now. employ. a labor 

force estimated at more than 3,000. 

An unofficial: Survey. undertaken | 

by Telesistema Mexicano: shows: - 

that there are. more than 1,200 ad-. 

ministrative. workers ‘in its three 

channels; with 30°. grouped in the. 

: technical ‘Side. 

| Various: types of entertainers ap- 

ing the children around to the | most of it concentrated on Thurs- | pearing daily total about 800: in: 

i round figures. swith ‘this including 

j orchestras, actors, ‘singers, ‘dancers, . 

iete., as well as news commentators 
and. analysts, announcers and mas-— 
ters’ of. ceremonies. 

Figure on producers’ is not exact, 
but good guess is that there: are. 
;more than a: thousand, including . 
assistants by: various advertising 
agencies, — 

‘Some. Mexican tv. shows: require 
more than 100 people to turn out. 
product ultimately viewéd on the 
homesereens. And ‘as. for. salaries, 
thesé are an industry secret, rather 
closely .guarded. “Still, there are. 

who .earn $400 per 
(including entertainers, 

writers, ‘directors. ‘producers, 
jete.), .and prima -donnas or. the 
| elite of show: business may . get’: 
‘even more than this maximum. 

There {s no: accurate figure ‘on 
total production tab. over the three 
channels. :One. executive Said a. 
conservative figure. might * be 
around $80. 000 a day. 

LET RCA TRAIN YOU IN 

| TV DIRECTION, 

STUDI OPERATIONS 

program 

Study at RCA Institutes’ TV 
and Radio’ Studio School 
Located in the heart of the... 
Entertainment World ” 

ae Thorough and: profes- 
+, sional: training: courses 
sa take you through each 

phase of television and 
radio production...every- 

thing from camera work and film. edit- 
ing, to producing and directing a show. 

Work with professional Radio and’ 
Television: studio equipment. Study 
under the’ direction of experienced men 
‘in this field. For complete information, 
fill out the coupon below. 

Day and Evening Coeducational. 
Classes. Next classes: start May 8 

RCA INSTITUTES, INC, 
A Service of — 
Radio Corporation of America: 

The Most Trusted Name 
in Electronics 

RCA’ Institutes; Ine., Dept. ves 
Sereen Building. 1600 Broadway, 
New York 19, N.Y. OC 

Please send me complete Information on. 

[ 

f tures and Radio Studio Production: . j 

! Name nny 
Hi 

I Address sfoenansentetnren netomat | 

| City.....-.. sasae vedeveece <» LOM... State...eccsoas” 

9, . f a - . . ° : mn 

FOR SALE WESTPORT, CONN. 

YOU SAW THIS HOUSE 
‘ON 'PERSON TO PERSON" 
Woarld-famous photographer's speéc- 
tacular studio. home: .Meticulously 
remodeled barn,’ now & -mést com- 
fortable, spacious house permeated 

. with simple = elegance. “Enormous 
’ living room, dining room, . country 
kitchen,.famity room,'5 bedrooms, 4 
baths, office,. professional 24 x 24 | 
duplex. studio. More than 2% acres, BRyant 9-4668 
fields, springfed pond. All for 
$67,0 00. 

~ THE COUNTRY. AGENCY 
Colonial Green;. Westport, ‘Conn. 

- CA 7-0823 _ 

Portland, Ore — William J. Hub- 
bach becomes manager for Fisher 
Broadcasting Co., owner-operator 
of Portland's new ‘Channel 2, 

'|.which is expected to begin -opera- 
tion at the end of the year. © 
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Un milldn de gracias 

FRANK SINATRA ... 

and to Nelson Riddle, the Nelson Riddle Band, Henry Rogers, 

Val Valentin, Mo Ostin, Milton Rudin and Warren Lewis. 

Your smash benefit performances in Mexico for the Mexican 

Rehabilitation Institute not only will help many thousands of 

‘under-privileged men, women and children to find a new and 

better life—but your.appearances also most assuredly “broke 

the ice” ata critical time in US/Latin American relations. From 

the man on the street to official circles the feeling was that 

your performances in Mexico were like a friendly and under- 

standing hand shake in deeply troubled times. 

_ JOHN'N, MANSON IIL MIGUEL ALEMAN, JR. JEAN PIERRE PIQUET RENE MARTINEZ 
“Magnum Television International, S.A. Martial Mexicana, S.A. Continental Hilton Hotel Martial Mexicana, S.A. 



RADIO-TELEVISION 

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV 
WMC A, N.Y. radio indie which has been actively editorializing over Should: send checks payable to “Columbia Univ., 

pudiic matters, carried its rule as a public servant a major step fur-' 
ther this week when it filed suit against the State of N.Y. in federal} 
courtom au attack on state apportionment laws. 

Acths ts a taxpayer, the station and its prexy, ai. Veter wiraue., | 
ask] to Goqiare Eivalid thuse provioumts uo tie Siate ult ica ou: 
which aford upstite rural districts majority strength in the Assembly ° 
ari Sen sand deprive residents of NY. City 
tection Oe 1" '.* law.” 

resemntat 

“equal and just pro- 
Action claints Gotham isn't getting adequate rep-' 

it in the Jear:slature. 

Noam A as (efendants also are Caroline Simon, secretary of state, ' 
and Yo300.5 Le how, 
Amendrncr 

atlorney general, WMIC.A is suing under the l4th 
', Defondants must reoly within 2) days. 

CBa News was doing a burn list week at NBC, charging that web 
Mie; breakine the release data on President Kennedy's speech Thurs-' 
da.on 7 o°% before the Americin Nevspaper Publishers Assn. Re- 
Tens: tiie was Topen thst night. but NBC carried excerpts on the 6:45 
Hontiee-Prinkloy straw CBS, on the other hand, skipped tie speech - 
he v7.45 feed of the Doug Edwards show, carrying it only on his 7:15 
eters! 

Topp « wos the fact that this was the speech in which the President ! 
Urze fb lres aesi! pihity’ and self- restraint on newspapers. 

Ke isral Cu nmunications Commission has granted a one month ex... 
terior --5o Jure l—for comments on its proposal to turn over one 
commerciad VHF channel in New York and Los Angeles to educational , 
Us: 

Join’ Conncil on Educational Broadcasting has asked for the exten-: 
Stan Peon: tae Mav 1 deadline. Metromedia. Inc., licensee of WNEW- 
Ty. New York, and RKO General, licensee of WOR-TV, wew York, ! 
Wante a f.o-month delay until July 1. 

Iu turning down latter request. FCC said: “The Commission is of 
the view th.t it is desirable to proceed with the least possible delay 
to cons’dor the ways and means by which a VHF channel may be made .. 

‘at New York: avilable for non-commercial educational broadcasting 
and Los Angeles and does not consider a two-month delay in this 
proceeling to be warranted.” 

The Eimer Davis Fund has passed the haliway mark in ifs drive for 
T3500 to launch a hve and filmed lecture series at Columbia U.’s 

Graduate School of Journalism. 
Series, honoring the late author and web commentator, was initiated 

by Iiward R. Murrow «before he entered Government service’, John 
D# end others. Speakers will be selected from all areas of journalism 

“71 REMEMBER’ . . . Directed with stunning, dramatic 
impact by NICHOLAS WEBSTER.” 

New York Herald Tribune 

“A talented director, NICHOLAS WEBSTER used 
advanced techniques and a different approach... 
to tell a quietly effective and powerful story.” 

New York Daily News 

“NICHOLAS WEBSTER handied his assignment with 
a sure touch ... never strayed from the individual 
perspective making the story all the more pow- 
erful.’ 

LARIETY 

“Producer-director WEBSTER‘s unusual treatment 
successfully captured a touching story.” 

Philadelphia Bulletin 

“A powerful story ... as moving a drama. as Tele-_ | 
vision has ever produced.” Washington Star 

“| REMEMBER” Produced and Directed. 

For ABC, April 14, 1961 

NICHOLAS WEBSTER 
Other Directorial Credits This Season: 

“The Violent World of Sam Huff" Twenty Century 

“The Thinking Machine” CBS Special with David Wayne 
“Big City” CBS Special with Gary Moore 

“Alert™ Last Sunday's CBS, The Twentieth Century 
“The Mind's Eye" Taped Hour Drama for CBS 

Management: 

FRANK COOPER ASSOCIATES AGENCY 
New York 

Radio and 

Television 

Station 
Representatives 

654 Madison Avenue, New York 21, N. Y. TEmpleton 8-4740 

-eare. of the mentally: ill. Stan Atkinson, who researched, 

| Cox Crosse, v.p. of the Dora-Clay- 

tager, 
i nels.” 

| | U.S. Steel Corp., Boston; and Theo- 

GILL. 

and will be répresentative of Davis’ reputation for courage and. in- 
dependence. 

Series will be filmed and taped for- subsequent use by radio and tv 
stations and educational institutions. Those wishing to contribute 

‘to Dean Edward W. Barrett, School of Journalism. 

The six ABC Radio owned & operated stations are beginning a con- 
certed sysiém. for some of their pubaffairs material. Each month, the 

:o&o'’s will ples: ‘a different charitable outfit via “special programs andj 
: announcements.” 

First campaizn on the ABC stations in N.Y. Detroit, Pittsburgh, 
,Chiéago, L.A. and San Francisco starts May 10 for engendering polio : 
vaccinat‘cns. Besides contributing time, ABC says its outlets will also 
contriduts promotional and exploitation materials.”.Chain says it will 
include.is s'?tions’ respective call letters in the recorded. announce-. 
~ments for each campaign: 

critic Walter Terry's byline over the radio-tv column. .The piece con-! 
cerned vide o's coverage of outer-space, with not a single mention of: 
a tour-jeie. Row did Terry get into the non-choreo act? 

Far? er runs of the daily got out inadvertently with no byline. When . 
>the slip. wos cat wht, the desk sent word to the composing room. to; 
: insert ty c.ltie’s Marie. Torre's name as author, as it should haye been. 
A prin’er named Gremlin mistook Terry for sound-alike Torre, it’s | 
guessed. 

Ameri: ‘an Machine -& Foundry his come up with a unique means | 
of “merchandising” its tv commercials. Company found: television, via , 

ithe CBS-TV “Tomorrow” specials, an excellent medium. for its com- 
mercial me‘sage, but found thet the. transitory nature of the ty blurb. 
required a way of further keeping the commercial alive. 

Company" 3 supervisor of advertising services; Vietor Ancona, came 
:up wth the answer in a series of five booklets, one for each commer- 
cial The hook leis used the story-board technique, some 20 still- pictures ' 
with the aucio portion printed on the page opposite. The cover of each ; 
booklet bears the AMF tiding symbol used on the “Tomorrow” series : 
and mentions the. show. Actually, the “audio.” or print portion of the. 

‘booklets, were expanded from the original commercials because there. 
rare no time limitations. 

| Beoklets are being distributed at AMF "facilities, in mailings, at 
tradzskows and conventions, and’ by ‘wholesalers, jobbers and retailers 
ot AMF products. Company fizures 
tual “Tomorrow” telecasts, 
the AVF institutional story. 

At the final meeting of the season on May 17 for the Radio & TV : 
Executives Society in N.Y., the outfit's mew prexy, Matthew (Joe) Cul- 
ligan «ill be installed. Also, RTES is producing a revue, “The Broad- 
castins Follies.of 1961,” put together by Hal Davis of the Grey. agency.: 

Sess‘on is set for the Hotel Rovsev elt. 

-CBS-TV oan KCRA-TV, Sacramento, were. the two television win-! 
-Mers of ¢. 2500 annual Albert Lasker Medical Journalism Awards, ; 
ty be presented at a luncheon in N.Y. tomorrow ‘Thurs.). Viee Presi- i 
dent Lyndon B. Johnson and Sen.. Maurine Neuberger will be featured : 
speakers, 

_ CBS won for its “CBS Reports” stanza on the late Dr. Tam Dooley, 
-“Bioaraphy .of a Cancer,” with the citation emphasizing the program’s | 

: role in illuminating the subject of cancer. Exec producer Fred Friendly, 
producer Al Wasserman (now with NBC: and narrator How ard K. Smith! 

“were cited. 
KCR A-TV won for ‘ ‘Face of Despair.” a 10- minute program on the 

wrote and 
directed the program, created it as a segment: of the station's nightly 
:news program. Citation noted that the program resulted in a new atti- 
‘tude bir. 
: hospitals and that the station “had focused, without the resources of 
‘a great network”? on the problem and had “demonstrated what one || 
‘televi ision station, with conscience and ingenuity could achieve.” 

~ Femmecasters’ Convention 
Continued from page 35 

“Looking Ahead” Saturday (6: | Thursday 
" afternoon. Ted Koop of CBS, 
. Washington, will be moderator. 

Washington's AWRT membership. ; ing and afternoon. 
iis excited. about ‘a special 90 min- | Climaxing the convention will 
tute film, “Fhe Worldwide Radio | ye the annual McCall's ‘awards ban- 
i Battle,” which Ann Hagen of the | quet. Saturday (8' night, when the 
~U.S, Information Agency has writ-! “Golden Mike” awards will be pre- 
‘ten and produced for the Saturday | sented, with Herbert R. Mayes, Mc- 
' morning session. | } Call’ S- edit Presne: ati 

Montez Tjaden; promotion man-. Top honors for the second time 
aghtont KWTV, nj promot City, is | will go to Pauline Frederick, NBC’s 
‘slated to take over. the national , United Nations correspondent. ‘Six 
i presidency .at the end of. the con-; other women wil also be given 
.vention, and Martha Crane, direc- | “Golden Mikes.” . 
‘tor of women’s programs for WLS,; Cited for “service to the com- 
i Chicago, wiil be chosen president-{ munity in general” are: 

(4. morning. Femme- 
een 

‘Alaska, and Sunnie Jennings, 
i} KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh; for “service 
to the family,” Frances L.:- Morris, 
KWTV, Oklahoma City. and Polly || 

*~+Weedman, KOTA, ap ity, 
Atlanta; Dorothy Rey-" sp. Cited for “service to the 

assistant sales service man- American future’.are two Boston- 
OP ine diestae XBOX. ‘jans, Betty Adams of WBZ-TV and 

! Dallas: Phoebe F. (Fran) Troesch, | 

‘top job the following year. 

Five directors-at-large are to be’ 
elected and the nominees are Dora 

ton Agency, 
‘nolds, 

‘dora Zayin, assistant y.p., Broad- | 
-cast Music, Inc., New York.. | Arlington Heights, IIL, 

Washington's glamour side will; evision newsman and public rela- 
be ‘kept in evidence, Mrs. John F:| tions director, has been named ex- 
Kennedy has made ‘arrangements | ecutive secretary of the Georgia 

jy foe a. special: White House tour for | Broadcasting Assn. of Broadcast- 
AWRT. delegates between 9 and 10 | ers. 

PERNA, INC. 
NEW 

Elmer ‘Davis Fund,” |; 

Final edition of the N.Y. Herald-Trib last Thursday. (27) had dance! 

‘that several months after the ac-.- 
the commercials are still working to tell: 

California legislators | toward increased budget for mental |, 

casters will take in Washington's | 
j famous sites later the same morn- 

Norma. 

elect, putting -her in line. for the Goodman of KTVA-TV, Anchorage,’ 

Virginia K. Bartlett. of WHDH-TY. “| 

Atlanta—John K. Williams, of: 
radlo-tel- | 
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Garry Moore 
Continued from page 35: saa — 

week, At first, he was. dead set 
j against the Olds deal, insisting his . 

| integrity would be damaged via so 

quick a switch .of | his endorsement - 

of one auto to a competitor. Though 

‘contractually he couldn't prevent 

the deal, he said he'd refuse to-do 

_the commercials or leadins, CBS 

then persuaded him to go along, - 

pointing out his longtime ‘desire for 
a full-hour sponsor, indicating that 
these were hard to’ come by, and 

illustrating to him the manner -in 
twhich product protection ‘of . any 
‘kind: is rapidly. disappearing’ from 
the ty scene. 

| Moore agreed: to go along and 
‘do the eommereials.as well, and 
the deal, which had chilled during 
‘the hassle, quickly got hot again 

1 and. was finalized. Olds. of course, 
‘has always been high on live per- 
‘sonalities who can carry its sales 
‘message and who.can act as an in- 
ternal company “image” ‘among 
dealers and at sales conventions 
as well. Moore, as his schedule pere 
mits, will probably undertake these 

: duties too, 

| EXCLUSIVE 
Placement Associates.” 
55 W. 42 PE 6-7444 

(AGENCY) 

FOR "SELECT" CLIENTS 
To you — who have an “Exclusive” 

i] Girl on your staff, we can say na 
| more. To you -—- who have ‘rot 

had one of our girls to work with 
. =—we CAN ‘say, why not become 

“Exclusive” with us, , 

‘PROD ASST’S — GAL FRI'S-SECYS 
RECEPT'S.— MODELS 

They Are the FINEST Anywhere , 

i — REMEMBER — 
You're EXCLUSIVE with 

“EXCLUSIVE” 

EMMETT KELLY 
‘Mgt.:1 LEONARD GREEN 
300M, Stst St.. New York 

PL 2-1764 

Mgt. William Morris Agency 

Ritz Tower Hotel 
Park Ave. and 57th St., N.Y. or 
For Sale—Luxury 442 Room. 

CO-OP APARTMENT 

Completely furnished. 
exquisite: appointments. Large foyer, |. 
living room, 20x30. 2 bedrooms, 2 
baths, kitchen. Full hotel service. 
Monthly maintenance — $642.88. . Tax 
credit $2300. per year. Price. unfure 
nished $90,000., furnished $110,000. © 

Write or call GEORGE STEWART, 
apt. 148—PLara 9- 1228. 

Unique with 

YORK 
CHICAGO | 
DETROIT. 
LOS ANGELES : 
SAN FRANCISCO. 
ATLANTA 
‘BOSTON 



‘Wednesday, May 3, 1961 

The race for original Broadway+ 
east album sets for the.1961-62 sea-. 
son is-under way with three shows. 
already lined up. RCA Victor has 
Frank Loesser's’ “How to Succeed : 
in Business Without Really Try- 
-jng,” Capitol has the Arthur 
Schwartz-Heward Dietz: “The Gay 
Life," and Columbia has the Mil- 
ton Shafer-Ronny Graham “Crime 
of Giovanni. Venturi.”’ aan 

- The pitch for original cast. sets. 
is getting so hot that the diskeries 
are. turning angel to .assure the. 
rights. . Cap, for example; has. put 
$200,000 inte “Gay Life". which 

gives it a 25° share of the .$400,-: 
000 capitaliation with a.20°¢ over- 
call. Cap, this season put $240,-. Desert ‘Song’ and “Orpheum in- 

Molly.; 000: into. “The Unsinkable | 
Brown” and raised another $240,- 
000 from Capitol “friends.” | 

Columbia, too, is on the backing 
end with, ‘Crime of Giovanni Ven- 

.. turi.” ‘Although Col's investment. 
hasn't been disclosed, it’s recalled .Stereo version of the Loesser| iret 
‘that.the diskery put. a little over tuner. The original Broadway cast ‘recent “LP -hits have commie via the | 

| These are the, works and sponsors will take place | fence. That was particularly true 
“G.I. ;as soon as details are ironed out. lof the proposed amendment to the 

Blues” and “South Pacific.” -Now Craft will direct the large orch, 
{removed the exemption of juke- 

"$100,000 ‘into this. season's: “The 
Happiest -Girl in the World.” | 
Although Victor doesn’t haye in- ' 

vestment in “How: to ‘Succeed in 
Business,” it’s been. reported that 
the deal calls for a hefty ‘ad-pro- 
‘motion outlay as well ‘as strong 
tune coverage in LP packages. 

The. diskery execs..seem to be 
Rpending a.large part of their time 
now atiditioning scores of tuners 
‘planned for the '61-’62 season ‘as 
well as negotiating with producers 
on backing angles. .-The legit pro- 
‘ducers are apparently just ‘sitting 
back, as far as financing is con-]} 
cerned and waiting for a record 
company to come up with the best 
offer. 
all the financing they need are, on. 
the other hand, are looking for the 
best offers as far as. advertising 
and promotion budget outlays go’ 
as well as tune coverage in singles 
and albums. 2 

The ‘hot competition for’ the 
Broadway shows, is -based on the. 
prestige and thé payoff.that comes . 
along with it. It sems that.every- 
-one is. hoping. for another ‘My: Fair 
Lady,” which already has racked 
up 3.000,000 album sales for 
Columbia. , 

ROSELAND LAYING OUT 
3756 FOR NAME BANDS. 

. Lou. Brecker is’ going to. layout 
. $375,000 during the next 12 
‘months for band and dance talent - 
at his Roseland Dance City Dall- 
room in N.¥. Brecker is hailing a 
return of name bands, feeling that 
Tadio wires front key spots. are be- 
coming more and more pro- 

..Nounced:. TV coverage -is . also 
helping, he also points out. CBS-- 
Radio has a remote fram Rose- 
Jand. OS 

Dance aets will be the featured - 
Tuesday night offering. and will, 
be of the ‘nature of those that play 
Radio City Music Hall. tv variety 

. Shows, and the -Las Vegas-Holly- 
wood . night -cluhs. Brecker has. 
‘scouts. on tour .looking for .hew 
musical and. dance talent and ‘is 
now. setting his orchestral features" 
for the next year in accord: with: 
‘the budget layout. 

Peter Fremd: its Col 
For Pub Relations Firm 

Peter Fremd has exited his post 
as director of information at Co- 
lumbia Records to join H."M. Win- 
ter & Co. as veepee’ handling: pub- : 
lic relations and -developing new 

management consultant’ firm. 

"In addition to his activities for | 
Winter, Fremd is setting: up his 
_own public relations firm as well 
as do indie disk production. He 
plans to record singer Jean Good-_ 
man as well as Rex Garver & The’ 
‘Mighty Cravers. Fremd. -has been) 
“with Col for the past two-and-a-* 
hhalf.years, | 

! i Disks Lach
 Bay Race 

For ITA Original
 Cast Albums) 45 PS, SINGLES

 

MUSIC & 

‘BWAY IN DISK B.0. 
- GLICK NE ROT H Music Industry Sees ‘Clear Sailing’ 

For Celler Bill to Curb Disklegging 
+ With all phases of the music biz 
joined in an unprecedented united 
front, chances for passage of the 
Congressional bill aimed at disk 

Morty Craft Into Stereo 

Act Via FM & Video, suntrteting ond pootersng 
Morty Craft, who created the, very good. The bill, introduced m 

071 “Sight and Sound” concept in a.the House a couple of weeks ago 
‘album release of musical comedy' are the majors throwing in heavy | Stereo album on the Warwick label, iby Rep. Emanuel Celler :D., N.Y.) 

_and light opera material. The re-* promotion as a heavy angle, but |.a subsid of Seven Arts Corp., will would impose both criminal and 
‘lease includes two original-Lon- they're also using ‘single releases |80_a step further when he sets up civjl penalties for transportation 
-don-cast recordings of Broadway by majer artists as bait for the a demonstration of stereo-tv using‘ of illegal recordings in interstate 
-€licks. They are Rodgers & Ham-! soundtrack rights. _ . [the new stereo FM radio in con-' or foreign commerce. 
.merstein’s “Flower Drum Song"| pyring ‘the. past season, the,Junction with stereo broadcasting! Clear sailing for the bill is ex- 
“and. Frank Loésser’s “The Most; soundtracks have proved to.. be | ¢quipment. The FM stereo sets will‘ pected in view of the fact that no 

, Happy Fella.” . ". _.' more .commercial properties than |£° on the market this fall, accord-: opposition to its provisions can be 
i - Other titles in the show pack-'the Broadway musicals. While the |im& to Zenith and G. E. officialsi made by any legitimate music biz 
“age are “Song of Norway,” “The.’Broadway shaws have turned up| HO got the greenlight last week interest. The Music Publishes 

’ ‘from the Federal Communications | protective Assn., the Record In- 

“With Hollywood pic music scores 
{racking up consistently heavy sales 

.-|for the past couple of years, bid- 
§,ding for soundtrack properties 

; —_ 7 . ‘among the majors has now ‘taken’ 
Angel Records. is going on. 4; on the proportions of a race for a 

show kick this month with a five- jj top Broadway. musical. Not only 

| 

| 

Those prodicers who haye > 

The. Underworld.” “Flower .Drunt 
Song” began its London run in 

'March of last -year while “Most. 

several solid LP sellers, no single 
hits have emerged from the legit 
scene.. Pic scores, on the other 

End a month: later. The Angel: have been prolific of. single hits as 

set is in the: Columbia catalog as 
_is. “Flower Drum Song.” 

' For FCC to 
Pitching 

Washington, May 2. . 
American Federation. of Auysi- 

-eians wil. do. its part ‘in hetping 
Federal Communications Commis- 
sion. see that. broadcast licensees 
live up. to their programming pro- 
-mises, . 

current rulemaking on.a more ela- 
borate programming form in 
broadcast. applications, and: renew 
‘its pitch for more lite local music. 

‘ton also served notice it will inter- 
vene in individual license renewal [ 
_cases involving music issues. .AFM | 
General’ Counsel Henry’ Kaiser: biggest co-op advertising, promo- 

- filed a formal opposition: to. the re- 
‘newal of New Orleans TV. station 
| WWL-TY, operated by Loyola Uni- 
| versity.” . SO 

- Petition ch 

tions to. the 
Jeans.” : . 
_It contained an affidavit .by 
David Winstein, prexy of the New 
-Orleans: AFM Tocal, ‘alleging. that 
‘the station made. extensive ~assur- 
ances of use of live music in its 
origins] application. .Despite this, week. 
he said, the station ‘never em-|° 7; 
ploved -a staff orchestra, combo ! Schirmer’s 
unit. or string group... . 

“WWL or Ty’station WWL-TV. em- 

AFM ‘will-fite comments in the | | 

The union last week in Washing- |. 

arged the outlet: “has : 

“Fella” package marks the ‘first|-well..- 
Three of RCA. Victor's biggest 

celluloid -route. 
soundtracks - to -““Exodus,” 

the comrany is rushing a couple of 
singles by Ray Ellis and Rosemary 
‘Clooney on the “La ‘Dolce Vita” 
and “Return. Ta: Peyton Place” 

| 

scores. which it is.releasing on 
LP... .. ; 

Capitol Records has also hit a 
Spur ‘good score on its: soundtrack LPs 

| More Live Music 
‘on films like *‘Oklahoma,” “The 
‘King and I,” “Carousel,” “High 
; Society” and others, but Broadway 
jcast albums under Capitol's wing 
jhave ‘balanced the scales with 

_tsuch sellers as “Music Man,” ‘“Fi- 
orello” and “The Unsinkable Molly 
_Brown.””’ Columbia, which came 
:up with the “Alamo” pic sound- 
track, has, of course, done much 

, better on Broadway with its run. 

(Coritinued on page 67) 

MGM Sets Record Co-Op 
Campaign for Original 

Cast ‘Carnival’ Album 
MGM Records has lined up the 

{tion and: publicity campaign in its 
i history: for ‘its original cast album 
+ Of “Carnival.” The: Bob Merrill 
‘tuner, which stars Anna Maria 
Alberghetti. -was. put into ~.-the 

Although the musical opened on 
‘Broadway April 13. recording 
: Which is. usually completed on the 
: Sunday after the opening’ had to 

be postponed a week because of the several persons were suing him 
i Cast’s previous . commitments. La- 
bel -is shipping the album this 

N. In 
and Doubleday are 

‘and at’ scheduled to-run large ads keyed 
present time neither Radio Station.itg 1 ge ads ‘key 

Mother’s Day gift. buving on 
: May 7-8. Window displays and in- 

‘{ store displays are part of the cam- 

Y., Macy's. Korvette's 

Commission. 
“Sight and Sound” will be heard 

jtv cameras will follow the sound 
, Ziving the impression of a musical 
‘tennis match. 

The demonstration for the net- 

Tripp Concedes 
‘Deals, But Sez 
It Ain't Payola 

In the second week of his trial 
.in N.Y. Special Sessions Court, 
Peter C. Tripp. former deejay on 
“the N.Y. indie WMGM., denied that 
, he had ever taken payola but ad- 
‘mitted that he had “deals” with 
record manufacturers. and distribu- 
tors. He said that he had heen en- 
titled ‘to make these deals under 

}his contract with the station. 

_ Tripp, who is accused of accert- 
“ing $36.050 from eight manufac- 
jiurers or distributors 10 promote 
‘their records on his show “Your 
Hits Of The Week” from June. 
11958, to October, 1959, maintained 
| that under the arrangements: he 
1had with these companies, they 
paid him for his advice as to what 

Pe n t'* ‘records would be successful, what - 
wholly failed to. fulfil its commit-j groove -by label's prexy Arnold records to buy, etc. “I never took 
ments to.the FCC and. its obliga-*\Maxin this past Sunday (23). | 

people. of New: Or-. 
ja dime for playing records,’ he 
: Said. : 

| -Tripp -also- painted out that 
checks for this “advice” were made 
,out to his wife, Marilyn. because 

‘and. he didn't want any more in- 
come in his name. He also added 
;that he had reported these pay- 
-ments on his income tax returns. 

{. Several prosecution witnesses 
‘had. testified that they had paid 
‘Tripp to play their records on the 
‘air but he denied this. Tripp's 
trial is the first prosecution to re- 

; dustry Assn. of America and The 
American Record Manufacturers 

habd, have not only. been topping :0n the stereo radia and seen on: & Distributors Assn. have come 
Happy Fella” opened in the West|the album bestseller charts, but , tv, cutting off monaural sound. The , out solidly behind the bill. In the 

‘past, legislative proposals affect- 
_ing the music business has usually 
seen the publishers and disk com- 
panies on opposite sides of the i 

Copyright Act which would have 

boxes from performance licensing 
requirements. 

From the viewpoint of the disk 
companies, the Celler bill would 
make it extremely risky for any- 
body to engage thereafter in out- 
right counterfeiting of disks since 
the law would impose a fine of 
not more than $10.000 or imprison- 
ment up to 10 years. Flagrant 
cases of forgery in both the single 
and LP markets have been uricove- 
ered in the last year with an esti- 
mated loss to legitimate labels of 
$20,000,000. 

The publishers are even hap- 
pier about the bifl than the disk 
companies, because it not only is 
directed against the counterfeiters, 
but will have impact on any disker 
who uses copyrighted material 
without authorization from the 
copyright owner. A disker who 
uses copyrighted songs without a 
license and without paving 1royal- 
ties to the publishers would be 

‘Continued on prge 69) 

a 

‘RCA-EXTENDS SERIES 
OF DELUXE SORIA LPS 

In a new longterm with Dorle 
Jarmel Soria Mrs. Dario Soria, 
RCA Victor will continue to re- 
Jease the deluxe Soria Series pf 
LPs. Soria dimself recently 
joined the RCA Victor coniyany hs 
a v.p. in charge of Victor's inte1- 
national disk operation. 

Since its launching in October, 
*1958, the Sorias have produced 14 
albums for Victor. The next pack- 
ages in the series are due in the 
fall and will include Verdrs 
“Otello,” the first Italien opera in 
‘the line. Meanwhile. Soria’s fit 
LP on the new Victor Internatiotil 
series Jabel is due this week with 
the release of the soundtrack LP 

route before retu 

- tion picture .execs re 
‘Tecording -of theme music. from 
{forthcoming film releases. 

business. Winter is a newly formed 

‘Tony Todaro. 
-. The new tourist theme song was 

ployes: a single staff musician.”: 

paign, too. Korvette’s and Liberty. 
| which ‘sponsor radio Shows.. Will 

include’ plugs for the album ondwhich began early last year. The 
Costa Heads for London .~: their shows. — ' char i i j i 

For Steve & Eydie LP Meanwhile, the orchestra ver- | commercial bribery re Mvoisaee 
tat ‘sion by Ornadel, now in the stores. | » “ ish by j 

- Don. Costa, artists & repertoire ; is. being made a. special Korvette $500 and.o year ny Sait y 8 fine of 
chief at United Artists currently onj feature until the original cast set | . : 
‘the Coast auditioning new talent! is. available. The Ornadel ‘pack- 
and conducting recording sessions.| age was splashed across Korvette 
will head for ‘London via thé polar ; ads in the Sunday papers, April. 

rning to his N: ¥. | 16 and 23. 

‘EVEREST INKS DEAL 
"WITH BRIT. DISK CLUB' 

{sult ‘from N.Y. .D.A. Frank S. t " . . . i ty estes . Eg D ] 2 | Hogan's investigation into payola of the Italian film ciick a Dolce 

{ 

Vita,” with seore by Nino Rota. 

:MJQ Launches First 
Oriental Concert Trek 

The Modern Jazz Quartet have 

; taken off on their first Far Eastern 
tour beginning in Japan this 

“month and continuing to Australia 

_and New Zealand. Tnis marks the 

second jazz tour this jear ar- 

'Ariola Execs in US, For: 
Distrib Deal With Merc 

Berlin, May 2. 

desk, ou, 

In London, ‘he'll discuss arrange- 
ments for recording a live per- 
formance -of Steve Lavrence & Lutz Wellnitz, manager of Ari- : . 

. Eydie. Gorme during their engage- ola Records: Friedrich Schmidt, ranged in Japan by Mente Kay, 

He'll also huddle with British m0-" Record Club of” England’ have‘ and producer Helmuth Jantsch 

garding the | reached a deal whereby the club: pave taken off on a four-week US 
Blakey & The Jasz. Mrssengers 

will Fel umber of the disk! _last January. 
“will release-a number of the disk!*. . ‘ ~ gy ched 7 
‘éompany’s classic and pop albums. | trip. The Ariola toppers will visit . Concerts are we duled {or 

To Among the’ Everest diskers are ‘ Rapp. Laurie and other AP cece rade sanke! _ he Osaka 
, Ts et @.: Leopold Stokowski, the London !". Chicago, Wellnitz will confer . Festival, Nagoya. Hiroshima an 

Hawaii § Theme. Song ‘Orch, William Steinberg with the With Irving Green, president of Kokura. The group will also do a 
Honolulu, May 1, ‘pittsburgh Symphony. pianist Jorge. “Mercury Records. Reportedly, Ari- ty show with the Tokyo Symphony 
acquired an official - Bolet_ and the Houston Symphony. : a is going to take over distribu- Qreh over JOKR-TV in Tokyo. 

t theme song by decree of the. The club. is planning to release the. tion of Mercury Records in Aus- The ty show will mark the Far 
Hawaii Visitors: ‘Bureau. It's “I'll. first group of aJbums by June 1. tia in July. Eastern preem of Gunther Schul- 
See.-You in Hawaii,” “written by’ Meantime; Everest general man-i- Ariola is one of. Germany's six ler’s “Concertino For Jazz Quartet 

|, ager LeRoy Holmes is looking for‘ major diskeries and handles such and Orchestra,’ Andre Hodeir's 
_@ permanent distributor in_ the; labels as Top Rank, Athena and “Around The Blues,” Werner 
British Isles for the entire album ; 20th-Fox in addition to its own Heider’s “Divertimento” and John used a few years ago in ‘the film, From Here to: Eternity.” Sand singles catalog. | Ariola output. | Lewis’ “England's Carol.” 

Hawaii's. just 
tourist them 

A 



Jocks, Jukes and Disks 
Mark Dinning (MGM): “AN-: HEARTACHE” (Cedarwood?) gives 

OTHER LONELY GIRL” (Acuff-:this veteran country 
Roset) is a strong ballad neatly : powerful chance to break into the 
rocked by this fine singer. “CAN'T , pop charts. J UST BEFORE 
FORGET” iAcuff-Roset? is another ' DAWN” (Jamiet) is a pretty bal- 
good side rating attention. ‘lad also handled skillfully. | 

Gene Simmons (Hi): “TEDDY: Dorothy Collins (Gold Eagle): 
BEAR” tGladys*! is a nifty rhythm . “I’M. JUST A GIRL” (How e-Lee?) 
item which this singer shuffles ; is a cute rhythm number delivered 
along at a potent commercial gait.:in a juv e-angled groove for plenty 
“YOUR TRUE LOVE” (Knox?) is of spins. “A PLACE CALLED 
fair. HAPPINESS” (Miller*), .in the 

‘Helen Shapiro (Capitol): “DON’T Pachanga idiom, is propelled by a 
‘TREAT ME LIKE A CHILD” (We-. SOlid orchestral arrangement, 

mar?t?, a good rocking entry, gets’ Sanford Clark (Trey!: “GUESS 
a highly appealing workover by IT’S LOVE” ‘Gregmarkt) is a 
this young British songstress.. swinging ballad with a nifty lyric 
“WHEN I'M) WITH YOU" (W e- projected in arresting style by this 

Best Bets 
° ‘woe . 

DINAH WASHINGTON.....OUR LOVE IS HERE TO STAY : 
(Mercury).............Congratulations To Someone 
Dinah Washington's “Our Love Is Here to Stay” (Chappel!*) 

ts a standout version of this Gershwin standard which eren the jure 
trad? will go for “Congratulations to Someone” (United*/ is 
another sfrong entry. 

* * *. 

VIC DAMONE. .ADRIFT ON A STAR 
(Columbia) .......... The Pleasure Of Her Company 
Vie Darone’s “Adrift on a Star" (Chappell*s, from “The 

Happics: Girl in the World" score, is a superlatire ballad side 
div ty put this singer back on the hit Usts. “The Pleasure ‘of Her: 
Company (Famous*), pic title song, is another class tem rating 
Spbrs. 

eovevoeeteeeeeeeseere eee e 

* * bs 

RAY ELLIS eee 

(RCA Victor) 
Ray Elis’ “La Dulce Vita" CRoabbius* l 

@ Bliusj)inaraeeniab oerivng with big catch-an potential, 

cores 
Parlami di Me 

From the Italian pic. is 
“Parlami 

di Me" (Robhiust), fror: the same pic, is ie a similar groove. 

. * * * ; * ; 

JERRY NORELL ..............-DIM. DIM THE LIGHTS . 
(Amy) ........0-- See eee ae baeeee . Wanderin’ 
Jerry Norel?’s “Dim, Di m the Lights” ¢ epublie®) is a very cute 

tees angiod rocking number whieh this uoundster delirers in the 

approved eonnuereial style. “Wanderi ” (Republicts is an tnter- 
estimy adaptati.n of a folk tere. . 

cy * 

CONNIE STEVENS.... .....- AND THIS IS MINE! 
(Warner Bros.) . . Make-Believe Lover’ 
Cornie Sterens’? “And This Is Mine” (Farous*) is a solid ballad 

with a Bre Tyrie which this Sangsress Qinss Tigkt at the teenage 
wares. “Male Beligsere Lorer’ ¢Witmarh?: ts a bright side also 
duz for wide play, 

x 

ee @ @ @ 8 

* % © 

WERNER MACK 
FOREVER WE'LL WALK HAND EN HAND | 

(Kapp) ........ Tears For Two 
Werner Mack's “Forever We'll! Walk Hand in Hand" (Copar*: isa 

wetarritte: ballad projected in hiqhlu effective style by this 
courtry-flarored singer. “Tears fur Tio" (Gramercyt?) is an okvy 
fel? style F tens, 

eeaeeeaereeexeeeeeaee eevee ee 

& * * 

BEN E. KRING. *@#eeosoeesevs84864gweeerekese*e*ew#tr@eteeseetes e 

(Atco) ..... seaee On The Horizon 
Ber E. King’s “Stand By Me’ ¢Proyressives' is av artestiug 

conception socked orer far niarimavin de pict bay this bhies singer 
“Or the Horizon” ‘Progressives: is a re peetic-baliad also due for 
Qlfonttoe, 

* € 

THE CLOVERS ...............-- THE HONEYDRIPPER 
(United Artists) .......... eeveee- ees Have Gun 
The Clovers’ “The -Honeydripper™ ¢Northern*> reprises, this- 

swing stavdard in a smart version slated to gite this number a 
nem cycle or spins, “Hare Grow" ¢Patumac: > is amusing rockig 
fare. 

ta is an okay shuffling rhythm: 
tem. 

Ralph Marterie Oreh ‘United 
Artists:. “BAC ARDI” ‘Yvonne: is | 
a jumping, Latin-styled instrumen- 
tal with a sound pitched at the 
juve trade “THE SHUCK" 
(Yvonne™! is another rhythmic side 
taifored for dancing. 

Johnny Maddox -Dot': “New 
SABRE DANCE” ‘iLeads*: is a 
flashy piano and orchestral work- 
over o£ this standard due for new stslishly by this singer and combo. 
inipact. “GLOW WORM” '‘Vin- “FLAMINGO” '‘Tempox: gets a 

Sun*. is another oldie in an at- highly commercial workover. 
tractive instrumental setting. . a 

Don Rondo Carlton: “YOULL groove ox 
NEVER WALK ALONE” -William- ° . 
sor*-, the inspirational standard, 
Bets a neat vocal in a swinging 
temp that'll appeal to the current 
market. “THEY WERE YOU" 
(Cc happell*- ix another solid ballad 
side for across-the-board progranm- 
ming. 

Teresa Brewer ‘Coral:: SI'VE 
GOT MY FINGERS CROSSED" 
(Cedarwood:: shapes up as a likely 
slow rockin: ballad as handled by 
this bright-voiced chirper. “MII- , 
LORD” Atamo*: is a snappy up- 
tempo slice with chances. 

Red Foley :Decca:: 

“IT HURTS ME TOO” 
is a solid slow blues, 

Ellie Gee Madison’: “RED COR- 
VETTE” <Trinity*: is a routine 
rocker and a fat plug for Chevvy 

air spins. “I GO, YOU GO” 
itv*» has a pleasing bounce. 

‘Little Willie John ‘King: 
“SPRING: FEVER” (Tannen: is a 
cute 

'Trin- 

‘Rovmas’:, a 

ern jazz “idiom. is excellent pro- 
gramming for hip circles. “LOW- 
LAND ASH" .(Groove*: is another 
striking instrumental item. 

Jerry Thomas ‘Orchid: 
: LESS HEART” (Pun-Jon?., a rock- 
ing ballad, is delivered effectively 
by this blues-styled vocalist. “JUN- 
GLE DAN” (Pun-Jon*' is a very 
noisy side going nowhere. 
Vern Stovall (Crest: 
uACK LIMOUSINE’ 

“HELP- 

car that will automatically limit its: 

singer a]. 

| concerts by. the Philadelphia Or- - 
weeeee LA DOLCE VITA: chestra—believed to be the first 

? 

singer and a girl vocal ensemble. 'J322 « - 
(Gregmark* ry: R 

“Stan Freberg . Presents: The 
_| United States of America” (Cap- 

itol), In “Early Years,” first of a 
projecte four-volume spoof in mu- 
sic and 
the U.S.A., Stan Freberg: has got- 
ten off to'a funny start. It’s a° 
massive project; presented in the. 
manner of a Broadway revue, but 
it. has a potential of paying off 
with. solid sales. 
the words and music with an. assist 
on the. sketches from Ken Sullet. 

large cast apparently is enjoying 
what it’s doing. The platter takes 
off with Columbus and Queen. Isa- 
bella making a deal for the ocean 

LAWRENCE WELK 
Presents Another Fast-Rising New 

“Single’ “MY THREE SONS” (Dot) | 
BW “Out of a Clear Blue Sky.” 

‘of Yorktown. In between, 
are solid laughable sequences. 

Terry Snyder: “Frontlight Per- 
cussion” (Ultra Audio). Another in 
the United Artists Records’ series 
of sound records, - singer. “LOVING ON BORROWED 

TIME” (American*)- is. a routine| spotlights an orch under Terry 
ballad. Snyder, who was among those re- 

sponsible for launching the percus- 
*ASC AP. TBME. sion cycle. In this offering, Snyder: 

has arranged .a flick of Broadway 
‘| showtunes with a bongo accent and 
has come ‘up with a solid instru- 
mental LP, .,aside from the obvious 

; stereo ang es e ook covers 

Bankrolls Stude Bashes | tunes like “If I Were. A Bell. a The 
‘wae nts ; Sound of Music,” ‘Everything's 
Philadelphia, May 2. Coming up Roses, ” “T Could Have 

_ The Philadelphia’ Savings. Fund ' Danced All Night” and a real oldic 
| Society has .agreed to bankroll’ like ‘ ‘ ‘Give My Regards ‘To Broad- 

next ° “geason’ S$ series -of stident * “ayY- 
Jule Styne-Eddie Heywood: “Do. 

Re Mi In Dance Time” (RCA Vic- 
tor’. Jule Styne, composer of the 
“Do Re Mi" 
set as maestro, dishing up the 

‘musie in dance tempo with Eddir 

Philly Saving Fund Ors. 

time. a financial institution has. 
sponsored .such events a8 concert- 

| Stage presentations -as° distin- 
| suished from radio or:-tv. broad- 
‘casts.. The’ ‘six’ performances will 
not be aired or telecast. — 

is Stewart Rauch Jr. ;board style of Heywood and, 
; of the bank,. will present cash . oeeasion, by the sound of a choral 
prizes to student audition winners gopn.emble and vocalists who sing 
who will play at these events un- without w ords.. Tops. are such ‘tunes 

der maestro Eugene Ormandy and ‘ac “\fake Someone Happy,” “Cry 
assistant conductor William Smith. ; Like The Wind,” “Asking For You” 
.Rauch.. who announced the agree-: ang “I Know ‘About You. 
ment jointly with C. Wanton Balis,,  -« Andre Previn Plays. Pretty” 

ee eran Pt is meeeeeas Decea. Joining the current wave 
. . eee . g SN 

support the orchestra’s. work: with : Of Piano packag “li ons set i ard 
yovng.people because. PESF has. )-> one of the slicke . 
lons had pleasant and useful as- , performers: hee Previn, Pere 

: ‘facile in e jazz or straig j Soriations K acti Students, in its - srooves, characterizes his rendi- 

school bank activities tions with fresh concepts that add 
kicks to the familiar melodies. 
Previn tackles a program of stand- 
ard tunes, including — 

It's a lightly swinging potpourri of 

president | 

F littie J sins Big 3 

‘of the Big 3 :Robbins, Feist & Mil-! Remember,” “On A Slow Boat. To 
iler as. educational representative ! China” and “I Fall In Love Too 
on the. Coast. Flittie, Alan Lange-| Early, ” among others. 
nus, who recently jeined the firm Joanie - Sommers ‘Warner Bros... 
as educational rep‘in the east. and One of the young crop-of vocalists 
Floyd Davis, -mid- western educa-| not limited to the rocking: school, 

‘tional rep, will work under E. J.; Joanie Sommers is a bright-voiced, 

j tional department. a variety of moods. Although most 
Flittie has been active for ‘many | effective on the snappy: 

ryears. in the music field as ajitems, she indicates. considerable 
teacher and educational rep for | promise as a balladeer.. Backed 

smartly. by Neal . Hefti’s arrange- music firms: 

“Longplay Shorts 
Columbia will release 24 albums in May—seven Masterworks, 

pop, tuo jazz and four: in‘its Latin American series’. . 
11 

-Epic. will be 
SS out with five new LPs ‘this month—thr ee classical, one pop and one 

- Command Records has been cited. by the National Assn. of 
ecord Merchandisers with its Technical Achievement Award . . 

Enoch Light's’ Grand Award-Command operation has scheduled four 
albuins for release this month . . . Capitol Records is back‘on its aibum 
release. schedule, after a month’s hiatus. with 16°pop. packages .. « 
_United Stereo Tapes; a.division of Ampex Audio, will produce Reprise 
“recor dings on four-track stereo tape . . 
-N.Y.'s Village Vanguard, bows in the liner note writing field for jazz 
, guitarist Charlie Byrd's new package for the Offbeat label! . 

Max Gordon, the owner of 

‘ington Records ‘is distributing car stickers which read: “Buy. A “Record: 
-and Help Stamp C :t- TV" 

rocking idea socked across; 

. ter day. iTues.: 

‘Bethlehem’: - 

swinging _Anstrumental in the mod-. 

‘down of. the score in the Living Strings series .. 

. Roulette Records has set a special tie-in 
with the Fred Gretsch Mrz. Co. in. conjunction with the release of 
the package “Gretsch Drum Night At Birdland”. . Dave Apollon, 
who's curréntly out on the Coral Jabel with a “Mandolins, Mandolins” 
LP, éelebrated’ the 40th anni if his first appearance at N.Y. Palace yes- 

Dealers may stock all new Capitol and Angel May 
releases on a 100° exchange basis in quantities 
16 albums. 

Six: packages by Arthur Fiedler conducting the Boston Pops orch 
will account for Victor’s full Red Seal release this month _including ; 

a sequel ;. 
. RCA.Camden has © 

“More Classical Music For People Who Hate Classical Music,’ 
to a hit package put out a couple of:years ago’. 
latched onto the opening of the legit musical, “Carniva 1!” with a run- 

. Claudio Villa, whose. 
Coral album, “An Evening of Romance. ** has’ been a consistent seller, 
to be heard. ‘in a concert at Carnegie Hall, N.Y., Sunday AT) commem-' : 
orating. “A Century. of Italian Songs.’ 

Warner Bros. Records releasing the Max Steiner score. for the WB! 
film, “Parrish, this week . 

‘set for Caedmon Records based on the Anita Loos novel, “Gentleman 
“LONG , 
(Ameri-. ,in the character of Lorelei Lee . 

can: 1, a morbid tear-jerker, gets a: full text.of “The Zoo Story,” ‘off-Broadway hit by Edward Albee now | 
“ANOTHER : good ‘country -flavored voca! by this:running at the Provincetown Playhouse -in. Greenwich Village, N.Y. 

Prefer Blondes.” She clicked in the legit musical version. of the. novel, 
. Spoken Arts Records recorded the , 
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ketches of the history of: 

Freberg wrote. 

Billy May batons the orch and a. 

voyage and winds with the Battle ~ 
there. 

ithe fight fans. Narrated by Don 
‘Dunphy, some of the latter's ring-. 

this package , 

“counter... 

score doubles in this. 

Heywood's piano in the forefront. - Edmond. Hockridze on 

i melodies, abetted by the lucid Key. 

Leonard Weir 

“man, 

“Let’s .Get™ 
John Flittie has joined the staff;Away From It All.” “oTps: Easy To : 

iat 

“rhythna, Pi 

liberate fluffs funny, 

; Wash- 

‘Month of January,” 
varying from. five to. 

ai ; tributing Corp. 

an Carol. Channing recording a spoken word ;. 
j will 

ments, she clicks strongly with : an 
rendition of “This Can’t Be. Love,’ ” 
“I Concentrate On~ You’ “and 
“Aren’t You Glad You're °. You.” 
There’s also.a very mannered ap- 

| proach | to “Cherokee” and. “This. 
‘Heart of- Mine.” 
'; “Leaves of Grass” (Dot). This is: 
van interesting experiment in blend- 
ving . ‘poetry and music. Several 
pieces: ‘by Walt Whitman, set to 
muSie by Irving Gertz, are narrated 
by William Disbrow against an 
instrumental background - 
sonre poems sung by the Hollywood :. 
First Methodist Church Choir. It’s." 
a piece ef Americana, specialized 
but -worthwhile.. 

“Great Moments in Boxing” 
(Coral), This is a documentary for 

side’. -blow-by-blow accounts are 
-heard.in the climactic moments of 
such historic fights as the Max: . 
Schmeling-Joe “Louis. bout, the - 
Primo Carnera-Max Baer fight,-the 
Billy Conn-Joe Louis fight and the - 
Jack Dempsey-Gene: Tunney en- 

Included also are the. 
voices of the pugilists: talking. di- 
rectly after the fights: There's also 
a brief bit of Adolf Hitler bar- 
-anguing a crowd about Schmeling’s 
racial superiority. Bud Greenspan, 
tv producer, wrote. and produced. 

“The Desert Song” (Angel'. This 
is an excellent rundown of “The 
Desert Song.” one of the Janc- 

‘marks. of musical theatre as per-- 
- formed by a British cast: Whatever 
the value :of the. book, ‘the song 
still rank. among the best ‘in’ the 
‘standard showtune catdlog. | June: 
Bronhil, a high-flying soprano, de- 
livers “Romance” and’*The Sabre. - 
Sona” in fine style. She duets with 

“T Want: A 
Kiss" ‘and “The: Desert “Song,” 
while. the latter: ‘demonstrates a 
firstrate‘ baritone on,“One Alone.” 
Others. in the LP cast are: Bruce 
Forsyth, Julie. Dawb: Inia Wiata,- 

and The Williams 
Singers. - Michael ‘Collins. conducts 
the oreh.’ 

Frances ‘Archer-Beverly’ . Giler 
“International Songs and Ballads” . 
‘St. and'. This is an attra¢tive pro- 
gram of international songs de- 
livered by two fine songstresses 
Whose voices blend very. well... It’s 
a fresh repertory in-the folk idiom, 
ranging: from Negro spirituals- to- 
Japanese, Chinese. Finnish, Ger- 

Spanish and other. novel 
regional tunes. 
“Music of. Yugoslavia: Datmatia” 

‘Monitor’. This is a moderately in- 
‘teresting recital by a Yugoslav in- 
strumental and. choral’ ensemble. 
The songs. and dances are pre- 
sented in’a slick style by an en- 
semble conducted by Peter Tra- 
lich. The material, however, {s only 

Il 
STAND BY ME. McCauley, director of firm's educa: | performer with a stylish attack In oecasiona y moving. ° Roy Atwell: “Tairy Fales” (Col- 

Roy Atwell; veteran voice of 
Disney cartoons and radio: per- 
former, turns’ up. with some amus-- 
ing tongue-twisting versions of 
fairy tales.. The moppets will find 
some of the spoonerisms and de- 

but a little 
of this goes a Jong way, even for 
(he kiddies. Atwell tells 16 fave 

|f yarns in: precisely the same dou- 
. ble- -talking style. — 

‘Rene Touzet: “La Pachanga” 
(GNP!: .Joining the. mambo, ‘cha 
cha, merengue, etc., the pachanga 
is now “shaping up as the latest 
‘Latin-American craze and the take- 

. Off for a flock of “LPs. In‘ this. 
‘offering, Rene Touzet’s combo 
gives an authentie flavor to the 
pacharga rhythms in a dozen Latin 
‘tunes play ed-in swinging style and 
vocalled in native lingo: ; 
“Songs of Tommy Makem”™ (Tra- | 

dition. Tommy. Makem is. a folk 
singer with ‘big potential’ in -this 
‘idiom. An. excellent . ‘singer. with a 
striking. Irish tenor ‘style, he. per- 
forms .a program. of. fresh’ ‘songs, 

- including. such standout items, as 
“The Little Beggarman, * «The 

“The: Low- 
lands of Holland” and. a series of 
Trish . numihers. ° - “Herm, 

Globe Expands :Promotion. 
Irv. Jerome and. Mac Kooper have 

added three indie promotion men 
to the staff of their Glohe-. Disk Dis- 

Representing © the - company: on 
the Coast. will be Jerry Moss. 

* Marv Helfer will handle the mid-. 
western ‘area and Leland. Rogers. 

be southern. representative... 
.Jerone and Kooper will continue 
| to make trips around the country. 
! doing promotion and scouting indie 
‘labels for distribution deals. 

with: ": 
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ae Stu—Music | 
WCBS-TV’s 

Authors & Publishers last- week in “recognition of its educational. and 
‘entertainment’ value to our nation’s young -people..in stimulating - in- 
‘terest in the history:and. development: of musical plays created by so. 
‘Many of. our composers and: lyricists.” ASCAP. prexy Stanley .Adams : 

_ presented the Society's screll to. Frank Shakespeare, WCBS-TV v.p. 
and ‘géneral manager, Jast Friday .128). ‘Show, whith. has been on the 
_air for the past'68 weeks. ts. presented -by. the CBS-TV flagship in con-. 

_ Junction with the New York City: Board of Education, a 
— ee. ‘t 

‘Veteran lyricist. L. Wolfe. Gilbert. is marking his "75th birthday. and 
60th anni inthe music - biz. this. year. In’ conjunction with Gilbert, the 
Big Three (Robbins, Feist & Miller) is. prepping a spécial ‘exploitation. 
for diskeries and jockeys ‘on’.a flock: of Gilbert’ standards: including 
_“Ramona,” “My Mother's Eyes,” “Jeannine, I-Dream of Lilac. Time,” 
“I Miss. My Swiss” and “Forever. and’ A Day,” among other. songs. 
Gilbert, in New “York last week for ASCAP board “meetings,. ‘plane 
back ‘to the Coast. over the. weekend. ; 

J. Robert Mantler has. several jazz-disk. books in the works, Upcom- 
‘ing are a. bio-discography of Bix Beiderbecke. ‘on which he's: working} 
with several other, jazz researchers; a discography of recorded jazz ; 

_ “American. Musical: Theatre” ‘series on Sunday after- | 
noon: won-a special citation fromthe: American. Society of Composers, | 

"{ACQUIT RED FOLEY 
OF FED TAX EVASION 

Kansas City, May 2. 

' Julian (Red). Foley. . on a charge -of 
income ‘tax evasion resulted in. ac- 
quittal. before a jury in a Spring- 
field, -Mo., court last. week. It was: 
the second trial whith the Govern- 
ment entered against Foley on 
claims -he owed $28, 498 . on his 
4954-55 income: 

Foley ‘pleaded - he’ was careless ° 
and negligent in his financial af- 
fairs. The first trial ended in a 
hung jury. — 

Golden Crest Gets 2006 
- In Pubkic Stock Issue: 

Launches 2 New Labels: 
Golden Crest Records recently 

{from 1897 to 1930, with succeeding ‘volumes ta cover the years ‘after- : concluded a common stock issue to: 
‘ward, on which he’s working with British jazz historian Brian ‘Rust; a. the public in which. over $200,000. 
pio-discography of Jelly Roll. Morton and a biography of Willard Rob- | was realized. According to prexy 
ison. - 

Doris Day Renews Col p: al Decca 
Inks Johnny & Jack: Other Pacts 

_. Doris Day, who’s been with Co-+ 
lumbia ‘Records for the past 15! 
years, has. renewed her deal with! 
the company. She joined thé label 
in 1946 after ‘clicking: as. Vocalist |. 
with the Les. Brown band on the 
“Sentimental Journey” etching. 
-Among her goldisks are. “Que 

Sera” and “Secret Love.”. 
‘made 13 albums for the label ‘and. 
starts: a new one in Hollyw ood this a 

ne -week. 

Decca: Johnny. & Jack 

& western ‘singing “and ‘eleffing 
duo, have been ‘inked to a long- 
term. pact.- by Owen Bradley, 
Decca's c&w artists & repertoire 
chief. ‘They are part.of the “Grand 

. Ole. Opry” troupe in Nashville. 
Johnny is: the husband. pf Kitty | 
Wells,-. Decca’s top .artist- in the-|. 
‘country ‘ field,. and the. father of 
Bobby. Wright, who recently was: ~ 

_-added to Decéa’s: Toster. 

Tilt: Dale Hawkins. _ : 
‘Dale Hawkins has joined the Tilt. 

Jabel, which is nationally distrib- j 
‘uted. by- London Records. :- Hawkins. 
formerly recorded fer Checker 
Records.. 
was held last week at the Owen. 
Bradley Studio in, ‘Shreveport, La. 
The arrangements were: done. by ' 
Cuff Parmen. Hawkins is -current- ' 
dy appearing -at the Rocket Room, . 
Washington. — 

Raecox: The Revlons’ - 
:. The Revions, new singing group 
have joined Teddy McRae’s Rae- 
cox label.. Group's first sides are 
due out this week. 

eee ———— 

Pix Vs. Bway 
—— Continued from page 65 

of LP. ‘original cast hits topped by: 
the alltime bestselling © “AMIy- Fair. 
“Lady.” 
_| United. Artists, ‘the: other 
hard, has made a hot ¢ career: out of 
film’ music. whether or not’ they.’ 
centrolled soundtrack rights,” The 
‘company has issued a flock: of 1.Ps 
and ‘singles: based on, Ho'lywood-| 
hd everseas tilms, notably clean- 
ding up with. “Never on Sunday”. 
und: the Ferrante & Teicher‘ 
dus theme. MGM Records, which : 
until. its wrapped up - ’Carnivak:? | 
Wes not. particularly ‘active | on 
Breadway. -had benefited - fram } 
‘such pic hits aS | “Gigi” and-“Ben- | 
Hur.” ‘Decea also betiefitted from. 

‘ socko soundtrack biz with its ‘80 
Days Around the World” “ pack- 
aged and Colpix is. currently click- 
jne with its “Pepe” soundtracker. 

In the single field, there‘is no 
‘contest between. pic. and legit mu- 
ticals. The last show. to. produce. 
z series of smash singles was “My 
Fiar Lady,” ‘although occasional 
hits have come from subsequent 
shows like ‘Music’ Man” '76 
Trembones”) and “Fiorello” | Marth 
ficial Flowers”). However, the 
pic: hits have been spreadeagl:ng: 
the charts during the last year with 
such. singles ‘as “‘Theme From The 

- Apartment,” “Never On Sunday,” 
“Exodus,” “Theme From “A Sum- 

ter. ‘Place’,” “The - “Magnificent 
Seven.” “Green Fields:of Summer” 

She’s |. 

a. Lazy River... 
Johnny: & Jack, yeteran country | 

' -Warpaint: 

His first-session. for’ Tilt.| 

"EXo- | 

— liao 

. a - . - ra na - 

‘British Disk Best Sellers 
‘London, May 2. ° 

Wooden’ ‘Heart... Presley 
(RCA) 

, -¥ou’ re. Driving Me ‘(Crazy- 
- Temperance. Seven 

‘Pariphone) 
.Blue. Méon. . 

Pye) 
Are: ‘You. Sure?. 
'.sFontana). 

Sessy eves Mareels 

os oe . Allisans. 

wet ates , Darin 
' «(London) 
Gee Whiz, It’s You:. ‘Richard 

‘Columbia) 
. Brook Bros... 

(Pye) 

Walk Right Back -Everly Bros: 
-IWB) | 
Theme .From Dixie: tee ee ». Eddy 

__..‘London) 7 
Exodus . Ferrante & Teicher 
London} 

ASCAP Eases 

Voting Count 
The ‘long-pending amendment to 

change the voting count 'in the 
American Society -of. ‘Composers, : 
Authors. & Publishers was. finally 
passed by an overwhelming vote 

yJast week.: Amendment .was. de- ! 
Signed -: to eHminate the dead: 
weight-of the non-voters who were 
heretofore counted as 

Originally “proposed "by Pinky 
“Herman. the amendment was -sub- 

sequently | endorsed by the full 
-board in order to get out: the vote. 
In‘the vote on the amendment, over. 
71°c of: the entire writer. member-. 
ship. and over 73°¢ of the publish- 

.ers Supported the: Proposal. 

MEX TARIFF BOOST 
HITS-DISK IMPORTS 

_Mexico City, “May 2. 

“records,.-imposed by. the ‘Freasury 
Department last werk, is going ‘to - 

jsharply reduce - import of forcign 
disks. Tariff w ill rise from somewhat 
‘under-a half. cent per two pounds 
and a 10%¢ ad valorem.. to a stiff- 
$1.26 -per tivo pounds of records 
and. a 30°. ad valorem. : 

This tax will mean at least. a 
minimum boest af 50°7 

ready quite - high, : 

Plays : 
divisions.: 

Mexican move is protectionist for 
local diskeries. Only firms. not af- 
fected by. ruling ‘which is now ef- 
fective are those’ manufacturing in” 
Mexico -with matrixes .waxed - out- 
side of the. country, Included in list . 
are. RCA Vietor; Dot. and: Capitol: 
. Importers handling only. foreign 
disks Will be very hard hit. Mexi- 
can. diskeries have been fighting: 
for. hiked traiffs for - some time.’ 

frem “The Alamo” and “Flaming now, alleging they could: not ‘com- 
~ Star” I pete With. platters ‘waxes abroad. 

negative | 
, Votes. Under the new system, two- 
thirds ef the votes’ that. are cast dy 
_Wil} be. enough to pass ‘any amend- ° 
“ment to the by-laws. 

The tariff hike on: imports of” 

‘In retail of. 
imported ‘platters, with. prices’. ‘al-- 

running. from: 
around $4.80 to-over $8 for long-. 

‘in popular © and classical 

‘ idfom.. 

I jazz. discipline. 

4 Clark -F. Galehouse,. the company. 
-jnow: has sufficient capital to em- |. 

bark on a full scale expansion pro- 
gram which will enable the com- 

to actively -promote. the 
Golden ‘Crest line and new labels. 
‘The = diskery 

‘Trial of country. singer Clyde |. 

-:at Cadence Records as sales-pro-.. 

thad served in a promotional and : 

Ray Charles’ Carnegie Hall Date 
Pulls Concert Tour B.0. Over 2206 

: t Ray Charles wound up a 20-date 

. ral! -tour at N. Y.’s Carncgie Hall Jast 
Cadence Ups Dolinger ‘Sunday (30) with a matinee snd 

To Sales-Promotion Mer. evening perfoimance that pulled in 

Budd Dollinger has been upped 515 403 at a $4.50 top. Tins brenght 
motion manager. His duties at the jthe total take of the Hal Zeiger 

label will include all sales, domes-| Presentation up to an estimated 
tic, foreign and export; advertising | $220,000. ; 
and-promotion which he previously | The high take once again dem- 
headed. Before coming to Cadence last , onstrated the marquee lure that 

September, Dolinger represented ;¢an develop from the disk field. 

Imperial Records as national pro- ! During the past year Charles has 

motion manager and before that ‘had clicko singles and. albums on 
jboth the Atlantic and ABC-Para- 

mount Jabel and last month copped 
four “Grammy” awards from the 

sales capacity with Decca. with Decca. 

already has| 

Leinsdorf Vice 
Munch at Boston 

Boston, May 2. 

National Assn. of Recording Arts 
& Sciences. This all attests to the 
“Genius of Ray Charles” as he is 
heralded on one of bestselling 
LPs and has served to make him 
one of the hottest concert attrac- 
tions around today, spanning both 
the jazz and rock ‘n’ roll idioms. 

However, the good times didn't 
Charles Munch is ankling the ‘start to rojl at Carnegie’s matinee 

launched Shelley and Jazz Unlim- Boston Symphony Orch at the end| performance until the show was 
ited labels as part of its immediate | of the 1961-62 season and wil] be |more than half over. 
expansion campaign. Shelley is. 
irock 'n’ roll, rhythm. & blues and 
an country music line while Jazz 

Unlimited is a new jazz line. Al- 
ready. signed are.the Carmen Leg- 
:gio Group: and the John Glasel 
| Brasstet. ‘Others on this new label : 
are the Sal Salvador Quartet and - 
the Bobby. Donaldson Group. 
: Commemorating the 100th anni 
‘of the Civil War, the company has. 

-|} just. released an album entitled, i 
“Names From The War,” with a 
‘text written by Bruce Catton, mu- 
sic by Alec Wilder and narration 
by Dave Garroway. 

Golden Crest’s latest develop- . 
1ment is “Crestophone,” a stereo: 
head-set, complete with turntable, 

| amplifier ‘anda pair of earphones _ 
selling for under $100. 

Brenda Lee’s Mer. Forms | 
Pic Company With George 

‘ Producer George George and: 
Dub Albritton, manager of ] 6-year | 

jold Brenda Lee, have formed an : 
Jindie production company and: are ; 
in-negotiations with United Artists 
for. the first film, tentatively titled 
“Learning . About ‘Lave’ to. costar : 
Miss’ Lee and. 17-year old singer. 
Bobby Vee.. 

This will. mark the motion Pic |! 
debut for: Vée, who records. for: 

- Liberty and is currently on a tour . 
of Australia. Miss Lee, who etches ; 
: for Decea, recently finished. the | 
| Lippert: production, “Two. Little 
‘ Bears”: for 20th-Fox, “with George 
aS producer. 

Small Combo Review 

TOSHIKO MARIANO QUARTET | 
Half Note, N.Y. 

Over three vears: ago, Japanese 
jazz pianist Toshiko Akiyoshi was 
a VaRIETY New Act playing a 
Standard’ Boston nitery, and still: 
displaying: melodic values in tran- : 
sition to the cool style. She had. 

: two sidemen and. personally pre-: 
"sented ‘much more of a Nipponese i 
‘image. per 
both. Year: 

‘costuming and 88ing ! 
and a half ago she: 

-married) Charlie Mariano, Yank: 
saxaphonist,..and_ they've fronted © 
a quartet on the concert and jazz. 
room ‘trail since. Combo has. 
‘played some key spots in N.Y., 
Chi ‘and ‘elsewhere tineluding her 
homeland—being recently 
turned: in fact).-and this one-week 
date © 
Haif Note was first Manhattan . 
showcasing in a Jong time. 
Current orientation divvies. the 

‘focus between. femme and her 
hubby. and disposition is to favor , 
or iginals.. Their niche. in the pro- - 
gressive spots should be assured; 
‘but..whether booked for cognos- 
_centi. or standard saloon trade, 
seems.a bet is missed by not mak- : 
ing more: of the femme’s origin. ; 
Not in coyly: visual ways,.but in: 
terms of musica] elements—some - 
oriental-theme. counterpointing, 
satiric or sober. 

Jazz being’ specifically .a Yank. 
it's doubtful non-Yank ex- 

‘ponents can be more than Savvy 
imitators, hence ‘no reason to de-' 
mand total assimilation. Seems a: 
shame, in this case. to lose that 
Oriental . charm - for the. sake of 

Pit. 

Te-" 

at the downtown westside . 

succeeded by Erich Leinsdorf, con- 
ductor and musical consultant of 
the Metropolitan Opera Assn. 
Munch wayes his baton for the 

last time in August. 1962, at the 
‘close of the annual Berkshire Fes-: 
tival at Tangicwood, Lenox. Mass. 
He will be 71 in September, 1962. 
He was appointed director of the 
Boston Symphony in 1949 at the: 

_retirement of Dr. Serge Koussevit- . 
-zky at the end of his 25th scason. 

The..conductor’s retirement was 
‘disclosed by Henry B. Cabot, prexy : 
of. the orch's trustees at the close : 
of Friday ‘21) concert in Svm- 

: phony Hall. Munch's length of ten- 
ure was second only te Koussevit- 
zky’s Cabot said: “We're sorry he 

: Was not younger when he took 
jover so that he, too, might be 1e- 
a after 25 years. . 

Cabot revealed that Dr. Munch 
:had first mentioned retiring sev-: 
eral years ago. He said the re: igna- 

‘tion now was accepted with regret : 
by the trustees, _ 

‘Under. Munch, the Boston Sym- 
phony has won five New York 

j Music Critics. Circle awards and : 
| two American-International Music : 
iFund awards, nine Grand Prix du. 
; Disques and the Medal of the: 
' Vienna “Mozartgemeinde. Munch. 
, personally received the Netional 
t Academy of Recording Arts & Sci- 
ences Award for his recording with 

‘the orch of Debussy’s “Images.” 

STRAND TO HANDLE 
POLYPHONIC LABEL: 

Strand Records is taking over all| 

i the distribution of Polyphonic Rec-| 

‘ ords. ‘Deal was set between Sid- 

ney: Pastner, Strand’s general man- 

ager, and Gordon ‘Specs) Powell. 

Polyphonic prez. 

The Polyphonic packages are 

double pocket stes that retail for 

‘$4.98 ‘monaural) and $5.98 (stereo). 

‘The initial releases under the 
agreement are “Bermuda Holiday” 

by the Talbot Bros, and “Trio by 

i Heppinstall. 

Music at Newport Hit 
By Native’s Legal Block 

Newport, May 2. 
The Music at Newport concerts 

scheduled here this summer as a 
replacement for the Newport Jazz 
-Festival is running into a Jegal ob- 
-stacle raised by local residents. A 

‘group ‘of 11 persons living next to 
.Freebody Park are suing to block 

‘use of the park for the proposed 
concerts this year. It is alleged 

-;that the park is unsuited for a 

jarge public concert in view of its 

‘Tocation in a residential area. 

The Music at Newport concerts 
“were called in after the Jazz Festi- 

‘val organization failed to get com- 

‘pensation from town execs for can- 

-celiation of last year’s affair after |' 
rioting broke out. The Jazz Festi- 
‘val still has a $750,000 damage suit 
pending against. Newport in Su- 

!perior Court here. 

Then only 
did Charles appear sitting hehind 
an electric organ and it was still 
some time after that unti] he began 
ita sing the nifty rhythm & blues 
item, “Let The Good Times Roll.” 
His soulful “Georgia.” a snappy 
version of “My Bonnie Lies Over 
iThe Ocean” and some stirring 
| blues pieces supported by a femme 
: quartet rounded cut his seven-tune 
‘voeal effort. He could have done 
imuch more in that department. 

His instrumental efforts, with a 
:16-piece band whipped up some 
energetic jazz sounds but it was 

this vocalizing that really made the 
fans happy. 

The first portion of the bill had 
‘ani Apollo Theatre flavor."A seven- 
piece combo billed as “The Origi- 
‘nal Small Ray Charles Band™ held 
the stage for over 40-minutes dish- 

jing out a fair jazz style. Except 
‘for the sax work of David Newman 
‘on’ “Hard Times” and Hank Cv. awe 
ford on “More So” there was nothe- 
ing too exciling to warrant the 
long stay. 

Betty Carter. a .oung Negro 
.thrush also on the ABC-Par lahkel, 
ifolowed with vocal set that. 
‘showed off some highly stylistic 
:jazz techniques. She puts a little to 
mutch histrionics in her piping ape 
‘proach but she manages to huild a 
‘good mood in a tour-tune tribute 
to Billie Holiday. She also S38 INBS, . 
neatly with “Let's Fall In Love” 
iand gets off neatly with a hip 
treatment of ‘Fiesta.’ 

Joe Adams emceed the show 
with a group of flowery adjectives 

‘that haven’t been heard on stage 
in a long time. Gras. 

MIKE COLLIER EXITS 
H&L FOR OWN LABEL 

Mike Collier is leaving the Hugo 
& Luigi production setup at RCA 
Victor to form a new record label. 

Collier has not yet designated 
a name for the company but it 
will be a division of Miken Musi¢ 
Corp. his BMI licensed publishing 
firm. 

London Records, which already 
handles several indie labels, wili 
be distributing for Collier’s new 
company. Collier Jeft London 
Records two years ago to join 
Hugo & Luigi at Victor as their 
special assistant. He hendled pro- 
motion as well as dsaing some art- 
ists & repertoire work for the 
team. 

me. 

Teddy Powell to Coordinate 
_ Music for ‘Teenage’ Pic 
Musie publisher Teddy Povell 

has tied in with film producer 
Howard Kreitsek to act as musica] 
coordinator on the upcoming film 
“Teenage Millionaire.” The pie, 
which will be produced through 
Kreitsek’s Ludlow Productions and 
released through United Artists, 

| will feature diskers Jimmy Clan- 
ton, Vicki Spencer and Marv 
Johnson. Negotiations are current- 
Iy under way for Chubby Checker, 
The Chimes, Bobby Vee and 
Freddy Cannon. 

In addition to working as pic’s 
Musical coordinator, Powel] will 
work with Kreitsek in the opera- 
tion of How-Pow Music (ASCAP) 

Jand Posek Music (BMI). 
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AARIETYs RECORD TIPS. 
(Tune Index of Performance & Sales) 

This weekly tabulation is based on a statistically balanced ratio ‘of disk sales, nationally, as reported by key outlets in major cities, and music 
programming by the major independent radio stations. 

This Last No. Wks. 

Wk. .Wk. OnChart TITLE, ARTIST LABEL 

1 { 7 RUNAWAY ; 
Del Shannon .........-- -» Big Top 

2 3 8 MOTHER IN LAW 
E. K-Doe weecsece eeececn race Mint 

3 2 #8 BLUE MOON _— 

Marcels .....022.0-.0002- Colpix 

4 5 7 ONE HUNDRED POUNDS OF CLAY 
Gene McDoniels .......... Liberty 

§ 7 5 =YOU CAN DEPEND ON ME 
Brenda Lee ....... eocccsee Decca 

6 6 8 £4ON THE REBOUND 
Floyd Cramer ....... eoocee Victor 

7 8 8. ! TOLD EVERY LITTLE STAR 
Linda Scott ....-..++- Can.-Amer. 

8 4 6 BUTI DO 
Clarence Henry ....... e.eee Argo 

9 26 3 BRAND NEW BROKEN HEART 
Connie Francis ........- ~». MGM 

10 9 +d! PORTRAIT OF MY LOVE 
Steve Lawrence ........00. ~» UA 

11 18 19 JUST FOR OLD TIMES SAKE 
McGuire Sisters ......... .»- Coral 

12 (5 4 .SOME KIND OF WONDERFUL 
Drifters ..... vec ccee veee Atlantic 

13. 10 7 ‘TONIGHT MY LOVE 
Paul Anka ......... 200. ABC-Par 

14 #!% #9 £=TAKE GOOD CARE OF HER 
Adam Wade .........-c20. Coed 

15 2! 7 ONE MINT JULIP 
Ray Charles ............. Impulse 

“16 22 HELLO WALLS 
Faron Young ............ Capitol 

17 #77 #3 £DADDY'S HOME ; 
Shep & Slimlighters .......... Hull 

1718 #$%$'2 + #=§S #£BABY BLUE 
Echos .....ccccccc scenes Segway 

19 40 #3 RUNNING SCARED 
Ray Orbison ....... «++. Monument 

26 It 16 APACHE 
Jorgen Ingmann ............ Atco 

21 82 2 #£=x™TRAVELIN' MAN 
Rickie Nelson ........... Imperial 

22 25 #8 BUMBLE BOOGIE 
B. Bumbie & Stingers. ...Rendezvous 

23 +13 «#+%XI!l ASIA MINOR 
Kokomo ..cccccscccee.. -» Felsted 

24 43 #5S BONANZA . 
A! Caiola weer e eee teeeeecene UA 

25 41 3 PEANUT BUTTER 
Marathons ......ccecceeee Arvee 

26 87 2 MAMA SAID 
Shirelles .........cccece Imperial 

27 #%(4 #+('0 #£PLEASE LOVE ME, FOREVER 
Cathy Jean .............. Valmor 

28 16 9% SURRENDER . 
Elvis Presley .............. Victor 

29 28 #=$%S WHAT DID 1 SAY 
_dJeorry Lee Lewis ............. Sun 

30 60 5 =TONIGHT I FELL IN LOVE 
Tokens .. ccc cee ccc eee Warwick 

31 69 2 #£=WHELLO MARY LOU 
Rickie Nelson ..........., Imperial 

32 23 1t1 WALK RIGHT BACK 
Fverly Bros. 2.2... cece cee ac eee WB 

33 9! 2 £=WxSS AROUND 
Chubby Checker ........ Parkway | 

Wk. On Chart . TITLE, ARTIST 

‘Fats Domino .......... 

‘Fats Domino Ce ee ee eo 

Ferrante & Teicher 

LABEL 

I'M A FOOL TO CARE 
Jor Barry sew c cores ncnceeeces Jin. 

DEDICATED TO THE ONE I LOVE 
| Shirelles ....c0seeecceess Scoptor 

MY THREE SONS 
Lawrence Welk .. 

UNDERWATER 
.Frogmen ov eccwccccececes scandix ; 

| 71 HALF WAY TO PARADISE 
Tony Orlando. ° . oeoreeevvecsed Epic 

DON'T WORRY 
Marty Robbins eovncoceece Columbia 

IT'S: NEVER TOO LATE ° 
Brenda Lee 

Johnny Horton .. 

SHU RAH 

Col. coe @aseoeaeeweeoes 

.o+ Imperial 

FOOLING AROUND 
Kay Storr 

I FELL IN LOVE ON MONDAY 
- + Imperial 

TRAGEDY 
Fleetwoods ...........006. Dolton 

"| FALL TO PIECES 
‘Patsy Cline ......... eee Decca 

LITTLE DEYIE, 
Neil Sedaka ....:..5.....0. Victor 

CALIFORNIA SUN 

Joe Jones 2... cece ecco ie » Roul 

LITTLE EGYPT 
Coasters .....nccccecees 2o« Atco 

FUNNY 
‘ Maxine Brown ............ Nomar 

THINK .TWICE . 
Brook Benton .....:..... Mercury | 

A DOLLAR DOWN 
Limeliters ........cccccees Victor |. 

OLDIES BUT GOODIES 
Little Caesar ..,.......... Del-Fi 

FROGG 
‘Brothers Four ............... Col. 

BELOVED STRANGER 
Doarts 20... ...0cc noes eeeee Dyna 

‘WHO WILL THE NEXT FOOL BE 
Charlie Rich .............. Philips 

-LAZY RIVER 
Bobby Darin ...........+... Atco 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BLUES.. 
Kathy Young ........... Indigo 

OUT OF A CLEAR BLUE SKY 
Lawrence Welk ........... ~- Dot 

TRUST IN ME 
Etta James ............05 -- Argo 

TRIANGLE . 
Jani. Grant ......6..000. Caprice 

‘YOUR ONE AND ONLY LOVE 
Jackie Wilson ..... aceon Brunswick 

GOOD GOOD TOWN | 
Chubby Checker ...... -. Parkway 

ALL. OF EVERYTHING 
‘Frankie Avalon ........ Chancellor 

ONE EYED JACKS 

lost No. Wks. 

72 4 

1715 

38 

63 3 

55 2 

20 16 

42 3. 

59 3 

24 § 

37.4 

50 6 

— 2 

56 OS. 

—- | 

49g 

— 

354 

27. 12. 

32.5 

— | 

53 OS 

64 3 

93 3 

44 12 

34 10 

306 

80. 4 

99 «7 

— 1 

— 7 

46 b 

— | BIG BIG WORLD 
‘Johnny Burnett ........... Liberty | 

che ceccccece Dot | 

eee eens Seecvese Decca - 

‘SLEEPY-EYED JOHN 

Capitol | 

177 

This 

67 

68 

6? 

70 

2 

73 

174 

75 

76 

78 

79 

80 

| 81 

$2 

. 83. 

84 

87 

89 

90 

91 

92 

93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

| 98 

99 

100 31 | 

last No. Wks. 

Wk. On Chart TITLE, ARTIST 

52 

54 

92 

48 

84 

65 

47 

86 

45 

58 

70 

33 

$7 

68 

.66 

5 | 

67. 

96. 

29 

88 

95 

36 

74 

Mary Wells ...... 

LABEL 

LIFES A HOLIDAY 
Jerry Wallace ......... Challenge 

DIXIE. 
Duane Eddy te ecesccvorncne ‘Jamie 

MERRY-GO-ROUND 
Marv Johnson Ca ee eoveve ° UA 

CONTINENTAL WALK 
Rollers ra ee oe sseeee ee ® Liberty 

TO BE LOVED 
Pentagons ..,...........+2 Donna 

GIRL OF MY BEST FRIEND 
Rral Donner whe vee eenececes » Gone 

-EBONY EYES 
Everly Bros... acces os core eereoe WB 

TENDERLY 
Bert Kaempfort ...... 

GREAT SNOW MAN | 
Bob Luman se eeee evwvseon peee WB 

NEXT KISS | — 
Conway Twitty .........5655 

lecies Decca 

_MGM 
HEARTS OF STONE 
Bill Black Combo. eeecesoe ee oe «Hi 

A LITTLE FEELING 
Jack Scott ..........508. Capitol 

‘T'M IN THE ‘MOOD FOR LOVE . 
Chimes Se re Tag 

WHEELS - 
Billy Vaughn ........ seereese Dof. 

GEE WHIZ, LOOK at HIS EYES. 
Carla Thomas ooceesceses Atlantic 

YOU'RE GOING TO NEED MAGIC 
Roy Hamilton oe os coe @eeeccecen Epic . 

THAT'S IT, 1 Quit a 
Sam Cooke ...........0++6: Victor. . 

YOU CAN HAVE HER 
Roy Hamilton ............5. Epic 
DARLING . 
Phil and Harv. eoeevesserse Rampart 

SPARKLE & SHINE 
Coquettes .............., » Capitol 

BYE BYE BABY 

Soon Mowtown 

GRILL MACHINE 

Johnny Walsh .... 06. wesc ee ‘WB. 

SPANISH HARLEM . 
Ben E. King. 2... eee eee e cee Atco 

PONY EXPRESS 
Danny & Juniors ............ Swan 

LITTLE MiSS STUCK UP | 
Playmates .........6. see Roulette 

MAN ALONE 
Conway Twitty «....5...sImperial 
SCOTTISH SOLDIER 
Andy Stewart Peete e cece, Warwick 

IN BETWEEN TEARS _ 
Lenny Miles ............. Sceptor 

_LUCKY OLD SUN . 
Velvets ........ cece Monument - 

FLAMING STAR oo. 
Elvis Presley ..........05 .« Victor 

AFRICAN WALTZ 
Cannonball Adderly ...... Riverside 

CHARANGA-PACHANGA 
Merv Griffin .:....... z - Carlton 

FIND ANOTHER GIRL 
Jerry Butler . . eee ete ce: Vee Jay 

PONY TIME 
. Parkway Chubby Checker .....,.. 
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“Oh the Upbeat 
| Vegas, tomorrow. (Thurs.) 
three. frames. 

_ New York | 
Music “publishers Michael Stew- 

‘Willlam Iverson: to. adapt "90).¢¢eJay show on WRFM.. 
Dozen Glasses,” ” "Marg ‘uerite Cull-! 

present. as a musical on Broadway , the ‘first commitment on the May 

. Erroll’ Garner goes into the 28 stanza. This will be the Bruns- | 
Crescendo, L.A: June 8 until the: wick disker's initial performance * 

25th ... The Four Lads, now re-4 ‘since. ‘undergoing ‘surgery from’ 

for ! 

, Cue. mag's record | _ 

art. and Sidmore: Parnes signed critic Christie. ‘Barter . ‘started a. ie 

. Jackie: 
Wilson, signed for ‘three. Ed ‘Sul-° | 

man’s tome, which they plan to. livan appearances this year, “fills ; 

nner. : gunshot wounds two months ago. * cording under ‘the. Kapp ba 

taping a week of radio shows with | 
Arthur Godfrey for his CBS daily! 12 songs for “The Wonderland of j 

| Oz.” which will be a 39-half hour. . Singer Ann Hathaway, ; 

now W ‘orking her way east, Stops ; 

off at. the Beverly Hills, Pitts- 

burgh. for a date beginning ' 
June.5. 

The Gaylords, who just wound, 

show | ae 

up a date at. N.Y.'s Latin Quarter, [. 
open at the Thunderbird, Las:; 

FERRANTE 
_ AND 

TEICHER 
Feature 

(From the PARAMOUNT Picture) 

LOVE THEME 
FROM 

ONE EYED - 
JACKS 

on United Artists Records: 

_ FAMOUS MUSIC. ‘CORPORATION 

175 — DIAMOND JUBILEE — 75 

L. Wolfe Gilbert 
EDDIE OUGHT TO KNOW, AND 

HE SAYS.. 

“OF ALL SONGS OF thot Era, 
none and | mean, even 

Your ‘ROBERT £. LEE" and: 
“DOWN. YONDER’ 

hod a more exciting tempo than 

“CAMP. MEETING. BAND' 

This is: ‘the "South’ as we sang it. - 

BILL BAILEY won't you please 
come home, and make room for . 

‘CAMP MEETING BAND 
“HAPPY SEVENTY-FIFTH,. WOLFIE." | 

—EDDIE CANTOR ° Signed). 

: 2 GREAT INSTRUMENTALS 
Theme: from 

© HAND IN HAND |: 
f= by DAVID CARROLL’ 
: MERCURY RECORDS =71790 

o 

. BILBAO SONG 
S&S by LEROY HOLMES 
0 OM.G.Ms RECORDS K12992 

INC. . 

Just for. Me . 
DICK ROMAN on EPIC: 

Black { Stockings S$. 
STU PHILLIPS on eerie 

= 17.. Buddy Greco June 7. 

Al J. Neiburg signed. to write” 

tv segment . and. then ‘turned into | 

‘a feature. 
. doing the musi¢ aes 
-ords acquired .the English click, 
i “Warpaint,” 

‘ Goes South of the Border”. LP. 

. Art: Mooney taking over the ba- J- 
ton of. the Glenn Miller .band for | 
the next two weeks due to band- 
leader Ray McKinley's illness . 
: Dizzy’ Gillespie lined up for a con- 
cert. called “Sounds and. Move- 

[| ments” with. the Lennie Dale dance - 
troupe at Hunter College May 12. 
:MGM: Verve plans to put it into. 
ithe groove ... Erroll Garner, who 
recently wound up his first N.Y. 
‘nitery date.in. five -years.at Basin: 
Street East, will make his’ next 
night’ club appearance. at the Cres- 
‘ cendo,. L.A., June’ 8-25 . . . Joe 
‘Glaser has " set Buddy Greco for 

| three Ed Sullivan shots' this year 

Arliss Records has picked ur the. | 
‘masters of “Oh Please, Genie” and 

‘The -“Lorraine” | by The Preludes. 
‘sides were cut by Murray. Deutch’ s 
‘new publishing firm, Starfire Mu- 

' sic. Ruth Welcome,,. zither artist. 'f.. 
wef {Makes her single disk ‘bow on the 

= Capitol label this week , ; . Elmo 
‘Russ, who once ran Pyramid Ree- 

- ords, has a novel and a play mak- | 
The Cumber- . 

| land Three will follow its tour with 
‘ing the rounds : . 

Shelley Berman with a 10-day date 
at the Padded Cell, Minneapolis, | 
starting May: 26. ~~: 

Hollywood 
Ruth Conte, wife of actor John . | 

Conte; has formed Chattahoochee 
Records. Latter is on initial re- 
lease, “Cargo: Watch” and "Your 

. Lips Are. Tender.” _With Russ Gar- ‘ 
due’: ‘ouit’ next week: 

Billy Eckstine has been signed - 
cia hacking. 

for 14 weeks at the Flamingo. dur- 
ing 1962.. :. The Travelers Three, 
new vocal er oup, pacted: by Eureka - 
label; also signed to disk contracts | 
‘this. past Weck are: ‘Johnny Starr, | 

Ronnie by Van. 
Keith, 

. Hall Records. 
by El’ Monte Records 

Rusty Draper™ and son. slated.-to - 
cut a single together, for. Mercuty 

_Jabel “which pacted. junior 
“Johnny Preston in town for téw - 
“days before. going to. Nashviile-and 
recording: sesxtons. Says. his Phil- 
‘ippines tour “was fantastic. ‘TH. be 
‘foing back in June and then:on 
to the Far. East.” 

San Francisco 
' Ernestine . Anderson 

"George. Andros’ New Fack’s. 
lowing her will be Earl Grant Mav 

Getz opened at the Blackhawk . 
' Neve booked June Christy for June | 7 
6. Mel Torme. for June 22 and Joe ; 
_WilKams. returns: ‘there July 22] 

; . Andy Williams goes into the! 
Fairmont May "11. _. Barbara 
Dane’ S ready to open. her own club 

in. Frisco-.it‘l be called Mother's 
', Frank D'Rane’s booked into 

. Paul Fitzpatrick ds ; 
London Rec- : 

recorded) by — the:f. 
Brooks Bros., from the Pye label | 

. Milton Karle now ‘handling ‘[. 
: disk promotion for Hugo. Winter-' 
: halter who's currently out on the | 
IRCA Victor label with a “Hugo 

_ : At’ Manila’s - 
; “Coliseum he drew, capacity: 36.000. 

open ed at . 
Fol- 

Stan § 

RETAIL ALBUM BEST, SELLERS (A National Survey of Key Outlets) 

" ‘This Last No. wks. 
- Wk. wk, on chart 

“EXODUS (Victor): 
. Soundtrack (LOC 1058) 

16 LAWRENCE WELK (Dot) 
"  -Caleutta (DLP 2539) 
17 “€AMELOT (Columbia) 

Original Cast (KOL 5620) 

7 FRANK SINATRA ‘(Capitol 
All the Way (W 1538) 

28. ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) 
G. I. Blues (LPM 2256) 

36 NEVER ON SUNDAY (UA) 
_ Soundtrack (UAL 4070) 

12°” MITCH MILLER ‘Columbia) 
. Happy Times ‘CL 1568) _ 

12 KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol) 
Make Wey (‘T 1474) 

1 21 

8 15 
oo Various Artists ‘UAL 3122) 

ll) 12)” WILDCAT (Victor) 
| Original Cast !LOC 1060) 

MANTOYVANI ‘London) 
Music from Exodus ‘LL 3231) 

‘SOUND OF MUSIC (Columbia) 
Original Cast ‘KOL 5450) 

LIMELITERS Victor) 
_Tonjght: In Person (‘LPM 2272) 

RAY CHARLES thnpulse, 
Genius -~ ae : Saul Esuals Jazz (A-2) 

BOB NEWHART (WB) 
Bui.on: i: Git. .ind Scrikes Back (WI 393) 

JOHNNY MAT “HIS ¢ Columbia) 

Tl Buy You a Star ICL 1623) 

RAY | CONNIFF (Columbia) 
Memories Are Made of This (CL. 1574) 

414 FRANK SUNATRA ‘Capitol) _ 
‘Swinging Session (W 1491) 

AL HIRY ‘Victor: 

“30 ~+:19 

12. 52° 

49 i4 

34 “4 

13 26 

20. +6 

18.14 

Greatest Horn in the World (LPM 2366) 
BRENDA LEE :‘Decca) 
Emotions ‘DL 4104) 
BILLY VAUGHN ':Dot) 

Orange Blossom Special ‘DLP 3366) 

BERT KAEMPFERT ‘Decca) 
Wonderland by Night ‘DL 4101) 

RUSTY WARREN ‘Jubilee) 
Knockens Up 'JLP 2029) 

UNSINKABLE MOLLY BROWN (Capitol) _ 
Original Cast ‘WAO 1509) | 

DO RE MI ‘Vietor) 
_Original Cast ‘LOC 2002) 

GONE WITH THE WIND 'W (WB) 
Orig. Soundtrack ‘WB 1322) 

FRANK SINATRA ° ‘Reprise) 
‘Ringdding Ding oe 

MITCH MILLER ‘Columbia) 
Memory Sing With Mitch iCL 1542) 

PETE FOUNTAIN ‘Coral) 
French Quarter 'CL 57359) 

HENRY MANCINI (Victor) 
Mr. Lucky Goes Latin (LPM 2360) 

THE ALAMO (Columbia) 

___ Soundtrack ‘CL, 1558) 
320 — 1 «PEPE (Colpix)! 

___+___— Soundtrack (CP _507) 
33 $25 4 #=TERRY SNYDER :Command* 

oo, Persuasive Percussion ITI (CR 33-808) 
[347 40 °° 3 RUSTY WARREN. ‘Jubilee) 

Sinsational ‘JGM 2034) 

35. — 6 BILL-BLACK ‘Mii 
Solid and Raunchy. ‘1: 112003) 

JOHNNY HORTON ‘Columbia) 
_ _ Horton's Greatest Hits 'CL 1596) 

37. 30 21 LAWRENCE WELK (Dot) 
Last Date ‘DLP 3350). 

BING CROSBY ‘WB! 
Join Bing and 1 Sing - ‘WB 1363) 

PAUL ANKA ‘ABC-Par) , 
Paul Anka Sings His Big 15 5 (ABC3 -323) | 

40.3954. BOB NEWHART (WR) 
Button Down Mind (W 1379) 

Helfer to Arny- Mala 
° Marv Helfer. has joined the Amy 
and’ Mala labels as regional sales; 
and -promotion manager for the! 
midwest area. He was formerly ; 

300 37 

3133 

36 26 

38 OT 

39 36 Il 

' | mechanical rights was 

i’ mitted now. 

GREAT MOTION PICTURE THEMES (UA) : 

. > 
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MUSIC 69 

Geller Bill 
aemE~rs—« COntinued from page 65 = 

known as a “pirate,” wheieas 

counterfeiters are engaged in out- 

right forgery of other disk lat-cls. 
Up to now the infringement of 

excluded 
from criminal penalties under the 

I Copyright Act. The Celler tll 
| would amend the Copyright ti 

fin this respect. The CcHer bill pro- 
: vides for recovery of $1 tor cach 
infringing record manufactured 
| rather than the maximum fe per- 

Or the court ceuld 
| make an arbitrary award of $5.600 

§ for each such infringement. 
| Celler included the amendment 

. to the Copyright Act at the hehest 
‘of Julian T. Abeles, attorney for 
the MPPA. Celler said: “My legis- 

‘lation imposes for the first time 
‘criminal penalties and aiso permits 
the owners of musical copyrishts 

| to obtain substantial money Gam- 
‘ages when their works have been 

infringed.” 

_ JOHNNY NASH 
Sings 

A Thousand 

Miles Away 

#10212 

oe me 

(The 

SONG =: 
Oo f t h e “Mademoiselle 

RAIN ~™ 
Theme from the New Film 

"The Cow and |" 

ROGER WILLIAMS 
on KAPP 

MILLS MUSIC © 1619 Bway, N. Y. 19 

ss 

PAUL 
DURAND 

Composer 

err re arty 
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KARL KELLER 
the hungry i's Other Room later 
this month ... Vince Guaraldi's 
working with Champ Butler. at 
Opus One, which Butler recently 
bought . Joe Sullivan's playing 

intermission piano at the Black: 
Sheep—Earl Hines’ hand is the 
prime attraction .. Smothers | 
Bros. set to open at- the Purple 
‘Onion June 19 for-the summer.. 
Limeliters playing. concert: cates 
at ‘Berkeley’s Community Fheatre ; 
Friday 5) and Frisco’s’ -Masenie ! 

| Auditorium Saturday (6)... . Ray; 
‘ Canniff. set fora midnight conc ert: 
May 12 ‘at -Frisco’s 4:651-seat Fox ‘ 

Jazz, | SCIINCE, —INETRUCTIONAL, . . . Four Freshmen booked into 
CHIDREN, LITLRATERE.  .- the Fairmont June 1, Giselle Me- 

bk Sra i aac a “Kenzie June 22, ‘Tony Martin July : 

Rock &Roll Symphony | 

; _ BACK BEAT 

|B. F. WOOD — New York 19] 

| WORLD’ S LEADER IN AUTHENTIC: 
FOLK MUSIC - 

FOLKWAYS RECORDS - . 
‘NEW HIGH FIDELITY: RELEASES . 

' EVERY MONTH. 
Wrie for a totmpuete. catalcg of — 400 
Jougrias Revor:i  A.bans in, ETHNIC, 
AMERICAN, INTERNATIONAL, 

with. Roulette Records doing’ pro- | 
motion in the same area. 1 
The disk combine now has Jerry | 

Moss on the Coast and. Bill Spital- 
sky in the east under the direction 
of. national sales manager Lenny 
‘Lewis. , 

Gilman Promotes Madison — 
! Norman: Gilman has taken over 
Vas’ promotion manager for Larry 
: Utall’s Madison Records. He's re- 
placing Ted Feigin. Utall and 
‘Gilman are heading out-on a tour 
! of the east and midwest to promote 
their current disks.’ 

“Also. added to the Madison fold 
last, week was Jack Resenfeld. 
He'll act as credit manager and 
i comptr oller. 

; 
: 
t 
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: 
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Featuring MARY PHILLIPS 
BOOKED SOLIDLY FROM 1960 THRU 1962 

* 

Dec. 16, 1960- May 4, 1961: PIER 66, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. — Moy & ~ 
1961 - June 10, 1981: THUNDERBIRD MOTOR HOTEL, Jacksonville, Fla. t . 
— June. 11,.1961 - June 29, 1961: Vacation — June 30, 1961 - Sept. 4, 
1941: RIVIERA, Lake Geneva, Wis. — Sept. 5, 1961 -Oct. 8, 1961: 
Vacation — Oct. 9, 1961 - Dec. 2, 1961: HOLIDAY INN, Augusta, Ga.— 
Dec. 5, 1961 - Jan. 14, 1962: THUNDERBIRD MOTOR HOTEL, Jackson- 
ville (Return) — Jan. 19, 1962- May 12, 1962: PIER 66, Ft. Lauder- 
dale, Fla, (Return). 

BOOKED EXCLUSIVELY BY 

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION 
JOE GLASER, President 

745 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 22, N. Y., PLAZA 9-4608 

CHICAGO @ MIAMI BEACH @ HOLLYWOOD @ LAS VEGAS @ DALLAS @ LONDON 
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Arena Managers Change Membership 
Rules to Provide Equal Voting Rights 
WNew rule. have heen adopted by+ 

the Arena Managers Assn., organ- 
Szation of Arena owners and opet-, 
ators. which will provide for a sin- | 
gis type of membership. At the 
same time, AMI adopted a rule 
whereby rone will be admitted to 
the scour unless applicants are, 
owners or lessces of arenas who do; 
OV. PT LHOTIANS " 

‘The lgtter provision eliminates 
proofers trom membership and ; 
wor? tend to proteet attractions | 
that are plating the AMA build- 
ines There hive been instances én 
Wiis a membsr woukl book a cer- 
tain type of show for a specified . 
date, and a promoter would under-- 
ent that buoking by scheduling a 
similar type of attraction a few: 
dav, previous. Bv admitting only : 
the.» in comslete control of .a 
bitkocr . i was felt that bookings - 
cord &»* more readily arranged in 
witie’. all interested parties would 
be crowetod: 

The ciaacte in membership elim-! 
inate. the cl--ses of stockholder‘ 
Mmeniser, at essociate menibers. | 

Here rfte*, all applicants’ initiation 

fees oy toward the purchase of 
stor. Jes 21) members will hase 
em Povelrs riehts. 

Tho craps met last week in New 
Youu fer tee overhaul of the rules. 
There at> now 24 members in the 
Ore setion. 

The new rules will tend to elim- 
Ingt> those who promote only one 
tere ef evert in municipal audi- 
toria Ties vill also tend to space 
theatcies| an. other kinds of arena 
hook =... so that maximum boxoi- 
fies 
pected 

! 

Billy Daniels Resumes 
Aussie Ran After Illness 
Biv Daniels has resumed work | 

at Andre's Club. Sydney, following : 

Hamid-Morton Show Pays 
66 to K.C. in Tank Case 

Kansas City, May 2. _ 
Dispute which arose here last 

winter when the Police-Hamid- 
Morton show burst a diving tank 
in the Municipal Auditorium Arena 
-was Settled last week. Circus forked 

° ;over $6,000 to the city to cover 
London Palladium Show damages to the arena wood block 

London, May 2. floor when .a 34,000-gallon water 

Frankie Vaughan fs heading the!tank- burst at a performance 
current two-week vaude Dill at the } March 8. — - ; 
London Palladium. Leslie MacDon-| Three high divers in the show 
nell and Bernard Delfont are sur- | ons iar ed ced the: civ from 

rounding Vaughan with top line ‘any liability on this count. 
personality acts including eight : oe 
who have never played the Palla-; 
dium. These include The Allisons, ; 
Kenny Ball & His Jazzmen, the! 
first jazz combo. to appear at this} 

Frankie Vaughan Heads 

show had not been scheduled. 

Declining Mpls. Biz May 

Swedes’ Mahalia-Madness 

After Miss Jackson had finished her two hour show, 
mixed age audience, which had listened seriously and well-be- 
haved, rose in its seats, stamped its feet, applauded and called out 
“Come back Mahalia!” After six extra numbers, the audience was 
still unwilling to leave the concert hall and stayed on for nearly 
half an hour in hopes of seeing and hearing more. 

All Stockholm critics were lyrical in their praise. Leading jazz 
critic Carl-Erik Lindgren on the morning. Stockholms-Tidningen 
headlined his review “Mahalia Jackson fantastic:’ Lindgren said 
that it: was impossible to write a review that would do her justice 
and claimed, “I have never had the pleasure of experiencing such 
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Stockholm, April 25. 
Mahalia Jackson’s appearance at the Stockholm Concert -House 

received the most enthusiastic reception from a Swedish audience 
in a decade. Only Sweden's own Jussi Bjoerling has been applaud- 
ed as intensively and as warmly. Louis. Armstrong used fo get 
these receptions on his dates here in the late 1940s. | 

The 2.000 tickets to the single performance were sold out weeks 
ahead. The Swedish promoter, Karusell which now handles all 
Norman Granz’s shows in Sweden, could only regret that a second. 

the 2.000 

‘om each event can be ex-.. 

- theatre: Gil Dova, the U.S. juggler, 
an‘ Giadys Morgan. . 

Paze & Brav, Joe Church, Ar- 
thur Worsley, Tony Fayne & the 
Skyions are making return visits 
to the house. Following the 
Frankie Vauenan show Harry Se- 
tombe. Marion Ryan and. Roy 
Castle wifl head a revue called 
“Let Yourself Go.” , 

FOLK SONGS LURE 
FOR CHI CIRCUS 

Chicaga, May 2. 

Third edition of the International 

Trade Fair here, July 25-Aug. 10, 

will feature a four-a-day circus 

program in the 5,000-seat theatre : tion.’ Johnson claims. “The hotels 

of McCormick Place expo hall and, are always full on weekends during. 
a daily folk song concert in the 

. 500-seat Little Theatre, as the main 
show biz attractions. . 

Attendance for the trade fair, a 
showcase for foreign countries and 
companies to display their wares, 
is expected to be hypoed substan- 
tially hy move to the air condi- 
tioned and generally plush Me- 
Cormick Place layout. 

Previous two showings at Navy 
Pier met with some protest as eus- 

Force ‘Ice Follies’ to Cut 

Minneapolis ,May 2. | 

. Local residents’ patronage, de- 
iclining steadily im recent years, 
'inay force the Shipstads and John- 
son Ice Follies to shorten its peren- 
nial stay here in the future. Ac- 
cording to Oscar Johnson, co-owner 
of the skating spectacle which got 
its start in Minneapolis: 25 years 
ago, the Ice Follies drew. 108.000 
in this city last ‘year with over 
| half the patrons coming: from out- | 
j of-town. Local attendance: slipped 
further durfhg the recently con: }- 
cluded 18-day stand. 

i “Everybody seems 

i Follies more than our organiza- 

‘our stay and the restaurants do a 
‘big business. But our own mid- 
; week business is way down. That's 
- when the city people’ used to go.” 

: Johnson feels the answer may be 
to cut out some of the 24 perform- 
ances the Ice Follies has been 

! giving during their “home town” 
j visits. Show. must rely on heavy 
Minneapolis trade since few fans 
come from St. Paul, where the 
rival Ice Capades plays an annual 
engagement. 

Length of Future Dates 

to benefit’ 
! from the presence here of the 

personal magie ... Of all the artists I have the job of judging none. 
of them has given me such a reason or as great a desire to want 
to live.” Egghead critic of the afternoon Fxpressen, Alf Thoor,. 
wrote: “I have never seen an artist appear who was so independent 
of outer effects and with such an all-inclusive trust. She stands on: 
the stage like a large mammy and the audience is a flock of chil- 
dren who shall be cared for.’* Jazz critic Bengt Melin of the after- 
noon Aftonbladet felt this concert was “the greatest experience 
one has had in music. You left the Concert House grateful.and 
shaken and only wished that Mahalia would soon return to our: 
northern latitudes. We need her generosity.” 

MPLS. POLITICOS MAP Dane 
"s GIRL CRACKDOWN Show Biz Reps 

Set for Seattle 7 _Minneapolis, May 2. 
With: Minneapolis in the midst} 

Seattle, May 2. 

A committee of 15 representa- 

of a hot political campaign, city 

tives. of the ‘entertainment field 

officials are threatening to crack 
down on bar.owners who use wom- |} 
en employes to solicit drinks froin 
patrons. Two mayoralty candidates 5 ' 

have taken swipes at the’ Brac- in Canada, Mexico and the United 
tice, on the increase here in Te-| siates has been .named .to:mem- 
cent months, and Mayor P. Ken- be. ~ as the Cent ry 21] Exe 

neth Peterson, running for a third | | ership on the Century en 
| term. suggests that stronger laws! position International Advisory. 
may be needed to curb offenders.; Committee of. the Performing 

| City ordimance passed last ie | Arts. Harold Shaw, formerly. with 
‘was intended to eliminate be die bongs: 
girls. from Minneapolis niteries.| 5°! Hurok, now the, expo's director 
Poorly drawn measure outlawed; of performing arts, is expected to 
solicitation of drinks by women expand the committee on an Inter= - 

not regularly employed by a bar.| national basis with appointments 
But in effect, it winked at thei +, represent: other countries. Fair. 

a brief illness. Damels was felled! tomers wilted in summer heat and|  jyetropolitan area support is also! practice. ace aa 
b b'eading ulcers and had to Poor ventilation. Objections were) nosing a problem tor ‘the Minne- Story in the Minneapolis Sun-| opens April 21 of next year and. 
repleni-: himself with a few pints ' iso voiced in previous years at the sota Twins baseball team, Johns day Trib ; -eral! will run to Oct. .21. 

of blood before he could continue. - flea-market atmosphere of some a team, Johnson ; day ibune revealed that several , o C =. 
9 : ) é alle points out. Before the home opener | bars are sidestepping the law. by! Cammittee’ members named ‘b 
Singer arrived — in Australia of the seHing booths. last week, outstate fans had ac-| having women employes, on their, Shaw ‘are \Wiguel Alvarez ‘scosta, 

Aprii 18 and will play television | Admission to the fair Is $1.50 for | counted for more than 50° of; payrolls as hostesses, entertainers | Itural * bas ad oe f NM rer 

as wel! as other niteries on the; adults and 75e for children, and|the advance sale for the newj|or strippers. solicit drinks and} cae ress Or te ae 
island . | an additional 50c for the circus. American League club’s games. then. pretend to consume them. 

ENGLAND U. S. A. @ 3 Parody Books, Per Bk. $10.0 
—-e-oo ———_ @ 4 Blackout Books, Per Bk. S25 6 

Personal Management Pérsonal Management ° How to: Master the Ceremonies” 

Thank You Liberace CYRIL BERLIN DAVID BRANOWER no €.0.0's. FOP eR avs Open’ 

For a Wonderful! Association 

‘Carlos Chavez, pianist Wan -Cli- 
burn, .actress Katherine Cornell, 
folksinger Richard Dyer: Bennett, 

{| Celia Franca, artistic director of 

Internationally Famous 

entro Impressionis 
“Featured is Clifford Guest who must be rated as the 
finest ventriloquist in the business today. 7 

“He's a master showman with his cry-baby puppet 
Susan and his precocious and obstreperous little 
dummy Junior.” | | 

— SAM LESNER, Chicago Daily News 

Currently at BLINSTRUB’S, Boston 
CHASE HOTEL, St. Lovis—May 11 thru May 20 
CONCERT TOUR—June 5th thru June 14 
L. A. HOME SHOW—June Ist thru June 4th 
CONCERTR TOUR—June 5th thru June 14 
HACIENDA HOTEL, Fresno—June. 29th thru July 12th 

34 Greek St.. . ‘ 7928 Hollywood Bivd. 
Shaftesbury Ave., London, W.1. Los Angeles 46, Calif. 

—s 

ee ee a ee ee ee we 

the National Ballet of Canada; 
Albert Frankenstein, arts critic of 
the San Francisco Chronicle; pi- 
anist Erroll Garner; D. Celestino. 
-Goroztiza, director of Institute 
Nacional des Bellas Artes, Mexico 
City: pianist’ Glen Gould: Ger- 
trude Mact, of the International 
Cultural Exchange of ANTA: John 
Martin, dance critic of the N.Y. 
Times; producer-director Guthrie 
MecClintic, .puppeteer Burr: Till-. 
strom and Toronto Globe & Mail 
critic Herbert Whittaker: ~ 

all new Hotel Avery. All new,  & 
large, beautifully furnished de- - 3 

% luxe rooms with private bath, tel- 
©  evision & radio. Air conditioning. 

ctasons FUN-MASTER | 
_ PROFESSIONAL 
COMEDY MATERIAL 

. for all Theatricals. 
“We Service the Stars” 

Buy. Professiqnal — Be Professional 
35 Gag Files for $15. Ptus $1.0% Postage 

Foreign: 35 for 325 

1 BILLY GLASON 7 
- 260 W, 54th St., N.Y.C., 19 CO 5-1316 
-IWE TEACH EMCEEING and COMEDY 
‘Leta Rea} Professional Train You — 
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Chicago,. May 2. 
Ravinia summer concerts, an al 

fresco longhair series on Chicago’s 
tony North Shore, is: increasing its 
jazz and folk bookings for the com- 
-ing season with the grudging assent | 
of “old line’ members of. the 
parent Ravinia Festival Assn. The 
organization, which called its $79,- 
100 deficit last year a “successful 
season,” has been under pressure 
from younger members to bring |. 
in a greater number of pop acts 
in order to reduce réd ink and to 
appeal to a wider audience. — 

It’s significant that the festival's 
largest turnout to date was for the 
Kingston Trio in 1959, topping 
even the widely-heraJded “summit 
meeting” trio of Rubenstein, Horo- 
witz & Piatagorsky in 1949. How- 
‘ever, the generally’ conservative. 
trustees are on record as being 
concerned with maintaining. its 
classical cultural base. They also 
-feel that participation in the annual 
deficit campaign provides organi- 
gational strength. +} 

This year the festival will leaven 
‘dts longhair diet with ‘four jazz and. 
folk acts,.in contrast to three in 
1960, Dukes of Dixieland will hold 

'.forth on July 26 and 28, Duke 
Ellington & Sarah Vaughan .are 

(Continued on page 75) 

Chis Longhair Ravina Fest Steps Up | 
to Wipe Out Red 

NY. CAFES PITCHING — 
FOR THAT LATINO BIZ 

Indicating an incréased play for 

| the considerable number of Latin- 
Americans in New York is the 
opening of two cafes. on south-of- 
the-border policies. The Liborio 
Restaurant, slated to unveil to- 
morrow (Thurs.) with a flamenco |: 
show labeled ‘Gypsy Carnival,” 
is switching from ‘a straight eat- 
ery to a supper club format. The 
Alameda -Koom of the Great 
Northern Hotel preemed last. 
weekend with Latin aceented re- | 
vues which will run weekends: 
only, . a 

In the Liborio cast: will be Ros- 
ario de Granada, Carmen Castel-; 
lon, with’ Paco Amaya, guitarist | 
brother of Carmen Amaya, in.a 
featured spot. Others in the show 
are Pancho Cardenas and Roberto 
Gomez. _ 

Toronto may be latest to dig 
Arabic abdomen agitators. La Cav 
a Bab, nightclub with Arabian 
decor, is skedded to open there. in 
August. me 
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FREE PRESS, July 29, 1960 

The eheve excerpts from re- 
views selected from. Terente 1961. 
and -vieinity enly.: Complete . 
Brochure ef National reviews, 
pix, and recerds upon request. 

. Perennial Sophie 
Sophie Tucker is giving her- 

self a bon voyage party this 
week'in the Milton Berle room. 
of the Friars preparatory to 
her world tour which -goes 
from London nitery and tv 
bookings to ‘Israel, South: Af- 
Yica, Australia, Asia, Tokyo 
and back to Las Vegas dates. 
‘in the spring of 1962. 

Which is pretty fancy look- 
ing ahead for a gal in. her 70s 
who has. been trouping ever 
50 years. *- 

EMA Installs Officers 
After Two-Month Delay 

Installation. of officers of the 
‘Entertainment Managers Assn., or- 
ganization of club-date. bookers in 
New York, took place last week 
at-the Henry Hudson Hotel. The 
installations were delayed for two 
monthly meetings because of lack 
of..a quorum. - 

Installed were Max Wolff, presi- 
dent; Jack Segal, vice president; 
Annette Marantz, second veepee; 
Gordon. J.. Shea, treasurer, and 
Leonard Jacobson, recording sec- 
Tetary. 
Elected for a three-year term on 

|the board of governors were. Ben 
Paust, Abe Feinberg and Ephraim: 
-Abramson. Chosen for a two-year 
term were Charles Peterson, Louis 
Ricardo and Thelma Price. 
year termers are Eli Danzig, Bert 
‘Jazlow and Sam Graham. 

& 

Per. Mgt.: RAITT ENTERPRISES 
268 Voorhees Ave., Ruffale 16, N. Y. 

, Phone: 716 TF 46-8080 

|AGVA, Citizens Committee May Clash 

(MPLS. CAFEMAN HELD 

|was charged with first-degree as- 

One. 

VAUDEVILLE 7 

At NY. Performer License Hearing 
+ <A public hearing on the current 
proposal in the N.Y. City Council 
to transfer all licensing supervision 
to the city Dept. of Licenses is 

ON ASSAULT CHARGE slated for next Tuesday (9) at 
which time it's anticipated a 

Minneapolis, May 2. | stormy clash will take place. Likely 
: ,to spar are the Citizens Emergency 

Key club owner Henry Sabes Committee, which is seeking to 
‘eliminate all licensing requirements 

sault Jast week after one of two! for entertainers, and the American 
patrons who were shot in the niltcry { Guild of Variety Artists which is 
three weeks ago signed a com-|Supporting the new measure to 

. . . jtransfer the granting of permits 
plaint. Cecil W. Carter, wounded | from the Police Dept. to the Dept. 
by a stray bullet when Sabes fired ' of Licenses. 

at a gun-waving customer, pressed; Under current procedures, a per- 

the charges. Key club has featured former is required. to go to an 
many of the country’s top singers. : Office on Center St. N.¥., tor 

: as ‘fingerprinting, carry his own photo- 
Arraigned in Minneapolis munie-{ 5,,5h for placing on an identitica- 

ipal court, Sabes demanded a pre- tion card and pay a $2. fee. Under 
liminary hearing which was set for jthe proposed measure, the Dept. 
May 3. Judge Donald Barbeau set of Licenses would not change the 
bail at $3.000, then countermanded | requirements materially, except set 
his order and released Sabes on hiSiup a more convenient midtown 
personal recognizance to his at-:spot where performers and other 
torney. | cabaret workers can be mugged. 
“Carter’s complaint was disclosed, _ Proponents of the elimination of 
by Hennepin county attorney ,the police permits for cabaret em- 
George M. Scott. Previously Min-{ ployees got an unexpected lift from 
neapolis police chief Kenneth!Councilman Stanley M. Isaacs, a 
Moore had announced that no ,Liberal- Republican representative 
charges would be preferred against ‘ who flayed the freezing of the pres- 

Sabes because of unwillingness of emt rules under the new setup. He 
either victim to sign a complaint. (Continued on page 75) 

PATTI LEEDS TO FRONT BANDS AT BUFFALO FESTIVAL 
Patti Leeds will front the Duke Ellington and Gene Krupa orchestras <=: 7. 
at the Buffalo Jozz Festival at Offerman Stadium the evenings of ~".4>.: 
Aug. 21-22. t. 
Ofay blues singer is packing them in to Le Cabaret, Toronto, posh 
nitery for her twice-nightly, 30-minute stint. 

VARIETY, Aug. 17, 1960 
AT OFFERMAN STADIUM 15 500 MAKE oF ist BUFFALO JAZZ FESTIVAL o-Concert Event With Top Performers 

d 
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GLOBE AND MAIL, May 14, 

FUTURE ENGAGEMENT 

May “6th-11 dune 14th - June 27 
_ LAKE CLUB EARL’S CLUB 
Springfield, Ill. Dallas, Texas 
May 18th dune 30~ July 20 

KANSAS CITY PLAYBOY CLUB 
(PRIVATE CLUB AFFAIR) Miami, Fla. 

May 19th-27th July 22- Aug. 11 
HOLIDAY ROUSE PLAYBOY CLUB 

Milwaukee Chicago 
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Sheraton Hotels Spending $1,250,000 
Annually in Acts, Seek Name Bookings 

The Sheraton Hotel chain is now 
spending about $1,250,000 annual- 
ly for entertainment, a sum that 
it would like to increase should 
the proper headliners become 
available at prices at which it feels 
fit could make some money. 

Unlike many other hotel opera- 
tions, the Sheraton chain believes 
that entertainment budgets must 
come out of food and beverage 
exchequers, and not out of adver- 
tising“and publicity kittys. Thus, 
each entertainer must ‘be able to 
draw in his own cost as well as 
the expense of operating the room. 

Presently, Hildegarde {s play- 
fng the Sheraton-Blackstone, Chi- 
cago, and is being held over. The 
room was reopened for the chan- 
tnoosey after a long absence of 
headliners. The experiment is 
proving successful, and Al Banks, 
talent buver for the chain, is on 
the prowl for similar attractions 
who he feels can turn a profit for 
the chain. 

The Sheraton circuit of hotels 
comprises 60 units. The 60th was 
taken over this week with the 
leasing, and option to buy of the 
Oklahoma’ Biltmore, Oklahoma 
City, which will be renamed the 
Sheraton Oklahoma. 

Presently, the Sheraton chain 
has close to 50 hotels on some 
kind of live entertainment policy. 
Most of it is in the cocktail group 
of small dance combo vein, which 
seems to be working out success- 
fully in all situations. 

The policy has added revenue to 
the hotels. Therefore Banks is 
seeking other headliners and some 
offbeat policies which could af- 
tract attention. There have been 
jazz concerts and festivals in vari- 
ous inns. For example, the Shera- 
ton French Lick Hotel, French 
Lick Springs, Ind., has an annual 
jazz conclave which gives the inn 

FOR 1961 IT's | | 
ROSS W. CHRISTENA AND ASSOCIATES |; 

tremendous promotion and pres- 
tige. 

However, another factor inhibits 
further expansion of talent opera- 
tions. Many of the chain's top- 
drawer rooms which had been used 
for talent displays are now being 
rented for various functions. The 
profit on this type of operation has 
been considerable and bookings 
so heavy that it would be unwise to 
make a change. 

‘BIGGEST SHOW’ HITS 
296 IN CHI ONE-NITER | 

“The Biggest Show of 1961” 
pulled one of its top grosses in a 
one-day stand at Chicago, Sunday 
(30), with a gross of over $25,000. 
Layout did two performances at 
McCormick Place. 

Layout also hit an excellent. 
gross last week in its St. Louis 
stand when it pulled over $20,000 
for two shows Saturday (28). 

Dallas Auto Show Books 
Talent for 9-Day Run 

Dallas, May 2. 

First annual free ‘spring Dallas 
Auto Market Show is set for May 
6-14 at the huge new Market Hall. 
Gratis shows will star a name act 
or band each night of the nine-day ; 
run. 

Talent: lineup includes Homer & ; 
Jethro, May 6; Toni Carroll, May 
7; Charlie Spivak orch, May 8; 
The Three Heartbreakers, May 9; ; 
The Four Aces, May 10; Perez 
Prado band, May 11; Carol Rich- 
ard, May 12; Molly Bee, May 13 
and the Page Cavanaugh Quartet, 
May 14. Johnny Cola orch, iocal |: 
crew, are set for May 7, 10, 12: 
and 13. 

Home Office: Marott Hotel, Indianapolis, Iadiona 

HOLLYWOOD 

1600 N. La Brea 

HOllywood 7-7511 

BOB PETTI 

MARIA NOVOTNA 
ROBERT PAUL 

ARLENE MARTEL. 

VENITA BEREA 
CALYPSO TROPICANA 

CHARLIE HOLDEN 

EARL VAN RIPER TRIO 

MERRIE BEE DUO 

LEARY ICE 
PRODUCTIONS 

NEW YORK 

250 W. 57th St. 

Ctrele 6-71646 

Current, 

Current, 

Current, ROARING 20's, Indianapolis 

Current, Winois 

Current, 

Artists Management Consult 

FLORIDA 

3050 N. Federal Highway |: 
Ft. Lauderdale, LO 6-4007 5 

22 Weeks, EMBERS, Chicago 

Current, CROWN ROOM, Indianapolis 

Current, RECORD PROMOTION, New York 

RAPID CITY, South Dakota 

RECORD PROMOTION, New York 

> 

INDIANAPOLIS 

— DIRECTION — 
JOHNNY ‘CRAZY OTTO’ 
MADDOX 

BILL CARTY 

BILLY MOORE & HIS 
CALIFORNIANS 

CARMEN LE FAVE 

DANIELLE DARVOR 

RENEE & THE DEL MARS 
PEE WEE KING 

PERSONAL APPEARANCE TOUR 

Current, SPACE SATILLITE, Pompano Beach 

Indef., 8 & B SUPPER CLUB, Indianapolis 

CARMEN LE FAVE SHOW, Ch. 4, Indpls. 

Current, CRAZY HORSE REVIEW, Hollywood 

Indef., FAZIO’S, Milwaukee 

PARK HOTEL, Great Falls, Montana 

THE 

INTERLUDES 
CURRENTLY 

BROWN HOTEL, Louisville 
ABC-PARAMOUNT RECORDS 

Current Release 

Number 1 In the Nation 
b/w Beautiful, Heavenly, Wonderful You 

Personal Management 

DON SEAT ENTERPRISES, Inc. 
119 W. 57 St.. New York 19 JUdson 2-2502 

Fi ming, 

Stairs : Barefoot Bar nitery. 
+ though city bought the site a few | 

Welk Unit's $16,600 Sets 
Albuquerque Aud, Record| 

ra tibuauerque, May 2. 
The ‘Lawrence Welk . show 

| grossed $16,600 and pulled 4,800 
persons in a one-nighter last Tués- 
day (25) at Albuquerque's Civic | 
Auditorium, 5,000-seat city-owned ' 
hall. With ‘seats scaled to $5 top, 
show set a new ‘house ‘record for 
the four-year-old arena, according 
to manager Jack. Baker. 

Layout is an enlarged version 
of Welk’s .tv- show, and featured | 
all his regulars. W. H. Daly, show ; 
booker,. said the Welk froupe 
grossed $20,000 in a one-nighter at 
Louisville, Ky., Sunday (23) and 
$17,600 on Monday. (24) in Wichita. 

Rochester Arena 

Cuts Rate to 12%, 
Rochester, N.Y., May 2. 

The War Memorial Commission 
in Rochester, N.Y., reduced rental 
rates at the arena in the hope of 
increasing public use of the struc- 
ture and of earning more money. 

_The principal changes set 12% 
of gross ticket sales as the rate 
of both professional and non-profit 
promoters, and. established a maxi- 
mum charge :of $1,000 for. non- 
profit groups, 

In the unanimous action, the 
commission also put more detail | 
into the rate schedule for clarity 
and for. delineation of practices 

: which have been followed in the 
‘past. The new schedule takes -ef- 
‘fect July-1. 

Commissioner Earl L. Arnold, 
financial expert of the commission, 
hopes the increased business re- 
sulting from lower rates will at 
least make up the fiscal difference, 
bring more people into the audi- ; w 
torium, and rossibly increase the: 
annual revenue of. the structure, 

Arnold said the new rates are: 
more. in line ‘with those changed ' 
iby: other arenas in the country 
than were the older rates. 

|! The new schedule is the third: 
‘downward. revision since the War } 
! Memorial opened in 1955. Other 

land - 1958. A partial adjustment | 
‘also was made in 1960 for promo- 
! ters staging a long series. of sports | | 
: events. 

| Rates. for-. professional events, 
whether staged by professional 
promoters or. by non-profit groups, 
have’ been 25% of: gross ticket 
sales and 15% of the net receipts 
from televising. the ‘events as 
against the new 12% rate. 

‘Ice Capades’ Hits Peak 
‘1406 in Denver Stand 

John H. ‘Harris’ 21st edition "of 
‘set a new local 

, | record with. a take of $140,000 in | 
five nightime shows and three 

4! matinees at the Coliseum, accord- 
-ing to Harry A. Fowler, Denver 
; Arena Corp. ‘general manager. 

Railroad excursions from Wyo- 
Nebraska: and Colorado 

j towns, together with a 25¢ across- 
the-board: increase contributed to 
the upped take. 

Urge Honolulu Solons 
To Save Queen’s Surf 

Honolulu, May 2. 
Concerted pressure is. being .ap- 

, plied to city ‘councilmen in_a last- 
‘ditch effort to postpone scheduled 
demolition of Queen’s Surf restau- 
rant-nitery and its popular up 

Al- 

iyears ago, Parks Board lacks 
‘funds to convert the handsomely- 
‘ landscaped grounds. into an attrac- 
-tive beach park..- 

| { Hawaii Hotel Assn. has urged the 
city to retain the premises -until | 
such..time as it’s prepared to go 
|ahead with detailed improvement 
| plans. Queen’s Serf is operated 

the Spencechiff restaurant 

Rapp’s Shrine Circus 
Cincinnati, May 28. 

Syrian Shrine Temple has inked 
‘Barney Rapp fo produce its 22d an- 
nual indoor @ircus, next April 2-7 

1in Cincinnati Gardens. 

-since its inception and early: years 
‘under guidance of the late John 
Robinson 2d- of a pioneer citcus 
| family. 

adjustments were made in 1957 | 

He is the] 
' first Cincy booker for. the show. 

Inside Stuff—Vaude 
“Mrs. America” contest is making a pitch for state fair¢ and regional 

agricultural fairs to-participate in .its 23d annual competition on‘ aa 
‘exclusive basis. Contest officials feel that the fairs’ homemaking events: 
| Would be a natural tie-in to select the nation's top homemaker. She- 
will be chasen from 51 finalists, representing . each ofthe states and. 
'the District of Columbia, during the “Mrs. America” ‘pageant in ‘Fort. 
Lauderdale, Fla., Nov. 27-Dec. 9. 

Meanwhile, the U.S. Treasury Dept. has tapped. the “Mrs. “America” ~ 
program for the fifth consecutive year as a vehicle to reach. the. coun: 
try’s homemakers on behalf of its savings stamp and.bond drive: The 
Treasury will select a “Mrs. U.S. Saving Bond” from the Fort Lauder- 
dale finalists. Thereafter she'll rep the savings bond division in appear- : 
ances at women’s clubs, tv programs, etc. 

This year’s Circus Oscar went to 76-year-old Willy Hagenbeck:. 
owner of Hamburg-based Circus Hagenbeck, which is currently guest- 
ing in West Berlin. It’s the highest distinction which the. Federation. 
International Du Cirque, world circus organization: headquartered in 

| Vienna,. annually gives to the best circus presentation of the year, 
| Hagenbeck received it for his mixed bear troupe which is ‘said. to be. 

the largest in the world. 

A $3,200,000 Home Furnishings Building will replace the Manufac- 
turers’ Building, destroyed by fire, at the Canadian. National. Exhibi- 
tion..Construction will start Immediately after this summer's CNE and, 
with Toronto site already cleared and sodded, will be ready for next 
year’s expo. CNE. collected $625,000 fire insurance, with further five- 
year budget approved by City Council on CNE recommendation. 

‘Vaude, Cafe Dates 
+— 

I by Cirele Artists for: the Embassy, 
London, starting’ May 8. . Les 
Paul & Mary Ford to-the: Fairmont 
Hotel, San Francisco, June 22, 

|Leon Bibb goes to the hungry rm 
in that town, Sept, 25. .... Rudas 

i Dancers will break a- jump" ‘from 
South America to Australia, with a 
stand’ in Cairo at the Casino Abden, 
June 1. 

New York 
Marguerite Piazza renewed for : 

the Persian Room of the Plaza for | 
April 25 of next year . Gene 
Barry boaked for the Bellevue | 
Casino, Montreal, May 20 .:. Jack 
Carter set for the Copacabana, Dec. 
7... Milton Berle goes into Blin- 
strub’s, Boston, Sept. 25 ... Al 
Bernie marked down for Palum- 
bo’s, Philadelphia, June 7... Earl 
Grant starts at Luigi's, Atlantic|Lili.St. Cyr’s booked into Neve 
City, June 30... Davis & Reese to|next week for a month—also set 
be on the bill with Djmah Shore at for Neve is Don Adams, opening 

i Harrah's, Lake. Tahoe, June 22 . July 5 ,., , Billy DeWolfe booked 
| Myron Cohen slated for the ‘Manor, | into the Fairmont's big ‘Venetian 

ildwood, July 7, with Dick!Room for an Aug. 3 opening . 
Haymes & Fran Jeffries scheduled |! Ronnie Schell departing his Frisco 
for Aug. 25... Til Dieterle.to re-! home this week to open. Saturday 

:main at the Mermaid Room ofthe; (6) at the Gaslite Club, Dallas, re-. 
Park Sheraton until May 20. : [teas in late May. for three Frisco 

Eydie Gorme & Steve Lawrence ‘area concerts with the Kingston 
‘have been’ set by the .Concord|Trio, goes into’ Holiday: House, 
Hotel, Kiamesha Lake, N.Y.,- to|-Pittsburgh, June 5, the Embers,’ 
headline during the Labor Day | Indianapolis, July 3, and the Coco- 
| weekend. Tony Martin headlines ; nut Grove, Los Angeles, Aug. 8. 
there curing the Memorial Day | Don. Rickles booked July 5 at: New 

kend. j wee ; a . Paul Watson booked iFack’s.. 

FRESH, HIP, COMEDY TEAM 

San Francisco. 
Jorie Remus and Pat Panison 

opened at the Purple. Onion .. 

Currently Casino Royal Wash., D.C. 
May 8-28 Crystal Palace St. Louis | 
June 3 George Carlin Getting Married Dayton 
June 9-29 Playboy Club Miami. 
Aug. 2-13 Gaslight Dallas: 
Aug. 14-27 -Tidelands Houston 
Sept. 18-Oct. 1 Freddies Minneapolis 
Oct. 9-22 Embers Indianapolis 
Nov. 26-Dec.16 = Playboy Club Chicago 

Lee Wolfberg Thanks Al Valente 
MURRAY BECKER, Manager 
———--900.N. Rush, Chicago. 

TONY LAWRENCE 
“The Continental Dreamboat” 

VERSATILE, MAGNETIC SINGER 

Just Concluded TWIN COACHES 

"Box office s.. blockbuster" 
VARIETY 

; ‘Prose Ree.:: . 

QUEEN ARTIST CORP. 
1697 Broadway, N.Y.C. 

Cl 6-2398 

GAC ERA Records 

Management - 

DEBBIE MILLER | 

7 West 60th St. N.Y wu. 

4U 2-6160. 

International y Famous . 

THEATRICAL 
PH OTOGRAPHER : 

CHICAGO 
MAURICE SEYMOUR 

111 E. CHICAGO AVENUE for. appointments DE 7-2250 
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Nitery Work Rewarding Biz, But 
Cant Get Right Scripts: Nelson Eddy | 
By LENNY LITMAN 

Pittsburgh, May 2. 

‘Nelson. Eddy has a good business 
going: asa night club. entertainer 
and he doesn't wart anything to 
disturb the excellent. State of - his 
economy. 

“Entertaining in’ night clubs: is: 
a very rewarding and : good’ busi-. 
mess ‘for me,” he: told. ‘MARIETY, 
“and I am grateful ‘to the .indus- 
try for’ giving me a ‘career: ‘that 
has been so profitable. 
‘made .a picture in years,-had no 
success In television but in night: 
elubs I work 48 weeks a. year: and 
am always. arguing with MCA. 
which wants to increase by sched-. 
ule. They give’ me some... very 
ood: jobs and keep me working, 

But there is so much a man of my 
age can do. I turn down a lot of: 
york’ but I also- take everything : 
that fits into my schedule. 

“When I -started_ ‘this .business - 
at ‘Top's fin’ San -Diego) eight j 
_years I never realized I was going | 
into.a business that would pay. ‘sa: 

-well and be so -satisfying: I :do | 
nothing else except. -record for 
Everest. I certainly would not 
lose the door to a return to pic- 
tures or a good television series. 
but I have. too -good a thing In: 

-night clubs to endanger it.” | 

Eddy said his .money is “very 
good” and that his greatest satis-: 
faction is. the many repeat dates: 
that’ he plays the was’ appearing ; 
here at the Horizon Room for-the.: 
sixth time). “Three families ‘his, . 
Gale Sherwood’s and accompanist ! 
Theodore Paxton) make a very! 
good living off this business.” he ' 
added, “and it's up to'me to keep | 
it going.” ; 

_ Eddy noted ‘there were drunks ! 
in some: night clubs, but said 
every business has “petty annoy- 
ances.” He referred to 

‘petent people: in the film. indus- 

| 

try who were “all part of the’ busi- |. 
ness.” - 

Eddy. constantly referred to cafe - 
work: as “his business”. as if, he! 
were operating a corner grocery - 
store. He had to mind’ his store; ; 
-he: implied,’ to protect the people , 
who depended.on him for a living. : 
He indicated that there was. no! 
glamor .in this or any other. type i 
of theatrical effort but that he was 
ust in business to’ provide for - 
imself and his dependents. 

His chief complaint was his fn-- 
i . i 

“THE COMEDIAN” 
The Only Real Monthly. 

. PROFESSIONAL. GAG SERVICE 
_THE LATEST — THE GREATEST — 

' THE MOST-UP-TO-DATEST . 
1 Now In its 128th Issue, containing 
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titles, hecklers, | 

one-liners,. poemettes, song: 
audience stuff, mono 
double gags, — bits, 
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rsonations, political, Interryptions. 
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Carl Ravazza Finds Way 
To Beat Nitery ‘Grind’ |] 

I hayen’t | 

income | 

WESTON «> MARTHA 

NOW 
STATLER HILTON, Los Angeles 

. Mgt: GEORGE SOARES. 

4208 El Jardin, Las Vegas, Nev., Du: 4-2182 

EALLOWAY 

abllity to find competent awriters 
who could or would writé for his 

said, is the result of. this own ef-. 
forts with an assist from his part- |] 
ner of: eight years, Gale Sherwood. 

Pittsburgh, May. 2. 

Carl Rayazza figures he has it 
made.. A. headliner..for more than |. 
‘20: years, he showed . his perennial 
stage savvy and.romantic demeanor 
in‘his appearance here at the new 
Plantation Room. of the Beverly 
Hills Hotel.. But. the nightly nitevy: 
grind is. behind’ -him, he told 
VARIETY, and now. he ‘takes around 
18 cafe weeks a. year and’ devotes |. 
ithe rest of his time’ ta. Faising: 
| white- faced Herefords. . 

tanch and run- 
ning his flourishing Nevada Enter- |’ 
tainment agency with: his’ partner, J 

on ~ his. 
-Steamboat, Nev., 

Lee Frankovich. 
Ravazza ‘said that most’ of his | 

nitery time is taken up by: appear- 
;ances in Harolds, 15 minutes. from 
ihis home in Reno. He puts in a full 
‘day at the agency and has a fore- 
;man running his ranch.. When he 
goes out, he spends as muclr time 
as he can catching combos which. 
can fit into the many rooms he 
books: His last-New York appear- 
ance was at the Latin Quarter two. 
years ‘ago. His last Pitt date was 

,12 years ago. - 
“T just thought there w ere: eas-er 

‘ways. to -make.a living.’ Ravazza 
Said, , 80 I checked and found there |: 
was.’ 

Honolulu Halau Room 
Reported. Sold to Group | 

9 -Honolulu,.May 2. 
Nobody" s: talking until Donn 

Beach gets. back from Hong Kong, 
‘but its reported the vet .nitery 
operator has sold his Halau Room |: 
-to a group ‘that includes enter-' 
tainer Sterling: Mossman, pianist 
Kimo ‘MeVay" and Duke Kahana- | 
moku, “Mr. Hawaii” himself. . 
Mossman is expected to. transfer | 

his Barefoot. Bar troupe from the 
ueen’s ‘Surf to the. International 

Market Place room, which ‘will 
‘likely be renamed Duke. ‘Kahana- 
imoku’s. Switch is 
1 August 31, it's believed.. 

Two Exit GAC 
. Two ‘staff members of. the N.Y. 

loffice of General: Artists “ Corp.. 
| have been let go, but execs stressed 
that this-is. not to be construed as. 
‘any sort of retrenchment program. 

Every new. bit. in the act, he 

due before 

“DYNAMIC!” 
FORREST DUKE, Review Journal, Las Vegas 

“HOLLERING FOR MORE” 
iW 

— {es of L “ARIE? Y 
o a gerie jn ng 

Dail SN passively other evemnelly 
or les 1ease £ po on ylotel- 

eekS: 1% Pie persol Shoreham 
of the 

No other discharges -are’ contem- | , 
plated at this point. 

-Those who. are out are Bob Astor. 
who was.in. the act and ‘unit de-. 
partment, ‘and Bill Haley who came 
in several months ago as’ Personnel 

} manager’ of the office. 

Genevieve’s 462 Date 
Concert promoters: are - -working | 

far in advance these days. Booked 
for & date in February of 1962 |- 
is chantoosey Genevieve at the | 
Memorial Auditorium, Louisville. 
The same spot has also. booked 
Mort Sahl for Oct. 2; 1962. 

The William Morris . 
handled the Rida 

CK AUNT 

Comedy Ventriloquism 

Eighteenth Week on Tour 
“HARLEM ‘GLOBETROTTERS” 

Current: CORAL: nnieaw VQ 

VLL FOLLOW YOU b/w DANCING MAN 

Vartety ‘(Jan. 45) RAVES . 

MITTLER, 1619 Breadway, New York! 

Agency), 

May 6th STARTING 

AUSTRALIAN TOUR 
Including 

3 NATIONAL TV SHOWS 

October 31— 

3rd RETURN ENGAGEMENT 

HAROLDS CLUB 
RENO. 

"Current RECORD RELEASE; 
“THE FLYING TRAPEZE”’ 

b/w “WISH I WAS” 

Personal Management? 

MANNIE GREENFIELD 
9 Rockefeller Piaxe 
New. York 20, N. Y. 
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NEW YORK CITY 
MUSIC HALL—“Fiesta in Puerto Rico,” 

Corps de Ballet. Raymand Paige Oro. 

AUSTRALIA 
MELSOURNE (Tiveli) — Nat Jackley, 

Sid Plummer & Assistant, Tommy God- 
frey. Howard Morrison Quartet, The Fiy- 

De Pauls. The Four Brittons, Max 
Bleach, Jackie Bowkett, Margarita Helios, 
Rosemary Powell, Anne Ingless. — ; 
SIONEY (Tivoll)—John Larsen, Colin 

Croft. Grmonde Douglas, Nance Rasmus- 
Doreen Morrow, Lorraine Quinz, 

ley.*Kileen Hattam, Frederck Dore, Kevin 
Mil. William Howard. Vincent Foster, 
Arthur Gorman. Pauline Garrick, Car! 
Heiner, Ivan King. 

BRITAIN 
BLACKPOOL (Tower Cireus)—Charlle 

Caircoti & Co.. Schickler Sisters, Knie‘s 
Lippazaaas, 4 Palacios, Circus Roland’s 
Tigers. 5 Edwardos. Berosinis, Rudy 
Horn. Moni. Danion’s Sea Lions, 3 Lor- 
andos. Lilian Kenny, Sydney, Trio Faber. 
Our Sammy, Liitle Jimmy & Circusettes. 
BRIGHTON (Hippodrome}—Don Arrol. 

Marzo Henderson, Desmond Lane, David 
Maebeth. Larry Grayson, Nanette Mon- 
gadors & Anne, Lester Sharpe & Iris. 
McAndrews & Mills. 

BRISTOL (Hippodrome) — Billy Fury, 
Tommy Bruce, Mark Wynter, Joe Brown. 
Dickie Loader. Vince Eager; Nelson 
Keene. Four Kestrels, Georgie Fame, New 
Orleans Rockers, Valentine Girls. 
EDINBURGH (Empire)—White Heather 

Group. Joe Gordon Folk Four, Billy 
Crotchet. Sydney Devine, Jimmy Shand 
Jc.. Trio Glen Daly, Desmond Carroll, 
Jeannie. Alleen Manson. Isobel James. 
GLASGOW (Empire) — Andy Stewart. 

Ian Powrie & Band, Alex McAvoy, Mar- 
g2vet Mitchell, Max Kay, Andrew McKen- 
zie, Dixie Ingram, Four Jays. Cherry 
Willoughby Dancers. Richard Hardie, Da- 
vid Logan, Aedlian Choir. Scoffish Junior: 
Singers, Pipes & Drums of Glasgow Artil- 
levy, 7 7 Votlants. 

CONDON (Pailadium) — Frankie 
Vaughan Aliisons, Kenny Ball & Jarz- 
men, Page & Bray. Gladys Morgan, Sky- of 
fons. Joe Church, Tony Fayne, Arthur 
Worsley, Gil Dova. Roberts Bros., Chimps, 
Bell-Tones. Maxine Coates. 
MANCHESTER (Paiace)—Alma 

Charilivels, Morecambe & Wise. 
Boys. Eosemary Squires. Billy 
Freddie Frinton, 3 Ghezzis, Kazbek 

Cabaret Bills 

NEW YORK CITY 
BASIN ST. EAST—Sarah Vaughan, Al 

Hirt. Lacry Storch. 

Cogan, 
Dallas 
Dainty, 

& 

BLUE ANGEL—Dick Gregory, Marysu | 
Matarazzo. Adam Keefe, Jimmy Lyon 3. 
BON SOIR—Phil Foster, Sylvia Syms, 

yerome & Austin. 3 Flames, Jimmie 

‘CAMELOT — Bobby Short, Gladys 
Johns 
CHARDAS — Laureanne Lemay. Tibor 

Rakossy. Dick Marta, Bill Yedla, Elemer 
Horvath. 
CHATEAU MAORID—DeCastro Sisters, 

Trini Reyes. 
COPACABANA — Johnny Mathis. Bob 

Gary Morton. Douglas Clarke, 
Paul Shelley Orc.. Frank Marti Orc. 
EMBERSErskine Hawkins, Eddie Hey- 

wood, Joan Bishop. 
HOTEL ASTOR. Eddie Lane Ore. 
HOTEL NEW YORKER—Miilt Saunders 

Orc. Verna Lee. 
HOTEL PIERRE — “No No Nanette.” 

Jimmy Carroll, Larry Douglas, Wilbur 
Evans, Betty Madigan, Marie Santell, 
Stantey Melba Orc., Joe Ricardel Orc. 
HOTEL PLAZA — Eartha Kitt, 

Straeter Orc., M. Monte’s Continentals. 
HOTEL TAFT—Vincent Lopez Orc. 
ROTEL ROOSEVELT — Jimmy Palmer 

Orc. 
HOTEL ST. REGIS—Dorothy Shay, Milt 

Shaw Orc., Walter Kay Orc. 
INTERNATIONAL — Alan Gale, Fran 

Warren, McKenna Line, Mike Durso 
Ore. Aviles Orc. 
LATIN QUARTER — Crosby Bros., 

Frank Libuse. Four Kovacs, Harrison & 
Kossi, Dorothea McFarland. Ronald Field, 
Jo Lombardi Ore., B. Harlowe Orc. 

LEFT BANK—Cal Bostic. 
LITTLE CLUS—Jane Harv 
LIVING ROOM — Bobby Cole 3, Bob 

Ferro 3. Meg Myle 
NO. al FIFTH AVE .—Fiz Karin, Brook- }- 

fleld & Harty. Fred Silver, Ann Lnden, 
Dick Hankinson. 
ROUNDTABLE — Orson Bean. Tyree 

Gienn. Jack Kelly 3. 
SAHBRA — Sarah Rubine, Rahel & 

Zililla, Martin Roman, Sara Avani, Kovesh 
& Mizrachie, Leo Fuld. 
SAVOY HILTON—Gunnar Hansen Orc, | 

Marco Rizo 3. Ray Hartley. 
TOWN & COUNTRY—Jewel Box Revue, 

Ned Harvey Orc, Martinez Orc. 
UPSTAIRS & DOWNSTAIRS—Ceil Ca- 

bot. Gordon Connell. Gerry Matthews, Bill 
Hennant, Mary L. Wilson. Pat Ruhl Carl | 
Norman, Three Young Men, Sylvia Cope- 

od. 
VIENNESE LANTERN—Monicr Boyar, 

Marguerite Baxter. John Modinos, Emest 
Schoen. Joe Troppi. 
VILLAGE BARN—Jack Shilkret. Jack 

Wallace, Johnny King, Belle Carroll, Tex 
Fietcher, Susan Budy Orec., Lou Harold 
Orc. - 
VILLAGE GATE—Miriam Makeba, Her- 

bie Mann 6. Nina Simone. 
VILLAGE VANGUARD—Jack Teagar- 

den. Junior Mance 
WALDORF-ASTORIA — Tony Martin, 

Emil Coleman. Orc., Thea. Fanidi Orc. 

CHICAGO 
BLUE ANGEL—Pablo Candela Revue,” 

Pablo Candela. Rafael Hernan, Glamazons 
(4), Lord Christo, Tine Perez and Al 
Stuckey Orcs. 
_CLOISTER—Phil Tucker. Dobie Twins, 

Naomi Barrett, Eddy Subway Orc. 
CONRAD HILTON—“Ballads & Blades”. 

Jo Marie Roddy, Willie Kall, Norm Crider, 
Angelito, Fred Napier, Morano & 
Knowles, Clair Perreau Ore, Bill Christo- 
pher, Frederick & Gina, Boulevar-Dears 
@), Boulevar-Dons (5). 
DRAKE—Patrica Marand, Jimmy Blade . 

"EDGEWATER SEACH—The Show Top- 
pers (6), Kenny Black Orc. 
GATE OF HORN — Shoshana Damar, 

Clancy Bros. 
LONDON HOUSE—Harold Quinn Trio, 

Audrey Morris. Eddie Higgins Trio. 
MISTER KELLY’S — Helen O'Connell, 

Barbara Gilbert, Marty Rubenstein Trio, 
Marx & Frigo. 
PALMER HOUSE — Marguerite Piazza, 

Raye & Roman, Ben Arden. Orc. 
PLAYBOY CLUB — Gateway Sugers. 

CURRENT BILLS 
WEEK OF MAY 3 

George Kirby, Ann Henry, Micky Onate, 
Mark Russell, Chris Rayburn, Romer & 
Howard. ; 
SHERATON - BLACKSTONE — Hilde- 

‘| garde, Franz Bentler Orc. 
TRADE WINDS — Earl Grant, Morty. 

Storm, Sam Di Stefano Octet. 

LOS ANGELES 
BEN SLUE‘S—Ben Blue, “Les Corps. de 

Paree.” Barbara Heller, Dell Fin Thurs- 
day. Gloria Tracy, Ivan Lane Orc. (5). 
CLOISTER—Vic Damone, Jackie Gayle: 
COCOANUT GROVE—“Holiday in Ja- 
n.” Freddy Martin Ore. 
CRESCENDO — Don Rickles, Frances | 

Fay 
*DINO’s — Michele Les, Jack Elton, 

Steve La Fever. 
LE CRAZY HORSE—Crazy Horse Revue 

Abraham Pena, Carlos Copes Revue, Bar- 
lette Queralt 5, Pe to Torres Orc. 
8t_ CAL nso Una iting, Jerry Ma- 

20D, od, 
ESCAMBRON — Roslta Romero, Joel 

Meyers Calypsonians, Charlie Miro Orc. 
FLAMBOYAN — Carmela Vasquez, 

Miguel Mercere Revue, Cesar Concepcion 
Orce., Jose Vallejo Combo. 
INTERCONTINENTAL—Charle Dornan, 

Henry Boyer Dancers, Charlie Fisk Orc.. 
Juanchin Ramirez 5. 
INTERMEZZO—Jody Bolden. 
LA BARRACA — Jackie Danois, Tito 

Rios 
tA SOTELLA—Hal Hester. 
LA CONCHA—Serenelia, Noro Morales 

‘| Orc., Humberto Morales Combo 
NORMANDIE — Marcelo Paz. Charlie 

Miro Band, Joel Meyer’s Calypsonians. 
OCHO PUERTAS—S & M Rosales, Lyz 

Sheridan, Rafael Kalaf. 

‘Man-Shoot’ 
quaees Continued from. page 2 lama 

June Ericson. Joe Felix Duo. 

SLATE SROS.—Carmen McRae, Mickey I 
Manners. Dick Stabile Trio. ; were very nearly unable to notify 
STATLER HOTEL—“Playmates in Las | their affiliates to cut in for pickup. 

Vegas, Skinnay Ennis Orc. ABC: was even late in getting on THE SUMMIiT—The Treniers. 
YE LITTLE CLUS — Rudy Render, the air with the announcement. 

CONDADO | BEACH—Jonsito a 

Wednesday, May 8, 1961, 

television news service, opened up 
freely about tv in USSR. They 

Stagehands? T6th Anni claimed an audience of 25,000,000 

om_ann Continued from page ie  —— ¥ 
for Moscow's two channels: which 
transmit for nine hours.a day. 

Big part in the choice of pro-| “the man behind the lights” in the 
grams — and this would apply to| spotlight during this celebration.: 
those coming from Britain—was|The stagehands. et. al. will be . 
played by a-‘Council of Viewers, | saluted from theatre marquees dur-" 

ing this Diamond Jubilee cele- 
‘bration. TPU No. 1 (N.Y.) points up. 

representative body of. workers, 
professional people and old-age 

that management-labor * relations 
jhave been such that. “in all this 

pensioners which was elected an- 
nually and met once a month. 

Asked whether the Russkies! time there f has: never. been a major 
would relay a British rock-’n’-roll , ‘ strike.”- * 
program to their viewers, Kuzakov| The union: also points | up, In a 
said he did not think it likely. But] brief history, that: “almost 100 

{the Russians had their own rock- : years ago, during the winter. of. 
n’-roll. “Only two. weeks ago,” he: 1861,.a group of theatrical. stage ~ 
added. “we televised four hours of : employees contemplated: the form- 
rock-’n'-roll, bebop and whatnot on! ing of a labor union. It remained a 
ice. Members of the Council of | hope and a prayer until November: 
Viewers: rang up to say how inter- ‘1863 with the founding of the first. 
esting it--was, but they were; stage employees group at the home 
alarmed by the amount of falling: of James. Timoney on 4th Avenue 
about, asked anxiously whether| and 13th St. The organization, a 
there were no broken necks and! fraternal and labor group, origi-. 

Ted | 

LAS VEGAS 
DESERT INN—Phil Harris, Sandy Stew- 

art, Aldo Monaco, The Pieros, 
Buckner, Jubilee Four, 

chael Kent, Dave Apollon, Milt Herth, 
Henri Rose, Bobby Stevenson. 
DUNES—Zsa Zsa Gabor, Wiere Bros, 

Bill Reddie Orc. Lounge: Billy Eckstine, : 
Joy & The Bovs. 

EL CORTEZ—Johnny Ukulele, Lei 
Momi, Bromley Twins, Spencer Quinn. 
FLAMINGO—Joe E. Lewis, Pat Suzuki, i 

Don Kirk, Flamingoettes, Nat SBrand-, 
wynne Orc. lLeunge: Lionel Hampton, © 
Anita O’Day. 

; FREMONT —_ Knockabouts, Make Be- 
Neves, Satellites. 

Ray 5 5, Sunshine Boys, Bobbie & 

HACIENDA -—~ Four Tunes, 
Cathy Ryan, 

Johnny 
Olenn, Keynotes, Grover- 
Shore 3. 
Al NT —Pat Moreno’ 8 

NEVADA — Jimmy Cavanaugh, Vido 
Musso, Signatures, Johnny Paul, Marcy , 

ne. 
NEW FRONTIER — “Holiday in Rio.” 

Lounge: Ink Spots. Harry Ranch. 
RIVIERA—“La Plume de ma Tante,~’; 

Robert Clary, Liliane Montevecchi, Jack 
Cathcart Orc. Lounge: Stan Kenton, Play | 
Boys, Players. Marty Heim. 
SAHARA—Eydie Gorme, Steve Law- 

rence, More-Landis Dancers. Louls Basil : 
Ore.; Lounge: Mary Kaye Trio, Freddie . 
Bell & Beliboys, Deedy & Bill, Peter & 
Hank, The Caballeros. 
SANDS — Jerry Lewis, Eber Lobato | 

Dancers, Copa Girls, Garr Nelson, An-« 
tonio MoreDi Ore.; Lounge: Dave Burton,-:' 
Morrey King Strings. | 
SHOWBOAT—Bonnie Sloan, Skeets Me- 

Donald, Deuces Wild. 
SILVER SLIPPE&R—Hank Henry. Sparky ! 

Kaye, Red , Marshall, Danny Jacobs,, 
Taffy O’Neil, Rudenko Bros., S perettes, 
George Redman Orc.; Leunge: Lori il. | 
lips, Charlie Teagarden Ore., Twin Tunes. 
STARDUST—“Lido de Paris’; Lounse: ; i 

Bernard Bros., Kim Sisters. Happy 3 
ers, Micki Lynn, Ralph Y "| 
THUNDERB! RD-"Scandals ~ "On Yee,” 

Gary Crosby, Betty Regan, George Arnold, 
Shirley Linde, Phil Richards, Kay Brown.: j 
Harry Nofal, Garw Van Orc.; Leunge: | 
Millionaires, Frank Gusto. . 
TROPICANA—“Folies Bergere,” Jean 

Fenn, Claudine Longet, Arnaut Bros. “4 
Marvyn Ray, Florence & .Frederie Danc- 
ers. Ray Sinatra Ore. Lounge: Shecky i 
Greene. AI de Paulis 4. Dubonnet Trio, De , 
Fuentes: Bros., Guy Landis. 

MIAMI-MIAM! BEACH 
- AMERICANA — Lou Adler Orc, Pup | 
Campo Orc., Ross 
BALMORAL—“Ice Frolics of 61," Esco ; 

TaRue, Curtin « Hittle, Naries James, ! 

Mimmo, Tanya & Biagi, Janine Claire, 
Mons. Choppy. Kayal & Christine, Can- 
Can Girls, Jacques Donnet Orc. 
DEAUVILLE — "Playmates of Paris.” 

Jay Nemeth, Nita & Pepi, Carla Lucerne, ' 
Martha Aguilar, Carole Dreyfuss, Shari | 
Martel. 

Ju Rae. 
CARILLON—Lou - Walters Rev., sare 

DIPLOMAT—Damita Jo, Mandy. Campo"! 
Ore o 

EDEN ROC—Duke Jenkins Ore.. Jack . 
Kasse 5. Mal Malkin Orc. 
FONTAINESLEAU—Paul Anka, Henny 

Youngman, DeMarlos, Len Dawson Orc., 
Varadero Sextet. 
SAXONY—Ruth Wallis, Norm Geller! it was, 

Ore 
SEVILLE—"Caught in Act.” Jack De- 

Leon. Terry Haven, Joe Ross, Jerry New- 

NASA. groundrules—at first— 
were these: that the networks 
could cover ‘closed-circuit and tape, 

eros. ‘Contac. both on the spot and in N. Y., up 
Dancers, Carlton Hayes Orc. Leunge: Mi-|to 10 minutes of launch time, when. 

they could then go on the air live 
‘until actual launch. However, all 
imaterial taped prior to T Minus 10 
‘was to be held back from air until 

came apparent that a Postpone- | 
‘ment announcement was imminent, 
idue to. the bad weather, the webs | 
ipressed for permission to: carry: already exchange films with Amer- 

GOLDEN NUGGET—Bob Wills, Wade the postponement announcement | ica, although we are aware that 
- Smoky ‘live, and NASA assented,. though ! at the moment the Americans are 

the timing was still vague. © 

Finally, the announcement came, 

‘but without giving the webs enough 
‘advance notice. Pool. cameras { 
opened with a longshot of the Red- 
_stone missile with King’s. voice 
announcing the postponement over 
the Ioudspeaker. Then, the pool: 
got.on the ball, cutting down to a — Continued from page 1 
shot of King rereading the an- 
nouncement,: ‘then switching to. 

‘pool’ correspondents Richard Bate, i 
Herb Caplow ° ‘and Charles Von: 
Fremd, wrapping it up against the 
backgrounds of the missile, the j 
Austronaut’s barracks and. the 
overcast background of the entire | 
Canavaral installation. And that | 
was all. 

Later, tv officials attempted to: 
‘ talk NASA into releasing all of the : 
background tapes shot earlier, de- 

| Spite the no-shoot, .no-television : 
l ban imposed beforehand. But it 
was the concensus of news execs. 

:in N.Y. that the footage “however 
interesting—was ‘virtu 

:less in the face of the postpone- 
,ment. All they needed, they said, 
j was: what actually went on the air. 

corporated into regular news pro- 
grams. 

Both CBS and NBC in N. Y. in- 
vited press to screenings. of the, 
closed-circuit’ pre-launch feed ‘to | public services. The general idea- 

At CBS, |in this extreme official discard of i. network headquarters. 
-prior to the announcement, comic 
-relief was afforded by the techni- 
cians on the open telephone line 
‘from’ the studios down to. Canav- 
eral. Best line came when what 
looked like a battered space cap-;ming will also have an 11:30: p.m.. 
sule was rolled out: onto the field!limit during elght months of the: 
and.aN. Y. technician asked CBS |year and midnight fadeout dur-. 
remote director Don Hewitt what |ing the summer months. 

When Hewitt replied he 
didn’t know, the. technician asked, 
“Don, aren't you in touch with 

by.- Anne Jones. Linda Lavin, Held &/ the pool?” 

suggested a little less of this sort. 
of thing be shown.” 

Both Kuzakov and Fokin agreed | 
that the main difference between ; 
Russian and British tv was in pres- 
entation, but this was not so 
‘marked as that between Russian 

_ nally named The Theatrical Work- | 
‘men's Council, met at 267 Broad- 
way, N. Y. City. At a meeting held 
on April 3, 1864, the. Council 
“changed - its name tothe Theatrical. 
Mechanical: Union,’ 

“The next outstanding event was 
| and American television. 

_after the actual Jaunch. As ‘It be- | 

‘But who knows what might hap- 
“artists & Models Via NASA press officer Jack King, | pen in the future? We wait for bet- 

ly value- | 

the meeting at 187 Bowery, .N. Y. 
‘City, on Nov. 23, 1883 of the Stage 
| Employees of Philadelphia, Boston 
,and New York, where they. germi-- 
{nated the idea for the present In- 
ternational. Alliance. 

“Historically, the. most significant. 
chapter began with the meeting on 
April 25, 1886, at 187 Bowery, with 
the formation. of Theatrical Pro- 
tective. Union No. I to handle all 
matters concerning labor problems, 

“Theatrical Protective Union: No.” 
1, affiliated with the Knights ‘of 
Labor on July 17, 1893, and with 
‘the American Federation of Labor 

jin. July 1894. Today the union is: 
_—————4 , participating fully and-prominently 

‘in t v 
something should be done about it - cand national councils of AFICIO: 

before that time. “In the formation of the Interna- 
Mrs. Simmand stated that “the. ‘tional Alliance of Theatrical Stage. 

Alamo is nothing to joke about.! Employees and Moving Picture: 
The song doesn’t tell the. truth, : Machine: Operators of the U.S. and 
but even more important is. its: Canada on July 17, 1893.,. Theatri- 
irreverance to the shrine of Texas cal Protective Union. No. 1 was 
Liberty.” Mrs. Phillip W. Harral. , ‘ christened-the ‘mother’ local. 
prez of the local chapter, DRT, i “Cradled on the Bowefy, this 
said the song is in “bad taste” and | babe of labor toddled uptown ‘along. 
expressed surprise that two local the roads of its yesterdays and its 

‘musie stores were selling it. The tomorrows, passing Castle Garden, 
stores had sold out their: copies ‘Atlantic Gardens, Koster &. Bial’s, 
‘were ordering an additional supply ; Tony Pastor's, The White Ways of 
of the records. Lower Broadway, the. Yiddish The-- 

atre, 14th Street, the ‘Twenties, 
|} Herald Square, 42d St. and. Broad- 
way, through the world of vaude- 
‘ville, legitimate theatre; burlesque 

j Musicals, motion. pictures, opera, 

To a question on whether: he; 
thought a program swap. with the! 
U. S. was possible on. similar lines: 
to that with Britain, he said: “We 

not very anxious to show our films. 

ter times.” 

‘Alamo” 

Spain in June 
live, and this would be simply in- — Continued from page 1 SS night clubs, radio and television.” 

;dom to program one show a night. : ering 
The decree is not limited to show | 

| German Peelers: business but lists working hours | 
for all industry. ‘commerce and 

— Continued from page 2 ——— |} 

act as its own. self-censorship 
group, and.to ban any club which 
does not obey the new. rules. And: 

j to’ make sure that the” whole new 
iidea gets across to the strippers 
‘and beauty dancers, brochures are 
‘being printed in German, -English. 
and French: to be hung in the 

' dressingrooms -of the. entertainers. 
Still’ Plenty of Come-Ons — 

It. looked as if one of West 
iGermany’s most popular forms of. - 
! nightclub entertainment was head- 

social usage is to get the Spaniard: 
to work on time by getting him in- | 
to bed as close to the witching hour | H 
as possible. 

Radio and_ television. program- : 

Although it has been. an: un- 
interrupted tradition for Spaniards ! 
to inhabit bars, cafes and restau- | 
rants until the wee hours of the: 

Paul. ed for some censorship. . But the But ‘despite the laughs; the tv: morning, they will have. to. reach) 4°... yg ee ge ee, . 
RENO-TAHOE crews and correspondents had to!for their hats or berets at .12:30 gay Pe, t dS are tilt that the 

HAROLDS CLUB — “Can-Can” Rev., ; face the: prospect of going through ‘a.m. for eight months a year but vie S. lag were still offering 
Guarasmen, Bobby Winters: «4 'the entire pre-dawn routine all;can sip their cognac until 1 a.m.| Plenty of fun, even with those 
Abbie’ Ne aD oe om Bu reels te Oraetin | ‘over again, probabl tomorrow {from June to September. three-cornered pants. In’ one Denny, Junetimers. zon Trios Mar y daily here. prominent ads were 
HARRAH’S (Tahoe) — Louig Prima & 

Keely Smith. Sam Butera & Witnesses. ° 
Dick Humphreys, Dorben Singers & 
Dancers. Leighton Noble Orc. Lounge: 
Jerry Colonna. Tunetimers, Johnny Ukv- |- 

Giny niks, 

HOLIDAY — Frank Yankovic. Charles | 
Gould, Maty Bros., Shepherd Ssters. 
MAPES—Esguires, Joe King, Nokabouts, | 

Joe Karnes, Karen Dolin. 
RIVERSIDE — Mel Torme. 

Reynolds, Polly Possum. 

WAGON WHEEL (Tahoe)—Joe Maize & 
Cordsmen, Norman Brown Sextet, Néw- 
ton Bros., Bobby Page. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
SLACKHAWK—Stan Getz Four. 
BLACKSHEEP—Earl Hines Orc. 

léle Revue, Charley Chaney, 
‘| Mellodettes. Bill Cameron. 

Ford & 

phy Ore 
FAIRMONT HOTEL—Geo. Gobel, Ernie 

Heckscher Orc. 
GAY 90'S—Ray K. Goman. Bee & Ray 

Goman, Joan Brant, Marah Gates Dners., 
HUNGRY 1{—Mort Sahl, Anita Shear, 

Grandison. 
JAZZ WORKSHOP—Jobn Coltrane 4, 
NEVE—Axidentals, Johnny Adimono. 
NEW EGACK’S—Kings IV, Vernon Al- 

ley 3, Ernestne Anderson. 
ON THE LEVEE—Peggy DeCastro. 
PURPLE ONION — Jorie Remus. Pat 

Paulson, Freddie Paris. 
365 CLUS—Phyllis Inez. Barry Ashton 

Danrers, Roy Palmer Orc., Phyliis Inez. 

SAN JUAN, P. R. 
CARIBE HILTON—Los Chavales de Ks- 

pana, Ines de Juan & Jose Lopez, Miguel-- 
ito Miranda Orc., Pepito Arvelo Combo 

OSHARTERHOUSE—Tobaco Munez Ore. 

EARTHQUAKE McGOON’S—Turk we 

(Thurs. ) morning. 

Soviet & Britain 
a Continued from page 1 eee | 

documentary about Lenin's exile 
in London, and thought that Lon- 
don’s Trooping of the Color cere- 
mony on the Queen’s birthday— 
BBC's “Tonight” current affairs 
show, was ‘interested in a planned ! 
“a very agreeable and very festive 
céremony’—would make welcome 
viewing in Moscow. 

Details of program exchanges. 
-have still to be worked out at fur- 
ther-talks in London and Moscow, 
but Stuart Hood, BBC Television’s | 
program topper, said that Moscow 
relays.to be seen by British viewers.|. 
would probably include opera and 
-ballet. One program already fixed 
was a visit to Moscow Zoo, to be 
guided by 
tenborough. Hood said he would 

[also like to take the BBC's scien- 
tific’ program “Eye On Research" |the Women of The Motion Picture 
ta. Moscow. 

. At..a press ‘eonference. at - the 
BBC's Television Centre, Zuzakov. 
and Yuri Kokin, boss of Russia's 

explorer David At-| ists veep, will be principal speaker 

The decree, issued by the min-; 
ister of interior, appeared in the 
official government. bulletin on! 
April 24. Automatically, the enter- ; 
tainment industry: faces a painful 
‘and complicated task to reorganize 
and reprogram. Will Spaniards ac- 
cept a timetable for dinner (heaven t 
forbid:) at. eight or nine? Or will 
éntertainment be sacrificed for the | 
leisure. of a two-hour supper that, : 
for centuries, has always started at! 

; 10 p.m. or later? 
Tourists this year coming over 

to enjoy the Spaniard’s late-late 
indifference to time will find 
themselves in the midst of a so- 
ciological upheaval and with “no. 
‘one to talk to after 12 but the 
street-corner serreno, Spain's: key- 
jingling night-watchman. 

Max E.’s WOMPI Spiel 
Max E. Youngstein, United Art- 

‘featured for. no less than nine 
“strip” clubs. Bal du Paradis 

‘called its show “Melodie D'Amour,” 
‘and added that “many beautiful 
women invite you to conversation 
-and dance.” ; 

The. Pigalle. promised “record- : 
cocktail. a Paris non-stop revue,” 
along. with. “striptease shows, uni- 

-{n Germany,” .and added 
i “dance with our mannequins.” The 
BB Club offers “a new. spring re-. 
vue..called ‘Sweet Fruit."” And a 
club called By Ellis Eliot offered 
“Europe's first Bed Bar.’ 

Sex-o-rama is the. title of the 
production at the local Casino de 
Paris club. And a-club called Zur 
Hoelle offered: “international art- 
tists; beauty dancers, striptease and 
our mannequins on a lighted stage.” 
‘Parisiana was showing “Paris orig- 
inal revue “Love's. Garden.”” The 
Eve Club ‘has the ‘“world-famed.. 
Carla Sydow Dance Show, Paris 
stripteasers.” 
Even with some ‘clothes ‘on, the 

town n'was promising plenty of take- 
-0 entertainment. . And the. 

Industry May 19, {clubs in Nuremburg, Munich, Ham- 
Florence Long, WOMPI prexy | burg and Berlin seemed undaunted 

from Toronto, wiil attend for the|as they kept advertising the strip 
dinner. yand beauty performances. 

at. the charter and inauguration. 
dinner of the New York chapter of 
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highly talented musietans in Los 
Angeles and form a refreshing new |: 

iact. Group ‘will be especially: ef- 

Ty. 

Fae ee ace 
Fe etrensiann 

“Unit Reviews 
Lawrence Welk: Show: 

‘Albuquerque, May 2. 

Lawrence Welk and Orch:: (24), 
“Lennon Sisters (3), Jo Avin Castle, 
Larry Hooper, Norma — Zinimer,, 
Larry Dean, -Jimmy Roberts, Joe. 
Feency,. others: A Lawrenee Welk ! 

‘| there. ~ 
strong acts. Homer & Jethro wham: 

strongest Peebles has. assembled.) 
were’ «three. exceptionally } 

across .their parodies for 33 min-! 
utes, with the bluer. the lines the | 
louder the yocks. Easman Napier |. 
‘and. the Plainsmen.” are ‘without: 
idoubt one of the top quartets . in! 

‘|! fective in intimate rooms, and grow 
; through word of mouth. 

“Jint.Cook on guitar, Paul. “An- | 
-and Merle Koch, 

‘blending 
{dr ews, ‘bass, 

jane, also do: vocals, 
ideally with’ Miss Brulee. 
‘shows: classical quality of her 
pipes with. such. as “Indian Love 
Call,” also whistles. and does some. 
fancy footwork with the Charles- 
{ton -during certain nunibers. 

'She- 
Olympia. Paris 

Paris, April 27. 

House Reviews 
performances the next few months. 

Stewart, who has been slcgging 
Bruno Coquatrix presents “Jour | away in vaude in recent \ears and 

De Fete” ‘Holiday), a vaude rerue , 
written, directed by aid starving | 
Jacques Tati.. With Leon Mlala- 
quais Orch (18}, 
(12) choreographed by George} 

‘has reached prominence via his 
own tune and disk. “A Scottish 

[Ss Soldier” (already in the charts m 
Olympia Ballet ithe U.S.), has extreme versatility. 

He gags (aibeit with some too- 
roduction. At “Albu uer ue Civic | Cook, as. emcee, keers the turn 

. fuditorium; $5. top. ee ‘the nation, socking mt six SON8S ! on a’ humorous level, gets yocks | Reich, Rayros (3), Michele Brabo, | familiar sketch niaterial '. sings, 
fincluding thelr own’ “North to“ with .a- one-inch harmonica bit.! Nono Zammit, Erich Brewn, Arlys , Clicks in character travesties of 

Jazz. buffs: to the contrarg. Law- 
‘rence. Welk ‘and his’ “champagne 
.Inusie makers” can dono wrong. 
VAL Yeast that’s the. attitude taken. 
by.a near SRO house who sat. glued 
‘40 their chairs through. two-and-a- - 
half. hours of rippling sweet.sounds. 
emanating from the’ Welk : group... 
Apparently this is ‘the same group . 

“that. sits in front: of their: tv sets 
‘each Saturday night . for ner 
one-hour | sesh with: the. W elkers-" if 

W hether Welk is ‘doing the polka: 
“with ‘one ‘of the Lennon Sisters,. 

‘here “by: 

| Alaska. ” 

Carter Family, ; consisting of | 
‘Mother Maybelle and. sisters: June : 

. Standards get most of the play in 
the fast-moving, well-staged act. 

Duke. 
and Helen; isa. good. offing thanks i. 

‘to the superb. coniedy of. June. Gal.,: 
ousually is a single but is joined |]. 

who play | her. kinfolk, 
guitar, . accordion, tambourine, etc. 
‘Wind .-up by’ Singing - “Worrted ° 
Man. v 

Patsy ‘Cline opens sbcond: halt 
‘Show |. with: ‘seven -nunibers, 

Sronaest of Which is “Bill Bailey:” 
‘She‘s followed by. Carl Smith, a 

“License Hearing 
‘Continued from page 71 Game — 

4 eid thie - new - legislation would : 
make’ - permanent ‘the ‘“ill- defined - 
‘and 
in’ effect. 
week's | hearing. - 

‘awkward’ requirements now . 
We also assailed next 

i& “Poker, 
| Pierre Etaix, Menito, Ruby & Char-! 
{lés Wlaat. Romano 1:35; sets, Ja@c- 
qucs. Lagrange; 

1 De Fete;” $2 top. 

With Straight vaude still consid-: : opens with a come dy tune. 

ered an anathema duwing the: 
j spring 
‘Bruno Coquatrix has given his 
‘house a festive air and a vaude: 
revue ‘Starring French pie coinic- 
director Jacques Tati. > 

Back to the boards for the first! 

; Como, British singer 

oti has. mixed | with a rock’Mroll teach. 

Monique & Rie hard, i elderly Sco tsemen, and je aS Ne tural 

ia 1961 follow-up ta the now defanct 
Harry Lauder tradition as any 1e- 

plus fil, “Jour cent immigrant ta the comedy. 
‘minstrel terrain. 

Garbed in a colorful kit. Stes urt 
‘Deane 

ald,, Whaur's Yer Trousers?”. Ue 
znd summier tourist months, | ¥#rms up the outfronicrs with “Ye 

Cannae Shove Yer Granny Aff a 
Bus.” then does this nabs an 

“the stsJes of Johnnie Rav. Perry 
Das id Whit 

i field and Louis Annstiong, ending 

Ms itime since the war. T snapping. ‘his’ fingers “phy thine. liandsome. ‘lad. who emphasizes ; ‘The Isaacs | statement caused : Follows with his disclick. “A 
- ‘ roduction bits 

with the band: or tapping his feet, a sal sounds in singing five songs Mayor Robert F. Wagner's legal jVauide numbers and Y rad lotsa have, Scettish Soldier” which he sinevs 
the audience sits in rapt attention - plus amediey 0 IS IS. S @ advisers to Claim that. present, re- ‘in. his monicker and appearance. pith background cf four piper 
—much like a religious cult... 

Welk: doesn't—he doesn’t have 

-¢f overalls. when. he came with the 
band. “) that keep the ‘audience. 

“The Welk: band—and it’s one. of 
the biggest in the business—is a: 
group of talented: musicians who, 

jarks -of a-number -of hanils, in--: 
.Cluding Louis Armstrong. Cab. Cal: ; 
leway, Guy. Lombardo and. Ww woey | 
Weiman. Chie im 

: BRUCE STEV ENS" 

“long stretch‘of vocals—but the fais © 
-loved it: 

- ‘But.. the ‘performers ° —-and: 
Dic ‘ebles—laugh: alt the. way to their 

: Tru De. 7 Ca adillac S. 

‘ville. Re CS 

“aco tO, combat Police Dept.’ 
sing provisiens for eniertainers: and 

~ of other cafe Workers on. srournds of 
“Ph unfairness and - 

.- with 3/300 seats. 
key. the. Opera House's meneging 

aot ~~ 

qurements would -be’ continued ‘ 
only until the Lice nse’ Dept. could” 

The ¢: itizens Emergency’ €om- 
-mittee was tor med several months 

Jicen- . 

‘and operated Frisco Opera House. 

Cirector, ‘said he’ d be glad to book . 

Edward J. ShNar- | 

The-s sowing of his tirst film, “Jour 
De Fete.” fills the second part. 

few. weeks to kick off the perforin- 
ance: Sovid: biz and a possible three-- 
month run may well be shaping 

. for Unis, unpretentious and pleasant 
shay 

‘and instrunientalizing. 

‘for good results and laughs. Arlys 
& Poker are cood clown {cils. 
Revue ‘is generally 

soldiers, and exits to solid ming. 
-It is cue for the shows finale 

.cbares is a-potent cer 
chine) Margaret Mitchell, bunctte 

- soprano, 

.in Cole Porter 
rable. suppart from Ric: 

are brought . 
with perils and inventive asides: 

acceptable, . 
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_s¢lo- on : Louis Blues” ‘here. re: L cutie. Fhere’s: little. distract-_ . paid ‘only travel COAPENSES, Th ew ith ‘Tati on a training mo aol for Narnia Bua Orci 7: ane E +a 

‘Norma yimmer a looker. comes Gu -ing chatter: froni.tablesitters since £:0UP already has urransed to postmen on bikes. then ¢: ae tne ter OR potha: $3 1p. 
for a couple of. numbers to please graup. cemmands audience's une PNY a similar . henefit, in| New rrouuine: on live on the “tae tor oo 
with her-sola work-and duets with divided attention. Versatile reper York : next month forthe African 7evty_and comic riding. Nezo Zam-" After a six-year absence {om 
vecalist. Jimniy Roberts. _ Stoire — inchtides: “ multinationality: Beseareh Foundation, . ymit is a fey oie who is g.ven to, his home bearas. Jean Sabion has 
‘Band -wraps’ up: the -show, ‘with selections.” “Act“/should (be okay, 48 ‘result of | the - Maconic. Auin- «Imitating arab S$. “fanny come ae pack for J ou aan shew, 
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smattering of tho-e wenting a vell 
worked out .albnost cla- 
stint. 

But a full show is elaaxs a Wif- 
ficult thing for a jone pcrfermer 

“ct Lop song 

al Songs. Banjo.. ‘Davis--once the opera scacon_ is: lone ; 
‘Grand Ole Opry - * [80 Mins, “over. /and added, “Miles. Davis ig .and Tati's filmed gass and feature | and there are the inevitarle Cow 

“Omaha. April OB. | Variety Club,. Dallas. . > tao. serious a’ musician to cause pic are all expert and funny. it’ , “bots. Sablon, however, has a 
- Hap Peebles “produc: icon of Bruce Stevens is a terrifie tenor -30Y" trouble .. . naturally, no-one i doesn't quite | have’ the hamoge ne. . catching. atte ee y and a 
“Grand Ole Opru2 with Ho: a who scores heavily with the, audi- “ho knows anything about popu- “ous tone on eas Ir voducti tee eh his " aN ‘d but pleasa 
Jethre, Carl - Smith. Patsy Cline, {tovs. He is a Jookalike’ and ‘sings |! lar musie could call. him a rock: Show. But the evera production 18 | WR is cracked but pleasant 

: ‘an amusing entry that should hav e, voice and hand mike in this small 
Easman Napier & the Plaiss:: wit | 
51, the Carter Family (30. Lean: 

.. Me Awiffe & the Cianarror Bous 
91, At Ak Sar-Ben  Caliseiimi- 
Omaha, April - 26- 27, 61; ‘free ‘ad: 
mission. , 

There’s no doubt that: the. hottest } 
chow biz attraction in the midlands 
is the “Grand Ole Opry” reviews } 

- staged. by. Wichita's -Hap. Pebbles.. 
Crowds of -11,000. largest: ever to 
attend. a free show for ‘the. dires- | 
paying members of Omaha . ‘civic | 
org Ak-Sar-Ben, attest'to that. . 

‘ Remarkable part of the setup is | 
‘the fact many show -biz rules ° are 

" violated. Every act stays: on too 
long;. nearly every . tune has the’ 
#ame. beat: it’s one singer after ‘an- 
other: every act tries to inject soine | 30 
comedy; musicians ‘stroll .off. stage | 
‘88 a performer is working, etc. 

‘However, none of the auditors]. 
‘seem: to: mind—in fact, they appear: 
‘to eat up the casual: approach. \ 

On this bill, ‘probably. one of the| 

a 

like the Jate Mario Lanza. besides‘ 
éxuding a warm personality. to the: 
tablers as though he’s holding. back 
visible’ facets. ‘When: piping. "Sor- 
‘yento”* and “Be My. Love” there's 
rio escaping ‘the Lanza coniparison. : 

| But Stevens: clicks further: with. a 
good ‘but offbeat) mime of the: late |! 
Bela Lugosi, and works- easily in: 
an aud participation: session. : 

‘Iandsome guy tears: mitting via 
‘a top banjo. solo of “Whispering” 
and ‘inserts. some banjo trick’ fret- 

iting, all to.the: good; Stevens is |. 
}a cinch :for the plush'rooms, and 
stage musicals.: Even his: comedic 
talents: should be: further exposed. | 

, Bark. 

Song 
45. Mi 

Dunes, Las Vegas... 

doy. Brulee :is:.a- shapely. brunet , 
looker with -opetatic ‘training who | 
left ‘her native Honolulu several 
months ago to team ‘With a trio ol. 

‘THE BOYS. (3) 
s Comedy “ 

‘n’ roll. artist.”” 

Ravinia Fest 
Continued from. page 71 

Set for Aug. 9 and 11. and folk- 
‘ singer Richard Dyer-Bennet for: 
Aug. 10 and 11. Last year, Ahmad | 
Jamal; Louis Armstrong and Josh 
White - “gave concerts of the pop! 
stripe.. 

previous years, 
by the Chicago Symphony Orches- 

‘{ talent. 

* peneral response and an interna-’ 
; tional pull on the Tati name and 

Mosk, 

Empire. Glasgow 
Glasgow. May 2. 

Leslie A.. Macdonuell presenta: ! 

‘cidents in a life that 

‘tion of “The Andy Stewart Show,” ° 
with: Andy Stewart.-Seven V¥ olauts, | 
Margaret Mitchell, Richard Hardic,. 
Max Kay, Aler McAvoy, Jaw 

house, Sablon gives out elegant 
aiities which desmibe Httle in- 

is mainly 
coneernedswith* love and = sucial 
niceties. But the nature of his 
material sometimes gives a repeti- 
live air to the recital. 

A few songs in English point 
Up. his debonair charm: and me 
reminiscent of Maurice Chevalier 
‘sans thé latter's more earthy charm 
and appeal. But Scblon is a 

| Powrie & Band, Andrew Mackenzie, { trouper with a well worked out 

Willoughby Dancers +12), 
tra, ‘six performances ‘of the New! orch under Gorden L. Rolfe. 
York City Ballet. and: two: each ‘by 

{the Budapest. ‘String Quartet and 
‘|Pro Musica.’ 

Andy Stewart, ‘a snub- nosed 
| eomedian of 27. years and a cross- 

While there’s no outright con-|-section of recent. Scot comedians. 
‘¢troversy | ‘among - Festiva} Assn. 
| members, it’s.clear that. many, if|.backed ‘by Leslie 
net: mest, would like to see the 
pop: side’ expanded. even further, 
both .for financial reasons and to 
familiarize the lush’ park layout: to 
a wider. audience. 

heads this talented. young layout, 
-Macdonnell, 

London impresario. He, registers 
strongly with his fellow-country- ! 
men ina kilted, tartan and bagpipe | 
‘show. ! 

| Fadyen. It's’ in for twice-nightly 

“Longhair portion is similar: to | Dar: id Logan, ‘Dixie Ingrain, Aco- | rep and good backing from Ejimil 
with 18 concerts! lian Singers, Four Jaus, Cherry! Stern's eighty eights and’ Maria 

house ' Bua'’s orth, 

| 
He is the eternal, 

romantic French crooner and ob- 
viously hit with the first-night show 
crowd. 

Sablon is in good farm. and his 
oldtime medley at the end 1s a 
sock bit for big mitts. But he ap- 
pears more suited for intime boites 
ef vaude bills than the demands 

'of a one-man show. On the ather 
hand he can still keep en audience 

soundly helmed by Iain Mac- | even with intermiticrt ives and 
i slow spots. aoric. 
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Copacabana, N.Y¥. 
Johnny Mathis, 

Johnny D'‘Arc, Douglas Clarke, 
Doug Coudy Line, Paul Shelley & 
Frank Marti Orchs; $5.50-$6 minz- 
mum. ° 

Jules Podell has ample reason to 
beam with the current bili. Com- 
bination of Johnny Mathis, with 
Bob Melvin featured has provided 
this showshop with its largest 
opening of the season. Every table, 
including those in the far reaches, 
was occupied at the preem show, 
and reservations indicate a happy 
trend of events here. What's mere, 
the room had a fairly diverse audi- 
ence. 
sters and hen-parties, and any 
combination drawing froom these 
elements should spell bullish biz. 

Mathis continues to grow in 
stature with each visit here. The 
elements that originally made him 
a candidate for the bigtime are 
still evident, but he has developed 
a wider wmderstanding and a 
broader spectrum. He has in- 
creased his dramatic intensity and 
has accented a smouldering fervor. 
The Negro singer puts a jot of 
color into his work, is backed by} 
florid end eiiective arrangements 
and scores heavily on each count. 

One of his strongpoints for this 
room is his concentration on 
familiar tunes and those which he 
helped popularize> Thus many of 
his efforts gets applause at the 
start, and he puts them over with 
his vibrant and intimate manner. 
He occupied the floor for nearly 
an hour for his opening stint and 
the crowd seemed to feel he. war- 
ranted all that time and more. 

Melvin is another comig¢ who is 
gathering proficiency. His familiar 
“got a minute,” which used to be 
a focal point of his act, is now 
merely a catchline used to estab- 
lish greater intimacy with his audi-|topliner. She’s further discussed 
ence. His act has been rewritten 
from his last time around, and the 
new discussions hit jackpot results 
at times. His delivery is easy, pol- 
ished and punchy without a hard 
sell. He gets a justifiably heavy 
response. 

The rest of the show. elements 
remain with Johnny D’Are doing 
the production vocals and Douglas 
Clarke the hoofing. The Doug 
Coudy line is, as always, pic- 
turesque, and the Pauli Shelley 
band provides highgrade backing 
and dansapation with the Frank 
Marti band doing the Latin relief. 

ose. 

Thanderbird, Las Vegas 
Las Vegas, April 21. 

Gary Crosby, starring in “Scan- 
dals On Ice"; produced by Marty 
Hicks; staged by George Arnold; 
special material, Harry Crane; $4 
minimum. 

Gary Crosby makes his debut as 
a full-fledged Vegas headliner by. 
coming in as latest star of “Scan- 
dals on Ice.” Like the show’s name 
attractions who have preceeded 
him, Crosby is not integrated into 
the frosty festivities, which con- 
tinue intact, plus British come- 
dienne Betty Regan. 

In this song session, Crosby. 
demonstrates with ease the fact: 
that he has definitely arrived as a 
potent nitery attraction. The pipes, 
patter, and personality are better | 
than ever; and it’s important to 
note that advance reservations are ! 
coming in briskly. 

Included in the repertoire this 
time are “You Can't Love 'em All” 
(with special lyrics), a poignant 
blues entry via “When Old Mid- 
night Rol!s Around,” boozy lyrics 
in salute to such drinking singers 
as Joe E. Lewis and Dean Martin 
to the tune of “It’s All Right With 
Me,” a touching “You’re Nobody 
Till Somebody Loves You,” and of 
course the big applause puller, a! 
medley of Bing's hits. 

This “Scandals” edition, in: 
which the nudes are covered at 
dinner shows, runs through May : 
14. Duke. 

Riverside, Reno 
Reno, April 24. 

Mel Turse, Polly Possum & The | 

Seetg Fes 4 
v2 ele 

. O COVET, NO Miizi- 

Mel Torre, ‘after an absence of, 
several years from the loeal scene, 
is back wiih a pleasant, listenable . 
songolozg for the current 10-day. 
headline stint. He retains the' 
smooth, ca-iril styling to sell his, 
weres, and doc. it in first rate man- 
ner. 

Billed in ihe second spot is Polly : 
Possum, who ocfers little in the’ 
Way ot ta. ai, put to make up for: 
it hit- bed acd consistently with 
the bite Lies. She’s not an act 

Bob Melvin, auditor this room attracts, albeit 

There were adults, young- 

that scores solidly with the type of 

she’s backed by four capable. mu- 
sicians. 

Miss Possum falls much below 
the blue lines level for one-liners 
and situation stuff that can. only be 
classed as dirt,’ And aud reaction 
proves there’s a large element not 
addicted to her material. There’s 
no double entendre or hanging 
lines in her presentation, and noth- 
ing left to the imagination. As 
she’s proving here, her material 
doesn’t meet the standard to war- 
rant such lling. 

On second night of the bili Miss 
Possum withdrew for a couple days 
with a throat problem, allowing 
for an impromptu debut by 19- 
year-old Jim Miller, son of River- 
side op Bill Miller. It’s apparent 
some of the show biz savvy of the 
elder Miller has rubbed off on the 
entertainment tyro. With no re- 
hearsal, he worked with the Santa 
Fes to nice reaction, both for his 
vocal stint and his. impressions. 

Long. 

Sahhra, N. ¥. 
Leo Fuld, Sarak Rubin, Sara 

-Aviani, Rachel & Zlila, Kovesk 
Martin Roman Orch; $8.50 mini- 
mium. 

The Sahbra has ample reason to 
celebrate now that it’s reached its 
fourih anni, which it marked last 
week with a gala. Leo Fuld started 
the spot when it was doubtful that 
such an Israeli policy could sur- 
vive. Since then he has become 
an impresario who imports talent. 
He also keeps his hand in the per- 
ferming arts with his emceeing 
and opening song. 

His current talent collection is 
integrated into revue lines wit 
Sarah Rubin, an Israeli who hit, 
that country via Rumania, as its 

under New Acts. 
Others in the show fit in and 

out of the proceedings doing brief 
performances so that it’s a fast- 
gaited miniature revue that pleases 
the custemers. Fuld ties all the 
elements together with a Broadway 
touch. Since most of the elements 
in the present shows are from Ye- 
men, the layout is billed “Every 
nite is Yemenite.” | 
A major performer in this sat- 

urnalia is Sara Aviani, a dark eyed 
Singer backed by two bearded play- 

‘ers working a hand-drum and an 
accordion. She’s a vivid and youth- 
ful personality, who perhaps needs 
more time and more spotlight on 
‘herself to be a standout. But there 
are moments in which she makes 
some of her better attributes felt. 
The crowd takes to her. 

Also on the layout are a pair of 
youthful dancers who are pruned 
down to minimum time periods. 
With pony tails flying, Rachel & 
Alila work in a modern vein. They 
show extreme litheness of move-: 
ment and garner heavy mitts. 
Other performer is Kovesh, who 
plays a sheperd’s horn. He. weaves 
| modern western motifs with tradi- 
| tional Hebrew melodies for ex- 
tremely clever results. Jose. 

Hotel St. Regis, N.Y. 
Dorothy Shay with Curtis Whee- 

{ler and Jo Ann Miller, Milt Shaw | 
Orch, Walter Kay Trio;. $2-$3 cover 

| after 11 p.m, 

Continually bright and appealing 
jis Dorothy Shay. Her alfalfa atti- 
tude is a delightful conception and 
she plays it to the hilt. In patter 
and song, Miss Shay she does up 
the country cousin bit for socko 
effect and in a way that wins over 
the slicksters' who patronize this 
chic eastside boite. 
| As in her Persian Room stint 
jabout a year ago, ‘Miss Shay sur- 
; ro ounds herself with “kinfolks” 
{Curtis Wheeler and Jo Ann Miller. 
Latter stands out again as a Shir- 

:ley MaclI.aine carbon and she does 
j more than just hold her own up 
. against Miss Shay’s pro savvy. The 
tua of them are especially good on 
“There's No Market For A Country 
Girl Today" and “Carolina.” Miss 
Miller does the ‘“Cuzzin Agnes 

} Clung” and Wheeler is strong in 
his “Uncle Fud” characterization. 

Miss Shay gets a lot of humor 
‘into her work and pulls the yocks 
easily with such items as 

,ever Happened to the Man I Mar 
‘tied Who Used To Be So Nice 
, Around The House Cha Cha. ” She's 
also in solid shape with 
‘choly Baby,” “Stout Hearted Men 
and “Doin’ What Comes Naturally. ” 
In the windup she has “Experience” 
‘and the trade-marked ‘“Feudin’, 
: Fussin’ and a-Fightin’. " It’s famil- 
iar but it still goes aver big. 

The musical portions are excel- 
lent: v handled by Milt Shaw's orch 
) and the Walter Kay Trio. Grus. 

“What | 

“Melan- | 

fletel Pierre, N. ¥. 
Stanley Melba production of 

“Anything Goes,” with Jimmy. Car- 
roll, Larry Dougtas, Wilbur Evans, 
Betty. Madigan, Marie Santell;. by 
Cole Porter; book ty Bolton. & 
Wodehouse, Lindsay & Crouse, 
“adapted” by Metba and Dolores 
Pallet; staged by Miss Pallet; 
lighting, Leslie Wheel; orchestra 
‘conducted and arrangements by 
Lee Hulbert; opened Apyil 25, 
1961, 

The ; Pierre’ Ss ’ Cotillion Room is 
closing out its season with a reprise 
of “Anything Goes” which ran for 
five. weeks when it first opened 
Jan. 3. Cast remains the same on 
the mate .end, but Betty Madigan 
has replaced. Jan McArt and Mar 
Santell: is fhe replacement for 
Mary Tremain. They, along with 
Jimmy Carroll, who doubles from 

Larry Douglas and Wilbur Evans, 
combine in. this leose . adaptation 
‘of the yesteryear Ethel Merman 
starrer. . 
As heretofore, the -Melba-Pailet 

other Porter tunes into the basic 
“Anything Goes” score with result 
that this is more of a Porter hit 

other legits, which of course is no 
handicap on the vocal end. 

The Pierre's policy with tabloid 
musicals is an extension of Melba’s 
previous formula with “salutes” to 
name composers. The “books” are 
most sketchy, but sufficient unto 

the thin. story “plot,”.such. as it 
is. Occasionally there are discor- 
dant topical gags which only point 

original concept, as period pieces, 

these hour-long pot-pourris are 

isthenics of the cast and, per usual, 
the competent, musicomedy -and 

by their. thrushing assignments. 
‘The histrionics are never any great 
strain but. they evidence. profes- 
sionalism. there. also. 

This is the second semester for 
these tab. musicals and Melba will 
have to come up. with something 
new next season, no easy assign- 
ment. Perhaps the cycle may com- 

Room may he ready to tackle per- 

-Persian Room (Hotel Plaza), the 
Maisonette (St. Regis) or Empire 
Room (Waldorf-Astoria). Certainly 
when the new Summit, Americana 
and New York Hilton. hotels come 
on the scerie it will be cause for 
self-examination: by . all the class 
hostelries’ featuring talent. Abel. 

Sahara, Las Vegas . 
Las Vegas, April 25. 

Gisele MacKenzie, Mills Bros., 
“Most American Girls In The 
World”. (16), Lowis Basil Orch 
(13); produced ° by Stan Irwin: 
choreography, Jack. Regas; _ $4 
minimum, — - 

Gisele MacKenzie, always effec: 
tive in the looks and voice depart- 
ments.om her previous Vegas 

: Visits,, brings those scene-stealing 
“Curfew kids” back with her this 
time—four boys in- the 12-year 
bracket who are effusivey talented 
both as singers and dancers. 

At one point-‘the star does a 
charming salute to her six-weeks 
old son via color slides and special 
song material. She strays from the 
standards, includes: a touching 
“Exodus;”.and revives such strang- 
ers as “Barney. Google,” “‘Pink 
Elephants,” and “Parlez Mol d’A- 
mour.’ 

Extra. added Mills Bros. ‘make 
the ‘bill a strong double feature 
with their nostalgic evergreens 
‘such as “Glow Worm,” “Paper 
Dell.” and “Lazy River.” 

New. production number with 
‘sparklirg choreography by Jack 
Regas is the curtain raiser. Louis 
Basil's orch’ (13) does an expert 
job of cutting the Stan Irwin prod- 

, uction, in until May 23: when Kay 
Starr ‘returns. Duke. 

ed 

; Village Vanguard, N.Y. 
Jack Teagarden Sextet, Junior 

Maice Trio; $2. cover. 

It's been months since Max Gor- 

don. last installed -Dixicland in his 

"| downtown cellar, which doesn't so. 

as it reflects apathy to.the idiom 
by the Village intelligentsia.. The 
Vanguard, of necessity, almost in- 
variably books the cool combos. 

maestro-emcee to juvenile lead,. 

team think nothing of medleying: 

parade, culled from filmusical and 

essentially an excuse for the vocal. 

operetta-grounded quintet do well 

plete itself anew and thé Cotillion }. 

‘sonality headliners a Ja the nearby’ 

ist's sextet here—Is problematical | 
boxoffice, and likely contingent on 
the topper’s personal: appeal as a 
jazz legend dating from way. back. 
Teagarden traditionally has 

never. been among the flashier 
tailgate exponents, but on the other 
‘hand his presentation is hardly shy 
of showmanship. Difference is that 
Teagarden accents it via musical. 
‘values, and a style as distinctive as 
any. It has the moxie and biuff for 
a tin ear, and the biuechip. tech- 
nique for a connoisseur... 

His display. naturally includes a 
ration of Bourbon Street ever- 
‘greens (“Rampart St. Parade,” “‘St. 
James Infirmary”), but also ranges 
over ‘Up a Lazy River,” “Honey- 
suckle Rose” and “Big Noise From 
Winnetka,” among. others. The 
standard Teagarden (plus sidemen) 
vocals embellish, and, of course, all 
hands are spotlighted — notably 
“Honeysuckle,” featuring the 6&8, 
and “Winnetka,” which pairs traps 
and bass in a showstop rendition. 

Junior Mance Trio, holding over, 
furnishes. a pleasant stint of melo- 
dic jazzworks in fitting complement 
to the Teagarden & Co. lineouts. ~ 

Sextet 

the purpose thereof in motivating 

up the antiquity of the fundamental | 
librettos.. Had they: been kept in! 

the flimsiness. of plot’ motivation}. 
‘might not jar as much. However, 

is in for two weeks, with | 
Oscar Brown Jr. opening May 2. 

Camelot, N. ¥. _ 
Bobby Short (4), Gladys John- 

son Duo, Ricardo Nint; $4.50 mini- 
mum. 

Bobby. Short seems seems to have found 
@ permanent home in New York 
at the Camelot. A young veteran 
on the nitery circuits for some 
years, he has been responsible for 
a lot of business in many spots 
and’ seems: capable of moving a. 
sizeable following: with him. 

This Negro 
spectalty fF the brighter musical 
comedy tunes, frequently reaching 
into even the obscure books for 
-his material. The result.is a highly 
‘interesting picture that has the 
net effect of a happy sound. Short’s 
piano work provides the base of 
his -musicat background which is 
given a beat by the traps, a tym- 
panist and a bassist. 

In this respect, show is. some 
what of a historian. He has. 

—— ATNe eae Sana 

prodigious catalog and an impres- 
Sive knowledge of the musical 
stage. He doesn’t go in for formal 
groupings, preferring to mix his 
periods for a generally comprehen- 
sive view of the Equity field. On 
his opening night, the floorspace 
generally used for dancing, was 
filled with tables. Thus.the Gladys. 
Johnson: duo, piano and bass, was 
in position of supplying only some 
highly imaginative music, 
Ricardo. Dini helped the mood of 
the place. with his songs Italian 
and piano work. Jose. 

Statler-Hilton, Dallas 
, Dallas, April 28. 

_ Jane Morgan (with Phil dell, 
Rich Bono Oreck (10); $2- Pina), 

$2.50. 

Thrush Jane Morgan is back. 
after a long absence, and at open- 
ing (27) captivated the packed Em- 
pire Room with a fine array of 
songs. No doubt about it, she'll 
bring mucho biz in two weeks here. 
She gets rapport from the start 
with “Fascination” and stage stroll- 
ing with hand mike for a sock “My 
Love Doesn’t Love Me at All.” 
After a short medley of. French 
lyrics she adds’ “I Love Paris” in 
English. 
When the mike cut out, . she; 

quickly quipped: “We were just 
going to do ‘No Biz Like Show Biz’ 
and there isn’t.” Sans mike she 
strolls with her fine voice effort- 
lessly making delights of “Some- 
one to Watch Over Me” and “Yel- 
low Rose of Texas’—latter in 
French: She belts “The Day That 
the Rains Came Down” for Iusty 
mitting. With the P.a. back on 
she said, “At least you found it 
“wasn’t taped. ” Scores easily with 
“Second Time Around” and segues 
into a medley of eight Oscar award‘ ¢ 
winning songs. Adds “What Does. 
It Take?” and has to beg off after 
50 minutes. Pianist del Pina con- 
ducts the house band for Miss 
Morgan with excellent results. 

Act gives way May 11 for the 
third date here. of Nelson Eddy 
& Gale Sherwood. Bark. 

Lawrence to ‘Caprice 
Bernie Lawrence has assumed 

. fhe post of national sales and pro- 
much express personal preferences motion manager for both the Cana- 

dian-American and Caprice labels. 
The firms are headed by Neil.Gal- | 
ligan. 
‘Appointment reunltes Galligan !Marand. expertly . and handles the. 

Singer has made a 

and 

}uptempo. standards. as. 
Just a Bowl of Cherries” and‘ Day . 

|In:Day Out.’ She's at-home in all’ 

Latin Quarter, N.Y... 
(FOLLOWUP) 

The Crosby Brothers . (Philip, 
Dennis and Lindsay—now minus 
Gary, the eldest, doing a-single-o) 
are in the headline slot for three 
weeks to cap the longrun ‘“Vive 
La Femme” chesty: vaude ‘display 
in this E. M. Loew-Ed Risman 
Broadway emporium, 

|. As to biz, their. ‘Wednesday (26). 
opener was packed, and the ad- 
vance perky. How. traffic shapes 
over the full 21-day course inevit- 
ably depends at least somewhat 
on Crosby name ‘impact. : 
the stand is the N. Y. preemer for 
the brothers, curiosity is a further 
favoring factor, and word-of-mouth 
should take over from there: .. 
The word should do it ‘because 

Bing’s heirs are a talented; engag- 
ing. trio of songster-kidders, and 
indicate this with finesse. Their 
charm {not to-overwork a justified, 
in this case, adjective) is apt to 
surprise not a few, and by getaway 
should have ‘most, and maybe all, 
holdouts converted. 

Whilst. brother ‘Gary was an as- 
‘set (and group spokesman, whereas 
the: fronting chore is. now nicely 

jdivvied), there’s no feeling in this. 
key outing that he’s missed, for the 
learry-on three have. shaped ‘Up as: 
a smooth and savvy amalgam. Not. 

but their’ respective 
vocabilities have also improved: at. 

for. in- 

only ‘that, 

this _juneture—vis-a-vis, 
stance, their first major date (with 
Gary) at the old Chi Chez. Paree. 
Boys are at their best harmon- 

{eally, and the best of that was 
accorded “Joshua Fit -de Battie.” 
They're reasonably footloose and 
diverting with some ‘terp. frag- 
ments, and. in the amiable kidding 
throughout they wisely know when 
‘to calla halt. “Also to their credit, 
they:.forego the {fnsidey and/or 
tasteless references — that 
easily mar the turn. 

Their songalog is: substantially, 
what it was when they launched on 
the: circuit, and including .yester- 
year chart toppers, folk tunes, and. 
the windup wrapup of Papa Bine's. 
oldie hits.. Reprising Bing’s  dis- 
clicks could have been: a crutch, 
and smacking of presumptuous: 
cribbing. 

But the - brothers. obviate that 
risk with the cheek-by-jowl ap- 
proach, starting with a‘cute gam-~- 
bit wherein open-mouthed | silence: 
follows announcement of ‘a medley 
of: “our hit records.” Of course: 
they ain’t got any. P.S:: they do 
quite nicely by their ‘pop’s .song- 

ok 

Act is. cunningly ‘simple ‘stage-. 
which: credit . Charles. wise, for’ 

O'Curran, plus the amiable’ word- 
age of John Bradford and William 
Frim{ (composer Rudolph’s. son).’. 

{And not least, the shrewd. arrange- 
{ments of Bill. Thompson. They've 
provided, en toto, an ‘artful frame-. 
work for the brothers... 

it alone is ‘a good buy at the $7 
minimum -burden, albeit pruning a. 
few minutes wouldn't hurt.. Jo. 
Lombardi's show-and-dance miusi- 
cians are up to snuff, and ditto 
Buddy Harlow's alternate dansapa- 
tion.. 

Drake Hotel, Chi 
Chicago, April 2¢. 

Patricia: Marand, Jimmy Blade 
Orch (6); $3 cover weekends, $2.50 
weeknights. noe 

In her return to: the Camelifa 
House, Patricia Marand has virtu- 
ally everything going for her— 
looks, a fine set of musical comedy 
trained pipes ‘and a mature style 
and delivery. “Class all’ the way, 
‘she's unmistakably right. for this 
poshery, 

Elegantly coiffured. ‘and svelte of 
‘figure, Miss Marand -has the. male 
contingent popeyed from the mo-. 

{ment. she walks on the floor. But 
she doesn’t depend upon s.a. or let 
it override her well-balanced. and 
smartly executed . repertoire. In 
fret, she starts her turn” fram the 
back. of the house and out of the 

' Spotlight to show off ker ‘clean. 
| phrasing and velvet-smooth - -vocal-.. 

1 istics. 

Her songalog consists’ mostly of. 
;durables, ranging from ‘blue-spot-. 

| light girl-loses-boy laments to such 
“Life Is 

tempi, but really tops ‘herself with 
her closef; a lyrical. rendition’ of 
“Till There. ‘Was You” that. gives 
full rein to her fine legituner voice : 
and provides 4 sock getaway. - 

_ Jimmy .Blade’s orch backs.. Miss 

Thus, Jack Teagarden’ s le jazz hat t and Lawrence. who’ worked. to- | dance sets in, first rate‘ fashion. 
—markiny the bow of the trombon-j gether on the Sunbeam label. ‘Mor. 

‘ Since. 

could. 

As for the “Vive” layout, with 
the guys and almost-bar dolls, and. 
collateral: vaude-to-vaudeo ‘stints— 

’ 
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- Palmer House, Chi 
- Chicago, April 27. 

~ Marguerite Piazza, Raye: & Ro- 
man, Ben Arden Orch (11); $3.50. 
cover. weekends, $3. ‘weeknights, . 

Clad in: a’ ‘tight-fitting. deep-pink 
sequined. gown, Marguerite: Piazza | 
could use one of her numbers as. 
cher . theme -Song—“Hey, ‘Look: Me 
Over.” However, it’s. hiér -opera- 
trained -pipes that. are: synonymous: 
with her. name, and her big Met, 

. and. concert voice. can handle any-.| 
thing .. from ballads ‘to blues. and]. 
even an occasional beltek with.ease.. 
She's an exciting package of sight: 
and .sound, and ‘firstnighfers paid 
her the. respect. ‘of: silence’ while ! 

pop, | 

melodie’ ‘enough. for. ‘the’ squares. 
‘Yibist. Dickerson fs. ‘a composer, | 
‘and the book includes a numbet of 
originals as well as standards. like 
Vernon -Duke’s “Can't Get Started” 

| and Duke Ellington’ s “In a Mellow 
Mood.” 

‘jazz scene these days, and is mixed ' 
“with: okay Bob: Lewis on bass. Ans-! 
tin Cowe ison piano, and the group. 
adds “a: drummer’ for its” Prestige | 
record dates.: 

. Bell-toned countrywestern, folk. 
‘yodeler- and what-have-you 

singer Beverly Wright is in’ a re- ; 
; turn. With self-accomp. qn guitar, - 

Group has the clean-cut,. ‘profes. | 
sional air of the Modern. Jazz Quar-|/ 
tet, something: of a: novelty. on the | 

tv cata- ghe sang, and.. soli a: palm * p rai ge | iss Wright belts -her variety cata 

‘after each number. 

. maximal - setting. 

a dvight: 

the “room's 
-¢omie and. chirper: headliners. with.” 

he’ 

‘After a. brisk “I've Got. a Lot: of 
Livin’. to Do” opener ‘and: a lyrical 

rendering: ‘of “Till. Theré. ‘Was. You,” 
Miss Piazza moves into~a. medley 
of. Italo-American . oldies: that she 

-does ‘With. warmth: and unabashed 
seritimentality. ‘Another’ high. spot | 
is her haunting and nostalgie ver-| 
sion. of “Exodus,” backed: superbly, | 
by Ben. Ardén’s -fine orch. 
Of all.-the. pop -styles, . Miss | 

Piazza’ $ voice probably adapts best } t 
to’ musical) comedy.. 
legituner medley. ‘displays her -vo-: 
¢al facility and stage savvy: in n their 

and-patter. .Vignette: version. of - 
“Vesta La Giubba.” doing an on-! 
stage costume and. makeup. change | - 
before a portable makeup table. | 
Daubing- heavy ‘clown makeup:9n ; 
her face, she does a lightweight ; 
‘but appealing nar ration on the ups: 
and downs of life behind the foot-! 
lights, then moves out front. for. al 
sock rendering of “Vesta.” . 

Ballroom-adagio terpers. Raye & 
Roman are a-young ‘and’ capable | | 

soul pair, handling. boih the 7a 0 9 
ballroom routines: and. the, lift-and- 
twirl . numbers “well..- They. are . 

for -the . Empire’ Room's | 
Classy tone. and. more than fulfill; 

policy ‘of balancing ° 

a strong visual act: :* 
Miss Piazza is in: till May 10: to: 

followed: by | : Pearl Bailey's. : 
revue,’ : Mor. 

Black Hawk. S. KE, 4 
~ San Francisco. April 21. 

Miles Dari is Quintet, $1 admis: | 
Fien, 

alway s:a_ str one . Miles Dav is. 

| achieve. the. ‘ludicrous effect. 
-She makes strong fare ofa a ‘song: | -such paradies as mugging to-Spike , 

- Jones’. “Cocktails for: Two” are’ il. 

i log in a refreshingly: ‘natural: style? 
'and Has a sight-value plus.” She's: 
recorded: for Time Records ‘one: 
‘album | is -ré&r, yet). is doing. a vid- 
tape turn. for the’ new. Westing- i 
‘house | Productions. “PM East, PM 
West” -late snight show. ‘preeming 
this month, and is booked for two ° 
weeks ‘into tLe Chicago’ Play ‘boy _ 

lub. 
“Sepia. disk mimer David Brnum 

at Jeast. has the’ ‘furtherest- out.-rec- : 
ord . collection around.. -He mugs to 
such relies:as. Me} Blanc’s: ‘Pussy | 

‘and her long ‘Cat: Parade.” Phil Harris’ “Preach- | 
er” and “Barnacle Bill’ thesSailor.” 
Mobile face and.terp training often - 

but:. 

“advised. -: 
‘Negro baritone ‘Osbor ne.. “Smith, ' 

late of the Broadway hit: “Irma La: 
i Douce,” was beokéd with the show; 
as headliner. but..was mostly: sit-.1 
ting out the date: last week after a! 
hassle with. boniface: Trude. Heller.. 

“Bi, 

_Woliday House.’ Pit: 
: Pittsbury sh. ‘April’ 24, 

= “Four Lads, Bobbi Baker,.Hamil- 
| tan Twins, , Del- Monaco's: ‘Orch . 
(101; $1. Cover. 

“This - is” ‘another ‘topdrawer. ‘lay-" 
.out for this Pitt plushery: The Ham-_-* 
ilton ‘Twins missile. ‘the. show. into ~ 
‘action .- 

Gets .- excellent. 
“Bobbi — ‘Baker - is the 

surprise .package. With 
i bright, clean material, femme comic 
! harvests Jaughs for .a’ solid . half: 
‘hour. -An- excellent “song’ stvlist. : 
.she is over dué for. a Broadw ay or 3 
Vegas ‘showing. — 

-In‘the ‘star ‘spot. the Four Lads - 

response. 

with a. strong ‘acro ‘turn ; 
spiced with lots ‘of’ comedy and: 

“;SOngS, 
| Hoydenish: - 
{ show's: 

oe noes London. 
~ London, April 25. 

“Tony Bennett. with: Ralph Shea- 
ron: the Lucky Latinos -(3); Line 
(10), Jack Nathan and Tony ‘Scott 
orchs; $6:75 minimum, $4.50 ‘after 
11 p.m. 

With an impressive ‘string of dis- 
iclicks to his credit. there is not 
;much doubt about Tony Bennett's 
timpact in hié first ever London ca- 
; Daret . date.. His records more. or 
jjess guarantee a ready made audi- 
‘ence and. judging from his open- 
(ing. ‘night performance he. likes’ to 
five ‘his fans full value for money. 

!But ‘by any standard, 50° minutes 
.o£-pop Songs: is a: little much and 
‘with a li{tle ingenuity the act can 

Jinterest and Miss Merlin seems to | 

5! beyond ‘simple. statements. 

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS 717 

Mister Kelly*s. (Chi 
Chicago. April 17. 

Helen O'Connell; Barbara Git 
bert, Marz-Frigo Trio; $2.50 corer 

singer and musician of increasing 

be a. fresh addition. Many of the 
items she essays are in naive vein, 
but she does hold-interest. 

At the present reading, Miss.) The unadorned pop voice, sans 
Merlin is doing a lot of things that ‘Vocal and physical gimmicks, is 

are both right and wrong for her.:such. a rarity today that Helen 
For, example, she shows up to her ;Q’Connell’s evergreen thrushing 
best with the more simrle items, : comes through like a heady breath 
and gets confused when she goes |of fresh air. She'll do great in her 

But : first Chi date in years. 
she does show. some innate ability! Working in an easy, effortless 
-to ultimately handle these songs ,style, Miss O'Connell highpointed 
with further experience. ther opening night turn with a 

Cole has been making consider- | threesome of her Jimmy Dorsey- 
able headway since his first instal- days hits—“All of Me,” “Green 
lation in this room. ‘He has nur- i Eyes” and “Tangerine”—that drew 
tured and developed offbeat angles. ‘a standing ovation from several 
does songs of great merit that -ringside tables. However. the three 

be trimmed to.a taut 30-40. minutes ;27¢? ‘t-heard frequently, and shows 
ito ensure sock. appeal. , 
| On stage Bennett is remarkably, 
quiet and restrained.’ Not once 
does he attempt-to-belt out a num- i 
/ber, but instead prefers’ the quiet - 
‘relaxed rendition which is more ; 
-effeetive.in the ballads and show 
“tunes which dominate: his reper- 
-toire.. His voice. comes through 
clearly. and pleasantly though oc- ; i 
casionally’ the lyrics are down ° to; 
near whisrer, 

Altogether he does 20 numbers, : 
just a few of which are new, in- 
‘ cludirig: a foretaste. of songs | from 
Broadway musicals yet to come ‘to 7 
London such as “Bye’ Bye Birdie.” 
“Camelot” and “Jamaica.” 

{there are no‘.standouts. as. such, 
ithe. whole effect is pleasantly. en-: 
"Jovable.. - ‘Standards such. as ‘Tak- 
ing.a.Chaneé-on Love,” “It Had -to 
be You,” “Old Black Magic”. and 
“One: More for the Road”: come 
“out: ‘smoothly. - ae 
i ‘Bennett's ‘marathon routine’ ‘is 
handsomely. backed by the resi- 

| dent Jack. Nathan orch, with R2lph 
4Sharon sitting in at the ivories. 
“and ‘doing. the baton bit. 

The only other - act on the bill! 
is The Lucky Latinos, a trio of fast 

[and hard. working comedy. acrobats : 
whose. nonstop routine raises: a 
‘succession of -yocks. “A standout 

_Bergere fan dancers. 
The resident Pigalle line. has lit- 

tle seope ‘this time out, with only 
the opening number on their sked. 

‘It is a pleasantly choreographed 
Spanish routine. and the principal 

: dancers, George Giles and Audrey 
, Gunner, lead the. company in. vigor-. 
ous style. 

Though 

item is: their impression of Folies 

this. ability as a singer. 
An imaginative musician while 

‘drum and bass. He also shows a: 
‘ good per sonality and -projection. 
‘It’s the first major headline devel- 
| epment. at the Living Room by 
; operator Danny Siegel. . 
F Doing the odd musical chores 

s the Bob Ferro Trio with the 
‘leader at the. drums and also with 
;piano and bass backing. The tap- 
' abilities of the group are especially © 
evident-in backing Miss Merlin. 

Jose, 

¢ rysial Palace. St. LE. 
. <St. Louis, April 25. 

Smothers. Bros:,; Barbara Strei- 
sand, Mark = London, Jimi Wal- 
liams Trio; $2 adniission. 

' The Crystal Palace, cabaret the- 
_atre, nabbed four engaging per- 
‘formers who recently appeared on 
the Jack Paar show, put them all 
together and they spell b-o-x- 
o-f-f-i-c-e in a refreshing session 
titled “Caught in the Act.” " 

‘The three acts that make up the 
‘show—the’. Smothers Bros., Bar- 

: bara: Streisand and Mark London 
‘—are bright d talented voung 
people, and Crystal Palace patrons 
are taking to them. 
‘The. Smothers’ freres, who lam- 

poon folk singers to a fare-thee- 
well, .do it. with a fine. free-whecl- 
ing Busto that puts them in solid 
with ringsiders in no time at all. 
This is Satire with a capital “S." 
‘made. doubly effective by the 
brothers’ deadpan ‘delivery. 

; Miss Streisand. who has an in- 

at the ivories, Cole is backed by | 

stanza here .but 

_ on his..own, horn: playing and the |" 
~~ golid 
‘Chambers: 

.6thers, and solos: ably. 

draw in this town, copped © out on’ continue. to’ “capture Pitt’ audiences |. 
“the opening frame of a three-week (they have: played ‘every. room in 

in (the city during ‘the. past 10 years". 
time to- begin the secend week New switch has Frankie: Busseri, | 

: okay. 

‘showed -up., 

His public, far from. being | the lead’ singer, taking - ‘four solos; 
arinoved by: this. packed the club {wi nile the’ rest. of the: group does 
for the’ delayed opening .and there ; +¥ocal riffs behind shim, He: gets his 
was. a line. out © amos’ all night:! best’ results fron: “You're ‘Nobody 
long, - “Till Somebody Loves You" and 

The’ current. ‘Davi is crew is based . “Party's Over.” 
Tenor- Jimmy. Arnold — is. also! 

rhythm | ‘section ‘of. ‘Paul; given a spot. and had the PTA’ au- 
bass; Wynton ‘Kelly; | dience roaring ‘with. his -droll; 

piano, atid. Jimmy -Cobb, _drums. | humor.’ But! for 40 minutes. Bernie | 
Hank Moblie¢y,..tenor sax, is. new | 

does: not conftict at all. .with, ‘the. 

Toorish .antt Connie ‘Codarini. Join j 
man in the’ Rroup. He’ fits weil: { Busseri. anc. Arnold. fox their many j 

numbers are not mere nostalgia 
‘pieces, but are well-turned \ ocalis- 
tic gems in their own right. 

As if to prove a pomt, “iss 
:O’Connell uses the Dorsey num- 
bers as only a centerpiece. The 
‘rest of her numbers are durables, 
from a swinging interpretation of 
-“Just In Time” to a warm, bluesy 
rendition of “The End of a Beauti- 
ful Friendship,” but do not lean 
solely on familarity for their im- 
pact. She fashions each of them 
‘with a talent above and beyond 
jmere style and with a delivery that 
remains fresh, vital and undated. 
| Singer-comedienne Barbara Gil- 
{bert opens the show with a series 
of song satires that are slow in 
getting started and point to the 
possibility of rearranging her ma- 

, terial to put some of her stronger 
‘ numbers at the beginning of her 
:act..She got her best response 
from “I’m In Love With Mr. 
Kleen,” Tom Lehrer's ditty, “Old 
Dope Peddler.” and “I'm Arty,” 
the latter a clever takeoff on the 

icliches of Greenwich Village in- 
tellectuals. 

She seemed most at ease with 
the “Arty” number and used her 
natural Bronx-tinted accent to its 
best advantage. A relalive newe- 
comer to the nitery field, Miss Gil- 
bert appeared on Broadway in 
“Fiorello!’ and “Pajama Game.” 
She shows a good deal of savvy, 
_but this gloss, with its heavv Gothe 
am appeal, may work against her 
in the hinterlands. 

The Marx-Frigo Trio does an ex- 
tremely capable job of hacking 
Miss O’Connell, and pianist Dick 
Marx does a particularly amusing 
18th-century-drawing-rocm accome- 

i Show is infor a month with Patti imitable, sultry way with.a ballad. paniment to Miss Gilbert's “Old 
Page due | next. ‘Muro. scores handily on “Soon It's Gonna Dope Peddler. " lor, 

—__ , Rain,” . from the off-Broadway j 
_ ee P ~ ishow, “Fantasties.” and Harold Ar- | Morel Roosevelt. N.O. len's| “A Sleeping Bee" from Gate of Horn. Chi 

Julius LaRosa. Tita Pi Cortes, | !“House of Flowers.” She shapes Chicago, Ajrl 25. 
as a comer. 
‘Mark London. personable voing . 

‘Irish-American comic, is as relaxed 
tas an old: shoe. aad has a high old: 
time of . ‘ranging through a 
varied batch: oF chuckles. 

“Caught in the Act.” hacked mu- 
sically by the -high-talent Jimmy 
Williams Trio, regulars at the Crys- 
‘tal Palace, is booked for four 
weeks. but will’ probably stay long- 

Kelner | Orch 
$4 Sats. 

Leon (11)3 $2.50 
+ wee knight. min., : 

| Julius LaRosa’ romps’ home -an.. 
@asy winner in. his .current stand ° 
at Sexmour Weiss’ swank nocturnal 
rendezv ous: The turnout was heavy 

‘at opening show Thursday ‘27. 
forecasting a favorable. run for 
the tuo weeks. ° 
“On the boards for 52 minutes, 

- Shoshana Demari, Ciencyu Bros. 
Cweth Tom Makeaci: $2.50 adnidse 
ston weckeud, $150 weel sinits. 

Gate of Horn. pioneer showcase 
for folk music in Chi, has woved 
from a dingy ceilar to-a smart new 
‘location in the heart of the Rush 
St. nitery stem. Even with its 
specialized fare ‘it seldom devi- 
ates from the tolk idiom: it sheuld 

ali work many tunes: pianissimo 
“for an almost. ¢hamber. Jazz effect | 

nota few critics. .. 

most every tonne and not indulging - 
“2 4dn 

The high: voltage. ¥a0?: “however, 
ds still.produced .by Davis hiniself 
and the rhythm -section. He is a... 
remarkable trumpet - player with 
great: personal -magnetism and ob- 
viously one of the top draws int 
‘the jazz-field. The group. has: been 
togetlier long enough now so they:; 

when avanted, 
Both - Kelly. “anid: ‘Chambers arel 

‘Major Teague: jazz soloists and. the 
' former takes. over for “sev eral num- 

bers.a night- on. -his ow n. 
Davis’ ‘quixotic behavior: in ‘the : 

‘Bast .has : puzzled ‘some patrons and | . 
Now. however. he - 

is working very hard. playing al-.. 

his . celebrated walk-off-the- 
stand act. too fr equently. It is re- 
Markable_ in such a-volatile busi-- 
Ness as jazz how’ Davi is’ boxoffice. 
power has staved” so consistently : 
high. He is-one of the few jazz acts | 
that’s Kuarantecd | to draw any time ; 
these: days: 

Stun Getz opens “May 8... Ra? 

TTY i 
Y ersailles. N. Y. ° 

- Walt, Dickerson Trio, Bereriir + 
Wright, -David’ Bypinar; 
wun, NO Corer. 

This Greenwich Village version 
ef the old uptown Versailles -fol- 
laws -a long, solid ‘run ‘by chirp- 
Pianist Blossont. Dearie with ‘a dine- 

“up of bright.-young talents. . . 
First jazz group in the club’ since 

§al Salvatore played. here a couple } 
ef ears ago is. the Walt: Dickerson |. 
Trio. Their vibes: ‘piane and’ bass’ 
tombo-emphasize a tasteful, “niod- 
-ern style that’ s plenty. hip. but still 

“of Del Monaco “101. who-also: lend - and brought him back for sever il | 

who opens next-day: Show is.cut: The opening night. erowd ZLaVe corer, 
to perfection-by the shaw-wise band {LaRosa an enthusiastic reception ; 

The blend of songs and comedy 

| opportunity 

, thenselves to some. SNAPPY. dansa-. 
“ pation. . pats Lit. 

Flame oom. Mpls. | 
° ‘Minneapolis, April: 20. 
Vir inte ‘della Chiesa, : 

Ferguson, Ofc he BG $1. 50: $2. 2.50 
cocer, 

Vivienne delta - Chiésa’ “opewea 
her. -tortnight : engagement. in: this 
clegant ‘nitery in. the Hotel "Radis-..; 

-son before a discouragingty light 
, dudience.: 
¢lub st? int: for this ‘well. establist.ed « 
trouper who. despite. her impres- 

‘It's the- first local supper 

sive’ show-biz baekground. 
‘well’ known to most: nightclub 
‘patrons here. 
To her credit: she didn't Tet the 

, Sparse house throw her. 

exceptionally fine : singing voice. 
Result. was a pleasant, 
preem With ‘Miss :della’ Chiesa’ de- 

no pedut- livering .a- ‘pleasant variety. of show - 
tunes. old faves. and-imports. .. | 

‘She's. the’ first warbler to appear | 
‘here’ in some time without. ‘a. per | 
‘sonal accompanist in tow; giving. 

¥F erguson an 
_deinonstrat e 

bandleader’ Danny ' 
to 

ample. ability 
a staridout - Job ‘backing ‘the head- | 
liner, . 

‘Miss della - 
through: May: 

Chiesa. remains 
10. 

Rees. 

Di: Tan . 

‘gold | lame * 

not 100: 

exhibiting * 
;penty: of -poise-in addition to. her; 

his. 
.on the 88. He: does | 

encores; His peise and - general ; 
_. craftsmanship have improved over 
‘his last. Blue, Room appearance, : 
‘and he holds. the show at.a high 

: TTevel throtighout. 
I” Teeing . cot the hill are Lita & 
Cortes. handsome Argentine 
‘gaucho dus. Strikingly’ garbed in . 

costumes and black, 
“beots.. classy terp team ‘scores 
heavily, with a series of intricate - 
‘Latino -rowtines to pulsating below- 
‘the-border, rhythms. Their stint is 

: exciting and: ‘is performed with 
-ease and grace. 

Leon Kelner and. his musical 
crew. absent . from ‘the spot for 
months, are back on the band- 

; Stand.. and response to their styl- 
ing. was impressive,. Orch proviaes 
excellent. backing for the acts and. 

handle ballads. Kelner’ also intrues 
acts .nicely. 

Show . “slays through May .10. 
Liu, 

Living Room. N. WY. 
Bobby Cole Trio. 

Bob Ferro Trio; $4. 50 aiitnimum. 

r The addition of Anne Merlin to 
Comic Dick ‘the. Living Room, with Bobby: Cole‘ vocalists. 

Shawn | is. next in. for two weeks: [#8 headliner, provides some aaded. 
‘interest to the. bill. ..Cole is a i healthy quota of laughs. 

‘supplies’ a lively tempe between: 
j shows :to keep the dance floor 

tuneful -- 
: jammed. 

Band lacks one thing, however, 
and: that’s a vocalist who can~ 

Anne Merlin, ' 

3 is well knit at the Eddy Res’: “us: 
i rent ‘this fortnicht. and the «onm-;: 
‘bination of singer Louise O'Brien 
and comic Billy Falhbo 
a rate hour long show. Miss 
O’Brien is making her first stand 
here, after her recent work on the 
‘Mitch Miller Sing-a-Long. and 
Falbo is a returnee. 

Miss O'Brien's opening “Country 
i Girl" is a bit incangruous for the 
i high couture in which she appears. 
‘but it leads to sprichtly “Breezing 
Along -with the Breeze” and a 
dreamier “W hen I Fall in Loye.” 
She also does a fine medley from 
“South Pacifie’ and closes strong 

twith “Man That Got Awe. els 
1Malone’ and “Lonesome Road.” 
She sings them all with much feel- 
ing and in lovely voice to deserve 
the fine hand she draws. 

In his 35-plus.) minutes 

tomime and impressions, along 
with several neatly turned ad libs 
and some foiling with the ring- 

jsiders. His “20 Years from Now 
{I'm Going to be a Big Star” and 

game are [ bis ‘pantomimic poker 
now trademarks, and the latter a 
choice funny bit. 

There is plenty of humor in his 
, list of odd tune titles and par odies, 
{and more ‘strenuous work in his 
_ takeoffs on current crop of male 

Falbo is one of the bet- 
ter comics. and always geod for a 

Quin. 

makes a‘ 

Falbo' 
tranges through songs. stories. pan- 

‘ similar situations. 

LaRosa is a. smooth- operator, ° if initial enthusiastic audience be a lively entry in the near north 

record hits and spectal. numbers | Easy..on the ears. he is a gentle- reaction is’ any criterion. Bob. side boite congerie. 
+ that have made. the team the most | manly songster with. an approach TT | . Opening bill of Shoshana Dama- 

‘ consistently. popular vocal group in: that: commands respect ‘and -at the Eddys* . KC. . ivi and Clancy Bros. & Tom Makem 

the city’s recent nitery history. sume: time-generates tlie warmth |]. . Kanégas City, April 28. ‘is patents an attempt to span the 

Layout stays fill May: 7 when it. that wins his aud fast and holds = pitty Falbo, Louise © O'Brien, fu ish con spectrum. Buth acts 

‘leaves to make room for Paul Anka: | ‘em all the way. Billu Williams Oreh -6': $1.50-S2 Satisfy on their own teims. 
Miss Damari, alkeit an Israeli 

_ Singer, has “internationalized” her 
repertoire to include French, Mex- 
ican and Brazilian songs. Hoerw- 
ever, it is with her Israeli and 
Yemenite numbers that she .is 
most at home, and it is with these 
that she projects her strikingly 
primitive personality image hest. 
She chants the Middle East melo- 
dies with authority. using her facile 
voice to its best advantave. 

On the other hand. she is Jess 
assured in her songs of wether na- 
lions, and the strain of working 
in languages other than Hebrew 
or Arabic sometimes brings a note 
of stridency to her voice and often 
causes her gestures to appear stiff 
and inappropriate. The apparent 
difference in the case of delivery 
between the numbers in l:er native 
tongue and her international songs 
proves a hindrance to her total 
Stage effect. 

Claney Bros. & Tom Makem are 
a spirited group of Irish lady who 
deliver a songalog cof Gaelie 
whimsy in a disarmingly stranght- 
forward manner. With a conta- 
gious enthusiasm. they bring 
strong vocal and visual impact to 
Irish Jullabies, drinking songs and 
ballads. 

Working in their own authentic 
-metier at ail times and in an easy 
style, the four young men are 
individually capable and also cGra- 
plement one another. The greup 
succeeds at all levels at the Gate 
of Horn and should do well in 

dor. 
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American Saveyards 
(The Yeemen of the Guard) 

Greenwich Players, Inc., presentation| named Jonah, 
of Dorothy BRzsedler (in association with 
SteHa Holt & David Lipsky) of American 
Savoyards’ Gilbert & Sullivan repertory. |. 
opening 
Guard,” 
Maid.’ 
music by Arth 
Dorothy Raedler; musical 
ald Bush; music.] accampaniment by 
Ronald Bush electric organ) and Walter 
Mitchell Cree (piano); settings and light- 
ing, Frank Wicks. Opened April 27, ’61, 
at the Greenwich Mews Theatre, N.Y. 
Sir Richard Choimondeley 

“The Yeamen of the 
er “The Mer 

Steinbeck 
Col. Fairfax .......ccuees L. D. Clements 
pet. Mervll ww... eee John Bridson 
eomard Mervil ......... Nick Titakis 

Jack, Point —e_ ......4-- Raymond Allen 
Wilfred Shadbolt ...... Thomas Vasiloff 
Yeomen «see e eee Gregg Nickerson 

Bruce Carrithers 
Citizens Bob Randall. George Maldonado 
Elsie Maynard -. Mary Ann Straffa 
Phoebe Mersli..... o- Arden Anderson 
Dame Carruthers..... . Sally Birekhead 
Kate ..... .. ._.. Suzanne Richardson | 

Others: Kenneth R. Blount. Jo Ches : 
ley, Rita Falbel, Denise Gire 
Glasgow, Stig Helgren, Joyce Miko. Daryl 
Thoraton, Marvin Zamansky. 

There's always a devoted, 

Off-Broadway Reviews 
of this amateurish: effort could not 

and frightening characterization. 
| Kimes offers a sympathetic, cred- 
{ble performance as the ruined 
aristocrat and Arnie Weiner is ef- 
fective as.a laborer. Raleigh Bond, 

resist. The hero, for example, is Levine, Miss: Royce and Miss Phii- 
and inevitably | lips are impressive as the inn’s 

there’s a song called “Jonah’s| proprietor, a peasant, the drunk- 
Wail.” : 
The theme of the show {s stated 

baidly by a §character-narrator 
| called Bhudda: “Those who love 
can never be free.” It. seems that 
the hero travels around preaching 
freedom and liberty, but isn't really 
clear about just what he believes, 
and never quite frees himself from 
the love of his devoted wife. it’s 
not quite clear why he loves her 
so much, since she is given to say- 
ing things like, “What happened] 
to us, Jdnah?” and “Do you re-j 47 
member our song?” ‘The latter, 
natch, being a song tue. 

Jonah is played by Ronald Hol- 
gate, who looks something like 
Liberace, sings like a well-trained 

lL Bonnie: opera singer, and acts like a pup-. 
: pet. The author, teo, goes in. all 
} directions, apparently never having 

ig : decided on straight comedy, satire,. 

somewhat limited,’ public for Gil-! 9r_“serious” musical drama. 
bert & Sullivan, and Dorothy | Exeept for one comedy song- 
Raedler’s American Savoyards|@nd-dance. sung by two bored 
have repeatedly drawn profitable | 50phisticates and aptly titled “I 
patronage. The production and 
performance quality has apparent- 
ly been maintained and, although 
the low-ceilinged Greenwich Mews 
is hardly an ideal theatre for musi- 
cal presentation, the present rep- 
ertory engagement should do satis-' BK 
faetery business. 

The opening show, “The Yeomen 
of the Guard,”” may not be the best 
possible choice as the lead-off bill, 
since it's 

+ ‘ 

‘ing, Fred 

familiar or popular G & S works, . 
lacking the story clarity and comic 
touch of, for instance, “The Mika- 
do” and “H. M. S. Pinafere,” or! 
the melodic quality of “The Gon- 
doliers.” It's an arnusing piece, 
however, and should serve. 

Miss Raedler’s young: and en-: 
thusiastic troupe properly empha- ! Zfimovna 
sizes the musical element -in its ;Naserovna -..-..-....-.- 
productions, but thereby necessa- 'Fedya 
rily loses some of the comic and 
dramatic effect. The performance ‘Semyon Sergeyevitch 
is brisk and the staging, while re-!Esor Merik 
spec‘ful of the authors’ intentions 
and the quality of material, is re- Denis Erorovns 
freshingiy free of hidebound tradi-} "77" “E°OD ew 

| 
4 
? 

re 

61, at the Ke 
not one of the most‘ THE 

Hate You.” the evening seems a 
waste. The cast is energetic but. 
largely undisciplined, the book 
lacks focus, and the direction is 
busy and exaggerated. Ster. 

~ ‘ venings With Chekev 
Greg Reardon presentation of three 

ene-act plays by Anton Chexov. Staged 
by Amnon Kabatchnik; settings and light- ; 

Sammut; costumes, Dina Harris. 
Features Sorrell Booke, Gpered April 20, 

Theatre, N.Y.; 83-50 top. 
ANNIVERSARY 

andres “Dae itch eee mes y yev1 . 
-Sorrell Booke 

Secretary .......---.e0. Angela Williams 
Tatiana Alexeyevna Roberta Royce 
Nastasya Fyedorovna Merchutkina 

Miriam Phill 
Elliot 

Cr ee ee ee 

Deputation Head: .......... 
Deputation Members ; 

Jack Johnson, Raleigh Bond, Ed Karp 
Bank Employee -- ley Dailze’ 

ON THE HIGH ROAD 
Shirley Dalzell 
Miriam Phillips 

Se ae Weiner 

- Angela Williams. 
Raleigh 

Voice i aAg 
i Evstigneyev Tibon 

Bruce Kimes aheoore 

es Serrefi Booke 
Kusma. ow... see ee eee iot Levine 
Postman ..........2..- Robert Stevenson 

ssceecseees.. Jack Johnson 
ace. . Re Royce 
EDDOING 

tlonalism. The singing is excellent Anna Martinovna Zmeyukina 
and the acting, though uneven, is y.25° winailoviteh Yats __. 

The physical Nastasya Timofeyerna 
production, while modest, is accep- . Epaminond Maximovitch 
generally passable. 

table. 
Mary Ann Straffa is particularly | 

good as the lovable strolling singer , 
who’s understandably confused be- 
tween marriage and love. Her act- 

is lovely. L. D. Clements sings at- 

but his acting is stiff. Arden An- 

Royce 
Bruce Kimes 

- Miriam Phillips 
Jack Johnson 

’ essere Loe bert Stevenson 
Evdokim Zaharovitch Zhigalov 

Harlampi Spirdonovitch Dimba 
Elliot Levine ! 

Weiner : 

Osip Lakitch Babalmandebsky.. Ed : 
fe 1age “I ACl- Dmitri Stepanovitch Mozgevoy 

ing is convincing and her singing 

derson sings nicely and gives a re- | 
strained performance as the yeo- 
man sergeant’s smitten daughter, : 
although her legitimate playing. 
and appealing looks tends to spoil. 
the intended laughs in her betroth- 
al to the cloddish jailer. 

marriage-shy sergeant, Sally Birk- 
head is diverting as the house- 
keeper who blackmails him to the 
altar and Raymond Allen combines 
Taughter and sympathy, with not 
too much of the usual archness. as 
the jester. 

The ensemble scenes have not 

¥ ’ -Andrey Andreyevitch Nuni 
tractively as the dauntless hero, ° : 

Raleigh Boné 
Tiscilla Machold 

n 
Le -. ee ee. Greg Reardon ! 

Fydor Yakxovlevitch Revunov-Karaulov ‘ 
Sorrell Booke : 

Three seldom-produced one-act’ 
plays of Anton Chekov form “Eve- 

nings With Chekov,” at the Key‘ 
Theatre. Each in a different style, 

- the plays combine to deliver a de-' 
In the latter role. Thomas Vasi-. 

loff uses a slapstick approach. . 
Juhn Brisdon is amusing as the: 

yet been perfectiy worked out and.. 
as seems to be virtually inevitable ' 
with G & S periormances, the all- 
important enunciation lacks per- 
fect clarity. 

the first part of the opening night 
performance, with the organ tend- 
ing to drown out the voices. but 
Wl boesusiabls be Laproved and 
satisfactorily modulated as the en- 
gagement cuntinues. Hobe. 

Hobo 
f.esyge FE. Burns presentation 

Dakar comet. with book. music. 
of a 
and 

leoes Bb dean Deoles. Diuretted bys 
Tiered, Care Up so musics?  rumbes < 
st :2e bs Bar James. scenery. Soma 
Booweastean. Lghuns., Recherd ‘Nessus 
© o.tmes. Ren Siariett: aeteial hack 
#°09. . amd arrennements, Kebrit Ham- 
Pos oem dad Bort Gelade. alamee muse ar: 
Qotsgeseits. Der aerdon. OQpened voir 
1. ef at the fete Theatre. NY: S450 
top Fridges ard soaturaas mrhts. Su gt: 
WwW eR s 
Bas hes . Ne Wert:mer 
Feist Dan .. Kenneth Liuneh Jr 
To eightea: Faeda ..... Rita Howell 
Birt’s Bu ccc eee eee Herber* Fsiler 
Bescde ee ee ene ee Oty Lobmonrn 
Ore v- rs Rosald Halgate - 
Pevdela —n ce cence ene Hal Walers 
Arzush , . Elmarie Werde} 
© srssdocre . . Jim Cade 
Grieer TlantmerscRiaed ....- Al Zuneola nini-isc hie d 
Fich . Chare Justice 
Pet) . - Bod Lees: 
Phuiusp vec cseeceaee. George ‘Neighbors . 
Dreli@ coc cee cone “eaner La Forse 

Its a temptation to say that 
“Hobo” is a bum musical. It’s the’ 

, turns to more serious stuff. 

lightful serio-comic program of 
farce, drama and comedy. 

The first and least of the one- 
acters is “The Anniversary.” It’ 
is a featherweight farce about a 
bank chairman and his problems 
in keeping his bank and himself - 
functioning. despite the interfer- 
ence of an old. woman who mis- 
takenly comes to him with a re- 
quest that doesn’t concern him. 

Sorrell Booke is the banker and 
plays in wild farce style.’ Bruce 
Kimes is okay as his grumbling 

} - Man Friday and Roberta Royce is 
The organ-and-piano : appropriately 

accompaniment was faulty during: “ 
annoying. as_ his 

chatterbox wife. Miriam Phillips: 
gives a credible performance as 
the dichard petitioner and Eliot . 
Levine has a good moment as the 
head of a deputation presenting - 
a loving cup to the banker. 

In “On The High Road.” Chekov 
It is. 

a mood piece localed in a desolate | 
wayside inn on a stormy evcning. 
The suthor’s much-heralded apti- 
tude for exposing the frailties of 
Rus-ian society is better displayed 
in thix serious piece than in the 
others. 

The events at the inn concern 
tre misery of a downfallen Rus- 
sian aristecrat who -has turned to 
drink to escape the sorrows of lost 
ove. Among the others in the 
shelter are pilgrims. peasants and 
the owner, none of whom will of- 
fer him comfort. It remains for a’ 
cut-throat, thief and outcast to. 
stumble on the place and pravide: 
any solice and relief for the strick-. 
en man, although the thief him-. 
self is in torment. i 

As the rough-hewn heavy, Booke . 
is a marked contrast to his banker ‘melody and lyrics blend charming- | the present revival is good enough. |. 

Bond | Di 

. Angela Williams’ 
Karp 

. pattern attempted. 

scene. 

ard’s. ex-wife vife and a pilgrim,. re- 
spectively. 

“The Wedding” is. a comedy in | 
which Chekov. presents an often- 
hilarious picture of a. wedding 
party at which a number of pre-|' 
tentious socialites are assembled. 
The bride’s parents have hired}. 
what they think is a “genuine gen- 
eral.” What. they get. instead is 
a garrulous, aged former naval 
captain, i ot - 
Booke is amusing as the captain, 
though some of his speech is 

blurred. by his characterization. 
Among the others who add to the 
comedy are Kimes as a pompous 
aristocrat, Miss: Royce as a flam- 
boyant : midwife, Miss Phillips. as 
the bride’s mother, Jack Johnson 
as the bridegroom, Levine as a 
visiting Greek, Weiner as the 
bride’s father and Karp as the 
best man. — 
Amnqn Kabatchnik has directed 

“Evenings” with knowing polish 
‘and effectiveness, although “Anni- 
versary” is overdone. Fred. Sam- 
mut has apportioned the tiny 
stage for maximum playing area, 
while setting an appropriate mood 
in -his scenery and lighting, and 
Dina Harris’ costumes are right. 
The presentation marks the New 
York producing debut for Greg 
Reardon. , Kali. . 

The Decameron 
Selma“Tamber & Willlam Tarr presen- 

tation of two-act (6 numbers) musical 
based on: the. Love Tales of Bocca 
With book and lyries by Yvonne Tart, 
music by Edward Earle. Staged by ‘Burry 
Fredrik: choreograpty. Edward Earle: 

ips settings. John. Conklin; eostumes, Frank 
son. Features Renee Byrnsz, Louis 

| Edmomis, Lois Grandi, Ralph Hoffman, 
M. De George Mamales. Betty McNamara, 

Ann Mears. Jar Miner, Richard. Paul 
Frank Piper, Bob Homan. Alice ‘Scott. 
Sally Sewall, Robert Si - Opened 

i 12, “61, at the East %4th Street 
Theatre, N.Y.: $4.50. top. 
Pampinea ......:.:... x... . ‘Jan ‘Miner 
Filostrdto ..,..... seeee. Louis Edmon 

ODED .,stcccces ‘wweeraere ; 

Filomena ..;.-..+++....:. DeAgn Mears 
Neifile 2. ..cc cee. avenees Alice Scott 
Lanretta ..0.cscccecse. Betty McNamara 
Fotco cee cerescenesoe Ralph Hoffman 

Maddelena .............. Sally. Sewall 
D vic gesacccvcacee: obert Simpson 

Minétta 2... csnscvssanvecce Byrns 
Alberto ..... Bowmen retasens Richard Paul 
Dianera ....cccee weadesons is Grandi ! 
Antonio -......6. weeweesees Frank - Piper ‘ 
Torelie ............... George Mamales 
Musical numbers: Prolegue, 1348,” 

“Talk.” “Deceive Me,” Ballad of Tan-. 
ered, “Golden Goblet,” “What’s Wrone - 
With Me,” ““Women.” “Loce Is Paradise.” 
“4 Know. I Know,” “Cockold’s Delight.” 
“Barnabo.” . *‘Pitate’s- Song.” “Night-. 
ingale,” “Come Sweet Love.” \ 

“Boccaccio’s Love Tales” are the - 
cloth from which ¥vonne Tarr and : 
Edward Earle have fashioned “The : 
Decameron,”. at the East ‘74th | 
Street Theatre, N. Y. Despite its: 
bright texture and attractive de- | 
sign, the. musical is a. bit ragged 
in spots. and too loosely woven to! 
form the -cohesiye: and charming ! 

There -are engaging performers, ! 
clad: in. white garments which are 
‘dressed. up with various colorful | 
accessories when different tales are | 
told: ‘There are also pleasant, flex- ; 
ible -settings..:changed -by the ac- 
tors in front .of the audience, an | 
occasional brisht line; pleasant ! 
tune and decorous dance: . and 
sometimes: everl a chucklesome 

But the whole. lacks the 
sparkle of some of its. parts. The 
gaps when little happens. and the 
loosely-defined scenes which are 
meant ta tie ‘the show together, : 
eventually prove too-much for. 
“Decameron.” : 
Some of the individual scenes. 

themselves are spotty. What staris . 
out to he a. lively and charming‘ 
hit of amourous ‘shenanigans often 
develops into lightweisht slapstick 
which, after a couple of scenes, . 
ceascs to amuse. Miss Tarr’s book 
treats the Boccaccio tales with 
seemingly. surface regard to the 
baudy¥ liumor ‘the 14th century 
fabler appears to have had _ in: 
mind, ‘In the process. the ‘real. 
earthy humor of ‘the: situations is 
sacrificed far a fragile and delicate 
stvie ‘that makes the word “sex”. 
when it is:said. sound harsh. out 
of place and even in bad taste. . 
Boccaccio’s. original stories sug- ° 
gest the opposite, 

Even, Earie’s music, though gen- 
erally engaging and pleasant, 

i 

someiines seems wispier than the 
particular. situation might suggest. ; 
Miss Tarr's.Iyrics are simple. and} 
sometimes entertaining, as in “De-: 
ceive Me.” In. which a young lady 
begs her friend‘s husband to woo 

romantic love duet: In these the 

GS | Yeoman Herbert Quale 

_ peal of familiarity. 

re eors 

Barnum Bally for ‘Barnum’ 
‘Wednesday, May 3, 1961 

What's figured: to be an unprecedented setup, calling for a pre-. 
liminary advertising-exploitation budget of $100,000, has been 
established by Broadway producer Alexander H. Cohen ‘for. his 
planned presentation next year of “Barnum,” The venture,.a mu- 
sical based on the life of circus showman Phineas T. Barnum, will 
involve two separate companies, 
ballyhoo .and the other a regular 
duction of the show itself, — 
The limited partnership will be capi 

one to handle: the pre-opening 
limited partnership for the. pro- 

talized at. $400,000 with pro-._. 
vision for 25% overcall Cohen hasn't reyealed- who’s writing of. 
the musical, which is scheduled for a Feb..22 New York opening... 

tre, Toronto, beginning Jan. 
starting Jan. 29. 

The preem will be preceded by tryout stands at the O'Keefe Cen- 
8, and the Fisher Theatre, Detroit, 

Cohen says. that his own promotion firm, Interscope Inc., has . 
raised the $100,000 for the advance merchandising and advertising 
of the musical.in return fer an unspecified participation. in the 
production. The preliminary. ballyhoo is.scheduled to begin during. 
the summer, about seven months’ 
Broadway preem. 

prier to the show's contemplate 

The budget includes newspaper, magazine, radio and television 
advertising, plus sky-writing, teasers, 3-sheets ‘and 24-sheets. 
Blaine-Thompson is the ad agency fer the project and Richard 
Maney will handle the press. with Interscope. 

Seath Paeifie _ 
N.Y. City Center. Light Opera Co. Jean 

Dalrymple, director) revival of musical 
Grama in two acts (5 numbers). with 
music by Richard . rs, lyrics - by 
Osear Hammerstein 2d and book by Haro 
merstein and Joshua Logan, based on 
James A. Michener’s short story collec-. 
tion, “Tales of the South Pacific.” Staged. 
by John Fearnley; musica) director, 
Jalius Rudel: scenery, Paul Morrison. 
based on original designs of Jo Mielziner; 
costumes, Staniey Simmons, based on 
ori by Motley. Stars Allvn Ann 

erie, William man; features Dort 
Carl, Rosetta Le. Noire. Wesley Addy, 
Stanley Grover. Coce Ramirez. Edmund 

Harri i 

ccio | to 

Baylies, Jeff s Don Corby, Art. 
Ostrin.. James McMilla. Opened April 26, 

1°61, at the N.Y. City Center, N. Y.; $3.95 ; 
Pp. : ; 

Ngana ....cccsseovecs .» Vivian Hernandez: 
SOrOME 602 ccc cavscseess Delfino de Arco 

TY seecacvesesaece ~-. ¥iraj Amonson. 
Ens. Nellie Forbush.; Allyn Ann MNeLerie 
Emilie de Becque ...;.. William Chapman 
Bloody Mary ......+:.. Rosetta Le Noire 
Her Assistant ...... Veeees Musa Willi 
Abner .,........- weeveccces Jim McMillan 
Stewpot . ...gcscvceveanccese Jeff. Harris i 
Luther Billig ....... decescees Dort Clark 
Professor... ..csecsvee- Art Ostrin. 
Lt. Joseph Cable ..... .-- Stanley Grover 
Capt: George Brackett .. Edmund Baylies. 
Comdr. William Harbison Wesley Addy 

. Kenny Adams 
Roman | Sgt. Kenneth Johnson. . Daniel P. Hannafio 

Cpl. Richard West .......... Don Becker 
Seabee Morton Wise ..... dim Connor 
Set. Juan Cortez ........ Saran Wallach 
Seaman Tom O*Brien ...... Robert Lenn 
Radio Operator ............. John Aman }- 
Cpl. Hamilton Steeves...Thomas Edwards |: 
S Set. Guilie. Fascinato...Richard Nieves 
Seaman Jamés Hayes . Raiph Vucci 
Lt. Genevieve Marshall -. Barbara Saxby ' | 
Ens. Dinah Murphy ...... Maggie Worth 
Ens. Janet MacG r . 

ee ee ee eneeee oe Betty Jane Schwering | 
Ens. Cora MacBae ....-.... Penny Fuiler 

. Bessie Noonan ...... Francesca Bell 
Ens. Pamella Whitmore _ ; 

sa eens wees eteeaeeees Miriam Lawrence | 
Ens. Sue Yaeger .......-.. Sybil Scotfard j 
Eng. Lisa Minelli.........,. Karen Styne : 
Liat ......... ‘Swe ecateccce Coco. Ramirez ; 
Lt. Buzz Adams ..........- «-- Don Corby 
Share Patrol es tadaee Casper Roas | 

ers: ' ‘Mark Richard Satow, Ado 
Satow, Eigel Silju 7 

“You -ean hardly miss with 
“South: Pacifie." The Richard 
Rodgers. Oscar Hammerstein 2d 
and Joshua Logan adaptation of; 
James Michener’s Pulitzer. Prize 
sketches was. one of the great. 

| 
{ 
I 

{smash hits of Broadway history 
and, despite its original topicality, 
shows no evidence of dating. It's; 
a continuing. powerhouse for stock ' 
company revival and a cleanup in- 
its repeats. every few years : 
New York's pop-priee mecca, the 
City Center. , 

The present production is only 
ir in quality, but good -ensugh ; 

? 

fa 

inspired material. For in this 
work.. Rodgers composed one of, 
the greatest scores of a fabulous 
carecr, ‘Hammerstein provided 
some of his most brilliant and de- i 
ceptively simple Iyrics and. with - 

| Logan's. callaboration, evolved a 
powerful book from several of the 
Michener stories of World: War II 
in the Pacific. . 

Even the militarv-ac ‘ent Ppas- ; 
sages of. fhe show still have reality ! 
and dramatic impact. The rowdy. 

-¢onledy scenes involving the sex- 
starved, restless enlisted men con- 
tinue to be good for laughs. And 
the remantic interludes, in which 
the songs are the telling efement, 
seem to. have almost all their orig- 
inal petency, plus fhe added ap-- 

Comparison of any “South. Pa- 
cific” revival. with the original -pro- 
duction .is. of course, invidious—: 
and inevitable. It's conceivable 
that anything comparable to the 
orivzina]. casting could ever be 
achieved, most. particularly in the 
two leads. Mary Martin and the 
Tate Ezio Pinza. In addition, the’ 
City Center’s budget and rehearsal’ 
limitation cannot allow anything 
like the quality. of the original™ 

iher, and “Come Sweet Love.” a! Broadway presentation of 1948-49. ° 
Allowing for such reservations, 

[ 

~ Show on Broadway 
designs, is frankly inferior but 
‘presumably meets budgetary re- 
quirements, and the: lighting is 
patently inadequate in terms of ate. 
mosphere and dramatic and emoe - 
tional effect. -The Stanley Sim- .~ 
mons costumes, based on the Mot- 
‘ley originals, are generally passa- 
ble, but :with occasional ‘excep- 
tions, such ag the incongruously 
frilly. gowns worn by several Navy. 
murses. | co fh, eo 

_ John ‘Fearnley’s, staging, pat- 
terned after the brilliant. original 
of Logan, is obviously hampered 
by brief rehearsals, as the tenden- 
‘cy is for the performers to recite 
the lines. mechanically, -with little 

|] suggestion of timing or theatrical 
illiams } values. Again. and again, the 

‘Meaning is not brought out and. 
laughs or ‘essential points of plot 
or situation are lost. ~ . 

_Without making lethal compari- 
{ Sons: with Miss: Martin and Pinza,.- 
‘suffice it that: Allyn Ann McLerie - 
is generally acceptable as. Nellie. 
Forbush. Her wpice lacks melodie © 
quality,.but: her'singing is at least 
direct, and ‘her acting is unaffect- . 
ed and‘ plausible. Her ‘dancing 
background is helpful not only in 

j the few terp bits but also in the 
way she moves generally. . 
-William Chapman, “a leading 

| singer of the N.Y. City Opera, is. 
vocally impressive as. Emile -de 
Becque, even giving new. meaning 
to the “This Nearly’ Was Mine”: 
ballad. Makeup, including. hair. 
whitening, cannot disguise. his. 
youthfulness for the role, how-. 
-ever,.and there’s no dodging’ his 
merely moderate physical ‘stature 
and lack of commanding stage 
presence... . 

- On the other hand, Stanley 
Grover is fine as Lt. Joe Cable, 
certainly comparable. to William 
Tabbert's original portrayal. He: 
has an excellent voice, which he: 
uses skillfully and..with stirring 
passion, and though he may ‘be a 
trifle old for the character of the. 
young Marine flyer, his acting. is 
persuasively vibrant. == ° 
“Rosetta Le Noire sings: well 

enough as Bloody. Mary, but races 
through her lines. Dort- Clark 

. for potent boxoffice, thanks to the’ Jeans on the obvious aspects of the: ° 
Luther Billis role. Coco. Ramirez 
lacks the eloquence of simplicity 
as Liat. Edmund -Baylies isn’t a. 
very authoritative: Capt. Brackett, 
Wesley. Addy is- believable as 
Cmdr. Harbison and Jeff. Harris. 
overacts the bit role of Stewpot. 
Whatever it may lose in. produc- 

tion, “South Pacific’ is a‘ fool 
foolproof show, a natural. . 

oO " .. .Hnbe. 

Henry Hewes Taking Over 
Kronenberger Year Books. 
Henry Hewes, drama critic-editor. 

of the Saturday Review, will take- 
over the annual Best Plays of the 
-Year book, as of the’ next edition. 
Louis Kronenberger. Time Critic, 

-has been editing the book, for the 
past decade or sa, and has decided : 
‘ta cut: down: on. his activities “for: ~ 
the tuture. He pvblished: a new 
novel a couple of weeks ago and 
wants to do more fiction. in. the 
future. a a : 

Hewes will stick. to the same 
basic. formula as. was used by 
Kronenberger. It's an extension of. 
the -Burns. Mantle:- series: which 
Dodd, Mead publishes. John Chap-- 
man's annual: “Theatre “book, is 

for Random. Howse. °° od 

Actor Alan Hewitt, released last 
‘of the previous scene. He displays | ly. to create an arresting mood that | The scenery. devised by Paul Mor-! Monday: (1) from Mt: Sinai Hospl- 

kind of temptation that the author | dramatic prowess, creating a vivid (Continued on page 82) rison from Jo Mielziner’s original | tal, N.Y., is convalescing .at home. 
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Host of Regular Slate Gets Nod 
h Split Ticket Equity lection; 

‘By JESSE GROSS 

‘The membership of Actors Equity 
stayed’ pretty much with the nom- 
inating. committee’s slate in the re-| 
cent election of officers and coun-. 
¢illors.. The results of the voting,{ . 
‘as initially. announced last week by [by 

Committee, | the Equity Tellers’ 
were reversed in only one instance 
by a recount conducted: by ‘the 
American Arbitration Assn. : 

-However,. the: number of votes 
for ‘each candidate in the recount, 
which was reported to the Equity 
council at tts. terday | 

the tallies. recorded by. the Tellers . 

Behan Pays $200 Fine 
For Toronto. Incident | 

police. and causing : 
here several weeks. ago. The Trish 
playwright-novelist pleaded. guilty. 

victed of begging. 

‘Committee. The committee has] 9.- 
recommended that future elections 
“be placed in the hands of a pro- 
fessional accounting firm.” The. 
newly-elected officers. and: council-. 
lors will be installed at the council 
meeting next. Tuseday (9). -. 

Principal opposition groups in 
‘the election included one in 
-gupport of a split. ticket, compris- 

_ ing all but six of the. “nominating 
ecommittee’s selections, and. .an- 
other in support of the entire slate 
chosen by the nominating commit-|. 
tee. The group endorsing the split | 
ticket was headed by. Ralgh. Bell- 
‘amy, the nominating eommittee's 
-unopposed candidate for a fourth 
“term as president. ” 

The independent nominees. -sup- 
ported by. Bellamy were John Eff- 
rat, for reelection as recording 
‘secretary; Conrad Bain, Sidney 
-Blackmer, Roddy. MeDowall. and 
Lee Tracy, as principals for five- 
year council terms, and Bibi Oster- 
wald, as. principal for a three-year 
council term,. Not getting. Bella- 
my’s endorsement on the nominat- 
“Ing committee’s card were. Carl. 

(Continued on. page’ 80)... 

Local AFL-CIO Official 
Asks Puerto Rican Union 

To Split and Affiliate| 
By. AL DINHOFER 

~ San Juan, May: 2: 
The only practical solution to the 

differences between the Puerto 
Rican. Assn. of, Artists & Techni- 
cians (PRAAT) and mainland thea- 

trical and nightclub unions is to be. 
fourid in “subdivision” accordin# to 
Agustin Benitez, AFL-CIO: regional 
director here. . 

Benitez advocates PRAAT. subat- 
viding its basic structure as a union | 

. and affiliating with corresponding }. 
‘mainland. entertainers’ organiza- |: 
tions. With such a setup local per-. 
formers and technicians would re- 
tain their PRAAT membership. 
PRAAT would thereby function. as 
an island council for them. © 

“The point is,” Benitez notes, 
“we don’t want another. ‘Tapia The-. 
-atre incident,.and this dispute can- | 
not continue indefinitely.”” ‘He al- 
ludes to the mass picketing that 
erupted outside the Tapia (old Sdn 
‘Juan) in January, when PRAAT 
members picketed the - premiere 
“week of the third annual San Juan 
Drama _ Festival. The local union 
staged the demonstrations in its de- 
mands for recognition by festival 
‘producer Barry Yellen and from 
statewide festival performers. 
‘Temporary arrangements have 

been .made for: producer Yellen to. 
‘proceed. with his Summer Festivat 
of Broadway Musical ‘Comedies at 
the Univ. of Puerto Rico, July 17- 
Aug, 12. But the’ dispute remains 

- unsolved. 
Mainland -unions. primarily: con- 

cerned are Equity and AGVA. Last; 

‘and Candle” this summer. 

TThe Miss. ‘Wyatt-starrer will tour 

treated. at. a local se ‘for 
alcoholism. 

Ginger & Hubby 

Ginger Rogers. and her husband, 
William - “Will. headline a 

presentation, scheduled to begin a 
 five-and-a-half-week tour June 8 
at the Northland Playhouse, Det. 

nedy, former operator of the Grist 
Mill Playhouse, Andover, N. J. 

over spot the last five years, will 
‘concentrate exclusively on package 
production this sommer. His other 
entries headed for strawhat tours 
inelude .“O Mistress Mine,” with 

‘ Jatie Wyatt,.and “Under the Yum- 
‘Yum: Tree,” with Darren McGavin. 

for four weeks beginning July 24 

‘date far. “Yom-Yum" apparently 
hasn’t been set:. 
Anent the: Grist ‘Mill, its been 

‘taken over by.Thor Arngrim, Susan 
| Roy. and Norman Maibaum under 
‘a five-year lease with an option to 
purchase. A 10-week. season. will 
be launched at the 800-seat, air- 
conditioned house June : 30 -with 
Eve Arden in 
Round. "* 

CHAMPION ILINLA: 
MAY PASS UP LONDON 

‘Gower Champion, who: ‘collapsed 
from exhaustion | in. San Francisco 
last: week, is in Mt. Sinaf Hospital, 
‘Los Angeles, for tests and several 
weeks’ rest. His scheduled flight to. 
England for rehearsals. and: .the 
opening of the London production 
of. “Bye Bye Birdle” was cancelled. 

Having flown from New York |: 
immediately after the click Broad-- 
‘way premiere of “Carnival,” which 
jhe staged, Champion was taken ill 
in Frisco the day. of the opening 
of the touring company of “Birdie,” 
which he also directed and choreo- 
graphed. His wife; former dancer 
Marge Champion, had subbed for 
him at:the rehearsals of the 
“Birdie” road. edition, and he. was. 

\.to have ‘supervised a ‘final ‘run- 
through before the Frisco preem.’ 

It’s expected that Mrs. Champion | 
will handle ‘tuneup rehearsals 6f-|. 
the “Birdie” tourer before the. Los | 
Angeles opening June 5, It appears |- 
uncertain -whether she or Cham- 
pion will. go to England to take 
charge of rehearsals of the British 
edition: before the tryout tour’ 

month representatives. from’ each | opens May. 29 in Manchester or 
{Continued on page 83) — 

Plan National Theatre 
Fer Cardiff in Wales: 

London, May 2. — 
Although the. proposed fay 2. 

theatre for London has ‘gone into} 
cold storage, there is. a project}. 
afoot to build a national theatre in 
Wales. 

The new legiter, to be. built fh 
‘Cardiff. will cost ‘nearly - $800,000: 
arid will have a’ capacity:-of about: 
£00. It is hoped to be ready by 1964... 
The development: centre will in-. 
‘clude’ an art: gallery, library. and}. 

jent in Philly. ‘students’ theatre.. 

‘even prior to the premiere June 15: 
at Her Majesty’s Theatre, London: 
Meanwhile, Edward Padula, who 

| produced’ the musical on Broad ay, 
is supervising rehearsals in’ Lon- 
don. He isa former Broadway stage 
| manager. 

Jerry Gaghan at Home 
. After Surgical Siege! 

Jerry. .Gaghan, columnist. and 
drama: critic of the Philadelphia 
Daily. News, is convalescing at his. 
:home after a series of major oper-. 
ations at Jefferson Hospital, Philly. 
He hopes ‘to. return, to work. ‘in 
about three weeks, . 

Gaghan is- “VARIETY | ‘correspond- 

Immediately. after the. hearing. he: 
paid the. $5 fine of @ man cop- 

‘ vicepresident. 
‘ kunion’s last-meeting in New York 

| were Sol Jacobson, Walter Fried 
and James Hughes. 

Bell’ Stock Tour | 
|Jacobson is a member of the N.Y. |]. 

¥ at- , 

‘will be-sent out by Harold J, Ken- 

-Kemnedy, who operated the And- 

in Skowhegan, Me. The starting 

-| Denis DuFor. 
N.Y. Pressagents Chapter were Ben 

“Marriage-Go- | 

i cv. exhibitor, 

- {Stratford, Ont., Patrons 
From Around the. World 

Stratford, Ont., May 2. 
| The Shakespeare ‘Festival here | 
drew 22.6% of its audience from 

JTHinois and. Ohio. Toronto provided | 
| 23.5% of audience. Of 400,000 U.S. | 
:}tourists asking information at On- 
~jtario’s five major entry points,| 
fie 12% asked about the Fes- 
tiv. 

. Mall orders. for the coming sea- 
son, June 19-Sept. 23, have already 

| came in from Britain, Ireland, Bel- 
<t | gium-and Germany and most ‘parts 

of the U.S., as well as from ‘all 10 
provinces. 

3 Nominees For 
Behan, author of “The Hostage” | 

‘The upeoming. annual election 
- | Of the Assn. of Theatrical Press- 
{agents & Managers will involve a 
three-way contest for the post of 

Nominated at. the 

Bach is identified with a ‘separate 
group in the union. Fried is a mem-| 
ber of the Managers Group, Hughes |. 
is with the Advance Agents and 

Pressagents.. ‘Chapter.. Besides the 
veepee competition, there’ also be 
a contest for the post of sergeant- 

with George Zorn . and 
ee Keith the opposing candi- 
ates, 

Unopposed candidates are in-} 
eumbents Thomas Kilpatrick, pres- 
ident; Milton Weintraub, secretary- 
treasurer, and Edward J. Scanlon, 
business agent. Kilpatrick, who be- 
came vice-president in February.in 
a special election, has automatically 
taken over the presidency of the 
union as successor to William. 
Fields, who died last week. 

Nominated for the ATPAM. board 
of governors for terms commenc- 

fing next June 15 from the Man-| 
agers Group were Ben Boyar, | 
Joseph Harris, George Banyai and 

Named from the 

Kornzweig. and Harvey Sabinson. 
Manager alternates nominated were 
Edward Blatt, Richard Seader, 
Morton Gottlieb and Nathan 
Parnes. Alternates nominated from: 
the p.a, chapter were Ted Gold- 
smith and Dick Weaver. 

‘Selections of board representa- 
tives for the Advance Agents: and 
Yiddish Group are expected to be 

‘| submitted to the union by next} 
Monday (8) and. immediately there- |. 
after the ballots for the election 
of officers and governors will be 
“mailed -to members outside the 
‘New York area, Because of the con- 
tests for. vice-president and ser-}. 
geant-at-arms, a voting machine 
| will -be used for members in the 
New York area, as stipulated in the 
ATPAM constitution. — 

In the recent. election of officers 
of. the Managers Group. and the 
‘N.Y, Pressagents Chapter, the. re- 
spective chairman elected were 
Ben Boyar and: Merle. Debuskey. 
Other officers of the p. a. chapter 
include Harvey Sabinson,. vice 
chairman; Ruth Cage, secretary, 
and Reginald Denenholz, treasurer. 

Cincy Broker-Producer 
Loses B.0. Union Appeal] 

; Cincinnati, May.-2. 
‘Willis Vance, operator of: the 

Central Ticket Office, ‘has been de- 
nied.‘an injunction against Local 
754, Treasurers & Ticket Sellers, 
IATSE, by Common Pleas Judge 
Frank Gusweiller. The court ruled 
that alleged strike or boycott 
threats by the union had never 
been carried out and “no justifi- 
‘able question” was raised by Vance, 
Judgment was granted to the union 
and. its president, Morris. Zaidins. ' 

Hear ing: of the bitterly contested | 
litigation in January extended over 
several days, Vance, a veteran Cin-i 

business. unless he: hired union 
members to sell tickets. for thea- 
trical attractions and sports events 
and prevented him from engaging 
in the service. 
‘Zaidins testified that union’ ‘reg-]. 

ulations permit members to handlé 
advance sales for only one. ‘show, 

Junder contracts with show owners. 

__ ATPAM Veepee | 

charged that the de-4 
fendants threatened to disr upt his | 

Set Walt Whitman Works 
For Production in Fall 

' ‘Milwaukee, May 2. 
A local group here has pledged 

| backing for a production next fall 
of “Walt Whitman’s World,” a 
dramatic presentation based on the 
American poet’s works. It has been 
adapted by Sumner Kerman, pub- 
licist for Milwaukee’s Fred Miller 
Theatre. The show will preem here, 
with hopes ef graduating to Broad- 
way. 
When the Miller Theatre closes 

for the summer, Kernan will go to 
‘Stockbridge, Mass., as pubtisist for 
the. Berkshire Playhouse. The 
strawhat is. operated by Robert 
Paine Grose, production designer 
at the Miler. 

Home’s’ Pulitzer 
Is Legit Parlay 

“All the Way Home,” which has 
been struggling along on Broadway 

of the legit season. The Tad Mosel 
adaptation of the late James Agee’s 

after being tagged the best Amert- 
can play of the Broadway season 
by the N. Y¥. Drama Critics Circle. 

For the play’s producers, Fred 
Coe and Arthur Cantor, the Pulit- 
zer and Critics Cirele citation rep- 

|resent vindication of thefr refusal 
to close the drama in the face of 
apathetic public response. The pro- 
duction, currently in its 23d week 
on Broadway has run through. vir- 
tually its entire $150,000 capitaliza- 
tion. A gross last week of $20,086 
on a potential capacity of about 
$38,500 at the Belasco Theatre, rep- 
resented the third highest take of 
the show’s New York run. 

climb of around $3,500 over the 
previous stanza’s take and it fig- 
ured to reflect interest stemming 
from the Critics Circle Award. It’s 
anticipated that the additional 
Pulitzer citation may stir up in- 
creased b.o. activity for the show, 
but even so the prospect of ‘the 

“(Continned on page 81) 

BOOK OLD VIC TROUPE 
DOWN UNDER, FAR EAST 

London, May 2. 
The London Old Vic will open 

its overseas tour July 12 in Mel- 
‘| bourne. The 35-strong company, 
‘headed by Vivien Leigh, and in- 
cluding John Merivale, Patricia 
Raine, Sally Home, Leslie Moxon, 
Mark Kingston, Margaret Court- 
tenay and Frank Middlemass, will 
play Melbourne, Brisbane, Sydney, 
Adelaide and Perth and, early next 
year, will visit three cities in New 

| Zealand. 
Miss Leigh will play Viola in 

1 “Ewelfth Night,” Paola in “Duel 
of Angels” and Marguerie Gautier 

Jin. “The Lady of the Camellias,” 
all three plays being staged by 
Aussie-born Robert Helpmann. Ex- 
tended plans are to continue to 
Japan, Hong Kong and. Manila, if 
the British Council agrees to col- 
‘laborate. Then, in the autumm of 
‘1962, it’s hoped to tour North and 
‘South. America. 

. Roy Parker will manage the 
company, Douglas Morris will look 
after.the tour and Elizabeth Frank, 
ex-News Chronicle legit and bal- 
let- scribe, has been hired as ad- 
vance and publicity manager. 

Anti-Discrimination Bill 

i OKayed in New Hampshire ; 
Concord, N.H. May 2. 

A bill to ban racial discrimina- 
tion at theatres and other puhlic 
places of accommodation has been 
given overwhelming support at a 
hearing in the Legislature here. 
There was only minor opposition. 

However, similar measures have 
been killed at three other sessions 
of the New Hampshire lawmakers 
in recent years. 

jtime was 

Last week’s gross represented a 
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Bus-Truck Music Man’ Next Season; 
Present Road Troupe to Continue; 

- Show Has Netted 10007, to Date 
“Musie Man,” which has earned 

over 1,000% profit thus far on its 
$350,000 investment, will be repree 
sented on the raad next season by 
two touring companies. A bus-ande 
truck edition of the musical is 
being formed for a 34-week tour 
of cities not on the itinerary of the 
eurrent production which has been 
playing major hinterland houses 
since August, 1953. 
The booking of the motorized 

venture, scheduled to play its 
first date Sept. 18 in Reading, Pa., 
is being handled by the tour divi- 
sion of Harlewe Dean’s United 
Performing Arts, Inc. The de- 
partment, managed by Julian 
Iney, is separate from the UPA 

legit setup involving the Broadway 
Theatre Alliance network of sub- 
scription cities purchased by the 
organization from Columbia Art- 
tsts Management, Inc. The trans- 
fer becomes effective at the con- - 
clusion of the current seasen. 

Profits from the current road 
production will be used to finance 
the bus-and-truck presentation, 
which “Music Man” producer Ker- 
mit Bloomgarden figures will in- 
volvye an expenditure of around 
$50,000. As af April 1, the musical 
had netted $3,014,706, of which 
$2,949,960 had been distributed, 
split equally between the manage- 
ment and the backers. The balance 
available for sinking fund at that 

$9,890, after the de- 
duction of $54,856 for bonds. 
The distributed coin represents 

# net return thus far to the back- 
ers of nearly 492% on their in- 
vestment. The venture’s hefty 
profit position includes operating 
income from the Broadway and 

(Continued om page 81) . 

Mols, Teachers Oppose 
“Merchant of Venice’ Ban: 

Minn. Univ, Presents It 
Minneapolis, May 2. 

Minneapolis school teachers are 
trying to end a 4-year ban on the 
study of “The Merchant of Venice.” 
The Shakespear drama was 
barred in 1917 by the city’s beard 
‘of education on grounds that por- 
trayal of the character Shylock is 
anti-Semitic. The classic has not 
been read in public schools here 
since that time. 

English teachers. at Roosevelt 
highschoot petitioned the school 
board last week to allow them to 
read the Shakespearean work in 
their classes. In a letter to the 
board, they wrote, “We recognize 
the possibilities for reinforcing un- 
desirable intergroup attitudes 
when such works as ‘The Merchant 
of Venice” are studied. However, 
as professional people, we feel that 
we do, in practice, give them and 
all literature sensitive treatment.” 
The “Merchant” ban has been so 

rigidly enforced that when the 
Minnesota Univ. theatre presented 
the play recently, tickets for the 
performances were not sold in 
highschool English classes as they 
usually are for the college theatre's 
annual Shakespearean ‘production. 

No such restriction exists in 
Minneapolis suburban _ schools, 
One of these, St. Louis Park high- 
school, presented “The Merchant” 
recently. The school’s drama 
teacher, Roger DeClerq, contacted 
the local B'nai B’rith’s Anti- 
Defamation League and was to!d 
that organization has no objection 
to the presentation. 

“T think it depends on how the 
Pa part of Shylock is played,” DeClergq 

Villanova and Tunetent 
Offer New Legit Course 

§ Philadciphia, May 2. 
| Villanova Univ., in a tie-in with 
the Valley Forze Sun:imer Theatre, 
1has started a new course in its 
drama department. Usiler- the cdi- 
rection of Richerd Duprey, chair- 
man of the school’s thiatre section, 
the college joins the Music Fanrs, 
Inc., to offer a 10-week course of 
inestruction and on-the-job training 
fin administration, technicatities of 
production, acting, custaming and 
publicity. 

Class wil] be taught by faculty 
members and the tent theatre staff. 
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Legit Bits 
. , ‘Charl Strouse. ics by Lee Adams, ' 

Nathan Cohen, Toronto Star’s!drama on Broadway opening Dec. bo ee — rouse, lyrics by Staged. and j 

entertainment editor, covering 
U. S. west coast legit and other 
“culture.” He’s done seven 1,200- 
word columns on San Francisco 
and is now doing L. A., including ; 

UCLA. 
Dorfman Associates has succeed- ; 

ed Richard Maney as pressagent 
for “Devil's Advocate.” 

28, in association with Violla Rub-, 
ber, Frank Corsaro will aurect,: 
Oliver Smith will design the set-! \. 

itings. Noel Taylor the costumes . 
and Jean Rosenthal the lighting. 

Joan White and Robert Paine: 
Grose are in New York to line up. 
plays and actors for the summer 
1season at their Berkshire Play-; 

Walter Chiari will appear in | hose. Stockbridge, Mass, 

“The Gay Life.” the musical com- ; 
edy Kermit Bloomgarden will pre- , 
gent in early November. 

David Merrick will present Nor-: 
man Krasna’s comedy, “Sunday in: 
New York.” next season. Garson: 
Kanin wi'l direct. 

William Myers has succeeded ' 
Morris Carnovsky in “Rhinoceros,” 
at the Lonvacre Theatre, N. Y. 

Actor Robin Craven, 
employed on Broadway almost 
steadily the - last six-and-a-half , 
years, first. in “Witness for the: 
Prosecution” and then “My Fair : 
Lady.” sailed with his wife last: 
week for a vacation in England. 

Herman Levin is planning to. 
present 2 musical version of, 
Terence Rattigan’s comedy, “Sleep-. 
ins Prince” Librettist, compover - 
antl Ivrici.* aren't set. 

Lieberman says that his | 

“Conflict,” a musical drama ‘with 
book: ‘and lyrics by Chaunee Skill- 

‘ing and music by Robert Skilling, 
iwill be presented by Isobel Rose 
! Jones, 
Pawling, N. Y., 

i July 4. 
Honey Sanders..who recently. ap- 

‘peared on Broadway in “13 Daugh- 
fters.” will appear in Guy Lom- 

for the week of: 

who's been - . bardo’s presentation of “Paradise | 
Island.” opening June 22 at. .the | 

, Marine Theatre, Jones Beach, N: Y. 
“All in Love,” a musical comedy | 

‘based on “The Rivals,” with. book ,. 
?and lyrics 
: sic by Jacques Urbont, will be pre- 
sented off-Broadway next ‘season, 
by Urbont. J. Terry Brown Jr. and ; 

" Stella Holt. 

“Equity Vote Leo 
plar, “The Captains and the | 
Kings.” is scheduled for Broadway - 
produc*ion next season by the Tie- - 
atre Guild and that, contrary to a 
report in last week’s issue, it will 
not be tried out this summer by 
the Penin-ula Players, Fish Creek, 
Wis 

Broadway producer Emmett 
Rodgers. recently-returned from 
the Coast. was in Doctors Hospital, 
N.Y., last week for minor surgery. 
Tom Hill's, Origir.als 

opened last Sunday '30' at the 
Miles Playhouse, Santa Monica, 
with its presentation of “The 
Devil's Madona.” previously pre- 
sented bv the group in N.Y., first 
under the title, “Dream House,” as 
originally written by Hill, and then ! 

“The Chair.” a revised version 
of the drama by Hill and Donald 
Stuart. 

Tony Geiss, asiociate in the pub-: 
licity offiee of Broadway producer- 
pressazent Arthur Cantor, is re- 
cuperafing at tome after an ap- 
peniectomy. 

“But What Have You Done for 
Me Lately?” by 
been optioned by Lee Marvin's 
Latimer Productions for Broadway 
presentation next season. 

Elsa Walden has been boosted 
from assistant stage manager of 
the Broadway production of “Bye 
Bve Birdie.” susceeding Ed Nayor, 
whe withdrew to direct an 
tratian production of “The Most 
Happy Fella.” 
general stzse manager of the orisi- 
nui “Birdie” 
returned after directing the ..Aus- 
tralian edition of the musical. 

Richard Seader is company man- 
ager of the incoming Broadway 
mu-icak, “Donnybrook.” 

Cornelia Otis Skinner wili star in - 
“The Pleasure of His Company.” at 
the Westpert +Conn.) Country Play- 
haus? Jume 15-94. 

Nathan Parnes, general manazer 
of the Phoenix Theatre, N.Y., is 
back on the job atter several weeks 
of ho-pitalization. , 

Robert Kessler will compose the 
sere for Lola Pergament’s book 
al lyrics of °O) Marry Me,” a mu- 
sieal comeiv based an “She Stoops 
te Coniner” Tae shaw will be 
the fisst weoduction of the fall, 
series be foe at-Broadway Gate 
Rovertacye Ca. 

Sandor Szabo has succeeded 
Georze Voskovee in “Big Fish. 
Tittle Fist." at the ANTA Thea- 
te, N.Y Voskovee left the show 
teria the thie role in the upcom- 
i Ctl ox Kuprin.” 

Glozvia Rabinowitz, production 
assecanmt fs Leonard S. Field and 
Caroline Burke Swann, is on the 
C--ast to eis ck on the touring “I to 
Siu: ~ 

Leila Martin is understudy 
Janice Rebs and Dran Seitz 
“Hapoiest Girt in the World.” 

J. Micheal Travis will desig: the 
the Caster es and Will Steven Arm- 
Strong the settings for “Cook for 
Nie. Caenersi'’ Fielder Coak will 
Gis : 

William Warfield will portray 
Fest ir tie N.Y. City Center re- 
Visor “Pores and Bass,” opening 
May 17 

Bette 
ne. ron) 

Tanans! 
ar-i Ridgely 

for 
im 

Davis will star in Ten- 
Woliiains’ “Night of the 

“hen Charles Bowden 

Only. 

‘Arthur Ross, has. 

Aus-: 

Michael Thoma, ' 

production. recently . 

Bullock present the, 

wan Continued from page 73.=—_—!_ =~ 

Harms, for recording secretary; 
Tom Bosley, George Ives. Bill Ross. 
and Shelly Winters. as principals. 
for five-year council terms, and 
Madeline Sherwood. as principal 
for the three-year council term. 

Only tuo of the’ 
candidates recommended by: Bell-. 
_amy were elected. They are Roddy.. 
McDowall, who beat Miss Winters. . 

“and Mixs Osterwald, who topped 
Miss Sherwood in the balloting. 

The American Arbitration Assn. ! 
recount, in which Ives beat Tracy, : 

-reversing the prior Tellers’ Com-~ 
‘mittee report, was as follows: 

Officers elected for. three-year. 
terms: President. Ralph Bellamy. 
.2.009: first vice-president, Fred- 
: erick O'Neal, 2,102: second veepee. : 
Eddie Weston, 2.108; ‘third v-p. 
! Frank Maxwell, 2,015: fourth v.p.. 
Lois Wilson, 2.036; treasurer, Roval | 
Beal. 2.041. ‘and recording secre-. 
tary, Carl Harms, 1,069. 
nominating committee -ecandidates. 
The only contest in the officer 
“eategory was for the recording sec- 
retary post, with independent j 
‘candidate John Effrat the loser | 
with 1.026 votes. 

Principais elected for five-year’ 
eounchH tersis: Jane White. 1,681; 
Michael Tolan. 1,806; Leon Janey, 
1,785: Earle Hyman, 1,746; Stephen ; 
Douglass, 1.668; Dorothy: Sands, 
ere Tom Boslev,-1.547; Bill Ross. 

11.334; Roddy MeDowall, 1,250, and. 
George Ives, 1,208. All except: 
McDowall were nominating com- 
mittee candidates. Not elected in! 
this division were nominating com- 
mittee candidate Shelley Winters. ; 

_1.199, and independent candidates: 
Lee Tracy, 1.184; Sidney Black-! 
ner. 1.055, and Conrad Bain, 1,950,. 
why vere part of one ticket. and : 
Joan Wetmore, 435: David Perkins, 
376, and Robert Lenn, 323, “who ° 
Were torethes on another tic ket. 

Prinemal for three-year council 
term: independent candidate: Bibi 
Osterwald was eleeted) with 
votes, compared to 1,036 for Made- 
leine Sherwood, the nominating 
committee’s losing candidate. - 

Balivts tor the. following un- 
opposed candidates were not | re-, 
comnterd: 

Principal, for two-vear council 
tera Lucia Vicfor, 1.995, 

Chorus for — five-vear 
tesms, Julian Patrick, 
Maso, 1.948. 
Led, 

Chorus for two-vear 
ters. Cramlah Diehi, 

Write-in candidates 
Hitam Sherman, 
Voies for president, and over, 250 
Persons Wie received less than 10 
write-in. votes In ali categories. 

council 

and Robert Flavelle, 

council 
1,997. 

included 

iw me 

pie ec es inth a Broadway show, 
Fulford, whiie in Toronto for a 

at her Starlight Theatre,7 

by.Bruce Geller and mu- 

indepen#ent. 

All were | : 
irather than she punching across 

1,184, 

1.953; Win. 

who. received 62. 

Forrest. - Theatre, Philadelphia 

Show Out of Town 
‘Bye Bye Birdie 

San Francisco; April 25. 
Edward Padula, in association with L. 

‘1 Slade. Brown, presentation of musical | 
comedy in two acts, with music by 

choreographed by Gower .-Champion; 
| scenery, ‘Robert Randolph; costumes, 
j Mites White; lighting. Peggy Clark; musi- 

cal. direction, Jack Havener; orchestra- 
tions, Robert Ginzler; dance arrange- 
‘ments, John Morris. Stars Elaine Dunn. . 

| Bill Hayes, Joan. Blondell; features Bob 
yan Hooton,. Jesse Pearson, Karin Wolfe, 

Bittles, Wally Young, Gloria Bleezarde, ; 
Opened April 24, ’61, at the Curran, 
San_ Francisco; $6.25-$6.90- ‘fop.. 

companx.. of “Bye Bye Birdie,” 

sok 
*K. 

t 
* Asides and Ka- Libs 
pov eossssessoseecsatsercel | 

Broadway is outdoing itself in bestowing. awards. It’s ienguneed th that 
the stagehands at the Billy Rose Theatre, N: Y., have given Sam Levene 
costar of “The Devil's Disciple; ”’ what's described. as a “gold-encrusted 
star”. called an “Aldo,” in. recognition for giving “the season’s most 
‘distinguished performance” as Dr. Aldo Meyer -in the. Dore: Schary.- 
; drama. ... Another blurb is to the effect that’ Mayor Wagner will pro- 
elaim next week as “Stage Employes. Week” to mark: the diamond... 
jubilee of: Theatrical Protective Union (stagehands);’ 

‘Eddie. Applegate. Mimi Kelly, Ramona j have “faithfully served ‘various segments: of. the entertainment. indus- 
itry,” ete. 

-whose members 

. An advisory panel has’ suggested that. the Equity Library “Theatre 
| should revive “plays representative of all. cultures.”. Why ‘not do un-_ 

in actual performance? . . 

Now the Coast knows what all tried scripts by new’ playwrights. thereby giving. writers such as mem- 
the shouting’s about. This touring| bers.of the New. Dramatists. Committee a chance. to. see. their works: 

. The. Fheatre Guild’ sent*out. another trial- - 
| orzanized with the aid of $100,000: balloor announcement last. week about the. possibility of-sending its. 

Opera Assn.. figures to be .a run- 
!away hit both in L.A. and :Frisco, 
land should enjoy a long, happy 
! life elsewhere on: the. read. 

‘Gower Champion has duplicated : 
the staging.and choreography of 

i his: Broadway show with affection- | 
1ate care:and, though a few rough 
spots:..are still apparent, the over- 

‘all effect- is staggeringly funny. 

Carrying the biggest load- is. 
Elaine Dunn. a handsoniely propor: . 

‘reveals a+ surprisingly good sing- 
ing voice. She plays the role of. 

jthe Jonetime Puerto Rican secre- :. 

tour of Europe: 
from the L.A-S.F. Civic. Light!American Repertory. troupe -to Latin’ America: following | its current o 

‘Following her Academy of Motion - Picture Arts (Oscar): award for the 
! best supporting performance, . Shirley. Jones was. quoted. by AP cor- 
respondent. Bob Thomas as Saying, 
Hammerstein shows are always male; .the women are much “less no- 

“The: good | parts in. Rodgers and 

ticed.” Except possibly Mary Martin in.“South Pacific’. and the current. 
“Sound-of. Music,” Celeste Holm .in ‘“Oklahoma:” Jen: Clayton in 
Carousel,” and Gertrude Lawrence in “The King and I." ~ 
The review of “Altona”: from London in last week's issue failed - to 

; mention: that Justin O'Brien was the adaptor of. Jean- Paul Sartre’s 
: original Paris success, “Les Sequestres. d’Altona”’. .» Kenneth Tynan. 
-has revealed that he'll continue. ag drama critic for the London Ob-* 
server next season, but plans to. return the: following year as permanent. 

itioned brunet dancer’ who also. yevjewer for the New Yorker. mag; for which he was guest aisle-sitter 
‘for the 1958-59 and 1959-60 seasons. 

‘Samuel French. is this week publishing acting ‘editions of “ “A Raisin. 
in. the Sun,” Lorraine Hansberry'‘ s Broadway: hit, and “Royal. Gambit.” 

tary to a -two-bit New York music George White’s off-Broadway adaptation of: Harmann ‘Gressieker’s dra-- 
|} publisher whose chief property is | 

singer | “Conrad Birdie.” a r&r 
| about tobe. drafted. 

Miss” -Dunn is a ball of fire, 
- alternately sharp, pensive, tender. | 

She is especially. effective in the . 
railroad station scene where she’ 

her big: ballet: scene, 
a Man” and in the sereamingly 

-funny “Shriners’ Ballet” scene. 

publisher, particularly in the amus- 
ing “We Love You, Conrad!” and : 

i “Put On a Happy Face’. songs and ! 
dances. Hayes' voice isn’t quite as : 
strong or true as Miss Dunn's, but | 
he offers a pleasant - performance 
in a more limited role. 

As his harridan mother: “Joan : 
Blondell seems a bit miseast. 
should ‘be terribly possessive, but - 

‘acts more like an‘over- ripe sexpot. 
| In addition, her timing: is off and: 
her voice ‘doesn't carry sufficiently. 
The result is that the lines, which 
generally are funny, carry’ her,! 

the lines. 
Tne 

cellent, particularly Jesse Peavson 
‘as the pelvis-shaking r&r_ singer, 
| Kari in Folfe as the 15-year-old he’s 
| supposed ‘to kiss. and Eddie aAp- 
| plegate- as her. jealous boy friend. 
iBob.. van Hooton contributes a 
| crisp, -comic portrayal as the 15- 
year-old's father, and Sherry Jo 
Miller. Nancy Mitchell, Dale Vann, 
Lee Barry, Mimi Kelly, Gloria 

:Bleezarde and Ramona- Bittles. 
{ handle ‘smaller bits well. 
’ ° Basically, however, this is Cham: 
| pioa’s show, for in most cases he 
! has instilled tremendous verve and 
' drive in-the cast, come up with 
‘brizht, fresh ideas for playing the 
; Scenes and choreographed the 
“dancing spectacularly. 

The Charles. Strouse- Lee Adams 
‘music and lyries are fitting and. 
: occasionally, very funny, as in 
“Normal. American Bor" and 
“Kids.” and Michael - Stewarts 
book is snore than serviceabie. but 
“without such ideas as playing “The ° 

a sort of seat. Telephore tour.” 
song, in an oversized jurzle gym. 
the book, music and Iyrics might 
have much less zing. : 

“ Ruohert Randolph's. s¢enery and 
Miles White's costumes are: fetch- 
ing and Jack Wavener’s musical 
direction is excellent. “Bre Bye 
Birdie” loéks like money in: the 
bank on the road. Stef. 

_ Carl Fisher is general manager, 
Ruth Mitchell general stage man-. 
ager, John Allen stage mahazer 
and Richard Horner company man- 
aver for “Call on Kuprin,” opening 
a tryout next Monday '8. at the 

Inside Stuff—Legit - 
J. Perelman is planning to turn “nine or so” of his New Yorker praducer and director. He hes kept 

‘he told Toronto Star book editor Robert 4 tight rein on all departments and: 1 ag: 
4 June 
July 27, and “Fanny,’ 

CBC-TV guest | shot recently.. The 
humorist told other local newspapermen that he hopes Bert Lahr will 
star in the show, 
Counts Playhouse, New Hope. Pa. 

Which will be tried out this summer at the Bucks 

The central theme of the pieces, Perelman said, is “the frightening 
notion that everybody has to be er ecutive: the barber has to paint pic- 

tures. the housewife has to ‘take ballet lessons. Nobody" s happy unless 
he’s creating something.” 

wisecracking .and. gay and comic | 

She: 

cast’s youngsters are ex- 

ma... 

:lowa City. 

_, . The first Ameriean pro-luction of Paul Claudel’s 
-Noon,” as translated: by Wallace Fowtie, was presented last ‘Thursday-. 
Saturday (27-29: and. is being repeated: ‘tonight Wed.) thraush next 
Saturday: '6) at the University Theatre of the State. Univ. 

“Break af. 

of low a, at 

Theatrical attorney John F.. Wharton had | ‘an “excelent piece, titled. 
“The Plight of the Promising Play. * in last ‘week's issue. of ‘Saturday | 
Review. 

read it? . 

It was a rarity. among articles about legit—well-infor med and: 
sings, “Normal American Boy,” in; penetrating, in.a word, ‘realistic. But. why didn’t the . editors 

“How to Kill | trouble. to ballyhoo it in advance, 
take the 

$0: more interested people. could 

“I think there are play's that. are fascinating. ‘to an audience because 
. Bill Hay es holds up his end ‘they open up an area of life and experience, hich, is completely alien - 

fairly well as the shoestring song :t0 them. I know that 10 or. 15 years ago there were plays of that kind |. 
MN hich nobody would have believed you ‘could. put.on in. New -York and ~ 
expect to find:an audience for, no matter how well done they might be, 
iThey were supposed to be fer the few, ‘and: they’d-run a week.. Plays’ 
of that kind now run.a year, admittedly in a> small ‘theatre, but :300 
people a night is still a lot of people That's 10,000 people a-morth, 

£120. 000 people a year. A book that sels 120, 009. copies. isa bestseller” 
—Produrer -diréctor ‘Carmen Capalbo, 
Gentlemen's Quarterly magazine: 

-we have various names: 

:in an unsigned interview. in 

“For the middleman ‘who. makes: money off. other people's ‘passions 
in the. contemporary American theatre he- is 

;called-a manager. And as we’are set.up with neither dowers nor: heri-. . 
" ta; ze, We cannot do without these 
ithe business: manager who discovers ‘and ‘nurtures genius. 

marriage: brokers.. But it is never 
" —Chore+3- 

jrapher-director Agnes .deMille in’ an “article. ‘titled “Boxoffice as Not 
, Enough” in the Atlantic” Monthly. 

Stock, Review 
Vader The Gaslight 

Detroit, April 6.. 
ns Wiiam A. Gregory presentation 
melodrama “in two acts i scenest bs 
Autustin Daly. Stated by W: A, Gregors. 
setlines. Alan Ulich; lighting, 
‘Stephen: Costumes. Helen King; musical 
direction and socal arrangements. John 
Gregory. Stars John Gregory, Sherry 
Rave:.features Vie Polant. Dolures Viola. 
Opened April 5. “61, at the ‘Vanguard 

, Plas house.. -Detruit; $3 top. 

Rav Trafford ......6.-.-- John Grez ory. 
Smorkes ww cc cea w eee ee William Feaster 
Bvke ee eee wees Vietor Polant . 
Justice Bowhaz ..e.e.eee _ Thomas Aston 
Fd. Demilt ./..60e veeee Warren Colston 
Maru "Lace eeceeeee Warren Colston 
Si.nal Man ceccescees Warren Colston 

Sherry Kose 
» Dualores Viola 
Adelaide Suiits 

Laura Cortland - 
Pearl Courtland .. 
- Peat hbiossom 
Ola Judas cc eens eee Mady ¢ orrell 
Mes Van Dam ....-¢-.05.- Mady Correll 
Sue Rare ol... weoeae Lenn Thomoson, 
Lizzie Liston | ‘ Kiki Miller weer eet eevereres 

so. successfully 
that’ ‘virtue. 

archness, 

the message: 
“trium phs over evil that the aurti-. 

cheers, the 
moist eves -along 

ence hisses the villain, 
kero and dahs- 

“sith the heroine as in days of yore. 

The audience participation. 

to loeal Gilded Cage.” © Take Me. ‘Back ta 
_playgoing which seems worthy of Now 

Cc hoo Choo.” 

brings. a new dimension 

critical review,. along with the play 
and players. Ut seems possible 

that fhe hissing of the villain Ay” 
‘have been prompted opening night. 
for many 

routine But most of. fhe 
“audience ‘soon caught. the spirit 
“and were hissing and also che veering, 
ithe hero. 

lof this effort, which marks the first 
Y aniversary of Detroit's first 

vears, is Dr. William A. Gregary. 

‘his | experienced, hand is visible. 
only in. the sureness of the move- 
ment’ of performers. and. the pre- 
cision of Scenery and Costume 
changes. 

mid-Viclorian convincing * Version 

of 

Rik. 

§ rise. 

“Cast, 
The performers play this old mela. ° ) 

drama straight and, by eschewing - 
eonvey | 
alway | 

> ¥ou 

in the audience :turned. 
-araund to glare at the disturber of > 

. wsual 

Mast responsible for the- slices wee b 

resi- 1 . 

ident Equity theatre: company in 25° 

i Aighits for 
His brother John Grégory is ae 

Tray | 
Jof noble manhood, accepting the - 

j plaudi ts.as hero as his due and. 
responding with more. grandly el - 
quent and. ideatistic: speeches - a8 
‘the evening: progresses. He has a 
deep, resonant veice and .a fine 
sense of timing. a 

“ Victor, Polant, as - ‘the villa’ n, 
‘grows more ‘knavish as. the hisses 

in volume, yet. ‘manages to 
avoid caricature. Sherry: Kave, @ 
pretty blonde, stay’s* appropriately 
‘innocent and. sweet in her scenes 
with Gregory. --She: uncorks. chill-” 
‘ing screams” and ‘reveals: a nicely 
<cteveloped. art .of shrinking away 
in her scenes with Polant. 

“William Feaster,. as the. soldi eT 
messenger, has.several zood scenes. 
‘He is a‘ young. leading man type 
and shows promise, . Others in’ the 

especially Mad: Correll, 
‘Oid Judas,. perform: “well. ° 

Most ‘of the players participate 
‘in between-the-scenes olios of 2 15- 
‘light-era songs. .and ‘dances. “Miss 
‘Kay e. and” Gregory have guod 
‘voices; the others are. fair. Some: 
of the oldies. they. do are“ ‘Waltz Ne: 
Around -Again; | Willie.’ " “Becaune 

Went Away. “Bird in a 

York ‘Town" and | “Midnight 

The me lodrama, inc ‘luding mis- 

-taken identity. a brutal father, an 
‘evil erone and the tied-to-the-rails 
. routine, is hackened and ludicrous, 

but. the: audience in. this 442-seat 
former. film arty in downtown: De- 
troit has. an 1 enjoy able time. Tew. 

Destry for Ft. Wayne 
” Fort ‘Wayne, “May 2 

The > Festival Musie -Theatre sea- 
son in the News-Sentinel Outdoor 
Theatre in Franke Park’ wil offer 
“Destry . Rides Avain,” - “opening 

“Guys and’ Dolts,. opening 
‘opening Aug, 

24: Each musical: Wil be pr esented - 
Thursday, Eric day, ‘and Saturday 

two weekends. 
“Susi Selmter, wife of director 

Selmier, ‘has. been, named 
choreographer, — 



‘Centre, . 
“grosser with a. "$100, 104. take, be- ie 

grosses are tict: 
- laxves. 

| “BOSTON: . ae 
‘Gypsy,. Colonial -1MC-RS) | Ast: 

wk) 1$6.50-S7.50; 1 “685: 367,000) 

- fav orahle : notices 

” gld: Maddocks, Monitos:. 

Guild - 
: subscription, - 

--$42.500) 
ov ious week, $16.267. 

‘tFlorence. 
“week, $109,931. 

Wednesday, ‘May 3B 1961. 

nae Wow $100, 104 in Toronto, | 
‘Gypsy’ $65,896 First Boston Frame, 
‘Bye’ 59146, SF; ‘Miracle’ $30,471, Chi 
The road was generally Hiealthy | 

Jast week, “Becket,”at the O’ ‘Keefe : 
Toronto... was. the - top": 

lieved to be a record one-week |” 
tally for a straight. play.  ~- 
“The touring. company of “Bye. 

Bre: Birdie,” last week's: sole. new- 
* comer, made a smart getaway as” 
the opening bill-of.the: Civic Light’. 

: subscription season” Opera Assn. 
in. San Francisco. | 

- Estimates: ‘for: Last Week 

‘Pareuthetic designations for out. | 
of-town shows are the same as. for, 
Broadway, except .that hyphenated i 
T with shaw classification indicates. 
tryout and RS indicates road show. .° 
Also, prices on.touring shows in: ' 
clude .10°o Federal Taz and Idéal- 
tar, if any, but as: an Broadway. 

7.e., 

weck: unless: eure rwise itoted. 

{Ethel Mfernian). 
$72 049, Musie’ Hall: Cley eland. - 
Opened Ap:il 24 to unanimously . 

Doyle, Ameri-" 
can; Durgin, Globe;. Hughes, Her-. 

Maloney, 
Traveler:. Norton, Recordi. | .. 

Last: week, $65. 896, house. record 
for. musical. 

My Fair Lady, ‘Shubert UMICERS) | 
7th wk) ($6.:50- $7. 1. 717; $67. 355): | 
(Michael: Eyans. Caroline Dixon).| 
Previous week, $57,373. 

Last week, $51 Ald. 

CHICAGO: 
‘Miracle. ‘Worker, . Erlanger - (p- * 

RS) +1st wk) :$5. 50- $6: 1.380: $45.- 
°000!). - Previous week, 324, 857, 
For d's, Baltimore. 

Opened here. April 24 to one. fa- {2- 
-Syvse, Sun- Times) 

- tCassidy, 
vorable ‘notice 
and . three unfavorable 

. Tribune: Dettmer, American; Har- 
Tis, News). 

Last week, $30.47 Ll with. Theatre 
American ‘Theatre. Society. 

Raisin in “the “Sun,. Blackstone 
(D-RS) ‘9th wk). 1$4 95-$5.503°1.447;: 

Claudia McNeil}, Pre- 

* Last week, almost $18: 300-with - 
twofers. 

CLEV EL AND- - i 
- Sound of Music, Hanna (MD-RS). 
ast wk}? ($6.95; 1.515; $68.000) 

‘Henderson. -- Previous 
O'Keefe. Toronto. 

-Last week, $59.953 with TG-ATS 
subscription. 

1 

‘DETROIT +} 
“Musie Man, Riviera (MC-RS) (st : 

“Wkl'1$4.50; 2.700: $60,000). _Pre- | 
-. VIOUS week, ($64,561, Nixon, : Pitts- i 
burgh. , 

-Last. week, $41 801.: 

LOS. ‘ANGELES . ” 
Hostage, Biltmore \CD-RS): (3d °° 

wk) '$5-$5.50; 1.636; $53.000), Pre- : 
‘Vious week, $28. 000- with, -TG-ATS | 
subscription. 
‘Last week, about “$26. 600. - 

Merry Widow, Phitharmonié 
(OP-RS) (2d wk? ($5.90-S6.75: 2.- 

vious week, $76.000 with 
Light. Opera Assn. subscription.. 

-Last week, around. $79,000 with | 
CL OA subscription. 

OMAHA 
Flower Drum: Song, Paramount 

(NIT-RS).. 

‘Last week, $58. 227. 

PHILADELPHIA 
‘Donnybrook, Shubert ONC. T). (2d 

wk) '$6-$7.50; 1,878; $68,000). Pre-. 
vious week,: ‘$42, 030: it 

Last week, $43,048. i 

. SAN FRANCISCO. 
Bye Bye Birdie, Curran (MC-;, 

RS) tist wk) ($6. 25-$6.90; 1, 798; | 
$62,000). } 

Opened. here . April - 24 -to three) 
endorsements ‘Eichelbaum. Exami- 
ner; Knickerbocker, : 
Speegle, News-Call Bulletin), 

Last week, about. $59.500 with | 
_CLOA. subseription. 

TORONTO. 
oOo Keele (DRS) Becket, ($6- 

‘ scription; . 
Tuesday-Saturday. 

exclusibe of: 
Engagements ‘are for single 7 

 Fmogene Coca. 
_.-) Horton, . King . Donovan): 

“Previolis, “week, " formances: Lafayette, Buffalo Mon- 
 gay:(24), two BTL, $9.695; Capitol, 

4 Chi. (1-13). ° 

“€9)5 
. Memorial. Hall. Dayton’ (12-13). 

*_ Raisin” 

Previous’. week, $43.375, | 
“KRNT, Des Moines: ~ 

Chronicle; | 

$6. 50: "3,200: $110. 511) (Laurence 
‘Olivier, Arthur Kennedy). Previous. 
“week, $49,328, Riviera,. Detroit. 
Last week, $100. 104.50 7 

_ Majority - -of. ‘One, Royal: Alexan- 
dra ° 4C-RS): 13d: wk?-. 1$5.50-$6: 
, 5255 $47,285) iGertrude Berg. ced. 
‘ric, Hardwicke). Previous week: . 
$37,318: with TG-ATS ‘subscription. , 

Last week, $35,917. with TG- ATS» 
‘subscription. 

‘SPLIT WEEKS _ 
- Fiorello «MC-RS). Previous week; . 
$52. 454, eight-performance split. 

‘Bits of London 
. London, May 2 

The’ English Stage Co. will ap- | 
pear. at three fests ‘this year in 

‘/France, -Holland ‘and Scotland. 
[Pdinbareh will see the first per- 

mance: of Nigel Dennis’s. 
AR igust For The People.” 

Saul Levitt’s 

‘duction. 
Theatre shows, it will run for only 

. four-and-a-half weeks. 

“Gazebo” will fo'd May 27 at the | shows and dropped for others. The 
. ‘Savoy Theatre ‘after. 474 preform- 

“ances. 
‘Flora Robson’s next role willbe 

in Lesley Storm’s “Time and Yel-} 
low Roses,” due : May . 1 at St. 

; Martin’s - Theatre. ’ 
dR LI “ ‘Hugh Beaumont an Arthug jhe City Center revival of “South |g) p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1.139; $43. 530) 

. Stephens. .will. present 
‘ Kopit’s play “Oh Dad, Poor Dad. 
‘Mamma’s: Hung You in the Closet 
-and I'm Feeling So Sad” in London | 
a next fall. ~ 

“Last week, $44.837 for eight. -per- | 
formances: .Municipal, Grand. Rap- ! 
ids, Monday (24), one,. $7,312 With | 
Broadway Theatre: : League. sub- 

Orienta],. Milw ‘aukee, 
125-29), seven, 

$37, 525. 

- Once Upon. ‘a Mattress IMC- RS 
Edw ard Everett 

week,. $26,553: with TG-ATS sub-. 
. scription, . Playhouse, Wilmington." .. 

‘Last week, $44,445 for eight per- 

Binghamton, Tuesday «251, one ! 
-BTL, $7,650: Rajah.. Réading. Wed- ‘ 
‘nesday: (26), ‘one BTL. $6. 912: 
Loew’s Poli,. Worcester. Thursday. 

~ (27), one BTL, $7.343:. Klein Mem- . 
-orial, Bridgeport. Friday. (2B), one 
BTL, $5,79 Bushnell. Hartford, 
Saturday (28), two, 3. 054. 

Touring Shows 
+ tApril 30-May 47 

x, BecketShubert, Philly .t1-6, moves to. 

Bye. Bye. Birdie 42a Co. ~C urran, SF. 
(1-13). 
cat ‘on Kuprin tryout Forrest, Philly. . 

‘(8-13 ° 
Donnybrook (try out}—National,. Ww ash. 
13 ce 

Fiorello: (2d - “Co. \—Shrine Mosque. . 
‘Peoria (30-1): .-Loéw’s.. Evansville (2); 
Hartman. ‘Columbus (46): RKO .Orpheum, 
Davenport,.Ia. (8: Paramount, Waterloo, . 
la. (9): Stuart, Lincoln, Neb. (10); Music 

‘,Hall, .K.C, 11- 13). 
- Flower. ‘Drum: §eng—Aud. .» St. Paul ,- 

11-6); Wisconsin Theatre, Milwaukee | 
(8-13). : 

Gypsy—Colonial.. : Boston. 1-13). 
Hostage—Geary.. SF, (1-13). 

. Maltority. :of. ‘One-- Aud.; Denver (2-515 
Biltmore, L.A. ¢9-13).. 
Mark Twain “Tonight—Goodman, Chi 

d-4).. 
Merry “Widew {Civi ic Light Opera’ Assn.) 

—Philharmonic. L.A. (1-13). 
Miracle .:Worker (2d 

‘Music Man—Riviera. Det. a tn. . 
My Fair Lady ‘2d Co. j—Shubert,. Bos- 

Co. Erlanger, 

‘ton (1-13). 
Once Upen a ‘Mattress—L oew's, Can-. 

ton. 0. (); Nixon, Pitt. .(2-6):. Paramount; 
Anderson. Ind. (8); Regent: Grand Rapids 

Ohio “Mansfield” aed; 

Chi: 
me -13).° 
"Sound of - Music (2d Co J—Hanna, Cleve. | 
- 13). 

Theatre. 

_in the Sun—Blackst one; 

‘London Shows 
(Figures. denote - ‘one. ring. dates) . 
Altona, R.-Court (3-19-61). . 

- .Amoroeus ‘Prawn, Piccadilly 12-9-59).. 
And Another. Thing, Fortune. (10-6-60). 

. Bargain, St. Martin’s (1-19-61). 
_Bitly Liar, Cambridge: (9- 13-60). 
Breakfast for One, Arts (4-17-61). 

. Bride ‘Comes Back, \ dudeville (11-25- 60) 
_ ‘Caretaker, Duchess - (4-27-60). 

- Fings Ain’t, Garrick i? 11-60): 
Flower Drum Song, Palace (3-24: -69). 
Gazebo, Savoy. (3-29-60). _ 
Glory Be; Royal, Stratford, E. 

_irma La: Douce, Lyric (717-58). 
‘Irregular Word,. Criterion, (4- 11 61). 

' Kir. Kong, Princes (2-23-61). 
tady From the Sea, Queen’s (3-15- 61). 

. Miracle. Worker, Royalty. (3-9-6). 
| ‘Mousetrap (Ambassadors (11-25-52). 

670; $79.000) (Patrice Munsel): Pre-| . 
Civic |: 

Musle. Man, Adelphi. (3-16-61). . 
My Fair. Lady, Druty. Lane (4:30; 58). 

_ Oliver, New. (6-30-60). 
On _ Brighter Side, Phoenix (4. 12. 61). 

* One Over Eight, Duke York's 1° 5-61). 
Progress to. the Park Saville (3-3-6). 

" ‘Rehearsal, Globe (4-5-61), 
> Repertory, .-Aldywirh 12-15-60). 

Ross, Haymarket (5-12-60). 
Simple ‘Spymen, ‘Whitehall (3-19-58). - 
South, Lyric, Ham. (4-7-61). 
‘Sparrers Can’t Sing, Ws ndham’s (3-29- 61). 
Suzie Wong, Prince: Wales (11-7-59). 
Tenth Man, Comedy (4-13-61). : 
.Wakeffeld Myst’y, M’maid (4-6-61). 

" Watch. It Sailor, Apollo. (2-24-60). 
West Side Story, Majesty's (12-12-58), 
Young tn Héart, Vic Pe]. (12-21-60). ~ 

SCHEDULED OPENINGS 

Belle, Strand (5-4-61). 
Time, Yellow Roses, St. Mart. (5-11-61). 
Sound of Music, Palace (5-18-11), * 

. On the Avenue, Queen's (5-18 61), 
: Bird. of Time, -Savov (5-31-61). 
Andersonville, Wermaid. (6-6-61). 

: Fintan’s Rainbow, Sville «68 61), 

CLOSED 
Compariy. Slask,: Coliseum. (3-27-61); 

closed Saturday (29) after 34. per--. 
* formances. 

-Mareel ‘Marceau, Satille- (4-7 6 clased 
Saturday °(29). after 24 performances: 

Settled Out of Court, Strand :10-19-60):. 
closed ‘Saturday 429) after’ 258 per- 
formances. ae 

SCHEDULED B'WAY PREEMS 
Becket, Hudson (5-8-6). 
Porgy & Bess, City Center (5- 17-61). 

- Donnybrook, 46th st. (5-18-61. 
Kuprin, Broadhurst (5-25-61). 
Pal doey, City Center ($-31- 61).. 

Previous | 

. rights, : 

Se 

(4.3-61). [. 

‘Laughton $5, 100 Solo, Det. 
Detroit. May 2. 

Charles Laughton's solo show 

formance at the 1,.700-seat Shubert 
-Theatre here last: Saturday night . 
"1291, 

The potential capacity at-a 4. 50 
top was $6,000. . 

“‘Musie Man? 
——= Continued from page 79: 

‘road productions, plus. other rev- 
.enue, such as its 40°r share, less: 
:10° commissions, of 1.000.000 | 
paid by Warner. Bros. for the film j 

The New 

run: The touring: presentation is 
“current at the Riviera Theatre, De- 
Aroit: 

| For ‘the first 13 weeks of 1961, 
the’ musical's operating ‘profit: on | 
Broadway and the road for $10. 
673. The New York company.,. on ! 
twofers - during that period. drap- 
ped coin:on nine of the 13 weeks 
‘for an overall pperating ‘loss of {Previous week. $25,310. 
$21.629. - The situation on the road 
was ‘the reverse, with the ‘show! 
‘clearing coin. on nine of the 13 
weeks. for an overall profit of $32.- 

The. grosses: _avere — over- 
quoted by the management 
for the Broadway company for. 
the weeks-endinig March 4 and 
March 11. and. for the:.road 
troupe for the week ending 
Jan. 21. The New York 
grosses. reported in VARIETY - 
-as $32.980 and $29,730 for the 
weeks ending March 4 and 
March.11 were actually $29. 980 
and $27.730. respectirely. The 
grass: for the road company in 

| New Orleans the week ending. 
'. Jan.. 21, reported in VARIETY 

as $49.546, was actually $46,- 
546. 
Royalties, office expense. the au 

‘diting fee -and rentals for the | 
Broadw av production were waived 
‘either -fully or partially during 
‘ February: and March. The show, 

produced br Bloomgarden and Her--|(C) «10th wk: 
hert Greene. in association with’ 
Frank Productions. Inc., has songs 
bv Meredith Willson. and book by 
Willson and Fr anklin Lacey. 

“Home’-Pulitzer 
— Continued from page 79 

| presentation getting off the hook 
:on its Broadway run is considered’ 
‘unlikely, 
a However, ‘the payoff "potential 
‘from. subsidiary rights should bej 
‘enhanced by. the prestige identifi- 
cation of the awards: The produc- 
tion's bargaining power in relation 
to a possible film sale is also likely 

“16 be: Strengthened because of. the 
, Pulitzer and Critics Circle: recog- 
‘nition, The play marks Mosel’s first | 
| Broadway production. 
;.. The Pulitzer Prize in drama car- 

>The. Andersonville: . 
. Trial’ is the -Mermaid’s next pro- | 

Like all future Mermaid 

grossed about $5,100 for one per-: 

York company’; 
“closed April 15 after a 173-week ; 

LEGITIMATE 8] 

B way Spotty: ‘All the Way’ $20,086, 
‘Far Country’ $31,883, Horn’ $27,250, 

‘SP’ $35,000, ‘Lincoln’ $4,482 for 12 
Broadway was uneven last week, $9.60; 1280: $62,805" ‘Cyril Ritch- 

as business increased for some |@"d). Previous week, $43,618. 
Last week, $39,355. 

Irma La Douce, Plymouth «MC) 
val,". “Mary, Mary,” “Sound of i (31st wk 244 p) ($8.60: 999: $48.250) 
Musie” and “wildcat. ” :(Elizabeth Seal, Keith Micheli}. 

“Last week’s two openings, the i Previous week, $43,935. 
moppet- -targeted “Young Abe Lin-| Last week, $44.510. 
coln” at the O'Neill Theatre and! Mary, Mary, Hayes :C° 

sellouts ‘were “Camelot,” “Carni- 

‘8th wk; 

Pacific” got off to slow starts. 

' Estimates for Last Week 

Keys: .C (Comedy), D (Drama), 
CD (‘Comedy-Drama), R.(Rerue), 
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi- 
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op- 
‘eretta}, Rep. ‘Repertory), DR 
( Dramatic Reading). 

: Other. parenthetic designations 
refer, respectively, to wecks played, *My Fair Lady, Hellinger ‘MC) 

number of performances through !.og7th wk 2.127 p' «$8.05; 1.551; 

last Saturday, top prices. (where ! ¢69.500) «Michael Allinson. Margot 
two ‘prices are given, the higher isixqoceri, Previous week, $57-9€2. 
for Friday-Saturday nights and the: Last week, $55.720. 
lower for weeknights), number of 
seats, capacity: gross and stars.| Rhinoceros, Longacre «CD) (16th 
Price includes 10° Federal and - Wk; 128 p! ($6.90; 1.101: $37,000) 
5° City tax, but grosses are net; tEli Wallach, Zero Mostel:. Previ-. 

‘i.e., exclusire of taxes. ;ous week, $26,019. 
Asterisk denotes show had cut- } Last week, $24,058. 

}rate tickets in circulation. Sound of Music, Lunt-Fentanne 
Advise and Consent, Cort ‘D) ‘MD) (72d wk 572 p! ‘$9.60; 1 407; 

‘Barbara Bel Geddes, Barry. Nel- 
son, Michael Rennie’. Previous 
week, $42,358 with parties. 

Last week, $42,714 with parties. 

*Miracle Worker, Playhouse :D) 
(79th wk: 628 p! !$6.90-$7.50: 944; 

'$36.500) ‘Suzanne Pleshette. Pitty 
'Duke), Previous week, $24.958. 

Last week, $25,674. 

(24th wk: 188 p) ‘$7.50; 1.155; $40,- $75.000) (Mary Martin. Previous 
500) ‘Ed Berl Richard Kiley, . Yeek, $75,913. 

sia tT Y Last week, $75.928. 

'vin McCarthy). Previous weck,! ‘Taste of Honey, Booth -D: -30th 
$21,716. wk; 239 p) (56.90; 807; $30.500%, 

Last week. $23. 927. ‘Hermione Baddeley". Previaus 
*All the Way Home, Belasco ‘D) “week, $17,480. Frances Cuka is 

22d wk: 173 p! +$6.90-$7.50: 967,:29W costarring with Miss Bud- 
$38, 500), Previous week, $16,549. deley in the role relinquished by 

Last week, $20,086. j Joan Plowrignt. 
_ Last week, $18.485. 

“Best “Man, Morosco 1D) oth | -*Tenth Man, Ambassador +«D) } . ‘ 
we Lee Tray. ean Lovejoy: 7th wk; 607 pi '$6.90-$7.50; 1.955; ' Joy $41,562). Previons week, $13,066. 

guast week, $11.321. Closes May 

‘Chester Morris, Henry Jones, Ke. 

1 
! 

Last week, $24,465. 

i h, Littl h, ANTA (CD) 
‘ah es 53 p) “spou'sy 30, At 18S. Unsinkable Molly Brown, Winter 
$49.1781 (Jason Robards. Jr.. Hume ! Garden (MC :26th wk 204 p) 
.Cronyn). Previous week, $23,720. , '$8-60-$9.40; 1.404; $68.000' ‘Tam- 
‘Frank Overton succeeds Robards: ™y Grimes:. Previous week, $62,- 
next Monday night '8), 28. 7 

Last week, $20.240. Last week, $65.715. 

Bye Bye Birdie, - Shubert (MC) | Wildcat, Alvin «AIC: ‘17th wk; 
l(54th wk: 424 p) $8.60-S9.40; 1.453. .131 p) ‘$8.60-$9.40: 1.453; $65 000) 
'$61,000).. Previous week, $53,141. ‘Lucille Ball). Previous cek, 

Last week, $53,668. 363.711. 
| Last week. $65.110. 

Camelot, Majestic (MC) (21st | Miscellaneous 
wk; 169 p) ($9.40; 1.626: $84.000)! Hamlet, Phoenix (D+ ‘7th wk: 54 
(Richard Burton, Julie Andrews). ' p) '$4.60;.1,150; $29,882). Previous 
Previous week. $83.613. : week, $21,772 with student dis- 

Last week, $83.696 after the de- count and Phoenix subscription. 
duction of another staggered re-j; Last week, $19.890. 

fund payment. : South Pacific. City Center «MD) 
Carnival, Imperial (MC) :3d wk; . ist wk; 7 p) ($3.95 3.090; $60.000). 

20 p) ($8.60; 1.428; $65.000) (Anna | Opened three-ueek limited en- 
Maria Alberghetti). Previous week, gagement Jast Wednesday night 
$66,648.. 126), 

‘Last week, $66.576. Opened last Wednesday -26: to 
0 BI . six affirmative notices :Aston, 

Come Blow Your eee 90 $7 oO: | ; World-felegram; Crist. Herald 
1. 090: $43.522). Previous week, iTribune: Coleman. Mirror; Funke, 

; Times; McClain, Journal-American; 
Last week, $27.250. Watts, Post) and one negative 

_ (Chapman, News. 
Critie’s Choice. Barrymore (C)| Last week. $35.060 for seven per- 

‘20th wk; 157 p) ($6.50-$7.50; 1.067; | formances and one preview, 

$26,148. 

yf 

week, $20444" Fonda). Previous : Young Abe Lincoln, O*Neill 
1 -Last week, $21.513. | (MC) (Ist wk; 12 p+ $2.50: 1.076; 

: $20,000). One-hour I0fF pet- 
Devil’s Advocate, Rose (D) ‘8th targeted production, previously 

wk; 60 p) ($6.90-$7.50: 1.162; $46.- presented at the off-Broadway 
045) 'Leo Genn, Sam Levene, Ed- , York Playhouse, opened April 25 
ward Mulhare). Previous week, at the O'Neill. 
$27,604. | Last week, $4482 for 

Last week, $26.606. ; formances. 
12 per- 

Do Re Mi. St. James (MC) (18th Te 
wk; 144 p) «$8.60-$9.40: 1,615; $69.- Book Filipino Dancers 
500) ‘Phil Silvers). Previo k, " Tevious week, For Another Tour of U.S. 
‘$69,009. 
$69,008 | The Bayanihan Dancers ef “Last: week, 367,142. ‘Manila vill open another U. S nila Wi ° 

Evening With Mike Nichols and , tour Sept. 18 nt the Geary. San 
Elaine May, Golden :R) 29th wk;: Francisco. After a week stand 
235 p) '$6.90-$7.50: 773; $30.439). : 
Previous week, $28,315. 

Last week, $26. 142. 

Far Country, Music Box (D) ‘4th. 

ries a cash award of $500, with the 
same amount going to musical | 
winher. George Piston for his Sym-] 
iphony No. 7, first performed last 
| Feb. 10 by the Philadelphia Or- 
;chestra.. Piston previously won a 
‘Pulitzer Prize in 1948 for his Sym- 
. phony 3. 

‘“All the Way Home” is the: sec- 
ond . Broadway adaptation of a 
‘Pulitzer Prize-winning novel to cop 
the Pulitzer Prize for the : stage. 
:The prior winner, in 1950, was 
“South Pacific,” the adaptation by 

‘Richard Rodgers. Oscar Hammer- 
stein 2d and Joshua..Logan of 
James ‘A. Micfener’s 1948 prize- 
winning book, “Tales of the South 
Pacific.” - 

107) Kim Stanley, Steven’ Hill, 
Sam Wanamaker’. Previous week, 
‘$33,963. 

Last ; ‘week, $31. 383.. 

FioreJlo, Broadhurst (MC) (74th 
wk; 588 p) ($8.35-$9.40; 1.182: $58,- 
194). Previous week, $40,591. 
Moves following rext Salurday (6) ° 

night's performance to the Broad- } 
| way Theatre. 

Last week. $40.531. 

‘Happiest Girl in the World, | 
Beck (MC) (4th wk; 32 p) ¢$8.60- 

wk; 31 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1.101; $40.- . 

| there, the troupe will tour 65 cities 
in 13 weeks, opening Nov. 19 at 
the Met Opera House, N. Y. 

Originally booked by Sol Hurok, 
the Filipinos this time are under 

i; William Judd. of Columbia Artists. 

Howard Orms to Tulsa 
Des Moines, May 2. 

Howerd R. Orms. director of the 
j Des Moines Community Playhouse 
for seven years. has heen named 
;managing director of the Tulsa 
: Little Theatre, Tulsa, effective 
i Aug. 1. 

Orms helped to organize the 
Towa Community Theatre Assn. 

{and served as president. 



- but he seems to be playing the 
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Off-Broadway Reviews 
Continued from page 18 

The Decameron ‘[ plot or illuminating | about | the 

reflects its particular tale. On} COSFaCICrs. e evening is there- 
other occasions the flexibility of! ifore a disappointing one, the more 

the musical styles en:ployed does 
nol seem to hit the mark. 

Whether it is the material, Burry ; 
Fredrik’s elaborate staging or the 
performers themselves isn’t clear, 
but the actors often seem too! 
eager and tend to overplay their 
various roles. Louis -Edimonds is a! 
competent and likeable comic who! 
participates In many of the scenes. 

is good in this adaptation of a 
Leonid Andreyey short story. 

Five young revolutionists in 
Czarist Russia are betrayed by 
their comrades on the day of a 

tenced to death. The second act 
jis set in a prison on the evening 
before the executions. Two mur- 
derers are also condemned to die, 

it | and the seven prisoners, isolated in 
+ . 9. %Iy-mugged zeal. Jan separate cells, contemplate the 

Miner is the hostess to whose villa} Meaning of death and 
outside Florence the others have | Value of life. Some find that their 
escapel to avoid the Plague. She | faiths are strengthened; others re- 
is responsible for large comic por- | alize that their beliefs cannot sus- 

tions and often falls into the same {tain them in the face of death. . 
facial trap. Expertly staged by Joseph 

Betty McNamara is a bright and i Ber uh and admirably -set and 
vocalls-sound asset and Robert! | lighted by -Boyd Dumrose, the act 
Simpson displays a fine tenor. Bob! ‘reaches a shattering climax when 
Roman is energetic and competent} ihe condemned seven are exhila- 
as a renegade pirate of women and | rated by the march music of:a_pass- 

same part, and often playing 

isa because there is so much that. 

| planned assassination, and are sen-. 

.the: 

and one-man dramatic presenta- based American theatre group, can 
tions. Both have heen accomplish- 
ed; of course, but” the inherent |. 
‘traps have proven more than a 
match for many others Even if 
successful, the chance for a svub-. 
stantial run is greatly minimized. 
by the almost singular draw such 
presentations offer. 

In 
staging Herman Melville's sprawl- 
ing and many-sided “Moby Dick.” 
Philip Hanson has been overcome 
by:“the great white whale” and the 
magnitude of: its stery. Instead of 
choosing a segment from the tale, 
he tried to. telescope the entire 
novel: By selecting various charac- 
ters, and using the narrative of 
Ishmael fo link the. plot, he at- 
tempts to characterize the crew, 
situation and atmosphere aboard 
the Piquod.. The awesomeness of 
the voyage and the demonic nature | 
of _the mission he _ illustrates. 
through Ahab. 
In all, Hanson. attempts to im- 

personate about 15 of the Melville 
characters. His only props are a 
strange stringed instrument, on 
which he plays occasional sea 
chanties and sings their lyrics, and | 
a bench and chair. The stage is 
cloaked in black draperies and he 

adapting. performing and| pathy by his brother, lacks drama- 

appealing: love duets fn “pyo by 
Two” and “World ‘To Win.” light 
eomedy numbers ‘in “Heredity-En- 
vironment” and “Dear Old .Dad,”. 
and a pleasant love song.in “More 
‘Than Ever Now.” Julian Stein's 
arrangements and musical direc- 
‘tion treated them stylishly. . 

Danny Meehan is sometimes a 
‘bit over-zealous as the true-blue . 
kid who gives up his raucus college 
life for one of honest and hard work :. 

Padded with elaborate. Scene-| to recoup the family’s ‘lost riches: 
setting mood fieces, slice-of-life! by building a machine from: blue- 
vignettes and painstakingly-estab- | prints left by his apparently dafted 
lished minor characters, the drama | father.. He's often so engratiating 
misses where it counts most, and | he’s irritating, but. he’s: essentially 

arbitrarily, the focal points get. likeable all the same. Claiborne 
short play. Cary is his ever-faithful girl with 
The bride’s decision | to have an? a ‘pretty ‘face, happy voice and: 

eye operation is discussed at the : , boundless. energy, and. ° Louise | 
significance-level of having. her: : Larabee is his courageous motlier. 
teeth capped, while the husband’s Leeds is as: charming’ and oily a 

opposition to the surgery and: her | villain as ever swindeled a hero 
-ewn subsequent disaprointment and Joseph Macaulay .has some 
i with the visible world, remain | good bits as:a family lawyer. War- 
cryptically-mentioned, unexplored | ren Wade is Hvyely, if sometimes 
developments. mumbly, as a Ideal roustabout.and 

As the blind bride, Irene Moore | Russell Bailey is okay as the. squire 
gains over some ‘cloying lines with: !who is also rooked. Dodo Denncy 
spirit and individuality. Assisting | has ‘a good ‘bit as an ‘old. lady our 
her .are Bill Fletcher, effective: hero helped across a. street she 

as the confused husband, and! i didn't intend to ‘cross and Justine 
is exuberant as the 

claim no distinction. 
While provocative thematically, 

the story of a blind bride who moves 
into her new. husband’s house- 
hold and is received with patron- 
izing pity by his aunt, open. dislike 
by the aunt's daughter, a former 

|mistress of the husband, and sym- 

tic impetus and logical - develop- 
ment. 

Alice Scott and DeAnn Mears are ‘ing parade. The effect is not sus- 
lithe participants. Lois Grandi and |tained, however. The author has 
Frank Piper perform w ell in a lit-} told us what his characters believe, 
ti» “allet called “Ballad of Tanc-{ but he does not explain their moti- 
red” and Raiph Hoffman, Sally Se-| vations, and they revert to one- 
wall, Renee Byrns, Richard Paul! dimensional types: When they go 

and Geo:ge Mamales round out the, bravely to their deaths, emotional 
Hist of plavers. involvement is lacking. — 

John Conklin’s settings and} he cast is generally fine. Don- 

Frank Thompson’s costumes are} a1q Gantry, as one of the assassins, 
clever and eye-catching and com- ; contributed the evening's best per- 

is dressed in black. As a result, 
the entire burden of the charac- 
terization rests on him and, al- 
though he creates.a captivating 
carpenter, harpooneer, prophet or 
ship's officer on occasion, the 
characters are only touched on the 
surface and the: overall effect is}. 
diffuse and over-ambitious. 

Lee Watson has designed dra- 
matic and effective lig ghting at the 

Poser Carle's choreography | 'S formance. He is moving and truth-| Madison: Avenue Playhouse, N.Y., 
Selt aa T i eed Wi i Tare: iful in the scene in which his par-| and there is incidental music by 

: ‘ta 1 or ane ma | ents visit him for the last time.} Conrad Susa Jolin Lotas, who has. 
produces are Excellent also are Amnon Meskin / had .a successful bout with one- 

man presentation whit his offering 
of Hal Hothrook’s “Mark Twain 
Tonight.” produced. Kali. 

‘ag an. animal-like murderer and 
Bernard Réed as a simple-minded 
peasant who has killed his master. 

Alan Ansara, Robin Narke and 
Ruth Kaner are fine as three of 

The Seven at Dawn 
Mordecal Sergal, Connie Simon & Al-: 

ber! French Restaurant presentation of a i 
thiee-act drama by Louis aA. Lippa. 
Staged by Joseph Beruh; setting and | 
lighting, Boyd Dumrose; costumes. Leo . i 
Van ‘Witsen; sound, Gigi Cascio. Features the conspirators, but are hampered | 
Donald Gantry. Ruth aner, Abigail, in By the lack on depth pete parts. ; 
o33, Alan Ansara, Amnon Meskin, Robin Abigai ellogg has effective. mo-- 
Norke. John Anthony Zee. Ovened Aori ‘ments as the youngest conspirator, 

The Painted Days 

———r — —— - ne GS women ° LT aaa ea en 

: Moore, presentation of. three-act drama 
by ‘John Byrne. Staged by Sonia’ Moore; 
settings, . Dayid ‘Reppa; costumes, Sonia 

17. "61, at the Actor’s Playhouse, Aa Lowenstein. Features Irene: Moore, Bill 
$451) top weekends, $4 weekdays. jalthough her. voice tends -to bej Fietcher. Christopher Cary. Lucille Fen- 
Ser sey Golevin ........ - Donald Gantry ‘ monotonously flat. ton, Liam Lenihan. Barry Macollum, 
Vassily Kashirin Robin Narke Barbara Lea, Alan MacAteer,. Tom  Sim- waste rerves 

Werner ec eee wees Alan Ansara Leo Van Witsen’s costumes and | cox. Opened April 6, ‘61, at the Theatre 
Tanva "Kovalchuk case ones Ruth Kaner i Gigi Cascio’s sound effects are Marquee, N.Y.; $4.50 top. 

Mausia _ Abigail Kellogg aD d | Tom Foley ....--cceenes, . Barry Macollum Guaids __. Jo Davies. Tony Bardusk | right, and Boyd Dumrose’s sets an Pigit os lee cee ces eeeee ee ticille Fenton 

Minister Police «---- John AP Ander { Hghting are an asset. ‘Kenn. | Stacy ....... TININIIN. Barbara Lea 
Mishka Tziganog ........ i" , Martin Laurey oa vearwceece ‘Bill Fletcher Mishka Triganog ........ Amnon Moeskin | Julia ° “." Arene Moore 

Tran Guard errr sr Rogmard Reed tim Laurey ...-...+.- Christopher Cary 

Warden . ....ssceceeece , Richard Bowler Moby Diek ‘| Giddap O'Dea .......60-- Liam Leniham 
Mother ...cccrcecccacce: . Lisa Markah: John Lotas presentation of solo show, ' Dr. Mooney .....--..-+: - Alan MacAteer 
Father .....ccecscencuces Henry Sharp adapted from Herman Melville’s novel.{ Micko  .......----.+---+. Tom Simcox 
ANNA cece cccccceccen ... JoAnne Vallier performed, adapted and staged by Philip 

; Hanson. Designed by gute Watson; anck 
ental music, Conrad Susa. Opened Apr 

The second act of Louis A.-19. ‘at Madison Ave. Playhouse, N.Y.; 
Lippa’s “The Seven at Dawn’ is. $3.50 top. 

Apart from being the only Irish 
;:drama around which deals with 

neither revolt nor religion, John 
compelling, fascinating theatre. | ‘Byrne’s “The Painted Days” at the’ 
But the first and last acts dilute | Two of the more hazardous thea- | Theatre Marquee, a new play pro- 
rather than strengthen; adding] trical endeavors are adaptations of:| duced earlier this year by the au- 
nothing that is essential to thelrevered and monumental novels thor’s Play Guild of Rome, a Rome- 

Cotumlbia Abit Management 

Suc. 

dukes fleasuve tt GNNOUNCNG the formation of 

AW managerial aewiston 

. Edliot Martin. in association with Sonia 

; Tobias Tyler 

‘(musical is an occasionally spright- 

Christopher Cary, good as the sym- ; Johnston’ 
pathetic brother-in-law. | 
her acting. debut as. ‘the lusting 
baddie, jazz singer Barbara Lea 

- Making | squire’s wife. 
Bright and colorful settings, con-. 

stantly flopping up. and down from: 
does reasonably. well. in the fuzzy , the files, have been ‘created -by.. 
and. unpleasant rart. Herbert Senn and Helen Pond. 

Lucille Fenton is a fine hand-/ Theoni.V. Aldredge has provided 
wringing mother and Liam. Leni- decorative costumes and David. 

the 
Con- ; 

‘a = good. blarney-artist in- 
| drama’s humor concession. 
tributing good bits in their eX: | 
traneous parts are Barry’ “Macol- 
lum as a chatty villager, Alan Mac- 

playing a muscular Dublin than. 
Sonia Moore who is co-producer 

with “The ~ Unsinkable Molly: 
Brown" stage manager Eliot Mar- } 
tin and the leading lady's: mother, ; B 

‘plodding ‘dire-tion, . 
Jaal. 

gave this 

suiting the Boy 
Fell Dead 

Theodore Mann & George Kogel pre- 
sentation of two-act (16 numbers) musical.» 
with book by Ira Wallach: music. David : 

Sheldon Harnick. Pro- Baker; IDbrics. 
‘settings, {duction supervised. by Mann; 

Herbert ‘Senn and Helen Pond: costumes, 
Theonl V. Aldredge; lighting, David Hays; 
vocal arrangements and musical direc- - 
tion, Julian Stein. Features Danny Mee- 
han. Claiborne Cary, Phil Leeds. Louise ; 
Larabée. Joseph Macaulay, Warren Wade, 
Russell Baitey. James... Beard, Justine 

Doda Denney. 
mann, Geraine 

at. the Cherry Lane Theatre, N.Y.; 
top. 
‘Dean Rigby 
| Waldo eempleton 
Lawyer Manson | 

; Boys. . 

Charles Goff 

Joseph Macaulay ; 

Heinz Neumann 
Louise Larabee 

we eeeeeaes ‘Russell Bailey 
Justine Johnston: 

Leeds : 

Eva Templeton 
Squire Gatsby . 
Amanda Galsby .....-% 
‘Simeon Moodis .......... ‘Phil 
Dorothea Gatsby ...... . Claiborne. Cary : 
Martins .. - Charles Goff, Lucinda ‘Abbe | 
Johnsons -. . Joseph: ‘Schaeffer, Geraine . 

Richards ! 
‘Kiplingers Heinz Neumann, Dodo ‘Den- : 

ney. Gino Conforti. Irene. Seigfried ; 

Bandit, 

Miss Peterson ........ Geraine Richards 
‘Miss Edna L ittlewood ..... Dodo Denney 

Musical numbers: **Sons of Greentree 
“Let’s Evolve.” “ABC's of Success, ” 
.I Felt Any Younger Today,” “More Thaw 
Ever Now.” “I've Got, a Wonderful 
Future.” ‘Small Town.’’ *“Heredity-En- 
vironment,” “Gatsby Bridge March.” 
“World to Win,” “Wonderful Machine.” 
“Temperance Polka,’ “Daydreams,” 
“Dear Old Dad,” is “Me and Dorothea.” 
“Two by Two.” 

Persistence is the keynote © of 
|“Smiling The Boy Fell. Dead,” 
the Cherry Lane Theatre. The 

‘ly; often labored tale of the even- 

andes Uhe diveclion of 

Slerberl O. Foe 
and 

Ronald A. Wilford 
Fox and Wilford, in addition to Charles K. 
Jonés, will continue as officers of Broad- 
way ‘Theatre Alliance, Inc., Columbia's 
theatrical subsidiary, through the 1961- 
1962 Season. 

The new division, which will be known as 
“Fox and Wilford”, will act as tour man- 
agement for legitimate theatre productions 
and will manage a selected group of con- 
cert and theatre personalities. 

CAM! Building, 165 West 57th Street, New York 19, N.Y. 
Circle 7-6900 
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tual rewards of stout heart. and 
hard labor, a la Horatio Alger. — 

There are times when its spoof- 
ing is delightful, particularly when 

Charles Goff, Joseph Schaeffer. ‘ 

| 
Ateer as doctor and Tom Simcox with Albert 

t adapted by Louis S..Bardaly. 

‘Harry Compass ... 

» Linda Ramos 
: Mme. Delubrio 

: Gertrude Sonnenschein , 

Johnston, Lucinda Abbey, Gino Conforti. I ficent 
Charles Goff. Heinz Neuw- j 
Richards. Joseph Schaef- 1 off- Broadway.- 

fer. Irene. Siegfried. Opened April 19. oe : 

‘han. as the ‘horse doctor: makes ; : Hays has designed cheerful. light-. 
‘ing: Kat t.. 

The Magnificent Hugo 
Cornelius’ Productions. in -association 

Penn, representation of 
three-act comedy by Walter Hasenclever, 

Stacet by 
‘Shecwood Arthur, designed by Richard’ 
Casler. Features Michael Shillo. Elizabeih’ 
‘Hubbard.. Patrick Waddinefor., Margaret 
Braidwood. Wiltlam -Whitman, Peter 
Bosthe, Sam Lloyd, 
Opened April % ‘61. 

‘ Theatre, N.Y.; $3.50 top. 
Aline :.o......-2. 2.06. 
‘Lia Compass. 
‘Mme. Compass .. 

‘Dona Marais. 
at: the. Comedy 

Dona Marans 
Elizabeth Hubbart 

/ Mareraret Braidwood 
. William Whitmon 

vee Patrick Waddingford 
Edgar Hess 

Louis Compass 
Horst Pr ee 

Rasper ww cw asceee> ae.» Peter Bosche 
Hugo Mobius .-...ececece “Michael Shilo 
Von Spiegel .....6.006-/ Sim Liovd 
Policeman -.....es-ee. Fret Neidemiaunn 
Mitzi Hope ......c.c..4-- Jeri Archer’ 

Jeannie Risler 
Jety Herlick 
Sylvia Mann: 

- Deborah Dare 
Helen Wolf ee a ee ee 

The pr esentation of “The ‘Magni- 
Hugo” -.onened a new 

“house, the Com- 
edy Theatre, formerly the 
| Finch ‘College Theatre. The play 

Warren Wade 4 . 
Ted - Beniades ; mild story ‘ofa tich man’s daughter 

is a mnot-so-comic adaptation by 
Danny Meehan ; |ouisé S. Baradoly, bayed: on Wal- 

‘ter Hasenclever’s 1927 German «- 
comedy, “Ein Besserer’ Herr.” It. 
was done in 1957 as “The Man of 
Distinetion,” at the . ‘Edinburgh. 
Festival. 

Although it has. occasional fun-. 
ny ‘hits, “Hugo” iv little more than ° 
a- drawn-out ‘situation. comedy of 
Nintage ‘style. It is a predictible, 

who -déecides:.ta advertise for a 
{ husband. because the eligible boys. 

Cop. ...... Ve veeccena: Joseph ‘Schaeffer 
: Mrs. Moodis -..j..066-.06 Lucinda Abbey 
Mr. Smith  .-cccccevcess Heinz Neumann. 
Amy Graben ..........-.. Dodo .penney ; 
Moving Man ......-+..---- Gino Conforti : 

ls 

| 

she -knows don’t appeal. to: her. 
Her catch fs .a supposedly charin- 

jing .and. irresistible -bounder’ who 
| has niade.. a business out of Ww ‘ooing 
local women: - 
‘The first disappointment is that, 

at least as played by Michael Shilo, 
he turns.out to bea bore who falls. 

, instantly in love with the gir! and, 
for no apparent reason, confesses. 
all and. gives: up his “‘business” to 

ji wed her. Presumably’ he is. moti- 

Phil Leeds is revelling in his vil-. 
Yainy, but all too often the kidding 

‘turns against itself. and it becomes 
difficult to tell at whose expense 
the jokes are being made. ‘The} 

is so. nalvete of thé characters 
sweet and innocent that eventually 

|} the villain becomes the favorite: 
A unifying hand. appears lacking 

to solidify and organize the show 
around one sound area. The helter- 
skelter staging, full of amusing 

| 

-vated ‘by the. fact that’ he has 
_| struck ‘it rich ‘at last, but; that’s not. 

clarified... 
The girl’s brother’ decides to- 

marry the family’s : ‘scatter-brained. 
maid. There’s the bounder's male. 
secretary, who ends up with one 
of ‘his ‘ boss’..“‘elenis,"" plus such. 
secondary figures as the girl's 
efficient-business-man type father, 
his empty-headed . wife, and. an 
unfunny private detective; plus 
several -minot-part “clients. a , 
_ Under Sherwood Arthur's -un- 
interesting direction, the charae- 
ters remain transparent. Elizabeth 
Hubbard is pleasant as-the girl and 
‘William: Whitman is limber and 
mumbly, as her brother. Margaret’ 
Braidwood is ‘hard-to take: as the 

notions, doesn’t: gather. together | mother: and Patrick Waddingsford 
the loosely-woven strands. of Ira is an:okay 4f ‘stiff’ father. 
Wallach’s book, with: the result 
that -the show's point of view isd 

Dona 
‘Marans is acceptable as. the maid, 
Peter Bosche is a credible assistant. 

rarely established and so pokes at to the cad and San Lloyd overdoes 
its period, style and. the Alger-type | as the private eve. 
theme itself-are all raveled -to-- 

; gether with no particular objec- 
Ll... 
sult. 

Sheldon Harnick, 

A spotty. production ‘ *s the re- 

w ‘ho has. been 
|| represented on Broadway with the 

lyrics to “Fiorctlo” and “Tender: 
loin,” has written bright wordage: 
to accompany David Baker’s. pleas- 
ant music. They have composed 

] 
‘Kali, :.. 

TELEPHONE SOLICITOR 
. for 

TRAVEL AGENCY 

6 to 9 P.M.—Evenings:: must fave |- 
a pleasing telephone voice. . $1.25 f° 
per hour plus. Mr. Stone at 

| PLAZA 1-3434 
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Nice While It Lasts. 
That record-breaking $100, 104 gross for “Becket” last week at 

the O’Keefe Center, Toronto, stemmed from a suggestion to the 
show's producer, David Merrick, 
books the theatre. 

from Alexander H. Cohen, who. 

At lunch several months.ago, Cohen broached the idea of Mer- 
rick sending the Laurence Olivier-starrer on a .post-Broadway 
tour of five or six weeks, playing single-week stands in key cities 
having large capacity houses. Merrick. persuaded the British star 
to do the limited road trip, with the result that the Jean Anouilh 
drama will probably return to New York in the black for its three- 

_-week repeat stand at the Hudson Theatre, starting next Monday (8). 
“ The grosses for the tour to date haye been $61,007 at the Shu-- 
bert, Boston; $62,371 at the National, Washington: $49,328 at the 
Riviera, Detroit,, and..last week’ s whopper: at the O’Keefe. The 
operating net on ‘the four weeks is figured to have been about $60.- 
000, including an estimated $40,000 last week. The play is expected 
to mop up in its final:road. stand this week at the ‘Shubert, Puta 
delphia. 

‘Becket’ Got 30146 | 
On Quinn's Exit 

The David Merrick production ! 
of “Becket” was paid $37,500 for’ 
releasing Anthony. Quinn from. his 
costarring: assignment © opposite ; 
Laurence Olivier. Quinn withdrew ' 
from the cast of the current tour- 
ing presentation March 25, at the 
end of .its 25-week- Broadway ‘run. 
He. left. to undertake a role in the 
Dino de Laurentiis-film production |- 
of “Barabbas,” now shooting in 
Italy for Columbia release. 

Quinn's exit from | the .Jean— 
Anouilh drama, 
Hill translated, was followed by a 
change in the two major’ roles. | 
Olivier, who had been playing the - 
title character, switched to. the, 
‘Quinn-originated: part of the King. , 
The title role. was taken over for | 
‘the road. by Arthur Kennedy, who's . 

‘somewhat heartening but it seems}! 
to be the exception that proves the. 

been costarring with Olivier. The 
tour ends May 6 in Philadelpnia 
‘and ‘will be followed -by a three-., 
week return stand at the. Hudson ; 

‘beginning next. Theatre, N. Y., 
Monday ‘8}, 

The production; which had a $73,- - 
301 ‘deficit on its $162.000 invest- 
ment as of last Feb. 25. is figured | 
likely to have a profit by the time | 
it closes. That's indicated by the! 
bullish business ‘on the touring 
dates played thus far. As of Feb. ! 
25; the: backers had been repaid: 
$67.500 of their investment. The : 
production grossed a sensational - 
$100.104 last week in Toronto.. 

“Becket.” which was 0a_twofers: 
‘the. last two months. of its ‘Broad- 
way run, transferred last Dec. 21 
from the St. James Theatre to the. 
Royale Theatre, with the produc- 
tion shelling out $12, 229 in moving ' 
-eosts. 

Amsterdam, Philharmonic 
Tooters Hobnob Afloat: 

Members of the Concertgebouw ! 
Orehestra of Amsterdam and the : 
-N. Y. Philharmonic got acquainted 
recently on a boat. trip ‘around 
Manhattan. They were. guests of 
‘Columbia ~~ Artists ‘Management, 
Inc., which toured the Philhar- 
monic cross-country, last summer 
and is now touring the Amsterdam 
orch, which played a recent date’ 
at Carnegie | Hall, N.Y. 

About : 250 took the -boat trip. 

Off-Broadway Shows 
(Figures denote opéning dates). - 
American Dream, York (1-24-61) . 
American Sevoyards, Mews (4-27-61). 
Balcony, Circle In Square (3-3-60). 
Call. Me. 1 Sheridan Sg. (1-31-61): vloges , 

Sunday (7) after 110 - performances. | 
Cennecthion, Living Fhiire (Rep) (7-19-59). 
Death of Bessie, York (3-21-61). | 
Decameron, -E. 74th St. (4-12-61). 
Evenings With Chekhov, Key (4-20-61). | 
‘Fantasticks, Sullivan St. (5-3-60). 
Gallows Humor, Gramercy Arts. 4 18- 61).° 

--Hadda Gabler, 4th St. .(11-9-60). 
Hebe, Gate (4-10-61). 
Jungle Citles, Living (Rep). (12- 20-60). 
King Dark Chamber, Jan Hus. (2-9-6). 
Krapp’s & Zoo, Cricket (1-14-60). — 

Ladies. Night, Eleanor Gould (3-21-61). 
'- Leave It te Jane, Sheridan Sq. (9-25-5Y). 
Mary Sunshine. Orpheum ¢11-18-59) 
Philokietes, 1 Sheridan Square (4-2461). 
‘Premise, Premise (11-22-60). 
Roots, Mayfair (3-6-6): ‘closes Satur: 
day (6), . 

Seven At Dawn, Actors (4- VFB). 
Smiling Boy, Cherry Lane (4-19-61). 
Stewed Prunes. Showplace (12-14-60). 
Threepenny Opera, ‘de Lys (9-20-55). 
Under. Milk Wood, Circle (3-29-61). 
Worm Horseradish, Maidman (3-13-61. 

; ‘SCHEDULED OPENINGS 
‘Tatitoed Countess, (Barbizon (3-3-61). 
Blacks. St. Marks ( 
Evening With . Gypsy, ye Mayfair (5-9-61). 
Meet Peter Grant, Folksbiene (5-10-61). 
Many Loves, Living Theatre (5-10-61). 
Plece of Noon, Marquee (5-30-61). 

CLOSED 
Happy As Larry, Martinique - (4. 25-61). 

- . anees. 
“OG. Oysters, Village .Gate (1-30-61); 
closed April 16° after 104 perform: 

ances. 
‘ Painted Days, Marquee 14-8-61): closed 

‘Sunday (30) -after 28 performances, 

which. Lucienne j 

~ Toledo Strawhat Dark 
Toledo, May 2. 

. The Toledo Summer. Theatre 
Associates: has decided it will not 
present a summer. legit season 

,this- year. | 
Plays were presented the last 

| Theatre: but’ business was “poor. 

‘A. J. Lerner on France: 
_ Logic Hits Musical Play; 

Paris, May 2. 
In an interview : in a Parisian 

"paper Alan Jay Lerner opined that 

 Sicals, in fact he thinks they do not 
even like music. This is due to the 
fact ‘that they do not ‘distinguish 
between. musical plays and: operet- 

‘tas. .However, the recent fine re- 
views and biz of the visiting Yank 
“West Side Story” company is 

rule. 
Lerner thinks: that translating a 

person into music and lyrics is too |: 

. several seasons in the Zoo Indoor 

‘the French ‘do not like stage mu- 

Works on Chanel’s Biog |}} 

— 

much for French logic. He is pres-.|#} 
ently working on a-musical based | 

,on the life of the French fashion 
, designer ‘Coco Chanel. However, ne 
; does not think it will ever play 
} Paris, or, if it does, be a hit, 
Though she is known here, where- 
as she is mainly the name.of a 

“perfume in the. U.S., he feels the 
. Yank idiom of the musical would 
i still find it hard going here. His 
, “Gigi,” though based on a French 
novel and with French ‘players, did. 
not go either. 
| Lerner, however, likes being in 
‘a country -where none of his shows 
,is playing. He ahd new composer- 
-cOllaborator Richard Rodgers will |) 
; Spend some time with Miss Chanel 
in Paris, as did Frederick Brisson 
pac Lerner also believes -the 

literacy of: many Yank musicals 
may make them difficult to trans- 
late:. Hé thinks French is just not 
a good: Poetic or Thy ming Tanguage. 

‘Hobgood Taking Leave 
From Catawba College : 

Salisbury, N.-C.,. May 2. 

| 

| 
i 
1 

I 
| 
! 

‘Burnett M. Hobgood. professor | {| 
of Drama and Speech and director 

lof the Blue Masque drama society 
at Catawba. College,. has been! 
granted a leave of absence begin- 

(ning at the close of college this 
{year to‘ pursue. graduate studies 

on his doctorate degree at Cornell 
Univ. and to direct a new major |: 
outdoor drama in Louisville. 

The new drama. is “Bound .for | 
) Kentucky,” -by Kermit Hunter. 
Both Hobgood and his wife, Jane 

‘ Bishop Hobgood, are Kentuckians. 

Puerto Rico 
— Continued from page 79 = |! 

division or AAAA confer‘ed ir San 
Juan with PRAAT officials. |The. 
result was the existing temporary | 
| agreements. 

PRAAT has asked for a. separate | 
icharter from the AFL-CIO, enabl- | 
ing it.to bypass dealings with state- 

-+side unions. It is felt by labor ob- 
servers here that the parent organ- 
ization will not risk offending the 
entrenchéd New York unions with 
such a tactic. 

Benitez said recently that he 
neither: supports’ nor opposes the 
PRAAT proposal, but revealed that. 
ihe thinks PRAAT can maintain its 

| 
| 
| 
| 

| 

tidentity as an advisory council even |} 
Jif it affiliates with mainland unions. 

Jose Torres Martino, president of |. 
closed. Sunday (30) after 7 perform-|PRAAT, has resisted 

termed the ‘“fractioning” of 
PRAAT. -He contends his ‘union 
must hold together becaus2 of its; 
relatively small membership. . 

what. he |; 

| 

LEGITIMATE 

Opening. MAY 9th thru 28th (3 WEEKS ONLY) 

ROYALE THEATRE 
NEW YORK 

Company of 30 Artists with Full Orchestra 

Booking Direction 
WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY 

-@ FIRST NEW YORK APPEARANCE IN 4 YEARS! e 

Personal Management 
JOHN F. NONNENBACHER, JR. 
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LEGITIMATE _ VARIETY 
{man, 19-21, tall, handsome, ‘cat- 
like, fair; boy, 16, intense, medium 

ity, natural beauty, fair; girl, 21, 
fragile; girl, 18, all-American type; 
‘boy, 19, sincere. All roles are Ne- 
gro: Mail photos and resumes to 
above address. . 

“Young Abe Lincoln” (MC). Pro- 
ucer, Arthur Shimkin {c/o Little 

CASTING NEWS 
Following are available parts tn upcoming Broadway, off-Broad- 

way, and touring shoins, as well as ballet, films, industrial and tele 
vision sows. All information has been obtained directly by the, d 
Vari.Ty Casting Department by telephone calls, and has been Te- Golden Theatre, 630 Fifth Ave.. 
checkvd as of noon yesterday (Tues.). ; ; . “TN. YY. cl 5-6400). -.Auditions for 

The ariilable roles will be repeated weekly until filled, and addi-:male and femme singer-actors as 
tiovs 10 the list will be made only when information is secured from replacements, Friday (5), at. 1-2:30 
responsib'e parties The intention is to service performers uith leads pm., at the Eugene O’Neill Theatre 
THe Rk owPd yoose marathon. This information is published without (230 W. 49th St., N. Y.!. 
chorg?. ' 

in addition to the available parts Usted, the tabulation includes pro- . OFF-BROADWAY 
duenans a. .curced for later this season, but, for which, the manage-|. “4 Word With the Governor” 
“morts, as yet, aren't holding open casting’ calls. Parenthetical designa- | (MIC)* Producer, Governor's Cam- 
tious are as follows: (C) Comedy, (D} Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy, "pany (c,o Natt Greeriblatt, 10 Fifth 
(MD Xiusical Drama, (R) Revue, (Rep} Repertory, (DR) Dramatic' Ave., N.Y. or CBS-TV, 524. W. 57th 
Reading -{St. NUY. JU 6-6000), ‘vx "able 

— parts: three boy's, native houseboys, 
man, 45-50; lovabie, comic; w6man, 
40's, high-strung; five’ character 
men, eccentrics; woman, young, 

+ : 

Lantz (745. Fifth Ave. N.Y. EL. 
:5-0366:. Five major roles ayail- 
‘able: soprano, 30s, . beautiful, so- 

height, fair; girl, 18, spiritual qual-. 

BROADWAY 
4 

“Blood, Sweat and Stanley Poole”! 
(D-. Producer, Roger L, Stevens | 
(745 Fitth Ave., N. ¥.; PL 1-1290). | e-o0 Monty Shaff, above address. 

Part availa»le for boy, 21-22, col-| Auditions for singers: Equity call 
“leze grad type with good comedy! next Tuesday (9:, men, at 10 a.m.- 
anility. Mail photos and resumes!} p.m. and girls. at 2-5 p.m.: open 

co terry Faye (165 W. 46th St../ call femmes next Thursday (11-, at 
NY... 

“Complaisant Lover” (D). 
ducer, Irene Mayer Selznick (112/Golden Theatre (252 W. 45th St. 
Central Park South, N.Y0,  Avail-|N. Yo. 
able parts: English girl, 19, attrac-| ag; » (WV 

tive, not too slender; English cou-! Kicks & Co.” (MC). Producers, 
ple. mid-50s. upper middle elass 
English bos, 9-11, earnest, un-').. wo. AT. & 
aifected. plays Michael Redgrave's | Ke! St. N. ¥.: AL 5-3179). 

regal: character comedian; acrobat- 
ballet dancer. Apply 

Avail- 

gon; character man, 50s, heavy Set. ° 

prosperous, speaks Dutch fluently; singer. southern belle type femme, 
eharacter man, 30-50. shrewd. fa~ ion” belting voice, some dancing: 
cile hotel valet, some Dutch. Mail '5, . 

j, sen: ro character comedian, photos and. resumes cyo Irving Negro charac 
iNegro dancer-singer-actress 

Schne:der, above address. ‘maior role:. Negro. baritone. ° 20s: 

through : 
agents or mail photos and resumes’: 

11 a.m. and open call men next. 
Pro-! Friday (12:, at 11 a.m., all ealls at. 

:able parts: Negro or white male: 
singer, 30-40; femme, 30s, slender; 

60s; 
for 

; Phisticated; soprano, 20s, beautiful.., 
naive; man, 30-35, aperatic tenor, 

“and resumes c’o above address: 

‘ing... 

.! Robert Barron Nemiroff & ODrF.- 
*+ Burton Charles D’Lugoff (337 Blee- 

“Get it Up" (MC). Producer,'semi-legit soprano, beautiful Ne-' 
Charles Curran ‘e’o Lambs Club,‘ gro, 20s; comedian, 20s. rotund. 
130 W. 44th St., N.Y; JU 2-1515).| baritone; male and femme, Negro. 
Available parts: SIX femme singers, | and white singers and dancers, - 

20-23, must double with specialty; | some for small comedy roles. Mail 

20-23; | photos and resumes c/o Sidney: ballroom dance team, 
young comedienne, baritone, 20’s.!kden, above address. Don't phone, - 
Accepting photos and resumes, ¢/0 | auditions will be held in the near., 
above address. Don’t phone. Ap-| future. ; 
plicants must have intimate night] «yy Fair Lady” (MC). Producer, 

club experience. Herman Levin (424 Madison Ave., 
“Jennie” (MD:. Producer, New-|N.Y.; PL 8-2845). Auditions for’ 

‘ Producer, 
“Shakespeare Festival, 1230 Fifth 

burge-Porter Prods. (1619 Broad-| male dancers, 5 feeet, 8 inches tall, 
way, N. Y¥.; JU 6-4886:. Available: tomorrow (Thurs.), at 1:30 p.m., at* 

Hellinger Theatre (237 W. 
t., 

parts: male lead, 30's, tall; femme, . Mark 
29, etherial, small, lovely, musti sist S 
sing well; character woman, 30; : notice. 
barmaid, 40's, plump: character; «pjace Without Twilight” 
man, 40s; Irish man, 50's. Mail pho-! producers, Robert Fryer 

only, above address. 

“Kean” ‘MC. Producer, Robert |N.Y.; LA 4-2844). Available parts: ‘small roles. For interview appoin 
eS SS 

AMERICA’S FAVORITE BALLET COMPANY 

Great Stars 

Popular Repertoire 
Symphony Orchestra 
Corps de Ballet. 

Ballet 
Russe 
Q ( 

Monte 
Carlo 

Sergei Denham, Director 

‘rector Rose Sultan, 2-4 p.m., above ; Fifth Ave., 
N. Y¥.). See also touring ° 

(D). Producer, : 
and Shakespeare Festival, .1230. Fifth! 

tos and resumes, through agents:tawrence Carr, in association with .Ave.; N. Y.;-SA 2-4008'. Parts. 
5 

{John Herman A234 W. 44th St.,: available for ‘several men, 63, for 

OW BOOKING 

GALA 25th ANNIVERSARY SEASON 
October 1961 - April 1962 

FOR BOOKING 

Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo T 
120.Madison Avenue 
New York 16, New York. 
ORegon: 9-6560 

beautiful, eecentric; character 
woman, flamboyant; ' man, 

cute, innocent; young man, .attrac- 
tive, appealing; man, 50’s, dry, cyn- 
ical; character man, pompus. small; 

30's, |. 
‘satanic writer; girl, 20-21, fresh. | 
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ing accepted e/o above address, 
| Both Equity and non-Equity pere 

. |formers will be used for the 10« 
OUT OF TOWN , week season. 

. CHICAGO __-/ SPRINGFIELD, ILL. 
Second City. Producer, Paul| Tent at the Lake. Producers, 

Sills (301 E. 10th St., N.Y.). Parts| Jane Stanley Buckles & D. G.. 
available: for girls, 20’s, imagiria-| Buckles (c/o Buckles Theatre 'Co., 
tive,-facile actresses to work:in an | 1472 Broadway, N. Y.; Rm. 904). 
improvisational group. Companies: Available parts: leading man and 

‘are being formed for the Coast and ; woman;.ingenue; character woman. 
i N.Y., as well as Chi. Mail . photos and- resumes, c/o 

‘| above address, through agents only 
STOCK in the. case of the leads. 

‘ BELLPORT, L. I. _. SULLIVAN, ILL, 
Gateway. Playhouse. Managing! _ Summer of musicals. : Producer, 

director, David Sheldon (Gateway ; Guy S.. Little Jr. (Box 185, Sulli- 
Enterprises Inc., 43° W. 54th St., van, Ill). Parts available for male 
‘N. ¥.). Parts available for Equity :and femme. Equity musical per- 
leading men and women. and ver-;formers and paid apprentices, Mail: 
satile character men and women. :Photos and resumes, above address. 
Mail photos and resumes to Shel- THOMPSON, CONN, | 
don (c,.a Joyce Selznick, Columbia! Quadic Summer Playhouse. Man-- 
Picture$S, 711 Fifth Ave., N. Y.).. aging director, Alan James, in as- 
Apprentices apply directly at sociation with Paul Porter & An- 
Gateway. Theatre operates’ as a drew Carrington (1271: First Ave., 

‘summer showcase for’ Columbia N. Y.!.- Parts ‘available for male 
1-Pictures executives and producers. and. femme dramatic and ‘comedy 

.BEVERLY, MASS. ‘performers. Mail photos and res-. 

North Shore Music Theatre. Pro-| Umes c*o James, above address.- 
‘TRAVERSE CITY, MICH. 

Cherry County “Playhouse. Pro- 

ment call Rose Sultan, above num- 
er, 

‘ducer, .Stephen Slane- tBox 62, 
| Beverly, Mass.; WA 2-8220). Au-! 

sing and dance some and British , Showcase Studios (950 Eighth Ave., ‘ing « 
with second woman range.: 

four-assorted character men; sev-| ditions Saturday (6) for men sing- ducer, Ruth Bailey. (Spring Hill 
eral. attractive femme singers who €Ts, 12:30 p.m.; femme singers, 1 | 
also dance.. All applicants must: P-M.; girl dancers, 2 p.m., all at, 

Y.)., 
BRADDOCK HEIGHTS, MD. 

Mountain Theatre. — Producer, | 
William O. Brining (4545 Connecti- 
cut Ave. NW, Washington, D.C.: 

accents are preferred. Mail photos N. 

dort phone. Rehearsals will begin | 
late in August for September open- I 

“4th Avenue ‘North” (R). Pro- 
ducer, Shippen Geer. in association 
‘with Michael ‘Batterberry (341 
Madison Ave., N. ¥2 MU 9-2910>. | 
Available parts: tall, rugged. hand-. 
some leading man; beautiful, dark- 
eyed femme dancer. Mai! photos 
and resumes ¢’o Geer, rm. 803, 
above address. — 

“I Want You” (MC). Producers, 
Theodore J. Flicker’ & Joseph 

five male and six femme Equity | 
dramatic performers and several 
non-paid apprentcies. Mail photos. 
‘and resumes, above address. Sea-. 
son opens June 20. f 

, CHICAGO 
| Chicago Music Theatre and Chi- 
‘cago Tenthouse Theatre. Producer,. 
‘Herb Rogers (45 East End Ave., 
x ¥ AL 38053 . Parts available: 

_ oil -for male and femme musical princi- 
Crayhon (c’o The Premise, 154 pals and apprentices. Mail photos 
Bleecker St... N.Y.:. LF” 3-5020'. ang resumes to above address. 
Part availble for man, 35-45, Irish.’ New York auditions currently be-: 
smooth con man, sing and dance. ing held through agents only. | 
Mail photos and resumés, above | CORNING, N.Y. 

address. mo Corning Summer Theatre. Pro-’ 
“Midsummer Night's Dream” (C).‘ ducers, Dorothy Chernuck & Omar 

Joseph Papp (N.. ¥.1K. Lerman te:o Corning. Theatre, 
Houghton Park, Box 51, Corning, 

Ave.; N. Y.; SA 2-4008). Parts avail-} N. Y¥.; 6-4636). Parts available for 
able for several tiny, Negro and’ male and femme actors, singers and: 
white non-Equity bays, 7-10.) dancers. Accepting photos and’ re- 
For appointment ¢all casting di- sumes co Richard Flusser (550 

N. Y.) for musical per- ; 
number. — _ {farmers and above address for; 

“Much Ado About Nothing” (C). 
Joseph Papp (N. Y. ' begins June 26. 

DAYTON, OHIO 
Dayton Summer Theatre. Chore- 

ographer, Ethel Martin '¢ o Dance 
t.! Players Studio, 1233 Sixth Ave., 
N.Y... Auditions for dancers, to-; 
morrow (tThurs.),. girls at 1l:a.m. 
and men at 12 noon, at above 
address. , 
bo, EPHRATA, PA. 

Legion Star Playhouse. Produc- 
‘er-director, John Cameron (P.O. 
; Box 334, Ephrata, Pa.'\..Parts avail- 

Equity dramatic performers and 
apprentices. Mail photos and .res-. 
umes, above. address, N, Y. audi-' 

§jtions will be held April 20-21, by.. 
appointment only. 

HINSDALE, ILL... 
| Salt-Creek Playhouse. Producer. 
Tom Blank (P.O. Box 226, 
Hinsdale, I.). Seeking male and 
femme featured performers and 
name stars. Mail photos and re- 
‘sumes c/o aboye address. Season 
| Tuns ‘June 4-Labor Day, 
‘former Hinsdale Summer Theatre. 
} NANTUCKET, MASS. 
| Straight Wharf Playhouse. Pro-: 
iducer, John Mitchell (418 W.. 42d: . 
St., N.Y.; LO 4-6627). Parts: avail-' 
able for several male apprentices. 
Mail photos and resumes c‘o Frank 
!Rowley, above address.. Season 
j runs July 3-Aug. 26. _ 
H PALM BEACH, FLA. 
| West Palm Beach Musicarnival. 
‘Producer, John Price (940 S. Mili- 

‘tary Trail, West balm Beach, Fla.; 
| P.O. Box 2108). Parts availabie for 
leading men and women, and male 
and femme chorus performers. 

i Mail photos and resumes, through. 
; agents only, c/o above address. 

PHILADELPHIA 
; Playhouse in the Park. Producer,. 
.Ethelyn R. Thrasher (58 W. 57th 
St. N.Y., Studio 25; LT 1-0610). | 

INFORMATION. ' | Parts available for male and femme ; 
: {dramatic performers and appren-: 

CONTACT: | tices. Mail photos and resumes, ' 
| through agents only, 
: Stoudt, above .address. 

PHOENICIA, N.Y. 
Phoenicia Theatre. Prodicers, 

Ivor Balding, Peter Bogdanovich & — 
Michael Lindsay-Hogg ic’o Bald- © 
ing, 415 E. 82d St., ‘N.Y.; RE 

to Paul 

1. 

and femme performers for résident 
Jcompany. Photos and resumes be- 

EM 3-5051).. Parts available for] 

Sept. Mail photos and 
“above address. 

“hats this summer. : 

‘dramatic actors. Ten-week season -. 

at the | 

| 4-2947). Parts: available for male!] 

Lane, Cincinnati-.26, Ohio; TR- 
1-0049)... Parts: available for lead- 
ing men, 30-40; character woman 

Mail. 
photos and. resumes c’o producer, 
above address.. en —_ 

TOURING. . - 
“Advise -and. Consent” (D:. Pro- 

ducer, Martin Tahse (1860 Broad-+ 
way, N-Y.: JU 2-7650!. All parts 
available for the national company 
which is scheduled to begin in 

resumes c 0 

“Flower Drum Song” (MC). Pro- 
dueer, Lenny-Debin Agency (140 
W. 58th St.,-N.Y.: JU 2-0270). All. 
parts available. Parts available for’. 
Juanita Hall part, young male 
orjental, Dr. -Lee, Dr. Foug, 
Madame Fong. Mail photos and 
resumes to Jack ¢ 0 above ad- 
dress. -Show will tour the straw- 

“My Fair Lady" (MC). Producer, - 
Herman Levin ‘424. Madison Ave. 
N. Y¥.;. PL 8-2845". Audition tomor- 
row ‘iThurs.) for. understudy to 
femme Jead; at 12 noon and for girl. 
dancers, ‘at 3:30-p.m., at Hellinger’ 
Theatre (237 W. Sist. St. N.Y.) 
See also Broadway notice. =~ 

“Music Man" (MC. Producer 
Kermit Bloomgarden (1545 Broad- 
way N. Y.; JU > 2-1690'. All parts 
available for the second company. 

| Mail photos and resumes to Lillian: 
Stein, above address: Script avail-. 
able at Drama Book Shop (51 W. 
52d St. N.Y. 

SHOW'S IN REHEARSAL 
| BROADWAY | 
“Mandingo” (D'. Producers, Billy 

Baxter. & Edward Friedman ic‘o 
Astor Hotel. Broadway & Hith St. 

‘able for five male and five femme NY. s JU 6-000). | 
“Porgy: and. Bess”. (MD. Pro- 

ducer, City Center Light Opera Co. 
(130 W. 56th St, N.Y.; JU 6-2828), 

OFF-BROADWAY 

“A Piece of Noon” .'D:. Pro- 
ducers, Mary Jordan & Sam. Silver- 
berg ‘21. E.° 63d St. N.Y. 
TE 8-51800. — 

STOCK |; 
“Macbeth” & “‘As. You ‘Like It.” 

.Producer, American Shakespeare 
Festival (Stratford, Conn.)..: ” 

In dustrial: 
Oldsmobile Show. «= Producer, 

D. P. Brothers &.-Co. (720 Fifth 
Ave.,. N.Y.;-CO’.5-1004:. Auditions’ 
for singers: men, today (Wed.i, 10 
a.m.-I p.m. and 2-4 p.m.: girls, 
tamorrow 'Thurs.¥, same schedule | 
as for men, both at Steinway Hall 
(111 W. S7th St.. N.Y.; 3d floor). 

- Miseellaneous. 

Silver Studlios. (231 W. 54th St.,. 
N.Y.; PL 7-7338.1 Seekirig girl. 5-7, 
who: looks like Jacqueline Ken- 
nedy, to. be photographed for a- 
national. advertising campaign: for 
kiddie products. Contact Amy - 
Ardrey, above address. . 

Michigana Ret: Barn Theatre 
: Saugatuck, Michigan 

Now aeces ‘ins, anplivationg [for - 

APPRENTICES .. : 
| @ EQUITY COMPANY . 7 

e NO TUITION. FEE ; 
‘eo FURNISH: OWN LIVING - 

| # ROLES GUARANTEED. 

Weite to: James Dyas 
{2 Charles Street 
New . York City 

EXPENSES: 
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D.C. Who’s Who 

was the 1961 edition of the Con-' 
‘gressional Directory, most.impor- - 
“tant book published once a-year by | 
‘the Government In Washington. 
It's the first complete. listing in 
book form of all key officials on. 
the Kennedy federal team. Also, 
‘the volume ‘updates who's who - 
among Cangress, . the U:S. diplo- : 
matic corps abroad ‘and ‘the foreign. 
diplomatic corps. in Washington, 
correspondents of all media. ac- - 
credited to cover. Congress, the .. 
judiciary,. ete. 
The book normally is published 

in February: but’ was dclused this 
year Hecause of the change in’ 
Adininistrations in DC, . 

Inspired Title 
folly woud: iv-filim seri} ter Man- 

nie “Manpheiny is duimg a. “wild? 
bok: with he’s calling “What. Are 
Yeu A Nut Or: Something 2” 

Tithe wis born of the author gciv- 
ire his brother’ the idea. and tee 
Joocr cenclaaned, “What -are 
“ete” : , 

Cingrich's. Expanded Duties 
Joun Somat president el Fx- 

ere fle besna mea Soone’d, Gait: g- 
J: 
cl ibe Aabee 

a7 -cuire Tie, 
pubiishine Givisiens 

These include Es 
“quire, Coronet, and Gentlemen's: 
fearteriy oo magazines. 

continues ‘to hold the titles. of pub- 
Jisher and editor oi Esquire maca- 
give, in addiiien to his new duties. 

squire Ine. 

~ eGavcational films, floodlight .manu- 
facturing, stamp catalos znd aihum |. 

‘pa lication.. ef«.. has necessitated. 
a cyisional setup. 

Ginerich will, 

. nual 
June, 

stockholders’ -mecting 

Macfadden Takes Over Tillman’ 
“factadden PuldJications, recently 

-bought out by Gerald. A. Bartel, 
hes purchased Pageant mag and 
Hilmian paperback book line for 
a reported $2.900.000. New owners 
vy Paseant. which has a newstand 

cit ‘culation of more than 50@.000, 
vill ay ply for membership in Audit’ 
Breau of Circulations. 
-Paperback line, in state of: sus: } 

persion recently, will be built 
-into a prestige imprint, according | 
‘to ‘“Macfadden’s \eepee and .gen- | 

‘al manager Frederick A. ‘Klein. 
Tnderstood part: of..the deal 

ez led. for retaining of Pageant edi- 
toria?. st2ff. Hillman - hook per- 
sonnel] had been’ honed. down due 
to the inactivity. 

; Hilda’ ‘Lindley’ s ‘Shift 
‘Exiting Bernard: Geis. Associates. 

with a big p.t. hoopla for “Harpo 
Sneaks!”, Hilda - Lindlev's new 4s- 
sociation with Harcourt. Brate & 
World will be overall chief of the 
department, in addition to han- 
-diing. subsidiary rights. Succeed- 
ing her as p.r. at Geis ‘is her aide, 
Letty Cotton. 
“Irs. Lindley, in turn. will have 

Mildred Salivar, longtime pr. at 
Harcourt. Brace, continuing in that 
a eee on 

Publishing Stocks 
(As of May 2, 1963, closing) 

Allyn & Bacon (OC)... nite 40 
American Book (AS) .:...... 711% 
Book of Month (N¥) ......, 3194 
Conde Nast (NY) ..... vise 14 
Crowell- Collier (NY) | te wecce BANG 
Curtis Pub. Co. (NY) .....- 1234. 

Grolier (OC) wooses- 60 

Hare’t Brace. (OC) .:......- 43 
Hearst (OC) 2 ........e0000. 1212 
Holt, REW (NY)... 2... 63h2 
L.A, Times Mirror (OC) .... 47 
Macfadden (AS) ........... 16 
McCall (NY) «1. :....-2.00- 52 
‘McGraw-Hill (NY) .....¢... 343% 
New Yorker (OC) .....°....115 
Pocket Books (OC) ........ 39. 
Prentice Hall (AS) ......... 421% 
Ran’m House (OC) .......... 41 
Scott Foresman (OC) ....... 2912 

Time Inc, (OC) .....:.5-..- 94 | 
H. W. Sams (OC) ..... voeee 4912 

- Western Pub. Co. (OC) ... . 7612 

OC—Over the Counter. 
N.Y.—N.Y. Stock Exchange. 
-AS—American Stock Exchange. 

Service, Incorporated 
An Epie Drama ef Business 

By Charles Fue 
Price $7.95 . Postpald 

BROCK ond WALLSTON, Publishers” 
39 Atlantic St. 

STAMFORD, CONN. 

1 N. 
(father-in-law. . 

ae pe ve 

iy, senior “sicepresicent | in chare e - 

Gingrich ]- 

s Giversification into |. 

be proposed’ for]. - 
‘the poard. of Cirectors at the an- |" 

‘in 

a rt een rennreee -. aS 
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-in' the Bahamas. 

Dryfoos’ ‘Credo 

“New president-publisher of the 
Y.- Times, Orvil E... Drvfoos 

Arthur: ‘Hays Sulz- 
berger now. only retains the board. 
chairmanship) expressed: his -edi- 
‘torial credo.in the lead edita. ial 
in the April 26 issue. He was also 
greeted with. a labor crisis because 
of a printer’s dismissal which not 
only delayed the Times four hawurs 
‘and cost it many pages ef adver- | 
tising. and news) .but also siowed y- 
publication schedules of the. three 
ether a.m. dailies. It was resolved 
when the case went to arbit ‘ation. 

Dryvfoos’ editorial statement read, 
“T assume the duties as publis2er 
ofthe N. Y. Times keenly .ayware 
of the great responsibilities in- 
hicrent in serving this. ne wspap er 
Which is. dedieatcd: tothe princi- s 

being out of the newspaper busi- 
‘ness he didn't deserve being in it.” 

with such distinction. by Arthur|That was the convincer. 

“Hays Sulzberger—‘to give the} ‘The Kansas City Star is giving 
news impartially, without fear or up publishing the daily serial story. 
favor. regardless of any party, sect | with the final installment of Paul . 
or interest involv 'Horgan’s “A Distant Trumpet.” 

“This is the 20th year T have had ‘ and estead ‘will use the approsi- ! 
the privilege of working closely | mately two. columns of space for 

on to the concest of a free and crpanded Presentation of | srndi- cated columnists and other fea- 
responsible press has ‘been and will tures, including special articles 

sledge that my associates and 7.irom. its, Washington | correspon: y ents, John Cauley and Jac i}- 
will maintain vigilantly the high | , Jiams, Younger Teaders showing 

standards set by our predecessors.” 4 decreasing interest in the duhy 

'by Richard B. Feuler, head of the 

Joe Heaphy. is back at the old ¢ditorial department. 
stand, his “Thinking Out Loud’: Leo S. Levy, 75, managing 
colunin’ on the Ansonia ‘Conn.! ‘tot of the Oakland Tribune for 46 
Evening Sentinel, covering the years, died April 22 at Orinda. Cal. 
New Haven tryouts etc. He went A native of Virginia City. Nev., 
‘into. ‘the advertising business for; Levy worked for the Territarial 
tise months and ceuldn‘t stand it. Enterprise there, the Reno Aimeri- 
As he puts it, “Walter Howey once -can and the Nevada State Jaurnel 
aid that if a man could stund-: 

CHATTER 

1 

in 1908, and in 1910 went te work 
for the Oakland Tribune. moving 
from drama critic to city cditor 
and, in 1915, when Joseph R, 
‘Knowland took over the paper. he 
coming managing editor. Wife 
and son survive. 

Freelance writers Michzel Sheri- 
dan and Elsie. Lee Sureiidan, Leth 
of 16 West 75th St. New Ye.k, 
filed voluntary bankeourtes patie 
tions. Former listed Li utie. cf 
.§25.092 end assets of 159°; Ti, 
Sherid«ms debis 16tal £10.632 und 

‘fiction feature is the reason given: 

assets are $557. 

Beth Brown, guchor cf a fecthe 
coming antholow ter if isc: & 
Bros. titled “Wonde:.e] socrld of 
Dogs.” is seripting « be COa abicn 
of the sume name. bie cu Gis tte edi-' 

in Reno, graduated from Stantord | 

book, which she will ai-o R.aiiate. 
Another of her books, 7% aay? | 
Station.” is the basis ch a ar 
show, “ The Miracle cf’ 

Carns 
eit! 

Goodman Prodghetviaitys. 

Dwight Wiese es coves Wintel... 

Jou: 

RAY BRADBURY— “Tt is rare 
a film critic who tempers his criticism 
with love, I prefer. reading Stanley 
‘Kauffmann’s, motion picture writings 
_in The New Republic because I 
che has a great and firm affection for 
the medium that has too often been 
attacked by snobs and cynics. In 

- America, there is no other like him.” 

‘ tertainingly about the theater. 
Brustein in The New. Republic is one 
of these. The number of people in 
America who also write thoughtfully 
about the theater is seldom 
than three. Robert Brustein is 
these today.” 

2 ee: GILBERT SELDES 

criticism,” 

function. of an art critic is not, 

page.” 

public affairs.’”” 

and candid comment. I-still do.” 

WALTER LIPPMAN?! 

to read,” - 

enthusiasms,” 

ERIC BENTLEY—“At any one time, 
there are a few people who write en- 

—Robert Brustein . 
is the best man now writing dramatic 

THOMAS HART BENTON—“The 

‘view, to set up. definitive judgments 
about art, but to’ stimulate thinking 
about it. Frank Getlein in The New 
Republic has done just that for. me.” 

GEORGIA O’KEEFFE—"I always look 
for what Frank Getlein writes. on art. 
He states clearly and simply what he 
thinks about what he has looked at 
and I find it a pleasure to read what he 
has to say. I looked over a’stack of 
old New Republics a few days.ago and 
was amused and surprised to see how’ 
many - { found opened to the Getlein . 

WILLIAM S. WHITE—“As a journal- 
‘ist I consider The New Republic must 
reading not only for my profession 
but for all people really interested in 

STEWART UDALL, Secretary. of the 
Intgrior~“For years.I have counted on 
‘The New Republic for ideas, for fresh 

—"The New 
Republic is. growing in excellence and 
-becoming a very necessary magazine 

KAY BOYLE—“I do not remember any 
film review of Stanley Kauffmann’s 
which has not interested and im- 
pressed me...He is one of my great 

Other NEW REPUBLIC “regulars” 
addition to Stanley Kauffmann, Frank 
Getlein and Robert Brustein)-Fcif fer, 
Mauldin,. Robert Osborn, Gerald W. 
Jolinson, John Cogley, B. H. Haggin. ~ 
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Broadway 
Irving Berlin's 73d _ birthday 

mext week. 
Bill Lewis, ex-Schenley’s, now 

a limited partner in the brokerage 
house of Rittmaster, Voisin & Co. 

Georze Freedley, 
Theatre Collection at the N.Y. 
Public Library, just marked his 
31-t anniver ary tiere. 

Joss Freeman of VaRIety jetting ! 

to Dallas today +Wed.? to visit his” 
brovhe: Chale, former RRO 
booker and now wilh Interstate. 

wide Deis: Lo irom the New 
York fur talks with Theatre Guild 
exec uti eso bout a production of ; 
hi. °n* “{sersi Bless Our Bank.” 

Atttsie publisher Irving Mills in 
fron: the Coast on a week's quickie : 
wrile brother Jack Mulis is over- 
seis oon his annual European 0.0. 

Seenrd-floor room of the Hotel 
3 Ress. formerly housing a 
brokerave, becomes, the Versailles 
Roam, scared for private paities 

d 

up ty JAY capacity. | 
Dorix Susan Leventhal, 

ter o: the late Jacob Frank Leven-! 
thal, a pioneer researcher in ani- 
mated-cartoon and ttn‘ee-dimen-; 
sional) motion pictures, now 

aril Paul Taub. 
yinny Tit, the five-year old. 

Citinese charmer publicized by | 
George Moines, got a Page One|; 
Ball kuco Friday ‘28 at the Astor, 
per N. ¥. Newspaper Guild Club. 
Maines in town, natch. 
Durante was to have been present, : 
ton, 

Italy instead. 
Publisher Bernard Geis’ cock- 

tailery at the Algonquin Hotel for 
Harpo Marx last week, in connec- 
tion with the silent frere’s auto- 
biog, “Harpo Speaks!”, was more 
than a literati turnout—it was a 
lively arts event. The original 
Algonquin Round Table set, top 
columnists. tv and newsreels, 
made for extraordinary traffic at 
the West 44th St. hostelry. 

Mayfair Bidg. on 47th and 7th, 
housing the DeMille ‘nee Mayfair) 
Theatre sold’ to First Republic 
Corp. which will modernize the 
building. Webb & Knapp’s Zeck- 
endorf Hotels Corp. sold its 97- 
year leasehold on the Taft Hotel 
to a realty investing syndicate 
which paid $3,450,000. Taft is a 
20-story structu7e of 1.431 rooms. 
The Plymouth is another Times Sq. 
hotelry (400 rooms) which has ef- 
fected a long-term lease with a 
New group. 

Mayor Wagner. despite his con- 
valescence, made an appearance 
for old friend Harry E. Gould, 
president of the Grand Central 
Hospital. at the annual dinner Sat- 
urday 129!, which realized $150,000 
for the institution. Danny Thomas, 
also as a special -courtesy to the 
industrialist-showman who heads 
the hospital. was conyoyed across 
town from the Statler to the Wal- 
dorf-Astoria (in company with Abe 
Lastfogel) as a gesture to the 
affair. 

Charles Columbus completes 
the cycle as he assumes his new 
post as host of the Hotel Plaza’s 
Rendez-Vous Room. Some years 
back, as a professional ballroom- 
ologist with partners such as Har- 
riet Hoctor, Florence O’Denis- 
hawn and Constance Binney 
a:nonz others, he also teamed with 
Harriett Caperton, and it was at 
the Plaza’s Persian Room that Col- 
umbus & Caperton were longtime 
headliners in the tradition of The 
DeMarcos et al. 
MCA board chairman Jules C. 

Stein’s pet charity, Research to 
Prevent Blindness Ine., which 
kicked off with a $1,000,000 con- 
tribution from the agency, 
matched by Stein’s own $1.000,000 
and which already exceeds $2.500,- 
00). was marked by two gifts that 
pleased him. unduly. One was 
$1.00) from Abe Lastfogel (Wil-| 

and $500 from Milt 
Krasny tGAC:, the two largest 
competitive ayencies. Also, last; 
Wednesday +26, which marked; 
Steins 65th birt hday and occa-} 

liam Morris: 

sionett this charity, saw MCA Inc.; head the showbiz toppers at the {in Vittorio DeSica’s “Las _Judg-' several African countries. 
Stock closing at 63'4, by coinci- 
dence It's not its highest. 

Minneanslis 
By Bob Rees 

(40009 Xer.es Are. So; W.4 6-6955> 

Flaine Cafe has Leon McA aliffe 
band this week. 

Tneatre it. Round Players offer- 
ing comedy, “Tunnel of Love,” 
Mays 4-8. 

Roadstiuw compan: 
Drum Sone” to play St. Paul Audi- 
torium week of May 1. 

Minneapolis Repertory Theatre 

curator of the, 

daush- | 

ais ‘Lawrence of Arabia.” t 
Radciiffe s:nior, engaged to Rich- | 

| Bourgoin signed by Darryl Zanuck 

Jimmy t : Story” 

but succumbed to an oppor-; 
tunity to belatedly honeymoon inj 

of ‘Flower| Dade tMiami?, 

offering Christopher Fry comedy, 
“Lady’s Not for Burning.” 

Thrush Vivienne della Chiesa 
opened two-week stint at Radisson 
Hotel Flame Room last week. 

Israeli. singers Ben and Adam 
and comic Adam Keefe open nine- 
day date at Padded Cell Friday (5). 

Freddie’s bringing back Irwin: 
Corey for nine-day stay starting : 

j Thursday (4). Singer Tad Aubrey. hi 
{also on Dill. } 

Variety club chief barker Tom! 
Burke to present honorary plaque ; 

ito. Danny. Thomas Friday (50.37 ” 
. Fhomas here to appear at dinner | ‘Bachelor Plat. as 'G 20th-Fox. ; 
j for, benefit uf ALSAC campaign. A parly o erman exhibs 

Four orchs including Minneap-: ‘Were guests’ of the Rank Organ- 
i olis Symphony participated in gala: ization during recent, ‘visit here. 
i Symphony ball in: Radisson Hotel: _ Esther’ Harris, chief of Trailer 

‘ Productiéns at National Screen ‘ Saturday (29), Playing for danc-: 
ing were bands of Tex Beneke, Doc ‘ : Service. off on a fact-finding tour 

to N.Y. and Hollywood. Evans and Geordie Hormel. 

[London 
(HYDe Park 4561/2/3) 

Sophie Tucker due this week - 
for a cabaret stint at the Talk of : 
the Town. © 

' Ruby Murray, back from South ' 
African .tour, opened engagement ; 
in Belfast last week.. 

Alan Jay Lerner here for fourth | 
rthday party of “My Fair Lady” ; 

at Drury Lane this week. 
Terry-Thomas left London to 

. of Vienncse composer Robert 
Paris Stolz, signed for a lead in upcom- 

ing BBC-TV series, “Magnolia. 
By Gene Moskowitz Street.” . 

(66 clive Breteuil; SUF. 5920) dlaszy Sarragne due for a return | 

Raoul Levy back from his Hol- date at the Society, starting May 
ilywood Oscar looksee. {8 She will’ be coming in from 

Maurice Ronet Bets the part of ! Egypt where she has been appear- 
an Arabian sheik in Sam Spiegel’s ; ling at the Nile Hilton. 

| Michael. Forster, boss of Forster- 
French cinematographer Jean Sto:kton Associates, planed out for 

for his “Longest Day” (20th). 
“French producer Gilbert De 

, Goldschmidt_Lbought film rights to 
’Maurice Rheims’ “The Hand.” 

with Mark-Robson on promotion of 

Inspector.” 

Don Heller, of the “West Side —_ 
company, -singing after Frankfurt 

shows at nitery Chez Nancy. Hollo- | 
way. By Hazel Guild 

{ Sherry Young. Yank dancer top- (2 Fuerstenbergerstrasse; 595751) 

; per at the Folies-Bergere, doubling: . Ingrid .Bergman. and. husband 
as singer at nitery’s La Grande Sey! Lars .Schmidt here to arrange & 
erine. German — production of “My Fair 

First pic of Jacques Demy, ; Lady.’ 
“Lola.” winning the Crystal Star 
offered by French Film Academy kinder” (Aren't We .Wonderful). 

{for best French pict of the year.; banned by. the Portuguese censor 
After starring in ‘“Famous:in Lisbon. * 

Loves.” “Warrior's Rest” and, Germzn actress Sabine Sinjen 
“Private Life.” Brigitte Bardot an- | set for ‘two French films,.one as 
nounced a vacation from filmmak- : co-partner 
ing. She's done this_before. and the other with Robert Hossein. 

Rene Clement's “Joy of Living,” | - Netherlands Ballet Company set 
made in Italy with French player i for performances in city's’ Grosses 
Alain Delon and Polish actress! Haus ard also,-in Cologne, under 
Barbara Lass. probably will be} ‘the American impresario Mrs. Eva 

shown at Cannes Fest in an out-of- | Maze. 
competition spot. German ‘television ‘has sent a 

Press peop'e here gave their 
Prix Orange. for the most cooper- 
ative show biz personages, to ac- 
tress Annie Giradot, actor Michel | 

‘a new .séries. titled “New Home 

tunes of German immigrants. 

Simon and film director Francois ; “Die Nibelungen’’ “(The Nibe- 
Truffaut. ‘lungen) planned as a a giant film 
‘French pic. “Rape of the Sa-' Project by. CCC in. Germany. but - 

bines.” will be made here and in, Fritz Lang, who did the original . 
Martine Carol, Jean. 1924 version. is tied up and unable. Yugosiavia. 

My-: to direct. Marais, Sylvana Pampaninl, 
lene Demongeot and Folco Lulli: 
listed as stars. Richard Pottier: to America for personal appear- 
directs and Alexandre Salkind pro-; ances’ in conjunction’ with. the 
duces. ‘Richard Widmark film, “Geheime 

Now Brigitte Bardot is becoming Wese"- ‘Secret Ways), in -which. 
a rallying point for anti left stud-,Sh*_ co-stars. 
ents here. Last week a group of. 
leftist students paraded before the 
Paris University velling “Down .™an_ invenue, soon will end -her; 
With Kennedy” “Vive Castro” etc Tun in the successful Paris produc- 
and the retort by those against; ‘tion “Tis Pity She’s.a. Whore.’ be- - 
them was “Vive Bardot.” cause ho worte her for his “Law. | 

Eric Hawkins. editor . emeritus! rence of Arabia.” 
of the Paris New York Herald | 
-Trihune. promoted to the rank of other Polv dor platter in Germany, 

Officer in the French Legion of| “eden: Tag "Ne andre Party “ 
Honor. Hawkins became manag-| ‘Evert Day . Another Party), 
ing editor of the Tribune in 1924| backed with “Die Welt.Ist. Rund”: ; 
and then reactivated it-again after} ‘The World’ Is Round).. with the: 
the last war. He was named editor | Erich Werner orch. 
emeritus last year after 46 years|, * 
with pper. for lesd 

ee made in East Berlin, “Die: Liebe 

Miami Beach 
und.der S* abseefreite” (The Love 

By Lary Solloway 

and the. Staff-.Lance Corporal’. 

(555 S. Shore Dr.; UNion 5-5389) ; 

She is a ‘soy-of the East German 
Varmy in this Commie-made film. 

clad Coast Agency and Selma 
Marlowe offices meiged. 

Jerry Grand, ex-partner in the 
Gold Coast agency, now on his 
own. 

Ben Novack of the Font planning 
a reopening of the LaRonde late 
in June with middle-cost topliner 
and supporting acts. 

Jerry Berger, producer of local’ 
i industrial shews, is co-ordinator . 
of the upcoming Miss Universe _ 

{contest ta be staged here, 
Danny Kave and Joan Crawford ! 

Rome 
.By Rabert F. Hawking 

(Stamna Esfera;: Tel: 675906) 

Mika Waltari off -to Finland after 
local 00. 

Fritz Lang here to’ talk on up- 
coming pic propect with Serena | 
Film.. : 

John Mills is to star in B.H.P.’s 
“The Valiant” on southern Italy : 
| locations. not 

Jimmy Durante due in for work 

‘ment™ ‘deLaurentiis}.: Variety Tent's International con- 
clave at the Fontainebleau - last :: 
week | iprep start of Atlantica’s 
‘Marion Colby held up bookings ! Gladiator” from his own script. 

until mid-May to work on current! Guy. Green expected -soon for lo- 
councilmanic campaign for husband , cation” lensing of’ “Light In the 
Judge Bernard Frank, a longtime |Piazza” ‘with.. Olivia - -DeHavilland 
incumbent. She then heads for ; and Ros-ano Brazzi starring. ’ 

front. communities — to becomejseph Dold: by his Brethren.” 
separate county in breakway from: . Christian Jacque ‘in. from Paris 

now beng backed ! to prepare. “Madame Sans:Gene,”: 
by $50,000 fee to the offices of ex: 7 which starts’ June 6 at Tirrenia. 
Gov. Millard Caldwell to draft a, Studios.- Sophia Laren stars. 
bill and get lobbyists. | Claude: Rains expected in for 

. Star in his first Hollywood picture, 

Clarissa Stolz, actress daughter. 

N.¥. over the weekend to confab. 

the upeoming production of “The | 

-Kurt Hoffman pic, “Wir Wunder- ' . 
“which a local firm will be making other Near North:.Side boites. 

‘with Jacques ‘Charrier . 

camera team around the warld for : 

Overseas,” about the. fate and for-. 

German. actress Sonia ‘Ziemann : 

‘ Hollywood producer Sam: Soie-: 
gel hon‘ng Romy Schneider, ‘Ger- : 

American Bill-Ramsey ‘made an-: 

French actress Marina. Viady set 
in’a DEFA film “being: 

‘11191h 

Marco Vicario to: Yugoslavia to. 
“Great. 

Houston and date there. j Dante di Paolo, dancer in “Seven. 
Fight by Miami Beach, Surfside,: Brides for Seven Brothers,” has 

Bay and Bal Harbour—all ocean- | role. in Donati-Carpentieri's “Jo- 

role in “Tl Pianeta. degil Uomino 
Spenti™ 
Men), 

(The Planet of Spent. 
from book by Vassill Pet-: 

"Angie Dickinson, Maurice Che-. 
j valier and Jean Negulesco back} 
| from Sicilian locations on “Jes- 
sica” 

| interiors, 
Andrew - Marton  direeting 

FICIT pic. “Wa Jslama” (The Suni 
j of Islam! ‘in: Egypt. with .Silvana~ 
Pampanini. and’ Foleo: Lulli: and : 
mixed Italo-Egyptian cast. 

Start in Rome's Titanus Appia! 
Studios, with this pour sponsored.’ 
by Dear Films and producer Sam- - 
uel-Bronston. 

Royal Films’ “Imperial Venus 
_ budgeted. at ($2,500,000. 
Lollobrigida here for huddles with } 
producer Guido Giambartalomei ! 
while her “Lady L.”"* stint is 
layed: by George Cukor’s ‘illness. 

Hons Kons 
By Ernie Pereira 

(Tel. 774156) 

(Dear) and: into Cinecitta | lacationing on. 

Gina } ' 

de-: 

“Hollywood : 
Medics ordered. George. Cukor 

into sick bay. — 
Bob Wilding ‘exited. MCA rather. 

than be moved to Chicago. — 
Raoul Levy aired to. Tokyo for 

“Marco. Polo.” .: . 
Santa Fe's Bill Riggs retired 

; after 51 years with Santa Fe. 
Harry Hickox here to -repeat 

legit rofe’in. ‘WB's “Music Man.” 
George LeMaire. son of the late 

| Rufus, secoénding Bob Weitman at 
: Biggest vip turnout in long time | i 
witnessed “El Cid” interior lensing ! i MGM-TV. 

| MCA-TV will have nine. staffers. 
at NAB convention in Washington 
next week. 

Allen: Baron and Merrill Brody 
” | checked in at 20th-Fox on. produc: 

: inct-directing deal. . 
Producer John Harris . off. to: 

_Munich to. set up -shop for his. in-- 
‘die. “Maid From. Nymphenburg.” 
~ Dr. John Lishan, economist and 
financial consultant to National.. 
| Theatres, back ‘to private practice. 

‘Metro guards’ its: top talent well. 
Three ‘planes were uséd to trans-. 
port stars.. producer and: director 

[| to Fahiti location~ of “Mutiny on 
A Japanese girl band, the Five : ‘Bounty.’ 

Pin Pearl., now at the Paris night: | 
club.. 

Quintetto | Chigiano plays here. 
May 6 under H.K. Music Society |. 
auspices, . 

Hoover and Gala Theatres 

Fest Week. 
The Sing Lee Sinz show from 

San -Francisco currently making 
the nitery circuit. 

“The Apartment” (UA): as best! 
picture of year was brought back 
on first-run screens for two dys. 

A lifesize wax figure of Harold 

have ! 
|Taunched an Elizabeth Taylor Fit | 

Chicago — 
(DELaware T4984) 

Frank’ Brent ‘Quartet opens. ‘to-. 
dav’ (Wed.) at -Club. Laurel. 

.J0e- -Bonafede and “Foe De Salvo 
opened a new cocktailery,.. the 
Grapevine. ‘po 

Comic Pat Toomey, formerly of 
the Pat & Dino team. “now singling, 
at Danny’s Hideaway... 

Publicist Art. Desmond has’ hung: 

: Eioyd recently flown to Hollywood. | out his own shingle and’ is repping 
It is the: first. of 69 picture stars 

for- the Holly wood Wax Museum, 
set 19 open in January. . 

Agnes Wong, a Hong Kong girl, 
studving drama at the. ‘Pasadena 
Playhouse College of Theatrical 
Arts. near Los Angeles, gets a film” 
-break with the Tung Man Motiow 
Picture Company which will. star 
her in ‘its next Mandarin film, 
“Fortitude Of Life,” to be made 
here this summer. 

Milton - Raekniil, president of’ 
Universal Pictures. veepee Americo 
Aboaf and Alvin Cassel. Far East- 
ern supervisor for. company, ‘here 
en fourday visit. Their arrival 
coincided with the opening of the 
roadshow run of “Spartacus.” which: 
is” playing to full houses. Uniyer-: 
sal’s. “One Arabian Night.” starring 
Cary Grant, will be shot in Hong 

; Kong this fall. 

Australia 
By Eric Gorrick 

(Fibn House, Sydney) 

“The Apartment” (UA! to play. 
over. the Hoyts’ circuit shortly: 

| dating. 
“Can-Can” (20th) swings ‘into 

:second year at Paris in Sydney, 
! for Hosts. 

Tibor Rudas moves into. Capitol, 
Sydney, June 23 with | his “Crazy 

1 Gang” revue. 
“Bye, Bye Blackbird” develop- 

: ing into'a hit for. J..C: Williamson 
Ltd. at Her Majesty's, Melbourne.. 

Performirg Rights’ Assn. -re-. 
duced fees for. recorded. music 
‘played in local cinemas by’ 50°. 

Movietone News switching to 
‘C’scope clips on top local events. 
Reel is distributed here by ..20th- 

j Fox. 

South Pacific” (20th) now past 
‘week at Mayfair, Syney. 

and amazing local show biz patrons 
with ils continued pull. 

_ Paramount will release “World 
, of Suzie Wong”. in opposition to the. 
“stage play current at Palais, St. | 
Kilda, Melbourne, for James 

_ Laurie. 

Belgrade 
By Stojan Bralovio 

Belgrade Newsreel, shot complete 
film on President Tito’s ‘trip. ‘to 

i. “The Sarajevo Assassination,” a 
feature film in making by “Avala” 
film company af Belgrade. The. 

: Hast scenes of the .film were shot 
tat Rijeka, on northern Adriatic. ~ 

Paris theatre “Atellier,"”” under 
the direction of Andre Barsacq. 
has been touring through Ljubl- 
jana, Zagreb and Belgrade: Scored 
success; especially with “Antigone” 
and vomplicated’ text ‘of Francois 

! Sagan dialogues. 
Soviet pianist, Dimitry Paperno, 

; Who recently received high awards 
at ‘international festivals in War- 
saw and Bucharest, paid his first 
Ree to Belgrade, 

| 

Dutch film unit here .to make-a]- 
series of tv shows for European | 

| (B19 N. 18th 

i‘new .owners. 

Coq de la Rue, 12 W. Maple, and 

Jimmi Morano, in cast of the ice 
show: at- the -Hilton’s- Boulevard 
-Room, plucked .a- role.in’ UA’s, up-: - 
coming film, “One -Day of Happi-- 
ness.”” 
Newly-named. Shieraton: Chicago.- 

Hotel ‘formerly Sheraton. Towers). 
launches. its new cocktail lounge, 
‘the Goliwok Room, with ae press 
fling -Monday (1)... 

Agent” ‘Marv Himmel. will: pro-. 
duce the show for “Adventures In. 
Living” “exhib. of Mayor Daley's 
Commission on the Aved May ia 
21. at McCormick Place. = 

Fats Domino; Chubby: Checker, 
Bo: Diddily and other -rock-n -rolt 
‘acts in’ twa’ performance hash last - 
Sunday (30) at McCormick Place, . 
‘under Hal Zeiger banner. 

Joe.. Conti... Fongtime | emcee at 
Mangum’s. Chateau, exited .to. pure" 
sue a career on major. nitery cir- 
cuit. He's replaced at suburban 

‘Leabaret by” new comic Harry Jar- 
‘key. 

Td Aviv 
By: Joseph Lapid 

(52 Shlomo Hamelech St.; 
‘Fel: 28348) 

‘British guitarist John Williams 
fs soloist of Haifa - Symphonic... 

Paris Atelier to perform here~ 
late this month with ‘plays by 
Francois Sagan and Jean. Anouilh. - 

Israeli mime Shy K. Ophir (real 
name.is Jeshaya Ophir) back home. 
for a. month's stay from New York. 
‘Chilean pianist Claudio Arrau 

playing ‘with Israeli’ Philharmonic. 
Irwin Hoffman from Vancouver is’ 
‘conducting. 

Ramat: Gan Chamber Or ch. back 
from successful tour of Italy, Swit- 
zerland and Belgium, with conduc- 
tor Sergiu Komissione. - 

California businessman Eduard 
G. Mitchell announced that: he's 
building: Workers Cultural Center 
‘in Jerusalem. This includes .a half” 
with 1 ,000 seats for eats for lesit shows, — 

Philadelphia 
By Jerry Gaghan " ~ 

‘St, Locust 4-4838) 

‘Harry _ Langerman angling | {or 
sets. of shuttered °13 Daughters,” 
for his. Luau. Restaurant. 

The Walton. Germantown nabe, 
to be Operated: as arty house by 

Ed Seretsky, Art 
Abbey .and. Art ‘Holiday. 
Henry C..Smith, II, solo trumpet . 

of Philadelphia ‘Orchestra, recipi- 
ent. of -the- annual €. Hartman 
Kuhn Award given: to. *that.mem- 
ber of the organization ‘who. has 
shown’ both musical ‘ability. and. 
enterprise.” 

The Philadelphia All-Star Con-: 
cert ‘Series and the Philadelphia 
‘Forum, sponsored. by .a newly 
formed: ‘non-profit. ‘and -eultural 
corporation tagged ‘the All Star 
Concert-Forum Series; Inc. Former 
sponsor was the. Inquirer: ‘Charitiés,. _ 
Inc. Fimma Feldman continues ° as. oO 
manager. 2 



. AHied,-and:' ‘Hlired: Wife.” 

Interested 
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ROY DEL RUTH. 
‘Roy: Del Ruth, 66, veteran” film 

director, died April.27-of .a heart’ 
attack in Hollywood. Born in Phil-; 
adel phia,. he. was a’ newspaperman 
hefore joining - ‘Mack. Sennett’ as 

‘.scenarist in 1915. Two -xvears later 
he. became a director, helming Ben 
Turpin comedies, 

' Long a director at. Warners, Del 
-Ruth had such credits. during his 
industry career as’ “The Show of 

“Shows,” “The Desert Song.” “‘The: 
Star Maket,”- “The-:Bebe' Ruth 
Story.” © “Starlift,” 
and “Stop, . You're Killing Me.” 
On television. he directed the | 

20th-F GX | - Warner . Bros. Hour; 
Hour, Four Star. Theatre and .oth- 
ers. AS a. Writer, 

ard Wallace Beery. 
Surviving: are | his | attress- wife. 

winnie Lightner, and two sons. 

GEORGE: MELFORD: 
Pioneer :film. diréctor™ George j 

Melford. 84, died -April.25. ‘in Hol- 
Jywood of -a. heart. attack, 
Barn’ in. Rochester, N. 

"ford was’ an actor 
stage. for seven.years until. ‘he be-. 

! 
gan -a screen. career with’ Kalem, 
‘in 1908. He Jater went to: ‘Famous. 

1954 18 

| WILLIE DUNLAY 
-In Loving Memory 

His Wife, ‘BESSIE 

Piayers-Lasky, where he. directed ! 
such stars. as Wallacé- Reid,. Tom 

“. Forman and Geraldine Far rar for 
“14--years: oe 
"He cast -Rudotph Valentino’. 
“The Sheik, "which, he also helmed. 
His other pix:include “Freedom of 
the Press." Fox;.“‘Fhe Charlatan.” 
Universal; “The Boiling Point,” 

Pinnacle, 
‘among 52. directorial: credits: ‘In 
recent years he- acted. in “The 10. 
Commaridmenis” and “The Eexp-. 
ian.” 

His. wife and. Ano stepsons sure". 
‘vive: 

LEE MORAN: 
.. Lee Moran, 70, veteran ‘flin. ac- 

tor, died: ofa heart ailment. April 
24 at the Motion ‘Pieture: Co untry 

‘To- | Home; Woodland Hills; Cal. 
ecther: ‘With Eddie Lyons. he.start- . 
€d .in Christie. comedies: back in 
1914. He ‘appeared. in many silent. 
und ‘several: sound films. : 

.. Surviving ‘are his © 
“ Gaughter.. , 

wife. and . 

_ - AL VERDI . 
Al Verdi, 61, retired vaude ‘per-. 

former, died “of. a. heart \.attack’. 
April .29-in Royal Oak. Mich. He 
toured the ‘major . vireuits as a 

er Memory of 

My Friend 

~ JOE LAURIE, JR. 

MERRY LIEBERMAN 

_member of the hoke - comedy. team | 
of Coscia’ & Verdi. 

Surviving. are his: wife. ‘and his: 
‘sister, Verna, also. of theatrical 
antecedents. | 

MIFF MOLE 

“Miff Mole: 63. one ct th e. ‘coun- 
iry's leading. jazz musicians, died 
April 29: in New York. -He was a 
trombonist virtuoso.in the ‘fleids ‘of 
jazz and classieal- music.” 

Mole. 
ing “Milfred Mole. perfermed in. 
‘niteries, on radio and with the Na-. 

Broadcasting. _Compny’ '$ 
. Symphony. He left ‘to: join Paul 
Whiteman after having’. played: 

under. Fritz Reiner’ and * Bruno. 
Walter. 

He made his first appéarance 
when he, was 14 .ears old asa: 
violinist’ with a small or chestra in 

Long. ‘Istand. Within. two. years . 

tional: 

~ “he-was playing piano.in. film houses |. 
there, accompanying . silent films. 
It was at this time that- he first’ 
heard .a* circus band and became 

in the trombone. He : 
arranged ‘for lessons with the Jate 
Charlie Randall, an outstanding 
trombonist. of the time. A short 
time later he was ‘playing the trom- 
bone‘in a Brooklvn nitery. 

Between nitery dates. he toured 

with the pit band of the: Orpheum 

“About Face”. 

he penned stories ° 
for such stars- as. Gloria - ‘Swanson. 

fment. of his pliitar, 

Y.; Met, 
on the . legit : 

‘Distributing Corp., and two years : 
ilater was named v. p. and secretary | 

|RCA staff V.P. last t year. 

-PROF.. ‘THOMAS BODKIN 
Prof. “Thomas. Bodkin, 73; art 

critic: and -tv. personality and lec- 
turer, ‘died April 24 in Birming- : 
ham, -Eng. 
He became ..w Xk. on. "ty for his! 

He Joined Phil Na poteon  Cireui:: 
and th: Memphis:,Five. He later 
formed ga partnership. with Red 
Nichols. the .trumpeter,:: He’ .also 
at one tne played with the Benny 
‘Goodmai band. In‘ the .1940s he 
was a M4or attraction on the band- 
stand at Vick’s in-Greenwich Vil 
lage: Aferwords he joined the. 
NBC Synyghony,: and: played’ with | 
Ahem: fofr i1 years. Several of his: 
-associales had: just completed plays - 
for ‘a testimonial ‘for him on. 
May 22. |. : 
His wife, ‘daughter, brother and | 

‘Sister survive, . : 

; ‘Animal, Vegetable and Mineral,” 
“Major-Minor” and “Who's Next?” j 
On -radio he was’ prominent in 
“Brains Trust.” 

Survived by his wife and. five 
daughters. — 

7 WILLIAM POTTER 
William. Potter, 86, vet vaude- 

~ Ville performer, died April 2 in 
“New York.. : 

Originally fr om ‘Australia, he ap- 
peared.-in U: S. vaudeville for 60 
years ina come, y¥ drunk act known 
as “Potter Hartwell Trio.” The.act 

“the played all the major: circuits as. 
i country. singinz to the accompani- yell-as the. Palace Theatre, N. Y. 

In 1959 he He also appeared as an: actor on 
made: a tour -«! India under the. Broadway in ““Hellzapoppin” and 
; sponsorship of .tie State, Depart: | “Streets of Paris.” 
ment:-and the An,erican National 

|. Theatre and Academy. Among: his} CARL E. MILLIKEN - 

« 

“cisco HOUSTON: ; 
Cisco ‘Hour gn, | 42, folk singer i 

and songwritt;, “died April 28 -in 
~San Ber nardii. iG. Calif., ‘atier a long: 
illness. - 

* “He ‘tr ay eled | ‘the oughout. 

; afer. having been with the Chicago { on the vaude stage in. England and. 
Talking -Machine Co. In 1944, he : Australia. 
was named sales. manager of RCA! . 

‘of the subsid. He was appointed an j 

appearances. on- such programs. as. 

assistant manager of the cld 
Davidson legit house in Milwau- 
kee, died April 9 in Los Angeles. Miss Seaton was best known for 

: her impersonation of the late Eva { Surviving are a daughter, Uirce 
: Tanguay. ‘brothers and a sister. 

FRANK MITCHELL Rose Wallerstein, 65. fermer 
Frank Mitchell, 49, former actor leading actress of the Yiddish the- 

and manager, died recently in atre and wile of Oscar Ostroff. Les 
Whitby, Eng. He was for years aj Angeles theatre owier, cied April 
member. of Harry Hanson's Court {19 in Van Nuys, Cahi, teHowing a 
Players at Leeds. He later man-|heart attack. 
aged Bradierd Princes, before be- 
coming a saloonkeeper: Prof. Clifford R. Bloom, &4, 

He played in many stock com-|soloist, niusic direccer and music 
‘critic for the I) s Meines Register , panies. 

l for more than 30 \car-. qived of a 
ROBERT BURNS ,heart attack April 12 in Des 

Robert Burns, 23%, former Quiz ' Moines. 
‘Kid on the radio and ty show of 
_past seasons, died Aprit 25 in Mother, 88, of S Bernard Berk, 
‘Gary, Ind. He was a member of :president of WAKR. Akron, O., 
the Q.K. panel from 1946 to 1951 died April 16 in tyat civ. Her 
and had done announcing for radio grandson, Roger Revk. is \ p.-yen- 

' station WWCA in Gary. -eral manager of WAKR. 

His parents survive. 

——_—- —-— 

Mother, 78. af Perry Come died 
ANTONIO GOMEZANDA _in-her Canonsburg, Pa. home April 

Antonio Gomezanda, 67, Mexican :20 on what is now huown ws Pory 
cam poser, pianist and teacher, died !'Como Strect wiere Ue singer, one 
March 26 in Mexico City. Active jof 13 children, was born. 
as a composer of folklore music. a 
he wrote “Fire Fiesta” ballet and 
;the symphonic poem, “Lagos.” 

‘Gomezanda also composed sym- 
phonic music. 

Aber A. Hobbs. 70, onetinie 
carnival wrestler who Jater or- 
organized and appezred in a hill- 
billy band, died April 6 in La- 

John . Ww. 

He retired five years: -ago.. 

‘whose fullname was Arv- y 

songs. were “+ Dollar’ Down,” Carl E: Milliken, former Gov-, conia, N. H 

, “Bad Man Blunder’ and * ‘Ramblin’ 'ernor ‘of: Maine and for 21 years CLARENCE E. LINZ , 
+ He hed 3 ne ‘ itt W ood Gath seeretary of the Motion Picture] (Clarence E. Linz, 76, president Arthur Watson, film industry 

| and ‘Leadbelle and. a >dy Gut rie i Assn: of America (1926-1947), died | of Ice Sports Inc., operators of the| Pioneer and Jon;time Warner 

_, | Bal Ives. John. 4: wob Niles Pet ‘May. 1, Springfield, Mass. Dallas Ice Arena since 1940, died| Bros. staffer, died recently in 

Seeger and the W Last J e| Prior to joining the Association. April 9 in Dallas after a long ill-| Manchester, Eng. His wile sur- 
i he.- was master’ cavers. oni une! Gov.. Milliken was prominently | ness. He brought the first profes- | vives. 
‘ the CBS-TV. “of Folk Mu On ‘identified with the activities of the | sional ice hockey team to. the city. 

program, | «° usic ‘Baptist Church, the Y.M.C.A. and Surviving are his wife and son.| Sir Henry Tarner, 70). husband PU: SAM As a young man he also! 
had play ed” ‘parts © in. "Hollywood ! 
| Western film... 

His mother, ‘brother and - sister 
_ survive. 7 

JOHN Ww. SHULTZ_ 
Shultz, 46, . president. 

of the Patrick: Henry Broadcasting 
Corp., owner-operator of radio. sta-' 
‘tions WHEE, Martinsville, Va.,'and ! 
'. WHEO, Stuart, Va. died April. 19: 
‘in Martinsville : following’ a. heart | 
attack. A‘former mayer. of Mar- 
tinsville. he-also was general man- ; 
ager of. WHEE. 
“Shultz, .who. was a ‘broadcasting 

pioneer, started 28 yeas aga with ! 
WSJS. Wigston-Salem, N. C. Later : 
he switched, to a Greensboro, N: C., 
aon ‘then. ‘moved to Salisbury, 

‘ager of W STP.. Following this: stint 
‘he avent to Martinsville, where he} 
was with WMVA - ‘for 12: years be- | 
fore’ resigning, to: organize WHEE. : 

; . S¥DNEY D. WELLS | 
Sydney Dexter’ Wells, 57, bass « 

viol for ‘the past 30 seasons with ! 
the- Feronto Symphony and double’ 
hass with the Canadian Broadcast- 

_ ing Corp. orchestra for 12° ‘seasons, 
‘died April -23-.in Toronto..- 

After. studying at the Royal Con-: 
servatory..of Music in ‘Landon, he 
joined :a- ship's band- aboard ‘the 
‘Empress: ‘of “France: on a world 
cruise in. 1928, spent the next years 
in: film pitbands in. Britain: On 
coming to Canada ‘in. 1931, he 
joined the Toronto’ Symphony. -He 
‘also played at: the Stratford :On- 

' traio!’ Shakespearean | Festival. and 
the Vancouver Festival for the past: 
. {wa seasons, 

Survived . by wife, . two sons and 
a daughter. 

J = = . 

| _ CHARLES L. ONTKEAN 
: Charles Leonard QOntkean. 46, tv 
producer and -actor for the C ana- 
‘dian Broad¢asting Corp. and inde- 
pendent series, died April 27 in 

' Toronto. 
:.-One. of the original - ‘group. ‘“ap- 
| pearing in musicomedy. productions 
jin’ Theatre Under ‘the Stars,. Van- | 
couver, he came to Toronto 10 
years ago. He performed on Wayne. 

¥ Be Shuster shows. and ‘such ev 
series -as' “The: Last.of the. Mohi-: 
cans,” rp ueboat Annie” cand “Can- | 

| nonball."* 
Survived - 

daughter. 
wife, son and: 

“Ww ILL A AM F AIN 
William Fain. 44. an Amierican 

author, was found dead April 23- 
in his: Paris’ Aapartment., Police said ]. 
-he. apparently died ‘from an aver- 
dose - of sleeping. ‘pills: Letters 
‘found: ‘bythe police’ indicated that 
Fain had. been. despandent since 
'the death of his wife a month ago. 
‘Fain was the. author of two nov- 

els, latest. being “Cheers, Major 
Barlow, " a story -of wartime Lon- 
don and an Army “Air Force pub- 
lic relations officer. 

Hi. A: "RENHOLM 
‘H. A. :Renholm, 61, RCA: staff ! 

v.p. for distributor and commercial 
relations © in the. midwest, died 
jAprit. 23 in: Chicago: . 

Renholm: Joined RCA. in 1927, - 

Where he was general man-. 

| “Robert Alderson, 52, a freelance 
 phatographer 

‘Wagnerian baritone with the Met- jApril-22 in New York City after a 

of E. Arnot Robertson, film critic, 
‘broadcaster and author. drowned 
in the Thames April 2] near Lon- 
don, 

jthe Federal Council of Churches | 
:of Christ. : 
| Surviving are his widow. a son. 
Carl Jr..of North, Hollywood, and: 

JOHNNIE BENNETT 
. Johnnie Bennett, comedian, died 

. March 31 in Dudley, Eng. He had 
six daughters. {| just finished pantomime at Dudley. | Charles H. Tracy. 55. { 

He was the original Dopey with es ey, v camera- 
BEATRICE B. COLONY Harry Benet’s “Snow White” and'man for WBBM-TV. Chicago. died 

_ Mrs. Beatrice Booth Colony. 76, ; talso worked with Walker & Ray of a heart attack there April 26. 
granddaughter of John Wilkes; and Joe Boganny Bakers. ‘His wife and daughter survive. 
, Booth, died April 17 in Ft. Lauder- 

; dale, Fla. Co-owner with her hus- WALTER S. LADD Jock Mackay, comedian, died 
‘band. of the Barn Theatre.| Walter Schuyier Ladd, 75, long- } April 11 in London. 
Keene, ae i, tor directes 16 (time. stage actor, died April 14 in ———$_______ 

,years, She also had direcled plays {i Alhambra, Cal. He had appeared 
‘at the Ft. Lauderdale Little The- ‘on Broadway with such players as ; MARRIAGES 
‘atre. “Helen Hayes, Laurette Taylor and! Selma ‘Mikki Bornstein to 

«Martin S. Dworkin, Washington, 
April 9. Bride is a fashion de 
signer; he’s film critic for The Pie 

; Surviving are her. husband, Al- 
;fred Taylor. ‘Colony; a son and a 
daughter, . 

‘Charles Coburn. 
‘Three sisters survive. 

ANDREW SMITH | gressive. a ee 
“JOAQUIN SABADIE. Andrew Smith, 63, music critic: , Linda Gable to Jim Carmine, 

Philadelphia, April 7. Hes a Joaquin Sabadie, 74-year-old 
violinist and last surv iving charter ' 
member of the New Orleans Phil-. 
{harmoni¢- Symphony _ orchestra, 
| died: in New. Orleans April 27 after 
a lengthy illness. A: native of Spain, 
He came to New Orleans in 1909) 
‘to join the French Opera House 

of the London Daily Herald, died: 
April 24 in London. He had been | 
‘the sheet’s ‘music critic since 1949 ; 
and, prior to that, it’s chief copy- 
‘reader: 

‘WRCV salesman. 
Greta Welfford to David Ander- 

‘son, Hillingdon. Eng.. April 29. 
iHe is an assistant director. and 

Survived by his wife. ithe eldest son of director Michael 
Anderson. 

GEORGE G. MOULDING Terry Ashe to Wayne Creft, 

orchestra.. He helped organize the|. George G. Moulding, 49, theatre } April 17, New York. Both sre 
‘symphony orchestra. “director, died last week in Windsor. | th esps. . \ 
A daughter and two sons survive. :Eng. He was a director of Har-: Nancy Newbold Ryan to Ajsn 

a ' ,rogate White Rose Theatre and a! Brien, April 29, London. He 1s 
—_ GEORGE. HUTCHINSON - |committeeman of the Harrogate | theatre crilic 6f the London Sun- 

George ‘Hutchinson, 55, veteran | Theatre. Club. !day Telegraph; bride is the daugh- 
Survived by his wife. ter of Mrs. William Rhinelander 

{Stewart and Allan A. Ryan Jr. of 

_ - STAN WASSER ‘New York. . 
Stan Wasser. 33, jazz bassist. died _ Susan Mary Balaban to Duvid 

‘in a. gas-filled room, April 25 in Flaxman, Chicago, Apri} 1. Bride 

; ton’ 'S band at the Don Juan Club. 

.cinema manager, died. recently in 
Ossett, Eng. After becoming assist- |. 
ant’ ‘manager of the St. George’s| 
Hall, -Bradford, he managed thea- |. 
tres at. Saltaire. Batley and Yea- 
don, all in Yorkshire. For 28 vears } 

.of the H&E Balaban the.tre, tv 
he had managed the: Palladium, 
Ossett. p | He also had worked with Johnny : :and radio chain. no 

| Survived by his Wife. Gray, Tito Burns, the Jazzmen, Vic{ , Pat Powell Arnstein to Frauk 
8 Lewis and Vic Ash. Bade” Los Angeles, pe ae 

ride, a former model, is the 
| ROBERT ALDERSON -ANN JAMISON widow of Daniel Arnstein, taxicab 

tycoon; he has his own tv produe- 
‘ tion firm in Chneago. 

Deborah Cass t) Bernard Behr- 
ens, Stratford. Ont... April 22, 
Bride's an actress: he’s an actor. 

BIRTHS 

Ann Jamison, 51, opera and ra- 
theatrical work: -died ‘April 29 in dio singer who costarred on “Hol- | 
New York tollowing a heart: at- | lywood Hotel” show in the 30s 
tack. A native of Oklahoma, he did | with Dick Powell, died April 16 in: 

lenswork for such varying accounts | Hollywood. 
as Allied Artists Pictures and the} Surviving are her husband, son, 
Conn musical instrument : -firm ' daughter and sister. 

who did: extensive 

Surviving are - his wife, ‘two! ' Mr. and Mrs. Mickeys O;-ate. sen, 
‘brothers and two sisters: E. G. TCTRNER Chicago. April 20. Father i. a site- 
: E. G. Turner, 90, film equipment : ry singer. 

manifacturer, died recently in Mr. and Mrs. Alex McEwan, DAN TREISTER 
| Dan Treister, 50, Stanley War-; London. He ran the Front Projec-| daughter, Coldstream. Scotland, 
‘ner assistant zone manager and; tion Screen Co. and had been in| recently. Father 1 a tv folk-singer. 
‘film’ buyer, died of a heart attack j 'the business for nearly 50 years.| Mr. and Mrs. Tom O°NCill, daugh- 
‘April 16-in Hollywood while play- Survived by his wife. ter (their fifth'. Dclawezre County, 
ing tennis: Prior. to going to the . | Pa. March 29. Father is WRCV 
Coast, five and a half years ago,| C. Rivers Gadsby, 73, veteran| business manager. 
he. was in Stanley ‘Warner’s New| acter, died March 24 in London. Mr. and Mrs. Max Jafla. daugh- 

| York’ office and in Philadelphia; He was a singer in musical com-j ter, London, April 21. Mother is 
 pefore that. ‘ledy before turning to straight act-| opera singer Jean Grayston: tether 

Surviving are his wife and son.}ing. A. member” of the Stratford | is a violinist-conductor. 
Memorial company. between 1927-} Mr. and Mrs. Stan Dude!son, 

MARIE. MUHLMANN 45, he later joined Sir Donald son, Chicago, April 26. Father is 
| Marie Muhlmann, 91, former; Wolfit. ,syndicated sales manager tor 
music critic. for the Abendpost.. a ; Screen Gems there. 
German’ language newspaper, died | Mrs. Caroline Sodero, 70, widow ! Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lemon, 

. April 21 in Chicago. She was the Of Cesare Sodero, retired Metro- | son, Chicago, April 24. Father is 
conductor, died; WNBQ station manager here. 

Mr. and Mrs. Lee Polk, son, 
‘ropolitan Opera, and aunt of. Ar- ‘long illness. Surviving are three | April 20, New York. Father is 
thur. Fiedler, conductor of the Bos- sons, two daughters and a sister. | writer-preducer-director for WPIX- 
ton. Pops. Orchestra. TV. 

She is survived by a daughter. _ Dr. 3. W. Ivimey, 92. organist! Mr. and Mrs. William Hart, 
——_ ; and composer, died April 16 in ‘ daughter. New York, April 22. Fa- 

BILLIE SEATON Marlborough, Eng. Among. his ther is N. Y. sales manager for 
Mary Alice Seaton, known pro-jcompositions are a symphony, Screen Gems. 

fessionally as Billie Seaton, form-!.operettas and one grand opera,! Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Arthur, son, 
erly in yaudeville, died April 13 in |““The Rose of Lancaster.” New York, April 27. Father is with 
New York City. She had played the .  ,Joe Glaser’s Associated Booking 
N.Y. Palace and also hed appeared. , Herbert €. Brown, 59, onetime ; ; Corp. 

Wife. of the late Adolf Muhlmann, ‘politan Opera 
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id fe ails - . 
wark have - for dt: gem oe Sohn ft ; e-lch they re-enact one wartime, . . Abe Duntcv, James Me! ana -- r. ie 

me cene, ; ; : | intey and Obie Hiers. manage nent no? } Sean Kenny again shows is skill, - ‘ ot Y age In aiather- dramatic yventure,! “Gallows Hur ~ §$' a9 a designer. His main set of the j Morry Efron and Manning Gurlan’ same vein, It ty wv edmes von Gerlach home fs original and! arg “enrolling members in . the | the: conformity min some Of imaginative; and It fs neatly | Theatregoers Sponsor Club, to: erm living, whi¢ atl . adapted for use. In the- scenes in’ promote a subscription tryout .pro- | with" precision, ~ bo has top’ fea-!the room above. The Altont of the | gram in Cincinnati, Dayton, Colum-)and caustic obs, te More shows her, tile fs. an industrial -district -of j bus and S.ouisville. Fhe plan fs to: $age. camment, . has a vivarious : ee —— Richardson appre, ances well and sings 
sets his comedy In onnie Baxter. gives 

13 brief prologue by * _ and David Kernan | 
Htsn’ actor ‘who say, coral scenes. Othc. 
from the play becg " ast Iend adequate |- 
‘ed acting style can'g . : 
ta. the modern corr n ‘devised and 
ratreof being abla albert, with the 
from the hanged and color and 
head plays the pm J in the brisk 

| The story fs 3 ‘aged by Alfred 
Parts, the first. § .  Hatts, has. te- 
demned prleoner ‘ly on Venetian 
his wife after a "ve decor. 

[ence as a lawyeg, : Myro. 
‘{“open and shut — 

cause she dee om * ~ ‘Personal Management the hiccups ‘w. "+, gndoa, April 20. 
the court tha’ 
anyway, atid 

“| the. prison -ta. 

we Co, Lid Un asso r T CURTIS & AL WILDE. qin rae) ~MOR BET, NEW YORK. {it iin’s We cuin siva.| = 924 WEST 57TH STREET, NE [the galtows Berey) decors : , oe | , The second ¢ 
ioe. ‘s2'te top, | charzo, and the authors are come Vachtangov Theatre of Méscow, atdesire te aeerk ; o Diane Tilento Mand of language and: his facility | dramatic troupe which was sup. only to wear a? wot last Stock] for changing mood and pace als posed ta depart front the chestre| performs wits te sooee Banll Sycney | ways in evidence. W! ejto “make room for the Cubans ashes fn: his s 0 ESuliem Glover {guished cast, there is little doubt | agreed to stay on an extra few days| tually subdued b- *"Richard Butier| that it. will be @ Rot attraction for] as replacemacs "| eacape, even atte raan Gleyee | its short run, . tle ¢ Cubans | in the arms of tin The main setting for the thres-| mp mcs {OF a) lighting fo the € “Altona,” | acter Js the decorative rehearsal | ¢ a co8-(bim, The * wasin ‘asitoyr € a French» ‘ay, The J . Ges . us wife » 
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Nitery, Cafe Industry Feels Congress (sTRONG STI eT ANS 13 Chi Columnists Ponder Impact 
Of Hollywood Sex on Morality 

The nitery. and - restaurant in-+ 
dustry, -having gotten’ over the! 
initial shock of. the. “extremely 
low” .expense-aceount . allowances 
romulgatéed by. Secretary: of the 

Preasuty Douglas. Dillon, is now 
‘fnclined to. feel. that - ‘the | figures 
when. finally enacted by Congress. 
‘will reflect a “more realistic ap-|- 

-presentday Trequire- |. praisal . ‘of 
ments." 

Secretary Dillon’s recommenda-: 
tions call for. a limit.on. entertain- 
ment of. ‘business guests to one a ; 
day at a maximum. of $7, and. a 
$30. daily maximum ‘on. deductible 

expenses ‘for business travel. His 
‘proposal also ‘calls for complete} — 
-ellmination. of luxury -entertain- 
ment on: such: facilities as yachts, 
country. clubs .and other resorts, 
and would disallow. entertainment 
-of. guests in theatres and. niteries. 

The initial cries of doom. which 
first greeted the disclosure-of the: 
“Dillon code have’ been replaced 
by: the hope that Congress. -wilt 
yiew the -situation: in keeping with 
“present day requirements.” ‘It’s 
pointed, out that-most.of:the luxury: 

--yestaurants in New York, at least, 

ing. 
depend. on. expense account spend-.j 

Mitzi Green. will play the: 
Ethel Merman role in the only 
summer ‘theatre’ production of 
“Gypsy” this year when the 
musical {s’ presented for a two- 
week run June 6-18 at the 
Lamberty ille: (N_J.) Music .Cir- 
cus. 

- The original’ Broadway -pro-- 
duction, now touring with 
Miss |. Merman remaining as 
star, .{s scheduled to. play 
Chicago and the Coast during 
the summer: 

Spain Peeved As 
Moscow Overlaps 
Its Film Festival 

Madrid, May 9 

The International Federation ‘of: 

Mitzi’ s. Merman Mantle z 

May Soothe Expense Account Blues) STUNG CASTERS) 
By’ GEORGE ROSEN 

Washingtc~. May 9. 
The hottest ‘and most daring act. 

.jin broadcasting—Minow & Collins 
went. into its turn at the NAB 
-convention here this week and left 
‘a crowd. of some 2.000 American 
broadcasters more stunned than 
appreciative. Not that they were | 
expecting anything different, but 
if there were some hopeful pre- 
}NAB ‘convention signs that FCC] 
‘Chairman Newton Minow and NAB 
Prexy, LeRoy Collins might temper | 

| their message or modify their 
‘strong ‘positions relative to re- 

= '‘ sponsibility, the broadcasters were 
doomed to disappointment. 

. Minow, in particular, threw the ; 
book at the broadcasters, telling’ 

.|them, in effect; “Clean up your 
-..| Shows or get off the air.” It was! 
ithe most solemn ovation tif ovation 
‘it ean be called).in a dozen sens 
‘of NAB conventions.. 

The crux of the matter is that , 
large. segment of the nation’s 
broadcasters. are’ ‘apparently ‘hesi-. 

;tant: about facing up to present 
| day’. realities. and would rather 
they'd be left alone to. go on the'r 
merry money-making ‘wavs. 

‘You Are Up There’ LP 
The sounds of America's 

first astronaut flight have been 
put Into the groove by Colum- 
bia Records. Titled “9:34 
A.M. (E.S.T.)—May 5, 1961,” 
The LP was ready for distrt- 
bution Monday (8). 

The disk recap of U.S. Navy 
Commander Alan B. Shepard 
Jr.'s flight kicks off at the Cape 
Canaveral launching pad and 
follows through the count- 
down, blast off, the flight it- 
self, the return and the state- 
ment by President Kennedy. 
The package {is marrated by 
-Bob Trout and was edited and 
produced by Dan Bloom. 

Public the Loser 

‘If Pay-TV Comes, 
Sez NAB’s Collins 

“Much . of the ‘big .spenders: in, Film Producers’’-Assns. iFIAP:. is” find the new FEC chairman com. 
some -of the spits. are charging iti being criticized publicly. and’ pri- ing out in support of the new NAB 
‘up: to. .business.. Perhaps’ sone. of. 
this. will be = retained ‘under the ; 

(Continued on ‘page 94) 

‘Naa Beast’ Pix, Eichmann 
‘Trial Hurt You Karajan 
For His Next Tour of U. §.. 
The Berlin’ ‘Phitharmonie Or-| 

chestra will not: play: Philadelphia : 
on .[t3 next tour of the. U.S. asd: a. 

 thicd concert’ far Carnegie Hall,| snip’ in FIAP while the. Spanish | 
NLY., will probably be substituted. 
This is' an echo of ‘the anti-Nazl 
furote in Philadelphia. on the 
previous booking three. years ago. 

_The Philly prejudice is not against 
‘tha orchestra, but its chief con-: 
‘ductor, Herbert. vdn- Karajan... On 
the prior occasion. “Columbia Con- 
cert Management had” to: bring ; 
‘German musi¢ club mentbers by |. 
bus: from. outlying communities to: 
offset the. boyeott) in the efty: 

‘The Berlin Philharmonic ‘tour 
this time has new..political aspects } 
to deat with. including. the. worry - 
“of thé State Dept. lest its pet show- 
ease.city, West Berlin, be symbolic-.! 
ally picketed in the:.U.S. ‘Detroit, : 

’ previously as stirred up against von | 
Karajan as Philadelphia, seems to. 
have been ' mollified. : Part of the! 
delicacy rises from Columbia. (the 
Aagdre. Mertens’ unit? having guar- . 
‘anteed the orchestra $6,500 per. 

though part of this. - performance, 
will be paid in one spot, Ottawa, 
dy. the local German- consul. 

Two adverse faetors in 1961 are 
the new” 

Israel. : 

. wave: of. “Nazi, Beast" - 
‘films and. the Eichmann trial in’ at the’ Hollywood Bowl, a dizzying | ‘home, : 

,¥ately in film circles here ‘for aCe 
ceding to Moscow demands | ‘for! 
“festival -dates. this ‘summer “that 
overlap at both ends the July 817. 

|} San Sebastian International Film 
Festival. 

‘Argument here is. that the San 
‘Sebastian fete has been: cate- 
gorized as-one of the four majors 
for the past several years: and was 

, therefore entitled ‘to FIAP sup- 
i port in- assigning non- -conflicting 
dates. for the Moscow film fest- It 

jis ironically pointed. out that; 
Soviet filmites have no member-: 

‘film gathering ranks ywith Carnes, 
Berlin and Venice in official FIAP ; 

Spaniards.say FIAP should eyes, 
have: at. least obtained a compro- 
‘mise from. Moscow rganizers to 
‘give San” Sebastian aL non-compe- ' 
titive nod’ for at least half: way | 
‘through’ the Basque: silt er ‘seashell 
contest. 7 
--Though little or no “likelihood 

exists that’ Spain’ wil authorize 

‘ing will provide’a face-saving. an-. 
SW er for- Invite. rejects. vs 

‘Leontyne Price’s Good: 
Press, Now Up to. $4,500 | 

{. - Negra. soprano Leontyne Price 
“has run a.set of good notices at 

‘cert. platform fee. Prior to her 
Met. acclaim. ber top fee was: 

- $2,000. Now she’s averaging $4. 300 | 
. vand easy to book. 

::. Another Met figure,- Renata Te- 
baldi, may get $9,000 this summer 

figure for a soloist, 

film industry ‘participating at the 
Moscow . festival; overlap schedul-. 

: characterized by Goar Mestre, ex- 

the Met’ Qpera into a doubled con-. 

i... -Coniplete NAB convention 
_coverage in further detail 
starts on Page 24. 

t--- 

‘chieftain’s: tough Magna Carta, 

Washington, May 

a. 

Chicago, May 9. 
Three columnists on a_ single 

Chi newspaper are engaged In a 
tri-level debate on the state of 
motion picture morality, spurred 
by the Oscar awards to “Butter- 
fleld 8.” “The Apartment” and 
“Elmer (xantry.” 

Speaking for the prosecution is 
the somewhat cholerie television 
critic of the Chicago Sun-Times, 
Paul Molloy. For the defense, it's 
motion picture reviewer Eleanor 
Keen ‘“La Traviata is about a 
prostitute . . . Othello concerns 
misccgenation and uxoricide .. ."’) 
and gossip columnist Irv Kupeinet . 
(‘Movies simply mirror mores— 
yours and mine”). 

Molloy had previously comment- 
ed sharply on the moral standards 

_ of motion pictures and their effect 
on the home through teevee. Two 
weeks ago he devoted an entire 
column to the subject, headlined 
“Butterfield 8 Coming To Tele- 
Vision?,” In which he said that his 
reason for getting into the matter 
of modern motion pictures is that 
they can’t be disassociated from 
television. “Next season.” Molloy 
said, “30 per cent of all tv fare 
will be produced by the movie 
industry. It doesn’t take great 
arithmetic to anticipate the hal- 

NAB President LeRoy Collins’ ance of power three years henee.” 
warned the nation's broadcasters: 
in assembly here that if pay-ty se-. 
riously- takes hold, it could mean‘the balance of power from the 

| the elimination of free television networks and stations to the pis- 
as we now know it. 

with ifs vigorous stand, . couldn't | Pressing views that hardly came: 
-help..but induce shock. It’s some- {45 4 surprise, added. that such an | 
thing they’d rather not hear. But 
hear it they did—both from Collins 
on Monday ‘8 and. Minow today 
‘Tues.’, and combined, it had a 

. shattering effect. 
_In coming weeks and months, 
there. will be no end of industry- 
‘management '__— soul-searching in 

(Continued. on page 712i 

‘AM. TV Fidel’s Best 
’Weapons—Mestre 

Washington, May 9 
Fidel Castro’in-an “evil genius” 

who's able to wield radio, televi- 
sion and other media with “full Jm- 
-pact"’:on the Cuban masses. 

The Cuban dictator was thus 

iled Cuban broadcaster and_for- 
‘mer .supporter of Castro. in a 
‘speech to the Professional Broad- 
‘casting Assn.-on the eve of the 
| NAB conclave... 

Mestre, now a Buenos Aires tele- 
‘caster, dealt ‘out harsh criticism 
of U.S.«Latin American policies 
and called on this country to shed 
its “double standard’ approach. 

but pushes dictatorships 
‘(Continued on page 94) 

|. The U.S. preaches democracy at 

eventuality 
for broadeasters. 
losers,” he added, 
American people. 

“For the inevitable result, 
should pay-tv triumph, will be ay 
television fare which: will be no; 
improvement over what it is now, 

“But the real 

and the American people will have. fi 
to pay for it... NAB will oppose ,] indy" 
this perversion of broadcast chan- 
nels at every turn and with every ; 
resource.” 

- However, he warned that this. land did the melody: 
will mean providing more and 

would be disastrous 

Collins, ex-. ture studios. 

“would be the, 

He then went on to explain why 
he is so dismaved at the shift in 

“My concern,’ he 

(Continued on page 94: 
oe 

Quick Like An Astronaut, 
‘Lucky Lindy’ Songsmith 
Encores One to Shepard 

L. Wolfie Gilbert, who was the 
rst with a Lindbergh song ‘ “Lucky 

‘Feist; 1927+, has en- 
: cored with a pop song, “Astronaut 
: of Space «Alan Shepard:.” which 
(Feist also will publish. Ben Oak- 

in 1927, Abel 
was the tunesmith for the Baer 

more of the higher-quality pr O-. - Lindber gh paean. 

gramming which pay-tv promises ; 
that it will supply. “In this free: 
enterprise system of ours, the Way : songplugeing personality of 
to beat the competition is not to: 
rant.and rave but to win the loyal- 
ties of the customers. 

ing our product.” 

‘illiams’ 1962 Play In 

500G Pre-Prod. Pix Buy | 
Stark and Eliot Hyman Ray 

And we can! ‘bergh Lands.” 
do this most effectively by improv-; with ‘ 

Shelled out $500,000 for pic rights : 
to Tennessee Williams’ “Night of ; 
the Iguana,” his Broadway entry ' 
for next Season. . 

Same duo signed Eugene Frenke 
to produce four pix for Seven Arts, : 

| 
starting with filmization of the | 
Elizabeth Cooper novel, “No Little ; 
Thing.” Due to roll this summer. [ 

Gilbert recalls the pre-space Age 
“pioneer when “Prince” Piotti, a 

the 
1920s. stood by inthe WMCA-N UY ) 
studio for whe first flash, “Lind- 

{io burst into song 
‘Lucky Lindy.” The “Prince.” 

of course, was also instructed to 
forget everything if the news flash 

(Continued on page 943 

Baseball is spectacular on TY 
because of the Television Zoom- 
ar lens—a “must” for boxing. 

footbali—live ind 
taped studio productions. Tele- 
vision Zoomar is the originator 
of the ZOOMAR LENS—light- | 
est, fastest, most flexible zoom 
lens ever made. (Adv.) 

horse racing, 

we 



2 MISCELLANY 

Pamela Danova's Schoolmarm Role; 
2th Talent Potentials Hear What 

Directors Expect of Players, Etc.) 
Hollywood, May 9. 

Writer Nerman Corwin, pro- 
ducertdirectur Joseph L. Mankie- 
wiez, 20th-Fox music head’ Ted 
Kane, hair stylist Helen Turpin. | 
mekeup head Ben Nve have been 
lined up Ev Pamela Danova,- 20th- 
Fox New Talent Dept. head, for 
weekly lectures to 22 students in: 
current class. 

Flan of Miss Danava is to famil-' 
farize company’s roster of “stars: 
«f the ruture” with every facet of. 
business, diversifying list of speak-; 
ers who will lectare on different: 
Theses of biz. 

Four prominent personalities | 
have already given insight. to! 
students of their particular field | 
ef endeavor. Jonah Ruddy, British { 
correspondent who covers Holly. 
wood beat, teed off first semester 
with talk on “Actors Attitude To- 
wards Publicity.” He was followed 
by legit and film actress Nina Foch, 
whe discussed “Respect Your Pro-| 
fession.” Third was director Jose 
Ferrer on “What A Director Ex- 
Pects of Actors and Actresses.” 
Fourth, last Tuesday :2), was Joe 
Heams. ssncicated columnist for 
N.Y. 
Week Mavazine. as well as nation- 
al magazine writer. He dwelled on 
“Actor's Role in Publicity.” 

- One hour is reserved for speaker, 
usually followed by Q’s and. A’s. 
Hyams lest week invited interrup- 
tiens in his talk where questions 
might come up for immediate 
answers. 

Every male student must study 
Shakespeare's “All the World ITs 
A Stage” from “As You Like It.” 
The girls have a different speech, : 
frem “Joan of Lorraine.” 

Once a week a recording of 
students reciting speeches is made. 
Improvements — or vice versa — 
fro:n previous week are nated and 
recorded for front office. Producer 
Jcin Houseman is moderator. 

Beeause of his interest in “Julius 
Continued on page 94) 

Expect ‘MEL’ to Set New 
Mark for London Drury 

London, May 9. 
“My Fair Lady.” which started 

fis fevrth sear at the Drury Lane 
tast week. is figured to run through 
next vezr and thereby become the 
lengest-run show in the 298-year 
history of the theatre. Seats are 
new on sale for Christmas 1962. 

The musical has now been seen 
Py 2.275.000 reople, including 76.- 
O00 standees. Total number of per- 
furmances by the end of 1962 will 
be #1 ound 1,938, topping the “Okla- 
homa™ figure of 1,373 perform- 
ences at Drury Lane before trans- 
feiring for a further 170 perform- 
ances at the old Stoll Theatre. 

Subscription 

+ 

-TV 

thook is ‘Timberline’ and mx 

‘Ice’ Hot In USSR 
Moscow, May 9. 

John H. Harris’ American “Ice- 
Capades” revue. of 110 persous 
opened 

icores, despite Harris’ policy. 
ithe two-and-a-quarter-hour 
Sp caging to three hours. 

2 
had to have lights extinguished. 

Present plan is to stay in Mos- 
cow for 10 weeks, 
Kiev date. 

Uns:nkable Molly Brown’ 
Asking Price: $1,000,000; ; 

Willson Vexed At Metro: 
Hollywood, May 9. 

Asking price for film rights to. 
Meredith Willson’s Broadway mu-: 
sical, “The Unsinkable Molly 
Brown,” is $1,000,000, either in 

After 

j 

6 

lump sum or part cash with per-/]: 
centage to that figure. ; 

Herald Tribune and This} Not only has Warner bBrcs. and 
.20th-Fox been interested in musi-! 
cal. but also Columbia Pictures” 
and others. according to Wuilsen.: 
Fact that Metro released press sto- ; 

it was going to make Gene: 
Fowler’s book with same title got: 
Willson’s dander up: 

“Its an outright lie. Fowler’s 
story - 

is an original, of my own creation, ; 
not like newspaper stories in pub: 
lic domain.” 

Play has chalked up $1.500.000 

alltime high for Broadway house 
where advance sales are building . 
daily, according to author -com- 
poser, 

“Brown” sales tag is less than 
“Musie Man" figure, which WB 
bought from Willson for $1,000.0009 : 
:blus 10% of gross over $16,000.000.'' 

estimated — $30.000.000 , 
‘gross culled by “Man” from Broad- first pase 

Willson 

way, 22 albums, including original ‘ 
cost, set on Capitel which «has j 
more than 1.000.000 sales, touring: 
company ic U. S., London com-: 
pany. New road company takes to 
hinterlands in September. 

Looking to Spring. 1962, Will- 
son's next Will most likely be based 
on Americana idea written by 
IIenry and Phoebe Ephron for: 
films. Ephrons originally present-_ 
ed outline to Warners production } 
head William T. Orr who suggested : 
Willson as collaborator and com-. 
poser for it. 
weekends with Ephrons building’ 
enthusiasm. 

Meanwhile he's spending weex 
days on Warner lot, until August, . 
when producer-director Morton 
DaCosta winds “Man.” 
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minutes of ovations Russians |: 

| /Thurs.), Jeaves shortly on’ a cross- 

gross at Winter Garden, marking; country trip to try to line up an! 

He’s been working : 

sensationally here Satur-|. T 
day night 16) being forced to en-]-- 

Thus; | 
show i 

“PAUL ANKA 
As a young entertainer, grateful 

dropping the ! tor many breaks in a. short but very 
| Satisfying career, I see that’ the Na- 
tlonal Assn. of Broadac asters is un- 

| farting its annual. convention ban-~ 
ners--in Washington. I warnily 
j Salute’ the. nation's leading. com- 
Pmumicators and acknowledge with 
i thanks the .many opportunities the 
industry has. accorded me. 

Map Java Joint 

Plans to.organize a: cross-country |; 
coffee-house circuit to feature tour- 

.ing musicals and othér cafe-theatre 
‘entertainments has been initiated 
‘by Dave Gordon and Don Gregory. 
‘Gordon; who operates the Green- 
: Wich: Village Phase 2 cafe theatre. 
iwill use his club as a testing ground 
for shows, Prior to their key city 
trek. < 

Gregory, > whose presentation of 
“Lighthearted,” opéns a six-week 
‘engagement at Phase 2 tomorrow | 

‘itinerary. ef coffee house-theatres. i 
‘for the. proposed circuit. Although ! 
* Phase 2 does not operate as an! 
: Equity house, Gordon says that the | 
‘touring companies will be both 
Equity and AGVA ‘American Guild | 
‘of Variety Artists), in order to meet 
‘the union requirements: in the vari- | 
ous cities. 

| “Lighthearted” is aimed as the: 
kage to piay the proposed ; 

“route. 

FIRST 100 DAYS OF 
JFK CULTURE: ‘0’?, 

Washington, May 9. 
A Republican Congressman. con-! 

tends. that President J. F. Ken- 
“nedy once had a good | seript on 
the Government's Fole in the arts' 
—but when is there going to be a: 
performance? 

All talk and no action makes 
‘Jack a dull boy, in the opinion of ; 
Rep. Carroll Kearns ‘R.-Pa>, who' 
used’ to be a concert singer before : 
turning to politics. 

tician still interested in the arts, ! 
he gave the Kennedy ‘first 100° 

; days” &-pan.as. far as culture is | 
‘ concerried. 
i “Perhaps,” . sald’: Kearns in. ay 
‘speech to the U.S. House, “it is j 
, time to review the Democratic ac- 
‘complishments in the arts during 
{the first 100 days, relating them to. 
the eritire picture of the arts as it |}. 

' eight Republican years. There have 
| have -been: no Presidential mes- 

‘developed during the preceding! 

} sages ‘on the arts, such ‘as Presi- 
‘dent Eisenhower sent to Congress 
‘in asking for the passage of legisla- 
‘tion to establish ‘a Federal Ad- 
visory. Council on the Arts. 

i Naked in Cactus Garden, 
_Hwood Novel by Lasky Jr. 

By THOMAS M. PRYOR 
Hollywood, May 9. _ 

Jesse L.- Lasky. Jr. was _three- 

ness in partnership with his then 

and the late Cecil B.. DeMille. 
Later Lasky fils was to work on 
scripts of several DeMille pix, in- 
cluding “The 10 Commandments.” 

‘the lusty: growing years of filmdom 

on Hollywood Boulevard, than most 

(Continued on page 94) 
- 

Touring Circuit 

tites C.. Edwin Knill,- as v.p.. 

| 

\years-old in 1913 when ‘his late | 
{father entered the infant film busi- 

brother-in-law, .Samuel Goldwyn,. 

Circumstance of. birth brought {1} 
| Lasky into closer proximity with f- 

the sold. newspapers as a young-| 
ster, but not for need of the money,. 

of his literary contemporaries. This | 
‘is a rare background—or “twas 

Wednesday, May 10,. 1961 

Cherry Blossoms & the Classic 
‘High School Kids on Patriotic Trek to Nation’s. 
Capital ‘Culture-Indoctrinated’ by Mitchell Symph 

‘Home of Blues’ Label 
Memphis, May 9. 

Beale Street, long linked as ‘‘the 
: birthplace of the blues” where the 
late W 

et wee Blues, * has now... 
C. Handy penned: his “St. 

‘branched 
forth with a. record label under the 
tag of the “Home of the Blues.”. 

The label is the creation of Mrs. | 
:Celia Camp Hodge, civic. and. re- 
ligious worker here. The HOB has 
waxed several sides and just inked 
the famed Five Royales, Negro: 
quintet. Max Goldstein, erstwhile} 
j Vaudevillian, is the HOB sales 
| chief. | | 

‘Gold Medal: Enterprises’ 
Contemplates Broadway - 

Stages Financing Also 
Martin Poll's Gold Medal En- 

terprises, associated in three fu-| 
ture Paramount Pictures’ releases, 
has another side of the coin that 
projects into pre-production 
financing of Broadway legit prop-; 
erties. Much as possible, it’s 
plarned to pick them with an eye 
for ultimate film potential as w ell. 

Setup partners him. with legit- 

and 
Selma Tamber,  secretary-treas- 
urer, Former {js currently general 
_manager ofthe musical hit.““Came- 

| lot." Miss. Tamber has had. several 
stage. associations, chiefly as long- 
‘time. aide of. producer: ‘Herman 
Levin... 

Gold Medal, according’ to Poll, 
doesn’t have its own kitly for legit 
financing, but does have’ money 
available. to it for that purpose 

‘from “private sources.” © 
At the same time, Poll and Miss 

Tamber are aligned in a ‘secgnd 
pre-production finaneing operation 
with producer: Saint Suber, called - 
the Sainter .Co., which is specifi- 
cally designed ‘to provide initial; 

1 underwriting only for properties 
the latter will produce. First one 
slated:is the Ira Wallach. book, “Ab- 

i: 
J 

~> _ 

By JAY K. HOFFMAN 

Washington, May. Q. 
The. stereotype of our Nation's 

Capital ushering in spring with 
‘cherry blossoms, meandering tour- 
ists. and inadequate hotel facilities 
is absolutely. accurate. ‘The stereo- 
‘type of the same city. offering little - 
in the way of musical | activity at 
this time is inaccurate: — 

This has. been especially true 
during the. last: six years. when 
Howard Mitchell and the: National 
Symphony — Orchestra have’ pre- 
sented “Music tor Young Ameri- 
‘ca"—five free weeks of concerts 
for high school teenagers visiting 
the Nation’s Capital.. Nightly, dur-- 
ing the period of April 7 through 

.| May 11, one found ov erflowing al. 
diences | in the. new. 
‘auditorium,. 

- These weeks are a. fulfilment 
of the dream of Conductor Mitch-. 
ell; who felt that many young men 
and women coming to Washington 
each spring were missing a Vital... 
part of Washington by ‘not hearing 
its Symphony.. And since the reg- 
ular season. was normally finished 
by the time most students visited: 
| the city, there seemed po “way to 
introduce them. 

Mrs. Merriweather Post, a ‘long 
time patron of the National Sym- 
phony, sympathized. and. in 1956, 
through her vision. interest’ and- 
financial support Mitchell's. -idea 
became a reality. 
In order to insure attendance at 

the concerts, letters were sent to 
high school principals: senior class 
president, and: W ashington trip ~ 
sponsors. requesting . that alt 
-groups planning a W. ashington trip 
write to..Symphony . headquariers. 

lin order to assure. tickets. Cone .. 
| gressmen also wrote their -con- 
stituents. -ta inform them. of the 

‘Continued an page. 94) 

‘BMI Gives $1, 500 Award 
To Young ASCAP Cleffer 
Fred Myrow, 21-\ear-old son: of. 

State’ Dept. 

i sence of a Cello.” with the author | composer-conductor . Josef Myrow, 
ito do the stage adaptation. It's; 
planned for next season. 

Further distinguishing point viz 
‘the two entities is that Sainter will! Student: Composer 
i only involve itself on Broadway. 

’ and himself.a member of -ASCAP, 
'scored.a triple award last :- week 
for scholarship, including. a $1.500 

Award. ‘from 
the competitive. Broadcast Musie 

whereas Gold Medal is geared for |Inc.. The BMI organization so hon~ 
| either on- or off-Broadway, and| ors students and the. fact ‘that 

Its further free to make. deals with |.young Myrow happened to be a’ 
!any producer. 

| chairmanship and a stock. holding ! 
in the four-year-old Technical An- 

-imatian outfit, which ~ counts: 
! strongly on its Technimation proc-.| 
ess for future tv and theatrical 
film payoff. Process up ta now was 
employed only for signs and out- 
door displays, but the technical 

And asa poli- | way is now clear for its transfer to, Bess. and. Irving | Mills 

filmie use. And about that, says; 
‘Poll, ‘More arion. 

| 

-composer-member of the .Ameri-. 
Poll’s facets also Include the; can Society of Composers, Authors 

i-8 Publishers is accidental. 
Hollywood. lad: goes to. Rome ‘in 

: September on the Fulbright scho]- 
farship. just: awarded’ him. and 
j When: he gets back lie then enters 
i Brandeis University under a sim-. 
ilar scholastic honor. - 
He is the: oldest grandchild of 

‘the musia 
publisher). ° Their daughter, Bea- 
trice is Mrs. Josef Myrow. 

[ 
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hs Bat Finn? 
The air. pressurized-tent show to be put on by Itinerama, with 

Cinerama pictures could well have a revolutionary: effect. on exhibl- 
tion throughout the world. No one is saying this ‘kind of pre-fab 
exhibition palace will ever ‘take the . place of the. conventionat... 

‘theatre, naturally, 
_- But the structural prineiple wourd seem to lend itself ta adapta- 
‘tion by the drive e-ins—if.it indeed works. As for whether it. will 
be functional .or not, of course must remain to be ‘seen. 

Persons privvy. to-the operation, as detailed in another’ story, 
speculate as tothe. possibilities, however. The ozoners obviously 
can -operate only during dusk and dark, Natural daytime illumina-. 
tion renders the Photographic screen impotent. There's the night- 
-and-day difference. 

_- Speculation. centers “on: the. possibility of a- drive-in ‘shielding 
{tself from the light with the balloon. approach. Also thought about 
ds a protection from ‘unfavorable. weather that would be cheap and. 

' perhaps. as effective as brick. and. mortar... 

US. ‘Entertainment’ or Education 

In ‘Nazi Beast’ Films: Dutch Wonder 
‘Freddy Heineken, from the Hol-+ 

land beer dynasty of. the sanie! 
name, and Leo Van Munching, the | 

-.Heineken’s importer for ~ North j 
~~ America, 
from Lindy's: with a’ Variety man, 

- wondered about the, swastikas on | 
the marquees of both the Rivoli 
and Embassy . ‘Theatres, both of: 
‘which. have “Nazi beast” pix.’ |, 

_ “Are i. * Soliloquized. Heineken. 
they doing: it for money tmeaning | 
the boxoffice- or to: *educate’- .the . 
new generation?” 

“Or: course for us,’ he added, | 
*this’ was too close to be regarded. 

~ as movie entertainment, even tar 

day. 
"Holland- ‘born, now U.S. eitizen 

_ Van ‘Munchins. thought that the 
youth education” factor, as in the ' 

Eichmann’ trial, cannot :be over- 
Iwoked. ee 

Lehman’s Man 
On Par’s Board 

Paul -E. ‘Manheim: partner: of: 

walking down Broadway : 

Oscar Tune-In Of 70 
Sindlinger says ‘last month’s 

Osvar derby on tv-was watched: 
by. 63.900.000 or 7%. less than 
last. year's 67,600, 000. : 
More .females:. ‘than ‘males 

tuned in in all Sections of the - 
country. : 

‘Hammer’: s right Fim: 
_ Have Shears, Will Cut 
For Shurlock & Little: 

|. Original . print of American- In-* 
ternational’s ‘House - of Fright,” 

‘based on the Jekyll-Hyde ‘theme, | 
hit. clearance snags from both the 
Shurlock Office ‘and’ ‘Catholic Le- 

‘neers 
others. 

| World .Secretariats, 
‘Variety on. his arrival here from} 

| Gotham that “other countries have ‘dealing with more scope in films, 

PICTURES 

LATIN REPS 
Teun BIZ BIZERAFTS’ Net of $4 295, 000 for UA, 1960; 

Disks Only Unit Not in Black 
+ United Artists hit an all-time 

ANTIDOTE 10 REDS} 
Hollywood, May 9. 

American theatrical craft unions 
7 win have as their “guests” 
-{ penses paid) 

(all ex- 

representatives ‘of 
amusement crafts: 
Chile,. Colombia: and ther Latin 
republics when a “Founding Con-|. 
gress” of the new World Secre- 
tariat ‘of: Entertainment. Unions 

| meet May 19 at San Jose, Costa 
-| Rica. 

The decision to expedite the 
‘meeting by. lifting the travel and{ 

| hotel tab was made in a New York 
] meeting called by Richard Walsh; 
j chief of the International Aliance 
of: Theatrical Stage Employes. 
Others present were Herman 
Kenin, head of American Federa- 
tion of Musicians:. Don Conway, 
American Federation of Televi- 
sion and Radio Artists: Jackie 
Bright, American Guild of Variety 

Harold - Hoffman, Screen, 
Actors: Guild; George Hardy, In- 

| ternational Brotherhood of Elec-} 
trical Workers; Angus Duncan, 

Mexico, |. 

Oscar’s Golden Glow 
' United Artists reports a lwo-~ 
week gross of $3,512,763 na- 
tionally on its reissued Oscar 
combo, “Apartment” and “EL 
mer Gantry.” 

Films copped eight awards 
_ between them. 

Fugitives From TV Say 
Hollywood Production 

Pace a Lovely Rest: 
Hollywood, May 9. 

The adjustments to be made 

producing and directing films is, 
according to Bud Yorkin and 
iNorman Lear, “one of relaxation.” 

Pair, currently. at Paramount 
|where they’re -prepping “Come: 

cf. ‘t Blow Your Horn” as their first pic : 
|'Actors. Equity; George Smith, Na-, under their Tandem Productions - 

tional “Assn.. of Broadcast Engi- j banner for Paramount release said : 
and Technicians, among. 

Need to Get Going 
‘Commenting on American and 

Walsh told: 

- International Secretariats in the 
World ‘Secretariat “of Entertain- :. 
nent Unions. It's. now up to us to, 
form our own.‘ 

World: Secretariats are not new. 
They have existed, in industrial" 
and maritime trades, mostly with, once made. 

doing all the creative work except headquarters {in European cities, 

“the frenzied. pace of television : 
| compared to. film production 
amazing. We can now get a per- 
spective on our problems. we have , 
time produce a more qualitative 

‘product: Actually, it adds up to 

not just personalities.” 

Both Yorkin and Lear have some - 
ideas about making rictures, ideas . 
that. differ from the present con- ' 

‘ceptions, and, additionally, have 
“some ideas on how to exhibit a film : 

“A team such as ours, ! 

gion of Decency. So:AIP ‘scissored : : for ‘several:decades: Their purpose the acting, has an advantage over 

lease. comes May 17:0 
trénds, employers or. other. ferces 

| deemed detrimental to democratic “We are 

-pic prior to. bowing: it last. week in; is to exchange data as to practices, ‘the use of three persons, all sepa- 
Detroit and Cincinnati. General re. | indiyiduals,” Yorkin — said. 

two men who think alike 
rate 

_ Wasn't known: at presstime .if?trade unions, one nation helping; and we are in the key slots to su- 
filin was getting a. seal, but. that ! 

_was, presumption.’ at’ AIP for -the | 
“cuts: Someone: slipped, however, 
‘and ‘the deleted version still hasn't 

Lehman Bros.,:invéstment. bankers, been scanned. by-the Legion, whien | 
has been. naminated. for the. board ¢ at ‘first laoksee in March gave it-a 
eat at, Paramount vacated. via the 
death over‘a year ago. of” counsel | 
Louis - Phillips. Fhe wordat Par ‘is. 
that Mantieim was selected: just 

iB. rating—morally objectionable in 
‘part for all. L of D objected to sug- 
gestive : costuming” ‘and situations. 
Code office resisted for same 

because “he’s an, influential in: the. | reasons. 
financial: - ‘area; 

member ‘of the -directorate. 
Comment anent Manheim 

épropos only. in. that | ‘the Situation | 
at another ‘film company, namely. 
S0th- Fox, is -s0 :different. although 
still concerning Wall. :Streeters. in 
the case of the 20th company ‘cer- |. 

'40- Truck Caravan For Cinerama: 
tain Wall Streeters have demand- 
-ed,. and gotten, two. seats: ‘on the 
board and are taking B. role in 
managenient affairs.. 
“Manheim ‘owns: ‘only 100 shares 

of Par common, and obviously this 
means’ not too much. — 

Also. re Par, the. notice of the 
‘annual-meeting on June 6- further 
sets forth. that. Par v.p. Paul. Rai-. 
bourn. ts. indebted, to -the Auto- | designe d to tour a country just as 

does a circus, and specifically de- 
signed to ‘show. Cinerama pictures, 

metric subsidiary in the amount. of 
$108,000. He borrowed this.amount 
in line with : 
shares of. the Autometric voting 
shares ‘at $120,000: aggregate ‘price. 

. He's to: pay the balance by July 17, | 
a 1970: w ithout interest. 

Bronx’ § ‘Biograph ‘Studio 
Seeking Screen & Video . 

Coproduction. Associates: 
With Martin: Poll’s Gold ‘Medal. 
production setup departed, ‘his old : 
Bronx hq is now 
Biograph Studios ‘under the. Bio- 
graph. realty - ‘umbrella headed’ by. 
‘Ben Gertner. 

Gertner ‘is “dickerlig theatrical 
feature praduction | partnering him? 
with various indies associated. with | 
Major’ distribs, Object, of. course, 
is. to fill some open spaces at the ° 
Bronx fot. w here the major. enter-' 
prise. at present -is. the “Naked | 
City” teleseries | Some of the’ 
slack, however, should: be’ ‘taken | 
up when the new. Nat Hiken tv: 
‘akein, “tentatively ‘titled “Car 54, i 
Where | Are: You?” goes. into Pro: j 
duction there June: 26. oo \ 

he has no ideas | 
absut bein: ans thing but a frienaty | 

-his buying ° 12,06u | 

banniered «as , 

* Hammer. Films spooker ‘Teport- 
‘edly first went to Columbia, but |} 
;that.. company relinquished U.S. 
rights when. the seal: was denied 
over homo ‘angles. Original title 
was: “Two Faces of Dr. Jekyll,” 
whieh. AIP. switched for “commer. 
cial reasons: wo 

is ¢ 

-another when occasion arises. The: pervise the various compenents of 
germinal impulse for a World Sec- { the: film as it progresses from the 
retariat. of Entertainment Unions: writing stage to the finished film. 

gross income mark last year of 

$108,531,000, yielding a net of $4.- 

295,000, according to the film com- 

pany’s annual report. One reason 

is “that the statement iaftegrates 

earnings from various subsidiaries 
—Ziv, United Artiscs Associatid 

and UA Records. 

Per share earnings on common 

stock for ‘60 rose to $258, as 

against $2.47 for the previeus an- 

num. Report also note; that the 

‘60 net included a special credit of 
$797,000 arising from adiustment 

of éarlier reserves. 

All UA operations were in the 
‘| from writing, producing and direct- black Jast year, save for the di.k 

ing television. specials to writing, adjunct. Latier, however, was en- 
couraging via a last quarter dis- 
play of profit. 

Company’s robust position also 
{reflects additional mileage on the 
‘filmic side from last year’s record 
‘41 Oscar nominvations—a fact which 
-comes in for sume crowing in the 
: report. 

Statement doesn’t indicate, but 
it’s understood another modes! tel- 
‘evision package is in t!.* works 
:this: year. Last one put together 
‘for homescreen was made available 
‘early last year. 

Company's annual hoiders mect- 
‘ing is set for June 13 in the Astor 
Theatre, N. Y.. per c¢custona, 

‘Looks Like UA To 

Top $108,000,000 
Hollywood, May 9 

Possibilities of United Artists 

topping its last year’s overall grossa, 

came some years ago when, prior: All problems ¢ome directly to the ‘including subsids, of $168.009,000, 
to the Hungarian uprising, the- 
film studio unions of both Paris; 

two of us,” he continued, “thus ° 
‘making decisions and the picture's ! 

‘look very good.” vp. Max Younge- 

and Rome were notoriously rife. concept confined to our thinking.” ‘stein reported here Company's re- 

with Communists. One idea which Yorkin and Lear . ‘turn for 1961, he said. “should he 

U.S. labor wants South America ' Will utilize with “Come Blow Your ithe best ever and every week is 
under the anti-Red. Secretariat for : Born” is the use of many previews, : proving it.” 
this. hemisphere, as an integral. 
‘part of the whole: apparatus of: 

‘in seattered cilies and in various : 
economic levels. 

protecting free unions and coun-:films for the general public, not 
‘tries under .which 
flourish. 

‘In ‘addition ‘to himself and: 
Kenia, Walsh said number of j 
others who attended last month's ; 

(Continued on page 20) ~ 

they may | a segment of it, and therefore we : 
want the opinions of the general 

! public, those who are potential ! 
j theatre ticket buyers,” Lear added. : 
“It harpens,” he continued, “that ' 

{Continued on page don 

Novel ‘Circusing’ To Sticks In France 
~ By GENE ARNEEL. | 

A 3:000-seat mobile film thieatre. 

Will hit the road ‘in Frarice in mid- 
July.: Theatre structure is. an in-. 
flatable balloon that blows up to a 
Structure 210: feet, long, 144 feet. 

| wide and 62 feet high, , 

Itinerama, ‘8. A., a French eom-|{ 
pany ‘capitalized at $300, 000 has 

| been, formed. to present the travel- 
ing einema..and rights to the 
C’rama productions -have been 
cleared. Maurice: Dollfus, exec v.p.. 
‘of the outfit was in‘ New York’ froni 
Paris. ‘this. week to provide: the 
details. 
.: A-earavan of 40 trucks will: carry 
the. Plastic- ty pe ‘patloon, -a 100-foot:: 
‘curved ‘scréen, three C’rama pro- 

*‘jectors, full-sized. booth; sound and 
lighting... equipment, seats, rest 
‘ro'ms, -ticket’.booths, ‘generators, 
housing accomodations ‘for 

“crew - ete, 
“structure can be inflated ‘in 14 
minutes, the entire setting-up 
, operation can be completed in four 
"anda half .hours and dismantled: 
iw three, at ratte to Dollfus. 

Restriction 
Financing came from. private 

sources, ‘including .Europe. #1, 
which Is. a: ‘European radio com-| 

-Eplex.. Itinerama fs licensed by 
C'rama for the latter's pictures to 
be shown initially in France and 
French-speaking nations, with op- 
tions covering other countries of 
Europe's common market. One re- 
striction .is.that Itinerama Is re- 
straining. from doing business. 
within a radius of 50 miles of any 
C'rama theatrical installation. 

Actually there are ‘three cara- 
vans ready to roll, each one. to 
show a different C’rama picture, 
and criss-crossing France... This 
new departure in cinematic exhi- 
bition, said Dollfus, “is in the time- 
honored, traditional style of tour- 

ing 
“bringing their shows. to the people 
“of Europe’s villages, 

companies .of entertainers, 

cities . . ..I believe it would be 
in the. tradition af your showboat 
and your tent shows.” First show- 
ing is. scheduled for Angers. 
‘France.. 

the |. 
Fire-proof, gale-prooft 

Dolifus, who was president of 
the Ford -Co. ‘of France for 2t. 
years, is also a director of Hispano- 

The deal with C’rama provides 
that. Itinerama will acquire from 
C‘rama:.the projectors, screens, 
transistor sound system, technical! 

towns and. 

aid and the film product. Profits 
will be split evenly after operating 
‘expenses and taxes. 

Idea of the mobile theatre ori- 
ginated with Nicolas Reisint, presi- 
dent of C’rama. He approached 
French business interests five 
years ago with the plan, and re- 
search and development there- 
upon got underway. 

Never Acted 
Actually, when S. H. (Sit Fabian 

controlled Cinemara rights he 
spoke of caravan presentations 
throughout the United States but 
nothing came of this. Whether 
Itinerama will be brought to the 
States remains for future decisions, 
said Dollfus. 

The ballon structure principle is 
not entirely new, being now in use ! 
by the t. S. Army for storage de- 
pots. The structure is maintained 
by. pumping in slightly higher air 
pressure than that outside. Even if 
-a section were to be ripped off the 
building would remain erect for a 
considerable period of time. 

Suiza. He's a -cortiimander in the]. 
French. Legion of Honor. Chairman | 
of Itinerama is Jean Frydman, who 
‘also is head of Europe #1. 

Dollfus said the promotion will 
be akin to Barnum & Bailey. Ad- 
vance men will cover a specified 
route, make with the bally and ar- 
range for ticket sales. Radio will 
be used extensively in the cam- 
paizns. Itinerama then comes to 
town. 

“We will make ! 

-} Youngstein, who added,- 

UA will stick to its current plan 

of releasing from three to four pix 

;a month, he noted, two of them 

fe ‘A’s.” for a total of between 38 

‘and 40 for 1961-62 season 

Deal for UA to finance and dis- 
‘tribute number of films to be pro- 
duced by Roger Lewis. former 
publicity chief at UA homeoffice, 
also looks good. acco:dine to 

“I think 
we'll make a deal soon” 

Youngstein, who headed back to 
N. Y., is due to return in three 
weeks, and in five weeks heads fer 
Europe on one of his scouting 
trips. 

Field Exploiteers Get 
Pension Clause From 

Universal, Warners 
Universal and Warner’ Bros. 

have inked their initial pacts with 

Publicists Assn. East, repping 

field exploiteers. 

Two year agreements with Local 

872, International Alliance of The- 

atrical Stage Employes, call for a 

five day week, salary hike, and 

company contributions to the un- 

ion’s pension fund. Pact, inci- 

dentally, marks the first time a 

pension clause has heen stipu- 

lated. 

Union has previously had con- 
tracts with 20th-Fox, Columbia, 
Paramount and RKQO Theatres. 
Association only reps field men, 
and is not to be confused with sep- 
arate agreements the film compa- 
nies have with Screen Publicists 
Guild.. . 

Local 872 is still dickering with 
re.naining film majors, plus the ra: 
dio and tele networks. 
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leads with 
Jets on time/ 
TWA’s on-time Jet record is the best in the business. 

For over a year TWA has averaged decidedly better 

than its two transcontinental competitors, based on 

latest available data from the Civil Aeronautics Board. 

Seasoned Jet travelers know that TWA sets the Jet 

standard in the United States for on-time departure, 

on-time arrival...for schedule reliability. TWA is 

proud of its experienced team of Jet captains, flight 

and ground crews, maintenance men, meteorologists. 

Their skill made this extraordinary record possible. 

Next time you fly for business or pleasure, get there 

on time...aboard swift, dependable TWA SuperJets, 

Fly TWA SuperJets across the United States . 

2».and to feading cities In Europe and Asia 

Call your travel! agent or nearest TWA office 

US.A- EUROPE -AFRICA + ASIA 

ML 
THE SUPERJET AIRLINE 

*TWA THE SUPERJET AIRLINE Is a service mark owned exclusively by Trans World Airlines, Inc. 
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Never in Russia 
, Cannes, May 9. 

An ‘out-of-commission eleva- 
tor. trapping Cannes Film fest 
topper Robert Favre Le Bret 
and two Russian: officials, fur-- 
nished the early excitement at- 
tendant this vear’s meet—and 
that’s a switch. 

Mishap, for some unaccount- 
able reason—international jit- 
ters, perhaps—sparked ‘politi- 
cal assassination rumors 
around town’ as riot .gen- 
darmes cleared out the hotel 
lobby and. sealed all exits be- 

«fore if was learned how inno- 
cent the epjsode was. 

Occupying the stuck eleva- 
tor. for 16 minutes. with Le 
Bret were Sergei A. Vinogra- 
dov. Russ embassadoar to 
France, and Mme. Yekaterina. 
A Furtseva. Soviet culture 
mirister, 

Only comment afterward, 
‘from ai spokesman for the 
Russian contingent here. was 
“In? Russia’ this could not hap- 

__pen 

STILL BUT TWO PRINTS. 
OF ‘KING IN GRANDEUR, Whitman and Rod Steiger and Swiss-German +tar Marin eel 

Wednesday, “May 10,. 1961 

Strolling The Croisette 
Cannes, May: 9. ; 

For the first time since its in¢eption, the: Cannes Film ‘Festival has 

‘a first lady in the wife of the new prexy Michel. Fourre-Cormeray, 

Siren Adjemoya is part American and will preside at.one of the offi- 

cial Yank parties.. Heretofore. confirmed bachelor Philippe Erlanger 

presided.over the fest. The ‘director since the ‘beginning. has, of course, 

been and remains Robert Favre Le Bret . .. At one o'clock in the 

afternoon ev ery dzy some visiting celeb, thespian | or creator; is hast 

Yat an informal cocktail on tne Carlton Hotel terrace, ‘a gesture of the 

festival to make it easier for the press to meet ‘isiting personages ease 

Over 600 accredited press, radio and tv men are expected here plus 

plenty of film people of many nations. . 

Shirley Clarke in with her Manhattan-made. pie “The. Connectien” 
which will be shown out of competition. After being a fest suest for 
four days she rents a villa for the duration. She needs one with plenty: 
Of rooms since pic star Carl Lee is. expected as well as writer Jick 
; Gelber and beat writers Gregory Corso znd Alan Ginsberg. The j.:¢ 18 
‘about the beat and hipster milieu ... Italy is.a heavyweight contencer 
!with four pix in competition. Points up the closer ties hetween’ rhe 
i Italo and French industries. ‘The official pie “The Girl With the Va- 
jlise” has:French actor Jacques Perrin winle local star Jean- Paul Bel- 
; mondo is in two of the invited Dalo pix “Two Women” and “La V jac 
pea. ‘and Alain Delon is in the ’ast:invited item “What Joy of Living”? 
-also directed by a Frenchnian Rere Clement and with a Potish feamre 
‘star Barbara Lass .... Byitish cniry “The Mark” has Yar ociors Stuart 

Official Cannes Fest car will be the Fascel- Vega as. hewn 
Twenti¢th-Fox still has only two! opened on the beach cailed Anarchy and Liberty repping: the Ito 

70m -Grandcur 70) prints on itslentry * ‘What Joy ef Living’ about. anarchists in ‘Reme in. te Tans. 
“King and I.” which prints. were Motto of the club: will be that anything. goes... Local | pie’ hous s 
used during the recent Rivoli. date ' taking ads to the effect that a gala opening at a film house could buck 

.in New York ‘and will. also be used ‘the fest itself as was proved last year by a disgruntled Freach produe- 
for the run at Grauman’s Chinese er who preemed: his “Dialogues Des Carmelites” in town when te Vas 
in Los Angeles. starting May 9. 

Unlike the Rivoli date. which selection committee could lead te Fepeats this vear.. . As with ist 
| started out on a hardticket, 10-a- 

_ week policy,. the. Grauman's date. ,Via the British entry. This vear it is. “The Mark”. . . Prior to the un- 

-not invited and outdrew the Film Palace. Many pix dropned bv. the 

vear’s “Sons and Loversl’ 20th-Fex has a-stake: in ‘the. Cannes Fest 

- will open on_a grind policy, though’ “spooling of thé official Yank entry “Raisin in the. Svan" May 12): Co- 

a gn ng pS NP 

case with a 70m attraction. 

U. Ss. to Europe 
Richard Basehart 
Russel Crouse 
J, A. -L. Diamond 
Harry E. Gould 
Abel Green 
Sheldon Gunsherg 
Stanley, Kramer 
Henry Lester 
Howard Lindsay 
Enrique Madriguera 

; Giovanni Martinelli 
*. Gian Carlo Menatti 

Sidney Poitier 
Walter Reade Jr. 
Andres Segovia 
Cesare Sturani- 
Spencer Tracy’ 
Mary Ward’ 
Ri¢hard Widmark 
Billy Wilder 
Bernie Wilens 
Caroline Hood 

N. Y..to L. A, 
Mortimer Becker 
Carol Channing 
Don Conaway 
Lawrence Langner 
Arniina Marshall 
Ralph Meeker 
Bob Merrill 
Martin H. Poll 
Norman Reader 
Nicolas Reisini 
Ann Shoemaker 
_Zadel Skolovsky 

. LA. to N.Y, 
Morris Aaphier 
Buddy Basch 
Joey Bishop 
Robert Cummings 
Marlene Dietrich: 
Joha C. Flinn 
Peter Glenville 
Bob Goodfried 
Abner-J Greshler. 
-Leo Jaff e 
Robert I. Kronenberg 
Paul N. Lazarus Jr. 
Mervyn LeRoy 
Sol Lesser - 
Joseph E. Levine 
David A. Lipton 
Mona Lisa. 
Laurie Main 

Irving Mansfield 
James H. Nicholson 
‘Robert H. O'Brien. 
Donald O'Connor 
Patti Page 
Al Pellegrini 
‘Ziva Rodann 
Jesse Sandler 
-Spyros P. Skouras 
Dan Te: rel. 
‘Richard F.. Walsh 
James Woolf 

Europe to U. S. 
Samuel Z! Arkolf 
Melvin ‘Frank | 
George Pal 
Norman Panama 
“Witham G. Reich 
Lauis de Rac hemont 
Honey Sanders 
Paul. Steiner 

prices will be -raised ‘samewhat lumbia Continental peb rep. Jack Wiener will organize. au éxchus ve 

above normal. as is usually the luncheon at the private m iionaire’s club just outside of Cannes. ' e 
“Club de la Chateau A Casellares. Film's star Sidney Pcitier will he 
present as well as producer David Susskind. @rector Daniel Petrie 

_and Columbia prexy Abe Schneider .. 9 A rarity at fest'vais is t-e 
: presence of two pix directed by. women. One is Russianvard the ober 
; American. Former is Julia.Solnsteva whose: “The. Ardent. Years’ is, 
‘the Russo official entry. American is above mentioned | Shirley Cirke 
eae Walter Reade Jr. in. 4 

Otto Preminger was ‘told that ducal cen vahds for “ Exodas” wore 
| big and finally so!d en the black market for $3¢. When a UA exec ns ket: ‘A 
for an extra ticket so that a friend could take his Vile eit avid 
divorce, Prem quipped it would be best to take away nean’s cre ticket. 
and save the marrigge. A midnight: party fo! loved: ae Showine of. 
“Exodus” and a press luncheon next dav... Besides tee Intent atte 
Film Mart aspect the fest has also decided. to broacen. its connecuicns 

‘with the public as weil as trade resulars by unreeling all pix ih cane 
petition’ next day at.a 1.000-seat pie house in town Mit ove at Bp on. 
and one at 9 p.m. at $1 admission... The UFA costumer “La Fas ete? 

fis shooting in nearby Nice and tuking ‘advantace of {tiie he press lere 
'(by plastering posters around and inviting press to the sct. Michel Le 
| Royer, playing LaFaye‘te, “announced” his. ena comer! fo an metres 
lin the pic and it scems they met at the Cannes Fest lost veer. A La, Fiv- 
ette poster. has lwo Freneh flags and two Yank flags. cf foday, bunched 
into frames and hung.along the Croisctte drive, They are inedern fics 
and are supposed to rep the Yank-Fiench eniity of thuse early Amcri- 
can Revolutionary times. But. the rather. hedrazelled look Gf the &osg 

‘|had somebody remark thev laoked like symbols. of Algeria ‘and: Cuba 
Incidentally, the U.S. Mediterranean flect is in again and. acain - he 
old gag about insuring that Yanks. cet prizes has ceme up... A bomb 
‘scare had all, peopie carrying packages checked curing the “first day 
screenings. 

Many Americans here {as led to a veritable floating. Gin Rummy 
Game... Someone ‘has remarked that a Gin Rummy. prize should he 
instituted . . Jean Giono, the noted French novelist and scripter. was 
elected prexy of the Cannes feature film jury... . Multini e-sketch pix’ 
have again caught on in--France- alter the success ‘of the ald. guard 
seven-director, star cast pic “The French Woman. and: Love.” One is 
being finished “Famous Loves with one regular work’ng. director. 

“Love is 20 Years Old” is being prepped by. Paul Reustang to have 
noted new and jours Cirectors from France. Ttalv. Germany, Japan 
and the U.S. each do a seament for this pic. France will be repped hy 
Francois Truffaut vi:o- vill use the boy of bis: ‘The 400 Blows.” now 
17. Jean-Pierre Leaud. ['ai\’s segment will be done by -Roberto Ros- 
selini's son Benzo: \ esi: Germany by Marcel. con cf the late Max 
Ophuls; Japan b. Ishi Hara, a novelist essexing his ‘first pie. end the 
U.S. by Morris Engel. Ato will raturally concern yeunge leve and its 
bliss and problems. 

Japan has bigvesi dcievation cver sent to Cannes With 25 fil peep le: 
and five press people List year Japan had one- se: ‘ibe here . 2... There 
are two 70m films “Exocus” and the Russian ‘Story: of the ct dont. 
Years." Neither can be sown in town in the special : cotup. for. there- 
are no local faciltics for Tom yet . 2. Italo Technietlor rep Renzo: 
| Alonzo in with a suiort dep.cling new coler experimen s und uses by 
the company .o7 hours of projection will take place in the oficial 
section of the fest With another. 160 in outside activifies.. 

ON 

— 

It is bruited about that the Russo entry wes originally three hems. 
long but cut to 100 minutes for the test. A gagster quipped thet the 
rest may go to Veniec. , 

Mike Havas, Cortinental sales manager of Warners. in ona busman’ 3 
holiday . . . Maurice Silversein,. Metro foreign production topper. in: 

‘to huddle with Jaeques Bar w ha yn ads CIPRA in Paris. a‘productic a 
company backed by Metra ... Yank dubber of foresn pix for a 

jmarts, Peter Riethof. -:< cile to say cn his own voice. when he- aw 
vhatogs hesiegineg stanets en the beach, “Dow's steer wt ae cee pe 

| chites Cf tietr thict "2. Nicole Milinair. ex-French fenin rie film E10- 

ducer, and now Duchess of Redford. attended “Excdus.” 

Aiting Gary Cooper civen Uie Order of Arts and Letters by the.. 
i French fovernment it vos acecpicd in proxy ty Fred Zinneman. 
same order also s.404 Jepanese producer Masiachi Nagata. heed of: 
i: Daici Films ... Tre US LS teen D.aectors’ International Guid. group- 
ing over 500 filmi: ues ‘io make tv. regukarser documentary pm 
“outside” Hollywood. i... mi of ts. members meeting at the fost this 
week in conjunctio’g woth.tic meeting of the. buernat:otial Film Aue: 
thors’ Federation. Sever. Pos by members are being Shown ine luding 
the vidfilm “Sit-In” of Robért Yeung on U.S. race problemas, “Here At 
the Water's Edge.” i dsioitic film by Leo Hurwitz and Charles Pratt 
Lfilmed on N.Y. wateiiront and George Freedland’s “Music cn. the 
‘Forest’ entered in the Lurovisien Fest 

Sovict Mirfister of Culiu: e Yekaterina A. Furtseva in tor Russo- pie 
“Story of the Flan .ng Yca.s" along with Soviet Ambassador to France 
Sergei Vinogradov. 

Le 
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A Prophetess Honor at Home 
‘Cannes, May 9. 

American filmmakers - specializing’ in -art-type’ entries -have ‘a 
major problem ‘in marketing. their ‘product in. the United States 
‘unless they go by a circuitous foreign route—specifically, through . 
festival showcasing mainly, This is- the opinion. of Shirley Clarke, 
a: New Yorker who - directed “The Connection,” 
shown out of competition. at the Cannes Fest upon an honorary .. | 
Anvitation from the French. Federation of Film Authors. 

One key reason she cites is’ the “snobbery” among U:S. distribu- 
tors of the art pictures: ‘They assertedly feel that only a non-U.5.. 
‘film can ‘fall into’ the art category. 

Miss: ‘Clarke mentioned, for example. John. Cassavetes’ “Shad- 
‘ which got nowhere. in the Yank market until it won’ a prize 

‘at the Venice Festival: Lionel Rogosin with. “Come Back Africa” 
and “Morris Engel. with “Weddings and Babies” also had to re-. 
ceive recognition in foreign lands before the- break | came. in the 

ows.’ 

American market. 
Miss Clarke produced “Connection”. in association. with Lewis 

Allen at-a budget of: $170.000. It's based ‘on Jack Gelber’s off- 
Broadw ay. play of. the same title. 

Cannes Debut ‘N (Algiers, Austerity) 
But Mob Chants in Gayer Mood; 

By.. GENE. -MOSKOWITZ, 

~ Cannes,. May. 9: 
“The: 14th annual film festival of: “ 
Cannes. opened last Wednesday Rie 
ona: note of ‘considerable’ excite- |. 
Ment. despite the narrow squeak |: 
from its cancellation when the Al- 
gerian generals. did their gatintlet |- 
“dance until whistled off the- floor | 

In giving. ap- |. 
pi ov al for. Cannes to carry: on. the |. 

in- Paris. admonished | 
-and in: gesture to that |. 

‘own: opening | . 

by. Tall Charley.. 

" government 
“austerity” 
order the festival's 
party was cancelled. 

‘But there are-no° long. faces |. 
around. the hotels or beaches The: — 

The i tone is: markedly. cheerful: . 
numerical count should : be Jarge 
and efforts have been made, 
‘previously reported in VARIETY, to 
softpedal politics. on the. screen. 

“¢ 

main all 
~ FOR PRODUCTION) 

By SAM. SHAW | 

‘Vancouver, May 9. 
It seems certain now that Brit- 

ish. Columbia will have a film pro- 
duction centre-in operation by the 
‘end of this year. Work on Com- 

which ‘is being . 

| Vancouver site is moving rapidly 

main studios completed by the 
.| September target date. 

This was the official word from 
.|-Commonwealth president Oldrich 

-| Vaclavek-when queried at company 
Sotfices Clearing was completed 
“| in: ‘February and the studio site 

‘has. now been excavated, tempor- 
i ary drainage installed and concrete 
foundations poured as of this week. 

Vaclavek noted that this first. 
phase of the project will account: 

‘for $1,435,000 of the total esti-| 
| mated investment of. $4,000,000 
| Broken down, the figures work out 

| to $185,000 for property. $650,000 
for main studios and ‘$600,000 for 
studio— equipment: Balance of $2.- 
565,000 is made up of $1.000,000 
allocation for’ a 75-room Club- 
house, $800,000° for .a -75-room 
Lodge, $225,000 for nine-hole golf 
course and $540, 000 for ‘studio ex- 
pansion. 

‘More for Msgr. Little 
Monsignor: Thomas F.. Little, 

‘exectuive secretary. of the Na- 
tional League. of Decenc3: -has 
déen. elevated. from a Papal 
Chamberlain, ° -Very : Reverend 
Monsignor, to-a Domestic Pre-. 
late, Right Reverend Mon- 
Signor. | 

A priest. of the diocese of. 
‘Brooklyn, Msgr. Little is a 
‘consultant ‘te the Pontifical 
Commission for Motion Pic- 
tures, Radio ‘and’ Television. 

a production. centre in this area, 
although they will -not- come into: 
being until phase two of the proj- 

-“ ect. In actuality, the studio proj- ; 
ect is being carried out by an or- 
ganization consisting. of two com- 
panies, Panorama Estates Ltd. and | 

‘|Commonwealth Film Productions. ' 
| Panorama is the holding company 

. _ ee . 

pee oe “ Legion $a Bit 
which frayed - national ‘sensitivities ; 
at previous festivals 

_. There is, too, less” of the ald boy-" | 
ish hokum about: ‘where are the! 
dames?” Will this perhaps be the i. 
first festival at whic. no starlets: | 
are pitched into. the water for. the , 
photozraphers? Lo f- 

First night's. out: of-compétition } 
film, UA’s “Exodus”. brought in a 

| Sad as Bad Pix 

Do Glad Business 
The cinematic boxoffice today | 

Jand will 

specia' plane with Sal Mineo, Jill: 
‘Haworth, Peter. Lawford. and. 
Alexandra -Stewart. Where wives 
-of theattical personages were non- 
“pro they were Identified: in .the. 
handouts’ as “Mrs.- So-and-So™ but 
an exception owas. ‘made fer Mrs. 
Peter Vawford, 
reminded that she-was a sibling of 
the President of the .U nited States.’ 
The °“Exodus”” showing -was rich: 
with celebs, - ‘including’ the Duchess -. 

_of* “Bedford, . Simone ‘Signeret 
Daniel Gaubert, ‘Charles Azz 
Francois’ Arnoul. Micheline - Pp yo 
and ¥ves Montand. 

Added. Starters 
Two more features were put into: 

official competition at the last min- 
ute swelling the total to 30..Greek 
‘director Michael Cavoyannis’ “The. 
Wastrel,”-made in Italy in English ; 
‘from a novel by Frederic W ake-. 

iC ‘ontinued on page 19: 

ALLIED ARTISTS: 1330 _ 
PAID ON'54% PED. 

_ Hollywood, ‘May 9. 
Allied ‘Artists. Pictures ‘declared . 

quarterly. dividend of. 1334¢ per. 
‘ghare- on--company's- 5'2°7 « 
ferred stock, at meeting of direc- 
torate May 4. 

Melon. is “payable - June: 15. to 
stockholders. of record June 2. 

in ree oe 

“HAROLD ROBBINS’ NEW. NOVEL 
— 

"“Carpetbaggers’ 2d.to Treat With 
; Film Colony: 

“The ‘Carpetbaggers. ” second in! 
Harold... Robbins’ fictional (ORs 
“ith. a Hollywood . background. 

set for June 5 ‘publication by Tri ie which, for one, could find guid-!""The Enemy Within.” 
dent Press, 
sion of Pocket Books...” 
Shuster will distribute. 

the press. being 

pre-. 

provides the ‘sad: truth that not all | 

-Of.: ‘the: good. films are Riven the. 

public support which. their “excel- 

lence warrants.” w hile at the same 

-for. the entire development of the 
site, known as Panorama Park. 

own. the studios. with 
‘ Commonwealth - acting as . operat- 
ing company for the studios when 
equipped, and the Canadian film. 

| cluding performing tests. producing unit. 
The Rationale 

Key phrase in present planning 

» 

a 

monwealth Film Productions’ West |. 

{and builders expect to have the} 

_ANocations for recreational fa- | 
cilities are intriguing but Vaclavek ; offered. by Screen Actors Guild 
-explained they-are integral part of member Harold Q. Dyrenforth in! 
the original concept for setting up'the current issue of the Guild's | Sans dialoy in 

i 

PICTURES ) 

[Too Litera & Too Talky Plots; 
Radnitz Considers Hollywood 

In Grip of Own Stereotypes 
Sturdy ‘Legs’ 

Hollywood, May 9. 
Ray Danton, who playea 

title role in “The Rise and Falt 
of Legs Diamond” for Warner 
Bros. and again portrayed 
gangster in “Portrait of a Mob- 
ster,” will take over title char- 
aster in Allied Artists’ “The 
George Raft Story.” 

Film rolls as a Ben Schwalb 
production July 6. 

How to Reduce 

Unwieldy Army 

Of Film Actors 
Hollywood, Mav 9. 

Three possible “cures” for em- 

ployment problems of actors are 

bulletin. ° 

Under the heading of “Stop the 
'Debasement of Our Profession,” 
‘Dyrenforth suggests first a mora- 
torium on membership in the 
:Guild, with deaths and drop-outs 
lallowing for newcomers; secondly. 
adoption ‘of Actors’ Equity system 
for hiring foreign actors, issuing 

-| film form. 

By JACK PITMAN 

Robert Radnitz, unmarried kid- 
pix producer who left 20th-Fox re- 
cently for the Metro lot, articu- 
lates the point that the Hollywood 
concept of entertainment wears 
blinders. “Entertainment as far 
as I'm concerned is what gets peo- 
ple into theatres’—and, to extend 

| the axiom, keeps the public coming 
back. Construe it as a declara- 
tion that American film-making 
has a shopworn approach. 

Studio thinkers, thinks Radnitz, 
continually underestimate audi- 
ences by tabooing almost any- 
thing that might refreshen the 

i His thesis is that 
cinemstic expression is stale, 
rooted in literal plot and tedious 
‘exposition that overlooks fact that 
the cinema is basically a visual 
art. The old clung-to approach 
simply fuils to stir the imagina- 
tion anymore, and Radnitz avers 
this to be the prime cause for 
dwindling film audiences in this 
country. 

Producer's’ own expressed pen- 
chant is tor what he terms “pure 
film." \ © cin the visual aspect is 
primary a'd provocative. He cites, 
for ex:mole, about nine minutes 

“Misty,” his last 
moppet p.c at 20th and offivial en- 

i try at th‘s vear’s Venice Film Fest. 
| (His earlier “Dog of Flanders.” for 
| Same sludio, copped the children’s 
lass Jaurel at Venice last year.) 

Primarily Visual 
Audiences could be recaptured, 

ihe teels, it films are restored to 
theivy urimary visual function of 

‘producer can prove the necessity 

a permit for the job only when a prodding imaginations. In his own 
case, he precers to apply the con- 
| cept in the moppet pix sphere, so 
as to reach and. condition the 

| adult puslic of the future. The 
child's mird being more suscepti- 

written! ble of the imaginative process, 
tests to check applicant's command ; Radnitz tind. simple kid yarns 
"of the English language, and a quiz‘ ideal as departures from which to 

of hiring said actor: thirdly, make 
admission dependent on an exam- | 
ination to be held by recognized ex- 
perts in performing fields and in- | 

is “Co-Production” and beeause of ,on the basic history of theatre. 
duality of organizational struz ture : 
appreciable benefits exist for both: 

. S. and British fitm companies. 
‘in ‘Vaclavek’'s thinking. Features 

j stimulaic young imaginations. In 

These conclusions are drawn by‘ onal = nats argues that conven- 
;Dyrenforth as a result of figures, VORA “plot” pictures inhibi: the 

7°: of SAG mempber-. Mind. h-nce serve’ to erode inter- ‘that show 
ship earns less than $2.000 an- 

‘soe 

time many’ “bad” pictures, have® Produced .in Canada’ qualify . nually. He suggests above “cures” 
been * ‘unbeliev ably successful.” Ob-; British. quota films and are eligible: -would eliminate competition to! 

servation was miade by M2ssr.: for the Eady Plan subsidy if they: ‘actors by eliminating the “special” 

Thomas” F. Little, ‘exec secretary : 

of the National Legion. of Decency, 

morrow {Thurs.) ‘at 10:p.m. 

‘Msgr. Little. noted that. while 

ed. in the United Kingdom. Eadv | 

cised in the U. 
_ing of the film. Chairman of the 

jare made by persons ordinarily :hirees used for exploitation or hu-. 
Jesident in. or ¢ompanies register- , man interest, as well as giving op- . 

portunities: for SAG members in-; 
in a. talk on film. censorship. japed-: Plan also stipulates’ that central |} ctead of allowing for the 
‘for presentation on CBS Radio to management and business control ‘for unknowns.” 

; of such companies must be exer-'‘jections, from talent schools with! 
K. during: the mak-: 

“search ; 

strong statement, “A half dozen of’ 
the top talent schools in this coun- ; 

_the . public: was decrying. Holly- ; , board: of Panorama Estates is Vis- ;try are more than enough to supply ; 
a new talent the business needs.” Ww ood's S pre- occupation with ‘sex ‘and. 

violence, -such. ‘commendable. ‘prod-: 

uct as. “Sunrise, at Campohello.” 

-“Sundow ners” * and “Diary of -Anne 

Frank” - were “weak. 4 

‘He rapped the rash-of “spear and | 
sandal” epics as bad. in the sense. 

of being * ‘trash as entertainment.” 

, Others are bad: in a more serious! 

vein—‘‘they’ are’ bad socially.” He. 

identified these as the “sick” films, |: 
‘or so-called ‘‘adult.dramas which 
have been conceived by juveniles } 
and ‘heavily - sold. to adolescents.”’ 
‘He frowned, too, at the “cycle of 
films which have. glamorized and 

‘all but. canonized” the | 
gal. with the’ heart of gold. 

Priest: ‘said that in his- opinion | 
‘there's no denying some control 
over pictures is called for,-but he’s 
‘firmly: against political censorship. 
Instead. he continued, there should | 
be a .maximum: of individual -re- 
: sponsibility. “Only the half-hearted 
will ask the State to acc omplish the. | 
task which they as. parents. and* 

, citizens shoud be doing.” 

‘Best censor is an informed pub-. 1 

'nends ‘that the industry set: up its , 

count. Folkestone of Salisbury, 
i England and. directors include for- 
i mer U. K. Trade Commissioner 
| Harry Gldham and Tom Barty, sen- - 
jor partner of the -London law. 
firm, Boodle, Hatsfield & Co. 

For U.:S..companies, Vaclavek. 
notes that due to ihe generally 

: lower wage: scale. in Canada 
| American producers can either 
save money on their Canadian pro- 

'ductions’ or can achieve better 
quality productions by applying the 

(Continued ‘on: page 20) 

Discreet Is Word 

For Wald Serint 
On U.S. Labor 

*Jerry Wald has anticipated the 
Sensitivity of the American craft 

, unions to a film based on Attorney- 
General. Robert Kennedy's book. 

The future 
new” hard-cover divi-! ance in the Legion’s-ratings. As for. 20th Century-Fox release is being. 

Simon & a second: point, Msgr. Little. recom- researched and written with maxi-. 
.mum discretion, so as not to con- | 

This is the first novel. ‘in’ five! own: self-imposed system of classi- fuse the sheep with the wolves. 
Secretary. of Labor Arthur Gold-, | May Wong to the Festival last vear. years from Robbins: and is now be- ; 

ing’ onceoyered by studios. His! 
°"79 Park Av enue” 

fication as.(1) an information serv-. 
ice, -12)° a guarantee that morally. 

is set for filn-'w holesome films are produced and. organized labor, 
_ berg, 

‘MINNESOTA AMUS. C0. 
ADDS FIRST OZONER' 

Minneapolis, May 9. 
In its first excursion into the 

: drive-in theatre field, Minnesota 
"Amusement Co. 
; leased the 7-Hi drive-in fiye miies ° 

‘Paramount: has 

, west of Minneapolis after getting 
Federal okay under antitrust to 
acquire and run the _ property. 

Mac operates 27 ~—s four-wall . 
showhouses in 22 midwest cities. 
The 7-Hi is being leased from: 
former operators Sterling Jones ' 
and Maitland Frosch, retaining 

‘Eugene Plaiseance as manager. 

—~ me 

Repeating Dave Kane 

Detroit, May 9. 
David J.. Kane, Universal pub- 

licity and promotion rep in Mich- 
igan and Pennsylvania. has been 
reappointed to the speciai events 
committee for the third annual 
International Freedom Festival 

‘which celebrates harmony between 
Detroit and its across-the-river 

‘neighbor city, Windsor, Ontario. 

Kane was instrumental in bring- 
ing stars John Saxon and Anna . 

-himself- from ‘the ranks of! He will work on similar project’ 
is expected toy this year. Kane’s appointinent was: 

ete. He scotthes ob-i 

est, With result that the ticket-buy- 

ic ontinued on page 20) 

US. FILM SHOWMEN 
ABOUND IN CANNES 

Cannes, May 9. 
This year the prior U.S. oppa- 

sition tu Extopean film festivals as 
{ need!ess has melted so far as show- 
imen go. Thev are here in numbers 
and on a level of prestige which 
negates the “so what?” sneers of 
yesteryvears. 

jPresent at Cannes. for number 
are such figures as Arnold 

Picket and Francis Winikus of 
“United Artists, Ilva Lopert, Oscar 
iDancigers. Roger Sardou, Erie 
Pleskow, Abe Schneider, Mo Roth- 
man, Jack Weiner, David Susskind, 

meme ek 

{ 

Daniel Petrie. Don Murray, Tony 
Perkins. Anatole Litvak, Walter 
-Mirisch. Harold Simpson, Shirley 
Clarke, Fred Gronich, Jean Goid- 
jp wurm., Richard Davis, Walter 
;Reade Jr. Irwin Shapiro. Ed 
Kingsley. Fred Zinnemann. 

‘YOUR BOOTHMAN iS IATSE’ 

' Projectionists Pushing Union Label 
For Screen Credit 

International Alliance of Thea- 
trical State Employes, which used 
to plug it. projectionists in thea- 
tres yla a side at conclusion of the 
feature —uitil slide projectors were 
abandoned -ix now oftering to its 
locals and operators a 15-second 
film to serve the same purpose, 
Distribution is via National Screen 
Service, and the cost is $2 per clip 
plus postege . 
Biurb displays the IATSE seal 

‘and ai statement that “pictures 
t ° . 
shown in this theatre are project- 
ed by union operators,” with aaai- 

ing by Allied: Artists. Author vis a -3- a> means of forestalling . state closely scrutinize the screenplay in! ! announced by Detroit Mayor Louis tional info that they are members 
former U niver ‘sal exec,” \ censorship. tadvance of production. C. Miriani. fof the IA, 
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The Pleasure Of His 
Company — 
(COLOR) 

Generally pleasurable transla- 
tion of the hit play. Bolstered 
with good marquee cast. bright 
perfermances and snappy. di- 
rect'on, should be selid b.o. 
candidate. 

Hotis weed, April 20. 
Pelegse ef Weham Tee ere Berar ccint 
wats Fred Astuerae Tre bt PGCHe® ap. & : ws 

Sconehl’s. Lith Palmer, TaD Hunter: fi. - 
tres Georv Persad, Chorue Ramscbks. DP 
ye tacdd 61 Ceerte@ Seaton. QC ree tE 
SK owt eS seen the ple. od: 
Torna aoe tet La Os SKinners ¢ met 
Crechr velo: . Bube:t Bo uks. ¢diter + 

e: 6. ast) Crecters. Hel Perera, 
T. mh Pereen: muse. Alfred New man: 
seo Byeseqgs gov? of ates) Gareth. 
ae Stont ecseet rs. Hart Cabtah. can. 
awh! Rebbe: Pevreved st Gia ns 
Chines Spral 20. “@1. Raonning time. 
114 MINS. ; 
Pieter ?. ole - Fried Ast ne 
Jessie. Bos te Debbie Reva les 
Fo ts Peete heniy Lith Pab-ver 
keeer Henderson T. Bb Hunte 

Gary Werr "! 
2. Chobe Ruevles 

Hareld Yan 
*Elvia Albnui 

Jomes Deus herty 
Vye Ae Meat Bathe t @ 

Tev 
M:s4, Meaney 

AS is the case with many ¢ 
EBigact uk pley transiated to the 
screcu, “The Pleasure of His Com- 

pov mey strike some as veitoss, 
statie end confined for a “motion” 
picture. But the Perlberg-Seatin 
preduction happily retains most of 
tre play’s sophisticated pep—it’s 
Wilts. fast-paced patter—and adds 
tu tis tie intimacy of close-up 
Teachens, an extra dimension that 
cannot re matcled on a stage. Sea. 
acspite its shortcomings, it is a 
Winnine cuterteinment—not esne- 
cialiy original, 1 ot particularly o-.- 
citing, hut a winner nevertheles -. 
And, faramiount importance to 

the studio tat is releasing, it has 
the marcuee pune’ end popula: 
appeal to seare the necessary 
points thet are a pleasure lor any 

te 

. are 

tian Comopaiy, 

San.uel Taylor's sereenpl.y. 

based on the Broadway comedy. 
Cornelia Otis Skinner and he con- 
cocted is the sort of property that 
tises or falls with the comic ¢on- 
duct of the cast and the calibre 
of the direction. Those depart- 
ments, foitunately, are generally 
well represented in the film ver- 
sion. George Seaton's direction, 
fur the most part. indicates verve 
and humorous perception, letting 
ecown only briefly in the picture's 
jJethargic mid-ectien. 

Most ot the performances ae 
bright and keen-witted. and in cone 
Gy two cascs downright inven- 
tive. Fred A¢taire plays the role 
originated ty Cyril Ritchard on the 
stace, that of the prodical., middie- 
aced playboy papa who returns 
after a 15-20 year absence to visit 

"his weaithyv ca-vife “Lilli Palmer? 
and daughter Debbie Reynolds 
just prior te the latter's wedding. 
Beiance of the film consists of a 
centest of sorts in Which Astcire 
mere or less vies with his daueh- 
tess france for her affection over 
the pretestetions of the shrewd. 
‘knowing 3Tiss) Palmer and. the 
vexations of her present husbind, 
who has serse misgivings about his 
vies mtent ans with respect to 
the dashing interioper. Unlike the 
play in its ocicinal ferm, Astaire 
Mies off clone in the end. 
matters sppronimately the way 

*they were in the beginning. 

It ix Viss Paliner who steals the 
shou. Her reactions are 
gsimie ter the picture's stroncest 
camedy wil'ups, and she ee 
through equally fine during the 
Weaker sentimental passages. Sne 
jx an actress equipped with an er- 
viable supply of grace, poise and 
gcneial thespic know-how. end 
he. tnatuie geod looks make her 
ideally -suitable for this kind of 
9@'e- the Catenth: remantic but 
perceptively responsible woman cf 
the vorid. Its an outstanding per- 
formance. 

The vencrable Astaire isn’t very 
for helind. His legion of fans 
should be delighted at his 

8 

te induleé in 
st utting and casual crooning. and 
his familiar graceful mobility, 
even in vatking or just standing 
there, susse ts a kind of ser i- 
Gince, f:equently backstopped ry 
Fomante music Alfred Newnan s: 
that secnis cn the verse of terpsi- | 
cherean accompankvent, 

“he pictaze Relongs to the vet- 
tan ;lavers. Gary Meri‘ll i 
suacive as the husband. Chin ie 
Ruggies recresting his legit role: 
fire as the bemused, toleresc 
prandiather. Miss Reynelds has 
Many LOG moments, 

reeniied for the role. 
sce:ns to he a case of casting far 
the marauce rather than the story. 
Tab Hunter fits the part of her 

leaving | 

resp.on-. 

por- ~ 

trayal. The role even enahies him - 
a bit of ballreem 

hut actuaily | 

she no Janger is quite the incenne | 
With her it 

fiance, and Harold Fong inserts | 
some fun as the Oriental servant. 

“Pleasure” is a pretty picture, 
thanks to Robert Burks’ Techni-}. 

; color photography, the Hal Pereira- 
: : Tambi Larsen art’ direction, and 
the: incontparable scenic Wonders - 
of San Francisco. Alma Macrorie’s 

“editing is competent. Tube. 

The Little Shop Of 
Horrors 

Low er-berth camedy relief - 
fcr horror twin-bills. The 

comedy is low. 

- 

of Roger Cormen 
prodtction Wath -Jensthaat Haste. 7 Okie 
eoseph, Mel Wetles. Marthe Vail. Leola 
Weudentt. Dak Mille: NOG chrrecter 
rome gaNen" Directed bv 
Set nplav. Charles B. Grifieth: 
Atahre Deleell: editor. Marshall 
‘+ + prt director. Daniel Waller; nossic, 
Filed Katz: asestant director. 
Dacn Reviewed at Pix Theetre, 
ct, “ol. Running time. 70 MINS. 

Filmereap release 

April 

Reportedly ol ¥ two shooting 
devs and $22.500 went into 
nm «king of this picture, but limit- 

ed fiscal resources haven't) dz- 
terred Roger Corman. and 
same, resourceful little Filmgreup 

“tran whipping up a= serviceabie 
parody of a typical screen horror. 
muumber. It makes a Pandy support- 
ine attraction for shock features. 
Sti ipplying both comedy relief and 
offbeat diversion. 

Actually, “Little Shap of ‘Hor-: 
rors” .is kind of one big “siek” 
joke, but it’s 
ind cood-natured and there’s an 
vudience tor it. Written by Charles 
B. Griffith,’ the plot concerns a 
young. goofy. florist’s assistant 
who creates a talking; blood-suck- 
ing, man-eating plant. then feeds 
ib several customers from skid raw 
Iefore saeriticing himself fo the 
horticultural gods. This 
comedy, 
cent of parody is considerably less 
than 50-50, but the film comes up 
with several good laughs via its 
uild disregard for reality and its 
wacky characterizations. 

There is, for example. a fellow 
who visits the Skid Row 

qucts (“TI 
out-of-the-way places”). 
zlso the Yiddish proprietor, dis- 
tvessed by his botanical attraction 
“we not only got a talking -plint. 
ve got one dot makes = smart 
cracks”!, but centent ta let it de- 
\our as the shep flourishes. And 
there are assorted quacks, alcohol- 
tes, masochists, sadists and even a. 
pair cf private-eyes who couldn't 
solve ibe case of the disappearing 
i.. in a hothouse for’ Venus Fly- 
Traps. In shart, the fiim is a7’sort 
of rowdy vegetable that hits the. 
fumnshone in about the same way) 
that seeing a man slip on-a banana 
reel does. It's absurd, but differ- 
ent. 

Considering the minimal ex- 
pense and tame allotment, a hizh 
Cegiee of. technical proficiency 1S 
cxhibited. 
iv preposterous. Mel Welles. as 
the proprietor, and Jonathan 
haze, as the budding Luther Bur- 
Lank. are particularly capable. and: 
Jackie Joseph is decorative as the - 

is * ‘stiers girl, Comic support 
broad. sick and iow. but it plays. 
Eorticuituralists and vecetarians 
‘sill love it, especiatly on Arbor 
Day. Tube. 

The Bridge 
(Die Bruecke) ; 

Allied Artists release of this 
German pic was reviewed in 
VARIETY Feb. 3. ‘60, by Hans: 
“one of the most remarkable . 
German pictures in many 
months if not in many vears.” 
Pacifist theme and uncompro- 
mising realism: put. it in a lea- 
fue with “All Quiet on West- 
ern Front.” Hans called it: 
“most hard-hitting and authen- 
tic German war pic ‘turned out’ 
since 1945.” 
Yarn concerns seven 16-year- | 

eld) boys recruited into -Ger--. 
man army near end of World 
War II. Their devotion- to 
Fuehrer is their undoing, . all 
rut one being killed in a sense- 
iess baltle action. 

Review cited direction: by. 
Rernhard Wicki as “outstand- 
ing.” and Hass had special 
word of praise for cameraman 
Gerd von Bonin. Cast is no 
factor for Yank marquees, but’ 
honors both sides of. the pond 
plus’ beaucoup word-of-mouth 
and presumably excellent re- 
views) figure: to bring fine biz 
in the U.S. American premiere - 
is current. at the 68th Street 
Pleshouse, N. Y, 

Corman. 
eo mera, 
Nellan: 

Feetard. 

“the: 

his’ 

essentially harmiess.: : 

is low: 
to be suré, and the per-. 

flower , 
shop to munch on purchased bou-- 

like to eat in these little - 
There is; 

The acting is pleasant-~ 

Two Ww omen. 
UTALO-FREN cH) 

Excellent performances dis- 
_tinguish this “heavily dewn- 
beat art entry focused on war- 
time’ mother-daughter trayail, 
including rape..-Fine b.o. pros-- 
pects. 

Embassy Fictures release of Champicn’ 
ord. ‘tRome?-Les Films Marceau-Cocinar: 

, Societe . General de ‘Cinemitographie 
! Waris scoprodute tien, Stars Sopria Loven: 
| t Beimende. Were a 
Brawn, Raf Vallone. Produced by Certo 
‘Penti. Directed by. Vittorio DeNea. 
‘Screenplan by Cesere Z vattivi free the 
novel by Alberto Moravia: camera. Mi a io 

oe 

ePriettis ceiter. Actriana Navear i o9t 
C Mando > Tres ajoli: assistient = dis ceter. 

Lusia) Alessaneri  Previewed. Ari:l 27. 
"61. in NY. -Runnirg tune. 105 MINS. 
Cesira 6 Le... Sophia | Leren 
AMtietrele:) 2.0... .e0 0s * Jean Paul. Felme.ndo 
He sett occ eevee ees Elecnera Brawn 
Giovannt .....-..-..... . . Raf Vallone, 

Tf only'.en the hasis of Joe 
Levine's track record at the box- 
ofiice—meaning his exploitation 
savvy—his maiden aegis of an art 
picture. ‘tacquired for’ domestic. 
play at a-reputed. $300.000) might 
be figuied a certain, moneéymaker 
He has- aligned: a very probable 
b.o. click that 1s highly promet- 
able. _ 

“Two Wonien” has. 
weaknesses, but it eleo has 
of a lot going for it an the art cir- 
cuit. Carlo. Ponti, who produced, 
ard. Vittorio De Sica. wie divected, 
are a potent one-two for the inteli- 

cinematic : 
a heck 

centsia.. French thesp-Jean Paul: 
‘Belmondo «who scored in “Breath- 
less** must alse We reckoned a 
wicket asset. with Spanish noveiist 
Alberto. Moravia’s’ name lending 
literati lustre. : 

‘What. may sufprise. the buffs. 
though. is the standout contribu- 
tion of ‘star’ Sophia Loren in her 
least’ glamorous but..most impres- 
sive histrionic: jo to date. 

Much Moravian -epigram and 
ep roarism hays been re 4 nediin the 
screen, : translation. of his novel. 
‘There are also moments of keen 
shock, ineluding ::a couble ‘rape 
scene,. but not of a nature. lkely 
to raise censor hackles. Through- 
.out, the pic is laden with distalf- 
angled emotion, but the sentiment 
somehow never descends to the 
maudlin. 

i Cesare Zavattini's screenplay 

[Roman neighbor who agrees to be. 
| custodian of Miss -Loren’s grocery 
‘after he has his way with her. 

DeSica has directed in a. way. 
‘that maximizes the: anguish, yet. is 
free of melodrama. Armando Tro-:. 

'yajoli’s musi¢ is a compassionate 
'plus, and other technical aspects 
‘are ofa polished. calibre. 

Ht may also be noted for exhibi- 
tors that “Two Women” was the 
efficial Italian entry this. year ate 
the Cannes festivid, and before. 
that won for .Miss Loren Ituzly’s 
“ciiver . ribbon’ “equivalent to a. 
Holiywood Oscar: 

While a cut below. earlier pont- 
war neo-realist Italo. product. this 
one has performances’ and asso- 
ciated name value that bode brisk | 
boxoffice. Pit. 

Eve And The Fandvman | 
(COLOR) 

Peep show clocked in what is 
intended to be a satire. Sheuld 
do good biz in houses where . 
sex is the ‘big. attraction. 

Hallywood. May. 5. 
Pad Ram ‘Enterprises release of Russ. 

Meyer procuction. “Stes Eve: Meyer, 
Anthony-James Ryan Written ‘and ¢)- 
rected by Meyer: camera (Eastman). 
Mever. Reviewed at Pers Theatre, May 

‘G1. Running time, 64 MENS. . 5, 

“Eve and: the Handyman” is 
rourhly. the cinematic equivalent: 

‘of one of the more sophisticated: 

appears to have transferred Mora-. 
via with. scrupulous adherence to 
-the letter of the book. :if not quite 
the spirit—the irony and hope. 
There is only unremitting horror 
and. soul: ‘trying. for the two women 
—-the mother Miss Loren! and 
her 13-vear-old .daughter ‘new- 
comer ‘Eleanora Brown'-—as they 

.reel from. one ‘wartime adversity 
_to. another, cresting with their 
,marathon debauching by a band. of 
| Mor ocean soldiers. It is the grim 
j life in spades. and so bleak that 
audiences are apt to” puzzle ‘for a 
philosophic point. 

This and overlenzth 
some tedium. 
FO. 

meke for 
but it probably will: 

unnaticed to the ladies since’ 

customer, 

from 

. . t 

pose magazines: It is a slick slice 

ef sex suggestion, an anatomical 

peepathon accompanied by that® 

double-entendre narration that is. 

the hallmark of caption’ poets 
“Dude” to “Nugget” to 

“Playboy.” More often than not. 
the intended satire sinks into dou- 
bie talk, vulgarity and low. com- 
edy, but the filmi is evidence that, 
given more reputable channels ‘in 
which to direct his sxill. producer- 
director-writer-photographer Russ 
Mever caf “Mr. Teas” notoriety), 
who is responsible for this glori i- 
fied. hormone stimulant. might. 
prove he is more than a “mere 
tlesh- in-the- -pan impresario. — 

Fur its. class. tue pieture is 
somewhat above average. It is su- 
perior in style and entertainment 
valve to others af its iik currently 
pulling big boxoffice at theatres”. 
that. eater to the bare-habe-ogling 

so it ought ta.score at 
least equally as well along Film- 
dom’s “broadway circuit. 

‘Eve Mever is the star attraction, 7 
. undertaking. a-varicty of roles, sole | 

“Women” is definitely.a moist out-- 
ing for women. Stil, one wishes 
Adriana Novelli. had been more’ 
heartless ‘at editing. 

Yarn follows the mother and 
daughter when they leave Reme 
as bombing attacks jnciease and 
journey south to the oider womin’ s 
girlhood Millage -in? the mountains. 
They join the villagers and other 
refugees, including Belmondo as a 
-béspectacled and — disillusioned 
young intellectual.. He becomes 
smitten with the mother but hides 

i the fact ‘till: shortly before some 
: German troops requisition him as 
Sa guide. Many months later. frus- 
.trated by their existence and with 

ian boot, the mother decides they 
sshould return to Rome and their. 
grocery shop. En route, they are 
ravished by the Moroccans in a 
scene set symbolically. in a gutted 
church. The Jattack shocks’ the girl 
: numb, ‘and it: is ‘only ‘at the end, 
‘when she-hears of the death. of 
‘Belmondo. whom: .she. liked. that 
_she is. restored to normal grief. 

There are numerous moments 
of emotional piteh in all. this, 
mostly .via their: squalid 
_and the. strain imposed on their 
_ relationship. Miss Loren achieves 
‘what is easily her “finest hour” 
_on the sereen, faced-with the need 
‘to be. both woman and mother- 
‘Young Miss Brown shows an. amaz- 
ing insight to the awkward-age 

‘child—innocent, confused and emo- 
“tionally. searred.. An American, she 
‘delivers impressively ‘in: her debut 
' and is certain - to be heard from 
* anon. 
Belmondo, in .a cliche role as 

‘the physically timid egghead, man- 
‘ages the part plausibly. And in a 
“brief stint early in the film, Raf. 
| Vallone ‘convincingly limns the 

situation | 

1 Allied forces moving up the Ital-.-: 

es ev ne ea TD a 

amirably, 

distinction ‘among which amounts | 
to the number. and charact eristic , 
of garments in which she. is 
frocked and or unfrockéd. ‘Several 
other. young ladies’ are: intiinately 
scrutinized, too. The degree’ of 
nudity in. the film ranges from 
absolute zero from an- occasional’ 
aft vantage point) to form-fitting 
attire into which all forms fit -ad- 

-Anthony-James Ryan ‘js 
the handyman. Both he. and Miss 
Mever ‘pertorm skillfully. consid- 
‘ering the nature of their materiil. ' 

Meyer has an affinity for ex- 
tremely tight closeups. He will 
jam his lens right into someone's 
mouth for comic effect. Depending | 
upon where he is jamming ‘bis 
lens, it:-is fairly ‘effective: . But . 
Meyer would just as soon jam it’ 
into a Jadies’ toilet’ as he would: 
into an eye. And some of his sug- 
gestive symbolism motably a blast” 
of explosives. sight gags and sound. 
effects implying a sex. act) appeals: 
in- the most arrested ‘mentality 
way to the human animal's. grosser 
sense of humor. Tube, 

—. 

Hitler’ s Executioners. 
(Der Nuremberger Prozess). 
German documentary. ‘which 

played abroad as “Der Nurem< 
berger Prozess” ‘The Nurem- 
berg Trial), is heing released 
in this cowntry by Vitalite 

“Films (Sig Shore- -Joseph Har-... 
ris), 

Hans: in VARIETY Dee. 10, °58. * 
called it an “interesting, im- 
portant documentary reprise 
of. the Hitler madness. ” It was. 

further described as ovicctive:: 
Hans noting that the pie “ean 
‘skip any polemics since all 
scenes speak for: themselves.” 
Some of film's most. impres- 

sive footage is Russian-made 
and reputedly not secn in the 
U.S. before. Boxoffice _ pro- i 
spects are.figured bullish on a 
basis of current. interest ‘in 
“Nazi beast” era, \iz the Ejich- 
mann. trial and related ¢ine- 
matie: capitalization. © 

| 

fi 

‘and. nearby 

“er's thoughts. z 
.that the original production - idea 

— 

. She loses-him to -a_ rich _ 
girl she decides. to gct--him. back 

Odissea Nuda 
(Nude Odyssey) 

(ITALO-FRENCH) 
(Color) ; _ 

Rome, April. 25. 
Cineriz Yyelease of'a P. C. Mediterranee- 

(Rome?-Fyancinex . (Paris). copro- 
‘Stars Enrico Maria Salerno; feae 

Cineriz 
duction. 
tures Patricia Doleres Donlon, Venanting. 

Elisabeth Logue, 
nett. -Nafalie ‘Gasse.. Pauline. 
‘Charles Mau, Jack Russell, Giuha Mer 
‘serve. Arona. Directed by Franco. Rossi. 
‘Screenplay, Rossi. Ennio Det oncini. Cte 
‘Lavio Alessi. fram Sturs ‘by: Rossi, DeCone 
cini,.and’ Golfiero Colonna. ‘Camera (East 

Venantini. 

manculer -TotalScope... Alessandre D°Eva. 
"Music. As FL Lavannino.. Editor. OteHo 
Colangeli. At Fiamma. Rome. Running 
time. 120 MINS. 

Vaea Bene -. 
Remy,. 

Enrico: ......- 655-5 Enri ico Maria Salerno 
MAEVA (ve nec ec ee eines Eticabeth-.l.ogue 

. qeoare ve .... Nathalie, Gasse 
Turere ..-+.. nee eee tee Vaea Bennett 
Tinano +p. etec eee rene = ) Pauline Remy: 

AY ‘Eure opean finds a new purpose 
in life: ‘during a. visit to: the: Poly- 
.nesian ISands in this fine new fiim: - 

lacks ? by Franec Rossi, “Picture 
;marquee Value and is. el: perately 
slowpaced, but! should find” its 
audience among ‘savvy. filmgcers, 
everywhere. This copy. as -F10-" 
jected. appeared to he. bediy cut 
by censor. | 

Pic consists of: diary like. nota- 
: tions, both visual. and cemmented,. 
of a documentarist’s trip to: Tahitl 

‘islands. At first;: he 
succumbs to. its carefree life (and 
women, later. finds solace in its 
tranquility < 
tude. In conclusion, 
realizes. that one cannot 

how. ever, he 

And, so with new resignation and 
courage, he returrs to, the /hectie 
evervday | European existence. _ 
Director Rossi: ‘sketches his. tale 

in brief, rapid strokes at ‘first. not. 
sparing some biting comments on 
modern life. Then. as his eharae- 
ter 
Maria Salerno) is assimilated by 
his surroundings, the: film ga‘ns 
stature and importance until the 
hero Gecides to break out and face 
the music once more. Occasional: 
ly, though, the. pace lags too niuch, 
One feels that the island life has 
ceeplv affected the director-writ- 

and it's a-geod guess 

was | Sharply: modified after 1s 
makers had been exposed to the 
local: scene. 

‘Breathtaking . lensing’ bv Ales 
sandro -D’Eva are patt and parcel 
of a tasteful and: visually: exciting 
pie which triés.at all times to avoid. 
banal tropic island-isms. the only 
concession’ being an over-dazzling ': 

of beauties who pcpulate 

the hero’s Polynesian adventures. 
Mtisie by. A. F. Lavagnino is a 
further : plus, in this.added feather: 
in ‘Italian cinema's cap. ‘Hawk.. 

array 

‘La. Bride Sur Le € ow 
(The © Slack Reins): 

{FRENCH- C’SCOPE) - 
Paris. May 2. 

UF A-Camacico release of Jacques Roit- 
feld Francos. Film production... Stars Brie. 
gitte Bardal: features Michel Subor. Jace 
ques Rrberolles. Claude Brasseur, Mireille 
Dare. ‘Directed hy Roper Vadim. Screen- 
play, Jean Aurel, Claude Brule, Vadinn: 
camera. Robert Le Fvebre: edvior. Albert: 
Jurgencon. At Paris, | Paris. Running. ‘ome, 
85 MINS. 
Sophie ............60008- Brigute. Bardot. 
‘Alain ...... . Michek, Subor — 
Phihppe .. oo “ Jacques Ribercllés- 
Claude ... Claude’ Brasseur 
Barhara: eer see cere es Jac queline: James 

et ee 

‘The main appeal and _eommer- 
cial chances: «hroad for this one 
de;end ‘on the continuing pull of 
star Brigitte -Bardot. 
this as an uneven situation voinedy 
which. lacks the invention, zest, 
-pate and enough knowing thesp- 
ing. to keep it. soing.. The result is 
a pitehy work with ‘some clever 

end contemplative soli-. 

ror must. 
" not) escape life's responsibilities.. 

iwell underplayed by: Enirico. :~ 

Otherwise; |” 

‘hits -but most. subordinated to Miss- 
‘Bardot’s undressing, pouting and 
S@N- kitten'sh | ‘carryings-on, How- 

ever, “She remains chaste until. the. 
last: scene. . 

She :is cast: as ‘&. COVEr - girl in. 
love, with her photographer. 

by. making him jealous ‘via a: suitor 
Of hers:. 

‘and it~ proves. a. 
: happy. énding for both couples. 
‘Miss Bardot gets to do a suggestive. 
.dance in a skintight, flesh-colored 
- tights, busses her man. quite. thor- 
oughly.-and displays her.-.-dim-- 
wWitted: but charming. mannerisms 
as. Well as’ suutly concealed ‘nudism. 

Director: Roger Vadim.seems.to 

‘story very aéceptable. 
sets out to shoot her rival but is 
‘ dissuaded by her young flirt. - Then. 
“follows some forced gags, with the- 
trail: leading to a ski resort, and 

| some custard pie. tossing. 
‘Miss Bardot -is ‘properly and in- 

-Nocently. immoral and willingly - 
:seduced for. the film's main -sell- 
nig: feints, 20th-Fox has this for 

[the U.S. and it looks like something 
{for general distrib on. the Bardot: 
; monicker, But. arty chances: seem 
limited, ’ Mosk: 

W hen 7 
Americ an. 

. In the interim, she falls.“ 
for” the -decoy, 

_tlack the feeling:.for timing and” 
“-ehara¢terization to make ‘this. silly. mo 

Miss Bardot. a 
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Cannes Film 

The < ‘onnection 
_ Cannes, ‘May: 9. 

Lewis Alten-Shirley Clarke . production 
and release. With Warren Finnerty, 
$27 Gogdrow, James Anderson, Jerome 

aphael,. Carl Lee, William Redfield, Bar- 
ara’ Winchester. Directed and edited by 

Shirley. Clarke: Screenplay; Jack: Gelber 
from his. own. off-Broadway. play; cam- 
era, Arthur. Orni{z; music. Freddie Redd. 
“At Cannes | Film Fest.° Running: time.,. 110 

Warren Finnerty 
3-2 Gary _Goodrow 
.. James Anderson 

Sister «oo. 00.00... 
Director . clases - William Redfield 
J. J: ‘Burden “Gad ba eb ceey. Roéscoe. Brown 
‘Harry + ceca see ;-- .Henry: Proach 
Pian 2.0.00... ccs eee .:.. Freddie Redd 
AK ce eeceteccecceeveveee Jack McLean. 
Ct ee . Michael Mattos 

Druns coer Pile agen eee ees - Larry Richie | 

‘Hollywood, uU Ss. “att: ‘ttm distribs, 
‘foreign ‘capitals ‘and film: festivals | 
have: been made aware in the’ last. 
“couple of ‘years, of..an: interesting |... 
non-Hollywood independent: film- |: 
making group developing in N.Y. 

- This - “group: has definitely arrived 
with the - ‘latest indie’ ric, “The 
Connection.. which shows that: 
America can” make its own arty 
films. 

If by art. film Is’ meant. one. deal: | 
ina with an unusual’ theme in ai 
hon- -conventional and frank man- 
ner, this’ pic fits ‘this description ¢ 
aptly. The tale of a-group of: 
junkies waiting for: ‘their: fix ‘also : 
‘has an. edge and. tingle of ‘life; 
“which could mean specialized. depth" 
distrib. as well as art. slotting. Ht 
uses same off-color words, but they : 

-fire part of the scene and never j 
utilized for shock, Subject 
treated objectively, and, 

_ censor ‘problems séem. certain.,. it ; 
should. ‘have no trouble in some 
enlightened spots.: oo; 

i. An-arty documentary filmmaker: 
ois - supposed to be making a film: 
about a- ‘group “of supposedly real 
.dvug addicts in the pad and Leach! 
(Warren Finnerts. - a. fastidious, | 
re“ressed- homosexual. ' 
ment. is. ‘the heroin: that is to he 
-bouglit by ‘Someone called Cowboy 
(Carl Lee:.. But the addiets do not-! 
take. easily: to the filmic altempts ” 
of ‘the “square,” “that ‘is the unin- 

. tiated filmite. 
“They walk, wrangle, - joke and! 

chafe during their wait. “A group’) 
of musicians, also ‘waiting, - go into 
jazz_ pieces. The. musie is weil 
meshed as bota backgrounds and | 
the sudden.-dramatic underline or 
“break the “tenipo. Then ‘Cowboy 
atrives. britigine a Salvation Army 
woman who. saved. ‘him. fram the 

_police.. He gives the shots in: the * 
uncomprehending. ‘woman's’ 
ence who finally thinks they are: 
drinking | in ithe | bathroom, and | 
exits. 

The © ‘qitare filmaker takes his.; 
‘first shot to: understand the results. 
first-hand but only gels sick.’ “One 
takes an overdose and nearly dies: 
Teehnique of a flim, within a fitm 
‘Keens:. alive an . awareness that 
these may be real addicts. 
justification. of all lensing angles 
by the two would-be filmakers ‘via 
lens changes:and film: breaks allow 
editor-director Shirley Clarke to 
‘exercise a complete control. on this 
group of addicts. . 

There fs no. story but’ it is a suc- 
eessful, living: experience. “The 
characters, crisp lingo and wry -wit 
get laughs, for their seeming real- 
ity. ‘and ‘lack of ‘preaching have 
them acceptable. types that one ‘can. 

- There . are No: ‘phony’ laugh with. - 
draniaties here. ‘Many voice’ vague 
reasons for being: what ‘they “are. 
One says that most: people. are | 
hooked-in some way, and. they Just'y 
happen to have an. iNegal vice. : 

a Fhe result is a jotting. look at (he: 
“hip and beat. drug -crowd.:. Miss 

Clarke shows a definite filmic flair 
in’ keeping this one room pic. con- 

“~gtantls revealing: and absorbing. . 
Tensions grow and’ ebb,. 
_tions are made; and then the 
climax of a -newr-death leads. to a 
rout. of most -of them to. end tt all |. 

“on a muted: note. 
The. moody. “music of Freddie | 

‘Redd; Arthur Ornitz’s. atmospheric j 
Tetising, the ‘expe rt set ‘and, above , 
‘all; Miss Clarke's yirile handling: of 
this group. knits this into a unique 
vehicle. _ 

“Shadows,” “Come "Back Africa” | 
end “Wedding and. Babies” all won ! 
out-of-competilion.. prizes. at for- 

. ‘eign. fests. . “Connection”: 
“most technically - 
~ group, having been: made by . 
minimum all-union crew for $170. 
000.: 
Federation of IXsnch Film Atuthors }| OYE?’ 
in an oul-of-compelition spot.at tlie 
present.-Cannes' Fest. It-is in the | 
running for ‘he International Film 
Crilic’s award. 

.... Jerome Raphael: 
2 Carl Lee. 
“Barbara “Winchester. 

though. i 

-Their pas~ | 

pres-.. 

So the. 

-revela- | 

is the | 
perfect of the. 

Fest Pictures 
his own ‘play? flair tor characters 

“\and mood.are also a. plus. factor i 
| 

even if some.of ‘the final general 
reasons: for the: condition: of the 
characters ‘may be’ cursory. ' But 
the actors are all expert it giving 
these characters a density: of life. 

Finnerty’s | -Snarling,. petty pad 
owner; Lee’s commanding, strong 
Cowboy; William Redfield’s clumsy 
‘attempts as. the filmmaker; Gary 
Goodrow’'s . ‘psychopathic ‘member, 
James Anderson's. talky addict and |. 
Jerome ‘Raphael’s more -philosophi- | 
eal. one are’ all ‘standout. Miss 
Clarke, for her first feature, after. 
making some. ‘prizewinning shorts, 
has turned out a. tour de ‘Srosts, ce. 

osk: 

La Vv jaccia 
(The: ‘Bad Street: : 
‘TALIAND: oo, 

Cannes, “May ‘9. 
Titanus release of. an Alfredo Bini pro- ' 

| duction .. for’ Titanus-Arcofilm-Galatea, 
Stars :Claudia Cardinale, - Jean -Paul. Bel- 

| mondo, . Pietro .Germi, 
| ‘féatures Gabr iella’ Pallotta, Romolo Valli, : 
Gina’ Sanmureo, Franco, Balducci, Emma 
Baron; Marcella Valeri, Gianna Glaccheiti, 
Dante --Posani, Nando Angelini. Anrelio } 

| Nardi, Giuseppe. Tosi Directed by Mauro 
Bolognini: Screenplay.” Vasco: Pratolini, 

F.. Campanile,” Massitn» 
r om "nas el, “L’Eredita.”” ‘bs 
i test: eameéra. Leonlda Barbonl, 
1 Piers Pievion{; .with themes by. Debussy. 

Franciosa, ! 

_MIN 
Amerigo weeteeenee Jean Pout Belmondo ; 
Bianca’: wee deeeerees Claudia Cardinale’ 

! Stefano veer Pietro. Geimi 
-Paul: Frankeur Ferdinando .. . 

. Gabriella: Pallofta : Carmelinda. 
Dante’ ; 

i 

clegant period drama: avith a ‘top- 

! Mauro -Bolognini for prestige im- 
ipact.at. home. and abroad. Despile 
its many qualities, . this needs a 
{hard sell to. give it wider acrep- 
‘tance ‘because it’s more attuned to; 

taeftv theatres. — 
f Amerig.. J. P. Belmondo: is a 
| farmer s°son :- Who: prefers ‘city life j 
in the Florence of.1885 to work on 
his homestead. In love with: 

{ comely, - ‘young prostitute, “he. at 
| first steals money. from his -ancle | 
ita be with her. When the. family | 
-cuts .him off, he. even: seeks em- 
ployment “in. the call. house where 
shée works. Frustrated. by her chill 
‘Teactions’ to his— proposals, and: 
jealous of another one of her cli- 
ents, he gets: into a fight and is. 
kinfed. Rep ulsed: once.more by the 
girl, who eels. she has - suffered 
enough and doesn't want to be-in- 
\ volved, he drags himself away and 
dies alone, within” sight of his 
‘farm. ‘home. 

Filny is. a ‘atylist’s ‘delight, with i 
‘ costumes, sets, and Hehting in gen- |: 
‘eral, literally reeking. with. period 
| atmosphere. - So much so that at 
times that the action bogs.down to 

iaive way to’ pure. ‘setting. -Hence. 
the audience may get the. impres- | 
sion that nothing. is really going on |. 
at all. -But then director Bolog’ 
nini' adds a touch of humor 
drama, and sets’. things Tolling 
again, 
“Some: trimming ‘for pace. would | 

help, however. Claudia Cardinale 
is ‘excellent’ as: the voluptuous, 

onded by Jean Paul Belmonda as: 
the- farm boy. Pietro Germi con- 
tributes -a neat cameo as his stub- 
born’ father, as does Paul Frankeur 
as’ his unele: 
Sanmarco, as ihe-~ madam, 
Gabriella’ “Pallotta, -as a- younger 
sister, 

| lend colorful assists. _ 
Art’ director -Pierro. Tosi 

rd 

Standing: Work in recreating period 
jand° place with dazzling” efefct. 
| with an added. not to producer Al- 
fredo’ Bini for a praiseworthy co- 

fordination effort on ai diffiewi 
| pr oject:: Ha wh. : 

wy Annee Derniere A 
... Marienbad . 

(Last. Year in Marienbad)- - 
(FRE NCH-DYALISCOPE) 

‘Cannes, May 9.- 
Cocinor.” ‘release of « Terra-Cormoran- 

Precitel-Como-Argzos- Tammara-Cinetel-Salver | 
i Film-Cineriz | -_production.. With Delphine i 
Sesrie, ‘Georgio. Albértazzi, Sacha Piteoff.. 
‘Directed. bv - “Alain | Resnais.- .Sereenplas, 
‘Alain’ | Robbe-Grillet: camera. “Sacha 
| Vierny; -editor., Henri Colpi. At Gannes 
Fite: “Fest. ‘Running. time. 90 MIN 
Woman 24... : Delphine seve | 

{ Man: ve deeecetewt acces Sacha Pitoeff + 
Other ' Man toses ft oe. Sacha. Pitoeff 

One of. the: ‘favor ifes for repping. 
‘France at the presently unspooling. 

Jt. has been ‘invited -by the: Cannes Fest. . ‘this film was passed 
by Culture Minister Andre. 

Malraux. ‘It is a’ difficult. daring: 
film and a definite festival pie but. 
Was not pieked. It has been shown 

; in the outside commercial setup of: 

_ Sack. Gelber" s the. seripied ‘front (Continued on .page 190° 

Paul -Frankeur; : 

‘Mario, Pra- 
muste, 

At netnnes Film. Fest. Running. time. m6 

Rowolv Valli 

J ima ginalion. 

Also good are Gina. 
and 

Many : supporting players. 

de- 
| serves a separate hand for his, out-: 

“The Big Show 
(C’SCOPE-COLOR 

Familiar big top melodra-. 
matios. Bulky pic will have to 
bank on vigorous selling cam- 
paign, top production values 
and customary. family. appeal 
of circus fare to cash in. 

Hollywood, May 3. 

Stars 
Nehe 

man-James B. Clark production. 
Esther Williams, Cliff Robertson, 
miah Persoff. Robert Vaughn, 
Dean; features David Nelson, 
Christensen. Directed by Clark. Screen- ! 
lay, Sherdeman: camera (De Luxe), Otto 
eller; editor, Benjamin’ Laird; art di- 

rector, Ludwig  Reiber; music, Paul 
Sawtell. Bert. Shefter;: sound, - Walter 

-Ruhland,- Don McKay; assistant director, 
Herman Goebel. Reviewed at the studio, 
May 3, °61.--Running ‘time, 113 MINS.: 

Gary wo ccce ce eee cenees Esther Williams 
eevee chee ceeeen. Cliff Robertson 

Nehemiah Persoff 
wwe cent cee estes Robert Vaughn 

Carlotta: eee e eee eee etene Margia Dean 
Eric... cc cee eee eee ee . David Nelson 
Garda | ....¢. cece e ese ' €arol Christensen | 
Hang «2. .cseicccosccens Kurt Fecher 
Teresa oc... cee eeee Renata Mannhardt 
Fredrik ....... cee ese. Franco Andrei 
Vizzini .........-5.28.. ‘Peter Capell 
Lawyer sate ceeee Stephan Schnabe! ! 
Judge Richter ......... Carleton Young 
Ringmaster” .........- 

: Prosecutor were tosace 

A million dollars went into the 
| making of “Tne Big Show.” largest 
picture to stem from the 20th-Fox 
| Offspring wing eperated by Rohert | 
iL. Lippert. Being the type of 
‘product likely -to attract a huge 
| tyke turnout, fortified. with what is 
| purported to. be a half-million-dollar 
ad coin outlay, 

jexec producer’ Lippert’s impas- 
, sioned personal plea for a display 
lof shoxmanship zeal on the part 
| of its exhibitors, the picture has a 

fair change, if everything jells 
‘properly, to make a flashy boxoffice 

| spectacles. have In the. past. 
it it does, it will by and large 

‘and the target. of 

‘}another able player, 
ferociously — 
‘and manages to put some bite into 

‘| instills 

jtensen adds youthful 
| Persoff’s daughter, who finds hap- 

Twentieth-Fox release of Ted Sherde-i piness with a shy U.S. serviceman ; 

FILM REVIEWS 

with the role. Nehemiah Persoff, 
limns tne 

single-minded paper 

the gummy role. Robert Vaughn 
first haplessness, then 

menace, into his part of the mal- 
treated son driven into a demented 
craving for revenge. Carol Chris- 

beauty as 

*| amiably played by David Nelson. 
Margia ; Others who attract more than pass- : 
Carol: ing attention are Peter Capeil, ; 

4 

Margia Dean, Kurt Pechner, Franco 
Andrei and Renata Mannhardt, lat-_ 
ter especially interesting as the- 
polar bear trainer. 
Much of the film was shot in, 

Munich, and the exteriors happily 
impart some of the character of - 
that city, certainly improving the. 
‘overall appearance of the film.; 

Nd 

is} noteh cast and ‘stylish direction by | showing. as most “big” circus cine-. 
But . 

represent a triumph of salesman-- 
ship over. product, the odds against . 
which,. in today’s cautious. ‘en- 

! lizhtened. “show me” 
considerable, to say the least. 

There is a lot that catches and 

‘captivates 

but very little to tickte 
or exercise 

It (is, simply, 
“escape” —_ picture 

will 

duction, 
the mind 

old-fashioned 
which. some 
escape ints, 

prefer to escape from. 

‘have enjoyed ‘great . popularity, 
which no -douhbt helped. prompt tne 

‘| choice of vehicle, but-it is entirely 
| questionable a3 to whether the 
‘nublie can be enticed again to 
respond. wholeheartedly to an en- 
i tertainment that is as familiar ‘as it 

The. is, in this case, pretentious. 
time may have arrived for the ad- 
dition of .new dramatic scope and 
insight into the “big” circus pic- 
ture, 
‘product is to continue to thrive. 

Sherdeman’: ‘penned the tale and 
Clark. directed the picture. The 
‘former's scenario-is a busy, shallow 
tand far-fetched melodrama about 
ithe members of a European circus 

Punctuated by passages - 
serial ; 

‘family. 

{ ‘devoted 
and. bestial . 

-tao the . customary 

big top specialties, 
hardened-by-life prostie, ably ‘sec- i three romantic yarns and a kind of. 

-overal! saga ‘unravel. The 
romances involve two sons Jone 
good. one bad- and a daughter 
tgood: 
(bad blindly ‘addicted to circus 
‘life ..In the end. ali. the “bads” 
have’ neat!y. perished, (hus assuring 
the “goods” 
ism. 
The story. rather unnecessarily 

it seems, is told-in flashback. The 

ruins. the impact. of. several story! 
highlights. by serving as a ‘tipoff. 
Additionally, on the negative side, 
‘the: filps: is ‘awkward and heavily 
dependent: on coincidence in fts.: 
expository ‘section: and its charac-. 
ters, particularl, the ladies; are! 

shy. the desirable dimensioo. : 
| Moreover, the picture lacks a sense : 
of humor'and there is a lethargy 

i about some of the romantic pas-. 
! sages, several of which could either | 
‘have been snipped or accelerated 
by director Clark. The cczreus’ acts! 
themselves are- diverting and, in. 
lone or two ‘instances, 

| penseful, notably -the trapeze and 
highwire feats and a polar bear ' 
I sequence. They 

“Llensed: bv Otto Heller, 
Luxe Color photography is the pic- ; 
ture’s outstanding’ element. 

the eve In the Ted. 
Sherdemin-James. B. Clark. pro- 

of a’ domineering father 

ot happily-ever “af ter- 

technique diminishes: tension and.’ est, neither 

world, are: 
Ursula Poe... 

the’ 
an. 

be content to. 
while others: would 

Major circus: films in the past’ 

if the ‘onee-healthy. form of: 

- Frontiere; 

‘Circus sets, arena and behind-the- | 2 
scenes, reflect credit on the work: 
of art director Ludwig Reiber. : 
Benjamin Laird's editing is mec nan- : 
ically stable. Composers Paul .Saw- ‘ 

Philo Hauser | tell and Bert Shefter have installed © Josepn the Pilot 
Frau Stein .......-.2-- Mariza Tomic | the big top flavor into much of ; Customs Officer 

Gerd: Vespermann ; i their score, abandoning that theme | 
‘when the melodramatic fireworks © 
demand broad musical expression. 

Tube. 

The Right Approach 
(C‘SCOPE) 

| 
Shallow study of a heel in 
Hollywood. Cast lends some 
marquee value to otherwise 
lightweight prospect. 

. Hollywood, May. 5. ! 
Twentieth-Fox release of. Oscar Brod- 

ney production. Stars Juliet Prowse. . 
Frankie Vaughn, Martha Hyer, Gary 
Crosby, David McLean. Directed by David 
Butler. Screenplay, Fav and Mich«el. 
Kanin, based ‘on play by Garson Kanin;. 
ramera, Sim_ Leavitt; editor, Tom Me-, 
Adeo; art directors. Dunean Cramer, | 
Herman .A. Blumenthal: music, Dominic . 

sound, Arthur Kirbach, 
Moran; assistant director, Ad 
Reviewed at the studio, May ; 

*é61. Running time, 2 MINS. 
-. Juliet Prowse 

Frankie Vaughn 
Martha Heer 
Gary Crashy 

David MeLean : 
Jesse White 

Frank W. 
Schaumer. 
$. 

Leo Mack. 
Anne Perrv 
Rip Hulett 
Bill Sikulosie 
Brian Freer 

ee ed 

eee emer eme 8 

a ear 

ry 

Liz snd epee ccc eccces Jane Withers; 
Helen iw. cae. Rachel Stephens : 
Mitch: Mack ..-... . Steve Harris , 
G; anny wee - Paul von Schreiber : 
-Horacea . ........... Robert Casper : 

ed 

“The Right Approach” fs pre- 
cisely what this picture required. 
Jn tracing the weteorie rise and 
downfall of a Hollywood heel, it j 
overlooks the fact that even Holly- ; 
wood heels are human. It amounts ; 
to'a stereotypographical error that : 
lurches the entire project out of : 
focus. The Oscar Brodney produc- 
tion for 20th-Fox will have to rely ! 
primarily on its ampie array of - 
relatively fresh cast names for 
boxoffice stimulus. Otherwise, it's 
a pretty lean prospect. 

Based on a play by Garson 
Kanin, the Fay and Michael Kanin 

‘scenario describes the method by ' 

: Of a 

: deliberately, 3) stoke a carhop into 

eee 

ot 

which .a slick and unscrupulous 
acting aspirant ‘Frankie Vaugiin) 
arrives in the film capital and pro- . 
ceeds to: 1: break up the harmony 

‘bachelor establishment in-: 
habited by five fmcredibdly native - 
young gentlemen playing hosse, 
2: wreck two potential love affairs, 

unwed motherhood, 4) chisel every 
last five spot he sights, 5) con his 
way, onto the cover of a national: ! eae : : 

_ these additiony occurs rieht at the mag. 
Vaughn tries hard by the un-. 

savory character. but doesn't get 
very far. His warbling of a couple : 
of tunes reveals savvy and show- 
manship in selling a song, but 
nothing exceptional in the way of 
voice. Juliet Prowse and Martha. 
Hyer supply the romantic inter- 

with a great deal of 
- success. The five lads conned by 
Vaughn are Gary Crosby, David : 
‘McLean, Steve Harris, Robert 
Casper and Paul von Schreiber. 
Each has some good moments. : 
Jane Withers and Jesse White | 
manage to insert some comedy ! 

telief. 
David Butler's -direction fails: to 

‘instill ‘the desirable fluidity into 
.the film as a whole or into many 
of. thé individual scenes. Sam : 
Leavitt's lenswork and Tom Mc- 
‘Adoo’s editing are adequate. Art 

. directors Duncan Cromer and Her- . 
quite ‘sus-. 

are dexterously ; 
whose De; 

man A.°Blumenthal have whipped : 
up an interesting central set—a, 
“South Seas” type of restaurant ; 
converted. into a kind of bachelor; 
barracks. Dominic Frontiere’s back- | 

; ground music, largely of a rhy- 
- thmical pop nature, has a tendency ! 

. Supporting Actor” 

‘sereen essentials, 

‘retain the 
‘toneqe-n-ehe ‘: 

a mm tae oe ee 

: variety 

‘hilarious ‘commentary 

: guage. 

as 

Romanoff And Juliet 
(COLOR) 

From Peter Ustinov’s witty 
legit spoof of modern political 
cranky hanky-panky, a lively 
nerry film only slightly di- 
luted in translation t» screen. 
Satisfactory b.o. looms. 

Hollywood, Mav 4. 
Universal releases of Petes Ustinay 

Production Sters Ustinev. Sendra Dee 
John Gavin, Akim Tamitot?. Directed 
and screenplay by Ustinev, bused on his 
play: camera (Technicolor, Robert Krae 

. Alexander Trauner; music, Masia Nascio- 
bene: sound, Sash Fi-he:: assistant df- 
rector. Gue Aegosti Reviewed at Fire 

; Arts Theatre, May 4. "61. Running tima. 
; 103 MINS. 
General . Peter U stinoy 
Juliet Moulsworth | Sandra Dee 
Igor Romanutf weeee Joha Gav:n 
Vadim Romanoff = ..... Akim Tarruroffé 

: Beuluh Moulsworth ... Alia Talton 
Freddie j  ..... Rik Von Nutier 
Hooper Moulsworth oe: Soon Phill... 

Peter Jones o oe 
Evdokia Roman: Mf ... Tima Shasne 
Marfa Suranne Cloutier 

i Patriarch  .. wwe Blwird Atienza 
: Randle Wix ~~ ...... Johu Alderson 
i Chief Executive Thomas Chalmers 
>The Spy iia an Cart Don 

at UN. .... Tonio Sslwart 
Renate Chsantont 

Booth Colman 
Moutrd Budberg 

President 

Some of the satiric toxin has 
“gone out of Peter Ustinov's “Roma- 
noff and Juliet” in its cinemeta- 
morphosis. but enough of the 
comie chemistry remains to indvce 
a favorable reaction from any audl- 
ence. If good pictures mean good 
boxoffice tand would that) they 
Bs arie by di) then t+ GF niversai 
release will he a profitable con- 
tender, although ils gross potential 
fisures to Hie in the madest. as 
opposed to the blockbuster, rane 
of the commercial specthum 

Vstinov’s ot n tiatnedic persone 
ality, his gifts not only as a per- 
former-lineu'st-satirist but as an 
outstanding human beige, and hig 
sSiny pew Neadory ward as “Best 

Will Serve ag 
the film’s. ace lure. particularly: 

‘for more = diserimiasting  indi- 
viduais who will be attracted frr- 
ther by the reputation of the hit 

- play itself. As a most, Pnoortiat 
added come-on for general auvdi- 

.ences, especially in tts countes, 
producer Ustinov kas shrewdly 
cast Sandra Dee and Join Gain 
in the key romantic rofes Thea 
product itself should du the rest 
| of the selling job. 

In adapting 
“Romanoff” to 

and — trini:.ing 
103°) minutes of 
it appears as if 

i Ustinoy hes added a little ‘ca 
'water to his hot and shkly arid 
? solution, presumah'iv to make it 
more palatable for tie not-quite- 

- "arp eo gy agliewes that yu: $ 
(a film. where ft will ns. a ples. 
The picture, as compared te 4s 
source, see:rns confusing 
and slightly lopsided, 
that its best 
the first halt. 

But these are only minor rese:- 
vations inspired by ai nvroteund 
resnect for the Ustinov talent. For 
Ustinov has managed not orl. to 

lion’s share of hi¢ 
seco at polit al 

diplomatic pomposity 

iy SHHLS, 
in 1° > sense 

moments occur in 

hvprocerisy, 
>and general 20th century lack of 
harmony or philosophical persy -e- 
tive, but he has added sevecal 
noteworthy observat‘ons in tue 
process of rearranging his niay 
for the screen. Most sienificant of 

outset. while the titles unravel. It 
is a delicious plece of inspired 
voncensea in whieh Ustinoy does 
all the voices voting “ses” or “no” 
on a UN proposal. His remarkable 

of inflections and verbal 
attitudes makes a meaningful and 

out of te 
two simplest words in anv lan- 

It is something memoratie. 
His performance as the general 

‘of Concordia, a tins mock repuh- 
lic feverishly wooed by Rus-ia and 
the U.S. to solicit ity vilal UN vote, 

‘is a beautiful blend of ouwlrageous 
‘mugeing and slv comment When 
‘he’s on, the picture’s at its he-t. 
Miss Dee and Gavin costar as 
daughter and son of the U.S. and 

’ Russian ambassadors to Concordia, 
‘ respectively, whose tomance and 

: marriage ultimateiy blots out the 
political crisix, representing Usti- 
nov’s love-and- laughter platform 
for harmonious internafional reja- 
tions, which he underlines in tie 
film with a curiously subdued and 

‘serious ending that seems just a 
‘mite too precious and obvious for 
what is essential gossatire that 
should convey .its own conclusions 

_ Esther Willianis is decorative as. to be distracting where it should | without speiling them out. 
a ‘wealthy American girl who falls ‘be unobtrusive. Several pop style | Miss Dee does 4 comniercial 

for: Cliff Robertsan, favorite son! ditties are incorporated, catchiest ; : fob. Gavin is not at all believable 

member of the morbid trapeze clan 
and: arly rationally 
flyer in “the s!a.-ride.. Robertson, 
a skillful actor, does, what he can 

of which is-the title tune, sung | 

later by Vaughn. 
Tube. 

as a Russian, but fortunately such 

flexible over the main‘ titles by the Kirby | authenticity is almost superfluous 
| Stone Four, and definitely seconda*: to the 

(Continued on page 19 



PICTURE GROSSES | ‘ VARIETY Wednesday, May 10,. 1961_ 

Professor’ Great 286, 

| D.C; ‘Mein Kampf’ Wow 
$29,000, Cimarron 146 

‘ Washington, Ma ay 9. 
A couple of lively entries are 

instilling vigor into . firstrun trade 
here this session. “Absent-Minded 

LA Offish But ‘Grass’ Smooth 256; 
‘Atlantis’ Big $17,000, ‘Priest’ Fair 

126, ‘Wind Bright 136, Prof. 116 
fessor” shapes for smash at 

Los Angeles, May 9. + wo, Stanley W arner houses. 
I. A. first-runs are dipping slight- i “Mein Kampf.” pl: xy ing two Trans-. 

Lux situations, counts on a sock-. 
eroo initial lap. “Latter pic shat- 

* tered record for an onening week- 

ly this stanza although a pair of , 
Gpe ners and several ho! doy ers ire 
giving pace to the over rll seene. 

‘Peyton’ Smash $17,000, 
Buff; ‘Wind’ Brisk 15 “Gruss Is Greener,’ out in first . day at ‘bhandbox Playhouse. 

fencial releace, is after a hot-y ; Buffalo, May. 9. i | “Cimarron” is rated smart on 
$25.000 in tour tly atres. “Atiaitis, | First-run biz is stroms here cur-" Palace initialer. ‘Saturday Night 
Lovr Continent” should rack up a: rently. Standout is “Return to and Sunday Morning” looks hotsy 
big $17,000 in two houses. ; Peyton Place.” which is smash in in the third round while “Gone | 

Among other incomers, “Hood- j ; first week at the Center. Almost as, With Wind” winds up a boff. five- 
lum Prie<t? Capes fear $12.000 of , Srong is “Gone With Wind.” \ and- half_week -C apitol ‘run in fine~ 
near for three spets “Viren i whic h is also sorko at the Buffalo fettle. “Spartacus” <tiH ig in the 

Sprins” is slaw $7). on first) end nearly as big as most new pix : chips in’16th stanza at Warner. 
general release in two ‘locations. | “Absent-Minded = Proressor” still] 
“Tunes of Gioss also on first gen-! is sturdy in third at Lafayette, 

eral releas.. is stout at the Crest. / Giant” looms good on reissue : 
“Gone With Wind.” bck oa re-| date at Paramount, 

issue, head: the regular hoidovers |. Estimates for This’ Week 

Estimates for This Week 
Ambassador-Metropelitan ‘SW’ 

+ 1.480: 1.000: 90-31.48:—*“‘Absent- 
{Afinded Professor” «BV: Great. 
$28.000. Last weck,. “Rachel Cade” 

with a bright Si3.qyu Hkely for! Buffalo ‘Loews .3.500: 75-S1 25: (WB), $7500. 
seventh Hollywood Paramount! —"Gone .With Wind’ +M-G) -re- ‘. ——— re : 
jrame. “Absent-Minded Profess ri issue). Stalwart 315.000. Last ; ag hbex: 1 K- “BY +940; 75-$1.10-—, 
is shaping whopping SEI.GO0O in | week, “Apartment” (UA: and “El- “Serengeti Shall Not. Die” (AA): 
closing 4-day cichth week at Cui- ‘Continued .on n pase J 10) Oke $3.5C0.. Last weck, “Butter- nese. “Raisin in Sue” is rated See | field 8° ©M-Gs -rcissuei (8d Wk). 

$16,500 in third at Warner Beverly. ¢ | $3.400. 
Capitol ‘sew! 13.420: '$1-$1.65- 

Estimates fer This Week :—"Gone With Wind" M-G) -re- < Eotimates fer ‘Prefessor’ Nice VATC-GE&S | 
2.404: 1.106, Q0-81.50 -—"Atlpnt s. | Anat 4 4 ol Last oe orton. 
Lost Continent” :M-G and ( e ] Keith's’ RKO: -1.850: $1-$1.49° 
“Mania” ‘Indie? Big S17.HN0, Li t Hel ail. _“tndisereei” WB) and’ Mr. 
week, “Dr. Blond’s Coffin” UA‘. 9 Roberts’ «WB: ¢reissucs:.  So- 
“Snake Woman” «UA . $8,460 e Ona Lact week eDortrain of ; . _ooe } Baltimore, May 9.. , $8.000. Last werk. “Portrait of - 

Orpheum, Iris. Loyola Metro- | Rainy weekend weathé eek Mobster”. WB’. §8.000, 
potitan-FWC) 2.213; 825; 1.298: 90-1 06 Dae etrone veather TL meke’ -MacArthur «K-B) -900: $1.25\— 
$1.50: —“Hoodium Pries’ UA ind: ‘tor fairish rire ¢ uet ‘td nti ee eaptie. ‘of Cant Hlemen”: Kings 

“Frontier Uprising” CA. Pair’ j the biggest item ix wAbe ont: fi red “6th v ke. Fair $3.500. Last week 

vane” pat tment’ Ort cea ae | Professor,” smart i in enn week $3 B00. : 7 _ a > H ’ . co, . 

Gantry” se en atctes omer Tat Stanten. “Gone With Wind” is Ontario ‘K-B- ‘1,040: $1-$1 49'— 
$12,000. Iris with Wiltern. Bald-in. [okay in fifth week et the Town. ‘Saturday Nicht, Sunday Morn- 

“Cimarron” -M-Gi % wk. S14.100. 1 ekodus ‘ down in eist and la t ine” (Cont 3d wk. Big $6.50. 

Loyola wath Los Angeles, Holly-. Gone aut) in ene ate, beast week. $6890, , 
wood, “All Hands On Deck’? 20th! Noein Spring” ic ake in ee ond Palace sLeew = > 90: $1-81.49:° 
“Long Rope” -20°h-, $10.600. iweek of rerun at the -Aurara —"Cimarr in” MG" Rie S14. N00. 

Hilistreet, Wiltern, Baldwin, “Never on Sunday" ‘ holding Text Week. “Elmer” Gantry’ CA 
Vogue —-Metvopoliten-SwW-State- . strongly in 25th record week at the end “Apartment’ -UA" ‘reissues 
FWC: 2.752: 2.344: 1.00; 816: $0-: Playhouse. 2d vk. $14.500. 
$1 50:—"Graxss Is Greer: r” + U+ and ; Estimates for This Week | Playhouse T-T.). +459; “$149. $2: 
“Trouble in Sky" -U. Hotey $25.-: Aurora Rappaport: -367: 90- —"“Mein) Karrpfi. -Col. Wow 
ovo or “ear. Last weck. Hillstreet S1.50-—"Virgin Sorine™ Janus S10.500 Last oveck. “Seve 
with Y.x, “Rachel Cade” -WB.. 12d wk) trerun). Oke $1.700 aiter Seal’: Janus. and “Virein Spine" 

‘Continued on page 10. {$2,000 in first. a ‘Janus creissves! 3d wkt, $2. 200 
———— 4 Charles ‘Fruchtman 500: 90- for last 5 days. 

$1.80°-—“Suzie Wone” Per: 0th’ Plaza 'T-L: } ra $131.80 by, ‘*k. Warm. 88.000 after same in “Sunlover’s Holi¢fov’ «Indies (2d 
‘Professor’ Michty 186, i previous week. ~ owke Plump $5.060 a'ter $6,800 | 

b j Cinema iSchwaber -460: 90- opener. 
Si. Loo; Cry’ Loud 206:  $1.50° — “League of Gertleman”, Town ‘King!- 800: $125- $1.49)— 

-Continned on pare 10: i Continued on page 10) 

National Boxoffice Survey 
Work’ Rusged 126, 2d 

St. Louis. Mey 9. 
Batch of newcomers wil) enliven | 

first-run biz here this round. Best 
of iot is “Absent-Minded Profes-' 
sor,” which looks great at Loew's. 
Mid-City. “Cry For Happy.” also, 
new, is rated lofty at the -vast Fox. 
“Cimarron” looks only fair in open- 
er at State. 

Weather Helps Trade; Wind? No..1, ‘Professor’ 2d, 
‘Exodus’ 3d, ‘Mein Kampf’ 4th, ‘Alamo’ 5th — 

a ee ee ww. — 

“AH in Night’s Work” looks live- Exhibitors across the country * fine in Boston. ‘Atlantis, Lost |. RTE hee Wrage? : 
ly in second at Ambassador, *‘Exo-, generally are still getting aweather ‘ Continent” ‘M-G), hig. in L.A., i Hh in Night's Work sh. pes good 
dus” shapes solid in fourth at| break this week at the wickets be- looms dandy in Frisco. OG. ee 
Esquire. cause cool. rainy weekends con-: -“Parrish” -‘WB’, another -new- Estimates for This Week 

Estimates for This Week tinue to prevail. Too, they are comer. is rated hie opening ses-|  Afeadia (S&S: (536: 99-$1.80\— |. 

Ambassador (Arthur) :2.970: 75-| Setting @ break. via sturdy b.0. sion.at N.Y. Music Hall. “Jekyll’s | “Five Golden Hours” ‘Col. Bleak - 
$1.50'—"All In. Night's Work” product. Inferno”. (Al) is okay in Detroit. |$5.000. Last. Sa? “Sanctuary” 

(Par) (2d wk). ‘Nifty $12,000. Last| “Gone With Wind” «M-G’ _ “Return To Pajton Place” ‘20th! ! (20th) (6th wk, 4.200.) 
week, $15.000. . (reissue) is new champicn this is going against the tendency of| Boyd (SW! ‘1536: $2- $2.75 — 

Apollo Art ‘Grace: -700: go-. round : by a solid margin despite sequels. turn ot ‘not so big. with! “Exodus” ‘UA 5th wk. Big. 
$1.25) “Never On Sund: 4 ‘Lope? this being out on reissue several some smash initial playdates, and.! $14. 800. Last week. $15900._ 

“an uke : ay ft ope Fox (Milgram: '2.200; 99-$1.80'— likely to-be heard. from in the fu- 
ture. It ‘looks livelv in Chi, socko 
in K.C. and N.Y.,. boffo in Buffalo 
and sockeroo in Cleveland. 

limes previously. It will roll up 
close to $250,000, playing in some 
17 key cities covered by VaRIEery. 
“Absent-Minded Professor” «BV?, 

‘14th wki. Good $2.500. Last week, 
$3,000. 

Esquire ‘Schuchart-Levin? /1.800: 
| Big $10.000 or near. 

“xJad | $11,000. 

|Mpls. Stout: Professor’ Wham 156, 
Kampf Hot 106, Black Sun.’ $9,000 

Peyton Powerful 226, 
Cleve: Trapp’ $9,000 

Cleveland. May & 
“Return to Pexton Place” is 

‘vanking Palace out of doldrums for 
"one of strongest takes of its late 
winter-spring season. Alten's 
“Trapp Family” looks disappoint- 
ing. Husky holdovers ‘of ‘ 
"Minded Profes<or” at Hipp and 
reissue of “Gone With Wind” at 
State are standouts. 7 

i Estimates for This Weck 
Allen :SW) :3.500; :S1-S125) —: : OK Y 

frame at Suburban W orld: . §9.- 
oy, 

“Teapp Family” :2Gth), Vair 
000. Last week, “Secret Ways" 
$11.060. 

‘Continental Art - Ar t 

—+ 

*Absent-_ 

‘Theatre | lin 15th week. 

» Minneapolis: May 9 
Trade normally. besins to hit tlie 

skids here at this. time of year,” 
but several boffo pix are. helping 
to delay any slowdown. Biggest. . 
blockbuster: is  ‘““Absent-Minded 
Professor,” w ham in second round.’ 
at State, “Mein. Kimyf.” which. 
hit ‘near. record. in preem cat’ sub- 

urban St.- Lovis Park. .appgars 
mighty again- ii second” stanza. 
“Gone. With Wi ind” ‘Tikewise. is 
rousing in: first Or pkeunt holdover 
week.” 

-Only fresh entries: are: -““Ques- 
tion-7." nice at World. arid= “Black . 
Sunday.” smash at Uptu vn;. “Wire - 
fin. Sprine” is ok vin: ‘fourth 

‘Of the 
three hard-tickeiers. “Exodus,” © 
nearing end of its run, Jooks s6-so © 

“Spartacus” contin- 

Guild) 1900: $1-$1.25:-— “Never On{ ues’ brisk in ei: thth’ stanza. 

Sunday” ‘Lope’. ‘19th wk. Good | Estimates. for This Week _ 
$2.400 after $2.700 in 18th week. Academy: iMann.- °947: . $1.75- 

Heights Art ‘Art. TheatresGuild) | 99 g51__ “Exodus” -UA'. 15th: wks 
1925:. $1-$1. 25 —" Make Mine Mink” | Now in final three weeks. Leoks. 

‘Cont). Bright $3:600: Last. week. okay $6.500: List week. $7,600. 
rr) : Nts ’ 

200 Spring” ANUS) ATEISSUES Century’ ‘Cine: ama, Inc. 1.150; 
$1.75-$2.65-—""Seven Wandeis of 

Hippodrome (Fasten pe or an World’ :Cinersmat treissie! 4th 
io fete RY . od wR ney wk, Hefty $9 G00: with one extra. 

$15, 000 after $25. OOO. 
showing. Last .week,- $10,000. 

| Gopher -Bergeri, .11.000: 1-.. 
‘Ohio 4Toews. 2.700: ST. 25-S$2.75) ¢ } $1 25 _ “Cimarr on” OMG: ah 

—"Exodus™ 'UA' ih vk-. Slowing [ak wkt. Bowing out-with quiet $2.000.. 
‘up to fair $5.700. atter: $6.000. | Tact week,” S7.5Rh, | “Operation 

Palace ‘Si Ik & Halpern) 2. 759: i Fic Amann” tAAI Ms iy ‘10. 

~ §1-$1.25)- _ “Return to Pevton I nean- x @1 , ae 

Place™ 20th). Sock ‘822. (100. Last, ‘ mn Fannie" 1. ohh 1 ad 2° k), 

week, “Atlas” -Indie’, £4.500, Admitting families: of five’or mere 
State. Loew -3.700: $1-$1 50.1} at special ret tuced | rate. Nice. 

“Gone w ith W ind” M- Gr reissue: } g5, 50. Last week, 7.000, 

in second “ eek. — “Spartacus” le ath ‘wk, “Tram 
Stillman Loew + 2. rine $1 ~ 5M | $7 500. Last: VW ce - v8, A Us” 

—"Apartment” U Ac ind wher | Or . 
oe pheum. “Mann “2. ‘BOC F1l-.- Gantry” «UA! treissives od wk} is). 501—“Gone w ith Wind" WG) 

“OKay at £6.000 3 £6.000 atter ss aco. 

(‘Mobster Fait 06, | 

Philly; ‘Wind’ 216: 
Philadelphia, May .9. 

blamed’ for offish 
rently. “Five Golden Hours” 
rated bleak on initial round © af 
Arcadia while “‘Portrsit of Mopb- 
ster’ shapes so-so at Goldman in 
opener. Many holdovers are slip- 
ping in present stanza: but ‘Gone’ 
‘With Wind” still is great in second 
at Stanton. “Absent-<finded . Pro- 
fessor” looms big -in fcurth at 
Stantey. . 

“Exodus” still is seck in 15th 
round at. Boyd. 

“One-Eyed Jacks” Pat) ‘@th awk). 
-Last week, 

$1.25-$2.50:—"Exodus” UA» ‘4th ' which was No. 1 last week. is wind- Dog Call” *-Col)~ looms. okay in Goldman (‘Goldman (1.200: 99- 
wk. Solid $11.000. Last week.: ing up second currently. Boston. | $3 80) — “Portrait of Mobster” 

$12.500. ; .. Exodus” (UA) is holding in ‘Giant’ ‘WBY is doing wel! on |(WB. S0-so $9.000. Lost week. 
Fox ‘Arthur) §5.000: 80-1. 25'— ; third place, same as a week ago. (reissue. being torrid in Chi, good “Black Sunday” ‘AT!. $14.000.. 

“Cry for Happy” Col’ and “Up-;“Mein Kampf” «Coi', a compara- ;in Louisvillé and hep in Buffalo. Midtown | (Goldman: “F.000: - 99- 
stairs and Downstairs” .20th’.; tive newcomer, is finishing fourth..| “Secret Partner” (M-G) looms slow $1.80\—"All_ In Nights Work” 
Lofty $20,000. Last week, 
‘UA) ‘4th wk), $11.000, 

Loew’s Mid-City «Loew ‘1.160; 

“The Alamo” tUA:. which hasfin Cincy. “AlN Hands on. Deck” 
been high in the listings many 1120th}, rated ‘fast in K.C., is slow 
times in past weeks, is pushing up in.Philly and mild in Denver. 

60-90) — “Absent-Minded Profes- | to fifth position. “Spartacus” Wr. “Cry For Happy” 'Col) is lofty 
sor” (BV). Great. $18.000. Last | will wind up sixth. “One-Eyed -in St. Louis. “All In Night's 
week, “Apartment” 'UA) and “El-! | Jacks” ‘Par}, which has vet to get . Work” ‘Par) loud in Pitt. looks 

“Alamo” 

mer Gantry” ‘UA? ‘reissues), j extensive dating, will finish; nice in. St. Louis and good in 
$11,000. | seventh. : Philly. 

-99: —| “Raisin in Sun” (Cob, fairly: rassIs Greener” (U) is Fated 
ne ne e 600. ee <9000.| new, is capturing eighth spot. hotsy in L.A. “Trapp Family” 

Last week, “Gone With Wind’ “Ben-Hur” (M-G), now about con-.'20th), dull in Pitt, shapes nice in 
(M-G) ‘reissue) ‘5th wk', $11,000. cluded on bigger city initial dates, . Minneapolis, fair in ‘Cleveland and 

Pageant ‘Arthur’ -1.000: go. i #8: finishing ninth. - 800d in Cinev. 

$1.25) — “General Della Rovere” “Cimar’ an (M-G) is landing in; © “Portrait-of Mobster” (WB), 50- 
Cont) 124 wk. Oke $3,000. Last! 10th position. “Pepe” Col). long . So in Philly, looks drab in. Frisco. 

week, $3.500. * | high on the list. is winding up; “Saturday Night, Sunday Morning” 

, 11th while “Hoodium Priest” (UA). ‘Cont) still Corpnuing its amazing 
St. Louis ‘Arthur) 3.800: 75- 901 | rounds out the Top 12 pix. ‘longrun in N.Y., also is. big in |—*« y " .Lope? +24t] 

—"Pharaoh’s Woman” 'U) and | “Never On Sunday” ‘Lope), also , Washington. ~ : whites $5,000. pe week ‘Posse From Hell” :U). Mild $8.- ;a_ runner-up last week: and. “Virgin ‘Spring” (Janus), play- $5,000. . 
000 or less. Last week, “Pepe”! “League of Gentlemen” (Kings); ing in six. keys, shapes . okay . in| Viking (Sley) (1,000:- 99-51 801 
'Col) :2d wk), $7,000. are the runner-up films. j three spots, fair in Denver, slow |“Hoodlum Priest” ‘UA) ‘2d wk), 

Shady Oak ‘Arthur) :760; 90-, “The Bridge” ‘AA) hung up.a;in LA. and good. in Frisco. Fair $9,000. Last week, $13.000. : 
$1.25}—“Carry on Constable” :In- new high on its initial week in j “Breathless” (FAW) is hot in N.Y.| -World (R&B-Pathe) (499: -99- 
die). Okay 93.500. Last week,.N.Y. “Black Sunday” (AI), an- | and Boston. $1.80)—“Picnic on Grass’ (Kings) 
“Make Mine Mink” (Cont) 
wi , $2,500, 

(4th! other newie, shapes big in Provi- } (Complete Boxoffice Reports’ on 
idence, fancy in Minneapolis and 5 ‘Pages 89-10) 

(Par) (3d wk). 
week, $11.000. 
Randolph (Goldman: 

$1.80)\—“‘All Hands on Deck” :20th) 
(2d wk.) Lean 56. 000. - Last week, 
$11,000. 

Stanley (sw (2.500:. 99-$1.80.— 
“Absent-Minded Professor” ‘BV) 
(4th wk). Big $15, 000. Last week, 
$14,500. 
Stanton (SW). 11.483: 99-$1. 80)— 

“Gone With Wind" 
(2d wk). Great $21.000 or 
Last week,. $25.000. 

Studio tGoldberg) (483;. 99-81, 80). 
—“Don Quixote” (M-Gi 12d wk). 
So-so $3,900. Last weck, 4.500. 
-‘Trans-Lux (T-L) 1500: 99-$1.80) 

over. 

(2d wk).. 

Daylight savines time is. heing $1.25 
fone bere eure 14th whi: 

is F $3,500. 

: “Question Y i Indie, 

“One-Exed Jacks” - 
‘llooks big in sixth round at the Fox. 

,and “All in Night's. Work.” 
jat Penn, shape standout here this 

Good $9.000. Last. 

‘2500: 99-} 

M- ‘Gr ‘reissue! 

.“Absent-Minded Professor” 

Oke $3,600. Last week, |— 
wey '  ..4$10,000. Last week, “$11, 500. 

‘reissued (2d wk Rausing $12 000. 
L ast week. S15 end, . 

St. Louis’ Park Field: 
$1.50)--"“Mein Nempt™ Col, 2d 
wk, Wow $10. 600° First. week hit 

* $16.000, near hse record, | . 

State-":Par! «2°00, $1- $1. 251 
“Absent- Minded Professor” | BV) 

y72d wk). Should hit smash ‘$15,600 

1.600; 

for more after $27 000 initial werk, . 
Suburban World “Mann} “800; 

“Virgin. Soring” - Janus) 
Okay’ $2,500. T. ast ‘week, 
“Secret Partner’ opens: 

“Friday 21. . 

Uptown ‘Field! 1.000; $1 25°. | 
“Black Sunday” 'AI‘.. Sock: $9.000 
or close. Last -weck, “Ben- ur” 
tM-G) «2d run)- ‘6th wk-, $3.000 at. 
$1-$1.50 scale. 

World - (Mann). +400: '85-$1 50. 
Brisk $7,000. 

Last week, “All in. Night's Work” 
+*Par) ‘6th wE), S4. 000 in 6 days. 

| ‘Work’ Lusty $13; 000 lh 
Pitt; ‘Tran’ Dull 436, 

‘Prof.’ Boffo 186, ad 
Pittéburgh: “May 9..- 

A surprising showing. by a -pair 
{of imports, “To Paris. With. Love” 
and “Lady Killer’ at. Squirrel] Hill, 

loud 

week.. Other two entries. “Trapp. 
Family” at. Harris and “:Right Ap- 
proach” at-Fulton loom soft: Heft- 
iest. holdover is -‘:Absent-Minded 

| Professor:” -boff at. Stanley in sec-.. 
ond round. -“Exodus” is ‘slightly - 
off but still har dly . in ninth session © 
at the Warner. - 

Estimates for This Week 

Fulton :Shea) '). 635: $1-$1.50)—. 
“Right Approach” '20th). Thin: 
$3,000.. Last. week, “Secret Ways” 
'U), $3,500. : 

Gateway (Associ ated! 2, 100: $1- 
$1.50) — “Trapp Family” ‘20th).. _ 
Dull $4,500. ‘Last week. “Operation: a 
Eichmann” (AA), $3.500. 

Penn (UATC) 13.300; $1-$1. 50.— 
“All In. Night’s Work” ¢Par). Lovd 
$13,000. Last. week.. “Apartment” 
(UA) and “Elmer Gantry”: (UA) 

“To 

(2d. wk-10° days), $14,500. 
“Squirrel Hilt’ (834-- $1.25) 

Paris With Love” (Cont) and “Lady 
Killer” (Cont). Fine: $3. 200. - Last 
week, “Hand in Hand” Indie), 
$2,500. 

Stanley (Sw) (3, 700:. $1-$1. 50 
(BY: 

12d wk). Boffo $18,000. Last week, 
$24,500. 
Warner (SW). 516: $1.50-$2.75) - 

—"Exodus” ‘UA) (9th wk). Trim 



eral regular reserved -Séat ‘engage- 

Wednesday » May. 10, 1961 

FAST 
PICTURE GROSSES 

PACE 
Ohi om Upgrade: "Peyton Sock: 538.00, | WIND. ‘KAMPF, Bie Pix Boost B’s way Biz: ‘Parrish, 

‘PROF,’ LENDERS) Stage Bright 1506, ‘Peyton’ Lusty ‘Giant’ Tall 1646. 
‘Jacks’ Fine 266, 34, Priest MG ath, “von wih wees BEE Sh 

: Chicago, May 9 
Several fast new: entries plus. 

some solid holdovers will keep. 
_ first- run -biz on the upgrade: this | - 
session. -Cool-for-May weather is. 
providing an additional bo. boost. | 
“General. “Della Rovere” 1s a. tor-. 
Tid $3.000  initiale’ 
“Return to Peyton Place” shapes” 
wham $38,000'.at the Woods. 

“Two-Way Stretch” looks slick: 
at Esquire. Reissue of “Giant” 
should do a fast $16, 500 at Roose- thir ‘d round at Orpheum. 

“Minded Professor” still is lofty -in a ‘reat in second at the Grand also on: opener. 

‘is marching to- 
velt, 

“Mein Kampf" 
-ward a sizzling second Loop stanza’: © 
while “Qne-Eved Jacks” is looking 
for-a lusty Chicago third. “Gone. 
‘With Wind” shapes potent: in 

‘fourth United -Artists . canto. 
“Hoodlum Priest” rates. sturdy in 
‘fifth Oriental session. 

“Absent- Minded. Pioféssor” 
‘moves into a seventh solid: week 
at State- Lake | “Never on Sunday” 
still isin c! Nips in ‘l4th Surf frame. 
“" Dual ‘Chicago run-of “Sparta- 
cus,” at Loop and Carnegie Thea- _ 
tres, startibs June. 26,. will be on” 
reserved performance basis. at, 
advanced . -prices..This guarantees a 
-seat but not a particular’ location. 
Universal ‘says pie still. has . sev- 

ments to go in continuing initial |. 

Telease and that general -release ! 
grind, run is-way-off in future. ¢ “| 

Will’ get two show-. 
reserved. - -perfor in- 

“Spartacus” 
‘ings: daily on. 
‘ance. ‘policy, 
urdays, ‘Sundays.. 
other times when 

rants; Reserved performanee runs 
‘expec ted to be tried elsewhere be- 
“sides: ‘Chicago t» ‘take advantage 

holidays -and at 
demand War- 

of upped summer months attend: . 
ance: 

Estimates for This Week. 

Oriental. Indie: +3, 400: ‘0-81 Bn 
—"Hoodlum Priest”? :€ A+ 3th wk: 
Brisk 514.000 or over. Last, week, 
$. 16,000. 

‘Roosevelt B&K: 1,400; 90-81. Bide! 
Fast : —"Giant” «WB: treissue:. 

$16.500:0r- hear. Last week, “Rachel 
Cade" (WB, $13,000. 7 

State-Lake' tB&K- -2.400; 90-; 
$I. By) —™ Absent-Minded_ Profes-! 
soc” (BY) (7th wk. Big’: $18.000. ; 
-Last week,:$23. 000. : 

‘Surf (H&E: Balaban (683; $1.50- , 
‘$1.80: — “Never. -On Sunday” 
(Lope: 4th whe “Hotsy’ ‘$7,000. ; 
‘Last week, $7.500.: . 

Todd. ‘Todd: (1,089; $1 15-83, 50) | 
—~"Ben-Hur” «(M-Gr | (72d- wk): 
“Hardy $15, 000. Last’ week, $15,400. 

United Artists (B&K» (1.700; 90-} 

| 
$1.80:—"Return to Peyton Place” 

-$1.80\—“Gone With Wind’ (M-G:, 
*~ (reissue) (4th wk’. Robust $22; 000. 
Last -week, $26, 000.. | 

‘Woods (Essaness> (1. 200: 90-| 

(20th). .Sock $38,000 or over. Last! 
week, “All ‘Hands. on. Deck” . (20th) |. 
3d. wk), $12,000.: 
‘World -(Teitel) (608: 90-$1 .25)— | Boulevard (Rosedale Theatres) (750 | (reissues) (2d. wk’, $11,000: 

{ 
“Ballad of Soldier” (Kings: (5th : 
wk:. Trim $3,000. * Last week, : 
$2, 900. ™ 

“wk-, $7. 

with a third ‘on Sat-! 

Prof. Great 186, 

‘Kampf Sock $12 ,000,, 
-Port.; ‘Prof. 7 

Portland, Ore, May -9. 
news here cur ‘rently 

mewcomers is "“M éij. 
_ Biggest 

: anions. . 

-Kampf,” which shapes smash at at. the Mercury. “Gina”:is slow in| 
the Fox. “Hoodlum Priest” is high- first at the Fox. 
“ly Sisappointing. with thin take .at . 
Oriental. 
“Elmer. Gantry” shapes. fast . 

"x bsent- * 

fourth. at Paramount: 
Estimates for This Week 

Broadway (Parker>. 11.890: 

‘MI-G: and * "Secret Partner’ .:M-G". 
Fine. $8,000... Last.. week,’ “Gone: 
With Wind" M- G ‘reissue? (3th 

700. 
= Fox ‘Evergreen’: I, 600; $1-51.49- 
—"Mein Kampf” (Col: and “Terror 

‘Continued on page '10 

Vint Whopping ' 

$16,000, L’ville 
Louisville, May 

“Gone. With -Wind™ at. ned 
Artists is running way out 

; front. 
‘rently, “Influx of. ‘Derby 

in.; 
and is the big winner ‘cur- 

Yisitors. 

i15G,. th ‘stavs.smash in third round at the 

“Apartment” paired with ‘the ‘Palms. in opener. “Ben-Hur” 
-in i stays ‘Sturdy in: 64th session at the 

ae 
$1.50:— ‘Atlantis Lost Continent" | 

: Professor” - ‘BV?! (3d wk): 

{—"Jekyll's 

at- the. annual event. -didn't help” 
most. first-runs, but ‘customers are 
lining up fer * ‘Wind.’ “Spartaeus” 
‘in 8th. week at the Brown: looks 
droopy... “Great. Iniposter™ at -the 
Kentucky shapes -fairish ‘in| second. 
“This Is: Cinerama” in 4th at the 

| Rialto looms fair. 

Estimates for This. W eek 

‘PEYTON’ POTENT 126, 
«KC; FRIENDLY’ 736 

“Kansas City, May. 9. 
Biz new entry this week is “Re- 

turn’ ‘Tu -Pevton . Place”. at “Rox. 
> which. is doing so well it likely will 
hold. “Friendly Persuasion” is 

so 

Detroit, May 9. 

J the. big news here currently is the. 
{great ‘session it's having at the]. 
Adams, It will top-a strong week 
‘in city. “Absent-Minded Professor” Estimates Are Net 

Film gross estimates as re- 
Michigan. “Pepe” is solid. in sixth | ported herewith from the vari- 
at Madison. . ous key cities, are net; i.e., 

“Exodus” ig wham in 13th round| ‘Without usual tax. Distrib- 
utors share on net take, when 
‘playing percentage, hence the 
estimated figures are net in- 
come, 

The parenthetic admissfon 
prices, however, as indicated, 
include U. S. amusement tax. 

‘Kampf’ Socko 96, | 
Frisco: Prof. 15G 

San Francisco, May 9. 
First-run trade looms strong 

here this round, with multiple-run 
of “Mein Kampf" strongest. Play- 
ing eight nabes and drive-ins plus 

.one arty first-run, this may hit asx 
$9.090 

“Jekyll’s Inferno” looms okay at 

United Artists. “Mein Kampf” still 

ircus. 

‘Estimates for This Week 

Fox ‘Woodmont Corp? (5.041;) 
.75-$1.49:—"Gina” Indie) and “Be- 
yond: Al Limits" «ndiet. “ Drab 
$12,000. - Last. week, “Fiercest 
Heart": (20th: and ° ‘Natchez Trace” 
.Indie:.. $9.000. - 

. Michigan ‘United Detroit» (4,-|. 
N36: $1.25-$1.49'1—" Absent- “Minded | 

‘Terrific : 
| $20. 000. Last week. $22, 000. 

Palms. IUD: (2.995: $1.25-$1.49)-° 
Inferno” fAIi and- 

~“Prisoner of. Congo” (Indie'. Okay | 
$15,000. Last"week, “Portrait Mob-- high as giant $40,000. It's 
“ster” (WB: and “Blood. Alley’: 4! the Presidio alone, “Atlantis. the 
(WB), $11,000. 1 Lost Continent” shapes excellent 
Madison (UD) (1.408: $1.25-$21:— 1 at W arfield but another newcomer. 

“Pepe” Col’ (6th. who. Solid $13,-{ “Secret Ways” looks only fair at 

000. Last week, $15,000. ‘| Golden Gate. 
- Grand Circus (UD) (1,400: $1.25-! “Absent-Minded Professor’ is 

$1.65 -—"Mein Kampf" (Col) and: smash in second at the Fax but 
-“Broth. of - Boy” (Col (2d. wk); “Portrait of Mobster” is rated drab 
Great $20.000.. Last week. $24.000.'in opener at Paramount. 
Adams .'Balaban' (1.700; $1.50-; | Estimates for This Week 

$1 80'—"Gone_ With Wind” (M-G:: - Golden Gate (RKO) '2.859; $1.25- 
‘reissue’. Wham _ .&30,000. Last $1. 501\—"Secret Ways” -U and 
week. “Raisin in Sun”. (Col) (5th “Posse From Hell” «U-. Fair $19,- 
wk. $7,000. 000 or less. Last week, *“Piunder- 

United Artists «UA) (1,667: $1.25- ers” ‘AA! and “Look In Any 
$3°—"Ben-Hur” +M-Gi 64th wk)... Window” +A A), $9,000. 

Carnevie ‘Telym't) +495; $1 Stet Brown Fourth Avenué  -1,100:. 
—" Tunes “of Glory” “Lope “Tih $1 23- $l. Ti Spartacus” U+ .3th,. 

wks +m. Oo. - Fine $3,100 Last week. wk .-Fair’ $6.000 after seventh 
$3. 34). ; - , week's $7500. 

‘Chicago “BKK: 13,900, 90-31.80 . “Kentucky Switow! ‘on 75-S1) 
—*One-Evxed: Jacks”! Par 3d wk a ‘Great. Impostor” «Uo 2d) wk": 
Big $26,000. Last week. $372000. 9, Medinny $5,000. after first week's 

Cinema! ‘Stern +500,- $1: 50 STM. oo. 
“General Della ‘Rovere < Cont]. Mary Anderson 4Peoole’si aN, 
Tortid $5009: Last ‘week, “Make 73-31 — “Giant” ..«WB reissue . 
Mine) Mink” -Cont “Lath Nk. ‘Has played ber a coup! e times pre- 
$3. id. Vienisly Currently looks- tairish 

Cinestage . Told, “tga. srctie Bd Fast week, “White Ware. 
$350 —"Exodus” (UA U2lst wk. Mer WB. 34200. 
Solid. $17.00) Last week; $13.100,  -Obio.  Settos. 900. 60-81: — 

Esquire - H&E Balaban +1359, VEvelons AN and ~ Danakter of 

$1.25-31.80°—"Two-Wi Stretch “Dr JeksiP AA’ reissues ton 
(Show! Fine $9.59), (Last) week, Seo Last oweek, Cr ” arron’” 
“League” of Gentlemen” «Kings “MG 5th wk, 35.00 

“(Bd wk-, $7,909. ‘ _ Rialto, F On Ay eal tl, An; 

os cette Rate @7 9887-0) DL 2aeS2.2 Pais Ts inetama” 

Loop “Telen't: 605) S125/S180 “Ginerama 4th wk» Modest 
Wow ‘307 50). Liast week. “$36. ade, S600 after third week's 338.000; 

Monroe Jovan “1.000, 65-90 9 ym Get ay ea we a Vind . a i " ‘ . 3.900 1)- ._ — “* one th 

svat land Indi Hse Wing Ace nehave Bott 
Anuek, “Carthage -in Flames Col on) or near. L at “week, “Pepe” 
‘and “Sword of Sherwood Fotest” ; Cor ad Hwk 8 $8. 3.000. 

“AC, BEN $5.00). 

piaving the Paramount as the key. 
ij house in an area saturation of the 
| pictus. “The. Canadians” and 
“Fiercest. Heart” : aer. first-run in 

Professor” is 

“Pepe” 

Fox (FWC! $4,651: $1.25-S1.59 — 
‘Absent-Minded Professor” -BY! 
and “Silent Call" 20th 24 wk. 
Biz $15.000 or better. Last week. 
$28.500. 

Warfield ‘Loew: '2.656, $1.25- 
-$1.50:—"Atlantis” (M-G: and “S°- 
eret Partner” (M-G:. Dandy $13.000 

Sturdy. $8.500. Last week. $8,600. 
Musie Hall :Cinerama, Ine.s-iL- * 

208:.S1 2-82.65 —"Seven: Wonde's 
of: World" ‘«Cinerama' ‘reissue: 
19th wk. Oke $9.500. Last week, . 
sooo. ° 
_Trans-Lux Krim ‘T-L) 
§1.49-S1 65: — “Breathless” - 

(1,000: 
‘FAW 

$5.000. Last week, $5,390. 
Centre ‘Fox! (1,270;. $1-$1.45'— 4 

‘Col: “6th wk. Okay $7.- 5 11. 250; 
; M-Go (72d wk. 

> $2.000. 
Coronet ‘United California: 

$1.50-$3.50' — “Ben-Hur” 
Okay $8.000. Last 500. Last week. $8.000. - 

Denham’ (Indie (800: $1.25-, week, $8,500. 
$2.50' — “Ben-Hur” (M-G) (56th Alexandria ‘United California: 
wk! ‘Steady $6,800. Last week, ns .610; $1.49-$3.50:—“Exodus” :UA) 

$7,000. - {3th wks. Good $10.000: Last week. 

four drive-ins for ‘fair returns.’ 
7 Absent-Minded: 
‘noteworthy in. sixth week at: ‘Up- 
‘town, while -‘ ‘Spartacus’: is. good | in: 
11th ‘week in the -Capri. 

Estimates for This Week 
Brookside. * (Fox. . 
Theatres) (800; $1.253)—“Gone With | 
Wind” (M-G) treissue’ 
Oke _$5,000.. Last. week, $6.000: 

Capri (Durwood) (1,260;-St. 25-$3) - Last week. $20,000. 
—Spartacus” (U>) (llth wk. Good: 
$8,000. Last -week, $9,000. 

Crest (Commonwealth) 1900 cars), 
Kansas (Finkelstein). (750 ears), 

‘Heart (Noah-Wiles! cars), (1,500: 
cars) (90c: eachi—* Canadians” and “Hoodlum Priest’ (UA! (2d wk, 

(Continued: on: page 10) 

_Midwest-Nat. 000. Last week. $3,000. 

(5th Wwki. 7 $1 .45\—"“Gone With Wind” (M-G)! 

| 

Denver (Fox! (2,432: $1-$1. 253 $10,500. 

wks, Mild $8.00, Last week, $10: AP ARTMENT’ BIC 1 06, 

~ PROV, ‘BLACK SUN.’ 66 
000. . 

Providence, May 9. 

‘Esquire (Fox? (600: $1:—* ‘Virgin 
Spring” (Janus) (5th wk:. Fair $2, - 

Loew "s State is still riding high 
Orpheum (RKO) (2,690: $i. 25- 

Strong $16,000.!in current session, 
iment” and “Elmer Gantry” big in 

Paramount (Indie):. (2,100: 90-: , second week. Third round of 
$1.25)—“Cimarron” (M-G). Great | “Absent-Minded Professor” looks 
$22,000, Last week, “Apartment”| fat at Albee. “Black Sunday” is 
(UA) and “Elmer Gantry” (UA!/0Kay at Majestic in first, 

Estimates for This Week 
_ Albee (RKO) (2,200; 50-90-$1.25: 
—“Absent-Minded Professor” (BV) 

-(Continued on page 10) 

(reissue) (2d wk. 

Towne (Indie).(600; $1-$1.45) — 

So-so $3, 500. Last week, $5,700. 

- 68th 

with “Apart- - 

596, ‘Alamo’ Bangup 406, ‘Vita’ 206 
+ Launching of five pictures in the 
current session, one of them a rec« 
;ord-breaker, is giving Broadway 
! @rst-run business a hefty boost 
{this week compared with recent 
lazging trade. Another cool, rainy 
weekend was a highly favorable 
factor. 

“Parrish,” with Puerto Rico Fl- 
esta stageshow, is heading for a 
big $150,000 in first stanza ending 
today ‘Wed: at the Music Hall. 
“Return To Peyton Place” is Biv= 
ing the Paramount its best biz in 
‘many months with a biz $45,000 
lin first round likely and a fine 
,;$10.000 looming for arty Normans 
“die, w here day-dating. 

“The Alamo” hit a solid $40,000 
on initial frame, day-dating the 
Astor and Victoria, mighty favore 
able in view of longrun on hard- 
ticket at the Rivoli. “The Bridge’: 
hung up a new alltime high of 
$14,100 in first round at the acty 

St. Playhouse. “Hitler's Ex- 
eculioners,” great in first four davs, 
.may go as high as socky $21.00) 
opening week at the Embasss. 

“Mein Kampf” is leading for a 
rousing $25,000 in current -3d) 
week at the Rivoli. “Gone With 
Wind” held with great $48,000 ta 
second round at the State. “La 
Dolce Vita.’ on hard-ticket is 
holding up amazingly with third 
week at the Henry Miller likely to 
hit $20.000 or eclo<e. which is 
mighty close to capacity. 

“Big Show” opens today ‘Wed 
at the Palace after “Great Impos- 
tor” held at okay $19.000 or close 
in sixth stanza “Pepe” was onlv a 
step behind the 21,t week with a 
solid $20°400 at the Criterion. 
“One-Eved Jacks” is heading fore 

a nice $24.000 in’ sixth session at 
the Capitol “Raisin in Sun” held 
vith sturdy $22,000 in sixth round, 
dav-dating the Forum and Trans- 
Lux 22d Street. 

“Please Turn Over” fooks lke 
sSaout S11590 in second -tanza :t 
.te arty Guild. “Saturday Nisht, 
Sunday Morning” held startlingly 

3dowk Oke $3.000.. Last’ week, or Close. Last week, “Gone With pix with $14.800 for fifth sess:oa 
$4009. - _ Wind” <M-G? sreissue’ oth wk, at th» arty Baronet. 

Mercury (UM) ‘1,465: $1.50-$3:>— $7.50. Estimates for This Week 
“Fyodus” ‘UA+ 113th wk. Wow Paramount ‘Par: (2.646: $1.50:-—* 9 Astor ‘City Inv.: -1.094. 75-S2:— 

- $12, 00. Last week, $13.500. ~~ | “Portrait Of Mobster” «WB and “Atamo” °-UA? -2d wk: Initial 
a “Carthage In Flames” “WB. Drab round ended last night -Tues - was 

, $9,000. Last week, “Hippodrone” solid $21,000 or near for thi, psp- 
j Cont: and “Kiss For’ Killer” scote, continuous-run enzizenent, 

Cimarron’ “ant ; Indie: $8.500. whieh is limited to three weeks at 
| St. Francis ‘Par: 1.49): $19)- thi, house It's playing day-date 
tS Raisin Tn an ‘Col -2d with Vietoria, where run is to 9e 

_ wk. Sturdy $10,000. Last week, indef In ahead. “Hoodium Priest” 
92 09 Denve $14,000. ; ° UA -4th wk-10 days . $20.5¢0 

9V VV, © pws °° United Artists (No. Coast: 1.151: Capitol -Loew? -4.820; $1-52 3) = 

weg $1.25-81 50: —“Alamo” ¢UA+ Sta *One-Eved Jacks" Par: -6th wkt. 
_ _, Denver, Mav’ 9. - wk. Slow $5,000. Last week. $7.509. This round winding today ‘Wed ) 

First-run trade gerera'ly is only Stagedoor ¢A-R: ‘449: SE25- Jonks like nice $24000 or clase 
fair -here. this round Single new $1.50: — “Crowning Experience” afi-+ $33.000 for fifth. 
entry. “Cimarron,” — however, ‘Indie. Okay $2,009. Last week, Criterion ‘Moss: °1,520); $1 23- 
shapes " great at the Paramount. “Rickisha. Man” Cont) 3d wk. 82 4): Pepe” Coll 21st wk: Tha 
looks in-for a run “Gone With $2,500. - 20th week finished last nizht 
Wind” also looks strong in second Vogue $(‘S:F. Theatres) ‘364. ‘Tires was sturdy $20,000 alter 
Session. at) Orpheum after socko $1.50) — “Virgin Spring” fjanu~ $27009 for 19th frame. 
initial week. “AT Hands an Deck”..-20th wk) and “Seventh. Seal” Venry Miller ‘Gilbert Miller) 

‘Lis only mild. in second -at the Den- - Janus). ‘reissue! 10th wk? Good -§0n; $1.50-33.50'—"La Dolee V.ta” 
ver “Spartacus” is rated nice in $1,500. Last week, $1.700. Astor) 3d wk: Current frame 
L6th. stanza‘at Aladdin... “ . Presidio ‘Hardy: +774, $125- ending today ‘Wed.’ is heading for 

Estimates for This Week . 1$1.50i—"Mein Kampf” (Col. terrific $29.000 after same ia 
Aladdin ‘Fox: 1900; 31 95-82. 50: Smash $9.000 or near. Last week. second 

“—Snartacus” (Us 6th wk: Nice. “Heaven On Earth” :Indie' «3d wk. DeMille ‘Readei ‘1.463: $1 5)- 

$3.50:—"Spartacus” «UC: 31st wks. 
This session finishing todav «Wed ) 
looks like fancy $20,000 alier $21,- 
000 in 30th week. Stavs indet!. 

Palace ‘RKO> :1,642: $1.25-$2.59) 
—"Biz Show” :20th:. Opens today 
‘Wed.). Last week. “Great Im- 
postor” (C- <dth wk. was okay 
$19.000 after $21.000 for fourth. 
“Big Show’ was pushed in ahead 
of “Secret Wars” 'U:, which issdue 
to follow. 

Embassy ‘Guild» (500; $1.25-$2,— 
“Hitler’s Executioner&” (Indie), 
First four days ended yesterday 
'Tues.: hit wow $12,000 with $20),- 
00) likely on first week. Hoiding, 
naturally. 

Forum ‘Moss: i813: 90-$1.80.— 
“Raisin in Sun” (Col) ‘7th wk. 
Sixth session completed yesterday 
(Tues.' was fine $15,000 after $18,- 

Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665: 31- 
$2'\—“Return To Peyton .Place” 

.(20th'. Initial stanza ending tomore 

(Continued on page 10) 

: 000 for fifth week. 

al 



16 PICTURE GROSSES 

Black Sun” Nice $14,000, Hub: ‘Coll’ 

106; ‘Vita’ Hotsy 206, ‘Prof. 1G 

VARIET) TY 

-| ues indefinitely. 

First-Run Arties 
Baronet (Reade? (430; $1:25-$2) 

: —"Saturday Night, Sun. ‘lay Morn- , 
‘ing’*: ‘Cont). (6th wk}, Fifth stanza 

.| (May) (3d wk): 

week, $5,700. 

Warner Hollywood 

‘ma Holiday” :Cinerama) (reissue). 
ended Sunday i7) was smash $14,- Started sixth w eek — Sunday ~ avin 

Boston, May , 800 ‘after.$15,.500 for fourth, "| | ‘after okay $9.700 last week. 
Little new product here vais. ++ Fine Arts. iDavis).(468; 90-$1. 801} Hollywood Paramount iStaie) | -. 

frame but the Lis blockbusters are | PROVIDENCE |—“Breathless” :FAW) (14th wk)., (1,468; $1-82.40) — “Gone With 
' i te ; ho'ding sack with. weekend biz! ‘Continued from page 9° | The 13th round endéd Monday 8)! Wind” t\I-G) treissue) 

roe hy rainy, cold Suaday ‘7%. 3d wk). Fat $8,000. Second was join yeck 
‘Black Sunday” is fine a Pera- -$15.000. Paekmay . wes 

opened well at Pilerim. ; $1.50'—"Pepe” Col) (sth AK: ‘6th wk). Fifth ‘frame ‘ending on days. Leet week, $13,300, 
La Dolce Vita is sili ceftine ,Meek $3.000. Fifth was $4.000. “T<nday 18) was fine. $7.000 after , ; Wik hi FWC). 

- thegn with aes some cans at: Majestic (SW: 2.200; 65- -90'— | 57, 500 for ‘fourth. Fox iishire | C 
the Gary in third weck. “Absent-: “Black Sunday” (AI) and: “Little! 
Minded Professor” is fine at Shop Horrors” (Indie'. Okay $6,000 gt St Playhouse (Moss) 258: Wk). “Good $9.000. 
Memorial in fourth. “Gene With or over. Last wek, “All Hands On 13th wk). This stanza windin to 100. 
Wind” looks hig in second cession Deck” é : ‘20th) 

‘20th), $8.000. 
State ‘Loew’ (3.200; 90-$1.25°— 

and “Canadians” morrow ‘Thurs.) is. heading for fine 
: 34. 200 after $3,900 in 15th week. 

“Hoodlum Priest’ is 
rated only okay in third at the 
at Orpheum. 

wk). Wham $7, 800. Last. week, 
Met. “Apartment” (UA) and “Elmer rae ogy eee opens next Sat- $8 600. 

“Never On Sunday" is «till great Gantry” «UA) treissues) (2d wki. nF itth ‘Ave. Cine (R&B). 250: Pantages RKO). 
at Beacon Hill in fifth round..Happy $10,000 after $16,000 ($1.25-81.800 ema > $3. 50\—"Snartacus” ‘U! 129th wk). 
“Breathless” is fancy in second at ; opener. Janus) ‘m.o.) ae one. Smooth $10, 500. Last. week, ‘$12, 
the Capri. “One-Eyed Jacks” i Strand (National Realty (2 200: ; ‘round. finishi t w (Thurs. "100. I 
looms okay at Astor in sixth. “Gen- 65-90)—"“Elephant Walk” ‘Par: and } ook d 31.000 Lest V e k, "54, 1 Egyptian ‘WATC). 1, 392: $125-'. 
e:al Rovere” is hotsy at Exeter in "Naked Jungle” (Par) treissues!. ~?*S g00 ast wee $3.50) — “Ben-Hur” + M-G) 75th. 

Slow $3,000. Last week, “Crv. for.; 
| Happy” (Col) and “Sword Sher- : 
| wood Forest’ (Col) (2d wk), $4,000. |° 

third stanza. 

Estimates for This Weck 

Astor :B&Q) 11.170: 90-51.50:— 

“One-Eyed Jatks” ‘Par) :6th wk). | 
Oke $7,000. Last week, $8.000. 

Beacon Hill (Sack) 1678: §1-S1.50) 

‘wk Beefy $12,000.. Last “week, 
Normandie 'T-L) (592; $1.25- $14,000. 

$1.80)—"Return To Pevton Place” . 
‘20th’. Initial session finishing to- 

‘|morrow 'Thurs.) is heading for fine 
$10.000. Holding. 

Little Carnegie. 

: BALTIMORE | 
Race Meet Helps Omaha: (L. Carnegie) | (Continued from. page 8) 

—“Never On Sunday” +Lope) ‘5th (520; $1.23-$2:'—"“Tunes of Glory’ :Kings) .2d wk). Fair $1,500 - after | 
wk. Great $12,000. Last week, ‘Alamo’ Mi h 17,000, ‘(Lope)’ (2ist-final wk). The 20th :$2'000 in first. 
$14,000. , }.round completed. Monday '8) was! 

Boston ‘Cinerama, Inc.) (1.354: ‘Sanctuary’ Slight AG: fancy $7,000 after $6.500 for 19th.’ $1.50\—"Two-Way Stretch” 'Show).! 
$1.75-82.65:—“‘Seven Wonders of “week. This is holding ‘so well that : Healthy £4000. Lastweek, “Make 
World” ‘Cinerama) 'reissue) ‘12th Omaha, May 9. ithe opening of “Violent Summer” “Mine Mink” ‘Cont! (5th | wki, $2. 

wk) Okay $6,500. Last. week. : 
$7.060. “Windjammer” ‘NT). ‘re-- 
issue) returns next weck. 

Capri ‘Sack’ ‘990; S$1-$1.450) — 
“Breathless” ‘FAW: ‘2d vkt. Fat 
$8900. Last week.. $10.000. 

Exeter ‘1,376; 90-81.50:— “Della 
Rovere’ Cont) 3d wks Hot $7,000. 
Last week, $8.500. , 

Fenway ‘Indie? (1.350; $1.50:— : 
“Bernadecite Fourdes” -Jarus} Sth | 
wk). Oke $4.000. Last week. $5.080. : 

Gary ‘Sack) (1.277: $1.25-S1 80: - 
—"La Dalee Vita” ‘Astor’ +3d wk: 
Corking $20,000, last week, $24.000. 

Kenmore ‘indiei ‘700: $1.459'— 

Plenty of out-of-tawners here.:FAW), originally set for May 13,-000. | 
for the opening of Ak-Sar-Ben’‘s ; has’ been delayed. © | Hippodrome - ‘Rappaport) 2.300: 
race meeting Friday {12!, and mast| Guild (Guild) 1450: $1-$1.75) --' 90-81. 50.—"Cimarron” «M-G) 2d. 
of downtown first-runs are bene-: “Please Turn Over” (Colt (2d wk). Vwk, Slow $5, 000. after S6, 000! 
fitting this stanza. “Alamo.” w hich; -This week finishing tomorrow , opener, 

smashed every record at Ralph i! Thurs.> looks. to hold with solid: Little ‘Rappaport? +300: 90-$1 50): 
Blank’s Admiral, Chief and. Sky-:$11.500 after $17,000 for. opening —“Underworld, U.S.A.”-«Cal. Oke 
view last week, remains wow in ‘Stanza. Stays. "$2,500. Last week “Secret Partner™ 
its: second session. “Sanctuary” | Murray Hill (R&B) 1865; 95-$1.80) (MG) ‘4th wk, $2,000. 
looks drab at Orpheum in. first. _— Ballad of Soldier” 1Kings? ‘20th | Mayfair -Fruchtman). 
Reissues of “Enemy Below”: and ‘Wk. The 19th round completed '$2.50'—“Exadus” (UA/ 

proving hefty at the Omaha. Scec- 59.900 in. 18th week. “Young Sav- prior weck. 

ond week of. “Gone With Wind” . Tages” JUA) is due in May 24. |) | New ‘Frucktman) £1,600: 90-. 

“ticket “This Is Cinerama” loome: '$1.80:—"Love. and Frenchwoman” 

“Teague of Gentlemen” «Kines'' nice in 12th week at Cooper. (Sings! (11th wks. The 10th frame. week “Rachel Cade’-'WB', sioW “Secret. Partner’! (- G! split: with 
Sth wk: Neat $8,000. Last werk. , Estimates for This Week Jended Sunday 17) was stout $7,500 $2.000 iv four days. “Cat On Tin’ Reot” SAE) and. 
$9.000. “Saturday Nieht, Sunday! aqmiral, Chief, Skyview (Blank: “after $8,000 for: ninth week, Playhense 'SchwaberY +355: 90-. «High ‘Society! -EGi ‘reissues. 
Morning” Cont) is set to open .1 939. 1-000. 1.129: SL on “Alan fey az On sundae’ ee Soot S}omi—"Never on ea ‘Lee Slow 6.500. Last week. "On: 
next. ae — , ' 12 wk'. Strong §2.500. atter s ace’ 20th:. “Dav 

Metropolitan :NET? ‘4357: 90- ing ae ms 7 000 Rex’ «U'. Nim-"\k), The 29th round completed ‘same in. previous week. Tarth staod ull? Son niece, 
$195 —"Hoodtum Priest” -UA+ 2d " ook so5 500 or near. Last gonday ne gly Fith, g amazing. Stenten Fr uchtman :2 gan: 90. $5 500. 

4 week. a atarte e aitcr 500 for 28th week. $1.501--"Abcent-\finded Pro! eeser” . ‘ve-In ‘Shor) 1400 care: 
Roo $9.000. Last week. Cooper ‘Cooper’ '687;  S1.55- - 68th St. Playhouse “Leo Brech- iBVi itd « x». Nice $10. 000 or near 4 7win Drive-In Shor) 1800 ae 

| . _ $2.20'—“This Is Cinerama” -Cine-‘ ers 1370; 90-$1.65—"The Bridec” S17 » neacn side: Qe: --Wests “Jekylks Tn- 
Memorial RKO: °3.000; 90-81 49° Tonay -19th wk-. Rated fast £6.500 2 . a ‘apk “aind alter $17.00 in fitst, -ferno” Indie) and “Trouble. Ia 

—"Absent-Winded Professo-” BV) Lact ‘eck; $6.300 ee NE AM 12d wk Initial week ended = Town -Raypaport) 11.135: 90- cpa ‘Indie... Soe-so $5,000. Lest: 
($2 eke Fine $37.000. Last week, ” vie , SHS * oy vy. & ‘Sunday’ a Was a wow S14 100. a $140--“Gene with Wind’ EG week “Sivard “and Dragan" Indie) 

$19.000. . wae nce as Cooper 500. $1 i Toe nigh’ for this arty theatre. -reiseues “Sth wk © Okay $5600 ana“ eperror Is A Man" sIndie’ 
Orpheum T.oev.: 2.90: 99-81 495 $1500. Last Ak Sone Dut Looks Peed. run, With. long lines after S$6.0000:n fourth, | $8500 Fast: Private Lives af vege “eae. Rt agaed pe eae PL500. st » SLang. over weeke’ i Fern apd But Tes and hake 

Tre ny Mae “phe gona Lect OMaha ‘Tristates) 2.066: 75-31 Sutton -R&: BY. +561; .95-$1.60) — oe sae" et Fair $6: sant eee 
eek. 25.4 (Mh --"Enemy Below” -20th? ard “Be- “Two Wonen” ‘Entbassy'. Opened BUFFALO Ape wfmen * UA and. “Ebner 

Poramemt NET: 2.207: to. Useen Heaven and Hell” :2¢:h~ Monday +8. Last week, “Leazue of ; Consmucil’ tre awe RG 1 an et 
One ig Cen a relssues'. Rich © $6500, Lnst Gentiemen”’ Kivties 15th wk-6° amc from page BY FMV UAT oreiseness 2d wk €1.25-—"Black Snndes Aboard . ees ura + ty . 7 UA) creissue | * $7,000. ‘ “rite Shop of Hercers’  Potic . ee eny “White Warrior’? -Wh. ass: ck $6. N00. utter $6,500 tor mer sii.ccy, VAP -réesssuc ‘2d "3 Vatley Wiether L200: e1 “n 

Mae Qt4 ; vat $3.000. wee AKC. eae: ses ne 82 5b Sadat 

ee a EES Sat onan OFPHeUM Trintales) 2677; 15, Tramcan $24 St, THT) 640; gi!” Center “AEDT nde: Gogh as, SPS TEvode! UA! stn Countse” Indie! 2d wie, £2000 $1) — “Sanctuary” (20th sow St 50. —oRath uoSun Coie Tth’ Ret an ty Peston Place’ ne SUE EE Oe a et 

Piterim «ATC: 1.900. 73-81% — £4000 and may not last the full ek. Scath star 7 finshed sester- . Smash’ £17,000, Last week, eVareny a 

“vad Dot Col" Col and “Rete Ack, Last week, “Mein Kaiant’ day sTues. was trim 97.000 after Spring” dans, £95000 | a f Mines’ Film 
Cesions” ‘Indie’ rerul: Ghay Col, sock $12.000. but con-ider-.$3.400- for fifth week. _ i ‘Century TATC: 2.000; 1 au o ines’ ilm 
Siv0G0. Last week, “Feercest aby beiow estimate. ste me een ux eth st TH) 350: canny, Tate a sitoun Neat California’ Wins. Laurel 

facet’. Mth. and “iva Zapata” State ‘Cooper: 743: $1---"Gen, SPoOeS2i  - “Big: Show” 2ath. mt st week, STEOUO. ; 
treiaeue era sa daar vith Wind" -M-Gi reissue 2¢ Opens today ‘\ Cd. in paead. a Lafayette past 3.000; 70-81 vv, US: puven en nington, May 9 won 

Saxon ‘Savk: ‘1.100; $1 40-83 — “kK. Siick $6,000 after $6.5u0 bor. - 7 firen at Ths an at U Bn wes Absent. Reced | Professor" BY "an iaward for a film called: “Cait “Exedy” UAL Rh WS Good: ——_—_—_—_——__ —— Cee. $4,000 after S4.200 in firth oe aa ony ay $12,000. ak fornia and its National Resources. _ +. . . ate 1 ji . . : wR aA, Os Tes, . . , 

#12000" Yant week. S30 BROADWAY World “rertoeso 300: -99-81.50" “Paramount ap-pT 2,000; 70. SvHeldetle Magazine. in a national 
— Nose Ese” TL g- Gay &, ‘Continued trom paze % ‘ye: Sie ae talon to 5 con ‘ 7" one ; ra sound, film for its * PS data 6m, . Pais ee aw The . : = Wa i i Msning t0- ACN, Last cseek, “Konga’” * 
Bid 83.800, Gun: Hatin looks to hit big S450, verrow Tharsis reading. for, and “The Wand" AL. $7.500.- cellence,” 

7 weck is. bicgect “at the aia hang up $7.000 oF over after $7,500 Teck Loc. 11.200; $1°5-$2.75) Pic: Was co-produced by the Bu- 
KANSAS CITY : months. tor 1th eck, —_ ee Vk an nes Good .. 1. ae ‘and. Richtield Oil Corp. of. . 

‘Continued tren yate i Radio City Music Hall ‘Racke- ’ i "Cine “ er “net mC 1. 

“Fiercest Heart’ Ith. Medest folers! pe moet pe -$2.75 —"Par-, Los ANGELES Carne tn Setting: “4549 esl =~ 

ru. List week subeuns rish WB) an uerto Rice Fi-- 7 Centinued trom page 9: . 

§ Empire Durvncud: (128g: $125. csta stageshow. First se-sion wind-. "Band ‘of Angels” -WB? rei sue’, _ Nice S180. taunt week, $2. 100. | Exodus Opening Hawaii 
#3: —"Evodue' CUA 20th wk? nie arn wie looks to Int sty | Honolulu. May 9.- 

Licht $6,000: may hold. List week. Bie $156,000. Holding. Last- week. Los Angeles. Hollywood ‘FWD! AND-. O .  F “Exodus ‘UA omakes its Hawall 
fier : “Absent-Minded Professor” = BV* «2019: “756: -90-$1 505 — ." Virgin” PORTLAND, ORE. debut) Wednesday 10) ~at aan 
Kimo Dickinson: “504: 90-81 251 and stageshow (7th wk-, $133.000,° Spring” Januss. and. “Entertainer” ‘Coninucd trom: pace 9 solidated circuit's Kuhio theatre | 

—"Lescue of Gentlerren” Rims : Rivoli ‘UAT! 1.540; $1.50-S2.50, -Cont) {Ist general ‘release’. Slow: “of Tongs” Coie. Baneup $12,000 jin Waikiki. with #10 to 12 week 
(2d wk. Steady $1.500. Last week. i —"Mein Kampi” (Col) -3d . wk.” $7.500, or over. Last week, “Pepe”’.:Col” run anticipated, . 
BEN. : Third round finishing tomorrow rest ‘State’. 750: 90-$1.50) — ‘3d wk), $5.300. Te Backed by ‘advance “pram oe 

Paramount -Blank-UP: 1900: Thurs.’ is heading for bie $25,009; “Tunes of Glory” ‘UA) and “Your — Hollywood EverereénY 900: tional’ campaign and- ‘a_ soe 
Vie “Friendiv ' Perstumien” @r over after $48. 000 fur second Past. Is Showing" :UA) (Ist gen-. $1.25-$2.49) — *Ben-Hur" iM G) ‘ciety-studded “benefit showing: (WIPK- regesue-. bright S7.5ti. Last week. eral release): Stout: $4,000. Last ‘9th wki.’ Steady $4,000 on. pop-. picture will be run on -z n un- week. “Look m “Any Window” AAt.: State ‘loew) (1.900; $1.50-s2. 30: week. “Secrets of, Women” '‘Breg) scale run. Last week. $4,100. re-erved seat. basis, ‘with senar: te 

$5.06. - ‘—“Gone With Wind" «(M-Go creis- -4th wk. $1,800. , Music Box Hamrick) ‘640; $1 50-. matinee. and woking performar; res Plaza FMW-NT! 1.636: $125 -— Sit 3d wk. Second stanza com-. Pix, El Rey /Prin-FWO) 4756; $3:'—-“Exodus” UA? 16th wk). weekdays, continuous grind: Sia: sr 
*All Hands on Deck” 2th 2d pleted last night -Tues. was great 86); 90-$1.50 —“‘Apartment” ‘UA). Holding at- okay $6.500. Last week, days. and. Sundays. “ 
vk. Fast $7.000; may he'd Last $48000 after $61,000 for first and “Elmer Gantry” (UA) treis- $6.400. 
week, counted with Granada Weck. House loses out on capacity sues) ¢m.o.s'. Okay $7,000 or close.; Oriental 'McFadden) «2.100: $1) 1. 
1.217:. $16.000 on weekdays at its opening: show: Last week. El Rey. “Ballad of —“Hoodlum Priest" .1t'A) (and | WASHINGTON 

Rockhill <:Little Art Theatres) and the closing one since the final Soldier” ‘May ‘2d wk), $2,500. “Oklahoma Territory" ‘UA' Thin; 
(750: $1.25\—"“Ballad of Soldier” night screening starts compara- Beverly, Warren's ‘State-B&B) $2,000. Last week, “Little Shep-! (Continued from page 8) 
(K'ngs! -2d wks. Okay $1.50. Last tively early. 1,150; 1.757: 90-$1 50) — “Mein herd Kingdom: Come” (20th) and } “One-Eyed dacks'” (Parr (6th wk). 
week, $2.000. Victoria -City Inv.) (1.003: 50- Kampf” ‘:€ol) and “Hell Isa City” .“Tess Storm Country”. 20th), ; Good: $4,000. ::Last week, $5,200:: 

Roxy Durwood: .850: $1-$1.50:-— . $2\—"Alamo” : UA) (2d wk... Initial (Indie) 12d wk). Off. to $9,000, $1. 800° ve Trans-Lux tT-L) ‘600: $1.49-$2) 
“Return To Peyton Place’ :20th)., round ended yesterday 'Tues.) hit light. Last week, $22,800.. Orpheum (Evergreen) (1.536; $1-- —"“Mein Kampf” (Col). Smash 
Socko $12,000: holds. Last week, : ‘ big $19,000 on popscale, continu- Four Star iUATC) (868; 90-$1.50)" 
“Cry for Happy” iCol) (3d wk),} ous-run, day-dating with the As-.—" Pepe” Col) «2d wk). Lush $9,- 
$5.000. {tor, In ahead, “All in Night’s 000. Last-week, $12,200. 

Uptown ‘FMW-NT) :2.043: $1-. Work” (Par) (6th wk), $15,000. j Warner. Beverly (S\WV) 
$1.251—"‘Absent-Minded Professor" a Warner ‘SW) (1,813; $1.50-$3.50)° $1 50-$2)—"Raisin in Sun”. 
(BV) '6th wk). Snappy $6,000, this’ ' “Exodus” (UA) (21st wk). 
already being an unusually longrun : frame finishing today (Wed.) is 
for this spot. Last week, $7,000. | heading for wow $45,000 or near 

‘ $1.49)—"Elmer Gantry” ‘UA) and 
“Apartment” +UA)- ‘reissues) 13d: 
wk), Fast $6, 500. Last week, 

(1.316: $6,800. 
(Col)| Paramount (Port-Par) 3,400: $1-! 

(BV) (4th. wk).. 
(Ros).. (720; $1.85- : week, $10, 000. 

i812, ;100. Lofty $7,500. Last 
Music Hall 

| after $46, 000 for 20th wk. Contin- '$2.25) — “League. of “Gentlemen” 
Okay $5,000. . Last 

(Cinerama | 
Ine.) (1,389: $1.20-$2.65)—“Cinera- }- 

(7th wk, ” , 
i was robust $7,800 after $8,200 for (Brient $13.000. Last week, $13,000. ,Cimarron” ‘shapes fair’ at Albee 

7. 513: $1.89-- “Chekedown.” — 

750: $2: | 

it. wk. 

“Between Heaven and Hell” are. Monday ‘8) was okay $5,000. after | Down to $3.000 after $4. 000 in 

tWB), Oke $3. 500 for 4 davs. ‘Last 2 

This !{3d wk). Torrid $10, 500. Last week, - $1. 50)—“Absent-Minded Professor" t . 
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Cincy Slips But Prof? , 7 
Sockeroo $15,000; ‘Wind 

~ Torrid 126, Trapp’ 8¢ 
Cincinnati, May 9. _ 

Cincy film trade. is. feeling the 
spring -pinch this week. “Trapp. 
Family® looks good at the Grand 

for return on -popseale.- These. are:. 
_ Chinese ‘FWO) 11,408; $2- $2. 40)! the top entrants... Bulk of biz can- 

r ’ (BV) itinnes to he magneted by holdovers: 
WW ow °$11.000. in four >“ Absent-Minded: Professor.” a-lofty 

cand <7] 

: (1.990; “Gone 'With- Wind.” still strong -at 
' $1.80-$3.50i—"“Exodus” UA) ‘20th: Canitol. Split.of “Secret Partner” 

Last week, 'y: ith “Cat On’ Tin Roof” plus “High 

 second-weeker at Keith's. 

. Society” reissues: rates mildly.. at 
Fine Arts, ‘FWC) +631: $2-$2.40)"t Palace. Twin ozoner,16oks so- 

—"“Never On Sunday” (UA) 124th’ me ° with “‘Jekyll’s\ Inferno” and 
““Tyouble In Skv¥."" ‘backed by “Pri- 
vates Lives of. ‘Adam and Eve” and 

.“Fyodus” shapes. 
fairish in seventh session at Valley. 

‘Estimates for This: Week _ 

‘Albee (RKO): (3,100: $1-$1. 251 
“Cimarron” (M-G), 
return. date. Fair  $8,500.. 

j week, | “Hoodlum Priest” 
i$9.000 at $1-S1.50 scalé. 

Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1.400: 
;51-$1.50) — ‘“'Gone: With Wind* 
j {MI-GV treissue) (3d wk). Big $14,-. 
;000. Last week, $16,500: 

Esquire Art (Shor) '500; $1.25) — 
“Make “Mine Mink” (Cont) (2d wh. 

Last: 
(ZA), 

Five West. ‘Schwaber) (435; 90-.. Fancy $1, 800 after. 52. 700 preem. 

+ -Grand (RKO) ,300: $1-$1 251 
“Tranp’ Family”: ‘20th). Goad 
£2090 or. ov er. Last. week, “Giant” 
WB) and “Rio Bravo" !WB) iTe- 
issues), $6.500 at $1.10 ton. 

Guild :Vance) (300: $1. 25)—"Vire 
gin Spring” Janus) ‘7th wk). Clos-. 

‘ing week hoost to okay $1, 700 after. 
$1.400 sixth. 
Hyde Park Art ‘Shor’ 1500: 81.25) 

—“Serengeti”® ‘AA, Oke °$1.200._ 
‘Last. week.. “Sons and. Lovers” 
20th) treturn) 2d wk: $1. 100. 
_Keith’s ‘Shar! (1.500: 90-§1:253— 

:““Absent-Minded Professor”. + BV) 
42d wk). Smash $15.000 after $20,- 
000 takeoff..spurred. by house réc- 
ord Saturday: high.:.. - 
Palace ‘RKO: 2.600: 90-$1.10'— 

| $18,500:' Last week; “Pepe” ¢Col) 
(1th. wk}, $3,600 in first five days. 
‘Uptown (SW) (1,300; $1.25-$2.25) 

"—“Exodus” (UA). (11th. wk). Hep. 
$8,000. Last week, $8500... 

- Warner «(SW). 1 440; $1.49- $7.25) 
| —""Spartaeus" _U) 6th wk). 
AGreat $9, 000, Last. week, $9,500. 

(On popseale | 
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TURES DOWN HALF 
“American Mades Include 24 Foreigns ‘var OPEN DEW HOUSES: ‘Skouras Has Huddles With 

Hollywood, May 9.- 
- With 96 features ‘approved between Jan. 1 and end. of April by 
Production - Code Administration -of the Assn. of Motion Picture 
Producers, 49 were. wholly made. in Hollywood: Of the 47 balance, 
24 were y foduced by American companies abroad. AMPP. estimates 
good. percentage of technical..work.on 24 was completed ‘here, but. 
“according to its records there is no.way of reckoning: just to what f 
extent Hollywood craftsmen played in.finalizing product: _ . 

Percentage-wise, 24 pix are said. to. run about par with last year, 
and includés slopovers from 1960.. 
The 96: approvals, however, indicate 288 total for 1961, if current: 

pace. continues, it is stated. The figure parallels 1958. in both re- 
spects, totals: and ‘seals. In 1959, . PCA. affixed. okay on 233, this 
total tapering to-211 last year. 
PCA also admits: 288; in any event, would. not be final figure 

exhibs: could look forward to as year's: releases in: this country. 
Many pix find distribution. outlets not offered for Code approval, 
in addition to those ‘given nix.on Seal. 

Groups as Revenue Source Large X 
‘In Metro Plan for Kings’ & Bounty’ | 

Hollywood, May'9.. + 
Metro- -Goldwyn-Mayer is devel- 

oping. special exhibition. interests; 
for upcoming roadshow. product, 
basing ‘plans on successful opera-'|. 
tions in ‘selling “Ben-Hur.” 

‘Chief target for future films like |. 
King of. Kings.” “Mutiny on the]. 
Bounty” and “How the ‘West Was |. 
Won;” are group sales. Along thése 
lines, a rush of orders for sold-out 
houses greeted first sneak preview 
of “Kings”. two weeks. ago In Phoe- 
nix, 
sold far Loew's State.in Nes York, 
and others in Dallas, Chicago and “ 
Los Angeles. 

— Organizations taking. the book: . 
“ines. are vessentiatly those’ who went. 

to. see “Ben-Hur” ‘en masse, . ac-: 
cording the studio's. ‘branehes. |” 
‘Earher, 

formance after ‘picture. opened. ° 
Of considerable interest. in sell- 2 

‘Ing’ plans emanating from the] 
studio ix the indication MGM. is 
selling “Kings” and other big: prod-: 
uct similarly .to “Ben-Hur.” That 
“As. pictures are aimed’ to 
case” in theatre, that’-originally 
Were spoject to major overhaul as 
a condition to’ playing °Ben-Hur.” 

Studio is pusning other exhibs to. . 
program of refurhishing: for up- 
eoming ‘product 

Laurence. x. ‘Tisch, 
Loen's Theatres, reeently an- 
nouns ‘ed chain is scouting locations * 
fox new firstrun, limited © seat 
houses ty fit requirements of. these’ 
pix 

General Aniline 
Expands Lumiere 

WwW ashinsten. May 9. 
General Aniline and, Film. Corp. 

has: taken over control ot 
Societe “Lumiere,. oldest . Frenen 
producer ‘of photographic films, ac: - 
eordinz to reports -received . by 
U.S Commerce Dept, 

Capital of the French fis is to 
be expanded from 4.500.009 to 13.+ 

‘from $990,000 to. 500, 000 frances 
WONGO+. with the new shares 

subscribed bv Gener al Aniline 
Soviete Iiimuiere, founde tL. 

ture camera ‘pioneer in 1892, 
makes a wide variety, of film stock 
ant reportedds 
009,009 annuall’ General: Aniline 
plans to modernize the: companys ‘s 
Lyon and Fey sin Plas. 

-——— —<- —— 

Kelly Succeeding Raisch 
As U's 

Series ot Universal - field shifts 
‘was set-up with. departure, effee- . 

Theodore °. 
vpeared. in the big-and-asked. quata-~ 

tive Saturday’ -13-, of 
Raisch, U's Frisco br anch toppes. 
His replacement is William D. 

Kelly. Jr., who, moves’ over from 
sales Managervin the Kansas City: 
branch, with Edward C. Elder, Dal- . : 
las sales chief, moving into Kelly's i | 
KC. slot: George Byrd of the 
Dallas sales. statf takes. over Eld-: 

among. them ‘benefit parties'| 

a SPoup in Australia order- | 
ed’ house :thefe for an-early. per- | , 

“show -| 

president. of - 

’ 

0 ES RE, 

La. 

by” 
Lous, Luniiere,. French motion pic-.- 

grosses. about Sd F 

5 Frisco C hief.. 

Levirie Still in Blossom 
Joe Levine not being one to 

stint on coin, Embassy Pic- 
_tures laid. out: ‘the most dough. 
yet for -a. filmpage advertise- 
ment in the .N. Y: Times. : 

Milestone two-page _spread, 
forthe arty “Two ‘Women,”. 
‘Sophia’ Loren-starrer, ran in 
the Sunday (7) edition for a 
reported $12,716. Pic bowed: 
the following day at the Sut- 
ton, N.Y. 

Anglo-Franco 
| Coproductions 

Via Treaty Soon 
London, May 9 

Hopes. are high here: that the. 

ong: talked- about :Angto- French - -CO-. 

will soon be- > 

Producers and: 
unions” have’ iréned out most of: 

coproduction problems on * 

- production: treaty 
.came = a-: reality. 

their 

the ‘British 
news .of similar 
iwren. both sides of the French 
andistry iy still awaited in London, 
ii is believed that a similar agree- 
Ment 
Channel: 

Next freaty -ward step {n Britain 

side and, although 

‘unions, ‘Treaty is likely ta be given 
@ trial run for the first year, 

Coproduction treaties: ‘between. 
the. C.K., Germany and: Italy are 

alsa under consideration, but nego- 
tations on. these. are likely to ‘be 
atiaried By more snags. than in the 

“Anelo-Freneh deal. Labor condi- 

. that is:.fairly acceptable’ to. studio 
worker, in. both countries. 
in the German and Italian indus 
tries hours and wages. are very 
differ ent from: those in Britain. : 

Joan Crawford’s Views: 
Keep Love Tale Short 

Wilmington, Mav 9. 

Juan Crawford, for long theatri- 
-calfy idle and’ making a personat 
appearance | as board member 
the Pepsi-Cota Co,, evidently thinks 
Hels wood is going in the wrong 
direction’ 
simple; oldfashioned | love Stories— 
noUiung over length. 

Actress,. whose name: hasn't ap- 

tions. ‘in recent. years, said she'll 
_vetutn ‘to films: “when they" tind 
me_a-simple. love. story that “will 
tast, say, an hour and a half.” 

Miss Crawford. who-became a 
_ Pepsi director upon the death of 
her Husband. board chairman Al- 

discussions be-. 

“Will be: Feached. across. the 

MUL bea joint approach to the 
Board of Trade by producers and, 

‘tions in British and French film 
Indust res’ even. out to a pattern’ 

‘But - 

of: 

She said. she’s for’ the’ 

Studio Execs Re ‘A’ Pictures; 
| Ts PROOUG Seen Bulwark for Annual Meet By. HAZEL GUILD 

Frankfurt, May 9. 
The West German film industry 

(for the upcoming season is ex- 
pected to turn out an all-time low 
of only about 50 full-length fea- 

4tures—less than half of the 1960 
production figure. 

While this data is still | {in the 
rumor stage, it’s highly likely that 

|5,000 German exhibitors will be 
-,erying for pictures. 

Americans will have:a field day 
if they can come up with more 

for reissues which did good 
business before, 

|For el and it should be easier 

able to get into German. theatres 
where they have ‘never before 
played”—according to one long- 
time German film industryite. 

Of course, American film-mak- 
ers have considerably .cut down on | 
product, too. 

Other signs of the belt-tighten- ' 

Overseas Rentals ing are being noted throughout the 
West German film circles. Pallas 
and Neue -Film Distributors i 
‘merged recently, as. did UFA and 

-|Film Hansa, meaning that ‘there 
would be fewer distributors offer- 
ing the German and foreign out- 
put: And two other longtime firms 
in the industry went bankrupt. 

{Munich's Union. Film and Atlantic | 
Film Distributors both cried quits ! 

j after™ lengthy financial difficulties. . 

‘Rumors,. Rumors, Rumors 

And there were so many rumors 
_|flying this week about the future 
of Ilse. Kubaschewski’s Gloria Film 
Co. that the chief‘ herself made a 
formal. denial. She stated that she 

lis not seiling out.to Europa Films, 
as has. been reported, is not 
merging with Bavaria as has also 
been rumored, and has not sold out 
to either an’ American company or. 
to an: Italian company—agzain .as 
the rumor factory has suggested. 
Knovw-it-alls. in the industry stil] 
suggest that some tentative moves 
along one or another of these lines 
have been ‘made, however. 

Fritz Wolf of Rosenheim. Ba- 
‘varia, who controlled 14 houses, 
went bankrupt. announcing that he 
Mas over $1.000.000 in debt. And 
in just four months: of 1961. 40 
“theatres in Bavaria shut their 
doors due to dwindling business: 
The. result was that in 50 smaller 
communities. in this. southeast Ger- 
mati section,. 
films-.at all on view except. for 
those offered by touring exhibitors 
“Who might set up for weekends or 
for a day or two coinciding with. 
local festivals and fairs when hig- 
ger business might be expected. 

“The state is slaughtering the 
cow that it can no -longer 
was the theme of a meeting of the 
Exhibitors: Assn. of Germany re- 
eently, claiming that the excessive 
entertainment taxes: ‘Slapped on the 

‘film housés: had meant the final 

dustry. 
‘Officials ‘noted that in Rosen-: 

Theim, for instance, with Wolf's 
shtittering his houses, there will 
now be only three, instead of. nine, 
‘houses. ; . 

Provincial Woes 

‘From ‘Hamburg, a representative 
of the -Exhibitots Association re- 
ported that three houses: had closed 
‘down ‘last year, and that the 1960 
‘fili business ‘showed a 10 pereent. 
drop over the’ previous year, 

A’. Duesseldorf film official re- 
ported that the first-run houses in 

this: major eity were not alarmed, 
hut:in the suburbs the smaller ex- j 
hibitors were in difficulty, A sim- 
ilar comment as to Frankfurt. 

‘And a report typical of the en-- 
tire German filmy industry. came 

. from ‘Nucrnberg. The city. had 43 

houses with. 21,755 seats in 1957, 1 all—from the Catholic Legion of. 
“Last Sun-- 

publicist Russell Birdwell on un- 

‘and sold 8.746.000 tickets—mean- | 
ing each seat kiad.28.1° occupancy. 
In 1960 there were only 6.480.000 
tickets sold, meaning 20.9% use of | 

‘er’s: duties there,. and: Dean Gold- | fred. N: Steele, was. here for. the ! ithe seats. 
_man, a-booker in the DaHas office. 
“moves up ta-salesman there, .. ~ 

Raisch had . been. With U since. 
°44, starting as a: booker in the- 

“Chicago branch. ; 

company’s - annual: meeting. She! 
i-mentioned : a ‘television: ‘series for: 
‘herself; one to- be. comprised of . 
‘half-hour. shows and to start in- 
| 1992. Specilics ‘were’ unsaid. 

And so far this year, four major 
‘ houses have folded. The Adonia has 
been replaced by a supermarket, : 
the Cor-9 and Gloria have closed. . 
(* .(Continued on page 21) 

“American distributors will be |. 

there would be no. 

milk” ’ 

financial blow. to the sickening ine - 

Boston’s Film Fest 
Boston, May 9. 

First annual Boston interna- 
tional film. fest, skedded for 
‘May 22-27 at the Loeb Drama 
‘Center here, has 32 entries 
(10 features and 22 shorts) 
from the U.S. and 12 other 
countries. The Drama Center 
is a 500-seat house on the 
Harvard campus. 

Among the entries are the 
‘British “Jessy,” the Yugoslav 
“Ninth Circle” tan Oscar 
nominee this year!, the Greek 
“This Side of The River” and 
the Japanese “Cobweb 
Castle.” 

George Papadopsulo fs fest 
director. 

Drop $5,000,000; 
20th Ratio, 60-40 

Though 20th-Fox’s income from 
° ‘domestic film rentals, including tv. 
-climbed from $62,335,631 in 1959 
to $65.442.847 in 1960, the com- 
pany’s foreign income in the same 
period dropped almost $5,000,000. 
trom $48,156,332 to $43,369,132. ac- 
cording to the annual report 
mailed to stockholders this week. 

Unlike most of the other major 
“eompanies, which are now earning 
slightly more than 50”. of their 
revenues in the overseas markets, 
20th has a 60-40 ratio in favor of 
domestic side. 

In his message to stockholders 
fin the annual report, prexy Spyros 
P. Skouras calls this decline in 
foreign rentals “our greatest re- 
versal in income during the year.” 
It is especially dramatic when one 
Cons siders that in 1958 the con- 
panx’s foreign rentals totaled $53.- 
188.022. making far a drop of al- 
most $10.000.000 in the two-vear 
period. 

In the. ‘same ‘two-vear period. the 
company's total income from film 
rental declined from $116.045.679. 
to .$108.811.979. 

The prexy’s message gives a 
close rundown on the previously 
reported studio sale deal and sale. 
to the Rank Organization of 20th’s 
interest in Gaumont British, not-; 
ing also that 20th’s management 
will continue to “analyze and eval- 
uate every facet of its worldwide 
operations and properties to the 
end that unprofitable or marginat! ; 
assets: are converted into one that } 
produce greater returns.” 
An interesting angle on the Gau- | 

mont British sale, calling for the 
total payment to 20th of $11.200,- 
690 in installments up to 1972, is’ 
that in the course of this payment 
period, the company will be realiz- 
ing an average annual return of 
$528.800 over and above of pay-' 
ments on the property itself. This 
includes interest payment on the 
unpaid balance coming to an aver- 
age of $280.600 a year, -plus use of 

(Continued on page 22. 

‘Sat. Nite’ C-Rated By 
L. of D.; ‘Sunset’ a ‘B’ 

The British “Saturday Night, 
“Sunday Morning.” 
lease current at the Fine Arts, NY. 
drew a C-rating—objectionable for 

Decency. Universal's 
- set” is) B-rated—objectionable in 
part for all. 

“Saturday Night’® was thumbed 
‘ because of its “inconclusive theme, 

Continental re-: 

20th-Century board meets 
this .afternoon (Wed.) ahead 
of stockholders’ session May 
16. Possibility of an import- 
ant change exists, it having 
been reported heretofore that 
president Spyros Skouras 
might step up to chairman. 

Hollywood. May ®. 

Bulwarking himself for annual 
stockholders and board meets in 
New York, May 18, 20th-Fox prexy 
Spyros P. Skouras spent three days 
last week at Beverly Hills studio 
conferring with production chief 
Bob Goldstein and veepee and tv 
head Peter G. Levathes, who has 
added studio operations to duties. 

After checking lineup of forth- 
coming pix, Skouras expressed en- 
thusiasm at “the best lineup the 
company has had in three years.” 

He also estimated $40.000.000 
budget to be spent on 20 “A's” 
and 15 smaller budget pix to be 
made by Robert Lippert’s -Associ- 
ated Prods. 

In discussing product, both the- 
atrically and tv-wise, 20th-Fox ton- 

{per freely praised hoth Goldstein 
‘and Levathes for jobs they have 
done, former for number of hig 
pix either in cans, or on the wey, 

‘and latter tor selling four hour, 
and one half hour shows, to tv 
starting next fall. Latter achieve- 
ment Skouras considers feather in 
Levathes’ cap, the four 60-min. 
Shows slated for ABC-TV, three 
almost back-to-back on Sundays. 

Skouras also pointed out $40,- 
900,000 estimate didn’t include 
Walter Wanger-Joseph L. Mankie- 
wiecz combo effort, Cleopatra.” or 
Darry] F. Zanuck’s “The Longest 
Day.” both of which will be mada 
in foreign lands. As for “Cleo,” 
Skouras sipped a coke and placidiy 
said, “It will be the happiest day 
of my life when this picture starts 
production ” 

Four other pix—included in 20 
“A’s"-—will be “shot” abroad They 
include Merk Robson's “The In- 
spector.” which gets rolling in 
Holland June 15. Producer-director 
intends to film other sequences in 
Tanviers and London, leaving in 
about a week for Holland to take 
care of prelim chores on pic. An- 
other will be Leo McCarey’s 
“China Story,” to star Bill Hoiden 
and Ciifton Webb Pic will base In 
London, with McCarey set to take 
off any day now. Both Robson and 
McCarey conferred with Skouray 
while three-day visiting. Other two 

(Continued on page 22) 
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Wayne Prepping 
Next Batjac Pic 

Hollywood, May 9. 
John Wayne has quietly begun 

prepping his next Batjac produc- 
tion—ax yet untitled. As of this 
date, too, there is no release deat. 

; Latest Batjac film. “The Alamo,” 
is being distributed by United 
Artists. 

Pr ojected film will deal report- 
edly “with six prominent persons, 

ithree female and three male, and 
an incident in their lives.” 
Wavnewill star and also direct. 

1 He cannot swing onto it until about 
J this time next year. Upon winding 
eurrrent “Hatari” at Paramount he 
hops to 29th Fox for “Coman- 
‘echeros.” thence {o MGM _ for a 
cameo 

Yon,” 

in “How The West Was 
then back to Par for John 

_Ford's “The Man Who Shot Liberty 
Vance. 

Meanwhile, Wayne has re-hired 

other one-year ticket. -The ex- 
ploiteer wiil concentrate only un 
Batjac product. He did “Alamu” 

unrestrained subject matter and{for a year on deal which expired 
_indecencies In treatment” that! Dec. 1, then returned to stimulate 
‘rendered pic totally amoral to the Oscar interest early this year. 
I... of D. In “Sunset.” the Legion | 
| objected to the hera’s suicide. 

It is understood quite a reorgan- 
| ation in Batjac ts in the works. 



90:, Has The Astronaut 

Of The Of The Industry! 

RETURNTO 
PEYTON PLACE 

BLASTS OFF 
in 
Atlanta, Buffalo, 
Chicago, Cleveland, 
Honolulu, Houston, 
Kansas City, 
Nashville, New York, 
Rochester, St. Louis... 
whizzing past some 
of the industry’s greatest block-busters! 



. WARIETY’S* LONDON ‘OFFICE 
4 3h James's 8 Pleeaditly 

London. 
Alan’ King. flew. in. from: NY. for one day’s shooting: on Bertram Os-| films for the last several months. 

“¢rer’s Anglo-Amalgamated ‘comedy, “On The Fiddle”: 

| Hor” 
(Col) and “The Apartment” (UA}— 

(3 Yank Films Among 
10 Faves in Germany 

Frankfurt, May. 2. 
Three American films: — “Ben- 

(M-G), “Porgy and Bess” 

made the list of the 10-favorite 

. Football Assn. | The poll, conducted by the Allens- | 
Cup Final on Saturday (6). was filmed: in color ‘by: ‘Pathe News. First! bach Popular Polling - Institute, 
time the event’s been given the color treatment ... . Warwick's “The | 

ials-Of. Oscar Wilde”. hag been. -picked as. “Britain's. official entry at: 
Charlie Drake’s. next. Associated-Brit- lea three months in West Germany. | the Moscow Festival in July.. ... 

fh. comedy ‘will be a- naval lark . . ,-Donald: Houston. draws his. first. 
‘heavy” role in Walt Disney’s “The Prince And The Pauper”... A; 

questioned people who had attend-{ 
ed at least one film during the | 

Chosen as favorites were “Faust” 
(Gloria); “The Spook Castle in the 

proposed “AA”: film certificate; which. will bridge the gap between) Spessart” (Constantin); ‘‘Ben-Hur" 
” and “X” is unlikely to be introduced for some time, sez the Cen- 

‘sors’ secretary, John Trevelyan , .°. Liverpool, “Llandudno and Aber-: 
deen are the next. three situations skedded for Metro's. “Ben-Hur” ; 

. Val Guest planning .a pie about the escape of King Charles IT from 
the Battle of Worcester to. Northern France... . Otto Preminger’s: U-K. 
team threw: a cocktail and. buffet party following the preview of “Exo- | 
dus”... Col’s The Greengage Summer,” which had its Atlantic preem : 
on the Queen Mary last month will now Play both the Queens through- 
out the summer. ... 

Madrid 
“Many of Madrid's: Jeading ‘film distributors turned out for the open- 

ing last week of a new first-run house; Cine Richmond, which ‘will | 
‘Join the Real Cinema.and Torre de Madrid. as a.trio of Madrid show- 
‘cases within the extensive circuit headed by Maximiliano ‘Garcia Al- | 
“varez, Among the. important . distrib chiefs who attended the. launching 
were Pedro Couret (Mercurio), . Alfredo Talarewitz (Filmax), Pepe 
Garcia Ramos (Radio -Films), Vicente - Salgado (CEA), Jose: Luls de 

|‘M-G);"“Das Schwarze. Schaf” (The 
: Black Sheep) (Bavaria; “Der Brave 
Soldat “Schwejk”: (Brave Soldier 
Sehwejk). (Gloria); “‘The Heritage 
‘from Bjoerndal’’ (Deutsche Film 
Hansa); “An Heiligen Wassern” 
1tOn. ‘Holy Waters) (Gloria); “In 
‘Weissen. Roessl” (In White Horse 
Inn) . (Constantin); . “Porgy and 
Bess” (Col) and “Apartment” (UA). 

Metro Building . : . . 

- Aussie Coverage, 
Navasquez (Chamartin), Carlos Couret (Hesperia. Films): and Luis Gar- | 
wido. (CB Films): 

Israeli Inngrésarios 
To Regulate Flow of F oreign Names} 

Tel “Aviv, May 2. 

“Mrust-hoosters ‘probably would | 

raise. an. eyebrow: ‘but ‘the. Israeli 
‘audience has ‘received. with a sigh | 

of relief. the news that local im-. 
‘préesarios have reached an agree- |. 
“ment. thereby ayciding competition | 
on the import market: Instéead-of; 
competing with each other in bring- 
ing in big names from abroad, they : 
-have set up a pool and are handling ;, 
bigger ‘enterprises together. ~ 

There are about six imprésarios : 
in: the country recruiting foreign ; 
attractions. for Israel. In récent 
years, since currency ‘regulations ' 
were relaxed, they have brought 
to. a relatively small and limited- | 
Means audience an avalanche .of | 

.$tars and big shows. ¥-ves Montand, 
_Marlene Dietrich. Louis Armstrong. | 
‘Harry Belafonte, Ella Fitzgerald, 
the “West Side Story” ‘company 
-and the Odeon. Theatre. from Paris 
-are among the. standouts. The Is- 
‘raeli audience, -keen on good enter- 
tainmient, but short on money was 
‘placed in a reat dilemma to aban- 
don the Israeli theatte and. shows Kolmat's 
for the sake of foreigners or to 
shun foreign productions and_so, 
not. to overspend. There. was .no 

-Clear-cut answer to- the. probleni 
and ‘the ‘result is that everybody | 
lost. The Hebrew theatre lost part. 
of ‘its audience and the ‘importing 
imprésarios lost money, 
some shows made fairly well. The. 
government's attempt, to set up a 
regulatory agency, which (would |: 
schedule foreign . ‘productions at 
reasonable intervals failed because: 
dit couldn’t come to. an agreement 
with the impresarios. ° 

AS a- ‘result: -the show. import’ 
reached a saturation ‘point and the. 
audience reacted quite violently. . 
While in the past. it was: ‘a. social 
“must” to’ ‘see a certain foreign" 
singer, now it has bec: onie. fashion- 
able to stay. away. 

_ Also the impresarios learned . 
‘their ‘lesson.. They got together, : 
compared their inv itation lists and 
‘schedules and-reached:a- far-reach- , 
ing agreement. Not only are they : 
now co-ordinating the: timing - of 
their shows. but they are financing - 
them jointly: Instead of looking for 
“angels” 
are pooling their own money. : To. 
keep. appearance e and prestige, each 
“guest is stil] appcearing.under the 
sponsorship of the impresario who-: 
has invited ‘him, the remainder be- - 
ing silent Partners. 

Toho May Spot Yank 
Pix. on Double Bills" 

‘: Tokyo, May 2. 

Toho-is considering showing for- - 
eign feature pix..on double bills;: 
with Japanese product on its” own 

though 

Sydney, May 2. 
By the end of this year, Metro 

| will have a sizable suburban cover- 
age ‘on blanket release with Aussie Set Up Own Pool 
and Hoyts nabe- loops. 
“Metro controls two’ key show- 

| cases here, St. James and Liberty. 
Vput. has been stymied.on a blanket: 
‘nabe- ‘coverage because: of a lack. 
jot cinema available. Now, however. ! 
on a ,Set-tosether with important 
suburban owmen, the way is 

Films for. Ist. Time. open for Metro for day-and-date 
‘Rome, “May. 2. 4 playing time. at city prices in keep- 

This year’s Spoleto Festival of Ing with the policy adopted by. both | 
‘Two Worlds !June 15-July. 15). for 'GUT and Hoyts. New deal also 

es Fest to Show. 

| the. first time will feature a. pro- | gives Metro a continuous product 
flow into the keys and nabe houses. . 

deal 
-_gram’ devoted to motion pictures. 
Spotlight. this summer will be oni New policy started with 
ya series of 10 feature and short. “Where the. Boys Are” and is pay- ; 

firms’ produced . independently in. ne off. strongly at the. boxoffice. 
the. U:S. on low. budgets. 

‘Mandarin Film, Belles,’ 
Sets Longrun Mark In 

[ A retrospective. showing .of early J 
findie items will also be held. at - 
; the Gian Carlo Ménotti event, w ‘ith , 
the entire’ pic section ‘being . -set 
'up by David C. Stone. 

Among the pix ‘to be exhibited |. 
“at Spoleto are: “The-Connection,”- 
‘made. by Shirley: Clarke; Jerom 
‘Hill’ “The Sand Castle’; Curtis Hong Kong, May 2. 
Harrington's “Night Tide”; Grego-| A Mandarin film, made by Shaw’ 
‘ry .Markopulous: “Serenity”; Mer- Brothers, has. displaced “Ten Com-' 
Til Brody and. Allen Baron's “Blast | 
of Silence’; Stan Brakhage’s:“tAn- | 
ticipation of: the - Night”;. Robert jhave’ set the. longest run in thej 
Frank's “Pull My Daisy’; Eric Colony. “Commandments” ran for 

“Changing Tides” and - 43 days. The Chinese film,-: 
Jonas Mekas' “Guns of the Trees.” 

Cuban Folk and Dance 
Troupe Finally Debuts 

Belles.” a musical, lasted for 48. 

JYdays or. a new high. 

_ However, 

-record in gross. “Les Belles” 

1 amassed $75,364 which is the high- 

“est this year but a little short of 

.| independent exhibitors. in opposi- |. 
tion to the Greater Union Theatres | 

Hong Kong, No BO. High. 

mandments” (Par) as the film to: 

“Tes S. 

“Belles” did not hit 

INTERNATIONAL 

Alarcon, Ex-Owner 
Looms as Moving 

~ [atin American 

Tokyo’s Roadshow Setup i 6 
More Hopeful for U.S. 

Tokyo, May 2. 
With the- Tsukiji Chuo Theatre 

becoming a foreign ‘film roadshow 
house, speculation is spreading; 
that Shochiku and Tokuy Bunka 
may realign their roadshow setup: 
and thereby provide a wedge for: 

tual monopoly. 
Talk is that pietures may road- 

show concurrently at Tokyu's Shi-! 
buya Pantheon and Shochiku’s 
Togeki, and: at Tokyu's Shinjuka i 
Milano-za and Shochiku’s Piccadil- 
ly. Once this pattern is sct in mo- 
tion. the entire roadshow structure 
for foreign films could be revised. 

Patronage Dip Forces 
Many Ireland Cinemas 

To Close; TY Blamed 
Dublin, May 2. 

\ Of the 43 cinemas now operating | 
in Belfast, 12 are scheduled to close 
‘"\aain the next two years, accord- 
‘in? to an industry spokesman here. 
Nine have closed in the area dur- 
ing the last-two years. 
| Belfast suburban cinemas have { 
| dropped up to 50¢a in attendance | 
| sinee the opening of itv stations j 
in the northern Ireland area. In |]- 
‘Dublin, it is reperted that the sub- 
urban cinema’s trade has dipped 
45°: over the last seven years. 
Tele is charged with being the 
_Main cause of decline in att-n-! 
dance, but the decline in quaiity | 
j of pictures is also blamed by ex- 
hibitors. 

lrisi Republic’e first tv trans- 
-|mitter is not scheduled to be opera ‘ 

ut § tional before next November 
j already 80,000 receivers are in use 
: Picking up BBC and ITV transmis- i 
i sions. Full coverage of the Repub- ' 
lic by Radio Eireann transmitters - 

lis not expected to be completed | 
‘for at least two years. 

Qn Prowl for Shows To 

London, May 2. 
Zollie Volchok of the Northwest 

; Releasing Corp. is on a European 
| prowl for special attractions to be 
‘staged at the Seattie World's Fai 
set for 1962 under the title of 

lwas finalizing arrangements here 
! for the Old Vic and Sadler's Wells . 

importer-distribs in Toho's vir-: 

“Play at Seattle Fair. 

“Century 21.” Last week Volchok : 

In Paris; Rated'a Hit. 
Paris, May 9. 

’ The: National . Cuban Folk | and 

‘fast “year's: ‘top b.o. record set by-to appear during the exposition, 
“Solomon and Sheba” (UA) which and was also discussing other pos- 
‘hit about $80.000. | sible attractions with the drama 

of Mex Gold Chain 
Factor in Mexican, 

Prod. Distrib Setup 
Mexico City, May 8. 

Gabriel Alarcon, ex-Mexican 
Im exhibitor ‘owner of the o'd 

Gold Chain‘, flush with funds re- 
i ceiv ed from the government for 
| his circuit, is shaping up as an 
important new factor in Mexican 
and Latin American production- 

i distribution activities. Indications 
lare that he is also eyeing expan- 
:Sion into the U. S. and Eurcpean 
imarkets as well. Alarcon has ac- 
: quired a 200-house circuit in Vene- 
:7uUela, and apparently will be work- 
ing closely with Plaza Izquierdo in 
‘having a virtual monopoly of Vene- 
j zuelan outlets. This market is im- 
portant and has becn a major rev- 
| guue producer for the Mexican in- 

stry. 

| “Alarcon plans to feed his 
Venezuela circuit with indepen- 
dentiy-produced films. Far this 
purpose, he has siznified his intent 
to finance producers who do not 
receive the blessings and benetits 
of the Film Bureau. ‘The latter 

‘has definitely cut back to a policy 
of financing only four pictures a 
month, selecting these from seven 
to 10 projects presented by pro- 
ducers. While Alarcon has not 
‘been talking for publication, his 
| rones indicate that he is also 
dickering with an American dis- 

i tributor to exploit films he finances 
; nortl: of the border. In Mexico it- 
self, he is reorganizing on a major 
scale his independent distributor- 
ship, Distribuidora Mexicana. 

The ex-exhidition magnate ts 

(Continued on page 22) 
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W. German Pix Exports 
fe ’ 

Topsed $6,500,000 Last 
¢ o 9 e 

Year; ‘Bridse’ Top Hit 
Berlin, May 2. 

The export profits of West Ger- 
man feature pix are not as bad as 
<Gme were led to believe. Taat's 
revealed by statistics compiled by 
the West German Expert Union. 
These statistics show that West 
{ Ger man feature pix grossed nearly 
;$6.500,000 within the first 11 
; Months ‘Jan-Nov.' of 1960. That's 
{an increase of 10°¢ compared with 
1959. 

West German pictures are cur- 
,rently played in 40 countries. A 
' definite upbeat is obvious in the 
-Far East and South America. 
There's, however, some competi- 

y ‘tion on the part of the Soviet Ger- 
man Defa which also vants fo ex- 
ploit these areas. The Defa is a 
State-owned enterprise and is given 
generous support by the East Ger- 
“man government. 
| The German Film Weeks 
i Pakistan. India and Ceylon 

fn 
in 

Firms. distributing Hollywood; department of the British Council ‘November of 1960: and Tokyo and 

for ‘each big shew, they" 

Dance Troupe finally made it to| 
Paris. to. fill one day of their slated . 

‘five day: stint at the Theatre Sarah 
Bernhardt’ during the presently un- 
rolling Theatre of Nations season. 
Cubans were delayed by the coun- 

-ler-revolutionary: landings. They; 
,came :on Friday i28) and seored 

product here tend to disregard ' 
“Les Belles” run record, saying it: as others. 

a forced: engagement. More- 
“over, they point out, the film was {| checked out of London to continue 
| was 

' shown on a second-run circuit. 

and agent Harold Davison as well. Hong Kong ‘late in 1959: have 
: awakened interest in West German 
‘films there, it’s reported. 

The West German export No. 1 
hit of 1960 was undoubtedly Herr- 

At the end of last week he, 

his tour of the Continent and will 
“Spartacus,” currently playing to!be visiting Holland, Denmark, ‘mann Schwerin’s Fono production, 
full houses, looks set for a seven-j; France, Italy and Spain during the : fate Bridge. hich cheked hoth 

‘with the audiences and Ww r liked week run and possibly longer. It} next five to six weeks before re-; financially = an artistically 
e © . | shapes as this year’s top b.o. film.: turning to his home base. “Bridge” is one of the three West ‘-by- the critics, 

Crix found it a lively show with 
.a@ predominant Afro-Cuban beat ' 
‘and terp. aspect. ‘Though some par-.. 
ticipants were amateurish they felt. 
it was-made up for by the fervor 
‘rhythm and general choreographic 
j ideas of troupe head Ramiro Guer-. 
ra. Spanish heel and toe influences |. 
were also noted: 

for a full week before going on to! 
other Western and Eastern. Euro- 
pean dates. Group has 35 -people. 

(‘Dolce Vita’ to New Top 
Scale on Aussie Run 

“Sydney, May 2. 
“La Dolce “Vita! Cols -com- 

mencées a four sessions. dajly-run 
{bid at the Lido, key. Continental 
‘house opening last April 28, at a 
record 15 shillings top ‘less than! 

Jt may ‘play another theatre here | 

| 

Despite Attendance Dip at French Pix 
Houses, Biz Okay Via Upped Scales 

Paris. May 9 
The governmental Centre Du 

Cinema: has compiled Statistics on : 
the general film: picture in France. 
, There was a slight fall in depth. 
: filmgoing last year overcome some- 
| what: by. rising first-run attendance 
and tilted..scales at the same. It 
seems that big pix get longer runs: 
“but the ordinary ones have much 
less chance. today. Biz here is be- 
ginning to follow the U.S. and 
British patterns as television finally 
begins to make itself felt in France. 

The Pari is region gets about 27% 

| 

German films that grossed more 
than $250,000 Jast year. As per 
tradition, German films are most 
popular in Austria and Switzerland, 
followed by the Benelux counrties, 
Denmark and South America. 
Financially, Austria is the most 
lucrative market for German ica- 

, tures. 

- Top foreign market is sti West 
rermany which went up 7% last , of 

‘year compared to 1959, followed by See Mex P ix P roduction 
Latin America ‘in spite of a din), | ° ° . 
Belgium, Luxembourg, -Canada, Holding io 70 Hi} 1961 
Spain, Great Britain, Holland, Mexieo City. May 2. 

Italy. Japan, Sweden, Switzerland, | y¢ {5 now officially admitted by 
i Russia. Eastern Bloc countries and the Mexican Assn. of Film Produc- 
, the USS. ers that national production may 
+ French film production costs also‘ not hit more than 70 films this 
went. up as did the amount of pro-, year. And pessibly much less if 
duction in spite of the growing, contract negotiations deteriorate 
backlog of unreleased pix. The , and cause a month or two of prod- 
number of film producers also has: uction shutdown. 
“inereased, with about 558 recorded Official view is that a drop even 

below this figure would be $1.80), highest coin set for a for- ‘of theb.o. receipts with about 20% 
circuits. jeign pic here. -of the: attendance. Last year, 362 - 

in the past year over the 495 in! 
1959. This has led to more and “healthy,” and that. in any case, 

Such & plan’ Was ‘proposed to'|... Continental film biz is buoyant: films were needed, 141 being: 
‘Toho. by. its subsidiary Towa, as! here’. presently with ‘Full Sun" | French and French ‘coproductions | 
importer-distributor. New. import: 
‘quota: ‘policy will give. Towa 23 li- 
censes. Add two licenses: for.Toha’s 
bonus quota anda total of 25 for-- 
efen films will be handled by Towa- 
‘Toho during 196i. 

(Blake), “Othello” ‘New Dawn), land .221 foreign pix.. Last year,. 
“Morning ‘Star? (New Dawn),| Yanks. had only 28.5% of the pic- | 
“Night teat" (Blake), “Wild Straw- ‘tures which is a'slight dip from the - 
berries?’ (BEF) ‘4nd. “Crucible’!31.5° of 1959. France still ‘takes 
(Kapferer) ‘doing well among the : ‘about 50°. of the market and re-. 

"foreign. releases. i ceipts with its own vroduct. 

more coproduction internally on{there are far too many film pro- 
films as well as outside coproduc- ! ducers. This, according to the Film 

‘tions. The number of new directors { Bureau, is way out of line with 
is going down and the old guard|reality, considering the tight 
has again established itself a&8{ money situation. lack of interna- 
making the big boxoffice’ successes ; tional markets and inapiness of a 
after the brief span of the “New: good many of the alleged produe 
Wave.” ltian slamonte 
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Skyway Thriller 
A Class Fantasy 

MASTER OF THE WORLD 
(AIP) 

Producer s.sseee. James H. Nicholson 
Director ..........cccenee .. William Witney 
Executive producer ...... Samuel Arkoff 
Screenplay ........... Richard Matheson 
Based cn ‘Master of The World, ” and. 
* “Rebur, the Conqueror,” 

* DY cone eeneeneeenccorecneres Jules Verne 
Photography ececccccnseee . Gil Warrenton 
Art direction ......ccccceceee Danie! Haller 
Set GEcoratiCn ......sceccveccececs ‘Harry Reif 
MuSic ......cccesscecees seccsccenee Les Baxter 
Sound .......csse0 scececcccccces sore Karl Zint 
Film editcr- 

CO-PrOoducer ..ecascce-e Anthony Carras 
Associate producers..Bartlett A, Carre, 

Daniel Haller 
Assistant director «....... Robert Agnew 

MagnaColor 
Cast: Vincent Price, Charles Bronson, 
Henry Hull, Mary Webster, David 
Frankham, Richard Harrison, Vito Scots 
ti, Wally Campo, Steve Masino, Kg 
Terrell, Peter Besbas. 

(Running time—104 mig 

Featuring some of th 
site and fanciful art 
effects, America 
**‘Master of the 

cate the success 
filmizations sud 
Under the Sea. 
gear its publicit 
cause if ‘Master’ . 
exploitation film it. ft. 
And response to this kind of picture 
depends to a greater degree than norme 
ally on the presentation it is given to 
the public. The public will have to 
understand this is not a run of the 
moon skyway thriller. If the message 
gets across, it will go and go very weil. 

The James H. Nicholson and Samuel 
Z. Arkoff production, directed hy. ***" 
liam Witney, is t 
works, ‘‘Master 
***Robur the Conqu 
plays Robur in Rick 
pert screenplay, co 
neer airship in the 
intends to use the 
world into disarman 
ment of war. Charh 
full, Mary Webster 
ham are his unwillin 
they escape and in tl 
Price and his airship. 

The acting and o 
fmnust take second pla 
the World” to the spe 
tiful miniature and spe 
ations. The airship is ¢ 
its kind, and its manir. 
the skies utterly convir 
these effects are. The 
aspect alone gives a lif 
mood of the picture, of 
of the imaginative min 
even the best dialogue 
Credits for these value 
and difficult to separate 

> Haller was the product 
and the special effects v 
Projects Unlimited: Tin 
Chang and Gene Warren. 1 
fon’s MagnaColor photography its $ 
ningly lighted and framed. Comb 
with Kay Norton’s aerial photograpriy, 
the effects are a continuous delight, 
Others contributing in this sphere are 
the photographic effects by Butler 
Glouner Inc.-Ray Mercer; special props 
and effects by Pat Dinga. Anthony Care 
ras, as film editor, has woven this ene 
chanting fantasy together for the maxie 
mum effect. 

Witney’s direction is excellent for 
the story qualities as well as a sense of 
organization for the many components. 
Vincent Price as a fine, strong leader of 
the fantasy airship, and Charles Brone 
son, Henry Hull, Mary Webster and 
David Frankharm are excellent as the 
unwilling passengers. Others contribute 
Ing importantly include Richard Hare 
rison, Vito Scotti, Wally Campo, Steve 
Masino, Ken Terrell and Peter Besbas. 

Les Baxter's score is the loveliest of 
its sort since ‘‘Around the World In 80 
Days” (there is an affinity in teelirg 
between that picture and ‘‘Master’’) 
with orchestrations by Albert Harris. {t 
is faithfully and excitingly conveyed in 
the stereophonic sound, credited to Bill 
Wilmarth, Vinnie Vernon and Jerry 
Alexander. Karl ‘Zint was soundman,- 
and Alfred R. Bird sound editor. Bart- 
Att. A. Carre was production manager, 

--, om James. Powers. 

vA ARIETY 

REVIEWS OF NEW FILMS 
“‘Master of the World” 

With Vincent Price, Charles Bronson, Henry Hull, Mary Webster, 
David Frankham — 

American International Pictures 104 Mins, 
Magnacolor-Stereosonic Sound 

COLORFUL MIXTURE OF SPECTACLE AND FANTASY; A 
SHOWMAN’S DELIGHT. BRIMMING WITH EXPLOITATION 
‘VALUES GALORE, 

DIRECTION: Extremely Good. PHOTOGRAPHY: Superior. 

American Internattonel, in its most ambitious: production to date, the 
filmization of Jules Verne’s “Master of the: World,” has fashioned an 
opulent mixture of spectacle and fantasy that results in an. entertainment 
delight for the entire family, For, while the youngsters might marvel at: 
the brilliant imaginativeness of the “master of science fiction,” who, In. 
the mid-1800’s, prophesied the advent of the “flying machine,” the older 
generation could well ponder his intuitive words of wisdom which foret 
the calamity inherent-in the individual possession of a “super 

B pwemihis is the story of Robur, would-be “master 9 
' 48; captains an amazing vehicle, a “flyiy 

s the earth at will, together with a 
g nations to. disarm, bombing ships 

A attempt to make “war against wor, 
Americans, imprisoned on the Albat 

p his aims, deple athods he uses, 

limited (Tim Baar, Wa 
wor thie wre! @ 

a eqs 

pee ms b Battle s scenes. 
’ Director William Witney has fused the action ond drama together ‘co- 

hesively, balancing each with: deft touches of suspense and humor; Gil 
Warrenton provided the superior photography, which, with the aid .of 
Pathe’s brilliantly-hued MagnaColor, i is a visual delight. Among the prin- 
cipals, Vincent Price is especially i impressive as the erudite, albeit Inserus 
table, Robur; Charles Bronson: is excellent as the American who thwarts. 
his plans, imbuing his role with a quiet charm; veteran Henry Hull adds 
his authoritative presence as a. munitions manufacturer, appalled at the 
sight of actual warfare; David Frankham is quite good as a jealous rival 
for the affections of the. leading lady, portrayed with charm by Mary 
Webster. Vito Scotti is amusing as the French chef; Wally Campo lends 
strong support as the first mate. 

Richard Matheson’s screenplay, based actually on two novels by Verne, 
is forceful and intelligent; the soaring music composed and conducted by 
Lex Baxter is a melodious treat, alternafely underscoring and heightening 
the action. Two additional assets are the explosive StereoSonic Sound 
and the prologue, consisting of old. film clips of man’s. early attempts to 
fly, which is frantically. funny and happily sets the mood for. what is to 
come. 

The potential i is there; a good campaign based lon old-time showman 
ship, and it's a sure box office winner, 

CAST: Vincent Price, Charles Bronson, Henry Hull, Mary Webster, 
David Frankham, Richard Harrison, Vito Scotti, Wally Campo. 

CREDITS: Producer, James H. Nicholson; Director, William Witney 
Executive Producer, Samuel Z. Arkoff; Screenplay by Richard. Matheson, 

qveror."” HARRIET MARGULIES 

Wednesday, May 10, 1961 _ 

‘Master of 7 
the World’ 

American-International Pictures 

_By IVAN SPEAR 

VER and above the fact that American-. 

International Pictures’ “Master of the 
World” is an engrossing, exciting, actionful 
‘science-fiction drama in the manner grand: 
—richly deserving of bookings. and playing 
time not normally accorded AIP product—~ 
the photoplay is fraught with significant. 
ramifications. Possibly these purportful ; 
‘facets rate comment ahead of the picture’s 

- Many merits. 
the first place, it: is the first feature 

produced by James H, Nichole 
of AIP, and goes forth as a 

olson-Samuel Z%.: Arkof?- 
atter being the executive 
the. company -of. rapid 
fly demonstrates that 
yneld the reins on‘ scores. 
g the scant seven years 

, himself has. the pro-. 
} fow to actively fabricate 

efeen fare: that “AIP. “has 
; n immeasurably - long ‘Way since 

{ts launching and specialization in double 
f pills which featured horror plays, juvenile 

delinquency melodramas and similar quick 
buck material; that AIP’s widely, touted | 
“New ‘Horizons Project’ ’61”. is - herein? 

treated. to. an auspicious dnd impressive 
launching; that the current renaissance of 
imor's -ve and prophetic Jules Verne 

which was so strikingly - ‘started 
advent of the late Mike ‘Todd’s 

“tds % World - ‘in. 80 ‘Days”—is.. 7 

<G t such designation jane, 
ae 4 the offering justice. 
Ria fashioned by Richard’ 

eaete dd on two Verne novels—. 
world” and “Robur the 
sdates of the exploits of an 

: ~ few short years ago he © 

yy is. not " without. its 
& paralleling to a cer- 

— < osophies of some ‘of. 
RA ® today. Before taking 

or Robur finds it necessary to 
“shoot down, rescue. and partially imprison 
& party of bailoonists comprising Henry 

. Hull, a munitions-manufacturing ‘tyeoon;. 
his daughter, Mary Webster, betrothed to-. 
David Frankham, Hull's business: associ- 
ate; and Charles ‘Bronson, a government 
investigator. They -ultimately. win their 
freedom by igniting the craft's supply: of 
explosives, plunging it into the sea. 

While there are no cast names to. ‘bring . 
extraordinary ‘brilliance . to theatre mare 
quees, performances are..universally: sins- 

cere and praiseworthy, In the topline, Vine 
cent Price, as the inventive Robur, is his. 
characteristic suave, sinister and convince. 
ing self, The role of. the father is made 
to order for. Hull's bombastic forte and 
Bronson, Miss Webster and Frankham He 
‘good, 

Among the many other saleable assets 
the offering possesses are exceptionally, 
excellent color photography in* which the. 
MagnaColor by Pathe process was utilized; 
@ stirring. musical score: by Les Baxter;. 
and above all the special effects contri- 
‘buted by ‘Tim Barr, Wah Chang and Gene’ 
Warren, who won Oscars for comparable 
contributions to “The Time Machine.” 

So, everything’ considered, exhibitors who: 
book AIP’s most-costly and ambitious ven 

__ ture to date will be masters of the black. 
based on Jules Verne’s “Master of the World” and “Robur, The Cone" ° entries in their respective Jedgers.i 

IVAN SPEAR 
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FILM ADS AP 
Otto Preminger’s Irresponsible Rap (on Air) Against Screen’s 

Selling Draws Rebuke And a File of Facts 

“Movie advertising,” says Otto-Preminger on the air, “is 
the most dishonest in the world”—as. exaggerated a state- 
ment as any that I can recall ever seeing in a motion 
picture ad.° If Preminger seeks the improvement of the 
medium’s advertising rather than personal publicity, he 
must be aware that such hyperboles are harmful rather 
than helpful. For the benefit of anyone who might be 
inclined to think that the opinions.of a prominent producer 
in such a’matter could be relied upon, it. should be 
‘pointed out that. it is General Motors, Ford, Chrysler, 
‘Colgate, Palmolive, Eversharp, Aluminum Corp. of: Ameri~ 
ca, Standard Brands, and Sears Roebuck, not the picture 
distributors, whose advertising has been. criticized. as. 
false or: misleading by the Federal Trade Commission. . _. 
Motion picture advertising “in many: cases is based on. 

cheap appeal and stresses sensationalism,” “some of ‘it. 
is in bad taste,” “it should be more. circumspect” ‘aver the — 

_ publishers and editors of. our U.S. newspapers -whose 
- columns daily make available to the kiddies the intimate’ 
‘details of sex scandals; rape and. murder; whose. photog- 
raphers linger loving on.the legs of chorus girls and on 
the faces of mothers whose children have just been. 
killed or kidnapped and who surround: these “‘cireum- 
spect” stories: and picture. with advertising for ladies’ — 
panties, girdles and bras. as close to. nudity as the :law. .. 
allows. . a mt , re 

’ Experienced film publicists, victims of ill-advised home 
offices slashes -in advertising appropriations, who -seek 
employment from the. Madison Avenue agencies which 
prepare and place 50%. of America’s national advertising 
expenditures, receive short shrift. “We would rather em-— 
‘ploy a:-novice who has. never had any advertising ‘ex- 
perience whatsoever than any man with a motion picture. 
background,” was the way a-blunt agency vice-president. 
put it: ‘What has been your experience in motivational © 
research or thematic apperception tests?” was the question 
‘asked ‘by’.a. pérsonnel director of another film veteran 
“who. had participated in such memorable campaigns as. 
“A. Place jin the Sun,” “Shane” and “The Ten Command- 
ments."- > 

' Intrigued. ‘by 
the. gray flannel set: specifically. what- they found so 
reprehensible in our practices.. Fhese gentlemen, who 
rarely agree with each other on any subject save. the 
necessity for lower government expenditures and higher 
advertising budgets, came up with practically identical 
answers: _ ee 

.Morie advertising, or so they. said, indulged in ex- 
cessive superlatives, its..copy was lush, overwritten 
and frequently vulgar; its. typography. and art were 
old-fashioned,.cluttered and dated; it was. inevitably 
.unprofessional. decause its. practitioners had not been 
“indoctrinated.in the lore of psychiatry and. the social 
sciences.” Modern .advertising, they assured . us, 
requires “research advisers ‘and. symbol. manipula- 
tors.” ‘ 
The exaggerations of Preminger, the hypocrisy. of the 

newspaper executives and ‘the. complacency of the agency . 
‘spokesmen frankly give me a stiff pain. If the Federal 
“Frade Commission ‘had ‘not recently issued a’ complaint: 

- against the four leading manufacturers of pain relief 
preparations for “making false advertising claims," I 
would immedately have turned to Anacin for “fast, Fast 
‘FAST relief or to Bayer’s Aspirin which furnishes “the 
fastest, gentlest relfef thanks’ to instant flaking .action,” 
whatever that may be, or to Bufferin,. which “relieves 
pain twice as fast as. Asperin” or to Excedin, which in addi- 
tion to being an “extra strength’ :pain-reliever” ‘also’ “‘re-. 
duces swellings,” just’ what’ swellings..Excedin. fails to 
“specify. ] 
- which no one would want ‘to see.reduced.). I have an 
additional bone.to pick with the pain-killing, pain-giving 
advertisers. They have a particular penchant for present- 
Ang commercial diagrams at dinnertime illustrating the. 
-fashion in which their pills pass through. the digestive 
.organs,.via an elaborate. scheme: of pipes, conduits arid 
valves as unappetizing as they are unscientific. 

. _‘Lovelier Overnight’ — 
But the pain-killers.are far from: the only ads that*are 

hard .to: swallow. If newspapers, magazines and tv ‘are 
Teliable indices, the agency -“depth-probers,” as they’ are 
referred to-in ‘the trade, regard the depths of the public’s 
conscious. ‘or subconscious as -abysmally shallow. In a 
double page truck. you are urged; for example, «to “put: 
your skin on Pond's Special . Formula ‘care—and - look 
ovelier overnight,” This is illustrated by three reprodue- 

‘tions of a lovely lady’s face ‘or maybe it {s-three lovely: 
ladies, for the gals in most ads look so much. alike that it 
ds hard-to distinguish between them). : This. lady, or-all 
‘three, uses (1). Pond Cold:Cream which “cosmetic scien-. - 
“tists say, floods the sub-surface skin tissue: with rich mois- 
ture that keeps your skin soft and smooth. hour after 

‘hour. (2) Pond’s Dry Skin Cream which “enriched with - 
Stimulin and Moisturized Lanolin, starts to remove dry: 

- flakes. (flakes. of. what?) in 10 minutes, then lubricates as: 
But ‘to. make. it. lets skin take in its fill of moisture.” nake 

‘certain that ‘there is an ample supply. of ‘this apparently 
eminently desirable moisture, you also have (3) Pond’s 
‘Moisture ‘Base which.“keeps the moisture level. of your. 
. Skin in perfect balance” and “keeps. the skin soft, make-up 
"lJovely. all -day.". oo, ae tn, 
Talking “of. invisible: lotions, there {s also, {f:.youw so 

desire, Revion’s Medicated Silicaire which “sinks in—then 
seals in—and protects with an invisible Silicone glove.” 
‘Just what. an “invisible ‘Silicone’ glove” looks like is’ left 
to your. imagination as the art consists exclusively of a. 
bottle of Medicated ‘Silicaire posed. against a background - 
‘of elothespins, ‘sponges and a few unidentifiable but 
certainly’ not glamorous objects. oe . ” 

Easy Popularity _ 

.. Warner-Lambert: Pharmaceutical Co. dispenses entirely 
with art. work: although. it must have taken considerable. 
-Strength of character to rely exclusively. upon prose, poor 
prose at that, and -not- to illustrate just how Listerine’ 
“kills germs by the: millions on contact.” “AIL you. have 
to do is swish full-strength Listerine through the teeth 
and- around the gums—and don't forget Listerine. stops 

:-bad bréathi four times better than.tooth paste.” Obviously 

“honesty of cigarette advertising, for example. 

y this attitude I’ asked-a few members of. field’ King is “the most. satisfying,” Duke is “the most 

~ ette 

to. prove their error: 

By ARTHUR MAYER 
Warner-Lambert has not. yet branched. out into the denti- 
frice field.. —_- ; re 

. Health addicts will. also be interested to learn that 
‘Beechnut Wild Cherry Cough Drops “check that. cough.” 
The copy is brief but masterly and must have taken the 
motivation analysts in’ some agency hours to create. It 
reads: “Stop that tickle for just a nickel.” 

As a gardener I am particularly intrigued by an adver-. 
‘tisement for Swift’s Rid of which “a single application 

, Tight now prevents crab grass all summer.” To demon- 
‘strate this there is'a:sketch of a sprout of insidious crab 
grass along with a bag of Rid. I speak with some bitter- 

-ness in this matter as I used Rid last summer and had 
“one of the finest lawns of crab grass for miles around. 

‘I must. also confess to some cynicism concerning Sim- 
‘mons’ claims ‘for its Beauty-Rest mattress which. affords 
“single bed comfort in a double bed. Because each spring 
is separate, the heaviest husband cannot disturb his 
wife’s rest when he turns in his sleep.” My wife was, how- 
ever, more -disconcerted by the art work than by any 
turns that I make in or out of my sleep. It consists of 
a substantial hound dog stretched out in double. bed com-- 
fort on a beautiful, clean bedspread. . - . 

’ Another ad to which a reader can only say, “Oh, yeah?” 
is a full page-inserted by the Friendly Frost people in the 
New York. Times with the caption: . 
“Our Buyers Criticizep Pwitco For PuttTina Too 

'°Mucu Luxury: Into THe1r. Big REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER.”’. 
,In addition to some rather rudimentary sketches of what 

the interior of that Philco looks like, there are the instruc- 
tions: “Defrost?. Never! Never! Custom-tailored and so, 

: 80 posh.” ‘A special. award should certainly go to the 
creative genius. who dreamt up that “so,.so posh.” 

First and Finest. 
_ Nor do the gifted agency writers eschew those exces- 
‘Sive. “superlatives” Iong since abandoned by most movie 
advertisers except for quotes from enthusiastic critics. 
Mr. Preminger might well do a little homework on the 

ester- 

advanced,” Newport is: “first with the finest,” Salem is 
“the most refreshing” and Philip Morris Commander is 
“the cleanest ‘tobacco ever rolled in a cigarette.” The 
mere repetition of. these well-established names. has in 
itself a substantial sales value (our poor movie work- 
‘horses must exploit.a new product some 20 times a year) 
but.one would at least.expect them to be accompanied by 
art and copy worthy of the high standards of which the 
agencies boast. Art-wise they are almost of a ritualistic 
nature. Invariably there is an amorous young couple and 
a package of the specific cigarette which offers the mostest. 
Chesterfield shows boy and girl smoking, with a package 
of Chesterfilelds in. the young man’s hand. It does not 

- . gay what he 1s. selling his girl friend but he is assuring 
‘the reader that “thousands of tiny openings in spectal 

porous paper let you draw fresh air ‘into the full king 
lengths of top tobacco.” Duke has our lovers smoking 
with.a box of. Dukes above their heads and the assur- 
ance that “only Duke combines a king-size filter with 2 
recessed. Flavor Chamber." For Newports, we have an- 
Other twosome swimming In a lake, supported by five 
boxes of .Newports affording convincing evidence that 
-“Newport refreshes while. you smoke.” 

Salem shows the same inevitable pair reclining on & 
stone wall against a background of dogwood trees, a box, 
of course, of Salem and the unconvincing assurance that 
when. you Hght one of these “you can almost imagine 
yourself in a scene like this, all golden sunlight and 

(There are some swellings, such as Lollobrigida’s © _ fresh, new green with the air so fresh.” Salem is, more- 

High Porocity Paper air-softens every puff.” 

—. =... Love & Nicotine 
Philip Morris’ art comes as something of a surprise. It 

over, “the most refreshing cigarette of all because its 

dispenses with the customary intimation that the two 
greatest pleasures in life are love-making and smoking and 
‘relies. upon the. patriotic. appeal implicit in the reproduc- 
tion of a huge red, white and blue Commander package to 
‘prove that it is “America’s finest.” Possibly this is that sub- 
liminal advertising oné hears so much about, auto-sug- 
gesting that it would. be subversive not toe smoke a cigar- 

from such. a package. The appeal of cleanliness, 
however, is also’ added to that of 100% Americanism. 
“Instead of just dropping tobacco onto the paper, a new 
machine lifts it by vacuum gently, vaccum-cleans each 
Strand; then rolis it into the paper.” , 
If Preminger prefers drinking to smoking, he could do 

some research on the integrity of the distiller’s. copy. 
Corby’s is “the smoothest. whiskey this side of Canada,” 
Old Hickory is. “the most magnificent,” Hiram Walker is 
“the. best in the house.” Seagram’s 7-Crown is “the whis- 
key America trusts and treasures above all others,” Cutty 
Sark comes from “‘Scotland’s best distillers” and Calvert's 

- Reserve is “the finest tasting whiskey in America.” 
And so it goes with advertising copy all the way from 

absinthe to yeast. Yuban.is “the worlds’ richest coffee.” 
.Penzoil. is “the richest; most complete motor oil in the 
world.” If you doubt it, there are photographs of three 
characters. so repulsive that they must be genuine, to 
testify to its merits. Texaco “gives the most power at the 
lowest. cost.”” _Borden’s Ready Diet is “the happiest, 
tastiest diet.drink"” and. Kool-Aid fs “America’s -best-ioved 
instant soft drink.” .Hf Cora-Cola or Pepsi addicts doubt 
it, there’s a-big pitcher filled with an ice-green fluid 

as _. Feminine Mystique - 
No Ronson, however, could talk to vou the way ladies’ 

‘undergarments do, at least the way they do in the news- 
“papers. and magazines ‘that so carefully guard “good 
taste” in America’s homes.. Lives there a male adolescent 
or octogenarian -so bereft of ears or eyes that he is not 
by now intimately: acquainted: with the former feminine 
mysteries of briefs, panties, girdles, corselettes and bras? 
-Warner—the underwear manufacturer, not the picture 
producer—urgeés you to try on their “captivating Double- 
Play” which with a “touch of magic in those criss-cross 
bands—puts the hex on tummy bulge.” ‘This -is demon- 
‘Straied with a photograph of a female exposed from 
midriff to the lower thigh save for her highly diaphanous 

"provocative. 

PICTURES 

Double-Play girdle. She clenches in one hand a necklace 
of pearls presented to her, no doubt, by some male ad- 
mirer of Double-Play, an admiration which is shared by 
the copy writer whose caption reads; “The loveliest ideas 
about you take shape at Warner's.” 
AO icular favorite of mine is a gal garbed in «¢« 
“fashion corsage of glorious petal tints.” Her bra and 
panty are only a wee bit pinker that the rest of her 
amply exposed epidermis. “You feel,” says the caption, 
“like a beautiful bouquet when you're in Loveable.” May- 
be some Madison Avenue characters or some woman's 
Magazines editors want to feel like a beautiful bouquet 
but I doubt if many normal men or women have such an 
urge. 

Milady’s Underneath 
Poirette, on the other hand, offers its sale appeal with a 

lady in a white excuse-me-what-we-used-to-call corset, 
posed against a black background with a halo about her 
head reading “Nothing but a Promise.” _The Promise in 
this case, you are assured, “uses only 216 lbs. of dacron 
polyester for such slimming power, with Biaband,” what- 
ever in heck a Biaband may be. Pantino’s copy is equally 

It read simply: “For girls who are.” The 
rest of my life I will always have to wonder what they 
ere. In this case we have a fetching piece of art consist- 
ing of a young female (I assume she’s young although 
almost all you observe of her is a protruding posterior) 
clad in red, white, blue. green and pink dotted stretch 
pants. I am, of course unaware what effect this ad may 
lave members of her own sex. No male could resist 
the desire to give that posterior one swift kick which 
would ruin her Pantino forever. 

Talking of fetching derrieres which seem to be quite 
the rage in the better Sunday supplements these days, 
they are well exposed in the advertisement for Jack 
Winter, the maker of “The pants that really fit." Winter 
proves his point by having one young lady flat on her 
well-flattened tummy with the tightset pants over her but- 
tocks that these, old eyes have ever gazed upon. The 
buttocks, I mean the pants, are peacock blue, her face a 
chalky white and, for reasons which only her analyst 
could explain, a pigeon is perched upon her head. An 
equally uninviting girl friend stands upright beside her 
apparently to prove that the Winter pants, addition to fit- 
ting, really stay up. Unnecessary to add, she also has a 
Pigeon. This one is really for the birds. 

The Revlon lads permit no one to outdo them when ft 
comes to opulent excesses. Take their latest color, Honey 
Pee Pink, for instance. It buzzes In on the wing of 
Spring. Revlon picks a pink at first budding, then dips 
it in honey gold for a treat that's pretty and potent on lips 
and fingertips. Taste this springtime sweet with pale 
greens and golds, happy blues, all your fashion pinks,” 

Meadow Softness 
To advertise toilet tissue, particularly when it {ts pro- 

duced by the American Can Company, obviously requires 
subtlety and sophistication. In this case it consists of an 
advertisement three-quarters of which is devoted to a 
little girl with eyes too blue and hair too golden for this 
world. American Can, however, apparently regards this 

. creation with such pride that it has arranged to make 
copies available for 25c. A nicer picture for the bathroom 
could hardly be imagined. The delicacy of his senti- 
ments are so great that the copy writer furns fi,rst to 
verse. “Softness grows in. meadow places, And smiles at 
you from flower faces.” 

And because space, not examples, ts running out 
let's. conclude with a quote from Swissair: “You with 

.the wanderlust know whereof we speak. The sun 
seeps through the wings of a gull. The wings, warmed 
Ue hazy on the wind. The wind winds its mysterious 
ways. And the gull, beguiled, drifts along and ts sud- 
denly gone. You with the wanderlust which tastes of 
spice—would you fly with the wind to ite own place 
See a Swissair Jet overhead. Wings lke a gull. 
Heart made of wanderlust. In a Swissatr Jet you go 
like a gull. You go to the places breezes go. To the 
Mediterranean. To the beaches of Portugal. To the 
Alps. To the way and byways of the old world. Such 
a: far-reaching, wandering gull is a Swissair Jet. 
Come. Now is your turn to unfold yourself.” 

_ Before you unfold yourself, however, it should be polnted 
out that although the ads above quoted are fairly repre- 
sentative of the low estate of much American advertising, 
there are, of course, splendid exceptions, many of them 
achieved long before the agencies went off on their 
current psychological joyride. Maxwell House's “Good 
to the last drop,” for example, or American Tobacco’s 
“Reach for a Lucky instead of a sweet” did more for their 
Tespective products than a flock of superlatives or the 

. most grandiloquent flights of fancy ever coined stale from 
e formula mint. At the present time such -imaginative 
copy as “Promise her anything but give her Arpege” or 
El Al Alrline’s “Starting Dec. 23rd the Atlantic Ocean will 
be 20% smaller” prove that the art of consummate sales- 
manship is far from dead. But the lowly motion picture 
folk who are so uninformed concerning motivational re- 
search also each year come through with effective cam- 
paigns. Who can doubt that the success of “Psscho” or 
“Elmer Gantry” or “Suddenly Last Summer” were at jieast 
in part due to the manner in which these pictures were 
advertised?—honest advertising. Mr. Preminger, just as 
honest as “Exodus” and possibly a little more so than 
“Joan of Arc.” Moreover, to the credit of movie adver- 
tisers it should be added that never have they sunk to 
such depths of vulgarity as the cigarette manufacturer 
whose ads—I still have to hear of a publisher who re- 
jected them—sought to make his product appear as & 
phallic symbol attesting to male virility. 

The I DREAMED I STOPPED TRAFFIC IN My MAMENFORM 
Bra campaign was predicated on the less than “circum- 
spect” theory that women-have an overwhelming desire 
to appear naked in public-or at least nearly naked. Some 
of my best feminine frierkis assure me that their wish 
fulfillments are more concerned with being the best at- 
tired rather than the least attired lady in a gathering. 
Obviously, however, they must be mentally, if not physi- 
eally, squares and, like the motion picture advertisers, 
sadly unacquainted with Freud, Jung and Krafft-Ebing. 
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ESTABLISHES WORLD RECORD! 
No other picture has ever played this long in one theatre 
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HISTORY 
MAKIN 
YEAR!... 

History-making engagements 
currently playing in AUSTRALIA! 

MAYFAIR... SYDNEY...124th WEEK ST. JAMES. .BRISBANE.. 48th WEEK 
ESQUIRE..MELBOURNE..118th WEEX PLAZA... .ADELAIDE....77th WEEK 

PLAZA.....PERTH......26th WEEK 
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_ _ a “San Franelsco, May. 9.. 
_ Following are key: paragraphs from: Federal Judge George B. Har-} 

ris’ opinion judging 20th-Fox, NTC and FWC in violation of the anti- KELLOCK, EX-WILDING, -..trust laws in the suit brought by Samuel Goldwyn: - . 
..“The jointly held .corporations:.and ‘enterprises. existing between 
NTC and putative competitors were. tllegal and declared. such by the / 
‘Supreme Court -in U.S. vs; Paramount Pictures . . . several of these |. 
joint arrangements. were in existence. during the period involved, 
1947 to. 1950. The impact upon the Goldwyn organization is manifest.” 

_Judge:-notes 20th-Fox entered into a consent decree’ Feb. 8,. 1950, 
“which ‘‘prevents: defendants from entering into joint theatre arrange- 
‘ments, alliances, agreements regarding division and: allocation of prod- 
uct, ‘gentlenianly understandings,’ ‘harmonious working arrangements’ 
and collusive conduct: that permeate the vast record before the court. 
On the question of restraint and impact it is. not unfair to say that the |: 
‘orders and decrees in the Paramount case were. barely made and en- 
tered when: Fox set. in: motion, through its ‘agents, a series. of ‘Practices. 
and: transactions designed. to circumvent and avoid the significant 

Chicago, May 9. 

producers of industrial films. 

1913, currently. numbers the De- 

teaching of the Paramount-casée.. — - oo 
_ “Whether these efforts to continue the monopoly were subtle and. 
refined, or bold is of no particular moment... . the testimony is replete 
with instances of conduct reminiscent of the practices condemned and 
proscribed by our Supreme: Court.” ©. rrr ° 
. Harris takes up-next the’ defense argument that “there was ‘a sub- 
gtantial theatre competition in. downtown Los Angeles’ (13.FWC. thea- 
tres. two RKO, two: Fanchon Marco-Paramount,: four’ Warner Bros. 
and three Blumenfeld) and says: “These .asserted substantial competi- 
‘tors were still meeting :once a: week:and allocating ‘mation pictures 
and products-down to the date’of trial (mid-1956) . . ; the-(Pete) Lund- 

- gren. book demonstrates a.clear allocation .system. Examples: of. split- 
ting products may be’ found in San Francisco's Mission district; for | 
Seattle, Spokane, Inglewood: etc., similar practices occurred. | ; 
“. “NTC or FWC did not compete-in any. city or town within: the Naify 
‘circuit for. many years. Where Fox and Naify operated theatres in the 
‘saine communities they formed a: joint ventures or alliances ‘and collu- 

among its prime clients. A new 
slate. of directors will be an- 
‘nounced for the firm following its 
annual meeting this week. 

Yesteryear’s so-called new wave 
‘In. French -cinematics simply does 

‘not. exist—there's. not a real 
| school, certainly not an artistic 
school.” French director Etienne 
;Perier (who's a Belgian. by birth) 
toftered this observation to a ré- 
porter while visiting New York re- 
cently. (WARIEeTYy’s International 

‘ively split products ... 
“It was Fox's original policy to, maintain their exhibition agreements 
as a secret. Otherwise,.it would not be necessary to meet.in parked 
ears on remote hillsides or-in quiet. offices where the products would 
be divided by -pooling lots or drawing markers out of a-hat. This, even : 
since the Paramount ‘decree and the’ commencement of the instant | 
‘litigation 2. . a So, SO aa sas , . ER GTOnGL 
“Neither is. the assertion. that. the Department of Justice had been if tm Edition on April 26 itemized 

informed of the arrangements |... borne out by the record.” {the “New Wave” graveyard of un- 
Harris notes that testimony of a Justice: Department. attorney. ‘is; Teleased product—Ed.) : 

believable. and. true and (Bert) Pirosh’s. statements inthis respect 
should: be rejected: _ a . ’ 

“Plaintiff ‘contends that the avoidance or elimination on the part. of : wavers of France -have in common 
.Fox . oi competitive bidding, whenever possible, resulted in a de- jis youth, plus the fact that at: the 
preeiated price for the product. This is also borne out. by the record, start they dealt with enly inex- 
... the statistical data discloses that in those instances wherein com-| pensive productions. “But each 
petitive. bidding was engaged in the benefits flowing to.Goldwyn were ; hada different way ‘of stors-télling, 
appreciable... 2 0 So :. different camera movements ‘and 

_ “Impact. is further demonstrated when. as it appears, the plaintiff ‘different expectations of the actors. 
“was obliged to sell the product. to the monopolist Fox as a matter of i Now ail are going with expensive 
economic. necessity. The. testimany of ‘James! Mulvey is clear and con- { pictures.” re 
vineing .... a - . ; ; 5 . 
"The facts demonstrate that the’ defendants; although ostensibly | tone’ ae eve heen Laan ree: 
bargaining ‘on a, conipetitive basis;.refused in the majority of the trans- | some years havé nothing to fear in 
actions and situations to purchase other than on their own terms, 1.e., | the way of. competition, naming 
8 fat, renta. basis covering the theatres ‘inthe circuit or combine 88 Alamong ‘others -Clouzat ‘Clement, 

“Particularly was this so on the second-run houses. Also, they re- “Rene pe and Carne. 
fused guaranteed playing time:.. . : . A7rectors © have De 

“RKO was an energetic bargaining agency and had‘ a substantial.| [¢W-wave apgellation include Cha- 
stake . . . nonetheless, plaintiff was caused to earn less total ‘rentals | [brol. Daniol-Valcore and Truffaut. 
than would.be earned: in a free ‘competitive market. When the whole {But. they're not a part of any in- 
record is considered it.is apparent that Goldwyn as a practical matter | D0vating group such as were the 
had to sell.to NTC largely. on its terms. Fox did.business.as a theatre |ne0-realists of post-war Italy, 

a's 

ten have been given 

elrcuit in. totality, requiring a producer to do business with Fox or} 
‘losé a fortune. Although the veneer and plausibility of competitive bar- 
gaining. was seemingly engaged in by NTC, the final decisions were 
made substantially on. their.terms. ... , a 

Plaintiff. has discharged the burden of: proof.” 

doubtedly will be regarded as con- 
| troversial in light of all the news- 
print of the past year given to the 

Rules ‘Never On Sunday’ Not Obscene: 
It Will Play Atlanta Quite Soon. 

Atlanta May 9.. 
After studying the oral ‘argu- 

ments and examining the written 
exhibits for 10 days Fulton ‘Su- 
perior Court Judge Luther Alver- 
gon. Wed. '3' ruled Atlanta's mo- 
tlon ‘picture ‘censorship Jaw. is un- 
constitutional and restrained the 

--¢ity from: banning Lopert’s..Greek- 
made “Never on, Sunday.”’ starring 
Melina Mercouri. 7 

to directing film product. 

Carroll Baker and James Shigeta, 

at the Japanese Embassy: She is 

sorship is that it reverses. our sys-. 
silenced,” the judge said. “The 
plain fact.is, however, that it does 
not suppress -obscenity, it drives. 

‘dt underground, leaving only works ; 
of art and ideas to be censored. 

“One of the worst evils of. cen- 
tem- of judicial due - process. In- 
stead of the accused. being innocent 
until-proved guilty, -the censor pro- 
nounces: him guilty and he must 

. ‘That Judge ‘Alverson had..gone |-Prove himself innocent. . ng 
{nto ‘case thoroughly was indicated | “Instead of the: burden of proof 
by his 24-page ruling. in which he! being upon the state to prove that 
‘ruled ihat!-motion ‘pictures come-: 21 accused has committed a wrong, | 
under the treedom of speech clause ; the burden is upon.the accused to 
of the Georgia Constitution and j Prove that he is not. Po, 
cannot “be subjected to prior -re-': _ Judge. Alverson. ruled on a mo- 
straint: mo ; Hon for interloctory papas ae 

Judge” Alverson’ said his” ruling tone Be amen Popert ee 

on a motion for-an interlocutory in- | young “Atlanta. Jaw firm,. ‘with 
‘Junction . is applicable only tO" stauriee N: Maloof handling de-| -QN “SPARTA RAT P baw me aes Soe Ean ae /; Maur. os. M of. g de- mA) i ALN | Tk 

“Nev er on Sunday, “but it ‘could tails of suit in absence of Morris 0 N SPARTACUS DATES 
seta precedent. ., - Abram, who spends. most of his} “Spartacus” is going for the 

Jurist ‘did not rute on another | time in Washington, assisting Sar-' Summer loot via 49 fresh dates in 
motion to-stop Atlanta from ban-: gent’ Shriver, President John F. | May and June to follow the -first 
ning “Room At the-Top,” also. re-; Kennedy's - brother-in-law, in or- | batch of 33 since last October. The 
-leased by. Lopert. and starring: ganizational phases of JFK's Peace ; 
‘Simone Signoret.-which won her,an | , ni Corps. . «>... . 

Oscar. in 1960. . - 7} Associate. City. Attorney Edwin 
Judge Alverson explained he had-|Sterne. said ‘he would discuss the. 

to pass-on the constitutional issue | judge's. ruiling with other city .offi- tha 
-in order to issue’ the restraining | cials and then decide whether to|.these ‘instances it will also play 
order, 0. -“lappeal the ruling... ‘| two-a-day. 
~ Judge ruled that “Neveron Sun-| City’s censor, Mrs. . Christine |: Five of the new “reserved per- 
day” is not an “obscene” picture. | Smith: Gilliam. based her. ban on; formance” cities - previously had 
‘He cited fact that it ‘has been soundtrack's. use of word “whore.” |.the pic. on hard ducat, including 

shown in-more than 2,000 theatres; Meantime, Melvin A. Brown, | Chicago, Cincinnati, Mtami Beach, 
‘and 175 citics without any sug-. managing director of chain of the-|St.. Louis and: Boston. Roadshow 
gestion that it- was: obscene. © jaters which: operates -Peachtree | reprise in Chi is set for two small-. 
_“If censorship were an effective ‘ Art Theater here, said that ‘Never | seaters--Loop and the Carnegie. 
means of’. preventing ‘obscenity; | on Suhday” would start. its run | Dual deluxer booking, by the way, 

‘many of its critics would bej here “within a few weeks.” is a first in that market. 

‘we are not trying to tell people 
that different races should mingle.” 

‘fcomment on “improvised” features 
which have been made. in France. 
this.coming as somewhat of a foot- 

_,note to an interview. He said 51 
of these have been made “but can't 

- be released because they. have no 

cented of late. is an ad lib.:-sans 
script affair put ta use. for ex- 
ample.~by John Cassavetes with 

“Shadows.” © 7s 

| Play off at advanced price, but in 
j} some of the new situations -will be 
offered on “reserved performance” 
.Yather: than. hardticket basis. In 

ldwyn’s Antitrust Victory Sure To 
Lure Lawyers To Suits Els 

BUYS ATLAS, OAK PARK 
James A. Kellock, former veep 

and general manager of Wilding] 
| Studios,. has purchased controlling | 
interest in Atlas Film Corp. at] 
Oak: Park, Ill., one of the. oldest} 

Atlas, which was. founded in ) 

fense Dept.. and General Motors | 

/Another Requiem | 
For ‘New-Wavers’| 

.The 29-year-old visitor stated. 
- jthat the only thing the alleged new- |: 

Perier insists. His comments un- ' 

former film critics who have turned- 

Perier is director of-“Bridge to. 
the. Sun.” Metro release starring : 

brought in at “less than $100,000.” , 
It’s the story of a smalltown Amert- ‘ 
can girl who marries an attache: 

no more accepted in Japan than he : 
(is in the states but, says the direc- 
j tor,- it’s mot a message film “for : 

-Perier had an off-the-shoulder. 

‘beginning. no middle and no-end.” , 
‘Improvisation in film-making, ac- 

|SET SUMMER STRATEGY - 

: Universal release will continue to 

PICTURES 

ewhere? 
San Francisco, May 9. 

. Samuel Goldwyn won his il- 
year-old antitrust suit against 
20th-Fox, National Theatres and 
Fox West Coast, thereby opening 
new vistas of litigation for anti- 
trust lawyers. 

The case, decided in a very 
strong opinion handed down last 
Thurs. (4) by Federal Judge 
George B. Harris, sets a precedent, 
for it is the first time a film pro- 
ducer has successfully sued ex- 
hibitors and distributors. 

It is too early to tell precisely 
what further antitrust actions may 
be taken under this decision, but 
Joe Alioto, Goldwyn’s chief lawyer 
in this case, said he felt sure more 
antitrust Suits would develop out 
of the Harris opinion and also felt 
the opinion “opens up our appea! 

Courage, Regardless 
London, May 9. 

The Regent, Norwich, mod- 
ernized at a reputed cost of. 
over $168,000 reopened last 
weekend despite the fact that 
six Norwich cinemas have 
shuttered in the past five 
years. | 

It has been dark for a 
. month..Chosen film for the re- 
opening was “Carry On Re- 
.gardless.” 

Meanwhile in U.S. 
Akron, May 11. 

“Reversing the current trend, 
Park Theatre here, shuttered 
for the. past three years, has 
reopened under the manage- 
ment of Claude Risley,, in the 10-year period (1937-47) 

House, built in 1884, exhib- from which we had been pre- 
ited earliest motion pictures by cluded.” 
hand cranked and gas lighted 

' projection machines. 
' New policy wil! be mostly 
single features. 

| 

i th 
l 

| June, taking in Berlin 

' Goldwyn is asking treble dam- 

called “Fox defendants.” 
ngte tealuress Goldwyn contended he re- 

rt. WY 5... ; seven films he made in the 3947- 2) a S e ey ‘30 period. The defendants claimed | . | ; Goldwyn's Product in that period 
had “deteriorated,” that he had 

e Tr. 9 
la ' ew aremo ; tres and that his suit was motivat- 

EW: ;ed by “personal pique.” 

Ting to the defendants, said “ihis 
is not the case of an obscure, lone 

oe ; uct on a competitive basis” The 
; Madrid, May 9. | judge relied on U. S. Supreme 

The all-important ‘‘baremo” ‘film 
Paramount case—in noting that 

the National Assn. of Spanish Film - the high court had ruled a “jointly 
Distributors is expected to make | : 

: : ‘existing between National Thea- 
soon, is based on a point system .tres and putative competitors 
comprising .each releasing com- ‘ were illegal.” 

: Harris landed hard on the “joint 
distrib life. rumber.of employees : 
and the number of films distributed ‘ ting and said “the impact upon the | : Goldwyn organization is manifest 

Baremo calculations also include 
e number of Spanish films dis- as a practical matter, had to sell ributec D . to defendant . . . largely on its 

_of time—a millstone qualification ; terms. Fox West 
| around the necks of U.S. companies : ness as a theatre circuit in totality, 
in this country. Yank film com-: requiring a producer to do busi. 

; two years ago when agreement was although the veneer and 
jreached to resume full-scale film plausibility of competitive bar- 

ithorities and the Motion Picture ; by National, the final decisions 
: Export Ass'n. | ‘were made substantially on their 

: sources, Spain’s director general { Harris entered the case in Jan- 
for cinema Munoz Fonton has; uary, 1959, Shortly after the death 

eredit extra points for all Spanish ! phy, who tried the suit between 
‘ pix distributed the past three years ; July, 1957, and January, 1958. The 

While‘ the move is obviously a‘ and voluminous exhibits were also 
protective one for the local film filed. with the court. 

weaker bargaining position’ than ; 1950, charging the Fox defendants, 
many Spanish banners who had no! plus Mike Naify’s United Califor- 

. tures to round out a list of product : rentals down on 27 Goldwyn pie- 
; for exhib deals. tures over a 13-year period, 1937- 

rejected the director general's rec- | ages, 
ommendation, trade feeling is that In the course of long pre-trial 

‘the proposition and will ultimately | statute of limitations, cutting the 
incorporate an increased tabulation : period ‘in question to 1947-50. and 

panies will get a smaller allocation ' so- that their trial would follow 
of U.S. pix for the coming season . adjudication of the Goldwyn-Fox 

last year. . which the suit was fought were 
the grind run of “Best Years of 

a Ts Levin, Zellerbach Will Mitty,” “Bishop's Wife.” “Song Is 
Born,” «“Enchantment.” “Rosean- 

San Francisco, May 9. ; py reducing the numb - I > er of 
Irving M. Levin, director of San ‘ films involved, Murphy cut down 

Zellerbach, president of San Fran- (75°. Suit against the Naify de- 

‘sors fest, have been invited to at- | . oe eee wR. oto said he would push it hard, 
itend Moscow Film Fest, July 8-23, ; saaing that he felt the Harris de- 

Pair will depart for Europe in ,. ” 
Film Fest : “ht. first. '  Twentieth-Fox divested itself of 

In addition to Alioto, Maxwell 
Keith of Frisco and George Slaff 

Hollywood, May -9. Repping Fox were Arthur B. 
Eleven new members of Screen! Dunne, Frisco, Fred Pride, New 

‘will be installed June 9 at organi- 

\zation’s annual sesh. Schools Close, House Opens 

started, include Russell Ash, Jef-! Frank Dove has announced that 
frey Sayre, Roy Damron, Evely1 , the Dove Theatre {fs scheduled for 

man Stevans, Roy Thomas, Carmen: The house is currently shuttered 
Nisbet, Carol Henry, Vi Ingraham Dove also operates the Dove at 

ases of $1,755,000 against the so- 

‘ceived tod-low rentals for the 

outlets other than National Thea- 

. . | The Harris decision, in refer- 

Scheme i Spaiit exhibitor striving to obtain pro.t- 

import allocatien scheme) which Paramount ea seeifically. the 

sari na ea ren fr ouaeemeee held corporation and enterprises 

Bany’s capita. invested, length of ;. 
‘ arrangement:” of product-split- 

in the three past years. 
. it is apparent that-Goldwin, 

tributed here over the same period 

Coast did busi- 

‘panies took on local product only ness with Fox or lose a fortune 

{relations between Soanish film au- gaining was seemingly engaged in 

Now, according to local trade . own terms.” 

asked the distrib allocators to! of Federal Judge Edward P. Mur- 

in the local market. {trial transcript ran 6,500 pages, 

industry, it puts U.S. distribs in a: Goldwyn first filed suit May 16, 

choice but to release native fea-: nia circuit, had conspired to keep 

While the distrib Ass’n. {initially 50. He asked $6,750,000 in dam- 

Spanish distribs stand to gain from hearings, Murphy invoked the 

for Spanish pix. If so, Yank com-! split off the “Naify defendants,” 

. than the under-par quotas received , case. The seven pictures over 

Our Lives,” “Secret Life of Walter 

Visit Moscow Film Fest {na McCoy” and “Foolish Heart.” 

Francisco. Film Fest, and “Harold j the damazes Goldwyn asked about 

j¢ciseo Art Commission which spon-! fendants is still pending and All- 

{and will go. ‘cision “nails the Naify case in 

7 National Theatres June 7, 1951. 

New Board of Extras of Les Angeles repped Goldwyn. 

Extras Guild's board of directors; York, and Ben Priest, Los Angeles. 

Winners in race, out of 17 who Groom, Tex., May 9. 

Underwood, Buddy -C. Mason, Nor- | reopening here after school is out. 

and John R. Albright. Panhandle, Tex, 
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American's luxurious “21” Clu 
New York to Los Angeles. “21” is now airborne! The famous “a1” Club Sauce, a gourmet’s delight. 
excitement of this renownéd gathering place takes to the ‘On board, you’ll find many of the personal touches 
air every night when the American Airlines “21”.Club _ that have made “21” Club headquarters for the famous. 
Flight leaves New York for Los Angeles. | Be sure to make your reservations now for this special 

The luxury of “21”? will be offered to deluxe Mercury _ flight. It leaves New York daily at 11:15 p.m.—arrives 
passengers on this special flight, right down to the Los Angeles 1:55 a.m. (ALL, TIMES LOCAL) 

AMERICAN AIRLINES + 
AMERICA’S LEADING AIRLINE 



“": Academy Awards .Theatre, 

*- Paul Strand 

Romanoff And Juliet 
-fole’s physical specifications, which 
“he suits admirably... -- ne 

_Akim Tamiroff. Is a-.. comedy 
: gtandout as the Russ ambassador, 
and other. prominent first-rate en- |- 
actments are delivered ‘by. John 
Phillips, 'Pamara Shayne, Rik Von 
Nutter, Alix Talton,; Suzanne Clou-: 
tier (Mrs.. Ustinov), Peter’ Jones, 
Carl Don, Moura Budberg: and 
Edward Atienza... — ae 
.’ Under the surveillance of direc- 
tor Ustinov’s keen discerning eye, 
the cinematic contributions’ as 
well as ‘the performances are ex- 
pert. This goes for Robert: Kras- 
ker's rich’. Technicolor.. -:photog- 
.raphy, Alexander ‘Trauner’s art 
direction (which su¢ceeds in mak-.- 
ing Concordia out of Rome); Renzo 
Lucidi’s editing and Mario .-Nas-- 
cimbene’s ‘music, : 

* Angel Baby _ 
Heavyhanded meller. dealing. 
with Dixie faith healers,: 
wheelers and dealers. : Not: 
‘much b.o. punch. 

_ .. .. ., Hollywood,” May «1. 
_ Allied Artists release -of - Thomas: F. 
Woods. production. Stars ‘George Hamil-. 
.ton, ‘Mercedes’ McCambridge. Joan Blon-. 

- dell, Henry Jones, Burt Reynolds, Roger 
” Clark: ‘introduces Salome Jens. Direrted 

‘by Paul Wendkos. Screenplay, Orin. 
Borsten, Paul Mason, Samuel.Roéca, from : . 
novel, ‘Jenny Aneel,"’. by Elsie Oaks 
Barber; camera, Haskey.. Wexler, Jack 
‘Marta; editor, Betty J. Lane; art di- 

-yeetor.. Val Tamelin; music, Wayne 
Shankhn; sound, Al Overton: 
director. _Leonard: Kazman. Reviewed at 

May 1, ’61. 
- Running. time, 97 MINS. - 

sree George Hamilton 
‘Sarah. Strand ... Mercedes) McCambridge | 
‘Mollie Hays . Ve or ee er 

Ben Hays ...........-..... Henry Jones" 
-‘Hoke- Adam ......0.5.6.. Burt Reynolds’ 

. Sam Wileox ....5....06... > Roger ‘Clark. 
. Otis Finch. ...:........-.¢., Dudley. Remus 

Ma Brooks: .......,-... Victoria - Adams. 
Big Cripple ....+..60.... Harry Swoger 
Farm Girl ..i..ecseee0- Biurbara_ Bigsart 
Little Boy’ .........2:.-+. Davy’ Biladeau 

} Seececwessecesss Salome Jens Angel Baby . 

"The practice of faith healing, as 
it is questionably evoked. in’ the. 
deep. South, is-the tricky subject. 
upon which some. ponderous and. 
heavyhanded ‘melodramatics. are 
héaped in Allied Artists’ ‘‘Angel. 
Baby.” This is’a topic -that re- 
‘quires careful and serious scrutiny 
Af ‘it. is to form. the basis for. valid, - 
effective drama: It receives no- 
such cogent consideration from the 
Thomas F. Woods production, a 
confusing -and tastelessly -sensa- 

Film Reviews 
Se Conti fon ee 

Ju , of the power of suggestion through. 

Dube. | wendkos Neatly evades some. of 

Jeomfort, 9 7 oF 
'--Camerawork by Haskel . Wexler 

| J..Lane and art direction’ by Val 
| Tamelin. are favorably discharged. 

assistant: ... . k . ’ 
‘at' Peliculas Nacionales: release of Cinema- | 

tografica. Filmex. production. Stars Tin-| 

Joan Blondell * 

_ Wednesday, May 16, 1961 

faith and prayer could at least 
have brought .the film. to a less 
dazzling, but far.more sound, con- 
clusion. a 
' Miss Jens, in her initial screen 
exposure, plays the’ difficult role 
with sufficient intensity and .in-, 
tegrity...Hamilion does generally 
well by his taxing assignment, but 
‘would: have: gone a: thespic ‘step 

| further’ by- instilling a°- slightly 
broader variety of expression into 
his’ characterization, principally in 
his dispatch of the romantic por- 
tions-of his labor... =... 

Accomplished veterans the likes 
‘of Mercedes.) McCambridge and 
Joan. Blondell: lend the project a 
{ special polish, and tliere is’ more 
{than adequate featured support. 
from Henry Jones, Bert: Reynolds 
and, Roger Clark. Director. Pauli 

the ‘story’s:. more melodramatic 
ramifications, -but he’s up against 
jusi ‘too::much emotional fire and 
brimstone for sustained dramatic 

and Jack Marta, editing by Betty 

; Wayne Shanklin’s’ score incorpor- 
, ates. several appropriate spiritual 

cs Tube. t ditties. : 

El Pandillero. 
~" (Gang Leader) ~ 

; (MEXICAN) — | 
i -Mexico-City, May 2. 

: Tan, Virma Gonzalez, Tito Junco: features 
* Jose Galvez,. Tito Novaro, Marcelo Chavez,.|. 

“Carlos Ancira, Carlos. 
Nieto,.. Ramen Valdez. .Fanny Shiller,‘ 
Adolfo Aguilar,” Francisco Sandoval. Di- { 

Rafael Baledon. ‘Screenplay, ! 

t Guillermo Rivas.,: 

‘pected. by 
Rafael Baledon. ‘Alfredo: Ruanova, Carlos 
Teoscada;:. camera, Agustin -Martinez So-| mins 

-lares;. music: Gustavo.Cesar Carrion. At - 
Mexico. City.. Running : Orfeon., Theatre, 

, time, .80 MINS, 

Comic ‘Tin-Tan: is popular with 

present with the past and the vary- 

Cannes Showing of 
- But Stunt Will Bally Continental Dates 

| ing versions of the past. All other 
| characters, 

‘given. this a brilliant imagery ‘the | 

can be utilized: in this maze-like 
tale. Delphine ‘Seyrig looks like a 

ae ae eer 

' clear: whether this is to: show a 

‘in the late ’30’s, or if it is mainly.!‘ 
‘about. the. difficulties of loving or {in as a Cyprus entry, though an. 
communication. At any rate it will | Italo pic produced by Lux. This is 

+4 
for { touching, 

$Y ah 

its various layers of thought, action 
and posing fluid, and intact. Lens- | 

“ting too. is exemplary. ~Mosk. . 

except a man who 
might. be her husband, are seen as 
mere silhouettes, mouthing inani- 
ties or platitudes.. Through ‘this it. 
slowly appears that maybe he had 
made advances to her last year at 
‘this resort, or some other place, 
“and now she would leave with him. 

‘Fhis could. have ‘been. a simple 
story but the director was not in- 
terested in that. His aim. seems to 
‘be. to lay bare the impossibility of 
true remembrancé, and the action 
of: these: people. They are never 
made clear, But the director has 

made the characters a part of the 
baroque surroundings of this. cas- 
tle-like. hotel. .  ~ oe 
«The. actors have the faces fhat 

pre-war romantic film. heroine 
with her slender body and studied 
poses. The men are also done 
plastically. 

Resnais again. shows his cold 
feeling “for expert images and at 
‘times some human. attitude or 
feeling breaks through. It is not 

decadent, rich fading class system 

be talked about. This might ‘be 
‘that arty pic which could draw if 
well handled .and.spotted. But is 
seems a limited if worthy try. 
-..Editing is outstanding, keeping 

Le Ciel Et La Boue 
_ (Sky and Mud): 

(FRENCH-COLOR). 
oy .- Cannes, May 9. 

_ Rank rlease of Ardennes Film produc-. 
tion. Written dnd directed by Pierre- 

;; Dominique Gaisseau; commentary, Gerard 
Elloye, Gaisseau; camera (Agfa), Gilbert 
Sarthe; editor, Georges’ Arnstam. At 
Cannes Film Fest. Running .time, 

- This film is-a true and affecting 

Reisini, Siegel In Pow. 
Nicolas Reisini, president of 

Cinerama, ‘left New York for the 
‘Coast over the past weekend to 
talk to Metro production chief Sol 
C. Siegel about the first two pro- 
ductions on which M-G and Cin- 
erama will collaborate. These are 
“How the West Was Won” and 
“Wonderful World of Brothers 
Grimm.” 
“Grimm” {is to be.done in a total 

of six episodes, two of whieh 
to begin in’ June, one each being 
directed by Henry Hathaway and 
John Ford. 

Cannes Opening 
james Continued from page 5 amas 

man and starring Van Heflin and 
Greek actress Ellie Lambetti, came 

{the first Cyprus contender 
j Cannes, A Greek enry also showe 
i via ““Maddelena” directed by Dinos 
jDimopolous and with Aliki Vou- 
;youklaki. Latter is the leading 
j Greek sex symbol actress and has 
been linked with the Greek Crown 
Prince. 

But. it seems the film {fs the 
thing. The French industry and 
private producers put plenty of 

|pressure on the Ministry of Cul- 
j{ture to allow in a third French 
ipic. It was pointed out that Italy 
thad four in and the U. S. three 
‘plus one not competing. But the 
: Ministry held to a firm no. French 

vited French entry is a documen- 
tary. However, those who feel that 
Ita'y and France tend to favor 
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‘Exodus Cost 106, 

Cannes, May 9.. 

| Deluxe, noncompetitive open- 

‘ing-night-of-film-festival showing of 

_ United Artists’ “Exodus” last Wed- 

|nesday (3) was in immediate ad- 
{vance of the picture’s Paris open- 
‘ing. Hence the boxoffire payoff Is 
‘expected to fully justify the $10.- 
(000 special expense of bringing a 
party to the festival by chartered 

iplane, staging a candlelight and 
jcaviar post-premiere party here, 
‘and a press conference the foilow- 
iing day. 

Occasion had the effect of being 
a ballyhoo stunt for the Continen- 

ital dates. Previously at Caknes, 
| first European exposures of 
: Days Around the World” and “Ben- 

Reaction of blacktie audience 
here was, on the whole, favorable. 

, The lack of applause at the end 
‘was attributed to fatigue, the pic- 
ture running nearly three and a 
half hours. One stylish al joked 
she conld not cry because of her 
mascara. Some consid»’red the film 

some exciting, others 
‘mubbled that it was onlv a frag- 
‘ment of the story of Israel and too 

| Hur” were set up. 

‘much familiar Jailbreak melo- 
: drama. 

: France-Soir of Paris found it a 
:vic contrary to “new wave” con- 
‘ceptions in that it has heart. ac- 
ition and optimistic s°ntimentality 
_with only about five slow and duil 
! minutes. 

Morning L’Aurore said “Exodus” 
| ‘was an astonishing pic whieh wags 
!scrupulous, and a work of art, 
j without weakness in svite of its 
‘length. Its critic said that everv- 

90; were extremely miffed for the in-; body he talked to afterwards liked 
it. “New wave” was also detri- 
‘mentally evoked and it was stated 
jthat “Wavers” could t*ke a lesson 

documentary on an exploration | each other at their respective fests in storytelling and foreet their 
safari through. some’ uncharted 

the Mexican public, and for all that ; sections of the ‘island of New 
he turns out one picture after the! Guinea. 
‘other, .Né has a certain comedy 

‘a humble. Indian to .a sophisticated 
man of the: ‘world. Coupled with 
this ‘is: agility as a dancer: and a 

than the’ hastily put 
scripts assigned him.” 

In. this one, he plays the role of; caught in a dry spell.and has to]: 

flair and versatility. in interpreting , 
. different types. These range from. 

more or less pleasing voice. Comic ; encounters 
also. has a pleasing personality and /men still in the stone age era 
delivery worthy of better efforts | life. Though headhunters-and ev 

together |: 

Primitive men and hard- 
ships are évoked without frills. Pic 
is a penetrating adventure film 
with: arty chances in store. This 
has. feeling for the place and- 
Peoples and a wry, incisive insight. 
.. Group first goes -by boat and 

various villages 

slowly civilized. The group gets: 

; State that France will have several 
| pix at the Venetian beach. 
| Besides the many pix officially 
iin, the International Film Market 
iwill screen 87 pix at two film 
‘houses at the rate of seven a day 
.one right. after the other. Most 
‘are unreleased French pix. or 
those finding it hard to get show- 

‘which has.been bought for the 
Continent by Leo Lax. 

‘Buyers and film exporters will 

‘non-story pix. Paul Newman and 
'Eva Marie Saint were thought ex- 
‘cellent but topped by the expert 
‘thesping of Sir Ralph Richard on. 

i Paris, influential, staid and richt- 
,ist Le Figaro was dissenting. 
(Critic opined that the majestic pro- 
ivortions of the birth pangs. of the 
‘state of Israel unfortunat:ly did 

of ‘ings, plus Italian, English, Polish. j not find an equivalent in its treat- 
of /Russian, Japanese, West German; ment and the dimensions of its ac- 

: en{and one Yank indie “War Hero” 'verture. 
cannibals, most ‘of them. are being 

Critic maintained that 
,Preminger was not able to clarify 
ithe main lineS of the drama. There 
‘was too much slowing down of 

onal. Mee eee be wuperticia) (2 Sangster, and embellishes it with | trek overland. They are helped by 
reminders of the evangelism: of | bis.own special comic delivery and | periodic plane drops but the har-. 

-““pImer Gantry.” 00° | Situations. “Virmia, ‘Gonzales, . who | rowing trek is told without false. 
“It is difficult to see where cr An-| appeared in the Mexican version of; heroics and overtones but in a 

be looking in on this notable vol-laction by overdone evnlicative 
ume of produet and a lot of busi-i scenes, especially in the first part, 
ness transactions are expected plus ‘though the second half did have 
probable coproduction deals. About : the needed sweep. It was felt only 

gel Baby”: will attain much of an, 
_--dntensity in-the boxoffice spectrum. 

If. that perennial stimulant, a -hint 
‘of sex. is to characterize. the ad 

. «@ampaign, then the picture will be 
“enticing attendance. from those 
very patrons for whom. its. rather 
implausible approach to an inflam- 
matory subject may excite the most 
undesirable of .impressions and 
conclusions. Oo _ 

After exposing some of ‘the. 
shadier implications of ‘thé faith-! 
aealing-for-money trade, thefilm 
proceeds to tear its own argument 
to tatters: by resofving the. issue 
with a parting. burst of purely fan- 
ciful, artificial theatricality. ~The 
Orin ‘ Borsten-Paul Mason-Samuel ; 
Roeca. ‘scenario, constructed: frem |. 
the novel, “Jenny Angel,” by Etsie 
Oaks Barber, tells. the tale. of -a 
‘mute young lady (Salome Jens)..in 
‘whom evangelistic -fervor [Is in- 

. Stilled following resturation of her 
.. Voice through the heaven-guided 
power of'a young healer (George 

_ Hamilton). — oO . 
Surviving. some .weighty: roman- 

tic and sexual entanglements, 
Miss. Jens promptly -sets up her 
own .prayer shop, but.-falls under. 
the. commercial influence of a 
‘shady operator who, unbeknownst. 
to his naive star attraction,. plants 
mock invalids ‘in the throngs who. 
flock to her. for instant cure. Seri- 
ously .shakert when the racket is 
exposed, Miss Jens _wretchedly 
gravitates. to a neighboring :com- 
munity, where her :reputation is. 
‘Still unbesmirched, and imme- 
diately restores her own faith in 
herself by coaxing mobility. out. of 
-a hopelessly lame child, with 
Hamilton hovering among the. spec- 

--tators for the inevitable reconcilia- 
tion. Faith-healing has. been 
‘credited’ with. some startling dis-. 
plays of recovery, but the climac- 
tic feat exhibited here must stand 
in .a-.class. by itself. It is a mo- 
“ment . of :supreme contrivance 
where a more tangible illustration 

| “The Redhead” on the. stage, ¢on-j well realized 
, tributes the feminine fluff. | Tito} 
:Junco, Marcelo Chavez and Jose; Nudity is acceptable here, being 
‘Galvez add to the comedy. 

;a@ comedian: with the humbler fans 
in nabe hauses.. And here, as well. 
‘as in Latin ‘American areas where 
{his name is being built. up, includ- 
iing the Spanish language circuit 
{in the. :American southwest, this 
:picture will garner fair 

Emil.’ 

Films at Cannes | 
= Continued from page. t — 

L*Annee Derniere A 
‘Marienbad —. 

tréatment, and an arty one at best: 
_ However, Western world audi- 
ences have begun to show a. pen- 
chant’ for . offbeat pix. 

nt 

Made ‘it in arties. And Michaelan- 
‘gelo Antonioni’s 
though: booed at last ‘year’s Cannes 
Fest. went-on.to be a hit here and 
in Some other spots..And director 

. Alain :Resnais (this is. his second 
pic) found his first, “Hiroshima 
-Mon Anwur,” going on to become a 

But this veliicle takes plenty: of 
patience from any audience,” in- 

is a limited entry.. 
- Where “Hiroshima™ évolved on 
two “planes, ‘this film takes 
place on various levels of thought. 

ionable German hotel that looks 
jike an o'd chateau. He keeps ask- 
-ing her.if she remembers last year 
and. they are seen through the talk 
‘in different ‘periods, mixing the 

jective manner, 

Tin Tan in some Ways is.tops as” 

boxoffice.: 

1 pic. 

Fest. This looms’a chancey entry: for a good arty theatre. 
.on its uncompromising form and |: 

His ‘El Cid” Associates Confer With 
Ingmar | 

Bergman. is considered. to have | 

“Adventure,” | 

maybe more, ‘ 

an essential part of these people. | 
There is a definite feeling in the {Laura Devon of Cafes 
lensing, editing’ and conception o on Sey neces 
this absorbing -film. Deft. ironic| -GetS Universal Contract 
notes of outside moon and space Hollywood, May 9. 
shots in this pre-historic setting| Universal Pictures has signed; 
also. underline what. man has yet|nitery singer Laura Devon as first, 
to accomplish .and. what might| actress to be put under contract. 

have been lost in the benefits of|in four years. Studio's last term-, 
civilization. Color is fine. This|pacted thesp, Linda Cristal, inked | 
subject can take its’ place among|in 1957, was recently granted her 

-| the .many: outstanding’ documen-| release. 
| taries in. filmic. history. . A love| Jack Baur, U's talent exec. ogled 
and respect for. exploration andithrush at Ye Little Club locally 
the people pervades this unusual|and she was signatured sans so 

- much as a screen test. Earlier, she 
. Of course. this: needs’ eareful}Underwent a test at 20th-Fox,| 
handling ‘but. has the essentials| Which. brought her to Hollywood 

Mosk. ‘|four’ weeks ago after Bob Fosse 
saw her at Detroit's London Chop 
House. BRONSTON TO CANNES. 

INDEFINITE STARTERS 

_ First ‘Horizontal,’ Then ‘Jumbo’ 
' For Pasternak 

World Distribs 

Cannes, May 9. 
‘Due at the :film. festival here is 

Samuel Bronston. America’s gift 
.| decree. 

Sonhie Loren and Joan Fountaine 
added lustre by their arrival. Jen- 
nifer Jones will be over from Mon- 
te Carlo where she’s annearirg 
tnder Henry King's direction in 
“Tender Is The Night” for 20th. 
Plato Skouras is another exnectce. 

Hal Chester to Cannes 
As NT&T’s O’Seas Rep 

London, May 9. 

Hal E. Chester, newly appointed 
European representative of Na- 
tional Theatres & Television Inc. 
planes to Cannes Festival tomor- 
rew (Wed.) with the intention of 
gandering the fest product. Before 
leaving he told Variety: “Natidnal 
Theatres is mainly concerned with 
hidding for topflight feature fiims 
to show both on its own circuit and 
to distribute to indie houses. Tie 
firm is also prepared to assist in 
firancing the promotion of the 
right films, providing this doesn't 
buck the provisions of the ‘consent 

‘sound -hit in the U. S, and in’ 
Europe despite its.unusual theme. |’ 

cluding the. most esthetic. Hence, it | 

‘It evokes the current literature of | 
description with. human memory,. 
emotions hazy and -strange things. | 
” A man seés a. woman in.a fash- 

‘owner 

to. Spain.. He'll be accompanied ‘by 
his Spanish veep, Don Jaime 
Prades, writer Philip Yordan and 
director Anthony Mann who has 
just completed -“EI Cid,” 
in Spain,. partly in Rome. 

Bronston party's presence has a 
motive: to huddle here with various 
foreign distributors concerned 
with “E] Cid.” which hits the world 
market ‘in the fall, as does Bron- 
ston’s Biblicat epic, “King of 
Kings." Se 

oo. Houston, May 9. 
Sesergio Martinez has. taken 

over the operation of the Maya] Assn., TOA affiliate, slated its an-! 
here from Mateo Vela. The new | nual convention for the Cole Heiel 

continue to wunreel{here July will 
Spanish-language films. 
-Vela has taken over operation | ley. 

of the Rey, Galveston, Tex. 

mostly {tween $6,000,000 to $7,000.000. 

“Martinez ‘Operating Maya . New Mexicans’ TOA Meet 

, Hollywood, May 9. NT&T also hopes to develop Re- 
Although he still doesn’t know ; lay Wired TV Systems in Europe. 

‘when production will begin, Metro This they aim to do by buying or 
‘producer Joe Pasternak already; helping existing wired relay svs- 
figures on “Jumbo” costing be-; tems to expand, thus becoming 

part owners, or alternatively assist- 

His next starter looks like “Hori-,'"= the financing of mergers he- 
zontal Lieutenant.” There again he |tween several systems in adjacent 
doesn’t have a tee-off date. Both;areas. They're particularly inter- 
should get under way by mid-sum-, ested in fringe areas. But Chester 
mer, if stars. directors, etc. can be , Stressed “no interest in rental sets 
corraled to definite sxed. ,or repairs. Just the wiring.”’ Finally 

National Theatres is willirg to 
stake financial backing for the de- 
velopment of any suitable proposi- ‘ 

, tion involving new inventions or 
Albuquerque, May 9. ‘improvements of any technica} de- 

New Mexico Theatre Owners velopment connected with the pro- 
duction of pix or tv. 

Chester will be based in London 
and, in addition to his work for 

_ National Theatres, will still con- 
tinue to produce films as an in- 

Tom Murphy is prez of the unit. | dependent. 

19-20. Directors will 
huddle a day in front of the par- 
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$100 Fines for Anti- Segregationists; 
Manager Defends Whites-Only Policy 

Houston, May 9. 

Eight’ Texas Southern U. 
dents were found gililty of unlaw- 
ful assembly and fired $1C0 each 
and court costs by Creunty Court- 
at-Law Judge Bill Miller, who 
tried them himself. 

The students, charged with the 
offense on March 16 in front of!are trying to get me to do certain, 
Loew‘’s State Theatre. will appeal. i things, I wouldn't care whether i 
Their attorneys have not made up, 

, tre was open to the public?” 

“Generally,” McCallon replied. 
“Then you don’t regard colored 

people as part of the public?” 
Washington queried. 

McCallon answered: “If they 

‘they are red, green, black, purple ; 

the trial that the law provides 
solely for a maximum penalty o: 
$500. for the offense, with no. jail 
time. 

‘ Washiigton said he will appeal 
on the ground that persons who 
operate. businesses. have to protect 
themselves without state interfer- 

| students. asked McCallon, “You/ence and.that after the state is 
stu-' Wouldn’t say then that your thea-j called in. it is forced to prosecute 

in violafion of the 14th Amend- 
| ment to the U.S. Constitution. 

——— Continued . from page 5 quam» 

‘ing ‘potential diminishes in a new 
their mind whether their appeal : or gray. We can refuse to sell an‘ generation as it ages. 
would be filed in Federal or in: 
state court. 

Homer W. McCallan. manager 
of the theatre, testified that “when : 
I got to the scene the group was 
wrapped around my _ boxoffice.” 
MecCallon said patrons of the thea- : 
tre were ushered to the. back door’ 
of the boxoffice where they were. 
sold tickets by. the assistant man- 
ager. 

When Assistant District At- 
torney David Ball asked MeCallon 
what he meant by 
theatre manager replied: 
one that I will sell a ticket to.” 

Ball asked: “Will you' sell a- 
ticket to a colered§ ‘crson?”: 
McCallon answered: “It has not. 
been our policy to do so since the , 
theatre was opened in 1927.” 

On cross examination George 
Washington Jr., attorney for the 

Why Air France Jet parts never wear out» 

“patron.” the. 

‘admission ticket to anyone.” ; 
‘ Police Captain Otto H. Vahldiek | 

Radnitz says he’s not taking a 
‘ blanket swipe at literal plot films, 

| testified that he told the group! but contends that slavish adher- 
they could picket as long as they 
did not block the ticket windows. | 
.After a brief consultation the 
group refused to mgve, and he 
arrested them, Captain Vahldiek 

‘said: Some 22 were arrested al- 
‘together. The remaining 14—10! 
men and four women are to go on 
trial this week in Judge Miller’s 
court. 

:the students guilty, Judge Miller 
“defended McCallon’s right to con- 
duct his biz as he wanted and told! 
the Negroes that if they appeared ; 
on trial again for the same offense | 

‘he would: give them jail time. 
| Both the prosecution and de- 
fense, however,. pointed out —— 

This technician is subjecting a gear from the al- 
timeter of an Air France 707 Intercontinental Jet. 
to microscapic study. It’s being examined for 
signs of wear or oxidation ...and this is just one 
of fifty separate tests given every Air France al-. 
timeter every 1000 hours of use! 
What’s more, each Air France jet. part under- 

goes exhaustive inspection... and has a “‘life’’ of 
its own. Technically, this ‘‘life’’ is called the ‘‘po- 
tential’’—a fixed period of time when it just can’t 
wear out. In the case of the altimeter, for instance, 
the potential is 5,000 hours. Yet Air France in- 

The defense dic not put a wit-: ; 
“Some- ness on the stand. After finding| view of, what's fit for filmic treat- 

ence to the literary device has 
stifled the medium visually and 
put American pix 20 years behind 
the artistic times. Which seems to 

{make for some philosophic kin- 
i ship with the “new wave” break- 
out. 

A Dirty Word 

Part and parcel is his further rap 
‘at Hollywood for a shrunken pur- 

ment. A lot of hoary notions, he 
‘opines, are in restraint of creativ- 
ity,.and “We. have to re-evaluate 

‘what we mean when we Say ‘en- 
tertainment’.” Hence, in Coast 
lexicon a film. is apt to be labeled 

“and out there ‘docu- 
a documentary or travelog when. 

| it isn't, 

mentary’ 1s" a dirty word which [ 

they don't understand.” Or again, 

the blinders are on. 
Radnitz is one of those who think 

American pix’ are too derivative, 
-and he plumps for more original 

yarns. As to his own literary re- 
liance so far, he harks to the: for- 

mula philosophy that prevails, and 
the shibboleth that pre-sold :prop- 
erties minimize boxoffice risk. He 
insists, however, that in his sense 
of “originality,” the key thing is. 
not so much source as the concept 
that transfers material to the|- 
screen. _ 
Back to kid fare, Radnitz indi- 

cates there’s too much pandering 
to what. producers suspect: is the 
child’s ig. level. He recoils from 
the Disney cartoons when they. 

In Echo of: Skiatron 
(& Other) Shady Deals, 
Re, Pere & Fils, Dumped 

Washington, May 9. 

Gerard. -A. and Gerard F. Re, 

father-and-son ‘stock broker’ team. 

which figured in Securities & Ex- 
change ‘Commission hearings On 

Skiatron, have been- bounced from 

the American Stock. Exchange by’ 

order of SEC. 

SEC charged that the Res. wil- 
fully violating registration and dise 
closure requirements. of the Secure. 
ities Act in the allegedly unlawful 
distribution of the stocks: of nine 
companies.. The Res’ broker-dealer 
registration was also jerked by. 

strike him as “too cute” and/or] SEC 
“shocking for the sake of- shock” | 
that sends youngsters out of a 
theatre tense and anxious. And by 
the same token is the mentality of 
‘the adult public generally under- 
valued, though he concedes there 
will always be room for exploita- 
tion product. 

Meanwhile, back at Metro, Rad- | 
nitz is preparing his first M-G | 
entry, “Voyage of the Beagle,” 
based on the journals of evolution-. 
ist Charles Darwin when as a-young 
man he served on an ocean vessel 
with a fundamentalist. It’s family- 
‘angled, -of course, will be in color. 
and rolls next year in Sauth Amer- 
ica and England. 

spection is continual throughout this time pe- 
riod, and long before the potential is reached, the 
par has been replaced by a new one! 
Such attention to detail explains why 6,525 out 

of 22,200 employees, almost one-third of all Air 
France pérsonnel, are engaged in maintenance. 
Skilled technicians working on a round-the-clock 
basis guarantee that. every Air France flight will | 
leave the ground in perfect working order. One! 
more reason why Air France is the world’s largest 
airline, with ‘a forty-two year record of flying ex- 
perience and service. 

AIR: FRANCE JET 
World’s Largest Airline/Public Relations Personnel Ready To Serve you In New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Montreal, Mexico City 

; 

film — 

According. to testimony during 
the Skiatron proceedings last year, 
the Res handled some of. the: pay- 
ty firm’s shares, many of which 
wound up ‘in the hands. of the pub- 
lic contrary to SEC regulations. 

a os . _ " 

Vancouver Come-On 
—_ Continued from page 5. _—_ 

same financial outlay here. There 
is also: the ‘further benefit of in-" 
Come tax advantages to be gained. 
‘through the establishment - of. the 
proper corporate structure. Al- 
though British Columbia is in a 

; country classed. as “foreign,” it is 
still in the same.time zone as Hol- 
lywood, only a.few hours. by jet, 
and. offers a virtually unexplored 
variety. of scenic backgrounds.rang- 
ing from. rugged seascapes to al- 

| pine :peaks and cattle ranch .ccun- 
try within a few: hundred miles of 
‘the studio site. 

The recreational and hous- 
ing facilities preyiously men-° 
tioned will also assume impor- __ 
tance. according to Vaclavek, © 
in' making. location work. in 
:B.C. more -attractive .to pro-° . 
‘duction Personnel and more. 
economical te producers. Vi- 
deofilm .- adyantages are also 
envisaged by Panorama Com-= 
monwealth. The U.K. a 
vision quota requirement 
that 86°< of programs shown 
on all British TV shall be of 
British. origin and the Cana- 
dian television quota after 
April Ist, 1962, calls for 55° 
of all programming to be 
Canadian in content-and char-.- 
acter, - 

British - Canadian co-production 
; would ‘take. advantage of- these 
quotas and should also result :in 
wider U. S. distribution. Story - 
properties held by. Commonwealth 
at préserit include. two projected 
l-hour TV series. and a feature 

‘story, being. developed by 
Vancouver writer Ernest G. Per- 
rault, Ww ho recently joined the com- 
pany as staff writer. One other 
full length. feature is under con-" 
sideration and company is: dicker- 
ing .with .a British. producer for 
two features. All features con- 
‘templated are in the medium budg- 
et. range and TV hour-long series 
call for 39 segments: Common- 
wealth will also make studio. avail- 
able to industrial and documentary 
produters on a rental . | basis. 

U; S. Labor 
Gem Continued from page. 3 ———_<, 

conélave in New. York: have agreed 

to be on hand for. Costa Rica 

Founding ‘Congress| talks.. 

“At that time we--will pick a 

chairman. We have our work laid 

| out for us. 

Walsh: regarded the “expense of 

bringing reps from foreign’ coun- 
tries to Coast Rica incidental to 
what eould be accomplished for 
benefit of entertainment industry 
and its union members. who need 
protection on contracts and’ work- 

| ing conditions outside of U. S. 

“We have been anxious for some 
‘time to set ‘up’ a Secretariat -for 
{the — Western : Hemisphere: ” He 
had no comment on succeeding. at 
this time, he said. He would know 
better after meet with reps from 
other countries, he added, 

However,. “this is just the for 
mation stage,’ he. pointed aut. 
After an agreement is reached on 
International Secretariat, ntove 

‘will be made for becoming part of’ 
| World .Seeretariat - International 
Confederation of Free Trade Un- 
ions, as espoused by AFL-CIO 
Eeneralissimo George Meany. 
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New York Sound Track 
Davia Lipton has. “a new contract as ad-pub head of: Universal, after 

a few years: of ‘sans-pactism coe Could be that Universal’s board is no 
longer against the Idea of contractual commitments with | personnel 

' . Paramount's | ‘George. Weltner: in. Doctors Hospital this week for 

- “hieckup. 
. _Columbia laying the ‘campaign. on: heavy to grab the femme market 

_ for. Carl ‘Foreman’s | “Guns ° of Navarone. ” Jonas Rosenfield and Bob: 

. Ferguson go all out in: words anent the: tieups. with Madamoiselle mag, 

. Macy’s and 50 other ‘department atores—all to ‘do with Grecian fash- 

jons: Meanwhile, _producer. Foreman ‘has among his upcoming. projects 

“The Victors,” Victor: Baron. novel which he. will produce, “write and, | 

for the first. time, direct. “Navarone ne owned 50-50 by. Col and Fore-. 

‘man, with Gregory Peck in on a participation, cost: close. to $5,500,000. 

‘Paul. Manheim,. new ‘member. of. the: Par amount, board, pards: with | 

‘Lehman Bros.” Robert Lehman. Latter is. a. 20th-Fox direc tor. 

Sindlinger says. last ‘month's Oscar’ ‘derby on ty was watched by 63,- 

900,000 or Roe less. than last’ yeat's. 67,600: 000. “More: females than : 

males tuned in ‘all- sections of. the country - . Merle Debuskey and ' 

. Seymour Krawitz, have, the: ‘Itinerama publicity ‘account. 

‘Charity. preem of * "Return, to Peyton Place’. at the Paramount last” 

Wednesday '3¢ night ‘bagged $10, 500 for the Runyon Cancer Fund . 

2h signed France. Nuyen for: ' 

dand - 2. 

vecuted | hardcar er. brochure of. its-’61- 62 product. A ‘éadlirie. Superim- 

“posed on a US. map says, “See. ‘American-International ‘First, id 

, Technicolor: going along. with discussions anent marketing DuPont |. 

film in.a projected deal that aixo would include. processing ,°; . Indus- 
‘trraY film produetion becoming a relatively bigtime enterprise at. Con 
lumbia, under Joe. -Swavely's Supervision. Now doing a fashion -pic for |: 
~Cerinese Corp. of America with such’ names as Nelson’ Riddle;. Edith | 
~Head_and William Lundigan involved , 
more, important, in] Metro's affairs. He. cmast-rminded the new formula 
fur. lessened: ovewnead char: te5.at othe studio for outside :producers, 
With ‘payont Tnoking obvious as the lidies £0. Yor. the savings - In- 
terestin= how the few Tec hnicoler management talks. while the. former: 
‘Herbert ‘Kalmus resime remained -aloof. 

_ Sir Laurence Olivier says he's’ about. giv en: up: hope of. raising the. 
Morey for his projected film * “Maebett”. “after ‘going ail over the 
M- ahd hat an hand” a 

“Metro-wds ‘so at xigus. ‘to get ‘Burt Lancaster to - play” “Ben-Hur” that 
it offered lidar sivares in. the’ studi, plus percentage. but he just wasn't. 

-He. also. quoted i. 
: “The. trouble :was, we. 

‘jnteresé ‘od. Sy reported Nathan Cohen in: Toronto -Star. 
L Ancaster ‘an his flop “Sweet Smell ‘of: Success” 
fos a resolve the story. We had an interesting’ character but. didn't 
_knoa 

“China Story? "to be‘ .lensed - in Eng: |! 

“American: International - asput together an: expensively-ex- 

-Robert H. O'Brien ‘more and |. 

nf Rat to. do with hi: Ww So We: ‘fell. back: ‘on. a climax. that was all 

COAST-TO-COAST JUMP 

Stanley Warner Reassigns lite 
Booker Arnold Michaelson 

Seeks to Enjoin 
Empty Victory? 

Toronto, May 9. 

Sunday films in Toronto 
will fail and within a year 
there won't be five theatres 
open that day. That's the Cas- 
sandra crack of Aid. Philip 
Givens, one of the chief sup- 
porters—on principle—of Sab- 
bath. showing. 

He believes theatres will 
‘have trouble getting union 
employees to work and that 
many people like to get out of 
the city on Sundays. 

‘JEAN BAETZ MANAGES 
MUSIC HALL, SEATTLE 

Los Angeles, May 9. 
Arnold - Michaelson has been: 

switched from Stanley Warner fifm 
buyer for circuit's northern New |- 

| Jersey houses to similar post in 
Southern California, succeeding | 
late Dan Treister who died three 

| weeks ago. He started with chain 
15 years ago in Newark as assistant 

| booker. 
-Michaelson arrives May 15 to. 

‘check in, under zone manager Pat 
Notaro.. 

Texas Baptists’ Whistle 
 Sics Cops on Ozoner. 
‘Beaumont, Tex., May 9. 

Rév. Earl Slaughter, ‘local Bap- 
‘tist preacher, and W.-C. Jones, 
; unidentified as: to vocation, called : 
‘the. cops. onto the South’ Park, 
. Drive-In, nabhing | manager Billy j 
| Myrick in- his private .apartment. 
‘Charge: that. he. did wilfully ex- 
‘hibit. an immoral film, a. nudist, job ; | 
,called “The Nature Camp.” . Seattle, May 9. 

‘The complaitting pair said they} Jean Baetz is new manazer of 

saw. the film and considered it a; Hamrick’s Music Hall, the first dis- 

disgrace to the human race. 
man is-out on $500. bail. | here. 

——. who had dual duties managing both 
/Music Hall and Orpheum. Now 
he’s handling just the Orpheum. 
which books intermittent stage | ~ Directors’ Pension Goal 

Hollywood, May 9. . | shows, 
- Directors Guild-of America has! ‘Mrs. Baetz fs the widow of Hall 
joved ‘another step toward: reali-: Baetz, theatre executive who was 

zation of its long-projected pen- jong manager for Fox-Intermoun- 
‘sion plan. tain. Theatres division, his head-- 

‘Guild last. week reached a trust! quarters in Salt Lake City. He was 
agreement: with Assn. of Motion | also city manager in Denver. Her 
“Picture Producers, and attorneys | prior experience to present stint 
are now putting the accord on] was managing with her husband 

' paper for suhmission to. the boards | suburban theatres in Ballard which 
| of both orzanizations... l they owned. 

Amusement Stock Quotations 
W eek Ended Tues. (9) 

cl. 

Michael. c urtiz. signed be 201i: to helm: “Comancheros. ". John Wayne- i te N, Y, Stock Exchange Net 

st. re: wo Tr ans-J ux. has’ acquired: the - British- comedy’ “Man in the ie & Low *Weekly Vol. Weekly ° {Weekly Tues. Chanze 
Moon” ’ Gold: -Medal'’s Martin’ Poll to. the Coast, for several. weeks of: in100s High Low Close for wk 
‘pre- production: talks at Par on “Iron Men”. ‘Bob: Merrill. the com- | “Bn. ROT: di 75: . BES; 134 
Poser. not: Robert: Merrill, the’ Met singer). off. ‘to- Hollywood to ‘work 60" 3202 ABC. Vending’ 188: O78 of oes : ™ 
On “The Wonderful W orld of The Brothers Grimm.” on San an Br-Par TM sto aoe ie ae ‘ 2 ‘ 

“Rothanot and Jubket.” U-Pavla ‘Peter Ustinov! satire from. his stage pe 35%e . Ampex ole 319 4014 “3QRe 3974 * 
hit. down for world preem at-the Guild, N.¥.. as next offering’: _ Ger- 347, 2134. Col Pix ..... 181 30 283, 2913 —14 
‘man ‘actress Sonja. Ziemann to star. in. and co-prodice ‘with her hus-! 471, 3255 Decea on 4430 aS 4414 A415 + 1s 
‘bant. novelist Marek: Hiasko'. “Next Stop. Paradise,” from. Hilaska’s 461s /26° Disney... 145 4434 42 4d1s +114 

novel. AUH be shot in Europe. . - 11934 1031; Eastman’ Kak. 436 116%, 193%, Bia — 8g 
-raeticonsul hosting a pour today Wea.i for Leon. ‘Uris and. to’ Wy 53. EMI. °°: . 497 G34 6'4 6's: — ly 

laa exhibit, -of- photos .from: the. author's “Exodus: Revisited”. 17'4-° 1314 Glen ‘Alden. 514 1514 1454 1474 7 
“Never on Sanday” in its 30th stanza at the Plaza, N:¥.).. Glenn Ford’s | -32%4...1574 Loew’s Thea. 139 = 3014 2812 2034 —I 
17-year ~old son, Peter, jo make his tnesp-debut- ‘in. “UA's * ‘Pocketful of} 68!» 36°%3 MCA Inc. 4). 6814 = «65 GTi 2 32'4 
Miracles. which his pop. will co-produce. ” { 7024° 41!2 ‘MetroGM .. 619. = 708s 613% 68! +715 
“Peyton Piace"—the-- mythical ‘town—locks to bean annuity: for; 41°% 27!% NAFI Corp... 372. (37), 35!2 367 +d 

autharess Grace “Metalious. Sho’s.:now penning..“Peyton Place- Re- 915. 514. Nat. Thea. .. 351 874 3 The — ty 
Rev isited’ to complete. the trilogy, ‘and Jerry Wald atch) rolls it in 63 ;. 8531. 523s Paramount .. 73 B13 4 7Bl4 79 —l 

“Wald. by the way, hopes to set’ Mary Ure. and Yves Montand for| -24° (1%"4 Phileo .... - 467 2473 2173002474 +353. 
the leads in his “1. ost Girl.” based on the D./H. Lawrence tame. [ 237. _ 175... Polaroid ..... 299 227 21714 22374 +1074 

Mrs.. Vivienne Nearing,. lawyer in th © Warner Bros. homeoffice, fs 6558, 4912 RCA wore 1020. 6998 5994 65s +6)8 
facing possible, protessional reprisal. after pleading :giiilty’ Monday +8) TT 10's Republic .... 229 1673 153R 1624 + 
“in, N. y Sr > Ss SRSTANS et oO : 19". [dy Rep.. pid. aaa 44 19-3 1814 1954 +153 ecial Sessinns Court toa charse of” ‘perjury in the case: 35 9G1 Stanii W +102 39 -. = 
BY “mn The from: her appe arance on the rig ged ty quiz show..“Twenty- “B41: Saat an es. ar ears. 30" 30° 4 "_ 3 
Orie "Ske r:ceived’ a suspended: sentence but convietion of a misdea- f dhe 27"4 ‘Storer -. a> 8312 SAF BRNa 

cameanar could call fer censare, suspension. or even disbarment .by: the | 5574. 408s. 20th-Fox 299. oles 46" _ —Ha 
Ba Assn. r ‘ighteen, others indicted. on simil: iv perjury. charges. are. still)” aot 3 ‘ United Artists on ie 33.3 au + im 
ain tria oe eg oont re 85)... TBlx- Univ “€ 1; 1 14 — i 
George Norris, 20th. Fox ger. er ral ‘sales. manazer. away: from. bis’ desk eae aoa Ware Bros. bal ban ort mrt 7. 

all lust week seiving on jury. duly. a 145 “O7ty Zenith |... 394 "145 °~—«135 3 145 3 Taek, | 
Gore Vidal doing the: screenplay” from the Merle Miller. novel,: “Re- | , . 

aie ae Stunt. Millar wie produce’ in oteee ana hi ith Paramount~. : .1.. ; American Stock Exchange 
‘. Geraldine Page ost. to iver’ City for tes‘s and _ fittings reliminary Bi 14 

ty vamera Mork on “Sweet Bird-ot Youtu™. .°. Charlton Heston caine |... ee pe Allied Artists 439 Hes or Ly 4.15 
iy on the Quee: Marv Vesterdivs Tues.) with: his. wile: Lydia, and son| “99°, 9%; Cap. Cit. Bde. 130 0934 18'4 995% qT, % 
EE ree five. ‘months in Madr id and: Rowe: filming Sam Bronston’s | 19%: ie Cineranis dne-323) 19! 174 183 ren 

R. P. Bruckberger. director: of § ‘The Dialosti es of ‘the Carmelites, el oft, 475 Filmways _ 4A 6:48 53 4 . 614 4 1; 
Will shoot ‘a piture in-Greece produced bx. Andre Michelin: “Marie- | . 25°j. 8!, -MPO Vid. . 60 25°73 2278 2274 — 5% 

Mideleiin’... . Marcel:Camus is off to: Teheran to direct “Bird of Para-’ 534 Bt. Nat'l Felefilm 226. 3. 454 5 4 12 
dise "-Plot*by French author Jacques. Viot. is’ about an Iranian dancing |: 42°3' 1124 Technicolor . 1475 4074 344 3514 —5 
gal and: a:Morker: for.a British petrot.-o'l ‘company On A. H. { Bl. 93, Teleprompter. 541 31 241, 31 +452 
Jacob's: schedules ‘is “The Great) Mario,” “story. of Mario. Lanza . Anter- | ‘G'4 254 ele Indus. 14 Avy 5 5 — ly 
preted by. tenor Mario. Del: Monaco, ‘to be started ‘as soon as latter is; 27%, 141» Trans-Lux - 9 23 21)°34 20)? 3 —?2 
back froma concert tour in Japair plus pictnre’ to. be started -in Rome | 18?» Stz #Ctly B (GAC) 33 18 17 17 — 54 
“in Fhine, “The Girls Don't-Want to Wait". a’ plot: about the nymphettes — o—: 
aii-over the world. The cast will be-inter national, but mainly German- | *W eek Ended- Mon. 18 

_ | Charlton Heston. back from > EL Cid. shooting: in. Spain, meetiria| _t Listed on Midwest Exchange. 
“the Gotham press 20 Re Yee 9:20th’s “Hustler.” Po~* | TEx dividend. . 

Nowntan Jackie Gleasea ° ‘co-starrer now Tensin in. Manhattan .. ;.U's * Actual volume. 
aa pnd Tea avs ax, garh . ine ae oe 20. aes 1). at the RKO Palace | (Courtesy of Merrill Lunch, Piorce, Fenuer & Smith, Inc.) 

ti. Paoli : ‘ . 

Not restraint, of ‘trade. ut ‘restraint of mutual losses is the .aim ‘of 
the agreement between. Famous* Players’ Canadian’ Corp. and Odeon Over-the-C ounter Securities 
Theatre (Canada! to slop: competing: with each other in. .areas -where 
that is: ‘unprofitable ° for: both. America Cor Bia ak _ 4: 

New .catalog: from. Films. Ine; “Encyclopedia, ‘Britannica Filnis’ 16m Four Star - "Television. oe 932, Osu ats 
featuve pix arm. is. updated to include Paramount releases made avail-| Gen Aniline & FA .....-- +c ee + > 300 ‘ 335 4 
able recently for. “school": and, home exhibition.-Edition also, contains] General Drive-in. eteeetaeseetenes 19 “2054 14 
spevial pieces ‘by. Barney Balaban, Par: preyy; Spyros Skouras, 20th- ' -Gold Medal Studios eee eee eee 8a 7 ; 
Fux chief: and ‘Joseph :Vogel, head of Metro.. |°. King Bros. Lleeuedecccceuene , 134 au - 
German actor Walter Giller in Manhattan - briefly with his agent | -Magna Pictures ................-..00-25 443 424 + 4, 

U is: teaming Cary. Gtant and Doris. Day for the first. time in the Metromedia Inc.”................ sete wees 21 2214 .- 
Gi -antey Production of “Tauch’ of. Mink.” ” ’ set. to roll: by: mid-summer Movielab de ewes tb en acne neces eeaee 1674 1812 + 34 
ou the Coast.” Official Films .............cccceeuecees 88g 4% . 

“La. Dolce: Vita” added another. key engagement. the Town Theatre, | Screen Gems ....... roreereease te eessene 20 22 —2 
Washington, July 19. | Lewis Cotlow’s * ‘Primitive Paradise, ”" docue-| | Sterling Television. i i a ari) 438 5 + 58 

“mentary feature via Excelsior Films, goes into the New. Embassy, N.Y.,|° U: A. Theatres .......-.-:-.-------. Tha 85a 
May 26... Joe Perry switching over to ‘Anierican-International’s. east- | Wometco Enterprises ....-......... 2414-2642 + 412 
ern publicity dept. ftom the company’ 8. export division. -| (Source: National Assn. of Securities Dealers inc.) 

” ' Show- jtaffer to guide a major theatre, 
She succeeds Neil Yuckert- 

.repped Leavy in case. 

| ing, 

21 

Chessman Prosecutor Wins $54 000 
Justice Documentary 

Los Angeles, May 9. 

Dep. District Attorney J. Miller 
Leavy, prosecutor of Caryl Chess- 

man, was awarded $50.000 damages 

in his $1,000,000 breach of contract 

suit over the film, “Justive and 

Caryl Chessman.” 

By a Il-to-one verdict before 

Superior Judge Cary! M. Sheldon, 
Leavy won $7,500 from Tercnee W. 
Cooney, producer of film, 2nd $42,- 
500 from Sterling World Distribu- 
tion Corp., which released the 45- 
minute film based on lije of tha 
convicted rapist. Decision was 
handed down on first anniver<a:v 
‘May 2) of gas chamber death of 

‘ Chessman. 

In his complaint, Leavy char isd 
‘he had contracted with Cacmmwe: to 
appear in a documentary filin to he 
used strictly as a tv news program, 

‘and expressly not for theatrical « 
hibition. Film, however, was b: ke 
-ed worldwide on a commercial 
basis. . 

Arguments will be heard before 
Judge Sheldon today tTues: over 
Leavy's petition that an injuncian 
be handed down against ais far- 
ther showing of picture, in ight of 
verdict. Attorney Irwin O. Spivzel 

Catholic Critics: 
Plenty Dissert 

Usual conception of the Cates 
“press film eritic is that he fas + 
‘latitude for yea-nay othe: t' 
-how the Legion of Dovenev 2 o- 
:praises pictures. In actuaht:. te 
' fraternity is much less parochia' 

Ciement J. Zecha, who en 8 
tpix for the Denver Cathoti: Re -- 
ister, notes that he | naturs'’v 

iabides by Legion classificati. 
“but on the other hand we . 2 
credit where credit is due in ail 

‘films, whether rated A-l or BB .. 
| pointing out naturally th» Lou: °3 
objections if any ... but at tie 
same time citing MP} Loris 
values, if any, in same fi'n” 

Zecha further states. “I do not 
igo along with the idea that if it's 
a religious film it should be Jau.-t 
for our readers.” Critie supports 

this point by noting he rapoed tis . 
| religioso, “Heaven on Earth.” a 
jtour of the Vatican in cotor, aia 
which the Legion class:fied A-1. 
.Zecha thumbed it down ‘his phr.--) 
'“bheeause of its Hmpid story. wnin- 
i spired narration, and overlong 
' tediousness.” 

1 Usual practice on such pix in the 
j Catholic press is to offes thet 
flashy promotion via Iaveut. of 
‘publicity stills and canned stories. 
:Zecha, for one, says he avoids tliat 
: praetice 

German Films 
anes Continued from page 11 imme 

i 
{ 

| 

jand on May 1 the Ba-La is shut- 
‘ting down. 

| The inroads of television 
were the major factor that 
one Nuernberge exhibitor 
charged with harming the busi- 
ness. “Television is tax-free 
and there is no control of 
youth,” he commented. “Reg- 
ularly, the police check my 
theatre and throw out seune 
people who are under the age 
allowed for that particular 
movie. But these same younsg- 

1 Sters can sit free in front of 
j the television screen and no 
| one tears them away from the 

set when it’s a movie for 
| aduits only.” 

| With Hessischer Rundfunk in 
‘Frankfurt starting ifs second +ele- 
| Vision channel, and the other s*ate- 
run television outlets in West Gore 
‘many following suit in June, the 
,exhibitors were adopting a hizily 
icautious “wait‘and see* attitud~. 

And only one bright joke was 
ibeing echoed throughout the in- 
idustry. Latest gag here is repro- 
| ducing world-famed paintings witn 
a joke caption. And being circu- 

[lated was a reprint of Whistler's 
“Mother,” hands folded in lap, 
‘Staring grimly into space. And the 
title was a hopeful one for the film 
folks—with the old lady sadly sav- 

“The second channel is just 
2s bad as the firct-” 
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British Show Biz Watches Hawkins’ 
Battle With Income Tax Authorities 

London, May 9. | to sell his services to a company 
Britain's top-bracket entertain- {may realign their roadshow setup 

ers ‘and their financtal advisers’; importer-distribs in Toho’s_ vir- 
are watching with interest the bat-| Togeki, and at Tokyu’s Shinjuka 
tle between Jack Hawkins and the: tion. the entire roadshow structure 
jncome tax authorities here. Actor j decision in the Hawkins case, fol- 
Hawkins, Britain’s top-paid star, t lowing an appeal by the actor, the 
has just lost round three of the same principle would be involved. 
contest .with a Court of Appeal ' ——— 
ruling that $1.400 pzid to his three | ; 
children, by a company which 
“hired”. ‘him as an actor was part Alarcon 
of his own Surtax income. 

Continued from page 13 
The Appeal Court thus reversed . — 

two earlier findings by the Income thinking big. It is his premise that 
Tax Commissioners and a High:there is going to be a shortage of 
Court judge. Its decision means ; Mexican film preduct because of 
that Hawkins nrust refund $817.60 : official curtailment of budget distributorships 
paid to him after the High Court ! ‘money. And'so he ts stepping into| financed by the Film Bank. Un- the leasing of 586 feature films to | 
hearing—ind also must pay the,the breach. 
cesis of the three hearings, esti- ; 

mated at $5.660. But he may ap- tives here have hailed Film Bank 
peal against the Appeal Court's. cutbacks on production as ‘‘insur- 
verdict. ! ance” that there .will be no satura- 

At the appeal hearing, Lord tion of internal and external mar- 
Justice Donovan said it was. kets, that quality will be boosted 
claimed that Hawkins was not because of longer shooting time. 
liable to extra tax because he Was , and that canned films will ra 
not a party to the “arrangement.” 

“But I am unable to accept that : have been in past. 

proposition.” said the judge. Unions Like His Program 
Highly-paid actors and entertain- | 

that: the Mexican industry ean ana 
should turn out more than 100 pie- 
tures a year. . 

_ On the other side of the fence, 
Federico Heuer of the Film Bank, 

has stated that production this year 

will probably not exceed 60 films, 
this being lowest total in the last’ 
15 years. Taxed with Alarcon ae- 
velopment and increasing talk that 
producers. will seek. private capital 
for production, Heuer says he will 
be happy to see this development, 
which ‘would free the film bank of 
an “excess” of pleas for production 
loans. ° 

Blas Lopez Fandos and Juan Ban- } 
|dera Molina, heading up Peliculas | 
Nacionales and Peliculas Mexi- 
canas respectively, do not see any. 
great competition as a result of 
Alarcon’s reported intent to 
finance Mexican production. These 

handle product 

; officially. both executives admitted 
More conservative film execu-! that. “some competition” might de- 

velop but they refused to gauge its , 
extent. 

Alarcon, : meanwhile, is in Ger- 
many dickering for a contract to: 
assemble a German ‘car in México. | 
And at the same time, his office 
here revealed that he. is looking ; 

longer be the major headache trey {into expansion ‘of. a film exchange | 
with- Germany. He is offering i 
‘films of independents he intends! 

Unions look forward with eager-!to finance in the future for selected | 
ers best-selling writers and other Ness to development of the Alar-! German product which hé wants tot: 
self-emploved people whose earn-: con program as giving inypetus to] exploit in Mexico, -Venezuela and ° 
ings are high are among those who _ lagging employment. 
might be interested in following! officials shrug of ‘ 
the Hawkins plan. 

And union] other ‘Latin American areas, 
‘saturation” talk | well as possibly in certain areas of. 

But general‘for their stand all along has been|the U: S. 

as 

Ge et on the bandwagon 

‘with the book all America 

has taken to its heart 

I Love You Honey, 
But the Season's Over 

By CONNIE CLAUSEN 
“This is more than just a book of Jaughs 
about circus life. iiss Clausen is a good re- 
porter with a perceptive mind. She brings 
to her pages a fascinating crowd of remarka- - 
ble human beings, brave and pathetic, 
earthy and frank ... This is broad enter- 
tainment, not just for circus fans but for 
everyone.” 
—Mices A. SMITH, Cleveland Plain Dealer 

“Charming, entertaining and engaging... 
a model of ifs kind... I was completely 
won over by the delightful personal mem- 
ours of this ‘bally broad.’” - AL MORGAN, 

N. Y. Herald Tribune Book Review 

. . the Daisies.” 
“Only every few years does a book with 
[this] impact come along. The last one that 
compares with it is The Egg and I.” flings.” 
—WILLIAM J, CouGHLIN, Detroit Free Press ° 

$3.95 at all bookstores now. 

HOLT, RINEHART AND WINSTON, INC. 

“Tt is in the close-up scrutiny: of her travel- 
ing quarters (and companions) that. Miss 
Clausen excels... She pulls no. punches in 
describing the. spats, loves, whispered Teves. 
lations and feminine. foibles .-;.. her prose, 
as a rule breezy and colloquial, becomes 
moving and eloquent when she explores her 
own season’ Ss romance,” ~ 

— RoBert Lewis TAYLor, 
N.Y. Times Book Review 

“A small literary miracle... . packed with 
sparkling anecdotes, vivid and perceptive 
accounts ... Miss Clausen’s lively style is 
her own, yet it has the same kind of whim-. 
sical humor as Jean Kerr's Please Don’t Eat 

~ DonaLp KirkLey, Baltimore Sun 

“One of the season’s happiest literary 
— Chicago Daily News. 

Hartford's Kantrowitz Charges St 
Of Competition in Narrow Gauge 

+ Clarence. ‘B. Kantrowitz, a Hart- 

] I< O’Seas Rentals 
imams Continued from page 11 

the installment payments to ‘pay 
off the company’s present 5°¢ 
saving the campany..an average of 
$248,200 a year over the 11-year 
| period. 

In the last 10 years, 20th has 
realized only about $135.000 annu- 
| ally from the Gaumont British 
| holding. 

The Skouras message: further 
reveals that the company has 
earned. a total of $35.274.600 on 

tv from 1956 through 1960 via Na- 
tional Telefilm Associates, Of this: 
total, $28,585,137 has been already: 
paid in cash and $6.688.863. has : 

‘Deen accrued under various li-; 
‘censing agreements with ‘NTA. OF 

debt, ' 

ford) 16m. distrib, ‘has filed a 
- $1,000,000 conspiracy: suit in N.Y, 
Federal Court ‘against . Warher 
Bros., United ‘Artists, 20th-Fox and. 
the Loew’s Theatres. circuit. Ace 
tion claims the companies illegale 
ly stifled competition by assigning. 
product exclusively: to Films Ine, 
of Wilmette, IL, the. 16m distribu-. 
tion arm of Encyclopedia. Britan- 
nica Films. 

Plaintiff seeks $100, 000 in puni- 
tive damages and $900,000 in gen- 
eral damages. Suit-alleges the de- 
fendants also sought to “seize and 
acquire” all 16m pix in the mar- 
ket other than--those prints han- 
dled by Films Inc. : 

Suit also makes defendants of 
‘the law firm of Sargoy -& Stein,. 
1 and an employe, claiming the late. 
| ter: advised customers of Kantro-. 
i witz they wauld be dealing in “hot 
| pictures” if they rented from the | 

;the $6.688.863 accrued with NTA, ; Hartford distrib, because of ‘an: 
| action in which Kantrowitz was. 
| exonerated. 

( Skouras ‘says that $3.330.697 is rep- 
‘resented by fixed maturities start-. 
‘ing in 1963. He adds that the com- 
pany'’s 70°C 

{tracts alr eady entered into by NTA 
exceed $2, 300. 000. 

with NTA, 70°C of the receipts of. 
all tv station rentals: of: all the 
-various ‘groups of pictures still un- 
paid for, go to 20th and 30°, to. 
, NTA. 

i In addition to the leasing of fea- 
_tur es to tv in the domestic market, 
‘via NTA, and another Icasing ar- 
irangement .on 88 pix to Seven 

share of station COM fe 

| Fusitives | From TV Under the licensing agreements ! 

‘Arts for rental to ty th: oughaut.. 
ithe world, Skouras reports that. 
| other deals are now heing mate. 
‘for distribution to tv interests in 
other countries. However, he adds. 
sincé this phase of operations is. 
so new, “there is scant statistical 
history prior to the end of 1960." 

The prexy. further reported that 
the company's record, Jahoratory 

| newsreel subsidiaries on the up- 
beat, 

The company's net 
from theatre circuits in Austrazia, 
New Zealand and South .America 
amounted to $1.335.000 in 1960. 
compared to -$1.345,000 in. 1959. 

{though in the same period cam- 
hined gross receipts climbed -slight- 
ly from $39.736.000 to $39.891.000. 
Net earnings were up. in South 
Africa and New Zealand, but down 
in Austratia. 

Skouras Huddles 
ameams Continued from page 11 samme 

‘pix not yet set, but will he an- 

nounced Jater. 

mums Continued . from: page 3 — 

previews are one. of the major ‘df=, : 
ferences between - pictures “and 
television... We will. have a.-geod.. 
idea of what changes, to make after 

the previews, but - there is never, 

any such opportunity in ty. “Yeu 

muke a pilot, show. it to potential 

-buvers. ‘and that's it.” 

Another. idea the youth ful pair 

“will incorporate in their fmmike. 

earnings 
“will make only, comedies for‘ 

rely 
Skouras wouldn't discuss other” 

possible studio changes, ixnoring 

question, as If to say they're not 

unlikely. Rumors for weeks have 
been _pot-shooting studio toppers 
who have braved Zossip storm. so 
far. 

However, Skouras was firm in 
stating he didn't expect further 
changes on board, that it and top 
h.o. execs would come through two. 
meets next Tuesday unscathed. Bad 
news on foreign grosses is out al- 
ready, only good news is. in future . 
insofar as Skouras is concerned. 
- Among pix Skouras is toasting 
for mucho grosses are Jerry Wald's 
“Return to Peyton Place” and “:Mr. . 
Hobbs Takes A Vacation.” “Snow 4 
White’ and the Three-. Staoges,” 
“Wild .in the Country.” . starring 

’ 

Elvis Presley and Hope - Lange, 
“Francis of Assisi, "which. son 
Plato produced abroad:. Zanuck's |° / 

“The Big Gamble” and in near 
future George Stevens’ “Greatest |. 
Story Ever Told.” 

‘instead. ‘of high salaries.. 

said Lear. 

attract the. stars, 

always’ apo; ular 

ing is the concept 0! geod scripts 

“Banking 

words - ‘more than barking money,’ 

“it’s the scripts that will 

not the salary. 

They W. ant, good vehicles.” 

Yorkin and Lear helieve they. 
“some 

lime to come.” Their belief stems 
from: the fuct people “ure more 
sophisticated ‘today and comeds is 

subject m: atter.. 

“Actually.” Leat pointed out. “com- 
edy bas returned to the screen 
but it’s not as it, “was in:the ‘30's: | 
when it) was _sittlations and dia-"— 
logue. Today it must: be character: 
comedy, . with | sthstance — and 
straight dialogue -that:isn't a lot ‘of 
innuendo.” .Coviedy must he e- 
lated to our time they emphasized, 

The Emnty winners af televis.on 
also said that‘ they will not use 
their originals for pictures but will. 

on “tried and true pre-seld 
product. That means novels, ‘plays, 
and product that -has already es- 
tablished a track record,’ 

_ Lear wand Yerkin will follow 
“Come. Blow Your Horn” with 
“Girl in. the Turquoise Bikini” 
which. will be shot entirely on To- 
cation on the French Riviera. and, 
they are prepping a tv series, “The 
American Family.” reportedly be- 
ing done for network fall progrem- 
ming as an hour-long series. Ad- 
ditionally. they. will do one or two 
specials. a year.. 

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALT- 
Rockefeller Center. « Ci 6-4600 

“PARRISH' ” 
Starting. ‘TROY DONAHUE. _. 

COLBERT ¢ KARL MALDEN | of. 
te: starring DEAN JAGGER and Parrssh’s three gus 

Connie STEVENS + Dione McBAIN - ‘Sharon HUGUENY J - 
_ In Techmeolor from. Warner Bros 

and Cais NEW Stage Spectacle” "PUERTO Rico HOLIDAY Y 

SELECTING COMMITTEE: FEATURES 

MARJORY ADAMS, Film Critic, Boston Globe 
PEGGY DOYLE, Film Critic, Record American 
ELINOR HUGHES, Film Critic, Boston Herald 
GUY LIVINGSTON 
MELVIN MADDOCKS, Film Critic, Christian Science Monitor 
ALTA MALONEY, Film Critic, Boston Traveler 

SELECTING COMMITTEE: DOCUMENTARIES 

RICHARD BORDEN, Massachusetts Audubon Society 
ELIZABETH BUTCHER, Brookline Public Library 
RONALD FLEHER, Boston University 
BRUCE HARDING, Audio-visual, Harvard University 
PAUL NOBLE, Producer, WGOBH-TV 
EUCLID J. PELTIER, Audio-visual, Boston Publie Library 
BERNARD RUBIN, Professor, Boston University 

VAN G. SAUTER, The Standard Times, New Bedford, Mass. 
KATHERINE WHITE, Boston Museum of Fine Arts 

1st. BOSTON 
INTERNATIONAL 
FILM FESTIVAL 

loeb drama center 
__ may 22-27, 1961 

FESTIVAL OFFICE. 

129 MT. AUBURN ST. 
CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 

ELIOT 4.7158 

AWARDS JURY 

‘ROBERT CHAPMAN, Loeb Drama Ctr. «. Harv. Drama Crit, 

‘GERALD NOXON, Bos.’ 

STAFF 
Festival Director .-... 
Director, Programming .. 
Director, 

. Director, : 
Director, Special Events 
Executive Assistant . 

Public Relations. . 
Festival Services: - 

etter es 

NORMAN HOLLAND, Mass. Anst. -of Tech., “Art Critie:. 

. Pres., Soe. of Cinematologists 
ROBERT STEELE, Boston Untveniiy. Cinematologist 
JOSEPH. FIGURITO, Playwright, Boston College 
LAURENCE WYLIE, Harverd University, Art Crifie 
ELIOT WYLIE, Boston University, Drama Critie 

...GEORGE S. PAPADOPOULO 
OLGA NOXON : 

.. WALDO 'L. HART 
‘ROBERT GIULIANA 
SOPHIE HORWITZ 
GAIL A. RUBENSTEIN 
EMMY: KIZIROGLU 



aed, " . 

- against the: day when it. arrives, 

‘the 

‘pendently | 

‘novellas, : 

Wednesday, May 19, 196] 

John 0 Hara’ $ Eye on PaySee i 

Puts Five: Unproduced 
Future. 

. “Hollywood, ‘May 9. 
Tollvision. ts looming: ‘in John 

O’Hara’s future. and he’s. holding 

back many. of his’ dramatie works 

In a communication . Als Coast 

‘agent H. N. Swanson: has received, : 
O'Hara reports hée.is having Ran- 
‘dom House print. In. one. edition 

five plays he ‘has - written over the 

years—noné sold to pix nor Broad-. 
_ Way. . 

. These are “to be ‘withheld until 
feevee. is.in. full bloom and: ‘bid- 
ding high—or at least that is 

‘way Swanson. interprets 
O'Hara's directive,- which ‘winds, 
incidentally, “with ‘this: observae 

on: 

“Pay-tv will have to ‘buy every- 
thing one day—for which.we .can 
“be grateful ta present-day tv .. .”. 
Then follows, a severe. indictment. 
‘of present- -day -medium. 

Due to his high-flying . novel’ 
gales and fact filmization of some 
have been boff boxoffice ‘of: late, 
-O’Hara is in peak Hollywood de- 
mand: However, he observes, anent 
some untilmed. properties : in his 
letter.to Swanson; 

Plays Into a Book For 
Angles 

| FELIX BILGREY SAYS. 
MPAA DOES, TOO, FIGHT} 
“Does. thé Motion Picture. Assn: | 

of America perform its rightful 

‘question has been raised frequenf- 

lighted in the course of events is 
{the ‘many cases involving features 
which usually are of-foreign origin. 

has: a significant spokesman in. its 

grey, lawyer.for Times Film Corp., 
which lost out in the “Don Juan” 
blue-pencil row. 
Arnold Bernhard’s Value Line, 

‘strayed: from its usual stock: ‘ap: 

-eriticising MPAA for not going ‘to 
the. defense. of “Don Juan.” The 
{film industry organization was rap-|. 
ped for allegedly not fighting in |: 

{time. MPAA, in turn,-and-as to be 
expected, ‘answered . back with a 
statement: from . public ‘relations 
man Kenneth’ Clarke: MPAA, he 

proper. ‘time. 
- The most. méaningful statement 
‘of. all; However, comes from Bil- 

| grey, ‘for the reason. ‘that ‘neither 
“T do not’ want to fool- around jhe nor -his company. is a part of 

with managers w ho: rely on direc- 
tors: and directors who “want. to 
-rewrite . . 

When Pandro S.. Berman tnde- 

‘Butterfield. 8." the writer got a 
deal giving him 25° of _Berman’s 
-producer’s share. of net of what is 
a tremendous -b.o. hit. It. recently. 
‘has ‘become apparent that..O’Hara 
is now in ‘stich a high income 
bracket: ‘he -wants -to brake. the 
cash inflow. He has. limited. his 
take from Randoin House royalties 
to. $50,000 per year—and by now. 
ds several years behind’ pace. of 
royalties from book sales. 

That’ aspect. ‘possibly may. have 
cued O'Hara's plan’ te wait for |: 
feevee. At present ‘his .only. Holly-. 
‘wood deal 
-deliver 

-is a -signed pact to 
to 20th-Fox .an original 

ecreenplay by February, 1963. 
However, 

first and greatest novel, “Appoint- 
‘ment, In Samarra,” and also his. 

recent. book of three. 
: “Serirons & Soda Water.” 

relatively . 

It is known offers have been many, 
‘but. none yet to O'’Hara’s liking. 
In. brief, he may consider the even- 
‘tual feevee jackpot the greatest 
Of all: 

‘The five plays O'Hara is pub- 
Hshing “to cement the copyright 
protection” next summer include. 
a libretto for a musical which he 
wanted Irving Berlin: to tune up, 
but which proved “too strong 
meat,” in O' Hara's words, -for ‘Ber-. 
lin. Others .are. “The” Searching 
Sun,” done briefly in two silos, 
“Farmer’s Hotel,’ done. briefly by. 

’ Actors - Studio . in “N.Y.,. and two 
_Bew ones “Veronique” and. “The. 
Champagne Pool,” — 

Canada’ S Unions 
Local Telemeter’s 

Local Legit Tie 
Toronto, May 8. 

Trans- Canada: ° ‘Telemeter,: 

national Telemeter, commences .a 
huddle today, '9' with Canadian ac- 
‘tors, ‘musicians and: stagehands un- 
‘Jons: over the. June presentation. 
of the “Spring: Thaw” revue, now 
enjoying big. biz at- The Crest The- 
“atre, Toronto. 

First ‘Canadian ‘show to- be 
skedded ‘c: Tr'emeter tollvision, 
both:.. Mavor Moore,: producer. ‘of 
“Spring Inaw. 
want to do the revue, latter charg- ; 
ing. $1 50 per: - performance;. but i 
this new ‘to Canadian unions ‘faeed 
with problems of working out a 
5,800-subscriber ‘test. version in ‘a 
Toronto subirb rather than a na- 
tional network. ty show. If the: 
unions come to terms, may set the 
format for fv' ‘re Canadian shows 
on Telemeter’ 's closed. Ciccuit: | 

filmed. O"’Hara’s ‘novel | 

Swanson has had on the. 
-filmization block for time O’Hara’s 

“Ine. 
‘eluding. New York reps of Inter- 

erie 

MPAA. And. he’s all out in his 
praise of. the trade outfit: . 

The attorney last week insisted 
that from the very: start. of the 
“Juan” proceedings MPAA showed |. 
‘an.interest and that he had many 
talks with Erie A. Johnston. MPAA 
‘president, ‘and Sidney .Schreiber, 
MPAA general counsel, A constant: 
liaison was maintained, he added. 
- Bilgrey. said that the MPAA took 

a friend-of-the-court -stance right 
when. the Supreme Court granted. 
‘Times' request fora review: of low- 
er court verdicts, and not, as Value. 
‘Line’ stated, after the ‘high - court 
‘had refused to rehear the case: — 

Bilgrey also said that various 
other” film industry ‘groups. joined 
Times jn the anti-censorship bat- 
tle... Commented the legalite: “It 
was indeed an united front and a 
most gratifying effort by the en- 
tire motion picture industry.” 

Footnofe to all-of this, according 
to Bilgrey, is that Value Line in- 

But ‘most Important, according to 
insider. observers, is that the 
MPAA ‘is hitting back. at the censor 
forces retardless.of whether or not 
an MPAA feature .is concerned. 

Just a Song: At 

out-the-business campaign for the 

Actually,. -Hyman’s latest clarion 
wis. a call ‘for industrywide actton, 
‘ contingent. on supportive contribu- 
‘tions from production and. distribu- 
thon. ‘He's banking much, of course, 
lon earlier. assurances: ‘trom: pro- 
ducers of a: sound. product flow 
during the final. segment. 
Exec has an extensive. malitng |" 

“bout to. circuits and indie exhibs. 
| asking’ for local’ biz- building sug- 
‘gestions. Once he receives: them, 
they'll..be turned over to distrib |” 
toppers for projected coordination 
with: company promotion. 

Hyman. also:-hopes the project 
belies .. the. frequent : 

ance. ‘The distribs almost invari- 
ably - claim. it's ‘their pied-piping 
tand . product, of course! that gets 

and = Teleme 2f! the pubtic in theatres. Hyman, and 
fd other exhib sectors, don't take that 
i quiescently, and-‘the AB-PT exec. 
| hones his: latest promotion proves 
j the case for exhibition. 

Bilt Rau. of. the ‘Alamo. Booking | 
hos purchased the Texas | { star d that she d'd it all by herself director, of the year’s best picture. 

and: Foli |: av--Drive-In Theatres - at’ 
Burnet, Tex, 

part in the fight ‘against political |. 
‘censorship of motion pictures? The |- 

ly over the past years and is spot-: 

Overtime’ Control 
Ottawa, May 9. 

Crawley Films Ltd. of. Ot- 
-tawa has signed .a precedental. 
agreement with National 
Assn. of Broadcasting Em- 
ployees and Technicians 
(NABET) to cushion the com- . 
‘pany against heavy overtime 
payments alternating with 
idle periods. Also-to cushion: . 
employees by cutting layoffs | 
to: minimum. - After any fort- 
night ‘when - overtime is 
worked,, the company has the 

payment. for 30 days. 
.H things get slack within 

that. time, - the employee may 
the given time off instead of 
overtime pay. Time off will 

‘Tight. to “withhold overtime | 

PICTURES 23 

) Pro Football Spurns Closed Circuit; 
TelePrompter Outlook Promis 

But No Immediate Dividends 

LOREN & HUDSON AS 
‘BESTS’ IN GERMANY | 

Karlsruhe, May 9. 

‘West German’ “Bambi” awards, 
this country’s equivalent of the Os- 
cars, were handed out here to Sop- 

TelePrompter offered $1,000.099 
for closed circuit television rights 
to next winter's National Football 
League title match, but was turned 
down, TelePrompter prexy Irving 
| Kahn told the annual stockholders’ 
meet last week. He said, however, 
that the NFL was considering pay- 
isee coverage for the future. 

Kahn projected a record profit 

The often-criticized’ MPAA now 

behalf in the person of Felix Bil- | 

-be at regular rates, so he'll get 
Ionger. than the overtime 
hours worked. 

Authors League’ s Toll 

hia Loren as the favorite female for the company this year in view 

foreign star, and Rock Hudson ast what he described as a “very 
‘the favorite male foreign actor. Ti Pr omising” first quarter. Outfit, 

| was her first win of the outstanding ; however. doesn’t release quarterly 
faward, and third time for Hudson. finite is r ported. T aan’ pte 

, e n e 

bell nrlatde and Dore Daye Gina | revenue for '61 should hit, or ex- 
while! 

Fee Ideas Admirable |runners-up to Rock Hudson were. ea ~ pee F000 mark. eae 
Tony Curtis and Jean Marais in the ‘viously issued, company grossed 

praisal. operations, and came out | 

said, backed Times Film at the | 

But Not Precedental 
Hollywood. 

annual popularity poll on which: 

| conducted ‘by the periodical, “Film 
Revenue.” 

For the fourth time German: 
‘actress Ruth Leuwerik won the top | 

Editor, VARIETY? 
‘Recently. you. ‘published: an .ac- |. 

‘count of the plans of the Authors 

‘League. of America, a8 policy of | spot as the favorite German actress, 
the Authors Guild and Dramatists and O, W. Fischer won his top spot 

-Guild,.to demand the percentagé|as the favorite German actor for 
of. absolute gross when: originaljthe sixth time. 

the Bambis are based. The poll isi 

[ras 

> $4.841,083, for a net of $51,969. 
In rely to a query, Kahn saw ne 

chance for dividends this year, and 
probably not in °62 either, his ex- 

; planation being that TelePrompter 
still “building itself by its 

bootstraps.” 
Holders were also told acquisi- 

tion of three more community an- 
tenna systems would be revealed 

‘presumably ' 

material by: its authors is used on: 
toll-tv. It was acknowledged that 
the. Writers Guild of . Amerira. 
‘which was not associated with the | 
‘Authors League, Tepresented wrii- 
ers that, were “employees” and. 

were: unacquainted 
with the ecstasies of inspiration 
which: makes material: original. 

This is to clarify the record. Ij 
am sure no slight was intended 

The film critics chose Kurt Hoff- shortly, bringing the total to niae 
mann’s German’ film “Spukschloss ; and boosting the number of homes 
im Spessart’ (Spook Castle in the ‘thus served to some 20,099. Kaha 
Spessarti and the French film artis- added that “substantial progress” 
tic home-grown and foreign films.jon installations for eduration is 

The, exhibitors picked the Ger- also being made. He added that 
man musical “Freddy unter frem- ; ‘the Kaiser TelePromoter of 
den Sternen” (Freddy Under For- | Hawail setup (associating indus- 
eign Stars) and the Austrian “Und trialist Henry J. Kaiser: is about 
ewig singen die Waelder” (The ready to start laying cable for its 
Trees Sing Forever: as the filras’ Hawaii Ki Ki project. 

either by any spokesman for the that drew the biggest business last - 
Authors League or: any repre- 
sentative of your paper. But this; 
fact, it seems to me, is too im- 
portant economically and _historical- 
ly to be ignored..I believe myself 
to be correct when I state that the 
Writers Guild of America is the 
first union, guild or association. of | 
any kind anywhere to negotiate a 
minimuny basic agreement with em- 
ployers in which’ it- is agreed. that 
an “employee’ ’ (when of a writer’s 

iwas German ingenue Karin Baal: 

season. 
Outstanding “newcomer” chosen ' ‘Veep Spence Leve 

Exits NT&T Post 
with Helmut. Griem winning thej 
male equivalent. 

And the old-time European filrw 
favorites—70-year-old Will, Birgrl 
and ‘72year-old Viennese actress 
Annie Rosar—won special Bambis 
for their long years of service to 
German films. 

dicated dit will offer a retraction. 

‘that it: is. 

Edward L.. Hyman, circuit v.p.- 
of. American Broadcasting-Para-. 
mount: Theatres, and :speech-maker |... 
for orderly. distribution, wants :ex- j. 
hibition to braintrust a massive get- |} 

jiast quarter of this. year. Idea 1s]- 
for theatreowners to map the grass-: 

| roots. sell to accelerate the ‘usually |. 
tepid-biz at that time.of the year. {| 

distribution. 
claim that the “field” sector of ‘the. 
industry is. generally listless when] | 

Jit comes to. drumming -up a{tend- Academy 

‘didn’t the director of ‘Butterfield | 

{for directing her to such heights?” : 
Jones asked. 

This, year’s Bambi awards. the 
i3th time such an event has been 
held, were selected by a vate of 
142,308 film fans. 

special talent) shall receive not 
less than 4° of ‘the werldwide | 
absolute. gross in perpetuity for 
scripts written to be made into 
dramatic television programs. This 
formula does ‘not, -as yet, cover | 
‘Tollyision. To believe that Writers . ¢ . 9 
couse arene ec An Outer Space 
the ability. of adults to believe fairy 

Stunt at Ozoner: 
tales. I am sure that the members 
oof WGA hope well for the League. 

Dallas, May 9. 

onto - the’ publicity : 

Respectfully, .I suggest that the 
Authors ‘Léague of America use 
this precedent for the reyolution 

Hooking 

Morgan. B. Cox 
Co-Chairman . 

Writers Representatives 

‘WGA- Producers Fact Finding | 

‘Commission 

Writers Guide of America-West 

(Writers Guild of America 
is. the latterday organization 
‘formed when. the Screen 
Writers Guild, Radio Writers. 
‘Guild-and Telerision Writers 
Group separated from. the Au- 
thors League of America, 
founded in 1912. That. both 
bodies are concerned with the 
method. of payments when and 
as pay-see develops is evident. 
Morgan Cor, as above, hints 
at the different ‘orientation 
betueen “adaptors” of mate- 
rial and “creators”—an issue 

Cosmos there’ will be a “space 
show” at the Denton Road Drisc- 
In Theatre. 

Display will be an 18 foal: 

‘cue bomb demonstration, a special | 
“launching pad” at the ozoner. 
Tech-Sergeant Jim Martin will be- 
in charge of the informational and . 

a “Miss Aero-Space 1961” 
nated, 

An added attraction will be the 
showing of the official U.S. Air 
Force film, “Thunder ets.” 

During the demonstrations on — 

desig- 

in free theatre passes will be re- 
leased. 

which has caused no little Herald “Cuz” Goodman [s man- 
friction between different. | ager of the ozoner, who stated that 
categories of Professionals. — there would also be a rescue 
Ed.) smoke bomb demonstration. 

Asks: Why No Nominations For 
‘Directors of Oscars ‘Best’ Actors?. 

Minneapolis, May 9. best actor, and Shirley Jones the 
Taking a rap at this year's, best supporting actress. then why 

Awards, Minneapolis - ‘didn’t Richard Brooks, who di- 

awards system as “silly.” Writer | “And why didn’t Stanley Ku- 
was. puzzled by the seeming incon- 
sistency in the award nominations. | in ‘Spartacus,’ 
“If Elizabeth Taylor is the year’s; mention for an 

best’ movie actress, then. why 
award? 

winning actors even in the race 
8 even get nominated for an award ! for the award?” 

Jones concluded, “Conversely, 
“Are we to under-:if Billy Wilder is: the year’s best 

in a “ort -she didn’t even want? = “why didn’t even. one of his actors 
“It Burt Lancaster is the yzar‘’s imake it in the finals?” 

meteorological balloon race, a res-, 

educational exhibit and there'll be : 

the three nights balloons with $150 : 

‘rected them, even get nominated : 
{Tribune's Will Jones described the ,for a directing wand? 

brick, who directed Peter Ustinov , 
get so much as a‘ 

Why . 
weren't the directors of any of the: 

After 41 Years 
Los Angeles, May 9. 

M. Spencer Leve wiil retire from 
his position as vice-president of 
National Theatres & Television 
Inc., effective May 31, per presi- 
dent Eugene V. Klein. Officer, 
who also holds post of president of 
company’s subsidiary, Fox West 
Coast Theatres Corp, will com- 
plete a 41-year career wiih the cir- 
cuit. He retires on company’s an- 
nuity program. 

Significantly, Leve was a. major 
object of attention during the vom- 
pany’s recent proxy fieht, in which 

about ‘USSR and USS. Man-in-, ‘management pointed to his vast ex. 
: perience as head of theatre opera- 
:tions in refutation to dissenters 
; Leonard Davis and Philip Hands- 
man's charges company ofnticers 

‘were not sufficiently cualified in 
this field. Latter did not make 
i themselves available for comment, 
‘but opening of the position on aow 
leaves them opportunity, ay result 

-of board seats they gained in the 
fight, to voice opinions in this 

{ area. 

{ No replacement has so far peen 
disclosed, though lovicalt persons 

: would be executive veepee Sheidon 
-Smerling, Pacifie Coast division 
, Manager, W. H. Thedford, or Inter- 
« mountain-Midwest manager, Robert 
;W. Selig. Latter two have wide 
| theatre backerounds with the com- 
¢pany, while Smerling was brought 
‘in from an Eastern theatre chain 
early this year. 

Additional speculation sur- 
rounds possibility of elimination of 
Leve's position, with top level de- 
cision then going to Smerling as 
chief officer of the three and otner 
‘duties divideded between Thedford 
and Selig. . 

Leve functioned as both generat. 
and operating manager of NT&1 3 

°220 theatres. Announcing his re- 
lease, Klein said, “f know our es- 
tire organization joins m>? in think. 
ing Spencer Leve ‘for his cuont-i- 
bution to the company.” He in- 
dicated the exec plans to trase! 
in the future. 

Military-Style Ballyhoo 
Cnited Artisis’ exhib kr tor 

“Last Time I Saw Archie,” Robert 
‘Mitchum-Jack Webb co--tarre’ is 
in the form of a miltary field 
manual befitting the pic’s wartime 
comedy theme. 

It's an almost exa-t replica of 
{the military tech bouks. 
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Those Two-Station Markets Get 
Big Pitch at ABC Meet; Cite Web 

Gains in Competitive Situations 
Washington, May 9. 

Rig pitch at ABC-TV atiil m: -t- 
ing here was to wean away éfhiie 
f4:Gns in-one or two staticn mea:kets 
from competing netwerks. with 
lures varying from [iccal sta ien 
success stories to the premise of j 
hie ratings fer adjecencies. 

It 48 a theme that 
threurh the Presentation cf 
TV execs who time anil 
pointed to ABC-TV's rating 

~ent 
ABC. 
a.ain 

Escen- 

diney in markets were the net 
werks compete directly. Corping 
affits in such markcts as Luwis- 
ville, Providence, and = Ssractuse 
was held to be a vita! factor in the 
web's thrust for Number One 
pesition in the three-web compcti- 
ticn. 

Jules Earnathan, v.p. of station 
relations, and Bert Briller, v p. of 
sales development, who made the 
major portion of the presentation, 
tabulated the station switches to 
ABC-TV through the years. 
ABC-TV prexy Oliver Treyz. in 

referring to the station switches to 
ABC-TV affiliations, calied it a 
cause of the stations follawing the 
Proncunced tastes of the American 
Eublic as shown in the ratings 
where the three networks compete 
on an equal footing. In a look see 
&t the future, Treyz wexed opti- 
mistic, basing his forecast on the 
young adult appeal of ABC-TYV's 
plogramming and the web's organ- 
Jzautionalt personnel 

Web program topper Tam Moore . 
‘Went through the schedule for! 
next season, citing. among cther 
things, reshuffle of the web’s Tues- : 

remaining | adzy schedule. Only 
show on Tuesdays next season will 
be the opener, “Bugs Bunny,” at 
7:30, with all new shows, as pre- 
viously reported, fiHing out the 
remainder of the web schedule. 
Stil not programmed, Moore went 
cn. is the hour period Wednesdays 
Starting at 7:30. He held out the 
pessibility of a “Jive” entry for 
that spot. 

The extension of the 
break next season from 30 ‘o 40! 
seconds. incepted by ABC-TV and 
copied by the other netwarks be- 
cause Of competitive reasons, also! 

+ 

station ; ; National Assn. 

Hagerty’s Ike ‘Hunch’ 
Wazhineton, May 9. 

James C. Hagerty, ABC-TV's 
news and, pulatfairs vVp., 
waxed sardonic about CBS-fV 
plans ta do a show spotlight- 
ing former President Eisen- 
hower. The recently Cepurted 
White House press aide told 
affils that they shouldn't be 
surpris¢d if ABC-TV does a 
26-episode series, titled “The 
Eisenhower Years.” He said it 
wasn't an announcement, just 
a “hunch” which he telt is 
“pretty right.” ; 
ABC-TV, which had Winston 

Churchill's ‘Valiant Years,” is 
going to a “Roosevelt Years” 
series. Affils were infermed 
that the big push is on to 
strengthen the web's news and 
public affairs division. Last 
season, news pubafairs budg- 
et was increased 67°7, it was 
stated. This upcoming season 
will see the news-pub-affairs 
budget stand at $7,000,000. 
ABC-TV news and pubaf- 

fairs topper saw the web's im- 
provement spanning a number 
of years, as opposed to. an 
overnight number one position 
birth in the news and pubaf- | 
fairs area. He spoke of the 
need for greater utilization. of 
affil news bureaus. 

Automation, Tape, 
FM Multiplex Top 
NAB Exhibit List 

Washngton, May 9 

razzle-dazzle, with all the major 
manufacturers and many of the 

figured in the affil meet. It was | minors pitching their wares. . 
hailed as a means of additional | 
revenues to local stations. The 
outgoing chairman of the web's 
affil committee also relaved an 
affil committee pledge that affils | tig 
weuld not use the extended station 

* break for triple-spotting. 

ABC Afils Pledge 
No Triple-Spots’ 

Washington, May 9. 
ABC-TV affils, polled on the sub- 

ject of their plans for the extended 
station break next season, said that 
they would adhere to the policy 
of carrying a maximum of two an- 
nouncements within the expanded : 
station break, whether commercial, ! 
public service or promotional. 

The poll, according to the web,. 
of all affils and the: covered 95° 

unanimous affirmation was received 
from the affils in writing. 

ABC Axes ‘Morning Court, 

ABC-TV’s “Morning Court” strip | 
departs the airwaves on Friday :12): 
and will be replaced in the 11 a.m. 
anchorage on Monday hy the web's : 
Teserve stork of Gale Storm tele-: 
film reruns. In the meantime. 
afternoon companion strip, “Day 
In Court,” has a dubious future. 

“Day,” at 2 p.m. daily, has not 
been cancelled but it is the one° 
other stanza in the ABC-TV day-- 
time lineup that is being most care- 

terms of its rating returns. 
have not been high enough. ap- 
parently, for the web presently w 
insure its continuation. 

The talk, some weeks ago, about 
cutting Dick Clark's 
Bandstand” from an hour ane-a- 
half a day to maybe a half-hour ap- 
pears to have died down. A deéci- 
sion in this quarter is also sus- 
pended. 

its ; 

“American : 

RCA, with a lot to show off ir 
its Astro Electronics division, took 
a large room for itself, a bit away 
from the main exhibition hall. In 

broadcasting field, 
showed off a working model of its 
new transistorized tv tape record- 
er, all in one consele. Called the 
RCA TR22 TV Tape Recorder, the 
unit was said to he available next 

{ Year, with a price tag of $59.500. 
‘Good deal of interest was evi- 
denced by a large display of RCA’s 
total tv automation plan. Plan is_ 
designed to effect. savings through 

, modernization of equipment, re- 
ducing manual errors by simplifi- 
cation of controls, 

| other services. § 
Ampex was well represented 

(Continued on page 61) 

The Y & R Study on FM 
By JAY LEWIS 

Washington, May 9. 

FM setowners tend to be wealthy, 

Afternoon Version Iffy overs of homes, residents of met- 
ropolitan areas and college - edu- 

‘cated, among other characteristics 

RCA. 

~ 

| bearing out ‘the long-held notion: 

-that the FM audience is a quality 

one, 
Young & Rubicam unveiled some 

: of the high points of its much- 
‘talked-about survey of the FM audi-. 
.ence to a session of the National 
Assn. of FM Broadcasters, held in 
,conjunction with the NAB conven-. 
; tion. 

fully serutinized by the web in, 
They’ 

The survey. led to the agency's 
decision to go ahead with the: big- 

: gest single purchase of FM time in 
the industry's history— by Chrysler. 
Corp. to plug the Imperial. 
The encouraging words from Y&R 

further buoyed the spirits of the 
FM delegates, already riding high 
on a tide of optimism stemming 
from recent good times ‘for them) 
and the Federal Communieations 
}Commission’s vista- opening deci-} 

‘|}fentured as the lively 

| munities. 

and provide | 

LESLIE BARRETT | 
New York erites kudeced Barrett 

on his cpentag oo rfermanece in -the 
Rreadway iit play, “RHINOC- 
EROS,” where Le comtirues to be 

Gld Gentle- 
man, 

Prior to his current Hreadway 
stint, Barrett filed majer reles in 
naumereus TV Tins: heth in Holly- 
wood and New York, 

Kops Asks Journalism 
Schools to Train More 
Newsmen:for B’casting| 

‘Washington, May 9. 

A call to professional journalism | 

schools to fill the broadcasting in- | 

‘dustry’s need for qualified, new's- 
men was issued here by Daniel} 
Ww. Kops, prez of WAVZ, New 

Haven, and WTRY, -Albany-Troy- 
Schenectady. 

In an address on ‘News and 
Editorializing,” he told a meeting 

of the Assn. for Professional 
Broadcasting Education that the 
standards of broadcast journalism 
are: high; ‘and. in gome respects 
more exacting than those of the 
print media. He also called upon | 

educators to help broadcasting to 

. retain its first class status as ua 

Equipment show at this year’s. 
of Broadcasters” 

convention at the Shoreham Hotel. 
was a colorful display of electronic: 

news, medium. 

In ‘turn, broadcast owners and 

managers, he went on, must “con- 

sider themselves, and act as, edi-| 
tors.and publishers in their com- 

They must be attuned 

to the..wants and needs of their 

communities, not by means of an] 
occasional round of ‘conferences 

with. civic leaders on what the 
community needs from {ts broad- 
cast stations. They must be a part| 
‘of the going leadership of the 
‘eommunity. and confront and help 
solve its problems from: day toa. 
day.” 

He estimated that. éurrently half 
of the radio stations in this coun- 
‘try, and a lesser number of tv sta- 
tions engage in some editorializ- 
ing. Kops saw. an acceleration in 
that direction for the future. 

Kops concluded that nurturing 
the. stature of broadcast. journal- 
ism is a means..of staving off 
heightened. federal regulation. 

:|sion okaying stereo FM. ‘broad- 
casting. . 
- The message from Y&R was tem- 
pered with mild criticism of the in- 
dustry for making it hard for the 
big New York agencies to find. out 
about FM as an advertising outlet. 

This came from Rayniond E. 
Jones Jr., spot broadcast media co- 
ordinator for Y&R, who called on 
FM broadcasters to set up a cen- 
tral outfit in New. York where data 
on their indystry would be readily 
‘available to ad people looking for 
new ad media for their clients. He 
said the FM centre should function 
‘along lines of Radio Advertising 

| Bureau. 
' “FM: needs an-image of its own,” 
Jones told the. FMers, and the New 
York information centre would go 
a tong. way to help: shape it. The 
centre could shape and coordinate 
national: promotional. and research 
pragrams which. could: spell the 
difference between the status quo 
‘and: getting ahead for the FM 
industry. Jones opined. 

- FM, Jones said, should be a 

(Continued. on page 62) 

‘“live repeat” 

These, of. course, 

Pack and : a “yverun’ 

ter,. Prof. James A. 

_tion agenda. 

DOS But No. cop 
' Washington, May 9. 

* David O. Selznick has gone. 

..out pay. 
Impressed by the feat of the 

NBC-TV programming . boys 
in pacting Fred Coe to do.the 
adaptation on the eight Selz- 
nick pix properties ‘being done 
as tv specials next season, 
DOS volunteered to serve on 
a consultancy basis in working 
with Coe in an effort to 
achieve maximum results. 

He told NBC. he doesn't want 
_ to be paid for his services. 

What’s An NAB 

Meet Without 

Fatcat’ Beefs? 
' Washington. May 9. ° 

Only the. old problems are 

sion’s fatcats, per the management 
members of the Assn, of Maximum 
Service Telecasters. © 

The battle {s still on ‘against 
drop-ins ‘which have. been -pro- 
posed in 16 places in the last 
year), 
proposals (which are under Feder- 
al Communications review) and 
the Federal Aviation Agency ef- 
fort to limit antenna heights to 
170 feet ‘the argument 
higher towers are air navigation 
hazards). 
AMST, at ifs annual meeting in 

connection with the National Assn. 
of Broadcasters’ convention, again 

to: such moves. 
On an optimistic. note, Lester 

W. Lindow, AMST executive di- 
rector, reported that an impres- 
sive list of rural organizations are 
officially backing AMST before 

+ FCC with support for leaving pow- 
if erful tv stations powerful enough 

to reach the farm and ranch’ set 
f; out of town.-The National Grange, 

American Farm Bureau Federa- 
tion, National Council. of Farmer. 
Cooperatives, . Farmers’ Union, 
American Cattlemen's Assn. and. 
the National. Assn. of Television | 
and Radio Farm Directors. have 
‘adopted policy. statements oppos- 
inig shorter. mileage separations. 
_ The possibility that. President 
Kennedy will soon name a civilian: 
czar over spectrum space, both. 
civilian and military, was a- ‘hot. 
conversation item among. the. max- 
imum service operators. But not 
much is yet known about what. 
the change will involve. AMST 
members ‘alsé want. to know more 
about FCC’s UHF study: in .New 
York, but more time will have to 
pass before details on that de- 
velop. 

Green’s FM Tome 
Kansas City. May 9. 

David Green, vicepresident. and 
sales director. of KXTR-FM here, 
‘and who spoke at the Sunday (7) 
session of the NAB in “Washington, 
announced last week that he is 
readying a book on the “develop- 
ment 

Probably inspired by the successful pattern of reruns, Westing- 
fiouse Broadcasting System decided " to go the whole hog and, 
probably for the- first: time, in--history—anybody’s history—did ‘a. 

of its recent Public Service’ Conference for. the edi- 
fication of the NAB membership. Actually this time out it wes a. 
synthesized version of the original three-day Pittsburgh clinic,.- 
but nonetheless the “playback” prominently highlighted ‘some. of 
the more vital industry aspects of. the pubservice meet. -— 

included WBC prexy Dori ‘McGannon's “Re- 
sponsibility of Change” -apéner;. greetings by program veepee Dick 

of the provocative 
town,” dealing with the changing community, with Dr. 

to work for NBC—and with-. .” 
presentation “(and primarily. what 

.{ It contains) been received with such 
wholehearted affiliste enthusiasm 

‘|There. are’. 

around to ruffle. the fur of televi- | 

shorted mileage separation 

ot 

is that]¢ 

.declared itself officially opposed. 

‘ABC's 
confines of the U.S. He- said AB- 
‘PT has acquired interests in 19° 

‘Wednesday, May 10,. 1961 

a Playback 
- Washington, ‘May 9. 

“From Our Town to Mega- 
Frank Bax- 

‘Dolt)? Norton, Harpers mag's Russell Ly nes 
and the others playing the “return engagement. ” 

There has been talk that-if WBC drops the annual pubservice 
clinics, which have now achieved eminent. industry status. it's likely | 
that the NAB will henceforth incor porate it into the annual conyen- 

The NBC Story Fr rom Flop 
To Affiliate ‘Flip’ as Stations 

Enthuse Over Fall Programs 
Washington, “May 9. 

“Last year they -. flopped: ‘this 
‘| year. they flipped” perhaps. best 
sums up the NBC-TV affiliate 
story.. It’s. a safe conjecture. that. 
not in five years has a‘ network 

as that which matkeg . Sunday's” 
pre-NAB gettogether at the Shera- 

| ton-Park ‘Hotel. 
Not that’ they: -bought it. 10076. 

still some affiliate 
qualms as.to a few of the projected 
entries’ for *61-"62. notably those 
in’ the comedy field. Not alk. the, 

| affiliates. are agrecd thatthe ac-. 
‘| quisition. ef. the 20th-Fox’ post-'50 

| library for ?‘Saturday, Night at. the .. 
Movies” with its 9pm, to ll-p.m. . 
exposure, might not back up on the: 
affiliate ‘stations -with their own’ 
post-11 p.m. late- nite movie projec- _ 

{tions and create a “double-feature” 
\-problem in terms-of local audience, 
But the. overall impression, after a 
two-hour presentation that: com- * 
bined elements of top shewman-. 
‘ship, was that NBC has come closer 
to achieving a “mass.. plus class” 

| programming concept: than: it has 
in years. . 
The “NBC Story” as projected to 

the affils by the top Bob.Sarnoff- 
Bob Kintner-Waiter — Scott-Dave 
Adams-Dave Levy..command was 
unique tn many. respects, with’ its 
behind-the-camera Froduction ap- 
proach. in. “selling” the schedule, 
With Hugh Downs on tap to emcee 
the. presentation, the network. pa- 
raded forth such production entre- 
peneurs as Hubbell Robinson (with 
his two-hour Monday night. parlay. 

(Continued on page 55)” 

Flash In the Pan?” 
Goldenson's Nyet’ 

Washington, ' May 9.- 
’ Leonard H. Goldenson, prexy of. 
American | Broadcasting-Paramount 
Theatres, in his short address. to 
ABC-TV. affils took exception to: 
any allusion that the growth ‘of 
ABC-TV. was of the “flash in the 
pan” variety. ‘As an example of 

growth he went outside the 

stations overseas, and “we're get- 
ting ready for world-wide. tv.” 
-Goldenson_ said. AB-PT’s goal tz 

to acquire ‘interests in close-to 38 
‘stations. ABC-TV, he averred, has 
evidenced ‘real : strength and wilt 
-continue to grow through the years,. 
having linked ‘its destinies with. the 
programming tastes of the young. 
marrieds of. ‘America 

Sunoco Buys Time 
On ABC-TV Late News. 

‘Having shelved a plan to strip 
Warner Bros. telefilm repeats be- 
tween 11:15 p.m. and 12:15 am, 
next season, ABC-TV is now faced 
with -getting enough affiliates to 
go along with the network's ‘delive- 

“Try of news from:11 to 11:15 ‘p.m. 
ABC has: Sunoco; now bankrol-. 

ling | the new latenight news strip’ 
in two markets, Washington. and. 
N.Y., ready to go along with a full 
‘network feed, depending on wheth-., 
er the ‘affils are: willing to give 
up loca} news at 11 in Savor of a 

Jweb stanza. 



R. LEADERSHIP 

Wednesday, May 10, 1961 "T 
—t 

Just~ as the eyes. ot the nation this week were glued on Wash- 
ington in the: television- radio. pickup of the’ honors bestowed 
on the nation’s first space man, so, too, were the D.C. precincts 
the focal point of the broadcasting industry, which greeted the 
new NAB president, Goy. LeRoy Collins, with the-first official | 
‘all-industry hello. The correlation between the. space man show 
for all America to. see and the NAB intra-industry ‘show. was 
‘gomething more than coincidental. The blunt truth ‘ds that 
without a Collins: and the high standards for which he starids, 
an alert, aggressive, self-respecting television. ‘as typified by a. 
Canaveral. Countdown, and the ‘showcasing . of Monday’s’ ‘sequel 
in honoring the space hero, would hardly. be: ‘Possible: You can't 
have one without: the. other, a, 

Yet strange are the ways ‘of the broadcastets. At: ‘long last 
given a spokesman -in whom .they can, take: pride, a man of 

forthrightness and. integrity, they’re not content to bask in. the 
resultant prestige and elevated status of an industry sorely in 
need of. elevation. There are many who resent ‘leadership and 
courage from. one. comparatively new to the. business. For too | 
“Many years the. nation’s. broadcasters had: been used to having 
‘their own way; ‘for too many: years the NAB prexyship was 
predicated not: on initiative and high responsibllity,. but simply 
on obeying the dictates of. the broadcasters. This time the man 
at the hetnr ts a fighter, and a thinking, voluble one. And’ if it’s 
necessary.-for the ‘broadcasters to give a little: and swallow some 
dublous pride, the. results could be ‘spectacular. in terms of .in- 
dustry progress... 

‘In the words of ex-NAB president: ‘Justin Miller; “I: was de- 
“lighted to hear him: (Collins) set such a high standard. The™ 

-.. respect of the people: for broadcasting and for broadcasters will 
_ Fise. whenever ‘they hear. him speak or read his: message: Here 
is @ spokesman of whom. we can be. proud; of whom we may” 
think ‘with confidence in every: contact which. he makes.”: 

‘Unfortunately too many self-seeking broadcasters aren't “get- 
ting the message. ” 

Kennedy's Freedom of B’ casting? 
Speech, Shepard Appearance Spark 

NAB; Endorses Shoot Coverage 
By LES CARPENTER 

Washington, May: 9: 
The timing couldn't have heen _ 

-better for: President Kennedy to 
voice. an enthusiastic defense of ||. 
freedom. of ‘broadcasting when he 
-went before a cheering National 
Assn. of Broadcasters opening con- 
vention. session yesterday - (Mon.). 

' Complaints have been pouring 
fnto the White House from: Con- 
gress, newspaper editorialists and. 
the public generally abont the 
highly dangerous chance America 
took by permitting live tv-radio. 

‘-eoverage, together with. the press |- 
of the world in eye-witness attend- |. 
ance at Cape Canaveral. for last |. 
Friday’s (5+ man in space shoot. If} 
ft had been a disaster, it would 
‘have. been the most ‘extensively re-, 
ported one in history, with U- s. | 
prestige already in trouble around ; 
the globe. 

President. Kennedy. took the op- 
portunity of a NAB convention 
speech to make a longer talk than 
‘vadio-tv delegates. had expected of |: 
lm to defend freedom of com- 

* munications in a free government,. 
Virtually everyone in the audience 

(Continued on page 61) 

FCC Gets JFK 

Washington, May 9. 
‘Members of Federal Communi- 

eations . Commission are barred 
from any outside jobs or. activities 
““ncompatible" with their. official 
duties, per order of. President 
‘Kennedy. | 

‘Kennedy issued an Executive 
Order applying to all department 
heads .and assistants, fulltime 
‘members of boards and commis-. 
sions. appointed by. the President 
and members of the White. House 
staff. 

The edict is the first. followup 
action of Kennedy's message to. 
Congress two weeks ago. outlining: 

-a broad-scale attack on influence- 
peddling, conflicts-of-interests ‘and 

(Continued on page 53) 

-government—if 

. any y 

-and even if it is 100% right’ in. its’ 
| motives,” Collins. asserted. 

ANG: 
Washington, May 9. 

“A-Okay,” the phrase made 
famous by. Astronaut Shep- 
_herd, was widely employed to 
express the status of ABC-TV 
to affils. But “‘A-Okay” wasn’t 
descriptive this time out of the 
Pictorial and audio hijinks on 
stage. : 

There: were technical diffi-. 
culties, triggering prexy Oliver’ 
-Treyz to pledge that next year 
the web’s technical expert v.p. 
Frank Marx will.assume_com- 
mand of the technical phase 
of the presentation. 

Resist Role As 

Pawn’ of Gov't: 
Collins to NAB 

Washington, May 9. 
“NAB .President LeRoy Collins 

. ‘called on the broadcasters here to 

.| resist any attempt to make it “the 
unquestioning. handmaiden. of ‘any 

| governmental policy.” 

Word on Ethics 
He :told the annual industry 

convention: that internationa] ten- 
sion In. Washington ‘has resulted 
in “disturbing talk” that the “life- 
‘or-death . struggle with Commu-} 
nism’: should be fought “by the 
abandonment. of some of our ideals | 
and. concept. of freedom.” 

“We will do a dreadful. disserv- 
ice---not. only in broadcasting. but 

we allow - our 
journalistic integrity and inde- 
Pendence to become. a pawn of 

government, even our own 

“Phe necessity -for a.free -press 
and now free broadcasting—in 
democracy is. that it serves as a 
completely independent means of 
supplying the people ‘with: the: in- 
formation. upon which. they, base 
‘their. decisions, 

‘Chairman, .Newton Minow, and 

\industry that played a key role 

Collins berating, for all the appre- 

| what they expected, and in many 

| ports,” 
+“Nation’s Future,” 

‘By GEORGE ROSEN 
Washington, May 9. 

penance : for past sins—are “get- 
ting their lumps,” so to speak, with 
the new JFK-appointed Federal 
‘Communications Commission 

the new President of the National 
Assn.. of Broadcasters LeRoy Col- 
lins, on: deck to lay down the of- 
ficial dicta on future behaviour pat-: 

(as detailed in separate 
story). 

Yet strangely enough there is an 

goodism"” as _ the’ broadcasters, 
freshly inspired by President Ken- 
nedy’s in-person recognition: of -an 

toward putting him in office, have 
assembled here this week as “un- 
sung heroes.” 

“The feat they’ve collectively ac- 
complished is not spelled. out on 
the agenda of the 39th Annual Con- 

day (7).. Yet, for all the Minow- |. 

hensions and the warnings, there | 
is an air and an attitude that per- 
meates the management sessions 
‘and corridor talk that puts an in-- 
delible. seal of approval - on their 
good housekeeping job in serving 
the public interest, during the past 
year, 

It’s true the broadcasters got 

instances deserved. It's true that, 
in relation to the new NAB chief- 
tain, whose bold and forthright 
statements on responsibility have 
aroused the pique of a sizable :con- 
tingent of broadcasters, they've 
been asking: “Are you for us or 

; agin’ us?,” and. Minow’s first of- 
‘ficial broadside: at today’s (Tues.) 
luncheon session left no doubt as 
to just where he stands and what 
he expects in the fulfiliment . of 
these responsibilities. ~ 

Yet the broadcasters, both on a 
| network and a.-local level, have 
Jcome to this year’s convention 
+ with a considerable track record 

| of accomplishment in “serving the 
public interest." In one sense 
‘they’ve beaten: both Minow and 
Collins to the punch. For all the 
existing delinquencies, both on a 
local. community level.and narticu- 

‘larly in the case of the networks, 
they've helped bring a new excite- 
ment into television—one that has 
given a new dimension and. scope, 
through: the purveying of “slice- 
of-life tv,” to a medium that for 
‘too long has been in ‘an ‘abysmal 

.| 6tate of sterilty. 
For what they've done is to make 
““Great Debate,” a “CBS Re- 

a “Face. the Nation,” a 
a “JFK: Re- 

ports,” a “Close-Up,” a “Twentieth 
Century,” an “Eyewitness’ to His- 
‘tory,” or a day-&- dating of 
global news coverage: (whether it's 
a Canaveral countdown, a Khrush- 
chey, an Eichmann. or a Castro), 
or any one of hundreds of locally- 
produced news-public affairs 

_ Continued on page 68) 

Taft's CBS Exit: 
News Too ‘Leftist’; 

Cincinnati, May =.9 
Silence in reason for the: divorce. 

This is ‘the convention in which. 
the. Broadcasters. of America—as | 

unmistakable enthusiasm for “do-. 

vention of the NAB, which has 
“been in progress here since Sun- 

+ 

PUBAE FAIRS HOLE Minow Lays It On the Line: Demands 

{ industry to render a great public 

‘and departments, 
‘House, Defense, State, U. 

| formation Agency, 

of WKRC-TV from CBS has been. | 
broken by Lawrence H. Rogers, 2d, : tory” 

recently, delaying putting it into ‘nity 

NAB CONVENTION 25 

AB ORBIT 
1 Better Programming in Public Interest, 
Warns Nothing Sacred About License 

Washington, May 9. 
“Is there one person in this room 

who claims that broadcasting can’t 
do better?” 

“Is there one network president 
in this room who claims he can't 
do better?” 
“Why is so. much of felevisios 

so bad?” 
The man with the questions wa 

Newton N. Minow, new Feder 
Communications ¢c ommission 
Chairman, who hurled them at a 
National Assn. of Broadcasters 
convention luncheon today ‘Tues ). 
It was his first speech since takin 
office {wo months ago, and if al 
of them are going to be as hare- 
knuckled, broadcasters would just 
as soon he kept them infrequent, 

“Gentlemen,” he declared in the 
{roughest admonition ever handed 
INAB convention delegates by an 
lFCC chairman, “your trust ac- 
! counting with your beneficiarivg 
lie, the public: is overdue Never 
have so few owed so much ti so 
many.’ 

Then he moved to a harsh spe- 
cific: ‘‘Theré@ is nothing permanent 
or sacred about a broadcast license. 
The old attitude that licenses will 
be renewed by the FCC as a mat- 
ter of routine can promptly be 
dropped, he indicated. 

“I say to you now, renewal will 
not be pro forma in the future,” 

Meet Elliot Ness 
Washington, May 9. 

FCC Chairman Newton N. 
Minow, former Chicago law 
partner of witt¥ Adlaf Steve- 
enson, proved he’s tricky with 
catchphrase humor too. 
He called his initial speech 

as the FCC Chairman (deliv- 
ered at the NAB convention) 
his “maiden station break.” 

After reading the Kennedy 
message on regulatory agen- 
cies, conflict of interest and 
exparte contracts, he claimed 
he has a new name for FCC 
Commissioners — “The Seven 
Untouchables.” 

Urge AM-TV Adopt: 
JFK ‘Restraint’ Bid 
Mile Dailies Dally 

‘Washington, May. 9. 
Broadcasters are being asked to} 

grab the suggestion President Ken-| ‘ 
nedy tossed to. recalcitrant news-;Minow warned. “There is nothing 
paper publishers and lead the;permanent or sacred about a 
parade with it. broadcast license.” 

He said that when license renewe- 
e eoaeestine nedy plan for voluntary als are set for hearing, he intends 
days of the Cold War is a natural to see that public opinion on the 
for radio-television in the opinion performance of the station is solic- 

of some here who will call for the {ited. The FC!" will want the views 
National Assn. of Broadcasters to; 2! Main St. John Smiths—as many 

as possible, he added. 
masterntind such an effort. “Why should you want to know,” 
Newspaper _ editorial writers ‘asked Minow. “how close you can 

across the nation are still writing : egme to the edge of the cliff? What 

about the pros and cons of Presi-'the Commission asks of you is to 
dent Kennedy's proposal at the re-! make a conse ientious, good-faith 
cent American Newspapers P ub- | effort to serve the public interest. 
lishers Assn. meeting in New York i Every one of you serves a commu- 

in which the people would 
effect. Kennedy had requested self- | enofit by educational, religious, 
censorship by newspapers, ruling! instructive or other public serv- 
out the need for another OW I-type | ji ice progr amming, Every one of you 

federal agericy. serves an area which has local 
Edward M. Kirby, veteran N. Y. needs.” 

and Washington publicist who con-! Turning to networks, he said he 
ceived the idea which is being pre- wants FCC's longtime study of web 
sented at the NAB convention for ; ; operations pres ssed to a spe -edy con- 
official] Assn. action, calls it “an; ‘elusion with “useful results” 
opportunity for the broadcasting | “T can tell you right now.” said 

(Continued on page 72) 
a rs a ee service and achieve a great public 

relations position at the same; 
time.’”’- 

| Broadcasters can take pride (NAB Code Delays 
remembering their pioneer 
fort at voluntary censorship "Tories 
World War II, negating the need 
for the government to invoke Sec- 
tion 606 of the Communications 
Act, it was recalied. Washington, May 9. 

The plan outlined by Kirby notes! Television Code Review Board 
that NAB is a natural clearing ' members pondered the extended 
house for a voluntary censorship’ 40-second station break but post- 

program for the industry. Kirby | poned any action on it or other 
suggested creation of a “Cold War; Code problems until the board’s 
Liaison Dept.” under NAB prexy; scheduled June 1-2 meeting in 
LeRoy Collins to work with net- | Washington. 
works and’ stations on one hand! ho Sunday (6: all-day 
and various Government offices! o¢ board members included 

like the White: 

Action on Breaks 

meeting 
an a.m, 

discussion of the extended breaks, 
S. In- ahe billboard problem and classi- 

ete, on the fed ad-type programming, without 
_ftany action being taken. In the 

afternoon. board members met 
with exhibitors and distributors of 
post-1948 films to talk over pro- 
gram content. 

‘Eyewitness’ Grabs Rating 

Honors in Mercury’ Recaps 79s; te Cots tee 
CBS-TV's ‘“Rvewitness to His-' of Broadcasters convention here, 

pulléd down its highest \-ith a presentation of Code activi- 

other. 

vicepresident of Taft: ‘Broadcasting ' 1 rating of the year Friday night (5) ‘ties in the last 12 months and a 
to the American people and our Co, in its. wrapup of that day's success- ° _ preview of what's te come in the 

“Consistent domination of CBS; ful man-shoot at Cape Canaveral. ‘next year. E. K. Hartenbower, Code 
news and. public affairs program- | Stanza grabbed a 22.7 rating and? board chairman and v.p. and gen- 
ming of a leftist attitude contrib-|38.9% share to walk off easily | eral manager of KCMO-TV, Kansas 

{uted to.our determination to switch ; with the Arbitron honors in its: City, 
to the ABC network, which we feel 
is more capabla of objectivity - in 
its news and public affairs pro- 
gramming,” stated Rogers. 

His expression was made in an pulled down 10.6 and 9.6 respec- 
open letter to the Cincy Enquirer, tively. That pattern held for the 
congratulating the. paper on an original pickup of the Mercury 

introduced it, with Frank J. 
10: 30-11 timeslot. Morris providing the fillin en 

' That wasn’t all. “Eyewitness” | Hollywood activities, and Stockton 
wrapup easily topped the earlier , Helffrich explaining what's been 
NBC and ABC wrapups, which| going on in the New York office. 

Edward H. Bronson, director of 
Code affairs, explained commercial 
and program monitoring efforts. 

editorial for a “little analysis’ of | shoot in the morning as well, with | Film clips were used to illustrate 
(Continued on page 66) CBS well ahead of the competition. { points. s 



RADIO-TELEVISION 

(BS-TV's Balance Programming’ 
Concept Steals Show as Affiliate 

Meet Votes Pledge of Allegiance 
By BOB CHANDLER 

“We were worried for a white. | 
hut now everything looks all right.” 

This was the general consensus 
of opinion at last week's CBS Tele- 
vision Affiliates Assn. convention 
in N.Y., as station men left for 
Washington with the conviction 
that while the competition shapes 
up as rougher than ever, CBS will 
continue its dominant role in the 
three-network race. 

The CBS meeting might have 
been all sweetness and light, if not 
for the hard-headed and realistic 
approach to the future posed by 
eich CBS executive in turn. The 
CBS toppers were optimistic but 
also realistic. and the overall effect 
was a sobering one that minimized 
the back-patting but nevertheless 
indicated solid affiliate optimism. 

Overall, the chief CBS victory 
was enthusiastic affilizte support 
for its “balanced programming” 
concept as a “longrange” goal, 
even when the immediate effects 
are sometimes adverse. This was 
the point hammered home by prexy 
Jim Aubrey, programming v.p. 
Oscar Katz and above all, by CBS 
board chairman Bill Paley, making 
his first appearance in years before 
an affiliate body. 

Affiliates bought the ‘“‘balance 
with quality” concept all the way, 
even giving Paley a standing ova- | 
tion and more unusual, requesting | 
transcripts of his speech. It all 
étemmed from a conviction that 
CBS was right after all, that t 
“balance” concept had stemmed 
the ABC-TV action tide, 
though it looked for a time as ie 
ABC would catch and pass CBS in 
the audience sweepstakes, 
Columbia policy paid off in terms 
of renewed audience Jeadership 
and the ABC surge may be spent 

Moreover, most general comment 
among the affiliates was that next: Paley attacked the business prac-|for the:service. Affils will pay 15% 
f£eason’s programming, per a pre- 

view of the new shows screened at : : popularity at any price.” Speaking 
the opening session, far. surpasses j : before the CBS-TV affiliates meet- | which will be deducted from their 
this year’s in quality and excite- ! ing in N.Y., Paley made a pitch 
ment. There were some dissenters, 
but most of the affiliates felt that |] an assurance of freedom and net- |" 
the new lineup would extend CBS’ | work leadership. 
Jead next fall. 

Hf anything, the CBS speakers neither a smooth road nor always. 
tried to sober the affils, to warn ,a quick one. He declared that peo-| 
them that while CBS is confident, | ple may be “temporarily intrigued | 

! FastBuck &Ratng : 
the | 

WISN. TV Doing Four | 
Look Up’ Segs for CBS} 

Milwaukee, May 9.. 

WISN-TV -here, which recently | 

| switched its affiliation from -ABC 
to CBS, will originate four episodes . 
of. “Look Up and Live” for the 
‘web in June.-A production of a 
15th century medieval‘ religious: 
play, “Ludus Coventriae,” per- 
formed by the Marquette U. Play- 
ers of Milwaukee, will be televised 
on the program as a four-parter, 
starting June 4. 1 

CBS-TYV has sent in a production 
‘crew to tape the segments at. 
WISN. studios. 

\CBS-TV Incepts 
| News Feed Setup 

For ‘Affils Only 
~CBS-TV_ affiliates will be- per- |. 

| mitted for the first time to record: 
network newscasts and excerpt.’ 
them for local news shows. The | 
‘new -service, to- be inaugurated ! 

| Monday (15). permits the affiliates 
to tape (or. film, if they wish) net- 

| work: news feeds and cut out per- |} 
tinent: news. footage or clips for 
use. on their local programs. 

. In effect, the new service - ‘gives 
affiliates “instant news” for local 
use, in that the affils can dispense 
with purchase of newsfilm from |. 

outside: sources and get their visu- 
.al footage right off the wire. Serv- 
lice won’t be confined to straight 
news; affils can also take selected 
sports ‘and public affairs. for local 

week. But Bill Hylan, web’s. v.p. 

and here to stay.” 

CBS Likes Ike 
CBS-TV has snagged form- 

er Presideat Eisenhower for a 
“CBS Reports” in which Ike 
will range over his eight years 
in the White House. Filming 
of the session, announced last 
week at the CBS affiliates 
meet by board chairman Wil- 
liam S. Paley, will take four 
or five days, with the final re- 
sults edited down for a “Re- 
ports” show. , 

Paley, describing the ar- 
rangement as “living history,” 
Was vague on the amount: of 
film CBS would actually be .al- 
lowed to carry, but reliable 
sources indicated it would be 
just a single “Reports,” with 
a possibility of a second. 

However, the negative of 
the entire filming conversa- 
tion is intended as a docu- 
ment for future historians, 
and as such will be turned 
over permanently to the ar- 
chives of the Eisenhower Mu- 
seum in Abilene, where it will 
be available to all scholars. 

Shooting will take place 
later this month, with CBS 
newsman Walter Cronkite as 
Ike’s conversational vis-a-vis. 

petition. ” 

which far. transcend the mere 

Jack Benny and Garry Moore. 

tion “we must be prepared for 

the competition,” he stressed, © 

- television.” 

minute basis. 

CBS-TV had an unexpected 
and honored -guest early Fri- 
day morging (5) during its 
closed-circuit of the tv cover-. 
age activities of ‘Cmdr. Alan 
B. Shepard Jr.’s | Mercury. 
launch from Cape: Canaveral. 

He was Vice - President 
Johnson, who with Mrs. John- 
son showed up about. 6:30 a.m. 
for a lookin at the CBS 
‘screening room at 477 Madi- 
son. Ave., per invitation from 
CBS __CBS prez Frani Frank. Stanton. © 

Aubrey to Affils: 
~The Honeymoon | 

For TV Is Over 
With television approaching vir- 

affiliates will be fed a total of 
ave hours a week. of new's service, 
from which they can select what- 
ever they wish. That five hours ‘a 
‘week boils down; under restric-: 
tions, to two hours of usable news 

‘Be-All-&-End-All 

Deplored by Paley: #5" 
CBS board chairman William 8. | aio who. will: pay #@ nominal fee 

tice of “the fast dollar or audience of their eerie or ot $60 netw ork 
Yate or a minimum o a wee 

regular compensation payments, 
Affils can sign on-for-no more than 
three months if they: wish, while 
the network reserves the right to 
drop the ‘service after six months 
if it finds it doesn’t work out 
properly... 

Restrictions on :the plan provide 

for program "quality and balance as | 

Paley said that competition is: 

the plush days are over and it’s, by the cheap or gaudy. But the, that affils may not use any mate-!tyal saturation of the nation’s 
going to be a constant struggle ‘cheap or gaudy runs its course fast,;Tial from the Douglas Edwards 
from here on in. That was the ;and the competition for enduring : news show prior to their local tele- 
thrust of Aubrey’s talk—the days ; acceptance and solid grawth is: cast of the show, and that they may } 
of spiralling expansion are oyer based on the courageous rather; not lse the voice or image of any ; 
now that set saturation is near;,;than the brazen, 

homes, the era of video's “onrush ; 

of expansion” is reaching. an end 
.and “this built-in avenue of expan- 

the satisfyi ing ; ‘CBS News personalities. . Latter , sion will in the future be limited to 
complete, the days of the one and ‘rather than the tantalizing, the ,condition .restricts them only to: ‘the normal growth of the. national 
two-station markets are disappear- ; moving rather than the shocking. 

coupied with the | ing too. This, 
point that the “balance” concept : 
can be subject to temporary set-' 
backs. 

The station men got the message. 
They indicated their awareness 
that the business isn’t the same as 
jt used to be, that as programming 
fads. dev elop they may get hurt 
occasionally by the competition, | 
and that—to take up another point 
stressed by Aubrey—public affairs ! 
and news programming is here to' 

(Continued on ontinued on page 6 64) 

Dick Lewine Quits 
As CBS Producer : 
Dick Lewine has exited CBS-TV 

after several years with the ret- 
work ss exec producer of specials 
and director of color program- 
ming. Lewine turned in his resig- 
mation primarily because of a lack 
of activity in his area, since CBS 
planz a limited number of specials 
fext season and no color at all. 

Lewine was exec producer on 
guch memorable CBS specials as 
‘Cindereilla,” the only Rodgers & 
Hammerstein musicat written for 
tv; the Judy Garland spec and 
others in the “Ford Star Jubilee” 

ies. Recruited from Broadway, 
e’s a brother of CBS Films pro- 
amming ‘veep Bob Lewine. CBS 

bians no replacement. 
He's negotiating for another spot 

which would involve a more active 
role in live production, and expects | 
to .announce a new affiliation 
shortly. 

‘ population.” 
This “honeymoon is over” warn- 

ling was voiced to the CBS-TV af- 
' filiates conclave ‘last week in N.Y. 
by. CBS-TV prexy Jim Aubrey. He 
coupled it with a pair of other por- 
tents—that the plateau is coming 
at.a time when single-station mar- 
kets are disappeasing and a three-. 
:network economy has become a 
i reality, and when Increased ‘sched-| 

naut coverage of’ the Cmdr: Alan | ‘uling of public affairs shows means 

'B. Shepard Jr... achievement. ‘far greater out-of-pocket costs. 
Judge Justin Miller, now in Pri- 

‘the use, of footage from the news : 
“The public’s. voluntary sifting, programs, sans the narration on- | 

(Continued on page 66) .. (Continued on page 66) 

VIPers’ ‘Sweet 16" 
By ABEL GREEN 

Washington, May 9. Sum total of Aubrey’s: address. 

‘Broadcasting Mission of 1945— | jand who was alsa being accorded - ‘leadership, - _CBS-TV has. a tough 
,Variously called the VIPers or, as | another - signal honor—the 1961 , fight ahead of it to meet the chal- 
"Clair R. McCullough terms it, “the Distinguished Service Award—by jlenges presented by today’s new. 

g the National Assn. of Broadcasters, |problems. He expressed confidence 
most exclusive club in broad-|\as welcomed-back, following long jthat CBS would continue its eight- 
casting’—was held at the May-|illness, and again ‘hailed -as. “our Year record of leadership, in fact 
flower Hotel Sunday night (7). It!leader.” since he was the top:Stating his. determination to 
also had the largest turnout of the | spokesman. for -the 1945 Radio |“lengthen your (affiliates) lead in 
original 15 VIPs, plus conducting ; Communications Misston. audiences and advertising. billings 
officer Col.. Edward R. Kirby ‘now| Officers ‘who greeted the group |next season.’ But, he said, it ain't 
pr. for United Service Organiza-|have naw become ViPers by asso-|80nha be’ easy. 
tions’, with only five not showing. |¢iation..and all four were present:| Aubrey traced the growth of tv, 
One was the Jate Jack. Alicoate, the ; Ted Bergmann, now. of Revion; (Continued on page 66) 
first of the group ‘o die. John S, Haves, head of the Wash- = 

-the-record talks were given ington Post's | Broadcasting Divi-| ¢p ; nh . 
by FCChairman Newton Minow ;sion—he brought Minow with him; Kangaroo Pouch Swells 
and President Kennedy's military |Corinthian Broadcasting’s Don L “ 
aide, Brigadier-General C. B. (Ted)|Kearney; and. Maximum erie | ePrice of “Captain Ki Che Ty, "will 
Clifton. Both proved savvy racon-|Telecasters’ Lester W: Lindow | the tab for a weekday quarter-hour 
teurs and witty gents on their|‘who brought Gen. Cliften with rising from $6,600 to. $7,500. Of 
feet. Bob Swezey questioned the |him). And, of course, conducting | the $900 raise, $400 will be applied 
wisdom of inviting the new chair-| officer Col. Kirby. There was a] to. program costs. (web says it ‘still. 
man of the Federal Communica-;moot point made by some remi-j won't be breaking even) while the |. 
tions Commission to listen in on |niscing missloners-to-Paris (andi phalance will be figured’ as time 
some of the typical reminiscense {other ‘points) whether the . good | charges for purposes of - station - 
of the 1945 fun days in Paris and|Col.. Kirby's charges, whom he compensation. 
environs—considering that all of conducted, rated good conduct| Hike is due to the fact that “Kan-: 
the ViPers were 16 years younger ‘merits, or otherwise. Incidentally | garoo” is virtually sold out, quite , 
then. Bergmann must be very big. with: a change from its early days, when 

Ircidentally, on a frothier front,| all the wives because’ of: that |CBS alinost dropped it after its 
Minow scored the top yock as he 1 snazzy Revion: compact for the first. year for lack of sponsors. , 
relayed the latest Washington | femmes. iGradually, it filled to the’ point : 
wheeze: “After Cuba, Kennedy’s| Of the other. abséntees, retired; where the web was able to change ; 
‘asking for a recount!” General| NBC veepee William S. Hedges, | from selling it in minute participa- ‘ 
Clifton saluted television's astro- (Continued on page 64) tion form to full quarter-hours, 

rf 

t 

Hylan estimated that 50% of NBC’ 
on a minute basis, as well as four oft 
He figured ABC's minute. selling pattern at 66% 
ule. CBS, on the other hand, sells only about 13% of its skKed on a 

Wednesday, May 10, 1961_ 

Bill Hylan Vs. TV's Minute Men 
_ CBS-TV will continue to fight against the trend toward sale of 
network time in minute form, the web’s affiliates were told last. 

in charge of sales administration, - 
told: the. affil conclave that sale of minutes “is an established fact 

Hylan said that “we. cannot react like ostriches in hope that if 
we ignore it the problem. will disappear.” With the NBC and ABO 
competition placing so much emphasis. on minute sales; “it is neces- 
sary to make available a minimum schedule of programs whi¢h 
can be sponsored on this basis or we will cut ourselves off from. 
a substantial source of revenue which can only flow to our com-. 

But CBS, he stated, is: “convinced ‘there. are values in television 
airing: of a commercial message 

and that these values. must be preserved.” ‘Such values translate 
into “product sales” and “sponsor image”. and are the reasons ad- 
vertisers still flock to performers like-Ed Sullivan, Red Skelton, - 

even though the ‘costs of ‘their - 
shows are greater than competing: hours sold on a minute basis. 

Hylan warned the affils that in-the face of heightened competi- _ 
changes and adjustments” which a 

“will be unpalatable -but ‘may be necessary.” 
“While we may. have to zig and zag from time to time to -meet 

“we never lose sight of. our main 
objective which is to preserve and enhance the virtues of network 

nighttime. schedule is sold 
ts daytime half-hour’strips. 

of its total sched- 

‘High Court Upholds FCC on 1 WHDH: 
Boston Channel 5 Open for Grabs 

- Washington, May. 9 { 
La dy-Bir q & Early-Bir d ws: Supreme Court’ has: cleared | 

@ way for- Federal. Communica- 

tions Commission: reconsideration: 
jaf the Boston Channel. 5. ex-parte 

case. It refused to review appeal © 
by ‘WHDH- of FCC's decision. last 

summer vacating the grant: _ 

In setting aside. the . ‘grant’ to. 

1 WHDH (Boston “Herald) after re- 

| hearings brought about ‘by House. 

Harrig. Subcommittee’ exposes, FCC. 

ordered new proceedings to. decide. 

who should get the outlet. 

Since none of the parties | was 

disqualified, WHDH can still make. 

a try for the channel | in the’ new.. 

hearings, which presumably will 

be ordered shortly: WHDH is: still : 
operating on Channel 5. 

Monday’s (8). Supreme Court ac- 
{tion reaffirmed an earlier. decision 
‘by U.S. Court of Appeals which 
backed up FCC's. disposition of 
the case. WHDH's appeal stalled . 
the new Channel 5 Proceedings. 

CBS-TV Restricts 

TV Specials to 15 
CBS will make a drastic. cut in 

its programming of specials next 
season, with only 15 of the one- 
shots accounting for. a total: of 1614 
hours presently . contemplated, V.p. 
Oscar Katz told the web’s. affillates 
Jast week. — 

’ Katz explained to ‘the affils. that 
specs during the past season: hurt 
CBS badly, delivering less audi- 
ence than the shows they -pre- 
empted and § aversely : affecting 
‘both the preempted programs and . 
the program following, as well ag’ 
giving audiences which tend’ to 
.favor regular CBS programming a 
chance to sample. the: competition” . 
during a ‘special. * 

New total. of 15 shows. compares. 
with 31 during the current season, - 
accounting for a total.of 43 hours. 
CBS’ criteria on special program-. 
ming, henceforth, Katz . declared, 
will require that the ‘spec constle 
tute a “circulation blockbuster,” , 
“prestige” show. or a program 
“whieh fulfills our needs for a bal-. 
anced. schedule.” 

Among those slated for fall, Kata 
-cited.the six Westinghouse dramas, 
the Stravinsky-Ballanchine . “Noah 
and the Flood,” “Lucy Goes te 
Broadway,” “Carnegie Hall Salk 
‘utes Jack Benny” and a° ‘Probable 
Judy Garland spec... 

Reviewing thi¢. ‘year's programe. 
‘ming, Katz declared that :CBS has 
: maintained - its concept of a bal- 
: anced schedule despite the fact that. 
“from. a short point of. view, this 
jsametimes creates immediate’ com- 
| petitive programming problems.” 
In the long run, as the ratings have 

‘ proved, said Katz, “a: quick victory 
based on an overdependence: on a 
single kind of program might tura 
to be a short-lived victory.” 
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= Where’ $ ie Profit? 
Some hitherto. unrevealed ‘facts of ‘network life were turned 

loose: on the.CBS-TY affiliate meeting last. week by Bill Lodge, 
v.p, in charge of station relations and engineering. What Lodge, _ 
who révealed the figures in the context of a pitch for a new com-. — 
pensation contract and better clearances, ‘said. was that those 
network billing figures. ain’t all gravy. . 

Fact. is, he said, that. the combination of discounts on time,. 
agency commissions and unrecouped program costs skim off a 
total of $110,000,000 a year from the CBS S ledger. Discounts amount 
to $50,000,000 a. year off the gross billing figures. Agency com- 
missions account for. another $30,000,000.a year: And unrecouped. . 
program costs—web recoups only about two-thirds of. its annual 
$100,000.000 program. outlay -via 
other $30,000. 000." 

program. sales—account for. -ane 

‘Lodge. pointed out’ that the beating: the network takes: on com- 
missions, discounts and program costs don’t affect: the affillates at ~ 
all, in that their compensation. is figured as a percentage of gross 
time billings, not ‘net. after ‘discounts .and agency commission. 
‘Hence, it's these costs. after compensation ‘that have Put CBS, like 
-other networks in. that: “profit squeeze.” 

AWRT's llth Anni Meet a Dandy 
‘D.C. Ladies Firs’ Warmup to NAB 

Washington, May 9. 
One .:thousand lady broadcast- . 

ers pulled Wp stakes to make ‘way 
‘for their male colleagues after a 
variéd three-day convention :mark- 
‘ing the..10th anniversary. ‘of Amer-| 
{ean Women. in Radio. and . Teles 
vision. 

The distaff side of the: industry ; 
‘tended to: internal affairs of their 

at- .7 

tended ‘banquets, :went_ sightseeing |. 
and did: a. little news coverage for | 

“organization, heard speeches, 

their. outlets. 
One of the high moments of the]. 

conclave was a White House tour |: 
and 4 JFK :greétings and handshake 
for outgoing - AWRT prez Esther. 
Van Wagoner Tufty of: NBC. Pres- |- 
tige was also added. by wired: word 
from: Vice President Lyndon B./< 
Johnson who lauded the femme- 
casters: for making‘ ‘television much 
‘easier on ‘the eye ‘and | radio: much 

F. air Enough 
When néws interrupts news, 

that’s ‘news. 

‘WNBC Radio, N. Y., on 
Thursday (4),:had Art: Ford. 
broadcasting from the U. S. 
World Trade Fair at. the CoH- - 

“seum. He had just turned the 
show. back ‘to. the station 
‘proper for.the 4:30 p.m. news, ° 
when he spied Vice President 
‘Lyndon .B. Johnson in © the 

: ‘Coliseum crowd. 
After quickly arranging 

with engineers. -to forget the 
regular.. news’. pickup, Ford 

-:grabbed ‘LBJ for an on-the- 
‘spot. intervi iew, 

.Jany .expert's pick is odds-on to 

isons, 55 new filmed shows have 

‘| bowed out'in a season or less.. | 

| -The 55 entries represent the ; 
‘bets of (out of possibly 100 pilots) 

-} Four Star, 
‘| Ziv, Goodson-Todman, Desilu, War- 

| calls for 
‘+ shows per season for a given num- 

‘| Twenties, 

RADIO-TELEVISION 27 

FANT MORTALITY 
‘|p YEAR. arena Dave Levy Spins a Bonus for NBCs 

MOSTLY FLOPS ~ Packagers: One Spinoft Pilot From 
The. network-slanted telefilm: 

series that can get on and hold oti 
is, it seems, as elusive.as the bean 
in the. old earny shell game. 

A current study of nine major | 
telefilm “producers indicates that 

‘fail. Over the last ‘two web ‘sea- 

made a bid for audience favor. 
Only 20 have ever been renewed.. 
Two ran. two years: before being | 

-| cancelled. Only 18 have survived. 
Three out of four, or 35 shows, 

Screen: Gems, Revue, 

ner Bros:, 20th. Century and MGM. 
Their luck reads from good to 
zero. 

The networks, : 
in. the perilous contest, have had : 

7} Varied - success. ABC-TV has car | 
{Tied 22 of the big nine’s new shows, | 

return | 
against 12 cancellations. CBS will! 

jreturn five.out of 15. ‘59 to. ’61 

and 10 are’ slated for 

‘entries. NBC. scores three ‘winners 
agajnst 1. losers. 

Among } the: production compa- ; 
nies, Warner Bros. has the best.! 
scoreboard. with: four out of six, 
returning this fall. 
Bros.’ exclusive contract with ABC i 

a minimum of eight... 

ber. ‘af years. Thus a “Roaring 
‘with an April 1. Nielsen. 

of.11.6 is no doubt being sustained 
by. -quota. The same might apply 

The | ‘to. WB’s. “Surfside  Six.*’ 
Mianii-localéd gumshoer had a 
17.4 in the last Nielsen AA. hardly 

j 2: strong selling point at the full | 
‘rate card:. 

second-guessers 1 

But «Warner i 

The Man Says ‘ 
_London, May 9. 

Maybe somebody should fix 
a lunch get together between 
Ralph Edwards and Danny 
Blanchflower? Because Leslie 
Jackson, producer of the 
BBC's version of “This Is Your 
Life.” simply can't woo 
Blanchflower ou to the pro- 
gram. 

Blanchflower, voted Foot- 
baller of the Year and skipper 
of ace team Tottenham Hot- 
spur, turned down the honor 
three months ago. As a wind- 
ing-up program to the prescnt 
skein Jackson desperately 
wanted Blanchflower yesterday 
(Mon.) because the suhject led 
the Spurs in Saturday's Cup 
Final. 

So Jackson broke the firm 
BBC rule of secrecy. He told 
Blanchflower that he would, be 
the occupant of the genial. seat. 
But Blanchflower still said 
“No.” 

Gulf’s Big NBC. TV: 
Buy as Oil Con 

Saturates News 
Gulf. Oil is buving 39 half-hours 

‘ fronted. by Frank McGee on the 

easier on the ear. ” “House ‘Speaker 
Sam Rayburn: did..his part by pre- 

‘Judge Asks Action | Other Warner Bros: winners, this -NBc-TY prime. time lineup next! 
-time in the full sensé, are “Ha- season. Julian Goodman. 
waiian: Eye,” going. into its. third New, veep. hit the road to Pitts- 

NBC | 

Every ‘61-62 Film Series on Web 
+ NBC-TV program veep David 
Levy has made deals with each of 
the dozen-odd outside telefilm pro- 
ducers wlio will be represented on 
the web next season to pre»are at 
least one new pilot apiece for the 
*62-"63 season. 

Levy's idea—accepted hy all the 
packagers—was to do on» stunza 

| that could stand alone as spring: | 
board for a new entry ‘ne season 
after next. To save money, how- 
ever, each new pilot will be pre- 
pared so that it can, if necessary 
be used in the regular course o 
the ’61-62 semester. NBC expects 
to get no fewer than 21 pilots out 
of this “spinof{f" endeavor. 

Web has arrived at an “informal 
understanding” with its prodacers 
that NBC-TV gets first crack at 
each of the pilots. Levv hay the 
arrangement with Metro, whieh is 
doing “National Velvet,” “Cain's 
Hundred” and “Dr. Kifdwe.” and 

tin each of the three instances one 
spin-off stanza is expected. 

Same holds true for Walt Dise 
ney, Whose Sunday show, web feels, 
is a natural fur a spinoff pilot, 

tsince the format is diverse anyway. 
Deal holds for all the Revue « SECA) 

: stanzas on the wed, as well as for 
‘Screen Gems’ “Hazel.” Others in- 
i volved are Nat Hiken, who is doing 
“Car 54. Where Are You?" next 
season, and Hubbell Robinson who 
Mill fit his spinoifs into “87th Pre- 
einct™ and “Thriller.” Four Star 
will do at least one pilot in tha 
“Diek Powell Show.” which, be- 
cause it's an anthology, won't have 

‘too tough a time making a pilot rit 
‘into the existing format. And as 
'for its own productions, NBC has 
| asked the contr act producers doing 
“Bonanza” and “Outlaws” to fit in 
pilots—naturaily, with new faces 

. seriting Mrs. Tufty with his trade- 
-IMark—a gayel. 

Another. hit. was a. Special . pro-* 
gram on the role of radio in the 
Cold War. put . together’ by “Anne |. 
Hagen,. radio-tv’ chief. of U.S. -In-| 
‘formation.. Agency’s Public Infor- 
mation: Office. Using excerpts. from | 
 {nternational broadcasts, film clips,| 
‘slides and professional — narrators, 
Mrs. Hagen’s prograin was. entitled 
“World-Wide Radio . Battle.” Anne | 
Corrick, assistant bureau chief of 
Westinghouse’ News, Washington;: 
provided background commentary; 
and Voice . of 

at the end of: the presentation. 

Vs. WBAL Lawyers; 
Th ‘Jurycast’ Case! 

; Baltimore, May 9. 
- Chief Federal Judge Roszel C. 
-Thomsén. has _asked the Maryland 
Bar Association to consider dls- 
cjplinary action against lawyers for 
WBAL-TV, 

oe Henry Loomis answered’. questions ° 32, guilty. of murdering .a Virbinia * studio's - 
mother’ and. her five-year old. 

asa result of taped; 
show showing nine of the 12 jurors ; successes 

America Director |:who’ found Melvin Davis Rees Jr., + Still ‘on view in the fall will be the 

season, and “Bugs Bunny, ” making : 
ya; return. Failures were. “The Alas- : 
| Ser and “Bourbon Street Beat.” 

Sereen. Gems has hit a .500 aver-: 
; age over the two seasons with four ; 
returns out of eight starts. Back : 

{will be ‘Dennis the ' Menace,’ 
“Flintstones,” “Route. 66," and 
“Naked. City.” Axe same time has 
fallen -on “Sy Sister Eileen,” 
“Dan Raven,” “Man From Black 
Hawk,"’ and “Tightrope.” 

against eight failures. 

and “Check- 
the 

“Laramie” 
‘mate, both’ on NBC with 

LeRoy -Collitis, president of . Na-' gaughter, in a reenactment of their, “Checkmate” sw itech from -CBS: 
tional Assn. of Broadcasters, urged | pr oceedings. the Henry Fonda-fronted 

Revue is close to SG with three ‘similar program on Wednesdays at | 

_who can in future seasons front 
; burgh last Thursday (4) with mem-! their own skeins. 

hers of the Durgin-McFadden-Buck. The pilot spinoff idea is not new. 
| sales department, and closed the:In fact, NBC got “Previnct” from 
long pending deal. i Robinson on a spinoff run in 

Gulf buy for the Friday night.‘*Thriller’ and the same web 
10:30-11, slot isin addition to Gulf’s: played with an item  cailed 
| continuing allegiance to intermit- j “ Avenger” on both “Ouflaws” and 
tent news specials (a la the Friday ‘ “Bonanza.” It’s sitting on the shelf 
manshoot show). ‘for possible use later. 

. With McGee sold out to Gulf and: The Dannv Thomas-Louis Edel- 
David Brinkley also sold ouf for a} (Continued on page 63) 

WNCT Holders 
10:3), NBC will have two regular: 
news stanzas in prime time for 
"61-62. 

Had McGee gone unsold. the 
Friday night time would probably ; 
have gone to Chet Huntley. iBo- 
cause Brinkley and Huntley are : “Deputy,” 

- Action” by Judge Thomsen tor oe was cancelled after a two- 
workers. better the ‘profession, to lowed after Federal court appoint-| year run. 
encourage: entry .of women into! ed two lawyers to-study the panel| For Four Star, the record over 
more phases of public life (“women | ‘show and report whether telecast} the last two years has been. some- 
are not as likely as men to be 

the ladies to help their: male: co-|: 

‘Was..in contempt of court. In writ-:. what of a disaster. Only one out: 

-underwritten in their nightly news 
by Texaco, neither could accept 
another oil company’s  sponsor- 
-ship.! As it is, Huntley is likely to 
return in the fall to his current : 

Nix $2.5-Mil Sale 
Greenville. N.C., Mav 9. 

Stockholders of Carolina Broad- 
casting Co. have rejected the pro- 

_-pulled around. ‘by those who have 
“ spdelal interests fish to’ fry.””), and | 
‘to keep. up the good work gener- 
ally. He also titillated. his audience 
with southern-style anectdotes. in}. 
his speech at the opening. ‘banquet 
Thursday 14). 

At a. ‘specially staged: news. con- 
ference for AWRT newsmen, ‘Sen- 

(Continued. on page 61). 

Heffner Exits CBS' 

For NET Duties} 
Dick . Heffner has resigned nig! 

CBS-TY post as director’ of special]! 
projects. ‘information: services, to 
‘join the National Educational: Tele- 
vision & Radio. Center as a special 
_assistant to prexy John F. White in 
activating .WNTA-TV as . New 
York's educational tv ‘channel. 

Heffner's assistants at: CBS, Jack 
Reynolds and Dick “Allison, - will 
‘take over. the department. with . no 
replacement expected ‘in the near 
‘future. Their duties are. primarily 
on. the. speaking. circuit’ with ar-. 
rangements set. by CBS. affiliates 
around: the country. 
‘Heffner 

briefly in the snring. of '59 as a con- 
sultant on an African project then 
io the w orks, 

worked for the. Center’ 

ten opinion, Judge Thomsen . said 

(Continued on page 43) , 
jot 12 FS entries wi ill return,- “De- | 5:30-6 Sunday anchorage, with still! posed sale of the firm to the 

_ (Continued on page 68) another news: show. 

TV Mystery: ‘Night of May 16° 
By ART WOODSTONE 

A. distinguished segment of the 
‘ty industry will undoubtedly 
{interested most in the answers to} 
two puzzles on’ the night of the 
Emmy awards’ telecast (May 16): 
Will -there be a special citation’ 
made with regard to the televising ; 
last fall ‘of: the Kernedy-Nixon | 
debates and who is going to receive 
it? 

Tf the “wrong. guy” gets it, ‘there 
s going to. be trouble, and, indeed, 

if nobody gets.it there might still. 
-be. trouble, because a back-off is. 
liable. to: look like the result of 
fear and collusion.. 
The: ‘trustees ‘of the Academy of 

‘ Televi ision: Arts & Sciences are the | 
ones on the spot. . (Academy is the. 
‘sponsor .of © ‘the’ annual Emmy 
awards,.to be carried by NBC-TV). 
And they've been anxiously strug- 
gling for a solution of the “great. 
debate” issue. It’s.safe to say, after 
a unique: meeting the trustees held 

that" 
many: of. them. wish they’d ‘never 
in N.Y.. last Thursday. (4), 

heard of the debates between Ken- 
nedy and Nixon or of Section 315 
of the Communications Act, which 

be | 

relations chief (also pubrelations did as much, was 

was temporarily suspended to allow ‘the citation. Neither is there any 
the candidates to face each other doubt ‘that sooner or later, Dr. 
on tv and radio airtime. ; Frank Stanton’s name was put in. 

. Among the ATAS trustees pres-' In the background—and some- 
| ent for the meeting, called about thing for the Academy trustees to 
24 hours beforehand, were Acad-. consider—is the doubtless unhappi- 
emy president Harry Ackerman. ness of NBC when Stanton of CBS 
commentator Ben Grauer, produc- recently got a special nod from the 

; ers David Susskind and Max Lieb- ._Peabody awardmakers for his role 
man, commentator-performer Mike ; in bringing about the debates while 
Wallace and NBC veep and public : ‘ Sarnoff, whom some persons feel 

ignored. An 
boss for the Academy) Syd Eiges.:Emmy award to Sarnoff, it is 
Reportedly, many of those present : thought. may help to dissolve some 
for the meeting were worried— ‘of the resentment. built up as the 
and are still worried—about pres- result of the Peabody situation. 
sures. .against themselves or the | ’ Besides nominations of Sarnoff 
Academy. Sworn to secrecy, it got ‘and Stanton at last week’s meeting, 
so that one of the participants: the Academy trustees reportedly 
wouldn’t admit there ever was a-considered. a nominagion in behalf 
meeting. | of the late Sen. Blair Moody, who 

The hassling began a few weeks ; was involved in the debate concept 

? 

‘board of trustees ‘submitted nomi-: for participants Kennedy and 
nations for a special award to be! ' Nixon. 
‘given to the man or men most! Where: the trouble began, ac- 
responsible for bringing about the ; , tually, is hard to determine, be- 
debates. | cause of the general clam-up by the 
Whose name was.offered first in ; trustees approached after the meet- 

nomination is. not clear. In any . _ ing. But one thing is certain, the ! 
event. NBC did submit the: name ‘ ommission of the name of Leonard | 
of its chairman, Robert Sarnoff, for (Continued on page 70) 

ago, when some members of the: several years ago, and notninations ° 

, Georgia-Carolinas Broadcasting Co. 
The stockholders voted at a 

meeting here last week to decline 
the $2.445.002 offer made by F. B. 
Fuqua of Augusta, president of 
Georgia-Carolinas Broadcasting. 
The vote was 26.066! shares for 
the sale and 23,218!» avainst it, 
At least 6623°% of 54,414 shares 
were needed to approve the sale. 

Carolina Broadcasting owns and 
operates WNCT-TV in- Greenville 
and also owns 30% of WECT-TV 
in Wilmington. 

At a meeting March 30, the board 
of directors approved the sale. 
Later, Roy Parks of Ithaca, N. Y., 
and a Surry County, N.C., native, 
offered $2,539,320 for the proper- 
ties. Parks’ offer has not been 
acted on. 

Spensor Goes to Bat 
For ‘Casey’ on ABC-TV 

ABC-TV got its first sale in “Dr. 
Ben Casey,” thereby enabling the 
web to make the hour telefilm 
skein as a definite part of the fall 
sked. “Casey” takes the 19-11 p.m. 
Monday corridor. with a sale to 
Warner Lambert assured. 

Warner Lambert. for Anahist, 
; has bought a particinating seg- 
ment. renorted| for an alternate- 
minute of the show. 
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Morgan Beatty Frank Blair Reuven Frank, Producer Pauline Frederick 
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‘NEW YORK NEWYORK = | NEWYORK | NEWYORK 
Merril! Mueller Edwin Newman Robert Northshield ‘Leon Pearson fe, | 

| Producer | 

The 60 key news people shown here are 
part of NBC News. In all, there are 613 

executives, correspondents, producers 
“ 

AS 

WASHINGTON WASHINGTON WASHINGTON WASHINGTON ome ; 
Frank Bourgholtzer David Brinkley Peter Hackes Richard Harkness and cameramen, based in 75 countries 
State Department _ | _ around the globe. It is the largest 

broadcast news organization in the 

world. 

More importantly, NBC News today 
provides the nation with its most ver- 

satile and comprehensive schedule of 
news and public affairs programming, 

originating each week more than 844 on a a 

WASHINGTON WASHINGTON. LONDON LONDON. hours of regularly scheduled televi- 
Sander Vanocur David Wiegman Guy Blanchard Joseph C. Harsch sion news (plus maj or television news 
White House Cameraman Cameraman 

specials on an average of 10a month), 

more than 17 hours of radio news, and 

close to 83 hours of news on NBC- 
owned stations. 

In recent weeks NBC News programs 

have earned some 20 major awards, 
Among these honors: two George Fos- 

ter Peabody Awards; three Saturday 
TOKYO” | — -foKYo BONN BUENOS AIRES . ae . 
Ceéil Brown Yung'8u Kwon, Piers Anderton Kenneth Bernstein Review Awards; two Ohio State 

Cameraman | | Awards; two Sigma Delta Chi Awards; 

the Polk Award; four Overseas Press 

Club Awards; the McCall’s Golden 

Mike Award; a Headliners Award; and 

the Cameraman of the Year Award. 

The dynamic brand of broadcast 

journalism which has won 

| = | ee this special recognition has 

OTTAWA | PARIS . | RIO DE JANEIRO THE CONGO _ also won the largest news ISS 
Leif Eid John Rich Wilson Hall George Clay audiences in the country. 
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Wolpe Orbiting Into TV Network 
Programs; Sets Entertamment Segs 

+ Hollywood, May 9. 

Divid Wolper, new tiam ed with: 
Sterling Televis.on, in’ Wolper- 
Stcrhng Productions, is orbiing in i , 

vee a “ne i , 

“Une, : 

car space ever since tie suv 

eee, for Space.” Weolp.i-< 
vhich had two new der ane marie: 

King Heads Arrow 
Charles King, former veepee of 

Danziger Productions and Bernard |. 
Schubert Co., has been named 

: general . manager . of Independent 

tions division. | 
King. also. was’ director of sales 

'Filmaster Acquires 
TV Rights to ‘Big E’| 

Hollywood. May 9. 

and an ad agency exec. 

‘Argentine Threat pisting around the. cueniry this! Filmasrer has  acquird  tele-' 
weck, kas an imposing agencs vision and motion pic rights to 

ahead of it. . sae Big E,” qhe official biography | 
. . p aly? ‘inure Of the aircraft carrier Enterprise 

Walp eid an Oni about future Deal was made with.Cmdr. Edward | To Syndicators: | 
Flans, sal , atk tis a ~ ota of P. Stafford., the author, who will 
Pecis to specialize in te i also serve as consultant to -Fil- 
entertainment documen.aric . It 1s 
this area which has the ¢ve ate: st ac- 
ceptance on the network I:vil. Iie 
his sold two shows in the cnic’- 
teanment documentars catc sory to 

NBC-TV next fall. Wo.per added 
toazt CBS-TV, as well es ABC-TV 
woud take outside proa.¢ fens m 
the pubeffairs entertilnm: nt docu- 
mentary area ws wed. 

| went on to say that he’s necotiat- 
jnv vith one of the webs tu suppiy 
ficm five to six enterta:mment 
documentaries. , : 

Qmne cf the keys to the commer- 

Producer { 

OF in 31,000,000 
cizl success of the Wo -per-Sterting , 
eyeration is to come through wich 
Jarge regional sparsors cn excn of 

master on its projected series. . 

Vidpix outfit's prexy, Bob. Stab-] 
ler, had been planning a_ series 
titled “Flat. Top,” but with the ; 
new deal for “Big E” will focus! “Market of -Argentina, another 
; 2, ap Latino. growth area for American 
it on the Enterprise using the 
souree material from the Stafford: Sal whi is peing threatered by 
book - .a bill which would prohibit the 

‘ itelecasting of pix not dubbed for 
the natives. Argentine situation, 

trigger .a Latino: trip shortly by 
William Fineshriber, tv exec of the 
Motion Picture Export: Assn. 

The bill has passed the Senate, ; 
.{but has yet to. come up before i 

Argentina's House of Deputies. 
Measure. prempted by local. talent 
in order to promote work, is sim- 

Expans‘on Plan — 
Kis non-network  doc:unentaries. e e 
Me Dae be Meee ilar to’ other moves made in dif- 

This w eck sero eve: _ ten mm Ke ed to Quickies ferent -Latino markets. To dub 
Space” was bought by Tidewater 7“ exclusively’ for Argentina would 
Oil in 72 markets. Tidcwiter, in its 
ecal with Wolper-Sterling, 2!so 
picked up the third re:un of “Race 
for Space” in its markets. 

Also telecast areund tne country 
this week was “Biocraphy cf A 
Rookie” ' Willie Davis. with Schae- 
fer Brewing Picking up sponsor- 
ship in 17 markets along tue east- 
ern coast. Instrumenta! in triever- 
ing this one-hour specizl was Bob 
Foreman, of BBDO. Foreman, ac- 
cording to Wolper, selected the 
topie and tok other BBDO 
clients for the ‘Rookie’ show in 
nen-Schaefer markets. 

Peter Pan Foundation has bought 
“Legend of Valentino” in 46 
markets. 
NBC-TV has bought “Hollywood: 

The Golden Years” for telecasting 
as a one-hour special on Nov. 29. 
Wolper-Sterling also hes sald a 9U- 
minute special to Procter & Gam- 
bie “Hollywood: The Ta!king Era“ 
for telecasting on NBC-TV the 
spring of ‘62. 

Both stanzas, considered “enter- 
fainment” rather than pubaffairs 
Ly NBC twhich has opposed use of 
cutside-produced pubaffairs: go 
into the Sunday DuPont series. 

Wolper said his exclusive deal 
with Sovexport expires in about 
another year. Deal so far has given 
Welper exclusive Soviet footage on 
Russia’s space efforts. 

TY Shows Shipped 
To Congo Troops : 
The television networks will 

soon be able to employ a new tag 
to the familiar “Tins program is 
being shown to the Armed Serv- 
ices overseas’- announcement. As 
oi this week, Americin tv pro- 
grams are being shipped to United 
Nations forces in the Congo, com- 
prising some 20.000 troops fron, tralia. 
26 countries. 

Six CBS shows were sent last 
week via diplomatic pouch to the 
Congo, outcome of arrangements 
between the UN Emergency Force 
HQ in N.Y. and CBS Films. Ship- 
ment followed an earlier ‘experi-: 
ment by which the 5.000 UN troops 
still patrotling the Gaza strip were 
ecnt six CBS stanzas and not only 
enjoyed them but asked for a 
wider variety. 

Both CBS and ‘the UN had! 
dcubdts about the project prior to! 
the Gaza experiment, since the Ais ninth year with Danny Thomas 

janguage barrier seemed formida-‘'Marterto) as producer-director of 

be economically . prohibitive, 
cording to U.S: vidfilm execs. Cost 
of dubbing ranges from $700 to: 
$1.000 per haJf-hour. Sales of a; 

Official Films prexy Seymour 
Reed says the svndication firm: 
will undertake a $1.000.000 expan- 
sion program, including purchase 
of new series, staff increases, ex- 
tension of overseas sales along 
with the new and larger headquar- 
ters on Fifth Ave. 

In a furtherance of the newsreel and in “dubbing war” 
quickies that brought the company , no new American product could be 
its first important profits under:  revoiced. It just. wouldn't pay to 
reorganization more than “a year:dub for each market, as. exempli-: 
ago, Official will market a series of ; fied by Argentina. 
260 five-minute stanzas out of the! American vidfilm exporters haye 
Paramount newsreel library titled, {been’ doing most of their dubbing 
“Humor in the News.” Also for; in Mexico, Puerto Rico and in the 
laughs. company will launch a hu- Past Cuha. 
morous half-hour series with col- ° Argentina bill {s -being. opposed ; 
umnist Stanton Delaplane as nar- by native broadcasters, concerned 
rator. Titled “Around the World with their need for product. 
with Delaplane.” package will in-! _In Brazil. restrictive legislation, 

clude celebrity interviews. but will Slated to go into effect next year, 
primarily be colar travel footage ; would ‘virtually spell the end of the 

with a humorous twist. it market too, v iS. pix exporters. 
sae ere, ‘too,. lobbying agains e. 

in docum entaries. Official has bill by broadeasters. advertisers, 
its previously announced series on MPEA’ and others is under d others is un derwa 
the independent nations of Afriea. , y- 

100 Markets For 

$250 to $300 per: half-hour. 
: If Argentina. is successful 
passing. such - legislation, 

works a “half-hour series from the . 
Paramount vaults with such’ per-: 
sonality subjects as Babe Ruth.. 
Franklin D. Roosevelt, and general | 
subjects like “The Crime Years,” | 
“The Depression Years.” “A Half 
Century of Sports” and so on. 

Another series in the blueprint 
stage is a package on changing mil-_ 
itary methods. “Revolution in War-! 
fare.” Itll include at least six by Hellywood Television Service. 
hours on the foot soldier through arm of Republic Corp., were fur- 
history. _., ther reflected by sale this week 

In the fiction field, Official’ is ‘of company: 
contemplating a half hour titled Group” of theatrical features to; 

“Flight Nurse.” with production in KETV, Omaha. This chalks up; 
Hallywood and on location, 

Holly wood, May 9. 

unannounced. ;manager of HTS. - 

Veepee Russ Raycroft says the 
firm has inereased staff by 20°¢ in! 
sales and program development. | 
He says foreign distribution, now ; 
including more than 30 series, has | va 
been expanded to Japan and Aus- ee. See inne Gone sand, the 

and Latin American and «wig pBiue Yonder” and 
Canadian representation has been' Maverick Queen,” which star John 

expanded. European distribution waovne,. Barbara Stanwyck, Joan 
continues under supervision of. : : +1 
Mrs. Adrienne Moore Douglass ; ¢T@¥ ford. Ray Mitand, James 

with HQ in Luxembourg. ‘Mitchum, Julie London: and Dane 
| Clark. 

SHELDON LEONARD'S. 
NEW MARTERTO PACT 

Hollywood, May 9 | 

Sheldon Leonard has signed for 

now being marketed. Constellation | 
group includes such Republic fea- 

Tors’ Tour de Force 
“Ivan ‘Tors; actor, writer, 

turned producer, ‘has become 
the science . fiction-adventure 
specialist of tv: In a‘long series 
of skeins, he produced “Science 
Fiction Theatre,” ‘Sea Hunt.” 
dealing with skin’ diving, and_- 

tle. AS a conse uence, they sent his comedy series on CBS-TV. He . ” 

enisedes from the Phil Silvers also retains his financial interest sky divine Aealing with 
enow, “Air Power.” the “Deputy , in the Thomas property. Under He’s also done “Man in 

Dang” cartcons. the “Range ' the canopy of his Sheldon Leonard) space” networked, two years 
R. der” western and a pair of Bob. Enterprises, he will serve as exec- ago. before the age of the Cos- 
Herridge jazz shows featuring Utive producer with Thomas and monaut, and now ‘in syndica- 
Miles Davis and Ahmal Jama), as 
the least likely to create Janguage 
problems. 

According to UNEF liaison offi- : 

have part ownership in the half 
hour comedy series of Ancty Grif- 
fith and Dick Van Dyke. Leonard |. 
directed the Joey Bishop pilot. 

tion, as well as “Xian and The 
Challenge,” dealing with the 
endurance of man under: all 
sorts of stresses. “Challenge” 
also . is 

for the former NTA Film Network, 
| director of program szles at Mutual 

cer Maj. Jeff Sparks. the Gaza Deal was negotiated by Norman 
troops not only lapped it up but! Brokaw of .the William Morris 
asked for a much wider range of agency, who also set Marvin Marx. 
rograms—“I Love Lucy.” Dinah} onetime writer for Jackie Gleason 
hore, Perry Como. Tennessee’ and Sid Caesar. as producer of the: 
nie Ford, “Perry Mason,” “The: Bishop show for executive pro- 

%entieth Century,” ‘Dragnet,”} ducer Lou Edelman. 

in: syndication, 
‘A quanauts” was another Tors 
excursion in the hourlong field 
following the “Sea Hunt” 
“wave. “Ripcord.” Tors’ latest 
stars Larry Pennell and Ken 
Curtis. 

out 

‘Television Corp.’s Arrow Produc- 

‘You Gotta Dub’ | 

coupled with that of Brazil. might | 

‘bert producer of the ‘ ‘Ripcord”: se- 

ac" iKen Curtis. 

show in Argentina brings in from; ‘tough-themed feature film, 

‘in! wide professional -praise.. 
other; has a second feature, “The Explo- 

-. Latino “nations would follow suit, | Sive Generation.” 
situation, | United Artists release. 

Repub’s Package 
Expanding syndication activities ' tion. for 

“Constellation . 

| 

“but | 100th. market for sale:af the pack-, Sales 
with no production affiliate as yet | age, reports David Bloom, general will head the new Animations divi- | 

“The | 

Arness, Fred MacMurray, Robert |: 

“500.000 breach of contract 

“against Louis Prima and Keely 

|for a. television scries which was | 

‘ated an overall theatrical-tv car- 

‘skedded for trial July 3. Suit also | 

~ Breakdown 0 of - 6 Web Entries: # 
Next ‘season. NBC-TV will have. 30 nighttime programs on ‘the: 

alr, 17 of which will be new, while CBS-TV will have 39. programs, 
12 of them new. ABC-TV: will have 33° ‘programs, 13 of them. new, 
or 34 programs, 12 of them-new. . 

In ABC's case, the. final decision depends on what happens. in 
the web's last open slot, Wednesdays from 7:30 to 8:30. (See sepa-: . 
rate story). Other two ‘webs claim to be absolutely set in their all 
scheduling. 

_ .Other. things are revealed: ‘in. the ’61-62 network. tv ‘schedules; 
ABC will have 11 ‘contemporary: action-adventure stanzas; NBC 
six (including two the web prefers calling “suspense. ‘dramas”) and 

~-CBS one: ABC will have four or five westerns ‘again depending on 
resolution of Wednesday nights), CBS five and NBC seven. In the 
“general. drama” category ‘anthologtes included), it’s ABC with 
three, NBC with four and CBS with three. Comedy. reads ABC 
eight, NB€ three and CBS 14; cartoons, ABC four. CBS and NBC 
one apiece; variety. ABC one, CBS four and NBC six: audience -- 

. participation ABC and NBC one apiece ant. CBS ‘four. In prime 
time pubaffairs -including 6:30 to 7:30 on Sundays!, CBS and NBC. 
will have two each, while ABC will have either none or one i 
pending | on Wednesday nights). 

Mex TV Crackdown on US, Vidbix 
Entries as Censor Chief Moves In 

_ Mexico City, May 9, 
Jorge Ferretis, head of the Film 

‘Stanley Colbert to Produce | Bureau and film’ censotship ‘czar, 
has moved in on television. Now ali 

‘Ripcord’ Series for Ziy-UA' filmed maferial -presented -over:. 
a ‘Mexican channels is to be cleaned | 

Ziv-UA has named Stanley Col-” _up, objectionable ‘scenes. scissored 
out. and material classified in-“for 
adults only". and. “general family. 

Pennell and: fare” categories. : 
Even further: ‘than this, Ferretis 

With Leslie Stevens, Colbert was «has advised all tv. programming 
producer of the low-budgeted | chiefs that “trailers” advertising. 

“Pri: | future productions also faee cen- 
‘that’s garnered sorship. The advance trailers must 

He now | also get a greenlight from now on, 
before being telecast. Reason for 
this being that in the past many 
sexy. scenes have been released in 

‘fearly afternoon and evening hours 
when .children .watch .television.. 

‘Companies exploiting filméd mae 
| terial ever Mexican tv must ‘cone 
form with. new censorship ‘regula - 
tions, or: face stiff penalties range 
ing from’ $2,000 to $4,000, and pose. 

Istble revocation. of distribution. 
permits. This latter for. chroni¢ 
offenders. 
Distributors of filmed: material, 

including episodics, feature lengths. 
| and ‘the so-called “newsreels” pro- 
jana by Mexican firms, are none. 
too happy over the Ferretis edict. 
Their. contention is that they. do 
not object to censorship, but that. 
the recent Film Bureau rulings are 
“too stiff; and:outside the regula- 
tions of the ‘Radio and Television 
Law. Charge. has. also been made 
that this censorship represents a 
curb on “freedom. of speech and 
the press.” 

Ferretis has replied-to all come- 

ries, based on skydiving. adv entures * 
“and starring Larry 

vate Property.” 

scheduled for 

CBS Animations 

| New Cartoon Aim 

For CBS Films 
CBS Animation has been created 

as.a cartoon division of CBS Films. 
It will operate exclusively in tv, 
with CBS Terrytoors cufting back 
to theatrical operations only, 

-|{though also serving as the produc- 
tion arm for the. new Animations 
subsid. 

Heretofore, Terrytoons has. oper- | 

toonery, employing its own sales | 
staff as well as its creative-produc- plaints. by ‘stating. that: producers 
tion operation. “ Apparently, CBS .of “scandalous” material seek “free 
management felt the sales. opera- publicity” ‘to: better exploit their 

‘ty wasn't aggressive | “indifferent” product. He stressed 
enough, and: constituted CBS Ani-,that despite all protests, the Film 
mations to operate as a tv sales ' Bureau will continue to classify all 
arm to’ handle cartoon. _commer- ! filmed and videotaped material for 
cials and programming. i ty, and that homescreens will offer 

Tom Judge. who previously head- ; “all family” entertainment only,. 

‘ieee ante f. Star’s Record. 
4-Mo. Gross, Net 

Hollywood, May 9. _. 
Four Star Television reported 

‘|new highs in gross: and net earn- Prima-Smith Sete | 
° . e -{ings for the nine months ended 

Levin Suit on Series March: 31,:this year. In the fiscal 
cage hree quarters, ‘the telefilm pro-. 

Hollywood, May 9. duction firm grossed a-record $18,- 
Producer Irving H. Levin's $2.- 413,564 compared with $12.233.818 

suit , for the same - ‘period’ a year ago. 

Net income after taxes. was a 
Smith for asserted failure to show ‘record: $499.234 compared. witht a 

i het for-the same period a year. ago. 

to bear their name was settled out . $718,587. The on whieh paid 88 c 

of court last week for an. undis- | 600,000 common. shares outstand- 
closed sum. ‘ing on March 31, 1961. Income per 

Levin reported that: sum was. in | Share was 47c for the same period 

the high five-figures; while Mar-; 2 year ago. - 
tin Schnitzer. attorney for the de-| In the past fiscal year. ending 
fendants, claimed it was in the low | June 25, 1960, Four. Star registered: 
five figures. Levin. stated that|a gross income of $15,141 418 and 
couple. paid one half in cash, and|a@ net after taxes of. $317, 506," (OF 
signed a promissory note tor bal-|52c a common share. 
ance, to be paid early next year.. 

Suit, filed in Santa Monica Su- 
perior Court March 5, 1959, was 

‘sion as general manager, ‘Teporting | 
‘Bloom says deal .also included|to CBS Films administrative y.p 

‘purchase of additional. features: Sam Cook Digges. Bill Weiss con- 
tinues as V.p.-general manager. of 
Terrytoons, reporting to CBS Tele- 

{tures as’ “Quiet Man.” “Sands of | vision stations prexy Merle Jones. 

LOONEY TUNES TO 7 ARTS — 
Seven Aris Associated has ao- 

quired tv rights to 191. Looney stateq that Levin's contract with 
couple give him exclusive ‘televi- 
sion rights ta their services. Schnit- 
zer denied that-Prima and Miss 
Smith either had failed to appear. 

jor that Levin held them under ex- 
clusive contract. 

Tunes, originally. distributed to tv 
by Guild Films. ~ 

Cartoons had been reacquired 
‘by Warner Bros. when Guild went’ 
into bankruptcy. Warners,.in. turn, 
made the deal with Seven Arts. 



Ts Sphere of Major Influence ; 

_ Wednesday, May 10, 1961 

‘Appointment of Peter G. Levathes to supervise 20th- Fox’s studio 
facilities . personalizes the growing. importance of ty operations -to. 
major studios. Levathes, a v.p., will retain his. function as tv top- 
per as well and will work in. conjunction with Robert Goldstein, 
who will remain as creative head of theatrical production for 20th- 
Fox, 
Moveup of ‘Levathes: in the overall “studio operations is similar 

to the steps taken a few months ago by. Warner Bros.,- which found 
William Orr promoted.from..his ‘post as head- of. tv’ ‘operations to 
that of overall studio head in charge of. all: production, both the-. ° 
atrical and tv. 

“Television's role in the life of. other majors hasn’t been as. dra- 
“matic, but there’s-no doubt .of the medium’s importance. At Loew's 
‘prexy Joseph Vogel and v.p. Robert O’Brien take a lively interest 
-4n Metro TV.. The separate. corporate: structure of Screen.Gems. 
hasn’t severed the strong ties with’ Columbia ‘Pictures, which -re- 
tains majority stock control -of SG. Universal ‘is: the only. major. 
seemingly untoucled by vidfilm operations at this time. United 

. Artists bought out Ziv-UA and Paramount, trying: once again to 
' Set off the: ground, has’ inked: its deal with David Susskind's Tal-. 
. ent Associates.. 

Susskind’s Ambitious TA- Par Plans: 

_ Vidpix, Specs, F eatures & Toll TV} 
Talent Associates - Paramount+ 

Ltd., the new company signaling 
Paramount Pictures’ purchase of. a 
50% interest in TA, will be active 
in all phasés of the entertainment : 
spectrum, including toll television 
and. features, . as well as “free” tv. 

Broad plans ‘of the tieup were'l 
outlined: by -TA’s. David. Susskind, 
mow engaged in a multiplicity of 
tv projects. Susskind’s partner, Al 
‘Levy; will go to to the Coast skort- 
dy with TA producer-exec. Mike} 
Abbott to head. ‘up the’ organiza-. 
tion’s: film operation: at Para- 
mount's. Sunset. ‘stud{os. Susskind ]- 
says he has six projects lined up| 
‘for filming, three hour shows and: 
three half-hour ' series. Two of the 
projects, Susskind added, are al-| 
most committed - ‘on the network | 
level. 

_ Susskind, long a severe critic of 
Hollywood's celluloid output-on tv, 

_ sald TA-Paramount’s vidfilm proj-| 
“eets will. reflect. the 

and level” in the quality he’s been 
‘associated with on “live” tv. He 
aid he’s inked three writers at 
this point to work on.series, Dale | 
Wasserman, Larry 
Irving Gaynor Neiman, ‘all previ- | 
ously associated with: Susskind on} 
a variety of projects. 

Wasserman also will write. the 
script in the new version. of. “The 
Power and the Glory.” which will 

‘Laurence - Olivier. Suss-.|- 
kind said the Graham Greene 
‘star Sir. 

‘work would be’ filmed ‘and vid- 
taped simultancouslv, with a bud- 
get of $500..)00. Producer held out 
the possibility. that the 35m ver- 
sion may be shown in theatrical 
“exhibition, a-decision which would 
-be made ‘following | completion of 
the shooting. Securing both - 

calls for -a -flat fee to talent for. 
both film and vidtaned rights.. 

“Power and G!orv’ had been tel-. 
ecast by “The Play of the Week” 
in N. Y. and other syndicated mar- 
kets. in 1959 end 1960:. Susskind 

(Continued : On ‘page 5 95) a 
———- --+- 

ABC's Late Nite 
.]coronation to hi& victories in the 

WB Strin Kaput 
ABC-TV"s plans to program a: 

One’ hour late night Monday’: 

-> through Friday strip for next sea-! 
“son have co! slapsed. T ipoft came as 

affil after afiil” ‘in ked for: new -pix: 

. ‘packages. many of them post-'48's. 

W ‘eb had planued do buck NBC. | 
TT § “Jack. Paar Show" and the 
local late night pix of ‘competing 
stations with a striy.of rerun hour 
‘vidilm series out of: the Warner 
Bros. stable... -Fre: m ‘the beginning 
though, affils: balked: at. the plan 
and in the face cf a w eb notice to 
affils to hold oT on pix .buying, 
affils with aoa? ‘dat titeir own 
continued to ba:kine features, 
(Flanced ar . was to have 
‘started ca. 1!- 
ABC-TV" 3 15-min. te news show. 

a , Pad ar, ° 

OF. ‘Africa. Now’ 
‘Official Films has produc-. 

duction crews really: on ‘the 
-move. to keep up with devel- 
‘opments. tn. Africa for its up- 
coming. pubservice serfes on. 
ve brightening dark conti- 
nen 

“Syndicator’s: producer-director _ 
William . 

colony becoming an indepen- 
dent member of the British 
‘Commonwealth of Nations. 

-. For series‘ of 13 half hours 
titled, 

Alexander was in: ~ 
Sierra . Leone’ Jdast .. Thursday. 
{27) collecting footage on the 
celebration that -marked’ tha 

VARIETY 

+ 

ITV CODE WANTS 
A 

By MURRAY HOROWITZ 

Washington, May 9. 
‘Censorship of feature films on 

tv looms as the issue which will 
either cause a further breakaway 

‘tional Assn. of Broadcasters, or 
bring a better working relationship 
between the two groups. 

programmer-distributors in general 
are at loggerheads, with the film 

‘| distributors smarting at the. 
ond class” citizenship role afforded 
them at recent NAB annual con- 

| fabs... 

day (7) between major feature 
film distributors, members of the 
Television Code Review. Board and 
NAB Code. exec Ed Bronson. Ma- 
jor pix distributors were informed 
that the NAB wou!'d like to screen 
so-called .“troublesome” post-’48 
pix for member stations. Accord- 

pix are those which might violate 
the TV Code’s injunctions against 

| “sex.. violence and horror.” 

The way the meeting was inter- 
preted by some pix dist:ibutors 
was that: the NAB might be open-; 

jing up a “Pandoras Box,” institut- ! 
ing. prior censorship of post-'48's 

{for the tv medium. It’s not a mat- - 
ter of ‘the minority “troublesome” 

| pix, according to one distrib, it’s 
| the principle, involved and once‘ 

tional level by NAB, there’ $ no tell- 
. ing, where it might ‘stop. 

NAB's position is that the thea-. 
| trical and tv mediums are two. dif- | 

of film distributors from the Na-]} 

At this point. the NAB and film | 

“sec- | 

The censorship issue was’ dis- 
cussed at a hush-hush meeting Sun-: 

ing to the NAB, the “troublesome” : 

censorship is instituted on a na- 

“tone, taste 

Gelbart and) 

film- 
and vidtape ricthts.from all the 
talent involved now’ is being nego-. 
tiated. Producer said his formu}p. 

| background: of the history of Eng- 

“Africa Now,” Alexan- 
der goes next to Algeria and 
the Republic of the Congo. To 
insure topical nature, series 

‘will’ be. released one stanza a- 
month. — 

ferent cats and what may: be ac- 
ceptable in theatres isn’t necessari- 
ly okay for the living-room. 
fore, the Motion Picture Produc- 

| tion ‘Code seal, Irom-NAB’'s view- 
point; isn’t the delermining factor. 

In the discussion at the meet- 

| sues raised: . 
1. If the NAB circularizes ifs” 

‘verboten sign on certain pix, will; 
| the NAB, in.a positive fashion. also | 
{grant.an. okay for other pix” 

2. Who are the members who 

Danzigers’ New 
Richard’ Series 

Filming for A- R 
_ London,. ‘May "9 

.Danziger Bros: are rolling. a new ; 

“nixed? (NAB stated that it would - 
be its staff, under the direction of - 
the Code Review Board:' 

.3. Will pix ‘distributors be. given: 
the right to appeal NAB judgments : 

{before the word is out that a pix 
isn’t accepiable? Will the NAB. 

television film series, “Richard The i allow Oats. in a pix to make It .ac- 
‘Lionheart.” at New Elstree Stu-*: ceptable? 
dios. Skein is first. tv series to B04 Some. of the distribs had strong : 
into production at the studios’ feelings that the station themselves | 
since, they re-opened last monthshould act as their own censors, 
after'a shutdawn lasting since No- execs of each outlet being more 
vember. Produced by Edward.-J.|famitiar with the mores of their 
and Harry Lee Danziger, the series community. - 
is to be: shown in: U.K.’ by’ Asso- | The request of.the NAB brought 
ciated-Rediffusion. _Ameriean re-jin sharp relief: the. division sepa- 
lease’ ‘is not yet fixed. rating the film distribs and NAB. 

Dermot Walsh tops cast-as Rich-| One <distrib was quoted as saying 
ard and three young British actors! that “Here you (NAB) are asking | 
who have scored recent hits.in the [for our “cooperation; where's 
theatre, tv and pop. disks play his|Yours?’ The way program sup- 
companions—Robin Hunter, as Sir pliers are shuffled . around at the /j 
Gilbert; Alan Hayward as Sir | Conventions, it’ doesn't pay us to! 
Geoffrey ‘and Ian Gregory as; attend.” 

| Blondel. | At this the N TAB came: was said. 
\to have held out some hopes of 
correcting what are considered 
abuses by film. program suppliers— 
no ‘exhibitions. no screenings, no 
hoopla. hospitality suits. scattered . 
in diferent hatels, ete. 
: The meeting was described as 

; purely exploratory by the NAB. It 
wasn't brushed off nearly as light- 
ly by others attending. It was 
‘pointed out that NAB'’s Bronson 
‘has been isecting in N.Y. individ- 

yualiy with each of the distribs. 
Sunday's: meeting with the board. 

Skein of 39 adventures will have! 

land from. the. time of. Richard’s 

' Crusades. Associate producer for 
the series is Brian Taylor, with Ray. 

- Stannard as. art director. ‘and Jim: 
tmy Harvey as lighting cameraman. { 
: First episade, “Sehool. for.a King” 
tis. directéd by “Ernest Norris: and 
also stars Peter Ming. Dawn Beret.. 
and | Bavid Davies. 

i d U Mar ‘baecording to the» NAB, was re- 
|quested. by the pix: distributors. 

eonar pS anners { Desnite ‘the official poo-pooing- ‘of | 
Sam ‘Manners. _ associate’. pro- 

ducer of the -CBS-TV.. hour. ad-" 
venture series,..“Route 66," has: 
been named ‘executive of prodite- - 
tion of all tele-shows produced. by. 
Herhert B. Leonard. 

‘Besides “Route. 66,” Leonard is 
currently ‘producing the ABC-TV 
hour, *‘Naked City.” Both shows. 
‘are released through Screen Gems. 

the meet. it was considered highly 
hnportant and significant by some | 
members attending. 
Some pix distribs felt the atmos- ; 

phere wis cordia! and that some-} 
thing may be worked out. One, 
however, 
NAB ‘move, questioning the con- 
sequences of such ‘NAB actions. 
Revresenting the post-’48 majors 

es 

{Manners was ‘producer of “Naked / at the meeting were Irwin Ezzes. 
folowing | City” when the show: was. introed United. Artists \-soc? fated: _ Riehard } Tiles 

in the ‘half-hour format. 
too 

(Continued on page 68) 
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48 CENSOR THREAT 
Metro, 7 Arts Click 

MGM’s Post-’48 Titles 
Washington, May 9. 

Metro TV’s first post-48 
pix package, called “Best of 
the Fifties,” consists of 30 fea- 
tures. Titles include “Bad and 
the Beautiful,” Kirk Douglas, 
‘Lana Turner, Dick Powell; 
“Carbine Williams.” James 
Stewart; “Royal Wedding,” 
Fred Astaire, Jane Powell; 
“Lone Star,” Clark Gable, Ava 
Gardner; “Battle Circus,” 
Humphrey Bogart, June Ally- 
son: “The Actress.” Spencer 
Tracy, Jean Simmons, Tony 
Perkins. 

Among other stars who ap- 
pear in one or more of the pix 
are Debbie Reynolds, Van 
Johnson. Judy Garland. Gene 
Kelly, Hedy Lamarr, Esther 
Williams, EKzio Pinza, Red 
Skelton. Cyd Charisse and Er- 
rol. Flynn. 

Record Qtr. For 

ABC Films; ‘Earp, | 
“sos 
‘Matty’ Into Rerun 
ABC Films prexy Henry G. Plitt 

i Says the telefilm syndication wing 
‘ef AB-PT has just racked up ts 

most successful quarter in me 

‘firm's eight .years. 

;Plitt. saw domestic syndication 
I sales topping all of 1960 by 111.2°2, 
| and the foreign sales picture sees 
lthe first quarter gross at 61.8°o of 
the total foreign sales in '60. Cana- 

idian outleok, he says, also shows ! 
promise with sales registering 

74.4°:. of the entire 52-week period | 
of Jast year. 

ABC will soon have more web 
}rerun properties on the syndie 
market with 170 episodes of the 

‘cartoon series. “Matty’s Funday 
Funnies” tretitled “Casper the 
: Friendly Ghost & Co.” for station 
sales: and the “Wyatt Earp” stan- 

izas, possibly five years worth. Also 
slated for syndication this year is 

:the Alcoa web series, “One Step 
Beyond. " 

; Firm's hot syndie property cur- 
rently is the five and 15-minute 

{stanzas with adiveetrix Dr. Joyce 
Brothers, who’s seen twice daily 
on NBC-TY. 

’ On‘ the production side, company 
has two shows set for fall eee PTI 
on ABC-TV, “Expedition,” Ralsion- 
Purina travel series going into its 
second season, and “The Racer,” 
‘With Electrie Autolite as a sponsor. 

Plitt points out that six ABC 
Films’ shows have been web prop- 

erties since the 1958-59 season. 
including a year each of “The 
Court of Last Resort” and “Meec 
McGraw,” and “Man with a 
Camera.” — 

‘NEW BREED’ T0 
| ROLL IN MID-JUNE 

Hollywood, May 9. 

Quinn Martin's television series, 
“The New Breed,” for ABC rolHs 
in mid-June at the Goldwyn Stu- 
dios. Hourlong drama of the brains 
over brawn hreed in the Los An- 
less police department stars Les- 
lie Nielsen: and will have three, 

ji additional running leads, plus: 
weekly guest stars. 

Network has firmed 26 segments 
i with a possible overa!! total of 36. 
| ‘Hank Searles, creator of the series, 

4 

uill write a number of the epi- 
sodes. “Breed” has been booked 
for the Tuesday, 9-10 timeslot 
commencing October 3 and has a 
‘SRO. lineup of sponsors, Brown & 
Wiiliamson, Johnson & Johnson 

Laboratories and Scott 
1 Paper Co. 

First three months of ‘61, says | 

Off Fast Sales 

CHT TOSCREEN| _nNew Post-48 Packages at NAB 
Washington, May 9 

The new post-'48 packages ‘of 
Seven Arts Associated and Metto- 
Goldwyn-Mayer kicked up some 
lively interest at the National Assn. 
of Broadcasters convention. - Metra 
unveiled its first group of 30 and 
Seven Arts its second group of 
Warner Bros. pix. 

The 41 titles of Warners were 
purchased by at least six siztions, 
with more waiting in the wing, to 
close deals. Station buyers of the 
second Seven Arts Associated 
package included: WCAU, Pnhila- 
delphia;s KENS, San = Antonios 
WKBW, Buffalo; KGMB. Honoluluy 
WSOC, Charlotte; and KLZ, Den- 
ver. 

Latter outfit, the Time-Life sta- 
tion in Denver, in its first pix buv 
for the station, bought both War- 

/ner Bros. and packages from Seven 
Arts, su-called “Volume One and 
Volume Two.” 

Metro clicked off deals wittt 
WKBW, Buffalo; WNBF, Bingham- 
ton; WHNC, New Haven: WCKT, 
Miami; WFIL, Philadelphia aud 
Triangle stations in Altoons, Lcb- 
anon, and Fresno, as well as witht 
KEZI, Eugene, Ore. Metro’s pix 
sales topper Richard Harper anti- 

!cipated closing another dozen mar- 
kets before the convention ends. 

Metro is selling its group of 30 
pix on a five-year. five-run \ five-year. five-run basis. 

'MCA’s 45 Markets 

On 69-Min. Entries 
MCA TV has racked up a sizes 

able market roster for its off-net- 
work one-hour vidfilm entries, set- 
ting deals with 435 stations. 

Four series. first large scale 
thrust of one-hour vidfilm series 
in syndication, are “Suspicien,” 
“Overland Trail.” “Riverboat,” a d 
“Cimarron City.” To date. must 
of the deals have been for the four 
series, 

Recent sales include KOS\A,. 
Midiland-Odessa; KEZI, Eugene; 
KGO. Sau Francisco; KVOS. Bel- 
lingham; KBMT. Beaumont: KNWQO, 
Yakima: WTVT, Tampa; KPI.R, 
St. Louis; and WPTA, Ft. Wasne. 

Syonsors buying participations 
in the entries, according to MCA 
TV, are such national spot accounts 
@#s) Procter & Gamble, Duceta 
HHines, P. Lorillard, Brown & VWil- 
liamson, Ralston. Swift & ©», 
Gleem, Dr. Pepper, Simoniz, Foid 
Nealers, Nescafe, Piels Beer, Taui, 
Savarin Coffee. 

PTI’s $1,250,000 Sales 
On ‘Linkletter & Kids,’ 

‘Main Event’ Entries 
Programs for Television, in biisi- 

ness since last July, hay racked 
up $750,000 in sales on “Main 
Event” and a $500,000 gros, on 
“Art Linkletter & the Kids.” 

PTI partners, Leonard Loewin- 
than, prexy, Everett Rosenthal, 
production exee v.p., and Michael 
Silierman, sales y.p, report tiat 
outfit has eight new projects on te 
Planning hoards. 

Tallying the gross on the tuo 
series and fresh sales on PTU- J. 
Arthur Rark pix packaze. Siler- 
man said that for the 10 moths 
in business. PTI scored a gros. of 

{$1,800.000. He forecast a gross of 
$4,000.000 for the company hv the 
end of the fiscal year in 1961. 

Roster of sales on “Main Fvent’® 
‘includes: Lone Star Brewing i: a 
regioral deal covering 20 large and 
small markets in Texas. Oklahoma 
and New Mexico. Piels Beer beugt 
the Rocky Marciano-hosted show in 

eT ey 

N. ¥. WNBC-TY:  Philadeip ia, 
WRCV: Hartiord, WTIC: Lancaster, 
WGAL. Another eastern regional 
pwas scored with J. Bo Willaims. 
Station sales included KING, 
Seattle; KGW, Portland: KRE&EM, 
| Spokane; KGO, San Francisco; 
PVAP, Pioerix; WJBK, Detroit; 
and KSD, St. Louis. 
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harder to stop than a trend | 
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like today’s younger, bigger family trend to ABC 

Youth must not only be served. It must be deserved. By 
the kind of alert, alive programming a network does. 
In terms of cause and effect, it works out like so: 
Cause . . . ABC’s leadership in sports (ABC’s Wide 
World of Sports, Bing Crosby Golf Tournament, Fight of 
the Week, NCAA Football, American League Football, 
Orange Bowl Game, College Basketball). 

Cause ... ABC’s leadership in action adventure enter- 
tainment (The Untouchables, 77 Sunset Strip, SurfSide 6, 
Maverick, Naked City). 

- Cause ... ABC is facing the issues of the day with a 
vigorous new kind of news reporting (ABC-TV News 
Final), a vital approach to the public interest (Winston 
Churchill Series, Close-Up!, Expedition, Directions ’61, 

“his 

Issues & Answers). 
Effect ...a decisive lead in younger families. For exe 
ample: in households where the head is under 40, ABC 
is first with 24.7%, Net Y second with 20.9%, Net Z 
third with 18.3°%.* 
Effect . .. a decisive lead in larger families. For example: 
in families of five or more, ABC leads with 27.8%, Net ¥ 
second with 21.5%, Net Z,third with 19.0%.* 

Telling numbers, these. They deal with the best people 
to deal with—the big, super-marketing crowd. They’re 
America’s best spenders. Which is why ABC is now at- 
tracting America’s smartest trenders. 

ABC Television Network 
“Source: National Nielsea TV Index, 4 weeks ending Feb. 5, 1961. Average 
Audience, Mon. through Sat. 7:30-11 PM, Sun. 6:30-11 PM. 



Local TV Program 

Exercises Prerogative, 

Gets Syndicated. 
“It’s so much easier to exercise when you have 
company,” wrote one active member of the grow- 
ing Debbie Drake audience—and thereby’ hangs 
the tale of a local success that became international. 
Debbie, a physical fitness expert who preaches what 
she practices, provides good company. For 15 
minutes a day her intensely participating audience 
does knee bends, scissor kicks and assorted dips, 
twists and turns at home—with Debbie's television 
supervision. 

The first Debbie Drake show was produced at 
WISH-TV, Corinthian’s Indianapolis station, in 
January, 1960. It was an overnight, overweight 
success. Syndicated, Debbie is now dishing out 
calorie counsel and beauty tips in 56 U. S. markets 
—and overseas. She has been featured in TV Guide, 
Parade, the New Yerk Sunday News, and other 
publreauions. “To Tell the Truth” and “What's My 
Line” enjoved visits. Esquire is quoting her advice 
in a book on exercise and diet. Her syndicated 
newspaper column starts this fall. 

Living, breathing, beautiful proof of the merits 
of exercise and wholesome diet, Debbie is also 
prool of Corinthian’s belief in the merits of local 
programming, the encouragement and provision 
ot facilities for local talen. in all our markets. In. 
Debbie's case, we didn’t scare ort to build a 
syndicated s»how: we just wanted a well-rounded 
local program. Things got nicely out of hand. 

Responsibility in Broadcasting 
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“Updating the Niebens 
CBS-TV walked: into its affiliates conference. last week armed 

with some impressive National Nielsen data covering both the new 
report for the last two weeks in. April and: the season’ as a whole, 
Octobder-thru-April. Both showed : -CBS firmly. in’ the lead. _ 

. The overall figures on the season: give.CBS-TV a nighttime (6-11) 
average of 20.2, ahead of ABC by 10% and of NBC by 13%. ABC 
averages an 18. 3 and NBC a 17,9. All three webs are up over a year 
ago, CBS by 1%, ABC by 8% and NBC by..4%. 
-On the April 11 report, CBS’ lead is more distinct, reflecting its 

late-season surge. Web averages 79.4, 13° over ABC's 18.1 and 
17% over NBC’s.17.4. This one finds CBS up 16% over its position 
a year ago.at this. time, ABC:up 12°¢ and NBC up 3%. 

' April figures give. CBS five of the ‘Top 10-and 12 of the. Top 20. 
ABC has three out. of 10-and four out of 20, while NBC gets two. 
gut of 10: and four out of 20. CBS takes 27. half-hour: wins, ABC 
16 and NBC 10, and CBS leads on five nights, all but: Wednesday 
(NBC: and Thursday (ABC). Top ‘20 follows: - 

Gunsmoke (CBS! ....ss cece cece cece e cae . 
Wagon Train (NBC) ........-..05-- wee nececeeveee wees 
Andy Griffith (CBS) 
Real McCoys (ABC) 
Have Gun, Will. Travel (CBS) 
-Candid Camera (CBS) ; 
Price [3 Right’ (NBC) 
My Three Sons (ABC! - 
Jack Benny (CBS) 
‘Fliatstones (ABC: 
Dennis the Menace | (CBS: 
‘Bob Hope (NBC) 
Garry Moore (CBS) ....:...... ee ere 
Rawhide (CBS: a 
Danny Thomas (CBS) 
Checkmate (CBS) (9-9:30) 
Untouchables ‘ABC) ........ 
GE Theatre (CBS) - pee rer 
Red Skelton (CBS) .....c.. cen eeeee ebeee 

_ Bonanza. ANBC! 

Senate Hearing S Set on Kennedy's 5 
Reorganization Order for FCC 

Washington, ‘May: 9. 4- 

%6 More azoos’ _ Senate. Commerce Committee | . 
will get the ball rolling May 23 on 

Congressional consideration of | UPA. Piet Chicago, May 9. 
ta- , ctures has gone into pro- 

President Kennedy's . reorganiza duction on an.additional 26. install- 
‘ments of “Mister. Magoo,” which tion: plan for Federal Communica- 

tlons Commission. will bring the number. of five- 
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Committee will conduct heat- 'minute ‘animation. segments. to a} 
“{ngs of an “advisory” nature prior total of 130. 

to taking a.stand. on the Kennedy]. ‘First skein of 104 has been sold: 
‘plan, -waich-features steps to speed | thus ‘far. 
“up. decision-making. 

. The Committee's recommenda-: 
tions witi be given to Senate Gov-: 
ernment: Operations Committee. : 
which recently asked. Commerce | 
Chaitrnian.. Warren Magnuson 
(D-Wash. for: his: group's. Views | 
on the reorza:nization scheme. The ° 
Governnient Operations Commit- 
tees of House and Senate have ac- : 
tual jurisdiction over ‘Presidential . 
Teorganization plans, but tradition-: 
ally ask for the recommendations. 
of ‘the committees having legisla- . 

ent 1 firm of UPA. 

NLRB Exec Finds 
SE. KXTV Strikers| 

‘Coerced’ Sponsors 
affected. 

| made the switch put it. 
a 60-second commercial sure beats ' 
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aT PROSPECTS iFCC In a Hurry to Ban Option Time, 

Doesn't Even Wait for Appeals Court FOR JOB CAREER 
By LES BROWN 

Chicago, May 9. 

For these who had hoped to make. 

4a career of. broadcasting, the hin- 

terlands now loom as a dead- end 

street; .Not as in past: years, wher 

{the networks treated their o&o0 
| outposts as farm clubs for upcom- 
+ing. executive and creative person- 
‘nel, the prospects for career ad- 
|vancement today seem limited to | 
within the local shop—providing 
the employee doesn’t find his job. 

| eut, out from under him in a wave 
| of cutbacks. 

-:The uncertainties, and the 
Shrinking: of opportunities in 
‘broadeasting, is causing increasing 
numbers.of seasoned. and talented 
toilers to escape into advertising, 

jan industry which offers advance- 
ment. opportunities and, ‘oddly 
enough, greater creative fulfill- 
ment.. As one ty alumnus ‘who | 

“directing ! 

‘cueing them into a film program 
at the station.” 

There’s apparently also a greater 
sense of security in the ad field 

-| where, when cutbacks occur at one 
agency, there’s at least .a good | 
chance of hooking up with an-; 
other. Not so in radio and tv any ; 
longer, locally..In the latter fields ! 

| today there's such a thing as being ; 
too experienced for the job mar- 
ket. 
deal of live programming to worry’ 
about, have been showing a pen- 
chant -for greener (and less ex- 

| pensive) personnel. 
Broadcasting, out. here, has al- 

|lowed itself to become a minor 
league for the advertising industry. 
The same. stations that once grad-.: 
uated exec timber like Merle Jones 
and Jack Von. Volkenburg to New 
York; or producers like Ben Park 
and Charles Andrews:. or talents 
like Dave. Garroway, Hugh Downs 
and Durward Kirby—to. list only.a 

in over 100° markets by | | few—those.‘same ‘stations are now ; 
| Television Personalities Inc... Pal-/ incubating for the industry that: 

| patronizes them. In the past two’ 
‘or three years, on the other hand, 

| the networks have tapped. .them for . 
{an almost negligible number of ad- ° 

| vancements. 
| alizing- effect on the fellows still: 
around, who feel they’re on a Ca-- 

It's having a demor- , 

reer’ treadmill. 

‘The local NBC shop. has been: 
!severely _raided over the years, 
| with Arnold Johnson, Scott Keck, 
‘Hal Smith .and. John Whalley all. 
converted to veeps at Needham, 
Louis & Brorby: Homer Heck like-| 
wise at Foote, Cone & Belding. and 

The stations, without a great ; 

TV as Home-Wrecker 
Chicago, May 9. 

Television, which has plenty 
of probiems of its own, last 
week had to take the rap as a 
home-wrecker. The month-old 
marriage of John and Sarah 
Karstens was dissolved on 
mental cruelty grounds, be- 
cause they couldn't live peace- 

| fully with their tv set. 
He forbade. her to tune in 

anything but the highbrow 
shows; she insisted on her 

_ right to occasionally watch 
Bugs Bunny and Mister Ma- 

" goo, 

$1,700,000 Deal 
For WNTA Radio 

Now in Works. 
National Telefilm Associates dnd : 

a group of potential buyers front- 
fed by Edwin Thornburg are still} 
‘dickering about purchase of 
{WNTA Radio. Nework, N.J. Thorn- : 
: burg’s group is reportedly talking ! 
‘about ® purchasing price of: 
*$1.700.000. 

This would amount to a separate 
!'dea] from the sale of WNTA-TV. 
: Last week, it appeared that an edu- ! 
cational - -group ‘willing to pay’ 
‘around $5,750,000 for Channel 13° 
‘in the N.Y. market® practically had 
a purchase all sewed up, but pres- 
Lently negotiations secm to have: 
slowed down to a snail's pace. Edu- | 
cational group still expresses a’ 

-high degree of optimism: that a 
deal can be made hut can report: 
no substantial progress in the’ 
dickers. in the past few days. 

Meantime. the National Educa- 
tional 
the educational group, has solicited : 
mones from ‘the other six tv sta- 
tions in N.Y. Money from these 
‘commercial interests is meant to 
help WNTA once it has been pur- 

| chased. There are precedents else- , 
where in the country where educa- 

j tors in tv have solicited funds from 
a market’s commercial outlets. Re- 

- portedly, all six other stations have 
; promised to help out financially. 

Face the Nation’s’ Iffy 

TV-Radiv Centre, part of, 

Washington. May 9. 
With what one dissenting Com- 

missioner termed undue haste, 
Federal Communications Com- 
mission has formally served notice 

‘Yof rulemaking looking toward do- 
ing away with option time. 

The action was taken without 
waiting for U.S. Court of Appeals 
j to send last year's option time 
;order back™to the Commission for 
reconsideration. 

FCC said it wants written com- 
ments and oral arguments in the 
new proceeding directed to the 
question of whether option tims 
is against the public interest-. not 
iwhether it’s a violation of tre anti- 
_ trust laws. However, this doesn't 
‘rule out FCC's basing its ultimate 
action on the legality of the prae- 
tice. 

The FCC notice also a.ked for 
comme its on the shape of the rule 

ito be issued barring option time 
‘should the Conmission decide 1a 
{bury the practice, as anticipated. 

The Commission last month va- 
cated its September 1960) order 
lopping one-half hour ‘from the 

; permissible option time for each 
! broadcast day segment. At the 
‘same time, it asked U.S Court of 
iAppeals here to remand the ca-e 
+brought by the Times-Mirror Co. 
| appealing the FCC option time 
‘order. The new yoting alignment 
brought about by appointment of 
:FCC Chairman Newton N. Minew 
' makes it a virtual certainty that 
; the Commission will adop! an or- 
der dooming time optioning. 

{ 

{ FCC made plain it wants no wast- 
ed motion in resolving the fssue. 
With ‘this in mind, it said there 
, would be no reply comments filled 
in the proceeding as is usual in 

; Fulémaking. Also. when the dates 
ifor filing comments and oral areu- 
:-ments are set later, they will be 
' stuck to—and not postponed for a 
month or two as often happens. 
(™ he notice explained: 

1 This departure fiom routine 
rulemaking procedure is wie 

:Tanted in view of the opporturity 
afiorded in argument to comment 
upon matters submitted ino the 
comments and the indtceated need 

ito reach a tonelusien with the 
‘least possible delay ” 

Conmnisstoner Jahn Cross is,sced 
the Jone dissent to the rulemasciiez 

‘notice, which he deseribey #. a 
“strange document ” He noted tha€ 
it was issued as a notice ol what 
procedure will be taken if the 
Court remands the case and if. in 
remanding it. no conditions are at- 
tached which -the Commission 
must meet. 

tive jurisdiction | over. the ees) 

FCC, of course, will be: on hand 
to testify -at the Commerce .hear-! 
ings, but ro witness list. was-avail- 
able. The committee. asked. all. in- 
terested. in -giv ing their: views to! 
Bet in. touc h prior to the hearings. i guilty of. °° 

House: ' Commerce’ Committee jeion and -restraint.” 
has not scheduled: -hearings so. far. t 
‘House .and Senate Government ! 
“Operations: Committees: hav en't 
announced -hearings- either. — 

The plan goes into .efféct auto- | on’ ‘sponsors dofng: business with | 
matically unless’ voted: down’ by. a‘ KXTYV; 
majority of either House or Senate . Broadcasting Co. ‘station. 

(Continued. on ed on page 7 70) 

Corn Products Into 
Half of Skeltor 

Corn. Products. Refining. Co., via‘ iNegat coercion on KXTV Sponsors j 
has purchased on such activities as: Lennen & Newell, 

F 

‘hearings on the hassle 

half: sponsorship of thé Red Skel-: 
ton show on CBS-TV. It.takes over 
the skip-week from Johnson's Wax, 
which has been carrying. full- spon- | verlising: on the ‘station: 
‘gorship. since. January, when Pet! 

Milk dropped out: Johnson's keeps | union at places where a_ bakery |. 
‘the other half. 

“Buy gives Lennen & ‘Newell ae 
hefty stake in ‘some. of CBS’. top 
shows, inctuding Ed Sullivan .and ;. 
Hennessey (Lorillard),.as well as 
guch NBC entries as-the David O. 

_ Selznick specials, the Dick Powell; an appeal to.San Francisca Labor 
- anthology and‘ ‘Price Is Right” and | Council 

“Concentration,” for such clients 
“as” American Gas. and _ Reynolds 
- Metals. _ ‘ 

| 

. Washington, May .9.” 
-In. a key: case involving union’ 

: pressure on sponsors, a National 
| Labor Relations - Board triai.ex- 
{aminer has found San Francisco” 
: area locals of AFTRA and NABET. 

‘unlawful threats, coer- 

Duane. Bogie. and) Bob “Dauben- 
Ispeck also. at _FC&B .but sans 
stripes. Bob Brown, a former an- 
‘nouncer,..is now at Le). Burnett; 

‘is at Perrin- Paus. 

The CBS shof contributed Les! 
‘Weinrott to Reach, McClinton; 
Scott Young to. Burnett; Ed Yalow: } 
itz to J; Walter Thompson; Herb ; 
Grayson to Klau-Van Pietersom- ' 
‘Dunlap; and Don Norton, Niles. 
| Swanson and Bob Lewis to D’Arcy. 
| WBKB a few. years ago lost pro- 

Examiner Howard Myers recom- 
mended that: NLRB. order the two 
union lo¢als’ to cease ‘and desist 
from allegedly putting the squeeze | 

‘Sacramento, Corinthian | 

The locals -have been. striking: 
KXTY since last. September. ac- 

}cusing management of unfair labor. 
‘practices. and have maintained a : joint picket. line in what union This iy only a sampler. The ‘list 

i ; inidie WGN-TV also ‘ -chieftians have déscribed as a\ CS Of. with 
“lung, bitter and mean ‘strike.’ ” ee its. contribution. 
The NLRB éxaminer, ‘who held! By contrast, the webs in recent 

in “San 
: Francisco last February, based his local station limbo, and chiefly in 
conclusion on the locals wielding | radio. rather than tv. A little over ; 

three years ago, CBS Radio put the - 
| veep on George Arkedis to become. 

A telephone campaign organ: veepee in charge of network sales. 

ized by union supporters: directed.iia Gotham, Later Bill Hohmann - 
lavzainst.a Studebaker’ dealer ad- (transferred. to a network level sales - 

| promo job, and Len Schlosser went ; 
‘from WBBM pubaffairs to CBS‘s Distribution of leaflets by the “Dimerision” unit. 

ABC-TV upgraded a_ pair of ° 
‘WBKB publicists, Ell Henry. and: 

Wade Advertising, ‘Jim Harelson : 
to Lennen & Newell. 
Alexander: to BBD&O, Hollywood. 

‘sold its’ goods, resulting. in’ the 
bakerv’'s “cancelling: its contract 
with - KXTV; an “unlawful threat” 
against the. ‘president of Handy- 
Andt in an effort to get him to 
stop, patronizing the station, and 

ments on the Coast; and NBC News 
Some time ago gave. John Chancel- 
lor a major league break. But that ‘ 
has pretty much been the extent of : 
‘it, and with the webs continually | to k. all members to}! 

ask a . . eliminating jobs.in New York the : turn in their Shell ‘credit cards 
because the ‘oil company was ad- 
vertising on the: station. (Continued on page 55) 

and Paul Robeson, once a director, . 

ducer-director Grover Allen to; Total of six “The Great Challenge” 

and John;to four 
|respondents roundtables, plus an 

j by: 

times. have rescued only a few from 

George Rodman, to bigger assign-{. 

Status; Thurs. 10 to 11 
Gets a CBS-TV Revamp: 

‘CBS-TV’s Thursday 10-11 period, 

“TI fail to comprehend the nerd 
for such haste in issuing this un- 
precedented, premature, so-called 
‘further notiee.” If may well he 

Which has rested exclusively in the deemed undue interferenc> with 
‘production hands of Fred Friendly; the orderly processes of the 
and his ‘alternating “CBS Reports’: Court.” 

i and ~ ce the Nation” debates, ! 
,will undergo some changes next ° e 
! season, including an end to Friend- C o! g at Q Buying 

Lecal Pubaffairs 

ly's exclusive control of the hour.. 
“Face the Nation” will be drop- 

ped as the alternate-week feature. 

unspecified number of public af- Philadelphia, May 9. 
fairs documentaries to be produced| Colgate-Palmolive has started 

the ._pubaffairs department of ; underwriting tv publie affairs pro- 

‘CBS News. Friendly, of course, |&ramming, at least on a local level, 
continues as exec produc er of an j with the purchase of “Frontiers of 

“CBS Re-: Knowledge’ ‘on five Triangle chain 
“ports.” j stations. “Frontiers” is a progrsm 

Future of- “Nation” is still iffy, ; prepared by the U. of Pennsvi- 
though there’s a chance it will be: Vania, originatins on the Triangle- 

‘returned to the web's pubaffairs: ouned WFIL-TV here. 
‘sector as a weekend half-hour, its: Besides sponsoring the stanza on 
‘original status before last year.i WFIL, Colgate is airing it on the 
News panel had started out that! Triangle stations im Binehaniton, 
way, then switched to Mondays ati Altoona-Johnstown, Lebanon-Lan- 
10: 30 at the start of last season and [caster and Fresno. Skein is of the 
' finally alternated as an hour with | half-hour variety and, basically, ex- 
: “CBS Reports" under Friendly's i plores scientific innovation. 

Kaycee AFTRA Elects 
‘Changeover was reported . last 

Kansas City. May 9. 

forums will be inserted, as will two 
“Yoars of Crisis’ cor- 

jexpanded. number of 

iweek to affils by CBS News prexy 
| Dick Salant, who frankly admitted |- 
the “Nation” debate format simply 
didn’t work. Reporting on other Members of the Kansas City 
|. changes, Salant. said both “Accent” | local of the American Federaiion 
:and “Washington Conversation,’’| of Television and Radio Artists, 

future looks even bleaker than be- i web's new pubaffairs shows, would| AFL-CIO, recently elected David 
-lreturn next season, Andrews, KMBC, as president. 
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wos , 

All the Way Ho
m e, Indeed 

< 

he best news to hit television since a girl-shy 

butcher narned Marty discovered man does 
not live by sweetbreads alone, is that 1) Fred Coe 

is back, and 2) NBC’s got ’im. 

Mr. Coe will be serving as executive producer 

on one of next season’s most important projects— 

the full-hour dramatizations of eight David O. Selz- 

nick screen properties. The whole thing couldn’t 

have happened to a nicer network. 

Fred has been away from TV for a while to 

pick up a few pointers (as well as a Pulitzer Prize, . 

Drama Critics’ Award and assorted trophies) in 

other entertainment spheres. His decision to re- 

turn home for the one-a-month dramatic specials 

is a most welcome one. 

Not that he has any intention of deserting 

either the stage or motion pictures (he’s currently 

making the film version of his hit Broadway pro- 

duction, “The Miracle Worker”). But it was as a 
producer oflive TV drama at NBC that Fred really 

made his mark, and the offer to oversee the. live 

TV productions of the Selznick-owned films 
seemed to strike a nerve. 

The agenda of eight pictures, we should point 

out, includes five produced by Selznick himself: 
“Intermezzo,” “Rebecca,” “Spellbound,” “Por- 

trait of Jenny” and “The Paradine Case.” Of the 

other three, “The Farmer’s Daughter” and “The 

Spiral Staircase” were produced by Dore Schary, 

and “Notorious” by Alfred Hitchcock. 

As everyone living within five neon-light years 

of Shubert Alley must know by now, it was the 
Coe-Arthur Cantor stage production of “All the 
Way Home” that last week won the Pulitzer Prize’ 
for the year’s outstanding drama. The play had 
already made off with the New York Drama Crit- 
ics’ Award. 

iF WE MAY be permitted to bask in the 

glow of that triumph for only a moment, we'd 

like to note that three of the principals involved in 
putting on that splendid play cut their dramaturgi- 

‘ cal teeth (they’re the ones next to the bicuspids) 
in NBC television. | 

Tad Mosel, who adapted the play from James 
Agee’s fine novel, “A Death in the Family,” is one 
of a score of authors (also in the’ group: Paddy 

Chayefsky, Horton Foote, Robert Alan Aurthur 
and J. P. Miller) who scored their earliest TV 

] 
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“successes: under producer Coe’s. guidance at this 

network. 

And Arthur Penn, who difected Mosel’s 

award- -winning script, serv ed under Coe as early 

as 1953 in the NBC summer series, “Ist Person.’ ”. 

Fred himself came to the network 16 years ago 

asa production ; assistant and wént on to compile 

what still stands as the medium’ Ss greatest: record. 

-of achiev ement in the field of TV drama. 

No one is more familiar with that record than 

NBC’s Pr ograms and. Talent chief, David Levy, 

W hich may explain why Levy has been all smiles. 

(even on Monday mornings) since Coe sioned for 

the fall series. 

Mr. Selznick recently said this about the forth- 
coming shows: “Fred-Coe has long demonstrated 

himselftobe a producer of outstanding talent, taste. 
and show manship. I believe that all-those con- 

nected with the original versions of these subjects, 
including! «Mr. Hitchcock and Mr. Schary, could not 

have the new live productions i in better hands.” 

AS FOR COE, he admits being intrigued by 

the possibilities of the ventire,. for his romance 

with TV has. never really abated. T's Sa love that 

hasn’t prevented. him from taking an occasional, 

well-publicized poke at some of TV’s weaknesses 

(oh, we have one or two), but he does resent the 
tiresome picturization of TV as the all-encompass- 

ing « culprit that crushes.creative talent, 

“It’s too easy to make TV the whipping boy,” , 

is his own: feeling. “The fact is that er eativity does 

not get automatic approval i in any field—whether 

theareais the theatre, publishing, motion pictures, 

-music or any thing else. The off-beat writer, editor 

or pr ‘oducer has always had rough sledding, but 

he’s as well represented 1 in television as in any 

_other sphere.” 

As a man who's had a few. disappointments 

along the way (and who but the play-it-safe hack 

hasn’t?), Fred knows whereof he editorializes. 

Sure, his stage productions of “Two for the 

See Saw” and “The Miracle Worker” came up 

roses, but there was also a lovely mood-play-called 
“The Trip to Bountiful” which didn’t. 

IF’S ALSO HANDY io recall that the afore- 

mentioned “All the Way Home” had its closing 

notice posted the very night after its opening. Only 

persistence and faith kept it going; and even now, 

says I red, its chance for commercial success is by 

no means guaranteed. | 

‘Again, | the one movie Coe made (“Left- 

Handed Gun,” with Paul Newman) was good 
enough to win a Grand Prix at Brussels last year, 

but moyie-house owners here were spared the 

bother of putting on, extra help to handle the 

crowds at the box-office. _ 

“Somehow,” says Fred now, in a kidding-on- 

the-square way, “I have the feeling that if we’d 

‘made it in French; distributed i it abroad first, and 

then brought it back here with English titles for 

showing at the art houses, it might have done fine.” 
Be that as it may, Fred should have no serious 

problems with the dramatizations he'll be putting 

on for us come October. One thing is certain. We 

at the network will be backing him with everything 

we've ever learned about stag- 

ing drama for a living-room 

audience. Ard why not? After 

all, he’s the fellow who taught 

us so much of it in the first place. 
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DERBY FEVER | an ‘| BIOGRAPHY OF A ROOKIE 
With Cawood Ledford, Jim Walton With Mike Wallace, Willie Davis, 

-Kenny: Myers, others 
‘| Exec. Producer: David ‘Wolper © 

Producer: Chuck Hall 
60 Mins.; Thurs. (4), 9 p.m.. 
BROWN & WILLIAMSON Producer-Dir.:: Mel Stuart 
WHAS-TV, Louisville | Writer: Melvin Wald- 
WHAS-TV_ Sports: Department : 60° Mins.,: Mon., “May 4. 10 pam... 

. grabbed: the opportunity to air’ a. SCHAEFER « 
timely special,.. “Derby ‘Fever, "| WNEW-TY, N.Y. (lm) 
atmed at giving Kentuckiana view- | ‘. ¢BBDO, 
ers their closest look yet at_his- The tireless _perfecting - of the} 
toric Churchill Downs: and:the;skills of Los Angeles Dodgers 
87th running of the Kentucky. Der- | rookie center fielder’ Willie Davis 

“by. Annual in the “WHAS - Re-: ‘during his two-year route to the} 
- ports” ‘series, this. was a behind-: major leagues was depicted in this 
‘the-scenes preview on: videotape, | David Wolper production on. Met- 
with: cameras. spotted in the barn, 
area of the big racing. plant. - 

Cawood: Ledford, WHAS’ ‘sports | ra 
director, lost no time interviewing ; 17 
jockeys,. trairiers, and other per- 
sonnel. directly” concerned with 
“the horses. whe were set to par- 

ropolitan Broadcasting’ s- New York, 
outlet WNEW-TV. | 
Show was an excellent document 
every respect, but its most com- 

pelling factor was in. the candidly 
acquisitive and perceptive camera |. 
work of James: Wong Howe, top. 
Hollywood photog’ who had” an 
assistant director and director of 
photography eredit on the project. 

Catching intimate details of the 
exhaustive prepping for the ma- 

|jors,- Howe's lens traced Davis 
from triple-threat athletic prowess 

ticipate in) the: “Run for the 
Roses.” First out was Globemaster, 
and afi ‘interview with: trainer Tom |. 
‘Kelly. Ledford had some ready 
‘questions, “How. the owner - ac- 
quire the colt,” his prospects. in 
the Derby, ‘and the ‘like. 

Then followed closeup “shots. of 
.'. Crozier, Bass Clef, Sherluck; han- o by trainer ld Yo “and spring training this year at Vero 

‘to. be ridden by Eddie Arcaro.. 
Beach. With: the rookie from: -dis- 

‘Then came Four and . Twenty; ’ | Myers, testing a multitude of train- 
.Vanee Longden, trainer, | and ing theories that eventually paid 
whose daddy Johnny Longden Will | of in’ the starting lineup assign- 

-sbe val arses rough he big Face. ment this year. Along the way, 
the ew. ord. inter- Howe’s camera was able to por- 

‘viewed the trainers, were Flutter-| that developed between the boy. 
and the man: 
Restrained narrative was carried 

by Mike Wallace with first-person 
commentary by the principals, and 

itie setups involving 
_ teammates and manage- 

ground, beginning from the time 
the horse was foaled; his winning 

Sir tate we e225 of by an interview ° | ment, all of which were handled 
Sellers, rider of Carryback. |nicely’ within the mood: of the 

Playback via videotape of stake show, 
races, also the Florida Derby. |. There was an ‘added, ‘most ‘likely 
Keeneland: : ‘Lexington, .and|unconscious, dramatic factor pro- 
those races. won by horses shown, | vided ‘by the Dodger. spring train- 
such as The Oaks Prep, April 29; 

’ Derby Trial, May 2; Churchill. 
Downs: Handicap, May 4, followed 
up each interview, made. for 
mighty interesting viewing. An- 

other “behind. the scenes” shot,. 
- and one denied to. the general pub- 
_lic until tv came along, was the 
: drawing for. post. position. This is 
‘held in one of the rooms at 
Churchill. Downs. Names of the en- 
fries are drawn-from a leather re-. 
‘ceptacle, and the tenseness and 
excitement of that important: pro- 
cedure was. suspenseful and. grip- 
ping: ote 

Jim “:Walton’s. commercials for; 
the sponsor's product were ju-| === 
“diciously spaced, and ‘delivered on |}. 
location, in the backfield area of. 
the track. Outdoorsy effect seemed 
_to carry..an impact -not usually 
caught in studio tapings. Two CBS 
30-minute shows’ were ‘cancelled . 
‘to make way for “Derby Fever,”: 
plus for the station in the: public | 
interest. category. Wied. : 

IBM precision of shaping a club 

up via the workings of. the man- 

‘on hand to record every mistake 
during intra-squad ‘games. Has the 
slicknéss sapped some of the color 

dered what: Satchel Paige would 
have come to under cir- 
cumstances. 

Proceedings ‘were nicely ‘under- 

by Elmer’ ‘ WNEW-TV 
| will repeat “Rookie” Sunday (14) 
at. 9 Pm. Bi 

at 7 luncheon gala for the 
4961: American TV™ 

at Roosevelt High in L. A., through 
his. trial and success . at Dodger 

tray the deeply warm. friendship 

these. days was graphically pointed 

out of the game?. A viewer won- 

lined with. a pleasant ‘jazz: seore 
Bernstein. 

Commercials. 
= | Festival Thursday (4) in. the Grand | 

“| OSROW PRODUCTS INC. 
| WNTA-TV, Newark (tape) ~ 

\-ernistic paintings also generated 

ing :sequences.. The big business, | 

Ballroom of the Roosevelt, N. Y.,: 
ON OUR Own 

. With. Dave Moore... 
Producer: Car! Ruble | 
Director:. Clarence. Anderson. 
Writer: Jim Dooley 
30 Mins; Thars,. (4), $:30 p.m. 
‘TWIN CITY. FEDERAL SAVINGS. 
& LOAN. - 

WCCO-TV, Minneapolis (ape) . 
' Most people over 65 aren’t ready 
for. the discard heap. They’re on 
‘the go and; as this WCCO-TV docu-: 
mentary. indicated, they’re on their 
-own. Show was a-probing study of 
-problems of the aged, focusing on 
the senior citizen program. set up 

-- {they should be serving tv dinners. 

But Madison ‘Ave.’s answer. to 
Cannes (whose Film Festival was 
coincidental. that day) was a big 

a plate tab, and the 600 industry- 

in numerous product, production 
and special. ‘categories. Reeves 
Sound Studios fed the film and vid- 
tape. via closed citcuit to several 
set monitors scattered. among the 
luncheon tables. - 

by residents of Sibley: county, 60 |- 
miles. southwest of Minneapolis. 
With 10% of. the U.S: population 
today over 65, subject of the aged 

‘4s of widespread interest; program 
was especially: timely with May. 
being National. Senior Citizens | 
month. - 

‘While much of the telecast. was 
-devoted..to oldsters’ leisure time 

_ activities . and “after 60°° hobby 
‘shows, attention was also giver to 
health needs and housing. .prob- 
lems of. senior. citizens. -All of this 
was. ‘treated seriously and search- 
ingly, but.there were a few broad. 
smiles for viewers. in performance 
of a brass band. made up of elderly 
horn tooters and an interview with 
a lady octogenarian, soon to be 
released from a hospital and look- 
ing -:forward to playing bingo at. 
“home. and “watching rassling” on: 
“tv: 

‘weco newscaster Dave Moore 
did. his usual smooth job of nar- 
rating the show. Documentary was 
a bit dragsy in spots with several 
of the interviews running overtime. 
‘But camera work was. first-rate, |- 
particularly when it concentrated. 
on closeup. expressions of. the ald 
timer Ss. Rees, 

la quipster remarked that maybe 

enough event for the hotel’s $7.50 

ites attending put the food away: 
| between, not during, viewing takes 
of “winning - and runner-up blurbs 

‘The plentiful: reel ‘of. winners and. 
also-rans {selected from more than | Mix 
1,300 entries by a judging panel of 
$0 ad men) reflected thorough 

fair creatively. 
|technical competence while seoring 

But in a competition as commer- 
cial as commercials, there are miti- 
gating factors in the defense of 
‘the ‘selection of the artless, espe- 
cially with the boundaries of prod- 
uct categories which pit soaps 
against soaps and. beers. against 
‘beers. It would be easy to come 
up with a string of exciting gaso- 
line blurbs.. It's virtually impossi- | 
ble to dredge up a single tasteful | 
minute in the aspirin ‘melee. 

Otherwise,- there was. significant 
use of. the European _ theatrical 
technique of abstract visuals 
‘backed. by brilliant. musical’ scor- 
ing. There was a lot of humor. 
There was-a_ depressing quantity 
of voice-over molasses from femme 
narrators’ on household - product 
pitches to women: There was some 
location shooting that had genuine 
‘excitement, . 

-To cite ‘a. few ‘of the cited, Delco- 
Remy. via Campbell-Ewald agency 
with Arco: ‘producing, had the stand- 
{out .blurb: in. the European style, 

‘WCD Productions). 

«| Producer: Barry 
Director: Don ‘Horan 

business and. 

is strongly reminiscent of the vet 

Sample queries: 

‘ally showcases some youthful tal- 
‘ent. For the preem two girls and: 
‘two boys did a so-so Irish horn- 

‘quality of NTA’s recording. Sound 
agement, with even a “statistician” frequently wavered and the Pic- 

Evidently it’s felt that this is the 

sis of the initialer, however, “Kid- 

|for a , toymaker or breakfast 
-| cereal. ° 

automotive. category, 

| 

VARIETY 
KIDDING AROUND 
With . Jack -Barry, host; guests 

30 Mins., ‘Sat.,.7. p.m. 

_ (Gamut Advertising) 
Jack. Barry, 

owner of NBC-TV’s defunct quizz- 
‘er, “Twenty-One,” -returned to 
video © Saturday (6) as- ‘producer- 

‘host of. a. ‘half-hour interview and. 

variety” show. with children. 

Tagged. “Kidding Around,” it was | 

taped. in NTA’s: studios and 
preemed via WNTA-TV, Newark. 

‘After an announcer’s. ‘borrowed. 

intro, “ . . . and now, heye’s 

Jack! Barry said matter of factly 
-that he was glad.to be back. Dur- 
ing his two and a half years off the 
air he was in. the artificial flower 

“took an airplane 
trip” with his two boys.. ‘. 

“Kidding: Aroind,”. which Jack’ 
Barry ‘Productions. will syndicate, 

emceéee’s yesteryear “Juvenile 

Jury.” 

culated to ‘produce “cute” answers. 
“If you could 

choose where you could go in the 
world where would you go? Would 
‘you ‘change places with Caroline 
Kennedy? 
-Moppets’ reactions to two mod- 

some amusement. Format addition- 

pipe while an eight-year-old girl 
composer played and sang her own 
tunes. 

Throughout it all Barry plied the 
questions and shepherded his 
charges with. a polish that attested 

was scarcely matched by. the poor 

ture often was faulty. 

Picking 
WNTA-TY outing ts:Osrow Prod- 
‘uets Inc. on behalf of its.“‘dial-a- 
matic” car and window ‘washer. 

type show which will reach poten- 
tial users of its gadget. On the ba- 

ding Around” seems more. suitable 

Gil, 

a ‘two-minute elip ‘using visual im- 
pressions. backed, by plush scoring. 

Corvair, ‘via the same agency 
‘with American Films, St. Louis, 
producing, had the best in the 

compact car in a swerving, leaping 
test grind’ on a# desert location. 
Jax Beer (Doherty, Clifford, 

Steers & Shenfield and Pelican 
Films). had“ the. best in beers & 
wines category and the humor 
highlight (a. Special citation for en- 
tertainment) with Mike Nichols 
and Elaine May voicing an ani- 
mated kangaroo routine. 
Duncan Hines division of . Proe- 

ter &.Gamble (Gardner agency and 
Wilding) took the cake mix laurels 
with. an effective early American 
setting for its Early American Cake 

(the less. effective, however, 
via the molasses voice-over). 

Esso Oil Heat (MacLaren, To- 
ronto, and Elektra, New. York): took 
the consumer service award with 
a striking animated narrative based 
on an impressionistic (in the ‘draw- 
ing) cat: going.to_ bed. 

Ban deodorant'’s bold and imag- 
inative approach (for the category) 
took the cosmetics & toiletries first 
(Ogilvey, Benson & Mather, via 

Leonard Bernstein score, “West 
Side Story,” -behind clips of New 

| York's. bussle. 
Texaco’s w. k. “girl on the try- 

cicle’ copped the gasolines and 
lubricants award (Cunningham &|! 
Walsh and Craven). but Shamrock} 
Oil & Gas of Amarillo, Texas (Mc-!} 
Cormick agency; same city, and 
American: Films; St. Louis) - was; 
runner-up with ‘One Drop—Jazz.” 
The regional gas companies have 
been big on the creative scene ever! 
since Speedway of Detroit gave ace | 

'at its Washington conference. June 

| “Additional TV Reviews 
On Page 43 

emcee’ and part |’ : 

_ Radio Just Like 
THE JOKE AND THE VALLEY 
(Hallmark Hall of Fame) 
With Dean Stockwell, Thomas Mit- 

chell, Keenan ‘Wynn, 
Collins, Logan Ramsey, Mildred | 
Trarer, Frank Tweddell, June 
Prud’homme, Walter Neal, 

TELEVISION REVIEWS 

-/TV's Bangup Job on Shepard & Shot; 
- 89 

the Good Old Days 
He'll probably turn it down, 

but wanna bet USN Comdr. Alan B. 
Shepard Jr. gets offered a movie 
contract? If anyone in America 
didn’t know who he was before last 

‘Friday (5), which seems unlikely 
‘in light of two years of press 
coverage, they sure know who the 
clean-faced New Englander is to- 
day. That's in great measure due to 
the intensity of the coverage the 
astronaut received from tv, with 
an exciting assist from radio. In- 
deed, the amount of time devoted 
to the feat of shooting a human 
being 115 miles into space and to 

Leora Thatcher 
Producer-Director: George Behi>- 

fer 
Writer: Jerry McNeeley 
90 Mins.; Friday (5), 8:30 p.m. 
HALLMARK CARDS 
NBC-TV, from .N. Y. (color) 

A panel of precocious kids 
again is on hand and Barry again’ 

| draws ’em out with questions cal- 

up ‘the tab. on this! 

capturing the. 

(Foote, Cone & Belding) 
“The Joke and The Valley,” one 

of the prize-winning scripts in a| 
Hallmark-sponsored contest, had! 
an arresting story peg, but fell 
considerably short of its ambitions. 
The macabre yarn uf a practical 
joke that backfires into a murder 
was contrived as 2 probe into the 
meaning and practice of justice but 
logically, it was full of holes and 
dramatically, it was full of talk. 
However, a topnotch cast in an ex- 
cellent production gave some im- 
pact to the stanza. 
The story concerned the attempt 

by Dean Stockwell, as a young way- 
faring stranger, to correct the: in- 
formal legal machinery in an iso- 
lated western community. ,When 
he first wanders into the town, he 
stumbles over a dead man only to 
find the natives unconcerned over 
the murder of the local hoodlum. 
In complicity-with the town’s lead- 
ing ‘eitizen, Thomas Mitchell, 
Stockwell confesses to killing 
Mitchell and then finds himself in 
a real jam when the sheriff, played 
by Keenan Wynn, announces that 
Mitchell is in fact dead. 
A quick trial leads to 2 hanging 

verdict and Wynn sadistically tor- 
ments Stockwell right up to the 
point where the noose is tightened 
around his neck. Wynn then dis- 
closes to the youngster that he 
was the butt of a counter-practical |. 
joke. Mitchell is not really dead 
at all. Overwhelmed by the cruelty 
of the joke, Stockwell stabs and 
kills the sheriff in earnest and 
ultimately gets hanged threugh 
the very ‘logic of a. justice which 
he urged on the townspeople. An 
unintended irony of the play is 

(Continued on page 63) 

The Best Of The Blurbs 
animator Jobn Hubley some room 
to work a few years back. . 
P&G's Prell (Benton & Bowles 

via Transfilm-Caravel) won the 
hair -preparations with e blurb 
titled “Fur,” and it shoud have won 
a special citation for sexiest. It did 
win a special citation for cinema- 
tography. 

‘Chun King’s elevator sequence 
(BBDO, Minneapolis, and Stan Fre- 
berg Ltd.) topped the packsged 
foods, but runner-up, “Farmer and 
Wife,” (Doyle, Dane, Bernbach via 
TV Graphics), was a soft-sell, docu- | 
mentary approach. that had the 
clear distinction of forthright, sans 
syrup, approach to the housewife 
audience. 

Puss N’ Boots cat food division 

the human being himself may have 
only been exceeded by the time 
‘and attention given the most recent 
President on tv and radio. 

Because Shepard was launched 
in his Mercury 7 capsule at 10:34 
on May 5, many workmen had to 
listen to him on radio, and the 
queve-ups around the old fashion- 
ed squawk box in the office or 
plant and the sounds therein were 
reminiscent of the dead days when 
half the neighborhood was present 
to hear the U.S. explode an atom 
bomb at the Nevada 
grounds or for the reports of the 
D-Day landings. Shepard, his feat, 
and that of the Nationa! Space 
Agency were big news—and they 
were handled accordingly by 
broadcasters. 

With NBC behind the pool cam- 
eras at Cape Canaveral—and each 
of the networks (plus several indie 
outlets) having its own correspond- 
ents on the spot, the manshoot had 
plenty of electronic coverage. The 
followups, marred only by the loss 
of film taken when Shepard was 
fished out of the hriney, were 
seemingly exhaustive: All three tv 
networks ran spectals that Friday 
night. first ABC-TV at 7:30, then 
NBC-TV at 8 (a Gulf-sponsored 
special) and CBS-TV at 10:30 )as 
one of the “Eyewitness to 
series). 

Using the same basic shots of the 
countdown, the liftoff, the early 
stages of flight and, later, his pick 
up by an aircraft carrier and his 
return to some Hteral earth at 
Grand Bahama Island, all the net- 
works managed, interestingly, to 
convey a different approach to the 
hews in their Friday night specials. 
With ABC, it was a personal angle 
—not that the other two ignored it, 
but ABC played it big, what with 
shots of Alan B., his wife, his 
mother and father, his townfolk 
and so on. By editing differently 
—and, essentially, by exercising a 
more cosmic approach to the news 
at hand, NBC got a more forward- 
thinking study, less of the man 
than the feat itself. CBS, possibly 
because it gave itself more time 
to edit the. film footage of the 
morning’s event, got the most or- 
ganized half-hour of the three tv 
nets, something, since it was closest 
to being a complete and Hteral sur- 

ivey of the Shepard flight) that 
might help future historians. 
These differenceg existed only in 
shades, but exist they did. 

Still on the same three programs, 
it should be noted that Frank Mc 
Gee, as moderator for NBC-TYV, 
was the superior “player” of the 
night. He’s got the polish and tha 
knowhow. CBS’ Walter Cronkite 
was also fine; and, save for his 
inability to properly enunciate 

Blurb used aj; that smokes itself up. 

| Dallas, Chicago, and pther U. S. 

some of the things he had to 
enunciate, Bill Shadel served neat- 
ly for ABC. He got thoroughly 
competent assist from a new star 
in ABC News—science editor Jules 
Bergman. 

Mutual, on Friday also, recapped 
‘nicely the United States achieve- 

the. Canadian market. ment in space on its program 
Standout among technique :“World Today,” which, Incidentally, 

awards was Lucky Strike {(BBDO! often does exceptional work with 
and Pintoff Productions) for ani-|regard to up-to-the-minute news 
mation design with the cigaret face | stories. 

But for ali the many feats of 
Special citations went to Barbara ‘radio and tv, the feat and, as im- 

of Quaker Oats (Spitzer, Mills & 
Bates, Montreal, and Elektra, New 
York) was runner-up in pet foods, 
but had the best punchline among 
the humor-animated selec.ions with 
the man who was actually a cat 
in disguise on his way to a mgs- 
querade. It was cited as best in 

| Britton as the year’s. best blurb‘portant. the character and person- 
spokeswoman, and Danny Thomas; ality of space man Shepard re- 
as best spokesman. ‘mained in the foreground. He 

-Fest director Wallace Ross, who':seems to possess all the char- 
‘would like to line up an industry jacteristi ics of the finest of individ- 
group for future events, will get'uals—charm, courage, intelligence, 
‘a good run out of the selections. wit and modesty, and these he 
TV Code Board is showing them] demonstrated twice on Monday (8) 

: this week at the NAB vonvention|with the help of the broadcast 
in. Washington. West Coast winners | media. The first time was during 
will be shown in Los Angeles May !his arrival in Washington, joined 
23. Advertising Federation of{by his pretty wife, when he made 
America will screen them May 30/a slight but direct speech of ap- 

preciation at the airport. 
All in all. it was a great few 

days for broadcasting; they had 
! and Canadian cities are being lined| good cameramen, good reporters 
up for later this year. Bill. “and a great story. Art 

‘dates are ‘being scheduled for 
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response...and 
When the television screen lights up the. 

faces of the nation’s viewers at the start of 
each new season the big question facing the 

network broadcaster is: how will they re- 
spond? This is the moment of truth, for the 
measure of their response is the measure 
of how effectively the broadcaster has dis- 

- charged his responsibility to the varied 
needs and interests of his vast audience. By 
this measure, one network stands out at 
season’s end. It has provided viewers with 
the kind of entertainment they like best. 
And it has done so by presenting programs 
of the highest quality in the most evenly 
balanced schedule in all broadcasting. 
Its superb comedy and variety have filled 

- thenation’s homes with laughter and delight. 
‘Its dramas, mysteries, and westerns have 
captivated millions week in and week out. 
Its presentations of great music through 
the New York Philharmonic symphony 
orchestra have enriched the lives of young 
and old. Its distinguished public affairs pro- 

- grams have won both the acclaim of critics 
and the industry’s major awards. Through 
such programs as The Twentieth Century, 
Eyewitness to History, Face the Nation, The 

Great Challenge, and CBS Reports, it has 
— illuminated the forces and personalities that 
_ Shape our times and foreshadow our future. 

CBS TELEVISION NETWORK® 
Aadience data: Nationwide Nielsen reports, Oct 1960—I April 1961, AA basis; evening, 6-11 pmy 

. daytime, Monday-Friday, 7 am-6pm; Advertising expenditures: Leading National Advertusers, 1960, 
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Starting June 12th at 
11:15pm WBC presents 

PM EAST 
originating in 

New York City stars 

MIKE WALLAGE 
with Joyce Davidson 

PM EAST is 60 minutes of New York City-originated live-tape TV; 
concentrating on the enduring excitement of PEOPLE (in and out 
of the studio!); probing everything that is entertaining and 
absorbing in the nation's biggest city. PM EAST is limited to 4 
Commercial Showcases (60-10-60 seconds each). 

PM WEST is an additional 30 minutes of live-tape TV, originating 
in San Francisco; tapping the great entertainment resources of 
the Wesi from jazz spots to coffee houses; capturing the essence 

and vitality of a people who enjoy a unique way of life. PM WEST 

ad md ey 
originating in 
San Francisco 
features 

Terrence O'Flaherty 

Is limited to 2 Commercial Showcases (60-10- 60 seconds each), | 

PM EAST & WEST are the newest sights in the night. Carried for 
a full 90 minutes, five nights a week by the WBC-TV stations and 
others. For full information and special preview screening, 

contact your TvAR representative. 

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC. ©O@g®@ 
_WBZ,WBZ-TV, Boston + WJ2-TY, Baltimore « KDKA, KDKA-TY, Pittsburgh « KYW, KYW-TV 
“Clevelané » WOWO, Fort Wayne « WIND, Chicago + KEX, Portland, Ore. © KPIX, San Francisco 

Represented by. Television Advertising Representatives, Inc. 
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‘elevision Reviews 
may DAY PARADES FROM THE 
SOVIET UNION . 

With Richard Dimbleby 
155 Mins., Mon., 7:25 a.m, 
‘BBC-TV, from London . 
‘Most important aspect of this 

-marathon outside broadeast. was 
that it happened at- all.. A fort- 

-, night previous, the. Gagarin. recep- 
‘tion in -Moscow had. been relayed 
direct by BBC-TV. This was the 

‘gecond result of the liaison struck. 
by Peter Dimmock, head of BBC-. 
TV Outside Broadcasts, with . the 
U.S.S.R., and.the pictures came via 
Finland ‘and the Eurovision. link.. 
Twenty-one cameras were’. de- 
loyed to survey the. event, and 

Pichard ‘Dimbleby, BBC's star .in- 
terviewer for the ‘big - occasions, 
was planed over to comment, un- 

| pert’s finances by getting him to 

' 
| 

ucts for a fee. Upshot was a ball, 

Stayed. away and =the: ncess’s 

they were the. bigwigs. This: led to 
such predictable gags as a real 
Duke being confronted with the 

but little more. - 
- In fact, on -this showing, the se- 
ries lacks a sharp point, with 
wouldbe farce taking the place of 
wit. Morley himself provided most 

the. 
when he wasn’t around. Hardy 

‘with background stuff. 

-- . The pictures’ . came’. through | 
. --gtrong and clears ‘except for a-two-: 

minute technical. hitch early on in 
‘the proceedings. In fact, the visual “achieve the souffle touch. Otta. 

clarity was up to the standard now | . 
taken for granted in any: European | THE DORA “BRYAN SHOW 

- hook-up. Whilst waiting for the; 
parade, the scene in-. Leningrad 
and Kiev was covered,-and film of 

‘Lenin, the war, and other. apposite 
events were fed: in. 

The parade was impressive, 
Kicking off with a display of mili- 
tary might that. drenched Red 
Square in: dust.. Immaculately 
drilied,. Red. soldiers. _goose-stepped 
past, followed by tanks, outsize 
guns, and rockets. This was the: 
highspot of the show,: and the rest 
‘Was necessarilv -a. lengthy anti- 
climax, although the sporting.clubs 
_made striking patterns and: there 

_ Were. such strange moments as 
‘children issuing from a space-ship 
and rushing wu to: the Soviet big- 
wigs with flowers.. | 

‘  -Shots .of | said. bigwigs : came 
through: well: and often. ' Khrush- 
chev was flanked by spaceman 

* Gagarin, and other members of the | 
‘Red Government, Vera Furtseva, 
Mikoyan, and Malinowky,, were 
clearly seen, doing. their duty by. 
waving. There was an effusive: 
greeting for an Oriental gentle-. 
man, eventually identified as the 
Chinese Ambassador. As the pro- 
gram wore on, interest: flagged. 
‘The desultory ambling of the Mos- 
ow citizens. bearing lilacs, wasn’t 
exactly -exciting, but Dimbleby's. 
superb commentary ‘filled in. skil-. 
fully. 

In addition to the technical. tri-. 
‘amph, it was a” decided - ‘click. for 
Dimbleby.. He « carefully | distin- 
guished between ‘description. and |: 
propaganda, and: maintained . an 
:aptly-phrased objectivity through- 
out. Occasionally, he didn’t seem 
sufficiently filled in with: data, and. 
‘some of his facts needed ‘amplifica- 
tion. But, given the difficulties of 
the job and the nieely-balanced ap- 
proach required, no one could have 
surpassed him. - 

‘One minor lesson of this historic 
relay. was. that. it was possible to 
cover _a.Soviet fest without having. 
ft turned into a propaganda exer- 
cise. At least, the-surface was there. 
for all to see, and viewers could. 

zip and: pace. ; 
draw their own ou ‘| -The-show’s script had more in- 

-| vention in the plotting than in the 
| dialog, but,- given the sterecotyped 

IF THE CROWN FIT g ees ‘| format, this initialer Pleased with- 
With Robert Morley, Robert Hardy, | out raising the roof::  Otta. 
Deir Caldicot. Tracy Reed, 

a ole, Tony Sympson, Peter 

Bal Erk Guy, chad Wat | FHE_MAN YOHO MADE, EmRES r, Tomm , A. 
wore pramy Godfrey, J A.J. Brown) Ott Brian: Wilde, Lewis Wilson, 
Director: Alan Tarrant 
30 Mins., Sat., 9:30 p.m. 
‘Assoc fated. TeleVision, from. Lon- 

on. 
_ .This half-hour skein ‘seemed. to 
have a couple of objectives: First, 
to harness the bulky comic ‘talent 
of. Robert Morley, and then to. 
raise yocks at the expense of Ruri- 
tanian goings-on. . This. initialler 
didn’t exactly hold out much. con-: 
fidence for the future:.. The. script 
-was the work of Morley, with no 
less. than four associates, and it 
‘was thus no surprise that he 
grabbed the best dialog. 

Idea revolves around King Ru- 
rt of Grabnia (Morley), trying to 

eep. up. royal appearances on a 
Kren exchequer. -A public. rela- 
tions - Tan called | Fred (Robert. 
Hardy) came out to investigate the 
extent of republican mutterings 
amongst: the populace, mistook the | 
king for a commoner and asked 

Reed was a charmiess Princess, 

- man, Audrey : Noble, : 
Boutall, Ernest Hare, Noel Cole- 
man, Rosamund. Greenwood, 

. Catherine‘ Lancaster 
| Writers: James Kelly, Peter Miller 
.Director:. Philip Jones 
30 Mins.; Sun., 3:50 p.m. - 
ABC-TV, from. Manchester... 
_ Dora Bryan,. whose . dizzy -spe- 
_cialty. has for long been a highspot. 
of legit revue, stars in this do- 

a strong resemblance to every 
ether domestic -.comedy skein. 

professional man who tries to puz-| 
zle out her ‘caprices -with.a long- 
suffering. Jook:. 

In this opener, she thought it! 
timely that she should have a: 
maid, so she imitated the- symp- | 
toms of anaemia, blackening “her 
eyes, whitening her gums, and 

| showing every sign. of- not being! 
able to move faster than a snail. 
This’ roused. some reasonable fun, : 
and was followed by-a farcical din- | 
ner-party. Dora . promised 

ian maid would fix -her up a meal 
-for important’ guests. In ‘the: miean- 
time, the maid ‘left,. and Dora's 
husband Had invited.a couple back 
for dinner. This resulted:in Dora 
hurtling from house to house with 
‘Spaghetti and meat-balls, trying to. 
satisfy’ all comers. - This made a 

tine situation. 

‘well. As -yet,:she lacks the warmth 
to give -the ‘character: the human 
touch;. she. was. ‘frequently. and im- 
probably grotesque. But her -indi- 
vidual vocal mannerisms. helped 
out, and she should ensure a 
“Steady” following for the series ‘as 
it..gets under -way. Pete Murray 

| partnered: competently, but. hadn’t 

tablish anything, Other regulars in 
‘the skein, Audrey Noble. and Bry- 

. talie. Kent, Anthony Sagar, Paul- 
. ine Knight, Kenneth .Mackin- 

tosh, Pauline Petrie, Peter Col- 
lingwood, Endre Muller 

Producer: Terence. Dudley 
Writer: Michael Gilbert © 
30 Mins., Sat.,.7:15 p.m. 
BBC-TV, from” London 
‘Room . -13, 

skein ‘of ‘two-part thrillers,: is. the 

‘undercover network. Says the su- 
perintendent in charge of the out- 
fit: “I’ve got men and women. all 

‘open. They' re regular. policemen, 
but. they’ve hever been in uniform. 
-If. they. have to: give evidence — 
well, ‘that’s the. end of their use- 
‘fulness and they. come back into 

‘have been lying low for years.” . 
As’ a’ kick-off,,“The Man: Who 

Made Fires”: was a ‘bit. of. a slow- 
him to help out: in the poll. This: burn. The Plot. about a flare-up of! 

led. to a mildly funny contretemps, 
and then to an attempt to help. Ru- 

Tend. his name to commercial rod- 
P jas a chunky, little, middle-aged 

at which all. the. invited royalties. 

friends donned masks to pretend. 

fake one and bristling: accordingly, 
‘+in the weaving of. this seemingly 

of the meagre entertainment, but. 
segment sagged. miserably. 

overplayed .the histrionics in. his: 
seen, from a Red Square vantage-| bit, and Peter Bull and Erik Chitty 
point. He was helped out by Rus-! | merely registered | themselves. -as. 
sian Boris Belitsky, who chimed in ‘comic court officials, with. presum-_ 

ably more to do ‘later on:. Tracy. 

and other support ‘was adequate..- 
{Alan Tarrant directed, but couldn't | 

With. Pete Murray, ‘ Bryan Cole-. 
‘Kathleen 

ree a 

mestic-comedy skein which bears |. 

She’s the scatterbrained wife of - ‘at 

‘fast and hilarious climax to a rou-; 

Miss Bryan worked hard and{ 

enough.share of the script toe es- 

an Coleman, _were. pleasing, and. 
the’ direction of Philip Jones. had 

Steve. ‘Plytas, Hana Pravda, Na-|- 

-aecording to this 

nerve centre of..Scotland Yard's 

over -London. keeping -their eyes. 

‘the Force. But the best. of them | 
| Scottish soldier, a . lifeboatman, 

fires that looked more ‘like arson 
than accident, did not spark eas- 
fly. Interest brightened, however. 
‘when the fire-raiser. was revealed 

‘German. refugee chemist, living 
quietly. over ‘his back-street -Shop 
‘with. his adored small daughter 
‘and a warried wife who. knew her 
Kusband was up to some shady 
shenanigan, but was not sure what. 
There was a stitch of Hitchcock 

prosaic couple’s background of 
dullness. with customers chatting 
over the counter about their ail- 
ments and the chemist planning 
his next fire between sales of corn- 
plasters and cough-cure. 
The two-part technique enabled 

‘scripter Michael Gilbert, a lawyer 
who does most of his thriller-writ- 
ing while eommuting by train be- 
‘tween his Kent home and his Lon- 
‘don office, to give his- characters a 
fuller. build-up than is: possible in 
the: ‘usual half-hour .tv thriller. 

‘ing instead of the. rubber-stamp. 
charactérization which is all this 
type of ty. meller usually allows, 
-and they took them.. 

There. was not much in the’ way 
of a standout performance’ from 
‘anybody else,. but Endre Muller 
‘was Suitably. chilling as a late-night 

‘}-visitor who. tried: to persuade the 
Teluctant Plytas.to start just one 
more fire for oldtime’s sake and 
the delight-.of a grateful client will- 
ing to. pay well for the privilege of 
collecting the -insurarice money. 

Sometimes (perhaps. deliberate- 
ly! confusing, Terence’ Dudley’s 
production carefully . built up an 
atmosphere of mounting menace 
and the climax. of part one—with 
‘the chemist killing an intruder in 
his. laboratory—left the required 

; compulsive urge to. tune-in. next 
week. Nash. 

[LOOK 
With Peter Scott. 

! Producer: -Eileen. Molony. 
130 Mins., Fri., 8:50 p.m. 
i BBC-TV, from London 

| Bryan Sears produced unobtru- . °f adventure. 
‘As the chemist. and his wife, 

Steve ‘Plytas and Hana Pravda had 
| subtle opportunities for real act- 

tablished a personality. Anne ,ders, waliets, spectacles, and ties 
Shelton hosted - comfortably, al-: made a fine visual. 
though her linking spiel was: Three local thrushes, the Hon- 
clogged with platitude. She ren- eys, just about passed with a so-so 
dered “Never on Sunday,” which singing act. Likely lookers, their 
didn’t suit her, and “Try a Little | vocal blend was agreeable, but the 
Tenderness,” which did. Jazzman'finger-snapping and stepping that 
Johnny Dankworth wielded his went with it were oldhat. 
alto in “Africa Waltz,” which had | Crazy comedy from the Nevel- 
little to do with jazz, and Max ites ushered the show out. if 
Jaffa’s sweet violin squeezed the: they'd taken more trouble to angli- 
molasses out of “Intermezzo.” Or-‘cize their act—Edgar Bergen 
dinary close-harmony came from means even less than Drew Pear- 
the Avons and the Foursome, and -son over here—they’d have scored 
the orchestral backing from Harry ; more freely. As it was, their in- 
Rabinowitz’s outfit was okay. consequential line raised a fair 

sion. °phrowing the: ‘alm on vo a! a 'thudded, there was always another 

1 studio. backdrop was a good idea, j following close behind. 
and a whiter background might: Emcee Billy Raymond hosted 
give better definition. The pace ‘amiably, helped by the homely 
was languid, and it might give the | Scots accent. Peter Knight's band 

show. a lift to include the odd;Provided able backing, and the 
-“name” in the interviews, for sol- show was fluently directed by 
diers and airport girls, however;Mark Stuart, who might have 
worthy, don’t exactly ‘stimulate. lshown a little more of the spirit 

, tta 

sively, and tke parlor personality 
of Miss Shelton seemed fine for 
this sort of thing. Otta. 

Panorama 
On the evening of their relay of 

terlude was mainly effect 

‘| ludes. 

MODERN JAZZ AT THE BLUE- 
NOTE 

‘With J. J. Johnson. Kenny Clarke, 
-Lou- Bennet, Jimmy Gourley. 
Eddie Vartan’s Jazz Preachers 
(5) 

Producer: J. C. Averty 
Director: Raymond Mouly 

| 30 -Mins., Sat. 11:15 p.m. 
Radiodiffusion - Television Fran-: 

caise from Paris 

The one channel, gtate-subsi- 

dized, video setup here has only 

recently begun opening up to jazz. 

This segment was aired from the 

Moscow’s May Day Parade, BBC- 
TV’s outstanding commentary pro- 
gram, “Panorama,” presented a 
pre-filmed and uncensored report 
from the Red capital. It was 
Jaunched by anchorman Richard 
Dimbleby introducing an abbrevi- 
ated version of the morning's 
parade. and was followed by film 
taken by the unit earlier. 

It made a stimulating roundup 
of life in the capital. Dimbleby 
took cameras on a sightseeing tour 
of the Kremlin, with its display of 
Czarist treasures, mementos of 
Ivan the Terrible, Peter the Great, 
and other notables. Robin Day 
quizzed a clutch of students at 

Blue Note nitery run by Yank | Moscow University, and was some- 
Ben Benjamin, which snares visit- 
ing Yank jazzsters and features lo- 
cal purveyors of the hot licks. In} 

te with | 
J. J. Johnson's feeling jazz inter- 

The French group of Ed- 
die Vartan was mainly derivative 
and only passable. 

Johnson got good backing from 
Lou Bennet's jazz organ, Jimmy 

“This filmed skein, which takes | Gourley’s guitar and Kenny Clarke 

schedules with a firstrate visual 
feast. Emcee, Peter Scott, has 
chosen highspot extracts from the. 
bird films of Walter Higham, a 
patient and successful photog- 
rapher in this field. ‘Material in- 

| Norfolk bitterns. 

Europe, and the program. really : 
took fire with a sequence of storks 
in ‘Hungary and came to a breath- 
taking climax with some memor- 
able film’ of flamingoes in the | 
South-East corner. of France. 

quired, and described the colors 
that couldn’t be seen. .He was oc- 
casionally inclined. ‘towards the 
‘corny cliche, but the subject 
scarcely - needed it. 
program must have intrigued those 
‘to whom nature: is usually a dirty 
word. 
fluently, © 

ASK ANNE 
With Anne Shelton, Max Jaffa, 

Johnny Dankworth, the Avons, 
’ the Foursome, Patrick Feeny 
Producer: Bryan Sears — 
45 Mins.,Sun., 9:15 p.m. 
BBC-TY, from Fondon 

- Among .the “longest.- running 
broadcasting show have been the 
disk-request programs. They in- 
-volve the. customers, and their 
choice of:tune is usually safe. Al- 
though the: commercial web has 

Otta. . 

‘musical choices, “Ask Anne”.is the 
first sortie by BBC-TV. in this di- 
‘rection. Once a certain awkward- 
“ness of presentation is smoothed 
_away,.-it: promises well via. this 
showing. 
Idea is that a film unit and in- 

terviewer. . Patrick Feeny go 
‘around quizzing men-in-the-street 
‘about their jobs and asking for a 
tune as a pay-off. The film. is pro- 
jected in. the studio, and hostess 
Anne Shelton carries out the re- 
quest, 
Feeny corralled an airport girl, a 

amongst others, and chatted to 
them: amiably ‘about: their jobs.. 
This didn’t elicit much, but it es- 

cluded intimate glimpses of a |. 
cuckoo in a. pipit’s nest, a look-see | {lt 
‘at a golden eagle settled in the} 
‘Scottish. highlands, and a call on. 

But Higham had also filmed in: | 

-In fact, the i 

Eileen . ‘Molony produced 4 

had a throw at canvassing viewers’ 

‘with help from guests. 

the | nature’as its beat, returned to the | on ‘drums. Raymond Mouly was an 
next-door neighbor. that the Ital-j | okay emcee and some of the cam- 

terawork effectively underlined the 
.jazz moods. Mosk. 

The Variety Show 

Chief viewer-baic of this sample ° 
of “The Variety Show” from - 

|| Granada TV (3) was the appear- | 

| ance of. Dennis. Day, acolyte of. 
; Jack Benny in‘his U. S. tv show. 

‘On his own, Day was a pretty light- 

Peter Scott-touched in the little |Weight performer. He opened up! 
added information that -was re-: with a spiritual, “Sinner Man,” de- 

| livered. with gusto but requiring 

ipipes with more punch. Then he 

dipped into the gag-book and 

didn’t find many novelties- His 
manner was disarming, but the ma- 
| terial sagged. 

offs of tv commercials from such 

places as Cuba and Tokyo. These 
involved much changing of hats, 
which tended to remove the atten- 
tion fromthe dialog. It was cer- 
tainly a mistake to guy Castro, not 
only because the mimicry - dis- 
played a plentiful lack of wit, but 
also because the witchdoctor view 
of the Cuban boss isn’t as wide- 
spread in these parts as in the 
States. In fact, Day made only 
moderate ‘impact, and the yocks 
were more sympathetic than felt. 
Another American import, this 

one on a return visit, was Ruth 
Olay,.a suave nightingale who lin- 
gered effectively over “My Man” 
and then belted surprisingly into 
an uptempo. She made up for lack 
of bite in the voice by pleasing 
phrasing and slick presentation: 

Les Asthon, from France, head- 
ed.the show in the right direction 
with sorhe ingenious acrobatics. 
‘Highspot was one standing on the 
other’s bare head by Jumping there 
from the pit of They 
tried it twice, and achieved It once. 
The pickpocket act of Vie Perry, 
aided by a couple of volunteers 
from .the studio audience and a 
fast line of patter, clicked solidly; 
his .dextrous removal ef suspen- 

'.He climaxed the act with take- 

ee too ferocious to get results. 
For example, it was only to be ex- 
pected that probes about the ban- 
ning of “Dr. Zhivago” wouldn't 
Bet “him very far, for presumably 
even students know how far they 
can go. He discovered, expected- 
ly, that the Communist Daily 
Worker was considered the most 
reliable , British mnewssheet, but, 
unexpectedly, that such British 
authors as Iris Murdoch were 
widely studied. There was a mo- 
ment of sympathy for a youngster 
ploughine through Walter Scott 
for his thesis. 

Ludovic Kennedy took up the 
. questioning with a British girl be- 

ii: ing trained for the ballet at the 
i Bolshoi. She claimed that Rus- 
sian male dancers were more man- 
ly—“British ones are like women’’ 
—but intended to return to Lon- 

- don for her professional career. 
Kennedy also summed up Rus- 

sian architecture as “depressing,” 
and there was a surprising inter- 
lude of a British girl delivering 
rock 'n’ roll to a rapt Red crowd. 
Within its compass, this was a fair 
picture of the more obvious as- 
pects of Russian life, drawing at- 
tention to the high cost of living, 
but leaving the low cost of dying 
unexplored. Next time, the “Pan- 
orama” team might be advised to 
ignore the tourist attractions, and 
delve more amongst the people. 
If there is a next time. Otta. 

WBAL Lawyers 
jqumems Continued from page 27 auad 

that panel show fell short of con- 
tempt but asked that Association 
consider disciplinary action. 

He .also asked that committee 
of judges and lawyers be named to 
consider whether adoption of legis- 
lation on rule of court is necessary . 
“It seems beyond question that 
such a broadcast is against the pub- 
lic interest and should not be re- 
peated or imitated,” the Judge 
wrote. 

Show in question was shown a 
few hours after Judge Thomsen 
denied motion for new trial for 
Rees and only 12 hours he was 
scheduled to sentence the accused. 

Sentencing was then postponed 
after attorney for Rees asked that 
it be deferred until he had time tu 
see script of show. Judge Thomsen 
later overruled new motion for re- 
trial saying that he was not Influ- 
enced in sentencing by the pru- 
gram and Rees was given life. 

FBI also entered the picture to 
question jurors who appeared on 
the prosram but they took no more 
action than this. 



Brando at his b 
bé O 

Join this growing list of stations that have already acquired 
over 200 outstanding Columbia films for their markets: 

CBS 0&0 Stations Meredith Stations and others, including 
WCBS-TV New York KCMO-TV Kansas City, Mo WKBW-TV Buffalo 
WCAU-TV Philadelphia KPHO-TV Phoenix WTIC-TV Hartford 
WBBN-TV Chicago Newhouse Stations WTPA Harrisburg, Pa. 
KMOX-TV St. Louis WSYR-TV Syracuse WOAI-TV San Antonio 
KNXT Los Angeles WAPI-TV Birmingham WOOD-TV Grand Rapids 

. . . WHBF-TV Rock Island 
For full details, call or write to the Vice President in Charge of = WNEM.-TV Bay City-Saginaw 
Syndication, 711 Fifth Avenue, New York City, PLaza 14432. WRBL-TV Columbus, Ga. 

Exclusive distribution by 

SCREE 
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP. 
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BUILDING PROGRAMS: In October, 1960, ABC Radio made a major program change — introduced “Flair” 
in the afternoon — gave ‘‘The Breakfast Club’’ a modern sound and put more freshness and. vitality into its, 
ews programs. 

BUILDING LOCAL RATINGS: Immediate results showed:’in big and small markets alike with improved: 
atings — KMBC, Kansas City — share increase from 23.3% to 37.5%; WWIN, Baltimore — 12 times the audi-| 
ance versus last year; KALB, Alexandria — led all rival stations 3 to 1 in all time periods: WNDU, South Bend —| 
‘Flair’: Share 46.3% — double the preceding program and 120% higher than the next highest station - 
MNI, Columbus — increased share from 12:0% to 26.0% with Flair. and increased share from. 6.0% to 

a5, 0% in Breakfast Club. 

BUILDING NATIONAL RATINGS: As the new programming caught on in market after market, the 
ational Nielsen showed ABC Radio up ‘in all program categories (Nielsen, February 1, vs. January 2). “Break: 
ast Club” +13%, ‘‘Flair’” +40%, Weekend News +30%, Weekday News, 53%, 

BUILDING SALES: The end result — the one that means most: to stations and. advertisers. — SALES FOR 
FHE FIRST QUARTER — Breakfast Club up 11.2%; Weekday News up. 110% Five Star Final 16: 30-7:15 pm), 
Ip 23.3%. - : 

F UILD WITH THE NETWORK THAT IS BUILDING TOWA 

BC 's-~ABC RADIO. 
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RD STHOICATIONCiART 
. VARIEry’s weekly tabulation ‘based on: “ratings: furnished: by American Research Oouyers to local stations and/or advertisers to syndicators will find. the charts valuable. 
“Bureau, highlights the. top ten network shows. on‘a locat level and offers.a rating study ‘Over the course of @ year, ARB will tabulate a minimum of 247 markets. The 
in depth of the top ten syndicated shows. in the same particular. market. This week ‘results of that tabulation will be found weekly in Variety. Coupled with the rating - 
ten different markets are covered: : “performance of the top ten network shows on the focal lerel, the Vartety-ARB charts 

In the syndicated program listings. of. the top: ten shows, ‘rating data. guch as the. are designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually erery tv market in the U. S. 
average share of audience, coupled ‘with data as to, time and day of’ telecasting com- (*) ARB’s Nov.-Dec. 1960 survey covered a multi-week period. Syndicated shows 
petitive programming in the particular. slot, etc., is furnished. -Reason for detailing an sharing one of the weeks with an alternating or special program could not be property 
exact picture of the rating performance. of syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating judged for comparative performance. Therefore, Nov.-Dec. data will be limited to 
strength of . particular series. Various branches’ of the’ industry, ranging from media those syndicated shows which played in all weeks. 

HOUSTON STATIONS: KPRC, KHOU, KTRK, *SURVEY DATES: FEB. 16-MAR. 15, 196, 

P TEN NETWORK SHOWS (AV. 7 ; TOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS AV. AV. TOP COMPETITION AV. 
RK. ‘PROGRAM_DA¥-—TIM iE . STA. RTG. RK.. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. _ DISTRIB. RETG. 8SH.| PROGRAM STA. RTG. 

1 Real McCoys“ (Thurs. 7:30-8:00).,...KTRK esis s Look-Up (Thurs. 9:30)...... seeegeccee KTRK.. «Ziv UA. 23 58 Life: Backus ...........KPRC 13 
2. My ‘Three ‘Sons (Thurs.: 8: 00- 8:30). . KTRK 42 2. Mr. Ed. (Fri. 7:00)......,-...ceeceen: PRC . M A 16 28 whide .............. KHOU 3 

{2 clybirds (Mon.-Fri. Vevevcees, eae ~Conway ....... 1 
8 Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7:30). . .KPRC 41 || 2 Whirivbirds Mon.-Fri. 6:00 "KHOU... CBS 16 36 | en, Soon Comment RTEE 1g 
“4 habl 730-9: Newt, TRK. “gg Il 3. Blue Angels (Sat. 6:00) .........--.KPRC.....CNP. 13, 43| Death Valley Days...... KHOU 13 
4. Untouchables. (Thurs, 8:30-9:30)... -; KTRE- 2 BO 3. Manhunt (Tues. -9:30)......:......--- KTRK.... Screen Gems | 15 25|Garry Moore ........... KHOU =. 23 
5. Gunsmoke (Sat, 9:00-9:30).........-.KHOU: 36/| 3. Sea Hunt (Fri. 10:00) 6a) 2 sos KPRC.... Ziv-UA 48 33 Wrestling octets KTRK 21 

6. S ' 7:30-8:30).....,....KTRK  -.86|| 4. Death Valley Days (Sa Yiceceee KHOU....U.S. Borax 13 7{ Blue Angels ........... KERC 13 
5. Surfside 6 (Mon. 7:30-8:30 - K 8 -|| 5. Popeye. (Sat. 9:30) .. -tecesioaue KTRK.... UAA 11 52|King Leonardo... ... KPR 6 
6. Bonanza, (Sat. 6:30-7: eonoan eeEK 3511 6. Dangerous Robin (Sat. 9:30)......... KPRC..... Ziv-UA 10 20 | Coronado 9: Show Month KHOU 25 
6. Hawaiian Eye. (Wed. 8:00-9:00). . KTRK’ 35 || 7. Divorce Court (Sat, 5:00)....-....... KPRC.... “BS, Prog. 9 35 All Star Golf............ KTRK 9 

oo, of, ne ales 

7. Flintstones (Fri. 7:30-8: 001. veceen RTRIC 3417, Miami Undercover (Wed. 9:30). 2+... KPRC.... Ziv-UA 9 171 Naked City ............. KTRK 31 
° 7. 21 Sunset Strip | Fri. 8: 00:9: oor 1...es KTR. 34." 1. “Roy: Rogers iat. 10: 30). wl tebe ee eees -. KHOU... “RR. Prod. 9 391 Kitrikville ............. KTRK 8 

PORTL AND | STATIONS: KOIN, KGW, KPTV. *SURVEY DATES: FEB. 16-MAR. 15, 1961, 

oe eae 1. You Asked For It (Sun. 6: 00). poses .. KPTV.:.. Crosby Brown 35 61:News Profile ........... KGW 18 
1 Lawrence: Welk (Sat. 9:00-10:00.. 2+. KPTV 36{ 2. Sea Hunt (Tues. 7:00'....:...- pees KGW..-«- Ziv-UA_ 29 48{Interpol ,......-...-- KOIN - 15 
1; Real McCoys (Thirs. 8:30-9:00... .. KPTV. 38 || |Expedition ........-..-- KPTV 13 

2. Candid Camera. (Sun. 10:00-10: 30). .. KQIN: “35. = Huckleberry Hound ‘Thus. 6: 6: 30).....KGW.....Screen Gems 27 50 .New Hortvons ......... -KOIN 16 
2. t - | , ~. KPTY: 35 ||. Yogi Bear (Tues } --e+-t KGW......Scereen Gems 27 51; Californians ............ : 
. Flintstones Uri. 6: ss Madea OK PTV. 34 Quick Draw McGraw (Mon: 6:30)....:KGW.....Screen.Gems 25 5LiNews —...- se eee eee ee. KPTV 12 

pe Kintstones {rr cetees alee . 5 Mr. Ed (Thurs. 7:00)..:..........:s+-KPTV.:...MCA. 24 -44;Manhunt ............... KGW 19 
$. My Three Sons (Thuis, 9:00-9:30'.....KPTV’ 341] 6. Highway Patrol (Wed. 6:30) ... KOIN.....Ziv-UA | 22 49}Ivanhoe .............--- KGW 12 
4. Jack Benny: (Sun. 9:30-10:00". weee ees KUIN ‘33 if 7. Assignment Underwater (Fri. 6:30'. “KON nace NTA 21 43 | Tracers neatre COIN M 
4. ec ecce es KOIN 04}| 8 Blue Angels 'Fri..7:00).............-KGW.....CNP 19 42|Award Theatre ......... , : 
; Baran are eae 30) an Oi: 33 8. Manhunt (Thu*s. -7:00)..... sete eneee KGW.....Screen Gems 19 35}Mr«t Ed .......eee KPTV 24 

- Rawoye ifr “G:9U! +++ renee “NES -% I 8. Pightrope 'Wed.. 7:00). teeeeeee: KOIN..... Screen Gems 19 36| Success Story .......... KGW 23 
| ha Wagon ‘Train (Wed. Ke 30- 8:30)... ..+ KGW. 33, 8, Two Faces West Mon: 7:00) eeeees -KGW..... Screen Gems 19 40iSilent Se-vice ......... KPTV 16 

1. ‘Checkmate (Sat: 8: 30-9: 30). owas. WHIO gs {| 4 Sea Hunt (Fri, 7:00). te ceescecneeseeWLWD... Ziv-UA 34 77: WHIO Reports eo-.-. WHIO 4 
| Reports: Ohio Story . ..WHIO 3 

1 Rideman (Tues 8:00. 30-8:30): vere WED a 2, Death Valley Days (Mon.-7:00).......WLWD.:. U.S. Borax 28 56 U.S. Marshal; Third Man WHIO 17 
3. P Mason. (Sat.'7:30-8: yaar 2 WLW 4 3. Coronado 9 (Tues. 7:30) ....... ..WHIO ... MCA 24 40 Bugs Bunny WLWD 29 
. ‘Perry d Camera aS n. 1000-10-30) |. WHIO:. 40 || 3 Tombstone Territory (Thurs.. 7:07. ..WLWD... Ziv-UA 24 48 , Assignment Underwater . WHIO 21 
5.’Have G Will T u 1 (Sat. 9:30-10). “WHIO- , 39 4. Interpol (Wed.: 7:00! . - -WLWD....ITC | 22 47 | Best of Post ..WHIO 19 
BG vemoke (Sat. 10-00-10. 30) WHIO... 39 |{ 3 Assignment Underwater (Thurs. 7:00). WHIO.... NTA 21 42 : Tombstone. Territory . .... WLWD 24 
5. 77 Sunset Strip (Fri: 9:00.10: 000.22 WE WD 39 ||. >> Mounted Police (Tues. 7:00)... ....... WHIO.... CNP 21 40 Expedition .... ........WLWD 28 
&. Perry Come W ed. 9:00-10:00). ....., “wWLwp 3a || & Best of Post «Wed. 7:00)... |... ..WHIO ... ITC: 19 40'Interpol ..  ..... WLWD 22 
é Red Skelton (Tues: 9:30- 10: 00). LL AWHIO 38 -%. Dangerous Robin. ‘Thurs. 10: 00). ----.WHIO. ... Ziv-UA 18 33 . Life: Groucho ....WLWD 25 

18. Mr..: Ed. (Mon. 6:00). Lees eee wees ...WLWD. -- MCA 16 43 .Sohio Reports: Sports .WHIO 13 

BUFF ALO STATIONS: WGN, WBEN, WKBW. *SURVEY DATES: FEB. 16-MAR. 15, 1961. 

oe | 1. Mi Ed (Mon. 7: 00) WGR...:. MCA | 9 (Headlines; Valley, ye. WEEN a _- te oc re aAcaAK then) . wRPEn . . Mr. on.. saeco ere ceneace wees 1 44: Edwards; Valley Days....WBEN 13 
A. Candid Camera (Sun. 10:00-10:30)....WBEN. 7 “ . ; Museum of Science ....: -WBEN 5 
2. Gunsmoke. “Sat. 10:00-10:30'.-.... :. WBEN. 44) 2: Casey: Jones. (Sat. 9:30). .......--..: WGR..... Screen Gems 18 641i Komedy Corner ..... WKBW 3 
oe To , - | I Love Lucy; Budget ... WBEN 19 

3. Garry, Moore (Tues. - 10: 00- aot 00) Leeee WBEN 42 jj | 3 Divorce Court (Sun. 6: 00) weececaecers WGR.....KTTV Prog. 17 39; Walt Disney ..... WKBW 15 
. we noo a Sales Angels; Show Month..... WBEN 27 
4..Flintstones (Fri, 8:30- 9: 00) 2: /:....,WKBW 39) 4. Tightrope «Bat, 10: 80" F 6: 00 .....:WGR..... Screen Gems 16 8: 

“~wrow | (5. Highway: Patrol ‘Mon-Fr dieeece Early Show ......... WKBW 16 
5. Untouchables. (Thurs, 9: 30: 10:30!....-WKBW me sek (Sat. 6:30) | «ie deuebecteceee: WGR bewes. ~Ziv-UA 15 38 What s My Line. he: .. WBEN 37 

: wr 5. Lock-Up (Sun. 10:30) ............. . WGR..... iv-UA 15 24} Headlines; Burns-A len . WBEN 13 
6. What's My Line (Sun. 10:20-11; :00)....WBEN a7 6. Jim Backus. (Tues, 7:00).............WGR..... CNP 14 34|Farly Show .. _.WKBW 13 
7. Jack Benny (Sun, 9:30- 10: 00)... ......WBEN 36 | Edwards: Burns-Allen ...WBEN 12 

ae : Rpt. Weather . WKBW 12 
8. Danny Thomas (Mon.. 9:00-9:30) eases . WBEN: 35; ; ' 4 : WGR CNP i Raeande Topper; Pol.. ‘WBEN 3 

_ rrr oo, -_ Ht 6; Moun oli ( 00) 2. ceee: teeee CI wards: Topper ....... h : 8. Ed Sullivan (Sun, 8:00-9:00) ........WBEN: 35] 5 Mounted Police (Wed. 7:00) : : 14 38 alin: Father ooo WeeN ag 
» Re. mpean ‘Cane (Th; -nn.9-207 BW 1 Brothers Brannigan (Fri. 7:00).......WGR..... CBS 12 27| Edwards: Father ........ WBEN 18 
€. My. Three Sons. (Thurs, 9:00-9:30)....WKBW 35) =. | | June Allyson... 1.1.0. WBEN 26 

4. “Manhunt (Mon. 19:30) vie deeseee WGR..... . Screen Gems 12 22 | Early Show . .. ...- WKBW 13 
|| % Shotgun Slade (Thurs. 7:00). sec ece wes WGR...... MCA 12 Edwards: Burns-Allen » WBEN 14 
: al ee eve .. WKBW 19 

Sime Popeye (Sat. 8:00) ... ce cewecceees ae Church Invitation’....... WGR 1 
- (Sun, 9: 00) weeeewcceceees> WBEN....UAA 12 63; Cristephers  —.......... WKBW 1 

Chamber Talks _—_........ WGR 1 
Church In The Home... - WKBW 1 

; { DBT: Chamber oe 
He IRpl.: Brobd oll... WGR sg 

7 . _ eo, _ . Faith of Israel... WGR 1 

DES MOIN ES STATIONS: KRNT, WHO, WOI. *SURVEY DATES: FEB. 16-MAR. 15, 1961. 

en 
ne er td 

, 4 1. Huckleberry Hound tThurs. 6:00)..... WOI ..... Screen Gems 23 31 W eather: “News w.esees WHO . 19 
‘4. Garry Moore (Tues. 9:00-10:00' ......KRNT” 51 |. /News-On Camera ....-- KRNT 19 
2. What's My Line'(Sun. 9;30-10:00!.:...K RNP 4T ; ; : ; Huntles-Brinkley ...... WHO 19 
2, Andy Griffith (Mon, 8.30-9:00::. ... .-KRNT 47 +1. 2. Quick Draw McGraw ton. 600)..... WOT...... Screen Gems 17 35 News-On Camera ....-.. KRNT 12 
-3. Candid Camera (Sun..9:00-9: 30}. sees KRNT’. ° 43 || . Huntley-Brinkley ....... WHO 17 
_4& Red Skelton: i Tues. 8:30-9-00°:5..- “EORENE “41 'l 3, Roy Rogers. Sat, 10 30).......... © KRNT. .... R. R. Prod. 16 76 Lone Ranve:  — .eeee-- WHO § 
5.. Hennessey «Mon; -9 :09-9:30°. ees sere ARNT -39if, 4. ‘Grand Jury IF cl. 8: 39) a a a NTA. 13 25 Tel Hr.; Miteh..... oe. WHO 23 

6. Jack Benny (Sun, 8:30-9:00) °.........KRNT 38,|| 5.:Mr.. Ed (Tues. 6:30) ©. oc... eee. WOI .... MCA 14 30 T.aramie  eecseeee WH 22 
3. Danny Thomas ‘Mon. 8° 00-8: 30). .cae -KRNT-. 37 {| 5. Sgt. Preston Sat. 11: 7301. Lee we ecee .. KRNT. +. ITC. 14 78 Soups Sales 2.022... eee WOI 2 
q. Rawhide IFri. 6:30-7: 30). Lines “KRAT, 37 ot Detectives Diary ....... WHO 2 
8 Dennis The Menace (Sun. 6:30-7: 001, ».KRNT: 36) 6. Coronado: 9 ‘Mon. 9: 303. wean caw ececes WHO ....MCA 13 23 June Allyson KRNT 3 
8. Gunsmoke (Sat...9:00-9:30' °° .....-. ._KRNT. 36 || 6. Manhunt. Wed. 9:30). ..........05. WHO .....Sereen Gems 13 2° Steel He: Circle Theatre KRNT 28 
8. Perry ‘Mason (Sat. 6:30-7:30)-:.......KRNT.- 36-1} 6. Popeye Sat. 8:30) co.cc eae eee WHO ....UAA 13 65 Felix, Cartoon .... KRNT 7 
8. Ed Sullivan (Sun, - 7: 00-8: OO... se. . -KENT _. 304}. 6. Sea: Hunt iF rh ONO. LL... ceeeet) WOLD .... Ziv-UA 13 26 Now s-On Carveera col... KRNT 22 

me - ~ ' Huntles-Brinkley 2.2... WHO 20 
(Contiued on page 58) 
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Morat: A dollar invested in day-time TV reaches more women 
more often than the same dollar spent at night! Time was when the ad- 
vertiser interested in talking to women stood by this hard and fast rule: Daytime for frequency; Night- 
time for reach. Things have changed. A recent research study shows Daytime leading Nighttime in 

reach at every level of frequency. NBC had Nielsen compare a typical night-time buy—an alternate 
half-hour—and an NBC day-time schedule of approximately the same cost. Result? Over a four- 

NBC Day-time Ling-ur: 10:00 Say When ¢ 10:30 Play Your Hunch (color) « 11,00 Price Is Right (color) » 11:30 Concentration ¢ 12:00 Truth or Consequences @ 12:30 It Could Be You 
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week period, the evening show reached 18,100,000 different homes, The NBC day-time schedule 
reached 22,100,900 different homes; 4,000,000 more homes for Daytime! What’s more, the average 
day-time home received almost twice the number of commercial messages, yielding 477 more homes 
per dollar, Whether it’s a matter of four weeks or eight weeks, homes reached once or a 
dozen times... day-time dollars reach more homes.* So, if you’ve got women on your mind, 

consider the advantages of NBC Television Network—first in the Daytime! 
Nielsen Audience & Cost Data, March-April 1960, Estimated Time and Published Talent Coste 

lor) © 200 Jan Murray Show (color) ¢ 2:30 Loretta Young Theatre. ¢ 8:00 Young Dr. Malone e, 8:30 From These Roots @ 4:00 Make Room For Daddy ¢ 480 Here’s Hollywood 



1961 PULITZER PRIZE 
Walter Piston 

Previous Pulitzer Prize winner in 1948 

for "SYMPHONY No. 7” | 

ACADEMY OF MOTION PICTURE J 
ARTS AND SCIENCES “OSCAR” | 
“NEVER ON SUNDAY” | 

by | 

Manos Hadjidakis” 
Best Song of 1960 as performed in the motion picture. 7 

“‘Never On Sunday 

And congratulations alsoto these BMI affiliated § 

writers who were honored by NARAS (National @. 

Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences) for @ 

their recording achievements: 

Ray Charles Miles Davis Gil Evans : 

Bob Newhart Marty Robbins 

Over the years BMI has been proud of the honors awarded to the composers 

affiliated with it and to the music, the performing rights of which 
it licenses ...among the honors awarded to music and men during 

the month of April, these were outstanding... 

“— | | Wednesday, May 10, 1961 

THE GOLD MEDAL FOR MUSIC 
OF THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE 

OF ARTS AND LETTERS 
(Presented once every five years) 

Roger Sessions 

1961 GRANTS 
OF THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE 

OF ARTS AND LETTERS 
Halsey Stevens Lester Trimble 

Yehudi Wyner 

NEW YORK MUSIC CRITICS CIRCLE 
CHAMBER MUSIC AWARD 
Elfzott Carter 

| {BMI} 

BROADCAST MUSIC - INC. /- 
589 FIFTH AVENUE - NEW YORK 17, NEW YORK 

SERVING MUSIC SINCE 1940 \ 



“ eentr ation” 

. slated: ‘to launch. a néw series titled. “Dollars: and. Sense, 

a Wednesday, ‘May 10, 1961 

TV. Ratio Plum Cates 4d 
reetetes +43. 

IN NEW YORK’. 
Metropolitan Broadcasting prexy. John’ ‘Kluge hosts: ‘a two-day. meet: ! “unimaginative, 

‘ing of all the comyany's radio. and tv. station managers ‘in N.Y, Thurs- ! 
day and Friday. (11- 12). ary “Richard Burton znd Edward Mulhare- | 

appear on “American Musical. Theatre” Sunday .14) in the second. of : 

the’ two-parter on Alan Jay Lerner ~«. . CBS-TV prexy Jim Aubrey , 

. Serving as a member ‘of the dinner committee of. ‘the Eleanor. ‘Roose- j 

* ‘velt Cancer Foundation ‘ “Salute to Gen. Omar N. Bradley” dinner ‘at 
the Waldorf. May 30... .Allen Gray. host. of the Housewives. Protec-.. 
tive League, appeared fat the World Trade Fair at-the Coliseum and} — 
taped his WCBS show of yesterday ‘Tues.) there’. Martha - Green- | 
‘house and Bob Dryden set for the cast of tonight’s. (Wed. :“ Armstrong | 
Circle Theatre”. ...-Fred Robbins featuring Charlton Heston, Julie 
Newmar,. Mike Nichols. & Elaine May, Ina. Balin and Danny Thomas ! 
on. syndicated “Assignment. Hollywood". this. week . Don Morrow, , 
‘host of “Camouflage.” back from Tucson .; _ Carol. Channing’ to the: 
Coast last week for her appearance on the ‘Dinah Shore show: ‘Sunday. : 
(14), then returns to.:N.Y. to begin rehearsing the touring company of: 
her “Show Girl”. °. WNBC newscaster Bob. Wilson off on. three-week , 
respite . 

. agement. “consultant ‘for Broadeast Editorial Reports and for .Telven-. 
ture ta néw outht for making films here and. in- Denmark). ‘througly his ‘ 

“ Hew: consultancy: group, DeGray & Associates’. .... ABC: News: producer’ 
Bil] Weston. back from s'x-weeks in- Chile where he produced: one .of } 
the ‘upcoming | Bell. & Howell specials’, : In another direction. for ABC! 

"News is John Scali,-already. in QOsto- ‘tor ‘the NATO ‘foreign ministers 
. Meeting «. Births. in tv: Ted Nathanson. director of NBC-TV's “Con- |, 

“day and night. stanzas. father of. baby. girl, Carla: ditto of 
Bill Scharton of. WABC-TV. sales..with. third daughter « .. . Robert Gouw-. 
let into Ed Sulliv ans 13th anni CBS-TV cast: June-18.. - Ralph Vignola,. 
superv isor of ABC-TV print: operations, splicing Saturday 115) to Mario 
-Mao in Richmond Hill. Qileens + 
ds moving to the. network side- ‘at ABC. so thatthe: statin will. be 
naming ‘a new lecal boss soon: . Comedian Paul Lynde will. meke his 
‘third guesting appearance - "on tonight's ‘Wed. “Perry Como - Show.’ 
Lynde currently is in. Broadway". “Bve Bye Birdie”: 

” with forny at 
“based on the independent’s. personalities-and-talk format’ 
two new salesmen ‘are ‘Lionel Furst. formerly. with’ W NTA, and: Lue 
Stearns, formerly. head of t: 1€ Mucak franchise in New York. 

' DeLac¥ Thorne, vith. the web since. 1947, has’ ‘heen named: assistant .. 
to the manager of. orchestras. broadcasting, at CBS Radio; succeeding. 

-- Donald Eddy. 
erations department .-. « Leo Trachtenherg - Productions ‘will, Vidtape 
for national syndication a. celeb party..at the. Oversee s, Press: Chub: 
May . 24. to: introdnee’ a. milder. “sociable wartini®. . , Joe Franklin’ S.: 
-”“Meéemory Lane" WABC-TY) will gucst ‘Ed Mu! thare. ‘of | ‘The Devil's - 
Advocate” cast: Thirsday.-411" “Public Relations and the “Media” 
will be discussed bya panel of newsmen ‘and: women. at the second 
annual luncheon: symposium sponsored ‘by Wagner International Pho-. 
tos.. Thursday 18) ‘at the Biltmore. Mike Wallace’ will ‘moderate with 
participants inchiding:. Bob Considine ‘of | Hearst. Headline Service; 
Mirror city editar” Edward Markel: Pete Martin. of: the Suturday: Eve- 
ning Post: John Osenerko, veepee and exec editor. of the Bell Svndi- 

- Cate: Marie Torre. tv -golumnist of -the Herald Tribune: Doris Willens. 
advertising columnist’ of the Journal- American: - and. Earl ‘Wilson -of - 

-“the Post. syndicate )2y.. Aviation. Space Writers. Assor. ‘has ‘awarded 
Martin Caidin, W NEW Radio's aerospace .. correspondent, - the. James J. 
“Strebig Memorial Trophy .‘as the nation’s outstanding . author: in the 
-aviation. field for ‘his “Thunderbirds!”. . . Henrietle.K.Harrison.is in 
‘Sts Louis producing. shows for. the YMCA's. National Cauncil. Meeting: 
‘and centennial ‘observance . : 

ment-Business Relations in-Marketing.-June 9 and'10.at Américan Uni-— 
‘versity ; 
Luxenberg: in ‘Cincinnati today’ ‘Wed), -to: deliver: ‘the. web's presenta- 
tion, “Expansion. fox the Sixties’. . . WPIX. series. “Amivriean. Anthol-- 
ogy.” will present’ Fridav 112) scenes fram a-tria of tv dtama award 
winners, Rod: Serling's ‘ ‘Reauiem for a Heavyweight’: Reginald Rose's -: 
“Thunder on Syeamore St."; and. Paddie Chayefsky's “Tue Big Deal.” 
“Lonnie Chapman. and Selma Halpern will: do. the thesning With, Marte ; 
Torre as guest. Following week. Mav 19, producer: Jerry Silverstein 

guests Pulitzer Pri ize: winner Tad Mosel. . 

IN HOLLY Foon... 
Now that his * ‘This Is Your Tite” is’ ‘off schedule ‘at NBC- TV next 

season, Ralph ‘Edwards expects to be back in "62 with a filmed series Y 

in which he will be host:narrator, He and -Hal- Hudson have several ~ 
“fdéas. in the. hopper; which. MCA will ‘broadcast. to the trade. If he 

doesn’t make it next season, it would be the first time in 30 ‘years: that 

he hasn't been-seen or heard on a radio or tv network . , Sohn Guedal 
beaming because the last Nielsen gave Groucho Marx a ‘higher rating 
than. the competing ““Untouchables.”. When’ NBC let its: option pass on 
‘the new Groucho show. Guedel remiarked."“So we'll take it elsewhere”. 

- Air Force Col: Barney Oldfield wrapped up his own “package" ‘or 
“This Is Your Life” by booking an. Air Force nurse on Mother's Day... 

“during Armed Forces Week... . New radio. station. below. the. border 
went on a straight 24-hour: news » schedule, Its 50. kw signal ‘comes 
booming: into southern California’. “It Could Be -You” may. be it 
‘again, on the night watch as simmer fillin the late slot when “Peter : 
Loyes Mary" drops out . “Mort.Sidley moved from KLAC to KHJ 
as sales manager .: 
-apency where he once headed. up motion picture ‘ad department . 
Raphael Etkes left William Morris to join up in Berle-Adams’ MCA in-" 
ternational tv division . Old timers.are getting into the tv act. Fifi- 
D’Orsey, Ernest Truex and Otto Kruger will be showing up on your. 

tube ... TV Academy's Thomas -Freebairn-Smith Was warned by his’ 
‘Scot. father not to be suspicious. He said. it. more’. ‘Picturesquely: “Don't. 

: Jook: under the table for fish hooks.” ” ] 

IN CHICAG 0. 
‘The pickin's are good here for a firstclass. newseaster. WBKB As- shop-} 

‘ping for one for a proposed. Ppost- -midnight. news -stri ‘ip, and WwW NBQ still: 

-hasn't filled its fourth ‘spot... .. Frank Mangan, manager ‘of NBC Spot : 
Sales here, transferred to w RCV-TV, Philly, ‘as ‘sales manager. He's! 

“replaced by Dick Bergh, who comes from the web’s eastern’ division. 
Bruce Roberts upped to WBBM-TV sports director. . William 

H. Oberholtzer of Leo Burnett agency copped “timebuyer ‘of the year”: 
award from the lecal chapter of. Station Reps Assn. ....WLS sent out 
birthday cakes, trimmed. with a graph showing its rise from ‘seventh 
to second. place, on its first anni under full ABC ownership’. .:. WBBM’s 
“Price of: Justice” documentary series: and “Len 0’ Connor. Comments” 
on WNBQ- WMAQ: both were cited by John Howard Assn. for their | 
understanding of penal problems . . . Hugh Hill signed an exclusive.’ 
contract. with WBBM-TV News, ‘meaning he'll no longer do WBBM , 
Radio assignments . 

‘gales, with Fred Bauman moving over from the NBC-TY force to:re- . 
“place. him . Jim &-Bud Stewart have. clocked their fourth anni with ; 

‘Here's Geraldine” on- WBKB . . ABC. newscaster Paul Harvey getting ' 

(Continued: on “page 70) 

i firmed. Reppery: opens a Boston 

3 Lever Bros.. Lid Chief 

. Ed DeGray, former ABC Radio topper, ts. acting as.a man-" . 

{| | With the Station Reps “ 
34, WARC news director Ed Silverman © 

_ ington’ convention: 

WOR Radio. “Tost for radio its, most ardent ad- 

‘WOR's 

JAGant -Young, Inc. 

Mho becomes an associate director in ‘the ‘network's ap-: , 

‘dow between $25,000.600 and $5 

“were our best satesmen that 

. lives “who: believe in the 

Cin?’ 

tion practice 

Stenhen: Dietz... Kenvon:.& Eckhardt | legitimate - 
proup veepee.: AWE take Part in the Washington: Conference on Govern- | 

CBS | ‘Radio web: execs: Ben ‘Lochridee, Tom Toye. and T:eon.-. 

‘soid.on the same’ card. regardless 

. imposed standard of ethics.” and. 

‘households in the current decade. 
“Study points out advantages of 

. Lew Lewellen. checked out of the. Thompson. 

. Don Cronberg shifted from WNBQ to. WGN-TV |. 

i Sundays, starting at 9 pm. | 

To Canada Advertisers: 
‘Your Product Is Boring’ 

Toronto, May 9 
“You. “product. is dull, boring, 

uninspiring and 

) languid,” “Lever. Bros, Ltd. presi- 
* dent. ‘John Lon Lockwood told | Can- | 

adian ‘Ass. of. Advertisers’ 48th 

‘annual * meeting: -pere ‘last werk. 

: Most advertisers, he said,. pay too 

much attention to the _ Program | 

-and' not enough to the commer ‘cial; 
“the biggest hidden cost in 

marketing: today is probably, inef- 
fective advertising.” 

Newspapers, Lockwood added, . 
tend to forget their primary tunc- : 
tion is news: “the advertising- . 

:-editorial ratio of some newspapers | 
today appears to be altering tothe 
point where they resemble.ady ertis- | 
ing catalogs.” : 

By BILL ‘GREELEY 
Comedian Stan Freberg of Los 

plug a new: record, a new book.: 
pick-up a citation at the TV Com- 
mercial Festival, negotiate some: 

‘the’ round of tele appearances and . 
“press interviews put it, “conduct a 
-holy, one-man crusade against the 
‘hardsell in cemmercials" —. and 
Rosser Reeve’s hook, “Reality in 
Advertising” in particular. 

In pitting himself against the: 
Ted B Bites board chairman ‘whose . 

- shop Has the strong eeonomic ar-: 
_gZument of $100.000.000-plus in bill- ; 
ings), Freberg doesn't quite see it 
as a David and Goliath bit. 

Rather, he says, “Myself com- 
.pared. to Reeves is like Ingmar 

“After 25. years’ aceeptaiice. reac- 
tion has set in against advertising. ' 
: said Rev. C. P. Crawley. dean ‘of : 
graduate. studies at: Assumption U., 
Vindsor, Ont. He advised sevking 
“universal symbols” like. Church- 

ill's ¥.for Victory, smith.” Frebery mulls that intel- 
Jigence for a moment, then adds. 
“Wereules Unchained—that’s what 
Rosser Reeves is.” figuring possi- 

jf bly that his inference will come 
clear to a Variety interviewer if 

Reps on radio at NAB's Wash- Steve Reeves..the muscle man of 
pix, is subbed hv. Rosser Reeves, 
‘the muscle man of Madison Ave. 

Needless to sav, Freberg 1s for 
> busting every rule in Reeve's 

“Reality” tome and has demon- 
strated it.via campaigns for Chun 
‘King foods. the U.S. Army, Kaiser, 
General Mills’ Cherios. Ford. Coca 
Cola; Ralston Purina and others. 
He admits that, although their 

approaches are absolute opposites, 
00. .. . 0,- both work at the sales level. But, 

0.000 in annual business, he says, “My way creates a lasting, 
“If you've been wondering who and warm. product image.” 

we He supports his zany approach 

 —————— 

Undercutting the loval. rite has 

‘the ad agency account 
‘Adam Young. prexy of : 

charged today 
10) in'.a-talk scheduled for ‘the 
cony ention™ s Radio Assembly. 

In so doing. he deciared: the air 
medium has kicked out the win-: 

v oc ates, ° 

execs, 

betrayed, Tl tell you right now.” with a few sales success yarns. 
‘ Young said. “They are the ad-,There was a six and a half minute 
vertising, agency: account execu- Beechnut Cotfee commercial on 

selling Los Angeles radio tonly one sta- 
power of radio and ‘for years have tion would take it! that didn't men- 

; urged: their clients to vse the. me--tion the product for the. first four 
dium. You. may ask. ‘How did we minutes. It got the brand into all 
destroy them as salesmen for ra- the big super markets, and before 

Merely’ by doub’e-crossing Jong the biggest share of a market 
‘them time after time after time.” .that had been spfit a dozen wajs. 

‘Ie said.the all too common sta- | Sales of Chun King foods have 
of selline time imcreased from 25 to more than 

cheaper to clients reps than to 40° in markets where the far-out 
‘agency. buyers who {V Spot campaign is underway. Cli- ; 

must. pay rate card have under- ent wanted to sponsor Freberg’s ‘ 
mined agencics in the exes of the parody disk on American history in ' 

advertiser and caused account. ex- its entirety on a radio web, but; 
ecs to shy away from the medium. neither CBS nor NBC would allow ‘ 
'He also attacked stations whic ‘A a he ae $10,000 billings - 

sell to competing companies on in the works at Freberg Ltd 
different. rate cards—“All beer are ID's for TV Guide mag and 

business, for, example, must be~s.x foods of Baltimore. S-K stands 
of source. of placement. ” for. Schluderberger-Kurdle, and he 

Young called for a “high. self that handle. 

Freberg interview was interrupt- 
urged -statfons. ta adhere ‘to the ed by a man-wife tourist team who 
NAB code and have.an “abiding wanted an autograph. for their 
respect for your. own rate card.” daughter back home.. He obliged, 
Rep Robert E. -Eastman, head then saving:. 

‘of his own firm, introed a new: “FH bet no one from Flint, 
snot radio study. for conventioners Michigan, ever .asked Rosser 
directly relating: the nation’s eco- Reeves for his autograph.” 
nomic status with the air medium.: Up and down: John Hoagland 

Study outlines the sales poten: as been named director of broad- 
tial pravided by the 60°; antici- casting for Ogilvy, Benson & 
pated increase in national output Mather. He's been veepee and as- 
and increase of more than 45,000.- sociate director of the broadcast 

G00 consumers and 12.500.000 new . department since 1959. 
George Frey, vet broadcast exec, 

steps down as veepee in charge of 
network relations at Sullivan, 
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles. ven 

fective use of the medium. includ- - continue as a. consultant. rey 
jing Northwest Orient Airlines.’ ‘joined the shop in 1956 after 32 

Mueller's ‘Macaroni: Chun King Years with NBC. 
Richard D. Wylly, creative direc- Chow Mein, Cream of Wheat and tor of SSC&B, has been elected a 

spot in catching the booming mar-: 
ket. and “modern classics” of ef- 

others. 
7 senior Veepee. . 

Briefs: WLay. ening of Rines W. C.. (Lew) Lewellen, leaves 
combo - angor, an@ the Coast office of J. Walter 

| WCSH-TV; Portland, Me.: con- Thompson May 31. He’s been ac- 
count exec, and at one time headed 
the - motion picture department 
when the agenev had the Universal 
Pictures account. He'll take a sum- 
mer. business trip to Europe be- 
fore announcing future plans.° 
LeRoy A. Emmerich. broadcast 

preduction manager. gets veenee 
stripes at Gever, Morey, Madden 

3 : '  @_- ; '& Ballard. 
WPIX Soccer Sponsor ‘New Biz: General Insurance to 
WPIX,. N. Y., for the second. Lennen & Newell. Billing is about’ 

year .in a. row, wilk carry a series. $1,500.000 for 1961, according to‘ 
‘of telecasts on “International Pro. the agency. 
Soccer,” starting Saturday. .20) at —_— . 

San Francisco Agencies ‘9 -p.m.: Again F. & M:: Schactfer' , 

San Francisco, May 9. 

: Brewing will sponsor the series. 

Lennen & Newell's western divi- , 

office . . . John Palmer is new: 
western new biz development 
manager of Broadcast. Time Sales. 

; He. was owner. of O'Connell-Palm- 
‘er: ‘rep firm of Los Angeles and 
San Francisco, ‘which merved with 
John E. Pearson Co. -in "58. 

—+_— 

Returning to the mike will be} 
sportscaster’ Win Elliot. Telecasts 

+ Will- originate from the 
Grounds on various Saturdays and ; 

,& Radio Center has named Arthur 
iM. Griffin veepee for business af- 
‘fairs and executive assistant to the 

RADIO-TELEVISION 

Freberg’s Crusade Vs, Rosser Reeves: 
‘Like Ingmar Bergman & Al Zugsmith’ 

—Qn Other Madison Ave. Fronts 

Angeles has been in New York to’ 

‘deals for his Freberg Ltd. blurb-; 
ery and, as one of the flacks behind © 

‘ ber 
‘ brokerage firms. 

. founded the 

| 
. Bergman compared ta Albert Zug- - 

figures to have a good time with . 

$1 

annual billings. Richard F. Gug- 
i genheim., who headed the smaijer 
agency, will become an L&N vice 

. president. operating under Mar- 
‘shall J. Weigke, L&N senior vice 
‘president in charge of western 
operations. 

Principal accounts the smaller 
agency brings to L&N are Cali- 

‘fornia Pacific Utilities Co., Kike 
koman International and a mime 

of investment banking and 

FL. DEvehn. who 
smaller agency im 

: 1921 will continue ta operate 
-under his own name as an ad 
: consultant. 

Nornian 

London Agencies 
Tondon., Mav §. 

British housewives are Jeaning 
to beke the cakes Bettv Cracker 
makes. Gener.)  VWills.  alach 
launched Betty Crocker into British 
cake-tins fest Sree abt’ is) Low 
adding seven Javer-cahe and frast- 
ing mixes to its U KR. vange. But 
ten, Baten, Durstinae & Oshorn is 
the adverting agent fer Campaign 
which will inchide an average cf 
five tv spels a weck an Londaun 
during June. July and Avcus-t oo. 
Three 15-second films, featuring a 
cartoon character, Susie Koc, have 
been produced by Screen Partic:s 
for television canspaign for Koo 
and Gold Becf Canned fruit. Frimg 
are part of $195.600 sales campaiy 
being handled by MecKay end van 
Zijl adverusing agency... Dorland 
Advertising Lid. booking up 15- 
second spots on aij commercial tv 
stations for MeVitie and Price’s 
rich tea biscuits . 2. Advertising 
is moving inta Wardour Strect, 
nerve-centre of London's masvie 
business. Freelence artist Leonia d 
Bedford is quitting his Fleet Stect 
advertising studio tor new hieade 
quarters among Warduur Strect’s 
film offices. Aiso involved in de- 
velopment of new studio— which 
offers a complete advertising and 
art Sservice-—are Gersld Gulliver, 
a Girector of NDA Public Relations 

-Ltd., and Pat East and Al Hurt, 
both directors of East Hunt As- 
sociates Ltd., which handles stage, 

‘film and tv publicity as well as 
‘ industrial. accounts. 

CBS-TV Morning Lineup 
Compensation Formula 
Pegged at Fixed Figure 

CBS has bowed to one of the 
major gripes of its affiliates over 
the stafion compensation formula 
of its new morning sales plan. As 
it was incepted, affils were to be 
paid on a fluctuating hasis, de- 
pending on the size of the lineup 
in each participatién solid. Now, 
Stations will receive fixed pay- 
ments for each time*period. 

Old formula called for payment 
in the ratio of each station’s rate 
ecard to that of the tota] station 
‘lineup, and the station could never 
get an idea of what it: would re- 
-ceive from one sale to the next 
because of changing clearances. In 
the new formula, clearances for 
each half-hour are pegged at a 
‘fixed figure, so that each time a 
minute is sold jn those periods, 
each Station knows exactly its 
share. 

The new clearance figures ure, 
pegged at 65% for 10-10:30: 8143 
for 109:30-11, $5°c for 11-11:30 and 
86% for 11:30 to noon. CBS will 
absorb any losses incurred should 
the lineup become larger as new 
stations pick up the morning sked, 
but it hopes that if enough new 
Stations clear -and the program- 
ming itself draws larger audiences, 
it may be able to hike its prices. 
Meanwhile, the new formula sim- 
plifies things for the stations as 
well as CBS’ own compensation ac- 
counting, 

Griffin to NET 
National Educational Television 

president. 
Griffin is currently cirector of 

public and industrial relations for 
Polo: sion last week absorbed D'Evelyn- j the New York Trap Rock Corp., 

Guggenheim, a 40-year-old Frisco | West Nyack. He joins the Center 
agency with some $400,000 inj June 1. 
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explosive,on-the-spet fins, 
in a first-of-its-kind pic- 
torial repert en Africa— 
each half-hour fecused on 
an individual country! 
Africa is a continent not a country~ 
‘composed of nations as unalike as 

those of Europe. Now for the first 
time—a film series focused on 
each individual area or new nation. 

setts tage eS. oe! These films are done in depth and 

Deen tien = with understanding and dignity. 

RS Sone Bye S : They are as current and as exp/lo- 

sive as tomorrow’s headlines. No 

panoramic view of Africa has ever 
revealed the varied attitudes_.and 

problems of emerging nationalisms 
so Clearly and vividly. 13 to be done 
this year. Call your Official repre- 
sentative now for an appointment 

and screening Of “AFRICA Now." 
i a 7 sane K 
a rie a Nn OW Produced by William Alexander 

| | Narrated by Alexander Scourby 

Films completed 
or scheduled: 

1. NIGERIA 
2. REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO 
3. CONGO REPUBLIC (French) 
4. ETHIOPIA 
§. GUINEA 
6. SIERRA LEONE 
T. LIBERIA 
$. ANGOLA 
9. TANGANYIKA 

10. KENYA 
11. MOROCCO 
12. MAURITANIA 
13. SUDAN 

One of the most important. 
film series of our time... 
FIRST RON SYNDICATION! 

iis 
Te my 

OFFICIAL FILMS, INC. 
724 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 19, N.Y. © Pt 7-0100 
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ASHLEY-STEINER INC. 

Proudly Congratulates Its Clients for 

EMMY AWARD NOMINATIONS -1961 

Outstanding Program: Achievement — Drama 

THE TWILIGHT ZONE 

Cayuga Productions, Inc. 

Outstanding Program Achievement — Humor 

CANDID CAMERA 
Bob Banner Associates, Inc. — Allen Funt Productions, ne, 

Outstanding Single Performance by an Actor 

ED WYNN 
THE MAN IN THE FUNNY. SUIT. 

Outstanding Writing Aphievement in Drama 

REGINALD ROSE . ROD SERLING 
SACCO - VANZETTI CASE THE TWILIGHT ZONE 

Outstanding Directorial Achievement in Drama 

SIDNEY LUMET . RALPH NELSON 
SACCO -VANZETTI CASE 7 THE MAN IN. THE FUNNY SUIT 

and 

BOB BANNER ASSOCIATES, INC. 
For Its Production of 

THE GARRY MOORE SHOW 
Nominated as the Outstanding Variety Program 
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‘Wayne & Shuster 
On CBC-TV Too | 

pres ‘sented on 
‘The Unforeséen™ 

scen’ W ednesday 

“While Were Y oung.’ 
“Tommy Ambrose; 

_ dependence Or 
-Making of a -Gorernment decision: 

RADIO-TELEVISION 55 Wednesday, May 10, 1961” me, 

Toronto,’ May -9.° 
.. The Wayne and Shuster.CBS-TV: 

--gomedy ‘series, tagged “Holiday | 
Lodge” and. summer-replacing 
Jack Benny will be. carried on |. 
the’ cross-country, tv web of the. 
“Canadian Broadcasting Corp, star t-* 
ing Tuesday nights on June: 20. 

. Other programs ‘on the CBC- 
Tv. summer schedule includes vari- 

“Jake and the’ Kid" |}. ety. shows, 
drama ‘séries,.a. farther six half- | 

| hour. drama titled “Summer Cir- 
cuit.” plus repeats . of best plays 

“First - Person” and 
series. With. em- 

phasis on Canadiana, 
“also be a series of specials ana. a |- 
serics of public affairs programs. 

- New shows will. also include. a . 
“panel quiz, which. features 
men.:and: four.women in a ver nil 
battle of. wits: this schedule to be 

nights, 
July 5; and a’ weekly °15- minute: 
series “of. sangs by Ed McCurdy, 
folk -balladeer. Returning tor the 
summer months are, ‘Tast: Seasen's - 

starring 

“Parade with 

ne set format but presenting Nisi- 
eal. entertainment; “Case: for. the 
‘Court,” 

DAWSON'S KEY INFO. 
ROLE AT CBS RADIO) 

CBS Radio, in a move to par ‘allel . 
the integrated advertising-publici- | 
fy-promotion setup at CBS-TV, has. 
named W. Thomas Dawson’ vy. p. in 
charge ‘of information services {for 
the web. It’s the same spot. oC- 
cupied at the tv network. - 
_Dawson, no relation to -CBS- TV. 

‘gales v.p. Tom Dawson, has “heen: 
‘director of advertising and pramo-'} 
tion at CBS: Radio for the past 
year: and a half. In 
continuing in charge. of those fields, 
he also. takes over supervision of | 
radio. press info, with Sid Gartield [- 
re porting to him instead of to prexy. 
“Arthur Haves as in the past. 

Before. his CBS Radio slot. Daw: 
gen Was ad-promotion directer of 
CRS- TV Spot. Sales. 

Foe Ethics 
— Continued from: page. 25 —. 

unethical’ conduct by: Gov-: 
ernment exees. 
other 

Kennedy's order declared 
“it'is incumbcnt upon those. who 
occupy. positions of the highest re- 
esponsibility and authority: 
an impeccable example.” 

Cfficials affected ‘are: ‘forbidden | 
te “engage in any: “outside: employ- : 

pent or other outside activity. not [ 
cempatible-with the. full and prop- |’: 

- eI discharge of the respynsibilities 
of their office or position.” 

‘shall be - 
With © 

“Furthermore: “It 
de emed incompatible. 
discharge - of 
any such official to accept any tee, 
compensation, fift. pax ment. uf,.ex-.[:. 

other thing - of 
nonctary value in circumstances 
in which acceptance may result. in,. 
or create the appearance of, re- 

penses, or any 

sulting in: 
“Use of public office for private. 

gain: an-undertaking to: give pref- 
elential treatment to any person; 

impeding government tflicieney or 
economy; ‘any lass of complete in- 

_impartiality; 

outside . official channels: or any 
_adyerse effect on the confidence : ‘of |. 
the publie in the integrity. of. the | 
Government.” 

Main St. wv 
jae ‘Continued from Page 35 — ; 

fore for. the. hinterland fellow with |. 
@ yen to get ahead. 
“Quite a number of those. who |. 

to advertising | 
‘harbor some bitterness towards the 
made the -switch 

tv industry, which they. feel.. has. 
been unfaithful. 
Tated -it, “A business that is. well 
organized will advance people. on |’ 
merit and. will do all.it can to fos-- 
ter fresh ideas. Broadcasting isn't 
eet up that way. If a guy gets a 
break it's usually a matter of hap- 
genstance, rather than. the result |. 
.of a company : planning..a Jogical 
path of advancement.” 

The irony of it all-is that radio 7 
and tv finds itself. going to these | 
Piatt people to make a case for | 

there will}: 

‘tour , 

startng |} —— 

addit‘on to | 

‘that {| 

io set] 

sue by 

responsibilities for] 

the 

‘AS one ‘articu- : 

@e 

‘particular market: 

ARB FEATURE FILM CHART. 
“Vantery-ARB’s: weekly chart_offers a. day-by-day analysis of the top feature evening slots in a 

On Saturdays: and Sundays, daytime feature slots compete we ithe gitght{time zor 
periods for designation as the. top feature slot. of the day. .The analysis is confined to the top rated 
feature slots in the ARB measured period, broken down by days in the week. The ARB measured 
-period. usually covers three or four weeks. Other data such as the.time slot and overage share of 
audience is jurnished, | Top competition and com petitive ratings also are highlighted, 

KMOX Average Rating: 6 COMPETITION 
VEN _Average. Share: 22 | STATION & 

| a PROGRAM AVG. RATING 
MONDAYS. 10:30-12:00. Channel 2 Theatre KTVI 
Program: LATE SHOW. ; 10.30-12.00, 4 

Nov. 14 “RHYTHM. ON--THE RANGE” Jack, Paar KSD 
Bing Crosby, Bob Burns, Maitha Raye, 10°30-12-00 iS 

Francis. Farmer _ . #1: tdting ; 
1936, Paramount, MCA-TV, Ist Run Ne BO130 Story KEDR 

Nov. 21 “SUBMARINE D-1" | 
" Pat-O'Brien.. Wayne Morris, Gea ge Brent Mo.’ Hilites. Story KPLR 

1937, Warner Brothers, CAA, Repeat 11:30-12:00 1 

K MOX Average ‘Rating: 9 COMPETITION 
3 ; Average Share: 32 STATION & 

TUESDAY 5-10: 30:42:00 PROGRAM AVG. RATING 
: Channel 2 Theatre KTVI 

Program:, LATE SHOW 1):30-12:00 4 

Nov. “15: “CROSS ‘OF LORRAINE”: Jack Paar KSD 

.  Jéan Pierre Aumont.’ Gene. ‘Kelly, ; 10:30-12:00 ie 
~ Sir Cedric Hardwicke. | . Feature Film KPLR 

. 1944, MOM, MGM-TV, Repeat 10:30-12:30 5 

Nov. 22 “THE. MAD. DOCTOR*® Film Headlines KPLR 

Ellen Drew, Basi] Rathbone. Jehn Howard | 19:30-11:45 4 
. 1941, Paraniount, MCA-TV,. “Ist Run Bedtime Stories KPLR 

11:45-12:00 3 

KTVE “Average: Rating: ir : COMPETITION 
Average Share: 34. STATION & 

PROGRAM AVG. RATING 

‘WEDNESDAYS 10: 30- 12: 00 - . Late Show KMOX Program: CHANNEL: 2. THEATRE “1030-12-00 5 
ae . : Jack Paar KSD 

Nay. 16 “VIOL ENT STRANGER”, on 719. 
_ Zachary. Scott, Faith Domergue 14:20-12°00 13 

1958, Anglo-Amaleamated Productions, Feature Film KPLR 
_ Schubert, Ist. Run 10:30-11:30 3 

‘Nov. 23 “AT WAR WITH THE ARMY" Fain. dlead’ines KPER 
-Dean Martin & Jerry Lewis nae ; 
1951, ‘Paramount, M&A, Alexander, ‘Repeat Bedtime Stories EKPLR 

: 11:45-12-0 2 

K MOX “Average Rating: 10 COMPETITION 
Average Share: 29 STATION & 

Pe PROGRAM AVG. RATING 

| THURSDAYS 10:30-11:45 ‘Channel 2 Theatre 9s KTV LA : : anne . ; 
| Program: ‘LATE SHOW 10°30-11.45 5 

‘Nov.-10. “MEN. IN: WHITE”. aek Paar KSD 
Clarke Gable, Otto Kruger. Myina Loy 10:30-17.45- 16 
1934, MGM, MGM-TV, Ist. Run ti " “ut l KPLR Nov. 17°“THE OKLAHOMA KID” Fe ea Tk 3 
_James Cagney, Humphrey Bvyart, _ ” 
, Rosemary ‘Lane - paney eee Filns, Headlines’ KPLR 

‘Warner’ Bros., UAA, Repeat. “11:30-11:45- 3 

KMOX Average Rating: 13 COMPETITION 
ABV Ned Average Shares 38 ee STATION & 

ne PROGRAM AVG. RATING 
| FRIDAYS 10: 30-12:00 te: 

. . Channel. 2 Theatre KTVI 

“Noy. 11 “SALUTE TO THE MARINES” Jack Paar KSD 
Wallacé Beery, Fay. Bainter, William Lundigan 10:30-12:00 iW 
1943, MGM. MGM-TV, Ist Run - Feature Film KPLR 

Noy. 18-"SEA OF .GRASS” 10:30-11:30 3 
‘Spencer Tracy, Katharine Hepburn, Film, Headlines KPLR 

“ Robert Walker. Melvyn. Douglas 14:30-11245 6 
1947, MGM, MGM- TY, Ist Run — Bedtime Stories KPLR 

“11.45-12:00 4 

“KMOX. “pverage Rating: 15 COMPETITION | 
STATION & v :. “Average Share: 52 PROGRAM AVG. RATING 

SATURDAYS. 10:15-11: 30: _ Highw ay Patrol KTVI 
. ? ‘ 10°15-16:30 8 Program: FIRST RUN THEATRE. Californians KTVI 

we. 19 , 10:30-11:00 5. 
Nov. 12. “TALE OF Two CITIES” _ Champ Bowling KTVI 

Ronald Colman, Basil Rathbone,. 11:00-11:30 3 
. -Edna May Oliver otoun SI. : 

1935, MGM. MGM-TV, 1st Run - Bhoteun eae Kop 
Noy. 19 “CAUGHT IN THE DRAFT”. . Gold Award Theatre KSD 
'" Bob Hope, Dorothy Lamour, Eddie Bracken 16:30-11:30 7 

1941, Paramount, MCA-TV, Ist .Run Feature Film KPLR 
—_ -10:15-11:30 2° 

K MOX Average Rating: 7 .COMPETITION 
. WEN“ Average Share: 37° STATION & 
ee oe PROGRAM. AYG. RATING 

SUNDAYS. 10:30-12:30 Hollywcod Sh xTVE Bn amen: ollywood Showcase Progrim: LATE SHOW '10:30-12:00 6 

- Nov.. 13 “SUSAN & GOD” This is Your Life KSD 

, : . 10:30-11:00 3 
Joan, Crawford ; Ruth Hussey, Fr edrie March, Diverce Court, News KSD 

11:00-12-90 . 7 1940, MGM, MGM- “oui Ast Run. Divorce Court, News KSD 

Nov. 20° “MY DREAM 1s YOURS” 12:00-12:15° 2 
Doris Day, {Jack Carson, Lee Bouman, | Quest for Adventure KSD 

. Eve Arden * 12:15-12:30 1 
1949, ‘Warner. Bros, UAA, Ist Run Open End KPLR 

| 10:30-12:30 1 

‘Continued “on page 72) 

Brit. Alarmed By 
TV Viewing Drop 

London, May 9. 

Looks like the television “habit” 

is beginning to fade -slightiy in 

Britain. TV tep brass is disean- 

‘erted by the news that the average 
St. Louis ® STATIONS: KTVI, KMOX, KSD, KPLR @ SURVEY DATES: NOV. 10-23, 1960. amount of viening-—-BBC and conn 

mercial—has dropped hy 24 min- 

utes a dav in the past 15 months. 
So tar the decline hasn't hecn 

. checked. 
| In the first quarter of this vear 
-the amount of time spent in sicw- 
‘ing fell from 49 hours in Janis v 
;to 4.6 hours in Mareh, as ava nst 
‘five hours at the same tire fast 
‘year. The fisures have been pro- 
:vided by Television Audience 
‘Measurement, which has 48 meiers 
‘fixed to many hurdreds of ty scts. 
| The figures give added farce to 
‘the argument of thase sho ise 
jurging a quicker color service. Its 
jthought that this will give a flip 
‘to the apparent chbing interest. 
I 

i ‘ | NBC Stery’ 
_— Continued from page 24 summed 

| oF: ‘Thriller? and “87th Pree:net), 

i; Dick Powell and Tom MeDernictt 

("Dick Powell Show™ and the hour- 

long “Robert Taylor-Detective ” ; 

; Lou Edelman «Joey Bishop Show™) 

land such jn-front-of-the-c:anera 
personalities as Bishop and Dick 

| Chamberlain, co-star of the upcem- 
ing “Dr. Kildare” series 

What primarily sold the aftui- 
‘ates (and the dissents were tewer 
‘than any heard in recent years, and 
particulerly noteworthy  conmcng 

lafter a scason of dis sappointine miss, 
; were the combined “vuriations op a 
‘Kintner theme” which spelled out 
ithe multi-faceted approaches 10 
‘61-62 toward uperading the nics 

:Class “image” of NBC—as ev.d- 
enced by ‘the news-public aifiiis 
Lhorizons with the pre-guaranteed 
i35-40¢; audience share on news: 
ithe tint dimensions, with the added 
(“count me in” blessing from (EF, 
Zenith, ete. and an uperading to 
; 1.600 hours of color in ‘61-62: te 
‘big moveup in daytime; ihe s-les 
stalus of the network «with all or 
part of every prime nightime snow 

i but one already sold, and the K:nte- 
iner prophecy that in ‘61 NBC wil 
: become the “world’s largest ad 
‘ medium.” 
: It added up to a promissory note 
“which attils bought virtuzliy lock, 
islock & barrel. 

pene ennyenoENEeenstestgp eye 

: Susskind 
ams Continued from page 31 mame 

ihad been exec producer of the 

i“p of W" vehicle. 

As soon as his pix deal with Co- 
lumbia Pictures expires, Susskind 

will tie himself with Paramount 

Pictures. Susskind and his come- 

pany, TA, has a four-picture deal 

with Columbia, with “Raisin in 
the Sun” completed and “Requiem 
for a Heavyweight” upcoming. 

Producer is of the opinion that 
his “Moon and Sixpence.” first 
Olivier starrer and Emmy winner, 
could have had a theatrical uN, 
i too, if available on film. 

| On his upcoming film projects, 
Susskind says he expected tu be 
| in the market in January or Fei- 
ruary of -62 with pilots, Reason 
for the early arrival is Susskind’s 
feeling that the mortality rate will 
be’ high next season. 

Susskind says he and his organi- 
zation also plan to be active in 
Paramount’s Telemeter operation 
and help Paramount in the acqui- 
sition of additional stations. Para- 
mount had financed Susskind's bid 
for WNTA-TV, Newark-N. Y., now 
going to the educational tv group. 
‘Film company currently owns 
KTLA, Los Angeles. 
As to TA’s backlog of tape prop- 

erties, Susskind says he's discuss- 
ing possible syndication of these 
With Paramount. Sales set-up and 
the use of Paramount exchanges 
are among the _ issues. being 
thrashed out. Susskind has three 
years of production of “Armstrong 
Cirele Theatre,” four years’ pro- 
duction of “DuPont Show of the 
Month,” episodes of “The Wit- 
ness,” “Way Out,” series of Art 
Carney specials and spees banke 
rolled by Rexall and General 
Mills, all on vidtape. 

Zim 
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VARIETY ~ARB SYNDICATION CHART 
Variety's weekly tabulation based on ratings furnished by American Research . ouyers te oval, stations and/or advertisers to syndicators will jind the charts valuable. | 

Bureau, highlights the top ten net.ork shows on a local level and offers a rating study — Over the course of « year, ARB will tabulate a minimum of 247 markets. The fF. 
in depth of the top ten syndicated. shows in the same particuler market, This week. results of that tabulation will be found weekly in Variety. Coupled with the rating |: 
ten different markets are covered performance of the top ten network shows on the local level, the Vanixtx-ARB charts § 

In the syndicated program listings ‘of the top ten shows, rating data such as the are designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually. every tv market in the U..S. 
average share of audience, coupled with data as to time and day of telecasting com: (*) ARB’s Noy.-Dee. 1960 survey covered a multi-week peried.- Syndicated- shows } 
pttitive- programming in the particular slot, etc., is furnished. Reason for detailing an sharing one of the weeks with an alteruating or special program could not be properly 
exact picture of the rating performance of syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating judged fer eomparative performance. Therefore, Nov.-Dec. data will be Umited to 
strength of particular series, Various branches of the industry, tanging from media those syndicated shows whick played da. all weeks. - 

CLEVEL AND "STATIONS: KYW, WEWS, WJW. . *SURVEY DATES: FEB..16-MAR. 15, 19616 
TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS AY. | TOP ‘SYNDICATED PROGRAMS _ AY. AV. 

8X. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. RETG. |RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. DISTRIB. =RTG. SH. 

Te Lawman (Sun. 8:30-9:00).....00. ‘16. . WEWS 34 

1, My Three Sons (Thurs. 9:00-9:30)....WEWS 45]? 4. Huckleberry Hound (ton, TD). s00 _— | - 
1. Untouchables (Thurs. 9:30-10:30).....WEWS 45/1 2, Yost Bear (Thurs. 7:00)...essceses, VARIETY, Issue May 3, 1961 ; 
2. Surfside 6 (Mon, 8:30-9:30)......00. .WEWS 441». WS, Marshal (Fri. 10: 30). oe. 
3. Adv. In Paradise (Mon. 9:30-10:30)...WEWS*  42/} 4 Mr. Ed (Sun. 6:30).. 
$. Flintstones (Fri.- 8:30-9:00). <.sceeees WEWS 42 || 5» Death Valley Days (wed. 7:06 

3. Naked City (Wed. 10:00-11:60).....5. WEWS 42|! 5, Quick Draw MeGraw (Fil. 
4, Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00)......WEWS 40 

5. 77 Sunset Strip (Fri, 9:00-10:00)...... WEWS 39) 6. Seven League oe 
¢, Hawaiian Eye (Wed. 9:00-10:00)......WEWS 36 | 8. Tombstone Terrifg f - R iq § T H a 

9. Dangerous 7 

BOSTON 
” 

Rating charts like the one above tell only 
long shot— because the quiet story of service seldom makes 

Television Station WEWS, which caused so much comment 
of Cleveland’s Top Ten Shows, has. another Top Ten of its 

1 LOCAL LIVE PROGRAMMING. Nearly 30 hours each week — exclusive of 1 news and sports. 
™ More than any TV station in the United States, we think. 

2 LIVE MUSIC. wews affords employment to more local, live professional musicians — and has 
M@ done so for years and years — than all the radio and TV stations in northeastern Ohio combined. 

3 PUBLIC ISSUES ON TV. From its birth almost 14 years ago, WEWS has broadcast literally thou- 

'™l sands of separate programs discussing controversial public issues. Naturally it expects to continue 
to do so. 

4a TEN YEARS OF COLLEGE COURSES. wews is the station which originated the idea of actual 
™ college credit course programs on television. It did so with Western Reserve University cooperation 

beginning some ten years ago. More than 2000 — almost 2500 — such programs have been telecast by 
WEWS. They will continue. 

5. MORE THAN 1000 PUBLIC SCHOOL TELECASTS. Devotion to our system of public school 
education is an old, old story to WEWS. For more than ten years WEWS has been virtually an arm of the 
Cleveland Board of Education. We've lost. count of the public school programs we have presented but 

-THESE ARE THE TOP TEN TH 
WITHOUT THEM, YOU DON’T HAVE THE REAL 

TELEVISION 
THE SCRIPPS. HOWARD 

FIRST TELEVISION STATION TO RECEIVE THE GEORGE 
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TING BOOKS DON'T TELL 
part of the story. They miss the real Cleveland story by a 
headlines. We've taken this ad to tell it now. 

at the NAB convention with its sweep of every single one 
own. It includes: 

6. ROMAN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS TOO. Heaven only knows how many years WEWS has been 
@ aware of the needs of the Cleveland Diocese, where 1 child out of 4 attends a Roman Catholic Parechial 

‘School. For more than ten years our. program, “INSIDE THE CATHOLIC SCHOOLS,” has been broadcast 
regularly by WEWS during the school year. 

7 A RECORD OF FAIRNESS. We have no record of any complaint during all these years from any 
@ major faith group concerning our failure adequately. to devote time to Protestants, Lutherans, Roman 

Catholics or Jews. Amazing? And after almost 14 years of consistent operation in this field. 

MEN WHO KNOW VIEWING-AREA ‘NEEDS. No wonder the WEWS staff knows and feels 
a the needs of the area this station serves.. Almost two thirds of its staff-members were born in this area. 

Their average actual residence. (except for: military service) is 27 years. 

PROGRAM PEOPLE BORN AND RAISED HERE. Of 35 program staff people, including 
i newscasters, almost half were born, raised, went to school in the area we try to serve. 

EXECUTIVES WITH EXPERIENCE. The top 15 executives and department heads of WEWS 
10 c have been employed. steadily by WEWS for the perhaps incredible average of more than 13-years each, 

- By now they should know the needs and desires of their area. We think they do. 

E NOSE-COUNTERS MISSED. 
WEWS STORY-The Story of Program Balance. 
' 

| STATON. IN CLEVELAND 

FOSTER PEABODY AWARD FOR LOCAL PUBLIC SERVICE. 
a A Te none eme 8 fee nee oe 
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PIETY -ARB SYNDICATION CHART | 
VaRIETY’s weekly tabulation based on ratings furnished by American Research buyers.to local stations and/or advertisers ta syndicators. will. find the charts: vatuable. 

Bureau, highlights the top ten network shows on a local level and offers a rating stud Over the course of a year,-ARB will. tabulate a minimum of 247 markets. The 
/in depth of the top siz syndicated shows in the same particular market. This weels.. results of that tabulation will be found weekly in. Variety, Coupled with the rating 
ten different markets are covered. performance of the top ten network shows on the local level, the Varirty-ARB charts | 

Ir the syndicated program listings of the top ten shows, rating data such as the. are designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every tu market in. the U..S. |. 
| average share of audtence, coupled with data as to time and day of telecasting com-: (*) ARB’s Nov.-Deéc. 1960 survey covered a multi-week period. ‘Syndicated shows 
petitive programming in the particular slot, etc., is furnished. Reason for detailing an- sharing one of the weeks with an alternating or special program could not be properly 
exact picture of the rating performance of syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating judged for comparative performance. Therefore, Nov.-Dec. data. will be. limited to 

| Stre ngth of particular series. Various branches of the industry, ranging from media | those syndicated. shows which played in all weeks. 

(Continued. from page 47) 

GRAND RAPIDS —KAL AMAZOO “STATIONS: WKZO, WOOD. *SURVEY DATES: FEB. 16-MAR.. 15, 1961, 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS Av. oe TOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS - AV. AV. ‘ TOP COMPETITION AW, 
RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. RTG |iRK. PROGRAM—DAY_—TIME ‘STA... DISTRIB. RTG.. SH. | PROGRAM . STA. RTG. 

ann. ; 1, Huckleberry Hound (Wed. 7:00)...-.. WOOD. ..Screen Gems 39 70|Cheyenne ..............WKZO 16 
1. Flintstones he kon 3010-00) WEZO (33 || 2+ Sea Hunt (Wed. 8:30)..........0055 .. WKZO.....Ziv-UA 31 48|Price Is Right...........WOOD 31 
oy ae Cladus (heen. 3-00-8330). WKZO 47|| 3: Lock-Up Tues. 8:00)... sscsc2ss5,. WOOD. -..Ziv-UA 29 56| Interpol: ....... teneeees WKZO. 19° 

3. Pete adys (Mion. 8:00-8:30)... .-. 4. Bugs Bunny (Wed. 6:00)... .....7-...WKZO....UAA 28 70|Early Show ....,.......WOOD. ‘8 4. Checkmate (Sat. 8:30-9:30). ......... WKZO 46 : "| Weather: Sports. ......-.WOOD 3 
4. Danny Thomas (Mon. 9:00 9:30) "WEO —u|| B+ Coronado: 9 (Thurs. 8:00).....2..;.,.WKZO....MCA 23 40|Donna Reed ....... iissWOOD 33 
5. Candid Camera (Sun. 10:00-10:30)....WKZO 4411 5. Death Valley Days (Thurs, 7:301..../. WKZO....US. Borex 23 43|Guestward Ho! .........WOOD. 30 
Foes ee et BO) We 4a || &. Mr. Ed (Fri. 7:00)... 221 WOOD. ...MCA 22. 44{ Nelson Family ..........WKZO 227 
Be eon Trae oe 10001080) WEZO 43 || 7+ Roy Rogers (Sat. 11:30)... DTT wkZOlIITROR. Prod. 20 61|Lone Ranger ........... WOOD. 12 
6. Hennessey (Mon. eter ro eeenes WKZO 43 || 8. Interpol (Tues. 8:00) ....... vecenee WKZO....ITC 19 37|Lock-Up .......e0+0-> ..WOQD: 29 
6. Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8:30).....----. 9. Four Just Men (Sat. 7:00). .- 20,62... WKZO... ITC it 88 Nanette Fabray'::...... .WOOD, 29 

OMAHA STATIONS: KMTV, WOW, KETV. *SURVEY DATES: re. Ib Mak 15,1960. 

. ‘an @. |. Miami Undercover (Sun. B80).., 7 EETY wees. Ziv-UA 22 30| What's My Line..... os WOW” 33 
i. Real McCoys (Thurs. 7:30-8:00)..-.... KETV 4211 3° Sea Went (Thurs. 9:30'..............KETV.... Ziv-UA 22 37| Life: Coronado 92110. [KMTY 33 
2. Flintstones (Fri. 7:30-8:00'........ -- KETV 39 12. Blue Angels (Sat. 10:15).......... ...WOW..... CNP 21 46|Movie ‘Masterpiece’ ....:KETV ‘13 
2. Garry Moore (Tues. 9:00-10:00'...... wow 39 i! 8. High Patrol Movies News Si, ta.” es AETV. 18 

. -00-9:30) gj. wa eee r i §. Highway Patro 7 -Weather; News; Spor 
Fee ee cThuts. 8:00-8:30. KETY 39 (Mon,, Thurs. Fri, 6:00):.....-KETV:... Ziv-UA 17-33 |Hnntley-Brinkley .......KMTV. 24 
2. My Three Sons (Thurs. 8:00-8:30)... .. : i} 3. Roy Rogers (Sat. 10:30)........0.... WOW.....R.R. Prod. 17 ‘T1|Lone Ranger ........... KMTV: 7 
$. Candid Camera (Sun. 9:00-9:30'...... wow 38 {| 4. Grand Jury (Tues. 9:30). +i eee KETV, LUNTA 15 23 Garry Moore ..;...+.... WOW 40 
4. Lawrence Welk (Sat. 8:00-9:00'...... KETV 37 |! 5. Death Valley Days (Wed. 9: 0002272 KMTV....U.S. Borax 12 19| Naked City ............. KETV 35 
5. Naked City (Wed. 9:00-10:00'....... KETV 351: 6. Tombstone Territory (Wed. 9:30). . EMT. os ZU, 10 i? Naked City aaa - KETV 34. 

5. 17 Samset Strip (Fri. 8:00-9:00)....... KETV 35 7. Divorce Court (Sun. 10:30)......-. ee aes Tog. iil ue Bowling. ece «ss Retry i 

6. Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7:30' ....... KMTY B47 8. Pioneers (Sat. 9:30)............¢.,-. KMTV.... Roebeck 8 13' Third Man; Show Month WOW: 30 

SYRACUSE STATIONS: WSYR, WSYE (Satellite fo WSYR], WHEN. “SURVEY DATES: FEB. 16-MAR.-I5; 196!. 
‘ 

. - - - SS - . ™ " — . . — — . - * - - ‘ . . . 

1. Ed Sullivan (Sun. 8:00-9:00) ........ WHEN 51!; 1. Sea Hunt (Wed. 7:00) ..... ee ceees WSYR.... Ziv-UA 36 67! Nelson Family: .. wtéeee.. WHEN 18 
2. Wagon Train ‘Wed. 7:30-8:30' ...... WSYR 48 |: 2. Lock-Up (Thurs. 7:00)..............-WSYR...'. Ziv-UA 31 _.12 | Brothers Brannigan ....: WHEN 11. 
3. Ernie Ford iThurs. 9:30-10:00' ...... WSYR 47\i 3. Third Man (Fri. 7:00'...3....6..:66+.- WSYR....NTA 29°. 73 | Best of Post. ..... we eeees WHEN 1 
4, Candid Camera (Sun. 10:00-10:30)... WHEN 45|| 4. Mr. Ed (Sun. 2:90)... 00. 0.....5....- WSYR....MCA 28. 74| Sports Spectac. .....:..-WHEN. 10 
4. Donna Reed (Thurs. 8:00-8:30) ... WSYR 45 | | 5. Two Faces West (Mon, 7: 00". «veeesees WSYR....Screen Gems 26 54| Rebel ........ eee “ -...-WHEN | ‘21 
5. Have Gun, Will Travet (Sat. 9: 30-10)... WHEN ; 6. Coronady 9 (Mon. 10:00) .......... WSYR.... MCA 23 42|Hennessey ........:.+ -WHEN 2. 
5. Perry Como (Wed. 9:00-10:00) .... - WSYR re 6. Mike Hammer (Wed. 10:00) .... certs -WSYR....MCA . 23 44 Steel Hr.; Circle Theatre. WHEN 29. 
6. Bachelor Father (Thurs. 9:00-9:30). WSYR 42} 6. This Man Dawson (Tues. 7: 00%. eevee. WSYR,... Ziv-UA 23 44| Father | Knows Best.....:.WHEN = 28 
7. Rifleman ‘Thurs. 7:30-8:00) . WSYR 41:' %. Bugs Bunny (Thurs. 6:00:. oeeaee WSYR.... UAA 20 54] Cartoon Clubhouse :... .. WHEN - 16 
8. Groucho Marx (Thurs, 10:00-10:30).. WSYR 40; _ |Clubhouse; Weather ....WHEN_ 19 
8. Jack Benny (Sun. 9:30-10:00'......... WHEN 40: 7. Popeye (Wed. 6: 00)... we ecwecessecria ; Fliker Fun |... pete -WHEN 8 
8. Thriller «Tues. 9:00-10:00' ........ WSYR 40}: | (Sat. 8:30)... ccceen scene . " WSYR. ... UAA, King 20. 71 | Cartoon Clubhouse ..:...WHEN 14. 
8. To Tell The Truth (Mon. 7:30-8:00) WHEN 491 | mot re Clubhouse; Weather ....WHEN 18 

MINNEAPOLIS—ST. PAUL STATIONS: WCCO, KSTP, KMSP, WICN. *SURVEY DATES: JAN. 6-FEB. 2, 1961, 

1. Candid Camera (Sun. 9:00-9:30)...... wcco 40 | 1. Death Valley Days (Sat. Q: 30)... eaeee "WCCO. ..U.S. Borax 26 - 4e. ight: ‘Bowling -........WTCN §~ “16 
2. Garry Moore (Tues. 9:00-10:00)......WCCO 38 “ight; Spare: Bowling....WICN 13 
3. Untouchables ‘Thurs. 8:30-9:30)...... WTCN 35 I 2, Manhunt (Thurs, 9:30).........0. +. -KSTP..... Screen Gems 22 39|-Face Nation; CBS Rep'ts. WCCO. 13- 
4. Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30: —s...,, ..... wcco 33 | %. Roy Rogers (Sat. 10:30 a.m.) ........WCCO....R. R. Prod. 22 79 | Lone Ranger ws eeeveees KSTP 6 
5. Lawrence Welk (Sat. 8:00-9:00)....... WTCN 321} 3. Huckleberry Hound (Tues. 6:30).......WCCO....Screen Gems 20 38] Laramie ...............KSTP 16 
6. Red Skelton :Tues. 8:30-9:00! ....... wcco 31)! 4. Grand Jury (Tues. 7:00t............. WwCco....NTA. 13 25| Rifleman ..:............WICN 19 
6. What's My Line ‘Sun. 9:30-10:00)..... WCCO. 31° 4. Sea Hunt (Tues. 9:30: weeveee ne WECN.... Ziv-UA 13 19| Garry Moore ....... e+e WCCO 39 . 
6. Danny Thomas (Mon. 8:00-8:30): ..... wcco 31|| 5. Mike Hammer (Sat. 10: 30). . we peeees ~. KSTP.....MCA 12 35 Critics Award ..... oie. WCCO 12. 
7. Real McCoys ‘Thurs. 7:30-8:00! ...... WTCN 30 |} 6 Cannonball (Fri. 7:00):.........06. « KMSP.... ITC 10. 19 | Rawhide; Classics .......WCCO 21 
8. Ed Sullivan (Sun. 7:00-8:00i .. . ».Wwcco 28 | 6. Mr, Ed (Fri, 6:36) ..... So veveeccon»WICN....MCA -10- 21 Rawhide: Classics ....... - WCCO. 19 
8. My Three Sons (Thurs. (8:00-8: 30.. - WICN 28 li 7. Lock-Up Wed. 9:30)... -...2+.5-.26-KSTP.... .Ziv-UA | 9 16 | Naked City: Hong Kong. -WTCN . 23 

NEW ORLEANS STATIONS: WWL, WDSU, WVUE. *SURVEY DATES: JAN, 6-FEB. 2, 1961. 

1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30).......-.. WWE 47 |: 1, Blue Angels (Sat. 9:30)... 2.4.2.4... WWL.....CNP 32 60| Fight; Bowling ..... se WUE 12 
2. Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7:30)........ WDSU 443 1. Brothers B érhurs. 9:30%-. .-WDSU ‘chs 30 64 Jackpot Bowling... wed + WDSU 12: 

-00-10: Ww !: 1. Brothers Brannigan urs. sees e OOK... sc. ceceee J 1° 
DT roo eens a ee 30-8. WW api 2. Trackdown (Sat, 6:00)... ....... UWDSU..::CBS 25 63/News ........ vereseeee WWE) HL 
8. Have Gun, Will Travel ‘Sat. 8:30-9° . Why | 3. Mike Hammer (Mon. 10:00)... .:.. Whe >... MCA 23 52|Manhunt ....-.- Le dedae a WDSU 12. 
4. What’s My Line ‘Sun. 9:30-10:00: ....WWL 41 ;, 4. Coronado 9 (Mon. 8:30)....... eeeees WWL.-..:-MCA 22. 37| Adv. In Paradise. waveaseWVUE 19 
5. Bonanza ‘Sat. 6:30-7:30° = ......... WDSU 38 1 5. Lock-Up ‘Eri. 8:30) La neeaaeeeees 7+ WWE... Ziv 19 30. 7 Sunset Steel ir... WWL” 26. 

‘ ‘00-28-00: att 5: 5. Sea Hunt (We re woe. LIV- ircle Thea.; Stee WL 21: 
6. Fd Sullivan (Sun. 7:00 an 8:30)... psu _ f 6. Two Faces West (Wed. 10: 001: ..see+-WDSU:...Sereen Gems 18 46| Territory; Cargo ......- .WWwo 13 
7. Bachelor Father (Thurs. 8:00-8:30). . . ur 1%. Three Stooges ‘Sun. 9:30: .......- WDSU....Screen Gems 16 89| TV Auto Show .........WWL : 2 
7. Candid Camera (Sun. 9:00-9:30!.... -WWL 34 || 8. Dangerous Robin (Mon. 8:00! ........ WDSU.... Ziv-UA 15. 22|Danny Thomas .........WWL 33 
8. Danny Thomas (Mon. 8:00-8:30)...... WWL 33 |} 8 Ramar of The Jungle poet 8:39). .... -WDSU. «ITC 15 68 | Two ‘Gun Playhouse. 22. WWL T 
8. Perry Como (Wed. 8:00-9:00) ........ wpsu 33 |, 8. Roy Rogers ‘Sat. 10:3 0)... Wotyerteetee -WWL . | -R. R. Prod. 15 58|Lone Ranger ...... ++. WDSU 7 12 

OMAHA STATIONS: KMTV, WOW, KETV. *SURVEY DATES: JAN. 6-FEB. 2, 1961. 

1. Untouchables ‘Thurs. 8:30-9:30'...... KETV 43 j | oo x a een 7 2. Gunsmoke -Sat, 9:00-9:30: IIWOwW 42 | 1. Third Man: (Sat. 9:30)...,......+4. | -WOW.....NTA, 30 51 | Fight: Spare; Bowling. ; ‘KETV 18 

3. Candid Camera ‘Sun. 9:00-9:30) ..... WOW 41 2, Sea Hunt (Thurs. 9:30) .......:../..KETV:... Ziv-UA 29 50 Coronado 9 |... eee -KMTV 21 
Be eee leur BONE 30) ET 49 3: Coronado 9 ‘Thurs. 9:30)............KMTV....MCA 21 36:Sea Hunt ........:....KETV 29. 
aE En renin wrt teen KETY 3g: & Blue Angels-:Sat..10:157 ........ ..WOW.....CNP 18 44 | Movie Masterpiece ......KETV 15 
5. Real McCoys | Thurs, sep 00). ee Serer =. 5. Highway Patrol ‘Mon, & Thurs, 6:00) KETV.... Ziv-UA 17 Weather; Sports ........KMTV —.20 
6. Wagon Train 'W ed. 6:30-7:30! ....... KMTV 35 . | Huntley-Brinkley so aeeee KMT'V 99. 

7. Garry Moore :Tues. 9:00-10:00)...-.-- wow 33 || 5. Miami Undercover ‘Sun. 9:30)...... -KETV.... Ziv-UA 17 25.' What's My Line.........WOW. 31 
S Hewneney Mon OOCSON wow 31 i; & Roy Rogers (Sat. 10:30) 1. ....., ...WOW.....R.R.'Prod. 15 60 Lone Ranger ........ .-KMTV 10. 
g. Flintstones ‘Fri. 7:30-8:00) ween eee. KETV 31 , 7. Divorce Court ‘Sun. 10:30! ...... 0.25 W Ow... .e “Ra Prog. 13 37 Moy ie Masterpiece sense KETV (12 

8. 77 Sunset Strip (Eri. 8:00-0:00)... ..-. Kery 31 |! 7. Grand Jury ‘Tues. 9:30) . .........KETV:....NTA 13 19, Garry. Moore .........:. wow 32. 
Be eee aot 30-10:00' WOW gr 8, Death Valley Days ‘Wed. 9:30)....... KMTV....US. Borax 11 17) 'Naked: City; Hong Kong..KETV 36 
8. Red Skelton (Tues. 8:30-9:00'........WOW 31h 8. Popeye (Sat. 11:00).. revececeeenees. KMTV....King Fea. pOky King ....veceesees- WOW i4 
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Kennedy's ‘Freedom’ Speech | 
hopes he'll remember his words as: 

Jong as he holds office.. 

‘The speech was the biggest nit 

of the convention, and the Presi- 

dent thoughtfully brought along 

Astronaut Alarm B. Shepard Jr. and 
his wife as a surprise “in. person” 
bonus for the delighted delegates. 
Shepard wore the glistening’ gold- 

en medal hanging from a ‘blue rib- 

bon which the President had just 

pinned eon him at special White 
House ceremonies, 

There were some delegates who 

felt the Kennedy speech repre- 

sented a. backtrack from his appeal 

last week to another media—to the 

American Newspapers _ Publishers 
Assn. convention in N. Y.—to im-: 

‘pose self-censorship on news which 
would be harmful to the U: S. dur- 
ing. the present worldwide crisis. 
Many of the publishers, according 
to their: subsequent editorials, are} 
highly critical of the Kennedy plan. 

Actually, there was no reason to 
interpret his NAB speech. as a] 

position on self-censor-. Yeversal of 
ship. Instead, it-was an affirmation 

. that his decision. to. permit on-the- 
spot news coverage of Astronaut 
Shepard’s ride out of this world 
was in America’s best Interest as 
“a free society.” 

There is an obvious difference | 
between permitting coverage of a 
news event like the Shepard 
launching {the coverage itself dra- 
matically tells the world of the free- 
doms allowed news media in Amer- 
ica) and the self-censorship appeal 
by ..Kennedy to the newspaper 
publishers in N.Y. There were val- 
ues to be gained in world opinion. 
‘by permitting the spot coverage 
‘of Shepard, even tf the missile 
shot failed. Russia didn’t allow any 
-guch thing. 

What Kenedy was talking about 
.In N-Y. were stories dug up by 
‘-enterprising reporters which,. by 
their publication, would. be harm- 
ful to the national interest abroad. 
He asked publishers to ask them- 
selves if news stories tipping off 

Coatinecd from ere 6 

American secrets would be bad for 
their country if pubiishe 
Kennedy at one. “point said. 

“There was no way out’ ef allow- 
ing Canaveral bused coverage. of 
the Shepard flight. 

“Because we. are a free soelety, Md 
he said, “we take chances out in 
the open for success or failure. 
It is the kind of risk which mem- | 
bers of a free society must take. 
Some members of our society 
think we shouldn’t. take such |. 
chances. But there is no way out 
of it... with free broadcasting, 
our failures as weil as our succes- 
ses are broadcast around the world. 
We therefore ¢an jake double pride 
in our successes.’ 

The President told broadcasters 
that there is “no means of com- 
munication as significant as that 
in which you are involved. You 
give people the chance to see and 
listen; you have a great role in the 
defense of freedom throughout the 
g fe) ‘} ] . 

Kennedy. spoke several different 
times of the “‘secrecy” which is in- 
herent in a “totalitarian system.” 

‘I do not believe,” Kennedy 
eried, “that the tide of history is 
on the side of despotism. We bring 
to the battle. our own advantages 
of a-free side. On our side is the 
single fact that men want to be 
free and: that nations desire’ to- be. 
independent. ” 

: He continued: “one of the great 
resources of ‘a democracy is the 
very. fact that we are an ‘open 
society’ (that is, one with freedom: 
of information about government). 
Thus, if we are once again to pre- 
serve our freedom, it will. be be- 
cause of our. freedom, not: in Spite 
of it.” 
Kennedy also put in & strong 

plug for expansion of tv in educa- 
tional areas; not only in the U‘S. 
but in the worldwide struggle 
against filiteracy. The -use of tv 
and radio to: teach people in other. 
nations to read. and write is being 
promoted by NAB Prexy LeRoy 
Collins, who-has apparently sold. 
the President on the idea, Collins 
has talked to Kennedy about it at 
length. Jt is a suggestion which. 

the peace corpse may take up, par- 

{dor, overwhelmingly illiterate now |. 

-unit which automatically corrects 

|category. A recent poll of FM 

‘tiplex stereo units. 

Jed display center in the Main Ex- 

‘projectors -for film  telecasting, 

‘A. remotely controlled vidicon cam- 

‘tions such as. news programs and 

ticularly to try eut dramatically in 
a srnall nation such as San Salva- 

but convenient, because of its small 
size, to reach the entire popula- 
tion with: only limited tv facflities. 

“The History of this nation,” the 
President declared, “is a tribute 
to. the ability of {ts informed | 
citizenry to make the right choice.” 
And Kennedy made it clear that 

he thinks the rad{o-tv industry has 
been: a major contributor ‘to the 

=umman Conttiued from page 27 aan 

citizenry being informed. ate Majority Leader Mike Mansfield 

‘(D-Mont.) said that despite the 

Os ‘high risks,” he believed in “free 

NAB Exhibits tommunications” and was ready to 
- oo ‘| “vely on the good sense and patri- 

saames Continued from page 24 Sees! oticm” of the Fourth Estate. Others 
with a new. video tape model, a/on hand for the session in the Sen- 

ate Caucus Room included Labor 
Secretary Arthur Goldberg, Sen. 

Maurine Neuberger (D-Ore.) and 

Rep. Francis Bolton (R-Ohio). Tapes } 
of the interviews were furnished 

among U. S. stations, networks and]the AWRTers for home station 
production companies, 104 Ampex | newscasts. 
units among closed-circuit systems | A notable news beat was scored 

picture distortions, a color tv ac- 
cessory unit, a new Ferrite video 
head assembly and a-selective edit- 
ing unit. As of May 1, there were 
454 Ampex video tape recorders 

i U.S. mnit - seas Tne OMS units over- | when the ladies nabbed Rep. James 
“The Federal Communications |Fulton _ (D-Pa.), second ranking 

member of the "House Space Com- 
mittee, for a Friday night (5) 
speech delivered soon after his re- 
turn from Cape Canaveral anc the 
successful suborbital astronaut 
flight. Fulton was guest speaker at 
a dinner given by the Washington 
Hotel Assn, for the AWRT. The 
Cogressman called on the broad- 
casters to help sell the space pro- 
gram to the public so it will sup- 
port more money for extraterres- 
tial endeavors. 
Montez Tjaden, 

ager of KWTV, 

Commission okay of multiplex 
stereo for FM put the spoflight 
on transmitting equipment. in that 

broadcasters indicated. that a 
healthy portion of FM stations plan 
to employ multiplex stereo trans- 
mission, slated. by the FCC to start 
June 1. Ampex, RCA, and other 
menufacturers displayed FM mul- 

Color tape equipment by RCA, 
Ampex and others was very much 
in evidence, as was lighting, cam- 
era equipment, programming serv- 

ices, and broadcasting aides and 
devices of all types. 
General Electric had an expand- 

romotion man- 
klahoma City, 

president. President-elect, in line 
for the top post next year, is 
Martha Crane, women’s program 

Qi f director for WLS, Chicago. 
hibition Halli. List of new GE prod- : 
ucts included. two camera’ systems 
for live telecasting, a film camera 
channel, tv transmitters and am-| 
plifiers, continuous motion picture 

Ottawa—Oscar Peterson set for 
gab chores on Canadian Broadcast- 
ing Corp’s tv jazz show May 10. 
Peterson’s trio will also be used, 
with Fred Davis sharing emcee 
duties with the 88er. Also pacted 
for the stint are Eve Smith, Don 

monitors and transistorized audio. 

era. Charinel for “off-hours”. tele- 
easting of “live” studio presenta- 

foursome, 
commercials also was introduced. / Lee Morgan. 

| Jndge Miller’s Salute to Collins 
Warns Him of TF air-Weather Friends 

succeeded Mrs. Tufty as AWRT{* 

Thompson Eleven, Peter Appleyard 1¢ 
Ron Collier Ten-Tet, | 

61 

Washington, May 9. 
Judge Justin Miller the former 

NAB president who received the 
1961 Distinguished Service Award 
at this year’s broadcasters conven- 
tion, responded with one of the 
most provocative, outspoken taiks 
of the 39th annual meet. He com- 
plimented the broadcasters for 
choosing a man of suck principle 
and stature as Gov. LeRoy Collins, 
but lost no time in warning Cole 
lins of the industry’s “fair-weather 
friends.” 

“They'll be with you in times 
of popular acclaim, but they'll fail 
all over themselves getting away 
in times of crisis,” Miller cau- 
tioned. “You'll draw enemies who 

| will try to trap you into error or 
inconsistency; seekers of favors: 
crackpots, critics and even as- 
Sassins.”’ 

“When a man becomes president 
of any organization, he acquires— 
almost as a magnet draws iron to 
itself—a conglomeration of char- 
acters. Fortunately, he draws 
strong substantial men who can 
advise him and assist him in the 
programs which they outline for 
him. But he draws, also, over-eager 
friends who embarrass him by 
their solicitous interference.” 

Miller took a swipe at the critics 
of broadcasting whu, “born in the 
present century, some ef them 
having barely arrived at post-ado- 
lJescent maturity during the last 
decade—could hardly be expected 
to see the picture in its true per- 
pective. 
“Instead, they respond eagerly 

to the pressure groups. Some of 
them, with even less that creditable 
motives, build their structure of 
critism for special purposes. This, 
of course, is perfectly obvious in 
the ease of the omniscient young 
men who write columns about tv 
to please their editors and pub- 
lishers, who—quite understandably 
—smart under the competition of 
broadcasting’s faster and more 
palatable presentation of the news; 
of its ever-increasing effectiveness 
in displaying the wares of the 
world to the consuming public.” 

“tale aay ¥ 
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Calif. AM-TV Newsmen May Win 
Protection for 

Hollywood, May 9. 

_ California radio and television 
commentators will be free to with- 
hold their source of information 
from investigating bodies if an 
amended bili that passed the Sen- 
ate Judiciary Committee by an 8 to 
1 vote is approved by the Sacra- j 
mento legislature. Bill has been 
sent on to the Senate floor with 
recommendations that it be passed. 

Assembly Bill 63 would amend 
Section 1881 of the California Code 
of Civil Procedure, relating to rri- 
vileged communications. This is 
the section that also protects a 
husband from the testimony of his! 
wife, safegurads lawyer and client 
rights and the secrets of the con- 
fessional. 

Bill was written through the 
persistence of John Thompson, 
manager of the Pacific Division of 
NBC news and prexy of the South- 
ern California Radio and: Televi- 
sion News Club, and the coopera- 
tion ofAssemblyman John Caroll 
of Sacramento, the state assembly | 
passed an amended version of 
Section 1881, known as Assembly 
Bill 65, thet read: “Nor can a radio 
or television news reporter or 
other person connected with or em- 
ployed by a radio or television sta- 
tion be so adjudged in contempt 
for refusing to disclose the source 
of any information procured far 
and used in a radio or television 
News program.” As set down this 
would include protection for both 
newscasters and commentators. 

The Senate Judiciary Committee 
tool the legislature and amended 
AB 65 with a section rewritten to 
read “. . . procured as a report of 
current events, as oprosed to com- 
ments, on radio or television.” As 
rewritten this protected only the 
rights of newscasters but not com- 
mentators. But after testimony by 
Thompson, Clete Roberts, KTLA 
news commentator: Sam Zelman, 
manager of the Western Division 
of CBS news; William Winter, San 
Francisco, ABC news commenta- 
tor; William Cothran, San Fran- 
cisco KRON-TV, news director 
and Don Mozley, KCBS, San Fran- 

Sources a la Dailies 
cisco newscasters, Senate commit- 

: tee revised AB 65 to read “. . . pro- 
‘cured for news commentary pur-. 
i poses on radio and_ television.” 
: As now tevised the rights of news 
;commentatorg would be guaran- 
i teed. 

Two years ago the same bill was 
passed by the legislative bodies but 

-was vetoed by Governor Edmund 
-t{Pat) Brown. Before leaving Sac- 
‘ramento to the six newsmen visited 
‘the governor and got his word that 
‘when the approved amendment 
‘reached his desk it would be 
: signed. 

AB 65 Would give radio and tele- 
vision newscasters equal rights 

_.along with newspaper reporters in 
_California. Since 1932 a bill has 
protected the latter. Only about 

‘twelve states have written laws 
protecting newspaper information 

_sources. . 

! | 7 Arts: Volume Il 
i Timed for the National Assn. of 

.Broadeasters convention, Seven 

, Arts Associated has disclosed the 

‘titles of its second group of 

‘Warner Bros. post-’48’s. At the 

'Same time, Seven Arts ticked off 

‘its first deal for the pix, called 
“Volume 11. Films of the~- 50's,” 
i with WCAU-TY, CBS o&o in Phila- 
: delphia. 

Titles include: “His Majesty 
O’Keefe.” “Jim Thorpe, All Amer- 

:ican,” both starring Burt Jan- 
‘caster; “Young At Heart,” Doris 
Day, Frank Sinatra; “Operation 

‘Pacific,’ John Wayne; 
‘Leaf,” ~Gary Cooper; 
Horatio Hornblower,” Gregory 

; Peck; “Force. of Arms,” William 
‘Holden; “West Point Story,” 
|James Cagney; “Silver Chalice,” 
1 Paul Newman; “Along the Great 
; Divide,” Kirk Douglas; “Goodbye, 
pvLy Fancy.” Joan Crawford; “Hasty 
. Heart,” Ronald Reagan; “I Con- 
fess!" Montgomery Clift. 

Forty-one. pix are in the Volume 
11 package. 

“Bright 
“Captain | 
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FM B’casters Elect 
Washington, May 9. 

Fred -Rabell, KITT, San Diego, 
was elected president of the Na- 
tional Assn. of FM Broadcasters at “front line media.” Y&R already 

their annual meeting here just 
ahead of the NAB convention. 

Other officers elected by the FM. 
delegates. included: T. Mitchell 
Hastings: Jr., v.p. of tha Concert 
Network;- Lynn Christian, KMGM, 
Houston, Secretary; and William 

‘Tomberlin, KMLA, Los Angeles, 

‘Callege of the Air’ For 
CBS-TV as-NBC Revamps. 

‘Continental Classroom’ 
NBC's: longrunning. “Continental 

-Classroom”’ will switch over to CBS- 
TV in the fall under the new title 
of “The College of the Air.” But 
under the CBS-TV setup; the pro- 
gram will-be fed to affiliates daily 
for rebroadcast at their conven- 
ience, rather than under the NBC 
pattern of a simultaneous live feed. 

Switch was made by the Learn- 
ing Resources Institute, which had 
provided the “Continental Class- 
‘room” shows for NBC, following a 
disagreement over the method, of 
‘exposure. NBC wanted to contjnue 
the live telecast principle, while 
the LRI preferred the rebroadcast 
technique. - 

At CBS,. daily show will be fed 
to affiliates cross-the-board ‘at 1:05 
to 1:30 p.m. on the closed-circuit. 
They can tape or kinescope it for 
rebroadcast at any time or may, 
if they wish. carry it live at that 
time. College credit courses will 
begin with one modern biology. 
Instructors for the course aren't 
set yet, but consultant will be Dr. 
Hiden T. Cox,. exec director of the 
American Institute of Biological 

‘ Sciences. 

NBC will retain the “Continental 
Classroom” title and. expects to 
continue the series under different 
auspices. NBC will offer a course 
in mathematics and one in. govern- 
ment next fall in its 6-7 a.m. time. 
Major problem now is finding fi- 
nancing for the two courses, which 
the web estimates cost $1,000,000 
in program and line casts. 

VaR 

views it as “yet another weapon 
in marketing,” with a high regard 
for its “inherent flexibility, and 
freedom from network restraints.” 
“We (at Y&R) are very pleased 
with .your progress, the ad exec 
told the FM delegates. 

Details of the 1959 Y&R survey 
were outlined by Dr. Frank May- 
ans Jr., v.p. and associate director 

Jo£ research for the agency. .THe 
only extensive survey of FM set 
owners ever taken, it was based 
on interviews with 1364 female 
homemakers scattered across the 

| eountry, 

Some of the salient findings: 
41° of homes having FM receivers 
{including AM-FM combination 
sets) reported weekly incomes of 
over $140, in contrast to only 25°% 
in the $140-plus bracket of homes 
having AM receivers alone. 
—67% of EM homes are in met- 

ropolitan centers. with 35° in 
cities of over 1,000,000 persons. 

—One out of four FM sets is 
owned by a college-trained home- 
maker, whereas only one out of 
eight AM owners went to college. 

—14° of FM owners were 
classed as professional or semi- 
professional folk, in contrast to 
only 8°o of AM owners. 

—74°o of FM set owners are 
also homeowners. 

—of all these interviewed, 93° 
owned a radio of some kind, with 
28° having either FM sets or AM- 
FM receivers. ‘ 

—biggest percentage. of FM set. 
owners was found in the North 
Central states. 

—of FM owners, two out of five 
said they listened to an FM broad- 
cast in the week preceding the in- 
terview. 

Zenith and. General Electric, 
‘whose stereo system was chosen 
by FCC in authorizing the new 
broadcasting method, gave the 
first industry .demonstrations of 
their techniques and equipment at 
the FM meet, . 

Everett L. Dillard, Chairman of 
NAB's FM Radio Committee, pre- 
dicted FM “is immediately due for 

Study on FM 
Continued from page 24 

ye GRY: Rp 

when to go into. FM; but ts it al- 

further solid and substantial 
growth.” ; 7 

But his speech; opening the FM. 
session Monday (7), raised a new 
problem—an impending shortage . 
of frequencies in the FM _ band, 
“The question which ‘each broade 
casters ‘should ask himself is not 

ready too late,” he said. In:’16 of: 
the 25 major cities, FM: stations 
outnumber AM, and 18 of the big-. 
gest markets are “essentially 
closed” to new FM assignments, 
Dillard averred. — 

In talks stressing the efficacy of 
organization of community FM 
broadcasters, Chris Stolfa, of 
KCMO-FM, Kansas City, Mo., de- 
scribed how the six commercial 
FM stations {n his area banded 
together and pulled themselves 
collectively out of a “sad situa- 
tion” where there hadn't been near 
enough ad coin to go around. A’: 
similar succéss story was told by. 
Dave Morris, KQUE-FM, Houston, | 
who expressed confidence that de- 
spite abortive flurries of° prosper- 
ity in the past, “the FM boom this 
time is not going to peter.” He 
added,. however, that it. might be 
some time befofe FM will get an 
appreciable slice of national blurb 
business. 

Same sanguine note was sound- 
ed by Shirl K. Evans Jr.. WFBM- 
FM, Indianapolis, to him, “FM's 
success story is assured many 
times over. It. meets. not only a 
need, but needs.. Needs on the part 
of a big segment of. listeners ... 
listening needs that ‘can be fuc- 
nished by no other service.” 
A technical discussion dealt with 

“the multiplexities of multiplex- 
ing,” the method by which stereo 
broadcasts will be made as well 
as the system used for the back- 
ground music and other. secondary 
services sold by FM. outlets. Har-. 
old L. Kassens, Chief of the Aural 
Existing Facilities Branch of FCC, 
pronounced the stereo  break- 
through a “great forward stép.” Of. 
the GE-Zenith system given the 
nod by FCC, he said: “We feel it 
is excellent system which wit) per- 
form very well.” 
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Television Reviews 
that. the. youngster was victimized | 
by. a false belief that the forms of 
justice are more important than 
its consequences, a point of view | 
which was obviously that of the 
-playwright. Clearly Stockwell 
was insanely hysterical. when he 
murdered the sheriff and the 
acript did not succeed in swallow- 
ing this point in the dialectical ar- 
guments leading to Stockwell’s 
acceptance of his own fate. 

Although saddled with: unlikely. 
quotations from Socrates, or 
Aristotle, Stockwell played the 
youngster with intensity, being 
particularly effective in ‘the initial. 
hanging sequence. Mitchell played. 

“with his customary persuasiveness 
and Wynn contributed a sharply. 
etched portrait of a rough-hewn 
administrator of the. Jaw. Mildred | 

. Trarer was effective as. Stockwell’s 
_Tremantic. interest. and the rest of 
the cast also played skillfully as 
part of the production's general 
attentiveness to realistic detail. 

A background score by Tony 
Mottola underlined the ‘story neat- 
ly while a special “Song ‘of the 
Valley,” by Jerry Bock and play-| 
wright Jerry. McNeeley, was sung 
by Ken Carson behind the credits 
and between the acts in the man- 
ner of the “High Noon” saga. 

-Herm. 

TV Followup Comment. 

American Musical ‘Theatre 
On the verge of a new collabora- 

tive effort with Richard Rodgers; 

‘Continued. from page 39 

| and. “Camelot” Teprises. 

queries from emcee Jim Morske 
‘and the highschool kids in the au- 
dience astutely. Even his remem- 
brances of his own school days at 
Choate and Harvard when JFK 
was: somewhere around, had a sin- 
cere and pleasing autobiographical 
tone. 

His points on how a song is 
created, the “love” 
quired in working on any given 

{| property and the emotional atti- 
tudes that are necessary before in-. 
‘serting a ‘song into a show were 

that is re- 

angles that could send the tyros 
in the aud to ‘their. typewriters. 
It's doubtful that his warning. that 
you have to he. somewhat mad to 
attempt a career in the theatre de- 
terred: anyone. 

In’ addition to the entertaining 
palaver, show. dished out. several 
pleasing items from the Lerner- 
Loewe catalog under discussion, 
Earl Wrightson’s big voice did ex- 
ceptionally well. with “I Love You 
This Morning”: from -“‘The Day 
Before. Spring,” “Almost. Like Be- 
ing In Love” from “Brigadoon” 
and “T Still See Elisa” from “Paint 
Your Wagon.” Susan Johnson 
was extremely pleasing with “My 
Last Love” from “‘What’s Up” and 
“The Heather on the Hill” from 
“Brigadoon.” Irwin -Kostal did a 
fine job ‘batoning the CBS Or- 
chestra. 

Edward Mulhare and Richard 
‘Burton will guest with Lerner on 
next Sunday’s show for the “Lady” 

Gros, 

Dave Garroway’ s ‘Today’ Show 
‘John Daly, veteran master of the 

librettist-lyricist Alan Jay Lerner; quiz and news areas,. has widened | 
did a nifty Part -1 recap of the | his video horizon in his substitute 
early days with his first Broadway 

artner Frederick Loewe on 
TCBS-TV's (N. Y.) “American; 

Musical Theatre” Sunday (7). Ler- 
mer tgok his collaboration with 

Loewe from “What's Up” in 19431! of doing the 7-to 9 a.m. “pre-dawn | an Pastor 
to “Paint Your Wagon” in ‘51.; 

Next Sunday he goes onward and ' week on the days the U:S, space-; Mildred) Dunnock. 
upward through “My Fair Lady” man was being prepped to burst | Fletcher 
‘and “Camelot.” 

Lerner is an articulate and per- 

{host - ‘stint for Dave Garroway’s 

the running Cape Canaveral re-, 
motes and varied bits and scraps; 

| familiar to the spread. 
With the launching delays, the 

{on-the-scene space coverage failed | 
to materialize, but producer Fred 
Freed vidtaped an extra half-hour, 
from 9 to 9:30, just in case, which 
could have been inserted for west- 
ern affiliates’ pickup, 

‘Daly opened with a lead-up eom- 
mentary on the launching that! 
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Germany's 2d Channel to Operate 
As Network; Setmakers in Trouble 

Frankfurt, May 9 

Germany's second television 

' channel, which has been on an on- 

again off-again state for the last 
utilized film clips and. expertizing ly ear, is finally coming into being 
by “Today's” regular news director, ! 
Paul Cunningham. 

Otherwise, Daly handJed the 
casual exchanges between Jack 
Lescoulie {features, sports and 
weather) and the show’s girl of the 
week, Pat Scott. 

~ Show’s entertainment highlight, 
saved for the end, was provided 
by Jim and Jane Henson’s “Mup- 
pets,” a stable of hip animal pup- 

NBC Washington o&o. 

The Hensons, who. can be cred- 
ited with tv’s most imaginative cre- 

not 
original and witty characterizations 
in the Muppets, but: also use the 
medium’s special effects to solid 
impact. Bil. 

The Catholic Hour . 
On Sunday (7) over NBC-TYV, : 

“The Catholic Hour” successfully 
launched a four-part series on the 
“Theatre, Past and Present” by 
presenting. excerpts from two 
plays, each indicating the rela- 
tionship of man to God. The Rev. 
John Walsh, director of drama at | 
Marquette U., was quiet and con- 
vincing as host, but the explora- 
tion of his theme was made excit- 
ing by the performances of Sam 
Wanamaker, as Oedipus, and Les- 
ter Rawlins as Tiresias in a 
scene from “Oedipus Rex.” — 

To further illustrate the theme 
(officially tagged “Theatre & 

NBC-TV eatly morning strip. and | God”) of the first program, “Cath- 
has proved as suave an anchorman | olic Hour” chose as: its second 
es ever in his new bailiwick. -work a scene from “The Sign of 

Daly was under the extra strain | Jonah,” a play written by Luther- 
Guenter Rutenborn 

: eseadrille” (as he called it) live last about the guilt of Nazi Germany. 

‘through: the atmosphere barrier, 
‘put managed: nicely 

Bramwell 

and Herbert Voland 
| played key parts well. In other 

(on show | key. roles were Gerry Jedd and 
Art. sonable tv guest and fielded the’ caught Friday) to splice together Richard Durham. 

pets tZat appear regularly on the | 

‘on January 1, 1962. 

The various Jands of West Ger- 
many, who now combine to split 
the time of the first channel, have 
just announced through their 
various minister-presidents that 
they will start the second channel 
likewise as a combined network 
next January. Name of the new 
group will be only Zweites 
Deutsches Fernsehen. 

Since the lands were given the 
right last fall to start their own 
separate channels. there has been 
a constant squabble as to how 

ation since the Kuklapolitans, have {they would operate, with previ- 

only developed particularly ! ously announced decisions to run 
the second channels independent- 

lly of each ‘other, so that programs 
in the Munich area, for instance. 
would be completely different 
from those playing in Frankfurt. 

While the stations had planned 
to be in operation under this 
scheme by June 1, one station. 
Hessischer Rundfunk, the Frank- 
furt outlet, actually got on the air 
May 1 for a couple of hours a 
day. Its premiere presentation was 
a widely-heralded production of 
the operetta ‘“Rosenkavalier”’ from 
the May Festival in nearby Weis- 
baden. 

Hessischer Rundfunk experts 
estimated that about 390.000 of 
the 5.000.000 German television 
set owners had plunked out the 
necessary $40 for converting their 
screens to carry the second pro- 
gram. 

The two networks currentiy 
beaming out of Frankfurt are try- 
ing to differentiate between their 
programs to make them less com- 
petitive with each other, since 
both are produced by essentially 
the same outfit. While one station 
carries a boxing match, for in- 
stance, the other woos teen-agers 
with the soft songs of popular re- 
cording artist Conny Frohoess, 

np Se SSRN Gain etme 

and while the controversix] docu- 
mentary about the Nazi era “The 
Third Reich” is on the first out¢ 
let, the second is carrying the 
comedy “Tovarisch.” 

The Hessischer Rundfunk plans 
to continue its second channel 
until it merges with the other 
stations next January. Meantinie, 
the program executives will oce 
cupy about six months in plotting 
just how the new combined net- 
work will operate and which sta- 
tion is responsible for which 
chunk of time. 

Meanwhile, the latest statistics 
show that the lard has a total of 
5.051,000 television sets now with 
the highest number, about 1.809,- 
000, in the West German area and 
one million sets in the North 
German area. Bavaria has about 
570.000; Frankfurt’s Hessischer 
Rundfunk boasts 410.000; Southe- 
west Television has 370,000; South 
German television 325.000; West 
Berlin 265.000; Saarland TV comes 
up with 90.000; and Radio Bremen 
80,000. 
And it’s an open secret that In 

the television set industry, there 
is considerable trouble. Folks whe 
are annoyed at the constant 
change of plans for the second 
channel have been waiting to buy, 
so that the warehouses are ciut- 
tered with an estimated 350,000 
sets of the 59-centimeter model 
And it’s expected that the price 
wil! be dropped to lure the cus- 
tomers into buying these unsold 
1960 models, which will have to 
be converted to carry the second 
program. The sets will probably 
be from $37 to $50 cheaper than 
the same size 1961 sets. 

Milwaukee—On May 22 at Cene 
tral YMCA, Milwaukee County 
Radio and TV Council, will dise 
pense awards to Milwaukee teie- 
vision and radio broadcasting 
stations. Top speaker at the Coun- 
eil's annual meeting will be David 
C. Stewart. director of Washington 
(D. C.) office of National Educae 
tional Televisions & Radio Center, 
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Brit. TV Has More Than Its Share 
Of Troubles Over Documentaries 

London, May 9. 
Dramatized documentary can pro-{| tion Officer” as 

j and valuable series.” He did hot 

| 

vide top television shows, but there 
may be big headaches in this type 
of program, as some of Britain's 

who earller had described “Proba- 
“a well-intentioned 

ilems; Morris S. Novik, Joe Ream, 

‘and Bob: Swezey, who made this 

Wednesday, May 10, 1961 

how well his Detroit Tigers were 
‘doing (‘in first placé, at least this 
week”); Clair R. McCollough, who CBS 
always handles. all the arrange-. 
ments in’'a manner which relieves. 
the rest of the ViPers of all prob- 

stay in greater abundance, whether 
commercial or not. 

Some 415 station execs, rapping 
year’s plaque award to. VIPer Abel! 200 of the network's 205 affiliates, 

Green. “Schultz” Swezey mixed} attended the two-day meeting at 

J. Leonard Reinsch, Sol Taishoff, 

’ ‘Balanced Programs’ 
Continued from page 26 

Victory 
to substitute local programming 
for network, since. the higher rate 
tends to equalize the difference be- 
tween compensation and the stae 
tion’s local or spot rates, That, 

see the film, but after hearing‘ his Latin metaphors and an at-|the Waldorf-Astoria, an alltime !says CBS, is its purpose. But in 
about it asked to see it played over 

tv producers have been finding out.|which had been arranged. 

The BBC has just postponed 
“Night Call,” a series of 13 pro- 
grams on the work of the emer- 
gency medical call service which 

are temporarily unavailable. Rea- 
son for the postponement, a de- 
cision, taken after consultation 
with the British Medical Associa- 
tlon, that fhe program “would give 
a too restricted picture of doctors* 
deputizing arrangements.” 

First of the skein was due to 

Afterwards he visited the deten- 
tion centre. Many of the staff re- 

| garded the film as a gross travesty. 

, tive 

,tempt at Varietyese in such a slick | high. 
jmanner that he’s the only execu-{ The only major current of res- 

in. broadcasting. who ' now | tiveness was cued by the network’s 
speaks in fractured Braille. A good; Proposed new station compensa- 
‘time was had by all—there is some | tion contract. But even in this in- 

'the- two-station markets, many af- 
.fils claim they’re penalized—they 
‘feel they must carry shows from 
‘other webs, but they're getting less 
‘money fram CBS oyerall because 

| He remembered the farmer warden doubt about nary a dry eye left in,;Stance, the beefs were muted as: they can't program: enough of the 

‘for whom he had a high regard, 
jand neither he nor the present 
}warden would deal with a young 
man in that way. 

| He asked whether the Prison 
.Commission felt some protest was 
due, but was told that the film, as 

‘first produced, was very much 
2 

be talked out in individual sessions 
Jand negotiations and was not an 
official part of the affil meeting. 

| Beefs came primarily from affili- 
ates in one and two-stalion mar- 
‘kets, who charged the new com- 
pensation formula would in effect 

jtion about nary a dry throat. 

Salant Sounds Out Affils 
On Expanding Newscasts 

provides deputies for doctors who as an extremely high-minded manithe sea of nostalgia, but no ques- CBS insisted that the pact would 

go out on May 2, but the BBC tne ty authorities to remove some 
hastily replaced it with a new! of the worst features, and felt that 
serles of ee, c atche r” espionage | as they were not responsible they 
stories. No protests from spies oF oouid ‘not do more. 

counter-agents are expected. Post-| Meanwhile Associated Television 
ponement is bad luck for the BBC, ig mulling over a new documentary 
for the medical flavor of “Night! .ries which will have a youn 3 g 
Call” might have made it a serious! ; 
rival to” commercial televisipn’s | Church of England parson as hero. 
very popular “Emergency Ward: 
Lia which is also screened on “Emetgency-Ward 10” has created 

Another popular commercial ty toe Most. ble snag—which has 
skein, “Probation Officer.”” has run to : 

to sharp criticism in tne rouse i feeling among other denominations 

the Criminal Justice Bill. Lord jheen singled out for special treat 
lapse” a recent film in the. series | Ment 
in which a warden at a detention ; 
centre was shown breaking a de-; 
fiant youth by reminding him that 
his father hanged himself. 

This produced a clash with the 
Earl of Bessborough, a director of. — . 
Associated Television, producers of .Who never missed any of the an- 
“Probation Officer.” He asked if: nual get-togethers, was en route 
Lord Longford was aware that to Japan for a Kiwanis Interna- 

there had been a change in the tional powwow, Col. Harry C. 
warden at this particular centre. {| Wilder was honeymooning in his 

=e CONtinued from page 26 

: worse. The Commission persuaded | 

This, :it is hoped, will create as 
much ‘goodwill for the Church as 'affliates conclave to consider a half-|to 60% for the balance. “Free 

that the Church of England had| 

ViPers | 

To a Half-Hour Nightly 
CBS News prexy Dick Salant has 

sounded out the network’s tv affili- 
ates on the feasibility of a half- 
hour nightly newscast cross-the- 
‘board on a seven-days-a-week basis. 
Stating that the present 15-minute 
format hardly scratches the sur- 
face, he asked. last week’s CBS-TV 

‘hour show, to mull’ if and to get 
lback to him on their reaction. 
| Salant indicated such a .show 

;months to.a year after affiliate ap- 
proval was indicated. He said the 
format would be iworked. on care- 
fully, dry-run and otherwise tested, 
‘and at least one pilot made. But, he 
(declared, the half-hour format “is 
going ta come someday.” and he 
wants “us to decide now to lead the 
way.” 

; The current.15-minute news for- 
imat, in terms’ of actual spoken 
twords, would merely fill the first 
two columns of the Wall St. Jour- 
nal. In light of fast-breaking world 
events and increasing public aware- 
ness and acceptance of news pro- 

from other networks. CBS atti- 
tude, on the other hand, was that 
i the formula merely rewards a sta- 
‘tion for carrying more CBS pro- 
; gramming. 

[From ol them for carrying shows 

change from a constant 30° com- 
pensation for all hours carried to 
ia two-scale payment, 10% on the 
first seyeral hours carried, jumping 

. time” is eliminated. 
| Here’s the way it would work: 

hours, then is compensated for the 

of 30% of rate card. Under the 
| new plan, same station would re- 
ceive 10% of rate card for the first 
\24 hours he carries and 60° for 
‘the remaining 11. CBS figures he’d 

lof 30% 30 at the constant rate: 

‘come out with the same number: 
| of dollars under either plan. 
_Purpose of the plan, of course, 

'is to make affiliates program more 
{hours of CBS feeds, since after a 
‘certain number of 10% _ hours, 
‘their compensation hits 60% -for 
l every hour thereafter. The more 
| they program, the more they’re ° 

Heart of the formula {fs the’ 

: , : ‘A station carrying 35 hours a week. 
be guarded against—might ‘be a: would not take to the air for six! presently gives the web five free 

“Are you aware that the former 
warden of this center. saw the 
script, two representatives of the 
Prison Commissioners attended the 
rehearsal, and two resident proba- 
tlon officers also approved the 
script?” 

“TI do not accept that about ap- 
proval,” replied Lord Longford 

ad 

, native Scottsdale, Ariz.; Martin 
: Campbell is too ill in his native 
Dallas to make it this year; and 
Mark Woods who, incidentally, is 
:back in broadcasting in between: 
“his Sarasota realty and other inter- 
fests, just couldn’t make it. 
| The attendees were Kalamazoo’s 
John E. Fetzer, who took bows on 

HUMPHREY 

UT 
BA T 
CIRCUS ¢ e 

a) 
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rt 

E 

gramming, the 15-minute show is; paid at the 60% rate. Idea is to 
superficial, he said, and the time is 
ripening for “the great leap for- 
ward” to the half-hour strip. He. 
emphasized the step would not be| program more lucrative local or 
taken if it involved cutting time; national spot carriers or other net- 
allocated to local newscasts on the| work programming. 
affiliate level. . The 60% rate negates the desire 

CBS shows after fulfilling their 

. 

NEW FOR TV-ONE OF 30 FABULOUS M-G-M POST-48’s_ 

discourage stations from rejecting . 

minimum commitments in order to. 

°60° ° hours. 
| CBS claims the new formula Is 
a “must” if ‘we are to keep the - 
{network business healthy.” To 
‘back it up, station relations. & en-. 
:gineering veep Bill Lodge cited 
an increase oyer the past 12 

,»months in non-cleared network or- 
:ders of 58°. In the first quarter. 
‘of 1961, he added, orders from ad-. 
vertisers not cleared by stations 

-rose by 61% over the same period 
,a year ago. , 
i In terms of dollars, he_ said, 
those 12-month  non-clearances. 
amounted to a loss of network 
‘businéss equalling $15,000,000, 
quite a chunk. of business to lose... 
.And that’s to say nothing of the 
effect on ratings and sales effer- 

‘tiveness. It’s these non-cléarances 
‘that. the network is trying to re- 
duce via the new formula. 
Lodge insisted, however, that the. 

new contract would. have to be 
talked out in individual sessions, 
rather than as a matter for approv- 
al by the entire affiliate body.. 

The affiliate body also posed a 
united front with the adoption of 
a resolution pledging their dedi- 
cation to the option time principle.. 

Resolution termed the principle 
of option time “basic and neces- 
sary” to the successful -operation 
of a network, and declared its per- 
mits a television network and its 
stations “to best serve the inter- 
ests of the public.” 7 

Affils also cited Paley in a ges- 
ture of support for his drive for 
“high standards of quality in tel- 
evision programming.” 

Also cited by the affils was CBS- 
TV prexy Jim Aubrey and his 
associates for arranging “this most 

'informative and constructive” ‘61. 
‘ affiliate conclave. - 
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(Al-News 24Hour 
AMer Hitting Coast 

From Mexico Base 
A 24-hour, all-news AM. outlet 

-went on the air this week, blasting: 

all of Southern California .via a- 

50, 000-watt,. clear ‘channel trans- 

mitter located in Baja California, 
state in Mexico that extends below 
the southern boarder of the US. 
Pacific coast. 

Called X-TRA news, the station 
operates under the ownership of 
Radio Difusora, but is repped by 
Gordon ‘McLendon’s : Texas Tri- 
angle.. Cy Ostrup tas been named 
veeree and general manager of TT, 
and is handling X-TRA sales out of 
Los Angeles headquarters... 

X-TRA:. has.a staff of 20 news-. 
men, maintained -in teams of. four 
around the clock, and is being fed 
via five wire services of .UPI and 
Associated Press (sports, interna- 
tional, newspaper and radio feeds). 

Operation’s managing editor is 
Russ Burnett. . X-TRA plans to. 
cover area news and. not. necessari-= 
ly concentrate on Los _Angeles or 
any. single city. 

Paley 
—_ Continued from 

page 2 =z 

.of the worthwhile from the: shod- 
dy,” he continued, “is an evolu-: 

; jtionary rather than a revolutionary. 
process. It is admittedly inefficient, 
in that it cannot be speeded up. 
But once {t.is accomplished, it has 
a validity, a force and performance 
that no government edict or citizens 
‘committee or monolithic Industry 
can ever bring about.’ 

Paley made his address, his first 
}before an affiliate body in several 
years, as an obvious pitch tothe 

Jaffils to stick with the CBS “pro- 
gram balance” concept despite the 
gains made earlier in the season 
by ABC’s action shows, though he 
mever actually made reference to 
any other network, 
He also entered a strong voice 

of support for network control over 
‘programming, pointing out that in 
1946, our audiences went up and 
down as a result.of someone else’s 
decisions, what with advertiser con- 

}trol of programming. It was after 
CBS decided to “assume a direct 
role in programming” that. it even- 
tually reached a position of leader- 
ship, he said. 

‘Paley sounded a final warning: 
“We are free to make the funda- 
mental dicisions that give networks |. 
and stations their character, their 
standing in the community, their 
capacity to’ grow or merit rather 
than by government directive,. and 
their longterm financial strength 
and stability. These things are far 
too valuable to be bartered away 
‘for some temporary gains, however 
glittering. And these are the things 
—character, standing, freedom to 
move, fundamental financial sound-. 
|ness—these are the things that over 
the Iong haul will be the true 
measure of our success.” 

OS 

Taft's CBS Exit 
— Continued from page 25 —: 

the. Columbia Broadcasting  Syw 
tem."" 

The editorial appeared April: 27. 
It and. another Enquirer editorial 
‘of April 29 were answered. by 
Charles. Collingswood. CBS coim- 
mentator, who was the. subject of 
both pieces, A reply by Colling- 
wood appeared ‘side by side with 
the Rogers letter May 6 in the En- 
quirer. 

Both editorials dealt. with .-re- 
marks of Collingwood about the. 
way the press handled the story 
of the Central Inteligence Agency's 
involvement in training of. anti- 
Castro Cubans: 

WKRC-TV switched from CBS to 
ABC April 39. 
Hulbert Taft -Jr., president of the 

Taft chain of radio and tv station3, 
stated March 2. in announcing the 
CBS break after 12 years, that “we 
naturally regret the termination 
of our very cordial relationship 
with CBS Television, which -has 
been a vital force in the develop- 
ment (of. the nation’s television 
service. 

“Our decision to change to the. 
ABC network was predicated upon 
the overwhelming popular appeal 
of the ABC programs during Ta- 
cent years.’ 

—— ee weer 

A SHOWPLACE ON. | 
THE JERSEY SHORE 

Built in the style of a Normandy Cha-- | 
teau this idyllically beautiful home Is] 
located directly on the acean in the 
Deal-Elberon area. On a 2's acre 

Aubrey | 
cama Continued from page 26 seams | 

in the past decade from a $300.- 
000,000 business to nearly $2,000,- 
000.000 stating that ‘no other 

: | business has had it.so good in so 
: |short a time’ and adding that 

“year in and year out the CBS-TV. 
network and its affiliatés have 
taken a bigger bite ont of. this 
business than any other network.” 

|} But because of this. “perhaps 
some of us have become mesmer- 
ized by this unrush of -expansion. 
We have fallen into the habit of 
believing that such expansion is in-/| 
evitable and that it must advance 
at the same rate vear in and year 
out. We have come to look on each 
year’s ceiling as next vear’s thresh- 
hold,” he said. But with set circula- 
tion near saturation, this Is one 
avenue of expansion that’s just 
about over. 

Autrey also traced ‘the decline 
of the single-station market, point- 
ing out that nearly half the affils 
at the meéting currently face com- 
petition from at least two other 
stations. This not only means .a 
“rougher and tougher fight” for! 

Jlocal viewers and billings, but for | 
network audiences and network ad-| 

| vertising dollars as well. | 
Aubrey estimated CBS-TV spent! 

$25.000,000 last year on informa- 
tion programs which filled morc 
‘than 15°7 of its total schedule. 
While CBS got sponsors for “most"’| 
of such presentations, they “by no 
means covered our enormous aut- 
of-pocket investment.” he said. And 
despite growing. advertising and: 
viewing interest “it is still. extreme- 
ly difficult to sell such programs.” | 

' On top of these three major fac-| 
tors, Aubrey cited two other prob- 
lems—“the revitalized competition 

. {We are getting from competing met 
‘|dia—from radio, fretm magazines 
and from newspapers,” and the | 
cession over the past half-year. 

News Feed 
== Continued from page 26 

‘camera or off of the network news- 
caster: 

Affils can take all network news- | 
:casts, and to bring the total: up ta 
i five hours a week, the web is ‘a 

‘ing news strip at 5 p.m. across-the- 
‘ board. Stations will receive ‘ad- 
‘vance notice of the contents of the 
‘3 p.m. strip via a new teletype 
_system between CBS. and its sta- 
tions. 

Besides the straight newscasts. 
_ affils will get the right to reuse the 
“web's PGA Golf. Tourney in July, 
‘its pro football schedule in the 
fall, plus other sports and . pub-- 

* taffairs shows. 

», Rome agente dse tS 2 sthser Pegs 

Revive your tired win 
, Stituting a new 10-minute sustain- |; 

arisen 

plot. 4. master bedrooms, each with 

_ private bath plus additional bedrooms — 

-and baths on 3rd flaor. Large living 
room with French doors leading to a» 
stone flagged terrace overlooking the . 

‘ocean. Chinese breakfast room, for- . 
mal dining room and modern kitchen. 
Among the many individual features | 
there are a separate guest. cottage, 

‘@ beach house with cocktail lounge & 
dressing roams, ao wine cellar, @ for- 
‘mal garden with Venetian Fountain & 
others too numerous to mention. Suit- 
able for year round occupancy. A rare | 

opportunity to acquire a glamorous 
showplace, ideal for gracious living | 
& entertaining. at a fraction of re- 

placement cost.. Inspection by ap- | 
pointment. Contact Walter Feldkomp . 
of John C. Conover Agency. 410. 

Coriies Ave., Allenhurst — KElfogg 

'¥-2500. Eves. KE 1-3180. 

FIRE ISLAND PINES . 
Oceanfront near harbor. Two bed- 
rooms. large living room, full win- 

.. Brand new dow ovérlooking ocean 

house,. private stairs to beach. Sleeps f 
six; rent May 30-October 30. $2100.00.” 
Days DI. 4-5980. ‘Eves. RH. 4-4385. 

CHAUFFEURS SERVICE INC. We 
-Grive’ your. car .anywhere, anytime.- 
Licensed, uniformed, courteous chauf- | 
feurs. .Bonded and insured. Part. 
time, full time, to theatres, parties. 
weddings. airport. piers, etc. Rates 
$3.50° an. hour.. minimum. 212 hours. 
Special weekly’ andi weekend rates. F 
Limousine sérvice avallable. SA 2-4711, 
128 E. 86 S!.. New York. : 
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Web Vidpix: Infant Mortality 
tectives.” this time expanded from 

a.half hour to hour format and 

going for the bargain rates in an- 

NBC Friday stot. June Allyson 

show ran fo seasons but has now 
been dropped. 

Shop’s one-season shots have 

been the Tom Lwell outing, “Staze- 
ecvach West.” “Law and Mr. Jones. 

“Peter Loves Mary,’ 

ard Diamond.” 
and “Piainsman.” 

Four Star. which built its rep 
with the western, still has the 
potent “Rifleman,” 
Powell hour on tap. And it should 
be noted that only one western. 
“Laramie,” which premiered from 
any of the nine producers in the 
past two vears. is still around. That 

“Johnny Ringo” 

means abaut 10 have gone thata-.? a 
: Show. way. 

Ziv. while strong in syndication. | 
has had even less success than:. 
‘four Star. Out of seven web en- 

tries over the two seasons, none. 
has been renewed. Iist includes: 
“Acapulco.”  “Aquanauts,” ‘now 
titled “Motibue Run’), “Kjondike.” , 

Man . 

Dennis | 

“Man and the Challenge,” 
Into Space.” and the 
O'Keefe series. 

Desilu’s  _two-season’s _ entries 
have been limited to three, with 
“Untouchables” the big one. 
“Guestward Ho” and “Harrigan & 
Son” were the losers. 

MGM has had a similar score. 
“National Velvet,” however, iffy 
at the end of both seasons, is slated 
for return. “Islanders” and ‘“As- 
phalt Jungle.” the studio's attempts 
at the hour format, have b#en 
axed. 

The other major feature film 

has hit with two out of four. 
“Dobie Gillis’? and “Adventures in 
Paradise” will be back. “Hong 
Kong” 

Continued from page 27 

" “Westerner,” ! 

“Michael Shayne,” “Dante,” ‘“Rich-: 

and a Dick. 

; ‘to put 

is cancelled, and “Five Fin-- 

gers” is a title ‘that’s barely re- 
membered. 

Score for quiz kings Goodson- 
Todman. “Rebel’’ returns in its 
new héur format in combo with 
“Yank.” which was a_ half-hour 
G-T pilot hopeful. “One Happy 
Family” and “Philip Marlowe” 
have had it. 

NBC Spinoffs 
Continued from page 27 quam 

man Marterto Productions firm is 
also involved in terms of a pilot 
that can be used on the upcoming 
Joey Bishop. situat\n comedy 
Wednesday nights. Marterto is an 
expert at the spinoff concept, hav- 
ing sold General Foods on the 
“Andy Griffith Show,” which had 
been shown on “The Danny Thomas 

Though not new; no network has | 
’til now made such an all-consum- 

‘ing project of spinoff pilots. 

Levy plan affords NBC the op- | 
‘portunity for mew product at a 
‘time when it seems that the amount 
of desirable new stuff is lean. In- 

‘deed, the leanness has led NBC 
to be chary about what it's going 

in on Mondays if “The 
Americans” is cancelled. Meantime, 
this can be done by NEC as vir- 
tually no extra cost, save in the 
few instances—where Levy feels 
it necessary—to pour some addi- 

‘tional monies into one of the po- 
‘tentially hotter spinoff pilots. 

According to NBC sources, "| 
other potential plus to the plan is‘ 
that packagers, who have tough; 
enough time getting a profit out 

.a Short run on a telefilm series, 

.have the opportunity to replace 

. themselves if one of their spinoff 
studio in the survey, 20th Century, ' pilots proves worthy in the web’s 

eyes. 
Live shows like Dinah Shore and 

Perry Como are not included in 
the plan and none of the quiz or 

‘nitely” 

audience participation. formats 
would fit in either. Yet there is. 
one live show that might, and that’s 
the new Bob Newhart stanza. NBC 
figures that Newhart’s fluid for- 
‘mat is just as. capable of develop- 
ing an attractive offshoot as did 
‘Garry Moore in. the case of “Can- 
did Camera.” 

Not all of the spinoff. shows will 
get on.the air, NBC says. Some— 
probably the strongest of the lot— 
will be shelved and shown ‘around. 
the agencies on exactly the same 
basis as a desirable telefilm pilot 
that comes in without a “connec- 
tion.” 

|ABC Now Iffy On 
‘Rebel-Yank’; Mulls 

Churchill ‘Silents’ j 
Two veéks ago, ABC-TV “defi- 

decided to program its 

Wednesday 7:30-8:30 p.m. slot next 
‘season with a telefilm series ecom- 
/bining two. former _half-hours, 
“Rebel” and “Yank,” but now the 
web is having second thoughts. 
This week—and matters could 
change once more, on a moment's 
notice — the favorite. plan is to 
throw reruns of the Churchill docu- 
mentary series in at 7:30, backing 
them up at 8 with “Silents Please.” 

" An hour with Steve Allen has 
nottbeen entirely foresaken either, 
and, ‘to make matters more com- 
plicated, the web has a partial hook 
into still another 60-minute entry, 
which apparently won't be taken, 
though, unless sponsor comes at- 
tached. 

Web, it’s said, would certainly 
have. gone ahead with converting 
“Rebel” and “Yank” into a solid 
hour if sales hadn't slowed down 
in the past few. days. Slowdown 
besets all the webs, not -just the 
‘one. A sellout would have: given 
ABC enough ready. coin to expend 
on development of the “Rebel”- 
“Yank” series, but a new telefilm | 
skein invariably costs. more than 
use af two relatively inexpensive 
packages like Churchill reruns 
and. “Silents, ” 

za, & . . Bcd becatd Wyn. “7 Gay 

Ss . 

ks AR 
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“Inside Stuff—Radio TV 
ABC Radio, taking sharp exception ‘to-a line in Vartety last {ssue 

describing the web as: perhaps “the least. committed” to a permanent. 
future, emphatically declared this week that it is in business to stay. 

“T would say, and I'm sure my management would. agree,” said ABC 
Radio veep Robert Pauley, “that ABC Radio in the past year has ac- 
tively demonstrated more commitment through the expenditurés of 
more dollars, the implementation of more new plans and the introduc- 
tion of more improvements than any other radio network. If we are 
the least committed, then fhe other three networks, are achieving: fan- 
tastic heights, and if this Is so, it has been a well-guarded secret.” 

James McInnes Henderson, veteran government attorney, has been 
named General Counsel .of Federal Trade Commission. In his new 
post, Henderson is charged primarily with fighting the Commission’ Ss. 
legal battles in court. 

Henderson has been with the General Counsel's office since 1958. 
Previously, he held various legal posts in State Dept., Economic Stabill« 
zation Agency and Justice Dept... among others. ‘On loan from FTC, 
he served as chief counsel of the House Government: Activities. Sub- 
‘committee, 

In last week’s issue of Variety, the Screen Gems ad carried impres- 
sive ARB ratings for “Manhunt.” Unfortunately, the title “Manhunt” 
was omitted, an error charged against printers’ gremlins. 

CBS News Moscow correspondent. Marvin Kalb’s “Dragon in the 
Kremlin,” book. on the uneasy Soviet-Chinese alliance, was published 
last week by E.-P. Dutton: It’s Kalb’s second tome on the Soviet Union; 
his first, “Eastern Exposure,” appeared in 1958, after he had: joined 
CBS but reflecting earlier experiences as an attache in the U. S. Em- 
bassy in Moscow. : 

_———— - 

‘Instant TV’ Goodwill Stripes 3 
| 7 Detroit, May 9. 

‘ = Continued from page 25 mmmms| At its annual stockholders’ meet- 
ing, WJR changed its corporate 
name; elected a new director, ap- 
pointed three new vice-presidents, - 
+and voted a quarterly dividend: of. 
10c a share. 

The corporate name was changed 
from. WJR, The Goodwill Station, 
Inc. .to “The Goodwill Stations,’ 
Inc.” William D. Birke, president 
and director. of the Huntington 
Publishing Company, which re- 
cently sold WSAZ, Huntington- 
Charleston, .W. Va., to The Goode 
will Stations, was elected a di- 
rector. 

James H. Quello was appointed 
veepee and general manager of.the 
WJR Division, Detroit; A. Dono- 
van Faust got a similar title at the: 
WJRT Division, Flint, and C.: 
Thomas Garten got veepee stripes. 
at WSAZ Division, Huntington- 
Charleston, W. Va. 

shows, sound and look more im- 
portant and more interesting than 

a “Dobie Gillis,” a “Perry Mason” 
or a “Rifleman,” 

‘It was a year that saw “instant 

tv” brought into sharp: focus and. 

fulfillment; when the actuality 
technique—sponsored or unspon- 
sored — achieved production fin-. 
esse. It may have been done under 
D. C.-emanating pressures, or even 
out of a sense of shame, but the 
fact remains that the broadcasters 
have found the way, and found. it 
well: 

If the ratings, in most instances, 
have been found wanting, it has 
not been a deterring factor, either 
to the stations or to the networks. 
toward: ‘upgrading their “image” 
programming. In.a sense, too, it’s 
an answer to Collins’ dictum that 
it’s the function of the broadcaster 
to do. an uplift job on the public 

Re-elected were six directors and 
these officers: John F. Patt, chair-. 
man of the board: Worth Kramer, 

|| it could just be that many broad-. 
‘§| casters refuse to face the realities 

| the tough, unrelenting team of 

Bob Rich, Seven Arts Associated. 

'|jors get in line and allow screen- 

ings, the minors would fall in lHne 

| Codeless pix. | 

‘|clean up sex and violence on the ' 

|the kiddies are around might be 

ther meetings will be held shortly. 

rather than settling (as reflected president; F. Sibley Moore; veepee 
by the ratings) on what the public j and ‘secretary, -and Richard M. 

Thomas, treasurer. - . . 
; wants. ; 

Apparently it’s just a case of the | 
broadcaster not wanting to be told | 
about his responsibility by some- 
one (Collins) who's just learning 
what the business is all about. Or 

‘of broadcasting life today. What- 
ever the reason, they're up against 

Collins & Minow, and there’s not 
much they can do about it but to 
.fall in line: 

iB Gouser Threat | 
| NAB Censor Threat at 
— 

| Harper, Metro- Goldwyn-Mayer: | 

Bob Seidelman, Screen Gems; and | 

NAB'’s feeling is that if the ma- 

too. The supposition, though, still 
has to be proven out in practice. 
The majors, .it was pointed out, 
have much less to fear from the 
NAB’s move than the minors dis- 
tributing foreign product and: 

EMMETT KELLY 
Mgt.1 LEONARD GREEN 
300 8. Sist.St., New. York 

PL 2-1764 

NAB was said by some to be re-! 
acting to Washington pressures to |. 

home screens. It was also pointed 
out that a sex pix which might be 
in bad taste for the afternoon when EVERY DAY. 

very acceptable in a late night fea- ON EVERY CHANNEL 
ture slot. 

There were indications that fur- |: 

After speaking to a number of rpar- 
ties involved, this is for certain: 
the vote is still out. 

NEW YORK 
_ CHICAGO 
DETROIT 
LOS ANGELES 
SAN FRANCISCO 
ATLANTA 
BOSTON 654 Madison Avenue, New York 21, N. Y. TEmpleton 8-4740 
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From The Production Centres 
Continued from page 51 

an honorary Doctor of Laws degree from Montana School of Mines, | D. B. Holy taking over the noon show, with Gordon Jones spinning ’ 
his fifth such honor .. . Tom Davis, manager of WAAF, tapped as a 
member of the Civil War Centennial Commission . . . Sam B. Schneider, ' 
hased here for Crosley Broadcasting Corg.. named chairman of Chi 
‘Federated Advertising Club’s upcoming radio-tv seminar. 

IN LONDON... 
BBC Television’s new two-part film, “Call on Kuprin” has same plot 

as “Kuprin” which opens at New York’s Broadhurst Theatre May 25. 
Both are based on a Maurice Edelman novel on topical theme con- 
cerning a Russian space-man Eric Portman, John Gregson, Natasha 
Parry and Julia Arnall are in the cast of BBC version, to be screened 
in June . 

in as host-singer and Ivan Romanoff’s orch. and chorus still being 
heard on this ethnic series designed by Harry Boyle, producer .. . El- 

wood Glover, CJBC’s deejay- spieler, off to the Continent to tape in-: 

‘the evéring show ... Oscar Peterson, pianist, and Lee Morgan, trum- 
pet player, to co-star on “Canadian Jazz Show,” 60-minute spectacle 
‘10. will have Fred Davis, fotmer trumpeter, as-host. Latter is mod- 
erator of the: CBC-TV panel-quiz, “Front Page. Challenge”... . Phil 
Stone, vecpre of CHUM, back with a tan after attending the Variety 
fInterna.’a-*l convention in Miami’. . . Opera .buffs.can take their 
_choice of Verdi's. “Falstaff” to be seen in a CBC 135-minute version 
on 
: Louis Cui"en, Montreal-born baritore, now with Covent Garden Opera, 
: London; with ‘ona Kombrink, Donald Bell, Claramae Turner, Andrew 
‘Dowr’e .|. . John. Weinzweiz’s composition, “Divertimento for Bas-' 

terviews at the Cannes Film Festival and returns May 14. Meanwhile, | 

May 15. Based on Shakespeave’s “Merry Wives*of Windsor,”. stars. 

People” over the CBC web, has got the official ixnay, with Jan bes | _————__—_—__—_—_————2 

| TV Mystery—May 16 
maz Continued from page. 27 isc 

:Goldenson, chairman of American. 
. Broadcasting-Paramount : Theatres, 
4was a source of primary concern;- 
| To ‘reconstruct the -meeting 
‘through the bits and. pieces picked 
up about it later on, it would seem 
that some of the trustees alleged. 
or, at least, feared the existence of ; 

- pressure. After all, since the Acad: 
emy is a “national” organization; 
(1) what would happen if. Golden- 

"son were ignored? (2) would Stan- 
.. Peter Finch narrating “The Heartbeat of France” docu-: soon,” ‘to > world-preemed by the CSC Symphony (12), with Geoffrey ; ton accept a citation that had been 

mentary for Associated-Rediffusion Television June 14... BBC Tele-; Wadd’n ‘+n b:itoning and Nickolas Kilburn, first bassoonist with the “watered down” to. include every-. 
Vision trsing something new with “Science on Saturday,” skein of 32 
half-hour scientific programs for Saturday morning. screening, starting . 
May 27. . Joseph L. Mankiewicz gets a “Film Profile” on BBC Tele- 
vision Sunday ‘14: ... Husband and. wife team Jan Carew and Sylvia 
Winter have written “The Big Pride,” prison-break story with an all- 
colored cast, for Associated Televisions “Drama 61” skein May 28... 
Sir Tyrone Guthrie talks about God and the Theatre in BBC Televi- 
sion’s “Meeting Point" Sunday ‘14: . . Puzzle-playwright Harold 
(“The Caretaker”! Pinter is author of “The Collection” which As- 
sociated-Rediffusion screens tomorrow (11). Says Pinter: “This is a 
play about a man who is worried about a man, and there is a girl in 
it whose husband is worried about the man the man {s worried about.” 
Warning to viewers from director Joan. Kemp-Welch: “It.is your worry 
to find out what it is all about. The play is typical Harold Pinter.” 

IN BOSTON ... 
WBZ Radio “News Day,” strip now sponsored by R. J. Reynolds for 

Salem ... Bob Netson, WBZ “Program PM” host, vacationing in Fort 
Lauderdale ... Betty Adams, WBZ and WBZ-TV personality. out with 
a “Love Letter to Boston.” presented to Mayor Collins, and first read 
on “Program PM"... WBZ g.m. Paul O’Friel received BMI award for 
station’s documentary, “1692: Year of Terror,” written by Ed Fouhy, 
news supervisor, and Dick Levitan, newsman, in Washington... George 
Brown is WNAC’s correspondent at Eichmann. frial with his reports 
included in 9 a.m., 1 p.m., 6 p.m. and 11 p.m. editions of Yankee net 
news ... Jack Maloy, WNAC and WNAC-TV program director, back 
after JFK coniab in Washington on pub-affairs ... WNAC-TV screened 
“project: Man In Space” Monday +8 for air time Tuesday '9:, 9 to 
19 p.m.. sequel to “The Race for Space,” narrated by Mike Wallace. 
First Hub Red Sox WHDH-TV telecast from new American League 
franchise in Minneapolis-St. Paul area carried Sunday '7). .. Boston's 
ed stations, WGBH-TV, with six citations. nabbed more of the coveted 
Ohio State Awards for 1969 programs than any other single station 
or net in the U.S. Only telecasters to match honors was Canadian | 

... . WBZ-TV only N.E. Broadcasting Corp., which also received six 
station to receive special commendation in 18th annual News Pictures 
of ¥ear national competish for Korea films taken by producer Phil 
Galligan . . . Ted Kennedy, brother of JFK, guesting on WBZ-TV's 
“Neus at Nine” program with Betty Adams and Jack Chase ... Rex 
Trailer’s WBZ-TV “Boomtown” kiddie show, done from Pleasure Is- 
land, $4.000.000 fun park in Wakefield. Sunday (7' . .. Ninety-voice 
West Point Choir taping special WBZ-TV program ... WBZ Radio- 
USO Talent Search culminated with The Blends winning group... Ed 
Pearl, WBZ press chief. sent cigaret lighters with roulette wheels out 
for promosh efforts on “Why Gamble?” program. 

IN TORONTO... 
Ted Allen flying over from London to star in world preem of his 

playwritten “Secret of the World,” a two-hour radio prez on CBC's 
Trans-Canada network ... Bill Drylie, news director of CHUM. look- 
ing for a man to become first Ottawa staffer to cover the House of 
Commons for a single Canadian private radio station . . . Grapevine 
that “Rhapsody” would be summer replacement for “Songs. of My 

a RES 
¢ . >” 

Further progress in Hartford Is reflected by the Installation of new video 
distribution amplifiers In Broadcast Howse by WTIC-TY technician, 
Ed Derry. Broadcast House, new home of WTIC TY-AM-FM, is first 
building scheduled for completion ia Hartford's dyaamic Consrirution 
Plara. Adv. 

Television Division 

[Edward Petry & Co., Inc. 
The Original Station 

Representative 

|| bis’ winner in 90 minute production “The Joke: and the Valley.” was 

-orch, to be soloist. 

IN IN SAN. FRANCISCO .. 20. 
_Big mystery about Enrico Banducci and Westingkouse’s late-night 

“P.M. Wes!.”. which WBC. execs ave readying for June 5. debut. Late 
last week Banducci. who was billed as “talent “cowrdinator,.” pulled 

:out of show, wiring all cancerned that -he was “disappointed by the 
.actual production, which seems to-me in contradiction to the spirit in’ 
‘which the show was undertaken.” Next day the hungry tf proprietor 
‘was back in the show, aecording to Al Baccari, KPIX. pressagent who’s 
_also servirg as show's associate producer. Banducci was saying noth- 
‘ing’ but the speculation in Frisco is that he wanted a bigger say in 

“ 1, the stow. that Baccari and other WBC execs promised him this. and 
that h’s “resisnation” was simply leverage on WBC. At any rate, eight 
hali-hour tapes were completed by end of last week ... KNBC’s new 
mangjger o: sales merchandising is Richard J. Schade, new salesman is 

“Fritz Manes . . 
Salesman Robert M. Miggins was named assistant sales manager at 
iKPIX-. .. KGO-TV fired a couvle of cameramen and a newsman. . 
Dave Scofield, long with KFRC and then KFAX, left radio to go into 
the real estate business . . . KGO-TV's. general man&ger, Dave Sacks, 
and chief engineer, Harry Jacobs, in Washington for NAB convention 
‘... Cottonseed Clark joined KTVU with a 4:30 p.m. Saturdays -haif- 
‘hour 
FCC for Channel 9 in Redding.-Firm'’s composed of stockholders in 
*KIEB-TV, Eureka. and KEYT, Santa Barbara. and is headed by Robert 
.C, Burns, ex-KEFT. general manager .. ..KGO-TV is releasing its verbal 

' battle between Edward Teller and Norman Cousins on nuclear testing 
_ta NFT for distribution to nation’s 52 ETV stations: Battle between 
‘ physicist “Teller. and editor Cousins. pro and con testing respectively, 
was taped for Herb Caen’s March 26 “Baghdad by the Bay” segment. 

'IN PITLADELPHIA .. . 
Wiliam L. Shirer to receive the National Fellowship Award of the 

‘Philadsiphia Fellowship at a dinner at the Bellevue Stratford Hotel 
"15°, Shrer will evaluate human relations developments in the world 

:. .. Jack Baker, with WCAU merchandising department since 1957, 
upped to account exec ._ 

- and film critic, joined WGAL, Lancaster, Pa., as coordinator . . .. Dan 
Curtis and Al Tayler, formerly with WIP. added to.the WRCV .an- 
‘Nouncin: staff... Warner Paulsen, WIP program director, invited by 
‘the Navy to attend a two-day. orientation program at the Naval Air 
Base in Pensacola, Fla: Paulsen is a licensed pilot... WPEN launched 
a public service campaign to spur automobile sales and boost the gen- 
eral economy, Dealers are invited to identify themselves and their” 
firm and voice individual messages. to be -aired 12 times daily for a 
tw» period, this month ... WFIL-TV’s Dick Clark will receive the. 
_award of the City of Hope Sportsmen's Club, at-the Sheraton ‘June 4) 
_. . . George Lord,-WCAU public affairs director. and Washington cor- 
“respondent, to appear every Wednesday on Ed Harvey’s “The Talk of 
Philade!phia.” News director Al Ringler also skedded for guest shots 

/On the two-hour WCAU show. , 

|{N MILWAUKEE .. . 
'collaborsted on a “Wake-A-Thon” broadcasting direct from downtown 

3 [Boston Store's corner windows seeking $5,000 for Variety Club spon- 
sored Epilepsy Center at Mt. Sinai Hospital. WRIT disk jockeys Don 

{the pitea, with assists. from other staffers - . 

Home ard School Assn., featured Filipino students. of Marquette Univ. 
jin native entertainment and fashion show. Mrs. J. Stewart Murphy 
moderated, with Conchita Hojilla commentating . . .‘The Sacrament 

7 of the Holy Eucharist.” was covered by Rev. Robert M. Monti, deacon 
from St. Francis Seminary, on WTM.J Sun. (7)... Prof. Jerry C. Mc- 

}| Neely -of Univ. of Wisconsin Speech & Drama Department, nabbed 
$3,500 second prize in Hallmark Teleplay Writing Competition, and 

telecast on “Hall of Fame,” Fri '7-... WXIX-TV, towns sole UHF'er, 
telecast reprise of controversial “Operation Abolition,” Sun ¢7). Ina 
tiein WXTX-TV's news director Bruce Kanitz, narrated a debate be- 
tween Atty. Theodore Warshafsky and a representative of local unit 
of American Civil Liberties Union.. 

IN DETROIT .. .« 
Walt. Disney interyiewed by Lee Murray on WJR's. “Show World” 

. .. Norm White, WJR’s production topper, celebrates his 39th year 
with the station which he joined two weeks after it began broadcast- 
ing ... Myrtle Labbitt, CKLW’'s women’s editor, and hubby off for a 
month’s vacation in Austria . . . Special jingles are helping WXYZ 
celebrate its 31st anniversary along with the 41st anniversary of regu- 

and beauty editor, Mary Morgan. presented honorary wings of a lieu- 
‘tenant in the famed Navy precision flying squardon, the Blue Angels, 
for her aid in recruiting servicemen . . . Dan Price, former WJR jn- 

} terviewer, begins a series of syndicated interviews on WDTM ... Lana 
Turner blast at movie mags for allegedly phony first-person singular 
stories to get airing on-Shirley Eder’s WJBK-TV show and in -Miss 
.Eder’s syndicated column. Miss Eder plans similar interviews with 
other stars ready and willing to stand-up-and-be-counted In fan mag 

iwangle ... Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co., through BBD&O, has set an In- 

gan to break this week. 

Kansas City 
Littla Rock 

KCOP ......... «>Los Angeles 
WPST-TY 
WISN-TV 

“KOAL-TV Duluth-Superior 

Flint-Bay City 

,. Houston a | | KPRC-TV 

NEW YORK + CHICAGO © ATLANTA’ BOSTON - DALLAS - DETROIT 

. KTVU renewed “Play of the Week” for 1961-62 ... .- 

... A new firm, Redding-Chico Television Co., has. applied to_ 

. . Dave Murdock, son of the Inquirer legit: 

| Varicty Club of Wisconsin and WRIT. Milwaukee's Balabari station, 

Bruce and Bob Bennett were mikeside continuously fsans sleep) during’ 
. Saturday (6) “Students -- 

from Abroad” program on. WISN-TY, set up by League of Catholic ; 

|] HOWARD E. STARK 

lar broadcasting marked by national radio month , . . CKLW’s fashion || 

| tensive ad campaign with 28 radio and six tv stations in eastern Michi- | 

Milwaukes -. 
KSTP-TV. . .Minneapolis-St. Paul 

¥ Nashvilie 

body? . (3) what was 
positian going to be? 

It’s reported that. during the. 
[trustees meeting someone said he 
j had. heard, second-hand, of threats 
;to act against individual trustees” 
1if the desires of one.or another of 
the candidates in the industry were 
ignored. Someone then raised a 

-Sarnoff’s 

- question as to whether there wag 
any validity in considering hear- 
say evidence. such as this, at which 
point the discussion: turned, some- 
what academically, to “what. con- 
‘stitutes pressure and what 
doesn’t?” — oo Lo 

Finally, a. decision was reached . 
not to make a decision, at least 

. not for the.moment. It was agreed 
to leave it up to.a secret vote by 

‘each ‘of the 27 or 28 national 
Trustees. Evidently, each. will: es- 
fablish his own groundrules as ta 
who is worthy ofa special trustees’ 
citation. if- anybody ‘considering’ 
the nervous situation) is worthy at 
all. : “ 

Replies, sent by mail, will be 
_ tabulated by the accounting firm 
_of Price-Waterhouse .by May’ 15, 
24 hours before the telecast of the 
Emmy awards on NBC-TY. This. 

‘leads’ fo another probiem: Will 
Price-Waterhouse have the -sole 
honor of deciding, in the- final 
analysis, whether the assumedly 
diverse replies offer sufficient. evi- 
dence of support for any single 
individual-or group of individuals 
receiving the award? Or will the 
same trustees again be called In-to 
decide whether. the secret returns 
‘add up to a course of action that 
they can, with some measure of-im-. 
pugnity. take on the. night of 
May 167? SS 

Senate Hearing 
‘=mmas Contitiued from page 35 amma 

within 60 days after its ‘dispatch to 
Congress April 27. * 

Kennédy. proposed ‘that. fn. the 
interests .of expedition, authority 
to make final decisions on.cases be 

‘delegated to- individual Comnis- 
sions, panels of Conimissioners, 
hearing examiners and other FCC 
Staffers. _ 
| ' FCC Chairman would be empow- 
, ered to decide how cases should be 
; handled. Grumblings about | al- 
i legedly dictartorial. powers this 
: would give to the Chairman, how- 
i: ever, don’t ‘square with the plant's’ 
- explicit proviso..that..any three 
' Commissioners ‘ta “majority less 
; one”! can override. his decision 
| and insist on review of a case by 
t 

; the full Commission. 

Brokers and Financial 
Consultants 

e 

Television Stations 
Radio Stations 

e 

50 East 58th Street 
-New York 22, N.-Y. 

ELdorado 5-0405. 

KPTY ......5 weeeone Portland, Ore. 
WIAR-JV Providence 
-WIVD .......2.004-Raleigh-Ourham. 
WROC-TY ..........5... Rochester 

Sacramento iam. 
' donees seseee.San Antonio. Sam: 
“KEMB-TY 5...... eoeveee San Diego. & 

* . WHEP-TY ...,Scrantan-Wilhes Barre . 
‘WREM-TV occ 

> LOS ANGELES + SAN FRANCISCO + ST. LOUIS 
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You are cordially invited to preview these fully ani- 
mated cartoons at the N.A.B. Convention— Come 

see us at the Seven Arts Hospitality Suite C-240— 

Sheraton Park Hote] —May 7-8-9-10-11. 
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Hot New Act: Minow & Collins — 
Continued from page 1 

tearing apart the Collins Magna-put the spotlight on areas which 
Carta and the Minow declaration , broadcasters will study for weeks 
of FCC principles. The battle is on. ;to come, to wit: 

" Collins has goné on record that; —If radio and television braad- | 
if they don't like it his way—and ‘casters are to achieve full stature, 
secretls there are some astute stations must begin editorializing 
broadzasters who will confess that ‘on a widespread basis. “Some sta- 

it's a pretty good way in terms of ‘tions feel they cannot afford to 
industry advancement and  pres-ieditorialize. In the present climate, 
tize—they can lump it or dumpil contend they cannot afford not. 
him. lto editorialize.” - 

Minow has laid It right. on the: —Three primary goals must he 

line in holding there’s nothing set: improvement of broadcasting’s 

sacred about a license (see S€P- yejations with government; im- 

arate story: Thus, it’s up to the proyement of broadcasting’s rela- 
broadcasters to reorient some Of. tions with the American people; 
their heretofore backward think- 
ing and apply it to the “New Fron- 

tier’ ideolog). : 

The stunned faces and the post-! should Croadcasters fail a 
luncheon hesitancies of key figures pore vital force they will have 
to comment suggests 8 hot and ony themselves to blame if Gov- 
controversial period ahead for the ornmental controls are imposed up- 

self, 
‘improvement of broadcasting it-} 

industry. on them. 

SUNDAYS 12:30-2:30 

Nov. 20 “ARCTIC FLIGHT” 
' Wayne Morris, Lola 

1952, Allied Artists, 

ARB FEATURE FILM CHART 
swer Average Rating: 7 
KSD. Average Share: 37 

Program: GOLD. AWARD THEATRE 

Noy. 13 “YOU WERE: NEVER LOVELIER” 
Fred Astaire, Rita Hayworth 
1942, Columbia, Screen Gems, Repeat 

Wednesday, May 10, 1961 _ 

Continued ‘from page 55 

COMPETITION | 

STATION & 
PROGRAM AVG. RATING 

Readers Digest KTVi 
1:00-1:30 1 

Jim Bowie ‘KTVI 
1:30-2:00 . 2. 

Champ Bridge KTVI 
2:00-2:30  ~—««. ol 

Pro FB Highlights “KMOX 
12:30-12:45 2 

Pro, FB . Kickoft ‘KMOX 
Albright 2:45-1:00 on ona 
oes Pro Football KMOX 
Interstate, ist Run . 1:00-2:30 16 

-Feature Film KPLR. 
1:00-2:30 1 

Wlini Hilites - KPLR 
12:30-1:60 1 

-. Bilders Showcase KTVI 
12:30-1:00' _ ct 

It was evident from the squirm- —The need for more “blue-rib- 
inz at the Tuesday luncheon that sion” programming in prime time, 
Minow hit them where it hurts the: ith the three tv networks, through 
Most in excoriating the status quo ;“? e three ty networks, throug | 

‘upon ‘ratings in the determination | Frontier,” Washington’s newest ’ 
of programming policies and, for cliche, is the UFH experiment in EDWARDS, COCHRAN 
that matter, pricing policies . . .|N.Y., he said. IN-NEWS SWITCHES 

ete  eeqhe quo |. cooperative effort, urged to di-|We Set all hot under the collar) “We will take every possible |. . 
and ASseruns. We speed ene, i vide the increased hours among | bout the thought iv Government | positive step,” he continued, “to| Doug Edwards will double in ion ta proaramming, not s erlli ty ‘ithemselves. “I have urged adver- | Stepping nh and te and I vith {break through the allocations bar-1 brass as a network-local news com- 
mentation a conformity: excel. jtisers and their agencies to accept soll every ‘step of the Wat an ‘hat fier into UHF. He will put. this! mentator, and. Ron Cochran will 

Ience, not mediocrity. Television | rand yet ‘we turn right around I as oh a e may: hay vt 5 ee raiso make his return to WCBS-TV, . diocrity. Televisio +t outside agencies to en- years ahead, we may have twice 'N.¥. Edwards has heen signed by. 
is filled with creative, imaginative and permit outside ag 1 as many channels operating in! the station to do its 11 p,m..“Late 
people You must strive to set cumber our decisions by a maze of jcities where now there are only|News” strip, starting June 5, and 
them free" statistics built. from scanty facts, }two or three. We may have a half Cothran. who handled’ that spot 
mee are. of course, broadcast- the acemracy of which . has never | dozen_ networks instead of three} until “switching “over to. network 

g% elements.—Westinghouse, Stor- een adequately estabdlis -.: +]... I believe in the free enter-| news a year ago, will return to the 
er, Corinthian, along with others— I am not. charging rating services > 

On the Line 
Washington, May 9. 

In detailing his hopes and 
aspirations for the broadcast- 
ing industry and reexamining prise system. I believe that most: 

with an awareness of the present 
score in today’s broadcasting pic- 
ture; group or individual stations 
that have lone since seen the hand- 
writing on the wall and have cued 
their behavior patterns according- 
ly. And while broadcasting as a 
whole can be singled out for doing 
& noteworthy job this past year 
toward -uplifting the medium’s 
“image” in the area of public serv- 
fee programming {see separate 
story}, the commission of sins in 
the squeeze for the buck is still 
rampant. ; 

Collins’ Points 

It’s to this that Collins addressed 
himself in an appeal to the broad- 
easters that “we should come to 

its manifold problems, NAB 
prexy LeRoy Collins bluntly 
told off the broadcasters: 

“If you want someone gent- 
ly to paddle NAB's boat into 
the stagnant pockets of still 
water, then you don’t want me 
—nor I, you.” 

{ 

‘for improving the medium by de- 
voting a larger portion of their 
budgets to sponsorship of sueh 
programming. Their response has 
been encouraging ... Today I 
should like to urge you do your 
fair share by clearing the necessary 
time and making it possible for the 
networks and the advertisers to 

_their fair share of responsibility. 

get such blue-ribbon programming terms with ourselves” so that : 
in increased amounts to the Ameri- broadcasting can command the rec- 

ognition and prestige it should de-;can viewing public.” 
serve but does not now enjoy. | —Collins’ continued strong. feel- 

Asserting that ‘when measured ing about rating services and al- 
against the full range of our po-jlowing such outsiders to become 
tential, there is still much more{masters of their own house. “Too 
we can do and should do,” Collins 

televisions 
—> finest<— 

full action 

animated cartoon 

26 half-hours or FF 
130 full 514 minute episodes in 
color — This new $1,000,000.00° 

cartoon series is immediately 
available. Highest rated by experts. 

New York: 15 West 44th 

| much of broadcasting is dependent ! 

E | understanding-per-millions.” 
a lin interesting philosophy but could 

-lelsewhere; | 

with .corruption .or. bad motives. 
But—what.I have trouble digest- 
ing is that we have no. way. of 
knowing up to this time what they 
report approximates the truth.” 

—The proposal for the estab- 
lishment and operation of an NAB 

|research center: “A place to which 
we could refer the most pressing 
problems of the industry for. as- 
signment to the 
specialists in the nation. “I- can 
think of no better first. research 
project than. the validity of broad- 
cast ratings.” = 
—The need to do something 

about radio: develop some plan for 
effective “birth control’. in this 
business. “I know as surely as I 
am standing here that with. better 
research we can find a much bright- 
er future for radio in this coun- 
try.” 

s.. 

Minow 
Continued from page 25 amas 

Minow, “that I am deeply con- 
cerned with concentration of power 
in the hands of the networks ... 
too many local stations operate 
with one hand on the network 
switch and the other on a projec- 
tor loaded with old movies.” 

Advertiser influence on nets also 
bother Minow, he said. He suggest- 
ed. the webs give this message to 
ladvertisers: “This is the high quali- 
is we are going to serve—take it 
or other people will. If you think ; Programming which does not meet | 

finest research | 

of television’s problems stem from! 
lack of competition." 

More stations, he added, . 
make possible the serving of spe- 

range of programming available. — 

Station for its 7 p.m. news. strip. 
‘Both newsmen’ retain their net- 

| work . assignments, Edwards with 
Can | his 7:15-30 network newscast, and 

i 1 spe- {Cochran with his 1-1:05 p.m. net- 
cial tastes, with a much wider : work ‘strip. Edwards will replace 

| Prescott 
-He had some thoughts to ex-. 

Press, too, about the usefulness: of | 
ratings, ‘particularly. related to pro- | 

Robinson, who was 
brought. over from WOR Radio a. 
year ago to handle the late-night 
spot, succeeding: Cochran, while-- 

gramming in the early evening j latter will replace Richard Bate. 
when the audience of children-is 
immense. — , 

“If parents, teachers: and minis- ! 

Robinson's future is still unde-. 
termined. He may be asked to do 
the weekend news spots for the 

ters conducted their responsibili- ; station, or else'‘may be transterred. 
ties by following the ratjngs, chil-|]to the network news operation. 
dren would have a steady diet of 
ice cream, school holidays and no 
Sunday school. What about your 
responsibilities?” he inquired. — 

His interest 1s “balance,” he 
went on, and newspapers do some- 
thing about that. Newspapers have 
rating studies made, also that they 
show comics and advice to Jovelorn 

Bate has already been integrated 
into ‘the CBS News. operation hav- 
ing served in Cape Canaveral as 

‘ja key pool commentator on last 
Friday’s (5) man-shoot. Edwards’ 
new assignment, incidentaliy, will 
more than recompense him for the 
money he lost when he was forced 
to bow out as_host-narrator of 

columns with the loftiest Nielsen: |‘‘Armstrong Circle Theatre.” 
“But, ladies and gentlemen,” 

Minow cried, “the news is still on: 
the front page; editorials are not 

{replaced by more comics; news- 
papers are not ene long collection |}. 
of lovelorn advice.” He added: “It |- 
is hot enough to cater to the na-. 
tion’s whims—you must also serve. 
the’ nation’s needs.” . 

After roughing up tv program- 
ming fare generally, Minow dis-. 
avowed a Government censorship 
role. : 

“I. am unalterably opposed to 
Government censorship,” he said. |} 
“There will be no suppression of 

{automobiles, cigarettes: and soap, | 
{go ‘ahead and try.” . 

Sponsors, added Minow. should 
Ml |be “less concerned with costs-per- 

thousand and more concerned with 
It's 

involve a monumental hardsetl to 
iput across on Madison Ave. 

| Subscription-tv, he continued, is. 
‘going to have a chance to prove 
whether ‘It :can offer a useful serv- 
ice, “We are going ta protect it 
from those who would strangle it 
in its crib,” Minow said. | 
He disclosed that broadcasting’s 

1980 gross. revenues amounted to 
over $1,268,000,000; a 9% hike over 
1959, even though the national 
economy was suffering slippages 

“I have confidence in your 
health,” he said, “but not in your |. 
product.” _ 

| Profit in 1960 was $243,900.000, 
representing a 19.2% average re- 
turn on revenue. ‘The profit in- 
crease was up 9.7% over 1959, 

Part of broadcasting’s “New 

ship strikes at the tap root of our 
free society. 

Louwisyille—WHAS-TV 1s televis-. 
ing the seven Stakes Races of the 
Churchill Downs Meet again this 
year. Sports Director Cawood Led- 
ford calls the action while other 
staffers do interviews and describe 
the. color. 

LL 

New York's 
Leading a | 

Negro and Puerto Rican -|- 
Shopping Station | 

Woodside 77, N.Y. C. ; 

Available 

COMEDY WRITER. 
Past Professional Credits: 

© George Gobel ® Bobby Sargent | 

_ SEYMOUR SCHWARTZ 
19813 Freeland, Detroit 35,: Mick. | 

problems? 

prints on time. 

9) The Measure Of A Siation ’s Quality For Advertisers. And Agencies! 

What ONE SERVICE can. 
solve all my post-production 

BONDED, of course. Thelr 
Single Source Service handles 
everything—from print pro- 
curement to delivery of show 

BONDED 

NEW YORK 

CHICAGO ‘\) 
Los anctirs & q 
TORONTO LY) 

Ff Division of 

MUON NTA 
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KETV-OMAHA-THE 100th MARKET 
TO PURCHASE POST ’48 CONSTELLATION FEATURES 
Eugene S. Thomas says: “KETV’s ‘Movie Masterpiece’ has been first in Omaha for 18 consecutive rating periods, 
This dominant position will be maintained, we are certain, by our purchase of the 140 Constellation Features which 
‘was the result ‘of our continual quest for that most elusive commodity of Our Industry...proven product... fea- 
tures which offer greatest assurance of solid ratings and viewer and sponsor Satisfaction. Constellation Features 
‘Track Record’ j in 99 other Markets offered us the most consistent proof of dominant ratings and exciting results.” 

HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION SERVICE 

A DIVISION OF REPUBLIC CORPORATION 
4024 RADFORD AVE. » PO. 3-8412 

NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 

‘REPUBLIC'S PRESIDENT, VICTOR M, CARTER (LEFT), THANKS “MR, 100,” EUGENE S, THOMAS, KETV VICE-PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER 

HERE ARE THE 99 OTHER CONSTELLATION. FEATURE BUYERS: ALABAMA: WBRC, WTVY, WALA. ARIZONA: KPHO, KGUN. ARKANSAS: KTHV. CALIFORNIA 
KBAK, KVIQ, KFRE, KRCA, KSBW, KVIP; KXTV, KOGO,-KPIX. COLORADO: KRDO,.KOA, KCSJ. CONNECTICUT: WNBC. DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA: WRC. 
FLORIDA: WTVJ, WDBO, WEAT, WEAR, WFLA. GEORGIA: WAGA. HAWAII: KGMB. IDAHO: KBOI, KLIX. ILLINOIS: WBKB, WMBD, WTVO. INDIANA: WFIE, WPTA, 
WFEM, WSBT, {0WA: KCRG, WOC, WHO, KTVO, KANSAS: KTVH. KENTUCKY: WAVE. MAINE: WCSH, MARYLAND: WJZ. MASSACHUSETTS: WBZ, WWLP. 
MICHIGAN: WKZO, MINNESOTA: KCMT,.KEYC, KDAL, KMSP, MISSOURI: WDAF, KPLR. MONTANA:“KGHL, KXLF, KXGN, KRTV. NEVADA: KLRJ, KOLO. 
NEW YORK: WTEN, WKBW, WRCA, WHEN, NORTH CAROLINA: WIVD, WNCT. NORTH DAKOTA: WDAY. OHIO: WBNS, WHIO, WIOL, WXTV, WHIZ. OKLAHOMA: 
WKY, KOTV. OREGON: KOIN. PENNSYLVANIA: WHP, WRCV, WTAE, WDAU. RHODE ISLAND: WPRO. SOUTH CAROLINA: WSPA. TENNESSEE: WRGP, WHBQ. 

“TEXAS: KVII, KFDM, KRIS, WFAA, KENS, KSYD. UTAH: KSL, KUTV. VERMONT: WCAX. VIRGINIA: WLVA, WIAR. WASHINGTON: KOMO, KHQ. WEST VIRGINIA: 
WOAY, WTAP. WISCONSIN: WBAY, WISC, WIMJ. 
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| Jocks, Jukes and Disks Album Reviews 
; By MIKE GROSS . = 

Harry Simeone Orch & Chorus | SON'S THEME” (Witmark*) is 

. Presents Another Fast-Rising New 

Davis’ topnotch trumpeting. __ : The Velvets (Monument): 
Mary Small :Capitol’: “VALLEY “SPRING FEVER” (Acuff-Rose?) 

OF TEARS” 'Travis:: is based in 
a strong rockinz blues idiam and 
Mary Sinall’s interpretation picks 
up where Fats Domino's clicko :COULD BE THE NIGHT)” (Com- 
treatment left off several years . bine*+) has a stick rocking beat to 
ago. “EVERYBODY BUT ME’. buiid enthusiasm in the juve set. 
(Jatt) is built up with a snappy! Betty Madigan ‘United Artists): 
beat for some juke appreciation. | “TWENTY-ONE. YEARS” (Leeds*) 

Brian Hyland :iKappi: “LIP-| is one of those saga songs with a 

ELVES PwaibsLEY. eve. ee vesvestvreee eee 

CRCA Victor) .........6........ Wild In The Country 
Elvis Pres'ey'’s “I Feel So Bad” (Berkshire*) is a return to the 

lowdown country blues field with surefire impact and makes it @ 
natural of big spinning proportions. “Wild in the Country” 
(Gladus*: has a pleasing folk flavor and the tie-in with the up- 
coming Presley pie of the same name will help a Tot. 

* * - 

I FEEL SO BAD 

MARTY POBBINS................+-JIMMY MARTINEZ 
(Columbia) .. . Ghost Train 

builds up some rocking heat to 
warm up. the teenage contingent in 
the juke circles. “TONIGHT 

‘Robbins*. is the haunting title which gives this Max Steiner 
theme of the new Italian pic and melody for the “Parrish” pic a 
it gets a vivid orch and ciferal good spinning chance. “OH, 
treatment that gives it solid spin- . DIDN'T HE RAMBLE” (Northern*) 
ning ehances. “A GIRL AND A rambles in Fountain’s familiar 
HORN” :Shawnee*: has a moody Dixieland style with that sharp 
blues feel hizhlighted by Mel clarinet taking over again. - 

BW “Out of a Clear Blue Sky.” 

“THE SAME 
OLD WAY” (Treet) has an in- 

triguing blues feel that the -pro- 

grammers will find to their liking.. 
Freddie Houston (Carlton): 

“NOTHING BUT LOVE” _(Sara- 

togat) has nothing but a wild beat 

and a strident vocal shout but 
some kids don’t.ask for more than 
that, “ONLY ME” (David Jones‘) 
sets up. an okay showcase for a 
dramatic ballad display. 

Vardi (Medallion): “MAGGIE'’S 

{20th Fox’: “LA DOLCE VITA” sustained by a strong clarinet lead 

_ LAWRENCE WELK 
“Single’ “MY. THREE SONS” (Dot) 

the rocking field via its hot beat 
and vocal shout. 

coo ee ev ee ewe wee ee eeeeree 

Mariy Robbiss’ “Jimrsy Martive:” (Marizona?' has a country 
ballad jlaror that’s: pegged righ! fur the top of the pop market. 
“Ghost Train” (Marty's Musict+ rolls along with @ fine country 
mood that’s okay jour a pep piekup, too. THEME” -(Wonderland?) gets a 

. « . 7 full-blown orch treatment with 
- a r nq | Strings highlighting. The tune’s BROOK BENTON...............- BOLL WEEVIL SONG | fom “The Parent Trap.” 2: Disner 

(Mercury) ee a ar) ae ee a ae) ..... Your Eves. pic. “THE WONDERFUL SEASON 

OF LOVE” (Twentieth. Century”) 
has a‘ flavorsome lilt that’s en- 
hanced by-a colorful orch presen- 
tation that has.the Medallion 
Strings in the forefront once again. 

Brook Benton's “Boll Weevil Song” «Piay*) takes strong hold ria 
acutethy vocal styling and a rhythmic approach that guarantees a 
quick talceos? and payoff. “Your Eyes” *Play*) is set in a stow 
ballad mood that’s handled for top effect. 

s * * 

wow ar on: | The Execels (RSVP): “CAN'T 
JORGEN INGMANN. 200.00... eee eee weeeeee ANNA) HELP LOVIN’ ‘THAT GIRL OF 

(Ateo) ......... mec eeee eee eee eens . Cherokee | -MINE” (Harms*) takes the Kern- 
Hammerstein classi¢é (with a gen- 
der change in the title? for a rock- 
ing ballad -ride to follow current 
trends that have paid off -in lots 
of spinning areas. ““‘TIL YOU'VE 
GONE” (RSVP?) sets up.an okay 

Jorgen Ingmann’s “Anna™ ftHollis:) reworks the clicko tune 
of sereral years ago with a standuut guitar treatment that will 
follow the success of his prerious “Apache” slice. “Cherokee”. 
(Shapiro-Bernstein*s is aearmed wy again ria some fancy guitar 
work and it will drum up plenty of deejay interest, too. 

* * * . ballad. beat that’s pegged: for the 
BROOKS BROS. 2.0.0.5... 000 e ewes .... WARPAINT | teen market to draw occasional 

(London) Scene cena es cannes .... Sometimes spinning response. 
The Jive Five (Beltone): “MY 

TRUE STORY” (Stevent), a rock- 
ing ballad drenched in tears, gets 
a typical workout by this combo. 
“WHEN I WAS SINGLE” (Stey- 

jen?) is a eatchy uptempo slice. — 

BOBBY VER... te ewe we et eee BABY FACE *ASCAP. t BMI: 

(Liberty ) How Many Tears 
Bobhy Vow's “Baty Face” (Remichk*s spruces up the oldie with 

@ roceiey beat that fits info current jure tastes for hefty spin- 
ning chances, “How Mary Tears” (Aldor-+ has a lively sound and 
@ puny vocal to attract lots of attention. 
‘ s 

Brooks Bros’ “Warpaint™ CAldin?® + whoops up a lively beat in a 
standont rocal sty’? that clicked in England and will have no .: 
trouhie repeating Pere. “Sometimes” «Bux & Coxr*) should do. 
okay asa jock and julze item bevause of the boys’ slick vocalizing. 

Wolfe’s Hip Novel. 

Bernard Wolfe, who coauthored 
¢ . 

THE MARCELS ......0.000...0 0.2000. nee SUMMERTIME .(with Milton Mezzrow: “Really the 

(Calpix) . 2... ee ee eee Teeter Totter Love’ | Blues,” ‘has tackled hipsterism in 
The Mureels’ “Sunmertimne” (Gershiwie*”- gires the Gershwin 

Standard the same new pop appeal that was brought to Rodgers & 
Hart's “Bie Mou” and it’s sure to go as far “Teeter Totter Lore” 
(Gower + skow off wore frenzied rocal trickery that’s certain to 
dram: play from the juke crowd. 

his fifth novel, “The Magic of Their 
Singing” (Scribners; $3.95), a vigor- 

[ously forged rebuke of the anti- 

man, antislove cult of disaffiliation. 
‘And incidentally a fine primer of 

eS ra Ss 

Anna Maria Alberghetti: “Car- 
nival”. (MGM). ‘The MGM_ label 
makes its first important dent in 
the original Broadway cast. album 
field’ with this “Carnival” pack- 
age. Riding with a N. Y: Drama 
Critics: Circle accolade ag “Best 
Musical. of the Season" and with 
a long eclicko Broadway run as- 
sured, the LP version of the show 
is a natural for big sales and big 

play. 

score igs a warm and often en- 
chanting piece of theatrical. crafts- 

terial efforts and recitatives set 

lot to play here but special. atten- 
tion will probably go to 
Theme From Carnival,” “Can You 
Imagine That” and “Her Face.” 
Anna Maria Alberghetti, in the 
starring assignment, is completely 

splendidly in smaller singing as-; 
signments. It all adds up to a: 
s<opnotch. disk package. | 

“La Dolce Vita” (RCA Victor’.! 
Already established. as a big-gross- ' 
ing pic in the U. S., “La Dolce! 
Nita” will have no trouble pick-: 
ing up comparable returns as. a: 
soundtrack disk offering. It’s the: 
first offering for RCA Victor. In-. 
ternational and it’s a whale of a| 
start. The Nino Rota scare is sen-! 
suous, exciting and haunting and ; 
his use of such standards as “Ar-} 
riverderci Roma,” “Stormy Weath- ! 
er,” “Yes Sir, That’s My. Baby”; 
and a Latinoed “Jingle Bells” only: 
serves to heighten the overall ef-. 
fect. The disk will be a must-buy ; 
for those wko have seen the pic 
first, and the film will be a must- 
see for those who have heard the. 
record first. It’s a parlay in which. 
everybody wins. 

ry 

This is a standout, double-platter : 

that “wonderful era of nonsense,” ; 
the 1920s. It covers the gamut of! 
that epoch’s sound, from the jazzy - 
to the sentimental, performed by ! 
a variety of artists including Joe 
(Fingers) Carr, The Andrews Sis- . 
ters, Pee-Wee Hunt, Paul White- ‘ 
man, Red Nichols, Margaret Young 
and others. Included are such nos- : 
talgic pieces as “Collegiate,” “It: 
Ain't Gonna Rain No More,” “Show - 
Me The Way To Go Home,” “Al-? 
ways,”. “Bye Bye Blackbird" and’ 
numerous others. Among the illus- 
trations on.the liner is a reprodut- ; 
tion of Varrery’s historic “Wall St. | 
Lays An Egg” frontpage headline. : 

Percy Faith Orch: “Tara's. 
Theme and Other Themes” 'Co-: 
lumbia). Film theme music fs in: 
/vogue now and Percy Faith has! 
had.a lot to do with building it: 
up, especially with his 
“Summer Place Theme” of last’ 
year, which, incidentally, is in-; 
cluded here and, was also a title: 
of a previous album of his. How-; 
ever, Faith builds them along’ 
solid melodic lines and. they hold [ 
‘up-as strong spinning fodder. The: 

| 

‘the hungry i club. 

manship. His ballads, special mai 

up a-mood that’s pleasing all-the | 
.| way. The programmers will find a. 

“The! 

“Shake H—Break It” (Capitol). ; 

wrapup of. the musical phase of 7 

clicko © 

ADecca), 

flock ‘of other comics. in recent 
years. Recorded at the hungry 1 
in Sah Francisco, this set reveals 
Baker as a quick-drawing, smooth- 
talking performer with 2 . wide- 
ranging script, including a long 
commentary on the Kennedy ad-- 
ministration. Baker, however, ‘is 
not a politically orientéd. comic; as 
is Mort Sahl, but uses the topical 

Handsomely packaged and | angles effeetively without any lib-”. 

expertly grooved by Arnold Maxin, | 
the diskery prez, the Bob Merrill! 

eral or conservative bias. Baker, 
incidentally, has not yet played at- 
. Victor just 
rented the spot for the. recording. . 
date and. ‘then gave. it. billing: on 
the album jacket as if it were a 
regular nitery performance. 

“The Most Happy Fella” ‘Angel):: 
Now. the. showtune buff. can. look. 
past Shubert Alley to the -West 
‘End. This package is an original 
London cast version.of the Frank 
Loesser tuner which opened there 

fin April, 1960, and is up against . 

winning, but the score also gets/ the original Broadway cast ‘version - 
plenty of help from Jerry Orbach! which was. recorded -by Columbia 
and Kaye Ballard, James Mitchell / im ..1956. Angel has a colorful. 
and Pierre Olaf also come through | Cover, a new merchandising cam-_ 

paign and stereo, which may turn 
out to be the most-important plus:. 
Loesser is. treated as handsomely: 
in London as he was.in Néw York. 
In fact, Art Lund and Rico Froe+ 
lich do..the: N. ¥,-to-London rou- 
tine here. For N. Y.’s Jo Sullivan. 
there’s Helena Scott, for Robert 
Weede there’s Inia’ Wiata and for. 
Susan Johnson there's Libi Staiger.. 
Theatre folk will enjoy pitching 
jem against each: other ‘but one. 
thing’s for sure, Frank Loesser. 
comes out on top, as he should. 

. Tony -Mottola::Orch: “Roman 
Guitar” (Command:. .The “sound” 
hand of.Enoch Light is-again. in 
evidence. This time out Light is 
Working his audio: effects around. 

‘a guitar with an Italian flavoring. 
; Lony Mottola is the guitarist: and 
“La. Strada,” “Anna.” “Volare,” 
“Arrivederci Roma‘ andthe like. 
supply the Roman influence and pro- 
ducer Light’ makes it all quite per- 
suasive. ae 

Gloria Lynne: “I'm Glad There Is 
You” (Everest'. Everytime out, 
Gloria Lynne’s sales potential. in- 
creases. She's a jazz singer who. 
develops slowly, not..as'a perform-. 
er but as an attraction. The duild-. 
up on disk has been okay but she’s 
‘been getting visual “displays. in 
clubs, theatres and. tv that have: 
helped mightily ‘in making ‘her a. 
personality’. of talk and interest. . 
This. package could be the break- 
through item: Working with the 
Earl May Trio, as in her personals, 
She shows plenty of style and con- 
trot of the ballad: and-the beat. She 
kicks up a storm with “Birth of the; 
Blues,” which has four-minutes- 
plus of piping action, but. she's 
also a winner on such ‘less flam- 
bouyant items, . but ‘still built. on 
solid ballad grounds, as “SteHa by 
Starlight” and “Young. and Fool- 
ish.’ , 

Bert Kaempfert Orch: .“The. 
Wonderland of Bert. Kaempfert” 

In the disk business it’s 
possible to run a long way-an a. 
single click. Bert’ Kaempfert ‘did 
it with. “Wonderland by -Night” * * * . ‘ hipster lingo.) “Tara’s Theme” from “Gone With| in single and LP items and he’s sure 

JUNIOR WATERS...........-.- ROCKIN’ THAT HISTORY | Dramatis personae range from a| the Wind,” currently on rerelease. to repeat with this followup. ‘Ine 

(MOM) ......... See eee I'll See You In My Dreams __{Silvér-spoon. post-Yale square to a| and such newies as “Exodus.”! style is still solidly: schmaltzy. but 
melange of pitiable sickos, .project- 
ed by. Wolfe through a wild and 
apocalyptic weekend in the. New 
York limbo. world of kicks by the 

“The Apartment” and the Oscar-: it seéms to work and’ that's what 
winner “Never on Sunday" are counts. Charly Tabor'’s trumpet 
items that will build a big con-: highlights the set on “Tenderly,” 
sumer and programmer interest. j«Without Your Love” and “Ducky”. 

Junior Waters’ “Rockin That Histury” ‘Lorob*) puts a school- 
bool: assig ament into a swinging rocking groore and’ the jures will 
tale to it in a biyp way “TU See You in My Dreams” (Feist*: is 
fashioned alang happy rocking Rxes and it. too, will move alang the potfull. His characters are vivid, Harrison Baker: “Last. of the 
spinning ocrenui 

SN  Nanicy is authoritatively stated. 

STICK ON YOUR LIPS” (Man-+ couutry flavor that usually crosses | 
sion*) is) another try for the 
“Bikini’ ki end is good for the 
teen trade because of its lively 
rocking beat and juve-fashioned 
lyric. “WHEN WILL IT KNOW” 
(Heatherli'd has a tuneful ballad 
touch that will find some spinning 

favor 
Lemon Si.ters Dot:: “ON THE 

DOUBLE” Dena’ is a briszht and 
srappy tithe tune from the up- 
coming Dapnx ive pie and it wilk 

motion teat “DANRLIN’ MEGGIE" 
iDena®: works up an Irish ballad 
EL inty ao ina spinning item, 

Rose “Murrhvy Trio ‘Decca: 
“DINAH “Tse Morris” flaws 
With a breesy beat to give the oldie - 

the deejay, who 
stu to) prosram. 

“BIG WOEstD FROM WINNETKA” 

WBVC™, get. an escelent treatmert 

a os 
Bah ib aA ciakes 

look for t- th 

In a fencers: pe by Miss Murphy's 
Diane and Slave stevorts takitive 
bas 2. 

Pete Fuounwam «Coral: “ALLE 

. woe , shapiro-Berstein*: 
work out nicely as a spinning pro-' 

t but Kaempfert’s workover of ‘““Mor- 
Well Comedians” (RCA Victor). ! gen and “Auld Lang Syne” will 
Harrison Baker, a young comic, attract programming attention, too.. 
has etched a gag-filled package out‘ «One Eye d Jacks” (Liberty: “AS 

and the. case against the hip malig- 

Wolfe, by the way, also has a 
over into pop areas for good re-|nice feel for the pregnant pun,/of his nitery routine and the LP; 1), picture goes, s0 -gocs the 
sults. “BIGGER AND. BETTER Viz:.“... she tried him sexually | route may prove the way to big-‘ soundtrack on ‘disks: Composer 
THINGS” +E, H. Morris*: plays up. and found him wanton.” 
a clever Iyric angle with a light-‘ 
hearted beut and a savvy vocal. ain 

The Ondios ‘Everest': “THE 
BLACK WIDOW” ‘Herb: Reis. 
should snap up a lot of the jock 
und juke time because of its ex- 
citing instrumental drive. “THE 
OLD SPINNING WHEEL"| 

spins 

P ut. time cafe status as dt ha s for 2 iHugo Friedhofer has composed a 
substantial score to back up tne- 
.Marlon Brando starrer along west- 
ern lines that have strong musical 
values .on their own. The pie 13 

_ the come-on, though, and the track- 
er should. benefit from the b:o. 

‘pull, 

“Parrish” (Warner.Bros'. Max 
, oteiner’s score for the “Parrish” 
1pie is loaded with rich melodic 
themes. which will give this sound- 

- Longplay Shorts 
| Decca Records is releasing eight new Deutsche Grammaphon albums , 

accord-: this week. A complete version of Rossini’s “Barber of Seville” is high- 
ing to current pop tastes with an!lighted ... Jerry Field, veepee-general manager of FTP Records, has 
instruaental verve to vive the old-' nabbed the soundtrack rights te xs Pinon show... Argo Rec. 
ie another g run. | ords is releasing a jazz sampler featuring the top names in its catalog . Se i Outs 
. vommes seen & aunette ‘Vistas, £0 Peddie at $1.98. Album features cuts by Ahmad Jamal. Ramsey | tracker 3 good sales. push, Alli; 
“THE PARENT TRAP” 'Wonder- i Lewis Trio, the’ Jazztet, Buddy Rich, James Moody, Lorez Alexandria, 5°" 5 Need . paige’s.. Theme" 

lend +s the cute tite song from ! Milt Buckner and Al Grey .. . Kapp Records’ export manager Erie and the lead off “Tobacco Theine 
ee Wal p.e song TOM Steinmetz returning to his N.Y: desk after a South American junket Nill attract programming attention. 
an upe onvag Wa t Disney pic and; Irving Fields comirfg out this week with a “More Bagels n’ Bongos” {On the flip side, the diskery's house 
Tonuas Sands in duet with Annette |Tp for Beeca ..-. Alice Simms” tune “Foolishly Yours" which was Pianist George Greeley gets: acre,s" 
ive It a teenage kick. LETS GET} introduced in Savannah Churchill’s Jamie album will be given a single some ‘effective keyboarding ‘on 
POGLTUER «Wonderland: ) plus retease push... Command Records recorded the Pittsburgh Symphony “three themes from “Parrish” as 
around with a happy bounce vhich ‘last week for its forthcoming line of classical afbums . : . Jack Wi'son, well as Steiner's ‘socko “Theine.- 
mikes a preasing duvii entry. ‘Dinah Washington's former pisn.st and. Argo artist, will be back inthe From a -Summer. Plac?” and 

— Dwate Yawkins Tit STONE Cha field after his discharge from the Army. in August. He plans to :*’Tara’s Theme” from “Gone With 
{HONEY (Widden™) sti ky vut ine tireslance in N.Y, - : the Wind.” Gros © 
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Mass. Senate Kills Anti ASCAP Bil 

Proposed by Cafe-Owning Legislator 
Boston, ‘May 9. - ms 

Harry ‘Della Russo; ‘new state’ sen: * 
ator, and part owner of: the. Frolic, ; 
“Revere nitery, ‘made -his :maiden 
speech in the Senate’ last. week |. 
evoking. sweet and sour. music. 

-He: keyed. his maiden effort to .a 
‘bill he filed which. would. ‘prevent | 
ASCAP: from collecting yoyalties '; 
due. composers on music played in ~ 
‘public. in Massachusetts. The. sweet. 

-- music was. the traditional applause 
given. by a senator. after“his. first 
speech. The sour note was pro- 
vided by the senate vote -on the 
‘Measure—a top heavy 14-4 defeat. 

DeHa Russo, ‘who. served ‘several 
terms in the ‘House and- was .ele- 
vated- to the upper. chamber -last, - 
ywonth in a special election. ‘charged 
ihat the American Society of Com-' 
‘posers, Authors & Publishers 
‘amounts to an extortion racket. that 
plagues entertainers, radio stations, 
restaurants, niteries, amusement 
parks, t h eatres.: and . “even 
churches." 
10valties, the senator clai med 
ASCAP. comes into. tLe. state and 
tells businessmen. how niuch. they. ,- 

Long a ‘foe of ASCAP 

Victor. Youns’s s Widow. 
Asks Copyrights’ Return 

- Los Angeles, May 9. 
* Declaratory relief in clearing 

title of .40- unpublished musical 

compositions. written by late v ictor 

Young is asked: by Mrs. Rita Young, ' 
vidow of compaser, in suit filed in. 
Superior Court -against: 
Young Public ations, Inc. 
ir ansferred - Pieces: ‘to defendant 

‘Victor 
- Young ' 

‘prior to.his. death on-Noy. 9,.1956,. 
according . to: ‘complaint, 

‘Under a court order signed: ‘Oct. 
5, 1960, date on Which..Young’s will; 
was. admitted-. to probate.’ Mrs. 

_ Young: claims, she succeeded. to all. 
rights in. proper ties. She asserts in 
suit that-on this date she rescinded 
the transter-to publishing company 
and notified deferidant it no ‘longer 
‘held any rights. Defendant claims 
Mrs.. Young. had no. richt to. abro- 
gale previous: agreement, 

wilt have to pay and that not one’. 
penny vis. paid. back in taxes: to.the 
glite. | 

Della Russo-: pointed aut that . 
ASCAP had-distributed literature. 
charging: his: advogacy of: the bill. 
Was a conflict - ct interest due to 
hres interest in the nitery, 
else can bring out the facts 

this group?” he ‘asked. . 
However, 

“But who” 
but.| 

One who has ‘had experience . with | 

the. chairman, of ithe] 

Indie Diskers. 

Go ‘Compatible 
For Stereo LPs 

Senate ways and means committee | 
. felt thé nitery ‘op’s:Iyrics were off... 
key. Sen. William. D. Fleming «D.*. 
f Woreester, 
“rejected the bill because | it con- 
‘flieted | with the US. Copvwright 
Ts re \ Sa 

tional Law Conimittee. 
rejected the bill. 

_ John .E. Powers 
* Boston, senate prex) 
“sang: on the bill. 
porter of the measure, he changed 
Js. tune saying that he opposed 
itv legislation intringing ‘en’ an 

_tti’s inherent right to: collect 

‘Continued on page 76) 

had. flauly 

“D. ‘ 
, put- the swin 

E.H.Morris F irm Broadens 
B’way Catalog With Deal 
To. Publish ‘Venturi’ Show 
E. H. Morris .has nabbed ‘the 

rights. to another Broadway musi- 
cal ‘stated: for the 1961-62 ‘season: 
Its “The Crime of Giovanni Ven- 
turi”’ 
and Isrics by Ronny Graham 

~ In ‘addition:. to. the 
Venturi” 
uled to publish the ‘scores from 
“New Faces of: 1961, ” All- Amer:. 
Ican,” “The King From Astabula,”’ 
“Shalom” and.-"“Carte’ Blanche. 
Latter score is. being ‘Written by 
‘Martin: Charnin, who is 1nder con- ; 

Rod-: The major companies, however, 
is’ published: by’ Wil-’ 

Jiamson, ‘firm. owned. by her. father: 

tract: to Morris. and .Mary 
gers, who 

Richard Rodgers and the: late ‘Os- 
car Hammerstein 2d; and for. 
‘Which’ Chappell “is the ° selling 

pagent. | 
‘Fhe deal for “Gior anni Venturi” 

Was..arranged with Phillip Rose. 
who's producing: the. musical.: Rose |: 
‘Hhad set-up a Giovanni Musi¢ firm’ 
for the authors” and -. Morris’ will | 
be the firm's. sole selling agent. ! 
-The: musical, 

Said his- committes - 

He alsa: noted: the Constitu-. 

of. South: 

An original: sup-. 

- Society 

.been. promoting compatibility 

with musi¢e by Milton Shafer. 
_ steréo and had stopped huying -rec-. 

“Giovanni, 
score, Morris is sched- 

‘are. moving into the - 

stereo fic'd.. ‘The asks, which can 

-be played cithér an monaural ‘or 

“ster eophonic ‘equipment. 

ords. 

The. .‘faur manu tact turers aré 
Sounds of Qur Times... Golden 
Crest. Tops and Stereoddities. In. 
_addition, the .Audio’.Engineering ¢ 

ASsn.. 
stondards for 
Until. recently, 

Compatible. 
only 

disks. 
Design has © 

tively, -although the” stereo mas- 
ters of London Records’ Interna- 
‘ional Series reportedly are also 
cut for compatibility. 

Cy .Leslie. pr esident ef Pickwick 
Sales, merchandising arm for De- 
Sign and other labels, explains that 
‘the reason his company developed 

“ace. 

Rapiece of “Do Re Ai" 

Four. indie Tec ‘ord manufactur ers - 

compatible: 

were - An- ; 

‘troduced last’ year by Design Ree- | 

and the Record | Industry } 
of America: are considering | 

|NDUSTAY A ASKS. 
SPARK ARRESTS 

‘The music-biz’s war against. the 

{disk racketeers is now rolling in 

high’ tempo. Following | the round 

up of one ring of platter counter- 

! feiters in New. York last week, 

‘court: action. opened this week in 

Bergen County, N.J.,. against an- 

“other ring uncovered late last year 
through joint efforts.of the poalice 
‘and: the American Record’ Manu- 
‘facturers & Distributors Assn, 

Last week’s .arrests of -five al- 
leged counterfeiters stemmed from 
teamwork by the Nassau County 

': District Attorney's office, the N.Y 
police department and the Record | 
‘Industry Assn; of America. The’: 
“ring, arrested’in a cloak-and- dag- : 
ger operation ; involving potice . 
agents posing as collaborators of 
the racketeers, Was accused of 
having: pressed over. 50,000 ‘capics 
of *‘ ‘Persuasive Percussion” ‘Com- 
mand'. “When they were arreste 
in.a Hotel Plaza. N.Y.,.room where 

-they were planning a.new -opera- 
tion in the company of a Nassau 
pelice inspector who posed as a 
‘mobster chieftain. 
‘gearing to press 

a 

20.000 | copies 
RCA Vie- 

’ «DBot) and “Great ltor? “Calcutta’ 
tEnited [Motion Picture - Themes” 

} Artists? all -hit packages. 

‘Arrested were Norman Bernian. 
prexy “of Monarch (Productions - 
Corp..a N.Y. outfit; Milton Rabuse.. 
a Little Neck: L..1., real estate op- 
erator: Rev. Rit hard ‘T. Ensel. a 
“lav preacher” and owner of Bible- 
tore Records in New Jersex: 
old Zital and Henry Arak. Berman 
and: Rabuse had been arrested in 

| Ndssau. County last. December on a 
charge of. vinla.ing the tredemark 

«Continued on pase 76) 

Fats: Waller Renewal. Sut 
Going to Federal Courts; 

_In anew ease involving the rigits 
of illegitimate children in the 
‘estate of a songwriter, New York 
State Supreme Court Justice Henry ° 
Clay Greenberg’ ruled last weck 

. that. the Federal courts have juris- 

a compatible disk were to stimu-- 
late. buying on the part of people 
‘who = were contemplating. convert- 
ing: their ‘sets frem ‘monaural -to 

ords and to save dealers the trou-. 
ble and expense: of” “stocking. mo- 
naural and. stereo versions of. the 
same ‘record. In ‘the 14 .months 
since its introduction, Design has 
withdrawn - all of its conventional 
stereo pressings in favor -of- the 
compatible disk. 

are still’ against the vonipatible 
disk for. varied engineering rea- ' 
sons:-and are . stifl issuing their 
new. Teleases. in mono and ‘stereo. 

HANK SNOW MARKING: 
25TH ANNI WITH VICTOR 

diction - over | suc h- disputes. De- 
cision affected the case brought by 
Ross Junghickel Music. represent- 

‘ing Thomas’ Waller Jr.. son. of the 
late Thomas -Fats) Waller, against 
Joy. Musie: for copyright renewals 
in a flock of Waller’ standards. 
‘Case represents an interesting 

twist on a previous suit involving 
the late. B: G. ‘Buddy? DeSylwva’'s : 

the: Froup wis. 

Blum, 

MUSIC 75 

OGUS DISKERS 
Capitol Steps Up Singles Biz 4007, 

In Wake of Sales, A&R Realignment 
Birds, Bees & LPs 
Carlton Records is putting 

&ex education into the praove. 
Joe Carlton, diskery's prez, has 
nabbed Dr. Rebecca Lisswood 
mafriage counselor and profes- 
sor. of medicine, for two sex 
instruction disks in his low- 
price '$1.98) “Hear How” series. 

On one record, parents will 
be advised “How To Tell Your 
‘Children The Facts Of Life” 
‘father tells son, mother tells 
daughter) and on the other 
record adults will receive ad- 
virco on “How To Achieve Sex- 

_ual _Ual_Harmony In Marriage.” 
7a. 4 

AGAC Rolls Ahead 
With Royalty Plan: 

Blum Named Head 
The American Guild of Authors 

& Composers is rolling ahead with 
its royalty collection agency in fece 
‘of scattered squawks against its 
new mandatory qualification for 
membership. At the present time. 
1.360 regular members, out of a 
possible 1.620. have already sitned 
up to be rcpresented by the agency 
as have 80 estates. The acency col- 
lects all royalties due from = ph- 

‘Jishers and then -distributes the 
eoin to writers less a 5° adminis- 
tration fee. 
| AGAT has 

former 

a 
| 

appointed Walter 
exec with Bourne 

‘Music: as director cf collection and 
“distribution of the writers’ 

Illegitimate Sons an Issue’ 

rovil- 
ties. Roseman. Nanas & Co. are the 
auidtors for the royally agency. 
Inca move to gain maximum 

favorable response from the mem- 
bership. AGAC execs have set up 
a ‘committee, headed by Gerald 
Marks, to confer with dissident 
“members or ¢leffers who want ad- 
‘ditional explanation of the royal- 
tv's ‘operation.. To date, Al J. Nei- 
burg and L. Wolfe Gilbert have 
“been. the most prominent cleffers 
opposing the new AGAC proviso 
making afliliation with the rovalty 
agency a qualification for member- 
-ship in the Guild. — 

DECCA IN SALES DRIVE 
FOR COUNTRY CATALOG: 
Decea Records is going hillbilly 

for the next month. Diskery has} 

renewals .and ..the rights of: De-/ set ‘up a special merchandising i 
'Sylva's - illegitimate . son, Stephen 
Ballantine... ‘In that case. the Fed- }. 
eral courts. ruled: that Ballantine, : 

drive that will run through June 
2 to promote its country & west- 
-ern catalog. It's a repeat of a sim- 

an acknowledged illegitimate child, | ilar campaign that was launched 
had rights to a share of the re- 
newals. The: Ross Jungnickel firm | 

‘benefited from that ‘decision. 

In the Waller case, however, the | 
-Ross Jungnickel firm, through at- 
torney Law Drever is. arguing that 
Waller's two acknowlezged illegiti- 
mate sons: Maurice and Ronald, 

, have no right to share with Thomas 
| Waller Jr.,.a legitimate child. 
ithe. copyright renewals. The dif- 
“fer rence. in the two actions repre- 
sents a. disparity in the way various 
States treat the rights of illegiti- 

in. 

-Hank. Snow, véteran country ,mate children. Under California j 
‘singer and cleffer, will be honored | law. where the DeSylvas’ 

which is: scheduled , . by RCA Victor in Nashville Satur- | illegitimate children onty have to, 
lived. ' 

-for a-Broadway preem next spring, ; "day 113) ata reception marking his; be’ a¢knowledged to share in the j 
Will ‘star Cesare Siepi and will be (25th anni. on the label. one of the state. Under N.Y. State law, where 
directed .by Stanley. Prager. - ‘Col- ‘Jongest runs in the industry. John., the Wallers live. illegitimate. chile | 

‘Mictor ¥.p.: over; dren. have to be also formally umbia Records, which has invested Y. Burgess Jr.. 
in the production, will put out the sales, arid Steve Sholes, Coast oper- ; adopted to share in the estate, ac-.. 

ations chief, ‘will make the plaque cording to:Dreyer’s argument.: original Broadway cast album. | 
In addition ‘to Morris’ Main Stem ; 

activities, the firm is also going 
. off-Broadway. next, season and will 
publish the. scores for. “‘“Madame. 
Aphrodite” and. ““T Want’ You.” © 
Meantime, firm's. general ‘pro- 

fessional manager Sidney Korn- 
heiser is heading fcr: I.ondon this: 
week to lay the groundwork for 

. the. exploitation of the “Bye Bre 
!: Birdie” score.: From there he goes 

to Paris. ‘and then hops to. Aus- 
tralia for | Various 

chores. . 

presentation: 

Snow originally. built. his reputa-’ Joy 
| Thomas Waller Jr. contends that 

-Musie breached its contract! 
| 

ithe same time last year. 
‘In addition to new product. the 

‘entire catalog of its c&w roster 
‘will be available under the spe- 
cial terms in the four-week pro- 
gram. Such c&w vets as Webb 
Pierce, Kitty Wells, Jimmy Davis. 
Ernest Tubb, Red Foley, the Wil- 
burn Bros:., Bobby Helms, and Bill 
Monroe highlight the program. 
Newcomers, too, are also in the j{ 
Decca _ drive. Among them are: 
Bill Anderson,. Ernest Ashworth. ‘ 
Rov Drusky., Connie Hall. Lewis 

{Pruitt and Elmer Snodgrass. 

BG Big Band Back 
For Disneyland Date 

Hollywood, May 9. 
Benny Goodman, who has just 

‘signed for his first appearance at i 
Disneyland (a series of five dates 
beginning May 27), is reforming 

{tion on the Canadian airlines and when-he discovered that the pub-! his big band featuring five brass, 
‘was Signed for ‘the: first’ time.in lisher. was paying half the roval- | four saxes, four rhythm and the 
1936. for. Victor. by” Hugh. Joseph. ties to. the two illegitimate sons. 
Latter, now merchandise manager | -Breach-of-pact suits would nor- 
-of the Victor disk division in. Can- ; mally fall. under jurisdiction of the 
ada, will also ‘receive a plaque for iN, Y. State courts, but because of 
Jaunching Snow's disk career. |the renewal angles, Judge Green- 
‘Snow's ‘biggest. hit was “] Don't | berg ruled that the suit fell. under 

| the: Copyright Act: where the Fed- Hurt Anymore.” ‘selling over 1,000,- 
000 copies. in 1954-55 when it | 

la full year, 

eral courts: -have jurisdiction. 
Promotional stayed on ‘top of ‘the charts for | i‘ Dréver. said he would not file the 

isame suit in N. Y.. Federal. court. 

matestro for the Coast stint. BG 
will ‘include many of Fletcher 
Henderson arrangements ‘fin_shis 
five-night series of dances at Dis-: 
-neviand Park. 

The final night. June 15. will 
climax BG’s stint with a gigantic 
graduation prom made up of 30 
highschools from the Southern 
California area. 

+ The revamping of Capitol Rec- 
ords singles operation last fall is 
paying off. Diskery reports that 
since the revision of its single- 

‘record sales, merchandising. siro- 
motion and creative activities, its 
single sales have quadrupled. 

According to Joe Csida, \ecpee 
iin charge of eastern operations 
:who since the reorganization his 
:exercised exec control over ail 
iphases of the company’s singies 
‘program, Cap is current vunineng 
iwith nine strong selling <nvie 
{platters. As of an April 28 cc. 
‘counting the followine records icd 
“the Cap sales list: Faron Youn: "$ 
“Helo Wels” racked up 215.752 
sales and is selling at the rade cf 
30,000 a week. Jack Seott’s °T! aut 
Little Feeling’ pulled in 71 722 
sales in its first tao wecks cr the 
markct and is aka running at a 
$30 000 sales-a-week pace. 

Kav Starr’s “Foolin’  *1e und" 
palled Jn 95.000 sales in ws first 
four weeks and 1s roilime it a la.- 
000 weckly sales pace. Prank S ne 
atra’s “Sentimental fahiw’ eae 
clicked aff 74.770) saies since <9 
March 27 release and is ue@ai se l- 

-ing at a rete of about 15 000 wake 
ly. Fhe Coquetles’ “Snhetkle oc: d 
Shine.” which was ielessed Feb. 
27, has totalled 50.645 sz'es and .s 
now seHing at about 10.0 cares 
a weck and Ferlin Tluskhes’s “He- 
fore I Lose My Mind.” released 
April 3. has accounted far (1 i174 
sales and has now sctiled deun ia 
# 12.000 a weck sales pace. Virnca 
Jackson's “Richt Or Wrone.’ ke-e 
Maddox & Bucko’s “Mental C: acl 
iv" and Hank Thompson’. “Ciksa- 
homa”™ are ell aver the 20.000 97 3k 
as of the April 28 tubelatian 2: d 
building in sales potential C-ita 
scints out that these fiemics Co 
not represent the ond of the «2.93 
run since all of them are still very 
much active m the inarket. 

This week, Varle Gilmore. cvce 
producer in charge of sincle-rci os d 
artists & repertoire, end lay S-iut, 
Capitol Records Dist ihuting Cerp. 
single record sales manager. vl 
address sectional oimectings cf 
CRDC branches and regional siJeg 
managers to be held in four cities, 
During the conferences, Gilme.e 
and Swint will present a detaied 
analysis of the progress ef Cap 
Singles under the new organ ’z: Ven 
and disclose future plans in the 
singles area. The first meet vis 
held in L. A, Monday 8: foliowed 
by a conclave in St. Louis today 
‘Wed... Upcoming is Philadculplua 
tomorrow ‘Thurs.) and Atlanta the 
following day 112'. Csida, whoa at- 
tended the NAB convention in 
Washington early in the wucek 
picks up the Cap t trek in in Pils. 

Payola or Expert Advice? 
Decision in Peter Tripp 

Trial Not Due ‘Til May 15 
Peter Tripp, ex-WMGM, N.Y. 

disk jockey accused of taking. 
$36.000 from various disk conipa- 
nies in return for spinning 1rec- 
ords, wound up his trial in NY. 
Special Sessions Court last weck 
with a denial that he ever ac- 
cepted ‘a dime in payola.” The 
three-judge court. reserved decci- 

Sion in the case, the first of 4 
series affecting eight other jockeys 
_and station librarians, until May 
15 after listening to. two weeks of 

‘ testimony. 

Tripp insisted “tiroughout the 
: trial that the money that he ac- 
knowledged receiving from cisk 
companies and distributors vas 
not payola, but consideration {fr 
expert advice that is given to disk 
company officials. His attorney, 
Renjamin Shedler. further con- 
tended that Tripp was not an eme- 
plovee of the station, but an in- 
dependent contractor who vas 
privileged under his station pact 
to make outside deals. 

Shediler told the court: “Every- 
body and his uncle knew that gifts 
were being sent to disk jockexs. 
Nobody ever said a thing to stop 
it.” Tripp was indicted for com- 
mercial bribery, a +: isdemeznor 
punishable on conviction by a year 
in jail‘and a $500 fine. 

| 

{ 
' 
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Fun With Freberg Runs High 
Claims First ‘U.S.A’ LP Cost $100,000 But 

Capito! Sez Only $30,000 
+ o 

a surprise when the final costs of ; 
the first volume of its “Stan Fre-! 
berg Presents the United Sfates of 
America” series hits the bookkeep- 
ing office. 

A couple of weeks agd a Cap: 
exec stated that the first album, | 
of a projected four, called “The j 

” cost about $30,000. : 
Now Freberg, who is currently ini 
Early Years, 

N.Y. promoting the LP and sundry . 
other business affairs re his ad-. 

states: vertising consultant firm, 
thit the costs were nearer $100,000. ! 

As ft) the discrepancy between. 
th» Cap exec’s figures and his, i 
Freherg states, 
(Cap prez was a little reluctant 
to have EMI ‘diskerv'’s parent coin- - 

ind out that they spent: pinv 
$243.99) on one album. They might . 
think that Alfred E. Nepman ‘Mad = 
miz caricature! was running the' 

{ company 
Feeherz's breakdown of the costs © 

‘Firm Action by Police. fs as follows: Talent costs vs. royal- 
tins. $35,000; 11 weeks in studio 
fel yy 

$330). charvyed against artists & 
repert re department: advertising . 
ant oronotion, $20,000: 
Cry-an for publicity, $6.090: press ' 
pact 
Cormenting on the high cost 

an’ lorz recording tune, Freberz 
s2ii. “Ive hecome the Stanley 
Ku orick «director of the “S Sparta- 
ev." pic of the record world.” 
tebe: thinks the followup al-, 

bos, “The Middle Years,” “The 
ve Years” and “The Late, Late 
You~ " will eost about $2:).09 each - 
t> produce with Cap shelling out 
arn additional $20.000 to promote 
ard advertise each one. 

Moantime. Freberg has been hay- 
inz trouble with the nets ta get his; 
record = plaved. Jeno Paulucci, . 
Delth -¢Minn.) manufacturer of : 
Ceun King Chow Mein, for which 
Fe “Ierzs tirm is ad consultant to 
the BBD&O agency, wanted to buy 
ti: ao on NBC's “Monitor” program 
t» play the album in its entirety 
he ie wes turned down because, a; 
Ree exee reported to Freherg, “It 
vo. no! up lo pragramminz stand- 
aril.” CBS k'lled an airing of the 
LP. too, for the same reasons. 

Wowever, Freberg got a shot on 
Jack Paar’s NBC-TV show last. 
Moatar «‘l oon which he sang 
“Take An Indian To Lunch.” one 
oF ‘he sont, from the LP. He was ' 
als, scheduled for another Paar 
sii." last nizht ‘Tues.', ! 

} 

Jessel, Lewis Producing 
Alltime Comedy Routine | 
Anthology as Cap P’kge 

A tustocy of the great im oments 
Of Acnericin comedy is being pu 
iis!) ti» srvove by Capitol Re, ‘ords, 
T ae albem, tentatively titled 
Reine SHU Laughing.” is being 
rm ada ‘ed ob: George Jessel and 
Af an ee iS 

Te ety 
ani NOY, 

aod produced by Jessel Among-t 
th» routine, are “Finge! Street.” 
as onertormed by Joes Fave and 
Jk Alhertson, Frank Fonteine as: 
Jver 7. C Savoveys: Jack Peart 
a Saronw Menchausen: Lou Holtz 
re'etins "as “Maharajah” story, 
ae TesseD aor his “Mama On 
To: Psleshboane” bit, , 

Tr sackase is the latest project 
PP Coys new comedy kick The 
Vihet ies issced four comedy LPs 
Ire tee ast too months: “Star Fre- 
ber z Presidents The United States 
Oo. \Yrer. a EBere’s Mift Kamen,” 
*) bh) Yours With Carl Reiner and 
Are Braoks” and Bots Melvin’. 
“oO ooser Babs, Don't Pizht It” 
“Tievre Stel Laosaine” LP is be- 
ins produced fo: Cup bs Curh 
Viable 

Boone to Houston 
Houston, May 9 

Pat Boone das been added tu the 
Liste ot entertainers to be brouzht 
ty» Hoowsto2 § ‘Tay by impresario 
J. Davis Nichols, 

Boone “iit yay two shows at the 
Musie Hall on May 19. 

Cannonball 
cobs will be featured in a jazz 
cu:wert at the Fifth 
Armory, Baltimore, Sueday (14. 

"capitol Records execs are in for | 

“T guess Wallichs' 

and nizht' recording sessions, : 

Rogers & ' 

at N.Y.'s 21 Club, $2.900. — : 

.asked them to move on. 
went and some stayed and when” 

_the show broke, part of the crowd 
twas 

type here in over four years. 

itbeen bringing shows of this type. 

Svppente Of the album Rave at" 
been recorded in Hollywood ' 

The narration between; 
the comedy routines will be written: 

‘standout band leaders in the 1930°s 
is planning a comeback. 

The 7 

— 

Piino team, 

British Disk Best Sellers 
London, ‘May 9. 

You’ re Driving. Me Crazy 
-Temperance Seven 

(Parlophone) 
Blue Moon..... ooee--Marcels 

tPye: , . 

Wooden Heart........Presley 
IRCA) ; 

Gn The Rebound..... Cramer: 
(RCA? 

Don’t Treat Me Like Child 
Shapiro 

‘Columbia? 
100 Pounds of Clay...Douglas 

(Top Rank: 
Lavy River............. Darin 

‘London: 

Warpaint ........ Brook Bros. 
iPye: 

Gee Whiz, It's You. ..Richard 
‘Columbia: 

Are You Sure?......Allisons 
‘Fontana! 

Averts Full-Blown Riot 
At Pitt Rock ’n’ Roll Show 
Pitt's police force did a_real- 

workmanlike job here on Wednes- ° 
day 3» when a full blown riot was :. 

after the 
:Tormance ot “The Greatest Show: 
‘of Stars" at Svria Mosque. ‘The - 
‘crowd kept milling around tne 
‘auditorium .after the second show 
started and police repeatedly 

Some 

averted 

quickly gathered up after. 
someone threw a rock into the, 
‘door of the building. 

Later a student from nearby 
Slippery Rock college received a 
mild knife wound. The only other 
person requiring medical aid was a 
42-vear old woman who “collapsrd 
with excitement,” according to a 

: statement by the attending physi-. 
cian. Her excitement was induced ‘ 
br the music and ‘not the activity, 
outside the building. . 

Fifieen people were booked on. 
‘disorderly conduet charge in court 
on Thursday ‘4:. Four were “ined 
$25 and 11 youngsters were turned 
over to juv enile court. 

This is.the first-incident of this 
Irv 

Feld, of Super Attractions, has 

10 Pitt four or five times a year’ 
for the past 10 years and all have 
heen successful. Safety Director 
I. oais -Rosenberg requires. every 
ock on roll promoter to put-on 15 
moleemen for this type of show 
amd ususily supplement. this staff 
with traffic men and police from. a- 
nearhy station On Wednesday, 
this cautian paid off. 

Bert Ambrose Trymg = 
Comeback in England 

London, May 9. 
Bert -Ambrase. one of Britain's 

For some - 

years iis career has been up and. 
don and, indeed. at one time it! 
~ea@med, tuo paraphrase his s13--, 
nature tune, that his “Day I > Was: 
Dore.” Bat the resiiient Ambrose ! 

he back on the steam radio’ 
beat next month with a BBC pro-: 
2ran skein 
IH be his first airing in eizht 

veats as he puts it. “TH trv and 
‘cake the sume lovely noise as of 
old but in a modern idiom.” 

wil? 

‘if taped privately. 

second per-* 

a S4: top. 

(BOURNE IN PUBLISHING. 
| TIEUP WITH RANK PIX| 

Bourne. Inc. has formed a new 
‘| publishing subsid in a tieup with! 

| Filmusic Publishing Co. Ltd. of, 
{London. The firm will be known. 
‘tas the Bourne-Rank. Music Co. 

|] (ASCAP). 
The Filmusic outfit is the music 

publishing firm of the Rank motion . 
picture interests. The principal ac- 
tivity of the new. company will. be‘ 
to publish and exploit in the. U.8.- 
and Canada, the Filmusic Publish- . 
ing Co.’s extensive catalog: which | 
includes. the music written for the! 
Rank pix. The new firm will be- 
based at Bourne's home office on. 
West 32d ‘St. in. N.Y. 

British Publishers Sue 
Grundig for Taping Tunes | 
For Audio Demonstration. 

London, May 9. 
oF. E. Skone James, a top legalite 

on copyright law, assured Justice 
Plewman in the. High Court that” 
it was infringement. of. ‘copyright ” 
‘to reproduce music on tape, even 

“Skone James | 
said that the reproduction “would | 
-be an infringement but. that play- | 

‘| ing it privately would not. A pub-'-. 
Tlie element is required to make 
that. illegal. . 

He was appearing for Lawrence 
Wright Music and. Ascherberg. 
Hopwood & Crew ina copyright :- 
action against..Grundig ‘Great; 
Britain:. It was alleged that. at 
the London Audio Fair last’ year 
Grundig ‘had. demonstrated its 
tape recorders by playing tapes of. 
“Jealousy.” “Carolina: Moon’ and . 
“love, Here Is My “Heart” in’ 
breach of the. plaintiffs’ copyright. 

Grundig said it bought a tape: 
recording from anothér company: 
and fees had ‘been paid. for the 
three tunes. The music was’ re- 
recorded so that it could be played . 
at different speeds. Grundigs un-. 

‘ dertook not to reproduce the three. 
‘tunes on tape or any other sound 
device and submitted to an order’ 
wherébv an‘ inquiry will be’ made : 
regarding damages and costs-- 

KINGSTON 3 RACKS UP 
WHAM .14G.IN PORTLAND : 

Portland, Ore.. -May 9. 

The Kingston Trio: racked up a 

score hing Slt. 200. in one perform... 

ance at the ‘Auditorium. here Jast | 

Saturday .'6', ‘Wing sections and 
staze’ bleacher set-up, expanded | 
the house‘to 4.200. seats. “scaled to ' 

The: Irving. Granz Pro-| 

moted- concert included . ‘The Aus-: 

tr whan" Jazz: Quartet and -pop. 

“singer Gene’ McDaniels. 
‘Tlie Ki 

Whoppin z 
formanc es 

Stolz’s Salome’ Oldie 
Hits Anew in Austria 

King-ton’s have scored a 
$83.700 in eight per- 
during ire ‘past 10 days. 

“DY 
‘against:Colosseum Records: for un- 
-fair competition and violation of 

-based in Prague. Czechoslovakia. 

‘ special summer merchandise pro- 

“and a 

‘rate 

. Charlie Parker * ‘Bird Is Free’ and 

entry into the “prov ocative. stereo” 

~ Inside Stuff—Music 
A new device, the “ElectraChord, ” which makes it. possible’ to play, 

chords on a piano with one finger of. the left hand, was intréduced at 

“N.Y. Waldorf-Astoria tast week. (4). The electro-magnetic ‘device; which | 

is being manufactured by Wood" &. Brooks, Buffalo firm,: has already 

1 been picked up by nine piano: manufacturers. They are: ‘Baldwin, Eve 

‘ erett, Grinnell, Gulbansen, Kimball, Kohler & ‘Campbell, P: A. Starck, 

Story & Clark, and Wurlitzer. The “Electra- Chord” is” the. Invention of 

32-year-old Lee Von Gunten. Participating in. the. demonstration: were 

composer. Jimmy McHugh. and ‘singer-pianist Laura Manning. McHugh ~ 

introduced his: new tune, “The Rockin’ Chair Rock. if 

Vet songwriters L. Wolfe Garber, ‘Sammy Fain and Ben Oakland 
‘will be spotlighted in a special Mother's Day tribute: next Wednesday _ 
-17) at-the Beverly Hilton Hotel in. ‘Hollywood. when reps: of ‘oyer 20.” 

|.countries will be present in a program’ sponsored by: the L.A. Jewish 
Home For. The Aged. Gilbert: 
introduce . 

‘now marking his 75th . birthday, . will 
“My Mother's Eyes,” which he wrote .33 years ago. for 

George Jessel. 

‘Danny's Hideaway, eastside eatery operated by Danny Stradella, wilt: 
turn over one of its privale rooms every Monday night. for. an informal 
_meeting place for music bizites. The greup. to be known .as:the “Mon- 
"day Nighters.” will be -issued. special “member ship. cards. .Once a. year 
' Stradella will toss a party. honoring the “Music Man of the Year,” 
Selected by the sroup for ‘his contribution to the music biz. 

Artia Drops 2506 Suit | 
Vs. Colosseum Records = 

The $250,000 suit filed in 1957. law and were’ to ‘have. been tried’. 

‘Artia Foreign Trade Corp. on. this charge yesterd ay. Tues”. 

The “arrest of thé. ring resulted 

fr om a. RIAA inv estigation of divk 

— ee 

"Bogus Diskers 
Continued from page TS. ——a— § 

property rights was dismissed in 
NOW “York Federal Court last week. counter. feiting in the N. Y. area... A 

The plaintiff consented to a dis-. complaint ‘by. -the REA A to. the. 
;continuance of the action “with police led. to the assignment of 
prejudice against itself in favor of an undercov er agent to. make con- 

the defendant Colosseum. This tact with the ‘counterfeiters, Nas- 
stipulation was signed by Judge sau County dia. Manuel W. Levine 
Llovd F. MacMahon. 

Artia had claimed that “Collos- 
-and chief: ‘ot- rackets bureau Wil- 
Jiam.. Cahn directed the investrga- 

seu had copied several.of its LP tion, 

releases and ‘distributed them its yy) the original dealings with Re- 
the U. S. The Artia company 's pice the undercover’ agent Was 

_ . ; oe oe Ulfered a change to buy 3.000. 59- 
Colosseum is headed by Bruno: G. - gu copies of Frank Sinatra's “Ni-e 

Ronty. ‘n’.Easy” on the Capitol Jabel, He. 
~ 5 “ _[ was to pay $1.75 -apziece and distri 

mms , _| bute them for. $2. When the potiee - 
Carlton $ Summer P ush avent. was questioned ‘about his. 

ak Le 5 ies ! ability to pay for ard dispose. of 
R: iding on 3 Subsid Labels. _the disks. he. said: he had’ the: hack- 

‘ing of a big money: rackets hiss: 
‘Who ‘could finance largescale -dis--.. 
tribution. A-series of prelim. meet- | 
ings Jed:to the dinner at the Plaza 
where. the Nassatt Inspector, plivs: 
ing the role of “Big Mike.” broke. 
up ‘the session by announcing, that. 

- his: guests wete under arrest, 
fog oa 

language se RIAA ‘ prexy. George © R: “Marek: 
(RCA Victor v -p. and general mah-. 
‘ager?, said he was * ‘delighted: that 
the investigatory arm of the RIAA- 

“was able to cooperate” with the! 
police. He said: ‘The couL.ten feit-" 
ing of records is a Vicious: practice 
which, drains ‘some $20:000.000. ‘a: 
year from the music industry: whien 
deprives récord manufacturers of. 
their’ profits:.. robs artists. nmsi- 
cians composers and ptiblishers of 
their rovalties and ‘cheats. the  Fed- 
eral. Government of -taxes. 

Marek: also stated that the: ar- 
rUésts pinpoint the .necessity “lor: 
‘Federal and. state. laws. providing .. 
“stiffer: criminal penalties for those. 
caught and convicted of cdunier- 
-feiting. We .must create .an at- 

In Jazz, Stereo & Lingo 
Carlton Records is kicking off a . 

#ram with three new album lines. 
They are the Charlie Parker Rec-” 
ord Co., Impact. a new stereo line, 

“Hear How" 
ries. 
“The Parker Record Co., for 

which Carlton is the sole. selling 
agent, will ‘debut with tuo sepa- 

price lines, ‘a deluxe $5.98 
“historical jazz" line featuring 

Lester ‘Young “Pres These are 
the opening guns of a new series 
ieaturing double-fold “packaging. 
devoted to “jazz greats.” The séc-. 

‘ond part of the Charlie .Parker 
line will offer a contemporary jazz 
series featuring. such personalities 
as Cecil Payne and Joe Carroll in' 
conventional. packaging. Carlton's 

ranks will be with the Impact line. 
The “Hear How”. language ‘se- 

ries, a $1.98 item, Will cover. Span- 

Vienna 

ish. French, German. and _ Italian. 
‘Tieups -have been made with air- 
lines sueh as Panagra, Alitalia. 

Vienna. Mav 9. 
Robert Stolz’s “Salome” is 

clicking: the German lansuage hit 
market. “Salome, " which! was a! 
worldwide hit“in 1920-21 and had. 
re mained an evergreen ever since 
bas suddenly taken on. new Jife and - 
ha- become a.smash hit again. 

It is now No. 1 jukebox hit, hav- 

‘Jan- 
the 

official 
on 

whom .supplied its 0 
’ suave - tutor to narrate 
disks. 

In addition to the four language 
records, Carlton iy adding 11 new 

is the leading one, = is 

Stolz is currently. conductinz ‘the , 

Philharmonic orche stra’ 
star of the 

"Basehall’ -by Ralph.’ Houk. 
Training” by Mrs. Lee Dungan, 
Rin Tin Tin's trainer, and assort- 
ed exper{s on photography, fish- with, Hilde Gueden. 

Vietina state apera. These LP re- ing. boating, ete. 
enrdines of operetta highlights are _ 
‘yradured tor Decca, London. Stolz 7 “Ses 
‘is featuring his own. compositions AP Bi 1 
and works by Johann. Strauss, Ase. i 
Franz Lehar. Emmerich, Kalman... ae. 

=e Continued from pase 75 Artist Disk Dea Deals 
a a = ee i ce ee 

Kapp: Warner Mack 
Kapp 

;and country singer Warner Mack 
‘tu ity roster. His first release on 
the label is .a country-stvled tune 
“Forever We'll Walk Hand -In 
Hand.” , 

Capitol: Rose & Stevenson 
Henri Rose & Bobby Stevenson. 

have been signed ‘to. 
‘the Capitol label. Team was re-. 

Adderley and his corded in Cap’s Hollywood studios sales manager,. rounds out Pick- 
last week. Bill Miller, diskery’s 

Regiment artists & repertoire producer su- Trister in the east and. Lou. Werth 
lpervised the date. 

Oscar Straus, Leo Fal! and otl ers. 

Records has added pop - 

ij on the Coast, 

Sparago Joins Pickwick is used for profit ty sumeone else. 

Bvinie Sparago, has joined the 
Pickwick Sales Corp. as’ sautnern 
district sales: manager. Pickwick is 
the merchandising arm for Cricket, 
Design, Compatible Fidelity . and 
Instant. Learning Language Ree- 

at this. conclusion after. a confab 
with two South Boston cleffers and 
a nitery op in the southie section. 
The songwriters, he reported, both 

saver" in protecting their do-re-mi. - 
ords. _ The nitery op also liked ASCAP as- 

_ Sparago, a veteran of four years a means of collecting and channel-: 
With Synthetic Plastics: during ing funds to songwriters, according 

‘to the senate prexy. 
The senate voted down. the meas-" 

ure on a voice vote, but Dejla Russo 
didn’t like the sound. He asked i 
for a'standing vote and got it: 14' 
against his bill and four for It. 

_ which time ‘he was a salesman in 
‘the east and: California Tegional : 

-wick’s current sales team of Bill 

Air Franee and Lufthansa. each of 

“Daz 

said that’ ASCAP was “their life - 

mosphere in which such parasicic | 
activities will be - rooted out 
‘through the fear of Jegal reprisal.” 

.on disk counterfeiters . wich 

cing replaced’ "Pepe." Of the 16 instruction” disks to’ the: -‘Hear: 
“Salome” records recently re-, Haw": series.. The, topics include 

‘leased. Lucas Quartet on Polydor | , “Skin Diving” by. Lloyd Bridges. 

Together with RIAA and ARM- 
ADA,: the” Musie .Publishers. |‘ Pro- 
tective Assn.. via’ its counsel Jit. 
lian T. “Abeles, has ‘Joined | in the 
fizht against the ‘counter*eiters. by 
independout inv estizations and by. 
pressing for passav?. ot -the.. pil, 
proposing stif criminal penalties 

has. 
been introduced in the Contress by 
Rep, Emanuel, Coller 'D. NYS 

The first trial” against allozed 
‘counterfeiters now ‘proceeding: in 

earinings from his creation when it: : 

The senate prexy said he arrived . 

r 
|. Antal Dorati — 

-jury before the week is ott 
=* fendants, 

Cameo 
“singing 

Lee: Robert Arkin, 

“ARMADA  prexy 
‘said. “he was: most encouraged by 
‘the. increased activity: to. fight this. 

Hackensack, .N.J.. may go to the 
De-. 

accused of pressing a 
platter’ of Bobby Rydelt: 
“Ding-a-Ling.”’". invokes 

Platter-Pak Inc... of Fort 
prexy:;, Milton: 

Richmond.. are officer of the firm; 
Atwood Enterprises and -Brad ‘At- 
wood, prexy.. ARMADA. through 
ity altorneys Blane, Steinberg. Bal-. 
der & Steinbrook, of Philadelphia, 
assisted the: New Jorsey police in 
tracking ‘down the . defendants. 

Art. Talmadge 

Bonus 

matter by other facets of the in- 
dustry. 

will make. his 

‘Vienna opera debut as. conductor 

| this -week with | Fidelio Otello, 

l“eav and Pag.” 



‘Wednesday, May 10, 1961 

“THE BEST MUSICAL OF THE YEAR!” 
NEW YORK DRAMA CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD UGHETTE 5% "hus Wri 

THE ORIGINAL CAST ALBUM IS ON MGM RECORDS 
Mark it well, dealers. It’s Carnival! The Original Cast Album, MGM E /SE8946 OC. You'll be 
seeing it, ordering it, and moving it across your counters a. lot: ‘Throw away your book of super- 
Jatives because you’ve got some big things going for you with this one: 1...The DeLuxe double- 
fold package with full-color photos of the show.and cast; 2... The largest advertising and promos 
tion campaign in MGM’s Broadway history; 3...The smash hit itself working for you every time 
the show plays to sell-out audiences; and, 4...The barrage of air play, TV exposure, and national 
press coverage breaking everywh right: now as this exciting musical makes Broadway history. 

Ornadel: and the Starlight symphony have the definitive instrumental album of 
the rich and lilting Carnival! scoré.. All the show-stopping songs and romantic themies of 

this award-winning musical, played for all they’re worth by the big, lush, full-scale 
Starlight Symphony Orchestra, are proudly presented on Carnival! E/SE8945. 

ANY WAY YOU LOOK AT IT, CARNIVAL! IS BIG ON MGM RECORDS 



ri) MUSIC 

This 

Wk. 

1 

2 

10 

i 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 
29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

Lest No. Wks. 

Wk. On Chart TITLE, ARTIST LABEL 

1 8 RUNAWAY 
Del Shannon .......... «e+ Big Top 

7 9 JETOLD EVERY LITTLE STAR 
Linda Scott .......... Can.-Amer. 

2 3 MOTHER IN LAW 
E. K-Doe ....ccccccncscscce Mint 

3 9 BLUE MOON 
Marcels ......ccccecnceee Colpix 

4 8 ONE HUNDRED POUNDS OF CLAY 
Gene McDoniels .......... Liberty | 

5 6 YOU CAN DEPEND ON ME 
Brenda Lee ......cccceccce Decca 

8s 7 bUT!I DO 
Clarence Heary .......+...-- Argo 

9 4 BRAND NEW BROKEN HEART 
Connie Francis .........00. GM 

& 99 £ON THE REBOUND 
Floyd Cramer ..........00. Victor 

ti {0 JUST FOR OLD TIMES SAKE 
McGuire Sisters .......0.. - Coral 

17 4 DADDY'S HOME 
Shep & Slimlighters .......... Hull 

19 4 RUNNING SCARED 
Ray Orbison ......... -. Monument | 

tO 12 PORTRAIT OF MY LOVE 
Steve Lawrence .........200.6 UA 

t2 5 SOME KIND OF WONDERFUL 
Drifters ......cccc0- eee Atlantic 

26 3. MAMA SAID . 
Shirelles ..... vevccccens Imperial | 

22 ¢ BUMBLE BOOGIE 
B. Bumble & Stingers... .Rendezvous 

3! 3 HELLO MARY LOU 
Rickie Nelson ........... Imperial 

i4 10 TAKE GOOD CARE OF HER 
Adam Wade .......... esse Coed 

96 3 FLAMING STAR 
Elvis Presley ...........0-. Victor 

16 7 HELLO WALLS 
Faron Young .... ~.. Capitol 

24 6 BONANZA 
Al Cafola ... ccc ccccccvcce . UA 

45 3 TRAGEDY 
Fleetwoods ..... cecccececs Dolton 

27+ 3 £TRAVELIN' MAN 
Rickie Nelson ........... Imperial | 

47 2. LITTLE DEVIL 
Neil Sedaka ........ccc08 . Victor | 

18 & BABY BLUE 
Echos ........ cecece eoee Segway 

33. 3 MESS AROUND 
Chubby Checker ........ Parkway 

13 & TONIGHT MY LOVE 
Paul Anka ......ccceceee ABC-Par 

25 4 PEANUT BUTTER 
Marathons .........ee00» - Arvee 

29 6 WHAT DID i SAY 
Jerry Lee Lewis ......... vee. OUR 

23 12 ASIA MINOR 
Kokomo ......+. cece. .» Felsted 

1S 8 ONE MINT JULIP 
Ray Charles ..... tee seee Impulse 

— | MOODY RIVER 
Pat Boone ..........secesees Dot 

él 5 TRIANGLE 
Jani Grant .....ccceveee Caprice 

r Tune Index of (Perormanc & Sales) 

This weekly tabulation ts based on a statistically balanced ratio of disk sales, nationally, as reported by key outlets in major cities; and musie 

programming by the major independent radio stations. 

4i 

| 42 

43 

51 

52 

53 

57 

61 

62 

63 

65 

$6 

Last No. Wks. 

Wk. On Chart TITLE, ARTIST LABEL 

37 4 UNDERWATER 
Frogmea ececesveccsccese Candlx 

34 8 I'M AFOOL TO CARE . 
, Joe Barry ooree. veeeeesn 9e2ee eeesve0e Jin 

50 § FUNNY 
Maxine Brown ececcvccceces Nomar 

30.0 = (6 TONIGHT { FELL IN LOVE . 
Tokens oc cccccreccce oe Warwick 

49 2. LITTLE EGYPT 
Coasters ....ccsccerees eo.e Atco 

43 8 FOOLING AROUND 
Kay Starr ......... seceee Capitol 

67 2  LIFE'S A HOLIDAY 
Jerry Wallace ......... Challenge 

55 4 BELOVED STRANGER 
Daarts @eeeee0oe0aesn vesee e ee e Dyna 

66 2 BIG BIG WORLD 
Johnny Burnett ........... Liberty 

88 5 GRILL MACHINE . 
Johnny Walsh e0e0ee e@aneone ° eee WB 

32 (2 WALK RIGHT BACK 
Everly Bros. coccccsceccsveces WB 

38. 3 HALF WAY TO PARADISE 
Tony Orlando ..........06: « Epic 

27 (Tt PLEASE LOVE ME, FOREVER 
Cathy Jean @aeonweesone aoe: :Valmor 

74 6 TENDERLY | 
. ‘ Bert Kaempfort oeeesrsovce Decca 

39? 17  BON'T WORRY 
‘Marty Robbins ......... Columbia 

69 7 MERRY-GO-ROUND. 
Marv Johnson ......0.0eseees UA 

36 7 MY THREE SONS. 
Lawrence Welle .. wen ccc cccees Dot 

20 17 APACHE. 
Jorgen Ingmann ............ Atco 

— | MOTORCYCLE MICHAEL | 
‘Jo Ann Campbell....... (ABC-Par) | 

35 16. DEDICATED TO THE ONE I LOVE 
Shirelles ......sccccceeees Sceptor - 

76 3 NEXT KISS | . 
Conway Twitty ........... » MGM 

53 2 OLDIES BUT GOODIES 
Little Caesar cee eereeceees Del-Fi 

42 7 SHU RAH 
Fats Domino ........... »» Imperial 

78 2 ALITTLE FEELING 
Jack Scott .........cc00. Capitol 

44 7 J FELLIN LOVE ON MONDAY 
Fats Domino ..........0. Imperial 

28 [0 SURRENDER 
Elvis. Presley ee ee ee ee Victor 

63 2 GOOD GOOD TOWN 
Chubby Checker ....... » Parkway 

— | OLD BLACK MAGIC 
Bobby Rydell ............ Cameo 

— 1 BE MY BOY 
Paris Sisters ............Gregmar 

— | RONNIE 
Marcy Joe .......cceceees Robbie 

46 6 IFALL TO PIECES 
Patsy Cline ......... cee . Decca 

92 3 MAN ALONE. 
Conway Twitty ...... nee Imperial 

73. & GREAT.SNOW MAN - 
Bob Luman ereceee ‘peeeeeseece WB t 

190 

Brenda Lee 

This. tact Ne. Wks. 

Wk. Wk. On Chect TITLE, ARTIST. LABEL 

67 60 «7 ‘TRUST IN ME : | 
Etta James coe oe ee eee Argo 

68 52 %& ADOLLAR DOWN 
| Limeliters ....... eeeeveee . Victor 

69 — | BUZZADIDDLE IT 
Freddie Cannon ......... . Swan 

70 72 3 GIRL OF MY BEST FRIEND. 
Rral Donner fooeenmeese eee: Gone 

71 70 4 CONTINENTAL WALK | 
Rollers .. 02... cece eee . Liberty 

Ta — 4 SOMEBODY ELSE'S BOY 
Connie Francis............. MGM 

73° 8&5 «64 «6SPARKLE & SHINE : 
Coquettes CoCr eee eoeen ee Capitol 

|74 97 8 AFRICAN WALTZ 
Cannonball Adderly ......-Riverside 

78 93 4. SCOTTISH SOLDIER . 
Andy Stewart ........ wes Warwick 

76 — | SINCERELY Your FRIEND 
Benny Joy .,......... eeeee Decca 

77 #48 ~=«67 CALIEORNIA SUN 
| Joe Jones ......... aceessee Roul 

‘78 41 #4 = SLEEPY-EYED JOHN 
Johnay Horton ........566.65 Col. 

7? — | BILBAO SONG | 
Andy Williams .......... Cadence’ 

80 99 @ FIND ANOTHER GIRL : 
Jerry Butler ........ 2000 Vee Jay . 

81 58 It HAPPY BIRTHDAY BLUES. 
| Kathy Young ..:...... sese Indigo 

82 — { KISSIN: GAME . 
Dion ge “7 eaccee eee. “ee ceoee @ ‘Laurie 

83 65 7 ONE EYED JACKS 
Ferrante & Teicher cones ° eevee UA 

64 — | BABY FACE . 
| Bobby Vee ..........: oes Liberty 

85 69 3 OUT OF A CLEAR BLUE SKY | 
Lawrence Welk ..... ee eeee . Dot 

8 — | JURA 
Les Paul & Mary Ford......... Col 

87 56. .4 WHO WILL THE NEXT FOOL BE 
Charlie Rich ee werccacee ae ry ‘Philips 

88 51 13 THINK TWICE. 
_ Brook Benton ..... sseaee Mercury 

89 — |! IFALLTO PIECES 
-Dodie Stevens ....... sseeeese Dot 

— | WAYWARD WIND | 
Gogi Grant .............. wo» Era 

91 — t GLORY OF LOVE | 
~ Roommates ........... «oe Valmor. | 

92 «9! «ofl LITTLE MISS STUCK UP. 
Playmates ay Roulette 

93 95 2 LUCKY OLD SUN 
Velvets .......... cee. ‘Monument 

| 4 81 18 GEE WHIZ, LOOK AT HIS EYES — 
| Carla Thomas ........... Atlantica 

95 — | NEVER TAKE YOUR LOVE FROM’ ME 
Johnny Horton .............. Col 

96 — | LITTLE SAD EYES 
Coasters ..... 0... .cccceecee Era 

977 — 2 CONTINENTAL WALK 
Hank Ballard ...............King 

98 79 6 I'M.IN THE: MOOD FOR LOVE 
Chimes ... waeeeseeevecnesce Lag 

99 54 6 FROGG ~ 
Brothers Four .......,...s.06 Col. 

100 40° 4 IT'S NEVER TOO LATE 



New York. 
Erroll Garner’s first. summer | 

tent date will be at the Westbury 
Music. Fair July 3... . Adam Wade 
returns to the Roundtable May ‘22 
‘for three weeks .. . The. Gaylords, : 
Mercury diskers, “begin a three- 
weeker at Tucson’ s. Saddle .& Sir- 
loin May 17 .:; . The ‘Barry Sisters, 

“* who etch for. Roulette. play. one- 
‘nighters at the C atskills’ Concord. 
Hotel May 13 and 28 . . . Tom Rai- 
‘none, of the Gem: Packing Corp.,!. 

roduced the musical show for the 
nited Food Board of Trade’s an-- 

nual dance last week. Linda Hop- 
hing was featured ‘Singer... 
Daughter of orch leader. Edward 
J. Lane, Joanne Elizabeth, engaged 
to G. Gerard Kauper .... Cadence 
disker Johnny Tillotson headlines 
‘the May 12 show at. the Roger 
Sherman Theatre, New: -Hayen. 

Five: Satins, Cathy Jean und the 
Roommates. . 

Ivan Mogull's BMI firm, VWar- 
‘yard Music, has. acquired the rights 
“40 the: Johnny Dankworth- pave 
Dearlove tune “Let's Slip. Away" 
‘which is feitured in. the British | 

ic. “Saturday Night and Sunday | 
lorning” .. 

‘NEWEST HITS! . 

& THE BILBAO SONG. 
PERCY FAITH cscsssessccoeee wn COLUMBIA 4-41978° 

@ ‘LeROY HOLMES , are MLG-M; 12992 
@ ANDY WILLIAMS... 

Vries ek 

From the Warner E Bins, Picture “PARRISH” oa { 
‘EUuCcY’Ss THEME 
CLEBANOFF STRINGS ........ MEACURY 71815 
GEORGE GREELEY .. ... WARNER BROS. 5218 °| 
THE HOLLYRIDGE STRINGS . sreees CAPITOL 4557 Q | 1 

— LOROY HOLMES cuescssscssvsosessctsresccrsers M.G.M. 

“FREDDY. MARTIN ....ccccsocpsorereresess KAP K-391X Pe 

ALLISQN’'S TH EME @! 
PETE: ‘FOUNTAIN aceveosee . CORAL 62266 

GEORGE GREELEY evscoees WARNER BROS. 5218. 1%) 

“RUTH WELCOME °.,.......-.-.00.ccscee. CAPITOL 4562 

PAIGE’S THEME Lem 
FREODY AAARTIN . KAPP K-391X a 

© MAKE BELIEVE LOVER 
@s CONNIE STEVENS ......... WARNER BROS. 5217 | 

MUSIC PUBLISHERS 
HOLDING CORPORATION 

Just for Me 
DICK. ROMAN on EPIC 

~ Black Stockings _ 

Rock & RollSymphony 
1st Movement. b w 2nd Movement |. 

BACK BEAT 

B. F. woop — New York 19] 

SONG =~ 
Composer Jf 

oO f t h e Maat 

{RAIN 
Theme from the New Film _ 

“The Cow and I" 
ROGER WILLIAMS 

1 MILLS MUSIC ° vn Dvey, NL Y. 19 

SA AL 
Currently May 

. Don Elliott has com- | 

svar» CADENCE 1398. | 

. i 

_STU PHILLIPS on-COLPIX _ ait 

PHILHARMONIC on LAURIE 1 

| Maxine Brown, 

113,14. 

ther revue play Pep’s, 

posed the score. tor the tv special 
of James Thurber’s ‘The Greatest 

; Man in the World” . 
lin, who just concluded a: run -at 

Anne Mer- |: 

RETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLERS 
(A National Survey of Key Outlets) 

This Last No. wks. 
wk.. wk. on chart 

the Living Room. goes into the 1 - 1 22 EXODUS. (Victor) 
|Frolics, Revere, . Mass., .for two | i Soundtrack (LOE 1058) 
1weeks beginning May 21. Mort | ¢ AMELOT T (Columbia) 
! Lindsey has been. signed ‘to con- |} 
| duct, arrange and supervise fhe 
i musical score for Judy Garland's 
‘CBS-TV show.. scheduled to. be i 
itaped in June for a -fall showing. 

| Pete Fountain, Coral disker, 
‘guésts on the. Ed Sullivan show | 
‘May 14. 

tralian: tour,. leturns to’ the Copa-! 
cabana May. 18 . 

ords, has purchased a master from 
: Wes Productions. (Wes Farrell and ; a 

Also on the bill are Ben E. King, Mike. Shepherd): entitled -“‘Rusi, ! 
Run, Run” by. singer: Ronny Doug- | 
las .,. Liberty disker Johnny Bur- |] 
nette, ‘currently touring - Australia. 
‘will do a European junket-in June. 

‘London 

_ton and. children - due in June. 17. : 
| Miss Stafford doing . 11 singing , 
shows for Associated Television, to; 
>be filmed at. Elstree .. : Sales. of | 
[RCA LP of soundtrack - of “South! 
‘Pacific’ :film is in'the fourth year 
sat London's. Dominion Theatre? ; 
are: well. past) ‘750. 000—claimed.- ‘to! 

‘and Will: soon top 1.000.000 . 
‘Modern Jazz Quartet opens. Festi-j 

“ce eek ten old Davison banner ....... Original : 
version of “A Hundied ‘Pounds of ; 
Clay,” banried by the BBC which ‘f 

> | insisted on a--tone-down of Iyric.: 
has now. 

j ciated: Television, Company in-'! 
| structed singer ‘Craig Douglas not ; : 
ito use number on. early . evening ! a 

33 | “Cover Girl’: show.-as it was net | 
“especially - suitable” for . . program. 

| children might | view - ; Organist | 
' Eddie Layton. starts British tour , 
yat Festival Hail tomoriow ..41 . . . 

{vision is. “Juke Box. Jury” 
Saturday ''$): . - American singer 

=! Ronnie. -Hall will. ‘he singing with | 
“Cyril Stapleton ‘band during three-": 
“month summer. season at: Hammer- | 
: smith Palais, starting June 6.. 

Philadelphia 
Xavier Cugat and .Abbe Lane at : 

“Maestro Herb Zane | 
is back on the bandstand “of. the | 

. Steak Pit, Paramus..N.J..: . ‘ Con- | 
nie Francis, currently on an’ Aus- if 

LeRoy Holmes, : 
general manager -of Everest. Rec- | | 

Same cemeele ame ete at ee 

i be biggest- ever: for LP.in Britain ; , 

‘val Hall September 23, under Har- ¢ 

been chopped hy Asso-: 

{Tony Bennett serving on-BBC Tele-! 
show ! 

3 

Jo. Stafford; husband Paul Wes-: _ 

04. 

, the Latin Casino, May. 1- 19; with if 
0 26 2. i Kay © Stevens and Jackie ‘Lee 

|. booked into the Turf Lounge . 
‘Carla. Alberghetti set for Palum- 

ing in June 15-24. . Deejay 
Georgie Woods featuring the Fla- 
mingos, Jerry Butler, the Miracles, 

Redd Foxx, Shep, and Doc Bagby 
& his Rockin’ Orch at the Uptown 
Theatre, April 29-May 9 ..-; The’ 

{| Original .Ink Spots into the Erie |: 
Social Club, ‘May: 6, 7; the’ Play 
Boys, May 7: the Four Aces, Mav 

> Bobby Rydell! current at 
' Scioila’ s. . Frankie Avalon .can- 
ceelling his Latin’ Casino’ May 29 

J! opening, because of pix. commit- | 
-ments, . -The McGuire Sisters re- 
place the rock ‘n’ rojler . 
"on “Candid Camera” to report on: 
: behavior of. high school boys ‘7+ || 

. . Gloria Lynne plus the Earl 
! May Trio work the Show Boat this 
week . . Dinah’ Washington. and. 

May '1- 6. 

“bo” s, May 4-14; Nelson Eddy com- |{f 

the ¥ ibrations, WW 

. Fabiani |. 

24 

27 

7 

2 

3s 

17 

Ts WALDCAT™ Victor) 
_ Original Cast ‘LOC 1060) 

Ts 

17 

Original Cast ‘KOL 5620) 

MITCH 3 MILLER - (Columbia) 
- Happy Times ‘CL 1568) 

EAWRENCE WELK 'Dot) 
Calcutta ‘DLP 2539) 

‘ELVIS PRESLEY ¥ ‘Wictor) 
G. 1. Blues (LPM 2256) 

GREAT MOTION PICTURE THEMES (UA) 
Various. Artists sUAL 3122) 

"FRANK SINATRA A. ‘Capitol 
All the Way ‘W 1538) 

NEV ER ON SUNDAY (UA) 
. Soundtrack ‘CAL 4070) 

3 

20. 

27 

Original Cast (KOL 5450) 
15.  LIMELITERS : Victor) 

J 
8 

_ 7 

18 

17 

2 

17 

“26 

4 
_.- Ringading Ding 

15 

5 

10 

KINGSTON TRIO ‘Capitol) 
Make Way ‘T 1474). 

MAN’ TOVAN I ‘London) 
. Music. from Exodus ‘LL 3231) 

“BOB NEWHART (WB) _ 
Button Down Alind Strikes Back (WI 393) 

SOUND OF MUSIC (Columbia) 

Tonight: In Person -LPM 2272) 

MITCiC walbLEER -Columbias 
Tv Sing Along ‘CL 1628) 

RAY CHARLES. iImpulse} 
_ Genius Plus Sout Euuals Jazz {A-2) 

JOHNNY MATHIS 'Columbia) 
rH: uy 1 You a Star (CL 1623) 

Wonderland by Night (DL 4101) 

-RUSTY WARREN ‘Jubilee) 
_ Knockens Up ‘JLP 2029) 

W OODBURY ‘Stereoddities) 
Concert. in Comedy_ ‘(NW 3: 

FRANK SINATRA ~tCapitol) 

Swinging Session Ww 149]) 

“MITCH MILLER ‘Columbia) 
Memory Sing With Mitch ‘CL “L_1542) 

‘FRANK SINATRA ‘Reprise)__ 

RAY “‘CONNIFF “Columbia . 

Memories Are Made of. - This ' CL 1574) 

BILLY ¥ AUGHN -Dot: 

Orange Blossom Special ; ‘DLP 3366) 
—te - 

a} DO: RE MI ‘Victor: 
Original Cast 'I LOC : 2002). 

PEPE ‘C olpix: . 
Soundtrack ‘CP 45073 

TERRY SNYDER Command) 
Persuasive Percussion III ‘CR 33-808) 

JOHNNY HORTON ‘Columbia) 
-Horton's Greatest Hits | ‘(CL 1596) 

GONE WITH THE WIND -WB) 
Orig. Soundtrack -WB 1322) 

THE ALAMO ‘Columbia) 
Soundtrack «CL 1558) 

AL HIRT: Victor! 
'_. Greatest Horn in the World (LL.PM | 2366), 

2 

2 

BRENDA LEE ‘Decca) 
Emotions ‘DL 4104) 

PAUL | ANKA. ‘\ABC-Par) 

Paul Anka Sings His Big 18 (ABC-323) 
PETE FOUNTAIN 'Coral) 

‘French Quarter ‘CL 57359) 
LAWRENCE WELK :Dot) 
Last Date ‘DIP 3350) 
MITCH MILLER '‘Columbia) 
Sentimental - ‘CL 1457) - 

UNSINKABLE “MOLLY BRt BROWN (€ (Capitol) 
Original Cast .WAO _1509) 

“BING CROSBY ‘WB 
Join Bing and Sing ‘WB 1363) 

BOB NEWHART ‘WB) 
Button Down Mind.(W 1379) 

§) (German 

re err 

Pats Highlights 
Of ’60 on Bio LPs 

Berlin, May 9. 
All major diskeries here have 

! hopped on the “unusual longplay 
i platter” wagon. After such items 

Ji as “History of Berlin.” “The Most 
t Expensive Program of the World” 

oldie) roundup) and 
; Adenauer bio LP’s, it's now Ariola 
{ which has come along with an 
offbeat longplay platter. Entitled 
i“The Disk of the Year,” this one 
: features the highlights of 1960 ijn 
jform of excerpts from political 
i speeches, tape recordings and 
: Various other documents. 

i Lineup of last year’s special 
ievents includes the Congo uproar, 
jithe drop of the first French A 
ibomb in the Sahara, the U-2 in- 
i cident. the tragedy of Agadir, 
| Chessman, Eichmann, Olympic 
{Games, ete. One hears the voices 
| of Adenauer, Theodor Heuss and 
Heinrich Luebke 'the old and new 
Federal President?, Ulbricht 
‘Commie Party hoss in Soviet Ger- 
Many!, while Hneup of foregn 
politicians includes DeGaule 
Macmillan, Khrushchev. Baudsin, 
Nehru, Hammarskjold, Lumumba, 
Castro, etc. A special item c¢con- 
cerns Joei Brand who recalls his 
encounter with Adolf Fiehmenn 

| when latter tried to swap a mil- 
lion Jews for Allied trucks. Song 
excerpts heard on this LP include 
Congo’s “Independence Cha-Cha.” 

j the Cuban revolutionary song, the 
1U.S. election songs «“We Want 
i Nixon,” “High Hopes"), etc. Horst 
Siebecke is the author and racon- 

| teur of this chronicle on wax. 

FERRANTE 
AND 

TEICHER 
Feature 

(From the PARAMOUNT Picture) 

LOVE THEME! 
FROM 

ONE EYED 
JACKS 

on United Artists Records 

FAMOUS MUSIC CORPORATION 

75—DIAMOND JUBILEE—75 

L. Wolfe Gilbert 
“MY MOTHER'S EYES” 

Synonomous with Mother's Day 

Which means: before, during and 
after, Sing Your Heart Out. 

RUTH CHRISTY—LIBERTY 

JERIL DEANE—DOT 

GEORGE JESSEL—RCA VICTOR 

PATTI PAGE—MERCURY 

NELLIE LUTCHER—CAPITOL 

RUSS HAMILTON—KAPP 

“WOLFIE” GILBERT'S 
DIAMOND JUBILEE 
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THE DIVINE ONE. 

BASIN STREET EAST, New York 

ROULETTE RECORDS 
‘Pers. Mgt.—C. B. ATKINS 

BOOKED EXCLUSIVELY BY. 

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION 
7 JON GLASER, President 

| 748 FIFTH AVE, NEW YORK 22, N.Y., PLAZA 9-4600 
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CLIPS BRITISH EXPORTS 
London. May 9. 

| The U.S. disk market is depress- 
ing British diskeries whose exports 

in February. were down 38°C from 
last year. Much of the decline is at- 
‘tributed here to “chaotic” state of 
U.S. market. 

According to just-released Board 
| of. Trade. figures, total sales of 

| U: K: diskeries in February amount- 

‘}ed to. $3,337,600, including $548,- 
‘800 exports. This was an. increase 
of 1% on total sales of $3;318,000 

{for February, 1960: But the 1960 
{total includes. exports totaling 
‘$884,800. 

Production of 45 rpm disks .In 

AUGHAN: 
1 thru May-20)" ~ 

PEACE 

a similar percentage to 1,308,000. 

‘CHAOTIC US, DISK BIZ 1 

Ql February -rose 10% on year tol 
4,707,000, but 33 rpm disks dropped | 
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HE’S THE KING 

AL HIRT 
Currently (May 1 thre May 20) 

BASIN STREET EAST, New York 

RCA VICTOR RECORDS 

Pers. Mgt.—GERARD W. PURCELL 

BOOKED EXCLUSIVELY BY 

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION 
JOE GLASER, President 

745 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 22, N.Y., PLAZA 9-4660 
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“The real firebali in the best Elizabeth Seal - Gwen 

Verdon tradition is Betty Madigan. A room-rock- 

ing performance.’’ 

NEW UNITED ARTISTS RECORD 

VAUDEVILLE 

Vark “Telegram New York World Telegt 
MONDAY, MAY 

Betty Madigan Off 

On Comedy Cruise 
By TED MORELLO 

“Reno,” runs one of the “Any- 

thing Goes” lines in the Cole 

Porter musical at the Cotillion 

Room, “youre the greatest. 

And sure enough, as portrayed by 

the irrepressible Betty Madigan, 

Reno is. Indeed, {fn spite of the 

political performan
ces of her ship- 

mazes, Miss Madigan comes close. 

i 
ady into 

to turning the nautical comcds 

a one-woman eruise. 
aE
 

This is a return engagement to 

the Hotel Pierre for “Anything 

Goes.” Entertainment director 

Stanley Melba originally fist 

nighted the Melba-Dolores Balle 

adaptation in the Cotillion Room shere’s 

on Jan. 3. The present production | ere’ owe 

casts Miss Madigan in the role Gabriel, Bios : . 

originally played by Jan MeArt, i works up 

and Marie Santell repiaces Mary , finale. 

. aan : the| But alone or in combination, the 

ain in t 
( 

three male roles remain st Elizabeth 
capable hands: Jimmy Car- real fireball in the_best Eliza z 

roll. Larry Douglas and Wilbur ! Seal-Gwen Verdon_ tradition SS 

Evans 
Betty Madigan. She turns on ; 

° 

paatnte 
. .. 

Details of the tangled romanc-! gapperish strut, bats her eves, an ; 

ing aboard ship with the Cotillion .«with Mr. Douglas: hits Me that 

SS Pierre’ d ‘of “You're the Top” in a \ ! 
the SS Pierre’s granc ’ of Oo 3 

Room » are ingenious and rela-' proves she truly is. But it's oe 

tively ‘unimportant. The musie’ title tune— Anything 
Gort her 

r ting: and: prings out the elastic D¢ | 
ith Lee Hulbert conducting and : bri 

r 

vvore particularly the singing are . ygice, which runs. the gamut from 

the thi 
|iow register to baby-talk falsett 

the tain 
adigan ‘with startling gravel-crushing pas- 

There are the Carroll-Madaiga tages and breaks if precisely the 

. oe u tt . . . . 

sentimental ballad. te ne ra right places. It's .a room-rocking 
an 3) . the Night,” 

, 

Carroll-Santell duet in the same ‘ performance. 

5 SNe 
mS - 

BETTY MADIGAN 

Mr, Evans with “Blow, 

a number ‘that 

allelujah-snoutia’ 

lounge, 

® 
is ; 

| 

here’s XIr. Douglas, h 
through 

voual strong resonant 
voice very | The show, wien es ein. 

British or-—as Reno
 sighs admir-; May 28, will be lo 

, ( on. 

ingly—“with a monacte in it.” And: Room’s last for the seas 

JUST RELEASED 

“21 YEARS” 
with DON COSTA Orchestra 

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY 

Bargain-Rate Adiish for Everything 
Keys New Freedomland B.0. Pitch 

——¢ Freedomland has revamped. its 
plans for its second season which e 6 C 

Boston Civic Aud Hinges | will start June. 10, with a new. 
ni price policy calling for a one-price 

On Insurance Co. Plans ticket—$2.93 both for.adults and 
_ Boston, May 9. | children—-good for all shows, .ex- 

-Hub’s new Civic Auditorium, a! hibits ‘and 30 rides, plus the in- 
$12,000,000 project, which, it is}-stallation of picnic grounds. Aim- 

hoped can also house opera and | ing fora goal. of 3,000,000 admis- 

ballet companies, hinges directly | ions, during the season, the 205- 

on the Prugential Center’ future, | £75, BME whieh opened as Yeas 
Mayor John F. Collins pointed | to expand its facilities to 164. at- 
out at a meéeting of city council | tractions, a 7 
members and the Boston Auditor-| A shareholders’ meeting is slated 

; ium Commission. to be. called shortly to. discuss the 
| “Without the $200,000.000 cen- | financing .for the. expanded. park. 
ter.’ the mayor said, “the pro-|Webb & Knapp, which. originally 
posed hall would be the wrong{OWned the land on which the en- 

| building in the wrong place at the |terprise was built, has now taken 
wrong time.’ He said no con-|over complete operalion of the 

(tracts for the combo auditorium | Venture. The executive nut has 
| opera house and exhibition hall | been pruned. and key execs of the 
will be awarded “unless and, un-|Trealty. development firm. will look 

j| ti Prudential advertises to go ;in on the operation of the pirk. 
; ahead.” Freedomland opened last year 
| The mayor said the site, with-| ith one of the largest. crowds ever 
{out the Prudential development, | to attend a similar event.. The park 

would be too far from hotels to; had to close its boxoffice. at one 
service conventions and that pro-|time in order to maintain ‘order. 

| posed construction over railroad |However, it. had not been. fully 
| tracks adds an extra $1,000.000 to completed, and with a huge. oper- 
i building costs. All agreed that the | ating nut coming from a@ heavy ros- 
| auditorium will fit perfectly into [ter of employees and extremely. 
the Prudential Center.as planned, | ith building costs, which made 
! however. os ~" iitself evident with Jarge slices of 
i overtime pay, the park was in fi- 
i nancial straits midway in the 

eral criticism that the absence of 
ipicnic grounds ended te increase , e @ 

Detro Decision ‘costs for the average family, is. ex- 
’ pected to aid the park this year. 

George Bennett 1s supervising. 
reedomland publicity this: year. 

£ oe .jseason, . . | 
AGVA A | al Paring of the “fat” part of the 

. operation, together with the gen- 

' 

| The American Guild of Variety : F 

1| Artists has filled a writ of certiorari ; —__eemmememrmcenmeeemmesnnsionememneieay 
with the U.S. Supreme Court seek: ! 
ing permission to appeal a decision ' 
handed down last January by the: 
U.S, Court of Appeals which grant- , 
ed a temporary injunction to Gene . 
Detroy, manager and trainer of the . 
Marquis Chimps, restraining the 
union from keeping him on its “un- ; 
fair” list. . 

oflisies_ FUN-MASTER 
PROFESSIONAL 

COMEDY MATERIAL 
for all Theafricals . 

“We Service the Stars” 
Buy Professional — Be Professional ff 

35 Gag Files for $15, ‘Plus $1.00 Postage |. 
'- Borelgn: 35 for $25 

@ 3 Parody Books, Per Bk. .. $I e . 
@ 4 Blackout Books, Per Bk. $25 @ 

The appeals tribunal held that: @ Minstrel Budget... .... $250 
Detroy had not been “afforded ajf “ow to Master. the Ceremonies of 
full and fair hearing” within the ;} No C.0.D’s ..... .. “Always Open” [° 

a BILLY GLASON : 
200 W. 34th St., N.Y.C., 1% CO 5-1318 
(WE TEACH EMCEEING and COMEDY. 

_tLet a Real Professional Train You 

HERBIE SELLS} 
Curtently 

500 CLUB 
. Atlantic City : 

Open May. 24th 

THE RED BARN 
Springfield, Mass. 

PHIL WEB ATTRACTIONS 
420 Madison Avenue, New York 

provisions of the Labor-Manage- : 
ment Reporting and Disclosure Act . 
of 1959. Case stems from a contract ; 
at the Dunes Hotel, Las Vegas. The 

‘}performer asked to be relieved of 
the last week of his engagement 
in order ‘to fulfill another date.. 

Detroy contended that the Dunes j: 
||}Management granted him permfs-: 
sion. to leave, and he ‘even worked 
with his replacement act.. However, | 
he charged, AGVA later claimed | 
that he walked out of the last week | 

| of his Dunes deal. The union held. 
jhim liable for $1.250 under the | 
; Pay or play contract. It also placed i 
ihim on its “unfair” list.” t 

Meantime, Detroy has moved ‘i 
through attorney Henry M. Katz. 
for a permanent injunction against | 
AGVA. No date for a hearing on:} 
the motion has been set. as yet. :: 

Entertainers Look 

‘TUXEDO SHIRT 
© Completely Wash 

and Wear 
¢ Wash at Night— 
Wear Next Morn. 

© Guaranteed 
100 Washings 

¢ Dacron and Cotton 

$10.95 
Ssene neuen aseusevusnauen 

ORDER FORM 

JELCO INC. 
2024 Commerce 

Dallas, Texas 

Neck Size eorecese 

Sleeve Length..... 

Ship tei: 

“wees oe vee aeneuse 

OOS P OOo ERO oes. 

Coe eee ccc ccepness 

Ship Pre-paid, 

Ship 6.0.0. [J 
Meney. Order Enclosed [7] 
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NY. Niteries’ Clientele Takes on ntl 70? TIKES | IN 
~ Flavor as World Trade Fair Bows| 

During | the U.S: World Trade 

Fair, held annually - at the Coll-. 

seum, N.Y., Broadway as ‘well. as 

the east” side takes on a- more. {in- 

‘ternational character. The: sari of . 
India is seen more frequently as 
‘are the flowing robes of the natives’ 
of African nations. and a. wider 
babel: of languages ‘is heard. _ 

” The Broadway area especially is 
a bit’ more crowded at Trade Fair 
‘time, and with. it comes a general 
increase of ‘business in nightclubs. 
and restaurants. It attracts-a lot of. 
buyers who come for a peek at: dis- 
plays of the world’s. goods, and 
‘also’ many foreign businessmen, 
‘manufacturers and even diplomats.. 

. +. It's one of the bettér events held 
“at the Coliseum,. according. to boni- 
faces. The Latin Quarter has been 
fetting a healthy slice of that trade. 
on the eastside. the ‘Copacabana as |}. 
well as ‘most hotel . rooms reflect |. 
‘the: upbeat: in visitors bécause - of 
the Trade Fair. 

_ This year, the Trade’ Fair. is on 
the same level as the four previous 
fairs held: in this. building. There | 

: Pact J ane Russell For 
Mexico City Vaude Stint 
‘Jane Russell has been booked for 

the Senoral Theatre, Mexico City, 
‘to start May 26 for two weeks. 
Piero Bros. and Excess: ‘Baggage 

|are also set for the same bill.: 
The Senoral plans a steady vaude: 

diet with U.S. names topping. Rep-. 
resenting the housé in New York. 
will be Alex. Valdes. Subsequent 
names are now being lined up. 

Sinatra's 3-Day 
Mex Stint Pulls 
506 for Charity: 

Mexico City, . May 9. 

Frank Sinatra's three-day Mexi- 

HITE FIEL 
‘By JOE COHEN 

The one-night concert field has 
become ‘the new bonanza for per- 
formers. It’s shelling out the high- 
est prices in the personal appear- 
ance ‘orbit, with takes for the art-: 
ist ranging up to 80% of the gross 
as against healthy guarantees. 
Virtually every manager and agent 
is looking for offbeat qualities in 
.Many. performers for exploitation 
on the concert beat. 

: The field is no longer: confined 
to. folk singers and jazzsters, as 
was” ‘the’ original‘ concept, when 
concerts first. started coming in 
following. World War II.. Comedi- 
ans are also eligible, with: primary 
appeal aimed for the college crawd 

{who upon well-spaced occasions 
are able and-willing to shell out 
around $4 for single ducats. for- 
mula must. also satisfy the intellec- 
tuals if. the: concert. is to. make 
‘good in most areas. 
| The major agencies now have 
;departments for the pop concerts. 
In some instanees, they're paired 
with the percentery’s. longhair en- 

‘are upwards of 400 exhibitors from, can charity performances were a | deavors, but the field has become | 
tall. over-the globe with prime as- j hit, financially: and artistically. He. i sufficiently important. to rate. ma- 
sortment. of goods. tastefully dis-| played the packed audiences last jor attention. 
layed. Some are here for the 
ard. ‘sell. . while others. ‘promote 

‘their country culturally: as. well as; 
economically. 

One™. of - the - ‘more heartening! 
sigbts in Nigeria’s display. wiich 
‘reflects African cultures making a 
‘brave entrance’ into the 20th cen- 
tury. It has exhibits of native arts, 
samples of fabrics and timber . as. 
well as. expensive printed. matter | 
for ‘distribution. 

The Common Market’ countries - 
“are exhibiting: cooperatively. The! 
“Jron Curtain area is - represented by. 
Foland, Czechoslovakia. Ytigoslavia : 
and Rumania. The twain meets. 

week ‘from the swank “April in| 
| Mexico” ball at $120 per ducat to: 
1} pop shows scaled at 80c to $1.60. 
t- Singer got’ the. full treatment in 
Mexico. He. was received. with ‘La- 
tin. enthusiasm, beginning - ‘at the 
airport and continuing throughout 
his brief: stay in this capital.. At 

‘the ball, and during the gala per- 
formance at the International The- 
! atre. he did. 22 numbers backed by. 
‘the: Nelson Riddle orchestra. | 
~The National Child Welfare .In- 

stitute and the Mexican Rehabilita- 
. tion Institute profited by over $50,- 
: 000,’ and total Sinatra audience for j 
‘three benefit performances exceed- 

‘with India, Japan, ‘Thailand and! ed 14.000 persons., With promoters 
Korea coming together’ with. W est | impressed bY Sinatra’s success, 
‘Germany. France, Greece. Nether- | plans: ‘are. being laid for further 
lands, Italy, Spain-and other Euro- benefit events and negotiations go- 
pean countries.. There are ziso. port | :ing on to bring other top names to’ 
authorities of several cities bidding. Mexico, Conductors Arthur’ Fiedler}. 

der business, and Andre Kostelanetz. may also 
__ Show biz is an ever growing item be invited for charity 
in these displays. The Israeli -fashe , ; ances as well as the New. York Pan 
jon show. has several acts to work, American Ballet... 
‘with the mannequins. There is a, : Sinatra, who expressed hope of. 
theatre which shows trailers of | returning to Mexico. soon before! 
films of various nations as well as | planing back. to Los. Angeles, made 
tlavelogs and industrial -pictures. j po ‘contractual: commitments .dur- 
Pulchritude is also an important | ing his ‘stay: here. He did authorize 

perform- }. 

factor. Girls (in native garb are! 
eager to ‘pive ‘sales spiels to any 
who will listen. One of the incon- 
‘gruitics is a flossy espresso ma-! 
chine niede in Israel. 

_ The U.S. World Trade Fair since _ 
‘its inception has been one of the: 
more eagerly awaited. events on the } 
N.Y. commercial. calendar. ‘Tie lift 
it gives to nearly all types of busi- 
ness ig appreciable, ‘and’ it’< 
major . maygnet:. {or visitors. The 
public is admitted. to this event on 
a- specified. scheduie: including all! 
Gay Saturday, The shindig closes 
Friday -12. | des Cy 

Saturday Recitals For 
13,500-Seat Tennis Club 

an 

" Greco-Belafonte Gamut: 
A series of Saturday night con-. 

certs: have. been lined up starting 
June 24 at the West. Side Tennis : club keyholders, latter on a first- i show. business” 
Club in-Forest Hills, N.Y. under come-first-served basis at $240 per ‘AGVA board of directors. 
‘the “Music Festival” label started 
Jast summer by Ronald Roye. 
‘Henry Foster: and William poate 
man, partners’ in’ Snowlift. Inc. 
Mhich contracts for snow ‘remoyv al: 
work at. airports. 

Young impresari, “all aged 28,. 
have ‘booked the following events. 
June 24—Jose Greco Dance Co. 
July 1—Judy ‘Garland. 
July. 8—Still open. ~ 
July 15—Theodore 

Odetta. 

July 22—Kingston Trio. 
Aug. 5—Ella. Fitzgerald 
Aug, 12—Victor Borge. 
Aug. 19—Still open. 
Aug. 25-6-7—Harry Belafonte.. 

Stage and orchestra p.a. plus 
atcreo-sound system is ~ being 
“created. _ Capacity is 13, 500. 

Bike] & 

t videotaping of his pop price bene- 
‘fit performance, and’ .-homescreens 
‘will see this show .soon. Proceeds 
of sales of -his. Reprise: label during. 
his stay in Mexico. were also. ailo- | 

tions: 

‘TICHICAGOANS PLANING 
| TO PLAYBOY FLA, BAS 

Chicago, May .9. 

i A local contingent of 77 persons 
. Will mike a charter. flight to Miami: 
ifor a May 19 weekend bash ta cele-' 
1 brate opening of the Miami Play-j; 
‘boy key club. Spot is the second 
(of a projected international chain | 
| auspiced. by’ the Chi-based | s.a. 
; Magazine, and formally opens. to- 
. morrow “Weds, 

Windy -City entourage will con- 
sist ‘of Playboy mag: staffers, a: 
| COFDS. of. “Bunny” waitresses, and”: 

for the round trip. 

Like the: Chi original, the Miami . 
link is also’ booking beaucoup : 
‘nitery and musical acts for round- j 
‘Tobin div ersion.- Ses 
[ 

Garden State’ f Spec 
- Garden ‘State Park, near Cam- 

den, N.J., -is staging a. spectacular |. 

‘in conjunction with renewal of the |° 

Jersey Derby. to -be run on Me- 

mor ial Day. The oval will be. the ; 

_| scene of a pageant in. which several 
| important engagements of the Civil 
| War will be recreated. First run-| 
. ning of this race was ine 1864, thus : 
the Civil War ballyhoo. 

cated to the two welfare organiza- | 

_  . Judy Garland’s 20.G 
In some instances, ‘the pop con- 

cert attractions are able. to com- 
‘mand higher prices than many of 
the established longhair lures. The 
highest submission on today’s pop- 
ular market is being ascribed: to 
Judy Garland, whose office ‘Fred- } 
die Fields-David BegeIman) is ask- 

(Continued on ontinged on page 82) 

AGVA Launching 
Youth Program 

"Hollywood, May 9. 

‘American. Guild of. ‘Variety Ar- 
4 tists’ youth program, in operation, 
Yin the. New York area for the past 
jvear.and.a half, will be activated |. 
here this month, it was revealed | - 
by Joey: Adams, president of the 
‘show business union. Adams told 
VARIETY. a week of confabs with 
labor. and entertainment industry 
jinterests here has resulted ‘in $25,- 
,900 worth. of pledges to. Stayt the : 
ball. rolling. 
| Most of the facilities and ex-' 
; Peases for the shows ‘are donated. 
but Adams stressed. that all musi- 
cians and’ workers are paid union | 

Stars.‘and of-° 
generally work. 

“minimum salaries. 
.ficials, however. 
without pay. 
| portance of having paid entertain- 
:ers, however, to insure shows being 
| presented when promised 
;children will ‘be able to depend . 
on the program's interest in them. 

Top pledge locally came ‘from |} 
.the Central Labor & Trade Council, 
= Which’ promised $10.000 to start. 
“An additional $5,000 minimum. is | 
guaranteed by the Friars Club. to 

-be raised at a special dinner on 
‘June 12. At. this event, 
-would emeee a show consisting 
‘of the “greatest all time stars of 

who are on the 
Among 

ithose he suggested bring’ out here 
‘from:.N.Y.- are Smith & Dale, 
Georgie Price. Gus Van of Van & 

: Schenck and Al Kelly. He said he 
‘has -also.. been promised “some 
kind” of fund- -raising function by 

‘| Disneyland. 

~ Diana Dors’ S.A. Tour 
British .filmster Diana Dors is ; 

“the, latest to. do.a tour of. South! 
| America. Miss Dors, together. with | 
her manager Kal. Ross, of Berger, 
Ross & Steinman, planed to Brazil’ 
last week. 
.Miss Dors begins her jaunt in- 

‘Rio de Janeiro today. 'Wed.', and. 
\continues with stops in Sao Paulo, - ‘realty developments have sparked | ental” 

VAUDEVILLE 8} 

ZA FOR ACTS 
Meyer Davis, Leonidoft to Produce 

Ohio Takes State Fair 
Out of Political Control 

Columbus, O., May 9. 
‘Ohio -House has passed a Dill 

creating a 16-member commission 
to operate the Ohio State Fair and 
|Fairgrounds. The bill is expected 
to take the fair out of politics. The 
governor. - appointed commission 
would hire a manager to run the 
fair. 

At present, every time there is a 
hew director of agriculture, he ap- 
points a new fair manager. The 
bill, even if, passed, would not af- 
fect the 1961 fair, as it would go 
into effect Nov. 1. ~ 

GAC Soon to Be 
Part of Chemical, | 

[| World's Fair Amphitheatre Spectacles 
¢ This summer will be the last that 
the Flushing Meadows Amphithea- 
tre in Queens, N.Y., will be oper- 
ated privately for some time. The 
World’s Fair Corp. will take over 
the site after this year and may re- 
lease it for summer operation at 
the conclusion of the 1964 World's 
Fair which will be held on the 
Meadows tract. 

But at present the Amphitheatre 
is under jurisdiction of the New 
York City Dept. of Parks, headed 
by Commissioner Newbold Morris. 
|The Parks Dept. is now negotiating 
ito lease the 8.200-seater for the 
summer months. 

_ John McKnight produced the 
Amphitheatre show last year. Prior 
to that George A. Hamid had the 
site for several years. Preceding 
Hamid was Elliott Murphy, 

The Flushing Meadows Amphi- 
theatre producers during the 1964 
World's Fair will be orchestra 
leader Meyer Davis and Leon Le- 

‘onidoff, senior producer at Radio 
|tand Music Hall, N.Y. They plan a 
land and water spec to be produced 
at a cost of $600,000. Both Davis 

Rubber, Beer Co. ind Leonidoff have acquired about 
| $250, 000 in World's Fair bonds. 

Stockholders of Centlivre Brew- | Thomas E. R. Rudel, head of the 
ing Corp.. which controls General ! 
Artists Corp., are slated to meet! 
May 26 in Fort Wayne, Ind., 

er with the Baldwin Rubber Co. uf 
Pontiac, Mich., and © Montrose 

| Chemical Co. of Newark. N.J. The 
consolidation plan had previousiy . 
been okayed by the boards of the 
respective firms. 
New company arising from the 

merger will be known as the Mont- 
rose-Baldwin Corp. It will be listed 
on the American Stock Exchange. 

' Little difficulty is expected in 
winning shareholders’ approval of 
the proposed merger. Majority 
stockholders in Centlivre are Her- 

‘Rudel Machinery Co. of Montreal, 
is treasurer of the new corporation 

to producing the spectacles. 
formally approve a proposed merg- {. Robert Moses, prexy of the N. Y. 

World's Fair Corp., said the pro- 
ducers plan to draw 200.000 cus- 
tomers a week at popular prices. 
In an overall estimate of the ex- 
position’s b.o. potential, Moses said 
he expected a profit of $53, 000.000, 
all of which would be given to New 
York City for education. 

The Amphitheatre was originally 
built for the N.Y. World's Fair in 
1939-40 and was operated by Billy 
Rose as the site of his ““Aquacade.” 
It was the expo’s most successful 
show biz venture. 

In Coast Area} 

bert Siegel and the Reuss family 
of Fort Wayne. Siegel arranged for 
Centlivre’s acquisition of GAC last 
year. The Reuss family: has long 

ibeen associated with Centlivre 
Brewing. 

STRIPPERS ON SUNDAY 
OKAYED BY TORONTO 

Toronto, May 9. 
"Strippers have won the right 

Honolulu Cafe Biz Up 
As Key Spots Bring In 

Flock of Fresh Talent 
Honolulu, May 9. 

Upbeat in nitery biz is continu- 
ing, with Dave Barry and Nancy 
Wilson topping the new bill at Top : 
o’ the Isle, where thev followed 

‘He noted the im-. 

s0. 

Adams! 

.to work on Sundays under an in- 
_terpretation of legislation where- 
by Toronto will have Sabbath films 

‘as Well as theatrical and concert 
,hall attractions. With the City 
:Council now giving blanket ap- 
proval to Sunday entertainment. 
shows will be presented in local 
houses starting May 14. 

City Council decision also al- 
‘lows the Canadian National Ex- 
:hibition grandstand show and CNE 
attractions, other than rides. to he 
open on Suftdays. But Toronto 
night clubs will remain under 
jurisdiction of the Ontario Liquor 
License Board which forbids Sun- 
day sales throughout the province. 

‘Sheraton Skeds Junket 
i For Chi Hotel Renaming 

‘The. Sheraton hotel chain and 
Chicago Unlimited, latter an organ- 
ization ‘of Chi tele and radio execs. 
will sponsor a junket to the Windy 
City May 25, as part of the festiv- 

-ities in the renaming of the Shera- 
ton Towers Hotel to the Sheraton 
-Chicago. A group of entertainers 
of the present and past eras will 
be flown in for the festivities as 
well as a batch of newspapermen. 

The Sheraton Towers is an old- 
line Chi inn to which a new addi- 
tion has been built. In the change 
of name, the joint effort with the 

| Chi, Unltd. was worked out as a 
;means of calling attention te the 
‘new label. 

‘The junket fs also slated to call 
‘attention to the redevelopment pro- 
: gram in that section of town. Orig- 
iinally, Sheraton chain jnvested 
’ $10,000,000 in the new wing of the 
: hotel. Since then various firms and 

Della Reese. Jack Cione’s Forbia- 
den City launched a new revue, 
“Black Bottoms of 1961," Jest night 
‘Mon.!. It replaced the click comho 
of Tempest Storm and Herb Jef- 
fries. 

Maxine Weldon opened Wednes- 
day -3: at Backstreet. where shes 
backed by the Dusty Barron Quin- 
tet. Kellie Green and her Trio are 
bringing new faces into the Little 
Dipper. Over in suburban Kailua 
town, Bill Werner Trio is playing 
nightly at Andy’s Ebbtide. 

Dvke’s at Kalihi is featuring 
Tom Andys & Gill, a Cuntinental 
comedy juggling act, plus a Japa- 
nese revue. Pearl City Tavern, 
aside from vet emcee Mike Fester, 
has an all-femme show, featuring 
Jeanine France, Barbara Hanna, 
Sonja Stevens and “Taika.” 

Ginbasha nitery is starring “Lit- 
tle Egypt’ and The Invitations, 
along with Tommy Fujiwara, the 
Ginbasha girls’ and Paul Mark‘s 
band. Bobbie Lester and his r&r 
band opened Thursday ¢4) at the 
Swing Club. 

Chi Cafe Continental Eyes 
Tab Revue in Mgt. Shift 

Chicago, May 9. 

Cafe Continental, near north 
side Italian food and _ dixieland 
music nitery, has been taken over 
by Jerry Finkle, a young restaura- 
teur who formerly managed several 
suburban dining spots. Previous 
owner was Irving Roth. 

Finkle will continue current 
pasta and dixie “for at least sev- 
eral months;” but says that ne is 
considering a broader “contin- 

menu and is tentatively 
Locals as well as track employees j Buenos Aires ‘and. elsewhere. The :work to the tune of $147,000,000 in | considering a New York tab revue 

' will participate in this: pageant. junket ends May 27. that area, “currently on the road.” 
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Seattle's Century 21 Expo Luring 
Foreign Exhibs Via Building Program 

Seattle, May 9: | 

The exhiblt program for next 
year’s Century 21 Exposition here 
was boosted last week by plans of | 
the Board of King County Com-; 
missioners to join in the fair by 

constructing a series of buildings 
around the Century 2! Coliseum 
to be assigned to foreign nations. 

Programs are already under- 
way by the city, state and Federal 
governments and private enter- 
prise on the fair grounds. 

Donald I. Foster, expo’s exhibits 
director, says foreign exhibifors 
will include Great Britain, Canada, 
Greece, San Marino and four Af- 
rican nations — Dahomey, Upper 
Volta, Ivory Coast and Cameroons. 
These nations are all signed up. 

Foster said he expects seven ad- 
ditional nations from Western 
Europe, six to eight from the Far 
East and five from Latin America. 

Worldwide sales campaign, In- 
creased when Bureau of Inter- 
national Expositions certified Cen- 
try 21 as an authentic world’s 
fair, will be further accelerated in 
the next few months. 

So far our two newest states, 
Alaska and Hawaii, haven't been 
set for exhibits. The Alaska Legis- 
lature failed to pass a bili to fi- 
nance an exhibit, but public aid to 
assure an exhibit from Alaska 
traditionally linked with Seattle, 
{s being pushed both places. The 
Hawaiian Senate has okayed fi- 
nancing an exhibit to the tune of 
$406,000, but proposal has yet to 
pass the Hawaiian House of Rep- 
resentatives. 

Alfred R. Rochester, executive 
director of tha Washington State 
Cee eee 

"AL ALBERTS 
TY — MOVIES — NIGHT CLURS 

RECORDS — BANQUETS 
First avallability: June 11 

Al Alberts Productions 
72 Palmer Ml Rd., Medla, Pa, 

Phone: Lowell “¢-4400 ee 

| 

Wilma and Ed Leary's 

Now Available 

NIGHT CLUBS 
CONVENTIONS 

Contact: 

Circle 6-7166 

jseat theatre. 

“ADVENTURES ON ICE” 

PROMOTIONS 
FAIRS 

ROSS W. CHRISTENA ASSOCS., 

HOME OFFICE: Indianapolis, Indiana 
Marott Hotel, WA 4- 

HOLLYWOOD: 1400 N. La BREA 
- HOllywaad 7-761! 

NEW YORK CITY: 250 W. 57th Street 

DICK 

WESTON «> MARTHA 
OPENING TOMORROW 

GOLDEN, Reno 

Pers. 

4208 El Jardin, Las Vegas, Nev., Du. 4-2182 

Century 21 Commission, has pro-: 
posed that’ the Federal govern- 
ment allocate the $3,000,000 still 
authorized for participation in the 

| fair (in addition to the $6,000,000. 
for pbuilding the U.S. Science "Pa- 
vilion) for a Territorial exhibit. 
Rochester proposes the Interior 
Dept. use the remaining authoriza- 
tion to create an exhibit for the 
Territories of Samoa, Virgin 
Islands, Puerto Rico and the 
Panama Canal Zone. U.S. Senator 
Warren G. Magnuson, who au- 
thored the original bill. and 
secured the $9,000,000 committed 
by the Federal. government, has 
indicated that he is agreeable to 
the idea. 

Other Exhibits 

Among larger exhibits already 
set by industrial firms and as- 
sociations are the following: 

Forest-products firms (Weyer- 
haeuser Co., Scott Paper Co., St. 
Regis Paper Co., Simpson Timber 
Co., Crown Zellerbach Corp., U.S. 
Plywood Corp., Seattle Cedar 
Lumber Mfg. Co., Willis, Rogers & 
Pearson Lumber Co. and the Sea- 
board Lumber Co.) will have a 
115-seat theatre-pavilion to show. 
how the industry plans to meet 
needs of a constantly growing 
population. 

Pacific Telephone Northwest 
and the Bell Telephone System 
will have a 10,000 square foot 
“electronics-Hiving center.” 

Boeing Airplane Co. will use an | 
allnew Cinerama single-lens pro- 
jection system dn a $1,000,000, 750 

@ 
round the audience with a space 
film—360 degrees horizontally and 
160 degrees vertically. Spectators 
will have the sensation of moving 
through space. 

Other industrial exhtoftors in- 
clude the American Gas Assn., 
Alweg Rapid Transit, Canadian 
Pacific Airlines, Washington State 
Hydroelectrie Industry, Railway 

| Express, S. C. Johnson Co., Nae! 
tional Cash Register, Carnation 
Co., Bekins Van & Storage, 
Aluminum (Alcoa-Kaiser-Reynolds 
Companies), Preservative Paint, 

i Nalley’s, Inc., General Insurance 
Co., Seattle Ist National Bank and 
Schulmerich Electronics. 

The City of Tacoma and San 
Diego County are set for exhibits. 

Cost to exhibitors is $4.90 per 
square foot for ground, $14.90 per 
square foot in buildings con- 

'| structed by Century 21. 
Meanwhile, publicity push made 

a big splash locally. Both dailies, 
afternoon Times and morning 
Post-Intelligencer, donated full 
page ads featuring a letter that 
could be clipped and mailed. 
KING-TV telecast an hour-long 
documentary on the fafr that was 
broadcast. also over KGW-TV, 
Portland, KREM-TV, Spokane, 
KIMA-TV, Yakima, and satellite 
stations KEPR-TV, Pasco; KBAS- 
TV, Ephrata, and- KLEW-TV, Lew- 
iston, Idaho. 

2608 
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Comedy Ventziloguism 

Mgt.: GEORGE SOARES 

lens will sur-| 

ARE 
| Toy Boys, Remos’ Widow 

In Countersuit Routine] 
Paul and Stanley Janus, two 

midgets billed for years as the 
Toy Boys when they were part of 

Fan act with the late Paul Remos, 
are suing Remos’ widow in N, Y. 
Supremé Court for an: accounting 
and an equitable share of their 
earnings. 

after she spent ‘$10,000-on an act 
for them they walked out on her| 
and went into business on their | 

“own. 

Case went to trial Monday (8) 
befere Justice Henry Epstein. 

The Janus brothers, who assert 
they signed with Remos about 22 
years ago, claim they each were to 
have been paid $25 -per. week plus 
their keep. But frequently, the 
brothers allege, they weren’t pald 
at all. They walked out on ‘her, 
they said, because “she beat. us too! . 
often and paid us nothing for a 
long time.” _ 
The. brothers signed with Remos 

years. ago, according to attorney 
Richard Steel who represents 
‘them. They had a limited educa- 
tion, he added, and had no idea of 
their rights in the matter. More- 
over, they were never informed as 
to what their equity was in the act. 
Seme weeks the act assertedly 

made upwards of $350 while work- 
ing in vaudeville and fairs. - The 
Janus brothers, who continued with 
Mrs. Remos for. several years after 
her husband's death in 1953, are 
now working as trademark teddy 
bears for Behr-Manning, a. Troy, 
N. ¥., mariufacturer of abrasives. 

Concert Bonanza 
womans Continued from page 31 as 

ing $20,000 guarantee against a 
percentage. There are no takers 
for her at this figure, and it’s felt 
that in order to. get that kind of 
‘coin she’lE have to play the larger 
arenas. Several yeats ago, Miss 
Garland was submitted at $10,000, 
but tour was short-lived. 
New crops of concerteers are 

constantly coming up. Names that. 
have developed within the past 
few years have been quick to re- 
pair to longhair emporia for the 
ultimate takes. Among them are 
comies Shelley Berman, Mort Sahl, 
Bob. Newhart and Lenny Bruce, 
with Genevieve slated for a con- 
cert tour next year. - 

Others scheduled for next -sea- 
son, new to the field, will be 
Phyllis Diller and Della Reese. Al- 
ready cashing in are performers. 
such as Odetta, Nina Simone, King- 
ston. Trio, Limeliters (latter us-] 
ually. on ‘tour with Shelley Ber- | 
man), Hal Holbrook,- Basil Rath- 
bone, Carlos -Moritoya, Mahalia 
Jackson, the Sammy Kaye and 
Fred Waring orchestras, Four 
Lads, Four Freshmen, Joni James, 
Leon Bibb, Ray Charles, the 
Weavers, ‘Tigertown Five, George 
Tapps, Dukes of Dixieland and 
Dick: Gregory on a list which is 
getting longer each day. 

Of course, these exclude such 
{staples on the longhafr and pop 
circuits. such as Jose Greco who 
flits between legit,.concert stages 
and niteries with ease. There is 
also Roberto Iglesisa, who also 
taps out the same ‘circults. Victor 
Borge has long been one of the] 
top moneymakers fn the sphere: 

| Vets on the circuit include. such 
names as. Josh White, Richard 
Dyer-Bennett and Burl Ives’ who 
have been potent factors: in long- 
hair circles for some-‘time. 
The one-man shows in the dra- 

matic reading fleld such as the 
late Ruth Draper, Cornelia Otis 

‘| Skinner, Emlyn. Williams in his 
Dickens portraits and Hal Hol- 
brook in his gallery of Mark Twain 
sketches have paved. the way for 
Basil Rathbone and ‘Tom Ewell, 
with others studying scripts that 
lead into concert bookings.’ . 

It’s also become a haven for 
‘|some vaudevillians as a kind of 
“made work.” For example, hypno- 
tist Ralph Slater has been doing 
fairly well on these one-night gigs 
in theatres and auditoriums. 

In a measure, it’s a limited re- 
vival of vaudeville on a higher and 
more expensive level. It’s a: one- 

jact bill, with perhaps some sup- 
porting ‘talént, instead of the eight 
acts, and the normal schedule is 

J] one-a-night. It is regarded as the | 
vaudeville of the longhair stages 

land geared to youthful audiences.. 
It also has the added values of 
prestige and bigger b.o. in. which 
the performer gets the major share || 
of the returns. 

At the same time Mrs. | 
Remos has counterclaimed against | 
the Janus brothers, charging that |. 

‘Ben E. King, Johnny Tillotson, 
Cathy Jean and Roommates com-. 

2}morrow (Thurs.) .. 

| Elizabeth, Montreal, July 10. . 

open 10-day stand at Cloister May 
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K londike, Anyone? 
In its tortured research efforts on behalf of the restoration of 

the Palace Grand Theatre in Dawson City, the Yukon (a future 
tourist trap), Canada’s Dept. of Northern Affairs in Ottawa has 
been anxious to track down oldtimers, programs, biographical -allu- 
sions and so on. A main source has been the yellowing: pages of 
the Klondike Nugget for 1899-1900 when the gold strike brought 
a steady flow of talent into the remote area. 

There is reference to such turn-of-century performers as. these; 
Pauline Caine, ballet dancer; W. C. Campbell, trick cyclist; Voor- 
hees & Davis, musical act; Garnett, female slack wire performer; . 
Morris Leo, trapezist; Jacqueline & Mulligan, comedians; The. 
Six Perri Sisters. 

Anyone with knowledge of above, or of the Palace Grand Thea-- 
tre in Dawson City, will please communicate to Ottawa, attention 
J. D. Herbert, Chief, Dept. of Northern Affairs. 

Vande Cafe Dates 
. Pearl I Bailey down for Palmer 

House, Chi, May 11-24, then: to 

Los Angeles Home Show, May 25- 
31... Goofers to Vapors Club, 

Hot Springs, Ark., May. 18-24 - 

Burns & Carlin set for three at the 
Playboy, Miami, starting June 9 

. Frank D’Rone into Embers, In- 
dianapolis, Sert. 4 for a fortnight. 

‘New York 
MCA this week signed Eartha 
Kitt aiid Patrice Munsel . . . Billy 

De Wolfe booked for the Inverurie 
Hotel, Bermuda, opening July 3 
and the Fairmont, San Francisco, 
Aug. 3... Allan Drake on the}. 
bill with Patti Page at the Pigalle, 
London, opening Monday (15) . .:. ——_————— 
Jackie Kannon {nked to General |- WHO GETS STADIUM? 
Artists Corp. ... Ralph Mathis, 
younger brother of Johnny Mathis, { . Tatton and Fro Bre Football In 
planed out to Japan. for appear- 
ances in theatres and niteries un- 
der Toho Geino management . 

Vancouver, May 9. 
Unless something gives, could:be. 

crowded at Empire Stadium here 
night of July 18, when doth the 
Vancouver. International Festival's 
Military Tattoo, and a B.C. Lions-: 
Hamilton Tigers pro football ex- 
hibition are both slated. As of now,” 

John Brenfield booked f th at Teast, 
n e or the |: Seems to have been an inadver-. 

Michigan State Fair, Detroit, /tent conflict of dates, with neither 

Sept. the grid Lions (permanent tenants 
of the stadium) or the Military Tat- 

|too. people aware of. the others 
|booking. Pacific National. Exhibf- 
tion, which operates the stadium 
hopes to have the conflict settled 
before July. 18. 

“THE COMEDIAN” 
Real Mon 

PROFESSION AL GAG BeRVICR | 
THE LATEST — THE GREATEST — 

THE SOST.UP-TO-DATEST 
Now [In Hs 128th Issue, containing 

prise a bill of diskers at the Roger 
Sherman Theatre, New Haven, to 

. Lucille & 
Eddie Roberts go to the Queen 

Hollywood 
Phyllis Diller and Frank Darone 

24... Buddy Hackett starts fort- 
night engagement in Wildwood, 
N. J., in late July .. . Johnny Bur- 
nette, Liberty Records star, starts 
barnstorming tour of Europe in 
June ... Johnny Préston launches 
Aussie tour May 22. in Sydney, fol- 
lowed by Melbourne and Perth . 

Dick Shawn costars with Polly stories, one-liners, poemettes, sons | 

Bergen, at Flamingo Hotel, Las|| fmm beiutey “cut ‘sop, "SRG 
‘Ideas, intrest, impressions and ‘tm | 

irsonations, pelitical, interruptions: 
Thoughts of the Da Homorous Views 

: of the News, Vignettes, et ie. : 

$25 YR. SINGLE ISSUES $3 

$35 YR—SINGLE ISSUES $4 
NO C.0.D.’s 

BILLY GLASON, 200 W. Séth St. 
New York ‘City % co. 61316 

Vegas, for four stanzas . Jimmy 
Durante follows Steve Lawrence 
and Eydie Gorme at Harrah’s, Lake 
Tahoe, May 18... Diana Dors on 
South America tour... Miklos 
Roma left for European concert 
our, 

Ch ago 
Pep! Runnels currently at Down- 

stage Room, Happy Medium, Chi, 
followed by Laurence. Lemay May 
18 for a month, then Marte Ber- 
nard: June 12 for six weeks . 
Mark ‘Russell, now at Chi Playboy, 
set for six weeks at Playboy, 

July 22... Joe 
e’s Steak House, 

Evansville, May 18 for two weeks 
.. Penie Pryor set for Southern. 

Club, Hot Springs, May 25-31 and 

B&B 
COSTUMES 
Gowns and Costumes 
INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED 

MADE TO ORDER. 
te W. th Bt. n.Y. Cl 5-2000- 

Tidelands, ouston, Sept. 11 for a YVONNE MORAY 
fortnigh » « Dick Smith, cur- Serpe 
rently” at Riversid de Club, Casper, FROLIC SUPPER CLUB 

" REVERE BEACH 
Revere, Mass. 

_ ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP. 
Joe Glaser, ‘Pres. 

Wyo., to Riviera Club, Dallas, May |. 
15 for two weeks. 

Pat Morrisey set for Playboy, 
Chi, May 12-18, then to Allez{i 
Rouge, Evansville, May 19-June 3! 

“TOPS IN THEIR FIELD” 24RIETY 

. Currently 

‘ZIEGFELD FOLLIES 
THEATRE ROYAL 
Adelaide, Australia: 

Nineteenth Week on Tour: 
“HARLEM GLOBETROTTERS” | 

CAUOWAY 
Current CORAL steam VG 

LL FOLLOW YOU b/w DANCING MAN 
Varlety (Jan. (1) RAVES 

j; Management BILL . [MITTLER, 1619 Broadway. ‘New + York 
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- EDINBURGH. »Empire) DUNES--Zsa._ Zsa Gabor Wile ‘Bros, 
'yedy,, Anre -Gilucs, Charlie’: ‘aim, Moira 9 Pall Reddie: Ore. Lounge: ficberta’ Shei- 
Bryodys OCDuttY Dros. Ray Long, suther- ; woed, Bobby Breen. - ; 
dad. & Batid, ‘Tipe bind.. Eilty: “De nnison:' EL CORTEZ--Jehnny Ukuieéle. Lei , 

Re .Howard Morrison Quartet, ‘I he Fly- 

q 

. 6¢ P,. 

Kiam: Schrever, Judy Huoke; 

“Malls. * 

Ana nals. 4 

. he Mu. 
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NEW ‘YORK CITY 
MUSIC HALL—"‘Fiesta in-Puerto Rico, ” 

Corps de Ballet, Raymond: Paige Ore. © 

“AUSTRALIA - 
MELBOURNE (Thyoli) — ‘Nat: Jackley, 

gid: Plummer & Assistant, Tommy-.God 

a: De Pauls, The Four . Brittons. .Max 
vach, Jackie, Bowkett; Marzarita: Helios, 
esemary Powell, Anne Inglese. - 

SIDNEY “Tiveli—John Larsen... Colin. 
Croft;, Ormonde Doygias, Nance Rasmus-" 

Poreen. Morrow, Lorraine Quinn, 
Erie :Gurm-- 

Je\. Eileen Hattam. Frederick Dorc,. Keun: 
William Howard, Viniert Fos er. 

Arthur *Gorman. Pauline Gar Hes Cards 
Homers Ivan King. 

BRITAIN, 
Tower Cireus? — 

’ Schickler sisters. 
‘Palacios... Circus 

T:céis. 5 E.rwaidos. Berosus; ‘Rudy, Tlorn,. 
Capt.cDanion’s Sea Lions. 4 Loren: 

Lilian Kenny. Sydney. 3 Faber, ‘Our 
Lutle Jimmv Cirvcusettes. . 

BRIGHTON Hippodrome: - silly 

2 Charlie 
hie aS 

BLACKPOOL - 
Cutan. & Co.. 

dos, 

‘Fury. 
° ‘Trimmys Bruce, Mark W. snte r, Jve Briawn,. 
* Pichte Leader. © Vince. Eager. |. Neison 
Repne. Four Kestrels. Georgie‘ Fume, NEW . 

Met oe 

&. Piane. 

“SN ushia. 

“Blouin. 

Fe wee 

Warren. 
Ore. 

Ress, 

"LEFT BANK--Cal Bastic. 

4 leans: Rockers.” Valentine - Girls. 

Kis & Kiniberle). ‘Tommy: ‘Wailis 
& bers!) Fore@ettes. ¢ : 
: LONDON. . -Peatladium' 

A‘rons, Kenny: Ball. &. 
Page. & Brats Gladys) Motean, 
“oe Church, ‘Feny Fase. 

sTev. ‘Gal Dewa. “Re berts: Taics.. 

Tenes. ‘Maxine Coates; Gee The 
‘so Teoneenis, 

-MCRECAMBE . “Winter: & ar 4. e n s _ 
mhe. Musics! Festival. 

- Cabaret Bills 

od 

Pym 

we 
Feu 
Cos 

Clasps 
“& al: 

NEW YORK city: 
BASIN. ST EAST--Se ‘rah Naurhs n, AD 

“Pato Laas, Sterch. 
‘BLUE. ANGEL .-- Margaret : Whiing.. 

Inch Gautier. Leon Bibb, Peter. .P.tt. 7 
Japiavs Dveas 2 Gus, Cloments | “ 

BCN SOIR... ral Foster Sulaa Svms: 
odeseme & Austin, 3° Flames, Jamaue.: 
Tarele : : 
CAMELOT — Br bby. Sher con “dys 

de hrsen | 
CHARDAS — TLeureanne Lemus. “Tahar 

Rvlkosiv. Duk Mista, Bil Yedda, Fle ner 
Fierveth 
“CHATEAU MADRID--DeC astro Suste rs. 

Jains Reves. -. 
COPACABANA . Mathis. Bob 

Meal V ‘Morton. A Jarke. 
}oul SheYev Ore. Frank’) Matty ore 

- JeRnny 
Douglas 

EMBERS Erskine Hie wkins,. Eade Hey- 
woud. “oan Bishop. : 
HOTEL ASTOR-. Eide Larne Ore. 
HOTEL NEW: YORKER--Milt ” SO sanders 

Gui Vern Lee. 
HOTEL PIERRE — “No Xo Nanette’ 
by Carrell. Larry. Dougles, | Wilbur 

‘ Betivy Madman. .Mene Snell, 
E'.: Mle Melba Ore, Joe Rieurdel Or 
‘HOTEL. PLAZA -- .Esrtha - Kitt) 

Bi ceter, Ore. M. Monie's. Continentals. a 
HOTEL TAFT - Vincent’ Papes) Ore. 
HOTEL : ROOSEVELT | —_ Jimmv- Palmer 

Cae 

we ) 

HOTEL. $T. REGIS . Vorothy: ‘Shaw. Malt. 
Ore... : 
Alan’ Gule. Fran 

™M, ke. 

Eh. WS Ore. Walter Kay. 
INTERNATIONAL le 

McKenna Eine, .- 
Aviles Ore. 7! 

LATIN. QUARTER — Crasby 
Faerk Libusée. Four -Kavacs.. 

Dorothea ‘Mc Farlend. Ronald. Field. 
B. Harlawe Orc, ° : 

Bros. 

Je Lombardi Ore.. 

LITTLE CLUB—Jane* Harvey. 
LIVING. . ROOM: -- Bibby: Cole. a. 

Ferg” 3. Meg Mvtes,- 
NO. 1 FIFTH AVE. .Fia Katin, “Brook: _ 

Fred. silvery Ann Linden, | fild ‘& Harty. 
Me «ck Hankinson - 

- ROUNDTABLE _ 1 onsen “Bean; Tyree, _Ore 

‘Rahel . & 
Gie “in. tack Kelly . 
“‘SAHBRA Sarat Rubine. 

Zilla, Martin Roman. Sara Avani, Kovesh 
& Mizrachie. Leo Fuld. 

'URRENT BILLS 
_ WEEK, oF MAY 10 

1 

i 
4 

L 
| 

Rokasd 4 

Calum’ Ken-" 

“-Morni, Bromley. Twins, 

“Figr hee. 
Whe . 

Shs 

Ari ret 

a “KhEW  ERONTIER - 

os Bass See 

Ted}. 

“Der so) 

Hariison’ & |, 

a Oe. 
oo “EDEN: ROC-—Duke. ‘Jenkins “Ores “Jack 

Bob, - | 

_JARIETY 
tho Miranda ‘Ore... Pepite Arvelo Combo 

CHARTERHOUSE—_Tobaco Munez Ore. 
CONDADO .BEACH—Tony Moro, Pepite 

Torres. Orc., Barletta Queralt Five. 
EL CAL Y PSO Una Coltins, ‘Jerry Ma- 

Bon, Esso-El B: 
ESCAMBRON — Rosita. Romero, Joel 

i Meyers: Calypsonians; Charlie Miro Orc. 

' George. Kirby, Ana ‘Henry, Micky Onate, 
Mark Russell, Chris Rayburn, Romer & |. 
_Howard. 

‘SHERATON - - BLACKSTONE —_— ilde- 
garde, Franz Bentler Qic. | | 
TRADE WINDS—Frances Faye, Frank- 

te. colts. Sam Di Stefano Octet. 

LOS ANGELES: 
BEN BLUE‘S—Ben Biue.. 

-duy,. Gloria Tracy, Ikan Line Ore. (5). 

.COCOANUT. ‘GROVE -" Holiday. 
pan.” ‘Freddy Martin Ore, ¢ 
CRESCENDO -.- Ella Fitvgerald, 

Rudell..Oscar | Peterson. ‘Trio. 
DINO‘S —Jack-. Elten, “Steve 
LE CRAZY. ‘HORSE- ‘Crasv Horse Revue 
SLATE BROS..- Gesu ge- Te phins, Duke 

Hazlett. Dick .Stahile -Trie | 
- STATLER ‘HOTEL.. 
Venus, Shinhay Ennis’ (ic. 
THE SUMMIT: Ruch Glv, 
YE LITTLE CLUB - 

Lora’ Devon: 

June 

Joe Feks. To, 

“LAS VEGAS 
DESERT INN. —Phul: fii s. Sandy’ ‘Stew. 

‘Aldo. Monaco, | The- Pracsy. Conrad 
Jubilee ".EFcuur.. Donn - Araen 

Carlten Hayes ore, Lounge: Mi- 
‘Dave Apelon. Mut Herth,’ 
‘Bobby Stéversen; ©: 

rm gepe wsane art 
Bue kner,. 

Dancers, 
‘cher Kent, 
‘Henri, Rase. 

pees 

Spe acer. Quinn. 

i Shere 3... 

in Ja-: 

“Plax Nites ‘in Las. 

‘Tes Corps de} 
Paree,” Barbara Heller, Dei Fiyt Thars- | 

Rady. ‘Render, ; 

Rios. 

‘Sheridiun. Rafael’ Kala 

FLAMBOY AN—Carmelita Vazquez, Jose | 
Miguel, Miguel Herrero, Cesar Concepcion 
Ore., Joe Vallejo Five. 

- INTERMEZZO — Mario. ‘Roman, Sandra 
. Font Production... : 

INTERCONTINENTAL — Joan Fairfax. 
Henry Boyer Dancers, Charlie Fisk Orc., 
Juanchin Ramirez Five. Paul. Neves. 

LA’ BARRACA — Jackie. Danols, ‘Tito 

LA BOTELLA—ial Hester.. 
LA CONCHA ’ ‘Victoria. -Di¥a. Noro 

Morales Orc., Humberto. Morales Five. - 
‘NORMANDIE —\ vodovers “Combo, Joel 

Meser ‘Calypsonians. 
OCHO PUERTAS— ~ Hus & Soledad, Liz 

- POSADA DEL. REY--Hector_ Narvaez 5. 

a a GAC’ ; Krasny Dickering 
_ Ties | With Cont’l Agents 

oe Hollywood, May 9. 

Milt Krasny, -exee Vv ps of GAC, 

skied to. Earope ever, weekend to 

 establi sh ies with agents in. Lon- : + 

-don, Pari is and Rome whereby they 

pM rép agency’: Holly wood ecHents. 

lin: petting reles: in. torcign films. 

: acts 

; ‘GLASGOW | ‘Empire: --- "Andy. “rewulle . PLAMINGS. -Lic Date en rcK Caner 
Yon Posie & “Bands Ales MoAvGy. Shae | Den Kurk, Flaming: Cites. Nat Brand- 
® ret: Miteboll. Max Kays Andrew Me Ke le. -rie “Ore. || Lounge:. Lownal. Hompucn, 
ge. Danie Ingram. “Bae ir feds. Chere, Deila Reese. Pei Key Diewiek. ° 
M. Mountibs: Dancers. Richard ‘Hardie. Doe: FREMONT: - Kncctkahs ts, ML ke. ‘Be. 
vd Legan., Aeolan. Chern. Scottish dutaer lieves Sytedhtes: : 
‘bo.cers. Pipes & Diums: cf Glasgow “A: ial - GOLDEN NUGGET--IP.b Wis, Wade 
Wejx. 7 Volants: “Rav 5, Sunshine: Boys, Bubhie “& “Sime ky 
HANLEY: Royal, - ‘Emile. Fad & Check- _ Cacts. - . 

‘notes. Patti BProcks., Alan) Freld. Uoriy HACIENDA - — : Four .- Tunts,- Johnny 
F:, nlev. Gao he ER NGteS, Cathy AMans .GTOver’ 

MINT—Pat, Moreno's Art its &. ‘Madels 
uf cde" Aaahur -Eclun. Saccis oa ME. 
‘NEVADA —- Jimmy): tata i Vida 
ze wS-G, “Signal RIES, Sohn: aH “Mares 
ase. 

“Hedi in ‘Tio. * 
i Lounge: shK Spots. 1m a ete” 

RIVIERA--"La Plume “de 

SAHARA -- Gisele: Me ¢ 
VoreLaneds Doocers. Lawis Basil 

Ore. Lounge: .R.. ‘Auth: mY he tue. 
“bers Tune Jesters. de ckie. dae, key 

. Ter. “aS, . 

SANDS © ~ Jerry: Lewis. “Fher 
Dencers.. Copa’ Girls. Gerr. Nelsen. An- 
tone: Morelli Org.: Lounge: Dave Burton, 
“Merrev King Str.ngs. 
SHOWBOAT -Bonmie . 

‘Denald. Deuces Wad. 
s! LVER “SLIPPER -- Yank He TIT. Sparky 

Kuve. Red’) Marshall Danev’) davebs, 
Tatty ra) Neil. Rudenko Pros. 
Cbe: ge Redman. Ore; Lounce: 
aps. Vharhe. Teen: aden. Ore. 

STARDUST--' ‘Lido de: Paras’. e: 
Bernard Bros. Kim ‘S-ster.. Happy Jest- 
ers | Fie ki Tann: Ralph: Voung. 
THUNDERBIRD: -“Scamituis “On 

Galt Cem bs. Berta Ihe doce tea 32 qodd,- 
Sharles Lande. [hil Richards Kav Brown: 
slurry: Nofal, Garwoed Ven -Ore..- 

+ Gottords, Bei Dorry Oy “SCENE ‘Cake ren. 
DFroek Crete | 

TROPICANA— "Falies’ 
Ferm. Chuudine. Lonyget. 

ke rsie, 

Cabal- 

‘Tec sxeets Me- 

Loung 

Tee.” 

Ber vere,’ 
Ar. ee Bros, 

| Ataivva Rav. Florence ‘&. Frederie ‘Dane- 
ars: Rav Sinaia’ Ore. Levage: Sheek? 
‘Greere. Al de Peulis 4. D: De nnet Trio, De 

* | Fue nies. Bros., Guy. Landis. -. 

MIAMI- MIAMI BEACH 
AMERICANA. — Tou Ad ler. Ore, 

“Campo, Ore Ross3.- ¢ 
BALMORAL-—" Ive Frukes. of vc 1," Esco 

LaRue. ° Curtin ‘& Hitlle. 
June Rae. 

CARILLON. ‘Low. ‘Wanerg Rev.- ‘Harry’ 
-Mimmo. Tarva. & Biagi, Jarine: Claire. 
Mons, Choppy. “Kava . & Christine, 
‘Can, Girls, Jacques. Donnet’ Ore 

DEAUVILLE we “RY ax Matec of” Paris.” 
i Tay Nemeth. Nita’ & Pepy. Corky T.ucerne. 
Martha": Aguilar.” Carole. ‘Dreyfuss, Shari 
Martel : 
DIPLOMAT—Damita, Jo. “Mandy. Campo 

Pupl 

Kacse 5. Mal Malkin Ore 
' FONTAINEBLEAU.- Paul. Anka. Henny 
Youngntan, ‘DeMarlos, den Dawson Ore. 
Versdero’ Sextet. 

i. SAXONY - Ruth - Wallis, ‘Norm: Geller. 

: SEVILLE—“Caught “dn Act! Jack De’ 
Joe Rass. deriv New- 

Linda. Lavi in, Held 
leon. Terry Haven: 

, by.. Anne Jones, 
Paul. 

‘SAVOY -HILTON -Gunnar’ Hansen ‘ores 
“Marco, Riza .3, Ray Hartley. 

TOWN’ & COUNTRY—Jewel Box: Revue, 
Ned “Harvey ° Ore, Martinez ‘Ore. 
UPSTAIRS: & _DOWNSTAIRS—Ceil Cai 

‘bet, Gordon Connell. Gerry Matthews; Bill. 
Hennant, Mary -L. Wilson.’ Pat Ruhl. Carl, 

-Nerman, Three Young Men, Sy lia: Capes’: 
and. : 

VIENNESE LANTERN--Monica. Boyar. 
‘Marguerite Baxter. John Modinos, Er nest _ 
&choen. Joe Troppi. 
VILLAGE. BARN—Jack | “Shilkret. Jack, 

Wallace, Johhny ‘King, 
Fletcher; - Susan. Budy Orc., Lou’ Harold 

Qe. 
; VILLAGE GATE—Miriam. Makeba., Her-; 

a.” 

<, 

bie Mann -6. Nina “Simone.- 
‘VILLAGE NANGUARD—Jack. ‘Teagar-. 

‘éen. Junior Mance. |: 
‘WALDORF- ASTORIA — Tany ‘Martin, | 

Eral Coleman, Orc., Fheo.. Fanidi: Ore. 

‘CHICAGO 
BLUE: ANGEL. —"Pablo Candéla Rev uc. nt 

“. Pablo Candela, Rafael Hernan. Glamazons |. 
4 Lord | Christo, Ting Perez and “Al | 

‘bite -key Ore 
<LOISTER—Phil Tucker. Dobie tines | 

Niomi Barrett. Eddy: Subway. Ore: +. 
CONRAD HILTON—“Ballads & Blades” 

3c Marie Roddy, Willie. Kall, Norm Crider: 
_ Angehto, fred Napier; .Morano 
Knowles, Clair Perreau. Ore, Bill Christo- 
her, Frederick & Gina, Boulevar-Dears 
5: Boulevar-Dons (5).. 
DRAKE—Jimmy Rogers, Jimmy Blade | | 

i. oe . 
; EDGEWATER BEACH—The Show Top- 
Feis.16), Kenny Black Ore. -”.. 
GATE OF. HORN — Shoshana: ‘Damani 

DManev- Bros. 
LONDON HOUSE — Frank Coleman. | 

Audrey Morris, Eddie Higgins Trio. _. 
MISTER KELLY’S — Bill Dana_ ‘with 

Ten Sorkin). Patty Clark. Marty Ruben- 
stein Trio... Marx “& Fr 
‘PALMER. ‘HOUSE—Pearl ‘Batley’ Revue. 

Ben Arden: Ore. 
PLAYBOY: clus. =_ Gateway, Bngers, 

Belle Carroll. ‘Tex j 

| ton Bros. 

a0 

RENO-TAHOE. 
*. HAROLDS. CLUB. - “Can: Can” Rev wo 
Guardsmen, : -Bobbv | Winters. - 
HARRAH‘S (Reno). ‘Regis & ‘Charlita. 

“Abbie Neal, John: Buzon . Trio. 
’ Denny. Tunetiiners. 

HARRAH’S. (Tahoe) -— Louis Prima & 
‘Keely ‘Smith. Sam Butera & Witnesses, 
-Dick) Humphreys. Dorben Singers -& 
Dancers. Léighton Noble Ore. - Lounge: | 
‘Jerry Colonna. Tunetumers. Johnny. Uku: 
lele -Revue,; Charley Chaney, Gimmiks, 

| Mellodettes. Bill “Cameron. 
4 HOLIDAY —. Frank ‘Yankovic. Charles 
-Gould. Mats “Bros:, Shepherd Ssters’ . - 

‘MAPES—Esquires, Joe King, Nokabouts. 
Joe - Karnes, Karen Dolin: 

+ “RIVERSIDE -—~ Mel Torme, © 
{ Reynolds, ‘Polly Possum. -:- 

WAGON. WHEEL (Tahoe)—.lae: Maize & 
Cordemen, Norman: Brown Sextet, anew: 

-Bohby ‘Page. |: ; 

“SAN. FRANCISCO” 
-BLACKHAWK-—Stan : Getz -Four. 
BLACKSHEEP—Earl Hines Orc. 

phy Orc. 
; FAIRMONT HOTEL—Gep. Gobel; Er nie 
Heckscher Ore. - 

Grandison: 
JAZZ: WORKSHOP—Sohn Coltrane . A, 
‘NEVE—Axidentals. Johnny Adimono. 
“NEW - FACK’S—Kings IV, Vernon Al- 

Jey 3. Ernestne’ Anderson. 
ON THE LEVEE—Péeggy. “DeCastro. 

‘Paulson... Freddie Paris. 
365. CLUB—Phyliis. Inez,: Barry . Ashton 

Dancers, Roy. Palmer Ore., Phyllis Inez. 

SAN. JUAN,. P. R. 
CARIBE HILTON— Los Chavales de. Es- 

Ford. & 

_ EARTHQUAKE. McGOON’S—Turk -Mur-- 

GAY 90'S—Ray K. -Goman. Bee. & Ray. 
-Goman. Joan Brant, Maiah. Gates: Dners... 
.HUNGRY i—Mort Sahl, . Anita Shear. 

_ PURPLE. ONION — Jorie Remus, Pat. 

“pana, ines’ de Suan. & Jose Lopez, Miguel- 

GAC s ‘rivals, MICA and William 

Morris, long have had such connec- 
‘tions -or-their own oulposts abroad 
“In key cities... 6 
although the Lew & Lestie- 

GAC never has had. 
srade 

agency. Cf London, reps the variety 
GAC. hancies for European 

bouk.nges. 

Whale : abroad, ‘Krasny also: Will 
seck deals With European literary 
agencies . wherebe GAC will rep 
‘authors whose works the perceii- 
Acries there #re pitching for. Hoily- 
Rood preduetion deals. 

ina amt" i 
a Robert Clury, Liliave Moerteveceh,-- Jack 

Catnearl one. -Counge: Fis  Wallnans. 
' Revue. Rirs Marto (Anat ne ¢ a rolf. . 
Aarts He-om, 

Mills — 

Chere a 

T.obato 7 

Shypere tres, f - 
Lori Phil-- 

Twn Tunes. | 

anaes 

Lounge:.. 

Jean {- 

———— 

‘Unit Review: 

The Merry Maes | 
: - Albuquerque,. ‘May 91. 

The. Merry Macs '41, Pav 
Arucuch Trio” 43n, 
Hone Shows Albuquerane > C'ric | 
‘Aaditorvira, Nay 2:7, S0c admis- 
Sco. 

The 
eralis, 

Merry Macs, show biz vet- 
tin. Sing: up. a swinging 

‘storm. But vbat’s the use when 
tthev'ré lrving to ‘compete with 
‘more. than 100 commercial, exhi- 
bits? < . 
‘The © Mies: “frst. entertainment ; 

booked to ‘headline the exposition. 
in its three: Veur history here, Cid } 
a sharp bit of” up- tempo vocalizilig 
‘for about 45: minutes nightly at 
the six-day show -here, but it goes 
practical ¥ unnoticed; due to a tot 
of Nore -on the. floor «nd because 
the stage is located much. too far! 

| fromthe audience, 
Naries James.” 

Caney: 

st 

NeXt 10 the Mills. Brothers, the 
-Maes: are ‘probably the oldest yoral 
group in: the” biz. But even after 
‘three. Geeades, -the arrangements. 
the. book and the sounds are, Strict: | 
ly. 1961. 

The acoustics. in the Coliseum. | 
emploved primarily for rodeos, | 
horseshews: and circuses. is not the . 
best. Placing: the group on a stage 
‘elevated 20.-feet.-from the floor. 
doesn't help’, matters either. 

The Maes ‘are. an intimate group. 
suited. for cozy supper rooms and! group of nine men and a single} 
clubs. rather than the tarnlike -at- 
anosphere of the. hall the. show was 

|] staged in. ‘The group is warm “and ; 

i 
| 

‘older hits, 
‘| nicely. ~ 

“y. Only ‘Ted: ‘McMichael remains of |’ 
the ‘original group. cand he's 

“You.” 

} Rol Dapron: 

} pleasant. but needs to.establish a 
rapport with the audience in. order 
to get atiention. It's “virtually. im- 

“Martin t possible to do it ‘under | these. cir- 
cumstanees. .. 

“Maes: three puiys and a gal. have 
a pleasant blending ‘and sock-across 
the songs. It's: strictly ‘up-tempo. 
and it!s refreshing. to a tawn that 

| hears too: inuch eowboy : and west. 
ern musie. Book ranges from the 
Macs” hits. “Hut -Sut’ Song.” “Up. 
Lazy. River”). to ballads and swing : 
stuff. Group relies’ heavily on the 

-and. they sell them 

still 
a bright-livewire who can sock the 
songs: Merle Johnson. distaff mem- 
ber of group and a looker, comes’ 
across fine in her single :solo. of 
the: night, 

Two other male - members" of j 
foursome are Joe Diamond: and > 

‘who work in nicely. 
Diamond takes -a sharp. open horn 
trumpet: break in ‘One I Lave Be- 
longs to Somebody Else” ‘to-.grab 
sonie attention. 

Paul Muench Trio. (piano, bass. 
| drum) provides pleasant and hefty 
assist to the: foursome with back-' 
grounds, Chuck. 

Ae emit eens o 

At New. Me ric O° 

“If IF .Could’.Be. With |. 
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House Reviews 
Music Hall, NY. 

“Puerto Rico Holiday,” starring 
Graciela Rivera, with Julito Rud- 
riguez Trio, El *Morro Sextet and 
vocal ensemble, Jonas Maura, the } 
Wazzans (10), Dina Gelpi Miss 
‘San Juan :; , Willie Rodriquez, Alusic 
Hall Symphony Orch,, Raienond : 
Paige directing; produced by Tica 
Leanidoff, sets by James S. Mor- 
com: liviting’ effects,  Daeccne 
Braun; special biries, Athert: Sir: 
mans Corps de Ballet, Reckettes: 
“Parrish” «(RIB-+, reviewed in Va- 
riely, Marcie 22, ‘61. 

With “Parrish” -WB- not exect- 
lv overloaded with stars, the Me- 

! sie Hail management has built a 
pretentious, swift-moving 

‘show featuring a group of cat- 
sanding Puerto Rico entertain. YES 

, fageed “Puerto Rico Holiday,” it 
lis a glorified vacationers’ view of 
this semi-tropical island. -It even 
winds up with a typical fiesta in- 
eluding fireworks 
‘done; as conceived by the stace- 
‘crew at the Hall. This cliniax is a 
real rouser. 

Producer Leon 

om 

a an 

Leonidulf has 

other worthwhile acts and natnes 
for a sock overall effect. Show 

-at natal fer out-of-town visitors 
‘Wno already are ‘starting to flock 
to N.Y. though spring Jas sarily 
stalted. 

. Starling with “Puerto Rican 
‘Rhapsody.” done by tne huse 
s:mph orchestra here, show moves 

_deitly into a prolog stunt and -Gn- 
by Marlys 

, written, by 
{ Robert . Allen. 

Aibert) Stillraan 
Its. quaintly 

“Have Love, Will Travel.” ‘Phe 
| opening overture permits W1.i¢ 
: Rudriguez to establish he’s an cx- 
, pert with” the driums. “The Ruin 
she Comes” soniz is a sort of “Wel- 

pcame to Puerio Rico” bit. with the 
| slick Julito Rodriguez Triv doing 
; the instrumentals, 

Even the Rockettes carry otit 
1th e Puerto Rican theme. with 
garb and dance number strictiy 

‘from the tropics even down to the 
I Ipart- minute wriggle. The Corps 

ahi 

‘de Ballet is employ ed in the “En- 
cianted Island” sequence with 
nice effect. This introes Jonas. 

’ Maura in a remarkable. barelout 
dance solo.: He proved a grezt 
favorite here. The Rodriguez Trio 

lis back again for more. 
! mental numbers and to lead into 
| the intro of the El Morro Sextet, 
joins sers and dancers. 

Highlight is: Graciela Rivera, of 
ithe Met. Doing first a typical op- 
feratic aria, she finishes with “Es- 
trellita’ to tremendous aud 
spotise. “San Juan's 459th Birth- 
‘day serves to bring en Miss. San 
Juan.’ Senorita Dina Gelpi. witn 
assorted flower girls appearing on 
the runw ay to. toss pifts to the au- 
‘dic nce, 

| Feats of The Wazzans as acro-} 
bats. tumblers and pyramid tram- 
ers by now are familiar to most 

!audiences. A “sight” act, this} 

ee ae ee eee: mee 

femme‘mopped up with the Music 
| Hall crowd: As noted. the climax 
jis a typical Puerto Rican fiesta 
with all its color, excitement and ; 
noise. Eugene Braun rates a par- 

! ticular bow for his excellent light- i 
ting of this Scene. Wear. 

Palladium, London 
London. May 3. 

Leslie M. Macdonnell. & Bernard 
Delfout vaude presentation, With 
Frankie Vaughan, Basil Tait, Ar- 
thur Worsley, The Skylous, Rob-! 
erts Bros. Chimps, presented by 
‘Sylvano; Tony Fayne. Page & Bray, - 
Gladys Morgan & Co. ‘'4', Joe 

j Church, 

(2), 
74, the George Carden Dancers! 
(12', Palladium Orchestra 
conducted by Eric Faun: Vaughan's 
act ‘staged by Ernest Maxin. 

Nard Delfont have played safe in ; 
providing a two, weeks’ vaude fil- 
Jer -between the closing of the pan- 
tomime and the reopening of the 
house May. 19 with Harry Secombe 
‘in a summer revue. They've re- 
lied on Frankie Vaughan, a brisk 

+ bet anywhere and a notable favor- 
ite at the Palladium. 
.- The exuberant Vaughan, who 
has used his U.S. experience wise- 
ly in a familiar act staged by Ern- 

Sttirter-¢ 

‘electricills - 

made a wise selection of tale. 
Lr on PR, which has been nice’s 
intecrated’ and dovetaiiea  inio- 

is” 

Passe & Bray, 

Water: and Alan Co.e.: 

CAO - 

instru- 

re-" 

1, Gil Dora, The Bell-Tones , 
(47,-Maxvine Coates, The -Allisons - 

Kenny Ball & His Jazzme:i' 
: quits himself well at the 88 on the 

130) } 

qguett. 

Leslie A. Macdonnell and Ber-‘ standard 

_| 
est Maxin and musically helmed 
by Basil Tait, turns in a 40-minute 
stint, It has the customers wheop- 
ing it. up in their usual fricndly 

:and frenzied fashion. His warm 
personality sweeps into the audi- 
ence, with whom he participates ik 
showmanlike manner. 

But"he also is playing relatively 
‘safe by sticking ta wk. ditties 
from his repertoire, scesring 
ticulariv with oldies such as “Give 
“Me the Moonlight? and “Green 
Door.’ Vaughan is one of the few 
British performers capable of per- 

‘scuading the audience to pound its 
initts af the end of waat is ne mare 
than an adequ ite bill. UneEX- 
pectcaly spotty in parts. 

Particular disappobittsent 4s 
caused by omiiner oppesr tunities 
handed to four miumicel acts vhe 
logk to have pren.ise but are given 

ard 

only a few minutes each to ous ke 
mpact at the end of the first ceg- 
Wet. Kenny Ball and His Jasz- 
wen ¢£ive- out admmpabiy wah 
“Samintha.” and the Beil-Tenes, a 
Saartet wo sing ard plav reat 
Lorn. are siydeh perforine:s. 

The inesrcuenced Avbsons sng 
‘thecr hit munber, “Are You Sere. ” 
fatr*v  teaidty, Masine Certe 

Jinaking her debut in bist time. hae 7 a 
ple -sant soprano Voice but cne that 
legis too much en the nake. 
Comedian Joe Church ¢eain pate 

Jters gmiably. Gil Doval the aiffic 
dent U.S. clown: American dancers 

the Haine Ska lens 
‘and vent Arthur Warse'y cl save 
edequate but conventional say port 
to the topper. Gladys Morgan the 
Welsh camedienne, and her tisce 
“cores barely overcome the icost- 
ance of the audience to the eom- 
rans’s tired comedy. 

Tony Favne. cat feast in show 
eaucht is in need of a newssh tech- 
mqaue, though he creces come 
petenily, and the Rabeits Bres,’ 
Chisays ave their auusing mo- 
ments, 

The Palladium orchestra, ‘which 
operates in two shifts conducted 
by Eri¢ Tann, and the Georpes 
-Carden Dancers are their Usted 
sick selves. Oniv Viughan’s are 
dent fans can tail to find this proe 
“rom anything but disappei..ig, 

Raia 

Apollo. N.Y. 
Ray Harviltas, Jaechie  «desis} 

Mate, Darsita Jo, Clare “EC TF rags 
vatoae Frexry, The Chifees +5 1 

Biuiy Barues, Irwia Watsau, Reuw- 
bere Phillips Orch; “Alan Inside” 
(Cul, 

ane 

at this Haslem 
Vaudery offers ao musica! hybrid, 

,aid that should stack fine with 
ail but perhaps dichard rock ‘n!' 
rollers. The clearest distinction in 
taiomn is supplied by topliner Rey 

-Hamilton, a potent disk and con- 
“cert sound at the moment. And 
while she operates within a Big 
Beat frame there's enough cf the 
more conventional pop treatment 

lin Damita Jo’s turn to make her 
$a bit of a mood-changer tuo. 

Hamilton’s stylistic and whipped- 
creamish serves weren't altogether 

‘compatible with the payees, but 
he hurdles resistance handily once 
he swings into flamboyant reprises 
of his hotter identifiers. Miss Jo, 

: With her own rhvthm trio augment- 
iting Reuben Phillips’ solid house- 
band, belts out four or five oldies 
| with savvy projection in this situa- 
tion. She starts off pop. then 
segues into the r&ér heat to wind 
on strong upbeat for fine apprecia- 
tion. 

; Sandwiched between fis Harlem 

Current stanza 

me 

j hominy comedienne Jackie ‘ Moms) 
: Mabley, encoring a month or so 
after her last stand in this house. 
Her patter at show caught was 
more spottily humorous than be- 
fore, but still plenty chucklesome 
via her topical commentaries, 
banter and song parodies. 

Clarence (Frogmant Henry ac- 

hasis of his identified frog-to-fal- 
:Selto piping ‘and hence the sobri- 

Rounding out bill musical- 
Iv are The Chimes ‘five lads:, a 

rér entry, who wisely 
pitch their hit “Once in a While” 
disk arrangement, and Billy Bar- 
nes. a UA disker who does ckay 
with a couple of rock ‘em titles. 

Irwin Watson emcees with mini- 
mal wordage and also takes a 
monolog shot that’s fairly funny 
and marked by unusual vocal man- 
nerisms that sometimes make it 
difficult .to dig his yvak. keuben 
Phillips’ crew, as aforesaid, fs 
potent support all around. Pit. 

par’ 
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Waldorf-Astoria, N.Y. 
Tony Mari, with Al Sendry and 

others; Emil Coleman and Theo 
Fanidi orchs; $3 and $4 cover. 

| 

REVIEWS 

his arrest a couple of weeks. ago 
for using four-letter words in a 
small Orange County club. Cur- 
rent pig is actually his major Coast 
debut and shows him to be bright, 

This is a first-time béoking for! Clevcr and essentially clean. 
baHadeer Tons Martin in the Wal- 

-" dorf's Empire Rvom but it’s a einch 
nat ty be his lasi, providing of 
course if Frank Wangeman, Joe 
Binns. Chae Harris & Co. had 
the foresigit to do the usual ep- 
tion reutine. Doing a standup, 
solid het uf pop songs, many af 
them RCA Victor disk bestvelfers 
(only recentiy he switched lo 
Bot', tie 
seiis his cnen-ons d'amour fhike 
French postcares. Strongly re- 
minding of Harry Richman in mien 
and manner, he is the current- 
generation’s epitome of the Ameri- 
can troubadour. Furnaway turn- 
ut at the Friday preem attesird ! 

to his boxoffice pull, particularly 
with 
Vezas type of moneyed customers. 
Maitre @hotel Louis Siceardi was 
almost distressed by the extraoi- 
dinary traffic. ; . 

Martin is a canny editor of his 
own repertoire. He knows how ta 
pick the pop repertoire, has the 
intelligence to mix up the ballads 
With the more sprizhtiy items, and 
further enhances his potential by 
giving even these an original treat- 
ment with clever parody or paria-- 
phrased lyrics. It may appear like 
a futile attempt to gild the Hily 
by switching Gus Kahn (Makin’ 
Whoopee’) ar Cole Porter (“Lets 
Do It": wordage, but whoever 
writes Martin's “ad libs” rates a 
bow. His ultramoaern arrange- 
ments are parred by 1961 small-- 
talk and variation of the original 
lyric themes. 

This is typical of the personable 
headiliner’s general professional- 
ism. Suppesediv marking a quarter- 
century milestone, he fs the young- 
est old pro in the business. 

In the heyday of Cart Brisson 
somebody probably this reviewer) 
coined “the older girls’ Sinatra.” 

romaniie song stylist: 

a strong Miami Beach-Las- 

{ After a nervous start, Hopkins 
warmed the room with spontarie- 
ous patter ranging from current 
political satire (featuring vocal 
takeoffs on Castro, Khrushchev 
and Kasavubu meeting Faubus) to 
comedy impressions. Dialect stuff 

‘is fine and be uses several cute 
‘physical gimmicks, among them a 
garter bit that’s a knockout... 

Harrv. Hellings quartet backs 
‘both acts and plays between, with 
pianist Tony Castelano supple- 
.menting for Hazlett. Dale. 

Park Plaza, Teronto 
Toronto, May 3. 

Paul Grosney Quartet; no cover. 

Not reading the fine print at the 
. bottom of his signed contract, Paul 
_Grosney and his quartet were for- 
| bidden by the posh-room manage- 
{ment on opening night to talk. or 
j sing. They were to stick to musi- 
'cal entertainment because of that 
16°%, amusement tax which the 

:Plaza Room doesn’t have to. pay, 
- thus permitting its no cover policy. 

“ minntes, with 20 minutes off, and 
finishing at midnight because of 
Qntarie Liquor License Board 
regulations, Grosney had intended 

:to break in a routine of gags and 
tolk takeoffs until warned to lay 
off. 

, With Grosney on muted trumpet, 
: group has Herb Helbig, piano; 
Carme Bray. bass, and Mickey 

: Shannon on drums. Foursome has 
won a big following with its im- 
pressions on its weekly tv pro 
grams over the cross-country Ca- 
nadian* Broadcasting Corp. and 
CFTO-TV, Toronto; plus the “Paul 

| C -o--evy Show” over CFRB, Toron- 
. to, with Allan Blye and Babs Babi- 
‘ neau sharing the vocals. 

Such Park Plaza restrictions 

‘ 
, 

| 

Riverside, Reno. 
ae Reno, May 6. 
Jackie Barnett’s Playgirts, with 

Sheree North, Sue Carson, Sabrina, 
Shirley Harmen, Edmond Sisters. 
(2), Caballeros (3), Lou, LeVitt 
Orch..{12); written, produced and 
| directed by Jackie Barnett; staging 
‘and chorcography, Jonathon Lucas; 
!arrangements and original dance 
I music, Denn Eliiott; associate pro- | 
{ ; 
; ducer, Jerry Franks; no cover, no 
: pliniinunt. 

| In previous offerings Jackie Bar- 
juctt has proved his multiple tal- 
,ents as writer, producer and direc- 
.tor, but current edition of Play- 
girls will undoubtedly evolve as his 
best effort. Appeal is varied, talont 
is pleneiful, and it’s a slick pack- 
age that augurs for potent response | 
in this Bill Miller hospice. 

Albeit full production ‘includes 
only. nine performers, the hour 
show is stage-filled. There’s not a 
wasted minute, staging and chore- 
ography is exciting, and the mate- 

licking tempo in the preceding two-: 

| 
Yial is smart and brilliant.. And! 
with such diversity as the impres- | 
‘sive. dances by Sheree North, the 

j comedy antics of talented Sue Car- 
son, the visual (and vocal) appeal 
of Sabrina, and the authoritative 
song styling of Shirley Harmer— 

On four times a night for 30! it's a “can't miss” show. 
{- Four lead namés are ably backed 
| by the vocal and dance routines 
of the’ Caballeros (Bill’ Damion. 
Frark Reynolds and Jim Stevens) 
and the Edmond Sisters (Gay and 
Lynn). Lou Levitt’s Riverside orch 
capably: handles. the all-new _ar- 
rangements in first-rate“ manner. 

Barnett has built the show tnat- |! 
urally). around the four femmes. 
but includes nine different original 
routines to showcase the abund; 
ance of talent..Eaeh of the girls 
displays ability in the - . 
vocal and dance departments, but 

| 
| 

production allows for accent on the | 
respective specialty. Intros are 
|handled In neat fashion by the 
Playmates: the Edmond Sisters and 
the male dance-vocal trio. 

ry 

book that should run: indefinitely. 
It’s idealiy suited. for the better 
saloons as class presentation. First- 

with another solid hit that should 
keep maitre d’ Norman. Mistretta 
busy at the rope for the full four 
weeks show is billed: Change: due 
June 4. ‘Long. 

Beverly Hillis, Ciney~ 
Cincinnati, .May <5. 

The Vagabonds (41 with Babe 
Pier, ut 
Dancers (12) with Bill Raymond 
‘and Freddie Letuli Samoans (5), 
Gardner  Benedict..Orch (10), 

$3-$4 mininium, .§1-$1.50.. cover. 

‘The Vagabonds, in 

Jimmy Durante and Ritz Bros rcl- 

framers. Backirig them in a: tep- 
notch 70-minute cabaret package; Comes more.of.a gimimick and he 

beaut {doesn’t need it. sles 
the spectacular Letuli!-ter song as delivered with echo’ 

g after a solid intro |appeared fave. with audience. 

are newcomer Dolores Gay, 
stepper; 
troupe, encorin 
here last seasén, and the Moro- 
Landis Dancers in a gay “Polyne- 
‘Sian Festival” number wita singer 
‘Bill Raymond, Biz centinues above. 

par. Sos 
Sparked by Eddie Peddie, bas 

fired by boundless agility. ‘Singing 
guitarists Dom .Germano: and. ‘Al 

Atillio Risso build up -the -horse- 
play yockine, Babe Pier, fixture 
Specialist with the foursome, fills’ 
10 minutes of the 40-minute run- 
ning time with. impressions. of |: 
screen and singing stars. Wow 
“Lazy River” finish rewards with 
usual begoff. ; 

Miss Gay scores in a pleasing. 17- 
‘minute terps turn. A tall blonde, }- 
she sheds to scanties by discarding 

|. One of the top tech 

Delores Gay, Moro-Landis: 

Jimmy Wilber Trio, Larry Vin¢ent; . _ ne 
|echophonic sound process effec- 

third annual date, exiend the | U une. chy as 
' Otherwise, asin “Maria,” which, 

handsomely ..in’ 
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The Cloister | 
Hollywood, April. 23. 

cover. — 

‘indication, Vie. Damone should 
do. top business in this 10-day 
stint. . Singer’ comes .on’: with 
strength and polish, easily mixing. 
romantic ballads with a solid burich 
‘of top rhythm entries. 

ing today, Damone emphasizes his 
rich: tonal quality in fantastically - 

__, “September: 
Song” is fine in ballad delivery, 
sustained. -areas.. 

while “Rain or Shine”. hits a: wil 
rhythmic pace. Latter uses new 

tively in more frenetié mid-section 
for .their; of song where it aids in. buliding. 

p sound. 

.Damone does 
'straight delivery, echo process: be- 

An asset. for Daimone’ through- 
| out “is his musical backing: Joe 

si Galian’s ‘orchestra. aa 
) the Vagabonds hold -to’ Comic.. Jackie Gayle {fs strong 

their standard zany pattern,. sufe-: 
> 

,Torre and deadpan accordionist. 

skirt strips after the opening. fast. 
mambo routine. . Stepping, all in 
high heels, — 
rhythm. tap and flamenco numbers. 

includes handclap,. 

! support, warming up audience with 
i fresh ‘patter... Current - political, . 
religious and racial.topics are chief . 

Parnello, conductor-pianist: Bobby. 

kin, drums, working- with: “Gert 

target, with Kennedy and Catholic- 
‘ism and the Carole Tregoff-Finch. 

A vet performer, .: . trial hard hit. - ( 
Gayle néeds hip audience. and had 
it opening night. : ” _ baie. 

Le Cabaret, Toronto. 
Toronto, “May ° 2. 

Trio; $1.75 cover. | 

icilans mike’ 

| Vie Damone, Jackte Gayle; $2,50... 
night aud reaction in this room in-. . _ 
diecates Jackie Barnett.has come up{ .... .. — 

. If his packed opening is’ any. 

2°. 

Nevertheless, lat- 

Bryant, trumpet, and Sidney Bul--- 

Cathy Johrison, “Jack Lander’ 

With. her husband, Bob Mont, . : 
as accompanist, Cathy Johnson is » 
back for a return. engagement at : 
the plush Le Cabaret and jamming 
the customers: in when’ censht™ 

but in Martin’s instance he covers: hamper the Grosney offerings dis- 
the s.a. terrifory with a canny. 
choice of popular standards; cur- 
rent excerpts from musicomedies 
(“Do Re Mi":: and 
filmusieal candidates. 

side of Chevalier. He further 
fortifies fhe general appeal with a 
battery of strings; a zingy drum-. 
mer ‘in counterpoint to Martin's ; 
clarineting: as with Fred Allen or ; 
Will Rozers many forget that one 
was originally a juggler and the 
other a lariat-throwing cowboy, 

surefire ; 
He’s the. 

best ad for a straw skimmer this: 

| astrously, but quartet moves inta 
| the Oak Room of the King Edward 
1 Sheraton Hotel here on May 29 
and will remain there for the 
summier—with singers and impres- 
sions. Grosney, incidentally, was 
heuse Jeader at the Barclay Hotel 

: here prior to leaving to work up 
new ty act last February. 

With arrangements by Grosney 
and Pat Riccio. quartet does such 
numbers as “Street Where You 
Live,” “Only Have Eyes for You.” 
“Somewhere Over the Rainbow.” 

-|sweaters, long. and stringy beat- 

_ Opener is “Playgirls,”. sung and; Letuli and his: three Samoan ; 0Pemne night. A onetime: vocal: 
danced by..the four leads, and sets , Warriors arrest attention with ex- 
the pace for the full hour’ presenta- , citing fire. and battle knife juggl- 
tion. Miss’ Harmer scores initially; ing and a body slapping dance. 
with “A Lotta Livin’,” with Miss'For filler there's a femme hula 
North and Sabrina following with | hipster... _ .. 
a beatnik impresh:' wrapped up in, Anita Brvant an ‘ievre Bri an oe 
“Mothers of Tomorrew.” Latter is are due eit Wiere Bros. i Style. - She also -has..a novelty 

| done with duo in loose high-necked : — __ oo i 1 
‘eeenauee 4. breaking into spontaneous applause 

The “Soriswecd. “Siar {at her lyrical speed.. | 
Frank Sorello, Valerie Reid, Jan; lad in gold brocade sheath wit 

Natarno, Richard © Emmons; ag, | Sunburst pleating. the diminutive 
miniaum, no corer. londe. operiéd with a. bouncy 

| ingle'’s ‘bands before branching out 
Las a single (and subsequently mak- 
“ing Columbia records. with The 

coiffs, and at exit time with blank- 
eted ‘babes ‘also of the beat variety | 
with hair style to match) in arms. 
Standout-of the offermg is Miss 

Carson, who on’ past dates in the{ 

‘ist with the Russ. Carlisle and Red_ 

+ Four -Lads',- Miss .Johnson alter-. 
‘‘nately belts and sings jn ballad. 

and so Martin’s very AFM licorice-: “Satin Doll” and finals with “Hot 
stick is a pleasant reminder:; and , Lips.” Grosney features the muted 
alt of it is tied together by Alj trumpet, with the quartet favoring 

Reno-Tahoe area has showed her- 
self as one of the smariest nitery The Corner (formerly operated -Home.” complete with key changes, 

‘as The Three Palms: is an inti-'She follows with: loud but disel<.... 

“When. My. Dreamboat ‘Comes 

Sendry. He's Martin's special 
pianist-conductor and obviously a 
savvy gent with things- orchestral 
and musical. 

Martin gave special bow to Emit 
Coleman with whom he goes back 
to the old Trocadero, Hollywooe. 
davs. Latter's main Local 82 
team fs sneHed by Theo Fanidi’s 
relief combo. Preem night, besides 
the Florida-Las Vegas set. drew 4 
VIP show hiz contingent including 
bossman Conrad N. Hilton: Cyd 
Charisse ‘Mrs. Martin’, et al. 

Martin’s four-weeker closes the 
formai Emnire Room seasctn and 
thence comes the summer pop. 
policy catering to the kids—Wooedy 
Hermar orch and others. Clvde 
Harris. of the Waldorf exes staff 
savs he's closing the Starlight 
Roof for the summer and will es- 
say catering to the college kids 
v.th dansapation in the aircondi- 
tioned Empire Room, The Star- 
liznt Roof was a 340.000 summer 
semester loser last year. Mastin 
will meve than make it up. Abet. 

—_— 

Slate Bros., L.A. 
Los Angeles, May 3. 

Dire Huriett, George Haolius, 
Hurry Hetlings Quartet; $1.50 
Cc Phy 

Singers Duke Hazlett and comic 
George Hopkins offer amiable en- 
tertainment ingoa tvein which is 
Beserally succes »tul in this boite. 
Both should satisiv in two-week 
bookings. 

It was an unfortunately aff-night 'Ste can be “Nobody Knows the 'derstudies for the Playgirls, come: 
for Hazielt in show caught, though: Trouble I've Seen” angelic, “My ,across strongly. as -potential top- 
the Sinauia-like stylist did well in:vfan” earthy, “I Want to Shimmy ; league material. Their forte to date | 

- three cartier stints. Piqued by , Like My Sister Kate’ raucous andjhas been song-selling. but current. beginning Monday (1). . Hart. “Lullabye. of -Birdland’ shows 
Siery Opening—and some noisr:*youy Gotta See Mama FEveryjstint is also developing choreog O'NEILL'S A Cc E an | frenetic, instrumental pacing and 
drinkers—he moved into stronger: Night” downright guttural. You! abilities. — oo N “> A.C. ENCORE she. scores solidly with a claviata 

i swing style and the leader generous 
t> stepout solos. ; 

_ Variations had no difficulty in 
; getting over with the predominant- 
_ly undergraduate crowd, 
“caught. But Grosney quartet is 
obviously impeded by the Park 
Plaza ban on no singing or talkfests 
which are its tv and radio trade- 
mark. - McStay. 

The Summit, L.A. 
; Hollywood, May. 3. 

Ruth Olau, Bob Wells Orch; two- 
drini: minin:um, no cover. 

Ruth Olay .made her way to The 
Summit Tuesdy night (2) and 

“planted her musical colors. Lark 
-is a one-woman vocal extravaganza 
with that “certain something” in-. 
fectious quality that labels her 

_ in.” She has as varied a song 
repertoire as she has approach. 
Every number is an entity. She is 
a prolifie stylist. with heart, pres- 
.enre and notehow, a 
_Songstress’ weight Is dawn some. 

since last she trod the Ciro scene; 
and her act is very much up. Miss 
ituile an in person singer and to 

ully 

. Her appearanees on the Jack Paar 
tShow alone numbered 10 and she 
!was great. But catehing the real 
thing is as different as color over 

. black and white reception, or great 
to greatest. . 

Performer's singing ranges above 
,two and a half octaves and -never 
;wavers in’ tonal quality or pitch. 

when 
|the gals, and she does it to per- 

comediennes in the. business. Bar- 
nett, -in “The Seven Lively Arts.” “ment 

as. penned a perfect vehicle for,” . 
Miss Carson to sell her wares, In|2!@ “Bob Colbert _ aver. 
“Arts” ‘she recounts the seven ave come up. with a fresh talent 

basic approaches men use to win; format that will showcase unex- 
‘posed performers.. v 

_ Producer-writer Stuart’ Nathan-: secon so. erew 
son has lined up a raft. of new- ‘hand with her French rendition of 

| 
“April Showers’. 
Your Baby.” | 

and “Rock-a-By@ 

Switching. ‘to pallad. style in-her 
fection, ‘making full use of voice 
inflection and facial mobility. 

ond set,.she also drew ‘a big. 

Sabrina makes: much of her fab- comers who will bow in at the room “Since My Love. Has -~ Gone,” . 

‘yodel. finale that had patrons. 

de sheath with 

mate hideaway, as is the entertain-|Plined “It's the Wrong Time” and.” 
Managers Morrie Singer segues into a rousing Jolson med-.. 

(“Maverick”) | ley. which © includes’. “Swanee,” - 

ulous measurements essaying “Life every two weeks.. It should be a‘ among other tunes. All arrange-. 
Give Me Happiness,” with the. must for talent enthusiasts and! 

-}more than compensated hy the 

blonde Edmond Sisters (who also’ scouts. Nathanson will conduct 
command lots of eye appeal) giving weekly auditions to keep .a. fresh 
an assist with the wardrobe, What. flow of club acts. . 

‘Present headliners are.Frenk Sor- . - 

also playing for. the dance sessions. 
o . ms an 2 7 MeStay. 

jand the comedic, skit gives Miss 

appreciate her wares she. 
-must be sampled at the ringside. ' 

avoirdupois distribution and the 
‘enthusiasm. _ . . 
| Heavy tabler response fs: solicit- 
:ed by Miss Harmer and Miss Car- 
‘son in a “Miss America” routire— 
; with the former as the contest win- 
ner and the comedienne as the run- 

iner-up. Balanced by’ the serious 

ello, a big personality with. a rich: 
baritone that reaches every cranny: 

_of The Corner, .sans mike.. Sor-. 
jello bats high with. “Around the 
j World” and “Bluebird of. Happi-| _ ; 
‘Ness” and does a great vaude hat-| Pia Beck; top recording favorite 
,and-cane routine devised by Na-- direct from. Holland, adds to in- 
: thanson. to be incorporated in a’ ternationaf flavor of Frank Sennes’ 

| Harmer pood chanpe to display her .-©* Uf S#oWMan Is ts prepping. . _ boite with.a flock of tunes ‘sung 

| Voeal prowess ‘and “convincingly! . Valerie Reid softs “and lows in 11 languages. Performer, catled 
on ‘such: as “Indian Love Call” and ballads she cleverly: links together ““The, Flying Duchess” after her 

sives Miss Carson second oppor-| With a running storyline. “Jan own: club in Holland.-The Flying 
‘tunity to score with a series of bird; Natarno departs from his. “Goo-. Dutchman, comes. on- like gang- 
call impressions. ; Goo” clown act to emcee and niake ; busters. . Singer-pianist. | has the 

Miss North. is most’ effectively , With the sleight-of-hand. -, phrasing and .showmanship 
upstaged in an‘exciting (and some-| Place was full of show biz eus-; Frances Faye ~ plus. . the musical. 
time torrid). bit. of choreography | tomers, such as Kathy Nolan, An-; touch of Erroll Garner and blends. 

'and song: called “Hey, Caballeros.”|thony George and Susan Oliver. ; them in. a. strong, assured showbiz 
‘executed with the. well-rehearsed | Folksinger Dean Holly, corralled : St¥lé- 
Caballeros. The’ femme dancer e uf : } _ femr at the bar, spun.a couple uf songs 
shows both’.imagination and per-; and had to beg off. . 
ception, and ably establishes the | Phil Hazet, Singer-guitarist, will 

ae cing - ib egular but didn’ ir at - 
In their single turn alone at thei opener oe toa’ bug ae ad 

(front, the.Edmond Sisters, as.un-|!—mmons capably: fingered piano 
backgrounds but Eddie Trdman 
will provide the regular key ‘work, 

Le Crazy Horse, L. A. 
' Hollywood, April.19.- 

Pia Berk; no cover, no minimum, 

: “Backed handsomely by drummer 
;Ronnie Zito, formerly with Bobby 
:Darin, and. bass Jimmy Aton, Miss. 

. ‘Beck: runs the ‘gamut of rhythm 
and :jazz .on 

1 Together Again’ with musical feel 
that: makes them appealing regard- 

tless. of the- language . involved. 

of. 

such standards. as. 
|“\Mack the Knife” and “We'll Be: 

nefe with reusnig “I Can't Give; name it. Miss Olay sells it! Singer's ! Next to ‘final scene has the four. Atlantic City, May 9.. 
Yeu Anything But Love” and a:accompaniment— with feeling is 
zinzv “At Lonz Last Love.” provided ‘by trio of Bud Motsinger, 

marguee names out front in “Tf Naf . : a ae 

You Don’t See What You Want”—|_ BOP O'Neill, who. started here as 
His Jump tunes are hest. Bul] piano; Lyle Ritz, bass, and Jerry with each. accenting ‘her particular 

“Nice & Easy Does It” sticks to i Williams, drums. talent re the clever scripting. Exit 
nice Sinaira mood colors and he| Headliner is contracted at the, is full company in “Let's Wrap. It 
hits peak with a lusty “I Get AjBob Gefaell Hollywood lounge for | Up.” Costuming for full show (furs 
Kick Out of You.” 10 days. Bob Wells and band ‘is on|by Mannis of .Hollywood, and for- 

Slates may be able to brag aithe stand between the acts and de-|mals by After Six Formals) is 
new “find” in young Hopkins, |livers a big, danceable sound.. smart and in good taste. 
bitled “Mr. Controversy” due to - Hart. 

|a singer-pianist in Ricky's Hialeah 

' Current edition of Playgirls is a| 

returns to the midtown spot: 

and has sitice played dates in New |: 
York and in various night clubs ‘in 
the eastern section of the country, 

May 
12 for the coming season. 

{miniature..electronic hand key- 
board with organ-accordion. tones) 
‘fingering of the Osear-winning 

- O'Neill bas been out of the Hia- , 
leah for several seasons, 

“Never on: Sunday.” » 
Miss Beck: makes .the 4ntimate 

upstairs room closest to- 2a Las. 
Vegas-type lounge act in town, 
complementing Gene: Reed's stag- 
ing:of the “Le Crazy*Herse” Fevue. 
in main room, reviewed. carer 

: e. - 

ments are. by Ray Ellis. and Matt- - 
Michaels. Fine background is lent. 
by her -accompanist-husband- and : 
the Jack Lander Trio, with: latter - 



Basin St. East, N.Y 
‘Sarah Vaughan with. 

field Orch (19), Al Hirt Sextet, 
cry Storch;. 8 cover, 

This east side “spot, * once & 
straight. jazz joint but now. roperat 
ing on a broad talent pokey » has 
come up with another sg layout 
-for a three-week stand. It’s a 
triple parlay of names with a sure- 

‘ fire ff that'll sustain . this / 
elub's. consistent b.o. track record. | 

‘The only flaw in the -current} 
show is the programming and that, 
undoubtedly was cued by contract- 
ual and billing. considerations. 
With two musical. and. one comedy 
act. in the lineup, opening. show. 
with the comic is: not only. unusual 
dut runs counter to pacing require- 
ments. However, Larry. Storch, 

“Wednesday, May. 10 1961 

after 9: 30 p.m., $1.50-$2.50. 

; 4 im nants her ereonall in the, 
and Doite sg pam aay i ould} 
watch ‘breath. puffs when 
using the mike—which she hardly. 

ney Rose at the keyboard fol- 
Jows his leader with feeling. Hold- 
over bongo-singer Wally Fernez 
and his electric guitar company 
provide: the Seige between-the- 
acts. Hart. 

Roosevelt velt Grill, N.Y. 
‘Jimmy. Palmer Orch (14), with 

Clare Nelsen; Al Conte Trio; cover 

Jimm immy Palmer band is back - at. 
the | pop. Roosevelt Grill. after hav- 
ing been. there early in’ March. 
John G. Hersman, veepee of the 
Hotel Roosevelt, returned the orch 

‘¢hough still a young comic, is a} after an. absence: ‘of ‘only three | veteran nitery trouper with a solid | weeks. :This time, Clare Nelson has 
turn: that ca afd does register in| been added as femme vocalist. and 
any slot. 

Storch’s forte ‘is dialectics and 
it’s a “happy addition. 

- Regular. patrons of the Grill are. 
he runs the international gamut i by this time familiar with Palmer's 
from. Russian and Chinese through | ‘style. —-. the sliding: saxophones, 

_ French: and Halian te American ‘muted’ brass, vigorous traps: and 
‘*:eowboys. Storeh’s script is good, 

put actually fallsshort.of his char- | Jeader. 
acterizations. The intonations and } 
the ‘gestures are uncannily accur- 
vate’and-rack up his biggest laughs. 
Tops this session is his French. 
chanteur bjt in a routine that also 
includes an Italian mobster teste 

“fying before-a Senate committee, 
an interview with an ancient Mexi- 
ean, a Belafonte. takeoff, etc. 

In a repeat engagement: at. this | 
spot, Al Hirt and his New Orleans ; 
combo once again deménstrates a} 
spectacular. virtuosity.on the trum- 
‘pet and some good oldfashioned 
showmanship. For Hirt, jazz isn’t 
-an-.art, it’s entertainment and he’|. 
Jets loose with a bag of circus 
‘tricks.on, his horn to an obligato 
of Dixieland and other tunes that. 
has the crowd stomping: with him. 
‘all the way. .. 

Hirt, backed. by a group. ‘of fine 
““gideman, socks ‘over numbers like. 
“Down By The Riverside,” “Tin. 
‘Roof Blues,” “I Love. Péris” : and 
one outright demonstration: of pure 
‘trumpet technique ‘in: a. ‘series o 
cadenzas - and. ‘variations. It's. 
‘begoff turn. 

Closing. the show i is. the: surefire- 
‘Sarah Vaughan. who wraps up the 

z crowd . ‘with her slick. exposition |: 
-of belting and. ballading. ‘mostly 
the latter. For this stand, . Miss 
Vaughan has ‘brought up what looks 
like a. symphony-sized oreh in this 
‘spot complete with.a large. string 
‘section; It's a de luxe touch which 
Maybe she doesn’t need, but any- 
way adds to the extravaganza: ‘touch | 
that’s’ always impressive. . tb 

ipeppery conducting by the band 
‘Palmer, himself, plays 

trumpet: but most of the time he's. 
busy. with the baton, ~- 

“Miss. N elson, 4: personable, tallish ! 
blonde, has polish, and can sing. 
Equally. at ‘home with pops or 
standards, she also effectively does 
a ‘duet. with Bill Dyer. The pair 
[scores with ‘‘Let’s Take A Walk 
Around. Block” and “Lady Is A 
iTramp.” ‘She’s perhaps best. with 
jer vocalizing ‘of “This ‘Can't Be. 
‘ Love.” 
| Al Conte’s Trio, first brought in 
here with Guy Lémbardo back in 
1955, again. verifies why they're 
regulars. in this room. With Conte. 
at the .piano,. this combo: riffles. 
through such numbers as “‘Fascina- 

Harrah's Tahoe 
Fahoe, May §. 

- Steve. Lawtenee & Eydie Gorme, 
Corbett Monica, Dorothy Dorben 
Singers & Dancers (14), Leighton. 
Noble .Orch'’ (19); Joe Guercio 
musical director; or; #4 ‘minimum. 

Albeit. Eydie Gor: Gorme has made 
the Tahoe: scene before, current! 
book marks the first time she and 

MAMIE VAN DOREN 
With Guy Chandler and Don Craw- 

ferd 
Comedy 
45 Min. 

' -[ spouse teams in the: business, what 

tion,” “Alice Blue Gown” and “Es- | 

spouse Steve Lawrence have made 
it as a duo—and the offering proves 
doubly attractive. They make for 
one of the most delightful new 

Chi Chi, Palm Springs 
Break-In of this class act of 

g, dancing, and two big pro- 
‘duetlos-numbere —ohe featuring 
masks of w.k. personalities and the 
second a fast-changing hat trick— 
looks headed for big time in the 
night club eireult. 

Miss Van Doren, stunning silver- 
thatched picture star, must have 
realized that for all her training in 

; music she can’t carry an act on her 
voice alone. So she got two male 
dancers, who can sing a bit as 
well, to team with her in a fast- 
paced act. ; 

Miss Van Doren opens in front of 
a panel and the two male dancers 
before panels on either side of her. 

with the interesting presentation, 
the impressive arrangements, and 
the varied catalog that showcases 
the talents of both. And the be- 
tween-title chitchat, studied but 
with ‘ad. lib suggestion, is highly 
effective. . 

Prior pratse agentry has. labeled 
‘the two top drawer, and .they jus- 
‘tify the billing in this Tahoe debut 
with 40-odd minytes of click song- 
ology and bits of comedy. Intro is 
“This Could Be the Start of Some- |} 
thing Big,” which accurately pre- 
dicts: calibre of full. turn. They: 
essay in tandem on such as “That | Dressed fz a gold lame, long- 
Love," .“Together” and “I Get!sleeved, mermaid’s “skin,” she 
a Kick Out of You.” Each takesimade a stunning figure when 
a turn :on solo with both proving |lighted. Her famous platinum 
they know their way. around alone blonde hair looks silver under this 
or together. lighting. 

| Lawrence makes with ‘a medley| Even: through a mike her voice 
of some of his wax hits, and Miss;is low and slender. However, by 
Gorme. goes it alone en such as the time she got through “Deed I 
“Too: Close for Comfort,” “Funny.| Do” and special lyries of ‘‘Ain’t 
Valentine.” and a sock arrange-| Necessarily So” she had found a 
Iment. of “Bill. Bailey. ” She shows: more robust range and belted out 
mueh: ‘command in the extreme, these songs for a good finish. On 
registers on “I'll Take Romance,” , her fourth song she said she would 
and with spouse.on. “Johnny One ; blow a whistle and ring a little 
-Note.”"Lawrence solos on “Up a'bell, which she does with nice 
Lazy River,” and “Song Is You.” caprice, and dancers Chandler and 
Two come across for excellent rap- Crawford appear. She announces 
port on “I Remember It Well.” ‘she’s going to take one minute to 

Corbett -Monica,.who’s played;Change Her costume while the 

crowds the floor with terpsing pa-|this end of the lake, takes the’Hang My Hat.” For “Girl Just 
trellita” with ‘such’ verve that;Tahoe before but’ is debuting at ; males sing-and-dance “Anywhere I 

trons. Outfit varies the pace with! opener spot. for easy ‘sell. of his | Like * The Girl That Married Dear 
occasional. songs or group singing. 

. Wear. 

. Chi. hi. Paim Springs 
ee Palm: ‘Springs, Cal., May 3.. 
Mamie “Von Doren: with Don 

‘Crawford: and Guy Chandler; Paul 
Desmond, . Carazini, Bill Alexan- ’ 
der’s Orchestra. (10); $1. 50° caver. 

Desert night - owls got a rare 
treat. for’ this’ late in the “season: 
when Mamie. Van Doren (New: 
Acts) broke in her almost hour- 
long act as.an-added feature to the 
week's regular. bill: In production, 
variety of entertainment, stunning 
eauty and showmanship, hers was. 

_ On opening night, Miss Vau shan {the best. act.of the season, though |}. 
delivered ane 3 ‘numbers; ighan only in for. four ‘days, after which 
ing - with “Day In, Day Out’? and } she heads ‘for. ‘the Lotus. Club in 

including. such standards ‘as “Pood | 
Butterfly,” “I’ve Got a Crush on 
You.” “Cherokee,” “The Man - 
‘Love’ and a couple of. her disk. 
hits like “Make. Yoursslf Comfort- 

. able” and Misty.’ 38 to, 

She also essays one solo piano | 
‘bit which adds:little except. to 
break up the continuity since she. 
‘has to: walk off stage to get at the 
-keyboard.. But when Miss. Vaughan. 
sings, the customers: keep. Trapt” at- 
tention, and. that’s the. ‘acid test... 

Herm. 

Le Bistro. ¥oAe pois 
- * Hollywood, May 3. 
Jackie Fontaine,. Billy. Rose; 

Wally Fernez; two-drink minimum, 
“mo cover. 

L.A, eafegocrs have an. other] .~ 
to their off-| “must ‘see” to add 

hours gallivanting. Her name is 
Jackie Fontaine, who clicked solid-. 
ly with fans and.. inquisitive - set 
“Wednesday night (3) in her ‘first 
“L.A, appearance in about’ three 
‘years. 

ve been in and out. of this 
town for 11 years, ‘so. this isn’t-a 

. comeback beeause I’ve never. -.been 
” away,” quoth Miss Fontaine. She 

was hefty and blond. ‘last time. 
‘around but in the interim shed 52- 
pounds, darkened her locks and is 

‘Now solid and. stacked.: “This ‘is a 
little. difficult: for me,” ske said. 
“I don’t. know how. to’ ‘perform 
thin.” 
‘La Fontaine is the large variety 

size Singer and she belts out ‘a-‘tune 
with a gusto that puts her in the 

: Kaye Starr, Tammy Grimes-with a 
‘touch of Beatrice Kaye-league:” 

‘She. batted high ‘with. opening | 
number, “Fm Sitting On: Top Of 
The World,” and held the Preld 
through “Bill Bailey,” -“My Man,” | 
with echo chamber effect added; 
“Are. You Lonely~ Tonight,” “with 
commentary a la Sophie tucker, 
‘and ‘bowed off with ‘Rock-a-bye’ 
Your Baby To. a Dixie Melody”: 
While the house wanted more.: 

Miss Fontaine sits on. the ‘piano, 
Jokes and converses with the crowd ‘ 

a 

‘when- singing, 
}-Hard | To Find! ”.. 

 boff . ‘rounds. 

‘Washington. D.C. 
Two of her numbers. are out-]| 

standing. and her-:costumes all 
through the show are beautiful and ! 
varied. There shave ‘been better 
voices in. this bistro, but few acts 
‘could compare with what Jack 
Brooks ‘put together for the film 
‘actress. - 

‘One number, featuring masks of. 
Winston: Churchill, - Frank Sinatra, 
Elvis Presley, Maurice Chevalier 

| and : President. Kennedy, brought 
‘down the. house. These. were used 

“A. Good Man_ {fs}: 
Scul. 

_ Steuben, Boston 
: : Boston, April 27. | 

‘Jack: Eagle & Frank Man, Mark 
& Juliete,. Don Dennis, Tony Bruno 
Orch. (6); $2.50. minimum. 

Here's one of the top shows of. 
the-season for freres Max and Joc 
Schneider headed by thé. comedy 
team of Eagle & Man. Fresh from 
Puerto -Rico stint, the boys break 
the room’s comedy drought. Com- 

could bea record buster in. view. of |?" 
heavy demand. for ‘reservations. 
Though ‘some of .their material was 
seen on last outing, the boys have: 
added -a- new brace of fast comedy 

is. now ‘honed. to. bring running 
Ianghs." -Reprise . of their Russian 
showbizite bit: plus new. Lincoln. 
phone call is classic in act. that 
runs gamut from high comedy to) 
Jazz. Boys.literally tear it up. with | 
their: dual Louis Armstrong dis-. 
playing real skill on horns, 
-Mark & Juliete, reviewed ‘under 

Néw Acts, are a -pair of smart 

‘production with .a surprise finjsh, 
which has the. audience agog. Don 

fave, hits the. ‘high notes: for: big 
voiced. ‘rendition of “Til’. There 
was You,” segues to “Wunderbar” 
and winds: ‘ap with “Camelot” for 

‘Tony Bruno. cuts 
the show in slick. style and opens 
it with a fast zylo solo. Guy.» 

topical and situation stuff. Deliv-;Ok ad” Miss Van Doren appears 
ery ts smaoth but forceful, and he’s charmingly dressed in a bucolic 
a near-perfectionist at storytelling. | frock. They danced but she doesn’t 
His satire on home life is incisive, |seem to be their idea of the girl 
and he comes up with smart mate. ; that ntarried their old dad. 
{rial.: Mach .of his stuff has been She switches to another skin- 
in. the “Monica eatalog for some ‘tight dress and fs sitting at a bar 
time, but in the telling he retains ' telling -barkeeper Chandler about 
the values. He’s particularly ef-: the old feelings which are still in 
‘fective in a‘maternity ward scenz,: her heart. Up to this point this 
and again when teaching his wife i could have heen just another night- 

|to drive. Subject material is easy; club act, but the next number 
'to take, and reaches out for wide ‘made the difference. Singing “A 
appeal ta both sexes. : Good Man Is Hard To Find” she 

Jimmy Durante is set to oper-on itells of her travels trying to find 
May: 18, “ Long. one gnd of the five who satisfied 

er e. 

Ww alker Hotel. Toronte | ,..teired immeasurably by Bill 
' -Yoronto. Mav 4. 

-Galena, Jimmy Amaro's Quartet; 
NO, cover. 

ing her quintet. Winston Chur- 
chill is shown wearing a naval cap, 

-| pea jacket, smoking a cigar and his 
Singin g ‘in y ‘European lan- ¥-for-Victory sign. Sinatra next, 

;fuages and; of course, in English. tsk ie toe * eee for eeeSe hee 
\the blond and gorgeous Galena is\ | came Presley in his old hip-swivel- 

opulent. Frariz Jesef Room and his inan Doren dances with Kernen 
policy of Continental vocalists. For an amazing likeness and got : 
the first time tn the short history | terrific salvo. g 
of the reom, the otherwise staid. atv 
and well-heeled customers stood up 
and cheered the singer, 
caught. 

While her voice gets the patrons, ! 
Galena also dresses up the aet. She. 

| From here the act stays in high | 
gear. The male dancers take over 
while Miss Van Doren changes to 
black Capris and vest to mateh the 
‘costumes of Chandler and Craw- 
-ford. Latter draws the curtains in 

when 

wkile, 
fected a turn that embodies a pro- 
duction good enough for a scene 
fee Inusicomedy with a surprise 

Nove] team, out for a short 
have polished and per- 

thrown in for good measure, 
which is definitely unpredictable, 
Mark, formerly of King Bros., 
hand balancing act, dark, person- 
able 6-7, and wife, Juliete, 5-1 
Curvy brunet looker, have a slick, 
sophisticated adagio act, but eme- 
bellished with gimmicks and trape 
Pings, it becomes a cameo. pro- 
duction. 

Opening is a blackout with 
femme frozen in a giant picture 
frame, with lighting effects to 
resemble huge poster of sophisti- 
cated lady. Partner passes by, 
lights a ciraget and inspec:s the 
frame contents with his ‘match 
dying out. Femme “comes to life,” 
steps through frame, and goes into 
slow adagio with partner. 

Pair go into spins, twfirls and 
slow lifts In a dream fantasy type 
effort, and lad rips off breakaway 
black gown revealing her in leo- 
tard. Fancy arabesques, and a 
series of splits and handstands cul- 
minate with airplane spin and re- 
lease sending femme back into 
frame. Jnliete then comes back to 
centre-stage, takes mike, thanks 
the audience and announces the 
coming of a “well traveled per- 
son.” Partner comes on lugging 
ah enormous valise, plunks it down 
and opens it up. Out pops 2 hand- 
some, blonde, curly haired 7-year- 
old boy, 4-ft.-5, their son, Billy, 
to surprise the andience which is 
expecting a puppet or 2 dog. 
Father, mother and son go into 
some cute patter, launch into a 
comic rendition of “Together” and 
embark on a series of acro bits 
with one trick, in which youngster 
appears to lift both parents, a 
standout. Finish is a triole somer- 
Sault with the boy flipped right 
back into the bag. 

Excellent visual act, well re- 
ceived, and should be a big win- 
ner in ail club situations, al 
fresco spots, vaude and video. 

Giy. 

Tuttle masks she begins introduc- |25 Mins. 
Trade Winds, Chicago 

Dorie Crews, onetime production 
Singer at the raw-defunct Chez 
Paree, is back on the nitery circuit 
as a-single with a well-arranged 
repertoire and a stylistically sound 
delivery. Miss Crews scores han- 
dily in all departments—locks, 
pipes and stagemanship—and pre- 
sented a solid 25-minute turn that 
garnered enthusiastic mitt return. 

She has effectively chosen a cat- 
alog that shows off her throaty 

\voice at its best, neatly balancing 
several lesser-used vintage ballads 
with a couple of familiar, rousing 
belters like “Toot Tootsie” and 
“Bill Bailey.” 

edy~ team's. ‘stay of two. -weeks |. 

made two costume changes in herj 
35-minute singing stint, opening in 
a chartreuse evening coat. which 
she later doffs to a revealing gypsy 
ensemble with full skirt. She re- 
appears in slinky black evening 
gown,: plus elbow-length black | 
gloves. 7 

Opening with a bouncy but 
throaty “Coax Me a Little,” Galena 
is immediately en rapport with a 
jampacked audience for her lots of 
voice. She switches to her. sultry 
“Lili “Marlene” which. leads into 
an “All Nations” medley, sung in 

| Miss Crews fs definitely past fre 
homewerk stage in her career, and 
her current turn stacks up as a 
fine supporting act in almost any 
conventional supperclub. She has 
great possibilities too, given the 
proper repertoire, as a chantoosle 

front of the panels to reveal a lot 
of hats. The three danee wearing 
bowlers, change to straw floaters, 
turbans, green berets, top hats, 
-homburgs, yellow southwesterns 
and .carrying skeleton umbrellas 
with rhinestones as raindrops. The 

| wumber ends with Uncle Sam type {in the tonier hotel clubs. Mor. 
of top hats of red-white-blue and . 
her finale dance featured eight | SARAH RUBIN 
changes of hats with almost as | Sones 
many changes in styles of daneing | 15 Mins. 
and a-fast paced variation of “Mak- | Sahbra, N.Y. 
ing Whoopee.” An international background 

Italian, | 

bits, and their*timing and delivery | 

adagio. terpers in .a musicomedy | 

Dennis, singing emcee and room |: 

Spanish,. Russian, French{ Though the act started slow it 
and English. It had the. customers! finished at such a fast pace that 
standing up and applauding for; its earlier sluggishness was for- 
more, gotten. 

Her. arrangements are by Bobby Carazini, a magiclax who was 
Kroll, Hal Kanner and Nick Perito. | Reld over, confinued te baffle with 

Alternating with bounce and bal-'the way he can handle lighted 
lad style singing, Galena. has no | cigarets, bring golf balls out of his 
difficulty In proving why ‘her vocal} mouth one after another, and then 
chores. have included stints at top| after presumably chewing a lighted 
| international cafes. She is‘in the|cigaret exudes smoke and even 
[Franz Josef Room for a three-|smoke. rings for minutes after- 
‘weeks, twice-nightly appearance at} wards. 
10 p.m. and midnight, ending May Carazint was followed by Paul 

20. McStay. |pesmond, a clean looking young 
4 comic, with. some anything but 
clean material. He does good im- 
personations of Billy Eckstine, 
Como, Billy Daniels, Liberace and 

George Gobel will be the first|Dean Martin but his best number 
star when the new Cork Club opens|is a parody on “On The Street 

| Where I Live.” 

Bill Alexander had # tough time 

Gobel Bows. Cork. Club 
Houston, May 9. 

its doors here, 

Glenn McCarthy, owner of the | 
spot, has set a May 15. opening al- 
though construction is still under 

an ‘international chanteuse who is’ , 
ie for George Schwab's: . ing act, followed by Chevalier (Miss 

fs on the spot. but came through nobly. Scul. 

en a eT RENN 

oad 

acts booked into the Sahbra, in 
Israeli-angled spot in New York. 
Sarah Rubin is thus eligible, hav- 
ing come out of Rumania into 
Israel where she was:a legit musi- 
eal singer. Much of her work was 
in shows which had 2 U.S. genesis, 
ie, fhe Rodgers & Hammerstein 
and Irving Berlin hits. This is 
especially evident in a medley of 
those tunes translated into He- 
brew. With Miss Rubin essaying 
these numbers, the songs provide 
further indieation of their flex- 
ibility in any language. 

Miss Rubin has a carefully 
groomed soprano in the classic 
tradition. She has a warm lower 
register which unfortunately hits 
a metallic edge in the upper 
reaches of the vocal spectrum, 
yet the general effect is one of 
warmth and clarity. She also does 

handling the musical numbers of| French and English songs. Miss 
the Mamie Van Doren production, | Rubin gives a mature appearance 

to match her voice. Jose. 

seems to be a prerequisite for the - 

mos o> 
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Off-Broadway Reviews 
The Blacks 

Sidney Bernstein. George Edgar & 
Andre Gregory presentation of two-act 
drama by Jean Genet. translated by Ber- 
nard Frechtman Staged by Gene Frankel: 
getting, Kim E. Swados; lighting. Lee 
Watsen. costumes and masks, Patricia 
Zipprodr., c¢ horeugraphy. ‘Talley Beotty: 
musical supersision. Charles Gross: pro- 
duction associate. Alfred Manacher F.a- 
tures Ethel Avyler, Cynthia Belgrave. 
Roscoe Lee Browne. Godfrey Cambridge. 
Charles Gordone, Louis Gossett. James 
Earl Jones. Maya Angelou Make, Helen 
Martin. Lex Monson, Jay J. Riley. Rav- 
mond St Jacques, Cicely Tyson, Onend 
Mav 24. ‘61. at the St. Marks Playhouse, 
NY: $270 top weekend nights, $5.90 
weeknights. 
Archibald Wellington 

Roscoe Lee Browne 
Deodatus Village .... James Earl Jones 
Adelaide Boho . Cynthia Belgrave 
Edgar Alas Newport News Louis Gossett 
Augustus Snow .- Ethel Ayler 
Felicity Trollop Pardon . .. Helen Martin 
Stephanie Virtue Diop Cicely Tyson 
Diouf . Godfrey M. Cambricge 
Misstomary  ......: Lex Monson 
Judze ae wee Raymond St. Jacques 
Governor ...ce-ee. y J. Riley 
Queen swe eee eaee Maya Angelou Make 
Valet wa eee eee. . Charles Gordone 
Drumimer ...-.-.--5-5: Charles Campbell 

Controversialist French  play- 
wright Jean Genet believes in 
deliberately unintelligible, porten- 

-tious symbolism laced with ob-- 
scenity. In the case of “The. 
Blacks,” which caused an avant. 
garde stir in Paris several seasons 
ago, the off-Broadway, production 
offers sheer bliss to addicts of in-. 
tellectuat mumbo-jumbo, but is 
apt to be an aching tooth to audi- 
ences who prefer comprehensible 
theatre. 

Presumably there’s a limited : 
Greenwich Villagey public for i 
the show, and probably it’ll have 

VARIETY 

: regarded as .the blasphemous. The 
modern-dress production under 

| Eugene Lion's sluggish. direction, 
-is further aggravated by a number 

| The Irish players production at the of _ sub-standard . performances. 
Martinique has new music but old’ Gladys Frey as an earthy mid-wife, 
flaws. Instead of being light and: Adrienne Hazzard as the prim 
sprightly, it is heavy and tedious.: Martha and Laura Stuart,’ fastidi- 
Although jit runs. only about an!ous as Pilate’s wife are the strong- 
hour and a half, it seems intermin- ! est pros. 
able. ‘In Ross’ “Philoktetes,’ ” the Greek 

The play opens with a discussion ‘legend receives a provocative ‘and |. 
of love by six tailors one of whom: interesting contemporary slant, but 
tells of -his grandfather Larry, wno0 ithe treatment is marred by com- 
died at the hand of a doctor with : monplace. and, pedestrian dialog | 
designs on Mrs. Larry. The tailors: which robs the sto~y of the old 
call on the Three Fates, who turn ; Hero of -the eloquence. looked for 
out to be three. sex-starved “Ladies and essential in Gr eek-based phi- 

_ Wednesday, May. 10, 1961 

‘Who Needs It, George? 
‘The following is a review of “King Lear” by Nancy. Antell, a. 

senior at the Abraham Lincoln High School, Brooklyn. The English 
assignment was to write to an inaginary Broadway or off-Broadway 
producer on the advisability of reviving the particular play the 
student had read. 

The review was forwarded to VARIETY by “Maxwell Nurnberg, 
chairman of the school’s English department. Nurnberg, incident- 
ally, was the co-author with Harold A: Clarke of -“Chalk Dust,” 
produced by the Federal Theatre during the 1935-36. season. 

Dear George: 
1 realize how you feel. about every. off-Broadway theatre. 

presenting Shakespeare at least once—it’s a Good Thing—it’s 
‘patriotic—it's American. But really, George, I. didn’t think. 
you were such a good citizen that you'd ay ant to Tase a fortune 

from Hades,” and . who_ transport | tosophical drama. 
.the tailors back in time. The grand- In changing the theme from de- 
son thereby arranges the deaths of | votion to duty vs. humanist be- 
the doctor and the unfaithful wife, ; 
and sees to it that Larry, who is 
rot dead after all, is united with a: 
lovely widow. 

The production is competent, but | 
the playwright’s heavy-handedness 
and forced rhymes are lethal. The 
only diverting moments are pro- 
vided by Helena Carroll as a de- 
lightful widow who fans her hus- 
band's grave, since she had prom- 

‘ised not to rewed until the grave 
was dry. 
does not have much to do, and Mc- 
Namara as Larry is handicapped . 

‘with the play's worst lines. 
Brendan Burke’s music and Lau-* 

rie Archer’s -chereography are; 
pleasant, but do little to relieve: 
the tedium. The cast, including: 
:Tom Martin as the grandson, Ed- 
-ward Moor as the doctor, Barbara: 
Hayes as Mrs. Larry. atid’ John i 
:Wynne-Evans as a poinson-carry- 
,ing pharmacist, is a talented ‘one, 
|and Michael Clarke-Laurence has - 

numerous college theatre produc- | designed attractive sets and direct- : 
tions. As popular or commercial 
theatre, it's an approximate zero. 

The one clear thing about the 
all-Negro show is that it’s an anti- 
white tirade. Otherwise, the mean- 
ing is apt to be anyone’s guess. 
The action shifts back and forth 
from reality to make-believe to. 
weird symbolism, with most of the ! 
basic four-letter words tossed in | 
from time to time for shock laughs: | 

Some of the Negro actors weat | 
white masks, suggesting that skin. 
color is only a pretense, and the 
general attitude of the whites is 
apparently patronizing fear. Ne-| 
groes, on the other hand, are! 
proud, aggressive and consumed 
with hate. If that's the race prob- 
lem, why all the agitation on the; 
subject? 

As the show opens on a stage’ 
containing a curving, sloping 
ramp, with a series of platforms : 
and a crude version of a bier, a 
sort of m.c, says something or 
other about a kind of trial or re-, 
enactment of a murder, and it: 
develops that the Negroes have 
arranged the killing of a white 
woman as one in a series of cere-. 
monial vengeances. The actors 
wearing masks and portraying ! 
whites remain most of the evening 
on the ramp, but at the finale de- 
scend to the stage level to resist ° 
and be wiped out by the Negroes. 

If performances can be skiliful 
without being intelligible, the 
show is well done—cartainly the 
playing {s impressive to watch, if. 
totaliy without credible charac- ! 
terization, personal identification 
or emotional involvement. Gene’ 
Frankel’s staging has admirable : 
flow and tempo. 

In the first few minutes, the’ 
m.c. character says something or 
other to the effect that one of the 
company’s objectives is to “make ' 
communication impossible.’ Near ' 
the end, another character refers 
to the play as being “an architec- 
ture of emptiness and words.” 
{hat's what's known as disarming 
eriticism, or copping a plea. 

Hobe. 

Happy as Larry 
Lucllie Lortel & Irish Players. 

tlon of a two-act Pe, by Donag 
Donuagh. Staged an 
Clarke-Laurence; music, Brendan Burke; 
choreography, Laurie Archers costumes, 
Bette Gifford. Features Helena Carroll, . 
Dermot McNamara. Opened April 25, ’61, . 
at the Martinique Theatre, 32d Street &- 
Broadway, N.Y.; 84 top; $4.50 weekends. 

rodue- : 

allora . Bing Thompson Tom Martin, 
Tom Reardon, Taugh O’Faillon, | 
Bob Kallban, J. Thomas Degidon 

Widow 2... cc ncncecess Helena Carroll 
Larry .. .-sceccoves Demot McNamara 
Mrs Larry ..cccccsceses Barbara Haves 
Gravedigger ...ccscacce Brendan Burke 
Doctor . ccscees eee seenecs Edward Moor 
Seamus ...ccccccceee John Wynne-Evans 
Lachesla ....606 eeese» Dorothy Whitney 
Atropis ...... epee ovecaes Barbara Brown 
Cloth>d .cccccccncccsssccae Lucy Martin" 

Toward the end of “Happy as 
Larry,” costar Dermot McNamara 
bas an embarrassingly frank tine, 
“What has happened to me would 
not even make the action of a 
play.” 

A fantasy in verse, “Happy as 
Larry” was the basis of a Broad- 
way musical in the late 1940's. 

,ately after the Crucifixion. 

ed adequately. But “Happy as Lar-' 
ry” is depressing theatre. Kenn. . 

Philoktetes and The 
Women at the Tomb 

Harold Steinberg & Florence’ ‘Hand 
presentation double-bill, including 
ketes,”’ ’a drama in two acts by George - 

staged by Mark Schoen- : | Maxim Koss, 
berg: costumes, Sue Spector, - and “The 
Women at the Tomb.” 

1 Oy Michel de Ghelderode. translated by 
George Hauger; staged by Eugene Lion: 
costumes, Polly Piatt; settings: lighting, ' 
Dan Butt. Opened April 61, at One - 
Sheridan Square Theatre, N.Y.; $3.55 

t tap. 
{ PHILOKTETES 
: Lieutenant ............-+---- ¢c. B. Gray 
OddysseusS .....sececes Chester Doherty 
Neoptolemog ....-..20000- Anthony Ray 

i Philoketes ............. Leonard Hicks 
| THE WOMEN AT THE TOMS. 
| Midwife wee e eee tee ewenen Gladys. Frey 
Washer of the Dead ee aeneee Pearl Ford 
| Magdalene ec ea rac cevecce .. Naney Zala]- 
Martha ...cecscsecccae Adrienne Hazzard 

* Mary. ...cesercccee oeeees Sylvia Reisman 
1 Veronica ....-.ccessascece: Joan Farber 
, Cured Woman ......e0-- Ruth Jaroslow 
Adultress _.....ccsneeee lise Greenstein 
| Mrs. Pilate ...cescccceres-. Laura Stuart 
:John .... eens veeene .»« Gordon Spencer 
Old Woman ..sscccsesaceces Elio Braca 
Yochabeth ..sccccosesecsees- Ann Tairle 

The two short dramas at One 
e ' sheridan Square, Michael de Ghel-. 

‘derode’s: “‘Fhe Women. at the 
‘Tomb,” and:George Maxim Ross’ 
-“Philoktetes,” share the same par-- 
adox to a different degree. While. 
“both are, in essence, special-audi- 
ence fare, their production is like-- 

to receive reverse reactions 
from the same customers it ‘seeks . 
yly 

to attract, 
The curtain-raiser Ghelderode, 

a Belgian who has become a potent - 
iname in the French theatre 
‘through a number of shocking gro- 
,tesque religious and secular, 
‘dramas, had its local premiere in, 
1959 at the Broadway Congrega- 

‘tional Church. Under a different 
translation, it ran for eight per-; 
formances during Easter week. 

---+ 

basis and intent,,is an unsym-. 
pathetic and perhaps to some play- : 
goers an offensive portrayal. of | 
some of Christ’s followers immedi- | 

The , 
women who seek refuge in what | 

{turns out to be Judas house, | 

Miss Carroll, however, | 

“rhilo- | 

a one-act drama: 

The drama, while religious in. 

ihavior, to political expediency vs. 
' pacifism, the ‘conflict becomes. po- 
tentially more pronounced and 

{timely, but by shifting the values, 
{Ross also.did some reshuffling of 

‘not always ‘satisfactory results. 
| Philoktetes the warrior, played 
{Shen credence by Leonard Hicks, 
abandoned on an island by the 

; Greeks because of ‘his horrible 
twound, and now needed by them to 
SO ficht the battle for Trov. 
‘tumultous ..and neuroti¢ . figure, 
:rather than ‘the pathetic’ Job-like 
‘and -yet dignified - he:o of:. the 
Sophoclean:’ legend. . 

Anthony -~Ray’s underplayed in- |. 
| terpretation | of Neoptolemos is re- 
: sponsible in part for the weaken- 
ting of the story. -_He comes off .as j 
'a‘disgruntled, sulky youth. a near : 
| caricature. of. an angry young man, 
| and is unconvincing as the pacifist j 
‘soldier who wrestles with his con- 
:science on whether to dupe his 
;hewly-found friend into going with 
jhim.to fight for Troy. 

As the determined Odysseus who ; 
‘engineered the — plot. Chester : 
Doherty is ‘very effective and. C. B. 
:Gray adequate as a Licutenant. : 
-Mark Schoenberg's direction is not ° 

The sets and, 
lighting by Dan Butt: suffice ‘for 

: both plays. as do the costumes by - 
Sue Spector .and Polly Platt, re- 
spectively. 

The presentafion. on a ‘“week- 
end” ‘schedule spells “Call Me By j 
My Rightful Name” at -2:40 Satur- 
‘days, 11 a.m. Sundays, with the: 
_top including. brunch, and .8:40 
‘Mondays. ‘The theatre and Equity 
_casts are cabaret-licensed. Jaai. 

always. exacting. 

American Savovards 
(The Mikado) 

Greenwich Players. Inc. presentatian 
of Dorothy Raedler: production tin asso- 
ciation with Stella Holt. and. David Lip- 
sky) of the American Savovards’ Gilbert 
& Sullivan repertory edition of “The 
Mikado” or “The Town of Titipu.” with 
libretto by W. S. Gilbert and music by! 

- Arthur Sullivan. Staged bs Dorothy . 
Raedler; musi¢al directian, Ronald Bush: 
settings and lighting. 

- cal accompaniment, Bush: felectrie organ) 
and Walter Mitchell Cree (piano). Opened 
May 4. ’61, at the Greenwicn Mews Trea- 
tre, N.Y.; $3. 95 top weekdays, $4.60 week- , 
‘ends, 
Mikado of . Japan vonceas John Bridson 
Nanki-Poo -«.....00--000- I. D. Clements : 
Ko-Ko oe. asec cee eaees Ratmond Allen: 
Pooh-Bah -..........-- ‘Thomas Vasiloff 
Pish-Tush .......-.eee0% Javson. Steinbeck 
Yum-Yum ...¢...6..6% ; Mary Ann Staffa. 
Pitti-Sing .....ue cece ee Arden Andersen 
Peep-Bo .....6- cs csc eeeee Jo -Chesley 
Katisha ........... .. Sally Birckhead 

Chorus: Kenneth R. Blount. Bruce Car- 
Fithers. Rita Falbel, Denise Giret, Bonnie 
Glasgow.. Stig’ Helgren. Ceorge Maldo- 
nado. Joyce Miko. Gregg Nickerson. Bob 
Randall, Suzanne Richardson. Daryl 
Thornton, ‘Nik Titakis, Marvin Zamansky. 

For their second’ production of 
the spring season at the Greenwich } 
Mews Theatre, the American Sav- 

- oyards have chosen “The Mikado,” 
one of the.. most popular of the 
Gilbert and Sullivan collection. 
They give it a-stvlish and polished 

i presentation that. has eome to be 
the: trademark of Dorothy Raed- 

j the principals’ personalities, with | 

is a. 

Frank Wicks: -musi- ; 

ever it. 
Look, George, some plays gat it and some- don't, put: “King . 

Lear” 
no audience for it.. 

The only ones who'd like it 

is suicide. Who's going to.w ant to see ‘that play? There's 

are ‘the parents, who. think. that: 
‘they, like Lear, gave their children everything arid got nothing. 
in return. Even they might not’ like it. You know 
got their own problems. 

everybody's 

‘The psychiatrists, as. a _group, might even have the: theatre 
picketed. For years they've been asking us to. believe that en- 
vironment is all; and then you come -along with a play with 
three sisters, same environment, mind you. one. good, two bad, 
not.mention one good brother 
back. 

‘and one bad. Ie s a terrific. set- 

The old mainstay of off-Broadway ‘Shakespeare attendance, 
- the highschool students,.:won't even ccome:: They" re‘ tired of 
being told how ungrateful they. aré. * 

Believe me, George, the: love triangle. between Goneril,. 
Regan: and Edmund, for those’ who like romance, and the loss 
Gloucester’s. eyes. for those. who. like the gory, cannot counter- 
balance the unpopularity of the main theme. 
‘How about, ‘Romeo and. Juliet” ” : _ “Harry, 

Legit Fallowap_ 
‘Becket . 

(HUDSON THEATRE, N.Y.) 

Back on Broadway after its spec- 
. taeularly ‘successful six-week tour,’, 
“Becket” is a notably better show . 
‘than it seemed. opening night last 
! Oct. 5- at the St.. James Theatre. ' 
:Whether the improvement is in the 
important matter. of. changed co-‘ 

‘star setup. slightly altered staging 
‘and minor script revisions. the: 
smaller theatre. or 

}combination ‘of elements, .is diffi- 
cult to determine. 

The superior quality of the dra- . 
‘ma’ as seen at its reopening per- 
‘formance at the Hudson Theatre 
last Monday night '8) is so appar- 
ent,. however, -that the David Mer- 
rick production: ‘may do. substan-. 
tial business for its: scheduled. 
three-week engagement. even 
though it’s on a full-price setup. 
‘now, in contrast to the two-for-one | 
-policy the. last eight weeks. of -its - 
;original run. On. that. basis,’ this : 
‘final splurge following the smash ° 
_tour represents a -sleeper climax 
‘for what once seemed. primarily a 
‘prestige effort. 

presents Arthur Kennedy 
title role. 

: Olivier, 
succeeding’ Laurence. 

who moved over to the 
part of King Henry II, following 
‘the withdrawal of Anthony Quinn . 
for a film assignment at the close 
of the. original Broadway run. 
‘There .are approximately a dozen 
lother cast ‘changes, all minor, 
| the. markedly different. flavor ‘and . 
}tone of the Lucienne Hill transta- 
‘tion..of the Jean Anouilh play. 
must be in: the altered values of 

:the present, performance. ‘and to. 
some extent-also in the slight but 
significant. restaging. 

! The outstanding change {s,..of 
course, in Olivier’s playing of the: 
tking, and to a lesser extent in his 
sharply different physical - appeal- , 
-ance, authority and stage -person- , 
ality. Where Quinn's: portrayal : 
suggested not only an ignorant but 
also an insensitive and almost stu- 

the. greater i: 
jclarity of second attendance, or a. 

subtlety and the one. that. obvious- 
ily. interested the author, it should. 
lbe played by, the greater star and 
“more . potent: stage ‘personality. - 

‘Although Kenriedy is not Olivi-. 
‘er's.match as an actor. or star pere 
.sonalily, his performance as. Beck- 
et seems. easily the best he’s yet 
.given on the Broadway: stage, ‘and 
comparable - to Olivier’s in’ the 
Becket role: While he does not 
‘dominate their scenes together, as. 
“the stronger. ‘character prabably 
should. he holds his. own and, 
general context.the drama has. ‘more 
clarity, personal identification and - 
emotional...depth than when it. 
opened last’ fall. 

How ‘much: this is due to Ken-. 
nedy's: characterization of: the title 
role and. how: much achieved 
through more articulate - staging. 

-is hard to tell. In any: case, Becket: - 
is now less: enigmatic, aloof -and 
seemingly bloodless. than before.. 
Moreoyer, his moral and spiritual 

: fervor and the relentlessness with 
‘which -he carries out.” his: convic- 
tions ‘seems better. motivated than 
previously. All this helps the play, 
and’ some of it must be. due to 

- i Kennedy's performance. 
The revised costar combination : 

in the. 

_As previously indicated, some of 
the improvement appears to be in. 
the greater compactness and pace 
of Peter Glenville'’s staging. plus 
what seem to be slight but mean- 
ingful: cuts: and: revisions in the 
text.. Also, as suggested before, 
second attendance is probably re- 
sponsible for part of the increased 
sense of theatrical effectiveness.. 
The reopening performance: tend- 

ed to be uneven, with a few minor: 
slips: in the. ‘lines and a number of 
technical’ flaws in the- lighting and 
more -naticeably. in the elaborate 
sound -systeém; plus one case of a 
backdrop not. -being maved into 

‘place.- Since ‘this is a heavy, cam- 
plicated production and the Mon- 
day night. opening didn’t allow 
time for a dress rehearsal. the mis- 
‘haps: were’ understandable. LS 

Regardless of ‘a single night’s: 
‘imperfections, ‘however, “Becket” 
lis now not only an “interesting” 

ler’s accomplished young group. 
Under Miss Raedler’s knowing 

direction, the komono-clad com-: 

pid monarch, Olivier's characteri- ‘Show. but also. a moving one. ..{t 
zation is a Wily, animal-like,: in-! i Seems not so. ‘talky: and less of am - 

‘tense and emotionally’ vulnerable ‘ intellectual exercise than before. 
though united in common cause,i pany flips its colorful fans, spins, man whose downfall is due not soa; Hobe. 

quarrel, accuse, covet, and brag: its bright umbrellas and minces— _-much to his lack of intelligence , 

Mac-. 
designed by Michael ~ 

about their relationships and devo-‘ its sandals around. the confining ' 
tion to Christ. | Mews stage with click ‘precision. 'feriority to the dedicated priest. 

In its present translation by t The often-complex libretto is de- Olivier’s performance 

.as to his .moral and spiritual in- 

| 
is . skill- | 

J 

iself into .a frenzy of rage .and hu-- 

‘after 14 

A curious aspect of ‘Kennedy's ; 

Bits ai London 
London, May 9. 

Milo O'Shea will head an all- 
Irish east-in a revival’ of “Waiting 
for Godot,” planned-for the Thea- 
tre Royal, Stratford, Fast London. 

Producer -E. P. Clift -célebrated 
-his 80th birthday Jast week. He's: 
readying a new: prodiction, J. M. 
Sadler's “Nothing Is For’ Free,” 
with Anna Neagle as star. 
Kathleen . ‘Harrison: has with- 

,drawn from of. “Watch: It, Sailor!” ° 
months for a needed vaca- - 

tion.. Marjorie. Rhodes succeeded. 
: her. 

Robert Harris plays: ‘Shylock for 
‘the first: time in:the Old.-Vie-pro-~ 

George Hauger, the story is so un- i i livered with generally-clear enun-: ‘fully developed, reaching a drama- 
sparing and unremittingly graphic ciation and appropriate G&S ‘4, climaxin the banquet scene as 
‘in showing the humanness of the styling. that should please both the self-tormented king drives his 
:wonmten and fheir reactions, that it buffs and newcomers. ; iscorned mother: wife and sons out: 
‘remains singularly uncompelling,; Raymond Allen is a sprightly ,of the room and ‘then works hin- . 
at times verging on what may be . (Continued on pase 92) 

| _ ‘“——— | miliation. That. following the stag- 
e - gering upset of his, scheme. to ‘con- 

si p f on ect trol the church, his. increasing ‘es-' 
: .|frangement. from his former friend. 

and his’ exasperating. frustration. : 
A total of 764 students and educators attended the second annual and.finally the abortive attempt: at 

Open House for students, April 3 at the. American Theatre, St. Louis. ; reconciliation.. tends to bring the’: 
The four-hour session, aimed to stimulate the interest of the young-jwhole play into clearer focus than , 
i Sters in legit, was tied in with that night’s. opening at the house of «it previously had. j 
the C. Edwin Knill-Martin Tahse touring production of ‘Fiorello.” 

The visitors, welcomed by house manager Edward W. Steinhauer, appearance in the Becket role is; 
watched the hanging of the musical, with an accompanying explana- 
tion by Thelma Chandler and. Vincent Lynne, the show’s respective 
general stage manager. A discussion period was’ also.held with Tahse 

jand others participating. 
Presented as attendante prizes : were 15 original, cast. albums of 

“Fiorello.” _ {the figure of greater dimension and | for Broadway in the. fall. 

that although it tends to pull the ! duction of “Merchant Of Venice,” 
play out of balance, it doesn’t seem i due: May 30. 
to lessen the effectiveness thereby. | Harold Pinter's “The Caretaker” 
Since Becket is not only the title’ wil close May 27 at. the. Duchess,’ 
character of the Anouilh work, but j after. 452: performances... It's due 



 Smountain 
-Jands, will: again offer their stage | ejght weeks on Broadway, the show. 

had an overall ‘aperating loss of ,take was up again to $20,086. and;of the Halmes adventures, Lester i 
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Slump-Chart Before City of New York | 
In Bid to Erase o% Ticket Tax 

The appeal by- Broadway. legit¢ 
for repeal of ‘the 5c tax on. theatre 
admissions in New York -is..sched- 
uled to be discussed ' today‘. Wed.) '} 
at a.meeting of theatre industry |. 
representatives and municipal of- | 
ficials.. The confab, which - is ‘to }. 
be attended by Mayor :-Robert Wag- | 
ner and-members of the Board ‘of 
Estimate and City. Council, is. 4! 
followup to the visit paid: Wagner. 
last Wednesday 13) by-a delegation | 
of. Broadway: ‘producers, legit..un- 
jon reps: and others benefiting from \° “son. 
‘theatrical activity in New York. ©; “Look eae yer named a bie 

“Fhe delegation, armed with the | cessor return tothe mag at his 
dire. financial findings of a .10- | option: He’s. beer with the. pub-| 

_month study of legit by.O. Glenn. 
Saxon, Professor of. ‘Economics at ; 

- Yale -U., called on Wagner to urge j 
removal of the “discriminatory” | 
levy. Heading the delegation. Wwas.: 
Robert Whitehead, president of the: 
League of N.Y. ‘Theatres;. .the ‘or- 
ganization of Broadway. producers 
and theatre owners. Following the 
meeting with Wagner, the Léague 
prexy said: that . ‘even if the tax 
were repealed“ the savings ‘could | 

.not be. ‘passed . on to the consumer | 
because of legit’s increasingly 
‘serious finaneial: “burdens.. 0 t fot its $32: 

A statement by Whitehead, not: | men a8. 0 roadway closing 
ing that. Tadieally inerea¥ed, costs | last Dee, aT AN of Moree pres 
ave brought a t-.a steady de-. * 

line in production, stressed. that. te are ag id Ree hes 
despite an enormous post-war- ex- “Ww 
pansion. of the nation's : economic | ‘ been repaid the. Anvestors,. leaving | 

well-being and -the fact that the; ime. he denwit on the-sh ub 
e ‘show will ‘be 

"reduced: somewhat by income from: 
‘| numérous stock presentations plan- 
ned. for this summer. “As of last 
|Oct. 22, the deficit on the musical 

George Fells Quits Look 

entertainment. editor. of Look mag 
to concentrate ‘on. freelance writ- 
ing. His immediate plans involve 
an untitled. play, which he’s co- 

!'whoese “The Warm Peninsula” was 
produced on: Broadway. last. Bea- 

| last 12, 

Take Recovered 

“Take Me Along”. had. recouped 

country has attained peak - ‘PYOS- ; 

“Continued on page 96) ° 

North Carolina Again 
Aims 3 Outdoor Shows; 

Several Stock Groups 
. Greensboro; N.C May 9. - 

North: Carolina’s outdoor histor- 
deal” dramas, hardy” perennials in 

‘and. coastal. 

.|factor being insurance payments ‘of. 
$42.000. for performances missed by. 
‘Jackie ‘Gleason, wha originally co- 
starred with. ‘Walter Pidgeon . and. 
Eileen Herlie.. . 

Gleason was. succeeded’ at that: 
time by William: Bendix and Pid- 
geon's role- was ‘later. taken over by 

vacation-! Sidney. Blackmer. During its last 

“fare this summer. | 

+ /"Unto These Hills", the Chero- | $43 .034,. having dropped coin on all 
‘kee Indiana drama presented’ in| but one of the: frames. There ‘was 
Mountainside ‘Theatre at’ Cherokee | also $616. musicians’ rehearsal ex- 

“in ‘the Great Smokies. -reopens: penses during the period. plus $200 | 
- June. 27 to play nightly except{transportation for Pidgeon’ and: 
-* Mondays thraugh. Sept. 3. This: is {$10,601 ..closing ‘costs. Cutting into; 
‘the 12th ‘season for the Kermit | the coin dropped during the eight- 
Hunter drania. . Iweek stretch: was $1,803 interest 

“The -Lost Colony” ‘Is playing. | income and. another $50. reccvery 

for its ‘21st. season at. Mauteo on {Of the authors® share. of the cost of . 
Roanoke: Island,- where the first | Orchestrations: 
English settlements -‘in.. America 

“were attempted in 1585 aid 1587. | Bob Merrill. and: book by Joseph ' 

“The. initial performance will-com-! Stein and Robert Russell, based on: 
-memorate the first production: ‘oti Bugene Q:Neill’s. comedy, “Ah, 
the show in: 1937. Except ‘for war: Wilderness.” The production was | 
years when the.coast was. blacked | staged by P eter’ Glenville. 
‘out. the drama has been ood egr: an cht ¢ “ev? Oper: A 
each summer. since. and.in 1960- ] r. 7 
ehalked up its 1,.000th performance. ! g x asey pera t 
The Paul Green drama will be Se. 
nightly except Sundays: July 1! “Mighty Casey,” a ‘baseball op- 
through ‘Sept 3. era. in. three scenes, will. be pre- 

“Horn In. The West”, .the Daniel sented tomorrow :Thurs.) at the. 
Boone drama staged at the Blue! Museum. of. Modern. Art, N.Y:. un-. 
Ridge Mountain town. named for! der the auspices of the Juilliard 
the fabulous. frontiersman,. goes' School | of. Music. Raymond Chase ° 
into its 10th season July 1- and! willbe featured. 
plays nightly .except Mondays! The work, with..score by Wil-' 
through Aug. 26. Its. setting is the jiam Schuman: and libretto “by! 
Daniel Boone Theatre, with pionectr : Jeremy Gury, will be. staged by. 
dwellings and. 2 newly established j/ John Scrvmgeour, : 
botanical garden .. a joining: . Like | , , 
the Cherokee: drama, it is’ by Ker- direction by Hugo Welsgall. 
mit Hunter.: 

’ North Carolina - “summer ‘stock | 
theatres featuring contemporary } 
plays or musical comedies aré the 
Flat Rock Playhouse. home of: the |’ 
Vagabond. Players, at: Flat . Rock: |: 
Silo Circle: Playhouse, at Black} 
Mountain; aie nelewood Summer f 

- Theatre,’ Tanglewood Park, |- 
Clemmons: wend Charlotte Summer |. 
Theatre, Charlotte. Each produces | (Tues.)- OF. the Broadway produc: ' 
a.different play weekly.from. late| tion ‘of “Fiorello” from the 1,182- 
June until the end of. sunimer. In | seat Broadhurst Theatre: to 
July and Angust, ‘the Parkway .1.900-seat. Broadway Theatre was 

Playhouse at Burnsville: offers pro- 
* ductions of the Univ. of. Miami |B.0.. scale for’ the musical, the po- 

~ Summer School of Dramia_and. Art! tential weekly. capacity ‘gross at 
the -new ‘berth 

{higher than. it was at the oJd_Io- 
cation. “To. Replace Tent Roof | 

Of Boston Arts ‘Center ; 
Boston. May 9.. 

The. Metr opolitan Arts Center 
theatre, which lost most of its tent 
‘top in a hurricane last September, . 
‘will be restored in time for the 
summer..season. A $34,000. contract 
was awarded by the Metropolitan 
District ‘Commission: to’ the ‘Smith 

. Awning: and Tent Co., Aburn, N-Y., 
for new canvas. siding and repair 
of . the theatre’s nylon roof. - 
The playhouse is on. the Charles 

‘River in ‘suburban. Brighton, 

ings..the show. could gross $58,194 
on sellout business. ‘The potential , 
weekly . capacity at the Broadway, 

‘weeknights - ‘and. $7.50 weekend. 
eves, is about $59,000. The break- 
even on the musical at the Broad- 
way will be about $39,000. weekly, 
approximately: $2.000 more ‘than it 

‘in New York. 

For Freelance Writing 
George Eells has resigned - as. 

{ authoring with Joe Masteroff, 

‘lication for 17 years, serving ~ as| 
entertainment editor for about the 

Half 3256 Ante| 
exactly half of its $325, 000: invest- 

had been trimmed to $109,902, - a: 

“Take Me Along! had ‘songs. by! 

en! Modern Art Museum, N.Y. | 

“with: musical | 
~ 1 operate without a star policy. 

ee = rc ee 

Fiorello’ Cuts Tab, Raises Capacity 
As Guinea Pig for Theatre Idealists. 

Although the moye ‘yesterday! Harold .S. Prifice presentation’ to! plus the brokerage premium. 

the’ 

accompanied by a reduction ir, the. 

4s ‘about. $1 000° 

‘Jolin Raitt, Don Ameche 
Set for Seattle Season | 

Seattle May 9. 
John: Raitt. in “Oklahoma,”. will 

be the season opener July 5-9 at. 
Don |: the Aqua ~ ‘Theatre. here. 

‘Ameche in “Silk Stockings” will: 
play July 18-22. Gustave. Stern} 
will direct both shows, with Ralph 
Rosinbum as stage manager. and 
Allen Waine choreographer. - 
Al -Sheehan’s. “Aqua Follies” 

opens July 26 for a 12-day, 14-{ 
| performance ‘stand as part of Se- 
-attle’s annual Seafair. celebration. 

Dual-Prize Home’ 
Now Getting By 

-son’s winner of the Pulitzer Prize 
and: N. Y. Drama Critics Circle 
awards, is apparently now making 
‘an operating profit. Although it 

i had a ‘loss of only $308 on grosses 
Yanging from $15.422 to $16, 462} 
for the five weeks, Feb. 27-April 1.. 
Royalty income of $270 from Ger- 
many reduced. the loss for that. 
period. to $38. That left the Fred 
Coe-Arthur Cantor production with 
a deficit, as of April 1,. of $128,104 
on its $150,000 investment. 
.A-modest operating profit was 

earned by the play on three of. the 
March weeks, but that was offset 
by: losses on the other two stanzas. 
‘The Tad Mosel adaptation of James 

‘ily,”.a prier "Pulitzer Prize-winner,. 
was: able to get by on the compara- 
tively meagre business because of: 
the continued. waiver, either par- 
tially or wholly, of royalties. and/ 
or fees, salaries, theatre rental, of- 
fice expense and rentals of electri-| 
cal and sound equipment.. 

Business for the drama, now in. 
its 24th week at the Belasco: Thea- 
tre, N. Y., has been climbing stead- 
ily since the ‘Critics Circle citation 
April - 18. ‘The gross for the week 
ending April 22 climbed to $16,549 
from $12,180 -the previous stanza. j 

, For the week ending April 29. the 
| 

last. week, presumably, with the 
added prestige ‘of the award, the 
play’s’ gross was $23. 503. 

With the upbeat in business, the 
! drama returns May 29 to a regular : 
‘Monday-Saturday performance 
‘schedule instead of the Tuesday 
night- Sunday matinee policy now 
in effect. Beginning Muy 23. Lenka 
Peterson will succeed Coleen New- | 
‘hurst in the Jead femme assign- 
ment. 

‘TO OPEN CANDLELIGHT 
CAFE THEATRE IN CHI 

Chicago, May 9. 
William Pullinsi, who- operates 

the Candlelight café-theatre in 
Washington, has posted bond with 
Actors Equity for a similar opera- 
‘tion here,-to be located in- suburban 
Summit. -He has already cast the 
opening show. “The Moon Js Blue,” 
to open in late June and run Iin- 

_ definitely. 

Like the Washington prototype, 
the Summit Candlelight will be a 
Testaurant with dining tables 
around am arena stage. It will} 

the Broadway involves a cost of 
‘around. $20. 000, half of- which’ is 
devoted to newspaper advertising. 
Major .ticket brokers are endors- 
ing’ the. move to reduced prices in 
newspaper ads, in which they 
recommend the musical as “one of! 
the best buys on Broadway” and: 
“congratulate the shows’: producers ' 
, "for making this fine entertain- | 

At the-Broadhurst, where it ran ;ment available at its new. rediced ; : does as well at a frankly reduced ! 
75 weeks at an $8.3 top’ week- | ‘price policy to EVERYONE—not ! ‘scale as it presumably would have 

‘nights and: ‘$9.40 top weekend even-; just to those favored few who: ‘with 
receive: ‘exchange tickets’.” 
The ticket: broker endorsement 

of che reduced price. setup in favor - 
with. tickets ‘scaled .to a $5 top!of twofers is obvious in view of ‘ nounced price cuts are self-defeat- : 

their outspoken opposition to the ing, and actually discourage rather ' previously 

“Al the Way Home,” this séa- 

"Agee’s novel,“‘A Death in the _Fam-| 

Designers Union Must Stand Trial 
On Government's Anti-Trust Suit 

; ee Government's four-year- 
old antitrust suit against the 

Toledo-Dayton Shuttle 'scenie and costume designers 
; . union has to go to trial. Thats 
For Home-Burg Op era | , the decision of N.Y. Federal Judge 

Dayton, ©., May 9. ‘Irving R. Kaufman, who has denied 
next season by aS ne recently Onered | both the plaintiff's motion for sum- 
jzed Dayton Opera Assn. Le ster | Mary judgment and the defend- 

ant’s cross-motion seeking disinis- 
Freedman, who organized 2 similar : zl sz} of the complaint. 
project in Toledo three years ago, The United Scenic Artists, T.o- 
will divide his time between the cal 829, of the Brotherhood of 
two companies. Freedman expects : 
to assemble a chorus of about 40 i Hangers of Amaiee ix me 

| voices in Dayton. 
‘Principals and conductors will: fendant in 5 sf in’ U's. Dix 

take part in both Dayton and- trict Court, Southern District of 
Toledo productions. Freedman also j N.Y. Scenic and cost:ime desien- 

hopes to use common seen ane ers, aS well as those who execute 
costumes. The operas. wi e , their designs, are members of the 
scheduled about a week apart in! union. . 

the two cities. The complaint charges that the 
a union has combined and conspired 

9 e with those of its members who 
Tol § spires enter into individual scenery and 

costume design contracts with 
| Broadway producers to restrain 
interstate commerce in violation 

OWS, suit of the Sherman Act. The cuit al- 
; leges that by means of its by-iaws 
{and rules the union and the de- 

Sherlock. Holmes’ ' popularity is | ‘ signers (called “contracting ies 

‘| such that there are two musicals , i signers” by the Government? h: ve 

.based on his adventures now in the | established a number of restrict ve 
works. However, one of them, Al-| practices substantially ‘imiting 
exander H. Cohen's proposed competition in the designing of 
Broadway production of “Baker | ; Scenery and costumes for thea- 
Street,” is allegedly unauthorized. ! trieg} productions. 
That. charge was made last week Members of the union, the Gov- 

by Henry .Lester, a representative ;ernment submits. are prohibited 
of the estate of Arthur Conan | ! from working on scenery and cos- 
Doyle, author of the classic detec-' tymes other than those desiened 
tive story series. by a member of the union. That 

Lester, who returned to Europe | is alleged to have prevented or 
yesterday 'Tues.) after a New York i poctricted non-union — decigness 

stay of several days, claims that from freely working for legit pro- 
Cohen was refused — permission ' guctions, producers from contract- 
when he tried to obtain the rights ing non-union designers and 

to the Holmes stories some time} conic studios and costume manu- 
ago. While in town, Lester dis-| facturers from working on attracv- 
cussed with atterneys the possibili- 
ty of legal action against Cohen i HOPS. cesigned hy non-union 

[regarding the latter's planned | Also included in the Govern- 
“Baker Street’ presentation. :ment’s brief are charges th:t the 

Rights for a musicalized version : ‘ i. union had fixed minimum prices 

divulged, have already becn ac-} ‘Continued on pase 90) 
quired by Parerga Productions and | 
Seven Arts Productions for their’ 
conte: mplated production of“... iy 
dear Watson.” Some ot the Holme: 
stories are in the public domain 
in the U. S. However, for members 

{of the Berne Copyright Convention, 
i Which includes virtually all coun- 
tries excepi the U. S. and Russia. 

British Equity Anproves’ 
Comuremse Policy On 

Acting i in South Afr'ca 
London, Vas 4 

i 
4 

i 
{ 

| the copyright on the Helnes stories” A propressd ban on Ens <h 
expires in 1986. by which time it actors  tiking CPPagenents n 

will have been in effect 56 vears South Africc. where aparth d 
after the author's dezth in 1930. splits audietiess on, racial grounes, 

Incidentally, the Parerea-Seven vas turne@ down at the anciald 
‘Arts musical, Lester says. is to be meeting of British Equity. ‘Ihe 
directed by Richard Quine. Hiove Was advocated hy Stov Gere 

man as an amendment tO a vesulits 

‘Tenth Man’ in Paris Bow; tien apreovmg the Pauite Coun- 
Cil's dectsion that when members 

Moderate Run Is Likely appear in South Africa a proper- 
Paris, May 2. tion of performances shou'd he 

open to non-Ewopeans and that 
these performances should be 

identical with those given ta winte 
people in the same theatre. 
Gorman argued, “Jf you go to 

South Africa on the Councils 
terms you go on terms of comp!o- 
mise. Once before there wis 

, compromise . . . appeasement it 
‘started with racial segregation ar.d 

“Le Dixieme Homme.” Paddy 
Chayevsky's. Broadway hit, “The 
10th Man.” opened April 21 at the. 
Theatre Gymnase for what ap-. 
pears to be a moderate run. The 
play has been adopted by Jove 
Andre Lacour and staged by Ray- 
mond Gerome, with scenery by 
Raymond Pellerin. 
The reviews were mixed, but ¥ 

‘generally favorable. ended with gas chambers.” 
Opposing the boycott. Margaiet 

Rawlings declared, “Those “ho 
think that to go to South Africa is 
to condone this terrible apartheid 
are wrong.” She reported recriv- 

!ing a letter from members of a 
colored actors’ organization in 
{ South Africa opposing a haveoit. 

The actress concluded. “They 
t think if we go under the suggected 

| The transfer of “Fiorello” to a ' conditions it will help gradually 

larger-capacity theatre, with a re- {to ease and perhaps finaliy svc p 
duction in scale rather than a- away this terrible thing.” The 
switch to two-for-one tickets ig: Tesolution was passed, but tne 
likely to win the approval of ideal- amendment was defeated. 
istic observers, including a num-! 
ber of legit editors and commen- . -Berghof Will Stage 2 
tators. Those in ‘the trade are T ) 
watching with more than usual in- | V ancouver Fest Preems 

Vancouver, May 9. terest, to see whether the musical | 
Herbert Berghof, will stage two 

piays for the Vancouver Interna- 
‘tional Festival this year. The major 
‘drama production will be Karl 
-Witllinger’s “Do You Know ‘The 
Milky Wav?” starring Hail Hol- 
brook. The play has been presented 

in France, Sweden, 

| 

the something-for-nothing 
gimmick of twofers. 

Managers and hoxoffice people 
- generally figure that openly an-° 
1. 

discount dueats, which ‘they don't; than stimulate attendance. If that: Spain and Israel. 
handle. ‘When exchange tickets| theory is borne out, producers} Berghof will also stage the Jean 
are. in circulation, the brokers are! Griffith and Prince will emerge as'Giraudoux comedy, “Men, Women 
usually bombarded with complaints 

\chasing tickets to a twofer offer- 
Moving. the. Robert E.. Griffith ing, still pay the regular bo. price, i “Fiorello” to show for it. 

! the ‘darlings of the unlikely com-jand Angels,” starring Uta Hagen 
| was when the production preemed from. their customers, who, in pur-| bination of ticket brokers and the- ; (Mrs. Berghof). The show was origi- 

atrical puxicts. but with a folded nally produced in France under the 
' title, “Sodom and Gomorrah.” 



838 LEGITIMATE 

Hold Downfront Tickets, But 4 Negroes!” 
See Met Opera in Atlanta Balcony 

Atlanta, May 9. 
At last Tues. «27 Metropolitan 

Opera performance of “Manon 
I.v.caut” four Negroes entered the 
4.600-,eat Fox here bearing down- 
front tickets. They came through 
the “colored” entrance and were 
at once diverted tu a special part 
of the baleony where ¢hairs, not 
theatre seats, were brought out 
specially for them so that they 
were not “next” to white patrons. 
A> far as known the Negroes ac- 

Dance Reviews 

Points On Jazz 
(American Ballet Theatre) 

Here is another attempt of classi- 
cally-rooted ballet to choreograph ; 
to the jazz impulse, and about as’ 
good. or as bad, as most. Invidious' 
comparison is unavoidable: jazz 

eepted the inferior locations wiih-| dancing is done much better in the | 
have | Broadway musicals, 

to | television. 
That is not to discount the won- 

anticipat-{derful pertness, suppleness. and! 
2 er iitey Rinces's Anenta femininity of Elizabeth Carroll. Of’ 

manazer, J. Noble Arnold. Film the 21 participating in “Points on: 
circuit ushers, alerted ahead as to Jazz” at the Broadway Theatre last : 
procedure. seated the Negroes Wednesday t26', she was the ’ ‘star” 

without police intervention. Junior Her lively presence was notable | 
League had earlier set aside a again as the page boy in “Blue-| 
section for Negro trade but when beard”, immediately following. 
this space went unsold. so the | It is a truism that choreography 
Junior League said, sold it to is a main difficulty nowadays with 
whites. puis pases ite once i 

‘ cnr ‘ . : Theatre. Too many of its once-im- 

cor resntation of Nabucco" Sat‘pressive works have frayed with 
en-performance sellout for Metro- age, their original innovation being 

i ’s gj + ste ;. now old hat, as per “Bluebeard” 

pan Opera’s six-day stand in once it is a goodmarks-for-trying 
. with the present: Dania Krupska- 

Run got cff to an auspictous , ; 
start Mon. (1) with Met's revival ,!mPlementation of Dave Brubeck’ 
of flashy “Turandot.” Then eame 
*NIanon Lescaut,” which was tame 
by comparison. Two old bread- ; 
and-butter standbys, “Rigoletto”. 
and “La Boheme,” came Wednes- 
dav and Thursday nights. Friday 
it was “Martha” in Ann Ronell’s 
sometimes articulated English. 
“1. Elisir d’ Amore” was the Sat-- 
urday matinee opus and “Nabucco” 
was the closer. 

Each performance was a sellout; 
and only tickets sold were for; 
standing room. Even SRO sign : 
came down nightly before curtain. 
time. 

At $11 top. house was scaled 
close to $30,000 per performance. 
That figures out to $210.000 gross 
for the six-day stand here. It is 
doubtful that Met will do as well, 
from a net money standpoint. any | 
place else they go while on tour. 

Next step is Birmingham, which 
splits next week with Memphis. 

out complzint, or they may 
been keeping their opinions 
themselves. 

or even on 

either jazz or significant enter- 
tainment? 

Brubeek’s musie changes char-: 
-acter in mid-score, veers to what is 
program-labeled “rag”. Right here. 
occurs a sequence which pleases 

.the audience but dance-wise throws : 
back.to Busby Berkeley. The inter-} 
.lude bears the title, “Happy Cou: 
iples”. It compels description 
terms of what it is not—it is not’ 

origiral. 

-terns are occasionally arresting. 

Scott Douglas does not disgrace 
himself, though the suspicion rises! 
that his classical heart is not in! 
the beat, to pun. . 
Where the music has a “jazz”: 

quality, the choreography worksi 
hard to adapt standard shoulder : 

‘the symbolism of 
‘Tenth Avenue” from “On Your: 
-Toes”, and similar early experi-. 
‘ments. Later. when the music is, 

SEE ‘DONNYBROOK’ NUT 
ONLY 2006 FOR B'WAY sei rien eke ‘ean perhaps not be, 
The cost of opening “Donnv- blamed for flipping back ta pro-: 

brook” on Broadway may be less duction monograms of yesteryear. 

than $209.000 The actual figure Land. 

wil depend on how the musi- ooo 
eet fares in its current | two-! Vral Dancers 
week irvouf engagement in Wash-- Paris. May 2. 

in ‘ton The first Soviet cultural show 
Under the inflated conditions biz entry in Paris this season, un- 

of lesz.t nowadays, it generally der stepped-up cultural exchange . 
between France and Russia, is a. 
folk dance and song ensemble. The 
Dancers & Singers of the Urals, 

casts $4909 or more to bring in 
a musical production. 

In the case. of “Camelot,” for In- 
stance, the cost of opening the 
show on Broadway is figured to 
have involved an expenditure con- 
siderably in excess of $500.000. 
However, the  recently-unveiled 
“Carnival” was brought into New 
York by producer David Merrick . 
far about $200,000. 

> Donnybrook” was capitalized at 
$3).000, and cost approximately . 
$187.000 to open in Philadelphia, ° 
where it plaved a two-week break-. 
fin starting April 15. It’s figured 
the show lost about $5,000 on the 
Philly stand. Excluding the cost 
of moving the production to Wash- 
ington that would bring the outlay 
to about 3192.000 thus far. 

Transportation to the Capitol 
and pre-opening costs there figure . 
in the production’s D C. operat- 
ing nut, so if bu»imess is satisfac- 
tory for these two weeks, “Donny- 
brook” is likely to represent an 
investment of less than $200,000 
when it arrives May 18 at the 
46th Street Theatre, N.Y. The pro- 
duction uses four baggage cars 
and takes two days to hang. It is 
being worked by 125 people out- 
of-town, including cast. 

The musicat, an adaptation of 
Maurice Walsh's “The Quiet Man,” 
has a book by Robert E. McEnroe 
and songs by Johnny Burke. Fred 
Hebert and David Kapp are co- 

Balataikas. It has-the usual folksy . 

freneties by the terpers, and a rich 
musical backing and accomp. It 
looks to do neat biz in its stay at 
the 5.000-seater Palais Des Sports. 

Spectacles Lumbroso is present- 
ing this entry. Young men and 
women, dressed in national color- . 
ful costume, do simple dances of } 
courting, competition 
straight dances to be lifted by- 
the sudden flurry of dexterity and‘ 

Russo companies above the ordi-: 
nary. 

Fine individual voices and a well. 

pastoral songs while the orchestra 
of these stringed instruments, plus | 
a flute and piano and drum, do. 
well by instrumental numbers and j 

‘of the rich Russo folk dance and 
song potential. It: is also well; 
brought to the stage in its group- 
ings “and movenient. Olga Kniaz-. 
eva is credited for the choreog- 
raphy work on these folk entries, 
Vitali Gnoutov for the orchestra 
direction and Boris Guibaline for 
directing the choir. Mosk. 

San Diego Bard Fest veer 

producers. The 12th summer season of the. 
° National Shakespeare Festival at: 

_{the Old Globe Theatre, Balboa 
Morty Halpern is production! Park, San Diego, will run from 

stage manager and Julian Barry is} June 27-Sept. 10. There will be 
stage manager for the William | three productions, “Twelfth Night,” 
Darrid, Eleanore Saidenberg, Leon- which William Ball will direct, and. 
ard Ruskin presentation of the|‘Merchant of Venice” and “King 
Steven Gethers ylay, “Cook For|Riehard III.” both to be staged by 
Mr. General.” Allen Fletcher. 

| 

| 

| lighting, 

American Ballet: 

Jonathan Smith 

- Vera 

music. But is it, in final reckoning, : ° 

-customed 

backed by an orchestra. Ossipov-; 3 

spirit. decked out. with energy and 

and sheer; ! Lydia Bruce, 

‘regulated choir give out the- ‘rich | 

backing. This is another examrle ; 

_ VARIETY 
(Milw’kee? s Fred Miller 

Readies Summer Season 
7 Milwaukee May 9. 

The Fred Miller Theatre, previ- 
‘ously a. winter stock. enterprise, 
has installed air conditioning and 

‘for the first time will operate a‘ 
‘summer season. The opening show, 
starting . May 30, will be “The Boy 
Friend,” for an indefinite run. 

. The production will be’ staged 
‘by Robert: Paine Grose.. who will: 
then’ leave the Miller for the rest’ 
otf the season to manage his own 
Berkshire: Playhouse, Stockbridge, 
Mass. © 

| Show Out of Town 

A ‘all on Kuprin 
_ Philadelphia: May 9. 

‘Robert ‘E. Griffith & Harold S. Prince : 
presentation, of three-act drama 

- Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee, 
: based on the novel by Maurice .Edelman. 
Staged by George Abbott: settings and 

Donald Oenslager: costumes. 
Florence Klatz. Stars. Jeffrey. Lyin. - 
Eugenie Leontovitch, George Voskovec; ; 
features Lydia Bruce. Leon Janney, 
Claudé Horton. Opened May 3. ’61. at” 
the Forrest Theatre, Philadelphia; $5.40 | 
top. 

-Halyna Harcourt : 
x * Kendall me . we ‘Nicholas Saunders - 
Intourist. Clerk ...... bese Rita Karin , 
Holloway — be eeeneees " Claude Horton | 

wa eeeeeeees Jeffrey Lynn 
Trifonov 
Madame Kuprin.. . Eugenie. Leontov ich 

ce eee e tees tnaece Lydia Bruce 
- Dabney Coleman Marine Sgt. Loomis... 

saeee Edmund Shaif Harrington’ . 
Ambassador Seegar.. 

" Kuprin °..........-.:.. George Voskovec 
> Gvetiama ..... case ceeneeees Tania Velia 
Makarov -5.-.000-ce cane: .John Garson 
Tkachenko sw. eee eee Victor Merinow : 

Others: Gedda Petry, Vadim Gantzoff. 
Ludmilla Tchor, Andre. Pascal, Doreen 
Kay, Ludmilla Toretzka, Laurl Ikonen, 
Joe Ponazecki, Maria Baratova. 

If ‘the theatre is looking for . a 
timely melodrama on space ex- 

| ploration: With quality in all its: 

‘elements, “A Call on Kuprin’ 

‘should fil] the bill. This collabora- 

ert .E: Lee, adapted. from the. 

The ensemble works hard.!Maurice Edelman novel, is an ex-., -minor infidelity. . 

-though not always surely. The pat-‘citing play with plausible action. , pregnant and declines fo marry the. 
| and characters. and plenty of firm ‘man responsible. Her son, who has 

Sallie Wilson has good moments. ! suspense. 

P It has been handsomely pro- 
;duced by Robert E. Griffith and 
: Harold S. Prince. and each of the 
nine scenes tone is repeated’ pro- 

:videed by. Donald Oenslager gets’ 
the one of 

e 
applause, particularly 

‘Gorki Park, where the peopl 
‘and hip motions which belong to: Watch entranced as the maneuvers ; 

“Slaughter | on/ of: international chess players are}, 
magnetic : 

| 
projected. on. a_ giant. 
board. 

‘The -casting has been equally © 
adroit. Jeffrey Lynn is ideal. as the 

! cheery, open- “faced American writ-.. 
er for scientic magazines who is’ 
really on yacation in. Moscow with 

{the side hope of meeting. V. 
Kuprin, -his ald astronomy teacher 
20. happier years ago at an Ohio: 
uniyersity: But Kuprin, has soare 
to the heights aS a Russian space | 
scientist and at the opening of the, 
play.-he -has placed. a man in huge- 
continuous orbit who, on his ac- 

_rounds, sends radio. 
greetings to Washington, London 
and . Paris: 

This makes Kuprin virtually in- 
accessible to visiting Americans. : 
but his old student persists. He: 
-meets the scientist's ‘dotty old’ 
imother who has ‘only just learned 
that thé’czar is dead. This role is: 
vividly played by Eugenie Leonto- 
vich. He also meets the scientist's 
‘young cousin, portrayed by 

and a reasonable and 
‘appealing romance ensues. 

The American ambassador and 

liam. Swetland and Edmund Shaff, 
i persuade him that it is his duty. 
to entice Kuprin to return ‘to 
America and naturally, bring along : 
his scientific knowledge. He finally 
meets the. scientist, played with 
force. and eloquence ‘by .George”’ 
VYoskovec. 

After. happy reminiscences, the | 
Russian and American get down. 
to cases and, since this is no ordi-! 
nary black is black and white is 
white sort of melodrama, the argu- ; 
-ments fly swiftly and intelligently, : 
‘with the Russian remaining: 
.adamant : against’ defecting, and: 
arguing that if scientists have war, 
potentialtities, they also have them | 
for. peace. 

way, with’ argument balanced by | 
action. and. each player contribut- 
ing to the excitement. Leon Janney 
is excellent as another kind of 
Russian. professor and Claude 
Horton expertly plays an English 
lumber dealer who called himself 
‘the “Plywood Pimpernel.” John 
Garson. and Victor Merinow are 
likewise very much in the picture 
as Soviet police, Miurd, 

_ Wednesday, May. 10, 1961 

i The Irregular Verb To write the. novel. But neither wife 
Love nor ma- -in-law approves and when 
‘London. ‘Aprit” 12. a-colleague breaks. the néws: that 

Anna Deere Wiman & Jack: Minster the two. of them are offer ed a pack: : 
Presentation (by arrangement with Bron- age “job ‘on a rival paper, ‘the Oop- 

» son Albery) of a three-act (five scenes); position becomes more | intense. 
. comedy by Hugh and Margaret Williams. | 
Stars Hugh Williams, Joan Greenwood.. 

Leon Janney 

.. William Swetland : 

Staged by Jack Minster: decor. 
son Scott. Opened April. 11,:’61, at the 

‘ Criterion Theatre, London:: $2.95 ton. 
Lucy Beckett ........... 

‘ Michaet Vickers 
Mrs. Couter eer es ens rene! 

Andrew Rankin .....-... John Standing. 
Fedra nw eae eeee’s - Amanda. Reiss | 

; Hedda Rankin ..,...... Joan Greenwood : 
Felix Rankin ..... 0.0.00. Hugh Williams 

: Rachel Stone 
: Mr. Andrikos emer rena eces 

Hugh and Margaret -- - Williams 
.have produced: another of ‘their. 
; characteristic .Wisps of. upper- 
jmiddle class comedy and. at the 
cozy little Criterion Theatre, this 
oddly named play could well settle 
down for a healthy run, since the 
‘Williams’ comedies have a firm fol-. 
lowing. It is dubious, however, 
whether. it. would suffice on Broad- 
way. 

| “The Irregular: Verb to’ Love” 
is an inconsequential -plece . obvi-- 
ously’. designed purely for pre-sup- 
per diversion. Otcasionally 
seems as if slightly deeper thoughts 
,are struggling to escape, but these. - 
“are soon swamped: by the. general 
mood of frivolity: - It is ‘Targely . 
the performance of Joan Green-: 

: wood that steers the comedy: past. 
many pitfalls. She ‘and some-of 
the other members’ of the cast! 
give an edge to the glossy dialog. : a 

Miss Greenwood plays a frail but 

Hutchin- : 

‘Diana Lambert : 
Derek Nimmo. 
sladys Taylor: 

Hazel Terry. 
.George Zenios , 

‘it: ¢ 

Against that basic - background 
the ‘real drama is being played out. 

The wife’s affair with another man’ 
is. .discovered and- one bid for 

‘reconciliation fails .after ‘husband 
-and wife spend a night ‘together. 
dill Bennett, an interesting acte 

ress, plays the wife: with deter- - 
mined intensity. Shea gives a 

'* smooth ‘and fluent portrayal of the 
“young woman who has’ stood more.’ 
than “her fair - share of angry out- 

‘bursts from her husband. Hedley 
plays the journalist vigorously and 
sincerely, though jt .is not a- part 
to command. much sympathy... 

Mary Hinton portrays a ty pical 
‘well-meaning mother-in-lgy. -Mau-. 
rice Good gives a lively study as an. 
Irish colleen ‘and Vivienne. Drum: 

mond adds ‘the .other woman" 
“touch ‘as.a young actress. ‘who. is. 
ready to console the husband. Ww ‘hen. 7 
his ‘wife walks out. 

Silvio Narizzano, one of. the top 
tv directors in Britain, has staged 
the three-act play authoratively;. 
and ‘there is a. ‘pleasant living room 
set designed by ‘Seamus. Flannery. 

: Myra. — 

“Twelf th. Night 
- London. Avril 19 

“Qld Vie revival of comedy.in twa cts. 
“by, William Shakespeare. Staged by -Colen 
Graham: scenéry and: costumss, Alix 

317 ; . > fhe Stone: songs. und incidental music, James militant woman who has just ended Berhara: ovened® April 18, ‘61, "at-, the 
a jail sentence for blowing up a old Vie Theatre, sone t Medeh 

- rr ica . . scnae ea¢ mm. 

u ler's shop | as t protest. against Viola nn eee Barbara. Jefford . 
‘ crue y to animals.. This is the: sir fF otiy Belch * Joss Ackland | 
| highlight. of a career that has been “Maria” aren a “eenBarara Leigh Hunt 

. t ifull of incidents caused: by. her’ Fest. Aguec eex Tom Courten iy: 
; passion for being on the side of the Olivia ode cles eee lene - Ann Bell: 
t animals. -Malvolio ........0 22... Alee MeCowen 

S f “Antonio Be teeee " Bay a: \ Brian Sprnte 
’ . Sebastian: ....... war aughan:Sey he finds that her family has ap-. Fabian --. 00: .. Derek Smith 

i jazz. it is not ragtime, it is not ‘tion of Jerome Lawrence and Rob-} parently got on. very well without 
Her - husband .confesses toa 

Her daughter {5 
‘her. 

| been careering over the Contin- 
ent as a hiker, has picked up with 
a pretty Greek peasant whom he 
met in a: haystack. On these inci- . 
dents are hitched some casual 
thoughts on the theme that parents 
should be seen ‘and not heard ‘in 
| their relationship with growing 
- Children.. 

ing. if usually trifling dialog and 
often irrelevant AWitticisms, thrown 
‘away expertly under Jack Minster’s 
; brisk direction. Miss Greenwood 
gives a jewel of a comedy 

to a superficial character. 
imitable voiee, which -is. like a 
taffee-apple - ‘wrapped in emery 
paper, can make much of the most 

j simple remark.’ 
Williams plavs’ the” 

smoothly . wandering. 
‘through -the proceedings,, John 
‘Standing a3 the ‘uneonventional 
‘son has amusing moments, as have: 
Derek Nimmo as.the dausther’s 
suitor and Amanda Reix<s as the. 

: Greek girl. 
pregnant daughter, has to cope. 
with an artificial, nove'ettish -role 
and George Zenius, Hazel Terry 
and Gladys _ Taylor round off a 
sound cast. ‘Rich. 

Her in- 

husband 

. a + “ve 

Breakfast For One: 
London, April 18. 

The Arts Theatre ‘Club Gu association - 
with Oscar Lewenstein & Donald Albers: 

; Presentation ‘of a three-act drama by 
‘James Doran. Stars Jill Bennett. Stazed 
i by Silvio Narizzano; decor. Seamus Flan- 
'nery. Opened April. 17. ’61. 

{ 

Jack Hedley 
Jul Bennett 

Dan Roper 
Susan Roper 
Margaret ‘Owen: Smith . 

“Par Daly ........0.. 
Jill Ervine ...... 

Marv Hinton 

. Visienne Drummond. 

James’.Doran starts 
ifor One" with two controversial 
, themes, but not until the end ts It 
levident which he has. intended to 
stress. That’s a weakness in a 
drama which. shows: writing and ° 
construction merit. though either 
theme has a novelettish look. The 

run at this theatre club. 
questionable prospect for. transfer 

;to the West End. 
‘The. two themes which the au- ' 

thor. presents are the angry young ; 

in the works of John Osborne.:! 
Nevertheless, Doran has some ; 
smart dialog to keep the action 
rolling and to sustain. intellectual . 
interest. 

Jack Hediey plays a newspaper 

The play Is tricked out w ith amus- 

per-. 
formance and somehow gives depth " 

gently. 

Diana Lambert. as the..j 

at the Arts ~ 
dynamism that always have these: his aide, respectively acted by Wil-| Theatre Club, London: $1.50 top. » 

Maurice Gond .- 

“Breakfast: 

play should be good fora limited ’ 
but .is a-- 

(‘man and the mother-in-law. prob- ; Ev 
Tension . is maintained - all the : ‘lem. Both have become familiar ! i Unel 

in recent years, the former notably | 

It geems. London just can't get: 
alont withowt “Twelfth Nigh!" 
Hardly kas— Shakespeare's gently 
off- heat comedy been dropped from. 
‘the Royal. Shakespeare ‘Ca.. rener=.: 
tory at the Aldwych ‘Theatre than” 
the tossnots | of Wyria are back: 
‘at the Old Vie... 

Less‘ traditional than the ‘Royal 
production, the ald Vic's presenta- 
tion gives the play-an early: 18th 
Certury -setting and stresses - ee 
melancholy rather than the laug! 
particularly: in the. first half. The 
‘switch works out will, for this is 
‘a play. with ‘a built-in fadeless 
magic that surv ives: all production: 
tricks... . 

_ One break with. tradition {5 Joss - 
Ackland's -slimmed-down Sir Toby 
‘Belch. Instead of ‘a roistering: two 
ton plavbov. the actor suggests’ a. 
tetchy. fugitive. from a diet-sheet | 
Who has shed a: good deal of joviall- 
‘ty along with his unwanted inches. 
It's a. dlever performance, but. not 
a werk funnv: one and. his scenes 
With. Stephen Moore, asa beanpole 
Aguecheek. :and “Barbary Leigh- 
Hhunt..as-a voung: and SeXy Mari i2,: 
suffer; -aecordingly. 

The production has better luck 
in Barbara Jefford’s stylish -Viola 

_aitd Alex -MeCawen’s. mincing Mal- 
‘volio. Popping... under . three 
‘cornered hat’. and climbing into 
breeches, for her. male impersonas. 
ton. act, Mise Jefford remains alle | 

| girl and properly embarrassed | by 
the whole weird Dusivess, 
Ann Bell's eauty helps her’ 

Olivia: -but’ she Jacks the’ grand. 
“Jady. -monner the par. deman.l¢ 
-and-Tom: Courtenay’s Feste is-not .. 
quite wisely-foolish enough. to 
MIKE a great impression, 

Despite, these sohtcomings.. how- 
ever, this is-an enjoyable ° ‘Twelfth 
Night.” helped by Colin Graham's: 
fast-moving . direction and. Alix: 

“Stone’s decor, which have. the 
qriality’ of a series ot paintings by - 
Gainsborough.. Nash. 

South 
Rob) § London. April ‘8. 

~ Ro wash & Kenneth Wagg (for 
H‘S.L. Ltd.’ preseritation ofa three-act.- 
drama ‘by Julien Green. Staged: by. Joha . 
Dexter:. decor. Disley Jones.: Stars Den- 
‘holm Eliott, Heather ' Sears, William Fux. 
Opened April 7, 761, at Lyric Opera 
House. Hanvinersmith, London: $1.75 top.. 

: Regina ewes _ Heather . Sears. 
Jan Wicziewsky. .- Denholm Elliott 
Mr. Strong ee ce bewceee : Barbara Cavan 
Jeremy - .. .- Flifton Junes 
‘Anmeelina nee Jemma ‘Hyde 
Edward Broderick aseeeeee. William For 

my. James. Land: 
e John. Fee Tommy Evtle 

Nerra. Child. seeeeen * Randolph ‘Mackenzie. 
White |. ...e Charles ‘Workman. 

| Eric ‘MacClure ........... -Robla Phillins 
Eliza hee ccce eens -Nadia Catouse 
| Mrs. Priotieau wt ee cesaeess ‘Bessie Love 
Miss Priolleau °... wee. ween Felicity... Peel 
‘Barnabas ecco geeeeesene '-Ronald Etlenne 

‘When “South”. was first pre-.. 
Tan whose marriage is on the | sented: -in London six years ago it 
rocks. He fs on the point of losing | had to be staged. in a private club 
his job and has plaved. around | theatre because it had -been. banned 
with the idea of moving: away to |: (Continued. on: ‘page 94) 



‘’ .CLOA subscrpition: 

_ Wednesday, May 10, 1961 

Becket’ Record $68, 068 in Philly 
Flower’ $71,683 in St. Paul Frame, 
‘Sound’ $63,489 Second Cleve. Week 

“Becket.” which. reopened Mon? | 
‘day. nicht ‘8)-on Broadway -for. a 
limited three-week . engagement. ° 

completed. its. road hike last: week. 

with another hice take for a single-' 
stanza stand. in Philadelphia. Hefty . 
Lusiness was 2lso’ registered by a’ 
“rtumber of other shows,: “notably - 

"+ game. of:the more Frcent: additions 

to ‘the ¥oad list. “Flower (Drum - 
Song.” which has been touring a?! 
ecason, was strong in St. Pani, byt! 
‘the usually - robust. “Musie Man”. 
and “My Fair Lady” didn't fare 
too well-in ‘their respective Detroit’ 
and Boston. stands. ” 

New to the road: list this’ week - 
is the. Brozdway- targeted’ “Cali on 
-Kuprin.” whieh. | ‘opened “Mariday 
night 8) in Philly. 

- Estimates for’ Last Ww eek © 

. Parenthetic designations for: out: 
of: tow? Sows are the same as for 
Broadway, except that hyphenated 
T wath show classification tidicates . 
tryvut and RS indicates road ‘shaw, 
Also, prices on touritg shows in- 
clude (106° Federal .Tax and .local . 
tar, if ariy, but as on. Broadway 
GETUSSCS cre net: te., exclusive cf 
tures. E ngagements are for single 
week we 88 One wise noted. 

BOSTON 
(Gypsy. Colonial «MC-RS) (2d wk: 

(S6.06-87.50; 1,685; $66,581: «Ethel 
Merman. Previous. week, $65.896 

L-:st: week, $66, 501, another | 
heuse record. : 

: My Fair Lady. ‘Shubert MC RSr l 
M6 wk? 1$6.50-87: 1, TT €O7.3555 
(Michael Evans, ‘Caroline -Dixon-. | 
Previous week. $51.414.- | 

Last Week, S47. 662. an | 

CHICAGO 
Miracle Worker, ‘Erlanger. -D-RS: 

(2d wk- '$5:50-S6: 1.380; $45.000-. 
-Previous week, £30.47F with Theac: 
‘tre Guild- Ani rican. ‘Theatre ° So-: 
ciety -subccrpition. 
“Bast aveek, $30,301 with TG-ATS 

subscription, 

_- Raisin in the Sun: Blackstone .D- +. 
RS) (10th wk) +$4.95-$5.50;° 1.447; i 
$42,500' ‘Claudia. McNeil..  Pre- | 
vious week. $18,300 with -twofers. | 

Lust week. £20,088 with. (wofers. ; 

CLEVELAND. 
Sound of Music, Hanna. ‘MD-RSi 

(2d wk) ($6.95; 1.515; ": $63.500).; 
(Florence Hender. ‘Son’. - Preyi ious 
weck,. $59, 953 with ‘TG-ATS. sub-". 
scription. 

Last. week, $63. 489 w ith TG- ATS | 
subscription. 

“DETROIT : 
Music: ‘Man, Riviera (MC-RS_ (2d i 

Wk). $4.50; 2,700; $60. 000. ‘. Pre- : 
ious. week, $41, g01. 7 

Last week, $46,062. 

Los. ANGELES , 
Merry Widow,. .Philharmonic 

(OP- RS (3d. wk)-1$5.90-$6.75; 2,670;. 
79.000) ‘Patrice Munsel:, :Previ- 

pus, $79,000 with Civic. Light Opera - 
Assn. subscription: ~ . 
“Last week, about S835. 000 with! 
CLOA. subscription. . 

‘PHILADELPHIA. 
' Becket, Shubert !D-RS. '$6-$7.50; 1 

1.878; $67,000). ‘Latirence Olivier, | ~ 
“Arthur Kennedy). ' Previous week, J 
$100,104, O'Keefe, Toronto. ; 

7 Opened here May 1 ‘to three ; 
“endorsements. 'Murdock, . Inquirer; | 
O'Brien, News; Sehier, Bulletin), - . 

Last week, $68. 068 ‘with TG-ATS; 
subscription, a ‘house: record for a 

"Straight Play. | 

SAN. FRANCISCO . | 
Bye Bye Birdie, Curran ‘MC-RSY| 

. (2d wk. ($6,.25-$6.90; 1,758; $63.- 
"000). Previous week, $59, 500. with. 

Last week; $62, 436 with. ‘CLOA} 
subscription. 

_..’ Hostage, Geary ‘CD-RS} st whe; 
. 1$5-$5. 50; 1,550; $50, 000). : : Previous { 

week, ‘$26; 600. 

qualified: eridorsements 
baum,. Examiner;_ 

- Jetin). 
‘Last. week, -about $25, 000. with | 

‘ TG-ATS ‘subscription. 

ST. PAUL . 
_ Flower Drum Song, Auiditorium 
(MC-RS) ($4. .50-$5.50; 2,695). “Pre- | 
vious - week,, $58, 227, Paramount, 
‘Omaha. . 

Last week, $71,683. 

S11, 784 
- League 
“Evansville, Tuesds,: 
“S7.279: 

- Thrrsday-Saturday 

an. 

_ Tattooed ‘Countess, 

WASHINGTON 7 
“Donnybrook, National (MC=T). 

"tIlst wk): 4$4.50-$6.60; 1.685: -$50.- 
977). 

“bert. Philadelphia. 
Opened here May 2 to one fav or- 

able review '(Catmody, Star-, 

no ‘Donnelly, News: 
Last week, $33.822 for: five ev e- | 

hing performénces and thive ma- 
‘ti: Tees, 

SPLIT W EFKS, 

Fiorello. (MC-RS.. : Previous - 
aCek,. $44, 837, “eight- ‘performanee 
spk te 

Last week. ‘$44. 694 for seven 
‘performances: Shrine Mosque; Pe-. . 

Sunday-Monday - :30-13. 
with Broadway 

‘subscr iption; 
‘25, one. BTL, 

Cohimbiis, 
if. 6, 

$25. 631. with TG-ATS subscription. 

‘Once Upon ‘a Mattress 1 }iC-RS) 
Imogene- “Cota. 

Horton, King: Donovan« 

or ja.. ‘two, 

Hartm an, 

Previous 
“week, - $44, 445, cight- performances 
‘split. . , 

- Last: week, $25. 917 for cight per 
formances: Loew’s.. Cit ton, 
Monday (1: ane BTL: $5.454: Nix- 

Pittsburgh, . Tuesday-Saturday 
(2-61: $20,463: with TG-ATS. sub- 
scription, vets v a 

Off: Br sadway Shows: 
CF ures denote osencia dates) 
’ Abe ‘Lincotn,- York: 15 10-61". 
“£4 .ericonm Crean Sik. i-Sat1> 
‘American. ‘Savoyards, .. Views 4. 97. 61). 
Balcony, | Circle In Square :3- 3-60.. 
Blacks, St. Marko :3.4-61 . . 
Cell Me; 1 SFeridan. Sq 12-30-01: 

Sundsy ¢14) after. 119 peito: "Manves. 
Conneciion, Living Thre tiepe os a0 og0 
Death of.Bessie, York.13-1-6). 
Decameron, E. 74th. St. (4-22 610 
€venines With Chekhov, : 
‘Fantasticks; Sullivan St. 

Kev 4 20- C1), 
© 3-3-0006 

‘Gallows Humor, Grame rev. Arts i4- 18-61). . 
Hedda Gabler, 4th St. .(11-9-60). 
“Junale Cities, Living Rep 12-20-60). 
“Fo s-w Dark Chamber, J.n Hes (2-9-6) 
Krepps -& Zoo, Cricket (1-14-60): Closes 
Sunday 114) after 573 perform neces. 

Lewes Night, Eleanor Gould (3-21-61). 
Leave [It to: Jane, Sher: do onoss © + 295g). 
Mery Sunshine. Oroherm: c1t- 18 59).. 
Premise, Premise (11-22-60. 
Seven At Dawn, Actors (4- 17-61), 
S'ewet. Prunes. Showplice. (12.4460). 
Threepenny Opera, de Lys. (9-°0 55), | 
Under Milk. Wood, Circle .(3- 23- 6}. 
“"Werm Horseradish, Maidni n - 25-13 61) 

Closes “May 28 after 89 performances. ’ 

©2HFOULED OPESINGS . 
Evening With Gypsy, VMavfair (5.9.61): 
Meet Peter Grant, Felksbiene (5-10-61). 
Meny Loves, Living Theatre ¢5.75-61), 
Piece af Noon, Marquee (5-30-61), 
Child Js Waman, Marquee :6-1-61). 

CLOSED 
.Hobe, Gate (4-10-61): etosed Sunday (7).- 
‘Phifoktetes, 1 Sheridan: Squaie 14-24-61): 

Closed Sunday (7) after 6 weekend: 
_ performances. . 

” Rests, Mayfair (3-6:-61); closed Satur- 
« v (6) after 72. performances. . 

_ Smiling.Bey, Cherry Tane  44- 19. 61); 
- closed Sunday. (7) ‘22 

termances.. °: , 
after per- 

Barbizon 
‘closed Saturday (6) after 4 
formances. a, 

LONDON SHOWS 
{Figures denote onening. dates) 
Altona; R. ‘Court ¢3-19-611. 

‘Prew ote ‘adilly (129-59). 
Belle, Strand: (5-461), 

“w Lire, ‘ambridge (9-13-68). 
Breakfast for. One, Arts :'4-17-G1). 

. Bride Comes Back,, Vauser fle ‘1 25-60) -- 
' Ceretaker, Duchess. (4-27-6 
-Bings Aln‘’t, Garrick ‘2-11- “601, 
G-zebo, Savoy (3-29-60). - 
: Glory, Be,. Royal, Stratford, E.. (4-3- 61). 
tem La Douce, LYyrie (7-17-58)... 

“Irregular Word, Criterion.. (4- 11-61). 
‘Ko -~ Kons, Princes (2-23-61). 

_ Lady From the Sea. Queen’s 3: 15-61), 
Miracle Werker, Wyndhem’s .(2-9-61): 

Ambassadar (11 25. 2). 
Music Man, Adelphi. <3-16-61).- 
My Falr -Lady,; Drury. Lane (4 20- 58). 
Over, New -(6-20-60). 
On. Brighter Side,. Phoenix: 4 12-61). 
One Over. Eight, Duke. York's. (4-5-61), 
Progress to the Park Saville: (5-3-6). 
‘Rehearsal, _Globe ¢4-5-61). . 
‘Repertory, Aldywich (12-15-60). 
Ross, Haymarket (5-12-60). 
Simple -‘Spymen, Whitehall} (3-19 58). 
South,’ Lyri¢c, Ham. (4-7-61). 
S-zie Wong, Prince Wolec ‘a1 -7-59). 
Tenth Man, Comedy. (4-13-61). 
_Wakefield Myst'y, M’maid (4-6- 61). 
‘Watch ft Salidr,. Apollo 12-24-60) 
West Side Story, Majesty's: (12-12-58). 
Young In Heart, Vice. Pal. 7 91-C0) | 

. SCHEDULED OPENINGS 
Beyond. Fringe, Fortune (5-10-61). 

|’, Time, Yellow Reses, St. Mart. 15-11-61). 
‘Opened here. May.. 1- “to three 

tEichel- |. - 
Knickerbocker, | 

. Chronicle; Speegle, News-Call Bul- | 

Sound 6? Music, Palace (5-18-61). 
Let Yourself -Go,. Palladium (5-19-61). 
Blacks, Royal Court (5-24-61) 
Bird of Time, Savoy. (5-31- 61). 
Dazzling Prospect, Globe. (€-1-61), 

_ Andersonville, Mermaid (6-6-61). 
‘Finian’s Rainbow, Saville. (6-8-61). 

7 .CLOSED  ~ 
Flower Drum ‘Song, . Palace (3- 24-60); 

closed. ‘April 23° after’ 436 perform- 
ances.. 

A’ other Thing, Fortune (70-46-60): 
closed | Saturday (6) after 230 ‘per: ; 
formances, - 

Sporrers Can‘? Sing, Wyndham’s (3-29- 
V1); closed Saturday: (6) after 44 per-: 
formances, 
argain, : Martin's a-t9- .61):, closed 
Sat nda, ‘@ after 112. performances: ! 

Previous week, $43, 048, Shu- | 

-one ! 
favorable (Coe. Post» and one: yes- i 

Theaire. .: 
Loew's | ~ 

four, 

E ‘dw ar d: Ev erett: 

0., 

closes. 

-‘some decisions on what kind of : Hume Cronyn. 

- tome about largely ‘unexplained. | 

($-3-61): 4 
per-.- 

-moved from Royalty last Menday (8). .. 
-. ‘Mousetrap, | 7 

ae 

‘| enport, Ia. (8); Paramount, Waterloo, Ia. 

| Greco $18, 702, Toronto 
Toronto, ‘May 9. 

The : Jose’ Greco Co., | 
‘opens. tonight (Tues.+ for: a three- 
| week run ‘at the Rovale Thextre, | 

which | 

'N.Y., grossed a fair $18.702 last 
i week at the 1,525-seat Royal. Alex- 
andra Theatre ‘here. : 
The potential capacity gross at 

the house, scaled to a $4 tan week- 
‘inights and. $4.50 weekend eves,. 

Was $32. 800. 
‘for most Broadway shaws last 

(week. A few entries recistered 
: increases, of which the mest, no- 
‘table was a climb of $3417 re- “Stock Review 

Adam, The Cre: ator “All the Way Home.” In 
Milwaukee, May 2. linstances the drop in receipts was 

_ Drama, Inc.: presentation of a two- act. severe enough to indicate ikels 
(21 scenes) - ‘musical comedy. “edaple do by. ‘closings within the next fe Wwwuce ks, 

‘Rav Boyle from a play by Karel and} 
; P and Ivries by aS iS usual for this time of year. . Josef Capek, with music and lyrics by : 

Bonne’ 
Ala’ 

rire n'! 

‘Talbot Holland, Karen Morrow. 
West,- 
Roagsi,- 

| Keys: C (Comedy), D ‘Draima?, 
;CD ‘Comedy-Drania', 

Henri pred. Mary Scheer. 
‘olan Be Glen Potter. 

‘Ehemann, Karoly -Barta., Pato “nrauoirdt.’ R -Reruel 

is such ar (Dramatic Reading’. 
clumsy, - -innocuous musical that it; Other parenthetic desiguations 

is hard to believe anvoie is se- } refer, respectively, to weelss ployed, 
rigusly thinking of taking it to! ‘number cf performances thraugh i 

. 1¢ Carhere + 
Broadway, Director librettist Ray | last Saturday, top price two prices are giren, the higher is 
Boyle, ‘who ‘is also the euiding for Friday. Saturday nights and the 

» Moved last night 

{corded by the Pulitzer Prize-N.Y. : 
‘Drama Crities Circle award-winner. ! 

Some : 

: $9.60; 1.280: $62.805- 

i 
1 

§ 

| 

i 

eae eet ee 

hand of Milwaukee’ s ‘Fred Miller: lower for wecknightsi, nusnber of . 
gross end stars. Theatre, has just such notions and‘ seats, capacity 

Federal and supposedly has pledges from a’ ' Price includes 10° 
syndicate of Milwaukee ‘business ' 

.implausibly motivated. pr ecluding : $23,927. 

5° Citu tar, but grosses are net; 

LEGITIMATE 89 

(B'way Down, But ‘All the Way’ 23146: 
‘Advise’ 18146, ‘Critic's 

‘SP’ $35,875, Axed Abe’ $7,843 in 15 
Business dropped substantially : wk: 596 p) :$8.35-$9.40:; 1,182: $58,- 

Choice’ 166, 

194), week, $40.531. 
iTues.: to the 

Broadway Theatre with the b.9. 
scale reduced to a $5 tep week- 
nignts and $7.50 weekend eves. 

Last week, $36,129. 

Happiest Girl in the 
Beck (MC) s5th wk: 400 pe 

Previous 

World, 
£8 €0- 

Cyril Ritch- 
Previous weck, £59.355. 

Last week. $37.215. 
‘ard. 

* Sem hawent: Staged by Boyle: sgt hore: | ‘The number of sellouts last w cc I La D PI 
ography, Robert’ Simpsen; sets ind Weht- : rma La Douce, smcuth of 
ing, Robert Paine: Grose: ‘castumes, Fran- was. reduced to three, “Caine jot,” i829d wk: 252 ro cit on MC 
ces. Kosbab: music arrangements. Ron “Carnival and “Mary, Mary. I ean 4 > os } S600 GG9; 
nie Dohberstein: music .directcr. Virginia. 448.250! «Elizabeth Scal. Keith 
Randall.-Stars David Hooks: feutures J. Estimates for Last Week ‘Michel). Previous week, $44.510 

1 Last week, $38.470. 

Mary, Mary, Hayes :C: 9th wk; 
Opened April 25, 61 at Fred Milica ‘Thea-.: MC (Musical- Comedy), "AID 1 Musi- 69 p) ($6.90-$7.50: 1.138: #4: 
ire, Milwaukee, -ecal-Drana:, O (Opera’, OP «Op- " /Barbara Bel Grades Rue 
_ “Adam, the Creator” _eretta), Rep. ‘Repertory), DR son, Michael Rennie’. Previous 

- Week, $42.714 with parties. 
Last week, $42.7&9 with parties. 

*Miracle Worker, Piayhouse (1) 
‘80th wk; 636 pi «$6 60-87 50: 944; 
$36.500) (‘Suzanne Pleshefte. Patty 
Duke?. Previous weck. $25.674. 

Last week, $23.037. Keicn Lee 
succeeds Miss Duhe tomorow 

night (Thurs.!. 

*M 2 . ot} ppv etge ; 
men for financing. lie. exclusire of taxes. 268th ares eRe Lane 
. This’ is one of. these tuners in Asterisk denotes shar had CUut- . $69.500) ‘Michael AR inson. Mare 

which. the story line seems to exist , rate tickets in circulaticn. ‘ got Moser. Previsus week 

to further the songs, ruthe: “than | Advise - and Consent, Cort ‘Ds $55,720. , 

Vice Versa, and the flaws of the ;/25th .wk; 196 pi $7.50; 1.155;1 Last week, $52.654. 
“4 script are so basic that no z:nount” $40.500) -Ed Begley, Richard Kiley, | Rhinocer I sacra Ty. ae 

aa rew: jtting is soing to save it Chester Morris, Henry Jones. Kev- | wk: 136 p) °$6900 4 vole e37.0cny 
‘|The characters are free-form, and; x. ie 90: 1101; $37.0 i. in McCarthy). Previous weck, ‘Eli Wallach, Zero Mos.cl . Previ- 

i 

any audience invoivement. a:d the; Last week,’ $18.511. ous Week, $24 058. 
central conflict” is treated witht yan the Way Home. Belasco ‘D1! Last week, $20,146. 
such banality as not to Ke taken | 23d wk; 181 p) $6. 90-$7. Bus gG7. i; Sound of Music, Lunt-Fantanne 

scriously. * $38,500). Previous ucck, $20,036.) \SID- (73d wk: 580 p <a e, 1.407; 
The essential storylize ‘is that: “{ $75,000! (Mary Marim. Previous Last week, $23.503. 

*Best Man, Morosco 
wk: 448 p) 1$6.90-$7.50:: 
000) ‘Lee Tracy. 
-Previous week, $24.465. 

_Adam destroys .the. world, pre-j 
sumably in the 20th century, be-! 
cause he’s disgusted ‘with -the, 
Cgurse it has taken, and he re- 

“makes it only to find ‘it going » 
cockeved again: In the end. he’s 
forced. to concede that the world | 
is as it must be. First act is an! 
ordeal, dealing: with Adam's tire-! 

—p 

. ‘Previous 
‘person ta make next, and the, : $20.240. Frank Overton succecded - 
second isa muddle of events that: ‘Robards last Monday (8) and 

the same time Martin: Gabcl was i 
‘Czechoslovakian ° ‘playrights, upped | from featured slotting to! 

Karel. and Josef Capek. from ; costar billing with Cronyn. 
whose play this is adapted, are Last week, $19,604. 

Imperial 

week. , 

, Week, $75.928. 
‘S7th | 

990; $41,-; 
Frank Lovejoy): 

at. 321. 

‘ 

‘ 

i 

still no likelihood that a more| wk: 28 p) 1$8.60; 1.428: $65.000) | 

‘capable company could make the':Anna Maria Alberghetti). Previ- 
; Show. viable. There's nothing note-j| ous week, $66.576. 
| worthy in the. performances, al- Last week, $66,611. 
| though Joan ‘Ehemann might be 
|} cited for an  oecasional bright 
moment of dance. Henri Noel for | ‘C) (1th wk; 85 p) ($6.90-$7.50: 1.- 
his fine legit voice, and ‘David : 990; $43,522). Previous week, $27.- 
Hooks for sheer. sta ut ; 

00 eer. § mi ina in 1€ - Bast week, $26,007. str enuous title. role. Les. 

7 Critie’s Choice, Barrymore (C?} 
‘21st wk; .165 p) ($6.50-$7.50: 1.- 

| 067: $40,000) (Henry Fonda: Pre- 
{vious week, $21,513. 

| Bye B sina yea Cc $F. Last week, $15,988. ( — , 
ean ove Birdie or eren - Devil’s Advocate, Rose :D) ‘9th 
aca on Kuprin (tryout)—Forrest, Philly wk; 68 p) ($6. 90-$7. 50: 1, 162; $46.- 

* Dorinybrook. ryout)—Nation:), Wash. 1 045) (Leo Genn, Sam Levene, Ed- 
(8-13; moves tq N. Ww 
‘Fiorello (2d Co.)—RKO Orpheum, Dav- pst aaa ‘Previous wee x, 

’ e 

Last week, $23,581. 

Do Re Mi, St. James ‘MC) (19th 
wk; 152 p) ($8.60-$9.40; 1.615; $69,- 

Touring Shows 

19): Stuart, . Lincoln, Neb. (10); Music 
Hert) KL. C: (11-13): Aud... Denve (%-29). - 
Flower rum -Song—Wisconsin: .Thea- 

tre, Milwaukee - (8-13); Shubert, Cincy 

Gypsy—Colonial, Boston (8-13); O'Keefe, 
Toronto (15-20). 

Hostege—Geary, S.F. (8-13), c)rses). 
- Malority of One—Biitmore, L.A. (9-20). 

Mark Twain Tonight—Morzvian Col- 

$67,142. 
Last week, $67,015. 

‘Come Blow Your Horn, Atkinson 000). 

Last week, $74.875 

Taste of Honey, Booth D: -31st 
Wk: 247 p) (6.90: 807; £30,500) 
| +Hermionne Baddele: Fr:-nces 

. Last week, $20. 716. ‘Cuka'. Previous weck, $18 485. 
Big Fish, Little Fish. ANTA! Last week, $14.780. 

"CDs: (8th wk; 61 p) °$6.S0-$7.50: 
1.185: $49,178) ‘Jason Robards Jr., “Tenth Man, Ambassador ‘D) 

‘78th wk: 615 ps ‘SC 90-£7.50: 1,- 
155; $41,562). Previous week. $11,- 

Closes next Saturday 13). 
Last week, $9,328. 

Unsinkable Molly Brown, Win- 
iter Garden (MC) (27th wk, 212 p) 
'$8.60-$9.40: 1,404: $68000: ‘Tam- 

thereby implicated in the misde- i my {Grimes:. Previ 
“~., meanor: Boyle's dialog is hack- isthe. gata ett Lange ' $65.7 rexjous week, 

neved. and. his: characters behave Ww Pp * L ° k, $61,000). Previous week, $53.668. ast week, $57.801. foolishly. His.-direction is broad, i -and the comedy juvenile. The Last week, $46.587. Wildcat, Alvin -MC) «18th wh; 

songs by Sam -Lawent, a Mil-| . Camelot, Majestic (MC) :22d wk; ; , 139 p) '$8.60-$9.40: 1453: $65. 600) 
waukee "attorney, are competent |.177 p) '$9.40; 1,626: $84.000) ‘Rich- ; Uueille Ball). Previous eek, - 

_but derivative, and his lrries seem | ard Burton, Julie Andrews). Previ- $65.10. . 
‘to strain ‘for rhyme rather than | ous week, $83.696. Last week, $63.026. 
_ Meaning... ° | Last week, $83,066 after. the de- Miscellaneous ; 

Granted the production suffers ,; duction of another staggered re- 

“somewhat from the inexperience ; {und payment. Hamlet, Phoenix «Di ‘8th wk; 
:of young Miller company, there's Carnival, ‘MC) ‘4th} , 62 p) ‘$4.60; 1,150; $29.882). Pre- 

vious week, $19, 890. Run has heen 
extended to the May 28 matinee. 

Last week, $21,903. 

South Pacific, City Center «AID) 
"2d wk; 15 p) ($3.95; 3.090: $60,- 

Previous week. $35.000 for 
seven performances and one pre- 
view. Ends limited three-week 
stand next Sunday (14), 

Last week, $35,875. 

Closed Last Week 

Young Abe Lincoln, O'Neill 
;'MC) (24 wk; 27 p) $2.50; 1.076: 

500) (Phi) Silvers). Previous week, ‘ 056; $42,000) 

$20,000). Previous week. $4, 482 
for 12 performances. One-hour 
moppet-targeted production exited 
last Sunday (7) to return to the off- 
Broadway York Playhouse. 

Last week, $7.843 for 15 per- 
formances, 

Reopening This Week 

Becket, Hudson (D) ‘$7.50: 1,+ 
(Laurence Olivier, 

Arthur Kennedy}. 
Play, which has been touring 

since exiting Broadway last Mareh 

| (6-20). 

‘lege, Bethlehem, Pa. (15); Lamberton Jr. 
. High School, Carlisle, Pa. (17): Montclair 

(N.J.) High School ¢19). 
Merry Widew (Civic Light Optra Assn.) 

. —Philharmonic, L.A. (820). 
Miracle Worker (2d Co.)—Erlanger, Chi 

” 77). 3; Com- 

_Bos- 

‘Muste. Man—Riviera, Det. 
munity Aud., Hershey, Pa. (15-20), 
t My aba tagy (24 Co.}—S! 4, 
on: 
Once Spon Mattress—Y.» mount, 

es Anderson, Ind. (Br: Regent, Grand Rapids 
Ohio Theatre, Mansfield. (10-1); 

Dol Hall, Dayton. .‘'2-13: “Palace, 
Youugstown (¢ 15-16); National, “Wash. 
1 417-20). Chi 

_ Raisin in the Sun—Blackstene. 

r --€eund ef Mule @d Co.)—Hanna, Cleve. 

| 

| 

Evening With Mike Nichols and 
Elaine May, Golden ‘R) (30th wk; 
242 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 773; $30,439). 
Previous week, $26,142. 
Last week, $21,921 for seven per- 

formances. The May 1 performance 
was cancelled, 

‘ Far Country, Music Box (D) ‘5th ; 
wk; 39 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,101; $49,- 
107) (Kim Stanley, Steven Hill, 
Sam Wanamaker). Previous week, 

25 after a 25-week run, reopened 
last Monday night ‘8) for a limited 
three-week engagement. 

Jack Merigold, directorial assist- 
lant to Tyrone Guthrie, flew to Ire- 
lland last week to confer with 
i Guthrie on the forthcoming Strat- 
{ford (Ont.) Shakespeare Festival 
production of “Pirates of Pen-' 

$31,883 tac an edd te vetsks's ahaa entation o addy aye 's 
Last week, $32,170. “Gideon,” both of which Guthrie 
Fiorello, Broadhurst (MC) (75th! will stage. 
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CASTING NEWS 
Folluwing are available parts in upcoming Broadway, off-Broad- 

way, and touring shows, as well as ballet, films, industrial and tele 
vision shows. All information has'been obtained directly by the 
VaRIETY Casting Department by telephone calls, and has been Te- 
checked as of noon yesterday (Tues.). 

The available roles will be repeated weekly until filled, and addi- 
tions to the list will be made only when information is secured from 
responsible parties. The intention is to service performers with leads 
run a wild goose marathon. This information is) published without 
eharge. 

In addition ta the available parts listed, the tabulation includes pro- 
duceions announced for later this season, but, for which, the manage- 
ments, as yet, aren’t holding open casting calls. Parenthetical designa- 
tions are as follows: (C) Comedy, (D) Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy, 
(MD: Musical Drama, (Ri Revue, (Rep) Repertory, (DR) Drematic 
Reding. a 

1‘comedienne, 30. Accepting photos 
iand resumes, above address. 

“Medium Rare” (R). Producer, 
Robert Weiner (146 CPW, N.Y.; 
SU 7-1914). Parts available for 
mate and femme revue types.. Ap- 
ply through agent or mail photos 
and resumes, co above address. 

“Nine Millionth Star” (Dj. Pro- 
ducers, Michael Charnee & Geof- 
frey F. Rudaw (340 E. 66th St., 
N. Y.; RE 4-1478). Available parts: 
girl, 14; boy, 16. Mail photos and 

BROADWAY 
“All The Best People” (C). Pro- 

ducers, Joel Spector & Buff Cobb 
(147 W. 57th St., N.Y.; PL 7-2691). 
Available parts: naive femme, 21; 
mai-, 20-35; middleaged femme; 
exccutive male, 50-60; callous male, 
30-35. Mail photos and resumes, 
ec o above address. 

resumes, c’o above. . 
“Blood, Sweat and Stanley Poole” | «piace Without Twilight” (D). 

and (D-. Producer, Roger L. Stevens producers, Robert Fryer 
(745 Fifth Ave., N. ¥.; PL. 1-1290). |y awrence Carr, in association with 
Part available for boy, 21-22. col- John Herman (234 W. 44th St: 
lege grad type with good comedy IN.Y.; LA 4-2844). Available parts: 
ability. Mail photos and resumes; Non 19-21, tall, handsome, cat- 

co perry Faye (165 W. 46th St. |jike, fair; boy, 16, intense, medium 
NY.) \height, fair; girl, 18, spiritual qual- 

“Complaisant Lover” (D-. Pro- : ity, natural beauty, 

ducer, Irene Mayer Selznick (112 : fragile; girl, 18, all-American type; 
Central Park South, N.Y.). Avail- ‘poy, 19, sincere. All roles are Ne-° 
able parts: English girl, 19, attrac-; sro. Mail photos and resumes to 
tive, uot toa slender; English cou-j above address. 
ple, mid-50s, upper middle class:| “Sound of Music” (MD). Produc- : 
English boy, 9-11. earnest, un-/ers, Richard Rodgers & Oscar: 
affected, plays Michael Redgrave's' Hammerstein 2d (488 Madison : 
sen: character man, 50s, heavy set, i Ave.. N. Y.); casting’ director, Eddie : 
prosperous. speaks Dutch fluently; Blum. Auditions for possible future . 
character man, 30-50, shrewd, fa-‘Teplacements for girls. 7-16, and ° 

: i boys, 11-14 all with trained voices. cile hotel valet, some Dutch. Mail lcharacters. Mail plrotos and 

ES we EN APY NS ey 

photos a one poce addr ce Irving , | resumes to above address. 

David Merrick, 246 W. 44th St., OFF-BROADWAY 
N.Y. 
and resumes of sopranos, 

baritones, tenors and boys an i pany (c’o Natt Greenblatt, 10 Fifth girls, 7-14, who sing and dance, for j °°" ; ~e 
casting file. Mail material. c/o, Ave. N.Y. OF CBS NOE te 57th | 
Michael Shurtleff, above address. :  St.. 
Incicate voice range. 

LO 3-7520. Accepting photos 

pass | (MC). 

N.Y. Vetta ble j- 

‘inan, 45-50; lovable, comic: \.0 .an. 
“Get it Up” (MC. P roducer, : 40's, high-strung; five character ! 

Charles Curran (¢/o Lambs Club, * men, eccentrics; woman, young, 
130 W. 44th St., N.¥.; JU 2-1915:. ibeautiful, eccentric: character, 
Available parts: six femme singers, ‘woman, flamboyant; man, 30's, 
20-23, must double with specialty; * satanic’ writer; girl; 
ballroom dance team, 

young comedienne, baritone, 20's.’ tive, appealing; man. 50's, dry, eyn- 
Accepting photos and resumes, ¢ © ical; character man, pompus. small; 
above address. Don’t phone. Ap-. 

plicants must have Intimate night eral attractive femme singers who! 
club experience. , also dance. All applicants’ must 

“Jennie” (MID). Producer, New- ! sing and dance some and British! 
burge-Porter Prods. (1619 Broad- ; accents are preferred. Mail photos 
wai, N. ¥.; JU 6-4886. Available’ and resumes c‘o above address: 
parts: male lead, 30's, tall: femme, | don’t phone. Rehearsals will begin 
2u. etherial, small, lovely, must} late in August for September open- 
sing well; character woman, 30; ; ing. 
barmaid, 40's, plump: character] “Bella” (MIC. Producer, Lance: 
man, 40s; Irish man, 50's. Mail pho- | 
tos and resumes, through agents! Box 184, Haworth, N. J.1. Available | 
on:+, above address. : parts: leading lady, 30's: 

“Kean” (MC). Producer, Robert | 74", 40’s, British; British detec- 
Lantz '745 Fifth Ave. N.Y. EL} tive type; sinister male Oriental: 
5-366. Five major roles avail-| Voluptuous blonde femme; kench- 
able: soprano, 30s, beautiful, so-|™@" type. Mail photos and resu- 
phisticated; soprano, 20s, beautiful, | eS ¢/0 above address. ' 
naive; man, 30-35, operatic tenor, | ith Avenue North” (R.. Pro 
regal: character comedian; acrobat-' ducer, Shippen Geer. in. assoc iation 
ballet dancer. Apply through’ With Michael Batterberry IBA | 

a‘ents or mail photos and resumes ; “!@dison Ave, N. Yi MU 9-2910). 
co Monty Shaff, above address. ; Available parts: tall, rugged, hand- 
Auditions for singers: open cail ; 50Me leading man; beautiful, dark- 

femmes tomorrow (Thurs.:, 
ain. and open call men next Fri- 
day 12+, at 11 a.m., at Golden The-} 

tand resumes c’o Geer, rm. 803, 
‘above address. 

“TI Want You” (MC... Producers. 1959 * 

atre ~ W. foth St. N.Y. :Theodore J. Flicker & Joseph- 
Kicks & Co.” (MC. Producers, Crayhon (c/o The Premise. 154 

Russert Barron Nennroff & Dr. : Bieecker. St., N.Y: LF 3-5020°. 67. 
Bu ton Charles D’Lugoft «337 Blee- Part available for man 35-45, Irish. 

Ke St. N. Ya AL 5-3179:. Avail-! smooth con man, sing and dance. 
av.e parts: Negro or white male 4743 photos and resumes, above 
singer, 30-40; femme, 30s, slender ; address, ” , 
singer; southern belle type femme,i  «peaye It To Jane” (.IC'. Pro- 
2-. belting voice, some dancing:) ducers, Joseph Berhu & Peter 
Nearo character comedian, 608: !Katz (c/o Sheridan Squaré Thea- 
Negro dancer-singer-actress for jire, Seventh Ave. & Fourth St. 
riajor role; Negro baritone. 20s; N.Y.; CH 2-9609). Auditions {ors 
Si-legit: soprano, beautiful Ne-° male and femme singers as re- 
#0, 20s: comedian, 20>, rotund, placements, every Thursday at 6— 
La: ‘one; male and femme. Negro p.m., above address. 
and white singers and dancers. “Midsummer Night's Dream” (C-. 
some tor small comedy roles Mail producer, Joseph Papp (tN. Y.: 
Prto. and resumes co Sidney ; Shakespeare Festival, -1230. Fifty ! 
“Fden, above address. Don't phone,’ Ave. N.Y. SA 2-4008+. Parts avail- 
aurlitions will be held in the neur 
future. 

Love A La Carte” (MC.. 
ducer. Arthur Klein (St. 
‘Tteatre Buldg., 246 W. 

*$8t., N. ¥.; LO 5-6376:. Available ! 
parts: girl, 22; leading man, 30; Producer, Joseph Papp 
second leading man, 30; character iShakespeare Festiv al, 

Negro and} 
boys. 7-10... 

»abie for several tiny, 
“Whkte non-Equity 

Pro- 
James reetor Rose Sultan, 2-4 p.m., 
44th , number. 

above | 

IN. Y. 

1Mail 

fair; girl, 21,! 

“A Word With the Governor”. 
Producer, Governor's Com- j.29d resumes to above address. Baxter & Edward Friedman (c: 0} 

' Astor Hotel. Broadway & 44th St., 

i parts: three boys, native houseboys., 1 - 

leading | 

at 11 eved femme dancer, Mail photos 

“Much Ado About Nothing” (C: | 

220 Fifth 

Ave; N.Y; SA 2-4008). Parts 
1 available. for ‘several men, 65, for 
small roles.. For interview appoint- 
ment. call Rose Sultan, above num- 
ber. 

OUT OF TOWN 
“Vintage ’61” (R). Producer, Zev jdrew Carrington (1271 First Ave., 

N. Y.). 
Parts|and femme dramatic and comedy 

available for six male and six| performers. Mail photos and res- 
femme singer-dancer-actors under! umes c/o James, above address. 

Bufman (1605 N. Ivar Ave:, Holly- 
wood 28, Callé,; HO 4-7121). 

30. Mail photos” and resumes, 
above address. 

CHICAGO 
‘Second. ‘City. “Producer, Paul 

Sills 1301 E..10th St., N.Y.). Parts 
available for girls, 20's, ‘imagina- 
tive, facile actresses to work in an 
improvisational group. Companies 
are being formed for the Coast and 
N. ¥., as well as Chi, 

LAS VEGAS 
“fa Plume de. Ma Tante” (MC). 

Producer, David Merrick (246 W. 
44th St.,.N.Y.; LO 3-7520). Avail- 
able - parts: two femme dancers. 

photos and resumes c/o 
‘Michael Shurtleff, above address. 

STOCK 

- BELLPORT, L. IL 
Gateway Playhouse.. Managing | W 

director; 
Kane ses Inc., 43 W. 54th St., 
N.Y.) 
leading men and women and ver- 
satile character men and women. 
Mail: photos and resumes to Shel- 
j don (e-o Joyce Selznick, Columbia 
Pictures, 711 Fifth. Ave., 
Apprentices apply directly at! 
Gateway. Theatre operates as a: 
Summer showcase for Columbia 
Pictures executives and producers. 
BRADDOCK HEIGHTS, MD. 
Mountain Theatre... Producer, 

‘William O. Brining (4545. Connecti- 
cut Aye. NW, 
[EAI 3-5051°, “Parts available for 
lfive male and -six femme Equity 
:- dramatic, 
non-paid arprentcies. 
‘and resumes, above address. 
:son opens June 20, 

_ CHICAGO 
r Chicago Music Theatre and Chi-— 
cago Tenthouse Theatre. Producer, 

,tlerb Rogers. (45 East: End: Ave., 
N. ¥.; AL 35-8053). Parts available 

| for male and femme musieal princi- 
pals and apprentices. 

Sea- 

| New ‘York auditions currently ‘be- 
ing. held through agents only. 

CORNING,.N.. Y. 

ducers; Dorothy Chernuck & Omar. 
*K: Lerman (c‘o Corning Theatre. 
| Houghton Park, Box 51, Corning, 
N. Y.; 6-4636). Parts available’ for! 
male and femme actors, singers and 

20-21, fresh, ; dancers. Accepting photos and re-° 
20-23; cute, innocent; young man, attrac-!sumes ¢’o Richard Flusser (550 | 

Fitth Ave., N. Y.) for musical per-; 
formers and above address for’ 

begins June 26. 

| HINSDALE, ILL. 
Salt Creek Playhouse. Producer. ; 

Tom Blank (P.O.: Box 226,— 
YHinsdale, I): Seeking male and 
femme featured performers and : 

; Name stars. Mail photos and re- | 
!sumes c‘o above address. Season |dramatic ‘series. 

at the | (524 W. 57th St.. N.Y: 
Barklee (c’o Lance Productions. | former Hinsdale Summer Theatre. | casting director, 

runs June 4Labor Day, 

NANTUCKET, MASS. 

rgucer. John Mitchell (418 W. 42d: 
- N.Y:; LO 4-66278. Parts avail- 

ole for ‘several male apprentices. 
| Mail photos and resiumes.c ‘o Frank 

Rowley, above address. Season 
mn {TUN July 3-Aug. 26. 

PHILADELPHIA 
Playhouse in the Park.:Producer.. 

Ethelyn R. -Thrasher (58 W. 57th! 
St, NvY., Studio - 25: 

tices. 
througn agents” only,. 
Stoudt, above address. 

PHOENICIA, N.Y. 
.Phoenicia. Theatre. Producers. 

Ivor Balding, Peter Bogdanovich & : 
“Michael Lindsay-Hogg ic’o Bald- 
ing, 415 E.. 82d St, N.Y; RE 
4-2947'. Parts: a -ailable fot male 
‘and femme performers for resident 
conupany. Photos and. resumes be- 
ing ‘accepted -c o above address. 
‘ Both Equity and non-Equity per- 
- forns ers. will be. used for the 10- 
Week. season. 

SPRINGFIELD, ILL. 
Tent at the: Lake. Producers, 

Buckles & D.'G. 

to Paul 

> Jane Stanley 
Buckles tc o Buékles Theatre Co., : 
| 14702. Broadivay, 
i AY 

I oman; Iingenue; character woman. 
j Mail photos and resumes, ¢’o 

N..Y.; Rm. 904°. 

For appointment call casting di-' above address, through agents only | 
in the case of the leads. | 

SULLIVAN, ILL. 
Summer of musicals. 

‘Guy S: Little Jr. 
ivan, IIi.s, 

Producer, | 
(Box 185, Sulli- 

| ducer, Lenny-Dehin Agency (140 

David Sheldon. (Gateway. 

‘Parts available for Equity 

N. Y.). 

at the Merrick office. Script, pub- 

Washington, D.C.: | 524 St. 

performers. - and several: 
Mail photas : 

, 52d St, 

Mail photos : 

JN. ¥.; PL 13-4432), 

ailable parts: leading man and 

and femme Equity. musical: per-. 
formers and paid apprentices. Mail 
photos and resumes, above address. 

‘THOMPSON, CONN. | 
Quadio Summer Playhouse. Man- 

aging director, Alan James, in as- 
sociation with Paul Porter & An- 

Parts available for male 

TRAVERSE CITY, MICH: . 
_Cherry County Playhouse. Pro- 

ducer, Ruth Bailey. (Spring Hill 
Lane, Cincinnati 26,. Ohio; TR- 
1-0049). 
ing men, 30-40;. character woman 
with second woman range. Mail 
photos and resumes c/o producer, 
above address. 

TOURING 
“Advise and Consent” (D'.. Pro- 

ducer, Martin Tahse (1860 Broad- 
way, N. Y.; JU 2-7650). All parts’ 
available ‘for the national company 
which is ;scheduled to begin in 
Sept. Mail photos and resumes c/a 
above address. 

' “Flower Drum Song” (MC). Pro- 

58th St., N.Y.: JU. 2-0270). All 
parts, available. Parts available for 
Juanita Hall part, young male 
oriental, Dr. Lee, Dr. Foug, 
Madame Fong. Mail photos and 
resumes -to Jack c’o above ad- 
dress. Show will tour the straw- 
hats this summer. 

“Gypsy” (MC).. Producer, David 
‘Merrick (246 W. 44th St, N.Y.; 
LO 3-7520). All parts available for 
the second company. Mail photos 
and resumes: to. Manny Davis, 

lished by Random House, avail- 
able at Drama Book Shop (51. W. 

ALY” 

“Music . Man” (MC:.- Producer 
i Kermit Bloomgarden (1545. Broad- 
iway N. Y.: JU 2-1690). All parts 
available for the second company. 
‘Mail photos and resumes to Lillian 
Stein, above address. Script. avail-. 
able at Drama Book Shop (51 W.- 

N.Y.) 

SHOW'S IN REHEARSAL 
‘BROADWAY 

“Mandingo” (D). Producers, Billy : 

N.Y.; JU 6-3000. 

“Porgy and Bess” (MD°.. 

(130 W. 56th St., N.Y.: JU 6 ~2828), ¢ 

OFF-BROADWAY 
“A Piece of Noon” (D0). 

berg (21 E. 63d St. N.Y.; : 
‘TE 8-3 1801, 

STOCK 

“Macbeth” & & “As You Like It.” 
four assorted character men: sev-! dramatic actors. Ten- week season . Producer, American’ Shakespeare ! 

Festival (Stratford, Conr:.),. 

Television 

Parts ayailable for lead- 

national advertising campaign for: 
kiddie’ products. . Contact, ‘Amy’ 7 
Ardrey, above address. ie 

_ “Chicapee Falls” (D). Producer, 
Oscar Lerman (1472 ‘Broadway,’ 
N.Y.; BR: 9-5218, suite 1109). Parts. 
available’. for experienced leading 
lady, 20-30, warm: Mail photos. and 
resumes, c/o Jeanette Kamins, 
above address. Film will be shot: 
in N.Y. and New England. in Juns.: 

—_—X—X—“___= 

B.0. Tax Repeal 
—= Continued: from page 81 = 

perity, ° Broadwya ‘legit has de- 
lined as follows: 

‘In 1931, Broadway “had. 66. 
theatres ‘compared to only.33 today,. 
despite a 45%. population increase. 
and a- six-fold” increase in personal’ . 
income. — 

2. Annual Broadway. produc- 
tion. declined from 233. presenta-’ 
tions in 1930: to 57 in’ 1960 and- an. 
anticipated 45 this year. ~—- 

. 3. Broadway theatre. attend- . 
ance decreased from 12 000, 000 in 
1931 to 8.000.000. in 1960.-: 

4.. Broadway ticket prices for 
dramatic shows Increased | from an 
average maximum of $3. 49 in 1944. 
to. $7.17 in .1959; approximately 
105%. The. b.o. top for musicals 
increased trom an average maxi-" 
mum. .of. $4.84 in 1944°to $8.57 in. 
1959. approximately 772. But, dis-- 
posable personal income; out of 
which. all individual. entertain- 
ment ‘expenditures are “made, in- 
‘creased © 14076. -between 19H and. 
1960. 

5... Last year ‘was the niost ‘dis-, 
astrous. on. Broadway with over. 
$4.000,000 lost On. & capital invest- . 
ment. of. over $B. 000. 000 -in ‘56 Pro 
ductions.. 

-6." The city collected a peak §2, - 
200. 000. in 1960 from -ailmisstons tax 
on legit, or 14/100 of 1%%-of. the 
city's total tax: revenue of $1.60U.- 
-Q00,000° that. year. 

The--statement contends that 
‘with the removal of the tax and a 

Pro- : 
‘ducers, Mary Jordan & Sam Silver-- 

1 

“Camera Three” | 
Producer, 

‘JU 6-6000); 

Accepting photos and resumes of 

cates. 

“Lamp Unto My. Feet” (rellgi- 
ous-dramatic series). Producer, 
CBS (524 W. 57th St., N. ¥.; 
6-6000); casting. director, “Paula. 
Hindlin. Accepting photos and re- ' 
,sumes of general male and female- 
dramatic talent, c’o abave address. | 

LT 1-0610!.:No duplicates. 
Parts available for male and femme | 
dramatic performers and appren-: 

Mail photos and> resumes, | 

“Naked City” «dramatic -series). 
Producer, Herbert 
‘Screen Gems, 

tos and resumes of general. male 
and female dramatic talent by mail 
‘only, ¢’o above address. 

' .NBC-TV. (30 Rockefeller Plaza, 
N. Y¥.; 
Rick Kelley 

dramatic performers for several 
shows. Mail information to him, 
‘¢‘o above address. 

: | Miscellaneous — 

Michael Skori (75-15 210 St.. Bay- 
side L. E, N. Y¥.:.HO 8-4251). Spot: 

‘ available "for femme. singer with | 
;f00d English and ‘Yiddish reper- 
‘toire. Phone above number for 
appointment. 

Silver Studios. (231 W. 54th St., 
N.Y. 
who. looks 

CBS ja total of $30.972.000. 

Paula Hindlin. | Sanitatizatlon- 

Straight Wharf. Playhouse: Pro-: general male and female dramatic! _ 
‘ talent, c’o above address. No dupli- | 

| 
1 

| 

subsequent. revival of | lezi,. the 
‘City will be reimbursed far “More 
than the amount. taken in froni the 
dheatre Ist year by -the stimu-- 
lation from: increased legit activity 
and its effect on. other industries 

Pro=! devendent on theatre. 
Corning Summet Theatre. Pro- ducer, City Center Light Opera Co. The Saxon study also “reveals 

‘that 636 commercial productions 
‘bow ed on Broadway during the last 
12. Seasons’ and, of these,’- 470: 
(74°) Were flops and 166° (26°) ~ 
were. hits. According to the re- 

i port. the profit -earned. by the 166 
{hits from all sources thus far totals” 
!.$27,300.000. | return of 236% 
(On a combined capital” investment: 
: of. $£9,.964.000. 

Coin tost.on the. 470° failures, ‘the’ ; 
_ teport states. was $42:300. 000 on an 
undetermined combined capitaliza-" 
tion since the investments. in the 

: flop shows are only available for 
ithe last nine seasons, - during 

(educational: | which time 334 casualties dropped 
‘a GN. 

{$34,300,000 loss’ on a combined’ 

‘Designers Union 
— Continued. ‘from. page 8% — 

and” fees. to Be charged by. desizn- 
ers and that costume. designers will 

; nat work on. a par ticular produc- 
tion-unless a union scenic designer 
has heen hired and vice-versa. The.- 

, Government. seeks an injunction 
restraining: these practices and to 
prohibit: anv. person from being a 

B. . Leonard! member of: the. union while acting” 
11 Fifth. Ave.,jas. a. so-called: 

Accepting pho.- | signer.’ . 
“contracting.” -de- 

‘In denying both the motions of 
the. plaintiff! and the defendant, 

| Judge Kaufman said,: fl conclude 
‘that a. trial- which will provide a 

CI 7-8300:. Casting director | more “complete understanding of 
is accepting photos! the industry is necessary for a: reso- a 

‘and resumes of male and femme! ~ lution ‘of the issues: in this case. 
- Moreover; ‘it is -equally ap 

parent ‘that the-work done by the 
No duplicates. | designer involved has an ‘important 

and substantial effect on interstate: 
lcommerce. 

[ 

“It cannot “he: seriously denied” 
' that costumes and_ ‘scenery are in- 

tegral ard’ necessary ‘elements of. 
theatrical production: ‘neither can 

N. y. Summer Resort. Director, | it be denied ‘that these productions; 
which have ‘hoth tryouts and road 
shows in states other than. New 
York, are:in inter state commerce. 
Therefore, : the trial need not be 
unduly protracted. The ‘evidence ‘to 
be adduced should. properly .be 
directed almost exclusively. to the 

PL, 7-7338.) Seeking girl. 5-7, employment issue and in. this con-_ 
like Jacqueline Ken-' nection especially to the. areas of. 

Parts, availabe for male ;nedy, to be photographed for & | dispute. outlined: Above.” 



‘. (peak. price of $1.26. Crest. (Faw- |. 

_Nedeety, May 1, 1961 

Litera ti 

Fancy Paperback ‘Prices |. 
Crest (Fawcett) so-far has paid] 

the . peak paperback- reprint : price | - 
—-$400, 000—for William . lL. Shir- 
er's $10 edition, Simon &. Schus-| 
ter's. bestseller, “The Rise-and Fall 
ef the Third Reich.” No: .2-price. 
paid is believed to -have been Dell's}: 
$265,000 for Grace Metolious’ “Re- 
-turn To Peyton Place,” closely fal- |. 
Jowed by the $260.000 paid-by Ban-. 
tem Books ° for Houghion Mifflin’s 
“Winston -Churchill war memoirs |.: 
(originally: a $6 book’. Dell also paid 

- $125,000 for the Erroll Flyn auto- 
biog, another peak- mark . for al 
popular, ‘non-“prestige” item... 
The Churchill ‘books will be ‘Is-. 

sued in six different volumes. every: 
four months. ata new “paperback | 

‘Angry Man’s Joke Book’ 
Jerry. Lieberman’s. “The: 

Greatest * Laughs of. All 
-Time,” -due via Doubleday ‘in’ 
September, while’ not a joke- 

hook, is euphemistically .dub- : 
-- bed that by its anthologist. Be- ~: 
cause of his -soclat. order 
preludes to sundry pieces on 

- American chumor,. he calls it. 
“an angry man’s joke. book.” 

His thesis is that American 
wit and humor has: declined. 
‘The §00-page:tome contains 23 
‘editorial . prefaces ‘to. the: in- 
dividual chapters, wherein. the 
author editorialized on the 
anecdotes that Hlustrate. the 
Various brands of’ native.: 
humor. ve 

‘eett) hasn't decided how.to mer-' 
“chandise Shirer’s “Re:ch™ but. that 
too. niav bé done in two ‘different. 
books-—first » the “rise,” ‘then the: 
“tall phases, and probably also at) 
either 95c or-$1,25:  ~ 

Incidentally, Victor Weybright’s Be 
New: American Library stole at 
‘march by annexing” NYU-- ‘Press’, 
“Rise and-Fall.of: Nazi - Germany.’ 
presumably . to cash:..in--on the. ace. field, and is space age con- 

Shirer book's popularity. (sultant for WNEW poate. N. Y., is. 
.-And Bantam’ -paid a- little over j Going an around-the-clock penning 
“$100:000 for: James A.. Michener's . 
: 1job to..meet the deadline. 
“Hawaii” ‘originall¥ $6.95 Random ; It'll be a 50c paperback. expan de 

Id ov er:.1,500,- | .. -House!w sat 250. sore ing the Shepard voyage with sun-; 
ONO copies at <e. ~dry undisclosed angles.on the V3. S. 

os Space: program plus a+retrospec live 
Guy Bolton’ Ss ‘Novel. on Russian cosmonaut. Yuri: Gaga- ° 

“The Olympians” by Guy Bolton. _rin’s orbital flight.’ Book ‘will also’ 
(World: $4.50' is a novel ‘about include an eight-page “picture sec- 

' Perey: Bysshe Shelley | and his. cir- tion; with .a er. photo of Shepard 
cle written. after three years ‘of onthe cover. 
research and interrupted: effort by! 
the celebrated dramatist. who first | . Henry. “Miller: Test Suit 
conceived it as a play.’ In his: first}: Noy. Federal Court 
work of fiction, Bolton has’: m= ‘Thomas. F.: Murphy was mulling 
parted a lively, delicate. touch to °' * yesterday. iTues.! a decision re a 
literary figures already famous 1n' plea that. U.S. Customs release . a 
biographies, -plavs and films.. He banned ‘Henry Miller. book to. its 
has. added nothing startling new-: American ‘owner. 
to: the account of ill-starréed. love’ Prelim injunction. restraining 
‘among the great. Victorian: -ronian- ‘ Robert ‘W. Dill, customs collector, 
tic poets, but. he moves his ‘char-: from. withholding her copy: “of 
acters . dramatically’ and’: vividly, 1 Miller's” “Tropic of Cancer” 
and their stormy -passions” are ale" sought by Dorothy Upham. While 
ways ‘understandable as well 8 tome last July:. 
colorful. toms. declaring she. Was bringing 

Shelley and his. Mary iWollstone-: ‘for her 
~ eraft Godwin) are the central vhar- - 
‘acters. It is impossible to separate . 
thent from the latterday. fame. that 
came to them, both because ‘of his 
immortal verse and=salso because. 
of | ‘her curious novel, “Franken-' 
stein.” It is also difficult: to. write 
of Byron and Keats without. taking 
Jjnto consideration of reader's con- 
ditioned feelings about. such poets. 
-. Bolton has managed, like the 
sterling stage veteran he is,::to 
keep his all-star cast always. on. its ; 

. feet.:emphasizing proper. scenes to 
“. permit them to betray their 

U. S. Astronaut Bioged 

‘publisher to. cash in-.on Cindr.’ 
Alan..B. ‘Shepard Jr.'s space shot; 
with a May 19. publieation date 
‘two .weeks after. the event) of 
“Man Into Space,” ‘which will re-i 
‘cap the flight: Martin Caidin; who [ 

the tome back to the U.S 
‘private: enjoynient. 

graphic” grounds: was seized. after 

would: so act. U S. cited: ‘Section 
1305. of the. Gov ernment's obscenity 

2 ground: that * “Tropic" i is obscene.. 

Reelect John. ‘Luter 
Overseas Press Club of Amer: | 

:iea‘ has reelected .John Luter far, 

lwas instrumental in the. deal which. 
thoughts and. ideals, and yet re-! Inew see. the OPC in its new: 54) 
-Maining faithful constantly. to the - “West 40th St. ‘N.¥.) headquarters 
background of an age. that.in retro-! ‘(site of the old National. Republi- 
spect is classical. He was wise to! 
choose the novel form for his labor! its former East 39th St. location. 
of ilove, and ‘he ‘has’ produeed. .an-? John Day, CBS-News. Mary 
excellent, highly-readable: work.. Hornaday, Christian. ‘Science: Moni- 

tae _ Redo. I tor,-and.Ansel E. Talbert. of Flight 
" -* Safety Publications. were named 

Curtis: Passes Dividend: “ veepées:, Will Yolen, of Hil. & Curtis Publishing. Co, “in view Knowlton, see: Will. --Oursler, 
of present business: “contitions, ” treasurer.. 
deferred dividends on the $4 divis; CHATTER. 
‘dend and the. $1:60 dividend prior j- 
‘dend ‘and the stocks. which would | Angus. Hail. London Daily Sketch 

have been payable: July +1. oe 
Curtis: paid 15¢ quarterly: ‘on the 

$1.60 ‘preferred and..75¢ ‘quarterly 
on the $4 preférred April I. The’ 
annua]: contingent. dividerid of $1 
usually - paid at ‘that’ time Was: | 
“omitted on | beth. 

‘ columnist,- -has been replaced by 
.Fergus Cashin. 

Derek Monsey. Iondon: “Sunday 

‘concentrate on novel and playwrit- 

ta: Long =—d Confab - fin the South of France.’ 

Third annual Long Beach: Writ-: quire magazine editor ‘polishing-: 
ers’ Conference, May 11-13: will off the tentatively-titled | tome. | 

; feature Hollywood writers Terrys ; i “Complete Cookbook for Men.” to 

‘T.-Olender, author of “For the’ \be published: by. Harper, with illus-/ 
Prosecution: Miss Deputy D: A.” ' trations by cartoonist: 
Cecil Smith. tv editor of the ‘Los i Brown: It will be an Xmas 196) 

_.Angeles Times; Beth 
‘Herald Enterprise columnist and! price to be. determined. 

former. emcee of the’ “Meeta: Legit p.a. Michael: Sean O'Shea 
Celebrity” 
Jackson, L.A. Examiner columnist:. Pen -& Pencil steakery ‘(among 
Leo Katcher, author of “Fhe Mon-' other...p.a.. accounts, -has 

Gordon, . authors: of “Operation. syme O’Shea’s former - weekly col- 
Terror”; Eugene Vale, “The 13th umn, “Celebrity Corner” in the 
Apostle, * Jane Ardmor,. author of Hotel’ and Where-to-Go. magazine. 
a forthcoming biography - of Joan .O‘Shea. continues ‘his columit. about 
Crawford; Jesse Lasky Jr., “Naked: the -N. Y:; scene for. Charles E. 
in a Caetus Garden”; 
Cooley, author of 
Home"; Joel Hunt. story editor. of , are. the monthly West Indian “Re- 
NBC; Frank. Gruber, novelist: ‘and i view printed. in England: ‘Sunday 

-@ thrice _tv_and motion picture scripter;:and.,Gleaner, Jamaica, B.W.1.:; 
‘Robert Shaw. tv and ‘motion ‘pic- weekly column. for the ‘Nome 
ture mriter, Warner Bros. (Alaska), Nugget newspaper. 

| Allyn & Bacon (OC).. 

enn tm— 

Pyramid Books: looks. to. he first) | 

"dis Fepped - by some 20 books in the. 

Judge ® 

is . 

‘she wrote Cus-.. 

Book, -one of. 
many banned from. U.S. on. “porno-. 

Custonis replied to Miss Upham it: 

‘ another one-year term.as president. |. 
1 He's press editor of Newsweek and | 

é¢an Club!, having moved up. from. 

film: ‘and legit: critic ‘and: showbiz. 

ing..With his wife. actress Yvonne ' 
4 Mitchell. Monsey intends to. ‘settle: 

‘Frederi¢ A. Birmingham. ex-Es- | 

William | 

“Norman, , book priced at. either $4.95 or $5.95. : 

radio program: «Mike : hack flacking at.John C. Bruno's. 

been. 
ey People,” Mr. and Mrs.: Gordon! pacted. by Edward A. Miller to-re- 

Leland F. Seel’s weekly. Atlantic City Board-' 
“The Run... for ' walk: Reporter. His. other outlets: 

) Stocks 
(As of May 9, 1961, closing) 

43 +48 
American Book (AS)... 68!4—3. 
Book of. Month:(NY).. 
Conde Nast (N¥) ..... 15164116 
Crowell-Collier. (NY).. 46145 415%| 
Curtis Pub. Co. (N¥).. r+ a$1is 
Ginn & Co. (OC)..... . 

{Grolier (OC). ....... a wierd 
‘Hare’t Brace (OC).... 4314+ 

.{Hearst (OC)...... sees 121% 
| Holt, R&W (NY)...... ‘6114—2 
L.A. Times Mirror (0c): 4812-4112 
Macfadden (AS)...... 15 —l 
McCall (NY)........ « 53 ates 
McGraw-Hill (NY).... 345% 14, 
New Yorker (OC).....< -117T) 42 
Pocket Books (OC}.. 38! 2— 12 

| Prentice Hall (AS)... 1) 42 — da: 
Ran'm House (QC) ... 41344 34} 
i Secott Foresman (OC).. 2714—214 |! 
{Time Ince. (OC) ...... 9213-215, 
,H,.W. Sams (OC)..... 521a43 
j Western Pub: (OC).. 1612 

OC=Over. the. Counter. 
NY—N.'Y. Stock Exchange. 

 AS=Aimerican $ Stock Exc hange. 

‘Few ‘Angels For 
‘Call on Kuprin’ 

A Call on Kuprin.” which be- 
‘gan its. pre-Broadway tryout Iast 
Monday (8) in Philadelphia, repre- : 
sents a rush financing job. by. co- 
i producers Robert E. Griffith and’ 
Harold S..Prince. In. order. to ex- 
pedite “the: project the producers ‘ 
raised.the capital from. a rela- 
tively few investors. 

7 Because of.the move, which re- 
-‘\ stricted the number of backers to 
under 20; with each putting up /a- 
minimum of $7,500, the ¥enture 

volved’ in’ such a ‘registratjon. 
In.a Jetter sent to their ‘backers, 

most of: whom have heen with 
them since production ‘of ‘Pajama — 
Game” in 1954, Griffith & Prince . 
explained: there had been. only a. 
month between their -.reading of . 
the ‘script and putting. it into: re- 
-hearsal. The play, adapted by 
Jerome ‘Lawrence ° & Robert E.: 
Lee from. Maurice. ‘Edelman's ° 
novel. is capitalized at. $150,000. 

Jeffrey Lynn, Eugenie TLeonto- 
‘xitch and George. Voskovec star 

‘in. the play, which is plaving two 
US: Opposes the “{njunction | on. weeks at. the ‘Forrest ‘Theatre, 

Philly,, and opens May 25. at the 
Broadhurst, N.Y. . 

“WORD WITH GOVERNOR’ 
OFF-B’WAY NEXT FALL 

“A Word. ‘With the -Governor,” 
a- ‘musical comedy with--book by 
Nathaniel. Lande. music . by: Agnes 
Wright’ and lyrics. by ~ Roddy 
McRae, will be presented off- 
‘Broadway: nest season by the Gov- 
ernor’s Co., in association with 
“Robert Dale Martin, a CBS: cast- 
-ing executive. The show was 
presented in 1957 at ‘the Oxford 
Playhouse. London: 

i Lande, the show's librettist. is 
? actually Natt .Greenblatt, another ~ 
CBS ‘casting department member, 
who used‘the nom de plume w hile: 
at Oxford and: will be associated 
with the production ‘under 
Governor's’ Co. banner. 

the BBC and ‘McRae is a London 
_ad man. Another Londoner. Peter 
Syncox, . wilF, direct’ and Manny 
Eisenberg. ‘an off-Broadway pro- 
-ducer and manager, will be gen-| 
eral manager. 

' Actors Fund Taps Cohen 
For: Opening Night Idea 

H. Cohen’has -been made an hon- 
orary. life . member of the’ ‘Actors 
Fund. The membership was pre- 
“sented in recognition of his inno- 
vation, 
fund with over $10 00 in. the. past 
two years. 
. Instead of sending flowers, tele- 
_ grams: or other such greetings - to. 
actors, authors and others on open- 
ing nights. Cohen began the prac- 

sage reading, “Every good wish 
on your opening night. A contribu- 
tion in your name has been. made. 

| ACTORS FUND OPENS 

; Thursday 

one-story 

i profession. 
| contributors to. the financing. of 

‘does not fall into the category of. . 
a public offering. The producers - 
thus did not have to file: with the. 
Securities: & Exchange Commis-! 
sion, and .avoided the delay in-' 

the . 
( ‘Miss. 

: Wright: is the musical dire¢tor for: 
Express film critic. is resigning to: 

em eee 

| the most far-reaching “revolt” 

Broadway producer’ Alexander’ 

which. has benefited the - 
matists, not ‘only. those of his titte. 

“but: also Cocteau. Claudel. Camus 

tice of mailing.an engraved mes-. 

LEGITIMATE 91 

“TG. American Rep Wows Berlin, 
34184236 | International Touring Troupe Draws Critical Raves 

- And Popular Success—Ticket Distribution Scored 

NEW $800,000 HOME! 
The $800.090 Actors Fund of. 

America home in. Englewood. 

'N. J. ‘replacing old wooden villa 
t long used, was dedicated last 

‘41 with the laying of 
' the cornerstone by Vinton Freed- 
1 ley, president of the fund. The 
home, which can accommedate 
from 32 residents normally to a: 
Maximum of 42, is a five-unit brick 
structure consisting of a two-story 
central service building and four 

bedroom — units. 
containing eight guest roems. 

The fund. which was founded in 
—_——-----—— | 1882 and had an expenditure of 

$1.067 its first year cf operation. 
.| has, in recent years. according to 

Frecdley, been spending almost 
; $560,000 annually in-earing for re- 
: tired) members of the theatrical 

Among the major 

‘the new home were Actors Equity, 
| sis0. 000; the Charlotte Cushman 
| Charitable ‘Foundation of Boston. : 

the Dazian Foundation. ‘ i $100,000; 
$160,000, and the Walter and Eva 

“| Vincent Estate. £100.000. 

‘Vincent. had been a longtime 
! prexy of the fund, the founders of 
which ineluded Edwin Booth. 

: Joseph Jefferson, P. T. Barnum. 
‘ Charles Frohman and Tony Pas- 
for. 

{ 

{ 
i 

7 ‘Chautauqua’ Saga 

“The Chautauqua Movement” by 
Joseph FE. Gould ‘State U. of N.Y. 
Press; $4.50) is a short. vivid his- 
tory of a great force in American 
cultural and entertainment life. 
Spreading from its beginnings at 
‘Lake Chautauqua. XN. Y¥.. in 1874, 
and originally dedicated: to relig- 
:jous instruction. the “movement” 
‘eventually filled tents and town 
halis across the continent for 50 
years. Religious leaders, lecturers, 
“statesmen,” and other public fig- 
ures .were presented in Jvceum 
programs that also offered Shake- 
speare by the Ben Greet Players, 
vocalists, jugglers, bellringers, 
magicians. children’s  operettas, 
and assorted diversions: 

fe Show: biz for the first time ac- 
quired an air of “respectability” 
-in small towns of the Bible belt. 
After, all. if actors could appear 
on the same stage that supported 
great. moral leaders. then what 
actors offered was “culture. and 
not sintul.” 

Unuittingly. Bruce Bliven wrote 
Chautauqua’s benediction in 1924: 
“The pabulum provided ... may 
not be much; but it is all there is- 
at least until radio becomes a scri- 
ous. educational force—if it ever 
‘does,” Radio did. Films found 
their voice. And long before tele- 
vision arrived. Chautauqua was 
only a memory of white tents on 
a thousand American vacant lots 
in summers of a quieter age. 
Prof. Guold has. produced a- 
fascinating. quickly definitive study 
of his subject. Rodo. 

‘Modern French Theatre’ 
“Modern .French Theatre from’ 

Girodoux to Beckett’ hy Jacques | 
Guicharnaud with June Beckclman | 
‘Yale; $4.75) is a study of rontem- 

i porary French stage during a peri- 
jod when is has undergone “possibly ° 

of 
its history. Author, a former col-: 
league of Sartre's, has translated ; 
Tennessee Williams’ plays 
French. He did the prizewinning 
short film, “Mic-Mac.” Now asso- 
ciate professor of French at Yale. 
his own plays are produced by 
academic groups in the U.S. ; 

Writer's lively analyses of dra-- 

and Ionescu, among others, are 
‘penetrating. Valuable appendicr-. 
Jist directors and productions frem 
time of Andre Antoine's Theatre 
Libre, beginning in 1888; also pre- 
mieres and important revivals ot 
the period. 

Guicharnaud provides notable 

each ; 

_total of 83 performances. 
.season, each performance will he 
‘rounded ont by a varicty 

into. 

to the Actors Fund.”.The idea has contribution to better understand- 
been pitked up by. other well- ing of controversial trends on hls 

-Twishers. | ¢ Inative stage. Redo. |; 

+ 

By HANS HOEHN 

Berlin, May 2. 
The Theatre Guild-American 

_ Repertory Co.. which started i113 
series of fuur German city appear- 
:ances in Berlin. was the top Jeg:t 
event of the season. In its five- 
night engagement April 26-30, it 
drew critical acclaim. audience 
ovations and sellout houses 
‘The enthusiasm of Berlin audi- 

ences was Virtually unprecedented, 
There were 20 to 30 curtain cas 
eath evening. with ovations, even 
in the middle of performances. and 
a barrage of applause on Helen 
‘Haves’ entrances. 

Friedrich Luft. Bertin’s leading 
‘ critic, commented in weekly RIAS 
‘radio! program: “The Americans 
came along with three completcly 
different pluvs bv 
contemporery American authess 
and already this excites our env. "” 
He called the American presenta- 
tion “a heautiful. vizorous injec- 
tion” for the jocal legit scene ad 

: described the performances 2.3 
‘“highilv informative, interesting 
and exciting in any case." 

Of Thornton Wilder’s “The Skin 
ef Our Teeth.” which opened tie 
five-night stand at the Schillcr 
Theatre, Luft ssid, “This presenta- 
tion proved particularly interesting 
inasmuch as we (the (Germans) 
performed it quite differently.’’ 
Other reviewers also noted that the 
previous German editions af the 
play were more: seriously staged, 
while the American productien 
proved more “on the comedy side ” 

William Gibson's “Miracle 
Worker" also made a big impres- 
sion. Critics generally agreed that 
a German author would never dave 
to write such a play like that, using 
a realistic documentary treatment 
of the story of a noted personality. 
The presentation was “excitingly 
perfect theatre.” Moppet actress 
Rona Gale got personal rayes. _ 

The poetic “Glass Menagerie.”* 
generally greeted as Tennessee 
Williams’ best stage work, proved 
a unique triumph for Helen Hayes. 
whom Luft called “the queen cf 
world theatre.” He declared, “I 
have rarely seen such a perfect 
performance.” Leif Erickson, 
Naney Coleman and James Brod- 
erick also scored. ; 
There was some criticism of the 

U.S. Cultural Affairs Dept.. which 
handled press tickets. Although 
plenty of seats were distributed, 
scribes of important foreign papcrs 
had to he satisfied with a set for 
only one performance. 

Indiana Univ. Showboat 
| To Play the Ohio Acain 
| Bloomington, Ind. Mzy 9. 

The Majestic show boat. in ifs 
second season under Indiana Univ. 
ownership, will begin an Ohio 
River journev June 8 to 30 e:ties 
and towns in Indiana, Kentucky, 
Ohio and Iinois. Toe floating the- 
atre operation, an off-campus facil- 
ity for the university's drama 
students, provides participants with 
up to six hours of academie ereait. 

The 1961 program will he siit 
between two shows. “Pez ‘O My 
Heart” and “The Old Soak.” for a 

As lat 

show. 
:Professor Lee Norvelle, of the In- 
-diana faculty, is executive director 
of the Majestic. The student cast 
of 15 will again be direcved by 
William E. Kinzer, associate pro- 
fessor of speech and theatre. 

Plan 10-Tryout Series ; 

At Danville (Ky.) Barn 
George Auerbach's “Meeting at 

the Summit” will be the first of 
10 plays by new authors to he 
tried out this summer at the 
Pioneer Playhouse, Dinville. Kv., 
opening June 29, Also selected 
thus far for presentation are Per- 
ry Steiglitz’s “Oh-Gentle Trout.” 
John Grilley’s “Aftermath” and 
Monroe Stern's “Trip No Furthe:.” 

Each playwright will be a guest 
at the theatre during rehearsal 
and playing week, with trancspor- 
tation furnished from New York 
by the non-profit group. Irving 

: Strouse, president of the Stage & 
Arena Guild of America. is mzan- 
aging director of the new play 
project at the Eben Henson op- 
eration. 

Taree Gffere ot” 

eee 



|O"CASEY OKES PLOUGH | 
FOR DUBLIN AND TOUR| 

Dublin, May 9. 

| Wednesday, May 10, 1961 

Legit Bits 
Coast writer-producer Jerry De- ssion - film and then some musical 

vine will. be partnered with Her-;stock dates in Sacramento and St. 
bert Swope Jr. and Joel Schenker; Louis prior to returning to New 
in the fall Brozdway presentation: ' York in August. 

“Off Broadway. Reviews| 
Continued: from» ‘page 86 

Sean O’Casey, who forbid pro- |. * 
fessional performances of his plays! American Savoyards {f 
in his native country two years{ buffoon as Ko-Ko. His sharp-edged: 
ago, has lifted the ban to enabte| voice offers an interesting. con- 
former Abbey Theatre actor Jack trast to the other, more melodic 
MacGowran to present “The ‘characterizations ‘and his facial 
Plough and -the Stars” at the| maneuvers, though sometimes 
Gaiety. here. during the Inter- ‘bit excessive, serve to complement 
national Theatre Festival next Sep-!his impish movements. Thomas! 
tember. MacGowran recently} Vasiloff is.a. fine singer and a well- 
played the. Covey role in a BBC; controlled comic as Pooh-Bah, and. 
telecast of the play. becomes more and more engaging | 

Sioblian MacKenna, now appear-/ as the evening progresses. 

ing in Synge’s “Playboy of the; L. D. Clements displays an ex- 
Western World” in Belfast, is be-; cellent tenor as Nanki-Poo. Al- 
ing sought for a role in the O’ Casey | 
work, and so is John Gregson. Sean 
Kenny will design the sets. 

changes inadvertently sneak dur- 
ing numbers and the show on the 
stage doesn’t follow the one in the 
program. The object is the presen- 
tation of Coleman Dowell’s “The 

.| Tattooed Countess,” based on Carl 
Van Vechten’s nove 
Dowell has composed book, lyrics’: 

and music for “Countess” and. not 
too successfully in any department. 

!1The music might have worked out 
‘all’ right; but David Hollister has: 
{taken care of that pessibility with 
loud and melody-defeating arrange- 
|ments and orchestrations featuring 

though his acting is surfacey. his; ‘an oboe, clarinet and harp. in. a. 
lyric voice and happv. -*ttit‘-* ‘smali- combo. 
generally compensate. Mary Ann The story concerns tlie return to- 
Staffa is pleasant and sings w.1. Maple Valley, Ia., of a supposedly: 
as his giddy love interest,-.and wild and wicked woman who. has 
Arden Anderson is delightful as_ lived. in: Europe for: several . years. 
another Little Maid. Jayson Stein- and. become a countess. She has a 
beck has trouble maintaining the. particular: fascination.” for high- 
swiftness of. some .of the songs school youths, becomes . involved 

“Paintings of the Theatre,” an 
‘exhibition of works by John ‘Wen- 
‘ger, vet legit set designer and art- 
‘ist, is currently being displayed 
through May 26 at the Congress for 
Jewish Culture Art Center, N.Y. 
A second company of. “Young 

| Abe Lincoln, " ine eae ae show 
. iat the Eugene "Neill Theatre, 

Mary O*Hara, author of “My | jN.-¥., will begin a tour of schools 
Friend Flicka” and other novels.! and theatres in the New York area 
has written the book, music and: May 16. at P.S. 90, N.Y. The mu- 

lyrics for “Oh Wyoming.” to be | sical. will open June 17 at the Pa-. 
presented May 31-June 4 in Wash-j per Mill Playhouse, Millburn, N.J.| * The ‘play is to tour after the 
ington’s Catholic Univ. and July Harold Pinter’s London click,| Dublin Festival, before transfer- | 
24-29 in Cheyenne, Wyo. i “Caretaker, ” will be presented by ring to London. 

Herman Shumlin will stage, Roger L. Stevens, Frederick. Bris-| . re 

'K.C. Starlight Schedules 

of Bernard Evslin’s “Step on a: 
Crack.” 

Gloria Swanson will appear in: 
“Between Seasons,” by Malcolm: 
Wells, in a strawkat tour beginning 
in June. Daniel Blum will present 
the play, to be directed by Bill 
Penn, with an eye to Broadway. 

—— - FE ay 
Michael Kanin -and Elick Moll’s ‘ son and Gilbert Miller at the , 
adaptation of Moll's. “Seidman and ; Lyceum, instead of Henry Miller's | 

Son.” which David Merrick and: Theatre, opening Oct. 4. 9» ¢ 9 as Pish-Tush, but .acquits himself: with one such” would- be: poet, and 
Kanin will, present on Broadway; Herbert Greene will present ‘Drum, Take, Destry with an agreeable Voice. John ‘writer... po - 
next season. “Kelly,” a musical with book and‘ Kansas City, May 9. Bridson is a. good Mikado, Sally’ Irene. Manning is ‘the infamous 

Birckhead is’ enjoyable as the lady with “Je M’en Fiche” ttrans- Joseph M. Hyman will present: Ivrics by Eddig Lawrence and mu- En 

‘lated “Who cares?”) tattooed. on “Bobo,” adapted by David R..sic by Moose“Charlap, on Broad- 
Schwartz from Burt Cole's novel;! Way next spring. 

Shows new. to . Jocal. audiences. troublesome Katisha and Jo Ches- rand of recent Broadway vintage: “es- 

“Oli Broad Octo-: Jeremy Wilkin, Toronto actor ‘feature the schedule being set for) ley is a likeable Peep-Bo. _ ‘Uthe back. of per left. hand. and, John. 
mpia.” on Broadway in Octo- lavine title. rol, “Hostage” the Starlight Theatre's outdoor| Ronald Bush's musical . direc-‘'eWal is the nalve. OF ene te 

be . Norman Jewison will stage. P avi S Bilt: ° “heat L. ir ‘season in Swope Park. ‘They will: tion is well-defined and spirited - ingratiating ith formers Ae 9 nd 
Scenarist - playwright Dalton: My oe a cracked fibula. J ‘include “Flower Drum Song” for; and his work at the electric organ, ershy + we d ent ute Io i 

Trumbo planed to the Coast last t ou wit a cracked fibula. Jamie 149 weeks as: the season's finale. ‘along with Walter Mitchell Cree’s ‘Sketehy sab. b ata Fenn aa ridt ned, ; 
week, following conferences with oT ae aces lifiela’ dy:{in addition to’ “Take Me Along,”’ at the piano, is _well-modulated 'ZOSSiPS ga Pacer dream sare. 
legit producer Jae Manchester : ,_. ave Card” wall i iwome ys “Destry Rides ‘Again” and. “Calan; and effective. Simple and service. 2&rts are ro en. te ain 

about an untitled play for Broad-; “Budget Card.” will be given two’ is yane” lable settings and lighting have woven and everyone ge & 
way. ‘ invitational performances, May 22, Two-other.shows from Broadway. been provided by Frank Wicks. ‘something: There are some.23 num-_ 

John Gielgud arrived in New ; , ‘and 29, at the off-Broadway Sheri- are being considered. Starlight cus- | Kali.-: |bers, only.one a dance, and several 
York from London last week, to: 

|reprises. Dowell's lyrics. are as trite 

rehearse Frank Overton, succeeded 
Jason Robards Jr, in Hugh Wheel- 
er’s “Big Fish, Little Fish,” at 
the ANT Theatre, N. Y. 

Richard Rodgers planed to Lon- 
don last week to attend the May. 

18 premiere ot “Sound of Music,” 
at the Palace Fheatre there. 

Bernard Simon, 
succeeded Harvey Sabinson as 
pressagent for “Rhinoceros.” has - 
resigned and Barry Hyams has 
taken over as p.a. 

David Eliscu will take a leave of ° 
absence as assistant casting direc- 
tor for Broadway producer David 
Merrick to be stage manager this; 
summer at the Plarhouse in the 
Park, Philadelphia. 

Boris Kogan, who’s completed 
his fourth season as musical di- 
rector of the Palm Beach iFla.) 
Musicarnival. moves on to the Casa 
Manana Theatre, Ft. Warth, for his’ 
second season as musical director. 

Price Berkley, manager of celeb-. 
Tity service, has returned to New 
York after two weeks in the West 
Indies. 

Actress Ruth Gillette has gone 
to Los Angeles for a pilot televi-: 

who recently : 

: dan Square Playhouse, N. Y., un- 
. der the auspices of Ara Welles and 
: Max Stormes. 
' George Gobel has. signed to 
; start July rehearsals in “Let It. 
‘ Ride,” a new musical version of 
“Three Men on a Horse.” which’ son, Randall Jessee will be director 

producer Joel. Spector plans to of publicity and. advertising, suc- 
, bring to Broadway in October: 

Bob Dishy and Diane Eadd have! ‘resigned. 
* succeeded Jerry Stiller and Anne 

‘Allen Jenkins “Lallaby’ 

tomarily presents a nine-show sea- 

-opener is set. for June 19. 

Dan Dailey. Genevieve, Carol Bur- 

Meara in the cast of “Medium: 
Rare” at the Happy Medium Thea- | 

_ tre. Chicago. 

North Tonawanda Tent Seattle, May 9. 

| To Include Kid Shows 
Buffalo, May 9. -in Don Appell’s “Lullaby” at the 

Melody Fair, show tent at North :! Cirque Theatre. Gene Keene's 

Tonawanda, will open June 6 and..local year-around stock company. 
its schedule includes “Destry Rides| Sterling Holloway in “Send Me 
Again.” 
You Were Here.” “Once Upon a : gagement Mav 20. 
Mattress.” “Naughty Marietta” and 
“Fhe Music Man,” for two weeks } 
each. SCHEDULED B’WAY PREEMS. 

wei . * (5-17-61). There will also be three chil-- ‘Mandingo, Lyceuny Center (-17-8D. 
dren’s performances. ‘Aladdin’ Donnybrook, 46th st. , 5; 186). 
“ i ” a . verin, Broadhurs 

Robin | Hood and Hansel: and j Pal Joey. City Center (5-31-61). 

Gretel.” mo, Barnes People, Royale (6-13-61). 

_sonm, covering 11 weeks. This year’ st 

ead players set so far include ‘ 

nett, Jean ‘Fenn and Earl Wright-- 

ceeding J. P. O'Neil, who recently ' 

At Seattle Stock Spot: 
Allen Jenkins {is set for a four-. 

_week appearance May 23-June 24 

“Take Me Along,” “Wish: No Flowers” ends a four-week en-' 

.| de 

‘The Tattooed Countess 
Dick Randall.-in association with Rob-: 

ert D. Feldstein. presentation of two-act © 
‘(23 numbers) musical with book. music 

by Robert K. Adams; musical staging. 
Alex Palermo; arrangements, orchestra- 
tions and dance. music, David Hollister; 
‘musical director, Phil -Fradkin; settings, 
Robert -Soule;: costumes, Bill Hareate. 
Stars frene Manning: features John Stew- 

-.| art, Carolyn Maye, Virginia Payne, Janet. 
Fox. Coe Norton, Judy Guyll, Travis 
Hudson, -Charlotte .A, Jones. Opened May 
3, 61, at the Barbizon Plaza . Theatre, 
N.Y¥.; $4.90 top.. 
Mr. Bierbauer wean eerseeee AT Dennis. 

: Mrs. Bierbauer ....ac.0.. ‘Peggy. LeRoy. 
“Mrs. Fox ...... ...-. Janet McCall 

..Charlotte. 
Wes Darrell... ...... 
Countess Nattatorini 
Dorothy Jelliffe 

A. Jones 
‘Dick Moll 

“Irene Manning» 
‘Travis Hudson 

“Mayme Townsend. 

Lou Poore’  -..cccossecs. Janet Fox | 
Anna Schmidt ........... Virginia Payne _ 

_Mr. Johns .......4.. o«+s Howard Claney ‘ 
‘Gareth Johns ..........% John. Stewart.’ 
.Lenny Coleman ,..:..... Carolyn Maye. 
Mrs, Barnes ..... eooess Marcle Stringer: 
Mr. Jackson ...... becoerese fay Stern 
Mr. Achison ...... ee wesc. D. Smith 
Judge Porter ......:ce..6.. Art eWeblece 
Albert Coleman’ oe orc eneese Coe Norton 
Clara ..... fleet eee eee eee Judy Guyll 

Musical numbers:. Opening. ‘Home 
‘Town Girl.” “You Take Paris.” “These - 
Acres.” “Brushing Song.” “Advice.” “Fin 

Sickle,” «+ “‘Waterw orks Madrigal, ” 
“How She Glows,” “High Up,” “Rolling 
Stone.” “Dusters, Goggles. ang Hats.” 
“Je M’en Fiche,” “Gossip.” “Thoughts 
and Waltz.” “Too Old for Love,” Dance, 
“That’s Her Life.” “Autumn.” . “A 

and lyrics by.Coleman Dowell. based. on; 
the novel by Carl Van Vechten. Staged - 

and. flat .as. his. cliche-ridden book. 
and rarely are the satire on small 
‘town USA in the 1890s, comedy 
numbers or even sentimental. tunes 
effective. © 
’There are game attempts to. liven 

things up by Travis Hudson, the 
chief gossip, and her. cronies. in 
“Fin de Sickle’ and. Carolyn Maye 
solos pleasantly in ‘Autumn” and 
does well tn “Advice,” a duet: with 
Stewart. Coe Norton does.a credible 
acting job as her father, Janet Fox. 
is okay in the embarrassingly-writ-. 
ten’ role of the. countess’ spinster 
sister, Charlotte A. Janes tries 
chard to’ ‘ereate some : ‘fun out of the 
_supposedly comic group scenes and 
Judy Guyll is pleasant, if -pushy,.:- 
as a young. girl who has a. crush 
on. the boy. - 

--Rohert K.. Adams’ “staging is 
often awkward. and’ unexciting and 
Robert Soule’s settings do not ef- 
fectively define the various locales’ 
and, since the.. program. ‘is little 
help, it is often difficult. ‘to tell 
where things ‘are happening: Bil 
Hargate’ s costumes serve well and 
Alex Palermo. provides pleasant 
musical staging for “Waterworks... 
Madr igal. ae Katt. 

Woman's Much Better Off Alone.” “Too ! 
. Young. * {I Can Take It.” “Got ta Find PROFESSIONAL CARDS HONORED 

ty Way. ; !] Theatrical and TV Make Up.e All 
| Leading Cosmetic. Lines @. Imported. 

. It’s pretty chaotic at th e Barbi-! & Domertic Serfumes e Distinctive 

-zon Plaza Theatre. The actors in-‘| FREE DELIVERY. OPEN SUNDAYS, 
at as oT t “The Drug Store. of the Stars 

advertently serve as stagehands, a_ HADLEY REXALL DRUGS 
stagehand inadvertently performs ; 

a fleeting exit, light cues and set’ 

* 

Solters, O’Rourke & Sabinson 
118? 6th Ave., Cor. 46 St., PEW YORK. | 

uM Telephone PLazai 0022. . 

| Thank You 

ETHEL MERMAN! — 

“PRODUCERS PLEASE NOTE 

In round figures the “GYPSY" engagement In Boston's 

CONGRATULATE: 

DAVID SHIRLEY 
JONES 

GOWER 
CHAMPION 

WINNER OF ACADEMY SPECIAL elegant COLONIAL THEATRE will gross: $200,000—a sell- 
TWO TONY AWARD TONY AWARD out for its 3 week run. Over $100,000 of mail-orders were 
AWARDS WINNER WINNER filed in advance. with two. standard Sunday ad schedules, 

-. pone a tt The first Monday of box-office- window ficket-sales, was. 
for Direction for her for his contribution whapping $16,000 in cash. 

and Choreography of ‘performance in to the Theatre This tremendous business was done without. gimmicks of 
any kind, without theatre-clubs,- guilds, and. benefits—only 
the vibrant magic talent of ETHEL MERMAN and the desire 
of the buying public to see her in "GYPSY." 

We are grateful to MR. DAVID MERRICK, to MR. 
SAMUEL H. SCHWARTZ and to the focal brass of: the. 
COLONIAL THEATRE in. Boston for. helping us stay in 
usiness. 

“BYE BYE BIRDIE” “ELMER GANTRY“ 

Pu blicity 

* 

But above all, THANK YOU, ‘ETHEL MERMANI 
the. legitimate-theatre 
ticket-agencies of Boston 

and New England . ~ 

a ee nan —- 
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Broadway. | Manhattan's Ey “Morocéo . 

Bandleader.-. turned =. hotelier telligencer ~staff. 
‘Horace’ Heidt asked to write his |. 
autobiog. 

Howard .. Lindsay” and Dorothy? 
‘Stickney - sailed for London Jast: 
“Wednesday (31-on the Queen Mary.. i 
7 Met's. ‘Lisa ‘della’ Casa’ will sing 
her first “Salome” during: the Mu- 
"nich. Opera Festival. With -Fischer | 
‘Dieskau as. Jochanaan.° 

‘James Michener.-will bring w ife| 
“Mari ‘back. from Spain in time- to 
play a role in “The King and J” 
at Lambertville. Music Circus. this ; 
season. 

Playhouse’ Inn reopened © under 
‘directian. of new Ynanager William: 
tJ. “Haertl, formerly ‘of the Boca 
| Raton: ‘Club of! Miami | cand Goi: a 

Ballerina Maria Gambarelli at am’s. Park .Plaza. : 
Columbia. Presbyterian Viospital 
for the. next ‘six. weeks recuperat- 

- ing from a. hip. operation. . 

“Be n: elected. veep for 

to 

Joe Mathews, Capitol. Records | 
‘promotion chief, in Polyclinic Hos-# 
pital until. Friday’: 12) rec uperating |. 
‘from a- ‘troublesome’ ulcer. 

Show man- -industriatist , Hi arry F.1' 
‘tand ©. Lucile). Gould (ts. Cannes} 
“mone with -the. other. filmsters’ 1n 
the Great. -Exodtis to. the. Riviera | 
fe’e. 

sc nel ene lsier ret ‘ations: at NBG. 
recently. “shifted. to Pepsi-Cola: hi. + 

industrial: 

tions, 
Air! France p. r. ‘chief Nor man : 

; Re: Ger leh. ‘AY en route to Tahiti: 
anew. AP service. making the! 
I. A -Pipeote “4, 7(3-mile jet hep! 
nonstop in-under cight-howrs. - 

American Public Relations: So-. 
ciety gave: its Silver Anvil award; | 

the Motion Picture Apssnl ‘cf, 
Amcrica ior its promotion. of. ‘last, 
yorr's Academy Awards show. 

The Clarence Derwent Awards! 
for-the best legit: performances me, 
non-featured roles were: awarded: 
-to Rosemary’ Murphy, ‘in.“Period of ! } 
Adjust ment, “end Erie. Christmas, ; f 
in “Littie:Moca-cf Alban.” . 

Mae “Lyons has been hamed gen- 

-€r@1 press: representative for Ring- 
Jing Bres.— Barnum" & ) Bailey f 
Chew, filling: tie spot: ‘vacated - by 
the recent" death of William Fields, | 
Wied ’ hom. - long, had been | \. 
a te¢ : 

Toots Shor is pointing ‘to Sep-. 
tember fora Wor ‘id's Series. preem 
‘of his new. Cheg ‘Sher; whether or 
“not the Yanks cop it. again, The : 
“Te amsters”: Union is ‘angeling the. 

.. from. her 
‘The. § 
fer ard, per 

Club. Fight 

My crs Bros: 

ta: be with his father for the “Mon= 

‘Sunday 07. 

* ‘dow of: director 

Mie USSR 
.change ‘Program. 

‘Rice | 

4a cetor 

S2 seven-story: edifice which! 
aiamped- garage Which - 

will operate: 
Eve *ohe’ + son-.ot Sv)via-and ; 

Jew Cchent tVarzetyi, drove in’ all 
meht -from“Bocion ‘where. he is at] 
Hervard:. 10. Philadelphia, in-order 

33 W. 
Dic! des . 

s’rviees. of latter $| 
who: ‘died there on; 
In N. Y../wife of Jose 

is ‘still recuperating . from surgery 

Ray 
nother. 

funcral... 
£0. 

and couldn't: attend. 

“Irs. Doris: Warner. LeRoy Vidor, 
harles Vidor. 

We, came. east for. the marriage 
of her’ son, Warner LeRoy. ‘his. 
father is director Mervyn LeRoy), 
‘reported. a $42.000- jewel rebbery 

Hampshire | House. suite. 
Saturday night nuptials went 

-schedule. Young. Le-. 
Rtv is an off- Broadway legit Pro- | 
ducer 

Jjobn Sebastian, the -U. S. ‘har- |" 
monica — virlueso, performed ca 
vnique “zudition” -recently”.when 
he appeared as tie solé entertain-. : 
ment at Sol Hurok’s ‘supper dance | 
‘on the St. Regis Roof in honor at 
‘the. Moiseyev: Dance Co.’ after its} 
Met Onera premiere. Hurok’s’ pur- i 
pose ‘as. to.stir “Russian. interest. ¢o; 
in’ havine Sebastian do-a tour of j ¢hoctya: 

“under. Cultural” (Ex-7 

the annual Vernon # 
Awards for, “out-") 

Winners et 
Memorial 

Sstunding ‘schievement 
Ke vadway. theatre this year vere’: 
ertress dooit Hackett. producers 
Re srd Beir aed Clinton Wilder, ! 

Boris Tomarin, Théaedore | 
Jo Flickic, of ‘The Premise. . a 
Greursicn Village nitery-theatre, 
and Pom Jones vand Harvey 
Sone dh, authors - of. Ane musical. . 
“The F Fantasticks.” ne 

Amcritan: Airlines’ ” new . 
inaugurated Sunday; 

right. “7+. to. the Coast’ witha VIP: 
shew. Biz evoup: catered. by - 
Meat 52d St. eatery. featuring. a! 

ainparne ‘supper... and. intended! 
RIVE 

WAS. pam, ‘departure ‘to: arrive , 
3. I. “AL 09:55 am. The ‘pre-mid- i 
hight . flighis, frome either | coast, | 
we prinied. to permit | a-full. day.) 
nd leisurely. exening ‘dining | ‘pe a 

te 

sey. Aneatre - alsa: ‘before: - takme * 
ch ; 

Bucks County County; Pa, i 
By Penny Larsen. i. 

ao Py 43251) 
_ New Plaihouse flack. is Dave | 
Ret. :CTALCrEeF. 

Canal . 

Ucht. new Dixicland jervery: in 
: .B U-kingham 

| begnard McBean, faimer pa: fur | Cedric ACaMS. 
vem « _ ane ne eeseene “--—-o 

Be Lawl Jacobsen, v p. for per-f 

J king 

i chutters May 30 with ‘ 

Coodman., 

In. the: oft- “Taming. 

th rourh May 14, 

; {ype 
Ppisnst Millie Lee: 

mae 

“aE and. 

Padded Cell 

and, 
1 Stork Cub, joined Doylestown. In-} “Paris 

“By Gene Moskowitz 
( 66 Are Bretcuil; SUF. 5920) 

Paul. Graetz. “getting the . Legion | 
‘of Honor... . 

Cirque .Medrano going kank-" 
“-rupt and. may ‘shutter. 

': Leonide - _Moguy 
“MIen: Want to Live.” 
tists and the atomic bomb.. 

Roger. Leennardt, filin critic, 
will do his first. feature Pic since 

"47. with “Love Can't Be. Asilled. ” 

snow 

Bandleader Buddy Wi. liane : 
‘beaniing over son Buddy Jr.s bof- Jean Thuilticr produces. -. 
fo. reviews as drummer wit .". Statistics for the last. full fiscal 
Char.ey -Byrd ‘Trio, - ‘currently: 
South’ American ‘tour.. 

‘Paul W hiteman, W ho’ I: 
‘Musie of the Thirties." soon t) be 

aired on NBC's Projeet 20, 
‘rebuilding the -basement ‘of Its 
‘-house- on. Windybush ‘Koad, New 
! Tlape.. , 

Scan Simpson: who'll «be | ‘fee- 
tuied in'a Gant Gaither film to, be. 
shetda Mexico. shies hame to: Now: 

She Jias- Hone for month of ds he 
PCO anating -cift shops at Hote! 
Pic rre. Marquesé. ‘in - Acapulco. ; 

Nc 
Ca. to siart reculer bus service be- 
twecn: Gotham-and New Hope, ine! 

-otner tourist. boon causing concern 
hmong many exurhanites wo ree 
joiced™-in. the. iraccessib. lity of 
‘Bucks Ccunty, |. 7 

New. Hope ‘Business _ ASSN. 
brousht a-touch of Paris to. the In- 
cal seene this week With the in-: 
stetk tion a 10° pertable - outdoor 

‘ privies strategic 

Lourist onslaught. 

Posh. new New 
Chez: ‘Odette. becaming: spot for. 

(On. ; _ 
. Increase in. altendance over 1959. 

nar rate. 

‘drome -- 

. Jersey Publi¢ ‘Service Bus: 

sites © ‘about 
‘town: in “preparation for summer 

Hope. bistro, | 

‘film vear denote tat tncre is a .5¢ ¢. 

‘Thoue h slight. this is ‘the first real ° 
hike -in dears. 

*Shacows” 
“runs. here. It As ‘bein billed as 
“the.. Ameri¢an “Breathless” 
sot food reviews with biz prob- 

“ably “to match. 
The tr aveling Yank legit “West . 

Side S ory’ ‘company. 
better hiz during itsstay here anc 
vent fram 50° capacity the: first 
werk, to 90’7 in the third alanva 

Erwin Leiser. who made the hit 
montaze pic “Mein Ka‘apf.” «ine- 
ing “E ichmann. Man ef the Third 
Reich” whieh will consist ef news- 
reel foutate and. some. enecially 
sot atthe present Eichmaniit ! 

trial... 

Ae French-Italian pie version of 
the Godzol novel “Teras Bulba™ 
being. prepped. by CCE Filns of! 
Ita'v and: Thanos-Films of Franve. | 
liarsld. Hécht alsa hes annenneced - 
a version with Tony Curtis wo be: 
distributed: by’. va. 

Tas Veoas 
act siowfolk: Bert’ Wheelory: By’ Forrest | Duke 
Ce orgie ~ Price, _ Beatrice Lilie. ‘ ‘DUdley 44141) 
Toward Keel,” Shirl Conwas : 
among scores. of celeks: seen yuk- 

mith. owner: Odctte. Myvrtil 
Who. has trod the. boards with most 
of them ; sO 

Lambertville Music. ‘Circus ‘un- 
‘Maiority of 

One” - running. through. June -4. 
1 fonday nights the circus will fea- 
ture jazz - concerts. 

t Stan’ Kenton, to. be followed by 
Maynard Ferguson. Dare Brubeck. 
The. Dukes of. Dixieland, George 
Shearing, Count Basie.. 

‘Duke. Ellington... 
Beatrice. 

here for: launching. uf 
Courty , Playhouse 23d “seascen in 
“The Pleasure : of “His Company” 

‘| -costarring 
-end: 
‘through. May 13: 
stravxhet. preem of- “Raisin. in -the. 
“Sin” 
Thief’ in. Town” May -29-June. 10.: 

| Director. Dan | ‘Petrie ‘also in. for. 
Actor 7 

‘Harrv: Millard, plavina bull-breed- 
ing juvenile in “Pleasure.” -actual- ‘ 
ly. breeds prize-winning. bulls, 

Constance -Carpenter 
Mathieson. Runs 
followed: by the 

- Murr ay 

Mav. 15-27: and “Biggest 

looksee of current. show. 

“Minneapolis 
By Bob Rees 

(4009 Xerxes Ac e. So.: WA 6: 6955) 

Flame Cafe. has Wilburn Broth- 
ers this week. 
Symohony: 

Vinnea ‘polis Symp hony. or- 

Five. Lowil nube -houses jhave 
upped. adniission from. Be to $1. 25 
on Alin.” 

Theatre St.. Paul's 10-day iain al 
af .. Shrew” 

“New Mar-Key club. first of its 
‘in. ‘Fwin. Cities. 

Academy. thea alre’. 
duced. admish 

: odus” 
Pure v.erpines, 

 Kpeddie’s has canic liwin Corey 
singer Tad ‘Audrey vireugh 

cs Kime Bill Dana . hooked 
for: June. 19-July ‘1. 
“While. neie! hboring 

running ° 
showings of 

Saturday 

Wises nsin 
; went, on davlight saving: ‘time Muy 

WOW Viz & nd other’: VIPs. he “fore. 
aits until May 29 

advancing cidcks, 
a Vininesot aw 

Vivienne cella Chiesa hows ont 
at “Tlotel Radisson’ Flame “Rae. 
Weanesd: w-+1M with Dick Shawn 
opening two-week stint’ following 
dave 
 Camic. Adam Keefe. 

date this week: to 
pity: toe New, York where -he 
tepe 4a seg for. Ed Sullivan ‘shay. 

,Kecte ¢nd_ Israeli ‘Folksingers Ben 
and Adain wind up at Padded Cen 
on Wav 14.: 

Alinneapolis Star’ carried” ml- 
‘pace cde thanking pubBe for « 

House boniface Johnny ? wonderful reception” it has Pe iven 
Fre nis Myers opening ‘The Gas-Bcb Muvphy, 

critic. 
celomniet, 

former film editor- 
his new rele esx daily 

succeeding, the iate: 
in 

opening with’; 

‘Benny '* 

-Lionel ‘Hampton. and, 

‘Lillie’ ave ec. entourage . 
‘Bucks’ 

_eontinues | 
“Naples” declared valuable by West 

featuring: 

Tes 
“EN. 

"CAI for. youngsfers on Sat-. 

interrupts... 

will 

’Flamingo’s ‘new steak house. 
Candlelight: Room, now open. 

_. Mike. Tulane of the P‘viera 
. “Health Club taking five-month tour 
-of ‘Europe. - 

Moe Dalitz. Desert: Inn exec. 
puiled a heart: muscle and has been | 
‘ordered by the doc.to take-a rest. 

Chuck Kenney, formerly ‘of the: 
Sheraton-West in: L. A.. named host - 
at new Colonial Howse Rebel Room. 

- Barry’ Ashton -now having three 
shows on Fridays .and Saturdays at 
New Frontier tor. his ‘ 
Rio. ts oe 

Red “Marshall, on-vacation for 
five weeks, being replaced in the 
Silver Slipper: - shows by.. Eddie 
Annes. 
“Dale “Deacon” Jones did a spe- 

cial one-framer in ‘the Desert Inn 
-lounge while Henri. Rose. & Bebby 
Stevenson ‘group - “were recording 
in L. A. 

Berlin 
i By Hans Hoehn 

(760264) 
Will Schaeffers. ‘local cabaret _ 

pic neer, visiting New York. 
-§ .Nndrews. Sisters expected: here j 

th. snenth fora tv appearance. 
Renata: Tebaldi. starting her Ger- 

man tour May 25 at Deutschland- | 
‘halle here. 

Italo’ primadonna. Renata Te- 
- baldi. will sing May 25: at Deutsch-.- 

Ball netted’ $39. 000 . landhalle.. 
. Protestant Film) 

‘many. picked the Yugoslav “H 8™ 
as hest pic of April. 

United Artists’ “Elmer Gantry" 
declared valuable -by West Ger- 
man film classification boa.d. 
‘Paramount's “It Started — in 

German film classificetion hoard. 
West Bertin’ ‘currently: has 254 

cinemas: seating: 125 299 wich cor- 
responds to about. 17 per one scat. - 

Artur. Brauner :CCC), siened 
Kit Halme as. his production 
chiet. Wahne rreviously held a 
similar post with UFA.. 

Ds: Altied “‘Bauer.. 
Nin Film Fest... off: to France. Fny- 
lend. ‘Haly and Snain to !e“k dor 
possible festival entrie. . 
CCC's “Giant Wheel.” 

of) “Four. Poster.” ‘comndetcd: 
“Groria owiil- release this Maria 
Scheli-O. W. Fischer starrer, 

Walter Talmon-Gres. maiiarer 

a rerate 

a West German art house vuild. 
‘head of upeoming Mennhrim 

D- winentary: Film Week next 
October. Co 
‘Vunsarian-horn, US. nianixt An- 

cer Foldeus invited hv Fecerat rv: 
feest, Heinrich Luebse, ‘to cive a 
concert in latter’s. Villa Hamerter- 
echmidt near Bonn. . 
Iya Bauer and. Toni Sawer, & 

‘he stars of Kurt Uinieh- “bine 
un 
wy 

mrcdnetion, “A Star Fell Frew: re 
sure” to be made for -GF AF. 
H- asa retease next ‘season 
Yelen Hayes, June Wayeoe tT tn 

vee Morken and Leif Eefet ifn 

ire Guild, Aperican "Hosen. Ties al Wasbinslon Lark . 

jCo., 

making | 
“about scien- 

apened at two first- 

and’ 

Fat tteadils . 

‘Holiday In. 

Guild of Ger-: 

head af Be Yr 

. ‘eurrently guesting here, 
signed the City’s Golden Book. 

A shortened version of the local 
production of Jerome Kilty's “Dear 
Liar” has been put on wax by 
iDeutsche Grammophon. Elisabeth | 
.Bergner and O. E. Hasse are Stars | 
of this pr oduction. 

Vienna 
By. Emil W. Maass 

(Grosse Schiffgasse 1 A; 356156) : 

Newest American attraction in 
‘the amusement district Prater-go- 
carts. 

City’s newest “festival” will be } 
in June. On the program is Shake- ; 

duced at 1962 ‘Salvburg festiy als, 

| ay . 
| Philadelphia 

By Jerry Gaghan 
1(319 N. 18th St, Locust 4-4248) 
|. The John B. Kelly Playhotse-in- 
-the-Park opening week earlier 
tthan skedded, with Carol Chan- | 
ining’s “Show Girl” -261.- 

1 Dave Titelman. assistant branch. 
; manager for Metro here, Ffiven 
| party. 

fer t) same post in Boston. 

| John: Francis, owner of 
; Canal House, in New Jfope. 
:opened the Gaslisht. theatre res- 
taurant, featuring jazz nan.es. 

Jacob Krachmalnick, former 
J concertmaster of the Philacelphia 
.Orehestva and recently with the 
‘Concertgebouw of Amsterdam. re- 
turns for the third season ty take 
‘over the first.chair. of Robin Hood 
Dell Orch. 

the 

India 
. By Austen Nazareth 

Federation of Filin Societies of 
India presents Ilungs1ien film 
week at Sapru House auditorium, 
New Delhi. . 
‘Producer John. Counsell. di- 

rector of Theatre Royal, Windsor. 
England, and actress-wite Marv 
Kerridge on lecture tour of India. 

Editor Piepenburg of a Hamburg 
Mag in Bombay enroute back 
home. to Germanv frem Hong 
Kong. where a German unit is 
sheoting “Till the End of Time.~ 

Indian film director Tapan 
Sinha to.U.S. in September under 

‘ educational exchange program far , 
‘twomonth tour which will include | 
attendance at Frisco Film Fest, to 
iwhich he. has been specially in-— 
vited. Sinha is first Indian director 
in such an exchange program, 

| e 

Kansas City 
By John Quinn 

Den Roth Trio held over in the 
Picardy Cafe of Hotel Muehlebach 
on ‘its first. engagement at this . 
spot. 

“Fiorello” set by 

11-13 in.the Music Hall, first musi- 
_eal here in months.: 

Billy . Grammer is to sing at 
: Genova’s Chestnut Inn, and heing 
plugged by his pals at country 
music station KANS. 

Singer Tommy Zang stopped off 
dining a break in his p.a. tour to 
Visit his mother, Mrs. Beulah Zang, 
in rearby Independence. 
Annual Jewel Ball benefitting 

the Kancas City Philharmonie set 
for. June 23 at Nelson Gallery and 
Atkins Auditorium. Russ David 

-erch to play. 

Milwaukee . 
By James Gahagan 

©2547 A, Ve Bovth StsFR 207212 

Gary Morton at Gallavhoi's, 
“Flower Drum Soue™ at Wis: a- 

sin “Thealre 
“The Boy Friend’ sus ets 

of summer season at Frei + 
Theatre for indefinite ru. 

Moliy Picon sparked 415 anni 
cbs nee of VMibeauhecs 2 ehift 
at Jewish Community Center 

Phil Ford and Mimi Hines 
Ho:day House May 1 for ‘vo 
weeks, Jim Backus, Jolin. Des- 
mond and Ted Lewis pemsited is 
fo follow. — 

Ronald Rogers, ex-Ne 

‘irs! 
ler 

NTO 

tah -Wie.- 

cactor-vocalist. pencdlied ino as decd 
in a | Tix 3-& in 

“dalsader Se- 

sband King, . 

tnder star- 
Vag: 

emer LS 1c 

‘at the Capir, before trans- , 

a. 

neatre Enter- | 
prises for four performances May ; 

Hollywood 
Richard F. Walsh in for IATSH 

talks. 
Greta Garbo toured Metre lot 

as a guest. 
Katie Amidon joined Pam & 

{Joseph indie flackery. 
Hardy Kruger returns to Beriin 

to set up his own Indie presuciien 
unit. 

Tab Hunter on eight-city trek 
‘to bally Par's *Pieasure of His 
i Company." 
' Burt Lancaster spoke Indore U. 
; of California Extension Dept. on 
;-the film industry. 

Montgomery Clift hops io he- 
-land May 31 to confab with John 

‘Freud.’ -Speare’s “As You Like It.” ) Huston onchis role in‘ 
~ “Cannonball” «Jazz at the Phil | Ernest Goia hepped ta Munich 
hatinene Adaeriv’ Quintet: tO record German choreses for 

guested twice in Vienna Konver- Staniex Kramer's “Juceent at 
thus, Nuremberg ey 

Mees op : teal » Welle Gilbert. Saeniiay Fain 
ny eee onan brat Vl" and Ben Oakiana will aPpear in 

Karajan “directing, will be p1o- ‘pecial Mother's: Day’ trinute at Bevhilton Hotel. 
! Allen Arthur repalees Janct By- 
fers as KFWB ad director, taiter 
:shifling to essociate pub ciicctor 
therth at KTLA. 

Chicago 
(‘DELaiware 7.49&4 + 

Ernie Harper took over és FR er 
at Yorkshire Roem. 

Rivervicw Anawsement be k 
opens its 58th season this Fiisey 
142), 

The Mist. a ncbe nitery. cpened 
‘a “Fabulous °20s" revue, produced 
by Rudy Noel. 

I.eo G, Carroll starring in 
Mar Theatre production of 
Borrowed Time.” 

The Weavers return te Chi for 
a onc-nighter next Wee. 9 at 
Orchestra Hail under the Firr3k 
Fricd banner. 
ANTA is seeking to move “Fan- 

tasticks” from the sauth <sidc Del 
-Prado Hotel to a dovntovn or 
‘north side site. 
‘ Victor Wong replaced Paul Si: d 
‘in the Second Citv revue  Saz.€ is 
‘moving over to the cast ef “hie 
Explainers” at nextdoor 9 Visy- 
wrights. 

Metropolitan Oyera is SRG for 
all four performances at 5 G00-< at 
McCormick Place Theztre Fodsay 
(12) through Sundav. New 3: kee 
front expo hall booked for 29 dave 
in May. 

Od 
“On 

Scotland 
By Gordon urving 

‘Theatre Rosa], Glarcow: 
° DNOuaglas 9999! 

Derck Dene set iS cemedizn at 
Perth Theatie fer summer run. 

Lex McLean, comedian. feztared 
in new radio series “Laugh with 

“Lex.” 
Sheila Paton? local thrush. wax- 

ing series of 15-minute shews fer 
, scot indie tcle. 
: Flora Robson to Edinburgh and 
‘Glasgow in new play, “Time and 
Yellow Roses.” 
“Snow White and Seven Dw.1fs” 

(on ice! doing gaad business at 
Empire, Glasgow. 

“Rob Roy.” partly Jenced in S ot 
locatioss. Peing serialized or cll 

. Gre..s hour of BBC-tv. 
ee ee 

A a as 

; By Rena Velissariou 
(4479 Kefalliaias Str: Tel, & 14248) 

“Madalena” is Greek entry at 
Cannes Film Fest. 

“Mouse That Roared™ Cel) 
breaking records at Astor Theat:e. 

Israeli Ballet Karmon ezve a 
performance at Dionyssia Tleatie. 

Greek director Michael Hecav- 
annis off to Rome to discuss off rg 
of foreign film producers. 

Madagaskare Bailet on its »#. 10 
Paris stopped in Athens for a yer- 
formance at the Kotopouli ‘Lie:*7e. 

Gicek stage directer Diet g¢ 

Rendiris back from New Ye:k 
where he staged ancient G.eck 
tiecedies. 
one Pappas off to Leadon ‘te 

attend world preem cf “Curse of 
Natvarone’” in which she hes «ce 
of the femme leads. 
Getman cenducter Georg Doe 

wie Jaechum conducted the 4Attans 
Mate Oreh concert at Kets peuii 
The tre, with Greek saleist Tvace 
Creter, 

Tieatie Guild Ametvieru Rez er- 
trivy Compaen, lett Tel Atoy 
aites giving three porferni acs in 
Athens at the Notiona) These. 
Tast performance was stte:.eed by 
Revel Terouly af Gicece. 

for 

Heidi Lichaner, 16-6 1-.°d 
aeuchter of the Radia  tthens 
Symphony conductor Frenz Toe hae 

ney gave a ecllo recited ef the Pare 
nassus Hall She is booked fa vise 

wee en AEC, 9 other Fiituuesy £8. 
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——eeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEereeeeee | Goldstein and to prexy Spyros 

‘Cactus Garden’ 
jee Continued from page 2 mummems 

on the spot when ft happened’— 
advantage, and since he is a 
trained dramatist (he also has 
Written plays, novels,. poems and 
short stories) it is fair to presume 
that he is cap2ble of drawing upon 
experiences and evaluating them 
how with perception. 

In “Naked in a Cactus Garden” 
(Bubbs-Xlerrill: $3.95: Lasky is tell- 
irzy a Hollywood tale--a story of! 

, Ways, the rise, fall, resurgence and final 
Pissing over bs the industry he 
helped to build-—-of a production 

P. Skouras. 

“Fencing, dancing, etiquette, so- 
| cial graces, figure consulting, dress 
_advice, speech, diction and acting 
‘are on agenda for different days 
‘of the week. 

, After six months, if students 
_do not show signs of star potential 
, they -are dropped from payroll. 
i Four of the newcomers have al- 
-ready appeared in several pix. 
; Other studios can borrow students 
,to give them exposure, which is 
!Goldstein’s great desire. 

Exposure is important {n many 
Goldstein feels. It gives 

‘students best chance to be seen by 
! movie-going public, act with other 

mogul Latter could be a composite | personalities for experience and get 
of half a dozen or more Hollywood 

dizvvinz roliercoaster not uncom- 
mon in this citadel of makebelieve. 
where dreams more often don't 

win, the central figure, is liberally 
endowed by Lasky with the vices, 
strength, cunning and showman- 
ship instincts which comprise the | 
stock portrait of a Hollywood big- | 
shot That's the trouble with this! 
bosk-—Godwin is a stereotype. 

Although Lasky spins his novel 
with professional competence, de- 
veluping the character of Godwin 
via a series of biog flashbacks from 
the nicht Hollywood kisses off the 
great man with a testimonial din- 
ner, he hasn’t managed to come 
u» with a book that provides any 
special illumination of the Holly- 
wood scene. But credit the author 
with a rice touch of irony at the 
fadeout, and one of the sharpest 
criticisms bv an insider of the cur- 

Say» Lasky, speaking through 
Gaidwin: 

“Some of you have treated our: 
like the goose who laid : season! b 

'self more than 70. 

industry 
the golden eyg, fattening your cof- 
fers with the suicidal sale of your 
backlozs to television. You have 
tolerated the stupendous idiocy of 
&# star system that has made cor- 
porate, irsatiable cannibals out of 
6i)-vear-old leading men—the so- 
called names—who if the facts be 
fared, can barely any Tonger draw 
flies at the boxoffice. 

wh» have distorted. showmanship | 
int) a game of personal indulgence : ¢a0. ; 

There would be an increasing: in which vou make pictures to en- 
te.tain yourselves, without regard 
or concern for the reaction of the: ¢Fs wou 
vast Americaa audiences. You have! 
bought books and plays for astro-: 
nomival figures that have no place: 
on the screen. You have explored . 
dope addiction — homusexuality —. 
and al! the vices in high fashion: 
without feeling a modicum of con- 
science or responsibility to pro- 
mote healthy 

diversion 

“You have become so adult in. 
characterizat‘on and dialog that a 
de2ree in abnormal psychology is 
needed to understand what you are 
saying You have aliowed ‘mes- 
gaze,’ to infiltrate what once had 
been the rostrums of pure enter- 
tainment, until even the horses tn 
Mesterns became symbols of dis- 
torted social conscience. Now you 
waif about the weight of. the tem-. 
ple thaf you have pulled down 

inz'v alibi your mistakes with 
CUtses azainst television—that you 
lacked the vi .on to embrace when; 
it was still a potential flicker in 
the eve of the entertainment 
world ” 

Aside from that burst of older- 
angry-manism, “Naked in a Cactus 
Garden” has no special distinc- 
tion. however, as literary work or 
as social commentary. Let’s hope 
that Lasky was just warming up 
with this exercise to that Great 
Hotlysood novel which has been 
bezginy for an author for so long. 

ee -_ ——  ———————— TTT SS =o 

Pamela Danova 
ieee (Continued frum page 2 izaemee 

Caesar.” Houseman will delve into 
this play for benefit of stuaents. 

School house on lot is where 
classes meet daily. Attendance is 
recorded for each student. Only 
those working in pix are excused. 
uniess il providing doctor’s cer- 
tifieate. Morning classes are from 
1-12 Adternoons, from I-5. 

Viass Danova will keep the class 
Buin tor six months with guest lec- 
tures “untd I run out of friends.” 
Bod Bush, 20th-Fox dramatic 
eojack, assists her 

An individu:l report is prepared 
ou gach student weekly as to at- 
te: fauee and .grade marks. These 
H#) tu Creative Pruductiva head Bob 

-to know how other studios operate. 
fizures who have experienced the! 

| Cherry Blossoms 
have that happy ending. Rex God-: 

‘quan Continued from page 2 aaa 

to take a stand with us for less 
| cheapness but no more taboos? Or 
‘must the baby go out with the bath 
water?” 

Reflects U-.S.-. 

Kupcinet,. probably the most 
widely-read columnist in the four 
Chicago papers, used the occasion 
of a Variety Club award to. Joe 
Swedie to enter the debate a few 
days later. Swedie, a factory. work- 
‘er, shows films to sick and crippled 
children in hospitals and orphan- 
ages-on his own time and with his 
own money. , 

Kup teed off with a brief pane- 
gyric to motion pictures, describing 
the can of film that Swedie carries 
around as “a jewel. box, full. of 
laughter and tears and excitement 
and education.” A paragraph later 
he summarizes his attitude toward 

|piclures and criticism of them on 
moral grounds: “The motion pic- 
ture always has reflected our demo- 
cratic: society. It always has set 

‘forth for all to, see our morals, our 

Se Continued: from page 8. Sel - 

South | at home to her lovers for one 
by the Lord Chamberlain. Britain’s} hour every. Thursday. while her 
official legit. censor vetoed the | husband Is out winding the town 
Julien Green drama‘ because the | Clocks. | _ 
central character is revealed as a|- The first lover is a pompeus 
homosexual. Under the Lord| Young poet who is too busy recit-- 
Chamberlain’s more relaxed ‘policy, | ing _his.own romantic verses to. 

the ruling has been reversed and| have time for love. The. second 
the play is now being shown pub- is a portly banker, too old for such 
licly. In the interim it was screen- Tevels. So the: wife consoles her- 

ed on television, which is not sub-| Self with a handsome muleteer 
ject to.any official censorship, | Who has called at her husband's 
“The fact that “South” was once shop to have his watch repaired. 

panned will certainly stimulate] _ Viola ‘Tunnard’s translation al- public interest, but’ though it. isa mast matches the wit of the music, 

thoughtful piece it has been clum-| Anthony Besch’s .. staging is’ as 
sily constructed and is not helped | Wicksilver as his direction of “The . 

by. slack direction and several in- Prisoner” is solemn, and Peter 
different performances. . Fhe. con-| Rice's set, painted, apparently, in 
stant comings and goings on. stage | lollipop juice, provides a splendid 
are frequently contrived to leave | Pall of grandfather clocks for the 

Wednesday, May 10, 1961 

lovers to hide in. just two. characters on the-board.. ‘Alde M. oe 
turning it into’ a succession -of; AS the wife, Marie Collier sings. 
duologs’ of varying intensity. . | aS elegantly as she looks, and there - 

V aay ay ..... !behavior, our: thinking. It never 
|“MIYA” weeks. Resultantly “mu-: ha. been ahead, nor far behind, the 
;sic for Young America” has now - 

| compositions, 
great classical to modern. com-, 

| real target—tife in our lime, which 
marks by Mitchell preceding each: gives rise to sex and violence and ; 

An average program might; ; 
include the Allegro from ‘Schu-, 

. 

1 

; posers, with brief introduetory re- 

entertainment for, 
the areas of our country where: 
Ruman depravity not the sole; 

; a Vast number of cafes and réstau- : 

:1v0m 

upon your own heads, and cring-: 

veople. 

duction to “live” music for most 
| of the students who live i.. cities 
| and towns without resident: sym- 
phony orchestras. Programs, last- 
ing an hour, offer six or seven 

one. 

bert's Symphony No. 5 and_..Sta- 

youth concerts . . . ranking first ‘in 

played to more than 250.000 young ; 

Project has served as an ‘infro-! 

| 

vinsky’s Berceuse and Finale from ; 

rent state of affairs in Hollywood.! “Fire Bird Suite.” It’ is obvious: 
! that Mitchell and his complement 
tof 94 musicians are old hands at! 

American public. Down through 
the -years,. the motion picture has 
been subjected to violent criticism. 
Some -of this certainly. has been 
justified, for moviemakers have 
made their share-of mistakes. But 
much of this.criticism is aimed at 
the wrong target. This criticism, 

: | aimed at movies dealing with sex 
ranging from the|yiolence and delinquency, should | 

be more penetrating and hit at the 

delinquency.” 

In. the same day's paper that 
Kup’s, column appeared, - Molloy’s 
column ran a series of reaction let- 
ters to his original. piece, Reader 
comment varied trom “Your col- 
‘umn is Bible with‘us” to “Are youl sensitive and convincing. It is a 
a preacher or a tv. critic?” To a 

the U. S. A..'during the regular | peader wha asked if Molloy and his 

tee erpenpcaaat 

Expense Account Blues 
Continued from page | s__ 

projected rules. But the. feeling.’ 
jis that many execs who lunch or; 

“And there are those among you' dine at the more expensive restau- | degeneracy." 
rants, under present circumstances, ; 

't afford that.spot. 

ber of days when the custom- 
Id find that they need their 

lunch period for some important 
work in the office and arrange ‘to 
have something sent up from the 
neighborhood beanery. The extra 
drink at lunch or dinner would be 
the first casualty, and that is the 
most profitable segment of the 
restaurant and nitery industry. 

It ix the belief of many in the 
nitery sphere: that Congress will 
take cognizance of the fact that 

num 

rants would have to curtail activity 
and ultimately decrease employ- 
ment rolls under the proposed 
rules. Hotels will be hit, especially 
those in the luxury: bracket 

costs, new hotels may have to 
charge over $20 daily for single 

occupaney. 

cheaper ‘inns will be necessary. 

proposals. 

be some restrictions on expenses. 

. § Chi Columnists 
aumaas Continued from page 1 

y 

For. 
example. with present.day building . 

With the $30: 
: limit, travel and food will have to 
be on a very Tow basis, or else | 

New -York bonifaces are certain ; clared. 
that Congress will not go alonz!past president of the Inter-Ameri- 
with many of Secretary Dillon's! 

But whatever the out-; 
icome, it is likely that there will 

‘the U.S. has’ not been able to 
says. “is that what happened to! answer Castro's attacks effectively, 

y offering Washington it-| etter writers “are not aware that 
|the. incidents and situations de- 

»' picted in those movies are happen-' of the perceptive girt. 
‘ing every day?” Molloy repiied: 
“Fhe alley-cat conduct of the 
minority who -scorn: morality as. 
outdated 
squares 

pap for  out-of-step 
does not justify. Holly- 

wood's incessant, overbalanced pre- 
occupation With sex neurotics. and - 

“Molloy, who. kicked off 
| hassle, began a gradual switch from 
straight tv reviewing to acid at- 

: tacks on the ethics displayed on the.’ quately 
21-inch ‘screen’ about 18 .months 
‘ago. He has since become a verita- ! 
ble vacuum tube Carrie Nation and 
idevotes most of his space to be-} 
‘Wailing the decline and fall of | 
virtue on video. In recent months ° 
he has. turned his. jaundiced eye . 
‘to motion pietures, and has found 
‘them wanting im everything but 
lust and violence.. He has even: 
lapped over into the book field and 
has recently expressed sympathy 
for a suburban: American Legion 
post that wants Max Lerner’s 

, Civilization in America” removed. 
from the, bookshelves because of 
its comments on teenage sex. 

“0.83. Dank a Fidei’s Best Weanons 
Continued from page 1 

south of the border Mestre de- 
Mestre is a founder and 

can Assn. ‘of .Broadcasters which 
wound up its. confab just ahead 
of the NAB. convention. : 

.* Mestre. declared that Castro's 
lies to the Cuban’ public via radio | 
and tefevision are ‘more importan: 
to him than his Russian tans, his 
Czech ayimaments and his \1tG air- 
craft.” This: is mostly because 

the movie—the infernal abuse of : he said. 
a great art medium—will happen ! 
to tv.” He added. that Robert 

advocating that “the tide cannot 
be stopped.” 

Miss Keen replied a few: davs | 
later in a long column devoted to; 
the subject. After a lengthy listing 
of classical works of art that. have 

‘had sex and perversion as themes, 
she asserted that morality is not 
offended merely by the presenta- 
tion of the facets of sex, but by 
their presentation in a -.vulgar, 
cheap, sensational or tasteless way. 
She objetts to the insertion of a 
pointlessly sexy scene in a picture. 
She points out that “Sons: and 
Lovers” deals with, among other | dnd Alan Shepard 
things. a young man’s concern with 
sex “It is done with taste,” ac- 

careful to inelude only scenes that 
had meaning.” ~ 

' Her summing up: “Anyone care 

Sarnoff and ABC program chief ' 
Thomas Moore are “on record” as: 

- read 

l who brought new glory 

cording to Miss Keen, “hecause its ! 
skillful director, Jack Cardiff, was j_ 

Astronaut Song. 
Continued from page 1 

“Lindy _ something 
Crashes!” — 

The 1961 paean of praise reads: 
Hail to the Astronaut” of Space; 
Hail to the rocket in ‘the shu, 
Hail to the man from outer space, 
Wig came to. earth. from way on 

tigh, , 

fine 

to America, 
In the Hatl of Fane -he takes his 

place. oe 
The world 

America, 
is: proud of Young 

the. Astronaut 
of Space.. - oe 
(Copyright Leo Feist Inc..-N.. Y.) 

= = 

Robert Ellis Miller will stage a 
Coast production of. Jean Genet's 
“The Balcony,” opening June. 8 at 
the Civic Playhouse, Hollywood. 

the | 

The locale is Charleston. amidj iS devoted ‘support from the. four 
the tense atmosphere of the eve! Male singers, whose voices 

of the Civil War, Against a-back-| Matched their ardour.. _ Nash. 
ground discussion of slavery, the]. Oe, 
treatment of the Negroes. and the M aikaefer-Komoe die™ 

respective claims: of north and 
south, a visitor to the house. a Jurich April ; 
Polish refugee officer in the Union Schauspieth pane Apri 1. 

‘me: & - himenal?: ep att | chauspielhaus presentation of com - 
Army, finds himself more attracted : aca in 10 scenes, by .Joseph Viktor 

‘to a youthful southerner than. he? widmann.. Adapted and staged by Oskar 
}. * =a? s . 1 ins = -- iis to his host’s niece. And she, too, | Waelterlin; sets, Teo Otto; music, Rolf 

. * Langnese; costumes, Charles Bardets 
thas realised that the. appeal of | technical . direction, ‘Ferdinand... Langes 
his own sex is far greater than. lighting, Walter Gross. Opened. April 9 

[ 

(Cockchafer Comedy) 

“61... at the Schauspielhaus. Zurich; $3. top. 
his fascination for her. King na iE 

: ee ww ees gang .Stendar 
f Denholm Elliot, who created the Court. Preacher evens: H Walter Kiesler 
innate ¢ er : i anecellor  —s_.......... anns rassnitzer 
j rore in the “or iginal. Arts Theatre . Medical Council ....... Friedrich Braug: 
presentation, shows profound ‘under- : Adjutant bees Horst, Sachtleben: 

; . ‘toarture * . oe:. Sylvan ....... . eter Oehme standing for the tortured character, ,?r._* Sepp). ..v Haris-Helmut Dickow: 
and his interpretation is: at once. Robert. Bichler 

Herman Wlach | 
Fred .Tanner.: 
Paryla.. Rene. 

Hinte: stoisser 
Olt Huebland- 

‘Hans Engerling .. |” 
His Brathers - Michael 

vee eee’ 

performance of tnusual depth. 
i Heather Sears, an actress of con- Dummerchén 22" Gree nett 
tos ” ob Jeny't | ‘va. Dummer poe o tete Hezer 
i siderable skill, isnt able to give Citizens Alfred Schiageter. Elmar 
‘reality to the ili defined character — Pelee : Schulte 

Reps Deere Lee Richard Alexander 
' a . leps. oc wa ee oo rwin Parker 
‘| William, Fox has little scope as ‘Queen “Artemisia -y¢+ Elisabeth Mueller 
‘the host, Jemma Hyde is pleasantly Tatiabuets” .. ....7 . | Eflen Widmann 

ce an . . os. Andr kia ©... 1.2.0.2: A 1 -Betschart 
.fresh_and youthful. as his daughter, -Myrrha oe "Katara Starter: 
‘and Barbara Cavan takes the part Phats’ oo ....cs eee . Gisela Zock 
‘of his sister in her stride. Robin Borie 0000)". Helea Sentack 
: Phillips’ has the right manner as An‘husa Co atases Rosemaria Gerstenberg 
) . emasinae ie ‘ . Mra Cee ew.) Marlies Gerwi 
, the handsume young” southerner Kakodromida, ....., . Angelica Arndts 
1to whom the officer is attracted. Mano 0 Close. - Willy Walther 

‘Disley Jones's drawing room set. , OMteer . s.....-+-.5.. Edwin Maechler 
‘with its porch on the side to facili-i*-.. 7 —, 

‘tate the comings and goings, ade- This latest. Schauspiethaus. pres: 
meets. the. needs. of the ¢Mtation unexpectedly. turned into 

Muro. .-;4 post-mortem tribute to a‘ noted 
“| Swiss. show personality, Oskar 

| Waelterlin, .the house’s artistic 
head for the last 23 years. He. 
had- planned the production as his. 
Zurich. bowout before returning 

.to his. native. Basle next fall to 
‘take over the top spot .at the -iecal 
Stadttheatre. A~ few- days ‘after 
the opening, however. he diced of a- 
heart attack in Hamburg. where 

: production. 

The Prisoner _ 
and L°Heure Espagaole. 

London .April 26. 
New Opera Co. presentation of two 

one-act operas) “The Prisoner.” with 
‘musie and. text by ‘Luiei Dallapiccola: 
English version, Harold Heiberg Staged ~ 
by Anthony Besch;: decor, Ralph, Koltai.. 
conductor, Leon Lovett. Stars. Rosina to } 
Raisbeck, Peaee Cameron, Alexander. he was: to assume stage directian 
Young, and “L’Heure Fsvagnole.” wit , . soar amar 4 my ¢ 

-music: by Maurice Ravel and text. by of the Debussy opera, “Pelleas and. 
Frane-Nohain: English Version. le _Melisande ". 7 
Tunnard. Staged bys Anthony esch; UR nabe i Pa ee 
decor, Peter Rice:, conductor, Brian’, Cocke hafer. Comedy a written 
Priesiman. Stars,. Marie Collier, Howell In. 1896 by Swiss poet Joseph Vik- 
Givnne. Peter Glossop. Alexander Youne, 

. John Kentish. Opened April 25, “61, at 
: Sadler's Wells Theatre. London. $2 46 top. 

. THE PRISONER 

tor Widmann. but never produced 
until .1942, when Waeltertin ‘‘“dis- 
cavered” i “ § i IER aa Raisheck ¢ it for the stage, is a Mother ......-..5 oe bop dé 

Seer weceaecee John Cameran CUPIOUS mixture of allegoric poetry 
Jailer vo. ccc eee cece, Alexander Young and nessimistie philosophy. --It 
Priest$  ......+.- Griffith -Lewis. sometimes. fairytale-like simplifi-- 

Delme Brsn Jones - 
L‘HEURE ESPAGNOLE . | cations often give way. to percep- 

Muleveer. an Peter Glossop ‘tions of depth and meaning. It is a 
oekm tker oo. een. . 5 sg: Nees a 

Mix, Wife. ocee eee. Marie Collier Poetic fantasy of lingual beauty 
Poet re Alexander ayouns ‘most of it is written in verse), 
anker “Lees . owe ynne ‘hi “e ; . “ye ge 

. New Opera Chorus .tchorus — master. which betrays its new unrealistic, 
David Lloya-Jonesy London (pach Group turn-of-the-century origin. Surpris- | 
{ sica rector, dC H ¥ ona ’ ° S iV : i tar , Outis*oyekestes deaden! Mine Salpeter ieels Qutspoken in, erotic. matters, | 

This operatic double-bill, con- Fhoush probably. too ephemeral 
ltrasts the bhroody menace -of. a: for Broadway. consumption. it 
| thunder-cloud with.-the sweet-and- might: have a chance as’an offbeat. 
i sharp lightness of a lemon me-! off-Broadway venture. _ 
ringue pie. .. . oo. {. . The title is.to be taken literally 

{|  Dellapiccola’s “The Prisoner"— Las the play’s““heroes” are actually 

. 

1 full of shuddersome 12-note music| ¢ockchafers. ‘Their short Jives and 
i=. has a nightmare plot. set in} quick deaths. on. earth are seen as- 
‘Spain at the time of the Inquisi-|S5mbols of man’s: life ‘and death,. 
| tion.’ On.the eve ‘of the morning :4nd all of: man’s.joys and sorrow, : 
fixed for his execution, a. political | love and hatred, intrigues and. tur- 
prisoner, well sung by John Came- ! moils are projected into the brief 
ron, is given hope by the unex- jexistence. of the destructive beetles. 

‘pected kindness of his jailer. _ ; Parallels. are obvious when they 
; With the help of this. apparent ; are. threatened and destrayed by 
| friend he apparently escapes from {outsized enemies. (inthis case, 
the dungeon after torture, and! birds and humans). The play ends. 
wanders into a garden, only to find {on 4 morbid note as the last of the 

1 the Grand Inquisitor himsclf wait- |coekchafers, the -idealistic “King” 
ing. for him. Broken’ by the final /and: his adversary (a sort:of six- 

| cruel trick, he allows the Inquisitor ;foated Mephisto called “Red Sepp.” 
ito lead him quietly. to the: stake..| the color having an astonishingly 

Only the scratehily recorded; modern connotation) are about to 
; chorus-Singing niars this produc-;die. _ 
| tion which bangs home -the horror |. The Schauspielhaus production 
with sledge-hammer impact. The | looms as a moving. tribute ta 

/effect is greatly helped. by the | Waelterlin’s: artistic stature. It’s 
singing. of Rosina Raisbeck as the | one of his best efforts. Sets by ... 

; prisoner’s grief-stricken ‘mother, | Teo Ofto and delightfully fantastic: « 
the gentle menace of Alexander |costumes by Charles Bardet: con- 
Young (doubling as jailer and In- | tribute imporantly, -The perform-- 
quisitor) and Ralph Koltai’s dank, | ances are excellent, notably Wolf; ~ 

| dark, doom-colored sets. :| gang Stendar as the king and Hans-. 
Ravel's “L’Heure Espagnole” is }Helmut Dickow. as. “Red Sepp.” 

a sexy trifle about a fuddy-duddy jand. on the distaff side, Elisabeth. 
clockmakers’s young wife who is | Mueller. “= Meza. * 
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ular . mispronunciation. 
_ Woods. was. also an agent as 

j well as a. producer. He: is credited ; OBITUARIES - 
died May cuit to break out of the two-a-day 

2 ishow format into three and more 
in! character actor, 

Elmhurst, N.Y: He was active Jin? 
the theatre until his. illness forced : 
jhis retirement about a year ago. 

‘ANITA STEWART. 
Anita Stewart, 63, one of the: 

early . silent “pix stars, died sud-' 
denly. May. 4-at ‘her Bevhills henie.. 

[Her body was found by -her sister, 
Lucille, also a former: actress. vU .S. as the. youngest. member. of. 

“Actress, who retired: ‘from: :the }the’ Eleanora. Duse legit. company. | 
scrécn . in: 1928, “was: a-/contem-!-The troupe. toured. the -U.S. and | 
porary | of the. ‘Talinadge: sisters, ’ Europe. ‘He returned to Broadway }. 
-Nerma and: Constance, and the’ and throughout the years: ‘appeared 
Gishes, “Lillian and .Dorothy: For in numerous productions includ- 
& number of ‘years ‘she and the. ing, “Rose of. the Rancho, " “Walk! 
“Jate - ‘Earle. W iNiams “were atop Into My Parlor.” “A Bell for 

yomantic team, ‘along with Bev- Adano.”* and most recently | “Best ! 
erly Bayne and Frantis’ X. Bush- Aeon In Naples. ‘edt 
man, und May-Allison and the late: . inciotti. also appeared in many ‘ 

fran, Lockwood. She. also. ap: Hollywood films including, “Man | innati goa aes aot on 
peared in.a number of serials; | | on’. the _ Ledge.” “Deported,” Ci .'R i. s 5 ehetball team, 

. Making het’ screen: bow in 19327" Marty,” “House of - Stranger, Cincy Royals pro baske 
* ’ m9 os ” h. he angeled: int black ink, 

gn Vitagraph's. “The ‘Wood Violet. “Great Caruso.” “Clash by Night | whic booed” ohare Tiga ° the Cin. 

Years ago. 
He is. also survived by his wife, 

‘the fermer.. Minnie Mason, who 
Was in one of Woods’ flash acts, 
and a daughter... 

. THOMAS E. WOOD. 
Thomas E. Wood, 63. Cincinnati 

business -and sports figure, died 
‘April 24 of a heart attack as he 
1 was entering a plane at Philadel- 
| phia fora flight to Florida. Be- 
“sides his -insurance and realty 

Born in Italy, he came- to the 

he ‘remained: with. the J: Stuart-and * ‘Full of Life.” 

Blackton company for some years.-, His wife; actress Esther Min- ; innatl aaae Club. Noida “horse | 
and gained status in title réle af: Ciotti, with whom he appeared; talso. included.. a Florida horse 

both on stage.” and in films, and! “The Goddess.” “The Girl -Philip-” 
two daughters. surviv e. oO pa further strengthened her as a. 

Sar. and she made several dozen |. 
--gterrers before swinging to First ; 

,Godfrev was a reported associate. 

. If ters.” 
NIKITAS DIPSON our’ sis 

National in 1919. -w here ‘she{ WNikitas Dipson, 72, once ‘operator | 
_ tarred in such-films as: ‘Virtuous’ of more than 50 theatres in. West- Billy BRLY GILBERT. yaude- 
Wives” with Conway Tearle; “Mid- ern’ New York, Pennsylvania, W.|’: 1 1 4 

 Stage-film actor ‘real. name, Wil- night Romance” with Jack’ Holt: ; Virginia and. Ohio, died May 4 in: Campbel]) and more re- 
aud “Mary Regan”. With - Frank ° Athens. Greece. A resident of Ba- 
Mavo.: In-1925. she went to Tahiti . tavia, near Buffalo, for. vears, he 
to. make “Never | tre Fain Shall . retired five: years ago and, moved | 

jjiam V. 
cently 
Studios inot to. be confused with 
| Speering comedian Billy Gilbert), 
died after prolonged iliness. in 

: 4 Hollywood, April 29 

; 1912, he was on stage from 1913 
‘te 1928. when he. went to Holly- 
‘+ wood and: appeared. as a film 
-attor, He also. once: propped for 
- Mack Sennett. 

His. wife: and daughter survive. 

In Fond: Remembrance - 

WILLIAM H. STEIN 
ROSE DUNN 

‘Rose’ Dunn. 46, theatre manager. CO-FOUNDER OF M.C.A, - 
Cee died of a heart attack May 2 in that 

MAY 14,. 1943. city.. For the past 10 years.. she 

j tre. a south side art house. Pre-| 
’ | viously, she emceed. the WGN-TV | 

Meet” tor Metro, -ofie | of the firstyto Greece. His ‘son. William J. Dip- | musical quiz show, “Stop the Rec- 
‘pix to be lensed there. son, took over.the presidency and : ord.” 

One of the wealthiest women of ‘operation of the Dipson chain. “peared. in -an early ‘tv fashion | 
the screen, Miss Stewart Yetired i .The former Erlanger Uegit) in. show, “Telefashions” seen in Chi- 
{ur several | years, ‘then. returned - Buffalo was-a Dipson operation.” “CHT: oF. WBKB several’ sears ago. 
for ‘Columbia's - “Name the At one time Dipson headed ‘a com-. Her husband and parents sur- 
‘Woman,’ “The “Romance of a. bine booking over 200 picture thea-, vive. 
Rogue” and’ “Sisters of Eve.” She tres..In the late 1926s.. 25° Dinson | 
Kctt. tie’ sereen before making a houses. ‘were leased to Warner Bros. AL EX: -MANKE 
1.1king picture, but for five years; Besides ‘his’ wife and -son, he: Alex Manke. 66. cellist’ 
die the late "20s and early "30s. sang | leat es: three daughters. ~ conductor, 

on the stage for Publix. Loew's | land... A native of Germany, he 
and RKO: circuits: She ° ‘also made took ‘a doctorate in musie at the U. 

yersonal appearances in. Europe j_ of Cologne and toured. Europe and 
“Sn -the “308.0 South America giving concerts be- 

‘Surviving is her widower, George fore. -coming to the U.S. in 1931. 
‘Cenyerse, whom -she © married in “Set ling. in-‘the San Francisco’ 

1928. arca, he bezan teaching. He helped 
found and also served as conductor 
-for symphony orchestras in .San; 
Leandro, Palo- Alto, Sunnyvale’ and — 
Hayward. . 

Four brothers and two sisters ; 
kurvive. ' 

——— 

Sand 

‘VICKI COSCTA 
_ Vicki Coscia, 63. former. show cir! 
who was in the ‘Ziegfeld. Folties” 
‘of 1922 and 1923, died. May 8 .in 
‘New York of a heart: attack. Cntil 
a previous. attack last -vear she had 

: worked as a mail clerk at the Taft 
. Hotel, N. Y¥. 
A native of Atlantic. ‘City, she 

was’ one. of. the . four: sisters. all 
‘show girls in. their time..- The sure. 
viving sisters. Jeanne and. Rita had 
also been in the. “Follies.” ‘and. the’ 
deceased. sister. ‘Brownie. in Geor Be 
‘White's “Scandals.” 

JOHN MeCORMICK 
Jéehn McCormick, 67,. former. Zen- 

eral manager . of First : ‘National 
Fictures and divorced” from. silent 
screen actress C olieen Moore. died . 
«fa heart attack in-Holly wood Mav- 
& Prier ta heading FN on, ‘the. 
Curst in. the middle '20s, he was-! 

. . HELEN S. MORRISON 
Mrs. Hetem Stewart Morrison. 

‘fis publicity director. He’ "resigned - - Ex-trouper’s ‘husband. is Phil 64; onetime actress ‘and former 
Ve venerdl manager .post -in 1927 Coscia, formerly in vaudeville with. president. of. the Twelfth Might - 

“produce a: program of Colleen AT, Verdi. whose obit. appeared Club, died | May. 6 in New York: 
here last: issue.’ Coscia was Jong a. 
booker ‘Eddie Sherman: and agent. 
(Charles: ¥ates+ in’ New Yoi *k and 

. is currently in the contract dept. oF 
. American Guild ‘of \ ariely Art: 

Funeral - today 1 ed.? 

“Moure starrers for FN. release. 
. McCormick, started his career. as - 
‘Bi, usher in a Seattle theatre, and. band, actor Perey. T... Moore, she 
; was named to succeed. him as ¢x- 

ecuuive secretary of the Episcopal 
at. River. Actors’ Guild -of America. 

RTVTi eT. Y wey ABiEy fide Chapel. N.Y. at 1 p.in. .Mrs. Morrison, who was the 
. “WILLIAM WIEMANN: z widow of (Dr. William Wallace 
oe Dae ae ‘FLOYD HALICY. Morrison, is survived ‘by several 

Floyd .Halicy. 61, vet vauder,. cousins. = _ 
died April 25, 1961. in’ Cleveland. 
“He. and: Ww illiam -'Billy Hagen): 
Hagedorn, a fellow actor; were on! 

the ‘way to -their hotel from. the 
Roxy Theatre’ in a. taxicab when. 
Hialiey. collapsed, . He: was taken to 
a. hospital and ‘died :.a short ‘time 

| Fetruary 16, 1902——May 15, 1952. 

i? WALTER W EEKS 
W ‘alter Weeks... 

sentative. for the. New York branch 
‘of the Screen Actors. Guild. for 
the past 21 years. ‘died in‘his sleep 
on Mav 4..1961. He was an_ actor { 

“Jater became treasurer éi ¢ e En- 
.Fless Theatre, Frisco. Entering 
Jnation pictures in 1914, he. bought - 

| With urging the Keith-Albee cir- | 

shows daily. He retired. about 25 

| 

Surv ived by daughter, son and | 

a” propman at Republic j. 

In. eastern. Vvaude from - 1909 to 

| and former Chicago tv personality, | ~ 

i had managed the Hyde Park Thea- 

and had produced and ap- i 

died April 23 in Oak- | 

after an illness of several mantis. - 
‘Upon ‘the’. déath of her ‘fst hus-- 

79, field repre- 

rights to “Birth of a: Nation” and. Tater. Physicians. ‘said: ‘a malignant. ‘or -both stage ‘and screen before j Ian Worring, 65. cancert party | 
_“Tillie’s. Punctured’ Romance”. tor: tumor: in his neck caused him” to . taking the business job with SAG. ' pianist; died April 14 in the Con-: 
“Pacific Northwest -territory, ‘and suftecate, | _For ‘some years he maintained ‘cert Artists Club, Londen. He had 
seld and exploited pix in that area Halicy returned. to his native ‘a-home in Hartford. Conn., where | just attended an audition. 

“Later he became affiliated with Sal | Rochester ‘summers ‘and worked as” he is survived: by his wife, Mary.” 
Lesser, first’ as exchange manager .a.Stagehand in the Eastman Thea- (Jensen! Ww eeks.. to Father ..of Edith Maison. busi- 
an Denver of All. Star Features Dis-. tre: and Masonic. Auditorium and, ‘ness “representative of Actors’ 
‘tributors, ‘then: as pub-exploitation 

manager for entire organization. 
_ Retiring from production in 1929. 
‘McCormick entered the agency 
field. He. concentrated on directors. 
und writers and continued .in: this 
hne for 10 years. Later. he. inter-. 

. €Sted himself in Alcoholics _Anony-. 
"mous’and worked. on the Coast for / 
“)ears, buying a hospital ‘in down- 
‘town LA. for A.A, 

ated until three years. ‘ago. 
‘Survi iving are: twin daughters. : 

which -he oper- 

also introduced - acts: in Dreamland 
Park... 

A few vears ago ‘when Bud Ab-! and dialog. direetor. died in Ban-| 
He first became | bott. was taken. ill, he was. chosen 

by Abbott's partner: Lou. Costello: 
as his..temporary straight . man. 

Haliev. a bachelor, is: survived : 
bya sister and: a nephew. - : 

J o£ ‘WOODS. 

a ame pes es 

FELIX JACOYES. - 
Felix Jacoves, 53,. film director | Her mother died Jan. 22. 

nin, Cal., ‘May. 4. 
associated : with the N. Y¥. Theatre : 

‘of the founders of the American 
‘Society of Composers, Authers and 
; Publishers. 

Surviving are his wife and three | 
children, 

WILLIAM W. PRICE 
William’ Webb Price, sentor- 

‘partner in the Philadelphia arch j 
itectural firm of Price & Dickey, 
died April 24 in Rose VaHey, Ta. 
At one time, he was.an actor and 
appeared on Broadway and 
stock companies. He was one of 
‘the original members of the 
Hedgerow. Theatre in Moylan, Pa.’ 

His wife, son and sister survive. 

| JAMES K. BLAIN 
James. K. Blain, 59, supervisor 

of car card promotion for WLW, 
| Cincinnati, since 1958, 
24 in Cincinnati. He was with 
National Transit Ads Ine. before : orchestra, 
joining the Crosley Broadcasting « 
j Corp. 

His wife, tuo sons. a daughter, ° 

HILDA M. WILCOX 
Mrs. Hilda Morgan Wilcox, tent 

show actress, died April 21 in 
Houston. She organized the Hilda 
Morgan Show, a traveling theatri- 
| cal troupe that played to tent! 
show. audiences in Iowa and Mis- 
souri for 30 years. 

and a sister.: 

EDDIE HALSON 
Eddie “Petch” Halsen, about 70. 

long a New York agent. died of « 
heart attack May 3 in N.Y. A 
familiar figure among vaudeville 
agents, he handled many. of the 
lesser known acts. . 

Three brothers and a sister sur- 
vive. 

FREDERICK V 
Frederick V. Bowers, 

. BOWERS 
86. 

died in Los Angeles April 29. For 
the past.decade he had entertained | 
at various’ service ciub meetings. 

Son and brother survive. 
. 3 

Mrs. George C. MeConnaughey, 
82. wife of the tormer Federal 

‘ Communications Commission chair- 
i man, died May 7 in Upper Arline- 
‘ton, O. Since leaving the FCC. 
MceConnaughey has been practicing 
aw in Columbus, ©. Surviving 

“i besides her husband are two sons. 
ttwo brothers and a si-ter. 

Golda Heller. 60. former asso- 
ciate of Tyson Tkeatre Ticket 
agency. in Cleveland, died of heart 
attack April 26 in Cleveland. Sur- 

_vViving are a_sister..and brother. 
’ Saul, ex-legit stock producer and 
concert impresario. 

Joseph F. Beranek, 35, taimn- 
buritza player who played with a 
number. of orchestras in the Mil- 
waukee area, Gied recently in tlrat 
city. -Surviving are his wife. two 

! sons, daughter and his parents. 

Mother, 68; of Mrs. Edna S. Plitt. 
: former dancer-actress. died of a 
j heart attack May 5 in New York. 
Mrs. Plitt-is the wife of ABC Films 
president Henry G. Plitt. 

a 

Clarence ‘T. Backous, 80. one- 
.fime member .of the Al G. Fields - 

‘son, Hollywood. ‘Minstrels and the Gillette Opera 
-Company, died April 24 in Con- 
nersville, Ind. He retired in 1932. 

Osear Ruesch, 59. concertinist 
with Milwaukee dance bands. died 
April 23 in that city following a 
stroke. His wife and son survive. 

Chester W. Baker, bandleader 
and business manager of Local 
$91, Musicians Protective Union. 
‘died April 13 in. ‘Burlington, Vt. 
| 

leonity. died April 17 in New York. . 

Lili. Wiska. 91, 
during the heyday 

operetta star 

of 

Guild, transferring from assistant; Strauss and Karl Milloecker, died — 
:director. at the Guild to director March 27 in Vienna. 
iat: Paramount's eastern studios... | 

From 1943 to 1948 ‘he was dialog | 
= : director. at Warner Bros. on the Svylvia| Syms 
Joe Woods, 91, oldtime flash {Coast. We also. wrote ‘the play, ' died in London April 28, the day | sen, Hollywood, May 2. Father is 

act producer” who- for years was {Village Green.” 
_ His: wife survives. irepresented . on. “alll 

Dorothy and Dianne, 19; by # mar- { vaudeville circuits, ; : died: April. 30 
"Tage. ‘subsequent to Miss Moore. 

_ SILVIO MINCIOTTI 
Silvio Minciotti, 78, 

_' ia New. York: He was the father 
tof George Wood. of the William | 
Mouris Agency. The original fam- | Beachcomber - 

Italian : ily name, is Wood, ‘but. the elder | Springs, Cal., 

-the major 

“PAT. ODEA 
Pat oe 61, 

Yestaurant. 

‘died of a heart at- the Laconia, N. H 

‘manager of the 
Palin 

Infant daughter of. film actress 
‘Mrs. 

after her birth. 

Wife, 78, of actor Frank Royde. ; 
died April -4 in London.. 

in- 

died April 

Survivors include her husband . 

Vet: 

actor-singer and ASCAP member. 

. Father is a KRON-TY 

_ zine: 

Johann . 
’ Celebrity Service in New York. 

Alan Edney:} 

95 

Wood later pluralized the name in tack there last week. He was the for mcre than 25 sears, died April 
order to make it conform to ‘pop- {S01 of Ann Caldwell who was one | 12 in that city. 

ee ee * 

Wallace Greenslade, 48. RBC ane 
-nouncer, dicd Aprii 21 at Wey- 
, bridge, Eng. 

Mother of  thewtricul azent 
/ Michael Rey dicd Apvn 3 in Lin- 
coln, Eng. . 

eee me 

Father cf San Pramcisee bard- 
Jeader Art Nerkus dicd there 
April 23. 

Father of band levee:  Louuig 
Prima, died Aprii 15 in New 
Orleans. 

Jesus Guridi, 75, Spanish com- 
‘poser of operas and musice..cdies, 
idied April 7 in Madvrid, Sy-ain. 

end 

Herbert A. Willard, 54. longtime 
director of the Temple. NOL, 

died there Aplii 27. 

’ q Mother, 80. ¢! oR: 
‘ staffer, Joe Cohen tJouse 

¥ N. ¥, 

» ded in 

‘breeding: farm in which Arthur, two brothers and a sister survive. native Philadelyhia, Mia) %. 

| Widow, 89, of tenor Edward 
Lloyd died April 23 | in London. 

MARRIAGES 
Darryl Link to Lien Moilow, 

‘Westwood. N. J... April 21. He's 
emcee of ABC-TV s “Camouflage.” 

Lesley Erica Davison to Forrest 
'G. Perrin, New York. Way 3. Bride, 
a Jyricist-composcr, 1s also a nitery 
comedienne: he’s a p-anist. 

Nancy Windsor te William Cam- 
matota, New York. May 2. Bride's 
an actress, 

Mary Levy to Frauk J Diocy Jr, 
Alexandria, Va.. April 26 Bride 
jias been associated with her bicthe 
er Low Levy's music publiching ene 
terprises, ‘Leeds Musuc ete. 

BIRTHS _ 
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Larsen. sen, 

‘Burbenk, Cab, Apri] 20. Mothez is 
actress Vera Miles: father’s an 
actor. 

Mr. and Mrs. Kelton Garwood, 
son, Burbank, Cal. Ayoil 28. 
Father's an actor. 

Mr. and Mrs Michsel Kaurby, 
son. Chicavo. May 2 Vather. a 
professional ice skater, owns the 
Michael Kirby ice skating schccis 
and rink chain. 

Mr. and Mis. Erie Morley. sen, 
London. May bt. Uathei is former 
actress-mode] Julie Rodgecis: tather 
is a Mecca Dance Hall ence. 

Mr. and Mrs) Ralph Wiethern, 
daughter, Pittsbuigh. May I. Fae 
ther ig ao staff announcer eon 
WWSW in that city, 

Mr. and Mrs. Bill Beutel. sen, 
New York, May 4. Father fs a 
Baewsman with WCBS Radia. 

Mr. and Mrs. Jan Hamer. daugh- 
ter, London, Avil 23. Father is 
a jazz trumpeter with Bernie Stan- 
tan’s Don Juan cutfit. 

Mr. and Mrs. Cecil EO Cooney, 
son. San Francisco. Merch 29, 

salesman, 
Mr. and Mrs. Juan J) Aberbach, 

son, New York. April 21. Father 
runs the Hill & Raiee caisie yutb- 
lishing operation “ith his brother 
Jean. 

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Lanvhert, sen, 
Santa Monica. Cal, Mas 2 Father's 
an actor. . 

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Armstrong, 
Muv 2. Fethe: is 

National progiam editor of TV 
Guide mag. 

Mr. and Mrs. Abner Klipstein, 
son, New York, May 5. Mother ‘s 
the former Mabel Kirsch, «ho had 
been active in the souvenir poe 
gram business: father is a Br oad- 
way legit pressagetit. 

Mr. and Mrs. 8S: -muel H. 
Schwartz. daughtes. New York, 
May 8. Mother is the former Nan 
Bourne. of the N. Y. Times maga- 

father is) president of Ju 
Jamevn Corp.. owner of the St 
Jemes Theatre, N. Y.. and other 
out-of-tewn houses, 

Mr. and Mrs. Don Lultig daughe- 
ter. New Brunswick, N.J.. April 27. 
Father is a tv producer-director at 
WNTA-TVY. 

Mr. and Mrs. Be:nard Eismann, 
son. Chicago, Mav 1. Father is 
CBS correspondent and bureau 
chief of CBS neus :midwest! and 
brother of Goldine Eismann of 

Mr. and Mrs. Steve Lond»n. son, 
:New York. Apri! 30. Father is a 
; Singer with Crown Records. 

Mr. and BMirs. William Stejskal, 

isales service coordinator et 
‘ KABC-TY, 

Mr. and Mrs. Ted Nathanson, 
: daughter, New York, April 24. 
‘Father is director of NBC-TV's 

Leo E, Temire, 61. conductor of; nighttime and daytime “Concen- 
» Concert Band tration” shows. 
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OLITICS PICKS PUN PICTURES 
Tavern-Owning Solon Waters Down ‘DIPLOMACY Mac lt WNTA Goes ‘Educational,’ FCC 

Illinois Liquor Bil Backed by WCTU CANNES FESTIVAL May Force One N.Y. VHF to Jersey 
Chicago, May 16. +4- 

A tavern-owning IlHnois state 
representative turned the tables on 
a WCTU-backed senator by chang- 
ing a bill designed to raise the 
legal drinking age for women into 
one that would lower it: for men. 
Recipient of the legislative. fast- 
count was Sen. John A. Graham, 
who: had handily pushed -the. bill 
through the Senate committee and 
past the floor vote with the help of | 
temperance and church: ‘groups. 

But the big-city orfented House |. 
of Representatives short-stopped it 
in the House Liquor’ Regulations | 
Committee and, with the temper- 

“ance heat dissipated in the Senate, 
produced its own invested version. 

Currently, men must: be 21 to: 
buy liquor in a cafe or store and 
women 18. Graham’s bill would 
have raised it to’ 21 ‘for. distaffers 
also. Saloon owner Rep. John G. 
Gary’s adaptation would up the re- | 
‘quirement for women one year. to 
‘19, but lower the permissible age 
for men..to the same level. The 
bill, in its latest form, will now go 
to the House floor where, if it is 
approved, it will be sent to the 
overnor for signature. Graham 
&3 promised: to fight it all the 

way. 
Recent concern with age levels 

for drinking was precipitated hy 
“an expose of teenage boozing in the 
Bat bo suburbs north of ‘Chicago. 

hi bonifaces have not shown a 
reat deal of Interest in the Gra- 
am bill, although a few have ex- 

pressed concern that it will: make’ 
enforcement even more difficult 
than at present. Belief is that men. 
tend to date girls younger than 
themselves, and that’ a 21-year-old 
will ‘take advantage of his legal 
‘right to buy a drink even if he is 
escorting an underage femme. 

Concert Outfit Launches 
Subscription Jazz. Plan 
To Bolster Boston Buffs 

Boston, May 16.. 
Jazz buffs will get a’ chance. to} 

participate. in their own concert 
series under a plan-of the newly 
formed United: Jazz Concert Assn. 
With a guaranteed membership. of 
2,631, the. Symphony ‘Hall capocity, 
those who join the nonprofit group 
would be able to hear five jazz 
concerts during the 1961-62 season 
for $12.. And they would ba: able 
to vote for. particular artists and 
the type of. coricert they want to 
attend. 
Raymond J. Considine, exec veep 

of the group, says that if every: 
‘seat in the hall was subscribed in 
advance the new. jazz outfit would 
have more than $31,000. per concert 
‘to cover expenses, and ‘members | 
would be able to hear jazz artists 
at relatively low cost. There would ! 
-be no. tickets .or reserved seats and ! 
no problem of filling the house, | 

(Continued on page 19) 

‘Expose’ of Nobel Prizes? 
Hollywood, May 16. | 

‘Darryl F. Zanuck, who starts 
camera work May 22 on Irving 
Wallace tome, “The Chapman . 
Report,” is negotiating with 
.author for rights te his new 
novel; “The Prize,” - which 
Simon. & Schuster will bring 

out next: Spring. 

“Prize” reportedly’ is.an ex-. 
pose of ‘the Nobel: awards, fic- 
‘tionally treated. 

Imported | Culture 
Can't Match Bulls 

Madrid, May 16. 
Cultural Showmen are ready to 

give Madrid back to. the Visigoths 
after witnessing. the bullfight-crazy 
public’s passivity to such programs 
as the’ Comedie. Francaise and a 
Wagnerian opera cy¢le—both billed 
at. the showcase. Teatro de la Zar-: 
zuela. 

Despite the presence of such out- 
standing French thesps as. Renee 
Faure; Lise Delamare, Annie. Du- 
caux, Jean Marchat, Robert Manu- 
el, Jacques Blaéss, Regine Blaess, 
Helene Perdriere and Jean Piat n 
a six-day repertory program con- 
sisting of Giradoux’s “Electra,” 
Marcel Achard's “Domino” 
Montherlant’s 
formances received only moderate 
attendance in the face of rave Te-j 
views. 

Even more disappointing to Zar- | 
-}zuela impresario Lasalle was the | 
‘cool initial. public response to. elab- 

| orate opera programming of ‘Die |- 
-| Walkyrie,” 
‘+“Carmen,” “Samson and Delilah,” 

“Tristan and. Isolde,” 

“Adrienne Lecouvreur”’ and a pop-| 
ular Spanish light opea, “La 
Dolores.” 

Opera. line-up. Is. timed to Ma- 
San Isidro holidays—an- 

nually ’ featuring select bullfignts |. 
Having been 

drid’s 

and sport events. 
prodded.in the past to brighten the 
Madrid fete with a dash of cul-| 

San Isidro tural entertainment, 
municipalites prevailed on the Zar- 
zuela management to organize the 
20-day opera cycle. Despite gov- 
ernment financial and moral sup- 
port,. opening Wagner perform- 
ances laid a bovoffice egg in Cas- 
tile-—again,.despite solid reviews. 

Principal. Wagnerlans included 
Italy’s Elsa Cavelti, N.Y. Met's 
Karl Liebel and German. singers 
Hilde Zadek. Auth Siever, W ilhelm 
Ernest and W alter Heinrich. 

Unless remaining -schedule of 
more famalidr title scores ‘draws |: 
thrangs to change prevailing: im-: 
presario mood, opera in Madrid : 
may be doomed for year's to tume., 

By GENE MOSKOWITZ. 

’ Cannes,: May 18. 
International. film festivals are 

| undoubtedly here to stay, but not. 

haul. That. is the feeling here. 
Granting. whatever value you 
‘eleet to assign. for glamour, 
beaches, parties ‘and starlet-gazing, 
it comes down in the end to the 

spool, And -that relates to. diplo- 

getting. screen time at festivals, ; 
not on merit but on diplomatic ; 
credentials. 
This present (14th) Cannes fes- 

tival opened strong, with an un- 
usual note of cheeriness despite; 
j oF perhaps because of, its narrow 
avoidance of cancellation” alto- 
.gether because of the Algerian 
generals’ mutiny. It helped that 
a release of much curiosity a©rous- ; 
al, United Artists “Exodus,” was! 
the opening night event, with a 
Hollywood- style reception follow-; 

Jin 

all operated to swell] anticipation. j 

| 
tures started grinding. The barom-. 
eter of boredom is always hanging 

!on the wall of any festival when ; 
the films prove less than festive. 
The thing which “makes weight” 

for a festival is the quality and; | 
i Stretch. Above all they will not 
cover the unforgiveable sin: dull- 
ness. * 

i journalists in attendance, _esti- 

(Continued on nued on page 17) 

Le Bret Chided For 
Okaying 4 Italos 

Cannes, May 18. 
Robert Favre le Bret, director. of 

the ‘Cannes film fest, has been 
mildly rapped: by the International. 

| Federation of Film Producers for 
ignoring its advice and allowing 
four Italian entries—all in compe- 
tition. There was no protest about 
America’s three in-compéetition 
films, plus two out of: contest. 
‘Such participation, however, 

will be impossible from. next year, 
pw hen. the Federation’s new festival 
| rues come into force. Among 
other things. these impose a ceil- 
; ‘ing of two pix frony any one coun- 

try. and limit the duration of. any 
fest t) a maximum of.12 days. 

With a total: of 30 entries, the 
Cannes ‘fest has a 16-day sched- 
ule, having started on the 3rd -and 

i due ta wind. on Thursday \18), 

| necessarily without drastic over-[ 

-| quality of the-feature films on the | 

-| macy, since fair-to- middling-quali- | - 
-I ty pictures still have a way. of 

Comic’s 12-Year Run 
Omaha, May 16. 

The Westward Ho Jr. nitery 
here boasted a new show last 
week for the first time in 12 - 
years. Comic Jim McGowan 
who cavorted at the spot all 
that time, decided it was time 
to go and opened his own Nut 
Club in nearby RaJston, Neb. 

Westward replaced him with 
Chuck Mason, another comic, 

‘and pianist Ed Farrel. 

"Maybe No Opera’ 
Threat Up Anew 

Taking a leaf from experience 
in. dealing. wifh the theatrical craft 
unions in fogmer years the man- 

+ Latest rumble to accompany the 
impending sale of WNTA-TV, New- 
ark-N. Y., emanates from sources 
close to the Federal Communica- 
tions Commission {n Washington, 
FCC, according to the word from 
Washington, is thinking of salvag- 
ing a VHF outlet for the State of 
New Jersey, in the event WNTA-« 
TV is bought by fhe educational 
citizens group. 

Purchase of Channel 13 by the 
citizens group which includes John 
D. Rockefeller 3d, chairman of the 
Lincoln Center of Performing 
Arts, would account for New Jere 
sey's only VHF outlet. New Jere 
sev's Governor Meyner and other 
State interests have evidenced their 
opposition to the sale. In order té 
placate state interests and retain 

:oné VHF commercial channe! for 
iNew Jersey, FCC quarters report- 
tedly feel that one of the three in- 
:dependent commercial stations ia 
.New York might be shifted to 
; Jersey. In the event of such a 

i agement of the Metropolitan Opera : shift, the new channel would he 

| 
| 

! 

House in Manhattan has been is- 
suing a series of mimeographed , : | Then in the next day or two the | fact sheets to everyone on its pay- | 

-excitement of meeting trade con- ; roll. 
‘freres- and. getting out on the sand: developed on contract renewals. j 

A crisis ‘situation has again' 

iThis. time the American Federation 
Unhappily there was to be the all-|of Musicians has made it a condi- | 

too-familiar. letdown when the pic-|tion of negotiation that the Met | 
must re-hire a musiclan it has! 
dropped. This has been flatly re-; 
jected on the basis that no union i 
may dictate to management on the 
issue of artistic competence and: 
the Met holds the dismissed musi- 

and - provocation .of its offerings. Social ician musically mediocre. In none: 

“Port Royal.” per-| events and private gaiety will not |of the handouts is the man’s name 
given. 

Rudolf Bing fs flatly asserting 
jthat the man who was notified. he! 

There {s. a veritable. army of | wouldn't be there in the fall of i 

| 1961 may be the reason the opera 
itself isn’t there. Without con- 
tracts with all the unions tied u 
by June 30 Bing says the Met can- 
not plan its season; hold the sing- 
ing stars upon which its boxoffice 
expectations rest, or afford the 
over-summer expenses. 
Musicians demands call for 134% 

in wage increases, adding a pre- 
sumed additional $1.000.000 deficit. 
But wages are negotiable, says' 
Bing. if’s that “sour” musician: 
who {is not. Under no circum-i: 
stances, says Bing and his Met’ 
board, will they re-swallow the' 
member they have already unswal-: 
lawed. AFM. put the man in ques-: 
tion on its Met Orchestra Commit- | 
tee, apparently compounding the: 

| aggravation. 
About 700 persons are employed 

at the Met. The current deficit: is, 
$520.000. Boxoffice receipts are 
$50,000 under seasonal expecta- 
tions and contributions are off; 
$40.000. from the budget hopes. 
. Apart from the Musicians Unfon | 

‘demands, which have not gone to 
the bargaining table, the Met faces 
$291,000 added outlay next season 
for members of the American: 

(Continued. on page 61) 

| geared to service downstate Jer- 
‘sey, the southern area of the state, 
las well 

WNTA-TV has maintained stu- 
‘dios in Newark, although {t has 
‘used New York studios, too, and 
‘transmits from the Empire State 
Building in N. 

The FCC has" asked for conie 
.ments by June 1 on the commis- 
!sion's exploration of how to acti-« 
‘vate an educational VHF channe! in 
!New York. N. Y. citizens group 
‘for etv has made an offer of $5,- 
| 750, 000 for the station. Howard 
, Stark, station broker, is handling 
the etv offer. Negotiations between 
etv and National Telefilm Associ- 
ates still are proceeding, with legal 
itechnicalities rather than substan- 
itive issues holding up formal an- 
| nouncement of the deal. 

i 

P| Public Library Exceeds 
Newsstand Magazines 
For ‘Pornography’: Prof 

Albuquerque, May 16. 
You can find sexier—and better 

_ written—pornography in the publie 
: library than on the newsstands in 
i paperbacks, according to a U. of 
New Mexico professor, Dr. Morris 
Freedman, appearing as a witnesg 

‘for the defense in the current 
municipal court trial here—which 
resulted from recent raid by city 

‘police on three newsstands and 
{confiscation of about a ton of girlie 
and nudist mags and paperbacks. 
Freedman, who teaches English, 

"said he thought Boceaccio’s “De- 
cameron” a shade more specifia 
than “Sex Kitten,” one of books 

(under discussion. Orgy after orgy 
_described in ‘Wife Swappers” wag 
seen as Similar to Gibbon’s “De- 
cline and Fall of the Roman Em- 
pire.” 

“The Tease,” called “a silly book 

(Continued on page 79. 
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Actors at Disadvantage in Spain 
John Derek’s Defeat Removes Basis of Protection 

Since 1949—Now Portuguese Case 

Madrid, May 16. 

The recent Supreme Court ver- 

dict rejecting screen actor Jahn 

Derek's suit against “Colossus of 

Rhedes” producer Procusa, strip- 

ping actors—stars to bit players— 
of protective labor laws that have 
been on the books for 13 years, 
stirred a wave of unfavorable cém- 
mentary from entertainment legal- 
jtes and sindicato groups. 

In their findings, judges pointed 
out that an order emanating from 
the director general of labor in 
1949. lifting actors into the cate- 
gory of workers, did not have suf-' 

Find Peter Tripp 
Guilty of Payol 

Bad news for disk jockeys and 

ficient authority to alter a govern- 
ment law regulating the film in- 
dustry one year before. Critics say 
Jaw courts have often upheld act- 
ors’ right to initiate suits before 
Jabor magistrates until it suddenly 
dawned on high court judges that 
2a director general cannot modify 
ministerial edicts. 

Are You Somebody? 
Madrid, May 16. 

Melvyn Dougias, who left 
‘Broadway for a prolonged rest © 
in Europe, was cooling - his 
heels in the Hotel Wellington 
lobby when a Colonel Blimp- 
type Englishman approached 
him: 

“The Spanish friends at my 
table say you are a film person 
or something. I couldn’t care 
less, but would you like to join 
us for a glass of sherry?” 

Madrid is becoming very 
cosmopolitan. 

PAUL AN KA 
Tt was delightful to be on Perry | 

Como’s TV show again last Wednes- 
day. So gratifying for a per- 
former, ag young as I, to appear 
with the poised, skillful, talented 
Mr. Gomo, Jackie Leonard and 
Marion .Marlowe. I’m louking: for-- 
ward with. pleasure to another ap- | 
pearance with Mr. Como, 

Vincent Gentry’s Long 
Imme diate effect sof the Derek i radio station ‘librarians facing sim- 

Wednesday, May. 17, 1961- 

Max Wylie’s Old School Tie Heavy 
By ROBERT J.. LANDRY 

Max Wylie, whose credits include CBS, Blacket- Sample-Hummert, 
- that was, Lennen & Newell, et.al, has had another noyel ‘published,.° 
It bears-the ‘tired title, “Never the’ Twain,” ang the ‘imprint of ° 
Morrow and $3.95, and concerns India in -1943. This ‘was : the 
time and place of a play Wylie wrote which missed Broadway pro- 
duction when the British double-crossed him by really giving | 
India its freedom. He has now salvaged some ‘of the plot for ‘the ~ 
present novel. Several stage-like “confrontations” evidence. this. * 

Story is melodramatic and may well have sereen ‘chances... 
though it will hardly delight the British, even now. Wylie's villain ~ 
is actually a paragon of the Civil Service. As Chief. Justice of a. 
region his stiff-necked loyalty to his concept of justice. and_ his. 
bloodhound zest for exposing and punishing sedition .crushes the. 
lives or happiness. of a group of persons he professes to admire’ and. 
even love. 

The author's point of view fs not ‘wholly explicit. There is. 
much reference to the venal natives-and the incorruptible British. 
who never accept bribes. giving rise to the thought that they would 
be more lovable if more bribable. In any event Sir Percy Chad-. 
borne emerges, at the end, as a veritable monster of rectitude. . 

Mostly Wylie is. dealing with the Moslems in the period before 
independence plunged India into its own ghastly religious slaughter-. 
ings of Moslems and Hindus. Having in his own youth ‘taught 
English in the Punjab Wylie is able-to give the setting. consider-. 
able realism. His hero is also an American English instructor. His 
heroine, a model of feminity, is a Moslem girl from whom he is’: 
cruelly wrenched when deported for involvement in the escape of 
her patriot-brother whose fate is to swing from English hemp. 

Wylie’s previous novel, based on Eugene O'Neill, won him ‘good 
notices and a small:tenure on the Best Seller list. The present 
volume reads well, at moments eloquently. There are some 
unresolved points. What happens to the gumshoe John Gunther 
character when finally detected? Were ‘the Is he, too, hung? 
British police prone to beat native servants to death in. an effort 
to make them. squeal on their masters? It’s an unpretty 
implication. 

Culture Exchange for NY. Natives! 
Upstate-Downstate Tours—New York Has First 

State Council on Arts Functioning 
: “+ 

helped popular Portuguese actor | when N.Y. Special Sessions Court 
Virgilio Teixeira win first round found Peter Tripp, ex-WMGM. 
in a suit brought against him by'N.Y., deejay, guilty on 35. counts 
talent agent Luis Sanz. : of commercial bribery. Tripp now 

Teixeira was signed to a minor | jfaces a maximum penalty (on ses | 
role in “EI Cid” but was given re-; count of a year in jail and a 
Jease by producer Samuel Bronston“ fine. He'll be sentenced June 30. how ve Nene sane hia | 

. half-way through the film to play; Tripp had been accused of taking! ‘7€"e *@S' Novem er njured’ nim 
a co-starring role in James Hill’s close to $36,000 from various disk; in thé back of the knee. Trans- 
“Once A’ Thief.” “El Cid” fee was: companies and distributors in re-| planted artery and nerve therapy 
sharply reduced to his actual pro-! iturn for spinning records on the [have been required, the immediate: 
rata services but agent Sanz ‘a: WMGM program. Throughout the oal of the medicos being to save 
15°¢) based his cut on Teixeira two-week testimony, Tripp insisted ; BO 8 
contract sum. ‘that the money he had received: the leg, his: professional future as 

Hospital Siege After 
Hunter Strikes Leg. 

‘Vineent ‘Gentry, now 23, ‘has 

-been hospitalized at Binghamton, | 

Roosevelt Lauds Sinatra Of the 50 states in the American: : 
Case was thrown out of court. was not payola but consideration|a dancer and acrobat for later 

when labor tribunal disquahfied. for “expert advice” he gave to the 
itself in the light of recent Derek diskeries and the distribs. 
ruling. 

Vico Torriani Due 

: Another point offered in his de- 
‘fense by attorney Benjamin Shed- 
i ler was that Tripp was not an em- 
!ployee of the station but an in- 
dependent contractor who could 

For US. Return Later make outside deals. 

European warbler Vico Tor- 

riani, who says on the Continent 

he's styled as the “Perry Como of Will Reach Continental Audience, 

|SHARMAT-HIFT PLOT 
Europe” ‘and he hopes that the. 

original won't take umbrage), has | 
returned to Europe for a vigorous 
concert sked after two U.S. ap-! 

VIENNA FEST CONCERTS: 

Via Eurovision 

Vienna, May 16. 

decision. 

Performing . professionally since 
aged 12, Gentry was able to travel 
to Long Island for his sister’s wed- 
ding last weekend, thereafter re- 
turning for further treatments. 

Victim’s 26-year old twin broth- |. 
ers, Joseph and Michael, are con- 
tinuing the Gentry Bros. turn, 
currently playing in Canada. Fam- 
ily name is Gugleotti. Men. were 
trained by Lou Wills. 

Washington, May 16. 
Frank Sinatra's recent 

Mexico City performance for 
sweet charity's sake ‘(Mexican 
Rehabilitation Institute bene- 
fit) was highly lauded in. a 
speech to Congress py Rep. 
James Roosevelt .(D.-Calif.). 

“I feel,” Roosevelt said, “that 
Mr. Sinatra’s humane contri- 
bution entitles him to applause 
beyond that given. ‘a great en- 
tertainer.” a 

Sinatra's benefit earned $45,- 
000 for the Center and. won 
him the accolade, “The Man 
With the Golden Heart,” 

union, New York is the first. to. 
create a State Council on the. ‘Arts, .- 
Enabling act passed the legislature. 
in Albany last year. udder. Senator - 
MacNeil Mitchell's. bill ‘and there 

lis $450.000 in funds to implement: . 
program. What will follow ‘soon. 

is “cultural exchange” for . the 
natives, upstate vs downstate, A 
revolution! 

‘First projects call for touring of 
j upstate communities by the opera 
and other productions of N.Y. City 

|Center, by selected dramas of the 
Phoenix ‘Repertory. Theatre, also. 
of Manhattan, and,.reversing the 
scheme, to. tour ‘the Buffalo Phil- 

Roosevelt told the US. House. harmonic [dow nstate.” 
Opera ‘dates. tentatively are linea SPANISH NOVEL PIC. pearances and some scouting by| A Pair of Vienna Festival con- 

the William Morris office, Gen-:certs are slated for the Eurovi ision . . oa e = , up for Albany, Corning, Pough- 
eral Artists Corp. and other tele hookup. Pair of film publicists, Stephen Hi ' T ' | keepsie, Elmira, Hempstead, Buf- 
agents. First, with Karl Boehm conduct-: W- Sharmat and Fred Hift, control. armonica | our falo, Syracuse, Utica, Binghamton. 

Singer records for the London ing, is the fest opener May 28.: screen rights to a former - novel | Rochester, _ Genesee, That's be- 
label and has his own hourlong:Then. on June 4, with Militiades : and Playhouse 90 television work, Rana ov. 22-Dec. 13. N.Y. Giy 
teleshow. “Hotel Victoria,” in Ger-"Caridis on the podium, seldom-!oniig Of Our Times” by Michel | S jericana' allet will hit an out-of-town trai 
many. He's also made a number heard Liszt “Graner Messe” will - y _,for two weeks, Feb. 5-19, 1962.” 

Phoenix, per T. Edward Hamble-: 
20th-| Larry Logan, American harmonica ' lion will tour its present “Hamlet” 

essanin the tack fro ‘finding | virtuoso handled by Henry .C. with Donald Madden, within ‘New . 
Brown. is winding up five and a York State under the Council plan. 

finances, director and adaptor of‘ half-months of touring in the ,Also in view isa mounting of 
Orient under the President's Pro-. G. B. Shaw’s “Androcles and the. 
gram, administered by American ’-Lion.” 
National Theatre & Academy. His | Chairman of the new State Coun-" 
engagements were in Formosa, , cil on the Arts,. as appointed by 

‘Continved on page 19) “| (Continued on .page 79) 

of theatrical features. and does'be aired. Composition celebrates del Castillo, 28-year-old Spaniard. 
beaucoup concertizing ‘with a mul- the consecration of the city of| 
ti-lingual -chanson, l'amour. folk :Gran in Hungary, and concert will - 
tune songbook) in Europe. He has: originate in the new Vienna city: 
cates up ahead in Russia and Is-:hall. which is due for expanded. 
rael. and hopes to return to the: longhair musicalizing this season- , the work. Hift continues with Fox, 
US. for three months next year— | Soloists for “Graner Messe” in-i currently. on “The ‘Hustler’ but 

this time for a real crack at Yank‘clude Irmgard Seefried. Bizerka’ due for a two-year-stint with Darry] 
showbiz and with an American Cvejic. Walter Berry and Anton! Zanuck in France on “The Longest 
manager. ‘Dermota. ' Day.” 

i Hift is currently doing a 10-city 
|tom-tom tour for Plato Skouras’ ; 
| ‘Francis of Assisi’ on which he: 
iearlier did. location publicty: -in: 
iItaly. Hell be away four-five ! 
; weeks, then to Paris. | Trade Mark Registered . 
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IDES & PREVAILS 
Amusement Shares Average m7 B HHEGKLED FD APLENTY (Cuba Grabs US, Film Exchanges; 
‘Amusement stock: issues on the New York: Stock. ‘Exchange 

hada total trading value of $2,006,848,686 at the end of April, as. 
‘prices continued on ‘the. upgrade.. 
$44.78. 

Average: price per share was 

‘In terms of the paper values, aimusement were 17th on the list of 
_all industries, being. ahead of textiles, ship ‘building ‘and: operating, 
real estate and others.. 

Theatres Rebel as $ Spain Seeks Earlier 
Closings for Late Madrileno Habits; 

Madrid, May 16. 
“Reactions ‘to. Spain’s official |" 

_ early-to-bed, early-to-rise © decree : 
which: goes into effect-June.1 were | 

“not tong in coming. i 
The -Internationak Assn. of, 

Spanish Exhibitors called for a 
‘general assembly late. last week to: 
_determine a Plan of action con- 
taining compromise recommenda- |. 
tions which exhibs hope will in-|. 
“duce the Minister of Interior. to 
push 
closing hours. from the new mid- 
night curtain (11:30 p.m. from} 
¢tober through May). 

light’ an exchange of correspoti- 
denve between government - of- 
ficials ‘and the association in w hich!" 
salle owners. had. recommended a’ 
gradual quarter-hour reduction of - 
late-show curtains from 1:15. a.m.* 
to an eventual 12:45 limit. . 
_ In. ity. radical move to ‘have: 
Spaniards in bed as close ta mid-. 
nizht -as possible, the government: 
ignored. previous exhib recommen- | 
dations. Consensus of opinion in! 
film ‘circles is that the. exhib: as- 
sociation: will -make. little if any.| 
progress. in, revising the new. of-: 
ficial timetable. even though a”. 
clause in ‘the recent edict makes it: 
possible for all groups ‘affected: to-, 
petition for. modifications.. 

“Night. clubs constitute, the sole 
‘sector unaffected. The. current 3 
a.m. time .limit fs not mentioned - 
‘in the. new law. With movie houses 
‘and theatres forced to close by 
midnight at the very. latest: and all: 
cafes, bars and: restaurants ordered | 
to. pull’ in the shingle by’ 1 a.m. 
(12:30 from October to May), cab- | 

(Continved on page 12): 

Recalling Theda Bara: 
Lurid Sex Never Lasts 
In Goldwyn’s Judgment 

“Samuel Goldwyn says he ean re- 
call three instances where the in- 
dustry has gone: off. on risqué. 
kicks. First came with late William ! 
Fox doing Theda Bara hot vamp. ! 
this being immediately followed by 
-other..producers who . wanted. to; 
cash.in ‘on seductresses. 
“Vet Goldwvn. doesn’t believe the | 

current movement. toward ‘offbeat | 
sex will really. take: hold; - instead, 
the public will go back to. genuine | 
love and dramatic stories... ; 

~ Said he -hasn't, decided on - his 
next, 

himself. Age 76, is no finie to ¢ ally 
it quits. 
Goldwvn's most recent, “Porgy } 

and Bess.” was a disappointment in: 
the: Slates 
fine’ iti Furope. 
drawn hecause of 

He | had it with 
“the climate" 

the - souti: hopes to re-enter it | 

mebbe in a ‘year or -two. 
Gershwin. inusic. is (undying, the! 
play, returned years - after. “intro- | 
duction. 

Foreman’s Own: Brigadier 
of Sales for’ ‘Navarone’ . 

Jerome Safron, Columbia’ chemtd 
“Sales extc, has been named national t I 
‘sales coordinator on Carl ‘Fore- 
man's production of ““Guns of 
Niavarone " He'll work closely: with. 
V.p-gtneral .sales manager. Rube. 
Jackter: and assistant g.5.m. “Milt 
Goodman. 
‘Safr on held the same. post with ! 

“Pepe.” Dan Rothenberg, | his’ .as-} 
si-tant-on the latter: film, again will ' 
join: him with “Nayarone.” ' 

‘Film. opens: June 22 at New? 
York's Criterion Theatre, then gues! 
to other kev around the country 
during the summer, | 

‘back projected film house'|. 

is now shopping around for 
something that w ill Se- exciting tal: 

‘he acknowledges! but | 

The! thoughts. right on th 

; Author § Shoots Balloon ° 
. Chicago, May 16. 

There has been .some pub- 
licity, notably in Joe: Hyams’ 

; syndicated ° column carried. in 
‘the Sun-Times here, on Colum- 
-bia’s. upcoming film, “A Walk’” 
on the Wild Side; which will 
star Jane Fonda: Title is that: 
of a novel written by Nelson . 
-Algren. a few-years ago. *. 

Algren, however, says the 
only thing he knows: about ‘the: 

; ' - filmization of his: book -is- what 
The exhib bulletin. brought to] he has: seén in the publicity. 

According. to. Algreén, na one 
has ‘purchased the rights nor 
cleared the use of ‘the title 

_ with: him. : . 

Par Lewis Pic To 

RKO, Not Loew’s 
Jerry Lewis’ “The Ladies “Man” 

- Will open in New York next, month | 

-dround the RKO chain. This is. a 

Paramount release and marks the 

i first, Par departure. from the Loew" 's| 

just anyone: can remember. 

Through the’ years: Par pictures with nepotism” but with the ex-! 
, Just” about: automatically went to 

| Long Under Castro Supervision, 
(Hl ITA MEETNG _They Lacked Prints, Recent Releases Spyros Skouras did riot preside at 

his own. liquidation when the an- 
nual stockholders meeting of 20th 
‘Century-Fox met in Manhattan yes- 
‘terday: (Tues.)- afternoon though it 
was a session. of considerable drama 
which ran. from :2-4:10 p.m. in the 
projection theatre. at the company’s 
home. office on 10th Ave. Criticism 
‘of Skouras and of the company’s 
policies and decisions during 1960 

{came chiefly from the owner-editor 
-}o£ a: Hollywood periodical. 
-}Up.” Other questions were mostly 

“Close-. 

technical and without the barbed 
point of Jaik Rosenstein’s prodding. 

The “situation was perhaps un- 
|paralleled. in the history of film ; 

_ | company annual meetings, even ré- ; 
calling some of the fierce heckling ; 
at Metro meetings some years ago. 

| But the initial advantage which the | 
man from. Hollywood seemed to-en- | 
joy was dissipated in part by his 
own weakness as an intérrogator. 
Too many of Rosenstein's com- 
|ments were just that, not questions | 
Jand. went unanswered.: Those put 
in.a form. ‘demanding reply got a 
reply. 

Skouras's voice gained in volume |. 

Styles j in Monsters 
Allied Artists is attempting 

‘to buttress “Operation Eich- 
mann” in the N.Y. area by 
“pairing it with last | year’s 
“hotsy “Al Capone” in some 
60-70 RKO Theatres. No plans 
yet to duplicate the combo 
nationally, although it remains 
a distinct possibility. 
“Eichmann” has done only 

fair biz in the majority of its 
200 or so bookings to date. 

Howard Harrison 

Par British Head: 
Wow ardgHarrison, who has been 

‘functioning as Paramount's home- 

office distribution representative: 

* American film companies, as 
they had been expecting. last week 
got the hook in Cuba. formally 
and officially. All remaining of- 
fices, and assets. of the U. S. dis- 
tributors were seized by the Fidel 
Castro government. Operations 
have been taken over by the Cuban 
Institute of Cinematozraphic Arts 
& Industries, which is headed by 
Dr. Alfredo Guevara. 

The Yanks are out and they 
don't expect ‘don’t even Took for) 
any State Dept. intervention to get 
them back. An official of the Mo- 

ition Picture Assn. of America 
| pointed out that many other Ameri- 
can industries have been “inter- 
| Washin with no action by official 
| Washington and it would be “un- 
realistic” to expect anything now 

in the case of the picture business, 

The seizure actually hays meaning 
‘ only in that the severance of the 
1! American film business from Cuba 
tis now clear cut The Yank com- 
;Ppanies maintained operat’ons in 
‘Castroland after the revolution but 

and his manner.in snap asthe ques- ;in England and the Continent, and ‘ithe Cinema Institute placed sup- 
tioning proceeded. He did a gen-: 
erally. deft- job of - fielding. Con-, 

| cerning’ a charge that -. television ! 
pilot films made ‘by 20th-Fox would i 
return Jess-in sponsor fees than: 
their cost: he retorted that the net- 
‘works were paying for. ail but one | 
pilot and that: Rosenstein. was ‘‘ab- 

, salutely . mistaken” 
t your information. is wrong aud; 
irresponsible.” 

:: Handout to Press 
* Coast guard had signalled ahead : 

ithe nature-of his charges and dis- 
i tributed. ‘a five-page mimeogr aph of | 
‘them to the -trade and lay press | 

; metropolitan . circuit for as long aS/covering the meeting. He levelled | 

the accusation that 20th was “heavy } 

ception of a son. and a nephew and 
'}an'in-law employed, Skouras stated, 

Loew's. Both sides adhered to. the rat straight salary without commis- 
traditional pattern. 

_ According to insiders, reason for real estate man” 
ithe switch now 1g that several of 

‘Loew's: better outlets are being tied ian -made. and not-yet -released 
{up with. “Ben-Hur” at a time: when. “Francis ‘of Assissi® was another 

_| Par is desirous of getting, “Ladies. 
| Man” ‘inte: wide circulation. . _ 

sion’ of any sort as, his “practical 
the nepotism ; 

charge was not too potent: © 
The quality and cost of the Ital- 

football... That it-had cost $3,000.- 
1000: was. ‘inaccurate, said the presi- 
| dent. The true budget. figure was 

also has been responsible for put- - 

j ting tegether production properties 

-in part or whole, is the company’s 

‘new director of Par British Pic- : 

tures, Ltd. 

Jack Karp. overall production 
y.p. is in FEurope this week, ex-: 

Harrison will succeed’ Richard , 
Patterson. who Ieft Par to joini 
‘Seven Arts Productions as exec in 
:charge of all European production |; 
"Seven Arts’ Kenneth Hyman, now 
Seven Arts” top man in Europe, . 
and now ‘producing “Gigot" in. 
Paris, will return to the. United 

: States upon completion of the film | 
to become domestic v.p. 

_, JOHN SISK’S NOVELLA WINS 

Carl Foreman Award Carries SIffy’ 
$21, 000. Option 

Literary award bearing name of 
| producer-dir ector Carl Foreman 
was copped by John P. Sisk for 
his novella “A Trial of Strength.” 

Question arises, however, ‘as to around $1,900,000. That it was a,;Award carries a one-year option 
| whether such <a. situation “never “bomb,” 
| arose before. That is, whether the | was.denied from the floor by salés 

as Rosenstein averred, 

Loew's ‘theatres ‘might. not have ‘chief Glen Norris and an exhibitor 
been available to Par at a given who’ had’ seen it and pronounced it 
time. Seems as thougt if such con: } good. 

: flicts came about they alw ays were 
‘resolved io Past. 

Skouras was supported by Wal- 
-sContinued. on page 10'. 

for film rights, with total pay ment | 
of $21,000 if its exercised. 

Foreman -launched the _ inter- 
national competition to encourage 

{the writing of novelas based upon: 
a contemporary theme, and with: 
an eye, of course, to filmic sources. 

Sam: T. hey Made The Suit Too Short; 
Rues Lack of Damages Before 1947 

By GENE. ARNEEL 
Samuel Goldwyn. says. he has 

jihad a ‘happy relationship with the 
responsible -press over the -years.. 

_ “bad 
He 

7 per-. 
haps, 4° plug for the Manchester. 

But) .don't tnclude — the: 
jokes and the: Goldwynisms:’ 
let it go-at -that, except for, 

Guar dian, which copied | 

him. 

in-cheek, the. interviewer thinks,. 
| becaus some cuts of the man have 
> heen seen and they were rather ‘OUT! 

at ; i, 

‘damages was to be given Mond: ry | 
of .Christened Philip. 

pro-. 
“won't “Ob- - 

ject to publication of. the Goldwyn- |. 

“Of focus and he didn’t object. 
least openly, a 

Goldwin, | 76, As’ doyen: 
America’s independent. film. 

; ducers, Hopefully “he 

ism about .an employ ee's son heing: 
christéned Philip,’ “Why. Philip.” 
‘he allegedly ‘asked. 

! Philip.” 

Poland- born ‘Sani: -Goldwyn; ever 
‘ agile-minded and: ‘apparently phys-. 
tically fit,” 
fashion, pajama-ed and robed, 
his suite at’ the Sherry-Netherlands. 
He had’ come to New York for al 
visit of a few weeks and in this!°” 

‘it-or-leave-it: basis. 

“Er ery Tom, i. 
. Diek ° andl Harry is being. called : 

sat. back on relaxed 
in| 

{instance was agreeable to airing a 
few thoughts. for VarIeTy. 

Main, . or at least numericaily 
first, consideration in the film- 
maker's opinion was. the decisiun | ¢ 
‘in the Goldwyn vs. Fox-West Coast, 
et al., antitrust suit. Federal courc 

Lin San Francisco ruled that: Fov. 
‘his | Circuit and other theatre exhibition 

e ‘beam ‘and|interests in the area were guilty. 
.reprodueed. the best likeness: of ,of conspiracy and monopoly. 

Latter comment was tongue- | forced... Goldwyn. into playing his 
pictures at their terms on a take-| 

Suit was. filed:! 
{ May. 16, 1950. 

Judiciary ruling on the extent of ; 

“Why Philip.” 
Yranted. Defendants asked for a; 
30-day delay: got 10. 

“Although. the victor, 

Pop’s. Perspective - 
| Samuel Goldwyn was asked 

-how ‘his son, indie producer 
Sam Jr., was’ doing. , 

Answer:, “Well: he’s working 
-on three properties and prob- 
ably will select the best of 

‘ them: Someday I'll become. 
famous through him.’” 

and{ 

Goldwyn | 

portrays himself as unsatisfied par- 
tial victor and is taking an appeal. 
Reason for this is that in the in- 
terim' the court ruled his suit 
could not caver claims on pictures | 
prior- to May 16, 1947, because otf ! 
the statute of. limitations. Conse-: 
quently 20 significant productions 
are not part -of the judgment in 
Goldwyn’s calculation. | 

Too Much Conniving 

The producer states his main. 
, objective was “to give exhibitors | 
‘something to look at, 
‘| enough to make pictures. So much 

money goes tu the writers and tie. 
stars and others. And the exhibi-: 
ters want to take so much. It’s 
unfair for people to connive, as+ 
they did.” 

The subject was one of dead? 
‘seriousness for Goldwyn. He! 
| pointed. to the court decision 

ing» among the exhibitor defeud- 
‘ants anent who was to take which 
producer's pielures, decide on! 
terms, and render ‘the producers ! 
impotent to act. 

“This is a contribution on me 
part.” Goldwyn asserts. because 
we (mearins a'l oradu ¢°.: must: 

(Continued on page 22) 

- cents.” 

It’s tough! 

*MeCares's 
nte , . 2Srning Willan 

Which mentioned parking-lot meet- ° ten Webb: > 

Pervisors in each of their offices 
‘and they called the turrs as to 
1 bookings and rental terms ‘hnime- 
, diately after Castro's conquest seve 
eral U. S. film manazers were are 
rested but quickly released + 

; Nv money has been remitted to 
the American companies, and the 

and moreover « pectedly will reveal that fact there. latter have sent no new prints to 
Havana, for some time. 

I Guevara, who claims the Amert- 
can films carry political messages 

‘fer imperialism and against libera- 
‘thon of oppressed peoples, thus hag 
officinht inherited film prints 

. Which he has had in his possession 
ght along. 

Prints Gone 
- Specifically involved are 20th- 
Fox, Metro, Warners, Columbia 
United Artists and Universal Para- 

iContinued on page 22) 

|Reaays, Nearlys, Soonies: 
20th Has 39 in Sight 

By Terminus of 1961 
Hollywood, May 16 

20th-Fox has total a? 39 pix 
| completed shooting and in prepa- 
{ration for producticn bet seen June 
iand December. Creali~e produc- 
tion head Bob Goldsteir points out 

i figures are broken dowh tito four 
i segments: 

Completed and preparing 
release, 12; 

In production, 4: 
Set for June start, 7; 
Set for start betweer July art 

December, 16. 
Totais are exclusive of import¢ 

from J. Arthur Rank and other 
foreign sources witich could boost 
tally to 45 or better. Also. it 
doesn't take into consideration 
portion of 15 Robert L Lippert 
pix to. come between now and 

; Same time nex! year. 
Currently in production are 

three here and one in England. 
‘Britishmade pie is “The Inwr 

Trio being made at Bev- 
t hills lot include “Batchelor Fiat,” 
‘Star in the West.’ and °Tenuer 
Is the Niszht.” for which two weexs 
of exteriors are beins fiimed in 

i Tialy. 

Siuted for lensing next month 
are Charles Bracket! S production, 
“Blue Denim Baby’ “Tne Comesn- 
charges” George Sherman, pre- 
ducer: Michael Curt diree or, 
vu Joho Wasre, Tom Trvon, Ina 

, Balin: Jers Waid’s “Ceieoratio:”; 
Henre Weinstem’s “A Summer 
Work,” starrisg Febian: Lo 

“Ta China Stor.” 
Hoiden and Ci:f- 

Riehard Zanuck’s ‘The 
Report.” Jase Ferrer 

directins: and = Mark  Robsuii's 
:“The Inspector.” Phil Dunne dr 
iecling, starring Stephen Boyd, 10 
be made in Holland, Tangiers and 
London 

Doven pins two ip preparation 
* stazes for “shooting” befure year’s 

(Cantinued on page 13) 

for 

ry 
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Johnston Relents Re ‘Classification’: 
Questioned by Cannes Press Mob 

On MPEA Slants on Festivals 
By VINCENT CANBY 

Cannes, May 16. 
Erie Johnston, prexy of the Mo- 

tiun Picture Export Assn.. said 
hore he was net opposed to “vol- 
untary classification,” thus appear- 
ing to reverse the MPAA'’s long- 
standing cpposition to film classi-!} 
fication of any sort. At a lunch | 
for the press, he differentiated - 
between “staiutory classification” 
—that is, classification by some | 
kind of government body—and | 
voluntary classification imposed ! 
by members of the industry itself | 
on their own pictures. 

As zn exemple of the self- | 
classification to which he is not’ 
onposed, Johnston pointed to-the. 
MPAA’s Green Sheet service. Un- : 
usual espeet of his statement here 
is that until now, anyway, the’ 
MPAA hes frowned on the use, Fy ' 
enxhibiters, of Green Sheet ratines | 
in their film ads. Despite this, the | 
practice has become increasingly 
popular in many sections of the | 
country. U.S. industryites who' 
heard his statements interpreted j 
1.em as en important modification 
in the XIPAA’s stand as frequently 
outlined by Johnston. The MIPAA 
has never really admitted that the | 
Green Sheet rating are a form of 
ec assification. Classification has 
always been a dirty word. 

Johnston’s remarks came at a 
lunch hosted by the Motion Pic- 

U.S. Fest Outlook 
Cannes, May 16. 

Why not an_ international 
film festival in Hollywood in 
connection with the annual 
Academy Awards affair? Sug- 
gestion was made by producer 
Plato Skouras here follewing 
a lunch hosted by the Motion 
Picture Export Assn. for mem- 
bers of the U.S. and other na- 
tions’ press covering the 
Cannes event. 

In the course of the lunch 
itself, Eric Johnston, MPEA 
prexy, said he was all in favor — 
of a film fest in the U.S., but 
he declined to be tied down as 
to when and where, or even 
why the MPEA and Motion 
Picture Assn. of America had 
not been more enthusiastic 
about the annual San Francis- 
co fest, which is a going affair. 
Or ancther festival, newly 
projected in Boston. 

USSR’s Big-Neg 
Process Rates 

Cannes, May 16. 
ture Export Assn. for members of 
the press covering the current! 
Cunnes fest. During a question-! 
and-answer period ‘following the |; 
chie vittles (angouste, boeuf roti. ; 

Whether or not the official Rus- 

Sian entry at this vear'’s fest. 

“L’Histoire des Annes de Feu.” is 

truly an epic film or just a lugubri- 

etc Johnston also eee. bree! ; OUS propaganda pic may he a sub- 
in the severe ai 
ducers would be making more and | iJect of debate. Audiences did 
more films in Hollywood and fewer ; | agree, however, that the U.S.S.R.'s 
ahroad. The old incentives to work! new 70m process is the equal of j 
a rosd—blocked | funds, low pro-! , anything in the States. “Histoire” | 

uction an iving costs—nO ji. the first to he made in big ne Ba- ) 
‘Contin: red on page 17 i tive by the Russ. 

Yank ‘Penetration | 
Notable in 1961: 
By HAROLD MYERS 

Cannes, May 16. 
Last year’s sins of omission | 

have more than been corrected by ; 
nis year’s massive participation 
by the American industry in the 
Cannes festival. In product and! 
top brass personnel, the U. S. 
more prominent and more active 
than it has been for years past. 

Alexei Temerine, one of the two 

t chief photographers who worked 

1on the war spectacle. reports that. 

there are now only three U.S.S.R. 

theatres equipped to handle this 

initial big negative pic, but that a 

iscore of others are now in process 
of equipping. The first three Russ 
cities to get 70m are Moscow, Len- 
:Ingrad and Kiev. A second Russ 
l 70m pic is said to be shooting now. 

Temerine described himself as 
completely sold on 70m, especially 

;in comparison to the Russ three- 
is: pane! Cinerama-like process, Kine- 

panorama. “Histoire” required al- 
most two years to shoot, not only 

Right from the start of this an-! because of the elaborate war scenes 
nual party, it was evident that the 
American penetration was to be 
deep and prolonged. There was 
none of the friction that existed a 
year ago between the festival di- 
rector Robert Favre le Bret and 
the Motion Picture Export Assn’‘s | —————— 
Fred Gronich. There is full and: 
har:nonious co-operation. 

It was not just a case of the 
familiar gang of Importers coming 
in to gander the product which is 
being unspooled, but there was 
impressive top echelon support. 
Abe Schneider headed a delega- 
tion from Columbia which in- 
cluded vice-prexies Mo Rothman 
and Mike J. Frankovich for the 
presentation of the company's in- 
competition entry. “Raisin in the 
Sun.” Otto Preminger, accom- 
panied by a trio of stars. came for 
“Frxodus.” United Artists execs 
present included Arnold Picker. 
centinental manager Eric Pleskow 
znd Euro,ean publicity co-ordina- 
ter Francis Winnikus. The last 
ina were due back for the pres- 
entation of UA’s “Hoodlur 
Priest.” “Goodbve Again™ com- 
yletes the officiz]l list of US en- 
tries. 

Trice Johnston's visit was lim. 
i to a 48-hour stopover bui 
vi.cin that limited span he wa 
guest of honor at an MPEA press 
luncheen ind met with industry 
leaders from ‘several of the par- 
ticinating countries. 

Giving added force to the Yan 
kees is the choice of Fred Zinne- 
man as the official representative 
en the interrational jury and 
Walter Mirisch as the official gov- 
ernment rep, supported by How- j 
ard Simpson of the United States 
Jnformaticon Agency office in Mar- 
seilles. 
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but because the 70m equipment 
was an entirely new experience to 
the technicians. Film is said to 
have cost the equivalent of about 
two million dollars, the most: ex- 
pensive ever made in Russia. 

ANEW CANNES LABEL: |3** 
MADE-IN-MANHATTAN 

Cannes, May 16. 
Fullfilling her own prophecy 

j that a foreign film festival was a 
necessary show case for an obscure | 
American-made “art” offbeater, 
| Shirley Clarke's "The Connection” 
| copped | beaucoup attention ‘here. 
| That ‘applies to the_ international 
' press and film: dealsmen from her 
own country. . 

That Europe has often given the 
| welcome which was withheld in 
the States is not exactly a fresh 
idea‘in 1961. It is recalled that on 
previous years U.S. indie films 
like “The Savage Eye,” “On. the 
Bowery,” “Lovers and Lollipops,” 
“Jazz on.a Summer Day” drew 
recognition on this side 

‘James T. Aubrey 
George Cahan 
Frink DeVol 
Fred Hift 
Alan Hewitt 
Mike Kellin 
Henry Levin 
Donald O'Connor 
Wallace A. Ross 
Tom H. Sand 
Natalie Schafer 
Alix Talton 
Gore Vidal 

L. A.toN. Y. 
Carroll Baker 
William Castle 

. Jim Denton 
Joe DeSantis 
William Fadiman 
Ben Gazzara — 
Thomas..Gomez 
Ross Hunter. 
‘Millard Kaufman 
Peter G. Levathes 
Irying H. Levin — 
Edward Muhl. 
William Perlberg 
-Payl C. Ross 
Ralph Wheelwright | 
Robert . Wise 
Keenan Wynn 
Tony Young 

U. S. to Europe 
Judith Evelyn 
Edward Feldman ° 
Gertrude A. Fellner 
Jimmy Gardiner . 
-Milton Goldman 

.. David Griesdorf 
Halibjorg 
David Marshall. Holtzmann 
Emily Kimbrough 
Joseph E. Levine 
Peggy Pope 
-_Leontyne Price 
Oliver Smith 
Cesare Valletti 
L. Arnold Weissberger 
Avram Westin 
Leon ‘ Zitrone 

Europe to U. S. 
Americo Aboaf 
Vincent Canby. 
Alexander H.. Cohen 
Fairfax M. Cone 
Sam Kaiser ~ 
George Mintner 
Hildy Parks | 
Milton: R. Rackmil 
Honey Sanders 
Jack Small . 

_ Ray Ventura 

Festival Product Itself Dull, 

New ‘Market’ Accordingly Valued: 
Cannes, “May 16. 

The International Film Market. 

organized by the French Film Pro- ;. 
ducers Assn., turned out to be ‘am: tion and sales interest at the mart 

‘only two were Picked. of the five 

important commercial adjunct of : 

the Cannes Film Fest after a slow 
start. In fact, most scribes claimed 

ines © oT that better pix were shown there. 
than officially at the Film Palace. ' 

Two houses were rented by the 
fest and FFPA to allow all. sellers - 
to screen pix. Buyers and press. 
attended and several pix got plenty 

lof press attention. Buying and 
{selling was fe‘t to be on a par with 
iother fests. The fairly low level 
, appeal and importance ef most of 
the competitive entries made the 
outside mart even more important 

i than its start professed for it. 
i The Venice Fest usually. has the 

selected, - 
Films getting the most recogni- 

were the following: The French 
led with -“A Taxi for . Tobruk,” 
“Foul Play,” “The Enclosure,”. and 
“The Dead Season of Loves.” Ital- 
jans scored with “Nude Odyssey,” 
and two. pix invited for out of! 
competition showings. by the 
French Federation of Film Au- 
thors and the. French Federation. 
of. Film Critics also clicked both 
_in a prestige and selling manner. 
They were the NY indie “The Con-— 

tsame difficulty with its Intorma-. 
tion Section. But in Venice the in- 
vited pix. out of competition. are 
shown in the Film Palace itself, 
Several French producers showed 

competition by the official se.ec- 
tion committee but turned down 
by the Ministry of Cuiture when, year. 

L hee fe Le ocr tre rs 

fiims that were picked for Cannes 

nection”. and. the French “Sum-: 
mer Chronicle” of Jean Rouch. 

Though there was some US -for- 
eign film distrib interest in the 
Polish. pie “Mother Jcearne of the 
Angels,” which waned when it 
Was found’ that Cy Howard. head 
of :the US foreign distrib outfit, 
Janus -Filmts; already had it.. not 
many films came out as something 
that US buyers would fight over. 
There were many good pix but not. 
the solid show sioupe:s and unique ; 
ones that also ‘had the glint of box 
office’ that studded the icst Jast: 

& We et 008 ce oe 

Jray, wife of the fest prexy . 

land oglers . 

Strolling Th ; cro
 ete 

Cannes, May 16. 
Veteran fest-hoppers agree that. the MPEA is really ‘making a. publie. 

relations effort this year. Official U.S, function. of one. sort or. another 
every day from May 9 through May 18... . Harold (Doc} Humes, the 
novelist who espoused the cause of the Washington Square folk. sing-. 
ers. is here helping. Shirley Clarke promote .“The Connection.”. Also 
in the “beat delegation” are poet Allan Ginsberg and. novelist Gregory 
Corso, If they're so “beat,” how did they get the dough to: get here? 

. Between 10 a.m.. and noon, the Carlton beach looks like a strange 
Lindy’s where everyone has. been suddenly stripped to shorts. and biki- 
nis. Hobnobbing under their oils are. such folk .as Mo Rothman, Mike 
Frankovitch, Binnie Barnes, Mike Halvas, Rae Gronich,.(Fred is too: 
busy), Ed Kingsley, Duncan McGregor, Irvin Shapiro, Stuart Whitman, 
llya Lopert . «. The official Russ invitation list to a. Teception. follow-. 
ing -the screening ‘of their “L'Histoire des Annes de Feu.”: included 
only one U.S. newspaperwoman ‘and no: newspapermen. Variety, how- 
ever, was there in disguise, and found it a dull affair, unless. vou like 
either vodka and ‘or perrier water ... The ‘joint 20th-Fox- Continental 
Distributing reception following the “screening of “The ’ Mark" fca- 
tured Erie Johnston doing a fancy mambo with Mme. Faure- Courmo- 

. Cannes beach scene: 20. photograrhe Fs 
clustered around’ a ‘would-be starlet- au-bikini while three f<et. away 
an elderly gentleman proceeds to change from his beach togs’ to full, 
dress using nothing more than a hand towel as a screen. 
“Somebody has worked out the usual ‘statistics of film footage ; un- 

spooled at the Cannes Fest. It is 104.214’ meters with 89.916 for the 
features and 14.298. for the shorts. And. since all pix are projected 
three times each day it means ‘177 hours 15 minutes: of screenings. 
This is only official: films not. counting the: over 150 featurcs shown in 
the International Film Market outside the fest in the Cannes. Film 
houses .. . More’ statistics have 250 French pie producers present, 250. 
foreign producers and film distribs. French regional exhibs aré@ set at 
60 with 22 pic publicity people. 50 film authors and 250 Frefch film 
exhibs. With this. sort of -attencance it is estimated that anybody .- 

|flaunting a contract with the namé of a noted film star would imme- 
diately be able to find a script, director, producer and. for eign buyers 
for his pic. 

| Betsy. Blair in for a personal visit to the fest where she: wen an act- 
ing award for “Marty” (UA) in ‘55 . Alex North, set. for some: ‘film 
music stints in Italy. Ben Barzman, “working on a film script here, 
scripter, Paul Jarrico. and Paris-based U.S. literarv end film agent 
Alain Bernheim,.are about Richard Widmark “went. by” on his way to 
London to set up 4 film he will also partly produce on U.S. missile 

|bases . . . Don Murray got big:hand from crowds outside the Film 
Palace after the screening of “The Hoodlum Priest” (WA), Criti¢es were’ 
mainly favorable but several felt it was a well-meaning small scvle 
film that really had no place at an art festival. But others thought its 
‘expert moving qualities and emotions, and stand against e2pital pun- 
ishment, made this an important and worthy pie ... Sophia Loren went 
on. record as saying that she really learned to act during her Hollywood. 
films and was thus able to play the tragic role she essayed in the Italo 
pie “Two Women” which may have her up for the acting prize here 

Rising French actor Alain Delon mobbed bv autogranh: hounds: 
. Polish thesp Barbara Lass. seen in a -Po!shi-entrvy. at 

Cannes last year, ‘in as the star of the Italo competitive pic “What 
Joy of Living”: “Word comes from outside .the fést that there are 
more art galleries ‘In Paris than film. houses. and that most draw more 
patrons, admission or not. than most pie houses. So producers begin: 
to wonder if films should be an art after all Fests maintain they are, 
but admit they are also'a business. 

Gina Lollobrigida came in to create an all dav crush. around the 
Carlton. A real star. ina film or not. still draws: the public. “The fest 
more than proves this ... A. private luncheon was thrown for her by 
Cineriz Films to tout her “next: Italo pic “Imperial Venus” on the life 
of Napoleon’s sister Pauline. It rolls after: her current “adv J." stint 
for Metro. She is ‘samewhat miffed at the script changes. holding up 
shooting. She thinks the first script was the best after all: Solid Fold 
watch fob medals were handed out to the few scribes invited . |... The 
Italo pie “Nude Odyssey” was bought here by Columbia Films for the 
world. It was shown in the International Film Mart to good response,- 
Franco Rossi directed this story of a man who goes to Tahiti to escape 
worldly cares but finally realizes one needs: roots and has to accept his’ 
Tresponsibilities and goes back home. Stunning color and incisive di- 
rection help . A three year old Mexican film: “El Brazn Fuerte”. 
(The Strong Arm) was also shown in the mart for: good effect. For-. 
bidden in its own country. this pic is.a deft satire on Mexican politics 
and small town backwardness. Jt has a knowing ironic style and is an 
‘unusual pic with possible specialized chances. abrozd. Cfey-nni Kor- 
porall directed this Rebecea and Norman Thomas production. © 
_ Several pix seen here are rough on pro journalists. Tn Anglo. “The 
Mark” one hounds a_man who had been incarcerated for ‘‘almost” 
molesting alittle girl and drives him nearly mad, an@ ‘one does ditto. 
in “The Hoodlum Priest” on an ex-con... Jerome Hill’s US. indie 65 
minute pic “The Sand Castile” was shown. for mixed results in the mart. 
section 

Jean Thuillier showed his French pic “Les Mauvais Couns” Foul 
Play) (20th) at midnight in town for fest regulars for SRO’ attendance. 
Pic was one of those picked by the official selection co mmitire to rep 
France at Cannes but Jost out in fhe final selection of two pix: from a 
possible five. Simone Sicnoret. its star, was present and it was. follew ed 
jae 3 a.m. by a dinner at Fden Roc... Rene Clement's Italo pic “What. 
‘Joy of Living” was the first comedy and: went down well with crilics 
| who felt this takeoff ori carly. 1920's Fascists and anarch‘sts in Itatv vas. 
j clever and full of neat gags that were reminiscent. of both.-Charles 
| Chaplin and Rene Clair. However others felt the mixture of farce and 
a comedy of mores did not come off and Clement. was too, heavvhanded 
in his direction to give it the spark, impertinéence and invention: it: 
needed. 

A party for 500 was thrown by Jack Wiener. Columbia European 
pub head, before the screening of the official Yank entry “Raisin in 
the Sun.” Sidney Poitier, director Daniel Petrie and producer Peter 
Rose were in as well ‘as Columbia brass in prexy Abe Schneider, for- 

> ;cign head Mo Rothman and Continental manager Marion Jordan... 
: Georges Pilzer, Yank indie distrib handler in Paris. in to ole local pix 
that may want specialized rather” than major company. Spotting abroad. abroad. 

“Finesbriber’s Latin:0.0. ‘MIYOSHI UMFKI IN. 
William H. Finechriber. veep of: ‘OWN TWO- LAND STORY 

the Motion Picture, Export) Acen. | 

H :and head of the Television Film Ex- . Hollywood. May 16. 
[port Committee, left Manhattan! First Academy- award: winner ‘to 
Saturday ('13) for an extended be hiopicked on-‘sereen will -he 
South American swing: starting in. 
Brasilia, new capitol of tie cotfee 
republic, 

His biz there will centre on re- 
cent tv decrees by the Brazilian 
‘government which would sharply, 
curtail]. exposure of. U.S. pix on that 
country’s homescreens. Decrees. 
| takes effect next Jan. 1. 

Fineshriber will hookup with 
Eric Johnston, MPEAA topper, and: 

who, Rebert J! Corkery, viceorez: 
are also making a Patin lopkgee. 
ee 

Japanese actress. 

Miyoshi Umeki. who won an Oscar 
in 

Ross Hunter ‘Will star 
in “Eleven Is. 

Heaven,” story of ker’ own life, to 
be made under .producer’s | in (lie 

for. Best ‘Sup, orting Actress 
“Sayonara.” 

-banner for U release. 
Thesp eurrenuy: is costarring for 

Hunter in U's “Flover.Drum Song.” 
William Ludwig: has- becn inked 
to develop scrcen treatment of 
“Eleven,’ with no date set. for. 

j Taunching. 
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“Youre Cnused You Sol Be, (JTS JIT 
Says Metro, About ‘Unsinkabilty’) BROTHER ERTS 

Hollywood; May: 16. + 
Metro has-registered “The ‘Un- 

gsinkable Mrs.. Brown’ with’ Motion: 
Picture Tille Bureau and says it 
plans to go ahead with production |: 
“some time next year under Joe 
‘Pasternak’s ‘aegis. Title is not to be} 

| Johnston and Corkery | 
Visit Brazil’s New Chie 

‘Eric. Johnston, prez of the Mo- 
eonfused ¢says Metro!) with Mere- ; tion Picture Assn. of America, went - 
“dith Willson’s . Broadway ‘musical | 
‘smash, “The~ Unsinkable Molly 
Brown.” :. 

from Cannes to Brazil-for his first. — 
talks with President Quadros, plus 
a round of meetings with film in-' 

A Metro story exec yesterday ‘as- dustry Ieaders in Rio de Janeiro. 
-serted chapter in Gene Fowler's | 
‘book “Timberline” ‘is headed “The 

Mrs, Jey? 1934 
Actually it’s a+, three-way. 

problem as Lewis (“Amateur 
Hour”). Graham and: Edwin 
Olmstead have a. 1934 copy- 
right on their story, “The Un- 
sinkable Mrs. Jay” which. bears 
a‘striking resemblance to the 
“Molly Brown”? character. ~ 

Property “is being handled: -| 
by their Puro. Productions. 

Unsinkable Mrs. Brown,” and story | 4 

Making. trip with Johnston is_ 
Robert J.-Corkery, viceprez of .Mo- 
tion Picture Export Assn. for: Latin 
America.. 

‘Legion Decides 
| Shocks Are Moral 

In ‘Dolce Vita’. 
Ina decision that appar ently-un- 
érlines’ “positive? thinking at the 

will be developed around fabulous wajjonal Legion ‘of Decency, this’ 
Denver woman from material in: r 
book and in public domain.. How- 
ever, Pasternak: said he has.a writer : 

‘Neither he nor story depart- |. 
would. 

_ now. 
-ment - 
name, . 

Meanwhile, 
Agency, 

‘Teveal © 

“La Dolce . Vita,” 
‘An New: York working on script. ‘ being distributed 1 in. 

eviewing organization is to the” 
:fore this week with a verdict on 

the States by 
‘Astor Pictures. The Legion says 

“scribbler’ S ithe Picture is given “separate clas- 
Sification.”. Significantly, despite 

William Mortis ‘the startling nature of the. subject 
representing author Rich- ,— startling to some, that is, “Vita” 

ard Morris and composer Meredith | ; has: escaped the ‘ “condemned” Trat- 
Willson, 
title of "Broadw ay play and, if. nec-: 
essary, take action to prevent use has mmadé use.of “some highly sen-.: 

.'. Shock- : of any similarity by a film ‘com-. 
(Continued on page 20) - 

BRONSTON BRAIN TRUST | 
CEREBRATES IN LONDON 

Madrid, May: 16. 
High*command echelon of. Sam- 

tel ‘Bronston Productions a¢com- 
panied the producer to London: 
over. the weekend for six days of 
talks and activities: connected with . analysis. * 

In_ the: case. of “Vita.”. the Le-.” the. M-G-M “King of Kings” hae | 
ference, the post- production phase 
of. “El Cid and producer Bron- | 

-ston’s forthcoming 1961-62. pro- 
gram, 

are directors Nicholas Ray. 
(“Kings”) and Anthony Mann, who. 

o— 

| 
Attending the London .pow-wow's | 

yecently terminated “El Cid’” after - 
_almost six months. of’ filming. Phil : 
Yordati,. who screenplayed “ ‘Kings’ 
and co-authored “EI, Cid” is also - 
attending. with. company’ vice-pres- | 
Aidents Jaime Prades and Michael: 
Waszynski, “Kings” assoeiate pro- }- 

+ 

is preparing to: preserve | ing. 

Catholic group. notes ‘that: “Vita” 

-sational: subject matter .. 
ing scenes," ete. However, the 
“shock ‘value is intended -to gen- 
-erate a salutary: recognition of evil 
,38 evil, of sin as sin” 

Film focuses ‘on a morally -de- 
cadent society and there are no 

, bones about.it. A’Legion nix might 
have been expected 
but now: there's’ the. separate rat- 

ting’ which is intended to mean that 
certain films require, for the unin- 
formed, ‘some. explanation. and 

iC ontinued on page 61) 

‘Italian ‘import ; 

in the past. 

‘Hollywood, ‘May 18. 

OF the: more than ‘40 delegates 

-from 17 countries. to. attend Enter- | 

tainment .Workers: Founding: Con- 

gress: in Cost¢ Rica starting May 

19, U. S. will be represented by 13 
union and guild ‘spokesmen. 

American unions. will lift. tab for 

“Latin, American countries attend- 

ing, as.pointed up by. Richard F. 
Walsh, prexy. of International. Alli- 
_ance’ of Theatrical ” Stage Em- 
|:ployes. 

. Countries signifying intention of 
. being on hand for meetings to 
i form Western. Hemisphere anti- 
{Communist _ alliance: of free trade, 
-unions and. guilds in entertain-: 
ment. industr y are Bahama Islands, | 
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, 
Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, 

duras, ‘Jamaica. Mexico, Pana- 
ao Peru, Trinidad, U. S. of North | 
America, Uruguay, and Venezuela, 

George Meany, prexy of Ameri- 
‘ean: Federation. of Labor-Congress 
‘of Industrial- Unions, recently ap- 
pointed’: Herman Kenin, interna- 
tional head of American Federa- 
tion of Musicians, as chairman of 
U.S. Committee. 

In addition to Kenlin, American ! 
-union and: guild execs attending» 
Costa Rica seshes will he George. 
-Chandler, prexy and Pat Somerset, - 
assistant secretary, Screen Actors 
Guild: Walsh:. George Smith, ‘inter- , 

‘national prexy of National. Assn.! 
of Broadcasting Employees and. 
| Teehnicians; Albert Hardy. inter- , 
‘'tnational rep, International Broth- 
erhood of Electrical Workers; : 
Frederick O'Neal, Actors Equity 
Assn., prexy of Negro Actors’ 
Guild: Mortimer. Becker, counsel. ; 
_American Federation of Television | 
‘and Radio Artists; Hy Faine. na- 
tional exec. secretary, American 
Guild of Musical Artists: Jackie 
Bright, -- national administrator, ’ 
American Guild of Variety Artists: , 
H. O'Neil Shanks. exec secretary, 
and Robert W. Gilbert. counselor, 

: Screen Extras Guild; Milton Wein- 

On A 
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OLIDARITY 
‘t's Bad’ Says Tony Richardson 
Of ‘Sanctuary, Which He Directed: 
Maj jors Cant Handle Certam Themes 
100% Outside Studio 

British- made “Taste of 
Henev.” which Continental 
‘will handle in the U.S., won't 
‘haye a single frame of studio- 
shot footage. according _ to 
‘Tony Richardson, director, 

Helmer was able to give it 
totally authentic backgrounds. 
Says it made for lowered cost 
and ‘expedited lensing. 

Reclp Atlanta: 
Reverse Ban Of 
‘Room At Top 

Atlanta, May 16. 

For the second time within a 
; week Fulton Superior Court Judge 
1Luther Alverson handed down a 
‘decision enjoining the City of At- 
lanta from inierfering with the 
showing of a future film. This time 

-is. was Continental Distributing. 
; Ine.’ s.“‘Room at the Top,” starring . 
, Laurence Harvey and Simone ‘Sig- 
'noret. Week before it was Lopert s 
.Greek-made “Never on Sunday, 
with Melina’ Mercouri. 

. In ordering the city to allow the 
‘ showing of “Sunday” 
son ruled that Atlanta’s censorship 
ordinances are unconstitutional. In 

‘a court order signed Wednesday 
td he said the ruling in the 
|*Room at the Top’ case was con- 
trolled by his first decision. 

Judge Alverson at the same time 
overruled general demurrers by 
If e city. Associate City Attorney 
Edwin L. Sterne has not said 
iw hether the city-intends to appeal 

:traub, secretary-treasurer, Assn. of , Jast week's ruling. 
| Bheatrical. Press Agents: and Stan-. 
ley Ballard, . American Federation 
of: Musicians, 

Judge Alverson. explained that 
ij his rulings apply oniy to the mo- 

(Continued on page 19: 
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Judge Alver-' 

By JACK PITMAN 

British director-producer Tony 
‘Richardson is having no British 
understatement in comment on 
“Sarctuary,” the Zar:uck-20th-Fox 
production which he helmed “It's 
very bad,” he declared in N.Y. last 
week. His tone was derisive, not 
concessional. 

That sort of project, he made 
clezr, just isn’t a major company’s 

;cup of tea. Moreover, the only hope 
‘for the future of the U.S. cinema 
. Js for the majors to “collapse— 
they’re an anachronism.” In their 
stead, adds Riehardson, a way hag 
to be found t) make pictures 
“simply and cheaply.” Seems to 
| piae ¢ him in the multiplying com- 
pany of critics who hold that. Holly- 
‘wood equates money, and littie 
‘else. with production value. 

Won't his unmitigated views 
make him persona non grata on the 
Coast? He deesn't care, because he 
{has no intention of going back— 
“though he says he’s had several 
offers to do so since “Sanctuary ” 

Of the Faulknerian saga—the pie 
was an elov of the author's “Sanec- 
tuary” avd “Requiem for a Nun” 
—Richardson says it was “diluted 
to make the (Production Code) 
Seal.” and that the screen hybrid 
evolved with such distortion and 
‘dismaying propspeets that 20th 
topper Spyros Skouras “wanted to 

- Close the picture down midway.™ 
| Ohviously producer Richard Zane 
uck prevailed. 

Richardson savs he was promised 
the script “I wanted,” but the ore 
that eventuated was. instead, stud- 
ded with compromises, Little de- 
‘tails significant- {o the story “dis- 
appeared,” as he puts it. His per- 
spective at this distance harks to 
‘an old refrain: .“Hollywood is too 
trapped in its own system They 
want to buy vou and own you” 

Too Complicated 

Generally, Richardson admires 
Faulkner. but thinks he's “too 
complicated a writer" for the 
screen. Still, in the same breath is 

‘an expression that “Sanctuary" 
‘could have been transmuted to 
‘worthwhile film entertainment 
‘under a more willing aegis. Con- 
tending the pic lacked the frank- 
nexs and realism it should have 
packed cues him to assert that a 
major should not have been the 
one to make it. “They chopped it 
mt? no sense at all. They tried to 

sex acceptable instead 
cof grim"—i.e., per Faulkner's de- 

eee 

| Multi-Opinioned CBS Documentary : 
? Bares Problem of Screen Censoring 3: 
BABB R ORE UR BEER ROBO BE RRO CURRIE O HEE OEE RAC OD ABA O EEOC AI AEE piction. 
The. controversial matter: of -mo-. 

.dueer Alan Brown and Production . tion. picture: censorship, in terms 
executive Stan- Goldsmith. . 

Metro’s. Landon “King-of Kings” 

2 Of. the pros: and cons from all in- 
' terested. sides, 

conference for European. Mi ddle { on Columbia network. television 

East and African Continent sales !-via a film aired -nationally 
‘managers will take place May 15- j Thursday 

last 
(Ihr ‘night: It’s con- 

‘has’ been. laid’ out: 

jectionable by a nine-man board. 
The rebuttal against this ordinance 
Was impressive, but the new Abi-. 
lene law was passed anyway. Pre- 
ceding. this was New York Times- 
man Bosley Crowther. offering a 
blow at censorship. by backing his 

16, follawing a similar reunion. for: ceivable that this one exposure will | -historical observations with clips 

Latin-American reps and preceding ' ‘not be all. 
the Far East parley In Hong-Kong. : 
Bronston will attend the London ‘ant. document. 
‘sales sessions as guest of Morton | 
Spring and bring the conference’ 

of oldtime pictures which were 

1951, created a furor by its sexual ! 
frankness and brutality. 

He quoted VaRIETY as saying 
“The film adaptation of the novel 
eaptures the essential spirit of the 
James Jones study ... and stands 
as.a shining example of truly pro- 
fessional picture-making,” causing | 
consternation among the blue pen- 

‘TV treatment proved an impart- ; objected to. Shots of the nickel-!-cilers in the years back. 

ing. and penetrating, and devoid-of 
one-sidedness in: the analysis of: 

It’s thor ough-go- : odeon “Jesse James” and then 
‘ “Foolish Wives, ” “Flesh And The. 
Devil.” and “Little Caesar” 

to a close as dinner host to Metro | why films. should or should not: ‘offered by Crowther as examples 
Int'l brass. and reps. at. the Dor- be censored or classified, and: if |.of those specific things with which 
chester. 

“Bronston’ Co. talks : thereafter ! 
will emphasize _ organizational . 
streamlining. of production. appara- 
‘tus in Spain, distribution ‘strategy 
and upcoming: projects. Word. here 
‘fs that Bronston announcement of ; 
his future program ‘ will-. climax’ 
London talks and mark another 
stride bevond his.1960-6] brace -of 
“King of Kings”. and “El Cid,” both 
falls for. World. release » this. 
a : 

MANSFIELD IN RAFT BIOPIC. 
Hollywood, - May. 16: 

Jay ne-Mansfield snagged. fernme 
‘lead opposite Ray. Danton in -Al- 
lied Artists’ “The George Raft 
Story,” on loanout. from 20th-Fox:: 
She'll play a Hollywood star with. 
whom Raft strikes up.-a warm| - 
friendship after his. arrival in 
‘Hollywood, which number ‘of 
thesps may regard - ‘as their own 
‘Portraiture. 

$0, - ‘by. whom. - 
CBS. is not a disinterested party, | 

of course. Censorship is a trou- 
bied area and more and more the: 
broadcasters are becoming a part 

‘the censors. find fault. 
‘Shurlock: 2 Taboos 

‘Geoffrey Shurlock, Production . 
Code Administrator, asked about 

ithe - -Percentage of”. pictures stb- 

| His point was that censors of 
, those days — in light of the in-! 

were | Nocuousness of subject. matter as . 45 its * 
judged by totay’s standards — just . 
looked silly. He didn't say it out- 
Tight but the impression was that; 
censors of 1961 appear just as: 
backward. 

Atianta Censor’s Views 
Participants on the television 

of it’. For this reason CBS should : mitted to the code and approved, ; program included Christine Gil- 
be coniplimented -for its non-par- j 
tisanship. ° 

sor. 

Catholics and ‘the Protestants: Also, 
“a voice fram Britain where. clas- 

sification is. in: effect. . 
The program,.“CBS Reports,’ ”- ts 

a permanent document. that may ' 
well be. used by private groups, at 
debating meetings and - perhaps 
even. in a courtroom, ‘depending, 
of course, upon CBS. accommoda- 
tion. 

Included was, (1) The people of 
‘Abilene,.- Texas, who sounded out 
their differences in a townhall-like 
‘debate and then voted for -curbs 

and fines against films found, ob- 

In behalf -of political 
censorship’ was-an intelligent, obvi-’ 
ously’ sincere and courteous: cen- 

“The press had a spokesman. 
as. did the Production Code, the 

{said “I think that ‘last year out ) iam, censor of Atlanta, whose! 

Richardson speaks more kindly 
of the Coast production talents, al- 
beit with qualification, They are 
“immensely efficient,” is his pane- 

‘Continued on page 61: 

PROMO CONVOCATION 
IN ROME FOR ‘SSODOM’ 

What Embassy Pictures is billing 
‘first international merchan- 

dising conference” ‘that Joe Lev- 
;ine touc h:—a_ sales-promo pow ow 
‘on “Sodom and Gomorrah"— is 
: taking place today «Wed. in Rome. 
| Tripartite talks involve Embassy 
‘pes topper Levine and pubrel 
chief Ed Feldman’, Titanus and 
the Rank organization. 

Biblical pic, a Titanus-Embassy 
of 211: films offered 46 required , basic point seems to be: “I don't. ,coproduction for release about a 
changes.” AS to taboos, he said | think that the existence of censor- {year hence, will be handled in the 
‘there are really. only two: vene-' ship is any real hardship to some- {U. S. and Canada by Embassy. 
real disease-and homosexuality. He! one. who has-an important idea to|Titanus gets Italian and possibly 
said there. is nothing else actually 
forbidden by the code except that 
-there. is a. “blueprint. for treat- 
“ment.” Explaining this, he said. 
“NO picture should lower the moral 
standards " of those who see it.” 

Shurlock was asked about “But- 
terfield 8" and “Cat On a Hot 
Tin Roof” as possibly having been 
forbidden .by the code 15 years 
ago. He said 20 years ago “Cat” 
‘wouldn't .evén have been ‘possible 
on the stage, but now the climate 
of entertainment has changed. 
that “From Here to Eternity,” 
when it appeared as a novel in 

transmit. I think it is a restraint ; German rights. and Rank will deal 
on those who have smut to smear.” ‘it off over pretty much the rest 

Mrs. Gilliam, recently involved | of 
in the ‘Never On Sunday” hassie ! 
in Atlanta, offered the point that 
that picture was foreign produced 
and never submitted to the MPAA: 
production code. 

Federico Fellini, director of “La 
Dolce Vita,” asked to join in the 
separately-filmed segments of the 
program, said: “I think that cen- 

| 
| Pier 

the globe, 
America, 

Titanus moguls at the sales hud- 
dle are headed by prexy Geoffredo 
Lombardo. For Rank it's Colan 
W. P. MacArthur and R. M. D. 
Odgers, director and general sales 
chief. respectively. 

“Sodom,” with Stewart Granger, 
Angeli, Rossana_ Podesta, 

including South 

sorship is dangerous in any way,|Stanley Baker and Anouk Aimee, 
in any occasion, in any opportu-jhas a $5,000,000 production tag. 
nity, because an artist cannot cre- |It’s curfently shooting in Morocco 

(Continued on page 21) With Robert Aldrich helming. 
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On the Double 
(COLOR—PANAVISION) 

Repeating the. usual Jook- 
alike plot allows Danny Kaye 
to be funny only part of the 
time. Modest results. 

Peramount release of Jack Rose pro- 
@guction. Stars Danny Kave, Dana Wyn- 
lei: features Wilfrid Hyde White. Mar- 
f.1et Rutherford, Diana Dors. Directed 
Is Melville Shavelson. Written hv Rose? 
snd Shavelson: camera. Hariy Si dling: , 
ecitor, Fiank Bracht; music, Leith Ste- | 
wens; songs. Sylvia Fine. Previewed | 
Lgeew's 87d Street Thea'-'. NY., May 9. | 
,t . Running time, 92 MINS. H 

Ife. Eine Williams D. nny Kaye- 
TLiay slargaret MaecKenzie-S:nth : 

Dana Woronter: 
Wilfrid Hvce White 

Lady Vivian Marcuiet Ratver ford | 
Sergeant Bridget Stanhone Diana Dors 
C.otain Patterson Aken Cuthber.son 
€¢ poral Joseph Praeger desse White 
Colona) Rock Housten Cresers Walcott 
& rgeeant Colin Twickenham 

Terrerce De wl .arney 
General Cazxleton Browne Wiff-e ™ 

f@X EVans 
. Rudoloh Anders 

Evdigcr Borner 
Ben Astar 

Ccienel Somerset 

Gberskommandant 
Flank meister 
Gercval Zlinkov . 

Mel Shavelson and Jack Ross 
might heve done better by Denny 
} “miable, vo rsaule come- 
G.an, in “On the Double,” is too 
often. rather than himself. a crazy 
mixed-up zanyist. The intent 
clearly was to go all in broid farce. 

Kave has done wacky routines 
in past, of course, but somehow 
i imieectine exne t subtteties 

with some depth. That's mis<cing 
in “Double’—depth. It's just one- 
dimensional surface comedy. 

The Shavelson-Rose production. 
Panevisioned and Technicolored,. 
has Kaye as an American -PrC in 
England pre-D Day. Allied Inteil‘- 
Fonee is concerned about the vel- 
fere of a British general wlio’s a 
key figure in mapping the Inva- 
sien. They find the Y:ek and’ the 

Rritisher to be look-ali kes, Kare 
is assigned to the job a: posing 
as the £eneral, so that the genuine 
latter can be well hdcen from 
harm and he free ta give full time 
ta the landing blucpr.nt.. Kaye 
JPlavs the two parts, n:turslly. a ia 
“Prison of Zenda” a:d wmrpteen 

variations of the look-alike 
thing. 

“id Hyde White and Gregory 
Valcott represent = Inte Higence. 
Ihara Dors. flashily at.ractive, is 
t enerals chautfeur ond ro- 
mantic intimate. althouch he’s 
Inarried to Dana Wreater, who hap- 
ens to be out of the rountry, and 
whe LE ppens to return tuenper t- 
«diy. Sne assumes the Sank sal- 
cier to be her husband but is not 
te be deceived too long. 

The real general is Killed teav- 
init Keve and Miss Writer to 
€' centuelly become  toce*herne s 
Crsonified: and Kave is kid- 

ripped. Amons those sidpnaug din 
ef to Gerrans is Mi-, Do:s The 
Chick ix a Nad Sry. 

Kaye escepes and the Gestapo 
Burnt of itm presides the base 
for the burlesque shenaticuns. In 
elading his wot Hd-ke captors, he’s 
fn one door ana out Vie ctiner ef 
& Germen opera fouse. beerhail 
enG@ a piene in fhent. When he 
gees out the L.ter he’s fortunate 
enough to have a parechite with 
hien. 

Ratve’s rele is more than a dual 
one. In trving to cutuit the Ger- 
Tans he mesqueredes as Varlene 
Dietrich. or as close as he can get, 
in a throaty niterv sone. as a 
€ stapo-agent. ax a Nuvi plot, and. 
indeed. even Hitler himseel’. 

Kaye is expert comic talent. gets 
m.ny laughs on and atf. in the. 
gay} though somehow = o'd-tasti- 
fjoned:? chase and quick dis« vise 
wiadeap stuff. His takeo!f on Mi-s 
Dietrich is a honey. 

Some misht vondcer about the 
timeliness of the subiect material. 
even if only done for laughs. An 
horrified era in wor:d history has 
Even greatly re-spotlignhted of tate 
via the Shirer beck. Eichmann 
and “Nazi Veust™ pictures. Does 
this background lend itseif to 
spoofing? 

The parts are played by pros 
down the line, includine those 
etorementioned and Margaret 
Rutherford, Terrence De Mfarney. 
Alan Cuthbertson. Kex Evans and 

others. 

Rose's production has ‘interest- - 
'  Re-Joins 20th Publicity 
| 

ins backgrounds v:a London loca- 
tioning and Harry Strediing’s pho- 
tegraphy Technicolor and Pana- 
Vision: 18 quick and on the beam. 
Shavelson’s direction ot a script 
by himself and Rose, along with: 
the tight editing, stresses rapid- 
fire movement. 

a ballad. “My Darlin’ Meggie.” and 
the other tailored for Kaye's nim- 
bie-tongue delivery. titled ‘The 
Mackenzie Hielanders,” fit in as 

i dispatched. 

entertainment assets and Leith 
Stevens’ music backs up every- 
thing nicely. — 

All adds up to fair Kaye. 
Gene. 

David And Goliath 
(IFALIAN—TOTALSCOPE— 

COLOR) 

Exploitable adaptation of the 
Biblical story, satisfactory for 
general audiences, buf a bit 
bulky and inaccurate for the 
moré discriminating. Oxay 
b.o. contender. 

Hollywood. May 11. 
Allied Artists release of Ex~.immo Salvi 

production. Stars Orson Welles. wih 
lho Payer, Edward Hiken, M:essmo Ser to. 
Eteonora Rossi Drago. Giulia Ruh.ni. 
Pierre Cressoy, Furio Menicani, Kt..rns, 
Dante Viaggio. Lusei Toss, Umberto Fiz. 
Ugo Sasso. Directed by Richard Petter. 
Ferdinando Baldi. Screenplay, 
Scarpel. Gino Mangini. 
Salvi: camera (Eastmen:', 
editor. Franco Fraticelli: 
Oscar D'Amico; music. Curlo 

Carlo Fiere; 
art director, 

sound. Pietro Ortolari. Vruno . sforea): 
assistant director, France Baldanclle. : 
Reviewed at the st::dio, May 11, "61. Run- 
ning time, 95 MINS, _ 

King Saul... ees Orson Welles 
David sa ee ee ee Iva Paver 
Prophet Samuel ...--... Eaward Hilton j 
Abner ............- Masimoa S-./ato 
Mertb oo... eee Fleonora Rossi Drago | 
Miebst oo... eect cease Giulia Rubini [ 
Tons Ram. .aee ee ccecee Pierre Cressoy |° 
Kirg Asreod .....ce0... Furio Meniconi 
Ge sath na eee ee oe aceaeee . Krosnos 

.et veeeeee Diinte Marcio 
Tonic e“min Di Gaba_ ae cecene Luici Tasi 
BATRE 2. Ll. cece wee. Umberto Fiz | 
Hurd ..cccceeececncaes eeoer.. Ugo Sasso * 

From the well-known passage in. 
the Oid Testament. 
film industry has mounted an ex- 
ploitable attraction that. 
of characterization and story de- 
vefomment. is a cut’ thuve the 
average costume epic from that 
country. More. discerning film- 
goers will be dismayed over sev- 
eral liberties taken with kev ‘neets 

| 
| 
j 
' 

Umberto : 
Ambrieion Molteni. * 

Innocenzi:; : 

the Italian: 

in terms— 

of the Biblical tale. and many will - 
find the going ponderous owing 
to the familiarity factor inherent: ; 
in this popular story, but the aver- 
age easygoing customer for whom 
the film is designed and the hard- 
sell campaign geared to entice. 
should discover ample entertain- 
ment value in the experience. The- 
Allied Artists release should make 
a swift but satisfactory domestic. 
impression. 

The presence of Orsen Welles 
no doubt will interest eficionados: 
of the cinema. and should amount 
to an added lure for those who 
have closely foHowed tris 
areer through its ups and downs. 
We! les plays King Saul, bringing 
to the role his characteristic inten- 
sity and. to some exient. his re- 
spect for the grotesaue magic of 
facial makeup. His approach, re- 
served, brooding end introspec-. 
tive, is successful in suggesting 
the psvchological dec‘ine of the 
once-nighty monarch, but the rele. 

not a particularly forn id«ble 
chahenge to. his histrionle energy, 
latitude and invention oo 

Acting. in general. is on a hither 
rrane than is custoinary in toecse 

post-dubbed Italo spectacle 
ports. Esnecially satisfactory are 
Edward Hilton as the Piophet Siam- 
vel. handsome Iso Paver as David 
and Furio Menicani as Asroe, the 
foul Philistine ‘king. Kronos, a 
Furopeun circus and musie hull 
figure. is ideally suited for the 

is 

im- 

‘Heuse. of. Fright. 
(Megascope—Eastmancalor? . 

.An uninspired J ekyll-Hyde mel- 
-ler sans ‘much. shock. and with 

performance. The rest of the play- 
ing is largely artificial. Journey- 
man assists are contributed by. 
cameraman Manual Rojas, eéitor 
Jack Murray and composer-con- |. 

Lallaby 
This. Moshfilm release of 

Moldova production was re- 
viewed in. Variety. issue of 
Aug. 3, 1960 by Mosk from the 
Locarno (Switzerland) Film | ductor Harry Zimmerman. . . orly fair b.o. outlook: Has. . 
Festival. It-now opens May 13 |: Tube.: usual Hammer Bros. “Finish.” 
at Cameo Theatre, N. Y: Mosk : —_——- 
called . film ‘sentimental: but we 2 . American-International Pictures: release 2 
well mounte d. It emer ger . L Emprev sto of a Hammer. Bros. film ‘produced by - 

(Unexpected) Michael Carreras... Stars Paul Massle, 
-mainty a programmer since (ITALO-FREN H) Dawn. Addams, Christopher ‘Lee: Directe 
e nventional in treatment. . Cc ed by Terence Fischer. ‘Screenplay by. 

; Rome. ™M -g.. {Wolf Minkowitz. based on™ the Robert 
Film looms only for dualers Cay I St ' ; eo Columbia release of a Gianni ‘Iecht , Jouis tevensen story; photography 
abroad. Lucari production for Documento (Rome) .(“astmancolor) by Jack Asher: music, 

Orsay (Paris). ‘John: ‘Hollingsworth, Reviewed in N. - Yeo: 

Anouk Aimee, . 
Features Tomas. Milian. 

Aficr ° the* war a father Jeanne Valerie, Raymond 
searches for his daughter wien 

May 410, '61. Running. ‘time, 890 ‘MINS. 

i f Petlegrin, Jacques. Morel. Donitella!’ 
he hears that many -chiidren ‘Erspamer., Giuseppe’ Porelli, Arianna! It’s customary for Britain’s Hame 
were saved in. his o'd home Gormi, Yvette Be.umont. Phittp Dumis. 

mer Bros. to: give their’ shock and. 
sci-fi- entities plenty of. loving pro-. 
duction -care, and. for the .most-. 

- part, ‘‘House of Fright” méets this. 
expectation. Unfortunately, the ef- 

Guy Trejean. Directed. by Alberto -Lat- 
tuada. Screenplzy, Edoardo Anton, Claude 
Brule, Aldo Buzzi. Noel -Calef. from 
story by Anton: camera, Roberto Gerardi: 
music. Pierd Piccioni: editor. Leo Catezzo. 
At Metropolitan, Rome. Running ‘time, 

town. though it wds-razed by: 
the war. This pic details his 
guest with flashbacks ‘showing 
hew his daughter .was saved. 

26 ee A Ee ete 

“It. is .technically good.” — | 106 MINS. .fort has-been lavished on form but 
wrote. 2fosk, “well played with Tomas | IAI Jeomas Milian” not enough on content in this film, 
sme touching scenes concern- j Claire 21220000000: Anouk Aimee. SO: its wicket “prospects shape 
ing & group..of babies saved Serizeille reteeeeers “Raymond Pellesrin : merely. fair—and that. provided 
during the war. The children Oe MDSPe’ ae nee rt Jacques Morel come. hardsell backs up the ‘Ameri«. 
ere excevtionally’ good.” | 

| 
can-Internatianal release. AIP. be- 
nt exploitation-niinded, doubtless 
wi 

A well-writeen kidnapping tale 
has been made into a ¢erackerjack 
suspense entry by director: Abberto. The Steel Claw. 

(COLOR) Lattuada. When equipped with ‘Company, ‘incidentally, originally... 
functional topnotch foreign-lan-* tagged. the. pic “Jekyll's Inferno” 

! guage soundtracks. pic ‘whieh: -the Hammer t! tle. was “Two Faces °° - 
Superficial war. film with a 
FJ “nes setting, For. fan- 
ciers of uncomplicated action. 

‘of Dr. Jekyll, ‘but switched. to 
“House of Fright” for. “commercial | 
reasons.”. Decision seems wise, — 
since the Jekyll-Hyde antics have 
been. sufficiently worked over, and 
in theory any title ‘tipping the- 
split-personality ’ ‘theme would have 

boasts. a French original track and - 
:was dubbed into Italian for the ver- - 

[ t sion seen! should find ready: ac- 
Light prospect. 'ceptance in gereral situations in 

| most cauntries, Unfortunate lack of ; 
true marquee bait keeps. this out 

‘Warner Bros. release of George Mont- ‘of the international big time, but 

| 

Hollywood. May 9.. 
gerne production. Stars Montgomery. yednt part ne compensated by discouraged. patronage. 
Dnected bv Montgomery. Screenplay,’ word-of-mouth ilr 
Ferde Grofe Jr., Malvin Wild, Mont-- result trav -el slenty. showd as a In this screen. t: ‘anstation of the 
fomery;- camera ‘“(Technicosor:. > Manuel” . Pp Robert - Louis Stevenson tale, the 
Rojas: editor, Jack Murray: music, Harry Tale concerns the prepping and shock’ ‘aSpects are rather” tame.,. 

cee areca Barre invent Xe seit carrying out of a “perfect” kidrap-. There is little to horrify audiences 
Jairo -Mullin. Reviewed. it Accdemy Ping attemot (ard bears some strik- of whatever age..There is. how-° 
Awards. MINS.” ‘Apr il 25. ’61. Hanning | ing similarities to re Peugeot: cas ever, abundant. flouting of the 

, ‘-in France 1ough written we . nee 

fapt, John Larsen’ George Montgomery ahead of that headline case), cat- Ind the sandadl chokes nenes 
Santana eereeeeerans Vario Barri /Tied out bv a young smalitown PYO- . viglence—that make thi ‘ whine 
Chiiting a : Paul porensen fessor and: two femme assistants, ‘but a kiddie's matinee fn ng 
Rosa ees ‘Carmen Auetin “respectively hés Wife and. mistress. | , Delph Redriguez marae Ren Perez _Without revealing the plot further. on Yarn has the grist for ‘an ine 

Commi nder neces beveees John pac Qioat “suffice it to say that it’s ‘all ex- riguing and awesome psychological 

A F:ther ......2.......) Pedra’ Faustino tremely cleverly done. and cortinu- study—certainly’ the: basic. premise 
Chita ttttesseeedaess Oscar Keesre Jr.‘ ously punctuated by effective bits is full. of exciting. prom rise. along | 

ANC eee eee eee es Al. Wratt- of suspense to hold audience at- . that: line. Instead. ‘the Wolf. Man- 
: | tention to the end. _kowitz screenplay is superficial. and. 

“The Steel Claw” is ‘an action!* Directed with a sure -hand and ‘Urprisinely uninspired in: both 
logie and suspense. value. Some ‘of. 
the bygone. hokunr that charactere. 
ized this idiom’ would: have. been 

ably acted by Tomas Milian ‘the: 
professor. Anouk Aimee this wifes, 
Jeanne Valerie ‘the other womani. 

film ‘of the strictly non-cérebral 
Variety designed presumably to 
cater only to the most diehard of:: 
straight war adventure fanciers. : Raymond Pellecrin ‘the victim's welcome. Such . plausibility “as. it 

_In that respect. while no bull's eve, father), and a host of aptly chosen pretends’ .to isn’t’ helped... for. in- 
it is roughly on target. But. the Character. plavers. the film is more Sfance, when JekyIls: beard vane 
George Montgomery 'Ponderey) a. straightforward, no-message. en- ishes wit hout. explanation - “when 

crous dialog, lack of character defi-. 

mons - 

the Hvdé in him is dominant. There. 
_ are also: ‘moments of unintended 
comedy. that: don't help. 

F:lni's comnetently ‘acted, though 
Terence Fischer's ‘direction is. ag 
tacky as the script. «Cuts made in’ 
U.S. for. Code -and Legion’, Paul 
Massie, as’ JekyH arid’ Hyde, does ° 
better. in capturing the doctor's 

- self strugele than. the producers 
whad any richt to expect. Dawn Ad- 
dams .as his fdithiecs wife does -ag 
well as she can with’ a. foolishly. 

terfainment than an arty. entry. It 
has a class ard Veneer not usually 

ition or substance an-l an essen- - found in this kind of film. 

tislly unrealistic tone that dimin- | Technical credits. with special 
ishes audience concern, so the rod ta editing job by Leo Catozzo. 

question ‘is whether it can compile are all good, thouch pl:otographic 
sufficient boxoffice mileace from duality on copy seen, an early print, 
those willing to accept such tiims ; 4s slightly uneven and could be 

at absulute face vahie. Endowed ; corrected. hawk, 
with no semblance of time}! nessepr | 
marquee might, with «which it+ 
might attract ‘the necessary addi- © 
tonal attention from: rsore Mature k 

production is weaketied by: Judi- 

¥vssi Princip 
tThe Hich Princip) 

(CZECH). 
filmeoers, the: Werner: Bros re-" Berlin, Mav 9, drawn part.and ae istopher-Lee as’ 
lezse appears to he.a lower-herth — Prasress: release of rect: Stote Fil ker paramour is> geod in a. Way. 

Flucuction. . Tantise mel. Jana reminisce ’ 
. prospect. Rrejchova.. Hanio Hasse. Dnrected bv "i ms cent of an uily ‘Tiverboat 

Montgomery undertakes the tax- wr Kreicik. “reennlas. Ten Drda and gainbler. 
Far . * CU 7 7. “hat rads) ust , 

Nm tOUr-piy assiumment’ of. pro- Paenek Liske: edit. tT Doh ks, F. Im's “best mome nts: are: furn- 
ducer-director-writer-star, hut is At Colesseum, East Berlin. Running time, ished in. a can-can sequence that's 

puvsical specifications of tne Go-- 
liath role. Others in imovortant 
paits are Masico Serato, Eleonora 
Rossi Drago. Giulia Rubini, Pierre 
Cressoy and Danta Maggio. 

There is a smattering of sew. 
notably a scene in which Goliath 
js taunted by a ring of suggestively 
undulating dancing girls, but 
nothing compared to the usual 
Italian sex spectacle. Direction. a 
chore shared by Richarc Pottier 
and Ferdinando Baldi. is meas- 
ured, but soundly so. The quality 
and character of Carlo Fiore’s 
Eastman Color photography varies ° 
with the location. The film was. 
shot in Rome, Jerusalem and Yugo- 
slavia. 

departmental duties are skillfully 
Tube. 

Dick Brooks Exits Levine, * 

Dick Brooks, after more than a 
year. with Joe Levine's publicity 
. staff, is switching back to 20th-Fox 
as of May 22 to coordinate news- - 
:paper, magazine and wire service i 
;coverage. He'll report to publicity : 
;Manager Nat Weiss. 

Two songs by Svivia Fine, one j Brooks’ first stint at 20th ran: 
about two years, and before that; the ship”). 
he was an Editor & Publisher mag | 

At Embassy, he’s been' bicd by Montgomery. Mario Barri, staffer. 
metro press rep. 

Artwork by QOsear D'Amico - 
is authentically ornate, and other’ 

‘personal an eppruach to: wartime 

-Wal ds 

not particularly successful in any 106 MINS. | ‘given excellent“ pictotial. - play. 
of these: departments, His on-the- Tie old professor ... Frantisek <moutk Michael. Holling swarth’s ‘score... is 
spot production robsevsS a certain The daughter .. .......- Jara Brégchova ©! ngagingly. romatitic, and other 
sense ‘of imniedi sey. and the lo- Slasvk . ote han Mistirk . technical : aspects, are okay. Pie’ is 

SS chief ee eee Thinte THusse E n 
cile -the Philippines: is visually -Viastik's mother ........ Vascota i Ewstriancolor and a: widescreen. *Viastik's mother Marie 

interesting, but it is. a risky en- ’ Pit. 
" a be crrade n market i 

“adaosenujy- “Baye ssoooud 

standards. it is too dated | and im- 
‘ One of the most impressive films : 

the Czéch Nave turned’ out in. re- | 

cent years. It also is one ot the | The Warrior Empress 
conflict. As direetor, he exhibits ;most gripping feature films on Nazi (TALTAN—C’ ‘SC OPE—COLOR) 
a taste’ for hard-tighting. Nard-: brutality. It could. sted into for- 
drinking, hard-loving behavior, but .eign markets aithough perhaps Exploitably sexy, ~ sumptuous 

“but shallow adyenture meller © 
about political corruption and 
romantic. intrigue ‘on an an- 
cient: isle. 

reia- primarily as.an arty house entry. 
tionships is. awkward and two-.. The action takes place in 1942 
dimensional. As. the hero of the in Nazi-oceupied Czechoslovakia 
bl:nd screenplay which he penned ,Shortly after the assassination of 
with Ferde Grofe Jr. and Mulvin rReinha ard Heydrich, the mighty: SS 

the character of a Marine , Chieftain of that. era. Film deals 
captain handicapped bythe lo«s of ,; With the fear the common: Czech. 
a hand there is an interesting do- | people had of SS and Gestapo, and 
it-vourself passage in which he ; concentrates: on an- old professor — 
forges himself--a steel claw, or..and his ‘students. Three students’ 
hook), Mont gomery etches a have been arrested by the SS. and | 
sts“ htfo wae vortrait of -a thor- ,are sentenced to death for a minor 
cughly famfliar “‘man's- man’ " | delinquency which actually was 
leutherneck- type. " - -vonly a joke, The old professor. tries | 

his perception of personal. 

“Hollywood, May’ ‘10. 
Columbia Pictures | release of) Giannl 

Hecht Lucari ‘production. Stars. Kerwin. 
Mathews. Tina Lotrise: features Riccardo 
Garrone. >Susy) Golgi Alberto Farnésa, 
Mrico Maria Salerno. Directed by. Pietro 

_Francisei. Screenplay. Ennio De Concini, 
.Francisci, Luciano Maruno. from ‘a stery. 
“by Francisei:. camera (E.stman), Carlo 
Carlini; _editor.:Nino‘Baragli: art director, 
Giuljo: Boneini: music. Francesca Lavags 
nino: assistant director. Pietra Nuceorint. 4 5 : Reviewed. at the studio, May: 10. ’61.. 

‘ne oscreennlay’ is concerned jto ‘the th the young me n by plea ou Running time, 101 MINS. 
With efforts of this latter-day Cap- | e tow restapo chtel. BUL” phaon ...... os ueeecees Kerwin. Mathews 
tain ‘Hook to rescue a General they are brutally executed along Sappho (7272/22. bepieee Tina louise 

wv ith many others, men and women. Hy perbius. or ks Riccardo Garrone. 

_from the clutches of the Japanese! xplained by the N itl * Actus we eneeeees _ Susy Golgi’ at the outsct of the war. The G if plaine 1€ azis with re- Laricus 727772! ces " Alberto Farenese. . le Gen- ! prisals for the death of Hevdrich, Melanechrus ....... , Ene a@ Matia Salerno 
eral, it transpir es, is dead, but tne | Director Jiri Krejcik sucteeds in. Pacene oes esses. Antenio Batistela: 
hero has'a deute of a time-making creating convincing atmosphere. Dee 2 veeee epepers nie. Gorasemnt. it to safety himself.. doing so with. ne Cl de ty Tne ssn ‘The mood of the then tragic years eide., soto tee des "Lilly Mantavani 
the aid of two bands of Filipino | in. Czechoslovakia is com ellingly “Man With Scar pececeees Aldo Fiorellt . guerrillas and the handicap of a‘ p Sappho's Nursé ....5...-... Elda Tattéli, 

-caught.. This realistic subject is Peasant Woman .......6.-. ‘Tsa Crescena- 
. young. critieally-wounded _ native | aiso praiseworthy for its moving 

‘ 

lasa guerilla leader, gives the best ! classification. 

gir] who ‘hasn't. the presence of | performances. Frantisek Smolik’s| The stream of: escapist sextrava- 
mind to suppress a cough in a | portrayal of ‘the old professor is’ ganzas trom Italy. continues in 
crisis. ‘unintentionally producing | 4 thespian masterpiece. Hanjo} “The Warrior Empress.” an. €x- 
the film’s funniest line: “You must : : Hasse turns in an excellent study | cessive, fanciful ‘account of: mas-. 

. Stop tltis coughing. so we can hear | of a cynical.SS leader. Young and|culine goings-on and feminine.. 
| comely Jana Brejchova portrays a|comings-eff in’ and around. the 

Of the. Filipino thespians assem- | student girl. Also technically, this | notorious isle of _Lesbos, -circa 600° 
Czech production deserves a goad|B.C:. Like most of the recent cos- 

Hans, ‘|tume capers in ‘heavy, Italics that 
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have bombarded ” ‘the ‘domestic. : 
oar’, this. he, released. by Co- | 
umbia, fs: suitable only :for the}¢-. 

“hit-and-run. school . of. contempo-| f. 
“gary - theatrical .exhibition—a. slip- |. 
pery. but. sound: technique better | 
snown as instant: saturation. 
Within the first 10 minutes. mad 

montage. includes one’ fierce. am-.| 
jush,: one bloody passage of. hand- 

_ to-hand : saber combat, one’ skir- 
*-mish between man cand heast ‘ina |: 

lion. moat, one chariot: race with. 
Jadies at the reins (Ben-Hurs:,.and ! 
an--exotic boating: and 

_Domaren _ 
(The Judge) 
(SWEDISH) 

Cannes, May 18.- 
Sandrews preduction and release. Stars ; 

Ynerid Thulin, .Guinar Hellstrom. Per 
1; Myrbergs features Georg Rydeberg.: Naima } 
j Wifstrand, .Ulf . Palmer. Directed -by AlE 

terpsi- j Sjoberg, Screenplay, ‘Vithelm . Moberg: 

. “Ototo” 
; (Her Brother) 3 

_WAPANESE-COLOR | C’SCOPE) 
Cannes, May. 9. 

" Daiet: production ‘and release. Stars 
; Keiko Kishi, Hiroshi Kawagiuchi, -Kinuyo 

 Nakava,- Jun: Hamamura.:’ Directed by 
Kon: Ichlkawa.. Screenplay. Yoko: Mizuki: 
‘camera GCAgfa:, Kazuo -Miyakawa; editor, 

Tanaka, Masa)uki Mori: features Noburu = 

| 

chorean r itual conducted by-a. bevy |}. Sioberg. from : play “by Moberg: camere T. SKhimegavars At Cannes Filny Fest. 
of © . wispily-frocked Lesbosomy ; Cannes Film Fest. Running tin,» oe: Runnyog tiine, 100 MINS. Keiko Kichi 

creatures who make the Goldwyn | SINS. Ingrid ‘Thulin * 1 Getire Hifochi- giko Kish 
Girls seem, adolescent by. compari Bea geccccciiititt ean Helistrom ‘Stepmather lee cedteee-, Kinuva Tanaka 

son.. Krister. we. Per Myrberg Father< 3 ..°....26. 4.6. Masayuki Mori 

. ; ‘ va. / The Judge “Georg, Rydberg © Polwesmnan ..-...0...5.5. Nobura Nakaya 

. Balance of. .the sit-t ack-and-: Teacher we Naima Wifstrand Doctor | rebevendver esses Jun Hamamura 
relaxathon ‘is. concerned vith. the; r -Poychitirist, seas ede: tees ti Palmer | —— 

~ efforts of the- underprivilegéd: peo-| oe. SST ; ot his {itm det ails ‘a close relation-- 
‘ple | af “AMiviilene ‘to overthrow This’, picture concerns. corrup-! gh: ip bet Ween a teenage brother 

theif” decadent government and rid: tive pureaucrati¢ “manipulating and sister caused by. negligent par- 
that. dri ves a man into insanity: + ents, The boy- can, onls. confide in ‘the impoverished monarchy..of tax- 

ation. without representation. Most 
of the..- ‘action. takes place’in the 
Temple. of Aphrodite, a.kind- of 
finishing: schuol fer high priest- 
esses that more closely resembles.’ 
‘in its. gay and gixely character a 
-dormitory for sexy showgirls, and 
the dialog is peppered ww ith: peren- 
nially .puny - profundities such.. as 
“when a Woman Is angry, she. is 
even’ more’ beautiful.” ; 

~The leading romantic players 
are dashing Lerwin Mathews: and 
statuesque Tina’. Louise.; who in 
their inability to. communicate. or 
woo in’ harmony -sugzests' a 26- 
century-old. variation on. the Bick- 
-ersons. All oft the playing, given to 

- stereotipe. is furtiier burdéned by. 
ost- dubbins. but: director. Pietro 

Francis¢i’ bas whipped “up some 
divertingly violent and -ingenious- 
scenes” to ca:nbat: Many of. the 
lavish ‘sets fashioned by art dirves 
tor Giulio: Bonini resemble some- 
thing inspired by a ‘trip to: Disney: 
‘land. and ‘tite fun -house image. is 
further. conveyed by Carlo) Car. 
lini's: Eastman Color photography.’ 

_ Francesco Lavagnino’s score 
“heightens the excitement. but: Nino 
Baragli's editing ‘is. frequently 
jumpy. ee “Tube. 

Vacasiones on ‘Acapuleo. 
{Vacations in Acapulco}. — 
(MEXIC AN—COLOR) 

so 

‘ding 
“some priming of unnecess Mexieo City, May. Qu 

Nacionales release of Ata: 
santos. Galindo: pro: 

duction. Stars cintagie Aguildr.. Aradna__ 
Welter, features Fernando Casanova. 
Sona Furio, Rafael Bertrand, . 

--Cortes, Alfons Mena,. Pernando Lujan 

Peiiculas 
_ meda: Fulpys (Cesar 

Dwected by Frniedo Cortes, Screenplayi a 
Jose .Wina-Fe:nende? and. Alfredo Va<- 

- rela Jr; camena thas mancolor), use - Or- 
2th Ramos. noice. Antone: Prieta cana’ 
Nayarro Brothess. At Corie. Latino, Mex 

icy City. Runa.ng time, 99 MINS. © 2 

Without “any top stellar’: fim’ 
names. this: filmed niusical - coniedy, 
with | tourist overtones, isa pleas-) 
‘ant enough effort in color. It -is 
definitely biz. teap) ahead of -the 
so-called) musical .comedies’ made- 
in Mexico where aecent is‘on.so-so 
ranchero or non-ranchero singers. 

Jose Ortiz Ramos has used ‘his 
color camera ta good effect. in de- 
picting the tourist centers of Cuer-- 
navaca,. .Taxto and Acapulco. The * 
script is not.the main thing, but it 

revolves about a pair of -newly-weds : 
who go to Acapulco and return ‘as. 

‘a bored married couple, a long suf-' 
fering father who goes ‘vacationing © 

_-With eight. kids, an eritertainer: oii - 
the hunt: fora millionaire: a girl. 
from Chicago, of Mexican descent; : 
who is in Acapuleo io learn about: 
-her, parent's: native ‘land;. and the. 
tired industrialist, who is prey for 
the gold digaing entertainer, 

The ‘episodes: are plaved against ° 
the colorful. -background of Aca-; 
ulco’s beaches: ‘hotels. and night-. 

‘life, with dozens’ of easy-to- look-at 
“Orquideas” ‘Orchids’. of the ‘na--: 
tional film industry 
cavorting around in brief: bathing’ 
‘eostumes. Director F ernando Cortes | 
has; achieved. a continuity and or- 
der in the various incidents. There-. 
fore, the film escapes being merely 
a string of isplated. incidents, in-.: 
terspersed with musical numbers;: ° 

- and comes out fairly . interesting | 
film fare. 

two nightclub scenes; the:ski show: 
‘fhe.“bat’’ man who soars’ ‘into the. 
-air from a ski take off and other: 
highlights. of the port resort's life. 

‘Players interpret. ‘their Toles" 
well, they ‘simply play themselves. . 
-AThis is ‘an agreeable sort of-picture 
that is: ‘packing them in at the La-, 

Sionisti ic 

“pense 

point — 
-chancey ‘foreign entry -except for. 
2a few arty Petes 

‘ments Jand- 

“ous 
call his attenivts to get fustice, and: 
‘the 

‘bor. 

_a good ese for ‘invazery: 
di 

Mapila_ . 

* tures 

starlets: 

and: deaases most of the peonle- 
concerned... Plaved on an.expres-. 

‘Fevel, .-with satiric, 
and. even ghost-like comic. 

overtones, 
‘iniolved: to be 

-effeetively.. 
able to ‘make. its . 
“Tt appears a 

A rich,-younz man comes. home : 
from a. stay ‘in Ttaly avith his new 

‘fiane eu: to find he has been ruined. 

The exécutor of his; estate. dias 
milked hin. drv by forgins: ducu- 

‘getting: 
tied up. The fermer is 

judge who .-manazes.- to. block 

ds finally’ driven insane. 
and. ‘gets 

“ht 

boy 
His fiancee tries’ to hei; 
a young lawyer who. wants to fi: 
the judze: But he also selis out . 

-Thoug h. this has sone def: 

is driven frantic be 
eratic red tape, it ¢ 
as it. £0e8 Ch. 

points’ ina. ton heavyhanded nan- 
ner 
graft and power, taken | too. seri- 
ously. 

Att Sjobery. the director, ‘has 
and. han- 

STs actors well. Bur tins: is call 

ton worried and, rambling to’ get 
across, 

Pie would need speci. ‘lized: han- 
for oft-shore chances pits 

sary hal- 
lucination scenes. "Mosk. 

—_. 

The Sawn 
, (ITALIAN? 

“(In English). -- 
‘Cannes, May! 16. 

Tag release of Lux-Tibetia. ploduction. 
‘Stars ‘Var Beilin | Elie ‘Lambett: fea: 

Michael Stellman, Franco _Fabrizi, 
' Directed bs Michael: Cacoyvannis 

lav, Caewarnis, Fredetse. -Wakenin. - 
from nov oe] bv W akeman: camera, Piers 
Portalupt. editor; ATberty Gallitth.; At 
Cannes Film. Fest. Running: tume, 115 
MINS, St ; 
Dunean ..... 0 weet bees Vv an Heflin 
Liana o.oo... cece weeeys Ellie Lambetti 
Rudi. oo... case eee et) Praneo Fabrizi, 
Cam terest tenes 

“This melodrama meanders some- 
what.'and appears’ short: in. char- 
acter portrayals. It concerns a rich 
playboy. who early in life 
learned to distrust: women 

fhink he has heen : ‘hetraved, This 
‘makes his wife's 
an. adventure while ‘adrift 

probable change of heart.. 
A refusal to accompany’. his ‘wife 

to: a party Ipads -ta his: eaing 0" 
on‘a boating trip. with his. son. The 
boat’ blows up and’ this Jeaves Aim” 

_alone with his boy on ‘a‘little. raft. 
‘As they try. to make shoré, a series .. 
of flashbacks shows’ how he met: 

married cher and loved: 
her till a: susvicion of betrayal led’ 
his, wife, 

to a hellish continued union. 
Film entered the Cannes Festi- | 

¥al as a Cyprus pie though it-was 
made in’ Italy for: an Ttalo:.-com-. 
pany: in English, with Yank. star 
Van Heflin’ and Greek .actress Elie : 

“This consequently is a: Lambetti. 
truly international film. 

But-“the: many temperaments 
have . made. “this. vehicle somewhat 

: Sluggish.. 
lacking the depth 

meaning so essential for this 
Story. 

performance -as .does’ Ellie * Lam- 
betti, as his: wife.’ The latter. Has., .. 
the looks and: elegance which could 
‘spell a future ‘in international. pix. 
Technical. .credits are good, but - 
this drama needs-a little. pruning! 

tino and cinemas in key areas, in-! to sift out ‘some repetitious’ sea 
eluding Acapulco. This has better ! stuff. It then couid possibly be an. 
than. average possibilities for. Span-. okay -dualer bet or programmer 

SUS=— 

this is somewhat” too’ 

all his -monev . 
a my Serie. 

suse! 

“pense at the’ begin: wnhing when the 
bureau- , 

ws 490 involved: 
Picure nukes its: 

to hwe its’ condemnation ol. 

Screen-. 

Michael Stellman _ 

has} 
but. 

falls’ in love and marries only to” 

“Hfe a hell until 
at sea. 

with his yattng son brings on.a: 

‘The -action’ and dialog is- 
On the travelogue . Aide, . ‘apart { toa. simplified, 
from the scenic beauties, there are or 

Heflin. turns in” ‘an acceptable’ 

his stalwavt sister and ‘uses her. 
mies only. besins to understand him- 
self and life. on Jds deathbed. 
Though nicticulously dane, this 
lacks sa: true. connection with’ life, 
And it. emerges | a chancy fore eign 
bet becaive ofits ‘slowness. 
Director Kon Ichikawa lias a deft 
r lair for depicting character and 
-quite a feeling for imagery. The 
‘production only takes dramatic 
moving fotm during the bos’s ill- 
ness, Jf tr: MMSDItEs in 1926 when the 
old-fasbiane: i family rituals of Ja- 
‘pan are just “bevinning to take on 

datas is: tae wee, of Cinemascope, 
with acting and technical qualities 
mutstand aig, 

The? pic just tries: to ‘put too . 
much emphasis. aid meaning, on. 

° AM OSi, fhe. trisdal aspects. 

Maddalena 
(GREER) 

Cannes, Mav 16. 
; Fina Films.- Depiasiunos - Wich-elides 
Divduction- and petesse Stars Dimitris 
Papamnchael, Affi: Veuvouklaki: features 
Pantehbs Zervos’ Duaected by: Dines Di- 
Mopoulos Screesplay. Georges Roussos; 
camera. Wo tter Lassaly i editor. VW. Zer- 

ake MM Cannes Film Fest. Ranning time, 
- 90 MINS: 
Madelena ....b.ee.. Auk Vouvouklak 
GiOL BAS ace e eee Dimitris Papaiichael 
Father | 

_Folksy comedy concerns a 17- 
-year- -old girl orphan, With several 

hrothers.. 2nd: sisters. She takes 
over the: terry. of her defunct fa- 
ither. on, a little Greek island. She 
! ants against. a rival to. keep her 
Hfather’s “ hiz cand ‘support her 
-Charges, It divides. the islanders 
but is finally se’tled by a. marriage 

_-, tO The son ot the rival ferry owner. 
af Sentimental Ons 
“tor hin 29 si 
it never ‘transcends its Cony ention-- 

-appears mainly 
tvations aboard because 

al envelope. -. 
However, this has a_ spirited. 

-Simpie zest about it and has Greek 
star ANYkKi Vouvoiklaki 
‘as an engaging player whose man- 
nerivsms do-not interfere with her 
charm: It ds: technically good. © 

, " Mosk. 

Piesen 0 Sivom Holabovi 
(Songz: of the Gray Pigeon) 
(CZECHOSLAVAKIAN) — 

- Cannes. May 16. 
Crech State Film production and re- 

Tease : With Pavel Polacek: Pavel Mattos. 
Karol, Machita. Karla Chadimova ° Dr 
weeted bs Stunrslay Barab:s. Screenplay, 

6 ac emmenyte > Semis yee: « 

Pantel:s Zervus 

emerging 

by the Rua 

a modern outlook. Color is spien-, 

; ure 

meee 

“ket: 

70m. 

‘Bulie, 

FILM REVIEWS 

Povestj Plamennykh Let. 
(Stery of the Burning Years) 

(RUSSIAN—COLOR) 

Cannes, May 16. 
Mosfilm: production ‘and release. With 

Nikolai Vingranovski, 
Boris Andreev, Serguei Loukianov. 
rected obs: Julia’ Solnsteva. Screenplay. 
Alexandre Dovehenko: 

For this Suviet pie there is a 

Latest Cannes Festival Films on Review 

Svetlana Jgoun,! 
Di- - 

camera (Sovevlar’. - 

‘Ipnkeepes 

Step bach to the heroic lyrical film : 
of yore albeit with a step forward 
in the first use OF 70m. size film’ 

sma'ins. It {is a stunning 

tribute to the will to survive of tise 

soldiers and civilians: during the 

last World War. Of course, the 

characters. are larger than life and 

it all may seem like pamphletees- 
ing at times. So this is mainky 
entry on its brilliantly conceived 
batile scenes for the foreign -nar- 

It is chancey but migh! 
worth if uh its exceptional techni- 

used 

De j v t. ) 

>Sutan 

cal qualities, direction and poetic | 
conception. 

One man symbolizes most of the 
soldiers and emeroes a heroic fi2- 

doing almost superhua in 
deeds in his beef of a better lite 
after the war. 

The. color 
sereen is fine for the moas- 

sively conceived and executed bat- 
tle scenes. This is based on a 
seript ‘by the late Russo. directs: 
Alexandre Dovehenko, and = was 
directed by his wife. It is a tribute 
to their relationship that tae film 
has the Ivrical stamp of Dav- 
thenko. There is a fecling for the 
land. heroism and dedication that 
overcome the proselvlizing os: 
tes.) Film should be around 
comes time for prizes. Mash, 

te 

Dan Cetrnaesti 
(The lith Day) 

(YUGOSLAVIAN) 
Cannes, May 9. 

Loveen production and ‘1elease. With 
Nikola Popowie, Olsa Spividonavie. Karle 

Viktor Stare, Directed obs 
FuUrvatvke Veloenorovie. 
Petrovic: Gamera, Virdetas Lukies editor. 
V. Raterue. At Connes Film Fest. Run 
nog t-eme, 100 MINS. 

Timotijie Nikola Popovic 
Fmihe ........ Olga Sprridonatv: 
y ANS 0 arte Bulie 
Arsénija . . ele. eee Vitter Starere 
Pavie ca. cece el eee Slobudan Pipinic 

A Yugo-iav law allows prisoners 
out for two weeks near the end of 
their terms. This film-is about a 
few of them and their adventures 
on one of these sojourns. Film 
adds no deep insight into their 
return for a whiie to real life and 

; posed 

is execllent and the: 

7 

$-4-4-4-4-4-444 

Matka Joanna Od 
Aniotow 

(Mother Jeanne And Angels) 
(POLISH) 

Canines, May 9. 
Polski State Film release of Kadir pro 

duction. Stars Luecyna Winnicka., Mie- 
ezystaw Vor, features Anna Creprelews- 
ka, Meria Chwahbor, Kazniteir’? PFabisisk, 

Fyodor Proyoroy, Alexei Temerine, edi- Stanislaw Jasiukiewies. Directed by Jerzy 

tor, Miss Solrstess  ¥t Cannes Film Fest. , wick wice. rowier fron Feri hc iat to 
‘ ¥ Ka Serowiec Q Pre Ja. 

Running Ure, BS MINS. oo ‘rosiaw Iwasvkiewies: camera. derzv Woj- 
‘Avan oo... ees ieee Nikolal Vingranossk: ik, editor. W. Ota ka At Cannes Fam 
qulia ce ce eee eee seces ‘Seetlana Seoun ‘PFes:. Runisneg time, 105 MINS. 

CVAL vce eccereenes - Bons Andree. ayher Jeanne J. Luevna Winainka 
Professor... 2.6.6... Sergeul Loukitnav  aphe sur a Mieersstaw Vort 

_--— sister Mas suerita Anna Cievielew ska 
Msrsa 2348 galety iT'4 

Ke. wea bannak 
aAgeshis Jasukiewer Zz 

Priest 
ore rt is 

Tris flies i. about biel and evil, 
dathret. ond light, and tae and 
deotial, sot in: Une Wh Cenare a | 
Whoeho a ero Of mums suppos- div 

poescseed be demov. mike us the 
spangivard of the plot Her oites 
2°08? bane. ies ated Tooms 
aaadtts au arts entiy abroad on 
theane and teentmint 

A comentin asall teen is bes 
ist Viniled bs igeh Cait aie chur al 

ials to: Bay fee wee the nas 

sean oto he da. the tiip of 
A ole al pret ias beon 

Quine dat fle stuke for suppace lly 
creating td. conditver by seve 
taiptastion of the mins. esneeiadly 
the Mothe: superior wlio i. sane 

to heing of the collective 
ha steria of tee Broup., 

Trte thin setuie 2 G ape. 
‘prrest 

ve 

a vonng 
Who is at<o fo belo in the 

exsereasp Hus dirst rieeting with 
the convent beri, Mother Jeanne 
of the Anzels, mts her seeminiiv 
pasees-ed bs her demons and treu- 
ann the priest wa sce utters blas- 
poeme and tte ites him 

Sie bez the pre-t to save her 
and heto her to b: a saint) To hefp 
rer be free aid go towards sal f- 
bood, he hills tao fomerent peone 
to he forever a prev oof the devil 
and thus allow her f-eedomn 

Jerzy Kawaeroasicz dias given 
‘this sombre ssihoheal tale a real 

acting of Luevna 
Mather 
; she 

“Tove. 

Sereenptar. Borist.. . 

_abiv wil 

*ditler 

The 
Sinmeka as the 

Jeanne is) exemplary ay 
vacillate, bet vesn  seeminz 

madnew ard a need for faith and 
Micesstaw Voit is powerful 

as the tortured priest white the 
remainder of the east its into the 
frainevs ork of this offbeat pie. 

Its meetin probtern ahruad probe 
Lbe the tact that futerproe 

tations of the filacs auessasze muy 
Theve alan coud be Cathe 

Glie objection, Vio the filen 
seems to transcend its actual theme 
and place 

This film makes a point about 
withdrawal fiom Hfe being danger- 
ou-. This ix an offbeater with an 
ar. asting visual qualits. But it) is 

fecling for time apd plece, 

‘somethiy.g that nerds personalized 

is only a series of predictable epi- - 
- sodes dominated by love. Filn is 
, a very chancey foreign item. 

This has fairly spirited. direr- 
tion and acting but is just tov 
<keichy and teloer ohed to make 

‘much impact. Technical credits are 
han: Bukoveun, Albert: Maereneia: camera. 
Ndadamir -tesina. editur., W.. Releden, ‘At 
Cannes Film Fest. Running times 98 
MINS. ‘ ue . 

Rudka 2.2... eee cee eee Pavel Polacek 
WMC cle ene cece eee Pavel Mesa: 
Teacher Karol Machata | 
‘Natacha 

Engaging “mappet pic: 
five. episodes ‘during the last war 
as it affects three. child-en. The 
lerror of war’ is muted but ever 
‘present-as the-film unfolds. But it 
lacks the fillip of feeling to give it 
'a sure atmosphere of “the. times. 
And some epi-odes are weak while 
Others. are ‘too self-consciously 
preachy. 

Karla Chadimova - 

bundles 

par while the acting is good con- 
Sidering the one dinfensional char- 
acters, , Mosk, 

(NORWEGIAN) 

Cannes, May 16 
Coneord Film production and release 

Stars Margrethe Robsahm, Toralv Maur- 
sted Directed by Nils Remhardt'Christen- 
sen Screenplay. Axel Jensen, comera, 
Ragnar Sorensen: editor, M. Iversen, At 
Cannes. Film. Fest. Running time, 90 

~ MINS. 

Lime ......c ee cece ae -Marerethe Robsahm 
Jacod oo... ce eee eee Toralvy Mautstad 

This makes it a chancey ‘ 
‘item: abroad except for a few spe-" 
cial situations. 
AL. 
youthful ones are the heroes. At 
one stage. they ‘meet a Russian 
soldier and save him from capture. 
Another time, they help partisans. 
.Fhey are present when a boy finds - 
his father is/a coward. They also 
“meet. With an escaped Russian: girl 
sucrilla, and finally find tragedy. 

-at the. war's end. in.a mine field. 
: Some. sketehes - 
‘perceptive. especialy the. one. 
Which the 14-y ear-old | gets his first 

tg crippled ‘wing. which is a pet of 
‘one of the boys. The children: are 
iwell handled. Direction is inter- 

are -extremel®. 
in. 

Main theme is a young talented 
‘man -coming -of personal age and 

? responsibility 
14-year-old “and two more - 

when he realizes 
that he has to learn to forgive 
others their faults. However, th: 
unfoldinent is fairly conventional 
and. though it-.sustains interest. 

iWasely 

looks mainly a Scandinavian entry - 
with only exploitation chances 
-al ‘02 Vlas . ty - 5 abroad via some nude swim scenes. ; trouble when the leader 

lord it over him. _ Fhe youth comes home after 
years at sea with a novel and re- 
fuses to see his sick father who! 
drove . his mother insane 

jealous anger ‘when self doubt and 
_the ‘refusal. of his book undermine 
this logie: 

fish markets, and may be. spruced| for the U.S: on .the Heflin. name ' mittently successful in showing the’ 
up as.a tourist pronaganda tour. de} and ‘its familiar. Jove.: ‘sfoty: 

: force. for Rnglish-spesking: OTe 
Emil’ 

Arty 
theatre possibilities. are chaneey. 3 

| gvod. ‘Mosk: . 

i war's ‘colors through the eves of 
the voung.. Technical qualities are 

~ Mosk, | are technical credits. 

Direction keeps this moving but 

handiing and placement. As meee 
soeclalized pix make their way inta 
U.S. arts theatre mart.. this may 
be another that could pay off if 

used, Technical credits and 
produteion dress are topnotch. 

sbleosks, 

La Peau Ei Les Os 
(Skin and Bones) 

(FRENCH) 
Cannes, Mav 16. 

Path» release of Raoul Ploquin-Stande 
ard Film production Stars Gerard Bi-ins 
dulette Mevucel, features Rene Dy, 
Andre Qumin-ks. JuHen Verde: Wa:t- 

ften and directed by Jeon Paul Sosve 
Jaryies Panvel; cameta, Georges I ecleres 
edriore Presse Gillette, At Cannes FPafen 

s. : Fest Running tame 85 MIN 

Maur Gerard Bia:n 
Moechele ... 0 ......0. | Jul:ette Mevneel 
Dfeeor oo o.... Rene Dav 
Charly co... eee eee ” Andre Ounnctky 
Butt. 2... eee Julien Ver tee 

This prison pie vacillates be- 
tween an attempt at a hardhoiied 
depiction of the milheu and the 
Story of a new prisoner who is 
helped by another out of sheer 
goodness. It lacks the tautnes, ard 

‘Virile qualities for the prison se-.- 
ments ov the characterization and 
Clarity. Tais is thus mainly a lucal 
item with only minor program- 
mer chances abroad, 

A newcomer In a prison lead, to 
tries to 

But in spite of 
persecution, the new man resists 
and then the ex-pesferers decide ta 

ands help becatise they feel he is inno- 
‘ taunted him. He falls in love but! cent. 

‘ ending.. “The ‘pigean is a bird. with 

All this is contrived. * 
Direction is too soft and un- 

dec.ded to weld all this together 
while acting is oniy fair. Technical 
credits are also only passable. Tie 
fikn won a speciat French Film 

never displays the insight to make | Critie’s Award, the Prix Jean Visa. 
the characters more than one di- It is difficult to see why Pie 
mensional. Acting is accept:b’2 as; played in the commercial section 

Mosk. | of the Cannes Festival Mosk. sto 
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Few Newcomers in Toronto Albeit 
‘Wind’. Wow $35,000; ‘Sanctuary’ 116, 

‘Silence’ Meek 66; Kampf’ F ast 106 : 
+ 

Tornado Scares Omaha ; 
Biz; ‘Peyton’ Stout 116 

Omaha, May 16. 
A tornado scare over the week- 

end slowed biz at downtown first- 
runs, making for an offish week.. 
However, ‘Return to Peyton Placé” 
is smooth at Orpheum and “This Is 

Toronto, May 17, 
Only newcomers are ‘“Sanc- 

tuary,” “Virgin Spring” and “The 
Angry Silence," with first two off : 
ta strong starts but “Silence” is | 
sad. | 

Return of reissued “Gone With; 
Wina” is leading city to turnaway : 
night biz in two-house combo. It 
shapes boffo on week. “Mein 
Kampf,” also in two-house setup, 
which set house records last week. 
still is big in second round. It Cinerama” is big at the Cooper.— 
holds. 6 “Portrait of Mobster,” dubbed 

“Pepe” and “Millionairess” are “Duteh Schultz Story” by. Manager 
Carl Hoffman of Omaha, shapes 
slow. “Cimarron” is brighter as il 
nears its windup in seventh week 
at Dundee. “Gon With Wind” is 
okay in third stanza at State. 

also lusty im second stanzas while 
“Absent - Minded Professor’ in 
fourth frame shapes good. 

Estimates for This Week 

Carlton, Danforth, Humber. Estimates for This Weck 
(Rank! *2.318; 1.339; 1.203; $1-$1.50) ' on) TART: ery Te 
—"\iilionairess” -20¢ht 2a wk.’ Cooper ‘Cooper? '687; $1.55-$2.20 

a —"This Is Cinerama”’ :Cinerama: 
Good $17.600, Last week. $21.000. 13th wk). Hotsy $7,000. Last week, 

Eglinton ‘FP: 918: $1.50-$2.59: ¢¢ ano. 
—"“Windjammer” “NT! <2ist “kl  pundee (Cooper) +500: $1) — 
Trim £6.000. Last week. $§.500. “Cimarron” "MI-G) <Tth wk. Big 

Hollywoed «FP: 1,080: $1-$1.50:' $2.000. Last week. $1.500. 7 
—"“Sanctuary” «20th . Strong $11.- Omaha 'Tristates) :2.066: 75-$1' 
000. Last week, “Suzie Wong” (Par: —"“Portrait of Mobster” ‘WB: and 
(14th wk-:, $5.000. “Enemy General’ 'Col'. Slow $4.000 

Hyland «Rink? 1.357: $t-$1.50. or near. Last week, “Enemy Be- 
—"Angry Silence” Rank: Fair low” ‘20th! and “Between Heaven 

$6,000. Last week, “Sens and Loy- and Hel” '20th) -reissues:, $4.500. 
ers” 20th: -Tth wks, $5.UB0. Orpheum ‘Tristates) -2.877: St- 

$1.25'—"Return to Peyton Plaec" 
‘20th: Stout $11.060. Last week. 
“Sanctuary” -20th’, $3.000 in 5 days 
at 75-$1 scale. 

State ‘Cooper) '743: $1:-—"“Gone 
With Wind” °«M-G' ‘«veissue: ‘3d. 
wk. Oke $4.500. Last week, $5.500. 

Imperial (FP: »3.343: $1-$1.50'— 
“Absent-Minded Protessor” BY! 
(4th wk. Tapering to good $9.500. 
Last week. $15.000. 

Loew’s Uptown T[.oes' -1.641; 
1.304: §1-S1.50' — “Gone With 
Wind” -M-G) treissue . With night- 
ly turnavays, Wham $35.0G0 looms. 
Last week. Loew's at same prices, K p L d 166 
“Secret Partner” M-G.. 86.599; : 

Uptown, at $1-$1.25, “Green Hel- ainp ou WJ 
meio” -M-G! -2d wk, S6.060.° 

Tivoli -FP. .935: $1.59-S$2.50 — 
“Exodus” -UAr s8th wk-. Still big - Cincy: ‘Prof. I2t 
$&.000. Last week. nesr-capachty $ 
$9.500. 

Towne ‘Taylor) 693: S0-S$1 25.— © 
“Virgin Spring” -Janus'. Stout 

Cincinnati. May 
“Aiein Kampf" shapes. ble on 

—"One-Eyed J eke 

Quixote” 

"| Mein Kampf Wham 256, 
Philly; ‘Peyton’ Ho ot 186,. 

‘Wind’ Strong 156, 3d 
_ Philadelphia, May 16. 

Mother's Day made for lines at 
the eateries here but not for the 
cinemas: “Mein Kampf” is head-~ 
ing for a wow total at the Gold- 
man while “Return To Peyton 
:Place” looms lofty at Randolph, 
‘also in first round. “The Execu- 
tioners” is big in opener at the 
bandbox Studio. 

“Absent Minded Professor’ 
shapes sturdy in fifth session at 
Stanley. “Gone..With Wind” con- 
tinues strongly in third at Stanton. 

“Exodus” is down considerably ! 

° 

.in.16th frame at the Boyd but still: 
making good coin. ' “One-Eyed 
Jacks”: is rated trim in seventh at 
the Fox. 

_Estimates for This Week 
Areadia (S&S) (536: 99-$1.80)— | 

“Five Golden Hours” -Col) 12d wk). 
Dim $3,500. Last week. $5,000. 

Boyd ‘SW? (1,536; $2-$2.75) — 
“Exodus” (UA) (‘16th wk, Slowed. 
to $11,500. Last week. $14.000. 

200; 99-SI: 80) 
; Par) 7th wk). 

Trim $9.000. Last week, $10.000. 
Goldman 

$1.80i—""Mein Kampf™* (Coli. Wow 
$25.000 or near. I.ast’ week, ' “Por- : 
trait of Mobster” “WB, $9.000. 

Midtown :Goldman) ‘1.000: 99-. 
$1.80\—“All in Night's Work” 'Par) 
‘Bd wk). Oke $6.500. Last week, 
$9.000. 

Randoluh -Goldman ‘2.500: 99- 
$1.60:—"Return To Peyton Place” 
20th). Hot $18000 Last week, . 
“All Hands on. Deck” ‘2uth) «2d 
wk. $6,000, 

Stanley SW). 
“Absent - Minded Piofessor™ 
Sth wkt. Sturdy $11,000. 
week, $15.000. 

Stanton. :SW) ‘1:4 483: a9-$1 80’— 

“Gone With Wing" +«M-G? ‘reissue 
8d wk). Off to big $15,000 or near. 
Last “week. £27.0C0: 

‘Studio -Goldbere: 
—-"FExecutioners” «Indie+. 
000: or close. Test wreck. 

"M-G) -2d wk. $ 
Trans-Iux ‘T-T.) -S00; 

—" Never On Sunday” -Lope) ‘25th. 
wk Good $4500. Last week, 

$5.000_ . 
Viking ‘Slev} 7,.000:. 99- $1 80}— 

Fox ‘Milgram) 

2 500: 99- $1 .80-— 

Last 

Big ‘87.- 
ono | 

‘Goldman’ -1,200; 99-! 

; ‘“Absent-Minded Professor” 

BVI! 

483: 99-$1.801 

pe a 80) 

Hub Torrid i Tan New ee 186, 

The. cool weather |. which . ‘has \ 
been. -keeping potential - ‘patrons - 

Denver; ‘Peyton’ Hot 146: yb. o. hypoed this week again. “Mein 
Denver, May 16. ‘| Kampf” hit ‘a. new: record ‘at. Pil- 

+ newcomers and first-runs had - to: ‘newies. 
contend with a one-day spring bliz-i — “Ta Dolce Vita" : Jooks hotsy in. 

m the outdoor Spots is. doing 

Biz is holding very ‘stoutly this! prim but: “Hippodrome” - 4s. light 

‘zard. Standout is “Absent-Minded fourth. at the: Gary. “Absent-- 

Boston, May 16. 

6 
Prof. Socko $94, 000 i | 

i Well by exhibitors with the Boston. 

round although. there are only two. ‘at Paramount. in-a scanty list of 

, Professor” which shapes wow. at Minded Professor” is sparkling at 

ithe Denver. “Return to Peyton. \Nemorial’ in - fifth. “Gone ‘With 
'Place” is rated ‘socko on. opener. at Wind” is holding: torrid-in third 
the Centre. “Gone With Wind" week at Orpheum; “Saturday 
stil is sturdy in third round. at 
‘Orpheum while “Cimarron” con- 
|Jtinues at good pace in second at.- 
Paramount. | 

Estimates for This Week | 
Aladdin +Fox) (900: $1.25-$2.50) 

—“Spartacus” iC) ith wk. Good 
"$4, 500. Last week, $5,000. 
; Centre. (Fox) ‘1.270; $1-$1.45) — 
:“Return To Peyton Place” 120th). 
Sock $14.000 or over. Last week, 
“Pepe” :Col) (6th wk), $8,000. 

Denham 'Indie) '800: $1.25-S2.50) : 
—"Ben-Hur” 1M-G) ‘57th wk). Fine 
$7.500. Last week. $7.000. 

Denver ‘Fox) (2.432;. $1-$t. en 
{ T 

"Wow $24.000 or better. Last week. 
“All Hands on Deck” '20th) +2d wk). 

Night, Sunday Morning” Opens. at 
the Kenmore. tomorrow ’.(WéG.). | 

“One-Eyed Jacks” .. 
nicely at Astor in. seventh. week. 
“Never On Sunday” is-still terrific 
in sixth at Beacon Hill: ““Breath- 
less” shapes’ solid. din third round. 
at Capri. 

Estimates for ‘This Week . 
Astor (B&Q) (1,170; 96-$1. 50) 

1 “One- Eyed Jacks” 1Par). (7th: wk). 
OFe $6.000. Last.weeck. same... 
Beacon Hill tSack) 1678: $1-$1.50,- 
—‘Never On Sunday” ‘'Lope) ‘6th 
Wk. Fine $16.000. Last - week,, 
$12.000.. 
Boston «Cinerama, Inc.) a 354; 

$1.75-$2.65)— ‘Windjammer” \NT) 

$8.000. ‘reissue. ‘Opened May 15. .Last 
| Esquire Fox) (600: $D—"V irgin ‘week, “Seven Wonders of. World” 
Spring” ‘Janus) «6th. wk). Stout (Cinerama) (reissue). (12th - wk), 

$1,900. Last week. $2.000,° ‘oke $6.500. — | 
Orpheum «RKO) :2.690: $i. 25- Capri. ‘Sack! +900: $1:$1.50)— 

“Breathless” «FAW? 3d wks. 
$7.000. Last week. :$8.000: . 

Exeter 11.376:. 90-S1.50:—-'Make - 
-Mine Mink” «Cont).. Opened Sun-: 
day '14*. Last week, “Della Rovere” 
(Cont) «3d wk, hot $4.000. 

$1.45.—"Gone With Wind’ iM- G) Big 

‘reissue) (3d wk!. Sturdy .$11.500. 
Last week. $16.000. . 

Paramount ‘Indie) ¢2,100: “90- 
$1.25)-—"“Cimarron” «M-G).:2d wk). 

- Good: $10.500. Last. week, $22. 000. 
Towne ‘Indie) ‘600: $1-$1.45' — Fenway ‘Indie? -1.350: $1.50—— 

“Hoodlum Priest’ ‘UA)-'3d wk). “Tdiet™ +20th) reissue), . Slick 
(Okay $3.000.. Last week, $3, 500. $4,400. Last week. “Bernadette 

Lourdes” ‘Janus: 65th wk, $3.800. 
: Gary Sack) ¢1.277; $1.25-$1.80) 
—"La Dolce Vita’ + Astor) 4th . 

Mein Kampf Fat. 

‘is..“holding “ 

$6,000. Last week. “Never on Sun- 
daw” ‘Lope: 415th wk . $5.000. 

University ‘FP) -1.360: S$1-§1.50: 
—"Pepe” ‘Cob 2d wk. Fine 
.$8.600. Last week. $8.500. 

Vaughan, York FP :929: 743: 
79-S1.25:-—"Mein Kempi™ Col) -2d 
wk-. Hefty $10.000. Last week, 
broke records _at both houses, 

man 

opcner at the Alhee to top Cincy 
first-runs this canto. Continuing 
in winning form are “Gone: With 
Wind,” 
frame: “Absent-Minded  Profes- 
sor.” looking boffo in third semes- 
ter. and good in second week for 
“Trapp Family.” . 

Shor’s Twin ozoner “Canadians” 
and “Ferry to Hong Keng” batked 

hidding strong in fourth’ 

“Hoodlum. Priest” ‘UA! °3d wk) 
Fe'r £2 GON, Test week, £9000. 

“here currently. First week at. the 

ctor" nA eeattora” £499; 99- Hipp is drawing the higgest crowds 
$1.60) — 7 t. Avventura’’ ‘Janus). that the house has had. in- months. 
Pleasing -S4.200, ‘Last week. “Pic-: 43.4 impressive is “Return to Pey- 
nic on Gruass’” Kings). ‘24d wk), B ‘ten Place,” sock in. opening weck | 

at the Mayfair. ° 
trim on.opener at Cinema while 
“Mad Dog Coll’ looks good in 
first at the -Little. “Hoodlum 
| Priest” is fair in first at the New. 

$3. 600. ‘Breathless’ looms | 

: wk Torrid $15 000," Last “week, 
$19.00", mo 

Kenmore. Thidier 700: 81. 50i— 
“League of Gentlemen” ‘Kings) 

$18 bj li. Balto ‘6th wk-finah. Neat $4. 200. “Last 
9 week, §$8.000. - 

. ao Metropolitan aNETI 4.357: 90- . 
. _ Baltimore, May 16. gy, 25'—"Hoodlum — Priest” © WAY 
“Mein Kampf" is the big news .-4th wk). - Fair $8.000. Last week, 

$9.000.: 
Memorial ‘RKO) 13. 000: 90- $1 Ag) 

—“Absent-Minded Professor” «BY) 
5th wk. Solid SH. 000. Last. week,,. 
$12:NPN,: | 

_ Orpheum. J. oew) 2. 900:. 90-$1.49) 
“Gone With Wind” -M-G) «re- 

issue? ‘3d. wk. Socko: $17, 000. Last 
week, $20.000. 

$17.600. -by “Tomboy and Champ” and 

‘pish, Hard-ticket “Exoduc’ bids: 
PEYTON’ LIVELY 1G, fish in eighth round. “Leacue: 

‘of Gentlemen” looms as nifty a rtie | 

PORT.; ‘PROF.’ 626, 5th."““trsn, | Estimates for This Week 

Portland, Ore., May 16. -RKO: 13,100: $1-S$1.50'— Albee 

City is bogged down with hold- “Mein Kampf" ‘Col. Big $16.000. | 
overs and longruns. Some of these ‘Last week.’ “Cimarron”  M-G:.! 
are starting to slip sharply, “Re-* $8 100 at $1-$1.25 scale. 
turn to Peyton Place” is best of. Capitol ‘SW-Cinerama’ '1.400. 
openers, with a fast session at Or- $1-51.50) — “Gone With Wind” 

pheum. “Mein Kampf” shapes sol-! ' ‘M-G) ‘reissue’ (4th wk). Strong 
id in second inning at Fox. “Ab-‘ $12,000. Last week. $13.500. _ 
sent-Minded Professor” is fine in} Esquire Art -Shor) ‘500: $1.25- 
fifth round at Paramount. “Exodus” —"Make Mine Mink’ (Cont) 13d 
sails into 17th week at Music Box,. wk). Hotsy $1.700. Last week. 
with only two more set. “Atlantis, $2.100. 

Grand :RKO! (1.300: $1-$1.25-— 
“Trapp Family" -20th: «2d wk. 

Lost Continent’ 
at the Broadway. 

is slow in second 

Estimates for This Week j Suet hoe alter pene Laan 
. ' ae 

Broadw ay ‘Parker! ‘1.890; $1; “League of Gentlemen” ‘May?! 
$1.50I—“‘Atlantis, Lest Continent’ eines | 
ALG) oan. 5 neee Nifty $2.200. Last week, ‘Virgin’ 
M-G) and “Secret Partner™ ©M-G) ” ~ 1 
(2d wk). Slow -$3.500. Last week. seeds Phau ines 2800: 
$8.200. : $1.23)— ‘Left, Right, Centre” In- 

—"“Mein Kampf" Col: and “Terror, - “Serengeti” CA AD. $1. 300. 
of Tongs” Col) (2d wk Lusty $7, “| 
OVO or near. Last week. $12.400. 

Hollywood -Evergreen)  -:900: 
$1.25-$2.49) — “Ben-Hur” ‘M-G) 
10th wk! on popscale. Okay $4.000: Palace (RKO) «2.600: 90-$1.101— 
Last week, $4.200. |“Dial M for Murder’ -WB: and 

Music Box ‘Hamrick? +640; $1.50-1 “Strangers on Train” ‘WB: ‘reis-! 
$3: — “Exodus” UA+* (17th wkt.! sues). Mild $6.000. Last week. 
Stout $6.500. Last week, $6.700.  : “Secret Partner™ 'M-G) split with’ 

Keith’s «Shor) 11.500: 90-$1.251— 
“Absent-Minded Professor’ -BV. 
(8d wk). Boff $12.000. Last week, | ' 
$20.600 and ahead of first week. 

Oriental McFadden: -2.100: gi)! “Cat on Tin Roof” :M-G) and 
—‘“Dial M For Murder” -Par) and: “High Society” «M-G) FeISSUeS 
“Stranger On Train” 'Par reis- * $5 -700. 
sues!, Dull $2,000. Last) week,j Twin Drive-In ‘Shar: 600 cars’ 
“Hogdium Priest’ -UA> and “Ok-, each side; 90c:—West: “Canadi- 
lahoma Terr.tory” -UA'. $2.200.  ; ans” 20th) and ‘Ferry to Hong ; 
Orpheum ‘Ev ergree n' «1.536: $1-! Kong” «20th). Slow $3.060.. Last: 

$1.49-— “Return to Peyton Place’; week, “Jekyll’s Inferno” (Indie). 

26th» and “Upstairs atid Down-'and “Trouble in Sky” ‘tIndie). 
Stairs” 2uthy Fast $7,000. Last: $4.100. East: “Tomboy and Champ”, 
wock, “Elmer Gantry UA) and 'Ui and “Wings of Chance” .(U)., 
“Apartinent” «UA) -reissues) +3d Mild $3.300.. Last week, “Private , 
wk», $6.600. ! Lives of Adam and Eve” :U» andi 

Paramount -Port-Par: 3.400; $1- “Shakedown” :U!1, $4.600. 
$1] 7)-—"Abscnt-Minded Pi ofessor™ Valley (Wiethe) °+1.200: $1.50-. 
‘BV: -Sth vk». Tine $6.50. Last $2.50:—“Exodus” «UA! ‘8th wk). 
week. ST 760. i Fair $7.000. Last week, $8,100. 

“Kk onga”™ 

Kampf Fast 156, 
Cleve. Prof.’ 106. 

Cleveland. May ‘16. 
“Konga,” one of few newcomers . 

‘currently, turned out to be a sad ! 
hoxoffice” pigmy at 
Holdover product ‘shows more! 
strength despite. the competition ' 
of first hot weekend here: Hippo- ! 
drome’s. “Absent - Minded Profes- 
sor.’ in third. and “Return To Pey-: 
ton Place” at Palace in second are 
foing. well enough to rate exten- 
sions. “Gone With Wind" _ briskly ' 
justified the return date at State , 
but “Exodus”: is. slowing. up . at. 
Loew's Ohio. a 

Estimates for This Week 

Allen (SW) ‘3.500: $1-$1.25) — 
1AI. Lean $7.000 at best, 

Last week, “Trapp Family” :20th), 
$9.000. 

Continental Art “Art Theatre ! 
* Guild (900; $1-$1.25)—“‘Never On 
Sunday” -Lope) ‘20th wk). Nice 
$1.800 after $2,400 last week. 

Heights Art -Art Theatre Guila) 
‘£925: $1-$1.25)—"Make Mine Mink” 
‘Cont) (2d wk). Good $2,400 after 

, 93-600 last week. © 
‘Hippodrome «Easte:n Hipp) (3,- 

700; $1-$1.25) — “A bsent-Minded 
Professor” (BV) '3d -wk). Stout 
$10.000 after $15.000 for second. 

Ohio ‘Loew! '2.700; $1:25-$2.75) 
—"“Exodus” ‘UA) ‘9th wk’. Slip-: 
ping to draggy $5, 00 after $6, 200 | 
last week. — 

Palace ‘Silk & Halpern) (2, 739; 
‘$1-$1.50) — ‘Return To Peyton 
.Place” 20th) (2d wk), Smart $11,- 
000: Last week, -$15,300. 

State ‘Loew? (3,700; $1-$1.50)— 
“Gone With Wind” (M-G) (4th wk). 
Nice $8,000. Last week, $11,000. 

Stillman ‘Loew) ‘3,700; $1-$1.50) 
—“Mein Kampf” (Col). Powerful 
“$15, 000. ‘Last weék; “Apartment” 
‘(UA). and “Elmer: Gantry” (UA) 
(reissues) (3d wk), $5.500. 

the, Allen. | 

Paramount — “NETY" (2.357: 70- 
$1. 251— “Hippodrome” :Cont). and 
“Breakevt" ‘Indie’. Mild $9.000. . 

‘Last ‘week. “Black ‘Sunday” ‘AT: 
_and “Little . ‘Shop of Horrors’ 
(Indie), $13, 000: 

i Pilgrim tATC) 1.900: 75-$1.25) 
Estimates for This Week Vo Mein “Kampf” Col) and “Ter- 

Aurora | Rappaport) -367: 90- Yer Tones” ‘Cal. New high. $18,- 
, $1.50) — “Virgin Spring” «Janus: ‘ANG, L:est wee’ “Mad Dog Coll” 
\3d. wk) trerun'. Dewn'to $1,300, (Col) and “Battle Stations” Indie). 

j after $1,700 in second. j rerun}, $8,000. 

Charles ‘Fruchtman). 

“A bsent-Minded Professor” leads 
‘joldovers nicely in third at the. 
Stanton. “Never On. Sunday” is 
steady in 26th week at Playhouse. 
“Two-Way Stretch” is big in sec- 
ond week at the Five West. 

' 

Saxon. ‘Sack! ‘1:100;. $1.50-§31— | 500; 90-) a 39 1$1.80\—"Suzie Wong” ‘Par! ‘21st “Exodus” UA) 23st’ wki, Good 
$10.000. ‘Last. week, $12, 000. 

| wk.) Oke $2.000 after $3.000 last “State «Trans-Lux) 1730; 75-$1.25) 
i week. _—"“Hideout. in Sun" “ Astor) and 

Cinema ‘Schwaber) ‘460: 90-..“Career -Girl” +Astor? ‘verun). , 
$1.50)—“Breathless” ‘Films Around Nifty $5.500. Last week, “Savage 
Warld), Warm $2,300. Last week. Eye” iT- -L) 1B days": 53.500. 
“Would- Be Gentleman” ‘Kings! ° 

“Five West: ‘KAMPF’ ROFF $11,000, 
SEATTLE; ‘PLACE’ 106 

Five West ‘Sehwaber). 1435: 90-! 
$1.50i\—“Two-Way Stretch” Show). 

opener. 
7 ‘Seattle, “May 16. 

Hippodrome -Rappaport :2:300:| 4 ginal ctith) week “Exodus” is 
Socks, $18,500. Last week. “Cimar- ily “Absent-Mind ” =_ ed.. Professor 

jrom” iM-G) 24 wk}, $5,000. ‘looks big in fifth week at Music 

—“Mad Dog Cojl” ‘Col. Good i Coliseum. to pace ‘newcomers. “Re-: 
$1,700. Last week, ‘Underworlditurn to Peyton Place” looks nice 

Mayfair \Fruchtinan) ‘ nue.. 
$1.50\—"‘Return to Peyton’ Place” | 

‘24 wk).: Big $3.100 ‘after $4, 000 7 

| 90-$1.50) — “Mein Kampf" «Col. | voted okay ‘at Blue Mouse current- 

Little (Rappaport) 1300; 90-81. 50) Hall. “Mein: Kampf” is solid. at 

, USA” 'Col), $2,500. ‘on opening round. at Fifth Ave- 
£730; 90-° 

' Estimates for This Week 
120th). Great $10,000. Last week,: Blue Mouse _ _*Hamrick) +739; 
“Exodus” (UA) «21st wk). $3,000. . $1. 50-$3) — “Exodus” (UA) (ith. 
New (Fruchtmani. ‘1.600; 90- | wk). Okay. $7.000-: in. final week, 

1$1:50) — “Hoodlum Priest’ (UA). 
‘Fair. $3,500. Last week, “Portrait | 

-1of Mobster” (WB), $3,500 in 4 days. ! 

Last week. $7.300. 
‘Coliseum =‘ '‘Fox-Ev ergreen) (1.- 

| 870; $1-S1. 50: — “Mein. -Kampf” 
Playhouse ‘Schwaber: ‘355; 90- | (Col) and * ‘Terror -of Tongs” ‘Col). 

$1.50)—“Never on: Sunday” :Lope) ,; Swell $11,000 or close. Last week, 
(26th wk). Good.$2.200 after $2,500 ; “Canadians” (20th) and “Fiercest 
in 25th week. | Heart” (20th}, $4,800. 

Stanton (F ruchtman) 12.800; 90-; Fifth Avenue (Fox-Evergreen) 
$1.50)—"‘Absent-Minded Professor” (2, 500: $1- SI. 50'——"Return ‘to Pey- 
(BV) ‘3d wk). Fine $6,000 after | ton Place” (20th) “Right Ap- 

‘$10,000 in second. ;proach” (20th), Trim $10,000. Last 
Town ‘Rappaport) (1.125: 90-‘ week, ‘‘Pepe”™ 1tCol) ‘7th wk), $5,- 

$1.50i—""Gone With Wind” ‘M-G) "300. , 
(reissue) 16th wk} Down to oke Music Box \Hamrick) (138; $1- 
$5,000 after $5,800 in fifth. week: - (Continued: on page 10) 



‘Wednesday, May 17, 1961 

LA Lgs let rots Ba 
$34,000; Peyton’ OK $2,000; King’ 

Fancy $12,500, 8th
 | 

Meeting resistance from the spring.| 
pinch here, but. overall activity at 
-first-runs continues solid. Highly- 

looks 
‘|'slick $8,000 on preem at World 

shapes fine 
“1 $21,000 for its Oriental inaugural. 

rates good 
gro. 000 on initial Roosevelt ‘ses-| the: chin. 
ston. 

‘| big in ‘second Woods canto. 

Dull 126, ‘Wind 
Los ‘Angeles, May 16. += 

First-runs: here this session gen-.{* 
-erally: are off although brightened. 
-by a pair of- new . bills. “Absent- ]* 

:: ‘Minded. Professor.” . on ’ first gen- 
‘eral. release, is” shaping” to. get a 
sock: $34,000: or near in four- thea- 
‘tres while “Return: to Peyton. 
Place” looks. okay $22, 000 in four 

houses. : 
“King ‘and T" looms disappoint-. 

fing. with dull: $12,000 in. sight on. 
-4dnitial round at Chinese although 
this reissue is in. widescreen 
grandeur 70. 
-shapes. pallid - $5,500 in two’ loca- 
tions for first week.. 

'” ©Gone With Wind”. ‘still ts torrid | 
in eighth stanza; out on reissue 
again, 
with $12,500. “Ben-Hur” is pick- 
ing up to a slick $15,000 or close 
dn 76th stanza at the Egyptian. — 

Estimates for This Week. 

Los Angeles, Hollywood, Bey- ! 
‘erly, Baldwin |‘ FWC-State. (2,019; : 
7358- 1,150; 1,800; -90-$1 50\—"Re- ! 
turn to Peyton Place” (20th! an nd! 
“Fiercest: Heart’® (20thi. “Okay ; 

- $22,060 or near. Last week, Los: 
Angeles, . Hollywood, ~ “Virgin | 
“Spring” (Janus), . “Entertainer”: 
(Contt, $7,700: Beverly: with. War 
ren's, “Mein Kampf” (Col. 
“Ts City’ (Cob (2d .wki,. $9,100. ' 
Baldwin. with .Hillstreet, Wiltern, 1 
Vogue, “Grass Is Greener” (U) st. 

general’ releasel, “Trouble in Sky" 

(LU), $22,000. i 

‘Orpheum. Pix (Metropolitan- 
Prin: (2,213: 756; 90-$1.50'—"Re- 
volt of Slaves” 'UA) and “Gun- 
fight” (UA). Tepid $5,000. Last, 
week,’ -Orpheum. with Iris, Loyola. : 
“Hoodlum Priest” (UA), “Frontier, 
Uprising”: (UA), ‘$12, 100. Pix. with. 
El Rey, “Apartment” (UA), “Elmer . 
“Gantry” “(CA (reissues). (m.o.),! 
$6, 600.. 

Hillstreéet, -Wiltern, Iris, Loyola : 
(Metropolitan -SW-FWC). . (2,752. 
.2,344:; 825; 1,298; - 90-$1.50'— j 
“Absent-Minded. Professor” 
(1st general | release) and “Hang-:° 
man's Knot’ (Col) (reissue) (Hill- | 
Btreet!. ‘Sock. $34,000. . 

' Chinese (FWC) £1,408; $2- $2.40) 1 
—*King and 1”. (20th). (reissues. ; 
Dull -$12, 000 for new. Grandeur: 
%) version. Last week, “Absent- 
‘Minded Professor” (BV) (8th. wk-' 
4 days:, $10,300... - 

State, ‘Hawaii’. (UATC- G&S): 
(2, 404; “1,106: 90-$1.50) —Attantis, : 

oo Continued on page 10" 

‘Wind’ Rousing $14, 000, | 
Prov. Kampf’ Good 76; 

‘Professor’ Big 626, 4th: 
-Providen ce, May 16. 

That grand voldie, “Gone: “With | 
The Wind" is giving the. State a; 
hefty lead In overall take currently. | 
Both the Majestic’s “Portrait of: 
Mobster” -and ..Strand’s. ‘Mein | 
Kampf” are rated: good. “Absent. | 

’ Minded Professor” As hotsy - in! 
fourth at Albee. 

Estimates for This. Week 

“Revolt of Slaves” |: 

at Hollywood - ‘Paramount . 

: $3, 100.. 

‘Conte 

Estimates Are Net 
Film ‘gross estimates “as Te-. 

ported herewith from the vari- . 
‘ous’ key cities, are net; -i.e., “. 
‘without usual tax; Distrib- 
uutors: share on net take, when.” 
‘playing percentage, hence the. . 
estimated figures. are. net. in- 

“come... . 
: The. parenthetic ‘admission: 
prices, however, as indicated, 
include U. S.: amusement tax.’ 

‘Continent’ Wide 

$15,000 in D. (. 
Washington, “May 18.- 

Mainstem. biz is big at most. spots " 
‘this: session. - “Atlantis, the ‘L.ost.: 
+ Continent,” is rated: big at: ‘Capital. fF 

‘Absent- Minded Professor,” ‘day- | 
dating. locations, shapes smash in| 
‘second stanza. “Mein Kampt” 
‘stays boff.at two Trans-Lux. houses ; 
‘itt first. holdover sessions.. 
: day. Night and: Sunday Morning” 

“Two-Way Stretch”. at MacArthur. 
looms good. : 

Estimates for This Week 

~-.Ambassador-Metropolitan 
(1,480: 1,000; 90-$1. 49:—Absent- | 
Minded - Professor" (BV! (2d wk. 

: Sock $I8.000. Last week. $30. 000. 
Apex (K-B: (940; °75-$1.10:— 

“L’Avventura’ (Indie. Oke $4,000. 

‘Swi! 

‘Last week, “Serengeti - “Shall . Not | $2. how). -80'—-"Two - Way 
‘Die’ (AA‘, $3,600. 

Capitol ‘Loew 13,420; $1-$1 63) 
—Atlantis”..(M-G* > Biz: $15,000. 
;Last week: “Gone With Wind’’ 
/IM-G: treissue: 6th wk', - $12,000 : 
, in four days. 

Keith's (RKO: (1, 850: $1-$1. 49:— | 
“Curse “of Werewolf’: (lt, 
“Shadow of Cat’ .1U>. 

“Mr. 
$7.000.. 

Roberts” (WB! (reissues:, 

MacArthur (K-B: (900: $1.25:—| 
“Two-Way Stretch’ (Undie. Tall] 
$7,000.. Last’.week, “League of 

! Gentlemen” -ACnioni | “6th Wk), i 

Ontario (K- B. '1,240;-$1 -$1.49 — 
. Saturday Night, Sunday Morning” - 

t4th wk: Fancy -'$5,500. 
Last ‘week. $6, 400. : 

‘| while. 

-|Cinema second round: 
- | Stretch” -is heading: for a snappy ; 

jat the Chicago. . 

.““Satur- [ 
:—"One-Eyed Jacks” 

“Hell : ~is fancy in fourth at the Ontario. wk: ‘Strong $18. 000.: Last week, 

WIND’ BRIGH 
Chicago, May 16. 

Several lively new entries are 

touted “Virgin Spring” 

*“Two Loves” 

“Revolt ‘of Slaves” 

eral Della. Rovere” looms brisk in 
“Two-W av 

second. round at Esquire. 
“Mein “Kampf” continues torrid; turn to Peyton Place” 

lin third Loop lap. Fourth week of , 
“One-Eyed Jacks” is still sturdy 

still is in the chips - in United Art- 
ists” fifth. Eighth’ round of “Ab- 
‘sent-Minded Professor” looks nifty! Victoria. 
vat State-Lake. “Never. On Sunday” 
/is raeking up a tidy 15th session at 

| the. Surf. 

Estimates for This: Week 

Carnegie (Telem’ t) (495: $1.50'— 
“Dass of Thrills,: Laughter” (20th). | 
So-so ‘$3.000 or close. Last. week. 
“Tunes. of Glory” (Lope). (7th wk, 

' $3, 100. © 
Chicago: (B&K) (3,900: 90-$1 G0): 

(Par) 

$26;000.:. 
Cinema 

wk:. °Fine $3, 000. Last w eek. 

; 59. 000. { 
Cinestage (Todd) - (1,038; $1:75-;: 

$3. 50'-—"Exodus” (UA) (22d wk. 
- Sturdy: $15,500. Last week.. 317.000. 

Esquire (H&E. Balabam. (1,350: ble” 
Stretch”: 

$7.200 or} ichips with lusty $39.000 for third 1 12d wk.! Nifty 
near. Last week, $9,500. 

Loop (Telem't: (606;. $1:25-$1.80) 
—"Mein’ Kampf" (Col) (3d wk. 
Lusty $14. G00 or close. Last week, | 
$27, 500. 
Monroe (Jovan) (1,000; ss.00-—18 

and :“To Hell and Back” ‘U» and “Law- the Sutton, one of the bigger open- ' 
Fair. $9,000. ; less Breed” 

(BY) ; : Last. week, “Indiscreet” (WB! and , $4.600. Last week. “Virgin Island” 
(UN) (reissues). Okay 

, {Indie} | 
1 $5 .000.. 

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 90-$1.80); 
—‘‘Two Loves” iM-Gi.. 
000 or thereabouts. 
“Hoodlum Priest” 

and’ “Rosemary” {indie), | 

Last’ week, 

is 4,000. 

(Continued on page - 10! 

Palace "Loe (2.590; $-s1.40-—/ DROP? HUGE $18, 000, “Cimarron” (Me G:. i2d wk:. Mild | 
+ $9.000. after $14,000 ofener. 

Playhouse (T-L«. (459: $1.49- $2:— |. 
“Nein-Kampf" (Cols .2d wk). 

‘| $8, 500 after $12,100 for first. 
Plaza ‘T-L: '278; . $1-31.80.—! 

“Sunlover’s. Holiday”. (Indie ‘3d; 
wk... So-so $3,500. Last week, : 

$4,500. . ° | 
Town (King: (800: $1 25-81. 49: 

“One-Eyed Jacks” ‘Par! (7th wk?. 
i Neat. $4,000. Last week, $5,500. 

Trans-Lux (T-L) (600: $1.49-$2:— 
“Mein Kampf” (Col) ‘(2¢ wk, | 
Great $9,500. after $17,000. opener. 
Eptown «SW: (1,300; $1.25-$2.25)- 

—"Exodus” (UA! (12th wk: Hot 
$7,500: Last week, $8,000: 
‘Warner. (SW (1.440; $1:49-$2. 251) 

—“Spartacus”  (U: (18th wkis 

Boff 

proach” 

Louisville, May 16. 
Big new entry this week is “Ab- j 

‘sent-Mindéd -Professor,” 
ithe Brown. to top the town by a 
j wide ‘margin. 

“Sanctuary” at the. Mary Ander- 

product at both new. houses, 
moderate. 
United Artists in second shapes. 
smash. 

‘Estimates for This Week 
Brown ‘Fourth Avenue? (1,100; 

I5 St .25)——“A bsent- Minded Profes- 
‘sor’: (BV).. Came: out of starting 

Albee IRKOW 42,200;- 50-90- $1.25) f : Smash $8. 800. Last week, $9, 000. gate’ with a rush and for a giant 
—' Absent-Minded Professor’ (BV: 
(4th wks. ‘Peppy $6.500. Third: was 
$7. 000: 

* Elmwood «Snyder: (724: 63-900 . 
“Butterfield 8" (M-G) and. “Gigi” 
“(M-G) treissues!. Okay $4.000. Last: 
‘week, “Pepe” '!Col) (6th wii, $3.000. 

. Majestic «SW! (2,200; 65-90'— 
“Portrait of Mobster” (WB) and ‘48: 
‘Hours ‘to Live"’ (WB). Good $6,500. 
Last week. “Black. Sunday’® fAl. 
-and “Little Shop Horrors” (Indie), 
$6, 000.: 

State (Loew) (3,200: 90-$1. 25) — 
“Gone: With .Wind”. (M-G) (reissue). 
Getting: heavy play for sock $14,000: 
or over. Last ‘week, “Apartment” 
(UA) and “Elmer: Gantry” (UA) 
(reissues) (2d :wk), $8, 500. 

‘Strand {National Realty) (2, 200; 
65-90)——"‘Mein Kampf” (Col) and 
“Born. Yesterday” - (Col) (reisspe).. 
-Good $7,000, Last week, “Elephant | 
Walk” (Pac) and. “Naked. Jungle” 
(Par). (reissues), $4, 000. 

and “Return to ‘Peyton: ‘Place” at j 
the: Ambassador .shape. good in 

, ‘Kampf Cool $13, 000, | 
. Ste L.; ‘Show’ Slow 8G, 

-St. Louis, May 167 { 
Both “Mein, Kampf". at State j 

opening rounds here this stanza.’ 
However, “Big Show” is rated slow 
in: first. at the big Fox. “Exodus” 
is off..to. fair take’ in fifth session 
at Esquire. “Absent-Minded Pro- 
fessor” looms big in second at; 
Loew's Mid-City.: 

Estimates for: This Week 

Ambassador (Arthur) (2,970; 15- 
$1. 50)—" Return to. Peyton Place”. 
(20th). Good. $12,000. Last week, 
“Al Night's Work” (Par) (2d wk, 
$12,000. 

Apollo Art (Grace) 
$1.25)— 

(700; 90- 
—‘“Never on Sunday” (Lope). 
(Continued on page 10) 

|-75-$1)—*Sanctuary” 

| Wina” 

+$18,000 or near. Last week, “Spar- 
tacus” (UL) (8th wk), wound up run 
with healthy $6,000. . 
‘Kentucky (Switow) (900;.75-$1)— 

i “Great Impostor” (U) (3d wki. Fair 
$4.000 after last. week's $5,000. 

Mary Anderson (People’s: (900; 
(20th). Light 

“Giant” (WB. 

(900: 

$4,000. Last week, 

(reissue), $4,500. 
Ohio (Settos) 

$4,500. Last week, “Cyclops” (AA) 
and “Daughter of Dr. Jekyll” {AA} 
(reissues), $3,500. 

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (1,100; 
| $1.25-$2.201—“This Is Cinerama” 
(Cinerama): (Sth wk). Fair $6.500 
after fourth week’s $6,000. 

United Artists (Fourth Avenue) 
(3,000; 75-$1.25) — “Gone With 

| (M-G) (reissue) (2d wk. 
Hotsy . $13,000 or near. Weekend 
rainstorms, with 8 inches of rain- 
fall kept opener to $13,200. 

PRING IN CHI 
LOVES," VI “VIRGIN (Spring Weather Bops B’way; ‘Show’ 

| Mild $20,500, ‘Peyton Nice 406, 2d, 

“Return To Peyton Place” is! this session is the single new en- 
“Gen-; try and recently opened pix. 

| “Big Show” shapes mild $20,500 

a ‘Gone With Wind” 

*4 May 26. 

(4th: 

‘Stern) (500; $1.50) —! 
|General. Della Rovere” (Cont) {2d : 

Fine $21,- 

(UA) {5th -wk),- 

2 Roosevelt (B&K> 11,400: 90-$1.80) 

-E’VILLE; ‘WIND’ 136, 2°. 
| This ‘week ending today 

‘huge at | 

|? 26. 

;son looms light while.”’Right. Ap-: 
at the Ohio, also fresh | $2. 401— 

| after, $20,000 for 20th week. “Guns ‘ 

| " 60-$1)— 
“Right: Approach” (20th). Moderate 

PICTURE GROSSES 9 

2 Women’ Sock 216; ‘Wind’ 396, 3d 
Seventh round ended yesterday 
iTues.! was good $14,000 or close 
after $15,500 in sixth week. 

Spring arrived with a bang over 
‘the. past weekend, and per usual 
this hurt Broadway film business. 
First. three or.four weekends with Paramount (AB-PT: (3,665: $1- 

:warm, clear weather every year $2:—‘Return to Peyton Place” 
witness the exodus of potential 120th) (2d wk. This stanza fiaishing 
cinema patrons to the vast oul-;tomorrow ¢Thurs.) looks like nice 
doors, and theatre biz takes it on $35,000 or close after $45.000 for 

-Particularly hard hit! opener. Stays. 

Radio Ciiy Music Hall ‘Rocke- 
fellers) (6.200; 90-$2 75: —“Parrish” 
‘(WB and Puerto Rico stageshow 
(2d wki. This week ending today 
‘Wed.: is heading for solid $135,- 

‘£00 or near after $145.900 in first. 
Stays. 

Rivoli (UAT (1.545; $1.50-$2.50) 
—‘Mein Kampf" «Col (4th wk-3 
days). This round ended ye .terday 
‘Tues.'. was okav $12,000 after 
$25,000 for full third week. “On 
“Double” (Par) ppens Friday (19), 
after invitational preem Thursday 
(18: night. House used for Boys 
Town of Italy benefit on Wednes- 
day (17) night, with “Grand Olym- 
pics” 'ndie® as pie. 

State (Loew's: = (1.990: 
$2.50'—“Gone With Wind’ (M-G) 
reissues i4th wk. Third week 

‘finished yesterday (Tues.' was lusty 
339.000 or clos« after $45.000 in 
second, not quite up to expecta- 
tions. 

Victoria (City Inv.: 11,003: 50-$2) 
—“Alamo” (UA) (3d wk. First 
holdover session completed yes- 
terday (Tues! was bangup $15,000 
after $16.500 for initial week on 
this popscale run Holds here 
indef, 

Warner ‘SW? (1.813: $1 50-$3.50) 
—"Exodus” (UA: (22d wk. This 
stanza ending today tWed.' looks 
like whopping $44. O00 after $46, 
000 last week.» Continues indefi- 

‘Continued on page 10: 

‘Cimarron’ Boff $12,000, 
K.C.; ‘Kamof’ Lusty 76, 
‘Peyton’ Smash 106, 2d 

Kansas City. May 16. 
First-run trade is holding its own 

this session, largely on the basis of 
9 iholdovers. New entry is “Mein 

a Astor, (City Inet Aree ih ot ‘Kampf, nice at Paramount, while 
| holdover stanza ended last night. Cimarron.” in initio! regular first- 
(Tues.! was okay $14,000 or near TU at Plaza. looks sock. Heavy in- 
after $17.000 for opener. This is a ‘terest continues in _fewn To Pev- 
locked booking, and goes for only tou qeace Bal rote: one pete 

three weeks. with “Young Savages” Mii d at ror side and Absent- 
TWAS due in May 24. inded Professor” at Uptown. 

ue ai 9 i Weather mild and pleasant most of 
Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $1-$2.50: :the week, after crimping busine. 

‘—"One-Eyed Jacks” 'Par: ea with a ternado warning on previous 

d $20,000 ) i Sunday afternoon. 
‘looks like good $ or close Estimates for This Week 
after $26.200 for sixth. Goes one 

opening session, day-dating the_ 
;Palace and the arty Trans-Lux ' 
| 85th Street. Second week of “Re- 

is being 
sloughed to only a nice $40,000 
playing the Paramount and arty 
Normandie. “The Alamo” slipped 
to good $29,000 in first holdover 
round, day-dating the: Astor and 

. “Parrish.” with stageshow, looks 
1 like solid $135.000 or over in sec- 
ond round at the Music Hall. This 
‘combo will stay a third, and like- 
ly a fourth session. “One-Eyed 
Jacks” looks to dip to fairly good 
$20,000 in current '7th) week at 
‘the Capitol. “Atlantis” - replaces 

$1 50- 

“Raisin in Sun" slipped to good 
: $20,600 for seventh stanza, day- 
| dating the Forum and arty Trans- 
Lux- ‘52d St. “Pepe” dipped to 

'nice $16,000 in. Z1st session at the 
‘Criterion, not so bad in view of 
jp having two days cut into with 
; Preview Showings of future pix. 

“Mein Kampf" wound its three 
weeks and five’ days run at the 
i Rivoli, with a creditable $12.500 
‘for final five days. “On the Don- 

-_replaces next Friday (19:. 
j“Gone With Wind” still was in the 

{week at the State, this reissue now 
‘going into fourth stanza, starting” 
today (Wed.). 

New entry at the arty theatres. 
“Two Women.” which hit a 

great $21.000 on initial session at 

ling: weeks at this house. “Saturday 
| Night, Sunday Morning” is con- 
j tinuing its sensational gait at the: 
tarty Baronet with $14.200 ir sixth | 
round. 

Estimates for This Week 

more week, with “Atlantis, Lost! Brookside ‘Fox Midwest: {800; 
Continent” (M-G: due to open May ,$1.25'—"“Gone With Wind” (M-G) 

(treissue: ‘6th wk: Satisfactory 

Criterion (Moss) (1.520; $1.23- 394900. Last week, $5,000. 
“Pepe” Col) (22d wk. The | Capri ‘Durwood: 11,260; $1.25-$3) 

is {2lst stanza concluded last night ;——‘Spartacus’.1U! (12th wks. Still 
“Gone With Wind” at|'Tues.) was good $16,000, in view ‘pleasing at $7.500. Last week, 

of ‘special screenings two days, 38.000. 
Empire ‘Durwood? (1.289; $1.23- 

of..Navarone” (Col) comes in next :$3!—Exodus” 'UA? 120th wk: Re- 
month. ° spectable $6,000 holds it one more 
Henry Miller (Gilbert Miller)| Week. Last week, same. 

(800: $1.50-$3.50:—“La Dolce Vita” Kimo (Dickinson: (504, 91-$1.25) 
(Astor) (4th wk. This round end-:—‘“League of Gentlemen” ‘Kings) 
ing today looks to hold with wow ‘4th wk, Oke $1,500. Last weet, 

($20,000 same as in third week. ‘same. 
Stays indef, with advance holding: paramount ‘Blank-UP! 11.900: 75- 

in great style. $1) — “Mein Kampt™ ‘Col. Nice 
DeMille (Reade) (1.463; $1.50- $7.000. Last week, “Friendly Per- 

$3.50\—"*Spartacus” (Ui ‘32d wk». !suasion” (MPI° (reissue:, $7,090. 
This week winding up today ‘Wed.!! Plaza ‘FMW-> 
looks like fine $18. 500—after $19. - “Cimarron” 

000 for 3lst stanza. Continues in-  first-run Sock $12,000, may hold. 
definitely. | Last week, “All Hands on Deck” 

Palace (RKO) (1,642; $1 .25-$2'— | 20th: 12d wk, $7,000. ° 
“Big Show” (20th) (2d wk. Initial m 
session ended yesterday (Tues.: a Te at t on heatres) 
was mild $15,000 or less. In ahead, 

NT: (1,639; $1.23:—~ 
iM-G-, on.first regular 

pipette (TT Laughter” * (20th:, Fine $2,000. 
reno ae a we ry fine \K’s 'Stays. Last week, “Ballad of Sol- 
tended-run , idier” (Kings) (2d wk). $1,500. 

Embassy (Guild) (500; $1.23- |, Roxy (Durwood) (850; $1-$1.50'— 
$1.50! — “Hitler's Executioners” [“Return To Peyton Place” (20th) 
{Indie) (2d wk:. First ‘holdover |{2d wk!. Smash $10,000, holding. 

frame ending Friday (19) looks fine | Last week, $12,000. 
$10,000 after $18.000 on opener. Uptown (FMW-NT) (2,043; $1- 
Continues. $1.35)—"Absent-Minded Professor” 
Forum (Moss) (813; 90-$1.80:—[|!BV) (7th wk). Okay $5,000. Last 

“Raisin in Sun” (Col) (8th wk’. | week, $6,000. 



10 TECTURE GROSSES 

Pitt Perks: Peyton’ Potent 12000, 
Wind’ Lusty 15¢, Kampf’ Hep IAG 

Pittsburgh, Mav 16. + 
There's a quickening boxoftice 

pulse at the Pitt deluxers this ST. LOUIS 
round as four new entries teed ‘Continued from page 9) 
oft. In fer wow rounds are “Gone '-15th uk). Hep $2,300. Last week. 
With Wind.” on advanced scale at $2,500. 
Nixon, “Return to Pevton Place”. Esquire ‘Schuchart-Levin) | he 

af Gateway and “Saturcay Night 80; $1.25-$2.59: — “Exodus” !‘UA}. 

and Sunday Morning.’ “5th wk! Off to fair $8,000. Last 
“Mein Kampf" is rated fine at. week, $11.0€0. 

the Penn. Onilv seit entry is Fox (Arthar: (5.000: 90-81.25) — 
“Question 7" at Fulton. “Big Show’ -.20th' and “Portrait. 

“Absent-Minded Proa'essor” con- Of Mobster” WB. Slow £8.000 or 
clo-e. Last week. “Cry for Happy’ 
(Col) and ‘Upstairs, 
tindie. S$17.00U. 

Leew's Mid-City 

tinues exeeMent in third it Stanley. 
“Exodus” is rated firm in 0th 
frame at Warte:. 

Estimates fer This Week ! 
. . a 6U-90' — “Absent-Minded Profes- ; 

Fulton ‘Shes: 61.635, 81-81 50— cop’ iBy> c2d wk'. Bie $15.000 or 
“Question TT nei: 2 Sad $3.090. near Last week, $16.00. 
Last week, “Richt Approach”, state tLaew. -3.00: 60-901 — 

aot 3 days, Si 106, ‘“Mein Kampf” (Cols.and “Hell Is. 
Gateway + As-ecisted: ‘2.108; S1- a City” Col’. Good $13.0G0. Last 

$1.50:—“Return to Povion Piace"” week. “Cimarron” 6M G+. $9.000. 
(2Otne Rou-sng So N00. Last Pageant —-Arthur’ -1.000;: $9- 
week, “Frapp  Fenniy’ 9 20th. $1.25: — “Hend in Hand” «Col: 
$6.060, -Okay $4,000. Last week. “General 

1. TEN, 81 25-S3.80: 
M-Gi- -reis- 

Last week, 

Pella Rovere 
069. 

St. Louis (Arthur: 
—"Question 7” 
OCO. Last .v eck. 
an” «U and “Posse 
Ue ST.a00 

Nixen Rubin “Cont 2d wk, $3.- 
—"Gone With Wie” , 
sue’. Bofto S1o.ugy. 
not on first-rur. 

Squirrel Hil SW +834; $1.25-— 
“Saturday Night Sends Morning” 

+380: 75-90 
sIndie’, Mild S7.- 
“Pharaoh's Wom- 

From Hell 

(Cont. Waw Sabi Lest week. : ; cae) ane 
“Paris Vith Lene Cont) and ste Ot Oe Conteh 
“Lad: Kistler? 1Cene . $2,500, na et : 
me tUATC * BEN¢)- < es 50: ‘Gov. 2d wir. Hep S460 or near. 
Ohare nn Wine S75 500) Last week. nice S$4.600 aver esti- 
Mein Ramp, ae ee P190000 sate, Pie reported — outeros-ing 
Lost x y0 AR in Niaat's Wark" 3 aresy On Nurse’ «Gov on first 
Par, © or 0, week. 

Stanier we 7G: ST-St Ae — 

“Absoni-Minded Presse: BW . ls. BO: MSdova. Bi. S14 Hn Lat Week, Heat Harts arts Meals. B. es 
S172, 

Ware SW LSM, SE Rte82.95 ‘Echmann’ Tall $9,900, 
— "Raw UY Pea ex.) Vira ‘ 

ry J 

east We SE.U08, ; ., % Gite. 

XE nmeapolis. Vay 16. 
Arrival et hot we.ther is putting, 

filmi biz bhek in the deep treeze 
LOS ANGELES 
a Oe CC OO bere this round. H's tie usnal than’ 

Lost Centinens” AG. ood “Manin” thst iappes:s eVORS year wien 
(indie ‘Rad wa. Lice £5 mth Lost warmer weekends cerive. The tev 

Weel. SEBETE. new entries da nat antourt te muc Rt 

Vertue «irVWC GER Sf-SE.50— abhoucth “Oreration E.ciemann”™ 
Crass Is Greene" © 2a wk: shares fetes at ‘ye Gonher, “Ser 
ane “Great Is:postan” Uma... envet.” reamed vith “lQ Who 

Sett S066, . Dared”  curecars <a-s00 in initi! 
Crest State Fan: GC-S130— trame at iore “Sceret Parte.” 

“Ture, ct Coa” tt: and “Past new mane i «st-run, is gust oka: at 

Ts Stove me’ of AD Leo wa. Perks Subtrhban Vert 
Se afet Lia? 7 OR. SOG “Absent - 2p ded Prifessare™ eap- 

Fl Rey © Wi G62: Eh. Si 30 — tinnes the met poten: of the haid- 
“Anartuent” TA and “Elmers overs in third chapter at) Siate 
Gantirre” UU At crenssdes 2d wk .- "Question T° un second stanza at 
Linn Sa. sorld ard “Gene With Wind” in- 

Warren's -B&R Bn: 99-8150: third af Qepheum likewise remain 
—"Mein KRanipi” -Cui and “Hell relatively healiny. 
Ts Cin” -Col -2@ wk>. Slis2 $3.500. 

Four Star CAC 66°. GH-S1500° 

—"Pepe™ “Cole 3d wk Fine 
$8.000 or close. Last week. $9.100. 

Warner Eeverly ‘SW 1.316: 
$1.50-S2.—"Reisin om Sun” -Colt 
(4th wk: Gooc $6.u00 or near. 
Last week. $9.500. 

Musie Hall] \Ros: -720: $1.85- 
225i—"League cof Gentlemen” 

(Kingst 4th wk. Busy 53.800. Last 
week, $4.660. 

Warner Hollyweod 

Ines’ = °1.389:. 
rama Holiday” 
seventh week Sunday 
eke $16.200 last week. 

Hollywood Paramount ‘State) 
(1.468. $1-$2.40'—“Gone With 

Wind” ‘M-G: treissuei (8th wk).; 
Brisk $12.500."Last week, $12.000. ! 

Fox Wilshire -FWC: (1.990; 
$1.80-$3.50'—“Exodus’ -UA) (21st 
wk. Slow $8.600. Last week. 
$7.800. 

Fine Arts :FWC 

ayes Estimates for This Week 

Seademy «Mann: ‘947: S1.75- 
§2.69—"Exodus” UA: -16th wk. 
Should hit oke 86.600. Last week, 
same. Closing aiter 17 weeks. 

- Century «Cinerania. Inc.) +1.150: 
$1.75-S2.65: “Seven Wonders of 
World” :«Cineramai ‘reissue: ‘5th 
wkt. Nice $9.000. Last week. $8.400. 

Gopher tBerger! (1,000: $1-€1.25) | 
“Operation Eichmann” 

Hefty $9,0C0. Last week, “Cimar- 
ron” (M-G: (6th wk:, $3. 500. 

Lyric (Part (1.000: 
-“Serengeti® ‘AA: and “10 Who 
Dared” (BV. So-so $4.000. Last 
week. “Trapp Family” ‘20th: (2d. 
wk?, $6.000. 

Mann ‘Mann ‘1.100: $1.75-S2.65: 
‘— “Spartacus” (U> '9th wk: Okay 
°$7.000. Last week, $7.500. 

Orpheum ‘Mann ‘2.800: $1-$1.50: 
—"Gone With Wind” 'M-G) 'reis- 
sue’ *3d wk. Trim 5$7.000. Last 

‘Cinerama 
$1.20-S$2.65 —"Cine- 
Cinerama:. Started 

‘34: after 

631: S2-S24M ook. $11,000. 
—-"Never On Sunday” -UA :25th : ; _ 
wk Hefiy S700. Last week, 51) seein Rampt’ eCole ai 

oF oO azes tRKO: °1.513: $1.80- wk. Modest $3.500. Last week. 

a5 “Sheree Le 30th 39-000. S35) -- “Sportua: aes t+ 30th 59% lg . < 
wh. Good $16.200. Lust week. ,, State (Par 2.200; $1-$1 25: . 
$19.60. Absent - Minded Protessur” ‘BV: 

Egyptian ‘UATC) 1.392: $1.25- ‘34 UK. Suck $10.000. Last week. 
2 =f “Benue” Vth. Teth 915.000. . 
0 ) Fen Hui +6 VG _ 6th Suburban World ‘Mann: ° ‘800. vk Slick SEH000  Li-t week, o Meese Deeeea ett .. 
$12 .8tst ,$1.25: — “Secret: Partner™ 6 MEG. 
a _ -Okay $4.000. Last week. Virgin 

SEATTLE ; spring” «Janus: 4th wk:, $2.70 in 
9 days. 

Centinuee trom page 8) Uptown ‘Field: °1.000; $1.25.— 
$1.50-—"Secret Wass" 6. Mild “Black Stinday” «Al: -2d wk: Good 
$5.500 Last week, “Hoodlum °$3.500. Last week, $8,000. 
Priest” UAL 24.110. World «Manni ‘400; 85-%1.50'— . 

Musie Hall ‘Hamrick? :2.200: $1- “Question 7° ‘Indie: (2d wk)... Fine 
$1.50} — “Absert-Minded Protes- $6.900. Last week, 38.000. , 
gor” ¢{BV’ «5th wk. Big $8,000. : —-:- ——— 
Last week, $11.400. CHICAGO 

Paramount ‘Fox-Evergreen) '3,- iC dt age 9) 
000; $1-$1.50\—“Not Tonight. Hen-| . ‘Continucd from page 9 | 

—‘Revolt of Slaves’ (UA). Good ry” Par) and “Prisoners of Con- | 
-go” (Par:. Fair $9.000 or near. Last } 
week, “All In Night's Work” Par): 
and “Foxhole in Cairo” (Par) (3d: 
wk), $4,300. 

$16,000. Last week, “Giant” ‘WB) 
‘reissue’, $16,500. 

State-Lake ‘B&K) £2.400; . 90- 
}$1.80}—‘*Absent-Minded Professor” 

tLoew) (1.160; | 

SL.75—"L' Av ventura” 

Professer’ Big 106, 3d 

tAA!° 

73th wk: 

‘{ BV) (8th wo. Hotsy $14,000 orf 
over. Last week, $18,000. 

” Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; ‘$1.50- 
$1.80) —. “Never 
tLope) (15th wk).. 
‘Last week, $7, 00. 

Todd Todd)’ (1,089; $1.75-$3. 50) : 
—"Ben-Hur” (M-G): (73d wk), Solid | 

| $24, 500. Last: week, : $15,000. 
United Artists: (B&K). (1,700; 90-! 

‘On -Sunday” 
Lively $5, 500. 

" $1.80:—“‘Gone With Wind” : (M-G) - 
veissue) (5th .wk). Hefty $19,000 
or near. Last. week, $22, 000: 

Weeds °. -\Essanegs) (1,200; §0- i 
§1. 80.\—“Return To Peyton Place”’ 
20th) (2d wk.) Big- $22,000 or 

‘ close. ‘Last week, $33,000. _ 

World 'Teitel) (606; 90-$1.25)— 
“Virgin Spring’ (Janus). . Lusty 
$8.000 or aver. Last week, “Ballad . 

*. of Soldier” (Kings) (5th wk), $3,000. 
Downstairs” , ——_— 

BROADWAY 
(Contmued from page 9) 

nitely with requests for seats ex- 
tending to late in Dee ‘ember. 

First-Run Arties 

Baronet (Reade) (430: $1.25-82) 
—“Saturday. Night, Sunday Mor- 
ning” ‘Cont): tTih “wk, Sixth ses- 
sion. finished) Sunday /114: fas 
smash $14,200: after $14.800 in. 
fitth week. - 

Fine: Atts (Davis) (468: 90-S1.80) 
—‘Breathless” (FAW?) «15th wk). 
Tre 14th round. concluded Monday. 
(15: was ‘great $7.400 after: $7.800 
tor 12th week. 
Beekman «R&BY (590: .$1.20- 

Janus! -Tth 
irame ended Monday 

alter, ‘S7.000 
Vike. Sixth 
“15: was okey $6,000 
for fifth week, 

Fifth Ave. Cinema (R&B. wat: 
S1.20-F LEG! — “Virgin” Spring’ 
Janus. m0. “th vk This 
facie encing tomorrow ‘Thur s. 
is he adh: uw ter good $3. 500 after 

_ Wednesday, : May 17, 61 

” National Boxoffice Survey 
(Spring Sloughs Biz: ‘Professor’ Champ,. Wind? 2d, 7 

‘Peyton’ 3d, ‘Kampf’ 4th, ‘Exodus’ 5th : 

| First springlike weekend in looks fast in Chi. “Two. -Women” 
many key cities covered. by|+Embassy) was smash: on” initial 

' VaRIETY this week is sloughing biz| week in N-Y. 
_generally in the .current stanza. { “Big Show” (20th) looks’ little 
! Also, some exhibiters were not too | sq° far,’ being mild in N-Y¥.. and: 

‘happy about the quality of prod-/-stow in.St. Louis..“Carry On -Con- 
uct available. _ | stable” (Gov) continues ~ nice-on. 
| “Absent-Minded Professor” | second frame in St. Louis. “‘Atlan- 
(BV), which was second a week! tis” (M-G) shapes ‘spotty; being 

_ago, is taking’ first -piace this! light in L.A. and. Portland and big 
round, playing in some 21 keys. ; im Washington. and - Frise9. 
“Gone With Wind” (M- G', champ 4: “Alamo”: {TAT is nice on pop.” 

, last week, is: winding up secand.! geale playing two N-¥._ houses. 
“Return to. Peytan Place’ :20th). (“Great Impostor” {U) looks. good - 

Which shaped promising last’ in Louisville. “The Bridge” (AA). 
:round,. Js taking third. place. is rated big in N.Y. 

“Mein Kampf” (Col), fourth last. “Black Sunday” (Al). ‘Jooms. tall 
Stanza, again - is. finishing fourth.’ yy Minneapolis. “Mad Dog Coll” 

“Exodus” ‘UA', long on top ¢r (Cal: is nice in Ba’to. “Sanctuary” 
; high om list, is winding up fitth.: (20th, mild in Louisville, shapes. 
‘largely because: it is cnding some stout in Toronto. 
of its initial big playdates. i “Raisin. in Sun" 4Col),- good in 

' “Qne-Eyved Jacks” (Par:, seventh DNLY. and L.A,, looks. okay in Fris- -- 
a week-ago, will finish sixth. “Ben- ¢o, “Portrait of ‘Mobster (WB), 
Hur”. (M-G) is. climbing to seventh: good in Providence, looms fair: in 
position while “Spartacus” ‘U):-OQmaha. 

will be eighth, “Saturday Night, Sunday Morn- 
“Pepe” 'Colt. for many weeks a ing” ‘Cont}, big in Pitt and N.Y., 

-big grosser, will be ninth. “Cimar- . : : is. fancy in Washington.. “Tunes of 

ron” 'NI-G), 10th last session, + Glory” UA}, good. in N: Y:, is, 

again is taking that spot. “Never: perky in-L.A: 
-on Sunday” (Lope) is - capturing.’ “Two-Way Stretch” (Show), ‘big. 
11th position. “Hoadium Priest” jn’ Balto, shapes neat in’ Chi and: 
‘U.\) rounds out the Top 12. i; Washington. “General della 

“Breathless” (Films Areund ’ ‘Rovere” (Cont:, hotsy. in ‘the Hub, 
Werld) and. “Virgin Spring” is-fine in Chi. = 
Janus: are thie two runner- up pix | “League. of Gentle: men” ‘iKings), 
in that oriler. ‘okay in K.C.. is big in Ciney and 

“Reyalt of Slaves’ (CA) lcoms 2 Reat in Boston and L.A. “Make 

bit disappointing among new pic-: Mine Mink” 1Cont cood in Cleve- 
ues, being tepid in L.A.. sles in‘ land. looks ‘torrid in Cincy 

“SiO @ in 1th week. Friseo and nice in Chi. “Two, (Complete ” Bexoffier. leports Ot 
Narmandie T-L.! 1592: /81.25- Loves” ‘M-G:, another newie.! °° | Paties 8-9-10+ 

S1fu—- Retin To Pevton Pla oa +7 
20th | 2d Wk . This stanza winding : 
tomerres Tanrs.' lowks to ip. to 
wld £5.00 ater $10,000 for. initial 
week, 

Little Carnegie ML. Carnedie: 
‘380: $1 25-$2i\—"Tunes of Glory" 
‘Lope: 22d wk. ‘The -2ist week 
endcsst Monday 15.-wes fair $3.000 
atres $7,000 In, 20th session. 
“Violers Summer” PAW ‘is. cue 
in Mes 19. 

Guid «Gathi: «45: §$1-St Th — 
“Please Turn Gver™ Cok ado wk. 
This week finishing | tomorrow 

-Thore, heading for bright 
S71, 500 $11.000 in second. 
Holdine. 

Murrey Hill 

3 
gs. 

atler 

MREB “585: W- 
$160 —"B.Had ef Soldier” 

Rings: 2ist vke. The 20th stanzs. 
tinis:ed Monday -15' was. sood 
$5000, same as in 19th week. 
“Younes Savages” (CAi ~opens 
Mav 24. : 

Paris. ‘Pathe -Cinema: 
$1.8).—"Love and Frenchwoman” 
Kings: 12th wk'. The 11th ses- 
sion cum:lcted Sunday +14. was 
dine §& 500. after $7.500 for 10th: 
week. 

Plaza iLopert? (525; $1.50-$2'— 
“Never On- Sunday” (Lope: 3lst 
wk-. The 30th round finished Mon- 
dav 15. was whant1. $17,000 after 

: $16 590 for 29th week. 
$1-81.25) —- 68th St. Playhouse (Leo Brecher 

(370; 90-$1.65:-—"The Bridge” «AA! 
‘3d wk!. Second stanza completed 
Sunday (14) was big $9.200 follow- 
ing. record $14,100 in first .week. 

Sutton (R&B! -#651: ° 95-S1.801—- 
“Two Women”: (Embassy) (2d wk). 
Initial week ended Sunday (14! 
was: great $2] .0Q0.. one. of the biz 
‘Opening sessions at house, but not 
a new record. 

Trans-Lux 52d St. 
$1-$1.50:—"Raisin in Sun? -'Cob 
‘8th ko. Seventh round. ended 
yesterday (Tues.) held -with “nice 

fT-LL) . ‘540: 

36.600 atter $7200 in sixth -week. 
Trans-Lux 85th St. .'T=Ly 1550: 

$1.25-S2:—"Big Show” 120th) «2d 
vk: First week ended yesterday 
Pues." was very disappointing at 
fair $5.500 or close. 

World (Perfecto) (390; 90-S1.50: 
—"'Mule .and- Female” .‘Misnkin) 

This week winding to- 
morrow ‘Thurs. looks like fancy 
$6.000 after $6:500 in 12th. round. 

. : . 

Jaxtaposition 
-St. Paul, May 16: 

Copywriter apparently : des- 
perate for new angle came up 
with following pitch in recent 
nabe house newspaper ad, 
here: 
“Hoodlum Priest”... Sec- 

ond laff hit! “School for 
Scoundrels.” 

(568: 90-: 

‘:Jand as a shooting site- may not ‘ WK). 

Skouras Presides 
=a Continued from page 3 euecee —a 

Det Slower But 
Prof.’ Great 116 

Detroit, Alay 16. 

Only one ‘ne weomer here this 
week and pare . Slower, even 

thou. ‘h ‘the overall first-run” ‘setup 

refiains . okay. Tie new entry, 

“Aniel Baby” shares nly fair at 

ter Reade Jr. and Harry Brancdt 
the Tatter proclaiming that Skouras 
had mide some. of the best pic- 
tures ever turned out in the -pist.- 
Skoura~ alluded to future produé- 
tian plans “3 concentrating omy 
upon “important subjects.” 

As the meeting -progre-std sev- 
eral members of the e#udicnee 
identified the Hollvwocd heckies, 
one man holding: aloft a recent: 

omy 

copy of “Close-Up” and eharact py _ the. ‘Palms. “ “Absent-Minded Pr Os: 

icing its policy and content. un-, fessor” stays great ‘in’ fourth round 
favorably. Rosenstein desired at the Mititivan: “Gone. With 
he was‘ owner of 100 shares of 
"Nth stock, which was neither chal- 
lenged nor verified by the .com- 
pany. He had’ suspended. jublica- record- breaking 6c-Week run at 
ticn ‘for ene week in aidei to United ‘Artists on a ‘strong note. 

make the journey ‘east. . + “Mein: Kampf” looks solid in third: 
Spoke Quietly ‘at the Grand Circus. 

Despite the hostile nature of Estimates for This Week 
his queries the visitor’s tone and , . Ate 
manner was quiet enough, and got _ Fox Woodmont - Corp! "5.041; 
quieter in the face of the defense 75-S1.49—"Gina” «Indie: and “Be- 
of Skouras which gradually devel: yond All Limits’ ‘Indie* ‘2d wk). 
oped. To the surprise of many Slow $7,000. -Last week, $9.500. 

Michigan ‘United - Detroit) '4.-. present he did not. press the ex- 
xected .criticism -of the Century bite real : 036; $1.25-$1.491—" Absent-Minded. 

_ Professor” (BV: ‘4th wk. “Great 
City real estate deal. Nor did. 
Skouras pick up that matter. . 

Qne woman stockholder echaed , $17,000. Last. week, $19.000. 
the charge of “drain”-on the 29th- ; - Palms 'UD) 12. 995; st 25-$1 49) 
Fox treasury via allegedly execs- —Angel Baby” ‘AA’ atid “Time: 
sive exec salaries and expenses: > 
Rosenstein claimed that Skouras ‘ Bomb” tAA' F air, $13.000, - Last 
personally enjoyed $2.000.000 in week. “Jekyll’s Inferno”. (Al) and 
1960 via salary, expenses, options, “Prisoner. ‘of Congo”  Undie),. 
ete. Skouras contended himself te 2 ee an $1T.000. 
with a denial of the estimate. with-. rr 

Madison 
out elaborating. —"Pepe” (Cole «7th wk.’ Good 

R-senstein tried. to explait the $11.000. . Last: week, $12,000. 
fact that-Henrv Ford 3d had taken 
a’salary cut when business was off, ,, Grand Circus “UD: il, 400: $1.25- 
Skouras offered no rejoiner. He . 31-€'—' Mein’ Kamnf™ (Col) and 

denied that the setting aside of a _Broth of Boy" -Coh (2d WK. 
block of shares for an exccutive. Strong, $12 000 in 5, days. “Last 

week. $15,000. . implied it was he. Ad Balal 1500: $1.50 
Allusion was. - Skouras Adams -Balaban' 117 1.50- 
Allusion was’ made by. Skouras sy'g9.—Gone With Wind" +M-G) to 20th’s new operational carrnit. ?o °° | . 

tec headed by director-recruit Mil. (reissue? (2d) wk. Whant $25.000. 
ton Gould as a constructive meas- Last Week, $25,500. 

‘" United Artists 

Wind” ‘is whan: in sevond session 

at the Adams. *° ‘Ben- -Hur” winds a 

AUD) 11.408: .$1.25-$2) 

(GA 11,667; ure which would hear truit) tis 
year. No key changes in top per- 31.25-83:—"Ben-Hur” «M-G: «65th 
sonnel were in contemplation. he wki., After’ record-breaking’ run, 

stated. Str ong $4.500-in. three - days. : Last 

“Cleopatra” setbacks was partly. weck, $10.100,. 
‘responsible for the 1860 losses cn Music: Hall: -¢Cinerama,. Inc.) 

: (1,208: $1.20- $2.65:—"Seven Won- 
ders of World" ‘Cinerama) (20th 

Okay $12. 500. Juast week, 

feature films,. Skouras stated. : 
- granting that .the: choice of Eng: | 

{have been smart. Skouras singled ; 510.500. Re 
| Jerry Wald out for lavish praise as“ Trans-Lux. Krim” ‘Trans-Lux) 
: the company’s. most satisfying pic- (1.000; . $1. 49-$1.65) — “Butterfield 
i turemaker. 

Following the annual meeting ! 
. the board. of. directors met and 
| voted ‘a 40¢ cash dividend for the 
second quarter. Net was revealed. 
| as $1,669,244 for the period. 

7 8” (M-G). Fair: ‘$2,500. Last week, 
“Breathless” (FAW), $2.000. in. sixs 
‘day third week. © 

Mercury — (UM): (1,465;. $1.50-$3) 
| —‘Exodus” (UA) (14th = wk).: 
Great $10,000:. Last week, $10,500. | 
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AB-PT. vieepr rez Bd Hyman had other - things. om the mind. at ‘yester- 
day’s holders meet: As the gossip. cols say, he was. due any hour for a 
third grandchild .-. . UA’s “Young Savages” will be charity-previewed 
Tuesday (23). at the: Murray Hill for the New’ York Mission Society.. 
Seems costar Dina Merrill (Mrs, Stanley Rumbougi Jr.) is a member 
of the Mission's board, and at one time. taught one of its schools. 

“Man jin the. Moon,” ‘British comedy with a spacemanship theme which. 
Trans-Lux: is handling ... . Roger Lewis, former. ad-pub chieftain at 
UA. and now. with his shingle. out as an indie producer, was launched 
on. his new career Friday (12) at. a Harvard Club luncheon. hosted by |. 
Motion Picture Assn. of America .. Classification debate. is proving 
grist for the broadcasters... Cued - by the Dore Schary-Otto Breminger | 
forensics via NBC-DV, Fordham. Uniy. airs its own. diseussion next ! 
‘Monday (22) with film ‘crix. Jesse Zunser (Cue), Moira Walsh (America : 
Magazine) and Martin | Dworkin - (@rogressiv e) with . ‘National Legion 
of Decency auspicing, ~ 

Osear-givers goofed on the Academy Award: for the “best support: . 
ing performance of the year,’” according to a- delayed’ reaction ex-': 
pressed by Sen, RoWert S, Kerr (D- Okla.1; “The award should. have , 

- gone to Caroline. Kennedy.”. . 

First under. the wire with a Clark Gable biog: is George Carpozi Jr., 
night. city editor of the N.Y. Journal-American, who. previously penned : 
“Story of Brigitte Bardot” and “Marilyn Monroe: Her Own Story.” 

Mike Curtiz‘ on behalf. of 20th-Centiry has: ‘requested a synopsis of ° 
the.éareer of Horace Heidt for possible film. A book may. intervene ‘ 

~ before production. 

Respecting the American-Internatiorial release ‘from the Hammer , 
Bros. shop in Britain, “House: of Fright,” as it is now called, was sub- 
mitted: to the U.S. Legion of Decency which bestowed its. B-rating, 
“morally objectionable in part.” Last week’s VARIETY story onthe ‘cuts : 
made to rate Production Code seal, previously denied: Columbia on. 

- the same release. erred about. the Legion submission. 

‘UA's “Young Savages” lined up: 450 U. S.-Canadian . dates starting 
May 24 
completed filming’ ‘ Meyer M, Hutner, Beaver-Champion veep, in 
Cleveland to set May 24 preem of: “David and Goliath”. State of. 
Israel gave its “Service to World Jewry Award” to: Samuel Gelidwyn 

“Saturday. Review's Hollis Alpert has a piece-on Donald O’Connor 
in the June Women’s. Day. 
and “I Want to Live” today for the Cinema 18's season finale. 

Astor Pictures ‘abandoned 46th. St. for: new Madison Avenue h.q. 

Tyas TH OPE 
FAM IFES) 

Motion. Picture Export Assn. has | 
decided . the time js. ripe to strike.| 

jin-emergent. Africa. Planned: is. a | 
Alfred H..:Tamarin Associates tapped for ‘special . exploitation. on: 

. Robert Wise screens his “The Set Up” 1 

united invasion of the Dark Con- 
tinent asthe American Motion - 
Picture Export Co: (Africa) with 
Eric Johnston as board chairman. 
The confederates include all 

‘majors except 20th-Fox and Ailled 
Artists, though it’s thought. these 
itwo will come in anon. Hesitancy 
‘on 20th’s part is tied to its: sked+ | 
| ded mid-June’ exit from the MPEA,. 
jthough even as an outsider the 
company. could ‘still. participate in 
the eorporate Africa venture. 

“Focus on Africa points up that 
?it hasn’t meant much to film- 
makers heretofore, both European 
-and U.S. American companies, for 
jinstance, haven't. tallied more than 
about $500,000 in some 40 years. 

. Mainly it's been a-case of inability 
‘by the populaces to make it pay, |. 
but. the mushrooming political en- 
;tities- onthe continent are giving |. 
i producers. confidence that 1ocal | 

Further. ; economies are improving. 
point is that, while the audience 
potential is put by MPEA at 80,- 

.:000.000, exhibition facilities :to date ]. 
have been Sparse and dismal. most 
of ‘the “theatres” being makeshift | 
and open-air affairs. By infusion of | 
prime U.S.. produet in a steady 
“flaw, the ‘Americans hope to. stim- 
ulate local capital to. expand and 
improve the exhibition sector. 

Old Era 
Until now, English-speaking Af- 

a 
se 4 

Techni’s' Echelon 
Technicolor board and offt- 

cers at present are: 
 Alfredt Bloomingdale, prest- 
-dent of Diners’ Club; John R. 
Clark. Jr., Teehni president. 
general manager; Melvin H, 

. Jacobs, v.p. of both Teehni and 
‘Eyersharp; .Willard E. Keith, 
insurance broker; Harrison K, 
McCann, honorary chairman 
of MeCann-Erickson; Richard 
C. Patterson Jr., ex-NBC and 
director of several corporae 
tions; Hartley M. Sears, presi- 
dent of. Hartley Pen, ‘newlye 
acquired subsidiary; Gene 
Tunney, ex-boxer, director of 
Eversharp and several other 
corporations, chairman of Mt- 

... Candless Corp.; James Bruce, 
director. of* several corpera- 
tions: Lester Clark, ret., forme 
er Bon Ami prez; Edward E. 
Ettinger, Teehni exec v.p. and 
director of Eversharp. Patrick 
J. Frawley, Techni’s chairman 
and chief exee officer, presi» 
dent of Eversharp; Hugh Fule 
ton, member of. law firm Fule 
ton, .Walton & Duncombe; 
William G. Rabe, chairman 
trust committee of Manufac- 
turers Trust, and Thomas J. 
Welsh, Eversharp exee v.p. 

Dewi Jaw Work From Foor 
At Technicolor’s N.Y. Meeting 

Technicolor, whose stock on the 
American Stock Exchange zoomed 
from $8 to the $40 level in trading 
price within the past year, held its 
annual meeting in New York Mon- 
day (15) but, despite the rise in 
values, some investors were vocally 

discontent. Session, which took 
Place within the confines of Manu- 
facturers Trust, transfer agents, 
was loud and, in comparison with 
annual conclaves of the picture 
companies, disorderly. 

Management won out on all 
points, inctuding elertion of di- 
rectors, stock options and increase 
in authorized stock from 3,000,000 
to 8,000,000 shares,. 

Dr. Herbert Kalmus no longer 
was around. Teehni's major min 
for so many years has given way 
to Patrick Frawley, chairman and 
chief exec officer. Frawley also is 
president of Eversharp, which took 
aver Techni stock control. 

Soundoff voice was heard mainly 
from John Gilbert, familiar dissi- 
dent. He was concerned about a 
possible conflict of interests be- 
tween Teenhni and Eversharp reo- 
ple, as with Chrysier Corp.: how 
offen the Techni board meets, why 
a couple of directors hold no stock, 
why the press hadn't been pro- 
vided with advance proxy state- 
ments, why the option plan ‘at 
35%) without safeguards against 

Richard. Patterson, chairman and managing head of Paramount. Brit- rican lands. have been the special 
ish, named exec in-charge of all Eurapean. production for.Seven Arts:preserve of a small group of. dis- 

. David. Dodge will adapt. his novel, “‘Carambola,” for filmization -by ,tributor-exhibitor combines who've 
Rosebud . “Exodus” moved past the $1.000.000 mark at the Warner. ‘paid ludicrously low fees for cheap 
‘where it. apened last Dee. 15 . -Walt Disney will make his third beltline pix, from any source avail-. 

abuses, why not at 100%. 
One point of diserdertiness came 

as the lights were dimmed for a 
demonstration of Techni’s.new 8m 
projection machine. Gilbert 

Frawley is- principal stoecke 
hoider of Eversttarp, which 
owns 125,000 shares of Teehnil. 

national outdoor advertising. splurge for. “ “Nikki, Wild -Dog of: the, able to them, including the U.S. 
North,” summer release, 

Saturday Review's current poll. of: journalism school faculties as to: 
the “best” U.S: dailies picks up .an-idea of Edward L. Bernays who, 
‘gtarting in 1952; has periodically polled’ the: publishers, not faculty. 
Scholastic Mag. is another to. work this field. Says Bernays, “Hens lay , 
where they see an egg.” 

Twentieth-Fox bought rights .to pair of. Broadway legiters. ““F Must 
Love Someone,” which had five-month run in 1939, and “Drink.to Me: 
Only,” 7? performances in 1958 . ... Hark Douglas returns. to. Metro 
for “Two Weeks in Another Town,” John Houseman production . ... 
Jesse Lasky. Jr, and wife, Pat Silver, set to script their. original. 
“Woman Hunt.” for producer Robert L. Lippert. . .. Walt Disney will’ 

duce “Big Red,'’ story of an Irish setter and French Canadian boy, ' 
Canada starting in June. 
Yul Brynner, Marian Anderson. and. Danny ‘Kaye were. among 21: 

notables tapped by President. J. F. Kennedy. to make up. his American 
Food For Peace Council. ~~ 

For 35.years, Harold V. Cohen, drama critic on the Pittsburgh Post | 
Gazetle; has been heading his reviews, “The New. Film.” However, on : 
Wednesday’ (10), he changed it for the first time to “The Not So New 
Film.” In ‘his column below, he reprinted the rave ‘notice he had w rite 
ten on January 27, 1940 ‘for “Gone With The Wind.” 

Irene Dunne is the first woman’ receiving’ Beth Israel Humanitarian | 
Service Award. She was in Omaha to accept it at the Synagogue’s 9th | 
annual citation dinner. Bob: Considine.. Rabbi Benjamin Gronger and 
Mutual of, Omaha president V. J. Skutt were among. speakers, 
oneoree ‘Jessel, a previous | recipient. wired i Miss - Dunne: congratula- 

Nie IA, No. 1} 
Washington, May 16... 

Theatrical Protective Union No. 
1. has received: the Distinguished 
Service Award of U. S. Infcrma- 
tion. Agency, ‘loftiest ‘honor the 
agency. confers. 

‘The union body is the mother 
local of the International Allfance 
of Theatrical Employees. and Mo-| 
tion Picture Operators. 

' Award is in recognition of the |. 
‘union's “two decades of. extensive 
cooperation with the ‘Voice of 

: ~ Movietone fh Schools 
’ Twentieth--Fox Movietone- 
news ‘subsid is now supplying 
news subjects to schools ‘and 

- universities in six languages 
—Spanish, Italian, French, 
German, Russian and English. 

Project, in operation only a 
few months, is being carried 
out in eooperation with Teach-. 

- dng Film. Custodians. 

‘Added Scene for Tings’; 
Nick Ray in From Rome, 
McKenna From Ireland: 

London, May 16. 

America’-and USIA” ‘as. well as]: After a sneak preview of. “The | 
earlier government information | King. of Kings” in the States, : 

units. Cited especially was the! Metro decided that ene more scene . 
Joeal’s “zrantine of permission to! 
‘record importatt events; for use '-: 
in ‘telling America’s-story’ abroad. ” : McKenna, who plays Mary in ‘the.’ 

‘Presentation was. made "| Pie. But _Miss. McKenna was. ap-- ; 

Donald M. Wilson, USIA chiet| searing in “The Playboy Or. The 
Edward R. Murrow’s deputy. to: 7. 8 Satas ig » 
Solly Pernick,- prexy.-of the union. | Western | World” at the Empire’. 
at the labor outfit's ‘diamond: : Theatre, Belfast. 
jubilee dinner ‘in New York Sun-| °So Metra booked the entire the- 
day (143, :atre for the evening performance: 

‘American Federation of Televi-! Jast W ednesday (10), 
sion and Radio. Artists’ and Amer- ! and flew 
fean Guild of Musical. 

- among past labor reci 
USIA award. 

cancelied ‘it: 
the actress to the ‘studio: 

ipients of the j | t is 
rom Rome, 

+ -Freelancer Gerald Pratley, 

Artists are‘at Elstree for one day's shooting. - 

, AMPE (Africa) looks to set up 
‘ offices: soon in Lagos, Nigeria, and 
Accra, ‘Ghana, witti operations 
{thence to extend to Liberia, Sierra. 
‘Leone and Gambia. Each member 
{major is repped on the new group’s 
i board: as follows: Stanley Schneider 
Col), Joseph Laub- (Disney), 
‘Obrentz (Metro), J: William Piper 
1(Par), Louls. Lober (UA', Joseph 
| Mazer (U-I). and Max Greenberg: 
i(Wagrner. Bros.). — 

-Besides Johnston, officers have 
,been drawn from.the MPEA exec 
:tier: G. Griffith Johnson. as prez: 
‘George C. Vietheer, v.p.: Herbert 
id. Erlanger, secretary; Thomas J. 
!'\ieNamara, treasurer; and Norman 
I. Alterman, assistant sec’y- 
‘treasurer. 0 

Silverthorne’ s Censor 
Creda Draws Attack: 

Called a Muillator’ ? 
Toronto, May 16: 

‘Canadian press Is starting to 

‘swarm ‘over. Ontario film censor 

|Chief O.. J. Silverthorne for an 
ayowed pix-should-entertain philos- : 
}ophy. that’s - been especial Hy. stern! 

with .the scissors on “new ware” 
land ‘Kindred | ‘praduct on provincial: ‘the pie’s trademark: a mailed fist] were voted down. 
‘| screens. 

-Silverthorne’s recent annual re-! 
port stated his insular definition of ! 

Bert | 

Aniline Board 
Nix on Lumiere 

Washington, May 16: 

The Justice: Dept. cails attention 

to an intra-government flub which 

General Aniline and Film Carp. 

has: acquired control of La Soetete, 

Lumiere; France’s oldest producer 

of photographic film. 

The Commerce Dept. had an- 
nounced the acquisition in a press 
item sent to Variety. 

The. true story is that General 
| Aniline’s board of directors voted 
against the acquisition, and it 
wom't: come off. The Justice Dept. 
called down the Commerce Dent. 
for the goof. 

‘ADOPT TRADEMARK’ 
FOR ‘ASSIS?’ RELEASE, 

ma entieth-Fox is plotting a 
major teaser campaign for its 
“Francis of Assisi.” Campaign is 

| designed to familiarize public with 

clutching a sword crossed against 
a hand-held. crucifix. 

{ As preppped by ad viceprez 

caused VaRrIETy to err in reporting: 

shouted objections, noting that one 
pretty redheaded femme stock- 
Holder hadn't had time to check 
off her bailot. 

Why No Text? 
Another individual stockholder 

took the floor on and off: at length. 
His point (or points) were not 

{clearly gotten across. His circuit- 
uos remarks about ‘“‘maifeasance” 
within management got no piace 
and his nominee for “the board, a 
Dorothy Hennessy reeeived tiny- 
vote support. 

Exasperating to Gilbert was the 
absence of a copy a newly- 
adopted set of by-laws. When he 
asked for this an attorney for 
Techni was instructed to study 
the document, which he did in 
forefront of the meeting hall, and 
it seemed to an observer that Gil- 
bert finally accepted promise that 
eventually he’d get’ the text. But 
he didn't at the meeting. 

Frawley started off as chairman 
of the session but affer a while 
bowed ont. John Daly, secretary, 
who took over, and apologized for 
not having a gavelito maintain or- 

{der when it was needed, explained 
. that Frawley had berome i!l. 
F That second malcontent, identify- 
ing himself as a “representatiy v of 
poor widows and orphans,” 2':o 

:objected to the class system (stag- 
lger system) of electing directors. 
Gilbert said amen to this. They 

| Richard C. Patterson Jr., nomil- 
nee for the dircetorate, in answer 
to objections about directors not 

'the cinema's function, which has Charles Einfeld, the one- aud two-{ holding stock, stood up {to say that 

‘led opponents to charge that he’s.column ads will run fowr to six; While he didn’t have any shaves, 
| overstepping: his .constituted au- 
thority.. His. purview, simply, is to! 
classify films as,to whether suit-} 

| able. for young audiences. Instead. 
‘the Ontario board, ‘with other prov- 
inees acting in kind, has been do- ' as 
ing some wholesale ‘snipning. 

in the. 
: Toronto Telegram, charges the On-: 
i tario setup with guilt. for “mut 
‘lating masterly films which,. having 
: been placed in the restricted ‘to 

‘from. their wretched ‘scissors.” 
Silverthorne has been threaten- 

“the lascivious and the depraved, 
but towerd the depressed,”’.as Tor- 
onto Globe and Mail observés, And! 
the gazette razzes, “Films, he Says | 
‘in effect, must not anly be pure: | 
they must be cheerful.”: 

Pix that -have been. getting the’ 
“stiff blue-penc tt treatment include 
“The Lovers,” “Elmer 

ing severe censorship not only for! 

Gantrr,””’ 
Director. ‘Nicholas “Ray. planed ini“ m Ali Right, ‘Jack, " and “Middle earlier this ye 

lot the Night.” j 

weeks ahead of the first copy dis-: 
‘plays for the summer release. 

Film companies have generally | 
been spare on symbol blurbs, with: 
Otto Prominger easily qualifying ‘ 
as top exponent of the device. 

| 

Stockton Briggle Signed 
| iailas. May 16. 

‘Stockton Brigele. Jocal actor cur-! 

Plavbill, has been signed for Co- 
: lumbia Pictures ‘“Comancheroes.” 

Dean Martin. Brisele received 
‘| notification ef his new film role 
! from Henry Willsun, Hollywood 
!agent. 

Briggle’s mast recent motion.: 
picture assignment was with James 

?Stewart Richard Widmark and 
| Shirlev Jones in “Two Rode To- 
gether” (Co), 

ar at Brackettville, | 
Tex. 

: rejoinders to all the 

‘and perhaps might have a cash 
problem, he likely will buy in 
shortly. . 

Frawley and Daly offered mild 
beefs, ay- 

, parently ‘!etting the record speak 
for itself. In line with this, 
‘Charles Green, prominent show 
’ business. investor and onetime 1tis- 
-ure in a 20th-Fox stock squabbie, 
‘toward the end of the meeting ex- 
‘pressed delight with the showing 

was -needed. It involved Siobhan ' adults! category, should be immure rent here in “Haz-Ma-Yarz” at the ;of Techni and suggested that the 
i “obstructionists” ‘the word had 
; been used herore at the meeting! 

The film stars John Wayne and : should have kept quiet. 

Yes, Virginia, There Is 
Dallas, May 16. 

Mrs. Virdinia Elliott, veepee of 
-the Dallas Women of the Motion 
Pieture Industry, has been chosen 
“WOMPI of the xi rar’ by the club. 

She's departmental head of the 
f:Imed .on location | Dallas National Screen Service 

special'y div sion, 
WOMPI in 1935. 

and juined the 
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TROUBLES AND ROAR AS NEVER BEFORE! 

IMPORTANT 
SHOWMANSHIP NOTE: 

TURN UP YOUR SOUND! 
Sensational ON THE DOUBLE 

previews everywhere prove 

that when the sound is 

del aai xo mr-Uole) mu alelaaar-le 

audience enjoyment 

ies PARAMOUNT 
NUR Nt 

N89 

rotoudty JACK ROSE: icon -MELVILE 8 SHAVELSON. Wateny JAGR ne + PARAMOUNT 
and MELVILLE SHAVELSON * New Songs by SYLVIA FINE: ADENA-CAPRI Production | Release 
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Indie Prods. Irate Over ‘61 Awards 

By Arg. Screen Institute; Hint
 Fa | 

Buenos Aires, May 9. + 
As usual, the Argentine Screen 

Institute ‘annual awards have 
sparked a scries of protests and 
denunciations, with the customary 
atmosphere of suspicion that the 
organized producers have the jury 
“sewn up,” with unfair bias against 
independent producers. This time. 
no Jess a body than the Assn. of 

” Screen Critics has joined in the 
fray on the side of the aggrieved ; 
independent producers, and with 
the best of intentions. 

The association feels that de- 
nial of awards te the indies stymies 
all hope of “renewal” in the in- 
dustry, since it.cuts off financial 
help to talented producers 'includ- 
ing short producers!, who have to 
work under precarious economic 
conditions. Their criticisms are di- 
rected against the camposition of 
the jury, whose members may be 
experts in their own fields 'Litera- 
ture, Arts and History), but lack 
‘expert knowledge of the cinema- 
tographic field. The governing 
hoard of the association feels that 
the awards made constitute a 
“dramatic and lamentable fact, in- | 
jurious to the spirit of an excellent! 
law ‘the Film Law’, exposing it to: 
the attack of parties secking thei 
disintegration of Argentine film- 
ing.” 

A further protest was meade by 
Lautaro Murua and Leo Kanaf, 
director and producer of “Shunko” 
aud “Alias Gardelito.’ which were 
omitted from the awards, although 
the former had been selected at 
the recent Mar del Plata Fest as 
the best Spanish-spoken film there. 

It has been suggested by the re- 
sponsible sectors of the press. that 
in the future the Institute should 
not make its awards until all the 
eligible films have been released..; 
in order that their degree of com 
mercial success should enter into 
general consideratien. 
Murua and Kanif described their i 

difficulties in trying to sell their ; 
pictures to exhibs. Although it is | 
in demand for educational estab- - 
lishments ‘the film describes the i 

: work of a school teacher in San-' 
liago det Estero province. and has , 
seme notable child actors’. ‘the - 
Screen Institute classified one of 
their pix es not for child audiences, 
and that puts exhibs agzinst it. 

Statements yede by Murua at 

Mar del Plata anent the technical 
cilifculuies local producers must 
surmount, were misunderstood, ac- 
cording to the actor-director. His. 
intention was merely to stress dit- 
jiculties common to all, dne to the’ 
shortage of cameras and equip- 
ment. Fhe Screen Institute could : 
do something to he Ip by having 
surcharges on importation of new 

equipment either removed — or 
Hinited, Murua indicated. Like! 
many others, he feit that the pres- | 
ent Film Law is -a good one. but | 
it ics not being implemented as it: 
should. 

Leopoldo Torre. Nilsson's 
slano en ja Tranipa’ The Hand in 
the Trap-, with French titling. has . 
been sent to the Cannes Film Fest, ‘ 
On a special invite. 

“La- 

Spartacus,’ With Over 
426 in 2 Weeks, May 

Set Hong Kong Record 
Hong Kong. May 9. 

“Spartacts,” Universal's: opus, in 
its two weeks’ showing late in April 
chatked up 842.382 in receipts, . 
getting a new b.o. 
Tun for a twosneck period, 
tops. tu “10 Commandments” 
“Pay mark far two weeks when it 
was Shewn here a number of years 
«Lo. 

With an anticipated ran of seven 
wecks or longer. “Spartacus” even 
now appeurs for being tiie b.o. 
champ of the year. “10 C's." which 
2¢n for 43 days, is still rated the 
No. 1 champ at the wickets, with 
$84,792. “Spartacus” seems sure 
Gf surpassing that coin total. 

Other April film receipts include 
“Ge Naked in World” »M-G? $42, 
sta and “Grass Is Greener” °‘t), 
$27.007. “Greener” actually fal.’ 

record on first-. 
This 

Expect 1,500 Barkers 
At Variety’s 62 Meet 

Dublin. May 9. 
Jack Crulse, Chief Barker’ of 

Variety International’s Tent 41, es- 
timates 1,500 delegates will attend | 
the 1962 convention of Variety 
International in Dublin, but says 
‘no one hall in the city is big | 
enaugh to hold that number. Con- 
vention’s full scale meetings and’ 
banquets will therefore be held at | 
Billy Butlin’s Mosney Holiday 
Camp, some 20 miles outside Dub- 
lin with barkers and guests being 
ferried from city to the camp on 
a special cocktail train. 

C. J. Latta, Variety’s European 
rep, visited Ireland recently to 
present Prime Minister Sean Le- 
mass with a gold membership card 
of Variety Clubs International. 
Lemass, in accepting, said it was 
his first chance to thank Tent 41 
for its work in Ireland -over the’ 
Tast 10 years. 

Mex to Slow Up 
| French Film Flo 

Mexico City, May 16. 
Jorge Ferretis, Film Bureau | 

head, -has firmly and decisively 

shut a loophole which allegediy 
had permitted foreign films made 
in Europe ‘especially French prod- 

j uct) to enter Mexico posing as Hol-: 
r 
lywood pictures. There is to be no! 
curtailment of the exhibition of: 

; bona-fide Hollywood films, Ferrets. . 
Said. But pictures made in Europe, 
'even though distributed by Ameri i- | 
ican firms, will be classified as’ 
“European” and will be limited in 

- accordanee with existing film pacts. | 

The entire matter came to a 
head because of a complaint lodged : 

‘by the Mexican Assn..of Film Pro- 
ducers that French films were en-; 

, tering Mexico as coproductions.: 
Under Mexican reculations copro- 
' ductions are - permitted to be ex-; 
!hibited freely as American mate- 
- rial, since Mexico has no exhihi-! 
“tion. pact with the U.S. But the: 
. Mexican beef is that many of the: 
so-called coproductions use this 
‘gimmick to improve their markets | 
here. Actually. they. are French j 
productions, Ferretis said, and. 

France although officials here are 
-not very happy about it. 

Ferretis pointed out that where- z| 
:as 30 to 40 French films are ex-: 
hibited in Mexico, Mexico gets 
dates for ‘only one or two pix in, 
France. From oiher European 

areas. Mexico admits around 30- 
| films from Italy; 15 from Germany 
and now Japan is stepping up ship- 
ments ta around nine a vear. With 
an average of aver 90 films com- 

:ing into Mexico from various. na- 
‘tions, Mexican producers get 16 
; exploit less than 20 pictures in all 
ithe mentioned countries. 

| Ferritis-said that this unbalance 
lig What Mexico will “adjust™ insist- 
;ing on better reciprocal pacts with. 
* various governments. But he added : 
that Hollywood films: made in Eu-: 
rope are not affected. can enter 
Mexica aS American-made product. ' 

Ferretis actually is tiffing with 
the Metro distributorship here, al- 
leging that Carlos Nieb!la. local rep 
of- that company, has asked for. 
iacknowledgment of “American na-_ 
tionality” for diversified European 
product. Other distributorships tol-. 
low the ‘same practice, Ferretis' 
added. 

As a case in point Ferretis re- 
called that during second World 
-Review of Film Festivals, Metro 
tried to push through American 
nationality for the British “Room ‘ 
at the Top” film. This was not 
successful. Ferietis added 
time and time again he has asked ' 
distributors to label origin or na- 
tionality of films they handle. ; 

. Since these Instructions have been 
: disregarded, the Film Bureau is; 

Mexico has a reciprocal pact with}. 

thar. 

VARIETY 

- British Ballyhooligans ~ 
_ London, May 16. 

Comedian Max Bygraves hit 
a novel: gimmick for publiciz- 
ing his film, “Spare The Rod,”. 
which. opens in London on 
Thursday (18). In the Personal 
‘Column of a London newspa-: 
per he: invited anybody who- 
was at.school with him in Ber- 
mondsey, London, from 1938- 
‘1936 to turn up at the Odeon, 
Marble Arch last Sunday (14) 
at noon. Bygraves. was there 
dishing out free ducats for the 
preem to the first 200 appli- 
cants. , 

Let you in. on a secret, Guess 
what? Bygraves plays a school- 
master in the film.. 

Eros, Small Brit. 

Indie, Runs Into 

Money Trouble |, 
London, May 16. 

Qne more. of ‘Britain’s smaller 

film distribution companies—Eros 
' Films . Ltd—has run into difficul- 

| ties. Meeting _ of the company’s 

| creditors has ‘been: fixed. for May 
1 30. and dismissal notices have gone 
‘out-to. its staff of 50. Ironically, 
. Eros is distrib for “Trials of Oscar. 
7 of Wilde.” one of the more widely- 

| praised British films: of recent 

+ 1961 Moscow Film Fest. 
Eros’s own trials highlight the. 

) present situation in. Britain's film! 
industry where things can be ex- 
tremely difficult for a. small dis- 
trib company with no assured! 
‘outlet for its product. — , 

Still awaiting showing are. four . 
Eros pictures—“Johnny Nobody.’ 
a murder-melo with Nigel Patnok, 

'Atdo Ray and William - Bendix: 
“Middle of Nowhere.” “Carolina,” 

, 4 Jugo-Slav co-production in color;- 
.and ‘Lies My. Father Tells Me.”. 
produced in Ireland: Failure to get 
a showing for..this. quartet is be- 
lieved to have been the final un- 
kind cut that clipped Eros’s wings. 

Formed in: 1947 hy ‘showman 
: brothers Phil and Sid Hyams, Eres 
was ‘taken over by Warwick Film. 
Productions Ltd in 1959. War- 

i wick’s _ boss, American producer 
(Tivine Allen. | would make no com- 
ment on the Eros difficulties, 

‘Nat'l: Assn: of Actors 
Readying Its Own Mex 

Film Prod. in Crisis 
Mexico City, Mav 9. 

Although Adianza’ Cinematogra- 
fica, cooperative effort of the 
Union -of Film: Production Work- 

vers looks a certain failure, the Na- 
tional Assir. of Actors is readying 
its“ own film proruction (plans. 
Union is studving the advisability 
of entering production’ ranks to 
aileviate “crisis” conditians within 

‘the. Mexican. industry, and to pro- | 
vide employment for union per-, 
sonnel. Alianza had been set up 

swith funds provided from salary 
“withholdings of large and 
union members, Main idea was to 
take up slack in production through 
turning ont of a definite number of-; * 

and to keep union: films each vea¥, 
-elements at work. 

The Technical and. Manual Work- 
ers division of the union nas ad- 
mitted that the - experiment ix a 

failure. and firm is in iquidation to 
recuperate part of the worker in- 
eee Last picture‘ of the tirm 

“Hidden Paradise.” and .negotia- 
tions tor sale of this.are naw under 
Wit 

to Winon tLecibers will be heayv.: 
‘The National OQesn. of Actors 

may decide to finance independent 
. producers as well as undertake its 
“own production activities. To this 
end, 
submit filim projects. and’ financial 
“Tequirements for study. 

‘Peerless Execs Shuffling 
; Hollywood. May 16. 

-Reorganization of the executive 
branch of Peerless Film Processing 

?€1 ‘ed because it had tvo much dia- ! 20 adopting a tough policy and | in N.Y. follows retirement of Kern 

logue tor 
€oalony’s unsophisticated audience, . 
Yocal crix pointed out. A real flop . 
nas the Curt Jurgens’ starrer, “I 
Aim at the Stars.” 
for one week, this Columbia re- 
lease was yanked after two days. 

Originally set | 

to ascertain the points of origin. 

Admitting that it is a. ticklish = 
situation, Ferretis revealed that. he | 
has asked directors and film execs. 
of the principal producing nations’ 
‘to get together 

founders of the 27-year-old com-' films. 
, any. 

small! 

Union otficials admit that loss: 

‘| Vienna, Berlin, 

‘years and the U.K. .entry for the 

ppnrenanen 

samen 

jmonths ahead. — [ 

[i 
‘for mer independently owned Thea- 

-eapital city. 

~ films. 

crash measure destined to alleviate 
the 

‘VARIETY’S’ LONDON OFFICE. 
49 St. James’s Street, Piceadtity 

- Inside Stuff—International 
Carl Orff, known in US. mostly through his. “Carmina Burana,” has 

written a new work which: he. does not call- an. opera, though’ man: 
opera houses in Europe plan to present it. Orchestration is, as usua 
with Orff, unconventional consisting of four harps, “four ’ grand pianos, 
an instrument of his own invention “Trautonium,” six trumpets, sit 

| flutes, ‘six contra-basses. ‘Latter: as sole string. ‘jpistrument: performs 
only pizzicato.. A. variety ‘of percussion instruments-from cymbals to 
drums ‘is augmented by Javanese. gamelangs. ‘Singers twho have -sure . 

|mounted amazing fechnical difficulties) have a range from Sprechi- 
timme” (speech-song) to high falsetto for the tenors, 

Jackson, Wayne & Co., Australian - advertisers: ‘are. sending one of | 
their execs, M. M. Donovan, and a camera unit..argund the world to_ 
film local talent for a hefty Peter Stuyvesant cigarette campaign via‘ 
movie. screen and. television commercials. Donovan filmed flamenco 
and bullfights in Madrid and ‘then headed for: Cannes Festival, Rome, 

the Scandinavian ‘capitals, London,. Mexico, San 
Francisco and Hawaii. Project is budgeted at 60, 000 Australian pounds 
‘and tour schedule will -run eight months, 

On July 9 Italian actor involving Peppino De Filippo. will make. his 
tv debut as.actor and author in a weekly series,:de Filippo, his son: 
Luigi and two other actors Corbucci' ahd. Grimaidi, on. a balcony com: - 
menting on. passers-by, every-day-life, its problems, ‘preoceupations: 
dreams common. to all mortals walking on the streets. The first pro- 
gram will be “Render Unto Ceasar”. about. taxes, Then. “Save My. Son”. 
will be a satire on teddy boys, beatnicks ete. os 

Harald. Kreutzberg, dancer. who dates back. to. Mary. ‘Wigman’ s time, 
has given another one of his “farewell dance. recitals” of which-he fas. 
given one in every European city for the last year or twa. He will now 
concentrate on acting, pantomime roles and choreography as well as 
tv. At present he is playing the Devjl in Stravinsky‘s “Story- of a Sold- 
ier,” produced by the Vienna Staatsoper and working on a tv- ‘program 
which he he calls an autobiography, “Dances and Figures.” 

US. Majors Will Seek Cats in Ofice 
- Staffs in Upcoming Mex Union-Talks 

Mexico City, May 9. 
Major Hollywood | distributor- 

Ships here. are ready to make. 
demands seeking to cut down on 
office personnel in forthcoming 
‘dickering with union officials over 
new collective work contracts. The Mexico’ s Pix Prod, 

product. is concerned. It is hard. to 
reconcile.this with the obvious pub- 
‘lic preference for Hollywood and 
selected foreign product. 

-Union of. Film. Industry Workers 
thas received unofficial word tha 
idistributorships, a. total of about| . . 
.12, will argue that reduction inj D { P ely nn 
‘exhibition. of foreign product; | le 0. ert ; on 
necessitates a personnel cutback. 

Universal, Allied Artists, Colum- 
bia, 20th-Fox, Metro and others |. 
expecting intent-to-strike notices 
.from the union point out that. there 
has been a reversal in the 60-40 

‘pattern favoring foreign film dis- | 
trib in Mexico. Now its the Mexican! 
product that gets the nod, and this . effort, Script of which is) now 
situation is expected to become ready. It deals” with- the rev olu- 
worse rather than improve ‘in- ‘the ; tions in. both. countr its. Idea. was 

first broached almost two years ago 
at the second ‘stanva.of the W. orld 
Review of Film Festivals. | 

A Swedish-Mexican ‘picture; pos- . 
Sibly to be directed. by. Ingram: 

‘ Bergman. and: with: Mexico's came 

- Mexico City, May 16, 
Lagging copr: duction. activity in 

Mexico is likely to spurt’ within the 
‘next. few.: -months, aecording » to 
Jorge Ferretis of the Film Bureau. 
Top -item appears ta he’ a long- 
discussed Mexican-Russian joint- 

As a matter of fact, Quirino Or- 
‘daz Rocha, exhibition czar in Mex- ;. 
ico, has ruled that the “approxi: | 

Pmatety 200 houses making up. the. 

tre ‘Operating Company. are to . eraman Gabr el: a iguer oa, is . ‘also 

) 1 ' ( ' ; FA * . . 

o 

procrant only  Nexiean pictures | re eid shooung date, “Ter : 

Curing Apri and May. This isa i 
prerny Italy and Germany have yp: ‘ojects, 
. and the latter is com idering: doing 

ee ‘et another. Vaxn ‘ 
Which has affected the Mexican in-. * , laxuniliane ( ‘ota. eT Tes an . ~ ebe. with Romy Schneider sated 
Custry for the last several xvears.. tor the role ofth or} t ee rile role ofthe ill-tated empress. 
The only exemption from the above — Fe 1 
ruling are first-erun hones ip. this erretis said- that Czechoslovakia 

re a ahoals is also interested in’ deing a co 
Also, the 100 or more: 

i BYoGuction. with a distorica) -back- 
houses of the former. Gold Cain ° cround. While no olfiel 1 ith 
are exempted from the ali-Meaican 7-0" : yfcal authorize 

canned films “problem here 

kxempted f tian has been asked for any of 
exploitation edict. 7 ‘these, Ferretis said that realizae 

Rocha’ has revealed that fir-t-) tion plans will have the pix going 
‘runs. of the Theatre QOperaiing: before the vameras soon, 
Company already’ have screencd 32 . 
new Mexican films this sear. and 

‘that this has helped -to alleviate | 
the “grave -problim of qanned 1 

2-Month Ban To. Help Mex Pix | 
The two month ban on toreign” 

is eCear 

Scot Exhibitor Chi ‘tor Chief 
Sees Need for Dualers 

Glasgow. ‘May 14: . 

Seeond features are a nee essity 

product expected to UP in Seottish enemas, according to 
backlog. of Mexican product to, Oscar Baise. chairman of the Scot - 
“normal” levels, Rocha sci. He bras inch of.tae Ciac: nelograph Ex- 

‘also aliesed that forcien dastrib- duibstors. Assn He said that an’ 
ulors. have. /adopted | an “amder- Auld Lene. oS: ne aucsenee felt: 
standing attitude,” and ete That -cLeated i they didit't. sic-a-secend. 
they must make ‘sacrifiess to aid teature pasture. | 
the Mexican film industry ‘lor a “Hts Gale with the’ epies -in 

_short thie, he sense al Pumncue-tines that pa: 
However in’ private talks. there trons don't ash where the second 

it has asked independents 10.4 

the majority of the will carefully serutinize all product Moyse as prexy and one of the ' 

is little extdence eof conformace 
With “sacrifice tactics, Some ‘dis-- 
tributors are outspoken about the 
Lientening federal discrimination 
gainst foreign films.’ ; 
Rocha has salved. fercign distrib- 

tor reps by saving that soon exe. 
hibition of natiovel product will: 

“normalize,” and then there wills 
be a halance in the showing of 1 
Mex and ‘foreign: films. This is |- 
probably how it will work cut,’ 
more or Jess, for sagging -Mex-can _ 
production is not enough to. fill” 
the demands of exhibitors. And the ; 
fans tire of reriins ot the same old. 

feature pie us.“ he-added. “But if 
vou sive them) a large variety of 
Shorts, they just come out and. say 

‘it is a lot of rubbish.’ The second 
‘feature fn. is invaluable on any. 
program." 

Eichmann Trial Tape 
Stolen in Jerusalem 

Jerusalem, May 9. 
The Jerusalem police: ‘are look- 

‘ing tor the thieves who stole 75 
_Mideo-tape reels ef the Eichmann 
trial. The reels ‘disappeared from 

-the studio of Capital Cities Broad- 
-casting Co. only a few yards away. 
froin the. building’ Ww here- Eichmann 

3 

Still, Federal. forces are in the: 
Victor Krupa, also a founder of driver's seat today in the exhibition is being tried.’ 

Peerless, continues as veepee and | 
technical airector in charge of the! 
Holly wood operation. 

| picture, and some gloomy viewers,| Every moment of ihe tr ial is put 
see the Mexican market as tighten-|on tape while only part: of it is 

Jing up even more as far as foreign: sent abroad for tele’ networks. 
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. ‘London 
“Very. Important -Person” a Rank comedy produced by Julian Wintle 

and Leslie. Parkyn, has been named as Br itain's official entry.at San. 
Sebastian Festival in Spain starting July 8 ... Pathe News, during its 
year of using color, has: filmed’ 19 color subjects, New highlight -will | 
e the Duke of Kent's nuptials on June 8 :-...““Don't Bother To Knock,” . 

‘morrow ‘(Thurs.) * . Lionel ‘Hoare, associate producer: to Terry Ash- 
wood in the. ‘Associated. British-Pathe documentary division, has now 
been ‘upped to ‘producer . 
been made a Fellow of the British Kinematograph Society ... Bernard 
‘Smith fas. been appointed general ‘manager .of_ Film: ‘Finances. Ltd. 

: International Sound Tr act | 

- Bernard Happe of Technicolor Ltd. has‘. 

Spain Picks ‘Bests’ 
. Madrid, May 9. 

Spanish Film Writers’ Assn. 

‘v-eipe Encadenado” (The: Un- — 
- -chained Prince) as the ‘best 

- Spanish film released last year. 
This was the second major 
award the Luis Lucia-directed 

'. tinter received, having. also 
- been awarded the San Juan . 
. Bosco Oscar last January. For: 

a Richard Todd. starrer, opens the new. “ABC cinema at Sheffield to- his direction of this film, Lucia was designated best director of 
the year. Female lead of this 
same production, Maria Mahor, 
took. best actress laurels. - 

In the foreign film category, 
Bernard. Wick’s German can- 

last ‘week selected “El Prin- «| 

| film industry ruling may jeopar- 

INTERNATIONAL 15 

W. Berlin Exhibs Continue Fight 
Vs. High Taxes; Blast Minor Relief 

Berlin, Mav 9. 
The recent protest meeting of 

the West Berlin exhibitors against 
{the high amusement tax (20°. had 
some Positive if very minor results. 
The economic committee of the 
West Berlin Senate approved the 
| reduetion of the amusement tax 

rom 20 to 15% on tickets up to 
dize promotion of Mexican Film | for ac. Also, it granted further tax 

Week in Tokyo and other cities, ‘ relief, from 5 to 7°%, for pix that 
this promotion having been or- ; have been declared “artistically 

Mex Film Week in Tokyo | 
Hit by Pix Bureau Act 

Mexico City, May 9. 

A. Film Bureau anti-Japanese ! 

_ Yaeli 

First International 

Festival Set; Casals to Be Featured 
Fel ‘Aviv, May 9. 

- Israel is prepping its First. In- 
ternational .Music Fest. tailored to 
the best European. musical tradi- ; 
‘tion. It will feature cellist ‘Pablo. 
Casals. Other participants set for|° 
the festival, Aug. 26-Sept. 18, are]. 
violinist “ Isaac. Stern, contralto 
Matireen Forester,. pianists Rudolf 
~Serkin and Eugene Istomine, cellist. 
Leonard. Rose and the Budapest | 
‘String Quartet. Violinist Alexander 

. Sehneider of. the last-named: is 
“ musical .director of the: Fest. Is- 

harmonic Orchestra, .two choirs 
‘and two: string. quartets. 

_. Opening night, Aug. 26, In Jeru- 
salem, the Israeli Philharmonic, 
conducted by. Gary ‘Bertini, will | 
play. the. world preem of. Darius! 
‘Milhaud’s .“Bar “Mitzvali ‘Israél”: 
cantata. Milhaud: will be - present. 

. The Fest will. include. 11 concerts’ 
4n Tel Aviv, five in Jerusalem, 
three .in Haifa and one -each. in 

-- Kibbutz Ein-Gev and at the Roman 
Tuins in Caesarea. — 

‘Israel gov ‘ernment: tourist ‘offices 
and the -Cvoks will sell’ tickets ! 
‘abroad. far an- average: price of $5). 
per. concert. 

Following the Festival, ‘the Third. 
International Cello contest will be 
held in Israel under the patronage 
of Pablo Casals. About 40 con--. 
testants are expected from all over. 
the world, The jury will consist of. 
12 foreizners. and three __ Israeli 
musicians: The. First. Cello:Contest ‘ 
Was: arranged™ by ‘Casals in Paris | 
_and the see ond in ‘Mexico City. 

22 FILMS RELEASES 
IN APRIL, 16 YANK 

Madrid. May’ 16. 
Madrid releases” during. «the ° 

month ef April reached a tofal of : 
22 of which Hollywood's 16 entries} 
‘dominated the m: arket “by: a wide: 
margin, 

~ Two Yank. pix stil! 
are universal’ x “Black . Lace’. 
(ninth frame’ and‘ “Psycho” - -(Par) 
in sixth stenza Despite -excellent- 
press bally noo spurred | by ‘visit of. 
Cantinilas ior “Pepe” opening, the , 
.Columbia entry faded. after five 
weeks at the Palacio dela Musica. 

‘Shortest run of the month was 
the Italo - Spanish. coproduction 
“Ursus.” Ger mans's “Grand Hotel 
-Room. X” is holding in its fourth 

“week at the -Callao. England's 
Rank feature, 

going strong 

and is now solid in the nabes. 
‘Unusual: quantity of Yank pix 

on marquees last” 
plained hy the | Easter:” Sunday 
change-of-program tradition. How-: 

American | distributors. ever, some . 
felt ‘the. competitive pressure © of | 
What they térived air “averabund- | 

ance”: ‘ot 00d: Holly wood pix and; 
several medivm-to-streng features S : 

get the first-run play. an- another Spanish-Argentine co- -prod, ; did not 
‘tic Ipated. 

‘Johnnie’ 2d: British 

London, May 9. 

The Berlin. Film. -Foest author- 
ities have invited” ‘Britain to -enter 
“NO Love For Johnnie” 
ond-runner inthe testival on June 

23. This is a Rank pic¢,. produced 
“by Betty E. Bux. directed by. Ralph 
“Thomas and st«rring Peter Finch 

and Mary Peach. 

“Macbeth.” starring. Maurice Evans 

and Judith Anderson, 
official British entry 
by the Briti=h Film. 
Assn. and ttre." ‘ederation of Brit- 
ish Film. Makers. 

participants are the ~Phil- 

“League of Gentle- 
men,”: did stvong biz at the Rialto 

month is ex- | 

as a sec-": 

Will be the. 
‘nominated - 
Producers “ry 

Israel Music 

Tw Belfast Cinemas 

, Dublin, May 9. 
Two J.. Arthur Rank operated | 

cinemas in Belfast. are to have 
facelifts. Major work is being done | 
on the Hippodrome, which shutters | 
‘for three months. in June, with a 
re-seating and new equipment proJ- 

also a-cinéma! next door. Whole | 

weeks. . 
Belfast. recently opened an Arts. 

Theatre, “but: its old Empire. Thea- }. 
tre is due to be shuttered. June 9. 

Foreign Groups 
Figure in New 

Arg. Film Prod. 
Buenos Aires, -May. 9. 

tine films: that native producers are ! 

| becoming encouraged at the out-’ 

{look even in the face of current 

i local difficulties. Spain's Exclusivas 

Cinematograficas Gilda has made 

trani for his 
“Las Furias.” which look to have 

{1 possibilities in-the European mar-. 
ket because of their semi-documen- 

| tary: nature. 

Roberto ‘Patron has been. able to 
solve his. financial. difficulties and. 
‘has started shooting “Buenas Noch- 
iés Mi Amor,” with European warb-: 
‘ler Miguel Amador, :Gilda Lousek |. 
and others set as. leads. The Sono- 
Film studios being. ‘used. 

Esther Williams and. Argentina’ 8 
| Fernando Lamas likely will be -in- 
‘cluded in - future’ 
-plans of 
: Aiccardi- ‘group, With. shooting lke- 
ily to. start this month. First pic is 
;to »e an aquatic musical for which 
; Water. ballet . scenes already. have | 
‘been -shot 
Kahan, ‘whe. already has completed 
“An American in Bueno Aires,” is | 
-directing..Same group of producers. 
also plans another international 
feature pic, 

cast. 

Also. prepping is “Searching For 
Monica,” a Tecuara co-production 
with Spanish 
Jose Maria Forque will direct, with | 

i Start: in the pic. 

_General Belgrano is working. on. 

for which scenes-are being shot in} 
“Madrid, with Marujita. Diaz and: 

--| Carlos “Estrada in-the cast. Some | 
- "2 sequences. «also 

Pie for Berlin Fest- 
will be: done. in; 

Paris, Rome and Berlin. This unit: 
‘also has -other co-productions |. 
‘scheduled. ‘with. Spain. ‘one being, 
“Men:and Women in, White,” from |. 
_Jorge Faleon's tele script. 

Another group of money men 
here. is interested in. 
series -of 
with a horse as the main character. 
They would be bared on a cartoon |) 
Series ‘published | ‘in .a- local. news- 

George se hacter’s production. of” paper. 
‘Sono Fila is: wink nding -up “Rebel 

With Cause.” the first Jose Mar- 
ron. e comedy. Fernando Ayala has 
eejstered 

[here Jast_ year: 

To Get eta 

ect. scheduled for the Opera. House | 

operation is slated to take’ three 

‘|-continued, 
skedded, of which three will be}: 
presented ” by top German guest |. 

| Tagged 

Foreign film companies. are’ dis-. 
playing so. much. interest ‘{n ‘Argen- { 

‘co-production | 
‘the D'Angelo-Franco- 

in the U.S. George} 

‘with. Ralph Pappier'| 
| directing and. an ‘Italo-Argentine 

interests involved: | 

Carmen Sevilla, Alberto de Mone-] 
doza and Enrique Diosdado here to: 

. making ay 
Argentine rural: stories |. 

a script based on the} 
- gold roboery at the Ezeiza Airport , 

didate “The Bridge” -came out 
“on top while the major acting 
awards went to Anna Magnani 
end to. Charlton Heston, Hes-. 

' ton was named for his Acad-" 
-emy award winning “Ben-Hur.” 
Heston was notified of his. 
selection as best foreign actor 

of the year on the eve of his 
departure for Rome, where 
final scenes of “El Cid” are 
now being filmed. 

‘German’ Year For 

Zurich's Festival 
Zurich, May 16. 

ing Zurich June Festival at the 

Schauspielhaus, Jure 1-25, aceent 

each June fest to a different nation 
‘(1960 was. France’s turn), will be 

Four productions are 

troupes and one by the Zurich 
Schauspfelhaus’ own company. In 
addition, three evenings of plat- 

porary authors from their own 
works -also’ figure on the. slate. 

“Three Generations of 
German Writing,” they include 
{such namies as Carl Zuckmayer, | 
i Erich Kaestner, Werner Bergen- 
:gruen, Guenter Grass and: others, 
‘and will be introduced by Fried- 
‘rich Duérrenmatt, Max Frisch and 
noted Zurich philologist,- Emil ' 
‘Staiger. 

In the drama sector, the Swiss |. 
| bids to Producciones Qatrano. Ca-| contribution will be a new produc-. 

“Alto Parana” and! tion. of Gerhart -Hauptmann’s 
“Fuhrmann Henschel” with Walter 
Richter and.. Barbara ‘Ruetting, 
staged by Kurt Hirschfeld, with 
sets by Teo Otto. It opens June 1, 
with repeat. performances all 
through the month: 

. Germany will send to Zurich 
three of. its top. legit companies: 
-Schlosspark Theatre Berlin with 
Leopold Ahlsen’s. stage adaptation 
of Dostotevsky’s ‘Raskonikoff,” 
based.on *‘Crime and Punishment,” 
directed by. Willi Schmidt (June 5- 
6); Wuerttembergisches Staatsthe- 
atre Stuttgart with a contemporary 
German drama, “Einer von uns” 
(One Of Us: by. Michael .Mansfeld, 
staged. by Erich-Fritz Bruecklmel- 

16); and finally, .the Kammerspliele 
of Munich with Erieh Engel-R. A. 
Stemmle‘’s “Affaire Blum” (Affair 
Blum’, directed by’ August Ever- 
ding, with sets by Swiss designer 
Joerg Zbmmermann (20-21). Casts 
will include 9 number of German 
‘name actors such as Klaus Kam- 
‘mer, Walter Franck, Friedrich Do- 

Hofer. ; 

James Goldman, author of “They 
Might: Be Giants,” which.Joan Lit- 

| tlewood will present at her London: 
|Theatre Workshop in June, in as- 
‘sociation with the Broadway pro- 
;ducing team of Robert E. Griffith 
‘and Harold S. Prince, sailed last j 
iw eek fr om New York to London: ° 

In the legit sector of the upcom- 

‘this year will be almost exclusively | 

{on Germany. Thus, a new policy,| 

| inaugurated: last year, of devoting 

form readings by German -contem-. 

er, with. sets by Gerd Richter (15- 

‘min, Clara. Hagen and Johanna’ 

ganized by the official Cimex dis- : 

tributorships. The Bureau is balk- } 

ing at the reissue of “Rashomon” 

Japanese .actor Toshiro Mifure, 
with Toho Films setting this as a 
special homage te actor who is to 
make a picture here. 

According to the Film Bureau, 
| no further Japanese product is to 
be exhibited here until more 
Mexican films are shown in Japan. 
A Toho spokesman said that Japan 
has always sought to improve re- 
lease of Mexican product ever 
since 1956. But if Mexico imposes 
a ban, Japan will institute a siml- 
lar action. 

Plan Edinburgh 
Opera House To 

Cost $2,100,000, 
. Edinburgh, May 9. 

A new $2,100,000 theatre is to be 
‘built here on the site occupied at 
present by Pooles’ Synod Hall 
Cinema. It will house grand opera 
on the scale of the Covent Garden, 
London. Work will start in four 
months on construction of the new 
house, to be known as Edinburgh 
Civic Theatre. 

Meyer Oppenheim, who recently 

Theatre, said the Lyceum might 
'remain also if -public reaction 
showed a demand for it. Seating 
capacity of the new theatre will be : 
approximately 1,700. 

Soon after plans for the theatre 
‘were announced. the lessee of 
| Poles" Synod Hall cinema, which . 
occupies the proposed site, claimed 
that no official approach in the 
matter had been made to his com- .* 

pany. 
“It fs ridiculous, " said J. K. 

Stafford Poole, leading exhib, and 
director of Poole’s Entertainments. 
“The lease here has still over three 
years to go. I intend to go on run- 
ning a cinema.” 

NEW LOOK LOOMS FOR 
EDINBURGH PIX FEST: 

| duction. 
Edinburgh, May 9. 

A “New Look” Is to be given to 
the. International Film Festival 
here following talks among the 
five British film associations. The 
latters’ special Joint. Committee 
has recommended moral as well as_| 
financial support for the junket. 
Organizers here are taking steps to 
rearrange the Film Fest in light 
‘of criticisms about recent trends. 

It is felt here that there must 
be closer integration between the 
Edinburgh International Music 
.and Drama Festival and the Edin- 
burgh Film Festival, with films 
‘placed at the same artistic level. 
Criticism has been made that the 
organizers are. currently spreading 
the film net a little too widely. 
Closer links with the pix trade are | 
| also being urged. 

Nott: ‘Who Needs Foreign Critics? 
Florence, May 98. 

Delay in the construction has closed the time gap on rehearsals 
for the new Teatro Communule 

' now is managing director of the 
Hope was that Queen Elizabe 

will be in Florence to visit Prine 

here. Inaugural event is Verdi's 
“Don Carlo” to. be staged by Herbert Graf, ex-Met Opera who 

Zurich Opera.: - 
th of Britain might attend. She 
e Philip’s kin, ex-Queen Elena of 

-Roumania, who resides here permanently. 
Meanwhile Artistic Director Parisio Votto has decided that the 

foreign press will be scratched off the reviewer courtesy list for 
the operas at this new. house. “Who needs them?” freely translates 

not be courted. 

his view point. That the tourists will come anyhow and pay $12 to 
$15 a seat is assumed and the good will of foreign journalists will 

and “The Rickshaw Man,” starring ; 

bought over the adjoining Lyceum | 

! worthy” by this country’s film clas- 
! sification board. While the amuse- 
{ment tax on these pix has been 
15° so far, it’s now 13°7. 

Oswald Cammann, chairman of 
the West Berlin Cinema Owners 
Assn., said that this “help” is “only 
a drop on a hot stone.” He said 
there’s nothing left for the Associ- 
ation than to continue {ts fight 
against the highly unjust entertain- 
ment tax. 

The tax reduction from 20 to 
15% on tickets up to 32'z2¢ is, ac- 
cording to Cammann, ineffectual 
because this concerns only 23.090 
out of West Berlin’s 126,000 cinema 
seats. “And we must add,"* Cam- 
mann explained, “that these 23,000 
seats are never sold out. There is 
a definite trend towards the more 
expensive tickets. If people gio to 

ithe cinema, they realize that- they 
enjoy the films more by takinz 
better seats, the more so as the 
widescreen films are not well to 
look at from the cheap front seats” 
Cammann said the least that ex- 

| hibitors ask for {s a tax reduction 
‘on tickets up to nearly 38 This 
would effect 38,000 cinema seats 
in this city. 

Sees Need To Drop Tax 
“The just thing would be to skip 

the amusement tax entirely,” Camn- 

‘mann said. “Exhibs should he 
granted the same privileges as tele- 
vision. While -a film faces the tix 
when played in the cinema, the 
very same picture is free of tax if 
shown over the television. ‘lhat's 
absolutely unjust.” 

Incidentally, a suit Is just pend- 
ing in West Germany fo clear up 
whether today’s amusement tax on 
films is still justified. A Bavarian 

1exhib called the tax “legalized 
i theft. ” 
i The entire German film bi7-—ex- 
hibitors, distributors ias evidenced: 

l\by the many bankruptcy cases 
‘ within the past months: and pro- 
ducers—all suffer from the heavy 
tax. 

On the average. a West Berlin 
cinema ticket now costs 38° It's 
Zenerally known that th exhibi- 

‘tor branch, unlike other branches, 
. doesn't favor upping admission 
prices. Only very reluctantly, it bags 
-been lifting admission scales with 
iin the past few years. Another ad- 
jmission increase could have newa- 
tive effects, exhibs claim. 

Exhibs feel that something must 
be done. The existence of. many 
local cinema owners is at stake. 

The heavy amusement tax is 
also responsible for the downward 
trend in the domestic picture pro- 

It's become known that 
the deficit on the part of UF A last 

-y@ar came because of this tax. 
‘Company paid high in amusement 
taxes. Without the tax, it would 
have had a profit. 

ORK (IRELAND) RAISES 
COIN FOR OPERA HOUSE 

Cork, May 9 
City-proud Corkonians have sub- 

scribed almost $210,000 tows 
the cost of rebuilding the Ck 
Opera House which was burned out 
SIX Years ago. Plans for rebuilei +z 
‘have now been okayed, after 
protest from local cinema exb:bi- 
tors against installing projection 
“equipment. Hence, work is nov. fa 
‘go ahead on a 1,000-seat theatre 
yon the site of the old buildin. 

The City Council has voted S74). 
| 900 for the project and the gove n- 
ment is to Iend sponsors the dal- 
ance of the $140, (yf) needed. 

Burnett’s New Beat 
Marin CC. Burnett hax ten 

named district nanager of Sta: inv. 
Warrer circuit in upstate N w 
York covering Troy, Albany ad 
Utica. He replaces Alfred Swett, 
transferring to head up several! of 
the chain's operations in the Linu, 
Mass., area. 

Burnett served until recenth as 
southern district manager for 
Loew's. He'll base at the Strard 
Theatre, Albany. : 
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SINGS OF LOVE TO 
HOPE TUESDAY MILLIE 

ALD'S 
production of 

CENTURY-FOX 

GNI =. V lato) =) 
COLOR by DE LUXE 

co-starring 

RATER JOHNSON - JOHN IRELAND 
Directed by Screenplay by 

PHILIP DUNNE - CLIFFORD ODETS 

Watch the Title Tune Zoom to #7 in June! 
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Politics Picks 
——SSEE “Continued from page. 1 

mated near 600. What draws 
them? Presumably the. copy-ap- 
peal of theatrical fame. Hence 
the importance of. stars. The -ar- 
rival of Sophia Loren or ‘a Gina. 
Lollobrigida.. brings - festival 
alive. 
are not confined to players but in-. 
ciude | V.LP.' s like, say, the im- 
pressive’ figure from’ Moscow; 
Russia's woman. Minister of Cul- |b 
ture, Ekaternina Furtseva. 

Significantly, ove hears 
‘again that ‘there are too many. 
‘festivals in any given year.. The 
International. Federation - of . 
Film ‘Produceres Associations - 
“endeavars to.curtail their: nmum- 
‘bers and—note—in 1962 will 
‘also. lintit. their duration, not. 
more than 12 days for. any one 
festival. 

The. element of unpredietabiiliy 
remains. “‘Little’’ pictures. find dis- 
covery on occasion: - Noi-yet-estab-. 
lished. screen ‘figures. catch. the 
‘limelight at the right moment, as 
did Betsy Blair back vhen ‘!Mar- 
ty” earried the day ‘here. Remem-+- 

too,. is Haya. Harareet in’ bered, . 
‘- “Hill 24 Does Not..Answer” from 

Israel. Kim Noyak,-in’ ‘early carger, 
had reason’ to appreciate ‘Cannes. | 
Same for Brigitte’ Bardot. 

Cannes, ‘and ‘Venice, 
‘given - career prestige to— various 
innovators like Ingmar Bergman.,. 
the © Swedish’. wunderkinder ‘only 
this © spring belatedly honored in 
Holtyw ood... by the -coast guards. - 

- and 
Alain Resnais are. other debtors to. 

_-Michaelangelo' : ’ “Antonioni 

Cannes.” 

Japanese. Mexican: and. Eastern 
European industries have. been re- 

* vealed and :made part of the world 
film ‘scheme. . 
if naw extinct French‘ ‘New Wave” 
of 1959 was- ‘sequelled by: an Italian 
“Renaissance” in: 1960. 

It isin the interest that particl- 
pating ‘countries show at Cannes 
which és.the key:to.it all, the can-|: 

: niness ‘with which the. Cannes fes- 
tival’' administrators. choose © in- 

“yited films ‘and the personalities. 
that can’. be 

_ early that either: ‘officiat- selections. 
‘-. Were not drawing. top quality films. | 
or that. many: pix “are being. held 
for other - fests. -Cannes. either 
bungled: or had pressures - on’ it, in ! 
to accept mediocre items: 

Diplomatic Angles. 
‘This ‘is the l4th Cannes. affair. 

Venice. ‘Will. be’ the 23rd, Berlin, 
_ Loearno, San’ Sebastien,. ‘Karlovy. 
"Vary, Moscow Fests are all clam- 
oring for the best. Problems per- 
sist. Internécine. rivalries. rule out 
worthy pix or ‘couritries may . not 
have the right. flair for. ‘picking; 

, their own for. international appeal. ; 
The - Russians. Were. notorious ‘on: 
the latter score until recently ‘ 
when they. finally sent. product 
able to-avin prizes, like- “Flying 
Cranes” and: “Ballad of.a. Soldier." 
a festival has to accept official: 
entries. one. per. ‘country, -s since it: 

Is-a ‘diplomatic governmental af- 
fair. They can suggest that.a film 
is: riot ‘worthy’? but’ not. turn it: 
‘down. They: try. to make, up. for it! 
by “inviting”. pix, but that-too ean: 
run into: problems via. industry.; 
reps in countries. who may not. 
want it sent or pressures by Bov- 
ernuental film ‘badies. 
Variety has: oft headlined from, 

‘Cannes “W here Are the: Dames?", ! 
Which: it ‘could almost repeat this ; 
‘year, more to the issue, “Ww here. 
Are ‘the’ Pix?” 

Too Many Weakies 
France's: adventure ‘documentary 

an stone age man, “Sky. and Mud” 
opened strongly. ‘A Polish ‘ ‘Mother 
Jeanne ol | the Angels” “nuns 
Beized by- demons) added promise. 
But the array’ of disappointments : 
Was soon in establishing itself with - 
tur: aid Stuff from Yugoslavia, As-, 

.Tael, Cyprus, Brazil. » Japanese! 
“Her Brother’: ‘had visual . appéal ; 

_ but ran too lon and lacked punch. 
Norway's “Line’’. had: an arresting i 
theme hut. was diffuse: and. conv en-! 
tional. failing of real impact:’. The 
festival came ‘alive: again with So- 
phia Loren’s performance in “Two | 
Women.” The Russians: -were. es-j 
teemed for their big-negative 

_ process but the vehicle itself,: “The’: 
Burning -Years.” was .too: pam- 
phleteer. Even so its breadth and 
a certain: excitement pervaded. : 
‘From Britain came “The: Mark,’ 

a study of a sinner hounded’ by a: 
 Touse-newspapérman,-a good. show- + 
case for Stuart- Whitman and Rod: 
Steige-. Sweden's 
Split the audience, -being deemed . 
heavy handed. Festivalites ‘. liked; 

The international aspects |. - 

too have 

The: briefly-exciting 

‘induced ' to’ -attend.. 
-This year . here. : suggested-. quite |". 

“The Judge" ; 

Puny Pictures 
Compo s Promo Hypo” 

‘Meeting of exec committee of 
| Couneit of Motion Picture Organ- 
|izations will take up a proposed 
comprehensive promofion plan at} 

“The Hoodlum Priest”: from UA | its Hotel Astor, N.Y., meeting next | 
hevause it was against capital pun- Tuesday (23). 
ishment though: the film was. too|isn’t ‘revealed, but Charles Mc- 
‘slight. for a festival. 

of the Gray Pigeon.”: 
- Greek .- “Madalena” 

weak folk comedy and the Italo. 
“What Joy of Living" showed a 
care and ‘expertise. in fabrication 

director Rene’ Clement but a! 
tendency to make it-all too heavy- 
handed. .Holland’s “The: Knife’ 

on adolescent pains | 

- West German “The Last ‘Wit-.; 
_| mess’”’- was also an: attempt to study ; 

miscarriages of justice but got too: 
talky and invalved to snuff out the - 

North h Carolina 

"Raleigh, NC, May 16.. 
~ Shadows cast by theatre. owners, 

bill in the North. Carolina General 

Rep. Stedman’-Hines of Guilford, 
‘was given an unfavorable report by 
‘a house judiciary committee. 

which. would give office and factory 

fore nightfall. Notirig fears by op- 
ponents that the time change wuuld 
affect the entertainment business, 
‘Hines said they were’ “fighting a 
paper tiger.”: (DST is a universal 
curse to ‘drive- ins—Ed,) 

Bill. was. burned out before on- 
slaughts: of spokesmen who argued, 
-among. other. things, that cows and 
chickens wouldn't’ understand 
about moving. back the. clock. 

Loretta Young” s , Memoir 

| Had to Learn.” as ‘told to Helen 
| Ferguson’ (Little, Brown: $3.95), 
is an “inspirational” report. from. 
the: celebrated film and tv star. di- 
rected . principally, it’ would. seen, 
-to ‘ youngsters. - Book: ‘belongs. to 
‘category - of “positive .: thinking” 
tomes that. have: recently emerged, 
identified: with stars who ‘are idols | 
[co teenagers. While this is a. wel-- 
come’ change from -éarlier trend 
of: “confessionals” by celebrities, 
‘it is a type of literary output ‘which 
lean quickly ‘drown | in. its own 
treacle. . 
-The. Jessons of. Miss Young’s life 

as Baby Wampus star, top-ranking 
i film. performer, hostess of.the pop- . 
‘ular “Loretta Young Show” on tv- 
j fashion afd beauty . expert, wife 
mother, and sincere eharity-worker 

i are. “ submitted: exhaustively—often 
[ -exhaustingly. Lady not. only makes 
her points, «many of them basical- 
ly obvious i, she belabors them.. 

“Tt is-to her: credit. that she. admits. 
+many of her mistakes;. that she 
Fexpresses warm gratitude to her 
‘mother, 
|many advisers’ and. fellow 
-and that. she. has taken time to.do 
a-book: which may help others. If 

tshe has not. produced: a good. book. 
[ it certainly is loaded with: good 
intentions.. Volume fs. pleasantly 
illustrated: and contains an _ap- 
pendix ‘listing’ Miss Young’s. roles 

.-and prizes, “Work achieves. what 
+ it attempts.’ Its popularity depends 
‘more oi author's appeal . than on 
i tome" s contents, 

 ” Show 
something of . Loretta 

1: admire her long reign. as a ‘Star, 
‘will still look forward to a book] 
‘about this’ remarkable Jady which 
lis salted .with more. complete. re- 

i iumphs. _Rodo. 

Chas. Cohea t to ) Embassy 
-Charles Cohen, -who recently 

exited. Warner: Bros. adpub staff, 
‘joined Embassy’ Pictures under ad 
| director Robert. Weston. He'll also- 
.fill>some of the press: contact du- 
{ties formerly carried . by - Dick 
Brooks, who left. recently. for 20th- 
r ox. 

“Cohen has. warked. for 20th, Al- 
: lied Artists and Universal. 

i Metro's. publicity -unit. 

paign are also on. Tuesday's agenda. 

‘pleased’ in its. psychological han- |. 
{dling but was not.up.to making its 
+statement ° 
Jelear :and penetrating, 

} breadth of life it needed ‘to. make; 
itself felt 

with’ an assist’ from . rural - life, 
‘blacked out a daylight saving time. 

Assembly.: The bill, introduced by- 

‘Hines -led..the battle for ‘a plan. 

workers. an éxtra hour of play be- 

A ‘Think Positive’. Book |. 
-Loretta -Young’s: “The Things I |- 

biz ‘intimates, who know. 
Young's. 

. Valiant life’ ‘and- career, and who 

; Porting on her life. struggles and- 

He en- 
tered. the biz 25° years - ago with. 

That was’ Carthy, COMPO exec yicepresi- 
about it, too, for ‘the Czech “Song | dent, says it would encompass pro- |" 

. '}motion -efforts by film companies: 
proved. &| and exhibition. 

Reports on censorship and -the 
successful. minimum wage cam- 

Johnston Relents 
) Continued ‘from page 4: | 

Klonger hold true, he’ said. He also: 

suggested. that US. producers. had 

‘ just about covered. all the’ exotic 

locales available for filming. 

The talk became quite. lively | 

when members of the U.S. and for- 

eign press: questioned Johnston as |. 

to why the MPEA does not back 
| the fest showing of more experi- 

Fast- Time Nixed: 
' mental, indié-made films, such as 

“Shadows, " which got a big play 

Clarke's “The Connection,” which 

may duplicate here “Shadows” 
“success at Venice. Fred Gronich, 
MPEA'’s rep. in Paris and official 
head of the MPEA delegation here, 
answered simply that the MPAA’s 
‘selection. committee has screened 
“The Connection” and found it 
wanting, as were found several 
major company pictures which had 
‘been submitted as possible official 
Cannes entries. 

He ‘also denied that the MPAA 
had tried-to “ignore” “The Con- 
nection” ‘a saga of dope. addiction. 
replete with four -letter. words 
never before heard on the screcn) 
by not furnishing. publicity on the 

1 pic. MPAA-MPEA, he said, has “a 
certain obligation” to member 
company pictures, and, since. they 
are private organizations, MPAA- 
MPEA cannot be given the burden 
“of promoting pix which are not|. 

;only non-member company prod-|' 
{uct, but are being shown out of 
the main fest competition, as is” 
the Clarke film: 

One member of the press sug- 
gested in turn. however, that since | 
the MPAA-MPEA does. represent ; 
the U.S. at fests, they do have that 
certain obligation to help promote! 
all American product.on view. 

Johnston was most diplomatic . 
‘when asked whether. or not he: 
thinks that the. foreign - films in: 
the ‘U.S. have contributed | to the 
current stateside public relations 
problem re adult films. Not par- 
ticularly, ‘said. the prexy, in fact a 

N ature of scheme 

at Venice last year, and © Shirley |. 

atres, 
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(Russian Woman Minister of Culture: 

USSR Wants More Yank Features 
Pension Checks 

Hollywood, May 16. 
-. With mailing yesterday of 
895 individual $120 checks to 
qualified retirees, total pay- 
ment now has passed $1,000.- 
000 mark, Ted Leonard, Motion 
Picture Industry Pension Plan 
board chairman, reveals. 
Payments began Jan. 1, 1960. 

LaMarre, a Winner, 
Socks Naify Anew’ 

‘San Francisco, May 16. 
An independent theatre operator 

has sued Mike Naify'’s United Cali- 
fornia Circuit and six distributors 
for. an additional $900,000 on top 
of the $500,000 he won in a jury 
trial of his antitrust case last year. 

Complaint of Rene T. Lamarre, 
owner of the Bal Theatre, San 
Leandro, also asked that Federal 
court enjoin circuit from acquiring 
Hayward Motor Movies. Acquisi- 
tion is scheduled to take place 
‘May 17. 

Basis: of the complaint is that 
Naify circuit. with about 125 the- 

“compelled the distributors 
to favor its theatres” over the Bal 
and “frustrated competitive bid- 
ding procedures.” | 

‘Lasf year’s Bal Theatre verdict is ; 
on. appeal before Federal Judge | 
Oliver Carter. 

Distributors named In the cur- 
rent suit were Buena Vista. Colum- 
bia, Metro, Paramount, Universal 
and Warner Bros. Joe Alioto fs 
Lamarre’s lawyer. 

Carol Lawrence’s Repeater 
In Paris for Paul Gratz: 
Carol Lawrence, abroad doing j 

“View From the Bridge” for Paul 
‘Gratz Productions, will do another 
, film: for him to be shot at his Paris 
plant. She'd been offered a three- 

j because of her legit and tele ac- 
tivities. 

“View” will be released here by 
.Continental. 

2d Albuquerque Arter 
Albuquerque, May 16: 

New arty hardtop theatre, Don. 
‘tTtumber of. U.S. Code seal pix ‘have Pancho’ s Art Theatre, has opened | 

contributed to the problem. This ; in Albuquerque, owned and oper- 
| was not ‘to say, he explained, that. 
those U.S. films should not have: 
received seals, simply that films‘ 
‘are becoming more adult in-theme ‘ 
and approach, arid the current hue ° 
and. cry is‘ normal for a period of 
adjustment in tastes. 

Sharing the dias with Johnston: 
and Gronich. 
mann, a member of the Cannes: 
jury: Walter ‘Mirisch, prexy of the, 
Screen Producers Guild and offi-: 
cial U.S. rep at the fest; ‘producer ; #tres Ine. chain. 
Plato Skouras, Walter.Reade Jr., j 

sisters, husband, and to! prexy of ‘Continental Distributing. Pancho’s was British import, “Mat- in art houses and schox Is. 
pros: | and stars Van Heflin’ and. Stuart ing ‘Time.” 

Ww Whitman. 

were Fred Zinne- 

iated by Don Dunham and Frank, 
Seheer, -both locals. 

'.New house, booking only for-: 
eign product, {fs located directly : 
across street from U. of New Mex-! 
ico. Performances are planned ! 
.twice nightly, with matinees on , 
: Saturday and Sunday. 

Albuquerque has one other art: 
‘house, Lobo Arts Theatre, owned | 
‘and operated by Albuquerque The- | 

Opening week feature at Don; € 

os ren 

House s seats 280 persons. 

Doubt Anglo-German Coproduction: 
British Unions Won t Sanction It 

New Weingarten Firm For | 
Period of Adjustment’ 

_Hollvwood.. May .16. 
Having: completed production on 

“Honey moon Machine” and “Ada.” 
| Lawrence Weingarten will form a 
new company to produce Ten- 
-nessee: WiHiams’ comedy, “Period 
Of Adjustment,” and “Travels of 
Jamie McPheeters,”: latter by Rob- 
ert Louis Taylor and 1959 Pulitzer 
Prize winner. 

Name. hasn't been set yet, Wein- 
garten said yesterday. “We're still 
working. on the scripts of both: 
pictures.” He couldn't tell when 
first, Williams’ Play, would go in- 
to work. Problem is casting four 
leads. As -for second, situation ' 
there is finding: a new boy foi 

Jimportant role, 

* Cannes, May 1€. | 
A preliminary skirmish on co-. 

‘production between delegations ' 
‘from Britain and Germany took 
place here last week, but it’s un- 

Cannes, May 16. 
The Russian Minister of Culture, 

Ekaterina Fourtseva, said during 
a visit to the Cannes Film Fesiiv al 
that the USSR was particularly 
anxious to step up cultural ex- 
change with the States, especially 
in the realm of films, the most im- 
portant of the mass appeal arts 

Imposing femme stated that her 
ministry was ready to cooperate 
fully as soon as the State Dent 

‘gave the green light to more and 
greater film swapping. Russia, she 
said, wanted more Yank pix ard 
hoped the State Dept. would ar- 
range for U. S. distribs to circu- 
late more from Russia. 

She stressed Russia would still 
demand reciprocity, though not 
necessarily a one for one setup. 1 
seven to ten ratio in favor of the 
U. S. would be acceptable. 

Prices would still be high for™ 
the Russo pix in relation to their” 
biz potential abroad and especially 
in the U. S. However the hearten- 
ing biz racked up by “Ballad of a 
Soldier” in the States, which «.3 
outside the State Dept. deal with 
the Yank majors to take a group 
of Soviet pix. could help in fu- 
ture U. S.-USSR film trading. 

Eric Johnston, Motion Picture 
Assn. chief, huddled with M.;s 
Fourtseva for an hour and a half. 
He pointed out to her that Amver- 
ica is technically “open to all" pro- 
vided that distribs and exhibs a-:e 
interested. Miss Fourtseva al.o 
expressed a wish to visit the U. S 
and especially Hollywood. 

From Trade Paper Reviews 
Roger Corman’s ‘Cheapie 

Film Rates Cannes Bid 
Hollywood, May 16 

Producer - director Roger Cor- 
man is sitging the praises of trade 
reviews these days As result of 
such commentary on his experi- 
‘mental Fi mgroup release, “Liftla 
Shop of Horrors.” he has had a 
request for the picture from the 
Cannes Filia Festival and last wee'c 

9 

i pic deal, but nixed the commitment | {10) shipped print to the Festival 
y Air France for out-of-compeit- 

tion showing. 

It all came about when actor 
Mel Welles who costars w.th 
Jackie Josey h in “Horrors,” re- 
ceived copies of the reviews when 
he first got tu Cannes and showed 
them to offizials. So interested 
were they in ‘act, picture wa, a 
two-day wonde-, made for a mere 
$22.500, they immediately wired 
Corman for the print, despite fact 
it was too Jate for? ‘competition 

Only two U. 8S: films showing 
competitively at Cannes are (°)- 
lumbia’s “A Raisn in the Sua” 
and U.\'s “The Heedlum Priest 
“Exodus” joins "Hurrors” on the 
unofficial screening ist. 

“Hororrs” ran as ‘ower half of 
saturation bill here ty-o weeks au 
with American Ir ternational’ 
“Master of the Word" toppin +, 
but Corman pulled it- afte" fi.st 
engagement for future distribution 

Atlanta Censor on Ropes, 
MPAA Backs Importers 

Could be the big producers are 
:Teady to stiffen in the censorship 
fight. That seems import of Monon 
Picture Assn. of America’s aziee- 
ment to join an Atlanta court 
battle over “Case of Dr. Laurent.” 
Trans-Lux release with a Code Seal 
-Which has been in and out of 
bluenose skirmishes. 

JIPAA, in a decidedly unusual 
step, has promised “financial, legal 
and other” , derstood little headway was made: support to Independent 

land the talks were adjourned until Film Importers & Distributors of 
‘the Berlin festival next month. In- America FIDA), which is prepar- 
siders do not hold out too much | ing suit against City of Atlanta to 
hope of an early agreement in reverse a ban on “Laurent” Bid 
view of the attitude of the British for a greenlight is encouriged by 
unions, who've already indicated the recent “Room at the Top” and 
that they'll refuse to go along with “Never on Sunday” decision. in the 
such a deal. Georgia City. Like “J.aurent.” 
It had also been. intended to both had been banned until rever- 

;have'an Anglo-Halian meet on the sals were won in the courts 
“Same: subject. but that’s now been Michael F. Maver, exee director 
adjourned until the end: of the of FIDA. hailed MPAA move as a 
‘month when the two sides will “milestone in the industry's 
meet in Rome. Meantime, there struggle for a free screen.” 
are signs that the protracted. ————————————___- 
| Anglo- French negotiations are at‘ Eugene Frenke will produce four 
‘long last coming to fruition. films for Seven Arts Productions, 
though there are slill a few out- first to he Flizahbeth Cooper novel, 

|standing questions to be resolved. 4“No Little Thing.” 
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American's luxurious “21” Club Flight 
New York to Los Angeles, “21” is now airborne! The 
excitement of this renowned gathering place takes to the 

air every night when the American Airlines “21”? Club 
Flight leaves New York for Los Angeles. 7 

The luxury of “21” will be offered to de luxe Mercury 
passengers on this special flight, right down to: the 

AMERICAN AIRLINES-> 

famous ‘21? Club Sauce, a gourmet’s delight. 
On board, you’ll find many of the personal touches 

that have made “21” Club headquarters for the famous. 
Be sure to make your reservations now for this special 

flight, It leaves New York daily at 11:15 p.m.—arrives 
Los Angeles 1:55 a.m. (ALL TIMES LOCAL) 

AMERICA'S LEADING AIRLINE -. 

Wednesday, May 17, 1961 



in Montana, TOK ; Pickus Predicts | 
U. S. Features for Year at 285 

‘Billings, Mont., "May 16. 4 
__ Albert M. Pickus, president ‘of. 

‘' Theatre -Qwners of America, re-| 
viewed his. organization’s. activities 
on censorship.‘ and: ‘pay-teevee: in| 
his address before Montana Thea- 
tre. Owners” Assn. He. mentioned | 
possibility of pix increase from: 224 
to. 248 this year, based on survey. |. 
of 11 “major”. companies. Releases |- 
through July, he.. informed exhib{:: 

. group,. will, total: 124 and it-is in-} 
dicated number will ‘be doubled by] 

‘end of year.. 
Discussing : MP. Investors | “Con-. 

gress of. Exhibitors: .and -Produc- 
tions, to. 
‘scribed, Pickus: ‘observed, 
‘confident: once. a steady, even a 
“small. supply of exhibitor-spon- 
sored. films reaches the market, all 

: major film. companies will-step up 
-theit-releases: to meet this competi= |‘ 
tion. Therein,. 

_ 225-250. level ‘of past few years to |: 
‘a new and sustained: total- of about | 
300 new’ pictures annually.” 

“With. 300 quality pix from: Holly- 
“wood, we. could prosper, he added. 

Pickus pointed out, “exhibs. have 
only to read newspapers—without. 

appreciate 
-- publicity’ canipaign: ‘by coin-in-stot. 

teevee. backers to try and ‘fool the 

checking trades—tto - 

“public. into thinking their systems 
are salvation of . all: entertainment 
needs.” , 

Telemeter system.: “which | has. not 
‘attained anticipated success: to 
date" and. RKO’s General’s. pro- 
spective. Hartford competition .“to. 
bid agairist Hartford. Theatres: for 
minimum of 154° first. tun. "pix ‘a’: 
year” is “a challenge which: inust | 
be.and is being.met. -- 
“I sincerely do not. feel. pay tee- 

vee will ever succeed, because it. 
can’ offer the public. nothing it. is. 
now getting for free. It.will require 
‘the average subscriber to pay no. 
less. than. $250-$300 a year to see 
a. minimum of programs, and ‘as 
much as. $800 to $1,000..a year to 
see alt it has-to-offer: Routine: pro- 

...gramming; at high cost, Just isn't 
An the. public interest.” 

.Exhib’ support to TOA for carry- 
ing ‘on: its: endeavors: will. ‘assure 
“ntore. prosperous | future for all of}. 

“ “he said in, concluding. remarks. 
oP am sure if we all work: together, 
we can eventually. eliminate the 
threat of. pay -tv, blunt censor- 
“ship | ‘and ease. the. product stiort- 
age” 

‘Jazz Subscription 
” == Continued from page | — 

thus avoiding the necessity. of 
eharging a mixed. price scale. “Our } 
purpose is to expand the. audience 

.. for jazz, enlarge individual taste in. 
- jazz,.and provide opportunities for 
more. jazz musicians ‘to be’ heard,” 
he said. 

. The ‘layout in: Hub is: under 
‘guidance - _ of. United * Audience |. 
‘Service, a division of United Per- 
‘forming ‘Arts Inc. of New York,. 
and > £oncept of organized audi- 
ences is something new .in jazz. 
The org has been active in. organ- 
izing ‘audiences: for: theatre, ‘sym-| 
phony and chamber .. ‘music, but 
never -before for ” jazz. It. says it 
feels. Hub is a particularly good: 
untapped area for concerts of. this 
‘type as there are not many con- 
flicting jazz activities in the ‘city. 

Membership activities are un- 
der way this: week, with a mem- 
bership dinner having been held at. 
the Somerset hotel last night, Mon- 
day (81, with Herb Pomeroy band 
and Coleman Haw kins featured. 

Harmonica Tour | 
‘fmm Continued from page — 

Taiwan, Hong Kong, Sumatra,.In- 
donesia; Bangkok. | Rangoon and: 
‘the’ Philippines. “ He returns to. 
U.S today Wed.) via Rome: 

-Logan's booking had a. special 
cultural plan of. selling Americana 
type music as played: upon the 
harmonica. Part of: the State Dept. 
scheme was for him to give away 
chromatic harmonicas,- practically. 
unobtainable in Asia, to the most’ 
promising pupils 
his classes. 

Logan appearing in schaols, com- 
‘munity centers and parks of: the 
‘countries ‘he visited. He also per- 
formed. for Chinese - ‘troops on ; 
Taiwan. — 

which TOA, has sub-|. 
“fT am, 

T believe, lies : ‘the:|, 
: Means. of raising production. from} 

Pickus” ‘feeling. ‘Is. ‘Parariount’ 8. 
‘of. the New. 

who joined. in-| 
: {other 

Cop Turns. Exhibitor 
Fort. Worth, May “16. 7 

Jack D. Phillips has opened: 
the . Variety which: had: been 
shuttered. for. about four 
months. Phillips -is. a traffic 
- policeman and spent his. entire 
vacation cleaning -and - repair- 

ing . the’. . theatre which: “he 
leased. 

*  he- staff includes, his wife ; 
~ Mary,. as cashier; his son, Jack — 
Jr., in charge of. concessions; ° 
another son, Pat, doorman, and 
bo third’ son,’ Rick, as. errand 

-. boy. - oe, 

F ight Pressure, 

Rochester, Ny, May 18. 

RKO’ Theaters, 

on insistence’ that. pressure groups 
be answered _articulately,: 

area., 

such - ‘groups: and told. of a Mid- 

“Hoodlum Priest,” -was 

changed. to .‘“‘Hoodlums’ Priest.” 

“We are living ina world of 
-change.”". Mandel--‘'sald,. “What 
didn’t pass in another generation 
is atcepted now. It has always been 
that way. 
used in' the: public prints a. few 
years” apo are now daily occurrence. 
tThe ‘résponsibility - for. deciding 

| which films, are for adults only is 
the: responsibility: of . parents. ” 

Mandel - 
Jarge ‘response to ‘re-runs of ‘prize. 
quality -films. indicates..the “ter-. 
.Fific audience”. ayailable for. good | 
pictures. 

. Jay Golden... district RKO man- 
‘ager,: in. introducing Mandel. said 
'the RKO meeting was. brought. to 
“Rochester “because of our high: 
-tegard and close working con- 
‘nection with the Eastman Kodak 

_ Co. which provides: our’ film. and! 
the Bausch 
also ‘is important. ‘to ‘our business. : 

i Both industries: : are “based “In | 
Rochester. 

|uevy EY ES CHARTERS 
FOR CENSORSHIP AID} 

“The Atlanta censor rebuff ‘via. 
Lopert’ s “Never On Sunday” court 

~;}tures of -A Young 

Mandel Directs} 

em- |. 
phatically. and logically in their at- 
tempts to censor films. He was 
here for a meeting of RKO man-: 
agers from coast-to- coast, exclusive | 

York. ‘metropolitan 

| director, 
He cited injustices invoked by 

‘western city. where the UA film, 
turned. 

down for advertising -because of 
‘local objections, Mandel.said the. 
‘objecting | group : wanted. tne. ‘Uitte : 

-Words : which’ weren't 

| Stooges; “Pirates 
also. émphasi zed: that |. 94" Katzman production with 

& Lomb. Inc.,. which | 

‘Readys, Nearlys” 
‘Continued. trom page 3 memes — 

and Hollywood; George Egypt 
| Stevens “The Greatest Story Ever 
Fold”; “Darryl. F. Zanuck’s “The 
Longest Day”; ‘Samuel ° 
“Ride. The Ship Down”; 
tein’s “Watcher in the Shadows”; 
Brackett’s :“State Fair,” starring 

{| Pat Boone and Bobby Darin; Dave 
‘Brown's. “The Second Time 
Around”; Wald’s “Mr. Hobbs Takes 
A Vacation” ‘starring James Stew- 

“The Greatest Raid of All’; Brack- 

/“The.. Enemy Within’: Martin 

‘author J. P.:.Miller having just 
arrived from.Gotham with script 
draft, Jack Lemmon, Leo Remick, 

|‘Karl. Malden starred, Blake Ed- 
Wald’s . “Adven- 

-Man,” 
Weistein's. “Under the Skin.” 

Manhulis hopes. to start “Dooley” 

wards directing; 

filmed in Thailand, although no 
feast, director, etc., have been set; 
| “Love In A Cool Climate,” novel 

Harry Mandel, .new president. of. 
expressed firmly 

the belief: that theater exhibitors 
‘and. “Managers must: get together: 

by Frederick Kohner with Carol 
Heiss in starring lead to start in. 
‘December, .which would, swell the 
‘total to 39 with 16 “shooting” be- 
‘tween ‘June-December. period. 

Dozen pix fini and waiting re- 
lease. D. F. Zanuck’s “The Big 
‘Gamble,”: Dick. Feischer director, 
starring Stephen Boyd, David 
Wayne, and Juliette Greco; “Madi- 
son Ave.;” 

Eleanor Parker, Jeanne Crain; 
-Plato Skouras’ “Francis.of Assisi,” 
_Curtiz director, starring Brad 
‘Dillman, Dolores Hart, . Stuart 
Whitman; “The Lion of Sparta, ad 
Rudy — ‘Mate director, starring Ric- 
hard Eagan. and. Diane Baker; 
Wald’s “Wild in the Country,” Phil 

{‘Dunne director, starring. Elvis 
Presley, Hope Lang and Tuesday 
Weld; 
Andrew Marton, producer-director, 
starring: Jayne Mansfield and Trax 
‘Colton; 
‘Three’ Stooges,” Charles Wick, 
producer; Walter Lang, director, 
starring Carol Heiss and The Three 

of Tortuga,” 

-Leticia Roman and Ken Scott, Bob 
Webb director, Irwin. Allen's “Vovy- 
age.to the Bottom of the Sea." 

“starring Walter Pidgeon, Joan 
‘|. Fontane and Frankie Avaton; 
‘Marines, .Let’s Go.” Raoul Walsh, 
-producer-director, with Tom Tryon 
and David Hedison: and “The 
Hustler,” Robert Rosson, producer- 
director, Starring Paul Newman,- 
Jackie.Gleason and Piper Laurie, 
‘made eritirely in New York, 

Theatres Rebel 
=== Continued from page 3 ~~ 

| arets are destined to reap a hefty 
harvest from Spanish. stay-out 
‘throngs. 

While the ‘new law presents 

‘exhibs with a host of problems, 

end: “Waiter Wanger-Joe Mankie- | 
wicz “Cleopatra.” starring Eliza-: 

| beth Taylor; to be made in Italy, 

Engel’s | 
Weins- |. 

art and Maureen: O’Hara: Robson’s | 

‘ett’s “Lost. City of Africa’; Wald’s. 

|‘ Manulis’ “ "Days of Wine and Roses,” 

and |" 

this summer, portions of it to be T 

‘Bruce Humberstone. 
with Dana... Andrews, 

“It Happened in Athens,’ 

“Snow White .and The|/ 

| 

Rackmil Rejoices 
Milton Rackmil, just back 

from a gipbal tour of Univer- . 
sal installations, sees U prod- 

‘ uct enjoying peak acceptance 
abroad as.a result of the “im- 
portant picture’ concept his 
team inaugurated when U was 
at its low ebb. 
 Rackmil- finds U’s business 
up 50% in Japan and 25%6 in 
Germany, ‘and Says the trend 
is likewise up in other markets. 
In Europe and the far east, 
he adds, exhib reports indicate 
filmgoing is following the 
American pattern of selectiv- 
‘Ity.: 
Exec, in short, has never 

been more optimistic re U's 
chances in global competition. 

Decca Droops As 
Busters Scarcer 

As tipped by Milt Rackmil, Dec- 
‘ea Records-Universal prexy, at last j 
stockholders meet, net. earnings of 
Decca for first three months of 
this year were less than half what 
they amounted to for like period 
a year ago. Drop, ‘as Rackmil pre- 
viously explained, reflected fewer 
number of U blockpusters in re- 
lease than a year ago. 

Latest statement lists a net of 
$963,815, equal to 75c a share on 
the 1,285,701 outstanding capital 
issues. For same '60 period, earn- 
ings hit $1,989,775, or $1.54 per 
share.. 

UNITARIAN SEES RED 
IN BLUE-PENCILITIS 

Memphis, May 16. 
Absurdities inherent in Ameri- 

ean folkways which permit bru- 

talities and sadism but exclude 

by Rev. Eugene Luening. pastor 

of the First Unitarian Church. He - 

was addressing the curiosily-named 
Memphis Anti-Censorship Group ° 
which can’t quite make up its mind 

to really. take the position it’s 
Iname i ies it takes. 

The Unitarian pastor's remarks 
have to be weighed in the scale 

: of local hubbub raised by a mixed- | 
clergy group fronted by a local 
Baptist divine. Luening considers : 
much of the pretended holier-than- 
thou comments on screen sex a5, 
behind the times. Sex ‘standards ; 
have been changing for 50 years. 
It’s nothing new. Nor have the. 
films gone further than the Ameri- 
can people in their private lives. 
To quote, “Sexual behavior pat- 

tern in the world is changing and: 
victory: is cited. as.a new. battle | particularly those with showcases | churches, the moral code and the 
tangent for. anti-censorship. ‘forces. 
Herman M. Levy. general counsel ! 
for Theatre Owners | of -America. 
underlines the point that the “Sun- | numbers, the new timetable decree | statistics which show increases in | 
day” suit was_a test of the Georgia | 
state constitution — not, as such 
actions have been ‘hitherto. based, 
a test of he U.S. Constitution. ‘ 

“Herein.” says Levy, “lies a new 
‘direction for the. battle against cen- 
sorship ....Attorneys handling this 
‘type of case will now look carefully 
to state constitutions for help.” 

_ Georgia constitution by its’ very 
terms,.as the Fulton County: Supe- 
rior ‘Court decision noted, ‘makes. 
-prior restraint or: censorship. ‘in- 

.| valid.” 
‘The TOA: counsel figures ‘the At- 

‘Janta rap especially. - pertinent - to | 
[. Abilene: ‘Tex, and other municipal 
entities mulling censor setups. 

Levy welcomes the care with| 
which the court shifted: responsi- 
bitity. to parents: 
“It it obvious -. . that parents are 
niore compeient ; ‘to. rear children 
than the state, and this responsibil- 
ity should rest with them. Censor- 
ship ‘is not .a:désirable substitute 
for’ responsible parents. a 

And. more’ effectively | ‘than 

thorities “should rely.on the crim- 
inal laws which mike ‘obscenity a| 
criminal offense.” ae Court, of course; 
did not find ° “Sunday” -obscene by ; 
censor crite: Lia, 

Court observed: 

in: 
reecnt censorship decisions, | 

‘Integral ‘aspect of ‘the ‘tour had | Atlanta tri bunal suggested that au-. 

| Screening three-hour - pix now en- 
| tering the market ‘in increasing’ 

gives legit impressarios the rough-. 
est shake. Aware of. the. iconoclas-. 
tic: rules of shutting legit houses. 
by midnight (11:30 p.m. during the 

‘best b.o. months of the year) gov- 
| ernment. prose writers inserted .a 
clause giving impressarios the 
[right to schedule only one per- 

; formance a night, “‘a normal situa- 
| tion in many other countries.” 

In legit sectors, the decree end- 
ed wordy controversy over the cur-. 

trent dilemma of. stage actors now 
; suffering 14 performances a. week. 
‘A combined campaign of the ver- 
tical. show business unions, critics 

‘and. hitmanitarians in general had , 
| succeeded in. reducing this num- 
‘| ber in’ most cases. to 13 perform- 
ances a week and jin very few in- 

ijaws have - not kept pace.” The 
change. was. clearly pointed out 
in the Kinsey report “and by 

early marriage. illegitimacy, pre-: 
‘martial and extra-marital rela- j 

} tions.” 
Pastor pounded across several ; 

startling (to his audience) remarks 
when: he stated “In our culture 
the artist is supposed to move his |; 
reader to laughter or tears but he 
is not supposed to move him sex- 
ually or fo mock the public figures 
who make spectacles of themselves. 
It seems to. be all right for tele- 

lyvision and the movies to show: 
brutal murder, but not a natural : 
relationship between a man and, 

la) woman.” The Minister also 
pointed out that churches find 

—e 

competiter they have encountered. 

> tare 

honest sexual. atfraction as themes . 

for drama were highlighted here ~ 

motion pictures the most potent : 

He thought that films meet the | 

Ross Hunter Productions Get 2 4, 
As Part of New Universal Deal 

+ It's a bit complicated. but Uni- 
versal is henceforth cutting Ross 
Hunter in on the profits. Belatedly, 
some think. 

Deal is this: Hunter will con- 
tinue on the U staff through ’64, 
one year past the original termina- 
tion. In return, U will cut tn his 
Ross Hunter Productions for 
22127. of its interest in al! films 
associating the two companies over 
a four-year period, {cing the cake 
by making the pact retroactive to 
“Pillow Talk.’ Deal, its empha- 
sized, only involves filmic ventures. 

While Hunter personally is com- 
mitted to U, his production firm is 
free to roam the field, and it’s 
understood is talking’ deals with 
other majors. At the same time, 
it’s diversifying outside the pictures 
sphere via a couple of television 
projects, an association on Broad- 
way next season, and as a musie 
publisher, Re the last, chief asset 
at the moment is the title tune 

jfrom the U-Hunter “Tammy Tell 
Me True,” with beaucoup: spins 
forecast for the Percy Faith and 
‘Sandra Dee diskings. The legit 
venture, reporterly, is “Vermilion,” 
musical version of “Take Me to 
Town,” first produced by Hunter 
for Universal in ‘53. Discussions 

lare under way for “Unsinkable 
Molly Brown” writer Richard Mor- 
ris to pen the book. 

Anent the four-year pact handed 
Ross Hunter Productions, there’s 
no stipulation on number of pix to 
be delivered in any one year, but 
likely to average three or four a 
semester based on Hunter’s past 
output pace and the look of his 
slate. RHP (to underline the dis- 
tinction from Ross Hunter, U 
staffer) is finishing the “Back 
Street” remake, the “Tammy” 
sequel and “Flower Drum Song,” 
and has three more in the works 
for U before the year’s out. 

These include “In the Wrong 
Rain.”” Chekhov’s “Chalk Garden’ 
based on the Enid Bagnold stage 
adaptation, and “Thrill of it All.”’ 
an original from Carl Reiner and 
Larry Gelbart. Pencilled in to fol- 
low are “Elephant Hill,” “If a Man 
Answers,” “Fanfare” and “Next 
Time We Love.” 

Any assay of Hunter at this point 
as U's fair-haired man is obviously 

, to gild the producer's success story 
at what's now the MCA lot, Could 

, be there wouldn’t have been room 
‘for com»yany topper Milt Rackmil to 
_pull off his canny maneuvers had 
‘it not been for the out-of-nowhere 
:click of Hunter’s “Imitation of 
: Life.’ That was the desperately 
‘needed shot in the arm. Produce:’s 
, subsequent hits are common ree, 
ord, and U figures the -batch of ‘em 
have racked up a near $40.000.000 
gro<s. 

, What sweetens it all is that Hun- 
ter has been able to bring them in 
on relatively modest budgets—in 
the $1,000,000 to $2,000,000 ranze 
'—despite their expensive appear- 
ance. The “Imitation” negative. in 
fact. ran under $800,000. What U 
really likes in Hunter is that he's 

| prolific but no spendthrift. Ard, 
1it would seem, he sure knows his 
boxoffice chemistry. 

I 

Reclip Atlanta 
‘gumenes Continued from page 5 asus 

jtion pictures in question. If his 
irulings are not appealed. a declara- 
[tory judgment, sought in noth 
isuits, could entirely wipe out Atr- 
lanta’s censorship laws, according 
to officials. 

In his original ruling, jurist neld 
{ that Georgia cons{itutional previ- 
'sions of “freedom of speech” pro- 
hib‘ts prior restraint on movies 

He pointed out the law has am- 
| ple provision for proseciting per- 
sons who show pornographic pic 
tures, but held that “Never on aun- 

‘dav’ was not obscene, as the At- 
lanta Censor Board said in ban- 

stances to 12 a week With one! natural’ emotional needs of man. ning it. 
fell swoop of his pen. the minister : 
of interior has. made it practically 
impossible for impressarios to! 
‘stage more than one performance | 

scheduled and . how 
week. 
Government orders to bring the 

working dav and the entertain- 

many per 

ment night into line with western’ 
customs has become one of the 
rae : 

herréed showmen reluctantly strug. 
| g: ‘ge ty camply, 

a . 

and release them better than many 
‘ churches do. 
i ‘Then -he referred to his own 
back yard. “As for me I urge m) . 

a night. The question still to be. own children to see everything and ! 
answered is when matinees will be igread everything—ves I said every- ; the 

thing—so they can know the good 
: from the bad when they see it and! 
learn to judge for themselves. Ti 
worry most when ‘they 

Mrs. Christine Smith Gilliam 
‘wife of an alderman: wil! continue 

‘to review despite Judge Alverson’s 
decisions. 

Attorney Maurice N. Maloof. of 
Atlanta law firm of Hes man, 

Abram and Young, brought the 
for both Continental and 

He originally petitioned 
‘suits 

i Lopert. 
confine i for $20,000 in damages on beaatf 

themsel¥es to one list whether it lof Continental because of the ban 
be compiled by a religious couscil lon “Room.” However, the dana. 
of decency or by some polilical or 
soci31 self appointed group of : 

I eensars.” 

‘request was redrawn “because of 
the pecvliarities of Georgia las,’ 
Maiovf said. 
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Laskey & Loew ew Untangling Tangled | 
Properties Shift as Partners as Partners for 22 Years Shed 

One Another 

Boston, May 16. 

Drive-in and the Mt. Vernon at 

Aiexandria, Va. to Redstone Man- : 

arement of Boston. has been con- 

sumated, per Lawrence G. Laskey 
and George Rittenberg. 

-" Previous owners hed purchased 
the stock in both theatres from 
E. M. Loew and Louis Richmond 
Jest February. under a consent de- pany except in the usual course 
cree in Federal court in Baltimore. 
This is part of the two-yeur litiga- 
tion between Laskey and Loew in 
their attempt to untangle their 
holdings after being purtners for, 
22 vears. 

At the same time. Laskey, Ritten- . 

; make any. payments to E. M. Loew: 

The sale of the Miltord, Conn... °F any corporation owned or con-' yw. have to protect.” 

i 

berg and Richmond sold their stock | 
in the Governor Ritchie Drive- -in | enter into any eontracts or under- ‘able Molly Brown’ has been sold 

Theatre in Glenburnie, Md.. 
E M. Loew, who 

tres to Redstone Management was ! 
handled by David Burstein of | 4 

Hale & Dorr for Laskéy and Rit-! 
tenhberg., and by Sumner Redstone, 
for the new owners. 

Division of the propertics made § 
further progress when Laskey and 
Maxwell A. Finn sold their stock 
in the 680 Washington sircet, Bos- - 
ton. property to Loew. This prop-: 
erty nouses the Centre und Stuart | 
Theatres. operated by E:. M. Loew. 

Judge Edward O. Gourdin in 
Sufielk Superior Court, on com- 
plaint of Laskey and Méixweil A. 

‘of Puritan Theatre Company from 

- ness and at competitive and market . 

Finn. a lengtime business assoc.ate : 
and part owner of theatres, granted 
a restraining order against J.aew, 
Fsther Pinkus, Ray Canavan. Rich-. 
ard Owens and the Puritan Theatre 
€o. of Boston. They charged in the 
complaint that Loew has deminated 
and controlled the affairs of the 
Puritan Theatre, to the detriment 

‘divide theatre and other property - 

‘ing will be held in the Maine Su- ; 
-preme Court to determine the: 

_ VARIETY 

—_Unsinkability 
— Continued from Page 5 ae 

pany not purchasing right to “The 
Unsinkable Molly Brown.” 

- Admitting titles .are not copy- 
righted, Ann Stein, Morris Agency 
attorney, told Variety Morris-Will- 

: son title “is a valuable asset which 

trolled by him, or to incur any-: ciikable Molly Brown” hasn't been 
‘indebtedness, to such corporations ’ registered: with Title Bureau was 
except in the usual course of busi- ; ‘minimized in view of public ac- 

ness. -céptance of it with Broadway play. 
'2.) Seliing, assigning, : pledging. | “The registering of the title is of 

transferring or in any other way : secondary: “significance,” 
disposing of or causing to be sold.: observed. This didn't mean that 
transferred, pledged or disposed of * 
the assets of Puritan Theatre -Com- 

: She described Metro's tactics as 
of business. i“unfair competition’ whereby the 

'3.) Destroying. damaging, alter-! public would not be protected, be- 
ing. or in any way disposing of the : Heving, because of all publicity and 
books and records, reports, re- ‘advertising of play. title. Metro's 

; turns, statements, belonging to or ‘pic would ‘be one and same as play. 
relating to the affairs of the Puri-: However; slie rationalized, no ar- 
tan Theatre Company. : bitration to. protect play title could 

.4.) Entering into or agreeing to./ be held. or sought. until “Unsink- 

to ' takings on behalf of Puritan Thea-jto a film company. If it isn't seld. 
o now owns 100°C ‘tre Co. except in the usual course ‘by the time Metro finishes its pic, 

of the stock. The sale of the thea-i ' of business. then it-would be up to Willson and 
‘Morris: ‘to institute. action to pre- 
vent use. of “Mrs. "instead. of 

lolly.” 

wt don't think it will come to! 
“that,” Miss Stein added. “I don't 
‘believe. Mefre will use the title 
‘registered without buying rights to 
the play's title or changing the; 
title before its film is released.” 

Miss Stein thought author and. 
“composer would be inclined to sue. 
to stop use of similarity in event 

New England Concession Co. ex-' ‘Metro went ahead with release un- 
cept in the regular course of -busi-* ger “Unsinkable Mrs. Brown.” 

At Metro, story department atti- ! 
ttude is studio will go ahead despite 
Morris’ Agency, .playwright and 
composer feeling. 

As for Pasternak, he'll bide with | 
‘the studio edict, be it “Mrs. Brown” 
‘or by any other name. 

At the moment he's. all ‘wound. 
up with two pix he hopes to get; 

45.) Interfering with ‘the per- 
formance by Laskey. as President, ! 
of his funetions and duties as | 

» President.: 

6.) Diverting or transferring , 
any funds received by Puritan The- 
atre Company to E. M. Loew's Em- 
ployees Welfare Fund and Ray 
Canavan or E. M. Loew accounts. 

i7.. Making purchases in behalf - 

prices. 
The court battles involving: Las- 

key and Loew range from Mary-. 
land to Maine as Laskey seeks to. —e 

holdings. Later this month, a hear- : 

validity of a lease that. has been: 

of stockholders and to the injury | blocking disposition of the Wells: tenant” and “Jumbo.” He's decided 
of the theatre. Judge Gourdin ! Beach Casino, Inc. in Wells, Me.‘tg wait until -1962 before he starts; 
granted a temporary restraining ; , Each holds 50°¢ of the stock. 
order, which enjoins the defend- 
ants from: 

tl.» Causing Puritan Theatre 
Company directly or indirectly to 

preduction on “Mrs. Brawn” and 
1“Only A Paper Moon.” 

Lana Turner set for tw o-pix pact| By that time “Molly Brown” may ; 
with Columbia effective in May;be sold for filming and the entire 
‘next year, properties still to be set..| prospectus changed. 

.| rently in vogue” 

Fact that “Un-j|not then, what it was. And it was the best I ever saw.’ 

‘Miss Stein | \iedal Books, 

Metro has the right.to use the title’ 
‘it registered in a situation like this. 

~ Thside Stuff—Pictures | 
“A devastating indictment of a certain type of motion picture: cur- 

is the editorial description of a story in Ellery: ‘Queen’s 
Mystery Monthly (June) intilled “Statement. of the Accused” .by Vir- 
ginia Layefsky. Tale is of a dimwitted youth with Jatent sadistic ten- 
dencies. They're brought to the surface by seeing two. films, the second. 
of which is clearly identifiable as Hitchcock's “Psycho’ "The man on 
tv made the movie and I watch him Tuesday nights .. . I knew right 
away he was telling me. something, ‘that man, thougiy I ‘didn’t: ‘know,. 

* After seeing 
it twice he buys a knife: after seeing it twice more he‘ kills a- girl—and.. 
Si “sorry” but elated that now he’ i be on the front page of the ® Daily. 

irror. 

Fawcett World Library, tlirough its. paperback arms, Crest: and Gola. 
is pitching motion. picture studios and writers on an 

expanded program of turning film scripts into soft-cover novels. Firm 
has set up sicp-by-step plan under which professional novelists will 
be made available to adapt successful scripts or screen treatments . on 

!a royalty basis similar to original hard-cover novel deals. 
Preminger-Stuart- Feins agency has. heen set .as Faweett's : Coast’ rep; 

‘With agency currently. arranging tie- -in details and scouting for prop- 
erties, 
“Among valuable assets of: program, in addition to its- exploitation 
value to filmmakers. according to Bernard Feins ‘of. the agency, is the 
increased ‘demand it will create for writers.” 

His. connection with. the film indatstry almost - Iost. Roy Little, 31, 
assistant director of Canadian Film Institute, Ottawa: two BOAC tick- 
ets to Europe and $100. cash last week. He defeated four other finalists. 
‘including radio-tv actor Rich Little, no relation) in.a-run-off to win 
Ottawa Theatre Managers’ Assn. ‘with Ottawa Journal: Academy “Award 
Sweepstakes. Officials finally decided he: was eligible since :not- actually 
in the industry. CFI is a non-profit advice-and beoking centre. for: film 

lsocieties and other groups. Little will fy to ‘Europe in August | and catch 
ithe Edinburgh Festival. 

% 

Waikiki theatre at Honelulw has. lost its: unique. proscenium, a rep-. 
| Hea rainbow that has been picturedon ‘thousands ‘of tourist-mailed 
; “having fine time. wish you were here” postcards over the years. 
{Installation of a new W alker plastic MagnaScreen, 25 by 54 feet, ‘caused 
elimination of the colerful semi-circle proscenium. Theatre ‘also -tevised 

‘its projection system. and is now utilizing F-1.8 Bausch ce Lomb high 
,speed lenses. 

Like most state legislatures that. of New. Hampshire is forever casting 
about for new enterprises to tax... A recent: proposal to throw bowling 
alleys under the persona]. property tax system of New Hampshire’ 

;raised the point that this would necessitate doing the same for other 
| recreational business¢és including outdoor film theatres. The. complica-. 
tion of the idea apparently resulted in its abandonment. 

_ *The Macmillan Company is latching on to the top frossing- fifth film 
Feissue of “Gone W ith the Wind”. with a large printing of.a de luxe 
anniversary edition of the Margaret Mitchell book. Tome tobe released 

‘started soon, “The Horizontal Lieu-! in June will have 24 -pages of original color illustrations by artist 
| Ben Stahl, a booklet.on the. ‘author, and history of the bestseller’ and 
will retail. at $10. 

Cooper: Theatre at Omaha received the’ second monthly . Beautificae 
tion Unlimited award offered by the. Women's Division of the: Chamber 
lof Commerce. Framed certificate cited the theatre's “outstanding con- 
: tribution toward a. more beautiful Omaha.’ ”. 

We have often stated... that if film rating services would. 
spend a little more time stressing what is good in motion 

picture entertainment and a little less time warning their 
members that a trip to the movies was a short-cut to perdi- 
tion, they could accomplish a great deal more than they do. 

It’s nice to learn that someone is doing just that... 
National Audience Board, Inc....is a service organization 
that rates entertainment at the request of. producers, 
broadcasters, etc. They recently entered the field of motion. 

picture entertainment and have been quizzing the opinion 
makers, teachers, PTA groups, organization leaders,. etc., 
that comprise their membership on the relative merits of 

- yoy aay Us hg 

NATIONAL AUDIENCE BOARD, INC. 

NAB AND THE “POSITIVE” 

Hand”... 

£ 

APPROACH 
several feature. films. | | 
NAB has also established an Award of Merit for film  { 
features rated particularly high by participants in their-poll,:. 
and the first such honor went to Columbia's “Hand in: 

Here we have an example, if we may borrow a phrase, of 
the: power of positive thinking. NAB is to be commended 
for doing what it can to turn the focus of public attention 
to motion pictures in a more positive direction. It seems only. 
serisible to believe that positive support, both vocal and. at 
the nation’s box offices, is the real way to assure production : 

of the kind of pictures the public says it wants... 

PRESIDENT 

ONE-FIFTY-TWO EAST ‘END AVENUE, NEW YORK 28, N.Y. 
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Dollfus’ Anticipation 
‘Maurice Dollfus, as spokes- 

man for the Itinerama pres- 

PICTURES 

Theatres React Anorily to UA Asking 

(Source: National Assn. “of Securities Dealers Ine. ) 

Fox West Coast Counters Ray Syuly:. 

‘You Pledged Not to Sue Us Again’ 
San Francisco, May 16.. 

to exhibitor. ‘Ray Syufy's antitrust 
suit against. it: claiming Syufy on 
three separate occasions had. al-1: 
ready tried to sue on ‘the. same 
“grounds and that Sytify had signed 
‘eovenants in which: he agreed nat 
to sue it-again.. =~ 

The FWC. counter-suit -Iast Fri- | 
day. (12. by attorneys. Moses Lasky. 

“and Richard ‘Haas, answered a Syu- 
-fy suit filed .Dec. 16, 1960.- — 

Syufy Enterprises. his . Winches- 
ter Drive-in, San Jose, his El Rau-. 
cho. Drive-in. Richmond, and” his 
Bell ‘Drive-in, Sacramento. at ‘that’ 
time sued FWC: plus. 20th-Fox, -Al-: 
Jied Artists, - Buena ‘Vista, UA, :Co- 
lumbia. Loew's, - Paramount, ‘War- 
ner’s, Universal, the UA circuit and‘|. 

plaints and judgment - against El| 
Fox .West Coast ha filed’ a reply | 

s Pp’ awarded: Rancho by judgment in 

tee me ~ 

‘Ing’s highly praised. British inrport, “Saturday Night 

‘of ‘Decency: ‘Fhe ‘pic, which was “condemned” 
‘Rated’ by the Legion, is the first feature made by. 
‘tthe Czech-born: Englishman. 

either one for their own sake. . 

| of. :-Film. Censors’ chief, spoke ‘of 
4 England's system, under which a 
picture given the “X” is banned 
for youngsters. Trevelyan made a 

| “Never On Sunday” which fe- 
| ceived the “X” category in Eng- 

land. He. said, 
a way that was quite delightful, 
‘and was quite charming, and. it 

‘Rancho. Drive-in “for “all sums: 
dentally. That's ‘the sort of pic- 

this action”—in. other words, that| ture we can pass quite freely in 
FWC. should’ be lable for nothing. the Xe category.” 

saute auger, Sz re m4 : PO AS NON rage 5 

a ae aaa RRND: PERG Senshagls a cE SER Pages? GALE Awe 

Karel Reisz,. director ‘of Continefital Distribut- 

and ‘Sunday Morning,’’ says: he “absolutely rejects” 
the ‘ ‘immoral” tag giv en his film by the U.S. Legion 

(C- ment.” 

‘Commenting onthe current hub-hub in the U:S.. 

{| provocative comment about the: 

‘dt was: made in. 

had a very. attractive title, inci-. 

pr giet, Septetey ae PRON "ig SR NE de aca NERY: & ae eas ‘atts, SESS FS OSE ee 

Reisz on Morals and The Legion } 
"eager ang. Rogie 

his own picture, as well as some of the others made 
by young British filmmakers (“Room at The Top,” ( that “Exodus” is still puliing in 
“The Angry Silence,” etc.). This British “new wave,’ 
he thinks, has. shown “more promise than achieve- | 

The achievement, he continues, will come 
when they successfully break away from the first : 
trend towards small, 
attain something “more poetic.” In his book, the 

‘Week Ended Fues. (16) entation of peipad-compariy ids Fy J P 

; Cinerama, via balloon, said he lm { od tT 

Hi ee NY Y, Stock Exchange . Net. sees portable draw of 2,000,- B S On 5 us in lr uc lon 
me. NOW. -*Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly Tues. Change | .000 persons annually in France 

7 in 100s’ High Low Close for wk. alone ,and this is for each of : Uni rae Francisco, May 16" , 
en. Qo 36 1 L, —3%4 | three separate units nite rtists has aske fv) 
ole ante sah 14g 56% BIg SSA 396. |: thige Separate, Aes the aver | OHIO COURT DUCKS CASE |,,United Artists has asked for 
2734 °° 2014 Ampex ..... 1735 | 2614 “241% 2514 +114. .age ‘ticket price at $1.25, add- ; season on two pictures which are 

4245. 3534. CBS .......-367 3975 13854 395% — 14 ing up .to a_ total boxoffice |Won't Review Theatre Manager just starting filming, and thereby 

"3474 21388 Col Pix ..... 173. 29... 27a BTla —154 gross of $7,500,000: If he's Conviction Re The Lovers’ stirred an angry reaction from tha 

4715 .325g Decca <:..:.. 356° 4579. 41 4315 —1_ anywhere near right, the in- Northern California Theatre Own 
4615 2653 Disney: ..... -78 4273 «419% 413g 1% take obviously would be rare. Columbus, May 18. lors Assy. 

11934 4 10414 Eastman’ ‘Kak. -270 11414 11214" 11334 +: Ohio Supreme Court. has refused , In a resolution passed by the 
983 534. EMI. .. .1873 71% "634 6240 4 1g {to review the conviction of a for- | exhibitors’ group late last week, 
1744 1314 Glen Alden .1787 1719: 1434 | 1734 43 { mer Dayton theatre manager, Allan tho theatre owners Say: 
3234" 1575: Loew's “Thea.: 232 2g1 + 273 4. ” OB : —. 34 CBS Documen ary .1S. Warth, who was convicted on a | “Certain exhibitors in the San 

M1 2 °«=641l9 MCA Ine. -50 £71 ° # “68 691% 42°. —_.._'|charge of showing an “obscene” pFoncisco exchange area have res 
9038 4112 Metro: GM:... 315° 6915-6614" 69 4 34 —— Continued from page 5 a '-motion picture, the French import, : ceived from United Artists comp2- 
413g 27:@ NAFI Corp. "1350 4014° 3634 3814 +134 ate under the sign of the guilty “The Lovers. Warth had been. titive bid application forms asking 

9% 5tg Nat. Thea. ...369° B14 “14. 734 + 14 | So it-is impossible to work. You | COnV icted in Dayton Municipal for bids upon the pictures “Pocket- 7 8534 5233 ‘Paramount _ 42. 80 . 753% TBR 4 + ly are: not more free and you feel Court and fined $1, 000 and sen- ful of Mirgtles’ and ‘One, Two 
95g 1734 Phitco wee "2017 OST% . BBIG 8d -—1 | ynder‘a certain sense of suspicion. tenced to 30 days in the Dayton Three,’ ‘which letters advise that 

‘227. 175 Polaroid .... 112 ©2244 ./ 218%. : 22016 —414 | You feel inhibited; yourself, so Correctional Farm. The farm sen- the pictures will not be available 
6558. 4916 RCA _..... 114 65°53. 64: 6414 11% rou try todo your speech in a dif- | tence and half of the fine were sus- to the canvassed theatres ‘until on 
1894 . 1034 Republic wens 604. 1874 1635 1B%% +2'6 ee way, to be more prudent. i) Pentne opp eae Oath an * or about Dec. 27, 196)’ and cone 

35 26tL Stanley. War. 140° Bare 3084 3318 th | ,“Shurlock identified the role of | jeaied to the Ohio Supreme Court, tain’ the sentence ale a on this 
3414. 2734 Storer:.. ... 35 3233 B18g 31340 | the P roduction Code as helping | Nost recently, he has been man- oe etare emt we will wot be able to 
5514 4056 20th-Fox 418 5073 4726 49% © f2a% | Producers “conform to a document | _ Jing 4 theatre in Cincinnati. picture and we De al 
3976 3034 United Artiste 206 38's. 36%, 3713 "sz | Which they themselves adopted. |", ‘Similar case involved the man- hold up bids until such time as the 
6734 5234 Warner’ Bros. 13 64 gai, 637% E18 and which ‘we strive to interpret | scr of the Cleveland Heights Art «Picture is screened’. “h 4 arner Bros. 4 +14 - purpose of the-Code ts to make . Resolution goes on to note that 145-9714 Zenith “352 15014 14214 149 +4 hed t !'Theatre, Nico Jacobellis, which is “it def csible ty make ; American Stock Exchange sure that the finished pic we is | expected to be appealed to the “i is jinpossibie A : ‘ne ate 

814 414° Allied Artists 131 a gry. 824 — 5% reasonably acceptable - morally, tO? Onio Supreme Court. Jacobellix 40 inte nen dic for he F vette 

414 27a B ck Cor 534 3g 316 gag: . reasonable. people. We cannot do’... ponvicted by a three-judge in the abstuce of their ds dd avail 
2335 94 “Cap. Cit. Bde. 209 234s «203; «Qs: Lazy | More than that. ‘panel and fined $2,500. (at ie the uiterstandine of this 191g. 453- Cinerama Inc. 886 “1873. 1633 -16%q Ila Ephraim London,’ attorney who “i that every exhibiter enter 
-167§ 1012 Desilu Prods.152 16 ° 14%3. 15%;  —5g |frequently fights civic: censor: Uphold Local Judse ing into nedotiations .. is entitled 76 47, Fimuayes 33. 614g ta S| a 14 rulings, restated his Stand. against | Dayton, May 18. jing into nego ia ions oP eet et 
2534 B14 MPO Vid: 39 “24t, 993: 937% OL. | the Code. He said the Code is “not! coeoind pistrict Court of Appeals ‘© ther oppor unity 0 ving 

B34" 214 Nat'l Telefilm 167 5 gt aguy: La 5g [only ineffective, but I think it's. pay upheld’ Oakwood © Municipal Picture: in advance of bidding or 
4273 1134 Technicolor 1325 -4133 3633 3773. $233 | Silly.” Msgr. Thomas F. Little, exec , Judge Frederick Howell, who in otherwise Ae ta reiiirement tiat 31 . 934. Teleprompter 275 30°. 28 28 —3 «| secretary of Legion of Decency, ex- . “March overruled a motion to dis- .. ?roup calls “a req reme al 
.644 253 Tele Indus... 141: 514... 41g 4% a | pressed himself as being anti-any tics charges against Erward Eads, bids be made upon a picture prior 
2334 1419 Trans-Lux 11 -22 20° 21. 4 1, | Kind of political censorship but+31 Fads was charged with violat- its availability for Screening tn 
182 Sig ¢Ctlv B (GAC). 17 «17 «6 .17———« 714s gs] urged'a greater sense of responsi-‘jng the obscenity laws by showing Unethical, impracticable and in 

——— eS * hility upon thinking adults. He‘ine gim. “Sins of Youth,” last Jan. Violation of law, particularly when 
ae Week ‘Ended Mon.. (151, iw ants, for example, for parents" to: 30. Attornevs for Eads, in appeal- the picture itself will not be avail- 

-t Listed on Midwest Exchange. . guide ae ‘ietures t along. hese. ing the motion to dismiss, argued ane an amore pian nine montns 
| lines of what pictures to g subs > hic (Courtesy of Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner’ & Smith, Inc.) | parents, he said, can take guidance : that dee ae had refused t bids are asked.” 

from the Legion: ratings and he: “phe Apellate court held that no’ Therefore, exhibitors |‘ protest 
Over-the-Counter Securities - | would also like to see the MPAA; appeal may be taken ontil a final the effort’... to require bids upon 

Bid _ Ask 2c, | Set up .its own. classification sys- j judgment or order has been made ANY piriure prior to their screen- 
America | Corp.” Meee ewe bearer eeeons seaece 4bg- =} +". 8% ; tem. This, in part, ‘would be de-j; ibv the court. In this instance, the ing” and ‘ ‘recommend to the mem- 

Four Star Television eb eevaee 23 25 — 34 Signed to. forestall objectionable ; ogyrt has made no ruling on the hers ‘of this association that they 

Gen Aniline &:FA ..,....... Seececee - +800 835 +4... [State censorship. ; obscenity charge against Eads. {refuse to bid upon any pictures” 
General dal St nates tee eeens Sven ep eae oes 20'4 22 Bier, | Dr. S. Franklin Mack, exec di-j for which screening is unavallabie. 

9 edal Stu vemos tees eeceens See. OB. ag ”@ frector of broadcasting and film | oUp also Is Sending copy of Tesd-— 
King Bros... 1... see eee sere es seetsese - 178 2'4 “++ 3% | commission of the National Coun- | i LEO ZABELIN G. M. § lution to TOA and recommends 
Magna. Pictures .... A ea aces ‘Oly 6 + 1g cil ‘of Churches of. Christ, stated i that “that organization use its best 

Metromedia Inc... ,. 060. ee eee ee eee, 20. (21h2 ‘+1 in polite terms that he didn’t. like |. TODD P AIR IN CHI efforts in supporting, nationatly” 
.Movielab Tras see andeeseeivececcens wsese 16: a 18 $ oe ; the idea of the Protestant con- , this resolution. | 

Official Films - Eee eee eee rede eei cones | 334 -4lg + & stituenc . being dictated to. He - Chicago, May 16.. Theory among Friseo area exe 

reen Gems wire tend eeteceee ees weees or 21 2 ~ 7 ‘said he had no objections to sex! Leo Zabelin has been hired by: hibitors is that this was a UA 
Sterling Television toe e eee eee ewes ng: * OA a ue | and violence as such but would be! the Michael Todd organization as: gambit to'sew up “prime playtime” 

: Wome teo Enterprises’ rettereseecesace "" 9na4. OR +i | decidedly against overemphasis of ; general manager of their two the-!for UA product. “Pocketful of 
atres here, the Cinestage and the ‘ Miracles” went before the cameras 

John Trevelyan, British Board} Michael Todd, both deluxe situa-{in Hollywood April 20, same week 
tions in the Loop. He succeeds: the UA letters went out, and “One, 
Harvey Shapiro, who exited a,Two, Three” is just about ready 
week ago. | to start shooting. 

Zabelin had been. a freelance} Instance in which competitive 
field man for hard ticket pix and bids were sought, and brought to 
had worked previously for the; attention of Northern California 
Todd Co. on “80 Days Around: Theatre Owners, was in Santa 
World.” Currently he’s on the | Cruz, a resort town of around 2)i),- 
‘road for Universal with Cat the | or persons some 80 miles south 
cus” and is due to report at the! of Frisco. Exhibitors, however, sus- 
Todd houses on June 5. From. , pect UA 1s using same gambit else- 
1946-53, Zabelin covered pix.jwhere in this area and, possibly, 
yaude and legilt for Variety from: nationwide. ~ 

the Chi bureau. ,| One of Santa Cruz theaires is a 
hardtop belonging to Mike Naify’s 

‘ United California circuit, which re- 
cently has been markedly unhappy 
with UA: one reason for this un- 
happiness is that UA (and/or Otta 
Preminger) is pulling “Exodus” out 
of United California's Frisco show- 
case, the Alexandria, after a run 
of only 14 weeks and despite fact 

et 

ae RRS Sa caahg 

s 

ScSR REDE gap Se ag ee nee sg RNR: Renae 

‘good coin. 
Resolution to TOA went out ovee 

‘ signature of Irving M. Levin, prese 
ident of Northern Calfornia Theae 

totally realistic pieces and _tre Owners. 

Blumenfeld ‘circuit, for $1,125,000, 
claiming conspiracy. / to restrain: 
trade. Svufy elaims the distribu- 
tors ‘and exhibitors combined -to’ 
‘prevent him from ‘getting an oppor- 
“tunity at first- “runs. 

Subsequently, “Syufy's - Jaws er; | 
Joe Alioto, dropped UA from -the. 
suit, after UA had: agreed to ‘give 
Syuty. a Shot. at. its: first- run prod- 
uct. . 

The FWC reply: asked distnissal 
‘of the Syufy suit on grounds the 
statute’ of limitations had already 
run’ and cited ‘three ‘instances—/. g ligions. 
May. 1947, November, 1953, and! \ prizehghting. ete sa ee ats: 
November, 1958—in. which Syuty ! 
suits against FWC had: been. dis- 
‘Missed “with prejudice’—that is, 
‘'they eouldn’t bé reopened: 

‘Fox claims all’ three earlier suits 
were of: the same type as ‘the cur- 
rerit one and. ‘that Svufy ‘signed 

written releasés. not. to- sne ‘in each. 
case. 
_ Fox'says that by suing S¥ ly has 
“breached”. his: covenants, ‘thus 
damaging FWC,-and asks attorneys’. 
‘fees, dismissal of ‘the Syufy com-|! 

arbitrary twist of | plot: 

-is. the’ ramanticizing of: evil. 

-minute ‘film made in 1899 called 

seen—the - work of -a master 

} attractive its ‘spectacular 
words, 

not. fully: conveyed. “, 
' : Poetic Style: 

‘about. what is or isn’t a ‘‘moral” film, Reisz suggests. 
that.one must convey “one’s moral message: through 
the observation -of. character, *. and not through an 

* The only truly 
‘film, he ‘thinks, “is the one which distorts human 

{ relationships.. The ‘most objectionable ‘film practice 

This in turn prompts hin to noté that one of the 
| motion: picture’s favorite practices has always been 
i the ‘detailing. of practices.or behavior which the film 
‘ostensibly has set.out.to condemn. He recalls a two- 

Practice of Mixed Bathing.” and adds: 
to: make their point, they had. to shaw the scanda- 
lous and. iniquitous. practice of: mixed. bathing.’ 

gangsters, crooked 
have all capitalized ‘on—and in- 

evitably romanticized—evil, he thinks. In. this con- 
nection Reisz wonders whether or not Federico Fel- 
lini might ‘not be somewhat guilty of..this in his 
critically acclaimed  ‘ ‘La Dolce Vita:’’ Reisz calls the 
film one. of the most exciting and vivid: he’s even 

filmmaker However, 
‘there is ‘a: gnawing. thought: within him: that this 
‘tale of low doings in-high society occasionally. makes: 

misbehavior; 
the bleakness. of -the social degradation is 

Reisz also. ‘1g remar kably modest ‘and candid about 

French “Breathless is a start towards a poetic style. 
In. that he and the other young directors have 

point of view that is largely a reaction against the . 
rosy and unrealistic middle-class point of view— 
he things they have been successful. He also thinks 
they have been’ ‘successful in showing how good 
and pertinent films can be made for comparatively 
little money (Saturday Night” cost about $300.000:. 

The Sporting Life 
Reisz will work on his next picture, “The Sport- 

{ng Life.” -as.a producer for Independent Artists 
who have hired another “unknown,” Lindsay Ander- 
son, to make his directorial debut on this film. The 
reason he is eschewing direction, says Reisz. is that 
he did not want to do another pic in the same totally 
Yealistic- vein as “Saturday Nnght.” and also he 
‘wants to learn every aspect of filmmaking. 

immoral 

“The Iniquitous 
“Of. course, 

—the direction of the film, as well as the behind the 
scenes organizing and budget work. He says that 
he was given. “an extraordinary amount” of freedom 

In other 
“The Sporting. Life” 
ready .to announce his second directorial attemp!, 
‘the choice being between two properties now being 

" prepared, 

brought a new point of view to British films — a| 

‘The only way a director can expect to be en-: 
trusted with real-freedom in filmmaking jis if he is. 
capable of dealing: with all aspects. of production 

in making his first picture, but that he still doesn't . 
know: enough about the “money end.” By the time: 

is completed, he expects to be™ 
‘tributors Corp. 

| Irv Jacoby’s Travels 
Irving Jacoby, documentary and 

‘industrial film produc er, is in Eu- 
rope for another two weeks, setting 
details and editing of an as yet un- 
titled film which will be shoan in 
,Paris this August as part of the 
‘ Congress of Mental Health. He's 
‘atso visiting Rome and London. 

Jacoby’s Affiliated Films recente 
ly completed “Sons of America” 
for Bell Telephone in California 
and sundry documentaries for the 
National Educationa? Television 
Assn, 

Saul Shiffrin’s Post 
Saul Shitfrin’s been named ase 

sistant sales gm. for Astor Pice 
tures. He'll) work on both foreizn 
A's and exploitation mx, reporting 
to sales topper Harry Goldstone 

Shiffrin previously was national 
Sales contact for Valiant ans Drs- 

of America, 2nd 
over a 2i-vear span has alsy peen 
with Metro and Columbia. 

@ 
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of Liftle Rock in which Midwest 
| planned to-operate the Telemeter 
system, Paul Leird, L. R. indus- 
trialist, banker 2nd vice president 
of Midwest, testified on the make- 

Arkansas Telephone Use at Issue; 
Vital to Telemeter & Paramount 

i 

Stakes are high for Paramount! motion to dismiss the proceeding. | June 1. 

as heain.gs got underway this week! They claimed that ihe PSC did} 2°] ] ]©§ —————————_ 

CABLE VISION REQUEST 

financial responsibility. 

see ; . ; not have jurisdiction in the matter 
In Little Rock, Ark., on whether since it belonged in the domain of * 
the state’s 2 “lie Service Commis- | the Federal Communications Com- 
sion should okay Southwestern | mnission. 
er eycpnone’s poking avaaie | F Arcus against the petition. | Ottawa. -May 16. 

met ~ oh ime tt 1 i he are ere | Fran ° Raie te, i onal. a _ Interprovincial Cable Vision 
ie Heme toe in area. j waewest nt d n * that 1 tele. | Ltd. ‘has applied to Hull city coun- 
Par execs feel te outcome eon ia which 1 pay ie ig, SH for permission to preem tollyi- 

would he prececental: if the de-j vision in whic programs: wou 7 sion in that city, Council tossed it 

c:ion Eees in its fax or other local | e Pare ap wire wi rout {o its-utilities committee for prob- 

phone companies around the coun- use 0 faci ities 0 Vv Ss ations as ing. Company wants Hull's okay 
try Hkely would go along _with not subject, to ne Juris iction oO lt install amplifiers every -2.000 
same. Actually they're all units of} the FCC under existing law and ito 4.000 feet and coaxial cable 
the same network. that the intervenors ave a com: | along telephone and ‘power lines 

The situation in capsule is this: ; Plete inee the FCC ai 4 et ‘ vas 
Telemeter needs the phone com-| tion since the FCC a television. | Plattsburg \N. Y.) and video. sta- 
Fane eae ie arguments the Diidwest| Hons in Montes asis in order to install its wired- video attorney pe nted out thet| Tentative rates would be $4 

Into: : “acing pay vntie co Rowley Theatres, one of the peti-| monthly plus $5 installation. First 
ae f cert ppp, th : te such tioners, have a virtual monopoly | installation would be in Hull's 
an enterprise, and e want oficial in the exhibition of motion pic-| Suburban Wrightville. 
sanctioning before going ahead.| tures in Little Rock. He noted, too. ~ Te en 

Southwestern Bell is not fighting. | that on past occasions the Rowley FOR NEXT. FALL’S SCHOOL 
er se. the Telemeter move inj circuit and ils ilate: ; 

Tittle Rock, but does want the offi-} shown pay-tv attractions in their 
cial hearing and verdict. Opposing theatres. at substantial boxoffice 
Telemeter is the Independent The-| prices. “These vperators,” he de- : 
atre Owners of Arkansas, which; clared, “seem to believe in pay TelePrompter, as topper Irv 

feels home toll is not in the public | television at prices of $3.50 per Kahn alerted stockholders at the. 

interests, and certainly not in the} person in their theatres, but do | outfit's recent meeting, is making 
interest of theatrical exhibitors. j not believe in pay television for ' inroads in. the educational field. 

The Little Rock look-into is the! much smaller sums per family in} Company has set a deal to furnish 

Chi Teachers College Buys -Tele- 
Prompter Service ’ 

‘ 

Bell System's Willin’. 
Little Rock, May 16. 

Attorneys for Southwestern Bell 
Telephone Ca.. an _ affiliate of 
AT&T. conceded yesterday :Mon.' 
that the firm is ready, willing and 
capable of furnishing the neces- 
sary distribution service requested 
by Midwest Video, local franchise 
holder of the Telemeter pay-tv 
system, if the Arkansas Public 
Service Commission rules that 
such service is in the public inter- 
est. 

Position of Southwestern Bell, 
as outlined to the three-man PSC, 
was that the company was not an 
“adversary” in the hearing. but 
had deferred offering the utility 
service pending a ruling from the 
state's public service commission. 

In another aspect of the hear- 
ing, the commission permitted a 
group of local theatre owners to 
intervene, but did not grant their 

first of its kind in the States for| the homes.” audio-visual centre at Chicago 
Telemeter, which has been oper- Raichle quoted the statement] Teachers College. Project will be 
ating a year and a half in Toronto! made by FCC chief Newton Minow ! completed.in time for classes next 
in cooperation with Canadian Bell.| in his recent speech before the; fall. oe 
As a matter of fact the latter phone} NAB convention. Minow said: “We! According to Hubert Wilke, 
eutfit recently reduced its leasing| are going to give the. infant pay , TelePrompter’s director of educa- 
rates to Telemeter by about half.}tv a chante to prove whether it| tional services, installation will 

can offer a useful service: we are | mark a first for a teachers’ school. 
going to protect it from those WHO 6 eens en SaSeSNSSSSSEG 
would strangle it in its crib.”’ | 

Main basis of Kaichle’s argu- 
ment is that Midwest was merely Guba Gr abs 
asking Southwestern Bell “to fur-'! . ot 
nish, provide and maintain tele- ====s Continued from page 3% 
phone service and to supply tele-i mount closed shop on its own in 
phone facilities” just as it offers; Havana in September, 1959. RKO 
this service to individual subscrib- ' closed earlier. lost.all prints Includ- 

ers or businesses. He cited the*ing those belonging to Walt Dis- 
service provided by _ telephone: ney, which were seized.. oO 

companies to community antenna; If there can be any amusement 
systems and to wired music. ‘in all this it obtains. with RKO. 

The hearing was devoted mainly ; This company’s pictures were 
to Midwest’s presentation and de-: played and played, with RKO never 

scription of the Telemeter system ; roceiving any money for-the rights. 
of wired pay-tv it proposes to un-j; When the prints. finally were 
dertake in Little Rock once it re-! plaved out. Guevara’s office cabled 
ceives the utility service. from/RKO in New York, asking for 
Southwestern Bell. William C./ more. . 
Rubinstein, vice president of In- Of all U..S. films, Guevara now 
ternational Telemeter, outlined the!says he’s interested only in: the 
aperation of the system. George|Charles Chaplin oldies. These, he 
Brownstein, Telemeter’s chief|said, have “sincere revolutionary 
field engineer, described the area!flavor.” ~ =: 

~ , > RIB UTI, . CONTINENTAL DIST ONG ing 

» | Executives Offices 
1776 BROADWAY 

New York 19, N. Y. 

up of the’ company: and on its’ 

FOR HULL, QUE, OKAY} 

to bring pay shows from Cornwall, | 

Wednesday, May 17, 1961. 

You Guys Just Want to Make Money” 
_A ABC’s Seligman Jabs Panelists Favoring Tollvision 

The hearing was adjourned. to | | As Ideal Medium 

How Much Balm? 
San. Francisco, May 16. 

Joseph Alioto, ‘lawyer who 
just won Samuel Goldwyn’s. 
$1,755,000 antitrust suit against 
National Theatres and ‘20th-. 
Fox. leaves for New York this 
week to confer with Goldwyn. 
on possible damage settlement 
of suit and will meet Fox law-. 
ver Fred Pride Thursday (18) 
to hear Pride’s suggested set- 
tlement figure. : 
_-Fox lawyers asked—-and re- 
ceived last week—a two-week 
delay, until May 29, from Fed- 
eral Judge George B: Harris 
for setting damage figure. 
_Pride phoned Alloto late last 

week, asked for Thursday (18) 
meeting. 

Goldwyn 
Continued from. page 3 samen 

‘free ourselves of the monopolies.” | tr 
It must be stressed. at this |, on spur-of-the-moment, met ob- 

point, that Goldwyn's words are 

taken as based on‘only the Federal.. 

| Court verdict, there having been 

no conclusiveness on either side. 

A victorious F-WC appeal obvi- 

ously can’t be crystal-balled but: 
within the realm of possibility is. 
eradication of blame on part of 

the defendants. 

Defendants, by the way, include 
20th-Fox .and National Theatres. 

.S 

} as part of the pre-divorcement pro- . 

ducer - distributor -exhibitor ¢om- 

His Own Capital 

Producer. Goldwyn, since the 
| pioneering days, has been truly 
the independent; he spends only 
his own money. on his enteiprisés 
and frequently is a lone ‘operator. 
s for the. latter, he’s the only.- 

holdout in selli 
television. . 

There’s no doubt that he’s lis- 
tening to offers, he’says he’s mak- 
ing no demands, but let's. it be 
known that he figures some of 
his -back numbers are worthy of 
prime network time. He suxgests 
consideration of what's currently 
available on tv. , 

Goldwyn offered the interview- 
er a list of 25 of his past produc- 

ng past pictures to 

tions, with casts and ¢redits and 
all, as perhaps being worthy of 
that prime-hour exposure. 
titles, enough said, are: “Guys and 
Dolls,” ‘Hans Christian Andersen,” 
“My Foolish Heart,” “Our Very 

| Own,” “Best Years of Our Lives.” 
“Secret Life of Walter Mitty,” 
“Kid from Brooklyn.’ “Bishop's 

‘ 

t 

, This 

The, 

+ 

Hollywood, May 16. 

In .a dramatic. turn of events, 
Selig J. Seligman, ABC-TV vee 
pee in charge of program. produc- 
tion, last week accused fellow- 
members of .a panel discussing 
“Hollywood Looks at Pay TV” - of 
selfish interests in their discus- 
sions of the advent .of coin-in-the; 
slot video. a, , 

Last: of the five to speak in 4 
‘formal period prior to open ques- 
{tions and answers, Seligman told 
i listeners at, Hollywood Press Club 
i that Paul \acNamara, Internation- 
jal Telemeter Corp v.p.; Samuel 
, sacks, head of William. Morris tv 
‘Jegal dept.; Martin .Rackin,; Para- 
;mount Productions: topper,. and 
‘Sherrill C. Corwin, Metropolitan 
:Theatres Corp. prexy, that they 
were “concerned only: with eco- 
nomic benefits to their own inter- 

a 

: ests” and completely neglectful of 
, broad responsibilities in civic. com- 
munications and public affairs 
areas. Seligman did not, however, 
elaborate. . oO 

Seligman’s comments, admitted- 

vious opposition. both from the 
panel and from the large audience. 
The abrupt change of pace turned 
what had been a generally amiable 
and constructive treatment of. the 
subject by-a variety of authorities 
into.a seemingly personal fight be- 
tween ABC-TV and. the other inter- 

It was’ apparent in. other talks. 
that inevitability of pay-tv. has- 
been accepted and that consider- 
able effort is being expended in 
most situations to make it -advan- 
tageous, oS 

Most constructive and strongest 
points came from Rackin, who cail- 
ed medium ‘pay-tv) the means to 
carry the studios back to the. top. 
He envisioned praduction in quan- 
tity never before seen,. suggesting 
it. not. unreasonable to expect as 
‘many as 800 pictures a year. needed 
‘to fill requirements of the medium. 

the compared to previous 
peak year, 1946. which had ap- - 
proximately 400: films. oe 

Rackin refuted earlier statement 
by Sacks that talent would . gain: 
‘control and said he felt “product 
is the most important thing.” He 
Strongly asserted studios will again. 
‘be able to build. contract lists and: 
- build stars and’ stated “studios are 
better equipped to tell personalities 
what is better for them than are 
agents, lawyers or business ad-. 

_ visers.” 

Sacks had talked at length on. 
benefits for talent inherent in pay-~ 
tv. and.:said additional.~ product 
necessary would: make perfomers 
more valuable on all lévels.. He 
continued to assert “talent would 
‘be able to control productions in — 

; Wife," “Song’ Is Born,” “Dark. deals similar to joint-venture o 
. Plaza 7-2593. Angel,” “These Three.” ““Hurri- erations” now in “force. coos Pr 

May 4, 1961 cane. Stella Dallas. Dead= 4 surprising reaction came ‘from 
Mr. David Horne, 
Titra Dubbing Studios, 
1600 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 

My dear Daves 
It is not often that I have the opportunity to 

write a letter of this sort. As you Know, I see. many,,. 

many dubbed films, and our company has had many films 

|| Real ‘Giory,” \ 
Pirate,” “Wonder Man.” “Western- : 
er.” “Up in Arms.” “Ball of Fire... 

“Raftles,” “Pride. 
| Of the Yankees” and “They Got Me. 

End,’ “Wuthering -Heigh‘s,” ‘The 
“Princess. and the 

“Little Foxes,” 

Covered.” 

Meanwhile, there’s the possibit: ° 
ity of home toll television. Gold- | 
wyn said he was just about the 

-Corwin. who. admitted . exhibitors 
will suffer but told them to stand 
up. and fight.and to turn their vast 
showmanship experience. to their 
own advantage in this new medium. 

Panel was. moderated’ by Nat 
James, Club's: program chairman 
with prexy Army Archerd ‘of 
VARIETY presiding. 

first to predict this to be coming - 
via a New York Times piece years ‘ 
ago and it still may be a couple’ 
of years away. He says-it will not i 
be in the hands of one group, but | 
at least a few, and indeed it: will | 
be here. One syndicate told him, 

qubbed for it. I believe the work your company did on. 
GENERAL DELLA ROVERE is absolutely the best dubbing 

I have ever seen any place, any time, for any 
motion picture. ue 

New York Theatre ] 
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL 

6-460. Rockefeller Center. « -Cj 

* . . : . . 46 7° te 
I congratulate you, and I am certain that your he said, pictures each would be PARRISH" = . . . . co . worth $1,000,000 in the minimum, CLAUDETTE COLBERT « KARL MALDEN: 

artistic contribution will add much to the financial eventually, for just one night. Co-starring DEAN JAGGER and Parrish’s three gits . 
Cannie STEVENS . Diese McBAIN « Sharon HUGUENY E. 

. + In-Techosceler from Warner Bret. 
“Tt and Gale NEW Stage Speclecte “PUERTO RICO HOLIDAY” 

Goldwyn implied this. might hap-) 
pen in the future but wouldn’t take 
it seriously in terms. of today. 

success of this now completely fine English speaking 
motion picture. 

Again, congratulations and my personal appre- 
ciation for a job well done. 

Sincerely, ED x ITS A EACT: 
BONDED thas seven warehouses. 

BOND 
bf 

WRjr/ms 
By storing negatives, fine grains 

and release.prints in different o- 
cations, you can multiply protec- 
tion ef your property. 

Walter Reade, Jr. 
Chairman of the Board 

NEW YORK 

LOS ANGELE>d 

A Division of 

NOVO INOUSTRIAL COXF 
eee eee oe eS 

TITRA 1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK — PLeza 7-6681 
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—And So the Fun Begins 
Network. exees did a slow burn last week when top agency 

Moguls rushed into print with expressions of approbation over 
chairman ‘Newton N. Minow’s excoriating of tv. program 

-practices.:The Madison Ave. fraternity, which has made no hones - 
over its displeasure in losing. control of. prograniming, at: long last: 
‘had an. opportunity to blast back: at the webs in. Pinning “waste- 
land” responsibility on: the NBC, CBS and ABC. | - 

But as-one network topper put it: “Lef’s stop. kidding ourselves; 
it’s the agency boys who wrote the. cast-per-thousand book. and 
sleep with the ratings. A ‘Studio One,’ or a ‘Playhouse 90’ would 
not: have gone off the air if the advertisers and the agencies hadn't 

. turned their baeks on them.” . 

British TV Problems Mount As 

Writers Also Threaten to Strike| 
. London, May 16. - 

British ‘tv program companies— : 
already threatened with a thesp 
talent switch-off—now face the pos-| 
sibility of a writers’ strike. Re- 
cently actors: and vaude artists told 
the companies they would with-} 
draw their services unless they 
‘were paid fees. more in line ‘with 
audience ratings for tv shows. |. 
Now writers: of tv-film ‘scripts are}. 
making a-similar threat... ~~ 

Average pay for scripting a half- |. 
hour episode in, a British -tv-film 
skein ‘is $700. And, » for: “most ]- 
writers,. that’s - the | iot: “Usually 7. 
‘there are no. paynients. for’ repeats, | . 
no matter how many: times an epi-. ; 
‘sode may be-shown, | 

Said .S: KE... Honess, the secre- 
tary of the 800-members Tele-. 
vision and Screen Writers. Guild: 
“The Guild’s. executive council has_ [ 

ora be se o"esr er ota Ghosts Stalk | 

NBC This Summer 

‘bers payment for repeats — and 

“Great- Ghost Stories. a Talent . 

that includes the possibility . of a 
strike.” ” 
Both the BBC and the commer- | 

clal ty’ companies -are being -ap- 
proached by the Guild to improve] 

Associates mystery package. is the 
\likely ‘prospect to -fill the summer 

“screenings abroad. With repeats’ gap*Thursday nights when Tennes- 

and foreign: distribution, an epi-)S** Ernie Ford. leaves Ford Motor 
sode may be seen by - 60,000,000 | 224 NBC-TV. “Stories.” if the pric- 

Writers..Guild of. America nego-|_ “Stories” deal. made: by J. Walter 
tiated: a royalty. ‘agreement for! 
their people ‘as Jong ago as 1956.; one of the three mystety series on 

. Not Even Sullivan 
“Television will just have -to 

‘sit on the sidelines for ap- 
proximately the next two years 

, before “it gets a chance at 
“Man-in-space Cmdr. Alan.-B: 
‘Shepard. Part of his deal he 
and the six: other astronauts 
made when they began the | 
Government space program. | 
was that none could accept 
performer .contracts until 24 
months after the first . flight. 

One network exec,:who pre- 
sumably looked into Shepard’s 
availability first, commented, 
“We're all just going to have 

'.to be patient: it’s like waiting 
for a:-bonus player in baseball 
‘ta finish his Schooling.” 

the writers’ pay ‘situation. British 
‘scripters point out: that a. filmed } 
Skein may be show nas often as; 
four times’ in ‘UK. as well, as 

viewers which, so-far as the writer {ing structure on the ‘half-hour_sum- 
is. concerned, works out at only mer: series ean be: finalized. wil hold 

viewer! Added. Hones: “The | j takes. over next fall; 

“We want’ a similar. scheme here.”| the NBC-T¥. summer sked. Others 
-At the-moment. if an American | Will. be the: Henry Jaffe-produced . 

and a. British writer work on epi- 
sodes.: for -a_ British-produced tv 
‘skein, the. American will be. paid 
for repeats while: the Br itish writer, 
probahly.- wont. 

‘Deal, for. Which. the British Guild 
ds pressing, would. sive scripters 
an extra payment of - 50° ‘of. the 

original fee for the serond:-trans- 
mission. in Britain, 35° for the 
third transmission; and 25° for 

: fourth and. suhsequent showings. | 7 
‘Pavments to: writers: for foreign 

showings waduid be on .a royalty}: 
basis;. Worked out on a fixed per-: 

centase of the SrOss fee: paid for , 4! : to 45°F _ discounts: 
the series. | spots. cunng the. summer prime 

WPAT $5, 000 000 Seta 
Cap Cities Buy: 

‘for one. 60 -se¢ rond: spot. $2 300° off 
one 20-second spot and the $1,159 

Good musie ostation 
& FM, Patetsor, NL -b 

| far-the 10-second ID. _ 
These. announcements (all pre-! 

for over, $5990.000 to Capital i 
Cities Broadep store, Dickens J. P3000 during the: summer, a Jack.. 
Wright, pie7 of WPAT, is due: to | weekend Movie 40 
stay on as’ head .of operations fOF Cute. in one of several other 
‘the station, which will continue isi wy NBC-TY show hon ne 
good music format. under the. new | summertine  § ret , 

jee 1 to Fear “apo per usual. is sub- {minute free itt 
Dy. 

ect to aporova 

Capital Cities: of which: Levent fF every Awo- bought. 
Thomas,. is 4 director and a. sub- 

stantial stoc kholder, owns‘and oper-| 
ates the fnllowins- stations, WTEN, . 
Albany N. ¥..WCDC, Adams. ‘Masse3|] Jim Hagerty. the ABC News. boss. 
WROW. “AM. Albany: - WPRO- TV, is planning.a 10-minute daily. news- ; 
Providence, RI: WPRO' AM & FM, | cost.slinted for “younger people.” 
Providence: and WTVD.. ‘Raleigh- Cross-the-boarder — will 
Durham, N.C. | 

tT 

going in for ‘Dinah Share: Sunday 
nights: and the. Br itish-made films 
| 

“Kraft Mystery Theatre.’ ” 

WNBC WV S$. Summertime. 
_ Discount Catchall, With 

reach maximum 
“contributes to 

fiseount, plans.” 

be. combined to 
Fakeoff and each 
j other frequeney 

a P. AT AM) accor ding fo the N-Y. NBC station. 
as been sold | Bankraters.. can now buy | for: 

local i 

calls for 

News for Younger Set 

stand" 
p.m. 

Capitat has cals’ applied . ‘to: the stanza between 4:50 and 5. 
‘FCC for a license, to: open. an AM 
& FM station in Albany as‘a" good 
‘music.outlet:. 
— WRAT's: prez Wright - -had: bought fill the slot in the afternoon news 
the Paterson outlet about 11° years |setup.. Show wili start at the he- 
a0 for about $300; 200, ‘ginning. of next; season... 

| tiermansbip” in ' 
|sheil” than, meets the eye. 

|chairman say thot the reading of. 

|the desire of the Administration to 

1 Minow is. basically concerned over : 

equally. alarming is the fact that ~ 

4 . Ameri icans 

Thompson for Ford Motor; marks. ' 

mystery repeats tof] : 
vsrery ep * of ast. summer) “the. Warners-Metro-Four. Star-Ziv- 

going into Perry. Como’s. ‘Wednes- - 
‘dav ‘anchorage under the name of” 

4+ dustry botc hed _up ‘the job of pre- 

Joyce Brothers Cuffed: 
w NRC-TV is offeri ing advertisers a 

in local 

2.504). 

days of James Fly hay an. FCC pro-; 

em : - ; plible station ‘break-types!’ CN: pyyce who: know him: say that, 

minute plus. two minutes. in j 
and one min- | 

“In addition, the , 
one -- 

Joyce Brothers j 

|NBC Sat. Night Features 

probably next season. This makes the two-: 
cut into “the Dick. Clark “Band-. hour stanza exactly. half sold. 

fan order placed by: 
Hagerty las -been dickering with | but NBC has de ferred acceptance. 

several different commentators to} The ‘potential sponsor at the mo-|She has dune special radio work j showed interest. 

| 

ob} 

~-U.5.BIG FACTOR: 
By GEORGE ROSEN 

There’s more of the “New Fron- 
in the “Minow bomb-. 

Those 
close to the JFK-appointed FCC 

Spring Fever Hits CBS 
There. weren’t many execs 

minding the store at CRS-TV 
this week, particularly in sales 
and. programming. Rundown 
showed prexy Jim Awbrev, 

the riot’act to American broadcast-. saies administration veep Bill ers by youthful, aggressive New- 
Oe , Hylan, program v.p. Oscar 

ton N. Minow is. not! merely de- : : 
‘signed to upgrade the domestic |, Katz. Gotham program veep 
\television picture t Mike Dann, sales v.p. Tom 

Dawson ard director of special 
programs Jerry Leider all on 
the road. 

Aubrey and Katz were on 
the Coast 0.0.’ing new. product; 
Katz. left over the weekend 
and Aubrey yesterday 'Tues.). 
Hvlin and Dawson were at 
White Sulphur Springs at the 
annua: American Proprietary 

j Assn. meet. Dann was at the 
UC of Michigan Monday ‘15: 

but that the. 
‘global implications of the pro-| 
gramming reforms are not to be 
dismissed lightly. ~ | 

‘In essence Minow is’ taking his. 
}eue from bossman Kennedy and |" 

initiate a-more vitorous and com- 
flimentary. uplist job in selling the 
US. to the rest of the world. 
‘While. its quite apparent that! 

{ime bad tel oo niean bene fed ; addressing the National Edi:- 

jin aan 2 Ba ewing cational Radio & Television 
, e ma rican Vig wing Centre. And Leider, the only public. 

vacationer of the. group, was 
island- hopping in the Carib- 
bean. 

these are the basic ‘staples amone | 
U.S.-made shows thaf are shipped: 

Asia, Africa and: 
cit] ‘and sustain- 

to Latin Americ. 
all-other camme: 

belilines and syridication’ shelves ’ 
that constitute a goodly segment of ° 
ee ills schedules around the; 

automotive going to buy specials 

for next Season or not? 

~ Chrysler Corp. (out of MceCann- 
Whatever the image being. con-: Erickson: in connection with the 

Pe up absut America ‘and: Chrysler division ‘out of Leo Bur- 
today iy. there is. sign net 

question but that. the television on then eold” about the prospect 
erable. role ona the creation and of buying network tv time ‘next 
perpetuation. at this image. For.: season. Evidently no definite buds- 

every. “CBS Reports.” NBC “Pro-/ ot for the joint ty account has been 
‘ject 20° or some similar public af- ; ttled but it d at 
fairs program sent abroad, there: settled upon, but it is reported a 

the azency level that Chryster seeks -are at least_a dozen sighoned off . 
. jat least four specs, one cetrainly to from what Minow has character- 

ized as the “vast wasteland” of.’ kick off the new car line inthe fail. 
US. tv for foreign distrib- [if they go for four big shows, 
ution, . And since. at least where .cumulative cost is expected to 

reach almost $2,000,000. 

NBC May Return 7:30 
Monday to TV Affils, 

Plans Shift of ‘Velvet’ 
Decision at NBC-TV on how to 

"program Monday nights next sea- 
son has affected the web’s Sunday 
sked as well. It looks like “National 

; Velvet.” which was designed to go 
iinto the 7-7:30 p.m. Sunday time 
jin. the fall, will instead get 8-3:30 
: Mondays. 

Meantime, 

it's the U.S. that ; 
‘sets the tone. the style and the pat- 
-terns;. only by clevating the stand-: 
ards of programming at home. : 

- whether network-inspired or out of , 

-tv is concerned, 

Desilu or Screen Gems shops, can 
there ever be any hope of generat- 
Ing a greater global respect for 

: Yankee custom and taste.: 
If, over the years, the film in- ee A a oat te aoe 

. in complimentary 
light, “apparently Minow. as the 
Administration’. keeper. of the 
FCC keys. seems bent on rectify- : 

‘ing these mistakes where tv is con- 
eerned.. : 

‘Meanwhile. back. home, the ten- 
sions. and anxicties’ among net-: 
works ‘and stations alike over the ‘ alliliates 
-Minow declaration of principles | 
have heen mounting rather than. 
diminishing, tor there’s no deny- : 

_ing that not. since the ‘radio only? 

senting the U.S 

7:30-8 on Mondays 

for local 

NBC affils want a prime time slot 
-in return for giving-up Wednesdays 
| and Fridays at 10:30 p.m. for news 
! pregramming. 

With “Velvet” out of Sundays-at- 
» NBC -TY will replace it by meyv- 

ing" Bullwinkle” up from the 6-39 
-Sadbath time. Then “Buliwankle" 
will be replaced, at 6:30 with the 
‘creation of a new news show for 
kiddies done out of the NBC News 
shop. §This Sunday kidvid news 
offering will be in addition to a “ke 
one reeently announced for NBC- 
TV's § Saturday daytime sked.) 

ABC-TV’s Femmecaster 
‘Looks as though ABC News hos 

ynunciamento h ad such a° shattering « , 
effect on the industry. i 

Whatever his personal ambitions, 
Mi now means business and it: could : 
‘well be that withholding of licenses 
-for.. derelictian can ‘come. much 
sooner than anticipated. For ail 
the fact thit Minow'’s NAB speech 
struck just at the time when the. 
three ‘television networks © had- 

“Continued on page 56: 

‘Fredericks and CBS' Nancy Hzn- 
schman. Weh’s news veep Jim 
Haverty is signing on Lisa Hovvard, 
actress: wife of film exec Walter 
Lowendahl, as a fulltime staffer. 

Now 50% Sold Out: 
Masbeline -has taken a minuce 

la week in the Saturday night mo-! 
lion picture show NBC-TY will-do 

| 

tive in N. Y. 
There is-also said to have been : cratic politics, 

ment. seeks 13 minutes instead of]for Mutual at the United Nations 
the 26° bought by each of thejand. at the political conventions , 
others. ‘last summer. 

i 

‘One was 

‘ has been described as “hot 

_ that 

WORLD’ 
GLB A IM mi (Fo ives 3256 Power and Glory’ 

Spec to CBS-TY; Theatrical in UK. 
~¢ CBS-TV has purchased “The 
| Power and the Glory,” the Talent 
| Associates- Paramount Ltd speciat 
in which Sir Laurence Olivier and 
Julie Harris will star. The 90-min- 
ute special, adapted by Dale Was- 
serman from the Graham Greene 
novel, will be priced out at about 
3325,000 and will probably stand as 
next season’s most expensive spe- 
cial. : 

The spee will also receive thea- 
trical distribution in the United 
Kingdom and other overseas Enz- 
lish-speaking areas via Paramvount. 
“Power and the Glory” is the first 
production out of the new TA-Par 
shop. Special will be done on tape, 
with a transfer to 35m tor thea- 

; trical release abroad 

1} Cast is one of the top 3roups 
lever assembled for a ts dramatie 
ishow, with Georze C. Scott, Keen- 
Pan Wynn, Roddy MacDowell, Pat- 
tty Duke. Fritz Weaver, Martia 
(Gabel, Thomas Gomez Cyril Cu- 
Isack, Frank C onroy and Tim O'Con- 
,nor in kev role-. Mere Daniels wil 
jdiree with D: nN 4 Susskind, of 
one. producin: 

The Greene work fies deen pere 
| formed once before on ing ty centers throughout the ’ 9. H Americ in 

.| world, ‘ r § ey S | ity, with Susskind a. exee producer. 
The impact of U.S. tv on*the W&* , iThat was ‘on NTA‘’s “Play of the 

{world is stagzcring. Yet, whether. i - : Week.” and it wis oe of the first 
{it's Hong Konz, Bangkok, Brazil. ! : productions of thet series two 
Pakistan. Tok.o, West Germany or | 9 ii) (i) Bigeset years ago. Oinier has also worked 
Melbourne. it’s the action-adven-! - 9% 5 A) for Susskind Guee Desore, starring 

: | ture- -crime-nystery or shoot-"em- |., - in “The Moon and Sixpenie ” 
fups off ‘the multiple Hollywoodi- What's with Chrysler? Is tne | There are a num er or similari- 

ties between “Vivo” and “Power ” 
the fact that Susskind 

-committed for star and properties 
Without: any a sucance of a deal. 
Second was thit the networks 
bought the skows ‘NBC taok 
“Moon! without any a surances of 
sponsorship. Third was the fact 

“Power.” under circumstances 
‘similar to “Moon.” nearly didn't 
come off. 

In the case of “Sixpence,” Sus3- 
-kind couldn't come up with the 
right treatment, and with only six 
days to go before his option on 
Olivier expired, brought in Bob 
Mulligan ard S Leo Pozostin, who 
came up with an adaptation satis- 
factory to Olivier. In the case of 

i” Power,” Wasserman was brought 

| in seven days before T.\'s option 
on Olivier expired and also deliv. 

‘ered. 
| Program went into reiearsals 

°30 through 

will probably be returned to NBC: 
programming. ! 

One of the reasons for this .s that : 

! Monday ‘15: and will be taped May 
June 4 ‘at an NBC 

studio, incidentally, which CBS will 
rent for the occasion, CBS gets an 
“in association with’ credit en the 
show, since it is putting up $250,- 
000 for production with any overe 
age going to TA-Par. 

Steve Allen Set 
As ABC-TV Entry 
It was a struggle but Steve Allen 

finally got hinxelt a network tv 
“home for nex! sea-on. winning out 

i finally 

Saree om mene 

{found its answer to NBC's Pauiine . 

“renning 
Miss. Howard, who has been ac- 

and National Demo-: by 
has no definite as-j 7 

Chemstrand,!signment at the nioment. It’s DOS- ! RKovaes Rosts. alm .-f marl if when 
sible she'll float for the network. : 

aver Ernie Kovacs Churchill re- 
runs and a tandem hour made up 
of the former halt-hours, “Rebel” 
and “Yank.” 

Alien, a former NBC personality, 
pot nailed to ABC-TVW's Wednes- 
day 7:39-8.39 period opposite giant 
killer “Wagon Tiain” on NBC-TV, 
What finally prshed Alen over at 
ABC-TV was the fact that Pepa 
Cola was interested— and evidently 

made oa deal yecterdauy 
Tues. —in bus.ne at lea-t oan al- 
lernate half of the noid] yaa variety 
shawease, Atacher factor is that 

Tamex wants st othe Afien 
show, but how has not heen 
decided. 

*Rebel"-o° ank" 

past! 
' a 

Mealyhs 

combea, ty bia 

been made be Geisisan-Todim an, 
wis defimitels dropped from the 

at ASC das: week. ant 

unde: vent Gon-ideration 
fos se oon Jslandays at 

“Silents  Plesse." which 

briefly 
“BC 

7:99 

reneral Cigar, his present sponsor, 
But a cizgie sae 

i; Wouldn't have covered enough of 
the hour, cChrerehitd re: us Vere 
to be the companion piece.) 
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AP-PTs $6000000 ‘Clean Sweep 
Microwave Sale; Record Ist Qtr. 

American Broadcasting-Para-+ 
mount Theatres intends selling half 
of its holdings in Microwave Asso- 
Giates stock. Selloff of 120.000 
shares, at the current market price, 
should bring the radio-tv-theatre 
company about $6,000,000 to use 
“for general corporate purposes 
and diversification.” 

Shares being sold originally cost 
AB-PT about $83.000, according to 
chairman Leonard H. Goldenson, 

CBS Ist Quarter Dip 
Net sales for CBS Inc. in the 

first quarter rose to $126.008.092. - 
but net profit for the same period : 
dipped from the comparable 196u 

| quarter. from 79c to 70c a share 
for adjustments for stock divi- 
dends. 

Profits equaled $6.025.978. com. | 
pared with $6.829.367 in the 1960 who addressed the annual meeting quarter, Sales in the °60 period 

of stockholders yesterday ‘Tues.'. ‘ 
This would mean an even better re- totaled $121,077.728. CBS board 
4urn on investment than the one | ast week declared a 35c. per share 
recently accruing to AB-PT when it | cuarterly dividend, payable June 
sold its shares in Disneyland for .9 to stockholders of record on May 

Set Summer Sked 
of “$500. 000. ‘ 

fhe stockholders assembled in a 
large N.Y. tv studio. Net operating 
profits, he said, were the highest} Py 
for any quarter in the company’s For Canadian V 

each share against the Jan-March, Style show that drew raves on its 
"60. tally of 79 cents. AM skein, is to be done on tele- 

Point made by Ho ee eon Ia vision for the Canadian Broad-. 
that the “major portion” of AB-PT  oocting Corp.'s. summer schedule. | 

ee rary’ or tne nett com handle the chore. Now it’s in,. with | 
“We are continuing our policy, » | Rex Nagon doing The Kid, Murray 

said Goldenson, “to divest marginal: Westgate as Jake and. Frances 

history—at $3.425.000 or 81c per 
share, compared with the $3.336.- 

Lusiness was derived from broad-! 
casting. Most of the chairman's re-iJake used a femme for The Kid 

or uneconomic theatre properties | Tobias as Ma. Like most radio 
by sale, lease termination or con- 

Goldenson reiterated AB - PT's 
impressive first quarfer return for 

000 and 78c fer the like 1960 periad. Ottawa. Mav -16 
Consolidated earnings for the “lake and Th Kid, oe 

first quarter increased to $1.73 on! c. el soaper- 

marks. in fact. were addressed to ‘Voice ¢ on radio and the problem of 
running a radio-tv operation, but: bringing it to video has been to: 
theatres did come in, naturally, for’ ‘find a moppet thesper: who could. 

yersion to more profitable pur-° 
poses. 
also acquiring selected theatres 
which we feel have excellent po-° 
tential.” AB-PT got two new houses | 
last year. drive-ins in Salt Lake 
City and Minneapolis. 

In announcing the purchase of 
Westminister Records 'see separate : 
story’, Goldenson also pointed out 
.that Am-Par Records had “the best! 
yexr in its history” in 1960. 

Jack Hausman was elected a new 
director of AB-PT at the stoeck-: 
holders powwow. The textile manu- . 
facturer replaced Robert Wilby, 
who didn't stand reelection with | 

At the same time, we are. 

: shows transplanted to tv, the Jake 

‘series expects to run up. against 

,the inevitable comparisons and 

ilieves the stint is good enough to 

‘handle any squawk. 

i. CBC’s summer strips include a 

Wayne & Shuster stanza called 

-Thrower’s Stripes 
Fred M. Thrower, general man- 

| his exec V.p. stripes. He had been 
a V.p. 

F, .M.. Flynn, ‘publisher of the 
“New York-News and WPIX prexy. 
also announced the reeiection of 
Thrower as a member of the board 

of directors for WPIX-and WGN 
‘ Chicago, and KDAL, Duluth- Su- 
.perior. - 

Minute in Hand 

In Bush: CBS! 
It looks -as’ if CBS-TV's deter- 

: mination not to sell minutes in 

programs scheduled ‘after 8:3@ p.m. 

‘is beginning to crumble. 
some’ 10 half-hours per week still 
open and with lots of sponsors in- 
dicating they'd buy minutes but | 

‘not alernate. half-hours. ‘it appears 
that: CBS will move with the tide. 
| First step: was. taken this week 
when the network turned its sales- 
men loose with “The Investigators” 
as a minute vehicle. 
uled for Thursday's at 9-10 and has 
attracted little attention. ‘among the: 

Thursday's obvi- |: Vhalf-hour buyers. _ 
ously. CBS’ weakest night, so “In- 
vestigators” was the first post-8:30 
show to get the participating 
‘ greenlight. Lots of client interest 
in-the minutes, but no firm sales ; 
yet. 

Another likely candidate for the 
participations route is “I've Got a: 

: Secret.” Mondays at 10:30. Webj 
_has a-hot alernate-week half-hour 
prospéct, but no prospects to match 

jager of WPIX, N.Y., has been given } 

“With | 

That's sched- | 

~ Those Good 1 Music Station Guides 
Latest radio station to enter the program guide derby in: NY. 

érea is WRVR, the FM outlet operated by the Riverside Church. 
WRVR, in an effort to hike its listeners and subscribers, {s 

upping its printing of its program guide from 8,000 to 30,000. To 
date, WQXR has the program guide with. the. highest paid circula- 
tion WQXR’s program guide, issued one a month like most of the 
others, has a-circulation of 45,000. Price per year is $1.50. 

- Stations issuing the guide in N.Y.; as elsewhere in.the country, 
are good music stations in the main, appealing. to the more discrim- 
inating listeners. Besides music, stations also carry a wide array 
of talk shows. dramas, etc., usually. not’ associated with regular 
AM commercial broadcasting. 

Here's a rundown on most of the other major N.Y. ‘Program 
guides: . 
WPAT has a circulation of 31.000 at a cost. of. $i a year to 

‘subscribers. Both WPAT and WQXR give their station advertisers 
some plugs in the program guides if. the advertisers meet a 
certain quota on. the respective stations. 
WBAI-FM has 12.000 subscribers at $12 per year. -WBAL-FM, 

which carries no commercials, is supported by subscriber -viewers. 
It’s understood that WBAI- FM. needs af least 24.060 subscribers to 
break even. 

' WNYC, another non-commercial. operation owned. by the: City of 
‘New York, prints 20,000 program guides every month. Subscription 
‘price to WNYC’s program guide is $1 for a two-year. run. WNYC’s 
program Buide: comes out once every. two months. Lat 

Some of the program. guides, such as those of WPAT and WRV R, 
are elaborate affairs containing such features as reviews of shows, 
personality profiles, what’s happening in the arts features, ete. 

—+. Weekend business is perking at 

A Casey's 30 SRO with an extensive schedule: of coms. 

week ago, quickly picked up three|ing to the point where it's already 

jadded American Chicle, Dow'weather sets in and weekend. traf- 

‘CBS Ratio in me Weekend SRO 

-|CBS Radio. The. network, for the 
first time, is movinz into a summer . 

“Dr. Ben Casey,” after getting: ‘mercials. programming for wWwéek- = 
jdits first sale (Warner-Lambert) a ends, and the new flexibility. is paye 

:more orders for ABC-TV. The!go¢% sold-out on weekends and. is 
j Monday-at-10 hour for next season ! heading toward 90°% as. the real hot. 

iChemical and Noxzema, .bringing ‘fc heads for the beaches and out~ 
i the telefilm series to just about :qoors. ~ 
the 50° sold mark. 

maybe suffer for them, but CBC be- | 

; Twilight Zone” Fridays at 10. 

_the order. There's particinating in- 
‘terest. so CBS is tempted. Other | Lambert and Chicle will each have 
major holes in the scnedvie which 'an-alternate minute. Noxzema and. 
could go into the. minute route ; Dow will probably have a minute! 
are the open.half of “Mc Ed.” Sun-! a week apiece, meaning that a total: 
days at 6:30: the remdining one- of three out of the six availabilities | 

‘ quarter of. * ‘Checkmate”’ Wednes- are filled. 

It's understood that warner. 
Key to the weekend upsurge at 

the. web is its new modified Pro- 
‘gram Consolidation Plan, which 
; took effect last November. Plan es- 
‘tablished'-some. 45 five- and. 10- 
jminute -commercially saleable 
‘shows, and. more important, spread 
{them throughout: the’ weekend 
schedule. Previously, the .commer- 

, “Holiday Lodge” with the- comics { Also open ‘but not likely. to be, 

‘playing social directors at a year-'sold ‘in ‘participations are the hour- 
‘round resort. Series will be filmed: long Thursday “CBS Reports” and 
-in Hollywood,:to preem on CBC's: the: half-hour : Friday “Eyewitness 
tv web June 20 and run Tuesday .to History” pubaffairs stanzas. Re- 

'|cial slots. had been bunched togeth- 
_fer so: that. the sales force couldn’t 
pitch diversity and flexibility .as an 
‘important factor. — 

Moreover, network had had no 
merning service on weekends ‘ex- 

: 1,600 Tint Hours 

‘nights. 

Another summer item will be a: 

‘maining . entertainment — stanza. 
‘Ichabod.” will be sold .via_ half- 

the other 12 holdover directors due ' battle-of-tht-sexes panel show aim- ‘hours, with sev eral hot prospects in 
to il] health. ‘ed at lig it entertainment, with: i Tine, most likely of which is AT&T. 
Management stood a little crit-:four males} four femmes. It runs | Already being sold in minutes are. 

icism on two other matters coming | Wednesday nights, preeming July ' “Frontier Circus.” 
up for a vote, but both contested is- 15. Music sessions from Vancouver , Best” repeats - part of 
sues won out. One was a proposal ; 
to increase the number of author- 
ized shares of common stock from 
5,600,000 to 10.000,000. Minority 
spokesmen from the floor feared ; 
that the increase would “dilute” 
the market value of shares and de- 
manded—but did not receive—an : 
“oath” from Goldenson that the ad- 
ditional stocks would not be put on; 

‘pop’ and Halifax ‘folk) are to, 
come. 

Returning from last summer sea- 
son are “While We’re Young” with |. 
Tommy Ambrose ‘:Tuesday., start- 
ing July 7), “A Case for the Court”, 
with Gil Christy 'Tues.. beginning 
June 27), and “Parade”, with no. 
, set format but mainly music. From 
- Britain, CBC is bringing ‘Han- 

‘Father Knows 
“Rawhide” 

‘and part of “Perry Mason,” 
, latter two. all filled up.. 

Falstaff’s Ball Coin 
CBS-TV has gotten well off. the 

hook: on its weekend. "Baseball 
Game of the Week,” with Falstatf 
Brewing Co. moving in for -half 

the market “for cash purposes.” ‘ cock’s ‘Half Hour” and “Bringing | SPonsorship on both the Saturday. 
Goldenson said he did not want: 
to restrict the directors by such an ! 
oath from using the new stock “for ' 
‘whatever corporate purposes tthat) : 
might present themselves.” 

Proposal was also passed to put 
into effect a “key employees in- : 
centive compensation plan,’ a cash 
Jayaway plan, somewhat like those : 
of other large companies, for high’ 
ranking administrative personnel. 

Jim Hagerty, intreduced on the: 
floor of the meeting, further de- : 
Jineated his recent support of Presi- | 
dent Kennedy's appeal to the press 
corps to lay off certain yarns. 

Bell & Howell's 
23 for 1961-42 

the! 

In teto there'll he 23 Bell & 
Howell pukaffairs specials on ABC- 
TV prime {ime next season. 
Eighteen will be khalf-hours, 
rest hours, 

Its uncderctead Bell &. Howell 
work vi I Le spht between the out- 
ss?o Bob Drea-Time packaging op- | 
ez:ation ind the web's creative 
p2eiect umt under John Secondari, 
whe tna tnlitime producers 
uncer him-—Helen Jean Rogers 
ard) Wik Peters. 

Bes.des, the 23 B-H shows, ABC- 
TV e-timates on the strength of 
this ssacor’s performance: that it 
Wi beve ro fewer than 2 other 
ptiee time reas or public affairs 
Sycusels in “61-62. 

: 
Pas 

‘Up Buddy”, comedy items. 

Continuing on CBC's summer 
Video sked are “CBC Newsmaga- 
;zine”, “Holiday -Edition”’, “Art in 
' Action”, “Junior Round- up”, Danny 
Thomas, “Flintstones”, “Red River 

. Jamboree”, “Manhunt”, ‘Close- 
lup”, “My Three Sons”, “Explora- 
‘tions’, “Checkmate”. ‘Perry 
_ Mason”, “Have Gun Will Travel”, 
“Danger Man”, “Dennis the Men- 
ace’, “Aquanauts”’, others. 

BBC to Gabbers 

and Sunday segments. Deal was 
tset via Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, 
land runs 25 weeks. 

Falstaff, thought it has holes in 
its distribution pattern, can accom- 
modate “Game: of the- Week” be-| 
cause the ballcasts are shown on a 
limited network. They're blacked 
out of all major league. cities and 
out of minor league towns where a 
home game is in progress . at time 
of. .telecast. 

: Don't Be Stuffy’ 
London. May 16, 

It used to be said that there was only one character more digni- 
fied than a British butler and that. was a British television ‘ane 
nouncer. Not any more. 

Commercial stations in U.K.. long ago ‘adopted amore palsy 

‘with | 

For NBC in Year 
Las Vegas, May 16. 

NBC-TV will have 10 anda half 
‘hours of color programming in 

Don Durgin who spoke today 
(Tues.). before a group.of RCA: 
dealers and distributors. 

Durgin said the color program- ' 
ming planned for NBC-TV will 
break the web’s own records in 
the total number of. hours, the. 
amount of tinted hotspell stuff-and 
color daytime stanzas. There will, 

prime time every week next sfa- ; 
son, according to web sales veep: 

:cept for a scattered news show or 
‘two... Hence, an advertiser: who 
wanted a weekend saturation pack- 
tage simply couldn’t get it at CBS, 
‘but had to go to. “Monitor.” 
: PCP modifications changed all 
ithis. Besidés the Robert Trout 
. package. of. 12 weekend newscasts. 
, which Chevrolet. has. sponsored for 
,seven years, ‘the plan set up total 
‘of 10 five-minute sports shows with 
{Jerry Coleman, same 13 five-min- 
jute features with various CBS 
snewsmen, kept a Phil Rizzuto sports-— 

‘Continued on ontinued on page 5 52) 

approach to announcing. But the rival BBC network continued the 
stiff upper-lip tradition by heralding its pop-song fests and comedy 
shows with introductions that were delivered with all the cool 
tormality of the Buckingham Palace court circular. 

Now Rex Moorfoot. the BBC’s new. head of. presentafion, has 
ordered a thaw. All television announcers have been told to ease 

| their “stuffed-shirt™ attitudes by becoming less formal. cutting 
out pomposity and treating viewers as their friends. Behind the 
“let's be friendly” move is a drive to win viewers away. from: the 
commercial programs. 

Moortoot has decided that, in general, only. women announcers 
will appear on the screcn because it is considered women have 
a more friendly approach. Men will be heard. but not. scen. 

Other new instructions to BBC announcers include: 
Don't refer to viewers as “viewers”’—use the word “you.” 

is the natural wav-to tak. oO 
Don't order viewers to do anyihing—suggest it. 
Don't apologize for breakdowns. Just let viewers Know in a 

friendly, easy manner and tell them it is not necessary.te adjust 
their sets. 

Says’ Moorfoot: “The word “apology: has been done avay with 
because it is too condescending.” 

‘That 

we 

| 

| board meeting in Florida. - 

‘in all, be 1.600 hours of. color -tv 
on the web in. 1961, the sales boss. 
said. 

At night there will be 815 hours 
in 1961, topping last vear's high. 
of 476. Daytime-wise | there'l}] be. 

| 815 hours this year, against 305 
ast. 

iEd Bunker Quits 
CBS, Nod to Koop 

Sonny Fox Set for Sat. Ed Bunker has resigned as ¥.p.. 
in. charge of the Washington office 

NBC-TV Kidvid Quiz ; for CBS Inc., and will be. ssucceed- 
Sonny Fox is going to appear : ‘ed as veep by Ted_ Koop, who ree. 

| regularly next season on the NBC-|.cently moved over’ as. Bunker's 
TV. Saturday ayem sked with a aide from the. D. ‘C, bureau of CBS 
kidvid quiz called’ “On Your ; News. 
Mark.” It'll be totally bankrolled | Bunker will return to. Milwau-. 
by Emenee Co., a toy outfit making ‘ kee, where’ several years .ago he’ 
musical instruments for ‘moppets. ; was general manager of .CBS-TV's 
Time slot for. “Mark” hasn’t been | erstwhile UHF outlet, WXIX-TV,. 

set, but it'll be put one of two/|to joint the Froedtert’ Malt Co. us 
places—11 or 11:30 a.m. “Fury.” ‘exec vice prez. Not. only was-his 
now at 11, will: be a holdover in {resignation a surprise to CBS, but 
’61-’62, : but the 11:30-noon “Lore lalso fact. that he’s moving into a 
Ranger” is probably through at/non-broadcasting .job: But he's 
NBC. Consequently, “Mark” couid|to have written ‘his own deal at 
go in directly for “Ranger” at 11:30 | Froedtert,. one of the two largest: 
or at 11 for “Fury,’ “which .then| malt sdppliers to: breweries. 

could. move into the “Ranger” slot.|" For'a time, Bunker had been re- 
Tr | garded as a corporate frontrunner 

MBS on Latino Kick: j at CBS. “From. Milwaukee, Bunker 

Mutual Broadcasting is feeding iv. Pp. 
‘moved.‘into station ‘Felations as. a. 

then over to. CBS-TV- network 
affiliates 20 one-minute Spanish-:sales, also as ‘a--veep. When. Joe 
language instruction spots a week: .Ream’ moved up from Washington | 

‘Jin cooperation with the Pan Ameri-: ‘ three years ago ta. become yv.p. in 
can Union. _ icharge of program practices, Bun- 
Announcer Doug Clark takes the : ker was sent to Washington to re- 

part of student with Pan’ Am! t place’ him. 
Union's radio-tv: chief ‘Demitrio A. t Koop was head. of pubaffairs in 
Cabarga as teacher. At recent affil: CBS News’ Washington bureau. un-: 

-station : : til a couple of months ago, when 
men were asked what Janguage ; ; Howard K. Smith was named chief 
they would prefer via drop-ins. - correspondent ‘and bureau . _man- 
Spanish was the unanimous choice, / ager. He was. then moved ‘ever 10 
with the high interest in Cuban the. corporate side ‘to become 
affairs indicated as the reason, | Bunker's. assistant. . : , ? 
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‘The. BBC. enters the “birds and: tiie bees’”’ business next’ month . 
with a series of tv sex lessons. directed: at teenagers whith, it.is 

The skein, 
concerned with courtship and marriage, is aimed -at children leav- 
ing schoot between the ages of 14. and 15. One of the early pro- 
grams is -called “Early” Marriage—Too Young?”’. involves a young 

“couple who. plan to elope, who bicker with: their families. and find. 

claimed, wilt. pull ‘no .punches. 

no he'p from a local clergyman. 
for a year to ponder the question of marriage. 
John Stupham, ‘boss of BBC's educational: br oadcasts. says. 

onl, topi¢ we don't discuss is pre-marital relatiuns and that: may 
‘come later if. the response is. good. Meanwhile, we ‘expect. some 
criticism and .many scliools may 
BBC has been:told by ‘the Educftion Ministry. 

. and teaci hers ‘that. they are ‘behind. the scheme. to get. over to. the 
- youngsters, - 

After each program children who-have left ‘school: will have a 
discussion with. Mrs. Anne Allen; 
ist. 

programs. 

A FO 
“BBC: ha Bees & Children 

A marriage counsellor, a director 
Society and a youth ‘club. organizer 

London, May 16. 

called “Your World,” 

Ev entually the girl leaves. heme: 

: “The 

‘not cure to ‘switeh on.” But tiie. 
‘local authorities - 

‘aw.k.. youth worker and journal-. 
of. the Industrial: ‘Welfare : 

will be consulted. over: he 

Argentine TV Perking With Fou our 
Channe! s Offering Varying Fare’ 
Buenas Air es; “May 2 

‘Tinie: was when ‘the. Ar: entine | 
tv sudience kept their dials. glued. “Arbitron. Top 10 
to one spot, their. only Channel 7 _$ Muy 8- 14. 
still Siate-onerated: This year. ‘Gunsnioke, CBS». 316 

with «four cRannels on the -aiv,. Garry Moore iCBSr. vee 31.3 
thinas are quite different, and com- |... Untouchables. VABO) 28.1. 
petition affords setowners. a con-}| ° Candid Camera :C BS: a 25.5. 
stant suecession of - outstanding ‘Naked: City ‘ABC | =... .24.9 
shows, with many more to come, Andy Griffith «CBS 7. 24.1 
‘and production. constantly improy- Red Skelton :CBS: .,.£ 23.5 
ing. Hennessy ‘CBS! ..,..6 23.2 
Channel 7 “maintains supremacy Jack Benny (C BS 21.9 

on the stren ith of. outside tele- | __Haye Gun. 4CBS: .... 21.8 
casts. Daved on the experience ac ! 
quired over the past ‘eight: years. 
and possession “ct mobile equip- 
ment, plus the inside track avail- 
able through ifs Government. con- 
‘nection. Thus-today £2¢. atl é.m. 
‘this. channel facused.- -attention 
throuzh ‘us fine treatment. of the 
annual inausuration . 
sional. ‘sessions. Ww ith 

~-Frondizi’s- niessage to the ation. 

-Channeis 9 and 13 are’ locked 
fn a. dinadonz. striuggie on the; 
entertainment side. Channel 9. has ; 
so. far this vear presented Ray 
Anthony, Sammy Davis: Jr , Cate- 
Tina Valente. Si: cha Distel, -Spanish. 
Moppet Mar isal, 

Channel 13°s bid for. attention © 
4s. confined: more to locally devel-: 
oped (features with an ‘unusual ; 
twist, such as the ‘CBS-TV: “oth 

* €entur,*. based on. film documen: ; 
taries ‘with’ subjects. such -'as the | 
Spanish’ Civil © War. . Mahatma. 
Ghandi. Mussolini. presented by : 
‘Edmund Sanders 
cby Suixtil Textiles. 

- Channel ‘7 is also buying foreign: 
attractions. with Jean. Sablon an- i 
nounced for: sometime this. month. 

The Channel 11 ‘BICON?) signal: 
has been on the air for, some time, 
and occasionally: ‘films are “tele- 
Cast: and eventually this channel 
will -be-on the air from 6 p.m, to 
12 midnight with: attractions sup- 
plied by Paramount Theatres and. 
ABC at. New York: 

: Royal Command: 
Don't Dolly- In 

‘London; May 16. 

At the: Queen's request, there 
will be ‘no tv. closeups of the bride 
and. bridegroom at next: month's | 
wedding of her .cousin:- the Duke} 
of Kent and Miss-Katherine Wors- |. 

‘ley. Both the ‘commercial stations. 
‘and the BBC. plan to. televise the. 

on wedding. Yor k Minister 
‘June: 8. 

at 

Said’ a Buekingham Palace 
spokesman: “The ‘royal family does. 
not like claseup ty shots. There are 
always- emotional} ; -moments during: 
a wedding ceremony. and ‘it is not 
proper . that. they should be - seen]. 

-in ‘closeup by. millions of viewers.” 
Closeups were banned ‘at ‘the. 

wedding of Princess Margaret: and- 
Antony “Armstrong-Jones, The tele- 
vision cameras -sHiowed only their 
backs.at the altar, but the BBC did 
focus for a time on a closeup of 
their: clasped. hands. 

.ot Congres- |" 
“president |. 

Carmen Sevilla. d 

and _ sponsor ed ; i. 

British TV Clients 

Given Tax Relief| 
_London, May. 76 

- ‘Two. of Britain’s top commercial. 
companies—Associated °‘Televi- 

Asso¢iated-Red: ffusion— 
ty 

< 

‘sion and: 

ltisers following the. Govenrment’s 
new. 10°. 

jtising. 

Both companies. have’ passed all 
‘the tax on. to: their advertisers, 
‘but Associated Television is allow- 
ing bookings within the eight-week 
‘period ending June’ 25. to be: can 
celled at seven-day’'s: ‘notice. -pro-. 
vida that. cancellations do not ex-; 
"vided anore than 10°. of the. prod- | 
“ucts expenditure: during. the eight- 
week ‘period: 

Associated- Rediffusion. 
‘program contractor ‘in U, 

largest! 
K., is 

: permitting ‘advertisers. to’ ‘eancet |: 
their bookings at one-week’: $ notice }. 
instead of the usual eight weeks. 
Concession applies only up.to June 
-23. Concessions follow a telesram 
+sent to all tv companies | by -Insti- 
tute of Practitioners in Advertising 
itopper Janies O'Connor wlio com-! 
ments on . ‘behalf of advertising. 
agents. “I hope other companies 

| will follow suit and. give. up relief 
from ‘the’ tax.” ° 

Powerful ammunition for the ad-. 
[vertisers * in their campaign for a: 
miore liberal déal from the program 

g companies is the report by the 
‘FAM-rating organization that over 
‘past 15: months ‘there - ‘has been .a. 

| 24-minute fall-off in.the amount of ! 
time ~ the- average” viewer spends 
‘Watching -tv. ‘every day: ‘Slump _in* 

other: lev er. = 

| WHASTY Gina 
Louisville, May’. 16. 

years, 
has won the Sigma: Delta. Chi, 
Louisville _Professional Chapter, 
‘award for “Outstanding Editorial 
Commentary.” 

Award went. to. a program pre- 

whether to. call a special state leg- 
islative convention to update Ken- 
-tueky’s old Constitution. Within 
the program, News Director Bill 
Small. unmasked .a bogus — 

opposed the cony ention call. 

} Hyatt, et al.,: 

‘are making concessions to: adver-|* 

, Lax. on televi iston’ -adver-,. 
; | Story” 

ENBC's 

tv set: sales in, U.K. giv es, 3 them an-: 

4} tion, WDSU-TY, 
For the:second time ‘in three | NBC affiliate, which also pro- 

‘a. WHAS-TV documentary! 

‘sented. prior to a public vote on}{ 

y | 

‘INGY ROSTER 
QF SPECIALS) 9f Americana, With & Without Music 

For NBC the timing (meaning 

‘the Minow. Era of. Television’ could 

| not have. -been more propitious. 
Yet, whether by design of acci- |. 

‘dent, it's 
{biz-like show biz” forays. into the 
realm “of entertainment ‘specials; 

| «plus color! that should put. NBC [| 

‘into: the forefont next season in 

the Dave Ley y & Co. “no 

prov iding ‘the '61-'62 tv season with 

‘| that extra-curricular zing. 
It’s. ‘a safe estimate that thei 

Dare Levy-Lester Gottlieb-Don‘ 
- program axis will, 

deliver, more - specials than . ABC | 
and: ‘CBS combined. What ‘vas 
‘onee the domain of Columbia boys:! 
\ronly three years back’ in the area 
‘FOL ‘building-from- Within creativity. 

and 60 or 90-minute “video imagi- 
nation,” 
-bread-&-butter daily routine of 
jpr ogramming; seems to have 

i mov ed into the 30 Rock precincts. 

-Not that’ numbers alone are Sig- 
nificant or tell the .story, Even 
NBC ‘is. cutting down. But it's pri- 
marily that hopped-up sense of 
something excitiing in the wind : 
that spells the difference. In con- 

{trast to the CBS dictum to lay of] 
13° because ; -pecials ‘except for 

_ as departures from the] 

| 

they interfere with redular-show | 

likely: to -irvite a Minow 
tine! or ABC'S’ maintaining of. the 
film status quo. the “NBC-TV live- 

| tape’ “make way for preemptions" 

and weekly ‘slotted efforts ‘such 
as DuPont Show of the Week! puts 
the web in an advantageous spot 
‘toward offsetting the “\casteland” 
rap. 

| When. a David O. Selznick cuffos | 
“count me in” as consultant on 

the six: Selznick pix adaptations 
tbhecause he likes the Fred Coe 
Ftouch:: ‘when a Dore Schary and a 
4dfub Robinson roam the corridors 
{in preparation. for their joint “The 
;Sound of “60's” live special: with 
an accumulation of six ‘Bob Hopes. } 
excursions into the “arthur Freed : 

‘built around music . for 
‘the movies: 
Story” a Palladium. Show. a LSO 
special, a P & G-sponsored “Gold-; he developed by 

a pro-! én Years of Hollywood.” 

| ratings (an argument that’s hardly: 
Valen-. 

RADIO-TELEVISION 

IGHT FOOTNOTE 
25 

‘DuPont Series Spanning Wide Range 

+ After several confabs between 

Hagerty on CBS Show 
An unusual Macy's-Gimbels 

bit will find ABC news & 
pubaffairs v.p, Jim Aubrey ap- 
pearing on a CBS show—a 
news and public affairs show at 
that. Hagerty has been set 
as a guest on a future “Face 
the Nation.” 

Show is “Security and the 
Right to Know." and deals 
With the problem of withhold- 
ing of information by the Gov- 
ernment in a free society. Be- 
sides Hagerty, who'll get full 
billing on his ABC indeniifica- 

_ tion. other panelists are Herb 
Klein, who handled Richard M. 
Nixon’s presidential campaign 
as his press officer, Newsweek 
chairman and Washington Post 
prexy Philip L. Graham. col- 
umnist Doris Fleeson and Rep. 

[NBC and & 
ithirds of the programs for the Du- 

nn ee 

*Barnuin to vresents and 

Robber ¢ 
cand plliors 

ihours, 

33D0 brass, over twoe 

Pent Sunday series have been set, 
jand moat of the remaining stanz.s 
liout of a total of 40 are on the 
verge of installation. 

AS wes roted earlier, Don Hi até 
ard bis special projects unit at 
NBC-TV av? going to do the heurvi- 
est shave of the work on the Sune 
day-2t-10 Pour, At Teast 19 of the 
sStanzay--probably twice that niume- 
ber when the count is throws — 
wil be done out of Hyatt’s shep. 
Here's the countdown on the 

series: 

Not fower than four “Project 
20° provtrams -- “Laughmake:s.” 

Gite’ “Circa.” | -from 
“Cops ‘n 

‘atine back ta the stocks 
all by Hyatt. 

vy four or five mu-ical 
mtly with a dosumentary 

“Clamour 

Piads': 

John E. Moss «D.. Calif. How:  ityist ureor the catchall banner, 
ard K, Smith modefates. “Am velpoats Massie” Episodes are 

— “Aussie O° Bae * Ziegfield Touch,” 
“Maricel Fods & Foibles” and ona 

‘on Aneteun darces, Again. ail 

rasselle’s Rig ee 
St oa ather Henit— Amerie.i’s 

Love adr with the auto. called 

To Beachfront’, 
Keefe Brasselle’s Lunar Produc- 

tions, in a complicated deal ,has 

bought out all rights to “Beach- 

front,” the hourlong pilot in which 
BraseHe starred... from CBS-TV 
and ‘will attempt to sell the show 
aS. a series to other networks or 
sponsors. 

“Beachfront” had been _ pro- 
' auced as an, hourlong pilot this 
year by CBS in association with 
Lunar and <Arness & Co., the 
‘James Arpess-Helmed outfit which 
produces “Gunsmeke™ with CBS- 
TV. One of eight’ hourlong pilots 
committed. for by the network, it 
came close to getting a fall slot 
but missed out in the final CBS 
scheduling. 

.finaneing of three new “shows to 

the company. 
Brasselle has alxo renewed his 

Jjected ex-Presidential series 'Tru-! ‘thesping pact with the web. but it 
iman, Ike, Hoover:, to.mention only ; ; Permits him to do 
‘a few of the highlight. attractions, 

“all this and. color, too’ 
1 come- on for hext season shapes up. 
as’ a lively “image" footnote. 

( 

i ‘ENOUGH IS ENOUGH! 

Embarrassment of News Riches 
Poses Affiliate Problem 

| There was one CBS-TV affiliate 
‘last week that frowned en CBS 

News prexy Dick Salant's pitch 

for a daily half-hour newscast— 

“Beachfront” 
. for another web, 

Understood that in buying back | 
Arness’ piece ‘in “Beachtront,” 
CBS-TV gave the actor a chunk of | 
its own ownership 
hourlong “The ~ Investigators.” 
which Revue is filming for CBS. 

40 Hours of Live TV 
This Summer From 

Atlantic City Pier 
Atlantic City, May 18. 

This resort and Steel Pier will | half-hour 
[ but for an unexpected reason: Af-: jointiy sponsor 40 hours of mostly ; 
: fil was. ‘Dwight Martin, 

iof the. board of WAFB- TV in Ba-: 

: ton Rouge. La. . 
| ‘Martin's objection. was simply 
, that. ‘WAFB-TV already programs 
a one-hour news strip across the- 

| board. at. 5:30-6:30 p.m. That hour 
includes both CBS’ Doug Edwards 
‘and NBC's. Huntley.. &. Brinkley. 
plus lots of local news. sports and 
weather. Martin says hé wouldn't 
‘know where to put a_ half-hour. 
newscast. 

Same holds true for sister sta- 
New Orleans, an 

grams an hour news strip, though 
sans Edwards, That WDSU hour of ; 
news, Martin Says. varies from a 
45°; to a 60° share of the New 

| Orleans. audience, and WAFB’s! 
“does. almost as well. 

Reason Martin got both Edw ards 
and Huntley- Brinkley ‘in’ Baton 
Rouge is that the latter is a two- 
station market, and 
abJe. to snag. H-B away from his 

“Com-|-competitor,; an NBC affiliate be- 
mittee .of ‘One’ Thousand" | which cause the other station had failed 

| to clear for it. 

chairman i live television this summer over 
| Channel 3, the NBC-TY station in: 

Martin was |’ 

Philadelphia. The shows in the | 
majérity. will originate on Steel! 
‘Pier or within camera range of’ 
the pier. and will be aired on Sat-: 
urdays and Sundays from 1 tg 3 
p.m. on 10 weekends from June 24 
through Aug. 27. Some tape will 
be aired. 

Telecast arrangements were com-'! 

‘There 
Jspecia’s on tollywood sin addit on 
tte the 

Under the deal. all rights to the - 
. shew revert to Lunar, which also. 

the “Harold Arien: i gets a CBS deal involving network :angelo or 

“Merrily We Boll Atom.” 

Five dvaurnentaries sat least by 
STsipe Cites ‘Orivinally, uw Jonked 
like ts creative projects producer 
would a:iv do tuo or three + First 
two ef the five are chosen and 
theyE be oon the Nazi, Hesxdiieh, 
and “Tie Acatomy of a Spy" 

Boss of entertaimmuent specials, 
Lester Gotttices, will do at T-ast 
five DoJlonts also. First th.ve 
chosen ace one of the USO, an- 
other oof. Harold) Arlen’s mise 
called “Yavpy With the Blues” and 
the thicd ‘ined up by Dave Tevet 
for the web sometime apgo:, “A 
Nicht at tae Palladium.” 

There wh be aishalf dozen 
drama-, aliough no titles vere 
selected as of yesterday | Tue.) 

Stull be two Dave Wolser 

oi? or teo heli do ‘tor 
Procter & Gamble: and perhuays 
one “Stors Of..." on Miehivl- 

Picasso, avain by Hsatw 

Benjamin & Co.'s 

| ‘Burma Surgeon’ 
in the new . ' Bud Benjamin and his “Twen- 

“tieth Century” staff are moving 
into weeknight prime time with 
their first) pubaffairs special not 
scheduled as part of “Century.” 
They'h! do a one-hour “Tee Burma 
Surgeon Today” on Julv 6 at 9-10 
p.m... preempting - CBS’ “Gua- 
slinzer.” 

The special does have a direct 
connection with “T-sentieth Cen- 

itury.” in that it derives from a 
segment on. the series 

in March on Dr. Gordon Seazrave, 
the Burra Surgeon. Last Novem- 
ber, when “Twentieth Century’? 
crews and CBS Tokvo correspond- 
ent Peter Kalischer filmed te 

‘show, they shot more than enouzh 
footage for an hour show, all of it 
good, according to Benjamin. 

New special will incorporate 
.some of the used footage, but will 
consist principally of the addi- 

‘tional unuxed footage of Seagrave, 
pleted last week when George A. i whom Benjamin characterizes as 
Hamid Jr., representing the pier, | 
Mal Dodson. city director of ad-} 
vertising and publicity, Dell Hos-. 
tetler, executive producer of NBC- 
TV, and Ed Hurst, tv and radio 
Personality who has appeared in a- 
disk jockey role on the pier for. 
several summers, conferred. 

The planned shows will include : 
such as record hops, which Hurst | 
conducts in big Marine ballroom. | 
and various pier events including : 
interviews with celebs appearing . 
on the pier plus special events. 

Telecast series will cost some 
$30,000, with the pier picking up | 
$28, 000 of the tab with the city to 
pick up the other $2,000 for 
special events it will sponsor. 

story 

a “one-man Peace Corps for the 
past 38 vears.” CBS has consider- 
able sponsor interest in the one- 
shot «not Prudential. “Century” 
sponsor: and is reportedly close to 
a deal. 

Benjamin, incidentally. becomes 
, exec producer of “Twentieth Cen- 
tury.” with Kleinerman moving up 
to become producer of the stanza 
Benjamin has been producer and 
Kleinerman associate producer. 

Marshall Flaum, who's been 
editor for the series. and 

Peter Poor, film editor and di- 
rector, both become associate pro- 
ducers. and John Gilligan, staff 
researcher, takes charge of all re- 
search for the series. 
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"Things keep. looking upD.. 
ABC doesn’t want to try to steal any: of the 

headlines’ thunder. But, in the spirit of the 
general jubilation, let us say-that The Trend is 
“A-Okay all the way” toward ABC-T V. 

.. “Reason: ABC’s leadership in Sports. (ABC's 
Wide World of Sports, All-Star. Golf, Orange 
Bowl. Game, Bing Crosby .Golf ‘Tournament, 
Fight of the Week, NCAA Football, Pro Foot- 
ball & College Basketball.) . 
Reason: ABC’s leadership in action adven-. 
ture enlertainment. (The Untouchables, TT. Sun- 
set. Strip, Maverick, Naked City.) 

— Lot yey MOREE CHIT TRAE, . Spores - wee re ary . wal es _ttegees 

Reason: “ABC? s leadership in “comedy, car- 
toon shows. (My Three Sons, The Flintstones.) 

Reason: ABC’s facing of the issues of the day. 
(ABC -TV News Final, The Winston Churchill 
series, Close-Up!, Expedition!) 

The result: Where. people can choose, in :the . 
largest 3-network competitive area measured. by 
Nielsen,*.ABC: is No. 1 in evening audience. — 

Look at the up-looking chart at the right. - 

There is nothing harder to stop than a trend. 

ABC Television Networl 

NETWORK 
24 measured weeks 

3-net share 
Oct. 24, 1960—Apr. 16, 1961 

*Source: National Nielsen 50 Markets TV Reports, Average 
Audience, October 24, 1960 through April 16, 1961. Sunday, 
6:30 to 11 PM, Monday through Sat . 730 to 11 PM. 

VIO 

sem ent ane amred wemeere cose: 

27 
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TV Now Works 18 Months Ahead; 
Key Program Suppliers Shooting 
For 62-63 Toehold in Vidpix Arena: 

Opening maneuvers for the ’62-4 

‘63 network season are underway, 
with program suppliers and net- 

works talking over the possibility 

of getting together on properties. 

At this stage, the talks are de- 

scribed as “sounding board” exer- 

cises. Program suppliers such as 

Metro TV, 20th-Fox, Screen Gems, 

et al., though, do some long-range 

planning, putting quite a number 

of projects in the possibilities hop- 
per. Thase that get the nibbles 
become projects which go one step 
further. 

It's acknowledged that current 
and upcoming talks on ‘62-63 are 
real early in the game. hefore the 
new shows of the season have! 
bowed, and before the hits andj 
misses are calculated and perhaps 
some trends established. It's also 
acknowledged that the pronounce- 
ments of FCC Chairman Newton 
Minow might have a greater bear-: 
ing on ‘62-63 season then on the | 
upcoming one. 

Yet, the nature of the tv game is ' 
that some long range planning is: 
needed and talks are a part of the | 
planning. More than perhaps any-: 
thing else the changed situation | 
between the program suppliers, ; 
networks and advertisers has made 
early planning essential. 

There ws a time, in the not toa 
distant past, when a program suf- | 
plier would tool up for produc- 
tion to come into the ‘spring sell- 
ing season with pilots. Such a 
method of selling, coming into the 
market place with so-called “free- 
ball” pilots. now is the offbeat po-! 
licy. What's more oan the beam 
in today’s market is tieing a net- 
work in on a show, with the web ; 
fimancing the pilot and getting a: 
profit participation. 

With each web figuring so heav- 
jiy in production plans of outside 
vidfilm producers. the first step in 
the web-producer tieup is to ex-, 
pose formats. It is at this stage; 
that there is some hard bargaining 
between the producer and the web. 
If the format is “hot,” with more 
than one web interested in getting. 
abroad the property, then the pro- 
ducer is in a good bargaining posi- 
tion. Instead of a 50°: interest. 
in the series, the web in such cases 
might be bargained down to 25°C 
for example. 

On a “hot” show, the producer 
wants as little pilot financing as j ; 
possible in many instances, for he | 
knows that the greater the under- 
writing the more ownership he'll 
be forced to give up ina series. In: 
addition to bargaining on profit | NOW in production. 

Britain to See ‘Other Side’ Fr Chi 
participation, other matters. which | 
come up in the preliminary stages | 
are such issues as  syndieation 
rights, foreign rights and merchan- 
dising rights. Long before the 
creative people get on with a pro- 
ject, the business negotiations 
are consummated by home office 
execs. . 

Also being exposed for another 
go-around are the shows that didn't 
make it for the upcoming season. 
Practice of each of the webs now 
is to make financial deals on many 
more pilots than possibly can be 
slotted on the schedule. Some of 
the pilots that didn’t make it for 
the upcoming season are widely 
held to be weak sisters, but there. 
are others considered as strong as 
any of those that made it. Rejec- 
tion of pilots can be for a dozen 
reasons other than the merit of the 
contents. The stronger pilots are 
being mulled as possible conten- 
ders for the ’62-'63 season, or as 
midseason replacement for axed 
shows. 

Susskind Yens Educ’ 
Auspices for ‘Open End’ 

David Susskind says’ he'd like 
te continue “Oven End” on WNTA- 
TV. Newark-N.Y. when and if the 
station acquired by the N.Y. 
educational sroup. He expliins 
that be hiesnt heen approached as 
yet. with the eGucational deal yet 

as 

i “Maverick,” 

New Syndie Deal For: 
Frisco ‘Science in Action’| 

San Francisco, May 16. 

“Scieace in Action,” 11-year-old 
science half-hour produced by the 

California Academy of Sciences, |‘ 
will be syndicated by a newly 

established Los Angeles syndica- 

tion firm, RSS Associates. 

The academy’s. director, Dr. 
Robert C. Miller, signed an op- 
tion agreement iast week with RSS. 
Agreement covers 39 tapes avail- 
able for showing next fail. Sales 
will be on a market-tu-market 

‘basis under direction of Edward 
' Simmel. 

Show, produced for academy -by 
' Benjamin Draper, directed by Vern 
[Louden and emceed by ichthyelo- 
' gist Earl S.. Herald, has run in 
Frisco 11 years under sponsorship 
of Wells Fargo Bank American 
| Trust Co. Show's also seen in} 
-Hawaii under  sponsovship of! 
Hawaiian Telephone Co. 

RSS consists. of business man- 
:ager Bovd Richardson, Clay Sher- 
:man and Simmel... 

‘Britain's ‘Bureka’ 

On WB Renewals 
London. May 16. 

ner, that all Warner Bros.’ current 

‘ty series have been renewed for 

‘the 1961-62 season, starting in 
September, has been welcomed in 
:London where Warner Bros. tv 
: pix occupy prominent place in pro- 
: grams. OF ithe Warner weekly se- 
ries, only “Surfside 6” and “The| 
Roaring 20's’ are not shown in 
U.K., although negotiations are un- 
der way for screening “20's” in the} 
autumn. , 

“Lawman,” ‘“Ha- 
waiian Eye,” and “77 Sunset’ 
Strip” are alk handied here by ABC 
Television. Fhe BBC runs ‘“Bron- 
teo” and “Sugarfoot” ‘called “Ten- 
derfoot’ ’in U.K.) while Associated 
Television is the contractor for 
“Cheyenne.” 
| No arrangements have yet been ! 
made for U.K. showing of “Room 
For One Mare.” new Warner skein 

NTA Board Elects 2 
‘Alan May and Jack M. Ostrew | 

shave beén elected to the board of | 
}directors of National Telefilm As- 
sociates. They replace David J. 

Mélamed and ‘Samuel P.. Norton, 
resigned. 
-Ostrew is a Los Angeles attorney 

‘and is a member. of: the board of 
'|National Theatres & Television and 
‘INT&T's executive committee. May 
jis a v.p. and. treasurer gf NT&T, 

| the. company. which owns control- 
,. ‘ling stock interest in NTA. interest in NTA. , 

Mex TV's Major 
“Programming Bid| 
On US. Channels 

Mexico City, May 16. 
“An “iny asion” of American tele- 

vision. markets by Emilio Azcar- 

raga has. been launched, with goal 

' being blanketing of Spanish lan- 
‘guage areas in the southwest as 
well as such key cities as New 
York, Chicago and. Miami. 

Teleprogramas de Mexico, han- | 
dling foreign distribution of five 
shows, believes the Spanish lan- 
guage programming is a ‘serious 

challenge” to U.S. production. 
Latest. drive. which released 

“Premier Orfeon,” a musical type 
show, and two ‘soap operas (“Maria 
-Guadalupe” and “Love. Swindle”) 
‘over Los Angeles Channels 13 and 
9. is a follow up on recent suc- 
cessful launching of “Mortal Sin” 
and “Shadows in White". 

And 

situations, much more so than in 
American equivalents. All pro- 
grams are. highly popular in Mex- 
ico, where they..are. sponsored by 
‘one firm. The musical show has 
been a standard. fixture. building ; 
up reputations of entertainers. 

Rene Anselmo, 

15 other cities. in California, Ari- 
zona, New Mexico and Texas are 
to be outlets for the Mexican: 
shows. And this is not the end.i 
Programs ‘are offered ‘with six 
time ‘slots available for each seg- 
ment. 

Apart from the American mar- 
ket Teleprogranias is ageressively | 
expanding Latin American mar- 
kets in Peru, Venezuela, Argen- 
tina, Colombia and Panama, and | ing ‘a tack from network selling, is 

this phase will be expanded as; ‘playing its market- by-market fall 
soon as. taperecorders 
stalled.’ 

are in- 

‘Image’ in S&H’s Rebuttal Film 
Chicago, May 16. . 

Sperry & Hutchinson, the S&H_ 

Green Stamps people, have: taken 

the initiative of offering Great 
Britain a rebuttal to that contro- 
versial documentary on Chicago- 
shown on BBC-TV last February. 
What they mean to rebut, of 
course, is a rumor fbased on cer- 
tain overseas reports). that the. 
Denis Mitchell-produced documen- 
tary dwells overly on the seamy 
districts of Chicago. The BBC film 
has only been seen in the U.S. by 
certain execs at WBKE and parent 
ABC-TY, which owns the rights 
here. , 
The “rebuttal” film is one that 

S&H had commissioned Fred. Niles 
Productions to make last year as 
a means of conciliating the State 
St. Council to the entry of Wei- 
boldt’s Dept. Store as a green 
stamp outlet. The Loop stores had 
been staunch holdouts to stamp- 
giving and were hostile to the 
S&H invasion. Purpese of the film. 
admittedly when it was made, had 
been to glorify the downtown area 
and to make the Loop scem an 

: lings is to retain the freshness .of ; 
film produced, in 1960, and appar- | the show at deal making time. That ' 
ently this has revived S&H's. in-/| discriminatory pilot screening -pol-'t 

~The company is now seek- | jy to interested parties is widely-! 
ing mass. distribution .. here andi i followed in national selling. 
terest. 

abroad and, with it, is assuming the! 
role af defender of the Windy! 

Vidi Chatter _ 
City’s good image.. 
The film, titled “Mural: Midvest | 

Metropolis, » was laired last night 
(Mon.} on WGN-TV and has been 
donated to Today Theatre, a news- 
reel house in the Loop, for a show- 
ing next: month. It has been en- 
tered in the National Visual Pre- 
sentation Assn: competition and in 
the Turin Industrial. Film Festival 
in Italy, and S&H is trying to get 
it entered in the Canres fest. 
- Leeal Assn. of Commerce and 
Industry is trying to enlist the 
help of U.S. -government officials 
in England to get “Mural” shown 
on the BBC in: answer to the Mit- 
cheli .documentary. 

ute of Mayer & O'Brien pubrel 
firm. According to ‘the latter, -the ! 
film has been skedded for a show- | erator. 
ing ata chain of: popular British | ries is being telecast alternate. Sat- 
summer resorts; where supposedly ,urday afternoons . . 

S9aP ; to 9: 30 p.m. period “that night with ;. 
' operas that: made tthe Niesen rat- a 21.9. pdlled ‘by “Real. McCoys” 
| ings. 

Format of Mexican soap. operas| — 
runs ‘to 50. or 60 chapters, and|“xfen In Space” 
| mans a new: series. starts. 

Announcement by Jack ‘L. War- | Shows are heavy on tear jerker 

Teleprogramas Valentino,” with Peter Pan Founda--' Rankin and Jules: Bass. term. 
exec. back from. a swing of. south-j tions sponsoring. Peter Pan bought ‘mensional 
western areas. stated that at least ‘the hour telementary in 50 marke 

oe tome 

{them .being “Shannon.” 

Also working|ark and CBS Films... 
on the project is the British: affili-|N.¥., has picked up “C apitol Head- 

‘Mark of Television. Industry. was. 

Dept of Coincidence. 
If- some of. the coincidences surrounding. Screen. Gems’ new: 

“Hazel” show were: utilized as plot lines for the Shirley Booth 
starrer, critics might throw up their hahds-in disbelief. Yet, ‘these. 
are some of the things that actually did happen: . 

_ In 1935, Ted Key, creator. of. the “Hazel” cartoon, upon graduat- 
ing from U. of California tried to get a start'as a Holly. wood writer.. 
He took a story to a reader at Paramount. Pictures, who liked it: and 
asked Key to stick around for awhile until the reader.could get the. 

_ production department interested. Production department, though, 
nixed the story. The reader happened to be William: Dozier, how 
production v.p. of Screen: Gems.: . 
In 1940, Key, then in New York working as a freelance radio wrk. 

ter, landed a job with J. Walter Thompson as a:staff comedy writer. 
ie papson is now the agency for the sponsor of the show, “whieh 
s For 
‘In 1945, after Key had. his “Havel” cartoon running a ‘couple of. 

years in the Satevepost, Key was approached by a young. indie. 
motion picture producer who wanted to buy “Hazel” for a feature: 
They never made. the deal but he and Key became friends for the 
next several years. Producer’s name was Ralph Cohn; who four 
years later founded Screen Gems. 

‘In 1952, SG sold its full tv series, “Ford: Theatre, ” “with Thomp- 
son as the agency. Series played four years on NBC-TY. from 9:30 
to 10 p.m., the same. sponsor, -netw ork and time period. of. the new : 
“Hazel” series. . 

Videocraft $ Unique Dentsu Deal On 
Jayanese-Made. Pinocchio’ Segs - 

TA What’s. believed to be the Brat 
e merican eienim series. produced. 

|‘Man In Space’ Orbits 
Into No. 1 Arbitron: 

jin Japan-‘is already in production in ° 

WPIX, N.Y., pulled 

| Tokyo and -sold throughout most 
of the world. Series is the group, 

‘of 130 five-minute “Pinocchio”: ani- 
an .18.5'mated segments. being produted. 

Arbitron on Dav id Wolper’s doc-: ‘and sold by Videocraft. Productions 
umentary “Project: Man In Space.” 
Thursday (tl) night, beating all| 
competition in the. ‘seven-station 
market except WABC-TV. ABC-TV :; 
flagship hit the high. for the 8:30- 

iof N.Y, 

Handling. the actual phy steal pro- 
duction. is the Dentsu. Advertising 

‘ Agency ‘oF Tokyo. fifth largest 
agency in the world. -Dentsu oper- 
ates .its.own studio in. Tokyo and 
‘has. guaranteed completion of the 
‘series to Videocraft.as well as pur. 

Ziv-UA's’ ‘chasing. Japanese ty Fights to the 
rerun for that shows. 

Thursday night drew a 7.0 ARB. ; - Many companies have 
compared to its ayerage Arbitron! Japanese. coproductions. “particue 

of 4.9. Rating. boost for the reg-:larly in animation.” in which the . 
ular half-hour series was: attributed : Japanese are skilled. but. no deals’ 
to the hypoed interest in space havé ever. worked. out. prior to the 
shows that night. Videocraft - Dentsu- arrangement. 
Next Wednesday (24), WPIX will,.That came about because of the 

‘telecast another Wolper-Sterling ; nature of the “Pinocchio” ‘ produe- 

[special “The Legend uf Rudolph: tion, which Videocraft toppers ‘Art. 
“aj- 

stop-motion animation.” 
ts. Its done with: wooden ficures in 

-$top-motion © style: Figures are. 
made, sans strings or ‘other sup- 

 ports,. from cartaon. sketches, und 
“are manipulated into different ‘poris 
: fons. for- each frame ‘of. film, a Ja. 
“the. separate drawings: or cells. in: 
flat animation. Actual minature. sets 
are used in back of them. 

Only one producer in the US, 
George Pal. and one in Holland, 
Joup. Geisink, have the know how 
and staff for this type of produc- 
tion, and both, according to Bass,. 
are too expensive for tv, Starting - 
from scratch would be prohibitive 
too, since a total: staff of 125 to 
°150 people. are continuously at 
work on’ such. a. production ‘setup. 

and “My Three Sons.” 

Indije’s lead-in show, 

mul ed 

3G to Spring 1 
For Syndication. 

Screen Gems in syndication, tak- 

: entries close to its chest. 

SG is expected to be in-the syn- 
die market: ‘with two shows. one of - 

.. SG, 
though, won't be showing pilots 

‘|around to agencies and adv ertisers: , Dentsu, Which went into the pro-, 
unti! June when. the fall buyin duction: business beeause. of lack’ 
for syndication is expected to nit, Of, independent facilities. has been. 
its stride on. the: regional’ level. ; using the technique extensively 

| Reason for. the holdeff on screen-. Ver the past several years for 
‘commercials and industrial films. 
‘for its own clients. So Rankin ‘went 
- to Japan ‘and set. up the production 
deal for * “Pinocchio.” 
‘It’s not a: coproduction in the 

; financial. sense, since’ .Dentsu. 
; doesn't | share in the. ‘profits. In-. 

Ih! stead, Videocraft. pays-Dentsu ‘on a 
Wy | cost-plus basis, and also. sold the 

agency Japanese rights:: Bass indi- 
cates there's no real way to com- 
pare costs.on the setup, but he esti- 
mates that “Pinocchio.” with full: 
animation, is:.coming in’ at about 

(Continued. on page 48) 

Burke’s Way of Thinking’ Now in Nine Markets 
Banner Films. had sold “A. ‘Way’ 

of. Thinking.”. the half-hour weekly 
program {aped at WNEW-TV «NLY.) 
with Dr.. Albert Burke. : in’ seven 
other . ‘markets. Pubaffairs. stanza 
has. been on the syndication ‘mar- 
Ket: ‘just about a:month ~” 
‘Actually, the count. puts.“Burke 

in nine markets. since WNEW-TV's. 
Sister station in- the. Metropolitan. 

Pete Levathes, 20th-Fox tv top- 
per, in N.Y. from Coast... Eli 
Bauer named design and ‘story di- 
rector for CBS animations, new.y- 
created unit.of CBS Films .....John 

reelected chairman of the’ Tel-Fil 
Credit Group. Newly elected 
vice-chairman of the group was 
Sol Schreiber, MGM-TV. Tel-Fil 
Group includes Indepedent Televi- 
sion Corp., Official Films. NTA, 
Sereen Gems, United .\rtists, Jay- 

WPIX, 

lines” featuring Congressman A. J. 
Multer (Dem.-Brooklyn!. as mod:+ 

Quarter-hour:: filmed. se- 

“Route 66,” 

to le fermativ sitned. 
“} fove the show and Id be 

proud fo re assaciated with the 
edie tienal chamnel?’ was the way 

attractive place to. shop. An inter- 
esting sidebar is that S&H initidliv 
was disappointed in the film and 
cancelled its plan to buy time ‘for 

Sos kind put it. Susskind, backed Jit on all four commercial . Stations 
by Paraenoont Picwures. had been /in town. 
a eit: cens:e’ ne bicider for the But recently it copped an award’ 
chore: avre? by National Tele-|at American Film Festiva] as the 
fithi A-reciales. best commercial public relations 

rand at various e¢ivie gatherings in|on locations throughout the U.S., 
it ‘will he seen. by 250:000 peaple. [the CBS-TV series that's produced 

England. - | 
The Chi chamber of commerce! 

group. on a 23-day tour of several 
Latin American countries, is earry-}is due to start in July . EHNiot 
ing a print of ‘“Wural” in hopes af | Silverstein and ‘Lamont “Johnson 
being able to-show it ‘there. It will} have been signed to direct the first 
also: ke shown at the International , two episodes of MGM's “Dr. -Kil- 
Trade Fair in Chi this summer, dare” series 

moved into Youngstown, O., to 
shoot two episodes. Production of 
“Route 66” for the ‘61-'62 season 

Broadcasting chain; WI'TG; Wash- 
ington,: presently carries the: pro- 
gram. 
New markets for ‘Burke's tv'er 

are. Sah Francisco ‘KRON:, Nash- 
ville (WSM), Cedar Rapids (WMT), 
Jacksonville’ (WFGA), Kansas City 
tKMBC), ‘Tampa: (WFLA), and. Des 
Moines (KENT). 
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DIES GO HIGH HAT? 
+ 

“Teoman Cometh Could Have Goeth iNEW CLIMATE” \Flamingo’s Gottlieb; Well Be 
“The Iceman Cometh,” the dramatic. highlight of the season just 

passed, might never have been produced. by National .Telefilm 
Associates had. the project, in script stage, or soon later, been’ 
‘submitted to the Code Review Board of National. Assn. of 
Broadcasters. 
NAB, after the Eugene. O'Neill: play had. been telecast and after 

critical acclaim, left it to the discretion of station. members. whether 
or not to play the four hour vidtaped: version. — 

indie which first telecast the O'Neill drama, isn’t -a 
In the opinion. of .“P of W” exec 

Newark-N. Y, 
“member of. the NAB Code. 

WNTA-TY, the 

producer. Worthington. (Tony) Miner, the NAB Code is a failure 
for the things it lets go by in ‘empty ‘staple tv: fare, lending sanction 
to sadism and :violence in some 
censorship,. ‘but his. position, as 

‘series: Miner. doesn't argue for 
outlined. befere:.-a meeting of tv 

and radio execs, is that tv should allow full freedom to drama. 
There’s an interesting footnate 

station execs, one in particular,. 
vidtaped version when it was 
Friedman was under fire for producing..an. 

‘There were: screams that he wasted NTA money-and as a . piece.” 
vet in the field. should have known better. 
vidversion was -played; and’ the 
and the critical ‘acclaim. was’ great, 
objectors took one. of the biggest | bows. 

to the Miner position. WNTA-TV 
weren't at all eager to play the 
first Screened. Producer Lewis. 

“unplayable master- 

Of: course,’ when the 
protests ‘virtually’ weren't’ there, 

the most. . vociferous ' of the 

CBS-TV's: Proposed Afi Contract 
Poses Threat to Syndication | Bu: 

Another major threat to. the. fal- + 
tering syndication business has: 
been posed by CBS- TV, in the form}. 
of its: proposed new affiliation con- : 

.tract The new pact substitutes for | 
‘a Straight 30°>. compensation. for- 
mula a sliding-scale payment. pat-! 
‘tern that rises up to 60°. in fringe: 
periods. 

‘Te's- those: fringe periods that ate 
most attractive to the: station. op- 
erator for local programming pur- 
poses—using syndicated shows. But. 

make it virtually 
pick-up a network show as to pro- | 
gram loeally. And the station: 
wouldn't have to worry ‘about Te- | 
eouping program costs . either. - 

_ What the CBS contract would do « 
{3 to pay the station 10°7 of its]. 
‘gross network rate for the first., 
few hours of nétwork programming | 
it carries each week. After a speci- 
fied point, the rate would jump to 
60°%: of the station's network rate.‘ 
Idea is to-Induce affiliates to carry 
the full CBS. schedule: instead of ° 
substituting local shows,. which. in’ 
the past have. been more luerative. | 

Stations in the past. have: pro- 
grammed locally because they keep! 
‘something | like 85°) 
‘70°, where agency commissions ‘ 
are involved) of. ‘their rate card. 
-More often than -not, a fyndicated |- 
‘show is. involved, with: the. station 
-buying the show and reselling it 
to sponsors, or an advertiser ‘plac- 
ing the show and paying the sta-|. 
tion for.time.. 

‘In’ either case, the: CBS contract 
“would mrake it just as lucrative for 
the station, since it would pay 607c . 

(Continued on page ‘48°. 

Tiv-UA Moves On 

‘Ripcord Sales 
“Ripeord, ” second Ziv-UA first-! 

runner to be put Into ‘syndication, 

has chalkéd - ‘up a roster. of. ‘sales. 

Ivan Tors production. comes on the: 
heels -of Brod Crawford starrer; 
“King. of Diamonds,” now sold ‘in 
over 134 markets. ~~ : 

bought the ‘“Ripcord” series © 
seven © metropolitan.. markets;: 
“cluding. Atlanta, Charlotte, 
Charleston, S.C.: ‘Calumbia, 

in 
in-, 

N.C.; 
S.C.; 

Greensboro- Winston Salem: . Wash- - 
ington, N.C.; and‘ Bristol-Johnson |. 
City, Tenn. 

Stations signing - for “Ripcord” 
‘include: KABC, Los Angeles; KLZ. | 
Denver; WDSU, New Orleans; 
WNEP, Scranton-Wilges-Bar re; 
KFBN, ‘San. Diego; and WHEVJ, 
Miami. . “ - 

New ‘regional sponsors. of 
“Diamonds”. include Safeway 
Stores for outlets in: Billings, Butte, 
Missoula and. Great Falls, Mon- 
tana; Galbreath. Bakery on WATE, 
Knoxville; . Tower Federal Savings 
& Loan Assn., 
-‘Gusafson’s: Dalry, 
tona Beach-Orlando. 

{sométimes I 

{ j the. 
Savannah ~ Sugar’ Refining. has- “measures, by other stations in the: 

South Bend; and. 
WESH, §Day-. 
a February. 

| Dawn's Early Light: 
: Houston, May 9. - 

-KHOU-TV" s surprise recent- *: 
ly was the. discovery that it. 

1 had. shawn the last. half ‘of.the 
_ late motion picture: before. the 
- first half: Though’ the studio 

was ready to sign off, a num- 
"ber of ¢allers said they. wanted: 

to see-the first half, toa. It was 
' then shown, 

the proposed CBS. contract would |. 
as lucrative to: 

_ Tt was well, past the. signoff 
‘time when the first half.of the 

. film: was. over—but again the 
-studio. heard from viewers. 

_ They ‘were viewers who had — 
“tuned in. Iate and-.had thus © 

seen the.first half of the mo-- 
tion picture but ‘not. the earlier 

_ dast half..: Ther wanted: to see. 
how it came’ out. . : 

The ‘second half of ‘the film 
Was. show n. a second time. 

NBC 5 Sat Movies’ 

‘Has Bullish Effect 
“On Station Sales. 
Even. before rating returns are ; 

‘in,.: months ahead - of debut time, 

.NBC: TV's Saturday night. feature 

j Slot ig having. a bullish effect. on 

~ pix. bilying. 

According - ‘to ‘distribs of: post-! 
"48's: ‘many NBC-TV ‘stations are! 
‘in the market. for. updated product. ! 
Reason’ is that NBC-TV affils need! 
product | to «stand ‘up against | the | 
| stati fed’ Saturday. night pic. If thej 
| station stays. with an old. turkey, 
the local. pic stot will look bad. in 
comparison with the network show- 
| cased: feature. NBC-TV affils. will: 
| nave’ ‘the challenge of. trying: to 
retain the interest of viewers over. 
a four-hour span, with many: ‘affils |! 
staging a double: feature bill for . 
the Saturday: p.m. outing. , 

In, a competitive situation, when 
| one’ station upgrades: ‘pic vintage, 

move. triggers’ off similar 

j Market. ‘Net affect, _din essenise, Is 
bullish. 

TV Employment Off 
Hollywood, May 16. 

has taken its toll on. industry em- 

‘ployment situation. For. March, 

total number of. workers in ‘theatri- 

‘4l, 500: -and preliminary. figures for 

April - “show .another slack with 
40,400. 

Average weekly hours for March 
was 4112 against 42.1 in February. | 
Weekly earnings for March aver- 
aged $151.89 as against $153. 24 for 

{Man 

} villian, 
| viewpoint, 

_| time ‘situation with the webs com- 

'manding more and more time slots 
| from. local. stations. 

Temporary lull in.ty production | . 

That new Minow & Collins cli- 

{mate for ty may eventually be a 
blow to traditional. syndication 
fare, but could be a boon to the 

offbeat, uplift syndication entries 
.[ranging from “The Play of The 

‘| Week” to, “Africa Now.” 

among syndicators: _ Surprisingly, 

there's no unanimity of opinion 
making “heavies” of FCC Chair- 

Newton Minow and NAB 
‘prexy LeRoy Collins. The greater 

from most syndicators’ 

is the network option 

“If the three webs weren't all 
over the lot from 7:30 to 11 p.m. 

land earlier on Sundays, there 
would. be room for stations to buy 
all types of syndication fare,”’. ac- 
cording to. a key market-by -market ! 
Operator. “We have shoot-em- -uUpS, : 
but. we also. have public affairs 
documentaries. * he added. 

Minow’s disenchantment with 
--|what’s on tv now -may. eventually . 
“ | embolden some syndicator to take ;' 

‘his beef to the FCC. Likelihood. 
though, is that such a move won't 
be made at present. Everyone's too! 
afraid of killing the possibilities of ° 

|a network program sale, or alierat- ! 
-| ing some stations. Additionally, the. | 
‘(cost of staging a‘FCC fight on op- 

tion time’ isn't small, . legal fees, | 
etc., and few syndicators would | 

Tw ant to” take on that burden. 

In terms of mext season’s syn-- 
- dication program fare, the Minow ; 
& Collins pronouncements won't 
cause any radical departures. The - 

+ big’ grosses still will-go to the 
staple action-adventure entries. 
‘Fer next season at this point. there 

‘|aren’t too many .of these around: 
in the ‘first-run category in any 
event because of the general de-| 

: Cline in the: market=by-miar ket biz. : 

There's still a lively interest in. 
.features, another important facet ' 
of syndication. and cartoons. 
j Minow scored stations which bump! 
| network: pubaffairs shows and sub-. 
stitute old movies. FCC chairman! 
‘also slapped stations for ‘unreeling 
cartoon after cartoon instead of 

slotting more imaginative, educa-. 
tional programming. 

The New.Frontier climate prob-: rent 20-odd man sales siaff. 
, ably will put ar; end—or at least 
! sharply restrict—the practice of; 
many stations to. bump web pub- 

: affairs. shows for syndie produ 
! The: bulk-of feature buying by ota 
‘tions, however, isn’t for such’ eveh-, 
‘dualities. Pix are bought for the 
feature stots on stations—and the 
need for features will remain as 
long. as there’s. “Late Night” show 
‘or “Sunday Showcase,” etc. 

f Cartoon market, despite Mino 
. & Co., is-expected to remain fairly 
| stable. next season. Some ‘stations 
may take the Minow cue and. try 
some kiddie fare “ta help the child 
grcow"’, as espoused by vet kiddie 

| programmer Dr. Frances Horwich. 
Others may.take a cue adopted by 
WNEW-TV, N.Y... for its Sonny 
‘Fox-helmed “Wonderama” show, | 
; which has. many educational plus} 
values other than. eartoons. 

Whether there's a blowup or a 
' blowover, ‘fact is that. there are| 
| quite a number of uplift entries in 
.syndication and there are mioves 
afoot to widen the. horizons for ‘this 
facet of the biz. Trans-Lux, for one. 
plans to’set up, a service to stations 
under which stations would be able: 
to swap their individual public af- 

| ‘\falrs shows with other stations. . 

Official Films, which bought the j 
Paramount . Newsreel library, is 
readying a group of documentaries. 
Additionally, Official has a series 
‘of 13 hour shows on the new Afri- 

J can nations, called “Africa Now.” |. 
eal. and tv. production dropped to. ABC Films is: out with: an- advise} 

show, Dr. Joyce Brothers. National 
Telefilm Associates, despite the 
imminent.selloff of WNTA-TV, 
Newark-N. Y., is expected to be 
back next season with another 26 
‘dramas for “The Play of The 
Week.” Then there are the. entries 
of Westinghouse Broadcasting. 
‘Metropolitan Broadcasting, etc. 

ue! Producers: Guild appointed a nom- 

' {tinue on KFMB. 

CUES IN UPLIFT} Our Own Censor’ In Rejecting 
NAB’s Proposed Screening Policy 

By MURRAY HOROWITZ 

Flamingo Films, probably the 
largest distributor of foreign pix 
in tv, won't go along with the pro- 
posed screening policy of the Na- 
tional Assn, of Broadcasters. That’s 
the position of Flamingo Films 
prexy Ira Gottlieb on the basis of 
NAB’s move to censor pix con sid- 

‘ered in violation of NAB’s Code 
Interesting aspect of Gottlieb’s 

| exposition was his acknowledge- 
iment that the Catholic Lezion of 
i Dec ency has, in eflect, become the 
‘censor of what he would make 
‘available to tv. He said he wou'd 
.ho longer handle a pic for televie- 
sion which bore a® “condemned” 
.seal of the Legion of Decency 
‘Other distribs of foreign product 
‘to tv have taken a similar position 

Gottlieb acknowledged that it 
“may not be right for the Catholie 
Legion of Decency to become the 
standard by which to judge the ac- 
iceptability of a pic for teiecasting. 
But, he went on, a “C” rating by 
the Legion makes a picture con- 
troversial, creating noise on the 

j local level. He had handled the 

Schlosser’s Shift 

| To Stabile Unit Stee Bee sre te 
: gion “Cc _Tating, and the pie was 

In CW? Cuthack #2 tees WNBC TY, y. “Climate for such 

i today. 
pix. though, ib apparent!y different 

| Herb Schlosser, in the first Catholic screening group also 
.major step to change the tom pjays quite a role on the station 
i plexion of Calitornia National jevel Tt isn't only the distributors 
: Productions, is moving over 10 who follow the Legion's classifica- 
; NBC-TV as No. 2 man to talent jign table with more interest than 
& contracts veep Jim Stabile. racing fans scanning the form. 
Schlosser, currently general mMan- Stations across the country keep a 

ager and veep at the NBC telefilm running file on Legion cla-sifica- 
arm, will, in effect. be taking the jign Some stations may plav a 
job vacated recently by Burt “C" pic, but they use the Legion 

Hanft who moved te Paramount . assification form. ay an added 
Pictures. insight into what level the pie is-— 

Full decision on the future of j.e. for adults only, for kiddies as 
CNP is expected this week. with well as elders, efe. In that way 

. the decision in the hands of NBC further facts for slotting the pix 
‘chairman Robert Sarnoff and NBC - jn question are gathered. 

- President Robert Kintner. The right of one religious group, 
' Anticipating a sharp eutback in ‘to, in effect. act as the censoring 
the size of the syndicated arm. pody for all religious. groups, ag 
several employees are already tut well as non-believers, is an issue 

(looking for new posts. Said most yhich has spilled right over from 
| likely to occur is the elimination {he theatrical pix business to tele- 
of production by CNP and a di- vision. 
minishment in the size of its cur- Gottlieb. in response to a ques- 

In tion, said “it wasn't right” for tre 
this instance. CNP, if that's what Legion's standards to envelop what 

(Continued on page 52: j Bix are shown on tv. “But neither 

PRODUCERS GUILD a 
PREPS NOMINEES 

He cited the troubte he had with 

Hollywood, May 16. 

-“Nights of Cabaria” as an example 

Board of directors of Television 

+ 

Viceroy’s Brit. Blurb 
London, May 16. 

For what is believed to be 
the first time ever, a skein of 
tv commercials has been filmed 
in Britain for an American 
sponsor of a networked show. 
Featuring Patrick MeGoohan, 
of “Danger Man,” the com- 
mericals—for Viceroy cigarets 
—were shot at Shepperton stu- 
dios “ith locations at Batter- 
sea heliport and on a stretch 
of the Thames. 

World Wide Television Ltd., 
provided production facilities 

| for the skein which was pro- 

| 
duced and directed for Brown 
& Williamson by John Sim- 
mons of Hobson Bates & Co., 
Ltd., with McGoohan as co- 

- Ginecton 

to censor 

of why he opposes NAB screenings 
of “troublesome” pix on a national 
level WNBC-TV, which has 
changed its policy since the Ba:dot 
pic. suddenly turned down the 
Fellini “Nights,” after buyinz it, 
advertising it. ete. For some rea- 
sons, continuity department nixed 
the telecast. Pic, which deals with 

‘a prostie, has gotten a double A 

‘inating committee of three in ad- 
‘vance of the Guild’s annual mem- 
‘bership meeting May 27, Trio com- 
prises Cran Chamberlain, Devery 
Freeman and Robert Enders. Their 
choices for president. incumbent rating of the Legion of Decency 
Ben Brady; first veepee, Everett ‘Continued on page 48- 
Freeman, and second  veepee, 
David Dortort. 

Nine directors to be chosen from 
a Slate of 18 include William Asher, 
Anthony Barr, Alvin Cooperman. 

{Blake Edwards, Mort Fine. James! 
{Fonda, William Froug, John 
'Guedel, Alan Handley, Herbert! 
| Hirsebman, Buck Houghton, Had | 
, Hudson, Norman Macdonneii, Stan-} 
i ey Niss, tanley Rubin, putes: th 
Schermer, Art Silver and Harry 

’ ishriber, v.p. of Motion Picture Ex- {Tugend. Write ins are permitted. port Assn., who left for a Latin 
Terms are for two years on a. American tour on Saturday ‘13+. 

|staggered schedule which provides! Fineshriber is due to meet MPFEA 
l that half the officers and directors; ‘prexy Eric Johnston and Robert 

be elected each year. J. Corkery, MPEA v.p. for Latin 
America. in Brazillia, new capital 

> of Brazil, e 
‘Zoorama’” to Robeck Facing MPEA tv’ éxee Fine- 
Peter M. Robeck & Co. has ac- shriber in Brazil is the new tv 

quired syndication rights to 39 new! decrees issued by President Quad- 
half-hour vidtapes of “Zoorama.” ros on April 12 and May 13. The 
produced by KFMB, San Diego. | decrees would drastically limit the 

“Zoorama” has been televised . amount of time available on Braz- 
“live” on KFMB for more than six ; ilian tv for motion picture films 

years, originating at the San Diego: during the peak evening hours, as 
Zoo. Bob Dale hosts the new! Well as during the rest of the op-. 
“Zoorama” tapes which will con-, erating day. Iniported films are 

. {Continued on page 48: 

Latino Problems 

Keep Piling Up 
Latino trouble spots are high on 
e agenda of William H. Fine- 
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7 hen “Anniversary Waltz” played a week 

of summer theatre last year at Warren, 

Ohio, it starred NBC’s Hugh Downs in the role of 

a TV-hating husband who eventually kicks a hole 

right through the family’s receiver. 

To guard against anyone’s leaving the theatre 

with the wrong impression, it was Hugh’s custom 

to make a nighily curtain speech explaining that 

the kick they’d seen “hurt more than. my foot; it 

hurt me ri¢ht where I live.” (Downs lives in a 

lovely, TV-built Central Park West apartment 

with nine rooms, but who's counting?) 

Actually, the curtain speeches were superflu- 

ous, for the audiences knew perfectly. well that the 

bond between Hugh and TY is closerthanthis. 

We at NBC know it, too. Hugh is—why does 

that always sound so ungrammatical?—Hugh is on 

TV for us some 12 hours per week, but in none of 

his appearances do you ever get the impression 

that he’d rather be doing something else at the 

time. What he does, as best we can analyze it, is 

combine the enthusiasm of the amateur with the 

skill of the professional. 

The professional what? That’s a tough one to 

answer, for he’s a man who really has no specialty. 

In this respect, he’s even harder to categorize than 

Jack Paar, who may at least be described as a. 

fellow who majors in comedy and minors in crab- 

grass control. 

Hugh is without a label, and has no intention 

of acquiring one. “Specialization,” he.says, “has 

a kind of built-in futility. [We can’t help it; that’s 

ithe way Downs talks.] I know there'll always be 

better announcers, sharper quizmasters, more 

interesting conversationalists and more talented 

actors than I. But no one, except myself, can be 

a better Hugh Downs. That’s why I care more 

about growing as a person than as a performer. 

If I can do that, the career will take care of itself.” 

No one who’s watched Downs for any length 
of time on the Paar show or the cross-the-board 

or nighttime “Concentration” quizzes, would 

doubt his quest to broaden his personal horizons. 

Few subjects are outside his ken. Said Red Skel- 

tor of him once: “Ask Hugh what time it is, and. 

he’ll tell you how to build a watch.” 

Hugh’s gamut of learning covers such dispa- 

rate subjects ‘as astronomy, serious music, skin- 

diving, psychology and the consiruction of high- 

fidelity equipment. 

NOR IS HE a mere “dabbler” in any of these 

spheres. For example, he’s written several: fine 

pieces of serious music, among them the “Elegiac 

Prelude in A Minor,” which was played most 
recently by the St. Louis Symphony Orchesira 

(Skitch Henderson conducting). Hugh not only 

composed the work, but orchestrated it for 125 

pieces (which is larger than Jose Melis’ band) ; 
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At NBC we've known about Downs’ wide 

range of interests fora long time (he joined our 
Chicago radio station, WMAQ,. as a staff an- 
nouncer "way back in 1943), Butit took television 

—whose recognition of the real article i is matched 

only by its distaste for the phoney—to bring the. 

true Downs image home to the public. 

Sul, as a. guy who considers himself neither 

angel nor scholar, Hugh is always delighted when 

the public is made to see him as something other 

than. an ency clopedia-with- -halo. Thai’s why, for 

example, he enjoys Paar’s on- camera “asides” 

about Hugh’ 's having hada drink or two at lunch. 

Downs will never be the answer to any distiller’ S 

prayer, but neither is he a teetotaller. As he puts. 

it, “I like the viewers to know such things about 

myself. ”» 

_ He’s also something of a: practical joker, as 

he demonstrated to “Cencentration’s” studio 

audience a while back. On this particular day, 

he’d told Producer Jack Farren (the only one 
not in on the jest) that the taping was to begin: 
five minutes ahead of schedule. 

“When the tape began to roll, Downs’ opening 

remarks included an announcement that a huge 

lawn party would be held at Farren’s home 

immediately after the show, and that all tele- 

viewers were invited. A card then appeared on the 

TV screen, with F arren’s address clearly printed 

for all to see. Before the bewildered producer 

lear ned. the truth about it all, his face had turned 

ev ery ‘shade of the NBC peacock, 

Practical jokes aside, Downs’ own regard for 

truth is one of the qualities that seems. to have 

registered most strongly with his followers. He’s 

aware, for example,. that some of the pérsonal 

experiences he recounts on the Paar show might 

sound better w ith a bit of embellishing, but that’s 

simply not his style. 

The week-end before last, he and Mrs. Downs 

from a studio audience. It’s just 

such incidents that drive pro- 

were in Washington, where Hugh narrated a 

presentation on our fall programming before a 

‘pre-NAB gathering of NBC affiliates. Hurriedly 

preparing the luggage for the return trip to New. 

York, he unthinkingly picked up the dress he. 

saw on the bed and jammed it into a suitcase, 

which an efficient bellhop promptly carried off. 

A few minutes later, Mrs. Downs (who'd been 
showering at the time) emerged io find herself— 
literally—without a thing to wear for the trip 

homeward. It was quite a predicament. But there 

was really no smash finish to the story, for, as 

Hugh related on the air later that week, he was 

able to retrieve the bags in time. There’s little 
doubt that the same incident, as embroidered by 

am Alex King, would have wound up with Mrs. 

Downs throwing a raincoat over her underthings 

and marching majestically through the hotel 

lobby into. a bright, Washington sunshine. 

HUGH HAS NEVER fancied himself a hu- 

morist. But since so much of his TV work is off- 

the-cuff, he frequently finds himself getting laughs 

without even meaning to. 

On the daytime “Concentration” not long 

ago, he was chatting with a contestant whose 

background card indicated she was married eight 

years ago and now had a nine-year-old daughter. 
Hueh tactfully suggested that the figures had un- 

doubiedly been switched around in error. “Oh, 

no,” said the woman. “That’s no mistake. I had 

to get married.” 

In desperation, Downs immediately tried to 
change the subject, but he couldn’t have made a 
more conspicuous transition. What he said was, 

“Well, I guess you know how to play the 
game,” A louder or more genu- 
ine howl has never been heard 

fessional comedy writers crazy. 

sr 



New York Emmy 
Station Achi 

e For serving with vigor the varied interests of the citizens of the New 

York Metropolitan area, 

e For recognizing their civic needs through such programs as “Search- 

light” and “Direct Line,” 

e For fostering their interest in. serious inquiry through programs like 

“Open Mind” and “Conscience of a City,” presented during prime time, 

e For responding to their concern about youth and education through. 

“Youth Forum” and “Recital Hall,” 

¢ e And for excellence of program balance in these and other fields. 

NBC Owned * Channel 4 * New York 
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Murrow Ankling USIA? 
* Washington, May. .16. 

A senior Republican Congressman has predicted that Ed Murrow 
will “soon” be leaving his new Gov ernment post. as administrator . 
of the.U.S, Information’ Agency: 

But key Administration officials contacted by ‘Vanrety say. Rep. 
Clarence Brown (R-Ohio), who did the speculating, ig offbase on’ 

-the timing. Murrow will more likely leave Uncle Sam's employ 
“late. this year, but ‘not sooner. A quicker departure, it’s figured, 
would .“look .bad” both for: Murrow - ‘and. the Kennedy Adminis- 
tration... | 

Brown said in a newsletter. la st week that Murrow was miffed 
because he must “explain”. decisions of the Administration ’in which 
he wasn’t asked to participate (presumably - like: the. decision. to 

It’s art-open Washington secret that Murrow is -{nyade’ Cuba’. 
displeased with bureaucracy and that his job is Jess: than: he under- 
Stood it to be when he agreed to leave CBS. 

Hartenbower on TV Code: The 
License You Save 

‘Washington, ‘May 16. 

“The “Heense you: save may be 7 
your own. TV Code. Chairman E. K: 
Hartenbower warned. “The threat, 
of increasing government ‘regula- | 
tion continues, and don’t think this 
is ‘some rickety skeleton . wee it's 
REAL.” 

“urged stronger ‘support of the TV 
Code at a NAB session on code ‘af- | 
fairs.’ 

He was echoed. by W. D. (Dubi ! 
Rogers who described: the TV Code 
as a “compilation of our corporate ° 
thinking. and just ‘as we.do not~ 
agree with its every tenet, we must : 
comply: with it just as. we.do with 
_the laws of our land,’ mo 

_ / The. TV’Code ‘session. featured: a , 
‘fundown of goings-on in the code- 
offices, highlighted. by the affirma- 

_tion that a pre-screening. service for : 
feature films bound for.tv was in-. 
the works. It would be located: in. 
Washington, according .to Edward. .. 
-H. Bronson, NAB:TV Code director. -, 

_- Feature films,” 
son, 
major concern to Code _ stations. 
This material was not planned. for 
parlor room consumption.” . 

Latter remark referred “to ning | 
clips: from old vintage features. 
depicting. ‘a hoochie-coochie dancer, 
a-fierce barroom: brawl with a lit- 
tle. boy. wateiiing ‘on, and-a disem- } 
bodied bra floating: around from 
“Topper” film. — 

’ Frank _Morris,. 
“Hollywood. ‘office, 
~ months his unit has..been-in opera. 

tion. 624. . scripts. have been 
screened. Of : 340 vidpix made from 
‘there, 250 were in-tull accord with. 
code . suggestions. 
“minimal-standards,” and. question: 
of. whether they should: be shown 
was left to the. discretion of the ; 

. Stations. 

“The men I deal NW sith are almost 
uniformly cooperative.” Morris said ! 
ot the telefilmers., 

Stockton Helfrich: director 
the: New. York Code Office. said. tv-- 
blurbs are getting better and bet+ 
ter. Winners of the. American TY . 
Conmercials °F ostival: were ° 
screened for thie NAB delegates | 
white Helftrich - ‘touted them. for 
their “wit, ingenuity and. increasing. 
‘good taste." There:-aré ‘still not- 
enough good conimercials, Helf- : 
frich added, and ‘‘we .must. work 
collectively. ‘and individually to, 
proaden this trend. mo 

‘NAB ELECT § MARTIN 
AS TV BOARD HEAD 

Washington, May -16. 
Dwistit: W. Martin, Board: Chait: . 

“man of WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge, | 
Jias. been elected Chairman of. the’ 
“Television Board of. Dir¢ctors of 

explained: Bron- 

of the Code’s 

National Assn. of Broadtasters. He - 
Wo. oD. “Dub" 

KDUB-TY, Lubbock, ‘Tex, 
Named Television Board: Vice. 

Chairman was. William .B. Quarion, 
president of | WMT-TYV,.. Cedar 
Rapids: Elections took. place. during 
windup day of N \B's annual’ con- 
vention here last Jast- W eck, 

Lee Would Freeze AM 
-Washington, May 16: 

Federal Communications: .Com-". 
missioner Robert E, Lee would: put 
an “immediate. freeze” on AM radio 
assignments. 

‘Lee, 

suceceds | Roger 8, 

FCC panel’ ‘session, 

“tion now, citing the 38 stations. in 

the New. ¥ork. City “area “alone.. 

‘said..in. the 22°] 

‘The rest .-met |. 

of 

whose positian . ‘somewhat . 
‘startled NAB conventioneers at the : 

argued ‘there - 
are toa. many AM outlets in opera-- 

‘May Be Your Own’ 

The Good Humor Man 
. WwW ashington, May 16. 

Pitches: to advertisers should not. 
: take. forny of. plugging one’s own ; 

| radio station over a rival's. 

jas a! high-powered. marketing | 

medium. and. extol its. advantages ! 

over television. newspapers etc. 

{- George Cc. ‘Neumann. advertising © 

veepee- ‘for the G ood Humor Corp.. 

‘tendered this advice to NAB radio 

" converitioneers. “Top 

\leigh and Mars 
a veepee Robert W. Whitney. 

At the Radio Assembly held dur-: 
ing. the closing.day of the broad-: 

. casters’ meet, Hurleigh hailed a 

{to the 

In-! i 

Hurleigh’s 
Washington, May 18. 

- In contrast to the many dour: 
| warnings. of “tighter Government: 
|regulation, radio delegates to the 
{NAB convention were treated ta} 
an optimistic pep talk by Mutual’! 
Broadcasting prexy Robert F. Hur- 

Broadcasting 

“new. era” for radio, ‘he ascribed , 
“courage” of station op-: 

erators and their ingenuity in: 
, changing their -broadcasting’ for- 
mats 
competition. 

Hurleigh said.. the improved 
radio clime is reflected.in statistics 
showing that radio receivers led. 

_ all other electronic appliances sold.: 
‘last. year: The MBS. -exec lauded 
{ what: he. called “the increasing at-’ 
| titade of radiomen to:-become in- 
volved in’ controversy—because 

| they sincerely believe and feel the 
| positions they. publicly take in 
issues.” 

Whitney: advised that radio can 
~continue the upbeat by sticking to 
ithe ‘fundamentals. of good pro- 
' graming.” ~He 

' edification: 
First. the absolutely crucial 

need for understanding the au-.. 
dience that you are trying to serve; 
second, the. concept of specializa- 
tion. and the need for its encourage- 
‘ment: third, ‘the significance of 
consistency as the foundation for 

manage- : the entire structure of what goes | 
ment,” he explained, ““4g ‘more in- ‘over the air: and finally, radio pro- 

terested in: the use ‘of radio versus ° 

tv, magazines, newspapers, outdoor 

adv ertising and skywriters than 

whether. Station. A is better than 
Station: B. ” 

nomic shape, ‘but there's plenty: of ' 

‘ent medium: radio is. 

Anybody Thinks 
FCC Bypassing 
Radio Is Crazy; 

‘Washington; May 16. 

“The Radio. Code—Who © ‘Needs 

ft?” was hashed over by a panel 
during the ‘National Assn. of 

‘Broadcasters. meet. Broadcasters 

Stay: in business was the consensus. 

Federal 
‘Assn,, 

Communications {Bar 
pointed. out what everyone | 

-present at the Radio Assembly- was 
- well aware of—that FCC is giving ; Kenneth Cox 
‘more and more scrutiny to station { Bureau. philosophy 
operations. 

being sat on and conditional one-. 
year, renewals are being made, he 
added. 

“whether ~broadcasting - will: be 
dregulated by you. or the ‘govern- | 

a ment. a 

- Another panelist, Adam Young 
lof Adam Young Inc., New York. 
+ based, his piteh for the Radio Code : 

“good business” 
Young. 

grounds. 

“Representativ es -Assn., 

radio. is get adv ertising: coin, 

Similar note. was. sounded by 
T.eonard Matthews, of Leo Burnett 

Co. Ine., ‘Chicago, and co-chairman 
of. the Broadcast Media Committee 
of American Assn. of Advertising | 
.Agéncies.” Anything which tends 
to .dilute public confidence is bad 
‘for - all of us—the' broadcaster, 

. ageney and sponsor.” he-said. 

The executive veepee of the. ‘Na- 
tional Better Business Bureau told 
the radio delegates that his. experi- 

-leneces with the Bureau have: con- 
ivinced him. that industries which 
fail to. 
“asking . 
‘downs. .. . 
.the Radio Code. (which was beefed 
up last summer) as a.“good code, 

for. Governmental . crack- 

ciples of the Better Business Bu- 
reau.’ 

he added. 

“have always constituted a -ad. coin. lost. because many: adver- ! 

‘tisers still don't. know what a po-' 

need. it to. keep their licenses and 

Robert M. Booth, prexy of. the. 

“It is. up ‘to you: Booth said, | 

Chairman of .the Trade |... 
Practices ‘Committee of the Station‘ 

declared | 

-that..‘a high, self-imposed standard |: 
of ethics’ must ‘be maintained: if |. 

clean up on their own are 

-AHan. Bachman praised. 

entirely consistent with the prin-| 

“Tt obviously evolved out 
of @ desire to protect the public," |. 

: duction. 
i which 
* padio.” 

Will There Be. 

that. special ingredient ° 
‘creates the magic that is 

Radio generally is ‘in strong eco- i 

A License Fee? 
‘Washington, May 16. 

A néw. threat that license fees 
may ‘be slapped on broadcasters 
!was .underscored in’ House testi- ; 
Jmony made public today ‘(Tues.). 

Federal. Communications Chair- | 
man Newton N. Minow said in tes-, 

ttimony that he would like to. see . 
broadcasters, commercial and ama- ; 
teur alike, pay for the right to use | 
‘the. airwaves. At. the same time, it | 
Was Tevealed in the testimony that ; 
the Budget Bureau has. made a re-. 
quest for the FFC’s views on the ; 

-{ license fee issue. 
_ The subject cropped up in hear- 
ings on the FCC budget before the 
House Independent Offices Appro- 
priation. subcommittee last March 
23. Minow said: “I am. personally : 
very much for it... It is like; 
applying for a driver's license.” 
‘Several subcommittee ‘members, 
including chairman Albert Thomas : 
{D., Tex.)}, also came out strongly? 
for. the license payments, 
‘FCC Broadcast Bureau chief ' 

said the Budget} 
is that fees. 

Bostic’s Battle Cry 
W. ashington, May 16. 

Radio operators of ‘the na- 
tion unite (and join National 
Assn, of Broadcasters), ° 
Thomas Bostic, of ‘Cascade 

-Broadcasting Co., Yakima, 
Washington, told radiomen at 
the NAB convention: “As ney- 

‘er before in broadcastinz hist- 
ory, the call is out. and the 
signs have’ been indelibly writ- 
ten that we can only preserve 
‘our cherished rights by com- 
bining’ the highest intentions 
and the best minds wor king to- 
gether. 

“When we return to the 
communities from which we 
have come. let .us carry the 

.Sense of dedication to entist 
support of our fellow’ broad- 
asters in the struggle | that lies 
ahead . 
“The time has. come when all: 

broadcasters in America. out 
of a sense of self-preservation, 
should join our Assn. and help 

-- all of us fight our common 
_ battle.” 

Bostic sang pr aixes of LeRoy 
Collins as a “man of unim- 
peachable integrity, high prin- 
ciples, and a dedicatéd ad- 
vocate. of the American system 
of free enterprise broadcast- 
ing.” But he can’'s fend off. all 
broadcastins’s enemies alone, 
Bostic added. 

Tak | 

in the face of television's ; 

underlined four, 
‘This was ‘the way ‘Hartenbower | stead, radiomen should’ “sell’ radio points for the radio” operators’ 

Jaborator”’ 

RADIOQ-TELEVISION 

Some NAB Convention Post-Mortems 
1 

.» By JAY LEWIS 

Washington, May 18. 
Tf a convention has a psychology, 

-the 39th annual meet of National 
Assn. of Broadcasters was an odd : 
ball. A blend of confusion, re- 

‘turned self-confidence Uf not cock- 
iness', frustration and just a dash’ 
of impotent fury. 

symbolic, it was the query put by 
an Indiana broadcaster to the Fed- ! 
eral Communications Commission — 
panel: session. All the aforemen- ; 
tioned overtones were there. 

From the floor this delegate | 
arose to ask whether the issue’ 
wasn't whether FCC or the NAB. 
codes should hold regulatory sway 
over broadcasters, but whether 
there should be “any regulation 
from outside at all.” Then the 
ludricously-phrased clincher: “Has 
‘any member of the Commission 
slept. with the First Amendment 
lately?” 

The NAB Radio and TV Codes, 
‘pushed by one conventian speaker 
after another as vehicles of “self- 
discipline” and the only barriers 
against further governnient inter- 
vention, were thus regarded by this 
man as something from “outside” 
the industry. And there was the 
further baffling implication that 
the industry codes somehow didn’t - 

i 

‘jibe with the First Amendment j 
of course, refers only to: ‘which, 

government action’. 

The Hoosier was obviously ind!g- 
‘nant,-both at FCC and NAB. but 
, didn’t know what to do about it but 
‘hurl an indignant question at the 
FCC panel. 

Many of his colleagues obviously 
shared the same feelings. 

Their hostility 
chief Newton N. Minow was vented 
by the impotent device of em- 
barrassingly brief applause after 
his luneheon speech. This was 
comyounded by exaggerated ova- 
i tions, for Commissioner Rosel Hyde 
whenever he mentioned the words, : 
“free enterprise” ‘uhich he did 
quite frequently after discovering 
their volatile impact on the panel 

‘ audience), 

But, contrary to some expecta- 
; tions, no angry questions were 
' tossed directly at Minow during 
the panel discussion. In fact, he 
was almost ignored.. Whether this 
| reflected some reluctance to en-— 
gage the sharp infante terrible of 
broadcasting in verbal combat or 

a matter for speculation. Minow 
; may well be engaging in the specu- 
lation himself. 

At any rate, there was a minority 
j opinion among delegates that the 
‘ sitting-on-the-hands technique 
| against Minow ‘he was a guest, 
| after all} was a try at one-up-man- 
| Ship that not only failed but didn't 
. reflect well on the industry. It was 

License renewals are‘ Should be on a “break-even” basis. just a cut above throwing ‘spitballs, 
in the eyes of some observers. 

“Minow, by his iron-fisted speech, 
i thus solidified the opposition of the : 
majority of broadcasters. 
ority ‘including many 

a min- 
in public 

.| service activities: thought better of 
| him. 
the met either cool hostility or ar- 

Minow himself contided that 

dent. congratulations among the 
'conventioners attending the gov- 
: ernment reception the evening fol- 
‘lowing his speech. There was no 
imiddleground reaction of signifi- 
i cance. 

i Reaction to NAB prexy LeRoy - 
: Coins was much more confused. 
Undoubted.y, there were many vho 
were won over by their first per- 

; Sreat. charm. 

On the other hand. what prob- 
_abiy was an extreme position was: 
-voivced by a broadcasting attorney 
we said Collins Was “terrifying, . 

And Reflections; Hostility Toward 
| FCCs Infante Terntble Is Glaring 

veiled before them, signifying with 
finality that the Doerfer days are 
done. And the president of their 
association, who still has a lot to 
learn about his industry’s prob- 
j lems, Tealizes at least that the 
| transition is taking rlace and ob- 
tstinant opposition to a strong trend 
has drained many another trade 
outfit in Washington of all potency. 

And if any one utterance was It won't work, 

Ribicoff Bullist Bullish 

On Govt. Supplying 

Educl TV Funds 
Washington, May 16. 

Educational television, dear toe 

_the heart of Federal Communica- 
tions Chairman Newton Minow, 

-may get a financial assist from the 

.Kennedy Administration after all, 

‘scale proposed by 
But it won't be on the generous 

Senate -Com- 

; merce Chairman Warren Magnuson 

‘D-Wash.}, 

Earlier this year, the Adminis< 
tration, through Health, Education 
and Welfare Secretary Abraham 
Ribicoff, opposed the Magnuson 
bill which would make available up 
to $51,000,000 in outright grants 
.for construction of educational tv 
‘outlets ‘$1.000.0000 per state and 

‘Ribicoff's opposition, 
toward FCC 

the District of Columbia‘. Despite 
the measure 

sailed through the Senate by a 
.thumping 63-7 vote. But the: bill 
won Senate approval before only 
to die in the House, and the Ad- 
ministration opposition this year 
appeared to have sealed its fate 
even tishter. 

The Administration's change of 
tack was disclos y Ribicoff in 
a luncheon sp€ech to the National 
Assn. of Broadcasters convene 

,tioneers. He; ‘said the Administra- 
‘tion has reviewed the issue and 

‘would aid educational 

a devious form of snubbing him is ' 

will propose legislation which 
tv ona 

dollar-matching basis. The funds, 
if matched, ould aid “states and 
regions in their educational tv 
planning and purchase of equip- 
ment,” the Cabinet officer said. 
Ribicoff will outline the Adminis- 

,tration’s recommendations before 
‘the House Commerce Committee 
: May 17. 

.fional tv has 
: bilities, 

Ribicoff declared that educa- 
“vast. exciting possi- 

but he cautioned: “It jis 
urgent that you remember that it 

-cannot by itself solve this countis’s 

‘riching experience, elevating 

educationa: problems.” He stressed 
that broadcasters’ “main job” is to 
make commercial tv “a truly en- 

our 
‘people and our culture.” 

‘ing Dr. 

Pitches for teach-vee came from 
other convention speakers, includ- 

Edward (Father of the H- 
bomb": Teller. He to!d the ene 

:fineering Juncheon that the US. 

_more technical, 
won't survive unless youngsters get 

scientific educa- 
tion. His main peeve was that edu- 
cational programs are relegated to 
off-hours Commercial tv stations 
could make “an enormous contii- 

, bution,” Teller said, by programe 
ming educational fare during 
prime time. 

j sonal confrontation with a man of} 

4 
! 

i 

FCC’s ‘Death Penalty’ 
Washington, Mas 16. 

Heavily underscoring its “big 

stick” policies. the’ Fee in Con- 

| in the same mold—an unsubtle way 
of attacking the former Florida: 
| Gov ernor. 
upstarts, 
Lins, 

and “outsiders.” 
by some, as a kind of 

with Minow." 

But one hroadcaster opined that 
after all the griping, his fellows 
would someday see the significance 
of what transpired at the conven- 
tion and.try to digest it despite its 
unpalatabilitly. 
An FCC Chairman, determined 

to regulate not placate, was un- 

'the coupling’ of Minow and Collins today ‘Tues.? stated flatly ils in- 

‘[in the corridor talk as being cast: tent to wield more frequentiy the 
‘so-called “death penalty” against 

“Both were viewed as | errant broadcasters. 
Col- | 
“col-j-propriation hearing it expects a 

Commissiun toid a House Ap- 

jump in.the number of heense 
revocation cases as a resuli of 
stepped-up sleuth work by the 
Complaints & Compliance Divi- 
sion. Commission asked that the 
division be beefed up by seven 
more men for a total of 34. Re- 
quest was made at a closed heare 
ing on the Commission's budget. 



SCURCE: MARCH NIELSENS re 

Wednesday, May 17, | 1961 . 

~ 

‘Wow! 
Viewers spend a 

total 23 million hours 
each week 

watching news 
on the five CBS Owned 

television stations. 
In fact, 

42% of the total 
television news audience 

in the five markets 
gets the news 

from the CBS Owned 
televisicn stations.” 



Wednesday, May 17, 1961. | VARIETY 

“Man... 
that’s what I call 
news!” 

+, 

. , 

Meee ees Cesrereece saa . ee re baal 

oreo eben Gea SS 
LOE 50-21 S PRAIRIE CIE EMT ETERS DRO HO = = TELEVISION | STATIONS 

RN yeni a remem creme 8 weeeey _ A Division of Columbia 
creer i Broadcasting System, Inc. 

Operating 
WCBS-TY New York 
KNXT Los Angeles 
WBBM-TV Chicago 

WCAU-TV Philadelphia 
KMOX-TVSt. Louis 
(all represented by 

CBS Television Spot Sales) 
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Tele Follow-Up 
GV O4044-4-4444+444-446446464 

Close-Up 

This latest in the series of ABC- 
Time Inc. procucuers fer ABC. 
TV “Close-Up wis a or. art oan 

. ’ 
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Comment 
» 

inveterate dissenter like Thomas 
Golden, in fact, 

felt impelled to lay on the vaude- 
ville hook once or twice, though it 
cidm't seem necessary from the 
Viewing end. Bill. 

Camera Three 

A thoroughly ‘delichtful Mozar- 
tan romp was presented bs CBS- 
“V's “Camera Threc” Sunday 
morning. il. wath “The  Im- 
_resani0.” Mozart's Gne-act) comic 
opera presentea tor the — first 
time on American tv. “The Tne 
presarig” is pure flail a tongue- 
n-cheek commintiry on the 

ertistic temperauent end es sung 
and ected hy Elecner Steher, Jace. 
euelinne Moody and John Kuhn. 
it was ereut fun. 

Plot line is simple enough. 
opera impresario wants to cust two 
prima donnas in a sinsle opera. 
ind has them/in to see the score 
aedosign then. Though Fe'd 
pianned to see then scpurately, 
they come at the sme tine. Im- 

aio then has to battle throrch 
ne qauib- som 

lie 
ac 

-An 

tre 
au Welter of Jeatouss: bi 
Bes and general 

wsik he wins them over “fer arts 
~ake.”’ 

AM oof this Hiehtiy and 
rosuishiv hiandled (in the Fnchisn 
translation, and MecarvUs score 1s 
Meeive and ameiagie. Both Miss 
Steher and Mics Aieeds were ex- 
eehent, the fornicr’s imcisive styie 
tanding niecly win the i: tter’s 
mere oo Isrical  aGpypouce|h. Their 
wtirg was excelhit—tvo pertect 

the. Ruhlin’s oo diuv res.cio 

aS 

broadly acted and vce weil sunc’ 

Jenn Desmond directed the mals 

ro-deess, Dare stece  oxeent for 
CeSK GEE DIUNOT Ve ex-OM Sn cUthiy 
ema Teaitive ArnolG Gemisen com 
ucla’ a small CBS orchestra with 
venor and clivity. CT Ree 

Bob Hope Show 

In his kissoff specal for Buick , 
this season, Bob Roepe caine up 

a ecrackeriack scs-ion last 
Abeved by a 

trio of guest stars. Hope field the 
reins throughout in a smeoechly. 
paced session studued with spark-. 
ling comedy bits. 

As usual, there was a small bat- 
tation of writers underpinning this 
Hope outing and the quality of 
tie comedy was) commensurate 
with the  seriptine man-ltours. 
Eepe’s cpening menoiog was load- 
ea With rifty topical one-liners. 
ranging all over the globe from 
Lies to Cape Canaveral. Perhaps 
that sag about Laos “we used to 
houndle that trouble ith a spray"! 
aid net in-prove Ametiea’s diplo- 
thatie standing. but everall, Hone 
managed ta be puncent in a totally 
moffensive sort of seas. 

Tire show’s hishlivhts were a 
counle of comeds -ke'ches. In one. 
rlased  owith obetlerina Juliet 
Prose. -Hape toen of on a Wail 
street-crazy bower, Ebus mes have 
beet: a-dittle inside slow big tne 
thar since it Was a fareut ow Ne o- 
ins DidEvas, thé oo bacdroametoni 
sand euthor ef the bestselling hook 

. 
? y how to. make mivors in’ tie 

,. Sto¢ca market. 
Even bhetfer and tore viisteds 

te  oWebre-a 

-aetch. oa darpoen on Aree 
Hiteiieock’s "Pe cha” Heyes 
KEL as a camecian. aside tre 
taresing out prepared iimes with 
perfect aplomb. was fiver 
iat in nis fareie.d t.K 

read keeper Gt a deste] rte, beasts 

in: ws belfry, He cons fice setid. 
sistance by Julie Tonden and 
Janes Garner, 

Miss) Londen @’so coatriivited 
an attractive selo on oWeo Sina 
Hours” ana joined 

vith some risable pree.u tien ef-- 
fects. Miss Provse core thraueh 
sith an excelent chore ucraphic 
tit with a quartet of male dencers., 
Dasid Rose oreh’s backing was 
sharpiv executed throushout. 

Hope also: earned fis pay via 
some hardecil pitch - 

Fleren, 

Milwaukee—\iurl Detising. torm-. 
er curator at. Mts aukee Pual.lie 

Museum, ankled pest es director of 
Museum of Scicace & Natural Hise. 
tory at St. Louis. View retumiing 
to Wisconsin for filming erlaca- 
tional television psoduerens for 
National Edrcaiite: TV & Radio 

‘Center, New York Ci y. 

temperiorient: 

Was | 

fist: 

peat Ou a. 

“ith Hope tor. 
a reprise of “Tao Sleepy People’: 

tar Buck. | 

Foreign TY Reviews 
FHE QUIET WAR 
Director: Bill Morton 
Writer: Elkan Allan | 
60 Mins., Wed., 9:45 p.m. | 
Associated-Rediffusion, from Lon- 

don “ 
_ This documentary:-was Associ- 
ated-Rediffusion’s. contribution "ta 
Intertel, the. International Tele- 
vision Federation of. five founder 
countries. .each making similar 
factual surveys for interchange be- 

{tween them. If they all reach. the 
standard ef this cne. this distribu- 
tion get-together. pramises ta be a 

' 
* 
ry 

trewarding way of spreading around 
intriguing information. 

A-R sent a production team to 
‘Vietnam. formerly French Indo- 
'China. to report on this divided 
-courntry—the Reds have the North, 
‘dusious West-sapporters the South. 
; They came ‘hack with a -lucid, un- 
‘impassioned, but compelling sur- 
_ vey Of the “quiet warfare,” - with 
+10.000 Red guerritlas.harrying the 
‘peasantry of the South. This: stab- 
:in-the-dirk butchery was the haur’s 
iChie? threst. Another was the do- 
t mestic life of a Mir Ho and_his 
‘femiiy, virgo in asricultural isola- 
tion in the Soxth.. The two strands 
;bound the (prearam. lvosely, and 
Palowed it to. reve amiongst the pee- 
i Re of Saicon, the rropazanda loud- 
psmpeckers erected: on the banks of 
‘the harder river. and ‘a, stranse re- 
hahiiitction c.ntie for little waits, 
Jrum he tures Tish nuns, 
/ .Cimereaverk was first-rate. and 
director Rul 
the iiim to’ jtustapose. finages .and 
Pemnigcive comtoasie. Etkan Allan's 
pelanced & int was riven to two 
uNSseerP commentators, Lynden 
Rraok and Peter Dvnreley, wha sub- 
tly chanced the mood and pace 
iroushest, a an 

he Cie‘storis] rrle of | the 
South's Prosic. nt, New: Dinh Diem. 
Maevt soPeras. ard the questien 
of das lavish TS) scnport was-Unk- 

red wit eroier--spevuldn't) influ- 
ence be uel ta buocnize his -eov- 
errment?: Sheis tram  Narth Viet- 
ram iedicuted ‘the .furfous man- 

rpower beire expended to. raise pro- 
(duction, with human teanis taking 
ithe place ¢f absent michiners. 

. it vas actrivatiph for ail‘ con- 
;cermed, and, “within its compass, 
“stagested. the eof the coun 
, try, the extent of its neelte ns; and 
tthe ravaging effect of its ci:<h. of 
i ideology. . Orta... 

ome ve 

Laas) ve 
actdace’ 

: HERE'S HARRY 
; With Harry Worth, Wensicy Pithey. 

Sam Krdd, Vi Stevens, Anthony. 
Sharp. Ivor Salter, Michael Coo- 
sper, Shane Cordell, -Leslie Clark 

- Producer: John Ammonds 
| Writers: 
: Driver, Frank Roscoe 
‘30 Mins., Thurs., 7:30 p.m.. 
-BBC-TV, frem Manchester _ 

| Coming “up for. a third skein. 
i“Hfere’s Harry” proved.a welrome 
‘addition to the fun quota.. Its focal 
noint. ard reason.-is the personal- 
:ity of Harry Worth, a -sympatheti- 
‘ently harassed comic whose spe-- 
cialty is, fruitless squabbles with 
authority. Worth is. now. a master: 
iOf his particulac stock-in-trade, and 
‘the character is now exactly shaped :. 
cand oatlined for. maximum. effect.’ 
Ity chief draowviack is its depend-: 
erce on veri: ) misunderstanding, 
Which can pail if carried to excess, ; 

Teea behind this initialler was: 
tt: Worth, annoyed at a mysteri-: 
us bicycle juconvenicntly parked 
tt his tro.t-gate.-hid it in ‘order 
to, discover the: owner. He -went 
along to a <olicitar to sée if legal 

police chief that. he'd ‘stoten the. 
Ghstructing bipcd—and then found 
tat the owner was the local cop. 

This ied -to such. comie centre- 
temps “es bis imeding the -palice- 
~fetion to reeeved the letter, and a 
hilgrious ¢eneeanter With the post- 
‘han eben be tried to remove it 
trom Mies po-t-boxs Scripting was !: 
ftawtoand specey, and the: star's 
bumbiing tatuity kept the human 
touch, The-p support wes fine, with 
Sar Kacel Anthony Sharp. and 
Wensieyv Pithes. cocking ome their 
ewan ciciit. Jobin Animorsds’ produe- 
tion was deft aud fluent. Otta. 

ee te 

: ‘ Dp... ifs 3 

Peter Paul Buys ‘Ozzie 
“Fhe .Adventures of Ozzie & 

Harviet™. prcked up tite first sponsor 
torts shift to Thursdays at 8 next 
seaser. oon ABC-TV. Peter. Paul 
‘Candy picked up approximately a 
“mimite weekly. in the situation 
comedy. teletitm.. 

ens 

Series. is going. to run out the! She chose a eouple of flashy arias, i. 
and a somewhat -gaudy costuine.: “anmnner bp its present Wedhesdav- 

Lt-B SO Sstuot -before changing to 
Thursdays. Dancer-Fit7gerald-Sam- ; tiava.In “La Voce Poco Fa” she, 

.}truled like a well-drilled : tnrush, iple- brought in Peter. Paul. 

$444 0046 

Vierton had edited: 

rince Powell, Harry , 

A-R’s Television Playhouse - 
For a prestige outing of Associ- 

ated-Redifussion’s “Television 
Playhouse,” there could be no more 
okay 

Pinter has “The Caretaker” just 
ending a year’s legit run. in Lon- 
don’s West End and has made sev- 
eral controversial contributions to 
radio, tv, and parochial theatre- 
-clubs on this side. Thus “The Col- 
lection”. was assured of advance re- 

|verence, and it also turned out. to 
ibe a compelling and memorable 
islice-of-theatre, that would ne 
{much discussed over the late-night 
coca. 

It was a four-handed affair, znd. 
Jwithin the scope established. by 
| Pinter, it was a superb exumple of 
this. playvmaking craftsmanship and 
This ability to revolve a situition 
Juntil it shows all its facts. Jameés 

iWife SieNa Vivien Mérchant! that 
she had spent an illicit night in ‘a 
h.ncl with ‘a dress-designer, Rill 
-Jonn Ronane:. 
i.e siory. James believed. 

taunt Bill with it. Bill tived with 
a miccle-aged “protector.” 

-siip-vwas lett ambiguous, but with 
-sutsestive homosexual overtones. 

Harry Gecided to broach Stels. 
‘to ask her to call off -her husband's 
‘pilrsuit or their mutual boy-friend. 
‘She tuld him that the story was 
,quite untrue, and Harry went back 
to. humiliate James, throwing his 

‘lowes-cluss origin in his fice. 
Where, «-ked Pinter.. was 

“question open, implying -that the 
wJsernet jJacts af any 
cuu'd never be established. Trcy 
Weve cinuys open to individual in- 
‘terpretation; people believed what 
sthev vinted to believe. 

Charged with Pinter's -special . 
kind of menace—his principal cit? 
is lor phasing ordinary.s; cech with 
“pauses sa that it comes up omincus: 

wares 

—"“Tiue Collectors” mizhbt ‘seem in- 
rtric.te cn the plotting, but if -had an 
intr.guing and appetizing viewahil-- 
ity. tris chief drawback is his thin 
ctaracters, as his prime interest is 
in relationships of mood and«mo- 
,Uve, lather than personality. “On 
| the eummpn-or-garden level,. how- 
jever, Pinter can be hilarious—a 
‘hrief. scene between James and a 
,cab-friver proved it here—and in- 
‘tensely moving, as when Stells’s 
‘sullen disenchantment and love- 
le-sness was expressed through her 

‘attection for a kitten. 
The poised and brittle dialog was 

immaculately conveyed by Griffith 
| Jones, Vivien Merchant, John Ron- 
‘ane, and. Anthony Bate, and the di- 
‘reetion ,of Joan Kemp-Welch was 
-superb, cutting adroitly .at one 
-point between a couple of sets, 
.ecac’x, With two characters deliver- 
“ing a-line apiece, In fact, this was 
a remarkable tv -achievement, 
slight in ‘its’ implications, but 

, weighty in technical skill. Otta. 

Sunday night at the Palladium 
Tais. slice of ATV's “Sunday 

:Ni:ht at the’ London Palladium” 

.it. Chief drawback. was -the lack 

_so set that the old variation in it 
1gcts a warm: welcome. oo, 

‘Wagon Train’s”:- Robert Horton 

As betore, he concentrated on the 
Warbling and ‘confined his linking 
to thank-you phrases. He also 
stuck to tried-and-true standards, 
which exercised his able pipes 
Without extending ‘them. His “How 
Deep ‘Is the Ocean?” and “When 
I Take My Sugar -to. Tea® were 
ukay. and he threw in a. medley 

“ot Lordon  ditties—"“Limrhouse 

nae ee 

,ton provided, in fact. the sort of 
passable throat - workout’ that 
wouldn't perhaps have seemed so 

utation. Affable in demeanor, #s- 
sured without throwing his shoul- 
ders around, Horton had a fund of 
negative virtues. Maybe it was 
to» much to expect something 

i positive , —— 
-Further, and mcre agile, octave- 

,chusing came from Roberia Petcrs. 
; hailing from the New York Metro- 
{ politan and sounding as if’she was 
j trying to maintain vocal contact. 

ee eos 

’ 

‘ 

“Wich stretched ta a miniattire 

Foreign TV Followup 
"| and wasn't much diseonceited Bs 

name than Harold . Pinter. 
More talked about than understood. 

Anthony Bate: learned from his-; 

At least, this wes] 
: and. } 

armed with-it,- he went round to 

Harry - 
‘G.ittith Jones , and their relation- : 

Wi the | 
t-uth? -Deliberatety, he left the , 

‘situation. 

Was an up-to-standard melange of. 
the kind. of ‘offerings expected of ; 

of surprise, for the:format is raw , 

ection could be taken. w.ete to the; tepped the bill with a fluent act. ; 

Lines’ and so on—just. to. preve | 
that he knew where he was. Uor- 

agrecable without the built-in rep-. 
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the lumpy orchestral backing and 
the premature enthusiasm of the . 
audience, who. seemed to think’ 
shed finished when ‘she'd - only 
reached half-time. She exited with 

‘the “Laughing Song’ from “Die 
| Fledermaus,”. and chortled; musi- 
cally. It was quite a - glittering 
; item. and suffered only from some 
j bizarre grimaces. that fluttered 
across the comely Peters . vi8age. 
; at-moments ‘of stress. : 

i* Comedy: came from thosé most 
;Teliable. local purveyors,” More-. 
.cambe and .Wise, who ‘chatted 
j agreeably, “depending upon: slick 
j timing and ‘double-take to spark 
off the much-deserved yocks. War- 

:ren, Devine & Sparks. With their 
‘familiar -acrobatics, redalled -old 
, music-hall_ memories, and. clicked 
. Strongly for that reason.” . 
; Don: Arrol emceed confidently, 
, and the rest of the production was, 
; as usual. skilfully. deployed by Al- 
‘bert: Locke,: ; Orta. 

—_ 

———— 

__._-, Play of the Week 
It's rare for the local tv drama. 

outfits “to dip.a toe into history. 
There's a good reasor far it, Period 
trappings and wigs: don't-stand up 
well to a searching camera. andthe’ 
‘crusty, formal ‘dialog usual-in such 
exercises is even deader: at ¢élose 
quarters. Hoaever. --Granada TV 
‘took the plunge. with James Mit. 
cheli's. “Soldier in the Snow,” 
slotted in to’ the “Plav of the 
Weck” series, Although they didn't. 
sink, they got mighty. wet. |, 

Set in Spain during the Napole-:. 
onie Wars. the piece concerned. a 
British Major Hurst : Anthony New- 
-ands!. who ‘captured a. couple of 
French officers carrying a-. vital 
‘message from Marsha! to Marshal. 

. One of said officers was found to be 
a woman, married -to the other. 
Ard both were wanted by the 
Spanish. Colonel Mafra ‘iMichael 
MeHinger),. an ally of the British 
but nevertheless given. to‘ torture .. 

-of any prisoner who came his way. 
Hurst's dilemma was thus whether 
to hard ‘over the French couple 
to the Spaniards, who outnumbered 

,bim. or whether to risk hanging. 
.0n to them at the experse of fight- 
ing his -official friends. In ‘the 
; Meantime, he tried to’ extract* ine 
.formation ‘from the ‘couple, by 
: holding the threat over them Just - 
-as the woman. Virginia’ Maskelly) 
, Was being. turned lonce.as fodder 
‘for the - Spaniards, her’ husband 
, fave way and told all: And. in the 
‘attempt to save them, Hurst was 

. 

ikilled. . 

Chicf: interest -in. the piece was: 
ithe character of Hurst. a. soldier. 
_ who'd worked. up to a commission... 
.and was thus 
, courtesy .due to a fellow officer - 
‘and the. need to use ‘all: ‘means, 
, however devilish, to win the war. 
‘Although ‘his. clipned delivery 
_sonietimes. made him ‘dificult to 
follow, Anthony Newlands -made a-:' 
covent portrait of hia. He wasn't . 

Phelned by. his lines, whieh smelt of 
‘mildew, er hy some pretty brash 
interludes: with bis lieutenant 
‘Dinsdaje Landen'. who ‘boringly 
objected to every move of: the: 
| Major. oO SO 
| But the 90 minutes, which tend- 
,ed to dawdle under’ John Moxey’s.. 
| half-hearted. direetion. had ° little 
felse fo recommend.them. Virginia 
iMaskell leoked delichtful, ‘but 
.couldn't make much of the frac- 
, tured English allotted to her, and 
4 support from Dinsdale Landen; 
Paul. Stassino, and others was: 

:strictly .comic-strip. The fighting. 
. Sequences. were somewhat farcical, 
{and there wasn’t mueh_ eoordina- 
ition, between the pulling of the. 
-Giigger and the thud of-the bullet, | 

bunk. 
- Ota. 

' History, yet again, proved 

_ Armchair Theatre’ | 
Jehn DD. Stewart's “Danger, Men. 

Working” -fitted well. into ABC: 
TV's trne-lo-working-life policy for 

ttheir “Arnichair Theatre’ skein; . 
Wiitten by ca. Northern-frish play-' 
.Wrisht, the plece had a brief legit 
outing in°London 10 ‘years: ago, Its 
sturdy dependence on ‘realism was 
an-asset for tv, and this: production | 
was . primarily a notable. ‘achieve- 
ment for designer Assheton Gor-! _ 
‘on..He iniported -huge stretches. of.” 
scaffolding and dumped earth in 

‘the studio, giving a vidid back-. 
ground for the building-site around 
‘which the action revolved. Gor 
‘ton’s ingenuity confy failed him 
‘with some obviously mivtactured 

(Continued -on page 46) 

- torn’ between the _-. 
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THE. LAWLESS YEARS 
(Legs - Diamend) © 
With James Gregory; Robert El-'. 

lenstein, John Dennis, Pegsy 
Maley, others 

Producer: Jack. Chertok 
‘Director: Allen Miner — 

| Writer: Miner _ 
130 Mins.; Fri., p.m. : 
ALBERTO - CULVER BROWN & 

‘ WILLIAMSON v 
‘NEBEC-TV (film) . 

(Compton; . Keyes, “Madden. & 

JT's YOUR CITY ~ 
@oston—Metropolis at the Cross- 

roads) 
With Victor Best, host; Mayor John] 
-F. Collins, Robert B.. Hanron,| 

:. Michael J. Liuzzi, Robert. ‘Han-' 
nan, Boston Herald. 

Producer: Best 
Director: Tony Lang... 
30 Minutes, Wed. B; 6:30 p.m, 
WNAC-TY, Boston’ | — 

This locally produced telemen- 
tary on Hub sizzled Wednesday. (3) 
with hot .news, frank remarks, Jones)” 
‘probing: questions and last-minute . Selecting “Lawless: Years” as a, 

builetins. summer’ repla¢ement was a dubi- 
_ It was sixth’ of WNAC-TV's: bi-|-ous choice: ‘there Was less sense in 
monthly puservice ser-es, first live slotting the half-hour series in the’ 
telecast. -The: other five’ were on! vacationing ‘alternating "Sing 
videotape. ‘Host-producer Victor _ 
Best: il hrowi it; Along’ With Mitch and “Bell: 

oe eee ened briefly. throwing 1 Telephone ‘Hour". slot. AH those, - quickly to’ Mayor.John F. Collins, 
who look the ball. fast and furious ; 
for 10 minutes. Fiery young. chief 
exve sounded a-clarion call to all, 
‘citizens and. legislators alike, to. 
solve mass transport. problem by: Years” won't bring goodwill to ty. 
extending. -MTA\-and | buying the: Neither. will the niurder, mayhem 
bankrupt Old Colony railroad linet ind cold sadism: help the viewer : 
and converting it toa rapid transit ; live with the: summer heat, 
system for the South Shore. He | “Preem show 

- further pr oposcd that the state as- i “Legs” ‘Diamond. a notorious. hood: 

sume sadly needed leadership ‘and° 
financial burden of $10.009,009 an- _ 
hually: for integrated’ pubtransport : 
plan - for: Metropolitan -Hub area. 
and bring an end once and for ali' 
to ° “piecemeal, fragmented ‘ap-. 

- proaches.” He. hammered home. 
point that real: problem ‘is to move ; 

nice music fans must hate been 
brought .up short by crashing -bul~ 
Iv'ts emanating ‘from. the screen. 

One thing for sure, “Lawless | 

gangland - society. We was. THAT 
: bad: Played by Robert. Ellensiein, 
he opened. the:show with: a duo of 
murders, -and. tor’ the remainder 

: Othe. half-hour, he whacked away 
at his guns, ‘struck. his wife in. the 
; face, and used the word “lousy” 

HERITAGE OUR 
‘(Woodrow.. Wilson and the Un- 

known Soldier) 
With Jadson Laire, 

AMERICAN 

Humphrey 
Davis. Dan Ele¢ar, Eugene R.} 

-Woed, Clifford Cothren, 
wood Hale Broun; Don Amecke, 
narralor; Lowe:] Thomas, host 

Producer: Mildred Freed Alberg 
Director: James Lee 
‘Writer:-David, Shaw = « 
30 Mins..-Sat. (13). 9:30 p.m. 

| EQU ITABLE 
NBC-TV, from N. Y.. ‘(tane) 

(Foote, Cone & Belding) 
Piae.n; he s.ory of 

i 

Hey-: ; 

TELEVISION REVIEWS 

PROJECT: MAN IN SPACE 
With Mike Wallace, 

others 
‘Exec Producer: David L. Wolper' 
Producer-Director: Jack Haley, Jr.. 
Writer: Marvin Wald 
-69 Mins. Thurs. (11), 8:30 p.m. 

1 TIDEWATER OTL 
WPIX, N. ¥. (film) 

‘Foote, Cone & Beldi«sy! 

For a documentary in the whiz- 

bang field of space, this David L. 

V'codrow j. 
ow ilson ‘in tandem ‘ ith that of the - 
“Unknown Sold’er" was an-inter-: 
esting concept devised by arthor: 
David: ‘Sh aw in relaying America’s - 

the push 
Jest of “Our 

‘historical: .tend in 
“peace. ‘The show, 
"Ameri ican Herit ise’s 
“sane manzneed ty overcome: several ! 
-slatie spats with a slick narrative, 
cexperiiy, hand! ed by Don Ameche, 
cand the nifty blending of film — 
clips, photographs and drawin‘s to . 
establish. the mood ofthe Wilson- ; 
Harding years. 

In relaying the losing battle that: 

| the U.-S. into the League of Na- ; 

j back on the records but couldn't 
pr ing.it ta dramatie life. His “Un- 
known Soldier” interjection was 

| ovide mnily. based on historical fact. 

Second $oi-. 

for . 

~ Ht was on May 5 that U.S. Astro-- 

Wolyer entry didn’t demons.ra ° 
imuch zip. It was adequate a a 
‘primer on U. S. and Soviet space 
efforts but with all the interest in 

‘space. “Project: Man in Soac.e.” 
shouid have gained a sizable au-h- 

“ence in N.Y. and elsewhere aroun: 
‘the country. 

Tidewater Oil bought the show 
in 72 markets, placing the §)-min- 
we documentary for prime tine 
‘viewing during the week of Mav 8. 

naut. Alan B. Shepard. made tiat 
héstorical flight, apparpnily to 
late for any footage to be incor- 
' porated in the Wolper show. There 
was a passing reference to Shep- 

concerned. Jack . Wilson had wilh Congress to get )ard’s flight in Wallace's narration. 
Lut the omission of footage in the ; 

_of yore who didn't even: fit: ‘into ; tions, Shaw necessarily had. to fall { wrap-up was glaring. i. 

Pictorial, strength of the docu- 
mentary was in the Soviet footage. 
Wo!per 

with Sovexport and the footage of ; 
too, but. came across with an over- | Russians training their spacemen, 
ly sentimental and. propagandiz- 

iing quality. The overall effect, 
of an imaginative, fictional flight 

{to the moon was fascinating. 

laward program last year 
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LOCAL (N.Y.) EMMY AWARDS 
narrator;!With Jose Ferrer, Henry White, 

others 
Producer-Director: Jay Miller 
‘Writers: Walter Canter. Joe Cook 
i45 Mins., Saf. (15), 10:50 p.m. 
PARTICIPATING 
WNBC-TV, N.k, . 

As guod as it was. TV Guide 

Was atl 

adard-siving event first and an en- 

tertaininent second. And, really, it 

wes only exceplional tv program. 

Z Maguve to previotis. Video 

exci. s.ons into award-giting whore 
most frequently imporian; per- > 

.e fidade fy parade arvund .n 
wus sucndor, Waat tee TV 
inide Siow bad most of were digs 
ty aod restraial uneorsniom t2 

os genre Yet WNBC-TAV on Sal- 
wieiay tla im presenting the lar al 
aviacds bs the NY brauel: of the 
Academy of Television Arts & Ser 
ences Was first ermflertamric’ and 
Lighly skilled. too. secomdly Cie 
caeinetive and lastly an asards 
stanza. 

Tie local stanza, preceding by 
three days tne national Enis s, 
sn the NBC-TV web, gave New 
yYorgvrs Uieir first opportunity, te 

She-r avout the prizewitners om tv 
instead ot having to read aooat 
them in the backpages of the 

has an exclusive deal i morning papers. Previously. there 
was never enowugh time atier te 
presentation of national awards 
tu see the local prizesinners ‘This 
being the x.ear of Newton Minow, people in and ‘out: of the core city, 

efficiently and Tea-{ Boston, easily, 
Svaably. o ' 
-The Mayor also pointed to deci, 

sion -bv. Prudential ‘to ‘go forward 
with pians for tae Prudential Cen- 
ter, which, he said. will bea $100,- - 
On), 1100 boon to Boston. and give a 
major vote of confidence in the 
city's future... Following Mayor's 
dynamic verbiage, 20 minutes were 

‘this time?” 

with the abandon of an adolescent ‘ however, se: ved t9 Rive a clear and, 

{making his mark with dirty words. ! conc: sé presentation of how these | 
His. finale wes his machine-guns | two ‘men ‘have become linked in! 
ning by one of Dutch’s mob. Clos- -America’s- history. 1 
inz. scen? has Dutch asking: the; = The: easiing was fine especially : 
assassin: “You sure you: got. him ; with Judson Laire as Wilson and 1° 

q Hump! irev Davis as President War- 

Impact of the footage on the -.N.Y.’s seven ty stations ¢due mosi- 
U.S. snace. program. was that it: ly to WNEC'’s resources Yot ina 
showed the viewers the vast army I valuable. although not entirely 
of technicians needed to put a man !3.3.de-t, plus for the virtues to be 
in space. Past pictures of the U.S. | ‘discovered on the spectriua da tie 
Astronauts selected. for the pro-, Greater Metropolitan Area. The 
fram and the almosf casual intro. | program Wap desizned, in part. to 

“Yeh.” was ‘the * reply. with | aren Harding.. The film clips and! q - ot . . ; capiet = Nlea: . uction of Shepard were also of: shovy how much varirt New 
’ 1 1 ‘ . * a. grim: ha, ha, as the episode closed. phetorrants, although fietart bs ‘interest. Yorkers cowd get in relation to 
In this setting... James Gregory. o.mast viewers of historical ; Producer-direetor Jack Haley,| tv e:sewhere in the country. OF 

as detective Barney Ruditsky. had , show-, were put fogether .in .a devoted to “no- -holds-barréd: ques-, Jv., could have edited more sharply | course, this is partially due to the 
tions from three ub politico Te} ina real - tough time. of it. “The e/ manner that gaye the show. ver- for sreater effect. There was ton: -2¢t that N.Y. has seven stations 

porters ‘and two flash news. bulle- -Respectables,” as. well as. those ‘in tinence. Gros. Jmuch_ repetition in pictorial: and ail others, except LA. can- 
tins from the state house giving the ‘the gangland camp, were too-ter-. { themes. long afier the viewer go. | =-derably less. And not all t'e 
governor's plans for the. future of! ponies to put the. finger on Legs. MURAL: MIDWEST METROPOLIS the .message. Apparently, in the’ - stations in N.Y. are doing tie 
the Old Colony: Bill. : It had to -be: one of his. own to With Jerry Kaufberr, Paul Sand,! view af composer Elmer Bern-: sterling job sugested in me 
‘The colorful Hub mayor answ er- mow him down. 

‘ed them all with dispatch anid some: 
“Very strongly as he was visibly. eXx- | 
Cited and deeply. concerned over | 
the transportation problem, which‘! 
concerns, my. children, your chil: 

.dren and everyone Ww ho ‘follows us 
-in- government.” 

‘Best, asking. the Mayor of ‘the 
possibility of the-South Shore buses 
coming inta Boston, . elicited an 
aliswer which stated in part: -“Vic- 
tor, let me tell you something. : 
‘There are going to be “no. buses” 
coming into Boston from the South. 

. Shore. They have to have the per- i 
‘mission: of. the: City Council... and: 
they won't get it. The South Shore | 

Peggy Maley portrayed ‘Legs’ 
Mite. a guttersnipe: finally. driven - 
to turn against her husband. Allen 

ing the script. 

“This California National ‘Pro- 

other. outing through September. 
It. hardly ‘merits..a new life. 

_Horo. 

Ts Tall Man’ Stirs 
Hassle in N.M. Over 

Miner, directed, ‘as well: as. supply-.; 
130 Mins., 

ductions series had-a ride in '59- 7 
"60. returning to NBC-TV for an- 

J most 

Len Dresser, others 
i Producer: Fred Niles Productions — 
Director: Gordon Weisenborn | 
‘riters: Weisenborn, Selma Wei- 
 senborn, Mark Benny 

Mon. (8), § p.mi..-: 
S&H GREEN STAMPS 
WGN-TY, Chicaso (film: color) 
While this is technically. and vis- 

ually a handsome film, {t offers 
nothing in: content except a fat. 

| cotton-candy puff for the shopping! 
advantages of the Loop. which like 

metroneolitan nuclei has: 
had some of the play taken from it = 
by the new outhying centres. It is: 
a public relations film in imtent, 
but unfortunately a shallow one. 

‘stein. space music Strikes very n - 
tionalistic chords, as Russian: 
themes boomed Major Gagarin’s | 
orbital feat. 
At the finale. WPIX. rather 

| than let the documentary speak for ! 
itself. issued what could be con- 
sidered a voice-over disclaimer. 
Station announcer informed the 

: blanket kudos given on the Em. : 
stanza. Still, it vas maiul y 

‘iust’fiable self-plugz'ng, and may 
even help later on when licenses 
come up for FCC renewal. 

The awards themselves wee 
nine in number: ‘li the best ki f- 
v “4 stanza ent to WC3S-TS ‘3 

American Musical Th aire. . an oI 

"to be a study to evaluate the rela- ; 
t:ve U. S. and Soviet space pro- 
grams. Announcer also stated that i: 

ithe Ssuviet footage did not contain: 
‘actual scenes of sctentific anpara- 
tus On the air further details { 
were -lacking and the disclaimer | 

‘ated to get in that category only 
:oes to prove the arbitrariuss. of 

2) so many Emmy classifications. 
iWCBS-TV's “Junkyard by the Se - 
‘about narcotics addiction, won te 
‘Jocal documentary prize. (3) WNTe\- 
TV's “Open End” was the best dis- 
cussion stanza. (4: WCBS-TV's “7 

is going to have to be realistic: If!. 
those’ buses come into Boston: 
they'll have to run right over me.” 

‘Colorful exciting, informative, 
up to the minute, newsinaking, this. 

stanza of. “It's Your City” could. 

, sounded strange. (Station spokes- | 
nan said the latter portion of te, 
statement referred to “staged” So- 
viet material which may have come 
out of a Soviet feature, or other 
SOUPCES. ' ’ Horo, 

Bi i th Kj d R yi holds attention chiefly 2 aettal | 
the einematography, whose: artful 

l y € ! emains. ‘bordering on arty) shots change ; 
Albuquerque, ‘May 16. : | rapidly, giving it somewhat thej 

The -tv exploits of Billy: the Kid i appeal ofa kaleidoscope. . | 
in NBC's. “Tall. Man” -series, as A If seeing were truly believing. : 

O'Clock Report”. with Bob Tras” 
‘copped ithe news prize and -5} 
WNBC-TV's Tex Anfoine was the 
best among the local “TV perfor.n- 
ers.” (61 The outstanding. educa- 
tional program was won by WCBS- 

: Chicago's Loop is picture-postcard . well compete with any. “net. panel ; , 
stanza. . “¢ {handled by Clu’ Gulager, have ap- jclean, a Technicolor fantasy-land 

“ ‘|Parently hada ‘strong effect on a‘. inhabited © by happy,product-loving., 
group of Lincoln County folks ho ‘folk. Through the miracle of lenses, | 

John Daly Set to “Host have started action to get the Jas st filters anid trick angles that's what 
it becomes. in “Mural.”’ Out-of- 

remains of the Kid removed to- the’ towlers might buy the fiction, but: 

CBS- TV ‘Miss Universe,’ j small: New Mexico. town: of Lincoln. ' try getting the Windy City resi-. 

The- Kid. is buried at: Fort. Sum-. 
-but hé lived some: of his life Salant’s Nix on Staffers ner. but 

_, Jolin -Daly lias been’ signed by” 
-CBS-TV to serve as host- “anchor- | ginvoln County 
man on the. web's Miss Universe 
telecast July 15: The -90- -minute 
pickup _ from the finals’ in Miami 

will be” sponsored. for the. second | 
year by Procter & Gamble, via - 
Gree Advertising. 
‘Choiee of Daly, now ‘a free agent, 

“Commission 
Lincoln.. County. Neve:. 

rag:in Carrizozo, are supporting a 
drive to have his body disinterred 
and moved to Lincoln. 

The ‘commissioners last 
mailed a resolution to commission- 
ers of DeBaéa County, where ‘Fort 

“Mexico at’ “Lincoln. ‘The. 
aid. . 

aveeklv.. 

of window 

week 

dents. to believe it—and that's what! 

ithe film is supposed to: accom- School at Huntsville. Ala., is using j show, 
- plish. 

Script has. the camera- eye taking . 
a commuter train from a northern 
‘suburb into the Loop for a session 

shopping along Mich- 
ivan.Ave. and State St. For relief ; 
from the rather relentless perusal 
of goods and buildings. a number 
-of ‘saccharine, fantastical vignettes 
are ‘worked in; for instance a win- 

lL yideo tape as a key training aid to, reasons to cop the 

Viteo Tane Now a Key 
Training Tool at Army 

Guided Missile Schoe 
U.S. Army's Guided Missile. 

its U.S. and allied students. rae. 
vidtape is being used in two ways 
—to-solve language difficulties for 

iforeign officers, and to give close- 
‘up information on the new Pershing ; 
solid-propellant missile which is— 
due. to replace the Redstone as an. 
-artillery weapon. 

. WNTA-TV's 

is not. without its ironic: overtones. : 
While Daly was over at ABC-TV as ° 
V.p. in charge of news & public af- 

~ fairs, CBS was handling its beauty 
“pageant pickups ‘through CBS 
‘News, which used its.own person-. 
nel like Doug Edwards, Walt oF; 
‘Cronkite and C harles. Collingwood. i 

Stunner is located. protest ing that 
“the Kid's burial Place is being * 
‘duly exploited.” 

The. 
ception- te Fort 

; tising itself as 
‘the Kid: It said billboards 
j around: Fort Sumner’ proclaiming 
‘it as the Kid’s home are ‘ 

Sumner’s. adver- 

“un-- 

-re. olution also takes” ex-- 

“The Home of Bully.” 

dow manneéauin. coming to life 
.'Paul Sand in an entertaining bit ;—-a soundtrack and a cueing track 
‘of pantomime:, a secretary falling —has permitted the Army to do 
in Jove with a fur. a young couplet: English- language Narration in its 

‘meeting under a clock, and a pair | {raining films on the regular sound- 
of moppets ‘frolicking about .a de-; track and to dub a foreign transla- 
serted State St. The narration js; tion onto the normally unused cue- 
arch and often trite. ing: track. Then. when there’s a; 

Outstanding aspects of the film| language problem, audio 
are Andy Costigan's camera’ work} switched .over to the foreign-lan- : 

Now, CBS News prexy Dick. Salant - ‘otfen- 
wants nothing to do. with beauty aye and. not in’ good taste.” 
pagéants.-has turned.them.over to “It is enttirely’ fitting. . .” the 
the CBS-TV program. department Pe¢solution’ said, “that the body of 
ani. has ordered that. his corre:, the Southwest's foremost persen- , 
pondents can't work the shows. ‘ality not be‘subject. to exploitation 

So the program dept: moved oi for. monetary purposes, but rather 
anl Bot Daly, who’ s no longer: an! that it be -reinterred in its rightful! 
active newsman. Program. dept. ! ‘resting place, Lincoln County, en-: 
will borrow Paul. Levitan: and Vern ;Shrined- as his. family and friends 

Diamond ‘from CBS News. to pro- pr would have: w ished.” 
ducé and direct. Whether Daly will’ The DeBaca. County Commission 
alxy .handie the web's: two ‘other , came back, ‘with a flat “no.” but. 

. beauty pageants, Miss America ‘and: { the Lincoln County folks contiaue | 
Mrs. -America, hasn't been, worked (the: battle. Right now -they're plan-. 

I ning to build a park in Old Lincoin 
— “tmemorializing the Lincoln County ° 

. Dunhaini;: “N; C—Charie Cash has « Wat in. which the Kid took part. 

been named ‘sales. promotidn-man- " Incidentally, ‘there wasn't ‘any , 

out yet 

and Sid Siegel's swingy score, 
titled “Chicago Modern.” 

Film was commissioned by 
Sperry & Hutchinson Co. to en- 
gender good will among Loop mer- 
chants be-ause of the invasion, 
throuzh Weiboldt. Stores, of its 
. trading stamps. S&H purchased 
‘time on WGN-TV for the airing 
iw ithout making a commercial pitch, 
taking only a credit line. Les. 

| Milwaukee—Carolyn Jones has 
been named continuity director for 
, WOKY from KAJI. Little Rock, 
! Arkansas. Sam. Hale: returns to Bar- 
tell group of stations as all. night 

ager of KTVI, St. Louis: He.goes. mention. in- the resolution “about. ’ “disk jockey on WOKY. Hale de- 
from WSL Nashville, and prior. to the exploitation. -and promotion !.parted WYDE, Birmingham, Ala- 

_ that was bromotion-manager at efforts on~ the _ Kid. din. the NBC | bama, after a previous “turn .at 
“WIVD, Durham, Ss Series, — Fo -TWADO,. New York, Bartell ‘outlet. 

School, 

guage track. Joseph” Durand, for-: 
mer NBC producer,.came up with: 
the idéa and: the result is a library i 

TV for “Camera 3." which prod- 
ably has more prizes to its cresit 
than most any two other stantas 
put together. (7) The most out- 
standinz single local program 213 

“Ieeman Cometh,” 
the Eugene O’Neijl four-hour 
drama on “Play of the Week 

: WNBC-TYV,. which did the E mn 
managed for many ol?er 

most ime 

: portant single prize of the night-— 
‘that of being the best all-round 
station. (9) The last Citation went 
to indie WNEW-TV for .its own 
rounded efforts 

The conflict with WNTA and 
_ WNBC awards was another siagrve 
iof confusion and, due to the de- 

$) 

Fast that vidtape has two tracks j Sire to get everybody in the act, 
of dismay. And why Antoine wos 
victor as best performer insteod 
of “best personalits” or “best 
weatherman” is also questiona’:'!>, 

In the course of the awards, 
there was an intriguing insertion 
‘about technological advances in tv 

1s for the consumer market 
Credit must go to producer-di- 

‘rector Jay Miller. and co-writers 
‘Walter Canter and Joe Covk for 
:creating diversity and excitenient 

of courses in Turkish, Chinese, {#4 promoting taste and resiiaiut 
Freneh, German, Italian, Greek,! 
Dutch, Portuguese and the Scandi- ; 
navian tongues. 

H i during the show. For one thing, 
:they demohstrated much ingenuity 
talways just shy of becom: 2 
forced! in the way they approached 

‘Tapes of the Pershing are espe-' each award. The Paul & Mary R'tts 
cially valuable since there are no ‘ puppets presented the kidvid prize. 
working models available to the 

inasmuch as all the com- 
pleted Pershings are needed at the 
Martin Co. plant. for final test pur- 
poses. The Army. thereupon sent a 
mobile vidtape unit to the Martin 
plant at Orlando and taped every 
stage of manufacture and assembly 
of the missile, including closeups 
and magnifications of the key parts. 
Resuit was a four-hour course on 
the missile for use at the school. 

° 

Tex Antoine and three other weath- 
.er people (all girls: did a light, 
humorous and tasteful takeoff just 
before Antoine got his orchid. and 
each of the other catezZories was 
brightly introduced via one legiti- 
mate gimmick or another. Only the 
introduction to the educational 
prize, a duolog by host Jose Fer- 
rer and Pat Carroll fell short of 
the mark by its preciousness: 

be 
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*y - ARB SYNDICATION CHART 
Vanrery’s weekly tabulation based on. ratings “furnished by American: Research buyers to local stations and/or advertisers to syndicators will find the charts valuable. 

Bureau, highlights the top ten network shows on a local level and offers a rating study ' Over the course of a year, ARB will tabulate a minimum of 247 markets. The 

in depth. of the top: ten syndicated sh-ws in the same “particular market. This week results of that tabulation will be found weekly in VARIETY. Coupled with the rati-g 

ten different markets are covered. ... - performance of the top ten network shows on the local level, the VARIETY -ARB charts 

; In the syndicated program listings of the top ten shows, . rating data such as the are designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every tv market in fhe US 

average share of audience, ‘coupled with data as to time. and day of telecasting com- (*) ARB’s Feb.-Mar. 1961 survey covered a multi-week period. Syndicated shows 

| petitive programming in the particular slot, etc., is furnished. Reason for detailing an’ gharing one of the weeks with an alternating or special program could not be prop ‘r::. 

| exact picture of the rating performance of. syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating judged for comparative performance. Therefore, Feb.-Mar. data will be limited to 
‘strength of particular. series. Various branches of the industry, ranging from media those syndicated shows which played in all weeks. 

a 

LOS ANGELES STATIONS: KNXT, KRCA, KTLA, KABC, KHJ, KTTV, KCOP. *SURVEY DATES: FEB. 16-MAR. 15, 1961. 
. . . * ‘ . . te ~ _—_—— yO." Te OooOOoOO22DDNeeeees _s_S ee 

"TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS UAW... TOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS AY. AY. TOP COMPETITION AV. 
aK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME So STA. RIG \eK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. — DISTRIB. RTG. SH.| PROGRAM STA. RTG. 

1. Pe Mason (Sat. 7-30-8: 30). si eeees NXT 35 1.. Lock-Up (Sat:-7:00)............. y.. .-KNXT.... Ziv-UA 18 33' Fight of The Week ..... KABC 19 
2 por Mason (Sun. 8: Oe. 00)... seecee KNXT- 33 || 2 Huckleberry Hound (Tues. 7:00)......KTTV.....Screen Gems 17 30,Sea Hunt .. .. 4....... Knxt or 

$. Hawaiian Eye (Wed. 9:00-10:00)......KABC 32] _ | | Best of The Post:-------ERCA 10 
8. 77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:00-10:00)....... KABC 82] 3. Yogi Bear (Thurs. 7:00)..... secessse-MLIV.....- Screen Gems 15 27 Assignment Underwater ‘evar 0 

. -] 31 Death Valley Days. ..... C 4 Untouchables (Thurs 9:3040:50)....-KABC 341) 4 ping Angels (Thurs. 7:30)...cee---KTTV.-.CNP. aga eeeatwatd tg oo nt 

.. e tea neem °° 1) 5, ‘Manhunt (Mon. 7:00).........-. Veeee KRCA.. Screen Gems 12 22: Quick Draw MeGraw .KTTV 12 
6. Lawrence Welk (Sat. 6:00-7:00)... 5... KABC “29 |] 5. Quick Draw McGraw (Mon. 7:00)..... KTTV:....Screen Gems 12 22 | Manhunt be eee e ees ..KRCA 12 
7. Candid Camera (Sun, ‘10:00-10:301;...KNXT  _--28 5. Hecke & Jeckle wed. 7:00)..... ee RN wie CBS a , 12 2a sey en Keys a “CA 1 

Viveee a 98 || 6 Sea. Hun es senbeeeeee wees KNXT.... Ziv- 18: Huckleberry Hound ..... T 
z Real McCovs (Thurs. 8 Sone) sees 27 ‘6. Rescue 8 (Tues. 7:30)...............-. KTTV..... Screen Gems 10. 17‘ Bugs Bunny ............ KABC 15 

y Bs > sone | &. Assignment Underwater: (Thurs. 7:00) KNXT.... NTA . 10 18: Yogi Bear .............. KTTV 15 
8. Nelson: Family (Wed. 8:30-9: 00). +++. KABC 27 || 6. Death Valley Days (Thurs. 7:00).:....KRCA....U.S. Borax 10 18 Yogi Bear ............. KTTV 14 
8. Wagon Train (Wed. 7: 30-8: 30). Seer .. -KRCA | 27 6. Mr.. Ed: (Fri.. 7: 60) wee cece ecco nein -KRCA. ..- MCA . 10 20.Seven Keys ... wt eeeeeee KTLA 11 

CHIC AGO_ STATIONS: WBBM, WNBQ, WBKB,.WGN. *SURVEY DATES: FEB. 16-MAR. 15, 19614 

1 Yori Bear (Tues. 6: 00)..... be eee ewes “WGN. .... Screen Gems 18 40'6 O'Clock Report ....... WBBM 15 
. 9. Best of Post (Th 9-30) C | News-Edw ards .......... ween ss 

L - loca. were - Best of Pos urs. 9:30)........0..- WGN..... NP 18 27: Life: Lock-Up .......... N ‘ 
1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30 ‘WEEM ‘381l 3° Mr. Magoo (Wed: 8:00)... 1.2... WGN..... TV Per. Inc. 16 25; Perry Como... 2-2... WNBQ PL 
2. Candid Camera. (Sun. 9: 00-9: 30). 2... BBM $4); 3 Buokleberry Hound (Wed. 7:30). eee. WGN..... Screen Gems 15 25' Price Is Right. H -WNBO 18 

- 3. Garry Moore (Tues, 9: 00-10: 00)...... .WBBM 831 r (Wed, 9: 30). ... ar ara WNBQ. . --MCA - 12 19‘ Circle Theatre; Steel r. WBBA { 

mea “<4. Quick Draw McGraw (Thurs. 6: 007. GN .... 12 29.6 O'Clock Renort ..... WBBM 13 
8. Untouchables (Thurs. 8:30- 0:30). ....WBKB 31 Ww Screen Gems Huntley-Brinkley WNBQ ll 

. ee af . News-Edwards . WBBM il 
4..Red Skelton (Tues, 8:30-9:00)... ao 291) 5 Death Valley Days (Wed. 9:00)...... WGN ....U.S. Borax 11 18! Circle Theatre; Steel Hr. WBBM 19 

. 5, Andy Griffith (Mon. 8: 30-9: 00. . ‘! -»«. WBBM. 28 = Science deta 6:00). . ...... WGN..:... Ziv-UA 11 24/CBS News Special ..... WBBM 18 
i oe WE & Brothers Brannigan (Sat..9: 30). - wseee WGN.....CBS 10 18 : Tzackdown: Show .. WBBM 2 

‘5. Flintstones (Fri. '7:30-8:00)........ WBKB =. 28! § Manhunt (Wed. 9:30)... SIL WGN llli Screen Gems 10 16‘ Circle Theatre; Steel Hr. WBBM =. 
~ 5. 71 Sunset Strip (Fri, 8-00-9:003.. -+:-+,WBKB.. 28 é Bues Bunny (Mon.-Fri. 6:30). ........ WGN ....UAA 10 21; Tell The Truth ......... WBBY 18 

RRM vale _ Bugs Bunny ...........-- WBKB : 6. Have Gun, Will Travel {Sat. 8:30- 9). » WBBM 27 |/. Wazon Train oo, WNBQ a1 

‘€. Real McCoys (Thurs. 7:30-8: 00).. race! WBKB: aT. Outlaws « .....cccaee- WNBQ lL 
2 . Guestward Ho .......... WBKB 1L 

Rawhide __.......... Lew teee WBBM 2k 

DETROID STATIONS: WJBK, WWJ, WXYZ, CKLW. *SURVEY DATES: FEB. 16- MAR. 15,, 1961. 

a L Puotigberry Hgiad, has 7:00). seeee CREW... Screen Gems 28 50! Michigan Outdoors ..... ww 7 

1. Gunsmoke (Sat, 10:00-10: 30). cecteee-WIBK ag || TOBE DORE EMCEE. Diller se nest ees +++ /CRLW....Sereen Gems 23 52 i Huntles Binkley core 4 
2. Untouchables (Thurs. 9:30-10: 30). «ves WXYZ 40. ‘3. Popeye (Mon. Sun. 6:00). Laewees eeeeee+-CKLW....UAA, King 20 50° Trackdown | w see wwe u 

3. My Three Sons. (Thurs. 9:00-9:30)... we WKYZ 870 . | George Plerrot ather . WWI 17 
3. 77 Sunset Strip (Fri.: -9:00- 10: 00). es WKYZ ° 37 4. Quick: Draw. McGraw (Tues. 6: 30)....CKLW....Screen Gems 19 45 | News: Soorts L peewee ww 12 

| . all c- . ; Huntley-Brinkley ....... wwJ 14 
4. Hawaiian Eye (Wed. 9:00- 10:00) ...... WXYZ 3911 5, Death Valley Days (Sat. 7: 00). ..WJBK....U.S. Borax 15 33' Peonle Are Funny ...e WWI 2) 
$8; Candid Camera (Sun. 10: 00-10: 30) Lees WJBK. ‘ 34 | 5. Tugboat Annie (Tues,. 7: 00) a ee ey CKLW. eee ITC 15 29 Lock-Up eee eecaee aK 13 

| . ! Divorce Court . . : 
-¢. Haye Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30- 10) -WIBK . 33{/ 5..You. Asked For It (Mon. 7: 00).......CKLW....Crosby Brown 15 36 Assignment Underwater. -WIBK 11 
4, Flintstones (Fri. 8:30-9:00)... nee. WXYZ. 32 || 6 Brave Eagle (Mon. 6:30).... sv enaee « CKLW....CBS 14 35! News; Sports ........ 16 

, | Huntley-B- inkley ....... ww 17 
%. Naked City (Wed. 10: 00-11 00)... eon VWXYZ. 32. 8. Highway Patrol sat. &: 30). se cceeees - WIBK. we Ziv-UA 14 34:George Pierrot ......... wwJ 16 

< . ke. ch eceee rur || 4% Divorce Court (Tues. 0)........... WIBRK.... KTTV ‘Tugboat Annie ......... CKLW 15 
€. Thriller (Tues. 9:00-10:00 | en $1 , TV Sales 13 23° Bugs Bunny ........-- WXYZ 2 

’ Lock-Up (Tues. 7:00): .. seecscesece ss WWH..... ZIV-UA 13 25: Tugboat Annie ......... CKLW 15 

PITTSBURGH | STATIONS: KDKA, WTAE, WIIC. “SURVEY DATES: FEB. 18-MAR. 15, 1961. 

1. Candid Camera: (Sun. 10: 00- 10: 30)... ..KDKA 42. [3 Huckleberry, Hound (Mon. 6:30). teen ..KDKA..,.Screen Gems 27 51] | New: s; Sports | Lecce enone wie 13 
te ! Huntley-Brinkley ....... 

2, Andy Griffith (Mon.-9:30-10:00). .... vo KDKA 40 | 2. Sea Hunt (Sat. 7:00)......... .. ....KDKA....Ziv-UA 24 39'Wrestling esto WIIC 2) 
2. Garry Moore: (Tues. -10:00-11: 00)... .+:+KDKA.— - 401) 3: Quick Draw. McGraw (Tues.. 6: 30). .. -KDKA.. ..Sereen Gems 20 38 6:00 O'Clock Adv. ....... WTAE 16 
2. Untouchables: (Thurs. 9:30-10: 30)..... WTAE 404). . }Huntley-Brinkley ....... wiic 18 
2. What's My Line? (Sun. 10:30-11:00)...KDKA: 40 4. Yogi Bear (Wed. 6:30) .. 2. wel. -KDKA. ...Secreen Gems 11 37: 6:00 O’Clock Adv. ....... WTAE 18 

_$. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10: 30) -KDKA 38 3 Walter Wi che Files (rhe 30) ‘40 oo W DKA....Ziv-UA 17 30 | Bugs Bunny Le weee WTAE 23 
ole es ee we we. . 4 . r in 5 

4. Dennis The Menace (Sun. 7:30-8:00)..KDKA 37] chell Files (Thurs. 7:00 HC..... NTA 15 26 | Rots Esso Reporter. ...- Ora oF 
4. Hennesey (Mon, 10: 00-10:30):..... ea -KDKA 37} 7. Mackenzies Raiders (Sat. 6:30). tases KDKA...; Ziy-UA 14 25 Wrestling .........-. WIC 2 
5. Ed Sullivan (Sun. 8:00-9: 00)........-KDKA 36]/ _ ee iChamp Bowling ........ WTAE 2%) 
6. Danny Thomas (Mon. 9:00-9:30), ....KDKA 35] 8..Mr. Ed. (Thurs, 6:30)......-....0.64: KDKA. ...MCA 12 25 - | Huntley Brinkley, a aeees wink 13 

6. G.E. Theatre (Sun. 9:0-9:30) .....:..KDKA 35|| 8. Two Faces West (Tues. 10: 30)........WTAE....Screen Gems 12 19: Garry Moore ..-........KDKA 4) 
6. My Three Sons (Thurs. 9:00-9:30)-... WTAE 35 || 9 . Roy’ Rogers (Sat.. 11:30) ....... see. KDKA.. .. R. R. Prod. 9 39,Lone Ranger............ WIIC 9 

ST. LOUIS “STATIONS: KTVI, KMOX, KSD, KPLR. *SURVEY DATES: FEB. 15-MAR. 15, 1961. 

7, 1. Sea Hunt (Fri, 10:00)....+..+s0+0++.-KTVI..... Ziv-UA 20 341 News; Weather ......... KMOX 21 
i Z a Sun.’ 30). KMOX 45, , ; jJack Paar ..... tee eee KSD 18 

1, Candid Camera (Sun. 9:00-9:30): ..:..KX 451] 2° Death Valley Days (Sat. 9:30). Lhe wees, KSD ..... U.S. Borax 17 o7'Wrestling .. ....... KPLR 18 
2. What's My. Line (Sun: .9:30- 10: 00). os. KMOX 44|| 3. Yogi Bear (Wed. 6: Q0)....,...46. o KTVI..... Screen Gems 15 28 6:00 O'Clock Rpt.; Wea... KMOX 19> 

M T 9:00-10:00) :..... KMOX all. ; | Huntley-Brinkley ...... KSD i5 
3. Garry Moore (Tues. Sree Be 41]/ 3. Lock-Up (Wed. 9:20) oo .e.eeceeeees KSD ..... Ziv-UA _ 15 23 | Naked City ... .KTVI 27. 

.4. Andy Griffith (Mon. 8:30-9:00)..... . _KMOX 40 || 3. Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6:00'....KTVI..... Screen Gems 15 26 ; 6:00 O'Clock Rpt.; Wea.. -KMOX 23 
d. \: ...KSD 38 . _ News-Edwards ... .- KMOX 19 

§ Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7:30)...... oe aN 3. Popeye (Sat. 11:30) ..... eee eee eeeeee KMOX... -UAA, King 15 71; Detectives Diary ........ *SD 2 

6. Groucho Marx (Thurs, 9:00- 9:30: ....KSD 37 re tous Hop Hardy bse 3 
_ artoon; urel- - 

7. My Three Sons (Thurs. B:00-8;30' ....KTVI 36 || 4, Highway Patrol (Tues, 9:30).......-- -KIVI ceaee Ziv-UA. 14 26: Garry cuore Levcesecees KMOX 41 
8. ‘Real McCoys (Thurs. 7:30- 8:00)... 2. RTVE 35 || 4. Mr. Ed. (Fri. 7:00). © .. ....... teeees SD ..... MCA 14 26 Rawhide  .......06. KMO3 2 

do 9 (N aceceetene KTVI. 0... feather ......... N ai) 9. Gunsmoke (Sat.- 9:00-9:30) ..........KMOX 34]; & Coronado 9 (Mon. 16:00).02.002 KTY MCA i 7h | Paar Weather s-ss+ ++ Ox 8 
e lt 5. - toes ...KMOX 34 . Phil Silvers (Tues. 6:30) -.... 2...:. : KMOX....CBS 11 21 Laramie ..KSD 2) 

9. Red Skelton (Tues. 8:30-9:00) | : Quick Draw McGraw (Mon. 6-00) .KTVI.. 2. Screen Gems 11 20 '6:00 (Clock Rpt; Wea. KMOX 24 
{News-Edwards ...:...... KMOX 23 

(Continued on page 42) 
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is onle of the most exciting personalit! 
LOUELLA F 

My heartfelt thanks to the press, 

the disc jockeys and the wonder- 

ful friends across the country who 

ateWictiaat-toloud al-t-iom I-11 ae nalolaleal= 

the most rewarding and exciting 

period of my life... 

Exclusively, 

RCA VICTOR RECORDS 
Current ALBUM: 

“THE GREATEST HORN IN THE WORLD’ 
—one of the nation’s TOP SELLING ALBUMS! 

Booked Exclusively by 

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION 
JOE GLASER, President 

745 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 22, N.Y., PLAZA 9-4600 Personal Manager, GERALD W. PURCELL 

CHICAGO « MIAMI's HOLLYWOOD «© LAS VEGAS « DALLAS » LONDON 165 East 66 Street, New York 21, NLY. 
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| ten different markets are covered. 

petitize programming in the particular slot, 

Variety's weekly tabulation based on ratings furnished by American Research 
Bureau, highlights the top ten network shows on a local level and offers a rating study 
in depth of the top ten syndicated shows in the same particular markets. Thts week 

‘In the syndicated program listings of the top ten shows, rating data such as the 
average share of audtencc, coupled with data as to time and day of telecasting com- 

tc., is furnished. Reason for detailing an 
exact picture of the rating performance of syndicated shows is to reflect the. true rating 
strength of particular series. Various branches of the industry, ranging from media 

STETY -ARB SYNDICATION CHART 
buyers to local stations and/or advertisers to syndicators will find the charts valuable. 

Over the course of a year, ARB will tabulate a minimum of 247 markets. The 
results of that tabulation will be found weekly in Variety. Coupled with the rating 
performance of the top ten network shows on the local level, the Variety-ARB charts 
are designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every tu market in the U. S. 

(*) ARB’s Feb.-Mar. 1961 survey covered a multi-week period. Syndicated shows 
sharing one of the weeks with an alternating or special program could not be properly 
judged for comparative performance. Therefore, Feb.-Mar. data will be limited to 
those syndicated shows which played in all weeks. 

Wednesday, May 17, 1961 

SAN DIEGO 

(Continued from page $9) 

STATIONS: KFMB, KOGO, XETV. *SURVEY DATES: FEB. 16-MAR. 15, 1961. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS AV. ‘TOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS AV. AV. TOP COMPETITION AY. 
RK. PREOGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. RTG ||RK. PROGREAM—DAY—TIME STA. DISTRIB. BTG. SH. PROGRAM STA. . 

. . ' 1. Manhunt (Tues. 7:00)............... KFMB....Screen Gems 28 46 | Brothers Brannigan ..... KOGO 11 
1. Perry Mason (Sat, 7:30-8:30)......... KFMB at 2. Assignment Underwater (Sat. 7:00)...KFMB....NTA 27 48 S| Fight of The Week...... XETV 21 
2. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30)........ KFMB. 39 || 2. Sea Hunt jrhus. 7:00). Oe KEMB. ees Ziv-UA 27 a7 New rs Th . Mi ate. eeee PS aae u 

- . t 9-20-1 oe || 3. Death Valley Days. (Tues. 6:3 ) MB....U.S.: Borax p To The Minute....... 
3. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10) KFMB = 251! 4” Califorifians (Sat. 6:30)..... .. LT IKeMB 42! CNP 20 49 | Take Look; Closeup.....XETV 8 
4. Theckmate (Sat. 8:30-9:30) ......... KFMB $4’ 5. B.C.) MP. (Thurs. 6:30)...... epee eee REM 7 one G 16 29 Up To rhe Minute..... “moc 23 

: . . . ; |é Two Faces West (Thurs. 8:00)........ M creen Gems onna Reed ........s6.. 
4. Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30)....... KOGO 34|| 6. Shotgun Slade (Wed: 7:00). .........KOGO....MCA 14 26| Malibu’ Run. ..........KFMB 20 
5. Ed Sullivan (Sun. 8:00-9:00) ........ KFEMB. 30 || 7. Amos & Andy (Mon. Fri. 6:00)....... XETV....-CBS. 13 25 he qo The Mey pees Koes zt 

nn . un ey- rin ey eserves : . . , 

5. Father Knows Best (Tues, 8:00-8:30! KFMB = 30! g._ Brothers Brannigan (Tues. 7:00).... KOGO....CBS 11 18 Manhunt ctyies-KPMB 28 
5. Real 3IcCoys (Thurs, 8:30-9:00) . XETV 30 || 8. Dangerous Robin (Thurs: 6:30)...:.. _XETV... . .Ziv-UA 11 20| Up To: The. Minute... , -KOGO 23 
6. Candid Camer2 (Sun. 10:00- 46:30) wae KFEFMB 29 8. Roy. Rogers (Sat. 19: 30). «ee ereevvant ° 2 KF MB. ane R. . R. Prod. 11 69 Patio. Chats _ ; ris - -+-KOGO 2 

6. 77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:00-10:00)..... XETV 29! tBlg Playback oes = a KO 3. 

RICHMOND STATIONS: WTVR, WRVA, WXEX (Petersburg]. *SURVEY DATES: FEB. 16-MAR. 15, 1961. 

1. Amos & Andy (Sat. 6:30)........... WTVR ...CBS. 22 76‘ Million $ “Movie.s..s....WXEX ] ra 
2. Huckleberry Hound (Wed. 6: 00)..... .WTYVR....Screen Gems 20 67! | Mounted rts: W . ie wee :- WRve : ; 

_ ews; Spor eather. 8. 
2. Rescue § (Sat. 7:00)....::...........WFVR....Screen Gems 20 63; Mr. Ed over eee .WRVA 6. 

I. Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00)...... WRVA 43 ; Le ; Million $. Movie peace 7:2. WXEX: .. § 
3. Quick Draw McGraw (Mon. 6:00)..... WTVR ...Screen Gems 17 571 Mounted Police...... wees WRVA. -7 

2. Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8:30) ........ WTVR 89 . ie '{ Theatre: Newsrerl ce eeee WAEX. 6 
. . nur _ . ; - News; Sports: Weather... WXEX 7 

8. Andy Griffith (Mon. 9:30-10:00). ....WTVR = 37) 4” Deputy Dawg (Thurs. 6:00).........: WIVR...: CBS 14 56 Theatre; Newsreel tage REX 5 
00.9-20; . ews: Sports: Weathe ; 

3. My Three Sons (Thurs, 9:00-9:30: ....WRVA = 37! ¢ Hisnway Patrol (Tues. 7:00).........WXEX....Ziv-UA 14.83 | News: Weather ........:WIVR 21 
4. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30)......... WTVR 36 : a . ; News-Edwards Lee. . WTVR 24 

4. Mr. Adams & Eve (Wed. 6:30)........ .WTVR ...CBS 14 40 ; News: Sports: Weather:. - WXEX 11 
4, Wagen Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30) ...... WXEX 36 Kell 13 | Huntley-Brinkley vee lal -WXEX 18 

etre lté‘(‘i(iw IL Be 6 WOOKY Woodpecker (Tues. 6:00)...... rR... M t Lebel tee ‘ - g. 5. Dennis The Menace (Sun. 7:30-8:00) WTVR 33] * Woods Woodpecker (Tues. 6:00).  WIVE -.. Kellogg Sean ens: Weather” WXEX «6 
5. Ed Sullivan (Sun. 8:00-9:00).......... WTVR 33 || §. Phil Silvers (Mon. 6:30).......- Sees _. WTVR. ...- CBS 12 41 i Honties prinkley nn wank if 

6. Checkmate (Sat. 8:30-9:30). ......... WTVR 32 || € Trackdown (Thurs. 6:30).............WIVR....CBS 12 35: Huntley Brinkley te. -WXEX B 7 
y-Br es XE 

6. Price Is Right (Wed. 8:30-9:00)....... WXEX 32 |] 6. Little Rascals (Sat. 8:30)......:......WIVR ... Interstate _12 63 Picken Time’ aca ewecaee :WRVA 4 
ig ime ...cs.c..00-- 2 

. {Popeye ....... Sener oo- WRVA 6 
6. Roy Rogers (Sat. 11:30) ..... ea eees -.WTVR ...R. R. Prod. 12 71:-Lone Ranger. ........... WKEX 4 
6. -Sereen Gems 12 11. Three. * Stooges (Sat. 5:00). ........ i.e WTVR .. 39 i Bowlag Belles......... WXEX 

1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30) . . .. WTOP 48 || 1. Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 7:00)... ..WTTG....Screen Gems 21 44j j 7: 00: O'Clock: Final ae 11 
9. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10) . WTOP 37 || 2- Yosi Bear (Wed. 6:30)............. : WITG. ... Screen Gems 18 395 News; Sports: eam vote WRE. 10 

3. Candid Camera (Sun. 10:00-10:30)....WTOP 3411 3. M Squad (Thurs. 10: 30), -- +s. +e+++05.WMAL... MCA 16 33 Life; ‘Midnight .........WRC . = 17 
3. Checkmate (Sat. 8:30-9:30) ..eeeeWTOP 34 {| 3. Mr, Ed (Fri. 7:00) .... 2 .....--.60-- WRC..... MCA 16 - ‘37 | 7:00 O'Clock Final. »... WMAL 10 
3. Andy Griffith (Mon. .9:30-10:00)..... WTOP 34\| 3. Quick Draw McGraw (Mon. 6:30)...- WITG. ...Sereen Gems 16 36° News: Sports: ; Sam... -+s WRE 2 

° - an . ver untley-Brinkley. ....... J 
4. Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8:30 .......- WTOP —s 33 I! ¢, Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:00).....:.WRC .... U.S. Borax 15 86; Brothers Brannigan .....WTOP = 11 
5. Flintstones (Fri. 8:30-9:00! ....... WMAL 32 || 4. Three Stooges (Mon.-Fri. 6:00)....... WTTG....Screen.Gems 15 41| Early Show i laveees WTOP 8 
5. 11 Sunset Strip (Fri, 9:00-10:00)..... WMAL 32 . " Early Show: Sports te eeee WTOP 9 
6. Jack Benny (Sun. 9:30-10:00) ....... WTOP 31 oo. . ; j BUrNS MEDS WE, «65. WN 
1. Hawa‘ian Eye (Wed. 9:00-10:00) ..... WMAL 30 |; 5 Depaty Dawg (Thurs. 6:30)...+-+++ +. WETG.... CBS 14 29 | j News: Sports: Sam......WRC p 
7. Naked City ‘Wed. 10:00-11:00' ..... WMAL 30 5. Shotgun Slade (Sat. 7:00)............WTOP....MCA 14 31, Expedition; War. ceeeees WMAL 14 
7. Untouchables (Thurs. 9:30-10:30)..... WMAL 3011 6. Sea Hunt. (Sat. 6:30+...... veweeeeeceWMAL. .. Ziv-UA 13 33! Popeye ...:... 0. -éae++)WITG 10 

SAN FRANCISCO STATIONS: KTVU, KRON-KPIX, KG. *SURVEY DATES: FEB. 16-MAR. 15, 1961. 

"[. Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30)......- KRON  86]] 1. You Asked For It (Thurs. 7:00)..... KTVU..:. Crosby Brown 22 40}Lock-Up ..........- ..KRON 16 
2. Rawhide (Fri. 7:30-8:30) ........... KPIX 33 || 2. Huckleberry Hound (Wed. 6;30)...... KTVU....Sereen Gems 21 47: Two Faces West..... «s+. KRON IL 

3. Checkmate (Sat. 8:30-9:30)........... KPIX 29 ATA: | News-Edwards .:........KPIX 11 oer N 99 || 3: Sea, Hunt (Tues..7:00) ....... acces. KRON.... Ziv-UA 20 42:™ Squad vee et ee yee KPIX ‘12. 
3. Laramie (Tues. 7:30-8:30)........--- KRO 4. Best of Post (Wed. 7:00).............KRON.... CNP 17 37| Tightrope . :.. .....- ..KGO 13 
4. Candid Camera (Sun. 10:00-10:30'....KPIX 28 || 4. Yogi Bear (Mon. 6:30) ....... 0 ...4.. KTVU.... Screen Gems 17 40 ! Honeymooners; Cali. . -KRON 10 
4. Perry Como (Wed. 9:00-10:00"....... -KRON 28 | 5. Quick Draw McGraw (Thurs. 6: 30). .. KTVU.... Screen Gems 16 38 News... sinwescee KPIX. ll 

4. Perry Mason ‘Sat. 7:30-8:30! . KPIX 28 ng NeWS-Edwards «0.1... KPIX 12 
. ee oan ineen, 98 || 5: Lock-Up (Thurs. “T:00) 2. wee eee KRON.’... Ziv-UA 16 29 You Asked For Tt...... KTVU. 22 

4. Untouchables (Thurs. 9:30-10:30' ... KGO 6. Death Valley Days (Fri. 7:00).......:. KPIX.....U.S. Borax 13 38; Dangerous Robin .......KRON 9 
5. Alfred Hitchcock (Tues. 8:30-9:00' .. KRON 27 || 6. Manhunt (Tues. 6:30) ........ oe.s.-KRON....Screen Gems 15 38|This Is Alice ......5.sKTVU 12 
6. Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10' KPEX ‘2611 7. Cannonball (Mon, 7:00)... we lbeee -.. KTVU .... ITC 14 33 | Science Is Action: . aan -- KRON 11 

BALTIMORE STATIONS: WMAR, WBAL, WJZ. *SURVEY DATES: FEB. 16-MAR..15; 1961. 

1. Bugs Bunny (Fri. 7:00)..............WBAL....UAA 17 40! Final: Weather weeecuee. WMAR 16 
: News-Edwards ...,.....  WITAR. 17 

. ke «Sat. 10:00-10:30' ........ WKAR 41 ||} 2. Decoy (Tues. 7:30) ........ ‘seveeese»WIZ ..... Official - 16 28 . Laramie ; wee ee ees WBAL 19 
1. Gunsmoke "Sa 3. Mr. Ed (Thurs. 7:00)...............WBAL ...MCA 15 30' Final: Weather .........WMAR 17 
2. Untouchables (Thurs. 9:30-10:30)..... WJZ 38 . : News-Edwards ereedens ss WMAR 14. 

. - 4. Shotgun Slade (Sat. 7:00) .......... WMAR... MCA 14 34! Pinbuster vp eeeecee WBAL 13 
3. Perry Mason ‘Sat. 7:30-8:30) ........ WMAR 37 || 5. Death Valley Days (Wed. 7:00)....-.. WBAL....U.S. Borax 12. 29, Final: Weather ewde den ‘WMAR 18 

, . . r . ews-Edwards ©... ........WMAR di 
4. Garry Moére (Tues. 10:00-11:00) ..... WMAR 3611 5 nivarce Court (Sat. 6:00)............WMAR .. KTTV ng [Eat Show ee! WIZ a 

- . . ( . :00-10:30'.. WMAR 35 |! rog. Sales |Pinbuster = =........-... BA 
5. Candid Camera (Sun. 10:00-10:30 | Show: News 91120222102 WBAL 8 
6. Checkmate ‘Sat. 8:30-9:30) -WMAR 34|| 6. Blue Angels (Tues. 7:00).........-..WBAL... CNP. 10 21( Final; Weather ......... WMAR 20 

. . | ~ ‘ “@ i News-Fdwards .....,....WMAR 19 
§. Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10* WMAR 3411 6 Pony Express (Mon, 6:30)............ WMAR .. CNP 10 30:Farly Show... .. WIZ :9 

et o. . ' ; , , | Huntley-B inkley cece ae WBAL “10 
6. Surfside 6 ‘Mon. 8:30-9:30! ....---. WIZ, 34 | 1. Roy Rogers (Sat. 11:30) ........... -WMAR .. R.R.-Prod. 9 47) Pin The Piper 20. 2 WIZ 6 

e ity W -00-11.00)....... IZ 2|! 7. Mounted Police (Mon. 7:00)......... WBAL....CNP 9 20 Fina ealher ....:....WMA 1 q. Naked City ‘Wed. 10:90-11.00) WJ 32 | Final: Weaiher SUMMA 18 

7. Rawhide «Fri. 7:30-8.301.....ce-.eeee WMAR 321! 9, San Francisco Beat (Tues., Thur. 6:00) WMAR... CBS -24, Early Show © (2.2.2... 12, 13 
Huntilev- Brinkley beebee WBAL 12 | Spee Rpt: : Sam seeeaee WBAL 11 
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Wednesday, May 17, 1961 

TV-Radio Production Centres 
4444444646 5 

IN NEW YORK... 
Clark Warren, who appears in NBC-TV’s soaper, “From 

Place”. . 

with Mitch”. . . Michael O'Shea will do voice for ABC-TV's upcoming 

cartoon skein, “Top Cat”. . . Phil Alampi, now New Jersey State 

Secretary of Agriculture, will return briefiy to front the WNBC Radio 
garden stanza on Saturd:y mornings while his frau Ruth Alampi enjoys 
a two-week respite ... NBC News commentator Leon Pearson is head- 
ing the fundraising for The Paul Pearson Theatre, on the Swarthmore 
College campus—built zs a memorial to the commentator’s late father 
who was the school’s professor of public speaking ... WNBC Radio's 
production staffer Shelley Dobbins jetting to Frisco for 10 days of 
vacationing ... Mike Abbott will head up the new Talent Associates- 
Paramount West Coast offices .. 
for Maureen Arthur, who is in Hollywood, Jan Murray picked singer 
Mieki Marlo as his Gal Friday an the Monday-thru-Friday ‘NBC-TV 
“Charge Account’. . . CBS-TV Gotham programs veep Mike Dann 
spoke Monday (15! at the National Educational Television & Radio 
Centre at Ann Arbor on new trends in programming. His. boss, na- 
tional programm:ng veep Oscar Katz, planed to the Coast over the 
weekend... . John Day, newly. named exec v p, of the Pacifica Founda- 
tion and g.m. of WBAI-FM. N-Y.. 
Foundation’s homeoffice in San Francisco ... 

-. opened: two: more Jaundromats on Long Island . . . Fred Robbins: set 
‘Stanley Kramer, Cara .Williams, James Arness, Dina Merrill and Troy 
Donahue on syndicated “Assignment. Hollywood.’ -this week . 2 /.Maj. 
Cliff’ Mandell, USAF Reserve and CBS-TV press. info. staffer. on his | 
annual 15-daytour of duty at the Pentagon as information staff officer | 
in. the radio-tv branch of the office of the Secretary of the Air Force 
.~. Charlie Burge has réjoined CBS. Radjo as director of client. rela- 
tions for CBS-AM Spot Sales in Chicago .. . Alfredo Antonini back. 

.. from Tampa,:where -he conducted. a special radio-concért of-the Tampa 
“Symph ...- Leonard Spinrad.. CBS-TV executive editor of public in- 
formation. reelected to his scvond term.as v.p. of the Graduate Facul- 

_ ties Alumni of Columbia ‘UC. . . . Bruce Minnix, assistant. director on 
“US. Steel Hour.” moves: up to-full direcforial status on. the June 14 

. show, “Trial Without Juror’:.: ° CBS’ “Population Explosion” ’ pub-_ 
affairs stanza. won 4 Blue Ribbon. Trophy from: the Educational Fitm 
“Library Assn. - me mo 

W. G. Borchert. A 

commercial. film. area of ‘the public relations firm.. Prior to his associa-. 
‘tien with. W..G. Borchert, Camp was managing director of Standard 
Publicity, Ltd.. West Indies. Ie. also served as director of press and 
-publie relations for RKO General in N.Y. ;.... Comedian Paul Lynde : 
‘will. guestar ‘on “Joe. Franklin’s. Memory. Lane” ABC-TV tomorrow 
(Thurs.) ... r 
Police Athletic League from St. Nicholas Arena.Tues. '23+°... ‘Law 
for the Layman.” a panel discussion series produced by ‘Ted. Granik, 
‘will be ‘telecast..as-a one-shot on WPIX. Sunday. June 4, from 8 to 

lis Auto Race. to be telecast by. WPIX on June 7, 
Ronald Waldman, general -manager.-of BBC Television: Promotions, 

returns to London. May 23 after tivo weeks ‘of discussions in N.Y. and 
H'wood .-. . Sue Goldman, of the N.Y office of BBC-TV, leaves for 

8:30 p.m...,.. E. I..DuPont,has picked up sponsorship of the Indianapo-.. 

These . 

Roots.” screentesting for the motion picture version of “A Summer - 

. British dancer Veronica Bravo joined cast of “Sing Along _ 

. After trying seyeral replacements : 

to. the Coast for meetings at the; 
. WCBS’ Jack’ Sterling . 

.G \ssociates has. appointed. E. Marvin. Camp v.p. in. 
charge of. all radio and tv activities. In: addition he will. supervise’ the . 

! Word: -is that. current tests, wit 

., WPIX will .telecast. the: Championship Finals of the: 

VARIETY 

'Biderman, Tolk Snares 
Choice P.R. From Bates, 

Capital Cities to Zakin 
It's not necessarily a trend to 

jirighten J. Walter Fhompson. but 
a couple of small shops hive Jined 
up the kind of promotion work that 
used to go to the giants. 

Biderman, Tolk Assocs have 
‘snatched a Colgate-Palmolive test 
‘campaign away from Ted Bites 
pubrelations department. The Zakin 

RADIO-TELEVISION 

It's the Small Bankroller Who's 

48 

Willing to Go Out On a TV Limb 
—On Other Madison Ave. Fronts 

By BILL GREELEY 

While tv's blg bankrollers and 

their agencies are busy passing the 

in hopes of a comeback for the 
show next fall. 

Consolidated also will step cat 
with the big boys next fall. For 

Co., an ad shop with ahout $2 U00,-| buck to the networks on “waste-| EF). Producto, sponsor Jias pected 
000 billings, has landed Capital 
Cities Broadeasting, adding ty an 
‘already impressive roster of broad- 
,cast trade accounts. 

| The Biderman-Tolk campaign is, 
for Colgate’s new Choice toilet 
soap. which is available in three 
varities to use with oily, medium 
and dry skins. Bar was tested about 
a year ago in Wichita Falls, Rich- 
mond. Fresno and Ft. Wayne. At 
least the publicity phase of the 
testing reportedly flopped. 

‘Bates: continued to’ handle the 
publicity as. well as, media plice- 
ment when the Choice: campaign 

‘was extended early this yvear to 
-Cedar Rapids, Ia., and Tuscon,. 
Ariz.,;and the Syracuse and Cleve-. 

- But the soap remained a slippery 
jinx for Bates, and the axe w:s in 
view when the client. asked the 
agency’ to recommend 10 oufside 
pubrelation shops that might take 
aver ‘thé new campaign. About a 

‘week. after the switch to.B-T (which 
was not among the 10 recommenda- 
tions: two Bates p.r. execs resigned. 
‘partly in disagreement over the 
- handling of board chairman Rosser. 
Reeves book, “Reality. in Advertis- 
ing,’ now a best seller.. but most 
likely primarily . because of -the 

,new choice for Choice:. 
h 

Tika Chase making local visits, has 
Colgate unable to keep up with 

‘sales, _ _— 

With virtually no broadcast bill- 
.ings to trade off. Zakin now lists 
- Capital Cities in addition to WPIX 
and the Herald. Tribune suburban 
radio network and also Official 

:Films.. And talks are currently 
‘underway that could see the agency 

this time from a major tv-radio 
London. May: 25 to. study. operations at new. BBC’ Television Center, * shop. 
“then on to Spain for holiday... Walter Neiman becomes permanent. 
‘program. director. of -WQXR. the.N-Y. Times Gutlet; replaces Eleanor 
N. Sanger, wife of the outlet’s exec yeép Elliott, M. Sanger. who went 
in..January’ with -her husband to Paris where he. heads the. paper's 
‘European. edition .. . Dick Jackson, AFTRA press. boss, back ‘at. his 
desk next. week after a siege. with hepatitis ....: Don’ MeNeill’s “Break- 

. Zakin recently landed Frank H. 
Fleer Corp., bubble gum. manufac- 

iturer. and a kidvid, campaign is a 
: possibility for next. spring. _ 
| Zakin is a partnership with Al 
‘Zakin, president, in charge cf ac- 

land Colgate distribution districts. 

|Jand” programming, a number of 
‘small-budget sponsors can take a 
;bow for giving the video grind a 
‘Share of what little variety there is. 

. A look at the fall schedules for 
‘the multi-million spenders—the 
:piant soaperies, cig firms, cosmetic 
: houses, etc.—reveals a consistency 
ifor formula — adventure, stitch 
comedy, oater all the way, 

-for a piece of the ABC Saturday 
, night fight schedule. 

Jingle Fest 

One .of the noteworthy features 
about the Tv Commercial Festal 
was the bright. original «: Ging 
that accomped much cf the fim 
| and vidtape efferts. 

Mitch Leigh, prexv cc) VMarsie 
even | \takers, has figured that cut cf 230 

when a score of shows are involved. | blurbs nominated. 1600 bid otc 
Conversely, it's the lesser ad-{nal music. representing the vork 

; Vertisers, often shooting the whoie 
‘budget on a single show invest-: 
ment, that are willing to take a. 
‘chance. or settle for a low rater. : 
i Douglas Fir Plywood Association 
lis bankrolling the NBC-TV Dave 
‘Brinkley prime timer.  Ralston- 
;Purina ‘not so small, but not so 
big against a General Foods:, is 

‘ going with its second year spansor- 
‘ship of, ABC-TV's. Expendition.” 
‘ pubservice outing with a national 
ischool tie-in and a fourth werk 
cut to stations for local produe- 

trol product, backed ABC's “Win- 
ston Churehill Years.” Bell & 
‘Howell will bring back its fine ABC 
*news documentary “Close-Up” 
specials next season. If was Purex 
tno Procter & Gamble in the glyc- 
érin race’ that picked up on NBC's 
‘quality “Sunday Showcase” a cou- 
‘ple of. season ago: ard it was a 
ispread that called for sponsor 
. fortitude on: controversial 

Cigar with its new ABC “Silents 
Please” series. Archives film foot- 

tage-is not a new format to teie-: 
vision by any means, but it still 
provides a break in the monoto- 

“grabbing another media account. | nous tread of the hoof, the gum- 
shoe and the flippered-foot. And 
‘the monthly sub’ of a half-hour spe- 
‘cial, written. directed and pro- 
, duced by Ernie Kovacs, is really a 
‘difference, and a vent for one of 
_tv’s genuinely creative talents. 

| ‘The video approach of the above 
;mentioned companies micht wcll 

fast Club”: comes’ to’N.Y, for a week-on May 29... . Bess Myerson; , count management: Ted Eisenberg. | jam tite IBM's at P&G. but who's 
‘Mickey. Deems,’ Stan Freberg, Dick Clark-and finan 
Jotte Lord. are new “Flair” personalities-on ABC Radio. 

IN HOLLYWOOD... | 
_ Johnny. Johnstone, radio-tv-film director. of ‘National Assn. of Manu-' 
facturers, bounded into.town on his annual call on station managers. 

but. his heart was really in Santa. Barbara where ‘his three grandchil- 
dren. eagerly awaited his visit. He's on an education kick.for the fourth 

. network and. predicts the day when it will outdraw’ the commercials 
;. . Tom D’Andrea and Bill Bendix, who used to work tandem in “Life 
of Riley,” are going their: séparate ways. Jack. Webb has latched on to 
D'Andrea for a.comedy: series and Bendix is George Burns’ boy for a 
-chuckler .. . Al Petker claims to have 1.500. radio stations lined’ up for 
his “Celebrity Fives.” a series -of five-minute informal chats with Ed-. 
die Cantor,. Jacques Bergerac, Faye Emerson. and Walter Slezak. Can- 
tor.will tell. about being the “first spaceman.": Thirty years. aga it was 
written into a ‘Cantor radio script.-by Dave Friedman . . . Those two: 
old pros will be. getting. together next»week — Nick’ Keesely:and Red 
‘Skelton, now that the redhead is in the Lennen & Newell.camp ‘Best 
Foods) ... : Benny Strong, has put .away. his orchestral wand .to take an 
executive post with radio. station KWKW....J. Neil Regan, veepee at 
McCann-Erickson, voted another term .as -prexy of Radio-Television- 

- Recording and. Advertising ‘Charities. NBC's. John K.- West and Dot 
Records’ Randy. Wood are veepees . ... Filmaster program y.p. Nat 
Perrin set Glynis Johns,. Acad Award nominee, as -guestar in “Search 
for Robert Herrick’ episode of the Cameron ‘Mitchell. starrer. “The 
Beachcomber.” She leaves for the Winter Park..Fla., location: shooting 
Thursday: (18). soe 

IN CHI€AGO . + | 
Julian Bentley, after 14 years of newscasting on WBBM and WBBM-- 

TV, has resigned: and is:taking wat he calls a “short sabbatical” to 
the Southwest Pacific. Later he'll -ry for’ a new affiliation here, Bent- ~ 
ley has spent nearly three décadet in Chi broadeasting, having started 
Mith WLS in 1933. later. becoming its news. director.:Hé had also held 
the same post at WBBM for a time .. . ABC's Don. McNeill will hast 
_Chicago-Unlimited’s: salute to AFTRA on the union's quarter century 
anni next Thursday (25) at the Sheraton-Chicago ;°.... WCFL deejay 
Jack Karey is commercial announcer on WGN-TV's “Twenty Six Men” 
on Sundays . ...: Tony Weitzel will do his WBBM radio show from the; 
Phyllis Diller taffy-pull aboard the Sante Fe Super Chief next Monday. 
(22). . . Clark George, veep-g.m. of WBBM-TV: named chairman of 
commerce division for Crusade of Mercy drive this yéar:... . WAAF 
now being repped: by the Bolling Co... .. Art Thorsen,:- WBBM program: 
director; went to Geisenheim, Germany, for dedication of a memorial = 
to pilots who were killed during the war. Thorsen had léd.a fighter 
Broup and made 67- missions ... . Cliff Johnson's comeback stint on 
_WGN expanded to 50 minutes Saturday: nights -. .:. Val Bettin, who 
does “The Storyteller” on WTTW, tapped for the role of Macbeth in 
the upcoming Company of the Four produetion. - 

IN LONDON... . | 
Top tv comic Tony Hancock returns to BBC Television May. 26 with’ 

first skein of ‘six shows. Hancock used to mix .it with a gang of fellow. 
comics. This time he's: trying it practig¢ally: solo. Title. presénts no 

(Continued on page 54) 

real Bee 
With the Station Reps | 

- Elaborate «adio and ty brochures 
thave been’ worked up concurrently. 
‘by Weed Television Corp. and 
Petry. 

: “Weed report. titled. “Television, 
, 1961; Packaged, Taped & Brightly 
-Colored,” analyzes video station s 

‘color facilities. 
Report. contains a digest of rate 

‘ecard package plans on all stations 
‘in-the country. Data is reported by 
‘market category — multi-station 

‘package plans and vidtape and. 

cial advisor Char-- creative head; and Sam Stern finan-:to knock a satisfied client? Says | 
"Jack Mogulescu: ad veepee of 
;Consolidated. “When Dutch Mas- 
ters already one of the country's 

|leading cigar brands, had a gen- 
-eral sales increase last vear, we 
were aware that it was not due to; 

It was, rather. 
well-integrated 

one. single facta. 
a combination ‘of 
merchandising © advertising and 

tsound and thorough selling. But. 
beyond question, a key factor in 
the success of this combination 

icould be summed up in two words 
v9 

;— Ernie Kovacs. 

Consolidated. and agency Erwin, 
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan. not only 
have a hands-off policy regarding 
ovac’s specials and hosting of the 

| Silents’ series, but. also let the 

‘tions. Metrical, new: weight-con- ; 

issues, . 

_ Similar sans-sliderule approach , 
tis being applied by Consolidated 

lof 93 different outside firt.s Leith 
figures as the one to fisure 1..is 
out, since his company produced 
the music for 19 of the con-tere 
cials, 

Vp and down: Oliver Bartour, 
. formerly radio-tv veepce it) Ben- 
ton & Bowles and more recently 
programming chief of Advertsing 
Rzdio & Television Scrvices. hias 
joined Ogilvy. Benson & Mather 
as manager of the Beserly Hicls 
office. 

Jules Bundgus, 
pee and director 
Kastor, Hilton, Chesley. Clilerd 
& Atherton, is now senier iy ¢u- 
pervisor an the Colcate-Palm- ive 
account at Ted Bates. 

Thomas J. Kraner. formerly 
with Printers’ Ink. has tcoen 
named first fulltime editor for the 
Public Relations Journal mag of 
the Public Reiations Society «of 
America. 

Senior veepee stipes lor Jack 
Cantwell, Douglas Coyle. Herbert 
Vitrio! and Barrett Welch at Siul- 
livan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles. 
Mitchell J. Epstein. formerly with 
J. Waiter Thompson, has joined 
Benton & Bowles as a veepee and 
creative surpervisor. 

Veepee stripes for senier copy 
writers William Crowther and 
Robert Kroll at Wm. Esty. 

New Biz: Exquisite Forn. indus- 
tries to Papert. Koenic. Low for 
Massie Lady. and = Silf-Skin = divi- 
sions. 

U.S. Tobacco to Donahue & Coe 
for the Tuckersharpe Pen subod. 

Seripto to MeCann-Marschatk. 

former],  vee- 
of radie-tv at 

Chi Agencies 
Chicago. Mav 16. 

Laurence Frerk exited es prania- 
‘tion director of WPTA-TV. Fert 
Wevne, Ind., ta became as+t. menae 

‘ger of promotion and merchandis- 
ing in the tv-radio dept. cf Ne«d- 
ham. Louis & Brorby. 

John J. QdeH switehed from 
Keves, Madden & Jones to Roache, : 

:Richerd & Cleary, where he te- 
comes a marketing veepee. OGceil 
had worked for the Quaker Oats 
Co. 24 vears in marketing. produc- 

‘tion and purchasing positions. 

Edward H. Weiss agency’ ga.@ 
‘markets (four or more. outlets’. comedian create and produce film ‘veep stripes to radio-tv director 

:three-station markets, 
{ singles. Vidtape and color facilities 
. far each is summarized. 
’ Highlights indicate that 89°. of 

1 absolutely no interference. The 
, blurbs are silent, funny and tne 
, Softest of sells, sometimes to the 

d}agencies buying time for tem 

all stations have a published pack- point of negativeness. Mogulescu, 

age plan for spot buying. Most. in fact. has disliked some of the 
frequently. sed is the 5-10 plan! blurbs, but never has one out of 
and the. most. common discounts the more than 15 Kovacs has pro- 

‘range. from -25 to 50°¢:. About half | duced ever suffered censorship. 

:of the stations permit prime-time; “Kovacs,” 
j blurbs to -be included in” plan.’ veep, because of his unique talents 
spreads: . ‘has given the commercials a per- 
Some 40°¢ of the stations are‘sonality. By departing radicualiy 

equiped. with vidtape. with concen-!and inventively from format cotm- 

_tration in the large markets, An-|mercials, he has provided audiences 
other. 43°7 of all stations are; with an extra gem of entertain- 
equipped. in some degree, to trans-! ment that has kept their attention 
mit color. Majority are currently‘ at the same time that it has in- 

.airing web color only. ==.» = creased their interest in the prod- 

.__ Petry's “Spot Radio” pitch takes uct. The product, then, has be- 
the tack. thet radio today is an‘ ¢ome associated with pleasure in 
entirely new medium: with little “two ways—an amusing commercial 
resemblance to the radio of a few as well as a good smoke.” 

: Years ago. The pitch, however, is not en 
Stressing spot radio’‘s xibility. « z rd -" “n- 
Stressing spot radio's flexibility trusted entirely to Kovacs. Two ‘Petry’s report cites the medium’s, : 

‘spread in time, .place- and mood! agency-produced commercials also 
‘to: suit varying ad plans and ap-: 2PPear on each Show. But the light 
‘ proaches. . approach is followed through. 

; Briefs: Jack Beauchamp. - for- If there is a less desirable time 
{merly with Katz, has joined. TvAR: slot than 10:30. p.m., Thursdays. 
+ as. an account..exee in the New : which “Silents” and Kovac's spe- 

'York office’ 
‘tiser Reports has published its 1961/ posite “Wagon Train” at 8 p.m. 
TV Agency. Guide, a pocket refer-, Wednesday nights. But Consoli- 
ence to brands using tv-aend the!dated and network had been in 

negotiations for that time period 

says the marketing: 

twos and;commercials for the shows with: Rolf W. Brandis, media director 
Nathan Pinsof, and New Yak 
broadcasting manager Perey 
’ Schilling. 

London Agencies 
London, Mav 16 

Latest Anglo-American advettis- 
ing linkup is between London's 

, Basil Butler Co. and the Gardner 
Advertising Agency of US) who 
have agreed to represent end éc- 
auire a finanvia! interest in etch 
other. They will jointly devclop 
additional overseas markets . 
British food will get some Amer- 
ican spice now that McCormick & 
Co.. spice and condiment manutac- 
turers of Baltimore, is Jaunching 
its products on U.K. market. “:th 
a campaign organized by G. Street 
& Co. Armstrong - Warden 
-launching drive to get a big cut in 
‘the British whi:ker market ‘for 
Eversharp Schick razors and biades, 
More than 2.600 inanaging directors 
,of leading companies in I.ondor ty 
area were presented with gexft 
razors and biades as kickoff for tv 

: é ‘and press advertising campaign 
.. Broadcast Adver-! cials now occupy. it’s probably op- which will run through summer... 

[Electrolux warming up with hig- 
‘pest-ever publicity-fest for their 1e- 
'friserators, agented by G. S. Royds 
Lid. 
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now... irom 

itm as
ier 

a most unusual new television series 

THE BEACHCOMBER is the story of a man-- John Lackland from 

San Francisco— who achieved success as we know it ~then went on to @ richer life 

axa beachcomber on « South Six inland, | 
He zetiled on Amura, one of the Polynesian group, where Robert Toni: Sta cs s 

’ Herman Melville, and Somerset Maughant found suaterial for. 

some of their richest stories. 

Read what the noted psychologist, Dr. John Dugan, says about this show: 

“The BEACHCOMBER offers the opportunity to live this sublime, unfettered 
life vicariously. It is the best of all possible worlds for the. television viewer: in 

the safety and comfort of his living room he can purge ‘the passions simmering 

in the cauldron of his ancestral nature; he can kick over the traces, throw . 

conformity out the window, gnaw s eocosnut, mangle s mango and 

make amore on Amura.” 

John Lackland pays the piper —you enjoy the music. . 
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CAMERON MITCHELL 

“Orne ot Holivwooes most soughtea¢ie 

Star of such box-othee dist movies as 

COMMAND DECISION CAss TIMBERILAN & 

HOW TO MARRY A MILLION ATRE, HOALE- 

COMING, MONKEY ON ALY BACK. DEAT. 

OF A SALESMAN, 

Mitchell braigs te THE DEACTICOME ER 

Cae sae Vibvde chiptatog ys 

Hida te thet ts be 

Toy heaeip rp 
a On tena 

CALIFORNIA 
650 North Bronson 

Hollywood 4, California 
HOllywood 6-1681 

masterful PRODUCTION 

Executive Producer of THE BEACH- 

COMBER is Nat Perrin. Director of 47 

major motion pictures for Paramount, 

MGM, Columbia. Producer of such TV hits 

as RED SKELTON SHOW...SHOWER 

OF STARS...MY FRIEND IRMA... 

81 major dramas and spectaculars. 
Working with Mr. Perrin will be the crews 

‘and technicians that gave the 
stamp of Filmaster quality to 156 episodes 

of GUNSMOKE...78 episodes of HAVE 
GUN — WILL TRAVEL,..4 PLAY- 
HOUSE 90’s.., and are currently shooting 

the season’s top-rated DEATH ~ 
VALLEY DAYS. 

deft DIRECTION 

Directors like Howard W. Koch: 

(UNTOUCHABLES... MAVERICK) 

® John Peyser (LINE UP...M SQUAD) 

© Tay Garnett (UNTOUCHABLES . + 

“WAGON TRAIN) 

e@ Bud Townsend (Robert Taylor 

DETECTIVES... LARAMIE) 

distinguished WRITING 

Writers like Walter Brown Newman, 

‘creator of THE BEACHCOMBER, who 
wrote such epics as HALLS OF IVY... 
ALCOA THEATER... MAN WITH 
THE GOLDEN ARM. 

@ Sloan Nibley (WAGON TRAIN... 

HAVE GUN — WILL TRAVEL) 

e Pp. K, Palmer (PETER GUNN... 

a UNTOUCHABLES) 
. © David Chandler (THE MILLIONAIRE 

° 'seeRICHARD DIAMOND) 

81" compelling MUSIC 

Composed by Elmer Bernstein who wrote 

the Academy Award-winning score for 

THE MAN WITH THE GOLDEN ARM 
...and TEN COMMANDMENTS... 

FROM THE TERRACE...THE RAT 

RACE,..THE MIRACLE, 

. INCORPORATED 

NEW YORK FLORIDA 
Nine Rockefeller Plaza 707 Nicolet Avenue 

New York City 20 Winter Park, Florida 
JUdson 6-1404 Midway 7-7011 
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cate |  ZARINTY ARB FEATURE FILM CHART Editorials Prove Effective: 
mn i VARIETY-ARB’ 3s weekly chart offers a ‘day-by-day analysts of the top feature evening slots in o 

Reforms & Co h endation particular market. On Saturdays and Sundays, daytime feature slots compete with nighttime piz 
KDKA-TV. its urgh, may 16. periods for designation as the top feature slot of the day. The analysis is confined to the |top rated 

feed minded’ has be Pu ul seits feature sfots in the ARB measured period, broken down by days in the week. The ARB measured 

strength. during the past “weeks to period usually covers three or four weeks, Other data such as the time slot and overage share of 
get things done in government and audience is furnished. Top competition and competitive. ratings also are highlighted. 

social circles and getting bott re- 
sults. The National Research Bu- 
reau included three of the station’s : ‘Washington, D. C. © Sta.: WMAL, WRC, WTT6, WTOP @ Survey Dates: Nov. 10-28, “0 
editorials fast month in its list of; 
21 of the country’s outstanding tv 

Wednesday, May 1, 19 

(W. German TY Sots 
“Hit 5,000,000. Marks 

Income at $50,000,000 
Berlin, Mey 16. 

Number of tv ‘set © 
| W-Germany (including W-Ber 
ihas reached the 5,000,000 ark 
Gountry holds fourth spot (tee 

| gether with the Soviet Union and 
apan) among the tv nations, after. 

U.S., Canada and United Kingdom, 
Germany’ s° postwar television 

editorials WTTG. Avsrase Retina: 2 COMPETITION | Matted on an, experimental, basis itori , WEE Average Share: 17 STATION & | : g The editorials are sharply writ- 9g ]. PROGRAM AVG. RATING Antroed the first station, ihe first 
ten by former press byliner, Ed ; ° rman televiewers ing only 

te manager, Tad. Reeves, | MONDAYS 11:00-1:00 Ree tiae WRC | Mood "Gradually ‘more stations station manager ev 11:00-11:15 

Two,of the, editorials were, ated) Prowrany STARCIGHT THEATRE News Sports Weather WRO_ | Ware bult but St wasn‘, before on 's_ spotty s n ‘ T ”. 11:15-11:30 
nation-wide Civil Defense program, Nov. 14 “STORY OF VERNON & IRENE CASTLE’ . Jack Paar WRC W-German tv ‘link. In Oct. 1951, 

The other called “A Strike . pBainst Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers 11:30-1:00 ' 4b roars dally) erogremn Th test two 
ou Was a Ss a 2 ur; § ' : > i O'cl k Fina “WM: » . 

labor management relations which 1939, RKO, C&C; Repeat 1100-11 30 | 6 : German me years were strictly ex: 
permitted the long strike at the , ‘s fo First Run Movie | WAAL perimental -years—and no fee. Of- 
new Auditorium which delayed the Nov. 21 “DAVID HARAM / -*-1¥:30-1:00 a ficially, the W-German tv teed off 
building's finish and forced che Will Rogers Late. Show WTOP Tosa. daily’ programming | Jan. 1, 
‘ivic Light Opera to use its Melody - 1 = 11:15-1:00 1 rom that day. on, ‘country’s 

Tent again and completely can- 1938, 20th Century Fox, NTA, et Run 11 PM Report WTOP televiewers had to pay a monthly 
celled a $200,000 program that was 11:00-11:15 _ 9 fee.. Number of W-German. tv set 
being financed by private funds. —— owners amounted to about 80, 1,000. 

bE nde we ; oo —_ | in was n Oc 
tome onthe tee eng eat . WTOP Average Rating: 2. . COMPETITION . - |1959. It’s generally estimated. 
brought immediate action from | Average. Share: 29 . STATION & | that this country will have 10,000,- 
Governor Lawrence who intr | TUESDAYS 1:15-1:00 = PROGRAM AVG. RATING 000 televiewers: oT a 1965. 
duced a bill calling for a $200, 000 | @ income o e. W-German 
appropriation to solve the problem. | Program: LATE SHOW News 3) 30 Weather WRO tv stations is enormous. Each tv 
The station also criticized the Jack Paar . WRO J’set owner here. has to pay a 
county for not releasing its report Noy. 15 “NICK CARTER, MASTER DETECTIVE” 11:30-1-00 3 -monthly levy of five Marks ($1.25). 

on the tefuse_ problem. ‘Tae next Walter Pidgeon, Rita Johnson, Henry Hull” }  Btarlight Theatre wro | Of this amount, which the Federal " ; ° - - 715-1: _ 1 | man William D. McClelland re- 1938, MGM, MGN-TY, Repeat, 11:00 O'Clock Final WMAL —_| Marks while 3.65 D-Marks are sub- 
Jeaed the qoport. lot of job Noy. 22 “LITTLE WOMEN : 11‘15-11-30 5 ; mitted to the ogg ions: he ene 

€ station has a lot or jo J liyson, Peter Lawford, Elizabeth. Taylor . WMA ; 1S - 
holders angry because it advocates 1949, MGM, MGM-TV, Repeat id First Run Moyle ied tions’ monthly income amounts to 
combining the air centre with the ' “ 

11:30-1:00 . 
18,250,000 D-Marks which means’ 

larrer centre in Oberlin. O., 150 | 
jeds are affected but the station . Average Rating: 3 : COMPETITION 
feels the merger is in the pub WTTG Average Share: 18 ; STATION & 

yearly more than 200,000,000 {$50,- - 
000,000) for all stations together. _ 

| The “W - German -- populace -. 
interest due to the -greater efti- | PROGRAM AVG. RATING | amounts Pd 33.000. 000. East ele vs 
qiency of operation. whi: - many’s’ abitants. come u 

The station is planning a 5. | WED NeEWwAYS 11:00-12:45 Harkness, Ward WRO 37,000,900. Number: of E-German 
minute show in prime time to give Program: STARLIGHT THEATRE 11:00-11:15 _8 tv set owners is only 1,000,000 as 

ject a complete airing with ; a ; 
guests to include Commissioner ! Nov. 16 “HER FAVORITE PATIENT” Jae baa wee 
McClelland, Cong. James D. Fulton Ruth Hussey, John Carrol! ; . ' 

i vai : ’ eon 11:30-12:43 6. and D. D. Thomas, official spokes- 1945, Monogram, Atlantic, Repeat eS vin) == WIAD. Airborne Tele-Course To 
trol Air Management Con-) Nov. 23 “STATION WEST™ First Run Movie WMAL Get Chi WITW Pickup 

0". Dick Powell, Burl Ives - 11:30-32:45 “3 Chicago, May 16. 

— SS = 1948, RKO. C&C. Repeat Late Show WTOrF Chi’s” educational ty-er, WTTW, | 

11:15-12:45 has contracted to receive and tele- 
Foreign TY Followup | 11 PM Report ~ wroP cast the experimental “classroom 

11:00-11:15 11 in the sky” programs of.the Mid- 
fees Continued from Page 36 — . —— — - . west Council on Airborne Televi- 

barkdr hich he gos ina: MPE ON sion Instruction. Station plans. to 
wall Croabling nt dione sest a WTTG Average Rating: 3 co Trl STATION & receive the CHF. signal from the 

Average Share: 5 , Purdue U -educational: pl and The plot was as basic as the PROGRAM AVG. RATING Pane st it On its V nF ‘channel 
setting. A firm of contractors had: “me -. ebroadcas n 
sigred to complete a hospital by a WEDNESD3YS 8:00-10:00 Wagon Train WRO in a daily schedule..However,. sta- 
given date, but the work was w veks Program: FIVE STAR MOVIE “B-00-8:30. 35. tion is cautioning. its viewers: not. 
behind schedule. From headquar- : Price Is Right WRC ani ha a high quality. picture 
ters, Trumbull ‘Richard Pearson: ; Noy. 16 “RUFHLESS” _ : 8:30-9:00 29 |" Experimental jessons. ‘begin’ this 
came to take personal charge. He; : -_ : ng ne Bob Hope, Como. WRO swiftly decided that the foreman, Louis Hayward, Diana Lynn, Zachary Scott 9-00-10:00 33 .{ week, but WTTW is committed to 
Doherty 'Patrick McAlinney), 1948, 20th-Fox, NTA. Ist Run Hong Kong WMAL a complete program. of airborne. 

wasn’t getting the proper quantity Nov. 23 “MAGIC TOWN” . 8:00-8:30. 10 tele-cours ses errr in Septem= 
of work out of the men, and re- . ue er a Nelson Family WMAL er and runnin rougnou! e 
placed him with a bullying substi- Jimmy Stewart, Jane Wyman = 8:30-9:00 18 1962 school year. 

eae’ Keegan: He was ware 1947, 2Uth-Fox, NTA,: Repeat Hawaiian Eye WMAL - a 
e v 2 boss-on-the-spnt, Craig -00-10:00 91 

Calark Balen) that the men wouldnt Aquanauts WIOP Sorry, Wrong Track 
: ma - arei . _ 8:00-8:30 9 Pittsburgh, May 16. . 

the excavations caved in and erush. Wanted Dead-Allve = = WEOP =|. It you're a slation maneger ead a riage wep ee 8:30-9:00 want to use a film sound track on Sur Wat the eid feuaal aitnas My Sister Eileen © WTOP | Tudo, forget i NS it fe ; - 9:00-9:30. Les Rawlins, eneral manager 
a eae men : ike fae, Just Show Month, Secret WTOP of KDKA here. wanted to use ger 

made it with nent oF time to! 9:30-10:00 10 track of “Top Hat" on .,radio with 
ar : : " -Rege Cordie as the narrator. The. spare. : 7 a 
As a sub-piot. tuere was some . al Average Rating: 2 COMPETITION {idea was good and seemed ‘slmpie 

ronantic competition between | WTTG Average Share: 14 STATION & | to clear but this week he complete- 
T bull and Craig for the sten- 3 ° ly abandoned the ‘idea.’ 
oarapher tElivabeth ‘Murray, and! PROGRAM AVG. RATING | "the big reason for forgetting 
this didn’t have enough elbow-room THU RSDAYS. 11:00-1:00 « Harkness Ward WRO | about it was a ‘letter fram Regan, 
to establish itself. The hour was Program: STARLIGHT THEATRE 11:00-11:15 12. Goldfarb, Powell & Quinn, attor- 
thus convincing more for its atmos-:; . News Sports Weather °“ WRO ‘Tneys for RKO-General, ‘Inc., who 
phere than for its depth of motive, ; | Nor. 10 “SUBMARINE PATROL” 11:15-11:30. , 9 j own the rights to “Top Hat.” They 
but it arhieved a reasonable enter- | . dante eaanee Waller Jack Parr \ WRO | said they had studied the problem. 
tainment level in its simp!e way. Richard Greene, Nancy ‘Kelly . 11:30-1:00 for five years in an effort to lease 

Voth few straws to cluten at. the. 1938. 20th-Fox, NTA, Repeat 11:00 O° Clock Final WHAL film sound tr acks. to: radia. robe 
the os adeduately filled the gaps: ~~. ae . te DE , 11-00-11: lems were oo great, they. sa in 
in v-e woodwork. Richard Pearson - Sov. 1 “DEVIL & MISS FONES _ First Run 2 vie wror the field of literary and sound 
neatly sketched the bustling boss; Jean Artliur, Robert Cummings 11:30-1-00 . credits and contracts with ‘varie’ 
vie yer his comeuppance by ignor | 1939. Monogram, Atlantic, Repcat- Late Show ‘Wrop aus unions. : 
ins that workers were human, too. 11:15-1:00 -——____ ~ 
Patrick Me Alinney had a mor ing 11 PM Report WTOP 

rament a- the fired fo: veman. and t . 1:00-1:15. 11. eee aren Featarss Elvabeth Murray was charming - . — - F 
at: spirited as the girl, For Leo . oes . . bought 75 rerun features for its 
MeRern, ay the most beiligerert of Average Rating: — 2 COMPETITION “Night Show” last week. . 
tes workmen, tee Journey wasn't Average Share: 18 PROGRAM AVG. mone f er" sitet ackege) 20th Fox strictly meeessarvo oan) the part, . ” H for ' rerun. package h Fox. 
larsel} consisted of snort. and: penave tas films and three British-made full- 
spit. Alan Cooke's direction was THURSBAYS 1:15-1:00 nets 11:30 Weather wee lengthers, while Screen Gems sold 
convincing throuzhout, and larzel) Program: LATE SHOW - the outlet nine and M&A Alexan- 
er sured teat attention was held. . . Jack Paar WRC der two. 

Oca. Nuv. 10 “DR. JEKYLL & MR, HYDE" 7 11:30-1:00 5 
ee ; Spencer Tracy. Ingrid Bergman, Lana Turner * 11:00 O'Clock Final WMAL Milwaukee—A 56 hour “Wake- 

Honegiulu --KGU has gust start- 1941. MGM, MGM-TV. Repeat 11:15-11:30 6 “Thon” roadcast co-sponsored 
ed its 40th year of broadcasting. . : .. . —— . y the Balaban station here 

Station, owned by Honolulu Ade} Noy. 17 “THE GREAT ZIEGFELD” rs oe WMAL and Variety Club of Wisconsin 
vertiser and a lonatime NBC affili- William Powelt P i h , ‘h wrta (Milwaukee Tent) dost week, pulled 
ate, went on the air May 11, 1922, : nt¢* Te nin: tarlight. Theatre TTC over in pledges for the 
soy;e 2) months after ‘thea alk | 1936. MGM, MGM-TV, Repeat .11:15-1:00 >} Variety Club’s Epilepsy Center at 
K] KA, granidaddy otf them all. (Continued on page 48) Mt. Sinai Hospital, Milwaukee. 
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BC; in Hassle 
Over Plant Site 

Toronto, May 16. 
Secret meeting between the 

Canadian Broadcasting Corp. and 
the Toronto city council over for- 
mer’s need for 20-25 acres to bulid 
a new’ multi-million dollar plant, 
plus a desire to move to a northern 
suburb; sees Mayor Nathan Phillips 
and the council’s aim to keep the 
CBC in the city. 

Present fight is being waged on 
CBC's claim that it can't buy down- 
town land at “a reasonable cost,” 
with Toronto’s city fathers trying 
to prevent CBC's flight to the sub- 
urbs 

While the CBC wants to stay in 
the downtown area—though having 
an option on Don Mills acreage— 
broadcasting body proposes to stay 
if any attempt is made by city au- 
thorities to assemble a site by re- 
zoning measures, it was discussed 
at the meeting. 

Board of Control was understood 
to be seeking a way to use the city’s 
expropriation powers on behalf of 
the CBC's present plans to central- 
ize its operations—which are hin- 
dered currently by diversification 
of many owned or rented buildings. 

No ‘decisions were immediately 
reached, though the suggestion was 
madé that the 20-25 acres re- 
quired by the CBS be secured on 
the harbor front but this being 
nixed by argument that the CBC 
would require an antenna tower 
which would endanger planes tak- 
inz off or landing at Island Air- 
port. 

To date, no suggestions were 
made at this:secret meeting of a 
downtown site of this magnitude 
nor were solutions of the problem 
forthcoming from municipal au- 
thorities, with CBC determined to 
move and carry out its plans for 
establishing a new headquarters. 

Scot TY Now Reaching 
Nearly 3,000,000 Viewers: 

Glasgow, May 16. 
After teeing off nearly four 

years ago with 670,000 viewers, 
Scottish Television Ltd., commer- 
tial station here, now claims 2.895,- 
00:) viewers. 

Figure represents a total of 823,- 
009 homes, an increase of 636,000 
homes over the opening night au- 
dience. 

According to Television Audi- 
ence Measurement Ltd., there are 
an average 3.52 people for every 
STV home, a larger number than 
that for ITV homes in any other } 
U.K. tv area except Ulster. 

The figure compares with an av- 
erage of 2.49 persons to every homie |: 

VARIETY 

VARIETY ARB FEATURE FILM CHART 

WMAL 
THURSDAYS 14:30-1:45 

Program: FIRST RUN MOVIE 

Nov. 10 “RED LIGHT” 
George Raft, Virginia Mayo, Gene Lockhart - 

M&A, ‘Alexander, lst Run 1952, 

Nov. 17 “OLD ACQUAINTANCE” 
Bette Davis, Miriam Hopkins 
1943, Warner, AAP, Ist Run - 

WTTG 
FRIDAYS 11:00-1:15 ; 

! Program: STARLIGHT THEATRE 

Noy. 

1951, RKO, C&C, Repeat 

Noy. 

1939, RKO, C&C, Repeat 

WMAL 
FRIDAYS 11:30-2:00 

Program: FIRST RUN MOVIE 

Noy. 11 “JUAREZ” 
Paul Muni, Bette Davis 
1939, Warner, Ist Run 

lioy. 18 “ADVENTURES OF CAPTAIN | 
Erroll Flynn, Vincent Price, Micheline Prelle 
1951, Rep., M&A, Alexander, Ist ‘Run . 

WTOP 
SATURDAYS 10:30-1:90 

Program 10:30 THEATRE 

Nov. 12 “GASLIGHT” 
Charles Boyer, Ingrid Bergman, Joseph Cotton 

1944, MGM. MGM-TYV, Repeat 

19 “THE GREAT VICTOR HERBERT" Nov. 
Allan Jones, Mary Martin 

1939, Paramount, MCA-TV, 

WRC 
not receiving the STV Channel 10}SUNDAYS 11:00-12:00. 
programs. ; 

An STY official told Vartety: 
“STV has the major share of the 
available television audience in 
homes with a choice of channet. 
Recent figures show that we have | 
been winning back some of the au- | 
dience lost during the past year to 
the BBC.” 

Videocraft | 
ims Continued from page 2% — } 

the same cost as the good limited- 
animation American cartoon series. 

| Program: STAGECOACH THEATRE 

13 “SOUTH PACIFIC TRIAL” Novy. 

Rex Allen : 
1952, Rep., HTS, Repeat 

Nov, 20 “FORT GEORGE STAMPEDE” 

Alan Lane 

1951, Rep., HTS, Repeat 

WTTG 
: SUNDAYS 1:00-2:15 

Lnder the arrangement, Videocraft . Program: SUNDAY MOVIE 
supplies scripts. storyv-boards and ; 
sound track. while Dentsu manu- } 
tactures the puppets and handles 
actual filming. Dentsu is making its 
wa Japanese soundtrack. 

Videocraft has sold the “Pinoc- | 
che” stanzas in 50 markets in the 
Us. and has sold Eastern. Hemi- 
sphere right. tincluding Great 
Britain, of course: to Associated 
Te:eVision. Master Films has 
pouTht Latin American rights, 
vnlle Canadian rights have been 
suid to Telefilms of Canada. 

Dentsu is turning out the five- 
mismute stanza. at the rate of 10 
a month, so that the entire slate 
oe! “Pinecch:os” will be complete ; 
ps October. Following that, it wil. 
start production on another series. 
of 13) five-minute animated. 
stumzas, “Steed Stallion.” a takeoff | 
or westerns for kiddie time, along - 
wilh io aduit-cartoon | half-hours. 
First as “Willy Nilly.” a Walter. 

| ee ene Sees CCR ee 

ond i “Zack and Zelda.” 
ation comedy whose principals are! 

will be offered for network airin 

Burroughs Buys Another 

Former New Mexico Democratic 

Governor John Burroughs of Por- ; to operate KSWS-TY, but that the 

tales hay increased his interest in radio call letters would be changed. 
Mitty iype of format, and the se¢-! the radio biz by buying another } KSWS radio has been operated by |. 

| Barnett Since December 1952. 
Burroughs. 

a situ- | New Mexico station. 

Burroughs, 

Nov. 13 “BLACK BRAGONS” 

Bela Lugosi 

1942, Monogram, Atlantic, Repeat 

Nov. 20 “GHOSTS.ON THE LOOSE” 
East Side Kids 

1943, Monogram, Atlantic, 

Albuquerque, May 16. 

who already owns : 

‘fast week purchased 

Average Rating: 2 
Average Share: 29 

Average Rating: 3 
Average Share: 20 

11 “ONE MINUTE TO ZERO” 

Robert Mitchum, Ann Blyth 

18 “HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME” 

Charles Laughton, Maureen O'Hara 

Average Rating: 3 
Average Share: 33 

Average Rating: " 
Average Share:. 44 

Average Rating: 4 | 
Average Share: 24. 

Average Rating: 4 
Average Share: 20 

from John A. Barnett.. 
has an application pending before 
the FCC for a station at Espanola, 
NM... 

Barnett said he would continuc 

(Continued from page 46) 

FABIAN” 

ist Rua - 

Repéat 

last November by GOP. ‘Gov. Ec 
Mechem. 

He also 

Who also owns. a 
tue ghouls, replete with such items and operates stations in Portales ! peanut. processing plant in Portales 
ay the fact that Zack works. in the and Farmington, N.M. and Mule-| was beaten ina bid for reelectio: 
Dead Letter Office. Two half-hours |}shoe, Tex., 

g.i KSWS in Roswell, an NBC affiliate, 

COMPETITION. 
STATION & 

PROGRAM AVG. RATING 

Jack Paar WRO 
11:30-1:00 3 

Starlight Theatre WTTG 
11:30-1:00 ~ -2 . 

Late Show WTOP 
11:30-1:00 . 2 

COMPETITION 

. STATION & 
PROGRAM 

Harkness Ward WRC 
11:00-11:15 10 

News Weather Sports WRC 
11:15-11:30 10 

Jack Paar WRC 
11:30-1:00 4 

.First Run Movie WMAL 
-.11:30-1:15 3 

.11:00 O'Clock Final WMAL 
_* 11:00-11:30 9 
11 PM Report WTOP 

11:00-11:15 Nn 
Late Show WTOP 

11:15-1:15 3 

_ COMPETITION 

PROGRAM AVG. RATING 

STATION & 

Jack Paar WRC 
11:30-1:00 4 

Starlight Theatre -WITG 
11:30-1:15 , 3 

Late Show WTOP 
11:30-1:45 2 

COMPETITION 

PROGRAM 
STATION & 

Dangerous Robin WRC 
10:30-11:00 8 

Movie 4 ‘WRC 
11:15-1:00 

Playhouse 5 wire 
10:30-12:00 

Fight Of The Week WMAL 
10:30-10:45 .3 

Make That Spare WMAL 
10:45-11:00 3 

Sat. Nite Movie WMAL 
11:15-1:00 ' 4 

Assign Foreign Legion WTTG 
12:00-1:00 

-COMPETITION 

PROGRAM 

‘STATION & 

This Is The Life WTITG 
11:00-11:30 1° 

Zero. 1960, Jewish Hr. WTTG 
11:30-12:00 1 

Champ Bowling. WMAL 
11:00-12:00 3 

Oswald Rabbit WTOP 
_.14:00-11:45 9 
Rabbit-Almanac WTOP 

11:45-12:00 a 

COMPETITION 

PROGRAM AVG. RATING 

STATION & 

‘Teen Talk “WRC 
1:00-1:30 | 2. 

Frontiers Of Faith WRC 
1:30-2:00 2 

Doubie Feature WRC 
2:00-2:15 . Br. 

Direction 1961 WMAL 
1:00-1:30 ; 2 

College News Conf.. WMAL 
1:30-2:00. 4 
“Sunday Matinee WMAL 

2:00-2:25 © 2: 
Kickoff, Nugent WTOP 

1:00-1:15 . 7 
Redskins, Nugent WTOP 

F:15-1:30 8. 
Fédotball, Pix-Sunday WTOP 

1:30-2:15 12 

eration, 

with new 

‘tudios 

chaage. 

+ tax. remains: the same. 

| PFirespriber 

Houston—KIKK took to the air 

here this week; it’s not a new op- 
it’s just the old KRCT 

call letters. Leroy. J. 

Gloger, owner of the outlet, with 

in the Montague Hotel 

‘vere, and in Pasadena, will call it 

“Kick Radio” for kicks. Past call 

letter confusion among stations 

Yelped them decide. to make the 

Cartailed Service 
For Belgian TV 

Brussels, May 16. 

Austerity {s about’ to: take: over 

Jon Belgian TV. For economic. rea- 

sons, all Saturday and Sunday af- 

ternoon viewing. will. be annulled 
as from June 1, which draws bitter 
comment from customers whose tv 

‘They will 

‘have to turn. to French and Dutch 
stations. to “recuperate” for the 
loss. 

Belgian . radio seems bound to 
follow course and-it is said that 
recorder: music will be substituted 
for live performances. © “ 

_ Amnual state subsidies. ‘amount 
to. 1,000,000 Belgian. francs, so- 

AVG. RATING what is wrong is the question cur- 
rently asked by the. candid tax- 

.| payer who has no commercial tv. 
chain to make up for the shrinkage. 
Much time is taken up every 

week by the showing. of. films, 
some fair ly old, same recent, some 
not even ‘yet shown.. ‘on the big 
screen. 

. : . : : = 

Flamingo 
— Continued from page 29 camel 

jand received a Catholic award, acs. 
cording. to Gottlieb. . 

Stations across the. country, ‘upon. 

learning of the. WNBC-TV move, 
wanted: prints for’ pre-telecasting: 
screenings. Stations, after screen- 
ing the Fellini ‘pic, stood by. their 
original position to ‘telecast the - 
feature, acrording to the. Flamingo 
prexy. Gottlieb added that WNBC- 
TY, too, has reconsidered and will 
definitely play the pic. NBC o&o, 
though, on beéing- questioned, re- 
fused to confirm the reslotting of 
the pic. WNBC-TV also. declined 

-| comment when the pic was inifially. 
pulled. . 

Gottlieb’s position is: that if the 
AVG. RATING WNBC-TV continuity ‘department 

{had been. transplanted ‘to NAB's 
projected pix Screening. ‘depart- 

| ment, the Fellini pix ‘might have’ 
j-been forbidden -on-a. national basis. 
He added that what passes muster 
@ 11:15 p.m. may be quite differ- 

jent than what should be played 
Lwhen the kiddies are around. 

Position of Flamingo's prexy is 
that he, in. essence, acts as his own 
censoring board. declining to buy 
pix which he feels aren’t market- 
able or playable on ty. 

Latino Problems 
AVG. RATING — Continued from page 29 —. 

i especially hard hit by. the new rul- . 

ing which becomes effective. for 

the most part, ‘on Jan. 1, 1962. 

Following,10 days in ‘Brazil. Fine- 
-|shriber. will proceed with. Corkery 
{to Buenos Aires, Argentina. There, 
among other problems, Argentine 
television is faced with the Guz- 
man bill passed by the Argentine. 
‘Senate last October, which pro- 
vides that all tv films shown. on 

_ Argentine tv be dubbed in Argen- 
tina. Senator Guzman’s -bill comes - 
before the. House of Deputies late 
this summer: An MPEA campaign 
has been underway sirce last Oct- 
ober to organize the opposition 

jforces and to defeat the bill- when 
‘it comes up in the House of Dep- 

‘ty uties., Opposition now. inchides the 
principal. ‘broadcasters, adver- 

| tisers and sav ertising agencies, and 
‘the distributors of telefilm. ; 

Other mark¢ts to be visited: by 
include Chile, Peru, 

‘Colombia and. Mexico City... Fine-: 
shriber. heads the television film 
export committee. of: the MPEA. 

ae - 

~ CBS- TV Contract 
———} Continued from page’ 29 =a 

of the station’s network card rate. 
Since the network: rate generally 
runs higher. than either the na- 
tional spot or local card. rates, the . 
percentage difference (60° against 
70 or 85%) would be made up in 
actual dollars. 
‘Actual status of ‘the proposed 

contract is vague, sinre CBS has 
made no. effort to put it into effect 
simultaneously. for all affiliates. In- 
stead, it will negotiate each case. 
separately as current affiliation con- 
tracts expire. Therefore, the im- 
pact won't be felt immediately, but 
vill ‘take effect gradually. But an 

. impact there willbe. 
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PETER GRA 
Rugged, 6’3”, Midwest-born 
Peter. Graves (star of FURY, 
now in its 6th year on NBC), 
plays Chris Cobb, the American 
who braved 'a. new frontier to form 
Australia’s first stagecoach line... 
and became a living legend! 
Filmed on location. Raw excitement... 
thrills of a still untamed land. 

‘ 

Mike Mercury and a large cast 
plus the amazing SUPERCAR: jets 

through the sky... skims the ocean's 
surface...and dives below] 

A flexible programming opportunity! 

For the first time on television . . . a revolution- 
ary electronic process, ‘Super Marionation’”’.,. 
a Space Age saga totally new in concept 
and wonderfully imaginative. 

Leading the. world 
in television program sales . 

INDEPENDENT TELEVISION CORPORATION 

488 Madison Avenue * New York 22. N.Y. * PLaza 5-2100 

17 Gt. Cumberland. Place * London W! * Ambassador 8040 

100 University Avenue * Toronto |, Ontario * EMpire 2-I166 

Mexico City « Paris - Rome Rio de Janeiro Sydney and offices in principal cities in 45 countries around the world. 
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car Loewenstein will produce and | 
{John Berry direct din the West End 
Tnext October. . 

As so. often happens, Allan 
crowded in too much plot and too 

| | many characters. Sometimes, de- 

THE MENTAL HEALTH STORY | these and it’s doubtful if any are 
With Dr. Harold Greenwald, Dr.{} in radio or tv libraries, 

Elizabeth Mintz; Reid 5 The record I like best is a com- 
moderator 

Producer: Mark Olds 
Director: Dick Merson 
25 Mins.. Sun.; 7:35. p.m. 
WNEW, N.Y. 

Earty this month WNEW, N_.Y., 
caine Up with a 90-minute special 
tagzed “How's Your Mental 
Health?” Key questions were 
called from that program for Sun- 
day's tl4: “The Mental Health 
Story.” These queries, most of 
which seemed of remarkable can- 
dor, were read by moderator Reid 
Collins for Drs: Harold Green- 
wa'd and Elizabeth Mintz to solve. 

Presented in association with 
N.Y. Clinic for Mental Health, the} 
program obviously was designed 
to focus attention upon problems 3 J 
of the mertally disturbed. This ob-| the Crosby styling, he discussed 
jective must have been easily ob-| his first marriage to the late Dixie 
tained since the probing nature of; Lee, denied the Bob Hope story 
questions submitted by residents | ; that Crosby is the richest man. in 
ef the metropoiitan area were| show biz, said he had no intention 

Isle of Golden Dreams’ and I think 
my voice sounded pretty good on 
that one,” 
60-mins. 
by 91 stations on a cross-country 
network of the Canadian Broad- ; 
casting Corp. 

said The Groaner in a: 

Crosby,” the interview was se- 
cured by Tony Thomas of the CBC 
and teed off with Bing’s first rec- 
ord, “I’ve Got a Girl,” cut.in 1926. 

ty, Crosby said. “I’m not a’ ‘great. 
entertainer and people like me 
because they feel that. they could 
do just as well.” 

Al Jolson had greatly influenced 

bound to have stimulated the in-} of retiring and that he “has deep | 
appreciation of the business . and , to excellent effect. terest of any dialer. 

Questions ranged from “How the people in it.” 
often should a normal woman have|, In an hour that was listened to, 

to0 combat dispair?” Drs. Green- ers who deserted their tv's, em- 
wald and Mintz, both of whom are 
eminent psychiatrists, took the in- 
terrogations in their stride. 

As to the best way of keeping 
one’s mental health, Dr. Mintz 
opined that if an individual is 

ing of The Rhythm Boys and the 
Paul Whiteman Orchestra 
through some of the hits Crosby 
subsequently made—but it was 
the crooner’s observations about; 

“satisfied with his work and in-| his career that made the interview f 
will solve interesting to the layman and the terests his problems trade. McStay. themselves.” Collins smoothly mod- 

erated the program and the mat-! 
ter-of-fact replies of the psy-| THE SECRET OF THE WORLD 
chiatrists added up to fascinating| With Ted Allan, Miriam Wolfe, early scenes, this morbid but grip- 
listening. WNEW rates laurels for: Bena. Shuster, Tommy pweed. 
this one. Gild. iProducer - Director: Esse 

Ljungh 
Writer: Ted Allan 
120 Mins.: Wed., 8: p.nt. 
CBC, from Toronto. 

This is not, for the first’ two- 
60 Mins.; Sun., 6 p.nt. thirds anyway, a very good radio 
CBL, Toronto play: but it’s world preem via ra- 

While Bing Crosby has received|dio was a- useful tryout. for Mon- 
some 20 gold record awards, his itreal-born Ted Allan’s stage play 
own favorite disk is not among|“Serret of the World,” 

BING CROSBY STORY 
With Tony Thomas, narrator 
Producer: Thomas 

paratively obscure one called ‘My 

Tagged “An Hour With. Bing|join ‘the party. That shook him 

Without wallowing in false modes-!. 

Crooner also said. that the’ late 

phasis was placed on the record- 

up. 

which Os- {| Radio here. 

spite- voice differences, it was hard 
to distinguish between them. Too, 
the plot threads became- tangled, 
although during most of the last 
hour (‘sans intermission) they ran 
igenerally straight and true. ' 

The plot concerned a .commu- 
‘nist trade-unionist. who became | 

radio broadcast carried | disillusioned after Khrushchev de- 
nounced Stalin. He. failed to be 
re-elected as loeal president: after |. 
20 years because he refused to re- 

deeply and, . doubly disillusioned, 
he ‘gradually turned schizo and 
eventually: tried ' unsuccessfully to 
kill himself. 

Allan is ‘at times an: almost mag- 
ical: word: weaver, and the later 
stages of swiftly alternating schizo- 
phrenia—from : hate to: love and 
back—were ‘horrifyingly powerful, 
suggesting George. Orwell at his 
best. Allan's own performance = in 
the lead was: scarifying in those 
scenes, While in the -earlier ones 
it was sometimes as confused as 
the script .— which, incidentally, 
had too little of the. wry Jewish 
humor ‘that. was used “occasionally 

Swedish-born’ Esse W. Ljungh’s 
production .was: splendid, consider- 
\ing.the difficulties that faced him; 
and the performances were fine | 
when the plot permitted. Miriam 
Wolfe as Sam’s wife was superb in 
the later. scenes, Bena Shuster, 
highly effective as 
daughter, and Tommy Tweed was 
just about perfect as Sam’s fath- 
er, who told him all those lies then 
‘revealed the truth too late. Don 
-Francks as Sam’s son Aiex and 
Paul Kligman as a: lawyer friend 
also gave. strong performances, 

With plenty of. work on those 

ping play might. make it-in Lon- 
‘don and stand a good chance in 
TINY. Allan will likely play the lead 

there, with Mirlam Carlin, current- 
ly in the West End hit - “Fings 
Ain’t Wot They Used t’ Be’ as 
Sam’s: wife. Gard, 

Tulsa—Hillis- Bell, sr., * formerly 
sales-topper of KOIA, Des. Moines, 
‘becomes. sales manager of KAKC 

‘the young. 
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laside Stulf—Radio-TV 
U.S: Court of Appeals last. week upheld the 1959 contempt of Congress: 

conviction of Louis E. Hartman, longtime “Jim Grady” on Frisco KCBS; 

Conviction stemmed: from-Hartman’s refusal to answer questions: put. 
‘to him by House. unAmerican activities committee. at a 1957 Frisco 
hearing, Hartman, instead. of refusing to answer on basis -of Fifth 
Amendment refused. to answer on basis of First Amendment, and, on 
July 28, 1959; was sentenced to six months in jail end fined $100. He 
plans to appeal to U.S. Supreme ‘Court. 

Hartman did a folksy, daily radio show for more than. six. years: out” 
of KCBS, was fired by station after he'd refused to answer questions. 

N.Y. headquarters: for the Academy of Television Arts & Sciences is 
moving at the end: of May into the new Overseas Press Club building 
opposite Bryant Park, on. 40th-St., between 5th and 6th Aves. - Video 
org, now housed in a suite on Central Park South, will become. the 
biggest tenant OPC will have, it’s understood, 

Lined up by Larry Lowenstein. Ben Grauer and. Walter ‘Cronkite, 
the shift will put the Academy in a building with large meeting rooms 
and: also (it was a consideration in making the decision) ' close: to many 
of the press sources that the Academy normally seeks. ; 

A week ago, Peter Cott, who has been director of press and: p.r. for. 
the N.Y. Chapter, was named: to a. staff post with the parent national. 
He’s to be ATAS’ first director of national projects, which means. he'll 
coordinate all loeals in their programs, research, lecture bureau: 
activities, ete. He'll move to the new OPC setup with the Ney. Sroup.: 

ABC-TV’s “Winston Churchill: The Valiant Years,” while it: may 
appear as a- repeat series next season on the network, is. nonetheless 
going into. the 16m market via Association. Films. Edward Dalton Co. 
(a division of present sponsor. Mead Johnson Co.) is taking ‘it. avail- 
able for club and_school showings: For the moment, six of the 26 half- 
hours are being released. in this fashion. 

e 

The Canadian government is expected to. take a.close. gander at the 
public-owned Canadian Broadcasting Corp. via the Housé of. Commons 
Committee on broadcasting, and try to relate the extensive CBC. opera- 
tion (7,153 staffers: $80,000.000 of public funds yearly) to the condition 
of the public pocketbook. Bruce Phillips.of the Southam News Service 
in Ottawa, believed the Commons committee was on the: verge of a 
hard bear-down on CBC, its financing and programming. 

The committee has held 21 meetings in three months. 

_ Milwaukee Journal’s broadcasting | plant, housing WTMJ-AM-TV-FM, 
is undergoing extensive remodeling. and enlargement chiefly to con- 
solidate the scattered AM operations into one area of -the building 
and to accommodate the installation of a second video tape recorder. 
at WTMJ-TV. Under construction is an 819 square foot addition to. 
the building, 

Producers Sam Wall, Pafsy D’Amore and Howard: Wormser: have 
been removed from the. American’ Federation of Television and Radio 
Artists unfair list. 

Wall has paid up a balance of about $900 due. four radio announcers. 
for employment. on a KABC, Hollywood, remote pickup. from Patsy 
D'Amore’s. Villa Capri Restaur ant, 

‘Wormser settled an old claim dating back to 1987 for a tv local one- 
shot due. four AFTRANS. 

o 

“For its commendable energy and daring in presenting 
a growing number of outstanding and diversified 
public service programs, the Academy Of Television 
Arts And Sciences in New York honors station WNEW-TV.” 

Our heartfelt appreciation to the distinguished members 
of the Station Achievement Award Committee for this 
special citation presented May 13, 19¢ 1 at the thirteenth 
annual Emmy Award Presentations in New York. 

The Committes 

WNEW-TV
S 

Metropolitan Broadcasting 

O JAMES FELT, Chairsar, City Planning Commission 0 VERY REV: MSGR. TIMOTHY J. FLYNN, Archdiocesan Director of Radio and Television Communications 

O RICHARD GRIFFITH, ('s:ator of the Films Library of the Museum of Mcdern Art O THE HON. FLORENCE M. KELLEY, Presiding Sustice,. Domestic Relations Court 

of the City of New York ‘J 

Board of Wizher llucsec: 

OR. ALFRED J. MARROW, Industrial Psychologist 0. M. S. NOVIK, Radio ard TV Consultant 0 DR. GUSTAVE G. ROSENBERG, Chairman, 

= MRS. RUTH WHITNEY, Associ ate Editor, Seventeén Magazine. 
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Now add the pleasure of FM to your 
owdoor listening. Zenith’s new Trans- 

Symphony portable operates on ordinary 
flashlight batteries. Pours out rich bril- 

‘ jiant tone from its 7” x 5” sneaker. Like 
io a re a ’ oe of: the finest table model FAI/AM receivers, 
Engineered with watchmaker's precision, magnificently Zenith’s newTrans-Symphony has Auto- 

. . matic Frequency Control for drift-free 

styled, Zenith's new: cord less Trans-Symphony Royal 2000 EM listening, broad-range tone control, 
recision Vernier tuning, Zenith’s famous 3 

ng - ae a — . ae os long-distance AM chassis. Three built-i 
has richer, fuller tone — greater power and sensitivity = antennas: a Wavemapnet® AM antenna, 

- a on a . a concealed FM antenna, plus a tele- 

than any portable radio. of its kind ever made } scoping FM dipole antenna. Weight: 11 24 
pounds. Dimensions: 10 3/32’ high (ins 
cluding handle), 424" deep, 1154” wide. 
Black Permawear covering, brushed alu 
minum and chrome plate trim. 

Quality-built in America by highly skilled, well-paid American workmen. 

Lt. ZENITH RADIO 
CORPORATION, 

° CHICAGO 39, ILL 
— ”. NOIS. IN CANADA 

" ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION OF CANADA 
LTD., TORONTO, ONT. :. The Royalty of tele- 
vision, stereophonic high fidelity fnstrumente, 
pbonoaraphs, radice and hesrieg afds, 41 years 
of. leaderebip in radiozics exclusively. 
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Publicists Lacking [A Card 
Facing H'wood Telepix Lockout 
Hollywood, May 16. |to be a blunt message: “Gf they 

After two years of fuli!# spar-} come on the set, my men walk off.” 

RADIO-TELEVISION 

ring, International Alliance of. Walsh's edict, was timed at tv's 
Theatriea! Stage Employees has‘ most crucial period, when most 

served summary notice on ad! producing companies are either in 

agencies and indie puwhticists that; Work or preparing for full scale, 
nan-members of the union will not: Production of next season's prod- 
be permitted on te'epix sets until ; uct. ‘ 

Rogers and Cowan, with the they Join the IATSE’s Publicists { 
Assn. Orders have gone out from ; largest staff of any indie publicity 
Riehard Walsh, IA prexy, to slop; outfit in Hollywood, had formerly 
work if a non-member publicist ; aligned with IATSE local 818 but 
comes on the set. Affected will be; withdrew and is still out of the 
arvund 25 indie and ad agency | union fold 
pubticists. 

Seafe at Young & Rubicam and’ 
some other agenciss is $260 a week Andie Status Bolsters 
as against the present [LA base . . 

WICN-TV in Mpls. pay of 4235 with negoliatians now 

Minneapolis, May 16. 
pending for an inerease to $245. 
Previous efforts of the IATSE to 
orzanize agency publicist. were Boistered by haseball telecasts, 
fruitless. There is some talk of a! and potent vintage movies, WICN- 
test case but this would be done, TV, Time-Life station which lost 
by an indie publicist rather than | its ABC affiliation last month, has |. 
an agency. Admen wovld balk at: been showing. unexpected strength 
such 2 leza! move because of the! ; 
added production cost to a client 
should there be work stoppage and ; 
requiring extra working days. 

Understoud that Wa!sh delivered ; sota Twins, new 
the ultimatum by fang distance} baseball game. Fans’ enthusiasm 
phone to John Reynolds, CBS-TV | zoomed after Twins’ fast start in| 
yeepee, who advised egencies with | April Televising five home games! 
stows on that network. It was said and 45 road games during the sea- 

only independent tv station, 

a 

Col. John J. Barton 
Superintendent, Indiana State Police 

Howard Seiler 
9 whet, yee 

Col. L. E. Beier 
Chiey. Wisconsin State Patrol 

Sheriff Frank Sain 
Shertt] of Couk County, Hlinots 

Col. William Morris 
Superintendent, Elinois State Police 

Governor Howard Pyle 
President. Nattonat Safety Counedl 

Orlando W. Wilson 
Superintendent, Chicago Police Department: 

Flying Sergeant Clarence Erickson and. 
Flying Officer Irv Hayden 
Sajety Education Section, Traffic Daviston, 
Chicago Police. Department 

Sergeant Tim McCarthy 
Sajety Education Officer, 

.{'son, WTCN is likely to have top 
j ratings for each baseball telecast. 

in its new role as the Twin Cities’ | 

Station is benefiting from fn-; 15-minute | telefilms — - 
tense local interest in the Minne-| With Monty Woolley” for syndica- 

major league!tion. Series comes from Dynamic 

Superintendent, Michigan State Police 

Indiana State Police 

VARIETY 

An American Research bureau 
survey April 14 showed that 50% 

Grampian Television Ltd., the pro- 
gram contracting company, said 
here that the target date for open- 
ing: of the Independent Television 
Authority’s transmitter at Mount- 
eagle, in the Black Isle, is now: 
Sept. 30, the same as the opening | 
date ‘for the Durris transmitter 
covering northeast Scotland. 

-This means that Grampian Tele- 
vision will bring commercial tele- 
vision to the whole of its area 
simultaneously. 

SOUTH IS LEADING 
IN EDUCATIONAL 1, 

Atlanta, May 16. 
Other sections ‘of the country 

‘often point the finger of scorn at 
South because it is notably lagging 
in many educational areas, ‘but 
they have turned out to be pio- 
neers in one field: educational tele- 
vision. 

Banner's Woolley Segs 
Banner Films has picked up 13 

“On Stage 

periodic newsletter distributed by. 
the Southern Regional £ducation 
Board. Of the 54 operative .educa- 

Films. 

Quarter-hours are in the anthol-| 
ogy vein. WCBS-TV, WN. Y.,- was 
first buyer from Banner. 

notes. 

wealthier states.such as Massachu-! 
setts, was the first to set up a state- 
wide network and has the only edu- \ 

|cational' system with all ‘its chan- 
Inels ‘three now operative, 14; 
planned) linked by ‘microwave. | 

Florida is the leader among the | 
states in stations already operative , 

jexpanding their systems. 

Georgia, with operative systems : 
in Athens (home of the U. of Geor-' 
gia) and Atlanta, has Federal Com-! 

for new stations in Savannah and - 
Wayeross. 

Thirteen colleges in the 16-state | 
area (from Delaware to Texas) now ; 
offer credit courses, SREB reports. | 

In North Carolina, commercial ; 

and ninth grade science and mathe- 
matics courses. 

Schlosser 

it will be called, will probably sell 

some fresh off-network serles. 

Carl Lindemann, veep in charge 
of CNP. production. is reportedly 
Staying on as operational chief of. 
the revised org, which comes under. 
the overall aegis of. NBC Enter- 
prises boss Alfred Stern. 

Interestingly,;.CNP some _ six 
months age was allegedly. matching 
the sales successes of veteran 
syndie outfits like Ziv, but, lately. 
‘and it’s something affecting all 
syndication ‘houses) ~ the lecal 
market for telefilm product has 
fallen off considerably. The “high- 
ly recessive” nature of the syndie 
biz ‘which. relies now mostly on 
large regionals for a living: is the 
basic reason for the. contemplated 
cP in structure and intent of 

: 

CBS Radio 
aman Continued from page 24 m—_ 

cast and also created nine new 10- | 
minute newscasts.. This. besides 
keeping Mitch Miller, “Gunsmoke” | 
and “Johnny Dollar. ” 

CBS sales v .p. George Arkedis ' 
figures the new plan expanded his * . 

by some 66%, and he had his boys: 
then got out and started to sell; : 
as the Tatings on the new lineup { 

{kept moving up. Result is that 802 
SRO status. with such advertisers 
as Pepsi-Cola, General Motors, 
Philip Morris, Norwich -Pharmacal 

{buying their capsules spread over. 
the full weekend. 

| New lineup, of course, still con- 
tains the Saturday N.Y. Philhar- ; 
Monie concerts, which Arkedis is j 
trying to sell, as well as public 
Service suStainers he can’t sell like 
the Salt Lake Tabernacle Choir, 
“Church of: the Air” and. “Invita- 
tion to Learning.” But that flexibfli- 
ty on the commercial. product and 
‘upbeat In news. has paid off, and 
tall that while sales will climb even 
}higher during summer, their level. 
will remain at least: at the 80%. 
mark through fall. 

This field {s discussed in the/| 

tional channels ‘in the nation, 21}. 
are located in the South, SREB: Ff 

Alabama, widely copied by much '} 

(five? and other Dixie states are — 

munications Commission approval } 

stations now rebroadcast eighth | - 

Continued from page 29 = —— ——— 

only the product it now has plus |{} 

a 

weekend commercial availabilities: 

climbing on the bandwagon and || 
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TAM's Top 10 in Britain 
of all Twin Cities tv viewers were Wee, rj ‘q 
tuned to WTCN-TV between 8 ( k Ending May 7) ‘Homes 
and 9 p.m. for the telecast of. the Viewing 
‘Twins’ first night game. (000's) 

No Hiding Place—AR seca vec eecee eae eeteteeeetceceveee T1956 
. . Bootsie and Snudge—-GRANADA” veces a dade beees coos T04T 

MOVE UP DATE FOR Dickie Henderson Show—AR .......:...:... Wee eee eens 6939 
_— / ay Conservative Party Political Broadcast—BBC Lecce de beee. 
NORTH SCOTLAND TV ITV... chose eeee 6542 

_— Emergency—Ward - 10 (Tues. ATV eee ee deen e eee eee 6397 
Aberdeen, Scotland, May 16. Coronation Street—GRANADA eee ace bee ee eee eee eeces 6306 

Commercial television will now] Tales of Mystery—AR. ...:..... Vane eeee Lee eeceee Jeeeee, 6288: 
reach the north of Scotland earlter] Emergency—Ward 10 (Fri) ........ Deep ec euvacacceesses 6180 
than anticipated. . Arthur Haynes ShHow—ATV |..... 05.0000 c cece veces) 8180 

Sir Alexander King, chairman of The Army Game—GRANADA mith gee ee eee apne ee ees . 6072. 

~ Aloha Music’ Switch. 
“Honolulu, May 16. — 

Hawaii's: oldest. sponsored week- 
| ly program, “The Music Hour,” 

switches from KGMB to KAIM- 

AM. and. FM, where. it will: be able 
to take advantage. of the. station’s 
stereo transmission facilities. Con- 
ducted since 1947 by. Ben. Hyams, 
former .‘CBS music annotator in 
New. York, “The Musie Hour” was 
sponsored from 1930 to 1359 by 
American Factors, Ltd. and is now. 
sponsored by Hawaiian Electric 
Co. ; re 

YORKTOWN 
ESTATE SECTION © 
1737 COLONIAL. 

One of the finest. Recently. rastored 
.-w authenticity and faste. 6 spacious 
bedrooms, 3 bths, 6 fplces, 28" liv em, J 

“Ige peneled playrm w/flagstone floor. 
Library and study. All floors custom # 
random width, 18’ kitchen, 3 car ga-.f 
rage, fiberglass. filtered pool. 
32 rolling acres w/Ige. old trees, | 
evergreens, fruit trees, etc. A Ige field 

surrounded by stone wall makes ideal 
safe play area for children. 
Everything in perfect cond. Low taxes. 
Taconic Pkway ‘« mile. Harmon ste. f 
short .drive. Shopping, 2 miles. Ex. 
cellent achis., bus at door. Very Ig 
mtge if required. ‘Nothing like this at 

' $65,000 ‘asking. 

Days: Ploxa.1-4800 
Evenings: YOrktowa, Heights. 23280 

Mgt. William Morris Agency 
s 

EMMETT KELLY 
Mgt. LEONARD GREEN. 
360 @, 5ist St.. New York 

PL 21764 

: ARE YOU LOOKING FOR 
New comedy writing team? 
Two funny men on the toose- 
Want to start In SHOW BIZ. 

'_ HAVE MATERIAL — 
‘That’ il break you up— 

One way or another. 

Write Box V-2159, VARIETY, 
154 West 46th Street, New York: 36 

EXECUTIVE SUITE 
500 sq. ft. Highly desirchle. building 
(75 E. 55). 16-month tense: $275. 
Rich medern. furnizhings include 18M 
Exec. typewriter. and new Thenne-Fax, - 

Plaza 2-1310 

CHAUFFEURS SRRVICE INC. - 
. drive your car anywhere, enytime.. 
Licensed, uniformed, courteous chauf- | 

‘We... 

feurs. Bonded: and: insured. . Part 
time. full. time, te theatres, parties, | 
weddinss, ‘alrport, plers, ete." -Rates -§-. 

.$3.530 an hour, minimum 2% hours. . 
Special) weekly and weekend rates. I 

. Limousine service available. $A 2-4711,. 
128 a. 66 St, New York: . ‘ff 
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”. Wednesday, May 10, 1961 | 

Vantery's. weekly tabulation. based on ratings furnished. by American Research . 
Bureau. highlights the top ten network shou's. on @ local level and coffers a rating study 

‘in depth of the top ten: syjdicated shows in the same particular market. This week 
‘ten different markets are covered. 

In the syndicated program listings of the top.ten shows, rating data-such as the 
-averace share of audience, coupled with data as. to time aud™ day of telecasting .com- 
petitive. programming in. the partiewlar: slot, etc., is furnished. Reason tor detailing an 
‘exact picture of the rating performance of syndicated shou's is to reflect the true rating 
strength of particular series. Various branches of. thé’ industrs Ya ranging from media 

HERE’S MORE THAN 
10 FOR 10 

VARIETY 

STETY-ARB SYNDICATION CHART | 

83 

buyers to local stations and/or advertisers to syndicatours w ill find the charts raluchle. 
Over the course 6f a year, ARB will tabulate q@ minimum of 247 markets. Tie J 

results of that tabulation will be found weekly in VarieTy. Coupled with the rating 
performance of the top ten network shows on the local level, the VarRiIETY-ARB ci:arts 
are designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually erery tv market in the U_S. 

(*} ARB’s Nov.-Dec, 1960 survey covered a multi-week period. Syndicated shows 
sharing one of the weeks with an alternating or specia) program could not be property | 
judged for comparative performance. Therefore, Noy.-Dec. data will be limited to | 
those syndicated shows which played in al] weeks. 

3 

DES MOINES STATIONS: KRNT, WHO, WO. *SURVEY DATES: FEB. 16-MAR. 15, 196f. 

7 oo ; : ZT 1. Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6:00).....WOI......Screen Gems 23 34 Weather; News ....... WHO 19 
1. Garry Moore (Tues. 9:00-10:00) ..... KRNT 51) News-On Camera ...... KRNT i9 
2. What's My Line.:Sun. 9:30-10:00).,...KRNT 47, - Huntley-Brinkley ...... WHO 19 
2.. Andy Griffith (Mon. 8:30-9:60) ..../.KRNT a7l! 9, Quick Draw McGraw (Mon, 6:00)..... WOT...... Screen Gems 17 $85 News-On Camera ...... KRNT 19 
3. Candid Camera (Sun. 9:00-9:30):..... KRNT 43 ll Huntley-Brinkley ....... WHO 19 
-4, Red Skelton ‘Tues. 8:30-9:00)........ KRNT - 41! 3. Roy Rogers :Sat. 10:30)......0..... KRAT.. .R. R. Prod. 16 76 Lone Ranger ........ WHO 6 
5. Hennessey ‘Mon. 9:00-9:30'..........KRNT 39 || 4. Grand Jury ‘Fri. 8:30)..... Sine cee eee ' NT 15 25 Tel Hr.; Mitch......... WHO 28 

_6, Jack Benny (Sun. 8:30-9:00) ........ KRNT 38! 5. Mr. Ed ‘Tues. 6:30) ............. ++. WOT .... MGA 14 80 Laramie ...........-.-. WHO 22 
“4. Danny Thomas (Mon. 8:00-8:30)... 2. -KRNT 37.1! 5. Sgt. Preston Sat. 11:30). -;0........ KRNT.... ITC 14 78 Soupy Sales ........... VOY 2 
%. Rawhide. (Fri. 6:30-7:30). sees - KRAT 37 if. a Detectives Diary ....... Wild 2 
8. Dennis The Menace ‘Sun. 6°30-7: 00’... .KRNT 365, 6. Coronado 9 -Mon. 9: 30). bones eececene WHO..... MCA 13 23 June Allyson . RNT 31. 
8. Gunsmoke (Sat.. 9:00-9:30! .../..... KRNAT _ 36 if ‘6. Manhunt --Wed. 9:30).. aeee oes. WHIO..... Screen Gems 13 22 Stecl Hr.: Circle The: itre KRNI 26 
8. Perry Mason ‘Sat. 6:30-7.30)....... +s KRNT 36 i{ 6. Popeye Sat. 8:30' /..........-6 .. WHO ....UAA 13 65 Felix Cartoon .. KRNT 7 
8. Ed Sullivan «Sun, 7:00-8:00)......... -KRNT: 36 i 6. Sea Hunt 'Fri. 6:00).............. - WOl..... Ziv-CA 13 26 News-On Camera .. KRAT 22 

\ ° . Huntley-Brinkley ...... WHO 20 

MUCH MORE . . . KRNT-TV local ratings are high, 
too. For example,. month after month, year after 

year, KRNT-TV newscast ratings: are among the high- 

est, if not the. highest. in any multiple station. market 

“in. the nation! The same can be said of the sports- 

casts ; . . among the highest, if not the highest, in 

any multiple station market in Americal Highest 

local personality ratings, too. 

The community knows that locally-produced religious 

‘and. civiccminded shows appear: regularly im our 

schedule. This.station is a public servant and a good 

neighbor to the area. 

The beliévability of the exclusive KRNT-TV personal- 

ities (we have more than ell other stations in the 

market) is shown by the cash registers of our clients 

and by the survey made by Central Surveys. 

The quality of our quantity of audience is apparent 

to local advertisers who live here and must prosper 

here. Their cash registers must ring—they have no 

alibis! Their cash register is their copy tester. That's 

why approximately 80°, of the local TV business is 

placed on KRNT-TV. 

- YOU GET BOTH THE PROPER NUMBERS AND THE PROPER IMAGE ON 

y Ch.8 Des Moines 
An operation of Cowles Magazines and Broadcasting, Ine. 

cee and represented by the Katz Agency, Ine. 
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problem. They're calling it “Hancock"’. . . Associated Television ac- 
countant Georga Ross can handle words as well as figures. He’s the : 

author of “Any Other Business” which. Associated has picked for its | 

“Drama ‘6!” skein Tuesday (23: ... Comedian Jack Train signed by’ . 
Westward TY t> compare “Ordinary People,” general knowledge quiz, 
screened on Monday nights ... BBC Television Taunching series on 
couitship. elopement and early mar riage in its school programs aimed ; 
at Lla-to-Li-sear-oids 2. British Sunday, no longer as gloomy as: it - 
usei ta, be, will be prohed in first of BBC radio’s! new skein of fort-,; 
misth’ly comtreverstal programs “What's The Idea?” on June 2... 
Associated Velevision screening the opening of British Trade Fair in! 
Mescow direet fron: Russian capital ino an hour-long transmission on ° 
Feiday (1G. Lok Lssociated- TR. daffusion fakes the stind with a new 
Bers “Boyd QC. legal-eagie ads entures on W ednesday 124. Mi-1 
chae] Denison stars again as Boyd. 

IN BOSTON 
Larry Pickard, recently resigned from Dave Garroway's NBC-TY 

“Toda show, where he was writer-producer, managing editor ane 
tain coo dutator, named to ewly-create Lo position of news and s 
Ciel propeets tor Westingzouse Hud outlet, WBZ TV... WHDH- T's 
exw. snail William B. MeGragh, yeep anl msg. dir; Afexander M.! 
Tanger, yee and dir. at sales, Robert B. Cheyne, dir. sales promosh: 
Heestie. (:. Arries Jr., di:. of ti: attendeg CBS-TV net affiliates confab 
in N and Tanger and Arries went on to NAB sésh in DiC. . Play-: 
Monn at oF Cart Gowdy, Ned Martin ar:! Art Gleason of Boston "Red Sax’. 
Sethe ro Pos Angeles vs. the ness Anzels *8, 9, 10: made late starter | 
oy Norm Nathan’s WHDI radio “Sounds in the Nigbt!" psazranmy. games ¢ 
dixie’sa: at Eb pan. Boston titee, Gave been finishing arvsund 2 arm. 
. JPR’. brather Fed. asst. da of Suffoik County, on WHDH-TV's 
“Diatelece Boston” in conmection with the President’s health and fitness 
prota: . Phyl Doherty, WNAC-TV pubid chieftain, sent out cans 
a? pewhes to aeraid caming of new annauncer Frederick B. Peach tor 
WNAC and WNAC-TV, froin WHLYN and WHYN-TYV, Holyoke-Spring- 
fiert area 

IN TORONTO 
Albert Dekker and Edith Atwater t. co-star in that eross-Canada 

CHO Soenicas dramne of Henrys James ~The Pupil’ -22') with Franz. 
Kramer. . Tommy Common, sinzer a: guitar strummer on CBC-TY, 
Felis asinz hats cuban tuzged “The Coigmon Touck,” ditto “The Sane 
of Dr Dooier’ with “Fre Songz of Jin.mys Brown" on the flip side, all 
Compnean’s rovalties American and Cata tiatr rovalties going to Medico. 
NY. 23 headed bys Doolex'’s brother, M aleoln: . Canadian Assn. of! 
Broadcasters will spotsor this) summer's Dominion Drama Festivat | 
Win money prizes and tab previously picked up by Seagraim’s 
Janet Green, script girl with CFTO-TV, hospitalized with head injar “ies 
in cer collision in which other driver was only sughtiy hurt... Wally 
Koster, siuging kos: of the CBC-TV series. “World of Music. ” whi he: 
fold, tor the sanmer on July 2, joins Jane Morgan in barn theatre 
revival of “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes.” with rehearsals to start in. 
NY. Juk 19... Barry Jones here to star in an original tv’er by Pa- 
tricia Joudry for “General Motors Presents.” Maud Whitmore plays 

actor, with Harvey Hart producing “Gift of Truth” Oppasite mnalish 

over the CBC web on June 19. 

IN SAN FRANCISCO 
Lawrence Welk was tossed a “nizht 

presented with a resolution passed by the Stute Legislature comment- 
is hum and bis oreh for * ‘wholesome and warm-hearted entertainment j 
throvushou! tie years’... Donald Garrett, general manager of the Ra- 
dia- TV Guild at Frisco. State Collesze, presented the Guild’s annual 
Moral dustry awards at the Guild’s 11th annual awards banquet. 
KCBS hauled down two, fur “finest locally produced series in public 
interest” aud “finest prozramming service in public interest.” KPIX 
Went tee top iv award for “finest overall programming in public in- 
teres!" and KROWN’s “Assignment Four” copped the award -for “finest: 
lecaliy produced «tv) series.” To round out the kudos list (and leave 

| 

A ba 

> 

a 

To the Academy of Television 

Arts and Sciences— 

My sincere appreciation 

your award, 

Tex Antoine 

and 

Uncle Wethbee. 

easter, 
1 at the Frisco Press Club and TV was narrator for one-act opera 

practically: no one out), special citations also went to KPFA-FM, KSFO- 
AM and. KQED-TV ..- KSFO deejay Del Courtney added to his duties 
by hiring out as entertainment director for Transwestern Hotel chain 
.. . Ralph Edwards in town to plug benefit showing of “Pleasure .) 
His Company” in Oakland. .. KABC-TV picked up the-Edward Teller- 
Norman Cousins debate on nuélear testing filmed originally by KGO- 
TV for Herb Caen’s show. 

IN PI TTSBURG A. 
Vet KDKA-TV. announcer John "Roberts was given a special award 

by the Heart Association for his work in writing, producing and an- 
nouncing programs for the Heart Fund ... Justice Michael Musmanno, 
now in Israel, covering the Eichmann trial, is sending daily telephone | 

‘reports to WIIC. Musmanno was a judge in the Nuremberg trials .. 
H. P. Davis, Westinghouse v.p. who helped in the launching of KDKA! 

;40 years now,. was named to Broadcasting’s: Hall of Fame in a dinner 
at Washington . . . WOLA, Braddock, and WMCK,. McKeesport, in 
hassle over rights to ‘broadcast: Indianapolis 500. WOLA. had: rights 

first and. WMCK was. also given the race when the coordinator: didn't: 
irealize that both stations Were in the same market .. .“Route 66”: was | 
+scheduled to be on location here. but switched to Youngstown, O., Ove 
a reported.union protlem.... Rege Cordic, Pitt's top radio personality, 
takes another-.crack. at tv. on June 3 when he hosts 3:30 p.m. ‘series of 
coniedy anovies over KDKA-TY. Cordice will bring along his own group | 
(Karl Hardman and Bob Trow:, something he didn’t have on his previ-. 
ous ly autings. ‘ 

‘IN: CLEF ELAND . 
Ww ERE’ s Dial-a-News telephane service snarled ‘an entire downtown! 

‘exchange the day the U.S. got off its astronaut. The service recorded } 
more than 3,000 calls in Jess than an hour ... Jim Holston is the pub- 

‘lic affairs director at: KYW. Radio.. He comes from WANE, Fort 
Wayne, where he was program director... Dave Buckel named night 
news editor at WHK. He's from. W HOT. Younsstown, O. Local 
vievers got a shock when they spotted Jack Dale doing a ‘Channel 3) 

| dishwasher commercial. He had been missing from the local ty scene, 
where he had been very big, for several years. Turned out the pitch: 
was a California product ... Keith Morris. goes from newsman to. disk ; 
ioe key at WHR . Charlie’ Getz, KYW flack, turned pr oducer, with (a; 
“Dimensions 3” pane} show to. his credit... Mitch Miller in town to 
sing along with local Rochester U. grads. It’ 5 “his alma. 

IN PHILADELPHEA . 
Harry Nason, vet newspaper editar and recently WPEN news di- 

rector. has retired to Fort Mevers, Fla, The Philadelphia Ziomst 
pOr 2anization’s 196] Interfaith Mission— Alan Scott, John Roberts, WFIL- 
TV. and WC.AU-TV's John. Facenda—off on a tour of Israel 118) . 
Jerry White returns to WPEN as a newsman; Jim Reeves resigned... 
Chuck Cennors in for the Taurnament of Thrills and to make appear- 
anve at the Varietv Club’s.:Tent 13° Old Newsboy’s Day :23) . ... Joel; 
Samuelsohn -added to the WIP sales sfalf... For the fourth consecu: | 
tv e year. the WRCV_ stations received a National Safety Council ; 
Award of Merit, this. time for no disabling injuries in four and a half ! 
years ... Dina Merrill guests: on “AIorgan in the Morning” today (17): 

JW PEN: station manager Murray Arnold slated to head the local j 
Television Advertising Club . .. WCAU-TV acquires second WB. post: 
195 film packages in third pix purchase of this season. The film library, 
includes eC aptain Horatio Hornblower," “East of Eden,” “West Point: 
Story.” “Young ‘at Heart.” 

IN BALTIMORE . 
Paul Woedland, promotion director for WGAL and WGAL-TV, Lan- | 

Pa., was a recent visitor at W M AR-TY . Bob Jones of WJZ- 
“Marriage. Au Lanterne" ‘when ! 

Peabody Conservatory Art Theatre under Laszlo Halasz presented it ' 
lwith twa others at Conservatory. Salvatore Baccaloni directed all} 
three and sang in two ... . Naney Rogers of Ramper Room, WJZ-TY, 
returned: to alma mater, Goucher College, to take part in ‘Country ; 
Fair . 
Baltimore 
John Rich,. 
zuest faced by local panel .. 

Committee, was "Man of the. Week” at WJZ-TV Sunday. : 
president. of Hospital Council of Maryland, was previous’; 

{Continued on page 56) _— 

| “Chi Radio's Big Pool 
As an AFTRA Tribute 

On. 25th Anni Hoopla, 

be 

H Chicago, May 16. 
Five local radio stations—which, 

| except for the Conelrad test 
‘never been so chummy-—will pool 
| anit siniultaneously broadcast a. 

“Et half-hour remote from the Chicago 
| Unlimited banquet next Thursday 

: 

jinent in what CU terms “the 
| golden dais” are coming: in as 
iguests of honor for the event. 
| onfirming their attendance thus 
ifar are Pat Buttram, Hugh Downs, 
Ralph Bellamy, Ransom Sherman. 
Dou Herbert, Pat Flannagan, Cliff 
Arquette, Ted Weems, - Willard 

‘Waterman, 

| Norton, Tom Moore and Les Paul 
'& Mary Ford. 

a ee 

Chi chapter of American. Federa- 
| tion of Television and Radio Art- 
J ists on its 25th anniversary. 

Celebration is taking the form 
f - of a sentimental remembrance of 

or. radio, wherefore the stations that 
liad originated shows for the net- 
works — WBBM, WGN,. WCEL, 
WMAQ and WLS—are giving it co- 
operative airtime. Banquet is being 
held at the Sheraton-Chicago, in 

the hotel's new wing.- Don MeNelll, 

currently on- the networks,: ABC’s 
‘Breakfast Club.” fittingly will em- 
cee the broadcast. 

A number 

{i Cleveland — Dave Buckel .be- 
comes night news editor for WIIK, 
;One of the Metropolitan Broadcast- 
ing chain's stations. He comes to? 
.Cleveland from WHOT, Youngs-: 
itown, where He headed the news. 

David A, Wallace, director of Planning Council. of Greater? f 

_ Mrs, Walter R. Ashlock of Irvington, it 
walked. off with Jackpot - prize ‘of $5, 300 on WBAL-TV “One-O'Clock. | . 

_ have {ft 

“ which is to be a tribute to the |) 

the Windy City’s palmy days in tT 

conjunction with the opening of |. 

who hosts the only Chi origination | 

of performers who} 
have left Chicago but were prom- |. 

Marilyn Maxwell, Clit?) 

= J nent mentee 

staff ‘four years. i 

“Wednesday; May. 17, ‘1951 
ee a 

FCC Revising B’ cast: 
Programming Form, 

Bat Changes Minoi 
‘Washington. May 16. 

Federal Communications: Com 
mission is revising its ‘proposes 
new broadcast: programming fori 
target of many gripes from broad 
casters. But there's no indicatio) 
that a stibstantial change of tac! 

j is in store. So the battle ove. 
“censorship” will continue. 

According ta reliable sources 
the revisions are. of a minor naturi 
and ‘don't refiect .a- swing eithe 
| Lowa: ‘da touther stance or a back 
down to a milder policy. The pres 

ent: rutemaking propases an elah 
j orate: report on broadcast fare aw 
| policies, featuring the narrativi 
approach aid -a. requirement tha 
licenses strive to. meet the program 
‘ming ‘needs of their commiunine. 
and tell FCC how they are doing is 

AS result of FCC’s decision tt 
make changes, the June 1 deadline 

ifor filing comments on the “pro 
gramming form was called “off 
New date will be set when FCC 
issues its revamped proposal, Com 
mission said it wants to setfle. the 
issue speedily and’ the revision: 
will be forthcoming “as quickly a: 
possible.” It added that .until the 
new_ rulemaking order. is issued 
there is no point in broadcaster: 
‘commenting on the present pro. 
posal. 

Cleveland — Geoffrey “Bud 
Fisher has joined the news staf 
of Westinghouse radio statior 
KYW -here.. From 1942 to 1960 
Fisher was a reporter and colum 
nist 

7 

tomorrow 

color, excitement, 
in you- Ww 

TOWN greatest show in town. Sleep late Watch the sho 

ig A. 

4700. Let us enterta 

(or breakfast) at the b queduct race track is the 
servations, call MI 1 

Have lunch 

ng, to be exact, and A 
ph, etc. Socko! For re 
um, i 

~first race is not until 1:30. It’s 1'/: miles lo 
|feonte tr 

| “OFF BROADWAY 
84th Nr. Riverside Drive, New York 
SPACIOUS APT. Avail. JUNE-SEPT.. 

3 bdrms, 2 baths, closets plus. 
Private Entrance Hi-Fi T.V. 

‘Asking $275 TR (33-4525 

APT, FOR RENT 
Wess Jord Sz. 

vadiccent to Town Hall> 

WALK TO WORK! 
2'2 Room Unfurnished 
Air- Conditioned ‘Apt. 
Elevatar Building 

HEGY’ 
60 e. 42. Ste. N. v ce. MU .7-8348 
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Our Congratulations to 

William L. Snyder, Producer 

Gene Deitch, Director 

Al Kouzel, Layout 

x Academy Award Winners 

for the best theatrical 

eartoon of 1960 / 

We are proud to be associated 

with this highly talented 

group of artists in their 

first animated cartoon series. 

for the television medium, 

danse deta cid, Delilah’ 

King Features Syndicate 
Al Brodax, 

Director of Television 



RADIO-TELEVISION Wednesday, May 17,. 1961 

TV-Radio Production Centres 
—— Continued from page 54 

Show.” Said to be largest cash jackpot ever awarded by local tv station 
Buddy Deane, WJZ-TV platter man halds finals for his Amateur 

Band Contest this week. Judges will be Archie Bleyer of Cadence, 
Tommy Chianti of Leeds Musie Corp. and Bob Moore . . . Larry Har- 
rison hus Jomed WAYE Radio as managing editor of its Program Guide. 

IN MILWAUKEE 
Robert LaRase. former film editor at WISC-TV ankled for circula- 

tion manazersLin of Portage ‘Wis.’ Daily Register... Milwaukee 
Players wrapped up season’ s television plays on WTMJ-TV, “Commu- 
nity Drama Series.” with “Twelfth Night". WMVS-TV (Milwaukee 
Vocational School station: creating comment with * ‘Briefing Session,” 
weekly haif-heur puohe alfairs program (Wednesdays) with “Edward P. 
Morgan, news bvoadca-ter hosting and U.S. broadcaster John Mac- 
Vane. as program “brieting officer.” National Educational Television 
& Rado Center, New York pays freight . Soprano Virginia Fazio 
spotted on WISN-TV’s “Open House,” Wed (10) ... Milwaukee Downer 
Collese Choir on WEMR-FM Sun, +14). Senior Vocal Ensemble of 
St. Mary's Academy and = Shirley Knuth, vocalist, on WTMJ-TV's 
“Spotheht.” Sat. «13: G. Mennen Williams, Assistant Secretary of 
Stite for African Affairs, was questioned by a panel of newsmen on 
“The Open Question.” on WTMJ-TY, Sun. 
@ reyroadcast at 9°30 p.m. Sun. '14. Panel included James Webster 
of Crited ress Intervational, John N. Reddin, Milwaukee Journal 
editorial writer, and Jack Krueger, news editor for WTMJ-TV and! 
WTMUJ. 

-jlenge,” with Jack Powers interviewing doctors to get across. the point! 

IN MINNEAPOLIS .. 
Norm Van Brocklin, coach of the new Minnesota Vikings of the Na- 

tional Football League, nas inked pact with WCCO-TV for weekly | 
show next tall... Byron E. Anderson, KSTP national sales director, 
and Sherm Headley, WCCO-TV assistant station manager, elected di. | 
rectors of the Minneapolis Advertising club . Radio and tv sports | 
commentator Mel Allen was featured. guest at “All Sportsmen's club 
dinner of Mount Ojivet Lutheran church . . . WTCN-TV preemed 
“Houre Detective.” real estate show, Sunday ‘14). Program is Hosted 
by Chuck Allen, tormerly with WILX-TV, Jackson, Mich. ... WCCO- 
TV camera crew on assignment in Las Vegas, shooting scenes. which’! 
Will be used here next winter to promote a Nevada resort . WTCN ! 
general manager and yv.p. Theodore Streibert headed“ delegation from 
the Time-Life station at National Association of Broadcasters’ confab 
in Washington last week ... KUOM scries of lectures by Dr. Clarke 

perth hreeg,. 

‘Buy Minow’ 
ames Continued from page 23 

6 

e? 
firmed up their ’61-'62 rosters and — 
were in the home stretch on sales, ; 
schedulings, budgets, affiliate com- 
mitments, etc.. the 
ing’ has already started, with sta- 
tion owners reexamining what 
shows to carry in the fall. There: 
is no question now concerning a: 
100°%¢ affiliate support of an “Eye-! 
witness to History. a “CBS Re-;: 
ports” or an “NBC White Paper.” 
In the one or two-station markets, 
where there's a choice in picking 
| either an action show. a comedy or 
‘an anthology, it’s an odds-on bet 
that the squeeze will be put on the 
action show. From that standpoint 

e 

ovececeevocevecooecoogaseooaneses® 

; served their purpose toward an up- 
grading of program standards. 

It isn’t likely. however, that the 
networks will be dancing to the 
“Minow Minuet’ to any 
able degree insofar 

DRIVE-IN PARKING  RESTAURANT-LOUNGE 
PRIVATE BANQUET & MEETING ROOMS 

For reservations, write, wire, phone 
Executive House; or see your local 

VOCoeoeee 

3 travel agent. ° ' schedules are concerned. At best 
8 71 €. Wacker De, Cr'cago, til. = it'll be’ another season—since that's 
Uy Financia’ 6-7100 + |how long it takes to frepare a full: 
&  A:M-QUARLES, Genera’ Manager | netw ork roster—before the full im-. 
% EXECUTIVE HOUSE : pact will be felt. 

*e, Scott Circle. ° But one thing’s for sure—the 
*e,, Washington, D.C. _,s .'|broadeasters of America, the coin-- 

crazy ones: and the enlightened : 
-ones alike, will be taking the alert} 

| seriously. 

e% et 
® e 
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TAKES TOP HONORS WITH VIEWERS! 

“TIGHTROPE” 
43% taMpA 59% 

(Audience Share) 

YAKIMA 58% 
(Audience Share) 

For Further Details Contact 

SCREEN 
711 Fifth Avenue, New York 22 

CHICAGO DALLAS 

EA 
NEW YORK DETROIT 

‘14>, WIMJ radio carried ! 

“Neill include color. 

“soul search-. 

tmissions. 

talone, Minow’s espousals will have . 

\ appreci- | 
as the "61-62 | 

SALT LAKE ‘CITY 

GEMS, iwc. 
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP, 

PL 71-4432 

HOLLYWOOD 

| A. Chambers, Univ. of Minnesota associate. professor of history, belng 
-beamed to 110 countries by Voice of America. Lectures trace. U. S. his- 
tory and explain how country operates. 

IN SEATTLE « 
Maitland. Jordan, station ‘manager for Radio KOMO, will. take over 

as sales manager ‘for KOMO- TV when William. Hubbach leaves this | 

| 

Aussie TV Lure 

For US. Thesps 
‘Melbourne. ‘May 9. 

Bob Kole. who came here to play 
summer to become manager of new tv station in Portland. John Behnke, 
KOMO. account. executive, will succeed Jordan as station manager . 
KTVW’'s Doe Wilson back on air after illness ... Radio KING. is airing | ‘Tony in the Aussie production. of 
information on: marine. weather, tide conditions, tock traffic informa-}; “West Side Story.” ‘fg the. lat. 
tion, boating accidents, information on missing or overdue boats, etc. | est Side Story.” -is ‘the. latest. 
in an every-weekend series called “Marine Alert” for the boating fleet ! | Américan to decide: to stay Down 
in the Facific Northwest. Broadcasts or iginate froin Coast Guard Cap-: Under. — 
tain of the Port. headquarters in Seattl@, with KING newsmen Harry: after fortnight. back: in ‘the 
Jordan and Jack Barten stationed there during weekends. Marine weath- ‘ St tes ‘Kol ; or nen here ror the. 
er conditions will be given on Thursday and Friday evenings ang “L285 Ale returns nere for an 
further reports will be.aired Saturdays and Sundays for the remainder | , indefinite’ engagement. ‘w:th local 
of the boating season. | commercial tv station GTY-9. star- 

ring in variety shows.. 

IN DETROIT Kole is: following w ell: trodden 

WW4J-Radio is circulating to ad agencies an attractive six-page bro- ! footpath of others, most notable of 
chure titled: “The Total Story” Which outlines programs, personalities 2/1 being Evie Hayes who came 
and special features offered by the station . hi WXYZ has awarded twoi Down Under more than a ‘decade 
scholarships -in communication arts at Mic igan- State Univ. to two! ao “ ; 
Southfield High School students selected by the faculty. Station is lo- an to take an in Annie & et 
cated in Southfield, Detroit suburb... Mayor Louis C. Miriani present-| *0U" mun and is now household 

|ed Harry R. Lipson, veepee and managing director of WJBK, with a ame on-stage and tv here. 
| Proclamation citing May as ‘Radia Month in Detroit.” Lipson is Michi-: Last year a ‘young American 
gan chairman for radio's -4ist annj celebration. ., . WXYZ-Radio public‘ ¢yniedy dua Jonathon Daly and 

(affairs department will present a. documentary: “Polio: Still A Chal- - ‘Ken Delo came for a three-week: 

engagement with (;:TYV-9 and stayed 
for six months. They were popular 

‘iwith Aussies and cut record while 
ihere titled “The Best of Delo - -&. 
Daly." 

Another popular American on 
tv here is: Tommy Hanlon Jr. who 
: has his own daily show. on GTV-9. 
“Ht Could Be You.” Show. and. 

‘ Hanlon are such. a success a ‘GTY- 
19 spokesman told Vartety - thatsa 
‘few days ago Hanlon. received. 
20.000. fan letters: on the. one day. 
i reine 

12th Annual 
WHITE MOENTAINS’ | 

FESTIVAL of the 7 ARTS: 

July Sth to 18th 
[ SKY HIGH in the- 

WHITE MOUNTAINS 
( 5 LAKES ° ‘5, 500 ACRES 

N, 
Pike ¢ New Hampphire 

that the disease .is. not yet conquered . WJBK-TV kicks off this: 
week a series: of | Post: -1950 films which will be shown on weekends. 

BBC Experiment 

On 625-Line TV. 
London. May 16. 

Britain’ may scrap its present 
.405-line television system in favor 
of the 625-line :screen. 

Early next year the BBC is plan- 
ining to transmit a new series of 
lexperimental 625-line pictures from 
fits Crystal Palace station. They 

who told the House of Commons 
that he would wait for the Pilking- . 
ton Committee on Broadcasting to 
‘recommend future tv line stand- : 
ards beiore deciding on color. He} 
added that he expected the com-; 
mittee’s report within 12 montus. 

Main objection -of ‘ Postmaster- ’ 
! General Bevins. to the BBC pro- 
posal is that it would be unfair to - 
encourage sales of color tv sets: be- 
-cause of a possible switch in ‘nee 
“age systems. 

‘PEPE IN TELEVISION’ 
SHAPES AS MEX SPEC 

Mexico City, May 16. 
Cantinflis may finally cease 

. playing hard to get and agree tea 
‘appear: on Mexican television. In 
the past he has pleaded press of 
other commitments as excuse for 
avoiding the medium. 
‘Back from. a_ personal appear- . 

ance tour plugging his picture 
“Pepe,” comic is. reportedly ‘pre-.. 
paring a super-spectacular to be 
called “Pepe in Television.” This. 
to be a one shot, and while there 
is no confirmation from the Can- 
tinflas office, it is learned from 

‘other sources that bid is being 
made.to bring some of the players © 
who appeared in the picture for 
the show. 

Spectacular will be one of-the 
biggest shown over local facilities. 

t 

} 
Another pointer to a possible | 

switch is the General Elect: “ic Co.'s 
‘new. color ty set which came on to! 
‘the market a: few days ago. It will 
receive either 405 or 625 trans- 

Tailor-made to individual. cus- 
‘tomer's . requirements. the set — 
j which also receives biack-and- 
white pictures—costs around 84.000 
‘and GEC is hoping to put it on the 
, American market. Color . stability 
!toperated by a single control) is 
‘said to be ‘particularly: good and 
: GEC claim the set is the simplest- 
‘to-operate color-receiver yet made 
‘in U.K. 

But with $4.000 on the price-tag 
and with color ty still in the ex- 
‘perimental ‘stage here, it is in- 
tended for trade demonstrations 
-Yather than home-viewing. 

Interest in color tv is, however, ; 
on the upgrade. The BBC is cur- 

‘rently transmitting experimental 
color shots every afternoon—and ; 
a crowd of 2,000 turned up at a| 
‘Fleet Street newspaper office the 
;Other day -to.watch them. - 

i. Meanwhile, a BBC request to 
lopen a limited color tv service on 
the’ existing 405-line. standard has. 
just been turned down by Post- 

Information: Walter Jacobs 
SS eee 

RIVERDALE on HUDSON 
RIVER VIEW} 

Gracieus Residence. with spectacular 

view of Hudson & Palisades. Nealy- 
|} Modernized 12 spacious. rooms. large. 

li,ing room, study with. Hi-Fi ‘& bar. 

Dining room, ultra modern. kitchen. 
‘breakfast area & pantry. Master bed- 
room with dressing -room & bath. 5 
additional bedrooms w baths. Servatits’ 
quarters. game room opening of to | 
beautiful Ragged terrace. & swimming 

pool, 

ROBERT E. HILL, INC. 
S71 W. 181st Street WA 7-7768. |. 

see Britain’s Dennis Vance 
Put on 3 Yrs. Probation. 

London, May 16. 
. Dennis Vance,. freelance tv pro-. 

ducer and one of the top men in 
the business in this country, pleaded _ 
guilty to assaulting Janice Willett. 

- ‘producer of ITV's religious pro- 
i master General Reginald Bevins, ‘gram, “The Sunday Break.” She. 

| was a close friend. of his, but, after | 
quarrels, he stabbed her in the. 
back. ! 

: Vance, at the Old Bailey, was put 
{on probation for three years on 
condition that he spend “up to .12 
months” as a fulltime patient un-! 

tdergoing psychiatric treatment at a 
ispecified London hotel. 7 

|. Justice Widgery opined that pres- | 
j sure of work had caused Vance to [- 
ibe “not fully responsible for his 

$2,000,000 Available for 
Investment — Ist Rate. Film 

& T.V. Seripts Only... 

Scripts Returned. 
(Enclose -Self-Addressed Envelope) 

Replies Confidential. 

- e 

Box ¥-2165, VARIETY, 
154 West 4éth Street, 
New York City 36 . 

VERY DAY © 
- ON EVERY CHANNEL 

‘BROOKS| 
COSTUMES 

J 3 West bist St, N.Y.C.-Tel. PL. 7-5800 I 

(Audience Share) 

Source: ARB, March, 196] 

actions at the time.’ Several of 
| vance’s friends and associates in| | 
television had combined to put up[ 
ithe money for. his defense. 

San Franciseo—Robert M. Mig- 
gins, formerly a salesman with the’ 

| station, has become assistant sales 
manager of KPEX under sales boss 
Bill Hunefeld. 

dye 
‘ATLANTA TORONTO 

Like to see shows before you buy? Pre-view commercials? Pre-test copy lines? All 
without a snarl of red tape? Our Videotape equipment makes it possible. The only rep 
firm with a Videotape machine in its offices! Come use it: Another unique service of... 

TELEVISION ADVERTISING REP RESENTATIVES, INC.. 
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Blossoming 
in May... 

(OLPER-STERLING 
Television Spectaculars 

“THE LEGEND OF RUDOLF VALENTINO” 
Producers Saul J, Turell and Pau! Killiam 

Written and directed by Saul J, Turell, Graeme Ferguson and Paul Killiam 
Narration = Frank Gallop 

Original Music = Alexander Semmler 

“SS "PROJECT: MAN IN SPACE” 
For Tidewater Oil Company 

through Foote, Cone & Belding 

Executive Produesr~- David L. Wolper 
Produced and directed by Jack Haley, Jr. 

Narration — Mike Wallace 
Original Music — Eimer Bernstein 

Executive Producer— David L. Wolper 
Produced and directed by Mel Stewart 

Narration — Mike Wallace 
Photography — James Wong Howe 

WOLPER-STERLING PRODUCTIONS, INC. 
9119 SUNSET BOULEVARD | 6 EAST 39th STREET 
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA NEW YORK, NEW YORK 
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‘ABC-Paramount?: / 
“T AIN'T GIVIN’ UP NOTHING” 
(Lloyd-Loszan?. is the type of. 
driving ballad which this perform- - 
er can belt for maximum impact. 
“MARY AND MAN-O” 'Prigan*: 
bounces: down a famillar rocking. 
ZrOave * 
Virgil Holmes fAtlantic:: 

“GHOST TRAIN’ :Conley*:, a 
fasi-tempoed number, gets an ar-, 
resting blues-styled vocal with a, 
firstrate instrumental backing. 
“WALKIN ALONE” :Conley*: is; 
a more rotuine piece of material. 

Dave (Baby) Cortez ‘Clocks: 
“SECOND CHANCE” Emit:', a 
Sloa rocker, gets an appealing Vo-: 
cai bv this youns, performer. : 
“F; OOT Suk ‘Emit? ‘mit. spotlights. 
a —_ —— 

Best 

Lloyd Price 

EVERLY BROs. 
(Warner Bros.).... 
Eretty Bros.’ “Temptation” (Robbins*: 

“ing format with surefire unpact. impo stick 
Baby? oC. saris god? is more rout 
orer for aD wesible two-sided click 

* * 

CARL DOBKINS JR. 
(Decea) Pretty ‘Litt 
Cart Dohling Jr.’s “That What 

sive. pte, wirriiy ballad which this courtry-flarored singer handles 
“style with important choral support. 

tLeeds*3, a pic tune is another highly pleasing 
in chi 

thee Yriine Dress” 

sile with chanees, 
« * 

PAUL ANKA 

Jocks, Jukes and Disks| 

‘ FOOLISH HEART,” the standard, 

: tion. 

! hit for still another round of spins. 

‘is an okay takeoff on the recent 

. FHAT’S 

Bey Kelly (Riverside: “MY 

turns up in a standout vocal by 
this stylish jazz songstress who} 

> should appeal to the hip jockeys. 
“LOVE LETTERS” is another 
clasyy ballad slice rating -atten- 

' 

Louis Prima & Keely Smith 
‘Dot:: “MUSTAPHA” 
gets a high-flying vocal treatment 
that could bring back this recent 

“THE SHEPARD MAN” (K&L*) 

successful space flight by Alan 
Shepard. 

Jerry Holmes (RCA _ Victor): 
“WITH THESE HANDS” (Bloom*), 
a fine ballad that keeps popping | 

Bets 
eves eteoenre wee TEMPTATION 

.... Stick With Me Baby 
brings back. this oldie 

“Stick with oe 
ne materia!, but this duo puts 
Re 

e 

WHAT I CALL LOVE 
le Girl In The Yellow Dress 

I Cal! True Lore” (Aldon*} {s a 

“Pretty Little Gerl in 

* 

cece eeeee DANCE ON LITTLE GIRL! 
(ABU-Paramount) .............+...- [Talk To You 

“Dance or 
this your y pe THN) 
ty You ¢Snantsa: 

* * 

Anra’s 
whieh 

‘I Tait: 

Pau?- 
Th tte ve; ie 

tary: ee, 

Little Girl’ (Sparkat> is a catchy 
river Belts right on the teendy2 
wis ina wore routine groore. 

¢ 

THE CARDIGANS......BO-WEEVIL ON THE. MOUNTAIN 
(Mercury) Your 
Tie Cardigans" “Bo-Weeril on 

stri’i.-y mumber with a powerful 
end i cach on big. 

eevee woee Graduation Means Goodbye 
the Mountain’ (Shannon?) -is a 
! beat and unusual lyric w hich 

“Your Graguation Means Goodbye” (Shainons ) 

JIMMY LOVE | 
. The Commandments Of Love 

is av ukay seasonal song with gure appeal. 

* * e 

JEANNE BLACK .......002-.006% 
(Capitol) ...... see eee 
Jeane Black's © 

vowed rendition 
teppagers, “The Commandments 
ambitious ballad also nicely hand 

of this very sentis: 
Jimeay Lore” (December: + is ar appealing open- 

-eutal ballad tailored for the 
ot Lore” (Central Songsts is an 
lel 

n * * 

THE FOUR LADS. 20.0... cc ee ee eee eee ...999 TIMES 
(Kapp)........-..6-- wees I Should Know ‘Better 
Th Four Lads’ "355 Tires” (Valhalla™ is a swinging entry with 

a: atfheat Jyrie belted sarrily by this combo against a colorful 
choral bavtzygroued, °F Showld Kane Better” tPartan*) is a fire 
baad wih a catchy beat. 

* * > 

JIMMY BELL... 1... ee ce ee ee LUNCH IN A BUCKET , 
(Hickory) ....... ran Here I Go Again |. 
Jirenioy Bell's SDouneh ip q Bucket C\eud-Roseis is a colorful 

Thitie. ore belted ietectionsly by this expert rocking singer. 
vHe eT Ge sigan + Acud-Rose- + is a solid country ballad ina slow 
Terr 2) , 

* * 

THE EARLS... 
(Rome) 
Tie Facts’ “Lie? Fs But a Dre, 

Qt rie yr byrd rorkirg stare 

2 a is a tair brad Sp Byer. 

Cortez in one of bis catchy rendi-. 
tiene on the arzan 

Cathy Carroll Trigdexs  “JIM- 
BEY LOVE’ December Bets a 
nitty votal be Ui. sotit some 
Sifess wito ceuld share the spins 
Orn thes uumber “DEEP IN A 
YONG BOL S HEART 
her okey feet 
Menta 

Booby 

oan Setiti- 
aN ER a 

Hart  Banwboo 

SPEDE RO AND THO PEA 
Miu ao WeL-Written 

atoshied thi, simaer belt. in 
vai dies: UTHTE GIRL I 
Th KNOW eBambuo- 

raises dawn a routine 

THE 

is 

ee 

Toes Noah, 

Psib 
hy: 

nN core og 

Hesxsse James 
TIERS’ NEN 

) Fae be ee 
views. ar i or 
a bas : i: fr ss. 

&- yt 
- oy PELESE 3% 

Masitcor. 
DRO OHURP Ni. 

@ swarms ite ds 
Irie sovkes 

ar tae cake set. 

REALLY MINE” 
baiiad ates 

ww. 

Petree Toe ES bt Show 
Wr taba 

Vil Dieterle Combo: 
PIV SONG TPsvee 

Pie sedt lef orenaitirm 
Made? oc me. ft saat be 

Dor mf Vptasts 
4$ @ brioiet imstrims 

“THE BE.. 
atts 

‘ 

Oe ‘ 

is 

“Litt - 
J 

ntai offering 

° . 
J 

ans SH Tdets 

oon tan ee 

inn cam: 

. Wonderland 
Decame» 

~ melodic 

Golden: 
rockin t- 

| 
ALIFE IS BUT A DREAM | 

wee eee i... Its You 
"A bpireePatricia® s pails out 

uercial DATE NCY. “It's You" 

eaee 

i S| S 

Up rezalari, 

REBOUND” «Cigmati is a fair 
Iwric, adaptation of the Floyd 
Cramer instrumental click 

“MAGGIE’S THEME” 
. from 

pic, sets a verv 
workout in this s‘mund-: 

track entry. “BRAZILERO” Brows | 
fa Bros *: is a catchy samba sice.: 

Etta Jones :King : “L THOUGHT, 
ABOUT YOU"  Burke-Van Heu- 

Camarata: 

Trap” pretty ; 

| ladeer*. 

* | scribed by Chasins. 

| Rackmaninoff Preludes by 

‘be scheduled for release soon. 

gets another stronz.— 
’ slice for teenage impact. “ON THE: 

arp ath: Pa’ 

iJaybar*) | 1 é 

LAWRENCE WELK 
Presents Another Fast-Rising New 

“single’ “MY THREE SONS” (Dot) 
BW “Out of a Clear Blue Sky.” 
_———— 

BOY” (Francon*) is a good rock- 
ing ballad with chances.. 

Ken Lyon ({Epic): “OH 
FATHER” (Wemart) is a fine folk- 
styled ballad projected effectively 
by this singer. “FALLEN IDOL” 
‘Wemar?: is an okay rocking bal- 

[lad with a somewhat overblown 
Iyric. . 

’ Garrett G. Strong (JAF): 
“WALKIN’ ON" (Balladeer*) is 
a shuffling item with a_ catchy 
‘heat which this singer accentuates 
skillfully. “BY. MY SIDE" ‘Bal- 

{is a pleasant-sounding 
ballad with chances. 

' Daye Brown (‘Jarvey): “PUT 
THE BLAME ON ME” (Gladys*) 
is a solid ballad expertly rocked | ; 
by. this singer. “YOU'RE MINE, 
YOU” :Famous*) gets a neat work- 
over for spring potential. 

* ASCAP. + BMI. 

| ArtistDisk Deals 
Kapp: Chasins, Constance. Keene 
Abram Chasins and his wife 

Constance Keene have been signed 

to the Kapp label to record:a series 
of solo and duo piano albums. 

- Among their recordings for Kapp ; 

will be the -Bach duo-piano con- 

certos in C major and C minor, in 

collaboration with the Kapp Sin- 

fonietta ‘under the direction of 

‘Emanuel Vardi; also a disk of two- 

piano music written and iran- 

The solo disks 
will comprise a Chopin album by 

Chasins and the complete set of 

Miss 
Keene. 

Argo: Dolo Marmarosa 
Dodo: .Marmarosa, a. Jazz pianist 

‘who emerged during the mid-’40s } Are.” 
but who has been in obscurity for | 
the last 10 years due to a series of 
illnesses, will record for the Argo; release of this LP comes shortly 
labe!. A member of various bands, 
includinz Artie Shaw, Tommy Dor- 
sey, Charlie Barnet and Boyd Rae- 
burn.’ His first Argo LP was re- 
corded early this month and will 

1T! 

DUS! . Don Ameche and Frances L 

derley recorded an 

land the Love-Jiles Ragtime Or- 

6 ee 

“current headlines. 

| 

Longplay Shorts 
Van’ Cliburn h aS begun a series of new RCA Victor Red Seal record- : 

,ings with the Chicago Sy mphony under the direction of Fritz Reiner. ° 
te sessions started last. weck in Chi's Orchestra Hall. 

fais cut a solo: album for the label in its: NUY. 
“The Parent ! Deera Reeords six- -album Gold Label release “this month-are Ppackazes 

Andres Sezovia,. ‘the N.Y. Pro Musica, the N.Y 
via Marlowe and Bernard Greenhouse. 
‘GM Records ¢elebrating Joni James’ 10th anni with: the company 

With a-special 10-album release that’s pegged for a hefty promotidnal 

"into the groove for a Columbia LP. 
“African Waltz” 

~~ Album Reviews 
9:34 A.M. May 5, 1961” (Colura- collection, ‘of Woody Guthrie. ‘songs, 

bia). This is a standout piece of|he delivers a flock of arresting: 
fast journalism on disks. Within a}numbers with complete lucidity. 
couple of days after -America|Included are such numbers ag 
blasted: Cmdr. Alan B. Shepard Jr.| “Jesus Christ,” “Buffalo Skinners,” 
first. man into space, Columbia|“Ship In The Sky,” - “Ladies: Aux+ 
rushed out with this documentary Jiliary” and others. 
wrap-up of the event, as reported} Dick Powell: “The - Wonderful 
by CBS Radio. Included are thejTeens” (RPC. Qne of the ‘top 
count-down, the blast off, the first |crooners: of 1930s who. has: been 
report of the flight’s success, the | absent from the music :business for. 
statement by Pres, Kennedy ‘after the past 20-year or so, Dick Powell 
the event and a finale song by the|returns aS the. conferencier. of a 
Mormon Tabernacle Choir. It’s a] medley . that harks. back ta. the 
permanent record of an exciting | 1920s. He also delivers. one song,: 
and historical moment.. “The Wonderful. Teens,” still dis- 

“New Orleans — The Living 
Legend” (Riverside), An introdut- 
tory package to a large scale pro- 
ject of putting on wax the handful 
of survivors from the earliest Leahy’ 

Linda: Wells’ 
“Baby Face": and. 
-Party,’’ in attractive style while Joe 

s orch and singers. perform 
‘such tunes. as “Phonograph Fever,” 

years of New Orleans Jaz, this| (rie Shiek.” “The Charleston.” “It : 
“Diana,” 

double LP set 1s impressive both 
as an historical and: munical docu- You Knew Susie.” and. 
ment. It brings back into the spot-| With a.good vocal by Bob Grabeau. 
light groups like Sweet Emma Bar-|2''S.4 neat bit. of. nostalgia. » 
rett’s Dixieland. Boys, Jim Robin- Sant Sacks: “Sing It Again, Sam 
son's New Orleans Band, Percy ‘Arliss’. This. could be categorized 
Humphrev’ : tear OE as a comedy album. Sam: Sacks. a 
ee ese er Dede Pin, ‘New York tradesnian with’ no rela-. 
Kid: Thomas & His Algiers ‘Stomp- | ‘tion to the music biz or. music, was 

ers, Peter Bocage and His Creole 
Serenaders, the Louis Cottrell Trio ng studio and proceeded . to’ but- 

chestra. These combos fully live up 
to their colorful monickers. in. a 
great disk festival ‘of way-back. 
jazz. . 4 . 

“Here's. “Milt Kamen” {Capitol). woot ae nt: oct, Wavward 
ae eet A oung comic aking. one scores with her smash hit,. “The 
ologist with a solid script. Noto Wayward: Wind,” a few years: ago, 

the sick school, - “Kamen's routine |i a savvy songstress with be leait 
is full of sharp comments on events | ballad. aa cin the ut “aly ong. such 
and characters. His ‘best laughs | comes. rough appea va Walk 
come from his series of satirical numbers as ‘['Don't Want Tote 
sketches on science fiction films. | Without a eebi Tt Heer When 
westerns, true life adventures and. Spring.” Ooh aad 
his tong playback of “Hamlet.” 

Charlie Manna: “Manna Over- 7 
board” ‘Decca'.. The comic spirit! arty. Robbins: - Robt 
keeps marching in the groove and ' Hits” -:Columbia). Marty Robbins is 
the disk catalog now is loaded with | one of Columbia's. country & west- 
the gagsters. Charlie Manna, ern stalwarts who has made hefty 

nitery comic, adds to the lauagh-. 
making platters with a potent and: 
particularly timely entry. By al 
stroke of fortune, this: set leads off |] 
with an astronaut bit which is: 
particularly apropos in light of the | 

ment.. It’s strictly for Jaughs~ al- 
though. it may be a little too much 
of a flat thing. 

l We. " 

: packaging contains some ‘of the 
songs that. have cracked through 
pop: areas such as: “el Paso” and 
“Don’t Worry.” There are such 
folk classics-as “Red River Valley” 

Manna uses a:and "Street of Laredo” that are ex: 

savvy timing and an adroit multi- | tremely well done, ‘In- all,” it ‘will 

ple-voiced talent to create.a series | ttm out tu be a strong’ sales item 

of nifty dialogs. including a session }:in all areas. 7 tan 

at the public library, .a breakfast |. Dick. Schory Running. Wild 
at the White House, war at sea, (RCA Victor). Dick Schory’s set ist 

and inventive physiology. bit. . ‘another addition to- Victor's:“Stereo 

Connie Francis: “More: Greatest «Action 
Hits” (MGM). This is another sure-/ing with a percussive-based orch 
fire commercial entry by one of the : Schory has whipped. up ‘some. in- 

most consistent hit-makers on the | triguing: sounds for the audio. buff 

current pop scene. In this set. Con- without losing any Of. the melodic 

nie Francis wraps up another|values. The sounds. “move” from 

group of her clicks, including new | one speaker to. anathe: 4S per 
numbers, standards and some Ital- “Stereo Action” requiremte nts and 

ian items. Included are tunes like, it gives such. -nifties as: “Brass 
“Jealous of You.” “Mania,” “God | Jockeys” “Love For Sale.” “But Not 

1Bless America,” “Malaguena. »! For Me”. and “Lazy Bones” a sound 
“Where The Boys; Melodic scope. 

Florence Henderson-Sid.. ‘Bass 
Orch:. “The Best from. Fiorello” 
and “Sound of Music” «RCA Cam- 
den). This tow-priced label has 
come up. with a melodic lezited 
double-header im this “wrap-up of 
top tunes from “Fiorello” and 
“Sound of .Music.”” Florence Hen- 
‘derson, from the Broadway stage, 
‘projects the vocals in. bell-like vo- 
cals, re gistering. most eftectiv ely on 

tsuch’ tunes as. “Do-Re-Mi.” “The 
- Lonely: Goatherd” and “Climb 
) Ev" ry’ Mountain” from “Sound of 

|P Music” and on. “Gentleman Jim- 
df my.”. “When Did I Fall in Tove” 
=, and Ty Tomorrow" from *Fiorel- 
i lo." Sil, Bass or¢h furnishes solid 
Psupport.. 

“Teddy” and 

Cisco Houston: “The Songs of 
Woody Guthrie” (Vanguard'. The 

after the death of Cisco Houston 
and will serve asa fitting memorial 
to this folksinger. Houston per- 
formed with a pleasing, straight- 
forward style, letting ‘the song 
material - speak 4 for itself. In this 

Cliburn i, ill herd’ Elektra’ Still another come- 
cacing dy album, this one, presents Jean 

‘Shepherd, one of the leading 
‘spokesman of ‘the Hipster set. ‘Re- 
‘corded during a performance ata 
rreenwich Village nitery, Shepherd: 

studios . 

Y . Chamber Soloists, Syl- 

angford are putting their “Sketches: 
Cannonball Ad- ‘He 

but 

: fakery. 
‘delivers 

uses a low- -pressure 
“generates, some cut- 

LP for Riverside: which will in- seee ds belted in excellent: form 
ty this blues songstress wie rates “lute an exisnded version of his click single of the same name. ; ting thrusts al his targets. ; 
vile optay “DON'T . WORRY | Ralph Vianagan,: who now has a Coral package on the. market, is on ala eae SS for tl ~ * Bove" 
'SevCT OME Miss is) another: tour renee ae ventions. and colfeses in NY. Pennsylvania, Massachusetts : romas mune . or . eS rOYS” 
tie side due for soins, iC i Viena Jazzman Doe Severinson gets his first billing on the; er 1 ote vant whom. ap 

ean: _—e Conre ced LP 2 Pempestuous Trumnet™, . Everest Records has printed | Persons ~OTeSt ess WIT an ap- 

nel IEMT TEM “en eats sneriit sot of French lyrivs,ty be enclosed in its Ray Ventura album /Pealing stale In thisepackage she 
tase tet hs be , “Sr az Mlonz In French”. . The Yale U. Library is establishing a ‘his-, 20¢> over a flock of standards in a 

Dallad, is belted with, 
impact 

reat rocking 

Getinnerciad -by this sing-!° 
My “FEELING THIS THING | 
CAVLDED LOVE’ «Drury Lane 
tines with oa solid beat that 
saul snag spins. 

Five Shades «© Mercurs 
HAD A LEPFFLE MAN” 
in a rocking res 

"ATARY . 
-kranesnr - 

rite of the nursery 

4 

tories} sound recordings program for the collection, preservation, ; St: aigitforward but individualistic 
study ard republication- of rmportant recorded nnisic ‘and. documents | Manner that. brings a new zip. to 

the oldies | Her “Summertime,” 

With ‘Charles Lauginton.” 
to be recorded “live”. 

for ‘Varner Bros. “May push * 

. . Cap.tol Records is taping Charles Laughton’s current concert ap-: | 
peaowpess in Southern California for an album to be entitled ‘Session : 

This will be the first of Laughton’s readinzs 
. Pianist George Greeley is on.a promotion, tour 

‘Its Greetey Time”. 
rter of the Daughters of the American: Rev olution is on a lelter writing 
Pe mean to Jocal radio stations demanding ‘that “Stan. Freberg Pre-! Thomas’ | 

“Bre Bre Blackbird, "All OL Me”? 

and “I Hear Music’: are ‘topnoten. 
“Misty” and “Make Someone’ Hap- 

. The Boston: Chap- ; PS’ are.two new ones that will pull 
eSpinn . Tile is. peaged on. Miss 

performing at G. I, in- 
Th Vets delivered in) the appr sed «sents The United States of America” be kept off the airwaves because slallationas and, the platter . should 

istyie bs tits combo. “LONELY: tof its spoof of the Boston Tea Party, bgeta big s play atthe PX s. Herm, 

apparently: unleashed in a. record- 

who. 

“Nore: Greatest. 

inroads in the: pop. market. This. 

" line and a solid one: Work-. 

_ “Will Failure. Spoil Jean. Shep-~ 

is a satirist of modern foibles and’ 

‘nlaying an ‘excellent set of pipes... 
handles ‘two . vocals, . 

-“That Certain 

oO 

cher a group. of. standards. which . 
will probably survive. this’ treat- 

; The Tide Is High” and. “W ho Are 
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FCC Aims New Anti-Plugola Moves 

At Diskers With Network Affiliates) php HOSTILITY 
Washington. May 16. ..4 

_ ‘More plugoia loopholes. would} 
be plugged by new ruléniaking}. 
Yaunehed by Federal Communica: | 
tions Commission. FCC - proposed 
to require an announcement when 
products.-or services in which ‘a} 

‘network. . or. - others |." 
have a financial stake is plugged |. 
broadcaster, 

over their own facilities. 
‘The proposal, supplemental . to 

basic. -plugola rulemaking launched |: . 
April 26, would appear. to .cover |. 

“such operations as- ABC-TV’s Dick. 
Clark engaged. in: before the Har- 
ris Stbcammittee’s. exposes’ in- 
.duced hbim-to shed his manifold 
musie interests. 

Playing of disks put out by net- |. 
work subsidiaries would require 
announcements . identifying .- 

band, soloist and’ manufacturer. 
But: FCC noted that this has. ~~ av 
eustomery. anyway. a 

Those’ to whom the new plugola | 
proposal would apply include: the! 
licensee of the station. ‘broadcast- 
ing the promotional ‘matter in 
question; networks furnishing any 

_plugola programming;..officers. di-| 
rectors. and: employes of .stations. 
owners of 10° or more interest 
in stations or -networks;. and any: 
one appearing ona program dur-. 
fing which promotional materjal {s | 
broadcast. 

In the examples -of: what comes f. 
FCC. added. ‘under the proposal,. 

‘that when a network pushes its 
-own: records, announeement is 
’ necessary. when the’ deejay “com-. 
ments favorably on the popularity” 
or appeal” -of the disk . “where: 
‘such tomments are not customari-.. 
ly made.” But announcement ‘isn’t 
‘required “if - such: ‘matter, is ‘cus- 
tomarily . interpolated . in the. pro-- 
‘gram format.” 

Other examples: included. pro-: 
motion of retail store sales ‘of a, 
game, owned by: parent: company 
of-a_ network,. ‘based. on a fame: 
‘program aired ‘by the. netvork. , 
‘This requires an announcement of - 
‘the network's interest in. the game 
‘sets. 

An actor playing ‘a. leading role : 
in a motion picture appears on a. 

_tv program and mentions the film.: 
No ‘announcement is.. necessary: 
“since. it would. ordinarily ‘be. ex-— 
pected that ‘the actor’ will benefit 
fim from the: success ‘of the 

m.” -” 

COL BOWS NEW PRESSIN 
PLANT IN NEW JERSEY, 

_ Columbia Records opened’ its 
fourth manufacturing plant last} 

week in Pitman. N. J, The other ' 
Col plants. are locatéd in Bridge-.: 
port -Conn.', Terre Haute :Ind.' 
and: Hollywood. Officiating at the 
opening. ceremonies -.were. Col |. 
prexy Goddard - Lieberson assisted ° 
hy William Grady, veepee of manu-! 
facturing, and- Joseph: Massimino. ! 

‘Pitman plant manager. Execs of. 
CBS..-of ‘which’ the disk company | 
ds a division, were also.on hand. + 

The Pitman plant new emiploys 
& staff of 300 on: two. shifts: with a 
third shift ‘scheduled’ to begin 
Work, shortly. Drawn’ from com- 
»Munities. within a 20-mile. radius 
of the plant, 867 of the Col staff. 
Consists of women previously ‘un- 
employed = or inexperienced in: 

~ Blant production, .The factory is 
seen aS a major new source of: - 
employment in Jersey's Gloucester * 
County. : ; 

Al Massler to Arica 
To Eye Disk Biz Potential 
Al: Magssler, prexy of Amy. ~Mala 

‘Records cand. Bestway’. Products. 
planed to Africa. yesterday 'Tues,)- 

for a three-week trip sponsored by j 
the Rockefeller Foundation. Pur- 
pose of the- visit is to investiz ate 
the feasibility of establish: 
disk and. “plistic. 
Atrican continent. 

Hel] visit. Nigeria 
among other “countries, .- 
panied by drvine oa. 
authority: on: ple sfics. 

a 

and Ghana 

- Gershen,” eh 

the}- 
names of the selection, cémposer, | 

business on ihe | 
Argo, and substantial. minimum re- 

#. Com: . 

London, May 16: 
Blue Moon... . 2.00... Marcels 

tPye) . , 
You're Driving Me Crazy | 

(Parlophone): Temper ance 
On The Rebound. . ..Cramer. 

(RCA) - ‘ 
Wooden Heart... wees . Presley: 

“RCA)* = 
Don't Treat Me Like Child 
(Columbia). . Shapiro 
More Than’ I Can Say . oY ee 
(London). toe 
Theme From Dixie ....: Eddy 

’ «London) . : 
.Runaway........... Shannon. 
--*London) | . 
100 Pounds of Clay.. -Douglas 
| tPop Rank) 
Frightened City ... «. Shadows 
{Columbia) 

Garner Returns 

To Disk Groove 
Via Am-Par Tie 

disk field, 
hiatus, 

after-- a 
in-.a deal between Octave 

‘Records and the Am-Par ‘Record; 
Corp. tABC-Paramount).. ‘Several 
albums by Garner have been is-- 
sued by: Columbia Records in the 

~past couple of vears but they were 
recorded before his split with. the. 
company..{n 1958 and the: pianist 

‘has claimed that they were - “un- 
- authorized” releases. 

The. Oetave-Am-Par deal follows: 
the eurrent. film industry trend of 

, an. indie producer: making ‘a film 
and releacing it through a “major 
distribution company. For Octave. 

‘Garner will personally. Records, ° 
supervise his own recording-dates. 

including the selection of material. 
to be released. The pact between 

: Am-Par and Octave goes into ef- 
fect June 1. but: Garner's first 
album: for Octave. “Dreainstreet.” 
is being. shipped ‘by Am-Par this 
week: Alan Parker, Am- Par's al- 

, bum -: sales chief, reports that.an 
| initial order of 65.000 copies ‘were 

’ taken 
added that” between 20 and 257 

of the-orders - ‘were for the -sterco 
packages. 

The deal between Octave . and 

‘Continued on ‘page 62). 

Stan. Jones i in 1 Cleffing 
Deal With Mills Music 

Stan Jones, composer. and. disker. 
jhas. signed an exclusive. writers 
contract 

‘ subsidiary 
j also. acquired all the compositions 
by Jones in-his own Stanley -Musie 

‘firm, which. include all the tures 
from: his. two new Disneyland al- , 
‘bums, | “Songs of the National ‘ 
Parks”: and “This Was The West.’ 

In addition -to the song activity. , 
Trevi ing Mills. veepee of Mills Music. 
reports. that Jones is now prepping 

with. Ranger: Music, a 

- a series ofchoral. and symphonic 
works. for the school and concert 
field. 

Chess in: Distrib Deal’ 
With. Pye for Overseas 

| The - ‘Chess,, Checker - and Arvo 

‘lines: are going ov erseas Via a tieup | 

, With Pye ‘Rec ords of England. The’ 

" three-s ear deal gives Pye the rights 

to distribute the three labels un-. 

anner’ in- the British” ‘der its. own b 

i Isles and South. Africa: 

The deal . also included’ ‘a. hefty 
guarantee to Aristocrat. parent 
company .6f Chess, ‘Checker and 

lease requirements on -beth singles 
and LPs. The law firsn ot. Oren- 
Stein. & Arrow ‘arranged the” deui .! 
for Anastogre t. 

British Disk Best Sellers. 7 

| Move 

¥rroll Garner fs returning to the’ 
three-year - 

“sound. unheard.” He also. 

of Mills. ~ ‘Ranger - -has. 

~“due next 

: original iv 

‘WANTS END OF 

Edwin. HL (Buddy) Moiris, the 
first “ASCAP. publisher — board 
member to have a Broadcast Music 

, Ine. affiliate,. is now in the process 
i of giving up his BMI operation. 

‘was’ cued to strengthen : 
! Morris’ hand in promoting cooper- 
: ation between the American So- 

| ciety of Composers, Authors & j 
‘Publishers -and BMI in various: 
| legislative spheres, such as Copy- 
right Act legislation, and in a: 
, Joint logging. enterprise. 

‘Morris’ surrender of his BMI! 
, * firm means “a. sacrifice of. an ‘an-! 
‘ nual: BMI take estimated at around 
{ $110, 000. Morris has turned down 

offers. to buy his BMI firm, Merid- 
tan Music, and plans— ‘instead to 

turn all possible copyrights into | 
‘his .various: ASCAP firms. Tunes 
“that were: written’ by. cleffers with ; 
_ BMI commitments will remain in: 

BMI and their disposition will be. 
. negotiated. Morris, incidentally, 
“becomes the first important 
; ASCAP publisher, many of whom | 
have BMI affiliates, to return to a 
100% ASCAP. status. 

Morris" election to the board last. 
j fall. by a special petition route in 
lwhich he gained the support of | 
‘one-twelfth of: the publishers’ vote, 
‘generated. considerable consterna- 
ation in some ASCAP circles. It 
“was felt ‘by the ASCAP partisans | 
that his. dual allegiance would. 
diminish his. total concern: for! 
ASCAP " objectives even though 
Morris-.is earning over $400.000 
‘from the: Society. 

Morris has been a longtime ad- 
vocate of amity between .ASCAP : 
and BMI but found that his views 
were not getting. across to other: 
board members~ because of his: 
BMI -affiliation. Most of the other : 

~ Doard members are veterans of 
the. early and subsequent battles . 
between. the two. performing’ rights 
societies: and they view with hos- 
tility any attempt to foster joint | 
activities, even ‘though mutually 
profitable, as ‘in the drive to get 
Congress to remove the. exemption : 
of the ‘jukeboxes from the Copy-! 
right Act. 
“ Morris is parting with BMI on 
wholly amicable terms. Robert 

- Burton, BMI. vice-prexy, said of 
Morris: “I. have the highest per- 
sonal regard: for Morris and. re- 
spect his personal judgment.” “It's 
‘understood that BMI execs are: 
sympathetic: to the possibility of | 
exploring cooperative action but i 
in view of the many offensives 
taken against BMI: by ASCAP 
members, -BMI is waiting for | 
ASCAP to. make the first move. 
Morris’. move is the first and. 

_only sign of any: peace moves be- 
tween the two societies. In fact. | 
more: .acrimony may be in the. 
works. 
meeting on tHe Coast, ASCAP 
execs. disclosed: that they Had re-: 
tained Arthur Dean, 
enfitrust lawyer of the Sullivan & 
Come erm, to take “‘appro- | 
priate action” against BMI. the; 
specific mature still being. kept 
under. Wraps: | 

DICK ADLER, CHAPPELL 
JO PUBLISH ‘KWAMINA’ | 

anna 

:the publication of Adier’s score . 
‘for “Kwamina.”: Broadway tuner’ 

season.. The show is: 
seheduled: for an early fali pro-’ 
ductien’ with. pre-Broadway ‘show- . 
ings scheduled at the O'Keete } 
-Centre in Toronté and the Colonial 
“Theatre in Boston. . 

“Kwamina™’ is Adler's first solo 
Broadway effort. since the death of 
his. partner Jerry Ross with whem | 
he wrote “The Pajama Game” and 
“Damn Yankees.” Adler has done.: 

At the Iast membership | 

prominent. | 

MUSIC &9 

I IN PEACE BID 
Am-Par Entering Longhair Market 

Via Control of Westminster Label 

Ted Weems’ Comeback 
Chicago, May 16. 

Ted ‘Weems, who has been in- 
semi-retirement in Dallas, Texas, ' 

‘for the past three years. embarks 
lon the comeback trail with a 13- 
ipiece orch on the one-and-two- ' casting-Paramount Theatres 
'niter circuit this summer. New ‘ 
-;;Weems unit is managed and: 
‘booked by Orchestras Inc: out of 
: Chi. 

Three year hiatus was Weems 
first layoff of any duration since 
his first million-seller record, 

‘Piccolo. Pete” in 1929. Managers : 
report that Weems’ return was 28, 
result of. a test. mailing to country ' 

duced substantial bookings 
ithroughout the summer. 
{ 

E B. Marks Sues 
‘20th in Sale Of 
Pic Music to TV 

Latest in a series of damage 
suits filed -by music publishers 
, against. film majors was served on 
:20th-Fox Monday {15} by E. B. 
‘Marks. 

i The N.Y.. Federal Court action | 
-Wants 20th enjoined from dealing ; 
to television those pix in its back- 

‘Jog containing tunes licensed by: 
i Marks. Suit doesn’t specify how 
many features are involved, but 
asks an accounting to determine ! 
damages. The Marks-20th pact, NaS 
set in 1946. According to the-« 
the licensing arrangement uly 
covers theatrical exhibition. 
i Similar suits against picture! 
companies are now in the works 

‘by Sam Fox Music and Jerry 
: Vogel Music. 

‘Newport Jazz Concerts 
No Help. for Insommia: 

Newport, RoI... May 16. 
A court fight to prevent the 

{ 1961 jazz concerts from being held ‘ 
‘jn Freebody Park here is. under-— 

ay. Eleven property owners liv-. 
i ing near the park began the fight 
iin Superior Court Wednesday 
1110) and five witnesses testified on ' 
: the property owner's petition tor 

temporary injunction apainst 
Music at Newport Ine., which is 
Staging this year’s concerts, and 

| the mayor and city council. 
i Thev contended that the contract 
between Music at New port and the 

{city for use of the park is unlaw- ' 
; jul and that the proposed concerts 
are a public and private nuisance 
and their atforney so informed 
Judge Florence K. Murray. 

| Testifying -as to the damage to 
\ his property, which backs up to 
| Freebody Park, .George N. Yates 
said. that during the past five fes- 

| tivals his family could get no rest 
or sleep because of the noise. He 
‘said he had to be outside patrolling 
his property in order to. preserve . 
‘it. Beer. cans, bottles and fire- 

t 
- 

Dick’ Adjer. and. Chappell have j crackers were’ thrown onto his | 
tied up to form Sahara Musie for ! Jawn, he testified, and his garden! 

and hedge ‘were trampled by 
crowds. 

Limeliters Gross 22G 

In Four Frisco Dates 
‘San Francisco. Muy 16. 

| The Limeliters grossed a Ereal ; 
$22.500 -in four concert dates in 

‘the Frisco area last week. It Was, 
: the trio’s first concert series in: 
‘which they headlined. and, more 

words -and music. alone. for two i significant. perhaps, the trio “were 
‘specials “Little. Wom- 

en” and “Gift Of The Magi." 
A@ler-Ross - scores for “Pajama : 
Gasne™: and “Damn Yankees” 
‘pliblished by Frank Music 
it (er Frank set up a firm. with Ad 

¢ 

Si he 1s fir Hi 

iy th, Chappell. 

Keown as Andrew Music, 
is Adler’s first 

The. 

were * 
and.’ 

~:400-scat Sacramento Ci- ic 
The: 
ue: 

alone on the bill. 
Limelitcrs grossed $7.500 at 3.-- ee eee 

.400-seat Berkeley Conimunity The- : 
Frise 29 

at 4.- 

vette, $7.78Q0 at 3,10N--cat 
Ma-onie Auditorium, £4 100 

torium and $3.200 et 
Sen Jase Civie Auditor: 

‘ lrouses were scaled to $# 

23! G-cout 

um. <All 
mr 8 
49 Op. 

clubs and private clubs. which pro- | 

Audi-* 

Am-Par Reeords ‘ABC-Para- 

mount! made its first major step 

into the classical field last week 

“Uwith the acquisition of controlling 

interest in Westminster Records. 

The sum was not revealed in the 

' purchase. The American Broad- 

sube 
‘sid, also acquired interest in West- 
‘minster Recording Sales Ii.¢., 
| Whitehall Records and Westmin- 
| ster Tape Corp., all Westminster 
Record subsids. 

| Last year, Westminster wunder- 
; went a revamping when the Na- 
:tional Recording Co. acquired all 
| Westminster shares previously held 
‘by the National Aircraft Corp. 

According to Sam Clark, Am-Par 
prez, few changes, if any, are con- 
templated in personnel. However, 
new ideas in merchandising and 
production will be developed to en- 
‘hance the existing Westmirster 
catalog. Plans are already in the 
formative stage to buildup the cat- 
alog with recordings of American 
and European symphonic, orches- 
i" and chamber music groups. 

The recordings will be under the 
| athe reco! of Dr. Kurt List, long 
associated with Westminster. How- 
ma Stark will continue as West- 
minster’s sales manager. Both will 
| move over to Am-Par’s headquar- 
ters in NLY. 

| The Am-Par buyup of Westmin- 
( ster follows the pattern set tuo 
years ago when the company 
bought the Command and Grand 

i Award lines. In addition to the 
| ABC- Paramount label and the Im- 
(pulse jazz line. the company also 
‘distributes for several indie labels. 

‘NORMAN LAND TO HEAD 
UA RECORDS IN EUROPE 
Norman Land, former director of 

, promotion for Europe and tie Near 
l Rast for RKO Pictures, hav heen 
.named European administrator for 
‘United Artists Records. He'}l work 
funder Art Talmadge, v p. and gen- 
eral manager of the labcl. 

UA Records has established its 
own offices in Paris v.here Land 
_Will headquarter. He steps into !is 
‘new spot June 1. Sidney She#:l, 
idirector of foreign operitions for 
_the diskery, has been conferring 
with Land in NUY. with the latter 
skedded to return to Europe May 
17. 

| Shemel said UA has wrapped 
-a deal with Deutsche Gramumayzition, | 
‘currently handling the Jahel m 
{Germany and Austria, for dist:b- 
jution in Scandinavia and Sv :tz- 
terland. The UA logo will he fea- 
:tured in all areas. 

Golden in Chappell Deal 
For ‘Abe Lincoln’ Copies . 

In addition to putting out an 
‘original cast album ver sion of the 
ichildren’s musical, “Young Ahe 
Lincoln,” on the Golden libel, pro- 
ducer Arthur Shimkin has «ct a 

ideal with Chappell for the sheet 
| music. Chappell will be the sclhng 
‘agent for the score by Victor Zis- 
- kin (music) and Joan Javits tlvries) 
which is published in Shimkin‘s 
Fairway firm. 

The show, which had heen run- 
hing on Broadway at tee Evscene 
! O'Neill Theatresfor several weeks, 
‘moved off-Broadway lat week to 
‘the York Theatre. During: its run 
at the O'Neill the erigival cist 
album, priced at $198 Ihad ixcn 

‘selling at the rate of ACE a week 
at the theatre. The Sheet sinsie 
will go on sale in the lobby #ong 
with the LP this «eck. 

Meantime, Shimkin das artaiced 
for a vidtape showing af “Yeung 
Abe LineolIn” on N.Y ‘’s WNEY 

‘station June 7 and is plannine 2a 
sec ond compiny to pigy in Gettys- 
wag Vas in a ticup with Fan- 
tussiand starting July 1 for tice 
wercends. The N.Y. conspany, 
Which also tours the Menepectitan 
public schoadis, mav lat the sume 
mer stock tral and do the show 

. in W f stport, Cunn, 
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ARIETYs RECORD TIPS. 
(Tune Index of Performance & Sales) 

This. weekly tabulation is based on a statisti cally balanced ratio of disk sales, nationally, as re ported by key outlets in major cliles, and music 

programming by ihe major independent radio stations. 

Last No. Wks. 

Wk. OnChort TITLE, ARTIST LABEL: 

1 9 RUNAWAY | 

Del Shannon ......- eevee Big Top | 

3 10 MOTHER IN LAW 
E. K-Doe evoeevneeoeonsesoeoeeor Mint 

5 9 ONE HUNDRED POUNDS OF CLAY 

. Gene McDaniels ..........+ Liberty 

2 10 J TOLD EVERY LITTLE STAR 

Linda Scott .......... Can.-Amer. 

8 5 BRAND NEW BROKEN HEART 
Connie Francis ........-00+ 

23 4 ‘TRAVELIN' MAN 
Rickie Nelson ........+++ Imperial | 

4 10 BLUE MOON 
Marcels ........ vesseeeee Colpix 

6 7 YOU CAN DEPEND ON ME 

Brenda Lee ....-. esse eeeee Decca 

12 5 RUNNING SCARED | 
Ray Orbison .......-. .. Monument 

11 5 DADDY'S HOME 
Shep. & Slimlighters ........- . Hull 

20 8 HELLO WALLS 
Faron Young .....+....+» Capitol 

10 if JUST FOR OLD TIMES SAKE 
McGuire Sisters .........,-+~ Coral 

22 4 ‘TRAGEDY 
Fleetwoods ..........+- ~+« Dolton 

i5 4 MAMA SAIO 
Shirelles .......-. iaeeee Imperial 

13. 13 PORTRAIT OF MY LOVE 
Steve Lawrence ....:-+.++00+- UA | 

7 8 BUTI DO 
Clarence Henry ......... .»» Argo 

17 4 HELLO MARY LOU 
Rickie Nelson ........... Imperial 

18 {tf TAKE GOOD CARE OF HER 
Adam Wade ........+..+5 . Coed 

2! 7 BONANZA 
Al Caiola .......... sseceese UA | 

16 10 BUMBLE BOOGIE 
B. Bumble & Stingers. ...Rendezvous 

9 10 ON THE REBOUND 
Floyd Cramer ......--s00- . Victor 

24 3 LITTLE DEVIL 
Neil Sedaka ........ veeees Victor 

38 3. LITTLE EGYPT 
Coasters ..... 00. see ceveeee Atto 

32. 2 MOODY RIVER 
Pat Boone ..........-000- ... Dot 

19 4 FLAMING STAR 
Elvis Presley ...... ws eecene Victor 

14 6 SOME KIND OF WONDERFUL 
Drifters ...... 0.0 cee enee Atlantic . 

26 4 MESS AROUND: 
Chubby Checker ........ Parkway 

35 6 MA FOOL TO CARE 
Soe Barry ........ es cece eeee Jin 

42 3 BIG BIG WORLD 
Johnny Burneff ..........5 , Liberty 

33 6 TRIANGLE 
Jani Grant ......ceeeees Caprice 

25 7 BABY BLUE 
Echos ...eseeeeees eeeeee SOQwWay 

36 6 FUNNY 
Maxine Brown ........000¢ Nomar 

— | JFEEL SO BAD 
Elvis Presley ... ccc cease Victor 
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27 

79 

31 

45 

37 

39 
55 

28 

50 

70 

69 

34 

87 

57 

64 

él 

30 

83. 

29 

63 

97 

46 

44 - 

72 

4 

40 

90 

LABEL 

TONIGHT MY LOVE 
Paul Anka ee cesvccccece -ABC-Par 

BILBAO SONG | 
Andy Williams .......... Cadence | 

ONE MINT JULIP 
Ray Charles ........+.+++« Impulse 

HALF WAY TO PARADISE : . 
Tony Orlando. eovereceosveee Epic 

TONIGHT | FELL IN LOVE 
Tokens ........ woeesece Warwick | 

FOOLING AROUND 
Kay Starr .......ssseseee Capitol 

OLDIES BUT GOODIES | 
Little. Caesar ...cceeescees Del-Fi 

PEANUT BUTTER 
‘Marathons | ceecccccscesves Arved 

MY THREE SONS o |. 
‘Lawrence Welk ........++++2- Dot 

GIRL OF MY BEST FRIEND 
_Rral Donner ..:.....,00000. Gone 

“BUZZ.A DIDDLE IT 
Freddie Cannon ............ Swan 

RAINDROPS | 
Dee Clark ........+..++- Veo Jay 

UNDERWATER 
Frogmen .....0.0.eeee00- eCandix 

WHO WILL THE NEXT FOOL BE 
Charlie Rich ..........0++++ Philips 

A LITTLE FEELING 
Jack Scott.........+. eoee Capitol 

1 FALL TO PIECES . 
Patsy Cline .........0e.202 Decca | 

OLD BLACK MAGIC 
Bobby Rydell ............ Cameo 

ASIA MINOR 
Kokomo ...... sesnece..ce Felsted 

ONE EYED JACKS 
Ferrante & Teicher ........... UA 

WHAT DID I SAY 
Jerry Lee Lewis ....eceeee08. SUN 

RONNIE 
Marcy Joe ..........se0e, Robbie 

‘CONTINENTAL WALK 
Hank Ballard ......:...8... King 

PLEASE LOVE ‘ME, FOREVER 
Cathy Jean ene ceeancersece Valmor. 

RIGHT OR WRONG 
Wanda Jackson .......... Capitol 

WALK RIGHT BACK 
Everly Bros. ........00. ew oeeee WB 

SOMEBODY ELSE'S BOY 
Connie Francis .......... .. MGM 

YOU'RE GONNA NEED MAGIC 
Roy Hamilton ........... «++ Epic 

RAINING. IN MY HEART 
Slim Harpo .. rtseceeecees Excello 

.EXODUS 
Eddie Harris ..........46 Vee Jay 

BELOVED STRANGER 
Daarts ee a ee eeeeoe Dyna 

LIFE'S A HOLIDAY: 
Jerry Wallace ......... Challenge { 

WAYWARD WIND 
~Gogi Grant .......2...600066 Era” 

THE REBEL | 
Johnny Cash ......... sseeses Col 
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47 7  TENDERLY 
Bert Kaempfort ........... Decca 

51 18 APACHE 7 
Jorgen Ingmann ........00% . Atco 

56 8 SHU RAH =. 
Fats Domino ee Imperial 

_49 8 MERRY-GO-ROUND 
Marv Johnson .....cssesrences UA 

76 2 ‘SINCERELY YOUR FRIEND 
Benny Joy evevesd,. eeecoeove¢e Decca. 

99 7 FROGG - 
Brothers Four ee. we ® ° oeone ae e Col. 

52 2 MOTORCYCLE MICHAEL 
. Jo Ann Campbell. eccoee (ABC-Par) 

54 4 NEXT KISS 
Conway Twitty ...:.+....66 MGM 

60 3 GOOD GOOD TOWN . 
Chubby Checker ........ “Parkway 

71 8 CONTINENTAL WALK 
Rollers ...........0000006 Liberty 

—. 2. CHARANGAPACHANGA | 
‘Merv Griffin:........ seeee Carlton 

— 1 “OKLAHOMA HILLS 
Hank Thompson ........ .» Capitol 

— 9 HIDEAWAY a 
Freddie King ..........,.. Federal 

65 4 MAN ALONE © 
Conway Twitty :.......+.e0 MGM 

48 18 DON'T WORRY 
Marty Robbins eotcovnoees Columbia 

— | ALWAYS HURT ONE YOU LOVE: 
Clarence Henry ..... 60.0566 Argo. 

67 8 TRUST.IN ME 
| Etta James ........eeee008+ Argo 

53 17 DEDICATED. TO THE ONE | LOVE 
Shirelles ......ccccccceve Sceptor 

— { LOUIE, LOUIE. | 
‘Rockin’ Robin Roberts ..., Etiquette 

86° 2. JURA . 
Les Paul & Mary Ford....:.:.. Col 

— 6 LOUISIANA MAN 
Rusty & Doug ............ Hickory 

85 4 OUT OF A CLEAR BLUE SKY 
Lawrence Welk. . bac eeeeees + Dot. 

— | THIS SONG IS.JUST FOR YOU 
Hank Locklin .............. Victor 

— 1! EVERY BEAT OF MY HEART 
PIppS ...5....0e eee »..0+ Vee Jay 

66 7 GREAT SNOW MAN | 
Bob Luman .......... o WB 

—. { DON'T BE AFRAID _ 
Bobby Rydell .. whe eeeee. ~» Cameo 

— 1 -GOT MY FINGERS CROSSED 
Teresa Brewer ............+ Coral 

— | GREENER PASTURES | 
Stonewall Jackson ....... were Col 

98 7 I'M_IN THE MOOD FOR LOVE 
| Chimes ......0eeeeeeeceeees Tag, 

82 2 KISSIN' GAME . 
Dion eons . eoene rd ‘Laurie 

— | STAND BY ME 
Ben E. King. ......ccccccees Atco. 

84 2 BABY FACE 
Bobby Vee .............. Liberty 

62 2 BEMY BOY ~ 
7 . Paris. Sisters ........6:+..Gregmar 

73 5 ‘SPARKLE & SHINE 
Coquettes 0... .sceec cee Capitol 
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Inside Stuf—Music nn Combo Review 
_ Warner Bros. ‘Records is marketing.a two- sided disking of Barclay |* 

Allen’s. “Cumana "with ‘all profits to be given the pianist-composer. | DON ROTH QUARTET 
who has been paralyzed since near-fatal auto accident in 1949. Allen ' Hotel Muehlebach, K.C. 
resently fell out. of his wheelchair and injured arm and shoulder; ‘Don Roth has one of the neater 
necessitating general hospitalization: Learning of his plight Connie | combos. around. Usually a trio, itsi* 
Hajnes,. Bob Hope. Jane Russell, Peter Potter and Mrs. ‘Potter. (chirp la quartet for this stand, his first. 
Beryl Davis) had. him’ removed to Westside hosp, where . he now is ‘in the Picardy ‘Cafe of the Hotel | 
confined. -Muehlebach. © Roth has over the 

This week Misses Russell, Davis and Haines cut one side of. disk, Years played Virtually every spot of 
‘backed by. Lou Busch’s orch. Busch, under his pseudo. of Joe ‘\Fingers) any “downtown consequence here, 
Carr cut the flip instrumentally. “Cumana” was, of course, Allen’s ‘coming into the Muehlebach from 
top hit composition. All talent is dcnating services. and Warner Bros. ;the nearby Kansas City’ Club and 
Records, an arrangement. With its prexy- “Jim Conkling is--marketing ; having preceded that with-a stay at 
in ‘manner whieh ‘assures Allen: ofall forthcoming coin. Allen first ithe Hotel Continental down the 
achieved renown when 88ing. with Freddy Martin's band. He. left that ; street the other way. 

.erch in 1947 and formed. own crew. “playing. niteries successfully ‘until! To his usual complement of Bill 
auto accident i in Nevada crippled. him { from chest down: for life. ” .|MePherson. on organ: and John 

‘Lancaster on. drums. Roth has 
«dded- guitarist Ray .Duggan for 

Singer Guy Mitchell is getting hefty global exposure. On Monday 'this engagement ‘and the crew is 
(15), a new tv film series. “Whispering Smith.” in- which he costars: i playing. for nightly dancing with a 
with Audie Murphy, bégan a 26-week run on. the NBC net and the {$2 minimum~ weeknights and $1 
same day he epened a three-week engagement at the Checkers. Club cover Saturdays, in a meaxure re- 
in. Sydney, Australia. As: part of his booking, Mitchell will fiv to iplacing’ the downstairs Terrace 
Melbourne each | Monday to appear on 4a variety tv show. The: (Grill as the hotel's dine -and d:ne- 
“Whispering Smith” ‘series is already onthe air ‘in.Melbourne over ery, Roth does the old faves for 
GTV and in Sydney: over ATN. Following the Checkers appearance. i which he is highly. noted, throws in 
Mitchell. will play a: “week: of one-nighters in New Zealand before - ‘the current top tuners and cbliges 
“returning. to the U.S.. and resume -his nitery tour: {with the. Latin requests, 
os oS . It’s all instrumental,. wrapyed! 

a around: Roth's pinchers and vibes..j 
Despite the entry. of. four % ‘more Jabels | ‘into the compatible stereo : ‘ably abetted by Duggan's guiter | 

field. the Record. Industry Assn. of Anierica is not-yet considering aDY tand background by the Hammend 
standards’ for the compatible disks. According to: Henry Brief, exec | work-of McPherson. Even Lancas- |. 
secretary of the RIAA. an.erroneous report that the org was considering ter gets an inning now and then 
standards for compatible stereo emanated from the Coast and mush-, for Latin emphasis. Quan, 
roomed in the east. Compatible stereo. was. launched. last year by De- j — 
-sign. Records and last week Sounds of Our Times, Golden Crest, Tops © 
,and Stereoddities announced. their. entry ‘into the’ field. Interdise’ s Traditional 

_ British Jazz for U.S. Mart 
_A description in a recent: issue of VaRIETy. of the Israeli Composers. 

League Publications as “the biggest publishing operation ‘in Is:ael” is ‘London, May 16. 
challenged by the Israeli Music Publications Ltd. According to the _Interdise, ‘British subsidiary ot. 
latter, ICLP has. issued no publications fo. eae except four. mixed | the. Yank Riverside label, is con- 
albums. It's claimed tha e top Israeli ‘publishing firms are the a 
Illan Melody Press, Negen, Israeli Music Publications, which controls | (ucting a nationwide search for 
the entire symphonic and other serious output of Israeli's best known: i British: jazz bands with a view to 
eomposers.. I promoting them both in the States’; 

— and on the Continent. Main gim- ; 
. The nationally syndicated comic strip, “On Stage, vt will bulld its story ! mick will be to give a trad ‘for 

-line around vocal coach-arranger Phil Moore for the next six weeks. 
Moore will be referred to into the strip, which is created: by Leonard , 
Starr, as “Dr. Philmore.” In real life, Moore has devised acts for such British musicomedies. 
performers: as Frank Sinatra, Diahann Carroll, Lena Horne, Julie Wilson: An Interdise spckesman told | 

and Rosemary. Clooney, among others. "| VaRIETY: “We've only Leen eperat- 
‘ing in Britain for 4 month su the 

A comment in last week's VARIETY album reviews that Harrison ‘ ischeme has hardjy: got off the 
Bakery, nitery comic who recorded an LP for RCA Victor, had. not been ° ground yet. But there's been a 
played a regular ‘booking at the hungri iin San Francisco was incorrect. » rowift reaction and we shall be lis- 
Baker opened at the Frisco club. Jan. .2. and. stayed for two weeks! ‘ 
during which time Victor: recorded the package, titled “The Last. of , tening to any jazzbaud that we can’ 

ll Comedians.” — ;hear, from the toppers. such. .1s 
the Well C . | Kenny Ball's con:bo to the ul 

knowns.” 

| NEWEST HITS! | rT Rank in Global Deal _ if 4 Only British musical that Inter 
- ing about ditty. And more distress- ! @ THE BILBAO SONG. For RCA Mexicana Disks. {ead treatment is “The Box Friend, 

r PERCY FAITH .. COLUMBIA entre : ‘Nexico. City, May 16. i for huddles with Jack Lewerke, . LEROY HOLMES. sersnssuessssennne M.G.M, 12992 - 
© ANDY. WILLIAMS wrenonnnns-CADENCE 1398 |} 5 In. deal with J. Arthur Rank U.K. chief of Interdise. 

NF enseusnueoen nn: ene serene ees ke ; Records, RCA Victor Mexicana as! . 

From the Warner Bros, Picture “PARRISH” © | come to an agreement which =| Legion Decides 
UCY’S THEME @ {lead to major exploitation. of 1o-. ; . 

eter STRINGS ....... MERCURY 71815 ,, { Cally: made platters throughout Legion Decides 
GEORGE GREELEY ........ WARNER BROS. 5218 € 1 Europe. Raul-deI Valle, RCA exec 
THE HOLLYRIDGE STRINGS wim GAPITOL, 4587  S. | said pact also gives firm right: to: ams. Continued from page 5 — | 

igion’s word is that all forms of 
_ Leroy HOLMES oo: sobeseccanesogba oenetatones tes ae .M 

FREDDY MARTIN Ouesceeacpensenoescenens’ .KAPP WagIX &. 

ALLISON'S THEME oO 

| distribute disks of some 60° firms , 

‘tled in with: Rank. sevil, while indeed cepicted. are 
Agreement ds a big break for. ‘shown in the “most unflattering’! 

FETE FOUNTAIN inroraiers CORAL czase € ! Mexican talent, del Valle said. for: ight.” 

RUTH WELCOME snccumavmpan CAPITOL A562, © | singers, combos and orchestras ‘Tye theme of “Vita’ is ' “animat- > 1 will, now have a. chance to become ed throughout by a moral: spirit.” 
PAIGE’S THEME a internationally known via distribu-:' Ty, indeed a denunciation ct evil 
FREDDY MARTIN wees phevesecavarccccoces KAPP K-391X (2 | tion in a. dozen’. countries. ‘The py. the: simple depiction | of ev il, 

©’ MAKE. BELIEVE LOVER || Rank-RCA pact will be. in for ce for | Legion, as headed by “Msgr. 
rt) CONNIE STEVENS . eeeeeaens WARNER BROS. 5217. five years. | Thomas Little, aJso points to an 

— Apparent. commitment by distribu- 
Hotbine PUBLISHERS ;ter Astor. Astor is pursuing a “re- Wet es Impasse © Sponsipe policy of ‘showing the 

in English sub-titles. 
— Continued trom page 1 = ‘Presumably the, thought here is 

Guild of Musical Artists, $252.000 . lThe 

duction only te the mature adult 
Basic salary of a pit musician at audience and “the fuaranteed | ad- 

i ha :. of ithe. opera house ig now $170 week- vertising cam : ” paign for this film 
of the Mademolselle,. ly. Union asks this go up to $268 does not and will not appeal to 

" . TAY = de Paree” : per man, or a $98: weekly salary prurient interest.” 
RAIN ; ‘ rise. Rehearsal scale is also under _- 

! AFM demand for $7:50. an hour: 
Theme from the New Film. J; against Present $3.30 an hour for} 
"The Cow and I" . tug. hour minimum call, , Richardson 

i ing an is associates are 
ROGER: WILLIAMS . [ strivi ‘ing this: time to drive’ home ous Continued from ‘page 5 smcasms | 

‘the idea that last-minute crisis can- _gyric, “but simply have ma ims MUSIC ° ies Wey N. ¥. 19 | ditions. are not ‘of their’ creation. ° many pictures. aith sr tate 0 
[it's stated that they were repeat- they try to out-gloes their previous 

-ATTENTION 
edly “stalled”: by ‘nearly ‘all the effort.” 

- TO ALL CONCERNED IN. 

‘crafts, and most. notably: the musi-: 
-eians. Idea is that the unions. not 

‘“ THE MUSIC INDUSTRY _ 

That Great Standard pee 

‘“—he’ scents it cnly in the! ‘the Met, have been: practicing the wave’ 4 
'“Brinkmanship” which was recent- U.S. nightclub medium, per Mort | 

“Close 

Your Eyes’ ’ 

| (dy cited.in San Francisco when the >25/: Mike & Elaine and kindred | 

Now Being Published. by—_ 

‘opera house there nearly cancelled P¢Ttormers. 

| BERNICE PETKERE MUSIC, INC. 

Composer : | 

Anent the much-bruited “new: 

the fall season because of union Richardson was in Manhattan to 
situation. ‘set himself as director of a pro-| 

: jected. play. “Kwamina,” but when 
; fey ig 9 ; dre left for home the deal had col- 

Hendricks Jazz Post jlapsed. He's winding’ up, mean- 
Jon Hendricks, . of the team “of; while, filmization of “A Taste of 

| Lambert, Hendricks & Ross. has' Honey” under his Woodfall banner 
‘|’ been named musical director. of the.| (partnering him with writer John 
Randall's: IsJand Jazz Festival this: Osborne! and which Continentat 

T1612 N. Argyle, Hollywood 28; Cal, .| year. | Distributing is helping to finance " Bhone: HOI ywood .9-3366 ~~ |. ‘The sixth annual bash has beenjfor -U.S. release ‘rights. Si:ould be : emnanennainnts Set.for Aug. 25-27, here next February. 

traditional) jazz facial to several» 

that the origina}. soundtrack could'| 
Tt be misleading to the non-savvy; | ° 

PAUL |: to the Stagehands Union ‘and $55.- 4s t li - 
SONG DURAND - 1,000 to the smaller crafts. Stor is recommending the pro 

re 7 

m0 . . . + 
si as, 

Disk Counterfeiters Throw in Sponge 
| With No-Defense Plea in Jersey Court 
German Disk Bestsellers : 

Frankfurt. May 9. 
Pigalle ...... Bill Ramsey 

‘Pelydor) 
Ramona .... Blue Diamonds 

‘Philips) 
Wheels =...... Billy Vaughn 

iLondon) 

Apache -ceeee-. Shadows 
:Columbia) 

Pepe ... ...... Duane Eddy 
-London) 

Memories of Sorrento Presley 
‘RCA? 

Life Begins at 17. Ivo Robic 
y _ 'Polydor) 

Cowboy Alexander & Ramsey 
_-Poixdor 

Lonesome Tonight? . Presley 
"RCA? 

Looked. Like a Lord Brokken 
‘Philips: 

§ 

Mere i m Distrib Deal 
For Vance’s Pioneer Label 

Chicago, May 16. 

‘Following its new interest in 
deals with independent producers 

, and artists. Mercury has signed an 

agreement with tunester-producer 
Paul Vance for the manufacture: 

-and= distribution of the newly- 

‘termed Pioneer label of Vance. 

The deal came about when Mer- 
na ae 

: “Charlie Wasn't There” hy Bar- 
bara Evans. An exclusive agree- 
ment was then meade for not only 
“Charlie,’ but also for Pioneer 

‘and cther pressings hy Vance's 
anpok Corp. that might he of in- 

‘terest to Mercury. 

SANG IT—BUT NOT AUTHOR 
‘Holywood, Mey 16. 

i * Story from San Antonio stating 
Dave Gardner wrote “Coward of. 
the Alamo” song which is sw eeping 
Texas, just ain‘t so, according to 
his agent. 

Situation “is stirring up quite a 
thing” in that state. and Gardner's ' 
emissary admits he did .1ecord 
same but claims no authorship. 

Particularly distressing is long! 
distance calls and mail complain-! 

ing is fact that Gardner is slated 
to appear at Houston Music Hall ' 

‘for concert June 24 and face a lot 

ere ;of ‘ ‘unhappy people.” " 

| 

The internationally celebrated 
conductor Wilfrid Pelletier, co- 

founder of the Montreal Svm- 

;phony and director of its “Youth 
iConeerts,” rehearses the orchestra 
iwith his Norelco tape recerder 

1 close at hand. For many seasons, 

i Mr. Pelletier was the congenial 

‘conductor of the N. Y. Philhbar- 

monic “Young People’s Concerts,” 
the Metropolitan Opera and the 
Is Metropolitan Opera Auditions of 
the Air. A familiar figure in the 

field of music-education, he estab- 
lished, and continues to serve, as 
director of -the Conservatoire de 
Musique et @Ait Dremat que of 

-}the Province of Quebec. Accord- 

fcury sought the distribution of: 

+ The first major court action con- 

eerning the counterfeiting of 1¢¢- 

,ords wound up last week in Bergen 

County (N.J.) when the three de- 

fencents offered a no-deferse 

(Non-Vult)! plea and threw them- 

selves on the mercy of the courts. 

The plea of Robert Arkin. prev of 

Benus Platta-Pak. Milton Richman 

of the same firm, and Biad Atwead, 

of Atwoud Enterprises in Hetiv- 

weod, could muke them Hable to 

a jail sentence. a fine or beth. 

Judge Benjamin Galenti ail band 

Gown the sentence June 2. 

| The major breakthrough in the 

case came Isst Tuetday ¢S) when 

| Earl Corr, @ Coast printer who iid 

| not been previowly identified In 
ithe case, was placed on the viund 

bs the prosecution. Corr flertified 
jlaels for the Cameo record, “TD ng- 
!A-Ling” ty Bobby Rrdell ania 
Laurie recording. “When You Wish 
Upon a Star" by Dion & Tie Pei- 
monts which were on records 
seized in a raid at the New Jer-cy 
firm. Bonus-Mlatta-Pak Yast decree, 
as heaving been printed in his he p. 
These Tahels had not been orecred 
by either Cameo or Laurie. ~ 

Corr had received plates ef the 
art work of both labels from ¢ Wil- 

‘liam Thompson, who had kien 
“Atwood on the Coast anid whe is 
currently under indictment with 

i Atwood in California on a simuar 
charge. Thompson who had ap- 
peared on the stand Wednesdzy 
(10) revealed he had instruetca 
Corr to duplicate the type on the 
labels. then print them. Corr was 
while to identify his Jabels becauwe 
his tvpe was not exacily the <ame 
#S the original. There was alka a 
;damaced spot on the label wiach 
Corr further identified. 

Thompson, who followed Curr to 
the stand. said that Atwoed had 
asked him to duplicate the two 
labels. Peter Korelich. head éf 
the pressing plant, is also under 
Indictment in the Coast ease. The 
Coast case is scheduled for trial 

‘in August. 

The investigation was sparked by 
[ARMADA ‘American Record 
Manufacturers and _ Distributors 
Assn.) through its legal coun,-el, 
Blane, Steinberg, Balder & Stein- 

‘brook, who were respons:ble for 
“uncovering much. of the counter- 
: feiting. 

ao 

ve 7 CORES FOR reece weene, VIRUS ows Esercsaece os 

ing to the Maestro, “When it 
comes toe teaching music, wo:ds 
alone are never enough. Succe «- 
ful communication between teach- 
er and student depends. m Jace 
measure, upon «the = student's 
ability to accurately hear his own 
eftorts. I have iound that the 
superb ‘mirror image’ provided by 
my Norelco ‘Continental’ Tape 
Recorder is my guarantee of gpti- 
mum communication, and there hy 
the student's guarantee of prog- 
ress.” The Norelco ‘Continen‘a} is 
a product of North Americar 
Philips Co., Inc... High Ficaei ty 
Products Division, Dept. 1P5, 
230) Duffy Avenue, Hicksviile, 
Long Island, New York. 
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|] and live jazz at London's National i 

On the Upbeat e—e“"—"™ Garner Back In Groove 
Chicago Continued from page 39 

Marion MePartland set for Lon- Am-Par is a longtermer which, agreement with Octave Records, 
on House June 20 for three weeks,! sives the latter exclusive dis-| a firm which he ‘launched, since New York | Sales Executive Club . . . Dick 

. _— ‘ Gersh handling public relations for ! 
Vaughn Monroe bes.ns an exten: , ‘the Michigan-based Electro-Voice to be followed by. Red Nichols} ¢riputing rights to. all new Garner ! October, 1960, and-:prior to that, 

sive nizht club tour when he opens | 5) manufacturers of micro-| Aug. 8 for a like period . - - Eddie! recordings. Am-Par will also have | had been recording: for them on 
a two-week engagement at the 

Shoreham Hatel, Washington, June . 

12 He isows wah bookings in 

, phones, pickup needles. cartridges, ' Meee. ie Jan “a 0 Freddie's, ' first refusal rights to Octave. pro-’ a non- -exclusive basis’ since Febru- . 
j SMnneapois, July - + May") ductions featuring other artists. ary, 1959; as authorized by the speakers, etc. i nard F ‘into Birdland, N.Y., 

Louis Armetrong, LaVern Baker’ | nard Ferguson int o Bird an D Cal Lampley, former. artists & American Federation of Musicians. 

nas eatin Cae eae aa the and Julie Wilson ofen at Basin’ Ellington Orch plays ‘Storyville repertoire staffer with Columbia, The Octave-Am-Par deal, inci- 

Earl May Tr’s continue a mi dwest-) treet East next: Monday (22! .. 2: at Cape Cod. Harwich, Mass., cur Warner Bros. and RCA Victor, will dentally, only covers. distribution 

von tu wit a date atthe Flame, "48 Zone comes into the B-j 701, vigntugy, Eee vebva un Galas ak wil Sul Felis doeoiieg the US Both diskeris are cure 
Room, Deiroit, May 26-June 4 and ms y et ne ne erate then: til May 25, booked ‘for. a -return | froin his pop a&r post at ABC-Par. rently in talks over foreign dis 

the co-headline with Lambert. ‘ ; Aug. 17 for six weeks... Sammy|{ “Dreamstreet” is the first in a: tribution’ deals. The: pact also stip- 

Hendricks & Ross in a week of ‘the same day for a three-week, Kaye inked for Lakeland Ball- , series of Octave-produced Garner ulates. that the albums will be sold: 

.Stint. Arthur Whittemore, of the ;room, Memphis, June 11-18, and; albums which will be distributed through regular retail: outlets only’ 
concerts at tie Tivoli Theatre, Chi-  4,.5-piano ‘for Riviera, Las V J - - team, Whittemore & ; s Vegas, June 21-| by Am-Par, A new single is in the 7 
cazo, bezinning June 9 . . Joe, P _{ Aug. 16. Les Brown orch set for | works for. early June distribution. and will not be. available through 

‘i his first N. ¥ Lowe, is prexying the Bravo Pub-: Taxeside July 11- 16. Garner has been under exclusive , 80¥ record clubs. 
Willlams makes his firs ‘ lishing Co. which fs launching a! The new Garner LP is “titled 

date since Ieaving Count Basie’s no. mag of the lively arts called 
band at the Apollo this Friday ;Bravo in September . . . Singer 

(19) eee ad drummers do | rons x ov he in des ms net two | RETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLERS which have clicked are “Misty,” 

ors, SINSeTs tsides for the indie Jude label . ;..’ an » “Solitaire” and “Pass- 

a concert at Rutgers U. May 21 and; pinah Washington is hostessing a! (A National Survey of Key Outlets) | |! ing Through. Solit wea 

are set to open at Birdland May 29. /cocktailery for thrush Amanda | This Last No. wks. Garner is accompanied on. the 

Pep Record Distributors replaces | fhigpen at the Waldorf-Astoria:}] wk. wk. on chart “Dreamstreet” package ‘by: Eddie 

Sunland Music for the Everest | Friday (191. | ) ms Calhoun on bass and Kelly Martia 

label in Los Angeles and Dumont —__ | on drums, 

| 

for. one of his original composi- 

tions. Among. his -other originals 

Records takes over for Mutual Dis- 1 23. EXODUS (Victor) Meantime, the dispute between 

tributors in Boston . . . Barry London ' Soundtrack (LOC 1058) : Garner and Columbia. Records. is 

or, Sr, eT, ae still. cooking. Both have claimed. 

2 19 CAMELOT (Columbia) ' {! breach of contract and it may be 

Original Cast (KOL 5620) : ! some time before any decision is 

9 FRANK SINATRA (Capitol ‘ reached. Col recently won.a point 

. All the Way (W 1538) -against Garner when an injunction 
‘ order he filed to prevent Col from 

Kaye, former Hollywood (KLAC! 
and Pittsburgh (WAMP) deejay, Peggy Lee has asked Victor 

now a stock broker with Shearson, Feldman to be her accompanist , 
Hammill & Co. in L. A., was voted 
“salesman of the year” by L. A.'s ‘ during her London season at the | 

Pigalle, opening July 17 .... 

wee ee eel 

Adam Faith, David Whitfield, Don ! | 17 GREAT MOTION PICTURE THEMES (UA) distributing the alleged unauthor- 

OF THE: Arrol, Marion Ryan and Alma, Various Artists (UAL 3122) . ‘ized LPs was set aside. et 

. . der contract to Col from 
The : Cogan will be moving out of town | 38. NEVER ON SUNDAY (UA) "was -un 

WEEK | come July and August to warble | __ Soundtrack (UAL 4070) . | |! June; 1956, to June, 1958. 

their ditties in seaside summer:| 6 4 18 LAWRENCE WELK (Dot) - F : . . 

shows at Great Yarmouth and — a = ae aaa aaa I ~ alfred Newman's 

Scarborough . . . Gene Vincent, :[ 9 INGSTON TRIO (Capitol) 

THE who has just flown in to play ; . Make Way (T 1474) 1 THEME FROM 

ballrooms, one-nighters and appear “S314 MITCH MILLER (Columbia) THE PLEASURE 

U.K. permanently ... First Maori | ————_______________ 

show band ever to arrive in U.K., ~ ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) 

is the Hi-Five (actually they are’ . __  G. § Blues (LPM 2256) 

seven) who, wearing war paint and i013. 54 SOUND OF MUSIC (Columbia) 

flax skirts, enliven their cabaret: - Original Cast (KOL 5450) 

ith the haka—a Nev Zealand ; a 
act We ne naka—a New ee { MANTOVANI (London) war dance. | MANTO Lor 

Ella Fitzgerald and Peter Sellers . Music from Exodus (LL 3231) 

OF HISCOMPANY | 
Recorded ‘By. 

FRANK. CHACKSFIELD—-LONDON t 
“JACK ELLIOTT .........5 KAPP E 
FELIX SLATKIN: ......-. » LIBERTY | 

CHANTS 
will guest on first two of Jo Staf- | 10 14 £WILDCAT (Victor) - — 
ford’s 13-week series ct singing . Original Cast (LOC 1060) 
spectaculars for Associate ele-;f 33 14.16  LIMELITERS (Victor) 
vision. Skein starts ae at | - Tonight: In Person (LPM 2272) vic DAMONE. 

stree next mon ollowing i} ———————_ a 7 
US. trip of Pye Records toppers . : 4 17 8 JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) - Sings 

Louis Benjamin and Roger Threl-'{ _ Ss 1. Buy You a Star (CL 1623) oy ec 
fall, negotiations have been con-, 5 12 28 BOB NEWHART (WB) TH TE 
cluded for Pye to handle British | Button Down Mind Strikes Back (WI 393) THE PLEASURI 
distribution of output of Aristocrat | 6 16: 9 RAY.CHARLES (Impulse: OF HER COMPANY 
Recording Corp of U.S. American , Genius Plus Soul Equals Jazz (A-2) by Sammy Cahn and Allred Newman, 

artis’ piaiet Cask are eam. :| 17 23, 6 FRANK SINATRA (Reprise) 
sey Lewis, Benny Golson and beat | _______sC@RRingaading Ding 
singer Clarence (“Frogman”) Henry 8 24 16 RAY CONNIFF ‘Columbia) 

From the Parameuat Pleture 

“THE PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY | 
whose “But I Do” is already a hit Jj Memories Are Made of This (CL 1574) ‘Oa. Columbla Records 

here. Quick entry of Henry's plat-'| {9. 18 19 BERT KAEMPFERT (Decca) www wee c enone nennee a------ 
ter into British charts is believed .§ - Wonderland by Nizht (DL 4101) 

to have clinched the. deal ag | 20 38. 5 BRENDA LEE (Decca) 
American song writers Sid Tepper , Emotions (DL 4104: 

and Roy Bennett writing numbers . _ 
for new Cliff Richard movie “The | 21 15 2 MITCH MILUER 'Columbia) 

| FAMOUS music CORPORATION 
1619 Broadway, ‘New York 19, N.Y. (75) DIAMOND JUBILEE YEAR (75) 

Col. L. Wolfe Gilbert 

LY a GS es A ROE | APSR «al 

. ra - 

— «ve a Pa a ee TS ae 

Young Ones” .. . Moscow’s favour- :f : Tv Sing Along (CL 1628) - | " 7 — 

LIGHTNING STRIKES TWICE ite singing girl of the moment is. | 22 19 18 RUSTY WARREN (Jubilee). We Are Looking 
" « |{Londoner Gery Scott w | Knockens Up (JLP 2029) mo 

MEAD NOW | Scktitiaotiiestnae sotmote|| 218 ERANK sNatia cipian MUSIC, LYRICS 
| AND NOW than 3,000,000 copies in Russia. | | _:Swinging Session (W 1491) 
uu | | vy 1; Miss Scott is now doing personal J 24 35 4 PETE FOUNTAIN ‘Coral and 

The Astronaut of Space appearances for the Ruskies in'} French Quarter (CL 57359) E 

(ALAN SHEPARD) Moscow and Leningrad and her 5 — 2 BOBBY DARIN (Atco) SKETCH s 

success has opened up a mew mar Bobby Darin Story (LP 33130). for: 
'|ket for British talent. .Now Mos- . > 

This Is Current and a Sure-Fire Hit . : : 26 6 HENRY MANCINI 'Victor:  . . 

COW fs calling for erin ie ome. ; Mr: Lucky Goes Latin (LPM 2360) A NEW REVUE 
“WOLFIE’S” like CHI Riche nie duck be-|| 2728.4 BILLY VAUGHN (Dob re 

gan and Alma Cogan to duck be- ‘ , i Opening In the Fall ot 

HAPPY 75th YEAR hind the Iron Curtain with a ditty |} .. Orange Blossom Special (DLP 3366) Be ee ee . 

or two... British Film Institute 56 BOB NEWHART (WB) THE HAPPY MEDIUM THEATRE | 

running three programs of filmed | _ Button Down Mind (W 1379) CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

i “TERRY SNYDER (Command) p. 4 ote 
JESS ISSIR IIIT III IIIT ITO IIIA | | Persuasive Percussion IIL (CR 33-808) Prior to. New York Opening 

Include Self Addressed Envelope 
For’ Return of Material Submitted 

Contact: ROBERT WEINER 
234 West 44th St., New York 36 I 

lo 34370 

ee me a 

+ ~ 20° + HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor 
| _ ‘Returns to Carnegie Hall (LOC 6007) 

. ‘11 JOHNNY HORTON (Columbia) 
. Horton’s Greatest Hits (CL 1596) 

1 CARNIVAL IGM: 

And His Orchestra 

_ Original Cast (E 3946) 

2 WOODBURY (Stereoddities) — 

Featuring JOHNNY MARINO 
Currently 

‘Concert in Comedy (NW 3: | 

22 UNSINKABLE MOLLY BROWN 'N (Capitol) 

ROOSEVELT HOTEL, JACKSONVILLE, FLA. 

ONE YEAR CONSECUTIVELY and CONTINUING 
Soundtrack (CP 507: 

Original Cast (WAO 1509) 

BOOKED EXCLUSIVELY BY “THE ALAMO (Columbia) 

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION... aa Stra - 

LATEST RELEASE 
I've Seen Everything 

by | 

The ELEGANTS 

- 13°. DO RE MI (Victor 
. Original. Cast (LOC 2002) 

4 AL HIRT (Victor: 
.Greatest Horn in the World (LPM 2366) | 

3 PEPE (Colpix: 

dod i doddiocdddltcteictetcick HERE EPO HERERO ION 
JOE GLASER, President ! "ss Exodus to Jazz 

745 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 22, NLY., PLAZA 9-4600 ‘Tt 40 — +2” BRENDA LEE (Decca: 

en ee oe pt ee Le A A A a ee oH 

CHICAGO « MIAMI ¢ HOLLYWOOD e LAS VEGAS »« DALLAS e LONDON §@ This fs Brenda Lee (DI. 8082! 
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- Adam Wade. 

Wednesday, May 17, -1961_ 

Wikwod,N., Cs Line Up Names 
As Resort Eyes Record Season} FEEL BROADWAY 

- By CHARLES V. ‘MATHIS’ 

Wildwood, N. J., May 16: 
-- Entertainment-wise, ° this. shapes. . 
up as the best season: in-years ‘with. 
‘a half-dozen: of the’ local. clubs 
viewing for names in. the top and 
middle brackets: with .emphasis on. 
recording ‘favorites. ~However, . it. 
is unlikely that anv. room will: top’ 
the upcoming engagement of Arthur , 
Godfrey. in a unique chore. 

_.. Godfrey will,atterd the ‘National 
Marbles Tournament. and crown-:. 

boy and girl. cham- ; 
pion marble. shooters following the 
national championship maiches in: 
the Marbles Bowl on the Wildwood ' 
“peach. The .39th annual migs; 
tourney will extend from June. 
18-23. 

seasonal. plans.. : 
has added. Myron Cohen 
Wildwood: debut for. the July 7 

_. frame at. “his Manor Hotel Supper 
Club. Dick Hayines: and Fran Jef- 
‘fries have been inked for. Ahe ‘Aug. 
25 week. Harry Levy's.-Rainbow- 
Room. has added these” frame ‘fille. 
ers: June 2-9, Frankie Lymon: June 

16-22, Clarence “Frogman’”: Henry; : 
July 7-14. Freddy Cannon: July’ 28- 
"Aug. 4, Bobby Vee, and Aug. 4-11, 

He alse. plans. to} 

toss in added weekend attractions. 

Sylvan, Rosenfeld’s Hurricane |" 
Room will. offer the Drifters: ‘and 
Shirelles - ‘in early. July with the! 
Goofers: in for two: weeks starting . 
July 14. Brook Benton’ bows ‘1n 
Aug. ‘4: Doc Bogby’s band draws 
a. three-week | assignment at ‘the 

same spot.. 

‘Harry “Levy has signed | ‘several , 
-@isk: jockeys to, appear for the suni- 
“mer at-his Arcade ballroom:. -Shar- 
ing the assignment’ will be Hy Lit, 
-WCAU; Jerry. Stover, Biil. Jones, 
Harvey Miller. WIBG; Tom. Brown. 
WIP: all in Philadelphia and Jerry 
Bilavitt, WCAM, Camden, -N; J. . 

‘Jack. Rouch’s.-Hotel . Blackstone. 
Emerald. Room onens. May 26.:The 
room is: dickering for-record names 
that will change: each ‘seven. days. 
the seemingly 
Wildwood clubs this -séason.. The* 
weekly. changeover is. being. cued. 
‘by ‘the large’ number : “of. vacation- 

ists who. spend the entire. summer gter, and-Ror. Urban, ‘magician who} 
{Continued on. page. 64) 

‘ICE FOLLIES’ SMASH 
$205,500.IN PORTLAND 

Portland, Ore., May 16.. 
Shipstad & Johnson “Tee: Folk | 

“Hes of 1961”..scored a near capaci- } 
ty. $205,500. in six’ evening per- 
formances and. three ‘matinees at. 
the Memorial. “Coliseum: last week ; 

4 - 

-Thrée clubs are far advanced on, 
Oscar Garrigues. 

in. his’ 

‘popular . ‘plan for” 

~ Judy Tall in 1 Texas 
‘Houston,. Tex:, May 23. 

Judy Garland: made. her return 
; engagement heré atthe Coliseum] 
on: Wednesday: ‘10!,. playing more 

“than 9.400, the largest audience 
“since. World War II days. There: 
were | standing ovations again wich 
ia ruch of the crowd to the stage: 
for a 20-minute ovation. and to the 
-dressing room where five. police ; 
‘were stationed. 

Miss’ Garland. received . $21,000: 
\for her. two nights work, one- ap- 
i pearance “here and - the other. in’ 
Dallas. 

‘Smash 136 in- ‘Cleveland: 
> Cleveland, May 16: 

Judy - Garland captured.- strong | 
$13.000 in concert Sunday (14) ‘in: 
Public’ Music Hall. Scaled at: $6; 
lop in 3.000 .capacity auditorium. 
singer came. within $2.000 of ritig- j Vegas 
ing uP a. sellout. G. Bernardi spon- . 

Greco Co, to. Bow 

Sham Terr. D. C.: 
Washington: “May: 16: 

‘Jose trees, & Co, will open. the ; 
Shoreham: Hotel. Terrate-on a. hill- ' 
‘top overlooking Rock ‘Creek Park 
with .a. Cancer ‘Fund benefit -May 
29. The -group is booked for’ two. 
weeks.. 
The -Ter! race, something of ‘a-sci- 

‘entific oddity because it. has: never 
been: known to have‘ insects, is in 
line for an ice show this summer, 
bonifaee Bernard. ‘Bralove discloses. 

. Even though theve aren't any bugs, 
there is rain. sometimes. and .this 
‘means ‘two. ice rinks. Besides the ‘ 
outdoor ice. floor. there has to be: 
another: in. the Blue Room: inside : 
the ‘Shorcham, ‘where. the ‘custom- 
ers and the Bob Cross orch gather 
in wet weather: . 
“The Ice Cycles”. open for three . 

‘weeks. July 18, with a chorus and: 
three acts; Esco LaRue, a comedian 

“on: ‘skates: Trixie, a‘ femme jug- 

;also uses animals. 
| ‘Between Greco andthe ice era, 
| Vaughn Monroe will be in- for’ a; Ambassador somé 11 years ago. | 
fortnight starting June 12: Jane|iIn- 1956 they sold the. Traymore. : owns, leases, 

1 HS 

VARIETY 

Jon COHEN | 

’ The. Les ‘Vegas niteries may 

soon. be the origination point of 
legit shows as well as other pro- |! 

-ductions that wil] ultimately find' 

| their way to Broadway, according | 

; to Stan Irwin. entertainment di- 

rector ‘of the ‘Sahara Hotel. ere: 
‘In New York last week to see legi 
tas well as nitery. shows. he- stated. 
that within a few years Las Vegas 
will be forced to create ifs.own at- 
}tractions. Many with quality, 

4 Bidding | for them,. and ‘it’s likely: 
| that such a process will reduce ‘the ; 
overall cost of a ducat to a Broad- | 
way theatre: since the layouts. will: 

i come in already. amortized. 
Irwin explained that this is an 

evolutionary ‘process. Devid Mer- 
i rick; for example, who's been scll- 
ling his shows consistenUy .to Las 

-has been’ getting incredas- 
‘ingly “higher prices ‘tor his ¢fforts. ; 
At some point, Irwin asserted, a’ 

-ILas Vegas impresario will seek: out 
Hollywood -studio contacts, nah 
composers, lyricists, dlibrettists and 
‘stars to collaborate on a «-w 

| presentation in a ‘cafe room. By . 
the time Las Veeas is din 9c i 

ore : 1Continued on led on page 64) 

: Busy With Leew’s, 
Tisch Bros. Exit 

AL Hotel Field 
Atlantic City. May -16. 

Operation. of the .Tisch ‘Bros.’ 
beachfront Traymore and Ambas- 

.sador. Hotels Jast week was turned 
over by. Tisch Management Inc. to 
j Abell. Management. owners of ‘the: 
| Traymore and holders of a long-: 
*term lease on the Ambassador. 
, Charles L.- Ornstein, v.p. and gen- ; 
eral manager of the firm. will di-' 
rect operations at the two hostel- 
riés. 

Laurance A. and Preston R. 
{ Tisch purchased the Trayvmore: 
| and got a 31-year -lease on the 

he. 
said, will have Broadway producers - 

G PRODUCER 
‘Reno’s First Nude Show at Hote 

VAUDEVILLE 63 

Draws Hefty B 0, & Few Protests 

Show Hails Astronaut 
Derry, N.H., May 16. 

A big celebration, including 
‘stage acts, fireworks and midway | 
attractions, was held here May 12, : 
13 and 14 in honor of Navy Com-! 
‘mander Alan B. Shepard Jr., the 
“East Derrv Christian Science boy 
_who became America’s first man in 
‘space. Gene LaVerne, radio per- 
‘sonality at radio station WFEA in 
Manchester, was master of cere- ; 
monies. 

Meanwhile, in nearby Manchest- . 
er, the state’s largest newspaper, 
the Union Leader. said it would 
‘conduct a fund-raising drive to pro- 
-vide a Shepard scholarship for 
‘aeronautics training at Massachu- 
setts Institute of Technology or 
some other leading engineering 
-school. It was hoped that the re- 
-cipient would be a student at Pink- 
ferton Academy here, Shepard's al- 
ma mater 

Hilton Int'l Take 

$28-Mil in 1960 
| Hilton International Hotels Inc., 

a subsidiary of Hilton Hote’s, 

frossed $28.000.000. which  ac- 

counted for a profit of nearly 

£2.000.000, according to a report 

issued last week by the organiza- 
tion to the Hilton board of direc- 

tors. In the 11 years Since its 

founding, the Internation] grossed 
$144.000.000 and retained a prolit 

of $8.700.000, most of which the 

Statement said was poured back 
‘into further development. 
statement cited rental of more than’ 

$30.000.000 to various landlords. 
Statement also said that the Hil- 

ton International operating cen- 

tracts generally conform to the 

pattern of Hilton furnishing kev 

personnel, promotion, inventory, 
and operating capital in return for |. 
‘one-third ot the profits. Remain- 
der goes to the inn’s landlords. 

Presently, the company now 

The. 

Reno, May 16. 
Reno's first “bare bosom” show 

—Barry Ashton’s “Playmates in 
Paris" revue at the Golden Hatel 
—cime off with hardly a void of 
protest from either the city of- 

:ficials or the local clergy 
Bill and Jim Tomerlin, operators 

‘of the hotel, splashed with hesayy 
local ads but mention of nudes wis 
notably absent from the #d Cathie 
paign. But word-of-mouth apparenit- 

:ly sufficed. The three shows rigsste 
ly twith the Novelites co-billed) 
are consistenUy drawing turnuway 
‘crowds. 

Ashton in this revue, as in ctheis 
he’s opened in cities on both ceatts. 
‘stages the nude portions of tie 
show in taste. For the Rene «ide 
ition, two of the femmes are come 

.pletely bra-less ind the upyper- 
reaches of two others are covered 
only with diaphanous gowning. 
When contacted by the }ccal 

press, city officials indicated they 
,were unaware a semi-nude s!:ow 
;was in the offersng. Ore momber 
of the clergy said he had not been 
apprised of the show's format bat 
“Was “bitte ‘rly opposed to .t Gn pring 
cipal]. 

Plans by the Mapes Hotel to’ 
book a bra-less show in the past 
have met with voce} ceppoution 
from the local citizenry and foiled 
to materialize. Lili St. Cv1,. hes ‘A- 
eve, hes been an annus] nese irer 
at the Mapes for several vears “and 
has drawn no loca] protests, 

This season's openings of the 
Golden’s Mardi Gras Room = tn- 

“dicates the hotel has came near 
-full circle in’ its) entertainment 
policy. The room about a decade 
ago was one of Reno's maior show- 
cases, beoking such as Rosemary 

: Clooney, Victor Borge. Ernie Fo:d, 
et al: but in recent sears im- 
mediately prior to the time tie 
-Tomerlin Bros. hought the hospice) 
‘no top name acts hed worked *:e 

mae 

eee a 

; room. Current bill augurs the spot 
is now hack in the running .nd will 
‘offer impressive competition to 
‘other Reno clubs using better 
nemes on the marquee Back cn 
the rope at the Madri Gres Reom 
is Henry Davis. who held the 
maitre d’ post when the ronm was 
in its prime. 

'- Albeit the public opnosition to 
the nudes has not been pronounced 
to date. there's no indication itll 
Z0 unnoticed bv city officials and 

.the church leaders. 
operates under man-' 

organ,: June 26-July 1: Jack Imel, | along with the“lease on the Any agement contract or is associated 
ne Cerneys: and. Riceardo. Bertoni, ; 
July’ 4-15. 

Jessel’ '§ Milw. Benefit 
Milwaukee, May ‘16. 

George Jessel has been inked to 
‘do a: one-man benefit show here 

bassador, to the Abell firm. Since 
‘Continued on page 67) 

|Set. Mamie. Van. Doren 
| For Latin Quarter, N.Y. 

-Filmster Mamie Van Doren has 
(2-7). The 10:500 seater was scaled { tomarrow (Wednesday) at Nicollet | been booked for the Latin Quarter, 
at $3.50. With the preem of the: 
new: Coliseum last. November, this 
Was the first time in eight vears 
that the icer played. this: town. 

-been smoother. “- Thousands 
stub .‘seekers' were . discouraged. 
and refused: to--Wwait-.in line. for! 

“hours and nine phone’ ‘Hines’ were. 
busy from opening ‘to Closing, yet. 
tickets wasted away. in the. box-: 
office racks. This ‘was the first.| 
show .that had fhis -problem -here. 
‘Arena ‘brass will. no .doubt iron |. 
out: the rough spots. to ay oid simi- 
Jar happening. 

Icer takes five-week lay off. then 
‘opens in San Francisco ‘June 12th. 
“Ice Follies of 1962”. goes. into re- 
hearsal ‘-in. SF. following with 
-preem - of new .show in Los An- 
Beles after. Labor Day.. “Tee Fol- 
‘lies’ is booked here again next 
year... ‘Holiday’ On Ice” plays 
Coliseum in AUBUSE - 

SCOT TROUPE TO TOUR. U.S, 
Glasgow, May 16. 

‘The. Singers . & Dancers of “Scot- 

Jand, a group ‘trained by singer An-. 
drew Mucpherson, are ‘set to make 
a return tour of the’ U.S.:and Can- 
ada Jan. 2, 1962. -Troupe Will. tour 
‘until April. 
“They are also being - paged for a 

‘visit Se andinavia - in May... 1962]. 
and. to Austr alia. and New Zealand.| 

. x 

‘High School Auditorium. Sponsor 
' of the event is the Fox. Point-Bay- 
‘side Lions Club. 

Ducats for the: one- -nighter | are However, negotiations ‘are resum- | 
“Follies could have ‘played to scaled from $3. to a $20 top. Take /ing with Miss Powell following. her ; “building eight more hotels. 

SRO biz had the ticket sales sctun is earmarked for charity, including { represéntation pact. 
of Wisconsin -Lions Club ‘Camp for| Corp: of America. 

t visually handicapped at Rosholt, 
Wis. , 

Washington, “May 16:. 

behind companion bills to set up 

Arts. and, relatedly; 
‘$5,200,000 annual 
grant-in-aid . _ program: ‘in support 
of :the. arts. 

The bills, authorized by. Rep. 
Frank Thompson. ‘DN. J.) .were 

house *: ‘education | ‘subcommittee. 
The. grant-in-aid -bill, new this:ses- 

000° in matching funds to each 

ster the various performing arts 
as” well” as painting. architecture. 
ete.: 
“Herman = Kenin.. president. 

‘American’ Federation of Musi- 

a Federal Advisory Council on the 
provide « a. 

federal-state. 

| lamy, 

‘given. a. one-day hearing before a. 

sion, -would make available :$100.- |. 

state for ‘financing programs to bol- 

of 

'N.Y., to start May. 25. She'll take 
lithe ‘1 ‘time slot originally scheduled ; 
‘for Eleanor Powell who bowed out. 

with Music i 

Miss Van Doren has two boys in ; 
‘(the act with her. 

| cians, urged passage of the meas- 
“Show business’ outfits Jined up ures. but said they didn't go far 

‘enough. The grant-in- aid bill, he 
Said, “is totally inadequate for 
‘music, to say nothing of the other 
performing arts.” 

' Actors’ Equity prexy. Ralph Bel- 
in a statement read by 

Equity .veepee Eddie Westdh,. 

_with 33 U.S. inns, 12 hotels in 10 
: countries, plus Puerto Rico, Virgin 
Islands. The first International 
i hotel was the Caribe-Hilton and 
thas since expanded to all paris 
“of the world. The major disap- 
pointment of the foreign operation 
‘was the Havana-Hilton, built for: 
; them. by the Culinary Workers Un- - 
j ion of Cuba, where tourism was 
ruined with the advent of the 
Castro government, , 

The International is in proc ess of 
one 

‘each. in Port-of-Spain. Trinidad; 
Athens, Amsterdam. Rotterdam. 
Acapulco, London, Teheran, 

“FRome; 

Vaudeville Wants In If Federal 
Aid Given To Performing Arts 

council on the -arts and govern- 
ment, a pioneer advocate of Fed- 
eral art measures, expressed “‘en-; 
thusiastic”’ endorsement of 
grant-in-aid bill. 

of NCAG, Weston said 
aid for the arts is best channelled 
through state art agencies and 

plugged for “speedy adoption of | based -on grass roots support.”: 
the bills ‘ 
our culture, our citizens and our! 
international relations.” 

American Guild of Variety Art- 
ists” ‘submitted a statement by its 
‘legal counsel, Harold Berg, urg- 
ing that: variety entertainment be 
included specifically as  bene- 
ficiaries of the measures. 

Harold Weston, chairman of the 
national chairman of the national 

‘in the best. intrests of | Others testifying included: ! 
1 ANTA prexy Peggy Wood: Wash-; 

ington impresario Patrick Hayes: 

and . 

TV A SUMMER ACE 
FOR HARRAH’S, TAHOE 

Leno: “Mav 16. 
Television Jooks like the hig 

‘ace for Harrah's at Lake Taline 
‘this summer. The elub has more tie- 
‘ins with video than most nat shoas 
-have commercials. Week of Mev 8 
through 11 “Queen for a Day‘ i 

‘taping five shows in Harrah's South 
i Shore Room for relez-e “lay 
[ 15-19. This marks the first time 
:the show has originated In a 1e 
sort area. 

In addition. Harrah's enteitain- 
:ment director Russ Hall has lined 
-up a six-week stint of three of tv's 
top personalities in successive bfl- 

jing for the club. Dinah Shore 
istarts the trend, June 22, followed 
‘by Art Linkletter in his nitery ce- 
‘but on July 6. On July 20 Jack 
Benny again makes Harrah‘s, 

. Harrah's is also the spot whew 
George Burns debuted his ritery 
i turn in 1959. and again in 19¢u. 
;He’s due in this tear on Sept. i4. 

the: Other tv personalities to play the 
In a statement ! club 

, jread | by Dick Moore. a member ; 
“federal | 

| WAIKIKI’S JAPANESE STARS 

include Eydie Gorme = end 
Steve Lawrence, current. 

Honolulu. May 16. 
Five Japanese entertainers ~ Il 

be featured in the “Five Stars 
Show™ in Waikiki Shell Mav 28 

iand 27. Troupe due in from Tekso 
Mrs. Jouett Shouse, chairman of «is headed by Frank Nagai, bei itene 

the 
music 

people-to-people 
committee: Washington 

‘Post drama critic Dick Coe: Na- , include Yukiji. 
ee federation of miusiec clubs. 

and general federation of women's ' 
clubs 

program’‘s i and film personalily, and singer 
Peggy Hayama. Others in the show 

Asaoka, Masoukt 
: Hirao and Kazuko Matsuo. 

There'll be one performance Fri- 
jday :26), two next Light. 
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[new entertainment center with a —_—_—X—K—_=_————ee ee 

poolside dance last Saturday (13) 
. .. Russ Carlyle & Orch comes Vaude, Cafe Dates 

. . - Tiny Little tapped for Har- 
New York Lea’, Lake Tahoe, June 19, and 

Buddy Hackett has been signed! return to Marineland, Los Angeles, 
for the Town & Country Cluh, } Aug. 22. _ David & Ricky Nelson 

Brookivn, Nov. 9 . . . Janet Stewart into the Mlinois State Fair, Spring- 
... Lito returned to MCA, switch-| ¢ Danny Wald slated for the 
ing from General Artists Corp.’ alamo, Detroit, June 5 and the 
..  Noreefi Parker starts at Earl's, Three Rivers, Syracuse, July 24. 
Datias, tonight !Wed.'... Wander-,  fartha Kitt signed for a repeat 

ers scored for the Elegante, Brook-! at the Persian Room of the Plaza 
ly::, Mav 22... 
there last night (Tues... . Jimmy: Lou arp, wife of GAC agent Tim 
Dean set for the Roosevelt, New. Gale, out of the hospital after 
Orleans, Sept. H4. . . Jackie Kan-: surgery . . . Frank Parker booked 
non there, May 25 he MM Felicia for ithe Red Barn, Chicopee Falls, 
Sanders inke a for the Maramor, i vfass.. May 31.. . Will Jordan goes 
Columbus, May 22... Tina Robin: into the Steel Pier, Atlantic City, 
to the Beverly Hills, Cincy, June 2: July 16. . . Sarah Vaughan pre-|. . 
eee 

sented comedian George Kirby in 
a special performance at Basin St. 
East, Monday 1:15)... Suzanne Ni- 

‘cole to Le Cabaret, Toronto, June 
12. 

Chicago 
George Jessel currently making 

a club date swing through the 
, Midwest hinterlands Dick 

Held Over 7th Week 

Coventry Theatre 
Covenrry, England 

ad DALE: 
; Roo 

FUNNY .e DIFFERENT e@ SMART | 3 : 
;. .. Joan Brandon into Freddie’s, 

e INIMITABLE ¢ Minneapolis, May 31-June 17... 
: Patti Leeds booked into Earl's 
Club, Dallas, 

May 25-June 7 with George Tapps 
Dancers .. . Comic Stu Allen, cur- 
rently clubdating, down for Elm- 
wood Casino, Windsor, June 26 for 
a fortnight, then to Barclay Hotel. 

eee re 

Toronto, July 10 for a like period 
. . Linda Merrill at the Crown 

m, Indianapolis, until May 29 

¢ 

Kansas City 
New in the Famous Restaurant 

are the Famous Coquettes, Barbara. 
Baker and Carole Carla, set to play 
the spot indefinitely . .-. Vernon 
“Fats” Bowen in the Red Garter 
| Lounge of the Branding Iron in- 
i definitely ... Gus DeWert and ac- 

sc Continental Eeccentries oy 

Currently 

BROO KLYN THEATRE 
aw York 

719 8th Ave., N.Y. 36, N.Y. 
Cirele 7-2190 

:May 15 by the Tommy. Reed office 
{here . . . Patty Mann, organist, 
jopened at Keck’s Side Door, 
Topeka, May 1... Henry O'Neill 
at the keyboard tn the Debonnaire 
Lounge of Eddy’s ... Marilyn Maye 
and Sammy Tucker Trio set for 

“THE COMEDIAN” 
The Only Real Monthly 

PROFESSIONAL GAG SERVICE 
THE LATEST — THE GREATEST — 

THE MOST-UP-TO-DATEST 
Now in its 128th Issue, containing 
storfes. one-liners, posmettes, song USO tour following recent audi-. 
Hitles, hecklers. audience stuff, mone j tions here, 
logs, parodies, ouble gags. . $. . . 
ideas. intros, impressions and Im | Nick ‘Adams, Johnny Yuma of 
personations, political, interruptions. j 

. Al Bernie started, totel, next May ... Singer Martha]. . 

Shawn set for Palmer House, Chi, |: 

June 14 for two Mrs. Paul Remas, w 

dance May 27... Pepper Davis. 

Tony Pastor & family into Eddy’s. 
Comedy team opens May 26: for 
fortnight. 

Hollywood 
-Patrice Wymore opens two- 

week stand at Vapors Club. Hot 
Springs, Ark.,; June 1°... 
Kover into Roaring '20s Club, San 
Diego, May 23, followed. by two 
weeks. at Dino’s Lodge, June 19 

_, Anita Bryant begins fortnight 
at Beverly Hitls: Club, Cincinnati, 
Thursday (18) . : . Jane Morgan 
booked into Shoreham Hotel, 
Wasihington..D.-C.; for week June 
26. . .- Salli Terri opens at Ash- 
grove’ July 18 :‘tor three stanzas 

. Tiny :Little’s Combo opens 
June. 19 at Warrah’s,. Tahoe, then 
returns to Marineland Aug. 22... - 
Kenhy Miller wil break in new 
act at Ye Little Club. Jtne 13... 
Patti Paee due at Frolics. Salis- 
bury. Mass., July 30... . Maurine 
Dawson joined. Eddie Fisher’s act 
at Desert Inn, Las Vegas ... Ella 
Fitzgerald held over 
until Sunday (21). 

Court Throws Out Suit Of 
Toy Boys Vs. Mrs. Remos; | 
Calls Them ‘Prevaricators’ 
Justice Henry Epstein of ihe 

N.Y: Supreme ‘Court last week 
threw out the suit brought midgets 
by Lester and Stanley Janus. 
known as the Toy. Boys, against 

hose late -hus- 
band did an act with them. Court 
ruled that no cause of action ex- 

H 

to Milburn Country Club for spring 
 & 

Tony Reese and the Hi-Lites follow 

Kitty | 

at Crescendo ' 

“See Veg 
it, it's likely that the layout could 
work it way east and come to Man- 

-hattan already amortized and a 

finished product.. 

This, says Irwin, is one ofthe 

reasons that the Sahara Hotel is 
jnmrulling a stage renovation job 

‘that will cost $750,000. -A large 

| mockup is now being studied by 
the hotel's president, Milton Prell, 
and a decision. will be made short- 

ily. A hotel, Irwin said, has to be 
1 able to move in marty. directions. 
The Las Vegas inn must have fa- 

as Turning Produ 
Continued from page 63 gee 

cer 
novator in-ecreating a wide yariety 
of formats for cafes. Feasibility of 
new patterns and trends has been 
established. ‘Vegas cannot grow. 
stale if it's to maintain the. busi- 
ness standards to which it has be- 
come accustomed, and if. it’s to 
continue to grow.” 

Dave Willis, vet Scot comedian, 
penning his autobiography. It will . 
be published in the winter. . 

| cilities that will not only provide | acs 

for the presentation of names, but 
large musical attractions as well 
as an intimate revue. 

$50,000 Salaries Gone 
Aceording to Irwin the Las 

Vegas hotels have been decreasing | & 
rather than-increasing talent costs. } 3 
Nobody ever talks of $50,000 sal-|.3 
aries in Vegas anymore, he said. 
“Today, $20,000 is a good staple 
salary and few. get more. than 
that.” 
that Vegas.go into its own produc- 
tion not only as a cost Saver, but 

‘to provide the kind of. shows’ it 
needs. It also would get away 
from the necessity for headliners, 
who have been steadily decreas- 
ing. 

not particularly suitable for Las 
Vegas. The new kind of comedy, 
for example, isn’t the resort's dish. 

At the same time, it's noted that |. 
‘entertainment patterns in Las, 
‘Vegas are changing. The bigtime.i 
, regular who used to come in peri-: 
odically with a thirst for the big']. 

Thus, he said, it's logical] & 
N/ ’ : : : w 

| : \ VER 
oS, ; : t 

; The. kind of topliners that}. ’ 
have been developing. he said. are.| % 

,cordion set at Charlie’s Cafe Ex-. 
,ceptionale, Minneapolis, beginning | 

isted and called ‘the plaintiffs “ex-; Shows and plan on seeing all of. 
ceptionally cool . and calculating ; them before taking off is disap- 
prevaricators . . . Their testimony ; pearing. Many are content to 
is utterly incredible in relation to. catch an act or two in the lounge 
the issues presented by their: and call it quits. The convention- 
pleadings. They are‘not objects of , eer. however, is still eager to hit 
svmpathy or. victims’ of scheming. ! all the spots, or as many as the -. 
They were: well taken care of by, length of his stay and his money ° 
the defendant and her deceased , will allow. | 
husband.” ; 

The Toy Boys sued Mrs. Remtos : date many tastes at one time. This: 
|for an. acc ounting of coin earned, js another reason why Vegas will ; 
‘by them. during their tenures of: have to custom-create its own: dis-. 
‘employment by Remos and’ his! plays and provide other kinds. of | 
widow, «who financed an. act for] divertissement for the seasoned 
|them following ‘the death of her’ visitor. Irwin ponted to. the: class:{ 
husband. A countersuit has’ been; straight eateries, a new Vegas de- | 

tinstituted by Mrs.-Remos-charging | velopment, as’ having been cre-. 
+ 

jthe Janus Bros. with -breach of ated to accommodate the sated’va- , 
contract for having quit the act. | 

I 
ry 

Thus, Vegas has to accommio-'| 

! ; cationer, 
The boys. charged that Remos , | 

| Vegas, Irwin sald, will have to: 

THE GLAMOROUS NEW 3 
_ HOTEL 

a 

Show folks are raving about the 
all new Hotel Avery. Alt new, 
large, beautifully furnished de- 
luxe rooms with private bath, tel- 
-evision & radio. Air. conditioning. 

© AVERY & WASHINGTON STS, & 
RS acs Ss Peaares 28, NRE. SOSSEESS woe 

ocasons FUN-MASTER 
_ PROFESSIONAL 
COMEDY MATERIAL 
for oll Theafricais 

“We Service fhe Stars 

Buy Professional — Be Professional 
35 Gag Files for $15, Pius $1.04 Postage 

. Foreign: 35 for $25 

@ 3 Parody Books, Per Bk.- $10 © 
@ 4Blackout Books, Per Bk... $256. .- 
@ Minstrel Budget - . $250e TF 
“How.to Master the Ceremonies : 

. . $3 per Copy — 
No €C.0.0’s- . “Always Open 

BILLY GLASON - -— 
200 W. Séth-St., N.Y.C., 19 CO 5-1316 
(WE TEACH EMCEEING and COMEDY) 
(Let a Real. Professional Train Y.ou' 

B&Bs 
COSTUMES 
Gowns and Costumes 
INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNEO 

MADE TO ORDER ; The Rebel” in town last week for! and his widow paid them only $25! ,; : eapeel 
z Vi H * ry . . " oe . ~~ - ! < 7 

of the News, Vignettes, ete. me |) p.0.'s at Blue Ridge Mall and other; weekly while Remos earned great | svoathe The city has been an tne shopping centers with Crown Drug! gyms as the result of their partict- : bedhead é . 
110 W, 46th Bt, Na YY. Cl 5.4680 

$25 YR.—SINGLE ISSUES $3 Stores. Fhen back to Hollywood for 
Foreign a sts ” 

assignment in “Hell Is for Heroes. 
$35 YR.—SINGLE ISSUES $4 |. . Dave Brubeck Combo in Sun- 

{day (21) for an evening concert at 
{the Brookridge Country Club. Jack 
Teagarden Orch initiated the clubs 

BILLY GLASON, 200 W. 54th St. 
New York City 19, CO. 5-1316 

TONY LAWRENCE 
{The Most Talked About 

Continental Singer in the U.S.) 

Buenos Aires, Las Vegas 

Dates to Be Announced 

Also Opens 
Ridgewood Rathskeller—May 19 

Apollo Theater, New York—May 26 

Just Released: 

"You've Got to Show Me” and 
"If Only” (Silver Bid Records) 

“The Continental Album™ 

To Be Released June 1 

“Tony's new record—a smash 
—-Carl Rudman, WCAM 

Pers. Management:. 

DESBIE MILLER - MILTON FEIST 
ASSOCIATES - 

17 West 60th, Suite 503, New York 

Press Rep.: 

DAVE HEPBURN, RUTH BOWEN 

‘{ ings. 

(pation in the act.. They started to. 
work for Remos in 1934. Remos. i 
it’s- claimed. paid. their parents: 
stipulated sum, .and took care of | 

BUDDY 

: 
t 

all expenses of the boys since that | 
time. The Janus Bros., who give |; 

(the appearance of being little boys, ! 
i are. 40 and 38 years old. They be-: 
came U. S, citizens in 1950. 

Wildwood 
Continued from page 63 | 

} . 

on the Jersey. Cape in their own 
eottages and apartments. | 
‘Philadelphia agent Eddie Suez 

;has set a flock of. Wildwood boox- 
The DeJohn’ Sisters will 

play Thomas Arce's Lucky Club for 
}a five-weeker. starting in June. The 
comedy team of the Jave Bros. 
{will begin in all-summer. engage- 
‘ment in June at Tony DiLorenzo's 
|Oak Club. Pantomine artist Joe 
|Mauro will also summer at this| 
jSpot. . an _ 
| "Midget comedy-singer Yvonne, 
. Moray will summer at Lou Booth's’: 
‘Chateau Monferey. Jimmy Mack- i 
ell will continue the all combo-. 

‘musical bar policy at his Elniira: 
'Cafe with the ‘Cousins opening in: 
June for the summer. 

Vet comedian Marty Bohn and 
his wife, Nancy Lee, have started 
their 20thh anniversary season in 
theis own Nut Club in the Angle- 

, sea Lighthouse district. Bohn will. 
| operate week ends until June _- 

— 

aS RS SS eS} ¢ aters 

Ay, 

Management BILL 

Learn To Say 

—says Dinah Wash 

(BOYLAN ! WALD 

“An amazingly talented vocalist” 

DANNY: 

(Sam Katz's Favorite Comedy ‘Team) 
, Currently 

THE 500 CLUB 
Atlantic City, N- J. 

Opening June Sth: 
_ HEADLINING 

CLUB ALAMO, Detroit. 

Return Engagement at _ 

THE THREE RIVERS INN, 
Syracuse 

with 

CONNIE FRANCES, July 24th 
_ Personal Management _ 

Robert Schwartz, Vanguard Artists - 
200 West. 57th St.. New York 

Current. CORAL release 
LOST WEEK END b’w JUST WAIT 

“A fine job ...worth 
exposure. -.strong: sales potential" |i 

, _ Billboard 
MITTLER, 1619 Broadway, New York 

ington 
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Gregory Sees Niteries, Not ¢ Concerts, 

As Natural Showcase for Comics 
+- By MORRY. ROTH 

Chicago; May 16. 
Negro comic Dick Gregory. ‘save 

‘that he .can’t wait to. Bet: back ‘to. 
htclub. work foliow ‘his ‘con- , Nightclub, work folowing his ' floorshows: ‘and the dancing - this « cinals. are William Backér, Harold 

eert tour wrapup’ last Friday and 
Saturday: (12-13) atthe Civic :Op- : 

- era House. 

- Bernie Thall to Scatoon 
Bernie Thall will conduct for the! 

.Summer at Scaroon Manor at lake 
Of same name in upper N.Y. state. 

‘Unlike. Bob Newhart. Hotel's: producer is’ David Bines. ; 
~'who has expressed his. dislike. for .Thall replaces Myron’ Roman who 
the smoke, noisé-.and. heckling in: 
-the clubs and who -much’ prefers — 
the’ concert circuit, Gregory. “Says ? 

that: concern. audiences “look. just: 
ike a _jmy.. sitting . in ‘those 
“straight rows.’ 

Gregory. . who ‘got his Start. -at 
Roberts. Show Club. a Chi colored . 
Ve une, aS emcee for other Negro 
comics, hit it biz. at the. Playboy : 
‘Club: here and went 
front-rank’ ofay niteries. 
ham's Blue: Angel. the hunery iin 
San Francisco and ‘the: C: escendo | 

..4in Hollywood, 

on to. such: 
‘Gat-. 

“The ‘party atmosphere ‘of the. 
Bicht club “is the natural piace.) 
for a-comic¢,” says Gregory. “In a 
club) you .can create’.end. ad lib 
and Fet an. immedi ite. ‘respsrse. I 
can change my actin the. middte. of 
‘a show. if ceryain’ materia) isn't. 
Egcing over 
audience “Vast Coesn't) particinate 
like it dees in a wicht club; they 

.But in a cenerrt the: 

eer 

ue fences 
just’ sit) there. aid wait- to - be; 
emused. Be eple should. he able 
Ao sit at a table-and nudge Gue- - 
another owhen something s.rikes 
them. funny.’ 

Changed His: Routine 

He cites. 2 recent’ st: it-at- Fred- 
. dit's in. Minneapolis, where he felt 
he get a ceol receptien on his ep. n- 
Gne Unight. “Er read ihe” morning 
“pepers.) he sacd. Cand: the be ad- 
dines were all ehoutthe faim prap- 
don 
tiehal materiel toat, ght “aad. 
Marked in seme famr gags and -it 
broke thera up 
that in a core Mos, “ert, nehtelub 
vandiences are more hip. T.cen doa “tre: GOrs 
€ag abulit tne Mann Act in the Blue 
Angel and I- know that every ‘Ohe ts | 

But that 14-\ carcald: wath’ 
_ his ‘parents at. a: concert: Cate dnt 
with it, 

possibly. dig it. 

“Ie don't. “mind hecklers. ¥: Greg-. 
ory adas. - “They’ rea naturad par 

--ef the nighteiub. scene. 

“statiding 
: cther 

“pane preein per!e Burtt 
é ind maxe-up, 

. Local newspaper. ‘criti os WOPE, 
naticesy 

i and. “cexuker-. 3 

om ¢} 

You just.ecn't do “Gey ne nintent 

and most’ 
of: them arent nasty, thes? "EO Jwst 
£0 Carricd away’ with ‘the party. at- 
mosphere ‘that they -Licure™ that 

act: LE they top. mie end they hi vey 
I acknowileds - Toe aunean £ 
are ustiaily it ‘A: wn bythe -aqudi- 
ence..It's like we're ail. there. -ta 

_ have fun. and the bad. gay. ix hold. 
dng up the -pirty,. 
audience can't handle, r can. usual- 
ly put the Gam} CY, OS 

Gregory WOU dnt | conime nt ‘on 
Newhart's attituce. but: she ‘areed 
that Newhart > Was. essent jalty - 
-Staryteler and would: sufter m ‘ore 
‘ftom interLuptions. “If they bre: k 
up- ene, ‘of mv 1 
eovple af deze nen res 

He is ‘set. for reprises at~ the. 
Play bay. Crescendo” Biie .. Antel 
and hungry i. and: las breakin’ s for 
the Glen Casing in Witlian sve, 
N.Y. ‘Town House. in Toit co and 
the Surf in (Cine innate 

Anka Ankles Pitt Date 
Due to Mother’s Death: Morris Aveney 

Pittsburgh. Alay 16. 
Paul Anka chad to bow, 

hig engagement - -here: at ‘the Hol- 

idav’. House: when. his met her died 

‘in New. ¥ork on Tharsa: ytd. - 
_ George Claire, the house. booker, 

had the Goofers. in town’ déing ao 

club date, aid imnicdiately put, 

them in as Anka‘s replacemsint.” 
“Dd hey. will work. the - room tatil 

Anka. gets back which. should ke 

tonight 116) or tomorrow (Wed. » 

Busy Ken Dodd . 
Manchester, Eng., “May 9. 

_ Ken: Dodd, English comedian 
who- has. been. scoring on ‘ty after. 
slogging. round. the’ vaude -circuit. 
ds. pacted to. appear for Howard” 
& Wyndham in their winter revue 
at ‘the Opera: House here in De-- 
cember.. 

ty: ‘series tagged “The - Ken Dodd : 
“Shaw.” He.is also set. for a Harold 
Fieldirig) summer | season. at the, 

* Pavilion, Bournemouth, 

And. those the: 

EUS 

‘So I €é SOT | cit tr e inte min - Dew 

“tren 

pes: 
thes ve got a right. to ‘Bet into the. 

‘had the baton: for 1 summers | 
running. - 

Scarcon “Manor.. AB. the Jocation ” 
site used hy Warnérs’ in filming: 
“Narjorie Morningstar. ” 

- Thail is taking a leave of absence 
from’ Hankinson Studios in’ NY. 
where ‘he. fas been.a ‘sales exec for: 
two- years. 

Sammy Davis Jr. Wows 
Gauchos i mM Three-Day 

~ Buenos ‘Aires Booking 
Buenos. Aites, May .9. 

‘Sammy Davi: dr. wound up a. 
three-day bookiné last ween at the 
Lococo Circuit's: Grand Opcra to: 
‘unpreced ented. pliardiis fran both 
Press and public. His tae Eerfo.n- 
ct "CS. daily at $2 tép crew capacity 

and tie: Leedto cua 
tuned away, hunéreds ef would-be 
duc af buyers. 

Was. combidered $0. “put- 
that top piavers | from 

theatres. attenc sed. Davie 
nee in costume 

eater Cate ho his 

‘Event 

uni eee sadly cestatic, 
hailed hi s “s¢onius” 
az ce. **. 

iT ne Ir 

rehearsal. Suime 25 jacal 
ians backed hin, Prasisi 
es conducted and. the 

vas exce Vent ter 
snow, Be A. thet 

familicr. “with 

cane sgi- 

an unre he arsed § 
were: 

Work as’ a. ee et 
zh his! screen 

dlowever.. his, talent as” 
Gire asa surprise. 
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Hie (alsa scurced as a wenditian 
Gi splaying: virusual al id Yoon ine: 

- Crimys, Vibraplione ena ee rety: 
Possibly it vas his: terpine. riime. 

and dimpressictes ors ofa bullfichi 
finer sinning that). 1e fistered 

With tbe opera Cu-tenvers. 
Davis | alen mace tvo 

al pcerances as Well as 0a 
rs “Smatiace’ pers fornence py yt. 

i which was dedicated. te Arcentina’s 
“youth. 
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FOR COPA, NY., STAND ' 
Steve Alien has heen si ‘ned for 

Cepacicbana, N. Y¥., tt 
Oct. 12) ior two weeks. 
he room. w 

‘Ye a. play 
a Virtially: the seme. 

shaw that gm wared sith him re- ! 
Inn. -Las 

i) in¢ Annee. Javne 
Aten, 
Delf With 

“and - dani ets 

“at. the Desert. 
T! fe «a ast % 

Vins, 

cently. 

Ve- 

eres 
hr 

eer: 

be set. 7 
“ATen Se me years’ “azo plaved’ a 

Sites oensagem nt il 
bie. NOY. end until the 
An has a che Sed tales be- 

Gr o c : Ti ie Wi fam. 

ts “Ening: up. other | 
Cite GES felew 

Vids, | 

Court Dismisses Assault 

arthur ruled that Sabes, prevent od 
rn 

Whew he shot a’ sun- Saving 
“seven: Ineninently potential: 
dere” 
Peustomer in. the Key chib. 

> Movent’ 
Sccond wounded «patrons an in- 

bystander, aas chit.-by oa 
Stray " 

against 
. The. 

wichtetub 

t ustomer, 

the. 
armed 

ope rator. 
Richard 

Heckett. Carried a gun With an. al-. 
tered. trigger mechanism whic h. a 
state crime -bureau firearms expert’ 

; testified. would have fired all. seven 
“Dodd is ‘currently. in’a new BBC: bullets. “like a mac hine gun. 

Judge Arthur ‘said that Mase. d of. 
some. foree was -ledally justitie ci.’ 
‘The Key chib has. headlined ‘Many 
top mame @ performers. mo 

9. 

Delayed by parspert Gitfievities, 
epe nid. at the: On 4 Tu V athe +t” 

Gear e 
rat Sea 

retun Eee cer : 

Dead ty, 
“sechae. 

start, 

4elie Mone. : 

still to. 

the | 

shot and brought. charges: 

B’way $14,000,000 Motel 
A 21-story motor hotel in mid- 

town..New York has been bitue-- 
printed: for construction at a. cost] 
Of. $14,000. 000. Motel, :which will 
rise--on a “Broadway parking lot. 

| will have - ‘154 rooms. and four res- 
|.taurants, ’ 

Builders of the. structure will be 
| the: Country ‘Squire ‘Motor Inns. 

optratés ‘several motcls 
New . York. Firm's prin-. 

which 
‘j upstate - 

| Gabrilove and. Bernard Sheinholtz. : 
Motel will be called the Country | cafe tour with two concert engage- 
Squire Motor. Inn. 

‘TATSE Diamond Jubilee 
- Soread Cements Union 

Ties With N.Y. Politicos 
For their ‘Dizmond . Jubilee. : 

imarking ‘the 75th anni. of their 
ifouriding.. Loeal. I of. the Interna- 
tional Alliance of Theatrical Stace 

‘Employees were in a magnanimous 
. H 

“mood. They provided an invitation- 

al hb: nquet, for approximately 2 650 

cuests. the. Grand Bzilrocm of 

the Hotel Waldor f-Asiovia, NY. 

Sunday’. se for. 
rr cked, tp the cutire tab: 

at. 

| 

‘ 

t 
{ 
s 

|- 
| 
i 

Which, the doc al 

. Hwas an extremely lavi h epread. 
with filet nignon and two botiles 

Cf the hard’ stuff an each tale. 

One would have to Fe a.drank and 
an ing? ate to want mUre. 

Whats. more in the spl 
Diwsend duditce, the’ 
Pe D.agues 10 Ma 

1 LeXet. dd, Shubert, 
ENG GUNES, 

ws rit ef the 
staehands 

Vo Warner 
Marv Marcin 

en wers Who Goal wit 
hership of about 1 m0, 

The eérty partaf the dinner wu: 
emeeed by Phil Stivers.) via Cid 
cxeee@a nciy well even toauch bis 
*hou whis’ and e]ee- 
Ww \ tO, 

‘ he Hospital ear! 
0" ANE tthe 

12 cir nie me- 

feehres vere 

eprom ine ctening 
expected birth of 

wigle Ting <. ihout : tae 

Buwtk of then Were about the mv- 
vid of..re latives of hid me es avent 
Louis Yeager. We lctt. 
cial speakers and on'a gties ef 
shout tva minutes, Tenor isf Heur- 
ry Herstfield took over the feet 

stavol: sve ly, 

w 
ey 

wat 

mastermg and the dinner pro” 
ce: Ted ennothly® - 
se Cirner: jtsel’ Aid mi wh _to 

vblith-ac firmer reletionsiip he 
te ee nilabur ¢ 

Ginger eave. ‘Moevor Robert Fo Yor 

cent Sal} iv. Per je ‘k. yha 1. "es boon 

lvtyering ovine Ts Pisce wentiy 1er 
fie ya ast - few went: iS oF Geto scef 

-thig Pe ish. : ; 

The isinc] idea “as ta bare 
the. couvenir book ceversthe Cont 
ef thiscdinna Heatecer the wat 
ese of. fey. spre ad i" col Vysde, Torin 

pase ip’ rm ty ah: A106 oe. } ato trdevong ? 

thems othe tolepe: one ¢ vm LYS 
peLew pages. sould cover Pes tah. 

‘; 
etre, 

‘Top. Chic Cop Throws Out 
j B-Girls With the Bath ° 

.Chicero. Wav 16:. 

‘ters of. tavern omnes, 

| Mderny an Willi. am. Harvey ae" 
cused Wilson putting barmi. ds” 
Supporting: families out of 2 ork 
“O.danance was) originally 
fo ¢nyvhal slicituuion by B-,arts, 
but: Wilson’ has sheen, en! Oren it 
lo the etter of the dan. ‘Harvey 
wants it’ ehaneed, to m:ke it okay 

end local weatities, The. 

TON @0 Learned pre se! 
“aud '¢ oodwill to the Me ried af om- 

His vive. had been t: din to, 

_Netional 

Tes aw fore ‘a an Witel ca mike a- 
‘further bid tor Taeer’s «ep part, 
Try the, presepesn of Bis patie: 

. foe Carmine Pear | ia, els en mu | 
‘dois, incidenta had an ext cene- 
wv lerge. cally: tion ef anim he: fe 
end Jsbor, lesler+. Greetinss were - 
sent hy Pres. Kenecey and Secre- 
tery of Taber Asiar Geidte re. 

Tite SRO E ECS of tne dinner 
“Was. 8 trihute to ‘the To: ais peed 

tains, Silvers provided 'a.lot of in- ‘and Vi prenounce sentence Uais ; 

‘club 
y hrours: 

“4 AV! 

Lou Mindling Exits Morris Agency 
To Become Chi Tracks Amus. Chief 

Chicago. Muy 16. 

Lou Mindling. head cof William 

Clifford Guest’ $ ‘Concerts’ | Morris operations here for the pust 

‘Clifford Guest, whose billing is‘ six years. has resiened to became 

; “the. Internaticnally Famous Yen-. director of special entert.innent 
.tro Impressionist,” intersperses his : rroiccts at the Arlinsten-W 

ton Park race tracks. - 

shingle 

ments. The. first starfing May 21 
‘thru May 31 and the other from: ‘The tracks, which operate only 
i June 5 to June 24. ‘67 dusts cut of 36R. neve vast 

Currently at the Chase Hotel in 
“St. Louis. Guest also does a@ stint 
‘at. the Hacienda Hetel in Fresno, - 
opening there June 29. 

aCTEEEe In “recs that have exberie 

enced grest suburtan e:oath in 
recent years. Operating cen wmit- 
tees of botn trac KS vant fa tend 

“ways Gf using 

. 
MV a 

a we oi ihre is a 

Trate Jadge Jails Tieless 'Atnadacs's lob eG aclop pare 
Frisco Cafe Operator For — wkd ep the reat tcte © att ee 

. . Guriks the aff se qcars: 

Breaching Court Decorum ,%-t Pars ace cn age es 
Aas ada 

Sen Francisco, May 16. Merthest suber: cecter end 
Er nrico B: nducci. owner of the Washineton jS C33 Y Nin te 2G a ear - 

iowerease bunery fi. wes held in cast of the ets. Bote : " wey 2G 
‘contempt of court and bounced #10 Gpinntes by direct tram, fon the 
dai yesterday “Mon. by Superier Qeapy sue See 
Judge Joseph Karesh because he Vo pegiected sre 4 pat a! Gouever 
cane into court without'a Hecke geste. op tie ar oes. ern 
and szssed the jurist when chided (oyne coneert series. ani ec. ~ 
ahout his clothes, tee) certainty oth: it Sh: i os 1's 
fudee teed off on Banducei in the jesh ee Clacein Ch eee 

_merning. v hen Banducci appeared which : ely cd i» ons ” ‘ i ', an Fe 

to testy in an climeny esse I ih a 1900 centiee jae val volving folk. singer Stan Wilron. bee me nit Mey i tay te sail 
Banducei, tieless and wearing a ye) con ae oe Poe awe 
svecter aver his white shirt. pre-  pylger Re Mar me ; HG a (Pr 

sted when the jadge ordered bm ec BS Oa pie es 
-to return to tes ify in the aiter- secon’ mated pan Baie yooy 
noon, Szid the judge: em the Ambae-sacor Boot. Da op Verges - Peoray a. pow : . 3 et “You heard me sav the hearing Pam. Vere he had been i ouge 
is continued until this aitcrnocn ime eet Wy to uper ce (he new 
Now yeu be here. Also. waen yon POT ENE 

-core hecs. be sere you fear a The Merris olfiee be. rat set 
hecktie end ce:tin mv courfesom.” { PPainted a rephicen onto fer 

MindHre. 
ee eee me ee 

“ST. REGIS RESUMIFG 
ACT POLICY IN FALL 

The Valvenete af the 
Hated N OY Swill reece ate t 
Por Y ext Season, Pat elegy Jag 
been sisecd far six woots erotig 
Sent, 42 fal! waing the senener 
Hintus, 

Baraucei pooped oif, “Wigat bss 
nw attive cot to-@o with the hear- 

a?) Why do Theve to wear a cout) 
and Ger” 

“I find sou in. contempt af court 
fer thet remark.” said the jude, 

edema 

R oe5g aliernoon.” 
ight- ‘, *t So Judge Karesh put the nigi 

entreprencu® wey for 24 
insisted Bunducci wear cont 

and tie next fime le cc:nes to 
court and added: 

“If you dort wear them. TH) Feors hs ad been expres oa is to 
aeain hold :cu in contempt. To “wheather the Vitor ettio tor hd vee 
would not have sent sou to jail if ine roxt sear, (sap Pp 4 2@ 
ou Rad foPosed rive sugve: tion betes operator, is resnided ps Tipe 

ef this morning and entered this in oppa-ed to floo:shayws hos ng 
¢ourtroem propuriy dressed.” rather mo a onppied potio. Totter 

—_— iforseat is prevalent et tte Psia 
ays ofhep bate) artes 

atcehen placed the Viseuette 
ane CANCEL SUNDAY SHOWS S as Var miedo op te 

AT CNE’S GRANDSTAND ii ce a 
ee a oe 

Cantor Bras. Aud Gses 
To Ottawa YE-YECA Wink 

Toronto. Mev 16. 
Despite ckay of City Counel., 

srancstand snows of th * Canadtan 
ExhibiGion on. Sunes 

wil not be held Ciis summer, a =| 
eerding to Thar MeCallam, gen- 
crab menacer, Main obstacles are! OMava, “ey 16. 
viion Cd fticulies, the Sunday cen-:  Cortor Bros? Ancitorcun ‘re, 
tre] of expected crouds.to the 2 oi iHich hi Gi-thesd Pb. Ba ley, 
Hoteseater, the kieping of ationders Pal Anka an Otuera crtsey, 
ares eres tntips threugh other ut- B: onda + ® and ather rér- _— 

tre wticns, tre Siring by exhibitors =5 wel as oyostiine, De dos ped 

'f extia staff, phis Sunday over: te orwasional opera Bas tu ts 1 
tye. i turne doves Jast werk ty V7 i 

, b i phy 

¢ we 1961 Expo. 

! 

YWCA for 8533.609. Tie four C 
furs then chipped in Seated py t" c 

‘fist cift to the Y. S38. ocd Le fe 
ving daind. and Rhodes Hee) Fs 
(Co. officials, whoo sang the deal,. 
gave £5,000, 

Craniey Pimms Lid. presy FOR, 
i Bure {* togss ey Js al- oF an are | ra at 

3IcCathim was also emphatic that ; 
the CNE would not ask tor a wice- 
oien sunday that would pern.it 
weration af the midway and rides. 

crent. it would be impos- 
>to effect changves in time for 

Heo sidid. -Grand- 
vend show bad a S140.600 Joss lest 

“« 

. : Ollava VYUCAUn d BOW Ss coe 
nner, With revenue totaling of i 0 a IC Anand ROW oh a 
Uy 440: _4an, tfosa CMizen paidecer, 

p vereseeees DReads the | finauece come ittee, 
Spent. sad other evuts a dine «.d 

oot wee pe 

Pe ue uperintencent Oniondo 
‘Ran i's ~ OW: Wirhon. whe came tea Chi in 
Rap Vs. Mpls. Cafe Owher te rcle Gf a touch | iaaretel 

‘. Matineapolis, Mey MR bveusht in to ean Up the ‘own 
“First-Cesrée” assault charcesstotvhs. last neck evoked ine! 

- Ags . “Hepr v Sibes, Key. etub. He ed cries fen satat n inti rests 

2 OF RET WHO, shat the patrons in his fords foam entaccesccnt Gla 1952. 
“nites: April, 14: have been. Cisge C1. mee a Nich proWibits etrples - 
anissed by Minteapalis, M tuticipal BeAr of vomen as barmdies ex 
Jndee Tindsey G. Arthur... diie cent for Mites, dare ters and sis-: 

pact d. for personal, 

enacted : 

Tak Griffith, Andrews Sis, 
inthe Aud as usual tii} tte V fears 
it down, maybe not befor c 84, 

Jane Russell's Mex Date 
Wakely for ’61 NM. Fair 

Albuquerque. May 16. ° 
ee! a r } < 4 

TV-film comie Andy Griffiths! Mav Spark Co-Proeds 
the Andrews Sisters end cewboy: ‘Texico Cry, M. i Tak, 

Tf the musieal Sacing Jase Rus- 
soll dated to preem at tle Sensi al 
Theatre here May 26 is a hit. at 
may touch off a series of thertib al 
copruenefions Leteeceen ie mS, 
und Mevico. Producer Miex Vel- 

a dez. in association ith Vie eu 
nichtly shows on’ Sept. 17-18. the ventura and Enrique Lannie. Oa 
Andrews. Sisters 18-20. Wakely.-is bullish on onteome for pace 
vho last appeared at the New ‘tion, ahicea vill Teay 
Mexico “Fair in 1959, will emcee: such as The 

sinter Jiminy Wakely have been 

appearances 

at the 1961. New Mexico State 
Fair, Sept. 14-24 in Albuquerque. 

“Grillith was signed to headline 

. Tete 

tg 

Tint 
few ne 

Piavinates, 
ler the, girls ‘to work: kelnnd ‘he all nine days of rodeo and talent Retes, ete. in company of 14 
bar. as Jong es-they dont come out .sPaws ja the Tingley Coliseum. Choreographer A} Lomen is al- 
fiont.: “Opposed to Harvey is a Wariety” bill, featuring singer ready here as are Stave -Ce-igner 
lenor. roup, the Tlineis Reted Connie ilaines. tv personatity Bill: Perry Walkins and orchestrator 
Lit wor Dealers’ Protective Assn, Leyden, Billy Barty and others Donald Hevwood. Various other 
end’ Harry A. Ischerg, essistart will open the fair on Sept. 14..ac- | observers are expected rere to 
vorporation counsel in’ charee of cording to Fair manaeer Tex Bar- make any needed adjusticer{s Jn 
“pLosccuuing | liquor license: viola- + ron. Five remaining dates are still bringing additional mu..c4) com- 

_ pions, jto ‘be filled, he said. jedy and variety fare to Mexico. 



66 NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS 

Village Vanguard, N. Y. 
Lenny Bruce, Rey Eldridge Four; 

$2.50 corer. 

Metel Reesevelt, N.O.. performers who have appeared in 
this handsome boite over the past 
decade, ° New Orleans, May 12. 

Gamtin-like qualities mixed with | Marty Allen & Steve Rosst, Tina ao "Tl Robin, Leon Kelner Orch (12); 
Lenny Bruce, who in previous | something akin to blase sophisti- | ¢9 59 weeknight -min., $4 Sats. 

visits to New York, has worked! Ccafion give femme a nice casual 7 

for the comparatively square trade, Working arrangement and_ she: 
of the uptown rooms, is more at ; builds neatly to an appreciative, if: 

home when plying his craft at hig' hot rousing. begoff. Patter! songs . eee 
eurrent stand at Max Gordon’s: throughout is glib and sharp, andj ents of the new layout. in Seymour 

Village Vanguard. He is mare in te keen is always offbeat enough Weiss’ plush Blue Room. New bill 

his element. He has the way out- : , id ; p- 
es settling down to dig his *sote- | A Berlin medley scored midway | moves rapidly and its diverse ele 
ric and frequently erotic material. ! through session. But it would be| ments meet ail taste... 7 

There, is plenty of boxoffice: even more effective if the final; Menu is headed by Marty Allen 

value as well as shock value in; see cewhe wan the wren and more j; and Steve Rossi, zany duo playing 
Bruce who has been the darling ‘- 3 eo rs in set. ahead on, 

of some of the intelligentsia as a Best of offering was Miss Robbins’ their’ third en gagement at spot. 
mirror of a sick civilization. The! interp of a socko _ballad - titled Known as ising young comics "in 
avant garde have hailed him ast “Summer Is” with she handles; their debut here few -years. ago, 

team’ demonstrated at capacity 

opening thurs. (11).this trip that 

and rhythm are the ingredi- 

one of the spokesman of the gen-} With care and finesse. . 
eration seeking to achieve a sense; _ AS per, Miss Robbins gets fine 
of security and freedom from the ; backing from pianist Johnny Gal-. 

1 Margo 

.Mirth in generous proportions, . 

Wednesday, May 17, 1963 

: Biue Angel, N.¥. | 
Weston, singer Paul Gerard and] Margaret Whiting, Dick Gautier, . 
Playmates Bobbie Blair, Michele| eon Bibb, Roy Benson, Jimmy. 

‘Lyon Trio; $6 minimum 

& "-Piroska, ventriloquist Dick | 

Hart, Karen Kristy, Robbie Liles, 
Mehling, Jean Michaels, 

Nedra Nagel and Janne Smith. ’. Herbert Jacoby and Max Gordon 
One of Ashton’s best efforts in|apparently no longer change theic- 

choreog is “Ballet Cosmique,” with |-bills’.all.at once. They just. re-. 
colored elastic strands (affixed: to|furbisn them as talent becomes - 
a stationary frame at rear of stage) | available, They're thus able to 
manipulated by the dancers for | make way for a new face or an old 
exciting geometric figures. Routine }hand, to provide: an air of fresh-. 
is done in black light for full effect. {ness and familiarity. = 

Weston proves to be one of the There are two. major events. on’ 
‘strong points of the show with his/the current shaw. Dick . Gautier 
clever handling of his two manue-|doubling from “Bye Bye: Birdie” 
quins, and his mastery at: voice-| (New Acts), and the return of Mar- 
throwing. His chatter with thej)garet Whiting to the Manhattan 
‘dummies is both amusing and|cafe scene after many. years. Miss 
convincing, and the material has | Whiting, who stems from the era. 
been cleverly conceived. . | of vaudeville, has always been able 

The Novelites (Frankie Carr,|0 adapt to her surroundings and 
Joe Mayer, Chuck Leonard) are|>ring an air of talent to-her of- 

fear of sudden destruction. 
Bruce has expressed his views in 

the jargon of the way outs and 
should he feel the need of a four 
letter word to properly color his 
thoughts, then out it comes. It 
comes out quite frequently. Ex- 
cept for a few set pieces, he gives 
the feeting of extemporizing. It’s 
safe to assume that no two shows 
are alike, except for the punchier 
pieces, such as his bit on Moses 
and Christ making the scene at 
St Patrick's Cathedral. 

Having been exposed to the sick 
for so long, Bruce appears to have 
taken on the colorations of the 
segment of society that he es- 
pouses. His views are seemingly ; 
no longer than those of a detached ; 
observer. He’s one of 'em. Much | 
of his material is not funny, nor ; 
in good taste, nor is there an air: 
of wisdom and wit about it. But; 
there is a gloss which gives the ; 
impression of being heady andj; 
iconoclastic. It’s these facets that! 
keep him in high favor with the. 
beat generation and theif suc- 
cessors. 

Bruce's in-person effort is pre- 
ceded by a 15-minute film ‘in which 
he emulates Chaplin in a panto- 
mime of an apparently homeless 
gent to whom everything happens. 

The other act on the session is 
Roy Eldridge. a trumpeter of ex- 
pressive qualities. He is of the 
old school which has a respect for 
melody and musicianship, Backed 
by a piano, bass and drum, he cav- 
ers 8 wide musical area...He gives 
his musie a lot of loving care which 
makes for a pleasant beat and even 
more pleasant listening. - Jose. 

Flaine Room. Mpls. 
Minneapolis, May 12. 

Dick Shawn, Art Wagner, Danny | 
Ferguson Orch (7); $2-S2.50 corer. ; 

At his preem in this usually 
staid Hotel Radisson nitery, Dick - 
Shawn had to share the spotlight: 
with an unbilled, lively bat. Though — 
it ruined the comic’s timing and: 
was a frightening distraction to 
tablesitters, the elusive bat was! 
a perfect foil for many hilarious} 
ad libs and gave the comedian an 
unwanted opportunity to demon-! 
strate his quick wit. 

With the flying mammal flitting , 
about perilously close to: the audi- ; 
ence, Shawn urged customers to 
keep calm, notiny “That's nothing 
but a big mosquito. But what's it 
doing with a man's ear in its 
‘mouth?” The eerie animal was 
also the butt of numerous gags 
about the late Bela Lagosi. Between 
the bat’s frequent excursions, 
which prompted the comedian to 
remark that he had “a 16-minute 
act and a 14-minute bird.” Shawn! 
delivered his w.k. “Massa Richard” 
and Othello routines, both big laff- 
getters, and managed to belt out 
a couple vocals. Pianist-director 
Art Wagner did a workmanlike job 
of meshing words and music. 

Shawns regular material appeals , 

mainty to the under-40 crowd which ob MeMorris} was introed as. 
predominated in the opening night 
audience. At his bowoif, comic in- 
vited patrons to return for subse- 
quent performanees during k*s 
tvo-weesx stav here, pointing out 
*T chante my material around. 
Sometimes I don't work with a bat. 
I we a lit:to mouse in-tead.” 

Shawn ro nains through May 24 
with Nino Narn aml Dolores Per- 
rs movin? in next day for a fort- 
nicht engagement. Rees, 

Ritz Carlton. Montreal 
Yiontreal, Mav &. 

lant and Paul Notar's hep group 
; who also split dance sequences be- 
" tween shows. Nevot. 

they're pne of the top comedy 
teams extant. Their 45-minute 
stint is loaded with: solid: and 

back with basically the same ma- ferings, She's a singer in every 
sense of the word. .There’s an. air 
of joy in her work, attention to 

hilarious -nitery fare... 
threesome in the business, .and|"écessity of bringing an act with 

Flamingo, Las Vegas 
Las Vegas, May 11. 

Vic Damone, Jack Carter, Don 
Kirk, Flamingoettes (12), Nat 
Brandwynne Orch (14); presented 
by Morris Lansburgh, coordinated | 
by Dave Vietcrson; choreography,., set up the laugh lines for. Allen, 
Lorenzo Maldonado; $4 minimum.) who, given. the slightest opening, 

: Vie Damone and Jack Carter co- 
star in the Flamingo Room’s new- 

,est double-header, a show which 
;Fan much too long opening night. 

re eee 
-plays it straight while Alen; short 

Rossi, a tall. handsome singer, aud. reaction justifies the adjac- 
tives. Routines include slapstick, 
one-lines, situation stuff and full 
routines, and it’s all proved and 
tested. Carr has ‘a facility for 
facial expression, Mayer has the 
command to hold the show intact, 
and Leonard. proves talent on play- 

and stocky and with a pixie-like 
quality, is the perfett comedy foil. 
Rossi handles his lines expertly to 

has a faculty for turning. every 
quip into a big yock-puller. Their 
timing and delivery is flawless and 
their mirth explosive. , 

Rossi is a highly effective sing- 

also in tandem on the fun stuff. 

As always, the best bit is-the 
hat routine with Carr up front 
‘most of the time with the brief 

er. . cok 
Miss Whiting does everything 

from special material to delinea- 
tion of the standards. Her treat- 
ments are unique for today's new- 
comers ‘inasmuch ‘as. she’s faithful. 
to the intent of ‘the composer, and - 
with a yiew toward entertaining 

ing it straight on the vocals and rather than expressing some. inner 
motit.:One of her strongpoints. is. 
the delineation of a medley of tle 
hits with which her father, the late . 
Dick Whiting. was associated. — 

Proper editing, especially by Car- 
ter (who did 65 minutes at thei 
first show) will make it a strong! 
entertainment package. ; 

Although separation of the stars 
bs a {production number would 
ave been wise, Damon Trace- " ‘, . . 

fully handles the difficult task of | the Way with his variety of come- 
following powerhouse Carter, and j dics, ranging’ from his “Hello 
delivers a solid tufn that tops any- | Dere” trademark to zany impresh- 

er with nifty pipes and he scores 

tin, Tony Bennett, etc. But he nets 
biggest hiand with his own vocal 
treatment of the theme from 
“Exodus.” Allen ts a delight all 

‘with his impreshes of Dean Mar- 

ing commercial. Jn the few times 

lines. to spark the laughs Inspired | 1 oor Bibb provides wee eeaters 
; Leon Bibb provides vigorous and 

by the bonnets. Mayer also reaps |feeting rendition. of ballads, work 
‘songs and: spirituals for. excellent © 

ig ¢ a: (results, while Roy Benson, as ever, 

the | three | depart ice hig nou, [Presents a zany kind of magic and. routines, Carr p I patter that. provide the customers. 
twith a rewarding ‘session. Jimmy - 
iLvons Trio.does the backing with 

the down-deep yocks with gin sell- 

ledge of the accordion on “Dance- 
of the Hours,” Leonard .comes 
across in good fashion on a couple 

‘thing he’s ever dohe in Vegas. 
: Damone's superb voice is gim- 

? 

‘with an “Ecco-Fonic” echo cham- 
‘ber to most interesting effect. The 
.gadget is a larger, more compli- 
‘cated model of the portable he 
used so successfully at his recent. ' . 

Los | looks lost on the big stage, her pip- Cloister 
Angeles. 

engagement in 

. 

In Love,” “Sugar,” “Come Rain Or 
Come Shine,” “Maria” and “Street | tunes that fit her pipes, but she 
Where You Live.” Excellent team- 

micked on some of. his numbers ! Perso 

| 

Damone’s songs include “Falling | brings plenty of mitting. 

pooning . of world and show biz 

of standards, and. Mayer shows he 
knows his way around on the string 
bass. The enthusiasm is infectious. 

es, one-liners. panto bits and lam- 

onalities, plus terping. 
Bouncy, winsome .and ° poised 

four-foot, 10-inch Tina Robin’ is 
one of the cutest canaries to play 
a repeat performance at this noc- 
turnal: rendezvous.. So -small, she 

terial essayed before - but. wih: 
. ‘Phey | . 

added polish of the het’ comeds detail and. an. awareness of the: 

| gal) work the early evening hours 
on instrumental and vocal in a 
variety of tempas. 

could develop them. into one of 
the better lounge acts... 
Show change ‘due in mid July, 

_ ‘Long. 

ing makes up: for:lack of size and 

Miss ‘Robin wisely stays with 

has lots of scope for she works 

The Apollos (four guys and’ a 

Despite the’ 
youth, they’ show potential that « 

——— 

Class and competence. Jose. 

Fairmont, San Franeisce 
‘San. Francisco, May 12. _ 

. Andy Williams, Ernie Heckscher 
Orch (13'; $3-S3.50 corer. 

Andy. Williams wows the check-. 
grabbers in. the big. staid Venetian 
Room with: a poised. smooth show. 
that entertains all. the way. Hae 
opens with “You. Do Something to 
Me.” followed with an unusual 
(far a male singer! “Love for Sale.” 

| croons “This Is the Moment’ and 

ee ey cee 

- tor the show, in through June 7. 

| 
{ was 

work is provided by the singer’s | everything from rock-n-roll medtey |- 
own crew, Joe Parnell on piano; '!to “Mclancholy Baby" and “He's |. 
Bobby Bryant, trumpet: and Sid ,Got the Whole World in His Hands” 

- Bulkin, drums. with the Nat Brand- f with slickness .and savvy. End re-. 
wynne orch (14). [suit is_a solid click 

Carter's session is updated with | 

‘tunes mixed to satisfy all tastes. 
nedy, capped by his fine “Show Liuz. 
Tanship” piece of special material) 
all of which keep the yocks coming}, 
at a brisk rate. 

Hoidover production number. 
featuring Don Kirk and the Fla- . 
mingoettes 112) is curtain-raiser Parts’ :16', Novelites (3), Apollos 

“1450, Norm Rouner Orch (7); 
Playmates created, produced and 
staged by Barry Ashton; costumes 

jby° Lloyd’ Lambert; music and 

Golden Hotel, Reno 
Reno, May 12. 

Barry Ashton’s “Playmates tn 

Duke. 

Angelo’s, Omaha 
Omaha, May 11. ‘Darid. West; lighting ty Hugo 

tT ; « tn" " : : : Johunie Ray; Angeio's Orch: GF . , ind * i Grynuta: no cover or minimum. 
(10) conducted by Heman Capp; $1 ; ; z= mS 

Cover. _ The Tomerlin Bros. (Jim. and 
ee soe 

: Bill). have kicked .off the. season 
There's one thing about show biz . . -~ 

5 - in their newly-decored Mardi Gras in the corn belt—you never know 
| What's going to click and what, Room with the potent combination. 

isn't. A good example is Johnnie; of Barry Ashton’s Playmates in| 
Ray. Singer is making his first 
appearance in these parts. iis | Paris” and the Novelties—and its 

well advertised and publicized. So; command capacity biz for the full 
what happens? Not even 50 peo-;run: Three first-night: shows were 
ple show up for the opening ;,,,,... te “as . 
night’s 19: final performance in & turnaways, and ditto for the second 
plush nitery that easily houses 450. night. Heavy reservations suggest 

But you have to give Ray credit. | the billing will be the strongest to 
e worked as though the house} play the room in recent. years. 

‘as packed. His biggest slips!’ part of the lure (undoubtedly) 
care in introducing “celebs” inj is tie fact the Ashton revue marks 
the aud. The World-Herald critic | the tirst time nudes have appeared 

Leon Kelner and his musical 
‘many topical gags. ranging from crew back the acts and play dance 
‘asironauts to Khrushchev to Keén- 

lyrics by Val Grund: scenery by: 

Mister Kelly‘s, Chi 
_ Chicago. May 8. 

‘Bill Dana, Patty Clark, Marx-. 
j Frigu Triv; $2.50 cover. 

Bill Dana's “Jose Jiminez™ char- 
acterization remains one of the 
‘funniest and most unusual dialect. 
impressions in years, and, of the- 
“Jose” routines, his astronaut bit 
is not only more timely now but 
has heen honed .until it has be- 
come surefire. 

Dana's bumbling and fearful Cu- 
ban-accented spaceman is anything . 
but the well-trained astronaut in 
the current news. With his Mister 
Kelly’s opening following our suc- 

ing reports in the papers are par-: 
ticularly effective. 

However, it is only this Toutine ‘ 
plus an equally hilarious dialect: 
version -of “My Funny Valentine” 
that comprise the heavy .am- 

the two sketches account for only 
a little more than 10 minutes. of. 
his 30-minute act. “Valentine” 
{which comes out “Me Ponny Bol- 
lantine’) ‘not only utilizes the. 
Cuban dialect effectively, but is 
also a. clever pafody of the oyer- 
stylized -gestures of the current 
crop of ballad singers. 

It is ironic that although Dana 
| has spent more time as a comedy 
j Writer than as a performer his. act 
;is ‘Stronger in puerformance values 

; Space Helmet under his .arm.: 

cessful man-in-space shot by a few. 
days, the contrasts with the glow- | 

munition of; Dana’s turn, although - 

, Bob Miler, Gloria De Haven took 
a bow as “Fran Warren.” 

Back«d by 
heaved by 

Herman Cupp, Ray uses all his 
standards the 50 minutes he 7s on. 

He opens with “Smiling.” “Shake: -Piayimates’ copens in 
a Tland” and “If I Had You” be- 
for? moving into “Walkins My 

: Bebv Bick Home” in which he 
sells, kissing a few gals in ‘the 

tim a Reno production show. Four, than it is‘in material. His comedic 

an eacelfent orck in much word of mouth re the show ; “Goad-by” 
us) oWNn? drummer, | ayyeal, 

of the fenimes in this Ashton edi-{ timing is so precise that’ he can 
tien are bra-less, which is resulting | get a taugh out of. a word like 

by. just hesitating 
And the Novelties have , strategically midway: . 

proved their. marquee, value in| Dana’s act needs filling: out in 
mais priser dates in this room. | ; order to maintain the tempo thaf 

colorful; he demonstrates in. his two. best 
readition of “"C’est Mon Paris” that.’ routines. His Jack of sustained 
sci» the theme for the’ hour-plus momentum -works against the high 
offering... Choreoz and costuming | spots in his turn. A temporary loss 
show much imagination and plan-!of rapport. and control of his 

~OusIN, Jas had 

: aud on the checks. “As Time Goce» ning. and the-10 femmes have ob-! audience was apparent in his clos- 
"B:” is tollowed by “Just Such a! yionsly: been picked for the eye ing routine, a question-and-anawer’ 
Night. Then Ray goes to piano’ appeal.as well as the talent. Show | bit. that turned into mass heckling | 

. for “100. Years from Today” and!-pacing 1s slick, and the acts havei by the audience. 

‘then really orbits with Kurt Weill’s 
“That. Old Bilbao Moon.” From 
this. point on, he’s: got. the crowd 
in his. hands..and he never lets. go.- 
The whole 50-minute show: has 

stvle.. pace and: plenty of musical 
moxie, thanks in. part- to pianist- 
conductor Dave Grusin. drummer 
Karl Kiffe and Ernie Heckscher's 
hand, But, primarily. it. is Wil- 
liams’ creamy voice, lightness tin- 

: cluding a bit of s6feshoe: and com- 
plete professionalism-—even to his 
jokes and mike ‘repatee—that’ 

~Make this show a total delight. - 
Williams 13° marvelously ‘ingra- 

tiating. with.a voice and diction 
somewhat akin to Perry Como’s 
and the energy and winning: show- 
manship reminiscent of Tony Ben- - 

:nett. The combination is quite 

mee ee. 

iirresistible and the. result: {s that 
Many persons who. had barely 
heard of Williams leave the :Fair- 

‘mont singing his. praises--and_ 
. assuring the Fairmont’s Dick Siig. 
of return business. «°° | 

, Show rans through May 31. 
t Stef. 

Tidelands. Houston’ 
-_ Houston; May 9 

©. “A Nee Can. of Peas” Revie, 
‘Don Cannon Orch (6+;. no corer. 
Or witn bazar, : 

This capsule revue is somehow: 
.@ good idea. gone wrong.. Named 
by comic Jack Douglas. who plaved 
here - recently. “A iNew Can of 

ds a collection -of -old and 
new. brisf’ and .not-so-brief skits 
presented..by a loeal’ professional 
theatre sroup,.none. af whom, obvi-” 

much night club. 

Peas”. 

expertence, 
“Cast is) generally young. - and 

promising for the legit theatre. . 
But atleast collectively. -the eisht 
principals wauld du. well to shun 

nifery, work henceforth, 
The bit plusses are a group 

analysis skit, whicli isnot original, 
a mink. skit and’a -skit seemingly 
out of a Charles Addams. cartoon,’ 
ewWled “Motherly Love.” Generally, 

Tsobet Robbins, Jonny Gallaut, sets up “White Cloud That Cried.” i been: wisely chosen. for balaace.| Thrush Patty Clark has been a 
Pal Neter Trio; $1.50-S2 corer. 

Isobel Rubbins, a pete blonde 

} His w.k. “Cry segues into windup! but © always 
Jubilee.” ‘accent. , 

Bonifsce Angela DiGiacomo has: | 

the Parisien! Chicago name since -her long and 
well-received.. stints on WBBMI-:; 

with 

A shapely thrush, billed only as! TV's “In Town Tonight” show. She ' 

‘ thoush. the skits remind one of ‘a _ 
toothache. Thoy'll keep you awake, © 
but they aren't very entertaining. - 
While. show was. eut consider- 

Whose you htvl appearance and installed a new spotlight system Christine, aply follows the opener) has a pleasant voice and looks, and ably: atter. opening. ‘night, “it -still 
manner nciic plenty at experience . that aids presentations 100°c. So-.) with “Mademoiselle de Paris,” and! ably handles a catalog of durables.’ runs 65 minutes, which is too much 
buth lee. 

her first Aidntreal stent at 
Ritz C ‘eo nd thr: 
addition to the 

ois a Rappy 
long list of able jare on 

amon: the upcoming. acts while 
’ 

| 

end in the nieries, plays | phie Tucker and George Gabel are } scores 
the: 

solidly. Other standout | and recent show tunes. She would 
artists 

Mor. 

include featured dancer] do well to-work.in a novelty num-:. ; 
the n-arpy Ak-Sar-Ben hoss iseec | Marian Miller. rapid-fire car.ocnivt | ber to balance her book of ballads. | backs ~how, and the band does its 

Trump. -1 Paul Burke, dance duo Christine . 

‘of ‘a medocre thing. The rhythi 
Séctian. of “Don Cannon's Orch 

Uswal Jine job for dancing. Skip. 
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Shamrock, Houston 
Houston, May 12. 

They return tn. blue 
briefies -for: a parasol: drili to rain 
effects. Arlen. did the music’ and. Betty. Johnson, Eddie Garson, 
lytics of “All Dressed Up,” this! x. Bert Sloan-Dick Krueger Orch 
sung by Bobby Rose. 411); no cover or minimum. 
The Curtis Orch lends’ strong ; 

support: to all acts; also play for} 
the diners’ dance sessions. 

, number. Palmer House, Chi 
~ Chicago, .May 11. 

Pearl Bailey with Louis. Beilson 
end Nick Di Maio orch. (14), Sons 
of Morocco (7), Tapateers. (3), 
Ben Arden Orch;. $3. gover. 

Empire Room, which has recently 

been. booking many. of the acts that: 

formerly ‘played: the. ‘defunct Chez |. 

Paree, has a strong bill. in this. ad- 

mixture of Pearl’ Bailey, a Chez | 

regular, plus: a floor-filling -circus 

act: and. a -Stageshow unit af tap- 

terpers. It’s a bigger-than- life show 

and fits the ornate decor sur rprising- 

hy well, 

Miss Bailey is in- fine fettle in her 
Windy. City return and the. opening. 

night assemblage had a great time. 

with her amiable song and patter 

“portray al of the phy sician and. cir- 

‘cumstantial: ‘tribulations of a young- 
matron type. Okay..counter parts. of 
the. role in the “audience suffered. 

': along with her. in her skit on‘ the: 
machinations of. shoe manufacturers. 

- against’ women's feet in. “Tight: 
Shoes,” and. enthusiastically. agreed: 

With her ain’t-necessarily-so version 
of “Virtue Is Its Own Reward.” 

The quasi-Junior. Leagurers ‘also. 
relished’ Miss Bailey's ‘slightly | “AS a Singer, Miss Devon: scores ° 

Wicked ‘renditions of “Legalize My j best in ballads, but needs. plenty ° 
Namie,” “Fifteen Years-is Good of: ‘musicianship. Variety in deliv- 
Enough For Me” and. “Two To ery and style are still. lacking... : 

-Tango."-She's still gréat with a |Breathy, ‘throaty .quality goes: well, 

-dallad, ranging easily from a-rock- ; Vith her looks, enhanced Naser 600d | “He's at his. best when, 
“ing “F Can't. Give You Anything |F20ge that soun ood but she Trait: telephone receiver int his pocket, he 

iuse Sa melon” coaching. een ‘cariies on conversation with a But Love" to.a soft ad sad “Then 
There. Was You.” Her turn: is aj r n- ‘party on telephone, “the operator. 
solid- one-woman Show in: its own! |Other Words’ showed pice mood -Chico-Chico, ‘who is back in ihe 

; ‘and..“No Moon ‘at All is bright 
.as a jun:p tune. drum, and a-puppet dog.. He and } right. 

Louis Bellsqn: is. featured in a’ Co-billed Rudy . Render | “keeps Miss Johnson, split 60 -minutes ! 
florid drum soto reminiscent of the 
solo skin pounders of the big band-| | things: ‘swinging with solid piano- 
da\s.of the late ’30s and early” "40s | SoCal stylings in’ the Bobby. Short. orch is again excellert,. with the but virtually. unmatched in ‘sheer | distant relative) vein, though his , : ; adi a 
ower and ‘speed. Backed -by Nick, ‘musicianship: comes through" with; £oateed Sloan adding some higii- 
Bi Maio's ° heavy iis ‘brass-oriented | even more. Strength.: ‘Background as lights to thr ush’s elosing act. 

band ‘four :trombones, four trum- i | arranger-pianist. shows in. strong at—- 
pets!, this. show piece’ rez zlly- ‘shakes j tention to sharp piano work, while.’ : y “ ‘his singing is natural and pleasant! “the room:.: | - 

-~ Sons of Mor acca. ‘isa Seven-man and dey Be tp an unde “Lede a 

eeloe oF “tostumes lad in. the: most | la. Tramp” -were typical of ‘overall! 

Shrine -cireus. ‘Their. progressively: Hight. bright and pleasing offetings- on De rio. J J Ora iin show caug reh,. Pauchito Orch; 
higher: human Pena ee are breathe Bass Dick ‘Taylor is -an asset to. ) tettne weekends. 

. -both, Render’ and ‘to Miss. Devon. is holding: the entire. frou. aloft. : ‘joining pianist. Joe Felix to back 

Betty Johnson, a Jack Paar regu- 
The ° Jar, has.the looks arid seeming good 

Singing ‘Coronados and Lee Allen nattre-of Dinah Shore, and exudes 
are in. HL May. 20. / MeStay. .a warmth .that hurdles the foot- 

: m {lights:- In short, the auditors like 

¥e Little Club, LAs and she does have a fine set of 
Beverly. Hills, May 2. | pipes.She can belt when she wants 

Lora Der on, Rudy Render;, “two iG. but-usually is content to stick 
drink mininam. {around the sefter register, 

-Professiona irection in whie i Sh 1] in a print gow h 
Marshall ‘Edson’s' newest ‘“discov-! S e's a do Jin a print gown wil 

jery,” Lota Devon, goes will best:be:, ease. ‘on mike. About half ot her 

gets. Lovely to look at, her strong-' ditors, but nobody seems to mind. 

| definite .attraction, for films.- She | Fyerybody, * runs on to “Baubles. 
backs it up with: unpolished, butj Bangles,” draws nice response with 
sufficiently potential, vocal work.; Bart Howard medley, and the disk 
Her. debut here is ‘preceded only. that advanced her. career, “I 
by. a.single booking: in a: small De-.i p-eamed.” She begs off with “The 
troit club, and. already. -20th-Fox j party's Over” and “Wonderful. ‘9 

and U-I are reportedly. giving her; ‘Eddie Garson is half way through 
the onceover. For films, she’]] need ° hi 
considerably more poise and sophis- 
‘tication, - though more. basic per- 
forming ‘experience should develop ; 
assurance and relaxation to aid in 
this-direction. ©: 

‘and he begins to get audience re- 
sponse. His stand-up. comedy’ at 

: fairly .weary- gags, and even when 
the ventriloquist’s dummy, Chico- 

drum there's little life in act. Then 

hegoff. 

move. in ‘for two franies May 25. 
. Shi ip. 

* Alameda Room. N.Y. 

The Latino sweep in 
“Their closer” i ' yapid-fire _Gotnany fi . er 18 apld-fire | jatter's gig strongly. Dele. jas moved into. West 57th St.9j1 

himbling | act that: finished ina; ‘\ Hotel Great. Northern, 
whirling. ‘blur . of . colorful’ cart-: . | the. colorful and airy Alameda the 
Wheels. ‘The’ traditional "art and. International: 7 N.Y. | chile beat is played to the hilt and} 
‘Yitual of straw-hatied tapdancing is} The Hi-Lads #51. Caren: Anders: - its developing .as a socko lure tor “ handled With ‘considerable skill] by -& Peyau Hedley, Bovts MeKeura ! ' the hip-swi inging set. The roenm’ 

the “Tapateers’ trio even to the Girls 18). acid: Boys (41, Miké:has been in operation ior: ahout - 
_, Standard wild. tiptappery gymhas="  Durso Orel, - Atile “Rhunibas;. $6) nine” months, but -co-owners Joe: tics ‘closer. eininiuin, 

“Show is in:till May 24, ‘followed 5: 
by. Dick Shawn, ” Mor. 

 Pready established a clientele that: 
‘The: two acts which. Jack Silver Pours for the weckend fiestas. 

erred 

° man has’ brought: into his large hi- . tere. are two shows -niginiy.' 

‘lay Me - ternational em orium are in for’, Friday through Sunday, that are} 
Barela Wo fel. Toronto, P : Strictly in. the Latino vein and j Toronto, May 9° only the single ‘week, ‘awaiting the ‘ 

sSitsing, Core: nes rie ‘Bone’. arival of. Dion ‘and the Treniers ; aud toe steppers Marques & Bel-. 
“Rose, Perey Curtis Orch: 1B); $1 50 .. this week. However, this. bill is'an., asco are currently stirring up a 

‘flamenco. fury. Their foutwork is 
: Vigorous and exciting. The Jultito 
‘Rodriguez | Tria. doubling. fram- 

audience-pleaser,. helped no .end 
‘by Boots - McKenna’s magnificently : 

stage .t i production siumbers and: his 

line ‘of attractive, gals. and buys. 

COveET.. 

vee ‘Boniface. A] Siegel’ will: have: to. 
cut-a half-hour. cf his present 90- 
minute ‘twiece-nightly floor show ‘tar triumvirate that plucks 

-some tantalizing ‘rhythms. 

jher whether she can sing or not. 

and 

‘opening is only ‘so-so, with:. some 

Chico, first appears from a bongo 

"Garson ‘begiris his multi-voice tal-. 
‘ents, and auditors respond to a fine 

With -a 

a flared ‘skirt, and thoroughly at { 

est asset is - physical, making” her-2: She opens with “Today -I Love | 

s act before it really comes alive |: 

| Godfrey,. 

in 

Jack Costanzo’s bongo solo is 
fast and subtle and _ virtually 
makes the little drums talk, and 
his song backing for Miss Faye is 

Miami beachcombers out 
. droves.. 

| deft and unobtrusive. 
Frankie Scott's 40-minute open- 

ing night turn was a bit on the 
long side, but he's a fast man with 
a quip and his routine brings near- 
ly everyone into the act. Infermit- 
tently picking up _§ringsiders’ 
hames, he weaves them into his 
two-liner delivery until near the 
end of his act he has eight or nine 
tabler names to work into each 
gag. 

Guests seemd te enjoy the spot- 
light, however, and their respec- 
tive parties yocked it up at their 
occasional discomfiture. More than 
a few of Scott's lines are vintage, 
hut he works them for their max- 
imum return and acquits himself 
as a swift-paced and generally 
clever standupper. Mor. 

Foreign Unit Review 

Nats in The Belfry 
(Tivoli Circuit) 

Melbourne. May 5. 
‘Revue produced by Knox God- 

fréy, With Nat Jackley, Sid Plum- 
met, Howard Morrison Quartet, 
The Amazing Brittons (4), Tommy 

The Flying De Pails 
46), Margarita. Helios, Max Bleach, 
Rosemary Powell, Anne Inglis, 
Jackie Bowkett, Tivoli Cuties (121, 
Glamorous Belles (4), Debonair 
Dandies (4); choreography, Sheila 
Cruz; music. Hal Moschetti: decor 
and wardrobe, Angus Winuacke. 
i Opened Tivoli, Melbourne, May 4; 

The. K. Bert Sloan-Dick. Krueger ; $3 top. 

This show centers around Eng- 
lish comic Nat Jackley who doesn't 

‘Joe E. Lewis and Marion Colby (have to rely upon verbal patter 
t alone but can cenvulse an audienre ' 

Portela and: Joe Pineiro have al- j 

:Tight up the-customers’ alley. Weel! 

the Radio City Music Hall. is a gu- | 
out 

with a body motion or eve wink. 
If Jackley chose to play down tue 
jocks and intreduce a nvte of! 

“Marques: & Belasco, Julito’ Rod-! pathos he. could probably rate in 
wan Carlos Barbera ; the Chaplin class. 

4. 50 -awini- J Jackley is ably backed by dimin- 
_utive Jackie Bowkett, Tominy God- 
ifrey and Sid Plummer who are 
perfect foils and agreeable comics 
n own rights. There is one up- 

Here jn | Pearious: sketch at end of show! 
called “Be Prepared” with Jackley, 

: Bowkett and Godfrey as Brownies 
and Plummer as scoutmaster. 

In addition. Plummer does act 
‘ith xslophone and = introduces : 
further note of comedy by. draw- : 

‘ing forth alk sorts of unlikely ab-! 
jects from instrument such as: 

‘string of sausages, oversized caler-! 
pillar, rat and - flowers. 
Rating high among other acts 

are the Howard Morrison Qual tet , 
and the amazon “aero-bats.” The; 

“Fiving De Pauls. The Amazing | 
Brittons, with combination of jue-. 

: Sling and riding unconventional ' 
bicycles; singers Margarita Helios. 
Max Bleach ‘and Rosemary Powell : 
fit well into the layout. 

This isn’t the most standout bill ; 
presented at the Tivoli. but tor} 

Ben Soir. N. Y. 
Renee Taylor with Frank Bax 

ter, Phil Leeds, Barbra Streisand, 
Three Flames, Jiminie Daniets; $5 
minimum. 

This downtown cozery's current 
three-layer pastry has only ine 
termittent nutritional value. and, 
with ne potent component, the 
marquee air of a marking tome 
bill. Comic Phil Leeds, a repeatr 
here, isn't apt to queue ‘em up, 
and Barbra Streisand, a stylish 
and amusing chirper who was in 
about a year ago, doesn't scem to 
have developed much  bexoffice 
momentum since. Managemert ob- 
viously was banking on Reiwe 
Taylor's nightclub bow ‘see New 
Acts!, seen as a ezsh-in on her 
Jack Paar show exposure, but the 
Waiters have had little pressure 
so far. 

Miss Taylor and her spouse 
Frank Baxter have a turn that taps 
her as a promising talent, buat 
otherwise needs doctoring. Lecds 

lis a deft monologist with an easy 
manner, but his diffusion of throw- 
aways and shorties is a rather 
bland serving, especially for teny 
rooms. A rundown of zany greeting 
card messages doesn register ag 
well as the preinise might suggest. 
His funnicst stuff evolves from 
‘the conjecture: wet if esting, and 
not sex, was the national taboo — 
executed, natch, with plenty en- 
tendre. _. 

Miss Streisand is decidedly not 
an ordinary visaged singer, which 
fact could blur focus on the yvucals. 
That it doesn’ttis tribute to hee 
| impressive piping, and an amusing, 
Pixieish way of uerhing. Hers is 
a rather refreshing catalog with 
a Pleasant quota of whimsy, but 

" falso the sort of songology for top 
display of theatrical thrush values. 
She has the wherewithal on all 

‘counts for some prime exposure, 
and ideally for intimeries. 

The Three Flames’ musical 
backstopping is smooth, as always, 
| with Jimmie Daniels’ emceeing 
iand teeoff warbling nicely ecssaved 
‘per usual. Leeds and Miss Streis- 
,and are in for four, Taylor & 
i Baxter for tuo frames. Pit. 

Creseendo, E. A. 
Hollywoed. May 4. 

Ella Fitzgerald, Oscar Peterson 
i Trio, Lou Lecy Quartet; $2.50 
i corer, two drisk minineint, 

Ella Fitzgerald moved in on this 
‘Strip club and kayoed her cult- fol- 

lowing with her first swinging 

i punch intro “This Ceuld Be The 

, Start of Something | Big.” It was 

:@ prophetic epener! 

i; She medicys “Why ‘Was I Born?” 

i“Can't Help Lovin’, That Man” and 

j ‘People Will Sry We're In Love,” 

i hee oming a littie husky voice 

nervous tor a few brief bars but 

i she mellowed again fast when she 

: sensed the audience was with her. 

From her Redvers and Hart 

Verve album Miss Fitzgeraid 
_ Which ‘féatures. ‘the rich: harmony 
“work! of The Singing: Coronados 
‘and. the comedies. of Lee Alten. On- 
‘their first visits te a: ‘Toronto nitery, 

MeKenna ‘has also concocted ° an. 
original, fast-movi ing number for a- 
finale that. ‘keeps the audience: at. 

. tentive to thé last beat. 
both scored with tue “customers on — 
opening 
ol- mouth. «| 

OL Spanish: ‘and ‘Indian - extrac- 
tion. the Navajo trio-—twe brothers 
and sister harmonists-—open: With a 
‘bouncy “We're on. Our. W ay.” They 
follow with language Ivries. that 
aré vocally s} mmetrical in a. ruus- 
ing “Brazil,” dramatic 
tie Volcano.” 
“cf UFrenesi’ 
fects in ‘ 
ot Far 

eIngs & 

"and their. -singing ct- 

a change in tenipo. - Steve 
 $0)0 of the nostalgic 

“1 .Am." Anito, does a “cute 
ard sexy “What Lola Wanrts* 
with George ~ ably. 
to ~the 35-minute. - 
‘caught, 
whe tour, 
tries 

stint, . when 

‘South | 
immediately. .after>. 

The Singing - Cor onados,,. 
American coun-"- 

tNeir-.. 
Canadian chore, are ‘outstanding arr. 

and will rate lots of word... 
<The: Hi-Lads, who have plaved . 

this spot previously, havea neat ' 
instrumental quintet that. mops up 
with some of their original vocals. 
‘Combo has:a topflight. lad on’.the 
electric’ fuitar,, 
-mer, a-piano leader, a ‘saxophonist 
“and hep ‘musiciah. om: the trumpet. : 

‘Legend ‘ef .! 
the cha-¢ha’ stv: ding 

One member of the greup does 
takeoffs. on.. Louis Prima ‘and 
Satchmo” Armstrong which. are. 

‘refre shingly good: 
‘Song of the Bullfighters.”- 

“tele, 
current-day rock-n-roll songs. 

contributing: ¥ audeville™. 

That * “Crazy Sounds” number,’ 
which the Hi- lads have. done on4 

js a‘sharp-clicking «spoof .of | 

much hetter than their:‘ 
routine, 

“Bi ack To 
‘even 

one nicely done songs; the latter 

-tharm cand well- wardrobed: appear 
“ance, “What's nore. ‘they. can. sing 

.' and -had to: -heg off.” on opening... 
night; 
As contrast. 

continously 
of. story 
Found: effects, hat transfers, make- 
up and mime to records: 
persed w ith fast. 
acrobatics. * With = machine-gim 
rapidity of: delivery, he’ proves that 

Lée . Ailen scored 
in. his. zany melange 

felling, African ° julie. 

might. well be dr opped or at. ieast : 

an excellent .drum- ; 

with: 

t 

{ 

‘he knows what the. terp bunch 
. Wants. 

i 

‘t 
t- 

Wwe! 

immed. For change of. pace; the. 
combo introes “Bring .Paris. To. 
You. which serves to .bring in. 
“Gigi, “Last Time I Saw. Paris” 
and “April in. Paris.” 

Group - uses."Saints Go* Marche" 
ing” as sort’ ofan. audience-par- | 
ticipation ‘bit wher éby patrons are: 
invited ‘to snap. their fingers—and | 
oddly enough: they. do just ‘that.: 
“Number ‘should be: retained, and: 

inter. 
_tapping and. 

he js a comedian of: ‘many parts in: 

Were 

possibly .. expanded... The Ii-Lads. 
enthusiastically. 

Best part of the Caren Anders- : around which she builds her line | will be their only hotel operation 

L 

; - received | But: it’s her running interpolation | Preston Tisch said the Americana 
here, and appear definitely on their: of inside-gags-for - outside - people. | Hotel. in Miami Beach, owned and: 

, WAY. 

Tite . goed average evening's entertain- 
ment iCs fine. Knox Godfrey's : 

pulls: staging ‘is smooth. Stan. 

proves “Anything Goes” 9 and 

, patrons clamored wild apprecia- 
ition during the first cherus; bes 
‘tween dyries she thanked then. 
Later after ano up and jumping 

| ronditian ‘of “Youre DPiiving “te 
Crary , she responded to the £¢- 

*ceptance. “Giad you like it. We 

group's overall guitar: display has! 
a stimulating - effect and 

, hetty tabler: approval... 
‘The dancing-. beat’ supplied b- 

the Juan Carlos Barbita and Pa- 
“chite corchs, which. alternate. 
vonsistantly peppery -and swingy | 
“and guaranteed to pull the cha cha 

em 

ct Tisch Bros. 
Continued from page 63 

Por pachanga partisans onto the : ‘ just recorded it; remember tie 
“floér, Panchito, incident lly: is vet ‘then, they have operated the hotels: label.” 
fiom the Versailles, chic: ‘eustsid- ‘under a management contract: From here cn out she speeds up 

very: that was replaced. by. the which expired May 1. ‘the tempo, increases per range aid 
Preston Tisch. in explaining the: socks bone with ao number cf 

deal. said: “Since my brother and | standards and a rock ‘n roll Ner- 
I are devoting our full time to} sion of “Blue Meon.” proving thet 
I:oen’s Theatres Inc. and Loew “sj she cannot only join the new sect 
Ifutels. Ine. and have been active j but even beet vem at their avn 

sin diversifving the company's ate 2 tame. Next she -tabs ot wita 
tivities into the hotel field. the! “Mack the Knife and G@oz¢s im:ta- 
demards an our time have heen ! tions of Bubby Daim and Lows 
-a great that ve cannot. continue | Arnistrong, 

_to give Atlantic City operations the Aiss Fit/geraid keeps fhe pace 
‘personal attention they require.’ right ta the ond Gf tie 40 ndna’e 

._Lauzance Tisc h is hoard chair-i round with a bow-off cnedley that 
man. of Toew’s Theatres while: out rede Cab ¢ ‘alloway znd Danny 

-brother Preston is. head of Loew's :? Kaye fer .acal gizgerish, She 
Hotels. The Abell Co. operates the: threw eversthi.g into it including 
Willard fotel in Washington, the; Hamms and Schlitz commercial 
Stanley in Estes Park, Colo.. and! parodies. Singer took her Jeie 
the Summit in Uniontown, Pa., as;and no amount of nand warming 
well as a number af office build- could coax her back from her trail 
igs in various parts of the country. ! betucen tables, 

three weeks, « The Tisch brothers still own the Oscar Peterson, with Ednnitid 
Miss Faye’s. powerhouse pianis- : Colony and = Artistocrat Motels! : Thigpen and Ray Brown making 

ties and blues-shouting singing there, but they are being operated: up the trio, cued in the session 
stvle- make for-forecful hitery fare. | by others under longterm leases.} with their particular brand of up- 

tempo mearderings that sets the 
scene and overtures Miss Fitzger- 

‘trade. and|{operated by him and. his brother, | ald. 
Lou Levy Quartet ‘Gus Johnson, 

Rounatahle several vears ago, and . 

Cras, 

Trade Winds. Chi. - 
; Chicago, ‘May 10. 

Fre. 08 Fane ¢with Jack Cos- 
Frankie Scott, Sco Di- 
Senter, $2.50 cacor. 

C26 
SU lovo 

‘The ropes were up for: Frances - 
Faye’s opening night return to ihe 
Trade Winds and Miss Faye re- 
warded her assembled devutecs 

,W ith a swinging 45-minute walk on 

; the wild side. Based. on her SRO’ 
“Opener - and: advance reservations : 
ilisted by maitre Arturo Petterino. 
“the. club ‘should register’ a. hot 

‘that’s’ her stock in 

his 45-minute stint..opening night.,Peggy Hadley act is the warbling : of fey humor. It's .a strange ad- 
- Two full-stage dance productions | of the two girls, which has possi-! mixture of sophisticated, bitter- 
re offered by the Bob, Arlén Dan-’ bilities. However, ‘both the. ‘singing sueet saloon weitschmerz and 
cers. with the Jookers” in gar den-; and the comedics of these. comely : ‘girl-meets-girl commentary that’s 
party vellow dresses ‘and floppy femmes. went over. solidly here, definitely not for family night but 
ats opening with. a "Spring: Fever” : oe Wear. is certain to bring the expatriate 

outside Loew’s hereafter. Loew's 
now is building two hotels in New 
York City. The Summit, with 800 
rooms, is slated to open July 20 
while the ‘second ‘the Americana} 
will have 2,600. rooms. 

drums; Wilfred Atiddiebrock, bass; 
Herb Ellis, guitar, and Levy at the 
piano) nicely shadows Miss Fitz- 
gerald but never over-shades her. 

Headliner reigns on the strip 
through May 21. Hart, 



New Acts 
him. He sings a straight song 
okay, as on a nightly interlude in 
the next door room, Picardy Cafe, 
and withal is a neat entry for the 
*"Muehlebach entertainment lists, 

Quin, 

RENEE TAYLOR 
With Frank Baxter 
Comedy 
32 Mins. 
Bon Soir, N. Y. 

Renee Tay!or, the dumb blonde 

who's become one of the Jack Paar 

irregulars, is a very talented lass} DICK GAUTIER 

who ought to land anon in legit| Comedy — 
comedy «musical or otherwise}. As 20 Mins. 

; ; ke Blue Angel, N. Y¥. 
a wide-eyed wha’ hoppen type,| nick Gautier, who plays the 
she may remind a few of Judy } Presley type singer in the legit 

Holliday, but Miss Taylor has very musical we Bye Birdie,” has a 

her own style and person-j Well-worked. oul comedy routine 

ality. she handles the no-brainer in his doubling effort at the Blue 

role as if it comes naturally It | Angel. His gentle as oeibjeets 

doesn’t. She is shrewdly in con-| where it arts. 8 yee 

tro! of herself and her lines at all! Gautier, at show caught, was a 

times—meaning she has the im-" sow starter, but worked up to a 

Pe tae On cba - and foil ‘ full head of steam by the time his 

ith ne allotted time was over. He di 
Frank Baxter, she is howing in the | a child's primer version on Cape 

clubs with an act that unfortu-| Canaveral scientists, plus abit 

nately is only sporadically effec-| about the Lone Ranger and assort- 

Dc econality to fer credit eat ner ed ribs of foreign films which turn 
S r ut fairly funny. 

above the mostly meagre pickin's ° Gautier is not yet ready to zoom 
she has to work with, pulling off : . 

4 ~“ | as a nitery comic, but he has the 

a neat takeoff ‘with a Baxter as- basis of an excellent act and with 
sist: of the “Gypsy” tuner—he as + . A 

: further experience in the boites, 
a show biz tyke, she as the ambi- can score solidly in the: larger 

tious stage mother. It's the best! ~o 40° y Jose 

of her display—fine satire brought j Q ° ° 

off with gusto, and ample fun for | 

most situations. SYLVIA MARCO ROSALES 

Her other major moment is Comedy &: Songs 

when she belts “I Wanna Be a: 30 Mins. | __ 
Tennessee Williams Heroine,”| Ocho Puertas (8 Doors); San Juan, 

which scopes the playwrights haan Sylvia and Marco Rosales, gb 

sortment of sitko types. It’s e Jyric an gag writers, offer 

kind of number that suits..her sketches in song with side com- 

well, but this particular spoof | ments. Their one-couple “revue- 

could be sharpened to yield more! ito,” “Fancy Meeting You Here,” 

chic values. is composed. of original. tunes, 

Otherwise, this break-in turn is’ fragments of melodies, .and paro- 
2 modest-to-ho-hum entry. Miss! dies with intermittent comedy pat- 

Taylor. in skirt and blouse, begins it er. Sylvia, at the piano. has a 
with her dumb-dora monology: plastic face and a flair for mimick- 

that has some subtly diverting mo-! ing female-types. Marco, a sturdy 

ments but is mostly blunted corn. j baritone, delivers outrageous non- 

Baxter, a handsome profile, , Sense with meladic conviction. 

straightmans a c9ol-cookie pose,; Their material ranges from ex- 

then offers some mock throwaway ; cellent to embarrassingly un- 

{mpreshes that aren't much. She;funny. Judicious cropping of the 

uncorks an “I'm In Love With, cornball lines (some borrowed 

Jack” ‘JFK ditty whilst he sup-,from the Berle-Youngman library) 

plies a frozen-faced maracas beat. | would help the act’s pace. 

Bit seems a sequel to Carol Bur-. Both bilingual, they spoof Span- 

nett’s lyric pursuit of John Foster ; ish singing commercials, the soft- 

Dulles, but doesn’t measure up to sell advertising era, and that ever- 

the latter tune’s wordage. ; popular target, the tourist. They 

Baxter also does a carny pitch-;do the “Rum Song” ‘from their 

man routine that’s shy on comedic. LP album, “This Is Puerto Rico.” 

spirit, even with a windup assist; bit on how songwriters create 
from his wife scampering amongst: @ Mmoneymaking pop tune is _bit- 

the tables. ° P 8 6 jingly sardonic and effective, 

. ; ;mostly because they know from 

ee ie Tayler nnaterial aca’ personal experiences of what ey 

with infectious naivete that’s sym-. sing. b 

patico. She finésses, if short, , 
what could have been a half-hour, THE PASTORS (3) 
yawn. Part of the trouble is that) Songs, Comedy 
Baxter's assignment is old-hat in- 3g Mins. 
concept. with a ditto script. Eddys; K.C. 

He and she need some situation-| Tony Pastor's present setup with 

ing with built-in beaucoup absurd-| his two boys, Guy and Tony Jr., is. 

ity (the clever kind’, plus the obvi-| a new act designed to bring more 
ous need to provide him with a/ comedy into their. musical work, 
sharper premise for solo duty.} It all centers around Dad, himself. 

Pit. {and well it should with his wealth 
of experience and hundreds of 
recordings. The two sons point it 

Songs-Piano up niceiy. contribute their own 

Hotel Mueblebach, Kansas City {800d singing bits and help round 
In recent months the Hotel; out the proceedings nicely. 

Muehlebach has sought out un-j, Dad himself leads it off with 
usual entertainers for its intime| “Indian Love Call” and “Marie” in. 
cocktail bar. Le Bistre, and the{ His long-established vocal. style. 
latest eniry of this type is Sir Jud-| 22d he throws in a few hot bars 

of the alto sax Jr. comes on to 
warble “Who's Sorry Now” with 

SIR JUDSON SMITH 

4the — squeeks. 

ne = 9 21 ee er 

House Review 
Dinah Washington, Perri Lee 

Organ Trio, Jimmy Ricks, Roz 
Croney, Arnold. Dover, Kit. Kats 
(3), Dells (5), chorus (5), Eddie 
Chamblee Orch (16). 

Apollo's management. should be 
chided for billing Rafael Campos |. 
as a special guest star during the 
vaudery’s current frame. Campos, 
himself .a talented actor and hus- 
‘band of topliner Dinah Washing- 
ton, is made to stand around and 
nibble at his frau’s:ear during one 

, of her.several otherwise successful 
) numbers. if that’s what.the Apollo 
;calls a “duet,” then the theatre 
| works from an unfamiliar showbiz 
lexicon... 

Miss Washington is. good, but 
whether her kind of. sophistieated 

‘music and song is what Harlem 
tpewsters will buy in large numbers 
irémains to be judged when the 
final tally at the wickets is in to- 
morrow !Thurs.), ‘She's particular- 

tly hot-on “Blue Skies” and ‘Foo! 
: That I Am.” 

The. star is one of the very few 
acts on the week’s card who knows 
how: to use the Apoilo’s mikes, 
which are erratic enough under 
best control. For instance, Jimmy 

4 Ricks,.a vet in the biz, had difficul- 
'ty. modulating against the mike. 
Arnold Dover, whose impressions 
‘are altogether-too familiar and not 
always accurate, sings well, but 

The, too, couldn't quite master that 
amplifier. The Eddie Chamblee 
backstopping ‘orch was.a shambles 
| microphonically.. Using seven vio- 
i lins falmost as out of place in the 
‘history of the Apollo as a Dixie- 
crat. Senator), the ensemble was on 

‘the mikes in the string. section. 
| Others on- the: bill are the Kit! 
[Kats and Dells, along with Roz 
1'Croney, a limbo dancer of some 
' flexibility, and the neatly oriented. 
;and orchestrated Perri Lee Organ 

‘a lot of shaping up. 

- Unit Review 

.. Ak-Sar-Ben, Omaha 
. ’ Omaha, May 10. 

Romeo. production, with 
Gloria De 

Don 0. 
Henny Youngman, 

Orch (18); At Ak-Sar-Ben Coli- 
seum, Omaha, May 8-9: ‘61; metic 
bers.only, no admission. 

Most expensive “free show” 

for its members, this second-show- 
of-the season package was a zinger 
that brought out 18,000 of Ak’s 
‘23,000 members. As producer Don 
Romeo aptly put 
trouble with this show was_ that 

'there wasn’t an opening act.” 
| Les Brown and his orch opened 
| with ‘theme and “Sweet Georgia; 
Brown.” Ail.the members of the 
outfit weré introed as 
Stumpy Brown, cute Sue Marlo, i 

{ 

! Latter was a near show-stopper 
with his “Good Man is Hard to 
‘Find” and the vivacious Miss Marlo 
j Was a standout in three numbers. 
‘ Jimmy Dean seored with his 
songs and cornball chatter. After 
opening “Hi, Neighbors,’ he leaped 
off the five-foot. high stage and 
‘strolled through aud, 
hands. It was the first time any 
performer here .clicked with that 

Omaha civic org has ever set. up- 

well as : 
i Kossi, Dorothea McFarland. Ronat-t Field. ¢ ysart 

Les ‘Brown.Jr. and Butch Stone. : . 

shaking 

a . 

— 

re cp, er : : 
: a ee ee 

In the latter’ in-: 
‘stance, the problem might be solved }- 
| simply by removing one or both of. 

| Frio.. The five-girl chorus needs‘ 
° Art. 

i 
t axter 
- Leeds. Barbra Streisand, 3 Flames, Jim- 

“\pella, Tibor Rakossy. Dick Marta, Bill. od.” Mi 
j Laity O'Neil, Rudenko Bros., Slippereties,. 

Haven, Jimmy Dean, Les Brown's , Marti Ore. | : 

!Tony Cabot Orc 

it, .-The only { 

« 

‘Heimer, Ivan - 

‘Shaw Orc., Walter Kay Orc. 

R CUR 
NEW YORK CITY 

MUSIC HALL—“Fiesta In Puerto Rico,” 
Corps de Ballet, Raymond Paige Ore, 

AUSTRALIA 
MELBOURNE (Tivoli) — Nat Jackley, 

Sid Plummer & Assistant, Tommy God- 
frey, Howard Morrison :Quartet, The 
ing De Pauls.. The Four Brittons, Max 
Bleach, Jackie Bowkett, Margarita Helios,- 
Rosemary Powell, Anne Inglese. ~ 
SIDNEY (Tiyoth)—John Larsen, . Colin 

Croft, Ormonde. Douglas, Nance Rasmus- 
sen, Doreen Morrow, Lorraine. Quinn, 
Bram Schrever, Judy Hooke, Eri¢ Gorm: 
ley, Eileen Hattam, Frederck Dore. Kevin 
Mills, William Howard, Vincent Fosier,: 
Arthur: Gorman. Pauline Garrick, Car) 

i ng. . 

| BRITAIN. | 
BRIGHTON (Hippodrome)—Ruby Mur- 

ray, Chick Murray & Maidie, Tommy 

Fields, Johnny Laycock & Bee. Emersan 

& Jayne, Edorics, Mario Calpe, Richman / 

& Jackson. 

BRISTOL (Hippodrome)—Geo. Mitchell 

Minstrels. Leslie Crowther. Penny Nic- 

hols, George Chisholm Jazzers. Televi- 

sion Toppers, Tony Mercer; Dal Francis, 

John Boulter. Peter Crawford Trio, Two | 

Pirates, Jackpots, Mitchell Maids. 
‘EDINGURGH (Empire) — Calum Ken- 

nedy, Anne Gillies, Charlie Sim, Moira 

Briody, O'Duffy Bros., Ray Long. Dune- 

din Band, Pipes & Drums Scottish Bord- 
erers, Denison & Diane. - 
GLASGOW (Empire) — Andy Stewart, 

lan Powrie & Band, Alex McAvoy, Mar- 

garet Mitchell, Max Kay, Andrew McKen- 
zie, Dixie Ingram, 4 Jays,. Cherry Wil- 

Ipughby Dancers, Richard Hardie, David : 

Logan, Aeolian Choic. Scottish Junior 

Singers, Pipes —- Drums of Glasgow, 7 

Volants. ~ ad ; 

LONDON (Palladium)—Harry . Secombe. 

Roy Castle, Marion Ryan, King Bros., Ed- 

die Calvert, Audrey Jeans, Jeremy Hawk. 
Michel & Carol, Crazina Frame. 
& Howard. Ghezzi' Bros.. Barantons. 

Wendy Wayne. Ronnie Corbett, Jack 

Francois, George 
Shepherd Singers. — an 

MANCHESTER (Palace) — Alma Cogan, 
‘Charlivels, Morecambe Wise. Dallas 

Boys, Rosemary Squires, Billy Dainty, 
Freddie Frinton. Kazbek & Zari, Debu-: 
tantes. Debonnaires. 

Cabaret Bills 

NEW YORK CITY | 
‘BASIN ST. EAST—Louis Armstrong. 

Julie Wilson. — 

BLUE ANGEL — Margaret Whiting, 

Dick Gautier, Leon Bibb. Roy Benson, 
Jimmy. Lyons 3. a 

BON SOtR. — Taylor &: Baxter,” Phil 

mie Daniels. 
_ CAMELOT — Bobby 
Johnson. 
CHARDAS’ — 

Short, - - Gladys 

Micheline Bardin, Lia 

Yedla, Elemer Horvath. 
CHATEAU MADRID — Teresa Dance! 

Troupe, Ralph Font Orc. a 

COPACABANA—Connie Francis, Doug-' 
las Clarke, Paul -Sheiley Ore.,) Frank j 

EMBERS—Jonah Jones. Lee Evans 3, 
Joan. Bishop. . . 
HOTEL ASTOR-—Eddie Lane Orc. 
HOTEL LEXINGTON —Virginia Wing. } 

Lillian: Knight.. Denny Regor. Tony Drake. | 

‘HOTEL NEW YORKER—Milt Saunders 
Gre. Verna Lee. . . ; 
HOTEL PIERRE — “No No Nanette.” | 
Jimmy Carroll,: Larry Douglas, . Wilbur 
Evans, Betty Madigan. Marie. Santell. 
Stanley Melba Orc:, Joe Ricardel.Orc. "|" 
HOTEL PLAZA—Katyna_ Ranieri, Ted 

Straeter Orc., M. Monte’s Continentals. . 
HOTEL TAFT—Vincent Lopez Orc. 
HOTEL ROOSEVELT — Jimmy. Palmer ; 
re. . . . 
HOTEL ST, REGIS.- Dorothy Shay, Milt 

INTERNATIONAL. Dion. Treniers. 

LATIN QUARTER — Crosby. Bros. 
Frank Libuse. Four Kovacs. Harrison & 

Jo Lombard Orc.. B._Har‘owe.O-e. 
LEFT BANK—“al Bostic. | 
LITTLE. CLUS—Jane Harvey. fo 
LIVING ROOM — Bobby Cole 3, Bub _ 

Ferro 3, Meg Myles. _. ; : 
NO. 1 FIFTH AVE.—-Fia Karin. Brook- j 

l tield ‘& Harty, Fred Silver, Ann Lnden, 
4 

~~ oo 

. 

Dick Hankinson. 
ROUNDTABLE--Jackie Mabley, 

Glenn, Jack - Kelly: ; a 
SAHBRA -. Sarah Rubine, Rahel &-; 

Zlilla, Martin Roman, Sara Avani, Kovesh 
& Mizrachie. Leo Fuld. 
SAVQY HILTON—Gunnar 

Marco Rizo 3, Ray Hartley. | 
TOWN & COUNTRY—Jewei Box Revue, 

Ned Harvey Ore, Martinez Orc. 

’Tyree! 
‘ 

Hansen Orc, 

WEEK OF MAY 17 

‘Morrisey, Stagg McMann, Ran 

-wynne_ Ore, — 

Frame. Helene j 

Carden Dancers, Bill | 

ww ee ee 

“Fenn, 

Wednesday, May 17, 1961 

‘Dan Sorkin), Patty. Clark, Marty Ruben 
stein. Trio, Marx & Frigo. 7 ae 
PALMER HOUSH—Pearl Balley’ Revue 

Ben. Arden Orc. | eer Neves 
PLAYSOY CLUB—Adam Keefe, Pat 

Stag r Sparks. 
Trio, Ray Sneed, Three Heart. Breakers, . 
King and Mary, Ben and Adam, Doe 

SHERATON-BLACKSTONE—Gloria De 
Haven, Franz Bentler Ore. == ; 
TRADE WINDS—Frances Faye, Frankie 

Scott. Sam Di Stefano Sextet. . , 

LOS ANGELES 
. BEN. BLUE’S—Ben Blue. “Les Corps do 
Paree.” Barbara Heller, Dell Fin Thurs-. 
-day, Gloria Tracy, Ivan Lane Ore. 5). © 
COCOANUT GROVE — Eydie Gorma,. - 

Steve Lawrence, Freddy. Martin Ore. . 
CRESCENDO — Ella Fitzgerald, Key. . 

Howard, Oscar Peterson Trio . 
DINO’S—June Rudell, Jack Elton, Steve 

La Fever. - : , oo, 
‘LE CRAZY HORSE—Crary Horse Revue 
‘SLATE BROS:—Jerry Lester, Lillian 

‘Roth, Harry Helling’s Four. —~ 
STATLER. HOTEL—‘Playniates in Las 

Vegzs, Skinnay Ennis Orc. 
THE SUMMIT—Cal ‘Fiader Quintet... 
YE. LITTLE CLUB—Laura Devon, Rudy 

Render, Joe Felix Duo. 

LAS VEGAS 
-DESERT INN—Phil Harris. Sandy Stew-. 

art, Aldo Monaco, The: Pieros, Conrad 
Buckner, Jubilée’ Four, Donn Arden. 
Dancérs, Carlton. Hayes. Ore. Lounge:. Ml-~- 
chael Kent, Dave Apollon, Milt. Herth, 
Henri. Rose, Bobby Stévenson.: . — - 

' DMINES—Zse Zsa Gabor, Wiere Bros, 
Bill} Reddie Orc. Loungé: Roberta Sher- 
wood, Bobby Breen. | : oO 

EL CORTEZ—Johnony. Ukulele, Lef. 
Momi, Bromley Twins, Spencer Quinn. .. 
FLAMINGO—Vic Damone, Jack Carter, 

Don Kirk, Flamingoettes, Nat Brand- 
_ Lounge: Lionel Hampton, 

Delia Reese, Peggy Dietrick. - 
-FREMON NT =— KnocKabouts,. Make Be - 

lieves. Satellites. .- a . 
GOLDEN NUGGET—Bob Wills, Wade 

Ray, 5, Sunshine Boys, Bobbie & Smoky 
Coats... a 
HACIENDA — Four Tunes, Johnny 

Glenn, 3 ernotes: Cathy . Ryan, . Grover- Shore 3. ae 

MINT—Pat Moreno’s “Artists: & Modele 
of '61.° Arthur -Elien, Skeets Minton. a 
_NEVADA.: -~ Jimmy. Cavanaugh. Vido 

Musso, Signatures, Johnny Paul, Marcy: 
- Layn et : 

NEW FRONTIER — “Holiday in. Rio.” 
Lounge: Ink. Svots. Harty Ranch. - 
RIVIERA—"“La Plume de. m2 Tante,” 

‘Robert Clary, Liliane Montevecchi, Jack 
Catheart. Ore. Lounge: Billy Wiliams 
Revue. Russ Marlo 6, Arlene Carroll, 
Marty Heim. re a 
‘SAHARA —. Gisele Mac Kenzie, Mills 

Bros., Moro-Landig .Dancers, Loults Baslt 
Ore. Lounge: Ray Anthony Revue, Char- - 
‘aclers; Tune Jesters, Jackie Jocko, Cabal- 
eros... te. _ ; 
SANDS — Jerry Lewis, Eber. Lobato 

Dancers, Copa Girls. Gart Nelson, An 
tonio. Morelli Orc.; Lounge: Dave Burton, 
‘Morrey King Strings. at . 

SHOWBOAT—Bonnle Sloan, Skeets Me- 
Donald, Deuces Wild. : - 

SILVER SLIPPER—Hank Henry, Sparky 
Kaye. Red. Marshall, Danny Jacobs, 

George Redman Orc.;: Lounge: Lori Phil: - 
lips, Charlie. Teagarden.Orc., Twin Tunes. . 
_ STAROUST—"Lido de Paris’; Lounger 
Bernard: Bros., Kim Sisters,’ Happy .Jest-" 
ers. Micki Lynn, Ralph Young. : ; 
THUNDERBIRD-——“Scandals On__ Ice,” 

Gary Crash). Betty Resan. George Arnold, 
Shirley Linde, Phil Richards. Kay Brown, 
Harry Nofal, Garwoed Van Orc.; Lounger 
Gaylords, Edi Domingo. Norma Calderon, 
Frank Gusta a : 
TROPICANA—“Folies. Bergere.” Jeam 

Claudine. -Longet. Arnaut Bros., 
Marvyn Ray, Florence & Frederic Dance’ 
ers. Ray Sinatra Ore. Lounge: Shecky 
Greene. Al de Paulis 4, Dubonnet Trio. De 
Fuentes Bros., Guy Landis, 

MIAMILMIAMI BEACH 
. AMERICANA — Lou Adler Ore, Pupl 

“Campo Ort.. ‘Ross 3. 
- BALMORAL—"“Ice Frolics of °61.” Esco 
LaRue. Curtin -& Hittle. Naries James,: 
June Rae... eo 
‘CARILLON-—Lou Walters Rev., Harry 
Mimmo, Tanya & Biagi, Janine- Claire, 

i Beeenna Line. Mike Durso Orc., Aviles | Mons. Choppy. Kayal & Christine, Can- 
re , ; 1 i / ‘. Can -Girls, Jacques Donnet Ore. | 

DEAUVILLE —: “Playmates of Paris.” 
Jav Nemeth. Nita-& Pepi. Carla Lucerne, 

ha Aguilar. Carole Dreyfuss, Shari 
Martel. © _ , 
:. DIPLOMAT—Damita Ja. Mandy Campo. 
re. 
.EOEN ROC—Duke Jenkins Ore., Jack 
Kasse 5, Mal Malkin Orc. . 

” FONTAINEBLEAU—Paul Anka. Henny 
Youngman. DeMarlos, Len ‘Dawson Orc. 
Varadero Sextet.” =. - 

. SAXONY-——Ruth -Wallis,. Norm Geller 
Ore ... . . . 
SEVILLE—“Caught in Act,” Jack De- 

‘Leon, Terry Haven, Joe Ross, Jerry New- 
bv. Anne Jones... Linda Lavin, Held & 
Paul sot 

RENO-TAHOE. 
HAROLDS .CLUB 

son Smith, bilied as a calypso key-: 
board comic up from the islands. Y ’ ; 
He fingers the piano while chant-| Dad abetting with some riffs ON} idea. Sang “John Henry,” “No+j 
ins away at a large supply of’ the sax, then Guy joins Jr. for a: pody’s Darling,” “Bill Bailey,” re- . 
island songs. and is pulling okay} ‘ery watm “Bye, Bye Blackbird. ‘| cited a tearjerking “Farmer and 
biz both-on the basis of his being: Guy changes the pace to warble | the: Lord” and wound up with 
the first sinzer of this kind in here} _Misty” ballad style and “This Is.-y'all Come"-to close first half. 
and of doing a first rate job. | ay" Lucky Day. . ' Gloria De Haven, clad in a dress | 

Sonzs run from. such island! fave Rb it back to mocat Ome sa light she had. trouble getting to 
muimbers a» “Man Smart. Woman} ¢escin'” before the three work out center stage. opened: second half 
Smarter” to “Hey Mister, Don't!. ody hi . wel 
Touch me Tomato.” There's al, Comedy bit on the “Together” |mate niteries than a 10,000 ‘scat aed ‘ 7 theme, even a softshoe getting into} Coliseum.. However. tl . ‘ 

punctuated now ana tee wees the. act. Dad has a vocal parody’ lassie impressed with’ diction and | 
straight ballad such as “Autumn on “This Could be the S:art of, voice plus ability to sell. Opening 
Leaves" and “Island Woman." | S°™@thing New,” and winds soloi "Likes of You" was followed by : Alon: the wav he throws i art $08 cuarlet of solid oldtimers for -“Kansas:City,” “Why,” “That's All” | 

chatter, some of it “along. the: a sock hand. . "  :and'"Kick in the Head.” Her spe-: risque lines fitting to. the bar! This sums as a stick turn for cial material about a film star was 
crowd, aud otcasionally tinkles clubs, Vegas, one-nighters and; clever: “Fine Romance” plus “E crowd, aud : A €Ss ai what have you. The years in the|Like Likes of You” sent her off 

The “Si a . [band biz show through for Tony" to. a big hand. 
ui the Sir tag simply follows ; Pastor and catch the customers! Wrapping up show was Henny 
sttliting t a of ais Pse singers in; right where they like it. The two{ Youngman, who slaved ‘em with 25° 

ylizing cir name, as he is ac-} sons sing well in their own rights..| minutes of his typical one-lin: rs. 
tually a North Carolinian and are good looking boys, and inject a! There wasn't a single gag that even 
oP he eae gt the repertory bit of 2 new flavor. This should approached the ‘blue side andi 

g es in the Ba-| keep the Pastors at the high show:| youn d the r’s to | 
hamas and Virgin Islands. Smith| biz fevel Dad h d: | in finding the aud's wecknecst von | S sin . evel I as long followed: | jn finding the aud's weakness 
goes nin te cones type of presen Long time pianist Les Burness, sit-| feeding ‘em exactly what thee tion in tux and tie, with little|ting in with the Billy Williams | wanted to:hear. It w: \- 
hint of his stylings just to look at | orch, aids materially, Quin. fish to a boffo show. ‘ trop 

iH 
‘ 
e 

with an act tailored. more -for inti- |. Or 

UPSTAIRS & DOWNSTAIRS—Ceil Ca- — “Can-Can” Rev. 
bot, Gordon Connell, Gerry Matthews, Bill , Guardsmen, Bobby Winters... - . 
{lennant, Mary L. Wilson, Pat Ruhl. Carl [’ RRAH’S (Reno) —- Regis & Charlita, 
Norman, Three Young Men, Sylvia Cope-{ Abbie Neal, John Buzun Trio, Martia 
land. ; . . Denny, Tunetimers. . ; 

VIENNESE LANTERN—Monica: Bovar.' | HARRAH’S (Tahoe) 
Marguerite Baxter, John Mod:nos, Ernest | Keelv Smith, Sam ‘Butera & Witnesses, 
Schoen, Joe Troppi.. . ~ | Dick Humphreys....Dorben Singers 

} 

VILLAGE BARN--Jack Shilkret, Jack } Dancers, Leighion .Noble Orc. Lounger 
Wallace, Johnny King, Belle Carroll, Tex | Jo#ry Colonna, Tunetimers.. Johnny Uku- 

—_ Louls Prima & 

Fletchér, Susan ‘Buds’ Ore.,, Lou Harold | l¢le, Revue, Charley Chaney, _ Gimmiks, 
; - {-MeNodettes, Bill Cameron. . oo 

HOLIDAY. — Frank Yankovic. Charles 
Gould, Maty Bros., Shepherd Ssters. . 
MAPES~—Esquires, Joe King, Nuokabouts, 

Joe Karnes,. Karen Delin, 

Cc. : . 
VILLAGE GATE-=-Miriam Makeba, Her- 

vie Mann 6, Nina Simone - 
VILLAGE VANGUARD--Lenny Bruce. 

Roy Eldridge. 
eWALDORF-ASTORIA — Tonv Marlin. | pecuyides Polly Porcine Ford & 

r il Coleman, Orc., Theo. Fanidi Ore. ‘| *€¥Nolds. Polly Possum. eo a pe Rien. Sanu were CCVAGON WHEEL (Tahoe!— Joe Maize & 
~~ ‘| Cordsmen. Norman Brown Sextet, New- 

CHICAGO. ton Bros... Bobbv Page. mes 

BLUE ANGEL—“Pablo Candela Revue.” | ea es 
Fable Candela, Rafael Hernan, Glamazons SAN FRANCISCO 
‘4, Lord Christo, Tino Perez and AJ! BLACKHAWK—Stan Getz Four 

CL OISTER Phil Tucker. Dobie Twins | Baa one eat Hines Ore... Doree Crews, Eady Subnis Ore ; ins. | phy eT QUAKE McGOON S—Turk Mur- 

“Ballads & Blades” | FAIRM , L—Gee 
nA Marie Roddy, Willie Kall, Norm Crider, Heckscher ore ee Geo. Gobel. Ernie 

ngelito, re Napier, Morano &!° GAY 90’S—Ray K. Goman. 
Knowles, Clair Perreau Orc, Bill: Christo« | Goman, Joan Brant, Marah Gates Daas, 
pher, Frederick & Gina, Boulevar-Dears HUNGRY 1I—Mort Sahl, Anita Shear, 
(5), Boulevar-Dons: (5). _ DOWNSTAGE ; Grandison. 7 oo 7 
ROOM (Happy Medium)—Laureanne -Le- jazz WORKSHOP—John Coltrane 4 

y. ; , —aAxidentals, J y Adimono. 
EDGEWATER BEACH—Hawaiian’ Eyes| -NEW FACK'S. “Kings Iv. Vernon “Ale 

(13), Kenny Black Orc... "+ [ ley 3,_Ernestne Anderson. 
GATE OF WORN — Shoshana Damari,| ON THE LEVEE—Peggy DeCastro. 

Bob. Gibson. . '  .. | PURPLE ONION — Joria Remus, Pat 
LONDON HOUSE-—Cy Coleman, Audrey | Paulson. Freddie-Paris. - 

Morris, .Eddie Higgins Trio. 365 €LUB—Phyllig Inez. Barry Asht 
MISTER KELLY’S — Bull Dana (with | Dancers, Roy Palmer Ore., Phyliis Inene 
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Paris 
Fr Musical Version of ‘Colombe CALLED HURTFUL 

' By: WOLFE KAUFMAN - 

_ . Bordeaux, May 16. - 
‘News that Jean Anouilh, 

‘France's. number .one playwright. |: 
had collaborated on a ‘musical, 
brought the Paris. wise-guy mob 
down to Bordeaux.. a-la New 
Haven. They. may: have -been . dis-. 
appointed to find themselves in 

‘the precence .of- another: hit. From” 
a show-biz standpoint. there are 
more important angles. such. as (a) 
this is not a musical comedy 
all: <b) the.. American iusical 
formula remains-pure. pristine and 
unloved by the Frenchies: and 16) 
this could be the answer to a: long- 
time show biz headache: what ‘to 
do about those. shows ‘that are not 
quite plays with mucie.: mor yet. 24 
really opera. 

“ “Colombe” is: called. a “comedie 
Ivrique” on ‘the “program, which 
‘translates most accurately as “itvric’ 
drama.” It’s a simple comedy. with 
cten. characters, one. chorus,” no. 
-dancers, no overture. no- arias, no 
songs, ne recitative—but’ with a 
‘full-time orchestral. ‘seore. “played 
in the pit.. Now, this SS not oiora, 
nor is it a: play, 
sense. It reminds. * somewhat of 
Menotti’s shows, or ‘Pou! 'ene’s. But 

_hére. while the music is integral, 
ft as always deferential to the 
words. It is the-intehtion of -the 
suthor and the ecannese: hoth, to 
have each word understoad. 

The music “is.-mere important 
than it is-in “West Side Story" or 
“Carousel.” buf less so (ven. “for 
instance, “Rake’s. Prosress." The: 
score’ is nearly ‘melodic 2nd. re- ¢% 
minds of Menotti. with the same 

debt on both. parts to Puc 
cther Italian jinele-tingle bovs. 
The over-all. ‘technically, 

Blitzstein’s “Regina.” with ‘the. im- 
(Continued. on pare” 72): 

Mae West i in Sex-Tette 
To Mark John Kenlev’s 

Warren-Columbus Sked 
Mae ‘West. will be back’ in legit 

this summer in another one of her.” 
“Morton. Gottlieb will. co-produce $125.000 investment. That repre-!two of them. one in fact by. the . symbolically-titled offerings. “Sexe 

Tette.” It's slated. for. presentation. 
by John Kenley: 
-eperated showcases, in ‘Warren and 
Columbus. ©. The show. is’ schea- 
Wed for Warren the week. of July 
25 and Columbus. the: following’ 
frame. 

Kenley. who's: heen onér ating: at: 
the : Packard Music “Hall. Warren,, 

“the last: few seasons, hac extended | 
to Columbus. this year. with Joseph 
Yispi functioning as his associate :. . 

Kenley | Froducer in:the latter:city. 
Will continue the boxoffice srale 
‘cf $1 and: $2 evenings. and ‘$1 and 
$1.50. matinees in both spots. The 
prices are exclusive of tax. : 

The season-in Warren -is slated 
to begin June 6. with John. Raitt : 
in “Oklahoma.” while the. Colum- ° 
bus: opener June 13. will be Gor- 
‘don and Sheila MacRae in .“Bells 
Are Ringing.” Eacept for the geta- 
Way offerings. and possibly’ the } 
final presentations ‘of the ‘season, 
the: product lineup’ will be ‘the 
sume jin the two’ cities. with the: 
shows playing . Warren first and’ 
then moving to Colurmbus.. Each 
Froduction will run’ one week, 
Tuesday-Sunday, in bath towns:. 
The first of the- preductions- to 

Tlay Warren and. then move: to 
Columbus will ‘be. Sal Mineo, 

“Picnic.” The. play opens June. 13 ! 
-4nWarren and June 20 in Colum- ’ 
‘bus. That pattern w ny he continued. 
vith: the suecessive | Warren en- 

otries,. Hugh O'Brian in. “Destry! 
- Rides: Acain.” Zsa. Zsa" Gabor in 
“Blithe Svitit.’ Jack Caison and 
Betty White in “Take Me Along.” 
Andy Williams: and Julie. Wilson: 
in “Pal. Joey.” Betsv Palmer 
“Gentlemen Prefer: Blondes.’ * Miss! 
West in “Sex-rette.” Carla. Alber-.; 
ehettiand.-Don McKay in “West 
Side Story.” Hugh. Downs.. Ron | 
Hussmann, Lais: O'Brien and Eliza- ' 
beth Allen in “Under the Yum- | 
Yum Tree” and Kathryn Grayson 
in “Naughty Marietta. 7 

The. Warren entry for Aug. 22 - 

(Continued on page 73) 

at © 

ithe normal: 

cini aiid: 

recalls: 

‘at .his jointlv- : 

_——— 

‘1 nessce Williams play, 

H 

| Martha Raye-‘Calamity’ - 

“Pittsburgh, May: 16. 
| Pittsburgh's Civic “Light Opera | 
Will present seven shows ‘this year: 
in-ifs“Melody Tent,. starting ‘July: 3. 
with. Martha ‘Raye in “Calamity. 
-Jane’, It was. necessary ‘for the. 
‘company to return to-its tent be-, 
cause of the delay in the building 
‘of the ‘city’s new $22. 000, 000. audi- ; 
torium. || 

Other shows will. include” Carol’ 
Channing -in “Show Boat”, 
‘Edward Ev erett Horton’ oe 
‘Chocolaté. Soldier”. July. 

“The - 
' Jack 

€ arson in “Take. Me Along " July” 
FE. Brown in “Dainn 
two weeks. beginning ' 

Patricia Morison and Ear] - 
‘Wrightson, in. “Kiss Me. Kate,” 
Aug. -14.. and Anne Jeffreys in 
“Destry _Rides Again. ” acs Again.” Aug. 21. 

Best’ “Thurber to 

J 08 
Yankee «’ 
July 31; 

oy 

‘Totwing of “Best 
Man” 

heen set as two of the four entnes : 
scheduled to, he sent out. next’ sea- | 
son by United Performing Arts 
Ine. 
Way Theatre. Alliance subscription 
network, The subscription chaisi, 
alled Broadway Theatre Leacue . 

on its local level. was sold to UPA 

preductions 

Tnc.. with the transfer effective at; 
the. end of the current season. — 

Of the 82 cities on the BTA 
roster, G1 are expected to conduct | 
_membership campaigns for the: up- | 
‘Teoming semester, acc ording: to CPA 

_ | president, Harlowe F. Dean, Ini tak- | 
jing over: the. subscription network, 
jlP A.is converling the setup from 
subscription, 

Richard C. Carson. 
Broadway. company: manager 

“Best. Man” touring - presentation : 
with Henry Guettel: The road hike: 
is: scheduled’ to begin Jan. 8. 
“Thurber. a 
Will produce, will be sent:out ‘hy ; 
‘errangement With Colum hia Art-! 

ists. which will handle the show 
throuch-its newly-formed. Herbert 
Fox-Ronald Wilford division. ©The - 
“Thurber” tour, ‘is slated” to, start. 
Sept. 22, 

Shows playing ‘the BTL- “eities | 
Will, be hooked at flat. fees, wita:: 

‘the loc al: ‘Leagues budeeted to. pay} 
operating expenses, ineluding the- 

-atre rental, plus take-in, take-out : 
and membership campaign: costs..; 
‘In addition to. playing the BT} 

+Centinued on: page 73) 

AIM CHI TRYOUTS FOR® 
IGUANA’ AND ‘KICKS C0? 

Chicago. “May. ‘16. 
Chicago. ‘which hasn’'t had a-ma- : 

‘jor legit trvaut sinée - “Raisin in, 
‘the Sun” .@ few seasons back, may: 
have two next fall’ The:new Ten- 

“The Night : 
“of the ’ Iguana.’.. is- expected to! 
break-in here for fiye wecks Prior | 
to -its *Detember opening. 

a Chicaso preem of the. musical 
j “Kicks & Co." 

‘Charles: Bowden and H.. Ridge-.’ 
- Jey Bullock, who will: ‘produce the 
L Williams. play, . 
| Blackstone Theatre for.:a Noy. 20 
' opening: Williams’ first -smash, 
“The Glass Menagerie, * debuted ! 

. Went ta Broadway. “Kicks &: Co.” 
-author-composer-star Brown: is a 
| native Chicagoan and of. late well: 
: known here. 

_Another preem, of off-Br oadway 
stature. is due. here tonight iTues.! 
With the premicre of cartoonist 
Jules Feiffer’ -revue.. 
plainers.” 

Sevond City cabaret theatre. 

To: Open Pitt. Outdoor 

July. 10;° 

Be BTA Tourers 
and “Tharber.C arnival” have’. 

to its newly-acquired Broatl-. ' 

by ‘Columbia Artists Management j 

plus. boxoffice.: to an]. 
exclusive closed- memthership. plan. | 
The UPA field staff is: headed by... 

whieh Michael Dewell ; 

"679 for. Carousel; 

“The Ex:” 
at “the Playwrights - “at; 

By JESSE GROSS 

Increased costs are contributing 
to shrinking activity in the musical 

‘tent: field. That's the opinion of 
‘Robert, H. Bishop 3d. president of 
the Musical’ Arena Theatres -Assn., 
an organization of tent producers. ; 
Reflecting the situation, which ‘is: 
analogaus to other areas of legit. 
is an anticipated total of about 23° 

icanvastops this year as compared : 

to. 25: last summer and a peak of: 
about 28 in 1958. 

The seating ¢apacity of the tents 
‘ varies from about 1.200-2.000. On: 
the basis of an average 1.600 seats 
per canvastop, the combined scat- 
ing of 23 showcases Would he 36.- 

,800 and ‘on a standiird eiglit-per- . 
formance frame 294.400 for the’ 

stanza. With the’ summer season 
‘averaging 15 weeks, the potential 
capacity tent attendance for the’ 

, - semester would be 4.416.000. 
i At an average’ $2.75 per ‘ticket 
on a general scale of $1.50-S4.. the 
potential capacity gross Income naa | 
‘the scason would: be $12.144. aoa | 
and at 50°% ‘capacity £6.072.000. 
‘The-- present-day b.o., scale = com- 
pares to an-average $1 25-83.50 top 
when the tents first beean spread- 
ing follow! ng the pioneer faunch- ‘ 
ing.in 1949 by St. John Terrell of 
the Lambertville N. OSL) Music 
‘Circus. : 

_ Doubled Capital 
- In 1954. the coin required for a. 
canvastap project was ebout S100.- 
C00, according to Bishop, who says. 

:that figure has now ahout doubled 
‘to -areund $200.0C0. Bishop. 
operates the Musiecarnival. Cleve- 
land, in partnership with John -L. 

«Continued on page 72) 

Tenth Man’ Nets 
ei ete 

‘Backers of “The Tenth Man,” 
which ended a 79-week Broadway” 

irun, Jast Saturday +13. have. been 
“paid 56.5/7 profit thus tat on their.. 

:sents: thelr 50°? share of a total 
+ profit divvy of $141.250 thus far on 
;the Paddy Chaveisky play. 
'- As of April 1. the Saint Subhber- 
Arthur Cantor preduction had net- - 
| ted $193.956 and a halance of $14.- 
212 was avaiable for distribution 
i after. the deduction of $18. 494 for : 

20.000. bonds and = devosits and 
- sinking tund: The April 1 undis- 
tributed balance. is ficured to have. 
been. reduced by meagre’ business 
registered subsequently. 

i, Since the produccrs intend send- 
-ing ‘out a. rdad. company next sea- 
son the ¢ain.tied up. in bords and: 

:deposits and sinking. fund will: 
‘probably ‘he applied to that ven- 
; ture. ‘The road: hike. due to run 
‘eight months, is scheduled to” he- 

| gin Sept. 20 at the Playheuse, Wil- 
i mington, 
For the four w peks ending April 
-], the production had.three break- 
even stanzas’ on 

‘Joss on a gross “uf $12 .064. Roval- | 
“ties to the author. director Tyrone 
Guthrie and: scenie designer. David 
’ Hayes were reduced during that | 
period. © 

r | West Side Story’ Choice 
Br oadway, and Oscar Brown "Tr. is , 
- trying to interest his backers. in }- For San Juan Festival: 

San Juan, P: R.. May 16. 
“West Side Story,” “Carouscl” 

and “Oklahoma” will be presented - 
during the 1961 -‘musical season of | 

; Musicals will be presented July 17. 
ite Aug. 12 at the Univ.. of Puerto 
Rieo Theatre. A fourth show will 

Nv to raves here in 1944. before it’ be chosen by the Festival staff. 
Public balloting, 

weeks at supermarkets, department | 
> stores and. public gathering places 
‘in the metropolitan areca, ‘gave 786 
- votes to “West Side: Story.”. with ; 

and . 666 for 
-“Oklahoma.” Alxo listed on the 
ballot 
“Damn Yankees” 

i Charley?” 
and “W here's 

eral 

“Who. 

4 Daily News, 

$193,956 to Date: 

-Brosses ranging ; 

‘LEGITIMATE 69 

TEM FEES 
ans to Bordeaux (New Haven) ‘ROYALTY SE crTHP [Chi Readies New Strawhat Season: 

Star Rivalry Cuts Profit Margin 
‘Fantasticks’ Is a Click 

Opener in Mexico City ; 
Mexico Citv, May 16. 

Producer Rene Anselmo 
director Luis de Llano have an- 
other hit with “The Fantasticks.” . 
i It’s their fourth success in the 

cluded “Redhead.” “The Bov 
Friend”. and “Bells Are Ringing” 
at the Theatre in the Wood. 

The production got generally 
good reviews, with 
_favorable comment on the | re- 
appearance of Maria Rivas aiter a 
long absence. Others in the cust 
included Armando Calvo. Antonio 
Gama. Guillermo Orea. Alejandro 
Ciansherotti, 
Armando Pascual. 

Chi Scribe Rans 
Pans of Miracle’ 

Chicago Mav 16. 
The drama critics who had 

panned the touring “The Miracle 
rorker” when it opened Pere sev- 

wecks ago were rebuked last 
+ week bv one of their newspaper 
‘colleagues, who advised them to 
stop going to plays for awhile, im- 
‘plying that they were jaced. He 
sucgested that they wateh  tele- 
vison fer a period to. develop a. 

that: new appreciation for plays 
make vou “feel warm end jubilant.” 
‘John Justin Smith. who writes a 

.daily general column for the Chi 
said. he found the 

Nilliam Gibson drama “sudsy but 
AUhoroughly enjevabte.” He reported 
athat it made him feel like shauting, ¢ 
; Hurray for the human race.” 

The columnist ako “~ondered 
whether. the three critics whe 
ranned it “ 
lint’ to get a feeling ef jubilation 
cay hen Annie Sullivan helps Helen 
Keller to spcrak her first) word. 
Without identifying the reviewers 

.by name. he chatlernged quotes by 

Daily News’ own aisle-sitter, 
nev J. Harris. - 
. Smith confessed privately 
he had unwiitinely expressed the 
<entiments of his managing editor. 

Syd- 

John ‘Starton, who hat atterded 
“opening night and encauraged the 
columnist to see it afterward. 
-When he produced his piece criti- 
‘cizing the critics. he reportediv 
Was told by: Stanton, “That's ¢x- 
actly what I had hoped sou'd do.” 
a 

‘TRY FOR WHITE’ OFF; 
ALSO ‘MIRACLE WORKER’. 

Paris. Mav 16. 
“Try for White”. a native Sauth 

African: play which was scheduled - 
for showing at the Theatre des 
“Nations here next month, has peen ; 
‘cancelled, a victim of misunder- 
standing of the race problem. Al- 
j lecedly pro race recognition and 
‘freedom ‘the South African gov- 
‘ernment was against it: the show 
had. been financed by Londoners 
who wanted to prove that all South . 

‘Africans were not necessarily 
biased. But now that South Africa 
has withdrawn from. the 

zc ommonxcalth, the Londoners 
have withdrawn their backing. 

Another cancellation, a few days 
asa, was the American play “Mir- 

“acle. _ Worker”, which 
: played here by the Amerecan Re-. 
pertory Group. with Helen Haves, ; 
ete. Lars Schmidt. who ouns the 

have. booked. the | l the San Juan Drama Festival. The ' Frenéh rights, felt that the Amer- 
ican version, coming in before his: 
| native tongue version, would hurt. : 
i*Privately he told friends that he 
jsaw the American Rep version and ? 

‘held for two- feared the critics would pan it. | ploy ment. He had beon -cone: 11.2 
which would, of course, hurt his | waemployment 
project.i The Reperatory Troupe i 

had scheduled, “Glass Menagerie” 
| and “Skin of Our Teeth.” even 
ithough the latter was done here 

were “Guys and Dolls,” !only a couple of years ago. with Cherness and Bruce Rauch. 
j mild to negative results by an 
other ANTA. group. 

and ,Waver from fair to coaish, 

‘on its periphery, one of thes 

particularly | 

Chucho Salinas «end 

for theatre parties 4 

d _ , Dent. of Emplovment's rule 
werent too busv picking 

‘paying 
that : 

British : 
‘the ground that he 
»three nights 
Theatre's production. 
.in God's Ear,” 

was to be: 
employment end was not ar 

By LES BROWN 

Chicago, May 16. 
It characterizes the ciimate of 

plegit in Chicago that downtewn riz 
in the fall-winter season tend to 

winle 
Ite 

Way 

it une 

summer theatre grasses are 
liably hot. Whatever the city 
represent on the least road, 

--series of local productions ef U.S.) questionably Jeads the steck feid 
ntusicals. Previous clicks have in- ; over the.May-to-Septenibe r dt teed, 

Mith six successful sales estraue. d 
tial. 1.e 

city Limits and the Gther five gest 
on the fringes, 
Manarement 9 firures on Bexr- 

oflice for the stack UPCRELaNs are 
generally unreliable, but it’s a 40 at 
eslimate that the six operation: an 
the averesate egressed neaily $1.- 
250.000 over the 12-week stretch 
Inst yeaa) The four rcealar Gawte 
loven lesit bowes plaving ‘enuug 
‘shews will have 
-éntire vear 

“when the current ierm «pds 

Messed jor we 
rat a B06) Brechics se ded 

Vay 

31, 

But while the are peliaug 
exceNent houses all ceasen Jens, 
the star sisted bas getten Gat of 
Nand, and names pre geinne wert 
of the moneys. Ahonen separ. ted 
fiom one enother by szeaish 
fances, the barns are cempetitine 

ad, te atiiact 

them, are wong wrth partth wate 
quees, 

Is a modified ve sien of the Tas 
Vegas situation, witheut the cae 
smnos ta reap side henefit. enly 
the Drory Lane operetes in con- 

‘Continued 0 page 722 
ee es ee eee 

Coast Actor Fights Nix 
Of Jobless Coin While 
He ‘Worked’ Without Pay 

Los Anyeles. May 16 
The legality «f the Calife: a 

COLOPs 
ing compensation tor actois ap 
pearing without pay in little the- 
ztre productions will be challenecd 
nN District 65 of the Los -Anveles 
Superior Court temorrow Weds, 
with opening of trig] of Gene De hie 
ton’s suit against the -lete areney. 

The department retuses te heep 
compensation to “anem- 

ployed” performers werking a ite 
le theatres even though +? ay 
actually receive no rene. for aah 

«dos 

yss 

sappearances, The basis fer tac jade 
ing is that. under the law. inyone 
rec¢iving unemploymeut cemponsa- 
tron must be available for jobs, 
Lut) actors. working for rathing 
aren't available. 

Denton’s suit, filed against the 
state agency and its diicefor, Invite g 
Perluss; the California Us ated y= 
rent Appeals Board and its ¢ ieee 
tor, Eriest Webb. and all: ¢i- 
vidual members of the bee:d, 
‘charged that these persons and tie 
Official.bodies are not avare of cone 
tradictory rulings of the hea:d as 
regards theatrical vorkers, “pate 
ticularly actors.” 

The action Chimes that siuisavs 
:are made only by Poard deeisaen 
and that no laws hate been 1. 4d 
in their support. A reph by 
siMant Attorney Generz? Hersci:el 
T. Elkins admits these allegations 
but denies other points. 

Denton was -denied unempley- 
ment compensation bhetsecn dily 
17 and Sept. 24 of Jast sear oon 

Was Workt.g 
local Corete 
“A Whrisncr 

end was ivebzole 
net listed ‘118 

ailahile 

ds- 

in the 

because he ‘iad 

‘ for otner Werk. 
The actor poote-te¢ the dee sie n, 

arguing Met ke was appea.ing in 
the legit show vithout pey is a 

:meaus of being sven by prediacess, 
aircctors and agents and wes the: ¢- 
by making an effort to obtain cae 

compensation aad 
was served an overpayment 2c te 

will do the other two US. plays it; Tequesting return of $180 ehezdy 
paid him, 

Acting as his own lawyer but 
with advice from attorness Ha. old 

Dene 

on filed an appeal te Unrempicy- 

(Continued on page 73) 



Shows Out of Town 
The Explainers smacks of William Saroyan or 

John Steinbeek. But Bridges has 
Chicago. May 10. flashes of wit and philosophical Bernard Sahlins, Howard Alk & Paul! 

Sills presentatiun of a three-act (24 observation of his own. His central 
scenes! revue bv Jules Feiffer. with inci- . . . : xO. 
dental music bs William Matiteu. Staged | characters have substance, his sec 
by Sills; sett.ngs, Dolores Alton: stage + ondary characters color, his lines 
design, Stanicy azdailiss ae ound have snap and his drama. poig- 
lides, Morton Shapiro: lighting, Alk.: j * Opened May 9, “Sl. at Plavwrights at Nancy, particularly in the first act. 
Scrond City. Chicago: $350 top. 1 Through Denis Deegan's vigor- 

raalg Jone, Brent rob Comp, bet Clore; ous, perceptive staging and the 
Harms, Charles Lewsen, Mina Kolb, Paul sound performances, the play 
Sahd. icomes vividly to life. Jan Ster- 

- ling’s ; 
. regenerated victim of prolonged ae a . we OP . . 5 fs 

in “The Explainers” t}.t the Freud unrequited passion has dignity and 
age world of Jules Feiffer's char-: vitality, Also convincing is Stephen 
acters is more believabie in car-* Jovce as her youne lover. 
toon form than when brought te Yonry Brandon is well cast as 
life-size on the stage. As theatri- the heroine's ungrateful former 
cal sketches, Feiffer's serio-comic heartthrob. Most indelible of the 
vignettes lose intimacy and trench- : supporting portrayals are those of 

ancy, This satirical revue, a patch-, Rob Ennis as a swish with theatri- 

It becomes evident ‘mmediately 

work based on a number of the os) ambitions and Alan Sues as a! 
cartoonist’s published works, never! oyish 
gets mueh better than a fashion- ° 
ably amusing divertissement for 
cabaret theatre. : 

The fallacy of the adaptation is : 

who turns fink.. Other 
prominent are Jacek Larson, Theo- 

,dore Marcuse and Romney Tree. 
_ Edgar Lansbury’s settings are 

. iS‘ atmospheric and ingeniously work- 
the apparent belief that the comic i apie. Deegan and Lansbury col- 
strip and the stage have a natural jaborated in presenting the play. 
congruency. Feiffer has written: —______. 
extra dialog for only a couple of The Fantasticks 

Chicago, May 5. «. 
the sketches. while the rest are 
hited verbatim from their printed | Richa rd Alan Wo ody a asso ciatio n 

. . Wi *hicago chapter o erican Na- 
Clearly, the still cartoons have : tonal Theatre & Academy) presentation 

7 : oo : Oo wo-ac musica com origina 

the adv antage in this case, making ! Produced off-Broadway by Lore Noto) 
possible a frozen facial delivery | with book and lyrics by Tom Jones. 

, fini: 7 ‘ music bj} arvey Sc 7 ged by 
and a totally artificial timing of | Te" pengel: technical production, Wil 
the punchline not duplicated in a; liam Sheffier: costumes, Heather Mac- 
live performance. The adaptation ; Kenzie and F. Anthony Benko: musical 

has to be on the stage’s own terms, | 4; ‘61, at’ Hotel Del Prado, Chicago; $4.30 
if at all. OP ast: Joh MeLeod, Mimi Tu Tc ® . sast: John McLeod, Mim rque, Tom 

There is a clutter of short scenes, | ayre, Skedge Miller, Michael Enserro, 
most occurring in the context of ° Dale Phillips, Hal Holden, Gjon Melle. 
24 larger blackout sketches, creat. | ion 
ing a tricky traffic situation. Di-! With its presentation of “The 
rector Paul Sills has solved it ad- | Fantasticks,” the Chi chapter of 
mirably, but might preferably have | American National Theatre & 
concentrated more on stylizing.the ; Academy is making only a modest 
performances to capture some of} debut as an aegis of better legit 
the flavor of the Feiffer cartoons. | shows for the city. Not that it isn’t 

In a generally. competent cast, | an attractive second company that 
only two members sueceed with { Richard Alan Woody has. mounted 
any consistency in grasping the] for the engagement, but rather 
appropriate style. Paul Sand, | that the play itself is too inconse- 
trained as a pantomimist, is able | quential to stack up as a signifi- 
to achieve the cartoon-come-to-| cant contribution by ANTA. Any 
life illusian, brilliantly for in-|mumber of off-Broadway shows, 
stance in the closing man in the| recent or current, would seem to 
moon sketch. ; be worthier.. 

Mina Kolb acquits herself as a Granted it’s a New York hit, 
deft caricaturist, having the fit- 
ting crispness for the telephone 
company “explainer” and the sur- 
vey taker. Bob Camp, Jbhn Brent 
and Paddy Edwards momentarily 
are on the verge of fhe right idiom, 

. but in general it’s missed. William 
Mathieu's theme musie is properly 
sprightly and his incidental score 
a plus. 

“Explainers” is slated for a 
three-month engagement at Play- 
wrights .and is then ticketed for 
off-Broadway. Les. 

for eharacteristic |§=midwestern 
tastes. The little musical. smacks 
of preciosity and archness, and as. 
Jake Dengel has staged it, the pra- 
duction seems to have about it an 

enjoyable moments and‘a few win- 
ning songs, but on the whole it 
comes off as a could-be-missed 
item. — 7 

The interest tends to be in the 
performances instead of the make- 
believe of the play, and Woody 
has cast it admirably from the 
Gotham talent pool. The standout 
is John McLeod. whose singing is 
the truest of the cast and who 
gives the necessary credence to an 
omniscient role as narrator and 
engineer of fate. Mimi Turque and 
Tom Ayre are’ good-looking and 
more than acceptable as the young 
storybook lovers. — ; 

The remaining parts of the na- 
; ture’ of cartoons, Skedge Miller 
‘and Michael Enserro nicely carry 

The Bays of the Daneing 
Los Angeles, May 12. 

Denis Deegan & Edgar Lansbury pres- 
entation of _three-act comedy-drama by 
James Bridges. Staged by Deegan; set- 
tings, Lansburs: lighting Del Jack; cos- 
tumes, Ele Arnold. stars ‘Jan Sterling, 
Stephen Joyee, Henry’ Brandon; features 
Theodore Marcuse. Bob Enms, Alen Sues, 
J-ck Larsan. Romnev Tree, Peter How- 
atd. Tom Bellin. Sy Prescott, Barbara 
Waide, Lola Lynch. Francis Carpenter, 
Jeanne Courtenay. Opened May. 11, ’61, 
at the Beverly Hills Plavhouse, Los An- 
s:eles: $1.30 top. 

A A SS 

Charlie Wolte ..... . Theodore Marcuse 
Motoreyele Kid’ ..........- Peter Howard | Off a sort of refined Laurel & 
Glamora se cesece “ Stepeee Ennis Hardy relationship as the fathers, 

ick Brunner ....-...-.: t n Joy he oays 
Florence Foster ..........- Romney Tree | While Dale Phiilips and Hal Hold- 
Pistol wet eeereee Alan Sues; en ably provide the low comedy. 
MP’s.... ; Tom Bellin, Sy Prescott : ‘ , ork Lacon | GJon Melle. in a mime rele, serves 

Wuide, Les. Lola Lynch , for atmosphere. 

Off-Broadway Shows 

Dictionary Dan 
Twins . Batbara 
Delores Goodwin ..... 
Giorgio Turrenti ..... 
ENlis Rozct Francis Carpenter 
Peagy Seers ..... Jeanne Courtenay 

Others: Jimmy RBRroaks. “Iarence Haw- 
kins, Norman Holden, Vikki Hutchison, 
Percy Jackson. Marie Janisse, Wes “Much- 
snore, Diane Lebovit:, Hasse Nyborg. 

Jan Sterling ' 
Henry Brandon 

| 

| Abe Lincotn, York (5-10-61). 
American Savoyards. Mews (4-27-61). 
Balcony, Circle In Square (3-3-60). 
Blaeks, St. Marks (3-4-61). 
Call Me, 1 Sheridan Sq. (1-31-61): closes 

Sunday (21) after 127 performances. 

The basis of what could be made - 
into a fine play, “The Days of the ; 
Dancing,” by James Bridges, has 
opened at tne Beverly Hills Play- | 
house for a run of Thursdays, Fri- 1G fa 
days and Saturdays, through June | Gallows Homot Garnerey arte (4-18-60): 
3. The coamedv-dramsa should en-} closes Sunday (1 after. 40 perform- 
dure far beyord this initial en-i gus Scapter, 4th St. 11-9800 
fagement. ahether here or elce- | Jungle Cities, Living (Rep) (12-20-60). ° 
where. With oxtra creative indus-; Kine Dark Chamber. Jan Hus (2-9-6). 
try and a lot of perseverance, the ; 

Dream & Bessie, York §3-1-61); moves to 
Eveninas With Chekhev, Kev (4-20-61). 
Evening. With Gypsy, Mayfair (5-9-6b. 

wistful enactment of the 

{ direction, Michael Cohen. Opened April | 

“Fantasticks” doesn’t seem to be. 

attitude of narcissism:. There are. 

(Figures denote opening dates) . 

Connection, Living Th'tre (Rep) (7-15-59).. 

, Denver, May 16. 
The ‘new 2,400-séat Broadmoor 

l International Center in the: Broad- 
moor Hotel; Colorado Springs, is 
scheduled. tobe unveiled today 
(Tues.). oo. 

The stage area for the show- 
case, which is expected to play 
legit and’ other attractions, was 
designed by. Broadway. set désign- 
‘er Donald Oenslager. 

Dance Review 

ese Greeo Co. 
Jose: Greco ‘presentation.of company of 

128 (William Morris Agency . Management) 

————— 

i at Royale, N.Y. Musleal conductor, Roger 
: Machado. Opening May 9, ’61;:- Top. $6.30. 

Featured ‘dancers: Jose -Greevo,. Lola 
‘De Ronda.:' Carmen Mora, with: Jose 
Molina, Marra Del Kocio, Juan-Mari 
‘Astigarraga, Teresa Montes, Curro- 
-‘riguez, RoSario Caro, Pepita De Arcos. 
Lupe: Del Rio, Carmen Mora, Luisa_Fabt- 

j ola, Antonia Granados, Francisco, Donz, 
iCurra Jinienez, Felix Granados; Enrique 
Ruben, Paco Fernandez, Manuela De 

| Jerez,. Lydia Del Mar, Nérima, Miguel 
: Garcia, Emilio De Diego, Enrique Heretda. 

One does not, at this date, “dis- 
cover” Jose: Greco. That happened 

| nine years ago when he-first came 
back to the United States, where 
he spent his boyhood. Today one | 
is aware of a high-powered theat- | 
rical “show,” derived from the 
Spanish dance traditions and hon- 
oring them, though not in pure 
ethnic terms. Greco, a statuesque 
figure, is above all the dynamic 
showman with a- showman’s dread 
of stage waits and dull passages. 
‘He assiduously eliminates what 
does not accelerate. the perform- 
ance after. say, the first tentative 
10 minutes. ; , 

’ Almost. at once there is aware- 
ness of the care: given the: costum- 
ing. It is strikingly theatrical, lav- 
ishly selected. and tailored, both 
jfor the male dancers and the wom- 
en, and extremely “sharp” for 
Greco personality. ‘Together with 
the varied assortment of colorful 
scene backdrops.and ‘the attention 
given to-the musical : accompani- 
ment by Roger Machado, these are 
the. trappings of stage sumptious-. 
ness. If Spain is sometimes out- 
Spained, the average. ticket-holder 
is hardly likely to complain on that 
account. - 

Paced as.a revue. with bursts of 
speed and quieter interludes, oc- 
casional. bits of terpischorean wit, 
the trademark of Greco is unmis- 
takable throughout, ‘his own con- 
tributions ‘still dominating as they 
are surprisingly varied. He and his 
colleagues go all-out to disperse 
any boredom. , 

| Broadmoor to. Do-Plays? 

Rod- 

| | We ednesiay,. May W. . 196L | 

: 
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ne 
t Asides and Ad-Libs 
The New York Chapter of the American National Theatre & Acad. 

Pee e oes ho neces ewan eS OPE AE a 

emy, which lost $100,000 on last season’s Broadway flop, “The Cone 
;quering Hero,” may try to recoup by investing in Robert. Whitehead’s 
scheduled fall production of Robert Bolt’s London drama, .“A, Man for _ 
All Seasons,” in which Paul Schofitid: is. to. make ftis U.S. stage dabut 
in his original title’ part ... The collection of, old playbills, autograplied — 
photos, newspaper clippings,. etc. in the offices of Chamberlain and. 
Lyman Brown, may be destroyed if some theatrical museum or library 
doesn’t take them. The brothers, recently deceased, were Broadway 
‘agents a. generation ago. - 
; Although Tammy Grimes has been raised to. star billing in “The Un- 
,Sinkable Moly Brown,” she's still featured (below the: title) in. the. 
huge sign atop the Winter Garden Theatre, N.Y... . Broadway pro- 
ducer Alexandér H: Colten will get back the $500. bail he put up to 
lspring Brenden ‘Behan from the hoosegow on a drank and disorderly 
| charge in Toronto several weeks ago. The coin was forfeited when the 
l Trish playwright-novelist failed to appear .at -a scheduled hearing,. but 
lwas released. on ttte latter’s. subsequent plea of. guilty and payment of 
+a $200 fine. | ., ; 

When Canadian Broadeasting Corp. television technicians picketed 
the Royal York Hotel in Toronto recently, Laurence Olivier and Cedtio 
Hardwicke, there as respective stars of the touring ‘Becket’. and “Ala- 
jority of One.’’ moved to another hotel ... A publicity blurb announces 
ithat the “Do Re Mi” softball team has won the “highly-coveted” Ralph 
jBellamy Award for 1961 for excelling other Broadway. Show. League - 
members in “glamour, excitement, showmanship. and fashion.” If. any- .. 
one ever vwins an uncoveted award it'll be Page One news. oS 
| William MarcHiant, author of “The Desk Set” and other plays, has 
written a novel, ‘“Gondodlier,” due for publication. May. 25 by Random 
House... Carol Teitel; currently in the off-Broadway revival of “Under - 
Milk Wood,’ will play the femme: lead opposite Edward Mulhare in. 
seenes from “Little Moon of Alban.” on “The Catholic Hour” on NBC- 

7 TV. next. Sunday (21)... Actor-author-director Peter Ustinov will stage 
a production of “Falstaff” for La Scala Qpera, Milan. © oo 

‘When Martin Gabel was raised to stardam: last week in “Big - Fish, 
Little Fish,” at the ANTA Theatre, N.Y., the. blurb: was that it. was. in 
‘recognition of his winning a Tony Award for his performarice. An- 
; other factor may have been that a clause in the contract of Jason Ro-. 
bards Jr. as top star of the Hugh Wheeler comedy specified that there 
could be only two stars, and’ Hume: Cronyn was the other. Gabel's 
elevation to star billing became effective immediately after Robards’ 
‘withdrawal from the play. | - : ; 

‘Charles Graves, doyen:of Edinburgh drama critics, has-retired from . 
editorial staff .f The. Scotsman, Edinburgh, after. 40 years’. service. 
He had gifts as a poet and scholar.-and. was noted for his Olympic 
idetachment and calmness of temperament in'times of strain. — 

“It is sometimes necessary for a writer to withdraw and’ rest and’ 
refresh and renew himself. As in a marriage when things get too fa-. 
miliar, a writer becomes uninventive and uncreative with the materials 
of his life. He can get away with one or two good. plays, but these’ . 
problems begin to show up when the number reaches six or eight or 10. 
There is a time to be silent and to listen. These are problems I face 
along with other writers, They are internal .problems that: go straight 
to. the facts of one’s very private life,.I believe that after years of 
rumination, I'm on my .way again.” .— Scenarist-playwright Clifford 
j Odets, as quoted by éntertainment.editor Ai Greenstein in the Sante: 
: Monica Evening Outlook. Se 
; “In three more years, because of the increased costs. of. production. 
| ana the step-ups in the contracts with fheatrical unions, the serious 
play will be driven ‘out of. the theatre. and there will be only musicals 
and comedies left.”—Broadway producer-director Herman... Shumlin, 
:as quoted by N.Y.. Herald Tribune drama columnist Stuart W. Little 
‘in an article in Theatre Arts mag. | 7 Co 

“Comedy, I feel, is just as valid an outlet for serious ideas as Greck 
drama.”—Jack Richardson, author of the off-Broadway. play, “Gallows. 
|Humor,” as quoted by Frances Herridge in the N.Y.-Post. — 

“We inherited from Puritan forebears the persuasion that all arts 
are unnecessary and somewhat frivolous; that the theatre is, more than 

| 

} 

‘The outward pattern of the items | any other art, luxurious and morally suspect; and that of all branches 
is familiar. A Basque Suite featur-|0f the theatre, dancing is the least worthy. Reinforcing entranched pre- 
ing -Juan-Mart Astagarraga has |Judice, chiefly about dancing, is robust. ignorance, Most of our. states- 
been added. .It is. charming as aj™Men and many of our businessmen have. never seen’ good dancing in 
collection’ of Basque: frolics and | their lives, and if they are not proud of the fact, at least they are con- 

perhaps -the most authentically : 
“folkloric” of the turns. 

Greco’s own routine simulating. 
the blooded stallions of Spain con- 
tinues, still.a memorable highlight, 
with Jose Molina, Curro Rodriguez, 
Felix Grandos and Francisco Doniz 
'as his support. . 

Greco dotes upon climaxes where 
the dancers, whether solo, paired 

tor grouped “travel” to the exit on! 
a dramatic crescendo. This brings 
excitement to the foreground again 
and again. The augmented pit or- 
| chestra gives added “sock” to these 
effects. For the quieter numbers 
there are the usual Spanish guitar- 
ists, Miguel Garcia, Emilio De 
Diego, Enrique Heredia plus fia-|}- 
meneo singing assists from Manuel 
De Jerez and Norina. 

‘As is often true of dance com- 
panies in which all the members |. 
work with torrids guste ‘the re-} 
viewer is left.insecure in his own 
‘sense of rendering adequate justice 
to individuals. Much is owed to 
the Spanish equivatent of what old 
Show .business used to call the 
““soubrette.” One is aware of the. 
‘-blowterch vigor of Rosario Caro, 
la gypsy. comedienne. Also of the 
fine aplomb of another saucy sen- 
‘orita, Pepita de Arcos, working 
falone or with Felix Granados. 

. ‘| The Flamenco grand finale, an: 
Iberian-style minstrel show by it- 
sélf, crowds a typhoon on top of a 

tent.”-—Choreographer-director Agnes de Mille in. an article titled: 
“Boxoffice Is Not Enough” in the. Atlantic Monthly. °° ©. 

“The most I can say for ‘J.B.’.. . is that if I had not heard before-- 
hand to the contrary I would havéd sworn that Eisenhower had written 
it."—H. L, Craig in the New Stateman & Nation, Londom..  . 

“Today. I resent having missed a carefree childhood, and I suppose 
it shows in my ‘character. In some ways. I feel. 40 years .old.’—Anna 

| Maria Alberghetti, star of “Carnival,” as quoted by Beverly Gary in 

| the N.Y. Post. CS ae 

“You always hope you will be doing something revolutionary, I.sup- 
pose, Whatever my next show. is, I-hope it will be better than ‘Oklaho- 
ma’. or ‘South -Pacific," but I’m sure I'll never make it. If you have any 
integrity at all, you try terribly. hard to make it.”—Composer-producert 
Richard Rodgers, as quoted by Richatd Gehman in Theatre Arts mag. 

“This idea of being just a Tom, Dick: or Harry -is all wrong...The 
people in the theatre should be.a race apart. When they appear in’ 
public, which should be seldom, they should look as glamorous ‘as. 
they do on stage.”—Cyril Ritchard, star of ‘The Happiest Girl in the © 
World,” as quoted by Hal Boyle in. the N.Y. World-Telegram. . 

“When I was a kid, everything used to strike me as funny. I was 
always doing imitations to amuse people. And.now:the world seems 
funnier than ever.”—Steven Hill, costar of “A Far Country,” as quoted 
by. Frances Herridge in ‘the N.Y. Post.. 

Bits of London 
London, May 186. .;abdominal surgery, and Max 

The success of ‘The. Rehearsal” | Adrian, also in ‘the Royal Shakes- 
at the Globe Theatre mears that] peare company at the Aldwych, is 
it will switch May 29 to the Queens. | ditto with jaundice. 
“Dazzling Prospect,” with Mar-| Charlie Drake will. be the next 

| garet Rutherford, is due June 1 at] Christmas pantomime. star ‘at’.the 
| the Globe. - 1 Palladium. : 

Harold Fielding will present, : 
Peter Mayne’s “The Bird of : 
Time” at the Savoy, opening May ‘Making Slow Progress Z Tat ole 4 50) : : : : . 

t ( Cé mia }o OVE } muke the the Gazebo.” 
Lesve tt t@ Jane. Sheridan Sq: (5-25-59). 
Many Loves, Living Theatre (5-15-61).: 

atrical maior leagues and ulti- 
mately files. 

Sithoush the central situation Aa 

of “The Pava of the Daneing”’ is | 
het narticulariy novel, the yarn 
concerns a dEarmingly honest, or- 
dingry, virile, green-but-not-stupid 
yaunz fetow whose faith 
lef froa fueled worran restores 
1. 

a Bohemian bar in Venice, Cal, 

t 

t 
ry 

' 
5 

and i 

ve confidence and gives both aj; 
supreme ress tor living. The | 
Biemmse has the taint tinge of; 
Tepnessoe Wiis, ad the locale, ; 

acquired an enormous appreciation ' 
Meet Peter Geant eatbicns sas061),:20r the gusto, the theatrical skills, Meet Peter Grant, Folksbiene (5-10-61). 
Premise, Premise ({1-22:60) = =~ . 
Stewed Prunes, Showplace (12-14-60). 
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9-20-55). 
Under Milk Wood, Circle (3-29-61). 
Worm Horseradish, -Maidmoan (3-13-61). ! 

closes May 28 after 89 performances. . 

SCHEDULED OPENINGS 

Piece of Noon, Marquee (5-30-61). 

in ensemble and in solo.. Lola De: 

two leading ladies, each distinctive- 
ly herself, yet each with her own 
flavor.. The. De Ronda personality. 

Noontide, Marquee 6-1-61). jis more romantic,:the Mora ways 
_ CLOSED - ‘Tmore ‘sensual, They sustain the 

Decameron, E. 74th St. (4-12-60; closed ‘general high average’ of lovely: 
Sunday (14) after 39 performances. .: pose: = char s 

Seven A} Dawn, Actor's (417-6): elosed,.femininity with, sharp glitter. 
tL “April 2 atten 16 performances. 6 * -It merely ratifies the obvious to : 
adies Night, canor Go (3-21-65 ‘lara - ; any . closed April 23 after 40 | perform. declare that this company can play 

a - tanywhere anytime, Land, - ‘ances, 

Ronda and: Carmen Mora are the |. 

| 

¥irginia McKenna has’ taken 

Devils” at the Aldwych. . 
Bernard . Delfont is paging: 

Frankie Vaughan for “King of. 
Diamonds,” a lavish West. End 
musical. 
- Anne Mitelle, director of pro- 
duction at the Windmill, has quit 
after 30 years with the theatre. -- 

“The Connection,” which flopped 
in {he West End may be’ given a. 
new lease of life at.a club theatre. 

Dorothy Tutin is hospitalized for 

“On Theatre Restoration. 
‘Restoration of the’. Goodspeed 

‘the high dancing style of the. party ; over from Dorothy Tutin in “The ; Opera House, East Haddam, Conn., . 
- ‘Lis expected to be. completed ina: 

year, if the required financing is 
raised. Work on the building, which 
will house musical .and legit -at- 
tractions, began. last. December. 

Completed thus far. are the 
mechanical services—electric wir- 
ing, plumbing, heating, ventilation . 
and sprinklers,.as well as.all the - 
Structural repairs, new carpentry 
dnd partitions and most of. the in- 
terior steel work and firestairs. 
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* By HANK WERBA 

Madrid; ‘May 16. 
-Whilie representatives from all 

branches. of ‘showbusiness have 
been convoked by the Sindicato 
Nacional del: Espectaculo: -to study 
‘the effects of Spain’s new time-}- 
table for work: and play. (effective 
‘June 1), legit circles in particular 
have found’ no- solution: to. their. 
dilemma of programming an. -earli-, 
er curtain. : 

Traditionally _ open ‘until. 1: #0 
‘am., theatres will ‘have ta: wrap: 
‘performances by ‘11 30 -p.m. at. the. 
-peak of season from Octobcr to 

to Sept. 
new cdict, the impressario is. al- 
‘ready prepared to redtce his T& 
oF Pm.. 
nightly. presentation: but: has not 
found a: ‘suitable hour, for ‘solo cur- 
tain. time. 

Sinele ‘night. ‘ perforniances can- 
nat. possibly start. earlier. than: 9 
“p.m. But there’s thé ‘dinner hour * 
“jn ‘Spain—firmly entren¢ ‘hed at. 
16° p.m. 
‘While ‘commentators. point: out. 

that {he reduction to a single show 
per night will in itself have: grave 
“consequences on legit “economy. 
almost every seribe.-has put his 
finger on 10. p.m. 
” most * explosive factor. 
Sp: :nish imoressario. - 
"Showbiz, forces: reliving : around 

the’ Sindieato are: ‘determince ‘to. 
press for modifications: tor Amless 

~the .covernment ‘ean  canvinee 
“Spaniards. to. change ‘their eating 
nahits, ° Spanizh, entertaininest in- 
‘dustry seoms headed for. a jolting 

. depression. 

CHI’S LYRIC. OPFRA 70 
HAVE CONCERT SERIES | 

Chicdgo, Mov 16. 
Chi's: ‘Lyric Onera. ‘in need. of 

ather sources of revenue: te reduec 
its accwnulates. fleficit. - wi aug- 
Men its opera series ne vt ial, with: 

- recital and: ‘concett . 
‘The only ‘recital ourti t csets 
soprano Birgit. Nilsson, whom Lytie 
will present at Ore testes Teall on 
Jan. 16 next xear,, Dering. the reg- 
ulnar opera -season.- <1 wiil star 
In the Lyric “prodye tion: of 
“Fidelio.” 

The operation: comnatiy finished 
th» 1960: season. inthe black by 

“virtue. -af ‘contributions. 
$313,643, plus 
ating -income. - Total- 
the year were  SE.M1P2411.: 
about’ $23,227. profit. However. the 
accumulated deficit: from. previous 

: Years Was. to.$134.454.. 0 — 
The Lyric ik now 

“new 
‘conducting. a 

fund- -raising . Campaign, ° with 
$139 .000 contributed so far towards |. 
its goal. of $350.000. The ion-profit |. 
orporation also. received its. Arst:' 
‘bequest, in: the eight years sinee 
dts inception. amounting to $5,000.. 
The wilied- sum has been désig-: 
nated for: opera educational pure. 
poses. 

Mike ‘ills Lines Up Busy 
Season-of Barn Tryouts: 

_ Several tryouts ‘are’ slated -by 
Michael Ellis for this summer at. 
his 422-seat Bueks.; County Play- . 
hous¢, New -Hope. Pa. The straw-' 
-hat began a‘ 20-week ‘Season. April’ 
29.' °° . 
‘Due June’ 25 “with, Fred. Clark: as 

“one” of. three leads is. Eric Rudd's . 
“The. Interpretex.”. to be’ directed 
“by Robert. Il: ‘Living ston. The serint 
4s held by-Ellis and Norman Mai- 
baum. The. latter will be’ associated . 
this summer: in the oper ation ‘of the 
Grist’ Mill. Playhouse,” Andover: 
Noi... Where. “the “play | “is: also’ 
planned: for presentation. 
An Aus..2] vreem is scheduled. 
for James. Andrew. ° “A Whiff of 
‘Melancholy.’ :to ‘be: directed by. 
‘Burgess. -Meredith, with Ann Sheri- . 
‘dan and. Seott. McKay as -possibili- - 
lies for two of the three rales, “An 
Evening. With §..d. Perleman. is the : 
tentative title of a show ‘being ‘au-.. 

-thored by. the. humorist, is: ear-.: 
"marked for. presentation. the final ° 
two weeks. of ‘the. season, begin- 
ning Sept.. A. Bert Lahr is to star 
in the vehicle,: which will be di-. 
rected by James. Lee, whose wite, 
Neva Patterson, -may.: -also . appear, | 
in the cast. - 

. Shelley Berman; booked for the 
“spot Aug. -7-19, may. also appear in : 
_a new play {f a ‘suitable one: is: 
: found. Tf not, he'll doa revival, 

Government's Eatly- to- 
Feared Crusher for Madrid Legit| 

performances ‘to. a single. 

dining as thes” 
facing. the |’ 

“eS wos 

“turned.. 

ore sOontal ons. ; 

tot aling 
its STL7.995 | Over-. 

expenses for: 
leaving: 

“yout, for its. three-week: run. ; 

q Since. the 1961 season began. the 

+ Canadian Actors Fund 
Gets $10, 658 Donatiens| 

. Ottawa; May 16: 
[: ‘The Actors - Fund of. “Canada. 
traised. $10.658. in contributions at 
‘three Toronto theatres. The. next 
effart will be. Aug... 18,. ‘when. pro- 
‘ceeds from a matinee. of. Donald 
‘Jack's “To the Canvas Bar ricades,”" 

Festival, will go-to. the fund. Vet: 
actress. Jane Mallett ‘is president 

- Of ‘the f 
May: ‘midnite: déadline from June | ©. the fund. 

To - accommodate this” 
Marie Powers, of the “Beckett: ” 

cast -did a ‘stage pitch at the 
‘O'Keefe: Centre, -where. actor- 
passed baskets. took in $6.376. Jolni | 
Maleolm.. of “Majotity of One.” 
-madeé the appeal at the Royal Alex- | 
‘andra Theatre.: 
Mews, of “Spring Thaw,” made the. 
spiel. at. the Crest Theatre, ‘for 
‘S1.3216, mo 

Since. the charity organization | 
was ‘fonnded in 1957 it has. ‘cole? 

. lected $43, 00a. 

British Eauity Appeals 
To Gov't to Contribute 

| National Theatre Find 
: " London. Mav 16. 

British . Eauity - has anvealed: ta 
the 7overnment. ‘te reconsider 

The. a nationa?. theatre. proposal 
fu erect such a playliouse con Lone.» 

recentix. 
2.800.000... 

bad been earmark: ad for it in 1949." 

Seth. 

down, 
Bunk: 2) as 

abhoucit 

Sinve (the Governnient: nix. :the 
Loncon Count’ Couicil has olferce 
to build. the theatre tat 
mated - cost. ‘gf avant: ad. 87 "68G.000 
at. todas Spices! “he “‘wriginal 
$2. 260,06i ‘in. made ‘svailable us 

“CAL iS. annual ame: tine. yp. ‘sently, 
-Equitt’ passed! e-resolition uruns 
the Government to accent the LEC 

<s Proposal at onec. so tne -theatre 
cawd be built in ‘time for tlie 
Shakespeare. ‘fourth centenasy. evle- 
brations” in 1964 “ Avcording ‘to 
Equity pre ssident Felix. Avivier. 
antional theatre van 
necd. Properly subsidized, ii cond’ 

zfford ‘long-terny - rontra: ats “far 

enourh actors of the front rank to. ys 
casis fora large classical £ 

of: 

provide ¢ 
repertoire of. playvs.of authors, 
whont: Shakespeare - would be only 
one, 

Chi’s Dury Lane Must 
Be Bored With: Sllus 

Cc hicazo, May 16. 

The Drury Lane Theatre, vear-. 
around - stock’, operation. here, has’ 
‘notched its fourth consecutive SRO« 
‘engagement with: Hans Conreid in: 
“Mr. Belvedere.”..The show opened 
last week and was an adv ance: sel}. - 

600-seat. house has been a solid 
seliout for 13: consecutive’ weeks. : 
“TL ullaby;, ” with Peggy Cass. went . 
‘clean in ‘both its original engage- 
mnerit on ‘Feb.1 and -its.. reprise last . 
mtonth, and - -“Marriage-Go- Round.” 
with Constance Bennett ‘and Udeh 
Marlowe  co- erring. posted. five . 
“weeks of. SRO.’ 

Dallas Theatre Weighs 
a Lecally Authored Play 

*Jashua ‘Beene and God.’” 
‘drama by Hal Lewis; 
‘editor of the Dallas Times-Herald, 

a 

and “Clifford: Sage; Dallas public: 
- relations..man, is: ‘being corsidered 
far présentalion. at the Dallas The-- 
‘atre ‘Center, by Paul Baker. -the 
“Center's: director. Tf a silitahle star 
can be. fournd-té ‘play the title role. 
fhe drama will be presented this 
summer or_in the fall. with a. po--: 

: sibte Broadway. ‘Production to 
follow. - 

Set. ‘on the: sumniter schedule are 
’ Gian-Carlo Menotti's 
icorn, the Gorgon and. tlie Manti- 
'core,”. with ‘the Dallas Civic. Ballet 
and. the: Dallas Civic. Chorus; ’ as. 

‘well as “The Shadow of an Earle,” im 
“The Chairs,” “A Phoenix Too. Fre- 
| quent,” ““Paming of the Shrew,”. 
'“NIousetrap,” “Momanofi- and 

: “Juliet”. and performances by the 
‘Speak 4° Tiro and ‘the. Center's 

_|Mime-Co., ~ 

a new play’at the Stratford. (Ont. 

for $2.966. Peter} 

it~: 

recent ‘decision’ to* scrap yians for, 

anesti- 

a 
bas fli e Sreat- 

manasfing 

“The. Uni-' 

: ‘Round Actors i in Lincoln 
Lincoln,: May 16. 

This Nebraska university 
burg came “live” recently with: 
a. travelling legit,” “Fiorello”, 
at the Stuart Theatre under 
-a Broadway Theatre League. 
booking. Bob Carrol is playing 
_the lead on tour. - 
| Another live show was the 
television.graup “‘Captain Kan- 
garog”’, managed by Bob Kee- 

‘sham and presenting himself, 
- at the Pershing auditorium. 

’ with members of ‘the Lincoln 
SSymph under Leo Kopp in the 

pit: 
’Lineoln Community Play- 

liouse. meanwhile has “The 
Boy . Friend” 
burner. - 

Graf, at Zurich, 
Opens 40-Wks. 

Opera Course 
Zurich, May 16. 

A school for operatics will he ! 
i established-here in connection with 
the -Zurich’ Opera’ Hause, now 

| managed by: Herbert. Graf. ex-Met } 
“POpera - .staver. Students from: 

various nations will be ‘enrolled in 
a 40-week ‘tourse at $1,000 tui- 
“-fion, pius about $1,650 hoxurd and ! 
$100 for scares and instructional 
tools «It’s: anticipated that many 
of. the students eilf be under 
erents-in- aid. trem their -respec- 

‘tive governments, | 
“Grat calls | his International ° 

Onera palievav opera 

on the front- 

Centre a 
Tio Det cen the’ musital conse> 
‘aLOrV, as. such, 
sicnsl -opera s* age. 

Singers... conductors, stage diree- 
de-srgners, terhnicians, com- 
~ amd. librettist... will study 

tors, 

masar: 

and 

Se ass ; 

Jithe. KS: 
Cc vam ties y. 

ronn: ng trom Sept. li- 
~ Instructien ‘in opera 

solic misieal dicta- 
. bistary of 

se "ae. the theat T “fencine. 
end st rage movemen, ‘speech. 
limes “and maken pins. ingdiv: 
dug’ coaching un opebatic relies ; nd 
ensemale work Pt froluded... Stu- 
‘denis wHh pte: iiorehearsals ‘as 
Veli as perfo: mances at the Staci- 
tireetre. Advenceé students wilb be 
even the opparumity te areear g- 
Wiha retudics: UY renular. periorm- 
aslCes, 

din: 

(ike 

eS Oooo oOo se Oe Seo oOo eee oe 

| Coward’ s Smash Novel | | 

“Pomp and Circumstance" by 
{Noel Coward (Doubleday: $4.50), 
is the Cramatist’s first novel. For 
23 W ecks. it has heen on the best- 
seller list. Reasons for this success 
are quickly apparent. Coward, in 

| his” fictional comedy, ¢ 
with. customary dash, his charming 

“habit of .35. years in. theatre: He 
-is bent on entertaining the cus- 
“tomer. AS usual. he succeeds. . AS 
is usually-usual with him, he suc-. 
‘eeeds brilliantly. , 

-;. Story-is set in a fanciful Pacific 
paradise, Samola. There is a 
_home-grown volcano. called Fum- 
:FumBolo. There are disarming, 
child-like natives. “Once there 
were missionaries ‘on the island: 
now it is one of the last “rugger” ; 
outposts of the: British Empire. ; 
Tranquility on Mr. Coward's coral 
isle is shattered by-the announce-. 
pment that. Samola wil] receive a 
State visit from Queen Elizabeth 
and Prinée Philip. What happens 

‘in -frantie preparation for the 
freat. event carries the reader 
through 300 pages of humor. 
“whimsy and hi-jinks. 
-top-form., His characters, from the 
plaunter’s wife: he chooses as “first 
person singular" of -his tale. to the . 
smallest, -most. wretched British 
cmonial ~chiid. © suffering from. 
chickenpox. ° pres sent ‘a gallery of 

Shijaritv, and. wit.’ ‘And the Home- 

Coward is in 

+ Jani .does: not- excape the author’s 
bite. . 

“This ‘js a one-man show even to 
the. : 
the writer. It is a gond. shew. It 
will sur prise no one of ‘“‘Pomp and 
| Circumstance” secon reaches the 
}Stage ‘preferably the musical : 
i'stage). The Peter Pan. of English . 
letters has done it again: Rodo. 

1. Carol Channing, who planed 
“from. New York.to the Coast to-dis- 
cuss a. possible film deal, will re-‘ 
turn -east for her summer ‘theatre 
Jtour in “Show Girl.” 

1 Wolfie 

and: .the prafes-° 

‘ark under professionals: first, 

PVl- . 
rg, 

continues, . 

attiaetive jacket painting by - 

Story’ Hit in Paris 

LEGITEMATE 

Accents Lack 

@1 

Of Up- to-Date French Musicals 

Sends Coffin to Critic 
Who Panned His Musical 

London, May 16. 
| Weif Mankowitz. w.hlo se new 
musical, “Belle.” drew generally 
unfavorable netices. sent a small- 
size coffin as a sarcastic pre:-ent 
to Daily Express critic 
Levin. The latter had given the 

| show one of its worst pannings. An 
;accompanying note read, “Dear 
t Bernie: This is your size, not mine. 

” He commented. “This 1s 
the moment we've all tren waiting 
for—to send a midget cuttin to a 

1 midget eritic.” 

Mankowitz, accompanied by six 
chorus girls dressed in the gus- 
light era costunies ti¢ey wear in 

ithe musical about the late mur- 
derer, Dr. Cripren, visited the 
Daily Express office, but- did not 
see Levin, who was apvarertly not 
present at the ‘time The author- 
produccr didn’t repeat the stunt 
jwith other critics who rapped the 
show.: 

‘Don’ t Blame Me for Race 
Policies Down in Dixie’; 

Bing Admonishes [ 
Atlanta, May 16. 

Tuo Negro women. ars do with 

ore Hest re to “Rivoletta ™ 

- were denied admission at tae main 

entiinee co the Fox, Atiinta, Inei- 

“dent drew prempt protest to fet 
officials fron: Eaward BO King Jr. 

{ 
i 

i 

slat ~ 

aaministrative se:refars ef the 
Student Non-Vialent Co-Ordinating 
Committers ser subpart an ate 

dress}, and the Rev. Vertin Luther 
king, Atlanta imtecranan leader 
frentine the Sermiiom. Cupisiias 
Leedersaip Cerierenes, 

Mere. Gener? Manco Redall 
Rings repped to Ur: Kang stone 

tuat tine “Neeeo deader “pote @% 
inv fiiment hnewledse of fee fuer ” 

He went o8-ta espiain tae scmp 
UNG oY vrien Metrevohian atpears 
in Atlanta. and ther stated oo... 
The Metropaiita Ouera deer wet, 

nite Seat. ech atsert ta ke 

tebe ee cto 2 This was in 
to Dixiesiat winle  su- 

pure” 

@: 

dscured 
alfueion 
PPremMUaey, 

Said Bing: “At such ai critical 
mement of histery, to use anether 
of vour. phrases. I think my per- 
sonal and official viewpoint speaks 
for itself, It is a matter of record 
and it has been acknowledged. 
Perhaps you are unaware that 1 
am the recipient of an award from 
the National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored Peopie.” 

Des Moines Group Gets 
Exemption on Sales ‘ 

Des Moines. May 16. 

: The Des Moines Community 
Playhouse receipts are hereafter 
exempt from state sales tax. That 
has been decided by the Towa su- 
preme court, in a ruling that ihe | 
Plavhouse is an educational organ- 

: ization. 
‘ Justics Bruee BM. Snell rejected, ! 
an appeal by the Iowa state tax 
‘commission from a ruling by Polk ; 

j 

County District Judge’ Wade, P. | 
Clarke. 

‘ 

the purpose of the Commurity , 
Drama Assn. is for amusement: 
rather than for education. How- 
ever, the supreme court asserted 
that the activities may be enter-- 
taining “does not necessarily de- 
tract from the fact they are edu- 
cational.” 

Thurber Heads Home As 
London ‘Carnival’ Stalls 

' London, May. 16. 
James Thurber will head back to. 

the U.S. in a few days, after wait- 
ing around for futile.months for a_ 
:planned West End production of 
his Broadway revue.. 

: Carnival.” Casting difficulties have = 
stalled the project. and _ there’s 
some question whether it will be 
abandoned, . 
| Tony Hancock was sought for the 
eomedy lead, but he had other 
commitments, 

suitable could be found. 

Bernard — 

The opinion written by | 

The. commission contended that | 

| band. 

“A Thurber j 

Paris, May 16. 
The Yank iniernztional touring 

leompany of “Wes! Side Story” had 
:both financial and Preside success 
in its month's 1un at the Alhambra 
here. After an engasement in Italy, 

Jit returned Ja:-t Sunday -14- for 
‘three more wecks. 

The show's chek has rab cd basic 
questions efert Preneh miusieacs 
in relation ta US. devcigpiments in 
this field. First. its anparent tnat 
the eld theory that the French pub- 
lic prefers the bawtsy Gib aperettas 
rather than modern timers has 
been disprosed. Ever an it. etinal 
Enelish with opbtities. “Stat got 
hig crowds mo oerite ot £6 tp, 
in contrast to the $3 avermace tar 
Paris chavs. 

The publie ais igusiv 
“Story.” and its chillin: bien cf 
drama, musie end dunce Haseves, 
it’s conveded to dt an Caceptionsl 
wetk and wsonet d fast teow VYark 
Wb acal fims are pepali: here. 
Also. di: wepale litical raves. Stars” 
begin to Go SRO) busine -s near ine 
end of its run, 

Its argued that word-of-mouth 
CpUssing, rather thaa rites) apie 
jproval, spurred Hic basxeffee chek 
‘for the Leonerd Berustein-Artaur 
1] avrents-Siopien Sendheri wuce 
‘drama, ondicating thet the poulvhe 
i. restiv fer meta 
and tast Freneli om ner- and pre-e 
neers Nef fe Prepared fur tie e 
“NEW Tastes, 

oo 

irs 

. 
es. 

Yet tte faei fiat “Weute Heo e 
Inks stud Gee. Well ane teat “esp dae 
home” Gia) @udt misdetite vo a 
same Lear. aca, ard tor tae ate 
Yank nigsseal achivied m2 Franee, 
livings Bevin ss tuinnae Get Your 
Gen wes only se--g at toe be 1s 
Off... as op buttar Brenmed; pres 
ducers @higat tier tad natn ol 
leat theatees. the Contes. and 
MoacCer, ures pia catih. te pres 
vine, ko ore fie ye cae ty Bape. 
Tgerces. ge Stee Tae Pas. are 
Ole@ toomaned. mae sl dae tele sata 
Gury ts 

AL otieain’ pt ag onere niaade on 
neeeay Petra ete ced aned 
caereaero pyres: be Bolas. Petit on 
T9298 ova oa flen ged aporrent y 
Mpped othe: atiermpe. Hart ¢Srace 

tiatS WAC Te al pont Gp ot pe 
BS PPE ede SOE OG EO es 

TPN Nahe tedens, 

ATTEND HEARINGS ON. 
FEDERAL ARTS BILLS 

Peggy Weed. Eddie Weston and 
Dick Morte cvere in) Washington 
last Monday 14 to te-tit, before 
the House cf Reprcesentatives Se- 
lect Subseceen mittee on Education 
retards tle bills for Federal 
Advisory Coun:ifb en the Art. and 
a National Cultural Devciopment 
Act. 

j Miss Wood, as president af the 
American Nationil Thestre & 
Academy, represented that or- 
-Banizalion. Weston, who repre- 

is secand 
union and 

sented Actors Equity, 
viee-presigent of the 

:-also chairman of its 
:committee. Moore. who — edits 
Equity, the officia} publication of 

ithe actors’ union, vepresented the 
‘ National Council of the Arts & 
por ernment, of which he’s a mem- 
er 

Stock-Circuit ‘Majority’ 
Launches Four in Miami 

Stephen Slane’s Strawhat pres- 
:entation of “Majority of One, 
‘began its tour Jag night 'Tues |, 
‘at Owen Philip's Coconut Grove 
‘Playhouse. Miami. Moljy  Picon, 
who recently comnicted a 10-n.onth 
engagement in the Leonard Spigcl- 
fass comedy in England. ic costar- 

cred with Frederic Tozer e. 
{ Jacoh Kalish, Mis: Pleor’s hus. 

has staged the piradietion, 
‘whith repucteriy opened with more 
than a $20.0G0 advanee sale. Fal- 
lowing the current fwo-week ene 
facsement, “Ala ares maves ta 
Lamberts He. N to one lhe séue- 

.son at St. Schn ea s Lamberst- 
ville Music Circus, beginning May 
30. 

The original Broadway produc- 
tion of “Majority.” costarring Ger- 
| trude Berg and Gedric Hardwicke, 
is currently in: San Francisco in 
the course of an extended tour. 

Ruth Hope has succeeded Mary 
and no one else , Bell in the Broadway production of 

the “Miracle Worker.” 

mhe d 

legislative © 

fe tevrhaathes, - 
- 
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'[ One,”. The third, “E’ Azote” gegen 

Shows Abroad ag Amiy Wap) anette 
turned soldier and his imbroglios 

Belie 
London. May 5. 

Wolf Mankowitz ‘with Bob Swash & 
Kenneth Waz2) presentation tby arrange- | 
ment with Send Manor Trust Ltd. of a 
twe-act musical with book by Mankowitz, ' 
based on Beverley Cross’ play; and music 
& lyrics by Monty Norman; devised by : 
Mankowitz. Staged by Val May; chore- 
ovvaphy and musical staging, Michael : 
Charnley; decor, Loudon Sainthill: cos-. 
tumes, Rosemary Carvill, Hilary Virgo. ’ 
Loudon S:adthill; music. direction. Monty 
Norman; orchestrations, Hurry Robinson. 
Feituies George Benson. Davy Kave, . 
Vicvinia Vernon. Jerry Desmonde, Rose,: 
Milly Necolette Roez. Opened May 4. °61,! 

*‘at the Strand Theatre. London: $3.15 top 
Hawley Harvey Crippen George Benson! 
Cora-Belle Elmore Rose Hill’ 
Ethel Le Never 
George Lasher 

Virginia Vernon 
Jerry Desmonde | 

Jeany Peml  .......c ene Nicalette Roeg 
Might Mick 2... 2. ee eee: Davy Kaye 
Violet cece wees Doreen Harris 
Rosenvwry cca cee eee Susan. Irvin 
Audustug we we eee w een eens Barry Kent 
Thenbhald Laurie Webb: 

Dincers: Sheila Falconer, Pat Goh, Joy! 
Hill, Isabelle “Vileno. Jenny Till, Bill 
Owen. John Walsh. Barrie Wilkinson. 

Singers. Pat Carson. Jennifer Howard, 
Uns Pearl. Ron Nish Davies. William 
Lawford, Gordon Willis. 

There’s nothing wrong with mur- 
der as a source of comedy as “Ar- 
senie and Old Lace.” “Monsieur - 

and many other enter-. 
tainments amply prove. It’s debat-: 
able, however, whether the story of : 

5U 
years ago and whase mistress is. 

Verdoux” 

a real murderer. hanged only 

still alive, 
rowdy. gaudv musical. 

Authors Wolf Mankowitz and 
Monty Norman, who have brought : 
vigor to the British musical stage ; 
in recent years, apparently think 
so. But even if there are people: 
who agree with them. it’s dubious 
whether there is enough quality 
ir writing or production to give 
“Belle” a very sturdy run. 

Based on a play by Beverley! 
Cross. the collaborators have taken : 
the story of Dr. Crippen, Belle El- 
more and Ethel Le Neve as the: 
basis for re-creating the vigorous 
music hall atmosphere of the Old 
Bedford of 50 years ago. 
wiched between the song, dance 
and peor jokes, is the thin story 
line of the drab, pathetic, little 
American dentist who was hanged ° 
for poisoning his wife so he could 
spend more time with his secretary- 
mistress. 

The story keeps fairly well to the 
known facts from the time of the 
murder, the escape of the two on. 
the “S.S. Montrose” en route to 
Canada. their capture 
such by the use of radio! 
Ethel Le Neve's acquittal. 

Mankowitz presents Crippen as 
a mild-mannered rather comic little 
man. 
ance by 

and 

his 

der her and finally 
accident. There is an apparent 
effort to enlist sympathy for the 
three leading characters and per- 
haps the intention of deriding th 
British legal system and protest- 
ing against capital punishment. But 
the ragged mixture of moods and 
ideas and Val Mlay’s exuberant but 
uncertain staging fails to add up 
to a satisfactory evening. 

Mankowitz’s usual sharp wit ap- 
pears temporarily to have deserted 
him. <Although the corny jokes 
may be accurately in the period. 
they were one of the factors in the 
decline of vaudeville. 

Anyway, the author has provided 
some low-pressure dialog. and 
while Norman’s music is tunefully 
lively and zestful in the main. few . 
of the Ivrics are worthy of the. 
tunes. Of the. 30-odd numbers 
“Coldwater, Michigan” is a slick 
patter ditty, and “The Devil's 
Bandsman” amiably satirizes reli- J. 
gion. -But they're the most me- 
niorable, and the sentimental songs - 
are mainly weakish. ° 

On the eredit side there’s some 
lively prancing and the ‘atmosphere 
of a ribald Edwardian music-hall is 
seemingly caught evocatively. Jerry | 
Desmonde, Davy Kaye and Nico-: 
Iette Roeg make excellent attempts 
at reviving nostalgic memories of 
George Lashwood. Little Tich and 
Vesta Tilley for older visitors. 

Kaye. who makes a big hit in 
show, is a divinutive gnome rf a 
comic who revels in a dozen differ- 
ent rotes. As a pantomime dame, . 
an old harridan selling poison, an 
iocwrasehio cdatective, a one-man 

Salvatian Army band and other 
earicatures his energy and inven- ; 
tiveness never flaz. Desmonde : 
also weaves his dapper war 
through a variety of parts. 

Georee Benson play Crippen in 
a way that veers uneasily between” 
straight and parody. Virginia Ver- 
non is an attractive Ethel Le Neve 
and Rose Hill grossly, but effec-. 
tive, overplavs the victim, Belle. 
Loudon Sainthill’s deeor and. 

Rosemary Carvill’s costumes are! 

is a fit subject for a’ 

Sand- : 

(the first: 

henpecked beyond endur-: 
Llowsy untalented: 

music-hall wife into a state of mind - 
where he only half wants to mur-' 

does so by: 

with mother and. girl when he can. 
not get over his army days, -The 
fourth, “Poivre De Cayerine” 
(“Cayenne Pepper’), is about two 
prisoners on Devil's Island. 

De QObaldia has witty ideas, and 
plays’ with the macabre through, 
‘tricks and offbeat plots.. But me | 
shafts sometimes go awry and some 
of. the sketches are overdrawn. 
1He is clearly a writer with the-| lished theatres closer to the mar-. 
atrical flair,, but his themes and ‘gin. That was the case at Highland | 
outlook seem.old fashioned. 
The players are generally com- 

mendable, and Amedee and Greg- 
oire, make the scene about two 

authentically and colorfully fn pe- 
riod. In sum, the performers do 
well with material that has been 
too loosely fabricated. 
The autHors never take a really. 

, definite line on the kind of. enter-. 
jtainment they are trying to provide 
or the necessary point. Even peo- 

:ple who are not nettled by ‘the j 
: “murder-is-a-great-lark"” nonchal-: 
:ance of ‘“‘Belle’’ may dislike the of- 
fensive and vulgar finale, Rich. 

1913 | 
; ; Berlin, April ‘25. 
A nna tins teape-ai arn vet ont. ee prisoners an interesting interlude | operated for several years by actor : 
by Hans Lietzau; costumes and eettings.| With their poise, timing and un-|Sidney Blackmer, . actually went 
Rudolf Schulz; music, Kurt Heuseé:|derlining of a prisoner's world. lunder last year, but has. been: 
lighting, Will Koehler. Stars Ernst | rhe. jatter and the one on the ceme- ' resuscitated this’ season by a local’ Schroeder: features Gisela Uhlen, Hel- 

rut W ia tery are the only ones with Pos- ; suburban group and retitled the 

junction with a restaurant), -With 
the talent nut high, the silos have 
to operate at near capacity, anda 
few days of rain can wash out 
anticipated revenue, 

water Beach Playhouse and Hins-'! 
dale Summer Theatre. The latter, 

mut Wildt, Claus Holm, Uta Sax. Opened 

Dieter Ranspach 
. Lothar Blumhagen. 

: Hartwig Prince Gels... 
Wilhelm Krev 

: April 14, ton at the Schiller Theatre, | sibilities abroad. The sets are ‘Salt Creek Playhouse. 
Christian Maske......... Ernst Schroeder ! helpful, as is the direction. Mosk. Edgewater has overhauled its’ 

Ottille enn Helmta. aoe a — ; managerial staff and is increasing 
: Countess Sofie Trees wtscee. Giséla Uhlen. . its budget for names of even great- : 
: Count Otto ............00-. Claus Holm | Big Tent Fees er potency than before, and Music 

‘| Theatre will have to ‘have a banner 
Friedrich Stadler......Hermann Ebeling season or it will surely be offered : 

Talore iirc pau ea ates | SS Continued from Page © Si tor sale. Impresario Herb Rogers ' 
Butler : Georg Voelkeli Price Jr., emphasizes that opeér-| bewailed the shortage of new mu- 

sical. shows last season, and his is 
The late Cart Sternheim, whose 

plays were banned by the Nazis, 
has become one of the most pro- 
.duced authors in postwar Berlin, 
with such successes as “The Snoh,” 
.“The Pants,” “Citizen: Schippel” 

ating costs have also climbed tre-; 
mendously over the years. | 

He’s particularly: miffed at the: 
royalty setup for in-demand prop- 
erties, which about four years ago 
underwent a change from a 
straight flat fee of around $1, 000!them several times, and. finds its 

and “The Cash-Box.** to an arrangement whereby pro-| North Shore trade getting less and 
Most of Sternheim’s works. ducers, now pay a minimum of{less_ responsive to reprises of 

‘"1913" included, are around 50; about $1,000, plus an additional | staples like “Annie Get Your Gun.” 

,years old, but have not lost their}10% of the gross over $15,000. 
i appeal. Thus, a tent playing to a substan-}itself obliged to repeat’ again this 

1019 tial gross of say $30,000 would have] season “Guys -and’ Dolls,” | The satirical “1913” doesn’t be-|/° pay a $2,300 royalty. ui 
| long to his best creations, but like ! On that’ basis. the payment|: “Merry Widow” 
lthe author’s other works it's never } 
{ dutt, retains its tapical quality ind !Would ‘be more than the. authors’ | variety, Stars for the respective 
is a theatrical delight. Sternheim j 
implies in the. comedy the ap-: 
proach of World War I, and even: 

;seems to have foreseen the emiér- 
; gence of Hitler. 

is. still of primary importance. In‘ 
more than 10-years of operation, it’. 
has presented all the consequential ' 

similar amount on Broadway. The | yjeve, Patrice Munsel and Kathryn 
‘authors’ -share of that take would Grayson. Mort Sahl will wind up 

be. $1,800 on the combined 6°% Of ithe season with a week of “con- 
the gross for the book, lyric ‘and : ‘ certs.” 
niusic writers required under By. : + 

Sternbeim’s language is terse. basic Dramatists Guild contract. Chiews other 30cm tuiétent, the 
. vigorous and without sentimental-: One. of the Bishop’s arguments | ee ka e aL ; ee pesnt ape 
ity. ; The staccato-styled dialogs | against the royalty demand is that. pear Nth vehi les b pe een - 

;don’t create sympathy for the chat- | besides heing especially rough onjsenneq. yon vow strawhat au ai. 
acters, but is an amusing, often | some of the smaller canvastops, it} ‘PP whe western-cuhurbe and is 
even fascinating form of grotes-' doesn’t take into consideration the ; only i in its wes dee SuUDUF The B is 

“que satire. The author pokes ftin| practice of tents repeating. certain : ON/¥ in its second season. The Bi 
,; at the decadent German nobility | musieals ‘because of the slow. ‘flow: 
.of that era, and the macabre ma-|of' new powerhouse. properties to; 
terialism and the young Germans’ | stock. His contention is that a tent | 
tendency towards reser ee een pays the same royalty 

“Show Boat” and. will follow. with 
Howard Keel in “South Pacific,” 

‘idealism. when repeating a production as he! William Bendix in “Take - Me 
The central figure here is 8) did when putting it on the first 

former minor official who has be-/time éven though the potential. 
-come a millionaire in the muni-| audience is figured to have been 

tions trade. He advises his chil-| decreased due to'the prior presen-: 
dren to be as reckless and ma-j tation. 
terialstic-minded as-he is, but he! In‘contrast to the heavy royalty 
dies of a stroke during a quarrel. pite for the name properties, some! ‘Té Whose new. Semester actually 
with his ambition- obcessed eldest jof the older musieals and operettas. : | began Feb. | (and has been SRO 

daughter. | Bishop states, are available at a flat:ever since’, begins. 
Ernst Schroeder's portrayal of fee of around $750 weekly. In! Phase tonight 'Tues.) with Hust 

the wealthy arms dealer is a gem.! some cases, he explains, it’ pays. a|Q'Brian’ in “Heaven Can Wait. 
and there are good performances|producer to repeat’a show in this! Spring Byington -will follow: 
, by Gisela Uhlen, as ihe eldest | category and apply the royalty say.{ Curious Savage,” Joan Bennett 
: daughter, Uta Sax as the young ring to the booking of a:star for! and Donald, Cook.in “The Pleasure 
‘daughter, Helmut Wiidt, as a spite- j come-on purposes. 
ful son, Claus Holm and Dieter; ~ - Star Salaries 
Ranspach as decadent nobles. and} "Star. ‘salaries vary at different | You.” Tm 
Hermann Ebeling as a yong ideal-" tents from an average of approxi-; fT an August date in ‘Girls of 
ist i mately -$1.500 weekly to far more! Summer.” 

The final scene is particularly; than ‘that amount at some spots.! Tenthouse Theatre; also owned 
effective, with the playing of score! The going rate for principal fea-, DY Herb Rogers, is slated to ‘start 
“Puppehen, du bist mein Augen- | tured leads is about $400 weekly. its 14th year of. operation June. 20 
stern” a pop song hit of the pre-| Besides royalty payments other ; With. Ginger Rogers in “Bell, Book 

:World War I era. slowly giving | increased costs for the tents. over }294 Candie.” -Menasha Skulnik is 
way! to the sound of ‘marching. 8B. . 

- soldiers. :for: union. employees and news 

in. “Anything Goes,” ‘Gordon and 

ing” and Gary Mann in “Student 
| Prince.” 

Drury Lane, a year-around thea- 

Tburn in “You Can't “Take It with 

?Don Ameche in “Holiday fer Lov- 
ers,’ Margaret O'Brien in “Under ‘Hans Lietzau has staged the! aper. advertising -rates. 

i" pap ie the Yum Yum ‘Tree.’ and Hans show masterfully. and praise is- due 
‘Rudolph Schulz for the setting. 
a lavish castle drawing room. 

Hans. 

In. the last six: years, the min- 

from $60 to $80-for resident per-. Company.” . 
formers and $85 for jobbers. At| Salt:Creek has set Nina Foch in 
one spot; the number of musicians | “The Guardsman”. to open the sea- 
required -has jumped from eight: Son June 5, and then Larry Parks 
to 12 during the same period. with -a%d Betty Garrett in “Marriage-Go- 
the minimum salary for the tooters Round,” -and John: Carradine in 

oe 

i Impromptus a Loisir 
(Informal Leisure) 

Paris. April 25. 
Arlette Reinberg & Mel Howard pres- 

' entation of bill of four comedy sketches -$100 to $125. At another tent, the for scheduled. productions of “On- 
by Rene De Obaldia.. Staged hy -the é be ” . 
producers: sets, Fandos. Features Gre. ; number of musicians has not been! dine,” ‘Time Remembered. and 
goire, Amtedee, Odette Piquet: Andree | increased in récent years, but sal- | “Teahouse of. the August Moon. 
ey, Wacwes Marchals. Opened April aries for the .orchestra members’ Edgewater will open. June 20 
13, 61, at_the Theatre Da Poche-Mont 

_parnasse, Paris; $3 top. ‘have: climbed from a minimum of, With Steve Allen and Jayne. 
$72 to $110. | ; Meadows, probably in ‘“Fourpost- ” 

-Four sketches are played by five’ The breakeven’ on an average, rer.” Others set are "Mae West in , 
actors and they mix macabre-hu-jtent operation. : Bishop _ states, - “Sextet” and Eve Arden for: "Mar- 
mor, parody, satire and poetics far | rocketed ‘from $12.000 in 1949 to‘ riage-Go-Round." 
a spotty evening. ‘Rene De Obal-|around.-$18,000 last year. He esti-} 
dia received the special French.| mates. .in ‘the Jast 12 years there, barn trade as compared with the; 
Drama Critic U award for his first |have been a total of about 43 tents! downtown legits,: over and -above 
play “Genousie” as the most prom- | raised throughout the, ‘country, of | ‘the obvious considerations of re-., 

_ising newcomer of the year and forjwhich ‘approximately ‘half have!laxed atmosphere, parking conven- : 
"the most undeserving flop. The | thus far’ gone out of business. Most! iences and -proximity- to moneyed 
present opus merits a nod for trv- of the tents scheduled for this‘ suburban. communities.- ‘Perhaps | 
_ing. but lacks the necessary’ in-: year’s lineup have been in opera- | because of their relative .inform- : 
sight and invention. ition five years: or more. ality, the stock show’ are. attended ' 

First bit is “I.e Grand Vizir,” in | Bishop figures ‘that of the .vast;in a wholly different ‘spirit than. 
which two friends rehearse an!number of musicals and operettas|are the road shows in the. Loop. ; 
amateur play. It appears that on 

iis having an affair with the 
‘ other’s wife, which is. intermingled 
with the play when it comes to 

‘light accidentally. Second has two 
women who play at going to ceme- |. 

,teries and building up stories about: 
‘the dead ones and what they may 
have had .to do with them. It & 
called “Le Defunt” (“The Defunct 

| 

are of interest to tent producers | summertime plays as ‘seriously, and 
and, of those, 10-20, he states, are 
regarded as really hot properties. 

Jack Blackton is succeeding 
Kenneth Nelson in “Fantasticks,” 
at the off-Broadway Sullivan 
Street Playhouse, white Nelson re- 
coups from a. tonsillectomy. 

fection. As a‘result, the silos are. 
largely immune to. critical notices, 
which, as far as Chicago. is con- 
cerned, is a big: point. 

the in-city Edgewater), when the: 
‘lure of the star hasn’ t been great 

The situation had the effect last 
year of moving a few of the. estab- |. 

one operation at which the vehicle | 

The tunetent nevertheless. finds. 
- of the play -in ‘New York (directed 

“Can. 

Can” and “The King and I.” with. 
being reviv ed for: 

royalty for a musical grossing 4] shows will be Tony Bennett, Gene- ' 

: Rach-Charles - ‘Comiskey operation : 
: Will open May ‘29 with Lisa kirk: in - 

Along,” Phil Ford’ and Mimi Hines - 

Sheila MacRae in '‘ “Bells are Ring-- 

its summer: 

in. 

of His Company,” and Charles Co- . 

Jane Russell is pencilled -in. 

~Eater of Diamonds”: 

the years involve minimum salaries, 2¢xXt up in “49th Cousin,” and then ; 

;imum performer wage has climhed|Conried in “The Pleasure of. His... 

‘taking a concurrent boost from “J.B.” Stars are still to be booked: 

a caer ie 
Several factors seem to favor 

el}available for stock only about 70} Audiences don’t seem to take the }. 

apparently they don’t expect per- 

Only in a few cases (chiefly at+; 

Chi Readies Strawhat Season 
——— Continued from pace: 63. Sa 

| enough to overcome ‘a stiff ape 
praisal,. have raps been known to 
| have: ‘an effect at the boxoffice. At 
downtown legit houses, of: course, 
j veviews: Presumably are vital. 

‘Musical ‘Golombe’ 
=a 

portant - difference that. “Regina” 
had. songs—‘“Colombe” has only 

‘ singing. But in hoth cases the work 
was based on. what has originally 
been conceived as a stage play, the 
words. and character of the original 

, were. respected in the transforma- 
‘tion and the story line sharpened, 
rather than watered-down—as hap- 
pens, most often, when. a play is: 
turned into ‘a. musical comedy 
(They Knew What They Want-. 
ed. ") 

- Unmutilated . 
If: all this. sounds . complicated, . 

it is -bad~ reporting. | Because it . 
isn’t complicated at. all.. It is sim- 
ply one of those rare instances. in. 
which. a hunk of. writing. enroute 
from one art form to another, ts 
neither -mutilated nor massacred. 

Park Music Theatre tnow renamed | 
the Chicago Music Theatre), Edge-. Continued from page 69 —s_ 

tuners of recent vintage, some of* Nor oy er-respected. It remains ex- 

.actly what it was, but strictly cut. 
down. Not a: word was added to the 
‘Original text. but there was a 

, masterful job of cutting and edit- 
ing, Those who. saw the production 

by Harold Chirman under the 
same title’ would find it hard to 
point.out just what was cut.-It-is 

‘still a strong’. and frequently ‘hie: 
larious satire -of Paris. ‘show hbiz 
«which | occasionally -: veers dre. 
gerously towards — burlesque. | . The. 
hig. problem, for a- producer, {s‘in 

_the ‘casting. Basicaly, the show it- 
‘self- is’ simple—ten’ .actor-singers, 
two non-speaking ‘actors. three 
sets, a small. Symphony orchestra. 
(about fifty : ‘pieces... But only tha 
ten actor-singers present. ‘a prob- 
‘lem.- They have tobe. just tnat, 
‘actors. who can sing’ or singers. who 
can act. Here, in Bordeaux, the 
producers were lucky. enough ‘or 
cagey enough) to find: such people. 
Christiane: Harbell in: the title role, 
‘Maria Murano’ as. the virtiolie 
sacred: monster . primma donna, . 
Jaques. Doucet ‘as the idiotic. hus-. 
band, Andre. Dan as the pandsome 
seducer and Jean Giraudeau. as. 

_, pot- -bellied .swain, : are «all. quite 
* wonderful. The. sets and. costumes 
_(petiod) by Jean-Denis Maleles are: 
effective. (Memory may be playing 

-a trick here, but the sets seemed 
more exciting: when -designed by 
.Peter Brook. who ‘also. directed, 
‘the original London production of 
“Colombe” as a: straight Play, some | 
eight years’ ago.) 

. Jean-Michel | Damiase. conducted 
the: orchestra. at. the opening per- | 
formanee. He is’ 33 years old, has’ 
written a. good deal of ballet music 
this best previous. work was. “The 

for. Roland’ 
‘Petit and Zizi: Jeanmarie) and: this: 
is his most ambitious ‘work thug: 
far. Anouilli ‘worked with Danase 

throughout on this adaptation, says 
Dampse.. It‘s oa cinch to prophesy” 

that M. Damase will be. heard from 
‘again. ‘and importantly,” as a 
musician and. theatrician.- 

While: leaving the Grand Thea- 
tre. after the opening performance; 

“an auditor was heard to say, “Who 
needed the music? It’s a fine play 
by itself, ‘ivithout that*- Which is 
exactly the point—it jis not .a fine 
play. by itself. it. only ‘gives that. 

. impression—and . it -is’.the musie 
that. gives it the fullness, the extra” 

_ dimension, even: while. It: gives the: 
impression of just being ‘there. by: 
coincidence: - 

Mexican Producers A Ask 
Gov't Subsidy for Legit | 

. . -. Mexico City, May 16. _ 
‘Mexican legit producers. ‘have 

joined in a petition to the govern- 
:ment for an- ‘Official | ‘Subsidy, so. 
ithat they can’ continue “normal : 
i presentation of theatrical works.’”.. 
‘The: support .would ‘be channeled 
through: the. ‘Departnient of Edu-. 
' Cation. _ 

High production costs. including 
increased wages for ‘stagehands, 
electricians, and -other workers 
make mounting a legit play a cost- 
‘ly and risky venture, according ‘to 
producers... With boxoffice admis- 
Sion frozen. at 96c, producers al- 
lege they are passing through a 
“difficult situation” and if federal. 
aid is not forthcoming, “many 
houses offering legit. fare will. be. 
| shuttered. 
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Road OK, But ‘Kuprin 
Merman Record $ 

‘Sound’ Record $64,005 in Cleve 
The road was. generally. healthy 

last week. - Capacity business and. 

‘house records were established by! 

““Gypsy” in Boston and “Sound of | 
Music” in Cleveland. Among other 
shows playing .to.-sturdy busingss 

‘were “Bye Bye Birdie” :and “Merry; 
Widow,”. the ‘Civic. Light -Opera’s 

: respective | ‘subscription entries . ‘in ; 
San Francisco and Los Angeles. - 

“Fiorello” | and’ “Once Upon. ‘a 
Mattress” did well: on. ‘Split-week | 
engagements. while in the. straight-| 
play. category, the top ‘take. Was, 
registered by “Majority of One” ° 
in’ LA. The. Broadway-targeted ° 
“Call on Kuprin” got off to a weak 
start in the first of’ stanza .of a 
‘fortnight's stand ‘in Philadelphia. 

Estimates for Last Week” 

‘Parenth etic. designations ‘for out- 
of- town shows are the same as for 
Broadway, except. ‘that hyphenated 
-T with show. classification indicates ! 
tryout and RS indicates’ ‘fond show. 
Also, ‘prices .on toviring. shows in- 
clude .10°o: Federal. ‘Tax and local j 
‘tar, if. any, but as. on Broadwev 
‘grosses . are ‘net: ¢.¢., exclusive .af 
taxes, ‘Engagements. are for single 

week unless. otirerw ise ‘noted. 

BOSTON. 
Gypsy, Colonial (MC-RS) (3d wk! 
($6:50-$7.50: 1.685; $66.671) «Ethel. 
Merman:. Previous week. $66.501.. 

Last week, $66,664, another house 
‘record. 

My. Fair Lady, Shubert tIC-RS).” 
19th. wk) 136.50- $7: 1.717: $67.355.) 

. (Michael Evans,: Caroline’ Dixon). 
“Previous week. .$47 662. 

“Last week, “$51. 853. 

‘r ‘CHICAGO | 

* Miracle Worker. Erlanger (D- RS) 
43d wk) 7 «$5. 50-$6: 1.880; $45.000). i 

. Previous week. $30,301 with Thea- ; 
tre Guild-American’ Theatre Soci- ' 
ety subscription. — 

-Last week. $32, 109. with, TG ATS. 
‘subscription. - 

Raisin In- the: ‘Sun, . 

A 

‘Blac kstone 

$42,500) (Claudia. MeNeill: Previ- 
ous week. £20.088 with twofers. . 

Last week. $15. 1i1 with: twofers. 

-CLEY¥ ELAND. a 
Sound of Music, Hanna (AID- RS) 

(3d wk) ($6.95:° 1.5153" $63,500): 
(Florence : Henderson). -Previous:- 
week, $63. 489 with TG-ATS" sub- 
scription. 

Last “week, $64.005, & h 0 us e 
Tecord. F 

DETROIT. i 
Music’ Man, Riviera’ iNC- -RS) (3d: 

‘wk)- ($4.50;. 2.700; $60, 000). Pre-° 
vious week, $46.062. i 
Last! week, $50,228. | 

., Los” ‘ANGELES: { 
‘Majority - of One, : Biltmore (C- 

RS) (Ist wk) ($5.50-$6; 1.636: $48.-' 

- 000) (Gertrude Berg.. Cedric. “Hard- | 
‘wicke). Previous week. $34.409 for 
_ five: ‘performanres 184 95 top) at the |: 
2,250-seat Auditorium, Denver. 

Last week; '$44, 402: w ‘ith TG-ATS | 
-subscription. - 

“Merry Widow, Philharmonic 1OP-| 
-RS).. (4th -wk) ($5.90-$6.75; 2.670: ! 
$79.000) Patrice Munse"™ Previous | 

‘ week; $79,900 with - Civic | Light - 
. Opera. Assn. subscription. 
‘Last . week. about: $80, 200 with 
CLOA subscription. 

_ MILWAUKEE 7 
- Flower. Dram’ Song, _ Wisconsin 
(MC-RS). Previous week, .$71,683,. 
Auditorium, St. Paul. . j 

Last week, -$90,859... 

PHILADELPHIA .- 
‘Call on Kuprin, Forrest {D-TY | 

(1st wk). $4.80-$5.40; 1.760: $40.000) : 
(Jeffrey Lynn, Eugenie Leontovich, | 
George Voskovec). : 

Opened here May. 8 to one’ en-. 
-dorsement (Murdock, Inquirer) and | 
two .pans (O’Brien, News; Schier, 
Bulletin). 

‘Last’ week, ‘about $5, 000. 

SAN. FRANCISCO 
Bye Bye Birdie, Curran (MC-RS) ‘ 

(3d wk) ($6.25-$6.90; 1.758: $63.- 
' 000). Previous week; $62. 436 with i 
-CLOA subscription. 
. Last week, $62, 448° with toa} 
‘subscription. . 

‘Hostage, Geary (CD- RS). (24 wk). 
($5-$5.50; 1,550; $50.000).. Previous. 
week, $25,000 ° with TG- ATS sub- 

- Siuart;: 
(Gay one - -BTL $7,888: Music. Hall.‘ 

5G, Philly 

$66,664 in Bost: . 

scription. “ Closed _ last Saturday - 

TG-ATS subscription: 

WASHINGTON 
Donnybrook, National 

(2d wk) - 
520); 

(MC-T) 

- Previous week, $33. 822 for 
- five” evening: performances. and |. 
jthree matinees. .° 

- Last’ Ww ‘eck, $37, 718. 

“SPLIT “WEEKS 
Fiorello" (MC-RS)._ “Previous 

Ww cok, $44. 694,.  seven-performance “ 
‘sp it - 

Last. ¥ eek. "$52. 483 for seven: ‘per- 
formances: RKO ‘Orpheum, Daven- 
port, Ia:, Monday ‘(8), one, $11,140 ° 
“with 
“subscription: Paramount, Waterloo, 

Broadway Theatre ‘League 

Ta. .Tuesday 191; one BTL, $7,644: 
-Lincoln,. Neb., Wednesday 

Kansas | City,’ . Thursday-Saturday 
:111-13', four, $25, B11 with, TG-ATS 
“ subscription, : 

“Once. ‘Upon: a. Mattress. ic. RS) 
‘Imogene Coca, Edward .. Everett: 
‘Horton, King Donovan). ‘Previous 
weck,. ‘$25. 91%, _ eight- performance 
split... 

~ Last week, $45.366 for eight BTL 
performances; Paramount, . Ander- 
son; Ind.. Monday 18}, two,-$10; 003; 
Regent, Grand Rapids, Tuesday. (9), , 
one, $4. 865: Ohio Theatre,: Mans- . 
field, Wednesday -Thursday (10-11), 
two. °$10.260;; Memorial, Dayton, 
Friday 5 Saturday (12-13 },- : ‘three, 
$20. 238. . 

“Test Cues 
Will Geer returns: for his fourth.” 

‘season ‘with the American Shake- “mandate: ‘ecescary 
speare ‘Festival this summer. 

. William. Hammerstein, producer : 
with ‘Michael. EHis of “Come. Blow. 
Your Horn.” 

Pager. De! 
: Coast with, his son, Brandon, on a 
“tv assicnment.: 

(D-RSiA11th wk) 1$4.95-S5.50: 1.447; ~ 
“the comnletion of the N.¥.. Shake- ’ 
-speare. Festival’s amphitheatre: in 

Because of a further de ay. in 

Central. Park, ‘the cuffo-admission 
Shakespeare > series will. be. -fre- 

“sented” at the-park's Wollman ‘Me- 
-morial . Skating Rink, 

Shippen Geer and - Michael Bat- 
fenberry, have scheduled a Sept. ; 
27 opening at the Madison Avenue - 
’Playhouse,. N.Y., for their produc- : 

ition of the | revue, 
' North.” 

Irving Tilson, founder and de- 
ve‘oper of the contemplated Musi- 

‘¢al Island -in Edgewood Park, Sha- : 
‘mokin, ‘Pa.,. is convalescing at St. 
Luke's ‘Hospital, NY. following | 

jan emergency operation. . 
‘Legit talent agent. Bruce Savan’s | 

book, “Your: Career in the Thea- j 
has gone into: its second. Douw- tre,” 

bleday printing. . 

Liza Stuart, who has been un- 
derstudying. | Nancy. - ‘Dussault. in. 

1 “Do Re Mi,” has withdrawn from - 
the: show to: succeed Carla Huston . 

the” off-Broadway. musical,.! 
. “Fantasticks, "at the ‘Sullivan’ 
Street -Playhouse, N. Y.. 

_ Joel Spector planes to the Coast. 
néxt Saturday (13). ta see to the 

‘casting. and. final drafts of “Let It - 
Ride,” the .musical ‘adaptation. of « 
“Three _Men Ona Horse,” which he ‘ 

‘ intends” presenting. on “Broadway 
next season. 

Mary Ward, road pressagent, - 
“sails for Greece tomorrow (Thurs.) : 
.for a Vacation. She plans to’ re- 
turn Aug. 7 to. New York. from 

.{ Geneva. 
Patty ‘Duke, moppet costar of the. 

‘| Broadway production of ‘Miracle. 
orker,”” will. appear in Robert L.° 

Joseph's 
Lester Osterman intends ¢oproduc- _— 
iing on. Broadway next season with 
‘Shirley Bernstein. Jules Dassin. will 
- direct. 

Paul Crabtree has resigned as 
producer-director of the Royal 
Poinciana Playhouse, Palm Beach, 
Fla., following a disagreement with 
Frank J. Hale, president of the 

‘ Playhouse.. Crabtree: also bowed 
‘out of his other activities in con- 
{ nection. with the Playhouse. 

SCHEDULED. B‘WAY. PREEMS 
‘Porgy & Bess, City Center (517-6). 
.Donnvbrock, 45th St (5-18-6)).- 
Mandingo,. Lyceum (5-22-61). 

-. Kuprin, Broadhurst (5-25-61). 
‘Pat Joey, City Center (5-31-61). 
Barnes People, Royale C13. 6D.. 

($4:50-$6.60; 1,685; -$52.- 

(‘Camelot Batoner Alers 
Ths Busy Summer Ahead 
’. Franz Allers, conductor of 
“Camelot,” at the Majestic Theatre, 
N.Y., will be busy this summer 

| guest- batoning various. concerts. 
‘He's. scheduled to. appear June 24, 
27 and 28 at Lewisohn Stadium, 
NLY.; July. 2 with the Univ. of 
Miarni Summer. -Symphony; July’ 
-I3 at Robin Hood Dell, Philadel- 

ago.. 

-He’s also. slated for an appear-’ to call it quits within the next few 
"ance Aug. 12 at the Hollywoo 
Bow], 

“Natl Phoenix Producer 
For Cambridge Festival 

Boston, Mav 16. 
The National Phoenix Theatre 

thas been engaged by the Metro- 
. politan Boston -. District. Commis- , 
‘sion’ to succeed. the Cambridge 
4Mass.) Drama Festival group as 
producer of the: performing arts 
‘program at the Boston Arts Cen- 
ter this summer. The Center sea- 
.son will begin July. 5 with the first 

»>, American production of Benjamin 
;i Britten’s opera, based on. Henry 
‘James’ “The Turn of the Screw. ” 

Patricia) Neway, currently 

Last: week, about. $35,000 with. _ pila. and July 29-30 at Grant Park, « 488 

Biz Sag Weakening B’way Lineup, 
LEGITIMATE 138 

But ‘Home’ Jumps Again to $25,330. 
Becket’ $35,128; Fiorello’ $33,165 (7) 

Business on Broadway dived! 

in last. week for a number of; 

: shows, several of which are likely ; 

weeks. Some entries registered | 

modest increases, while the biggest 

| jump was recorded by the Pulitzer 

‘ Prize-N.Y. Drama Critics Circle. 
award-winner, “All the Way Home,” ; 
‘which climbed for the fourth suc- 
cessive week. 

The sellouts last week Included 
'“Camelot,” “Carnival,” “Mary, 
Mary” and “Sound of Music.” 
‘Breaking gruund in the anticipated 
‘shrinkage of the Broadway lineup 
‘was. the closing last Saturday night 
13) 

ap- 
pearing in the Broadway produc- : 
-tion” of “Sound - af “Music,” will 

“The. Affairs of -Anatol.” 
music .-by - Offenbach, will ‘also be! 
presented at the Center, as will 

. ‘CD (Comedy-Drama), 
take a leave of absence from the i MC (Musical- Comedy), MD (Musi. - 
musical - to 4ppear .in- the ‘opera. i cal-Drama)}, 
An.adaptation by Tom Jones of i eretta), 

of “Tenth Man” and the: 
scheduled ‘shuttering next Satur- 
day night (20) of “Advise end Con- ! 
sent.” Both shows are siated to 
tour next season. 

Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), 
R (Rerue), 

OP ‘Op-; 
DR! 

O (Opera), 
Rep. ( Repertory), 

with | (Dramatic Readina). 
Other parenthetic designations! 

refer, respectively, to weeks played, | 

.;Phoenix contract ‘with the Dis-; i {wo prices are giren, the higher is 

“Elizabeth the Queen.” with Eva-! number of performances through ; 
Le Galliene starred. The National i igs¢ Saturday, top prices (1 here i 

trict Commission: is for this sea-' i for Friday-Saturday nights and S| 
' Son only. 

Elaine May, Golden (R) (Sist why 
,250 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 773: $30,439), 
! Previous week, $21,921 for seven 

' performances. 
Last week, $22,956, 

Far Country, Music Box (D) iéth 
wk; 47 p) :$6.90-$7.50: 1.101; $40,- 
107) ‘Kim Stanley, Steven Hill, 
Sam Wanamaker’. Previous week, 

- $32,170 with parties. 

Last week, $28.342 with parties. 

Fiorello, Broadway (MC) ¢7@th 
.wk; 603 p) '$5-$7.50; 1.900: $59,- 
000). Previous week, $36€.129 at 
the 1.182-seat Broadhurst Theatre 
with tickets scaled to a top of $835 
weeknights and $9.40 weekend 
eves. 

Last week, $33.165 for seven ycr- 
formances. 

Happiest Girl in the World, Beck 
(MC) ‘6th wk: 48 p! ‘$8 60-$9 A0; 

, 1,280; $62.805) ‘Cyril Ritchard), 
’ Previous week, $37,215. Thursday 
-matinees will be substituted for 
. Monday night performances stzrt- 
ing next week. 

Last week, $30,872. 

Irma La Douce. Plymouth MC) 
(33d wk; 260 pt ‘$8 60: 999: $48,221) 
(Elizabeth Seal. Keith Micheiii, 
Previous week. $38 470. 

Last week, $36.674. 

Mary,;Mary. Haves (Ci -10th 

has. replaced Fred. 
"De Wilde as the show's stage. man- -. 

‘ilde has, planed to the. 

Which has -: 
‘faci: ilies for. legit presentations. 

i “Unemployment Pay. 
=u Continued. from page 69 — | 

ment Dent. Appeal ‘Board. which 
“wes Titer cemed. On April 10 he’ 
‘Served notive of suit for writ of | 

injunction in 
-involving citizens against j 

publie bodies’ to Perluss and Web. 
throush Sheriff's office in Szcra- 
mento. 

Denton’s fight has not been. -sup- 
‘ported by show business unions. 
‘The actor was.not a union member 
“until last Sept. 1, when he joined 
the. Screen Actors Guild: Actors: 
.Equity's local attorney. Dorothy 
Davis, says she talked to him and 
was interested in. case, ‘but asserts 
he has not asked the union for sup- 

“Cases” 

mit. according to-an Equity spokes- 
man. 

case in which the union is support- 

‘that partial work iweekends with 
“pay on a per-performance basis) 
, doés not preclude him from partial} 
compensation. . 

‘Best, ‘Thurher’ "Bes > ‘Thurber 
— Continued from page 69 

cities. the UPA-entries wili also 
be. available for. bookings at col-|- 
leges. universities and other places 
through its recently-established 
Tour Division, headed by Julian 

: Olney. 
a For: such non-subscription en- 

-gasements, UPA will. charge a 
booking fee and will work in co- 
‘operation with the Independent 

: Booking Office. Besides the hold- 
over BTL. cities, UPA. expects io 

‘ add about 10 new spots to the sub- 
scription circuit next season. 
i The original Broadway produc- 
tion. of “Best” is currently in. its 
59th week at the Morosco Theatre, 
.N.Y: A Coast company closed ear- 
lier this season. “Thurber,” which 
interrupted its New. York run last 
year for a summer engagement in 
Central City, Col. closed on Broad- 
way Jast November. 

“Isle of. Children,” which ° 

| Kenley Stock Sked 
Continued from page 69 

hasn’t been set, but the Columbus 
bill for Aug. 29 will be Genevieve 
in “Can-Can.” The French singer- 
comedienne first started doing the 
Cole Porter musical with the Ken- 
ley Players in Warren and may 
return there for the fifth time this 
season to fill the open Aug. 22-27 
period. 

Rene Wiegert is musical conduc- 
tor in both cities. Leo Meyer is 
scenic designer and Leslie Cutler 
director. 

“4th Avenue “ing actor John Shaner‘s contention. 

f 
| 

{ 

i 

| 
-port.:He appeared in “Whisver in Olivier, Arthur Kennedy). 
70d’s Ear” on an Equity work per-|ous week, $68.068 with Theatre. 

| 
Miss Davis says. there is a:similar ‘ phia. 

‘lower for weeknights:, number of :77 p+ '$6.90-$7.50: 1.139; $43.5: ai 

ne 2 a A | 

seats, capacity gross and stars. 
| Price includes 10°¢ Federal and, 
5° City tar, but grosses are 71et; 
i.e., exclusire of taxes. 

Asterisk denotes show had cut- i 
rate tickets in circulation. 

Advise and Consent, Cort ‘Di 
(26th wk: 204 pt ‘$7.50: 1.155: 

1 $40.500) ‘Ed Begley, Richard, 
‘Kiley, Chester Morris, Henry i 
Jones, Kevin MeCarthy®. Previ-! 
ous week, $18.511. Closes next 
Saturday (20). 

Last week, $16.131. 

“All. the Way Home, Relasco 
'‘D) 124th wk; 189 p! ':$6.90-$7.50: | 
867; $38.500). Previous week.) 

$23,503. 
Last week, $25.330. 

*Becket, Hudson :D) ‘Ist wk; 8 p: 
1$7.50; 1.056; $42.00G) ‘Laurence: 

Pre vi-: 

Last week. $35.128 for first w ee 
of three-week return engagement. : i 

*Best Man, Morosco ‘D) (58th : 
i wk: 456 p) '$6.90-$7.50; 999; $41.- 
000) 1Lee Tracy, Frank Lovejoy). 
Previous week, $20,716. 

Last week, $18,303. 

*Big Fish, Little Fish, ANTA ‘CDi 
(9th wk; 69 p) ‘$6.90-$7.50; 1. 185: 
$49,178) (Hume Cronyn, Martin; 
Gabel).. Previous week, $19.:604. 

Last week, $15,706. 

Bye Bye Birdie. Shubert (MC); 
(56th wk; 440 p) ($8.60-$9.40; 1,453; : 
$61,000). Previous week, $46,587. 

Last week, $47,879. 

Camelot, Majestic sMC) (23d wk; 
185 p) ($9.40; 1.626; $84.000) (Rich- | 
ard Burton, Julie Andrews). Pre: j 
vious week, $83.066. 

Last week, $82,969 after the de- 
duction. of another staggered re- 
fund payment. 

Carnival, Imperial (MC) ‘Sth wk; : 
36 p) ($8.60; 1.428; $65,000) (Anna | 
Maria Alberghetti). Previous week, } 
$66,611. 

Last week, $66,625. 

‘Come Blow Your Horn, Atkinson } 
(C) (12th wk; 93 p) ($6.90-$7.50; | 
1,090; $43,522). Previous week, 
$26.007. 

Last week, $27,022. 

Critie’s Choice, Barrymore ‘C)! 
(22d wk);. 173 p) '$6.50-$7.50; 1,067; 
$40,000) ‘Henry Fonda). Previous 
week; $15,988 

Last week, ‘$13, 574. 

Devil’s Advocate, Rose ‘D) (10th 
wk; 76 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,162; $46,- j 
045) (Leo Genn, Sam Levene, Ed-' 
ward Mulhare). Previous week, 
$23,581. 

Last week, $23,706. 

Do Re Mi, St. James ‘MC) ‘20th 
wk; 160 p) ‘$8.60-$9.50; 1.615; $69,-! 
500) (Phil Silvers). Previous week 
$67,015. 

Last week. $67.200. 

Evening With Mike Nichols and; 

Theatre Society ~ 
Philadel- 

Guild-Amernican 
subscription, Shubert, 

i 

i- 
? 

: ‘Eli Wallach, 
: ous week, $20,146. 

‘Barbara Bel Geddes, Barry Nel- 
"son, Michael Rennie. Previous 
week, $42,789 with parties. 

Last week, $42.365 with pa atlas. 

*Miracle Worker, Playhouse DD) 
“<«B1st wk; 644 p! :$6.90-$7.50: 044; 
$36.500). Previous week, $23. 57. 
Karen Lee succeeded Patty Ike 
last Thursday :11: 

Last werk, $21.906. 

*My Fair Lady, Hellinger 31¢% 
‘269th wk: 2.143 p: $805: 1.FS3; 

°$69.500: > Michael Allinson. Marcet 
.Moser', Previous week, $52.654. 

Last week, $52.136. .; 

Rhinoceros. Longacre :CD} ‘18th 
wk; 144 p) :$6.90:; 1.101: $37 GG) 

Zero Mostel). Pre vie 

Last week, § 19.040. 

Sound of Music, Lunt-Fontaurne 
(MD) ‘74th wk, 588 B? $9.60; 1,417; 
$75.006) ‘Mary Martins. Previeug 
week, $74.875. 

Last week, $75.311. 

Taste of Honey, Booth -Di 324 
Wk; 255 p) $6.90: 807: $36.50) 
(Hermionne Baddeley. Frances 
Cuka). Previous week, $14,780. 

Last week, $11,248. 

Unsinkable Molly Brown, Win- 
ter Garden (MC) -28th wk: 220 

“p) ($8.60-$9.40; 1,404: $68.00) 
:'Tammy Grimes). Previous weck, 
‘ $57.801. 

Last week, $56.520. 

Wildeat, Alvin -MC) .19th uk; 
147 p) ‘$8.60-$9.40: 1.453: $65.¢ Q} 
‘(Lucille Balls. Previous week, 

; $63,026. Lays off July 3-29. 
Last week, $63.529. 

Miscellaneous 

Hamlet, Phoenix «D) (9th uk; 
70 p) '$4.60: 1,150: $29,882:. Previ- 

| ous week, $21,903. Closes May 28. 
Last week, $22,865. 

Closed Last Week 

South Pacific, City Center -31D) 
i (3d wk; 23 p) ($3.95: 3.090: $60,060), 
Previous week, $35.875. Closed last 
Sunday (14). 

Last week, $33,285. 

*Tenth Man, Ambassador’  1)) 
1 (79th wk; 623 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1.135; 
| $41,562). Previous week, $9. 328. 
Closed iast Saturday :13) at an 
estimated $180.000 profit on a 

; $125.000 investment and will tour 
next season. 

Last week, $10.762. 

Opening This Week 

Porgy and Bess, City 
(O) ($3.95; 3,080; $60,000). 

N. Y..City Center Light Opera 
Co. revival begins two-week stand 
tonight ‘Wed.i. 

Donnybrock, 46th St. Mc) 
($8.60-$9.60: 1,342: $65.331). 

Fred Hebert and David Kapp 
; presentation ‘of musical, based on 
Maurice Walsh's “The Quiet Man,”* 

+ with music and lyrics by Johnny 
Burke and book by Robert F. 
McEnroe. Opens tomorrow night 
(Thurs.). 

Center 
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AVANT GARDE! 

He is. Stan Freberg. So’s his hilarious new album, 

STAN FREBERG PRESENTS THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA... 
(S) W-1573 the first musica] revue created especially for records. 

Crackles with bright, satirical wit. Numbers, for instance, 

like “Take an Indian to Lunch This Week.” . 

A Smash. Except maybe in Little Rock. 
31 We : Soro 

LRA REL LAM D DWV cleo Calan dates 

"3196+. CAPITOL RECORDS, INC. 
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Inside Stuff 
Jean Dalrymple, director of the N.Y. City Center Light Opera Co., 

the City Center’s revival of “Porgy and Bess.” She explained she had 
previously decided not‘to send reviewer's tickets because “you do not 
seem to enjoy dur shows.”: 
‘Miss Dalrymple has objected to Hobe ‘Morrison's (Hobe.) reviews 

of her shows in Varrery. She argues that references to limitd re- 
hearsals and production budget. are unwarranted and .unfair. Although 
conceding that. Center shows rehearse only.two weeks, she insists that 

-‘the quality of opening. night performances at the ‘Center compares 
favorably with regular Broadway. productions, even though the latter 
have had the full ‘rehearsal period allowed by Actors. Equity and also 

had the additional benefit of. tryout tours. 
Because of what she regards as VARIETY's| harping on unjustified 

criticisms of her shows, Miss Dalrymplé claims that she sometimes -has | .- 
‘difficulty. persuading stars to appear. at the Ceriter. She asserts that 
the New York dailies’. reviews of Center shows are less severe and | 
more accurate than VaRtety’s,.and are written by “people who know. 

VaRIETY has always reviewed Center. productions on the traditional ; 
VARIETY Policy of calling. the shots. as. seen, 

_ John ‘Chapman, N. Y“Daily News drama’ critic. who: has. never. “admit- 
ted (nor denied) being the author of the Theatre Arts magazine pieces 
under the George Spelvin by-line’ does ‘a bit of critie- needling in the ; 
current (May). issue. Under the title, “Lollipop Time on Broadway,” A 
he makes a number. of -citations. : 
-One reads, ‘To ‘the N.Y. Times’ Howard ‘Taubman, freshman mem- 

per of the Critics Circle, who has already taken up the sport of critic- j. 
baiting. He has. chided ‘his collegues. for using a ‘double standard in; 
their reviews: one for plays,.and the other—-and less exacting—one for | 
musicals. Taubman himself uses-.a. double standard invented by his. ° 
predecessor. Brooks Atkinson— strict Severity toward. ‘Broadway | and! 
appalling eniency toward off-Broadway. ” i 

A Ford Foundation. ‘Grant to Alvin Epstein to develop. the relationship | 
between pantomime and theatre was responsible. for the presentation 
yesterday afternoon (Tues.) at the Circle in the Square, N.Y., of the | 
Alvin Epstein. Repertory Theatre presentation of scenes from’ Ibsen’s : 
“The: Pretenders, " Euripides “The Bacchae” and. improvisations ont 
Moliere’s “Les Fourberies de Scapin.” Among: those participating ‘in ; 
the program, directed by Epstein: with Mark Epstein as assistant stager, : 
were: ‘Viveca Lindfors,: Sondra Lee. Dolores. Welber, Flora Elkins. + 
Marcia Howard, Carol Florence. Roberts Blossom, Lou Gilbert: Lee: 
_Richardson, Ron Leibman, Harold Scott. Bill Pierce. B. J. Sullivan. 
“Robert Duvall; Michael Kasdan, Tom Signarelli, Dustin: Hoffman. and 
“Diana Sands. 

Robert W. Dowling. realtor- Broadway producer, will be. bresented . 
June 27 ata dinner in the Grand Ballroom of: the Plaza Hotel. N.Y., | 
mith the Mary MacArthur Memorial Fund Award. given annually tot 
an individual with a’ ‘distinguished record of -public..service and con- ' 

_tributions.to the theatre. Mis§ MacArthur. the actress-daughter of Helen 
* Haves and the late playwright. Charles. Macarthur, died of. polio in 1949 
‘at'the age of 19. 
AM procebds | from the dinner Will benefit. the. Mary MacArthur Unit : 
of Children’s Hospital, Boston. . The affair will coincide «with the ' 
return to the U.S. of . Miss Hayes: and the Theatre Guild-American- 
‘Repertory Co. from the overseas tour sponsored by the State. Dept. 

‘The Chivago. ‘American, which reviews only those nightclubs that’ 
‘advertise, apparently is. .extending the policy to legit: It was the only. 
Joeal: daily that didn’t cover the opening last week of. the new Play-: 
Wrights at Second City .Theatre. Jules Feiffer's. satirical. revue, “The 
Explainers,” was. the initial show. The house pressagent said an: Ameri-' 

: Can reviewer didn’t, attend because. the ‘Playwrights hadn't advertised 
in the Hearst Publication. 

_ leit Bits 
“Ww illiam Glover, Associated Pr ess 

Jeft New York next ° 
‘Betty Jane Ww atson’ ‘is now - stand: ; e 

‘by for Lucille Ball in “Wildcat.” M segit critic. 

John. C.. Becher, who plays 
Di ddy in “The American Dream, 
will also. take-over the role of .the 
father in “The Death of Bessie 
Smith.” when Edward Albee’s off- | 
‘Broadway double-bills. moves ‘next i | 
Tuesday :23) from.the York. Thea-.” 
tre, N. ¥., to the. Cherry’ Lane... next season wath “I Give It Six. 

. ‘Months.” the George S. -Kaufman-_ 
the touring production of. “T ors tn Leueen MacGrath comedy which. 

Gct. 9 at the National ‘Theatre, _Joe Manchester will present. 
Weshington. Lee Becker, .:singer -. dancer- 

A recent VARIETY ‘story -about comedienne who: appeared in the- 
husiness registered. on. the. raad by. recent : Breadway production, 

“Becket” ecroneously stated’ that ‘“Teneerloin.” planed:to Las V efas | 
the drama played the Shubert The-. last Wednesday '10 to stage a con- | 
atre, Boston. It.was berthed -at” densed version ‘of: the musical.: 
the Colonial, Theatre in: that city. Which opens ‘tomorrow :Thurs..', at |. 

>-tion. While overseas, -he'll catch: 
‘some shows .and .also. attend ‘the 
June. 6-11 theatre. ‘conference, in.. 
Vienna. 

‘Howard - ‘Teichmann’ will make 

Actress. Peggy Pope left) New the Dunes Hotel ‘there. 2 | 
“Yerk last Wednesday for Paris, ..Gore Vidal; author of “Best: 
Prior. to moving on to Itaty to ap- “Man.” planes to..the Coast this 

week for :talks with Frank Capra 
on the film version of the. show. 

Lucinda. ‘Ballard: will. design the: 
costumes for ‘The Gay Life.” the 

t musical : Kermit Bloomgarden will } 
present in November. - 

. Salemi. Ludwig 

Pp: ° . 

‘of. 
fi Ssaleto Festival pr oduction 

“Hime? . 
‘The. Jchn Drew. Theatre, East. 

Hampton. L.. I, will) Tauneh. an 
aght-week seasori: ‘July. 1 with pact 
of the acting company of the Phoe-.. 
mx Theatre; N. Y¥.. scheduled. to. 
appear at the. Spot the last two 
weeks of July and the first week of William Krot has. succeeded Mor- 
August in,as yet, unselected plays. timer Halpern as stage manager 
tu be supervised by Penelope Pot-°. of the comedy at the Lonegaere |" 
ter, a director of Theatre. In¢,: Theatre. N; Y. Camila Ashland .. 
which runs. the Phoenix, ‘ang -di- will take over. for Jean . ‘Stapleton ; 
rected by Lawrence’ Arrick. The “next. Monday. (22): , | 
Assn. of Producing Artists will -re-~ 
tuin. tg the. summer theatre the 
tinal three weeks of the’ season. in 
a ‘Shakespearear - repertory, 

Jules Munchin sill do three 

Gary's best-selling French novel 

wecks of “Under: the Yum-Yum lor will adapt under the ‘title 
Tree” at ‘the Fred Miller Theatre, . "First Love,” for:. presentation 
Milwaukee, starting ‘July 11. ‘ next season. . 

‘Andrea Rosen. has joined Mary; Henry Denker, atithor - of “Far 
Jordan and Sam. Silverberg aS ase). Country,” planed to Europe’ last. 
sociate producer of “Noontide.”’, Tuesday (9) to confer with Italian 
‘Howard Hart's. adaptation of Paul. playwright, ‘Uge Betti, in Rome 
Claudel’s “Partage de “Midi.” The: about the Iatter's “Burnt Flower 
Grama, previously titled” “And the ; Bed,“ which Denker is adapting. 
Child Is a Woman.” opens June! ‘for Broadway. presentation. next 
1. at the. off-Broadway. Theatre: - Season, and’ for discussions in 
Marquee, with. Michael Wager in; Paris’ and London about produc- 
‘the Iead.. | tions of “Far Country.” 

May 2 27... 

Ha 

Satur day :13) for-a European vaca- | 

his ‘Broadway* bow as a director + 

ig has sueceeded| 
Mike Kellin in “Rhinoceros” and |. 

Frederick. ‘Brisson and. Roger .L.}. 
Stevens have purchased ‘Romain |. 

“La Promesse .de ‘L' Aube”: -(“Prom- ' 
‘ise at Dawn’); which Samuel Tay-|- 

| Another Farce Slated _ 
| For London’s Whitehall 

London, May 16. 
. The next production at the 

- Das restored VARIETY to the press lst for tonight’s (Wed.) opening of | ‘Whitehall Theatre, following the 

current “Simple Spymen,” will be] 
another farce, “One for the Pot,” 
by Ray Cooney and Tony Hilton. 
Actor-manager Brian Rix will play : 
four roles, identical brothers in 
line for a legacy. The show is due 
to open next fall. 
Hokum farces are a staple at the’ 

Whitehall, drawing the coach trade 
from the sticks. The last’ three: 
shows at the house have had an 
aggregate run of 11 years. ~ 

‘Stock Review 
The Devil's Madonna 

‘Santa Monica, May 1. 
Tom Hill & Donald Stuart presentation . 

of Originals Oily production of drama in 
three acts, by .Tom Hill and Donald 
Stuart. Slaged by Hill: lightung. Anne 

! Ward; production manager, Euzene 
* Young, Opened: April 30, ‘61, at the, Miles 
Playhouse, Santa Monica. ~ 

Jack Blike . Ray Bradie 
Pat Smith: .......c....- Dick Finley 
Mary ow acaccecae +. Amelia Falleur 

" Minerva Blake wee seoeece Jane E. Duval 
, Rober! Blake ......... David John+tone 
‘Henry Blake .......sc0-+:- Peter Weher : 
Sally Dunn ....... eeacooes Elaine Kaye . 
Dr. Marshall .........-.- Donald Stuart! 

j Rosadel ........ aeeeecees Andrea Molnar | 
! Voice: Pe Bill’ Bordy 

Tom Hill and Donald Stuart have 
“written. and produced “The Devil's 
; Madonna,” which Hill has staged, 
with Stuart in the cast. The subject 

lof the drama is a case of insanity 
‘and its diagnosed cause. and the 
story elements include homosex- 
ualily. incest,.. Communism and 
emotionalism. “The effect is chaotic. 

The. program says the play is 
“based on the authors’ own “The 
Chair,” which is described as a 
“long-run. off-Broadway drajna.”’: 
The central character is a mindless 
‘Korean vet. whose condition is at- ° 
tributed to his own rejection of his 
family’s, particularly his mother’s 
contempt. 

Hill's direction is listless. and 
awkward. There are creditable per-. 
formance attempts by. Ray Brodie, 
Elaine Kaye. Stuart, Dick Finley 
‘and Ametia’ Falleur, but Jane E. 
Duval is helpless in the ill-con- 
ecived role of..the mother. 

The. production will travel to 
Various auditorious in the area. for 
weekend. performances through 

Date. 

Ten Shows 
+ May 14 -28) 

Bye Bye ‘Birdie (2d Co.—Curran, S.F. 

Call on Kuprin (tryout Forrest, Philly 
(15-20. snoves: to N.Y.) 

Fiorello ‘2d Co J-- ‘Aud. Denver 15-20i: 
Municipal, Amarillo (22); *Munivipal. Lub 
‘bock. Tex. (2-24); Ector Bieh School, 
Odessa, Tex. (254; Liberty Hall, El Paso 
(26-271. ; . . 
Flower Drum Song—Shubert. Cincy 

(15-200: Murat. Indianapolis (22-271. 
Gypsy --O'Keefe, Toronto (15-27). 
Majority of One—Biltmore, L.A. (15-27). 
Merry Widow ¢Civie Light Opera Assn.’ 

—Philharmonic, L.A. 15-27) 
aauraete Worker (2d Co. Erlanger, ‘Chi 

3-271 

Musie Man —Community Aud, ' Hershey. 
Pa ‘15-20; Playhouse. Wilmineton 122.27 

My Fair Lady (2d Co-- Shubert. Boston 
(15-20; Hanna. Cleve. (22:27) 

_ Once Upon a Mattress - Palace. Youngs- 
town (15-16); “National. Wash. ¢17-27'. 

Raisin in the Sun—Blackstone. Ch: 
145-200; Aud... L'ville (22-24); Hartman. 
CcJumbus (25-27), 
Sound -of Music i2d Co }--Hanna: Cleve. 

(15-20); KRNT, Des Moines (23-27). 

LONDON SHOWS 
(Figures denote opening dates) 
Altona, R. Court 3-19-61). 
Amoreus. Prawn, Piccadilly (12-9-59). 
Belle, Strand 5461). j 

_ Beyond | Fringe, Fortane (5 10- 61). 
‘Billy: Liar, Cambridge: (9-15-60 
Bride Comes Brck, Vautevile ee 25-60) . 

’ Caretaker, Duchess (4-27-60 ; 
Fings Ain‘’t, Garrick 12-13-60), . 
Gazebo, Savov (3-29-60). | 
irma La Douce, iyric (7-17-58). 
Irregular Word, Critcrion. (4-11-61. 
Kinz Kone, Princes (2-23-61). 
Lady Frem the Sea, Queen's (3-15-61). | 
Miracle Worker, Wyndham’s (3-9-6). 
AMtausefrap, Ambassador (11-25-52), 
Music Man, Adelphi (3-16-61). 
“My Fair Lady, Drury Lane (4-20-58). 
Oliver, New. (6-30-60). 
.On Brighter Side, Phoenix (4-12-61). i 
One Over Eight, Duke York's (45-61). 
Progress to the Park Saville (5-3-61). 

/ Rehearsal, Globe (4-5-61). 
“Repertorys Aldywich (12-15- 60). 
Ross, Haymarket (5-12-60). 
Simale Spymen, Whitehall (3-19 58). 
South, Lyric, Ham. (4-7-6) 

. Suzie Wena, Prince Wales (11-7-59). 
Tenth Man. Comedy ¢4-13-61). 
Time, Yellow. Roses, St. Mart. (5-11-61). 
Wakefield Mysf’y,. M’maid ‘4+6-61). 
Watch it Sailor, Apollo (2-24-60). 

‘West Side Story. Majestyw’s (12-12-58). 
-Young [n Heart, Vic. Pal. (12-21-60). 

SCHEDULED OPENINGS 

Sound ef Music, Palace (5-18-61). 
Three Posts, Arts (5-18-61). 
Let Yourself Go, Palladium 45-19-61). 
Blacks, Royal Court (530-61). 
Bird: of Time, Savoy ¢5-31-61). 
Dazzling Prospect, Globe (6-1-6]). 
Andersenviile; Mermaid (6-6-61). 
Fintan’s-Rainbew, Saville (68-61). 

CLOSED 
‘Breakfast fer. One, Arts (427-61): closed 

Saturday (13). after 30 performanees. ° 
Gtery Be, Roval. Stratford. E. (4-3-6¥): 

closed May 6 after 35 performances. 

‘ ciation with Stella Holt and David Lip- 

“May 11, 
: Theatre, N.Y.; $3.95 top weekdays, $4.60 |. 

- Viscount Mentone . 

‘phrased program note, the Ameri- look experimental, 

theatrical company 

native 
‘songs are Mary Ann Staffa who 

_commanding Baroness, Sally Birck- | 

, to a premiere of a seldom-done , 

_ Trio wee 

‘humor and poetry are often dissi- 
. pated by long stretches of dull 
dialog and weighty 

Of- Broadway Reviews 
“Meet Peter Grant” felt that one 

| way of beating this production 
problem was to add new musie 
and lyrics and to transpose the 
action from Ibsen's Norway to Al 
Capp’s America. Peer Gynt be- 
comes Peter Grant, a hillbilly who 
sells his soul to the devil, becomes 

American Savovards 
(The Grand Duke) 

Greenwich Players, Inc., presentation 
of Dorothy Raedler production (in asso- 

sky) of the American Savoyards’ Gilbert 
& -Sullivan repertory edition of “The 
Grand Duke” or , The Statutory Duel,” 
with libretto by W. Gilbert and music 
by Arthur Sullivan. Sscceed by Dorothy 

“"Raedler; musical direction, Ronald Bush: rich, successful and dastardiy, and 
settings and lighting, Frank Wicks; musi- 
cal accompaniment. Bush (electric organ?! is finally redeemed by the love of 
and Walter Mitchell Cree (piano). Opened : a faithful woman. 

‘61, at the Greenwich Mews: The transposition isn’t success- 
weekends. ful, principally because the dialog 
Rudolph, ae ee Raymond’ Allen _ is amateurish and the music gen- 
rnest Dummkopf .... L. D. Clements U > - Ce NOPE Javson’ Steinhecn | erally pleasant but neither mem 

orable nor original. Ted Harris, 
< n Ba | who wrote the music, deserves the 
resg icKerson ae Ben Hashbar Bob Rendall overworked adjective “promising.” 

Herald tM ° Thomas S. Vasiloff.It will be interesting to see what 
rincess o onte arlo Arden Anderson ; s Borwnees von Keakonteld, he does when he is teamed with a 

‘better lyricist. Sally Birckhead , 
Mary Ann Staffa!| The show is shot through with 

Nick ‘Titakis 
John Bridson 

Dr. Tannhauser . 
Prince of Monte Carlo . 

Julia Jellicoe 
Lisa we pe ccm cw cnc ewes Jayce Miko’ . . Olea Bonnie” Glasgow such theatrical cliches as the litde 

Gretchen ........- Suzanne Richardson girl who doesn't understand her 
Bertha ...-+.+0.-..... -.. Rita Fatbel! elders’ involvement with each 
Elsa ow cece ce een ccs Denise Girel . « % 
Martha... -- 2 Daryl Thornton ; other (“Imagine Me in Love’) and 

Chorus: Kenneth R. Blount, Bruce Car- 
rithers, Jo Chesley. Stig Helgren, George : 
Maldonado, Frank Wicks, Marvin Zaman- 

lthe standard shy bridegroom 
‘“The Opposite S°x"). The chal- 

sky. ‘Jenge of a difficult play- is mct 
with determined mediocrity. 

Echoing the | apologetically-! In an attempt to make the play 

the director 
can Savoyards’ third Gilbert & ! occasionally has characters appear 
Sullivan production. “The Grand ‘jn boxes at various sides of the 
Duke.” tn. its professional debut : orchestra, in which they are com- 
at. the Greendich Mews Theatre. is pletely invisible to about two- 
“- ++ @ curiosity,” not for perma- thirds of the audience. He also 
nent repertory inclusion. has a character called a salesman 
For hard-core devotees whose ‘of dreams, of course) come up 

approach is that of sentimental in- the aisles peddling—well, dreams. 
dulgence, the: partners’ last joint All of the performers have food 
collaboration, a rarely-performed clear singing voices and move wc il. 
piece, yields the -evelty of the un- Chet Sommers as Peter Grant 
familiar. For the non-hip public, would make a credible Li'l Abner, 
Its attraction is necligibie. Except - and a trio made up of Ewel Cor- 
for a scattered witty lyric or a.nett, Joseph Scott Jr., and Bob 
reminiscently-melodic passage, the Milanese make uninspired mate- 
operetta’s richly inventive plot. rizl seem better. 
involving legalistic trickery. near- Tobi Reynolds, as various sirens, 
bigamy: and memhers of a German looks good, sings well and dances 

in guise of gracefully. The sets by John Bra- 
nobles, is all that remains of the den are economical and clever 
G & S brand. cnough. But it all seems much ado 

Coping with the seldom-imagi- about. nothing. Ster, 
music an ully-rhyme ‘SUTH D OPENING 

| LYRIC OPERA IN CHI 
fives a Hungarian flavor to the 
traditionally-dialect part of the 
English comedienne and again 
proves herself as not only a beauti- | 
fully-toned, strongly - controlled 5 
Singer, but an expert farceuse, 
With Raymond Allen making the 
nost of the tediously-humorous 
art of the Grand Duke. 
L. D. Clements and Jayson 

Steinbeck as the theatrical man- 
ager and leading comedian. re- 
spectively, bring good voices but: 
only partial comic fulfillment to 
their characterizations. As the 

Lyric Opera of Chicaso will cet 
the season's jump on the Metro- 
politan Opera in N.Y. by present- 
ing the Australian soprano Joan 
Sutherland on Oct. 16 in “Lueia di 
Lammermoor.” Shell offer the 
same work later in Manhattan. 

Lyrie is dividing its subsciip- 
tions ‘into seven Mondays; Wed- 
nesdays and Fridays. plus added 
performances. Here are the works 
2s cast for Mondavs: 

Oct. 16—“LUCIA DI LAMMERMOGR™ 
head is ‘impressively-toned. and (ponizetti, Joan Sutheiland, Richa: 
Joyce Mika makes a lovely, lyric Tucker, Mario Zanzsi, WiNiam Walder- 
soubrette min, Cond Antonine Vatto. 

. Oct. 23-—"“MIFISTOFELE” ‘Botor. Iva 
The rest of the cast is clear- 

voiced and smoothly operating 
under Dorothy Raedler’s resource- 
ful direction, allowing for some 
mis-fired bits of business inherent 

Ligabue, Christa Ludwig. Carle Bergensis 
Beris Chiistoff. Cond Antenmo Vatte 

Oet. 360... "LA FURZA DEL DESTINO” 
(Verdi) Eileen FP-*frell, Christa Iud«-g, 
Carle Pergon7zi, Gian Giseomo Guelfi, 
Boris rristoff, Renate Ceseri. Cond. 
Carl) Felice Cillario. 

Nev. 6—“DON GIOVANNI’ Mor arl, 

antique. Flis7 beth enwarekont. need sets 
: . andali, imga Seefried. Org 

The piano and organ accompani-' ¢moneau. Eberhard Waechter, Walter 
sent by Walter Mitchell Cree and Berry. Renato Cesar. Witham Widere 

menn. Cond. Peter Maag. 
Bonz Bush is adept. Jaai. Nov. 13. -“FIDELIO” «Beethoven: F:rgit 

NIsson, Irmgard Seefried. Jon Vickers, 
‘Welter Berrv. Hans Hotter, Wiilram 
Wildermsnn. Cond. Andre Cluytens. 

Nov. 20—"BARBER OF SEVIILE” 
Ressini). Giulietta Simionuto. Log: Alva, 
Tito Gobhi, Boris Christoff. Fernando 
Cerena Cond Carle Felice Cilario. 

Nov. 27 “THE HARVEST” (Giannini. 
Mirilsn Horne. Gerarmnt Evans, Wjsam 

. Wildermann. Cond. Vitt torio Giannini. 

4 - 

Meet Peter Grant 
Lee Bergman Presentation cf a mosi-+ 

¢al based on Ibsen’s “Peer Gynt.” with 
‘music by Ted Harris. bouk and )]\ries by 
Eltiot Arluck. Staged by Roger Sullivzen; 
'sets and lighting, John Braden: costumes. 
Mary Ann Reed: musical conductar, Fd- 
ward Johnson: musics] arranger and 
otchestrater, Angelo Musolino. Opened 
May 10, ‘61, at the Folksbiene Play- 
huuse, N.Y. > ‘‘Progress To the Park’ 
Salesman www ee ee eee, Frank Vohs 

Dew | IIL David Hartman| Gets West End Showing 
; Peter Grant .-...cpeacee Chet Sommers 
Amelia Grant ...c,ece.-. Jety Hurlick London, May 9: 
Karen Grannick oe aeetaaee Nancy Junion: Alun Owen's “Progress to the 

2 a LIE edie Bengal Park.” which opened last Wedres- 
Bob .......-.ccceeee ic) Bob Milanese ! day +3) at the Saville Theatre here, 

| Sagan sect e cece er eteees Joseph Scott: J : looks okay for a short run. but is 

‘URteheel Munses 22.0.7 Frank Vohe questionable for the U.S. The Sa- 
(Horrigan ............... David Hartman ! ville booking is on an interim hasi<,: 
Windy «se epeeeere eee Ewel Cornett }with “Finian’s Rainbow” scheduled 

/Girk . Lec cece ww eeee Tobi Reynalds ; 
Sally Benton .......0..-.- Paum foonen tO open at the house June 8. The 

i Green Girt we peecese Zobi Renolds West End production was preceded 
-FKImMe VWIMISter ce ccccee, ipev—l King 2027 David Hattman , PY two local presentations. a Sun- 

Irene Clark.{day night tryaut in 1959 at the 
Helenc Andrew Royal Court Theatre ard 2 Theatre 
Tobi Recnalds - WOrkshop edition last year at the 

. David Hartman ; Theatre Royal. Stratford. 
‘Bib Milanecee Jeceor Angrest | Producers of the current presen- 

> Ewel Cornett, Joseph Scott Jr... tation .are Harold Fielding and 
Bob Milanese | ABC jelevision ‘with Svdney New- 

a ° ,man for “Armchair Theatre”.i The 
Tbsen's Peer Gynt” is a diffi-|comedy-drama was directed by 

‘eult play, in. which the power,!Canadian-born Williami T. Kot- 
cheff, who’s staged Owen's plays 
for ABC Television. The cast is 
headed by Billie Whitelaw, Tom 
Bel], Norman Rossington, Patrick 
Magee, Brian McDermott, Bee Duf- 
felI and Michael Coles. 

French Maids ......... 

- sitresses Roni Dengel, 
’ Anita 
: Devil Conductor 
Chorus .. 

symbolism. 
Although Ibsen’s mock folk hero 
remains a memorable figure in|? 
dramatic literature, few audiences! 
have seen a successfu! production | The Theatre Workshop. produc- 
of this classroom classic. ition of “Progress” was reviewed in 

Apparently the powers behind Variety Nov. 23. 1960. 
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i CASTING-NEWS | 
Foilowirg are available parts in upcoming Broadway, off-Broad- 

way, and turing shows, as well as ballet, films, industrial and tele 
wiszton shows. All information has been obtained directly by the 
Varrn.ry Casting Depurtment by telephone calls, and has been re- 
checked as of noon yesterday (Tues.). 

The arailabte roles will be repeated weekly until fllled, and addi: 
tions to tee list will be made only when information is secured from. 
responsib’e partizs The intention is to service performers with leads 
prourided ay the wanagements ot the shaws ineeived father than to 
wean a@ouwid goose marathon. This information is published without 
charge. 

in addition to the available parts Usted, the tabulution dicludes pro- 
durtians @ ose for later this season, but, for uviich, the manage- 
moerts, as yet, aren't holding open casting calls. Parenthetical designa- 
tiors are as follows: (C) Camedy, (D’ Drama, (MC) Musicat Comedy, 
(MD- Musical Drama, (R) Rerue, (Rep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic 
Reading. 

Se ee 
e 

4 

lege grad type with good comedy:! 
ability. Mail photos and resumes | 

jc o Terry Faye (165. W. 46th St.,j 
NOY. 

‘+ “Complaisant Lover” (D:. Pro- 
BROADWAY "ducer, Irene Mayer Selznick (112 | 

“Blood, Sweat and Stanley Poole” Central Park Svuth, N.Y... Avail-. 
(D>. Producer, Roger L. Stevens able parts: English girl, 19, attrae-j; 
(745 Fifth Ave., N. Y¥.; PL 1-12901.: tive, not too slender; English cou-: 

Part available for boy, 21-22, col-: ple. mid-50s, upper middle class; ; 
‘English boy, 9-11, earnest, un- | 
affected, plays Michael Redgrave's : 

;son; character man, 50s, heavy set, 
: prosperous, speaks Dutch fluently; | 

AMERICAN. character man, 30-50, shrewd. fa- | 

SHAKESP FARE F ESTIVAL _cile hotel valet, some Dutch. Mail ; 
‘photos and resumes co Irving : 
7) ¥ -Sehneider, above address. ‘ 

Se £3 ' ' “Get if Up” (MC). Producer, , 
( id , Charles Curran (ce o Lambs Club, | 

’ 

‘ 

irar 130 W. 44th St., N.Y.; JU 2-1515.. 7 
‘ ear Lanes, arene ene Available parts: six femme singers. ! 

Ric ard oo — 20-23, must double with specialty; ; 

TEACHERS & COMMUNITY THEATRE DIRECTORS 

Write for Information about spacial thres week 

RE Gl STER N ow ballroom dance team, 20-23; 

; Accepting photos and resumes,.¢ 0 
above address. Don’t phone. Ap-| 

SUMMER APPRENTICE plicants must have intimate night | 
‘club experience. “4 

“How To Succeed In_ Business} 
Without Really Trying” (MC:. Pro-| 
ducers, Cy Feuer & Ernest Martin | 

Basic—intermediate—Advanced Classe$ lw. aeth St., N.¥.: JU 6-5555°. Avail-4 
able parts: offbeat femme come-| 

9 dienne, 25-35, also sings; under- |! 
June 12 Sept. 2 study for Rudy Vallee to also do! 

a small role. Mail photos and res-} 
AMERICA’S FINEST SUMMER REPERTORY umes c’o Larry Kasha, above ad-: 

“Irma La Douce” (MC. Produc- 
Instruction In Shakespearean Acting, Yolcs, er, David Merrick (246 W. 44th St.. 

Diction, Movement, and Theatre History N.Y.; LO 3-7520'. Understudy part 

10 inches tall, who also sings. Call 
PROJECT COURSE, July 17 thre Aug, Atte l Peggy Shields, above number, and { 

+] |, 

___ GRADUATE CREDIT GIVEN. “Jennie” (MD). Producer, New- 
Pr = | burge-Porter Prods. 11619 Broad- | 

LIMITED ENROLLMENT | was. x. v. aU 6-4886. available, 
pa j 

young comedienne, baritone, 20's. 

c o Lunt-Fontanne Theatre (205 

Distinguished Faculty dress. Don't phone theatre. 

-‘aVailable for a male dancer, 5 feet. 

leave name. 

rts: male lead, 30's, tall; femme, ; 
Writes Rickard Kirsehner, Administrator 20, etherial, small. lovely, must | ber 

American Shakespeare Festival Academy = | Sing well; character woman, 30; : 
Stratford, Conn. barmaid, 40’s, plump; character 
mney mal, 405; Irish man, 50’s. Mail pho- 

!tos and resumes, through agents 
‘only, above address. 
: “Kean” ‘MC. Producer, Robert 
‘Lantz ‘745 Fifth Ave, N. ¥.;: EL- 
5-0366'. Five major roles , avail- 

‘able: soprano, 30s, beautiful. so- 
phisticated; soprano, 20s beautiful, 

‘naive; man, 30-35, operatic tenor, 
:regal; character comedian; acrobat- 

se we fe . ‘ballet dancer. Apply through 
CARMEN” (in English) ‘agents or mail photos and resumes 

and 'c¢-o0 Monty Shaff. above address. 

The American Savoyards in |. R earns & Co.” we Proce s: 
a a obert arron Nemiro - Dr. 
CHWS PINAEORE" : Burton Charles D'Lugoff '337 Blee- 
" . ker St.. N. ¥.; AL 5-3179). Avail- 
JOLANTHE ‘able parts: Negro or white male 

' Call or Write singer, 30-40; femme, 30s, slender 
DAVID LIPSKY singer; southern belle type femme, 
230 W. 41 St., N.Y. C. 20, belting voice, some _ dancing; 
DOROTHY RAEDLER Negro character comedian, 60s; 

140 W. 79 St., N.Y. C. 

‘SUMMER MUSICAL 
PACKAGES AVAILABLE 
Produced & Dir. by Dorothy Raedler 

: “TAKE ME ALONG" 
“NAUGHTY MARIETTA” 

CH 4-51385 

Negro dancer-singer-actress for 
“major role; Negro” baritone. 20s; 
semi-legit soprano, beautiful Ne- 

- ‘gro, 20s; comedian, 20s. rotund, 
baritone; male and femme, Negro 

GOOD DIRECTOR and white singers and dancers, 
Stock or Comm. Theatre. Teaches | some for small comedy roles. Mail 
acting and technique. 15 yrs. Exp. | photos and resumes c’o Sidney 
al! phases. .Eden, above address. Don't phone, 
Write R. Burns, 88 Dimmick St , auditions will be held in the near 

- , “ future. 
Springfield, Mass. “Place Without Twilight” (D). 

;jProducers, Robert Fryer and. 
, Lawrence Carr, in assoeiation with 

! Actors - Writers - Directors John Herman | 3 W. ath St., 
-N.Y.; LA 4- ’, Available parts: 

BRONX CO-OP REPERTORY CO. ‘man, 19-21, tall, handsome, cat- 

Casting Plays — No Salary ‘like, fair; boy, 16, intense, medium 
Showcase for Members, Write, Call jiheight, fair; girl, 18, spiritual qual- 
ALPHA, 1234 Castle Hill Ave. ; ity, natural beauty, fair; girl, 21, 

BX 62 SY 2-2652 — TA 3-2096 |; fragile: girl, 18, all-American type; 
tboy, 19, sincere. All roles are Ne- 

EN 2-9254 

CAREER COORDINATORS Inc. 
A Professional Counselling Service for Actors, Models, Singers & Dancers 

Heard About Us Yet? Calf Us for Courtesy Consultation. 

LYNN DOLLAR NERISSA NICKEL PETER REILLY | 

155 WEST 4éth STREET, NEW YORK 36 JU 6-1827-28 

‘satanic ;writer; girl, 20-21, fresh.’ tyor Balding, Peter Bogdanovich & 

Mail. photos and resumes, above in the case of the leads. 

!ment call Rose Sultan, above num- aboye address. 

‘Sills 1301 E. 10th St., N.¥.). Parts. available for the national company | 

| Salt Creek Playhouse.. Producer,| available for experienced Jeading [ 
Tom Blank (P.O. Box  226,| lady, 20-30, warm. Mail photos and 
‘Hinsdale, Ill.). Seeking male and|resumes, c/o Jeanette Kamins, 

VARIETY Wednesday, May 17, 1961 
gro. Mail photos and resumes to| runs June 4-Labor Day, at the|dem Productions (127 E. 60th St 
above address. former Hinsdale Summer Theatre. |N-¥.; TE 8-7667)}. “Available parts 

“Sail Away”. (MC),. Producer, HYDE PARK, N.Y. girl, 20-23, slight, sensitive, Villag 
Bonnard Productions (220 CPS,! Hyde Park Playhouse. Executive | type; girl, 20-25, tall blonde, sexy 
NLY.; JU 2-2649). Open call for,,Director, M. David Samples (385 man, 28-33, handsome, convention 
dancers May 25: men, at 11 am.,E. 10th St., N.Y.). Parts available j als boy 20-23, thin, Sensitive, art 
and girls, at 2 p.m., at the Shubert ;for male and femme performers | istic; man, 25-30, corruptive, de 
Theatre (225 W. 44th St., N.Y... ;for the Equity resident company.|monic. Photos and resumes bein; 

— {Casting wil. begin May 22. Mail! accepted’ 3-6 f£.m. daily, at abovi 
OFF-BROADWAY photos and resume c/o above ad-/ address. | - 

“A Word With the Governor” 
dress. 

. vert PHILADELPHIA ; 
(MC). Producer, Governor's Com-|  pyayhouse in the Park. Producer, 
pany ‘c/o Natt Greenblatt, 10 Fifth! rihelyn R. Thrasher (58 W. 57th. 
Ave., NY. or CBS-TV. 524 W. 57th i St. N.Y. Studio 25: LT 1-0610). 

Tt ta fay aone? 4 » ® : t 9 

St. N.Y; JU 6-60001. Avaiable : parts available formaleandfemme|™ | 7 
parts: three boys, na.ive houseboys. -dramatie -performets and appren-| Carrado Film Enterprises. Pro 

40's, P onsteunge five character | ces: Mail photos and resumes,| ducer, Carrado Enterprises (64 
Ss, high- &; i i through agents only, t aul ) wes "Ave WN Parts avail 

men, eccentrics; woman, young. ! tou at abeee iS irons. o Paul) west End Aye., N.Y.) Parts avail 

beautiful, eccentric; character PHOENICIA, N.Y. able for ones ace tan 
woman, flamboyant; man, 30's,| phoenicia Theatre. Producers. | a series: of five-minute tv. shorts 

Mail photos and resumes ¢/o above 

Television 

cute, innocent; young man, attrac-. \Wichae] Lindsay-Hogg (co Bald- 

tive, appealing: man, 50's, dry. tyn-ling 413 E. 82d St,-N.Y.; RE | 2000S jical; character man, pompus. small; | 4.9947), Parts available for male-|—= — 

four assorted character men; seV-; and femme performers for resident 
ore tence “All applicants must ;#oUPans. Photos and resumes be- 
Sing and dance. some and British’ 2, accepted c/o above, address 
accents are preferred. Malt Epotes formers will be used for the -10-] 

don't phone. Rehearsals will begin | “°K Sesh oa | 
fate in August for September open- Pittsburgh Civic Light, Opera 

ne. oe iMelody Tent, Managing director, 

ducer, Shinpen Geer. Min aseociation | Ooo eben, Pan. Auditions 

A oa, oto aut at ng amare ‘ | oo Ne LG a “< -] (Thurs.),. male an emale, Available parts: tall, rugged, hand-!' a m-12. noon, At Vanlety sats Stu- 
some leading man; beautiful, dark- qjg +225 W. 46th St., N.Y:). 
éyed femme dancer. Nail photos SPRINGFIELD, ILL: 

and resumes ¢ 0 Geer, rm. 803.) Tent at the Lake, ‘Producers, 

“ “| ‘Want You? (MC) Producers, eee rekles 7 hes Co, 
Theodore “J. Flicker. -& Joseph Pie Sedsdean NY catre Ce 
c rayhon ‘$° The P remise, 020. ‘Available parts: leading man and 
wecKer ol. NL ob “oV<U". | woman; ingenue; character woman. 

Part-available for man 35-45, Irish, Mail photos and resumes, - c/o 
smooth con man. sing ‘and dance.' apove address, through agents only [ 

LESLIE BARRETT. 
New York critics: kKudaed’ Bar- 

rett_on his opening performance 
in the Broadway. hit play, 
“RHINOCEROS,” where he con- 
-tinues ‘to be featured. as the live- 
ly Old Gentleman. _ 
Prior to his current.Broadway 

siint, Barrett. filled major roles | 
in. numerauy TV films both in 
Hollywood and New York. 

address. : - SULLIVAN, ILL. | 
“King of the Dark. Chamber Summer of musicals.: Producer, 

(MD:. Producers, Van Joyce & Guy S. Little Jr. (Box 185, Sulli- 
Harold Leventhal, in association yan, JIL), Parts available for male ! 
with Patricia Newhall t¢ o Jan Hus and femme Equity musical per-: 

House, 351 E. 74th St., N.Y.: RE formers and paid apprentices. Mail ; 
4-4605:. Auditions for male Equity: photos and resumes, above address. : 
and non-Equity singers and danc- “~ THOMPSON. CONN. - iF 
ers. Friday (19, at 6 p.m., at above, Qyadic Summer Playhouse. Man- ' 
address. we tae. Thee ‘aging director, Alan James, in as-- 

Midsummer Night's Dream” (C). cocjation with Paul Porter & An-/L. 
Producer, Joseph Papp ‘N. Y. grew Carrington (1271 First Ave., } 3 : 

We Are Looking Ave. N. ¥.; SA 2-4008). Parts avail- ang femme dramatic and comedy ; 

able for a tiny, Negro non-Equity parformers. Mail photos and. res- ‘ 
pow ere por appointment call’ “umes c o James, above address, |} 2... . for. a 
CaS a eet Or ose. , 24: TRAVERSE CITY, MICH. 7 ‘ Pice . 

: “Much Ado About pothing (Cr ducer, Ruth Bailey (Spring Hill and 
rroducer, Joseph Papp (x. XY. Lane, Cincinnati 26, Ohio; TR-; meee. 
Shakespeare Festival. 1230 Fifth j-9049), Parts available for lead- SKETCHES 
Ave. N. ¥.; SA -2-4008. Parts’ ing men, 30-40; character woman - for 
available for several men, 63. for. with second woman range. Mail 
small roles. For interview appoint- "photos and resumes ¢ o- producer, _A NEW REVUE 

Opening In the Fall at 

THE HAPPY MEDIUM THEATRE 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS | 

Prior to New. York Opening ; 

Include Self Addressed Envelope 

o 

—. - ” FOURING 
OUT OF TOWN “Adyise and Consent” (D). Pro-! 

. CHICAGO ducer, Martin Tahse (1860 Broad- - 
Second City. Producer, Paul: Way, N.¥.; JU 2-7650). All parts: 

available for girls, 20's, imagina- ‘which is scheduled to begin in, 

tive, facile actresses to work in an ‘Sept. Mail photos and resumes ¢.'0 |[ Fo, Return of Material Submitted 
improvisational group. Companies above address. : | : 
are being formed for the Coast and. _ “Fiorello” (MC), Producers, C. __ “Fiorello’ P if. Contact: ROBERT WEINER: 
N.Y., as well as Chi. Edwin Knill & ya oanse (1860 | (234 West 44th St., New York 36. 

| ditions for dancers’ Friday :-(19): Lo 3-4370 
BELO, L. I men. for immediate replacements, '= — 

1b. F. . ‘at 4:30-p.m. and girls, for July re- § susan ALR 2s 
P Gateway Playhouse. Managing placements. at 530 p.m., at the |i: o OR SALE" 

irector, David Sheldon ‘Gateway ; Broadway Theatre (1681 Broadway. | 22 PrpT THE 
Enterprises Inc., 43 W. 54th St. (Noy, 4 a ii SHUBERT THEATRE i 
N. ¥.. Parts available for Equity; “Music Man” (MC). ‘Producer ji? IN CINCINNATI, OHIO. : 
leading men and women and ver-| Kermit Bloomgarden (1545 Broad- |i: to @ purchaser Intending to use = 
satile. character men and women. | way N. Y.; JU 2-1690). All parts [22 the property. as a: Legitimate” 
Maik photos and resumes to Shel- | available for the. second company, |Z: Theatre. Do, 4 
don (c-o Joyce Selznick, Columbia i Mail photos and resumes to Lillian | 32 REPLY TO 4 

| Pictures, 711 Fifth Ave., N. Y.).| Stein, above address. Script’ avail- +33 Box V-2163, VARIETY 3 
Apprentices apply directly atj| able at Drama Book Shop (51. W. |: 184 W. 46th St New York 36 i 
Gateway. Theatre operates as aj 52d St., N. Y.). , 2 a oo “w og 
summer showcase for Columbia . _ | Hennessey emer 
Pictures executives and producers. SHOWS IN REHEARSAL — — 
BRADDOCK HEIGHTS, MD. | oj BROADWAY og 

_Mountain Theatre. Producer,| - “Pal Joey” (MC), Producer, City 
William O. Brining (4545 Connecti-'Center Light Opera Company (130 
eut Ave. NW, Washington, D.C.; |W. 56th St., N.Y.; JU 6-2828). " 
pl 3-001). gents available for) OFF-BROADWAY: 
ive male and six: femme Equity| .«,« py » Pro- . 
dramatic performers and several ducers cnney Soran San Siten: 
non-paid apprentcies. Mail photos berg (81 y E. 63d St Ny. ! 
and: resumes, above address. Sea- Tp $5189). i ant 
son opens June 20. ° ’ 

CLEVELAND 
Cleveland Musicarnival. ~Pro-: 

ducer, John L, Price Jr. (4401 War- 
rensville Center Rd., Warrensville 
Heights, Cleveland, Ohio; MO 3- 
8400). Parts available for male 
and femme musical principals. : 
Mail photos and. resumes, through 
agents only, c-o-above address. : 
Season runs June 5 through Sept.: “Chicapee Falls” (D). Producer, | 
17. + | Oscar Lerman (1472 Broadway, 

‘HINSDALE, ILL. N. Y.; BR 9-5218, suite 1109). Parts 

THEATRE: 
PEEKSKILL, NEW YORK. . 

Terrific Summer and Year Rousid 

FOR SALE OR LEASE 
BROWN - SOLOMON & CO. INC. | 

OPEN DAILY AND SUNDAY | 

1016 Park St., Peekskill PE 7-4025 | 

STOCK . | 
“Macbeth” & “As You Like It.” ; 

Producer, American Shakespeare . 
Festival (Stratford, Conn.). 

HOUSE FOR SALE 
_ THEATRE DISTRICT _ 
Containe Beautiful 6 Room Duplex plue -- 

Completely. ‘Renevated” a itery. Bidg: Yard, 
‘Fireplaces. Price $75,000. Cash $12,000. 

NASSOIT-SULZBERGER & CO., INC. . 
654 Madison Avenue TE. 8-221: | 

BROADWAY PRODUCER 
SEEKS 
ASSOCIATE PRODUCER. 

Box V-2161, VARIETY, —-.. 
40th: Street, New Yerk “38,” N.Y: | 

femme featured performers and!above address. Film will be shot 
name stars. Mail photos and re- [in N. Y. and New England in June. 
sumes c/o above address. Season] Untitled Drama. Producer, Tan-. 134 Waat 



a complete defense, but the new . 

_ Wednesday, ‘May 17, 1961 

Literati 
Ohio ‘Obscentiy’ Changes ‘wrote “Under The Volcano.” a 

: Ohio House: of Represeritatives novel about Mexico, ‘for the third 

has yoted to-strengthen. Ohio’s Jaws. °F fourth. time. Published in 1947, 
’ against obscene. publications, by. a: it: Won immediate critical acclaim 
'125-to-7 vote, arid sent House Billi and was on bestseller lists tor 
435 to.the Senate for consideration. ‘Nvore. than.a year. Lowry’s inter- 
The bill removes the presert. ma- / National. reputation came when the 
jor stumbling block to criminal! Rovel was published in  Frenec. 
prosections’ for: this violation. Un- .Germany, Norway and ‘Denmark. 
der. the. present Ohio. law,. a-sec-,lhere has been a recent revival of 
ond class postal permit issued: to: Interest: in. the. work following re- 
a 70 os nee sy eValustion ‘of Lowry by French 

law does away with that. defense.’ ‘iterary circles. ° 
Before the bill-. was -passed, an: eB . — 
‘amendment was approved to met}. Can. Still. Nix on ‘Chatterley’ 
the: objections of. the Ohio News-| New Anmicrican’ Library’s unex- 
‘paper Assn. “The change restored purgated’ 50c “Lady... Chatterley's 
the - second-class -immunity provi-. Lover) has lost another decision 
sion for newspapers and magazines .in' Canada. Quebec Court of Ap- 
-untess-thcy ave obscene under fed-i peal last’ week upheld a lower 

: eral and. ‘state -court determina- court's verdict against it because 

v 

LITERATI q7 

Publishing Stocks 
(As of May 16, 1961, closing) 

Allyn’ & Bacon (OC).. 44 +1 { 
American Book (AS)... 73444514! 

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK _ 
By F rank Scully 944494-4-0-46-46444460 4 ‘Book of Month (NY).. 297 s—4!4 

.Conde Nast (NY) °° ... 14!y— 5x ; 
.. Crowell-Collier (N¥).. 454524 5% Hollywood, May 16. 

- Curtis Pub.-Co. (NY)... 157%+154| How under a dictatorship could certain professions be filled? Lion- 
. Ginn. & Co. (OC)...... 31 +1 ‘taming, for instance. It hardly seems likely vou could just pick a pezs- 
_Grolier (OC) ....... 60 -+1!2:ant’s number out of a hat and come up with a likely candidate. In 
Hare’t Brace (OC) .... 39'4—4 fact it doesn’t seem likely that you'd have a place for wild anin.al 

tHears€ (OC). ...... 23 +10'2- trainers in. a servile state at all. And yet Iron Curtain countries do 
Ho't, R@W (NY) | .. 61 — 44 haye circuses and do have men trained te handle wild animals. 

1A, Times Mirror (OC) aot ae: ‘In a free society, and even those within the orbit of an imperial 

MeCall (NY)... 5G! "T2 . design, wild animal trainers develop in fantastic ways. The lite George 
MeGraw-Hill (NY)... nae ; : Kener, who was a college professor of art, became a wild annak 
“New Yorker (OC) 20. 133 {trainer thanks to a gag. On the other hand. Damoo Dhotre came by it 
“Pocket Books (OC)... ala 413 through a family tradition. His Uncte Shellak was the top vild animal 

“Prentice Hall (AS)... 42! 14; Talner of India. a 
Ran’m House (OC).... °45. 4314: It is not likely that under a dictatorship of even the intellicentsia 

Qilep M4 George Keller would be allowed to switch professions as capricicusly 
gi = 2)2:as he did. Of course it’s equally. possible that there migut be a schcol 
5s1y—2 for training dictators and nothing would train them as well as fetieng 
35 —-1!y {some measure of submission from wild animals. No meujik could be 

‘harder to train than a black panther, and these have been brought 
-into submission. 

“eott Foresman (OC).. 
Timé Ine. (OC) | 
17, W. Sams (OC) 
“Western Pub. (QC).... 

" ‘tions. The bill left intact ‘nuisance 
sections for proceedings to prevent 

. sale of-such publications. The bill, 
introduced’ by Rep. Robert. -F. 

ag 

“of “undue exploitation’ of sex." 
Since’ provincial action against the 
book. was under Canada’s Criminal. 
Code, it may. be banned in all of . 

Reckman.: p:ymits. criminal sec-.Canada ‘now over 18,000.000°pop.1: 

OC—Over. the Counter. 
NY—N. ¥. Stock Exchange. 
AS—American Stock Exchange 

The idea that one has to have a whip, a pistol and a pole er alclair 
ta keep animals in submission was disapproved by Keller wi.0 with vie 

- mark of a reat showman turned these over to his assistant end put cn 
*-a pair of white gloves whenever he entered an arena. He 'ud ten 
‘clawed on occasion and once left fer dead due to suffocition :..le tions. eritered “as second-class mi:t- 

ter, was entacied :by the 1959 Legis- 
.Jature and vetoed: Gov. Michael V. 
DiSalle had. felt'the 1959 bill 
might interfere with freedom. of 
the. press. 

Under the bill,.thé vendor, pub-.- 
“Visher. exhibitor, of.-anyone pos- 
sessing obscene publications can he 
fined from. $200. to” $2:000, .and:. 

_ sentenced to: from once to seven 
“years: in prison. 

“First 100° Pays'—With Sound 
_ Unique-in publishing annals is 
Inclusion. of: a phonograph record 
within a book. That's what Simon 
& ‘Sehuster is doing. with “Let Us 
_Bedin—The First: 100 Days of the ; 
Kennedy Administration” due soon. 
Tome's $4.95 cloth edition will hvve. 
‘a.33 rpm disk of the President's 
Inaugural - Address ‘bound. in ‘it. 

“Paperback versio 
$1.95... oe . 

-Ninéty-one. days. in the. writing 

n will retail at 

and pradiction, “Let Us Begin” is ‘sonal and impersonal—are in. his; drama “All The Way Home" re- 
the first book on the new admini-' 

_ unless: there. is a suécessful ‘appeal 
pte the ‘Supreme. Court. of Canéda. 
The chief judge said candidly: that 
-had the book been for -a limited ; 

cision would _ have : market the de 
been ‘different. - <*>. 
_ Appeal, launched by. NAL and. 
Montreal newsstand operator Larry 

-Brodie.: was. pleaded by.. Prof.: 
Frank Scott. dean of law at McGill: 

- U.. and Manuel Shacter. Interna- |". 
_tionally-known.. novelists Morley 
Callaghan and Hugh MaelLennan 
testified in favor of the book. A 

group of: Toronto publishers -has 
.¢ffered' to pay. costs of a. Su preme 
Court apneal, but NAT has’ de-' 

nance it solo if it does cided to fi 
"appeal. 

.  N.Y.'s Seldom-Scene 
. As’ N.Y. Timesman Gay Talese 
_States and. demonstrates, “Things 
"fo on-in. New. York that probably 
“go on nowhere. else.” The. more 
fascinating such oddments—per- 

i“New...York—A  Serendipiter’s 

‘quarters. to:a number of other 
‘dining facilities, club will be host- !having his head in a lion's mouth and the lion being too teiifi;d to 

irelease him. - 
writers’ organizations. notably the 
N.Y. Newspapervomen’s Club, So- 
ciety of Magazine. Writers, which 
-exists independently of the Authors | 

Lea Be adin & belo ion ante aed Penna. One of his Columbia classmates had known how as a hid Ketter 
Sciences. ihad a circus of alley-cats, shaved and striped to look like tive:s The 

Some 20° transient rooms at $6 ‘elassmate shipped him a wildcat that weighed 150 Ibs.. and painted 
4 ni cht will be available tor rental ;2¢TSS the crate‘ HERE, KELLER—TRAIN THIS! 

‘at OPC.. . ! Keller not only used the line for an autobio which Random Hease 
i “ ! published but plaved it straight «nd trained the wildcat. He got cl:wed 

| in the process. After that he learned that the reason traincis have a 

| 

College Humor 

How he got into the hazardous biz would never go except in 4 jand 
where some small measure of free enterprise was still periiutted te 

CHATTER chair which they project in front of themselves is because it has four 
Three of the five Pulitzer Prize-jegs and a wild animal gets confused as to which one to bite. 

Tiehed in’ Vous ae been mb | What wild animals fear and don't fear has been a matter of curtra- 
ary. Novelist Harper ‘Le és fist | VeFsY among trainers. Some think they actually smell when ere ts 

t published article: ‘“‘Love—In Other; 2{taid of them, but Keller used to argue that that wasn't true. bere 
” Words” “written especially ri or ne was always afraid when he went into an arena. He knew the cits 

!Vogue, appeared: in the April -15 i ¥eTe '°- It was just a matter of outhluffing them. 
H issue. , Poetry prize winner Phyllis | ‘Another belief is that wild animals are afraid of fire. Actually ¢ven 

; McGinley had -her third. Vogue firemen are afraid of fire and since wild animals have been 0 ai ed 10 

| article. “A Little Grace,” in the ‘jump through hoops, the rims of which have heen burning, 14: indi- 

15. issue i ‘. cates they can get over their fear of fire. What Keller said they sce t 

‘most afraid of was thunderstorms. They hated to get wet He said this yJan. 15, issue and Tad. Moscl's | 

leopards, jaguars, black pititlie:s ‘ ceived ‘a full page. photo of the 10: after training a hundred lions, tigers, 
stration. Text was written by ‘Bar-/ Journey”: ‘Harper; $3.95),..a nifty; members of the cast and a long. 20d pumas. 
-bura Ward. Erie F, Goldman. Ira! pean penned with muted affection ‘ review comprising the entire “Peo- 
Wolfert. Sidney’ Hyman ‘and Mar-. for, the Big Burg. ‘A .serendipiter' ple Are Talking About . 

tin Agronsky: Nine photographers is: 6ne ‘who’ encounters good “for- “in the Feb. 1 issue. _ 
worked: on the volume including 
‘Cornell Capa who edited the pic: 
tures. S. & S: has ordered. a first 
printing of 200,000 copies. 

Reuben Awards 
British cartoonist Ronald Searle 
was naméd winner. of the National 
Cartoonists. Society's Reuben sta- 
tue{te as “cartoonist of the year”. 

“al the organization's recent. an- 
ual awards dinner and show at the 
‘Lambs’ Club, N-Y:. In addition. to 
the bronze ‘statuette, named. ‘i 
honor of. Rube Goldberg, a founder 
of the society; nine silver plaques. 

“were. presented tothe following: 
Dik Browne, for. his humor strip, 

“Hi and- Lois’; Willard Mullin: 
‘sports cartodnist; Herblock, -edi- 

n 

“tune without really trying.) 
| Talése- more or. less’ inherited 
the late Meyer Berger's purview 
‘ofthe: payenients for the Times, 
jand some of -the stuff. in’ tis; 
+‘Journey™ is out-of the Tinies fite. 
: Axiomatically in N: Y.,..ou can see 
‘what. you want .and‘or least: ex- 
pect. ,And Talese’ prospecting has 

;mine—of Bohemian cats’ ‘four- 
'Jegged), the Sutton Place tenant 
‘who fishes the. East River. from his. 
{ apartment, forgotten heroes and 
1 

. Staggering statistics. . ; 
_ Added up, it. makes the New 
York dynamic—encased in a nevel- 
istic poetry. and. spiced with-wry 

Land. irony. — 

1 
a 

|.turned’ up a charmingly bizarre: 

ditto: accupations. offbeat vocations 
and. avacations, anda catalog of 

..” In 1939. and lived in-'a squatter's } 
shack. in’ Dollarton, on- the out-.}. 

torial cartoonist; Jimmy Hatlo, for 
his. “They’H Do. It Every .Time” | 

_panels; -Hanna and’ Barbera,. for 
their animated’ ABC-TVer “The 
.Flintstones”; Leonard Starr, for |: 
-his. “Qnstage" story strips; Noel | 
Sickics, advertising and ‘illusira- 

Vou Bob Oksner, comic books. and | 9). years enlarged from a handful aughno. Shirvanian, magazine gags, to an army of over’3,00U members. 

Forty. vivid” 

oh 
‘capture the ‘Gotham seldom-scene: 

“ Pit. -° 

‘Overseas, Press ‘Club's Growth 

. UBC's Lowry Archives .- 
.The University: of British Colum- 

bia has purchased the unpublished tcmplifies the remarkable growth: 
“‘Manuccripts ‘of the late writer-poet |The old E. 39th plant was sold for 
Malcolm Lowry,,-best known for. $675,000 and salvage rights, while. 
his novel: “Under: The ‘Volcano.” , the new 11-story structure was-ac-. 
‘The manuscripts .include ‘an un-j quired, compiete with. furnishing: 
Fublishéed ‘novel; a: novella: ‘and far - $600.000. D.bt-free, -the club. 

‘}ouner of’ the former National Re- 

Bion of special co 
UBC library. 2 5 de 

_ Arrangements. for’ the purchase 
‘were. made. by Prof.. Earle Birney} _- 
‘of UBC's English department, froin |: 

- the writer's widow, Mrs. ‘Margerie| 
-Loury,: who-has come to Vancou- |. 
‘ver to.collaborate with Prof. Birney. 
in. preparing some: of the.’ pur-} 
chased matcrial: for -publication. | 

. _ Lowry, who was born in England | 
‘- in. 1909, came to western Canada 

Nections in the |ccntemplated improvements of the’ 
‘new premises, el, 

vow equipped to serve 600 in its. * 

a bestseller virtually overnight. - 

Jast Wed. (10), 
‘skirts-of.Vancouver’s North Shore.| Tide: 0 
He diéd in 1957 while on a trip. to- Tagged “First American Into - 

__ England; .At Dollarton Lowry re- 
— =—— 

| Service, Incorporated 
LANE pit D-a.na of Business. 

. By Charles Fue. 
Price $2.95 Péstpald. 

“BROCK and WALLSTON, Publishers 
.. .39 Atlantic St. 
STAMFORD, CONN. 

a mt ee oe 
hound book order. Woolworth's ha 

| black-and-white | 
photos’. by: Marvin Lichtner help |. 

Overseas Press Club has, “in its ¢. 

{rectors all have posts with the com- 

ilts. present . status as -orcupant: | oonge from Look mag to KRNT- 

‘publican Club on West 40 St. ex-.] 

{closed deal. with. Doubleday to 

'which.Columbia Pictures will make 

more than 1.000. pages of .poetry. | has. .$250.000: in’ its World “Press ‘er. 
They will be deposited in the divi-) Center Fund ‘to. pay for various - 

‘Office manager. 

Alan B. Shepard Jr.'s blast-off into space on May 5 rocketed 
Monarch Books’ paperbound story of the Mercury Astronauts. into 

‘publishing ‘record “with. 600.000. copies of the book going on sale 
only four days. 

_&bout five. months ago when -cience-fiction writer Robert Silver- 
berg was inked to do a wrap-wp:-on .America’s spice programs, 
‘heir future and.the men who man them, The 16-page first chapter, 
which concerns the epic space journey. was held u 
stone rocket left the Cape Canaveral, Fla. pad. | 

.. Monarch’s promotion pieces po. 
‘the chapter of the Jaunching in an office at the Colonial Press in 
Clinton, Mass., while listening. to radio reports. on the succes« of 
Project Mercury. ..Meantime,-the- 
250.009 ‘covies of the hook wioeh is ssid to be the larce ° 

What seems hardest to train wild animals to do is actually the easi- 
.” spread est, and that is to get them to sit on a pedestal, because when Ney 

‘are annoyed they go to the hills. and the highest thing in an a:ena 

sually is the pedestal on which they sit. 

\writer and author, having his first: It took Keller 12 years to realize that he was training animals thie 

! play, ‘Durable Element.” staged by ‘hard way in having an act composed of so many different Varieties of 
Rundee Repertory Theatre. ‘eats. Some are natural enemies. 

Glasgow Eastern Standard, long- |. Have White Gloves, Will Train 

established nabe weekly, folded. | His was the quiet type act as he carried nothing in the arena. 

' The Deutsche Taschenbuchver-|gave up protective props and donned white gloves on his hands. 

ilag (German Pocket Book Pub-| Like all trainers, it was his experience that the animals that jumped 
lishers)-has just been founded, with | him were the ones he trusted most He had one lion for nearly 20 y¢is. 
Heinz Friedrich as manager. Fried-| ve called him King Leo. Leo was a lion that Keller taught to permit 
‘rich was editor of the American] him to put his head in the lion’s mouth. At the count of 10 he tapped 

Neue Zeitung in Munich after war |the lion and the lion released him. . 

and more recently with German] Qn one occasion Keller tapped on Leo's jaw, but it had rained that 
radio. : Headquarters of the’ new day and it must have made Leo's jaws rusty, because he wouldn't open 

organization will be in Munich. |tpem. Keller's assistants tried to distract Leo's attention. They fired 

Joan Getchum, former: editor |blanks,. but with the rain beating or Leo's face he secmed to hare 

Movie Stars-T¥ Closeups, has | forgotten that he had his master’s head in his Jaws. 
| just been signed by Columbia Fea-| Keller woke in an oxygen tent. He had been suffocated and for three 
tures Inc. to write a thrice-weekly | minutes had no heartbeat or respiration. The next spring when he 

syndicated column entitled :“Un-|tried to revive the trick Leo refused. He wouldn't open his mouth, and 
der Twenty.” 7 Keller never did the trick again. _ Tini 

- John L. Weinberg, a partner in{ One of his lions had a habit of striking at him as he passed. Tisis 

Goldman, Sachs & Co., has been|had been goirfg on for four or five years with no ill effects. But one 

elected to the board of Cowles |day Keller came a half inch off-course. That was all the toughie nec d- 

Magazines &. Broadcasting Inc. He |ed. He tore Keller's face open. 
is the only “outsider” on the|. He had another African lian n 
‘Cowles. board: The other’ 13 di-}and had to pass Regal’s seat on t 

show. The puma would reach up 
‘pany’s various divisions. Latter |he passed. The lion always struck 

to show for the exchange except & 
paw. 

‘Cliff Hanley, Scot scribe, song-/U 

He 

of 

amed Regal. A puma disliked Re gal. 
he way out of the arena after e ch 
and elaw at Regal’s legs each fi.ne 
back, but being slower had neth:ng 
continuous sore spot on his clawed 

AM & TV in Des Moines, Ia. _ ; 

- Mildred and .Gordon Gordon Nice, Clean Cut 
One day, however, near the end of the season when Keller cued the 

puma to leave he reached up to claw the lion but the lion swung duvn 
with ‘one of his paws. Regal had the whale 500 pounds of his weight 
behind the blow. ’ 

It caught the puma at the neck and severed his head from fis heady. 
A guillotine couldn't have done it more cleanly. The puma‘s body ictl 

» The Calgary ‘Alta.) Herald has /limp and his head flew across the arena and struck the bars. The auc:- 
nanted Fane W. -Polley business {ence screamed. Keller cued the animals to Jeave, Regal last. He stepy« a 
manager and Percy <A. Bishop ,over the puma’s body as if nothing had happened. 

' , | * Though this act worked in Disneyland for as long as 10 months «nd 

was booked solidly on tour for 51 weeks, the animals never wo ke d 
‘longer than a half hour a day. even in training. In the Ringling Bres. 
| & Barnum & Bailey Circus they had to work with other animai ets 

jin cages on either side of them. and it was sometimes disconceit.g 
‘for the quiet act to hear the others roar and listen to all the shoctirg 
going on in other arenas. But even when a Jion broke loose once fram 
‘an adjoining cage and headed for the highest seats in the arena, Kel- 
ler’s animals went on with the act as if nothing had happerec ; 

Even when Keller died of a heart attack while performing, his ari- 
‘mals quietly stepped over his prostrate form on their way hick 10 
| their cages. Dectors gave Keller artificial respiration. but this time it 
tdidn't work. 

Death was a wild animal he couldn't train. 

Never ‘Tamed,’ Only ‘Trained’ 

It’s a savage form of spring fever. At such times bull elephants ire 
impossible to direct. In fact they become killers. 

4 Damoo should know because. according to “Wild Animal Man.” his 
story which he told to Richard Taplinger, he fad been riding elephants 

‘ seven since he was 10 years old. 
Though there is some difference of opinion among trainers is to 

what terrifies wild animals most, all agree that, from the 1/:i1-er's 

novelize a sequel to their: latest 
suspense tome, “Operation Terror,” 

‘as.a Gléen Ford-Lee’ Remick dual- 

For Monarch claims a new fast 

after Comdr. Shepard's historic ~ 

Space.” the book was. conceived 

p until the Red- 

rit out that Silverberg turned eut. 

F, W. Woolworth chain hes t¢ "en 
vepcr- | standpoint, the worst moment is in a night show when the e/ectricity 

fails and all is dark...) LL. ace ee oe . ye. ever given. to.a publisjer. 

exist. He was a professor of art in a little college in Bloonsln-sg,. 

6 
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Britain”) since its setup 12 years Broadway ago. 
Publicist Bill Kane in Hawaii on' Exteriors of “Maid from Nym- 

vacash, then on to Canadian Phenburg.” a_ co-deal between} 
Rockies and Banff. American Cavalier Films and Ger- ° 

Paul ‘laslor has become the 
fourth dancer-choreographer to re- 
eee oa Join Simon Guggenheim 
Founlation grant, 

Shamar!, belivdancer at the Ara- 
bian N; thts, gets her first pic as- 
sleement in Charles Vasquez’s 
“Romanve Jn Puerto Rica” slated 
for snow.nz in Spanisit theatres. _, 

Asa to. oo Lurimer press-: 

asomt wi ‘1 ‘ted Saucier has penn-d , 
atyne aout femmes on a health: 
farm ¢ tied? “Ladies in the Round” 
Wiech Abelard-schuman is pubd- 

southern Germany. Mel Welles is 
directing. 

Rock Hudson is definitely the: 
-most popular foreign actor. with’ 
the Germans. He won the Bambi 
and Otto awards and also waiked. 
olf as the winner of the Allens- 
bach survey 

Both Ruth Leuwerik and O. W. 
Fischer captured the first spots of 

ithree of this country’s four most 
‘publicized -popularity polls. The 
! fourth poll was won by Liselotte 
Pulver and Heinz Ruehmann. 

lisiins 
ses . Of the 616 films reported as 
fois M.rtin feted yesterday 

(Tues at lee sinpire Room of the: jeffered to the German market in 

Waldor- \s ut.a Eiotel, on the. 25th ! jie 1960-31 season. U.S. pix. with 
anmiversaiy of a headliner, by | 212: lead. followed oS ie a 
People t» People Sports Commit- { Seteas eee eo) Bes 6) 
tee headed by Col. Edward P.;2@uan (40) and Austrian 
Ease:: films. 

E. Marvin Camp is in N. Y. with. 
W. G Sorchert Associates from ' . 
Timidut where he helped estab-} Las Vegas 
lish the first commercial television | 
Station in the West Indies. Prior! 
to that he \ as with RKO General, : 
NBC and Abe Schecter, . 

Sunshine Society chartered Liv- 
ing Room on Second Ave. to stage 
a Sundas 14! aiternoon soiree at 
$3 a hevi to rai.xe funds for Camp. 
For the Blind this summer. Carkos 
Otalvare, South American guitar- 
ist-folk sinser entertained. 

AHred Cheney Johnston, “court 
photoesrapher” of Florenz Ziegfeld 
Jr.’5 beauty trust from 1917 to 1931. 
will ald evs members of the Pro-; 
fessional Photographer's ‘Assn. ‘on 
July 30 at the Statler-Hilton Hotel 
in New York. His subject—. 
“Gtamuour ” 

By Forrest Duke 
(DUdley 4-4141) 

Nick Podar resigned as mitre’ 
d’ at the New Frontier: replaced .- 
-by his predecessor, Paul Roussos. 

Lou Mosconi Jr., comedian at | 
the Last Frontier, went to the 
Flamingo and saw his first Joe E. 

-Lewis performance, . 

Norma Calderon, Latin canary 
who used to chirp with Edi Dom-., 
ingo in the El: Rancho lounge. re- 
joined him at the Thunderbird. 

The long-dark Silver Palace re- 
opened on Fremont Street a few 
days after the Westerner, across 
the. street, was padlocked becatise 

‘of financial difficutties. 
Ziveszeld Chub is planning its’, Walter Winghell. in for aust | 

23th anniversary gala on Dee. 1 a! Tournament of. Crampions at the 
the new Summit Hotel. A gi’l, Desert Inn, tried’ twice to catch 
from a current musical will be, protege Roberta Sherwond's a‘! 7 
picked at that time for the title of the Dunes lounge; missed both 

‘man Rapid-Film, are being shot in:;: 

_VARTETY_ 
. London 

; (HYDe Parl: 4561 /2: 3) 

Macdonald Carey is in for film- 
g, 

flatchett's. a top showblz West _ 
.End restaurant, acquired by Over- | 
:ton’s. 

Renown .tonper, ° George Minter, 
left for N:-Y, on one of his peri-, 
odi e prowls.. 

‘ Robert Ryan” due. in Saturday ; 
120: to film “Billy - Budd” with. 

’Petér Ustinov, 
Patti Pace in for a caharet ehore 

at the Pigalle... Preview of show 
was Sunday «14: 

Boris Karloff: has ‘a. date here— |. 
to watch the first ericket Test | 
Match .atainst Australia. 

Sal -Mineo, Jill Haworth, Peter. 
Lawford and wife. in for preent of! 
Otto Preminger’s “Exodus.” 
Alexander: Cohen having a look- 

see at.such Jocal talent as Cliffor 
»Stanton, Michael Bentine and the . 
| Temperance | Seven. 

Sir Barry: Jackson, founder of | 
the Birmingham stock theatre, left ° 
$638,400, with the Actors’ Bene- °. 
velent: Fund.the main bequest. 

The Variety Club took over Bat- - 
tersea Fun Fair.on Saturday +13); 
for its -annual all-star turnout, 3 

- sponsored ‘this year -by the News 
“OF World. 

Telovision and Screenwriters 
Guild will celebrate its second anni: 
‘next --month. with a Midsummer ; 
Night's Eve on River Thames. via : 
the Roval Daffodil.. 

Manager R. D. Bowden of thei 
“Westover, Bournemouth, copped. 
“the “Hercules Unchained” show- 
manship contest sponsored he War. 

{ 
) 

ner-Pathe. Prize is a trip, with 
Wite, toN. YS l 

“Paris” 
By Gene Moskowitz 

(46 ice. Breve el, Sut. 5920) 

Sobdia Loren in. to dub her Itale’ 

Ziezfeld Girl—1961. Carol Lawr-' times hecause of a misunders.oou Pic “Two W omen” into French. 
ence. dune Morgan and Edie‘ time sked. © Alain Bort ardin has converted 
A‘lams have won this title in the j his rew boite The Soho, into a 
past. Glad:s Feldman iMrs. Hor- 
ace Brahan.. is president of Club. 

“And Then There Was the 
Ward.” ai musical vresented for: 
four perfermances at the end of 
last month at the Minor Latham 
Theatre, N. Y.. by the junior class! 
of Barnard Colle ege will be re- ing here with fine reviews but weak 
peated by the group at the theatre b.o. 
for two evening performances next. Vet actor Shimon Finkel. ap- 
Saturday -Sunday ‘13-14. The pointed permanent repertory- : 
presentation, with book by Susan: director of Habima Theatre. 
Ablon and Barbara Lovenheim.! Israeli violinist Zvi Zeitlin, Jef 
lyrics by Gil Alices, Riva Mark and: U.S. for tour of Europe, returninz 
Anabelle Winograd, and music bv'home by the end of May as soloist : 
Dorothy Moscowitz, was directed of Haifa Symphony. 
by Ellen Shertzer. French pianist family, 

Gabi and Jean Casadesus, playing | 
with Israeli Phitharmonic and - do- | 

Tel Aviv 
By Joseph Lapid | 

(52 Shlomo Hametech St; 
Tel. 28348) 

‘French Atelier Theatre perform- 

Ce ET 878 & 

Hong Kong 
By Ernie Pereira 

TiI4i56) 

Faul Klecki conducting. 
Composer Menachem Avidom , 

in2 the Cofony this fail. 

t 3 of Brizitte Bardot. starrer 

Robert. ‘Lees ss of Cleves. 

ing Bach concerto for three pianos, : - 

won the Israel prize—the highest the US. and’ in re video vtewing 
Princesy Alexandra of Kent visit- honor given by the state—for his rome 

opera “Alexandra.” performed at 28 

iprivate club with pinball bowling. 
Charles Trenet to make a series 

of vidptx for Trench tv -starrinz, 
written by’ and directed by ‘him. . 

|>elf. 

Juliette Greco. to play opposite 
' Charlton. Heston. and John’ Wavne :2 

“The. Coman- ° 
which © Charles - 

Doug Heyes 

in the Yank pic 
cheros” (29th) 
Brackett produces. 
: directs. . . 

Son 60 copies’ being made un 
The 

Truth.” 55 of. the Jean Gabin ve- 
hicle “The President” and an 4E I 
‘the hit period costumer “The Prin- 

Recent ‘statistics show that the 
percentage of film attendance ~ by 
14 years old is 45'7 in Norway.35% 

tin West. Germany. 32%. in Great 
Britain. -32°7. in Franee,, 28% -in 

-for the US and Great Britain. 
West Germany,.15°, Franee. 

Ali ticket. for the Royal Bal-j the Israeli Opera nearly 50 times (and 2°" Norway. 
le+ three performances May 16-17: since last year, 
sold out. 

“Roman Holiday” and “Lives of 
a Bengal Lancer” brought back! 
on first-runi 

Shirley VacLaine in from Japan 
for a fise-dax rest with husband 
Steve Parker after making “My]{ Cold spell keeping Easterns here. 
Geisha” which Parker produced. Tony Curtis tooling around in 

Pianist. Clandi> Arrau. Shura: his bird. ° 
Cherkas-+, Mindru Katz, Moura} | Old Tennis Club sold for $1.09,- 
Lempany and Fou Ts-ong all have 000 to Chi interests 
cancer: d Hes, in Hong Kong. Also! Danny Kaye hops in and oul of | 

Palm Springs 
Ry A. P. Scully 
(Tel. FA 41828) 

coming ate te London Philhar- ltoun iz. his Piper Aztec. lous of his French wife who.-comes 

monic, the Old Vie, Yehud! Menu-; Rhonda Fleminz down to. see to. Paris to paint. Three of Sr 
hin. the Vienna Boys Chor and;Ginny Simms at Salton Sea Zins hook << have bean made into 
Larry Adler. Ferrall’s Plavhause, legit, cut 16- Pix *9- ‘Bonjour Tristesse ”" “A 

, week season to 14 Poor biz, Certs be Snail” and “Aime Vous-. 
. — Danny Thomas building $100,907 Brvhms”” all by Amerigan . film- 

Berlin dream house on 100 acres at ST tkKers. . J 
Cherry Valiey. ——— 

By Hans Hoehn Paul Gilbert broke a suring ot. Mols.-8t, Paul 
HILT | weeks of singers at the Chi Chi: . | 

Wore: Rit. diverting wlinic, with his solid comedy aet. By. Bob Recs. _ 
“Sel nets Death’ for SEB-TV. +: Rim = Rovks, former Ramanoft. (4.9 Xevoes Aes Su. WA G-9755) 
aha Do otece diectisg Phe: flooervo. ill stay open all summer! qack Terdurden is topper at 

B Syne 7 to SEB-TV It's under Milton F. Krets ownership. -j pa. Jed Call this eh apter 
fhe boas othe Eliner Rix eo Varn _ Tr ison Hotel Fleye Room has 
< Prats Voth ty tire gta HE Niet : . . eo~ertion Dick Shawn. _throt. hl 
Seca onew eaneds oe Horbetrt} Phil del h Mae 24. a 
Avett ca srenty af Borner The- 1 ua cip la Po Vaetity theatre, le al nate bane | 
“etoee tenes _ By Jerry Gaghan Jrepning festival of Shakespearean } 

Cosvan, Tocad teen ate ETD. Went; 6819 NL 188. St; Loeust 4$-4843) Gre thE. week. ; 
tS osrma teaestar ies wexdor c1usi¢al : Lerttis Pris a ant Keelv Smutk at oper Mido. region of Centr al: 

f° TM Waste PO ta ares i, rosters t Latin Casing 11-2 ,Opera Serviee will hoid) meciinz 

) Oe Le a DO Atan irs to hea talen’ tingtm: at Minnescta U May 18-19 
Hine Poche wor Geek’ Anoar Adhed Jewish Appeal d. met at Craney Brathers, Tvisty trie who 

Baretta. Th. is Cie German Ww ar wick Hotel this week - “opened at ‘Freddie’ Monday, wil! 
tite ob tees Grate sas cv dossune 8. Tv oO biz top shows in 19 in this he joired by comic Shetlev Ber- 
ftarooseiee eno cie Erenmann f1iats. month -the Wallaee Brothers cite -inan in return visit Thursday ¢18°, 

Pvdestas Vatin: direcira vSha- cus May 18-3) and the Chde, The. remain through May 27. 
dows Ars Getting Longer” for Beatts-Cole Brothers May 22-33. + Padded: Cell owner Paul Fink’ 
Sovaew tree ae -F im ak toe at coc Reading -Railroad's “Crusader . pramotimg “concert by folksinger 
Studios. Pie stars Luise Ulrieh and , Exp: ess” served as a theatre party (Odetta it St. Paul Auditorium | 
Hansivers Felon, pirsin, with fashion show and other | Friday *19° Fink also lined up. ¢ 

Voluntary. SetfControl,  Ger-.entertainrient on round-trip gut. three-day tour. for The. Limeliters' 
Rees eoue atministratrion, Ta. cins trem osubues on Jenkintown. iti Vermillion. S.D.:. Lincoln, Neb: 
Week siewe td the 2i00th pie othe | Glet-ide and W iow Grove to Nevo aed) Poche ter. VUinn., Vay 22-24. 
Peitix. documentary, “Blitz on | Hope. $ Sherwood Snyder III, 

Jean Renoir due in “France for’ 
directorial . stint on “Pinned Up 
Cornoral."” Will also’ present his. 

‘feature made for tv some years ago 
r “The Testament o {Dr. Cardelier,” 
ibased on “Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde.” 
iin 60 theatres around France for. 
which he has received authoriza- 
tion before. haying it finally shown 
on tv. 

Francoise ‘Sagan's fifth novel 
“comes out) dine: 15 from Julliard. 
Tt is: about a rich American jfeal- 

-man. actors Sabina Ses-elmann | 

Setup, 

faculty ; RE-TV.. 

member. of Macalester: 

‘ceeds Charles W. Meehan, director 
) for the last five years. 

‘Playing no favorites, comedian 
Danny Thomas made appearances 
‘at Oth anni of Mt. Sinai hospital 
in Minneapolis and an Arabic - 

: festival. at the St. Paul hotel dur- ; 
!ing vi,it here, primary purpose : 
of which was to raise funds for ! 
Aiding Leukemia-Stricken ‘Ameri- | : 
‘can Children (ALSAC), 

Frankfurt 
By Hazel Guild 

| (Fuetste: Jergerstrasse 2; 595751) ; 

Jerome Robbins’ “Ballets: U.S.A.”" 
'$et for its third European tour,! 

q° With playdates in Spoleto, Paris, | Paramount to effect closer working 
-Berlin. Hamburg and Munich... 

Duesseldorf agent Helmut Matt- ! 
ner arranged a three-month Ger-: 
man tour of “West Side Story” in- 
June, August and September. 

German record star Vico Tor-: 
riani to do a concert tour in Amer- . 
ica, with dates in Los Angeles. i 
Chicago and San Francisco ptus:: 
a New York tele engagement. 

Two American singers. have been 
hired for this year's Wagner. Festi- 

‘val in Bayreuth. Jess- Thomas. now . 
: With the Karslruhe Opera. sings 
“Parsifal.” and the new Kundry : 

‘is Irene Dalis, from. the Moet. 

An up-dated version of “Sieg- 
fried s- Death.” based loosely on 
the Waznerian music, but re-lo- 
cated .at the setting of a. beach 
hotel in 1961, is scheduled for 
West German ty on June 18. 

The first German-English ‘co- - 
production, “Secret of the Yellow 
Narcissus.” is set with Rialto films 
of Hamburg: and Omnia Pictures 
of London. Based on. an Edgar’: 
Wallace novel, the film stars Ger- 

and 
Joachint. Fuchsberger, and will be 
‘made in: both English and German 
Versions 

Three cf the best--known. lady. 
announcers on German television. 
Tren? Koss of Hamburg, Ursula. 

, von Masescul of ‘Baden- Baden, ‘and | 
Dagmar Berzmeister from. Stutt- 
art, makirg a short film in which |} 

they sing for the annual tele lot- 
tery, 

many, 

Boston 
By Guy Li vingston |... 

(423 Little Bldg.; DE 87360) 

Billy Fellows topping the pill at: 
Steuben’. 

Joe: Shea, former legit ‘p.a., here 
‘ahead of Ringling ‘circus. 

Jacques Renard orch. inked for’: 
season at Mayflower in Plymouth. ; 

“My Fair Lady’ exits the Shu-: 
bert May 20 after a record 20, 
weeks. 

Pleasure Island. fun. park in 
Wakefield naw open weekends. un- 
til start of rezutar- season on June 
24, 

Roston’ s fitst annual Internation- 
al Film Fest set for opening Moun-: 
day +22 at Loch Drama Center. 
Harvard U., runs through Saturday ; 
2°71, : 

Theatre Guild American Theatre. 
Society series aiready’ set two of 
‘10- -play. sked for: next season. in 
Boston: “Tenth. Man.” “Taste of 
Honey.” 

_ Karel Reisz, director of: “Satur : 
day Nizht and Sunday 
opening at Kenmore 

' for press int 
"Carle mn. ; 

Mornin 4" 
Alay 17, in; 

erviews at ‘the Ritz; 

E. M. Jacobs, Boston and rarts! 
fard panier, tas set Will Able and 
GeavieHa to head 8-act show for 
police associations in Bushneli Aue: 
ditorium, — Harttord, Tuesday '23 . 

Jreland 
By Maxwell Sweeney 
Duh re GSAS 

Evie Winsfone’s band in for se 
Tie af hates 

tlm rentals in (his country bast 

hea ‘tatahed $2.62 6.400, according 
tue entral Stalisties office report. 

Coiman -Coniay,. assistant gen- 
etal mattager af Odeon. Irish Cin- 
emas Ltd. stoup appointed tu: com- 
pans’s: Doard. 
Thomas P. 

casting Corp, as hghting supervi- 
sor; Richard Butterworth, Head ‘of 
Design with Southern TY, English 

becomes Art Director; 

college 
‘drama departmert, named director | 

| of Edyta Bush Little theatre. First 
assignment. will be “Jenny Kissed | 
“Me,” opening June 1. Snyder suc- | 

“Place in the Sun,” Which | 
: Vaises - funds to bring Berlin chil- | 

: dren on vacaction into West Gere 

Kelty -joining Ridio - 
_Eireinn-TV from Canadian Broad-? 

wile 

| 

_ Wednesday, May 1 17, ‘1961: 

Hollywood 
Boris Karloff skied to London. 
Sol ¢.: Siegel back: from Hono- 

luln. 
- Shirley MacLaine .. back from 
Japan. 

{' oOiunny Thomas. on. twoweeic tour. 
i of Japan. for UNICEF. 
:.. Jerry Bick named exec. ‘ veepee 
Of. International Artists’ Agency. 

Regis. ‘Foomey -drumbeating Unl- 
‘ versal's . ‘Last Sunset” on 15-city 
i-trek.. oo 

- Samuel Goldwyn ‘kudosed - with 
Israel's “Service to World Jewry: 

| Award,” 
-Georse: Pal back ‘from scouling -: 

‘German locations for “Brothers 
Grin.” , 
Jimmy Durante: stopped. over. for 

night. en route from Italy to Har- 
: rah's date. oa 

Jick Karp.on European trek for 

| arrangement, 

Seotty Lane, 10-year-old moppet, 
inked to seven-year’ ‘acting pact by 
Screen Gems. ; 

Join. Stone awarded Jew ish. War 
Veterans’. first — National Human 
Relations Medal; - | 
William D. Kelly Jr. upped from. 

* Universal's Kansas City ‘sales man- 
: ager to Frisco branch manager. 
.. Larry Market set ‘as _assistant to 
Fred: Kunkel in field operations of 
United ‘Artists .Theatre Circuit. 

Dor ‘Chambers resigns Aug. t 
as exec veepee of. Motion Picture 
Permarent. Charities .Committec. 

+ Marilyn and Alan Bergman will 
Wrile ly rics for first 10°Jo Stafford’ 
shows. which start, filming . in. Lon- 
don June 23.. 

‘ Maxine -Ahderson joined Jack 
Wormser.. Agency. as associate, - 
swinging - over from. North Ady ere . 
tising’ Agency. , 

. Ddrothy Hechitlinger . takes over’ 
as story editor on. Revue’s “Check-. 
mate” teleseries in Start. of new 
Seven-vear. pact.- 

‘Frank Roberts ‘and Elmer’ Ells- 
worth reelected. ‘respectively, p-exy. 
and. biz rep of Motion Picture Cos- 
tumers, ‘Local: 705. — 
Ted Reisch ‘appointed veenee 

“and general manager of Syu° v Fn- 
: ter prises, Northern California- 
“Nevada | theatre circuit. 

Chicago. 
(DE! mrare T4984) 

*Raisin’ in Sun” ends its Chi run 
pat the Blackstone May 20. 

Aragon: Ballroom notches its 
35th anni first week: in June. 

Moiseyey Dancers’. in’ for five 
pnt ae at. McCormick ‘Place June. ‘5-10. 7 

Michael Todd Théatre has. posted 
7 “May 21+closing date. for. “Ben-. 

ur.” 

Gil Elis, joined: : ‘Dvorin 
‘Agoney to handle - Jounees and, 
‘clubs. - 
. Alan. Dalzell “tn. -ahead. of 
“Gypsy.” : ‘opening at the Shubert 
May 30. : 

Don - Anders - installed as. Key- 
boarder ‘in’ new Golliwog Room of 
Sheraton-Chicago. . 

Drury ‘Lane’ Theatre went: SRO’ ° 
rin advance on Hugh O'Brian’s stint 
in “Heaven Can't Wait.” 

Phil Levant joins. staff of Para- 
mount ' Attractions, heading up 
club date and convention bookings. - 

Encore Theatre set June 3 as. 
closing date for “Kismet,” which 

“has heen tunning, weekends since 
| Ml weh 3. 

Vorkd Publishing signed Chica- 
. go Sun-Times - columnist Iry Kup- 
-cinet for his. first tome, an’ autohi-.. 
“o2ranhieal Kin’ s-eve-view. of Chi 
to he cvlod “Kun’s Chi cago. *” Stat- 
ed for-next spring. 

Australia 
By Eric. Gorrick 

(Fr ” House, Sudney) 

Cova oamthorities are naw seek: 
BS ae fer censorship here. for 
te ky . 

Gor. lon and Sheila: Me Rae here 
toby iseriescof. ty: shows on the 
‘Conmpercna! network, 

Uivd: stood that: Tibor, ‘Rudas 45 
Seon: Be syadw iv shows. for. pres- 

entity at Canitol, Sydney. 
Nath telab in. the: Kine's Cross 
as Tes pabe area, trying -to 
Pe.2 with burlesque shows. . 

Da Casey, Universal-Interna- - 
tiopal boss here, fey. Singapore for 
bi tedies with Milton Raekmil 
and Amemea Aboaf. 
Re varted that Metro is ‘angling. 

fon the mueehase of Crown cinema, 
Ww olons zonz, key industrial’ centre, 
from W oftongone Theatres to. add 
to its on Aussie ‘circuit. 

Reyorfed that. Horrie Nagel will: 
became» chief film  bnver ‘for. 
.Greater Union Theatres next June 

> retirement of Roy Barmby 
alter ak vears eeryice” “Nogel is in’ 
charge of the GU nabe loop. 

cae v 
bun 



"GARY COOPER 
Gar v Cooper, 

Iv other-actor on ‘the U.S. screen 
ed May 13 at. his’ home in Hoily~ 
ved:. He was a victim: of cancer. 
‘Twice ‘am, “Academy- award Min- 

. for’ “High Noon’ in 1952 and 
sergeant “York” in 1941; ‘Cooper, 
* “Coop”. as he Was known among 
s intimates, -parlayed: a. ciwboy 
sit, 
id’ a “Yup” 
ck a.-side of . dialog 10° CONVEY, 
to world renown. _Aware of. bis 
sease, the Academy Board of 
orernors this. vear presented him 
ith @ special honorary award for 

“tavorable. international lecog- 
tion, 
Cooper. followed within a few 9D 
‘ief months the passing of another 

also: ‘eat film: actor, Clark. Gable, 
59. In many respects they were 

} a’ par, ‘for theif immense popv- 
rity, both ‘oir the screen and.off; 
Tr stavi ing on. top of: the heap. down 
ough many years, . 
poper preceded. Gable hy. a num- 
or-of years: for their money-mak-’ 
gz ability. and the draw oftheir 
x. Cooper was one of the. dirst 
drs. .te participiate in”: picture 

ofits, other than those who had 
-In one, Cecil ieir own companies. 

‘the “Wild DeMille’ s “Réap 
‘ind,” he is said to Have netted he-. 
Leen _$700.000° and -$800.000. 
During his early days. af Para- 
ount, after’ studio hosses ‘lifted 

PAUL CLARKE 
May 20, 1960 

Because ta me you were all hope , 

and. beauty and ‘brightness drawn 

across ‘what's black. and mean. 

“8 will 

int out of.a program | 1 of: westertis, 
ry femme ‘star on. the. lot fought- 
get him tor-her leading man, or 
-gged to be in his films. . Clara 
uw was one of the first, and got : 
im for “It and other. starrers: 
velyn. -Br ent insisted that she -be 
iSt'in “Beau. Sabrete. with him; 
int later: Tallulah’ Bankhead is. re- 
‘ted. to ‘have. stipulated she 
guldn't do “Devil and the Deep” 
less Cooper co-starred. with. her. 

In recent years, Cooper's appear- * 
Wes were fewer, but the majority 

liis tilmis -were money pix, not. . 
cause they ‘were ‘such. fine film . 
‘cations: but due to the presence, 
“Cooper, who-w as a living institu-. | 
on for filmzoers. Last picture in 
hich: he starred,. with 
err in “The Naked Edge,” still to 

released. was made "bs his 
aroda~ Productions: ‘with™ Marlon 
rendo's Pennebaker. Productions... 
Born and raised in. -Montana. 
here he. tode. the range on: his 
ther's anch.. Cooper. entered 
Ims -in the early “20s Via‘ stunt 
ork after he decided that, his am- 
tion. to. become a 
could) get him nowhere. 
aunted Poverty Row: ‘and - o¢ca- 
«nally. picked up stunting checks, 
at Scemed to be making | no ‘Pros 

Wetneeday, May. ¥%y 1961 ___ 

OBITUARIES 
59, who probably: 

da longer ruh of.: -stardom than : 
g . Worth,” with Vilma Banky and the 

. Jooked. him. over in the front office 

* Taconic: style. vf speading . 
‘Where other actors: 

although - 

@ Shaw, and daughter, Maria, Z3. 

all types’ of talent in every phase - 

Deborah © 

cartoonist: 

He 

Corpse,” collaborating. with Sean 

t wrote a play based on the life of 
-B irish <tenor | John 
Be Last Minstrel." 

1 gress. ‘until Samuel Goldwyn saw 
him and. ‘cast him for the Abe Lee. 
‘role.in “The Winning of Barbara 

former 

Elsie Janis. ° 

Jate Ronald: Colman. 
* «Paramount. summoned. him, and j 
he was pl: zed under contract with- [ 
out so much as a film test; execs” 

JAMES FA <IRFAX | 
James Fairfax, 64, vet film and 

tv-actor. d'ed of a heart attack Mav 
8 «while on location for Metro's 
“Atutiny onthe Bounty” in. Papeete. 
Tahiti. He was a native of England. 
Prior to going to Hollywood 
Nears ago, where he appeared in 

and he was signed: on the Spot. A 
“brief -apipearance jin “Wings.” in- 
‘which he had exactly one scene, 
Was: so- impressive that studio brass 
‘realized -they, had- a. potential screen 
personzlity, and ‘gust him’. as a more than 100 motion pictures, he 
western slar.. ~ was in vaudeville and toured with 

In recent years, Cooper: had. several roadshows. 
For three years Fairfax por- 

trayed the rote of Cedric. the stew- : 
ard, on the Gale Storm “Oh, Susan- 

‘na’. teleseri ies. He was a regular on 
the “Ramar of the Jungle” tv 

Spent probably more time abroad | 

“. memoriam ‘af. 

my beloved brother 

MORRIS GEST 
Charles .Laughton 
“Wagon Train” show. 

. His wife, actress Jessie C. Adams, 
survives. 

“May 16; 1942 in a special ; 

SIMEON GEST 

DOROTHY ENTRATTER 
‘Dorothy Entratter, 44, wife of; 

' Jack Entratter,. president of the 
‘Sands Hotel. 
Las Vegas May 13 of a coronary 
occlusion. The . former Dorothy 
James, she had completely recoy- 
ered. from thoracic surgery some 
‘years ago: when the heart ailment 
: developed. 

than in thiscountry, indulging a 
‘fondness for travel which: started 
years ago as a- boy when his par- 
ents t00k him. to England where he: 
attended grammar school at Dun- 

“stable, ‘Bedfordshire.. After a sa- 
‘fari.to. British . East Africa In. the 
‘30s, he: took up ‘hunting as a 
‘sport, and one of his favorite hunt-:: 
ing companions. was writer Ernest . 
Hemingway... with whom. he oceca- 
sionally hunted in Idaho and’ other ? Memorial services were held 
parts of ‘this country. :May. 14 at. Temple Beth Solom, 
‘Surviving. aie his - widow,,. the : Las Vegas, with funeral’ services 

former Veronica. Balfe, who once Yesterday (Tyes.) from: the -River- 
appeared on screen as Sandra’ Side Chapel, N. Y. 

ters, Mrs. Carol Palin and Michelle, 
two sisters and her mother. 

HART JENKS 
‘Hart Jenks, 58, former Omaha 

-actor of the 1920's died in Sequim, 
: Wash. He was understudy to Fritz 
iLieber, Tyrone Power and Pedro 
de Cordova during Broadway pro- 

MITCHELL’ GERTZ.:: 
“Mitchell Gertz, 50, vet agent, 

died after a brief illness in Holly- 
wood May 12. .He. entered’ the]. 
agency biz in 1932 and continued | 
as one of the foremost indie oper-.: 
ations, He specialized in tv and; 
film packaging as well as repping 

-of industry. Operation of his office © 
continue “under “temporary” 

head of v.p. Kingsley Colton.. 
Surviving are twin son and . 

-daughter, John and Nancy, 10;.two 
brothers, -Irving, 20th-Fox com- 
poser-musical director, and Iar- 
old; and three: ‘sisters. 

let” and “The Merchant of Ven- 
ice.” 
He is survived by his son, Hart, 
III,, a resident of Omaha. Father 
-once taught dramatics at Omaha U, 

FRANCES P. GROVER 
Frances Peck Grover, 75. former 

var motion. picture editor of the: Chi- 
THOMAS’ E. O° CONNELL |eago Tribune, died May 8 in Evan- 

Thomas E: A Connell, 46. te. film | ston, i. ‘She Ww ent to work for the 

his. “hometown of Cleveland, He: ‘line. “Mae Tinee,” still used by 

‘Trib film critic. 
‘Husband and daughter survive. 

ERWIN SCHLEYEN 

1n wend memory 
of 

_ My beloved friend 

teur, died of a heart. attack May 9 
in. London. 
A Pole, he went to Britain in 

/1940 and was managing director 
a ‘of the Mirabelle Restaurant, a 

had . been. ill since. undergoing an fave eatery with showfolk. 
“operation there last fall. ©‘. | 

O'Connell worked around ‘New 
York network studios as a ‘free-' 
lance scénarist.. Mrs. John J. Dore 
of Cleveland, his long-time partner: 
in. their Shamrock Productions 
inanaged~ his work. He wrote a 
-scenario for Joan . Crawford titled 

PAUL CLARKE | 
May 20, 1960 | 

“J:-Fred Johnson | 

CAROLYN. MAYW oop 

being. Ziegfeld's first “Follies”: 

in’ Miami..She worked with Al Jol-. 
son.- among: other ‘yesteryear stars. ; 

“A Woman's. Face,” and also niece. 
scripted a Peter Lorre. film, “In-j 
terim.” ROBERT J. ~ BERTRAND 

Only recently - O'Connell ‘com- 
‘pleted - a Play,’ 

MAY 18, 1959 

PAUL 

You Are.Never Away 

Dillon. member of Abbey Players. 
‘of Dublin. O’Connell sometime ago. 

McCormack, 
‘Seripter’s moth-- 

‘the Jate. Bessie Brennan. was a 
actress. ‘who. toured with 

Besides her husband. Mrs. En- 
tratter is survived by two daugh- 

‘lis; and announcer for KROC-TV, 

vive. 

Surviving are his wife. two. chil- . 
dren, tno brothers and four sisters. 

lof the Lyric. Golders Green Hip- 
‘pudrome and Apollo Theatres. 

20: 
i 

series, ‘and once was nominated for of the new ly for med Harrogate 

an Emmy for his performance with jw hiteRose Theatre Trust, died re- 

| 79 

MARRIAGES 
Diana Stafiord Pocle to Robin 

Morton, Fdinburgh, Scotland, May 
6. Bride is daughter c{ Jim Poole, 
cinema exhib: he’s a sales exee 
with Scottish conumercial tv sta- 
tion. . 

Nola Cargill to Howard Muller, 
Chicago. Mav 10. He's deezay for 
station WIND there. 

Evelyn Goebel to Charles C.7p, 
New York, May 6. Brice is with 
CBS-TV's saies dept. 

Pat Barrett to Moretuad Per- 

Rochester, Minn., died May 6 in 
the crash of a private plane in 
north central Wisconsin. For the 
past two years, he had promoted 
tours to Disneyland and Hawaii. 
His wife and four children sur- 

Hugh Baker, 78, ex-theatre man- 
ager, died April 30 in Guernscy, 
Channel Isiands. Formerly a con-} 
cert: singer, he became manager 

kins, New York, May 5. Biide is 

Michael Volosin Sr., 74. former | SCCretary to legit designer Jo 

owner of the Capital Theatre, | “e‘iner. ; 
Campbell, O., died there -May 2.| Marie Tuboni to J. A. Day, Las 

Vepas, May 7. Bride is wother of 
actress Marie McDonald; he's a 
retired New York p ‘lice captain. 

Ann Metzger to dames S Hogan, 

Three sons and a daughter survive. 

Mother, 76, of Elias Goldin, 
‘general manager of the Broadway 
‘production -.of “Critic’s Choice, ** | Chicago, May 13. Groom's father 
-died May 14 in New York. ‘is Frank J. Hogan. pe sonal mane 

‘ager of comedian Bob Newhart, 

BIRTHS 
and Mrs. Ron 

* George G. Moulding, 49. director 

Mr. Sack san. 
cently in Windsor. Eng. Chicago, May 9. Father is publicity 

director for radio station WLS 
| Heinrich Baron Puthon, 89. co- there. 

i 

Las Vegas, died in‘: 

.ductions of “Julius Caesar,” “Ham- |< 

} . 

Erwin ‘Schleven. 60; restaura- however, had some siight literary 

_ cessfully with a phase of human 

eed 5 

a ee 

founder and president of the Salz-. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Readirg 

burg festivals until last year, died gaughter, Londen, May 8 Mother 
April 23 in Salzburg. ‘is tv actress Sheila Matthews; 

‘father is a tv producer. 

r wary Grossman, father of pub” Mr. and Mrs Howard Brandy, 
IcIstL ETitz).. ey an cousin oO H May 3. Father’s a 

MCA prexy Lew Wasserman, son, Hollywood, ' ; died at: film publicist. 
May 4 in Cleveland. : Mr. and Mrs. Peter 

! son. Warrington. Eng. 
Father is a comedian. 

Mr. and Mrs. Erie Garrett. son, 
i Yorkshire, recently.  “Woather is 
Jean Povey; both parents are vaude 

Charlie Bruce, 48, deputy enter- | Performers. 
tainments manager at  Butlin’s Mr. and Mrs. Donald Grimston, 
Ocean Hotel, Saltdean, Eng., died |son, London. May 8. Mother is 
there May 5. i Betty Fox, vaude partner of She- 

‘lagh Miller. 

Mr. and Mrs. Bud Coe, daughter, 
St. Louis. May 8. Father is W1IL 
news editor.~ 

ne 

OW Y. Own Culture 
‘ques Continued from page 2 cunmab 

% ; John Watson, 65, longtime PTO-: Goy. Nelson Rockefeller is a Buf- 
Jectionist, died recently in Dun-' tale banker and arts pation, Sey- 
fermline, Scotland. mour H. Knox. Others are. 

Reginald Allen, executive dirce- 
l tor of operations, at Lincein Cen- 
ter for the Pelforming Arts 

Cass Canfield, Harper & Bros. 
Angus Duncan. executive secre- 

tary of Actors’ Equity. 

Rabinson, 
April 2 

Father, 84, of Frank Tumpane,. 
columnist on The Toronto Tele-, 
gram and tv personality, died May : 
10. in Toronto. 

William Hartman, 71, retired 
Youngstown, O.. projectionist. died 
of a heart ailment May 9 in that 
city. 

Mother of Sidney Landau. as-: 
sistant treasurer of United. Artisis; 
died May 3 after a long illness, 

Mother: of comediennes Betty | 
and Jean Kean. died May 1 in New :; 
York. | 

Theodore M. Hancock. lawyer 
Public Library and chairman of the boird of the 

mmm Continued from page 1 = Everson Nuseoum of Arts, Sv la- 

iwhich does not live up to the pic- , Cure. 
;ture on the cover” was compared: Mrs. W. Averell Harriman. wile 
‘to Milton's “Paradise Lost.” ; of former Governar, 

All the books under discussion.{| Wallace K. Harrison. architcet. 
Helen Haves. the actress 
Louis Clark Jones, executive di- 

rector of N. ¥. State Historical 
‘qualities in that they dealt suc- 

“experience, the professor noted. i Asen. 
.In general, Dr. Freedinan ad-; David M. Keiser. president of 

vised .those seeking a “thrill’’ tot N.Y. Philharmonic Svmphony 
ivisit the public library where so- : Society. 
called obscene passages are han-|° Dr. Richard B. K. McLanathan, | 

i 

Carolyn Maywood. -credited with ; ner by the great writers. 

girl, died of a heart attack April 28 his’ own. buok, 

Surviving are her sister and a- to task. 

| 
Robert J. Bertrand, 31, former - exhibits in the case, before con- 

“Friends of: the’ disk jockey for  WDGY, Minneapo- i tinuing the trial. 

‘dled in a far more proficient man- director. community arts progam, 
Munson-Williams-Proctor Ins!.iude 

Freedman has recently pubbed : of Utica. 
“Confessions of ai Alfred J. Manuti, 

Conformist.” in which he takes : Musicians’ Union. 
; present-day American conformity | Dr. Henry Aen Moe, tieasurer 

and director, Assn. American 

International 

. Municipal Judge John Brown, on 
the bench in the trial. said he per- 
sonally will read all 34 of the city’s | 

Rhodes Scholars 
| Richard Rodpers. the composer, 

Lewis A. Swyer. Member of the 
‘board of Albany Institute of His- 
itery and Art. 

paul 
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The starfish is a pig. 

Above, looking as innocent as a souvenir from Brighton, 
is an enemy. of mankind. The starfish has a voracious 
sppetite, regrettably for the same natural food edible 
fish eat. The result is that man’s much needed harvest 
from the sea is far smaller than it might be. (If only a 
quarter of the starfish were removed, there would be 
ten times as many edible fish in the sea.) 

On Granada’s television series for sixth form science stu- 
dents, Discovery, Sir Alister Hardy, professor of Zoology 
and Comparative Anatomy at Oxford, discussed the sub- - 
ject. The audience was entertained, informed, and big.” 

The three often go together-on | 

GRANADA TV NETWORK, ENGLAND 

Wednesday, May 17, 1961 

6 

*Not bc onough to be in the “Top Ten,” of cours, 
but bie for @ programme for schvols. Very bug! 
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‘Nudity Itself Is Not Obscenity’ 
In ruling on the “Hideout” In. The Sun” case, Municipal Judge 

Daniel Handley ‘acquitted I. M: Amusements Inc., of a charge of | 
‘showing an “obscene” film at its Imperial Theatre,. ‘uptown nabe, * 

“Nidity in itself, without lewdness or dirtiness, is not dbscenity 
fn law or common sense,” he said. “The body is not obscene of | 
itself. If it were, we would not ‘have art schools, ‘art museums, ._ 
rivate. exhibitions or advertisements that exhibit the nude human. 
body. ” 
The film, dealing. with bandits. hiding in a. nudist camp, -was 

seized by police March ‘11. A. temporary injunction permitted the- 
theatre to. continue operation... - 

Cleared by the dismissal were ‘William ‘Berger of New. York, presi- 
dent of.-the operating firm; William Fagelbaum, ‘theatre manager, 
and Walter Hall, projectionist. 

Judge : Handley ‘said at last week's trial- that ‘after a hearing 
‘'. March 24 he viewed the picture, read briefs:for both sides and con- 
“ducted research.on law pertaining to obscenity..and reached the. 
opinion ‘that the film is. ‘not obscene, prurient.or sexual. Whether 
4 picture is obscene or prurient or sexual rests. solely ‘in the mind 
of the individual and is not a. community reflection.” .. 

Draw Up New Code of Ethics For or. 
Lawyers, Judges Doing the TV Bit, 

Chicago, May 23. 
American Bar Assn. has cooked. 

up.a new code of ethics for prac-| . 
tiecing attorneys. and judges who 
are 
windfall in those ‘simulated court 
scenes on television and in ‘Ric- . 
‘tures. 

. Code, which was formulated by. 
ABA’s committee. on professional 
ethics, forbids. judges to enact .a 
judiciary role in’ commercially 
sponsored shows but permits them 
-to do so in unsponsored programs 
that are created in the spirit of 
Public information,. providing they 
meet the proper standards of the 
bench. It's also deemed. ‘okay for} 
judges to take part in pubaffairs 
discussions, panels and‘ interviews |. 
under their professional identity, 
even when = such programs .. ‘are 
sponsored. 

‘Under the code, lawyers may} 
appear as actors or. performers. in 
simulated caurtroom scenes but 
only if they are not identified as 
practicing attorneys. Their _ list- 
ing in the cast must be no differ- 
ent from that of professional ac- 

(Continued on page 36) 

WANTED: NEW HOME FOR| 
ROXY MUSIC LIBRARY 

. The. Roxy music library is -look-. 
ing for a. home again. The music 
collection from N. Y.’s now defunct 
Roxy Theatre, originally valued at: 
over $8.000.000 is in danger of -be- 
ing destroyed for want of. -storage. 
room, 

Arthur W hitelaw, Preston Fisher 
and Jerry’ Hartnett. acquired the 
‘collection last summer. and have 
been keeping’ it.in a barn: in Ros- 
lyn, ‘N.Y. Now, the. barn is about |. 
-to be demolished to make room: 
for a housing development. and! 
‘they've got. to find another place! first-run and two drive-ins:. Clive 
to stack it: The collection weighs! 
about 25 ‘tons and includes over 
100,000 orchestrations, 

etting in on the thesping] 

Rights a Bore; 

Jers, flipped that she-was “sick and 

and School, 

‘Tatings. 

| Theaters of Michigan, 

' 
eee 

TANK SHOWMEN | 
FLL KE 

| 

Cincinnati, May 23.. 

Wrong Number 
Toronto, May 283. 

Listing of the Bohemian Em- 
bassy, a beat-type night spot 
here, under the heading of 
“Consulates and Other For- 
eign Government Representa- 
tives.” has red faces among 
Bell Telephone personnel. 

Error was made in Toronto's 
new directory when the yellow 
pages section included the Bo- 
-hemian Embassy — a coffee 
hangout where the beatniks 
reac. their own poetry aloud— 
in the foreign diplomatic mis- 
sions. 

Reich Jazz Fete 
' Clicks Without 

‘Newport’ Echoes: 

“By. VINCENT CANBY 

“Tt the Italians want Italian ‘pie- 
tures, Americans will supply them.” 

| Extend this remark of an American 
distribution ‘executive to French | 

| pictures, British pictures, or other 
--nationalities and a new dimension |. 
begins to.emerge in the global film | 
{industry of tomorrow. What is 
happening already is: the extensive. 

| par ticipation of American show- 
}men:in the shooting overseas. of |: 
‘|many. features which may never be 
exhibited in America. 

“Nationality lines have been blur- 
Ting.in film, production for 10 years ! 
as cross-border: partnerships multi- 

‘|plied.. Hollywood's own diminished 
-|volume of. features Has forcéd - 
lU:S. majors ‘increasingly. to buy 
foteign-made pr oduct to re-sell as 
| the win an 

. The winds of change. were cer-' 
ate blowing with a steady, some- | 
-times imagination- -rocking, inten-! 
sity at the recent film festival in: 

|Cannes. The unprecedented turn-! 
out-of important executives of the; 
U.S.. majors was itself a symptom | 

{of change. It was clear that: x G Essen, May 23. 
American film showmeh are in- ervous German jazz promoters, ivolved in Europe-in'a way which, if ™ ‘orried about whether the Newport | 
| predicted a decade ago, Would uave ‘1422 festival riots and similar bat- | 

An ‘tles and brawls at recent British Seemed improbable in the extreme. ijazz festivals, might spread to Ger- 
jit is U.S, commitment in produs- ‘many drew a big sigh of rellef at >tion which’ signals. the change. in! | the Essen Jazz Days here. 
; distribution. i. The event, run by 26-year-old 

For the. last ..veral years, the ‘Ralf Schulte. -Bahrenberg, drew in 
| American majors: have been report- 4.500 guests the first night and. a! 
jing a steady. increase in the ratio ' record crowd of 7,500 on its second : 
of their foreign réntals to the U.S.- ‘performance. The fans were order-. 
Canada. domestic take. Foreign ly and appreciative of the top : 
take presently averazes about ‘53 American musi¢ offered to them. 
to 55° to the 45 to 47% of domes-} Surprise hit of the. event was! 
tic: While this reflects a certain , Roland Kirk, the blind multi-in- 
‘shrinkage -in the: domestic market, - strumentalist from Columbus, who: 
it also indicates a solid growth In-ts relatiy ely unknown to European , 
the importance of the foreign mar- : ; jazz ‘audiences. 
ket. Meanwhile. -too,. foreign na-; J. J. Johnson objected, in an in-! 

(Continued on page 16) | (Continued on page 47) 47) 

TV Playwrights Dubbed Detergent 
Salesmen In Sheep's Clothing 
‘London, May 23. | 

British tv playwrights are being! 

‘TV, It’s Wonderful | 
London, May. 23. 

Reginald - Williams, Biix- . . 
ham, “Devon, ‘builder, paid 
$30.80 for an advertising. Slide 
shown on the new Westward 
Television commercial. staticn - 
in its. opening days: ° . : 

Within 24 hours he had: sold. 
a house. . 

“You-Know-Where 
Detroit, May 23. 

In a debate in Grand Rapids . 
over film censorship, a Mrs. Lam- ‘ 
bert. one of. the City commission- ‘ 

tired ot hearing about freedom of |) 
speech and all that jazz.” 

This was after an attorney had 
explained ‘to a joint .City- County 
meeting that motion. pictures were 
protected by ‘the freedom of | 
speech provisions of the.U.S. Con- 
stitution: 
“Meeting was considering a: sheep's clothing,” according to ty!courged to subscribe to nihilism, 

petition -by the Council of Home play wright. Stuart Douglas. banality and a belief in the super- 
a Catholic group, to). “Douglas, author of “Big Brain! natural.” He added: “But what can 

pass an ordinance prohibiting any-!Man”.for ABC Television.and “Girl: a4 Writer do? He does not eat if. 

ty dramatist was “expected to give 
a distorted impression of the great 

one. under 18 from attending “‘ad-!On a Roof” for the BBC, launched .he does not follow the pattern.” 
ult"-rated films. It was intimated:a bitter attack: on commercial tv | 
that the. censors, if’ appointed, r "program companies. at a conference | 
should fol! ow Legion of Decency . of the Screenwriters Guild. 

Douglas’ outburst is viewed here 
as further expression of a wave of : 

dissatisfaction with the quality of . 
Because of the. companies’ “profit : itv shows, which is ev ident, though | 

Speaking: in. opposition’ to the: and loss mentality,’ he said, tv: 
‘eensorship ~ petition | were. Jack dramatists were “tottering about in ‘enchantment in U.S. 
Loeks,. operator of the Midtown .a dream wor Id of international de-!: The Screenwriters’ Guild, repre- « 

tectives and Teddy Boys.” 
led to mediocrity, sadism. and! writers, has formed a censorship 
horror. As a result of the deter i-. appeals committee which will in-— 

joration in ty writing standards, the ' (Continued on page 36) 

‘Waxman. booker. and buyer, and 
Milton London. prexy of Allied 

'| turned into “detergent salesmen in'movement of .our times. He is en-: 

not so marked as the similar dis- : 
i 

This * senting more than 800 ty and film . 

HOME 
Tmpoverished American Embassies 

Set for a Whimpering July 4th 
Vienna, May 23. 

Comment is heard here as elsea- 
where throughout the European 
metropolitan centers that the U.S. 
embassies are now running ‘“poor- 
mouth.” Failure of the Vienna 
outpost to buy any tickets for 
either staff or guests when the 
American Repertory Co. with 
Helen Hayes. Leif Erickson, Jane 
Havoc and Helen Menken played 
here was much remarked by Aus- 
frians. Europeans in general are 
conditioned to think of Yanks as 
spenders and are shocked wher 

| Yanks snap the fish-hooks on the 
bankroll. 

Results of President J. F. Ken- 
nedy’s ‘“‘economs” orders are ex- 
pected to produce a uniquely quiet 
and non-festive July 4th in the ca- 
pital cities this year. No funds 
whatever will be available for 
garden parties, fireworks, punch 
and the usual overseas celebrae 
tions of American Independence. 

Typical of the new economy was 
flat rejection of U.S. Embassy hera 
tv associate itself with a cocktail 
reception to Andre Mertens of 
Columbia Concerts in N.Y, who 
was here recently on a concert 
talent prowi. Mertens had im- 

| ported * ‘Vienna on Parade” to the 
‘States but he had to pay for his 
own reception at the Hotel Sacher. 

[JFK TRIP FAVORS TY; 
| PRESS, RADIO ALSO-RAN 

Ottawa, May 23. 
The visit to Ottawa of President’ 

: Kennedy (May 16-18: was basicaily 
a television show. The Presitient’s 
arrival at Uplands air force hase 

iwas almost exclusively covered by 
‘ty. Although press photographers 
| were given okay positions along 
the red carpet and inside Hangar 
11 where the formalities and greet 

‘ings occurred, the set-up was des 
signed to give video cameras the 
best possible angles. Radio was 
there, too, but presented no com- 
plications. 

President Kennedy's arrival and 
brief speech, his address to a joint 
session of the Senate and House of 
Commons (17: and his inspection 
of guards of honor at Uplands and 
the parliament buildings were 
‘completely covered by video with 
‘the Canadian Broadcasting Corp's 
video and AM webs giving them 
national airing. Camera work was 

_ Standout. Topper was a series of 
“Shots of Mrs. Kennedy. mostly 
clase-ups, showing her modest but 
cute grin as compliments poured in 
iFrench and English from the Gov- 

RS 

ernor General and the Prime 
Minister. 
EE 

—— 

The Emmy Awards Show—Derhy | 

—Preakness — Baseball: — most | 

live and taped shows are pro- 

duced for television with SUPER | 

UNIVERSAL and STUDIO 

ZOOMARS. (Adv.) 



Most of 

The “” 
from th 

gringo” wave of tourists 
€ U.S., flooding Mexico 

each ‘year. more than _ 650,000 
sirong, a re most interested in visit- 
ing Menitan nightclubs of all cate- 
gories, from outright clip joints| James Slevin, who produced 
to super deluxe cabarets. This 
fact is c 
dertaken 

onfirmed in a survey un- 
by the Mexican Govern- 

ment Tourist Bureau. In chroa- 
ological order of preference Amer- 
ican tourists first head for Mext- 
can nightclubs; second, Xochi- 
mileo; third, the Pyramids of San 
Juan Teotihuacan; fourth, Cuer-' , _ : liday 2 : : 

O “porn in France, Slevin is fluent OPAUL. MANKACS cuevent Eypear- CAVALCADE OF DARING. | navaca; fifth, Taxco and_ sixth, 
Acapulco. 

Further, in the latter five cases, 
with the possible exception of the 
Eyramids, American tourists invari- i PAUL 

ably seek out the tourist spot’s Frederic Brisson office In N.Y. thing I have ever seen. ~._ {ment site in the: Bronx, N-Y., will 

st of 650,000 Yank Tourists Gong 
To Mexico Display Biggest Yen For | 

Niteries; Acapulco 6th on Pop List| 
Mexico City, May 23. + 

| mayor of New York. He has had a 
| peripheral contact with the music 

JAMES SLEVIN’S PAID 
SUMMER IN FRANCE “April in Siberia” having been per- 

formed, he says; 150 times on 
bas ‘|| WINS, N.Y. Howie” on Broadway two years 
ayo, has been hired by the widow 

of the Marquis de Cuevas to act 

;28 production supervisor of the a . 

pallet, which is continuing in Eu- may know), I was having great 
‘Tope. He'll be in Paris, Biarritz and} S, JOHN BERTERA difficulty in picking my career, : 
:Deauville during June, July and. Managing Dir ector, Holiday 

:| @xperiences: — 

ES 
Bs 

Wednesday, May 24, ‘1961 

| William Klénosky of Queens has. 
| announced himself as an independ- 
ent Democratic candidate for 

business via Bald Eagle Records. | 
In a chatty, four-page autobio-: 
‘graphical leaflet, he states that he: 
is also a recording artist, his} 

Quoting from the leaflet of Can-| 
‘|didate Klenosky about his earlier |. 

“During this time (as you .- 

I had so many talents I tried 
them _-all—musician, band- 
leader, -actor, Master-of-Cere- 

- -monies, Social. Director, song- 
writer, composer, salesman... 
actually, the greatest talent I 

“had was the ability to make 
friends all kinds of friends. 

This was the most obvious and. 
for that reason; easiest to over- 
look. clue, that politics was the 

‘field for my widest talents! I 
made 30°’ many friends . that 
when I thought: songwriting 
was my strongest. talent, 125 — 
‘of them invested modest sums 
in our own record company,” 
Bald’ Eagle Records, Inc,, tn 
1955. a 

fpytiat langage sao in Spank [ance fie Holaty Howe #8] "PROM ACTION FILMS|~ 
“His electric .performance and 

‘Aires. He will take a leave of ab- audience magnetism exceeds any- Freedomland, outdoor amuse- :sence for the summer from the 

ANKA is a sensational. performer 
elbow-bending retreats, and spend.“ paliet de Cuevas hereafter will| with a preat personality. During ;import stuntmen fram Hollywood 
most of their time there. Acapulco’). under the artistic direction of |nis engagement, the most enthusi- for a sequence of physical action | 
has a competitor in its beaches, but 
beachside stands dispense beer, 

: + ? 1 . ‘raw das wer i f . ae , : Marquis Raymundo de Larrain, the | astic crowd's :were capacity for climaxes derived from old films of 
“man responsible for its notable eve- | every show.” 

| | Coop's Last Film, 

Gimmick Laden 
Wine and hard liquor to those who ning-long production of ‘Sleeping —— :|fond recall. Producer-director is oe Ses 

P . __, Beauty.” Company closed last week , . _.-.’ Sandy Howard of theatre and video] United Artists has hatched a 

In Taxco, the chronic complaint in Lisbon, reopens in Paris June INTEGRATION ; RTAL - l 1m background. Titles: ““Colossos.” | Variation on the. “Psycho” exploita~ 
is that there is no action.” For 2. Slevin will work with the mar- sare T AL ~ " Bern a 4 ..tion theme for. its “The Naked 

i 
Policy: f erformanices daily for : 

outside of Berta’s Place, where quis, . IN KENTUCKY TOWNS: ‘olicy: four p r Edge” suspense. yarn. - Film is 

the tourists foregather to partake | ———_—_—_—— ’' four weeks, Starts June 10.. Gary Cooper's valedictory, costars 
of “Berta’s Special” ‘a so-so drink | Lexington, May 23. | -Re-staged -will’ be. Three Musk- 
made up of parts of cheap tequila, 
lemon extract, syrup and honey: at 
32¢ a §s hot, there are only the 
hotels. And the bars in these fea- 
ture mos tly Mexican licuor. There 
is the “Cantarana” ‘Singing Frog: 
nightclub. offering an allegedly 
“authentic” Indian dance floor 
show. But in general tourists: 
write off Taxeo as a stop to ac- 
quire sil 
ulco. 

ver on the way to Acap- 

The Government Tourist Bureau 
sadly neted that of each 100 tour- months is _. . . 
ists who do reach this cayital city.! composers and lyricists on term ““phari} be following the example |. . - Minneapolis, May 23, 
analy 10° elect to visit the interior deals and $350 to same creators o¢ 2 pair of Louisville houses, the| Stars of the touring Metropoli- 

ef the republic, with favorite places on week to week basis. 
heing Oaxaca, Puerto Val'arta, 
7 huaten 

4t is the 
ejo and Merida. Again 
search for liquid refresh- 

ment and entertainment that mo- 

tivates this “touring” of the re- 
pehlic, 

“The tourists is locking for fun.” 
the report stated. “Definiteiy, it is 
more attractive to visit a night- 
club. cabaret or cantina which pre-‘ 
sents exotic sert of variety enter- 
tainment 
awed by 

. than te admire or he 
the splendid archeological : 

search of entertainment and liquid 
refreshnient, the government re- 

cently eased off import duties on-yilan, four performances. June 3°: 
Scotch t © theoretically lower sky 
high prices. These run from 

. : tee gn only eight-or ten. Negro children ; = «round $1.44 for a medium brand 16—Aida.” same. June 22-24-27— have bon attending each day. trained on me. I worried for fear; mann” and ‘Heil Hitler,” was found Scotch ta over S2 a shot. with 
other prices in proportion. For 
example, 
Tels and 

champagne, of so-so Ja- 
years, still sells for S25 

nd up in restaurants and surper 
ehuhs. 

Price reductions on Scotch im- 

‘Continued on page 62) 
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@lease Print Name) ° Garland Tops Judy Volume 222 . ua __. ~ : _Number 3 

a Judy -Garland’s solo recital re- . i N DEX e : 
street CHOOT CRORES OH EH CHD CEH ETEOEHRSEO OT EE LE SEO C808 i; peat Sunday (21) at Carnegie Halt, Bills ....+...00. oenes aes 54 Music. ee (42 

‘Manhattan, grossed $23,062. She Casting. News ........... 60 New ActS .......eec0cn. 54. 
far thereby topped the wn simil _— | Night Club jeus .... 2 52. 1LV .ccccnscccceccecciccceccee LO ’ pped her own similar Chatter ........ eaveveee 62 Night Club Revieys ....; 52 LHY : Zone.... State..... eee i booking, which racked $21,340. ill Film Reviews ; 66 Ghituaries . _ 63 j Singer then departed for three: | ; tee ROY ett vr peeeseeert . es ©: Tews. Pictures .c.c-... cic eee OS Tf | “pale higt House ReviewsS ......... 54 7 pase 7 R oe it] week holiday in England. 1 Radio ; a 19 

egular Subscription Rates | —— ||| Inside Legit ............ 58 | Rora Reviews UT ae. 
One Year—$15.00 Two Years—$28.60 : Tom: Waller’s TV- Acct. | | Inside Music .....+..-s- 45 | Television’ :.2.3......... 19° 

Three Years—$39.00 eran . ae Publicist prhose al eee be tee eeees ~ rv Film Riviege” les 22 
: es ! its range the Motion Picture ||. Inside Radio-. sesesces OD Television Reviews ..... 2! 

Canada and Foreign—$1 Additional Per Year :Assn., Paramount, United Artists ||. International ........... 12 | Vaudeville 2.) ........45 48 . 
. and Warety bas been place in||! Legitimate .......... oe. 65D Wall Street ..........6.: 18 

LARIFETY charge of publie reiations and.re-||! Literati .......... eases 61 | Frank Seully. ......5,... 61> 
ARIETY Inc. ; search for the Television Program TT ee AILY VARIETY OU 

154 West 46th Street New York 36, N.Y. |} Export Assn. | oe Giubliched in Hullywooa by Dally Variety, Ltd) 
This js the John G: McCarthy ue $15 a year 320 Foreign eae’ 

me ee ee ee et ee es E.. outtit, . . . . *. * ° 

Subscription Order Form 

Enclosed find check for $..........0. 

Please send VARIETY for [] Two Years Berlin Philharmonic, booked by SUE es Fe ‘Contes, 35 - 0 Three Years 1h | UBSCRIPTION Annual, $155 Foreign. $163. Single Copies, 35 Centa 

ABEL GREEN, Editor — 

vinmicte . “The three downtown picture eeters sword duel with Cardinal. 
Composers & Ly ricists houses here“ will begin limited ;Richlieu's guards; jousting from 

integration on a trial basis start-|King Arthur days: Bengal Lancers. 
Under Industry Pension: ing June 21, and if it works they'll|Gauchos, Cossacks, Tartars and 

oe ‘extend it to fullscale in July orother saddle-happies. 
Weekly Minima Set Up; auzust. Tuesdays, Wednesday and] = 

.Thursday are to designate ‘‘inte- 
Hollywood May 23. : + hte’ wi o- ; > A : _} t ights” with Negroes able. " ; 

Composers & Lyricists of Amer- ' as purchase tickets for the first Preview of Met (pera In 
ica Guild and Assn. of Motion Pic- ,; Ali: St dl nL 
ture Producers have signed collec- Kentucky Me hiatres, Mousee have Mols. Bank Has Chorus 
tive bargaining pact to run through. peon picketed by. various Negro |: Of Oftheat Overtones 
May 31. 1964. Agreement pro-: oo ate Oy ight 
vides minimum $325 per week for ‘organizations for nearly elg 

rat also provides for ate in ite by Fourth Ave. Amusements, which 4 preview showing here last week 
:and lyricists to participate in in- have been integrated and semi-in-;, anc. heir six ‘sches 
‘dustry pension plan. Other pro- ‘tegrated for several weeks. Other |i. advance o f their six scherluled 
visos definite performing and credit four main stemmers are still se- | Performances in. Northrop Audi-. 
.Yights. Only those working in grated, including United -Artists, ;torium, Slated for the outdoor 

AMPP member companies are which is- also operated. by Fourth jplaza of the new First National| 
covered by new arrangement. Ave. » tbank, preview was moved: into the! 

New. Lyric showing “Cinerama,” 
“has been accepting integrated bank foyer because of rain. 

has gone to fullscale integration - 

i Leontyne Price has this schedule: ! There have been no. scenes thus; companied the company’s. singers, 
lay 23 — “Butterfly.” LaScala. far, and no “white persons have ; noted the presence of armed guards 
j—"Aida,” Vienna, Statoper. June | 

“ i Poets the presence of Negroes. However 
‘10—"Den Giovanni,” Vienna. June! Pp g . I've played with -a machine gun 

brown and New Lyric, both owned 'tan Opera had a navel setting for | 

T 

Or’ ° . when factories purchase| Performing in the austere bank 

i hat Price Leonty ne? f blocks of tickets for a mixed group | quarters with a crowd of 500 view- | 

: ==at:.0f employees. Brown dic same jers cramming the lobby, Ignace | 
monuments and relics of the past.”{ In the wake of these Met Opera- When it had “Spartacus” but now | ctrasfogel, assistant conductor of! 

And because the tourist is in inotices last winter Negro soprano’ with “Absent Minded Professor.” the Metropolitan orchestra who ac- 

been known to walk out because of and commented, “It's the first time: 

Deborah Kerr, and is down for 
July release. — Se 

. Key elements in-.the campaign 
are a red flasher light’ and a: no- 
seating warning during ‘the final 
13 minutes. Those last 13 minutes; ©: .- 
of course, are. “climactic.” UA fig- 
ures to get additional. mileage 
from the gimmickry’ by foregoing 
special.trade and consumer. press . 
screenings. Barring. leniency, crit- 
ics will have to catch this one in a 
theatre replete .with. lobby and. 
marquee displays. UA thinks that. 
will give reviewers a better appre-. 
‘ciation of the: film. _ 

Unlike “Psycho,” .the sce-it- 
from-the-start bit will be recom-. 

{mended but net mandatory. -UA 
wants the 13-minute no-seating | 

(Continued on: page 62) 

Bomb in H. K. Theatre — 
] ° ..¢ een 9 me 

Showing ‘Eichmann’ Pic 
_ Hong ‘Kong. May 23. 

An. usherette at te. fitst-rum. 
Roxy, which was showing ‘“Opera- 
tion Eichmann”. found a cardpox 
box containing an incendiary ap- 
paratus. shortly befyre the final 
showing of the film which ran for.. 

three days at the house.  __. 

A piece of paper, with a swastica 
and the words, “A: Blow For Eien- 

ROA corde A ary, Rome. ——__—_____—_. {I'd hit a sour-note and upset him.’""| near the box. Police ballistics of- 
rn me Ge at ag |)|6KARAJA 1 #62. Assistant Metropolitan manager | ficers were summoned to the-scene 
j“Don Giovanni,” Salzburg. Aug. 20 RAJAN F OR DALLAS, 62 Francis Robinson, introducing aj and the object was quickly dis- 
—Bach B-Minor Mars, Salzburg. |! : “ ee : Conductor t r ; Zs, ; dance from “La Traviata,” pointed; mantled. The, Roxy area. was Core 
Aug. 22 — “Don Giovanni.” Salz- j Coneuctor to Get $16,000 Net For out, “In the opera, ‘the dance is|doned off as a precautionary meas~ ; 4 is Two Operas—Plus F FEU . waa ; 
Pre: EP ES ee gancisco OP 0 OPer s S mares performed) on top of a gambling} ure, but the- final showing that 
West.” 0} ening . i ht. Met O we Vienna, May 23. -|table, but since this is a bank. I|night of the. Eichmann film went. 

st, opening mignt, .~PETa-| Herbert von Karajan, . Berlin-| Suspect it'll fit in just as well here.” on as scheduled. 

conduct in Dallas in 1962 under a||} ae oa 
commitment given Laurence Kelly, | 
‘the Texas opera impresario.- Work 
or works to be set.. Karajan de- 
clined to undertake “Der. Rosen- 
kavalier” at Dallas this fall, argu- IETY 
lieved to be $16,000 tax-free for 
two opera conductings plus two 

from Europe. He. will meantime Ff] One Year 

a tart 
{Columbia Management at $6.500 
, Guarantee per concert. 

| Vienna resident. conductor, will]. EH . 

Trade Mark Registered 

i ‘i OUNDED 1905 by SIME SILVERMAN; Published Weekty. by VARIETY, INC.. {I 
sng with Kelly that Dalia s Opera .F by Syd Silverman, President : _— ees | 
was not equiped to mount this "154 West 46th St., New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 2-3700 | 
Strauss work. mes Hollywood 28 . ars 

Karajan’s offer for Dallas is be- 6404 Sunset Boulevard, HOllywotd 9-t141 
: ‘Washington 4 7 ; 

1202 National Press Building, STerling $5445 
: : ; : . __.. Chieago ere 

first class round trip plane fares 400 No. Michigan Ave., DElaware 7-4964 - 
: London, S.W.1 ee. 

visit the U.S. this fal! with the ; 49 St. James’s Street. Piccadilly, HYde Park 4561-2-3':: 

¥ - 
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Canada’ 5 Own Best F iin’ Awards 
By PAUL GARDNER 

Toronto, May. 23. 
a “Universe, * directed by ‘Roman. Kreuter and Colin Low. of .Na- 
tional Film Board of Canada (NFBC),-was named Theatrical Film 
of the Year in 13th annual Canadian Film Awarts. Assn. of Mo- 
tion Picturé. Producers: and. Laboratories.of .Canada co-operates 
in the presentation with Canadian Assn. for Aduit Education, 
Canada Foundation’ and Canadian Film Institute. The winning 
28-minute featurette had already won prizes from: Cannes Festi- 
val and in Britain and was a2 nominee in Hollywood for an Oscar. 
‘Norman .McLaren’s ‘‘Lines—Horizontal” won the Arts & Ex-" 

periméntal nod for Film Board, which ‘also copped the kidfilm. 
award for “Life in the. Woodlot” and the sales & promotion: one 
for “Hors d‘Oeuvres.” Public relations film win went to Pageant: 
‘Productions: for “Take Four: Giant Steps.” General info film 
“winner. was W.’ “He Carrick with “Marsh_ Harvest.” “Epidural. Anes-. 
“thesia for Vaginal Delivery in Obstetrics’ by Chetwynd Films 
Ltd. was tops in training & instructional, and same firm’s “Grey 
Cup Festivat ’60" tied in travel and recreation with Crawley Films 
Ltd.’s “Waters of the..“Whiteshell.” 

” - Canadian Broadcasting Co. took alt three tv awards—in enter- 
tainment with “Field Trip,” in informational with “Armagh,” in 
tv filmed commercials with “Mad Driver.” —¢ : 

“Ringers Required” by Anthony Collins of Vancouyer. won top - 
award for amateur films for “excellent use of the film medium 
in-@ beautifully ‘photographed, well-cut, well-paced documentary."* 
_“Be Prepared” by. George Gingras, “Floral. Capes” by Jack..W. - 
-Ruddell. and “Italian Marble” by Fred W. Borgman, all of Toronto, 
‘and “Wake of the Bluenose” by. C. K. Cucksey of. Chatham, Ont. . 
were the other.amateur winners. 

Canada eFoundation’s Walter Herbert (Ottawa) and AMPPLC's: 
Henry Michaud (Montreal) were co-chairmen.:CFI’s Charles Top- - 
shee . (Ottawa: presented the awards—scrolls. and: framed . certifi-". 
cates. . . a, a 

Negative Pls Ballyhoo 0 Outlay Raises 
Break-Even? Re Sodom é Gomorrah 
° “Sodom: anid Gomorrah,” the Em-4 

“bassy-Titanus Biblical. spec, looks 
to be some. time turning the profit. 
corner after. it goes into reléasé |: 
next year. Film -has a $4,000,0UG 

_ budget. and. is now earmarked for | 
a .$4.000.000- ‘sales and Promotion | 
‘push ‘as -a result of last week's 
Rome powwow between Embassy, 

' Fitanus:and the Rank Organization. 

‘The allocation for merchandising 
won't all:come from. the global 're- | 
leasing triumvirate, to be sure, but: 

“Walt Disney’ S. Contract 
-: Hollywood, : May 23... 

"Walt Disney. has:.been given al 
new seven-year contract aS presi- 
dent of Disney Productions. Stock- 

fied the merger of the’ Disney film ! 

pected, this coming on the heéls of 
‘the sellout of: Disneyland. stock by 

holders ‘at'a meeting here also rati- : 

‘company with. Disneyland,: as eX-} “Some ‘Like It. Hot’ 

By GENE ARNEEL 
Five comedies in a: row from a 

scorecard at Paramount ‘and comes 

Metro’s “Where the Boys Are” 
is a substantial click. Walt Disney's |- 

| “Absent-Minded Professor” 
+ rently in proving a boxoffice pow- 

cure 

erhouse. Certain imports in the 
humorous vein, notably the Peter 

4 Sellers items, have been successful. 
Good laugh material always has 

‘made money, of course. But in the 
recent years such hits as “Some | 

“1 Like It Hot” and “The Apartment” 
{had ‘beén coming along just ever 
‘so seldom, ©: 

-The Par lineup: of comedies 
— demonstrates, ‘it’s figured, revised 

‘thinking. 
‘:| Theory is that the public needs a 

‘| breathef from’ the actual times of 
stress and strain and, indeed, from : 

| the heavy weight offerings from the:! vs 
entertainment . field itself. Boils “Kampf, 

on Hollywood's part. 

down to this: ‘How much Tennessee 
Williams can they take? 
'Par- is starting ‘off with Daunv 

| Kaye's. “On the Double,” follows ; 
this. with “Pleasure of ‘His Com- 
pany,” “Ladies Man,” “Love ina; 
Goldfish. Bowl’. and: “Breakfast at ' 

_{ Tiffany's. ” Range is from slapstick ; 
{to subtle: amusement with teenager } 

| romance —-but, - nonetheless. 
light-hearted ‘and intended for 
‘easy-to-take comedics. 

No one has the copyright on | 
payoff comedy; of course.. But a 
couple of filmmakers have bee 
standout in the last season or 50 
and perhaps they're now showing 
the way. Billy Wilder is one, with 

and. “Apart- 
ment.” ‘Then. there’s. Walt Disney, 
whose “A bsent- Minded Professor" 

even’ allowing .for some padded . American’ Broadcasting-Paramount | comes ‘on the heels of “Shaggy 
avithmetie “Sodom” figures: to be | Caniies Disney ‘bought the se-] Dog.” Latter two were brought -in 
a. while.recouping.- 

‘Picture will innovate on:a w ‘orld- 
wide scale the brand of razzle-daz-' 
zle Embassy topper Joe Levine has : 
‘made familiar to the American eX: - 
hibition sphere. Projected, for in-. 
stance, is an ‘international Star tour . 
and an international showmanship 
‘caravan harking to the cross-cdun- 
try ditto’ that Levine. spearheaded |. 
last: month for his three“upcoming |. 
Metro releases. The Boston show- 
_man ‘clearly has: no intention of 
defaulting his, Barnum pedestal. ; 

Levine laid out. his ‘sales-promo | values going down, this on the 

Board declared a casn . dividend 
‘of. 10c per. common ‘share. | ’, 

F ilms Shares Seen 

plans -in Rome talks. last Wednes- * basis of the short interest compila-- 
‘day (17+ with Titanus’ and Rank | tions’ of the N.Y. Stock Exchange | 
‘execs. Picture will be handled in: for the month ended May 15. Of all 
U.S. and Canada. by Embassy, in | picture. outfits listed, short position 
Italy and possibly Germany by Ti- | was taken only 

tanus, and” elsewhere. (including; ; Productions and this was not: espe- 
-South ‘America? by Rank. |.” cially meaningful. 

“Sodom.” in Eastmancolor and | 
C'Scope, is still shooting .in Moroc- ! and selling ‘a stock at the present 
co and Rome. with Robert Al-:time and af. the current. price with 
darich helming. 
Granger, Pier” Angeli... Stanley: -rowing in the future when, - the 
Baker, Rossana Podesta and Anouk | | investor figur es, the: price will have 
Aimee. . . decreased. 

Short - interest in Disney 
amounted to 2.220. This is: a drop 
of the “previous | ‘month's 5,770. | KANSAS cry INVESTORS 

SCAN DRIVE- IN SITES =" 
Kamas city, May 28. FAT BANKROLL FOR New ‘company: hiére™ will Tease: 

and ‘or purchase drive-in . theatres | 

in southern and midwest areas -of 

the country. Company is ‘Theatre 

Investors Inc. 

. Board: of: directors. includes Wil-| 

listed on the big. Jboard. 

Hollywood, May 23. 
Metro-Cinerama's first pic, “How 

“the West Was Won.” will cost bet- 
ter than $12,000,000 and “The 

liam R. Royster, -builder and con-| Brothers Grimm" . better than 
‘tractor: Sal . A. -Capra, lawyer; $5. pn 000° before. they are com-. 

plete . Charles Fisher, handling public re- 
lations:. Skipper R. Hodges, insur- 
ance man.. Royster and Capra are 
‘Members of the City Council. 

Fisher, who ‘is’ -son of another 
City Councilman, has had some ex- 
perience in hardtop ‘theatrés. 
Others are new to the industry. 

Theatre properties in Florida, 
Texas and Arizona are currently 
being studied by the group. The 
company plans terms that will in- 
ude options to purchase, Fisher 
sai a 

Negotiations’ are.-on “for Frank 
Sinatra and. Henry -Fonda to be’ 
added to stellar: 
now boasting ‘such toppers as Jim- 

Peppard, among. others. 
| About 90°. of pic will be made 
:6n location in Ohio River valley, 
‘Rocky Mountains, . High 
plains, rivers and ‘Union’ Pac’ %e. 
It will be finished by: Xmas, 1961, 
after year and half of 
and actual production. 

Staying Well Up’ 

‘in “Walt . Disney. 

Short - interest means borrowing. 

‘Stars are..Stewart | (the intention of .replaeing the bor- 

|.Disney’ has: -a-‘total. of 1,626,023- 

. which was third a week ago, 
_{-Winding. -in-.same spot currently. 
“One-Eyed. Jacks" 

‘HOW WEST WAS WON’ 

‘east of “ ‘West’ 

my Stewart; Debbie Rey nolds, Wal- 
ter Brennan, Carrol Baker, George 

Sierras, 

preparation | i. Sti 
tf 

cheaply, relatively,.- 
back wham rentals. 

Could be, of course, that Holly. 

and. brought 

IBALISM, | 
|LAUGHTER BACK  |Prodn Pace Tops’ Last Year Wit LM MIRAE, 
{single company—this: is .on the |. 

-hand in hand with the film industry 
‘data that ‘points to the fact that 
‘the funnies are either better than 
ever or, simply, going over better |- 

| than ever.: 

i 

wood ‘is ‘onee again going around 
Jin cyeles, short-lived. But the fact 

: remains that comedy is trying to 
/emerge as: king. at a time—the 
time is now—when the throne is 
held: -by cannibalism, unrestrained 
sex,-ete. Could it be that the cen- 
sors will -be driven to rout, and go 
away’ laughing? 

Stock market. - investors appar- |- 
ently see. little.chance of film share: 

Seasonal 

“VaRIETY this stanza, with exhibi- 
ters obyiously not happy with 
‘Some of the new product being 
hanced to them currently. “Gone 
With Wind" (M-G) (reissue) is 
pushing up to first. place after be- 
ing in second spot last round. It’s 
making the standout showing of 
both new and oldie pix this ses- 
“sion. . “A bsent-Minded Professor” 
(BV), ‘champ last: week, is finishing 

. ‘second, 
* ‘Return To Pey ton: Place” (20th), 

is 

(Par), with a 
batch of new playdates, is forging 
ahead to fourth positoin. “Exodus” 

‘| (UA),-long high on the list or No. 1. 
is..finishing. fifth the same as las* 
round. 

. “Mein Kampf” (Col' ‘is capturing 
sixth money: It ‘was fourth last 
round. “Raisin in Sun" (Col), first 
time with enough» to place in 

‘weekly. ratings,..‘is winding 
seventh. 
~ “The Alamo” 
‘eighth spot.’ “Ben-Hur” 
capturing ‘ninth. location. 

“Saturday Night, Sunday. Morn- 
ing” (Cont) wilt wind up 10th, this 
being the first week to be.out in 
circulation to any extent. “Sparta- 
cus” (U) is winding up 11th: 

(M-G) is 

“Pepe”. (Col) | rounds out the Tor: 
12 Pix. 

ow” (20th), just out extensively 

influences. are being 
fet in many key cities covered by 

National Boxoffice Survey 
Trade Mostly Offish; ‘Wind’ 1st, ‘Professor’ 2d, 

‘Peyton’ 3d, ‘Jacks’ 4th, ‘Exodus’ 5th 

| 
: 

“Never On Sunday" ‘Lope}, “Big | 

comedy. 

OMEDY 
oi in First 5 Mos.; But Still Off 

+ By THOMAS M. PRYOR 

Hollywood, May 23. 

Hollywood’s combined produce 
tion force, studios and independ- 
ents, have set cameras turning on 
81 features since the first of the 
year, With another nine slated to 
roll by month’s end. This marks a 
big jump in activity over the same 
strike-slowed first five months of 
1960,-when the majors and indies 
only managed to start 45 pix. How- 
ever, the 1961 pace still is off and 
unless the next seven months bring 

-a marked acceleration the total 
tally at year’s end will be on the 
low side. 

Month of June will bring at 
least 10 fresh starters, according to 
present indications. What lies be- 
yond is not too clear at the mo- 
ment, however, since many of the 
projects producers expect to launch 
still are seeking star combinations 
or directors, and in some cases 

Canada Courts Deals 
Hollywood, May 23. 

Seeking to develop produc- 
tion across the border, Nat 
Taylor, Canadian producer-dis- 
tributor, has named Herman 
Townsley special representa- 
tive for negotiating special 
package deals with Indepen- 
dent producers here 

Townsley, associated with 
Taylor in production of “The 
Mask.” made in Canada, now 
is in Hollywood contacting 
producers interested in pro- 
ducing in Canada. 

‘Mein Kampf’ US. 
Market Cleanup both. 

i . 

i Total filming so far doesn't rep- 
Columbia has a bonanza on its! recent all made-in Hollywood 

hands’ in the form of “Mein| product. Sizable portion of the 
_German-made documen-!? filming has been, or is being, done 

lary on the Third Reich. American | °Verseas, in whole or in part, as 
i wel *Xico a ‘t 

company paid less than. $50,000 for i 1 eae Mexico. U. S ew York and 

ithe rights: — Breakdown of studio filming 
Film has created a far greater jfrom Jan. 1 to date shapes up as 

: stir than originally expected, ; : follows: 
: figures -to gross over $2,000,000 in 196L 1960 
‘domestic rentals and could even Allied Artists . 2 tb 
; hit close to $3,000.000. Majority of -American International 3 (2! 

all | ‘reviewers have. given it strong .Columbia —..... . 10 (5) 
i notices. Walt Disney ........ 3 (fa 

MGM 2.0 oo eae eee. 6 (2) 
Paramount .,......, ~ 4 (8) 

AL FISHER, LOU MARKS 201h-Fox ........%...13 (8) 
| Universal ............ 5 (7) 

AS ABBOTT & COSTELLO?’ Warner Bros. ...,..... 8 (4) 
Independents cence. 26 {Bi 

-Pittsburgh, May 23. 

' Projected film bio of Bud Ab- 

bott and Lou Costello began shap- ; 

ing here with signing of nightclub | 

team of Al Fisher andj 

Lou: Marks to portray the: whilom ! 
slapstick duo. 

Fisher & Marks are current at: 
the Holiday House, same spot Ab-. 

CRAMPTON DECAMPING 
CANADA’S TELEMETER 

Toronto, May 23 
William O. Crampton, 43- -year- 

‘old general maniger of Trans- 
‘Canada Telemeter, is leaving this 
post to take over a similar, newly 

" ; ‘created job at. CFTO-TV, new 
bott was playing recently with new. Tyronto station. Weekend disclo- 
partner Candy Candido when he. sure was that Crampton gave a 
caught the fellows on a Jack Paar. week's notice. 
session. They were dickered by : Unexpected switch followed a 
Abbott and his manager, Jay Gi-i stormy. five-hour board meeting 
gandot. Pic's production and dis- | at CFTO, whose chairman is Joha 
tribution not set yet. ; Bassett. also publisher of the 

Toronto Telegram. * 
Crampton had been with the 

Paramount ‘elemeter affiliate 
Since its introduction in October, 
1959. He had been with both CBS 
and NBC in New York before com- 
ing here. 

‘Burton: Hanft, NBC Veep, 
As Holman’s Aide at Par 
Burton H. Hanft. has been ap- 

pointed exec assistant to Russell 
Hylman, head of Paramount's east- 
ern production department. He 
succeeds Bernard Donnenfeld, 
who recently switched to the Coast 

arty theatre. {as exec assistant to studio v.p. 
“Two Laves”’ (M-G), also fairly | Jack Karp. 

new, looks. sock in Philly and| Hanft had been an NBC v.p. in 
Minneapolis, is doing nicely in De-j talent and administration, previ- 
troit and Chi and is fair in Louis- | ously was v.p.-treasurer of Screen 
ville. ‘Atlantis’ (M-G), another Gems and, earlier, a member of 
newie. looms lofty in Omaha and! the Schwartz & Frohlich artz & Frohlich lax. firm. 
mild in Washington. © “Portrait of ; 

Darryl Zanuck in | Zanuck in NY, Sinner” (AI), neat in Minneapolis, ' 
is fairish in Boston. 

“Warrior .Empress” (Col) 1s]| Darryl Zanuck flew into New 
rated slow in Frisco and L.’ A.| York SIondav 122) from his Paris 
‘Secret Ways” (Ui, which opens headquarters for conferences with 
at N. Y. Palace. this week, shapes .20th-Fox homeoffice execs. Pro- 
okay in St. Louis. “La Dolee Vita” ducer will also meet today (Wed.) 
‘Astor) continues great in Boston ‘ . With son Richard and Jose Ferrer, 
and N. Y. : producer and director. respectively, 
“Make Mine Mink” (C jut!, good! for DFZ Productions’ upcoming 

in Cincy, shapes wow in. Boston. | “Chapman Report.” 
“Two-Way. Stretch” (Show), okay Zanuck denied he was in town 

this week: and “Breathless” (FAW: 
are the runner-up films in that 
‘order. 

“On the Double” (Par) looms as. 
nmne of the most promising ‘new:. 
comers based on-its big take open- 
ing week at the N. Y. Rivoli. “Two 
Women” ‘Embassy! still is smask 
in second round playing a N. Y. 

(UA) is taking | in Balto, is rated hefty in “Washi- | for discussions anent his projected 
irgton. “Virgin Spring” ‘Janus!, j multi-million dollar screen version 

‘| solid in Chi, looks nice in Torontv of “The Longest Day.” There have 
and okay in N. Y. i been reports that some important 

“Portrait of Mobster” (WB) looks | 20th stockholder. are leery of the 
thin in Cincy. “Revolt of Slaves” | pic's huge budget. He always 
iUAtis only fair on its three dates ; comes to New York at this time, 
this round. i says Zanuck, to take care of various 

“Days of Thrills and Laughter" business and legal matters pertain- 
120th: looms fair in Chi and K C. ing to DFZ Productions, winose fis- 

‘Complete Buxoffice Reports on cal year comes to a ciose this 
Pagvs 8-9-10). ‘month. 



4 PICTURES VARIETY 

UA Stops Seeking Open Bids 
On Two Features In Production 

United Artists, 
hibstor criticism, 

two in-the-works 
“Pocketful of Miracles,” Frank: 
Capra-Glenn Ford entry, and the 
Mirisch Co.-Billy Wilder ‘One, 
Two, Three.” 

Decision came after a resolu-: 
tion last week by Northern Cal- 
ifornia Theatre Owners Assn. 
which rapped the company for 
seeking competitive bids on the 
two films for yearend holiday 
playdates. 

UA sales chief Willian. Heine- 
man denied the exhib group's 
charge that UA‘s request was for 
“blind bidding.’ Said Heineman: 
“You ean hardly sav the exhibitor 
is being asked to buy a pig in the 
poke when invited to bid on a 
Capra or Wilder production.” He 
added that UA’s legal staff found 
nothing jlegal in the company’s 
requcst since all exhibs were in 
the same position. 

Sales topper pointed to an error 
in the California resolution which 
confused print availability for 
trade screenings and 
prints for regular exhibition. Per 
Jetters to exhibitors. UA stated. 
“One. Two. Three” 

Request for bids. Heineman 
stated, is in line with UA‘s enun- 
ciated position to exhibition that ; 
orderly product planning is hand- 
in-glove with orderly release. “We 
have met and continue to meet the 
exhibitor demand for product.” 
said Heineman. “But advance plan- 
ning for distribution to be ef- 
fective and equitable should be 
encourared and supported by ad-! 
¥ance planning for bookings.” 

Miami Production | 

stung by ex-¢ 
is shelving for 

the nonce its request for bids on 
productions— 

would be: 
available for firstrun next Dec. 27. ° 

HATFIELD‘S SPANISH RUN 

Into Native Film After ‘Kings’ And ; 
‘El Cid 

‘Madrid, May. 23. 
Americz:. sergen and stage actor : 

‘Hurd Hatfield came to Spain ov er 
a year ago on a twomonth con- ! 
tract to play Pontius Pilate in- 
Samuel Bronsten’s “King of Kings” 
and hasn't * *. “Madrid since ex- 
cept for ioci...on shooting. 

Hatfield recently terminated his 
role in anotter Bronston epic, “El 

. 

Cid,” and almost without pause was. 
handed the lead in a Spanish-Ar-] 
gentine coproduction., “Hombres y 
mujeres in blanco” (Men and Wom- |. 
en in White), which also stars Mer- 
cedes Carreras. Veteran Enrique ; 
_Carreras is directing. 

“Hombres y mujeres” is being ' 
coproduced by MD Productions for ° 
Spain and General Belgrano for; 
.Argentina. Also participating is: 
Hollywood producer Rudy Medina, 
ywho signed Hatfield for the role. 

Medina is simultaneously copro-' 
available ducing the Esther Williams - Fer- 

nando Lamas vehicle, 
Fountain” 

: Spain. 

“The Magic | 

Rossen Talks of 20th’s 
‘Artistic Comeback’ Via 

His N.Y.-Made ‘Hustler’, 
As Robert Rossen sees it, his! 

!“The Hustler” is the big hope for 
‘an artistic comeback by 20th- Fox, } 
, and he thinks it “took guts” for the 
icompany to underwrite the just-: 
‘ completed film. 

Reason given by the producer-di- | 

with Aguila Films of { 

\to-make films of greater. interna- 

pwill be. directed by Luchino Vis- 

Arthur Haynes Set For |? 
Theatre Screen Debut i¢ 

London, May 23. : 
British tv and stage comedian ; 

Arthur Haynes has been signed for 
yhis first screen role by Harry Salz- 
man. . 

Haynes will star in “The Good 
Samaritan,” which will start rolling 

-for Associated British release in 

ee resent ‘ , 
see iemnnnitenninetenaiitrmeepananninn UUUoeseanequenngenunvtatexensatonucessauroccUtrueeeeseSeUpeacasnF¢t4209 MLE DEEDES DD Had RE tc eabbaisieeiil ida Latete Lbs deh inh tate bil ss | 

| cernnemnaemn eo neem 

‘Cannes, May 23: — 
Who are e those hundreds of “new ¢papermen” who. attend’ the Cannes 

Film Festival every spring? How much copy do they file? Where? This 
remains one of the unanswered questions. of the 14th; as of earlier. fes- 
tivals. 

Some journalists also double at the festival as pressagents for dif- 

— 

tional possibilities via large. spec- | 
tacles and more important unusual. 
entries which ‘will benefit from 
hiked budgets. 

Each film: will be geared to the 
creative elements involved. The |: 
first one is a film version of the 5 
international Italo bestseller “The |- TRANS-LUX'S. QUARTER 

j Leopard” of G. Lampedusa which | 5 one at $186,524—Up From Same 
Year Ago 

: October. Ian Carmichael, Alastair | ferent. interests, creating some confusion of identity. -A great deal of 

| being paged for top roles. Film will | ing who want to stay over for the second. week, or those wishing. to “ 
be directed by . Freddy Francis} pin down next year. 
‘from 4 script by Johnnie Speight. The quality of “press conferences” during the festival can be 

‘| ludicrous. The lack of any questioning, much less intelligent question- 
‘ing, seemingly reveals either ignorance or disinterest. 

Pathe- Titanus .'; phone system of Cannes be so antique? It is almost literally impos- 
- \sible to put a call through to another hotel. Even at the posh. Carlton 
:|the operators openly: suggest that if you wish to reach a friend. in 
’ another room you would do better to go knack on the door.” 

Fixed arin : Getting in touch with people at the Cannes Festival reduces. to. 
.} waylaying them in the lobby of the Carlton, or other hotels. 

‘the Carlton is not above bland repudiation of confirmed. reservations. 
In keeping with the ever-closer A promised front suite: may turn out to” be a broom closet . overlooking 

ties bet the French and Italian | the salad chef. 
film vndactei es an 3 ‘h easi . on Cannes this year, as traditionally, had its ‘share of starlets. None, 4s 
Do us >. € easie "|far as known, was thrown into any pool. The gaiety of the. starlet ty pe. 

changes under the Common Mart, 

be the scenario for their careers. 
‘To producing companies have a per | The pace at the festival was surely arduous this spring with screen- 
| ent. ti t d th jings, parties, interviews, receptions and out-of-competition events 
) manen ieup Oo produce ree | tumbling over one another. During the final.days conversation switched 
_films per year. They are Pathe for‘ from films and industry matters to stomach. and nervaus disorders, 
‘France and: Titanus for Italy. One began to understand the merit of the rule for 1962 by the Fed- 

Both companies have already co- | eration of Film Associations—no festival shall run Inore than 12 Says. 

fair will have a perm adjunct to! 
looksee suitable material. Aim is | 

By GENE. MOSKOWITZ. 

Cannes. "May 23. 
The major criticism of ‘this 

year’s recently wound ‘14th Cannes 

| ‘Sim and Margaret Rutherford are | effort seems expended at-the festival by those with a one-week accredit-' 

Other mysteries engage curiosity. Why, for example, must | the ‘tele- 

For all its elegance and reputation as the rendezvous of grand. dukes” 
Paris, ‘May 23. 

barely distinguishes business from. pleasure. and, some think, that may 
two of the leading French and Ita- 

produced together but this new af- 

Film Fest was ‘that it. was not. up 

+ 

conti. and made: Italy. to preserve 
its intrinsic. period qualities but 
boast a solid international -cast, 

jrector in New York last week is: Both companies will also step up 
that “Hustler,” which deals with} their international exchanges — via 
poo hall sharpies, is a realistic taking each other's pix or getting 

ure that “pulls no punches” in others for distrib -in-each country. 
‘its, “frank approach to people and Since. Pathe has distrib and exhib 

‘to par in general film quality. As- 
to personality, press and film biz. 
turnout it was as big as ever. New | 
international Film Mart, run’ 

j alongside the fést, stirred ‘much 
1 interest and negotiation. 

Cannes’ fest  prexy, Robert 
Favre Le Bret, opined ‘that 1961... 

Trans - Lux reported thiee-| 
month . rnings ended March 31] 
were up substantially from like 
.period ‘a year ago. Net for. the 
quarter hit $186,524, equal to 32c}. 
a share on 582,182 common issues ; 

Company Kickoff: 
Miami. May 23. 

Hollywood Artists Productions 
Inc., organized to produce motion 
pictures and television films in 
} :orida, is ready to start work on: 
program that includes 10 feature 
films and two tv 
next 12 months. 

Irving Mandell is  secretary- 
treasurer of firm and is in charge } 
of its Miami Beach home office. 
Maxwell Powell, New York attor- 
ney, 
Howard W. Koch, Los Angeles, 
producer-direcior, 
dent. 

Co-producer with Mandell, a 
public relations operator, on the, 
first picture will be Aubrey 
Schenck. Holywood producer with 
more than 3C years experience. 

is vice presi- i 

currently showing in 108 cities, 

“Surfside 6” series, “The Bellboy,” 

natra. 
Filmization of “Wild Harvest,” 

by Stephen Longstreet, 

to 
shooting 
Fla. 

Hollywood 

in nearby Homestead. ° 

pilots within 

life.’ For the same reason, he ex-! 
| pects it will elicit velps from the 
| Production Code and Catholic 
! Legion of Decency, “‘but I intend 
‘to fight them. I think it’s a highly 
moral _film—not obscene in any 
sense.” Screenplay, which he did. 

. raised diceepetel when submitted | 
‘to the Shurlock Office, but Rossen ; 
paid no heed and shot it as was. 

Rossen looks for objections over 
isome dialog ‘which he declined to. 
, detail}, and a boy-girl relationship 
‘wherein they live together unmar-' 
| +Continued on page 15) 

is president of outfit and ji Fsillliilellaiaeeeieiiiieillolllaa ici’ 

Strolling The Croisette : 
addon adn ddan iiidobidiokiodi Bebidas 

it 

if 

! plus the fairly solid official entries. 
3 

“Significant” film movement, mainly centered in Manhattan. again 
‘gave U. S. prestige a boost, via ‘out of competition” participation fo 

Mandell was associate producer | ; wit Shirley Clarke’s ‘‘The Connection” invited to the fest by Federa- 
for “Miami Undercover.” tv series; tion of French Film Authors, not fest prexy Robert Favre Le Bret. 

Naturally the Motion Picture "Export Assn. would not choose an indie 
and has been associated with the jentry. However the pic got a. ‘full house with primarily rave’ response 

-and reviews with two more Screenings being planned and with the 
a Jerry Lewis picture, and “A Hole: pic a possibility for the International Film Criticg Award... At any rate 
in the Head” Starring Frank Si-' , Several newspapers have called it “the revelation” of the Fest. This, 

: French film distrib Leo Lax showed a U. 
will be : International Film Market section. Written, directed and produced. by 

firm's first production, scheduled | Burt Topper, it is an acceptable lower case actioner localled in the : 
start later this month with ! Korean war. Made for $50,00 it could pay off. 

Russians displayed a sense of humor with an amusing short “Medor, . 
The Retrieving Dog,” which paid homage to late. Mack Sennett in its 

Artists Productions ‘slapstick tale of three would-be pond dynamiters for 

outstanding. Corresponding period | ; 
for '60 showed a net of $136,505, . 
or 24¢ a.share. 

Annual stockholders meet tex 
cently okayed incumbent directors 
slate without opposition. . 

‘ outlets in France and abroad it 

(Continued on page 18) 

is just a slack ‘year for .unusual 
‘ films, at least as to those finished 
: and available to.:Cannes. He felt. 
that the Cannes’ poli¢y “was still 
the most. valid but admitted that 
many countries participating. did 

.| not always send: their most. worthy 
‘film. 

He said in. the future he would: 
try harder: to disc: burage’ features 

9 which only hurt the country. of. 
' origin and the-festival. Cannes hag 
l ‘to accept i the countries insist. 

‘He thinks this can be balanced 
. (Continued on n page 1 16) 

PETER R SHAW TALKING - 
EXEC ROLE AT-M-G 

Hollywood.’ May 23: 
Peter Shaw of William “Morris 

Jessel to Paris, Israd 
George Jessel hops this‘ Thurs. 

:(25) to Paris. far the weekend. ; 

' Thence to Israel to attend Eich- 

mann trial. . 

Meantime his néw Strand label 
‘album “In Israel”: will ‘appear. 4 on| 

! counters next week. 

| Mori Krushen Powering — 
‘West Side’ & ‘Nuremberg’: 

For Goldberg Regime! 
Mori Krushen, for. 14 years. chief. 

of exploitation at United Artists 
and who’s been National Direetar | 
of Press and Exhibitor Relations 

| since t fal], has had a further: 
lexpansion of his functions at the 
distributing’ company. In addition 
to his regular duties ne will head | 
a special nationwide drive during ; i Agency fs: mulling proposition to 

1961 for the two big investment ; j join the © executive ‘ echelon. at. 
properties which UA_ will’ start 'xfetro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Shaw, who 
marketing this fall and winter. has:done a. lot of negotiaing for 

_ Films in question, “West Side ' others over the vears. has been do- 
Story (Mirisch) and “Judgment- ‘ing. same in his own behalf for sev- 
at Nuremberg” (Kramer) represent ! eral days... Moment of decision is 
| a production outlay of around $10,- near, 
000,000 together. . : Shaw’s. talks with studio fop- 

Krushen’s special assignment." per Sol. C. Siege} have blessings ‘of 
will take him aut of town on a: Morris. chieftain Abe Lastfogel. 
|number of: trips to spotlight. these 
jreleases. He is working. under the. 
new ‘United Artists Executive Di- 
rector of Advertising. Publicity and ! 

| Exploitation, Fred Goldberg. 

AHH 

Cannes, May 23. 

help make 1961 a good Yank year. 
S. indie “War Hero” in the 

‘Europe to U.S. 
Jerome Cowan - 
Maurice Edelman. 
Edward .Feldmz 

illegal fishing \ man 

hes contract with Pathe involving | who get come-uppance from their retrieving dog who keeps. chasing 
financing and distribution of the, them with the dynamite. Good pacing, trickery and spoofery show | 
first and subsequent pictures. They ‘that old slapstick is far from dead even if. used for “moralistic” .pur- 
are negotiating similar contracts : poses. It begins with the dog aping the Metro trademark lion by bark- 
with other mejor film companies. | 

Typewriters Clacking On 
Eight Scripts* for WB 

Hollywood, May 23. 
Warner Bros. has eight scripts 

heing prepared for early starts fol- . 
lowing four pix now before cam-_ 
eras. 

Being scripted’ now are “PT 
Boai 109." trom Robert Donovan's 
book dealing with President John 
F. Kennedy's wartime adventures, 
Vincent X. Flaherty on scripting 
end: “Gypsy” screenplay by Leon- 
ard Spigelgass: “8th Air Farce.” : 
Beirne Lay dr: “Lion.” 
Wolfe. “Love and Virs. Sargent.” 
Rotert Shaw: “Deatlimakers.” 
Halstcad Welles: 
per Kirgs.” Vincent Ferte: “The 

ris, 

Bernard | 

“War of the Cop-, 

Marincs Have Landed,” Sid Har- | 

‘ing three times. 
‘Russians have made their first 70m film, 

! Fire.” Used in a lyric Mar pie, the process is extremely effective. 
Russkies had a midnight: party but did not invite any western news- 
men on the pretext that they might forget somebody and thus insult 
“em, However they miffed everybody. But many western scribes and 
film people “crashed” anyway. Consensus was it somewhat draggy-: 

“with more caviar served at the Yank party for “Exodus” ‘UA 
Federation of International Film Authors met to ‘discuss . dubbing 

which they 
tion and not a. necessity, and destructive of the film's original form 
_and intent. However distribs puint out that in France a subtitled. filin 
can get only about 30 playdates ta-the 1200 for dubbed .ones. So the 
FIFA looks to have a moot point which is arguable rather than ap- 
plicable . ... Kate Dormer, publicity head of Pathe-Marconi.disk set- 
up. in to ogle. or hear, the film music and take contact with film 

i people for disk rights. Filni music has grown more and more impor- ; 
tant in the disk mart in France. She is after “The: Connection” jazz 
accom . Duncan McGregor, who runs the Paris in N. -Y., here as 

: Well as Sheldon Gunsberg, publicist for Walter Reade’s Continental 
? Films. 

Richard Davis would like to fet the Polish entry ‘ ‘Mother* Joanne 
of the Angels" for his Fine Arts Theatre in N.Y. but was: told it, has 
already been taken, presumably by J. J. Frankel, Sophia Leren 

(Continued on page 15) 

“Story of the Years of 

are strongly against and feel is a distrib and exhib inven- |. 

_ Mahalia Jackson . 
‘ Lotte Lenya - 

. Joseph -E.. Levine 
Abe Schneider | 
Darry! F. Zanuck 

L. A. to N. Y. 

U.S. ‘to 10 Europe 
Sandy Abrahanis 
James Cagney 
Paolo Carlini 
Irving Drutman’ 
Howard Freeman 
Mikles Gafni Ina Bali "Baker 

Nat Goldstone 
Jerome Hill 
George Jessel 

. Fred Roy 
Robert Ryan 
Domenico Savino 
George Schaefer 
L. Arnold Weissberger 

N. Y. to L. A. 
Jack Entratter 
Freddie Fields 
Steven Gethers 

Brandon NeWilde 
Jerry Devine 
Abel Fernandez 
-Nick. Georgiade 
Larry Harmon. 
Celeste Holm 
Joe Hyams: . 
Ben Kalmenson 
Richard Lederer 
Carmel Myers 
James H. Nicholson’ 
Alice Pearce © . 
Al Perretta: 

David A. Lipton Paul Picerni 
‘Edward Morey — ‘Jess Rand. ~ 
Bert Orde Art. Rush» 

_ Robert Rehbach 
Norton V. Ritchey 
Eleanor Roth 
Michael Shurtleff 

Al Schw alberg 
Zadel Skolovsky. 
William F. Wallace 
Carole Wells 
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, CARAMBA! 
{ Prize Winners at Cannes Fest} , [eisTaO 1 GRAB MAY i Much Talk, Few Deals: 

Best .aciress: Sophia Loren, .“La 
Best actor; Tony Perkins, “Goodbye. “Again” (U.S.). 
_Special jury prize: “Mother Jeanne of The Angels” (Poland). 

italy (“La Ciociara," “Girl With A Suitcase,” “Joy --+-General level: 
‘of Living,” “La’ Viaccia”). 

‘Best: direction: Julia Solnzteve, “Story of The ‘Ardent Years” (Russia’. 
Catholic award: “The Hoodlum. Pr iest” 1U.S.) 
Gary Cooper Award (instituted this-year for the first ‘time to cite. 

the picture presenting’ ‘the. “greatest human: valtes!: “A. Raisin in: The’ .G 
Sun” (U.S.), 

International critics’ ‘award: “The Hand in The Trap” (Argentina) for! 
the best film in competition. not otherwise awarded, and “Chronicle of; 
A summer” :France) for the best. film shown out-of-competition. 

French Society. of Film Authors. award: . “The Connection” (U. S.) and. 
(The Enclosure} (France). 

Federation of French Film and. T V- -Authors award: 
“TL’Enclos” 

*L’ Enclos.” 
Best.-Short: “The: ‘Little Spoon” (France). .- 
Special. jury: prize ‘to the short: treating an important: subject: 

Duel”. 

Gronich Fave avors 

Eariy Closings 
F or Cannes. Pix 

Cannes. May . 23. 
The. orgynized.U. S., film industry 

(the - Motion: Picture Export’ Assn.) 
put it. best. foot forward at the re- 
cently concluded 14th. internationa? 

(Hungary v 

filmy festi v al. bere, and, for, the most... 
"part, was well salisfiéd with the co- 
operation. received trom: fest topper 
Robert Favre. LeBr et and Staff 

Er ed. Gronich, Paris chief” for: 
however, there .are’ 

‘In. the fest - 

operation v hich he'd like tosee re-- 

MPEA, says, 
still a number of” *bugs”” 

moved. On. the more peneral level, 
‘Gronich feels that’ the difference - 

. between “art” and ‘ ‘commerce” at - 
‘the fest should be more clearly de=° 
fined 

This i, in reference to the com- 
mercial film fair which was ‘held in 
conjunction with ‘this vear's fest. 
and at which: between 125 and ‘150 | 
pix were screened for-visiting buy- } 
ers. Problém was that ‘some of thet 
pix shown at the ‘fair might: well 
‘Rate added quality to ‘this year’s of- 
ficial competition. and that some 
of the oficial entries might. well. 
have. been put. into the. commercial. 
side. 

The film fair seems to have been, 
a big hit with fest goers, with much’: 

tor - inter esting pr ‘oduct av ‘ailable 
viewing. It was also somewhat eha- 
otic, with: many late entries :confus- 

“ing the screening: schedules at the- 
‘theatres. : Granieh 

* though maybe not too optimistical- 
“ly, 
be. closed at’ least.one ‘month, or 
even tvo, 

an authoritative advance: schedule 

.- loc cal 

of product might be prepared in 
advance. and circeul ated through the | 
‘film world. 

MPEA rep also feels that if ihe 
fest’s eligibility rules were: relaxed. 

(Continued on page 18). - 

‘FILM GIVES TV ITS 
BASIC FLEXIBILITY’ 

Toronto, May 23. 
: “Film is Ww hat makes ‘television 

: flexible.” CBC president J: Alph- 
onse Ouimet. told: the Canadian 
Film wAwards 
Edward = Sheraton’ 
“We will not, tor 
came, 
‘into the depths of ‘a coalmine or: 

. dnto. the Canadiai- north to study 
the life.of the Eskimo or into 
the air to watch the effects of su- 

- 

_ Hotel 

personic flight on.a pilot; but filny 
‘can. do ‘these things. economically. 
and will continueto be an impor | 
tant part ot television’ broadcast- ! 
ing. 
Film remains the’ core Of our’ 

tv’ recording “activity,” he. added. 
“It cannot be rer laced’ for the! 
preservation and ‘later use of pro-{: 
‘grams. It will continue fora long ‘ 
time to.be:the medium used, for eX | 
port sales. Again, news and docu-' 
‘mentary material can -be looked 

(Continued on. page. 15) 

: iron Men’ | With Poitier. 

| seven year. “non-exclisive: ‘director : 

; "Cannes, “May 23. 

These are ‘the 1961 awards of. the: Cannes Film Festival: 

Golden Paim: “Viridiana” : (Spain), and‘ ‘Une Aussi Longue. Abéence”’ 
(Such a Long. Absence) (France). Jointly.. 

| COST US. S-MIL, 
A filmite ‘of long Cuban tenure, 

recently. returned to the States, 
Lestimates as much as $3,000,000 is 
Inow owned U.S. film interests by 
|the Castro government. Castro 
|iast week seized all American pic- 
ture companies in Havana, ‘killing 
off any hcpes for payments. 

Estimate: is made by Charles 
arrett, former. 20th-Fox adpub 

man in’ Cuba, who. left for New 
York two months .ago and is now ; 

‘foreign rublicist for. “Allied Artists. j 

Be. Pa ua, P ieure Of BFOW INE Oe venture into the works next : 
i year. :that majority of the populace is’ 

: solid for ‘the: regime. . They’ve decided on a remake of ' 
“Wuthering. Heights’ and are' 

“OF some: .500:. theatres in the 
i {pegging Laurence Harvey for the 
The’ ‘country, Castro has already seized role created by Laurence Olivier | 

about 40, including 35 in Havana, . 
among ne tne of the top iat clon original Sam Goldwyn Pro- | 

uction. [ese ito Hae 
Spain Takes Two 
Awards at Cannes 

as has been: converted to legit. pri-. 
Will Shoot i in Ttaly- marily for use by rural repertory 

Holly wood, May 23... . groups. 
“The Iron. Men“ tees off a new i At time he left, Garrett’ savs 

95.000 pesos was owed to 20th| 

Martin: Poll production, to be-: being ‘made,. but. mostly ‘on long-. Madrid, May 23. 

gin shooting in-Italy this ‘Septem-’ stariding small accounts. One rea- Spanish film company Uninet 1s 
- ber, is. story of the 99th Pursuit: son for ‘delaying payments was gov- | sitting at-the top of the heap ‘atter 
Squadron ‘in Italy during - World } ernment’s” intentiun to revise ren- | setting a new record at the Cannes , 
War II, ‘an all: Negro outfit with; tals. scaling them downward from ! Fim, Festival with two entries ana 

Ciociara” (Two Women) (italy: 

Anglo-Franco Angles 
Cannes, May 23. 

On. the assumption that the 
Anglo-French coproduction agree- 
:ment will finally be ratified within 
ithe next few weeks, Steven Pallos 
| and Eugen Tuscherer were finaliz- 
ing plans here last week to put a 

“Viridiana” ‘and : 

-conttact signed... between John: 
! Cassavetes and Paramount calling: par-with a Yank dollar. A dribble 
‘for two pictures a year. tof. ‘payments to distribs was: still fae 

Majors Vs. Indies and Glamor 
Of Environment Inflate Prices 

Cannes. May 23. 
As far as known U.S. importers 

did not buy many films but nega- 
tiations were instituted and same 
interest pegged for future acquisi- 
tions. both in and out uf compeci- 
tion. However, one indie distribu- 
tor said that it was getting in- 
creasingly difficult as the U. S. 
majors “also get into the bidding, 
buying foreign films both wor'd- 
wide or for specific areas. The 
Italo “Nude Odyssey” was taken 

_ by Columbia this way. 

Still, distribs fer the first time 
began to mull over and show in- 
terest in a New Yor k-produced irt 
pic. “The Connection’ which 
showed here out of competish. 
‘There were overtures fo. the Polskl 
entry of Richard Davis with inter- 
est in one of the Italo pix “La 
Viaccia” by Cy Harvey. 

Mainly the U.S. foreign film 
distribs seemed to just be testing 
the wavy foreign production was 
shaping and the reactions here be- 

pursuing further bids afier 
the fest when asking prices were 
down. Praise and glamor of 
Cannes Jacked them up. 

‘alone—a peso being officially on 

exc eption of white ground officers. 
Sidney Poitier stars, with filming! 

“from. Frank Fenton screenplay.. 

‘what producers.-had_ been: getting. Ttwo. awards. 
Stopped In December 

U-S.: product entering the coun- ' 

nee, 

“suggests, ; 

Athat.- entries in the fair should ° 

betore ‘ihe fest.so that 

“of the Manhattan- made in dies: 

luncheon at King: 
‘here, 

many years: to, 
‘be able to: take a ty camera | 

While. new pact ealls for Cassa- ‘try, Garrett says, had been up-to-! 
vetes’ services as director only,, date until: last Decémber. Just 
it. is. noted young: filmaker just ; before year ended, Cuban. first- 

- completed production” and direc-{runs were showing Allied. Artists’ | 
. Let’ s Make Love”! 

(20th) and. Metro's “Bells Are Ring- i 
and all three were doing pig: 

tion chores..on- “Too Late Blues” | “Big Circus.’ 
for Paramount: and earlier. won in-: 
dustry acclaim ‘for similar duties’ ing,” 
on. an improvisatory - filin.. ealled ' ‘biz. Attendance generally, -in. ‘fact. 
mShadows - i had been good, but was tapering off 

off. Garrett emphasizes that it's not. 
just the U.S. majors. who ‘suffered; 
indie distrihs in.Havana were also ° 
being squeezed for lack of. dollars. ; 

Publicist. though 
. Citizen, was virtually.a native. for . 

Lanopy. Over l Vv! ‘having | lived in Cuba more than 

;a Cuban mother’ and ‘still has a 
_ ..@annes, May 23. -1few -relatives there. 

; _ Although - “dissenters argue at! a delay in prelim procedures, ‘Guar- 

would entail -a . loss. of artistic |rett said he experienced no prob- : 
prestige for the cinema. as such|lenr leaving Cuba, As far as he’ 
there is talk that the next Cannes | knows. he was’ last 'U.S.. citizen on 
Fest willbe called The Cannes. Havana's’ Film Row to exit the 

Festival. ‘ubans,. he says, preponderantly | 
This may b di t rowing tv: ‘favor Yank. attractions (Holi ywood } 

Is may be cue to Brow ; actioners have long been cherished : 
importance in Europe. The Enro- bs. manv..diverse foreign audi- 
played Fest within Cannes - cave ences.,. but are -being goaded by } 

countries made especially. for. aie c astro to get with Czech and other t- rast 
Austria’ -and ‘Russia showed the LF astern European Product. Castro 

“obnoxious,. childish, and poixon 
-|for ‘the minds of young people." 

; with ditto. appraisals of. USS car-} 
IRVIN SHAPIRO TAKES toons... Cuban cinemas are show-! 

‘ing some Freneh and Itala films. 
‘CONNECTION’ FOR US: it's noted, and Garrett: says. the! 

Institute: of Cinematographic Arts 
Cannes, May 23: 

Irvin ‘Shapiro; head. of New - 

» York's. indie distrib + ‘shop, : Films: : : 
; Around-The-World, has. finally ' 
! gotten. around’ to picking: up one. 

jonce the supply of U. S. pix was shut : 

Wil Cannes Throw 
_20-years.. He was born there ‘of 

International Film and ‘Television | sons 

best. has been rapfing Yank pix as} 

& Industries.. which operates seized } 
pic. properties, is eager to buy the | 

‘Italian click. *La Dolce. Vita"—pre- 
i sumably ‘for propagandistic value - 
Since the film: mirrors capitalist i 
“decadence. - 

- Garrett reports the’ goal is state; 
operation ot all theatres... Booth 
and other equipment no longer. 
comes from: the U.S., but from Eu- 
rope and Asia. 

rett. carbons for projections are , 

films. He's" contr ‘acted, for Shirley , 

Clarke's | *The- Connection” for the” 
"States. after’ it scored, “critically”: 
“here at. Cannes: Festival. May 3- 39." 

John Cassavetes” “Shadows” 
-won a prize :at- Venice last year 
and was..taken for. the world by — 
British Lion. | Lionel - Rogosin- had. _ 
to release his. aw ard winher “Come: 
Back Africa” himself.-as did: Mor-. 
i Vis Engel with: “Weddings and | 
' Babies.” «.. — 

“Connection” “reportedly cost |. 
$170,000... It also.has’ distribution |. 
deals. for Israel, France, Swed: ent 
| Japan. with Great ‘Britain almost ' 
‘ set. . 

Shapiro .may pay a guarantee |. 
land then a percentage after a re- 
coup or else make a Straight split | 
distribution deal. It is not settled 
'yel. 

apparently. are of suitable quality. 

‘in densing ‘his people the right 

(A special problem for the U.S.] 
market- exists in: ‘regard | to’ dialog | 
of “The Connection.” . A taboo four-}- 

‘wetter. word is constantly repeaied, | 
ia ward. beliered nerey to hare. been 
heard on a soundtrack.—Fd.) No. more. 

| best fest film with France. 

an <American . 

Apart from. 

| starting June 19 with 

According to Gur- | 

With its. 
i “Viridiana,” 

Spanish-made entry : 
Uninci shared the ma- 

jor Golden Palm award for tne 
The 

Bunuel-directed winner was pro- 
duced last winter in association 
with Films ’59. 

_ner.at Cannes was the Spanish-Ar- 
“gentine co-venture ““La Mano en Ia 
..Trampa” (Hand in the Trap), which 
‘took the International Film Critics . 
i (FIPRESCI: award. Uninci copre- : 
duced “Mano” with Angel Films of . 

‘ Buenos. Aires. 
Uninci is headed by w riter-direc- 

tor Juan Antonio Bardem tBien- 
venido Mr. Marshall,” ‘Death of a 
Cyelist’ and “Calle Mavor’: anu 
matador manager Domingo Domin- 

(Continued on page 18) 

HENRY WEINSTEIN’S 4 
AT 20TH: $5,700,000 

Hollywood, May 23. 
Three of four features Henry T i 

. Weinstein will make for 20th-Fox 
iwill tally $5;700.000. producer es- 
-timates. “Tender Is the Night.” is 
| peszed at $3,500,000. It started: 
:shooting May 15 in Monte Carlo 
under Henry King’s direction. 
From there, unit will move to 

; Zug, Switzerland: Zurich, Paris. : 
iNice and Pisa for three and a half: 
iweeks location. work.’ 

Next will be “Summer Werld” 
Frankl: n 

Shaffner directing. Cost is estimal- 
ed at 3$1.400.000 with Fabian and 

; Carol Lynley already cast and pro- 
ducer seeking Van Heflin. 

Third will be “Watcher in the 
: Shadows.” based on Geoffrey 
? Household novel With seript by Jo 
| Kisinger. Pic budgeted at $850. ou 
‘gets under way in Septemhber.: 
i Meanw hile. no cast or directoz set. : 

Last of quartet will be Dorothea 
Bennet’s “Under the Skin,” which ! 

now supplied. by. Red China, and } Eisinger is scripting. No cost or, 
date for r production set. 

Has Castro Made oA Boner? 
[CUBANS DOTE ON U.S. FEATURES] 

While ‘New York. film: officials don't want to enter the Cuba- 
vs.-Cnited States arena with public statements, voices are private- 
ly heard: They express. the opinion that Castro has pulled a boner 

to see new American pictures. 
.. The Cubans liked American product and got it cheap. It fit in 
‘with the bread-and-circuses idea long followed by dictators as a 
‘means uf keeping the populace content.. 

Said one American distributor: 
people Soviet pictures and I’ll bet those people down there won't 
go for filmed romances about boys, girls and tractors.” 
In any. event Cuba under the deposed Batista government always 

carried on friendly relationships. with American producer-dis- 
tributors and eontinually obtained the newest from Hollywood. 

“No doubt Castro will give his 

Another Uninci entry and win-: 

-MELVYN DOUGLAS ON 
| OLD HOLLYWOOD: ERA 

Madrid, May 23. 
| “It's gotten so in the movies, you 
can’t make a joke about Coca- 

, Cola,” Melvyn “Douglas said in 
. Madrid Jast week and went on to 
‘explain his long absence from the 
screen by saying: “Of all entertain; 
ment media, only the theatre is 
free to say what it ivants to sav.” 

In a luncheon address to the 
American Club here, the sereen- 

‘Jegit star observed: “In contrast 
to the theatre. mass-produr *d 
movies and tv are sensitive to the 
extreme. Because they have to can- 
sider so many, they are afraid of 
offending anybody. This has a dead- 
jening effect on any art form. The 
‘stage isn’t told what you can and 
cannot say and I find that exciting. 
{Better no entertainment than no 
“soul.” 

Reminiscing caustically about his 
early days in Hollywood, Doustias 
j recalled the director’s brieting 
iwhen the actor showed for a !eod 
‘role opposite Greta Garbo: “You're 
‘new to motion pictures, Mr. Dou- 
ilas? You're from the stage? Weil, 
in notion pictures, we expect emo- 
tion from women, not from men.” 

“It appeared.” Douglas added, 
“that in movies, men were sup- 

| posed to do nothing but walk about 
‘in good-looking clothes or sit on 
ia horse.” In contrast, he lauded the 
‘influx of foreign pix on Alerican 

(Continued on page 16: 

SCHNEIDER’S SOIREE 

‘ Columbia Exee Makes With - the 
x Fancy Groceries 

A 

: ~ Cannes, May 23. 
A social highlight of the Cannes 

: film fest was the luncheon hosted 
‘by Abe Schneider which Jaunc'ivd 
| American day on Saturday 715-. 
Venue was the Club du Chateau 
a la Castallares, ao millionar es’ 

, resort club, and the guest list was 
‘limited to some 50 VIPs at the 
festival. 
Among those who were present, 

in addition to M. et Mme. Schnei- 
der, were Mo and Hannah Roth- 
man. Mike J. Frankovich and 
Binnie Barnes ‘Mrs. Frankovislis, 
Marion and Mrs. Jordan, Sidsey 
Poitier, Jean Seberg. Yves Mon- 
tand:and Simone Signoret, Victor 
Saville. Philip Rose and Wan 
Petrie ‘producer and director re- 
spectively of “A Raisin in the 
Sun”: and their wives, Abel and 
Grace Green, Etchuka Chourean, 
Jean Pierre Aumont, Marisa Pa- 
van, the Begum Aga Khan. Mas- 

| sime and Mrs. Serrato, Rooert 
Favre le Bret, Walter and Mrs. 
Mirisch, Fred and° Ray Gronich, 

(Continued on page 15: 



FILM REVIEWS Wednesday, May 24,. 1961 

Snow White and the 
Three Stooges 
(C’SCOPE—COLOR) 

A tiresome excuse for a hokum 
vehicle that isn’t funny. But 
the marquee values suggest 
good moppet biz. 

Twentieth-Fox release of a Charles 
Wick production. Stars Three Stooges, 
Carol Heiss; features Edson Stroll, Pa-: 
tricia. Medina, Guy Rolfe, Buddy Baer. 
Directed by Walter Lang. Screenplay, ' 
Noel Langley, Elwood Uliman, based on 
story by Charles Wick: camera, (DeLuxe ' 
color), Leon Shamroy; editor, Jack 
Holmes; art direction. Jack M. Smith. 
Maurice Ransford; songs, Harry Harris, | 
Earl Brent; music supervision, Lyn Mur- , 
ray; assistant director, Eli Dunn. Re- 
viewed at 20th-Fox homeoffice, N.Y., 
May 12. °61. Running time, 107 MINS. 

Snow White Carol* Heiss 
Three Stooges ............. Thems--lves 
Prince Charming .......... Edson # roll 
Queen ........ cee ccc eee Patricia Medina 
ORR ccc ew cc cece es ccnee Guy Rolfe 
Hordred ..........-:.0c008 Buddy Baer 

First Columbia latched on to the 
Three Stooges after television re- 
vived their careers, and now it's! 
the turn of 20th-Fox. At the same. 

20th is also bowing young’ time, 

Carol Heiss, the champion figure 
skater, in this anemic and over- 
Jong affair which is apt to have a 
difficult time keeping even mop- 
pets from fidgeting. 

Exploiteers may be able to drum } 
up some interest by promoting! 
the filmic debut of Miss Heiss, but 
it’s clearly the Stooges who will 
have to carry the boxoffice brunt, . 
and their billing is enough to sug-. 
gest okay prospects, though the 
pic is not much more than a4 pass- 
able dualer for the kiddies. 

“Snow 
Stooges” bears only slight resein- 
blance to the venerable fairytale | 
from which it derives. The casting 
necessarily required revisions, so 
there’s no point carping with the 
liberties—just the stubborn in- 
sipidity. 

The Charles Wick produetion in 
CinemaScope and DeLuxe color! 
simply doesn't give the Stooges 
much chance to explode their eve-: 

Could be: 
there was apprehension their brand ‘ 
of clowning might run into sub-. 

gouging propensities. 

stantial resentment. The solicitude, 
if that was the case. is laudable— : 
but ironically defeats the whole: 
project. For without the free- 
wheeling style of their yesteryear . 

the Stooges haven't much! fame, 
else in the way of a comic gambit. 
In this pic they’ve been subdued ! 

White and the Three. 

and it’s as if the writers had no 
heart for such invention. Could be. 

Patricia Medina is satisfactory 
as the wicked queen, and Edson 
Stroll gives an okay account of 
himself as Prinee Charming. As 
the sinister adviser to the queen,. 
Guy Rolfe rates a pat for under- 
stating. a usually arch role. Buddy 
Baer is around as a huntsman 

‘torn by divided loyalties, 

: unto. Walter Lang’s direction is 
, only what the film deserves, and 
, other technical aspects are oke. 

Al] too ,plainly, this “Snow 
White” is dull grey. Pit. 

Capture That Capsule 

Heavyhanded cloak-and-dagger 
meller, but headline nature of 

| title and topic makes it sale- 
able merchandise on bottom 
half of twin-bills. 

Hollywood. May 17. 
Will Zens production. No stars. 

rected by Zens. Screenplay, Zens, 
Elblein: camera, Vilis Lapeniecke; edi- 
tor, Bill Schaefer; art director. Cliff 

| Bertrand: music, Arthur Hopkins; sound, 
Floyd Crow; assistant director, Davie 
Bradley. Reviewed at Gener2! Film Labs, 
May 17, ’61. Running time, 75 MINS 

Di- 
Jan 

Nowak ........-.085 Richard Miller 
| ne Dick ©O’Neil 

! Henry ween eee anesvecs Richard Jordahl 
1 Jack Reynolda ...........-% Pat Bradley 
i Hamilton .........e..0002-s Carl Rogers 
Mary once cee cevececes Dorothy Schiller 
Borman ......-.cccececceae ces Siani 

: JOC] ccc cece cree cece cece Doug Hughes 
es) 6. Wylie Carter 

BOY... cee eee e ence enn Michael David 
Be. ch Girl .............-5 Larae Phillips ; 

cena ece ene eacccare Jack Treacy | 
Mobster wt eee cess aceee Ed Gangel f 
Persinger .........ce006 
Party Girl ......... ... Miriam Wilson | 
Boat Men Ron right. Lee Fortner 
Game Officers Gen Garner, Web Smith 

’ of its title and theme should make . 
“Capture That Capsule” a fairly 
saleable lower berth program item. 

and. 
others in the cast are sufficjent | 

‘| Frank Hobbs ........ dere 

~~, 

The exploitably timely nature | 

The. Last Sunset 
; (COLOR) , 

Marquee cast will have to bail - 
- out shaky western yarn about 

a desperado with peculiar ro-' 
mantic problems. B.o. horse- 
power limited by contrived 
story. 

‘Hollywood, May. 8. 
Universal reléase of Eugene Frenke- 

Edward Lewis production. Stars Rock 
Hudson, Kirk: Douglas, Dorothy Malone, 
Joseph Cotten, Carol Lynley, Neville: 
Brand: Directed by Robert Aldrich. | 
Screenplay, Dalton ‘Trumbo, based 
novel, “Sundown At Crazy Horse.” by 
Howard Rigsby; camera (Eastman), Ernest 
Laszlo; editor, Michael Luclano;: art 
directors, Alexander Golitzen, Alfred 
Sweeney; music, -Ernest Gold: 
Waldon ©. Watson. Don. Cunliffe; as- 
sistant directors, Thomas J. Connors Jr.; 
Nate Slott Reviewed at  Grauman’s 
Chinese, May 8, ‘61. Running. ‘time, W112 

Dana - ‘Stribling a emcecaees 
Brendan O'Malley 
Belle Breckenridge 
John Breckenr'dge 
Missy Breckenridge. 

‘Kirk Douglas 
eves ‘Dorothy Malone 
seceees Joseph Cotten. 

Caro! Lynley 

ev Reege 

Milton Wing 
Julesburg Kid ........:... Rad Fulton |. 
-Calverton ...:........-. Adam Williams]. 
Ed Hobbs .........0.c.e00-- Jack Elam. 
Bowman .....-.0c0506 sees - John Shar |. 
OSE See ne eres eee Margarito De Luna, 

Rosario ...... Meeee eevee -.+. Jose Torvay | 

Some_ strong. ‘Marquee display 
names have been. assembled for } 
“The Last Sunset,” insulating the 
picture from the possibility of any 
extreme commercial misfortune. 
But the selling angles of the Eu- 
géne Franke-Edward Lewis produc- 
tion for Brynaprod - S.A.: are not. 
matched on the screen, which is 

Richard Twohy ! Where any film's boxoffice destiny 
is ultimately . determined. So, 
‘though emphasis on the east is | 

: Sure to be an important: plus fac- , 
tor, the Universal -release. is shy | 
the necessary additiona. values to. 
make it a stout contender.. 

“The Last Sunset” is a large- | 

; her. ‘characterization. 

Rock. Hudson | - 

Neville Brand | 
Regis Toomey f 

lone are a bif wooden, Miss Lynley 
lovely to look at but uncertain in 

Supporting 
performances are generally ade- 
quate. 
An erratic work print witnessed 

at the screening made it difficult |: 
‘to properly evaluate Ernest Laszlo’s 

| Eastman Color photography. Edit- | 
ing by. Michael Luciano and art 
direction by. Alexander Golitzen 
and. Alfred Sweeney are compe- 
tent. Ernest Gold's listenable score 
is largely in. the traditional ‘west- 

| production. Stars Jimmy Edwards 

| Dan Chaffey. 

"| ern vein. A rather undistinguished \ 

portrayal. Hudson and Miss Ma- Nearly. A Nasty Accident 
(BRITISH). 

Mildly amusing comedy which 
jerks a-few yocks from. slim, 
untidy story line; has amiable, 
unambitious appeal. which 
rates it as a. dualer, but no 
‘more. 

London, May 16. 
British: Lion din association with. Britan- 

j nia (Films). release of .Beriram Ostrer 
en- 

neth Connor, Shirley Eaton. Directed ‘by 
Screenplay, Jzeck Davies; . 

Hugh Woodhouse; from play _ “Touch 
Wood,” by David Stringer,. David Carr; 

ditty, “Pretty Little Girl in the | camera, Paul Beeson; editor, Bill Lenny; 
i music, Ken Jones. Previewed at Colum- Yellow Dress,” was written for the 

Ned Washington. ~ Tube. 

The Beast of Yucea Fliais |. FL Lt. Pocock’. 

Low budget indie meller about 
a scientist turned fiend by 
A-Bomb radiation. Bit crude, 
éven for program double-bill- 
ing. 

Hollywood. May 18. 
Anthony Cardeza-Roland Morin produce- ! 

tion. Stars Douglas Mellor. Larry Aten. 
Barbara Francis.. Bing Stafford. 
‘Bielima, -Tor Johnson; features’ John 

Jim Oliphant. No character credits pro-! 
vided. Directed and screenplay by Cole- 
man Francis: camera, John Cagle: editor. 
Francis; music, Irwin Nafshun- Al. Rem- 

sound,.| Picture by Dimitri Tiomkin and, mins. . 

‘| Miss Chamberlain wae 

‘Linda | On” 

ington: assistant director, Austin McKin- ° 
ney. Reviewed at Pathe Labs, May: 18, . ale ee ae 

“that ‘strain a° ‘slim’ "61. Running time, 60 MINS. 

Filmaking at the $34,000-per . 
‘level. is of ‘course: fraught with: 
production peril an@ artistic com- - 
promise. That sobering fact is all” 
too clearly illustrated by “The 
Beast of Yucea Flats.” an earnest. 
but uncertain effort to tell a taut 
and different screen-story-with-a- 

means. Picture, produced by An- 
Beyond that, there is little of value, ‘scale western action melodrama | thony Cardoza and Roland Morin 
in this heavyhanded account of a. penned by Dalton Trumbo from and. as of now, shy the all impor- 

band of thoroughly hapless and un- ; 
savory fellow-travelers who are j 

‘the pages of Howard Ringsby's' 
i novel, “Sundown At Crazy Horse.” 

tance release commitment, lamen- 

tably shapes up- as 

‘bia Theatre, London. Running thme, 92 

Group Captain Kingsley. Jimmy ‘Bdawards 
A: 2 Alexander Wood. Kenneth Connor _. 

riggs 
ev ceeees ‘Ronnie Stevens ~ 

| Wagstaffe © sewwale ve cewees Richard Wattis 
> General ‘pirkenshaw. Le welgee ‘Jon Pertwea: 
‘ The Minister ............ . Eric Barker. 
‘Fi. Lt. “Winters. .:- “Lecweces Peter Janes 
Grogan Pe . Jack..Watling 
Warrant. Officer Beech - -, 

Cyril Chamberlain. 
. Charlotte ‘Mitchell 

. Jayee Carey Lady Trowborough | 

The. success of a number of Brit- 

: ish ‘comedies, notably the “Carry 

series, may. be leading British 

| Movrison. Tony Cardoza. Bob Labansat. film producers into the. easy, com- 

‘placent feeling that “anything 

goes.” “Nearly a Nasty Accident” 

is yet another. of the flimsy .pix 

idea to ‘the 

breaking ‘point. -It's: amiable. pro- 
duces a number of indulgent 
laughs,. but -has: a “let’s take: a 
chance and- see if it comes off” 
attitude.. And this one ‘does . only © 

; occasionally. 

2 

, Message on discouragingly limited | 

—_ 

somewhat 
attempting to make off with a:It is apparent.that Trumbo has; crude even hy lower berth pro-: 
secret U.S. data capsule recovered 
after earthly re-entry from orbit. 
Picture, frankly and entirely tom- 
mercial in design and resultantly 

! contrived and ludicrous in execu- ; 

tion. is the ‘first of a projected ; ing to bring to dramatic life is: tist who, chased by Communist | 
four to be made by Riviera Pro- { burdened 
ductions, which will distribute, 

rights basis. 
| Produced. directed and written ! 
by Will Zens, with aid 

a 

, made an earnest attempt at-three- : 
dimensional. -characterization, at. 
least insofar as the central char. 
ter (Kirk Douglas) is concerned, 
but the tricky story he. is attempt-. 

with serious unlikeli- j 
hoods, and the artificial strain is ; 

i of key scenes havea distractingly ; 
postured appearance and deliber- 

in the! ate pace, a shortcoming for which 
to one or two brief physical erup-’ latter capacity from Jan Elblein.. | director Robert Aldrich must take 
tions. though there is a scene w here : the film is built on an extremelyi the rap. . ! 

gram standards, which. are, realisti- 
cally, all it can aspire to. - -— 

Written and directed by Cole- «: 
man Francis, the 
around the plight of a noted scien- 

agents into an A-Bomb test. area; 
is somehow tiansfigurated into an 

through exchange areas on a states- | compounded by. the fact a nuniber ; inhuman fiend through radiation ; : ca 
-the  scripters, after-effects. 

Dialog is held to a bare mini- 
mum in favor of narration which 
is frequently too stilted, superflu- : ently. 

story centers | 

‘ous and condenscending to be of. 
pies colli de with a character's face. : unstable story foundation in that! Story centers on ‘the plight of" 
But that’s about it. ‘Jt's noteworthy | the ring of Communists has been | Douglas.:an unstable gunman ‘who, 
that at the review screening, with * outwitted from the outset ‘the data | although acknowledged to be a. 
a number of children on hand.- 
whoops and laughs were conspicu- - 
ous by their near absence.’ | 
Miss Heiss is a fetching lass, | 

and if she seems mostly marsh-! 
mallowuyv midst all 
card settings, it is not her -fault. 
The Noel Langley-Elwvood Ullman 
paste-pot dialog makes it tough 
even for more experienced players. 
The skater does have a couple of 
opportunities to flash her blade, 
prowess, naturally. and in this; 
endeavor she is on far firmer foot- ; 
ing. She aiso does some simpie | 
caroling in_ passable = fashion. 
though of the four tunes ‘three by ; 
Harry Harris, one from _ Earl 
Brent}, none is of lingering sub- 
stance. 

Filn is generally tedious but 
does break out at a couple points 
—with a chase, and the inevitable 
s\vordplay seene. But these are 
nat comic in the sense one would i 
associate with a Stooges picture. : 
Also, while oppertunities far sight 
gags abound. none is in evidence 

cansule is a decoy, planted by! 

and-mouse, 
‘ four unnecessary murders). Ten- 

the greeting ! sion is thus destroyed -befare it ' lone, 
‘can be developed. 
i The acting is uncommorly stiff 
and artificial. especially 
characterizations of the 
rades,” who are totally lacking in ' 
camaraderie and human decency, ‘ 
but display a remarkable affinity 
for American idiom t"“you drive 
like. a cotton-pickin’ demon 

‘ great balls of fire, let me outta: 
here’). It is one thing to depict 
Communists as heavies. It is an- 
other to portray them as. absolute 
buffoons and murderers. From 
top io bottom, It’s a case of black- 
or-white stereotype. Zens’ 

| tion is confusing. particularly in’ 
{the opaque expository section. 
: Sporadic merit and visual interest 
:is provided through Vilis Lapen- 
| iecks’ 
t Schaefer's editing. Tube. 

US. agents who have chosen, for! of latent decency. 
i some ungodly reason, to plav cat- | the border to Mexico by Rock Hud- 

resulting in three or! son. Douglas takes up with his. 

in the.i to come 

“com- , 

direc- ' 

killer, is also presented as a man 
‘Pursued across 

childhood sweetheart, Dor othy Ma- 
with whom he shzred an 

‘abortive romance - ‘when -she was 
only 16. There is a tipoff of events 

in that Miss Malone's: 
daughter, Caro: Lynley, is now a: 

‘ young lafy of i6 herself. Enroute . 
‘to the U.S. horder, where | a show-] 
down. is to occur, Hudson wins the ; 
contest for “Miss” Malone’s 

: (ons and Douglas fakes up ro- 
“mantieally with Miss Lynley, only 
to discover she is -ris daughter. 
The studio has requested that the 
incest taboo ending not be re-' 

much aid in advancing the story or : 
developing interest. There is defi- : 

‘nite menace in the behavior of the - 
beast, but the activities of other: 

; characters are irrational and the: 
' direction often displays a. jarring | 
lack of geomorphic. perspective. ! 

1an important factor in a. film so- 

Outline of the. “plot” needs little 
space. It concerns a. well-neaning, 
humble’ membér of the. air for ce 
who is: crazy. aout. ‘anything me- 
chanical. but - very accident- 
prone.. He becomes. -a_ figure .of 
national importance | ‘When be is 
reported, missing and the Prime. 
-Minister orders that he. must be. 
found. He’s costing’. too -niuch- . 
money With his blunders.. The story: 
‘line is merely’ a thin. excuse for a 
number of slapstick. . situations, 
most of which are heavily tele-- 
graphed and jump sloppily hére. 

“and there without much purpose: 

- Don Chaffey has directed: with 
somewhat heavy-handed touch and 

Jack Davies. and 
Hugh Woodhouse, have - provided 
the cast with a few amusing. ‘lines 
and problems—but. not ‘consist= . 

The cast is-a. ‘familiar one, 
Kenneth Connor is a better actor 
than some of his roles recently: 
would - suggest.. He’ “plays ‘the air- 
man with. engaging’ charm,” and. 
certainly milks the situations. of 
every: possible glimmer. of humor... 
His commanding officer is played 
energetically, but rather teiously, 
by Jimmy Edwards. He’s .a radio: 

dependent upon the logic and na-} funnyman who has yet to find the 
ture of the chase. For instance. a’ 
good hundred errant bullets are. 

right niche in films. A.little of him. 
‘goes a very. long. way. In this case, ° 

fired at people, some almost at. he has. to carry much of: the bur- 
point-blank range. - 
short, is strained throughout.. 

-Camerawork and editing. reflect 

‘coin allotment. the former fre-,; 
quently so dark that one is squint- | 
ing at silhouettes. the: latter: ‘too! 
jumbled for comfort. 

All in all, this is‘ a film. that ' 

affee-, ‘the cut-corners character of the- . ances come: from Eric. Barker, 

Credulity, in gent of the. comedy and’ it's a 
hard fight: for Edwards to Survive. 

Quite ‘the pest. comedy. per form- 
as: 

| the harassed -Air Minister’ (scoring 
: because he is also a very sound 
character ‘actor’. Richard. Wattis 
scores. aS usual as a. pompous civil 
servant..while. Cliarlotte. Mitchell. 

vealed, but it’s not likely to come courageously attempts to lift itself! is in a brief role asa Bohemian 
‘aS a surprise to seasoned filmgoers. ; out of the routine meller class by. attist. Jon Pertwee-is effective 
By far the acting standout of: instilling a message ‘A-Bomb tests ‘as an. eccentric, out- of-date _gen- 

the picture is Joseph Cotten, who! 
i plays Miss Malone‘s doomed hus- 
band. with a vigor and abandon 
that opens up a brand new vista 

are history’s pests) into the narra- 
tive. but the lifting ‘requires. 
greater resources 

Vout. Tube: 

eral. Shirley Eaton: has the main 
distaff. role and this trimly: shaped, 

and resource-: blonde. again proves that winning 
fulness ‘than these gamie cinema-: 

lens maneuvers and _ Biil , of character parts for him. Douglas | teers-could quite muster this time !.somewhat shaky thesping. ’ “lity. 
gives his character istically intense *: c 

smile is nat enough to. - disguise . 

‘Rich. 

Films From Around the World Reviewed at Cannes _ 
Za Mano En La Trampa 

(The Hand in the Trap) 
(ARGENTINIAN) 

Cannes, May 16. 
Angel Filn: production and release. 

Stars Elsa D:amel. Francisco Rahal: iva- 
teres Leonada Favio. Maria Rosa Giallo, 
Bertha Ortegosa. Directed by Lecvoiaa 
T..2e NSilleoon. Screenplay, Beatriz Guide: 
camera. Alberto Etchbehere. Juan Julio 
Buera: editor. Pablo De Amo. Atiliv 
Stampene At Cannes Film Fest. Run- 
ring tsme. 90 MINS. 

Louvre gw eee Elsa Deansel 
Cristobal 2.2.0. cee eee Francisca Rabal 
Megizel co... eee ee ee eee Leenairdu Foxvip 
Ines wee Meria Rose Gatto 
Malia... eee eee eee Zona Ortegosa 

Decorative pic about a young 

girls assumptien of maturity also 

Fas an expert. dramatic ilair and 

narrative flow. This makes the 

port about provincial, imbred 

seciety and ifs suffocating preju- 

Gices witheut sacriticing an in- 

sight into characters. Film haus the 

style and quality for arty theatre 
! chances abroad. 

The girl in question comes home 
from schoo] to her once-rich home | 
now maintained by her aunt and 

_mother’s sewing. Someone is 
i0cKed upstairs and it is supposed 
to be an idiot of the itamily. But 
it turns out to be an aunt who had 
been jilted by a local. 
boy. She gets involved with him .- 
and ends up in the trap of becom- 
ing his mistress without ary way. 
cut as long as she feels for han 
and he wants her. 

Director Leopoldo Torre Nilsson 
has Kept this fanciful tale from 

_melo-: falling into 
adremaiies, by an astute use of 
mood, character reveiation and a 
fceling for smalltown life. Acting 
is expert in conception and ex- 
ecutvon, especially with Elsa Dan- 
ich ws the troubled girl. Technical 
credits are also expert.  MosK, 

. 

predictable 

rich play-|° 

q ‘hronique Dn Ete 
(Summer Chronicle). 

(FRENCH) | 
Cannes. May 16. { 

‘Argos. Film release of Anatole Bauman. 
* Philippe Lipschitz production. . Written : 
‘and directed by Jean Rouch and Edgar « 
Morin. Camera, Raoul Coutard, Mlichel | 
Brault; editor, Jean Ravel. At Cannes’ 
Film Fest. Running time, 90 MINS. ~ 

Anthropologist - filmaker Jean , 
Rouch and sociologist-film eriti¢ . 
Edgar Morin refer to this pic as. 
the *‘cinema-truth” in conception | 
and. intent. A series of interviews ° 
‘with. several. people, with, some, 
dramatic sequences. played out by | 
them, this hits ‘solid. moments of; 
human revelation, outlook and} 
depth. It is constantly interesting. ' 
However, 

{pects which are alive with, a flair | 

for catching people in sudden. n10= 

}ments' of emotional verity: or: 

thoughtful revealing actions. 

éover girl's thoughts on the sound” 

track while showing her at work 
. at a beach resort, some African ; 
friends trying to understand what: 
the tattoo-on the arm, of.a Jewish ; 

Birk ‘deported during the Jast war): 
means, asking people in the street: 

‘ what happiness _ represents ‘and 
whether unknown to tnem and a 
worker's sudden outburst are mov- 

AC 

i ¥ iridiana 
(SPANISH) 

. ‘Cannes. May 23. . 
Uninci release -of Gustavo. ‘Alatriste 

production, Stars’ Silvia Pinal. Francisco. 
: Rabal, Fernando Rey! features Margarita’ 
. Lozano, -: Victoria “inny. Teresa. Rabal. 
Written and. directed by Luis Bunuel. 

; Camera, Jose F. Aguevo: editor, Predro 
‘Del Rey, At fannes -Film Fest. Running © 
time. 90 ‘MIN . 

CS Cs) i Fr ancisca.. Rabat 
j Viridiana --...0...06.00005 00. Silvia Pinal 
"Don Jaime oo... se .ec.. ‘Fernando .Rey 
Ramona .......0...543 Margarita Lozano 

‘Victoria .Zinny- 
we Teresa Rabal 

Brilliantly -carpentered. offbeat - 
ing and exciting parts of this most pic is sure to be controversial, but. 
unusual pic. 

This gives an absorbing look . 
into the lives of some French peo-: 

its format and technique : ple. Of course, not all walks of life - conception. 
make this a limited film abroad.iaré touched on, but it does give ‘ity and 

‘it iooms.an arty theatre possibility: 

.on this. alone besides its excellent. 

Theme--is about char- 
its uses: ‘and = misuses, 

It might be worthwhile. if prop-j weight and dramatic depth to peo- ; Coupled with an insight into human. 
erly and personally handled in: 

_ specialized theatres. : 4 
Rouch supervised the filmic as- ,; 

» ple as they are or think they are. 
This is a- definite offbeater but a 
unique and novel pic. iosk. | 

:reasons.. Filny- will neéd. ‘careful. 
handling ‘but could -be of interest 

(Continued on page 17) © 

Shirley Eaton: - 



‘ ; 

-gecond-half of a double bill in Brooklyn . . 

. Rubin, a Beverly: Hills stockbroker, signed for Fr onton-UA‘ 

‘comedy .: 
theatre titled © “Curtain Up!” and is: dickering distribufion. Pic is for. 

. arty on the Seventh Ave. side of the ‘longhair citadel; debuts Sunday 
: (28) with the Italo “White Knights”: - 

‘firstrun Spanish pix policy. . 

‘nik who couldn't afford etehings invited a girl up to. his apartment | 
‘to see the handwriting on the wall.” 

_ Arts and Letters from the’ French Centre Du Cinema prexy. Michel 

field “(D-Mont.) ‘described Cooper “A. great and beloved. American.” 

“two months of guesting in Manhattan . 

_ Grimm” 
“studios for. Andrew Tully novel, “Capitol -Hill” 

: Mort Sahl, 
‘Chayesfsky, nhvsicist Donald Glaser, industrialist Peter Peterson and 

‘Angeles and his three-week date at the Crescendo opening June 8... 

‘Pieces. of Maria” 

‘production deal with American ‘International : Pictures,” 

‘Ltd., for. filming ‘of. * ‘The ‘Case of Patty Smith’. 

- “Tammy Tell Me True” world preems. July.12 at the Joy, New Orleans 

“theatrical fi field of film exhibition. cannot remain aloof from the. organ-. 

. ‘Federation. of. Film Societies. has: formally - joined the anti-cénsorship 

and the Rose Garden ozoner, both 

Wednesday, May 24,1961 ARI PICTURES 

” Columbie frankly ' states its “Stop’ Me Before I Kill" is going out as 
. Kerwin Mathews in townt 

‘for a couple. of weeks, then. to London for a "starring role in Hammer's 
“Blood River.” Siobhan .McKenna in from her home in Ireland 
for two weeks of interviews for “King of Kings.” Follows this with |. 
rehearsals ‘for. “Captain Brassbound’s -Conversion” for the Playhouse 
in the Park Group in Philadelphia . 
the campaign for “Bridge to the Sun: ” 

It's third grandchild, a boy, for Ed Hyman, AB-PT viceprez. via his 
daughter Jeanne (Mrs, William E. Blatz).... |. . Yesteryear. comig ‘Benny 

“Pocket-. 
ful of Miracles’. ... Frances Nuyen in to help bally “Last Time. I.Saw 
Archie” ; . ‘Edward Harrison ‘acquired “Eve Wants to Sleep,” Polish 

"22 Productions has. completed. a short dealing with strawhat 

. Metro’ s Si Seadler at work on| 

theatrical and educational release . Carnegié Hall. Cinema, new 

. And thé ‘Tivoli on Eighth Ave.,: 
‘partnering Henry. Rosenberg: and Dan ‘Talbot, has. Telighted with a 

Walter. Herbert at Canadian "Film: Awards. told: this one: “A beat- 

“Producer Walter: Mirisch who served as. the U.S. State’ Dept. em- 
4ssary at the Cannes. Film Festival : received: the French -Order: of 

¥ourre-Cormeray. 

Gary Cooper “was. praised by both the: Democratic: ‘and Republican. 
leaders of the U. S. Senate, as well as other. Senators. Mike Mans-. 

Everett Dirksen (R-IlL) said. a fitting: work for Cooper was “whole- | 
some” and ‘that ‘his. films were “‘Fit fare for men, women and chil- 
dren”. Sen. Stuart’.Symington .(D-Mo.' said ‘Cooper. was “A great |: 
sportsman. and. an: outstanding American.” 

Paolo Carlini, of the Italo ‘pix:and - ‘tele, back .to that: country after 
.. Moral | Re-Armament's | 

“Crowning Experience”. now playing Swiss and Aussie cinenjas. 
Plenty -of puzzled patrons. at Casino burlesquery, Toronto, this week: 

watching grim “Hiroshima ‘Mon. Amour" which gets: billing | over the. 
‘top strip. 

_ Columbia Pictures reactivating: Milton Gropper novel;. ““L sdies: ‘of the 
Evening,” for carly production ... George Pal. inked. Yvette Mimieux 
and Russ Tamblyn for “Dancing “Princess” sequence in his upcoming 
Metro-Cinerama production, “The Wonderful World’ of.the. Brothers 

. David O. Selznick and Peter Viertel are bidding with major 
. Joan Collins lined 

up for three-film, non-exclusive pact by. Columbia Pictures, with “The 
Wat Lover” set as first ‘assignment. American-International ‘Pletures'; 
thas Ray. Russell an three-pix wr iting deal, initialer. to be scripting his 
own original: “X.”. followed by Jules’ Verne’s “Off On a Comet” .. 
‘Arnold Stang, Jonathan Winters -and Sterling ‘Holloway. into AIP’s 
feature cartoon -release, “Alakazam. the Great.” .: 
Robert Oberfirst’s “Rudolph Valentino: The- ‘Man Behind ‘the Myth” 

due in the fall via Citadel Press. 
Boys Club of New York may be. first org to. honor Fcc chairman } 

- Newton. Minow. He’s named along ‘with. nine ‘others as. ‘America’s. 10} 
Most. ‘Influential Young Men. Others. are’ astroraut Alan. Shepard, 
Atty. General Rebert. F. Kennedy, teenvid- idol -Dick Clark, humorist 

héavyweight. champ Floyd Patterson, playwright Paddy 

pianist Van Cliburn. All are under 40 . WOR-TV ‘this week Jaunched | 
22nd harness-racing season at Roosevelt Raceway with. opening-night 
telecast Mondav (22), and will continue with’ Wednesday night’ race.| 
telecast through the season. . ... 

. Jackie :Wilson on the Ed: Sullivan Show this ‘Sunday. (28), his first | 
appearance since: being hospitalized four: months. ago, 

Pianist-composer Erroll Garner back on ‘Arthur. Godfrey radio. 
show. ‘this. week for a five-day “engagement.” Then he -heads for Los 

The Five Amanclios on.the “Ed Sullivan. Show” June. A. 
ops Championship Boxing,” Police Athletic League e. ent, was “telé- 
cast last (Tues.+ night from St. Nicholas Arena by WPIX . . . Leavitt. 

_J. Pope, v-p. in charge of operations ‘for WPIX,. elected ‘member OF: 
-the board of directors of station:.. 

Danny Kaye and Sophia Loren will. costar in; -Panama-Frank’s “Five. 
for United. Artists release «>. Jack: Cardiff directs | 

Jerry Wald’s 20th-Fox production, “Ulysses,” filmization of James Joyce. 
tome’. . : Tom ‘McGowan bought Robert Graves novel, “The Golden / 
Ass” of Apuleius, * for production under his. Scholastic Arts’ banner, 
with script. by Samuel. Taylor . . . Roger Corman inked- new three-pix 

‘first to -he 
. Leo A. Handel formed: Impact Productions 

. Paramount. inked 
French | actress Michele Girardon, making. bow - in. Howard: Hawke’ 
“Hatari'” to five-year pact calling for.one pic annually: ... Irving Ler- 

“The Haunted Village”. . 

ner acquired rights to “My Brother. ‘Mike, " Doris Gates novel, for indie | .- 
. production... ... 

Inflight Motion Pictures Inc., a Delaware. corporation, filed. a certifi- : 
eate in Albany to conduct a business in exhibiting. motion pictures on |- - 
-airplanes.and other. means of transportation: ‘in ‘N.Y.. Lovejoy, Wasson 
& Huppuch are. attorneys. 

Then there’s the one “about: the producer who awoke trom a night- 
‘mare—a world without book. ... 

~ Universal: has acquired the British “Trouble in the Sky”. . U's 

Noting “It has become obvious ‘that those involved in -the .non- 

ized protests that: are being’ made by other .organizations,”. American 

‘Aight. . 

TVLER, TEX, PURCHASES | 
BY AB-PT: SANCTIONED! 
American ‘Broadcasting - _P ara- 

mount Theatres recejyed: court 
authorization. last. week to acquire} 
the Liberty Theatre, i: hardtop, 

"BLUMENFELD UNtoaps 2: 

To 32 

“San Francisco, May 23. 

Blumenfeld circuit ‘has sold two 

| neighbor hood housés in Frisco: sub- 

h ;urbs. to Roy Cooper, who will con-. 
in’ Tyler,: ‘Tex. j Vert them into arties...Sold ‘were 

Government Belmont. 

and N.Y. Federal ‘Court ruled: the | Blunienfeld’ circuit, once com- 
buys would not. be in violation of posed -of 70 theaires, is now down 

the Par. consent decree.’ to. 32. 

‘with “Yogi 

| Mexico. He has 35 animators, etc., 
‘| working 

accompanying” chart. 

Features 

Once Circuit: of 70, Now Shrunken : 

did . not. "oppose, ‘the Manor, San ‘Mateo,: and the]. 

ARTOON BIZ 
__ SHIRE UPBEAT 
* By WILLIAM ORNSTEIN 

Hollywood, May 23. 
At. least . 

animation industry this year by a 
minimum of 23 companies con- 
tacted by Varrety for summation 
‘of activity since first of. the year 
and plans for balance. of. year, in| 
‘addition to budgets up to now and 
| contemplated by Dec. '31.. 

‘Kingpin of pen and ink brigade 
is Hanna-Barbera with $7,000,000 
blueprinted for ‘theatrical and tv] 
plus. another $750,000 pinpointed 

4 for-commercial. animagions. Com: | _ , , 

2a atn 08 mes'antwonee | Pertberg Deplores 
various. divisions. ‘of animations.. 

While. H-B’s plans are firmed up |. 
for year, Disney: activity. pivots 
‘about two theatrical shorts, $4,-|- 

| $00,000-$5.000.000 feature. 
and. the Stone.” expected to take]: 

“Sword. 

four to five years, to make, and 
intro of Prof. Ludvig Von Drake | 

on .production costs for year could 
‘be. elicited.. 

Five features by as many coin-: 
panies. are in preparation stages |. It could (and should) be done via. 

with not one company assuring 
pic by year's end. In addition to. 
Disney: H-B has one on boards 

Bear” for Columbia 
UPA. has ‘ 

name. each revealed ideas along. 
hour-or-longer films: | 

Prexy. Henr'yv Saperstein indi- 
cated UPA Will. spend $3.500, 000 | 
on program in determined effort 

‘as--tv. and commercial : 
| fields. Television - Personalities, | 

Ine., his - - distributing | ‘firm, will j 
handle output. 

Skyrocketing industry, at nadir: 
five years.who when several stu- | 
dios dropped. or whittled to bone. 
cartoons, finds handful or more! 
smaller companies expanding with | 
new buildings: farming out work 
due to sufficient space. 

Great’ strides . in streamlining‘ 
‘costs weré noted down the line. [ - 
Toppers ‘in “several. outfits like; 
‘Bob Clampett ‘are writing scripts. 

| laying out.story and handling mul-. 
tiple chores ‘to pare expenditures. 

‘Jay. Ward. who has $2, 500.000 
budget. farms out half of ‘his pro- 
duction to producers here and in 

as OW ell — 

|e 2 

here. As result, only 
“$1.250.000 of his cost is listed in 

Al .Brodax, director for King: 
tv syndicate, has 220 | 

“Popeve" ‘and. several pilots being ' 
{Continued on page 11) — 

| Press & Video 

$35.000,000- will. be] 
spent by ‘Hollyw30d’s - cartoon and 

Tetire.) 

“Rew York Sound Track TQ COMPAS Trade Thinks Sku Heed 
Foes Wasted, Or Didn’t Open, Fire 

* Whatever changes may occur in 

Phony Variety’ Rep 
George Morgan, whoever he 

may be, is not connected with 
VARIETY. A man representing 
himself as connected with this 
paper in Rome, Italy and giv- 
ing that name tried to make 
contact with a N.Y. cafe head- 
liner on Sunday and, failing 
that, her manager. 
_This apparently is the same 

phoney who tried to gain entry 
by using VARIETY’s name some 
months ago. 

No Recruiting 

20th-Fox will be negotiated within 
the top echelon. That is basic as- 
sumption. But afterthoughts on the 
publie relations image. aspect of 
the situation following the annuai 
stockholders meeting has stressed 

a certain uninfended “kindness” to- 
Spyros Skouras by his foes. 

Many believe that the irritant of, 
say, the Gilbert Brothers—Lewis 
and John—is a needed check on 
management prudence. Freres Gil-. 
bert tand kindred dotted “i and 
crossed “t" souls! have their value, 
if not always their appreciation. 

Trouble was, in terms of the 20th 
fray, that Lewis Gilbert never got 
beyond procedural and pet-project 
involvement. Thus, the attack on 
20th Jeadership defaulted to a free- 
wheeling West Coast sniper whe 
proved himself a timid warrior at 
showdown time. 

Not that Jaik Rosenstein of 
Independent film producer Wil- | « ‘Close-Up” didn’t have some point- 

liam .Perlberg in New York Mon-|ed issues to flaunt. He did, but 
in new NBC ty series, no estimate | day (22) echoed the oft-heard sen-|Senerally failed on the follow 

timent that Hollywood ought to do 
more in the way of developing new 
‘talent, but added a new thought: 

| the international student exchange 
or a variation of same. 

’ Perlberg and his partner, George 
Seaton. are on the staff of the | 

‘Gay Purr-ee” projected. film department of U. of Califor- |! 
Herb Klynn of.-Format. and: Jay {| nia, ‘L.A.. 
Ward of .company bearing his | the spokesman is close to the sub- 

and as a consequence 

ject. Perlberg related he has just 

j through that might have topened a 
telling wedye. And just as often 
he had hold of anything but the 
exact facts. Even when he was pér- 
tinent, he let Skouras off the hook, 
and more significantly there was 
no one in the jammed homeoffice 
projection room to pick -up the 
bail. 

The Witness 
When Skouras got sales chief 

Glenn Norris to affirm the quality 
of “Francis of Assisi’ ‘which he 

spoken to Turner Shelton, director ! must sell) no one was wi'ling te 
of the motion picture division of : 
the United States Information ! 
Agency, and the latter was en-{ 

| to: regain prominence in theatrical | couraging. He said. in effect,. that | 
he’d see what he could do. 

The idea has its political ad- 
vantages. says Perlberg. It would | 

‘mean a non-American working in! 
‘Hollywood, gaining practical ex: | 
perience in picture-making and : 
“going home with ‘an American j 

; Viewpoint. ” Producer footnotes it! 
could be: propaganda for the' 

; American way of life. i 

_ Perlberg thinks ‘it’s a shame | 
that the Yank .film industry | 
‘doesn't think of tomorrow” in} 
terms of having a replacement for 
a president who might cease to be. 
as U.S: Steel does. Metro was cited : 
as an exception by Pertberg, who | 
might have overlooked Columbia | - 
‘Pictures. if an editorial] note might 
be injected. ‘Leo Jaffe is in ‘line 
to succeed Abe Schneider as Col. : 
chief exec if the latter should! 

He said about 50 colleges have 
film-making training courses but 
hardly any one of the students are ; 

(Continued on page 15) | 

Equal Villains 
[Of Gerald Green’ 8 ‘Heartless Light’} 

’ By ROBERT J. ‘LANDRY | 

“The . ‘Heartless Light,” third novel by the former Dave Garro- 
way program producer, Gerald Green, again reveals its author as 
a story-teller of muscular force and considerable wit. But he is 
more than. a “hard-boiled” novelist, being marked by unashamed 
indignation. This time his. wrath is levelled at the newspaper and 
-television. staffers Who’ swarm around the California home of a 

. couple whose child has been: kidnapped. — 

The book probes motivations and morals among modern commu- 
‘nicators. Few emerge. with their humanity unmottled. Here is a 
crew of brutes and zombies, ‘the most obnoxious being an iron- 
corsetted sob-sister with: the instincts and reach of an octopus. 

-Scribner’s is selling this $4.93 job as a shocker which exposes 
the popular media. No need:.to quarrel with that as a generality 
although. there have been a. medley of: books, plays and feature 
films on the same general theme for 30-odd years. including 
“Front. Page.” Hence to. many readers “The Heartless Light” will 
seem something of a re-hash, though executed with much skill, 
‘detailing: and. updating. 

Almost certainly this one will be made into a film, though it's 
force may well bé lost in the process of exploiting the melodrama. 
The: moral- -point Tequires novelistic verbiage which typically Hol- 
lywood drops. out in adaptalion.. Green’s work differs from earlier 
treatments of the subject not in. being more cynical but because 
he. couples the new medium of television as propelled, like the 
press, by a lust for sordid intimacy... 

Reading Jike.a “suspense” story, which is its essential nature, 
Green’s book slows down and ends rather unsatisfactorily since 
the kidnapper turns out more fool than monster, giving the story 
ca force-sapping “happy ending” Execution, in short, lags behind 
the implications of the second most ghastly (after genocide) crime 
of the 200) Co: tury, which in France is named in our honor “the 
crime Ameri icaine,” 

(Continued on on page 1 16) 

Magna Profit Up 
On Global Take 

Of ‘So. Pacifte’ 
Magna Pictures’ net for last fiscal 

year, ended Jan. 31, rose to $1,106,- 
+457, equal to 47¢ per common 
Share. Previous year company 
pr ofit wes $820,913, or 35¢ a share. 

George Skouras, prexv, ascribed 
improved earnings mainly to 
“South Pacific’ global rentals. and 
to expanded operations of its Todd- 
AQ subsid. He said “Oklahoma.” 

‘which returned $400.000 in rentals 
i Jast year. will be reissued wor!d- 
Wide in '62. but he noted mana-e- 
ment’s conviction full production 
cost on pic would not be realized. 

Skouras reported that some 500 
theatres are presently equiped 
with Todd-AO gear, and the num- 

iber is advancing. He added that 
additional Todd-AO licenses are 
being negotiated. and noted that 
20th-Fox has announced four at- 
fractions for the wide angle lens- 
ing. Magna’s annual report re- 
vealed 50 countries have Todd-AO 
installations. 

Axelrod-Frankenheimer 
Projects; Their Casting 

Ideas Equal: Sinatra 
Hollywood, May 23. 

Playwright George Axelrod. 
partnership with director 
Frankenheimer, will produce 
three teatures under recently 
formed Collage Productions, Axel- 
rod revealed here on arrival from 
Gotham. Negotiations are on with 
United Artists for release. 

Axelrod will screenplay while 
Frankenheimer directs. Pix would 
be made here. 

Teeoff pic will be Richard Con- 
don’s “The Manchurian Candi- 
date” for which producers would 
like to cast Frank Sinatra and 
Tony Curtis. Axelrod emphasized 
he hadn’t spoken to either star, is 
trying to arrange meetings with 
them during stay. Production 
should start about Jan. 1, 1962. 

Sinatra himself tried to buy 
“Manchurian Candidate” from Ax- 
elrod and Fravnkonheiss-- for his 

(Continued on page 16) 
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PICTURE GROSSES VARIETY Wednesday, May 24, 1961, 

L.A. Limping But ‘Sat: Night Sock 
$11,000, ‘Professor’ Smart 206, 2d: 

Peyton Fair | 
Los Angeles, May 23. 

L A. -first-runs are taking it on 
the chi:i this week, with spotty re- ; 
turns indicated generally. However, 
the newenmers, headed by “Sat- 
urday Night and Sunday Mornings” 
are dcing well. This Br itish import . 
shapes sock $11.G00 or near at Mu-! 
sit Hall opening” session wile: 
“Breathless,” at the Crest, looks . 
snappy. However, “Warrior Em-. 
press” is figured soft $8,500 in two; 
theatres. 

“General Della Rovere.”. on first 
general release, paired with move- 
over of “Tunes-of Glory.” looms 
ckay at Vogue. “Absent-Minded . 
Professor" is pacing regular hold-' 
overs with hefty $20.000 in second : 
round for four houses. 

“Return To Peyton Place” is: 
tated fair $16.000 in second, also j 
four spots. “King and I” looks }i ke | 
thin $10.000 in second Chinese | 
frame. ; 

“Gone With Wind” shapes breezy ‘ 
$12.000 in ninth session at Holly- 
wood Paramount. “Spartacus.” in 
31st round at Pantages. and “Ben-. 
Jiar.” in 7ith week at Egyptian.. 
are Retting the most coin of hard- 
ticketers. “Exodus” is rated fair-. 
ish in 22d week at Fox Wilshire. 

Estimates for This Week 

Warren’s, Hawaii ‘B&B-G&S: 
(1.757: 1.106: 90-$1.50) — “Warrior 
Fmpress” ‘Col) and “Terror of 
Tongs” 'Col). Soft $8.50. Last:. 
week, Warren's, “Mein Kampf” 
(Col). “Hell Is City” ‘Indie «3d 
wk, $3.200. Hawaii with State. “At- 

4 

~ 

Jantis” 'M-G) “Mania” ‘Indie) :2d 
* +, $5,800. 
“tusic Hall *+Ros) +720: $1.80- 

$2.25) — “Saturday Night, Sunday 
Mornine” ‘Cont’. Big $11.000 or 

‘Continued on page 10) 

‘Iecks’ Hotsy $15,000 In 
Cincv; Kamof’ Good 736, 

‘Wind’ Potent 946, 5th 
Cincinnati, May 23. 

Film front here this week is aver- 
shreowed by “One-Eved Jacks.” 
heisy newcomer at the Albec. Hald- 
overs “Gone With Wind,” “Absent- 
Atinded Professor” and “Mein 
Kermupf” remain potent in an ovher- 
wise so-sa session. “Portrait cf 
Mebster” shapes thin in entry at 
the P-lace. Cooi temveratures con- 
tinue tu nip biz at Twin Drive-In. 
eurrentiv cualing “Warrior’ Ex- 
re-s and “Most Dangerous: Man 
Alive” and “Doctor Blood’s Coffin’ 

-and “Snake Woman” on back-to- 
back screens. .““Exodus”™ rates fair- 
ish in ninth week. 

Estimates for This Week 

Albee (RKO) ‘3.100; $1-$1.50 — 
“One-Eyed Jacks” ‘Par'. Hotsy 
$15.000. Last week, “Mein Kampf” 
Colt, $16.000. 

Capitol ‘SW-Cinerama? ‘1.400: 
$1-$1.50' — “Gone With Wind” 
("%7-G) treissue: '5th wk’. Potent 
$9 500. Last week. $10.500. 

Esquire Art ‘Shor) ‘500; $1.25— 
“Xttake Mine Mink” :Cont) 4th wk. 
So-sc $1,000 after $1.300 in third. 

Grand «RKO) (1,300; $1-S1.50'— 
“Mein Kampf” (Col) ‘m.o.). Good 
$7,500. Last week. “Trapp Family” 
(I2¢thi 12nd wk), $6.500 at $1.25 top. 

Guild ‘Vance) +300: $1.25' —| 
as L-cague of Gentlemen” «May? :2n dj} 

. Okay $1.600. Last week. $1.700. ' 
"Hyde Park Art (Shor) 1500: $1.25: 
—“Days of Thrills, Laughter” 
(2uth). Slow $700. Last week, “Left. 
Right, Centre” ‘Indie’, $800. 

Keith’s (Shor) 11.500: 90-$1.25:— 
“Absent-Minded Professor” ‘BY) 
(4th wk). Robust $9.000. Last week, 
$11.000. 

Palace (RKO) ‘2.600; $1-$1.10)— 
“Portrait of Mobster” ‘WB) and 
“Pete Keliy’s Blues’ (WB). Thin 
$6.000. Last week, “Dial M For 
Murder” «WB and “Strangers on 
Train” «WB) treissues?. $5,800. 

win Drive-In :Shor: (600° cars 
ei...) side: 90c)— West: ‘Warrior 
Express” ‘Col) and “Most Danger- 
ous Man Alive” (Col). Mild $5,500. 
Last week, “Canadians” (20th) and. 
“Terry to Hong Kong” ‘20th:.. $2,- 
700. East: “Doctor Blood's Coffin” 
‘'UA) and “Snake Woman” :UA). 
Fair $6,500. Last week, “Tomboy 
and Champ” tU) and “Wings of 
Chance” «U), $3,000. 

Valley :Wiethe) ¢1.200, $1.50-$2.- 
3} —"Exodus” ‘UA) ‘9th wk). Fair- 
ish $6,000. Last week, $6.2U0. } 

“Kampf” 

'“One-Eyed Jacks” 

6; ‘Wind’ 126, 9th 
Key City Grosses 

Estimated Tetal Gross 

This Week .. $2.203.100 
'Based on 22 cities aud Las 

theatres, chiefiy first runs, in-. 
cluding ‘N. Y.) 

Last Year $2,241,100 

‘Based on 22 cities and 241 
theatres.) 

Peyton’ Tops D.C. 
New Entries, 216 

Washington, May 23. 
“Return to Pexton Place.” shap- 

ing smash on initial session. at 
Palace, is standout on a fairly dull- 
ish mainstem this round. ““Absent- 
Minded Prafessor”’ at two Stanley 

. Warner situations still is big in 
third lap. 

“Revolt of Slaves” at Keith's 
looks thin in opening stanza. 

appears to be losing its 
legs in third playing two soats. 
“One-Eyed Jacks” is exiting the 
Town after eight bullish sessions. 

Estimates for This Weék 
Ambassador-Metropolitan. ‘SW) 

‘1.480; 1,000; 90-$1.49.— “Absent- , 

Minded Professor” ‘BV? «8d wk). 
Grest $12.000. Last week. $18.000. 

Apex ‘K-B) 1940; 75-$1.10i— 
“L’Avventura” (Indie) «2d wk). 
Neat $4,000 after £4.500 opener. 

Capitol tLoew) (3.420: $1-$1.45:.! 
—Atlantis” «M-G) '2d wk). 
$8.500 after $11,000 in first. 

Keiths ‘RKO :1.850; $1-$1.40:— 
“Revolt of Slaves” ‘UA, 
$6.000. Last we¢k. “Curse of Were- 
wolf’ ‘U} and “Shadow of Cat” 
‘LU, $9.000. 
MacArthur ‘K-B) 1900: $1.25)— 

“Two-Way Stretch” ‘Indie! (2d wk). 
Hearty $5.500. Last week, $6,400. 

Ontario ‘K-B). 11.240: $1-$1.49:— 
“Saturday Night, Sunday Morning” 
‘Cont’ ‘Sth wk). 
week, $5,900. 

Palace ‘Loew) (2.399; $1-$1.49)— 
“Return to Peyton Place” 20th). 
Sock $21,000. Last week. “Cimar- 
ron” «M-G) :2d wk), $7,500. 

Mild 

Playhouse ‘T-L» :459: $1.49-$2:— ! 
“Mein Kampf” :Col! 13d wk3. Fair 
$4.500. Last week. $5.360. 

Plaza ‘T-L :278: $1-$1.80:— 
“Sunlover’s Holiday” ‘Indie! 4th 
wk: Fat $5,000. Last week. $4,100. 
Town ‘King: :800: $1.25-$1.49:— 

+Par) 18th wk). 
Oke $3,500 in final 5 days. Last 
weck, $4,000. 

Trans-Lux !T-L) -600: $1.49-82'— 
"“Mein Kampf” (Coli ‘3d wk). Good 
$7.500. Last week, $9.300. 

Uptown ‘SW? :1,300: $1.25-$2.25- 
—"“Exodus” ‘UA: 113th wk). Hep 
$6.000. Last week. S6.5C0.. 

Warner 'SW) '1.440; $1.49-$2.25) 
“Spartacus” (UL) «19th wk). Socko 
$8.500. Last week, $8.500. 

‘PEYTON’ FINE $7,000 
IN K.C; ‘SPARTACUS’ 66 

Kansas City, May 23. 
Town is full of holdovers, and 

biz generally 
some of them have been overly ex- 
tended. Steadiest of holdovers ap- 
pears to he “Return To Peyton 
Place,” trim at the Roxy in third. 
“Cimarron” at Plaza and “Mein 
Kampf” at Paramount are okay in. 
second rounds. Problems of exhibs 
are much rain and year-end activi- 
ties in the schools, 

Estimates for This Week 
Brookside (Fox Midwest-Nation- 

al Theatres) ‘800: 
With Wind” -M-G) treissue) ‘7th 
wk). Good: $3,500. Last week,: 
$4,000. 

Capri :Durwood) ‘1,260; $1.25- 
$3'—“Spartacus” (U) 13th wk). 
‘Good $6,000.. Last week. $7,000. 

Empire |Durwood) (1.280; $1.25-, 
$3\—"“Exodus” (UA? (21st-last wk)... 
Satisfactory $5,000. Last week,.: 
same. 
Kimo (Dickinson) +504: 90-$1. 25) | 

—*Picnic on Grass” (Indie). Bright 
$2,000; holds. Last week, “League 

(Continued on page 10) 

|Prof.’ Stout $10,000 In 

“ “Big Shaw” 
.Last week, “Konga” ‘AI’, $6,000. ‘Lo al ft 116. 
H : : . 

‘Continental Art ‘Art. Theatre ly 
Guild}. :900; $1-S1.25: — “Million- oves 0 

. 20thowk), $1,800.. 

“Mein. 

Mild * 

Oke $5.090. -Last. .; 

is offish because: 

*$1.25)—"'Gone ; 

|‘Alamo’ Smash 156, 
Torrid $13, 000, 

Cleve: ‘Wind’ Hot 86 
Cleveland, May 23. 

Skies are sunny but not. for all 
‘the major first-runs here this week. 

“Big Show” at Allen is spelling |' 

‘only nil biz compared to: heavy 
String of holdovers which are doing | Br oadway Grosses 
better. These include steady-going 

“Mein -Kampf.” Ga gis Estimated Total Gross 
Minded Professor” an one Wit 

.| Wind.” Oddly. the best of the lot | This Based on'29 thew 600 
is “Wind” in fifth State week. 

Last Year a eee e eee ‘$486,100 Estimates for This Week 

Allen (SW). (3.500; $1-$1.25)— 
(20th)... Mild $9,000. | 

(Baséd on 26. theatres) i 

‘airess” ‘20th). Good S2.700. Last. 
, week; “Never on .Sunday”’ (Lope) | Philly; ‘Sun’ IG; 
' Heights ‘Art ‘Art Theatre Guild) 

currently. 

Det: Ace: Loves’ 

Sat Night’ Trim 7G. 
Detroit, May 28. 

Strong. newcomers are sparking: 
| first-runs to-a sparkling week here 

‘“The Alamo” shapes 
Wham in first week at United ‘Arte 
ists. -“Big Show” looks" smal] at 
the Fox. “Two Loves” .looms nice 
at Grand Circus. “Revolt~ of. 
Slaves” is fair at Palms..*...: 

. Meanwhile, “Gone With “Wind”: 
continues smash in third session-. 
at the Adams. “Absent-Minded- 
Professor” looks great in. fifth 

, round at the Michigan. 

“Pe pe” stays smash in eight : 
‘round at the: Madison. | “Exodus” 
, is big in 15th. week at the Mercury. 

Estimates for This Week . 

Fox ‘Woodmont Cor p) 15.041; "5a 
20th) and 

$6. 500. in 

.1925; $1-$1.25) — “Millionairess” Philadelphia, May 23. | 1.49).— “Big Show” 

20th), Fine $4. 600. Last week,| Midtown area was packed with, Sean Call” one Fair $15,000. 
“Make Mine Mink’ Indie) (2d wk}, |-strollers over the past Ww eekend ‘Last week; “Gina” (Indie) and “Be. 

$2,500. ‘but many theatre boxoffices: were: yond All Limits” (Indie, 
Hippodrome (Eastern Hipp); not swamped. However. some new- second week. 

3,700; $1-$1. 25! —.”’Absent-Minded j comers ere helping boost matters. Michizan 
- Professor”. + BV) (4th wki.- Strong | "Two Loves” shapes socko at the° A 
$10,000 affer $10.500 last week. 

Ohio ‘Loew) (2.700: $1.25-$2.75) 
— Exodus” ‘UA? (10th wk». Satis- 
‘factory $6.500 after $6,500 last | { in second at the Goldman. “Return 
frame. to Peyton Place” is rated bright in 

Palace iSilk & Hetpern) (2.739: | first holdover round at Randolph. 
$1-$1.50) —- “Return To: Peyton! “One-Eyed Jacks” looms okay in 
Place” '20th) (3d wk). Okay $8, 500 | ; eighth at the Fox. 
after $8,800 last week. Wind” still is strong in fourth ses- 

State ‘Loew) ‘3.700; $1-$1.50)—! sion at the Stanton. | 
“Gone With Wind” 1M-G) (reissue) Estimates for This Week 
i5th wk). Nice $8.000 after $8, 500 
last round. 

Areadia while “Raisin . 
is rated great at the Midtown. 

“Two Loves” (M-G!. Sock $11,000. 
“Stillman (Loew) (2.700; $1-81.50) wake week, “Five Golden Hours”. 

"—“Mein Kampf” (Col) '2d wk). |; D i), x 

Excellent $10.000 after $15,000 las 7 Col) (2d wk), $3.50 
week. “Exodus” (UWA) 117th wk'. Down to 

good $1200 or near. Last week, 
$17,500. °. 

Fox 'Milgram) ‘2.200: 99-$1:80:: Jacks? Mighty S27 000. 
| Frisco; ‘Show’ Slow 106, ike 7500, “Last” week.” | , 

‘Exedus’ Dandy 116, 15) 
. San Francisco, May 23. | $1. 80)—"“Mein Kampf’ ‘Coli (2d 

“One-Eyed Jacks” is standout ! wk). 00. 
currently among the several new-! 
comers, no% all of which ave strong. ! 
It shapes wow at St. Francis. Pair- ; 

Midtown ‘Goldman) (1 000; 99- 
'$1.80\—“Raisin in Sun” .'Col). 

ing of two reissues, “Pillow Talk’! Great $17.000.. Last week. “All inv 
and “Operation Petticoat.’ looms, Night's Work”. Par: ‘3d° wk',: 
nice at :the Golden - Gate. “Big : $6.500 
Show’ at Warfield: and “Warrior Randolph ‘Goldman} :2.500; 99- - 
Empress" at Paramount, two ; $1.80:—"‘Return to Peyton Place" 
newies, are both stow. “Exodus” | 120th) (2d wk+, Sunny $11,000. Last 
is rated dandy. in 15th session at! week, $18,000.. 
the. Alexandria. _“Absent-Minded: Stanley (SW). (2.500: 99-$1.80)1—~ 
Professor” “still is good in fourth | *«Apsent-Minded . Professor” ‘BYV). 
round at the Fox. (6th wki. Good $8.000. Last. ycek, - 

Estimates for This Week. $11,000. 
Golden Gate ‘RKO (2.859: $1.25- Stanton ‘SW) (1.483: 99-St.81— 

$1. 50) -“Operation, Petticoat” (U1) “Gone With Wind” »M-G:. reissue? 

and “Pillow Falk” 'U! treissues). | 4th wk). 
Nice $12.000.in nine days. Last ; Week. $15,000. 
week, “Hoodlum Priest” UA) and 
“Gun Fight” #AA), $10,000: 

* Fox 'FWC) -4.651: $1.25-$1.50%— 
“Absent-Minded Professecr” ‘BV 
and “Silent Call" .120th) -4th wk). 
Good $8:500. Last week, $11,000. 

Warfield: (Loew! (2656: $1.25-) yy), 
$1.501\—"Big Show” +20th) and [ 
“Long Rope” 20th). Slow -$10.000. | 

—"Mark of Devil” ‘Indie?’ 

,{ Last week, “Executioners” Indie’, 
{$6.700.. 

Trans-Lux 

week, Okay $4.800. Last 
00. 

‘Viking (Sley) ‘1,000: 99-S1 30.— 
Last week. “Atlantis” «M-G) and! «yoadlum- Priest® (UA) .4th wk). ““Secret Partner™ ‘M-G) 2d wk), | Poor $5,000. Last week, $8,000. 
S9.500. = World ‘R&B-Pathe? . 499; 99-2 

Paramount (Par) i2 646: . $1.25-! $1.80)—“L’Ayventura” ‘Janus): '2d° 
$1. 50) ‘Warrior Empress” ‘Coli! wk). Good $3,500. Last’ week.- 
and “Most Dangerous Man -Alive”-! $4,200. ) 

*(Coly. Dull $11.000 or near. . Last: 
week, “Steel Claw” (WB) and “Be- 
yond All Limits”: «WB. $9,000. 

St. ‘Francis + Par) 11.400: $1-$1.50). 
—"'Qne-Eved Jacks” 'Par). Wow 
$27.000. Last week. “Raisin In 
Sun” (Col) :3d vk), $8.500.. 

United Artists ‘No. Coast): fl, 151; 
$1.25-$1.50) — 

| Jacks’ Sharp $19, 000, 
St. L.: ‘Ways’ OK 126. 

. $t. Louis, May 23. 
Three new pix are ‘helping to 

sues), “Okay $4.000 in five days,.|is “One-Eyed Jacks,” big at the j 
Last week, “Revolt of Slaves” ‘UA)iFox. “Saturday Night,” Sunday 
‘and “When Clock: Strikes” (WA) | Morning” is rated lusty) in opener 
$5.000. j at Pageant while “Secret Ways” 

; | looms okay in first at » St. Louis. | 
g1a0 ec (ACR) eto $1.25. ,|““Absent-Minded Processor’ con- 

oO) — , Crowning Experience” 'tinues great in third week at. tIndied (3d wk). Si-w $1,000 for 
five. days. Last week, $1,500. 

Vogue ‘S.. F. :Theatres) 

Loew's Mid-City. 
‘Estimates for This Week 

Ambassador (Arthur): 42.970: 75- (364: 
'$1.50i— ‘Breathless” 'FAW) (2d $1.50'—"“Return to Peyton Place”’ 
_ Wks. Big $5,000. Last w eek, $6.000. | (20th) (2d wk), Fair. $9,000. Last, 

Presidio ‘Hardy) ‘774; $1.25- | Week, $12,000. 
$1. 50— —"Mein Kampf” (Col) (3d goer Never onrace? 0100: Rss 
wk Ok 2,0 — d +. tore 82.800. ay. $2,000. Last: week, (1éth who. Big $2,100, Last week, 

$2.300.. oa United (California) (1,- Esaui os " quire (Schuchart-Levin) 

tia) athe ee, Soue Tse ao | 4b00, $1 25.82.50. —SExodue™ UA t ‘ 1 “TC ‘Last ‘week, $9, 000. $8.00. ‘Okay $7,500. Last week, - 

Alexandria (United California) | Fox (Arthur) (5.000: 90-$1.25)-— 
(1,610; $1.49-$3.50/—"“Exodus” (UA) 
15th wk) Dandy $11, 000.. . Last 
week, $11, 500. 

“One-Eyed Jacks” (¢tPar). Big: 
$19,000. Last week, “Big Show” 

(Continued on page 10) 

in Sun”! 

“Mein Kampf” looks. ‘sockeroo | 

“Gone With: 

Areadia (S&S) (536: 99-$1.80)— 

Goldman ‘Goldman) : (1. 200; 99-3 

Smash $16,000. Last week. : 

*, “Exodus” 

Strong $11,000. Last | 

Studio (Goldberg) 1483: 99- $1.80) 

and. 
“Five Sinners” (Indie. Fast $6.000. [™ 

‘'T-L) 1500: 99-$1.800§ 
—Never on Sunday”: (Lope) «26th ~ 

“Apartment” (UA) | brighten the local first-runs cur-j_ 
and “Elmer : Gantry” 1UAY (reis- i rently. One of big new. entrants -¢ 

\ (United. Detroit) (4s 
036; $1.25-$1.49)—“Absent-Minded.. 
Professor” (BV) (5th wk).- Smash 
| s15. 000. Last week, $18.000.. 
| Palms (UD) (2.955: .$1.25-$1.49) 
—“Revolt' of Slaves” (UA) and 

| “Operation Bottleneck” (UA). Fair 
'$11.000. Last week, “Angel Baby” 

'‘\AA) and “Time Bomb” ‘AA), 
- $10 000. 

Madison 1UD) (£:408: $1.25-$2)—.. 
“Pepe” tCol). 18th wk). Great $10,- 
000. Last week, same. 

Grand Circus ‘UD) (1. 400: $1.25- 
+; $1. 65)— “Two Loves” 'M-G). Nice 
($13 000. Last -week,: “Mein Kampf” 
,'Col) and “Broth.of Boy" :Col) :2d 

Boyd ‘SW) ‘1.536; $2-$2. 75} | Wk-5: days), $11.0C0. 

Adams (Balaban) (1.700; $1.50- 
$1.80'\—"Gone With’ Wind": (M-G) 
reissue) «3d wk, Senc<ational $18,- 

/ 000: Last, weck, $18.500. 

United Artists ‘WAY L667: ‘$1 25- 
$1.80) — “Alamo UA), Terrific: 

. $15.000. Last ‘week. “Ben-Hur” | 
tM-G); $12,200. in six- day 65th week | 
and recod-breaking runt. 

Music. Hall -Cinerama,. Inc.) Le 
208: $1.20-$2:65'— Seven Wonders. 
of World" =Cinerama) 21st wk), 
Good: $12.000. Last. week. $11,800. 

Trans-Lux Kriin ‘Tri .ns-Lux). 
-1.000; $1.49-$1.65- “Sat urday 

“Night,.Sunday Morning” Cont). 
Good $7.000. Last ‘week, “Butter- 

field. 8° (M-G) -reissues, $1.300. 
; _Mereury “UM: :1,465; $1.50- $3)—. 

‘CAr ith wht. Big. $9,- 
"COO. Last week, $9. 30. 

Show’ Sinall $5, 000 In 
Pitt; ‘Wind’ Wow 126; 
‘Exodus’ Hotsy.836, 11 

Pittsburgh, 3 May 23. 
Holdoyer hiz shapes. fine - this’ 

.Found even though Saturday night 
‘was off because of Pir ate ball game 
on telé. ‘Penn wis hetped- “Young 
Savages" in. sneak. showing giving 

. “Mein Kamp” a tall second. week. 
“Big Show” is ont now entry and 

. {is barely okay at Fulton.: 
“Exodus,” in 11th round, is show- 

ing new strength at the Warner. 
“Gone- With Wind" ‘shapes wow 
in second ‘at the Nixon. “ Absent- 
Minded Professor” is rated excel- 
lent. in fourth at Stanley.. while 
“Saturday Night and Sur dav 
Morning” shapes boffo- in. second. 

‘}at Squirrel Hill. 

Estimates for This Week . 
Fulton (Shea) (1.635: $1-$1.50)— 

. “Big. Show” (20th). Barely okay at 
_$5.000. Last week, “Question 7” 
Indie), $3,400. 

Gateway tAssociated): (2.100: $l- 
$1.50)—"“Return To Peyton Place” 
. (20th) (2d° wk). Tall $8,000 or 
jnear Last week, $9,300. 

- Nixon (Rubin) 11.760;  $1.25- 
$1, .80)-—Gone ‘With Wind’: tM-G) © 
(reissue) (2d wk). Wow $12, 000.. 
Last week, $12,500. 

+ Penn (UATC) 13.300: $1-SI. 50); 
."“Mein Kampf” :Col) «2d wk). Tall 
$10,000 with help of “Young Sav- 
_ages” (UA) on last Saturday night. 
Last week, $14.000 

‘Squirrel Hill. iswi 1834: $1 95) - 
“Saturday Night..Sunday Morning” 
(Cont) (2d wk). Boffo $4. 500. Last 
‘week, $4,900.: 

I, Stanley (SW) (3. 700: 23> 

Vv) 
Excellent $10, 000. ‘Last. 

“Absent-Minded Professer” 

_week, $11,700. 
lath wk). 

| Warner (SW) (1.516: $1.50-$2.75) 
-—"“Exodus” (UA) 11th’ wk). Added 
strength this round with’ $8,500 
likely. Last week, $7, 500. 

i 



Wednesday, May 24, 1961 

Chi Off Albeit Hours Happy $120 
‘Spring’ Fancy 8146, ‘Loves’ 166, 2d; 
Exodus’ Loud 136, Kampf Big 66. 

Chicago; May 23. 
Mainstem: is ‘marking time rl 

most part this round, with only }- ‘Estimates Are Net 
twa new entries as first-run_ biz ‘Film cross: estimates as re- 

continues generally offish. “Five } ported herewith from the vati- - 
Goldén’ Hours” ‘Shapes a happy | ous’ key. Cities, are. net; i.e., 
$7.200. “preeni'ng at the Esauire | without usual tax. Distrib- 

utors. share’ on net- take, when: 
playing, percentage, hence the 
‘extimated figures are- net: in-- 

- come, 

~The “parenthetic’ admission. 
prices, however, as ‘indicated, 
include uv. Ss. amusement tax. 

while: the Monroe pair of “Hitler's 7 
-Exeeutioner=” snd “Mania” is good. |: 

One. of. best’ of holdovers is: 
“Virgin Spring.” which looks tor-. 
rid in its second. World week. 
“Twa Loves” rates liv ely in Ori-} 
ental second. “Bevolt of the 

-Slaves” js Jie n for same. sesh at! 
Roosevelt. Second round of:“Days. 
of Thrills and. Laughter” looks fair | ¢ 
at Carnegie. 

_. “Return. To Peyton. Place” Jacks’ Boffa 126, | 

“heading. for a.fast third stanza it ; 
the Woods. “General Della neo 
vere”. is trim in Cinema thir 

“Nein Kampf” expects a ane Prov.: Wind 0G: 

fourth session at- the Loop while... 

eo neeeed at aaaes Soa “Providence, May 23. 
sixth round of “Gone With - SRO sign has been dusted off by | 

Wind” is still lusty at United Art-: ‘Strand with opening of. “One-Eyed : 

ists. ‘“‘Absent - Minded: Professor” , Jacks.” Second spot.is held down 
continues. snappy in its State-Lake | handily’ by State’s second week of , 
ninth. “Nev er. On. Sunday ” is chead- Gone With The ‘Wind. o9- It is fol- | 

Ang for hearty. 16th: week. at Surf... ‘lowed “by. Majestic’s “Bramble | 

-. Of. the hardticketers; “Exodus” Bish’ on initi-l round. Albee's- 

shapes robust in. its 23d Cinest age “Secret Ways” is fairly okay.’ 
canto while “Ben-Hur"’ is finishin 
Ahe last five days of 74th-final-week. Estimates for This Week . 
in ‘fancy fashion. 1 + Albee RKO} (2,200;- 65-90)1— 

‘Estimates for This Week “Secret Ways” (U).-and -“Posse 
- Carnecie (Telem’t!) (495; $1.50)\—1 From Hell” «(U:.  Fairish -$5,000. - 

“Days of. Thrills, Laughter” . (20th). Last week, ‘Absent-Minded Pro- 
(2d -wk«.” Fair $2. 800.. -Last: week, fessor” 1BVY ‘4th wk, $5,000. 

$3,900. |. Elmwood ‘Snyder! 1724; 65-90)— | 

: » Chi¢ako BRK? 3. 900; 90-81-80: “Butterfield 8° «M-Gr and. “Gigi” 

wk: Qrurdy. $16,000 “or: ‘close. Last (M-Gi. tréissues) 2d. wk, Good 
wk $18.000. $4,000. First was $4.500. 

‘Cinema’ 'Stern! 1500" “St. 500 — Majestic 4SW -(2.200; - 65-90:-—.: 
“General Dell Rovere" 4Cont’ (8d Bramble _Bush” «<WB) and “A! 
wk: ‘Oks '§2. 700. - “Cast week, $3. 000. - Summer Place: ov IWB: (reissues. 

sagne Bs d Ie nwAT (aad le Neat $8.000° Last week, “Portrait 
59'—“Exodus — -' ef Mobster” 

To Live" 

WB and °* "48. Hours 
He: ‘iy $15, Or0. | T.ast “week, S15. 500. 4 B. S6. nnn. 

"/ Peyton’ Perky $25,000, 

“League of Gentlemen” 

VARIETY _ 

Hub; ‘Sat. Night’ Wow 

PICTURE GROSSES 

iM Weather Wilts N.Y. But ‘Double’ 

156, nk’ Bott 326, Big $31,000; Parrish-Stage Tall 1366, 
Boston, May. 23. 

Some -big ones are’ sparking film 
biz here currently, which has-been, 

igetting the benefit of coolish 
weather. Cutting wide swath is 

; “Return. ‘to Peyton -Place’’ at Mem-" 

orial, 
| Morning” jis terrifico at Kenmore 
‘in. first: “Portrait ‘of Sinner” is fair 
at Paramount. 
“Make. Mine Mink” looks wow at 

| Exeter in opener. “Mein Kampt™ 
torrid: in second at Pilgrim. “Never 

On Sunday” 
Iseventh round at Beacon . Hill. 
“Breathless” ts" holding nicely at 

| Capri in fourth. 

Estimates for This. Week. 

Astor. (B&Q? ¢1, 1905. 90-31. 501— 
“One-Eyed Jacks" 
|" Mild $5.000: Last wéek., $6,000. 

_ Beacon Hill ‘Sack? (678:.$1-$1.59! 
—"Never On: Sunday” th 
isto. Pa . $8. 000. Last’ week, 

(Cinerama, Inc.) (1,354; 
ANT) 

‘ poston 
$1.75-$2. 65'—’ ‘Windjammer’ 

reissue! (2d) wk. 

(Lope) ¢7th. 

Saturday Nicht and. Sunday ‘ 

is ‘still powerful in - 

‘Sun’ Bright 196, Wind’ Loud 326, 3d 
Dearth of newcomers plus sea-{and new stageshow likely to open 

sonal influences is making for ai June 1. 
desultory week currently at Broad-, Rivoli -UAT+ ‘1,545; $1 5-$2 59) 
way . cinema boxoffices ‘“Strong?—"On the Double” ‘Par. Tuittal 
‘showings are the exception rather ‘session ending tomorrow ‘Thurs? 

than the rule. Mild, springlike lvoks like big $31,000. Stays, of 
weather over the weekend hurt all COUTSE- In ahead. : Mein Kempt 
theatres excepting, perhaps, the “Col! (ath wk-5 days, $11.500 
Music Hall which obtained addi-!| State ‘Loews (1.900; $1.50-$2.59) 

tParr '8th-final. 

“sturdy $136.000 in third stanza at 

Second week. | 

—“Gone With Wind” (M-Gi tress- 
down- «ier Sth wki, Fourth stanza ended tional trade from crowds 

Sat jor med Forces day last last nizht ‘Tues.’ was lusty $32.00) 
“Lone new entrant ts “On the ! after $39,000 for third week. Holds. 

rictoria Ci 11,003; 50-$2) 
Double.” which is heaaing for big _Yittorta City Inv.) 11,003; 5 

—Alamo” ‘UA! (4th wk: Third 
$31 000 in first session at the | week ended yesterday ‘Tues.! ¥ 8 

ivoli Pic opened strongly and ; okay $11.500 after $15,000 for se 
picked. up momentum .over the ond round. Stays, without running 
weekend. “Parrish” and Puerto, qay-date with Astor starting today 
Rico stageshow looks to hold with i (Wed.'. “Last Time I Saw Archie’ . 

, (CA) is due to open Saturday (27), 

Warner (SW) (1,813: $1.50-$3.50) 
“Exodus” (UA) (23d wk. Current 

“Big Show” slipped so much in ; session finishing today (Wed.' is 
the second. round at the Palace, heading for whopping $40.500 after 

the Musie Hall, which. means this 
comho stays a-fourth week. 

with a mild $10,500 or less on: $43.000 last week. Continues indef- 

| started “Moriday 122), First ‘week, - 
! fine $14,500: ° 

Capri ‘Sack 1900; $1-$1.50'— 
“Breathless sFAW! ‘4th wk'. Nice 
$5,500. Last: week, $7, 000. 

. Exeter 11.376: 90-$1.50iI—"Make 
Mine Mink”: iCont).'2d wk}. Second 
week began Sunday !21). First was 
"wow $12.000. 

Fenway 'Indie’ ‘1,350; $1.50i— 
“Stella” ‘Indie:.anda “Day in Coun- 

“try” Indie... Okay .$4.000.- Last 
week, “Idiot” (20th) (reissue, 
$3.300. 

Gary (Sack. ql. 277: $1 25-$1 80 — 
“La. Dolce Vita’ ‘Astor’ (5th wk). 
Still potent, at -$12.500.. Last | ‘week, 
$15,000. . 

Kenmore .'Indie) 
“Saturday Night, Sunday Morning” 
(Cont:. Boff $15.000. Last week. 

iKingsi 
(6th wk', $4,000. 

i Mayflower (ATC) (689; 90-$1.25) 
t.'Never Take Candy — From 
Stranger ” Undier. Oke $4,500 re- 
-turns housé to first-runs.* | 

Metropolitan (NET: °'4,357; .90- 

$i. 25. — ‘Hoedlum Priest” (UA+ 5th 

‘Continued on. ontinued on’ pate | se LO) 

Wind Standout 

Esquire tH& -E Balaban: (1.350: 

$1. 25-$1.8 -80)—" Five. Golden... Hours” . State ‘1. ve W: 13. 200: 90-$1. 95 <. cme 

(Cal. Tre oT 2 Psst oweek. “Cone Ww ith. Wind” iM- G: ‘reigsue) - 

eT Wo-Wav Stretch” sShow. (2d 19d wre Sock. $9.00. First -was. 

Wk, $7,290. 5 $13.00), 3° 
_ Yoon Ten r9ne. $1 25°51.90 Strand “National Realty *-.12.200: © 

ee ee tgtd ang, 90-S1:25'—"One-Eved Jacks” ‘Par-, 
MN tonrde Tov ant (1,000; 635-90'— Hitting the jackpot. with: about! 

“Hitler's s Executioners’” «Indie! and $12,000..- ‘Last week, “Mein Kampf” 

Hania’ teh Coen $5000. vCal Janid “Born Yesterday (Col) 
‘Last week. Tg Hell and Back” (TC. -ATeiasUes, ‘$3. 500. 
and. “Lawless Breed” «U? -(reis- 

ape at J tindie’ 73.400: 9N-$1.80 ; Oriental ‘Indie - ' ‘ —"Two- “Loves” - (AL G (2d. “Wk. Port. BO. Slips; Deck 

Gort ‘SIGN Fost: week 621.900.: 
‘ 

“Roosevelt «BGK? +1400: 90-81.80" | Dull $5,000, Prof,’ 546 
ne “Revolt of ‘Slav es? (U A (Od. wk. 
‘Lire $250). Lot weet. 616,09. . Portland, -Ore., May’ 23. 

State-Lake (B&K' (2.400; 90- | First-run biz Is in the doldrums - 
' currently, with, /holdovers, weak. tContinued on pag fe. 101: 
‘new. product and mid-summer heat ° 

PRO®’. socko S14. 000, | blamed. “Exodus”. moves into an 

DVILLE, ‘SHOW’ $5,000. 
ings.at Music-Box..“‘Absent-Minded. 
‘Professor’ is: strong. for sixth sesh 
at Paramount. But “Ring of Fire” 

Louisville, May 23. at Broadway and “All Hands ‘on. 
Holdovérs are: still strong here Deck” at Fox are. not. Betting. far.! 

this: week, ‘with newies ‘not sa. for newcomers. 
strong. a oee A eee Professor, Estimates. for This Week 
in second at the Brown s apes: 7 

socko. “Gone With Wind. in gered (P arker), (1.890: 1 to — g of. Fire an 
third at United. Artists, continues “Gun Battle At “Monterey” (M-G). 

show some. strength,. but down Sad $3,000: Last week, “Atlantis” 

sharply from second. me for Hap. (M-G: 
y” at the Kentucky, is barely : 19 

Pe ped by (Saturday. night (og) EG 2d wk, $3.500- 
sheak good. “Two Loves.” new en- Fox ‘EV ergreen) tI, 600: : $1. -$1.49).- 

try at-the Mary Arderson, is only ~~"All Hands On Deck” (20th! and : 
fair. “Bie Show.”’-also new, looks - “Fiercest. Heart”. (20th). So-so - 
mild at the Ohio. $5 5,000. . ‘Last. week, “Mein Kampf 

Estimates for This Week _ (Col! and “Terror of: Tongs” (Col) 

Brown (Fourth Avenue’: (1,100; (4 wk», $6,700. 
15-$1,25)—": Absent-Minded Prafes-: ‘Hollywood (Evergréen) - 1900; 
sor” (BV. t2d- wk). Socko $14,000. $1.25 -$2:49! “Ben-Hur” ~ (M-G, 
after opening week’s $17,000. . 4¢ uth wk:, pop prices. Okay. $3, 500.. 

_ Kentucky tSwitow). +900; 75-$})— , Las week, $4.200. ; 

“Cry for. Happy” (Col'. Good $5,-, 
000. ‘Last: week, “Great Impostor” 1$3)— “Exodus” (UA). (18th wk). 
(C2 (3d wk), $4,000. _. + Nifty $6,500. Last week, $6,400. 
Mary Arderson (People’s) (900; Qriental (MeFaddeni (2.100; $1) 

75-$1 i—°Two Loves”. (M-G).. Fair® —"Operation Eichmann” (AA) and |: 

San, bast week, “Sanctuary” pall. Stranger”. ‘AA)- treissue), 
1, same. “ 

Ohio (Settas\ (900: 60- giv—epig? DU $3,000. Last “week, “Dial M: 
i For Murder” (Par): and ° “Stranger ; 

Show" (20th'. Mild. $5,000. Last. week, “Rich Approach” (20th. “On. Train” \Pary (reissues', $1,800. 
$4.500--" ' Orpheum (Evergreen) -(1.536; $i-. 
“ Rialto (Fourth Avenue) - (1,100; ; '$1.49——"Return To Peyton Place’ 
$1. 25-$2.20\—"This Is ‘Cinerama” ; (20th): and “Upstairs and Down- 

(Cinerama) «6th wk), Modest $5,500 ; stairs” (20th) (2d wk). Slow $4,500. 
. after fifth week's $6,500.” Last week, $7,200. 
United Artists (Fourth Av enue}; Pa: mount, \Port-Pat) (3, 400: $1- 
(3,000; -75-$1.251 — “Gone |. With: $1. 50:— ‘ Absent-Minded Professor”. 
Wind” (M-G) «reissued (3d wk). Fair j (BV) (6th: wk). Tall” $5,500. Last. 
$7. 000° after second week's $13, 000. ' ‘week. $7, 200, 

| 18th -and. final’ week with nice tak- 

and “The Secret’, Partner”. ; 

Music Box (Hamrick! (640; $1. 30--. 

hh Toronto, 316 : 

:ing popscale, was fair $22.500 for} 

opens today ‘Wed.) at the Astor. : 

-heading tor good $33.500 in third - 
“week, day-dating: the Paramount 
-and arty Normandic. en” 

Lost Continent” opens Friday (26). 
(700; $1.50'—: — ’ 

week. that “Secret Ways” is open-- jnitely. 
ing today (Wed.). “Alamo."” play-. First-Run Arties 

Astor! . Baronet | ‘Reader (4305, $12 25. $2). 
any » —"Saturday Nig unday Morn- 

‘Young Savages .ing” (Cont) (8th wk).- Seventh 
round concluded Sunday (21: was 
great $13,400 after $14.200 for 
sixth. 

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80) 
“Breathless” (Films Around 

third week. day-dating the 
and Victoria. 

but “Alamo” stays at Vie until 
“Last Time I Saw Archie” opens i 
next Saturday (27). 

“Raisin in Sun” held with smooth: __ 
$19.200 in eighth round, day-dating World: (16th wk). The 15th session 
the Forum and arty Trans-Lux 52d. .ompteted Monday 122) was off to 
Street. “One-Eyed Jacks” looks 4 5 ati 
okay $18,000 in eighth and final! 2909 99-700 after $7,400 for 1atin . week, 
session’ at the Capitol. “Atlantis, Beekman (R&B) 

_51.75'—*L’Ayventura” 
-wkh 

(590: $1.20- 
‘Janus! «8th 

Seventh week ended Monday 
221 was okay $5.500 after $6.000 
fer: sixth round. 

, Fifth Ave. Cinema ‘R&B: (250; 
'$1.23-$1.80:'—"Virgin Spring” :Jan- 
us! «m.o.) (15th wk. This frame 
finishing tomorrow (Thurs: looks 

“Return To Peyton Place” is 

“Two Wom-. 
held at smash $19.500.in sec- 

ond round at the arty Sutton. 
“Gone With Wind" Poetical 

lusty at 832.000 in fourth sessionj like oke $3.500 same as 14th week. 
‘at the State, and is now starting “Ashes and Diamonds” Janus) 
its fifth week teday ‘Wed.:. “Satur- opens May 29. 
day Nieht and Sunday Mornine” Normandie (T-I.) 1592; $1.25- 

I 

i 

| —"One-Eved Jacks” 
- Toronto, May 23. 

Only: newcomer is “Man in 
“Moon” at..thtee-house combo, with 

‘Thiz- bad. “However. second stanza - 
of “Gone. With: Wind’. is leading 

-eity though out. on reissue to turn- 

“aways in-tifth round at Imperial. : 

- Spotty are second frames of “Sanc- ° 

“tnary” “and * ‘Angry. Silence.” 

“Virgin Spri ing” in same session is: 

‘hice. “Pepe” looks fast in third 

stanza at’ ‘the University. 

Estimates for This Week 
| Carlton, . Danforth, . Humber . 
(Rank: 12.318; 1,330: 1,208: $1- 
$1.50-—"Man.. in Moon” (20thr, 
' Poor $15,000. Last“week, “Million- 
-lairess’. 420th): (2d. wk:. $17.000. 

Eglinton «FP) 918 $1. 50-82. 50\— 

“Windjammer” iNT) «22 wk). 

j Okay $5,000. Last week, $6,000. 

| Hollywood. ‘FP: '1.080; $1-$1.50: ! 
—'Sanctuary’” (20th: (2d wk): _So-so .- 
$5,000. Last: week, $7,000. 

‘Tues.) was good $15,000 or near | 

1 Astor! (Sth wk: 

- $18,000 

‘held with gveat $13. 400 in seventh 
stanza at ibe arty Baronet. 

Estimates for This Week 

‘Aster ‘City Inv.: §4.994: 75-$2°— 
“Young Savages’ 'UA. Opens to- 
a ral Ted... Last week, “Alamo” 

‘24d wk), was fair $11.000° 
after: $14,000 in second week. 

Capitel- ‘Loew! (4 820: $1-$2.50. : 
‘Par: «8th- 

Current round ending 
(255 looks like okay 

afier $20:000 for seventh 
week. “Atlantis” +M-G' opens Fri-. 

$1 8)-—""Return To Peyton Place” 
_ 20th' '3d wk. This week ending 
; tomorrow Thurs.) looks like mild 
83.500 after $5,000 for second 
round. 

Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie) 
.°A20; $1.25-82>—"Violent Summer” 
‘Films Around World’. First week 
ending tomorrow ‘Thurs.! is he*d- 
ec sar vere © ood $10,000. In ahead, 
“Tunes of Glory” (Lope) (21st wk- 
lldays:., okay $7.500 to wind an 
amazing Iongrun and best here in 
many months. 

Guild « Guild) 

final. wk, 
Thursday 

$450; $1-S1.75:— 
day '26).. . “Please Turn Over” (Col) (4th wk). 

Criterion (Moss) ..520: $1.25- This frame ending tomorrow 
$2.40\—"Pepe” (Col) 123d wk. The ‘Thurs ! looks like nice $8.500 after 

‘22d stanza finished last night $19,509 for third session. Continues. 

‘Continued on page 10° 

“KAMPF” HUGE $18,000, 
BUFF; JACKS’ BIG 146 

Buffalo, May 23. 
Canadian holiday visitors are 

boosting biz here currently. Ouf- 
standing is “Mein Kampf,” with a 

-_ MN xe whopning take at the Century. Also 
Secret Ways” ‘U1. Opens today : big is “One-Eyed Jacks" at Para- 

(Wed... Last week. “Big Show”: mount. “Alamo” is rated only so-so 
; €20th: 12d wk, small $10,000 after a: the Lafayette. “Gone With 

;$14.500 for first. Wind" still is torrid in third round 
Henry Miller jar the Buffalo. 

£800; $1.50-$3.50)— Estimates for This Week 
Buffalo ‘Loew: (3.5): 75-$1.25:— 

! after $16.000 for 21st week. which : 
‘was hurt by screenings on two dif- 
ferent days. “Guns of Navarore” : 
(Col) opens. on hard-ticket policy 
June 22. 

DeMille (Reade) (1,463; $1.50- 
$3.50'—**Spartacus” (U' (33d wk). 
Current session ending today 
(Wed.1-is heading for good $17.000 ' 

, after $18.500 for 32d week. 
Palace (RKO (1,642; $1.25-$2: 

ae oe ee 

(Gilbert Miller) 

"La Dolce Vita’ 

Current session 
Hyland ‘Rank? (1.357: -$1-$1.50'— | winding today ‘Wed.: looks wham .“Gone With Wind” (M-G) (reissue) 

“Anpry Silence’ «(Rank?. (2d wk. 
Fair $5,000. Last week, $6.000. 

‘Imperial 4FP (3, 343; $1-$1. 50'— 
| “Absent- Minded Professor” (BY): 
(5th wk). Hefty $9,000. La st 
week, $9, 500. 

Loew's, Uptown (Loew: (1.641; 
1.304; -$1-$1.50' —.“Gone With, 
Wind” «(M-G (2d wk: ‘reissue'.* 
1Still sock at $31, 000.” _ Last week, | 
$30.000. 

Tivoli (FP: 1935; $1 .50-$2.50'— | 
| “Exodus” UA’ (9th Wk Falling 
‘ off. to $6,500... Last week; $8.000.. 

“Virgin Spring’ 

Nice $5.500. Last week, $6.000. 
| University (FP: (1,360; $1-$1.50) 
| —‘Pepe™. 'Col- 132d wk, Fine 
$7,000. Last week, same. 

75-$1.25'— 
wk:. . Okay $6,500. Last - ‘week, 

“te ° 

. Towne ‘Taylor! 1693; 90-$1.25 —| ending tomorrow (Thurs.) is head-' 

Vaughan, York (FP: (929; 745; +|day {Wed.) looks like solid $136.- 

i 

$20,500 in fourth. (3d wk. Hot $10.00. Last week, 
$10.500. 

Embassy tGuild) 1500: $1 -25-$2)! | Center (AB-PT) (3.000; 70-$1.25) 
—_ ‘Hitler's Executioners” (Indie':—*“Return to Peyton Place” (20th) 
{3d wk). This round ending tomor- «(3d wk). Fancy $9,000. Last week, 
row Thurs.) looks like okay $8,000. 
$7.000 after $9.500 for second. : Century ‘UATC: (2,700: 70-$1. 25) 
“Primitive Paradise” (Indie) opens —“Mein Kampf" (Col! and “Carth- 
Friday ¢26).- ‘age in Flames” (Col). Wow $18.000. 
Forum (Moss) ‘813; 90-$1. R01— Last week, “No, No, It's Sin” (In- 

“Raisin in. Sun” (9th wk). Eighth . die), $7,000. 
. stanza ended yesterday tTues.1 was‘ Lafayette (Basil) (3,000: 70-$1)— 
‘ okay $13,000. Last week. $14,000. +The Alamo” ‘UA!. So-so $9,000. 

$20,000 after 
| Stays.- ‘ 

|.. Paramount ‘AB-PT) (3.665: $1- ‘Last week, “Absent-Minded Profes- 
Reve “Return ta Pey*n Place” :sor” (BV: (4th wk? (5 days: $5,000. 
(20th) «3d wk! Current round Paramount ‘AB-PT: (3.000: 70- 

$1.25»—"One-Eyed Jacks” (Par). 
(Janus: (2d wk).| ing for good $30.000 after $35.000 big $14.000. Last week, “Picnic” 

for second. Stays. (iCol) and “Twinkle and Shine” 
‘Radio City MuSice Hall ‘Rocke- 

feliers) (6,200; 90-$2.75!1—“Parrish” 
(WB) -and Puerto Rica stageshow 
(3d wk'. This stanza finishing to- 

‘Colt treissuesi, $6.500. 
Teck (Loew) (1,200; $1.25-$2.75) 

—Exodus” ‘UA?’ (8th wk'. Okay 
$4,500. Last week, $3,500. 

Cinema (Martina! (450; 70-$1i— 
“Mein Kampf” .(Col) (3d ; 000 or near after $139,000 for sec-!“Carry On Nurse” (Gov) ‘29th and 

ond week. Holding a fourth, with | final wk:. Topping amazing $4,000. 
“Pleasure of. His Company” (Par) ‘ Last week, $1,600. 



10 PICTURE GROSSES 

New Films Up Mpls: ‘Jacks’ Whopping 
$11,000, ‘Loves’ 5G; ‘Prof. Sharp 16 

Minneapolis. May 23. 4 
Weatherman has been playing 

ball with exhibs here, providing 
lots of rain and unseasonable cold (Continued from page 8) 

which have kept patrons from the! of Gentlemen” (Kings) (4th wki, 
trek. But biz shapes spotty, with’ $1,000. 

new entries potent. | Paramount (‘Blank-UP) (1,900: 
“One-Eyed Jacks” at Lyric looks | 75-$1)_""Mein Kampf” ‘Colr +2d 

wow. “Konga,” also new, appeals wk). Pleasant $5,000. Last week, 
‘ jet at the Gopher. Two new | $7. 500. 
-¢ first-runs are “Two Loves,” ; Plaza, (FMW-NT) !1.630: $1.25) 

‘y at St. Louis Park, and “Por- | “Cimarron” 'M-G) (2d wk). Okay 
.t_ of Sinner,” trim at Uptown. ! 6 990. Last week, $9.000. 

KANSAS CITY 

“30 ° 

“hsent-Minded Professor” looms; Rockhill (Little Art Theatres) 
good in fourth chapter at State.’ . 1750; $1.251-—"Days of Thrills, 
“Gone With Wind.” also in fourth. ' Laughter” {20th Fair $1.400. Last |- 
4s rated okay at Orpneum. -week, $2.0 

Hard-ticket offerings are show-; Roxy 200. ood) 11.280: $1-$1.50) 
ing little life with “Exodus” in ’_«Return To Peyton Place” (20th) 
17th week, “Spartacus” in 10th 3a wk). Trim $7,000. Last week, 

and “Seven Wonders of World” in: ‘$8,500. 
sixth: All three will bow out! Uptown ‘FMW-NT) ‘2.043: $1- 
shortly. .$1.25}—“‘Absent-Minded Professor”. 

Estimates for This Week ‘BY) ‘8th wk!. Nice $4,000. Last 
Academy ‘Mann! .947: $1.75- week, $5,000, 

Se ana fo neh Starting fi and final month wi ‘Ka 9 

mpf’ Fatrish $8,000, 
Balto: ‘Jacks’ Sock 106, 

fair $6.000, same as last week. | 

Century ‘Cinerama, Inc.) (1,150: 
$1.75-$2.651—"Seven Wonders of 
World”: :Cinerama)! treissue) ‘6th 

, ci é an ont $10.000. Last week, | Peyton’ Lusty 7G, adi 

Gopher ‘Berger) 1.000: $1- Baltimore, May 23. 
$1.25-—""Konga” “All. Quiet $4-|_ “Mein Kampi” and “Return to 
GOO. Last week, “Operation Eich- Peyton Place” are still in the lead 
mann” ‘AA), $3.500 here ‘the first being big = in second. 

. ea ana. ,__frame at the Hipp’ and “Peyton” 
oot ivea Jacks” Par <n being nice at Mayfair, also. for 

$11,000. Last week, “Serengeti” second. “One-Eyed Jacks" 1s big: ’ j , bei ood at the 
(AA) and “10 Who Dared” BV). Town being g00 
$4.000. Others doing well are “Absent- 
Mann (Manni ‘1,100; $1.75-S2.65) : yiinded Professor.” nice in fourth 

—‘“Spartacus” ‘U! ‘10th wk’. Fair. week at the Stanton and “Never 
$6.000. Last week. $6.500. 'On Sunday.” steady in tweénty- 

Orpheum ‘Mann) ‘2.800: $1-!seventh record-breaking round at 
$1.50'—“Gone With Wind” ‘M-G i’! Playhouse. “Breathless” shapes 
(reissue) ‘4th wk. Okay $6.000.: okay in second at the Cinema.‘ 
Last week. $7.000. ‘“"Two-Way Stretch” 

St. Louis Park ‘Field) 11.600: ly in third at the Five West. 
$1.25)—“Two Loves” *M-G). Slick Estimates for This Week 
$5. 000 or near. Last week, “Mein Aurora (Rappaport) 367: 90Q- . 

Kampf” :Col) ‘3d wk), $3. 500 at! : $1.50!:—"‘Room At Top” ‘Cont: tre- 

$1.50 admish. ‘runt, Good $1.800. Last week. 
State ‘Par) :2.200: $1-81. 25)— “Virgin Spring” ‘(Janus ‘:3d WE! | 

“Absent-Minded Professor” -BV)::rerun), $1,300. 
(4th wk. Sharp $7.000. Last week.| Charles 'Fruchtmar! 

$10.000. .$1.80)—"Suzie Wong” ‘Par’ ‘22d: 
Suburban World :Mann) ‘800; ; wk. Oke $2,000 after same last ' 

is holding nice- 

1500; 90-: 

‘Jacks? Fast $10, 000, 

Denver, May 23. 
Biz is entirely satisfactory’ here 

this round because of the showings 
by some newies and some reissues. 
‘Biggest money for a newcomer is 
going to “Giant,” out on reissue, at 
the Paramount. “One-Eyed Jacks” 
is sockeroo at the Towne. “Absent- 
Minded Professor” looms big in 

‘2d wk). Fair $8,500. Last week, 
$14,500. — _ 
Denham. (Indie) 1$1.25-$2.50)— 

second at the Denver while “Carry 
on. Sergeant” is rated fine on open- 
er at Esquire. 

Estimates for This Week 

Aladdin ! Fox) ‘900: $1.25-$2.50)— 
“Spartacus” (U) (18th wk). Good 
$4.200. Last week, $4. 500. 

Centre ‘Fox} (1.270; $1-$1.45)— 
“Return to. Peyton Place’ 120th) 

“Ben-Hur” (M-G) ‘58th wk). Smash 
‘$9,000. Last week, S$7.500. . 

: Denver. (Fox) (2.432: $1-$I. 25\— 

1 

| 

“Absent-Minded Professor”. BV} 
12d wk). Big $19.000. Last: week, 
$24,500.. 

Esquire (Fox) 1600; $1)—“Carry 
Gn Sergeant” iGov). 
Iiast week, “Virgin Spring” ‘Undie) ; 
‘6th wk', $1,900. 

Orpheum . (RKO) 12.690; $1.25- 
$1.45)—“Gone’ With Wind” '(M-G) | 
treissue) (4th wk). Good $8,000. 
Last week, $11,590... 
Paramount ‘Indie’ (2, 100: 90- 

$1.25) — “Giant” ‘WB) treissue). 
Strong $13,000. Last week. “‘Cimar- j 
ron” (M-G) 12d wk), $10.500 

“One-Eyed Jacks” tPar). Hat $10,- 

1'UA) 13d Wk), $3. 000. 

ST. LOUIS 
‘Continued. trom: pi.ge 8) 

;/20th) ‘and ‘Portrait of Mobster” 
j ‘WB, $7,500. 

Loew’s. Mid-City. Loew) (1.160; 
160-90) — “Absent-Minded Profes- ! 
lsor” (BV). i3d wk.’ Great $12,000 
or over. Last week, $14.500. 

State ‘Loew) ‘3,600; 60- 90!)— 
| “Ring of Fire’ (M-G) and * “Fron- 
‘tier Uprising’ \Indie, Slow: 
$9,000. Last week, .*’ 
j Col. -and “Hell Is. City’ ‘Col),. 
1 $13.000. So 
i. Pageant ‘Arthur’ (1,000; 990-; 
,$1.25:— ‘Satur day ‘Night. Sunday 
Morning” :Cont'.. Lusty’ $5,000: or 
near. Last. week, “Hand in Hand” 

Col, $3,500. - 
$1.25:—“Secret Partner” | 'M-G); week. . | St. Louis ‘ Arthur) 3.800: 75-90) 
(2d wk'. Fair $2.500. Last week, | Cinema ‘Schwaber) :460:. 90-;_* ‘Secret: Ways” (Us and “Trouble 
$3.500. | $1. 50.—"Breathtless" .Films : in Sky” ‘Indiet. Okay $12,000. 

Uptown ‘Field: +1.000: $1.25\— Around World) ‘2d wk). Okay j Last week, “Question 7” Indie), 
“Portrait of Sinner” ‘ALl) andi $1.800 after $2.300 in first. ' $7,000. 
“Why Must I Die?’ ‘AD. Neat | Five West ‘Schwaber) 1435: 90-! Shady Qak ‘Arthur’ (760; 90-: 
$3.000. Last week. “Black Sunday” ; $1.50'—"“Two-Waf. Stretch” ‘Show! .$1.25:—“Carry On Constable” 
(Al) (2d wk), $3.000. '3d wk). 

World ‘Mann: (400: 85-$1.50)—; last week. 
“Question 7” (Indie) ‘(8d wk. Hep: Hippodrome: ‘Rappaport’ +2.300: | 

Nice $2.200 after $3. 100 — 

$5.500. Last week. $6.000. 1 90-$1.50'—““Mein Kampf” -Cal) 12d 
————_______. | wk). Fairish §8.000 after $18.500 

opener. 
NEW YORK Little ‘Rappaport? ‘300: 90-$1.50:. 

—"Before I Kill”? ‘Col. Oke. 
‘Continued trom page 9) ' $1,800. Last week, “Mad Dog Coll” 

Murray Hill ‘R&B! '565: 95-:-Cois, $1.700. 
$1.80i— “Young Savages” -UA'.: Mayfair (Fruchtman) 1750: 90- . 
Opens today ‘Wed.'. In ahead, °$1.50:—“Return to Pexion Place” 
“Ballad of Soldier” «Kings: ‘21st -20th! ‘2d ki. Loud $7.000 after : 
wk-8 days), was tair $4,900 after ' $10,000 in first. 
$5.000 for 20th week for an excel-- New ‘Fruchtman) (1.600; 90- | 

Jent longrun. °$1.50'—"‘Secret Ways” bE. Slow 
Paris ‘Pathe Cinema) ‘568; 90- $3.000 or near. Last week, ‘“Hood- 

$1.80)—“Love and Frenchwoman” ‘lum Priest” 'CA!, $3,400. : 
(Kings) (13th wk). The 12th round | Playhouse ‘Schwaber! 
finished Sunday °‘21)' was. good ;$1.50:—‘Never On Sunday” 
$6.000 after $6.500 for llth week. {'27th wk!, Steady 
Holds, .with “The Cheaters” :Cont) ‘same in previous week. 
due in June 5. i Stanten ‘Fruchtman) (2,800: 90-. 

Plaza ‘Lopert) 525; $1.50-$2)— . $1. 50!—"Absent- -Minded Profes- 
“Never On Sunday” :Lope) :32d:sor* ‘BY? ‘4th wk’. Nice 35.000 
wk). The 3lst session concluded | after $6,000 in third. 
Monday ‘22: was wow $16.000 after | Town ‘Rappaport) (1.125: 90- 
$17,000 for 30th week. }$1.50'—““One-Eyed Jacks” (Par), 

68th St. Playhouse ‘eo Breach- , "Socko 310.000 Last week. “Gone : 
er}. ‘370; 90-$1.65'—"The Bridge”: : With Wind” (M-G) teissuei 6th 

‘AA :3d wk'. Third stanza finished | Wk', $5.000. 

‘Lope! | 

Sunday ‘'21) was stalwart $7 900 ' TTT 
after $9.200 for second week. | CHICAGO 

Sutton -R&Bi °561:95-$1.80) —; . 

“Tuc Women” ‘Embassy? «dd wk). ! ‘Continued trom Pare a Me, 
First. holdover round concluded !$1.80)—“Absent-Minded Professor 
Sunday ‘21) was smash $19. 500 BW) ‘Sth wk Livelh £16, 000 or 

close. Last: week. $14.000. after $21,600 f or. r $21.600 for opener Surf ‘H&E Balaban) 685; $1.50-: Trans-Lux 52d St. :T-L) '540; $1-: 
#1.50'—“‘Raisin in Sun" ‘:Col) ‘9th 
wk). Eighth session finished yes- 
terday ‘Tues.’ was smooth $6. 200 | Week, $5.500. 
after $6.600 for seventh. “Man in| Todd 'Todd) 11,089; $1.75-$3.50) 
Moon" :T-L) opens June 12. :——"Ben-Hur” 'M-G) '74th wk!. Big 

Trans-Lux 85th St. ‘T- Ly +550; '$12.400 for last 5 days. Last week, 
$1.25-$2) — “Secret Ways’ ‘'U). $14,500. 
Opens today ‘Wed. after a benefit! United Artists ‘B&K) (1.700; 90- | 
performance last night 'Tues.), In !$1.80)—"“Gone With Wind” 'M-G) 
ahead, “Big Show” '20th) :2d wk- |'reissue) ‘6th wk. Strong $15,000. 
6 days), slow $3.000 after only $5,-: Last week. $19.000. 
400 for opener. Woods ‘Essaness) (1.200: 90-! 

World (Perfecto) :390: 90-$1.50)— : ‘$1. 80)—“Return To Peyton Place ” 
“Male and Female” 'Mishkin) «14th i:20th) ‘3d wk. Hep $18,000; Last 
wk’. This frame ending tomorrow | week, $22,000. 
‘Thurs.) is heading for fine $6.000| .World ‘Teitel) +606; 90-$1.25)— 
efter $6,500, over hopes, for 13th | “Virgin Spring” ‘Janus) (2d wh). 
week. Swell $8,500. Last week, $8,000. 

36th wk). Hardy $6,000. Last j; 

*355: 90-: 

$2,200 atter | 

"$1.80)—""Never On Sunday” ‘Lope | 

‘Govi «3d wk. 
: week, $3, 000. 

LOS ANGELES 
‘Continued trom page 8) 

Big. $2:500. Last 

near. Last week.- “League of Gen- |: 
iMay) «4th wk, $3,500. 

Crest ‘State’ +750; 90-$1.50) — 
“Breathless” :FAW). Snappy $5,- 
; 000. Last week. “Tunes of Glory” 
HUAI “Past Is Showing” 
Wk), $3.500. 

Los Angeles, Hollywood. Beverly, 
: Baldwin t(FWC-State) 12.019; 756; 
11,150; 1,800; 90-$1.50'—"Return to 
)Peyton Place” :20th' and “Fiercest 

‘tlemen” 

Heart” -(20th) (2d wk. Fair’ $16,- 
‘000. Last week, $21,600. 

Vogue ‘FWC) ‘810; 90-$1.50)— 
“General Della Rovere” 'Cont) «1st 
gencral release) and. “Tunes of 
;Glory” .‘UA) ‘m.o.!. Okay $4.000. 
iLast WwW eek, “Grass. Is Greener”. 
bu) i2d wk), “Great Impostor” 'U) 
1 im.o.), $3.600. 

Chinese (FWC). 41.408; $2-$2.40) 
— “King and. I’ »20th) reissue) 
j:2d wk), Thin $10, 000. “Last week, 
$10.100. 

Hillstreet, Wiltern, Iris, Loyola 
(Metropolitan- -SW-FWC) '2:752: 2,- 
344; 825; 1.298: 90-$1.50'— —‘Absent- 

i Minded Professor” tBV) -and 
“Hangman‘’s Knot’: (Col? «reissue 
‘Hillstreeti, “Horse With. Flying 
j Tail” ‘BV) ‘others? *2d wk). Hefty 
$20.000 or close. Last week, $32,400. | 

H 

“Sayage Innocents” 'Par) 

issues}. Dim $1. 500. 

FWC) '2,213: 861: 80- $1.50)—"Mein 
Kampf” ‘Col) and ‘Hell Is City” 
tInd) tm.o.). Mild $6 000. ‘Last week, 
Orpheum With -Pix,.: “Revolt of 
Slaves” (UA), “Gunfight” (UA), 
| $6. 300. El Rey, “Apartment” iUA). 
“Elmer. Gantry” 
(2d wk), $1,700, 

Pix ‘Prin) 
“Cimarron” 
8” ‘M-G) ‘repeats). Light $3,500. 
Warner Beverly’ ‘SW) (1.316: 

$1,50-$2)—“Raisin ‘in Sun” (Col)! 

(reissues) | 

90-$1.50)— (756: . 

Denver; ‘Giant? 18G 1" 

Fine $3,000. | 

“Towne. (Indie) (600: .$1-$1.45)— | 

:000. Last week, “Hoodlum Priest” ; ibeen made for the film by this ; 

| 

Mein Kampf” 

‘UA? 12d 

State (\UATC) '2.404; 90-$1.501— |. 

. and : $1.25)}—“Portrait. of Sinner” (AI). 
“First Man Into Space” 'M- G) re-| 

Orpheum, E! Rey (Metropolitan- ! - (Cont) 

(M-G) and ‘ ‘Butterfield | 

‘Wednesday, May 24, 1961- 

Red Skelton’ s Own 
Film in Japan 

‘Hollywood, May 23. 

Red Skelton has set’ his:. own. Or 

iginal | ‘comedy now: tagged “Kasa 

San” as first pic he. will produce, 
star in for Skelton studios, It will. 
|be ‘lensed ‘in. both Hollywood and 
Japan. Comic leaves for Tokya in 
mid-June to finalize negotiations 
for Japanese thesp Junzaburo Ban. 
to costar, also ‘scout locations and. 
jfirm production facilities... Film 
starts in August. | 

Dovetailed with production of 
CBS-TY’s “Red Skelton show.” 
Major release will be sought upon 
return from. Oriént.. 

Catholic Librarian Rues. 
‘Mad Logic’ of Those Who 

Demand Sweeping Bans 

(5th. wk). Tepid $6,500. Last week, 
8, 
Four Star (UATC). (868; 90-$1.50) 

—~“Pepe” (Col) (4th wk), Solid 
$7,000. Last week, $8,400. 
Hollywood Paramount (State) |. 

(1,468; $1-$2.40) — “Gone With 
Wind" (M-G) (reissue) (9th wk). 
Torrid $12,000. Last week, $12,800. 

Fox Wilshire (FWC) (1, 990; $1.80- 
$3.50)—“Exodus” (UA) (22a wk). | 
Fairish $7,000. Last week, $8.700. 

Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $2-$2.40) 
— “Never On Sunday” (Lope) (26th 
wk). Fast $7,000. Last week, $6,800. 

Pantages (RKO) (1.513; $3.90- 
'$3.50)—"“Spartacus” °U): (Bist wk. 
Moderate $10,000. Last week, $10,- 

‘Egyptian (UATC) (1.392; $1.25- 
$3.50) —“Ben-Hur (M-G)- (77th wk). 
Robust $12. 500. Last week, $14, 400. 

Guy Gabaldon Uses. 
His AA Biopic as Funds 
Come-on Vs. Communism: 

Hollywood, May 23. 
Allied Artists’-feature, “Hell to 

Eternity,” based on wartime. ex- |. 
:ploits of Marine hero Guy Gabal-. 
j don, is being used-in a fund-raising 
'drive on behalf of Gabaldon’s Cuba-} .- Ottawa, ‘May 23. 
‘angled organization, Drive Against |. No minority-group has’a right to 
| Communism. Picture has been.-set , ,demand that the government 
for screening at: Long Beach Mu- | should interpose a general cénsore 

nicipal Auditorium on night of May {Ship. affecting all citizens, en ma- 
| 26, teeing off a nation-wide tour-to , tevial judged to be harmful accord- 
-raise. money for project Gabaldon : ‘ing: to. the: special standards held: 
heads in support of Cuba. ~ within the group.” 
Spokesman for Allied Artists | So Rev. F. Wallace, OMI. Iie 

ibrarian of St. Patrick's } 
said no rental or loan deals had; *Catholic) College here. told the On-. 

‘tario unit of Catholic Library Assn, | 
Meeting: here. However; : he - said; 
jahy minority group within:a plural- 
istie society has the right’ to cen-. 
-sor the means of- communication 
jfor its own members—and to use 
“persuasion and pacific. judgment” 
to elevate standards of  publi¢. 
morality. 

He also decried the “mad: logic” 
‘of those who -seek ‘Sweeping bans. 

BUT 900 OF Avy PFD. on what they disapprove, and re- 
: 4 marked, “If literature is the study 

Universal in the past quarter : ‘of human-nature, you cannot shave- 
decreased to 900 the. ‘number of a sinless literature of . sinful men. " 

asi sock = FOX, FRISCO, BUY NOT 
|. ‘TO TASTE OF MAYOR. 

Prev iously-2, 300 shares had been - 

San Francisco, May ‘23. 

so held. 

‘ City Property Director. Philip L. 
Omaha; Prof.’ Hot 8G | _Rezos has: formally recommended : 

Omaha, “May. 23, : Frisco: buy the 4.651-seat. 32-vear- 
There are only two newcomers ! ‘old Fox Theatre, with okay of his 

at downtown first-runs this session: boss. chief - administrative: officer 
[ but both are doing well. “Atlantis, |Sherman P. Duckel. 

group. Studio had no comment on 
project, however. 

Gabaldon is publicizing his cam- 
paign through appeals for support : 
from newspapers and civic organi-! 
zations. 

‘U TREASURY HOLDING 
| 

Atlantis Sturdy 9G, 

Lost Continent” at the Qmaha looks; But Frisco ‘Mavor Geor ge ' Chrisg- 
| nifty while. “ Absent-Minded Pro- topher’ apparently - still opposes 

fessor” at State’ is smash. “This Is idea. 
Cinerama” is faster in its 14th ses-| Rezos. wrote Fex. Ww est. Coast’s 
sion as a hard-ticket entry at the real estate chief. Irving D. Epsteen, 

Cc ooper. “Return to Peyton Place”.|that he Was ready to recommend 
remains big in second round at Tri- 1 $1,050.000 price for old structure, 
States flagship, the Orpheum. some $200.000 under Ww hat Fox reps 

Estimates for This Week bay . suggested: . nen Th 
F Yo ristopher go sore. Ww en e 

9325S cme $1.55. ‘first heard of Rezos’ recommenda- 
rama) (14th wk). Still big at $6, 00t. { tion— and: formal letter. to -Epsteen 

Last week. $5.500 [Tap Phoned Duckel asking: 
Omaha Tristates) (2.066; 75-$1)— 1 “Atlantis” (M-G), ‘Thanks to:kid-! offer: when. the policy: has not been 

dies, lofty $9.000 looms. Last week, ° May or added. “We ‘eannot' “ possi- 

“Portrait of Mobster” (WB) and ; : bly salvage every owner of obsolete. 
Enemy General” !Coll, $3.200... |property... there's. something: 
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,877; $1-° suspicious, ‘about the whole: thing!” 

$1.25}—‘Return to Peyton. Place”. But. Duckel, ‘relatively unruffled, 
(20th) (2d wk). Still big at $10,000 : said, “The- mayor says there's some 
after $11. 500. bow: | monkey business involved.. I ‘don't 

State (Cooper) (743; $1\—“‘Absent.. know- shat he’s talking about.”~ — 
Minded Professor” ‘BV. Great | ‘Rezos’ idea is that a city bind is-- 
$8,000 or over. Last week, Great | ‘sue be voted:Nov. 7 for Fox's, pure . 
With Wind” (M-G) ireissue) 13d ; ‘chase. To get on ballot a bond is- 
wk), $4,200. sue must be approved by both the 

~ . = board of. supervisors and: may or. 

BOSTON 
|Senate’ S Unique Medal 

Voted for Bob Hope 
. Washington, ‘May: 23. 

In what - may -be. an. unpreced- 
ented: action, 97° senators - have 
joined a mave to give. British-born 
'Bob Hope a special medal for his 
“countless miles. of ‘travel: around 
the globe” to entertain Gl’s. The: 
‘resolution, ‘authored by Sen. Stuart 
Symington: (D-Mo.), former air sec- 
‘retary, 

‘Continued from page 9): 

wk. final) Mild $3, 000.. Last week, 
| $9,000 

Memorial ‘RKO) 3.000: -90- $1 49) 
—“Return to Peyton Place” ‘20th).- 
Hot $25,000: Last week, “‘Absent- 
Minded Professor (BY) | (5th. wk),. 
$10,000. 

Paramount iNET) 2: 357; 70- 

and “‘Get Outta Town” (Indie): Fair 
1 $10, 000. Last week, “Hippodrome” 

and “Breakout”: Indie), . “would” authorize - the Sec- 
—— retary: of Tréasury to design .and 

cast .a ‘gold: medal ‘especially for 
Hope. Presentation would be by 
the president. 

In the words of the. resolution, 
Hope's antic gifts: were described 
thusly: “moments enriched by. hu-. 
mor are. moments ‘from hate 
and therefore-valued by. miankind.”! 
Only three senators have not yet - 

signed as cosponsors—John Wil- 
liams (D-Del.); Richard Russell 
(D-Ga.) and George ‘Aiken:.(R-Vt.). 

$9,000. . 

Pilgrim (ATC) (1.900; - 55 $1. 25) 

—‘"Mein Kampf” (Col) ‘and “Ter- 
ror Tongs” (Col) ‘2d wk). Sock. 
$14,000. Last week, $18,000. . 

Saxon {Sack) (1,100; $1. 50-$3)— 
“Exodus” (UA) ‘22d wh). Niee | 

' $9,000. Last week, $10,000. 

State (Trans-Lux) (730; 75-$1. 25). 
“Hideout in* Sun” ‘Astor) and 
“Career Girl’ (Astor) tr erun). Oke 
$4;000. Last week, $5, 200. 
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- Coast's $35- Mil Cartoon Biz 
ees Continued from page 7 EE | 

made ‘here, in Mexico and in Eu- 
rope on farmouts. His budget is 
‘better. than $2,000,000: but ‘is’ not. 
included. in’ chart since pix being 
.made here are accounted for: by 
other companies. | 

Likewise, Bill Snyder's 13 “Pom 
& Jerry” ..cartoons Rembrandt 
Films is producing in Europe .for 
Metro, which | owns copyright 
since major gave up Culver. City 
activity under: Fred. C. Quimby. 
‘Check on. animators, | sketchers. 

and affinitive workers shows total 
of 1,434, it is. pointed out artists 
-shift. from studio .to studio. 
‘rence Ki'ty, biz rep. for Screen 
Cartoonists Union, Local 839, esti- 
‘mated 800 members; ‘Paul. Harris, 
-biz rep for. Screen Cartoonists 
“Guild, figures 300 members, for 
total of 1,100, variance due to many 
men‘and women employed. by more |. 

mercials, . animated and live action : than: one studio during year. In 
éach ‘instance, figures are mini- 
mums, according to spokesmen. © 

‘In keeping with trend of indus- | 
try as whole, most product ‘is 
turned out for tv with accent on 
cominercials. . Industrial and - edu- 
cational demands are showing 
rmmore life than ever for animation 
and cartoon presentations. There 
are .also several “fringe” 
hies. in these fields. _exclusively not 
listed. - 

Several cartoon and. animation 
producers expressed feeling. Fee- 
vee looks most promising: for in- 
dustry. This view applies to those 
with arinounced ‘ expansion plans | 
and other considering additional ! 
space, 

Color plays major part in all ace) 
tivity, check indicated, particularly. 
for tv entertainment and: commer- ; 
cial fare. 

With . seven of: the 23 cartoon 
companies previously ‘reporting, 
other 18 provided: following data | 
on. their activities: — 

ANIMATION, - 

_ . Produces number of: "commercial | 
‘and industrial films for. defense j 
“Plants and government on missiles. j. 

BOB CLAMPETT 4. 
- 26 half-hour cartoons “Matty’s! 
‘Funnies. With ‘Beany . and Cecil,” 
finished. 28 of 78 ‘ “wrappers” for } 
tv segs.. Completed pilot for Edgar 
Bergen ‘Show with two. half hour | 
‘storyboard layouts, And: has halt. 
hour pilot “One Manikin's Family.” 

‘on tap, from. 10 secs. to:min: Fini} 

Law- | 

“Master, 

508s 
hour pilot ‘Late. Late War"; » con- 

‘segs, fini... 

compa- | 

| eording to producers, distrjbutors 
‘and syndicators here. -Al Brodax, 

: world wide distribution and syn- 

HEEL-IN-UNIFORM- 

Dowling Has Domestic Rights To 
“War Hero’ 

Santa Barbara, May 23. 

as well as companies like Amer. 
Chemical’ Society, Amer. Institute: 
of Biological Sciences, Amer.. Assn.. 
of Geographers, Nat'l Teachers 
Assn.,. Nat’] Educational Assni., for 
classrooms and meetings. — 

' PLAYHOUSE PICTURES 
Has well. over 300. commercials 

“War Hero,” 
-wrote and directed and which has 
been showing privately at. Cannes 
Film Festival. He leaves here to 
complete arrangements: in New 

| York for the rights for the Western 

having optioned those for. Europe. 
Picture -was shied away from by 

-the ‘major companies. because the 
| hero is @ heel and does a lot of 
underhanded things to gain recog- 
nition..in the. Korean War. Penta- 
gon didn’t: want: any- part of it 
‘either, 

Dowling has. been in semi-retire- 

several:for Falstaff in first quarter. 
Does 12-18 Burgermeister: yearly. 

- QUARTET FILMS 
Several in. planning. stage. No 

info av ailable at this time from ‘Les 
Goldn: an. 

“ RAY PATIN 
Commer rcials: exculsively. Has: ac- 

counts. as Jello; -Carling’s Beer, | ment at. Santa Barbara but. thinks 
Sara Lee cakes, -Sawyer’s View -{“War Hero” is good enough to take 

‘Jack's Cookies,” ee ‘ him back in circulation. 
Sugar 

SWIFT-CHAPLIN ° | Par Rs (‘4 rtoonery 
-Products’ about 100: 1-min. com- 

com mbo. 
: 'ZEKE-ZEKLEY PROD. 
In. “preparation pilot on. Pinky: 

Lee live me to introduce 3-cartoon } 
‘around. him. - Another half 

Paramount Cartoon Studio, only 
major-studio ; animation centre with 
eadquarters in New York, is. un- 

"As To; Foreign “Markets derway with. the biggest theatrical 
There is ‘world-wide interest injand commercial ‘production pro- 

theatre. and teevee cartoons ac-| eram, in its history, according to 

sisting of 3 segs for total. of 78 

Par. Pictures assistant ‘general sales 
director of K, F. syndicate, states ! ‘manager. 

that “Popeyes” grosses $500,000: }t's a. “far. cry from the years 
annually in- Spain, Canada and jihen we turned ‘out only 20 theat- 
Brazil: Voices are dubbed for non-+yjcal cartoons annually,” said Min- 
English speaking countries, and jsky.. Theatrical output is being en- 
demand in foreign lands. is grow-. hanced with new series and 

ing month to month. specials. New.entries include shorts 
Hanna - Barbera execs — point featuring Cliff Arquette’s “Charlie 

out ‘popularity of “Huckleberry; Weaver” . character, along with 
Hound,” “Yogi Bear,” and “Quick, “Barney: Google, “Krazy Kat” and 
Draw McGraw” now ‘being ‘shown ;“Beetle Bailey. Also the Jackie 
in. 29- countries. : These include} Gléason characters, “Reggie Van 
Thailand, France, Germany, Japan! Gleason” and “The Poor. Soul.” 

jand all of South. America. “The: Just completed for theatrical re- 
Flintstones” are now seen in Can-'lease is a special two-reel color 
‘ada, England, France and ‘Aus-| 
‘tralia. with deals now being set !ing prepared for television {s a 
to’ syndicate cartoon in all foreign |““Kid from Mars” series. Commer- 
markets. cials are being made for numerous 
Brodax . j advertisers. 

‘TECHNICOLOR ADDS 
“4 COAST SUBSIDS 

Technicolor’ Corp., in line with 

declared “Popeyes” 

dication last year garnered $4,000,- 
000;. an all-time high. 

Qf 220 set for 1961-2 produc- 
tion, 110 are already in distribu- 

‘tion to syndicates., He farms’ out 

Allan Dowling has ‘grabbed off} 
which Bert Topper}. 

European Hemisphere. Leo Lax]. 

At Prod’'n Peak 

‘Howard Minsky. exec in charge and 

cartoon, “Abner the Baseball.” Be-.|- 

_ Hollywood, May 23. 
Writer-Producer Ivan Tors has 

been fined $21,500 by Writers 
Guild of America-West, for having 
allegedly engaged in “conduct de- 
trimental to the Guild” «during 
strike last- year against television, 
‘and motion picture producers. 

Fine recommended by Guild's 
disciplinary trial committee upheld 
by council, -was affirmed by mem- 
bership vote at meeting last Thurs- 
day (18) following appeal made by 
Tors. Acfual vote by members 
could not be as¢ertained officially 
yesterday, but Tors’ attorney, Frank 
Mankiewicz, said it was his under- 
standing that count was 34 to 32. 

_ Mankiewicz declared Tors 
eels the levy to be an “illegal 
fine.”. Attorney also. questioned 
‘propriety of investigation con- 
ducted by four-member ‘discipli- 
nary committee as well as manner 
in which vote was conducted 
among membership. 

‘Whether Guild council will seek 
‘to press collection of fine through 
-a civil court action on grounds 
Tors was a member at time of al- 
leged breach of regulations has 
not been determined. 

In anv event fine is understood 
to be one of largest by any union 
against a member. There seems to 
be no question represents un- 
‘paralleled action in Hollywood. 

Unusually stiff penalty reported- 
ly is predicated upon seven televi- 
sien scripts assertedly involving 
Tors during protracted strike. It 
is understood to have been deter- 
mined. on basis of $2,000 penalty 
for each script. plus computation of 
residual payments on each of 
scripts. 

Daniel Mark, Guild administra- 
tor, said last night, “Guild would 
reserve formal comment” pending 
study of story which would appear 
teday in Damy Variety. He 
declared Tors was “entitled to pre- 

| sent an appeal” under Guild's con- 
stitution; that Tors was ‘entitled 
to the constitutional safeguards | 
and he got: them.” He further said | 
that although. regulations did not: 
require it, Tors’ attorney (Mankie- | 

WWoted on Guilt After One AML: 
Writers Guild Fine of $21,500: 

Both Sides Rap Other's Ethics 
scripts of features since 1953, has 

held “inactive membership” status 

in Guild sincec that time. 

Mankiewic. sald Tors never was 
informed he was talking to mem- 

bers of disciplinary committee, that 

he submitted his resignation to 

Guild via Western Union telegram, 

previous to being informed that he 

faced formal charges of “conduct 

detrimental to the Gulid,” was re- 

quired to face trial on May 31. He 

said that in period from May 10 

and discussions with Guild com- 
mittee to receipt of formal charges 

on May 25, Tors hag been ill with 
mumps; that he had previous busi- 
hess commitment out of Hollywood 
on May 31, therefore could not at- 
tend trial hearing under any cir- 
cumstances, 

Only evidence upon which com- 
}, | Mittee made its findings was on 

basis of “one statement made by a 
member of this disciplinary com- 
mittee,” Mankiewicz asserted. He 
| further asserted that Guild council 
| upheld committee without consult- 
ing Tors further, 

Mankiewicz also was critical of 
ccnduct of Thursday’s membership 
meet at which he asserted he wes 
permitted to talk in behalf of his 
client. Tors presented his own 
appeal. Mankiewicz said issue did 
not come on floor until about 11 
p.m., that discussion, which he 
said involved some “angry debate,” 
was not closed until 1 a.m. Friday, 
with the vote being concluded 
about half hour later. By that 
time, Mankiewicz stated, many 
members present earlier in meet- 
ing had left for home, 

Mankiewicz said he and Tors 
were excluded from room during 
discussion period among members 
before the vote was taken. 

‘Writers Guild To 
subjects to Paramount Cartoon 
‘Studio here and to Bill Snyder's 
‘Rembrandt Films.: Latter has. stu- 

CRESCENT STUDIOS 

(Parent Co. for TV SPOTS) 
its major expansion program for, 
marketing and distributing. prod- 
uct in its Consumer Division,: has 26. half: hour “Calvin & . The! 

Colonel,” minimum, 13 in story- . 
board Stage; ‘26. half hour’ “King | 

. Leonardo,” consisting of four segs 
(““King...Leonardo,” “Tooter Tur-. 
tle,” “Twinkles” and. “The Hunt- 

- er’); completed . 12-644 ‘min. “Pop; 
eyes" and. “Three Stooges” pilot. 

. . Producing. 7-min. ‘pilot..“Bettle! 
: Bailey” for King Features, . to. be |. 
‘used within half - hour trilogy.: 
“Nearing completion, 30-5 inin, | 
“Fractured Fairy Tales". segs for: 
“Rocky. and His. ‘Friends’, alsai 
“Twinkles 114. min. seg for “Rocky. 
and: His Friends. Pilots in produc-! 
tion: half hour °Sir Loin & Thel. 
Dragon = (two fini) ‘and - -three SEBS: i 
“Muddled Masterpieces,” “Shaggy ! 
‘Dog Tales”: and untitled -musical : 
for half hour show. | 

{ 

ERA PROD. | : 
Principally. deals with commer- 

celal. and. industrial accounts: with | 
no-specific erm contracts.. | 

FAIR 

dio here where he and. exec aide 
‘George -Deiteh: do all creative 
work, sending ideas. and story. out- 
lines. to London, Zurich,. Milan. 
Rome or Prague for artists and 
sketchers: and filming. - 

Brodax. also stated he closed an- 
other deal with Synder for new 
tv series, “Samson Serap & ‘De- 
“Tilah.”’ 

-Snyder,. -who- maintains artists 
on year round ‘basis: abroad, also 
is producing 13 “Tom and Jerry” 
cartoons (five fini already), plans 

j several cartoons ‘based ‘on western 

acquired four Coast companies 
which had ‘an overall sales volume 
of $4,200,000 in 1960, and earnings 
of’ approximately $400, 000 before 
taxe 

Outfits include California Color 
Corp., Frisco processor of .amateur 
color film, with branches also in 
Oakland:: and Sacramento, and 
three firms in Seattle. Trio. include 
Tru-Color Laboratories Inc., Metto- 
politan .Photo Service and Tall’s 
Camera Supply. 

Tech’s Consumer Division prod- 
uct includes the new instant 8m 

songs, new series on stories by i 
-famous. authors Hke: Ludwig Bem- ely "and other’ photographie 
elmans and Cracket Johnson, and’! supplies. 

i feature based on public domain 
classic.. to’ take two years ‘work in 
Italy... 

Snyder. favors producing abroad. 
If costs were same here he would 
shift pen and inkers, background 
artists and fillers-in to 54th St. 
quarters. His “Munro” won 

¥ 
x 
+ 

pick 
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Run-Down On Cartoon Industry 
PSPEEE SES STOTT ESTOS NTR NTT NEE TTTT TTT NTE TET! 

wiez) was permitted to attend the 
meeting Thursday “for purposes of 
consultation.” 

‘Tors’ side of controversy, as pre- 
sented by Mankiewicz, is that 
writer-producer was called upon by Hollywood, May 23. 
a Guild group early in May, 1960,| Writers Guild of America will 
to-discuss strike situation. that he, take position of “intervenor™ to 
had no idea group constituted a j protect the interests of its mem- 
disciplinary committee, that Tors : bers in Louis Pollock antitrust suit 
talked freely as a producer. Man- against major motion picture come 
‘kiewicz pointed out Tors had and | Panies alleging he is a “blacklist” 
has collective: bargaining agree-{victim. Industry has long main- 
ment as producer with Guild, that ‘ ‘tained it doesn’t have blacklist. 
he declared himself as producer to j Guild’s action became known 

be “out of sympathy with the ‘after letters explaining decision 
strike and told that any number ‘taken by its council were sent to 
of producers were hiring non-guild | . membership. 
writers.” 

Pollock filed his complaint in 
Attorney explained Tors asserted : {Federal District Court at Washing. 

has not functioned as writer of tv iton, last March asking damages of 

$300,000 trebled as is customary 
in anti-trust procedures, He alleges 
he’s been unable to obtain em- 

Help Lou Pollock 

x 
* 
% {ployment in screen or video in- 
x dustries since 1954 as result of 

case of “mistaken identity.” Writer 
asserts his problem began after a r. 

Essentially ‘makes commercials: Made abroad it won as cartoon TOO TO eS EOD. San Diego man named Louis Pol- 
for. Screen. Gems, industrials’: for : ‘and not as an import. COMPANY EMPLOYED , COSTS | Jack {the writer uses a second “O” 
ad agehcies on week-to-week basis." When Snyder was -in Hollywood re 1961 | in his surname) was called before : ‘GRANT-LAWRENCE ? ito pick ‘up Oscar, he. also nego- Animation Inc. (C-D ......e5.-.. ee? eS 250,000 | sub-committee of House Un-Ameri- Producing. 52-5 min. “Dick’ tiated for several writers, not. nec- Bob Clampett (TV-G) ......0..0... see 1) Seana -$2,000.000 | can Activities Committee and took 
Tracy” subjects for. UPA in addi-; essarily to ‘work here but to join Crescent Studios (TV-C) ........... oo LIO+. 006 -. «2 $3,770,000 first, second, fourth and fifth _tion to tv ‘commercials. | his company. ‘Parent Co. for TV Spots) .......... ere er $2.000.000 | amendments when asked if he was 

GRAPHIC FILMS . Paramount. Cartoon Studio ‘ex- in TV pilots.|or had been member of, Commu- 
Has 13. projects where: animated ; Panding its activities with several Era Prod. (C-T) oo... ce cew ccc seeee eee “T+ ....00----. $ 150,000 | nist Party. 

inserts: used, from’ 3 to: 12° mins.’ : new series. on boards as well | ‘aS. Film Fair - {C- J) nage cee wwe lane eee woes 28 fa) er emerecrave $ 500, 600 Holl wo a’ P TH] *k d | 

for space. and rocketry fields. extending into commercial. and | Format: 4 Os a0 2) $ 760 000! statement ¢ th "Guild ee est in 
“JACK KINNEY | extending fields bodes well for | Grant-Lawrence (TV OC) ereeeele boven ee IB veeeee eee eee $ 275.000 ter from House Un-A e had let- 

Producing 100. “Popeyes” for : cartoon industry which -is slowly | Graphic Films (C-I- El wu... . eae. eee eeee 17+...... wee. § 159.000 ! sivitioc Committe n- american Ac- 
King Features. Has _ pilots on |. Tecovering from, low. ebb in: ‘these | . first quarter. | the benefit of it oaesting hat 
“Crazy Cat” and “Barney. Google”: ' parts. |* Jack Kinney (TV C- | On 0 $1,500.000 ° + was not th L conceal that 
in cutting ‘room. Preparing pilots rs Jay Ward Prod. (TV) 20... .oecee ee ee ee 5 $1,250.000 jad appear d before the ack who 
on “Foibles of “Man,” “Anatomy . |John. Sutherland Prod: (-E)......:..-.. re ee $2,000,000 ‘tee's Sub-Committee in San Denies 
Ot A-Town," “Sports Bug” and Re is Toomey’ $: 5 225th Pic ; Hanna-Barbera (TV-C1 0.20... eine 160 eee eee $7,000,000 ; ommittee in San Diego. 
“Fish and Chips.” 4 y Larry Tarmon T-TV-C) .:.....:.0.. tiie 63 occ cecce ee $1,000,000 |_, Parlier this year WGA member- 

JAY WARD PROD. Dallas, May 23. 1! Playhouse Pictures tC) ..2. 1. ........ 24400. cee eee $1,000.000 : Ship. east and west, voted agairst 
Completed 78 “Rocky and His. ‘Resis Tomey, of screen and | Quartet (Ci In planning stages, no figures available ‘Guild intervening in another anti- 

Friends”, 
‘Working. on, 39: “Bullwinkle. Moose” ; 
half hour color shows. Also ‘pilots 
for “Simpson & ‘ Delaney” and 
“Hoppity © Hooper”. Also. working | 

-on-feature and new “shorts - “series, |. 
“Act Without Words.” 

~ JOHN SUTHERLAND PROD.. | 

nesday (17! on a promotional tour 
of “The Last Sunset” (U),: booked. 
for the. Majestic Theatre here on 
June 15. . 
-Toomey’s' role’ in: the film: -sup- 

ports Rock Hiidson, Kirk ‘Douglas 
and Dorothy Malone. It's his 225th: 

‘Doing 15 min. subject: for. US. | screen assignment since he: ap-|: 
‘Steel, half hour.-A:T.&T: subject : peared with Chester Morris in 
for tv and theatres, half hour live | “Alibi” in ‘1928... 
‘and ‘animation for Richfield Oil.|- He ‘spent all of Thursday here 
lin: addition. to 24 animations in ‘meeting. with : representatives . of; 
various ‘Stages | for educational: use. the press, tv. and radio. | 

Snowball «Cc: 

deal’ set for 13 more. ' television, arrived here last. Wed-| Ray Patin ‘Ci In planning stages, no figures available 
Swift Chaplin (Cr. 

UPA ‘(T-TV-C) vacedueeeen, 
Walt . Disney: (T-TV) 
Walt Lantz: (T- TV coc cee eee 
Warner Bros: (TY-T} 

Zeke-Sekley Prod. (TV) 

TOTALS - 
(Key to Letters. used for identifying 

i trust action alleging existence of 
“blacklist.” That suit was filed last 

coe No Batimate sealable Dee a1 in Federal Court in Wash 
Sollee. 125 .. ....... $3,500,000 ston by group of 12 plaintiffs, 
_ 160 No figures available | ‘including writer Nedrick Young, 
eee 65 ........... {Guild members voted on cumula- 

veeeeeT2Q LT! $ 750,000 | tive basis 405 to 325 against inter- 
Theatricals , 
$1,250.000} Guild Council, under bylaws, 

TY ; does not have to consult member- 
tose 60+ Leon’ ceceuce $1,400,000 F ship, however. Thus in case of Pol- 

—_—___——_ | lock it decided to proceed of its own 
1434-4 $32,755,000 | arenrd upon recommendation of its 

type of production: T-Theatriéal; TV- | counsel, Arnold, Smith & Schwartz. 
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Action Group Asks 
Board to Turn Down ‘Lolita Filnt 

+ Loadon, May 23. 
The British Board of Film Cen- 

sors has been asked to refuse a 
certificate to Stanley Kubrick's 
picture version of “Lotita.” filmed 
at Associated British Studios, Els- 
tree. Call to ban Kubrick's adapta- 
tion of Vladimir Nabokov’s novel 
comes from Christian Action. a 
high-powered pressure group 
whose leader Canon John Collins 
has described Nabokov’s book as 
“a cleverly written story about 

.-ugly sex perversion—not suitabie 
for a film.” . 

Asked to comment on the Chris- 
tian Action move, producer Ku- 
brick described it to VARIETY as 
“presumptuous, dangerous and 
silly.” He went on: “It seems to me 
incredibly presumptuous of Canon 

INTERNATIONAL 

British Censor 

| King of Kings’ Main 
Topic Metro’s Arg. Meet 

Buenos Aires, May 16. 
Metro opened ‘its South Ameri- 

can convention here with a press 
confab presided over by Morton A. 
Spring at the Alvear Palace Hotel. 
Plans for Samuel Bronston‘s pro- 
duction, “King of Kings.” stressed 
at this meeting. Spring had assist- 
ance from Metro's local manager, 
Bob Schmidt, along with Seymour 
Mayer, B. Obrentz, A. Pincus, M. 
Frantz, G. Pati and A. Egberts, of 
Metro International. , 

Picture is unlikely to be released 
:in Argentina until late this year 

Collins to take the position he does |or early in 1962. Spring said that 
without having seen the film. Andjthe cost sheets are not yet com- 
it is surely undesirable that un-:plete, but he “could say that if 
official organizations, wno have no|the picture had been shot in Hol- 
knowledge of a film, should at-{|lywood, the cost in dollars would 

‘Professor’ Boff In. 
3 Honolulu Spots 

. Honolulu, May 23. 
“Absent-Minded Professor” (BV) 

is drawing boffo biz on its three- 
outlet day-dating here. In_ fact, 
pic is doing so well at the Waialae 
Drive-in that it disrupted traffic 
on a major thoroughfare for an 
estimated 90 minutés one night, 
with five policemen pressed into 
service to get traffic rolling again. 
Jam-up copped free front-page 

_jattention the next day... 

Biz Holds Solid 
| At German Arties 

Tuebingen, May. 16 
While generally the exhibitors 

, throughout West Germany are cry- 
‘ing the blues, word from. the 76 
members of the Guild of German 
Art Houses meeting here was that 
business in their cinemas is as 
good as ever before. Coincidental- 
ly, at another meeting, the presi- 

(VARIETY’S' LONDON OFFICE. 
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i Spain: Never Tell Boxoffice Facts 
EE umcnmnmus fuveassateegruatennss inet iu ila AnROMNRUNONUUNEIUNE BAMNISADMIAE , rntsuues pues ' 

PTL EROUOETHO PETA GH HUE avon Oct 

. Madrid, May. 23... 
Film exhibitors in Spain, where boxoffice. receipts are clothed in’ 

secrecy, have taken the offensive to spread this policy to other nations. 
of the world. A resolution submitted by Spanish exhib chief Vicente. 
Guillo to the International Union of Film Exhibitors (UIEC) at Milian 
last month was endorsed by the exhib assembly and forwarded for. 
consideration to the Bureau Internacional du Cinema (BIC). The Guillo - 
resolution contends there is no more reason for film exhibitors’ to 
disclose boxoffice figures than there is for department stores, manu-.. 
facturers or any other profit-making commerce. — ce 

The principal evil, Spanish exhibs say, is that publication of receipts 
merely excite tax collectors to bite by: applying steadily . increasing: 
impots. Since published boxoffice figures do not contain any indication - 
of inflated costs, public boxoffice. figures. make’ the .exhib. look. like. 
King Midas many times over. ee os Se, 
The Guillo resolution maintains that the film exhibitor will only be 

;a second class commercial citizen until he epjoys.the same rights to 
professional secrecy as are now enjoyed universally by commerce and 
industry. oe 7 

(Commercial secrecy was once a sacred symbol in America, too, 
before the scandcls of the Wall Street crash of 1929 began making 
headlines and breadlines. With the establishment of. the Securities: 
Exchange Commission, and other U.S. fiscal reforms,.the.“none of your — 
business” credo became’. considerably less sacred,. Boxoffice receipts 
in America are treated differently by different showmen, to wit:. (a) 
some give (b}) some don’t give and (c) some lie. In due course the™ 
Spaniards.wiill na doubt divide on the same basis:—Ed) " 

tempt to put pressure on official : 
censorial bodies.” j}ture as made in Spain.” 

have been double that of the pic- 
“King” 

Britain’s censors are not ex- | Will have its world release in N. Y. 

pected to see the film before the | Oct. 11. 
late summer. But John Trevelyan, | “King” s 
the Board’s secretary, has already ;jrun two hours and .45 minutes. 

assured Kubrick that its vercict on | without intermission. 
jolt wil be. its own pnerey 
udice Vv e opinions oO ristian C 

‘Cops Seek John Calvert 
Qn Warrant Alleging 

Theft of $200,000 Pic 

brick: “I do not anticipate any 

Sydney, May 16. 

censor problems here or anywhere 
because we have made a fine mo- 
tion picture. It is not pornographic 
and there is nothing about it that 
should be censored.” 

Background to Christian Action’s 

in its final form should. 

request for a ban is anxiety among 
the British about a growing wave 
of sex crimes against children. 
Christian Action has released a file 
of correspondence between Canon 

Australian police are hunting|now being played at first-runs, 
worldwide for actor John Calvert, 
and a warrant has been issued out. 
of the Supreme ‘Court here alleg- 
ing the theft of-a film valued at 
$200,000. Allegation is that the film 

Collins and Kubrick. 
In his first letter, dated March 

1, Canon Collins wrote: “We be- 
lieve that any such film must have 
deleterious effects upon our so- 
ciety, particularly in the light of | brought to Sydney by the. actor 
the publicity already given to the | for processing and cutting. It stars 
book, and therefore ought not to! Calvert and nightclub dancer Pilita. 

be made.” . According to attorneys for the 
Kubrick answered: “Knowing the | company, Calvert departed sud- 

sincerity of your intentions, I can; qenly for the Far East and stock- 

is the property of Tas-American 
Television Corporation, a public 
company headquartered in Tas- 
mania. Pic, according to police, is 
titled “Port of Escape” and was 

only register a certain degree of | holders are anxious to locate him. | 
; U q Calvert hit the headlines here, 

prejudge a motion picture before |some time ago when his ketch was 
surprise at your willingness to 

you see it. The air of sensational-j| wrecked on a South Pacific island. 
ism which has surrounded ‘Lolita’| Later, with Pilita as his partner, 
from the beginning has been com-|he did a magic show at the Empire 
pletely beyond our control. and wet under the banner of Harry Wren, 
have done everything possible to, but the show flopped. Calvert him- 
avoid it and to detach ourselves !self went heavily into the red. 
from its implications. On a second trip to this zone. 

“Wouldn't you say that it gives Calvert went into film production 
some cause for thought on yeur: on Tasmanian money, with a story 
part, when you consider the cali-| of his South Seas adventure. Now 

"| 

dent of the General) Assn. of Ger- 
man Film ‘Theatres announced that 
250 houses had to shutter in Ger- 

imany Jast year, meaning that the 
itotal count of houses is 7.000, or 
; down about 3.5% from: 1960. 

This means that art: houses, with 
76 members in their guild, now 
account for. about 1% of all the 
theatres in. West ermany. . Madrid, “May 23. . 

The Guild of German Art Houses Resisting a government effort to 
‘{revealed: that. one of its major ,eradicate the Spaniards’ nightowl- 
problems is how to get. enough ‘ish nature, Iberians yp and down’ 

{praduct. With a- general. scarcity: the peninsula have massed a com~- 
[of pix in West. Germany, problem!mon viewpoint and are reported 
‘is that many of:the arty films are ‘successfully: pressuring to save 

\their.late-late way of life from a 
leaving a void for the arties.. :ministerial order designed to ad- 
‘The arty exhibitors reported gen- |just Spain’s work and play time- 

erally very good business, :since ‘table to the early ‘rise and shine’ 
the artv house crowd is a rather ; model of modern society;  ——.. 
steady bunch of film’ patrons, and, Promulgated by the Minister, of 
there has been no noticeable drop- ; Interior, the “neuvo. horario” dras- 
off of boxoffice receipts. Another : tically ordered film houses, thea- 
problem, though, is that while the , tres and circuses to terminate per- 
German audience will go. eagerly | formances by 11:30 p.m.-from Oc- 
to original version pictures in Eng-: tober to May and at midnite from 
lish or French, it is more difficult! June to September. It also im-. 

; to lure them in to see: sub-titled {posed a closing time on restau- 
Swedish. Japanese or Polish films, |rants, bars and cafes ‘but not 
The group also discussed an-|nightclubs) of 12:30 am. and 1 

other problem—how to nro‘ect the }a.m. during the summer season. 
old films. One exhibitor, owner of | The far reaching ministerial or- 
the Filmbuehne am Steinplatz in; der, officially published on April 
| Berlin. was given special thanks 24, created a wave of almost unani- 
{for setting up his own private mu-‘maus objection from the vertical 
.seum to protect some. good Ger-;:entertainment and restaurant un-. 
j|man oldies, just as private groups!ions. Within the sindicatos, im-_ 
{in Rome, Paris‘and New York have ‘presarios, bonifaces and ‘hired 
tried to do,'so that the great films i hands petitioned for modifications. 
classics do not completely disin- . 
tegrate. ; . 

Top leaders from all branches of | 
tthe Sindicato. Nacional del Espec- 
taculo,. with solid support from the 
provinces, told the under-secretary 
of interior that Spaniards will not 

Hope Government Is Backing 
Down 

optimism. Sindicato. insiders now: - 
disclose ‘that ‘the new law * does .. 
‘not have the weight of. a govern-~ 
ment .decree but is in effect a.. 
sounding board in the. guise of. a- 
ministerial order. These sources 
point out ‘that Franco’s council: of 
ministers were so Uivided on the 
issue earlier this year that govern- 
ment’s original plan to elose down 
the ‘town at: midnight’ starting: 
February 1, was watered down. to 
a ministerial order effective June.l. 

Unless reliable Sindicato sources 
are seriously mistaken. the . new 
‘order will not become. effective 
this summer, nor wil] it in. all like-. 
lihood ‘ever curb the Spanish flair 
for late dining, late entertainment 
and wee-hour-of-the-morning-. re- 
laxation. cos 

Arg. District Attorney 
Again Fails in Censor’ 

Fights Vs. 2 Pictures 
_ _. Buenos Aires, May 16. . 

District . Attorney:. Guillermo. de 
la Riestra has failed once more in |. 
censorship. attempts against thé 
film business. This .time,. the attack 
was directed against Ingmar Berg- 
man’s “Virgin Fountain” ‘Virgin 
Spring), which’ Judge Luis Maria 

bre and reputations of the people | he’s vanished leaving the “angels” |’ sar _ | 
involved in the picture. notably 'to hold an empty bag, according 
James Mason, Peter Sellers and ‘to the police. . 
“Shelley Winters?” j 

-.,« The Canon countered: “The fact 
remains that the book has reccived 
sensational publicity. and the snow- 
ing of the film would, in my opin- 
ion, inevitably incur the risk. of its: 
being seen by people suffering 

(change their folkways because the | Ragucci has found to be “an. excep- 
LATIN LANDS WITH G() | entertainment industry has beeh'tional sample of the screen’ art, 
a ion ~~~ {ordered to close its doors by mid-| with nothing in it: which might -bée 

| Morris Goodman, independent dis- | night. Insisting that timetables | considered an attack against social 
tributor, has returned to Manhat-|cannot be imposed on public taste ! modesty.” oo 
tan from a six-weeks sales trip!and attitudes, showmen cited ex-; The judge added that he regret- 
to Jamaica, Trinidad, Puerto Rico.;amples of past industry failures.ted that the D-A. should exercise: 
the Central American republics and ; attributed to deviations from. the‘his “noble moralizing anxiety”. 
‘Venezuela. He ciosed. deals. witn : Spanish norm of two performances | against ‘a film which; in: his judg- 
native suh-distribs covering some; a night starting at 7 and 11 p.m.” !ment, ‘is. not only a singularly, 

| TT 

Singapore Changes Garb 
Singapore. May 16. 

The bathing suit is no longer | 
part of the “Miss Singapore” con- 

from the same perversion as is the test. Contestants will, instead, 60 indie and reissue titles of which}. Sindicato delegation first pro-: beautiful poetical work. but rich in’ 
subject of the book and micht, wear national costume, evening | Crown Enright’s Universal release, | posed that the effective start of {the plastic beauty of its image. 
therefore, do great harm, perhaps: dress and ‘conservative play-; “Blast of ‘Silence.’ “Amazing Mr.}the new order be postponed inde- : : ; Ve ast .0 cel Moreover, he added;: that this 

clothes” during the judging on;Caligan” and “Prisoners of the: finitely until the government has personal appreciation was in. agree- 
which would otherwise not have ' May 18. . - Congo” are examples. . __ +made a careful study of the enter- !ment with the unanimous verdict. 

” occurred.” i Thus stressed fhe show's spon-| In about three: weeks Goodman |tainment -industry’s national-widé |of the press, of specialized com-. . 
Filming of “Lolita.” in which sors, the Shaw Q:ganizstion. Do will take off again to complete a ; objections. _ tmentators and of the public in.’ 

14-year-old Sue Lyon plays the the 20 finalists like it? They re-, sales. swing of the rest of Latin: The sindieato chiefs then offered | general. . ‘“Jungfrukallan”- (The 
title role, has now been completed fuse to say. _. America. | FS ,to cut a half hour from the correct | a 
at Elstree, largely under wraps.) ~~ — ———~——— 11 a.m. closing for the October to!March 29 in three good first-run. © 
Kubrick is staying on here to finish ot | » “ \May months with no modification  situatigns, and is still holding in. 
the editing. No distrib has heen b A. TAT : for the summer months. The eat-:two.of them. | re 
announced for the independent Inside Stuff—International lery and drinkery sindicato in its; “Never On Sunday” 'UA).is an- 
Seven Arts pic. Said Kubrick: “All oS !compromise proposal, offered to| other film. released. on March 16 
the majors are trying to get the! tpn Singapore today Malay tongue is compulsory learning in schools, :¢ut closing time by a half hour, day-date at the Iguaz and six other 

were first put on the air. Then they ‘elevated to. almost high-school 12 a-m. closing for the halance of only because the Luxor..was needed 

bangau” whose tune goes in works like: . The Madrid Chamber of Com-‘here felt that Melina Mercouri 

. t 

Macha onana a@ie-tak karus, , . i "tim ; timetable until October. The 

eyen leading to rape or murder. 

Typhoon Forces Metro 
To Delay Asian Conta 

Hong Kong. May 23. 
Typhoon Alice forced a post- 

ponciment of Metro's Asian recion- 
2} conference set to open today: 
1191, ‘op ranking company execu-! 
tives set to arrive here today from 

pone the June debut of the new 

Passion Play .. 
At Austrian Town 

- Vienna, May 23. 

OO ; Government in 1956. the fever is Malay. Malay, Malay. Simple lessons Mer out-door population with a:the Renacimiento on moveover 

I standard. And today, there is “Malay with melody’—simple -sonis of ;the year. “jte release.a native picture under: 
a simple people, for non-Malayas to catch-up. There is “Bangau oh‘ C. of C, In The Act the protection law. Vany, viewers 

Bangau oh bartaait :merce also entered the controversy ' should have won an Oscar for this:. 
Kenapa cig can. urus. {last week with a request to post-, film. _ - - 

i ae 

Ikan tak mahu timbul . .. int 
: m Chamber of Commeree specifically Annual 

stated that the new restrictive | The Chinese, when they like a feature film. will see tt many times. ; q Fest 
Shaw Organization, leading showmen of Singapore and producers of ;schedules for the: entertainment 

London and Australia were divcit-. the mandarin, color historie picture “Kingdom and thé Beauty? know :industry would hurt a productive | 
ed elsewhere as the Colony was this and capitalize on it. Starring Asia’s top actress. Lin Dai, the film, Wade area and have: undesirable; ‘Ten-year intermission between 
sngulfed by strong winds and tor-! is being reissued in Singapore tor the sixth time. -And‘each. time, it :'¢Purcussions on tourism, includ- | passion plays is too long, so town 
rential rains. ‘ plays te good houses. oo : " . 4ing Spanish provincials who flock j of st. Margarethen near .Hungar- 

Twenty-six Metro delegates fram} Today long queues are still pouring into the theatres to see. re-seé. to the capital city en mass. {jan border. will stage the religious 
New York. London. Paris, Austra-' and see again and again the beautiful Lin Dai fall in love with the Newspaper commentators, care-! pageant annually henceforth. Pic- 
lia, Tokyo. Manila and other Asian young emperor all in vain, herself dying in ‘the end just as the palace | ful in all instances to avoid offend-|turesque nearby quarries offer a 
vities were to attend the confab: gate was reached. ing the police arm of the Spanish | natural — setting. with the stage” 
which was to highlight a special - | fovernment were no less united in! situated in a huge cave. 
screening of the company’s uewis- Opera review from Milan of Benjamin Britten's new “Midsummer ;rejecting government effort. to Presentation, with (a -250-man_ 
eompleted version of “King of; Nights Dream” «which the Italian firstnighters dishiked) has a parallel leurb the traditional Jate. way of | cast, will have a revised script. for 

Kings.” Morton A. Spring. }:eads| development in a Frankfurt production of the same Shakespearian | life at night. ; “next exposure, The -St. Ma gare- 
-he New York party, and will pre-| work set to music of Bela Bartok, instead of. the customary Mendel-| In showbusiness circles. fear and | then offering is among Europe's 

tide at the conference. | ssohn. Carl Orff is another composer who. wrote the same fantasy.- dispair have given way to cautious oldest, dating back tq 1903. 

% 

Virgin Fountain) was released on ~.. 
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Uiatornational Sound Track 3 'If- ANITA Sp " CPN OF (Arg. Indie Producer.to Take Case 

rr ne RESINS “London 
American Rad Fulton has joined cast of. “NO, My Darling Daughter” 

and producer Betty" E. Box hails hint. as -international . potential... . 
Morton Spring and fellow. Metro delegates. due. in States. tomorrow 
(Thurs) after a swift trip from London yia Hong Kong . .. Columbia 
staged -a midnight matinee of “A Raisin In The Sua” for’ the: benefit 
of artistes in: West End ‘shows . 
Batebelor remarking their 21st anni in the business., ; 

. . Animators John Halas and Joy jer, 
. Two issues ago]. Ralph Richardson have been named ;. 

. London, May 23.: 
British actors Sir Laurence Oliv 

Sir John Gielgud and Sir 

Bertram Ostrer was named. as producer: of “On ‘The’ Fiddle. ”" Make it} by Italian producer Dino de Lau- 
. read Benjamif# Fisz .. 

‘at the end. of July ... . November. named as the date. for. the opening 
of Sam Bronston’ Ss: “Ring. of Kings”. at the Coliseum . ... Walt Disney 
has won the world. Tights of Jules Verne’s “The Castaways. * Itll be a 
Britist pie. 

Mexico City 
While he’s: still playing” coy..Cantinflas plans to invest: $250,000 (U. S,), 

part of: procecds of his Holly wood earnings, in. production of shorts for. 
television. Accent will be on folklore themes such as. in. feature length : 
pictures “Cielito Lindo.” “Rancho’ Grande. * etc, ‘Cantinflas - himself; 

“will not star in shorts though he may appear in one or more segments, ; 
as series dev elops.”’ Despite anti-American sentiment vis-a-vis filmed ; 
or videotaped ‘series, severa] start. here, after June’5, including “Wagon : 
Train.” “Boris Karloff Presents,” ete... . National Assn. of Actors, 
meanwhile, concerned ‘by: growing irivasion. of American shows, .as well | 
as increased use -of- feature lengths for homescreen entertainment, ‘with will be shot-in Italy with. locations | 
this. cutting back work for Mexican actors, is preparing ‘to ask. for fed- ' 
eral intervention to limit. ‘number of : foreign filmed. product that ean: 
be released .over-tv facilities. ~~’ 

‘ Carlos Tinoco; head of the. Union: of. Film Production. Workers (STPC:. 
insists.that three picturés are in. dickering stages, with one. of these ° 
20th Century-Fox. Union leader admits However that American pro-- 

' ducers ‘are jerding: to make. pictures at home to: protect interests of: 
American film personnel. Tinoco stil!-harps on the‘ 
vanta: zes” -of making pictures south of the border. 
we ts eee a as. 

400-Year History |, : 

4 
* 

_FANDOS EXITS PELICULAS 

| Reorganization. of - “Mexico's: ‘Dis- 

economic, ad- ; : 

- Ivan Foxwell and Geoffrey Cottréll giving the| rentis as “possible stars. for . his | 
“Jast. touches to the “Tiara Tahifi” script. Film starts location work| $10. 000,000 version of The Bible. { 

aris- British poet-playwright 
topher Fvy,-who worked on script 
_of “Ben-Hur,” has also been listed 

‘| by de Laurentis as one.of the writ- 
| ers with whom he is negotiating to 

. “write. the screenplay. 

_The de Laurentis plan is to pro- 
duce a 10-hour film, split-in two or 
three: parts for showing on. sep- 
‘arate days, based on 30 to 40 of 
the. “most dramatic and significant 
highlights” “from the Old and the: 

Testaments. Called” “The 
the picture will have a, 

‘schedule. Most of it, 

: New | 
' Bible.” 
three-year 

in Israel and Egypt. 

Said de Laurentis: “The film 
I will try':to portray man’s -search 
for faith. I feel -it's ‘time such a 

_ picture was made. Everyone has 
been nibbling at the Bible for film] 
stories. “‘Tliere are still millions of 
-people who have never read the’ 
Bible and millions more who have 
_} only. skipped through it. I will trv 
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‘THE BIBLE? 
Of Institute Turndown Into Court: 
May Clarity Production Injustices 

Buenos Aires, May 16. 
Rio Negro Productions, which 

represents the film, “Alias Gardel- 
ito.” (directed by Chilean actor 
Lautaro Murua? announced = tast 
week that it is appealing to th 
courts,< indicating the Argentin 
Screen Institute for excludins this 
picture and “Shunko” as enti tes 
for the 1960 Institute awards. 
There is a general feeling here 
that the Institute is deternuned rot 
to assist independent producors 
like Rio Negro Prodiictions. as the 
Associated Producers have Insti- 
tute leaders “tied up.” 

Rio Negro’s allegations are that 
five Institute members included 
on the jury which selected ie 
awards, de not come under the re- 
quirements of Decree Law 62 47 
‘the National Film Law! or its en- 
acting regulations, with special re- 
| ference to Clause 6. This clause 
stipulates that the Institute should 
be governed by a president and 
| four board members appointed by 

Mexico City, May 23. «the gov ernment; whose terms of of- 
There appears to be a turnabout : fice shall be for three years. In 

in’ Cuban policy with respect to respect, to the Award Jurys, Article 
the Mexican motion picture indus-!19 spevifics that this will incluie 
try. Juan Bandera Molina. Pelic-.the five members of the Institute 

So Now Please Pay 
Mexico City, May 23. 

Silvana Pampanini, who ac- 
cepted film, theatre and night 
club engagements {in Mexico 
tvio years ago, is now ready- 
ing legal action.to collect fees 
owed her for these yarious en- 
gagements. 

If cash is not ponied up 
Mexican lawyers of the [ftal- 
fan actress plan to make pub- 
lic the “unethical conduct” of 
many: important names in fie 
‘Mexican entertainment world. 

Cuba’ 5 Turnabout : : 

On Mex Film Biz 

to give them.as accurate an idea ulas Mexicanas head, stated that’ Board. Currently, the Institute is 
as” ‘possible of what it is about.” -its _ offices are operating -freely in presided over by a “delegate. * aud 

‘There will be more than 50. Havana, according to word from! she selected four advisers to rep- 

- Of Madrid Into | 
‘Light & Sound’ 

Madrid. May 23. 

The major spectacle; -in ‘celebrat- 

‘ing, next month: ‘Madrid's 400th an- 

niversary will be. ‘the: first “Light | 

and Souria” program, now almost : 

“Anstalled in the gardens behind.the 

will. historically. -trace ‘the iole of ; 

“the royal palace ‘in- the history of. 

Spain's capital city and in the. life 

of its inhabitants, 

The narration. begins in ‘the. s6th } 

century and then. takes up the story | 
of the Palacio de- Oriente from its \ 
initial stages in ‘the: 18th. centuly. 

Based on actual documents: and. fet-| a 

ters. the script. includes important 7 

‘tributorship Will Follow < 

‘Mexico. City, “May 23. 
Blas: Lopez Fandos ‘has retired 

‘from directing . Peliculas’. Nacion- 
-ales, offical distributorship. hand- 
ling-90° of Mexican product. He 
leaves - road clear for reorganiza- 
tion by: producer members. Fandos 
indicated he plans to stay in the|. 
picture business, possibly as a pro-: 
ducer. . 

: Federico ‘Heuer. ‘Film? Bank 
head: and president of: the admin- 
‘istrative. board: of distributorship. 

“Palacio de Oirente. ‘The. sound"tract i is calling a Special meeting’ to name 
a: successor. 

‘Mexico Trades Th 
On Britain, 1-to-3 

_ Mexico City, “May 23, 
New. pact ‘between. México and 

moments in. the Palace history such ; Britain, is on pasts of three Brit- 
‘as “Dos de Mayo.” which: éxploded | 
into Spain's War of Independence, , 
conversations between. Napoleon | 
and Jose Bonaparte, the epoque of | 

~AUoso XII ‘and’ XU1l-and General: 
Franco's’ speech from the Palace. 
on December 9.:1946. 

The music. has been selected irom | 
over a period -of centuries, . 

gan of light’ will synehronize: the 
-Tange of Colors to narrative de-., 
mands. The “Light and- Sound”! 
spectacle was first employed at the ! 
Pyramids and the Acropolis. and | © 
‘has -been particularly. successful in , 
recreating the: atmospher2 of the |. 
Castles of the Loire. Its introduc: 
tion in Spain opens up wide new 
‘prospects: for .the presentation of | 
the. country" $s historic. monuments. 

US. Concert Pianist 
Tn Hong Kong Recitals. 

Hong Kong, May 16. . 

the « 

sound is stereophonic, ‘and an “or- °° 

tish pictures exploited: here for one 
in United Kingdom. Cimex has ac-: 

{cepted terms; even though not-on 
parity, fo crack the “difficult” Brit- 
ish market. Agreement is vaild-for 
next tio vears, and’ ‘is- “not: “exclu: 
_Sively: with the Rank Organization 
as. Was former | pact which expir ed: 
last. year. . 

Now. three British firms are in- 
‘volved. Cimex. estimates that 
‘around 15 Mexiean pictures | will} 
be released in Britain during Text | 
24 months. 

Japanese Star’ $ Wages, 
$10,000 for 5 Weeks, 

Exceeds Mexico’s Own 
> Mexico City, May 23. 

Despite ‘crisis conditions in the 
Mexican’ film -industry, Japanese | 
star Toshiro Mifune,. started. work | 
on location in Oaxaca, receiving 

+ $10.000: U.:S. money. for five weeks’ 
Andrew Heath, young U.S.. con- of work. This is a lot higher than 

-cert pianist ‘and husband of. ack 
ress Liza Chapman, is here 
Bive. a series of recitals - on his 
Far East tour under the- auspices | like 
of the U.S.. State” Dept: and its, 
‘cultural, exchange program. ~ “| 
He is. ‘set to give two ecture-| 

‘recitals. for the benefit of students | definitely 

take home. pay. now accepted by. 
O Mexican stars. 

For ‘example, boxoffice ° draws 
Columba Dominguez, Ana! 

-Luisa, Peluffo, ete. now ‘are happy 
to take. $2.400 per picture, even 
on co-star: basis. The squeeze. is 

on. and former pay 

of .the Colony’s Schools Music} seales. of $20,000. and up. will re- 
Assn., performed over Radio Hong| main. depressed at half’ or. less; stuck bravely to him through his entertainers caa earn on tour, has 
Kong. Also to: play recitals for 
local _musie teachers and the Hong 
Kong Music Society, Heath is! 
known as an assistant conductor ‘ager of the Graham (Tex.) Drive-} rector Grigorij Tschuchrai, 

the’ NBC ‘Television - Opera jin Theatre, succeeding J. D. Me- of” 
Theatre. 

| until conditions ‘improve. 

Doug | Spierckerman named man- 

€ain.. 

“feature roles—de Laurentis wants Octavio Gomez Castro, who heads ‘resent him on the jury. 
‘a star for every one of them—and 
thousands of supporting: actors. 

Mex Film Prod, 
Slump Hit By 

No Yank Work. 
.. Mexico City, May 16. 

The current motion picture pro- 
duction- ‘slump in Mexico has been 

J activity south of the border. 
‘one Yank ‘picture. “Geronimo,” is 
before the cameras as.-compared 
with the five shooting in the first 
third. of 1960.. — 
.Mexican - ‘production itself is off} 

seven. films from the 30 made in. 
| the January- -April period last year. 
‘And six of these _were two-week |. 
quickies. — 
The Technical and Manual | 
Workers Section of the Union ot | 
Film Production Workers, _esti- 
mated that- apart from picture 
‘slump. .its members lost 20 work 

er. of ‘quickies made. 

Commies o Brave: 
Film Rapping Stalin’s 
Regime in Blatant Way 

Frankfurt, : May. 16. 
Now that ‘the Russians supposed- 

‘Iv: have conquered outer space, 
they've gotten brave enough to 
tackle their problems of the past. 
And the first anti-Stalinist film 
ev er to have been. made in Russia, 
“Clear Heaven,” is due to be of- 
‘fered to the public shortly. ac- 
cording to word reeeived here.’ 
‘The plot of this concerns the 

fate of a Soviet pilot :who spent 
some tmie in. a German P.O.W. 
camp. and ‘then returned to, 
his home, broke with the party and. 
was: boycotted. Although he had 
been a brave fighter, he was re- 
duced. to being a common laborer 
‘under the Stalinists, the. plot in-! 
dicates. 
‘And only after Stalin's death.. 

was the pilot again brought back: 
‘to glory, this time as a Red jet 
pilot. He and his wife, who had 

| 

decline, are decorated by-the new 
Commie regime. “Clear Heaven" 
is the third film of the Soviet di- 

weeks because of the high num- 

| “off-C 

| resident of that ‘hghly 

up the Pex-Mex Havana office. 

Mexican producers had been un- 
easy in recent weeks because of 
reports that American distributor- . 
‘Ships had been ssized thers. Tt 
ithe Cuban government apparently ; 
:is. not interfering with the Mexi- ; 
ean distributorshin c- H 
iit acquired to exploit. national 
: production on the island. 

There’s only one little detail. 
‘Perhaps the unspoken Mexican 
friendly sentiment for the Cuban 
‘regime’ has resulted in the “hands 
i off" policy. But: Castro’s Cuba is: 
not releasing frozen film rentals 
‘Of Mexican pictures released 
ter: Molina -vf 7" t> 

the c “amen vag t 

9 | heightened by Jack of Hollywood ' any statement: about the posstbil- : province of Corrientes. 
Only ity of early release of these funds. { pleasant affair, 

a 

Foreign Names Grabbing 
Dates in Buenos Aires 

Via TY Coin Backing; 
Buenos Aires, May 16. 

Foreign Rames and acts keep} 
pouring in on an astonished Buenos 
Aires, “now that television is well 
to the fore in actepting a large 
share of the cost. As part of the 
25th anni celebrations of the Opera 
Theatre, Caterina Valente segued 
in after Sammy Davis Jr.. a diffi- 
cult task for anyone. because Davis 
was rated a sensation here. 

However, she went over big, both 
‘|at the Opera and on Channel 9, 
astounding audiences with her poly- 

-t, As this is not considered strict!v 
:in line with the legal requirements, 
‘Rio Negro had a peg on which to 
-hang its action. Apparentir, tis 
,; producer will not be alone in this 
‘suit as other producers are lini:z 
‘up to bring similar actions. Tt 

t 

., {is a means of ramming home ¢is- 
satisfaction in the ‘industry with 

-the present conduct of Institute 
‘ affairs. This feeling is bound to 
‘persist as Jong as Institute gud 
ance does not come from men #10 
really know about the fil:a in- 
dustry. ; 

Sr. Felix Taurel, the fresent 
“delegate,” made his first acquaint- 
ance with local screen personalit .»3 

‘at a recent local film festival in tie 
This was 32 

apparently nat 
plagued by the usual conflicts 
characteristic of these affairs 1a 
other provinces. 

Criticism of Taurel centers 
around renewed slowing up in the 
granting of film loans bs the In- 
stitute, which he has explained is 

‘because of his disapproval of the 
| scripts submitted by the applicants. 
[sr most cases, he is unable to re- 
fuse the loans because the scripts 
were submitted after the shooting 
had started, but he wishes to make 
granting of loans subject to his 
prior approval of the scripts. Tlas 
“censorship” idea is viewed by 
many as a dangerous one, nowevel, 
moral the delegate’s intentions 
may be. 

Taurel is prepared to fight the 
Rio Negro Productions’ case on !e- 
gal grounds. However, this sort 
of conflict is likely to do nothing: 

glot singing and chatter. One of! to help the native industry. 
her most popular songs was the 
theme song from “Never On Sun- 
day,” which has taken Argentina 
by storm. 

|. The new Coliseo Theatre man- 
,agement is also contributing to the. 
brilliance of the season. Currently, 
it has The American Festival Bal- 
let at this beautiful new theatre. 
Juliette Greco will open there May 
26, and is also due for a couple of 
tv performances, = 

Audiences have not yet got quite 
| accustomed to the existence of this 

orrientes” theatre, and did 
not flock there for the Fest Ballet. 
Miss Greco is well known to the 

socialite 
residential district and her visit is 
expected to be a profitable one. 
The Opera’s next booking is Tony 

-Bennett, who will appear there for 
only two days as well as on Chan- 
lel 3. 

The extent to which top-notch 

been demonstrated by Channel 13's 
{made his big hit on Channel 9) 
Juan Carlos Mareco ‘Pinocho). He 

who .was four days in Rosario and ene 
lis. known for his earlier pic, “Bal-;each in Tandil and Azul, grossing 
lad of Soldier.” lan average of $1,000 a night. 

r . ~ 

Glasgow Acts to Curb 
‘Unsuitable’ Pix Dates 

Glasgow, May 16. 
Glasgow City Corp. is taking le- 

‘gal advice on the present position 
regarding the showing of what 
some term “unsuitable” films. A 
deputation from the city miagis- 
trates called on the British Board 
of Film Censors and asked for a 
national ban on the showinz of 
such unsuitable films. They were 
told by the president. Lord Morri- 
son, that, if they objected to any 
particular film. they already had 
the powers to ban it within their 
own area. 

According to city magistrates, 
they themselves are already aware 
of these powers, but feel that, if 
the Board of Film Censors in Lon- 
don will exercise them, then locat 
authorities will not be called oa 
to perform the onerous task of 
seeing 80 to 90 films a year to de- 
cide whether or not thes should 
be shown. City magistrates are 

jcurrently probing the matter. 
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SEE THE VAN ALLEN RADIATION BELT © 
SURROUNDING EARTH EXPLODE! 

RIDE A FABULOUS NUCLEAR FLEE A RAIN OF FIRE 
SUPER-SUB THROUGH A SEA FROM THE SKY! 

OF CRASHING ICEBERGS! 
i ate 

8 

~ RACE FROM OUTER SPACE To SEVEN MILES 
BELOW THE SEA... WITH AMAZING 

AQUANAUTS OF THE DEEP! 

BATTLE PREHISTORIC *.~ 
OCTOPODS IN THE TREACHEROUS 

UNEXPLORED DEEP! 

‘CINEMAS coPE 
AND BREATHTAKING 

wisn. COLOR by DELUXE 

to a special screening, lunch and merchan- 
dising seminar conducted by that great 
showman, Irwin Allen, in person in Atlanta, 
Boston, Charlotte, Chicago, Dallas, Detroit, 

Kansas City, New Orleans, Philadelphia, 

San Francisco, Toronto! 

MANAGER FOR YOUR INVITATION! 



Wedneaday, May 2, 1961 

Inside Stuff—Pictures 
Hollywood ‘has. ar edge. on ‘Broadway’ with. film version of..the 

; ‘Rodgers and Hammerstein - musical, “Flower Drum. Song,” as far as |. 

-C. Y, Lee, ‘author: of ‘the original. novel, is concerned.. Lee told VARIETY 

* the currently-shooting Ross Hunter: feature’ follows. his book more 
closely than did ‘the stage version and also is a more. authentic de-. 
piction of the actual people in San. Francisco’ s Chinatown, about ‘whom. 
it. is concerned. 

; Lee credited the wider scope, color’ and lavish mountings. available 
to films as reason for his pléasure. ‘He, noted. important ‘features like. 
the famed Chinese New Year parade, which was filmed ‘on the spot 
early this year, can be. included in the motion picture whereas physi- 
_cal limitations caused them to be. left. out of stage offering. : 

Vicepresident of a major: film company recently ‘said he ‘thought 
the industry was remiss in not: giving ‘its promotional. Support to CBS- 
TV’s hour-long “CBS. Reports” show on film censorship, which was tele- 
_Vised last Thursday (11) night. 

the public to our way of thinking ‘against censorship, ” he said, ‘adding:, 
“But yet nothing was. done.” He made the point that ad-pub specialists 
in the picture business spend’ considerable time and effort in backing 
‘with, bally the Academy Awards outing on ty evety year, “The machinery 
is set up; such bolstering: “Of the cénsorhip airer would. have been a 
relatively easy matter, 
ate. with the added audience: that might, have: come to it. 

A lengthy editorial published by the Manchester. ‘Union. Leader, {n- 
cessantly anti-amusement paper in. New: Hampshire, has: praised’ film 
actor Ronald Reagan, president: of. the: Screen Actors’ Guild. who 
recently charged: that Communists are “¢rawling out of ‘the rocks” 

| purchased by. Columbia for $259.- ; 

“Every one ‘knew the program was an.} 
unbiased ‘presentation of: the basic issues and the facts would. bring |” 

and beneficial to the film. industry. commensut- - 

‘also. bave character.’ 

; “Hustler” is all. about. : | 

in} is novel of ‘the same title. 

PICTURES 15 

Seeking Suspect, Cops Gunned Mor; 
State $ Top Court Uptols Damages 

23 

UNPUBLISHED, ASK 750G | 
| FOR KANTOR OWA TALE 

‘Hollywood. May 23.. 
- Price tag of.$750,000 for ‘pietiire 

rights has been placed on Mac- 
Kinlay Kantor’s: unpublished. ‘his- 

- : ts oT alba Mii h loreal fome,, “Spirit Tae” | KURTZMAN CHECKER BOARD | ,,.}pnla, Supreme, Cour 
is certitled to damages f-om tw 

Paul, Mas 

story of migration to Iowa in 1850s 
will have first printing of 100,000 | 
copies by. World Publishing Co..in | 
October, with.tentative $7.50 price, 
‘tops for -one-volume: fictioner. 

‘Author's ° “Andersonville” 

Isp ift of Manpower at Loew's Sipotce officers for an injury suf- 
Fheatres . fere1 during a police chase i his 

showhouse four years a). Cont 
_In a new alignment of super--unhelJ a jury's award of $23.20) 

visory assignments Frank Murphy, ‘in dam: tos to George Dyson, as- 

a Loew's division manager for the s‘stant manager of the Riviera "the- 
past. 10 years, has been upped to atre. 
assistant general manager, a NeW, pyeon was struck by a i 

| post. Other changes disclosed by jbullct Marelt 28, 1957 when off 
Charles E. Kurtzman, general man-' vers apy -ehended William Rankin, 
ager, include the elevation of:an armed robbery suspect, in the 
Orville Crouch, Washington exec, : lobby of the Riviera. Polieen.-a 

to: head a newly-created southern! piehard Schmidt and Earl Iarken 
: division. lhad svotted Rankin in the audienre 

‘Wilham Elder, who has been i and stopped him when he was feav- 

ried and clearly -with no. intention | supervising eastern and southern ling the theatre. Suspect drew a 
of matrimony. Story’s. theme, he} theatres, heads a new northern! ‘gun and both he and Dysor, a by- 
said, is that ‘it's not. enough for} division. Russ Bovim continues as: ,Stander, were wounded in the sun- 
a man io possess. talent— ‘he must ' city manager in St. Louis. In San ' play. 

Degree to; Francisco, Walter. Kessler will Attorneys for Dyson. who had 
which .a-man realizes this is what: direct Loew's Warfield, Drive-Ins ‘asked £81,200 in dama: Zes, claimed 

in South Bend and Chicago go that the police were neglizent in 
under homeoffice supervision. japproaching in a public place a 
James Bruno and Bernard Ze-imen they should have known was 

contended = they 

was | 

‘009 before it was ‘book-of-month | 
club” selection. 

. - — a 

“Rossen ‘ 
_—— = Continued’ ‘from page 4 =—: 

Film is‘based on the Walter Tev- 
Rossen | 

Hollywood, aided . by: “well-meaning but. misguided people willing to; said the pic reflects his:own feel-ilenko will continue to direct the armed. Officers 
‘give ‘them :a hand.” Pointing. to various filmland developments, such as:ings respecting this country, and {metropolitan New York and New: 
the: action of. the Hollywood Acadciny of Motion. Picture Arts andj that - its characters are yery re- | Jersey Theatres. 

iAllied Artists’ 
Sciences in lifting its ban against the awarding of Oscars to Com-j lated to our times. He was two t 
maunists and Fit ‘ty Amendment pleaders. the Union Leader editorial years preparing it, then. shot the 
concluded: “It is small wonder that Rorald Reagan feéis compelled to pic in 10 weeks, almost entireiy 
speak out forcefully to warn the. American people of this dangerous'jn Manhattan: “You: get certain 

_ development in Hollywood. mo | values ‘shooting in New York that : 
: — . 430u. gan’t get’ on the Coast.” he} 

“Interregnum” (Between the Wars', an Academy Award nomination : slated. but little if any of it has to' 
film documentary. based on works of George Grosz. was cancelled by ido wich finances. Lensing in-N.Y. 
Cannes Film Festival in a cable to distributor George Arthur reading: (ran up a negative cost of “a little 
“Because of content: of film and: considering. fr iondly spirit among all! under" $2;000,0C0, and Rossen 
the countries ‘participating it. appears impossib! e to show the George?! doubted | the budget would have |. 

‘had. it been‘ tovk a sharp drop in profits for i They Grosz ‘film—regrets."’ ‘varied | appreciably’ 

Picture, narrated by:German stage star. Lotte Lenya, . tells the grisly [ done. in Hollywood. 
rise of -Hitler. Grosz fled fer his.life-to ‘the U.S. from. Germany as! ‘It's ‘getting de rigeuer at these, 

result: of original story, then was welcomed back after ‘the War as a jtradepress. chats to sourid out the. 
“hero, Film Avas produced by: Charles and” Tina ‘Carev.- interv iewee anent the “new wave: 

4 Rossen insisted he- wasn’t too UD j 

. Having returned recently from Italy “where he spent three and a half on the movement, but. offered the 
weeks shooting exteriérs-tor “Francis of Assisi,’ Director Michael, comment that it seemed ‘to him to} 
Curtiz commented pic costin $1,900.000 looks like $4,500,000. produc- | be stressing technique’ for its own 
tion, if made here: Savings were effected. becatisé ot Pope per mitting | Sake.. with diminished regard for 

“use. of summer home plus backgrounds “which cannot be duplicated ; content. There‘ve been notable |. 
here.” Also fact’ Vatican Choir: of 200 boys for recor vding and only six, exceptions,. as he observed. In ‘the. 
‘gets being ‘built. account: d for substantial savings. Producer Plato case of the French avant-garde elc- 

. Skouras still is in: ‘Rome ° tte re music now is being scored. | ments. Rossen opines they operaie | 
“too narrowly” and pitch for snob j 

| appeal. For ‘his part, the picture 
medium is and’ should be. more 
‘mass-oriented—but of course w ith 
intelligence arid taste. 

As for: his: future, Rossen has 

With 42 theatres.” no - a: erating world. wide, number’ of Cinerama | 
wall-to-wall ‘units will ba increased . to. 60 in U:S. and 40° in foreign j 
countries by early. next. year, per pr exy Nicholas. Reisini. Main purpose | 
ot Reisini’s curr ent trip | ts Coast. is to confer with Metro studio exeés ; 
‘and producers on first:two Cinerama pix. “How the’ West Was Won’’ 

-.and “The Brothers: Grimm.” Equipment’ and. paraphernalia pertinent | some. ideas cooking but nothing 
to former pic are ‘not pein shipped to Paducah, ‘Ky., firmed at the moment. “Hustler,” 

slated for fall release and still to 
be. edited, is third entry under his | 
Robert Rossen Enterprises baaner. 
First two, for Columbia, ‘were “All | 
‘Kings Men” and “Brave Bulls.” 

for. first: sequence: 

- Strolling The Croisette 
ST Continued fronr e4 

pag | thence-to Israel to visit a son who's 
- beefed up the fest and started ‘the photogs’ hopping and crowds gathet- enrolled at Jerusalem: Univ. 
ing. She’s here for Joe Levine's. “Two Women,” the. first competitive | 
Italo entry shown. She ‘got ‘top reviews and: looks. a bet for tthe femme 
thesp award. Film. itself was in. for divided reviews. -Van Heflin. 
.flew in from Los Angeles to: be. present for the screening: of “The. 
Wastrel,”. ‘which. Was in as a Cyprus: film though made by an Italo: 

company in italy in English. Director Michael Cacoyannis Ww ‘as ‘a'visitor.: 
Pic was felt too “melodramatic” and got downbeat reviews. . . Stuart 
Whitman arrived for the screening of the British: ‘official entry “The 
Mark” which’ 20th-Fox has. for the: Eastern’ Hemisphere and’ Contin- 
ental for the Western. -Though having put up: only 25% of the nut 
to 20th-Fox’s 75°%,. Reade put up a good: part..of the pub outlay. ‘for: 
the film at the fest along with 20th. A party ‘was thrown at the new ly 1 
opened. Palin Beach: Casino after the night. unveiling. of. the pic... 

Eric Johnston: visit’ to Cannes is mainly Social. But he will meet 
“Rewsmen: and foreign delegates while here : . ; Besides.the shooting } 
of:"La Fayette” in the Nice studios. J..Daniel Daninos begins a drama‘ owned CBC 
“Only a Great. Love.” 
for publicity” 
at 2 late eatery here Roman's. . . |have been completed or. are shoot- ' 

Film Gives 1 Vv. 
——e. Continued from page 5. 

of film ‘over videotape.” 
73°> of CBC's spending on film 
produced for tv use, he said, goes 
to outside film. ‘producers and re- 
lated ‘suppliers of series; and that 

}excludes rental of films from dis- 
tributors. 

Both are using. the gathering of scribes here | cers: js taking place, said Ovimet. 

39-Wk. Profit Drop, 
Hollywood. May 23. 

Allied Artists Pictures Corp.! 

eee 5 

)sher said: 

were merely doing their duty andl 
were forced to return the gunfire. 

Explaining the five-to-one ruling, 
As-oclate Justice Frank T. Galla- 

“It is our opinion that 
it was a question for the jury 
whether the officers showd hav2 
‘approached the suspect in the the- 
atre lobby under the particular 
facts and circumstances here. 

“There appears to have been 
| ample time ... to summon addi- 
itiosa, help, which was not done. 

had information that the 
139 weeks ended April 1,.1961. Net suspect was dangerous and likely 

| 

{ 

‘| Rossen sai’s June. 2 for Enroee.| 
Corman Shooting ‘Intruder’ : 

On Location in Florida | 

without audit before Federal in- ; 
come tax amounting to $597,105. . 
‘or a final net profit after taxes of , 
$414,105, according te prexy Steve | 

! Broidy. Figure compares with a 
net profit of $1,005.955 for similar 
period last year, where no pro- 
vision. was made for Federal in- 
come .taxes due to prior years’ 
losses being carried forward to 
offset current year’s profits. 

The 39-week net for current 
| fiscal year, after allowing for pre- 
ferred stock dividends, amounted 
to 42.cents per commen share on 
899.723 shares outstanding as of 

{ April 1. Net for last year’s cor- 
responding period, after preferred , 
stock div4v allowance, was equiv- ; 
alent to $1.08 per share on 895,346 : 
common shares then outstanding. 

Gross income for three quarters . 
ended Aovrijl 1; 1961, amounted to: 
| $10. 498.489 as against $12,915. 723; 
j for similar ‘span in previous year. , 

—— 

Miami, May 23. 
Howard Warren, executive: vice . 

president of Thunderbird Film 
: Sound Center Inc., reveals that 
Preparations are underway to film 
hehe ‘The Intruder,” from a script 

upon as examples of the advant ages. | written 

Yank: pianist-singer. Charlie Beal Tow. entertaining 'In Montreal several productions : auumeas Continued from page 7. 

by Charles-, Beaumont, 
About ! author of the book. 

| 

Some integration of government- i 
and indie film produ- | 

Producer will be Roger Corman. 
It will be a full-length feature film 
and both indoor and outdoor sets; 
will be located in Florida. 

*Perlhere 

to be armed and to resist arrest 
“by force of arms if eof arms if necessary.” 

‘WASSERMAN’S $175,000 
TOPS MCA SALARIES 

Lew R. Wasserman, president of 
, Music Corp. of America Inc., was 
the corpor ation’s highest paid offi- 
cer in 1960, having reeeived re- 
‘munerat‘on of $175,000, wit an 
additional $18,750 going into a 
profit sharing fund in his beha!f. 
Chairman Jules C. Stein, with 
5150, COU in remuneration and $15.- 
°900 in the fund, was second 

Proxy statement sent out in ad- 
‘vance of the annual meeting June 
{6 in Chicago also reveals these 
other salaries and fund benefits: 
Taft B. Schreiber, president of the 
‘Revue Productions division, $125.- 
‘0C0 and $13,500; David A. Werblin, 
‘president of MCA TY, Ltd. $100,- 
‘000 and $13,500: Charles Miller, 
‘director and v.p., $52.000 and 
"$5.550. 
*‘ Aggregate amounts set aside in 
the profit sharing fund to date are 

‘as follows: Stein, $266,250; Was- 
tserman, $319.725; Miller. $119.325; 
{Se hrieber, $261,210, and Werblin, 
:$216.810, 

By far the biggest MCA stock- 
holder is Stein. with 1.419.900 
shares beneficially owned, repre- 
‘senting 35.51°% of the total out- 
-standing. Wasserman holds 710.500 
shares. of about 17.78°° of the 
total. Miller has 70,460. These three 
-and Leigh’M. Battson, who's in the 
| estate and management business, 
and Walter M. Heymann, Chicago 
banker, are board members up for 
‘reelection. 

MCA, the statement shows. hus 
; Picked up by the major film stu- ,no outstanding bank indehtedne<s. 
_dios. They go to ‘felevision or the Last November $4,000,000 was re- 
agencies and rarely bet the -oppor- :paid to the First National Bank of 

Ogilers nearly. crushed : Ingrid ‘Bergman, Xves. Montand. and Aiithony ! 1 ing which used CBC producers and }. 
Perkins when they appeared. for the official in ‘competish. s¢reening of.| script assistants working with pro- 
the Jast: Yank entry “Good. Bye Again” (UA. However pic got only a{duction. crews ‘of privately-ow ned © 
fair Teception and” significantly, erush was less afterwards. Consensus © film agencies. 
‘was a sleck, commercial pic on’ middleaged:free love. invaded by youth ying with. the film industry.in study | 
Which .did-not need festival ‘screening. Tivo parties followed’ the pic ' leading to development of new and 
‘with director Anatole Litvak and stars.and. U.A suppering invites, and improved’ equipment’ and tech- 

_ Eddy - Barclay, of -Barclay ‘Records, ‘running’ an all night . party. at the niques. Recently, too,'.a join 
local. boite Whisky a Gogo to pub. lits disk onthe music ‘from the film. standing committee was. set up 

“Though supposedly the “austerity” fest. due. to the Algerian crisis!CoMprising reps of CBC and at 
ard bomb. scates, there were. more partics’ and cocktails this year at: , Assn.-of ‘Motion Picture Producers 
the Cannes fest. than ever before. They interfered with each other and Laboratories of Canada 
-and kept gentry and press hopping , . Cl. aques were on hand during > AMPPLC, “Meeting twice a year: 

sonie screenings but no booing this year as happened often last year. “,or-more, it aims to discuss mutual 
Claudia Cardinale, - in. two of the Italo entries, “La Viaecia” and ‘probrems and. Faeas on iniproving 

“Girl With a Suitcase,” gota solid launching towards. stardom via the. CBC’ a production. CBC. also- co- 
fest. Expert handouts, especially a bouk on her, her- performances and ‘operates “with. Society 
general physical attributes. may set her up with the international stars: picture & Television — Engineers: in 
. ‘Columbia. spent ‘about: $6,000 on: a: vip luncheon and midnight; fadvancing the industry's 
party. after the screening | of “Raisin in. the Sun," “Exodus: “The. Hood- ! nology, . 
lum. Priest” und ‘Good Bye Again.’ and with the Motion Picture . “In th Unit SI oo as 
Assoc. With budget estimated at $15,0U0 to $20,000 looks like the Yank ‘__° nt 4 “th ed den -Ouimet 
industry. took the. publicity and showtase aspects of the Cannes Fest ;:temarked, “the atta a Awards 
‘seriously this time ..-.. Venice Fest head Domenico Meccoli: was in to cover’ many tee gories—almost all 
ogle procedures, and also-scan some. pix. skawn to him outside . the if c. we ode we oneainment 
fest. whose hopeful makers. were angling for a Venice invite.- ! ere in. Canada we have only 1 
. ‘eatezories, but they cover a much 
‘Tom Rowe, a U.S. -tradepaper correspondent: in- Paris, has his. first- more significant field of human in- 

writer-director film stint, “The Rolls of Gold.” -set to be produced by: terest and endeavor . the arts, 
Marion Gering in Greece next year... vat 
ent at: the Cannes ‘Fest was offered. an acting: role: in a French pit! ereation, training and instruction, 

Yipe: ‘:-( general irformat’on. Public reia- , 
Sam Spiegel came in on his. yacht at the end of the fest! The :moral? ‘tions and many others.” 

CBC is-also work- ,. 

i 

of Motion : 

i tunity for theatrical “experience. 
_ Perlberg came to Gotham for 

| promotional work on his and Sea- 
ton’s latest, “Pleasure of His Com- |. 

ti * pany, 

j Visit short by a case of laryngitis. : 
but was forced to cut the! 

He returned to Hollywood yester-_ 
‘day (Tues.). 

_ Perlberg-Seaton unit, which col- 
Jaborates. with Paramount, inci- 
dentally has had a case of bad 
Juck with recent ‘productions. 
“Pleasure” was held up six months 
due to the Screen Actors Guild 
Strike and this added $500.000 to - 
‘the budget. bringing the total to 

tech- : 

. One. of the VarrErY men. pres: . children’s interest, travel and: re- | 

-$2,750.000. It’s the costliest for the 
‘team, whose previous credits in- 
clude “Country Girl" and “Bridge 
at Toko-Ri.” 

Their still uncompleted “Coun- 
terleit Traitor” requires five days 
more of shooting in Stockholm and 
one more in Copenhagen because 
wintertime film work was inter- 
rupted by inclement weather. They” 
ficure on catching up next month 

‘with William Holden, among 
, oers, 
i tioning.. 

going back on the loca-, 

Chicazo. 

Schneider’s Soiree 
aum=aes Continued from page 5 susanal 

; Liselotte Pulver, James and Vera 
! Carreras, Nat Cohen and Nicsie 
Maurey. 

The luncheon, of course. pie- 
ceded the official in-competit:on 
screening of “Raisin,” which ‘a3 
followed by a joint MPEA-Coii-- 
bia supper party at the Pain 
Beach Casino. 

End of Soiree 
Abe Schneider, president of Cu- 

lumbia, returned to New Youk on 
the Queen Elizabeth yeste: inv 
‘Tues, after several weeks in E: t- 
land and on the Continent = fa 
‘London he caught the worid pre- 
:miere of “Guns of Navaroze™ and 
‘was presented to Queen Elizabeth 
-ard Prince Philip. 

Exec also visited the Cannes 
Film Festival and huddied «with 
Coi reps and indie producers at 
humerous caritais. 
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PICTURES 

TOA’s Sumner Redstone Raps Toll 
HENDRICKS’ NEW POST 

‘| Bercutt-and Hyams Get Enhanced 
WE Status 

As Detriment to Pix, Regular TV), e702" 
Hartford, May 23. 4 

In failing, paysee will most like- 

ly take the motion picture industry 

down with it. This was the proph- 

ecy of Sumner M. Redstone of | mestic 

AA Execs Glom ‘El Cid? 
distribution rights 

Boston, an exec of the Theatre; Samuel Bronston’s “El Cid,” is. to function‘in newly-created area | 
Owne fA . d sending its emissaries off to Madrid 
wners of America, and an OP-|t9 see the film's first edited ver- 

ponent of tollvision. sion. Heading for the Spanish 
Redstone painted a gloomy pros- | capital this. week are Steve Broidy, 

pect at a meeting of the Lion’s!AA_ president, and sales chief 
. we . Morey Goldstein, who'll join ad- Club here. It was a first salvo bY | oub chief Sandy Abrahams, who 

Connecticut Theatre showmen. trans-Atlantic-ed over the past 

~ Redstone, a former U.S. attorney, ; weekend. . 
said “there is the ever present Bronston’s ‘ domestic sales rep, 
Ganger, that, while pay television | Harold Roth, and foreign sales rep, 
will most probably end in financial | Milton Goldstein, left N.Y. for 
disaster, experimentation of the. Madrid over the past weekend also. 
charscter invoived in Hartford will ! 
deal the motion picture industry an- } 5 ; ' 
ether critical blow fram which it [JP A S Y RE (i 

? 3 may or may not recover, without 
creating a new and enduring me- 
dium of entertainment.” 

Hartford Phonevision. an off- 
spring of RKO General, has a 
three vear FCC permit for the par- 
lor paysee in the Hartford area on 
an experimental basis. To this end UPA (United Productions of 
HP has acquited the properties of | America) will double its budget 
a tccal U-channel. WHCT. {te $7,000,000 for year starting 

Redstone, an executive director | July 1, according to prexy Henry 
cf Northeast Theatres, drive-in Saperstein, who reported carton- 
theatre circuit. maintained that nery will issue public stock over- 
toll will not have much more to; the-counter soon as all necessary. 
offer than what is already avail- | data can be compiled for Securities 
able om advertising channels. He} Commission. New year's program, 
cited the failures cf cable ty inj including both animated-live sub- 
Chicago. Palm Springs. Bartlesville | jects, includes two cartoon fea- 
and Ontario for “lack .of public tures; 32 live half-hour boxing 
support.” 

Seid Redstone, “When Pay TY.’ 
as it inevitably must. goes after yi; ° 
the mass market, it must utilize en- 198: 

; is ‘live-action; 
‘rtainment with mas eal, en- : ’, : tertainment with mass appeal. e Tracy” animations; three magoo 

“ding dong” shows with Dr. Fran- 
ces Horwich; football, baseball, bow- 

golf, educational shorts. in 
six theatrical “Dick 

fertzinment that the publie is ° : 
“ “ aywi , shorts for theatrical release; plus P wlleged to witness today without other subjects in hopper. 

Saperstein said last year UPA 
Because paysee is in the hands! age 9260 five-minute 

Hollywood, May 23. — 

:-shows for tv; 104 live half-hour. 

In a realignment of Warner 
| Bros. ‘studio and: homeoffice pub- 

licity duties, Bill L. Hendricks 
| has stepped up from studio ad-pub 

Allied Artists, which holds do-| Post to become special aide to| 
to: prexy Jack. L. Warner, and also 

t 

‘as director of public relations and 
‘ promotion. . 

Hendricks’ old studio post will 
“be occupied by Max Bercutt, for- 

“merly .exec assistant to exec vp 

‘and sales chief Ben Kalmenson. 
, National director Richard Lederer 
‘recalled Bercutt to rejoin com- 
pany: for job. 

On N.Y. front, Joe Hyams, who 
functioned as eastern pub man- 
ager, becomes national pub -man- 
ager, reporting to Lederer. 

Hendricks,‘in more than a quar- 
ter century with WB, worked his 

!-way up and held top ad-exploita- 
' tion posts with company’s former 
‘theatre circuit before becoming 
studio pub topper ‘almost nine 

i vears ago: Following death of ad- 
ipub vp Mort Blumenstock, who 
| had moved his headquarters from 
homeoffice to studio, Hendricks ° 
functioned. as overall. sparkplug. 

Trade Re Skouras 
| Gem Continned from page 7 j_9- 

challenge Norris’ evaluation on a 
‘conflict-of-interest point. ~ 

The word in advance was that 
!much would be made of Skouras’ | 
“Century City” real estate deal. 

some interested 20th sharcholders. 
; But this was another flank that 
|felt no pressure. 

There seemed -moments — when 
Skouras wasn't to have a waltz of 

.films each 

which hasn't exactly enchanted‘ 

of—not educators or philanthropists 
--rut men out to make a dollar, it 
is rot expected that these same 
persons will offer programs of high 
calibre. 

New Academy Board 
Hollywood. May 23. 

Ekcction of 14 members. to Board 

ef Governors of the Academy cf 

Motion Picture Arts & Sciences 

incluces five newly-elected tor t3vo- 
year terms, eight re-elected for an-: 
ether to years and one to a one- 
year term. 

New governors include Macdon- 
ald Carey «Actors», Arthur Freed 
(Producers', Roland Gross 'Film 
Editors:, Bill L. Hendricks - Public 
Relations:, King Vidor ‘ Directors). 

Re-elected: Edgar Preston Ames 
(Art Directors}, George W. Dun- 
ing ‘Music’. Hal Elias ‘Short Sub- 
jects), Jacob H. Karp ‘Executives. 
E. J. Mannix ‘Administrators’, Hal 
Mohr :Cinematographers:. Richard 
Murphy ‘Writersi, Gordon E. Saw- 
yer «Sound). 

Ken Peterson. whe last vear was 
elected to fill the governor's seat 
vacated by Harry Tytle who left 
ic live in Europe, was set to a one- 
year term by Short Subjects 
Branch. 

Balance of 26-member board, 
elected last year, will retain their 
seats until May, 1962. 

a a 
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Except Sunday, of course—even the horses at Aqueduct 

race track need a day off! First race 1:30 and there are 

Q hig ones. Terrific food, too. Fresh air, color, excitement. 
Get atan! You're back hours before curtain. For reserva- 

tions, call Mi1-4700. Have aball at the Big A! Tomorrow! 

.cartoons./ it. but his own skills and abundant 

six cartoons. 35 employees year |hibition sector) easily dissipated 
; before he, partner Peter De Met |the threat. After some two hours. 
‘acquired controlling interest from | the prexy appeared a very simpa- 
Steve Bosustow. creatar of Magoo, |tieg figure. and the point was 

row on 10-year advisory pact. Dur-|raised from the floor that 20th 
jing past five months, UPA sold ‘has a long record of mecting divi- 
$2.750,000 cartoons to ty. “Gay! dends. That too was telling on the 

| Purr-ee,” first animated feature, | preponderantly " unaffiliated -turn- 
‘will be animal musical set at $1-: out. " ; " Ieee Urs "7! . 
eats. Harald oon ms ae If ‘the voeal critics intended 

‘untitled musical costing §900.000. | Westiening. the soundness of to- 
i + ge "Da aay, |day’s prosperity, the point never ; For Christmas. 1962, UPA will} * 
; ready hour special for NBC with 
magoo as “Scrooge.” 

Saperstein, noting foreign thea- 
} trical markets are begging for 
: cartoon features, indicated would! 

; plication seemed: plain enough. 

Passive Investors. 

j adding, “So why throw all our ' wasn't exactly pressed to a mettle- 
chips into tv?” some performance. He showed him- 

_ self artful and even charming in 

Charter Dayton Variety sidestepping other scattered “how- 

Dayton, O., May 23. 

cums” and “whyfors,” and perhaps 
it surprised him, too, that the hec- 

The Variety Club. Inc., of Day-., toring was torthwith dropped. 

ton. hitherto without a= state! As for Gilbert. whatever the re.- 
charter, has been incorporated as:sons or his inclinations. he never 

| a. non-profit group, to “aid af-: picked up on those gambits by the 
| flicted and under privileged chil- {Coast delegate. His preoccupation. 
dren.” aceording to records of the | per usual, was with his perennial. 
Ohio Secretary of State's Office.|cumulative voting proposition 
Initial trustees are 

it 

van M. Fred. 
Local group was responsible for , 

the development of Variety Manor. 
a haven for children with prob- 
lems. 

press. ‘It had.) 

Any presiding officer familiar 
With the Gilberts who'd be remiss 
on that. count would deserve to be 
defrocked. Such were the trifles 

holders were Jeft holding the baga- 
telle. 

Despite Diplomacy 
‘ous Continued from page 4 Cae 

by inviting unusual films from 
other countries. He defended the 
four Italo pix of. 1961 and four 
Yank entries as being .of fest cali- 
bre. mo 

Le Bret also underlined the 
prestige success garnered by sev- 
eral fihns invited to be shown on 
the fest margin by the Federation 
of French Film Authors and the 
‘Federation -of French Filin Critics. 
._He reiterated that-the Yank indie 
“The Connection” was ‘a detlinite 
prestige asset to the fest and he 
‘would have liked to have invited 

been US governmental and indus- 
ti¥ pressures. 

Le Bret also was .pleased with 
the many stars who showed as well 
as the over 200 pix shown outside 
of the 30 in competition, 

| came up as such, though the im- ; 

Besides investor passivity. meet-' 
ting again demonstrated that Skou-' 

[make pitch for this market by j;ras is fast°on his feet, though he. 

. Walter L. failed again), and ‘such true-to-form © 
Beachler. Robert Gump, and Syl-iqueries as whether notice of the. 

meet had gone out. to the business . 

of last week—and only the share-' 

it in competition if there had not | 

Wednesday, May 24, 1961 

US. Films That Can’t Go Home 
annually to U.S. theatres. 

Unfortunately, at the same time 

foreign rental ratios have been in- 
creasing, the percentage of screen 
.time for strictly American films 

in. important foreign: markets has 

{been on the decline. Also more 
iand more French, Italian, Brit- 
_ish and German pix have been beat- 
, ing out U.S. product on lists of top: 
‘grossers in various naticnal mar- 
- kets. . Ironically, then, 

'situation in which they have be- 
;come more dependent on the for-- 
eign market just at the time when 
jforeign production has begun to 
»pay bigger profits on its home 
; ground. 

As .a result, Columbia, Metra, 
‘20th-Fox, Paramount and Warners 
‘are now heavily involved «broad 

-—7+ 

in production deals, prepreduction * 
distribution deals and postproduc- 
tion distribution deals. af a variety 
‘and complexity unheard of even 
five years ago. Deals range from 
acquisition of worldwide rights. to 
-purchase of rights for a single ter- 
ritory or even just one country. 

It was Mike Frankovitch, Colum- 
‘bia’s European production topper: 
ay ho said to this VARIeTy reporter, 
» If the Italians want Italian pic- 
‘tures. we'll help supply them.” 
‘Columbia: has announced that next 
‘year it will be involved in the 
; production and distribution of 12 

in Italy. .France and 
‘Britain, many of which will- never. 
be screened in the States. 

, Frankovitch even goes so far as 
:to predict that because ¢f this U.S. 

the non-U.S. market. the major 
companies within five vears will be 
taking in twice as much in. film ren- 

‘tals abroad as they take in from: 
-the American market. 

This is the philosophy behind 
the exteremely complex Metro-Ti- 
.tanus deal. which sees the setting 
up of a joint company, prexied hy 
Geofredo Lombardo, which will 
turn out films for the international 
-market, as well as films strictly: 
for the Italo-European trade. 
France, Metro has a slightly differ- 
ent corporate setup—but designed 
for the same purpose of cashing. 
in on local European production—. 
with Jacques Bar's Cipra- Produc- 
tions. 0 

In France| 

1 Also. this year in France, 20th- 
Fox for the first time will be dis- 
tributing a minimum of at least five 
French films. including Simone 
Signoret's “Les Mauvais Coups” 
and another pic called “La- Fete 
Espangole.” Important angle. of: 
course. is that these are not world- 

‘wide deals. just France and a 
“couple of other territories. 

are making the same kind of deals 
these days. About the anly majors 
not so heavily involved. 
can be learned. are Universal and 
Allied Artists. and Allied. of course, 

franchise basis through locals. 

_ This new kind of “international- 
ization” now shaping up helps to 
explain the heavy American par- 

in this year's Cannes fest. Dollars 
and cents-wise. it’s estimated that 
United Artists. Columbia, 20th-Fox, - 

Dis.” Walter Reade'’s Continental 
_tributing. along with the Motion 

between £60.000 and 

eee ve 

and other filmfolk «et a series of 
quite spectacular soirees. 

' The immediate purpose’ of. this 
expenditure, of course. wes to pro- 
mote individual pictures 
“Raisin-in the Sui.” UA‘s “Exo- 
dus.” “Hoodlum Priest." “Good- 
bye Again.” and the 20th-Contin- 
ental] “The Mark”). However, Col 
prexy Abe Schneider wasn't just 
beating drums in’ Carnes He also 
bought a picture, the Italian.“Nude 
Odyssey” which was shown. out- 
of-competition ‘Also there. even. 

‘though they didn’t have -any en- 
tries in the fest itself. were Met- 
ro’s international veep. Maurice 
Silverstein, anc Warners’ interna- 
tional veep, Arthur Abeles. 

{ look.” H 
i The specific nationality of -indivd- 
ual festival feature films also is be- 
coming increasingly academic in 
the age of internationalization. 
Thus two U.S. companies +20th and. 
_Continental) did most of the pro- 
| motion. for ‘the official British .en- 

; Continued from page. 1 

the ws! 
‘majors have been faced with the 

participation in non-U.S. films for : 

In; 

. War- ' 
ners. Paramount and United Artists ' 

as far as. 

operates overseas. principally on a: 

ticipation—official and ‘unofficial— - 

Picture Export Assen? shelled out 
{ £7UhGOO to, 

bring in stars and feed the press * 

“Col'ss 

They |. 
seemed to be making the “new 

{tions now sell about $50,000,000, try, “The Mark.” Rank owns one 
of the two French entries, ‘Le Ciel 
et La Boue” (The Mud and the 
Sky), and the so-calied Cypriot en- 

ltry, “The Wastrel,” was produced 
{by an italian company, with an 
| American star and a Greek direc- 
‘tor. Des : 

Some Dangers 
‘European ‘film: toppers question-. : 

'ed here re increasing U.S.. partici- 
‘pation in local production and ter- 
‘yitory-hs-territory. distribution are 
inclined to welcome it as long as 
the American majors don't. insist 
on “neutered. de-natienalized’’ 

‘films... A certain number of the 
-Jatter- are okay—the Italo costume . 
,spees are good «xamples—but as 
, the Italian and French found early 
i-in.their coproduction ventures, a. 
‘film that tries to be. all things to 
: all. people 
- market, 

The best of the Italo-French co- 
-productions look -either. strictly 
Italian or strictly French. A ma- 
jor criticism 

: Italy's Cannes ‘eniries this. year, 

‘seldom satisfies any 

Rene Clement's: “Joy of Living,” 
was. that Clement, a French direc= 
: tor, had. tried ‘to: make a French 
film with an innately Italian story. 
“and locale. © 

The European. fiim people are all 
for “internutionalizatien.” as long 
as the Americans .don't try to in- 

‘fluence the identity of the local 
product. And the Americans, for 
their. part. secm to get the mes- 
sage. For it is the very,parochial 
quality of: local European ‘produc- 

.tion which has been paying off 
here, and which.the .Americans 
abroad, primarily distributors, need 
to keep their branches busy:: . -"- 

Melvyn Dougias 
Continued from page — ED 

screens, many of which “have 
honesty in, theme and courage in 
outlook.” 

, In an ode to the long-forgotten 
said: “stock © company, Douglas id: 

:"When I started out in the theatre, 

and. they. were first class. Fhey did 
a different play eévery week and 
-it- developed a real sense of coms 
‘munion with the city where you. 
ilived and worked.” * 

His last’ brush with motion. pic- 
‘tures took: place ‘two years aga_ 
when he served as. U.S. jury meme. 
ber at the San Sebastian. Film 
Festival: Douglas. suffered through 
‘the’ assignment but -fell-in love 
With Spain, whete he. is now spend- 
ing an-extended holiday.. — 

Axelrod 
‘==amms Continued from page 1 mmm, 

Essex Production, but “deal. fell 

leveled at.one of 

every town -hdd its stock company. 

through when Sinatra declined ‘to. 
meet their: price.” 

“Haw 

cuss with Sinatra: his playing male 

MacLaine .as temme.. star. Pie 
should start: in June. 1962, 0 

new untitled novel to be published 
‘hy Randa. House in fall. Produe- 
tion start. most Jikely latter r-rt 
Of next year. ° She 

‘Having worked on. script‘of “Act 
-One™. for Warner Bros.,-since last 
October, “Axelrad said -he’s just 
about finished. Josh -Logan pro- 
duces. and. directs sfarting next 
Spring.. Warren Beatty, Miss Maes 

{ Laine’s brether. is number one. 
‘candidate: for role of biographer 
‘Moss Hart,’ but no one has yet 
‘been signed. he pointed out. 

Axelrod commented. “There's no 
love story. in it. The’ picture 
should: run under two hours when 

+ completed.” — 

-RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL 
Rockefeller Center. » Ci 6-4600. , 

“PARRISH” 
. Starring TROY DONAHUE 
‘CLAUDETTE COLBERT © KARL MALDEN 
Co-starring DEAN JAGGER and Parrish’s three giris 

Connie STEVENS. -« Diane McBAIN « Sharon HUGUENY: 
. In Technicolor from Warder Bros...” 

: 7] and Gals NEW Stage Spectacle “PUERTO RICO HOLIDAY” 

. Second’ Collage‘ will be original: 
to .Murder Your Wife.” 

Again. Axelrod would like to: dis- 

lead. He'd also like to cast Shirley. . 

Third. will be ‘William Styron’s . 

. “This has. been. a tough script,” 

[New York Theatre | 
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Global Films Reviewed In Cannes 
Continued ‘from. page 6 —— Ses 

Mujica, for his first. film, displays. 
a good feeling for. narrative and 
wit..He may be heard from in a 
more heavyweight pic in the fu- 
ture. . Mosk, 

‘Viridiana 
abroad as the demand for:unuswal | 2 
film grows. 
-A girl, who is about: to take. her 

yows to be a nun, pays a visit to 
“a rich uncle. He’ sees in her an 
Amage of his dead wife who died Duvad 
on their wedding. night. He begs (The Beast) .. 
her to be his wite, then drugs her | (HUNGARIAN) 
and almost makes advanices to’ her. |" 
He does not but claims he did}. 
‘in -order to -hold her... He -finally }'t 
confesses, and she leaves. He hangs |. 
himself, leaving his large estate | 

Cannes, May. 16. 
, tungarofilm release: of Hunnia. produc- - 

tion. With Ferenc Bessenyei. Tibor Bitt- 
skei, Maria Medgayesi. Bela Barst. Directed 
by. Zoltan Fabri: Screenplay, Imre Car- 
kadi; camera. Ferenc. S7ecsenyi: 
Maria: -Szecsenyi. At ‘Cannes: Film Fest. 
Running time, 95 ‘MINS. 

- her: anda -son. 
The would-be: nun. tries: to be- Sandor. .......- whee eee ‘Ferenc Bessenyel 

come a useful saintly creature by | Zsuzska ........s00++s-+ Maria ‘Medesesi 
bringing in a flock of: poor dere-|: JanoS ....2-05 wendeeretages Tibor Bitsket 
licts and letting them sleep in:an 
adjoining bari and house. But they | 
get out of hand and almost rape | t dramatic bite in this story of an| 

“her. And’ she finally decides to:try | overbearing. selfish man who can’ "t. 
and become .a human. being first adjust to: the new- communal life’ 

before trying to be a-selfless.saint ; in Hungary after the war. But the 
for which she is. neither ‘made nor; effect’ is. somewhat. dampened - by. 

_eapable of. jan. academic second’ half which 
Director Luis. Bunuel.: formerly makes him a vestigial symbol of 

Spanish: and. now: Mexican,. return- pre-Communist privileges rather 
ed to. Spain for the first time since | than ‘a’ man. Hence, it is an un- 
1938 to- make. this film: He is | likely. export item. 

.. known among motion picture buffs| - The .beast of the title has his 
for his unusual © pix..‘He- displays | fil ‘of the: girls around his-.farm 
‘Q. perfection din fin flow and. Jan-| and especially one he- then dis- 
guage in this relentless. pic, — | cards.. She marries. a. young. man 
‘Atmosphere is invoked by a fluid: who runs the co-op’ farm the for- 

“feel: for incidents ‘which glide by i mer joins. © “But ‘the ex-landowner ! 
before an ‘explanation is. given to: i tries to win her back, and alienates. 
heighten awareness. of theme ‘and! ey ‘erybody ‘and is finally shot down 
‘eharacter. Symbols. abound but are trying. to force himself on the girl 
never superflous or “unclear. The again. 
tale of a novice. nun: not “of the! 
ability: or humility for her voca- 
tion may also have this in-for Gath- 
olic Legion difficulties. © a. good dramatic affair througlt : 

. But it does make: its points that |. rmost of ‘the film. But ‘thesping 

‘charity out of pride.and humility’ varies from the flamboyantly .man- . 
and self abregation out of vanity! imered to the: understated, ‘and: this 
‘could: lead: to chaos. The etching, to9. throws. the pic off-balance, - 
-of the -uncle's Ionely phobias.are : Technical credits are good. 
also. extended to the other. char-j | . Mosk. 
acters. 
The: wild: orgy” of the: derelicts 

who sneak into the’ big house isp 
handled with explosive -humor-. and | 
_then a shattering burst of violence 
that makes. the heroine realize her 
need for. human understanding and‘ 
acceptance before she.can ever be-. 

--come a nun, 
Technical credits. are excellent. ' 

Director Buntel has welded the 
‘thesping into. a’ perfect whole that 

defies. singling. out. any for special : Stanislawaki. . Stefang'. Walle, © Franco 
‘praise.. : ' Psezials. ‘Rosalba Neri. Directed by Rene 

Pie had. the biggest efféct at. the {.Clement. Screenplas, Clement. Leo Ben- 

“Director ‘Zoltar Fabri has.a cer-: 
tain feel for the countryside and 
rustic. sénsuality; and keeps. this 

fee 

~-_——-- 

- Che Gioia Vivere 
' (The Joy of Living) 
(ITALLAN-FRENCH) 

a ‘Cannes, May. 16.. 
Cineriz. release. of a RIRE Rome’ | 

Fiancinez . (Paris ecoproduction. © Stars 
Alain Delon, Barbara Lass; features Ugo. 

Stoppa,’ Aroldy Tieri, Carlo Pisacane, 
‘ Giampiero.-Littera,. Didi Perego, Annibate: 
Ninchi,. Leopoldo Trieste, Nanda Prima- 
vera. Nando ‘Bruno, Enzo Maggio, Gra- 
‘ziella “Dutano,. Luigi Giuliani, Jacques , 

¥enuti.. Piero DeBernardi; from’ an idea 
recently wound Cannes Film Fest. : . by. Gualtiero. Jacopetth. Additionat dia- 
with many feeling it- was the best log. ‘Pierre Bost. camera tDyaliscope', 

- Henrr Deewe: music, A. Francesco Lavag- 
and” ant it aroused pros and. tei. nino. At Cannes. Film Fest. Running time, and different interpretations. Tt iS "120 MINS. - 
a picture that needs careful hand-! Chsse. Ceeconato Alain: Delon wes roneces 

ling and placement -but is unique , Bane fossa mw cent 
,enaugh to arouse plenty. of inter-, Gorgolano— ..- eee ese eee ~_ Eaolo Stoppa 
. ] ° Rosa Fovsati  ..-.cvedeenee ina Morell 
est r calls fot hardsell, but could | |: Ist Amarehist: 0.2... 0020005 Uso Tognazzi 
well he worth the rouble, Xosl .2nd° “Anarchist evccceseeses “Aroldg Fieri: 

“4s Os Le . . 

“Amusing, bright’ and intelligent | 
| comedy-satire. looks headed for a 

Ei Centroforward Murio -S$parkling: boxoffice “future in- 
Al Amanecer ‘taly and- France, its countries ot 

(The Forward Center Dies. origin, with other foreign chances 
: At Dawn) -proportionate «and. depending on 
AARGENTINIAN) ° }- careful lingual translation to main- 

Cannes. May 23. tain tongue in cheek. spirit of the 
INC release of Re ‘le’ Mujiea “produc: | original. At two hour running time, 

tions, Wuh: Raul Rossi. Luis’ Médiria Cas: | . . 
‘tra, Bedi Carli.: Enrique Fava. Directed i 1 pic “also. appears ‘overlong. It. could 
‘by Rene Vujiea. Screenpla\. ‘Agustin | Stand: some~. trimming. to. further 

uzzan1, camera, Racatdo Younis: edi- r 
tor. Atilio R naldi. At. ‘Cannes Film Fest. | highlight its. many droll moirients, 
Ronning - tame. BS MIN - >and: av oid’ some siow:. points. 
Catel WO eee ee “Luis Medina, Castro | Story, set in-the early Italian 
Rope Se a Raul’ Rossi 1920'S tand here a_brief:explana- 
Aid ‘Enrique Fava’; tion: of. period's political trends ‘to 

enlighten spectators might be ap- 
propriate in foreign versions:, ‘this 
deals’ with the adventures of a| 

This’ film ‘is ari. amusing fantasy” 
that .1s. sustained through familiar : 

:. situations by’ inventiveness and | youngster who has just been re- 
‘ingenuity. in directing ‘and’ story {leased from army service, ‘and 
form. But its .syimbolical . ‘aspects ; looking for. a job. He ‘incautiously 
make this primarHy a dualer or} grabs the first one he's offered by | 
linzo. film. for ‘foreign spots. ‘a. Fascist ‘organization, but soon | 
A. Young football player. ‘is: gets a better offer from a group of j 
bought by.-a mysterious ‘man but | ‘anarchists: He joins them with- | 
‘he ends up as part: ofa anillion” out--really knowing what he's" get- 
aire’s collection.. rather than: ‘ting hiniself-in.for.. © 
another club. The ri¢h ‘man: wants Remainder of fic - amusingly } 
the’ best in all: walks of life ‘but | tells: of anarchists’ exploits, led. by} 
only as symbols and does not want.} the unwitting heroics ef the. boy, 
to use them. The football player and includes a.romantic interlude 
tries to escape: and Kills. the rich | with the anarchist leader’s pretty | 
man in. the. attempt. ° daughter. -:Much .of. the humor! 

Or: course, « political ‘and. social. has‘ topical. inferencés ‘which spell , 
: implications | are evident in this big laughs and: general enjoyment’ 
fantasy but it does not.-press its| in Italy, but other areas should re- 
points. Film manages .to bring: spond almost: as well. Writer-di-. 
enough wit and simplicity to keep |-rector Clement maintains.a- rollick- 
HR engrossing, The sale. of the foot- 
baller at. an auction, a_ ballet, 
dancer secretly dancing. in the rain, 
ao party to: fete the coming mars. 
riage by the rich man who decides 
he wants to create new and perfect - 
people are. some’ ot the scenes 
Which have the most tang... | * 

This is an offheater with: -the | 
right quality to bring it off. Tech- 

| 

series of visual gags and: intelli-+ 
geritly: droll incidents:are the films { 

ie ale nk LOR eS 

some points “are easily Jost. 
trimming job ‘could help. 
Under ‘Clement's careful- direc-. 

Al 

‘the. unwitting - anarchist: while Bar-: 

the acting is keyed to the. right ; his. girl... 

editor. | 

' There is a good. visual flair and} 

ae ee ee be eS 2 wp sae | 

: abroad ° since action is sacrificed j 
‘for character and sound folk 
“mores. 

Taken from a semi-autobio- | 

way. 

J Toghaza. Gino Cervi, Rina Morelli, Paolo . 

‘become a= priest. 

-~ anata TTT eee ec mms 

each other. 

mittently taking and incisive. 

She rates import:nt at- past desires for her. 

properly’ guided could. become a 
| valuable marquee property. © 

Ugo Tognazzi and Aroldo Tierl 
are hilarious a3 a bomb-setting 

| pair: ‘of agitators. Paol Stoppa and 
Rina Morelli are wasted in minor }. 
roles while Gino Cervi is good as 
the girl’s father. Frequent scene- 
stealer is Carlo Pisacane, as the 
anarchist: grandpa who's locked up 

‘-|}in the attic to keep him out of 
trouble. 
“Francesco. -Lavagnino has some 

catchy backdrop music in a period 
vein -for. good effect, while Henri 
Decae's . Dyaliscope lensing fs an- |- 
other’ standout for the pic. Other. 

Hawk. 
“eredits fine. 

Kozaki 
(The Cossacks) 

(RUSSIAN—-COLOR) 

Cannes, May 23. 
Mosfilm production and release. With 

Boris Andreiev, Zina Kirienko, L. Gouba- 
nov, E. Bredoun.: Directed by Vassill: 
Pronine. Screenplay, Victor Chklovski | 
from book by Leo Tolstoi: camera (Sov- | 
eolor), I. Guelein, V. Zakharov; editor, 
E. Severov. At Cannes Film Fest. Run. | 
ning time, 100 MINS. 
Erochka ......:....-.008 Boris Andreiev 
Marianne secssoseeseseces Lina Kirienko | 
Olenine °.........0. eee cdae _ _Goubanoy 
Loukachka .....-... tenes 

‘Solidly: carpentered film tells of | 
profligate young nobelman.. who 
tires of -his ways and goes to live | 
among the Cossacks in a Caucasian; 
outpost at the turn of the century. | 
There he learns of love, friendship” : 
and nature. Film is rich in charae- 
ter. and good narrative values, but} 
appears mainly an arty entry 

graphical nov el of Leo Tolstoi., it is : 
well acted and has a fine color j 
envelope. The man leaves behind : 
his first true love and friends to 
go home and try to live in a new, 

The authentic period. ring | 
should help. Mosk.. 

A Primeira Missa 
(The First Mass) 
(BRAZILIAN) 

Cannes. May 16. 
“Ferdinando Aguiar production and re- 

lease. With Jose. Mariang Filho. Margar- 
ida Cardoso, Dionisio De Avevado Writ- 
ten and. directed by Lima Barreto from 
nevel by ‘Nair De Lacerda. camera. 
Henrv Fowle.; editor, G Mhegliori .At 
Cannes” Film -Fest. Running time. 113 
‘MINS. ; 
Boy po ccectececeeae * Jose “Mariano. Filho i 
Man. cc ccceeeecs Dionisie De Azevado 
‘Mother eect ees enceees Margarida Cardvuso | 

A priest thinks back on his youtir! 
-he decided to-- 
Film -is well-: 

meaning but stereoty ped and obvi- 
ous in its unfolding and preaching. ! 

and how and why 

Cc hild. actors are mannered. How--. 
ever, ‘this looms. mainly for Latino , 
language spots abroad. 7 

Director Lima Barreto has giv en | 
this ‘some. colorful incidents but « 

the ‘flair for making the 
child's coming..of awareness either.. 
~meaningfull ‘or. absorbing. Film - 
spouts too many platitudes whiclt 
sakes it static and slotw..Technical 
eredits are good but the thesping ; 
is theatrical. oe Mosk. 

Les. Mauvais Coups. 
; (Foul Play) 
(FRENCIH-CINEGRAPHISCOPE) 

Cannes. May 16. 
20th- Fox _Telease - of Editione. Cine-! 

graphiques-Jean Thuillier production. ; 
Stars ‘Simone Signoret: features. Regi- ! 
nald D. Kernan. Alexandra Stewart, Mar-’ 
cel. Paghero, Serge Rousseau, Directed by . 
‘Francois Leterrier, Sereenpla,,. Ruger 
Vailland.. Leterrier from novel. bv Va 
land; camera, Jean Badal: - editor. Lean. 
izde Azar. At Cannes Film. Fest. Run-: 
ring time, 110 MINS. 
Roberte| .......-...- ++ Simone Signoret 
Milan oye. cece eee Reginald D “Kernan 
Helene .......0.2..5. Alexandra Stewart , 
Luigi voc cece ce eec cence Marcel Paglhiero | 
Duval .....s.cccee eens Serge Rousseau 

This® isa muted mood piece 
about a.middteaged couple break- 
ing up, and a young girl they both! 
use for themselves and against! 

However, it i-- mainly 
a vehicle for a ‘stunning avuing per- 
formance by Oscar’ ‘winner Simone : 
Signoret. _ Otherwise, this film: is | 
somewhat literary and only inter-- 

Pic- : 
ture Iooms as an arty entry abroad, i 
with the hard-sell needed but with‘ 
the Signoret name a plus. For: 

ing pace almost. throughout. A. depth. possibilities, it has a distaff ; 
handle. | 

Miss Signoret plays an stead 
highlights... Towards. the end, the but aging worzan who has saeri- 
action appears. a bit confused, and: ficed all for her man,.a morose. 

noted racing-car driver, now re- 
tired ta the country. Here they | 

A young, fresh girl comes : 

to awaken her’ husband's } 
He falls for} 

sty lization needed: - Director’ Rene! tention ‘ow looks and. ability, and if the girl. but does . not’ ‘crave her 

| cheros, * estimates 2Z0th-Fox rekease ex 

j Edw ard Grant, 

|ARNOLD LEWIS BOOKING: 

{ jan. Ionel Hristea: camera (Agfa, Andrei 

\, formances theatrical, and the 

(begin to. grate on each others; banal. There is some okay 
tion, ‘Alain Delon is excellent as i-nerves, 

Junior Stevens Sees No Army War 
With Slovik, His Ist Production 

Hollywood, May 23. 

George Stevens Jr. will make hiz 

debut as a motion picture producer- 

director early in 1962 with “The 

Execution of Private Slovik.” Stev- 

ens three weeks ago bought the 

William Bradford Huie tome from 

Frank Sinatra’s Essex Productions 

and has assigned writer. James Lee 

Barrett to seript. 

Smatra lined it up last year and 

hired writer Albert Maltz, who had 

been on so-called “blacklists” after 

refusing to reply to House Un- 

American Activities committea 
queries on Communist affiliations. 

Sinatra abandoned the film later 

under attacks by press and the 

American Legion. However, he had 

earlier requested support from the 

U.S. Government and was refused, 
with one stipulated reason becauye 

,then- president Dwight D. Fisen- 
. \ i ne to s1en 

Hollywood, May 23. {owe ta soapone tor giovik The 
Director Mike Curtiz, who hopes | oidiey was the first Ameriean mil- 

ita get John Wayne in time for jtary man to be executed since the 
‘June 12 start for “The Coman-- Civil War. 

Stevens told Variety he doesn’t 
ect any problems in making the 

tire and that he was sure Sin- 
tra’s troubles arose only over his 

- lection of a writer. 
Alamo. “t will submit the script to the 

Curtiz pointed out George Stev-| Dept. of Defense and expect theic 
ens owned “Comencheros” story; sanction,” Stevens said. Producer 
‘for more than 10 years, 20th-Fox! also noted it is an entirely new 
acquiring it as part of deat for! treatment and asserted he did not 
Stevens to do “Greatest Story Ever | purchase any part of Maltz’ ex- 
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Mrs. Plunkett’ $ Regrets | 
Nancy Plunkett, former Brit- 

ish actress and widow of Jo- 
seph E. Plunkett, longtime 
managing director of the old. 
Strand on Broadway and RKO 
eircuit official, asks VARIETY to 
extend her apologies to many 
friends whose condolences 
have gone unacknowledged. 

Mrs. Plunkett is just back 
to her home at 249 E. 48, Man- 
hattan, after hospitalization 
since shortly after. her be- 
reayement. Meanwhile the late 
showman is entombed at the 
Ferncliffe Columbarium at 
Hartsdale, N, Y. 

ered 
eee 

i Curtiz Stalking Wayne; 
June 12 Start on Script’ 
Long Owned by Stevens : 

will cost better than $2,000,000. Ina ; 
Balin also is cast in script by James } 

who wrote “The a 

! Told. " Pic will be filmed almost! isting script with the rights. 
‘in entirety on location in Utah and; Production will be made under 
* Arizona. .. The Stevens Company banner, for 

which the younger. Stevens is now 
functioning as associate producet 
on “The Greatest Story Ever Told.” 

(Barrett is scripting latter with Ivan 
NY. NJ. FOR STANLE ‘Moffatt and Carl Sandburg. No 

casting has been set for “Slovik’’ 
-Arnotd Lewis. ex-Columbla film | as yet, though producer says he 

booker, named booker for Stanley | will look. for major star for role 
Warner .in New York-New Jersev {of Gen. Norman D. “Dutch” Cota 
territory, operating out of Newark. ‘and may go for newcomer in title 
_He replaces Arnold Michelson, | role. $ 

Se Bally Education 
Via COMPO Plan 

Sophia Loren in N.Y. 

Exec committee of the Council 

Sophia Loren is due in N.Y. 
morrow (Thurs.) for 10-day star 

of Motion Picture Organizations, 

at a meeting in New York yester- 

‘in, connection with Joe Levine's : 
“Two Women,” Italo arty which | 

day ‘Tues.‘, unanimously approved 
a proposal for an intra-indusiry 

‘earned her “best actress” Golden 
Palm at just-ended Canne Film 

promotion program designed to ac- 

quaint all theatre employees in the 

Fest. 
Film's American preem at the 

? Sutton Theatre is in its third, 
stanza. 

suicide. She gives the film its ; Held with the workings of picture 

main life as her intense but; campaigns. Plan, if endorsed by 
thwarted needs are ever intensified: the Motion Picture Assn. of 

iin her many acts from drunkenness; America, as expected, will seo 
to deliberately beautifying the girl.| reps of all distributors makiag 
Direction wisely allows Miss! presentations at numerous theata 

Siznoret to carry things but’ can-j meetings across fhe country, 
not quite fit the meandering tale | They'll detail the bally work done 
and mood into a more revealing; on ail product, with the exh 
drama. -Result is a slow, measured ! then calied upon to adapt the eam 
film with an asset in the arresting : paigns to suit their own need». 

;gray and moady lensing of Jean Manning Tim) Clagett, ior 
Badal. ‘Reginald D. Kernan fs tool MPAA. discussed censorship, 
.Wooden as the husband. Alex-! voiced opposition to classification 
“andra Stewart has the ingenuous- | as being a form of censorship, ai id 
ness for the young girl caught up j added that a court test is due in 

;in the involved life of a couple! Abiline, Tex. which has adopted a 
‘whose. true needs and troubles are “le ratins ordinance. 

: pie. 
Mosk. | PROTEST ANT LIAISON 

WITH STUDIOS AS IS 
Broadcasting and Film Comii.- 

sion ot the National Council of 
Churches is beefing its Coast oper- 

because he feels it would only ' 
end disastrousl+. 

All this leads to Miss Signoret’s ; 

Darelee 
(RUMANIAN—COLOR) 

Cannes, Mav 16. 
Bucuresti production and release. With § 

; Silvia Popovici, Victor Rebenclue, Cristea 
Avram, Costache Antoniu. Directed by) 

‘Mate: Jacob. Screenplay, Constantin Cir- 

Feher: editor, M. Teodoru. At Cannes ation. And that. says S  Franshn 
Film Fest. Running time, 192 MINS. Mack, should spike recurring 
Darclee '........--...... pailvia Popowel pumiors of the office shutting down. er ae Victor Rebenciuc . . ~ 

‘ Giwaldont lTTLITIIITI. Cristea Avram Coasi_ staff. headed by George 
Gounod ............. Costache Antoniu Heimrich, mafntains preproduction 
<o.. — . iliaison with pic companies and tue 
Pic. had no busiriess at an inter- i Code offic e, It has bens incre asing Seo 

national competitive film festival, ! ‘Iy critical of the trend to adulte 

especially in the running. It is a.themed product, and intends, ace 
stilted tale of the struggie in‘ cording to Mack, “to redouble ef-' 
Rumania to get a good opera house “forts to present the positive poot- 
and performers through the pres-|tiow of the Churches 'Protesta: t) 
tige of one of their leading singers.'to the entertainment film indus- 
‘Color is garish and runny%; per- | try...” 

ae ; Commission did have buidset 
per- problems, but overcame them with 

atic work at times. Pic looms additional funds from the 34 con- 
linto their lives, and she uses her! mainly of interest in Eastern coun- stituent communion. ot the Coune 

‘niral credits are acceptable and bara Lass i> fine and winning as j to’ try tries. 
Technical credits are below par. 

Musk. 

cil, Also, budget adjustments are 
in process to guarantee Cuitinus 

fance of the Coast unit in ‘62. 
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Widmark, Marlene Dietrich, Maximil- 
lian Schell, 

‘William Shatner, 
Joseph Bernard;. Ray Teal, 

Hans. Conried, John _Wengraf, Martin. 
Brandt, Werner ‘Kleperer, Torben Hollywood Production Pulse 

METRO 

(Startd Feb. 22) 

JESSICA” 
(Pino Corp.) | 
(Shooting an Sieily) 
Prod.—Jean Negulésco. 
Dir.—Jean Negulesco . 
‘Maurice Chevalier, Angie - Dickinson. 

Agnes Moorehead, Danielle DeMetz 
(Started March 13) 

“GERONIMO” 
! (Levy-Gardner-Laven Prod.) . 

Prods.—lJules Levy, Arthur Gardner 
Dir.—Arnold Laven 

ALLIED ARTISTS _ |! 
Starts, This Year.......... 
This Date, Last Year...... 

Starts, This Year......... -6 
This Date, Last Year........2 

2 |! 
3} 

hi 

ape MATTER OF WHO” 
: (Walter Shenson-Milton Holmes Prod.) 

Tra L London) Chuck Conners, Kamala Devi. Ross Mar- | 
AMERICAN INT L Sprods. = Waiter Shenson, Millon Holmes tin, Pat. Conway, Adam West. Enid_ 

. Dir.—Don Chaffey Jaynes, Lawrence Dobkin, Armando 
Starts, This Year........... Terry-Thomas, Sonja Ziemann, Alex Silvestre. John _ Anderson, Mario 

Navarro,. Denver Pyle ; 
(Started April 6 

“BEAUTY AND. rue BEAST” 
(Edward Small Harvard Film. Corp.) 
Prod.— Robert E..Kent 
Dir.—Edward L. Cahn. ; 
Joyce Tzaylor,, Mark Damon, Eduard 

Franz, Michael Pate. Merry Anders, 
Dayton Lummis, Walter Burke . 

(Started April 10) 

“POCKETFUL: OF MIRACLES” 
(Franton Prod.) 
Prod.-Dir.—Frank Capra ; 
Glenn Ford, Bette Davis, Hope Lange. 

Arthur. O'Connell, Peter Falk. Jack 
Oakie, Edward - Everett Horton, 
Mickey Shaughnessy, 

- ard, Peter Mann, 
{Started April 20) 

“X.15"" - 

(Essex Productiony 
Exec. Prods.— Howard W. Koch, Henry 

Sanicola, Tony Lazzarinag . 
Dir.-:-Richard Donner . 
Charles Bronson, Brad Dexter, dames 

Gregory, Lisabeth Hush. David 
McLean. Mary Tyler. Moore. Patricia 
Owens, Ralph Taeger, Ken Tobey 

(Started April 24) 

“THE FLIGHT THAT DISAPPEARED” 
(Harvard Film Corp.) 
(Shooting: at KTTV>) 
Prod.—Robert Kent: 
Dir.—-Reginald LeBorg 
Craig Hill, Paula’ Raymond. Dayton 

Lummis.. John Brynat, Nancy Hale 
(Started May 4) 

“TEENAGE MILLIONAIRE” 
(Ludlow Productions, Inc.) 

: (Shuoting at Desilu. Gower): 
Dir.--Lawrence : F. Deheny 

- Jimmy Clanton, Rocky Graziano. Zasu 
Pitts. Sid Gould, Joan Tabor. Diane 
Jergens. Maurice “Dobeinian”’ Cos- 
field. Eileen: O° Neill 

(Started May 9) 

“SECRET OF THE DEEP” 

3 
2 Nicol 

| (Started March 2) 
+ |]' “THE HONEYMOON MACHINE” 

” ‘ (Avon Prods.) 
“ATLANTIC ATTACK Prod.—Lawrence Weingarten 

_ Shooting i InternationaD. [ Dir.—Richard Thorpe 

hooting in pain) Hutton, Paula Prentiss. Dean Jagger 
Pre aS — Richard Bernstein, Button. Paula Prentiss. Dean Jagger 

. e Jack Mullaney, Jack Weston, William 
D Y . me Charles Haas Lanteau 
Broderick Crawford (Svurted Feb. 15) (Started March 20) 

“A THUNDER OF DRUMS” 

COLUMBIA 

This Date, Last Year....... 

Gustaf 

. Prod.—Robert J. Enders 
Dir.—Joseph M. Newman 
Richard Boone, George Hamilton. Luana 

Patten, Arthur O’Connell, Charles 
Bronson, Duane Eddy, James Dougias.. 
Dick Chamberlain. FIrene Tedrow- 
Tammy Marihugh, Casey Tibbs, Slim 
Pickens, Clem , Harvey 

(Started April 3 
“BACHELOR IN PARADISE” 

; (Ted Richmond Prods) 
Prod.—Ted Richmond: 
Dir.—Jack .Arnold 
Bob Hope. Lana Turner, Janis Paige, 
Don Porter, Virginia Grev. Jim Hut- 
ton, Paula Prentiss, Agnes Moore- 
head, e Geodman, Rita Shaw 

(Started May 

Starts, This Year..........12 
This Date, Last Year....... 

Ann Margaret 

“THE HELLIONS“ 
Giving Allen. Ltd.) 
(Shooting in S. Africa) 
Prod.—Harold Huth 
Dir.-- Kenneth Annzkin 
Richard Todd. Lionel Jeffries, 

Aubrey, James Booth 
(Started Feb. 15) 

“TWO ENEMYS” | “A LIGHT in. THE PIAZZA” 
Meno de Laurentiis Preds.> : (Arthur Freed Production) 
«(Shooting m Israel . ! «Shooting in Italy) 
Prod._-Dino de Laurentiis frod—aArthur Freed 
Dir.—Guy Hamilton Dir.--Guy Green 
David Niven. Alberto Sordi Olivia de Havilland. 
(Started March 1) Barry Sullivan, 

“UNDERWATER CITY” George Hamilton 
Cveptune Prods.) (Started May 8) 

FProd.— Alex Gordon 

PARAMOUNT 

Anne 

Rossano_ Brazzi,- 
Yvette Mimieux, 

Se ee eee eee eee eet ant EES e ae - = _ 
Dir.---Frank McDonald , 
William Lundigan, Julie Adzims, Rov - 

Roberts, Carl Benton Reid, Chet: 
Douglas, Kathy Norris, Paul Dubov,' 
Ed Mallory 

(Started March 7) 

“EVERYTHING’S DUCKY” , 
Fivd.—Red_Doff i 

4. Starts, This Year......... 
This Date, Last Year...... 8 

Dir --Don Taylor “DEADLOCK” ‘Harvard Film Corp.) 
Mic -key Rooner, Buddy Hackett, Jeanie | Prods.— Edmond O'Brien. Stanley Frazen| Prod.—Robert’ E. Kent 
Summers, Roland Winters, Gene i Assoc ph rod. a Waaman Dir Edward L. Calin 

, Eliza MacRae, ir —Edmon rien 
caked beth MacRae, Jaclue } Jeffrey Hunter, David Janssen, Stella (Started May 18) 

slevens ‘ . : (Started March 17) ; istart e a Feb, i : . ; : 

“SARDONICUS” I ae , . 
G¥illiam Castle Prods.) | (Hal Wallis Prod.) UNIVERSAL 

Prod.-Dir.—Wilham Castle | Prod.—Hal Wallis 
Oscar Homolka. Ronald Lewis. Audrey ! 

Dalton. Guy Rolfe, Vilzdimu Svkoloff.- 
Lorna Hansen 

(Started March 28) 

Dir.—Norman Taurog 
tEhis Presiey, Jozun Blackman, Angela 

Lansbury, Nancy Walters, Roland. 
Winters, John Archer, Howard ‘\e- | 
Near, Darlene Thompkins, Jenny Max- ! 

Starts, This. Year........<°5 
Fhis. Date, Last Year.. asese. 7 

“BARABBAS” _ . well, Christian Kay, Pamela “Akert, | “FLOWER DRUM SONG” 
ing oan) Laurentiia Cinematogiafica Frank Atienza. Jose DeVarga, Ralph | (Ross unter Production) 

Hanalie, Lani Kai 
(Started March 27) 

» “TOO LATE BLUES” 
Prod.-Dir —John Cassavetes 
Bubby Darin. Stella Stevens, Seymour: 

Cassel. Cliff Carnell. Vincent Ed- 
; wards. Nick Dennis. Everett Cham- 

Prod.— Ross Hunter 
- Dir.—Henry Kuster . .: . 
Nancy Kwan,. James Shigeta. Miyoshi 

Umeki. Juanita Hall, Benson Fong. 
Robert Ling, .Patrick Adiarte, Victor 
Sen Yung 

(Started Merch 20) 

"CAPE FEAR” 
"(Melville Prod.) 

Prod.--Sy. Bartlett . 
Dir.—J. Lee Thompson ~ 

QPcoting in Italy} 
Prod.---Ding De Laurentiis 
Tnr.—-Richard Fle-scher : 
Afthany Quinn. Silhana WVangano. Jack : 

Pelcnce, Vittorio Gassman, Ernest: 
Borgnine, Valentina Cortesa, Douglas i 
Fowley 

(Started April 4) 

”A WALK ON THE WILD SIDE” 
(Famous Artists Prous.) 
GShooting in New Orleans)- 

Prod.—.Charles K. Feldman 
Dir.— Edward Dymtrvk 
Laurence Harvey, Capucine, Anne Bax- 

ter. wame Fbosda. Burbara Sos : 
Juanita Movre. Todd A'mstronga. Karl 
Swenson. Crahan 

bers. Bill Stafford, Richard Chambers, | 
Rupert Crosse, J. Allen Hopkins 

(Started March 27) . 

~ omen 

20th CENTURY-FOX 
Starts, This Year..........15 
This Date, Last Year,..... 8 

ij Gregory Peck. Robert Mitchum, Polly. 
Bergen, Lori Martin. Martin Balsam. 

‘| Jack Krusehen, Telly Savalas, Bairie 
Chase 

+ (Started April © 

i “THE LAST HERO” 

« 

A 1 Denton. Donald (Jeel Production). 
Barry, William Waterman, Ted Jac-. (Shooting in New. Mexico) ques. i’FHE INNOCENTS” Prod.--Edward Lewis Starte? April 11) (Achilles Film Prod Inc —David Miller — 

t Prod.—Jack Clayton 
: Dir.—Jack Clayton 

Deborah Kerr, Megs 

“THE TIGER AMONG US” 
Gadd Enterprises. Inc.) Kane, Walter Matthau 

Martin e Jenkins, 
Brod. William Bloom Stephens. Pamela Franklin (Started May v . Dir.—Philip Leacock Started Feb. 6) — — : 
Alon Ladd, Rod uciger._ Michael ny al- 90,000 EYES” y 7 

an, olores Orn, ennet fac- | (API °f . 
- Kenna, Margaret Hates. Jeanne; Prod.—Jack Leewood ; W ARN ER BROS. 

Cooper, Arnold Meritt. Chis Rob- Dir.—Jack Leewoad , ° . 
inson. Mark Slade. Henry Beckman,i Gene Nelson, James || Starts, This Year......... Mer Anders 
Bernie Hamilton, Clegg Host. t ty - 7 

{Started April 25) 

“SAIL A CROOKED SHIP” 

Brown 
. {Started March 16) 
(APIE PURPLE HILLS” 
¢ cee . . . e 1 : AR “a wpa Pilg Bary Se 11 Froa—ataury, Dexter Ane oR TY CF ONE oy 

Dir -Irving Brecher _ Bir Maury, Dexter | Taylor, Josepha Rosalind Russell, Rnue guiness. any . 
Robert Wagner. Dolores H..rt. Caro- ; a , Danton. Madisn ue, Mac Queste 

lyn Jones, Frankie Aviluen, E1nie Barnes, Jerry Summers, Russ Bender.| (started March 30) (Started April 17>) 
“A STAR IN THE WEST“ 
Prod.—Jack Cummings 
Dir.—Vincent Sherman 
Debbie Reynolds. Steve Forrest. Ken 

Scott, Andy Griffith, Thelma Ritter, 
Evadne Baker. Isabel Elsum 

(Started April 17) 
“BACHELOR FLAT’ 

Prod.—Jack Cummings 
Dir.—Frank Tashlin 
Richard Beymer, Tuesday Welc, Terry- 

Thomas, Celeste Holm, Carol Chris- 
tensen, Maggi Brown, Ann Del 
Guerico ? 

‘Started April 19) 
* “VANISHING FRONTIER” 

Ko-acs, Frank Gorshin, Jesse W hite, } 
Hari.ey Lembeck | “THE. MUSIC-MAN” 

This Date, Last Year....... 

- Prod.-Dir-—Morton DaCosta 
Robert Preston, Shirley 

(Started April 3) 

“LAD: A DOG” 

- ° O'Connor, Angela Cartwright, Lad 

“LADIES OF THE MQB” 

| 
t 

(Started April 28) 

“ON THE BRINK” 
Giammer Film Productions) 
Shooting in London) 
Prod.—Anthony Hinds 
Dir.—Joe Losey I 
MacDonald Carey, Shirley Ann Field. , 

Oliver Reed, Alexander Knox 
(Started May & 

“THE NOTORIOUS LADY” 
(Kohimar-Quine Produc tions) 

Prod.—Fred Kehlmar *:-: 
Dir —Richard Quine 

Jones, Her- 

Ford, Tommy Everett, Susan Luckey, 
‘Ronny Howard 

Prod.--Max J: Rosenberg 
Dir.—Aram Avakian 
Pegex McCay, Peter Breck, Carroll 

(Startec April 1 

Prod.-- Bryan Foy Kim Novak, Jack JT.emmon, Fred. (Shooting ‘in Apache Junction. Ariz.) 
Astaire, Estelle Winwood, Lionel; Prod.—Lvonard A. Schwartz Den KRetghe ecirew Duggan Con- 
Jeffries, Philippa Bevans Dick? Dir.—Jchn Bushelman stance Ford "Barbara Nichols "Jason 
Crockett Kent Taylor, Jody Mc€rea, Jack ’ ° 

(Started May 15) Nicholson, Diana Darrin, Rehert ’ 
Sampson. Gary Snead, Don Orlando (start ted May 9) 

‘Started April 24) 
“TENDER IS THE NIGHT” 
tShooting in France) 
Prod.—Henry T. Weinstein 
Dir.—Henry Wing . 
Jennifer Jones, Jason Robards Jr. 

Joan Fontaine, Ji! St. John. Tom: 
Ewell, Caesar Danova, Mac MeWher- ; 
ter, Sandy Meisner : 

(Starteé May 15) 
“THE FIVE FINGERS OF DEATH” 

‘ tAPL 

3 Prod. — Eugene Lion 

0 |i 

“LAWRENCE OF ARABIA” 
Gorizon-American Productions) 
(Shooting in Japan) 
Prod.—Sam Spiege} 
Dir.—David Lean 
Peter O'Toole 
(Started May 15} 

WALT DISNEY 

INDEPENDENT 

Starts, This Year.........1 
This Date, Last Year. wee een 

9 
9 

“THE IMMIGRANT” 
jLitule Immigrant Prods., 
‘Shooting in Sparta) 

Prods -—1.. Berger & N. 
Dir.—N. Peter Dee 
Katsna’ Paninod 
(Staited Mareh 27) | 

!“THE MAGIC FOUNTAIN“ 
" Shontnt- mn Madrid? : 

Preds. J. Saiz, Reco!lpho Mei 

inc. ay 

Peter. Dee 
Starts, This Year. iaeeees 
This Date, Last Year...... Dir. --Gene Nelson . 

John Agar. Paula Rasmend. Stove | 
Dunne, Rey Gordon. Joe Besser. John 
Alonzy, Jick Younger, Norman [ar- 
ton. Jack Dener “BABES IN TOYLAND” 

Piod.—-Walt Disney 
Dir.—Jack Donoghue 

(Startec May 17) 

Ray Bolger, Tommu Sands Fd Wrenn. — Tur Fernende- Lamas ; oh 
Annette unikeHo. euiis (Nin. Tar . Ferrnands | Lemas. Esther iam 
Gene Sheldon, Tommy Krk. thers UNITED ARTISTS . 
McCarthy, Keron feceran. Bran red “Apiil) 3) 
Cor cran, Ann Julien 2» addiame «md Starts, This Year. ee & THE ‘PHANTOM PLANET” 

“yte ah aed ° ry fleur Crown Prods) - 
fStarted March 13) ; This Date, Last Year. owroee 7 ae ating at) Pre GULers Stadiv) 

"MOON PILOT” : [}ooped OF led Gebhisdt. 
Piods.- Walt Disnes. Pal tmeeisen | “3UDGMENT AT lUREMBERG" ee Bell “Mai shall : 
Tar — times Ne isen Sraries Kroner eda) Dean fLredurseks. Ce leen Gren. Teeny 
Teen fssen eth Rete EB eed dep UY Reseased es Swen. Lc jares. ‘JPasth. Foams | 
OBrer. Ponv Goal Tsu ¥ Kuk Pov fs, Scgew Kiomer Buehirin 4b darvis, Dek TW ties. 

Gtaiied May Speneea “keeet, Boat Lassastes, Katard Eel McDausel,.  Micbeel 

Meyer, Kenneth MacKenna, Ed Binns | 

Sheldon Leon-. 

4 . 

Kirk Douglas. Gene Rowlands, Michael , 

-miane’ Gingold, Buddy Hackett, Paul j 

| 
eee 

Judy Garland, Montgom- | 
Alan 7: 

* Week Ended Mon, 

~~ Amusement Stock Quotations 
Week Ended Tues: (23) 

High cow N.Y. Stock Exchange net 
“Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly Tues. Chanze 

7 _ (in100s High . Low ‘Close for wk. 
60 3314 ABC Vending 85 5334 ° BOA 9014 —23%4. 
6178 4318 Am Br-Par Th*153 547% 521g ..§214 —25%4 

:-2734 2014 Ampex .....1092. 253 2314 23% —1% 
4233 3534 CBS ...... . +284 - 4114 3914 “3914 — 

: 3478 2138 Col Pix .... ., 155: 2976 27% 2916 +2 
' 4719 325& Decea....... 351 4314. 4154 4214. ‘—l. 
4615 265g Disney .. . 104 ~ 4136 3814 3936. od 

13934 10414 Eastman Kdk. 326 13147%- 11314 11394" wot 
754 534 EME... .:... 297 678 614 “614, —%% 

1712. 13!4 Glen. Alden 3035 1714. 1634. 15% —1% 
3234 157% Loew's Thea. 203 283%" 2614 27 —1. 
71-4116 MCA-Inc. ... 24 6978 65°4 ‘675%. . +17. 
76%3 4116 Metro GM ... 307 ‘6854 ©6414 6614. —3 - 
413g 2718 NAFI Corp... 381 393g =. 353406 3578 2% 
‘916 #516 Nat. Thea.... 668 814 TAQ 134 

8534 523g Paramount ..+102 78 1514 “16 24 
2518 1734 Phileco ...... 327 2334 (2254 -2278 — 54° 

° 227 175 °- Polaroid .... 166 21814 205. (207345 +1214 
6554 4916 RCA .......644 65146 625 64 --—w% 
1834 1034 Republic .... 189 1834 14° .1T14 —l1 
217g 1434 Rep., pfd. .. 45 22 ° 2014 2054 —114° 
35 2614. Stanley War: 124 3354 3234 33 — 14 
3414 2734 Storer ...... 46 3253 3134 (3134... 
5514 405§ 20th-Fox |. 297 49 4516 45°44 = 834 
39%s 3034 United Artists 242 39 3714° 394. +2 
6734 5234 Warner Bros. .14 6314 61%, . 62. -—14 

161 29714 Zenith ....... 312-161 "1481 1597 1078. 

American Stock E xchange : 

814 414 Allied Artists 249 624 534. 6. = %% 
1533 10%4 All’d Art. pfd. 6 14 1234 . 1234 —]34 
414 27% Buckeye Corp. 502 S38 3 — % 

23°38 934 Cap. Cit. Bde. 175 227%: 19 2124 “+ 56. 
1912 45§ Cinerama Inc. 846 17! 15 163 + 14 
16g 10'S Desilu Prods. 95 1578 14 14 | —1% 
Tig 47g Filmways ... 108° 616 57 ‘€5§. oe 
25*4 814 MPO Vid. .. 45. 2314 22: 2° —174 
534 214 Nat'l Telefilm 208 ae 414 444 1% 

42%g 1134 Technicolor 810 3973 361% SE24 —114.. 
31 934 Teleprompter 337 2734 2334. :2€78 —17% 
614 25g Tele Indus. 151 —~<§1g 414. ATR + % 

23%4 1412 Trans-Lux. 10 (225@: 2119 - 2258 |. 41d 
182 «51g $CtlyB(GAC) 7 174 17% Vita 

+22). 
* Ex-dividena. . 
t Listed on Midwest. Exchange. 

(Courtesy of Merrill Lyich, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc:) 

Over-the-Counter Securities 
Bid Ask... 

America Corb... Lencecscsesccsescece 4 41g = 160 
Four Star Television peweccsadervcccece Ol 2 —2. 
‘Gen Aniline & FA Lhe aca eeeceeee we 290 319 —10 
General. Drive-in) ...........05.0.4- weeee 2014 2°24 .- 
Gold Medal Studios ..:................6. a 9 1 a 
King Bros. ....... Seca a ee ces An ir” 2°8 — 1h 

. Magna Pictures .........0....... Ge ceeeae 1488 Lo. — % 
: Metromedia Inc. ..........0.05.... ceaeeeee allt 21340 s+ 14 
Movielab- 8... lc eee eetcececvee AT W's — 1% 

' Official Films ......... ve eeae ceesdeeeae 3B, 4-74 — 19 
Screen Gems ..... reste eeesdeeesethinges 19!z 21'9 .- 
Sterling Television . ceca eaeecweecceee O88: 414 — % 
U. A. Theatres vbw eee cece eencceces TB Sig + Hw 
Wometco Enterprises ........ ec ececaees 2034 28 - oe 

Richard Weber, Jahn Herrin, ‘Tams | 
Akame ; 

(Started April 10) 

“THE VALIANT” 
: (Shooting in Italy & Lendon) 

Prod.—John Pennington 
Dir-—Roy Baker 
John Mills. Ettore Mannt, Rik Battaglia : 
(Started April 17) 

“GUNS, 
Exec. Prod.—John Shay 
Dir.--Jay Sheridan 

. Billy 
Dennis, Brad Togan 

: * (Started April 17) 

“A PUBLIC AFFAIR" 
iGirard-Lewis Production) 
(Shooting in Sacramento) 

(Source: National Assn. of Securities Dealers. Inc. ) 

Spain Takes Two: 
| mama Continued . from ‘page 5 —i 

- guin, brother of the popular bull- 
GAGS AND GALS” fighter, Luis Miguel Dominguin. 

‘Bunuel's Ironic Glory 

Madrid, May 23. 

Trony behind the salvos of Span- 

ish applause for Luis Bunucel's 

Holms:. Claire Brennen, John 

Prods.—Gernard Girard & Robert. “Viridiana. ” after it was named to. 
Dir.--Bernard Girard 
BM) ron 

Jackie Laughery, Judsun. Pratt. Paul 
Birsch, Mack Williams. Peter Brocco, 
Harry Carey Jr., Tyler McVey 

“{Started May 4) 

; VELIGHT OF THE LOST. BALLOON” 
: (Woolner-Marquette-Juran Prods.) | 
(Shooting in Puerto Rica) 

Prod.-—--Barry Woolner 
. Dir.—Jack Juran 
Mala 

_ _James Lamphier 
(Started May 12) 

“MARRIED TOO YOUNG” 
"(Headliners Productions Inc.) 

Prod.— 
Dir --George Moskov 
Harold Lloyd Jr.. Jana _Lund, Anthony 

Dexter, Brian O'Hara, Judy Mai shall, 
Lincoln Demyan, . , 

(Started May 15) 

; “SAN ANGELO” . 
’ (Penn Gem Productions) 
: (Shooting at Republic). 

Prod.—Bi)Jl Ward . 
Dir.-- Bill Ward 
Marty 

(Started May 18) 
. Charhe. Aldridge. 

“| share the ‘best film’ Golden Palm” 

at the. Cannes Film Festival, is that 

Spain did not consider the Uninei. 

production a fitting contender and 
was only officially represented at 
the Croisette by Val del Omar's 
documentary “Fuego en ‘Castilla” 
(Castilian Flames', until . ‘Cannes. 
fest authorities stepped in and in- 
ivited the Bunuel entrv to compete. 
j A voluntary exile for-well- over 
:20 years, Spanish-born. Bunuel rée- 

-iturnéd: to ‘his: country last. year to. 
| film “Viridiana™: for Uninci asso- 
jciated with another: Spanish . ban- 
ner, Films. "59. . 

MeCormick.. Edward ‘Binns. 

Powers. . Marshall Thompson, 

-Nat. Tanchuck. 

Nita Los eless 

_———— 

Gronich Favors 
Continued: from. page’ 5 

Robbins. Bob Kline. “Jerry Vance, 

: = => 

wm 16 2 allow ‘the competition: in the fest 
—_ litself of pix whieh have been shown 
oat j Prev iously ‘outside the country of 

Pathe-Titanus -origin, the quality of competing 
cmanes Continued from page 4 mame PIX would be. substantially higher, 

‘As it. is now, many likely’ fest. en- 
ywiil probably open. its: facilities for ; tries, ready for release months he 
!Titanus pix. 

.Patne and T 
dese tina Serstosa, Fel Pui ded uboreted 

“The L 
smorah” 
pa stake fer US rights: This new set) 
“tp -dntensities the srowimng inter-/ cerned? 
nationalization of the 

-picture.. Fitanus ¢lso reven. ly made 
Marshetl, la similar deal with Metro. . 

|fore the May: fest. are sent! inte in- 
itanus recently col- | ternational release for) very-under- 

Gn the Italo spectacle | standable economie reasons and 
ast Days of Sodom and Go: ! are ineligi ible tor Cunnes: — 

in which Jee Levine Ths | Was: this: year’s fet a suceess as 
far as the U. S.-entijes were con-. 

’ Gronich: says that w.IT 
addrid luienly be knova wren the Eurepean | 

[ b.0. of the U. S. chines is tallicd 
ub. ° 
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- special, . 

THATS 10 ALL 
By JAY. LEWIS 

Washington, May 23. 

‘The chasm of differ ences dividing 

“Newton N:. Minow and the broad: 

éasting industry now looks more 

‘like a gulf. And-all signs point to 

its getting wider—if that’s possible. | Commitments: to sponsor the 

The. ‘Administration's . reorgan-. 
“fzation plan for. Federal Communi- | 
cations. Commission. ‘which when it i 
‘gent to Congress last month looked ; 
for smooth sailing, is floundering i: 
-badly. Apparently only. a legisla-! 
tive masterstroke can save it from. 

- being rejected .fa majority. 
either house is all ‘that’s needed? {= 
‘before it goes. into: effect auto- 
matically June 26. 

Since: the. Federal Communica-: 
tions. Chairman is regardéd as chief - 
beneficiary of the plan. there'll be ; 
many broadcasters ‘who. will ‘be j 
prone -ta regard its defeat as al 
slap at Minow. There are also | 
those who will view the episode as 
a mighty show of broadeasting’s | 
political: power which gave 
his comeuppance. ‘only a few days ; 
after the famous: “spanking he ad- ; 

-———— 

Kill FCC. Reorg 
W ashingtan, May .23. 

The House Government Op- 
erations subcommittee voted 
today ‘Tues.’ to: kill President . 
Kennedy" s° FCC. reorganization 
pian. ‘Proponents of: President — 
Kennedy's reorganization. plan 
for the FCC earlier tossed in 
the towel today in the. ‘face. of: 
powerful opposition from key 

-Jawmakers and broadcasters. 
FCC Chairman Newton N.. 
Minow told: the Senate Com- 
merce Committee he would be 
willing té forego the plan's 
most controversial section—. 
that which would- give him 
powers tu assign functions to 
other Commissioners and FCC 
staffers. Minow and White 
House aide James M. Landis, 
author of: the plan, expressed’ 
readiness to give in on other 
points watering down the plan.” © 

At the same time, Minow 
and Landis said they saw no - 
-objection to the revision being 
handled through the. reuglar 
legislative process. 

—————————— ‘at ‘about 11 p:m., 

of. | 

‘Open End’ Studio 

e Minow 

+ Robinson:. 

+ the. 

| according. to- :station topper Ted 
|-Cott, 

ministered at. the National “Assn. ' ; 
of Broadcasters convention. 

“Kid Crix 

WNEW-TV's (N.Y.) children’s 
a televersion of 

‘Broadway's ‘*¥oung Abe Lin- 

ped’ by ‘Metropolitan Broad- 

“Cowan. - . 
“Cowan -has. set: a luncheon: 

“and screening on June 3 (show _ 
-airs June. 7, 7:30-8:30. p.m... 
with Sonny: Fox! as host) for: 
“small-try: ‘reviewers . from the. 
metropolitan area, who'll write 
reviews for -publication in key 
newspapers -prior to airdate. 

moppet reviewers (review to 
run on‘ ‘school, pages) so far .— 
have been. received from News- 

i.. day. the L. I:.Press and ‘the . 
Newark papers. The pro: 
critics: will just: have to wait 
until after the: Show. airs.’ 

Fracas in Airing 

OfNegro's Plight: 
Issue of race relationis discussed | 

:an Sunday's (21' “Open End” show 
i had reverberations ° on the. studio | 
floor, which mystified -viewers of | 
WNITA-TV. during. the program: 
The. show; dealing with the prob- 
lems of Negroes,-emanated “live” 

| from: the Mosque Theatre, Newark, } 
NT. where the studios of W NTA- | 

{ TV: are located. . 
Viewers of the show “heard off- | 

: Camera- ‘Shouting and saw 
‘a guest ‘panelist, step | 

‘off the set, when’a commercial was 
aired, followed by. a news hreak. 
According. to Robinson, there was! 
some fracas between onlookers aud 
the police, One of the onlookers . 

{called Robinson an’ “Uncle Tom.” 
Negroes. | 

Robinson. said he could not learn | 
of members of the! 

‘| group or whom. the group may have: | 
| represented. 

| Susskind, aécording to Robinson, 
|} Was sore ‘because the police were 

The onlookers were 

‘identits: 

Moderator David < 

there. Robinson: said’:members of 
the. group complained that one of. 
the caps was disrespectful to one 
of. the. women. onlookers:. 
‘The police were advised to come. 

after the ‘producer: of the! 
-Gene Kennedy, called him: 

telling him } 
gatecrashers - weré on. the studio. 

. floor. Cott said he advised Ken- } 
‘nedy to cali the police. Station 

‘show. 

coin’’ ‘musical, hasbeen map- — 

easting publicity chief Phil: | 

‘Jackie | 

| Pact Eliot Roosevelt 
Waigue publicity. scheme = toe 7 

To Analyze News On 
KMSP-TV in Mpls. 
Minneapolis, May 23. 

{ Elliott Roosevelt, son of the late]. 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt 

‘and a newconter. to Minneapolis. 

has been hired by KMSP-TV, 
Twin: Cities station and ABC af- 
filiate, to do a nightly news analy- 
sis starting June. 11.. 
-A onetime president of Hearst. 

‘Radio, Inc., and founder of Texas 
‘network, Roose-|— 

| velt was producer and announcer 
‘on his mother’s NBC radio show 

State Radio-TV 

and produced the: Eleanor Roose- 
Velt tv show. Roogsevelt,. second 

‘| eldest son of FDR, will continue 
‘in his present capacity as execu- 

Minneapolis printing |. 
With his wife Patricia and |- 

tive for a 
firm. 

| three -children, .he has established 
permanent. residence here. 

Roosevelt's analysis will be a! 
| part of the Bob Allard news show ' 
which is. moving from its current | 
1t p.mt time ts the highly com-! 
petitive. 10 p.m. slot on June 11. 
Allard .is..also a KMSP-TV new- 

1 comer, being sent here last, month 
by -Fox-Moxictone . News from 
| Davenport: where he was. news di- ; 
{ rector for WOC. --At ° present, 
WCCO-TV's Dave Moore News 

jand KSTP-TY’s John McDougal 
News share the substantial 10 p.m. 
audience. 

Cities Service 

Musical Tinter 
Hollywood, Mav 23. 

Live musicals on’ tv will set : 
i their: strongest impetus in years 
‘with the: skedding ‘next fall of 
“Highways In Melody” on NBC-TV 
in color. What may ‘develop into a 
regular hour series will likely or-- 
iginafe in. Hollywood. | 

Nick Keesely, senior vp of Len- 
nen &- Newell in charge of tv. is 
here from N. Y. 

Sponsor 
Service, which bankroHed similar 
series of same title for many years - 
on radio. Account recently moved 
to L&N. 

Faust in CBS Exit 
-Dudley.. Faust. vet CBS Radio 

- sales. Staffer and the web's admin- -; 
‘istrative manager of network sales, 
has resigned his post. 
{nounce future plans shortly. 

Another vet CBS. salesman who. 
What leoked like the beginning topper said WNTA-TV received an ‘left the network recently, Bill: En- 

of the end for the revamping plan - anonymous phone call Friday with sign, has joined John Blair & Co. 
-.@ame last Friday (19* at.a hearin® -the caHer stating that. there would as an account exec on the radio 
of a House Government Operations - 
Subcommittee. 
— probably 
position deyeloped. 

be a denionstration. infront of. the ¢ 
A very formidable: Mosque Theatre Sunday. Cott said : 

insurmountable — Op- i he didn't place too much deve | 
‘on the call until Sunday's devel. 

House Commerce:Chairman Oren ; opment. 
Harris (D.-Ark.+, the: biggest voice Robinson ‘said. ‘members of: the: 
on, broadcasting. ‘matters in’ Con- group suddenly came on the studio — 
gress, placed his Subcommittee‘on floor. but didn't interrupt. the show. , 
the Regulatory Agéncies on’ record: W ‘hen there Was applause and the 
against ‘the plan. 
‘Whatever optimism for the.plan’s‘ ceeded. The friction was between | 

outlook was left after’ this point ‘the } police and the group, as Robin-: 
was ali but washed away when a; 
wierd 4-3 split against the scheme j 
Was revealed among the. Commis: | 
signers themselves. More - import- 
ant was the fact. that Commissioner, 

(Continued. on. page 26) 

WHAT'S. INDONESIA - 
GOT AGAINST NBC? 

Hollyw ood, May 23:. 
NBC’s plans to have Art Link-| the Witness,” - 

letter. film. an hour special: on- the | local ‘with network: hopes) series ; 
hospital ship USS. Hope: for next}! 
fall's schedule -have tripped over’ 
Indonesian red tape. He was .to 
have made a three-day. stopover at 
Djakarta, where the mercy ‘ship. 
‘will be anchored, .and: there have 
the show filmed. by. NBC camera- 
‘men. 

When Premier Sukarno. got wind 
of it he let ‘it out of. NBC's sails 
-and the project. was: off: Only ex- 
planation given Linkletter was that. 
NBC is persona. non grata in In- 
donesia for some. infraction. of. the 

|. 
t 

group was fold not to applaud, they ! 

(Continued | on page 34) 

‘ELIOT NESS’ WIDOW. 
IN OWN TV DEBUT | 
: ‘Cleveland,. May 23. | 

- Mrs. Betty - Ness, widow of the} 
1 late: Eliot - Ness | who : is. . immor- 
‘talized weekly ‘on. “The Untouch- ; 

made. her own ty debut | _ ables,” 
here Sunday. 

Ste’ was a panelist on “yon Are| 
‘possible ‘pilot for aj 

i-entreprencured - -by” Charley Getz: 
KYW flack,’ and Len Trefzger, 
‘trade mag writer. 

Point of the show was that the | 
panelists. viewed short action film! 

then answered. courtroom ; if 
type: questions. on what: had hap- ; 
clips, 

pened therein. 

’ Mrs. Ness is: something of a: de- 
tective,. tod, to. carry out. the Rob- 
ert Stack - tv'er simile a little. ann | 
wotks atthe gynecology ‘research 

‘department of. University st opera. | ; 
censorship laws by a web ‘corres- | here ty keep track . Of | post opera- 
pondent, tiv e Mev elopments. 

’ side. 

From Jack O*Rrian’s NY 
Journal-American  colum n, 

Oct. 20, .’59: 

Ch. :13 Graham Greene’s 
“The -Power and the Glory” 
was excellent tv drama. Car- 
men Capalbo staged the tv. 
“Power and the Glory” beau- 
tifully. . James Donald plays 
the tragic priest during Mex- 
ico’s -anti-clerical oppression 
in 1930. and like Greene’s mor- 
ality . .Plays, is shown fighting 
nobly in the depths of his de- 
gradation for his immortal 
seul. 

Donald’s perception and sen- 
sitivity were perfect. His emo- 
tional torture was magnificent- 
ly understated: Ronald Long 
was powerfully. believable as 
the dentist, Alfred Ryder ef- 
fective if a ‘trifle stagey as the 
lieutenant. : It is worth tuning 
in... Credit Capalbo and 
James Donald for tne expert tv 
version. 

| Somerset Maugham’s 

to confab with. 
| Henry Jaffe on assembly of. top. 
| musical talent. is Cities . 

He'll an-.5 

Which Jack QBrian D’ya Read? 

RADIO-TELEVISION 

Minow’s Rating 
The FCC will issue a special 

report analyzing the unusually 
heavy and overwhelmingly 
favorable mail response to 
Chairman Newton Minow’s 
“vast wasteland” speech before 
the NAB convention. 

Complaints section of Com- 
. plaints and Compliance Divi- 

sion is. busy doing what was 
‘described as a detailed break- 
down on the letters in prepara- 
tion for.the report. 

About 2,400 letters have 
been received, of which 1,757 
have been rated favorable to 
Minow's tough stance, 40 un- 
favorable and the remainder 
unopened or illegible. 

An FCC staffer said object 
of the report is to furnish some 
clues on what the public thinks 
about broadcasting. Asked if 
there was any evidence of a 
letter-writing. campaign, the 
staffer said there wasn’t. “The 
letters are all very individual 
and .unique.” he said. 

‘Rain’ a Certainty 

As MM, NBC Sign 
| Hope Tandem Set: 

The Marilyn Monroe version of ! 
“Rain” as a 

jfall 90-minute special on NBC-TV 
lis all set. with MM and the net- 
is ork signaturing the deal over the 
weekend. Rod Serling has com- 
pleted the adaptation and it will 
‘be taped between July 1 and Aug. 
‘1, probably at the NBC Brooklyn 
‘studios. Negotiations are still un- 
| der way for Fredric March to play 
the role of Rev. Davidson. 

| It’s scheduled for an early sea- 
son presentation in the fall as a 
back-to-back attraction with a 60-j; 
minute Bob Hope special.; thus 
giving NBC:TV a virtual fu l-eve- | 
‘ning +8:30 to 11) two-special show- ' 
: casing. 

There's no sponsorship for the: 
Monroe “Rain” special as yet. but! 
prosnects look bright for a Revion:! 
underwriting. Estimated cost: 
$350.000 time and program. 

‘Kukla’ Back in Fall 
“Kukla & Ollie” will definitely! 

be back on tv as of Sept. 25 when 
.NBC-TY puts the Burr Tillstrom 
‘puppets into a daily five-minute ; 
:show. Miles Labs will sponsor the! 
5-5:05 p.m. stanza. 

Fran Allison will do an occasion- 
al guest shot on the strip, which 
will be taped at New York Studios 
under the direction of Lynwood 

: King. Miles buy was placed via: 
i Wade Advertising. 

From Jack O'Brian’s 
Journal-American 

_ May 19, 

That angry. edgy, young 
‘thinskin. David Susskind, is 
preparing for CBS-TV’s fall 
schedule still another version 
of Graham Greene's fine novel. 
“The Power and the Glory.” 
Laurence Olivier will star. 
Being a Susskind production, 
or reproduction, it stands to 
reason this will not be an orig- 
inal, nor even a first drama- 
tization of the Greene novel. 

... Ch, 13's “Play of the 
Week” took a somewhat 
shoddy whack at “Power and 
the Glory.” It failed miser- 
ably. mostly because Ch. 13's 
artistic brainpower tried their 
own interpretation of Graham 
Greene's beautiful. strong 
biblical allegory. 

. Ch. 13°s misdirected ver- 
‘sion skipped most of the mysti- 
cal point and most of the modi- 
fying points along the way, by 
tilting the sensational and 
blunting the allegory. It 
turned out a tale of degrada- 
tion not of glory and expiation 
and resurrection. 

Ch. 13 lost the challenge 
with its trashy version. 

N.Y. 
column, 

61: 
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SCRIMMAGE 
WEDS REOPONE 

QUICK AS FLASH 
By GEORGE ROSEN 

Even if FCC chairman Newton 
N. Minow ultimately suft-pedals 
his demands (and it’s a cinch, as 
everybody knows, that he won't, 
unless Congress shows him some 
curbs! there’s been a hearteninsly 
instantaneous response 110m an ine 
dustry ‘particularly in the case of 
the tv networks! that’s already 
stepping blithely to the “Minow 
Minuet.” 

For example: 

(1) The Ink wasn't dry on the 
press coverage of the Minow pro- 
nuncismento bettors ARC-TV de- 
ciaded on a change of heart hy in- 
stalling the network's first bigtinie 
full hour varietv show to offset 
the virtual all-fillm format. with 
Steve Allen getting the Wednes- 
day 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. slot next sea- 
son, even though the contemplated 
pairing of the “Rebel’—"Yank” 

| Vidfilms for the Wed. period had 
‘already snared sponsor. support. 
-In one fell post-Minow swoop, ABC 
took a biz step forward to “five” 
it up 

i Whether pre-Minow inspired 
or not, all three tv networks ave 
i headlining “coming attractions” in 
‘the area of news, all of major con- 
isequences. At ABC-TV Jim Hage 
ferty-has one designed for 
agers. He's also prepping a hialf- 
hour Sunday night news-review 
show to go into the 19.30 Churchill 
spot. CBS-TV is moving in tie 

‘expanded area of a hal*-hour late 
night cross-the-board news show. 
At NBC-TY Bob Kintner & (Co. 

i 

teen 

take pride in a fo theomings Sune- 
vy jday 6:20 to 7 “People. Places, 

Things” weckly news-publie affairs 
ientry for student-age viewers, out- 
!of the Irving Gitlin shop 

13: This week on the Coast. CBS- 
TV prexy Jim Aubrev and his ()s- 
car Katz-Mike Dann-Guy deila Ci- 
oppa kev program aides, in a year- 
ahead projection, are blocking out 
‘some $40.000.000 in prog amming 
ifor the '62-'63 season «with all 
- packagers, both east and west, 
iconverging on the Bevhills scene 
of operalions:. While it’s a rough, 
tentative pattern, what makes it 
important is that the accert is on 
development of new program 
forms. 

‘d) If there were anv doubts ar 
hesitancies ahout -CBS-TV's “Eyes 

j Witness to History” ieturning in 
the fall ‘or counterpart program- 
ming at ABC and NBC:, thev were 
dispelled in the brief 59 minutes 
it took Minow to unburden hime 
self of his ulterances. 

From here on in, the public re- 
lations aspect of networking will 
play a dominant role in the imaze 
scrimmage. NBC got off to the 
races last week. making hay on the 
“Macheth” Emmy sweep. That 
“the Bard’s a card” fitted in neatly 
with the whole new “hurrah for 
our prestige” campaigning. 

For months to come CBS is 
banking on getting mileage aut of 
the network's °S9 000900 gambh’e” 
on the pride and glory of “CBS 
Reports.” ‘The $9.000.000 repre- 
sents the program plus unrecouped 
time costs on last season’s 14 
shows, this season's 26 and the 32 
being projected for next season.) 
It’s.a whopping storys—of a virtual 
clean sweep in.awards: of con- 
sistent Conzressional praise; of in- 
stallments inviting reforms in the 
legislative halls. and in general 
crealing a multi-faceted 
AS a Minow posie, it’s a natural-— 
and CBS will play it for all it’s 
worth. 

ABC-TV’s $3,000,000 
METRECAL WINDFALL 

Metrecal .is “going ABC-TV” 
next season to the tune of approxi- 
mately $3.000.000. Having bank- 
rolled “Winston Churchill--The 
Valiant Years” this past season, the 
Mead Johnson Co. reducing prod- 
uct is buving a scatter plan for 
next season. 

Scatter plan includes minuiles 
both day and night on the ABC-TV 
fall lineup, Kenyon & Eckh. ad! is 
the agency. 

impact, - 

Ay 
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Despite Sponsor Rebuff, CBC Refuses 
To Kill Show Satirizt ing Nationalism 

Toronto, May 23. 
Spurned by its sponsors on 

“General Motors Presents,” the 
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. de- 
termined to go ahead with the tv 
presentation of ‘Conquest of 
Cobbletown.” This was the second 
time GM refused to sponsar a show | 
selected by the CBC, first being 
“Shadow of a Pale Horse” which 
dealt with the lynching of an inno- 
cent man, complete with hanging 
closeups. 
,°-D. M. MacKinnon, advertising 
manager for GM, said that spcnsor- 
ship was rejected because play 
“satirizes Canadian nationalism” 
and atso requested that it not be 
shown over the usual time slot be- 
cause of 
with the company.” 

CBC officials announced that 
“Conquest of Cobbletown” would 
be broadcast on the originally- 
scheduled time—Sunday at 9 p.m. 
—because “play was not inappro- 
priate for that time period and is 
a proper show for ‘General Motors 
Presents.’ ” 

MacKinnon said: “We consider 
that it would be ill-mannered for 
us to associate our name with a 
television program that pokes fun; 
at Canadian nationalism” and that. 
the play “would place GM in the: 
position of seeming to plead a case 
for U. 
companies.” 

Original was written by Leslie sition of 

+ 

“audience identification | 

S. ownership of Canadian ; 

Haffa No Longer in A- 
Huffa as CBS Settles’ 
$10,000,000 Libel Suit 

Chicago, May 23. 

‘With. a verbal apology. and a set- 

tlement in cash, CBS-TV. is off the 

hook in that $10.000.000: libel suit 

filed a year ago by millionaire-in- 

had concerned the use of a 1929 
! newspaper headline reading, “Titus 
|Haffa Gets Two Years.”: in the 
{Playhouse 90” dramatization of 
‘the St: Valentine's Day massacre, ' 
'“Seven Against the Wall,” back in: 
11959: ‘Eight participating sponsors | 
of the series had also been named 
yin the suit.. 

Amount of the cash settlement 

Hear, Hear 
Chicago, May 23. 

NBC's reluctant ‘golden boy, 
David Brinkley. confessed. to 
Chicago Daily News telecritic 
Terry Turner last week that he 
didn’t vote for himself -and. 
partner Chet Huntley in the.. 
Emmy competition. He said 
he voted for the network's con- 
vention coverage. 

Turner quoted him as say- |! 
ing, “I'm tired of this two-man _! 
buildup. Two men don’t put 
om a news show. Dozens of 
people do.” 

Gen. Mills in Big | 

($8,000,000) NBC 
‘Ol- 62 Romane 

General Mills has bought alter-. 

“nate half-hours of “National Vel- ' 

vet” when | -the program assunies 

its new Monday-at-8 time period ' 

on NBC-TV next fall. With the ‘ad- 

“Velvet,” which was. 

_is board chairman of: Webcor Inc., 
' said it would be donated to a. medi- 
os research project. 

Haffa’s complaint alleged ‘that 
ene use of the headline had tended 

; been involv ed in. the gangland 
| shootings, when actually his con- 
-viction was for conspiracy to vio- 
-late the _prohibition Iaw. He had 
later received a Presidential pardon 
on the basis that he was implicated 
‘in a political plot at a time when 
he was a Republican alderman. His 
contention had been that ‘he. was 
arrested. for telling-a precinct 

: worker where he might get. a glass 
of beer. 

The “Play house 90” show had 
‘';been aired twice by CBS... Suit was 
‘dismissed in Chi Federal District 

the settlement. 

‘was not. disclosed, but Haffa, who | 

to give the impression that. he had | 

~ Call Letters Memorial to Frieda 
Changes are that if WNTA-TY, Channel 13 in New York, is sold” 

to edueational tv, there'll be a change in the outlet’s: call letters, 
and there’s a movement underway to have it tabbed. WFBH-TV. The 

‘| FBH stands for Frieda B. Hennock, the late FCC Commissioner. 
Miss Hennock, before she left the commission, and: for awhile 

afterwards in. private law practice, was a champion of educational 
tv. In her Washington years, she was vociferous ahout what she 
felt was the short shrift paid educationalers. She was once: heard 
to say to friends that sometimes she felt she was the sole FFC 
supporter for more educational tv grants. ° 

She was certainly among the first..of ‘Washington’ Ss. ‘ofictaldom to. 
demand education via television. 

Claim Brit. Govi’s Stalling’ On 
Color, Line Standards Hurting Biz 

“Emmy. Happy FC&B | 
Chicago, May. 23. 

Among ad agencies, Foote, Cone 

London. May 23. 
Sharp criticism of the’ ‘British™ 

Government's ‘radio and tv policy. 
has ‘been made by Edward Rosen, 
63-year-old chairman of Ultra Elec- 
‘tric: (Holdings) Ltd., which has just 

Court after both: sides agreed on | Shows), 

McFarlane. who said: “If this hap-, , bought the minute the network de-| 

pened in the United States, where: cided to drop the program from | 
the networks are commercial. I'g tentative Sunday-at-7 anchorage. j 

wouldn't be backed up.” McFar-_ it Jooks like Gen Mills will be put- 
GEORGE BURNS NIXES 

‘& Belding made a sweep of the 
Emmies last week. By. virtue of its 
clients’ sponsorships, the Chi-based 
agency “shared” in 11 of the 24 
awards and in the special citation 
to J. C. Hall, prexy of Hallmark 
Cards. 

Hallmark, of course, w on five 
awards for “Macbeth.” but FC&B 
is also the agency for Kimberly 
| Clark (“Checkmate”), Equitable 
Life Assurance (“American Herit- ; 
age’), SOS Div. of Genera] Foods 
(Andy Griffith and Danny Thomas 

and Johnson's Wax ‘Red. 
SOS had recently 

t 

Skelton Show). 
| dropred out of Rod Serling’s “Twi- 

sold its radio and tv. interests for. 
$6,720,000 to ‘Thorn Electric Indus- 
tries, U.K.’s biggest ‘makers of tv. 
sets. 
Said Mr, Rosen: “The radio and... 

hasn't’ been television business 
| very profitable recently. The Gov- 
'ernment’s policy. has given abso- 
lutely no stability to the industry. 

“It can’t make up its mind about 
color tv or what-.should be the 
| standard set. There have been 16 
changes in Purchase Tax. and hire. 
purchase - controls. “To-'cope with 
this in: the ‘business -you require . 
‘much. larger units: We were faced 

| with the choice.of buying'up some- 
flight Zone,” but: Kimberly Clark | | body else or ‘selling out.” 
was one of the original sponsors Of | Rosen. is a veteran of Britain's 
the series,-so. FC&B ehalks that | radio industry, He began just after 

Jane. who once edited 
for “General Motors Presents.’ 
claimed that the company was per- 
fectly within its rights to decline: 
ta sponsor the show but that he: 
was “not at all disturbed by the: 
move.” 

Backed up by the CBC, the 
author noted that Canadian-Amer- 
jean business relations appeared ; 
a “little strained” currently but} 
believed it was time to poke fun at; 
Canadian as wel] as American na- 
tionalism. 

Westinghouse’s 
‘Sound of ‘60s: 

One minute it looked like nobody 
was ever going to hear (or see)' 
“The Sound of the 60s,” and the: 
next minute Westinghouse had : 
gone and bought this long-time- ' 
aecoming 60-minute NBC-TV spec- 
tacular. Production nut on this; 
Dore Schary - Hubbell Robinson 
stanza is expected to run about 
$300.000. 

Westinghouse has been promised 
exposure sometime next October, 
but the actual date has not been 
fixed. Schary, who'll produce for 
Robinson. has started casting, but: 

| packager of 
hopes to make the! and “Strike It Rich,” declared in| the absence of public service .on 

no names are-set yet. 
NBC-TV 

“Sound” into an annual series. In 
1962, for example, it'd be called 
“Sound of 62” etc., 

“60s” tag. 
On tape, film and possibly with ; 

some hve thrown in, one-shot is 
going to cover music. science, edu- 
cation, ete.—or as one of the net- 
work's exees put it, “It will try to! The new program, 
capture the feel of all fields of : 
human endeavor today.” 

In another area at NBC-TV: 
Westinghouse is replacing the Na- ; 
nette Fabray stanza with a series | 
of comedy film from various pro-! 

to be= 
ealled “Westinghouse Preview The-— 
duction sources. Program, 

oe 

atre.” takes over Friday, 
jn the 9:30-10 p.m. sfot. 

July 14 

‘Burma Surgeon Today 7 
As Armstrong Entry 

Armstrong he- purchased “The 
Burma Surgeon Today” as_ the 
June 21 entry for its “Circle Thea- 
tre” on CBS-TV. The one-hour 
Epecial cn Dr. 
‘was produced by Bud Benjamin's 
“Twentieth Century” unif and was 
originally planned to run July 6 
on the network until the Arm- 
strong d-al came along. 

Purchase of the CBS-TV pub-. 
affairs stanza marks the first time ; 
that Armstreng, since it moved to; 
CPS several] years ago, has run a 
non-drami Ge shaw cr non-Talent : 
Assaciates etry con the Wednes- ' 
day right hour. 

scripts | ting between $7,000,000 and '$8.- 

sue its original plan to underwrite 
‘all of the 
‘series. “Bullwinkle” was supposed 
- to go in at 6:30 Sundays. but last | 
| week it was moved up to 7 to re- 
{place “Velvet.” 

with only the ; broadcasting industry. 
first program carrying the catchall j 

! television. 
‘$s? many commercials on network | 
—eight or nine minutes per half-: from his ‘state of, quiescence jn} day afternoon lineup for the fall, ° 

order to capitalize’ on the. atmas: ! 
‘was created. . by’ 

Gordon Seagrave . 

‘entertainment first and then, in 

’ goad job. 

; 000. .000 in NBC next season. 

‘Same bankroller is* going to pur- Hollywood, May. 23. 
‘George. Burns has YTejected an’ 

offer to replace Arthur Godfrey 

; on. “Candid Camera” next. season 

 becausé af reactivated tv produc- |. 

! tion and -nitery engagements. In 

preparation are pilots of.a William 

“Bullwinkle” cartoon | 

“Velvet” will be the first net- 
iwork offering on Monday nights; Bendix comedy Series and “That's 
inext season, because 7:30 to 8 p.m. 

was returned by NBC to affiliated | still to cast. He also serves as cre- 
stations, for local programming. 

Edie,” starring two young players | 

{ave supervisor of “Mr. Ed,” 
“Velvet” which his McCadden Productions Besides and Bull- 

{ winkle, ” GenMills has also bought | originally produced. 
{three daytime quarter hours a 
week at NBC-TV, plus half of 
“King Leonardo” and half of “pip | 
the Piper,” both Saturdays. and ail j 
hal the 12:55-1 p.m. news strip. tj 

F ramer’s ‘Love and Kisses’ 
And The Finger of God 

“I felt his speech was like the ment on the need for universal 
finger of God pointing at me . . .| marital bliss. Where marriage is 
since I am an independent crea- | concerned, he suggested, “Love & 
tive mind who can come up :with | Kisses” could aid in showing the 
exciting, live entertainment shows | way. 
that can contain good elements Minow, in his speech before the 
of public service,” Walt Framer,| National Assn. -of Broadcasters 

“The Big Payoff” recently, energetically ‘ decried. 

a postscript to the blast FCC} the airwaves, and threatened to 
Chairman Newton Minow gave the take away licenses if stations and 

networks didn't do something; 
Framer, who has been “quietly ‘about it at.once. . 

retooling ‘his! whole operation’ | Carrying - further. the. theme of ; 
in the 18 montas or so since “Big! program betterment, . packager 
Payoff” was axed, has got a new ‘Framer noted that ‘“Love & Kis- 
version of the stanza that he seeks; ses” was the same shew as ‘‘Pay- 
to sell among local] tv stations. off” but. with improvements: 

which he said | ‘ ‘We're going to have the most 
was an “improvement” on the | beautiful girls in the w orld on the 

‘original, will be called “Love &' show. In other. words, we're going 
Kisses.” ito put glamor back into daytime 

The “improvement” will come in ; tv.” He then added that he could 
part, according to this latent pro-| think of no other shaw at present) 
ducer, because a local program! that’ had enough. glamor. 
like “Love & Kisses” will not{ This was a new note from the: 
have to contend with what he felt I man. once described in the press | 
was overcommercialized wmetwork! as the producer who built his 

“Because there were house-on tears. 
Apparently. Framer. is emerging 

hour—and so many merchandis- | 
ing gimmicks. it got so." he said.! phere he felt . 
“that we actually didn’t have. Minow. He said. ‘Washington want- 
{ime to do our show the way 1!ed more local programs. In sell- 
wanted.” ing “hove & Kisses.” Framer w.3] 

What Framer wanted was to. promise the stations ‘who buy his 
put more heart into “Payoff.” ; daily taped version that at least 

“Putting a woman ‘on a pedestal ' once a year he'll try to stage the: 
where she belongs.” he said. is: show in each buyer's market. 
the way to develop tasteful tele-; Framer told Variety that apart 
vision. “If I can give tthe il tele from -planning his own future 

these last several months he -has 
the process. I can make him aspire | been serving as “American pro- 

>to something better. I'm doing a| Fram consultant” to -the British 
. it’s a public service.’ "| commercial tv. operation.” ATV. 

Upon further questioning, Fra-| All this time. he. asserted. he.still 
mer oc needed that he and the re-|-held to the belief that “Big Pay- 
porter “defined public service dit_| off” was an “innocent bysiander” 

i ferently’ ‘—yet there was agree-|in the quiz scandals. . 

‘CANDID CAMERA’ BID|*"* °° ——— 

935, 520,000 Govt: 
Teach-Vee Fund; 
States To Match 

Washington, May. 23. 

Chances of sanie federal coin to. 
On: his nitery schedule are four| beef up teach-vee ‘were bolstered | 

weeks af the Sahara in Las Vegas 
reginning July 11 and two weeks 
at Harrah's at Lake Tahoe start- 
ing Sept 2. 

as the Administration formally un- 
veiled a four-year, $25,520,000 dol- ' 

_‘|lar- matching program. 

As outlined by Health, Edueation | 
and Welfare Secretary Abraham: 

| Ribieoff before the House Com-: 
munications Subcommittee. up to! 
$25,000,000 would be authorized ! 
over the next four years for use, 

World War I. making crystal-set 
|earphonés in a $2.80-a-week base-- 
-ment. His comments -are: typical. of 
the dissatisfaction felt ‘in many 

|-sections of the trade over the’ ‘Gov- 
jernment’s stalling policy. 

Decisions on color ty ‘still.a. for- 
,demonstration-only project in 
U.K.), and a. passible switch from ° 
‘the - existing..405-lines «system to 
625-lines are to await the ‘Fepoit ; 
of the Pilkington Committee on 
Broadcasting which is not: expected 

‘for months. 
|. Meanwhile some ty manufac-- 
:turers are finding it increasinvly 
. difficult.-to sell their sets on. the 
‘home market. Deal between Ultra 
iand the $98,000.000. Thorn Group 
‘indicates, the accelerating: pace ‘at 
) which Britain's radio industry’ is 
i concentrating into a fistful. of. com- 
panies. -It follows, within a few 
days, the: announcement: that the . 

; Plessey: Co., ‘had. acquired Regen-- 
i tone: ‘Products’ tv and radio factor. 
: and. plant: for $1,419. 600... 

As. a result of Ultra-Thorn 
by the states in building ETV outs switch the Ultra factories at’ Gos- 
lets, with the states getting. only ' port; Ruislip, Eastcote and~ Park. 
as much federal funds’ as they. Royal will pass to Thorn. Ultra .tv 
could raise themselves. ‘ Anather ! sets, as well as those. _made under’ 
$520,000 was tossed in for surveys ' ‘the. ‘linked Pilot label. will be mare. 
and planning. | 

It’s really a half-a-loaf proposal ° 
in comparison with the Senate- {| 
passed bill by Commerce Chairman - 
| Warren Magnuson (D-Wash:) which: 
would shell out grants up to $51,-. 
000,000 with no matching require- 
ments. Ribicoff,, who earlier this: 

explained his position: 
{ “EF do not believe that ETV “to | 
‘tions will have enough vitality to| 
' survive unless. the areas they serve - 
show enough interest and ‘put up‘ 

jat least half the funds.” 
It was disclosed at the hearing: 

that 25. states answering acer 
‘sent out by. the subcommittee. had 
lindicated willingness to take part | 

replied, or were indefinite. - 

NBC-TV FINALIZES 
SUNDAY AFT. SKED 

NBC-TV has resolved the Sun- : 

of ’61. 
“Wisdom,” never before a regu- 

lar series, goes in at 5,- followed 

in cooperative programs in support | 
of ETV. Remainder had ten not; 

{ Pontiac.- 

| the last. week in ‘September; 

“keted under the same. names. by 
‘ Thorn -which already. makes Fer- 
guson, HMC, Marconiphone and 
Phileo sets. - 
Having shed its tv and radio 

interests, Ultra will concentrate on 
‘electronics. Last April a U.S.. come 
pany-American Electronics Interna- 

year opposed the Magunson bill, ; ional Capital—paid $2,240,000 for 
ia 40°. stake in. the. Ultra elec- 
tronics. subsidiary. . 

Judy, Borge Set 
As CBS Specials 

CBS-TV | has: added. two: more 
imajor specials. . to its’ agenda, the. 

“t Judy Garland hour tor Dow Chem-. 
tical] and a Victor Borge outing for. 

Accompanying ©. the : Dow. 
‘order. was: a. ‘purchase: of’ minute 
participations in the web's. Thurs- 
day night “Investigators” and Sun- 
day night: “Mr. Ed.” ; 
Borge’s. Pontiac Spread will air 

-Tight at the -Start af the ‘season, 
to 

‘coincide with the- unveiling ‘of. the 
at 5:30 by Chet Huntley’s half- new 1962:models.: Borge’s. last. stint 
hour. At 6, it'll be “Meet the for Pontiac was on ABC, though 
Press,” and a new Irving Gitlin ; most. of his ‘specials have been on- 
pubaffairs series iwith a slant. for: Columbia. Miss Garland’s. show. is 
teeners) going in from 6:30 to 7 , set for. Monday night; Feb. 16.° 
p.m., tentatively called ‘“People., Web is: still working out. the: time 
Places & Things.” “Bullwinkle” i and date for the Borge show. 
(see separate story) goes: from | Both specials as well as: the Dow | 
to 7:30. At. 7:30,.Walt Disney's new : participations were.set via the Mc-. 
show kicks off the NBC-TV night- | Manus, John & Adams agency. Dow: 
time sked. 1. ar der is the first sponsor bite CBS 

There was.a. delay at NBC in!has gotfen on “Investigators” ‘since. 
firming up Sunday _ aiternoons. ; turning ‘the show into -a participa-. 
Last week, “People Are. Funny" ‘tion buy, Company is buying two 
was contending with “Wisdom” for . minutes each alternate week. over 
the opening at 5 o'clock, ja 13- week. ‘spread. . 
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“Why Not Make Emmy alady? 
One of the reasons “why ‘the. Em.iy stanza is done every. ‘year, -” 

despite. internal criticism and. dissatisfaction,.is that the Academy’ 
of Television Art & Sciences virtually: supports. itself, on the pro- 
ceeds from the annual network telecast. 

_ . However, it has been suggested. a. number of times ‘in the past 
four years that the Emmys be given bya group—whether ‘a collec- 

‘tion. of civic organizations ora board made up. of ‘civic, religious, 
‘governmental and educational leaders: working - without pay—with. 
no professional’ interest in- tv. Feeling in this instance is that. it- 
would restore objectivity to. award-giving, and if the Academy 
throws its. weight. behind them the awards might become potent’ 
with prestige values, co 

It would remain forthe board -or. civic groups; of course, to 
choose the categories. for awards, something that probably would 
change yearly—depending | on whether there are enough . meri-. 
torious programs or persons in ‘a given category. to merit. a com- 
petition in that category: . 

Another suggestion has been to have this objective body give one, . 
at the most two or: three, awards per annum: for unequivocally. 

“outstanding” ‘performances in the teclinical and programmatic 
areas. Preceding by a big -hoopla, ‘it's: argued, the Academy can. 
‘make a highly successful 60 er 90-minute:show out.of a.few choice,- 
respected commendations. ‘Moreover, -the kind of. awards need not 
be fixed to. a: given category. 

~_ Networks 306 K Ration 
Kennedy-Khrushchev Talks Spark: All-Out Coverage’ 

For TV-Radio © 
+ 

CBS Gets Into Act Everytime Péesident ‘Kennedy {| 
-blinks these days it costs tv money, 
“but money CBS, .NBC and ABC are |: 
only too gind to fork.-out, because... 

When the Presi-|. it) means nevis. 
~dent, ‘early. ‘next ‘month, --visits | 
~Mienna ‘to.-ta‘k - informally with | 
Khrushehiev:, Paris (to. tatk - with |. 
DeGaulle: and London. cumulative 
tab tothe: tv webs will be an esti- 
mated $250:000. to: $300. 000. : 
“The cost.’ however, is still less.! 

than the. pricing on many. enter-} 
‘ tainment one-shots: in tv, and apart : 
from the belief ‘that Kennedy ! t 
makes, new sworthy coverage: the | 
coverage itself. will offer the indus- i 
try what it fvels is a much-needed }. 
aura of further respectability in 
ansv er to FCC. Chair man Newton 
Ny Minow. 
ABC-TV, NBC-TV and CBS-TV, | 

‘along “with. their’ respective radio 
_ webs, are. mounting’ small armies: 
‘to survey the’ President’ S) Rurorean |. 

association) 
“Summer Sports Spec-. 

Program is “On: the. . 
_ story--of - the ‘Indianapo-. 

-tacular.” 
Pole,” 

.Saehs, 

_CBS-TV. has gotten into the: 
Time- Life act, 
‘of ‘a one-hour sports filmy pro- 

‘with purchase 

duced. by Bob’ Drew ‘about a 
year’ ‘ago. (prio. to ‘his ABC 

for’ use on -the 
web’s 

lis - 500- mile: Memorial. Day 
“classi¢ as pinpointed’ via -the - 
experiences of driver -Eddie 

and (runs 
njght. ‘Thurs... 

Film w as purchased. by CBS- 
TV sports: ‘director Bill “Mac-. 

Doss,. 
a Time-: 

-Life broadcasting vip. CBS-TV 

‘.Phail’ from.. his - former 
Sig. Mickelson. now 

Sports has. purchased outside 
‘packages. before, though never 
from Time-Life, and the tim- 
ing was particularly appropri- 

—— nwa nye . es — 

tomorrow 

. ing - Co., 

junket, ‘beginning in- Vienna on). ‘ate in this case. not only from 
June. 3. 7 ‘the - Indianapolis standpoint . 

* “ABC, for ‘instancé, “is actually. _but in light of the ABC-Time 
shipping two. outsized mobile: re-! imbroglio. , 
mofe vans, replete | with “cameras - 
and = yidtape recording ‘equipment .. 
from New York next: Week aboard.” 
the French liner Le Hauge.’ CBS 
‘once shipped a remote ‘thuck to 

- India ‘for Ike's travels» but. nothing 
previously had been done on such 
-a grand scale by-a network to pro-. 
vide live action. footage abroad. 
Move is prompted by*the shortage. 
of vidtaping equinment.on the con- | 
tinent, as. the Granada’ ‘TV truck ;. : 
from England ‘is ‘reportedly. un- | 
av ailable to. the. “Aniericans at. this) 
time. © Amid the. ‘scramble’ for. 
equipment: last week, NBC tied-up, 

National League 
Throws TV-Radio ‘ 
Carve at Umpires 

.The. ‘poor, lonely ‘umpire - who 
as -usual, - with - 

Television wie’ ent z vidtare. “one but his fellow officials. and. is 
om perman uropea 

duty. CBS. will use Intercontinen- the target of. every baseball fan's ; 
tal and also its own, European-based | ‘abuse lost ‘one of his last remain-" 
truck. 

Apart from the. {wo vans, ABC 
News has assigned ‘six: correspon-’; 
dents. two producers and” a coordi- 
nating engineer to“cover. first the | 

(Continued on ,page 40: 

‘Giles: ordered all his umpires to! 

‘in their work. 
{. Frank Dascoli, who has been in’ 
the. league’ since 1948. -was: the ; 
special ‘target because of his radio | 
debate with St: Louis Cardinal man: : 
| aver. Solly Hemus. If ‘the..-Pirate-~ 
| Cardinal game ‘had not. been held 

mo eee : —_——_—— 

ABC Pacts Adlai | 
For Series on UN. 

? aadlai Steyerson, twice’ “Ppresi-., bles the previous night with Um- 
-déntial candidate for the Demo-! pire. Frank Secory. Hemus ‘threw 
cratic Party and now U. S. Ambas-| a’ few: Sparp jabs at Secory but. 
gadotr. to the United ‘Nations, will | soon: se ied into. a vicious attack 
front a regular series of ‘half-hour | on Dascoli like a comic witha’ 
programs next season.on. ABC-TV. microphone: Jaunching: ‘a. merciless. 

Itll_ be ‘an alternate-week. package | tirade “against: ‘a’ helpless heckler..! 
produced by “independent. Arnold | -Hemus : called. - Dascoli arrogant”: 
Michaelis... | among other things and pointed out. 

Tentatively that. as~ soon .as the umpire sees’ 

never. have happened, But with - a! 
live line opén to St. Louis, 
announcer Harry Caray. 
-Hemits over to talk about-his 

‘called 

“Ambassador 
“series “ could 

go into a Sunday afternoon slot 
with a. sponsor, if “Michaelis or the 
web can‘lay hold .of one: .’ However, 

titled’ | 

it’s understood that ABC has - | 

Stevenson ' Reports: 
“into his ‘act. - Caray. then gave. 
Dascoli eqilal time and the ump 
Said ‘that-‘‘Ifemus, was a busher: 
(bush. league | _player) as a player 
and now as a manager.” . 

- All the newsmen. in the park 
With nothing. to do. ‘until play was 

(Continued on- Page. 40). 

actually settled ona time. slot. 
Series will be based on: attivities | 

of the United Nations. with an up-. 
-to- date news. slant. . , 

the. red: tv: Spot on. him he goes | 

VARIETY 

‘CONIEGTURES UN | 
TIME LIFE, nt 

Life “magazine last week, in an 

‘editorial recap of ‘“‘What Wrong 
With TV?" practically. came out 
‘and said that ABC-TV was what’s| 

‘|'wrong with it. Almost simultane- t 

ous with the Henry R. Luce blast 
‘at Leonard Goldenson & Co., came 
the revelation. that ABC. ‘and Bob | 

.| Drew, the tv contractor for Time 
Inc., would-in ail probability part 

-|company, with the Time-associated F 
packager in all likelihood being | 

{dropped as producer of one. of the 
network’s top status shows — the 
Bell ‘& Howell-sponsored mee 
Up” stanzas. 

. Just. ‘how much interlocking of | 
interests exists between the Time-| 

“| Life publishing end and the Luce! 
empire's broadeast divisions - re-| 
mains. 4 moot point, yet there are 
those who even carry the conjee- 

|ture back a few. months when ABC 
suddenly upped and_ disenfran- 
chised itself from the Time Lite 
Minneapolis affiliate WT'CN-TV, 
wondering whether the Life ‘ed. | 
itorial wasn’t responding in kind. 

Ostensibly the loss of. Bob Drew 
is attributed to contractual snags, 
ABC wanting his services exclu-: 

.| sively in tv in return for a guaran- 
‘ttee of a total of six -hours of pro-. 
gramming, whereas Drew was. in- 
sisting on ‘10 hours before ‘provid- 

ing a guarantee of exclusivity. Yet. 
‘those close to the picture couldn't | 
‘help wondering on the timing of 
the’ Luce niag blast’ at ABC and} 
the’ Drew disaffection. 

.The Time editorial, commenting 
on FCC chairman Newton N. 
-Minow’s “wasteland” tirade, pulled | 
Jno punches in pinning the rap ony 
| ABC. “A sort ‘of Gresham's Law,” 

i: asserted, “operates to drive good 
| programs out by bad. The worst 
offender in’ network. ‘wasteland’ 
progr amming,. American Broadcast- ; 

which devotes abcut half 
its prime evening. hours to adven-, 

|ture shows of gangster bloodbaths | 
{like ‘The Untouchables.” has been 
taking both sponsors, viewers and 
foutlets awat from its rivals. If the 

| public taste is so shoddy, and spon- 
{sors so. servile about-it. how can: 
- better. quality emerge out of such 
| ruthless and irresponsible competi- 
tion?” °¢ 

(Over a year. ago. members of the’ 
; Time inag editorial staff. who func-: 
tion much. as the men.on Life mag : 

insisted in private conversa- j 
tions. that their editorial essays on: 
tv until then had “absolutely ‘noth- j 
“ing at all to do with the function- 
ing of ‘Time. stations:. We couldn’t 
care iess; if ‘wet don't like a show 
we pan it—and not ‘because the: 
corporation is having a fight. over; 
neiwork ties.”! 
Even as network execs were an- | 

‘Intercontinental ‘travels: alone, speaks. rarely to any-} ticipating the end of the Drew 
deal, Drew himself. was maintain- 
ing that dickers were continuing. 

Drew's entry into the network 
pubaffairs field Jess than a: year 

held that -pubaffairs could not gol a 
‘stay gut. of radio and tv debates “on network airtime that was not | repeat. 

‘produced by a network staff. Drew. 
‘then an employee of Time Inc. and 
now a tv contractor for the same j 
company, not only broke the web 
taboo, but his hiring by Ollie! 
Treyz; ABC-TV prez, and -Tom| 
Moore, the 

iformer news department head ‘John 
Card‘ Daly quit the network. ‘The hiring’ York and Harry Guardino; 

was without his knowledge and ap- 
trou- proval, according to Daly. who was | 2nd “Four Women in Black.” 

an advocate of inside pubaffairs. . | 
“A spokesman for Bel? & Howell, 

which was somewhat involved ‘in 
bringing in Drew in the first place, 
said. when. informed the producer 
‘might be exiting his deal, that such 
matters were entirely up to ABC 
and ‘that’ the sponsor would not" 
interfere. 

There will. be 23 ‘ Close-Up” pro-. 
grams next-:season, in ABC-TV 

Jim Hagerty, is the No. 1 pubaffairs ' 
‘Showcase the web. has for ’61- 62. 

Network said. if the Drew deal : 
is not renewed, the door. at ABC- | 
TY. will still not be closed to-out-’ 
side - pubaffairs productions. | 
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TH LEO? ARD & LUCE! 
‘Audition’ the Moon 

ch Color, Yet) as Montreux 
Festival Themes TV Space Age 

Gen. Sarnoff Honored 
Montreux, May 23. 

Brigadier-General David 
Sarnoff was one of six per- 
sons honsred at a luncheon 
here last Saturday (20) for 
outstanding contributions to 
the advance of television. The 
awards were presented by the 
Committee of Honar during 
the first international festival 
of television. arts and sciences. 

. Other recipients of the cita- 
‘tion were Sir Noel Ashbridge, 
chief engineer of the BBC; 
Professor G. A. Boutry, gen- 
eral secretary of the Interna- 
tional Council of Scientific 
Unions Abstracting Board, 
Paris; Erik B. Esping, chair- 
man of the Swedish Commmif- 
tee for Television Research; 
Professor Pavel V. Shmakov, 
director of the Leningrad TV 
Institute: and Kenjiro Takaya- 
nagi, technical adviser of the 
Victor Co. of Japan. 1 

5 al ne pt a esr 

runs, 

Cost Factor On 
‘Playhouse 50 AS AS 2 

Haunting CBS 
Some of the sponsor } - problems! ardization of broadcasting services. 

So far. the “Playhouse 90” r 
which will 

—or lack of sponsorghip—that | 

_ plagued CBS-TV when “Playhouse : 

90” was.a regular weekly series: } by 
‘have come back to haunt the web’ phone Laboratories, Leonard Jaffe, 

chief of the U.S, communications , now that it's rerunning 13 of them : 
and R. PLE this summer. 

replace Red : 
| Skelton and Garry Moore Tuesday i 
‘nights, are only a third sold, with‘ 
Johnson's Wax picking up the tab. ' 
‘Unless the web can round up 
some more clients quickly, it will! 

i have to carry most of the program 
charges itself, as well as compen- 
sating stations for the time. 

Rerun costs for the show are’ 
figured at about 50 of the oriai- | 

: Nal budget. since virtually 100¢¢ i 
repayment is necessary on abpve- 
the-line costs, while below-theline 
comes in at negligible cost. Since 
over its three-year span, “Play- | 

‘ house 90” averaged a $150.000 a’ 
show nut, the reruns -will cost’ 
CBS about $75.000 apiece, or'some ! 
$865.000. 

Lineup of shows {is a represen-! 
tative sampling from the series. 
including some outstanding and. 
some mediocre shows. Most of 

ing media of expression when Na-;ago cante as a. surprise since the! the top entrics from the series 
tional .League ‘president Warren! nety arks.. till then, had collectively have since been tied up for films 

and legit and were unavailable | 
List includes “The Old 

i Man." with Sterling Hayder: And | 
* Geraldine Page; Rod Serlifg’s | 
“Velvet Alley,” with Art Carney: 
Jack Lemmon in “Face of a Hero”; j 
Paul Muni in “Last Clear; 
Chance”; “The Cruel Day,” with | 

-eb's program vee ig ; Van Heflin. Chiff Robertson and : Srams from four other 

:up by rain, the incident. might - given as the ultimate reason ‘Avhy i Raymond Massey; * “Made in 
Japan,” with Dean Stockwell, Dick : 

“The : 
, Rank and File.” with Van Heflin; | 

with | 
‘Helen Hayes. Ralph Meeker, Kay: 
Jurado and Janice Rule. Latter is. 
a film repeat 

Richard Boone will host. 

CBS Radio Press Shift 
Phil Sterling has been upped to 

‘ assistant director of the CBS Radio 
press information dept. and Rudy ' 
Bergman has been named publicity | 

prime-time, the series, which comes , manager of the department. Both Negotiat:ons 
,under the aegis of web news veep: report to press info director Sid. for CBS by Ralph Baruch. Inter- 

Garfield. 
Both are veterans of the unit 

and both former newspapermen, 
Sterling coming originally from: 
the Cleveland Press and Bergman 
from the N.Y. Daily -News. 

By HAROLD MYERS 

Montreux, May 23. 
It’s not only the space age for 

man, but for television, too. That's 
the dominating theme at the first 
International Festival of Television 
Arts and Sciences, which opened 
at this Swiss resort last week, and 
which will continue through until 
Saturday :27). 

Just to get in first, the Russians 
have predicted that “in the near 
future” they will be able to ob- 
serve Venus and Mars via color 
tv. Professor Pavel V. Shmakov, 
of the Leningrad Television In- 
slifute, who made the prediction, 
indicated that Russian technology 
was already sufficiently advanced 
to achieve the feat. 

The Soviet professor added that 
great strides had been made since 
the far side of the moon had been 
photographed. He also promised 
that f:lms of Major Gagarin's or- 
hital flicht would be available out- 
side the Saviet Union, once they 
had been studied by Russian space 
experts. 

Alon’s'de the space theme. is 
the prospect of “one world” tele- 
vision. Dr. Erik Esping, director of 
the Swedish postal telegraph serv- 
ice, forecast a world wide ex- 
change of° programs within t49 
years by means of an international 

: hookun which would enable citi- 
‘zens in one land to tune in to tne 
program of any other far away 
nations. A prerequisite of such a 

| development would be the stand- 

The snace theme also dominated 
the entire Saturday morning ses- 
Sion ‘2) when papers were read 

John R Pierce of Bel! Tele- 

and satellite program, 
i Haviland of General Electric. 

In a highly technical analysis of 
the problems involved. Jaffe ex- 
plained that artificial satellites 

; could encompass entire continents 
and tir shores of continent< of 
both sides of the oceans. For the 
first time, therefore, it was pos- 
sible ta envisage a communications 

; system capable of reaching all 
i areas of the earth, with the re- 
liability. and capacity te meet to- 
day's sophisticated techniques. 

Jaffe owlined the U.S. program 
-throueh the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration, the 
first phase of which will be Pro- 
ject Relay. whieh will use satel- 

; lites weighing less than 100 Ibs, 

{Continued on page 34) 
re ee ee ee cp 

(BS-TV 080's 
In Int'l Exchange 
CBS Television Stations is in the 

process of finalizing a five-.ay 
international progran exchanve 
which will see it broadcasting oa 
its five stutions a weekly “Interna- 
tional Hour’ consisting ef pzo- 

countries, 
is planned for a mid- 

and involved in the 

Project 
June start, 
negotiations are England ‘ABC- 
TV . Canada ‘CBC-TV), Australia 
(ABC. und Italy «*RAI-TY . CBS 

: would feed each of the countries 
its “American Musical Theatre.”? 
weekly series on WCBS-TV. N.Y, 
and would receive in return a 
total of 13 hours of programming 
which it would run over the sum- 
mer on ils stations as a weekly 
hour. 

Actual programs from abroad 
haven't been set yet, nor have 
timeslots on the GBS-TV o&o’'s. 

are being handled 

national sales director of CBS 
Films, and Hal Hough, CBS Tele- 
vision Siations program services 

director, with Television Stations 
prez, Merle Jones riding herd on 
the deal. 

B 
rE 

‘ 
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They re still Hashing It Over: Better. 
To Sell by Pilot Or a Full Series? 

Pros and cons of pilot versus? 
series selling in syndication are 
being given another whirl, with 
the parties, as per usual. lined up 
according to their individual sell- 
ing methods. 

Series selling is predicated in 
coming into the market with most 
er all of the episodes in the ean. 
It has been ‘done by United Artists 
Television, National Telefilm As- 
sociates and now Independent 
Television -Corp., among others. 
Pros of this selling method is that 
the buyer is assured of full pro- 
duction of a series, that any epi- 
sode can be viewed, that the level 
of production in all episodes usu- 
ally is about the same. for any! 
episode can be selected for screen- 
ing. 

Arguments against this type of | 
selling fall along these lines: Pro- | 
ducer-distributor is at a disadvan- 
lage. A would-be buyer, after sec- 
ing a few episodes, more likely 
than not will find a single half- 
hour wanting. That fault could 
kill the sale on the whole series. ! 
Many syndicators, aware of this ° 
trap in the past. have declined to 
screen more than t..o or three 
episodes. and even more than one: 
on occasion. 

The more traditional pilot sell-‘ 
ing approach ean kick up a debate | 
wherever buver and seller get to-; 
gether. Buyers more often than! 
not might squawk that the produc- : 
tion values found in the pilot 
haven't been duplicated in sub- 
sequent episodes. In the past.; 
there has been more than one deal il 

| $6 Wins at SG | 

department of Screen Gems, held 
last week by the National Labor 
Relations Board. Vote was three to 
one in favor of SPG.. 

Vote authorizes SPG unit of Co- 
lumbia Pictures to bargain for the 
small group of SG personnel, 
whose earnings. are said to be be- 
low the SPG minimums. 

Tokyo Bcasting’s. 
Pubaffairs Rights 

On CBS Entries 
Agreement has been reached by ; 

the Tokyo Broadcasting Co. with 
CBS Films. giving the Japanese | 
broadcasters Japanese telecast 
rights to.CBS-TV’s news and public 
affairs programs starting next fall. 

Old Pix But New Soap 
Procter & Gamble has pur- 

chased full sponsorship of the 
“Brenner” reruns on CBS-TV 
this summer. The detective 
yarn goes into the Monday at 
10:30 period on the network 
for the dog days. 

Ironically, the original spon- 
sor of the Herb, Brodkin pack- 
age when it had a 26-week Sat- 
urday night run on CBS-TV a 
couple of years ago was Lever 
Bros. CBS apparently figures 
two years is adequate product 
protection. 

Ziv-UA Ripcord’ 
Into 32 Markets 

Adding Detroit and Columbus to 
its list of major markets, Ziv-UA’s 
“Ripeord” now has tallied sales in 
32 markets. 

Larry Pennell starrer, dealing 
‘with sky diving adventures, has 
: been sold to WWJ, Detroit; WKRG, 
: Mobile-Pensacola; WLOS, Ashe- 
ville-Greenville- Spartanburg; 
KTVK, Phoenix: KLAS, Las Vegas: 
‘KERO, Bakersfield; and WTVT, 
Tampa. 

On Broderick Crawford starrer 
\“King of Diamonds,” Ziv-UA has 
completed the signing of contracts. 
with many stations for half of the 

in forcé between CBS Films and 
the BBC in England and ABC in 
Australia, gives Tokyo Broadcast- 

news and public affairs shows. In- 
cluded are “Eyewitness,” . “Twen- 
tieth Century.” “CBS Reports.” 
“The Great Challenge,” and one 
oldie, “Conquest.” 

Japanese agreement:was a ‘Teflec- 

gramming via CBS Films. Interna- 
tional sales director Raloh Bervch: 

ries purchased one or more pub- | 
affairs stanzas from CBS Films 

tion of an overall upbeat in inter-. 
national. sales of pubaffairs- pro- | 

Screen Publicists Guild won an | > 
election in the publicity-proraotion 

Deal, similar to that currently. 

ing right of first refusal on all CBS” 

TV-Radio Production Centres ; 
IN NEW YORK CITY . 
“CBS News prexy Dick Salant in Europe: on a vacation-business trip, 

visiting his key correspondents .and bureaus.there ..... CBS. Films 
administrative veep Sam Cook Digges was .toastmaster.. at the. annual: 
luncheon Saturday (20) of the Sisterhood for Retarded: Children, and 
same night was the guest of honor at the annual. dinner of the’ Assn. 

for the Help of Retarded Children. 
Hildegarde, visiting: New York this week and next, fas got several 

radio-tv spots lined up: WCBS’ Bob Dixon stanza Friday (26), WNTA- 
TV’s Buff Cobb stanza Tuesday (3) and a ‘stand Tuesday (June 1) on: 
“Play Your Hunch” over NBC-i'V.... ABC Radio’s “Flair” has signed 
Herald-Tribune tv columnist Marie Torre (who does a WNTA-TYV strip 
as well), comic Stanley Dean and landscape architect: Jerry Beach . 
Robert Lindley, ABC News Buenos. Aires bureau chief, has returned 
to Argentina ‘after confabs here with web. brass ... AFTRA legal chief 
Mortimer Becker on a ‘spin to Costa Rica, returning Saturday (27) . 
Priscilla Blackstone, new NBC Monitor program coordinator, won. her. 
Phi Beta Kappa key from Hunter College this week , . .. Penny Wright, — 

| latest ‘weathergirl on WABC-TV's cross-the-boarder at ‘6:20-6:25 p.m., 
is also called Reggie Dombeck, monicker she uses on “Number Please,” 
'a 12:30 p.m. half-hour on the: same station . WABC-TV veep Joe 
Stamler back at his desk after a European respite . «. Robert Goulet. 
has signed for five Ed Sullivan stands, first being on June 186°. 

Jeanne Barr, legit-tv actress essays role. of Miss. Jones: on tonight's 
(Wed.) segment of ‘‘Naked- City.” 

Frank Travalia upped to assistant contraller of Transcontinent’ Tele- 
vision Corp.; he’s ex-Price, Waterhouse and joined the. station ¢hain 
earlier this year . CBS prexy Frank Stanton. will be the. speaker at 
the 95th Commencement of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
June 9 in Cambridge . “I’ve Got a Secret” racks up. its ‘ninth year 
and 438 shows on CBS- TV June 21. ; . Walter Cronkite: zave the ~ 
-valedictory address to the graduating class of the N.Y. Power Squadron 

| 

staff of CBS-TV’s 

reported that 20 different. coun- |i WCBS-TV’s. “American Musical Theatre” Sunday 128) . 

| 

Friday (19)... Vet announcer Nérman Brokenshire now. ‘doing special 
commercials for WMMM in. Westport, Conn. Station is owned by Donald. 

{and Sydney Flamm ... Harold Messing, currently on the production . 
“Lamp Unto My Feet.” takes a ‘four-week .]eave 

starting June 24 to.be a guest lecturer at the Stanford Summer: Tele-, 
vision Institute in Palo Alto; he received his MA. from Stanford: . 
Mel Allen tapped to serve on the President's Advisory: Committee on 
the Fitness of American Youth... Ted Lewis guesting with Jim _Morske 

. ¢ Merrill 
Heatter & Bob Quigley in from the Coast to pitch new packages at the 
‘network; they moved to CBS-TV's Television City a corple of months. 

inked for a series on the basis of alternate week availabilities of Jax during April, from program includ- : ago to originate their “Video Village” and “Double Exposure” there. . 
a pilot and if the deal contained Beer. With the Jax alignments and | ing “Eyewitness,” “Twentieth C:n- 
a contingency clause, a series a new bag of station sales, roster |tury.” “CBS Reports.” “The Great 
didn’t grow out of the pilot. Con-- of “King” markets has risdn to 145, | Challenge,” “You Are There.” “To- IN HOLLYWOOD. . 
tingency clause referred to pro-; New Jax stations and “markets | Morrow” and Eichmann trial cover-|__ Art Rush flew east to get squared away with David Levy on eight 
vided that the series would be, 
made if and when sufficient mar- } 
kets were lined up for the skein. 

these lines: Coming inta the mar- 
ket from the produc er-distribu-| Washington; KOLD, Tucson; - 
tor’s point of view with a single 
sample is obviously much cheaper 
than committing and going ahead 
for a full series without first test- 
ing the project's acceptability. 
The reputation of the production- 
distribution firm stands behind the 
pledge to maintain good produc- 
tion values throughtout the series. 
The issue isn't one episode against 
all the chapters in the series. The 
issue is simply: is it a food show, 
and coming in with all 39 episodes 
won't change a bad show into a 
good one. 

Four Star Pictures 

A Bright Future! 
Hollywood. Mey 23. 

Four Star Television prexy Dick 
Powell and v.p. Thomas J. Me- 
Dermott forecast a record-breaking 
fiscal year for company in both 
gioss and net incume at annual 
meeting 

Execs estimated that year end- 
ing June 30. 1961 weuld be ap 
Proximately $630.000 or $1.05 a 
shire on 600.060 common shares 
outstanding. Last fiscal year Four 
Star registered net earnings of 
$317.516 or 52 cents a share on! 
fame number ef outstanding ! 
shares. 

Net income for the nine months | 
ended Mareh 3], 1961. amounted 
to $499.234 or &3 cents 2 share 
compared with €281.537 and net 
income per share of 47 cents for 
the first three quarters of the past 
fiscal year. 

Powell and McDermott told 
shareholders that prospects for the 
next fiscal vear appear exceedingly 
bright. This was based on shows 
already sold for coming 1961-62 
season and the possibility of com- 
parry svndicating its fiim Hbrery 
Gf over 1.100 shows along vith the 
penetration of {Greign ma: kets. 

Shareholders reelected ai: mem- 
Bers cf the koerd of directors 
Richard E. Powell, Theonas J. Me- 
Dermott, Charles Beser. David 
Nive’. Geerge A. Eiber. A. Morgan 
Maree Jr. S. A. MacSween, Charles 
G. Boos and Lewis J. Whitney Jr 
They aiso approved executive and 
key employees’ stock option plan 
under whieh cumpany I< author- 
ized to issue additional stack cov- 
ering 12.000 shares. 

Following meectine the directors 
reelected all officers. 

lita Falls, Tex.: 
Pros of pilot selling fall along | City; 

age. include KOTV, Tulsa. Okla; 
Baruch figures there are 29,020,- WKRG, Mobile, Ala.: KFDX, Wich- 

WKY, Oklahoma ; 
and. KALB. Alexandria. La. | 

Latest station deals include WTOP, 
| tri ies, which are: Argentina, Austra-: 
lia, Bermuda, Brazil, Canada, 
Colombia.. Denmark. El. Salvador, 
United Kingdom, Germany, Guam, } 
Hong Kong, Japan, Netherlands, | 
Peru, Mexico, the Fhilippines, 

) Puerto Rico, Spain and Uraguay. - 

sc Perkin’ As 
3 Series Roll: 
‘Hollywood, May 23: 

Screen. Gems by. early June ‘iil 
have. three © new half-hour series 
rolling. “‘Shannon’’starring George ; 
Nader is now. filming. Regis ; 
Toomey has ‘been set for a run- 
ning part in program aimed for | 
syndication: 
Booth arid. moppet Bobbie Bun- 
trock starts in June. Series based 
on the Saturday Evening Post car- 
toon is being sponsored by the 

WLBT, Jackson, Miss. 

‘BOG ROY,’ ‘SUPERCAR’ 
NEW SYNDIE ENTRIES 

Two newxies in the fall syndica- 

tion hopper are Screen Gems’ 
“Bog Roy,” starring Jack Carson. 
and Independent Television Corp.’s 

“Supercar.” an electronic puppet 

| series for kiddies. 
“Bog Roy,” described as a com- 

edy adventure. is the second pilot 

produced for syndication by SG. 

Initialer, also a fall SG entry, is 

“Shannon.” 

“Superear.” produced by Asso- 
ciated Television in England, con- 
Sists of 26 half-hour episodes. ITC 
also has another fall entry. ‘““Whip- 
lash,” starring Peter Graves, which 
was shot in Australia. Latter has 
34 episodes. 

Co. and moves into NBC-TV's 
9:30 Thursday slot now occupied 
by Tennessee Ernie Ford. Show. 

“The Hathaways” starring .Pey- 
j gy Cass, 
Marquis Chimps. begins May 26. 
Story revolves araund a couple 
raising © monkeys. Ralston-Purina 
will be .one’ of; : the alternating 
sponsors. 
A fourth’ show being “prepped 

for syndication is “Bog ’ Roy” 

*‘Trackdown’ Rundown 
Due to an inadvertent error, ! 

“Trackdown” on WBBM-TV was | 

; omitted as the number one syndi- 

| cated show in the Chicago market, 

vin the April 19 issue of VARIETY. 

;‘Trackdown.” a CBS Film entry, 

| led the syndie Top 10 race by a Jack Carson and Elena. Verudgo 
i wide margin, scoring a resounding starring in the misadventures | of 
,35 Arbitron rating and a 57 share, a bus driver... 

{of audience for its 9:30 p.m. Sat-,; Screen Gems now has six net- 
; urday time slot. | work shows and six firstrun series 

Period measured in the posi syndication. Coming -season 
VaRIETY chart in the April 19 issue , score will be nine for the networks 
Was Jan. 6-Feb. 2. and six for. syndication. 

Even Small Favors Help 
Only breach in the 7:30 to 1] p.m. networking wall for- next 

season is NBC-TV'S return to stations of the 7:30 to 8 p.m. period 
on Mondays. Otherwise the webs have anchored in the.7:30.to 11 
p.m. period on all days next season, With Sundays. beginning even 
earlicr for network programming. 

Ironicaily, the expansion.of network programming during prime 
evening hours takes place after a-ruling by the FCC which re- 
quire affils ta take only two-and-a-half hours of network service 
during each period in the broadcast day. Ruling sliced a haif-hour 
from the previous three hour network programming level. FCC 
decision, thouch, is tugged as a ‘mere legal fiction” in view of the 
expansion of network program ‘service. Whole issue of network 
opticn time is being reexamined again under the FCC chairman- 
ship of Neator Minow. 

Even thous: .Us only a slight breach. syndie houses welcome the 
NPC-TV nove It opens up a half-hour evening time: period in at 
least 140 markets, no small avenue for new first-run product. 

| 

600 television homes in these coun- 

“Hazel” with Shirley 

Ford Division of the Ford Motor. 

Jack Weston and The 

with, 

. . . . AS ee bal 

; Roy Rogers-Dale Evans specials for NBC-TV- next season. He'll -also. 
buzz Madison Ave. on a cartoon: series with Cliff Arquette, whom he 
‘thas taken under managerial wing. The old Roy Rogers westerns, made 
in the early days of ty, are rated the top 10 in the svndicated market in: 
their eighth time around . . ABC-TV’s Tom Moore huddling for a week 
with Sandy Cummings, his program veep in. Hollywood. and producers 
of shows for the network . Bill. Demarest will have a running part 

; in the new hour version of “Wells Fargo.” ... Here’s-how Henry Kaiser 
is buying for next season: On “Follow. the Sun” he ordered sponsorship 

1! of the first show comp'cte, four-“and a half.minutes. of the next 12 
| and three minutes of the remainder. On “Maverick” he bought. the first 
| show complete and one minute weekly of: the remainder 

.| Shuken whipped “The Racer” into shape for Ford and turned. ‘his ‘atten-. 
1 tion to 25 scripts for “The Real McCoys.” In between times he'll work 

‘Phil 

on a few pilots and then head for a picture assignment in Europe. . 
lirving Ross shipped here by Parkson agency to. open a cubicle... 
- William Brennan moved from Young & Rubicam to Compton. as veepee. 
and- director of Coast radio-tv .. Wally Sherwin. onetime Chicago 
radio entertainer, named program director at KHJ-TV . NBC leased 
10 acres of its Burbank plot to Casey Stengel for a polfing center... 

| Helen O'Connell replaced Joanne Jordan as hostel! with. Dean Miller on 
| NBC-TV’s daylight strip, “Here's Hollywood.” She'll return to tv com- 
mercials, where she has earned as much as $50,000 a vear. 

'IN CHICAGO. . 
Marvin Miller joined the list of ex-Chi performers coming in for 

Chicago Unlimited's toast to AFTRA tomorrow’ ‘Thurs.):. . . “Don 
MecNeill’s Breakfast Club” originating from New York next week. 
Show has signed Mary Anne Luckett as new. gal vocalist ... WBBM-TV 
is airing a two-part series “The Other Americans,” from footage that 
Frank Reynolds brought back from his 15-day tour of Latin America 

: Ulmer Turnet, who does WBKB's newscasts, will do special news- 
film sequences for Alex Drier'’s 10 p.m. strip.. Paul Hunter signed 
un as creative director of United Film & Recording . Phil Gore, 
.ex-Tatham Laird. joined WBBM-TV sales staff. . Francois. Pope’s 
“Creative Cookery” notches its 11th anni on WBKB on June 5. 
Richard E. Taylor, formerly of WAGA-TV,. Atlarta, and WJW Radio, 
Cleveland, joined WLS as an account exec .:..:; Charlie Burge has 
rejoined CBS Radio Spot Sales here as midwest director of client.rela-~ 
tions ... WNBQ installirig a 17-week educational: program on American 
foreign policy. as summer replacement for NBC-TV's “Continental 
Ciassroom” at 6:30 a.m. eo 

IN LONDON . 
Anglia Television filming the Jordan royal wedding for Independent 

Television. News and for its own regional news. Kilic Hussein's. bride 
Toni Gardner, Jordan’s future: quéen, .comes from Tnewich. part of : 
Anglia region . . . Richard Dimbleby interviews the Duke of Edin- 
‘burgh for BBC*s current : affairs show “Panorama” Mav 29. Because 
Britain's roval family rarely give interviews .on tv or anywhere else, - 
program will be collector's item even though the. Duke's topic—tech- 
nical training in the: ‘Commonwealth—doesn't promise much in the way 
of audience-bait . Bruce Forsyth, who made his rame as. compere 
of “Val Parnell's Sunday Night at the London. Palladium,’ returns to 
top the ‘bill on the Associated Television show Sunday :28:, King Bros.. 
‘and Margo Henderson also in the program , . Kelly Braden, 16-year-old 
daughter of British television's favorite Canadians Bernard Braden 
and Barbara Kelly, made her tv debut in “Alfred Marks Time.” Asso= 
ciated-Rediffusion comedy show .. . Ever since ‘the tap-rating “Quater- 
mass” series BBC Television has been. looking fer a new science- 
fiction skein. Now it’s faund astronomy-—“A For An¢romeda,.” adapted 
by John Elliot from a story by: Professor Fred Hoyle. First Jap goes 
‘out in August 

IN BOSTON . 
Each of. Hub's three 1 tv ‘stations had at least one winner in the. 2a 

annual TV Guide Magazine “‘Bowl-Offs.” Joe Pepi, WHDH-TV scenic- 
graphic arts dept.. won the top bowler trophy with a 107 average:and. 
led the Channel 5 team to the men's team award. Cathy Glynn, WNAC- 
TV secretary, took the top women's bowler award with a 97 average. 
WBZ-TY’s women's team edged WNAC-TV by just ecicht pins-to take 
x omen’s team honors, This year’s. contest was comprised of thr ee mects’ 

which each station presented five members each cn a. man's and: 
sromen’ gs team... Bill Whalen, asst. news chief at WNAC and WNAC- 

(Continued on page 26) 
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, OF GROSS 
~ Autry & Rogers $6,000,000 Gross sYDICTIN ¢ (Glet Helms NTA as Ungar, 

Last of Founding Trio, Resigns 
“MCA ‘TV, which ‘had quite a ‘success ‘In. the Sale of the. Paramount. 

. vaultlees to tv: still ‘has to top the grosses: in relation to cost of 123. - 
Republic features. ‘These 123° pix, 56.Gene Autry’s and 67 Roy. 
“Rogers, were the first Hollywood 
.dnto tv distribufion. In fact, Republic Pictures:became so. enamored” 

features of a major ‘studio to- go. 

with the performance of MCA TV on the Autry & Rogers pix,. that 
soon: after the 1955 MCA TV" deal, Republic. set up its. own tv 
distribution. -outfit.. 
The Autry. &: Rogers pix for tv were ‘tailored’ to a ‘running - time. 

. of 53 minutes and 20:seconds,. allowing six. commercial minutes. 
MCA. TV paid, approximately $1,230,000 for the 123 pix.- To. date, .. 

. they have grossed close to $6, 000, 000. - 

Neatest Syndie Trick OF the Week: 
MCA TVs Selloff on Of- Web Hours 
In a. tight market, trick in | syndi-+ 

cation today appears-to be ‘coming 
in with product. that: meets sta-|. 
tion needs. That approach has al- 
ways been the theoretical policy of | 
6yndie-. houses, but practice time 
and. again . departed ‘from theory. 
-In ‘many. cases. the product was 
shaped. more to the urgencies of. 

hi the the producer-distr ibutors than: | serry Hyams, John Mitchell, Wil- 
needs of stations. 

Case in point is growing selloff 
in syndication of MCA TV's four 
one hour off-network series, “Riv-|. 
erboat,” “Overland Trail,” “Sus- 
picion,” “and “Cimarron _-City.”. 
Frony one viewpoint. it. was the 
worst period in tv history. to feed 
one-hour. series. into ‘the market- 
by-market route. Network option. 
time situation has never been stit- 
fer. Feature supply, augmented by: 
the post-’48's, is plentiful. Never-. 
theless, MCA TY has racked - up 
about 50 markets -totdate and the 
\sell6ff on the hour series appears 
to be good. Deals to date. not 
only. have been in major cities. 
where the potential of finding 
time: ‘slots could be considered | 
greater, but in. smaller -markets 
as well. 

| “$0 $ Summit Meet 
A summit meeting of . ‘Screen 
Gems: brass will be held at. the. 
end of the month on the Coast to | 
begin mapping. *62- "63 ‘program- 
ming plans, . 
Among execs: attending will: be 

liam Dozier, and Bob Seidleman 
as Well as others » from the: studio. 
and homeoffice.” 
SG, like. the: other major vid- 

filmeries, begins" Mmapving pro- 
‘gramming: plans - some 18 months 
‘before - air dates.” 

AB- PTs Large 
Claim in Latino 
Oseas Ventures’ 

American. - Broadcasting = Para- i 

| mates 40% 
} syndication, a ratio which brings 

entries, . 

| MAGIN NARROWS, By MURRAY HOROWITZ 
The for eign market: now approxi- 

‘of. the total gross. in 

syndication ‘closer to the global 
. |- motion picture - biz. 

Domestic syndication. exclusive 
| of features, in, ’61, is expected to. 

be in the neighborhood. of - $350,- 
|-000, 000. Foreign syndication for |- 
-'61 is estimated to be over $30,- 
000,000. or close to 40 of. the 
domestic vidfilm gross. 

What buoys the foreign share of 
the: pie ‘is that most of the prime 
network vidfiim entries are sold 
abroad, with each country repre- 
_senting another-market in the over- 
all: syndie spread. Such network 

‘of, course, don’t come 
under the domestic syndication ; 
gross ‘column. 
~ Also working to hike the foreign. 
ratio is the decline in the overall 
estimated syndication gross for '61. 
Over the ‘past several years there’s 
heen .a dropoff in domestic syndi- 
cation, with the total decrease esti- 

| mated as high as 35° to 40°. 
In effect what long had been 

‘predicted is coming to pass. The 
foreign market, 
Canada, 

whieh includes 
is becoming as vital. in 

| terms. of sales. as the domestic 
market. Of. course, there is no sub-. 
stitute for getting a-U.S. network 
ridé,. or a. good domestic play for j 
a vidfilm svyndie entry. Without 
such representation. monies can’t 
be recouped: let alone a profit 
turned. Yet, clicking off sales from 
Bangkok .to Rio now means the 
difference between a so-so entry 
and large returns. 

Narrowing. the perspective,. spot- 
lighting only the performance of | 

( 29 ’ 
Superman Hot 0 seas 

Flamingo Film's live-action 
“Superman” series is racking up 

sales in the foreign market with 
contracts signed in Japan, the 
Philippines and Brazil in the last 

two months. — 
Dubbed in Spanish as “Super- 

hombre,” the mighty dogooder also 
will soon be appearing on Mexican 
tv under a new plan to select series 
which will have a good moral in- 
fluence on kid viewers. 

Series of 104 half-hours has 
already had a run in Japan. 

ATY-ITC Applys 
‘Minow Touch To 

Program Plotting 
London, May 23. 

In top level talks on new pro- 

gramming plans, execs of Asso- 

ciated Television and its American 

‘subsid Independent 

Corp. agreed that the major pro- 

gramming accent for the forth- 

\ presi detey 
+ “Charles Glett has assumed the 

of National Telefilm 
Associates, replacing Oliver A. 
Unger, who resigned. 

Glett has had a Jong association 
with National Theatres & Televi- 
sion, which owns controlling stock 
interest in NTA. Unger’s resigna- 
tion erupted suddenly last week 
on the Coast, followed by a NTA 
hoard meeting at the weekend 
which saw the election of Glett. 
Unger returned to N.Y. with Gleitt, 
who is now the company’s chief 
exec officer. 

Bowout of Unger left two very 
pressing issues to be resolved (1) 
the offered sale of WNTA-TV AM 
& FM. Newark-N.Y.; (2) need of 
NTA for cash to reduce indebted- 
ness and lighten the interest load. 

N.Y. citizens educational group, 
represented by broker Howard 
Stark, has offered $5.750,000 for 
the tv outlet. Apparently, it’s now 
up to NTA to move on that offer. 
Still said to be very much in com- 
petitive contention for the vides 
outlet .is David Susskind, backed 
by Paramount Pictures, which is 

‘said to offer $6,600,006. 
Federal Communications Com- 

mission has more than a passing 
interest in the outcome of the 
Channel 13 situation. FCC has or- 
dered an investigation in the N.Y. 
area {o explore the feasibility of 
securing a VIIF outlet for educa- 

Television {tional tv. Similar probe is under- 
way In Los Angeles, another etv- 
less seven-station market. 

Resignation of Unger leaves the 
coming season would be on devel-| founding trio of NTA out of the 
opment: of new projects, having company. First to leave was Harold 

little or na relation to-any current | Goldman, sales v.p.. followed more 
programming: trends on the air. 

Attending the meeting were Val‘ 
Parnell and Lew Grade, represent- 

-syndie houses, the foreign. gross|ine ATV. Mike Nidorf, chief exec | 
Stations were offered the. four) mount Theatres, the Iast of the in the narrower field approximates 

“Beries: on the basis of two runs at: 
‘a price equivalent to a syndie half-- 
hour: first-runner. In. buying them. 
outlets ‘have slotted them in the | — 
five to 7 p.m. period and in. the. 
post evéning network time- periods. 
in feature. slots. 
MCA TV syndie arms had quite a 

Number of off-network properties 
‘to select from, but it chose the 
hour form, representing the first 
big thrust. of the 60-minuters in. 
‘syndication, and to. date the payoff 

. for the. choice. has been. in sales. 

CNP Sales Staff: 
No More Than 10, 

Now ‘that the elimination of a 
production operation for’ Califor- 
nia National .Productions has be- 
come definite, the NBC telefilm 
subsidiary wil . probably end up 
“with a. sales force of between six 
and 10 men (now at: approximately 
'20) and their job will be to main- 
tain some manner of-sales pacing 
on the syndicated stanzas that 
CNP has on the market currently. 

- and to sell a ‘handful of off-network. 
‘reruns. 

‘cember 
-Lsigned a business agreement with | that. there. will be more television ‘ ber Pass” 

a company licenses to. operate a ty; Sets in foreign countries by Jate 1 Jocation in 
{station in Buenos <Aires.: 
}outlet is stated’ to begin: commer- | 

j holds 

!webs to make the foreign plunge, 
‘now: Is: neck. high in the foreign | 
field, 

minority interest in. a. Caracas, 

on the air last February.. Relay 

‘In Latin America, AB PT has a ances. of ‘such vidfilmeries 
| Warner -Bros.. 

‘| Venezuela, tv station which went | Fox, and others out of the syndie ; 

from 206% to 25°: of the total 
gross. Such a perspective, though, 
leaves out the grossing perform- 

as 
Four -Star, ‘20th- 

biz, but heavy in networking.. It’s : 

officer of ITS, 

tion head. The 
| policy approach, it was said, was in 
tline with the New Frontier views 
i of FCC chairman Newton Minow. 

For the fall. ITC wil offer an 
‘adult costumer series, based on the 

stations are ‘being built’ in other | When the total grossing perform- j life of Sir Francis Drake. Because 
Cities for complete coverage of. all | ances of. domestic syndication and i many. of Drake’s travels were con- 
Venezuelan markets. A new tv{ foreign syndication are put side | cerned with America, most of the 
station in Guayaquil, Ecuador, in; by side, that the foreign markets ' storiest involve U.S. -locales, 
which AB-PT also has a minority 
interest went on the air last De- 

-Most recently, AB-PT 

This. new. 

cial telecasting within the next | 
few weeks. 
* The Central Atnericari ‘Television. 
Network, -which AB-PT helped to; 

-| create. just. a year ago in five Cen: 
tral American countries, ‘now has 
13. major’ American advertisers } 
sponsoring eight network programs: 
either: already. on the air. or up- 
coming.. AB-PT also ‘has a ‘minor- 
ity interest. in a tv station now 
being construeted. in: Beruit. Leb- 
anon. Already. actively telecasting | 

loom so. dramatically. 
As to the potential growth of 

the foreign field, indications are 

' 1962 or early. 1963 than there are 
in the U.S: This was underlined | 
in a recent stockholders address 

i by’-Leonard Goldenson, prexy of 
‘American Broad¢casting-Paramount 
:-Theatres..Goldenson put the. U.S..! 
set count now at 56.000.000. 

That foreign growth in the set 
count doesn’t assure comparable ; 
revenue returns. In many |. in- 
‘stances, there are. quotas, price 
cejlings, ete. 
thaugh, does mean potential added 
revenues, even though such rev- 
enues.may not’ be comparably as 

are two stations in Australia in; high. as the set count. increase. 
which AB-PT .has. stock interests. t 
Most of the stations in the Wes: ; 
tern hemisphere, in which AB- PT} 

interésts, 

In estimating. the foreign gross, 
the returns on the sale of features 
-to tv was included in the over 

have appointed | ‘$30,000.000 figure for ’61. In mar- 
‘As far as. the NBC management- ABC International as ‘their sales; kets other than ‘Canada and Aus- 

representatives in the sale of time ! tralia perhaps. sale of old ‘pix: to is concerned. there fs practically | 
no syndicated market, as it once , 
was known, -yet the ‘small. sales | 
‘department. will ‘be. maintained 7 
nonetheless because, web feels, 
there is no sense in. giving: up-. ine 
chance of making a few extra. bueks | 
on former network’ telefilms. The j 
stanzas ° that ultimately go into 
syndication have, 

lean syndie sales organization are 
that much gravy. 

The situation comedies that come 
off network will probably be sold 
via a‘stripping operation: to local ; 
outlets ‘or even as network day- 
time reruns), As for regional deals. 
—which are even harder ‘to come 
by. for first-run product—-CNP has 
pretty’much given up the idea ‘that | 
Such things are possible for reruns. | ir 
In its new diminished form, Cal-! 

nat will acwn hecome NBC Films, ! 
reportin® 'v to Al Stern, head | 
of NBC Enterprises, it. is reported... 

in most: cases, |. 
already paid off their production . 
nuts, and the bits. and pieces that ]: 
might come from the efforts of a{ 

City, 

[xP and KBTV. 

and programs to iter national ad-: 
vertisers,- 

AB-PT plans further expansion . 
in _the foreign field. 

‘Mev’: $ Exercise Strip 
Nowi in Nine Markets: 

Chicago, May: 23. 

ercise strip’ syndicated by Fred 
Niles Production; notched two new: 
Michigan ‘markets, WNEM-TV, Bay: 

and WOOD-TV, Grand "Rap- 
‘In addition, WAS- ‘TV, Albany, 

Denver, have re- 
newed the series for an additional 
13-week cycle. 

A total of nine Stations are car- 
rying the show now, the others -be- 
ine WWJ, Detroit; WGN-TV, Chi: 
cago: WSPD-TY,: ‘Toledo: wow 

Cleveland and WITT, Milwaukee, 
Show had originated: as a localer 
on the: Detroit station last year. . 

ids. 

“Ed Allen Time,” half- hour ex- 

tv isn’t a big factor. In many 
markets. because of exhibitor pres- 
sures, the majors have shied away 
from selling: to tv. . 

Despite the reservations, the big 
| story is. the. dramatic rise of. the 
global market, paralleling the de- 
velopment of the motion picture 
biz. 

Phitt’s Europe 0 0. 
ABC Films: prexy Henry Plitt is ! 

in Europe for a month's tour to set 
up distribution centers for the 
syndie firm's overseas branch. He'll 
visit England. France. Germany, 
Holland and Italy. 

While ABC Films currently has 
a sales agreement with R. I. Films 
Ltd., Landon, Plitt savs the ¢xpand- 
Ing Euronean market calls for the 
‘company’s own sales reps in the 
major markets abroad. He hopes to 
set up oa st°ff that will report 
directly to the company.. 

Factor: of growth, 

pr 

‘Dia- 
llog and. plots are described as being 
istrictly.on the adult level. 

' ITC will follow Drake with “Ky- 
to be filmed partly on 
India, via a coproduc- 

;tion deal. with George Sherman. 
‘The adult approach for the series 
was described as a “Himalaya Gun- 
smoke.” 

At the same time ITC will put 
into production an atmospheric 
| eetiod piece based on _ gaslight 
|perjod of London during the 1880's, 
{called “Terror.” Stories of mys- 
tery will be by. great suspense 
writers of England including Daph- 
ne DuMaurier, H. E. - Bates, 
Coran Dayle and others. Posible 
host might be Orson Welles, if con- 
tractual problems can be resolved. 

3 ISLANDER’ SECS 
SET AS THEATRICAL 

‘Hollywood, May 23. 
Jaime del Valle Will link three 

episodes of “The Islanders” that he 
produced for MGM-TV Iast season 
and release them 
through Metro’s foreign distribution 
arm. Pic will carry skein title. Wil- 
liam Reynolds, James Philbrook 
and -Diane Brewster starred in 
ABC-TV series. 

Del Valle has also beén set by 
Metro to develop three one-hour 
formats to be made in conjunction 
with his Java .Productions. Pro- 

i ducer's last project for Studio was 
| “The Asphalt Jungle." 

J 

a 

| LOONEY TUNES TO WOR-TV 
1 First station to sign for Seven 
: Arts <Associated’s f-ooney Tunes 
cartoons is WOR-TY, Y. Pack- 
age consists of 191 carioons, 

-WOR-TY _ previously bought 
| Seven Arts’ “Films of the 50°s, 

folume One.” initiel package of 
Warner Bros. post-'48’s. 

as a feature. 

ey 

recently by Ely Landau, former 
INTA chief executive officer. Lan- 
‘dau’s resignation was announced 
at a press conference wheré, at 
the same time, the station was 

and Leslie Harris, ! heralded to be up f I , p for sale. Landau, 
ATY and ITC's European produc-!a5 promised, put in a hefty bid for 

programming ;the proadcast properties, but at 
this stage, the Landau bid isn’t 
looked upon with much seriousness 
‘by NTA execs. 

Unger, prior to his sudden res- 
ignation, stressed that 80°? of 
NTA’s gross revenues was de~ived 
from distribution side of biz. ““om- 
pany, since the NT&T mo-e-in, 
has operated deep in the red. 
NTA management and that of 

NT&T had been under fire by in- 
surgent stockholder Leonard Davis. 
Davis and his associate afler a 
proxy battle secured two represen- 
tatives of NT&T’s board of direc- 
tors. In the wake of the proxy bat- 

(Continued on page 40) 

OF, Wolper Team 
On 39 TV Biogs 

Official Films, branching out 
from its quickles out of the news- 
reel archives, has pacted a co- 
production agreement with David 
L. Wolper for a series of 39 half- 
hour tv. documentaries titled “Biog- 
raphy” with Mike Wallace on nar- 
ration. 

Wolper begins production with 
the story of the late New York 
mayor, Fiorello H. La Guardia. 
Later biog subjects will include 
Gary Cooper, Clark Gable, Frank- 
lin D. Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson, 
Adolf Hitler, Benito Mussolini, 
Gen. Pershing and others. Offic‘al 
has rights to the Paramount news- 
reel archives and other historic 
film sources. - 

‘FROM JOLSON OV 
AS CANADA SPECIAL 

Hollywood, May 23. ~ 
Tony Thomas, producer for 

Canadian Broadcasting Corp., is 
here taping an houriong history of 
Hollywood motion picture music: ls, 
tabbed “From Jolson On.” for air- 
ing July 9 over Canadian network. 

Dick Powell is’ narrating. with 
show to feature soundtrack clips 
covering muciecais fron “The Jazz 
Singer” through next 20 years. 
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— “Weso stated when the season got under way. 
Weiterated it as the season continued. And now, 
with the season nearing its end, we reiterate ' 
it: There is nothing. harder to: stop. than the 
trend of evening audiences toward ABC-TV.* 

Reason: ABC’s leadership in Sports. (ABC’s 
Wide World of Sports, All-Star Golf, Orange 
Bow! Game, Bing Crosby Golf Tournament, 
Fight of the Week, NCAA Football, Pro Foot- 
ball & College Basketball. ) 

Reason: ABC’s leadership in action adven- 
ture entertainment. (The Untouchables, 77 Sun- 

VARIETY 

BEX tiie as BY 

oM ye 
OM an 

Jsevaeaconarer saebmetiinwe cone oe 

‘set Strip, Maverick, | Naked City. . 

Reason: ABC's leadership in comedy, car- 
‘toon shows. (My Three Sons, The Flintstones.) 

‘Reason: ABC’s facing of the issues of the day. 
(ABC-TV News Final, The Winston Churchill 
series, Close-Up!, Expedition!) 

‘The result: Where people can choose, in the’ 
largest 3-network competitive area measured by. 
‘Nielsen,* ABC is No. 1 in evening audience. 

Look at the up-looking chart at the right. 

ABC Television Network 
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24 measured weeks 
3-net share 

Oct. 24, 1900=Apr. 16, 19061 

‘Source: National Nielsen 50 Markets TY Reports, Average 
Audience, October 24, 1960 through ApS 16, 1961. Sunday, 
6:30 to 11 PM, Monday through Satur 7230 to 11 PM. 
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WNEW Radio, Billing $7,000,000, To 
Bypass Rep & Will Go It on Own), 

In dec:sion 
modern broadcasting, WNEW 
Radio will hereafter function with- 
out the services of a station rep 
organization. The N.Y. indie will 
set up its own sales offices in Chi- 
cago. Detroit and San Francisco: 
and will sever its ties with the 
Robert Eastman reppery effective 
June 1. 

Although radio and tv stations 
have set up. sales offices in key 
cities in the-past and staffed theny 
vith their own men, they have 
done so in order to backstop their 
rep. never to supplant them. But 
WNEW, according to v p.-general 
manager Jack Sullivan, has 
reached the decision that in to-. 

unprecedcnted in i 

D.G. G ji : Minow .C. Gangup: 
quae Continued from page 19 mamma | 

Trederick W. Ford, often pictured 
ws Minow’s mentor, delivered the 
authoritative statement of opposi- 
tion. 

The plan. followed by nearly 
identical ones for other regulatory 
commissions, was 'sent to Capitol 
Hill April 27. It appeared to many 
a much-diluted proposal, hardly a 
shadow of the recommendations 
for regulatory reform contained in 
James M. Landis’ original report 

VARIETY 
Phony ‘Variety’ Rep. 
A man offering himself as 

connected with VARIETY in 
Rome, Italy, has been contact- 
ing talent in Manhattan again. 
This is a-re-appearance. after 
some months for “George Mor- 
gan.” As before stated, he. is 
without connection with 
VARIETY. | 

Trade is warned against this 
phoney. . 

Chi Agencies 
Chieago, May 23. 

The fairly recent merging of Sev- 
{eral regional petroleum firms into 
| two separate large companies Is 
! proving .a windfall to the. general 
‘ad media. Humble Oil Co., which 
‘had incorparated the -Oklahoma 
‘brand and switched its name to 
Enco, launched its massive cam- 

ipaign'a few weeks: ago via Need- 
to Kennedy before he took office. ! ham, Louis & Brorby; and starting 

day's radio murket. selling must! 

any rep outfit can afford to pro-? Commissioners. panels of Commis-! educate three marketing regions to 
vide. sioners, and FCC staffers. Right of rthe fact that American, Standard 

Briefly, it would authorize the !today Tues.) American Oil Co, is. 
be done in far greater Cepth than; Chairman to delegate functions to'on an all-media saturation binge to’ 

Sullivan concedes that the cir- appeal from hearing examiner's; Oil of Indiana and Utah, Oil Re- 
cumstances leading to the WNEW 
decision may be unique. Station is 
Jocated in N.Y., of course, and has 
its own seven-man sales staff to 
cover Madison Ave., using East- 
ynan for out-of-town coverage. But 
he also cites these factors: 

1. Although the national average 
for major markets is 70 to 72°. of 
gpot billings originating from N.Y. 
agencies, the WNEW average is 
85°~, a good testament to its own 
staff but indicating a weakness } 
out-of-town. Sullivan puts it an- 
other way: he’s got seven beer 
accounts on the station, give out 
of N.Y. spending $2.500 a week on 
the average, and two out of Mil- 
waukee-Chicago each spending 
$1.100, again indicating a stronger 
selling job is needed. 

2. Radio today has reached a 
point of refinement where it isn’t 
simply enough to tell a timebuyer 
that this is a “music and news” 
station and hand him a ratingbook. 
Salesman has to be able to point 
up the’ differences between 
WNEW and other music and news 
outlets, to “profile’ the station 
with skill and depth. 

3. There are distinctive differ- 
ences that must be explained for 
WNEW. Its rate card runs twice as 
higk. as a leading N. Y. competitor 
and its audience advantage is only 
about a third as much. Why the 
discrepancy? That's the- story the 
salesman has got to be able to tell, 

: decisions and oral argumerit before | fining Co. are now a single corpc- 
;the Commission would le abol-|rate; nationwide family. 
fished. Big’ safeguard is Doreen | American Super’ Premium and 

‘that any three Commissioners ta! American Regular are supflanting 
‘majority less one”) can override ; Standard Gold .Crown and Red 
‘the Chairman and insist of re-}Crown brands‘in the midwest, al- 
‘view of a ease by the full FCC. | though for comretitive reasons the 
Final action would abolish FCC's} well established Standard identi- 
;review staff which writes epinions, | fication will be retained on serv- 
| orders, etc.. for the Commission. ; ice station signs. Signs, however, 

The telling blows against the; ¥ill-have the same design and color 
plan were by Harris and Ford, but | scheme. of the national logo. ' In 
GOP Reps. William Avery (R- | nerthwest.’ Utah Oil's Ultra-Power 
:Kans.) and William Springer «R- | 2rands will also be renamed Amer- 

Ill.) also joined in the opposition. :i¢an. and in the south and east the 
{So did Federal Communications | company will retain Amoco Super 
‘Bar Assn., spoken for by its presi-: fer the premium gasoline. ; 
dent, Robert M. Booth Jr. “4. As a national brand, American 

.y eas ‘is now abie to use. the large cir- 
| Harris’ opposition and that of! 
ihis subcommittee was based on the Spacer goeeveocet he pres 
‘claim that the reorganization plan‘ ent ‘campaign. , 
amended the Communications Act! will be shopping: in. “tHe network 
in a confusing fashion. and also-radio and tv marts in: the future, 
left dangling the question of where: put in- Present splurge D'Arcy. 
the abolished FCC review staff agency hss purchased ‘progrars 
would = ga. Regular 

Undoubtedly it: 

0 legislation! and spots on individual stations.: 
could achieve the same objectives ; Included’ are 154 tv and 330 radio. 

j 

sought by the plan. and Harris 
vehementiv attemnted to disasso- 

opposition which held ‘the plan 
would make FCC a “one-man” 
Commission and a tool of the White 
House. 
lowed themselves to come under 
the thumb of their Chairman. they 
didnt belong on FCC, Harris de- 
clared. And support of the plan’s 

: objectives did not compromise his 

‘t 
ciate himself from the school of : 

If the Commissioners al-: 

be it a rundown on the station: opposition to Executive domina- 
talent, an audience composition j+:cn of the agencies. 
profile as against the competition,| Ford concluded a studied and 
or even the fact that WNEW |technical appraisal of the plan with 
grants 25-minute product protec-}these werds to the Government 
tion in a day and age when even’ Operations group: My view is that 
the tv networks, let alone radio,|it should be rejected because ‘it 
have dropped it completely. threatens to impair the status of 

A station rep, even the best of; the agency as an independent body 
them, simply can't do the job, says: of seven co-equal members: be- 
Sullivan. It stands to reason, he} cause it is unlikely to achieve its 
says, that three men selling j objectives of ‘‘more economical 
WNEW exclusively in Chicago will ;and expeditious administration and 
do a better job than a three-man | because it attempts in the name of 
rep staff.in Chi who are handling |reorganizatior to alter radically 
40 stations. It would be an impos-|the procedural rights of litigants 
sible task for the rep salesmen to}before the Commission.” Latter 
have enough vital information j undertaking, he added would be 
about the station at their finger- | “far more appropriate” to handle 
tips and to do the kind of creative ; by regular legislation. . 
selling that Sullivan now requires. [ Commissioners Robert Bartley 

Now it-may be that WNEW will} and Rosel Hyde also sided against 
find it’s moved in the wrong direc-* the plan. mainly on grounds of its 
tion, Sullivan says, but the cir-' purported threat to the Commis- 

cumstances are such that he feels‘ sion’s independent status and 
the experiment must be“attemfited. {| downgrading of individual. mem- 
Station is currently billing nearly ; bers. Commissioner Robert E. 
$7.000.000 a year, and must con-! Lee also was reported against it. 
tinue tou move ahead. The cost of Minow stated the case for the 
selling out-of-town, using staffers! defense, having Commissioners 

. 

instead of a rep. will be higher! John Cross and T. A. M. Craven on- 
but not substantially higher, heihis side. The youthful Chairman 
says, and if they can justify the was obviously irked by the attacks 
inove by bringing in new billings'of Reps. Springer and Avery on 
they'll be paying their way and re-' his NAB speech. which they claim- 
ducing the costs. /ed revealed a belief in censorship 
_All three new offices will head- of program content. 

quarter at offices of Foster &: “I regret.’ he said. “that my 
Kleiser, the outdoor advertising'speech to the broadcasters occu- 
outfit owned by WNEW's parent: pied so much of your ithe subcom- 
MetroMedia Inc., so part of the’ mittee’s) attention 
overhead will be shaved. Chi office : live they were misinterpreted . .. 
will consist of three men, headed ;] am not interested in the content 

..« but I be- | 

by Dave Miller, who's moving over 
from MetroMedia’s WHK, Cleve- 
Jand, where he.was sales manager. 
Other two are Gordon Copeland, 
formerly with the Venard, Rintoul 
& ‘MeConnell rep house, and Ken 
‘Pierce. ex-Peters, Griffin & Wood- 
ward. . 

Detroit office will be handled 
by David Croninger, former part 
ewner and operator of WTAC, 
Flint. Dick Schutte, ex-Eastman, 
wil! represent WNEW in San Fran- 
cisco. Backstopping the five new 
men out of N.Y. will be Dick Ger- 
ken, eastern sales chief of the 
Metropolitan Broadcasting radio 
stations. 

of any program.” . 
Minow took note that sparse op- 

position was being raised against 
the other regulatory agency reor- 
ganization plans, suggesting that 
broadcasting regarded itself as 
some kind of sacréd- cow. He 
pointed his finger at the FCC Bar 
Assn. and the industry in general 

their own way. 
Minow queried: “Do you want 

us to get rid of our backlog? ..; 
It will not be fair for Congress to 
criticize us if we are slow in reach- 
ing decisions on matters of import- 
ance when we are all tied up in red 
tape.” 

for their efforts to have things. 

| Stations. | _ 

With the Station Reps 
Herald: Tribune Radio Network 

of four stations:in New York sub- 
urbs has shifted repperies from the 
Bolling Co. to Venard, Rintoul & 
McConnell. 

Reason for the shift was not 
given, but recent power boests ot. 
two of the four. outlets ‘with an- 
other pending FCC approval) may 
have been the catalyst. With the 
new power, network feels it should 
be as an area buy rather than Jocal, 
and possibly figures Venard, Rin-- 

!toul & McConnell is better -sit- 
‘uated for the larger sell. 
WGHQ. which went. from 1,000 

to 5,000 watts. is now pitching as 
‘covering the Hudson Valley rather 
than Kingston-Saugerties. 

5kw’s last year, and now identifies 
as covering. Long Island. WVIP, 
Mt.. Kisco, with application . for. 
boost, will claim northern West- 
chester as bailiwik, while WVOX, 
New Rochelle, covers the southern” 
part of the county. — 

- AM Bangtail Binge .. 
Web of seven radio stations has 

been lined up by packager Tommy 
Roberts ‘who handles racing as- 
signments .for NBC-TV and the}: 
Sports Network). for feature horse 
races of the day from three New 
Jersey tracks. 

Roberts broadcasts, which are 
15 minutes with color commentary, 
running description and recap of 
day's races, is fed to WK DN. Phila- 
delphia-Camden; WJLK. Asbury 
Park: WFPG, Atlantic City; 
WWBZ, Vineland: WTTM, Tren- 

!ton: WHOL, Allentown and WNTA, 
|\Newark. ‘The — sportscaster 
launched the web a year ago, and 
this year’s spread began in April 
with an origination from Garden 

| State Park, Camden... ° — ot 
Briefs: Some 350 Coast ad execs 

were expected for run-offs of 
award winners-in the second -an- 

Festival at the Sheraton West 

‘pery has named Gerald D. Drucker, 
formerly with Ziv-UA ‘to the New 
York tv sales staff, and Richard G. | 
Doherr, formerly broadcast media 
supervisor -at Fuller & Smith & 
Ross, Pittsburgh, to the New York 
radio sales staff, , 

Edmonton, Alta,.— Construction 
of $100.000 studios for station 
CFGP, Grande Prairie, Alta., will 
start July 1, with completion ex- 
jpected in Navember: The present 
jstudio site will be sold. — 

WFYI, 
Mineola-Garden City, went up to- 

nual. American Commercials Film | 

Hotel, Los Angeles ... . Katz rép-. 
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From The Production Centres 
Continued from page 22 gee 

‘TV, not only was on top of Boston's manhunt story, in which the killer 

of a jail master shot himself as the cops closed in, with Bob Dinneen, 
: Dave Marlin and Gus Saunders, but also gave eyewitness description 

live to WOR, New York, RKO General station .. . Mrs. Renza Shepard, 
Derry, N.H. mother of astronaut Alan Shepard, named “honorpry 
mother of the year” by WBZ radio and feted at WBZ award luncheon 
..» WBZ radio awarded 1960 certificate of merit by BMI ‘and American. 
Assn. for state and local history for radio documentary “1962: Year of 

4-Terror.” ... WHDH and WHDH-TV running an outdoor: barbecue and 
hincheon’ for its staff of 200 today ‘Wed.) with “Outdoor Livings is’ 
Fun” theme ..-. Paul G. O’Friel, gen. mgr., WBZ radio, elected to 
board of directors of Big.Brother Assn.-of Boston . . .. Phyl Doherty, - 
WNAC-TYV publad chieftian. off for Bermuda, and returns to her desk 

nday... AS a result of seeing’a special program on WJAR-TV. more 
tan 50 Rhode Islanders volunteered to donate their eyés, after death, . 
to an eye bank. | i 

j . bs ] 

Aristid Von Wurtzler, New York Philharmonic Orchestra harpist, in . 
guestint last week on WISN-TV’s “Open House on 12,” with station 
staffers Barbara Orteig and Bill Plante . ...WEMP: sports director Earl 
Gillespie continues play-by-play of Milwaukee Braves baseball. Inci-. 
dently, “Play Ball,” the WEMP exclusive pre-game interview show with. 
Gillespie cements sponsor and viewer relations... . Bill. Plante on news 
;and Charles La Force on weather on WISN-TV Saturdays at 10 p.m.,. 
in “Saturday News Review,” is standout weekend newseast . . ...On 
WTMJ-FM, outstanding jazz artists, bands and: combos. also at 10 p.m. . 
Saturdays catches the homebodies . . .“Sports Mike.” with WIMJ's 

: Mike Walden at 2:30 p.m., blankets the fleld . ; . Local television view-. 
;ers registered interest in second of four part “Catholic Hour,” series 
;on “Theatre: Past and Present,” on WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee Journal 
j Station on Sun. *14).. Prime comment stemmed from host-narrator. Fr.. 
| John Walsh (director of drama at Marquette Univ.). covering -excerpts 
i trom plays. : 7 

|IN MINNEAPOLIS . 
Jack Bailey’s “Queen for a Dav’ will be a feature’ of Minneapolis 

“Aquatennial July 17-21, ABC show will be handled by KMSP-TV, 
web's Twin Cities affiliate. and will originate ‘from Orpheum’ Thea- 

;tre ... Al Tedesco, brother of :‘WMIN owners. Nick and Vic Tedesco, 
will launch a competing station, KTCR, here this fal]. He’s also plan- 
ning to build a new station next year in Ft. Lauderdale .. .-WCCO-. 
TV personality Randy Merriman will expand bowling show assign- . 
ments following cancellation. of. his twice-weekly afternoon program. 
Merriman will host “All-Star Bowling,” “Bowlerama”. and “Blue Pin 
Special” in addition to his current “Bowling Bonanza.” . . . Noting: 
that KSTP has dropped jazz and WTCN is adopting new “familiar” 
musie policy. Will Jones, Minneapolis Tribune entertainment cal- 
umnist, opined, “We seem to move two steps closer to the day when 

jall Twin Cities radio stations will sound exactly alike.” . . . Fund 
drive for KTCA-TV, Twin Cities educational station, has raised” $27,- .. 
000 of $52.000 goal. Target is 10°o of station's budget... Pulse, Inc. | 
ratings indicate that WCCO is averaging half-million listeners daily for 
Minnesota Twins play-by-play baseball broadeasts. — 

IN CLEVELAND .. . 
Disk jockeys from WDOK and WERE operated from downtown. de- 

partment store display windows as part of a downtown festival..Those 
of KYW rode a free public bus to meet their fans . ... WJW-TV: bowed 
to local pressure and decided to schedule the CBS pubaffairs chapter - 
of “Washington Conversation” with Newton N..Minow, FCC chairman, 
The show was not carried here at the same time the network in general 
had it... Jerry Miller, WERE. disk jockey, fled-town for Dallas, said 
he didn’t dig the climate. No replacement yet .’. . Jameson Clark, one 
of. BBC’s top sportscasters. in tawn on.a. jet inaugural flight from 
London, sat in at the Cleveland-New York baseball game and did the 
sticky wicket pitch for .a few innings with Jimmy Dudley and Bob. 
Nea] on WERE Radio and then joined Harry Jones and Ken Coleman 
for similar tv spiel on WJW.. OO | “ — 

IN PITTSBURGH ... 
Dan Mallinger has a new glamor series in production featuring 

-Eleanor Schano, Pitt mode] and tv. personality. Show has been sold to 
WIIC who has it slotted on the Kay Neuman show..Mallinger is a former 
tv announcer here now active in. promotion and advertising .-... Bruce 
Still, KQV production director, to deliver commencement address at its 
high school. Brother, Lee, is in graduating class... . Robert Stevens 
is new program director at WCAE .... Bob Clark is. the new commer- ° 
cial manager at. WKJF-FM .. ,. Engineer Earl Sneathen has been . 
switched from KDKA to KDKA-TV..Philip Baer, formerly with WJAS, © 
succeeded him on the radio side. Les Rawlins, general manager of 

‘| KDKA, elected as a director of the Pittsburgh Field Club ..; WTAE 
personality Hank Stobl and. Susan Stahlsmith honeymdoning in Nassau. 

LIN DETROIT ee: @ 

WXYZ-TV received the only award given this vear_to a radio or tv 
station by the Michigan Chapter of the National Multiple Sélerosis 
Society for its support of the organization's fund-raising program .; , 
Ww’ is seeking permission from the FCC to boost.its FM power from 
50 kw to 500 kw ... Forest Tucker, here with “Music Man" and 
George Romney, American Motors prexy. are: the. latest personalities 
to record appeals in a WXYZ series to stimulate inocculation against 
polio... CKLW is reporting. good response in its series of .contests:: 
for different groups of workers, the winners of which will receive tick- 
ets to a preem of “Return to Peyton Place.” St on 

IN CINCINNATI .. . - | 
WCPO-TV, recently switched from ABC-TV to CBS-TV, granted 

right by CBS prexy James Aubrey to carry “CBS Reports” and. “Face 
the Nation” programs on a delayed basis, to be aired: on Sunday. 4 to 
5 p.m... . James Crane;-WLW-T sales manager since 1956, is new 
sales manager of. WLW. David Strubbe upped to WLW-T sales chief. . . 
Jimmie Williams, formerly of ‘‘'Grand Ole Opry” and WCPO-TV, ig 
new disk Jockey on WCKY’s “Jamboree”... . Don Chapin, Taft Broad-. 
casting Coe. veep in charge of sales, conducting weeklong ‘sales: con- 
ference for forces of web's tv and radio stations at Cincy homeoffiee. 

IN PHILADELPHIA ... 
| Kenneth W. Stowman, general sales manager of the WFIL stations, 
convention chairman of: the Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters, slated 
to meet at Penn State College (May 21-23). Drew Pearson speaker 
for opening dinner . ... Cliff Arquette to guest at. Pearson's auto show- 
room, Woodbury, N.J., to celebrate Gettysburg. Week 122-27)... .WFILe’ 
TV's cowgirl, Sally Starr, at Willow Grove Park, making daily appear- 
ances ... Fom Lawrence, formerly of Look mag,. joined the WRCV 
sales staff... Ed Harvey, host-of WCAU’s two-hour “Talk of Phila- 
delphia” to emcee the Miss Brigantine Contest at the Dennis Hotel.,. 
‘Atlantic City 127)... George Spelman, former program director and 
newsman with WILM, Wilmington, Del., and Ivan Scott, formerly with ” 
the “Voice of America,” and KYW, Cleveland, join the. WIP news steff 
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~ Ogilvy & the AA Pledge 
American Airlines is permanently grounded in dts’ “quest: ‘fora 

new ad agency as far as. ‘Ogilvy, Benson ‘& Mather prexy. David- 
‘Ogilvy’ is concerned. . 

‘AA late last ‘week ahnounced it would take on from Young &. | 
Rubicam. and. land with -its $6,000,000 billings bundle elsewhere, - 
naming’ ‘five agencies that had ‘been invitéd. to solicit the biz—- 
OB&M, BBDO, Ted Bates, Lenhen -&: Newell and’ Doyle-Dane- 
Ber nbach. 

“In no uncertain terms, Odilvy has told OB&M execs that the ‘air- 2 
line account is not for them.:.Memo from the prez reads: ‘ 
morning: we have declinéd the invitatjon for a variety of reasons. 

“You may remember that ‘the’ indoctrination. presentation (‘Magic . 
Lantern Shaw’) which I give to new members.of: the staff when. --} 
they first join. the agency, starts with this statement:. 
pose is to be the. most effective agency. This can. only ‘be. achieved... 
if we continue to exercise great care: in selécting our. clients... 
‘They must make a product that we would be” proud to advertise; 
They must he the kind of people with.whom we:can work‘happily 
on terms of intimate partnership; and they must want us to make’ 
‘a profit.’ In the judgment of your management, ‘the. American. Air- 
-lines account meets only: one of these specifications—which is: not 
‘enough. iy 

Which specification. AA meets is anybody's guess, but it may be. 4 
that Ogilvy wanted the biz on-a-straight fee. rather than eémmission 
basis, aS with the agency’s Shell -account. Otherwise, : the prez. 
either dislikes American planes or folks or both.. 

~ Radio $ Comeback Ih UK 
Average Viewer: ‘Cutting TV Tae To. Embrace 

Sound’ ‘Medium, Survey Shows 
+ 

London, May. 23. 

-‘The British may be resting their | 
eyes from television, but they: are 
lending their ears. more often to 
‘their ‘radio sets: While a recent 
survey .. showed. that the average 
‘U.K. viewer was cutting his tv time.| 
by around 20 minutes daily,. audi-: 
ences for radio are up. by 2,000, 000 |. 
on those for this time last -year. 

Denis Morris. head of the BBC 
‘Light. Program, has just announced 
that.one of his programs—a Sunday 
morning. disk. show. called ‘‘Family 

:, -Favorites”—is- now playing to. 17,- 
000,000 listeners, a bigger audience. 

“than that reached by ‘any regular 
tv show in Britain. 

Said Morris:’ “Listening figures. 
are most encouraging. Some. 25,- 
000,000 people listen to some sound. 
broadcasting each day, and during 
‘the. last year. may programs of yast- ; 
ly different: types have greatly da- 
creased their audiences,” 

: federal treasury would have to be: 

LANGE, [Wat Bean Cate Pati ow ets CLWOIFKS AS 
SHELL SHOCKER Hour Film Shows Hit ‘61-62 Peak “By BILL GREELEY 

There .are agency men working 
.{in, the Madison Ave. bush country 
this week who could be ‘thinking 
that -Montgomery, Ala., would be: 
a good: vacation. spot. 

At a time when the inhabitants. 
{should be'.taking a breather: after 
| the rigors of a tough video ‘buying 
Season, they were learning, via the | 

.. This 

‘Cur. pur- 

‘try’s knife is a chronic. twister: 

|of $10,000,0G0- cig billings from: 
-{McCann-Erickson to J. Walter 
|-Thompson. 

American Airlines final -notice 
|to Young & “Rubicam on its $6;- 
‘000,000 biz, and agency prexy Da- 

-|vid Ogilvy’s. waspish rejection of; 
‘an invitation to bid for the airline 
account {see separate story). 

.|~ Shell: Oil’s restive attitude about 
-|its loudly trumpeted ‘$15: 000.000 
plunge inta newspapers, ‘with- new 
ageney Ogilvy, Benson & Mather | 

| already making detailed investiga-; 
itions of network programs at all 
‘webs, with sharp media revisions 

| indicated for next .year. (Already 
signed. at CBS-TV: a piece of the 
pro football Giants games on a 

|New ‘Second’ Stations 
In Canada Expected To 

Cost CBC $5,000,000; 
‘Ottawa, May- 22. 

Appearance. of “second”: televi- & Walsh in favor of JWT, and 

‘sion stations in markets formerly ;one that C. Terence Clyne, vice 
exclusive to the Canadian Broad-;Chaitman: and tv topper at Mec- 

! Cann-Erickson, will. bow out in the! 
casting’ Corp. is expected to ‘cost 'wake of the cig billings toss, with 
CBC: ‘$5,000,000 : next year. Cia high exec post at. Desilu dis-; 
broadcasting. corporation. showed. a!cussed as the next berth. 
graph to the House of Commons!  figgett & Myers slide in sales, 
committee on. icoadcasting: indi-' 
cating its. annual grant. from: the : 

yey ‘close on a new CBS series of 
sports hours: beginning in! 

Tanuars: 
1 of which ‘has filled the. air 

with the usual flurry of rumors, 
including : one that Texaco will! 

‘moved from Cunningham & Walsh 
to - McCann-Erickson three years 

upped. by $8,000,000 to cover this; cq, is forwarded as’ the major} 
loss .plus . additional operating ex-. 
Penses in 1962, «° 

The-loss-in the two station mar- | & Co. had.& tempest-tossed tv buy- 
kets would be in commercial réev-| ing season, which led tothe even- 
enues chanelled. to the privately-: tual shucking of ABC-TV and re- 
|owned tvers as. they begin ‘opera- placement: of practically: all the 

EW 

‘;regional ‘basis with pacting also. 
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AD-ON 
What Began as Checkmate Pattern 

| 

P&G Anxious to Wipe 
Slate Clean of ‘Mary’ 

* The hour form as a network’ 
vehicle will be on top of its crest 
next season, with no less than 48 
one hour shows slated each week 
in prime evening time by the three 
networks. The 48 weekly 60-min- 

| Procter & Gamble wants to buy | uters represent about two-thirds of 
off the last four half-hour films in ithe prime evening hours of the 

i that the sponsor can start rolling as | 

;day hotspell replacement, 
i Could Be You.” 

Bankroller wants to 

p.m. time period. 
fails and the remainder of “Peter 

| Loves Mary” goes on, the replace- 
ment naturally won't get on the 
air until July,-when P&G feels ir. 
won't have the advantage of a 

| headstart on the competition. 

‘Russ TV’s ‘Best Bet’: 
_ Trooping of the Guard 
‘On Queen Liz’s Birthday: 

London, May 23. 
Trooping of the Color ceremony 

—always a top attraction ~ for 
i American tourists in, London— 
will this year be seen 1 by millions 

‘of Russian televiewers in a direct 
broadcast to Moscow. : 

The BBC, which screened a  di- 

cow May Day Parade, offered the 
, Russians the choice of one,outside 
broadcast in return. 
to see the Queen. inspecting her 
guards at the trooping ceremony 
on June 10. 

The entire event—which marks 
the Queen’s official birthday—will 

Eurovision link. Soviet commen- 
; tator in Londen will be Yuri Fo- 
kin, head of the news department 

‘reason for the switch to JWT, but) of the Moscow Television Central | 
it should bg pointed out the Clyne j Network. Program will also in-! 

clude shots of London and the 
British people. 

Other program swaps with Mos- 

‘begin: more to the 30-minute form, 
“You” on June 7 in its 10-10:301 

“If the buyout | 

following events, that the indus- | the “Peter Loves Mary” series so | three webs. 
Those now trying to crystal ball 

Liggett & ‘Myers’. sudden switch | soon as possible with its. Wednes- the ‘62-63 season opine that such 
Itian abundance spells a’ move away 

in another direction, perhaps back 
or 

another time variety. The conten- 
tion of this group is that the hour 
form. especially as it pertains to 
film, first was used as a checkmate 
devise, a la “Maverick” vs. “Sul- 
livan,” with the 60-minute oater 
getting the half-hour draw on-Sul- 
livan. With the three networks now 
replete with 60- minuters, mosily 
vidfilm series. the webs have check=- 
mated themseleves to death. 

Unsung, yet noticed, isthe fact 
that unlike previous seasons, more 
60-minute vidfilm series in the sea- 
son just winding up, have bit the 

jdust. There was a time, just a year 
or so ago, that most any competent 
hour vidfilm series would pass rat- 

jing muster. That doesn’t hold near- 
|ly as true today and with 34 vd- 
film hour series due for unwind- 
ing next fall, likelihood of growing 
casualties is considered .in the 

spring its biz out of, Cunningham | rect transmission of the 1961 Mos- | ¢@™ds. 
Then there are these factors: 

Number of advertisers have 
They chose | been forced into buying particiva- 

| tions in hour shows simply becav @ 
there weren't any half-hour slnts 
and programs available for the up- 
coming season. The longer form 
just had crowded the half-hour 

; which started before the account|] pe transmitted to USSR via the ‘series out. 

| Networks have a year-round sell- 
ing job on the 60-niinuters. In the 
hot selling periods, the 60-minu.¢ 
vidfilm series, the weak and ithe 
strong, may be sold out. But in tue 
off-season periods, there are ma.y 
non-commercial: holes in the 6)- 
minuters and the prediction is 

cow announced by the BBC in-|that the networks won't be able io Apart from “Family: F rites,” tions across. Canada, 
these’ include two teenagé pop-|. 
‘song shows, “Saturday: Club” (in- 
creased by 1,500,000 ta 8.000,000).|. 
and “Easy Beat”. -(which -has new. 
-daubled its audience to more than 
6.000, 000) and a children’s pro- 
gram “Listen With Mother,,’ which, 
at. 1, :750,000,, shows &. 30% ‘in- 
crease.” . 

Emphasis ‘on easy-to-listen-to. miu 
sic: and bright comedy’ shows. :is: 
-pelieved-to be responsible for ra- 
-dio’s -eomeback in U.K. Morris.| 
believes that a new kind of radio | 
‘audience is ‘developing. - “For -one 
‘thing, radio now seems to matter] 
-more to the young than it does to |. 
the middle-aged. And, with thous | 
ands of transistors. and car radios | 

heing bought. each day, the future | 
for sqund ‘radio is as exciting - as: it | 
1g bright." ” . 

Set N. Y. Hearings. 
On Web Practice 

' Washington, ‘May 23 
Federa Communications -Com-! 

mision’s network: ‘study team re- “of Cuba, and Novins, covering it 
turns to New York June 20 for | out of Miami... was a virtual one- 
public hearings on “production, | ™an.. news source for the Associa- 

distribution, sale and. exhibition” ated Press as. its -bulletins con- 
of tv programs. stantly quoted: him as its source 

The sessions are designed to give ' ‘during. invasion day. But  Novins’ 
FCC the lowdown on the New York! © ole went much. deeper; he broke 
phase of tv network program prac- | 
tices and policies. Hearings on the| tral “Intelligence Agency's role 
Hollywood vidpix industry: were “in the invasion; he was the first to 
held last -year. {give the accurate figure on -the 

" Network hearings. were last held! number of invasion troops; he was 
in. New York ~ in - the summer. of in. fact: one of the .few -authorita-. 

1958, when. the role of ad. agencies tive: voices covering the invasion. 

On web practices was aired. 
FCC. Chief. Hearing Examiner. tivation: -since- 1957 of key sources 

ed: to increase by 8 

By BOB CHANDLER 

CBS correspondent: Stuart Nov- 
ins. left over the weekend on a 

‘Latin American: tour to. ‘explore 

nothing extraordinary about: ‘his 
trip except ‘the fact that he had 
‘undertaken the same tour a couple 

. rupted suddenly. for ‘one of’.the 
biggest ‘stories of Novins’ life and 

-one in which he ‘served asa key: au- 
| thority. 

James. D.- ‘Cunningham, who had| among. the rebels, from the time. 
clashes’ with ‘several Hollywood | they were members of the’ Castro 
witnesses, including 
Taft..Schreiber, will preside. at the Started: en New Year's Day, 1957, 
New York hearings. when he. was filling in for. a -col- 

‘of months.ago when it was -inter- 

The story was the rebel. invasion 

the first complete story on the Cen-. 

’ The. key to. his ‘role. was. his cule 

MCA -veep revolutionary’ ‘movement. That all 

|L&M budget at the ether webs. 
‘The graph also showed the total | The cig. firm was brilited about in 

‘CBC: outlay for the 1961-62 fiscal !an ABC schedule shakeup that saw 
year rising to- $110,000,000; withthe web favoring Procter & Gam-i are also arranging direct : trans- 
the ‘corporation’s over-all costs|ble and comipetition Brown & Wil-| 
during the next few years s expects ‘Hamson .in the primetime lineup 

70. “ (Continued on page 38) 

fleague on the morning news and 

sites for: ‘establishment of a per-. 
{manent Latin: America bureau for: 
CBS which: he would. head. There's. 

word came in that. Castro was due 
to enter Havana. Novins got: per- 
mission to fly down to Havana, and 
then ona gamble, flew across the 
island to Santiago while all the 
other newsmen stayed in Havana, 
and got a series of exclusive inter- 
views with: Raul Castto, the new 
Revolutionary president, and Cas- 

in the Presidential parade. 

in Havana and won the confidence 
of a number of key Castro support- 
ers who since have defected toe-the 
rebel cause or joined the under- 
ground, -It was early in the Castro 
regime when Novins told the story 
of the Communist .pattern emerg- 
ing in: Cuba as he learned it from 
key. police and. other’officials. who 
showed. him their orders for social 
and educational reorganization. 

“It Started In Mex City . 

Since then, he’s kept closely in 
touch. with a growing: circle of 
sources. In March, Novins was sent 
on his Latin’ American tour, to 
find the best location for a CBS. 
News ‘bureau. It. was on the first 

that he was talking with the top 
rebel representative there and was 
informed there might be a rebel 
training camp in Puerto Rico, as 
well as all. the other spots he knew 

tro himself, the latter on the way 
back to Havana when he got.a ride 

Novins followed that with a‘stay 

stop of. this tour, in Mexico City, 

clude the-U. S. vs. USSR athletic 
contest from Moscow on July 15- 

116. Britain's commercial stations 

missions from Moscow, iacluding | 
plays from Moscow's Bolshoi The- 
atre. 

Stuart Novins:- The Funniest 
_ Thing Happened on My Way South’ 

about. He called a key source in 
Miami, who instead of answering 
his question told him a visit to 
Miami. could prove worthwhile. 

Novins dropped everything and 
flew to Miami, where he learned 
the general mobilization order, 
three weeks ahead of the actual in- 
vasion, had just been given. He! 
broke that story, and then set up; 
shop to cover the invasion itself. As 
-he put it, streams of rebel sources 
kept visiting his hotel with tips. He 
‘learned of the fact that the CIA 
was directing the invasion opera- 
tion, even getting a list of the top 
CIA operatives, but sat on that 
phase of the story until he felt it 
was in the national interest to 
break it, when it was finally obvi- 
ous as the invasion died that 
-everybody knew about it. 

Before the invasion started, Nov- 
jins was equipped with radios to 
‘monitor the rebel radio, the CIA's 
Radio Swan, the Castro military 
radio. and-the Castro medical net- 
work.. Latter was a key. asset, since 
if pinpointed the battle areas as 
ambulance forces were instructed 
where to go. With this,. plus his in- 
‘formants, he was right on top of 
the situation. The only mistake he 
made, Novins said, was to accept 
the original CIA ‘communique {is~ 
sued through the rebel leaders) 
that the invasion force numbered 

(Continued on page 34) 

recoup costs on the weaker 60-min- 
uters. 

As far as the sharp upswing In 
‘some sponsor habits to prefer the 
participations as opposed to the 
full or alternate week program buy, 
it’s contended that in many in- 
stances it’s easier to sell participa- 
tions in half-hours than in 60-min- 
uters. Reason given is that a single 
60-minute vehicle must appeal to 
all interested parties, whereas two 
vehicles offer a choice to adver- 
tisers. 

No one’s rash enough to predict 
the demise of the hour form in the 
face of its rapid commercial 
growth. Some savvy execs, thou:,h, 
feel that the ’61-62 season « il 
represent the crest of the wave. 
Subsequent seasons will see some 
contracting of the form, according 
to these forecasters. 

Way Out’ Bumped 
For Film Reruns 

“"Way Out” is descriptive of that 
Show's status as of July 14. Out 
and off the air, with CBS-TV hav- 
ing decided to cancel the Talent 
Associates production and _ instalf 
film reruns in its place starting 
July 21 until “Father of the Bride” 
takes over the Friday 9:30-10 spot 
in the fall. 

Replacement is titled “Adven- 
ture Theatre,” but is in reality scv- 
eral more reruns out of the “Schtiitz 
Playhouse of Stars” half-hour an- 
thology library. Network bouvat 
outright the negatives of 150 of the 
Schlitz half-hour several years 2go 
for under $1,000,000, or not: quite 
$7,000 apiece. It has since run 
them several-times over, and the. 
internal bookkeeping shows quite 
a paper profit on the entire trans- 
action. 
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Source: Nielsen, April 1961-1960 

os 

Time for celebration: at th | 

television history, CBS Owned WCBS-TV (first in every New York Nieisen. 
for more than eight years!) has a larger share of the audience than it had 
a year ago—and has, in tact, widened its lead over every one of the other 
* sion tions in. PTE oe? - 4 reer y. six television stations in the nation’s largest market! Wwe BB S-TV 

season in 
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Foreign TV Reviews = 
TAO ROS ISO TI a a A Ik 

‘TIME REMEMBERED _. . :, Roderick). For this opener, . they 
‘With: Edith Evans, Max . Adrian, were ordered to hire a new clean- 

. Barry Jones, James .Maxwell,|ing-woman.: Having interviewed 
“Jack MacGowran, Topsy «Jane, | some capable: battle-axes, they pre- 
Ronald Ibbs, Andreas: Malandri- dictably-hired-'a French stunner 
nos, Fulton MacKay,:Sam :-Kydd.i.(Marié France)...Thence followed 

[ERNIE KOVACS SHOW 
; With Jolene Brand, Maggi Brown, 
+ ‘Bobby Lauher, Joe. . Mikolaus, 
‘. “Steve Blapner, Charles Parlate 
‘Producer-Writer: Kovacs — 
; Director:. Kovacs, Maury, Orr 
{30 Mins.,. Thurs., 10:30 p.m, 
|DUTCH MASTERS 
ABC-TV (Tape) _. . 
(Ewin Wasey, ‘Ruthrauff & Ryan’ 

Ernie Kovacs, not a comic to. 
travel along the paths of. normalcy, 
‘tried an unusual approach to zani- 

‘Producer: Michael Eltiott ~*~ | 
Writer: Jean Anouilh _ 
85 Mins., Mon., 8:40 p.m. 

some..basic rivalry -for her. favors, | ness ‘in his. half-hour special. last. 
climaxed by her departure with an; Thursday 118). The show. was 
‘old Galli¢ beau and the boss, who'd | frankly experimental, and at times 

BBC-TY, from: London |-Persuaded ‘his- wife to: take her in 
_ ‘Jean: Anouilh's.. “Time _Remem-! #8 a lodger, finding himself landed 
hered,” which ‘Hada notable Lon- 
don legit ‘airing. seven: years back, 

is. one of. “the . author's > “pink « tricked. ‘out with. many grimaces. 
pieces.” an: artful blend of nostal-.. double-takes, .- ‘treble-takes, and 

“gia-and irony. On stage, -it clicked: would-be. comic faces. These did 
“because the elegant. artificiality of. net compensate for 2 glaning lack 

ha-ariginal icae nenite rapantieca of Wit:in-the scripting, which. was 
the original-\ as neally re-captured, “ogarcé wheri it wasn't ‘conventional. 
and Mary Ure, as.Amanda, hoisted “Christopher _ Hodsdh’s direction 
herself to stardom overnight. Such | | . : _plodded;: and it. was sad. to see 
excitements” were: almost. entirels . Michael” ‘Medwin, a redvuubtahle 

lacking from this ty présentation, , thesp, exploiting ‘a. thin’ vein of 
ye dg | impudence which: soon gave out.- 

and “many must have ‘wondered The other regulars; Bernard : Fox 
what the early: fuss was all about. and George .Roderick; were -.ade- 

The play,- flatly translated by’. quate.but the ‘three“haven’t yet: 
Patricia. Moyes.. concerhed a Duch- ‘jelled as a team, the only differ- 
ess (Edith Evans) who hoped: to. ences. in technique “and character- 
‘pass off a little milliner; Amanda. ization between. them being one. of 
(Topsy: Jane’, as the dead ballerina ; accent, Medwin and Roderick 
‘who had captivated her nephew,., playing it.Cackney and Fox com- 
Albert -\James |Maxwellt. Albert“ing up. vith Lancashire. Marie 
“was “mournfully -re-living his. France" guested and looked: prom- 
-short romance. ‘The places’ where‘ ao 

aged vitago:  — . . 
That was about it—and it was 

ising. : . 
they. had: dined ‘and :wined: were. -- 
re-created in the grounds of the. 
Duthess’s chateau, and each: night 

_ Albert’ went through’ the ritual of - 
‘ordering the same champagne from. 
the. same, head-waiter. °°. - 

_| / While Amanda was. being trained. 
‘to mimic. the defunct Leocadia, | 
Albert ‘interrupted the’ training. 

’ Although’ realizing her imposture, ; 
he was ‘drawn tothe’ naive girl: 
‘and helped’ her’ to’ play’ her- part: 
‘properly by. describing Leocadia‘s 
“whims, habits, and jnflections. And : 
Amanda, falling in love with him, : 
tried: to convince him that. she’ 
Was a personality in her own right, 
and not. just a pale carbon of his. 
Jost. love. Thus. she destroyed their : 
relationship, for. Albert. could ‘live 
only in the’ past," 

. The-delicacy of this ‘tale missed. 
the velvet producing hand. Mithael. 

“Elliott merely provided a prosaic. 
and: slow-moving framework, :-in ~ 
which all the necessary atmosphere 

-moods are hard.to convey’ via the- 
tv ‘camera, “Tinie Remembered". 
Rneédn't have been such a.bore as 
this... Saving: grace was: the.. im- 
mensely stylish . performance -. of» 
.Edith. Evans as’ the . Duchess:: she 
“made a moving. fhing of her-love 
for her nephew, and provided the. 
play’s sole miaments. of wit ‘and’ 
insight. So " a 

.. Topsy Jane, despite that unlikely 
handle, was. adequate as: Amanda, 
but wasn’t anywhere near: the. Mary - 
Ure ‘class: Gawky, rather than un- 
sophisticated, she’ was handicapped. 
bs a monotonous delivery and Jack 

Support was okay. with Max Adri- 
an ‘scoring. freely as the head-— 
waiter, horror-struck at. any change - 
in the routine. Marilyn. Taylor's © 
Sels.. were ‘pleasing indoors. but. -. 
lacked enchantment outside. 

- THREE LIVE WIRES ee 
With Michael “Medwin, Bernard 
-Fox, George Roderick, Dryck. 
Guyler, Derek Benfield, Queenie ; 
Barrett, Patsy. Smart, Frank’. 
Lawless, Marie France, Michael - 
Anthony, Anna Gilerist, Charles : 
Julian re 

Writers: James Kelly, Peter Miller. 

i 

Director: Christopher Hodson | 

, | prising style,’ with sinart | cross-., 30 Mins; Mon., 8 p.m: 
Associated-Rediffusion, from: Lon- 

don oe 

seeped away. Even though subtle - 

' «| main motivation. There were many 
‘|. sprightly .-yock-raising - moments, 

But. “Three Liye: Wires.” on this 
showing, seemed to have-béen con-. 
evived during an electric-power 
cut _, Otta. 
— =: 

[Foreign TV Flowap 
‘Television Playhouse 

“Peter . Nichols, 
“The Reception” for Granada 
v's “Television Playhouse.” has 

already Broved himself a handy. 
acquisition to the tv. writing ranks. 
He continued to show promise with 
this offering, byt it seemed:to be 
time ‘that someone picked. up the 
tab with. more solid. achievement 

The. hour centered. -on a wed- 
ding reception that followed the 
hitching of Betty (Jennifer Wright) 
and Lewis (Michael. Blakemore). 
Her folks Weise. pretty folksy with 
broader vowels ‘than ‘his folks, wha 
-had social aspirations ‘and thought 
their. -box'.:had married. bénéath 
him,-This made for a ticktish sit- 
uation which .was aggravated by - 
the unexpected arrival. of. Betty's 
ex-boy friend, Bif (Richard Gale). { 
‘He. disrupted the .dicey | proceed- | 
ings .by appearing with a. semi-. 
‘nude’ portrait. of Betty, who'd 
‘posed for ‘him way back, and by’ 
spreading’:3 rumor with Lewis’ 
receptive .mother that. -he’d been 
torced to marry her because :she 
Was pregnant.. © 7 oe 

‘Mother ‘Olga’ Lindo). was sults 
d -ably horror-struck ‘and attempt 

of fervor in the later scenes. Other ;-to break up the marriage: before it. 
-had: begun. But Lewis stood firm, 
put his mother in -her -place, and 

‘in full. command of” the. Situation. 

Upon this -framework, Nichots 
built a: patchy play. stronger in its 
incidental observation than in its. 

such as an. attempt’ to.make the 
party’ go. by playing one of those 
games’ that no one could under- 
Stand.°"“The “embarrassment - and 
forced-hilarity of such oceasions - 
were deftly conveyed, and it was: 
the atmosphere, and fitful ‘wit, of 
the. piece that held it up. 
‘ Julian Aimyes: directed in enter- 

cutting. and ¢amera counterpoint. 
But. his aims- were. somewhat. more 
ambitious than. his achievement, 

! With. Niel Snorten . 

went off’ for.the honeymoon ‘trip 

for he didn’t succeed. in.establish- 
plete with piped’ yocks ‘and. sked- 
ded for. 26 weeks, stepped off to a 
‘slippery “start with ‘this Initialer, 

ing a fluent. rhytltm. and. the play 
accordingly progressed ‘in.a string ‘ 
of short, sharp jerks. Infact, the : 

| rewarding. even though Kovacs 
tried some far out gimmicks. . The 

with her replacement, a. middle-' layout concerned itself with ‘visual: ~" 
j interpretations of. sound, plus a Dit 
With his usual Nairobi Trio. shaved 
“to a duo. in a space episode, This 
was the most’ steadily understood 
-sequence’ of the show. 
' kovaes provided | visuatizitions 
,of “Mack the’ Knife.” “Through 
:the Looking Glass."* Deems. Tay- 
‘for’s guile which was interpreted 
_by.a series of geometric patterns 
-in a. kaleidoscopic fantasy. There 
“Mas pantomime to. musi¢e ‘by Kara- 
‘yeu. and “Concerto” by Bartok. 
‘One. of the episodes was a- card 
} playing game in time to the music 
iin which there was visualization of 
isound waves to “Mack the Knife.” 

Comedy of this-type, is certainly 
a jaudabie effort. It's frankly ex- 
jperimental,-a kind of. ballet of 
!comedy and while it's far out and. 
offbeat, unfortunately, it's not 
readily ‘grasped and appreciated. 

+ There ought .to be a libretlo, when 
-essaying this kind of mate-ial as 
‘a lot of the subtléty and motive 
‘was lost. in. this strange and un- 
ustial show. Jose. 

“H.- THE WESTERN. WAY 
i(The Running Boy) 

Producer: Mack Woodruff 
Director: Michael Berla 
Writer: Woodruff. 

who ‘scripted : 30 Mins.. Thursday. 11:30 p.m. 
; WOR-TY, N.Y. (film) 

' “The Running Boy,” which in 30 
minutes attempted to demolish 80 
years of myth enveloping the 
‘character and career of legendary. 
‘frontier desperado Billy the Kid. 
, was one of 13 segs on the old west. 
‘produced. by the U. of Michigan. 

Jon RKO General New York -outlet, 
+*WOR-TY. ; 

With English professor. Niel 
‘Snorten, “handling the rayid-fire 
{narrative and- commentary, the 
_show did manage to chip away a 
‘good amount of the - legéndary 
jerust which ‘began to form ‘within 
‘three weeks after the Kid's violent: 

AContinued on page 36) 

-" A “tragic aid frightening picture ry 

“of race rélations. in. Birmingham 

‘was presented Jast: Thursday (18) 

on “CBS‘Reports” in “Who Speaks 
fot. Birmingham?” A . straightfor- 
‘ward series of. interviews with 
‘whites and Negroes. “Who Speaks 
. for Birmingham?” made its impact ~ 
in the Very -€ontrasts of the atti- 
tudes of the citizenry itself. 

..And an unhappy contrast it was, 
with. the ‘whites, even the most 
enlightened -of them,: ‘completely 
unaware of the militancy and de-: 
‘termination of the Negroes to fight 
‘far their rights even at the cost 
of their lives.. It was such’ declara-. 
‘fions, echoed by many of the Ne- 
aroes interviewed. contrasted 

“against the ‘soothing, complacent 
and -outdated benevolency. of the 

. ‘whites that gave the situation its. 
outlines. of stark tragedy. 

; “Who Speaks for Birmingham?” 
, was- rushed in by exec producer 
- Fred. Friendly to replace the sched- 
juled “Face the: Nation” session on 
‘secrecy in: Goyernment not only 
because ‘Birmingham is a hot story 
in view of..the Freedom Bus riot 
of two. weeks. ago but because 

registered on -it:: jand given.a three-week's strip run. 

13th Annual Emmy cast Reflection: 
Looks Like TV's Luck Running 
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Out 
— “+ By ART WOODSTON 

ARTITUR GODFREY SHOW . The National Academy of Tele- 
With Buddy MWackett. McGuire vision Arts & Sciences seemed ta 

Sisters, Erroll Garner, Johnny . 
Nash, Kong Ling 

Producer: Chartes Andrews 
Director: Michael Zeamer 
60 Mins., Fri. (19), 9:30 p.m. 
-BELOVA 
CBS-TV (tape) 

¢McCann-Ericl:sou) 
Arthur Godfrey put his racio 

i friends .on camera: for a 60-minule ; 
frundown of the people and p'aces 
he Hikes in a special showing on 
(CBS-TV Friday (19) that pre- 
fempted “Way Qut” and “The Twi- 
j light Zone.” It was an easygoing 
isession that didn't disturb or ex- 
‘cite and it should go down in ihe : 

i tion was no more effete than some 
, of the other awards presented on 
‘the Emmy) 

i books as an unspecial “special.” 
The “miracle of electronic tape.” 

{as Godfrey mentioned several 
i times during the show, ‘brought the 
iviewer to Miami's Biscayne Bay, . 
{N. Y.’s harbor, and India with a 
| -ost-carding of the Taj Mahal. 
jand some native shots thrown in 

} for good measure, but it was all, 
loutine travelog stuff. Godfrey un- 
Cer the Biscayne waters strumming 
along on “Minnie the Mermaid” 
had an interesting effect but; 
Lloyd Bridges has nothing to worly 
about in that department. 

Apart from that and the quickie 
i photograph tour in Indisa, the 
show had more audio than video: 
show had >that were values. It_ added up to as potent a 
plug for his radio show as it did 
for sponsor Butova, which Godfrey 

effectively throughout the hour.. 
Making the AM-to-tv trek wiih 

Godfrey for this outing were Er- 
roll Garner whose keyboarding is 
always exciting in sound and or 

‘sieht, Kong Ling. an Oriental 
‘chanter with an appealing. sinsg- 

{You Sow, So Shall You Reap, .oe 
“McGuire Sisters, who made little 
of “Make Someone Happy" and 
' Buddy 
‘never really got started in this 
‘ presentation. 
:. Through it all. Godfray was re- 
jlaxed -and..easy in his uket 'e 
‘strumming, singing. folksy. patter 
and watch-selling.. Aside irom tne 
:“miracle of the electronic tape” 
{v showed: little progress 
this one. - Gros. 

+ Tele Follow-Up Comment ; 
$004 +++ +: 444446400044 Poe eeesee 

|. .. CBS. Reports Jto Salisbury’s lead that Birming- 
‘ham was full of fear and tension. 
"Nevertheless, the interviews, 
-some: of them by Smith but most 
by “producer. David. Lowe. were 
-eloquent and telling. On the white 
side, perhaps the most frightening 
came from a lovable-Jooking for- 
mer-judge, full of kindness for his 
Negro servants.and most moderate 
in his explanation of the aims and 

_. purposes of the White Citizen's 
‘Councils—until Lowe asked him 
if Jews could qualify for member- 
ship and he replied, “No, they're 

_for Americans. only.” Views ranged 
from the anachronistic “savages” 
approach through the most moder- 

-ale views of young-college students: 
‘by no means unanimous: 

we otrght to but don’t want to.” 
The Negro interviews were mov- 

ing, especially that of a mother of 
eight, talking in church and stating 

she was ready to.lay down her life 
‘for her children’s future: a Negro 
educator who spoke about the dif- 
ficulties of instflling pride and 

‘mention the name of Fran 

‘lsald all to frequently, but quite ; the cast of “Dobie Gillis” 

‘Hackett. a funny man who! 

thi 
j voted and who inspired the pi- 

that } 

“the Iaw should make us do what - 

be living vicariously last week 
when it cited President Kennedy 
and Richard Nixon for “political 

| courage” in appearing on the tv 
debates during Jjast fall's cam- 
paigning. 

Some of the trustees wanted to 
Stan- 

tun or Bob Sarnoff for con- 
tributing the fdea of Presidential 
campaign debates on tv. but the 
fact that they didn’t. because they 
were afraid of offending somebody, 
doesn’t indicate in the:nselves very 
much of the quatity that thes so 
professed to admire in Mess: s Kone 
nedy and Nixon. This special cita- 

telecast, Tuesday i16), 
which proved to be 90 siinutes 
of unmitigated dullness and a dis- 
play of self-deiusion. 

Only in one respect was this 
program, carried on NBC-TV 
and prepared by the Academy 

: members, a success: The stac 
parade was glittering, and min- 

: aged to get the stanza a high audi- 
fence rating, 
; Were asked to do was alternately 
‘cliched and tasteles-. 

but what the = starg 

Tf anybody thought the taped 
and filmed spoofs of the industry 

shown Tuesday night 
were funny then it must have been 
the writers. The rating takeo!t by 

insid- 

iously failed to recognize thal sume 
members of the ty audience do 
have values that exclude wrestling, 
Skit by the cast of “My Three 
Sons” was low nonsense whick 
depended for humor on technical 
tricks. Worst of these inserts, sll 

jsong style, Johnny Nash, whis gat’ of which were like capsule sitiui- 

‘hung up on a Staten Island ferry . 
:W etentious item called “As | with a pre **- what's so funny about Dan Blacher 

tion comedies, was bs two mem- 
bers ot the cast of “Boninra’’s 

putting a gun to his head and 
shooting himself on camera’ 

In giving as many of the awards 
as they did the members of te 

' Academy manifested again that. in 
seeking to make eversbedy hanoy 
‘a patent impossibi#fty!, they made 
nobody happy. ‘After the telecast, 
the criticisms by Academv mem- 

i bers were uniformly negative, yet 
these are the same persons wio 

Srait.' Because every imagin: oe 
special interest in television, 

‘every program type and every net- 
work was nominated, some of t'a 
awards seemed a little redunda:t, 

; utterly empty and foolish. lk woud 
‘appear that the sciences of he-1- 
“ness and politics played al:uust as 
much a role as art in the decisions 
of the Academy .of Television Arts 
& Sciences. 

Host Joey Bishop, covering the 
N.Y: end of the event, and Dick 
Powell. his Hollywood counter- 
part were pleasant but they really 
were overshadowed by the “enter- 
tainment” ségments (like those 
above! and by the program’s aura 
of diffuseness and unimportance. 

Five awards went to the “Hall- 
‘mark Hall of Fame” presentation 
of “Macbeth” (six if you count an 

“extra award to the sponsor, al- 
: though the original contribution by 
; William Shakespeare went un- 
| heralded. “Macbeth.” presented on 
Nov. 20, 1960, won for being the 
outstanding program achievement 

tin drama. for outstanding single 
‘performances by the lead actor 
(Maurice Evans) and lead actress 
(Judith Anderson: and for heing 
“the program: of the year.” which 
was apparently the night's No lL 

j award. George Schaefer won the 
‘prize for outstanding directorial 

confidence In his own children and i achievement in drama for the part 
. Claimed: the southern Negro has he played in bringing “Macbeth” 
‘been “brainwashed”: a pretty girl _to ty. Since all the networks like 
- who spoke with weariness and bit-ito count how many awards their 

cutting was’so fine that the thespsj host'-reporter Howard K. Smith. 

- This filmed ae 

“Frerich’ Cleaner.’ Strictly: for the 
masses, it. aimed: so low’ that. ‘it. 
might have missed its’ midget: tar- 

‘frequent.\.- behaved like ‘marion- 
{ 
i far:‘someone to. pull. the’ strings... 

get: In cases like this, the plenti-; Said thesps were: passable, but 

_ful supply. of artificial guffaws was | were’ ericouraged to turn theim- : 
just an embarrassment. | 

The trio Of the title worked in 
a ty repair workshop. The fore- | 
‘man. ‘(Michael Medwin’ was the: 
-fast-thinking joker, always taking ; 
‘a rise out-of the boss (Derek Guy-;-particular culprits: Jennifer 
ler} when his back was turned and | Wright, Philip Bond, and. Julie 
buttering hjm up ‘when it wasn't.i Webb charmed as. much as they 
His buddies were the _ simple- | were allowed, and the whole thing 

selves into caricatures. Practically 
all the parts were overdrawn in 

as. the destructive intruder, ‘being 

this: way, with Olga Lindo, as the 
possessive mum, and Richard Gale,’ 

.. “Who Speaks for Birmingham?” 
idid have .its. faults as a program; 
the fact that it started out as an 
‘examination of. the libel. 
‘against the N.Y. Times and re- 
- porter - Harrison “Salisbury 
i will be .taken up .after the case is 
, out of. the courts), shifted. to a se- 
‘ries of interviews on race relations 
: filmed over a.nine-month period 
‘and wound up. with the recap of 
‘the Freedom ‘Bus outburst. Some 
| of the interviews’ immediately be- 

u behaved like marion- : was ‘an. eyewitness to the incident. 
eltes. and could’ be. seen waiting | 

case. 

(this 

terhess as she said Birmingham is | respective shows won each. year, 
no place to live: and the Rev. Fred |] this immediately gave NBC-TV five 

; Shuttleworth." the leader of the-out of the 24 ‘not counting cita- 
Negro community and the object tions: regular awards. Finally, NBC 
‘of two bombings and.a mob attack.: won 11. CBS 11 and ABC two. 
who has remained .cheerful and’ sore are tne awards: Jack Benny 
imperturbable in the pursuit of snow iCBS) for outstanding pro- 
equal rights. - [gram achievement in the field of 

- Smith, unfortunately, had no: humor; Astaire Time (Nbc: for 
camera present during the bus de-: outstanding program achievement 
pot incident, but his eye-witness -in the field of variety: Fred Astaire 
description and the stills were (NBC) for outstanding performance 
enough not only to make an im-jin a variety or musical program or 
_pact but to lend credence to Salis- : series; Huntley-Brinkley (NBC) for 
-bury’s point. The key figure in‘outstanding achievement in the 
| the entire situation, Police Chief : field of news: “The Twentieth Cen- 

.Aminded one (Bernard Fox:. and , entertained sporadically, with more., came: dated, becayse the approach «Eugene. (Bull! Connor, refused to tury” (CBS) for outstanding pro- 
the plump. clowning one (George i fits than starts. . Otta. - (taken was to determine reactions | ’ , 

} 

(Continued on page 36) (Continued on page 41} 
= 
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VARIETY’s weekly t tabulation ‘based on ratings: furnished by American ‘Research buyers to. local. stations and/or advertisers to syndicators will find the charts valuable. 

Bureau, highlights the top ten network. sShous on a local level and offers a rating study Over the course of a year, ARB will tabulate a minimum of 247 markets. The 
in depth of the top ten syndicated shows in the same particular niarket, - /‘This week results of that tabulation will be found weekly in Varirty. Coupled with the rattrg 
ten different: markets gre -covered.. performance of the top ten network shows on the local lerel, the VaRiETY-ARB chars 

In the syndicated program - listings. of the top ten shows, rating data ‘such. as the are designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every tr market in the TU § 

average share of qudience, coupled with data as to time and-day. of telecasting com- -(*) -ARB's Feb.-Mar. 1961 survey covered a multi-week period. Syndicated shows 
petitive programming in the particular slot, etc., is furnished. Reason for detailing an. sharing one of the weeks with an alternating or special program could not be pre: -* 
exact picture of the rating performance of $1 Syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating ‘judged. for comparative performance. Therefore, Feb.-Mar. data will be limited to 
strength: of particular series. Various . branches’ of the. industry, ranging’ from media, those. syndicated shows which played in all weeks.. 

LOUISVILLE | STATIONS: WAVE, WHAS. *SURVEY DATES: FEB. 16-MAR. 15, 1961. 

‘FOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS. , " TOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS AV. AY. TOP COMPETITION AV. 
RK.. _PROGRAM—DAY—TIME - STA. ac RK... PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA." DISTRIB. RTG. SH. | PROGRAM STA. RTG. 

1. Gunsmoke (Saf. 9:00-9:30)........... WHAS. a ‘1. Death Valley Days (Thurs. 7:00)......WAVE....U.S. Borax 39: 64‘ Angel; Classies ......... WH: AS 22 
2.:Have Gun,. Will Travel Sat: 8: 8:50-08.. .WHAS a9 | 2, Jim’ Backus (Thurs. 9:30:...... weeee WAVE....CNP 33 67 CBS Rpt: Nation: Rpt ..WHAS 16 
8. Loretta Young (Sun. 9:00-9:360:. -. WAVE 35.13. Interpol (Sun. 9:30) .......8....5..-WAVE.. .-ITC 31 48: What's My Line .. ..... WHAS 3+ 
8. Wagon.Train (Wed. 6:30-7: 30)... ec SWAVE 53 '|'3. Manhunt (Mon. 10:00)....... 0 ...... WAVE.... Screen Gems 31 86 Your Question =... WHAS > 

"4. Checkmate ‘Sat. 7:30-8:30)...........WHAS “BA 4, Tombstone Territory (Thurs. 8:00'....WAVE....Ziv-UA 29 56° Assignment Underwater .WHAS 23 
‘5. Route 66 (Fri. 7:30-8:30) ..... weeese WHAS 51 ||.5..Coronado 9. (Thurs. 10: 00: veeeee LL WHAS....MCA 25 61.Best of Post ... ....... WAVE 16 
6, Michael Shayne (Fri. 9:00-10: 00). eee WAVE. 48 || 5. Roy Rogers (Sat...10:30)-.. ..... .WHAS....R.R. Prod. 25 83 | Lone Ranger .......... WAVE it 
4. Andy Griffith (Mon. 8:30-9:00) ......WHAS 47 || 6..Assignment. ‘Underwater (This. ‘8: 00) WHAS....NTA 23 44;Tombstone Territory ....WAVE 29 
%. Garry Moore (Tues. 9:00-10: 00. | _ .. WHAS 474] 6. Popeye (Sat. 1:00) ..........0.....6. WHAS....UTAA 23 66 College Baske(ball Leeeee WAVE 12 
8. Groucho Marx Thurs. 9: 00-9: 30)... “WAVE. . 46": 7. Mr. Ed. 'Tues.’ 6:30)...........- --0. WHAS ...MCA 22 37: Laramie 2... . WAVE 39 

SEATTLE- TACOMA. STATIONS: KOMO, KING, KIRO, KTNT, KTVW. *SURVEY DATES: FEB. 16-MAR. 15, 1961. 

1. Real MeCoys ‘Thurs. 8:30-9: 00° ......KOMO 50° 1. Bold Journey Thurs. 700)... ....2.-KOMO. Banner 39 58 Best of Post ...-.. KING 17 
; _ 2. Sea Hunt (Mori. :7:00)-..... eee -KING.... Ziv-UA 33 55 American Civil War..... KOMO 14 
2. My Three Sons: ‘Thurs, 9.00- 9:30)... KOMO 47 3. Yogi Bear «Mon.. 6:00"... eeeees TUEUKING 11 )-Sereen Gems 32 55 Dateline 2.0... 0 Lek KOO 18 

; ATE , a . SNOW Lee cee eee cece KOMO 19 
3. 77 Sunset Strip (Fri, 9: 00-10 00! aan KOMO 46 . 4, Huckleberry. Hound Thurs. 6:00)... KING:....Sereen Germs 30 D3 Dateline 22... 2... ee eee KOMO 19 

eon weweee “OIC ale oo NOUN Lk ewe ee eee eee KOM 2) 
4. Flintstones (Fri. 8:30-9:00" +... KOMO i 5, Death Valley Days. ‘Wed. 7:00". .,....KING...:.U:S.-Borax 29 51 Rescue 8.22... a KIRO 13 
5. Donna Reed ‘Thurs. 8: 00-8:30' 4.4... -KOMO. 39 . 6. Manhunt. (Tues. 72008 0 eee » KING.....Screen Gems 26 43 Expedition 2.2.00 ........ Ki AIO 23 

_ "9, Quick Draw McGraw (Wed. 6: 00). w.. KING..... Screen Gems 23 51, Dateline ...... .....6.. KOMO 12 
5. Lawrence Welk ‘Sat. 9: 00- 10: 00".. wees .KOMO 39° ae : NOWN heen KOMQO 19 

. - 8.3 Ce ceees lee eueees .KOM MC? 7 -v:Brinkley ....... SING 2 6. Wagon Train Wed. 7:30-8:30. ..::..-KING gg, 8 Mr. Ed ‘Mon, 6:30 sy eKOMO....MCA. | 23 7 Hantley-Brinkley «..... RING os 
7, Roaring 20's ‘Sat. 10:00-11:00: veeeee- KOMO™ 37, 9. High-Road. (Thurs. 6:30)............. -KOMO. .. .ABC: 22 32 Huntley Grinkley settee RING re 

3. Untouchables (Thurs. 9:30-16:30) a. KOMO 37, "10. Blue Angels (Fri. 7:00 ....... ae KING ... CNP 21 38 Chany Bowling ........-KOMO 21 
eo. so cr ae | 10. Deputy Dawes (Tues: 6:00).......... KING.... CBS 21 53 Dateline 2 .......e... KOS) 18 
. Guestward Ho Thurs, 7:30-8:30)... KOMO’ 36" ' . TN@WS 6 nee eee eee -KOMO 19 

BIRMIN GH! M STATIONS: WBRC, WAPI. *SURVEY DATES: FEB. 16-MAR. 15, 1961. 

i wap - WE “Honeymooners (Tues. 7:00). ........WBRC. ...CBS 33 49 Rifleman... vo. WAPL 33 
1. Bonanza Sat: 6: 30- 7: 30) Teese |. WAPL 48 1. Fwo Faces West «Thurs. 7:00!........WBRC ...Screen Gems 33 69 Victors At Sea ..... WAPI 16 
2. Ernie Ford _! Thurs, 8.30-9:001.. sees WAPL 46: 2: Quick Draw McGraw ‘Mon, 6:30).....W: API.... Screen Géms 30: 44 To Te'l Toe Truth ...... WBRC 37 
3. Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7: SON. eocseoe WAPI rs i 3. Whirlybirds (Thurs. 6:30°. ~-e2e WBRC ...-CBS 28 51°‘ Huckleberry Hound ..... WAPI 25 
4, Jack Benny ‘Sun. 8: 30-9:00- .......2.WBRC : ‘4 Muckleberry. ial «Thurs. 6:30", Lease WAPI ee Srcen. Gems 26 a Wir vbirds iB weer Were re 

_ pe. ; eriff of Cochise ‘Tues teoeeee WBRC.... NT. a) oods: yout Bear ..... TAY : 
5. Gunsmoke. «Sat. 9:00-9:30- cana BRC ay 5. Grand Jury (Thurs. 9:00)...... CUED Were]) NTA 23. 42 Life; Goucho.......- WAPI ao 
6. Andy Griffith (Mon. 8:30- 9:00): -aee WBRC 40-4 5. Pony Express ‘Fri. 6:00)........2+++. WBRC....CNP 23 43 News: Weather ....... WAPI 29 
6. Candid Camera ‘Sun. 9: 00- 9:307......W BRC 40 OT Huntte: -Srirkley ....... WAPI 233 
6. Garry Moore ‘Tues. 9:00:10:000. «4.2. ei WBRC 40 6. Rescué 8 (Mon. G00). ca cee eee genes .WBRC. ... Screen Gems 22 44 Neus: Weather ........ WaAPl 2b 

6: G.E. Theatre +Sun...8:00-8:30", me a BRC. 407. Sea Hunt ‘Thurs. 9:30)... vee WBRC.... Ziv-UA 21 48 Liie: Three Sons 2000 WAPI ny 
“7, Checkmate ‘Sat. 7:30-8:305.. --WBRC 39 . Third Man ‘Wed. 7:30) ..... LD WBRC.... ‘TA rice Is Righ ws ‘Third Man_ (Wed. 730) be. eee vee) WBRC.... NTA 21 _-36 Price Is Right ....... WAPI 3b 

MINNEAPOLIS- ST. PAUL. STATIONS: WCCO, KSTP, KMSP, WTCN. “*SURVEY DATES: FEB. 16-MAR. 15,1961. 

ees ES SS ee 

" Nieeeag 1. Wuckleberry Hound iTues. 6:30)......WCCO....Screen Gems 16 4 Laramie .............. KSTP 16 1. Garry’ Moore Tues. 9: 00-10: oa ew CC oO. 39 ° wee TT > te te gee ° wre une 1 3. Candid Camera (Sun. 9:00-9:30).... WCCO 38 me Lock Cp (Wed. 10:00'...5.......08. -KSTP ....Ziv-CA 19 16 Naked CUY eee cence ees WTCN 23 
3. ‘Gunsmoke ‘Sat. 9-0U-9: 300, , 7 LWCCO. 35 wa: Sea unt ‘Tues 9: 30° a ar ae W TC Ni... Ziv-U A 10 16 Grat "} Moure .........6. Woco 39 

2 wey ‘95 3. Mike Hammer ‘Sat. 10:30'........... KSTP ....MCA 9 23 Critics Award ,......... wceco 19 
4. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sal. 8:30-9- . WCCO 32 i, 3° Mr..Ed (fri. 6:30) WIC MCA 9 21 Rawhid CCC 1 
4. What's My Line (Sun, 9:30-10:00: ....WCCO 324 2° urirererenss CO UR BR Pr Be aneer vo COD) a 3. : 4. Roy Rogers ‘Sat. 10: 30. ce cvacceceee wcco ...R. R. Prod. 8 50 Lone Ranger ..... eaves KSTP 7 
5. Price Is Right:«Wed- 7 :30- 8:00: . KSTE 3. 4 v sor. een pane cee sas ; ae 

TCN. «31 & Vikings ‘Wed. 6:00! 2.2.2... seeeeee WICN... Ziv-UA 8 24 News Picture .......... KSTP 17 
5. Untouchables ‘Thurs. 8:30-9: eT WTCN 31, News: Weath KST 4 
6. Jack Benny (Sun. 8:30-9:00: oe WeCOs 30! se eyrep x eam Weather ....-+--. “re I 6. Per rT Veerage an. 3 Cannonball iF Yi. 7:00" veceecceeees KMSP.... ITC 7 15 Rawhide — ......... » WCCO 2 

Ty. Mason Sat! 6:30-7:300° 70.0668 WCCO -30- Grand J iT 00 WCCO NTA 7 Larami ~arE> 6. Red Skelton Tues. 8:30-9:00)... WCCO 39 9- Grand Jury (Tues. 7:00 ......6...-. VCCO.... NT: 18 Laramie ow. eee eee ee. KSTI it 
_ . : Z *. Silent ‘Service {Pir 7:00" attecees KMSP.... CNP 7 15 Donna Reed ........... WITCN 2) 

T , 
ALBANY. SCHENECTADY. TROY STATIONS: WRGB, WTEN,. WAST. *SURVEY DATES: FEB. 16-MAR. 15, 1981. 

: ? ye Mr, ed Tacs, 700) :svesverseee ...WRGB... MCA 29 53 Show: News: Weather ...WTEN 18 
1. Wagon Train ‘Wed. 7: 30-8: 30). eens WRGB. 40°: : . . News-D. Edwards ....... WTEN 14 

“2. Perry Como-iWed. 9:00-10: O0:... eseee WRGB 3870 Death Valley Days (Thurs. 7.00)......WRGB....U.S. Borax 24 42 Show; Saws: Weather. oe ween 17 
| a : . ; Ses. a ; . News-D. Edwards .. .... WTE? 17 

3. Price Is Right (Wed. 8:30-9:00'.......WRGB- 35 j 3. Manhunt (Wed. 7.00:. ....+.....++..-WRGB... Screen Gems 23 48 Show: News; Weather |. WLEN 19 
“4, Laramie ‘Tues: 7: :30- 8:30" = :....... WRGB 34. . :News-D. Edwards ....... WTELN 19 

-.4, Lawrence Welk (Sat. 9: 00-10: 00" tenes W: AST. 34. 4. Whirlybirds ‘Sun. 6:40". ...... tees -WAST ... CBS 19 37 Meet The Press ...... WRGB 23 
5. Bonanza ‘Sat. 7:30-8:30), , :.. WRGB 32° 5. Lock-Up (Mon. 7:00? ..... wereeesee WRGB .. ZiV-UA 16 36 mio: News Weather -» WTEN 15 

oo News-D, Edwards ....... WTEN 17 
5. Candid Camera ‘Sun, 10:00-10:30 . wT EN 32.6. Mike Hammer ‘Sat. 10. 30°, elleeges WRGB... MCA 15 28 Fiuht of The Week .. ... WAST 23 
5. Ed Sullivan ‘Sun. 38: :00- 9: 00:. aeeeees -WTEN 32 i 7 Fight: Spare _.. WAST 23 

5. Thriller ‘Tues: 9: 00-10: 00%... iipesn ARGS 32 ° 7%, Blué Angels (Fri. 7: 00:..... a eee eee WRGB....CNP 14 30 Show ; Da: Weather ...WTEN 14 

6. Flintstones Fri. 8:30-9°00'. 2.23.26. WAST 31 .: wews-D. Edwards». .... WTEN 17 De. - hway ri. 7:4 Cece ee eee. FAST.... Ziv- . 7, News; We: TEN 6. Dennis The Menace (Sun.):.........WTEN 3th. ™ Hig way Patrol er crore WAST... Ziv-UA 14 Bo Sn Nc agntner WEN 3 
6..Gunsmoke ‘Sat: 10-00-10: 308 vole cae WYEN:. 31%. Jim Backus Thurs: 7:30) ........... WRGB....CNP “44 26 Guestward No ........ WAST 4 
oe, nae oe 7 7 73 Shotgun. Slade. (Sat. 7 00).. treeteeee WRGB ..MCA 14 28 Capiial Bowling ...... WAST 2) 

CHARLO T T E | STATIONS: WBTV, WSOC. *SURVEY DATES: FEB. 16-MAR. 15, 1961. 
$$ See —. - - ~ eee meee. —. woe oe we 

1. TT Gunsmoke ‘Sat, 10:00-10: 30! .f... WBEV © 59. 1. -Whirlybirds :Tues, 7:00) 0 ..0...,... WSOC... CBS 33 a6 Assituyren? Underwater WBTV 25 
2. Route 66 'Fri. 8:30-9.305-. 20 WBIV 43. 2. Blue Angeis ‘Tues. -7:30) veeee ese WBTV 2. CNP 28 44 Laramie * Wsoc ae 
-3. Have Gun, Will Travel. Sat, 9-30-11). WBIV. 47 2. Cofonado 9 «Thurs. 7:0) ooo... Woe... MCA 28 56 Arthua: Smith Suow 2... WBIV 22 
4, Candid Camera sSun. 10.90-10:39: 2. WBTV 42 2 Death Vatey Days (Fri, 7:89° 2.2... WBTV U.S. Borax. 28 G6] Nanetle Pabras 0 ..... Wsac 73 
4 Checkmate «Sat. 8:39-9:30-0 00 6... we WwW BIrV > .43 3. Sea Hunt :Thurs..9:00). 7 0.2.0... WSOC  . Ziv-UCA . 26 43 Gunshreer oe... WBTV 24 
4. Red Skelton «Tues. 9:30-10:00° .. WW BIV '43°~«.3.-Two Faces West: (Thurs. 8:00) . WBTV S-reen Gems 26 48 Doune Ped owen Wsoc 23 
5. Pricé is Right..Wed. 8:30-9:00 2. ..2 WSOC 41 4. Assignment Underwater :Tues. 7.00. WBTV NTA 25 42 Whirtvbrid. 2 WSOC 34 
5.. Real MeCaxs ‘Thurs. 8: 3u- 9:09"... WSOC 41... 5. Brothers Brannigan. 'Thars. 7: ee WBTV CBS 24 49 Bat Mets an; Dante .. WSOC 25 
6. Bononza ‘Sat. 7:30-8:30. wk aee wW S00 . 4) 5..Mantnnt. ‘Tues. 8:00) 0 2.20.0... W3TV Sv veen Gems 24 39° Larami: a WSOC 23 
I. Dob’. 6 b's. Tr ps. 8:30-9:00"... 2.2 WATY -34- -6. Jim: Backus ‘Mon, 7 an: WBTV CNP 19° 44 Som. Us Tetrifory.. Wsoc 4 
7. Rawhide (Fri. 7:30- 8: 30). Peek ee eens LW BIV 39. 6. Shotgun: | Siade- Ww. ed. 7:00" WSOC MCA. 19 33. Feature Fim co. ee ceee. VBIV 33 

(Continued on page 34) 
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aa ennis, IKely sport though it is, doesn’t 

have a blessed thing to do with the sub- 

ject matter of these paragraphs. 

. 2 e aq 

But we're trying to be as gracious as possible... 

about our blotk-busting victory.in this year’s 

national Emmy Awards, and all the relevant 

headlines that come to mind sound terribly 

egotistical. 

Now that we’re talking to you in more subdued 

type, however, we can forget about tennis and 

admit that our cup runneth over. Next spring, 

we must remember to order a larger cup. 

If NBC’s double-barreled programming con- 

cept of quality and balance needed any vote of- 

approval, the voting members of the National 

Academy of Television Arts and Sciences sup- 

plied it the night.of May 16. 

WHEN A NETWORK wins every major Emmy 

in the fields of Drama, Variety and News as well 

as the all-embracing “Program of the Year” 

prize, it has aright to pop.a few buttons or even 

a jeroboam of champagne... 

About that “Program of the Year” crown: We 

should, in all fairness, admit we had a tremen- 

dous advantage in the final voting. You see, 

we'd already captured four of tlie category’s 

five nominations. 

In garnering no fewer than five important 

awards all by itself, Hallmark’s two-hour pro- 

duction of “Macbeth” more.than justified last 

summer’s decision to film the work abroad — 

in surroundings that would reflect the era in. 

which a man’s castle was his home. 

When the filming started, not even the presci- 

ent three witches could have foreseen Emmys 

for Maurice Evans, Judith Anderson an d Direc- 

tor George Schaefer or, for that matter, the 

two separate awards (“ Best Drama” and “Out- 

standing Program of the Year”) for. the pro- 

duction itself. 
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‘But that’s the way it came out, and it couldn't . 
have happened to a more deserving sponsor: 

As- Academy chief Marry “Ackerman. pointed 

out in annotincing‘a Trustees’ Award for Joy ce 

C. Hall, the: Hallmark presidenit: has heen. an 

uncompr omising. backer of quality TV enter- 

tainment for the past decade. 

‘KNOWING MR. HALL for the modest man he 

is, ‘we suspect he was a bit embarrassed by the 

in- “person accolade. We": re sure he would rather 

have had every: televiewer simply send: him. a 

card, 

Tt-goes without saying that no man is more self- 

effacing: than Fied - Astaire, who’ 5 gone up: for 

sO many statuettes that he’s begun to dev elop 

a Walt Disney sprint. 1 NBC's “Astaire Time” 

took the two top aw ar ds i in the “Variety’ ’ class: 

—one for the show, the other forthe performer. 

As for the Fimmy to “The Texaco Huntley- 

‘Brinkley Report,” -that was abit of news that 

should have surprised no one, For-some time: 

now, Chet and David have been making an 

enormous contribution: to NBC’ S clear- cut 

leader ship j in. the current-ev ents field... 

So solid is the impact of this leadership that 

NBC draws the largest audiences even when 

(as in the case of the live coverage of Alan 

Shepard’s flight into space) the very same news 

program, is: bemeg scen- on ‘several channels. 

Other E emmys won under the NBC banner in- 

cluded’: acting awards to Barbara Stanwyck and 

Roddy McDowall and a prize for electronic 

symphony by Shostakovich ... 

camera work to the Bell Telephone Hour'’s 

“Sounds of America.” 

We're happy the Emmy people saw fit to issue 

a Trustees’ Citation to all those who contrib- 

uted to ““The Great Debate,” especially since 

so’ much of the spadework was done by NBC 

Chairman Robert Sarnoff. It was his invitation 

to John F. Kennedy and Richard M. Nixon that 

won their participation in the historic series. 

It seems to us that just about all the Emmys 

this year—even those we didn’t win—reflected | 

a great deal of credit on TV in general, and the 

Academy is to be complimented on its over-all 

excellence: of judgment. 

We congratulate CBS’ on its awards, particu- 

larly those for Humor (Jack Benny); Music 

(Leonard Bernstein) ; Comedy Writing (“The 

Red Skelton Show”); and Public Affairs (“The 

‘Twentieth Century”). 

THERE’S LITTLE DOUBT that ABC is just as 

proud of its own two prize-winners (“Naked 

City’ ‘for film editing, and ‘“The Valiant Years” 

for documentary writing). 

Looking back on the entire list of honors, it 

strikes us that we came awfully close to winning 

just about all the major prizes. ‘Take Humor 

and Music, for example. If “ Macbeth’ had 

only had a few more laughs scattered here 

and there, and if Astaire had 

only thought of dancing to a fon 
Hindsight, it’s wonderful. 
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VaRIEty’s weekly tabulation based on ratings furnished by American Research 
Bureau, highlights the top ten network shows on a local level and offers a rating study 
tn depth of the top ten syndicated shows in the same partic ular markets. This week 
ten ditferent markets are covered. 

In the syndicated program listings of the top ten shows, rating data such as the 
| average share of audience, coupled with data as to time and day of telecasting com- 
petitire programming in the particular slot, etc., is furnished. Reason for detailing an. 
eract picture of the rating performance of ‘syndicated Shows is to reflect the true rating . 
strength of particular series. Various branches of the industry, ranging from media 

J OHNSTOWN 
FOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 
RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME 

Wagon Train ‘Wed. 7:30-8:30) 

Bonanza ‘Sat. 7.30-8:39. 

Tall Man ‘Sat. 8:30-9:00) 
Laramie ‘Tues. 7:30-8:30) 
My Sister Eileen ‘Wed. 
Ernie Ford ‘Thurs. 9:30-10-00) 

10:00-10:30) Gunsmoke ‘Sat. 

Televhone Hr.; 
. Thriller ‘Tues. 

1 
2. 
3 
4. 
4. 
5 
5. 
6. 
6. 
6 
6 
6 9:00-10:00 

Price Is Right 'Wed. 8:30-9:00:.. 

Perry Como ‘Wed. 9:00-10:00)..... 

National Velvet ‘Sun. 8.00-8:30) .. 

-ALTOONA_ 

AaSTETY -ARB SYNDICATION CHAR 
buyers to local stations and/or advertisers to syndicators will find the charts valuable. 

Over the course of a year, ARB will tabulate | a minimum of 247 markets. The _ 
results of that tabulation will be found weekly in Vartery. Coupled with the rating } 
performance of the top ten network shows on the lacal level, the VarRiEty-ARB charts 
are designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every tu market in the-U. S.§ 

-(*) ARB’s Feb.-Mar. 1961 survey covered 4 multi-week period. Syndicated shows 
sharing one of the weeks with an alternating or special program could not.be properly |. 
judged for comparative performance... Therefore. Feb. -Mar. data will be limited to 
those. syndicated shows which played in all weeks, 

(Continued from page 31 31) 

STATIONS: WJAC, WEBG. *SURVEY DATES: FEB. 16- MAR. [5, 1961. 

FOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS AV. a TOP COMPETITION — AV... 
STA. BIG [Rs- PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. - DISTRIB. RTG. .| RROGRAM _ STA. BIG. 

vesees WIAC | Ti] | 
eons WIJAC . Death Valley Days (Sun, 10:30' .. -WJAC..... U.S. Borax. 35 60: My: Line; Knowledge: ... WEBG 16 

Leeeeeee WIAC a7 | 2. Brothers Brannigan (Thurs. 7: 00). .... WJAC:... CBS 30 56|Ed Sullivan ..... .....WFBG 16 
. WAAC 43 j 3 Manhunt (Sat. 16:30) .....:....... ».WJAC.... Screen Gems 29 48; Coronado 9; Show Month. WFBG 23. 

weeeee WJAC 43 :| 4. Jim Backus (Mon. 7:00)..............WdAC.... ENP 09 47| Dennis The Menace....... WFBG 27. 
Linea 2) WIAC 40: 5. Bold Journey (Mon. 6:30) .:.........WJAC.... Banner 27 49|Whirlybirds ............WFBG 16° 

7:00-7:30)..... WJAC 40 5. . Mounted Police (Tues. 6:30) ........ WJAC.... CNP 27 47|Ann. Sothern ...........WFBG 16 
eeeea. WJIAC 39 | . Tombstone Territoty (Fri. 7:00)......WJAC.... Ziv-UA 27 49|Mr. Ed .. ......e000.- WFBG - 22 
Lewes WFBG 39: ‘| 4 Science Fiction (Wed.-6:30'..........W4IAC.... Ziv-UA 26 47 Harris Breth .-...... ++ WEBG ‘14 

. WJAC 39 | 7. Sea Hunt ‘Sat, 11: AS... eeveeseee WIAC.... Ziv-UA 25 66! Worlds Best Movies...... WFBG: 10 
Mitch (Fri. 9:60-10:00° Wag 39 | 8. Mr. Ed tFri. 7:00). 6... eee eee WFBG..,.MCA 22 oaks Tombstone Territory’ ..WJAC 27 

wee eee JA | 

CI TARLEST ON-HUNTIN GTON 

Wagon Train ‘Wed. 7.30-8:30' . 
. Real MeCoys ‘Thurs. 8:30-9:00+ 
Bonanza (Sat. 7:30-8:30: 

Gunsmoke ‘Sat. 10:00-10:30: 
isawaiian Eye -Wed. 9.00-10:/0: 

. Andy Griffith «Mon. 9:30-10.00° 

. Price Is Right 'W'ed. 8:30-9:00). 
Surfside 6 «Mon &:20-9:30) ... 

. Lawman Sun 8.30-9:00: 

. Rebel »Sun. 9:00-9:30" OF 00 AF ATO OTe 2 09 19 bet 

My Three Sons (Thu s. 9:00-9:30) 2... 

STATIONS: WSAZ, WCHS, WHIN. *SURVEY DATES: FEB. 16- MAR. 15, 1961. 

- Screen Gems 35 ii 1. Huckleberry Hound (Mon. 7:00)...... Ws AZ: 61, Trackdown see eewe: ».-WCHS 12 
weeeae WSAZ 51 W 2. Manhunt Wed. 7:00)... 2... W SAZ.... Screen Gems 31 62! Highway Patrol .....:...WHTN- 10 
vewees WCHS 45h 3. Sea Hunt (Thurs. 7:00) ....-.- WSAZ.-... Ziv-UA 29 73. Mounted Police ........WHTN 7 
eee WSAZ 41 4. Jim Backus ‘Tues. 7:00)......:......WSAZ ... CNP “25 46. ,Action Theatre .........WHTN 15 

.». WCHS : t Expedition: Danger ...;.WCHS 15 
.eoee WH" N 37 i 4, Popeye (Sat. 9:00 a.m.)...........,..WSAZ ... UAA 25. 81 Badee & Bullets eee ene WCHS 5 
weaee WChs 3a 5, Mr. Ed ‘Fri. 7:30: seeeee es eeee. WSAZ 1... MCA 18 30 Rawhide lege ee ceeee WHTN 25 

Leeeee WHTN 34. 6. Roy Rogers ‘Sat. 11:30! ..........°0..WHTN....RB.R. Prod. 15 54 Lone Ranger WSAZ 10 
veces WSAZ 334 6. Science Fiction (Sat. 6:00)...........WSAZ..... Ziv-UA 15 34 Wrestling i... WHTN 18 
eoeee WCHS 33. 6. Silent Service ‘Fri. 7:00)............. WCHS....CNP 15 32 Vallex Days: Pioneers © .o WSAZ 27 
weeees WCHS 32. 7. Blue Angels 'Sun. 10:50).............WSAZ.... CNP 12 29. Winston Churchill ..:::.-WCHS , 14 
«eee..WCHS 32 |! i What's My Line: :WHTN > 14 

#9. Trackdown (Mon. 7: 00'...:......... WCHS....CBS 12 21. Huckleberry ‘Hound. Lae aee -W SAZ 35 

LANSING 
—— —— 

1. Gunsmoke ‘Sat. 10°00-19:30) 3 ...... WJIM 7 . “ ; 

2. Andy Griffith «Mon. 9:30-10:00) ..... WJIM 44. 1. Mr. Ed (Wed. 7:00) .) .........5... WJTM...... MCA 33 67. Recital: “Jazz eee wise WMBS...- (4 
3. Rawhide ‘Fri. 7:30-8:30!  ...... WIIM 43}: 2. Coronado 9 'Tues. 7:30) ...... .. WJEM.... MCA. 28 53° Laramie .. WILX - 16. 
4. To Tell The Truth ‘Mon. 7:30-8:00: ..WJIM 42° 2. Huckleberry Hound ‘Mon. 6: 00)...... WJIM:... Screen Gems 28 82 Culbers C lubhouse aes + WMBS 2 
5. Route 66 ‘Fri. 8:30-9:30! .... WIEM 40, 3. Manhunt ‘Fri. 9:30: .. . se WJIM.... Screen Gems 27° 47. Telephone Hr.; Mitch. .-... WILX 16 
6. Have Gun, Sill Travel (Sat. 9.30-10) .WJIM 39 :' 3. Quick Draw McGraw ‘Fri. 6:00)..... WIJIM ... Screen Gems 27 73'Spartan Sports ......5. WMBS 2 
3. Dennw The Menace ‘Fri. 7:00-7:30: ..WITM 38! 4. Brothers Brannigan (Tues. 830)...... WJIM ... CBS 26 44 Alfred Hitchcock ...... WILY 18 
8. Candid €amera ‘Sun. 10:00-10.30)....WJIM 37 5. Sea Hunt ‘Sat. 7:00) sw... wee ee WILX. ....Ziv-GA 25 48, Good Look; Perform:.... WJ EM 9 
8. Danny Thomas \Mon. 9:00-9:30)...... WJIIM 37: 6. Shotgun Slade ‘Sun. 9:00).......:... WJIIM .. MCA 21 35' Chevy Show  ——...... 0 WILX 22 
9. Checkmate Sat, 8:30-9:30) —....e-- WJIM 36" 7. Roy Rogers ‘Sat: 11:30). ...... ‘ele eees WJIM ....RR. Prod. 17. 74 Two For Physics ...... WMBS 1 
9. Perry Mason ‘Sat 7:30-8:30 ..... WIEM 36 8. Lock-Up (Wed. 10:00) .........04.... WILX, .....Ziv-UA 14 30 Steel Hr; Circle Theatre WJIM 22 
9. Pete & Gladys ‘Mon. 8:00-8 80} .....-. WJIM 36 , | 

WHEELING - S TEUBENVILLE STATIONS: WTRF, WSTY. *SURVEY DATES: FEB. 18-MAR. 15, 1961. 

: . . . . 1. Death Valley Days ‘Sat. 7:00) ....... "WTRF. . U.S: Borax 25 © 45 Maverick wee fee wee <>. WSTV 16° 
1. wagon Train “Wed. 780830). WARE oe 1. Tombstone Territory ‘Sat. 10:30).....WSTV ... Ziv-UA 25° 47'This Is. Your Life ceseeeWERF 16 
&. The Price Is Rig: on Ga es 2. Lock-Up ‘Fri. 9:30) — «.. eee. WSTV.. 1. Ziv-UA 22 35 Tel Hr.; Miteh: BB... WTRF 28 
3. Bonanza ‘Sat. 7:30-8.30- —s....... WTRE 41 2. Mr. Ed. PPTL 8:00: WTRE MCA 92. 33 Rawhid came Qn. 
4. Gunsmoke ‘Sat. 10:00-10:30' = ...... WSTV 40° 3 te ete ne + WTRE.... 2 awhide . = »-WSTV 35 
5 Perry Como :Wed. 9:00-10:00) WTRF 38 3. Quick Draw McGraw (Tues. 6:30: .. WTRF.... Screen Gems 21 48° aime Out For Sports... Wen 9 

° } ri 7°30-8-3 ee “STV 37°: . ews With Seott ~~... WSTV 13 

:: Dea can i Sua 00-0: 000 a Wer 36 4. Huckleberry Hound Thurs. 6:30)..... WTRF....Screen Gems 20 44, Time With’ & on - Wer : . 4 a ee ae ee . . } ews "i Sco t eeeeal 'STY : 11. 

. Have t: on Will travel sat, 10.39" ) Wer 3 4. Jim Backus (Thurs. 8-00) Levee W TRF. ... CNP 29 35 My Three Sons)... WSTV 20 
9 Garry ‘Moore ‘Tues. 10:0)-11:00- WSTY 33 o- Popeye ‘Mon. & Wed. 6:30)......... WTRF... UAA 19 40. | hime Out For. Sports. .. WSTV. 12 
Tenet aTatae 7-28-21): oP Rp ews Wi ott. ...26,.WSTV da 

9. Laramie (Tues. 1a UO. Weer 33. Best of Post (Thurs. 9:00) .. ....... WSTV ITC 17 27 Bachelor Father ...7.... WTRF 30° 
9. Wells Fargo tMon. 8:50-9:00). -..--- |, 2, Brothers Brannigan (Wed."10:30' .... WIRE ... CBS 14 24 Naked City ........0.. WSTV 28 

ee ee ee 

tH 
rak 
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ae¥y to 5,00. His intot mants 
svdn gave him the actual number + rise 
and he corrected it as quivkly as: 
pe ible. 

Hii, intormants also quickly di.- 
credited some of the claims made 
wea the CIA Radio Swan, such as 
th: one which declared the Isle 
ef Pines had been overrun and cap- 
tacei bt the rebels. One of his 

‘ss Yas a military commander oer’ 

fro. 

eo 

-< Hovins 
page 27 

‘recently set up shop, has the voice r 
circuits 

have mage the civilian populat: on | 
up to join the rebels. 

fhe combination of sabotage an 

‘says. Yet the 
| use these sources 

The lid is on’in W ashington now, 

he savas, and the 
story of just low the CIA took itt son described it. Negro leader, re:! 
upon itself not only to run the in- 
yasion operation but to exervise 
foreign policy in terms of which ] jected to some of the thinzs he had 

it was: new sman’s paradise and nightmare 
gq combined. 

Jiebel radio inside the island. he} 
CIA refused to 

ween 25 anid 33 people. Robinson. 

ei ie istend vio had planned to; 
Gocloet and wie wis waiting to join: ; rebel leaders if favored, will come: 
whth.asven force The force never. out only ait the current, Coangres- 
Gat :siona! and - intra-Governmentai; ] 

fieibe de stb. dneredul: ns at tne | bearitizs are made public. But the: ‘ 
een oat the CL baa air tay The CLA was the key factor there’: 

Loge thal the Goetetfectire cm. Wo dowub:, he says. 

é Daud GQ. anaes. tp on aot With the Cuban siory far from 
2 Tamteda R it, wos kepso oan ended cand othe (Latin Amo cies. 

t Sao corent (ae dnve-dan bp. Uae stor. just be umning --"w hot every 
t. tt he dest test Bes pies Pode | Els to realize is that Laten 
t bee Phe os tery Eotteast- ried simply ism toane bre bleesk 

i “thet CON cats the “ (- countries if represents 29) dite 
en See ee i Od : has btoten’ ls - ferent republie. a> i 20 diferent 
t keaootoeoum. af din ot bias eke sets of prebloms -—Novins IN en ie 

i e Va a specie tas dan hiscnes as d2mnent, ProVem is 

a ievnetoethesnidnate sabotace coaiee of a spoo Mextep Ciey is an, 
: ~owetboss d4 eee puedo Bbeal ciisternn: post” Det there 

toraendters thooicdbout phe d-bund are na volre circulfs and he'd. have 
eon ob ta overtide fhe poucdias oto dee beeper phone.  Rio-doe T- 
Cidata netwarks. Ib anstiing qited fhetyu, Where NBC's Willson Hail! 

but a difficult. customs {- 
situation that is murder on ship- 
ping film as well as bringing ‘in Montreux Ww Festival 

Continued from page 21 ——$<—$= 

and which will be placed in a: are the Perry .Como show: “and 
600-2.500 mile elliptical orbit i Music of the Thirties,” both *sub-. 
The first flight for a Project Relay i mitted by NBC and “Astaire Time” 
is planned for, next year. “entered by Broadcasting Founda- 

Pierce, who confirmed Jaffe’s tian ‘of America. There” are also 

viewpoint that satellites would | two contenders from the BBC in 

: equipment. Novins isn’t sure where 
‘he'll end up, but he is convinced |. 
that Latin Ameriea is going to bea 

——— . ‘Open End’ transcend oceans, thought. the cost: the “Black and Whiie Minstrel 
real follow up - amen Continued from page: 19 come of an international satellite. cum- Show! and * ‘Soft Light, and-Sw eet 

munication system would be large, Music.” while Associated-Reditfu- 
sion have entered an episode from 

_its “Hippodrome” series, and ABC- 
TV “<Britain) has “Sammy Davis 
Jr. Meets the British.” Other en-. 
tries have been submitted. by Rus- 
sia, Poland, Switzerland, Germany, 
Italy.:. Belgium. Australia. France, 
Japan and ‘Austria. 

-——_ 

CBS -TV Daytime Biz 
CBS-TV has. picked - up. some 

‘mare daytime. business via Uniele 

but’ possibly no- larger than the: 
cost of a number of underseas 
cables. He suggested that the cst 
of satellite. communication could 
Well be. borne in the. same migmer 
as the cast.of such Guibles, atid-tiat 
it could be operated in the sane’ 
Wuy .as-- tians-oceanic telephony 
and shortwave. radio. 

Tle first half of the festival Nk is, 
been taken up by am international : 
tv symposium organized by the 7 
Inte:national = Telecomimunik at102 

‘counting what happened off-cam- 
era, said members of the group ob- 

said: in the past and some of the 
past remarks of Rev. Mar? in Luther 
King on “Open-End.” Rev. King. 
Was. supposed to ‘have been on last 
Sunday’ s oulinz, but couldn't meke- 
it. involved as le was in the Mont 
rorers situation. Rohinson esti- 
mated the group fo nurmber be- 

ino retellites (he ine:dent, express d | 

Werderment al Ube Une: Tom? Unon, an agency of the Cited -Rea‘’s Rice and Lever Bros, -Unele 
epithet .Stter the: short L- doy fhe “Nations vith 109 fulk and associate Ben order is far tie net ork’s . 
nee proteeded perceabis, with; menebers. Reps from 32 nations morning, total of 44 minutes spre. ad” 

kind. according to Catt, telt-" are present, and there are 25 en- over HI weeks starting ih _ June, 
fat police that thes were no Toncor. Ces for the program contest, with Ted Bates. as aleney. | - 

up at oT: 30 
tude write. 

necded. Show. _wounc 
am. -Othow panelists tne 

Which carries. a ¢ash prize of 11.000 
Swiss franes tapprax 82.509 

Lover bought two more alermate 
week. afternoon. as 

er Louis Lomax and Roy: Wiikirs, well as the “Golden Rose of Mon- running through the SiMPor Buy 
af the National Assn. for the Ad-. treux.” now vives Lever ca ctotal of 13 
vancement of Colored Peopie. The U.S. entries for the contest duylime quarler-hour a week - 

qQkbarkes-fottrs, 
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ASSOCIATED REDIFFUSION 
London’s Television, , Monday thru’ Friday 

ASSOCIATED-REDIFFUSION LIMITED ED, TELEVISION HOUSE, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2, ENGLAND 
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$3000) UHF | ggzsreere ARB FEATURE FILM CHART |" TvFotiowsp 
Vv AR h f h ji , , i —— Continued from page 23 — 
ARIETY-ARB’s weékly chart offers a day-by-day analysis of the top eature evening slots in a oe 

Buy Sets Record particular market. On Saturdays and¥Sundays, daytime feature slots compete with nighttime pix \tane to. the CBS. crews; that was ” 
periods for designation as the top feature slot of the day. The analysis is confined to the top rated unfortunate, ‘because a glimpse’ at 

Washington, May 23. feature slots in the ARB measured period, broken down by days in the week. The ARB measured the: man: and his ‘attitudes . might. 
Soniebody has faith in UHF. The period usually covers three or four weeks. Other data such as the time slot and overage share of have ‘provided a key ta the ‘prob- 

$3.00.000 sale of UHF statio ni audience is furnished. Top competition and competitive ratings-also are highlighted. ‘Tem that ‘confronts Birmingham. 
KJE) Channel 47), Fr esno, Cc ali f., , |. Lowe, Smith, . Friendly cand. alk. 

has be iby the FCC. It* the highest-priced sale in ats Seattle -Tacoma ® Sta.: KOMO, KING, KIRO, KTNT, KTVW © Survey Dates: Nov. 10-23,"60 concerned have: made another vatu- 
able contribution to‘ an -under- meagre history. 

Shasta Telecasting Corp., owner ? Average Rating: 1 COMPETITION Po, 
of KVIP>AM-TV, Redding, -and j KINT 4 ‘Share: 11 : STATION & | 5roblent remains ome (of the. most > verage Share: dangerous: and baffling - situations 
50° stockholder of KVIQ-TV, Eu- j : -, PROGRAM -AVG. RATING ‘| ever to-confront the south and the - 
reka. Calif.. made the buy from | 4 , ce. ‘country. “Chan. , 

O'Neill Broadcasting Co. {| MONDAYS 11:00-12:45 Deadline KOMO ie 
FCC’s action last summer in mak- | , 11:00-11:30 5 

ing Fresno all UHF naturally, Prostam: ALL STAR MOVIE Deadline, Movies KOMO Wide World of “sports 
boosted the outlet’s value. >. 14:30-11:45. or It's Jong been ‘axiomatic with 

Nov. 14 “JOHNNY ‘O’CLOCK" Fourmost Movie “Komo newspaper’ sports columnists: - 

— . 28071. 4° k. with the major s orts or 
Dick Powell Tnavie New Ox Stick wi j P 

UPGRADE STATUS OF 3 1947. Columbia. Se C R eles K T 0 lose your readership. m. 

CHI TRIB TV EXECS: 947, Columbia, Screen Gems, Repeat World Today KING. The old print rule-of-thumb is 
: , Nov. 21 “’LL BE SEEING YOU" .. 13700-1130 7 being. busted again and again by. 

Chicago, May 23. “ ; Jack Paar KING. video, which seems. to. be. nov ing 
Chicago Tribune Co. upgraded Ginger Rogers, Joseph Cotton 11:30-12:45 ._ 4 oan Be exciting ara 0 dreeay s 

three execs of its television proper- 1945. 20th Fox, NTA. Repeat 11 PM Report KIRO coverage. ver since 4 was sti 
tie. and made four directorship ap- , , » HEpe , U1:00-12:15 ee @ som eo ds e. more . ofthe 
pointments last week. Ward Lb. Report Theatre KIO Wi ‘ going stam Gi vee could MI 
Quaal, general manager af WGN 11:15-11:30 able iene ames could ‘pur 
Ine. in Chocago. and Fred M. Master piece Theatre KIRO .|Sizable audiences, tv S. “cameras . 

Thrower, g.m. of WPIX Inc. in New 11:30-12:45 1° have been probing the dark and 
Yggk. were both named executive : far corners of sports. They've gone. 
veepees of their respective compa-| : - from inside pool halls to ‘inside. 
nies. Their titles were previously KOMO Average Rating: 1 COMPETITION . rookie. ball players in. a. creative 
Vive president. Carl J. Meyers, aL! Average Share: 14 t STATION & ipl. of document. and play-by- 
rector of operations at the Chitago- . . ee 
st::tions. Was promoted toa veepee. MONDAYS 11:30-12:45 PROGRAM AVG. RATING The ABC-BBC vidtape pickup ‘of 

Meyers was also named a direc- - Program: FOURMOST MOVIES , Jack. Paar KING ne British ae top. fAssn. wane 
tor of WGN Ine., and Thrower of “ ” oe 11:30-12:45 “4 fla nglanads top soccer gam 
the recently acquired KDAL sta- | Nov. 14 Rihiine L OF FATE” Forbes :: 30 = baa of ‘the season, was ‘no.‘:exception. 
tions in the Duluth - Superior! 1949, ABC Filtas ist Run = Masterpiece Theatre KIRO {it was the first junket outside the 

‘Minn... market. Bruce Dennis, news _ . “s ’ , 11:30-12:45 1 {US. for ABC's “Wide World of 
sete Z Nov. 21 ASTONISHED HEART". Sports.” with sportscaster Jim. director of WGN-AM-TV, was also ; Noel Mare a AH Star Movie KINT p 

named a director of KDAL Ine.: oe Coward, Celia Johnson. Marrret Leighton : ae UI | McKay teaniing with British caun- 
and Leavitt J. Pope. veep in charge 1948. Universal, Sereen Gems, Repeat 11:30-12-45 1 ‘| terpart, Kenneth: Wolstenholme, ‘in 
ot operations at WPIX Inc., was : - ° . a fascinating running commentary _ 

COMPETITION -}an. the match between the. Totten-. named a director of that company. ; 
———— STATION & j;ham Hotspurs.:London) and Lei- 

, 7 ; Average Rating: J PROGRAM AVG. RATING jogater City trepping the Midlands 
WCAU S SRO on Grd KIRO A : 14 _ | a jeits:, Play was onthe turf. of. 

verage Share: . 4 Deadline Komo TW embley Stadiums, and, as. an indi- | 
Philadelphia, May 23. ° do-Li: oo -lcation. ef the pull of this pro 

Still four months to go until! MONDAYS 1:15-1:15 Deadfine. Slovies Koma {sports event in. Britain, there were 
kofi ’ . :3U-11 20 - 106,000. spectators.. more than half 

we oH of regular season ‘Sept. 17" Program: MASTERPIECE THEATRE bet eee vies KOMO ‘standees. Pot tickets were going 
ear y ; : ( — ‘Aditocta: ‘| for 35 pounds each, $98) accordin 
with ceeltonte of “the regular’ a. Nov. 14 “IMPULSE” , Movies, News KOMO to the "British sportscaster. 4 
game schedule. Arthur Kennedy, Constance Smith Manito New Faith KONO Besides’ the’ excitement .and col- 

The Rambler Dealers of Phila- = . —_ lens ue |.or Ff -the. highly skilled and gruet- . 
delphia ‘through Gever, Morey, 1958. Tempean Films, Jayark Films, 1st Run Ww A250 KING jing play itself: 45-minute: halves 

and No ime outs, except -for se- 
, . ‘ious injury',...commentary was 

Jack Paar . KING loaded... ‘with interesting British. 

Madden & Ballard pick up halts 
the tab, while Household Finance! 11215-11:30 7 Nov. 21 “THE EVE OF ST. MARK” 
Corp, oreeham. Louis & Brorby | Michael O'Shea, Anne Baxter, Vincent Price. _.11:30-1:00 . 4 sports .terniinology “score: is. Tot 

& Adams: both have quarter. spou- 1944, 20th Fox, NTA, Repeat Final. Prayer. Hyman. KING | ‘tenham., nil: Leicester, nil”): And. 

soe a sports director Bul | All pie ase RINT relled by rae ester for ard shine : 

vious ears, doing the play-by-play. News Sports Weather KINT | Cay the B ae oss ared’ the 
Station will also air the four Eagles —_ incident like a -pubservice video 
exhibition games ‘Aug 12, 23, comPETITI oN’ [ss Cellent throughout. coverage. was’ 
Sept. 2. 9. A Ri i : } 
Sept. 2. 9 KTNT Averone Shan’, 10 STATION & Game. was vidtaped . May 6 for 
ae . PROGRAM “AVG. RATING : | the ABC presentation’ Saturday. . 

'ESD; 00-12: a: #20) from 4:30 ‘to 7 p.m. ‘Actual: 
TV Reviews pews oA STAR MOVIE Deadiine a0 Komo | play was preceeded. by interviews 

ogram: aidibalals . : a: _and ‘explanations, .and followed . by . 
amen. Continued from page 29 qa Deadline, Movies KOMO: 3 

han aed aol Royal presentation of Cup to Hot- 
Geath in 1882 with publication of Nov. 15 “ALWAYS GOODBYE” 11:30-11-45 . 2 {spur winners | «2-0: and. medals to. 
a stream of pulps “written by east- Fourmost Movies KOMO alt’ participants. 
ern writers for eastern readers.” Barbara Stanwyck, Cesar: Romero, V145-12:45 | 7 or Kudos to: all: cor d.. li ‘d- 

Feremost vas a volume under the - 1938, 20th Fox, NTA, Ist Run World Today. KING : ses tO OY cae clon ad. siunature of the mean who eunned | > xX, 4 . I 11:00-11:30: li Jing’ director Bill. Benningtan: | and: 

Billy down, Sheriff Pat Garrett, . 99 « ; : . 11 PM Report: KIRO “=| exec, producer Roone Arledge and 
and ghosted by Ashe Upson, x pulp Nov. 22 “WHERE DO. WE GQ FROM HERE - 1#:00-11°15 3. I BBC producer | Dennis | Monger 

writer of “wanton and frequently | Fred McMurray, Joan Leslie Report. Theatre : KiRO , 
leoholi g . steel he 

° aecording* to. Snorien, armed 1945, 20th Fox, NTA, Repeat. Jack Paar KING 
with the available serious research 2 TE80-12.45 6 
on the character and times, the Kid Masterpiece| Theatre KIRO Lawyer’ $ Code 
Was neither of the extremes of the 11:30-12:45 . 1 | =—__x Continued’ from page’ 1 — 
lezend—i.e. “heroic ‘outlaw” nor | | 

COMPETITION * tors. Code permits lawyers to be “adenoidal moron, psychotic killer} KO MO Average Rating: 1 

ne 

identified . by profession and of- 
ol 21 and. Peed for each van at nis Average Share: 17 STATION & fice, however, in simulated trials, 
Mexicans just to see them kick. TUESDAYS 11:38-1:15 PROGRAM AVG. RATING | “designed and-used ‘as public in- 
He was a homely, buck-toothed boy | Program: FOURMOST MOVIES ‘Jack Paar KING formation” that are produced: with 
itive foot, eight inches tall: who: _ . 11:30-1:00 5. Bar Assn. sponsorship © Or. .aS-. 
handled a six-gun well, was an ex- Nov. 15 “CANON CITY” -Final Prayer Hymn? KING ‘sistanee. 
cerlent rider, occasional cattle rust- Scott Brady’ 1:00-1:15 1 ; In_ all cases, when. trials 1 real or 
ler, a carefree gambler and lover, aA .Masterpiece Theatre KIRO. fictional are . enacted, lawyers and 
and who can be personally credited } 1849, UAA, UA, Repeat 11:30-12:45 1° | judges may not ‘appear unless: the 
with the death of four men, alk wo “ » . 2 Theatre. Edition. KIRO| -eourt. scene is. clearly. identified as | 
shot from ambush iwhich was the Nov. 22 “GOG a, 12:45-1:00 1 a dramatization: leaving no. possi- 
cnls way it was ever done. the; Herbert Marshall, Richard Ezaa ‘All Star Movie KTNT . bility. of ‘its’ being. mistaken for an: 
walk-down, shoot-out being an ab- | ae.  12:30-12:45 1 . _| actual. proceeding. 
solute pulp myth. according to: Constance Dowling News Sports Weather KTNT . 
Snorten . . 1954. UAA, UA, Repeat 12: +5-1:00 1 aaa 

Billy was a crafty. instinctive —_—— : ge 
fugitive. but had one tragic flaw oo a oo TV. Playwrights 
in Pis character. “The Running. KOMO Average Rating: : 4 COMPETITION ae ed 
Bo.” had a penchant for danger , Average Share: . 38 | STATION & ——— Continued from page | — 
and never ran far enough. even; . — PROGRAM ‘AVG. RATING | vestigate writers’ 
when he could have. Garrett: WEDNESDAYS 11:30-1:15 a ee Tiare sore eve “Jeon blse-pent caught up with him more by acci- | . , Jack Paar KING | cilled. Said producer-writer Leigh 
dent than not, and gunned him! Program: FOURMOST MOVIES -1T-30-1-00 iz Vance: “We want our x er Leig 
down—in ambush. The victim's ; ‘Final Prayer Hymn KING through - uncontaminated di 80: 
historic value, said Snorten. is as Nov. 16 “PACIFIC DESTINY” 1:00-1:15 1: | ted.” ang’ un 
one of the west’s most authentic Denholm, Elliot, Susan Stevher “Masterpiece Theztre KTNT corrupte 
outlaw .. ; . .. | 1955, Bernard L. Schubert, Repeat 1E:30-12:45 1 Sir Robert Fraser, Direstor-Gene. 
_Show set a fine visual pace vis ‘All Star Movie KTNT eral ity, which ¢ ent Television 

stili photos and with Snorten mov- Nov. 23 “ISLAND OF DESIRE” 11-30-12:45 1 | - ra on x. nd Sohn commer 

Uoiverttets “Progress or e AF LOBS- Linda Darnell, Tab Hunter Neus Sports Weather KTNT cal lary of the. Britis! Trevelyan, 
University S "Progress of - fan se- 1953, CAA, UA, Repeat 12:45-1:00 ‘4 . secretary itish: Board of 
ries takes over the WOR dayslot Film.Censors, have promised to to- 
this week, Bill. (Continued on page 46) operate with the conmittee. . 

standing of. why the ‘segregation . 

sememcbeceeeewt me tte eee ee? 

-<. 

Date wind eet ene 
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on Compass Productions, Incorporated 

Producers of the Hallmark Hall of Fame 

George Schaefer, President 

| To the National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences, the Directors Guild 
iN of America, TV Guide, and the Radio-Television Daily for their nominations 

awards, — “and awa =| 

‘tb the many. actors, writers and technical artists who helped make the 1960-61 = 
season sO. enjoyable and successful, and in particular to our stars — 

JUDITH ANDERSON HELEN. GALLAGHER THOMAS MITCHELL = 
SIG ARNO ALICE GHOSTLEY JANET MUNRO = 

FELIX AYLMER -PAUL HARTMAN. . GENE NELSON = 
“TAN BANNEN JEROME HINES PATRICIA NEWAY 
RICHARD BASEHART MICHAEL HORDERN MARISA PAVAN 
JEREMY BRETT KIM HUNTER CHRISTOPHER PLUMMER = 
RUSSELL COLLINS MEGS JENKINS CLAUDE RAINS = 

“JAMES. DALY BARRY JONES GEORGE ROSE 
» STEPHEN: DOUGLASS MALCOLM KEEN DEAN STOCKWELL 
EDITH EVANS “DENNIS. KING VALERIE TAYLOR 
MAURICE. EVANS BRENDA LEWIS KEENAN WYNN 

Loni Clr tte . Sahib Suubat 
oon H. Frank Wvs Wane. 

1841 BROADWAY * NEW YORK 23, NEW YORK » TELEPHONE JUDSON 6.3815 



Madison Ave.’s Mad-on 
Continued from page 27 see | 

for the coming season. Three L&M 
show ,buys of the present season 
were pushes back to Jater hours as 
the web opened up choicer times 
for P&G and B&W. 

Benton & Bowles, with P&G 
and Gencral Foods show properties 
like Andy Griffith and “Rifleman” 
to wield from web to web if neces- 
sary ‘via sponsor ownership’ car- 
ried a tot of influence, and ty top- 
per Lee-Rich et. al. used it early 
in the buying game. 

While Clyne is assuredly in high 
favor with MeCann’s top manage- 
ment and could move upstairs as 
well as out, the advent of..a new 
broadcast topper is fair conjecture. 
Besides the ciz loss, agency has 
been struck with the loss of Col- 
gate and Bulova biz in a year. 

Last year saw JWT video topper 
Danny S:xmour take the 13 steps! 
upstairs in favor of, ironically, Tom 
McAvity of MceCann-Erickson, But: 
all's veil «ince Seymour is deep 
in the new business hustle, anent 
Liggett & Myers and the chance of 
Texaco. It's said that, along with 
Seymour \IecAvity and another 
MeCann-Frickson ex, Rud McKee 
tan administrative officer at Mc- 
Cann: had a hand in moving Lis- 

RADIO-TELEVISION 

One Man’s Opinion. 
“WBAI (Highlow frequency 

tive station in New York,” 
WOR's Jean Shepherd. told 600 
students at Rutgers recently. 
He criticized WBAI because — 
“it Just rebroadcasts what oth- 
.ers have done.” Calling it a 
“very limited operation,” he 
remarked that it was “not in 
‘WOR's class.” 

Asked:to rank WOR among 
the “New York AX stations, 
Shepherd said it wasn't trying 
to Accomplish the same -fhing . 
as/ the others, which he criti- 
cjzed for ‘their news-weather- 
nd-time formats. 
What does. WOR's Shepherd 

{think of VarteTy? “I rarely 
read it,” he said however, “it’s 
a good humor weekly.” 

ABritish Leagne Against 
— Cruel Sports in Swipe 

after the print plunge was, 
‘launched, has web officals second-; 
‘guessing a possible agency as well 
as media switch. 

All-out newspaper campaign | 
called for more than 70 full-page 
ads this year to appear in. 310 
papers in 268 cities. Word is that 
more papers have been added to 
the list since, but, as far as the 
cempany and agency are con- 
.cerned, the loud horn that was 
: blown last fall has not been sound- 
ing any marked .sales success or 
joyous dealer reaction. Outside 
isurveys, in fact (excepting!a pres- 
{entation by the American News- |. 
paper Publishers Assn.’s Bureau 
of Advertising’, have indicated! 

. dealer concern in several markets 
‘over the lack of tv exposure. 

JWT Celebrates: 
Free Java: for 

J. Walter Thompson, which Has 
‘no booze account, eelebrated land- 
-ing of the Liggett & Myers acconnt 
Friday (19! with free coffee for{att. | 
Freeloading newsmen may bg i 
for the shock of their lives at/this’ 

‘afternoon’s O’Seas_ Press b 
‘Party to intro the “sociable 
ni.* Host Stock Distilleries of Italy. 

London, May 23. . 

has now been pilloried for a ‘‘sub- 
stantial increase in the acts of 
cruelty to animals and birds by 

New Brunswick. N.J., May 23.° : 

modulation? is the least -crea- ~ 

Wednesday, May 24, 1961 

Inside Stu—Radio-TV 
WBBM Radio, Chicago, mads a virtual sweep of the Ilnols Asso- 

‘|clated Press news awards this. year with three first prizes ard one 
-} second in the four categories the state. AP organization cited this 
year. The two other categories were omitted from the awards ‘pres- 
entation because the balloting was not conclusive in-either. © - 

- Fahey Flynn’s “Five-Twenty News” placed’ first as the best regu- 
|larly scheduled news show; “John Carmichael’s Sports Final’ won: 

_| to meet with board. : 

At TV-Radio ‘Abuses’ 

{as best regularly scheduled sports show; and WBBM’'s “Election . 
Roundup” led the best special events coverage category, Station came 
in second for the best-commentary-editorial program, via an editorial 
by E. H. Shomo, CBS viceprez and general manager of WBBM. First 
prize in the category went to “Len O'Connor Comments” on WMAQ. 

a 

American Federation gf Television and Radio Artists in a move to 
more: quickly. expedite deferred business matters wil] hold National. 
Board meetings in Hollywood every month for general west coast busi- 
ness purposes. Donald F.. Conaway, national exec secretary and 
Mortimer Becker, national counsel will come here monthly from. N.Y... 

_ National Board meeting will also be held in Gotham each month and 
in Chicago when warranted. Prior to new schedule AFTRA National 
-Board meetings were held sporadically when deemed necessary but 
local: boards have -met regularly ‘on a monthly basis. 

Is Boston a clean: city? 7 ; 
WBZ-TV producer-director Stan Berk sent newsman Jim Jensen 

and cameraman Bob Cirace into the street to ask this question of Hub 
residents and visitors. The result was as a half-hour film program, “The 
People Speak,” which evoked: as much viewer comment. as the close- 

Television, which has been!to home controversial Sacco-Venzetti network teleplay, and moved the 
blamed for practically all the. ills, Westinghouse Hub outlet this week to air a radio-tv editorial. — | 
that snarl up life in 1961 Britain,| Tnose interviewed generally agreed that Boston was a dirty city, hut: 

-the residents blamed themselves, not the city fathers. However, unlike - 
‘the reaction to Sacco-Venzetti. viewers were in overwhelming agree- 
‘ment with the programs’ participants. " 

gett & Myers. 

Reports were rife of Texaco and 
JWT teik.. bet Seymour and Cun- 
ningham & Walsh prez Jaek Cun- 
ningham, were both unreachable | pia vhoy mag publisher 

on the matter. Hefner says his new publication, 

Tradesters, however, were most'!Snhow Business Illustrated, will be 
solemn about the American Aire from “taste city.” whichj must be 
lines axe at Y6ung & Rubicam.:g suburb of Adsville. 
Word is that the shop has to take. FTC Scores Again 

a pretty stiff financial rap after] Mennen Co. has consentea to an 
only two years with the account. order axing use of “deceptive pic- 

First yea> is automatically a loser, torial presentations” in ty promo- 

and, wita airlines billing goingition of its “Mennen Sof’; Stroke” 
mainly to print on a regional basis, !aerosol shavingeream, According 
the detail work makes the second to a Federal Trade Commission 
year a touch-and-go proposition. -: announcement. 

As to where American would Company was charged last Octo- 

land its $6,000,000, among five ber with using false and mislead- 

shops invited to pitch, acquisitive ‘ing artifices in tv blurbs showing 
industryites were climbing family :a skin diver shaving under water, 

trees. AA prexy C. R. Smith’s' first with another cream with nega- 

brother is on the Chrysler account tive results, then getting a clean 
at BBDO. and Tom Ross, new ad shave with the Mennen product. 

manager at AA, has a father who FTC complaint. charged that the 
ig purine in Ivey Lee & T. J. Ross blurb used a mixture of toothpaste 
alackery, which handles Chrysler and shaving cream to get consis- 
Corp.’s pubrelations. This might tency into the underwater shave. 

indicate a leaning toward BBDO, Up and down: Eugene C. Judd 
(among Lennen & Newell, where and Louis Sage have joined Ted 

.tini.” She was drinking 
,;@ingerale at recent elbow 
\for Official Film’s new offices... 

¢ 

a . 

‘linvolve the -cruel treatment of 

young persons.” , . 
The charge is made inthe re- 

port of the League Against Cruel 
Sports which says an increasin : ae 
tendency to glorify practices which | It's the 31st consecutive quarterly payment to stockholders since. 

| the company went public in Nov. of ‘53. Unlisted class B common will 

radio programs during ‘the past. 

Storer Broadcasting has declared a quarterly. dividend of 45¢ per 
share on its common stock, payable June 10 to stockholders of record 
May 26 of this year. . , . , 

year. NBC TeleSales was inked by Talent Associates to provide the physi-- 

Instances are certain descriptive - catwine veporiak ines pe and ane Glory the 90-minute Laurence 

Doe Telotiion which have glett- | CBS-TV has already bought the stanza for tv showing, although no’ 
fied bullfighting and also certain | SPOMSOr ds signed. Talent Associates. which is newly aligned. with Para- 
English blood sports mount Pictures, is making a film from the original tape so that it can- 

Pe - }also be released theatrically. . _ a : 
Another case quoted is the BBC} Shooting begins May 30:and goes through Ju 

“Archers”. serial -on. sound. radio,; plant. ; 
which frequently goes out of its _ . 

way to glorify foxhunting. Much’ CBS Radio’s NetALERT, the new internal communications. system 
of this publicity is.aimed at juve-; between the web and its affiliates, will go into operation on. Sept. .1. 
niles. . System wil! permit instantaneous contact between. the network and its 

Replying to the comment on‘stations for business communications, news alerts or“national. emerg- 
“The Archers.” long-running /encies. System ‘has nine different alerts and includes an. executive: 
country-style. family soap-opera, a/home-alarm device which will inform: key station execs at home of 
BBE spokesman said: is ‘far as | urgent programs or national emergencies. So 
oxhunting is concerned, it is an ; a 

integral part-of country life, and}. Former FCC chairman Frederick W. Ford will receive an award for 
as such takes its part in the pro-|.““distinguished service in the public interest” from the National Audi- 
gram, which js’a farming serial.” | ence Board this week in Washington. The award, first such to be given 
Somé opinion here expects the! by.the NAB ‘not the National Assn. of Broadcasters) was voted by the: 

formation of a League Against | organization’s membership of “community opinion makers” for Ford's 

ne 4 at’ NBC's Brooklyn 

AA once was, Ted Bates, Doyle- 
Dane-Bernbach', but sources were 
talking about a return to Lennen 
& Newell. 

Same time. Shell Of, via Ogilvy, 
Benson & Mather, was investigat- 
ing. all the networks with an eye 
to web programming in January. 
62 when the current straight-fee 
contract agreement with the agen- 
cy expires. i i 

OB&M took ‘the gidtt account 
away from J. Walter Thompson 
Iast summer, .and at the fall ses- 
sion of the Assn. of National Ad- 
vertisers, 
grabbed the spotlight with an an- 
nouncement that Shell would shift 
its entire $15,000,000 into news- 
papers. 

Fact that tne company is now 
pencilling a return to tv, and pos- 

prexy David Ogilvy ; 

Bates agency as account execs on. 
Colgate-Palmolive. Judd was -ad 

‘director of Coty. Sage was with 
MecCann-Eri¢ckson. 

' George Oswald, a senior veepee, 
‘has been elected a director of 
‘Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard. 
‘He's coordinator of branch offices. 
*Veepee stripes for John Cale, a; 

video producer, and Donald. Moone, ! Bert Claster's Romper Room Inc. 
-account supervisor, at Sullivan,!as national. merchandise manager, 
‘Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles. 

Peter P. Theg, formerly exec 
veepee of Broadcast Times Sales, 

:has joined Mutual Broadcasting as 
an account exec. 
New Biz: Natural Gas Service.. 

. Fredricksburg, Va., to Bennt & 
Chase. ; 

J. I. Case Co., farm equipment, 
‘to Geyer, Morey, Madden & Bal- 
lard. 

Stock of the Month Club to Rit- 
jter, Sanford, Miller & Kampf. 

SERIES WITH WINNING WAYS! 

Cruelty to Television and Radio 
any moment now. . 

Kaufman to Claster. 
On Romper Room Setup 

““~. Baltimore, May 23. 

ently. v.p. and general merchand 
manager of Allen’s Dept. Store in 
Philadelphia. Co 
‘:-“Romper Room” stanza is: eur- 
rently a live:syndicated package in 
81 eities in the U.S. and Canada 

ing operation, latest ‘addition to 
‘which are Romper Room Shoes via 

Room Cookies via Dare_ Bakers in 
Canada. a, 

“TWO FACES WEST” 

sibly magazines seven months 

ACTION 

ABILENE 38. Rating 

77% Aud. Share 

For Further Details Contact 

SCREEN 
TELEVISION ‘ cluding the mass of bills in a “fish 

711 Fifth Avenue, New York 22 PL 1-4432 ibowl” which took four men to 

NEW YORK DETROIT CHICAGO DALLAS HOLLYWOOD ATLANTA TORONTO. {| Carry off the Municipal Auditorium | 2 

BINGHAMTON 31. BIRMINGHAM 33. Rating. 

60% Aad. Share - 

Source: ARB, March, 1941 

Rating 

TO% Aud. Share o 

4 GEMS, INC, 
SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP. 

BEST IN | 

and has been expanding its licens- 

Endicott - Johnson and Romper 

| effective June 5. Kaufman is pres- t 
ise | J 

= | tre, thanks to the results of an 18- 

“6B. oecccccacess tlbUquarQue 

WSB .ccccscnevccccce Atlante: 

‘leadership during his one-year term as chairman. 

NBC-TV’s “White Paper” on the sit-ins in the-South.pluecked the 
television public service award from Sigma Delta Chi, the national 
journalism fraternity, at its annual awards banquet last week. Other 
broadcast citations went to WTJV-TV, Miami, Fla.; for television re-. 
; porting: to KCBS, San Francisco, for radio reporting; to. WBT, -Char- 
‘lotte, N.C. for public service in radio journalism; and to David Brinkley 

S. Herbert Kaufman has joined for tv news writing. Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS prexy, was named a fellow. 

CBS Radio has coinmissioned: Norman Paris (the Norman Paris trio) 
o write a series of six promotional jingles for use by its affiliates. 
ingles have been recorded by Paris and the Honeydreamers and have 

been distributed to all affiliates for use starting June 4, and promote. 
network talent and newscasts but can also be used for local promotion. 

|WOAI’s Cerebral Palsy —_[su.*i28 ‘ela 
Telethon Fetches 134G, catfornia asthe WOAT radio 

_ ; simulcast reached into some 46 
San Antonio, May 23. | states and into, Mexico. 

‘Bexar County was assured of 8 * Jesse — 

FREEPORT. | new Cerebral Palsy Treatment Cen- 

$69,500. 

‘Modern, Luxurious; Private Water- 
Front 6 Rooms—3 beiths, sunken living 
room 20 x 26 with Indirect lighting— . 
built-in bar, fireplace, flagstone ter- 
race facing open bay, enclosed. porch 

—2 decks, 20- x 50 boat slip, 2 car §. 
garage, 100 x 150 grounds—hot water. 

heating. Consider renting. ° 

FOR INFORMATION CALL GR 5-3330 } 

the $130,500 donated In a telethon 
there in 1954.. _ 

~. 

! and-a-half-hour telethon. 
_ Citizens dug deep, donating at 
the. rate of atmost $1,000 a minute - 
‘in an “extra inning” hour, to push 
the total. donations to $134.042 as- 
the United Cerebral Palsy telethon : 
ended at 5‘p.m. Sunday (14: on! 
VW AI-AM and TV. ; { 

‘+ The telethon had drawn only ° 
: $80,000 at 4 p.m. when the telethon 
‘was scheduled to enu. But some 
"$54,000 in additional donations. 
‘poured in by 5 p.m. as James M.j} 
Gaines, prez of WOGOAI, AM-TV, 

: granted an additional hour on: both 
-radio and tv. 

The $134,000 donations—not in- 

a 

EVERY DAY 
ON EVERY CHANNEL 

B 

stage—set a new record, topping: 
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3000 K Rations | JARRTETY ARB FEATURE FILM CHART | _Nationa League 
heme Continired from page 21 mama Ja Continued from page 21 amma 

Paris meeting and then the Ken- * : 4 an . 

Bey bop ts Vienna, One producer (Continued from page 36) | pesumed coteted the from deast ike 
alt Peters is already j v3 

| 

wa ul eae ny nee the final game of the world series. . 
«- van - v. 7 , Average Rating: 2 COMPETITION Bob Prince, the Pirate broad- wav to Fuatope, 3 7 ou . 

NBO News os Iining up a 32-man KOMO sara? weevnt -¢ caster on KDKA, then came. down 
teata ie rere, inne ranching nine cor- Average Share: 18 STATION & and had ‘the boys repeat their per-. 

re-pordent. Len Allen, manager ! pouRspays 11:30-1:00 PROGRAM AVG. RATING |formance on tape with a lot more 
or NBC tori 2 news, is coordinat- | ome ~ ack Paai Tee 
it» the webs four ar five-day | Program: FOURMOST MOVIES . Jack yaar KIN G. both sides with the topper by Das- 
Operating . “om coli saying he “was going .to quite 

‘Thereid he film cameramen in Nov. 10 “HARMON OF MICHIGAN” Masterpiece Theatre KIRO baseball if the-umpire doesn't get 
to. as wil under NBC's Gary Tom Harmon, Anita Louise "11:30-1-00 1 more protection. Prince put the 
Sting’. Cenral European news 1941, Columbia, Screen ‘Gems, Ist Run vee ee .. rhubarb on ‘tape and had a field 
fier manacer for the web. Seven All Star Movie KTNT day with it all evening as an inning. 
nen are a¢counted for in the cel- Nov. 17 “MAGNETIC MONSTER” 11:30-12745 2 or two would be put in and. then 
lu oid operstion. On top of this Richard. Carlson | News Sports Weather KTNT Prince had to’ fill: in. On. Monday 
producer Eliot Frankel, director 1953, UAA, UA, Repeat | 12:45-1:00 | 1° |:15* Prince’s constant repeat of the - 

tape was used with everyone: who 
Was waiting for the game to con- 

Walker Kravete and director 
Robert Priaut are Europe-bound, 

——i 

ard NBC, has its usual tieup with : + tinue listening to the big word 
BBC of FEingland, plans to ‘utilize KTNT Average Rating: 2 COMPETITION battle. Prince milked it dry. and 
the Eurovision network lines tditto Average Share: 13 STATION & ‘held his huge ‘audience until the 
the other wehs:, radio circuits, ete. | | PROGRAM A¥YG. RATING ‘game was finally called. 

CBS will have three producers— | THURSDAYS 11:00-12:45 . Ed Conway, the tv sports direc- 
Ralph Psskman, who will coordi- ; Deadline KOMO tor on WTAE, got Hemus on tape 
nate, Av Eestin and Don Hewitt, 12 | Program: ALL STAR MOVIE .11:00-11:30 a the next day with the same charges 
correspondents, at least eight cam- r neun OOF” World Today — KING but when Dascoli was offered equal 
eramen and some technicians cov- Nov. 10 “SHOCKPROO 11:00-11:30 1} time on the Conw ay show. the ump 
ering Kennedy. Web is also using Cornel Wilde, Patricia. Knigtit 11 PM Report KIRO passed. 
Radio Difusion facilities mm Paris, . ~ ag _11:60-11215. 2 The next day Giles. wired KDKA 
Austrian Broadcasting in Vienna 1949, Columbia, Screen Gems, Ist Run Report, Theatre KIRO for permission to listen to Prince's 
and BBC talong with NBC: in Lon- (12:15-11:30 & ‘|tape and then ‘issued the edict to’ 
don. Nov. 17 “THE DEVIL & MISS JONES” Deadline. Movies Komo his umpires not to appear on Fadio 

Pricing for all the webs, which ge AUrE I: - ‘and ty on any controversal. issue. 
could go hizher than the original }. Jean Arthur, Robert Cummings Fourmost Movies: KOMO ‘|Up to the time he left Pittsburgh 
estimates of last week and this, Producer Unknown, Atlantic TV, Repeat 11:45-12:45 2 three days later, Hemus hadn't 
includes the cost of staff personnel, Jack Paar _ KING heard from’ Giles. — 
but it doesn't include the cost of 11:30-12:45 6 
airtime ‘another several hundred Masterpiece Theatre KIRO SS 
thousand dollars: for specials that 11:30-12:45 1 if Gl 
all the webs hope to carry. Just elf 
for example. NBC News plans COMPETITION } == Continued.trom page 23 amas 
“JFK Nos. 3, 4. 5 and 6, four Average Rating: 4 
specials to cover six days of travel KOMO Average Share: 33 
by the head of the government. 

PROGRAM ' AVG. RATING | itle, Bernard Cantor resigned- as 
STATION &  |chief exec officer of NT&T. 

Exiting of Ungei§ leaves major And CBS-TV will do nightly half- . . “ z 
hour specials every day of the trip. FRIDAYS 11:30-1:30 Jack Paar KING P rineipals in ‘the NTA and NT&T -_—______ Program: FOURMOST MOVIES 1:30-1:00 6 deal out of their respective compa- 

CONN. B‘CASTERS ELECT | Masterpiece Theatre KirO nies. til Last Gl 
Hartford, May 2%. | Nov. 11 “STRAWBERRY BLONDE” 11:30-1:30 3 with NT&T. reigning that, mapans’s: Sydney E. Byrnes of station ‘Rita Hayworth, James Cagney, All Star Movi KTNT reigning that company's 

WADS, Ansonia, has been named Olivia De Haviland "11:30-12:45 2 ae Willers ot: ». poets system 
president of the Connecticut Broad- 1941, Warner Bros. UA, Repeat oe faty st ti Oy. Ku operation 
casters Association. News Sports Weather KTNT over > ao in ansas City. oi 
ewe named are Robert Tyrol Nov. 18 “OLD ACQU SINTANCE” (12:45-1.00 . r NT&T he fas erecialized in con 

of ; TC. at v. P Herbert Bette Davis, Miriam Hopkins Final Prayer Hymn KING sulting for proponents of feevee ce of W illimantic, secre- 1:00-1:15 1 ‘{and kindred projects. NTA has. 
tary-treasurer; and Howard Masch- 
meer of WNHC-TV, New Haven, 

1949, Warner Bros. UA, Repeat 
acquired a toll. ty system in a deal 

To _ involving Martin Leeds, NTA board 
and A. J. Detzer of WGHF- EM,’ . or 

a | Average- Share 88 PROGRAM AVG. RATING | . | STATION & 
' SATURDAYS 2:30-4:00 ' Royal Theatre KING 
‘Program: SATURDAY MATINEE | Ti Ga KING 

ay weAN ass - 3:30-4:00 2 
Nov. 12 “SANTE FE PASSAGE Honeymooners KIRO 

4 . John Payne Waitin KIRO 
i 1954, Republic, HTS, Repeat 3-00-3.30 1 

- F. Mae Murray Thea. KIRO ” 
Nov. 19 “SAN ANTONE” 3:30-4:00 zy 

. Rendezvous. Adven. KTNT : ' 

~ 1o02. Reoublie HTS, Repeat | These Are Yours KTNT EMMETT KELLY 
3:00-3:30 i Mgt.: LEONARD. GREEN 

Boots & Saddles KTNT | 300 E. S5Ist St., New: York 

3:30-4:00 1 PU 21764 . 
—————— | . i. tti‘S - = ry ” 3 ™ : : 

12th Annual | Average Rating: ? —— COMPETITION TO BE AN t 
WHITE MOUNTAINS’. KING Average Share: 35 PROGRAM “AVG. RATING. ALL-AROUND PERFORMER | 

'YESTIVAL of the 7 ARTS STATION & _ You ‘Need Professional Training In- 
PBS AM OF the © ARDS 1) SUNDAYS 3:00-5:00 A. L. Football KONO VOICE and SPEECH 

July ath to 18th Program: ARMCHAIR THEATRE "3-00-4:00 10- ACTORS SINGE Courses” For : ; 

SKY HIGH in the Champ Bridge KOMO 'S - SINGERS - DANCERS 
WHITE MOUNTAINS Nov. 13 “THE THREE MUSKETEERS” 4:00-4:30 cane atthe 

5 LAKES * 5,500 ACRES Li lley, June Ally Direction 61 KOMO bese’ INSTITUTE ana Turner, Gene Kelley, June Allyson "4:30-5:00. P for VOICE and” SPEECH : 

1949, MGM, MGM-TV, Repeat Sunday Show KIRO 169 W. 75 St New Yerk 2%. SU 75650 f 
3:00-4:00 8 

pie LN; Noy. 20 “WORDS & MUSIC” | | Carnegie KiRO | [ERPS ON M ee Saurne | 
Mickey Rooney, Judy Garland, Perry Como 4:00-4:30 5 . SHOW - 3S a 

| 1949, MGM, MGM-TV, Ist Run tie eon KIRO cer Gla } Pike - New Hampshire , witaih, 2 -1lV, _ 4:30-5:00 _. 9 Alt Summer Classes (1961) at Reduced Rates 

Int tion: Walter Jacob Stampede Theatre. KTNT REGISTER NOW THROUGH JULY 10 

nformation: Walter Jacobs ' 3:00-3:30 6 
SS ‘Big Picture KTNT r 

" 3:30-4:00 3 CHAUFFEURS: ‘SERVICE INC.. We 

NEW YORK CITY Hour Of Stars KTNT A rrenisels Onitarmens teuttious Ctaoe 
ST-WEST 4:00-5:00 30 feurs.. ' sponded: and Insured. part 

} vuxr Te time, Tu me, to eafres, parties, 

BERESFORD APARTMENTS 30-400 RET j[ mpsings. ,sispors, ners, te. hates 
$+. faci -, rEURr y 

Cental park, 3 bedrooms, 3. baths. A. A. Allen Revivals KTVW | powavaneae = are 
Sublet for 3 months from June. 4:00-4:30 ‘1 128 E. 86 St., New. York. 

Sunday Cinema KTVW _ 
4-30-5:00 1 : 

IN . Ca hD f ds ‘! cause the networks are economi- | <0 WANTED Can- 
orman S$ eren | cally sound and that revenue- proj teen, or tepabie. oe personable, f 

How can 1 be sure my spots BBELOBS BDL BB Program Status Quo isrencre Reese Ne || Melita tliat” og will get to the stations ON ne gr | y- was, pm, Would ike position where T 
ov : Cash told the Advertising Club, | valuable. Salary open References. are 

TIME? Ce ; Des Moines, May 23.‘ «television is not a vast wasteland.”! “Call: PL 73473 
oe While. tax dollars made possible fie said tv is as it is because people ! was fae 2-3 

‘the rocket flight to. the fringes of want it that way. “Choice is basic 
Let BONDED do it. Their BO . outer space,’ Americans who. , to freedom.and I want to keep that 

. . NEW YORK freedom in television. If people 
Single Service System can [RIaARM NN watched the feat on television did Gant exercise their choice peonle | | 
take care of all your post-pro- LOS ANGELES 4. so “by -courtesy of the westerts,”. not much we can do about. it.| 
duction headaches. TORONTO Ni Norman E. Cash, president of Tele- They're not infants.” he-said. He 

A Division af vision Bureau of Advertising, said defended television's programming. 
NOVO NSLS TR AL Be here this week. _— ‘Saying there are many good pro- 

He said television networks are grams ayailable to the selective 
able to present such programs be- , views. 

$592 mo. 

TRafalger 9-1080 

APT, FOR RENT 
Wes. 4rd 

(adjacent to Town’ Siam 
WALK TO WORK! 

2Y. Room ‘Unfurnished | 
Alr-Conditioned Apt. 
Elevator Building 

E. A. HEGY 
40 E. 42 St., NLY-C. MU. 7-8348 

accusations being thrown ‘from ¢ ~ 



3 Shows Hit By 
(BC Tape Hassle! 

Toronto, May 23. 
_ With 23 Toronto actors refusing 
to turn up on union instructions 
for weekend taping of three Ca- 

nadian Broadcasting Corp. dramas, 
Frank Murphy, administrator here 
of Assn. of Canadian Radio and 

Television Artists claimed that 
tapings were cancelled because of 
violation of union's agreement 
with the CBC in that tapes must be : 
telecast in 28 days. 

“Despite repeated warnings. 
CBC has gone ahead with taping 
shows that are schedtled to be 
shown after June 30." Murphy. 
said. 
of “Jake and the Kid.” “Case for 
the Courts” and a National Canadi- 
an Ballet production for next: sea- 
son: , , 

CBC spokesmen claimed “misun- 
derstanding” would be settled with 
union. 

Emmycast 
 S—_ Continued frém page 29 

gram. achievement in. the field of 
public affairs and education; 
-“Young People’s Concert. — Cop- 

land's Birthday Party” (CBS), out- 
standing achievement in the field 
of children’s programming; Ray- 
mond Burr ‘CBS: outstanding per- 
fo-mance by a lead actor in a 
-series, in this case “Perry Mason”:. 
‘Rarbara Stanwyck (NBC) won the 
counterpart for femme leads via 
own anthology. series. - 

Other prizes were: Roddy Me- |: 
Dowall ‘NBC: for outstanding sin- 
gle Stanza supporting role in “‘Not 
Without Honor”: Don: Knotts (CBS) 

.for supporting role in the continu- | - 
ing “Andy Griffith Show”; Leonard 
Bernstein :CBS) for the. outstand- 
ing achievement in music: Rod 
Serling ‘CBS: for the outstanding: 
writing .achievement. via various 
“Twilight Zone” eépisodes; Red 
Skelton’s writers, Sherwood 
Schwarty, -Al Sehwartz, 

Skelton himself «CBS) 

Wolfson ‘ABC) for outstanding 
writing ‘in the documentary field} 
because of various episodes’ in]. 
“Churchill’s—The. Valiant. Years”; | 
Sheldon ‘Leonard (CBS) for comedy 
directing, in this case for “The}’ 
Danny Thomas: Show.” 

Remaining awards were: John J.| 
Lloyd «CBS: for art direction and 
“scenic design due to ‘his labors on 
“Checkmate”; George 

“The Twilight Zone”; Aaron Nibley 
(ABC). for tv film editing 

“Wireless Telegraph Co.. Ltd. and 
English Electrical Valve Co. Ltd. |:. 
for the independent development 

- of the four and one half inch image. 
orthicon tube and camera.. 

Trustees cited the National Edu- 
cational TV. & Radio Centre and 
its affiliated stations “for foresignt |. 
and perseverance in promoting the 
development of educational tv.” . 

The Nixon-Kennedy citation 
read: “«We) cite all those who con- 
‘tributed to. presentation of the|- 
Presidential. debates of the cam-|-. 
paign -of 1960. By utilizing the 
medium ‘of tv. they—for the first] 
time in history—made available to. 
all the people the simultaneous. ap- 7 
pearance of the candidates... . 
and a free discussion between them | - 
of the issues of. our time. The 
Trustees particularly cite John’ F. 
Kennedy and Richard. M. Nixon 
for their political courage in tak-|- 
‘ing part in this precedent making | 
series.” 

This was the'13th annual Emmy- | 
cast. but numbers have nothing to 
do with it; tv's luck has. been al- 
most always bad when. it gives it- 
self awards. After the.Jatest. tele- 
cast, at a time when Washington 
is really bringing pressure to bear 
for better programming, the ques- 
tion is: Can the Emmy become a}: 
thark of high respect so long as it’s 
given as much for promotional and } 
political reasons as for artistry? -. 

Calgary, Alta.—Work has start-|- 
ed on a $90,000 building for radio 
station CFAC, operated hy. the) 
Calgary Broadcasting Co. When 
completed in October it. will end | 
39 vears of operation in the Grey-} 
hound building in downtown: Cal-}- . 
gary. 
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(Hazel Refurbished, 

Included are five episodes 

{ Dave {| 
O'Brien and Martin .Ragaway, and | 

for out-.: 
standing comedy writing: Victor: 

Clemens | . 
(CBS! for tv cinematography on|[’ 

: } in 
“Naked City” and RCA; Marconi’s | 

Top 10 Arbitron 
NB TV C; I - Oke ; Emmy | Awards... NBC 33.9 
: “s lV ’ andi vamera.. CBS 31.2. 

a” C w Ives { ay Ed Sullivan...... CBS. 28.2 
Although the pilot was not en-{ Untouehables'.... ABC 27.7 

i tirely satisfactory,- NBC-TV says cuss uy Line.. cRe 26.4 
. ae - Wee w £3 4 . * H xuUNnSMO e oe eeee IY . that Hazel will definitely ; fil Andy Griffith... CBS 222 

the -Thursday-9:30. anchorage. next | Naked City...... ABS 21.2 
‘season as: the :permanent replace- | Hennesey ....... CBS 21.0 
. ment for Tennessee Ernie Ford. Jack Benny...... CBS 21.0. 
i Ford, which will sponsor the. = 
‘Screen Gems series, J. Walter , . ; 
Thompson, the sponsor's agency, i} 

‘the producer and NBC-TV got to-} CBS Reports Reruns 
‘gether after seeing the pilot and | Dp, ST a1 ; 
i egreed to release Edward Andrews |. Picks Up Summer Coin. 
froma chief. supporting role. Other: ‘It’s. something. of.a switch, but 
“changes were affected in the Shir- “CBS.. Reports,” which has been 
‘ley Booth-starrer, including a sustaining for most of the season. 
i change in interior sets. All thought will be. SRO.when it goes on a re- 
‘that the sets were altogether too, peat pattern this suminer, Eursi 
Hlavish, . of activity, including a sale of one 
fo ———— i.minute per.show for six shows to 

45 | Bloch Drugs and a tentative order 
s Rig Ilneun from: Bristol-Myers for twa minutes 

Granada $ Big Upswing | per week over the full summer, will 
_ , London, May 23. 
Sun of success is shining bright- ’ 

‘lv on Granada, U.K. cinema and :half sponsorship of. seven repeats, 
itelevision group, which has just ‘and combination of Lipton, Bloch 
‘declared an. interim dividend of :and Bristol-Myers brings show to: 
:2s 3d '$.32) on its 5s ($.71) shares capacity. In addition, web earlier 
—or 45°¢. News sent price ofjgot.Fedder's Air-Conditigners to 
shares. jumping 9s ($1.26) to 66s 6d 

: Last year Granada’s interim divi-'& “Face the Nation.” 
dend was 10d ($12) a share — 
:1625%. - OMAHA—Radio outlet KLEM at 
: In January Granada topper Syd- ;LeMars, Ia., has been sold to Paul 
‘ney Bernstein ,raised shareholders’ :Olson & Associates of Dayton, O., 
jhopes by telling. them thet the jsubject to FCC approval. Martin 

T. Moeller and George DeRuyter 
Sr... donee ops, said the price was 

.000. , 

group's profits were running at 
imere than twice the previous 
ivear's rate. . $75 

“THE FROG PRINCESS” Dramatic story by Brothers 
” Grimm of a princess turned into a frog 

2x ee Kee he 

“OMAR AND THE OGRES” Rudyard Kipling's famous 
“Jungle Book” tale of an.indian lad, 

Recommended 

Of The Space Explorers” 
Kids thrilled to the original “Space Explorers", and «Successful. Approved by Board of Education. To | “New Atvesteres Cf , | 
Jove this great sequel told in-34 brilliant new cliff’ © have ratings and education too is no small feat’ |, The Spece Explorers 4 hanger episodes, Brings total “Space Explorer” epl- Produced bn Poni Alia 8 
sodes to.60, These thrilling and accurate peeks into : wescae ¥ - “Omer ind The Ogres” 8 the future of Interplanetary travel are “the finest’ -RADIO AND TELEVISION PACKAGERS, INC. “The Weedextier’s Wish” 10 | 
films of their kind ever produced” says Dr. Franklyn Dictri “The Amazing Gift’? ° 10 M. Branley, Associate. Astronomer, AMERICAN MU- Distributed by “The Fire Bird” 20 SEUM-HAYDEN PLANETARIUM, | BANNER FILMS, INC “The Vaillant Kelght” 18 

527 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. . "12 
“Technical authenticity makes "Space Explorers” ideal 
for school tie-ins and all-out exploitation. 

‘bring “Reports” repeats to SRO.. 
Earlier, Lipton tea bought one- - 

‘buy one minute in one ?’summer | 
$9.24), i“CBS Reports” and two minutes in! 

“THE FIRE BIRD” Dramatic and.thrilting story of @ 
young man who captures a magical bird, 

EXTRA PLUS 
You Get Only With "Cartoon Classics Serials” 

Of all cartoon packages offered, only “Cartoon 
Classics Serials” tell the all-time favorite classic 
stories of the Brothers Grimm, Kipling and Perrault. 
And, fantastically timely “Space Explorers”, too! | Endings That Make Viewers 

Only “Cartoon Classics Serials” combine brilliant | Eagerly Anxious To Tune In | 
entertainment with genuine enlightenment. : 

Praised by parents! 

Approved by Beards of Education! 

So: effective and. ; 
“Cartoon Classics Serials” have doubled and even 
tripled program ratings within just a few weeks of 
across-the-board telecasts. 
As Charles W..Brodhead, Program Manager of 

WLW-I, puts it: “ ‘Cartoon Classics Serials’ highly 

Wire or call collect for audition and price. 
Charles McGregor, President, Plaza 5-4811 

~ Route 66’: Dead-End 
firmed this. Rewinrston 
the story was richt wien. Le 

‘the Post-Gazette and Fred Rem-{ his cameraman was Ga ‘ue set 
‘ington, tv editor of the Press. rode tahing pictures, Lot we: ii) hice 

_to a dead end along “Route 66° to be paid to ts Cmacronied 8 

eas Se 

> ag 

Pittsburgh, May 23. 

The three. Pitt tv writers. Win 

8 tree cee teees 

last week. In this labor-conscious. Union in Hollywe die e t0 Gy 
city. the story first broke in Fan-! The Emmys were roceved to 
ning’s column when a Mrs. K.-M.: Second position on the pare as toe 
McCrady wrote in to-him to sayy ¢rix spoke Gf (he sry ier une 
that the “Route 66° company vas: regulations along %it 2 thea Co Ore 

not coming to Pitt on location be- | ful account of dhe joctme. On 
cause Bob Maharias. brother of} Thursday, Fanning whoo tually 
George, had told her that 35 stand- | Started the whole thing pot Water 

. bys were required by JATSE here. Deal of JATSE 6H New York OR 

It seems that the reason given was the phone. Deal fails: deni id that 

that Pitt was under the jurisdic-! any standby resulitivn caisted 
tion of the New York local hut anywhere an phe past eee ae on 

i ‘ ‘ho: ception e five Loroughs 
required only two, Chicago who, New York. He refused to inake 

Fanning broke the story. Zeitlin.|@ further statement. It vas this 
who writes in the same space on}; Phone call that Fanning mace that 
alternate days, talked to Peter; would have stopped the vhule 

: Thornton of KDKA-TV, who in: tempest in a teapot 

‘turn call. 1 George Ettinger of the | While it is ditficult to place the 
‘CBS press department who sald ; responsibility on anyone” either 
‘that the condition existed as late! with Screen Gems or CBS due to 
; as Thursday (18). (the story being so universally ec- 

Fanning and Remington visited: cepted among the press, the ciew 
‘the location set in Kinsman, O.,! and all the execs. it would seem 
:and were told by Gene Levy, ac- {that someone would have had Fan- 
jcountant with the company, that! ning’s initiative to make a phone 
(the 35 were required but why.! call. Then again, there is evidence 
|for sure, he didn’t know, George! of the fine Italian hand uf George 
Maharias, co-star of the show, | Ettinger who saw a story. kept it 
tossed in a clincher with “if we| going and moved along the many 
bring in 60 technicians to Pitts-! detours of “Route 66° until a 
burgh, we would have to have 60 | thinking mewspaperman forced 
standbys.” His brother, Bob, con- him into a road block. 

a 

Ss: 

“THE FISHERMAN AND THE FISH” Grimm's favorite - 
story of a fisherman’s greedy wife. 

Yr 

“BEAUTY AND THE BEAST” Strange and classic tale 
of a lovely maiden who faces a beast. 

“THE VALIANT KNIGHT” Story of a courageous knight 
who conquers 3 wicked wizard. 

| Now 216 Fully-Animated 
| Cartoons With ‘Cliff-Hanger’ 

Griginal Group sf 
“CARTOON CLASSICS SERIALS” 

by teachers! 

appealing in serialized form, 

ay 
“CARTOON CLASSICS SERIALS” 

TOTAL FULLY-ANIMATED EPISODES 218 | 
@ 196! 



42 MUSIC 

Pete King Chorale (Kapp-:? “IF 
IT ISN'T EVERYTHING" (Harms*: 
is a jaunty item from the “Donny- 
brook” tuner that'll nab program- 
ming attention because of the 

Jocks, Jukes and Disks 
By MIKE GROSS 

‘OF LIFE” (Chappell*: unfolds a 
‘serious message in ballad terms 
_that will have a hard time cracking 
‘through pop market tastes. 
: Merv Griffin (Carlton): “YOU |. 

happy orch aad chorus roll. “THE ,CAME A LONG WAY FROM ST. 
DAY THE SNOW IS MELTIN'” LOUIS" (WJewel*: is resurrected 
(Harms*- is a slow, sentimental with a hot arrangement and a 
batlad that probably has more !streng vocal to make a good spin- 
meaning in its “Donnybrook” ning score again. “WOULD YOU” 

Abn Reviews 
(ABC-Paramount), This 1s Erroli| Bustin’ Dixie” .(Verve'. With trum- 

| | Garner's first new album in three } peter Al now clicking for RCA Vic- 
‘| years and it’s a natural for a hefty: tor ‘and clarinetist Pete Fountain 

sales takeover. -During the hiatus, | similarly effective for the’ Coral 
he’s been ia steady concert, nitery ! Jabel, Verve has-a neat selling item 
and summer tent tour attractiontin this early pairing of: the two 
building a varied and enthusiastic | presently -hot Dixielanders. It’s 

Wednesday, May 24, 1961 

Erroll Garner: “Dreamstreet”, Al Hirt - Pete Fountain: “Block 

piacement.than om the turntables. tRobbins*®) is another oldie han- 
Ronny Douglas :Everest:: “RUN, ‘dled in a straight and respectful 

RUN, RUN" «Shepley:+ steps out} manner for tasty programming ef- 
with an arresting beat and a sharp ' fect. 4 
voval treatment (9 grab hefty spins: Lyn Cornel (London): “THEME 
on all levels. “YOU SAY” ‘Shep-: FROM LA, DOLCE VITA” (Robs 
ley:+ plays up a punchy rhythm; bins* is a takeoff on the “Mack 
and vocal for okay reaction in the The Knife” arranging style but it's 
juke areas. {too close to take off on its own. 

Wendy Love (Palette: “WAY-|“WHEN IS SOMEDAY” (Imo- 
WARD BOY” (Futura-Compton*: | gen*: is just a fair ballad but it 

FERRANTE & TEICHER........ | 
wee eee THEME FROM GOODBYE AGAIN 

(United Artists) ..... wee eee nee .o-+.e.. Possessed 
Ferravte & Teicher’s “Theme from Goodbye Again” (United 

Artists Alusic*) follows the clicko standard the duo has set on pic 
theme music and this one has thé exciting keyboard touch and a 
potent instrumental backing to bring it to the top. “Possessed” 
(Arlou Musict) has an energetic instrumental quality to get an 
occasional spot on late-hour programming schedules. 

* , th « 

NETL. SCOTT .........- 2c cece eee ences .. BOBBY 
(Portrait).........- I Haven't Found It With Another 
Nei! Scott's “Bobby” (Darnel*) is fashioned in the “Teen Angel” 

ballad groove but with a healthier approach giving if a smash 
potential as a’ juve entry. “I Haven't Found It With Another” 
(Miron*+ has a sprightly rocking beat that will get some play. 

i * tie * 

CONWAY TWITTY .......... A MILLION TEARDROPS 
(MGM) I'm In A Blue, Blue Mood 
Conway Twitty's “A Million Teardrops” {MooMoot! pours out a 

rocking beat that can’t miss especially’ the way it’s dished out 
vocally. “I’m in a Blue, Blue Mood” (Acuff-Rose*! has a throbbing 
beat that gives Twitty a chance to show off his emotional style. 

* * € 

MARTY HELL .................f..-.-.- SUMMER JOB 
(Columbia) .........-0..200% ',.. Fall Time Mama 
Marty Hill’s “Summer Jab” (Pogo*?) is a seasonal surnger that 

the kids are sure to tale to in a big way and turn it into a hot payoF 

following along the way. The. Gar- 
ner fans will jump to this disk and 
they won't be. disappointed... He’s 

{in top keyboard: form here, fin- 
gering his way through originals 
like the title song or a “Mambo| 
Gotham” and standards like “Just 
Oné of Those Things,” “Come 
Rain or Come Shine,” “Sweet Lor- 
raine,” “The Lady Is a Tramp” 

]}and.an “Oklahoma” medley with 
a force. that few jazz’ planists 
around today ean match. Eddie 
Calhoun’s bass and Kelly Martin’s 
drums help Garner make it all ex- 
citing and stimulating. 

Peggy Lee: “Basin Street East 
Proudly Presents Miss Peggy Lee” 

‘(Capitol). The awesome title. ts 
worthy of the performer because 
there’s no disputing the fact. that 
Peggy Lee’s date at N. Y.’s Basin 
Street last year started off the 
spot as one of the hottest music 
rooms in town. When she re- 
turned: ‘to Basin Street East this 
past January, Capitol wisely. 
brought its tape recorders in and 
the result is this exciting album. 
With Joe Harnell at piano and 
conducting a lively orch, Miss Lee 
breezes through “Day In, Day 
Out,”. “Fever,” “Them There 
Eyes,” “Yes Indeed” and several 
ballads for total impact. ; 

Merv Griffin: “Dance - Party” 
(Carlton). Currently rolling with a 
noisemaking single, “The Charan- 
ga-Pachanga,” Merv Griffin is 
playing from strength In this pack- 
age by going all out in the terp 
groove. In addition to “The Cha- 
ranga.” he toys with “twists.” 
“cha-chas,” -‘slops & bops’” and 
other dance terms that have big 
teen-age appeal. He’s helped a 
lot by Sid Bass’ orch and chorus. 

-LAWRENCE WELK. 
Presents Another Fast-Rising New 

“Single’ “MY THREE SONS” (Dot) 
B/W “Out of a Clear Blue. Sky.” 
ae. 

Marks*) is a throwback to the old 
days and there. still may be some 
deejays around who dig this sort 
of stuff. “THE WALTZ YOU; 
SAVED FOR ME” (Leo Feist*1 is 
full of the schmaltzy nostalgia that 
the maestro’s fans like so much. 

*ASCAP. + BMI. 

| Combo Review 
JACK TEAGARDEN COMBO (6) 
Brookridge Club, K. C. 

The vet trombonist. and his cur- 
rent crew are invading the mid- 

west for a-string of dates, doing 
one at Topeka preceding this one 

at the Brookridge Golf & Country 

Club, the area’s newest which: ac- 
tually is located south of Over- 

land Park on: the Kansas side. 
Teagarden was. set. to inaugurate 

the club’s new poolside patio with 

| a dance, and.while the music came 
off great the weather made it a 
“coolish affair. 

platter. “Full Time Mama” ¢Ripley*) wears a country rocking i - on ; re| - The Nutty Squirrels: “Rird 
mood that cou'd catch some spinners’ jancy. With. Teagarden are Henry Watching” (Columbia). With. no 

‘ “ Cuesta, ae mee Don oe | obvious apologies to N. Ys Bird- 
SAM C ‘SO CUPID | umpet. Stan Puls,” string ‘ bass, | land jazz club, Sascha Burland and. 5AM Ca vn F li My Darli | Don Ewell, piano and Barrett} Don Elliott, whose nom-de-disk 

(RCA Victor) ......-.. wee . Farewe y Darling here is the Nutty Squirrels, go on 
‘| Deems, drums. They play it to- 

| gether for dancing with empitasis 

]on the old faves, then midway do 
a eoncert bit for the buffs. This 

Sam Cooke's “Cupid” (Kags*) shoot right into the current ballad 
suteeps with a fine vocal on a catchy number that hits the bullseye. 
“Farewell My Darling" (Wemart: has a fine ballad form that’s 
fashioned along western lines but the vocal gives it okay pop 

a happy jazz kick pegged on orni- 
thological tunes. The beat and). 
sounds are sprightly and bright/ 

and make much of “Sparrow in| adds listening fun to “Lullaby Of 
chances. « x t enables Teagarden ‘to have his in- 

LAWRENCE WELK ORCH ............ YELLOW BIRD | 772s © both trombone and vo- 
Dot) Cruising Down The River | 2!5,then pass it around to Goldie (Dot) ........-.. * oreclace . " and the others by turns. There are 
Lawrence Wetk Orch’s “Yellow Bird” (Frank*+ should soar to 

the top of the spinning heap because of its instrumental charm and 
Frank Scott's intriguing harpsichord lead. “Cruising Down the 
River” ¢Wareci:-Campbell-Connelly*! rolls with a catehing sing- - 
along quality led by a vigorous chorus. 

* * «* 

JANICE HARPER ......... 0... cc eee eee ees AL DI LA 
(Capitol) ..... ae eee eee wen eee . Lovers. Gotta Cry 
Janice Harper’s “Al Di La” ¢Remicl-*» is a San Remo tune - 

festival winner with a fine English-Italian lyric blending to bring 
it ta the spinning forefront on all levels. ‘“Lorers Gotta Cry” 
(Remick*) bas a sensible rocking ballad beat giving Miss Harper 
another chance to grad the teenage audience. 

* : 
Ed ‘* 

FABIAN ............ ... YOURE ONLY YOUNG ONCE 
(Chancellor) ........ The Love That 'm Giving You 
Fabian'’s “You're Only Young Once” (Debmar-Famous*) swings 

in a solid teenage style and the tie with the “Love in a Goldfish 
Bowi" pic gives it natural payoff qualities. “The Lore That I’m 
Giring You” (Debmar*? has an okay ballad beat that makes it easy 
for the singer to handle and the kids to appreciate. 

. a. Fd *: 

THE EXOTICS..... DARLING, I WANT TO GET MARRIED 
(Coral) 2... 0.2... cc eee ee ee eee 
The Exrotics’ “Darliug, I Want to Get Married” (Champion?) is a 

naonral fur a hot spinning takeoff because of its strong rocking 
ballad treatment and the dramatic lead vocal that'll attract lots of 
young femmes to the group. “That's My Desire” (Mills*» rocks up 
the standard tor okay coin action in the young market. 

has the teenage beat and lyric!does have a persuasive vagcal belt. 
down pat and the thrush makes it} Carter Rays Mala‘: “BLESS 
a good spinning item. ‘BYE BYE| YOU” tLarry Spier*) is a rocker 
ALLEN” ‘Canon-Zodiac + is a rou-; set in a reverent mood with the 
tine teen tame that has enough vo-- familiar shout that gives it a lift. 
cal spirit to get it some play. -KEEP LISTENING TO YOUR 

Mitch Miller & The Gang ‘Co- HEART” (Caldwellt) plays up a 
humbia : “THE GUNS OF NAVA-j rocking ballad style for so-so re- 
RONE”" «Columbia Pictures Mu- | sults. 
sic™ is a Gramtic pic tite song; penny O'Henry  (ABC-Para- 
but it’s loaded with a lyric narra- | mount “BILLY THE CONTI- 
tive that makes it tough to take. 
"BYE BYE BLACKBIRD" (tRe- 
mick*t. is out of Miller's “Saturday 
Night Sing Aleng™ package and 
will be a userui single as a juke 
offering. 

Dean Martin -Cuapitol-: 
GIOLA”’ -Comet* has’ a pleasing | 
hilt that’a oka. as Hiehthearted pro- } 
Brammlg todder. “THE STORY | 

NFNTAL KID” (Saturday*: makes 
a lot of rocking noise which some- 
times is enough to get the teeners 

| ‘Saturday*: beats out, a rocking 
“GIUG-: Sound that has a chance to draw 

some juke coin. 

Wayne King Orch {Decca): 
“SONG OF THE ISLANDS” (E. B. 

‘also a number of duet bits, and 

That's My Desire | skedding a push on the guitarists entire catalog of a dozen LPs in 

on its side. “CHEATED HEART" | 

lark,” “Bob White,” “Bye Bye 
the Tree Top," “Flamingo,” “Sky-; 

Blackbird" and the like. | It’s 
more for the audio buff than the | 
Audubon Society, == | 
Arthur Fiedler & Boston Pops 

Orch: “Music of Frank Loesser” : 
ee te ar’ ;(REA Victor). The showtune. fan! 

Street Parade,” : “Ol Rockin’! who Jeans towards the works of | 
Chair” and “When the Saints Go| Frank Loesser have a choice disk 

; Marvdhing In” get preferred treat-! here. The Boston: Pops, under Ar- 
‘ment in this concert Interlude. thur Fiedler’s baton, brings bright 

Dixieland never came out better ‘instrumental coloring to tunes from 

Goldie vocals much in the Lonis 
Armstrong fashion. . “Rampart 

than as presented by this crew; Guys and Dolls,” “Where's Char- | 
f with much of the lead to Teagar- | ley?." “Greenwillow” and “The! 
den, but a fair amount of taking! Most Happy Fella.” Some pleasing | 
off by either. Cuesta or Goldie dur-|ifems from the “Hans Christian An- ; 
ing the dancing, and with featured | derson” pic @ére included, too. | 

‘inferludes by each of the others.!Thanks to arrangers Jack.Mann and ! 
This was one of the gems of the: Richard Hayman, Loesser’s style is.j 
season in these parts. Quin. laluays in the spotlight. 

I : : . * 

t t 

1 

June will be Chet Atkins'-month at RCA Victor with the diskery 

addition to a new one. “The Most Popular Guitar.” Each of the pack- 
ages has been redesigned fer the sales drive which will tnclude special: 
display units and a .tieup with the Kamkap barbecue company in a 
dealcr window contest. Victor's June release. will also include sets by 
; Ray Ellie.-Hug & Luigi and the Bernie Green orch tn a “Stereo Ac- 
‘fion” package . . . Riverside Records,. predominantly a jazz label. 
: faunching anew pop album series with a group of dance and vocal sets. 
' Erroll. Garner, whose first album for ABC-Paramount went ‘out last 
_ week, has joined the North American section of the Performing Arts 
Inter: ational Advisory Committee. The committee, which includes 
Katherine Cornell, Van Cliburn, Burt Tillstrom and Guthrie McClintic, 
has been formed by the Century: 21 Exposition to help in presenting 

; the best in cultural activities at America’s Space Age World’s Fair in 
Seattle next year’... Enoch Light, head of the Grand Award-Command 
‘combine, is in Europe meeting with foreign accounts. Currently in 
Paris, Light is scheduled to. also visit London and Rome to discuss 

‘sales and distribution of his two lines .. . John Vincent, Mills Music 
: clefter, is conducting his symphonic poem after Descartes at the First 
International Los Angeles Music Festival. The work will shortly be 

; released on. Columbia Records ... Cy Leslie, president of the Pickwick 
; Sales Corp., merchandising. arm for Cricket,. Instant Learning, Design 
;Co™nvatihle Fidelity and Bravo-International Award Records,. has. been. 
apnointed.to the’ National Board of Governors of the Joint Defense 
Anneal and the N.Y. Regional Advisory Board of the Anti-Defamation 

i Leagve .-. . Riverside brought. its recording equipment into N.Y.’s 
‘Vile oe Varausrd for an on-the-snot album with the Junior Mance Trio} “proselytize,” it rYeads: “There 
| . . Hi'degarde is in N. Y¥. fur record discussions with the Riverside | vere willing .d.sciples .to prose-: 
label. | : lyte,..” : oe Pits 

their -only joint appearance on 

disks and they make the most- of 
of it. The pace {s-fast ‘and the rep- 

ertoite surefire. = - - 
Adam Faith: “England’s. Top 

Singer”. (MGM). A consistant. hit- 
maker in England. Adam Faith has 
the kind of vocal attraction that 
would make a dent in the teen mar- 
ket here. He show’s excellent pace- 
changing ability. switching: from. 
a rock ’n’ roll version of “Singing. 
In the Rain” to a lush orch-filled 
ballad like “Wonderful Time”. with 

|Jease but keeping ‘em both potent: 
It’s like that throughout the rest 
of the platter and John Barry's. ar- 
ranging, conducting steers him 
along the right path. _ 

“Gene McDaniels: “100 Lbs.. Of 
Clay” (Liberty). Already high on. 
the pop single lists with “A. Hua- 
dred Pounds Of Clay,” Gene Mc- 
Daniels will have no trouble get- 
ting his fans into an album buying 
mood with this roundup.’ The re- 
prise of the click single is the lure, 
of course, but: MeDaniels knows 
how to-sell such others as “Cry,” 
“Till There Was You.” “You Be- 
long To Me,” “Send For Me,” and 
“Are You Sincere” in a way that 
keeps teeners happy. § _ 

The Gaylords: ‘The Gaylords Sing 
American Hits In Italian” (Mer- 
cury’. Ronnie Gaylord and Burt 
Bonaldi, who. now make up the 
Gaylords, are on an Italo kick with 
an idea that adds up to disk fun 
despite the lingo barrier. The boys 
have taken such American clicks as: 
“Yellow Polka Dot Bikini.” “Yakety 
Yak,” “Tom. Dooley,” “All Shook- 
Uo” and ‘Charlie Brown” among: 
others, and with lio Benvenuti's 
Italian lyrics give 'em a happy 
reading that: will appeal to many. 

Keith Textor: “Sounds Terrific” 
(RCA Victor’. Here is a fine ad-i- 
tion to RCA Victor's “Stereo Ac- 
t:on" series. Keith. Textor isan in- | 
,ventive maestro with “sound” ideas © 
and he puts ’em to work in an ad- 
venturesome audio style. The sound 
movement is played up nicely and 

Broadway.” “I Get A Kick Out OF 
You,” “Perdido,” “Hey Look Me 
Over” and others of varied. melgdic 
styles... & 

“All Time Country & Western— 
| Val. 3° (Decca'. Following the style. 
of ils two previous clicko sets, Dec- 
ca. has sparked more of.“The Orig- 
inal Hit Performers” of some of 
its. top country artists. -Included 
here are Webb Pierce’s “Back 
Street Affair”’ Red Foley's “Ten- 
nessee Saturday Night,” Jenny Lou 
Carson’s “Jealous Heart’’.and many - 
others to satisfy. the alfalfa spin- 
ner. i 

Catherine Crozier: “New Dimen-. 
sions In Organ Sound” (Washins- 
ton). In a 'tieup with Aeolian-Skin- 
ner, Washington has a. good pack- 
aging of Catherine Crozier's organ 
work. Although it’s appeal is lim- 
ited, it's still a nifty autio job that. 
the organ fanciers will take to. 

the A-S organ at the auditorium of 

Christ ‘of Latter Day Saints, Inde- 
pendence, Mo. Gros. 

“Novel About Jazzman. 
Ross Russell, whose postwar Dial 

phase, has written “The Sound” 
(Dutton; $3.95), about a Negro 

fesses in his last breath that dope 
is. ‘just another hype.” — 
Storyline is prosaic,: but may 

edge of, and love for,. jazz and‘ the 
world in whirl, it. fléurishes, -buc 
he hasn't handied .the: yarn .with 
much originality or perception. His 
characters are fictive and not. sym- 
pathetic, and only point that suc- 
ceeds is. that dope isn’t the nirvana 
it's cut to be. - — oe 

There’s .also some embarrassing: 

Miss Crozier was grooved playing. 

the Reorganized Church of Jesus - 

diskery' helped kindle’ the bop: 

avant-garde jazz legend. who ‘con-: 

amuse some alligators. and AFM-: 
ers. Russell displays keen .knowt-. 

editing. Where «Russell meant. 

EOL, aera an o-€l ane oammntah eine 

Pe ee 
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Dig Up 5006 in Disk Com for Publishers} —)\) 191-0 AACE 
Harry ‘Fox, publishers’ agent ¢—————$_____________— ms mS 

and trustees, hag: rounded up. an: Po. 
exfra $900,000 in ‘mechanical (Room f Kaye is having 

royalties as ‘a ‘result of: special. trouble ‘holding on .to _ his 
auditing of small Jabels around] office boys =~ 
the country. Figure exceeds - the Last summer. -Brian Hyland 

iotal..fees..paid by publishers’ to moved: out. of. Kaye's stock- 

the Fox office for the colléction}: Jerr yith “Ita Busy Teenie. 
of all royalties. 

: ‘Diversity is ‘marking-the shape- 
up:of the forthcoming Broadway 

legituner’ season... Three record 
jcompanies have already lined up 

|- original cast album product from 
the flow of the 1961-62 season en- | 
tries while the publishing spread 

| extends to five firms. 
‘/* :On the diskery’ end; Columbia 

or. Advancement. 

| neck with two shows each already 
jin the bag and one apiece virtual 
| certainties. RCA Victor has one, a 

_| postponement from this season, but 
.. fis hot after other properties that 
: are earmarked for production. 

. On the publishing end, Chappell. 
E. H. Morris and Frank Music are 
tied with two each while the War- 
ner Bros. combine, Music .Publish- 

owned by ‘writers Jay Livingston 
| and Ray Evans, will handle. their 
‘own “Let It Ride” score. 
: Lined up for Columbia’ release 
are -‘‘The Crime of Giovanni Ven- 

‘|ers Holding Corp. has one and 
Livingston & Evans Music. firm 

lists with. “Itsy Bitsy Teenie 
) . _ Weenje Yellow Polka. Dot Bi- 

_ Using a closer: checkup of “disk See on the Kapp label. Now, 

“pasments to publishers, Fox has] Raves new, office boy, Jory 
“been sending a ‘team of a¢count-|.” He's recorded “Dim. Dim The 

ants around the country to. ex-| Lights’ which the. Amy label 
amine the books of the indie com- |... released last week. - 

panies, About 100 ‘labels are cov= | 
ered éach year under this pro-| J . ‘cae a oe 
cedure, covering the bulk ‘of. the! ° 0 all 
active diskeries. Hundreds of ‘Ja-. ' andl aa 
bels in small localities are also. a, 

_ 4m and out ‘of the business. but the | ® A.A £ 
cost. of examining their books - its Ss. awiNy 
generally. exceeds the.: recovery pda 2a E 
. potential: Oo vf a 7 . 

_ The recovery of the. mechanical i, | re 
‘royalties does not generally rep- | ' a a ViSOr: 
resent dishonesty on the part of]. me eo —ee 
the disk companies. In. most.cases,|. yony Schulm Sn: I 1 advi ‘the diskery-is doubling as inves- 
it arises from a difference in. in-! ,, 9027 Schulman. legal advisor to tor. “All-Ameriean.” ye a ee attae Ae i , : rs. . - " the musical “terpretation of sales policies: AS the American. Guild of Authers & erican, e musica 

’ for instance, when.a diskery offers Sonewri oe be eR FD ne as 
woe peer raran ar gwriters Protective. Assn., for & Lee Adams, will probably end 

a free disk f or every ae bought} over 30. years, is.exiting as counsel ' up in Col’s hopper when it's ready. 
often will et ee atte or 1} to ‘the songsmith’s organization. | It's recalled that Col invested in 
cuffo disk. Fhe Fox office. ow; Manifold increase of legal work the team’s first Broadway effort, 
ever, insists on . suc shell out. S| required by the AGAC in recent.|“Bye Bye Birdie” and it payed off 
and makes the diskers shell out. : + years cued Schulman‘s withdrawal | with a ‘clicko Main Stem run and 

‘Burden’ on the Fox office..has' to devote more time. to other , strong’ selling’ album sales. 

, company’s financial ‘stake in “Ven- 
; turi” and “Kean” yet, but both ot 
the show’s production offices claim 
:a “hefty” investment on the disk- 

-ness. enterprise if there’s faith in 

e Forrest and stars 

‘Rep.-Emanuel Celler (D., NLY.), 
}iwho. is pushing Federal legislation 
daimed at the disk counterfeiters, 
‘will be-the main speaker at the 
convention of the American Record 
Manufacturers. & Distributors 
Assn. convention June 27 in Holly- 
wood, ‘Florida. It'll be Celler‘s. first 
appearance before a disk industry 
‘body and he’s slated to dis¢uss. his: 
. proposed legislation aimed at 
toughening the criminal and copy- 
right law against the disk. rack- 

‘been greatly multiplied in recent) clients. 
years due to the proliferation of i. Parting between. Schulman and: 
indie diskers. As against the days' AGAC was on.a complétely ami-. 
when Jess than a dozen companies : cable basis.' AGAC. prexy. Burton; 

accounted for the overwhelming ! Lane stated that Schulman would 
bulk of. mechanical royalties. ‘eur-| undoubtedly be available to the 

‘rently there is a nation-wide ‘dis- | organization on a consultant: basis: 
persion of disk operatives. wha! Lane said- there was no disagree- 
‘number in the hundreds. ment . between. Schulman and 

——— — JAGAC. A replacement: for Schul- 
Mi Cs ld B d | man js slated to be set-at an early © 

—eIlt {* Rid ; Meeting of the AGAC board. _ — | i meeting of the AGAC board. . 
; USICIAnS MG US ae | ‘Latest big spurt in» AGAC legal | have the combination of perform- 
Disk Tooters Out: AFM. activity accompanied the AGAC ‘er and property that looks good 

sO CREM von se aeite: collection lone ntun has.a score by Milton 
7 otun agency Songwriters, a pian | Shafer (musie) and Ronny Grah 

Over Trust F und Setup . whic Schulman helped to formu- | tivries) and: - stars Cesari "'Siepi. 
- _ late: Schulman negotiated the : ; _ Hollywood, May 23. J°" Or... qn ated . 

_ Petitjori \avill be filed shortly; 0Tisinal 1932 nasie songwriters | Wright & Georg 
‘with. National Labor Board by. seer AT ath ar then known | Alfred Drake. 
Musicians Guild of. America seek- , 28 ©**\. and the subsequent pacts | On Col's gambling on such new- 

ta take’ av wegen i with publishers in 1939-and 1947,. we 16 _ing to take over jurisdiction from’, eae *l comers as Strouse: & Adams and 
“Amari vrati ; ---.. 2he basic advance made by song-!-¢; American Federation: of Musicians;| writers. via: these. pacts was tet Shafer: & Graham, ‘Lieberson’ has 

of collective bargaining represen- J). copyrights automaticaths a". this to. say, “We've. got to: develop 
tation. for musicians in record! \., ted back to tl fter he. feat (Continued on page 46) 

Cee ee en eae iStea |For the past seven years, ‘Schul- 1 on 
Jacob and Milt Bernhart- winged.; ™2",has been representing a group , BP take Las 
eo en ork a aaneke at j of ASCAP tunesmiths in a Federal |. (ys e er f or 
o vew Tork over weexend. ‘9 court suit.against Broadcast Music ;“"“P ° ‘ Be 2 Us 
meet with Gotham recording musi-! 1). and ‘the major“ broadcasters. = , 
in campaign te win NLRB reieee Action in tne suit has-been minimal ARMAD A i ges 
oy ; cas 7 ee! Of rt s ir. a 70 | too ee forthe past seats TANMLADA Meeting 
. According ta MGA, “Guild te 7 [ a " 

.. Phonograph . Record Contracts! - HH. 
with companies already under aaj NEW MEXICAN TARIFF 
jurisdiction ‘have converted AFM | ‘qf 7: AY 
‘Trust Fund ‘payments’ ae sub- | UP S LOCAL DISK OUTPUT 
stantially higher wages ard bene-| Mexico City. Mav 
fits for recording musicians. in | The periexico. ae. an iar 
‘some cases.more than double AFM! cet to produce the ‘Seeco longplay ! 
“scales for the same work. j l Jabel ‘in Mexico: This as outcome | 

° of increased. duttes .on imports. of: 

decreed ‘April 8. ‘BELAFONTE, MAKEBA'S Sens R"gss ner 2-WK CONGERT TREK | ous. stages of negotiations .with | “< 
ltteer an | American and foreign. labels. and{ teers. - 

Harry, Belafonte will. begin @/the high duty is expected to favor |... ARMADA prexy Art Talmadge 
“12-week concert tour of key cities | the development: of: the. national 24 the organization's counsel. Stp- in the-U.S. June 15 with: a two! record’ industry. ~ 7-7" - “:"mund H. Steinberg. both of which 

week date -at the. Carter Barron|. End result, according to Depart-1@ve been sparking ARMADA’s 
Theatre. Washington. Immediate-~| ment. of National -—Economy opin- | fight against the counterfeiters, a1- 
Jy following is a three-week stand} ion, is that -the local market wit] 
at the Greek Theatre. 1.4., start-| have a marked production boost ! 

fonte’s fourth year at the L.A.'to press. their disks. in Mexico. {50 
house. : — ae | There may. also be- a_ possible Hotel where the: conclave will be 

Dates in Portland, Vancouver, ; “normal” decrease in prices and: hteld to be made available to af- 

Seaitle, Minneapolis. Forest: Hills :a boost in employment. ~ filiate members. Booths: will be 
ANY.) and the Oakdale Music. The- ; a _ ,used ‘by album. cover manufactur-. 
atre :in. Wallingford, Conn., com- | ' 1S J ;) ers, printers, pressing plants.and 
prise the balarice of the tour. Mir-; SYMEHS 10 iN MILW- - Other suppliers to the disk makers. 

jam: Makeba. who toured’ with} -Chie¢ago Symphony ‘Orchestras — 
, Beiafonte last year, will. be the thas cot 10 concerts for. 1961-2 series 
only other featured attraction Im at Pabst Theatre here. with. Fritz 
‘the. two-act presentation. A small | Rojyor -batonning three.’ Walter! ++ 
vocal group, and the core of Bela-!}rend). the -Symphony’'s associate :Sentation. deal with the Associated , 
fonte’s own’ accompanists. .cOMm- | conductor ‘will conduct three. with Booking Corp. He's the brother. of 
price the rest: of the troupe.’ 'tfour) ‘guest conductors -outfront- Lés Elgart. also a bandJeader. 
: ‘The show is produced by. Phil;ing other concerts... ©. |. Larry will record for MGM, 
Stein and staged by Ralph -Als-) Milwaukee “Orchestral Assna., while Ees is under contract te Co- 
wang.” 7 * |'sponsors the concerts. flumbia. 

foreign manutactured platters, as 
a 

Celler, 
ARMADA has also arranged fo r 

CHI 

ABC REPS. LARRY ELGART 
’ Larry Elgart has signed a repre-. 

_{and Capitol are running neck and | 

Belafonte Forms. 

. turi’ and “Kean.” ‘shows in. which | 

! Composers, once khown as ‘the. being. written by Charles. Strouse | 

| 
1 
Belafonte, and RCA Victor pactee 
i for the Past nine years. will Ccon- : 

-, .__ tinue to have Victor distribute all ' 
7 Col prexy Goddard Lieberson | his records but he'll retain owner- 

, isn’t revealing the amount. of his | shi 

erys ‘part. Lieberson again pointed | 
; out that a record company’s in: ! 
vesting in a show is a sound busi- ; 

the production. In his current case | mjy 
'he feels that “Venturi” and “Kean” | Belafonte’s angle in seeking out- 

| 
“Kean” has’ a score by Robert {currently being held with Colum- 

| 

| 
ranged the speaking date. with | 

exhibit booths at the-Diplomat | 

t+ eerts, on. the same basis as the Fort 

10ffcred. The local group will be 
| affiliated with the United Jazz Con- 

Kingston Trio Breaking Up in Row 
Over Multi-Faceted Music Empire 

San Francisco, May 23. 
| Months of dissension over a 
‘multi-million-dollar music business 
‘lie behind breakup of the Kingston 
: Trio. 
| “Amicable parting,” reported by 
‘trio manager Frank Werber, has 
j banjoist Dave Guard leaving the 
‘group at end of six months. when 
recurrent commitments are fulfilled. 
.Werber’s terse announcement said 
trio's other two partners, Bob 
Shane and Nick Reysolds, would 
get a third member, as vet unse- 
lected, and continue under King- 
ston banner, with Guard going out 
on his own. 

But behind this are these facets: 
1) Kingston's publishing firm, 

, High Ridge Music, moved its head- 
| quarters from New York to Frisco 
‘three months ago when, according 
‘to Werber, a $127,000 shortage was 
, discovered in firm's books. 
| 2) International Talent Assaci- 
lates, booking agency formed year 
‘ago last month by Werher and tuo 

Disk Operation: 
RCA to Distrib esate ac 

First Lady’s Fave Aria 
_ Washington, May 23. 

Mrs. John F. Kennedy's fa- 
yorite aria is “One Fine Day” 
from “Madame Butterfly.” 

That's what the First Lady 
told Marguerite Piazza after 
shé, had sung it during the 
annual breakfast which wives 
of members of. Congress give 
once a year honoring the 
President’s wife. It is a stand- 
ard for Miss Piazza, who in- 
cluded it in a program com- 
bining popular and classical 
numbers. 

3) Most important of all, prob- 
{ably is Guard’s claim that the 
name, Kingston Trio, belongs to 
him, because his signature is on 
all contracts trio has signed since 
it was formed four years ago. 
“Werber has asked the American 

Federation of Musicians in New 
York to rule on who owns the 
trio’s name and is confident AFM 
will rule name is an asset of a. 
.Califernia corporation, the _ trio 
; members and he set up some time 
iago. Guard, Shane, Reynolds and 
-Werber each own 24'2% of cor- 

(Continued on page 47) 

Frisco Station Sticks By 
Peter Trinn in Face Of 

Guilty Payola Verdict 
San Francisco, May 23. 

Following is text of statenicnt is- 
sued by Leslie G. Stein. program 
manager at Bartells’ KYA, -Friseo, 
after verdict was handed down in 
deejay Peter Tripp's New York 

| ae ne pelafonte recording Sad position is this. It is not pany operation was instituted by | 
; Warren ‘Ling and Bob Bollard. | our purpose to pursue a man’s 
‘Both were formerly execs with | deeds to his grave. Peter Tripp nas 
| Victor until they joined the Bela-}been severely punished for what- 
fonte organization in July, 1960.)ever trespasses he has committed. 
Bollard handles most of the artists: KYA believes in the American 
& repertoire work for the firm. |principle of fair play. The tre- 
| Other artists under contract to: mendous assurance we have re- 
‘Belafonte Enterprises are The Chad ceived from our audienee demon- g 
‘Mitchel! Trio, who were recently j strates that it does also. ‘ 
; bought ‘out of their tie with Colpix , “Since Mr. Tripp's employment 

; Records, Miriam Makeba, currently | began in November. we have found 

under contract to Victor: et | his conduct beyond repreach and 
‘Silva, Norwegian bass - baritone: 'he jis a trusted and Joyal member 
| Nancy. Emis, singer now in Las| of the KYA working team. We will- 
Vegas production of “Tenderloin.” | not tolerate an unfair blacklist of 
and Ned Wright, baritone gospel) talent any more than we will over- 
singer. The Belafonte diskery will | ook infraction of our rules. Peter 
|work .out separate distribution; Tripp has complied fully and, wa 
deals with other companies for the : pejieve faithfully to all the condi- 

| masters made by these artists. tions of his employment and he 

\GOLDMARCK ENDS LONG |i ut 
VTE WITH MOE G ALE COS. : is in the true Amerieen tradition.’ 

MERCURY GEARS STAFF 
TO HANDLE INDIE DISKS 

| Goldie Goldmarck and Moe Gale : 
i are calling its quits. Goldmarck had 

Chieago, May 23. 
Mercury, on the trail of indie- 

;been general manager of Gale’s 
imusic publishing operation for the 
past nine years. ; 

‘ Gale has not yet set a replace- 
‘ment for Goldmarck but indicated 
that that’s the only change to be : produced labels and pressings to 

. made and that the rest of the per-: handle through its oun distribu- 
; sonnel would remain intact. Gold-| tional setup, has formed a new 

marck had “nothing to say” about] special products division for this 
his future plans. Among the firms! purpose. Charles Fach. formeriy 
in Gale’s publishing setup are. Mercury’s. national promotion di- 

j Sheldon, Sequence and Stratton. j rector, will head up the new divi- 
oO sion as sales manager and Danny 

PRESOLD JAZZ IN IND. Driscoll will handle promotion. 
' Fort Wayne, May 23. Barney Fields replaces Fach the 

‘A presold series of jazz can-! promo spot vacated by Fach. 
[ Mercury’s latest indie Ceal in- 

Wayne Community Concerts series. | volves an agreement with the En- 
lis being. plannei by charter mem-j; sign label to hand!e their vutput 
jhers of Jazz Concerts of Fort; through Mercury’s distribution 
: Wayne, who will soon launch a. chariels. The agreement calls for 
general membership campaign. Ensign to produce 20 master sides 
-At least three concerts will. be|in the next year for distribution 

by Mercury. Other recent deals 
;include the handljing of Pioneer, 
Clock and Dart labels. 

Harry Belafonte's production or- 
ganization, Belafonte Enterprises 
Tric., has formed a recording divi- 
sion which will independently pro-. 
duce all of his LPs and singles as: 
well as those of other artists under | 
contract to the parent company. ! 

p of the masters. No name has 
yet been ‘designated for the new 
company. 

This goes into effect with his 
‘next LP which will begin to be 
irgcorded next week. The package 
.ig slated for August release. 

| | Although Victor will have -the 
, distribution rights. the pressing 

be done by other companies. 

pressing facilities is to insure 
spe production of his company's 
disks i e Victor plants .are tied 
up with offer jobs. Negotiations 
for the custom pressing work are! 

ry $ 

j 
and. MGM among _ bia. Capital, 

others, — 

certs. Assn. 
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ARIETY; RECORD TIPS. 
(Tune Index of Performance & Sales) SS 

This weekly tabulation is based on a statistically balanced ratio of disk sales, natipnally, as reported by key outlets in major cities, and music 

Last No. Wks. 

Wk, On Chart TITLE, ARTIST LABEL 

- 9 6 RUNNING SCARED 
Ray Orbison ........+-. Monument 

“tf 10 RUNAWAY 
: Del Shannon .........+..5 Big Top 

2 ‘$1 MOTHER IN LAW 
E. K-Doe .......ccecassece « Mint 

3 10 ONE HUNDRED POUNDS OF CLAY 
Gene McDaniels .......... Liberty 

5 6 BRAND NEW BROKEN HEART 
Connie Francis ......... ~»» MGM 

10 & DADDY'S HOME 
Shep & Slimlighters ....... eee Hull 

6 5 TRAVELIN' MAN 
Rickie Nelson .......+... imperial 

14 5 MAMA SAID 
Shirelles 2... cece scans Imperial 

17 5 HELLO MARY LOU 
Rickie Nelson .......+.0> Imperial 

8 8 YOU CAN DEPEND CN ME 
Brenda Lee ........----0+> Decca 

4 11 1 TOLD EVERY LITTLE STAR 
Linda Scott .......... Can.-Amer. 

13 5 TRAGEDY 
Fleetwoods ..... weeeseeeee Dolton 

1! 9 HELLO WALLS 
Faron Young ..... weeeees Capitol 

22 4 ~~ LITTLE DEVIL 
Neil Sedaka .........005- Victor 

12 12 JUST FOR OLD TIMES SAKE 
McGuire Sisters .......6-.6> oral 

33. 2 IFEEL SO BAD 
Elvis Presley ..... co cseeee . Victor 

[5 14 PORTRAIT OF MY LOVE 
Steve Lawrence .........++.. UA 

7 tf BLUE MOON 
Marcels .......c0ee-ceeee Colpix 

23 4° «LITTLE EGYPT 
Coasters ..... bee ceececcess Atco 

16 9 BUTI DO 
-Clarence Henry ............ Argo 

24 3 MOODY RIVER 
Pat Boone ........ ccc scence Dot 

27 5 MESS AROUND 
Chubby Checker ...... .. Parkway 

18 12 TAKE GOOD CARE OF HER 
Adam Wade ...........68. Coed 

20 it BUMBLE BOOGIE 
B. Bumble & Stingers....Rendezvous | 

28 7 MA FOOL TO CARE 
Joe Barry ..........0.008- Smash 

45 2 PAINDROPS 
Dee Clark ......... ..0- Vee Jay 

50 3 OLD BLACK MAGIC 
Bobby Rydell ....... «e+... Cameo: 

19 8 BONANZA 
Al Cajola ........ 2c eee c cece | UA 

21 11 » ON THE REBOUND 
Floyd Cramer ............. Victor 

36 10 ONE MINT JULIP 
Ray Charles ............. Impulse 

30 7 TRIANGLE 
Jani Grant cove seer neeee Caprice 

26 7 SOME KIND OF WONDERFUL . 
Drifters ......... ccc eene Atlantic 

32 7 FUNNY 
we cee ese enes Nomar Maxine Brown 

This 

| Wk. 
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44 
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pragramming by the major independent radio stations. 

Last No. Wks. 

Wk. OnChart © TITLE, ARTIST LABEL 

40 4 OLDIES BUT GOODIES 
Little Caesar ............. Del-Fi 

46. 6 UNDERWATER = 
Frogmen ..... cre eteees » <Candix | 

44 3 BUZZ A DIDDLEIT 
° Freddie Cannon ............ Swan 

48 4 ALITTLE FEELING | 
Jack Scott ........05.00. Capitol 

37. 5 HALF WAY TO PARADISE 
Tony Orlando ........... eee Epic 

-97. 2° STAND BY ME | 
Ben E. King........sseee005 “Atco 

41 6 PEANUT BUTTER 
Marathons Lb ecweueecvacese Arvee 

29 4 BIG BIG WORLD 
Johnny Burnett .:.......-. Liberty 

— | BOLL WEEVIL SONG 
Brook Benton .:... ecsceee Mercury 

49 § 4JFALL TO PIECES 
Patsy: Cline ........seee2-e Decca 

5? 3 SOMEBODY ELSE'S BOY | 
Connie Francis ........ --++ MGM 

31 8 ‘BABY BLUE 
Echos ervecvece on re ee Segway 

— 1 HOW MANY TEARS 
Bobby Vee ......... so Liberty 

— ! iF KEEPS RAINING 
Fats Domino ..........2. [mperial 

95 8 I'M IN THE MOOD FOR LOVE 
Chimes ............ beescees Tag 

43 5 ‘GIRL OF MY BEST FRIEND 
Rral Donner ..... a nccevene .« Gone 

42. 9 MY THREE SONS 
Lawrence Welk .........-000. Dot 

35. 3 BILBAO SONG 
Andy Williams .......... Cadence 

34 10 TONIGHT MY. LOVE 
Paul Anka ...... 0. cee. .ABC- Par 

38. 8 - TONIGHT I FELL IN LOVE 
TokenS ...,..-ceee0e008 Warwick 

— | KNOCK ON YOUR DOOR 
Eddie Hodges .......... Cadence | 

25 5 FLAMING STAR. 
Elvis Presley ........-0.-00. Victor 

— $§ GOLDEN CHAIN 
Tommy Edwards ........... MGM 

— | BARBARA ANN — 
Regents’ scene ceee eevcccpeese Gee | 

‘61 2 RAINING IN. MY HEART 
Slim Harpo ............3. Excello 

— | GLORY OF LOVE 
Roommates ............. Valmor 

54 3 RONNIE 
Marcy Joe... ............ Robbie 

— | GHOST TRAIN 
Marty Robbins .............. Col | 

47 6 ‘NHO WILL THE NEXT FOOL BE 
. Charlie Rich .............. Philips 

60 3 YOU'RE GONNA NEED MAGIC 
Roy. Hamilton ..........000- Epic 

55 4 CONTINENTAL WALK 
Hank Ballard .............. King 

57 2 RIGHT OR WRONG 
Wanda Jackson .......... Capitol 

98 3 BABY FACE. 
» Bobby Vee .......0..-00e Liberty 

96. 

This 
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‘Last No. Wks. 

Wk. OnChart TITLE, ARTIST LABEL 

67 8 TENDERLY | 
Bert Kaempfort ........... Decca 

86 3 JURA | 
Les Paul & Mary Ford......... Col 

79 10 HIDEAWAY 
Freddie King .:............ Federal. 

— t QUARTER. TO THREE 
U.S: Bonds ....-....005 Legrande ° 

58 14 WALK RIGHT BACK. 
Everly Bros. *. oer ce vene oe seoee WB 

53 8 WHAT DID 1 SAY. 
| Jerry Lee Lewis ..........:.. Sun 

64 4 LIFE'S A HOLIDAY 
Jerry Wallace .......6. ‘Challenge 

39 7 -FOOLING AROUND ° 
Kay Starr .......00s50+0+ Capitol 

83 °9 TRUST IN ME: 
«Etta James .... cece eee is +++ Argo. 

56 13 PLEASE LOVE ME, FOREVER 
‘Cathy Jean ......6... oeee Valmor 

— | FOUNTAIN OF LOVE 
Barry Darvell.......5...05.. Cub 

65 3 WAYWARD. WIND 
. Gogi Grant ......... 000. ase Era’ 

78 2 OKLAHOMA HILLS 
_ Hank Thompson...... pe eene Capitol 

— | WILD IN THE COUNTRY 
Elvis Presley .........0ee0e. Victor 

— § SCOTTISH SOLDIER 
_ Andy Stewart .......... Warwick: 

91 §& GREAT SNOW MAN 
Bob Luman ..........00e086+ WB 

82 2Z ALWAYS HURT ONE YOU LOVE 
Clarence Henry ...:........ Argo 

87 7 LOUISIANA MAN — 
Rusty & Doug ....2s0.00s Hickory 

69 9 SHU RAH 
_ Fats Domino .........:..< Imperial 

7 3 SINCERELY YOUR FRIEND . 
- Benny Joy. . Vpeevectueeeeas Decca 

93 2 GOT MY FINGERS CROSSED | 
Teresa Brewer .......... «+. Coral 

— | WHO ELSE BUT YOu 
Frankie Avalon ....... ~ Chancellor 

75 4 GOOD GOOD TOWN — 
Chubby Checker ......... Parkway 

51 14 ASIA MINOR ; 
Kokomo ..... 0.00. cece cs Felsted: 

— | THAT'S THE WAY: WITH : LOVE. 
Sossici Magoni. csececeveveces Kip 

94 -2 GREENER PAST ORES | 7 
- Stonewall Jackson...... weesee Col 

— | SHE GIVES ME FEVER 
Premieres ...0..eececee sees Rust 

66 2 THE REBEL: . 
Johnny Cosh ....0......... «. Col. 

— 1 BUTTONS AND BOWS 
. Don Roberts .:...0.....4.. Victor 

— tf. RING. OF FIRE 
Duane Eddy weeeeee veeceae Jamie 

92 2 DON'T BE AFRAID . 
Bobby Rydell ............. Cameo 

— 1 suco suco 
| Catarina Valente ......65. London. 

62) 2. EXODUS 
y ‘Eddie Harris ..........3. . Vee Jay 

90 °2  EVERY-BEAT OF MY. HEART 
Pipps beeen renee ee ecces Vee Jay 



-. this: “Ong is inclined. to ‘suspect that politics are involved because, or, 
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Inside Stuf—Music 
The race or color of musicians in -Washington’s. National Symphony} 

Orch. has nothing to do with art, and:the hubbub raised over it is “only 
polities,” in the opinion of Rep. Carroll ‘Kearns (R-Pa.). Kearns’ was 
commenting in a House speech on a recent statement by Harlem's 
Democratic Congressman; Adam Clayton Powell, charging ‘the oreh- 
estra with “Bias against Negro musicians.” Powell. complained he had 
been told orchestra officials: knew of no: qualified Negro musician 
available fitting needs of the. orchestra. 

“Because | am confident that competent. Negro musicians | can. bei 
found who will add luster.to the National Symphony,” Powell declared, | 
“Y hereby offer my..own ‘services’ in an effort to find ‘a Negro instru-; 
mentalist for the orchestra.” :Kearns’ view.of Powell's complaint was { 

soit is said, all other major American’ symphony..orchestras’ have: 

Loewe. 

Dick Shawn Ser Nitery Acts. on Disks | 

“TOSCAR BRAND'S CONCERT 
IN SCHIZO LP DEAL 

‘Osear Brand will record under 
two. different disk banners when 
he does a.double concert: at N.Y.’s 
Town. Hall: May 27. 
The folk singer's. morning concert 

for kids will be put into the groove 
‘by Riverside Records for its Won- 
derland series. It'll be called “Os-. 
car Brand: Sings For Children.” 

: The evening concert will be etched 
by ABC-Paramount for an LP titled 
“Oscar - ‘Brand Sings For Adults.” 
. It'll be ‘Brand’s first album for 

British Disk Best Sellers 
London, May 23. 

Blue Moon. weueesee.-Marcels 
(Pye) 

You’ re Driving Me Crazy 
Temperance Seven 

(Parlo hone)” 
exactly the samé hiring . policies that the. National. .Symphony does. » | ABC-Par. .Both concerts are being Runawas Do oe ceee Shannon 

produced by Peter Rachtman who (London) 

The Broadway Jegit’ production team of Robert E. ‘Griffith and Harold, also. produces 2 et ands WCBS-Ra-| o,. The Rebound ....Cramer 
S. Prince have started a monthly newsletter for. hewspaper editors, , dio show in N.Y (RCA) 

* radio and tv on their forthcoming ‘productions .and recording activ ‘ities | Frizhtened City ..... Shadows 
from their musical shows. The team currently has. “Fiorello” running! ‘Columbia) 
in N.Y. and on the road, “Tenderloin” at the Dunes Hotel, Las Vegas, | Mexican Cleffer Outfit | ouece Tray can Say ... Vee 
and “West Side Story” in London, Melbourne and Paris, ‘A: simila London) 
newsletter was launched: last year by Alan Jay. Lerner | & Frederick | Wins Quick Settlement Of Don’t Treat Me Like Child 

‘Columbia) Shapiro 
- Demands for Foreign Com Wooden Heart........Presley 

Mexico City, May 23. | Easy Going Me ........Faith 
_ As a result of threats of legal}. ‘Parlophone) 
| action . initiated with the approval|. ‘%ye«--- From Dixie .....Eddy 
lof. the Mexican Society of Authors. ; vadon) 

Is Fad That Wil Kill Comedians 
St. Paul, “May 23: +— 

Although such ‘stars’ as Shelley 

& Composers .about two 
aga. the PHAM and: EMMI firms! 

ve started motions to pay off; 
| overdue royalties’ to Mexican com- 
posers. 

Weeks : = 

Miles Davis-Gil Evans 
Carnegie Hall Concert 

Berman, Bob Newhart and. Nichols 

and May rocketed to fame ‘on “hit|- 
comedian. Dick ; ‘ 

«i {in the fall: Schory, who records: cable solution ‘and that various 
-|for RCA Victor, . 

LP comic disks, 
Shawn says he wants none of it. 

Shawn, who- concludes a..two- 
week stay at the Hotel Radisson 
Flame Room, Minneapolis, . tomor- 

row (W ed.) ‘told. St. Paul Dispatch. 

‘tv scribe P, M. Clepper he thinks 

Dick Schory. Tours | | “Luis Martinez Serrano,. spokes: 
‘man for the firms. revealed: that. 

Dick ‘Schory’s. Percussion Pops ; talks with. representatives of «om- 
Orch will-head out on its first tour: posers have resulted. in an: ami-|. 

Carnegie Hall, N.- ¥., will bring his! Latin American nations and Spain, 

| 
| 

MUSIC 45 

A Hom Blows for Showmanship 
Al Hirt Clicks as Jazzman in Blend of Trumpet 

Tricks & Technique 
“+ 

Al Hirt, New Orleans trumpeter 

who just wound up a three-week 

stand at Basin Street East, N.Y., 

has emerged as the hottest jazz 

performer for the masses in some 

years. A svelte 310 pounds, Hirt 

ihas combined his virtuoso tech- 

nique on the horn with some uld- 

‘fashioned showmanship in a switch 

_ from. the back-to-the-audience 

stance of so many imodern jazz 

artists. 

Hirt’s click is being reflected: 

‘in the most extensive lineup of 

‘telerision bookings ever accorded 
{ 

i 
i 

i 
: . yy 

i*Roaring Twyenties” 

Spiked With Politics 
Jazz was spiked with polities at i re bea from $2.500 a week to a 

last Friday! current price of about $5.000 a 

‘on the Bell Telephone Hour, 

a jazz man. He's set for a minl- 

mum of 10 dates on the Dinah 

Shore Show next year, pius. spots 

r, the 
ands atber 

shows. He's also being lined up 

for a role in an upcoming Warner 

: Bros. film. 

Hirt broke into the bigtime only 

fast fall as a result of a stand at 
Dunes in Las Vegas. He 

orch of 19-with its battery of 119° which owed royalties for years,|night (19) when a benefit concert | week and is working steadily along 
instruments. to college and concert | will now liquidate past due pay- | headlining Miles Davis and Gil 
subscription audiences in a three-: ments for exploitation . rights of: py - 
week tour working out of Chicago. Mexican music, , Evans was accompanied. by demon- ; 

his home base. Liquidation of overdue Mexican 
The orch: is scheduled to. make ronan’ is due to 

such disks. “will. kill the comedians | Hits: N.Y. debut at Town Hall Nov.: achieved in negotiations of the, {fund-raising affair for the African ; 
“who ‘make them.” He spoke with-! 

out reference to particular per-: 

formers. 

“These Tecords at first- were. a 

fad.” he says.. “But - now, these 
comies just haven't been: drawing 
at the boxoffice: Why? Well, peo- | 
ple know their routines.’ And be- 
sides, these. comics don't: come to- 
a club with a real ‘act.’ they just |. 
talk. AH of their stuff is as good 
listened to as seen. 

“Another thing. They're only as: from July 8 through August. 
good as their last disk. If that's a: 
flop—and they can't all be great— : the auspices of Paul. Taubman's' There- will -be a virtual clear up! 
nobody'll come to their shows.” 

Touching on longevity, Shawn ; 

! 

[, 

said today's young. performer must | 
be versatile. “There was a time in 
show biz when you. acted, or yuu 
Sang, or you told jokes. Today a 
performer must have a toe-hold in 
each branch of the business, ov: 
you're dead for the public in- a: 
‘matter of years. ” 

CAN. AFH IN MIDDLE OF 
TORONTO HOTEL STRIKE! 

Toronto, May. 23, 
Stating that. the Toronto: ‘lecal , concert will mark a return to the. 

can. ‘be “sued for the: non-playing | 
of. Moxie Whitney’s 14-piece orch. 
in the Imperial Room of the strike- 
bound Royal York. Hotel here, 
Walter Murdoch, executive. mem- 
ber for Canada -of the: American 
Federation of ‘Musicians, warned |. 
any: union member. not to sign any 
new contracts to play at. the hotel } 
until the strike is settled. 

_ Under fire from organized labor | 
‘because musicians are crossing pic- 
ket lines nightly, 
that Whitney's 
ments that expire at the. end of 
June but that these ‘must ‘be: on-" 
ore 

The hotel walkout totals. some 
1.200. hotel &.- club employees, 
with. replacements. flown 
Canadian Pacific Railway. Hotels, 
plus. strike-breaking hirings ‘ob- 
tained in. Toronto. Meanwhile, ‘the 
Labor Council has threatened to 
‘eancel 16 bands scheduled for the| 
Labor ‘Day: parade if union musi- |. 
cians. continue. to play the. Royal 
York Hotel. 

Three: busloads: of the NCY. Phil- 
harmonic, here for a-two, night ‘and 
mat - 442-13) engagement ‘at the 

York Hotel. here on: advice of Mur- 
‘-doch and fourid. other ‘accommoda- 

tion in downtown: hotels after. wit-. 
nessing the picketing. 

Royal York is also being - ‘boy- 
cottéd. -by stage and tv ar te who 
YTefuse to. cross picket lines: © 

Domenico Savino, eonductor- 
‘composer..: off to Naples last. week 
on the Cristoforo. ‘Colombs | ace defaulted a few years ‘back on a; vision last year as assistant product 
companied: by Mrs.” Savino, 

in by | 

Murdoch said ‘ 
band has. agree-: 

ments in connection with a stock | 

19. Schorv's next album for Victor, 
i*Stereo Action Goes Broadway,” 
ris due for release this. summer. — 

, U.S. music. houses. Serrano added. Research Foundation and ‘the dis- ! 

cjety. Actually the entire situa- 
tion had been cleared up during: nationalists ‘treme Negro 

the international convention of.paraded outside the hall with 
P aul Taubman Proects | Southern. Music in New York last: crudely printed signs, one of which : 

Sari f. B d- ¢, { | eld However sealtie (a “The African Research ' 
evaded answering why -rovalties : 

ries of band Concer $ “had not been released until ini- lpoivation” is a Zionist front or- 
t legal ht : At Coliseum for Summer: stor of egat measures brous 

Music. is coming to the N.Y. Coli- . Serrano’ indicated that PHAM hibition of modern jazz trumpet- 
-seum ina. display that «will run , and EMMI are in :inal phases at 

' receiv ing royalty liquidations ‘from : 
The music show willbe. under ' Argentina;.. Spain © and’ Brazil. ily when & fellow jazz’man, drum- ;mer Max Roach, marched unin- : 

vited on stage and sat down front ' 
and center, Yogi style, holding up 
1a couple: of African nationalist 

‘new producing: company, Empaul : of payments due from these coun: | 
Productions, which. will present ‘ tries ‘as well ° as Chile, and prac-' 
Taubman and -his All- Americaa * ‘tically. all ‘owed by Calombia.! 
Band in an. evening of. “Fun & ; These were the principal countries walked off stage and 
Music” every night except Monday. where Mexican: roy alties had been; only after Roach had been gently, 
Taubman is taking over the entire ; tied up 
fourth floor of: the -Coliseum for The prompt’ Offer of. Jiguidation | 
his 35-piece. brass. band: show. He’s| of. back royalties is hailed a 
reconverting’ the spot. so that! feather in-the cap of the Society. 

;therell be sawdust. on. the floor,| Carlos Gomez Barrera, head of 

guards, 

with his regular quintet, was at the , 

checkered table cloths and beer,|.the Society, said that the organiza- |'0P of his form, blowing with a 
powerful thrust and an absolute: 
clarity throughout the evening. Ac- ' 
companied by the Evans orch, aj 

jlarge ensemble with a richly tex- 
tured sound, Davis was spotlighted 
in several numbers from his re- 
cent : Columbia ~ Records 

Typi ist in London Symph ; Sketches of Spain.” 

For Satie’: § Work on 20s! At a benefit price top of $300 
per box, the near capacity ‘gate 

London,. May 23. |raised over $25.000 for the founda- 
Barbara Ball, a 21-year-old. Lon- { tion. ‘Pete Tong produced. 

-don secretary, makes her debut: 
at Royal Festival Hall May 30— 
playing a typewriter with the Lon- 
don Philharmonic. Orchestra. 

‘| Twenty-five typists. went to RFH Roulette Wor't Fight’ jto be auditioned by conductor 

SEC Rap of Stock Issue: 20" Pritchard for a, 25-second 
'Solo of clicking keys and smartly. 

‘Washington, May 23... rung end-of-line bells in “Parade,” 

Roulette. Records has decided | a musical evocation of life in the 
not to fight Securities & Exchange {1920s by French. composér_ Erik 
Commission's order accusing it of Satie: 

-making false and. misleading. State- 

hotdogs, hamburgers, soda. ‘pop, etc.| tien will continue its “unceasing 
will be sold. Admission will be} efforts” te collect all royalties 
$1.50. The capacity will be 2.100 | owed: its membership from foreign ! 
seats; 500 seats ‘at tables. and 1,600 | areas. 
seats in ‘regular. theatre seating | 

i hecording to Taubman, the band. 

‘tradition of John Philip Sousa, | 
Roger.. Pryor and Creatore..':He 
thiriks that the. time is ripe for 
this type. of music as indicated by | 
the popmenty of sing-along on rec-' 
or ds and tv. 

Herm. 

Mathis fo Tour Britain 
With Ted Heath Orch 

Johnny Mathis will team up with 
orch leader Ted Heath for a tour 
of Britain this summer. The trek 
kicks off in London from July 14- 
16. Dates have been set in Scot- 

Typewriter passage jn Satie’s; land, Wales, and Northern Ireland 
work, which is also scored for' for late July and early August. 

‘offering.. SEC had cited, among | musical. ‘bottles, foghorn and | This will be Mathis’ first trip to 
other things. failure of Roulette { Police-siren, is supposed to evoke , Europe. 
to niention a pending “Federat|4 typical American girl of. the} wound up a three-weeker at N.Y.'s 
Trade Commission payola_ “com. charleston: era. Copacabana last week and has a 
plaint in its stock circulars.. Miss Ball's pay for the -RFH | one-weeker set at Blinstrub’s, Bos- 

Diskery's decision makes per- engagement will be. $11.20.. plus |.ton, starting tomorrow (Thurs.). 
manent SEC's order lifting a so-| $5.60 for each. rehearsal. As her 
called ‘Class A exemption granted sol4 counts as “an extraneous ef- |. 
for a. $200,000 stock offering. The 
exemption, had it stayed in effect, 
_would’ have enabled Roulette to! 
‘sell the stock without filing a reg- 
ular registration statement with 

/ 

‘O'Keefe Centre, snubbed the Royal | 

NIP PRADO. FOR NO-SHOW: 
San. Antonio. May 23. - 

When. Perez ‘Prado, the mambo 
maestro, arrived in town. recently 
for. an appearance at the Granada. 
Hotel he was promptly ‘served with 
a $1,500 garnishment or .ginated by 
Raul Cortez, head of KCOR-TV. 
The judgment had been. awarded: 

‘by the local court when Prado. had ! 

show . he had contracted for.: 

.| field sales for Columbia Records 

Yugo’s 2d Jazz Fete 
Berlin, May 23. 

fect” she will not have to join the 
Musicians’ Union. 

Messinger t Handle 
g 0 e |near the Austrian border. More } 

Col Sales Promo i in Field : than 25 Yugoslav jazz ensembles ! 
Robert,.Messinger has becn. vet | reportedly will participate in addi- i 

as national promotion manager of | 

Sales Corp: He'll work on the de- | 
velopment and coordination of na- | W-European critics. 
tional promotion in all Columbia Phil Woods, a member of the 

, and not to any efforts of the So- ' sidents included a number of ex: : 

‘ing by Davis. was interrupted brief-: 

the one-niter, concert and nilery 
-route. He’s playing with Ella Fitz- 
‘gerald at the Carter Barion 

{ strations before’ and during the: ‘ Amphitheatre in Washington, D Cc, 

SUCCESS | performance. The concert was a.in a couple of weeks and will also 
play the Greek Theatre in los 

1 Angeles in a show titled “Sounds 
of the '60s.” 

Hirt is one of the few musical 
who + ‘Mames to come up without riding 

a disk click, but now he’s devel- 
‘oped into a potent platter seiier. 
*His first album for RCA Victor, 
: released less than two months 
,ago, has already gone over the 
100.000 mark and Victor is nov 

Inside -the ‘hall, a brilliant ex- prepping a drive for him in the 
singles market. 

Hirt asserted that showmanship 
can only help. jazz develop a Jarge 
public following. “A lot of jazz- 
men play with the attitude that 

‘the audience can't possibly dig 
them and they refuse to bend even 

slogans. ‘Davis cut his playing short, ‘a little bit, * he said. That hurts 

returned; not only those jazzmen but jazz 
| itself, he said. A veteran sideman 

Davis, in a group of. numbers. 

album 

The Columbia. disker' 

' pany 

I 

tion to the two big bands of Yugo-' that none of the so-termed 
slav radio. These two bands have | 40 stations” were giving the disk 
already found much praise by! oe *Stan 

‘but forcibly removed, by a trio of , of many top bands. Hirt has been 
i bailiwicking in New Orleans for 
many years. He’s 37 and the father 
of eight children. 

‘KAPP. UPS STEINMETZ 
TO EXPORT SALES MGR. 
Eric Steinmetz has been upped 

at Kapp Records to the post of ex- 
port sales manager. He'Jl now 
head the entire export operations 
of Kapp including Kapp Inter- 
national. 

Steinmetz, who.has been ad- 
vanced from his post in charge of 
service and export, recently re- 
turned from a trip to Seuth 
America where among. other 
things, he negotiated a licensing 
agreement with Transradio Disc in 
Mexico and Venevox in Caracas. 

Stanley Silk, who was assisting 
Steinmetz in orders, services and 
export, will move up to take 
charge of his vacated post. Both 
Steinmetz and Silk came to Kapp 
from Decca Records. 

Say Freberg U.S.A.’ Salire 
Not Getting Air Brush 

Hollywood, May 23. 
Capitol Records denied com- 

“was having difficulty hav- 
ing the Stan Freberg satire on 
American history receive air time” 

. The 2d Yugoslav Jazz Festival | and added, ‘we expect the alhum 
j will take place June 8-11 at Bled!to hit between 60,000 and 79.000 

i sales within 60 days. It is cur- 
rently our best seller.” : 

Cap execs, hovever, did admit 
“top 

Freberg Presents ine 
; United States of America. Vol. 1. 
air play but that “gcod tenting 
Stations” were playing aljl tracks 

ist personal appearances and pro-|slavia boasts of so many out-| except one. That track. “Take Ag 
[fpr categories supervising #11- |-Quincy Jones band, said taat Yugo- 

motional tours and serve as liaison 
with radio and tv networks. 

Messinger joined Col’s sales ‘ti- 

j manager-for pop albums. to belong to the West. 

standing jazz musicians that this; Indian to Lunch This Week” ha 
country would at once emerge as , caused various minority groups A 
one of the world’s foremost jazz: refister their protests 
nations were it given the chance dixidual stations, notably 

with 

in 

ins 
De- 

Htroit, Boston and Philade!phia. 

o 



New York 
The Barry Sisters will introduce 

the tune “Look At Us, We're Walk- 

inz" for the United Cerebral Palsy 

Drive at the all-star show Ed Sul- 

livan is staging today -Wed.' in 

Greenwich, Conn. Roulette releases 

their disking of the song this week , 

.. Jackie Wilson cut four sides 

for Brunswick Moniay (22), his 

first sessions since his hospililaza- 

tion four months ago... Joe Wil- 
liams is set for a month at the 
Flaminzo, Las Vegas, starting June : 
22 ... Sammy Kaye hus inked an 
exclusive tv pact with the William 
Morris Agency . 
“The Collector’s 20th Century 
Musi¢ In The Western Hemis- 
phere” has just been published by 
J. B Lippincott. Cohn is head of 
Mills Music Symphonic Denpart- 
ment... Don Glasser orch signed 
for a return to Roseland Dance 
City in October. 

Bill Snyder heading a five-piece : 
cormbo at the Waldorf-Astoria’s 
Peacock Alley uniiit June 24. He’s - 
also got a CBS remote from there 
and new disk coming up on the 
ABC-Paramount label . .. Carlos 
Chavez, under exclusive contract ; 
to ills Music, will be guest con- 
ductor at Aspen, Colo., this sum- 
mer. He'll be conducting his or- 

The OF THE. 

CHANTS 

ESPECTABL 

“MH 

(75) DIAMOND JUBILEE YEAR (75) 

L. WOLFE GILBERT 
Songs Lost in the Shuffle 

Four (4) Two Million Copy Hits 

“MY LITTLE DREAM GIRL" 
“MY SWEET ADAIR" 

“HELLO, ALOHA, 
HOW ARE YOU?" 

"LILY OF THE VALLEY" 

Collaborators: ANATOLE 
FRIEDLAND and ASEL BAER 

Now Never Heard ... No Recordings ... 

LUCKY ...I'VE GOT A HOST, 
YOU "DO* HEAR 

“WOLFIE'S 
~ HAPPY SEVENTY-FIFTH" 

JESS IIIS IS EIS AI SOOI DICE TOSI TOIT TO IOI IAI. 

LARRY MACK TRIO 
Featuring 

FAIA IAIIA AAI AAAI ASA ISS IAIN: 

CHICAGO « MIAMI e« HOLLYWOOD 

.. Arthur Cohn’s ; 

WEEK | night (24)... 

Currently 
Aprif 13 - May 27 — LAFAYETTE HOTEL, Lexington, Ky. 

May 29- July 8 — HOLIDAY INN. Augusta, Ga. 
July 10 - Sept. 30—THUNDERBIRD LOUNGE. Jacksonville, Fla. 

Oct. 2- Oct. 28 — HOLIDAY INN, Augusta, Ga. 
(Repeat Engagement within 3 Months) 

Oct. 30 -Dec. 2— RIVIERA REST. & LOUNGE, Atlanta, Ga. 
Dec. 5-Jan. 2—RIDGLEA COUNTRY, CLUB, 

BOOKED EXCLUSIVELY BY 

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION 
> - JOE GLASER, President 

745 FIFTH AYE., NEW YORK 22, N.Y., PLAZA 9-4600 

« LAS VEGAS e DALLAS e LONOON 

;chestral transcription of the 
: Buxtehude Chacone. which is now 
on the press and will be released 
shortly ... The Furness Bros, 

‘signed for a four-week return en- 
gagement at the Fabulous Dunes, 

- Neptune, N.J., starting June 26 .-.. 
The Professional Music Men org. 
will hold its annual outing at Fred 
Waring’s Shawnee Inn June 15 . 

: Jane Oliver, formerly with Victor, 
and Lee Smith, formerly with Gen- ! 
eral Distributors, will represent 
Morty Wax'’s promotional network 

‘in the Pittsburgh and Baltimore- 
Washington areas, respectively. 

London 
Billy Eckstine, the Kirby Stone 

Four and singer Gogi Grant all ex- 
‘pected here for British tours in the 
fall or early 1962 ... BBC Televi- 
sion launching skein of nine weekly 
-trade-jazz programs, starting July 
:1. Each will showcase <wo bands. 
1Chris Barber, Bob Wallis, * Acker 
lBilk, Terry Lightfoot, The Tem- 
perance Seven and Dick Charles- 

. worth among those expected on the 
rostrum . EMI planning a six- 
:months series of spectacular hour- | 
‘long disk shows from Radio Lux- 
-embourg, commercial station 
beamed to British audiences .. . 
Russian soprano Bela Roudenko ap- 
‘pearing with Tommy Steele on 
“Sunday Night at the London Pal- 

:ladium” tv show June il... Show 
which gospel singer Mahalia Jack- 
son taped for Granada tv on her: 
. Visit last month goes on the air to- 

- Pop singer Adam 
Faith, who isn’t 21 yet, has just 
published his autobiography. Title: 
“Poor Me.” Poor Adam only earns 
$140. 000 a year. 

re So oe 

Hollywood 
L. Wolfe Gilbert, ASCAP'’s; 

:“grand old man,” will be feted at - 
a special songwriters party June | 

‘32 at Albert Deitch's Golden Vio-: 
Richard Boone has been ; lin . 

| pacted by MGM Records to narrate } 

on scenes from forthcoming MGM} 
a series of stories of Jesus, based 

[on scenes “King of Kings.” 
Elaine Dunn, of national road com- ; 
pany of ‘Bye Bye Birdie.” in town 
to talk -over 
Warner Bros. LP which she _is 
scheduled to record next month 
... Bronislau Kaper will compose | 
title tune for Metro’s ‘“‘Ada™ and} 
!MGM Records will do both instru- | 
; mental and vocal versions; prob- ;}. 
ably using Dean Martin's orches- 
tral arrangements but with Connie 
Francis chirping since Martin is; 
Capitol pactee ... Sid Kaiser, 
former flack. has bought Universal 
Recorders and has landed a sub-.- 

‘stantial portion of: the Frank Sin- j 
jatra Reprise Records recording ac- | 
° .. . Brown Meggs, Capitol | 
‘Records exec, says diskery has 
“orders exceeding 60,000 for Stan ; 

: Freberg’s satirical album, “The 
: United States of America, Vol, 1.’ 
‘and confidently expects it to be: 
‘one of our all-time bestselers.’ 
‘George Russell, furmer Columbia 
Records promo chief, tesigned and 

_has. opened publicit;: office here. : 
i ; First account is Esquivel with Walt ! 
{ Disney also p, ete him to special 
promo job %& 

’ Parent Trap® 
Reeords ... 

Disnev’s 
for Buena Vista 

Philadelphia 

forch working Pep's this week . 

* 

JO MACK 

Ft. Worth, Tex. 

material for ~her ;] 

“The: 

Quincy Jones: and his 1g piece | 

POPPE REE ER Ey” POPP M DNR R TTT TT 

VARIETY. 

Showboat, May 22-27 . . .. Louis 
-Printa & Keely Smith at the Latin 

| Casino, May 11- May 28; followed! 

June .1f; Peart” Bailey, June I1-— 

| June 25... - Lineup at. the. Red’ 

‘May 26-28;tGene Krupa, June: 2-4; : 

Maynard Ferguson, June "16-18; 

|Gene McDaniels, in_ first: booking 

as a jazz. singer, June 23-25. . 
Herbie Mann, recently at the Inn, 
and the first jazz name at the spot, : 
leaves.on_a South American tour 
with Zoct Sims, Bill Evans, Sonny . 
Stitt, Clarke Terry, Jo Jones and 
Jimmy Rushing ... Al Alberts into 
the Erie Social Club, ‘May 27; the 
DeJohn Sisters, June 3, 4... Kay 

Hill Inn loon Carmen ‘McRae, . 

. Little. former vocalist’ with ‘Bunny | 
Berigan, Tony Pastor -and Dick 
Stabile. making a comeback at the 
Capri. © 

RETAIL ALBUM 
This Last No. wks. 

' wk. wk. on chart 

“1041s 
Soundtrack (LOC 1058) 

{| “2 5 39 NEVER ON SUNDAY (UA) 
| | _ Sotindtrack (UAL 4070) 

3. 2 20 CAMELOT (Columbia) 
0 Original Cast-tKOL 5620) 

4 6 19.° 

Calcutta (DLP 2539) 

‘| 5 3 40 FRANK SINATRA (Capitol 
All the Way (W 1538: - 

6 11 22. MANTOVANI (London) 
. ' Music from Exodus (LL 3231) 

| 4. 18 GREAT MOTIC IN PICTU 
, . Various Artists ‘UAT, 3122) 

“8-9 431 £4XELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) 
| GL. Blues (LPM 2256) _ 

“)  § 15° MITCH MILLER (Columbia) 

i by the McGuire Sisters, May 29-! , 

(4 National Survey of Key Outlets) 

EXODUS (Victor) 

LAWRENCE WELK (Doct) SSO 

GREAT MOTION PICTURE THEMES (UA) 

i" Happy Times (CL 1568) 

Italia Mia (LL 3239) 

_Wednesday, May 24, 1962 

| Chris Conner booked . into the ce 

«Big Spread on B’way Sets. 
Continued from page 43 ——as 

‘the second line of composing peor | this. point looks’ like a proftiadli 

‘ple. Works by the well-known payoff, the oy coming bac! 
, next season with a nves writers are few and far between ment in “The Gay Life," the nev 

‘and it must be. remembered that: Arthur. ‘Schwartz-Howard Diet 

Alan Jay Lerner & Frederick| tuner.” Also scheduled for a ‘Cal 

Loewe were virtually second-lin- | original cast album treatment 1 
‘ers six years ago.” ‘The Lerner & ' Noe! Coyard’s Sail Away.” Ant 

~ , almost thder wraps is ‘Dick Ad 
Loewe reference was. based on, ; ler’s. first solo effort: for Broadwa' 

' the fact that their “My Fair Lady” [ Since the death. of his partnei 

_show was kicking around for some: Jerry. Ross. ‘The Adler . -venture i 
time until Lieberson persuaded} called “Kwamina.” 
CBS to back it. | “RCA Victor’s“lone commitmen 

‘Capitol Anceli so far is with Frank Loesser® 
ap ngeling 41"How to Succeed in Business With 

Capitol, too, is on ‘the angeling | out Really Trying.” ‘The show wa: 
kick After getting its feet wet{ originally scheduled for: a Ma: 
with a’ $480,000 ‘stake in “The Un- | Obening but was postponed unti 
sinkable Molly Brown,” which ‘at {| the fall. © 

‘ The publisher activ ity is divider 
this way: .¢happell ‘has “Sai 

, Away” and “Kiwamina"; Frank Mu 
‘sic has “How to Succeed in Busi 
i ness” and “Kean”; E. H. Morris ha: 
“Giovanni . “Venturi” and “All 
| American”; and the. Warner: Bros 
; firm has “The Gay Life.” ~ 

fi Meantime, . “Let. It :Ridé;” th 
fa i Jay Livingston-Ray: Evans musiea 
treatment’ .of “Three Men On ‘: 
| Horse,” is listening :to record com 
pany offers. It’s interesting to sev 

{eral of the bidders that Alan. Liv: 
ingston, Capitol’s veepee in. charge 

}: of creative services who ~han 
1 dles the original cast album deals 
-is the brother of Jay Livingstor 
and that Columbia put out the ort 

_ ginal cast. album. of Livingston & 
Evans’ last Broadway venture, “Ol 

i ; Captain. " It was a flop. 
{- 

Alfred Newman's 

THEME FROM 

Dt ae 9 ee 

OF HISCOMPANY 

Recorded By 
i0 7. 15 KINGSTON TRIO (Capito) | FRANK CHACKSEIELD =. . Make Way (T 1474). f , a. ACKSFIELD—LONDON 

tt 12 15 WiLDCAT ‘Victor’ an an nar LIX : Original Cast ‘LOC 1060) StATIIN LIBERTY 
12. #17 6 FRANK SINATRA (Reprise) tem eee 
_. Ringading Ding atom oy: Wi felt 2 
13.10 55 SOUND OF. MUSIC (Columbia) 

Original Cast ‘KOL 5450) Sings 

14. 21 3 MITCH MILLEX ‘Columbia) 
‘Ev Sing Along (CL 1628). al OL 

if .15 32 2 CARNIVAL (MGM: OF HER COMPANY 
ae Original. Cast ‘E 3946) By Sammy Cohn and 

‘f 16 13 17 £LIMELITERS (Victorr Alfred Newman 
1 oe Tonight: In-Person (LPM: 2072) ". a 
‘| 17 14 9 JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) From the Paramount Picture 
| - TH Buy You a Star ICL 16237 : 3 THE PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY 

18 #16 #%t £RAY¥ CHARLES Impulse, . On Columbia Records 

ok Genius Plus Sout Eauals Jazz (A-2) . . ck ee 

19 22 19 RUSTY WARREN (Jubilee) oe FAMOUS MUSIC CORPORATION 
- Knockens Up i iJLP 2029) 1619 Broadway, New York 19, NY. 
50 18 #17 RAY CONNIFF ‘Columbia 
- . ____ Memories Are Made of This (CL 1574) — 

'f 21 27 #45 BILLY VAUGHN (Dot . anes — 
__ Orange Blossom. ‘Special (DLP 3366) NEW EST H iTS! 

| 22 36 -5 AE HIRT 'Victor) 
_ -Greatest Horn in the World (LPM 2366) & THE BI LBAO SONG 

| 53° 3” MITCH MILLER (Columbia) PERCY FAITH -..csscnessmeonfOLUMBIA 4-419) 
|}. Sentimental CL 1457) | & LeROY HOLMES nccewrmrersnn M.G.M, 129) 
i] 24 15 29 BOB NEWHART (WB) | Gp ANDY WILLIAMS sive CADENCE 13 
| Button Down Mind Strikes Back (WI 393) From the Warner Bros. Picture “PARISH” ¢ 
| ' 25: °20 6 BRENDA LEE 'Decca) | Lucy's THEME 4 

: Emotions (DL 4104: , CLEBANOFF STRINGS ..:.:e MERCURY 71815, 
2619. "20 BERT KAEMPFERT (Decca) as 3 GEORGE GREELEY ....... WARNER BROS, 5218 & 

2725 3 BOBBY DARIN «Atco FREDDY BLMES meee KaOIK ¢ 
ye Bobby Darin Story (&P 33130) | ALLISON'S TH EME 

28 24 65 PETE FOUNTAIN ‘Coral ‘PETE FOUNTAIN «sapere CORAL 62266 € 
3) _French Quarter (CL 57359) GEORGE GREELEY +WARHER BROS, S28 4 

a . ” Persuasive Percussion IIL. (CR 33-808) PAIGE'S TH EME 
| 30 39 «892; EDDIE HARRIS (Vee Jay) FREDDY MARTIN oi -esscrsee HAPP K-391X 
| _ Exodus to Jazz O MAKE BELIEVE LOVER 

31 28 57 BOB NEWHART (WB) HY] & CONNIE STEVENS .........\WWARNER BROS, 52 
Button Down Mind (W :1379) ; : ee ON Down wind UW “lsiy MUSIC PUBLISHERS 

| 32.33 + «#3 WOODY WOODBURY ‘Stereoddities) Le 
HT on — 245m in Comedy ‘NW 3) | | aeaiele 
1 33 34 23  UNSINKABLE MOLLY BROWN “Capitol” er en ene 
| - Original Cast ‘WAO 1509) H 
lf 3f — 1. PETE FOUNTAIN ‘Coral? Ti The 

| ___On Tour 'CRL. 57357) | | “PAUL 
| 35° — 3 GONE WITH THE WIND (WB) nT SONE 5 DURAND 
| Soundtrack ‘WB 1322: 5 7 Composer 

36 23.19 FRANK SINATRA (Capitol). vd. 
- ___, Swinging Session ‘W 1491) of the De ore 
37- 38° 26 THE ALAMO :Columbia) : R AIN «Pores 

. So Soundtrack ‘CI. 1558) 7 
' 38 35: 14 DO RE MI ‘Victor j . 

—_ Original Cast (LOC. 2002), Trae ren the nies 
If 39 “— "7 . BILL BLACK COMBO “Hi : : 
| _That Wonderful Feeling (HL: 12004)” ROGER WILLIAMS 
ff 40° — TI ‘MANTOVANI ‘London’ 

MILLS Music. ieee way, N.Y. 19 
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-choice clients . . 
_ writing. that. all decisions would; 

has been 

..ber says that “perhaps I moved 

ing. point at meeting of their cor- 
poration May 12. 

-group and ail contracts have been 

‘dissolve: the. group. 

stock: in the corporation in’ six: 

_cific: “It's okay to send the. cone [. 

now I will submit them: to-all the 

avs nono 

‘cert. and 

‘1957, when they were working for |. 
_ between $150 and $335. weekly.. 
Within the: past year they've made | 
“as much as $15,000: per night. 

Bert Block and Larry Bennett 

Kingston. Trio, who is signed. ex- 
.clusively to International. , Talent. 

. our excl: Wve Monae ament: 

vee Wa ite Las eee leet ae mete tant” oe 

_ VARIETY 

Limeliters Gross $9,000 
Pasadena, Calif., May 23. 

The Limeliters pulled in $9,048 

in an SRO performance at the 

poration, while lawyer Sid Rudy torneys, he is not leaving the King-|2,968-seat Pasadena Civic Audito- 

bas other 2%. |ston Trio and. wili continue. as it's|rium here Friday 119). House was 
Werber says if AFM rules for leader. Dissension was caused with-|sealed from $2 to $3.75. 

Guard he'll go , 
The b ooking a seney according |i the act and its’ relationship with| The show was produced by Con- 

’ Frank “Werber, due. to the alleged | certs Inc. and the Limeliters’ own 
to. Werber, was formed as a “‘smail, -- 
‘custom-service outfit with a few} ; mismanagement ' of Highridge production outfit. The RCA Vis 

“Kingston Trio Breaking Up 

. we agreed in | Music. Frank ‘Werber was notified Crescendo, L. A., July 6 

in early. October, 1960. to investi- 
gate. ‘the operation .of Highridge |: 
i Music,: upon which no immediate |. 
‘action was taken. Not until early} 

from Far East about six weeks ago Leebruary or ae veaapeayaetale 
I called in my stock. . | Werber and. the trio were on a 

“I was told’ I had no stock ¢com- foreign tour and were out of the 
ing.. The fellow. who told ‘me was - country. 
Allen Kramer, .a lawyer with.Man-j  « rank Werber ts no a stock- hard bop, third stream, cool and 

ning, Hollinger & Shay, of New holaee in rbot ts pot, stock: fall that.” He commented. that the 
‘York. He is: ‘also’ Block's brother-. ‘Associates In. and never was. This. Jazzists. are: all. individualists and 

in-law.” “Agency is legally, ethically and. don't feel they belong to any par- 
Werber points out fhe agency's ‘morally bound to honor its ex-| ticular school. 

greatest asset is-the Kingston Trio ‘clusive management contract with Highest paid group of perform- 
—"without’ them, there wouldn't : Dave Guard leader of the Kingston|ers were the Thelonious . Monk 
have been an agency.” But “Block Trio and to abide by any reason-| Quartet, who reportedly were paid 
went direct .to Guard,. ‘bypassing : able request made from him in: that $100 a minute—$2.000 for their 20-. 
me.’ ; capacity. ” . minute _ performance. 

Other Acts. 

In addition te Kingstons, agency {° 
booking  ‘Limeliters,| _ 

Brothers Four, Cumberland Three, t : 
Buffalo. Bills, Ronnie. Schell, Her- 
mione Gingold, Barbara Carroil 
and Peter Appleyard. " ; 

_ Block, ‘says Werber, “convinced |: 
Guard the Kingston. Trio name be-} | 
‘Jongs to’ Guard’ because. Guard's . 
name ’is.-on the ‘contracts .. . in|. 
most. cases, I signed Guard's: name 
—that's common practice in the. 
‘music’ business.” 

As for High Ridge-Music, Wer- 

haver to be unanimous.” Werber ' 
claims he, Block and Bennett each 
had option on‘one third of. agen- 
cy’s stock -and “when I got back 

Reich Jazz Fest 
Tere Continued from page 1 oan 

terview; to { 2 “local” tags put on 
American jazz, classifying it as 
“West Coast jazz, East Coast jazz. 

too slowly.” “But Guard hasn't 
been ‘ hurt—in ‘the’ last - quarter. 
alone he received - $18,000 asa 
writer . . . we hope to make up: 
the $127,000 shortage in a couple 
of years.” — 

Split between Werber, Shane }. | 
and Reynolds. on one side and 
Guard on the other came to break- 

That's when: Guard. pave Six. 
months notice, as. provided: by the 
corporation ruies. Under rules he |: 
also gets pro-rata Share of the! . 
-Kingston salary for three years | 
and keeps his corporate stock, | 

Reconsidering 

‘Guard apparently: has been. re- 
considering his ‘position; and. com- 
mented in Phoenix this weekend: | 

“Doés Count Basie resign from }- 
his. band?’ I’m the leader. of the 

signed with my name for four. 
years.. I suppose I could put the 
others on notice, so to speak, and 

“I have not resigned employ- 
ment .contract with the Kingston | 
Trio Corporation. I’ve only indi- 
cated my intention of Sejling - my 

months.” 

-In New York, Block at ITA head- 
quarters, said he had formal noti- | 
fication from Guard “not -to: do 
business” with Werber and that: 
all contracts -should . be sent. to 
Guard: as trio’s leader.-- ~ 

Guard, however, denied. his ‘in- | 
structions to Block were that spe-|- 

tracts to Werber, "he said, “only 

partners for consideration, and 
decisions will be. made that. way, 

“At stake in. this: struggle are. 
the Kingstons’ estimated $100.00 |. 
a-yvear in booking agency commis- 
sions, their more than $300,000: inj. 
annual royalties from Capitol Réc- 
ords, upwards of $750,060 in con- |}. 

nightclub fees, plus 
grosses of other ITA-booked acts. 

Kingstons started in Frisco in 

if you've ever really wanted d something different something to 

¢aptivate an audience~ you can have it.with the new Ecco-Fonic 

«the nortable echo-reverb chamber that gives you.an entirely 

new concept in sound. With a simple flick ofa switch—your per- 

formance will have all the true presence and full dimension that 

was only possible in a majer recording studio with expensive 

equipment. Ecco-Fonic produces an exciting Stereo-echo. effect 

‘and picks up previously fost ranges in sound. Whether you sing 

‘ pfay an instrument, your act will take on new glamour and 
excitement. You'll love the reaction of audiences 

and you'll love the increased bookings you. get 

-when you use the new Ecca-Fonic. See it demon: 

: strated at your local-music store or write for the 

free demonstration record: today. 

Says Block & Bennett 
In New York yesterday ‘Tues. |: 

made. this statement: 

“Daye Guard, leader. of the: 

Las Vegas’ Hotel Flamingo currently 
features Ecco-Fonic Unit in hit show, 

Associates. notified us on May ivth, 
that thereafter. all business was to] 
be. done directly ° ‘with him. .Any ]- 
Matcment about the Agency’ being 
en the verge of breaking up: is. 
completely untrue and unfounded:.}.. , 
The Kineston, Trio is only one of, 
‘Mary concert attrictions onder 

“ACCOLGINE 10 Dave Guard's nt: , 

tor recording group opens at the 

-| classical LP market: 

Segovia Gets New Decca Longtermer: 
Cap Signs Journeymen; Other Deals 

Andres Segovia, dean of the long-; Records. Don Ames and Vincent 

hair guitarists, has signed a new | Catalino run the diskery. 
longterm deal with Decca Records.| Ganitol: Journeymen IE 

Segovia has been with the label] Latest addition to the Czpitol 
since 1944 and has been one of|roster is the Journevmen If, a 
the most consistent sellers in the | new folk singing trio. Cap nabbed 

the group just a few weeks after it . 
. was formed by John Phillins, 

Segovia. recently completed 4} Richard Weissman and Scott Mc- 
series of recordings for Decca in| Kenzie. 

‘New York. In addition to. solo| Diskery will release their first 
selections, he sliced a concerto with | Single Fecord shortly as well as a 
the Symphony of the Air conducted | debut LP. 
by Enrique Jorda. Before taking 
‘off for another European concert 
tour, Segovia blueprinted an addi- 
tional series of LP with Ysrael 
Horowitz. Decca’s classical artists 
& repertoire chief. 

SILVER DISK TO SCOT... 
Glasgow, May 23. 

Andy Stewart. Scot comedian- 
i Singer, was awarded a silver disk 
{at ceremony here ian recognition of 
the 250,000-pius Sales of his Top 
Rank disk “A Scottish Soldier.” 
Award was made during a per- 

Sinclair: Alan Dale, Eddie Cari 
Veteran pop singer Alan Dale 

and Eddie Cari, from New England,|formance of “The Andy Stewart 
have joined the roster of Sinclair: Show” at the Empire Theatre here. 

Fe este teed s . oy 
i se “4 

£., ery ; = FREE RECORD. 
i 4 HEAR THE EXCITING NEW WORLD 
z oo q OF ECCG-FONIC SOUND = 

e “8 Prove to yourself Ecco» 
x a, 3 ‘Fonic'’s full dimension 
me = sound is @ must on the 
7 ; Stairway to star bij:ing, 
a Hear the depth, beauty 
= aad richness made pos- 
>. sible with Ecco-Feric. Get 

this amaz'rg free demo 
record todayl 

PLEASE SEND ME FREE 

ADDRESS 

CFV creer STATE eee eee 
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Not the Same Show, Latino Showmen 
Charge, So They 

‘The South American tour of Jim4 

Hetzer’s “Japanese Spectacular” 

has been cancelled because of the 

alleged failure of Hetzer to deliver 

the same show that was originally 

contracted for. 

Oscar Ornstein, of Rio de Ja- 

neiro, currently in the U.S. on a 
talent looksee, explained that one 
of the major featured acts of the 
“Spec” had bowed out of the unit. 
He claimed that the absence of the 
juggling aet, the Kotetsu Troupe, 
removed one of the salient points 
of the show and therefore the Iay- 
out is no longer as originally 
bought. 

According to Ornstein, .“Japa- 
nese Spectacular” was bought as; 
a result of its engagement at the 
Americana Hotel, Miami Beach. 

Cancel Hetzer Unit) 
Disney Winning Race For 
Space; 64 Flyng Saucers 

Blasting Off by Summer 
Anaheim, Cal., May 23. 

“Walt Disney isn’t waiting for 
the U.S., or Russia, or any other 
nation to explore the outer strato- 
sphere. Comg¢ summer, his Disney- 
land will have its own space sta- 
tions, where guests can climb 
aboard their own saucer for a fly- 
ing saucer experience, become air- 
borne, guide their own ship and 
return to land on the space sta- 
tion. 

Disneyland, according to: park's 
v.p., Joseph W. Fowler, has been 

On his recommendation the unit; experimenting with flying saucers |. 
was inked by TV Record, of Sao 
Paulo, for eight weeks, and im- 
mediately four were spun off to 
the Opera Theatre, Buenos Aires, 
which was to have started this; under wraps. 
month. But since a major turn 

in northern California for some 
| months. Because of the air-cush- 
ion principle involved, company 
has kept the tests ‘completely 

However, he says 
that it can be revealed that each 

is missing, the show Is no Jonger| saucer will be a self-contained 
as originally presented. Therefore, | unit in which one guest Pilots his 
Ornstein says, his principals have! own ship “in free flight.’ 
lost interest. 

Ornstein asserted that this is: 
the first bit of major trouble that 
South American showmen have 
encountered since they 
touring major American names; 
and units. To provide th? same 
kind of show. “Holiday in Japan” 
produced by Steve Parker, is being | 
sought. 

Hetzer’s “Japanese Spectacular” | 
is reported to be in Trihidad an. | 
lowing an engagement in San Juan. 
Just what Hetzer’s next step will 
be is unclear. But it’s believed 
some action before the American 
Guild of Variety Artists is likely. 

Ornstein further stated that the 
contract with Hetzer stipulated 
that the show to be presented in 
South America would be the same 
as shown at the Americana. He 
added that the contract gave Hetzer 
the right to substitute. But this 

| 

Construction has already started 
on the new attraction in park’s 
| Tomorrowland, located adjacent to 
the “Rocket to the Moon” conces- 

‘started | sion, as one of Disney's new at- Friday (19; during a benefit per- 
tractions for the 1961 summer sea- 
son. A total of 64 individual sau- 
cers will be in operation sometime , 

joarly this summer, Fowler reports. 

Top N.Y. Hotels 
Start Booking 

1961-62 Roster: 
Next season’s buying of talent for 

arrangement, he said, applied only 'the top New York hotel rooms has | 

pie, not featured or star acts. 

SHERATON HOTELS ADD 
PUERTO RICAN OUTLET. 
The Sheraton chain will break :! 

ground for its first Puerto Rican 
hotel on May 30. Inn, situated in 
the Condado section, 
Juan, will be a 
containing 45) rooms and costing 
$10,009,009. Hotel will have a sup- 
per club, casino and ballroom. 

Inn will be built by the Hotel. 
Development Corp. with Sheraton 
operating. Architects are Toro & 
Ferre:i, who also designed the 
Caribe Hilton and La Concha 
Hotels there. Robert L. Moore, 
chairman of the Sheraton board, 
WEE head the roster of the chain's 
exees af the groundbreaking. Hotel 
is expected to be completed in 
Dacember of 1962. 

Tie Sherayon chain istalso blue- ; 
priattiing oan ooinn at Kingston, 
Jamiica. 

‘Capades’ Record 580G 
At L.A. Sports Arena 

Lox Angeles. May 23 
“Tee Canades” racked up a rec- 

ord $S580.000 net after taxes for 
its teo-week stand at Sports Arena, 
ended May 15. 

Jake, biggest in show's 21-year. 
histors, was $30,000 ahead of last: 
yea, according to John H. Harri:. 
forader-director, Who reported that ; 
bla fe 
pe: onerferrvanice for its 29 per- 
Parcnamtees, Sthowt Was scated at $4_ 
feyey 
WFar, 

Ojai Music Fest Events 
gat, Calin, May 23 

(ayai Muste Fest mar ked tts 15tn 
season With this year’s _ present a-| 
tror ape mht Past Friday 19. Sat- 
widas’s prosram was all- American | 
in tae ionzhair idiom, with eve- 
Ris sessions giten ever to jazz: 
Stravunske’s  “Puleinetia’  hish-' 
lisit. the Sunda,  eoncludins 
evar’ 

Artists scheduled includ2 Lukas 
Andie 

Manne and Red, around us, 
pohape.” 

Fos. and jazz exponents 
Prewio. Shelley 
Mrtcuuhi 

outside San: 

2-story structure ' British singer Shirley Bassey who 

| Cianiber of Commerce. 
twas signed by Herbert Bonis, his: 

sonette of the Hotel St. Regis has! 

indicated that it will continue with | all 18 of his.shows had their pre- 
the same policy, the three top, 
rooms have started to fill in the: 
‘schedules so that many acts for 
next sear. has already been commit- 

“The Persian Room of the Plaza. 
has already done the bulk of its” 
buying. Room is slated to open: 
with a newcomer to this scene, 

‘comes in Sept. 13 for four weeks. 
, She's followed there by Gogi Grant. 
“Oct. 18; Diahann Carroll, Nav. 22. 
two bills :to fill, and then Margue- 
rite Piazza, April 25, and Eartha Kitt 
for five weeks, May 22 to close the : 

j when he wrote his first hit. song, room. 

The Empire Room of the Hotel ‘| 
‘Waldorf Astoria is working on an 
ambitious schedule for next season. 
They are presently negotiating for : 
Eddie Fisher and Genevieve. Dates 

_are still being juggled. The room 
‘is hopetul of getting others in the 
,top brackets. Dates. for Genevieve 
-and Fisher ave being held up pend- .* 
ing pacting of other toppers. 

The St. Regis, of course, has 
committed itself to opening with 
Patachou for six weeks: and will 
hold off buving for some weeks to’ 
see what names become available 
at their price level. 

Upcoming 56th State Fair 
To Headline Danny Kaye 

‘Honolulu May 23. 
Danny Kaye will heaaline the 

Fair, which opens June 30 under 
-auspices of the Hanolulu Junior 

‘asent, only a few hours before 
» the comedian arrived at Honolulu; 
‘airport. en route to Japan. Terms 
were not disclosed. 

te renee, 

current events for topical material. 

well as anybudy 
been done by Mr. 

has done it. 
‘Bob. 

at it When we stop laughing at: 
ourselves and what's going on 

}eollaborated with Will Hough and 
to chorus girls or production peo-j already started. Now that the Mal-: Frank Adams on a string of musi- 

“Out,” and a dozen others. 
‘the 

Contract . 

During an informal press con- 
Kaye .noted there’s noth-; agent who was transferred from) 

ina new about comics drawing from! Chi to the West Coast last year, is: 

‘I: was done by Whiil Rogers as! office. 
It’s! 

Hope for is leaving the agency to hecome 
years and he’s as good as anybody j director: 

we're in votry bad 

‘ JOAN BISHOP 
Piantst - Mezzo Soprano 

Currently THE EMBERS and 
ROGER SMITH HOTEL, New 

Joe E Howard, 83, 
Dies on Chi Stage 

Chicago, May 23. 
"Joe E. Howard, composer and 

oldtime vaude headliner, died on- 

stage of the-Opera House here last 

formance for the Marmion Mill- 

tary Academy. ‘He was supposedly 

83. 

An SRO audience of. 8, 800, who 

had paid $23 a seat for the pro- 

gram, saw him collapse as he was 
leading a community sing of “Let 

Me Call You, Sweetheart.” His last 

words“were the line, “I’m In Love 
With You.” Five doctors from the 
audience were unable to - ‘revive 
him backstage. 

His death occurred in Chicago, | 
‘the city.in which he first hit the 
vaudeville, in 1885, as a song-and- 
dance act with. his first wife Ida 
Emerson; the city in’ which he 

eal comedies; and the city in which 

'miere, between 1905 and 1911. In 
‘later years a-resident of New York, 
‘he had made-the trip. to: Chicago 
for the benefit performance. His 
tbody has heen flown, back east -for 
burial. ‘ 

Howard lad spent three-quarters | 
of a century in show business, | 
starting as a boy soprano billed as | 
“Master Joseph.” At a young age! 
he had also played the role of. 
Little Eva in.a traveling company 
‘production of “Uncle Tom's Cab- 
in.” If he was 17 when he teamed 
with. Miss Emerson in 1885, as 

thought. and in his early twenties. 

Sale, Steps Up 

Entertainment Contest Of 
5th Army Proves Good 

Century 21 Expo Pushes Advance Tix 
Bally for ’62 Preem 

‘Seattle; May. 23, 

Century .21 Exposition, with 

opening day less than a year away,. 

is readying advance ‘ticket. sale 

push, intensifying nationwide ‘pub- 

Acts Are Hard to Find: licity and promotion campaign and 

Kansas City, May 23. 
Recent finals in the 

Army’s annual entertainment con- 
test held at Fort. Riley, Kans.,| 
(April 29-30) points up fact that 
good acts are not easy to come by: 
today. The Department of the 
Army has conducted the contest | 
on an Army-wide basis since 1954. 

Since. then the contest has 
turned up some notable alumni, 
including singer Peter Palmer, 
choreographer. Joe. Layton, Met 
singer Ezio Flagello. and recordist 
Jack Larson. Whether this year's 
crop will turn up anything of this 
calibre is anybody’s guess. The 
assortment which took part in this 
year’s contest seems no worse or 
better than previous entries, ac- 
cording to James Campbell, Fifth 
Army entertainuient director. 

This year’s entries were heavy 
on vocal and instrumental soloists, 
came up with a good eccentric 
dancer ang a crack tap dancer,. 
and saw the commander's cup for 
large installations go to Fort Leon- 
ard Wood, Mo., and that for small- 
er installations go to Fort: Carson, 
Colo, 

National finals of the All-Army 
contests are to be held at Fort 
Belvoir in June, the winners there 
to make up the All-Army Show 
to tour installations world-wide. 

High Court Denies 
AGVA Plea For 
Detroy Reversal 

Washington, May 23. 

The U. S. Supreme Court yester- | - 

day (Mon.) denief.a writ of cer- 

tiorari (review) to the American.” 

Guild of Variety Artists in a case? 

;invalying a disciplinary - dispute ' 

with’ Gene Detroy who does. 

the Marquis Chimps act. AGVA 

sought to upset a temporary 

injunction which bar it. from; 

harassing Detroy for payments, 

growing out of his alleged failuze 

to complete a date at the Dunes, 
Hotel, Las Vegas. 

Detroy won the restraining or-’ 
der frum the U. 
‘peals in New 

‘Helo, My Baby.” which sold over{ on the contention he wasn't given 
- 1,000,090 copies, he ‘might have } 
‘been 93. | 

With -Hough and. -.Adams. he 
.Wrote such stage musicals ‘as “Isle 
of. Bong Bong,” 
“The Time, the Place and the: 
Gil,” “Sweetest Girl In Paris.” , 
Broadway Honeymoon.” “In ‘and 

He was! 
composer of: over 200 songs, : 

the best known of them being “I 
Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now,” 

“The Umpire,” - 

“Honeymoon.” “Remember Pearl. 
‘Harbor,” and “Goodbye My Lady 
; Love. ” ; 

At age 60 he was a headliner, at, 
IBilly Rosé’: Diamond Horseshow.' 
i He had also. emceed a network , 
radio show, “Gay Nineties,” and. 
did a show on ABC-TVa few years} 
back titled “Gay Nineties. Revue.” 
>To motion pictures were based 
on his works, Warner Bros.’ pee, 

spectacie averaged $29.00) first five days. of the 50th State .Time, the Place and the Girl” 
1929, and 20th-Fox’s' ‘I W onder 
Who's Kissing Her Now?” in 1947. 

Sid Epstein N ew Chief of | 
Wm. Morris Chi Branch | 

Chicago, May 23. 
Sidney Epstein, 

returning here to head vp the local: 

He replaces Lou Mindling, who 

of special entertainment 
‘projects at the Arlington-Washing- 
‘ton Park race tracks. Epstein’s staff 
here will consist of Herb Tannen, 
Art Moskuwitz and Tony Fantozzi. 

William Morris | 

a fair hearing by. the union under 
provisions of the Landrum-Griffin 
Act. 
lower court to determine whether 

-the injunetion. Should. be made 
permanent. Henry B. Katz, who, 

high? repped Detroy before the 
court, has already moved for sum- 
mary judgment seeking to make 
the order permanent. 

The case was the first in the-' 
atrical annals to test the Landrum- 
Griffin Act. Detroy charged he was. 
harassed by AGVA without a fair: 
hearing when it eircularized his: 
name. on its “unfair” list and sent 
organizers to various places where 
he worked to collect. his salary. - 

Dispute stems from AGVA'‘s 
claim that Detroy walked out of 
‘the final week of an eight-week 
engagement at the Dunes. Denying 
the charge, he. maintained he had | 

‘obtained permission to leave the 
date from. the hotel management 
and had even conterred with his; 
1 Successor Pt ct. 

Lillian Roth Walks Out 
_ Of Coast Nitery Show’ 

Hollywood, May 23. 
Lilian Roth, sei to open with: 

Jerry Lester last Wednesday 117: 
tat Slate Bros. nitery; walked out on 
opening night's second show. 

Singer finished six sonzs 
hearsed with Harry Hellinzs quar- 
tet, left the stage and didn’t re- 
turn, Lester kept things going un- 
‘til Duke Hazlett. stepped in to fill 
,out for secund round of evening. 

Fifth | 

S. Court: of. Ap-? 
York last January. 

Case now goes back to the’ 

cision dance team: 

re-- ; 

j Pulling into focus entertaimnent, 

: the fair. 

First - ‘advance ticket ale hag 

been a promotion by Greater Seat- 

t tle Inc., local civic booster: organ- 
ization, on a twofer deal, 
Greater Seattle members getting 
$10 worth of admission. and en- 
‘tertainment tickets for’ $3. Sale 
has hit 2,642 packages for a total 
take of $13,215. This: twofer fleal 
will continue until August 6, final 
day of this year’s annual Seafair 
celebration. 

Operations cost for the-.: expo 
staff; for promotion, publicity, - ad- 
vertising, ete. is being paid. from 
advances from Seattle and ‘Wash- 
‘ington State. firms and - business 
men.: . Repayment wil. be. made 
from.a fund obtained by taking 
60c from. each $2: 

by re time the fair opens in. April, 
96 

See 10,000,000 Patrons 
‘Fair officials have set: total of 

10,000,000 attendance.as their esti- 
mate, but this is viewed with skep- 
ticism in-some quafters. Figure iz 
based -upon.a survey by the Stan- 
ford. Research Institute and-skep- 
tics point. out that’ same outfit 

at the. Portland : (Ore.) Centennial 
in 1959. 

the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific’ -Exposi- 
tion ‘here in 1909 ‘had :an average 
daily attendance. of: 33,000 (Cen- 
tury 21 - ‘average ‘is: set? at: 55,000) 
and that Seattle is not the farnorth- 

more than:50 years aga. 
Fred Y. Schumacher, director of 

operations ‘and services, and Leo 
F. Wagman; both formerly associ- 

domiand, aren't. minimizing prob- 
(Continued on page a9! 

‘MCA CUFFOS SHOW: AS 
DC. PHOTOGS HOST PREZ 

‘Washington, May 23. 

Sterne 

White House News. Photograph. 
ers Assn., hosted President Ken-- 

and other capital brass at. | nedy 
sits annual banquet Frida, night 
j'19. A variety bill was farni-tied 
gratis MCA. 
| Entertainnient prosra:n. med by 
Shelley Winters, ‘featured. alan. 
King and Jane Morgan. Latter 
wowed the 1,200. members and 
guests at: the Sheraton. Park ball. 
room who gave..the songstress 
standing ovations. and . received 
three encores. The President ap- 
peared to share the enthusiasm 
for Miss Morgan and gave King 
a heavy mitting tao. 

Others on the program tiuctuded: 
the Augie & Margo dance duo; 
Betty Cannon's Beauty Dots, pre- 

and Chet At- 
'kins Trio. Navy Aviation Cadet 
choir ‘from Pensacol’ and: US. 
- Navy Orchestra furnished back- 
- ground musie throughout the din- 
: ner and .entertainment. 

Joe Margolis. af Loew's here, 
Stayed and directed. B. Richard 
Rubin -was. the MCA man in 

‘charge. 

Extend ‘Andy Stew: cart 

Show’ to? “Ag ath Rung 
| Giasgga, \ay 22. 

Heavy. and unesbected demand 
‘for seats has farced Leslie A, Mac- 
‘donnell, Moss Empires chief. to 
alter -his policw: ef cha::ging the 
content of “The Andy Stewart 
Show" at Empire Theatre here 

jev ery two weeks. 

First ‘program Was: allowed to 
run for a full month, and ditto 

"will apply for the’ second edition, 
Which opened last night (22). ‘This 

-wilk’ also run for four. weeks, the 
_ third edition now ebing set for 
June 19. 
New specialty acts will be pacied 

for éach edition, Despite Summery 
weather and shortage of coin due 
to customers saving. for ‘vacations, 
business at the Empire here: ‘is. ex- 

iceptionally good. 

amusement and. exhibit aspects’ of 

with - 

. ‘admission: 
charge. Such. expenditures are ex- - 
pected to reach -about. $4,500,000 

grossly . over-estimated attendance: 

Boosters counter with fact ‘that. 

west; end-of-the-line city it “was: 

ated with’ Disneyland and: Free-. 
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VARIET! 

Jackie Barnett's New PLAYGIRLS breaks records 
‘Riverside, Rene ‘ 
Tackle Bornett's Playgiris, with 

 * GSheree North, eile Slava Sabring 

Wednesday, May 24,1961 

musie, Dean, Elliott; associate pro- 
er, Jerry Franks; no cover, yo 

winimun, 

eo - } wwe POrch (12): waritte produce 
6 A f ‘ f 3 staging I 

: ; , gang choreography, Jonathon Lucas; 
; yar . aoe , arrangements and original dene 

 ertemapaemely .. 

In preyJous offerings Jackle Bars 
nett has proved his shultiple tale 

fents as writer, producer and direce 
tor, but current editfon of Play 

is will undoubtedly. evolve as his 
ffort, Appeal is varied, talent 

is plenefful, and It's a slick pack- 
age that augure for potent respors 

ie this Bill Miller ospice. : 

- Albelt fulk production includes 
only nine performers, the hour 

how. {s- stage-fiJleq. There’s not a1 
; e, staging and chore- 

fograp 3_excjting, and the - 

R Such diversity as © piss 
sive dances by Sheree North, the 
eaeedy antl antics of talented Sue Car- 
son, the al. (and _yotal) appe 

of Sabrina, and the authontatiy 
of Shirley Harmer— 

Fiits a “can't miss” show, arene 
J "Four lead names are ably backed 

the vocal and dance routines, 
‘{o£ the Caballeros (Bill Damion, }’ 

- £¥Fravk Reynolds and Jim Stevens} 
jand the Edmond Sisters (Gay .and. 

), Lou Levitt’ 
gcapably handles the all-new are 
Tangementa in first-rate manner, 

Barnett has built the show (nate 
urally). around the four femme 
but includes nine different origina 

J routines to showcase the abund- 
Hf "y . o. 8 < 

displays ability in the comedy, 
vocal and dauce departments, but: 
Production allows for accent on the. 
respective specialty, Intros . 
handled fn neat fathion by the 
Playmates: the Edmond Sisters and 
the male dance-vocal 

. AN 

eted babes (also of the beat variety 
with hair style to match) in arms, 

Standout of. the offering is. Miss 
Carson, who. on past dates in: the 
Reno-Tahoe area: has showed here] f 

@ self as one of the smartest 
‘§ comedienne 

eolffs, and at exit time with Hanke 

ett, in.“The Seven Lively Arts,’. 
Yhas penned a perfect vehicle for} 
‘Miss Carson -to- ‘wares, In ™ 

$*Arts” she recounts the seven 
- basic. approaches. men use £0 

,- #" Lylous measurements essaying "Lites. 
y ive Me Happiness,” with the 

blonde Edmond Sisters (who also 
command of eye appeal) giving 

yardrobe, What 

-Jmore than compensated by the 
avoirdupois distribution and th 
enthusiasm. . -§ 

Heavy tabler response fe solicity 
ed by thes Harmer and Miss Care 
ton in a “Miss America” routinewf - 

__ {With the former as the contest wine 

ngly) 
on such as “Indian Love Call” end}. 

ves Miss Carson ‘second GPpore 
ty to score with a series of bird 

cal} impressions, . oo 
Miss North is most effectively 

upstaged in an exciting (and sor 
time torrid) di 

son 

 { Caballeros, femme dancer 
MJ shows both fmagina and per 

Feption ane Soy eae See ably es eg the 
‘Theme. . ‘ 

_In thelr single turn alone at the 
sfront, the Edmond Sisters, as une 
derstudies for the Playgtrls, come 
across strongly. as potentia : 
league material. Their Jorte 

S Bee “gelling, but current]: 
stint ig also developing choreog 

Jabilities, ; 
Next to fina) scene has the four 

marquee ‘names ont front in “If 
.§ You Don’t See What You Want"a= 

with each accenting her particular 
talent.re the clev j . Exit 
{sz full company ets Wrap It 
Up.” Costurming for full show (furs}. 
by Mannis of Hollywood, ; 
RBtals. by After Six Fo 
smart and. {n good taste, 

rmals) fg 

Tent edition o iygiris ig a 
-. ,. {book that should run indefinitely.) 
fl It's ideallysutte © better 

ealoous as class presentation. Firsts? 
night aud reaction in this room {in- 
dicates Jackie Barnett has come up 

ith another solid hit that should 
. eep maitre orman Mistretta 

. busy at the rope for the full four 
weeks show is billed. Change due 
Jane 4, oe 4d. Jo ens 

“pa 8 Tee, BR eve ah "GeeBt cat ES yas 

OPENING CORK CLUB, Houston,. June 19-July 1 ; 
CONTACT JOE ROLLO, 205 S. BEVERLY DRIVE, BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA 

a —CRestview 6-7053 
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Vande, Cafe Dates 
New York room, down for Crown Room, In- 

. !diananolis, June 15 for a fortnight 
Jack Car.cr tapp dior the Mli- "pearl Bailey's revue, now at 

bu Bove Club, Lido Beach, L.J., the Palmer House, - Chi, booked 

oY Larry Sisters booked for inty the Flamingo, Las Vegas, Aug. 
tie Beh weit * Casino, Mont: rel, Ot. °8-Oct. 22... Lottie Brunn plays: 

7... 7 rbara MeNair into FL San the Flamingo June 8-July 5. . 
Jean.’ cn Juan, June 7 aan Fisner Princess Elena Omar in at the 
6 *"> * 4 sot for the Bolero, Wild- Horizon Room, Pittsburgh, unti! 
hana "t+, 14 on bill jtopped bv” June 4... Arren & Broderick held 
Tony Leonetti .. . Wildegarge;to over for an additional eight weeks 
the Deevor Hilton ‘Hotel, June: 3, re, 
for{ oo» w oeks to be followed by the | at til June 30. Frontier, Las Vegas, 
Rad. --Y Hotel. Minneapolis, June Jack Pyle ‘joins Al Sheehan's 

22 se ort Pulen & Cohorts sigred Aquafollies, Seattle, July 27-Aug. 9; 
a cueruemeat contract Wi € _..Ann Richards marked down for Bili Uoster office... Larry Wilde |: 
Pp acitfed into the Twin Coaches, 
Pitistrsh, May 29 ... Jerry Vale: 
irked ‘or the June 2 ‘weekend at ' 
Shell Tlouse, tstand Park, L.I.,NLY. 

_ 30h White and Randy Weston | 
Quortet opened at the Village Gate ! 
Tast sieht ¢«Tues.: Naomi Ste- 
vens to the Alpine Village, Cleve- 

Jorge's, St. Louis, June 13-25 .. 
Hildegarde slated for the Radisson, : 
Minneapolis, June 22 for two weeks | 

Al Hirt currently at his own 
elub, Dan’s Pier, New Orleans . 
Kim Sisters, now at Stardust. Las! 
Vegas, through Aug. 7, open at the, 
i Edgewater Beach, c hi, Aug. 8 tor 

tan cad hee thee “six weeks .. . Patti Leeds. marke 
jand, May 29 followed by the In-) Gown for Earl’s Club, Dallas, June! 
ternational Casino, Aruba, DWI, 
June 19. Loma Duke, who was 14 for two weeks ... Romer &! 
.- ¥ Howard set for the * Cimmaron 
burned severely Dec. 23 while 
working at the Brown Hatel, Louis- Club, Omaha, Jane 1 for two. 

Hollywood 
ville, expects to be discharged 
soon from the Kentucky Baptist 

Wald Ferrari into new Fair- 
child’s as 88er for two weeks ... 

Hosp. in that e:ty ... Fabulous Ink 
Spots prvem ai the Surf Cheb. mt 
cinkati, May 29... Janet Vang 
a newcomer at the Mermaid Room Patrice Wymore booked into Bali 
of the Park Sheraton Hotel i; Hai, Portland, Ore., June 15 for 
Timmie Rogers hits the Village | fortnight .. . Eydie Gorme and 

Steve Lawrence follow current 
stand at Cocoanut Grove with 
stint at London’s Club Pigalle 

_ Vanzuard May 30. 

| June 19... Dick Contino takes off 
Karen Chandler set for Sheraton- | 9n midwest tour in July for two 

Blackstone. Chi, June I-17 .. months . .. Jacqueline’ Fontaine 
Gloria De Haven, currently in same returned to Le Bistro . .-. Joanie 

“N SOLID TURN” 

Chicago 

LARRY STORCH 
Just Concluded 

BASIN STREET EAST 
New York 

Thanks to LEONARD GREEN and RALPH WALKINS 

Opening 

ROOSEVELT HOTEL 
New Orleans 

Three appearances 
on the Jack Paar 

TV Show June 8 —two weeks 

Records: Larry Storch at the Crystal Room 

Booked by G.A.C. 

Current CORAL release 
LOST WEEK END b w JUST WAIT 

“A fine job... worth 
exposure, 

| 
te 

. strong sales potential” |[/ 
—Bil!board ° 

Management _BILL MITTLER, 1619 Broadway, New York. 

‘| are provided through the American | 

4|0f Performing Arts to he held in 

|; ducer Martin B. Cohen and public 

ft 

{indications will help promote the 

E come fram tv rights and. the | 

Wednesday, May 24, ol 

Amanda Thigpen’ s Waldorf Audition 
‘Amanda Thigpen, the Negro singer who has played many engage- 

ments at Harlem’s Baby Grand and the Club Harlem as well as a 
tour with Larry Steele’s “Smart Affairs,” gave one of the most 

expensive auditions in recent times Friday afternoon (197 at the . 

Empire Room of the Hotel Waldorf Astoria. 

Before an invited audience of tk >ress, management repre- 

sentatives and Harlem society, Mi. ~ 7.::¢ 2en gave a recital of most. 
of her potent pieces. She was iti by’ a musical quartet and 
splendiferous garb. Cocktails ana canapes were part of the scenery. 

Although better bookings are likely to result from this bash, it’ s° 

said that the immediate aim is better public relations, 

Sommers tees. off four frames at 
Biltmore, Honolulu, this week... 
Champ Butler scampers. up to 
Isy’s Supper Club. Vancouver, 
July 17 for coupla sesh ... Dizzy 
Gillespie opens at The Summit 
May 29. 

Reno-Tahoe 
Dinah Shore set for a_ two- 

‘weeker at Tahoe Harrah’s, June 22- 
July 5, with Art Linkletter to fol- 
‘ow with his nitery debut ... . 
Novelites bezgin a 10-day. tour of 
| military bases in Hawaii on July 
7... Dick Shawn, Dennis Day, 
Ken Marray, John Raitt and Elaine |. 
Dunn slated for upeoming bookings 
at the Mapes Hotel. . Chuck-A- 

: Ducks. to Isy’s, Vancouver, on June 
a Andrini Bros. reprise at |. 

| Holiday Hotel on July 6 ..... Tony |. 
Lovello Revue . opening North | 
; Shore Club, Tahoe, ‘May 26... . 
Freddie Bell in at the Golden on | 
July 6 for eight weeks ... Summer 
lineup for Crystal Bay Club. Tahoe, 
includes Barons, King Sisters, 
King’s IV, Novelites, Billy Eckstine, 

| Roberta Sherwood ... Bill Miller 
inked Le Crazy Horse Revue for; 
early June bow at Riverside .. | 
Lancers begin playback at Harrah’ s! 
Reno, May.31 ... Kay Martin set 
to open at the Wagon Wheel, 
Tahoe, Juyo 9. 

Variety Shows Get 

Century 21 Pushes Advance 
Continued from u><e 48 ————— es 

‘lems of attendance and parking, tent. of competition: from the New 
but feel they have the answers to York World's Fair of 1964, saying 
such problems. The monorail from! “New Ydrk needs a World's Fair 
downtown Seattle will have a ca-: like it needs ‘a hole in’ the head.” 

| pacity of 10,000 passengers an hour i 
‘and the Seattte Transit System will 7 oo 
have special buses and trolleys fe r 
from all parts of town in which Moiseyey Wow 1016, Hub 
customers may ride to the fair and’ The Moiseyey Dancers-scored a 

j be admitted for $2, making the tremenuous $101.000: for three 
performances in the Boston Gar- 

| den, Saturday 113) and: Sunday. li 
Was one of weekend grosses: ever 

‘bus ride free, 

Plan Hospitality Centres 

hit for a theatrical performance 
in this arena. 

In addition there will be a num- 

Troupe moved.on to Madison 

ber of parking and hospitality ; 
centres within a radius of 10-15, 

‘Square Garden following its, Bos- 
ton stand 

miles from the fair where cars 
may be parked, fresh-up facilities ; 

{and “free” shuttle buses used for 
a $1 fee. 

Wagman also said the Expo’ 
would have a “tight” policy oni 
passes, with gold, silver and bronze jf 
passes to be distributed according 

State Dept. Okay 
As Goodwill Aide." Serai‘ceriat 

The U. S. State Dept. is looking | Sohnson, Cabinet members, heads! 
-at variety shows with increasing } of state and a few others for use 

i favor as a diplomatic weapon: It re-| by Washington Governor Rossel- ; , 
'gards traveling troupes of variety | lini. Beyond that passes will be | 
irl limited to working press, expo: 
ithe legit § a strong co mplem which | 1 staff members and visiting celebri- 

| ties. ' 

National Theatre & Academy. The! ~. Urgent need for more promotion 
ANTA shows are generally built for; and publicity on a national and - 

' small, but class audiences, while :international scale has been rec-, 
| tre . variety. .performers. are con-| ognized by top brass. Edward E. °} 
' strued for: mass appeal. Carlson. president of Western | 

As a result of its new attitude to- | Hotels Inc., chairman of Century jf 
. ward topnotch variety shows. the | | 21. Commission, formerly president ! 
| State Dept. is giving its imprima- i of the exposition staff and one of, 
jteur on the International Festival | the chlef architects of the format, : 
| scope and -idea of the fair, has | 

asked the commission to spend, ol 
$300,000 for national advertising: | ae tie, 
$100,000 for mailing pieces an a 
$30,000 for participation in shows | AL ALBERTS 
and festivals around the state be- : TV — MOVIES — NIGHT CLUBS 
fore the fair opens. He said pro-. RECORDS — BANQUETS: — 
motional material is running low; | Currently; HORIZON ROOM 
that more than 125.000 folders had | Pittsburgh. International Airport 
heen. given away in the past two Al Alberts Productions 

, Weeks. i] 12 Palmer Mill Rd., Media, Pa. 
-Dr.. Athelstan F. Spilhaus Dean Phone: Lowell 6-4400 

of the U. of Minnesota Institute of 
Technology,, who wilt supervise !| 
the federal government’s partici- | 
pation in the expo, said on his first’ 7 

‘visit here that he was “tremen- ; 
dously encouraged” by the prog- | 
ress shown, but concerned that-“‘no 

:one in the midwest or the east | 
has ever heard of it.” 

Dr. Spilhaus @eprecated the sen 

UTERTOOGDELCEEEWOMNG PONE ura enguacenndtges statin, CULO ADORcOnCapasaceececernn-anadeanuuyagapsCOUOreeDeiense; SemmEOy 
a. 

“Torerectionel Singing "ACE" © 

; Washington in May of next _year. 
It’s anticipated that about 100 na- 
tions will be represented in this 

‘session which will: become an an- 
nual to take place. in various cities. 

Event, being promoted by pro- 

‘relations man David Gordon, will 
, build up to television appearances 
land a world tour for the winners. 
'The State’ Dept. is providing no}; 
| Subsidy, but according’ to. | 

B&B . 
COSTUMES. 
Gowns and Costumes 
INDIVIDUALLY . DESIGNED 

‘MADE TO ORDER 
110 W. 44th St. N.Y. 

‘event. 

Bulk of the coin for the festival : 

world tour. One of the stipulations - 
is that people of various countries 
will be able to see the show at ex-' 
tremely low prices. Wherever pos- , 
sible, the performances will be held: 
in arenas .and outdoor - sports : 
stadiums in order to reach maxi | 
mum audiences. 

According to Gordon &-Cohen, 
ithe participating nations will pro- 
vide: -transportation for the con-/ 
testants, and. they will be billeted. 
and given a per-diem allowance by 
the promoting organization. Elimi- 
nations will take place in several 
Washington theatres, with finalists 

tselected at one grand bash to be! 
| held in one of the D. C. arenas. A. 
- ty show and world tour follows. 

The plans have already been dis- 
j cussed. with Mary Stewart French, 
of the State Dept. Bureau of Cul- 
tural and Educational Affairs, and 
Joseph Hummel, of the Office of 
Private Cooperation of the U. S. In- 

. Gl 35-4668 
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Rippling Rhythm Orch.- 
Now Available 

‘FOR LIMITED ENGAGEMENTS 

for DATES and Further Information CONTAC’ 
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| SHEP FIELDS _ SERRY LEVY | 
iz ILTON HOTEL DIRECTIONAL ENTERPRISES #4 
[23 SHAMR OC Kita Texas” ~ 200 W. 57 St., New York 2: 
“5 MOhawk 4-9307 Circle 6-8431 = 

15, Suman unymarenaa:i viet HUNInaAUEAEKAM ta ani himnettnrgiomntaeneaeue meen 3 3 
Nat Somers, General Artists — — — ee 

‘Corp. ‘accounting dept., in Mt. Si- 
nai Hospital with a “heart attack ; 
ott Larry Gengo, of the Music | 
‘Corp..of America cafe sector, in | 
Rio de Janeiro ‘on a selling trip | 

» . Sam Homsey, recently with [ 
:Don Simmons Ageney, opened his! 
‘own publicity office ... Stan Irwin 
- planed back to Las Vegas last week, 
| He’ s entertainment director of the 
Sahara Hotel ... Larry Kanaga, 
,GAC prexy,. bac k at his desk fol- 
lowing surgery .. . Lyda Ruben- 
_stein, of. Assoc iated Booking Corp., 
ito wed June 4. 

RAJAH RABOID 
STILL THE GREATEST 
MIND READING ACT 

~NEW LOTUS CLUB WASH. 
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Playboy Club’s Miami Spot Preems 
To $10,000 Take, Tums Away 1 00 
“By .MORRY ROTH 

“Miami, ‘May 23. 
RG 

| with ‘deep Jeather chairs -and . 

7 VARIETY 
Trapezist in Fall 

' Ottawa, May 23. 
Myrna Moon, 31, of Chicago. 

fractured both wrists and suffered 
jacial lacerations when ‘she fell 35 
feet to the floor of the Auditorium 
‘here (19) during her circus trapeze 
- stint: 

With Clyde Bros. circus, Miss 
‘Moon, an Australian: by birth, lost 

Playboy Clubs, burgeoning off- ‘shelves of books,. has Mae Barnes ‘her grip from a faulty hiteh and 
shoot of Playboy mag, opened its 
new spot here Saturday (20). the |. 
second. in a projected - -chain of 
o&o and. franchised clubs through- | 

key) lined up eight abreast : Wail-, 
ing to get in despite the spot's.. 
off the nitery circuit location ‘7701. 
Biscayne Blvd.). 

With 4,900 of. Playboy's -48.000 : and- cabana club and 
; , exercise. Yooms.- members ‘registered in “Florida, , 

they ‘apparently all. ‘tried to. ‘make | 
the opener - sinte. approximately * 
1.400 were turned. away from the’ 
300-capacity: club. Playboy Inter-- 
national veepee Victor Lownes. II. 
_Teported .a gross lake: Of about 
$10,000 for the.night.. 

With: the Chi. club | ‘reportedly. 
earning more. than the magazine, : 
Playboy has a New York: ‘Jocation:* 
(5 E. 59th St.) set to open in early 

"$962 and a Los Angeles club sked- 
ded for Octobér ‘or November of 
the same year. 
franchise will apen in- October ‘of. 
1961, and franchises are. ‘also being 
set: up: in Baltimore, Pittsburgh, | 

Detroit and St. Louis for. opening | 
within the next two years. 

Main entertainment room of the 
Miami operation is Playboy's Pent- - 
house, as in Chi. Room is decorated. : 
with Miami. skyline panorama from : 
floor to, ceiling and current’ bill! 
features Starr Sisters, “Johnny | 
Janis, Don Sherman and _ the 
Julian Gould Trio. Another show |. 
room, the Library, which is fitted: | 

“THE COMEDIAN” 
’ ‘The Only Real Monthly 

PROFESSIONAL GAG SERVICE. 
THE LATEST — THE GREATEST —. 

THE MOST-UP-TO-DATEST 
‘Now In Its’ 129th Issue, - ‘containing. 
“stories, one-liners, poemeftes, song: 

| gitles, hecklers. audience. stuff,.monoe 
. fogs,- parodies, double gags, . -bits. 
Ideas, Intros, Impressions and im- 
personations, political, interzuptions: 

of the News, Vignettes, ete. 

$25 YR. —SINGLE ISSUES $3. 
Foreign 

$35 YR —SINGLE ISSUES ‘$4 
NO c. 0.D.’s . 

BILLY “GLASON, ‘200° W.. 34th St. 
New York City 19, CO, &-1316 

BOY and ‘GIRL | 

DANCERS 
fer New a 

LATIN QUARTER REVUE | 
_o (Sept. Rehearsals) . 

Apply Friday, May 26th 
1 P.M.—GIRLS, Must be bet. 

56" & 5 8" 

3 P.M.—BOYS, Also. interested j in. : 
1 male dancer with éxceptionally 

good body—Apply 4 P.M. - 

[ LATIN Y QUARTER « A8 St, & .B'woy: 

| otheb hs FUN-MASTER 
PROFESSIONAL 

COMEDY MATERIAL 
for all Theatricals. © 

“We. Service the Stars” 

. Buy Professianal — Be Professional 

as Gag Files for $15, ° Plus $1.03 Postage 

“Foreign: 35 for $25 

e 3 Parody Books, Per Bk. 
@ 4 Blackout Books, Per Bk. $256 - 

.@ Minstrel. Budget . -$25@ 
‘How to Master the Ceremonies , 

$3 per. Co 
, No C.0.0's 

$10: e . 

PY 
“Always. Open” 

‘BILLY: GLASON ok 
200 W. 54th St, N.Y.C., 19 €O-5-1316 
(WE TEACH EMCEEING and COMEDY :. 
(Lat a Real Professional Train You 

NEW COMEDY 
Acts! Comics! D.J.'s! 

“ Use great monotogs. and ‘duo routines 
. “by a top comedy writer. New origi- 
- nal ‘manuseripts. -Not books! Not.’ 
“corn Free . destriptive ‘material. . 

' Write: VIN HEALY 
$25H, West End Ave., N.Y. NL ¥. 

is 

‘A New Orleans: 

‘Leo: 
‘| Thoughts of the Day, Humorous: Views |.::- 

’ Falls, 

“Jerry Lester’ $ Victory: 

‘| have gore to Congress for a change |} | 
‘in the: law as" Written’ and not to. 

. Mandell. 
The contested separation agree: | 

of the children.- 
Congress 
remedial legislation. 

and: Clancy Hayes. 
Living Room. with a: solo key-. gasped. Hospital reports. hee 

fell as more than 1,000 « © ners 
on- 

boarder, overlooks a waterway and . dition not not critical, 
is glassed along the wall over- |" 

out. thé U.S.‘and Europe:The local. | looking the water. In addition. ‘the | 
‘preem and keyholders ‘at $50 per; club: has. four .scparate cocktail : 

lounges located -at various spats . 
: between the major rooms: Lownes 
said that by fall the. club would ¢. 

t have yacht docks: a swimming pool 
steam - and. 

Miami, Playboy differs frem ‘Chi 
‘ pr ‘ototype in that all of the rooms 

Windy. City} are on the same ‘floor. 
club ‘has Penthouse. on third floor.- 
Library on second and Living | 
Room on first. Like the’ Chi .ctub.,. 

. Miami: setup has a closed circuit: , 
‘tv eamera at the entrance which + 
- beanis front door activity to: mem-.' 

AC. Spots Sked 
Top Names For 

Summer Season 
Atlantic City. May 23. 
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Voters Okay Sunday Liquor For Pitt 

Hotels; Predict Relaxed ‘Blue Laws 

Jagainst bad business. 

NEW A. C. SPOT HEDGES 
ON SUMMER BOOKINGS; 

The Gondola Room, Atlantic } 

City, which is starting its first year : 

as a name nitery, June 16. is book- : 

ing only through July at this point. 
and will wail- until the season is 
under way: bef--re booking further. 

The ¢essation of bookings for , 
August is being made as a hedge, 

It’s fairly 
well known that name _ bookings. ° 
unless of the extreme top level, 

‘are fairly. hazardous in this town. 
i The extent of the risk involved is 
{seen by the fact that Paul :Skinnay! 
D'’Amato’s 500 Club will not oper- 

The summer night club picture ate the large room, except when 
is beginning to firm up here. - 
‘Paul “Skinny” D'Amato — 

j weekend | reservations warrant, or 
has ‘when a performer such aS Frank - 

bers in the other ‘rooms and .a booked ‘into his big 590 Club | Sinatra, Dean Martin gr Sammy 

covey. of bosomy and briefly .ciad. Frances’ Faye; Billy Williams and! Davis becomes available. Otherwise - 
who invi- ‘it. will confine itself to the lounge Waitresses in bunny. costumes, per \ 

Playboy’ s trademark. 
Entertainment policy: in’ ‘Miami. : 

‘as well as in projected clubs. till, 
‘follow the Chi pattern of seven or 
eight variety acts. 

Small Bures Go 
For Jessel, $39,657 

his revue; Al Martino, 
dentally got’ started there: Julius | 

‘LaRosa; the Goofers and the Vaga- 
onds. 

Larry Steele, a regular at the: 
;€lub Harlem for. the past decade: 
and. more, returns despite rumors - 

j to the contrary and will open the 
| back room of the big club the last. 

* week in June or the first in July. 
~ His annual . edition of “Smart ! 
Affairs’ -will bring back. Damita 
Jo, who.scored with a Steele show - 
‘there two summers ago and: went ; 
.on to .successful engagements at 

re 

“Skinny” D’Amato’s 500 Club and 
Green Bay, Wis.. May 23. 

‘George Jessel, in. a. six-day ¢on- 

-cert tour, in ‘this area, grossed 
" $39,657. in. a series of one-niters ’ 
‘sponsored by variaus service clubs 

| in ‘the area and promoted through 
1}: Project Associates, headed: by Bill 
. Griffith. In ‘company ‘with Jessel 

were. Lyda Fairbanks, vocalist, and 
Arands, musicdl director. 

Dates played were. in Menomee - 
West Allis,, Glendale, . La! 

Crosse, Waukesha and. Green Bay. 1 

|. He-wound up. here Saturday. 1201, [ 

Dates were .sponsored ° respectiv ely , 

by the Rotary 

“Ameri¢an. Veterans, 

~ Exchange Club, Optimist ‘and. Ki-! : 

Wwanis, clubs. 

Club. ‘Disabled | 

Lions Cluh. 

Court Raps Taxmen. For 
Law Switch on Comic | 

"Washington, -May 23.-. 3 

“Steele:.show .each season, 

——————— 

hot spots. 
The Treniers . and: ‘comic Slappy 

White are also in Steele's new 
show ‘with Arthur Lee.. Simpkins 
to come: in.for a two-week stand 

who. also comes in to play 

he too, will play his usual two- 
week August: stint. 

Le Bistro. which last season 
; featured. Duke. Hazlett all season, 
Sets into the swim with Belle- 
Barth. who opens July 1. With her | 
will be Milt Trenier with Buddv! 
Greco and. Joan Proctor slated to” 
play dates. Hazlett is’ ‘expected to. 

-come in sometime early in August. ! 
Club to first greet the public: 

will be: Jack Bernato’s Gondola ' 

‘then Las Vegas‘ and the Florida : 

only. 

The Gondola Room has set De- 
‘nise Darcel to open June 16 and 
“will follow with Karen Chandler . 
and. Steve De Pass, Oct. 23; Ear] : 
Grant, June 30; with Dick Haymes: 
& Fran Jeffries set for: July 28. 
Pinky Kravitz is buying the talent. 

Set CNE Sundays 
To Cut Deficit 

Toronto, May 23. 
avert a $109.000 deficit To 

‘which the Canadian National Ex- 

during the season. If Billy Daniels, t hibition has budgeted, two Sun-, 
with the | ay evening grandstand 
is suffi- i ill be presented for the first time 

ciently recovered from his illness. | i this summer on the three Sunday 

' 18-Sept. 4. 

shous 

‘nights which occur between Aug. : 

Attractions committee has con- 
tracts with performers for built- 

-in pacts which provide for extra | 
‘payments for .Sunday evening. 
-prandstand shows but rules out 
Sunday mats for Shriner Circus 
acts. 

‘€ommittee was also cool to sug- 
gestions that midway be open on 

‘Sundays, but buildings where no 

Pittsburgh. May 23. 
By an overwhelming majority, 

In voters along with Philly jast 
ues. !16) legalized the right of 

“hotels in the city to serve liquor 
‘on Sundays hetween the hours of 
1 p.m. and 10 p.m, After the hotel 
association here was able te get 
the referendum on the ballot. it 
was given support by Jeading local 
civic groups, laber organizctiens 
and both newspapers. Backers siid 
the move was necessary te keep 
Pitt in step with other cifies in ifs 
drive to bring conventions into 
the city. 

This is the first break in the 
‘state’s long resistance to easing the 
strict restrictions on puhiic sale 
of liquor on Sundays. During covery 
session of the legislature « Till is 
introduced to allow licensees to 
stay open until two ami = Su day 
mornings but it is inveriabiy beat- 
en by the rural le; Bislators from 
the so-called “Bihle Beit.~ 

The hotels had claimed that the 
city has been deserted cxver the 
weekend, and the big: reason wis 
the lack of coenvertions wiach 
could not properly be entertained 
unless the strict liquor laws uere 
relaxed. The niteries were not in- 
cluded, bowever, in the new hw 

‘since it only entitles lcensces 
; which are considered hotels and 
{ws hose income from food represents 
lessee of their sales. 

-But night club ops who weuld 
like to come back feel the le gisla-, 
tion is a step in the right @irection 
and other “blue laws” may he 
eased. A big deterrenf, however, 
remains since Pitt stil] continues 
to hold onto its 10° amusenient 

‘tax, the largest in the country. 
—_—_ 

Pete Fountain Launches 
Houston’s Skylane Inn 

Houston, Way 25. 
Pete Fountain and his seatet will 

open the Orbit Room in the Sky- 
lane Inn near the Internaizonal 
Airport. The new private club wuil 

open on June 15 and Fountain will 
be in for a weck’'s enfageiment. 

_After that the Four Aces will 
take over tor a txo-week stand. 

:Skylane Inn prez Bob Salter said 
that he is now negotiating ‘sth 
such performers as June Christy, 

‘Chris Connors, Johnny Nash and 
With, Denise Darcell slated for a: admission. is charged can stay}Gene Austin and comedians Joe 

for the.-summer season. 

Comedian. Jerry Lester: won - a 
‘bout with the Bureau of Internal 

_ Revenue when the U. 
Court 

‘yesterday. 

== Payments made to his former wife 
=, via .&. divorce settlement made in 
1951, were completely tax -deduc- 

. tible. In the decision délivered by |: 
Justice Tom Clark, the court: flayed |}. 

j. §. Supreme 
in. a unanimous decision 

‘Mfon.) declared 

the Bureau,’ declaring it should 

‘the. courts. . Lester's ‘case’ was. ar-- 
gued.-by his NL 

ment provided for. periodic pay- {: 
ments. to his former wife based on if 

f a per pentage .of his earnings for’ 
"her si{pport as well as that of ns 
.three -children: The ‘former ce 
‘per agreement, was to pay the in~ 
“come tax on the amounts. received. 

“|ith ‘1951, Lester paid $23.000 and 
“the following. year paid out §39.-{' 
-$00.-and deducted. the amounts in 
“full. 
-allowed. 

The Bureau” however, dis- 
the payments, ~” on the 

ground. that it was. ‘for the support 
Court’ felt that. 

should provide the 

. NS . 

DICK 

WESTON «> MARTHA 

Pers. ; 
4208 Bl Jardin, Los Vegos, Nev., Du. 42182 ; 

AUNT 

Comedy Venttiloquism 

NOW 

GOLDEN, Reno. 

Mgt.; GEORGE SOARES 

Y: attorney Louis! 

‘ latter at $3. 50 top. 

‘Marathon of Laughs! 

Perpetual: Motion! 
that {f 

MIKE 

E ne 

* 
FOLLOWED BY 

THREE WEEKS IN. 

FRANCE ~ GERMANY 
LLOYD LA BRIE, INC. 

730 Fifth Ave., New. York City 

BENNY 

AYDEN 
WILD. EYED MIMICRY @ SONGS ® DANCING 

OPENING MAY 29th 

ASTOR CLUB 
LONDON, ENGLAND 

week Starting June 16th, Gondola ‘open on Sundays i. addition toi Bishop and Jack E. Leonard. The 
is new spot just finished in time . evening grandstand performances, j Bill Gannon Trio will be the house 

| band. 

we 
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Copacabana, N.Y. 
Connie Francis, Dare-Astor, Bil 

Kowuedy, Barbara Dade, Copa 
Girls, Pau’ Shelley ane Frank: 
Marit Ores: $5.50 minimum, S& 
weekends, 

Tne prom season is opening and 

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS 

Dunes, Las Vegas. 
-. Las Vegas, May 18. 

“Tenderloin,” starring Ron Hus-. 
mann, with John Alexander, Rex 
Everhart, Eddie Phillips, Rulph 
Dunn, Trene Kane, Nancy Emes, 
Marjorie “Pragon and Christine 
|Neorden;. presented by Robert E. 

pace occasionally. Although {t fs 
deliberately frantic, with the wild 
antics of Prima and Butera’s Wit- 
nesses designed to contrast with 
frozen-faced Miss Smith standing 
by, too much time elapses before 
she gets her chance. 

} But when she does, a hush comes 

night audience were a lot of young-. 
sters, some-of them pop stars in 
their own right. Their reception 
wasn't based on nostalgia but on 
sheer. admiration for the technique 

‘of this veteran performer. ~~ 

er for six weeks. But-in the first-[ ‘Hotel Plaza, N.Y. 
Katyna Ranieri (5),. Ted. Strae- 

ter Orch, Mark Monte‘s: Continen- 
‘tals; $4 cover.. a :, 

Wednesday, May: 24, 1961 

The ‘international character: of . 
the: Plaza Hotel has been retained ~ 

jover the big Latin Casine as Miss the Copa is now pitching for the 
younzer set with this booking of | Smith whips through ballads lik 
te mes e cc tate Oars “Don't Take Your Love From Me,” 
and a youns comic Dave Astor. It's!"I Wish You Love,” “Misty,” and 
a repeat stand for }liss Franci>{ “It’s Been A Long, Long Time.” 
ant a preeri sheweéasing in New! And there isn’t much of a letup 
Yuk for Astor t-ee New Acts: in| when Prima joins in for “When 
a (yoni that’s customer-satisfying | My Baby Smiles At Me,” ‘Con- 
even if lneking tne heavyweight | fessin’,” “Black Magic.” and the 
ta:ent punch of a top-of-the-season | rousing finale, “Bei Mir Bist Du 
Cooasnow e Schoen." 

Viey’ Francis, who rates this! ‘Tenor sax,star Butera, who has 
Copa’ comeback because of her’ a whimsical comedy’ sense, proves 
string? of discticks, is a pert pop! himself a top-rank reed man in his 
Songstre-s with an appealing mien } solo on “Come Back to Sorrento” 

ani a grewing show biz savvy. She.! and- he and Prima have fun telling 
dishes up a well-paced songalog.|a story: of a mythical visit to Israel. 
mixinz up the standards, the; Lou Scioneaux, an acrobat trom- 
rhvt'm items, the disk hit. and! bonist, shows off a fast horn tech- 
the Italo Matered numbers with a:nique on “Tiger Rag’ and he and 
variety of deliveries ranging from; bassman Rolly Dee get a chance 
the sentimental balladeering: te sing. 3 
through blu> -styled slurring fo in-’ prima seems to be doing less 

fe:tivous rocking. _. ltrumpeting but he sings several 
A product of the current disk; numbers in his peculiar, raucous, 

market, her repertoire sticks close-} Ney Orleans style which was once 
ly to her platter identifications. In! jaz7-based but now is pure Las 
ore mediey, she wraps up a flock: vegas, ; 
of her bestsellers, including “Stu- Dick Humphreys does some fast 

pid Cupid” “Among My Souven-:and tricky tap dancing and the 
irs “Lipstick on Your Collar." | John Wood Trio does an effective 
“Who's Srrrv Now.” “Everybody's ; bit featuring some daring pitching 
Somehodr’s{Fool.” and “Where the , and catching of a shapely blonde 
Bors Are.”: Most of these tunes!by two male dancers. The Moro- 
are strictly for the coke set but; Pandis dancers are attractive on a 
the typical middleaged Copa crowd ; military routine and emcee Jack 
opening. night Thursday (18) ac-iCurtis sings well with them on a 
ceoted them as their own. | George Cohan medley. The Martyn 

Miss Francis also belted num-! King orch is heard but mot seen 
bers like “Malaguena.” “Swanee.”:as it plays behind a screen. 
“You're the Ton” twith und <4) Next attraction, scheduled for 
lyrics! and others in a begoff ya, 29-June 10, are the McGuire 
after two encores. Joe Mele. her: citers and Allen & Rossi. Bitt- 
arranger - conductor, backstops. ; ee 
sharply. 

Two production numbers spot- 
li2ht the fine voire of Bi! Kos London, May 18. 
nedy and the bright hoofing of; potts Page, with Rocky Cole; 

Pigalle, London 

Grijrth and Harold S. Prince in'sequinned gown, she commanded 
cooperation with Sammy Lewis;|the floor with a boff act that’s not 
based on the novel by Samueliso much singing as rhymed mono- 
Hopkins Adams; directed bylogs to a musical background with 

sibbott and Jerome Weidman; ikeys. But the voice is. as strong 
music, Jerry Bock; lyrics, Sheldon land. clear as ever, the delivery as 

Harnick: dances and musical num-+ expert. . i, 
bers restaged by Lee Becl:er; sets! This imperious philosopher with 
and costumes, Cecil Beaton: Bill | 
Reddie Orch (19); $4 Minimum. 

{their men tees off with “You, Too; 
Can Be A Red Hot Momma.” She 
follows briskly with “Be in -the! 

Sammy Lewis has brought -an- 
other Broadway show to the desert. 
and “Tenderloin” is a. natural for 
Las Vegas. Trimmed from 
original running time down to an! As Good As Your Last: Kiss.” Her. 
hour and 23 minutes which the! act on the first sesh, at ‘least. 
casino bosses won't object to. the | sparked stentorian interruptions of ! 
package is: a bawdy:.‘romp with|~\you’re Wonderful’: from the! 
spicy dialog. pretty girls. catchy | packed supper tables. | 
songs. clever choreography. and aj “The Saga Of Sophie Tucker” re- | 
nostalgic Gay 90s flavor. calls some of the songs that have 

The musical comedy is. based on | highlighted hei; career: She. does’ 
actual fact—-a crusading reverend’s|*Monkey Rag." which she first; 
attempt to shut down New York’s| sang at Tony Hastor's: “Down. ‘on 
notorious .“Tenderiloin’ district’ The Farm,” and: inevitably “After 
which featured girls for hire. - You've Gone," “Life Begins At 40” 

John Alexander, a§ the reverend | and “Some of These Days,” five dit- | 
is believeable in his role. and Ron}ties readymade for milking ey 
Husmann, a clean-cut’ handsome |mum audience praise.  —. 

j juvenile, gets star billing for his| Shapiro, who last week, cele- 
‘ portrayal of a reported on a scandal | brated his 40th anni ‘without a 
sheet. Husmann clicks in the yocal | contract) with this top league per- 
department, especially’ with his former, takes over for a brief spot, 
version of “Artificial Flowers.” 
Nancy, Emes as‘one.of the girls,’ Tucker gets into a flamboyant Wild 
Christine Norden as the: girl in’ West outht to sing her wind-up. 
jcharge gf the girls, and - Ralph: I'm. A Wild Wicked Woman From 

jtenant are outstanding. Irene /sive English:and Yiddish versions 
{Kane., Marjorie Pragon, Rex!of “My Yiddisher Momma” as a 
Everhart. Eddie Phillips. and Tally | &nal audience appetite appeaser. | 
Brown are also. effective in their; Robert -Nesbitt's colorful and 
‘roles. a lively “19: O'Clock Show.” which 

Production is directed by George | precedes Miss Tucker, has only one 
Abbott. who also wrote the book! change fram the Lena Horne stand. 

iwith Jerome Weidman. Robert E. i The Kims. a smart comedy acrobat 

|. Miss 

Dressed majestically in a white j by. its selection of chanteuses .in 
its. Persian’ Room. Under “Neal 
Lang’s guidance .there's been a 
smart mixture of singers from 

flavor used to. be. predominant, 

anent scheme: of this ream: With 
her twin messages; how to remain} Katyna Ranieri, the accent becomes 
youthful and how dames can keep! Italian and it's highly acceptable 

to the patronage. 
! Ranieri has ‘apparently 

been inflyenced by Edith © Piaf's 
or} Business of Staying Young” and! modus operandi. For this o¢casion, 
1S ithe frank advice that “You're Only ; the. Plaza has erected ‘a. temporary: 

proscenium arch ‘on. which ‘a.small 
ecyclorama has been. hung. Behind’ 
this silken. curtain stalks -a: ‘male 
‘quartet, hidden from. view. who 
| give a ‘choral background and add: 
further color to Miss Ranieri’s 
offerings. 
‘Miss Ranieri's path in-the U.S. 

has been paved by her RCA Victor 
albums. She's a repeater in this. 
‘Situation and with this‘ visit. shows 
a perceptible change in style and 
technique, ) 

work; she has toned down. her 
formerly ol;mpian approach. She 
works more easily and softer. This -. 
underplaying tends. to’ bring’. the 

ing her to go after them. The 
‘technique pays off in heavy returns: 

The song-catalog is predominant- 
ly Italian. She provides a_ brief 
spoken intro, and thence* into ‘al- 
ternate chanting of her native 
tongue and Inglese, which in her’. 
case works out tremendously. She 

| doesn't wait for the tune to. “he 
‘completed: before turning: to the. 
translation. The raison. d'etre is: 
almost immediate, which tends to. 
heighten interest. 

; aus several lands ahd with many styles’ 
George Abbott; book by George::who. else?) Ted Shapiro at the |-in this pashery. While the French 

‘femmes from other countries are 
-now important. to the. entertain- . 

which ‘enhances her. 
boxoffice and entertainment. prow-. 
ess. Contrasted to. her. previous. 

of audience Jashing while Missj CUStomers to her rather than fore: — 

Birbara Dodd. The line of Copa: ay-, Drake, Line (10), Jack N%-* Griffith: and Harold S. Prince 
Girls is unusually goodlooking and.i than and Tony Scott orchs; $6.75. produced, the music is by Jerry 
on opening night at least. unusually * »,inimum, $4.50 after 11 p.m.  ——, Bock, lyrics. by Sheldon Harnick 
inept in their- choreographic as-. , d sets and costumes by Cecil Beaton. 
assignracnts. # Herm, Pop disk singers, however deft Bill. Reddie's orch (19) does a 

oo rand successful, are not always ideal splendid job of backing, and special 
icabaret attractions. What virtually! credit should go to Lee Becker 
amount, to a long-player disk can : who_restaged the dances and mu- 

Desert Inna. Las Vegas 
' Las Vegas. May 16. a ) t 

Eddie Fisher, Joey Forman, Dorm ' just as easily be enjoyed at home. | 

Arde» Dancers _t12), Carltov! Be that as it may there's né lightful polish. 
“Tenderloin” is skedded:for six 

: Sical numbers, giving them-a de-. 

team from ‘Sweden, has replaced. 
Page &. Bray. Rich, . 

Edgewater Beach, Chi 
Chicago, May 17." 

“Polynesian Rerue” with Nalani 
Kele, Mahi Behmer, Sunb2am, 
Napua, Tala Maluia, Melia & Kea- 
toha, Ribuea Twins, Johnny Kaula, 
Darid Kel, Nani, ard Kehaniana; Hayes Orch (27): preserted by: doubt that easy-on-the-eye-and-ear 

Withur Clark: produced by Frank; Patti Page is another Pigalle hit 

Serm»s; choreography, Donn Art-'and should pull them into this 

den: 34 minimum. popular nitery for the full five 
weeks. Miss Page has_ looks, 

Eddie Fisher’s “comeback” after: charm and a nice sense of. humor. 
a two-year absence from the Vega-: mt her act. devised by her hus- 

scene’ is an auspicious one which p 
showcases his voice in probably its i Charles O’Curran, offers plénty of ' 
all-time best. With enrichment by , Variety. 
the 27-piece Carlton Hayes orch. | staged. 
Fisker offers such songs as “People! vtiss Page. with Rocky Cole 
Will Say We're In Love. “So Far." i sickly at the piano. opens with 
wy Could Harmen yo You G re tank | “Soft Lights and Sweet Music” and 

0 _ ent gets the act away 
the Knife" (in German}, “Hava {he aFtangement "She 

It is also well lit and 

d, Hollywood dance director ; 

produced by Miss Kele; Les Waver- 
ly orch (51; $2.50 cover weekends, 
$2 weeknights. ” 

{rames. Duke. 

Chateau Madrid. N. Y. 
Teresa & Co., Carbia 3) and 

! José Jiminez (5) instrumental and ; This ts the third revue format‘ 

and bys far the. mést ‘successful. 

12) night after apening, indicates |2 big show and “Polynesian Revue” 
anew this can be a tough room for!iS not only appropriate to the 
| the talent: it's often a noisy crowd.{decor. but. also handily fulfils the 

Teresa &.Co. hurdle the barrier | Fogm’s space-filling requirements. ° 
after about the first .20 of a turn! This is not to say that any stand-, 
of. 50..minutes. -Clatter gives way: ard South Pacific package will do 

and customers become aficionados .for these classy surroundings. It 

First show, caught last ‘Friday |The large stage and room require | 

‘The catalog is heavily ‘repre-. 
sented by the music of Riz Orto- 
lani. It is generally highly: melodic, 
expertly delineated afd sung with 
{taste and technique. There are 
many times when an éssential 
warmth comes through, but failure. 
of more of that quality to permeate’ 
the air may have been due to 
‘preem .. nightitis: © Her. flowing: 
white gown is utterly feminine and 
quite pretty.. 

Per usual, the expert musical 
backing by the. Ted Stracter band 
felns greatly, and Mark. Monte's- | 1 Continentals also make. it easy ~ 

ivocal groups. .Minimun: $5 & $6., im a row for the Polynesian Room ' for the dancers. ; y Jose.. 

hungry i, Friseo. 
’’ San Francisco, May: 16. 

Iruyr. Corey, Grandison Singers 
(4), Olga Sbragia, John’ Mosher. 
Lrio; $3 admission, 

_ “Professor’* Irwin Corey, ‘an au- 
thentic comic genius, breaks ‘up 

‘Me Love You” and “That Face.” 

: oo es -to a gently swinging start. 
Nagela” tin Hebrew!. “You Made goes ane “Dark Town ‘Strufters 

Fisher sezues from the romantic 
to the stirring’ to the bright with 
ease: he has pleasant warmth aad 
a fine sense of showmanship. Top 
-Jevel assistance is given by musical 
director Colin Romoff. 88er Fddv - 
Samuels. and arranger Jerry Fiel- 
ding. 

Joey Farman makes his bow here 
as a single. after appearing with 

- Ball’ and an over jazzed-up ver- 
With — sion of “Night and ‘Day.” 

well over a store of songs, she is 
able to cater Satisfactorily to most 

* tastes. : 

Among the novelty items in her 
program is a skit on Fred Astaire. 
,camplete with straw boater and 

Flamenco troupe catches on. Audi- | has to be a quality show. and the: 
“ence is with it: - | current offering is-just ‘that. It’s 

This is a spirited Iberfan assem-: Colorful, neatly produced and pre- 
:bly. It's a. first-time-out. in the ‘sumably authentic. — : . 
; States for the imports from Spain| Opening production number has 
:texcepting Teresa herself) and they | hula hipswingers on four pedestals ' 
show class arid color, Youthfulness ;{hroughout the house.and stunning- 
of the company is refreshing. They :ly attractive singer-dancer Nalani 
work charmingly in choreo section Kele on stage, backed by: revue’s 
and flavorfully in. male vocalistics. ‘trio of two guitarists and drummer ! 

cane, in a song and dance calied; [Las chicas ‘3) and los chicos (2)[{plus’ Les Waverly's: house wnit. ! 

this cellar bistro with a wild. act 
_,that leaves many customers gasp- 
!ing for ‘breath—and, of course, 
‘leaves-a few of them cold. 
: Corey has ‘worked up-.a funny 
intro through a ‘hidden mike, but: 

_ when he finally appears he does his 
usual, long (12 minutes) pantomime 
to warm up crowd. In. this. partic-. 
ular case, he broke silerice long 

“I've Never Met a Singer Who ‘offer engaging footwork but could: Miss Kele undulates through ‘enough to remark, “This is the only 

Didn’t Want to Dance.” The num-j stand ‘more precise coordination. ' Mickey Rooney for the past five 
years. (See New Acts.} 

A new Donn Arden production 
rumber called “A Girl By Any 
Other Name” is the curtain raiser. 
It’s tasteful, gorgeously gowned 
creation, featuring the dozen Atden 
dolis which magnifies’ the choreo- 
grapher's flair for genius. 

Show is in for four weeks, fol-} 
the McGuire Sisters 

Duke. 
lowed by 
July 13. 

Latin Casino, Camden 
Camden, May 11. 

Louis Prima & Keely Smith with 
Sam Butera & The Witnesses; Dick 
Humphreys, Moro-Landis dancers 
itt) and the John Wood Trio. 
Jack Curtis, Martyn King Orch 
14145: $6 minimum. 

Louis Prima and Keely 
have an act, which has few equals 
in audience’ approval on the club 
circuit today. Their turn is fast- 
moving, ex¢iting and a lot of fun. 

The real star of the duo, o 
course, is Miss Smith, although 
Prima’s clowning grows on you. 
Ia the top rank of girk singers, she 
has a clarity of delivery and phras- 
ing that few can approach. Her 
immense singing talent, plus her 
keen comedy sense, makes one 
wonder how far she could go on 
her own. ; . 

The act could stand a change of 

; “Ist . “Keep Your Eves on the Hands.” 
ber gets over okay even if her danc-' which. figures to develop as they but no one does. 
ing is scarcely up to the standard {sain further experience. Girl's the star and fills the requirements 

yof her warbling. ‘“Misty’” scores j facial éxpressions are at variance visually and vocally: Dancer andi 
effectively and in “Tumbling Tum-.: in a’ fandango, for example. faisetto-singer Mahi Behmer ably | 

, bleweeds” she uses a production. ‘Guitarist Jose Antonio is a tal-'carries a substantial part of the‘ 
; Zimmick. p 

‘her to reproduce the multi-voiced Then, of course, Teresa, genuine in other. numbers. . 
effect which she features in many. pro. Her dance and castinet per-j Tala Maluia’s fire knife dance is_| 
of disks, but it doesn’t quite come : formance has vigor and excitement.i.a breath-catcher as “he. criss- 

1 off. — _. .' Stat also designed impressive cos-| crosses the flaming sword around 
Songstress has some . cheerful. tumes which help set off the entire | his body. Philippine log dance. ! 

comedy with Cole in a Jimmy!display nicely. . . _ . 
Durante skit called “IJ Love Ya, I ‘ Jose Jiminez and Carbia band-: east terp in and out of cane poles: 

Love Ya" and also puts over a med- standers’ meet all requirements in‘that are 

| Then 

‘nightclub where the audience and 
v. hi .|perfarmer have equal time,” but 

She's billed tg | that was: just giving vent. to his. 
anti-amateur bias. ; 
The pantomime is in the classic 

pattern—crummy,. disreputable lit- 

Off-stage tapes enable ented. juvenile, appealingly shy. | show, working with Miss Kele and , tle man preparing to lecture, losing 
notes, getting mike fright, remem- 
bering. private jokes,.on and ‘on, 
and very funny. — 

he « ‘launches into his 

| which consists of. browbeating the 

‘speech,” a series df non-sequiturs, | 
: oe _Gante.' burps inte the mike, some funny’ 

wherein various members of .the ; lines and, eventually, the main act, 

‘lev sof her many disk suceesses, 
notably ‘How Much !s That Doggie 
:in the Window” and “Tennessce 
* Waltz.” Miss Page has a slick act 
| and she is well backed by Jack 
; Nathan’s combo. . 

Allen Drake is another of the ap-.: 
Smith parently enuless stream: of Ameri-: 

:ean patter comics who josh: the. 
‘habits and customs of their own 
‘country in an amiable and often 
ifunny manner. He is more sub-° Town (24), Boys About Town 151,| Staged . for 
‘dued than some of his colleagues, 

é rhythmicaHy © slap; 
‘the backgrounding and the.cha cha, sharply ‘togther. is a quaint. oe 
‘music and vocals are an unusually fy] and exciting showpicce.. . 
good let’s dance enticement to the: ayiss Kele and Mahi do a-“Soft 
,Arthur Murray, et al., alumni. 
: _— Gene, the old vaude routine with an 
to —— islands touch. Comedienne.. Na- 
- Talk Of The Town. pua’s hipswitching is particularly 

. London amusing because of her hefty. size 
; Sophie Tucker, Ted Shapiro,iand bulky attire. ‘Tahitian finale 
| Stere Arlen, Pat Ferris, Josephine {closer is the familiar black-light 

Blake, -The Kims, Girls About}Sarong production number. albeit 
maximum dramatic 

‘Sydney Simone Orch (125; $5.95 | effect. 

{Shoe Hula” that niftily combines | 

i but is none the worse for that. He- Minimum. Eve-filling as. it ts. this {s just 
earns lotsa yocks and appreciation. ; ot what the Polynesian Room needs: 

The line has a couple.of slick| Saphie Tucker, that living legend|and is more congruent with the 
modernistic routines with Audrey af show biz. had .a packed audi-|decor than the standard procession 
Gunner and John Keel which, ence at “Talk of The Town” in the|of nitery acts. Talk of a resident 
round off the floor show colorfully.; hollow of her expressive hands. | islands show is justified by this re- 
Jack Nathan’s band, Tony Scott’s| Okay, put down much of the ap-!vue, and this might be the group 
combo and the Mambo Cha-Cha}plause and excitement to nostaligia | to do it. 
orch look after the dance seshes;and gratitude that London has an- 
in breezy fashion. Rich. |other chance of seeing Miss Tuck- asset-in backing the show Mer. 

audience’ and anything else that 
{comes to mind, It sounds horrible, 
but with Corey’ working it, ‘ the 
crowd loves it... ; 

problem at the hungry “i. Corey 
never warits to get off, and hidden 
mike voice keeps pushing him into 
final bow. After 48 minutes, the 
Professor finally departs - 7 

_ Grandison Singers, three girls 
and man at piano, are gospel group, 
with a good sound and their own | 
slick ‘arrangements. They’ rate. a 
nice hand, and also a-few raised 
‘eyebrows whet one of group does 
a fine version of “House of the Ris- 
ing Sun.” This is gospel? 

Olga Sbragia’s Italian songs. are 
pleasant. show opener and John 
Mosher,’ Don Asher and Eddie 

Les Waverly’s unit is a decided | Duran ‘furnish ‘good musical accom- 
‘panimenit,: Stef. 

Final section of act focuses on 
how to get Corey offstage, an old 

enn 

a Wanes 



“Sheraton-Blackstone 
a, Chicago, May 16. 
Gloria - De 

nights. i 

: For. .its second: booking under 
its. new show -policy (Hildegarde 
‘was its first), the swank Bonaparte 
Room is. showcasing songstress 

_ Gloria: De Haven. A_ graduate of 
‘the Bob Crosby and Jan - Savitt 
bands and a.half-dozen films to 
her credit, Miss De Haven ‘has been 
playing: clubs.in. England and’ the 
U.S. recently and acquits herself 
as a savvy. performer. who knows 
er way around. a nitery. floor. She 
should do well in this setting: __ 
‘Miss De. Haven has: selected a 

“$2 cover weekends, $1.50 week- 

songalog tailored to her sultry and 
sophisticated: image, and she han-. 
dles it with an ease: that. gives 
more than adequate evidence. of. 
her: experience. Her turn is. well 
paced, alternating. torchy’. ballads,. 

‘elty pieces... 
uptempo numbers and several nov- 

‘One. small. point. ef. cavil: two 
of her numbers. are a bit jarring. 
for the after-dinner’ euphoria of 
the Bonaparte. “They're. Rioting In 
Africa,” a somewhat macabre re- 
cital of the world’s ‘troubles and 
atrocities, albeit. lightly handled, is |- 

too close to contemporary sick com | McKenna's Girls (8) and Boys (4); 
‘edy for the amiable affluence-of a 
plush supper club. =" |. 

The. other, ““White-for the Bride,”: 
Involves ‘the donning. of: a bridal 
‘veil and clutching’ a bridal bouquet | 
which, with its religious overtones, 
seems out of place. But these don't 
seriously hamper the overall effect. 
of. Miss De'Haven's act,: which is 
‘solidly crowd-pleasing. .°. ~ 
_-Nibraharpist.. Peter .Applevard. 
who has played the London- House | Belmonts: « they made five hit. rec- 
here and. recently returned from a 
goodwill tour. for the United Na- 
tions, is a-substantial plus value 
for the show. His backing ‘of. Miss 
De. Haven’s numbers -is ‘cool. and 
. sophisticated—just' the right -tone 
for her repertoire. . 2G 

His vibe solo on “Sweet. Georgia 
Brown”. is a‘ceft- blending of the 
familiar: melody . with .subtle .im- 
provisations and variations. He and 
Miss De Haven.also make for light- 
hearted.-fun with .a_ special-lyric. 
duet of “Whoopee.” =" | 

Bill is in till May ‘30. Next 
booking has not been set. Mor. | to get out of -hand- from. sheér. noisy 

. Sands, Las Vegas 
. Las Vegas, May 17. | 
Danny Thomas, King's IV, Garr. 

Nelson, Cong Gerts i240. mei "0 
Morelli Orch (17); produced by 
Jack Entratter; choreography, 
~Renne Stuart: stage direction, Har- 
old Dobrow; $4 minimum. 

Danny Thomas, first star of the’ 
Sands when it- opened Dec. 15. 
1952, is still one of Jack Entratter’s 
heavyweights, and. he handily 
demonstrates it -again’ on his lat-- 
est outing. Thomas had clear sail-- 
‘ing from his entrance on opening. 
‘night and had the laughs ‘pouring 
on him steadi!y for 60 minutes. . 

He revives some of. his favorite 
stories—-such as his all-time .favor- 
it parrot joke—tosses in plenty of 
freshies, and pleasantly: sings. 
“Hushabye,” “Whoopee” and “This 
Is All I-Ask.” ‘About the latter 
number he says, “Listen to the lyric | ; 
closely and. you'll: send Gordon 
Jenkins a fan letter.”) Walter 
Popp, the steady teammate at the 
88, gracefully guides the Antonio 
Morelli orch (17), °° oe, 

. Tke King’s IV (plus .two) _bal- 
-ance the bill,. and. offer a rousing 
session of humor via vocals and 
Instrumental | novelty. Dor 
You're. Rocking the Boat.”.and “76 
Trombones,” with .very . yockable 
special material, are outstanding. |. Frankie Ford & Gary . Reynolds 
‘Two. festive ‘Renne Stuart’ pro- ; 

duction” numbers. featuring Garr“ 
‘Nelson and. the dozen comely Copa . 
“Girls are delightfully ‘sandwiched: : 

Show is.in for threé weeks. = ; 
“Duke. [as evidenced by the packed house i gram is country musie. bit with 

Beverly Hills, Cinev :. 
oo Cincinnati, May 19. | 

Anita Bryunt.. Wiere Bros. (3), 
Moro-Landis -Dancers: 112) with. 
-Bill Raymond and Freddie Letult 
‘Samoans (5), Gardner Benedict 
Orch (10), Jimmy Wilber Trio, 
Larry. Vincent; $3-$4 minimum, 
$1-$1.50 cover. 

Absence of name power, follow- : 
‘Ing the Ritz Bros., Jimmy Dufante 
and the Vagabonds, does not retard 
entertainment value of this .ace 
Kentucky’ nitery’s -current ° floor 
snow. Mainstays are Anita Bryant, } 
on-the-yay-up captivating canary, 
‘making. her Greater. Cincy ‘cafe 
-bow, and the Wiere Freres, musical 
‘™madcaps,. back after a 14-year. ab- 
sence. | .. oo oe, 

Miss Bryant, young auburnhaired 

| Wednesday, May’ 24, 1961 

Haven (with Peter. 
Appleyard), Franz Benteler: Orch; 

“Sit. Down, 

opener were on a ‘‘Sound of Music” 
medley, her Carlton waxing ‘clicks. 

| “Paper Roses” .and. “Tili There 
‘Was You,” “Detour 66” ana 
“Danny: Boy.” Her ‘director, Art 
Lane, batons the. capablé. Gardner 
Benedict crew, sporting new sum-. 
mer coats this session.°. 
Harry, Herbert. and’ Sylvester 
Wiere, vet Continental . depend- 
ables, - fill’ a. fast..35-minute .frelic 
with. violin, guitar and. bull. fiddle 
serious and. clown -handling ‘includ- | 
ing their trademark fiddle. bow on. 
‘nose bit; some old. soft shoe step- 
ping. and barbershop harmonizing.. 
Miss Seymour, their ’88er, has her 
own Baldwin.- : wot 

semble, extraed with the Freddie 
Letuli Hawaiian group,. plus: pro- 
‘duction singer Bil! Raymond, hold 
over a spectacular Polynesian festi- 
val number for a third fortnight. 
Jimmy -Wilber’s. threesome in. 

| spires. intermission ankling - and 
Larry: Vincent. entertains at. the 
cocktail iounge ‘piano. . 
” Myron: Cohen returns to headline | 
‘the new show June 2. _ Koll, 

‘International. NY. 
Dion, The Treniers. (8),;° Boots 

| Mike Durso Orch, Avile Rhumbas; 
| $6: minimum. —~ s 

_ Jack... Silverman’s - commodious 
International has a forthright,-lusty 
(new layout with the:current show 
‘which stars Dion:. youthful. singer 
‘just starting. in ‘niteries, and..fea- 
‘tures: the Treniers. Dion- ‘New 
| Acts); who farmerly sang with the 

Jords in a row), has arrived with 
| this engagement: Everything he 
warbied went. over solidly with the 

yerowd here: Despite an. apparent 
surplus of: vocalizing on this.new 
lineup; it:adds up to a smart book- 
ing for this. spot. _ 

_ The Trieniers, originally caught 
{by VARIETY when only two were 

1 

I 

‘in the combo back in 1949,. have. 

some time. They combine instru- 
‘mental work, close. harmony, bal- 
(lads, fast stepping and’ plenty of. 
‘jive noise. At-times, fhe act seems 

|som their current crey of eight for 

enthusiasm, but the mob here loved 
‘it all and .clamored-for more after 
three bowoffs, = . | 
"One of- the: standouts. is “Sor- 
rento.” which is done: on. the: sax 
by Don - Hill. in ‘regular tempo.. 
Buddy’ Trenier. is. exeellent. war- 
bling “Just in’ Time.” Anothér 
smoothly executed number is “I 
Love Her Sa.” ; 

Gene Gilbeaux at the piano 
-Should be used to better: advantage 
since he only gets one break in the 
entire routire.. Impressions of the. 
Mills Bros. and: Ink Spots. are’:so 
good they deserve further develop- 
ment. without so much mugging. 
Skip Trenier scores: heavily with 
“Lady Is a Tramp,” but the. noisy 
chorus backing to bring the tune 
‘to a climax ‘almost spoils the orig- 
inal “good: ‘effect. -.‘‘Mack the 
Knife;” which tees off stoufly, is 
-belahored so. much the tune runs 
‘nearly six minufes. .° _ , 

‘Tent taste and has the material to. 
do betfer if properly routined. - 

The same Boots McKenna _ hit 
routines of the last show are ¢lick- 
ing again with this.layout. Wear. 

| Angelo’s, Oniaha 
a, “Omaha, May 20. .-t 

Ford & Reynolds; Al Lanim Orch. 
_ (45; $l cover, — , 

looker, sells ‘a varied vocal bou- 
quet with ease. Piping is strong. 
and clear.’ Biggest -returns: at 

The augmented ‘Moro-Landis en- 

_ Harrah’s, Lake Tahoe 
..  _. Lake Tahoe, May 19. . 

_ vimmy Durante with Eddie Jack- 
‘son & Sonny King, Sally -Davis, 
Jack Roth, George Finley, Johnny 
Mack, Dorben. Singers & Dancers 
(13), Leighton Noble Orch (13); 
$4 minimum. , 

. Jimmy Durante in this Tahoe 
outing :(an annual affair) is again 

; Proving himself one of the show 
(biz greats—as attested by an open- 
‘ing night audience responding with 
la standing ovation. 

As in prior dates, Durante works 
; the hour-plus show at a young 
{man’s “pace—constantly ‘making 
; with his brand of saloonatics that 
; are. Mastered to perfection. And 
; he’s ably backed by his standbys: 
‘Eddie. Jackson, Sonny King, Jack 
;Roth on the drums and George 
Finley at thé piano. oa 

1 Basically, the. format is not 
‘changed but for current stint there 
are. a couple of variations on tie 
‘familiar routines. It’s a trite 
. phrase,.but—the vet showman has: 
never worked better. a 

' With an apparent: endless supply 
}of energy. he .cavorts ..:ita 
‘|shapely gals extolling the attri- 
butes of each; he makes mayhem 

‘with both Sonny King (throws him 
:over the piano) and Finley (drag- 
1 ging him from the 88s by the scri3/ 
-of the neck); tosses the piano stool 

‘; pillow back and forth with drum- 
‘mer Roth; and generally keeps the 
, tempo in a. constant high gear. In- 
. cluded. are’ the costume changing 
“(with .assist from the girls) to 
y“It’s the Man That. Makes the 
,€lothes”; a. “Just Because”, duo 
with .King, and the three on “Inka 
‘Dinka Deo.” *. 
:. AS<per usual,’ the vet showman 
.mixes with .the rest of the crew 
for top reaction. But he. does al- 

low. King to go it alone ifor brief 
‘moments). to show.somé good-yocal 
work, and Jackson comes through 
,with the strut. routines no cther 
entertainer can duplicate. King, 
with each local book, is proving 
a valuable adjunct to the act. and 

,is coming through with-lots of stage 
i Savvy. Jackson is ‘in a class alone. 

_. 

‘On this bill,-Miss Davis enstages 
, only for. one short ‘turn (to a bit 
,of choreog with King) and Johnny 
Mack makes it up-front for a neat 
‘display of hoofing and‘ cane man- 
‘ ipulations, 

-;- Dorothy Dorben Singers & Dan- 
cers hold the opener spot with a 
‘smart: production: of “Rain.” : that 
wins top endorsement for both the 
;castuming and’ presentation. Ray 
, Vasquez. nicely fills the slot as pro- 
Guetion sinver in this. his Tahoe 
,debut.:..Skillfully backing the ‘en- 
“tire show is the Leighton Noble 
Oreh, : _ 

" ‘Nat King Cole takes over June 8. 
‘. Loug. 

, Saddle & Sirloin. Tacson 
| . _ _ Tucson.. May 198 
| The Gaylords, with Buddy Beck 
' Trio; no cover, no: ntinimum. 

| Making ‘their first. Tucson ap- 
, pearance, the -Gaylords preemed to 
‘a first-night. audience of enthusias- |. 

- _ptie ringsiders and regaled the table- | 
Entire group. is garbed in excel-' sitters with closely-knitted. harmon- 

‘ies and interspersed comedy rou- 
i, tines... ‘Sharply-dressed. ~ Ronnie 
.Gavlord and. Burt. Holiday apen 
‘strong with a vocal,.“One Hundred 
‘Pounds of Clay.” and sevue into = : 

Jj satirical. rock ‘n’ roll version of 
“Blue Moon.” 

| Heavy mitting followed a Gay- 
‘lords’ expedition into the oldies 
j with amazing carboning of the Ink 
{Spots (¢‘Gypsy"!, . Mills Bros. .| 

“Never On Sunday.” The no-name 
policy has given the swank room| 
greater impact and more b.o., and 
Lee Daniels has made his three 
femme and three male singers into 
musical’ production terpers with 
bits.and. props. all adding up to a 

| joyous melange. Running throug 
27 numbers in 60 minutes, the cas 
turns: in a. most creditable job on 

‘ all counts. Guy Rotgndo is spotted 
solo in a fine rendition of “All 

|The Way.” _ 
. Roberto Sorbello, contralto, has 
a nice way with a song, and she 
‘takes “Que Sera, Sera” for a big- 
voiced ride as anchor man in a 
production threesome of Mary | 

Bradley and Ruth Ramsey. Miss | stretch. Two and a half hours of a 
and ; 800d thing ‘and it is: can still be 

. 

Bradley is slick with “Love 
Many -Splendored Thing” 
fronts a production number with 
the three male singers, Guy Taro, 
Guy -Rotendo and Jerry Senior. 
“Never On Sunday” 
effect. Ruth Ramsey, soprano. 
Taro, baritone, turn in a fine effect 
with “Loye and Marriage.” 

Solid applause punctures sing- 
ing, bit of dancing, and intros over 
fast route. The three boys and 

! three. girls strike easy rapport with 
. «|{the customers in their rollicking 

blend of showtunes; voices are well 
selected and entire layout has been 
integrated in slick fashion, Guy. 

Thanderbird. Las Vegas 
Las Vegas. May 15. 

| Vicienne della Chiesa, Sammy 
1 Shore, George Arnold, Shirley 
‘Linde, Margie Lee, Phil Richards, 
‘Ice Cubettes (12), Garwood”“Van 
Orch. (11); produced by Marty 
‘Hicks, staged by George Arnold; 
| $4 minimum. 

| Vivienne della Chieisa is one of 
,the few stars today who can honest- 
ily live up to the “magnificent” ad- 
ijective—the songstress with the 
; opera-trained pipes hrings a thrill- 
ing spine--tingling response to her 
‘audiences which invariably are 
‘left limp from appreciative ap- 
plause. On many, occasions, such 

‘as her. opening show here, she gets 
{a well-deserved standing ovation. 

i Sammy Shore, who made a tre- 
-mendously favorable impression 
: with connoisseurs of comics when 
‘he initially appeared here last year, 
, repeats. with embellishments. His 
‘gags which hilariously magnify 
: Page One stories are fresh, and 
-the kind. which are hound to be 
-stalen by other comedians: 

i He socks across some yery funny 
special material songology, and 
caps the turn with a trumpet ses- 

. Sion which brings booming yocks. 
Shore shows here that he's a strong 
: attraction for any type room. 

The Marty Hicks production is 
- balanced with two colorful “Scan- 
“Gals on Ice” revivals, in which the 
nudes are cavered at dinner shows. 

Package is in for four frames. 
Duke. 

Roundtable. N.Y. 
Adam. Wade, Marion MacPart- 

iland Trio, Cootie Williams Orch; 
1 $4-$6 minimums. 

The Roundtable’s set of enter- 
‘fainment staples brings the room 
; back to its normal stride. Follow- 
‘ing a one-week interim bill in 
j Which an -abortive attempt was 
;made to introduce Jackie “Moms” 
“Mabley to 20th Century nitries, 
‘the set of principals, which in- 
“cludes the return of Adam Wade 
, Marian MacPartland and the hold- 
iover Cootie Williams band, pro- 
‘vides a bright evening. 

Wade, who came up via Coed 

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS 

t the customers. 
ito miss a vital ° e 
{club itself with business per the 
‘ropes-up Monday ‘221 opener—a 

i boff ; Management has any 
with and | anent the overload, the fortnight 

"1 his: opening night in 
: Camellia House, Jimmie Rodgers 
: perspired through nine numbers in 
!a 25-minute turn that was as much 

te'Glow Worm") and Four ‘Aces 18%. 1S a personable singer ps- 

53 

Basin St. East, N.Y. 
Louis Armstrong All-Stars ‘6), 

Julie: Wilson ‘6, La Vern Baker, 
Harold Quinn Trio; $3 cover. 

The feast is on at this eastside 
'spot, and it’s very liable to surfeit 

Should also—not 

seldom-seen ietuus ‘one 
Sioned by Louis Armstrong's first 
Manhattan nitery date in several 
seasons. 

But if initial performance is 
typ:cal of th s e 
should. arrange a seventh-inning 

too much.-: Nuff explanation to say 
that Joe Glaser has booked? him- 
self a-‘packace. And + i: ie & 

misgivings 

‘receipts ought to. sooth. 

Armstrong’s All-Stars rocked ‘em 
and joshed ‘em (for well over an 
hour) per the showmaniy-musi- 

'cianly mode that’s click in any 
jevent and glove-right for this boite. 
Satehmos mu jes boo 10e- 
jtapping rapture via New Orleans 
‘harkbac ¢@s, souped-up evergreens, 
: filmtrac} takeouts (inevitable 
“High Society Calypso"), and such 
as “Blueberrs = i787 ihe 

‘ Knife.” etc. Sidekicks are cruvial 
tcomponents in the toot-and-kibitz 
department. with Bernev Bigard’s 
.“Tea for Two” clarineting a par- 
ticular standout. The maestro him- 
‘self is. of course, the legend and 
! galvanizer. 
{1 The curtain-raising chore falis 
_to Julie Wilson, which means an- 
‘other musical mood altogether. 
‘She’s one of the tonier disenuses 
-with the manner that strokes the 
‘eredit card set under their chins. 
‘Her laryngitic piping has the ad- 
‘vantage of technical savvy and 
customed arrangements. There is, 
per image, the shimmering V-neck 
-couture to go with the sly boy-girl 
‘frivolity, not to mer ¢ , t- 
house book of showtunes and the 
{like. She has five smooth-as-silk 
isidemen., including K's Larkins 
iat the keys. 
: More restive tablers (who could 
. blame them?) were making for the 
‘exit by the time La Vern Baker's 
! closeout turnvaslav: ds oacis- 
:paragement of her ability to com- 
‘mand, which, in fact, was startling- 
,ly potent considering the hour. 
-Actually, she has the right showeas- 
ing here for her wares, and gar- 
inered lively praise. She runs the 
iblues-torth-h lt ovp> t+ ty og 
‘strong rhythmic instinct that’s a 
quick appreciation snare. She can 

“register with equal moxie on a fine 
bluesy “After Louw in 
Italo Ivric, or the rock ‘em jazz 

‘that’s mainly been netting her 
_ brisk deejay spins. AJJ-Stars back 
jher and Sateh pers: a3 I Lelps 
her windup with a counle of de- 
lightful duets in the wry risgay 
vogue. 
| Harold Quinn’s house threesome 
_is a swinging group in tiie melodie 
‘groove. J.ayout stays to weeks, 
: With Mort Sahl and the Limeliters 
:in June 6. Pit. 

. 
, 

Drake Hotel. ¢hi 
Chicago. May 12. 

Jimmie Rodgers, Jin.ug Blade 
Orch $6); $3 corer weckeads, 
| $2.50 weeknights. 

Suffering from a severe cold at 
the tony 

a show of perserverance as it was 
a performance. However, he man- 

‘the handsome Reynold -playing ‘in salary. 

aoe : no Tyas “hel “dane in. Twe; ‘sessing a vivid sound. At some in-] aged to overc d deal of 
have been regulars—on about ai'“Tell Me Why”). done in Tweedle- ; . fad recrhien "; aged to overcome a good deal o 
once-a-vear’ basis—-at Omaha nite- {dum & Tweedledee manager. ; tervals, he’s reminiscent of Johnny i the handicap and. although under 

ihe. an wadite -. Mathis, but these moments seem to | yisible.-strain. put on as good a ries the past seven years. But Big yocks came from Gaylords’ be acci : 
min mmaininme putdartla ter Pea ‘ in ,be accidental. He has his own: show a . ; - musicians : { . ae 3 De cide _ ah $ s could be expected under the comic-musicians evidently ; spoof of two Englishmen and Cas viewpoint and his own modus oper- ! the circumstances. 

haven't worn out their welcome. ; tro execution. but high spot of pro-' andi. Wade mskes goo use of{ Possessed of a pleasant voice 
the time allotted him with tunes‘ ang generally savvy stage pres- 
that ‘have been in circulation. | ence, Rodgers is at his best with 
many of them via his. own efforts. | uptempo: numbers such 4s “Keep 
‘and he has a session bringing good} your Sunnyside Up” and “Look 
returns. At times, he was handi-| for the Silver Lining.” He regis- 
‘capped. by uncertain backing. but 

at Angelo’s. 450-seat _nitery when.‘ Holiday borrowing bass from side- 
caught (49). | a _: , Man. Vern Vaughn. The duo is 

Act hasnt changed much..-with | booked into 1964 with gradual rise 

‘straight tothe zany Ford. New bifs! “‘Next Saddle attraction is ‘the 
include a big book, labeled “Lady 
Chatterley’s Lover,”. which catches 

j King: Sisters. 
generally, he came out 

ters strongly also in a pair of Alex. - 
_ahead On| novelty tunes he recorded. “Bim 

land Reynolds on sax. . - 

‘spot. | 

oo. ; his preem show. ‘Bom Bey” and “Tucumcari.” Al- 
} Statler Hilton. Boston Miss MacPartland has been a.though he rocked with “Jericho” 
re _ + Boston; May 18. [| Sfrong item in the jazz fied forjand “Didn't It Rain.” these latter 

Ford likes to toss:in some barbs} “Salute -to’ Academy Award: Some time. Backed by drum and: two lacked the fervent emotional 
at the auditors.’ However, Jaiter’| coinpoyers.” directed by Lee Da-. 0485, Miss MacPartland dispenses‘ content prescribed for gospel 
are fairly ‘mild after the recent | niels, produced by Ruby Newman,’ 4. showy and colorful brand of. songs.. 
visit. of Jack: E, Leonard at -this| Show Toppers (6)-with Guy Ro-i Pianistics with some unusual fig-; Folk singing has become a some- 

Be -tondo, Roberta: Sorbello, Guy Tara, | Ures to catch and amuse the ear.. what specialized art. and Rodgers’ 
Mary Bradley, Jerry-Senior, Ruth ‘Her work is in a bright key. easy pop versions of “Wreck of the 
Ramsey: Sanuny Dale Oreh (10), (tO. assimilate and providing warm : John B” and “Come Aiong Julie” 
Jay White Quartette; $2-cover. j and pleasant rapport with the audi-/ will neither please the pur.sts nor 

_ ¢ . ence, ibe of any particular interest to the 
Williams’ trumpet work 1s of the ; Top Ten addicts. On this basis, it 

swing sehool, but ever in favor.j would be well for him to choose 
Backed with a rhythm secfon. Wil-{ those folk songs that icnd theme 
liams dishes out with a variety of | selves best to pop interpretation. 
arresting sounds. Jose. | idor. 

fire when opened. and a musical 
challenge, with Ford on trumpet 

_Lads are on 38 minutes for three. 
shows nightly. Thev’re’ preceded 
by Al Lamm's excellent four-man. 
group featuring: leader on piano 
and Nuncio Pomodoro on clarinet. 
Ford & Reynolds are in for one] 
Week, with..Johnny ‘Puleo & the | 
Harmonica.Rascals following Fri-. 
day 426). Trunip. 

Current stanza in this. second 
season of the Teérraee Room's sa- 
utes to songsmiths is a grabbag 

{of tunes, which. run all the way 
from the: oldies. right. down to. 

7S Danes 

San... 



NEW YORK CITY 
MUSIC HALL—"Fiesia in Puerto Rico.” 

Corps de Ballet, Raymond Paige Ore, 

AUSTRALIA 
MELBOURNE (Tivoli) — Nat Jackley, 

Sid Plummer & Assistant. Tommy God 
frey, Howard Morrison Quartet, The Fly- 
ing De Pauls, ‘the Four Brittons, Max 
Bleach, Jackie Bowkett, Margarita Helios. 
Rusemary Powell. Anre Inglese. 

SIDNEY (Tivoli)X—John Larsen. Colin 
Croft, Ormonde Douglas, Nance Rasmus- 
sen, Doreen Morrow, Lorraine Quinn. 
Bram_Schrever. Judy Hooke, Eric Gorm- 
le}, Eileen Hattam,. Frederck Dore, Kevin 
‘STilis, William Howard, Vincent Foster. 
Arthur Gorman, Pauline Garrick, Carl 
Heiner, Ivan King. 

BRITAIN 
BLACKPOOL (Grand: — Denny Willis. 

Lesh Rendall. Dorothy Wayne, Joan 
Mann, Peter Felgate & Co. 
BLACKPOOL (Tower Cireus)—Charlie 

Ca'roli & Co.. Schickler Sisters, Knie’s 
Animals, 4 Palacios. Circus. Roland’s 
Tigers. 5 Eiwardos. Berosinis, Rudy Horn. 
Moni the Etephant, Captain Danion’s Sea 
Lions, 3 Lorandos. Lilian Kenny, Syduey {. 

CURRENT BILLS 
WEEK OF MAY 24 

CATE 
Gibso 

OF HORN—Brock Peters, Bob. 

LONOON HOUSE—Cy Coleman, Audrey 
Morris, Eddie Higgins Trio. 
MISTER KELLY/S — Bill Dana (with 

Dan Sorkin), Patty. Clark, Marty Ruben- 
stein Trio. Marx 
PALMER HOUSE Peat ‘Bailey Revue, 

Ben Arden Orc 
PLAYBOY CLUB—Adam Keefe. Pat 

Morrisey, Stagg McMann, Rand 
Trio, Ray Sneed, Three anigart 
King and Mary, Ben and Adam 
SHERATOR- BLACKSTONE—Gloria De 

Haven, Franz Bentler Or 
TRADE WI NDS-—Fiances Faye, Frankie 

Scott, Sim Di Stefano Sextet. 

LOS ANGELES. 
BEN BLUE’S—Ben Blue. “Les Corps de 

reakers, 

| Paree,” Barbara Heller, Dell Fin Thurs- 

--The Bowne Kangarov, Trio Faber, Our’ 
Sammy, Little Jimmy & Circusettes. 

BRIGHTON (Hippodrome)—Emile Ford, 
Joe Bakér,Wlack Douglas. Jimmy Lloyd, 
Harry Ba:ley. Checkmates, Agostines, 
Fordettes, Dancing Starlets. 

BRISTOL (Hippodrome)—Geo. Mitchell 
Minstreis, Lesiie Crowther, Penny ‘Niec- 
holls, George Chisholm Jazzers, Televi- 
sion Toppers, Tony Mercer. Dai Francis, 
John Boulter. Peter Crawford Trio, Two 
Pirates, Jackpots, Mitchell Maids. 

GLASGOW (Empire: — Andy Stewart, 
Jan Pawrie & Band. Alex McAvoy, Mar- 
garet Mitchell. Vax Kay, Andrew MecKen- 
zie, Dixie Ingram, 4 Jays. Cherry Wil- 
Joughby Dancers, Richard Hardie, David 
Logan, Aeolian Choir, Scottish Junior 
Singers, Pipes & Drums of Glasgow, Two 
Heink 
MANCHESTER (Patace) — Alma Cogan, 

Charlivels, Morecambe & Wise. Dallas 
Boys, Rosemary Squires, Billy Dainty. 
Freddie Frinton. Kazbek & Zari, Debu- 
tantes. Debonnaires. 
MEWCASTLE iEmpire) — Ken Dodd, 

Mona Baptiste. Dennis Spicer. Barry. Sie 
ia ters. Jim Couton. Zio Angels. 

Cabaret Bills 

NEW YORK CITY 
AfRITAN ROOM — Fabulous McClev- 

ertys. 
BASIN ST. EAST—Louis” Armatrong, 

Julie Wilson, La Vern Baker. 

@LUE ANGEL — Margaret Whiting, 
Dick Gautier, Leon Bibb, 
Jimmy Lyons 3 
BON SOIR — Jerome & Austin, Phil 

Roy Benson, 

Leeds. Barbra Streisand. 3 Flames, Jim- § 
mie Daniels. 

CAMELOT — Bobby Short, 
Johnson. 

CHARDAS — Lili France. 
Tibor Rakossy. Dick Marta. 
Elemer Horvath. 

CHATEAU MADRID — Teresa Dance 
Troupe, Puni Campo Orc. 

COPACABANA—Connle Francis, Dave 
Astor. Douglas Clarke, Paul Shelley Orc.. 
Frank Marti Orc. 
EMBERS—Jonah Jones, 

qoan Bishop 
HOTEL ASTOR—Eddie Lane Orc. 
HOTEL LEXINGTON—Virginia Wing, 

Lillian Knight. Denny Regor, Tony Drake, 
Tony Cabot Orc. 
HOTEL HEW YORKER—DMElt Saunders 

Ore, Verna Lee. 
HOTEL PIERRE —:"No No Nanette.” 

Jimmy Carroll. Larry Douglas, Wilbur 
Evans, Betty Madighn, Marie Santelli, 
Stanley Melba Orc., Joe Ricardel Orc. 
HOTEL PLAZA—Katyna Ranier), Ted 

Straeter Orc.. M. Monte’s Continentals. 
HOTEL TAFT—Vincent Lopez Ore. 
HOTEL ROOSEVELT — Jimmy Palmer 

Orc. 
HOTEL ST. REGIS—Doarothy Shay, Milt 

Shaw Orc, Walter Kay Orc. 
INTERNAT;:ONAL — Dion, Treniers, 

McKenna Line. Mike Durso Orc., Aviles 
Orc. 
LATIN QUARTER—Mamie Van Doren, 

Four Kovacs. Harrison & Kossi. Dorothea 
McFarland. Ronald Field, Jo Lombardi 
Ore.. Harlowe Ore. 
ger BANK—Cal Bostie. 
LITTLE CLUB—Jane Harvey. 
LIVING ROOM — Bobby Cole 3, Bob 

Ferro 3, Janet Stewart. 
NO, 1 FIFTH AVE.—Fia Karin. Brook- 

field & Harty, Fred Silver, Ann Lnden, 
Dick Hankinson. 
ROUNOTABLE — Marion McPartland, 

Adam Wade, Cootie Williams. 
SAHBRA — Sarah Rubine, Rahel & 

Zililla, Martin Roman, Sara Avani, Kovesh 
& Mizrachie, Leo Fuld. 
SAVOY HILTON—Gunnar Hansen Ore, 

Marco Rizo 3, Ray Hartley. - 
TOWN & COUNTRY—Jewel Box Revue, 

Ned Harvey Orc, Martinez Orc. 
UPSTAIRS & DOWNSTAIRS—Ceil Ca- 

bot, Gordon Connell. Gerry Matthews, Bilt 
Hennant, Mary L. Wilson. Pat Ruhi, Carl 

Glady 

Lia Delia, 
Bill Yedila, 

Lee Evans 3. 

Norman, Three Young Men. Sylvia Cope- 
and. 
VIENNESE LANTERN—Monica Bovar.: 

Marguerite Baxter. Sohn Modin*s, Ev nest 
Schoen. Joe ‘rro 
VILLAGE ARN Jack Shilkret. 

Wallace. Johnny Kir, Belle Carroll. Tex 
Fletcher. Susan Buds Orc... Lou Harold 
Orc 
VILLAGE GATE--Josh White, Weaon ; 

VILLAGE VANGUARD--Lenny Bruce. 
Les WeCann 3. 
WALDORE- ASTORIA — Tonv Martin. 

Emif Culemun. Orc, Theu. Fanidi Ore. 

CHICAGO 
BLUE ANGEL “Pablo Candela Revue.” 

Fablo Candeia, Rafael Hernan. Glamazons - 

Stuckey Orcs. 
CLOISTER—Phil Tucker,’ Dobie Twins. | 

Doree Crews, Eddy Subway Orc. 
CONRAD HILTON- “Ballads & Blades” 

Jo Marre Roddy. Willie Kall, Norm Crider. 
Angelito, Fred Napier. Morano 
Knowles. Clair Perreau Orc, Bill Christo- 

Jack . in Paris.’ 

day, Gloria Tracy, Ivan Lane Orc. 6). - 

CLOISTER — Phyllis Dillar, Frank 
D’Rone. 

COCOANUT GROVE — Eydie Gorme. 
Steve Lawrence, Freddy Martin Ore: 

CRESCENDO — Mort Sahl, Rene Tou- 
zet Orc. 

DINO’S — Diane Booth, 
Steve La Fever. 

LE CRAZY HORSE—Crazy Horse Revue 
SLATE BROS. — Jerry Lester, Harry 

Helling’s Four. f 
STATLER HOTEL “Playmates: in Las 

Vegas, Skinnay Ennis O 
HE SUMMIT —Cal Tiader Quintet. ° 

YE LITTLE CLUB—Laura_ Devon, Ric 
Marlow, Joe Felix Dua. 

LAS VEGAS 
DESERT  !INN—Eddie Fisher, Joey. For- 

man, Donn Arden Dancers, Carlton Hayes 
Ore. Lounge: Michael Kent, Dave Apol- 
lon, Milt Herth, Henri Rose. Bobby 
Stevenson. 
DUNES—“Tenderloin,” Ron Husmann. 

John Alexander, Rex Everhart. Eddie 
Phillips, Ralph Dunn. Irene Kane. Nancy 
Emes, Marjorie .Pragon, Christine Norden. 
Bill Reddie Ore. Lounge: Billy Eckstine, 
Bobby B: 

EL CORTEZ — Sunny Spencer, The 
Conteys. 
FLAMINGO—Vic Damone, Jack Carter. 

Don Kirk, Flamingoettes, Nat Brand- 
wynne Ore. Lounge: Lionel Hampton,. 
Della Reese, Peggy Dietrick. 

Jack Elton, 

FREMONT — Knockabouts, Make Be- 
leves, Satellites. 

GOLDEN NUGGET—Bob Wills, Wade 
Ray 5. » Sunshine Boys, Bobbie & Smoky 

HACIENDA — Four Tunes $s, Johnny. 
Olenn, Keynotes, Cathy Ryan, Grover- 
Shore 3. 
MINT—Pat Moreno’s “Artists & Models | 

of °61.” Arthur Ellen. Skeets Miriton. 
NEVADA—“Les Girls De Paris,” Cindy | 

Devereaux, Vido Musso, Signatures, 
Johnny Paul, Marcy Layn 
NEW FRONTIER — Holiday in Rio.” 

Lounge: Ink Spots. Harry Ranch. 

Sparks }" 

phy Ore. _ a 
- FAIRMONT HOTEL — Andy Williams, 
Ernie Heckscher Oro. ; 

_ GAY 90'S—-Ray EK. Goman, Bee & Ray 
Goman, Joan Braat, Marah Gates Dners., 
HUNGRY I—Mort Sahl, Anita . Shear, 

Graridison. 

JAZZ - -WORKSHOP—James Moody. 
NEVE—Axidentals, Johnny Adimono. 

NEW FACK’S—Kings IV, Vernon Al- 
ley 3, Ernestne Anderson... 
ON THE E Lever —Pesey DeCastro. 
PURPLE ONION — Jorie Remus, Pat 

Paulson, Freddie Moar is, 
365 TLUB—Phyllis Inez, Barry Ashton 

Dancers, Roy Palmer -Orc.. Phyllis Iner.. 

SAN. JUAN, P. 8. 
CARIBE HILTON—Los Chavales de: Es- 

pana, Ines de Juan &.Jose Lopez, Miguel- 
ito Miranda Orc., Pepito Arvelo Combo 
Ore 
CHARTERHOUSE—Tobaco Muner Orc. 
CONDADO .BEACH — Rosita Romero, 

Pepito Torres Ore., Barletta Queralt Five. 
na Collins, Jerry Ma- EL CALYPSO— 

son, Esso-El Band. 
ESCAMBRON — Rosita Romero, Joel 

Meyers Calypsonians, Charlie Mirg Orc, 
FLAMBOYAN — Teddy Randazzo, Fl 

Chucaro, Carlos Pruos, Isobel Morel. 
Cesar Concepcion Ore., Joe Valle: esq. Five. 
INTERMEZZO — Mario Roman, Sandra 

Font, Production: 
| . INTERCONTINENTAL — Joan Fairfax, 
Henry Boyer Dancers, Charlie Ore., 
Juanchin Ramirez Five, Paul Neves. . 
Rite BARRACA — Jackie Danois, Tito 

LA SOTELLA—Hal Hester. 
LA CONCHA—Napolepn Wihmes, Flo- 

riana Alba, Noro Morales Orc., Humberto 
Morales Five... - 
NORMANDIE—Voodovers Combo, Joel 

Meyer Calypsoni 
QcHoO PUERTAS— tule & Soledad, Liz 

Sheridan. Rafael Kalaf. 
POSADA DEL REY—Hector Narvaez §. 

House Review 
A pollo, N. We 

Mort Feoe's Jaez Review with 
Lockjaw Davis & Johnny Griffin 
Combo (5), Ray Bryant Trio, Car- 
men McRae, 
Harry 
(5), 
Sky” (AA). 

im Sweets ) Edison Combo 

Report. from. the management , 
office Sunday night (21), the 

1third day of this hipster display, . 

Dap Sugar Willie,-! iy 

Joe Williams; “Spy. In, The | ta 

Wednesday, May 24, 1961 

DION 
Songs 
32 Mins. 
International, N.Y, 

Dion, -.a lad. of. about 20, appears 
on his way if-his work on his in- 
itial date here at the International 
can be taken asa criterion, Orig- 
inally with The Belmonts (they 
made some five hit records in a 
row), Dion started as a single sev- 
eral months ago. 
broke in his act at the Washington, 
‘D.C:, Casino Royal, where a good 
reception: won him additional | 
bookings, 

This personable, trim youth ap: 
pears to have successfully made 
the transition from strictly a rock- 
n-roll singer to a warbler of stand- 
ards and slower tunes. His vocal- 
izing of “It’s All’ Right If You. Do 
That” and “How Deep Is. the 
Ocean" has depth and the neces- 
sary rhythm to catch on. “No One. 
Thing”. permits him to use a bit of 
guitar strumming, this one being 
a slower. ballad, His introductory 
tune, “I Like the Likes of You,” 
drew too much volume from the 
‘house ‘band despite the efforts of 
‘his own conductor, Pepe. Morales. 

“I'm the Last of the First. Name j. 
: Singers,” while original is not ex- | 
actly his forte being too involved | 
with meaningless lyrics. He’s. 
worthy of -better stuff. Dion, of | 
course, is right at home with some } 
of the rock-n-roll numbers. Such | 

, a& 

Won't Cry Any More.” All proved i 
vorites here although there 

were plenty of older folks in the 
erowd. 

Dion looks suited for almost any ; 
iroom even though the act could | 
stand tightening here and. there, 

And he recently | 

JOEY FORMAN 

+ 17 Mins. 
Desert Inn, Las Vegas 

- Joey Forman, who has. ‘been 
“Mickey Rooney’s straight: man and 
comedy partner for the past five 
years, tells the’ audiences: watching 
him perform in his new tareer as. 
a single, “I don't: want. you to think. 
Mickey and I aren’t still the best. 
of friends—in fact when:I left-him - 
he offered me: $300 a week ‘ali- 
mony.” 

The handsome young. Forman - 
comes across: as a potent attrac- 
tion with headlining potential. His 
material. is fresh, and he: shows’ 
welcome originality in his. deliv-.' 
ery. His -impreshes are startlingly 
accurate’ cartoons, he tosses in 
some 

ing voice is most pleasing. 

A special. material. song, - “Tas 
‘Vegas, U.S.A;,” a spoof on tv in- 
cluding’ a very funny “Tntoucti- 
ables" takeoff, and a bit-on “The ~ 
Fly” winning the Academy. Award 
for acting. brought. ‘avalanching 
yocks from | first: nighters. ' Duke. 

MEG MYLES 
Songs 
30 Mins. 
Living Room, N.Y. 
Meg Myles who Jast. appeared. in 

“Louely Teen-Age Girl,” “‘Rock- jNew York some-years ago has come 
-Roll—Heart aad Soul”. and “I jin with-a revamped act and format. 

She: was last seen in N.Y. during. 
the era when talent was: computed 
in terms of tape measurements, : 
and in which ‘she got, and still gets: 
exceedingly high marks, But this. 
time, there’s a greater. reliance on 
hard work, practice and a certain 

jwas that jazz isn't doing too wellj with some deft pruning needed to: serious approach, to ‘her work. 
é at this Harlem key these days. The ieliminate too many of those talk; 
| gospel shows, too, seem to be fall-; sessions. and wordy tunes. Wear. 
1ing off and the only thing that can. 
{be counted on to bring ‘em in. is ; 
1rock ’n’ roll. ~ 

The reason for the. jazz falloff . 
becomes obvious as the current! 

RIVIERA—“La Plume de ma Tante,” 
Robert Clary, Liliane Montevecchi, Jack! Show goes through {its 90-minute : 
Cathcart Ore. Lounge: Billy: Williams | run. It’s a tough diet for a the- i 
Revue, Russ Marlo 6; Arlene Carr 

i DAVE ASTOR 
Comedy: 
25 Mins. 
Copacabana, N.Y. 

Dave Astor is an ingratiating! 

| improved | 

shows it.- 

Miss’. Myles, ‘when © caught, 
| seemed to have a bit of laryngitis, 
which. made her voice sound husky... . - 
But it is.evident that the lady has _ 

immeasurably. She 
knows a lot about technique..and 

She puts considerable. 
feeling into ballads: and handles 

‘special material - -well. . Her ‘ar- 

‘interesting sound effects ~~ 
underwater dialog), and. his sing- 

Lin 

F 

Cc 

Ore 

F Or. 

1 

i 
' 

Marty Heim 
SAHARA—Kay Starr, Step Bros. Stan- 

ley Bros., Moro- dis Dancers, Louis 
Basil Orc. Lounge: Don Rickles, Char- 
acters, Tune Jesters, Jackie Jocko, - Cabal- 
eros 
SANDS — Danny Thomas, King’s IV, | ¢ 

Copa Girls, Garr Nelson. Antonio Morellf 
Ore. tounge: Dave Burton, Morrey’ 

| Sing Strings. 3 
SHOWBOAT—Bonnile Sloan 

Donald, Deuces Wild. « Skeets Me- 
SILVER SLIPPER—Hank Henry. Sparky 

Kaye, ed Marshal, Danny Jacobs, 
Taffy O'Neil, Rudenko Bros., Slipperettes, 
George Redman Ore.; Lounge: 
lips, Charlie Teagarden Orc., Twin 
STARDUST—"Lido de Paris’: Lounge: 

Bernard Bros., Kim Sisters, Happy Jest- 
crs Micki Lynn, Ralph Young. Roberta 

Sanimy Shore. Géorge Arnold Shirley 
Linde, Phil Richards, Kay Brown, Harry 
Nofal, Garwood Yan Orc. Lounge: 
Gaylords. Edi Domingo; Norma Calderon. 
Frovk Guero 

TROPICANA—“‘Folies Bergere,”* dean. 
enn. Claudine Longet, Arnaut Bros., 

Marvyn Ray. Florence & Frederic Dane. : 
ers. Rav Sinatra Orc. Lounge: Perez 
Prado, Beverly Marshall, Al de Paulis 4. 
Dubonnet Tric, De Fuentes Bros., Guy 
Landis. 

" MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH 
AMERICANA =; bow Adler Ore, Pup. 
ampo Orc., Ross 
BA ORAL Tee” Frolics of °61," Esco 

Lakue” Curtin & Gittle, Naries James, 
June Rae. 

CARILLON Lou Walters Rev., Harry 
Mimmo, Tanya x Bei. Janine Claire, 
Mons. Choppy, Kayal & Christine, (Can- 
Can Girls, Jacques Donnet Orc. 
DEAUVILLE — “Playmates of Paris,’ 

Jay Nemeth, Nita & Pepi, Carla Lucerne. 
Martha Aguilar, Carola Dreyfuss, Shari 

ar 
DIPLOMAT—Damita Jo, Mandy Campo 

EDEN ROC— Duke Jenkins Orc., Jack 
Kasse 5, 1 Malkin Orc. 
FONTAINEBLE AD Socal Anka, Henny 

Youngman, DeMarlos, Len Dawson Ore. 
Varadero Sextet. 
SAXONY —Ruth Wallis, Norm Geller 

“Caught in Act,” Jack De- SEVILLE— 
Leon. Terry Haven. Joe Ross, Jerry New 
by. Anne Jones. Linda Lavin, Held & 
Paul. 

RENO-TAHOE 
GOLDEN — Barry <Ashton’s “Playmates ' 

* Novelites, Apollos. 
HAROLDS CLUB — “Can-Can’’. Rev. 

, Guardsmen, Bobby Winters, Don Conn , 

"HARRAH’S (Reno) — Tune, 
Jornny Ukulele. Skiles -& 
Conlev Trio. Joy & Boys. 
HARRAH’S (Tahoe)—Jimmy Durante. 

Eddie Jackson & Sonny King. Sally Dosis, 
tack Roth. George Finley, Dorothy Dor- 
ben Denseers & Sinters, Leighton Noble 

‘Ore. Lounge: Martin Denny, Gimmiks. 

Timers, 
Henderson, 

: Jack Smith, Puul Enright, Sons of Golden 

Lord Chris.o. Tino Perez and Al} Austin. ‘We Fou 

pher, Freder:}:k & Gina, Boulevar-Dears< | 
(3) Boulev.r-Dons (5). 
DOWNSTAGE ROOM (Happy Medium) ; 

—Laure re Lema). 
DRAKE -.- -:mmie Rodgers, Jimmy 

Blade Orc 
EDGEWATER S8S&ACH-~—Hawaiian Eyes 

43), Les Waverly Orc. 

West. Bul Cameron. 
HOLIDAY DeCastro Sisters, 

tr. Charles Gould. 
APES—Novelerds, Phyllis Applegate 

Pan Schilling Quartet, ADegros. 
RIVERSIDE — Jackie Barnett’s “Play- 

girls,” Sheree North. Sue Carson. Sa- 
brini, Shirley Harmer. Lounge: Nelson 
& Palmer. Jim Willer Trio. 
WAGQN WHEEL (Tahoe)—Bob Wills. 

Mornv Cepez, Frank Moore Four. Bobby 
» Page. Arthur Walsh. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
BLACK!!! AWK -—Oscar. Peterson. 
SCACKSHEEP—Earl Hines (rc.. 
EARTHQUAKE * McGOON’S—Turk Mur 

Gene 

| 
ord Phil- 'Wiillie) for pace ehangers, but it 

atre and although it does give some 
portions of the aud who don 
the nitery scene a chance to'see the 
jazzsters in. “live” performance, 

j young comic, although not yet oq iTangements are well tailored ‘and 
't'make ! Copa calibre even if second-billed , 

they. have to be diehards to sit; 
through the. hip beat without al 
letup. 

Mort Fega, local jazz deejay, 
brought in a couple of good singers | 

and a sa-so comic (Dap ‘Sugar. 

i was Still a. big.jazz ‘dose. 

1: : Lockjaw Davis & Johnny Griffin, | 

i Dass. and drums backing, open-up 
with a 20-minute set in the modern 
jazz groove. -Tunes by Dizzy. Gil- 

tlespie and James Moody are over- 
‘long and far gut and the group 
- chance to show off their hot licks. 
doesn’t stir up much action until 
‘they started swinging with “Funky . 
Fluke” which gave the saxists: a 
Ray Bryant Trio followed, and 
‘hough the leader displays some 
tasty keyboard work on John 
Lewis’ “Johnny’s Dilemma,” Erroll 
Garner’e “Misty” and his Colum- 
bia disclick “Little Susie,” the-set 
would. come off better in rooms 
Bat. as the Embers or Basin Street ' 
ast 

Up third is Carmen. Mcfae.. In: 
a getuf,that.does little to. flatter 
her figure, Miss McRae brings -a 
lot of vocal charm to such sifties 
as “If I Were a Bell,” “But Not for. 
Me,” “The Lady Is a Tramp,” “I 

‘|Get a Kick Out of You” and some 
pop. dramatics to “I Love You 
Porgy.” She is supported by: a 
likeable piano-bass-drums -group. 

| 

- 

(Carmér: McRae and Joe Williams) ! 

THUNDERBIRD _Vivienne Della Chiesa. | saxists who work with #& piano, | not a “new wave” 

Dap Sugar Willie is up next with 
a short comedic routine. 
viewed for the New Acts ° file.: 

-Harry (Sweets) Edison and his four" 
. aides bring back.the jazz beat and 
.score with .a- swinging thing 
i called “Pussy Willow.” Joe Wil- 
jliams closes the show with a neat 
vocal stint. He's also reviews in 
New Acts. Gros. 

‘Ind. Jazz Fete Dates 
, Indianapolis, “vay 23. 

‘Duke Ellington,. Al Hirt;. and 
*| George Shearing have been booked 

for the 1961: Indiana State Fair 
jazz festival. It will be a-return: 
envagement for Ellington... 

The bookings were set by Robert 
H. Weedon, 
for the fair. The jazz. show will be 
held in. the Coliseum Sept. 1. The 
‘air runs from Aug. 30 through 
Sept. 7. 

‘amusement director. 

He's. re- * 

to Connie Francis. A fast-talking | 
Standup performer, he punches 
across numerous nifties, .but his! 
script has gaps and his delivery, as‘ 
yet, lacks the subtle. switches and: 
surprises that mark: the master’ 
craftsman from ‘the- journeyman | 
-worker. 

A-tor’s catalog of gags comprises ! 
a far-flung commentary on psy-! 
chiatry, marital strife, the popula- | 
tion explosion, the United Nations. 
and any other handy peg. But it’s 

approach to the 
contemporary scene since Astor's 
routine gets laughs without shak- 
ing up the audience with any sharp 
satirical thrusts or inconaclastic 
shockers. 

In his UN routine, Astor reg- 
isters with some funny translations. 
of speeches as would be delivered 
y 

ga’e, ete. All good except the 
Congo delegate bit which. is strictly 
kid stuff without taste or point. 
‘Astor does a driving lesson rou- 
tine which suffers by comparison ; 
with Bob Newhart’s and some of} 

| 

his sound effects are akin to Jona- |" 
than Winters’ sounds. Herm. 

ANDY & THE BEY SISTERS (3) 
Song: 
35 M 
Ve vaijles, N.Y. 

e Heller's Greenwich Vil- 
lage ersailles ‘has the initial book- 
| ing in the return to New York of a 
vocal group. that should become 
very hot on the dintime. elreult be- 
fore. long. | 

Andy and the Bey ‘Sisters is. aj 
_ sepia trio with an individuality and: 
‘brashness that's something else: 
In a straight, be}ting style that dis- 
penses with tHe adornments of 
‘standard group scoring, ‘he three- 

| with sisters 

-some runs through a variety cata- 
log that covers blues, religioso, scat 

1jazz and sophisticated standards 
with real verve and confidence. 
-Andy backs and sings from piano 

(it's a real family), 
Salome and Gerri,.out front. Mat-. 
-erial is fittingly brief and hip, and. 
jan .impresh seg that begins with 
“A Tisket A Tasket” is highly orig-; {. 
inai. At show caught, aud was— 
‘really with the group and mitted 
for three encore numbers.. 
Andy and the Bey Sisters worked 

the o’seas circuit for 16 months 
-and have a Victor LP on release. 

‘| Playboy club. 

From the .Versailles, a four-week 
stand, they. move ‘{nto Chicago's. 

Bi 

S { songs. 

hrushchey, the Israeli dele- | 

‘|.with a potent solo ‘purich. ' 

tend to accent diversification ‘of 
She does: tunes from the 

highly delicate “When the Worid 
-Was Young” to the ‘special “I 
‘Fought Every Step of the’ Way.” 
-She got merited attention. and ap- 
| lause. ~ Jose. 

DAP SUGAR WILLIE 
Comedy 
8 Mins. - 
Apollo, N.Y. 
Young Negro comic : Dap’ Sugar: 

| Willie does enough to show that 
such other. Negro comics. as Dick 
Gregoly ard. Nipsey Russell, 
‘who’ve been developing ofay. ap- 
preciation, haven't influenced - his 
work. He gets in some fast topical 
barbs at the beginning “but: his. 
Deep South digs don't probe deep-.. 
ly and are obvious and. tired. 

He gets. his best aud ™ ‘Tesponse 
from jokes about playing the. num-. 
bers, cops. and sex, He's a good 
looking fellow with an easy man- 
ner but if he doesn’t change his 
material he'll be severely limited. 

-Gros. 

JOE WILLIAMS, 
Songs — 

15 Mins. 
Apollo, N. ¥.. 

Joe Williams 1s a ‘band singer: 
The 

Negro singer left Count. Basie’s 
orch early this year after a ‘10-year 
hitch and has been breaking in 
his. routine -since then: ‘With dates- 
around the country. 

In this Harlem flagship display,: 
Williams, shows that-he could move 
into the bigtime with -ease:.. A 
clicko disk the records .for ‘Rous. 
lette) is: ‘probably all he needs to 
get. the wide. booking ‘apprecia- : 
tion he deserves. 

An expert in the blues vein, he ~~ 
builds: excitement with” “This Is -a 
Mean Old World” and. “A. Man 
‘Ain't: Supposed to Cry.” And for: 
straight ofay approval: he handles 
‘such pop. standards as “S’Wonder- 
ful.” “I’m .Beginning to See the 
Light” and . “Have You Met - Miss’ 
Jones” with slick rhythmic -assur- 
ance.. Gros. — 

Roger. Williams made his: ‘native- 
Omaha, to play piano at Music 
Hall. 
gram. One scheduled in: 1958 was 
cancelled: at the last minute when 
fog prevented his plane from, and- 
ing. 

His | first ‘professional Pro-~ ~~ 
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. Joan. Sutherland will sing 
“Lucia” . for. opening night, Sept. 
15, of tthe Frisco Opera’s season: 
The full -repertoire for the six- 
week season, to be followed ‘by an-|_ 
other: month of performances - in 
Los Angeles and San Diego, will 
also include the premiere of Nor- 
man Dello Joio’s . new “Blood 
Moon’, the American premiere of 
Benjamin Britten’s new “A Mid- 
summer Night’s: Dream”, the. first 
Frisco’ staging. of Verdi's “Na-: 
bucco.” plus Verdi's “Rigoletto,” 
“Un Ballo in Maschera”. and 
“Aida”, os, 

_ Also Puccini’s “Madam Butter- 
fily”” and “Turandot.” Beethoven’s 

“Fidelio.” Mozart's “Figaro,” Wag-' 
ner's. “MeiStersinger” and Mous- 
sorgsky’s “Boris Goudonoff.”. © 

Singers due for American debuts 
-are soprano Graziella Sciutti: 
tenors ‘Albert. Lance; David. Thaw 
and Fritz Uhl, baritone. Viadimir | 
-Ruzdak and basses Kicth ‘Engen ; 
and Gottlob Frick. Making debuts 
with the Frisco Opera, in addition 
to Miss Sutherland, will .be sopra-. 
nos Gre Brouwenstijn and. Lucille |. 

“ Udovick. bass Joschua Hecht. bari- 

. Ludwig, Francesco ‘“Molinari-Pra- | _. ‘ rc U a 
-delli_ and: Silvio Varviso will tan. | York company, $95.417 had. been 

| 
i . . . : 

‘Mystery of a Hansom Cab.” hasi Which John Alexander plays the | Park. The municipally operated the- 
beaten ‘all. records of the Union | Tole originated by Maurice Evans. !atre was renamed last year in an 

--Nomikos will.do “Nabucco.” 

* 

Stratford Festival 

‘tones Ettore Bastianini and Claude 

Oberlin, se 
Returning singers include sopra- 

Heater and counter-tener- Russell 

-nos’ Mary .Costa, Gwen Curatilo, 
Lisa. Della Casa, Leontyne Price |: 
and- Marilyn Horne, miezzos Irene | Payment up to then to the man-|weeks of the. engagement. 
Dalis, Margot Blum and Janis Mar-; agement -and_ backers, the latter | they'll return to resume their roles 

| Bartoli and Massey starring. * 

7) 92 , - ,icountry until it gets to New York. 

oy & AWVAEC | rently being mounted for the local 

“Bre Bye Birdie” had a net profit 

Montreal Strawhat Has 
Early Start. This Week. 

_ Montreal, May 23. 
Norma Springford will open. her 

12th season of stock next Saturday 
127) at the Mountain Playhouse 
atop Mount. Royal in mid-Montreal. | .. 
Peter. Coke’s “Breath of Spring”: 
will be the initial show.. _ 
_* This will be the earliest. opening 
since. Miss Springford took over. 
this attractive 200-seater several). 
years ago. She plans an .18-week 
season this. year instead of the 
usual 14-weeks. | at ot, 

“Breath” will be directed by 

include Lilla Carter, Anne Buller. 
Josephine Barrington, Charles Pal- 

_ The Broadway froduction of 

of $172,366 as. of March 24. How- 

‘Theatre Party Agency 

mer and Nan Stewart. “Two for |: 
the Seésaw” follows, with: Yolanda |onq City Players will go. on tour 

ever, there had been no dividend ' 

Opened in Great Neck 

Great Neck, .N.Y., by Helen Prisant 

tre parties and assist in ‘raising 
capital for Broadway productions. 

-}The firm, named the Great Neck 
{Theatre Ticket Agency, Inc., has 

been. licensed by the N.Y.- License 

Commissioner. : 

For the ‘present,. the office will’ 
not handle individual ‘ticket. or- 
ders. but will ultimately also cover 
that field. = 7 

Second City Co., 
Chicago Troupe, 

‘Walter Massey and: the. cast will | Will Go on Tou 

en Chicago, May 23: 
‘The original campany of the Sec- 

in June with its repertory of satiri- 
cal revues.. The first booking is for 
the Ivar Theatre in Los Angeles. ; 

‘in thet “for the whole summer. 
In the fall, the: Chi group is ex- 
pected to’ make stops across the 

‘A replacement company is cur- 

Second City cabaret theatre. where 
the show premiered two. weeks ago. 
Two performers, Mina Kolb and 
Paul. Sand, will make the tour to 
Los Angeles, for the first two 

Then 

tin, tenors Sandor Konya, Howard {having previously been ‘repaid ijn the opening show, “The Explain- 

and Henry MeGuckin...... - 

_Fried, Ravmond Manton and Giu-jtheir $300,000 investment. T 
“geppe Zampieri, beritones Cornell! holdback on the profit distribution 
MacN¢il, Geraint. Evans. Colin; as.to provide funds for the pro- 
Harvey and .Paul Schoeffler~ and duction.-of the. touring. edition of 

basses Giorgio Tozzi,. Andrew Foldi the 

In addition to. Adler.: Leopold: Francisco. 
_Of the profit earned. by.:the New 

Guet, with Paul-Hager and: Dino | applied to the road vehicle. Undis- 
‘Yannopoulos as stage directors.. 
. Designing the new 
will 

Leni‘ Bauer-Ecsy will-handle a 
“Figaro.” ~ _ 

Actor Wins Compensation; 
Previous Denial Because. tion ‘of 
Of Unpaid Theatre Job; 

‘|tributable. coin. included $26.513 
“Blood Moon” {for ponds:and deposits and $40.000 

be Rouben Ter-Arutunian. ! Sinking fund, leaving $30,426 avail- 
‘Harry Horner, will design “A Mid-i able’ for additional road company 
summer Night’s Dream.” Andreas:cests. The cost of producing the 

] and {touring presentation was. expected 
new ‘ to run: around $225,000, with ‘$100.- ; 

- .£000 of: the financing ~ guaranteed 
by ithe. Frisco. and: -Los “ANEE*ES | plays in group's list, The piece 

specially written by Barry 
Civic Light Opera setups. 
For the -eight. weeks ending: 
March 25, “Birdie” earned an oper- | 
aling profit of $7.930, after deduc- 

The : 

: Theatre Repertory Co... here and | Was directed by Harold S. Prince. ordinance passed by Ciiy Council. 
is being withdrawn after a. total of 5 
“12 weeks to make way ‘for’ other : 

the deficit on four. losing j. m Py JOR TIN’. 
frames, “Grosses for the: period} at the Union's own ‘theatre and 
ranged from $35,426 for a loss of | ‘en opened the ‘conipany’s new 
'$1,577 to. $52,060 for a profit of |'season. at the Russell Street Thea- 

-Los Angeles, May 23. .:-$7.180.- Sineé March 25, the Broad- i tre, where it has run for seven | 

ers” at the new Playwrights, op- 
ierated by the ‘Second City..man- 
agement. 

musical, which ‘opened April | 
<° atthe Curran theatre, "San .Hansom Cab’ Melodrama. 

Bails Out Aussie Group, 
But Makes Way for Rep 

Melbourne. May .16. 
“The A hokum . melodrama, 

Was 
Pree from an old novel of ‘the last 
century. © . a 
“Hansom” played for. five .weeks 

-Gene -Benton’s preemptory writj way production is figured to havé | Weeks, with several ‘changes of 
of mandate 

ment af unemployment coin de- 

granted last week on eve of case 
going to court. 7 me 

against .Californialearned a. 
Dept. of Unemployment for ‘pay-) 

Assistant Attorney. General “Her-: 

substantial operating , casting taking place throughout 
profit, as has ‘the touring ¢om- ‘the run. 

! de-! pany, now in. its fifth week at the . 
nied ‘on a legal technicality was;Curran on CLOA subscription..- : 

Income thus far includes some . 

.. The melier put. the Union-in the 
black for last season. as other plays 
such as “Roots,” “She Stoops to 

of the revenue from the. sale. ot {| Conquer,” “Man :and Superman” 
er-the film rights to -Columbia. for | 

schel T. Elkins reported: that. deci- | $850,000 -against:-10°@ of the dis- 
sion came as a result of extensive | tributor’s world-wide gross.: The | 

did -less thanso-so business. The 
Union .company .is guaranteed by 
the Australian Elizabethan Thea- 

review of the case by the Unem-| production’s 40%. share of the‘ tre Trust for losses up to $11,200 
ployment Bogard, which ‘found 

others will be so .treated.”” Elkins: 
_stated;.noting there. are at Jeast | picture. scheduled to 

: | | basic pic payoff, after..the deduic-' 
“this particular. situation” justified | tion of 10°C 
payment. “This is not: to say all}-come to $306.000._ - 

‘commissions,’ “wil 

. The’ film deal specifies that the 
-start shooting , 

ayear. . . 
“Hansom Cab” is being followed 

‘;+by the. Aussie preem of ‘“Five 
Finger Exercise.”. John Sumner, 
who is responsible for staging most 

two more similar Cases pending on ‘next. fall, is not. to’ beYeleased ‘of Union productions, sounded out 
part of Actors Equity. ‘until after the close of. the. Broad-!London actress Joan Miller; here | 

Benton was denied . compensa-{ Way run and in. no event prior to ‘with British director-husband Peter 
tion between July 17 and Sept. 24,.| next November: Edward Padula, ; Cotes for six-month television as- 
1960, because he. was. working— |.producer of “Birdie,” in association | signment. to be guest star ‘in the 
Without pay—in local little thea-} with L. Slade Brown, will produce: Peter Shaffer drama, but she de- 
tre production... Unemployment 

Dept. contended that he thus was 
not. available: for other employ- 
ment; hence. not. eligible for. un- 
employment pay. co 
. Spokesman: for’ Screen Actors| 

‘Guild, which gave notice of. enter- | 
ing case as amicus curiae, de- 
~elared, “We are very pleased by 
the decision.” 

Ft. Wayne Bus Tour to. 
. Stratford (Ont.) Fest 
7 Fort. Wayne, May 23. . 
A bus tour has been set to take 

Fort Wayne theatiegoers to ..the 
in Stratford. 

Ont., July. 10-13. ‘The group will’ 
attend. performances. of -‘‘ Cario- 
Janus,” “Henry VITE,” “Love's 
Labor Lost’ and “The Pirates of: 
Penzance." ae 

The‘ tour has been organized. by 
-Mrs.. Ralph - Feagles, ‘ assisted: by 
Mrs. James Newkirk and Mrs. 
Donald F: Tripp. - 

David Susskind ‘has “arranged 
with Paramount Pictures to* pre- 
sent a legit edition of the film,. 
“Roman Holiday.” 

i 

or. co-produce the film. — . | 
_. The musical, now in its 58th- 
week on Broadway, has: a book by 
‘Michael. Stewart, music by Charles 

.... Strouse and. lyrics by. Lee Adams. 

SUBURBAN CHI GROUP 
~ BUILDS 2506 THEATRE 

. Chicago, May:23: 
|. An amateur: group in. suburban 
|:-Western Springs has “built a, 
$250.000 theatre from funds raised |. anc 
‘locally. | The. -amphitheatre-style.! has had extensive legit. perform- 

/ ance, but has never been done on house, with 417. seats. on: curved 
tiers,’ will be. leased. for ballet, 
prafessional: legit and concert pro- |. 
‘motions, besides housing the com- 
munity theatre group. The.-spot 

clined because of a tv contract. 

B'klyn Group Presenting 
‘Angry Men’ Stage Play 
Reginald ‘Rose's “Twelve Angry 

- Men” jis. being presented by the 
Brooklyn Theatre Arts Co., a non- 
profit. resident company, 
1,208-seat theatre of the Brookl 
Academy of Musie. The drama, 
originally presented on television. 
_and subsequently made into a film, 

Broddway.. 
Seats are scaled to a $2.80 top, 

with $1 student discaunt tickets 
also: distributed. “Angry Men” is. 

‘An agency has been opened in. 

and Beverly Landau to hook thea- | 

Det’s Northland Slates 
Summer Stock Schedule 

Detroit, May 23. 
- Ginger Rogers and her husband, 

} William Marshall, will costar in 
“Bell, Book and Candle.” to open 

|} the summer stock season June 8 
at the Northland Playhouse here. 

| The engagement is for 12 perform- 
“ances. 

i Cafe-Lesit 
To Feature Capsule Comic Operas 

Chicago, May 23. 

Cabaret theatres are busting out 
all over as the Windy City’s new- 
est show biz vogue. While most of 
em offer sophicticated revues, 

the newest entry will go longhair. 
| The Curtain Call Theatre, slated to 
}open in June, will stage short 
comie operas and occasionally a 

! program of scenes from the better 
known full-lengthers. 

The new legit cafe, incidentally, 
Other- Northland bookings in-} Will be the first to open-in the 

ciude Don Ameche in “Holiday for | Loop, in a Jongshuttered Randolph 
Lovers,” June 20-25; Dorothy Col- 
lins in “Carousel,”” June 27-July 2; 

St. room that had a brief history 
as a conventional nitery and later 

“Oklahoma,” July 4-9; Menasha | became a dance joint known as 

Skulnick in “The 49th Cousin,” 

Tette,” July 18-23; Martha Raye 
in “Separate Rooms,” July 25-30.. 

Also, Darren McGavin in “Under 
the Yum Yum Tree,” Aug. 1-6: 

! William Bendix in “Father of the 
Bride,” Aug. 8-13; Mickey Rooney 
in “Sailor Beware,’ Aug. 15-20; 
Hedy Lamarr in “Glad Tidings,” 
-Aug. 22-27, and Robert Rounse- 
ville in “The Student Prince,” 
Aug. 29-Sept. 3. 

Tenderloin’ Had 

$114,297 Deficit 
“Tenderloin,” which began a 

post-Broadway engagement last 
Friday (19) at the Dunes Hotel, 
Las Vegas. ended a 27-week New 
“Yorn run April 22 with a deficit 

‘| of $114.297 on its $350.000 invest- 
ment. An early May distribution 
of $17.500 to the shaw’'s backers 
brought to $210.000 the amount 
thus far repaid them on the invest- 
ment... 

:Mambo City. It’s an odd location 
ee any ; { ‘ . ‘e, inas ‘ {July. 11-16; Mae’ West in “Sex- , for an opera showplace, inasmuch 

; as Randolph is the Loop’s most 
:honky-tonkish street. 

The operators of the Curtain 
;Call are Samuel and Fio Levine, 
opera buffs who own a pair of 
Randolph St. eateries called Flo's 
and Lucy's. They have hired Bur- 
‘ton Lowell Kaplan as artistic direc 
:tor and are surveving the field for 
i.e 
isingers, musicians, stage directors 
and a conductor. The opera pre- 
sentations will be given in contem- 
porary English. 

The room is being remodeled as 
an auditorium seating abeut 200, 
{ with & section of regulation theatre 
‘seats and another with table setuns., 
‘The stage will be in modified pro- 
jscenium style, and the bar is: to 
‘be located at the rear of the room. 

It’s Now John B. Kelly 
Park Playhouse, Philly; 
Stars Attend Ceremony 

Philadelphia, May 23. 
In ceremonies attended by city 

The divvy left a balance |officials and stage stars, Philly's 
of $25,703 available for distribu- {Playhouse in the Park was official- 
tion. 
| The Vegas presentation, in 

‘who co-produced the musical on 
Broadway with Robert E. Griffith. 
‘The New York production was 
| staged “by George Abbott and 
imembers of the original cast con- 
i tinuing with the show at the Dunes 

t Rex Everhart and Nancy Emes. 

:uel Hopkins Adams’ novel, with 

man, music by Jerry .Bock and 
lyrics by Sheldon Harnick, earned 
an operating profit of $14.602 for 

‘the last eight weeks of its Broad- 
j Way run, after the deduction of 
ja two-week loss of $923. Grosses 
‘during the eight-week spread. 
i during which time the musical had 
discount tickets in circulation, 
ranged from $32.044 to $40.965. 

| Royalties for the eight weeks 
, were waived. The Vegas booking 
| is for a minimum of six weeks. ~ 

SPLIT REACTIONS ON 
CHI’S NEW McCORMICK 

Chicago, May 23. 

i include Ron Hussman, Irene Kane, 

1 book by Abbott and Jerome Weid-’ 

| Nesbitt. 
iJames H. J. Tate. president of City 

jly dedicated Sunday :21) as the 
iJohn B. Kelly Playhouse in the 

Kelly, the leading advocate of the 
jsummer theatre, was president of 
the. Fairmount Park Commission, 
isponsors of the spot at the time 
of his death. 

A bust of the civic leader was 
unveiled by his widow and his 

{ . Also present were Prince 

jelect of the Poor Richard Club, a 
‘local advertising men's organiza- 
tion. 

' Those attending the dedication 

aragrey, Hervert Marshall, Fave 
merson, Eli Wallach, Anne Jack- 

ome Siobhan McKenna, John 

son, Jules Munshin and Cathleen 
Also participating were 

;Council; Ethelyn R. Thrasher, man- 
aging director of the playhousg, 
and Poor Richard‘s Club members. 

_ Mrs. Thrasher is beginning her 
second year as Playhouse head. 
i Tom LaBrum is general manager 
and -press representative: Paul E. 
Stoudt, assistant managing direc- 

The sight-lines, accoustics and j;tor, and Chuck Romm is LaBrum’s 
dimensions of McCormick Place 
‘Auditorium, Chi's new 5,000-seat 
‘showplace on the gakefront, met 
itheir first longhair’test last week 
‘in four performances by the Met- 
~opolitan Opera Co. The critical 
-erdict was interestingly divided. 

Daily News music critic Don 
Henahan wrote that, the opening 
‘production of “Aida” was “shrunk- 
fen intolesably” by the size of the 
‘hail and£opined that the house 

at the faited tofalford sensible focus .and 
42 (balance of sound. 

Robert C. Marsh, of the Sun- 
Times, reported that the hall met 
“all reasonable requirements.” He 
ifound the accoustics impressive, 
j the sight-lines excellent and the 
dimensions. nothing at all like the 
“big, booming spaces” many opera 
buffs feared they would be. 

&till a third view was offered by 
cpened last Sunday '21) with a! the group's initial presentation and ! Claudia ‘Cassidy of the Tribune. 
local production of. “Dark. of the’ 
“Moon.” 

_ The Theatre of Western Springs; 
is in its 32d year of non-pro oper- | 
ation and has a membership. of | 
1,800 season ticket. holders. The 
new building will make’ possible 
an expansion to 2,400° subscribers. 
The season consists of five. plays of 
six performances each, and during 
‘its. more than’ ‘three. decades of 
operation the company has staged 
over 100 plays, 

concessions were reportedly ob- 
tained from the Assn. of Theatrical 
Pressagents &. Managers and the 
scenic designers union. Negotia- 
tions with Actors Equity were not 
completed in time for the produc- 
tion, but arrangements have been 
made to enable future shows to be | 
bonded. ~. 

Joséph Yaver, Jay Rosenblatt 
and Earl Muron are the organiza- 
tions producers, and Yaver di- 
rected. | : 

She said that it was impossible to 
make any assessment of the ac- 
coustics, and other qualities of the 
hall because the Met's road com- 
pany version of “Aida” was too 
“dead” to afford a basis of judg- 
ment. . 

Dona Davis will present George 
Jessel, in “Star Time,” 2a variety 
show, at the 350-seat Civic Audi- 
torlum: of the Monmouth (N. J.) 
Shopping Centre, this summer, 

assistant. Charles Evans returns as 
designér and technical director; 
Harry Silver is treasurer, with Bare 
ney Abrahams and Joseph Carlin 
as assistants; Dorothy Fowler. pro- 
duction stage manager: David 
Eliseu, stage manager; Bruce Mac- 
Mullen, lighting designer. and Mrs. 
George G. Meade, in charge of 
group sales. ; 

The new season opens next Mon- 
day :29) with Carol Channing in 
“Show Girl.” 

Chi ‘Fantasticks’ Moving 
To Downtown Cafe Spot 

Chicago, May 23. 
Richard Alan Woody’s road come 

pany edition of ‘‘The Fantasticks.” 
playing off-Loop at the southside 
Del Prado Hotel, wil] move downe 
town the first week of July inte 
the Conrad Hilton Boulevard Room. 
Normally a nitery with an ice show 
format, the Boulevard Room usuale 
ly shutters for the summer months, 
not even operating as a restaurant. 

This season it will be a cabaret- 
theatre, with a boxoffice and harde- 
ticket policy. Drinks will be 
served during the performances, 
but not food. “Fantasticks” will 
continue to do eight performances 
per week at the Hilton. ° 

1 Ine. o The musical adaptation of Sam- ; daughier. Princess Grace of Monae. 

Rainier and other members of the . 
Kelly clan. The bust was sculpted | 
by Reggie Beauchamp, president- - 

Cr ead 



LEGITIMATE 

Shows Abroad 
Bevond The Fringe The Sound of Music 

London, May 11. London, May 19. 
William Donaldson & Donald SiIbery 
resentut.on, by arrungement with Anna’ a 
2ere Whnan, of two-act revae, with with Iyrics by 

Pater Cook, Jonathan Minter. Du-lleyv 
Moore Written by Alan Bennett. Peter. 
€ yok and Jonathan Miller; nrusic by Dud-- 
Iey Moore Staved by Eleanor Fazan: 
decor and Hghiing, John Wsckham. Stars 
Bennett, Cook, Miller, Moore. Opened 
May 10, ‘61. at the Fortune Theatre, : 
Lundon; $2.9) top. 

two-act (20 scenes) 

Howard Lindsay and Russel 
adapted from “The Trapp Family 
Singers,” by Maria Augusta Trapp. 
Staged by Jerome Whyte, based on Vin- 
eent J. Dounehue's original Broadway 
direction: musical staging. Joe Layton: 
scenery, Oliver Smith; costumes, Lucinda 
Ballard; musical director. Robert Lowe; 
chora) arrangements, Trude Rittman; 
orchestrations. Robert Russell Bennett. 
Stars Jean Bayless, Roger Dann; features 
Constance Shacklock, Eunice Gaysegn. 
Harold Kasket. Olive Gilbert. 
May 18; ’6l. at the Palace Theatre, Lon- 
don: $420 top. ; : 

Maria Ruiner 
Sister Berthe 

Orisinally staged at last year’s: 
Edinburgh Festival, ‘Beyond The. 
Fringe” has successfully made the: 
journey to London, It is an: un-! 
deniable click, an outrageously: 
funny. sharply satirical revue and: 
-the most nimbie, lively and off-| Svlvia Beamis 

Williamson Music Ltd. presentation of : 
musical drama, ~ 

Oscar Hammerstein 2a. ; 
-- music by Richard Rodger§ and book by . 

Crouse, © 

Opened - 

Jean. Bayless-} 

_ VARIETY 
dren, the sentiment andé:a hint of 
drama add up to entertainment 
which will not Iet -down those. in 
-Search of an escapist night out. 

Rich. 

’ London, May 12. 
Murrav 

Lid. presentation. of -a .three-act 

3 nat YS -.y secquas | tion 
Time and. X cllow Rose Ss comedy, With music and Isrics by Johany | 

| Burke and. book.by Robert E. IceEnroe, 
Maedonald & John Stevens: bused on Maurice Walsh’s novel. 

Stars Flora Robson. Opened May 11, ’ol.: 
at St. Martin's Theatre, London; $2.80‘ top. 
Nicola Rouarte ,........ Patricia Healey! Chestrations, Robert Ginzler; bullet musi- 
Nurse... leesaeeeceee -, Macge Ryan| cal arrangements and_ orchestrations, : 

V Mrs. Curtis i.e... eee eee ‘Greta Wood; Laurence’ Rosenthal: production  wsso- 
‘Alfred *...... vecesecee, Robin. Eloyd | ciates, Morton Walkowitz and: Michael 
Grave Rouarte-........,: Flora. Robson Pollock. Stars Eddie Foy, Art Lund: 

ee » Andrew Laurence 
Roser Balion ...... vase ‘ 
Laurette Gerard....Margaret Christensen 

Lesley Stofm is a skilled, op- 
; erator in the art of whipping up a Sister Margaretta......... Olive Gilbert 

beat entertainment in town. | Mother Abbess . 

+ At the small Foftune Theatre it! Capt’ George Von Trapp. Roger Dann | 
Franz ok cee cnc cc ccnacece 
Frau Schmidt ...- Diana Beaumont 
Von Trapp’s ‘Children Barbara Brown, 

John Coxall, Janet Ware, John 
Bosch, Susan Whitnell, 
Dyer, Melanie Parr 

Rolf Gruber 

could, in normal circumstances, 
settie down for a very long and 
profitable run. But it is problem- 
atic how long the four young men 
who nave written and devised the ' ee re ee oe 

revue and constitute its entire; Elsa Schrader sseseseeee Eunice Gayson 

cast will be available. Max Detweller - : am or . Harold Kasket 
i err Zelier sac ces 

Jonathan N filler, for instance, Baron Elberfeld .......-. Jack Lorenzo 
is a pathologist who works by day! postulant . Marilyn . Dougan 
at a London hospital. Alan Ben- Adm. Van Schreiber... Hilary Wontner 

Hy ers: Patricia Braoke-Greene. Irene 
nelt is a postgraduate research Cole, May Cunningham, Marilyn Dougan, 
Student at Oxford University.| Marie Fidock. Elaine Howells, Patricia 
Dudtey Moore is in constant de-! Kilsarriff. Joan Lilley. Marie Lorraine, 

mand as an orchestrator. Peter: 
Covk, who wrote much of the, Tovey, Betty Wood, Christina Wren. 
material for “Pieces of Eight” and 
“One Over the Eight” is, in fact. ! ve 
the only full fledged theatre man! Music’ has at last reached London, 
in the quartet. But, if they stick! With the support of a Broadway 
to “Bevond the Fringe” their eve- success behind it. This last 

nings are going to be fully oc- | Rodgers & Hammerstein show 

cupied for many hilarious months. | : : i 
- 8. t - 

It is the combination. of in-! izing morning press. But rf ; ceiv tumultous first night wel- 
fectious amateur enthusiasm ailied ! cc. ed a g 
to immaculate professional per- 
formance that gives this frreverent 
revue a special kick. Nothing is 
sacred to them. Politics, capital: 
punishment. the H-bomb, Shake- | 
speare, royalty, the Establish-! ¥: 
ment, religion, the last war, tete-' better than none at all. 

bookings points to a cHck run. 

show represents the magical team 

vision, the press, racial prejudice’) 

wen eeenees Nicholas Bennett | 

. Peter Swanwick | iS trying ta project. 

- Lynn Kennington | persuading her. sponsars to pro- ; 
Jay Denyer;, Vide skilled operators as her cast, 

j This time, however, she plods: on 
an endless belt of words, most of 

Ann+them cliches.” Moreover, she isn't 
quite at ease. with her. characters. 
and seems unsure what message 
| she is putting over, what play she 

Flora Robson, who has a ded- 
icated following, provides: “Yellow 
Rases” 
ward against an undignified, 

} Alison McGuire. Georgina Pearce, Sonia, piece surely cannot run long in 
Peters, Patricia Ridgway. Tina Ruta, Lita the West End. and is dubious for 

Broadway. With some clinical, as- 
The much-heralded “Sound Of Stired rewriting there may be the 

, kernel of an interesting picture 
in the yarn. St 

The authoress tries to sew to- 
‘gether a couple of themes, with} 

drew a mixed, sometimes patron-; One or two sub-themes obtruding. 
| Main theme is the rather old- 
| tashionied idea of a:clash between 

Come, and the $168,000 in advance; two generations, a middleaged 
widow  and- 

muddled, ‘though: well-meaning 

The evening is saved ‘ from 

scampering exit. But this pedantic | 

Keith Baxter: 

| 
eee Constance Shacklock, noveletish story for the stage, and. 

with enough support to- 

; her .- free-thinking | Word,” “For. My Own." This is not to imply that the; @aushter. This hinges on rather| | 

of Rodgers & Hammerstein at its thinking. about the Congw. situa- something besides speed, and’ the 
| brilliant best, but inferior R & H is, tion. 

Howard; 1+ ( 
- Lindsay and Russel Crouse’s book. ; major disaster by the competent: and change 

ased on the-story of the Trapp} cast. Miss Robson brings quiet - trick. 
are ‘all targets for their unerring. ' Family of Singers, is old fashioned | authority to the role of’the weal- ; 
witty swipes and inspired lunacy.’ stuff véering from the frankly | thy widow. but the.star’s forte is Jast Thursday night.(18' at. the! 

, Clay 
| 

Wednesday, May: 24, es] 

Shows on Broadway 
Donnvbrook! 

Fred Herbert & David Kapp presenta- 
of twuact .(18 numbers: musics 

“The 
(six ! Quiet Mann.” Staged and choreographed 

scenes) drama: by Lesley Storm. Stased : by ; b : >a ; 
by “lurray Maedunald; decor, Alan Tag¢.| Arutuniani lighting, Kiaus Holm: musi-' duced in what amounts to tableaus 

Jack Cole: settines, Rouben Ter- 

cal direction and vocal arrangements. 
Warnick; arrangements and _ or- 

features Joan Fugan, ’ 
Philip Boseo, Sibyl Bowan, Grace Carney, 
Clarence Nordstrom. Charles C.: Welch. 
-Bruce ~ MacKay, dames Gannon. Alfred 
DeSio. Eddie Ericksen. Opened Mav 18, 
61. at the 46th Street Theatre, N.Y.; 
$9.60 top. 7 : 
Willie O’Bantie 

-It's-a provocative yarn, seemingly 
‘material-for an excellent musical. 

ing oceasional pretentious tricki- 
ness, as in the artificial opening in. 
which the characters are -intro- 

; through a scrim, or the slam-ban 
‘rush and noise,..is' hopeless. Th 

ringing. Under the. circumstances, 

| between the her@ and. his bully- 
_boy brother-in-law is not only in- 
‘ evitable but anti-climactic. 

Bruce MacKay; Eddie Foy is. occasionally funny 
Matthew Gilbane ...... 12 James: Gannon } 
Gavin Collins “Alfred DeSio! a8 2. timid, eonniving marriage 
Old Man Toomey.:..Clarence Nordstrom ' broker, particularly when he aban- 
Tim O’Connel) ......... 
Will Danaher .: ......... Philip Bosco 
Ellen Roe Danaher....... 
Esme Gillie .......... ... Marissa Mason 
Sadie MeInty ............. Sibyl ' Bawan « 
Birdy Monyhan ..........-. 
Mikeen Fiynn ..........¢ ‘.... Eddie Foy, 
John Enright eeeseese o+-.. Art Lund 
Father Finucane ..... *, Charles C. Welch 
Irish Boy ............5. 
Jamie nc. ccc eecnnas ‘George Harwell 
Kathy Carey ....... «3-+. Susan Johnson : 
Principal Dancer 7 Re Norman Mean ; 

Sinsers: Georgia Greighton. ‘Charlotte 
Frezer, Nancy Foster, Dee Marless, 
Georgia Kennedy, Maudeen- Sullivan, 
Darrell J. Askey, Eddie Ericksen, John 
Ford, ,Georze Harwell. Charles Rule, 
Bob Murdock. - . ; 

Dancers: Gloria 
Dunford, : 
Mason, Carol Sherman, Suanne Shirley. - 
Pamela Wood, John Aristides, 
Evans, Larry Fuller, William Guske.., 
David Lober, George Martin, Keith: Stew- : 
art. ‘ oa 

Musical numbers: ‘Overture, ‘Sez £,"’! 
“Day_the Snow Is Meltin’,“ “Sad Was; 
the Day.” “Donnybrook.” “Ellen Roe.” | 
“Sunday Morning,” “Loveable. Irish.””. “Ij 
Wouittn’t Bet One Penny.” “He Makes ° 
Me Feel I'm Lovely.” “Courting,” “1 
Have My Own Way.” “Toast. ‘to the; 
Bride.” “Wisha Wurra,” “Mr. Fivnn,’” ; 
Hornpipe Dance, “Dee-lightfal Is the‘ 

Even the fastest pitcher needs 

liveliest musical comedy must Have - 
more than drive and noise. Finesse. 

of . pace—that’s the 

In “Donnybrook!” which opened | 

The four performers are dressed ‘dull to the cloyingly sentimental. | | well controlled suffering and her- 46th Street Theatre, they've taken | 
in ordinary grey lounge suits and, 
without benefit of makeup, scen-; s909d as its songs and there are|the nubile young daughter seems 
ery Oo props ‘with the exception; enough that are tunefully hum-! Merely spoiled. As. a ‘spritely- 
of an occasional hat:, they rely’ mable in the batch of 18 to satis-) tongucd nurse, Madge Ryan earns 
on effeetive lighting by John;fy most customers. The lilting: the few ‘yseks in this -rather 
Wyekham and their own precise j title song. as well as “My Favorite; Sombre evening. 
timing and inflections. Their four Things.” “Sixteen—Going On Sev- 
talents are highly individual yet.!enteen,"” “Sa Long, Farewell” and 
under the direction of Eleanor , “Do-Re-Mi” are standauts, though 
Fazan, also biend unselfishly f :some of the ditties are reminiscent. 

Miller i: a gangling ecgentric! The evening is short on wit, but 
with a touch of Danny Kayé. Ben-' provides moments of, quiet humor 
nett. appears to be pernianently;and there is a warmth that {fs ir- 
puzzled by the odditées around) resistibly appealing. It’s no joke, 
him. Cook specializes largely injeven at 3,000 miles range, for a 
deadpan caricature and Moore,| girl to play a part created by such 
who is responsibie for the music,jan artiste as Mary Martin, but 
is also a considerable droll. vivacious, redhaired Jean Bayless 

One or two of their japes are aitakes it in stride. She is par- 
shade too sour, notably a take ofr: ticularly at home in the. scenes 
called “The Aftermyth of War": With the children, giving “The 
which joshes the BBC admirably Lonely Goatherd’”’ and ‘‘Do-Re-Mi’ 
but also gives one the uncom-;the works and also scoring with 

; ine . time | the title song, and in her duet with‘ ten part. 
fortable feeling that, at the time. ° tne captain. “Ordinary Couple:”? 
the war wasn't as furiny as all that: 
to a lot of people. There is also. - 

The rest 

But a musical is sometimes as{ Problem here is negligible since’ the title seriously, even to the ex- 
clamation point: The ‘musical is 
probably not the most riotous: 
show in Broadway history, but it: DYeok” would be a chancey .pres-. . 
Imay be one of the loudest. It’s as: 
if someone had set out ta prove: 

have to struggle.; that the Irish are all- stereotype !- 
Patricia Healey grapples pertly; brawlers. 
but without much confidence with | - 
the role of the daughter. Andrew 
Laurence deals out bromides skill- 

The show's title refers to the! 
annual fair that used ta be held: 
in the town of Donnybrook, Ire-' 

fully as a tweedy, hidebound Eng-| land. It was noted for drunken , 
lish blimp, and Keith Baxter 
shows promise as a more _intel- 
lectual than ardent young lover. 

Greta Wood ‘sits around the 
staze as a Senile grandmother for 
no food apparent reason than to 
act as stooge to Miss Ryan. Robin 
Lloyd has an unnecessary role as 

‘a servant.and Margaret Christen-* 
} sen as the late husband's mistress. 
! copes Yaliantly with a stiffly writ- 

.- Alan Tagg’s decor pinpoints. the 
Roger Danrf makes a suitably un- ; horror of a penthouse in a luxury 

a brilliant but snide observation} bending Von Trapp in the: earty | London hotel. and Murray Mac- 
on capital punishment. | stages, skilfully changing under the 

level of adult acid wit and fan-{ mor of his role of the impresario. 

tastic fooling. Whether it is Miler{but Eunice Grayson, though a 
debunking the death of Nelson, visual stunner, cannot make much 
explaining how 400 pairs of cord- of the cardboard role of the Vien- 

‘uroy trousers could get Tost in|mese other woman. from opera 
one year on public transport, or|€9™MeS Constance Shacklock to play 
leading the gang in a riotous skit | te Mother Abbess and her delight- 
on the Old Vic: whether it be. ful singing of “Climb Every Moun- 
Moore trying desperately to finish oe genes the first act to an out- 
a piano concerto: Cook explaining | S@0@!ns close. a 
that the reason he never became! Olive Gilbert as Sister Marga- 
a judge was because he couldr?t | retta _unfortunately has no solo 

learn Latin, or caricaturing the but gives great help to the excel- 
Prime Minister in a ty talk: or} lent nun’s chorus. Nicholas Ben- 

Bennett as a pompous parson neck !nett.as Rolf has a Pleasant duet 
deep in platitudes, they are af} and dance, “You're Sixteen,” with 
admirable. Barbara Brown, a real discovery 

The effect is rather like a Third! Playing the eldest of the Von} prosecutor - 
Program at the Victoria Palace,! Trapp children, and they carry out 
offering plenty of food for thought their slight romance with charm: 
for customers who wish it or just' The children effortlessly . steal 
sheer laughter for others. Since many of the scenes they are in and 
the four propose keeping the re- 
yue topical by frequent new ma- SPIrit. 

‘donald’s direction infuses some 

| 

ene 

_Yeality and life’into a static play.) 
Rich. 

‘Three Posts On The 
Square 

London, May 19. 
te New Theatre Production Inc. presenta-: 

free-for-alls, so the name has come 
to mean a riotous melee or stug- 
fest—a sort of Gaelic rumble or, 
Stretch a point. an authentic edi-!} 

. 

Ann Bowen, . Judy j 
Mickey. Gunnersen, - Marissa ! 

* doomed. 

Darrell J. Askey.: dons the part and the story to do 
Joan Eagan! Vintage two-a-day hokum. coniedy 

‘hoofing. Art Lund is admirably 
G Carney | cast as the giant:hero who. is uiti-' 

"Eddie Foy « mately forced to use. his fists. But 
it is. an. unknown, Joan. Fagan, 

Eddie Ericksen | making: her Broadway bow in. a 
leading part, who attracts attention | 
as singer and actress. She was : 
originally a chorus singer and then. 
understudy in the show, but. pro-: 
moted just before the tryout. tour. 
Her performance should lead to 
other attractive roles. - oo 
‘Susan. Johnsofi.. belts over. her 

Hobert’. Songs. and is amusing as an -un- 
grieving widow, . Philip Bosco. is 
acceptably pugnacious as the hero- 
ine’s’ domineering brother, Sibyl. 
Bowan and Grace Carney are. 
laughable as r. 
Charles C. Welsh-is diverting as 
a_ very .human -local priest. and 
“Clarence Nordstrom is engaging as 
an enthusiastic ancient. ~ ae 
‘Songs that might have stored. in 

a better show. include “Sad: Was: 
‘the Day.” “Ellen Roe,” “The .Love- 
able Irish,” “He Makes Me. Feel | 
I'm Lovely.” “I. Have: My Own: 
Way,” “Wisha-‘Wurra” and “Mr. 

| Flynn.” Arriving late in ‘the Sea- 
son, .with’ a..small advance and 
practically no- -parties ‘Helen 
Thompson’s Play of the Month 
Guild has taken several. weeks in 
June. however!) and a lack of 

- §trong boxoffice names,.-“‘Donny-. 

pect .at best. As. is, it seems 
' a Mode. 

- Mandingo. 
Billy Baxter & Edward Friedman pres-: 

-entation of three-act drama ‘bv Jack 
Kirkland, based an the novel by Kvle 
Onstott:. Staged bs Louis MacMillan - set+ 
tings and lighting. Frederick Fox. Stirs 
Franchot Tone: features Brooke. Hay-. 
ward, Duke Farley. Georgia. “Burke. 
Clarke Morgan. 
Burrows, Dennis Hopper: Opened May 
22, ‘61. at the Lyceum ‘Theatre. N.Y.s 
$6.90 top. eshte 
Lucretia Borgia. :...:-... Georgia Burke 

tion of the occasional mob May- | Warren Maxwell ...,~-...,Franchot Tone 
hem of television wrestling. _ } Calvin Brownlee .....:.-. * Duke Farley 

The impression seems to be that ;.Memnon .....;....+.¢.+.: Qlarke “Morgan 
: : -— rt nr ren M 6 the creators. of the show -feared | MUMMe. ccf: Eile Burrows, 

that audiences would be not. only ; Filen. steed eae cteneere, Maurishka err 
*( rn Ore af com. | Mee (eee ee eee ee ‘weeds 2 ATnold Moor 

hard of hearing but dull of com> ; Mede ..........e.00- Rockne Tarkington 
prehension. Everything is. done ‘in| Lucy .... esac eee. Fran Bennett 
hioad, obvious terms, and the. per- 
formance has the pace. and. volume 
of a passing freight train. There's- 
no such thing as subtiety, modula- | 
tion ‘or restraint. No change of; T 
pace... oe yt 

“Donnybrook” (omitting the ex- 
clamation point hereafter! is a 
stage version of the Maurice Walsh 
novel titled. of afl things, “The 
Quiet Man.” John Ford made a 
picture some years ago with John 
Wayne, Maureen O'Hara and Barry 

reputed to have. been a memorable. 
film. The legit musical,’ in con- 

Lisingstone. Opened. May 18, 61, at the ‘trast, manages to discount a num- 

Fy 
‘ 

| tion thy arrangement = with Campbell! 
* Williams) of two-act (eight scenes) drama - 
‘ by I.eo dfeaps. Staged by David Giles, 
assisted by Eric Jones; decor, Kenneth 
Mellor. Stars Robert Eddison. Michael 
Craig. Ian ‘Wallace, Roy: Patrick. Douglas 

Arts TFhectre, London; 31:76 top. 

} Gen.’ Villiers..:....:,. .-Robert Eddison 
Gen. Lederer ......... .... Jan Wallace 
Col. Lessard '...... Coeceses ,-, - Lee Fax 
Capt. Roux .......s.00., Michael Craig 
Lt. Duhene:.....c.0...005 Michael Spice 
Col. Cantry .......... weee-s. Alec Ross 
Blanc a eaeecenee Douglas Livingstone 
Claus ee eset cee aeee, Roy Patrick 
Native Prisoner ............ Fan Mullins ° 

bese eeeae »seees- David Burke 
Boule 2.0 l ccc cece cee eee Ricky Felgate 

_ Padre .......--.6- Veeeees we 
‘Soldiers....Ricky Felgate, Stewart Monro 

The three posts of the title of 

terial, it-is likely that the Fortune Sured moppet named Melanie Parr, !el-rent corner of North Africa that 
Theatre will become a regular 
rendezvous fer devotees as the 
same hduse was for addicts of { 
Flanders and Swann. Which is as Denyer as the butler, and Hilary 
.Clear a hint as possible to N.Y. | Wontner. Lynn Kennington, Silvia 

1 j oroducer Alexander? H. Cohen, ; Beamish, 

kids. 

whn sponsored F. and S. on Broad- Jack Lorenzo are others who. play megalomaniac 
way Rich. ;Ssubsidiary but useful roles. 

(Coke has already acquired the 
U.S. rights to “Beyond the Fringe.” | based on Vincent J.. Donehue’s 
—Ed.: 

Peter Swanwick as the Nazi, Jay: 

The staging, by Jerome Whyte, 

is the main cynosure among the looks like Algeria. They are intend- 
-ed to support the slumped bodies 
of two soldiers and an officer due 
to be shot for cowardice. . 

All the accused are innocent. 
Diana Beat mont and!The charge has been rigged bv a 

general to satisfy 
‘his vanity’ and to save the face of a 

Heaps play. is one more indictment 

'Smith and costumes by Lucindaithe shoddy power politics of an 
Herbert Manchiz leaves 

Sputh America next Sunday {28'.the mood of a show which is cer- 
to direct the bill of three modern! tainly not for cynics. 
Japanese plays he staged off-i pleasant tunes, the acting, 
Bioadway last winter. , 

the 
combination of religion and chil- 

for Ballard’s costumes ditto, fit into army at war. a . 
Ballard s costumes _ The author, a Canadian business 

But the |Man, has an eve for theatrical ef- 
fect. but. lacks skill. In dramatic. 

(Continued on page. 37) 

Jan Mullins © 

they are played with mischievous :this grim drama are on a square,! 
But the youngest, an as-.at a military headquarters in. a reb- 

ber of agreeable elements. 
To accent the positive, Johnny 

Burke has written several good 
if hardly sensational numbers. If 
Robert E. McEnroe’s libretto Jacks 
adroitness or distinction, it ap- 
parently - clings with . admirable 
fidelity. to the ‘original story. And 
Rouben Ter-Arutunian’s scenery 
and costumes, though seemingly 
limited by budget requirements, 
are vivid and tasteful. 

Ex-choreographer Jack Cole's 
Staging, in contrast, is gimmicky 
and distracting. ‘besides being 

. senselessly rushed and loud. There 
are few moments for anything 
but the broadest characterizations, | 
or anything like expressive varia- 
tions of tempo or tone. His ‘chore- 

Biz Pearl 
Hammond 

‘— Verta Smart 
Dennis Hopper Maxwell”. 

.. Brooke Hayward: Blanche: Maxwell 

‘ - ve wn wee ee Coley Wallace. 

Probably. “Mandingo,” which 
opened last Monday night (22) at 
the Lyceum. Theatre: is no.‘more 
‘sordid than, for example, “Camino. 
Real” or “The Balcony.” But it 
Z the Tennessee Williams and . 
Jean Genet plays all hollow .in 

Fitzgerald in leading roles. It tastelessness. Is there a market 
for such a deliberately tawdry 
shocker? Assuredly ‘not’. Broad- 
way, or pictures, stock, little the- 
-atres or foreign—and now . proba- 
bly not’ off-Broadway.’ . 

Jack Kirkland, who. struck a: 
‘bonanza with his dramatization of 
Erskine. Caldwell's “Tobacco Road" 

{Continued’.on page 58) 

:Touring Shows 
(May 21-June 4) 

(22-3)... — 
‘Fiorella: (24 Co.—Municipal, Amarillo 

(22); Municipal, Lubbock, Tex. . (23-24); 
‘Ector High School. Odessa. Tex. 

Tucson (29); Union. High School, Phoenix 
(30); Fox, San Bernardino: (3i-1); Granada, 
Santa .. Barbara: (2: Haves, . Bakers- 
field (2. - 0s. 

Flower Drum. Song—Murat,:- Indiane. 
apolis (22-27); Aud.,- Rochester (29-3). 
“Gypsy—O’Keefe, Toronto (22-27);- Shu- 

ography is lively, with a sugges- bert, Chi (29-3). 
tion of Gaelic themes, but. little 

point as to situation or charac-- 
‘bungling High Command. The Leo ' 

original, and the scenery by Oliver ‘Of the .wastefulness, the chicanery. j 

terization. 7 
The story is about an American 

ex-prizefighter who, having acci- 
dentally killed an opponent in the 

' ring, is determined to live a peace- 
fl tife bui, on a visit to his ances- 
tral Ireland, falls fn love with a, Hertman, 
: “trong girl and’ finally Bets | go (29-3). 

| into a fight to prove his manhood. 

Majority of One—Bilimore. EA. (29-3). - 
Merry Widow (Civic Light Opera Assn.) 

—Philharmonic, L.A (22-3). Mo 
Miracle Worker (2d. Cod—Erlanger, 

Chi (22-3), ; . 7 
Music Man-—Playhouse.. Wilmington 

(22-27); Shubert, New Haven (9-3). ° -_ 
My Fair Lady (2d Co.)—Hanna, Cleve. 

‘22-3). ; ; 
Once Upon a Mattress—National, Wash. 

(22-27, closes). -_ - 
Raisin tn the Sun—Aud., L’ville (22-24): 

Columbus | (25-27:; National 
we . ¢ 

Sound of Musie (2d Co.)\—KRNT, Des 
Moines (23-27); Paramount,’ Oma%a (29-3). 

But the inept treatment, -inelud-. 

‘ shouted dialog, even in. the ro-. 
‘mantic scenes,..and: the bellowed 
‘songs. leave . an. audience's. ears: 

Susan Johnson, !' ,; 

. the rock ’em -and sock *em fight : 

rag-bag. harpiés,. 

Philip Huston. - Vine : 

-Puilip Huston .. 
John A. Topa |: 

- Arnold Soboloff © 

Bye Bye Birdie (2d Coa—Curran,.:S.F. / 

(2513. 
“Liberty Hall, El Paso (25-27);. University, 
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Bway Shows and Pressagents 
7 The following are. the current Broadway: ‘shaws. (and respective the-|_ 
“atres) and pressagents, with ‘the address and. telephone number of each. 
This is published as a:service to drama critics and editors and other ' Dietz-Arthur Schwartz and Fay and | 
-Jiewspaper people who may be planning. theatregoing visits to. New. York. : 

-. Willard Keefe, of: the. League. of: N.Y. Theatres,’ 137: West 48th .St.: 
{JU 2-4455)-atso serves aS a clearing house out-of- town theatres seribes 
for Seats. for. Broadway productions. 

an the Way ‘Home ‘Belaseo); Arthur ‘Cantor, 234 Ww. 44th St. {LO 3.. 
4370), 
Best Man iMoroseo): Shirley Herz, 1700 Bway (JU: 6-8894). 

Big Fish, ‘Little Fish. (ANTAI;, 
(JU 2-4747). 

Bye, Bye Birdie. Shubert); Reuben’ Rabinoviteh, 55 W. 42d St. SLA: 4." ble seating arrangement 
- 1839). 

‘Harvey. Sabinson, $21 Ww. 44th, St. 

‘Call on Kuprin: (Br cadhurst’; Sol. Jacobsoii-Lewis Harmon; 229 W. 
42d St. (CH 4-1482). 
-. Camelot Majestic); Richard Maney, 137 W.. 48th. St: (CI 7-4646). 
Carnival (Imperial); Harvey Sabinson, 321 W. 44th St. (JU. 2-4747). 
Come Blaw Your Horn ‘Brooks Atkin3on);: Seymour Krawitz-Merle 

Debusky, 137 W. 48th St. (CI 7-7507). 
Critie’s Choice. ‘Barrymore);. 

44th St. «CI 7-0030). 
Frank Goodinan-Ben Washer, 234. W. 

‘Devil’s-Advocate ‘Billy: Rose): Nat Dorfman; 1501 ‘Bway ‘LO’ 3-0858). 
Do Re Mi ‘St James); Bill-Doll, 1700. Bway (JU 6-8894). 

. Donnybrook (46th St.1; Sok Jacobson-Lewis Harmon, 229 W. 42d. Ste 
“(CH 4-1482). 

Evening With Nichols and May John Golden); Harvey Sabinson, 321 
W. 44th St. (JU 2-4747). 
Far Country (Mtsic Box); 

48th St. (CI.7-7507).. 
Fiorello’ (Broadway); 

(CH 4- 1482). 

_ Seymour Krawitz:Merle Debusky, 137 W. 

Sol Jacobson-Lewis: Harmon, 229 W. 42d St. 

Happiest Girl in the World: (Martin Beck); Bill Doll, 1700 B way, al 

68895). 
“Irma-La Douce Plymouth); Frank Goodmian-Ben ‘Washer, 234. W. 44th | 

Mandingo ‘Ly -ceurfh: 

“asth St. 'Cl 7-7507).. 

. Bill: Doll,’ 1700" B'way: (JU: 6- 8894): : 
Mary, Mary 'Helei Hayes); ‘Seymour Krawitz-Merle Debusky, 137. Ww: i 

Miracle Worker (Playhouse); Arthur Canter, 234 Ww: 4ath ‘St. {LO 3- 

ery 
Sty. Fair- Lady (Mark Hellinger);' 

{CV 7-4646). — 

“Richard “Maney, 137° W. 48th St. ' 

Rhinoceros (Longacre); Barry Hyams, 137.W..48th St.. (CO 5-47841. 
Sound of Music (Lunt-Fontanne): 

W. 44th. St.. (BR 94985). 

_Frank Goodman-Ben ‘Washer, | 234 

Taste of Honey ‘Booth’: (Bilt Doll, 1700 B ‘way (JU: 6-8894), 

Unsirnkable 4oHy Brown (Winter, 
Biwsy ‘LO. 3-0858), 

Wildcat (Alvin); Harvey Sabinson, 
Hamlet - (Phoenix); 

“: 2-%490). 

2878). 

“Shous Abroad 
a Continued from page 6. 

Three Posts on: the” | 
Square | 

--construction. His court martial « 

scene. ‘apparently’ intended as a. 
highspot, is too summary tobe he- 
lievable. And there. isa fatal. flat- }: 
ness. about . the play:s: climax. ‘in , 
which two. ‘of the - scapegoats ‘are ! 
shot while trying to escape and the ; 

third is .tamely ‘réleased- by the, 
‘yillianous. General ‘who, for no. 
clearly - explained ‘reason, has had. 
a change ‘of. heart... 

For the most part, the characters ; 
“are war-play’ ¢licies, but: the ac--| 
tors: wha also shift Kenneth Mel- . 

‘Yor's' clever. -revalving  set.. give . 
tliem: somie, interest, ‘particule 
screen’ actor Michael. Craig wit 
quietly : persuasive - perfyrmance as 

‘. the. Captain. 
“Roy: Patrick has noisfy effective. 

“moments as the extrovert. lawyer.’ 
- and Robert Eddison apzly. suggests © 
a-“master-race ‘proponent, but. his! 

- consistent. note. of hysteria is hard... 
to. take. - 

The production évokes the heat, 

the -flies, the damp .and tingling | 
nerve- -ends- of a.desert war,.but is 
‘overly familiar’ in plays of this 
sort. Nash. 

P “Theatre of Nations . 
Festival, Paris 

The Irkeoutsk Story 
' Paris, April 30. 

° " wheatre of Nations . presentation of 
two-act | (15. scenes) drama. of Alexis] 
“Arbouzov. .Staged by- Evgueni Simonov; 
acenery, lossif Soumbatchvili. Features 
Julia Borissova, Elena Korévkina, Nicolas 
Plotnikov, Mikhail Oulianov,. Youri ‘Lubi- 
mov. Opened April. 19, ’61, at Theatre | 
Sarah Bernhardt, Paris; $3 top: 
Walia... ....0.. pt aeeaeees Julia Borissova | 
Larissa .c.ccccncecces . Elena Korovkina | 
Serdiouk © cosseess ‘Nicolas PYotnikov 
Serguei’. a te ereevenecs. Mikhail . Qulianov 1 
‘Victor ‘... : Your] Lubimov eevee Perrere 

. The play presented by the. ,Rus- 
‘sian Vachtangov Theatre of’ “Mos- 
cow during the Theatre of Nations 
season here is reportedly the big- 
gest Soviet success since. the. war. 
It. has been running there “a year, 
as well as in productiens in 400 
theatres throughout the -Soviet. 
Union and: the Eastern bloc 
countries. 

7. “Phe Irkoutsk Story”: ds an: ap- 
os pealing melodrama. -about’ two 

friends, one a ¢haser . and. ‘the 
other a. -domantic, who court the 

_ same ‘girl. She marries the- latter 

‘viteh. Features Nicolai. Gritsenko, 
ai 

-Foltchanov, 

offers. absorbing ‘theatre, 

expertly | 

ee 

Garden): Dorfman Associates;. 1501 

321 W. ‘44th St. (su 2-4747). 
Ben: Kornzweig-Karl Bernstein, 1697 Bway {JU 

.Porgy and. Bess City Center’; ‘Tom Trenkle, 130 Ww. 5th: St. (JU: 6- - 

and. “when he is drowned, is. 
4 sought by the former, who realizes’ 
that .he has: really loved her. all 
along. The locale’ of the yarn. is a 
‘Siberian’ work. sile. | 

’ Good. ‘writing. production. and 
performance. save the piece front 
‘banality, and the thematic touches 

. about the. virtue.of work and the 
dignity - Of. character are not in- ; 
trusive.. a 

A choir dressed in dark : suits * 
, comments : on the: action wane in- = 
' terrogates characters thei ir 
‘pasts,. while an inclined. ramp. ‘is 
rotated for quick setting up of new | |! 
scenes. The acting has a ‘solid ! 

rly ‘earthy ring. Jnlia Borissova is cx- i Paper, 
h! cellent. as. the waifslike. girl who ; Condueter, Kurt Adler and a Met 

turns from flirt-to. a loving .wife: 
mother and. then. dedicated w ork- 
er. Mosk.. 

The. Ydiot.. ; 
“.Paris. April 22. 

Theatre of Natjons: Presertation ‘of - 
three act G0 .scenes) drama’ by Youri ! 
Olech. ‘based :on. the novel. by Fyodar 
Dostayevsky.. Staged by Alexandra Remi- 
zova; scenery and costumes, Issac Rabino- | 

At 
‘Julia Josef 

Ludmilla - Tselikoxskaiai. 
Youri Lubimov.. Opened: April 21, 
at .the - Theatre ‘Sarah. Bernhardt,. Paris: | 

‘Oulianoy, Borissova, 

=}. $3 top. 
. Prinve My ‘chkine teases Nicolai Gr itsenko 
Rogojine © ........-... ’ Mikhail Oulianov. 
Nastassia ...ecccceenes Juliua Borissova 
Epante nine es ees s.s--.- Jossif Toltchanov 
Alexandra. Ludmilla Taelikovskala 

BH Totski ”  v. cece ee av eeee Alexandre Grave 
f Ivolguine ...... . pt tes . Youri Lubimov.' 

—— 

For: their ‘second offering dur- ;. 
‘ing their week stay at the Theatre | 
of Nations, the Theatre Vachtan- 
gov of Moseow. has presented a 
legit. version’ of the Fyodot Dos- 
-toyevsky novel,..“The* Idiot.” me 
Russians show more-ability to re- | 
create larger than life pre-revolu- 
‘tionary figures than contemporary 
Soviet types, though. perhaps: the 
difference lies in the depth.. color } 
and dynamism of. the. traditional 
characters: themselves. . ut 

‘The adaptation has skillfuily - re- 
duced the story to stage dimen- 
sions, but -not without omissions 
and some sketchiness. The play 

_being 
well mounted and acted. It is the 
most . successful: entry at the 
Theatre of: Nations. season so far. 

Nicolai Gritsenko . catches. the 
proper innocence and charm of 
the lead character, while. others 

-limn the: balance of 
characters. of this well, known ‘tale. 

Mosk, 

Gay Life’ Will Premiere 

structed at a cost of $2.000. oan. 

change the capacity. 

. pac ity. 

lthe: Spring ‘season with Met. hari- 
.tené Robert Merrill starring in “La'scribers at Maple Leaf Gardens. 
: Traviata.” He. pulled : the: biggest | ‘where the Met formerly: played, 

.to play the Academy 

_ business _ conditions 

Detroit’s Fisher Oct. 1] 
Detroit, May .23. . 

“The -Gay Life,” the. Howard 

‘Michael Kanin musical version of 
‘Arthur Sehnitzler’s comedy, “The 
: Affairs: of Anatol,” will open its | 
‘ pre-Broadway tryout tour Oct. 1 as | 
the initial presentation at the new 
“Fisher Theatre here. .The house, ; 
to’ occupy the first’ fleor of the 
Fisher Building; is being —con- 

‘Book Danny Kaye Troupe 
For Framingham Star 

Boston. May 23. 
‘Phe theatre will feature a flexi-1 The 3 .900-seat Carousel tunetent , 

seating.-in nearby Framingham will open ‘ 
1,606 for drama and 2.081 for mu- June 12 for its fourth season. The 
sicals. An accoustical’ partition. : 
.descending from the ceiling, will, 1 Kaye and a revue unit for a eith- 

{day turn, and Shelley Berman and 
David. James and Joseph Neder- Tony Martin. 

land will manage the Fisher, which 
‘is being converted from a former ! tin, Jaye P. Morgan and Alan King, 
film-house. The project is being! in “Guys and Dolls,” June 12-17; 
sponsored by the automotive in-: Dan. Dalley in “Take Me Along. 
dustry Fisher brothers.’ June 19-24; Shelley. Berman in 

Brooklyn Opera aE 

Grosses Fatten 

— Tho Sans Stars: 

“Kismet, ” July 10-15: John Raitt : 
in “Oklahoma, ” July 17-22: Giselle ; 

Brooklyn. Opera Co., bossed ‘by 
; Guido G. Salmaggi, ended~ its* 

MacKenzie in “King and I.” July 
24-29; Danny Kaye, July 31-Aug. 
6; Marguerite Piazza in “Song of : 
Norway,” Aug. 7-12; Hugh O'Brian 
in “Destry Rides Again,” Aug. 14- 
-19; “Flower Drum Song.” Aug. 
i 21-26, and a bill to be announced, 
j Aue 28-Sept. 9. 

‘spring season atthe Brooklyn Acad- 
remy. of Musie recently © with the 
' third of three successive standing 
room houses. The gargantuan busi-. 
ness . made Salmaggi happy. but 
wondering - about. future policies. ' 
particularly name guest. warblers | 

_ as leads. ‘ 

Toronto Rotary 

Protests Week's 

house. were as: follows: 
“Madama_ ‘Butterfly’. on April 29. 
$5.598:. “La Boheme” on Mav 6. ' 

Toronto, May 23. 
The O’Keefe Centre is expected : 

$5.736.50; and the double hill of 'to sell out next week for the Me-} 
“Cay” and “Pag,” (13) 85,730.50. { trorolitan Opera’s annual Joca) en- 
None- of the three performances | gagement, and will se’l standing 

had. -a- recognized star in a lead room to 150 buffs at $3 nightly. 
; rote. ‘with $2 for the two matinees. 

iThere will be a $12.50 top, with Last § ring, the troupe Ied off! 
pring P | seats going first to regular sub- 

-house since the days the Met vsed land then to the O'Keefe subscrip-_ 
Evervone :tion list. 

There have been a number of : ‘was happy with the $5.738.50' b.o. | 
jletters of protest over the shift to! _take. Comes the 1961 sea-on. wit 

much 

14-week schedule includes Danny | 

The booking. include Tony Mar- ; 

2G Met Gross 

worse: the O'Keefe, with Rotary Cluh of-: 

Puerto Rico Cancels Operas 
Govt. Reduces Proposed $75,000 Loan to Barry 

* Yellen—Musical Comedy Schedule Still Set 
+ 

. San Juan, May 23. 
The opera season scheduled for 

- September by the Theatre Deveicp- 
‘ment Corp. has been cencelled, 
| according to Luis Montaho. gen- 
eral manager of tne rceently- 
:formed producing company. <A 
; cutback has been ordgred by the 
Commonwealth government in its 

j 375, 000 loan to TDC run by Barry 
, B. Yellen. 

Montalvo said the reasan for the 
cancellation is that TDC sustained 
a loss during the San Juan Drama 

- Festival held Jan. 5-Maich 10. 
| The opera season, looked upon as 
a probable losing venture, was 

. | planned partly as a cultural ac- 
1s | tivity to have taken place at the 

; | 2,000-seat Univ. of P.R. Theatre. 
“Fomento,” ‘the government's 

i industrial-promotion arm which 
would loan the money at a 7% 
interest rate, decided that Yelien’s 
company could not carry two los- 

i ing ventures in the same season, 
| Montalvo explained. Montaive put 
j the Josses for the Drama Festival 
iat about $25,000. In 1960. he said, 
the Festival had a sma)l profit. 

Of the proposed $75.060 Joan, a 
total of $25,000 was to have un- 
‘derwritten a series of musical com- 
jedies in English, and the remain- 
; ing $50.000 was for the opera sea- 
son and for zarzuelas «Spanish 
musical comediesi. The musicak 
comedies, both English and Span- 
ish, will go on as planned, Mon- 
talvo said. The opeas were to have 
been ‘La Traviata.” “Don Giuvan- 

“ “The Barber of Seville” and 
(“Ya Boneme.” 

' Actress Organizes New 
Puerto Rican Theatre; 

Plans to Tour Island 
By AL DINHOFER 

San Juan. May 23. 
ii keeping with the current 

| Stage-it-yourself trend in Puerto 
Rican dramatie circles. the city 

‘of Ponce will soon get its oun 
‘permanent theatrical compan 
Ponce, on the southern: coas:, 
the island’s second largest city. 

The Esther Sandoval Theatrical 

i 

of the Merrill figure with 

- less than $150. off with “Butterfly. 

than-a year ago, and the Salmeeti { ficials claiming that they are bringz- | 
troupe: came within two dollars | ing the Metropera hcre for the : Co. has been formed to experiment 

“Bo-! charitable raising of funds. he With modern plavs and classics, in 
heme. a9 within exght dollars with {Gardens seats 8.309. in contrast to: Spanish, and provide greater Gp- 

the usually weak double: bill. and- the O’Keefe'’s 3.200, so the de-: portunity for young people inter- 
“rerease in gross will be consider- : ested in theatrical careers. Basetl 

Prior ‘to the last three, the spring | ‘able, iin Ponce’s La Perla Theatre, the 
grosses’ were $3,919 for “I Trova- : It’s estimated that the week's | company plans to tour the island 

‘| been pre-empted by the New York 

“stein conducting. That change in |. 

7 entree. 

tore.”. $3,038 for “Tosca” and ga nut at the O'Keefe will be about. 
‘robust $4,715 for the ubiquitous ($210, 000. with the capacity grass | 
‘Carmen.” What: happened to “round $220,000. Last year -the ; 
“Tosca’?. It had the best cast on: ;Rotary made $7,000 on the Met ! 

four ‘Met singers, a Met | engagement. 

‘CONSIDER REPERTORY 
THEATRE FOR M’W’KEE | 

Milwaukee, May 23. 
The possibility of a new reper- 

the spaghetti- with-meat-sauce rep- | fory theatre in Milwaukee, with 

ertoire on a-Saturday night didn't | Margaret Webster as director, was 
catch on: the audience apparently | raised recently by stage and tv 
objects to’ tae. change to a Friday | aetress Peggy Wood, during a visit 
night spaghetti-with-marinara-sauce | here as president.of the American 

Whenever possible. Sal-| National Theatre & Academy. She 
maggi will stick to the Scturday 
night schedule, but sometimes|tives of the Greater Milwaukee } 
Academy rental conflicts: arise.. i Cammittee, the Milwaukee Sym- | 

- Brooklyn Opera operates without } phony Orchestra and the Univ. of 
subsidy, The. troupe splits: 70:30 : Wisconsin-Milwaukee and other j 
with the house: Unlike most shar- | groups. 

‘ing contracts, the house pays for| The proposal is to house the; 
- all display advertising in metropoli- project in the Music Hall-Theatie. 
lan dailies. House stage crew as-| planned for construction with mu- 
sists in adapting scenery, most of: nicipal financing. Miss. Webster 
which is ‘owned or rented by Sal-: reportedly hopes to have William 
maggi. ; Ball as her assistant in the opera- 

Despite’ the boffo biz without | tion. 
name stars, the impresario is seek- The repertory. venture would, of 
ing names for the fall season. (He ! ‘course, be in addition to the regu- 
tried to get Jan Peerce and Rich-! lar touring Broadway bookings at 
ard Tucker for the spring but|the Pabst.-Theatre and the stock | 
neither was available}. Salmaggi| company at the Fred Miller Thea- 
‘feels. a Met name to open the|!tre. The latter, having recently 
season. gives the schedule a run- installed air-conditioning, is ex- i 

| ning start, and adds lustre to the j tending operation to a year-around 

stage director. Desire Defrere. the ! 
‘ strongest array of the: spring Jine- | 
‘up. But it was on a Friday nicat, 
the Saturday of that week having | 

Philharmonic with Leonard Bern-| 

entire run. ._He hopes to have Carlo basis. 
Moresco batoning as many per-} een een 
formances as possible. The Mo- . 
resco appearances are marked by Barn at Manawa, Wis. 
a pacing and a dramatic verve that 
make for thrilling shows, despite |. 
the handicap. of doing them with 
a single orchestra rehearsal in; 
which the singers | work on a. bare 
stage. 

Milwaukee, May 23. 
Holiday Players, a new group, 

: will present a season of stock at 
Manawa, Wis., opening June 20 
and running 11 weeks.. 

Richard Goldsmith. of Milwau- 
kee, is producer. Manawa is a- 
town of about 900 population, ap-! 
proximately 30 miles west of Ap- : 
pleton. 

Shirley Herz has succeeded Sey- 
ner Krawitz. as p.a. for “Best 

an 99. 

discussed the idea ‘with representa- | 

with each production. 
Miss Sandoval, a popular local 

television actress, will stage a play 
a month, according to Nilo cintron, 

, the company’s producer. The gr oup 
began two weeks ago by siaging 
“Where There is Light’ ¢“Donde 
Esta La Luz’), 

_Yeira. Along with Miss Sandoval, 
the cast included Premier Solis, 
| Sonia Viscal, Daniel Carlo, Carmen 
Milagros Pagan, Maria Antonia 

‘Rivera, Jose Bonilla. and Pablo 
| Rivera. It was directed by Vicki 
1 Cortes. 

The new company’s general plan, 
according to Cintron, is to follow 
through with performances of the 

, play in 10 cities throughout the 
island, concluding with a presenta- 
tion in San Juan. “The Four 
poster,” by Jan de Hartog, starring 
| Miss Sandoval and Raul Julia Jr, 
is scheduled for June 17-18 at La 
i Perla Theatre. Other Sandoval 
company plays planned in Spanish 
for later this year are “The Rose 
Tattoo,” “No Exit,” “A Loss of 
Roses” and “Tea and Sympathy.” 

Miss Sandoval, born in Ponce, 
studied acting in the U.S. and is 

! fluently bilingual. She pioneered 
Spanish theatre in New York in 
1956-58 with the New Dramatic 
Circle (Nuevo Circulo Dramatico}. 
She also formed the Spanish Ex- 

(periment Theatre (Teatro Experi- 
mental) in New York in 1957-59. 
It produced a Spanish version of 

i“Tea- and Sympathy.” 
The formation of the Sandoval 

company here brings to seven the 
number of independent “pocket- 
Size” theatres on the island. The 
others are Teatro Yakayeke, La 
Mascara, Puerto Rico Theatre Arts, 
the Little Theatre, the University 
Experimental Theatre and Alejan- 
dro Ulloa’s Theatrical company. 

| Mordecai Siegal, producer of the 
' unsuccessful off-Broadway presen- 
ltation, “Seven at Dawn,” has 
joined the cast of “Threepenny 
| Opera,” at Theatre De Lys, N. Y. 

tt 

by Ramon Fex-. 
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Robert Lantz’s production of 
“Kean,” the musical by George 
Forrest and Robert Wright (songs? 
and Peter Stone ‘book: in which: 
Alfred Drake is to star, is sched- 
uled to open Nov. 2 af an wunde- 
Ssignated Broadway theatre after 
trying out Sept. 11-Oct. 6 at the 
Shubert Theatre, Boston, and Oct. 
10-28 at the Shubert Theatre, 
Philadelphia. . 

Shepard Traube, president of the 
Society of Stage Directors and 
Choreographers, will produce and: 
direct Owen G. Arno’s “Once for 

;D. C., with “Twelfth Night.” Ellie 
Chamberlain heads the group 
wnich is sponsored -.by the District 
of Columbia Recreation Dept., with 
the cooperation of the Interior 
Dept. 

A. E. Hotchner’s play, based on 
Ernest Hemingway's stories, has 
been retitled “The Short Happy. 
Life” instead of “Of Love and 
Death.” It is scheduled to open on 
Broadway in November. 

Peter Fonda, son of Henry For- 
da, will appear in “Blood, Sweat 
and Stanley Poole,’ James and 

fhe Ask ny." former ly titled jrlong William Goldman’s comedy Roger ! 
Came the Bliekbird.” He js also 
set to staze Clifford Hayman's pre- | 
Bettation of Michael Gilbert’s 
drama, “A Clean Kilk” 

William Putch, owner-operator of 
the Totein Pole Playhouse, Fayette- 
ville. Pa.. has scheduled ‘Bedside 
Manner,” a musical comedy with 
boak and lyrics by Bob Bernstein 
and musie by Nicholas Schachter, 
for off-Broadway production next 
season. 

Lester Osterman plans present- 
ing a musical adaptation of Frank 
Gilbreth Jr.’s “Cheaper By the Doz- 
en,” w.th book by Christopher Ser- 
gel, mus-c by Mare Bucci and lyrics 
by David Rogers, on Broadway next 
year. Also on his schedule is “Billy 
Liar,” the London click, which he 
intends coproducing on Broadway 
with David Ross. 

Wilbur Stark, film and tv pro- 
ducer, and@drvirg Elman plan pro- 
ducing the:r own adaptation of Ed- 
ward Grierson's novel, ' ‘Reputation 
for a Song,” on Broadway next 
year. 

The Theatre Guild and Joel 
Schenker plan coproducing on 
Broadway next season Henry Den- 
ker’s adaptation of Ugo Betti’s 
“Burnt Flower Bed.” | 

Alan Hewitt left New York last 
week for the Coast to appear in 
the new Bob Hope picture, 
“Bachelor in Paradise.” 

Mike Kellin, having withdrawn 
from the Broadway production of 
“Rhinoceros,” left New York for , 
the Coast last week to costar in 
Paramount’s “Hell is for Heroes.” 

Leslie Barrett, currently appear- 
ing on Broadway in “Rhinoceros,” 
and legii-tv actress Diana Barth 
will conduct the last of a 10-month 
series of poetry and prose readings 
at the Donnell Library Theatre, 
N.Y., next Friday (26), 

In a review of a _ revival of 
*Under tie Gaslight.” from Detroit 
recently, the settings were incor- 
rectly credited-to Alan Wiick. They 
were actually devised by Robert T. 
Williams, with Ulick’s ‘assistance. 

Oliver Smith will design the 
scenery and collaborate with 
Helene Pons on the costumes for 
“Sail Away,” the Noel Coward mu- 
sica! due on Broadway next fall. 

Maurice Edelman, a_ British 
M.P. and author of “A Call on Ku- 
perin,” arrived yesy2rday, (Tues.) 
from London to attend tomorrow's 
(Thurs.: Broadway premiere of the 
Jerome Lawrence-Robert E. Lee 
dramatization of the novel. 

George Schaefer, who will pro- 
duce and stage Frederick Knott's 
melodrama, ‘When Noa One _ is 
Looking .. .,” planed Monday 
(22- to England to lineup actors 
for the project. 

Zohra Lampert is leaving Got- 
ham to join the Second City Play- 
ers in Chieago as a regular. She 
was one;of the original group, six 
years ago, when it was known as 
the playwrights. 

Roger O,. Hirson has resigned as 
adapter of “Jennie.” 
based on Robert Nathan’s ‘Par- 
trait of Jennie,’ which Kenneth J. 
Porter and David Newburge are 
planning to present on Broadway. ! 
Carmen Canalbo, who will also’ 
direct. will collaborate with Wil-‘ 
liam Marchant on the hook. 

{9 “evens 
Styne have dropped their plans to 
present Arnold Schulman's! “Nose 
of Jerrs Pepper.” which -.s) to 
hase star ed Milton Beri. 

Traax .wedell kas eG 
Thomas Cratmers in “ai. 6. Wa 
Horne.” 

N.* 
Joe Bredr. 

and off. 3 

a. tne Beiasco Theatre, 

revstaa ant ownel 
.ouauas producer of the 

recent “Seve at Dawa.” is plan 
mins (oO presert Louts Harpe 
inuaica.s coneds, “Tonight’s the 
Nethe” alooa 
this suminier. 

An adi siod-free Shakespewe 
festival. similar’to the N. Y. Shake- 
speare Festival, will open July * 

. 
- 

‘One 
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} 
and Jule! 

downtown theatre - 

L. Stevens and Joseph Fields will 
preset on Broadway, in associa- 
tion with Lyn Austin. 

Dore Schary’s “For Special Oc- 
casions” will be published as a 
novel in the fall and next winter. 
Schary will produce and direct his 
musical stage version of the story 
on Broadway. 

Robert Lewis will direct Alfred 
de Liagre Jr.’s presentation of 
“Kwamina,” succeeding Tony 
Richardson and Agnes de Mille 
will choreograph the musical, due 
on Broadway in mid-October. 

Kathie Daiton has succeeded 
Judi Allinson, wife of “My Fair 
Lady” lead Michael Allinson, and 
Toodie Wittmer has _ succeeded 
Evelyn Taylor in Camelot.” 

Marian Grudeff and Raymond 
Jessel will write the lyrics and 
music for “Barnum,” the musical 
comedy Alexander H. Cohen 
plans presenting on Broadway 
late in February after engage-| 
ments in Toronto and Detroit. 

Michel de Ghelderode’s “Women 
at the Tomb,” which played a se- 
ries of Monday-night perform- 
ances recently at the off-Broadway 

Sheridan Square Theatre, 
N. Y., will be presented for two. 
showings. next Sunday (28:, at the 
Spencer Memorial Church, Brook- 
lyn Heights, N. Y. 

Arthur Wagner, Theatre Arts 
Department head and director of 
the Annie Russell Theatre, at Rol- 
lins College. Winter Park, Fila., 

| will take a leave of absence next 
academic year to complete his Ph. 
D. at Stanford Univ. 

Michael Shurtleff, casting direc- 
tor for David -Merrick and author 
of “Call Me By My _ Rightful 

Sheridan Square Theatre, Ieaves 

discuss a possible presentation of 
his drama there. 

Morten Gottlieb will be general 
manager and Billy Matthews pro- 
duction manager for the Bonard 
Productions presentation of Noel 
Coward’s “Sail Away,” due or 
Broadway in October. 

An invitational performance of 
Harold ‘Holifield’s “Budget Card’ 
will be presented next Monday 
(291, at the Sheridan Square Play- 
house, under the auspices of the 
American Playwrights Forum. 

Joe Manchester is holding a 
press brunch ‘tomorrow -morning 
‘Thurs.), at L@ Brasserie, N. Y., to 
announce plans for his Broadway 
preseniation of a show screen 
scripter Dalton Trumbo has writ- 
ten. 

Dorothy Raedler, producer-di- 
rector of the American Savoyards, 
has extended the group’s season at 
the. off-Broadway Greenwich Mews 

to have ended June 11. 
Jesse Thorn’s “Fig Leaf In Her 

Bonnet” will open June 5, at the 
Gramercy. Arts Theatre, N. Y., ‘un- 

ciation with Ford-Alexander Pro- 
ductions, 

;? Hollyw ood 

Name,” at the off-Broadway One|: 

for the Coast tomorrow (Thurs.) to |} 

Theatre to July 9. The season was |. 

der the auspices of Marilyn Thor-. 
the musical sen and Carl F. Salmagei, in asso- 

Composers As the Names 
At Santa Fe Opera Co. 

Albuquerque, May 23. 
Fifth season of Santa Fe. Opera 

opens June 28 with “Der Rosen- 
kavalier”, per John Crosby, : gen- 
eral director. - Season, continuing 
through’ Aug. 26, will ‘present. per- 
formances on Wednesday, Friday 
and Saturday, as in. past.. 

Three of the world's top com- 
posers are expected to guest with 
the New Mexico capital city com- 
pany this tire around, including 
returnee Igor Stravinsky, Paul 
Hindemith and Douglas Moore. 
Stravinsky will. conduct perform- 
ances of his “Persophone” and 
“Oedipus “Rex.” Hindemith will 
direct American premiere of “News 
of the Day,” and Moore will over- 
see production of his own “Ballad 
of Baby Doe.” 

Former ballerina vera Zorina 
will appear with “Persephone.” 
Operas to-be performed include: 
“Carmen,” “La Boheme” and “Mar- 
riage of Figaro.” 

Tickets are scaled from $5.80 
top. Ali operas, except “Oedipus 
Rex” and “Persephone” .are in 
English. 

Bits of London 
_ London, May 23. 

Zia ohyeddin, Pakistani actor 
who taade a click. debut in “A 
Passage 70 India.” {s to play Ro- 
meo to Dorothy Tutin’s Juliet at 
Str atford-on-Avon next fall. 

producer Edward 
Small is planning to present plays 
in London. The first may be “Bat- 
tle Street.” 

Sybil. Thorndike. will star in 
“Teresa of Avila,” a new play by 
Hugh Ross Williamson. It will play. 
Dublin Festival and then tour: be- 
fore the West End. 

“The Lord Chamberlain Re- 
grets....”” is ‘the piquant title of a 
new revue ‘in rehearsal: Peter 
Myers and Ronnie Cass are the 
scribes. 

Donald Wolfit will unvell a me- 
morial plaque to theatre historian 
W. Jz Macqueen-Pope in St. Paul’s 
Church? Covent Garden next Mon- 
day: (29). 

William Douglas-Home’s new 
play, “The Bad Soldier Smith,” 
opens June 14 at the Westminster. 

LONDON SHOWS 
(Figures denote opening. dates) 
Altona, R. Court (3-19-61. — 
Amorous , Prawn, Piccadilly. (12-9-59). 
Belle, Strand. (5-4-61), 
Beyond Fringe, Fortune (35-10-61). 
Billy Liar, Cambridge (9-13-60). 
Bride Comes Back, Vaudeville 11-23-60) 
Caretaker, Duchess (4-27-60). 
‘Fings Ain’t, Garrick (2- 11-60). 
Gazebo, Savoy . (3-29-60). 
Irma. La Douce, Lyric (7-17-58). 

Irregular Word, Criterion. (4-11-61). 
Kie> Kons, “rinces (2-23-61). . 
Lady From the Sea, Queen’s (3-15-61). 
Let Yourself Go, Palladium (5-19-61), 
Micacle Worker, Wyndham’s (3-9-61). 
MMouse.r3ap, “Ambassador “(11-25-52). 
Music Man, Adelphi (3-16-61). 
My Fair Lady, Drury Lane (4 30-52). 
Oliver, New (%-30-60). 
On Brighter Side, Phoenix (4-12-62). 
One Over Eisht, Duke York’s (4-5-61'. 

’ Progress to the Park Saville (5-3-61). 
Rehearsa!, Globe (4-5-61). 
Repertory, Aldy wich (12-15-60). 

- Ross, Haymarket (3-12-60), 
Simple Sepymen, Whitehail (3-19 3B). 
Sound of Music, Palace (5-18-611. 
South, Lyric, Ham. (4-17-61). 
Suzie Wend, Prince Waljes (11 -7-39). 
Tenth Man,, Comedy (4-13-61). 
Three Posts, Arts (5-18-61). 
Time, Yellow Roses. St. Mart. (3-11-61 
Waiting Godot, Th'tre Rayal (5-15-61). 
Wakefield Myst’y, M’maid (46-61). 
Watch: It Sailor, Apollo (2-24-60). 
West Side Story,. Majesty’s (12-12-58), 
Young tn Heart, Vic. Pal. (12-21-60'. 

‘SCHEDULED OPENINGS 

Blacks, Roval Court (3-30-61). 
Bird: of Time,. Savoy (5-31-61). 
Dazzling Prospect, Globe (6-1-61), 
Andersonville, Mermaid (6-6-61). 
Finian‘s ‘Rainbew, Saville (6-8-61). 
Bad. Soldier, Westminster (6-14-61), 

SCHEDULED B’'WAY PREEMS 
Kuprin, Broadhurst (5-23-61). 
Pal Joey, City Center (5-31-61). 
Barnes People, Royale 6: 13-61". 

Inside Stuff—Legit 
Ethel Merman, touring in “Gypsv.” set several hause records during 

her three-week stand, Apri] 24-May 13 at the Colonial Theatre, Boston. 
Her final week's gross, $68,665, way a new mark, as was the three-week 
total, $19$9.063, and the 24-performance. attendance total, 40.440. The. 
ensagemert was not on subscription and did nat have Support from the 
local Show 
house was 
Satur day abet 

“Gypse" 
at the O Keefe Center, Toronto. 

thts. 

of the Month Club or other special group..The 1,685-seat 
scaled to a $6.50 top weeknights and $7.50 Friday and’ 

is currently in the second week of a furtnight’s stand 

johr, Chapman, who under, the nom de’ plume of George Spelvin'vate slave, Philip Huston as a 
edled N.Y. Tinies drama critic Howard Taubman In a recent Theatre spineless doctor and Coley Wilson 
tts mag articie for aliegedly having a double standard of reviewing. 
augurated a new one himself for last Wednesday's 17) - opening of 

‘the N. ¥. City Center revival of “Porgy and Bess.” N.Y, Daily New. ! rector, 

| days, recalling one occasion when 

; yh eresy. 

.{ Wayward. daughter of producer 

Shows on 
Mandingo 

about a quarter century ago, is 
presumably trying to repeat the 
formula‘ with this adaptation of a 
lurid paperback yarn by Kyle 
Onstott. Even in an era when the 
impossible has become common- 
place, he hasn’t a prayer.: “Man- 
dingo” is a very bad play, and not 
even its sensationalism is likely to 
attract a public. 

The scene is a plantation in 
Alabama in 1832, and the story 
involves. the conflict between the| 
proud, _ self-righteous, 
corrupt owner and his adored son, 
who has the glimmering of sus-|7 
picion that Negroes are human 
beings. The father breeds slaves 
for sale, as a farmer might raise 
pigs or horses, meanwhile casually 
siring innumerable illegitimate 
progeny by his long-devoted slave- | 
mistress and any other of his Ne- 
groes who may have caught his/8 
fancy: At one point he. senti- 
mentalizes about the good old 

he sent the slave-housekeeper to 
spend the night with a guest, as 
a gesture of hospitality. 

The son, who loves a pretty 
young slave girl whom his father 
has bought for him for a present 
-and who is to bear his. child, pre- 
fers her to the beautiful society 
bride his father arranged for him 
to marry. Upset by her new hus- 
band‘s scorn, and crazed by her 
separation from the. brother she 
loves incestuotsly and (it’s im-. 
plied! pervertedly, the bride lets 
her hair go uncombed, walk, 
around barefoot and joins her]. 
father-in-law in a diet. of corn 
whiskey. 

It presently transpires that 
she's also a nympho with a special 

entice her husband into the hay, 
forces -a handsome young slave to 
“rape” her on threat of horse- 
whipping the two pregnant. slave 
girls with whom he’s being bred. |. 
Meanwhile, the plantation owner, 
who also enjoys gambling, has 
matched the handsome young 
slave for a barefist fight-to-the- 
death. 

The ‘young ‘slave kills his op- 
ponent, being injured in the gory 
encounter,. and the son arrives at 
the climax to reveal that his Negro 
j sweetheart has been horsewhipned 
to death bv the berserk bride. The 
son says he’s going to leave his 
‘hated home, taking the faithful 
‘'voung slave with him, whereupon 
the outraged father shoots and 
kilHs them both. The white sports- 
jmen assembled for the match fight | 
‘are awed but apparently approve 
‘of this stern suppression. of racial 

It can be remarked that in 
‘adapting the novel, Kirkland has 

=. $s most of the four-letter gurt- 
_ter words that have become com- 
‘monplace in contemporary shock 
:drama, and has glossed over. what. 
jappear to have been a couple of} 
frank references to perversion. The 
‘story remains revolting, however. 
| Franchot Tone is starred, look- 
‘ing all of the 50-odd years of de- 
praved living specified in the 

,seript and playing the plantation 
fowner with his familiar air of 
slicehtly amused intensity. Brooke 

Leland Hayward and the late star 
Margaret Sullavan, is plainly an 
inexperienceg actress, but has an 
interesting quality as the decora- 
tive. evil bride. 

Denhis, Hopper is impressively 
‘direct ‘as ‘the son, and there fs a 
| forthright, 
ance by Georgia Burke as the own- 

-er's long-devoted slave and mis- 
;tress and the mother of numerous 
' of his itlegitimate children. Rockne | 
: Tarkington is suitably lithe as the 
‘fighter “slave and Maurishka Ferro- 
‘is appealing as the mixed-race -girl 
who loves the son, 

Other competent portrayals are 
provided by Clark Morgan as: an 
eager house slave, Fran. Bennett 
‘and Verta Smart as the pure-breed 
daughters of the Mandingo tribe of 
Africa, Duke Farley as an unfeel- 
ing slave dealer, Arnold and Ron- 

:ald Moore as moppet twin slaves, 
‘Vinie Burrows as the bride’s pri- 

fJia fers care APHAMN: : 6 fighter. 
Tous 7s ic. - - television di- 

tas Slageu the play and 
‘critic Chapman covered the first half of the show, but departed at the | irederick Fox has designed the 
intermission, leaving News drama editor 
second half. However, 

Douglas Watt to catch the 
the News review of the: production was single 

at the Svl\an Theatre, Washington ! standard, with only Chapman's by-line. 

two sketchy settings, using differ- 
| nt levels to suggest various rooms 
and areas, Habe. 
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brutishly NY 

Claretta 

i yen for Negroes and, unable to 

‘entire -work;- 

Breen-Bleévins 

authoritative perform-: 

ular basis. 

Broadway 
Porgy and Bess 

N. ¥. Clty Center Light Opera. Co. 
(Jean Dalrymple, director) revival of 
opera in two acts, with score by George 
Gershwin, libretto by Du Bose Heyward, 
lyrics by Du Heyward and. ‘Ira. . 
Gershwin, based on the play, “Porgy,” 
by. Dorothy and. Du. Bose. Heyward, 
Staged by William Ball:) musical dt- 
rector, Julius Rudel; choral director 
and associate conductor. William Jonsons 
‘settings, Stephen O. Saxe; costumes, 
Stanley. Simmons; lighting, ‘Paul Morri- . 
son. Stars William Warfield, Leesa Fos- 
ter, Rawn Spearman. Barbara Webb, 
Carol’ Brice; James Randolph; features 
Irvina Barnes, Martha Flowers, Billie 
Lynn Daniel, Eugene Wood, Jerry Laws. . 
Opened May 17, ’G1, at the’ City Center. . 

3 $3. 95 top. 
ara rs aistos Billie ‘Lyne " Daniel 

Mingo: -eeceaeesessias, Jerry Laws 
Sportin’ Life Peeeeeree ‘Rawn Spéarmau 
ake oe! wBeveeanees x wee eereess Irving Barnes, | 

oe * Qeonard Parker)* 
Serena.  < esse ccc eteacerce Barbara Webb 

Robbing ......:.0..6 rare Ned. Wright 
Pty | rr oases ” "Scott. Gibson 
Peter, the Honeyman. -Soreph Crawford. 
DO} LS a Ricks 
Marla ...csevcussceceucecs-. Carol Brice 
Porgy ..eceee aeedcoes * WAlliam “Warfield 
a ; rving Barnes:* 

CLOWN cwccccvcccccosece ‘James Randolph 
OSE .ccsecceccceescese--.. Leesa Foster 

*“(Mattha Flowers)* 
Policemen. ....serveces ++Harry Bessinger, 

‘Howard Poyro 
Detective. aeensae William Coppola 
Police Sergeant . . Norman Grogan 
Undertaker vunddveeeteels -Wanza King 
Annie ........ beemecsseccces -Alyee Webb 
Frazer ...c.-sssces sagee-- Eugene Brice. 
NeIson .......---c0cee s Arthur Williams 
Strawberry Woman aoaes Doreese Duquan 
Crabman ... cece e cece Clyde Turner 
Coroner .........02sccece Eugene Wood 

Others:. Ruby Green " Aspinall, Kay 
Barnes, Phyllis: Bash, Catherine Eason,: 

Freeman, Victoria . Harrison. 
Lillian Hayman. Joan. Montgomery, Janet 
Moodyors. Caryl Paige. Joyce Phipps, 
Eloise C. Uggams. Catherine Van Buren, 
Glory Van Scott, Catherine Wallace, 
William H. Eaton Jr., Cortez Franklin, 
Joli Gonsalves, Robert Guillaume. Elijah 
Hodges, Cullen Maiden, Tony L. Martinez 
Garrett Morris, Garwood Perkins, Harold 
Pierson, John Richardson, Mat Scott, 

Donna .. Mills, 
Alan Weeks, 

James Wamen,. Laurence Watson. 
Children: Joey. Lewis,. 

‘Cedric Rose, Lisa. Scott, 
Jerry Wimberly. 

(Note: Asterisks indicate alternate at 
certain performances.) 

As the third production -in its - 
spring season of musical revivals, 
the N.Y. City Center Is offering a 

fine production, one of the best in 
memory, of “Porgy and. Bess.” it’s 
an impressive, enjoyable show. 

Using what must be virtually the. 
including the “Buz-— 

zard”’ song and considerable recita- 
tive material, and employing a sub- 
stantially augmented orchestra, the: 
Center gives a top-quality perfarm-- 
ance of one of the few. authentical- 
ly American operas. Whatever its 
financial success, and that should. 
be at least “moderate, it’s an ar-. 
tistic click. : 

William Ball's Staging makes ex- 
cellent.use of groupings for dra- 
matic purposes. although the ac- 
tion lacks something pf the theat-- 
rical. fire. that marked the Robert: 

Davis’ revival - of 
1952. The present edition is livelier 
than the Theatre Guild. original 
(at least. as remembered) or. the 
Cheryt Crawford-John . Wildberg 
revival of the mid-1940’s. No. one: 
has ever caught certain of the vir-. 
tuaso touches of Rouben Mamou- 
Han’s original direction, _ notably 
the inspired. scene of Catfish Row 
awakening.. 

William - Warfield, who sang the: 
Porgy role on tour with the Breen- 
Davis revival but never in. New 
York, is the standout. of the’ pres- 
ent cast. He has a superb voice, 
with an imposing physique and. the 
‘ability to convey emotion without. 
ranting. Despite her -diminutive | 
size, Lessa Foster has.a good voice 
and. gives a believable performance 
as the sexy, coémpliant Bess.’ 

In the secondary roles, -Barbara 
Webb is admirable as Serena, 
James :Randolph is properly omin- 
aus as’ Crown, Rawn’ Spearman 
‘seems somewhat staid as the treach- 
erous Sportin’ Life, Irving Barnes 
is effective as. Jake, Billie Lee 
Daniel is credible as Clara and 
Carol Brice is acceptable as Maria. 
The singing as a whole, -unques- 
tionably including the choral pas- 
sages, is outstanding. Julius Rudel’s 
conducting is skillful. 

The entire work, George Gersh- 
{win’s unforgettable score, the -Du 
Bose Heyward book and the Hey- 
ward-Ira_ Gershwin. lyrics, based on 
the original Du Bose and Dorothy . 
Heyward play, is an American mas- 
terpiece worthy of revival on a reg- 

Hobe. 

The’ Henry T. Weinstein. and 
Laurence Feldman repertory group 
which ail! tour Latin America will 
play a strawhat previous June 26- 
July 1 at the Westport -Conn.) 
Country Playhouse, offering a dau- 
ble-bill of “Miss Julie” and “Zoo 
Story.” Another preem ‘on the 
Westport schedule is Gloria Swan- 
son in “Between Seasons,” the. 
week of July 17-22. 
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.| Chester. Morris, B'way Resisting Spring BO. Decline; : 
Donnybrook’ $28,524, ‘Porgy’ $46,523 
‘Becket’ Big $39,460, ‘Country’ $32,229, 
Broadway was generally down a, $40, 000). ‘Henry Fonda). Previous | 

bit last week, although a few shows ; week. $13,574. Closing next Satur- | 955; 
improved. Thé. comparatively | day (27). -- 
“healthy business of recent weeks, Last. week, ‘$1i, 848. 
possibly attributable ':to the pre-| - Deyil’s Advocate, Rose (D)' ‘11th | 
vailingly cool weather, is still hold- wk; 84 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1.162; $46. | 
ing up fairly well, but a seasonal | 045) ‘Les Genn, Sam. ‘Levene. Ed- 

decline is expected with the ap-! iarq Muthare). Previous week, 

Henry Jones, 

-.1 $16,131. ‘Closed last Saturday (20); 

1 Tahse management; Has made 

g partial returns from film sale, 
cone its $150,000 inv estment, . 

Last week, $19, 227, 

‘ Opening This Week 

Mandingo, ‘Lyceum: (¢D) ($6.90; 
$32,000) (Franchot Tone). 

novel.Kyle Onstott, presented by | 
i; Billy Baxter & Edward Friedman: 
production capitalized for $75,000. i 
‘cost abéut $70,000 to bring in, and 

‘tean break efen at around $18,000; 
proach of June. | 923. 706. ’ ppencd Monday night (22) to one 

“adtse "and" Consent vt | Do Re Mi, St: "James (MCi Dist: gram; * Goteman, Mirror; Kerr, 
folds, ‘namely the- limited-run ré-. wk; 168. p) . ($8.60-$9.50; 1.615; | Herald Tribune: McClain, Journal- 
: a ” « $69:500) (Phil. Silvers). Previous! American; Taubman, Times; tuyn, “Becket,” and “Critic's, week. $67,200, Watts, Post). 
Choice.” .. The .Phoenix Theatre's j eek |. 

“Last week, $66,604. Calf on Kuprin; Broadhurst (D) 
Donnybrook, 46th ‘St. (MC1.- (1st | ($7.50-$6.90; 1.214; $50,043). 

i Wk; 4 -p} 1$8,60-$9.60; 1,342;. $65.-; by Jerome Lawrence and Robert. 

revival ‘of “Hamlet” has extended 
its “run again, despite last week's 
attendance drop. | 
“Fiorello,” which 

fromthe Broadhurst: to: the large-; ‘to -five- endorsements  Aston,- “Maurice -Edelman, presented by 
eapacity Broadway on ‘a pop-price , _ World-Telegram; Chapman, News; i Robert E. Griffith & Harold S$. 
basis, apparently- is. not catching, Kerr, Herald Tribune; McClain,; Prince; production capitalized for 
on as hoped.. Last: week's : receipts - Journal - American; ‘Taubman, .$150,000, ¢ost about $170,000 to 
were approximately at. the. break- ; Times) and two. vetoes (Coleman, , bring in, and can break even at 
even. level, in-contrast-to the sharp. ‘Mirror; Watts.. Post!. 
increase. that would presumably |: Last ‘week, $28:524 for four Per night (Thurs.). 
have resulted from the use of two-. _formances and two previews. 
‘for-ones. It’s ‘now ‘questionable ; Evening with Mike. Nichols an d Plan S er af esit Fest 

~ At Newnan, Near Atlanta 
whether the production will earn: 1 ; ( k 
back the $20,000 transfer cost: let ! ane ee ry. ‘$30, 439) 
alone .make any additional -profit.. i Previous week. $22,956. .~ 

Newnan, Ga., May 23. 
~A Georgia-born actor has _ re- 

‘turned after three years of work 

“A Taste of Honey,” - seemingly | Last week, $22, 872.- 

static at its present deficit -level,. 
F*, ‘Country, Music Box (D) wth: will probably: have: to. “switch | to] 

twofers. : : 55 p) ($6.00-$7.50; 1.101; $40.- 
The capacity entries Jast week . 107) (Kim Stanley, Steven Hill; 

4ncluded “Becket,” “Camelot, » Sam ‘Wanamaker). Previous week ; 
eCarniv al," “Mary; Mary” “and - 28.942. | Scene of southern theatre. Ed: 
“The Sound af Music.” Last week, $32, 229, Danus, who’ directed Jast year at 

' Brighton Béach, N-Y., will stage a 
Fiorello, Broadway. (MC). (77th ,12-week season of professional act- 

iwk; 611 p) ($5-7:50; 1.900; $59.000). ‘ing for the Southern Theatre. Fes-. 
i Previous: week, $33, 1€5 for seven : tival, scheduled to open June 12 
| performances. 

Last. week, $37,375. dens at this county seat about 40- 

Happiest Girl in the World, Beck , Miles from Atlanta. 
(MC) (ath wk: 56 p) ($8. 60- $9. 60: | The - company will include ‘six 

“1,280; $62,805) . ‘Cyril Ritchard). !1New York actors. with supporting 
. Previous. week. $30.872. ‘ players recruited locally. Six plays 

: Last week, $43,826. |x reek run, Monday through Satur- 
Irma La Donre, Plymouth (MC). day evenings, with a twilight mati- 

‘eases of “Camelot”. and “Sound.” 
‘the grosses were reduced by .addi- 
‘tional allowances for tickets. un- 
used because of a blizzard last win- 
ter: The receipts for “Becket” 
Were cut by a few.twofers in circu- | 
Jation; and the “Mary, Mary” take’ 
was limited by theatre party com- 
missions. 

This. week's openings are. “Man- | 
dingo” and “A Call an Kuprin, ” 

Estimates for Last. Week 

Keys: C ( Comedy), D (Drama), 1 (Elizabeth . ‘Seal, 
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Rerue), 
MC (Musical- Comedy), MD Atusi- 
_eal-Dramay; O (Opera). OP iOp- 
eretta),. Rep. (Repertory), DR. 
(Dramatic Reading». 

; Other parenthetic - “designations - 
“refer, respectively, to weeks playcd, | 
number ‘of ‘performances © through. , 

last. Saturday; top prices ‘where| ast.week, $42,398, '|Patchwork Barn Theatre and the 
' two.ptices are given, the higher is’ ‘* Miracle Worker, Playhouse {D). jl .000-seat Vivien Leigh Amphi- 
for Friday-Saturday nights ‘and the 182d wk; 652 p) ‘$6. 90-$7.50; 944; : ‘theatre, named for the British star 
‘lower for weeknights), number of, -$36.500). Previous week’ .$21;906. i Wwho - played Scarlett O’Hara in 
seats, capacity gross .and stars. Last - week, $18, 379. - 

- Price includes 10° Federal an 
5° City tar, but grosses are net; (27 won. Ealt Lad, Hellinger {MC | 

te, exclusive of taxes. $69.500) (Michael Allinson, ‘Margot, Asterisk denotes show ‘had cut- . 
rote tickets in éireulation. | Moser. week, $51. ps re $52 136. 

*All the: Way Home. Belasco. 
(Di (25th wk: 197 p! '$6.90-$7:50: 1 gamngggceros, Longacre (CD) 19th N 
967: | $38.500). Previous’ week. ':F]j Wallach, ‘Zero. Mostel). Pre- 
$25. 330. vious week, $19,040. . 

hast week, $22,940. | Last week, $17, 963. 1 Doe”, one of ‘the City Opera stand- 
*Becket, Hudson (D). (2d wk; 161 Sound of Musie,: unt-Fontanne , , bys.in the American repertory. 

Pi ($7.50; 1,056; $42,000) Laurence | yep) (75th wk: 596 5 $9. 60; 1.407:{ He's also conducting Benjamin 
Olivier. Arthur - Kennedy... Previ-.' ¢75 999) (Mary Martin). : Previous | Britten's, opera based on Henry 
ous week, $35. 128. Closing Next \eek, $75.311. James, “The .Turn. of the! Screw’” 
Saturday night (27) _ Last. week; "$75, 518.. tat the same. outdoor site. - 

Last week, $39, 460. : teat | On.July 22 at Lewisohn Stadium, 
“Best Man, Morosco (C) 59th -Taste'of Honey, Boath (D) (33d Manhattan, Rudel will be in charge 

: . 90 $41. | wk:. 263. p) 1$6.90:: 807: $30. 500) lof a concert. yersion of “Butterfly” “ why 464. p). $6.90-$7.50; 999: ~ \Hermionne. Baddeley,: Frances with Camilla Williams and Barry . 000). ‘Lee. Tracy, Frank Lovejoy)... Cirka’. .Previous week, $11,248. Morrel, 
Previous week, $18. 303. . |. Last week, $11.243.. - bath: 

In the. | 7 

Keith Mitchell). ° 
j Previous week, $36. 674. 

Last. week, "$36,357. 

Mary, Mary, Hayes: (C) (ith wk: 
;85 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,139; $43,530) 
‘Barbara Bel Geddes. Barry. Nel-! 
son. Michael Rennie). Previous 

-| week. $42:365. 

oclock.: 

erners or about the south. several 
|i deal. with the Civil War era, 

the project: has been, co-ordi- 
| nated with the Georgia Civil War 
‘Centennial. _Commission.. Danus 
_plans_ to. stage his production in 

“Gone With the Wind.” 

Jolias Rudel’s Al Frescos 
‘Julius. Rudel, general - director 

. Y¥. City Opera, is. set Jute 
18-10: to conduct on the Boston 
-Common the Arts Festival. presen- 

He'll spend April. 15-20: guesting: 
- Last: week, ‘$18, 815. ‘Unsinkable Molly Brown, Winter | With the Grant Park Symphony in 
 +Big ‘Fish, Little: Fish; ANTA- Garden. (MC)-..(29th “wk: 228. p) . Chi¢ago. 
(CD) 10th, wk; "77" p) +$6.90-$7.50; : .§8,60-$9.40: 1,404; $68,000) ‘Tam- | 
1.185; $49,178) ‘Hume Cronyn! ny ‘Grimes. Previous week, $56, 520, Off-Broadway Shows 
‘Martin Gabel): "Previous week.|. Last week, $55,407... ” (Rigures: denote ay no dates) © 7 : 7 

Last week, $18. 039. a “ Wildeat,. ‘Alvin MO). ‘20th wk: - Abe Lincotn,. York (5-10-6).. 
American Sayoyards; .Mews (4-27-61). 
-Balcony, Circle In Square (3-3-60).: 
Blacks, St. Marks ( 

55, p) '$8.60-$9.40; 1.453: ~$65,000). 
Merle ucille Ball). Lays. off.-July. 3-29: Bye Bye Birdie, Shubert 5-4-61). 

(57th wk; 448 p) «$8.60-$$9.40; : j Pr evious week. $63: 529, Connection, | Living Gh'tre (Rep) ie 15. BO). 
- sp ; re essie, erry 1 - . 

153: $61. 000). Previous " eek: Lass Week, $54,919.- Evenings With Chekhav, Actors (4.20. 61); 

Hee week, $47.488. Miscellaneous | mvening WHR Gypsy; Mayfair (69.6D. enin eal Vv = 

ast wee Hamlet, Phoenix. (Di: (10th. wk: ft Fantasticks, Sulliven” St. “3-60. 
Camelot, Majestic: «AIC! (24th + 78 p) ($4.60; 1,150; $29.8821° Closes ' Hedda Gabler, 4th St. (11-9-60)." 

4. Jungle Cities. Living (Rep) -1}2-20-60). 
|. King Datk Chamber, Jan Hus (2-9-61). 

Krapps..& Zoo, Cricket (1-14-60), 
“£e,se 63.13 sane, Sheridan Sq. (5-25-59). 
“Many ‘Loves, Living. Theatre (5-15-61). 
Mery Sunshine, Orpheum (11-18-59) 
Meet Peter. Grant, Folksbiene (5-10-61). 
Premise, Premise (11-22-60) 
Siewed Prunes, ‘Showplace (12-14-60), 
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9-20-55), 
Under Milk Wood, ‘Circle -(3-29-61). 
Worm Horseradish, Maidman (3-13- 61. 

closes - Sunday (28) after 89. perform-:' 
ances, 

“SCHEDULED OPENINGS 

wk;- 193- p). '$9.40; 1,626; $84. 000:, May 28. Previous: week, $22,865. 
(Richard Burton. Julie: Andrews'. - Last: week, $15,460. 

“Previous week. $82,969. 
Last week, 83.458. Porgy. and Bess, City Center 10) 

. AIst wk; 8 P). ($3.95; 3,090; $60.000!. 
Carnival, Imperial MCY ‘6th : ‘Began two-week stand last Wednes- 

wk; 44 p). #$8.60; 1.428: $65.000) ‘ day night (17) to six favorable no- 
tAnna Maria Alberghetii).. Previ-' tices ‘Aston, World - Telegram; 
ous week, $66,625. ; Chapman, News: Coleman, Mirror; 

Last week, $66, 578, ; Johnson, ‘Post; MeClain, Journal- 

Come Blow Your Horn, Atkin. ! American: Taubman, ‘Times! and | 
son’ 'C} (13th wk; 101 p' ‘$6.90- one yes-but - «Crist, Herald ‘Trib- Riece of Noon, Marquee (5-30-81), 
$7.50; 1.090: $43,522), Previous ; une). | Red Eye, Living Th’tre (6-13-01). 
week, $27,022. Last week, $46,523. 

‘Last week, $26, 495.. Closed Last Week 

“Critic’s ‘Choice. “Barrymore. iC). Advise and Consent, Cort (Dis. 
(23d wk; 181 py ($6.90-§7.50; 1,067; (27th wk; 212 py ($7.50; 1,155; $40,-] 

CLOSED 

Sunday (21) after 127 performances. 
Gallows Humor, Gramercy Arts (4-18-61); | 

closed -Sunday: (215 after 40° perform- 
ances. 

1500) (Ed Begley, Richard Kiley, 

Kevin. ‘McCarthy). Previous week, 

| will tour next fall under Martin | 

| about $25,000 profit to date, includ--| 

Play by Jack Kirkland, based on} 

Play. 

“transferred” 331). Opened Thursday hight 418) -E. ‘Lee, based on the novel by 

; around: $25.000; opens tomorrow 

lon the New York stage to direct |. 
iwhat he hopes will be..a rena- 

‘at the. Hettie Jane Dunaway Gar- | 

will be presented, each for a two-- 

| (34th wk; 268 p) $8.60: 999: $48,250) j nee scheduled each Saturday at 5|. 

All. the plays will be by south- |- 

itwo available houses, the 300-seat, 

David O. Selznick’s filmization ‘of. 

and occasional conductor at the: 

| tation. there of “Ballad of Baby 

Opera subscription. 

wer 

Road Hefty; Me 
Fiorello’ Smash $75,022 in Denver: 

~ ‘Sound’ $64,057 for: Windup in Cleve. 
The road is holding up excep- SAN FRANCISCO 

tionally well this spring. The sea- 
sonal. slump thasn’t arrived, and 
business remains healthy for most 
! touring productions. A few clos- 
‘ings are due with the arrival of 
‘summer, but indications are that 
more shows will continue oyer the 

(4th wk) ($6.25-$6.90; 1.758; $63.- 

Civic Light Opera subscription. 
Last week, $63.184 with CO 

subsc-iption. 

hof weather months than for many TORONTO 
years. Gypsy. O'Keefe ‘MC-RS) :'st 

wk) ($6-$6.50; 3.260; $110.511) The road company of “Fiorello” : 
joined the huge grossing entries 
last week in a smash engagement 
on subscription in Denver. Ethel 
Merman topped her recent big 
grosses With amammoth first week 
in Toront6, while the touring edi- 
tion. of “The Sound of Music” set:(Imogene Coca, Edward Everett 
another house record in its fourth ; Horton, King Donovan!. Previous 
week in Cleveland, ‘“‘Bye Bye week, $45.368 for eight perfor- 

‘Birdie’ mopped up in San Fran- ; mances in four BTL stands. 
cisco on subscription and “My | Last week, $35.369 for eight per- 

Fair Lady” ,wound up its Boston iformances, including two Monday= 
run with a potent take. iTuesday (15-16) at the Palace, 
Among the straight plays, the, Youngstown, $7,980, and six Wed- 

Broadway-bound “A Cail on.nesday-Saturday (17-20) at the Na- 
Kuprin” had a dreary second week | tional, Washington, $27,389. 
in Philadelphia, “Raisin in the | 

(‘Ethel Merman:. Previous week, 
| $66,664 at the Colonial, Boston. 

Last week, $93.842. 

SPLIT-WEEK 
QOnee Upon a Mattress t(MC-RS) 

Sun” spurted in Chicago and | 
“Miracle Worker,” no longer on British Actor-Manager 
subscription, showed promise of 

Says Industry or Taxes being able to hold on for an ex- 
{tended run in the Windy City. 

-Estimates for Last Week 

Parenthetic designations for out- 
of-town shows are the same as for 
| Broadway, except that hyphenated 
T with show classification indicates 
tryout and RS indicates road show. 
Also, prices on touring shows in- 
clude 10%. Federal Tax and local 
tax, if any, but as on Broadway 
| grosses are nef: i.e., exclusire of 
taxes. Engagements are for single 
weelc unless otherwise noted. 

BOSTON 
My Fair Lady, Shubert (MC-RS) 

{20th wk) ($6.50-$7; 1,717: $67.355) 
(Michael Evans, Caroline Dixon). 
pia week, $51.853. 

Edinburgh, May 23. 

Actors, by accepting low salaries, 
are subsidizing the theatre to a 
far greater extent than either the 
Arts Council or local authorities, 
according to actor-producer Rich- 
ard Mathews, speaking at a confer- 
ence here on “Theatre Today.” 
Actors can be asked by theatre 
managements to make this sacri- 
fice, he said, because television 
enables them to earn a living out- 
side the theatre. 

Mathews asserted that the ma- 
jority of theatres outside London 
exist only “because they get actors 
for only a proportion of their 
proper pay. Even in London the 
position of actors is deteriorating. 
In the great majority of West End 
productions, apart from a few star 
names, a large number of the sup- 
porting cast is earning less than 
$60 a week. 

“You must remember this has 
lo be spread over the weeks of 
rehearsal, and the play may last 
only a few nights,” the actor-nian- 
ager declared. He said that if this 
is the only way the theatre can 
exist, he would rather do without 

iit “than that the public should 
Shubert j H2ve it under false pretenses. I 
$73,000). | will not accept the situation that 
a house | am actor can be underpaid. I regard 
Theatre, |the idea that any man should be 

Last week, $58.350. 

CHICAGO 
' Miracle Worker. Erlanger tD-RS) 

(4th. wk) ($5.50-$6; 1.380; $45.000). 
| Previous week, $32.109 with The- 
atre Guild-American Theatre So- 
ciety subscription. 

Last week, $30,064. 

Raisin in the Sun, Blackstone 
(D-RS) (12th wk) ($4.95-$5; 1.447; 
$42,500) ‘Ciaudia McNeil). Pre- 
vious week, $15,111 with .twofers. 

Last week, $23,055 with twofers. 

CINCINNATI 
Flower Dram_ Song, 

(MC-RS) ($5.10-$6 2,100; 
i Previous week, $91,000, 
record, at: the "Wisconsin 
Milw2ukee. employed at a salary IJower than he 

Last week, $64,199. deserves in this da} and age as 
oo utterly immoral.” 

CLEVELAND The only way in which new 
Sound of Music, Hanna (MD-RS)! theatres can exist. he said, was 

(4th wk) ($6.95! 1,515; $63.500); by finding a great deal of money 
(Florence Henderson). Previous from somewhere. “I would like 

week, $64.005. ‘to see it coming from television 
Last ‘week, $64.059, new house; or from industry.’ he deciared, 

record. and added, “I would like to sce 
; Imperial Chemical Industries, for 

. DENVER instance, subsidizing a local thea- 
- Fiorello, Municipay Aud. (MC-; tre. If it cannot be done in this 
RS). Previous week, $52,483 for | Way. local authorities should have 

:seven performances in four stands. | {he power to impose an extra tax 
Last. week, $7 5,022 with sub-! for the sake of the theatre.” 

a INTRODUCE FRESH BILL 
TO KILL 10% ADMISH TAX 

Washington, May 23. 
i Rep. William Fitts Ryan «D-NLY.) 
‘is the latest to introduce a House 
, bill designed to wipe out the 10‘ 
tC .S. tax on live dramatic or mu- 
.sical performances. 
i Similar bills were introduced 
earlier in the session by Reps. 
Frank C. Osmers Jr. :R-N.J.) and 
John Vv. Lindsay (R-N.Y.!. There is 

; ‘slight hope for any of the measures 
Last week, $51,692. this year. The Treasury Dept. 
Merry Widow, Philharmonic ; strongly opposes removal of ary 

‘OP-RS (5th wk) ($5.90-$6.75; 2.670: ‘federal taxes now. and there is 
- $79,000) ‘Patrice Munsel). Previous ‘figured little likelihood of Con- 
jweek, $80.200 with Civil Light :gressional approval this year. 

j 4In_ proposing his bill for the rec- 
Last: ‘week, $80,200 with CLO ord, Ryan observed, “Something has 

Subscription. to be done to save the Ameriean 
theatre. Skyrockgting production 

PHILADELPHIA vosts over the years have resulted 
Call on Kuprin, Forrest (D-P) yin ever-increasing ticket prices. We 

HERSHEY, PA. 
Music Man, Community (MC-RS). 

| Previdus week, $50.228 for the! 
[finale of..a week-week stand at the 
Riviera, Detroit. 

Last week, $55,340. 

LOS ANGELES 
Majority of One, Biltmore (C-RS: 

(2d wk) ($5.50-$6; 1.636; $48,000): 
itGertrude Berg, Cedric Hardwicke'. 
;Previous week, $80.200 with The- 
atre Guild- American Theatre So- 
ciety subscription. 

j (2d wk) ($4.80-$5.40; 1.760; $40.000)'are fast approaching the point 
Call Me, 1 Sheridan Sq. (1-31-61;; closed j ‘Jeffrey Lynn, Eugenie, Leontovich, ‘where the average Aheatregoer will 

i George Voskovec). Previous week, ‘have to think twice about whether 
| he can afford to go to a lixe the- 
a Last ‘week, about $6,000. trical performance.” 

Bye Bye Birdie, Curran ‘MC-RS). 

000). Previous week. $62.448 with, 

Should Support Stage” 

tewddem 
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| CASTING NEWS. 
Fotlowing are available parts in upcoming Broadway, off-Broad- 

way, and touring shows, as well as ballet, films, industrial and tele 
vision sows. 
VaRIzTy Casting Department by 

all information has been obtained directly by the 
telephone calis, and has been re- 

checked as of noon yesterday (Tues.). 

The available rutes wilk be repeated weekly until filled, and. addi- St., 
tions to the list will be made only wien information is secured from: 
responsible parties. The intention is to service performers with leads 

N.¥.; JU 2-2649). Open call .for 
dancers tomorrow (Thurs.): men at 
11 a.m. and girls, at 2 p.m.,.at the 
Shubert Theatre (225 W. 44th St., 
‘a 'Oe 

——e_——- 

OFF-BROADWAY 
“A Word With the Governor” 

(MC). Producer, Governor's Com- 
pany ‘co Natt Greenblatt, 10 Fifth 
Ave., N.Y. or CBS-TY. 524 W. 57th 

N.Y.; JU 6-6000). .‘° “> “le 
‘ parts: three boys, native houseboys. 
!man, 45-59; iovab.e, comic; \.c. .an, 

provided hy tie managements of the shows tiesived rather than t9/ 40's, high-strung:: five character 
Tun ad wild goose marathon. 
charge. 

In addition ta the available parts Usted, the tabulation inctudes pro- 
ductions @urauaced jor later this season, but, jor waicit, the manage- 
ments, as yet, aren't holding open casting calls. Parenthetical designa- 

Reading. 
> 

BROADWAY 

*“Complaisant Lover” (D'. Pro- 

ducer. Irene Mayer Selznick (112 

Central Park South, N.Y.). Avail- 

able parts: English girl, 19, attrac- 
tive, not too slender; English cou- 
ple, mid-50s. upper middle class; 
English boy, 9-11. earnest, un- 
affected, plays Michael Redgraye’s 
son; character man, 50s, heavy set, 
prosperous, speaks Dutch fluently; 
character man, 30-50, shrewd. fa- 
cile hotel valet, some Dutch. Mail 
photos and resume. c/o Irving 
Schneider, above adaress. 

“Gay Life” (MC:. Producer. Ker- 
mic Bloomyarden 11545 Broadway, 
NY: JU 2-1696:. auditions for 
Fauity singers. Friday (26): men, at 

" am. ati gir’s, at 1 p.m.; open 
Ca,. sing..; B-onday (29)- same 
scthede! as Faq-:ity call, bot. -* the | 

LESLIE BARRETT 
New York erities kudved Bar- 

rett om his opening performance 

in the Broadway hit play, 
“RHINOCEROS,” whem ne con- 
tinnes to be featured as the live- 

ly O11 Gentleman. 
Prior to his current Broadway 

stint, Barrett filled major roles 
in numerous TY films both in 
Hol wood and New York. 

| MOONGLOW 
| PLAYHOUSE 

LAKE GF THE OZARKS 
‘Missouri 

| ANNOUNCES 
THESE IMMEDIATE OPENINGS: 

2 MALE ACTORS, PRO. 
3 MALE APPRENTICES 

1 FEMALE APPRENTICE 

ROOM AND BOARD, ETC. 

Rush Details and Availability: 

W. A. MARTIN, Producer 
312A E. Miller 

Jefferson City, Ho. 

—Seee ee 

Hollywood, Calif. 

> MUSIC B 

‘Sgro, 20s; 

THEATRE AVAILABLE 
Only Legitimate Theatre on Hollywood Bivd. 

Equity or semi-Equity approved 

Similar te off-Broadway status 

Call or write Dan Seymour 

7680 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif. — HOllywood 2-1177 

_ tions are as follows: (C} Comedy, (D) Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy, ! 
(MD: Xusical Drama, (R)} Rerue, 

Bugene O'Neil] Theatre (230 W. 
49th St, N Yun 

“Get it Up’ (MC). Producer, 
Charles Curran (c‘o Lambs Club, 
130 W. 44th St., N.Y¥:; JU 2-1515). 
Available parts: six femme singers, 
20-23, nrust double with specialty; 
ballroom dance team, 
young comedienne, baritone, 20's. 
Accepting photos and resumes, c/o 
above address. Don’t phone. Ap- 
plicants must have intimate night 
club experiénce. 

“How To Succeed In Business 
Without Really Trying” iMC). Pro- 
ducers, Cy Feuer & Ernest Martin 
te o Lunt-Fontanne Theatre (205 
W. 46th St., N.Y.: JU 6-5555). Avail- 
able parts: offbeat femme. come- 
dienne, 25-35, also sings; under- 
|study for Rudy Vallee to alsu do 
‘a small role. Mail photos and res- 
;umes e’o Larry Kasha. above ad- 
dress. Don’t phone theatre. | , 

“Jennie” (MD). Produce’, New- 
burge-Porter . Proc: - 
way, N. Y.; JU 8 49°26), Ava.abl 
pects: male lead, 36's, tall, fecame, 
20, etherial, small, lovely, must 
sing well; character woman, 30; 
barmaid, 40's, plimp; character 

ee 

tos and resumes, through agents 
only, above address. 

“Kean” (MC). Producer, Robert 
Lantz (745 Fifth Ave. N. ¥.; EL 
5-0366). Five major roles avail- 
able: ‘soprano, 30s, beautiful, -so- 
phisticated; soprano, 20s, beautiful, 
naive; man, 30-35, operatic tenor, 
regal; character comedian; acrobat- 
ballet dancer. Apply through 
{agents or mail photos and resumes 
le‘o Monty Shaff. above address. 

| “Kicks & Co.” i\MC!. Producefs, 
tRobert Barron Nemiroff & Dr. 
{Burton Charles D'Lugoff \337 Blee- 
ker St., N. Y.; AL 5-3179'. Avail- 
able parts: Negro or white male 
singer, 30-40: femme, 30s, slender 
singer; southern belle type femme, 
20, belting voice, some dancing; 
Negro character comedian, 60s: 
Negro dancer-singer-actress for 
major role; Negro baritone. -20s; 
semi-legit soprano, beautiful Ne- 

comedian, 20s, rotund, 
; baritone; . male and femme. Negro 
:and white singers and dancers, 
‘some for small comedy roles. Mail 
l photos and resumes c‘o Sidney 
'Eden. above address. Dont phone. 
Auditions Friday !26' for Equity 
dancers, Monday (29) for Equity 
singers, May 31 for open . call 

dar.cers. All calls at the Ambassa- 
dor Theatre '215 W. 49th St., N.Y.), 

| boys, at 11 a.m.-2 p.m..and girls, 
at 3-6 p.m. 

“Medium Rare” (R}. Producer, 
Robert Weiner (146 CPW, N.Y.: 

iSU 
| male and femme revue types. Ap- 
“ply through agent or mail photos 
‘and resumes, c o above address.. 
1 “Place Without Twilight’ :D). 
:Producers, Robert Fryer and 
‘Lawrence Carr, in association with 
John Herman 1234 W. 44th St., 

ee 

N.Y; LA 4-28445, Available’ parts: 
.man, 19-21, tall, | 
like, fair; boy, 16, intense,..medium 

-height, fair; girl. 18, spiritual qual- 
ity, natural beauty, fair; girl, 21 
fragile: girl, 18, all-American type; 
‘boy, 19. sincere. AH roles are Ne- 
gro. Mail photos and resumes to 
above address. 

. 800 Seats 

OX THEATRE 

‘Rep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic: 

20-23; | 

“B19 Proadg 

man, 40s; Irish man, 50’s. Mail pho-: 

7-1914'. Parts available for | 

“Sail Away” (MC). Producer, 
Bonnard Productions i220 CPs, | 

This information is published without ' men, eccentrics;. woman, young, 

'beautiful, eccentric; character 
woman, flamboyant; man, 30's, 
satanic writer: girl. 20-21, fresh, 
eute, innocent; young man, attrac- 
tive, appealing; man, 50's, dry, cyn- 

ical; character man, >>mpus, small; 
jfour assorted character men; sev- 
‘eral athective femme singers who 
ialso darice. AH applicants must 
ising and dance some and British 
accents are preferred. Mail photos 
‘and resumes ¢.0 above address; 
‘don't phone. Rehearsals will begin 
{Tate in August for September open- 
; ing. 

: “Clandestine on the . Morning 
jLine” (C). Producers,- John T. 
| Weems & Robert Buccolo (1035 
| Fifth Ave., N.Y.; LE. 5-2649), Avail- 
;able parts: lead woman, 40-60; 
}man, 40-60; girl, 17; two men, 25- 
:30; man, 30-45; several male and 
‘femme walk-ons. All parts are 
| Negro. - Mail photos and resumes 
c‘o Alan Davis,. above address. 
Script available at the Drama Book 
Shop 151 W. 52d St., N.Y.) 
i “4th Avenue North” (R). Pro- 
; ducer, Shippen Geer, in association 
‘with Michael Batterberry (341 
Madison Ave., N. Y.; MU 9-2910). 
Avajlable parts: tall, rugged, hand- 
some leading man; young male 

'comic who sings. Mail photos 
and resumes ec’o Geer, rm. 803, 
above address. a 

: “Much Ade About: Nothing” (C). 
Producer, Joseph Papp (N. Y. 
-Shakespeare Festival. 1230 Fifth 
Ave.; -N. Y.;. SA 2-4008!.. Parts 
available for several-men, 65, for 
.small roles. For interview. appoint- 
' ment call Rose Sultan, above num- 

er. ° 

OUT OF TOWN 

CHICAGO | 
Second City. Producer, Paul 

Sills -(301 E, 10th St.. N.Y.).. Parts 
available for girls, 20’s. imagina- 
, tive. facile actresses to work in an 
‘improvisational group. .Companies 
{are being formed for the Coast and 
N.Y., as Well as Chi. 

STOCK 
BELLPORT, L. I. 

Gateway Playhouse. . Managing 
; director, ‘David Sheldon (Gateway 
| Enterprises Inc., 43 W. 54th St., 
N. ¥:). Parts available for Equity 
leading men and women and ver- 

. Satile character.men and women. 
‘ Mail photos and resumes .to Shel- 
+ don fe:o Joyce Selznick, Columbia 
Pictures, 711 Fifth Ave. N.° Y.1. 

) apprentices apply directly at 
‘ Gateway. Theatre operates as a 
; Summer ‘showcase for Columbia 
Pictures executives and producers. 

. .BRADDOCK:. HEIGHTS, MD. 
Mountain Theatre. . Producer, 

William O. Brining (4545-Connecti- 
{singers and June 1 for open cati!cut Ave. NW, Washingtog, D.C.;iCenter Light Opera Company (130 

fEM 3-5051). Parts available for 
I five male and six femme Equity 
‘dramatic performers and _ several 
:non-paid apprentcies. Mail phoios 
‘and resumes, above address. S¢a- 
;$on opens June 20. 
i CLEVELAND 
'. Cleveland Musiearnival. . Pro- 
‘ducer; John L. Price Jr. '4401 War- 
_rensville Center Rd., Warrensville 
‘Heights, Cleveland, Ohio: MO 3- 
8400. Parts available for male 
,and femme musical principals. 
, Mail photos and. resumes,- through 
-agents only, e-o above ‘address. 
| Season runs June 5. through Sept. 

handsome, cat- 17 

| COHASSET, MASS, 
South Shore Music Circus, Man- 

'‘ aging director, Bill Ross (120 W.‘fj’ 
{44th St. NLUY.: JU 2-2803). Audi- 
‘tions next. Monday. (29),. for male 
and. femme ensemble dancers for 

112 noon-2 p.m., at Dance Players 
‘Studio (1233 Sixth Ave., N.Ys. 
7 _ . HINSDALE, ILL. 

Salt Creek Playhouse. Producer. 
:Tom Blank (P.O. Box 226, 

‘|; Hinsdale, Ill... Seeking male and 
| femme featured performers and 
name stars. Mail photos and re- 
sumes ¢’o above addgess. Season 
runs June 4-Labor Day, at the 

HYDE PARK, N.Y. 
Hyde Park-Playhouse. Executive 

Director, M. David Samples (2385 
E. 10th St., N.Y... Parts: available 

| Madame Fong. Mail photes and [| 

a package of “West Side Story,” | 

former Hinsdale Summer Theatre. | 

for male and femme performers 

Casting will begin. May 22. Mail! moni¢.:_ Photos and resumes being 
photos and resume c/o above ad-| accepted 3-6 p.m. daily, at above 
dress. | '  taddress. : 

PHILADELPHIA | aaa _ 
Playhouse in the Park. Producer, 

Ethelyn R. Thrasher (58 W. 57th, 
St., N.Y., Studio 25; LT 1-0610).: 
Parts available for male and femme 
ramatic” performers and appren-! eg _ 

tices: Mail photos and resumes, | ‘Carrado Fitm Enterprises. _Pro- 
to Pau} ducer, Carrado Enterprises (640 

Stoudt, above address. ‘*) West End Ave., N.Y... Parts avail- 
PHOENICIA, N.Y. table for models, actresses, and 

re. Producers, ‘Male and femme voices to dub for 
a series of five-minute tv shorts. 
Mail photos and resumes c/o above 

Television 

through agents -only, 

Phoenicia Theatre. 
Ivor Balding, Peter Bogdanovich & 
Michael Lindsay-Hogg (co Bald- - : 
ing, 415 E. 82d St, N.Y.; RE | ae ah Coleman: Agetiey. (200 

- rai : : 7 4 °o kev 4-2947). Parts available for male ‘w.-suth St. N. Yz PL 7-6279). In- 

_terviews for attractive femmes, 
16-25, for’ work in commercials, 
| Friday (29), 10:30° a.m.-3, p.m., at 
‘above address. Bring photos and 
| resumes. 

‘SPRINGFIELD, ILL. champ Hint My Feet” (religt- 
er >: ; ‘ous-dramatic series). roducer, Tent at the. Lake. Producers, ; CBS (524 W. 57th St, N. ¥.; JU 

Buckles ‘c/o Buckles Theatre Co., |6-6000); casting director, Paula 
1472 Broadway, N. Y.; Rm. 904),/#Hindlin. Accepting photos. and re- 

sumes of general male and female 
i dramatic talent, co above address. 

and femme performers for resident 
company. Photos and resumes be- 
ing ‘accepted c/o above’ address. 
Both Equity and non-Equity per- 
formers will be used for the 10- 
week season. 

Jane Stanley Buckles & D. G. 

Available parts: leading man and 
woman; ingenue; character woman. ' li ° 
Mail photos and resumes, c/o: No duplicates. 
above address, through agents only: Producer, Herbert B. Leonard 

Summer of musicals. Producer, 'N- ¥.+-PL1-4432), Accepting pho- 
Guy S. Little Jr. (Box 185, Sulli-/'0S and: resumes of general male 
van, Ill). Parts available for male rand female dramatic talent by mail 

4 “i only, c*o above address. __ and femme Equity musical per-} NBC-TV. (30 Rockefeller. Plaza, 

.N. Y.; CI 7-8300). Casting director 
: Rick Kelley is: accepting: photos SYRACUSE, N. Y. Ne ot wea: * 

Néw Playhouse. Producer, Syra-!#"4 resumes’ of male and femme 
“nivareity. - idramatic performers . for several 

Seem ree er Peete vette St “shows, Mail information’ to. him, 
ale and :¢/o above address. No duplicates: 

“Naked City’. idramatic series). 

formers and paid apprentices... Mail 
photos and resumes, above address. 

for male and femme _ singers. : 
dancers and juveniles. Mail photos: 
and resumes to G. F: Reidenbaugh ; 
'Box 84. Brodheadsville, Pa:), | 

_ THOMPSON,: CONN. 
‘Quadic Summer Playhouse. Mane. 

aging director, Alan James, in-as-!* _ 0-0 4s ema ae we ° 
sociation: with Paul Porter & An-:_, Silver Studios, (231 W. S4th St... 
drew Carrington (1271 First Ave.,, \-¥-: PL 17-7338.) Seeking. girl, 5-7, 
N. Y.). Parts available for male: ¥ho ‘looks like Jacqueline Ken- 

and femme dramatic and comedy jmedy. to be photographed for a 
performers. Mail photos and res-/ ational ‘advertising. capeen ee 

" Miscellan
eous 

the Equity. resident company. | istic; inan, 25-30, corruptive, de 

‘umes c’o James, above address. Kiddie . products. Contact 
| Ardrey, above address. 

HOW TO PRODUCE. 
OFF-BROADWAY: — 

’ Four. two-hour lectures covering oll — 

' aspects of off-B’way producing ore. F 

————— TOURING 

“Advise and Consent” (Di. Pro-: 
ducer, Martin Tahse ‘1860 -Broad- 
way, N.Y.; JU 2-7650!. All parts- 
available for the national company | 
which is scheduled to begin in: 

aept Mant photos and resumes co Ff being . offered: by Dorothy Olim and. 

“Flower Drum Song” (MQ) Pro-' | Gerald: Krone, current off-B’way and: 

ducer, Lenny-Debin Agency (1a0"} Summer.Stock producers. and mnn- 
W. 58th St., N.Y. JU .2-0270%. All J Sgef Sessions will: include discus- 
parts available. Parts available for | 107% With specialists including an 
Juanita Hall part, young male |. Storey, press agent, and account- 

joriental, Dr. Lee. Dr. Fong. :{  o% experts. in the off-B'way field... 
Coll UN 6-1220. Mon. thru Fri. | 

_ 9-5. Or write Miss Olim, 785 . 
West End Avenue, N. Y. C. 25... : 

BEGINS MON., JUNE 5TH - 

resumes to Jack c’o above ad-- 
dress. Show will tour the straw- |} 
hats. this summer. So 

“Music Man” iMC). Producer’ 
Kermit Bloomgarden.+1545 Broad- 
way N. ¥.; JU 2-1690). All: parts | 
available for the second -company.. | 
Mail photos and resumes to Lillian‘! 
Stein. above address. Script avail- eo D I R i C T O R 
-able at Drama Book Shop (51 $v. | rAWw . 
d2d St.; No Yi | 4 W AN TE D 

Cabaret theatre, Muat-be | 
original skilled writer, © 

_ gift for satire and impro- -., 
visation. Outstanding op- 

SHOWS IN REHEARSAL: ‘1 
7 BROADWAY 

“Pal. Joey” (MC). Producer, City 
~ een 

iW. 56th St, N.Y.; JU 6-2828). portunily: 
| - . OFF-BROADWAY t - pe wan 
| “A Piece of Noon” (D:. Pro- |: BOX V-2167, VARIETY. | 
,; ducers, Mary Jordan & Sam Silver- -|- 154 W. 46 St.,-N.Y.. 36, N.Y. 
berg (21 E. 63d: St, N.Y: ae a = 
-TE 8-5180), _ 
: “Red Eye of Love” .‘C', Produc-: 
,ers, Arnold Weinstein & . John 
Wulpt co Living Theatre, 530 
Sixth Ave... NcY.: CH 3-4417), 

: STOCK a! 
. “Macbeth” & “As You Like It.” | 

} Producer, American Shakespeare . 
i Festival ‘Stratford, Conn.” 

“Paradise Island” (MC. Pro- 
ducer, Guy Lombardo (104 E. 40th 
St. N.Y; TN.7-0080), 

WANTED. 
Young actor or actress or director 
‘to--assist in planning. a season of 
three’ plays atan established Cana- 

‘dian theatre in Montreal, 
BOX V-2169,. VARIETY 
‘154 West 46th Street. 
‘New York 36, NY. 

| 7 ‘Merchandise Wanted 

‘DIOR e@ TRAINA NORELL 
-TRIGERE. BALMAIN Untitled Drama. Producer, Tan- ‘4 | 

Have you very fme clothes - gently dem Productions (127. E. 60th St. -J) OU sently 
N.Y.; TE 8-7667. Available parts: J Wetcsou no Tonger wear? Excaange 
girl, 20-23, slight, sensitive, Vilkge | fic’yoa ONY" We can sell. them 
type; girl, 20-25, tall blonde, sexy; i} =. -\. CALL FOR'INFO 
man, 28-33, handsome, convention~ | en est rom slollywood 
al; boy 20-23, thin, sensitive, art-'§ © > Mutrcay“Hili-9:2289 PU. 

CAREER COORDINATORS, INC. 
A Professional Guidance and ‘Counseling Service for Actors; 

; ‘Models, Singers and: Dancers. . soos 

NEW YORK IS-NOT A SUMMER FESTIVAL FOR THE OUT OF WORK PERFORMER. 
Call us at JU 6-1827-28° 155 West 4éth Street, New York 

-LYNN. DOLLAR. NARISSA NICKEL PETER REILLY 



“Hibbs. to. Exit: Satevepost Job © 
‘Ben Hibbs; editor in chief of 

The Saturday Evening Post since 
: 1942, will resign at.the end of. this 
year. He'll be succeeded by Robert 
-Fuoss, now executive editor. In 
revealing the changes, Robert. E.. 

‘Wednesday, May 24, 1961 

Literati 
service t than. as. a profit-making ven- towards his citizenship—tho’ hé's 

City Star w ‘hich will give. expanded: 

LITERATI 61 

= | three months of ’61. It is owned |: 
‘by Jack Kent Cooke, -about to be- 

| ]| come an “instant U. S. citizen” by ILLY’S SCRAPBOOK : 
g {special act of Congress. Actually, 
Pee | several -years of Cooke’s partial 

yUs. residence are to be counted By Frank ‘Scully 

Hollywood, May 23. 
One of the side effects of adult education, even if self-inflicted, 1s 

that you are continually learning things you never knew before, or, 
if you did know, had them all wrong. - 

For instance, I thought the name claret for a wine got its name from 
;the Claretians, just as benedictine gets its name from the Benedictines. 

ture in recent ‘years, according to maintained a Toronto home aad} 
Roy A. Roberts, president ofthe ; his family -has lived there ‘all that 
Star. ‘Roderick °. Turnbull, editor time, as previously reported. 

of: the’ Weekly. Star Farmer,. be- 
comes. farm editor of ‘the. Kansas 

“Line Up. Spanish Pub 

"Jey, was. “unde taken to: introduce . 

‘MacNeal, president. of . the parent | coverage to the farm field-in its ' 
Curtis Publishing -Co., said Hibbs | regular columns, Roberts. said. 
had told him more. than. @ year} 
‘ago that he wanted t9 relinquish |’ ° 
his post ‘when he reached. ‘the age 
of 60; which will. be July 23.” | 

Following Fuoss’ takeover of his 
job, Hibbs plans continuing “with 
the magazine, working with some 
of the. top. editors, doing .some 
editing and. possibly some writing. 

_ Fuoss, who's 48: years old, is su- 
pervising. an extensive redesigning: 
of The Post, Ao be put into effect 
in the “fall.” j ' them.” 

Fred. E. ‘Harvey, 65, editor, al- | That was the guidin rule of” 
thor and one of founders: aie: a liens Sifton. head of the. Sifton ; 
‘rectors 0 M 7 ‘of Albi €xICO |chain of newspapers in Canada and | 
Press, died ay ‘in uquerque. | publisher-editor - of Winnipeg Freé 

, + ; Press iwho died ‘April. 211, its chief 
‘Girlies’ Beyond Tolerance "| editorial writer, Grant: , Dexter, 

. A Chicago judge “has ruled that | wrote. Sifton | insisted on enfore-: 
26 newsstand operators are guilty. ‘ing that.rule .a2l through "30-33, 
of ‘knowingly distributing obscene | when WFP’ consistently - opposed 

magazines,” despite several pre- ‘the policies. of thé Conservative ‘ 
‘vious test cases that were. thrown r 

' “s ederal government ofthat day and ‘ 
-out because the word “knowingly” Jost. ‘consi iderable . circulation ‘ 
implies that the sellers must read: 
what they: sell. Municipal Judge trroush “te. John: is Date. was 
Norman N. Eiger fined the dealers | Men tne. tate ® 
from $100 to $500. on the basis that | 
the. publications appealed to pruri- ‘New Paperback. House 
ent interests and that’ defendants} Morris S, Latzen, ‘prez of. Sterl-! 
knew as much because of the way: ing Group ‘Ine., for “many years ai 

-. in which the mags were displayed.| pop. magazine ‘publisher, . and Hy' 
Eiger, who has ‘consistently: been | Steirman, president and publisher 

4n.the.storm center of the .argu-! of Bluebook. mag ialso author ol 
ments: concerning “girlie” maga-| Harper’s.-forthcoming novel, “Tri- |. 

_. zines arid sexed-up paperbacks, said | umph™).have combined as Paper- 
that the publications “were with- | back Libra ary Ine. to:publish a linc. 
out redécming -social .. importante j of 35-50-75¢ paperbacks. These will 
and. ‘exceeded, the: bounds of tol- | be’ known. respectively as. the 

cerance permitted by: standards .of | bronze, silver and gold editions. 
Thorality in -Chieago.” ae PL -Ine. will publish both res: 

-Paul Ross. attorney. for the: de- “prints: and originals, latter includ-. 
‘fendants, ‘said. that he. would ap- | ing” “Boarding House. Blues” -by, 

peal. At the trial, he had asked for! James T.: Farrell. first of a series: | 
-a .dismissal Gn the -grounds ‘the |“piny Graham” by Glenn Daniels: 
ordinance Was. vague and. unconsti- | sng Don Dwiggins' “Frankie—The : 

futional, ‘Life and Lo#es pf Frank Sinatra.” 
First two originals are. 50cers; ‘the ! 

| Sinatra tome: a ‘B5e itent. 

No 'B. 0. Interference. 
“The business office ofa news: 

pzper must never have a Single svi-. 
lable to say in’ ‘criticism of editorial : 
policy. It is an editor's: job to do, 
‘the’ best he can, without thought ‘or 
profit or :loss. It is the job of 
the business office to. sell. adver-: 
tising. and newspapers-—strictly on. 
‘metiit, Under -no ‘circumstances! 

fad 

F 

. Concord ‘Monitor Sold. 
‘Concord 1N. H. D ‘Daily: acter 

-sold to William Dwight, publisher. 
of the. Holyoke «Mass.): Transcript- Jur en otro Iuvenitia a major: 

Telegr amy. but. James. M.: Langley, - factor as ‘certain. Wall Streeters are 
publisher of the afternoon newspa- . saving to go Western Publishing 

- per since 1923, will-continue as ed- C6. . This outfit’s common. shares 

- itorial writer and consultant to 40- 
year-old Thomas W. Gerber, who 
wil become. general manager. 

‘Gerber has. been Washington, 
correspondent for the’ Boston, Her- 
‘ald-Traveler and -Dwight. newly: 
elected ‘director ~ of ~ Associated: 

- Press, is a former president of the. | 
American New spaper. Publishers’ | 

“ Assn. 

’ Dwight. and his two sons, William ! 
and. Donald, ‘publish. the Holyoke | 
newspaper, also own: the wards- ’ 
ville «(I1h) Intelligencer: and: have | i mated $3 an 1961. ioe, 80 and” 61 | 
an interest in- the Greenfield. 'Mass.}. t SG into’ Me ount nh Ge iaen i 
Recorder Gazette. Sale of the Mon- [Pr ng ai ition un e Golden . 

_ itor, according .to publisher. Lang-. ress acquisition. 

‘at $42. per, closed Jast - week at 
$76.50 bid. 
(F Western, ‘in addition. to its own. 
activ ities; owns: 50°C -of Golden | 
Press, publisher of Golden “‘Bogks | 
for: moppets ‘and .the Goiden Book. 
Encyclopedia, . latter, big: in ‘super- 
markets. 

Western’s.. . per-share earnings 
have risen. steadily, . from. 1955's | 
{93¢ .to $2:50 in 1960.and an esti- 

World's New Entries: . 
‘World Pub's editor-in- chief Wm. | 

': Farm Papers Merge. oo Targ has’ just received Art. Buch- 
‘Sale of the Weekly Star Farmer, wald's newest, “How Much Is That 

its. 71-vear-old. farm. paper. ‘by the + in: “Dollars?”. for fall publication. At 

Kansas . City... Star to the Home | is ‘another. collection: ‘of his syndi-- 
‘State Farm Publications Inc., took | cated. calumns, a 1a “Don't, Forget | 
-place’ in Kansas- City last week. |to Write” last year, which Worid!. 
‘The Weekly Star Farmer will be | also published: and sold well. .. 
-published -for. the. last..time May Capt. Henrique. Galvao's. * ‘Santa | 
24, and its circulation list of over | Maria: My. Crusade for Portugal,” 
300,000 willbe combined. with the |-saga_ ‘of this past winter's: hijacking 
Missouri Ruralist and the Kansas | at sea, will also be ‘published by 
Farmer, _published by Home State. | World .later. this” year, as. well as | 

K.C. is “ta! become’ the -western,| Louis Zara's novel, “Dark Rider,” 
op: ations centre for Home: State, | kingsize novel - based — 4 the life]. 

new: blood int the management.” 

whose headquarters is in -Cleve-~| of. Stephen.Crane, auth of “The ! 
Jand. according to: James Mithol-| Red Badge of Courdge-® There is: 
land Jr., president, who, came . to.|. film n bidding. for that oue already. | 
K.C.. for. ‘the move last. week.” The | 
- Missouri | Ruralist and -Kansas 

Farmer . formerly. ‘were : Capper “Despite the inroads made by, 
papers.. but were sold by Stauffer ‘S. mags, two new Canadian: 
interests when that chain took over. monthlies include Paper Doll, set. 

the Capper string ‘a few years back. | to: tee - May. -31 in. Toronto,’ and. 
tee move thus atoms company. Canada Month, skedded. for Octo- 
‘tive competitors in on er, .. 

The. Weekly Star Farmer. has ber, and likely published. in’ Mon- 
‘bech Published _ more as a reader ’ Paper Doll. slanted to. downtown 
ee |-business girls, will be mailed: free ~ 

to 20,000, then -sold thereafter aby 
about: a -nickel.- Sara: Bowser, : 
edits, with Audrey Gostlin as i.e. 
-Canada Month, a ‘project of trade- 

: 2. New Canadian’ Mags 

"SPECIAL OFFERS 
Reiss, Las’ gibts . ... Leutschen Film. 

.,. fF noch- 1945, $7.50. Film Daily Yrbooks, 

7m -$35-$75" Huntley, British: Film Music, 

Ken. Giniger of Hawthorn Books 
‘just added a Spanish publisher to 

‘the’ joint -international art. book 
- series . he's. publishing here .in the 
“US. 

‘The: Spanish: edition, to be pub- |. L 
lished by Vergara, - S.A., of Bar- 
celona, joins the_ “Complete Li- | 
brary of World Art” which. com- 
‘mences publication in the U.S. this 
fall when Hawthorn issues the first.} 
:volume;, “All the paintings of Leo- . 
nardo, ” on-Oct. 13th. - 
‘The 150-volume project will also , | 

|must. they: cross: the dine dividing .2ppear in a British edition under :Sarah Bernhardt. said so. As a quick-change artist, McGiveney used 
: the: Oldbourne Press imprint and | 

‘in Jtalian via: the Rizzoli Editore ; 
: Of Milan. 

‘Hints’ To Spain's Tourists.’ 
“Helpless ‘Hints. an Life In- 

‘Spain,’ a Buchwald-type.. paper - 
back on the very special pitfalls 
foreigners can expect to-‘find in 
Vial; ; country, Was published in: 

‘Madrid last week. Author H: Au- 
‘gust Debelius wrote the tome. 
after compiling columns written ; 

for -Madrid’s American weekly.. 
>The Guidenost. : : 
; Lively sales of this comic -hand-. 
book ‘at military installations and : 

‘travel kiosks have author Debelius | 
- preparing: a thicker, . pocketbook- 
sized volume of more. of the same. 
for U.. Ss. Publication.” 

CHATTER 

Associatéd Press Society of Ohio 
has elected Gunner Musselman, of 
the Galvin Wire Service. ‘Circle- 
‘ville,.-as president; ‘Edwatd F. Fal- |. 
lon. managing editor of the Toledo 
Blade,.vice president; and -Charies | 
W. Reamer, Athens Messenger, 

;trustee. Gene Jordan, city editor ' 
of the Columbus Dispatch. was re- 
‘elected treasurer. and B. T. Johns, 
‘AP chief of: bureau, secretary. 

Semi-w eekly Madison Press at. 
L ondon. Ohio, will now ke’a daily 
newspaper, to be published Mon- : 
day -Friday, with William Rush 28 ¢ 

: managing editor,. Hahtley News- - 
. papers also publishes seven subur- 
ban weeklies with 75.000 combined 
‘cireulation. * in Greenfield -. 1O.) 

; Daily’ Times and the Plain City i 
‘went on. the .market last August i (O.1.Advocaté. The Madison Press 

“vas recently purchased from J. R.° 
- Conway. 

Howard: S. Wilcox. public rela- § 
tions and personnel director of the 
indianapolis News: and Indianapolis 
Star, presented with the “big. 
wheel” award. by the Sigma: Delta 
Chi chapter. at. ‘Indiana U. 

“Tape” is name of new bi-month- ; 

‘counters. First issue, June: July, 
out anon, .with plans to put it on 

; monthly ‘basis in October. 

“The: Edinburgh Tatler” is title ! 
i of a new illustrated monthly pub- ! 

But that isn’t so at all. The other day Moira and Michael McGiveney, 
two beautiful, disciplined teenagers. came to see me and gave me a 
brand new book. It was “Saint Anthony Claret” by Fanchon Royer. 
| Their object was not to have me review it but to write a play about 
‘their new-found hero. 

“You know, like ‘The First Legion,’ bys what's his name?” 
“Emmett. Lavery?” 
“Yes, something like that.” 
“EM Tead it,” I said, having no intention of being pulled off a char- 

‘tered literary course for the third 1 ~e in tuo years. Besides, I won- 
dered why they didn't pressure tlie:r father. Owen MecGiveney, into 
:the labor.’ 

True. he is over 75, but he has a zest and enterprise far beyond what 
I. ever had. He was the greatest protean performer of all time. Even 

to do a Dickens skit, plaving all the characters. He moved from one 
:costume and character to another so fast people didn't believe he 
| didn’t: have a double. So he rigged up a gauzy screen. This way audi- 
;ences could see his movements behind as well as before the scene. 
| This act was a headliner 2 over the world for years. Many of this 
- generation may have seen him in Ken Murray's “Blackouts” and hiss 
-son did the stint not long ago on an Ed Sullivan show. 

A food family man, Owen McGiveney has fhanaged to hold stead- 
fast in a profession which is noted for its marital tumbling acts. Be- 

-sides being a great trouper. a wonderful husband—and a loveable 
father, Owen is the best Irish breadmaker and teamaker in the woest- 
ern world. At his home in Sherman Oaks, I have seen him whip uy a 

:tea party in minutes for as many as 15 uninvited, but scemingly wel- 
‘come, guests. I have never seen his wife interfere, for she too admires 
-a great performer. 

It's quite possible that all this explains why he must have turned 
.down the chance to dramatize the life of Saint Anthony Claret ond 
‘told his eharming and adorable spawn, “Try Sir Frank Scully. I'm sure, 
“he has time on his hands, waiting around in Hollywood for some mil- 
lionnaire to buy that big house of his on the hill so he can hot-foot 
_to Palm Springs.” 
" What I have read so far of Saint Anthony Claret (who seems to have 
; been canonized in 1950 when my hack was turned) 1 can see his Ife 
“would make a great play and, for a novelty, a nice, clean moving P. ce 
‘ture which would more, something few Hollywood pictures have done 
since the pugnacious Preminger boxed characters within the four wails 
of a bedroom. 

Or Maybe Dubinsky? ° 
Among the things I.didn't know about the founder of the Claretians, 

-besides having nothing to do with claret wine, is that he was away it 
‘front in labor-management relations, having introduced the practice 
,in -his father’s textile factory in Catalonia more than a century befcre 
Westbrook Pegler ever heard of Walter Reuther. 

“Before pointing out the defects of faulty work,’ he wrote about 
vhis years as an industrial boss, “I would start by praising’ a weavei‘s 
good points, saying that it was a creditable job, only that a slip has 

. been made here and there, and if these;were corrected the work would 
be perfect. Presented. this way our workers accepted my corrections 
‘with humility and amended their mistakes.” 

.As:Fanchon Royer comments. what modern psychologist or special- 
ist in labor-management relations has improved on Tonin Claret’s 

, technique? 
1 He was.boern on Christmas Eve. 1807. and ditched biz for the priest- 
_ hood in his twenties. Spain-had a bloody civil war in 1833. It was not 
: the peaple versus ithe crown. but a dead king’s brother trying to seize 
_the throne from the late king's infant daughter. Old stuff. but the 
“killings convinced Tonin Claret he'd better get over on the side of the 
i angels. 

This did not‘mean becoming a fencesitter. One of his earliest pro- 
tests as a priest was a letter to a mayor which began: 

} Who Threw My Pop Out Of Town? 
“T was astoundea by two lines from my beloved father which in- 

_fermed me, without citing the reason, that they. wished to throw him 
“qut of town.” 

He instantly sent an espresso to ask what might have caused such 
ly. slick for -audiophiles. with dis- {a thing sdying-that if it could be. because he was believed to have fled 
itribution at: audio, disk and photo | ito the Faction, this was false. He was perfectly willing to say at all 

!times on what. 'side he was. 
An opportunity to merge the Claret factory with others and to give 

, the Clarets a favorable stock position appealed enormously to his tired 
si old father, but Anthony wasn’t for it. His father found Anthony" S an- 
‘swer yague and confusing, but Anthony clarified it by quoting, “What 

1 

| lished at E dinburgh, Scotland, and { doth. it profit a man if he gain the whole world and suffer the loss of 

‘covering the social, sporting and 
industrial life. First issue  in- 
cluded articles bythe Duchess of 
‘Bedford, Lord Crawshaw, -Vis- 
countess. Ridley, Lady. Corisande, 
Bennet” and -George. Scott-Mon- 
erieff, 

- Publishers Management: Corp. ° 
has been authorized to conduct a 
“publishers management consultant 
business in New York City. Ad- 
dress is ¢ o Robinson, Silverman, 
Pearce. and Aronsohn, 230° Park 
AV venue. 

‘New York Post Corp., a Dela- - 
Mare corporation. recently merged : 
New. ‘York Post Corp...a New York : 
company. Roberts: & Holland of 
N.Y. were filing attorneys at 

' Albany. 
Editors and ‘publishers of Cath- 

‘ olic newspapers and officers of the , 
; Catholic ‘Press Assn. culogizing 
Rev. John J. A. O'Connor, 68: edi- j 
tor of: The -Evangcelist, Albany 
diocesan ueekly from 1927 to: 

‘iIness. 

Fred- Kerner, exec. editor at 
: Crest. &. Premier, the Fawcett pa- ; 
“perbackers, . launching his newest 

his soul?” His father accepted his son's opinion and thus an early 
Cash McCall was frustrated. 

World’s Record? 
. At the age of 22 Anthony decided to chuck biz and become a sacerdo- 

te. As such he eventudlly rose to become an Archbishop. and even the 
| confessor of the Queen. But his heart remained with the peasants. He 
; preached and walked over most of Spain when there were plenty of 
‘opportunities to ride. Once he walked 13 miles in a snowstorm in half 
an hour. Or he may have flown. for there was no evidence of his foot- 
i Prints discovered by those who fried to catch up to him on horseback, 

Once he got caught in a riptide and was dragged to sea and pre- 
i sumably drowned, for he couldn’teswim a stroke. When rescuers ir- 
+rived they found him floating in. He was washed up on the beach. Like 
‘a much plugged hair lotion, the miracle was there was not a drop of 
“water in him, 

Another time, barred from going to Rome, he tried a round-about 
way through the Pyrenees. Some bandits eaught him and rounded him 
up with a buneh of others whose plans of escape were not quite as in- 
‘nocent as his. They were marched off to a concentration camp. Claret 
‘Tagged behind. A guard, back tnere with him, winked and okayed 
-Claret’s going over the hill. He got to Rome eventually and proved +o 
‘brilliant the Jesuits nabbed him and tapped him for their ordex. He 
: became a “missionary.” He was sent back into his old Catalonian dio- 
lcese in Spain. 
[ There he then became the town doctor. The medic had scramnied 
‘in the heat of revolution and counterrevolution. That left the town 
{without. a pil]pusher. The peasants importuned Rev. Anthony Claret, 

ry 

l 1946, who died at St. Mary's Hos- S.J. to cure their is. There being no AMA in Spain, Father Claret 
( pital in Troy, May 14, after a fong learned what country doctors are supposed to know and turned in a 

perfect record. He never lost a patient. Long before ESP he seemed 
to have had extrasensory perception. 

He was prodigious author and 400.000 copies of one of his books 
; Was par for the course. 

‘book, “Stress and Your Heart.” an - From Catalonia he later was sent to the Canary Islands and to Cuba. 

p55. 50. ‘Lemaitre, Film. Deja: Commence, 
#$5. Kahn, Hollywood. Triol (“the 10”), 

$3.50. Poyne, Greet. God Pan: (Chap- 
‘Plin); $2, Radic Annual. (amv Yrbook) | : 

} 1938-56. complete, 19 vols, $225: ° 
Fuld ‘catalog tram. 

Ameriea s + leading speriatirt. 25e. 
PTON BOOKS: 

_-Hampton Bays, NY. we 

|Mag exéc: Patrick. Hailstone and ad- explanation and investigatian of :He escaped death by accident three times and at least four times at 

-—already Canada's top- -circulation | fur the Associated | Press there. as! 
‘B| Beneéral 
600, 000- average net| ‘paid in first: merly held by David y. Hingten. 

wal be thief. Daniel FE, Woodward. | Canada’s. Dr. Hans Selye’s thot-ies..jthe hands of would-be assassins. 
wi e “commentary” -type. ‘with [[Tauthaern, Books is publishing it in: His mftracles of healing made him the patron saint of cancer, He 
pix. Hailstone. Will publish, Wood- ° June. . _ Was: one of the earliest to prophesy the spread of Commumism and its 
ward. edit, sell. for 35c.. ” 1 siilwaukee. Mayor Henry Maier : threat of world domination. He had the greatest faith in the United 

Meanwhile: 10e. monthly. Liberty’ “named. Alex Thien, 31], night editor ; States and almost his last word was “America.” 
Fanchon Royer who now fives in Mexico wrote the biography of this 

‘the | his press .secretary.. Post- wzs for- : modern prophet. Years ago she acted in motion pictures, and for several 
‘|years was prez of the Catholie Film and Radio Guild. 

-mag—has | cracked . 

@ 
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holds its own. Elvis Presley's 
Br oadway “Wooden Heart’ comes close. . 

. ; : t Mattox “Liz Taylor: e Amazing Story 

opening 2 dane studio In Got-|by Jane and Kurt Singer, appear- 
ham - fing serialized in the local noon pa- 

per Singapore Free Press. English- 
educated population adores her. 

A “Suara Singapura” Grand All- 
Community Variety Show, featur- 

Singer Lyda Fairbanks left New | 
ae. to play the midwest with: 
fe pre Jessel. 
+ Barbizon- Plaza Hotel site for In- | 
dustrial Film & Audio-Visual ex-; 
hibition Oct. 8-11. 

.. ¥. Pubtie Library 
brate its Suth anniversary Peed 255 
Wika a Pes ‘eption in the library's 
caso oed oe yertyard, lon beat, 

James Cagney, produéer - agent , 
Nat Goldstone and sinver Fred; 
Ro; among those off to Europe }; 
Monday '22: on the S.S. Flandre. 

iter Opera Assn. prez Athony 
A. Bliss gocs on board “fF Lincoln 
Cente ir ot Performing Arts. Ditto 
Cont» sveretary Editar B. Young. 

. Ber eor-Gendel handling hand-: 
--outs tor Ed Harrison we Toshi amang both. sexes, keeping -an 

comedy film, “Eve Wanis Tol Oriental city’ Occidentally-enter- 
Sleep" Due at 55th Street Play- | ‘tained. 
house, June 5. John Thompson, 

Balierina status has been be-' expert under the Colombo P'an 
stowed upon Sallie Wilson by; caid Radio Malaya’s men put ac- 
Al ser lv an Ballet Theatre. Ivan cent on wrong syllable so that 

Alien meanwhile rates as a princi-, 

be staged on National Day (June 
: 3). 

Will cele- ‘ exotic stuff. 
Swing music with the emphasis 

especially. that of. the 

-cal music lovers with a new Radio 
Sinapore programme called “Swing 
*n’ Fling” replacing the old favor- 

tite, “Ballads of Batik.” 
The 1961 Paris Fashion Show 

‘Comite Francais De I’Elegancem 
containing Miss Europe and Misses 

iFrance, Italy, Austraia and Ger- 
manyy stirred much delight here 

pa: dancer therein. | aze Suggested recourse to the 
I.atest version of the Greeks’ dictionary” Their grammar, hov- 

“Lysistrata” is called ‘“Mister,!eyer, was “faultless.” 
Move Your Mattress’—done by 
Port Credit Valley, Dramatic So-! . .. 
ciety, just outside Toronto ; 

Marilyn Ross is aboard the pres-| Minneapolis 
ént Meditercanean cruise of the: By Bob Rees 
SS. Constitution. She's booked : 
for lead role in “Anything Goes" | 
at Indianapolis Musical Theatre 

Aug. 8. 

(4009 Xerxes Ave. So.; WA 6-6955) 

Duffy's has inked Ray Anthony 
band for July 28 opening. 

r - Freddie's has comic Shelley 

Asani Empire oF tne ra ; Berman with four Clancy Brothers 

to visiting American students at | this week. 
the Chenonceaux Castle in the; Actress Jan Sterling to emcee 

Loire Valley near Tours, during | Bonds-for-Israel style benefit show 

his summer vacation. at Pick-Nicollet hotel June 8. 

Mateia Hale ‘formerly Landry) Minneapolis actor Robert]. 

is new vice president of the Fed-| Vaughn due here next week to 

eration of American Women’s| plug current film, “Big Show.” 

Clubs and as such will travel fromt = Sol Hurok and Morris Chalfen 

South America and Asia. «| to “Minneapolis Auditorium June 
Frances Penniston, acting for the | 79-13. 

Class Reunion of 1946 at Ottumwa| pick Shawn bows out tomorrow j 
Iowa High School, wishes to "bel (24) at Hotel Radisson Flame 

from Jack Seaton, an alurmus, be 

lieved to work as a tap dancer and Perry 

pianist around Manhattan. ment the following night. 

Opera singer Miklos Gafni off | Minneapolis Jay cees “nTusic 

to Eurdére for six weeks. Headed ; 
for the International Television | jolitan stadium will feature Xavier 
Festival at Montreux, Switzerland !Cugat, Harry Belafonte and Mimi 

is Howard Freeman who'll also | ! Benzell with Apollo Club this 
hit Rome, Paris and London. summer. 

Las Vegans who flew in for+the Madern Jazz Quartet will publish 
‘funeral of Dorothy Entratter,. wife; Minneapolitan Herb  Pilthofer's 
of Jack Entratter, president on th ap "Three Pieces for Jazz Quartet and 

ar Sands Hotel there, included Orchestraf' Composition was per- 
Cohen, Al Freeman, Nick Kelly. formed} by 
Eleanor Roth and Mrs. Ray Sinatra. neapolig Symphony last year. 

Georze Minter, head of Renown Exhibitor ‘Ted Mann, who has: 

Film Productions:. Jack Small, 
booker for Shubert theatres, and 
Fairfax M. Cone, board chairman 

Under the Stars” series at Metro- 

and beautifvi ‘ing his four Loop thea- 
tres, preparing to lay out $150,000 

of Foote. Cones & Belding ad} foy renovation of his Suburban’ 
a4teney, among. those in from: world: nabe showhouse. 
Europe last week on the Queen: ypjayoid Arlen-E. Y. Harburg:! 

Mary. :musicat “Bloomer Girl” will 
Tsrone Guthrie, director; Arthur) University of Minnesota theatre's 

Miller, playwright, and Abraham; showboat offering this summer. 
Ribicoff, Secretary of Health, Edu-! Show will run from: June 13 io 
cation and Welfare, 
those scheduled to speak af the Mississippi river. 
American Education Theatre! James Dixon, conductor of New 
Assn.'5 25th anniversary conven-' England. Conservatory 

Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, NY. tor of Minneapolis’ Symphonv: 
Samuel Goldwyn has been given: Dixon is protege of late Dimitri 

the Service to World Jewry Award : \fitropoulos, former leader of Min- 
by the State of Israel, this tying  neapolis Symphony. 
in with his support of amusement ! | 
industry campaigns of the United . 5 
Jewish Welfare Fund over the past: ? 
two decad*s. Presentation was: 
made by Victor M. Carter, Repub- 

Coop’ $ Last Film. 
lis president and chairman of the ; ames Continued from. page 2 — 
Funkt. 

Now housed in the new HQ of 
the Ove.seas Press Club, the for- 
mer National Republican Club on; 
W. 49 Street, Manhattan, the N.Y. 
Newspaper Women’s Club has just! 
re-velec ted Kav Lawrence, AP: 
women’s radio-tv ed as president. i 
One of the vicepresidents is also; 
radio-tv. Harriet Van Horne of the‘ 
N.Y. World-Telegram. i 

| rm, however, and to convince anv 
| balky exhibitors is planning key 
icity demonstrations of the ‘cam- 
tpaign by decking -out a theatre 
{With | the full promotion. panoply. 
That means the red flasher light 
‘symbol for lobbies and marquees, 
idea being for them to go on-as a 
‘eustomer stop signal at the final 
13 minutes mark. 

Red light and related copy have: 
j been adapted for. trailers, print. 

: ads, radio and tv blurbs In what 
Singapore shapes as a saturation sell. The ‘i 

By Ooi Taw Chiew hroadcast spots, significantly, di-:. 
ren le iz Jorge, here , rectly associate “Naked Edge” 

fre. nor por or and Big OFSe . jWith the Alfred Hitehcock entry 
eV ste an ed radio entertainer * PS having the voice over exclaim, 

Jiree Les! TeV sinemg at the Adelphi ! “Last year it was ‘Psycho’ 

Gri ; Utilizing the red light symbol in! 
Sivapare, still sins video will Print, UA is skeddimg 600-line col- 

ha its tirst television tests by the er teaser ads headlined .“Stop,” 
emia the year, ) with the “o” in the’ form of a: 

-naked red light mazda. 
Company is also getting out an; 

texhib handbook detailing promo- 

C thimbia’s “Come Dance Witk-: 
Me * stirring Brizitte Bardot. drew | 
packed house thongh a short run. 

ifelen Tan, 
giaphe: will represent Malaya at ‘er lights it will offer theatres. 
the “Miss Universe coniest, Long! The Pennebaker-Baroda produc- . 
Brace. Cahitornia, July 20-30. ;tion has another thing in common, 

“Ravana” intvoduced = by the {with * Psycho": both were scripted 
Blue Diamonds here last year, still -by Joseph Stefano. 

ing the cultures of the East, will. 

American tourists will find this . 

| show 

percussion, has caught on with lo-| 

broadcasting: 

“encourage” sounded like “anchor- | _ 

| Badel, tuppers of Furndel Produc- 

Rvom with Nino Nanni and Dolores {Olympia in for solid reviews and (and abnormal official restrictions. 
opening fortnight engage- | probi bly: fine biz. 

icale Petit and Charles. Belmont. |} . 
the quartet with Min- Mic hel Wxvn directs. 

f A Jean Cocteau original idea for:the Cingaro and .Gitanerias clubs, 

spent nearly $1,000,000 revamping nel 

| Frede and Miki Leff. owners and: coine to us seeking: healthy. enter- 

roll s. have found a new club which ; 
be | they will open in July. 

mon j are a &} Aug. 27 on showboat berthed im for Alain. Resnais’ last’ ric. 

Symphony | 
tion to be held Aug. 24-30 at the’ in Boston, named assistant eonduc- ‘ 

;"Yoward Ecstacy, 

“Yank attor-songwriter, Joe, War- 

19. Chinese steno- ; tional uses for plexiglass red flash- ! 

: ‘yin Spoleto, Paris, Bertin, Hamburg, 
London 

(HYDe Park 4561/2/3) German translation of Eustance 
Mullin’s American book “The Fed- 

Joan Fontaine, en route for}eral Reserve Conspiracy” banned ico 
by the German federal. court: for |. Madrid, in and out of town.. 

Sidney Poitier winged in. from‘ jts anti-Semitic tendencies. 
Cannes for’ preem of “Raisin In; Composer Peter. Kreuder (who 
Sun” (Cold. wrote “Goodbye Johnny”) setting 

Howard Harrison takes. over up a fund to give penniless com- 

from Richard Patterson as boss of , roseds a- lengthy free vucation at. 

Paramount International Films. his house in Lugano, Switzerland. 

‘Tom ‘Hutchinson, Daily Express| Scandal in Germany is that Red 
biz reporter, quitting toi propaganda is being circulated. in 

scriptwrite for Tyne Tees Televi- brochures that -from the outside 

sion. resemble publicity for nightclubs, 
Lionel Bart threw a large cock-' sent through the post; inside these ! 

tailery to open the premises (18°) reyeal the Commie message. 
of [his new music company, the | 

Apollo. ing German-American . Friendship 
+ Life-size group: painting of The Week by 

| Munich, Copenhagen and London. 

‘American Forces Network honor- | mi 

Wednesday, : May 24, 1961 

Hollywood 
Lew Sherrell off to Europe. 
Sidney P. Solow on trip to Mex- 

“Telt Chandler. underwent dise 
{surgery. 

Harry Bloom opening own. ‘agen-_ 
cy in Bevhills. , 

Steve Parker returned from four — 
months in Japan. -.° 
. Robert Ryan to London for loca- 
tions of “Billy Budd.” 

Samuel Z. Arkoff returned from 
Cannes Film Festival. . 

Anita Stewart: willed. bulk of 
‘estate. to sister Lucille... 

‘Michael ‘S. Hamilburg in. from 
urope to join’ father’s agency. - 
George Seaton hopped to-Jerome,, 

‘beaming out pre rams . 
Crazy Gang: among those on view} jn German, 6 Prog | Idaho. to gander first. grandchild. exchanging a com- 
at current “exhibition of the work | ging 
of Andrew Vicari. in Frank 

Ronald Lee, Metro's publicity! furt. so° that the Germans hear 
chief, inflicted with. jaundice the! ‘soldier ‘Lawrence Zerkel's “Duffle 
night before the “King of Kings” Bag” request show, and the GIs |- 

London conventign. hear “A Half Hour of Light Mu- 
Ettore Manni afid Roberto Risso. ! cio with’ German Hanna Pfeil. | 

two top Italian actors, have arrived 1 Z Z 7 
for work on UA’ aa “The Valiant,”: —— = 
starring John Mills. wiaali Sno 

Ian Bannen replaced. ‘by Eric Mexico’s Tourism 
Porter in “Richard III” -opening ‘Continued t _ 
tonight (Wed.) at Stratfard-on- | ontinued from page 2 ener 
Avon. Bannen is suffering from a; Port taxes averaged around 50°C, 
virus following yanking ofa wis- and Scotch lovers in Mexico. should 
dom -tooth. " ” Tbe getting their favorite liquid for 

Viscount. around 96c now. 
‘paying the stratospheric prices 
though, on excuse that. warehouses 

| Hessischer. Rundfunk ' 

——e we * 

‘Furness and Alan |. 

—- 
tions, parcved company amicably. 
Furness Productions has _ been. 

el amaneeer ate Parker as gen- it's a safe bet that prices never 

. Actor Robert Shaw, whose first | “tl! come down. 
nove!, “The Hiding Place” became{ , In. this capital, clubowners ‘are 

a.bestseller has now published his | Vieing with alarm the exodus of 
second novel. Called “The Sun | National | and international tourist: 

Doctor,” it has already been named |. 

vem Daily Mail Book of the. in. recent months. ‘Second, third 
and lower category ‘elubs have a 
‘Yam. curfew and’ only deluxe 
spols can keep at blaring pitch un- 
til four or five in the morning. Paris 

By Gene Moskowitz 
(66 elre. Beteuil, SUF. 5920) 

Yves Montand .w ill do. a one-! 
man singing stint here next year. 

Jacques. Tati’s yaude show at the ° 

top spots also suffering a slump, 
| attack the city government Policy: 
irestricting their operations. ' In- 

investments producing no ‘return, 

'Thnus Manuel Alonso, of the swank 

Brigitte. Bardot winding her ' Semiramis. Restaurant, 
stint. opposite Alain Delon in the | 
sketeh pic, “Famous Loves.” 

Francoise ‘Perier into. vidfilm,. 
“Figaro,” -being directed by Marcel.' 
Bluwal and slated for airing next. 
Christmas. . | 

Charles Boxer into French 
“Midnight. Deion,” 

he. his workers and tourists are. 
“hurt” by official: bluenoses. Tour- 
ists can't find a “quiet” spot to re- 
lax and.as for Alonso, if he reduces. 
his staff, unions issue a strike call. 
If he announces variety turns, the. 
city. shutters his premises. 

pic... stays open more hours than. ‘per- 
opposite Pas-: mitted, he faces stiff fines.. 

Owner Of 2 Clubs Urges Study 
Guillermo Cervantes, owner of. 

a vilfiim whodunit. “No Luck.” ! 
Was turned down by the one chan- | 

governmental 
isetup -here, — 

says that entire problem should -be. 
thoroughly studied.” “Night clubs 

| wight life,” he added, “and tourists 

operators of the old nitery Le Car-|tainment. They have traveled to. 
: spend money, and not to be thrown 
out after midnight, or one ‘o'clock. a 

Billy Lozano of the Los Globos, 
luxury nightclub, ‘said. all owners. 

Alain of deluxe night spots are. passing 
script }through “a very critical period.” 
“Last: His solution, the reestablishment 

Year in Marienbad.” now turning { of. the minimums cover to “balance 
scripler-director with “The - Im out” losses, for the clientele now 
mortal.” starring Jean-Marc Bory-!is not.spending.as much’ as before. 

Oldtime Czech pic. director Gus- i Some. club and restaurant ‘own-' 
jtav Machaty winning’ $20,000 from ers refuse to talk for fear of. “re- 
French, proditcer Georges’ Glass, i prisals” by authorities. _ But con- 

‘noted ‘film, “Eestcy, "in a recent | j 
-Though the” fina! title was 

- Machaty 

Originally * 
The Mae umba and Le Petit Cafe, dt. 
w ill-be a late winduppery spot.. 
‘Avant-garde novelist 

Robbe-Grillet, who..did - the. 

ta 60°; 7 in night spots, athens even: 
jhi gher in clip joints that have had 

Won } ‘their. hours clipped to midnight or. 
11. a.m, 

! But none of the gentlemen of the 
field into. a supporting rolej| night spots cared to make any 
bin the | yamande! yuarer Dy- jcommen! about a. possible reduc- 
;namite Jack,” with Jean Bastia di- tion in.theic astronomic “prices for 
irecting. Pic is ‘the first French {liquor and food. It could be that 

oater trying to ape Yank sites! inic is tl t 
for its backing. Warfield may also j this s thé reason keeping Ameri. 

scan tourists away. at least 
do sone tunes for this comic west-|“siingo” -tourist is. mat a 100° 

'ern, el thin : sucker and figures things out for 
himself: And in'-the long run 

Frankfurt |concludes that the $60’ and up tab 
| per. person for comparatively mild 

By Hazel Guild 
(2. Fuerstenbergerstrasse; 595751): : 
Karl-Heins Krueger named new 

general manager for -Enited Art- 
ists in Germany. 

Thomas ‘Wolfe's 

pic. 

his point. 

spot circuit. 

“Took Home-' variety -acts, also sing: the ‘blues, 
iward.. Angel” being made‘into a talk of shuttering ‘if authorities do 
| television. film. at Hamburg. fer not give them relief soon: They 
‘showing on. the German TY net. have an’ argument in. asking “is 
, later ‘this ‘year. ‘ there ansthing immoral in having 
, ‘Columbia Pix Tunning a news--a pianist,. or a singer,. during the 
| paper. contest in.connection with supper ‘hour?” - Consensus is that. 
“Pepe” in- Germany, ‘awarding ;clients seek more than good food 
‘eight autos and two trips to Amer-! and drink in. bars and supper spots, 
‘ica. for the ‘winners. apart from the clubs. — 

‘Lill Babs, top Swedish tele star,! But the Department of Public 
imparted to Germany to. filin 2 1 Entertainments and Mayor Ernesto 
musical ,°*Too Young To Be P. Uriachurtu stubbornly maintain 
‘Biond,” toa be offered on German: that the eurfew-clamp- -down, and 
ter> this September. 
Jerome -Robbins bringing his!than bona-fide night clubs, will 

“Ballers U.S.A.” on its third Euiro- | continue’ to be the policy for. “the 
| pean tour this. summer with dates ‘ protection of the Fublic. ” 

; és 

mentator with the German outlet,,| 

But they're still 

are ‘full of 15,000 cases or on. which |: 
‘high imposts had been paid. But. 

traffic because of the curfew. re- |. 
strictions imposed by city fathers | 

next. ‘Monday: 
Owners of the clubs, including |. 

wails that |- 

to. pressagent - for: 

And if | 

WwW oody. 

programming are an essential part of the city's }° 

‘after 
spec. 

nightclub hopping is not worth the | 
candle on. today” 8 ‘Mexican night , 

Bars and supper cluhs,-: which { 
| have been banned from presenting 

‘occasion’ of . Mother's Day: 
14). Gag: brought. high. circulation. 

! restriction of variely turns in ‘other. 

Dan . Melnick and. Ted: Fedder, .- 
ABCTV vps. in for network talks. 
Larry Graburn: resigned six-year 

post of:ad manager for Walt: Disney 
‘Productions. 

Red. Jacobs’ opened’ Salt Lake: 
City and: Denver branches for ‘his 
‘| Favorite - Films: 

Joel Marston. starts fifth’ season 
‘| as leading man at. Eliteh’ s Gardens, 

‘} Denver, June: 20. - 
Dave -Marlin succeeds - Larry. 

Graburn as.ad: manager: ‘for. Walt 
Disney Productions.: 

Chicago 
(DElaware 17-4984). 

Jerry Lee Lewis topping current 
r&r bill at Regal Theatre.  ~ 

- “Hot. Chestnuts”: revue. fotded. 
1 after four. weeks. at- Le.Coq de la 
Rue. 

Perry. Como's NBC-TV . outing: 
originating: from McCormick Place. 
tonight (Wed.). — 

Margaret. Josylin is new. publie 
relations chief. for the Sheraton- . 
Blackstone Hotel. 
“Lisa Kirk in to do. “Showboat” 

at Melody Top gineatre. opening 
(29) 

Chi Ballet Guild showcasing 
local talent.in a dance program at 
Studebaker Theatre this Friday 
AQT. 

j variably they sing a song of heavy |. Don Gordon elected new prexy 
of. Chi chapter of ‘Screen. ‘Actors: 
Guild. . with Jerry Kautherr in as. 
yeepee. . 
Count Basiv. ‘Orch: ‘and: Lambert, 

‘Hendricks &:Ross- topping jazz bill, 
at Tivoli Theafre, opening Fri. :26%4. 

Lina Hammer -off to’ the. Coast, 
Phgiiis. Diller 

during her: threeweek stint at. Hol-. 
lywood Cloisfer.: 
-Ruad. ¢onipany of “Fantasticks,” 

presented. originally. ‘under : ANTA-- 
“niéago aegis, now Under the. man- 
agement of producer Richard Aian 

and Faith. Beye. Smeeth: 
w 
2 

Las Vegas a 
By Forrest Duke 
(DUdley. 4-4141) 

_ Jue. Gibney is new. flack at Cali- 
fornia.Club, °°" . 

_ €laudine. Longet: ‘back as top - 
terper in’the Trop Folies Bergere 

taping. the: Andy W illiams: 

Sammy Kaye in. at® ihe Riviera 
to: inspect the Starlight Lounge 
where .he and his” band: open 
June 21:. 
“Arturo” Romero’ aid ‘the Villa 

fontana’. violinists- atthe Dunes. 
| Sultan's: Table restaurant, skedded’ 

| to -get the heave-ho back.to Mexico 
‘City, byt got a last miriute reprieve 
from the musicians union. and. will 
Stay indefinitely. 
Jerry Léwis tossed a late “show- 

folk show” at the Sands, which 
attracted such night owls as Joe. 
‘-E. Lewis, Lou Mosconi Jr., Gisele 
‘MacKenzie, ‘Bob . ‘Shuttleworth, 
Jack Carter, Zsa- Zsa Gabor, Earl : 
Wrightson, Joey Forman, the Wiere. 
Bres., Robert’ Clary, the> Mills 
-Bros., Johnny Paul, Joyce Roberts,” 
Sandy Stewart, Alice Faye‘and: Phil. 
‘Harris: 

Vienna 
‘By Emil w.. Maass’ 

(Grosse: Schiffgasse’ 1 A; 356156). 

_ Yank. tenor Marion Alch. guested 
in’ Verdi’ s “Traviata” in the’ 
-Volksopefa: . 

California or ganist Clarence 
Ledbetter touring Austria, giving 
concerts in cathedrals and concert- 

. _& halls. 
Former variety. show theatre: 

“Ronacher” opened as live tv show. 
Manager Theodor. Graedler bowed 
to tradition of. house and relayed 
-a variety show.. 

Leopoldstadt Wochenblatt fweek- 
lyi. first. newspaper here to be 
printed. * ‘with ‘smell of roses" on 

’ (May 

Most.of the buy ers agr eed it- really, 
did.” 



GRACE GEORGE: . 
Grace George, 81, actress who 

appeared on Broadway. for mrore- 
than 50. years, and who rated as a} 
mistress of high comedy... died. May 
19 at her home in New York ‘City. 
She was the widow of ‘William A. 
Brady, ‘the _ theatrical. producer, 
who died in 1950. and the step-~ 
mother ‘of the ‘late Alice Brady. | 

“a star of stage and -silent:-filins.: ” 

‘Miss. George made her first ap-"* 
pearance. at the Standard: Theatre 
in New York. in 1894,* as one of: 
"the school girls in..“The New Boy.” 
‘Her: legit credits. fill nearly .three 
full columns. in “Who's Who ite “The: 
Theatre.””.Some “of these i elude 
“Charley's Aunt.” “The “Turtle.” 
“Mile. Fifi’ © “Under “Southern 
Skies,” “Frou-Frou.”. “The Two Or-. 
phans.” “Abigail.” “Killone in thet. 
Earth." ” “Carnival.” “Major Barba- 
‘Yas “Captain -Br assbound's : Con- 
yersion,” “Spring, Again,” “The 
Velvet Glove.”. *'The ‘First. Mrs, 
Fraser” and ‘She. ‘Had To Know. 

One of her: memorable roles. Was 
as “The First Mrs: Fraser,” at: lrer. 
husband’s Play house Theatre ‘in- 
N.Y..in 1929: She also directed this 
successful comedy w hich Nad-asrun 

of 207 perfarmances, during © the 
early days of the depression. . ‘An- 
other of her: later’ Broadway hits. 
was the: badger ed Mary. Herries in 
“Kind Lady. She appeared, tater. 
in. revivals of both these plays. 

alee 

e Brdad-. She had not. acted. on the ‘inal Proadw ay: c 

Roac he was cast’ in. such legiters | ; dustry’: pioneer, Gied.. May 17 jn. 

tL “The. Distaff: Side.” “Call It a: Jamaica, LL. after a short illness. ' 
* Dav 

8. Man fr om Cairo.” 
~ alntost two columns in “W ho's Who: headed National Screen Service's ; 

Her marriage to ‘poster. department. 

=e 
é 

An: Memoriam 

> “Maurice Van Praag 
+ September 29, 1881 

May 17, 1961 { 

a ee 

Way stage in seven years when she-: 
‘returned in 1949. to share’ stellar” 
billing: with’ Walter Hampden: in 
“The Velvet -Glove.” Her ‘last 
“Broadway appearance. was in. 1951: 
in a revival of Somer set Maughanrs 

"The Constant Wife." Which. also 
starred. Katharine. Cornell «and 
Brian: Aherne. She appeared. dn 
only one film called “Johnny Come- 
Latets" "vith James Cagney. 
Her son William A, Brady Jr.: 

mas long a Broadway producer with 
Dw ght Deere’ Wiman. Tne junior 
Brady: was Killed in a. -camping ‘ave 
cilent in upstate New York leavin: 
jis. nidow Catherine Alexander: 
whose daughter. Barbara Wagner, 
BON-pzO, Was: mentioned= in the obit 
Hotes as surviving Miss: George. 

Funeral was’ held Monday - 22 
St. Malachy’s Actors: Chapel, N.Y 

JOR E. iow ARD.* 
Joe E. Howard, 83. oldtime vaude 

che adliner: aid ¢on poser of J8 new: 
. Sicals ard ever 200 pop: songs. died - 
“May 19 in Chicago, onstage during : 
fachencht performance. ; 

* Details in thie \ ‘vude. seetion, 

. JOAN DAVIS” 
- Joan Davis. ‘53. screen, radio and. 

‘television - comedienne. : diced, May. 
22. ofa heart attack: in Palm 
Springs, Caiif. 

Miss Davis, though. achieving. a. 
mivasure -of popularity: in films. 
‘won her Hreatest ‘acclaim, first’ in 
radio. and Jater in ‘television. “She 
Jad her own radio show for many 
Years on CBS: in the pre-telsy ision. 
~days, cand then on telesfrion 
starred jin. “I .Married JJan. 
which though filmed several years 
a’.a ‘continues - to be rerun ow fla- . 

tions throughout. the country as a 
“‘davtime strip: 

-Tronicalty; despite the success. of. 
“] Married . Joan,” .ar perbaps. be- 
cause of its exposure. as one of the - 
most- -epeated .. film | serics, 
Davis was unable to click in‘ d-new 
format.. She inade several: pilots | 
in. ‘he Past few: ‘Jears, but. none 
Bold. 
Among. Survivors is a ‘daughter, . 

_Bersl,: who: made several appear- 
ances on her: ty “show with Miss - 
Davis... He 

HENRY ry NEIL Le. 
‘Henry Joseph, O’Neill,: G9: char-: 

eeter actor who appeared in more’ 
- them 150 tilms,. died. May 18 in! 
He"yw oad. . 

He centered the. iheatre after 
World War I touring withia r sade ¢ 
sitet. He later joined the. Celtic « 
I layers, cppearing in) saci clas - 
HOS, OS “Riders of the Sea,".“Play-: 
Ley. uf Western: Work” "epithe! 
Yeht. “fhe Sineer “Work- ¢ 
Tiowe® Ww an . an FI 

His first top Broadway role was | 
Paddy in’ Eur "CHE O Nes © aT: (ci 

- Wednesday, May 24, 1961 

OBITUARIES 
| Hairy’ Ape.” 
in other - O'Neill: plays including 
“Great . God. Brown” ° and. “The Ja 

-Hollywood.. film, 

: China."® “Juarez.” 

Viet’ Craig 

“He. later. appeared 

Fountain.” - During the depression. 
he ‘accepled an offer to work in the 

“The Kennel 
Murder Case,” ‘and. returned |. to 

verse.”  “Golden* Arrow,” “White 

, heart aitack ‘April 28 in Hamburg, 

Angel.”” “Green ‘Licht,’ “Madame |, 
duBarry.”” “OH _ for. Lamps of 

“Life of Louis Pasteur,” “Trial of 
Mary. Dugan.” “Life. of Emile | 
Zola." and “Billy the Kid.” 

His wife and daughter survive: 

“! drummer. 
VIOLA ROACHE | 

‘Viola Roache, 75,. veteran Broad- - 

“visiting her. actr ess-daughter; Phil-. 
ippa Bevans,_ in Holywood. 

Oni ‘the. stage for 50 vears,. Miss : 
Roache. cane to the U.S. from her 
native’ England. in 1914 to make her 
New York debut.as Elsa in “Pan- 

*-and.! “Rov at ‘Weedin=.” 

“Brot her Rat.” 

i 

‘Way ‘actress Who- retired: two and - 

VARIETY 

‘West Germany, where he was pre- 
paring to put “Das Letzte Kapitel” 
(The Last Capital) before ‘the cam- 

| eras. A native. of Vienna, he had 
more:than 40.talRies to his credit. 
He also produced . some of Ger-. 
many’s early silent ‘screen hits. 

Ucicky, 
nnings films “Der Zerbrochenr 

Krug” (The Broken Vessel), turned {in the 
out such postwar hits- as “Zwei! Time of.Your Life.” 
Blaue Augen” (Two Blue Eyes) 

‘Renate. Muelier and Marie Schell, 
among: other stars, to the screen.| song. writer, died recently at the 

MABRICE BURMAN 
. Maurice Burman, around 50, mu- 

i sician - -and. writer, died of cancer.| Years. 
y May 11-in London. He was one of 

the best! known peFsonalities ini 
! British jazz circles. He began as a 

working. .-with m«uny 
‘bands, intluding. av Fox. : 
brose, Jack. Jackson. and ‘Geraldo. 4 
When illness-forccd iim. to quit ! 

“one-half years ago: after @ long en playing, he ‘turned ‘to musical! which he persuaded the late Miss 
gagement ‘in “My Fair Lady,” die ‘ journalism as. a shrewd crivic and | Artie: Hall.to use. It became an, 
Of a heart: attack May. 17% while He also studied : witty interviewer. 

‘singing and piano in order to start 
“what became a flourishing school 
of tuition. He discovered: .many 
‘present day pop singers. stecring — 
Helen Shapiro into the Top Ten. 

“Soft: Shoe Shuffle.” “La Majes- 

who. directed the Emil | 

-Am-' 

jor. The Navy" 

63 
fillness. In failing health for more |of the dance team known as 
than a: year, he continued to work ! “Pritchard & Lord.” His wife, two 
at the station until a month ago.| children, brother and two sisters 
Born in Atlantic City, N. J., he per- | survive. 
formed in kiddie radio- there from 
the age+of seven. 

Following service In World War jist. died April 29 in London. tle 
II, he studied at the Royal Acad- | came from Ceyion 18 months «0 
emy of Dramatic Arts, appeared in ‘and had been with the Beveriy In- 
BBC pr ograms and played the lead | gamells Band at the Edmundo Res 

London company of “The , Club, London. 

ha] 

St. Elmo Van Langenberg, hiss- 

Parents, wife, son and daughter! Genaro DeMatteis, 66. vetcrin 
land’ “Das Maedchen vom- Moor- : survive. - ; Violinist and former member o! * +e 

Prey toed and the rin Bate 0%) hof” |The Maiden from. Moorhof. ‘San Antonio Symphony Oreos. a, 
Union, wr 10 appear’.3 Ile is. also credited with. introduc- NATHAN BEVANS ,died May 13 in that city. Mis wile 

His films include “Anthony: Ad- ing Wy illy Bir gel, Hans Albers. | Nathan Bev ans. 99, a former. “and three daughters surviv e. 

cegr) actor, entertainér and pop: 
Xx ero pop i Archie C. Hathaway, 59, Coium- 
|Mattewan State Hospital in up- Dia Pictures sound technician | or 
state: New “York, whore he hed: 30 vears. died May 10 in Las V: 
been a patient for the last 49; ‘Daugiiter and two sisters eure, 

His biggest hit song was | 
“Decd J Ain't Seen No Messen; cr 
Boy,’ which: was popular at the 

‘ turn: of the century. 
He also dug up from the morgue , 

‘of. a publishing house where he | 
‘was employed, the song, “Won't 
You Come Home Bill Bailey,’ 

Cecil Alden, 66, rmusical di.cce or 
for the Corporations of Fclixstcywe,; 
Southend and Hastings, died Ap il 
24 in Eastbourne, Eng. 

Jack Fox, 77, midget who pl: sed 
-the role of “Buster Brown” Icr 
.-St. Louis shoe firm, dicd May 14 
in Fort Worth, Tex. 

immediate success. Mother, 69. of film director Del- 
. ° a ‘ . > Nas . 

LESLIE WOODGATE Mille, tann, died May 12 in 3 

Leslie Woodgate, 59, chorus j 
mister. died May 18 in London. 
He had been -the BBC's choir 
mister, since 1934. He studied 

MARRIAGES 
Joan hradshaw to Furaenk R «s, 

© 

Betty Livingston to Albino Ter- 

thea” at the’ Booth Theatré.. Dur- tipgc' ‘Jungle Bird” and “I've Got 
won . . ‘ music. al the Royal College of 

‘ing her career she: appe ared iN A. Snoe” are.among his many OM | xTusie and prior i that had been “Beverly Hills, May 13. Bride's an 
more: than 15 Broagway shows aS positions. on ihe stage, appearing: in “Luck ; ‘actress: he's the producer. 
well as two Fo! Ixwood | filins. “Har- { Surviv ed by his. wife, “Where The: 

and. 

‘MAURICE VAN. PRAAG . Rainbow Ends i In 1928 he bécame: assistant | 
Maurice Van Praag, 79. film in-! chorus master at the BBC,: being! 

‘elevated six years Jater. He also 
‘composed. notably incidental music ; 
fer “Romeo and Juliet” and 
“Othelo-”: 

-Prior. to appearing | in. the orig-. 
tef “Lady.” 7 'ss | 

TWO Bouquets". and “The Onetime New York sdles manager 
Her credits fill. for Universal Pictures. he later’ 

‘res, Houston, May 7. He's a lia .d- 
leader. 

Judith Halbrader to Ray Bo: je, 
i Mi Iwaukee, May 13. Bride {s in 
_actress-model: he’s manzegins ne 
rector of Fred Miiler Thit es 

_ there. 
‘Gisliaine Arsac to Ivan Des iv. 

- jin the: Theatre.” 
‘ actor 

“eoming to’ the -U.. 

~& Orth. 
, Wood in, 1934. 

- Miss ~ 

Hockey 
:Sports writer -The Ottawa Citizen), 
racetrucR 

* Diedra.* i 

Lionet Bevans ended .in di- 
vorce. ; 

Her daughter sui vives, 

ANN. ‘CODEE. 
Ann Codee. 71. vet -vaude - andj 

filam actress, died of a heart attack 
May. 18 in Hollixwood..” Prior to 

S, in 1909.- from 
her native. Belgium. she had: had 
a career on-the: French. stage’ asa! 
sinter. 

After cher marriage to Frank : tions, a producer 
Orth in’ 1911, -emuple toured the cials, 

Vaude- headliners, ‘billed. as Codee 
Prior to going to Holly- 

they appeared in 

was in “’Can-Can.* 

segment of “Day in’ Court” tele-: 
series. In. recent. rears, Miss’ 

: Codee. and her husbana had been.’ 
.} active in staging shows at. the Mo-, 
“tion Pictnre.Country House. 

_ Survivors. in- addition ‘to ‘her’. 
husband, are ‘a son and daughter. 

ROBERT W. FRIEDHEIM 
Robert W. Friedheim. 52, admin-' 

istrative vip. of Ziv-United Artists. - 
died May 21 of a heart attack while. came 

Lauderdale, Fla, | Canadian “Military Journal. on a yisit' to Ft. 
Appointed, administrative v.p. of ' 
‘Ziv-UA Jast Year. he had previously - 
served five sears with the firm as j 
vp. Before that. for six ‘Years, he 
had. been v p.-and general manager ' 

j for: Adiance Trailer before joining]: 

‘the first | talking. shore’ for Vita- , formed 17 bands 
“graph in N:. ¥:: a 

Her. mest: recent ‘Alm: appearance’ ‘died May 16 in Toronto. A retired |. time ‘German stage and screen: 
and a week. be- / lieutenant. - cammander, 

fore her death she played in a- born in Bristol. England. and. stud- - a long illness. He appeared at tep 

| 

He. also was regiotial sales head 

Van Praag Productions 10 years 
ago. as general manager of its 

; Miami office. A native of. London, 
Van Praag: came. to Philadelphia 
at the: age of two months. He was 
a past “president of. Lecal B51 
TATSE.” 

-- Surviving are his wife and: five 
sons. One of. the latter, William, 
jis president of Van Praag Pr odue- | 

of tv commer- 
documentary and industrial : 

world. for more than 20 years .as | films. ° 

AIsrRED ZEALLEY 
Alfred: Ed. Zeal'ev. 82, who; 

of. the Rayal 
+ Canadian Navy in Werld War II, 

he -was' 

jed. at Kneller Hall Musical © 
“AG ademy. 

‘He taught | music at Harvard U. 
fér seven vears, then conducted: 
the Kilties Band during tuo tours: 
of the. UV. S. and Mexico. He also: 
wrote. a book. “Famous Bands of i 
the British Empire.” His. first” 
Royal Canadian. Navy band played 
at the Canacian Nationl Exhibi-| 
tion, Toronte, in 1941. Later he be-| 

associate editor of «Tne: 

‘Survived by 
sons. 

wife dnd three 

| EDDIE STANDRING. 

Eddie Standring, 61. forme r 

:-Conn. One of the authors of the 
‘radio serial, 

_ters, a brather and two sisters. 

? sound: 

Survived by his wife and son. 
; : Munich, West Germany, Apri! 29. 

Bride is a mannequin and actie +s; 
RICHARD SALISBURY te can ee, 

Richard Salisbury, 51. radio! H&S an actor. 
cad . ' ' Ssivia Mitchell to Paul Lincs In, writer, died May 17 in Hartfard, : London. Mav 19. Bride isa danecr. 

Valerie. Master to Dick K. ‘z, 
London, May 22. Bride is a wep 
singer; he is her pianist and 1: ye 
ager. 

Patricia Regan to 
Thomas, London, Mas 21, 
an actress: he’s an actor. 

“Romance of Helen ° 
Trent,” he was a ‘radio network 
script writer in Néw York from 
1930 to 1942. He worked on writer 
teams that produced several aftrr- 
nvgon scrials, 

Prior to his death, Salisbury Was 

Hen Hb. v 

Brits 13 

XN ) I . 

a. publicist in Hartford. He also wats May 18. Bes £. ‘ * 
authored textbooks used in Con- ; stage and tv actress: he’s a i 

-necticut elementary schools. Sur-' vroducer and head of Va" 
vViving are his mother, two daugh- i a Ca “ ‘We Films. 

: Resemury Kilpin to Tony K: 
‘Tand, Hollywood, May 11. Mri is 
un actress: he’s Paraniount-?°: 

long- mous music staffer. 

Lola Albright to Bill Chadr'ty, 
Hollywood. May 19. Bride's ne 
actress; he’s a pianist. 

Carol Thirer Freedman to 3.ce 
Townsend, May. 5, New York. Beth 
are Long Island Star-Jour nal 1e- 
porte rs,. 

Dorothy L. Mever to Frederic: W. 
Ziv, Cincinnati, May 19. Bried :s 

Office secretary there of Ziv-Un*:d 
Artists; he's firm’s board chairn‘cn, 

Mr. and Mis. Do.iald Please Hee, 
tdauchter, London, Mey 15. Mother 
im ex-actress Josephine Cre MINS 
father is en actor. 

Mr. and Mrs. 
‘son, Hollywood, 

‘HUGO WERNER-KAHLE 
Hugo Werner-Kahle, 78, 

actor. died May 1 in Berlin after 

Berlifi legit houses and aso was 
seen in many tilms. both silent and 

Among Werner -Kahle’« sereen ; 
‘eredits are such features as “Der 
Maulkorh.”  “Traummiusik™ and 
“Affair Roedern.” He also headed 
the acting schoot of Berlin's? 
Deutsche Theatre for years. 

<p, Somme tee 

MAUDE RAYMOND ROGERS 
Mrs. Maude Raymond Rugers. ! 

89. a retired actress, died May 10 | 
in Rockville Centre, L.I. She was” 
the widow of Gus Rogers, who 
with the late Max Rogers, formed ; 
the Rogers Brothers team, German 
dialect . comedians, more than 50) 

BIRTHS 

Garv Polas 
Calif. Mis 

‘ky, 
4. 

of World: ‘Broadcasting System, a pubbery manager and director. died ‘years ago. She had appeared with ‘Father’ san art director. 
subsid of Ziv. 

‘Friedhcim was born. in- Memphis Har penden, Eng. 
-and ‘was: educated at- Westminster ; Campbell. Connelly: ‘publishing | when she was 18 years old. She. 
CoHege in Fulton: Mo. ‘After a stint. house in- ‘1927 as a song demon- retired 35 years ago. | 

he.be- strator at Blackpnol. He later he- 
came. inanager of:-the Joplin radio. came a salesman. 

“station. WMBH in: 1932, In 1937, he } sional. manager and then general 
joined NBC in N.Y. as sales man- -manager, . 
ager-af the NBC Thesaurus, radio’ health in 1958. He then.started the | picture producer. 
“recording division of the network.) Eddie. Standring- “Music Company.. 

as a reporter in Joplin.’ Mo.. 

where. he- functioned as a, director 
for. 12 years pr ior to his association. hits during his .career; 

- “Sonny: 
‘son and a Heaven.” “Goodnight Sweetheart” 

with Ziv.: 
He. Teaves hig. wite. 

daughter. 

op Pp GORMAN 
Tommiy. «Tay . Pays ‘Gorman, a4, 

sports ‘pronioter \. ho. managed séV- 
eral show .. business: forays. while 
owner 

15..in ‘that’ ‘Citys. 
the founders of the 

‘Teacue, he hac heen a 

awner = - Connaught: 
Ottavae dnd an’ executive. 
Gorman elso-managed evange! it 

Aimee Semple’ 
Blades star’ Barbara wAnn Scott, At 
the time af his de ath, he he d. ‘hie ‘Wt 

“nicht har: rss rack at, Comniaree ht 
Perk iute-a $7,000,000 TISiiEss, 

SUC MIVITES Ore. his Wife, Ceushter 
ond 1 wo SG ns, 

GUSTAV UCICKY 

Gustav. Ucieks: 6%. doneer- ie 
POISE ul’ Geiiian fi: TN, dicd tlk 

McPherson. ge 

of ‘the Ottawa Auditorium. i 79, 
‘died May. One: of !licity 

cNational- 

in: 

acne 

after. along illness April 27 in. 
He joined the; 

London profes-. 

‘retiring through ill- 

‘Standring handled hundreds of | 

Boy.” “Pennies From 

.;and “Underneath The Arches. an 
“Surv ived hy wife,- son and 

, daughter. 

i. -R. V. ADDENBROOKE 
“Alderman H.R. V. Addenbrooke,, 

chairman of Morecambe Pub-| 
& Entertainments, -for 13 

youre. died April 25 in Morecambe?ta heart attack April 28 while ac-- 
-Eneg. He was first manager - 
Floral Hall; Scat borough, 
36 years. manager 

of 
and was, 

notably ‘ated. with the late Carl Laenmle, | 

Gf Morecamhe :° 
Tower Theatre and Ballroom. Jey. 

Mr. and Mrs. Milt Hamer: an, 
daughter, Hollywood. March: 4. 
‘Father is casting director with the 
‘Stahlmaster Lister Co. 

Mr. and Mrs. Donald “Johar os, 
ison, Dallas, May 4 Father is 13-j- 

BEN HENTL EY i dent conductor of the Dallas Sim- 
Ben Muniley, 85, pion phony Orchestra, 

# &: Proneer. momen Mr. and Mrs. Andy Stiv.t:t, 

monia May 17 in Black River Falls, Gauehter, Glasgow. April 29. 
Wis. He was at one time associ- }Father is a comedian and sins. 

Mr. and Mrs. Klausjuergen Vice 

one of the founders of the Holly- , Sow, daughter, Frankfuit-34. 09, 
+wood. film industry. His “magic + Germany. April 29. Mother. is 

lantern” exhibit at the Wi ‘isconsin actress Ida Krotterdorf: fathe; is 
State Fair in 1901 was said to have | 4n. ator. 

{been the first time moving pictures | Mr. and Mrs. Francis Biut.n, 
had ever been seen in. that state. ; daughter, New York, May 14. Fa- 

His wife and son Survive. ther is a juaser. 
_ Mr. and Virs. 

DON T. JONES son. May 19. 
Don T. Jones, 41. piatist. died of 4 -:"er. 

Mr and Mrs. Rex Henriot. «in, 
Mav 10. Paul, Minn. Father is 

Golden Hind’s presentation — of wanaeine director of the Thartre 
‘Candide’ at the Playbox. Berke- St. Paud: mother is the Chiterans 

Cai. Theatre Girectar, 

She made her debut as 
“Uncle Tom's Cabin,” 

the team. 
Topsy in 

Her twa daughters survive. 

Paul’ Huddlesse, 
New York. Fathes je 

compan.ing the Company af the 

He. invented the Addenbrooke; Survivars include a orcther,: ir. aud Mrs. Ted Diutente, 
Vivstic: Lantern. testured in many | baritone Edgar Jones. another daughter, London, May 11. Father 
ballrooms. end for-some years was | brather. two sisters and his mother. is a con dian. 
Chai man--ot) the. Maret anibe En Meoaed Vrs, Bor Armeie sen, 
tertainment ‘Propaicters & Mane!  Mether, 38 cf sincer Paul Anka, Londen. Wes 16.0 Potaer cs a istm 
escrs Assn, of CH @ May 1 @n Tenalis, N. 1, Her O3ee with Benisnin Pise Bree 

— Doha) ened ser son and 4 anche He ©, 
NORM. tN X. BROOKS pfOr sare, Wroand Mies. Ken Welch. Can he 

Nor met: BK. Brooks, Fu, ane, , — Jt, at y Win New Vorh. Fut cer 

neiieer and newscester far WE Ve: Jack Lord, 54. vel Land ile pene GS onncdie errameesrom! «park. as 
V for the pi wt TP) scarsocies May je: 2h ae T4 ato sis heane tech? owoiter on the Geste Btare 

“aah @ out sake iv soow, ° aby in Bryn tia r, Pa., after & do? yaad a ba iG Auli, Ik die 
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Lunt-Fontanne Theatre 
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si neazbogee na 
elec for National am, f es AMUSEMENT K.0,. 

Washington, May. 30." + _ * 

"WHERE'S THE MEGAPHONE? 
Bill ‘setting up what could -bé the |. 

“forerunner-of a Federal censorship’ . 
- Of the arts agency hit a-temporary | : 
-. Yoadblock in the Senate. when pro- | 
“ponents tried- to: rush..{t- through| 
*. with’ a flock’ ‘of non-Controversial | 
‘measures. But. its author. pledged al 

. el Spusic for early‘ passage. 
The. legisration: (S.. 162), written |. 

by -Sen.. Karl: Mundt (R-S.D.)- and. 
¢o-sponsored by 23 other. Senators, 

‘a “Commission: on} 
- Roxious ‘and ‘Obscene. Matters -and'|'S 
“» Materials.” :A similar ‘bill. last.-year | 

- went. through the Senate, but died |: 

‘would. ‘create 

" on the House side. in. the adjourn- 
‘ment, Tush. ° 

“Senate | Government - Operations 
7 “Committee. okayed the. bill: last | 

- Tuesday (23), and on. Friday (26) 
. Mundt - tried: to gain its Senate "’, passage by. means of the consent. 
_ealendar method, whereby’ routine 

_ ... {Measures are approved:rapidly with. 
" dittle or no talk. Sen. ‘Hiram. Fong} 

(R-Hawaii), obj. ected when the bill. 
‘was: called ° “up. thereby thwarting | 

a eing. Fong 
. ‘probably ‘was acting -on ‘request. of | ; 

: gome unidentified. colleague or col-|- 

‘passage for. the time 

eagues;. and .no- explanation was |. 
given. for the move. : 

The bill osterisibly is designed tol: 
‘undermine circulation of. hard-core’ - 

” SO pornography. — photographs, print-|- 
matter.“‘and stag-party :- flesh |. 

films:;, Howevef; one of the: bill's 
.. §ponsors last year. sald the Com-|- 
Mission would ‘delve into: allegedly | 
a ohscene ty: Programs | and. films. as. 

well 
“what this is ‘present. intent is: but- |: 

7 ‘tressed by fact reps from. the radio-| 
wa and picture ‘industries would be 

-(Continued on: page $3) 

Vienna Set For. 
Crowded 

Vienna, May 30. 
“Plans ‘are. beginning to jell for; 

the : entertainment’ of. the Ameri-| 
_@an ‘and Russian’: parties to the: 
“Summit”. here on- ‘June 3... Vien- 
“na Opera. and other theatres are 
_ revising their schedules to-present | 
attractive works °. For ~ ‘instance. 
“Aida.” “Magic. Flute’. and ‘“Fle-: 
dermaus” will. replace such. heavy. 

-. abors as “Wozzeck.” |... 
“ MWhen-. the- Kennedys * attend 
Mass | ‘at. St. Steplien’s” Cathedral 
a’ special music: program. by the: 
children’s’ ‘choir. ‘will be: -added. | 
Mrs:: ‘Kenned;. by her own request, 
Will attend the Spahish Riding 

_°, Pierre. Salinger ‘of | the : ‘White 
7 Hiouse has: been ‘here: on. arrange- | 

-~ tnents forthe 1,290- journatists,-in= 
eluding :.74' newshens. “The Vienna 
‘Army. Barracks: is ‘being ‘dalled un: 
with—note—lace curtains: “For “the | ke. Bing may 
pr ess. 

Savannah : “Excited By 
Party: For ‘Cape. Fear’. 

‘Savannah, Ga. “May 23, 
This buss is excited’ Dy’ the. ‘pres: 

ence ofa motion picture crew film- 
‘ing. “Cape. Fear’. for. “Universal. . 

sure’ of: the Melville. Production 
story line; they are, aware ~ that 
“Greg, oa “Polly, “Bob”. and “Lori’’: 

-They::are referring, 
like’ ‘self-conscious .name-droppers,. 
to. Gregory’ Peck, Polly Bergen,. 
Robert Mitchum and Lori. Martin, 
who top the cast:in the film, . with. 
‘English. director J: Lee.Thompson | 
doing: the megaphoning. (without, . 
a’ ‘silent :era megaphone. ‘much. ‘to | | 

are in: ‘town.. 

the’ disappointment.of the squares). 
‘And ‘no leather. ‘Puttees, “either. 

Not. too .many scenes. are. being |. ! 
‘shot in Savannah, but-that -has not 
‘had. -a diminishing’ effect on: the. ing;..golfing and yachting ctubs, | 

and: so en; Amusement trades per- 
‘1gonnel would feel tax reform ‘on 

excitement. "8 

‘No Segregated 
Met Opera’ Stuns. 
Atlanta Bon Ton 

- ‘Atlanta, May. 30. 
”. Georgia. society: and: music : buffs 
here were at first: stunned ‘by the. 

‘>| statement of Rudolf .Bing,-manag- 
ting. director of the Metropolitan 
a Opera, that the Met would never 
J again play. Dixie. while: segregated. 

‘| seating prevails.:’The Met. has ‘ap-. 
R ‘peared Here with ‘much regularity 
| sinée .1905,. always. a sell out, and 
pit represents the peak. of the ‘social. 
| season each spring: | 

Talks are- now “th. progress to: 
| work out..a local. ‘plan: acceptable 
to. Bing. Several . well-publicized | 
-ineidénts this ‘year’ involved -diver- 
‘sion of. Negroes holding downfront 
locations:to a section inthe baléony 
‘where, to. quote,: “they would. not ; 
be next to-any white ‘petson.”’ Just 
how: Atlanta can get- around this} 
ideal tna the. colored patron. must \ 
not rub. shoulders.with. the white! 
Temains to. be. ‘discovered, 

- Tendency:at present is: to. éharac: 
terizé” the Segregated. patterns of : 
Southern -theatres,; and the-. sépa- } 
tate entrance. for Nezro trade: as} 

“minor : ‘seating. problem.” ~~ 

“Location . 

making ‘theatrical. Tawyers’ and 80. 
on. . 

imy the practical ‘question . of. sur- 
|vival:faces showmen? in ‘the: luxury 

of expense account. spending, many. 

{would -be imposed. after 15. years: 
‘of inflation with fixed overhead and |: 
union scales at all-time highs.’ The: 

| question now nagging showmen is: 
Although: ‘the.’ localites: are. not ‘can they get aleng. without expense 

account spenders, and/or ‘ where. 
‘could’ ‘substitute . revenue. .come. 
from? They: feel. that existing rates 
of personal - taxation. preclude any: 
substitute source. 

: Showmen now. are saying that: 
the following. are ‘likely to. suffer 
first and: worst: = _ 

Cabarets generally : 
. Luxury restaurants 
‘Live theatre «=~ 

_ Ticket brokers ... 
’ Championship bouts, ‘ete. 
“To this list. of “victims” is. ‘ap-. 

pended. all sorts.of resorts, hunt- 

_ other. levels, as, for instance, threat- 
“Jened. destruction for U.S, film stars 
{of overseas tax shelters. or eompul- | 
sory austerity: for. talent peddlers, 
travelling. “film. exploiteers; deal- 

- "Tax reform ‘advocates call. it al 
necessity of. restored citizen moral- 
ity it now being admitted that the 
calamity. Howlers’ of. ‘Presidént 
Taft's era-are’ proven right: income 
tax encourages a nation of cheats. 
But:.with expense account spend- 
‘ing now’ ‘Structured into the eceno- 

areas. ‘The. gloom gathers. Sombie 
words: like “layoffs”: “bank- 
Tuptey”. are. heard. 

Show © business" tends: to think 
this. . way: tax-creatéed : . Amnerican 
folkways - are results of the Wash- 
ington government, not ‘snow Dusi- 
‘ness, Cheating. as a way. of ‘life .in 
America’ may be an- evil: but must 
‘cafes and restauratits.and legit pro- 
‘ductions’ go. out of business as pen-: 
lance- forthe tax system” Deduct: 

and 

| 1 proposed Federal. tax changes an 
_|go into. effect, with ‘drastic. curbing 

‘segments of show business. face |" Brian. Rix ‘Third Play To Top; 
.. | painful and. perhaps. ‘prolonged | 

periods of adjustment, Tax reforms | — 

‘final performance of “Simple Spy- | 
‘men,” the, John -Chapman. long- 
“running . farce at the Whitehall 

performances. 

1,000 . performances. 

1 610. showings,. 

replaced by Basil Lord who. will 
{also go on tour with it in the fall.. 

{| new, farce; “One For The Pot,” 
‘Ray .Cooney and Ton 
which Rix will Rix will play four 

|: 

[nec $ ‘lave Money, Will Help’ 
hh Bid For Stake In Mex TV 

Mexico City, May $9. 
NEC, “through its loeat, office 

.| handling. Latin American affairs, 
‘informed Mexican television exec- 
utives and business men in ganecral 
that the firm is ready to give “every 
aid’ in the improvement of existing 
facilities and establishment of new 
Stations in Mexico. 

Apart from technical help, 
equipment and other advice, NBC 
indicated that it 1s wiling ta give 
economic ald ta businessmen 
interested in the tv industry Only 
qualification is that they have a 
background in the communic alongs 
field, or show that they are capahile 
of running an operation on a bus- 
inesslike basis, 
NBC {ts ready to provide ald in 

‘all parts of the republic. And 
as a cautious afterthought NBO 
Stressed that fis policy of aid to 
new stations should not be inter- 

by | preted as a buildup of “vompetition’® 

» SECRET or LONGEV ity 

1 000: Performatce 

“London, May ~ 80. 
July. 29 has ‘been get for the. 

It. will -have had 1,397 
This ia the. third 

Whitehall farce which actor-man- 
ager. Brian Rix has steered to over 

Theatre. 

Heroes” ‘Hotched 
anid “Dry Rot” | 

scored 1,475, with Rix appearing 
in all three.- He has now left the 
cast of “Simple Spymen,” being 

“Reluctant 

‘Meanwhile, Rix is: readying | a 

but a general putldup of the ty 
| industry throughout the repubtie. 
| Established stations can also count 
lon NBC know-how ta Impiove tecii- 
inical and artistic sideg of heir 

1 operations. 
Relations of NBC with Telesiate. 

{ma Mexicano, and with budding in-- 
dependents has always been cord. at, 
the NBC statement pointed out. 
And firm hopes to continue selling 
[the local industry material made 
in America and dubbed in Spant-h 
iin Mexican studlog, 

While no comment could- he 
obtained from NBC or Mexican 
tv executives, the ald pian in 
some quarters is dubbed as pre- 
lude to goal of a Latin American 
iv linkup, a project that has herr 
discussed off and on for severai 
year's. now. 

Jackie Gleason 

& Mice Hit Paris 
- By VINCENT CANBY 

Hilton, in 
four roles. 

Douglas: Digs Up’ 
A Tax Scapegoat, 
eorge M. Cohan 

Washington, May 30. 
The» tendency of politicians to 

cite theatrical: personatities. for tax 
deductions - while. néver ~tame- 
dropping . gas, oil, ‘motor or other | 
tycoons’ ‘with: yachts” and private 
clubs .was exemplified again when. 
Senator’ Paul Dougias of Mlinots 
singled out tate George M: Cohan i 
as an’example-of extravagant ex-: 
péensé claims: | Douglas coupled | 
Cohan with. Olivia de Haviland, 
the latter still able to answer. 
Douglas, a member: of the fax: 

writing. Finance Committee, warn 
that.there 3s “grave danger" 
President Kennedy's: proposed 

ing deductibility from‘ high-cost ductions and . other practi¢es will 
‘amusements | leaves | ‘Very, little: for ;: be thauarted by - “syectal interest. ears 

the imagination. or hopes. . | He SUZ sgested, chances. ‘Ore grow: i 

= Other. tac. change stories in legit | ing shimmer that. the JFK ref’ Ins : 
: he [ ue oniinued. on inued on page 62) 

= 

Paris, May 23 
crackdown on entertainment de- There are. only four mice in 

Fiance wath Visitors’ visas and 
i Jackie Gleason's gat tien 

The Calilarnia-born mice. aleagg 
it {h six Stateside cats are part 
tof acres’ includieg Gleason di- 
pTertor Gene Kelly and prodarer 

“demonstration,. the ° Sus. 
: preme: court in dressage. ~~ 

j for . grand . opera, 

has played: the Fox here, flag-! De announced his; -pluns’ for” filming | 
of. Wilby-Kincy - film! circuit. Latte plans’ for filming. 
made: house available as. a. Bests e. L“How the West was Won.’ 
“Tooth e community since: the “Marie: !. has ‘éome. “for 
dnal- Anditorium, ‘though -sesting- plas f w the mast spectacular mo-. 
6.5), lacked’ the grandeur needed: ron picture ever mide, * The Life | 

and. Teac tings of Ceci 

the time i 

Specuiat 10it- in. 4 Atiarita an dey, wh at. Milie” At: will. 

be averionktig) “abe, take AZ. weit. in ‘Take; 
(2 > Continued’ on ‘page. 627: est PLOY: ‘the (entine bopaia 

ithe Bible: and MGM has” Started | martes ald. 

me: ty reveal mv. ‘film 1 “pew 

B.. “De. _ 

“Ken Heiman now here at tiie Stu. 
dias de Boulogne shootin sorter ‘A Super Colossal Super: Colossal Renae ana a 

a ‘Yelease | 
“New York. . {tion of Western: Eur ape, i Whye Cleason's feeluces. ater 

Editor: VARIETY: pv ls bate. a script bv Arnold’ the ues D eas Teele ts a Met |” ‘Now that Dino di L aurentiis has! Toynpee, 7  oGantiued on wate Gt 
‘4h. directed by. Did Ham- ne rauneremnnsnateige ee 

Taal take AG ¥ ey ks for this Pope vets mt Regret: 
wae V0 an dis Pj tact ve Parape wall o tye eed 

Fae Be cis; oe i “8 3 tes a. By Be aT. {3 “i Py i foxes seek Wy 4+ £9 t . 

oun i be Cans sited. and-a setae Tepes at TORT Le 
hotel bus “arsind fi - The opice fey : be » tbe 
af adn ee gm wth inéia: Ae rats fens, Ke . 
lana board. 7 7 vB 

"wT 
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MISCELLANY 

Wiliam Morris Agency Expands 
Its European Service & Staff 

Ry ABEL GREEN 

Reane. Mov 20. 

Haks , end Spain will 

Cee under 4 

Fiance, 

the currentls forming Witham Maer- 

rs Assomcates of Sv itverland, 

Popean Teraneh G. Yank outfit 

Mote is designed to give the Morri- 
Oreanivat.on oa ccerect representa- 
tier on the Conmtunsit seu of their 
Breviens Indirect ties 4 saufraan- 
Decter in Rete ete 

Kee Cperation, te ke known as 
Moilinain Wootis 4-sorate~ of Rome, 
oath week uncdes the Su .-s holding 
geront, and ic to be herded hy Jahn 
Metcror, late Sead ot hits On ont- 

1a mole as dGen Mather Onsanizd- 
tion, Weth lawks oe ith Br.tarn’s 
Chistepnar “ann, ote. end offires 
fis various Eu opecn capitan Mor- 
gs taheover of Wate: 
Vag PkGut epost 
tty of STOCO CON the ih thes fiture 
has been ders d ead is said ¢by 
some to he cxadecroted Similarly, 
GAC's seep. Milt Kraeny, he seid 
to have offered se.ne STAULGOO for 
the Mather name ii an’ aftenmpt 
at astnidlar ctup ter GAC, before 
getlirg a Pirnecate. 

“Bermare Woes af the Stateside 
Mas operation, bas heen: 
gettine tip iecal dezl after the araic- 
atfle Katto: mu Lerner bowout :-K-L 
bie cahtaaine @moanm mdie basis 

and brerctung cut pte te and pie- 
packseing' and ail be joined: by 
Mer Stoller. Both to. stav until 
Bteut fare to ye rare takeover, 

eee 

tie 

is 

HOMO FILM, FIREWORKS 
GETS MANAGER PINCHED 

San Francisco, Mas 30. 
A pair of ceps watched a double 

eth ai a 140 -eat artie, The Movie. 
thei arrested ovwnersocnager Gil 
Taslor oon oa charge of showing 
tewd films Pictures were “Vicious 
Breed” aad | Fireworks ~ 

In the idst of “Fireworks.” 
filin cealinge with 
Pelice Tnspectors Jack Jong 

ture halted. confiscated projector 
tee ogeeis aad pailed the oinch. 
Tonge called  “kirceworks” 
“aarsl Dve exer seen” 

Tasler sod the pictire was the 
suiuect of & test case in Los An- 

her and acted. SH it passed in Los 
Stertes, Pelt it was sublalie for 
Sheer rey up ere. 

Sboub S00 persons, 
& cad, were 

who's paid $2 
in the audience. 

“soibkte: Lib bad been running a 
week Pleatre’s been operating 
teare than three vegans and special- 1G 
sft $f 

&~ tne whole Satvarit Rev “World 
af Ara’ tiliegy af ome sitting and 
thee Navi * bitumph of the Wall" 
Moen hh pan 

Be tsee beg 
Bre 

there than erebt montlys 

reser bothered the the- 
phe ceasdy. 

VARIETY 
Subscription 

Enclosed find check for $........0008 

Please send VE RIE TY for 

30 

“treet eee ene z eens casecen. 

City aeecveerdv @evers 

One Year—$! 5.00 

3 0% -t ASI Street 

pte Pe Ri ld ‘Sm eecearcas + =m” eta; 

; Mis hael ‘Rogers: Pianist, Excelsior. Springs, . a . OE), cme _ —_—— — = : =~ Woe 

Seseonvesrsovve eee ' a ; ‘ OK oe Nore oa eee | Gee 
Plesse Frint Name) ‘ coreeve a¢ ° George A. Wedge Prize: to. Stephen | Volume ‘223 Rae Number 1 

* oN Manés.. pianist. Bennington, Vt. — —— rar rs an 
Frauk Damrosch Scholarship -to Ron- 4 a | N D E x. : 

ald Roger 5 pianist. Hackensark, aia "} iif j _ woo Tee 
Pees ereonses ees eersese on Tartha Wigs ouglas vlarshi o} : ec eeu’ cotoesys eee . ". se eo eye rr 7 

, coerce o 7ene. Alan Fine. pranist;. Brookline. Mase. - | Bi Is’ i a7 Musie. weet ee eee ws 45. 
iy get Tees Scholarship - to Shirley i Casting News vaeesseresss OO |. New Acts’ ...... 2. feeb 57. 

. erie arter, mezzo: soprano, Pacoima. ij] - a i 
Ca “1 P@eesevnes vevea 2cne, pee State........ , : 4 hi E ki Se hel a t AN Vi . Chatter sree, tidenetee sh 2, ‘Night. Club: Revievs . oe 52. 

. ohn: Erskine 6larshi re) ce r. : - OU - ‘[- Pe! - Be 
: ginta Toate hing 3s, pianist. ip to"A ee . Film. -Rev iews. twee sen eae | .& Obituari 1€s_ eer ee eae s vethes -63 ” 

| penis omhrey. Scholarship to “Myton il) House’ Reviews ieee ST | Pictur @S weve ree tht eee 3 oe ewar adel, dancer, /Baltinore: car, : +5 tie a eee ee 
Regular Subscription Rates | pemest AN Hutcheson Schol:t ship ii - Inside. Pictures eens 11 |. Radio... S . vente e LO 

4 Stephen: Vanes. pranis ennington, Vt ote OD et wae ast eS. 
Two Years—$28. 00 - dt Ward A Pew “dan ese 8. ik ' Inside. Radi-TV. Le ueeeacae 42- | Record Reviews: eg 46, 

: Jia aves Lewis, clarimet:s ers. «|i. a wwe an oe . . . : 
Three Years—$39.00 j Held. a inne. Schplarshi at wth Inside ‘Vaude eee eee 86 fT levisiunt leeeva. os coves 20. Hf 

set evinne.. Scholars ip te ar ; ee wee © ops oe fet tga. 
~ ao? : + Jabienshi pianist. Edmonton. Alberta. | * International. 2 IV. ‘Eyim’. ere ag ate We ee ie 4 a + 22 ae Corzaca and roreign—$1 Additional Per Year pU*iNe und’ Walter We Naumibare Seok: | | Cesitimat .. 68 | “Teievic cae. 80 |] _& a te Ion sie I. wht ter, flutist, Hit YY, = os fi. eri ima 8 t e wee ee ul . elevi ion: Reviews a ae ewe. - 

. Lebvid) Rodeers on star Hammer-t I! rapsnerg: | Ts 6] - - eo ca inn. co 500 4 ARIETY ine Hel ity. “4 Sygereap 29. fame | Cc cr tes. t f ; Literati ote s é os ee ‘¢ a est 61 v auder le Pe ei o vate .° « . $0 . 

, d ° 1h GOS peersas host: 3 Peres :. __ | Hs . —— 
tay El ea. Satan Shetarchip to Baur! . DAILY VARIETY. , not ay 

New York 36, N. ” we eed Re cers puatyst, ENO r Spranpesi i] Published {ne He “ywoed ty Daily. Variety, Lies _ ae | 
; : ; ele ey: ye abdwel} hes 381P to .Fa- if hoe = $15. a year. $20. Foreign. it cot, tn, seas oeie Fon stu Shea Gigemsty N.Y, i SS poten 5 Se 

new talent, erbit via. 

Eu- | 

kroup Was . 
tedly in the vie in | 

here’ 

an averaze 92°%% 
. 1° - 

homosexuahty, : 
and 

Siihigont Saspsen a:rdered the pic. . 

the 

‘aside the accounting of the estate | for 

wo . :noted: Hungarian 
%:! Suprerzor ¢( . ead: Se We ° ‘ 
retes Superior Court Test Septem .poser, has been denied in N. Y. 

; ‘aider son, Bela. all of his property: 
in decidediy offbeat films, such - 

_the remainder of his property was 
‘sef up in trust for the life of his 
wife, Upon her, death, the remain- 

. der 

ico: insel for Bator. 

eee ct omateree ne Beeosenneee aceees se 

| ~ French Paln n in ‘ali 
j Luis: Bunuel Wins i in: “Cannes With ‘Wiridiens’ ‘And 

Spawns Lotsa Grief. for. Others: 

| JAPANESE COMPLAINT: 
QUANTITY SANS QUALITY 

Tokyo, May 23. 

"SENA JURINACDUE | 
FOR MET BELATEDLY | 

Sena Jurinac.will finally make.| § 
her- debut with. the Met. Opera. | 
Bosnian: Yugoslav) soprang. will?) f 
sing’ “La Boheme” | during, first 
fortnignt -next season, assuming | 
the Met is open and- functioning, 
“hich in turn’ is ‘based upon, Clos- 
inxs union contracts by June 30. 

Miss Jurinac. had been. set some |. 
sears back for title-role’ in Samiel | - 
Barber's “Vanessa” but ducked the | 
assignment, after seeing the score. 
as a unsuitable debut vehicle. 

to ” Madtid, May’ 30: : 
LW Winking. ‘of: the Golden’ Palm at’ 

‘the Fecent Cannes Film Péstival. by: - 

_| nese film techniquég are among,own. .nominee~ ‘but .an “invitational 
} | the world’s top five, Daiei Hong jon, nom ‘of the. festival. . ‘Dealing: 

Masaichi Nagata stressed: the reed 
| for improvement. at 14th general|tion ofa novice.nun it’s a grim. pice © 
‘Meeting .of- JMPEA: (Japan Mo- ture directed : -by. Luis Bunuel, for. 

tion. Pictures Engineers -Assn:\... | 20 years. an ‘exile: from :his, native’ 
.| - Nagata. deplored fact that ‘some: | Spain. 
600 features a year.are being pro-|gered ‘the trouble. heré’-is the at- '; 
duced in Japan without noticeable : 

| gain in quality. < He ‘cited the 
movment ‘of U.- - films toward. 

‘CARL: HAVERLIN: 
Président af HMI SUyE: 

chew spaper. - toe = 

 Resultantiy: Jose- Munoz: Fontan. . 

but. a’ liability because: ..Fontan 
stood “guilty” of ‘issuing. Bunuel 

|:his: shooting permit, “without. which’ 
; 110 ‘film may ° shoot’ ‘here: ° 

; “The acceptance of: PAUL! large-scale - quality Pictures.’ to. Was fired Mas 26 as. ditector-gen-: 

wt ? ANKA’S: works,. internationally, overcome inroads of te: teral -of Spanish film authority, .be- - 
; ee nfirms: av oct infide | neet in >this. ing. replaced by’ Jesus ‘Suevos. The 

i om On W af S$ j talented “yeung fone He ag oe .:{ Golden. Palm: ‘first-ever won” by. 
. . ss ereatings mr. Sic of: Jermanence an ; * 

Feo tur in. addition - PAUL! ‘Srain; ‘became. not an: achievement 

ANKA'S -versatiiity is exemplified) 
_by his snecessful: ee sappear- 
janees careund, the world." 

Costa Rica Forges | 

Bravo Quarterly 
For Longhairs 

“Vatican Hits Cannes’ : 
At least ‘three. new: ig publica- |: . . “Rome, .May | “0°: 

‘tions. soon ‘will appear. “in the A shierp a(tack on the. Cannes . 

Play to Order 
The plans have .just been ‘re-: 

vealed by top city officials for the 
apening of the rebuilt Frankfurt | | United States, -all premised. on- ‘the -Film Festival. hag” been levelled | 
Schauspielhaus: which will present "idea of a-new leisure; age and a. here. by: the: Vatican: ‘daily. Osseérs 

its pregm performance in 1963. Hens heric Link : broadened ‘ audience fér. the ‘per-}..- atore «Romano... The. «official 
American dramatist - Thornton pi : forming. arts. The three and: their Church: organ | ‘particularly ~‘crit- ° 

Wilder, who recently was .in Ger-. j auspices. ‘are. Show sHuntington | jcjzes the : ‘prize. awards. to: two’ 
many to attend the Helen Haves : Hartford) Show ‘Business.. Hlus-|. -“blasphemous” films such: as. the 
performance of “Skin of . Qur Free. Unions trated. Playboy) and «= Bravo tL: Spanish-made oy jridiana”’. and 
Teeth” and to see his German. pub-}. ; Slade Brown of Texas,;who' helped’ iF Poland's “Mother Joan of: the An-.” 
lishers, is. writing an original , finance “Bye Bye. “Birdie”. “on gel.” -‘Latter pie was: “yecently: 

dhama te open the new theatre. ‘Preliminary or ganization of. ar’: Broadway). termed’ “q dirty ‘glove thrown’ in-- 

. Wilder also arranged for one of "{ntra-American Confederation of; Bravo’ is to be a quarterly “dis the tCatholic): ‘Church's’ face”. by *. 
his plays, “Love--and How to Heal ivree Trade Unions-in the entertain- ' ‘ tributed by hand. to those attend- Poland's. primate, « Cardinal “Wis- 
It." to be filmed for tele throuch’ ment field. was effected -by. union | ing the “organized’ audience’ con- zynsky. : 
Cologne Television Outlet. The ireps from,.17 Western. ‘hemisphere ; certs around the U.S.A. Some ‘In “pointing | up the “danger” of 
play is now being filmed in Bavaria, | nations” in’ Costa -Rica -Jast week. ‘700, 000 copies are.ts be. printed.. “certain awards, the Vatican paper 
and will be shown this fall. ~ {Herman Kenin., Aimeriéan Federa- | Come-on ‘for national ‘advertising asks itself’ if -the ‘true ‘danger, 

General manager Buckwit7 re-: tion of Musicians prexy, was. chair- is argument that. concert=goers |. ‘rather than... being ‘the * ‘rene 
vealed what keeps fhe. City - Stage} man’ of the orgariizing ‘Conference. | will. have 45 minutes of: Treading | (Continued. on’ page 87) - 
running so well in Frankfurt. ‘The | Election. of permanent officers for-|time average at the concert: ‘itself. 
stage utilizes a séason ticket ap he, new secretariat was: postponed Bravo has appointed Edgar Van |: . 
tem, which means that 70°7 of its; until participating groups. submit , Brunt as its advertisin ’ nF 
seats are pre-sold. And in addition, | drafts of a .propased ‘constitution | ating - from his own .shop.. Gene: SEEK EDGAR BERGEN - 

during the entire season there isito their members for ratification. | Cooke, ex-Life, is editor, Project-|: OC A 
sellout. Objectives of the confederation. Fae founds ttiemors an pianist 10 TOUR: WITH. C of 

OO a international '. 
ne [wor ii factiate ae ‘among. show ;-neth Boyer, identified’as from pg dua Betgen, Js, be g sont... 

P eter Bartok. F ails ‘i biz unions and exchange of informa "ideo an | next seasons’ touring‘ presentation... 
4tion om enemies... Joining. the: AFM | of. “A. Thurber. Carnival." The off- =: 

To U set: Dad’s Will!" ‘the conference’ were. Jackie , Seg ila d's. Pal teers. a 
p Bright. for ihe American Guild of 0 nh pit 

A petition by Peter Bartok to set | Variety, Artists; Don. F. Conaway, : 
the .American. Federation : of: Never Blame Themselves duced Oe Hersey. ‘United. Per- os 

Bela Bartok, the.Television & Radio. Artists: Richard Edinburgh, May. 30.' | forming -Arts: Inc’, 

longhair com-i F.. Walsh, for the International Ak | “Hollywood ‘films’. were . among production” for its newly-acquired 
[liance of Theatrical & Stage -Em- the factors. blamed chere by a Scot | Broadway ‘Theatre. Alliance. sub-. 

(Continued. on page 62) -minister for the spread. of juvenile | scription. network, :which-it's..con-. 
i a ars ‘| delinquency and thé lack’of morals | Verting : from.” ‘subscription, plus. 

and discipline among youth. Rev. boxoffice.. to’ .an: exclusive . closed. 

Many Memorial Awards © EK. Mackay, of Perth, a member. of membership. plan... 
| the Free Church of. ‘Scotland Wel--|°-UPA‘s!: “involvement ° with, tha, 

KF Tal t Me sic fr. of Youth Committee, ‘also’ list- presentation:. is. by, - arrangement-. 
or. en i iu “ed -television ‘and literature | in his with Calumbia Artists- Management, 

In- recent decades scholarships: attack.  Ine., «whieh will handle the vehicle 
in the name of deceased members. 
‘of the professians have become. alot filth which came. .from these. 
standard gesture.. How true this.is : ‘sources, he said. On literature. he. 
was evident last Friday. 126) ‘at the! commented: “No -matter:: how 
gradiation. exercises of “N. yA! filthy. a book may be. it need. only: 
Juilliard School of Music. Follow- ‘claim: to have some. literary “merit. 
ing prizes ‘and scholarships: Ww ere: to be } Published. aa ” 
handed cut: 

American” Guild. ‘of Musical. 
Prize’ to Chieko Kikuchi, dancer, 
Island: City. 
-Edward. B. Benjamin Prizes .to Philip °. 

Glass. composer, .Baltimore; Conrad Susa. * |} 
Composer, Springdale, Pa. : 

Alice; Breen Memorial Prize to. Shirles . {I j : 
eft rett-Carter, -mezzo- ‘SOPranoy - _ Pacoima, . prade ! Mark Registered | oo , 
-a vo i 
Frank ‘Damrosch Memorial - Prize. to-ij| ‘by SIME: SILVERMAN Published ‘Week! by VARIETY, tiie. - 

Nathah- Carter, choral conductor, Selma, | ‘FOUNDED 1905 by § Syd ERMAN? (f President | y. ¥ Le 1 " TUason 22100: Ala. on" ¥ 6, .Y °° a 7 

- Merion ‘Fr eschI Prizes to Simen Sarpzon, | 154 West 46th St., New Hellywos ah ¥ = 
Ss t 

compuser. Brookling, Mass: ‘Conrad :Susa. | * 9404 ‘Sunset Boulevard: HOllywooa erat 
‘Washington. 4 Harold ‘Gray Prize to” Margaret Bach. j 

of his father, 

Surrogate Court by Judge. Samuel 
DiFaleo. The younger ‘tok. 
charged “fraud and misrepresenta-: 
tion” hy Victor Bator, one of the 
aecounting: executors and trustees | 
of the estate. 

Bela. Bartok hequeathed to his 

Nothing seemed to’ stem the. tide ‘through its-newly-formed’ Herbert 
.Fox-Ronald- Wilford ‘division... :The. 
tour is‘stheduled to start next Sept. - 
22. Tom: Ewell. Peggy Cass and 
Paut. Ford. ‘originally. costarred in... 
the Broadway’ ‘produ¢tion of.“Thur-_. 
ber,” ow which: closed ast November, 

in Hungary atid Germany. All of 

was hequeathed to Peter. 
Rosen, Seton & Sarton was legal 

Artists - 
Long. 

Order Form 

man, pianist, Youngstown, Ohio. _ 1202 National Press Building, Sterling $5445. 
x Arenandye ‘ Gretchaninoff et ‘ to: ca Chicago 11 - 

amiro ortes, * composer, mhurst, ct > N.Y! Simon Sargon, “composer, Brook: 400 No. _ Miebigan’ Ave., DElawire 74984 

ra) Y line. Mass. : London, “SW. . 
ne ear 49 St... James's Street. Piccadilly, Hyde. Park: 4561- 23 aa c Lado Prize “to: : Arthur ‘Murphy, eom- , 

“iit Two Years poser. Is Loeb ‘Memorial Prizes to Jeroms | , SUBSCRIPTION Annual, $15; Fe 4 x , . 
ree Years Rover Lose Memo! Franeiscos Byoko b nnu . FA ore gn, $16; ress opie, 35 Cents . 

Th ae 
ABEL GREEN, Editor” = Veiga. pianist, Nara, Japan. 

Carl .M. Roeder Memorial Prize. to Paul 

the . Spanish, film .“Viridiana’: has’ . 
had’ disastrous. repercussions: tere. - “i 

‘Although: claiming : that: Japa-; To start with it was :not Spain’s’ — 

with charity rackets and ‘the. seducs’ ... 

‘What ‘has. ‘probably trige 

tack. on the: film: dy: the Vatican a 

I beat revue, made. up’ ‘of: material | of 
by. James Thurber, is being pro-... :. 

Michael _Dewall. and-... - 

is. booking the -.: 



_/ Swanson. says. ex-boxer got. 

Hero Swears to: Smuare squawks | | | T RENGH OF if FICE | THanek: Still Big Stockholder’; 
With Ravidom ‘House: having’ ‘bought. Mickey Walker's -autobiog~ 

(ghosted ‘by Joe. Reichler), agent H. N. Swanson has. started solicit... 
“The: Toy: Bulldog & His. Times.” : 

’ price is $100,000.and that--includes the seller, Walker:. providing” . 
Clearances from all: persons ‘and. institutions ‘written about in: tome, : 
These. clearances ‘number -more-than a: scoré, itis. understood..In - - 

:brief,: Walker” takes: the. responsibility to pay. ‘off. any who. demand oe 
.,€oin if. they: ‘are depicted onthe screen. - - 
.._ This ‘same device was uséd when ‘Swanson. aigented: six: years. ago..~ 

ve the film ‘sale. to MGM of Rocky Grazfano’ s-autebiog. “Somebody: Up.” 
-. There Likes. Me.’:For rights to “pic, which: starred’ Patil. Newman, 

245, 000—and- arranged: all. ‘clearances. ~ 

ing: film bids: for: yarn, . 

- Same. clearances: were provided: ‘when ‘Paramount. bought. “The Jim 
- Piersall: Story” for -$50, 000. a . : ee 

st 

| Washington, May: $0: 

Most producers’ ‘of films rejected | 

“ for. ‘showing abroad under. ‘the’ 
on ‘government’ s ‘Informational Media 
Guarantee .Program are safe: from]: 

_.any. embarrassment by thelr public 
“. disclosure’ this year. ° . ‘ 

The “House: Appropriations ‘Sub- 
““gommittee headed by Rep. Thomas: 
_Ji' Rooney. (D-N.Y.). did not include |; 
“a list’ of - Tejected. features -in- ‘the |= a 

-:: public record’-of ‘its: hearings ‘on |; 
_ the IMG,.as.it--has: ‘done in the: 
past. No explanation Was given-for 
-' omission but it: is known govern: |" 
‘ ment detested disclosure, 92). } 

; Rooney | did. have the | 
“fist: in. hand, and” in discussing | ef 

However,: 

‘“during:the hearings, revealed three 
a 

. .pix turned for an ‘unnamed country | 
oe —“Rise and Fall of Legs. "Diamond," | - 

v “Murder, . Incorporated” and “The | 
i Bear. Face Mob.” 

a for the” ‘program,. 
| down which . are: believed. | .to-cast. 

‘Uncle . Sam.. din: a dubious ight 
- abroad. -THé'“program. ‘guarantees’ 
“distributors a dollar return: on 
revenues in. ‘certain. ‘countries. with. 
blocked. currencies. “~ 
"List of films okayed for. the- pro-. 
gram: . was. ‘also ‘omitted; ‘one. pic- 

“however, |. 
a) [Bittle Carneaie: in N.Y. and -head. 

-| of Times Film; wanted the Spanisl 

: ture. 
| “World: of Suzie Wong." 7. 

». In the past, the: list ‘has included |_ 
we "80 or. 40 ‘titles. U.S. Information 

ue Agency's: “Motion Picture: Division |: 
asses" ‘on: the: pictures submitted 

_ turning: those 

“was: ‘mentioned, 

Dane Studio Casts 
a of Hwood, 

- Says Sid Pink’ 
Hollywood, May 30. 

Producer Sidney Pink, .. - who: re- 

= cently completed: four : features in 
Scandinavian countries: and . plans |: 

.. to make five more in ‘same locales, | 

ehange’ ideas instead. of: telling. for-". 
‘eign countries. ‘how.. to. make... pic-. 

takes exception with produeers-who.| 
find it difficult to. produce abroad. 
“I haven't found. it.bad- If we. ex- 

tures;:we can ‘accomplish: alot,” he 
. commented,- upon’ his _ arrival * in 
_ LL: A’ from: Copenhagen. oe 
. “These- countries. have: .a. jot to 
offer ‘us, and. their thinking is dif- 
ferent,” He. poii:ted | out in Den- 
mark’: ‘Cameras. ‘used -by ‘his...Cine- 

at s-mMagie Inc:, producing’ unit were 18.|, 
“". to .20 years old, 

use: imagination.” ‘The quality - that 
.came out of. this’ ‘equipment’. is as. 

““but cameramen. 

good. as our new. ones.” Producing 
. pix in. Denmark is..40%% of costs: if: 
“.made.in U.S., Pink: noted. Coopéra-, 
“+ tion: ‘from all sources. including use 
*. OF government ‘properties ‘was /eXx- 

- ceptional, he added. . 

Planet,” 

Three pix ‘he’s “made. for. ‘Aimeri- 
“ean ‘International Pictures - release. 

“Seventh 
_and . “Green- | 

- Eyed Elephant. ” He also has fin-: 

to the: 
* “Rentileus”” 

are “J journey | 

ished -shooting fourth, “Operation: 
Camel: * which: AIP most likely will: 
.- distribute,. Pink indicated. 

‘Five: pix on: ‘future: sked, “after: he ‘husband: Fred - “Brisson, ‘now .eccue + 
returns . ta Denmark: Jn: three to; 

_— four: weeks. a re 

“May. 18,: has: lef— seme echos. First; 

' with ‘gue. a “documentary ©. while’{.. 

5 Vatican-rapped pic in the: ‘US. 

| she‘. completes -tliree -features: this | 

| followed by “Five: Finger Exercise” { 

. “Gypsy:’ oe: 

“Hollyw vod; May ‘30; Yt 

Pie. 

Soon. ‘Maybe. not tomorrow, but | 
Soon’... 

‘ “This was. ‘the. recurring reftain | 
‘ given - “a. reporter ‘at the: recent :° 
Cannes: film “fest .by members «of ’- 
the-large Italo delegation ‘re: “plans - 
‘to. set (up. an. overall Italo .cam- | 

a paign' to win. the. U.S. market- 

‘| promote: Italian’ films abroad, re-" 

” | passage of ‘a new gov ernment’ film: 

, ‘government funds for.such a pur- 

and: ‘what. form the: “campaign” 

. the’ Unitalia exec.: 

‘ganize ‘some: kind...of ‘promotional | 
‘Leffort in ‘theU: S:-on lines more’: 
.}realistic. than m“ ae overlead-. : 

honoring: -Bob ‘Hope ..with: a. heavy - Italian’ Films Expor OLD., § 

“special gold medal (cost $2.500) -~ which failed several years, ago.’ 

' .for--entertaining GI's abroad. |: ~ * Unerplaitied - also are the 
“and. his’ services ‘to “world . - : reasons‘ why Unitalia. has dele- 

Beate.” mo “gations in’ such “countries as’. 
The House. “now must: act. ” Argentina, “France, -' ‘Germany, 

; =} Great Britain ‘and’ Spain, -and 
reps. ‘Austria, Belgium, 

nes. ‘Tehoes: 
French hiding 

Medal for. Hope Pends. 
Coa: “Washington, May 30. 

- The Senate. “passed . linant- 
ae mously . the joint . resolution: 

Brazil,. “the United ' Arab Re: 
, public and ‘Turkey,. but does 

|." next to nathing in. the lucrative: 
rs US: market, 

The sitbject. thas come: up for. fn 
| creasing discussion’ among Us 

“| film. importers- recently. in view a: 
“| the bumper. crop of. top ‘Jtalo prad- ; 

Ow Leaders uct: coming . to: U. .S.. screens : this - 
ryear—that is,, top: art product, of ; 

a the kind: which would benefit: most ! 
mo, ‘Paris, . May’ 30. ‘| fromthe ‘kind: of services offered : 

Caines Film Fest,: which. ‘wound. by an‘ ‘outfit organized... along the: 
lines: of the’ French-Film Office in! 

the Frenich:‘pic/ industry: feels that |New .-York. . Latter is: .spofisored - 
‘France: short-changed -itself in: al-: fointiy by the French industry, and~ 
lowing | only” ‘two French : features, French government. . _- ‘ 

For. the last: couple. oF years ‘thie: 
y had. four’ -and. the’ U.S.four. Italians. have: been doing spectacu- ° 

¥ larly: well the U. S: with -their.; Yank foreign. fiint. -distribs’- who.| larly: well in: the peetbral for contats with ‘Darryl Zanuck | 

were ‘presént baught: few but-start- ‘mhajor-company-handled 
‘ed some negotiations. “Fhey- all-felt.| and costurie:spectacles. It’s under- * 

* | that: fest: glamor. jacked. up: ‘prices: ‘standable. why the Italian. industry | 
“unrealistically. and. especially: if the] saw’ng- -need’ to help put these-pix 

‘across “in the U: S: market, since. 
‘they -were being. released: by. major 
U.S.’ companies and.were being . 

hi treated almost : as. American prod- - 
uct.. 
“Now,- however, with. such: class 

pix, either -on.“or. coming to. ‘the 
U..’S. market. as “La Dolce. Vita,” 
“Two. ‘Women; ” “Violent Sumanier.’ 
“E’Avventura,” °“Roceo’ - and. ia 
Brothers,” ‘the ‘time. seems to be: 
éspecially ripe for creating a class 
Limage: for the Italo industry here 

‘pix, won’ prizes... 

‘Jean . Goldwurm,: owner of the’! 

pic “Viridiana’’ and made an ap- | 
‘pointment withthe. producer. ‘Juan. 

} Bardem. When ‘he . got. there. -he! 
Twas. told’ all previous. propositions | 
-or prices -were..void: for. they had. 
‘just heard thie’. ‘film. had won the. 
Golden” Palm: | Then: Goldwiarm 
was ‘told. that: “Metro: would. prob-’ 
ably take: it: for’. the world. But. he. 
“still hoped. to. get it. for-.: ‘Metro.! : French Example 
‘would ‘probably - not. release . ‘this | The. Frencti_ Film Office’ ‘would * 

{seem to .be va .good example. of - 
_. | what, cart be done to facilitate busi-' 
j ness relatidns “between overseas : 

ROSALIND RUSSELL'S PI, sit fait 
BUT MORE LEGIT S

OON, : specialize in thé class product. The 
Fro aids in. general promotion of 

-French -pix. here, but perhaps: 
. Hollywood, May’ 30: . Rosalind: “Russell, now. ay 30: | most importantly it helps: stabilize. 

‘femme lef@ in. -Mervyn- LeRoy’s 
trans-Atiantic business relations by: 

“Majority: of One” at Warner’ Bros.; -| offering: overseas producers aU. S.° 

is: considering: Broadway again after | 
vantage’ point from which‘to keep. | 
tabs on local conditions dinchiding: 
occasionally | for wetful indie. dis- 
tribs. .. : 

It is. significant that according’ 
at . Columbia, . then.“ back.. 0. War- to Variety's most-recent. survey. of 
ners -and: LeRoy. for: title. ole . ino ‘foreign ‘films in the U..S. market 

: Slo" LtApril 26), the French: pix tota} of . 
‘Having. appeared: in. Fryer, &'$5,190.000. for ‘1960. was: arcom- 

year.. LeRoy’s prodtiction: will..be | 

‘Carr's “Auntie. ‘Mame".and.Wonder- ; plished almost- entirely. by” indie-. 
fuP Town” on: Broadway;: they. seék.: handled - product (two. major’ com-: 
her for..-The Shooting Star, rm based | . pany: pix:~ brought -in- $810:000:, 
on novel, which she's ‘seriously con-% While. -$11,228/113 of the Italo. total 
‘sidering. Also: for future’ considera- ‘of $12; 265,913 was accomplished by ‘ 
{tion is-*‘Chariel,” 
“Paris designer. ‘and ': cosmetician..i © 
Then, ‘too, Universal. wants her for: ; tribs; -handimz art. product for. the 

| “The Chalk Garden.” 
-given wink: as yet. - 

-based on. story of. , major. company- -handled’ product. . 
This’ means ‘that. U. S: indie dis: 

but” hasn't : most’ part, earned”: - $4,380,000 on™ 
1 French. films ‘against the -compara- 

She expects. to ‘start’ ‘Columbia.’ -tively meagre $937, 800 earned on. 
“pie. July:5 and second: LeRoy: film ! comparable Italo. pix in the same — 
late.-October: or early November. ' . period. Clearly, the Italians, would: 
Meanwhile,. stie‘s due-in Connecti : have’ been in a pad-way. “if - they 
cut, ‘after “Majority Of One’ ' for: had ‘to depend, as the French. did. 
graduation. af: son. Lance. ‘from /on- the. -‘promo*ion and” selling ‘of 
Hotchkiss School.’ She's also ptan- | art product’ via U.S. indies.” . 
ning -10-day Hawaii vacation wit Members: of. New. York's import-.. 

ing fraternity. : ‘thus. feel. ‘that: the ° 
pred ‘here. with new: ‘play: “Care- ! Italo: industry is ‘missing’ ‘an ftn- 
taker," “ for. Broadway. ‘Production: ‘portant bet by Hot ‘starting: ‘now, 

“Atop. exec: of Unitalia, the». “man -Report’ coming up) hag 
T Italian : -industry org. designed‘ to:! 

-| ported that’ alt- plans ‘await the | 

He Has The List, Bat Not The Public ; }law which. will-permit the use of 7 

would take, were. not. disclosed . by : 

-Neitheé did: the exec offer any | 
" explanation: ‘as-to why the Italian]; - 

industry. has’ ‘waited. ‘so long to or- |. 

‘WAS. New 

TYPE PROMOTION} Details Problems of D-Day Film: 
Shooting CinemaScope Monochrome 

“Be errer’s ‘Opera Sideline 
“Actor ‘Jose. Ferrer who. is . 

. bitsy. thesé days directing fea- 
ture films for 20th-Fox:("“Chap- _ 

not: abandoned his sideline-to- 
a-sideline, . Namely singing in 

opera: ‘He's. contracted for-Dec. 
-.1 at. the Philadelphia Ly rie 
‘Opera as ‘Basilo. in “Barber of: 

‘| pose, Just: when’ that .might “be, | Sevitte” . 

Official Secrecy. Closée: ‘Tn: ‘On. Media. Guarantee! 
Censoring of. U. S: Fi ilms 

ae 

_ Ferrer broke in operatically: 
-at the Brooklyn Academy of 
-Musie last winter in “Gianal 
“Schiechi” ‘Variety's reviewer, 
Land, suggesting that. Ferrer 
was .- approximately as good an 

“opera. singer, as Laurence 
- Oliv er-was a tap dancer. 

Says Dick Zanuck: 
| Formula Pictures 

~ Now Dead-End’: 
Hollywood, May 30. 

“Film ‘producers: today have to be ; 
‘daring: Subject ‘matter must make ; 
“mobile-outward from their homes. : 
' So observes. Richard Zanuck, who's 
| producing. ‘three of five D.F.Z. Pro- 
;ductions on 20th-Fox BevHills lot 
Twhile his father has two set forjing stars and directors , 
‘European | ‘lensing, © ‘namely “The, 
Longest, Day” and “The Short Cut.” 

: Latter is. an original short to be: 
‘directed by Lee J. Thom: pson rob-4 - 

‘ ¥ i P i duction photography got underway 
director Jose 13 couple of weeks ago in Cyprus 

abit in Haly ‘later in year. 
Accompanied by 

.Ferrer and writer Ron Anderson, } 
‘who are working on “The Chapman , 
: Report," Zanuck flew. east last week : 

on project. 
“Standard formula pictures have 

had. it. It's an obvious. and simple 
theory that: we haye to give the’, 
-publie something they haven't seen 
before,” he observed. 

Ofcourse, if producer Eames UP nays there is a chance that dou 
with Rock. ‘Hudson or Cary Grant 
‘there's a -very. good chance the 
public will turn. out for the pir, 

“he feels. -“But. every producer in 
“town-wants them ‘and chances are 

(Continued on ‘page 15+ 

* “ASKS EDITORIAL: WHO 
CENSORS THE CENSORS?’ 

‘Dallas, May 23. 
~The editor - ‘of. a Lubbock,: Tex. : 
newspaper ‘in-an editorial echoed + 
the view that parents are the best! 
censors of what their children see 
at the theatres. Editorial appeared . 
_at the same time a letter to the’ 
editor ta printed,. which urged : 
that. “-Lubback: crusade be! 
launched to set-up a. motion pie-| 
‘ture. censorship: system similar | 
‘that established in Abilene, Tex. 
‘The Lubbock editor urged x 

. parents - themselves be their = own} | Pay for Sunday ‘Censors, ‘since. they should. know j 
‘best-of ansone-how to handle such 
affairs » Citv censorship means a 
selection. of censors, and who is 
going to. censor the censor, the 

_ editor asked ” 
ee: 

Bachmann’ $. Fest Hop 
Gideon. Bachmann, president . of. 

the American Federation of Film 
‘Sacieties - 
the International Crities Asi jury 
at Berlin, Moscow and. Venice film 

in Manhattan, goes on 

festivals. THIs | follows his simular 
bit at Cannes. 

Bachmann, 1% spendirs the sam- 
mer. in Europe making tapes for hrs 

York, rad-o series 
Upon. his return to States he'll 

organize a U.S branch of the In-. 
- ternational of the. 

a club o!? 
Federation 

Cinen atovtrapiic Press, 
cinema buffs. 
“Final ‘festival visit. will be fn 

iManrhem, Germany. 

{ definitely at the moment because 

J realistic, 
' subject 

-14-7 
ladamant 

* Darryl F. Zanuck and his family 
still control one of the lar ‘Best sine 
gle blorks of 20th-Fox common 

istock, the vet producer explained 
in. New. York Saturday (27° when 
asked about reports heard both in 
New York and Paris that he'd re- 
vently sold a large number of 20th 

| shares, 

The producer didn't deny that 
he'd sold some stock, but empha- 
sized that as far as he knows he 
remains one of the biggest indivils 
ual holders of 20th stock Tle sand 

Jalso that there has been no-chanve 
-_lin the relationship between 20tls- 

and his indie DFZ Productions, 
about which there had been specu- 
lation Tolawing the rumors on the 
stock sale. 

Zanuck wound up a week of con- 
‘ferences with 20th homeoffiee tap- 
‘pers Saturday and winged back to 
‘Paris to resume work on his up- 
coming “Longest Day.” the Car- 

Jnelius Ryan D-Day epic. He 
jdonied once again that this project 
i had ever been in an “iffw’? statas 
:as reported earlier ta the week in 
jthe New York press. 

Budget Flexible 
_ He’s going full steam ahead on 

tit now, planning to start principal 
i preproduction work on it June 13 
in France. Questioned as to the 
[ir obaane budget for the film, 
Zanuck said he himself, of course, 
“has an idea’ what it will cost, but 

:added that it's impossible to say 

there are still a number of * an- 
' fixed items” In the budget, includ- 

Script 
calls fur 32 sjeaking roles, 16 of 
“Which should be filled by top fea- 
‘tured and star performers. 

Actually, sald - Zanuek, prepra- 

where he spent three days filming 
BASS paratrooper drops darity- 
‘British army maneuvers Tius 
footage will be subsequently aug- 
imented and = suvplemented — hy- 
 footaze done in Franee focussing 
(on individual characters high- 
lighted in the sereenplays. 

Film is now delusteiy sched- 
uled to go in black and-white Cin- 
‘emaScope, though the producer 

:CinemaScope will be unsqueesed 
and blown up to 70m for the re- 
ease prints. Zanuck = droppe i 
plans 10 shoot in color. he sass, 
when he decided that black and-. 
‘white was more suitable to the 

hislorically documented 

Entire pic fis to be shot in Bue 
‘rypean locations Earlier thiase 
had been some idea that the ais- 
‘ohib footage would have to be 
tdone in North Africa where these 
‘are still available a large number 

‘Continued on bait se 15s 
amennasanrademadentinadsineiad 

Toronto Theatres 

Choke’on Double 

. Toronto. May 3 
While Sunday filias were as- 

thorized by City Couueil vate of 
to start "tay 28, chramms ara 

in relecting proyection- 
iff union demands for double over- 
time Sunday rate. witeh wenid 
amount to $12 an hour 

Arbitration proceedings 
Jane $9, wath Paso. Players 

Carp. Odeon Theatre, -Catusda, 
Lorw’s, Twentieth Centusy Tied- 
tres and Premier Operating Carp. 
ined Up against propectrani ts 
Latter are members of Toran 
Local 178 of Internationa? Alan e 
of Theatrieal Stage Finglovec . 

Rather than meet projection: td’ 
demands, chain operators cis 
rate vas agreed upon when Stis- 
day movies were protubited bs 
law and therefore, not appli able, 
but chain. ready te co-operse if 

»projectiontsts are “fair. ’ 

besin 



4 PICTURES 

BILLITTERI'S NEW TASK 
| Titra Supervisor’ 5 _ Special Post 

With Amer. Int'l a 

| perviser- of the: editing ‘and -diib- 

of 
| American International Pictures: 

He'll: supervise ‘the. dubbing and'{ 
;ediling .of imported . AIP product ° 

and act as supervisor in charge of.. 
: AIP’s European" coproductions. His * 
headquarters: will ‘be in. New York. . 

Yanks With 17 
Top Jap Market 

. ; Fokyo, May 23.- 

Total of: 213 ‘imported features 
were. released in Tokyo area. during j 
fiscal 1960,' 105 in color, Of- these, | 
53 were ‘sent directly . into general: : 
release, the remainder being road- 
shown ‘first.: 

7 Country “breakdown: USA, 117; 
| France; 34:. Italy. 24; Germany, - 10; 
Britain.. ‘10; Russia,. 5: Sweden, 4; 
‘Switzerland, 
‘Belgium, ‘Poland, 
Yugoslavia,. one. each. 7 
Breakdown by. “distrib: Towa. 91: 

Fihai, 16; Metro,:16; Para, 15: 20th- 
Fox, 15; WB. 13; RKO ‘including 

“ Disney, - BCFC), W20° Shochiku ; 
| Select, 1l; -VA, V:. U-l: EB; 

-| Herald, 10; Daree. NCC, Ttalifilm, 
-| Colunrbia and’ Chuo: Figa, -8 each: 
| Shoei, 6; AA, 5;..Shingaiel and 
Daiwa,: 4 each, and. Tokyu, 2 

| NEW HAMPSHIRE ENACTS: 
~ ANTL-DIS*RIMINATION. 

Concord; N-H., May 30. 
~ New Hampshier lawmakers. have 
finally ‘approved. an anti-discrim- 
ination. bill’ which would. forbid: 
theatres and other ‘places. of: ‘pub- 
lie accommodation from ‘barring 

J any ‘patrons because of race, creed | 
or-cotor,. The-méasure was: okayed 
on a voicé vote in the House of 

-| Representatives, which. -had’ pre 
| viously voted. 218 to’ 129 against 

a motion to-kill the’ legislation. 
- In recent years,. other attempts 

_|had. been: made.‘to put. through 
| similar’ bills, . but. they always met 
defeat. 

“T, WA is the most 
‘pleasant way to. 

Europe L know" 

Hungary and | 

We date hen CUOY, PN EF, sed 

“LD Apte NY 
James T. Aubrey 
Earl. Blackwell '. 
Robert Blumofe ° 
Mike Dann 
Ron Fletcher... 
Joe Flynn’ - 
Anthony George 
‘June Haver | - 
‘Oscar Katz: 
Fred MacMurray 
Edward Morey 
Robert Mulligan 
Louis Nye '- 
Michael Sean O° Shea 
‘Steve Parker’. : 
‘John. T. Pool. | 
Robert Rehbach 
Norton VY, Ritchey. 
Max J. Rosenberg 
William F. Wallace 

N. Y. to L. A. 
‘Michael Abbott: 
Julio di: Benedetto .. 

. Alexander “H: Cohen 
~ “Henry Fonda 

Henry Levin 
Herbert Ric hek 

Uz S. ‘to: ‘Europe 
Stella‘ Adler 
Joseph Anthony.’ 
Frank Corsaro. 
Arthur L. Kopit™ 
Robert Merril! .. 
Richard Seff - 
Herbert -T. Silverberg _ 
-James Slevin | 
Oliver Smith 
‘William, Steinberg 
Roger L. Stevens 

* Stuart Vaughan 
‘Peter: Witt 

Europe to U. S, 
Russel Crouse 
Abel Green 
Griffith: Johnson 
Jack Karp 
Yves Montand.: 
Carlo Ponti | 

Geo. W Weltner’s Hepatitis | 
George’ Weltner, ’ -Paramount’s. ‘ 

: Bokal distribution | Vp. is’ now 
‘resting at home after a stay in ; 
Docters Hospital. New. York.:. 
Exec: came down’ avith: ‘hepatitis. 

iS . 

“JOAN CRAWFORD, Director of the Pepsi-Cola Company 

TWA SuperJets tom 
New York, Chicago or Los Angeles 

LONDON - SHANNON 

PARIS - ROME 
FAILAN - MADRID . 

LISBON - FRANKFURT 
ATHENS - GENEVA 

ZURICH - BOMBAY 
DH ARAN 

| 

Make your reservations today... First Class or 
Economy Class aboard superb TWA SuperJets 

Call your travel agent or nearest TWA office. 

US4:°EVUROPE AFRICA ASIA 

TWA 
JME SUPERIET AIRLINE 

Tras THU, SLPEAL) 20, A yb serice mark peed Oaties ety by Trahs Psd eReee, toe. 

| . 

Salvatore. Billitteri, former ly su 

| bing: department: of. Titra’ Sound 
| abs In New York, hes: becn named{~ —-—— 
east coast -production. head for | | 

| Arthur Jacobs - 
_doutfit in Hollywood. He went to 
|Par last February after’ Six years. 

jwith 20th-Fox in various ‘posts, in-: including: Paris. ‘Villefranche, Nice, ar 
| cluding radio-ty and. ‘trade contact... _— 

Switch: west figures ta give ‘Sels- 

man more time’ to spend with his: 

4:0 Czechoslovakia, | 

\Henry King: Experience and Boxofice | 
Preclude Casting Tender’ to Age 

Selsman its Par 

paper and syndicate: contact ‘at: the 

: Paramount. homeoffice, has ‘handed 
in his resignation, will join: the 

“public. 

: wife, actress. Carol ‘Lynley. 

Bronston Sues 3. 
«| 

~— On Bl Cid’ Issue 
Samuel Bronston has‘a- $700. OCG. 

conspiracy ‘suit in the: 
| preme Court-hopper alleging. inter- 
fererice with his “EL. Cid”: produc: | 
 tion,. 

Named defendants. -are ‘Barnett. 
Glassman, film-tv. producer Martin | 
Gosch, William - B. Abérson ‘and 

} None are associated with Bronston, 
though he and Glassman had been . 
aligned previously for. period of” 
{ eight years. Suit doesn't’ identify | 
* Aberson. a 

i circulated. “false: and: defamatory” , 
t letters and statements ‘to ‘various, 
film. companies : ‘and ‘actors to. dis-|- 
 suade them from dealing with the 
-_producer and threatening: reprisals 
if they did.. Branston says the. har- 
assmént cost him ‘some ‘$100,000. m 
added expenses. during the. 
Cid” shooting. ~ 

Producer also claims the defend- ; 

relations. 

N.Y. Sue. 

Glassman’s Trophy Productions. | 

rm Wednesday; May. 31; 

- Monte. Carlo. ‘May 30. . 
. Ten years: -ago ‘director’ Henry 

| King said it couldn’ t be. “done. ‘But. 
o toda he’s: doing it. 

. Mike’ Selsman, New York - news- * y 6 The “it in this. case isa‘ screen 
‘adaptation of -F.. Scott Fitzgerald's 
“Tender Is The Night” which King 
is presenitly-- ‘directing for 20th-Fox 
‘release. The film, which. stars Jen- 
nifer Jones, Jason ~ ‘Robards - I 
Joan Fontaine. and Tom Ewell, - 
now. winding up. a°“month of’ shoot- . 
ing on various European, locations 

Zurich ‘and’ Pisa. . 

‘In the’ early. “1950s, King - ‘said: 
‘here. recently, he.. was approached: 

. by: a. producer: interested .in. the - 
«| property ‘and, having read the-boaok... 
ieee the.- director. decided | 

story couldn’t possibly : be put: .on ..’ 
(the -screeh. His: principal. objection © 
was an incestuous: father-daughter 
relationship which provides the-key 
ta the heroine's ‘traumatic “jliness.- 
“IT couldn't see how: keeping this. 
specific. ‘relationship -in’ the:-story. 
ocld make. for’ anything — but a 

totally. ‘distasteful - ‘film;veven:- if I 
‘could have. gotten: away with “it.” 

1. 

“the: picture, he: emphasizes, ‘does. 
not.mean-that his point of view air 
‘has’changed, or that the Production 
‘Code has ‘softened up.to the point 
where it accepts incest: “with .1the.. 
sayne. casualness - with which - it 
might: ‘approve: an: aseptic -hand-".. 
shake between friends.. Rather, 

Ivan Moffat whose screenplay.. had 
it been available, would have’ been, 

i Bronston alleges the defendants’ ‘just as acceptable 10 years ago .as: 
in this era-.of so- -called | “adult” 
films. . : ; 

King says that Moffat, taking the. 
ead. from. Fitzgerald’ Ss revised ver 
sion of ‘fender’ Fitzgerald’ 
“understood.‘to have completely re- ve 

y ‘BL written:. the - novel:: following its. 
original publication), has presented 
ithe. incest in the. past. tense, and 
jthen in such a_ fashion that-it is: 

- The fact. ‘that he is now
 making’. ho 

he. 
“says, ‘it-reflects the ability of writer” 

ants sought to defraud him by pr e- ‘never quite spelléd out. The direc-* 
senting an altered $10. 000 cheek. to -tor feels that. his original. repugs. 
his bank in. Spain... Suit. came’: -to inance to the work ‘was.-based’ on -. 

| light over the weekend when: court: the fact: that: ‘the incestuous: rela-:: — 
denied a motion to modify the’ bill: | sionship was part of chronological 

| of particulars was denied ‘by. Jus- ! unfolding ofthe story and, as.such, © 
+ tice Samuel M. Gold, | 

{Shirley Repeating. For 

blatant and crude. As. toned. down. 
“4 DY. Fitzgerald. himself.. and: as- pre=. 
“Teented in’. Moffat's screenplay, it 
fis, now. apparently. a. kind of. “ovil 

i mystery,” Tore: "effective, . dramat~ 
Jically and emotionally, for: ‘its very . 

4 undefined: nature. ° Fave Producer, Parker, 

In Japan-U.S, Feature ject wpgennieet oh was nok the sub, 
Hollywood, May 30. ays ."ago .as ‘he ‘rehearsed. Miss - 

Steve Parker will tee off a three- ;Jones‘.and.:Robards for ‘a ‘crucial: : 
Picture _ international production : ‘scene set.in a sun-drenched plaza 

lof his own original story and ‘the picturesque. port. of Ville- 
‘|screenplay, “Eagles Fly Home.” To : ‘ franche. Billowy, white ‘clouds come: 
be shot both here and in | Japan." ‘ing in. off the sea’ ‘and periodically : - 

story involves three Air Force men i ‘obscuring. the sun were” presenting 

trio include’ an untitled 

them functioning in an. astronaut, 
pl ogram, 

Picture is planned as a- top budg- 
eter and uses. four top’ American : 

|stars, three men and one ‘femme. 
Latter will not be essayed by Park-. 
er’s wife, Shirley. MacLaine. 

Picture, it was noted, is planiied |, 
for full financing by- Steve: Parker - 
Productions, indicating. it. probably 
will be separate from five- film pact 
now: being negotiated between. 

Other two pix of this. separate 
Norman 

Krasna western romantic comedy. 
to star Miss MacLaine .and-an.ad- 
ditional project to be shot’ in-Afri- 

_jea. The MacLaine film. will be made | 
there. 
_ Parker is. involved: in. what he- 

|cealls. a “One World production - 
plan.” designed for reciprocal pro- 
‘duction throughout’ the world. Un- - 
der this’ plan, producer ‘says: ‘for-* 
eign filmmakers would be induced 
to make films here just.as we mck 

jthem in. their countries. He said 
he intends a future production: in. 

| Indonesia and plans also: to FO inte | 
the Near East. , 

Trans-Lux Quarterly 10c 
Hints Upper 40¢ Dividend. 
Board of directors of Trans-L ux 

Corp. have declared a (quarterly 
idividend of 10¢ -a share, payable’ 
‘June 30 to stockholders: of record 
: June 15. 
| Newest declaration amounts. to 
an ‘indicated rate of 40c for 1961, 

; compared with a ‘total of -30¢: last’ 
}year,. * 

_4Parker's Sachiko. Productions . and.!- 
y;Raramount. 

in post. war setting, with one - -of | cameraman* Leon Shahiroy with a. 
‘Continued: on page 1p 

United U. s. Front 
Vs Jap Exhi bs? 

Tokyo, May 23. 

iv 

not far’ off ° ‘when’ ‘American come * 
“i panies - will. deal. from” a ‘Single’ eX= 
' change office ‘here as in- Occupae -: 
tion days:. ~~. 

Main reason ‘would be. to. form 
a united: ‘front against. exhibs in 
current ‘buyers’ . market... Other’ 
reasons, are. continuing ‘declining. 
biz for U.S. ‘product ‘here coupled 
With. higher operating costs. 

‘DOOLEY BIOPIC WILL. 
‘| DUCK ASIAN LOCATION: 

- Hollywood. ‘May 30. 
' "Because of. ‘political: unrest. ‘in’... 
Thailand. location sequences orig- 
inally planned there for. “Dooley;” 
based ‘on. life. varn of late Dr. ‘Tom 
Dooley, most likely will be: shot in 
US.,. per producer. Martin: -Manu- 
lis. Robert” Anderson has ¢ome-- 
pleted script after making. trip to: 
Thailand. “and. getting ‘caught: in 
thick of situation.” 

Cast’ and director : will “be: get 
when final decision . is: reached . on 
Jocation filming. Manulis --added: 
‘iad: of. ‘action takes place in ‘Thai- 

an 

One: ‘Manager for :d major. U.S.-~ .. 
. importer-distrib ‘predicts day. is.” 



hep . Patti. Higgins ‘for. newsprint ‘and..Barbara ‘Livermore ‘for radio’ and 

wobe sused.in an: "upcoming. . article. 
.- entitled « 
“.. Name. ‘Likeness,’ 

"> Author .of “the “piece “Jis- attorney 

“Mlied. Artists “and: 33. exhibitors |. 
“alleging. appropriation of the aboye }. 

‘, in. 

“ = iat Attorney Dies: - 

“2 + grounds. - 

"Wednesday, May 81, 1961: 

Coast Book Prom 10) Mt ushre rooms. 
~ Holly wood, “May: 30. . 

Hollywood’ is ‘getting ta. be ‘hotbed: of ook promotion and pub: 
Heity. Cur rently. Doubleday has Henrietta Jelm on public relations’. .. 

_ “for West’ Coast. She ‘impressed Doubleday by.tripling sales.:9of Jack - 
:_ Bell's’ baok; - “The: ‘Splendid. Misery” when“he visited ‘Holly w ood— * 
_and’ they . “put . her ‘under contract. Prentice-Hall. has. had dio’ of. “By ROBERT L iL ANDRY 

“tv ‘for. some time. “Lee. ‘Atkinson does some’ freelance “book pubs? ] ‘Literary “horgetiading” involving * 
licity; so does ‘Renee: ‘Taylor: They were. formerly. partners. * . | Hollywood “producers-and or Nev - 

cee , Prominent:. freelancer on. ‘books. is” Irwin. ‘Zucker: ‘who- ‘pelped’ York: publishers may. be. getting out: 

‘promote such. bestsellers as. ‘Dora Albert's ° ‘You’ re: Better: Than You * ;oftband, At least from ie. stand--" 

MALL: "About ‘Men. and ‘Dr. Peale's.. “Power Of Positive. “Thinking” 

.and'“Stay’ Alive All. Your ‘Life:” -lache. - Several recent instances of.’ 
-unconscionable trial: - ballogning: 

: vos ‘need. shooting -down,. 

‘| ° fhe. cases vary as do the victims . ~ Property Rights In Life Stores. ove 
- Thesis of Northwestern Law Review 

~ Chicago, ‘Nay: 30. $< 

“Prodticer’s: of. -biopix of disputed |: 
personalities. can ‘gét ‘a“preview of 
the: grounds -on which - they. might |- 

“An. interest. “in ; 

~ figure undoubtedly. afflicts VARIETY, - 
for. one.” but bunk. is bunk. in? any 
language. wos 

A ‘recent - instance: ‘concerns the: 
| ahonymously-written “Frog Pond.” 
‘story of a woman, who. went. couch= 

-lover-couch) on’ a circuit. of..seven. 
i psycho- analysists, ° ‘most O17 won 
‘needed analysis themselves. This 

of 

[- 

Critics Can’ fe “Snoop? 
‘Toronto, ‘May .30. 

Has’ Ontario. ‘Censor : Board’ 
asked. distributors ‘to bar: crit- “ 

~ies from. pre-cut - Screenings?®. . 
I Frank: Morriss; Toronto- Globe 
-& Mail critic. -says. the: board” 

_ “has ‘let it be known ‘via: the” 
.’ Harold -Gordon, who ‘a. month ago |: . Grapevine’. that’ the -practice « 
"- filed "a. $9,500. 000 ‘suit’: against: [" ‘Must. “cease --forthyt ith’—but' : 

chief censor. 0: J, Silverthorne | 
says ‘that,. to” his ‘knowledge, ° 

“no ‘such ‘ruling - has: ‘been, Te: 

“Right --of . ‘Property in |: 
‘Personality - and: | 

‘itt the fall’ issue’ of ‘the 
‘U.. Law Review: 7 

History” recess. both. hardcover and: paperback, 
‘Northwestern ‘Lgetting a. reputed and | plausible - 

‘| $85.000° advance: against: the 2¢ roy- . 
-falty on serhacks, also. $5,000 ad- i 
civance-fram_a British publisher. 
4 

_jhag: heen -acquired: by Robert -Lip- 
‘property. rights inthe production. i pert: for’ 20th-Fox production was 
Gistribution’ and exhibition | of the a: “quested by. the board. 

. film * ‘Al-Capone."” . “|. 
- - Hitherto, remarks . Morriss; 

: ..Essence “of the. article- is a. trac--| * “erities who diopned in at the. . 
Mg: of the. history | of: Suits’. con-\| ° screening . got valuable- infor- :” 
‘cerned ‘with the. ‘unsolicited public’. -.. mation. ' “which - Was’ -used:.as* 
_dzing Sof an: individual in -motion |°-: ‘ammunition: -when -.. ‘the’. vex- 

" ‘pictures, . “advertising. and ‘stories ~ atidus.- “problem” ‘of: eensorship_ 

‘ newspapers, : magazines and} ‘arose. Now. they'll have hone.’ 
books,. and. the change: from. ‘inva: 5 

Japanese Talked 
. financial: ‘Temedv is. often’ ‘hard t0:| 

= 1 Bantam: Books, and- 

-seollect since. ‘it's ° difficult. ‘to de: ; 

Co- Producing With’ 
Boa & Warners 

: “Engs.‘are- “worth “to ‘the: current’: 

‘Tokyo; May. 93°, ‘pr ess. 

tack of suing for-all-or part of the. : 
financial -gain ‘accrued “by ‘the use : 

“Returning | ‘from.: “global. tour, ' Whethera dispute bétween’ ‘Walter 
[patel prez. - ’ Masaichi* “Nagata™ dis: ‘and Epstein over.the Lippert-phony. 

protested. ‘to’. Variety by the au- 
-thor, “who uses. the na 

‘| Maclvar.:. She. quoted Scott Mere- 
dith and. Irving: Lows; herr : 
tive. agents* east . and “west, as ‘de- 

ful to- actual. negotiations. a 

..| Lipper t for ‘ 

‘tnterest”. in the. work- originated 

Dave 

‘publicist. - 
lance, publicist for Lippert ° 

‘Epstein: ‘also- ‘Avas SEP 
of the name, likeness.’ “personality " 
and history of an: individual. , 

Courts: haye fourid” jn. ‘a, group'| 
of: recent - cases,* :Gordon® States,” 
that | the... right to be- free. from | 
commercial... exploitation, | rather | 

(Continued: ‘on ‘Page | 16). 

t was called: ta ‘his. attention: “Mez 
“While “stirring up. some. film intei: 
‘est’ had. already. taken the form of 

Literary” agents or press agents: 
ot © ontinued. on page 16) 

to See 

Hollywood. ‘May 30, 
the’ world’s . largest - hewsstand: 

4 publishing company, Dell. will be, 
aceording: to: its executive. veepre. : 
‘Walter B.S. Mitchell’ Jr. * ‘more | 

_——_ 

after retlurn:. from New . -¥Ork: - “uct, than ever before.” 
: where he delivered - -polished- script 4. “Mitchell,. 
‘of Bunny: Lake Js Missing” to Otto. ith, major ‘studio exeés and: tade- 

| ticipation with, Metro and, Warners: No need to_ labor: this one instance ! 

John F.. Caskey, 58: member: of: ‘WB's Wolfe Cohen regarding such 

- Nagat.: -clarified that. he does hot |: 

; ently. of a- heart attack, 

‘off: int, Tecent: ‘years. 

- specialist. in- ‘defending. this ° come.’ 

: etituted: by exhibitors. on, antitrust. | 

niired -by ‘members of his profes- [: 

Artists’ 4 

_. Gifficult. ‘contact © for. members’ ‘of ©  Preminger Tater ‘this. Sear 

John’ FE. Caskey Widely | Execs... ot ‘of literary Stirring un since “other 
Nagata said he. met vith. Morton. houses.and publicists. have done: as. 

Spring and’ Mauric¢e ‘Silverstein: a 

the aN tiem of Royall ‘Koegel. - move. ‘He added that -agreement:! 
arris askey and for years a+ wae eached in. principle with. Met- |. 

prominent figure in antitrust. nat | ro, leaders ‘for:.“cosperation, par. | = 

‘business, died. Sunday ..:28) in. ‘his: _ 

intend” ta-opérate: with ‘foreign: cap- j 
“Caskey tor years was, on és ‘ie ial but that arrangements for mu+ 

si n- tual benefit might-b . 
- ment. for -20th-Fox.. «His partner, ght be made, “It. as 
Otto Koegel. . continues -as™: 20tli's * 

pany .ijit-the’.all-indusiry’ trust ae- | Y 
tion brought by ‘Me. Department. of } ‘TRUMBO MA SCRIP tT 
Justice and. represented Various “FOR UNITED ARTISTS. 

These were the member “=. Hollywood.. May: 30.: 
"companies “of: the’ _Motiont Picture | 
Assn. ‘of America; 

‘sion- within. show. -business.: He| 
Obviously’. hada vast -kKhowledge Of. eee Vated “ 

. the’ antitrust: Statutes pertaining to rity: -of » doing... ‘sev eral ‘screenplays.’ 

-. the press covering. trust litigation. : " shoot “Buriny “Lake” 
‘He. prefer red to. be: aioof; a news-. for’ 

" paperman’s “queries would: = 

wall additional: 

-Coiumbia - Telease: The ‘pro- i book . publisher.” "Mitchell. stated 

| possibility of “getting capital pat: ! stein ; is: not: connected anymore. 

. Practiced in ‘Show: Biz 
‘Loew's: ‘Inmiernational .- and.: swith 

: ters..affecting ‘the’ motion picture | ! ticularly in exhib - field. 

‘home. in-Stamford, ‘Conn., 2appar~ 

no secret that’ Daiei: ‘biz has fallen 

"general. counsel.’ He - was 20th’s 3." 

picture outfits: in’ private suits: in-: 

: Caskey, atrial - lawyer, : was ‘ad: | 

“the film’ business. ‘He was, too, 2 ‘for U A, 

“him. | 

. “He: ‘Was, it : teaching fellow: at Yale; novel; -but. called: in Trumbo: ‘to do. ‘Elmer. Gantry’ 
Lay School in: j924-2 25. an: instruc- |. some ork on it. Joes: Die release: of the Burt Caneaster 
.tor in. law :at..Columbia (U. Exten-+ Priot: ta that” ‘Trumniba, streéen- “starrer? Richard Brooks. When it 
‘sion School:from 1925 to 1929 and. played- ‘the: Edward. Abbey. novel : Statrer. When it’ was nominated. 
visiting. Sterling lecturer <at- Yale| “The: . Brave’ Cowboy” into” “The. ; ‘and when. Lancaster won an Oscar, : 
‘Law from 1946 to 1948. His’ vari- Last Hero,” Kirk Douglas. starrer : sales jumped up again.” |, 

Mitchell explained: that ‘he has:  Ous ‘posts ineluded membership. in ; ‘for “ Universal-International. ' now. 
othe National Council of the Metro-|-jeing. shot:on location, David Mile; ; found. producers and studio heads - politan. Opera. Assn... ‘He wai, the Jer: directing: “willing to listen to ‘exploitation 

author of .“Chargés’ to: the. Jucy" |." Trumbo’ also ‘disclosed that while: t tie-ins, 
and “The Digest ‘of... ‘the United | 
‘Nations Charter.” ... 

Among Caskey’ S.; survivors are 
his widow, the former Helen Hines 
Tison:. a daughier. Mrs. John. Tut-. 
tle, and his: father;.Rey: Dr. John 

FB, Caskey of. St. ‘Louis. : 

titled “Night. Of The. Aurrochs.” | and ‘Hollywood ° are far -removed j 

work whieh’: ‘will deal with a Nazi, 
and - his. ‘life “int - ‘Getmany: 

-TWorld Wat 1 ‘to > Present,” 
. “y. 

, sionally ‘defy. coaperation.” Spe-, 
ftom. "cifically, Alitchell elaborated, “the 

Apattern af: tle-ins in: which’ Deli 

FILM ws 

‘s moonshine : 1§ ‘too. strong to. ‘stom: f 

7 a ‘but a chief victim, the trade’ pr ers; | _ 

«prices and-a-w ‘eakness for.a precise = a 

work has:enjoyed considerable sic-- 

A false report. that “Frog: Pond" 

Jovee.. 

| ploring the:published. tale as hurt-. 

Sleuthing 1 now. reveals: that there: 
‘;was- indeed, never any bid’ from: 

"Frog. Pond”. bul : ‘that. 
|-the idea of “stirring up some. fibn. 

2 bwith’ Robert - “Walter, -an editor of . 
*St"in.. 

iat that ‘time a “Bantam: ‘free Ace. 

who> 
; Said - “not-for me” when’ the -haok. 

Pa bland misstatement, to the trade. 

closed. that: in. US.’ he. discussed .. Story: occurred is not: ‘vértified... Ep- 

"..4 closely. “aligned. with Holly wood | 
“Dalton: Trubs. diselosed ‘shortly . _and its: film and television prod... 

here -for- eon ferences: 

Preminger, that while: east he:.also “pendent producers Yo line-up fu-- 
dure “book-pic.-tieins- and. ‘arrange * : 

possibil- ‘for. sales of various properties, be-.- 
i lieves. that. “the proper sej jection |. 
‘Of books and picturés: ‘can make. 

millions for the - Stu: 
“in New York, tdios, exhibifors and. ‘of course. fhe - 

ducer-director already" had ‘an Yra-lthe : large “potential “was evident : 
Levin. screenplay. of the’ original ; with ‘the. re-release of. the: novel 

‘to. coincide with: 

He -has finished. three. chapters: on ‘from each ‘other: and. they. occa-.t. 

0G’S LEG 
PICTURES 

_ 
» 

| Re Entertainment Law 
: ‘Holl¥wood, May 30. 

~. Beverly’ Hills Bar Assn. and 
School: of. Law. of LU of South- 
ern: California. will jointly 
sponsor a one-day seminar on 
entertainment. law June . 17, 

+ held at’ USC, at which attor- 

ca 

i‘. will discuss. the ‘collective bar- 
* gaining agreements negotiated 

last vear. between the motion 
- picture ‘and television pro- 

ducers. and the’. ‘various guilds. 

Registrants” will receive. a 
“detailed. syllabus analyzing 
the. Screen ' Actors, Writers, 
Director 5, Musicians and Com- 

_/ posers Guild agreements. 
° 

ART OF STR iPro Proud of Current Product, WB 
Spends 1006s on Press Junket 

* Richail Lederer, ad-pub chief of 

Cail Elusive 
For Inter-Racial 

- Theme Feature 
Ey en: a: producer of money-mak- 

ing. pictures. can have. difficulty in. 

| Warnets; 
! setumy 
; Hewspapermen to the studio 

‘makes no claims about 
precedents in inviting 

to 

i see new product. 

evs for: studios. and guilds . | 

_? duction to the WB junke? 

“But it's the real bigtime way of 
doing things, showmanship. w1.e, 
and Warners has the preduct to 
warrant it.’ he adds. 

This might be taken as the intra- 
Thas. 14 

the bid to journalists from around 
the States, over 200 persons in all, 
to visit Burbank, ‘talk to execs and 

feateh completed product and ex- 
i 

4 
i 
{ 

fi 
i 

‘“paising the financing. for.a film of 
- social impor ‘tance. Roger Corman, 
producer..of. American. Internation- | 
al’s “House .of Usher, ” one of that | 
company's all-time money nee pa 
and of -AIP’s upcoming “The Pi 

“New York Friday (26) that he has | 
‘the -film rights, to the best-selling | 
novel about: ‘southern race rela- : 
tions, “The Intruder,” but can’t . 
raise: .the comparatively small « 
-budget -1$200.000: with which to 

uke the property. 

“Tn. town’ to promote “The Pit.” 
“which is: tentatively set for August 

. release,; Corman is doing quite all 

and The. Pendulum,” reported in| 

right. with his horror sei-fi lineup. | 
Following delivery of-“Pit,” he has 
a ‘deal: with. AIP for three more-in 
‘the “same ‘general category—"The 
“Haunted Village.” “X™ and ‘When. 
The. Sleeper Awakens,” ‘all of 
which, he emphasizes, will have a 

: point-of-view and er. moral over 
and above their 
themes, |. 
The Detroit-born, « Oxford-edu- 

cated. ‘producer-director ‘obviously 
2 ma ‘ontinued on” page ‘1By 

Dell Angles on Hollywood Tie-Ups 

- Mitchell Cites Sundry. Instances of Newsstand 
oe Volumes: Valuable: for Exploitation 

4 father” 

has. been ‘a party has bec over- 
whelmin: ily: successful. To cite a 
few inst ANCES, when “Anatomy of 

ia “Murder” ‘was to be released our 
“iecords showed that the. book’ had 
sold cone: and one-half 
copies With: the release of the 
picture, our sales tied in and ow 
sisures. showed another one and : 
one-half, million’<copies sold al! 
With ‘some: fotey of picture credit 
and. advertrans for the film” 
Other examples” include 

ton. Place.” with sales in the 4.-. 
000,000 beacket betore and four: 
additi onal” million. subsequent. ta 
pie’s release CD most instanees © 
Mitchel sand 
prior to. the picture's release vali 
he, eqiall “a fallos ing the release 
at pie 

There’ is a defsnite relationshin 
- hetween hook readers.and the pie. 
i ture-goireg public: areor ding to the 
publishing: -house exer “Take 
4 Advise and’ Consent’ as an exam. 
‘ple he ‘continued. “It is an adu- 
‘cated publie that makes {his a best 
! seller-— and ‘created a product suit- ; 

I 

ourselves.” 
There - care ‘certain 

i in nna 
j- (Continued on: page 15) 

“Peye 

shock-sensation 

ithrcee or four 

million ; 

| 

4 
1 

WHE come in for about $1.5 
i producer said he's no: 
- budgets, 

‘db nine da 8 

~ 

‘the book's sales:” 

‘to the- pattern of sales pro- { abie for films. Marr readers mean. i“ Son of Captain Blood ” 
- in. New ‘York: he. received an ad-: motion: tied in’ with a. picture’s re-{ more film goers .It.foliows if we i Brown hide 

|. vancé from’ Knopf on a novel, to he ! lease ‘schedule, but that exhibitors : help cacti other we will alag help * Robinson 

cerpts of films still in production 

WB will shell out about $100,000 
in making like a host to the scribes 
and figures now is the tine to 

“spend this kind of money Com- 
panv managed to live through such 

pictures as “Sunrise at (¢ “anipo- |, 
bello.” “Dark at the Top of ie 
| Stairs” and “Sundowners.” 

Studio now wants to shout about ” 
Fanny. “Majority of One" and 
ssw Slade,” among others. This: 
is the point, company has proud: 
"a own product ‘and is) inviling- 
pressmen next week (o onceover 
same. 

ee 

Theatres, Screen & Legit, 
| Part of Barry’s Future; 
‘Crooked Ship, $1,500,000 

Hollywood, May 30 
Having produced more than 260i) 

‘hour-long Hve shows for television 
over tovr-sear period, Philp Barry 
Jr. will confine his future activities 

‘to production of theatrical features 
and Broadwas sbows. Son of late 
playwright hopes to finish first in- 

.die pic under Philp Barry Produc- 
tions, “Sai a Crooked Ship’ at 
Coiumbra in iwo weeks. As staf 
producer, he made “Mating Game” 
at Metro. 

Under seven-year exelusive Cul 
pact, producer plans “The Widow- 
er,” novel by Van Siler, as next in 
fall, with third pie te”? get under 
Way Nes’ sunimer. Brane he Hate 
Is is scriptings “Widower” 

Pace he'd hke to work under 1s 
twoasear, providing he can se 
cure-casts, ete, to fit into sked 

Bx oo special arrangement owith 
studio. Barry can da Broads ae 
‘shows “but he’s anxious to set 

pix beh ad bint be 
fore making move. Declaringt 44 
preference for comedy, “whack I 
must hase inhbemted frone omy 

he al-o wants to da seri 
OUS pix’ : 

Although “Sail a Crooked Slsags” 
00) 900), 

-Jamited aon 
has full freedoss of 
with Cel'’s final ap 

ete, 

selection but 
proval 

LATINO RALLY IN MIAMI 
FOR COLUMBIA REPS 

Mo Rothisan. exee vp of Cofmu- 
bia international has called meet. 

ing of alli hatin Amenean dram dt 
mabsetis sfor June 2h dai Maatril 
Beach - 

Heil plane fros homeoffiie to 
Session f.2-t aueh pettaogethe: of 

sautisnof tle boarder reps since 1057, 

SON OF SWASHBUCKLER 

Sean Flynn. Errol's Lad, Repeats 
Dad's Role 

Hollisvagod, May, 3 
Bey, in 3924 Ereod Fivan starsaf 

an *Ceptais, Blood’ for Warner 
Bio -Faret Watsomel Now Tata ots, 

“Sean, born of tie date Fisnn's more 
Nave ty Lili Damita is set fo sae 

jane: his dad's sdachibuckhing im 
Harry foe 

venture abhich Ca.scy 
is scripting. 

Young Fiyan accepted role after 
courses. of turning. duvn 20th-Fox contract of- 

action. which™ should he followed ! fer for reason that he yvants te 
proper exploitation and sales - make indiwidual pic deals. hens 

j forth. 
a 
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Gldget Goes Mawalian i Duning’s score is modern “and ‘Spare ‘Tite Roa. “fat: America's “Blackboard : ‘Jun- ‘Arlen.:: “Mitchum. displays. ‘coinle 
| youthfully rhythmical, a big. help. |.” 
i There are two tunes, one the title, ms 
I the other “Wild About That Girl, " “Boniést: and . ‘otten - * effective 

‘both by Fred Karger and Stanley | peek. at certain ‘problems of 
; Styne. Both are in the traditional 

] alle.” If the points that the author |:poise’-and ‘solidity..in.the lead,-.: 
tad scripter John’ Cresswell : ‘put,| Martha Hyer and Miss Nuyen are 
}over are not tremendously. exag- capable and. decorative: Webb, as 
gerated, then it’s a topic ‘to which 'Mitchum’s sidekick..and -first-pere © 

(COLOR) (BRITISH) 

Attractive young -players and 
polished vets bolster slickly- 
produced, but only sporadical-_. 
ly amusing, sequel. Though 
limited in appeal. has the 
trimmings for satisfactory Ko. 

Ceburmbaea Pie tuces 
Bresles pratiucten Stess Jameg Darren, 
Michael Cathar srtiaen 
lew, features Cia) 
Faidy Fov <br, 
Paul Wendkes 

Pertss 
Barected by 

Beewe ve. 

Soff Toe-e seek 

Se reengat 

:ei¢ase Of Jerry . 

ets Debereh, Wal = 
‘Cass. . 

. Ruth Brooks | 
Flppen. oasd on the Frederik Kohner } 

-pop vein, and = are. stylishly | 
, warbled by Darren. Tube, 

‘Tam Na Koneene 
tAt the Terminus) 

H - (CZECH) 
Berlin, May 25. 

i . Progress release of aSttni: production. - 
With Eva Ocenasova,. Viadimir -Raz. and 
Martin Ruzek. Directed by Jena Kadar | 

characters, ¢ mens tEostinan. Robert J | and = Elmar. Klos. ‘Screenplay, Ludvik’ Freonner octtter., Waloi A Dvoni att. Acken: w23: camera. ‘Rudolf Stahl: music,- 
director, Walter Holsoher, musn, George Zdenek Vicka. At East. Berlin ‘cinemas. 
Dunine, sound Toate: Tues. assistant Nunning time, 98 MINS. 
Mreetor, Jerratd Bercnsteen Reviewed - at 
the studio, Mav 23. 61 Running tme, 
103 MINS. 
Jeff Mather 
Ende Hos ner 

James Darren 
Srehbael Callan 

Caredgcat Deborah Walley 7 Miss Fogg 8 Mary. Merrall + 
~ : i i pew eet ween ert Mitchum, Jack Webb, Martha.. Hyer.. ruse camrence “Moet Cane A Czech film which: deserves a, [ Mr. sitet See ees Rees roods | France Nuyen:: features eure Nye, James 

Monty Stewart Eddie Foy Jr. Go rating. It tends taward: sad-. | Harkness - = o Richard 0° ‘Sullivan Avdons ‘pe oore. eee enn, diehard | 
Pe pothy bawresce wt Tehete ness and is somewhat lengthy, but Margaret; -++> Claire Marshall | Jey Lembeck. Directed by Webb. Screen. 
Judee Hamtiten toby Baker impressive acting and humanly in- j pngeit rece seeere “nnnétig: Robertson | play, William Bowers; ‘ caniera,’ Joseph’| 

Wally ilectwes Don Edmonds teresting. episodes provide’ Com-! Hoole “125010 "Brian Lown | Peetreenais arb be toted Foe Ree Con | : a i) aoe 7 . . 

tarbara Jo Jan onaway Pensation. Non-political: pic quali-. we wae ..-{-steck;. -sound, Frank Sarver; assistant 
Tee Dee Robin Lory fies itself for export on. a: lmited |: “ Michgel érait's book, “Spare the | | director, Chico Poato, May 1% ‘él. Raat 
Sea tndersen eee yerritt tart house) basis. "| Rod,” has caused alot of ‘éon-. ‘(ning time, 103 MINS. — , 
Ve aiter Jerardu De Cordovier As per mood and atmosphere. tr oversy.. “among: educational .° “aur | Archie. Hall’... .00:6.... Robert Mitchum” 
Tary Vaan Marshall directors Jan Kadar and. Eimar | thorities and. he. had a. bit- ofan. pil Bowers ...... yen ee ewer ee Jack Webb’. BRelibcy Guy Lee “re aoe ‘u hill, fight to gét it filmed: “It: Ferey Kramer .......0..0..- ‘Martha Hser’: Jebroy Sprig Johns Gibert - Klos followed . the early. Halen Pp & Bet i fumed: It cindy 00. «. ‘France, Nuyen Mr. Matsu ¥. Chang poetic reslisny execuied of. ‘sav | Was | ‘thought. that ..the arguments | Pet. Mussel Drexel. ia oe. pisne 

~ De Sict. Yarn deals with the in- regarding. . corporal. . punishmerit , Pyt. Frank Ostrow. :eseeeses. Del Moore. “outhful efferves- 
cence of “Gid:et" has) vanished 
in this sequel iat the combhina- 
-Qon of e¢xtremets handsome young 

Some of the 

Eoned comedy veterans in the 
background «nould help it win: the 
battle af toc tucolce bulge. 
Jerry Breve, production for’ Co- 
Jurrbia yee FOS ES Jemated: in its 
ppcal. he wc.er. 

Those were mags r hise heen surf- 
ered wv ith thie Ss, 

ade few veers i 

less to chaer a 
vob *) 

Sa rm this folHow- 
up The titer “wii cite. its bigpest 
diaw  atnom: tac ox.st teenage 

fioup, but ait nw ret cuite sophis 
teeated enonueh naps 
the modein vera pereoan to win 

the iavor of the older teenager 
and vet, 
several tebkli bh secult 
vont make too satrilectory 
traction ino suet. for 
tecner. Fortunet-ly, it is east with 
fresh and Premran: young pepple 
Whose looks make then likely. 

gets for a berrice ef fan mail and 

ixsttes, it 

am at- 

The: 

re ha Dee starrer | 
hind even | 

cencton of,, 

in tareline uneasily with | 

tar-. 

Olina keene wee ence Eva Ocenasova 
Martine .....e cece se vense Viadimir Raz 
Qk) 0 Martin Ruzek 
Marona retaredeeeeen des Jana Ditetova;: 
Mrs. Mala Lae vaccwe Anna Meliskova . 

hahkitants of- an apar tment hotise, 
at the terminus of a streetcar line,- 
iri.a Prague suburb. It centers on |Would’ show: up the. educational | 

: three 
plavers in tire fareeround and sea- 

episodes. 
conecins a young girk who has: an 
affair with a lodger. The romance: 
re-ults in the giil’s pregnancy: and 
Cis Tusionment when the man. in- 
sists on abortion. The second epi- 
code has ta do with a motherless: | aspects. of certain types of school ! 

taken” care of by and: pupil, poses ‘few. meappet that's 
friendly people, but there's a con- 
stant menice im the person ‘of the 

self. Third story introduces 

ing desnerete because of her lone: 

ehild’s father, a. notorious drunk- | 
ard. who wants the child !for. him- } branch of s' -Ow: biz has. not. yet hit 

ai the jackpot in pix: He is.a ‘pleasant ‘Measure up to: the military.as-‘a: 
Young nurse whose husband is in| personality: ‘and ..a ‘most: effective. Source of cinematic, humor, Film-: 
inl and who has now .a would-be; -professional: And -here he “gives.a akers ‘for 
lover on her heels. Although. feel-j -warm and mainly “engaging “per-. 

‘formance. But: somehow he cannot+ security. simply by aiming pot shots: for the virtue. of ‘storytelling sim= -. 

| Bygraves; 

. Summerfield:: and) Worrell Street ‘“Mob.° 

_ education; ‘good: b.o- ‘potential 
: for. thoughtful. audiences. Rich. for another. Peek. 

London; May 23. | 
British. ‘Lion release. of (Victor Lyn- 

don) Bryanston | production.” .Stars -Max 
‘features Donald Pleasence, 

Geoffrey’ Keen, Betty McDowall, Eleanor. 

‘The Last Time. 1 Saw. 
Arehie': coe ot 

‘Shaky’ ‘service “comedy, fimny:: 
on the surface but weak at 

Directed by Leslie Norman. -Screenplev,. 
‘John. Cresswell, : from” Michael | Croft's 
baok:. camera, Paul Beeson: eae Gaurle the core. Firstclass supporting 
ohnson;.editor, rdon Stone on, . tos 

. Marble “Arch, London. Running time, ° 9345 performances put. some sock. 
MINS, | - | into study of a-slick Air Corps 
‘John Saunders.: Max " Bygraves'| con ‘man, but uncertain Dd.o... 
‘Mr. Jenkins - nee ie sisr1 Dopald Pleasence [ 
Mr: Gregory etesacer ys .Geoffrey Keen f . contender.” 
Me cing -- eke awte wes " Betty, Mhevnolas'| ——— . . 

r: urray eee ‘Peter Reynolds:| , 
} Mrs. Fond vee a Jean -Anderson |’ "Hollywood, May ‘IT. 2s United Artists release of. Mark VII I: ta: 
Mrs. Harkness .. * Eleanor. Summerfield Manzanita-Talbot production. Stars Roeb-. 

were a ‘bit too. tough and thatthe ; 
beok did, and ipso facto; ‘the f1lm- 

.Pyt. Sam Beacham - 
Colonel: Martin: 
Captain: Little ....2. , Don’ Knotts 
Master. Sgt. Stanley Erienheim ; 

eee eve we ate 

Few: institutions: in’ modern ‘life 

‘years’ 
. greater - than - - average: commercial 

liness, the: woman resists the man. yet completely shape ‘his ‘person- | at: martial _pomposity: If the :én-. 
Film's philosophy relates 

human, loneliness. It's. shown how 

othe. 

able to taugh. 

Plevers make the: most: of the. but inéxperienced, young "teacher. 
juvenile adib.tron Thic, together 
with slick procuction. invigoratine 
Photography, mseitian at a, fey mite ial in a skilfully written , 
musical breaks ond veveral witty serie t. Technically,” film: reps - a. 

lines of dialos, sould baal it out. saed standard. Hans. 
Ruth 

play, 
Brooks 

played by benorah Walley, whom! 
the picture intrecuces:, -severs her 
from the romanhe ties that bind! 
her to boy friend 
in California, and plants her in 
Hawaii, complete with parents and 
a pang of lads tying for her alfec- 

on. Romantic conrplieations en- 
sue when Darren 
scheduled fheoht, «ting up a com-; 
pheated situation. 

false aceuations. 
being Vicki ‘Trickett. a 
hind of Trader-\iven jealous of 
Miss Waliey’s instant popularity 
vith the sco-.oon brivade. It's all 
resolved m a Yoiber flat) finish, 

Miss Walley hes a future. She 
Is cute as a butten and displays 
a versatility not matched by the 
equally attractive Miss Dee in the 
original, ter crrotine. is ¢om- 
petent eroush for (be part. Darren! 
is 4 defimte candicete for top 
stardom- handsome as they come 
and a good singer, to hoot. He | 
Blays with authority and in a fe wig 
years should graduate into meatier: 
adult roles Mishsel Callan,- an 
asile. enfted hoofer. has a chance — 
to display his talent in a flashy; 
but not very inventive, specialty - 
strut choreographed by Roland 
Dupree He. tao, should go places 
when the parts give him more lati- 
tude 

Tiere are solid performances - 
by Carl Remer. “sew York's own’ 
Peggy Cass, Fade Foy Jr. cand: 
JOT Deitch, altfoueh one wisnes | 
thes trad more € 2a. reom to CUT 
wp othe film: proves that adults’ 
wea fot mere fun’ than Krds 
especialiv Gua a Tow woman Vacash: 
Shes Trrehett Coe. adequately iv 
aocathei unenmetase role. Joby 
Baher stands of a cang the sup- 
yerting horte cf > oariesters, al of 
woos do welban 
Se Tanke Gt Coe 
hes ho alsG rested the oricinal 

Pavrpiun oo de. camera work. 
freer plishs process shots of suri 
“ay Samad ote wie interiors, is 
bisgitis caspite hea he Robert , J 
Eronet “Watts yr alchers art Gi 
lection end Wiese A Lyon's, ed- 

ftiig abe iteger ica gue. 

ube 

Liippen’s screen-. 

based aa Use brederick Koh- | 
ner characters, tales Gideet mow! 

James Darren ‘ 

‘—Errives on un-. 

“f Pux-ups and: 
chief antagonist - 

spoiled * 

Niewinni €zarodzicje | 
; (The Innocents) 

(POLISH) 
Paris, May - 23. 

Poleki Film 1elease’ ‘of Kadr produc- ( 
tas With Tadeusz Lomnicki. Katrs.n 
Strymbk: ska, Zbigniew Zvbulski. Directed 

to! ’ ality 

the vounver | Peonle five in the same house but | ¢ 
e soune et hetdly know anything ‘about ‘each. E 

Fedeaut is more optimistic: | 
The two ycung women get together. 
and beth realize that they: are. Still ' houses: 

1 cially. with one ‘of them. ‘Then: he. 

[ 

by Andrzej Wajda. Sercenplay, Jerry: 
p Andizeiewski,. terzy SKolimowski: ¢:m-. 
jena. -Kervestof  Winiewiez: editer, W. 
: Otocka, A. Rut. At Ne Napoleon, Paris. 
Repo time, 85: MIN 
Andrzej. Sspadeusz Lomnicki | 
Gaal . Katrvn Str mkolska 
Edmond ' _Bbigniew Bybulski | 

Film concerns itself with ‘mor- | 
allv d'soriented’ youth and the 
dilficultv. of loving, but has an 
optimistic ; ‘ending unlike many 
Wesiern counterparts. It does de- } 

- me 

sary. censar. sop. Otherwise. it is‘a} 

note life as somewhat gray, empty. dling ‘of the. ‘many. children in ‘the ; 
and loose in ‘this Eastern country, ! Worrell. Street ‘Mob is first-rate, { 
with the ending probably a neces-: 

to .a’ part.» Hawever; 

progressing fast. and ‘this is cer- ;tomedy is .any indication, 
ainiy his.best effort: to’ date. By- | Last. ‘Time’ 1. Saw . Archie”: should. 
raves has a popular name and: ‘hold its’ own. in the . -boxoffice 

that, and the. title, «sh 
this a ‘Worthwhile Tisk: for most ° ‘sons, such a conclusion is. open to 

; - some: debate. 

“There are several key tactors 
going for the Mark VII Ltd.-Man- 
| zanita-Talbot | production, not: the 

Story. line ¢ concerns a. “dedicated | 

‘who finds himself in a school in. 
|.d. tough East. London. area, where ; least of which is the valuable 
most:.of his calleagues have given ; Preserce in the’ supporting cast- of 
up the ghost. -Bygraves: believes. ,Some . of Hollywood's’ most -out- 
that he can get through’ to ‘them - standing comedy. ‘talent.* Then: 
by. sympathy ‘and . understanding; 
He. is beginning to win out: éspe-- mean. something. on'.a marquee... 

& go a But, -ultimaetly, it is the story. .it-': 
self that. determines a ‘picture’s .. 

eral jolts -to his theories - before destiny, and it is here. that | the. 
hits a snag and Bygraves. gets sev- 

ev entually: che - appears “to have | United. Artists: ‘Telease is not. all as 

penetrated: ‘and | got. the . “message j ‘it should be. 
over. : 
The pros. and: rons. Of the effie | has. ‘cooked up a Witty’. script .and, are’ consistently’ jumping to: pecu- 

cacy. of caning aré:not very Clearly.| take. for take, director. Jack’ Webb | liar -conclusions “and saying: and. os os 
put over. while the problem: of. the : has. seasoned. it.with an -alert. -hu- 

‘in ‘concert, the film. 
| is amore urgently posed: Conelu | does not jell; the Tunning parts do.” , 
sions .are inevitably -left. to the | not keep thé machine humming,,“he.are developing into something 

.Screen- - 

i-cause of this juvenile delinquency! mor. _But, 

‘individual. . along. smoothly, Bowers’ . 
Leslie Norman. ‘the director, has , play is based on true incidents in 

extracted some very: good perform- | his‘ life, but the -incidents, frail to 
ances from. Ais cast’ anid his ‘han- ; begin with. as. the basis for Vigor-. : 

ous. comedy, ‘are treated too light- 
heartedly to: register. with: -the. “de: 

both individually: and.-in. the’crowd:! sirable . force, .A - sharp audience 
scenes. 

i 

- Barcroft,. Peggy Stewart, 

° Hartford,. 

“Louis Wye! 
Richard Arlen ¢ 

have’... enjoyed. 

‘he's ; during ‘popularity. of, the ‘service: 
- “The: 

ould “make ; Scuffle. But, for a variety’ of rea-. 

00, her are. few: Names: tiiat.- 
It Mere . a ‘nected’ with’ the doomed man con-. 

: -Most- of. the plot: .is. con=":. ne, 
cerned with ‘unlawful: efforts’ by.::.~.. 
these: persons to track ‘down the: _—_ 
hidden ‘booty that was stashed away: |” 
by’ the: killer prior to. his” appre- | - 

‘Line’ for. line, ‘William: Bowers ‘ery involved. and ‘the characters’ oi: 

‘the. production... 

-Direction -:of.- classroom, | will, be ‘able .to sense : “punch-line, 
neatly told interlude depicting. the playground and -a riot. sequence | Gevelopments . ahead ‘of’: time. a 

. sagely 

_ after her only to find She, has re- 
:turred, 

Director. Andrej Wajda ‘has. aj A very fine ‘study. comes. from Don-. 

‘ep the brisk sun-! 
Cul Wend. - 

George ; Ingleside Hotel, Stauriton, Va. 

prevailing outlooks via ‘a boy and are. excellently done: A weakness 
girl who meet one night. is that every one .of..the children 

A certain archness in. direction. ; Seems a +hopeless, useless | young 
and p.aying make this loom mainly ; | thug. 
a languas e entry abroad. A young 
doctor is tired-of being sought by | who . interests’ ‘Bygraves. particu- 
women. He meets a pert young girl i larly, is an-- experienced . young 
one night who all but forces her-} actor: and gives an inteéiligent. per- 
self into his room where. they talk | formanee: Of the others, Brian. 

Lown, -Jeremy Bulloch ‘and Claire. of morals and love...and 
that’s all. Bue he loses her when “Marshall. show promise. ..- 
he goes: out to see some: friends |: 
and rushes ‘madly around ‘the city j 

livan’s ‘mother, ° 
| parts are those of. the. school-staff. 

{lair for good- observation. and; ald -Pleasence . as an: ‘embittered 
- Characterization. The actors project ‘ headmaster. -Pleasence : builds’ up | 
them characters through their pres- ; his. role admirably. ‘Geoffrey Keen: 
euce as well: as through words. -has. a.meaty. but. not. wholly con- 
the ceatieal situation is a little; vincing ‘rele”-as (a bullying. Joud- 
1iccd but it still is an interest- | voiced niaster who. believes -that.! 
nn prerure of Polish youth today. ! thrashing, is the onli possible. way 
Tnrat could be its main arty theatre < of getting anything” into. children’ s 
ivto pes abroad. Technical eredits , heads. : 
eo good Mosk.. Tt: ‘Betty ‘McDowall has a. “wispy role : 

Richard O'Sullivan;. as thie’ one | 

Apart froni a small. opportunity: 
for ‘Eleanor. Summerfield, as O’Sul- 

the’ ‘other adult . 

deadly factor in a comedy. °. Fur 
thermore, the’ shred’. of. :plot.. on 

sible. serious situation. And. this.is. 
‘the: sort: of comedy in’ which the |: 
central . premise: must be. hard as 
‘a rock .to support. the comic rami-| 
‘Ticationis.. 

volves. around a. co¢ksure, ‘slick. 
private ‘Robert: Mitchum) in. a 
World War II Civilian. Pilot Train- 
ing outfit who. wields . a. clipboard 
‘ahd wears a. swagger with ‘such. 
confidence . and _authority that he. 

! soon ‘had his entire unit convinced’ - 
inot only that he is.a G-2 general ’:. 
on, assignment but: that. he's. hot. 
‘on the -trail-of'a Japanese spr -otte 
| Uprance Nuyen!. The yarn - eiité 
abruptly witha “quick. 

same smoothie on the ‘outside. ‘The.’ 

whieh the. film is hooked, how- : ” 
. ever true, however - -stranger than” 

fiction. fails to register ‘as a plau- | 

": The ‘story, sort ofa) buck-pr af 
vate’s. eye-view of the. service. re-° 

Fcsue ante. 

lelvvies,. revealing - Mitchum aW The 

; other producers | might well turn , son: narrator,- plays. it.a bit woode 
: fen. 

his dialog to ‘the. camera instead 
‘of. at the Person with whom he is. 

‘He: has a tendency to. direct 

“sharing a-scene, perhaps ‘illustrate - 
ing. ‘the : difficulty. of:: serving: as... 
‘one's ‘OWN. director." 

i. Robert ‘Leeds’: editing shows. an - 
| adeptness. with quick and. tricky © 
‘cuts, but. is not :always successful. 
1 at, advaneing the story -snioothly.~ - 
‘There is agile lenswork by Joseph... 

| MacDonald. ‘service-able ait direc. :* 
‘| tion by Feild: Gray and:a. sprightly. 
stars-and-stripesy score .by Frank. 

-y€omstock. that is especially good” 
> at building comedic. momentum. 
j Tube.” 

‘When The Clock Strikes 

- Contrived crime-suspehse mek ~ 
“Ter, Adequate for twining: 

. Hollyw ood. Miv. 23: 
United Artists: release ‘of: Robert _ 

Kent production.: Stars James . Brown, 
‘Merry Anders;. .with Henry. ‘Corden, Ro¥ 

Jorge ‘Moreno,. - 
: Francis: De’ Sales, Max Mellinger, ‘Eden. ° 

Jack Kenny. Directed: by Ede’ 
‘ward L. Cahn... Screenplas,. Dallas: Geule 
tuis: Camera,’ Kenneth: ‘Peach ‘Sr.; ‘editor, ' 
Grant. Whvtock:. MUSIC): Richard’ La Satet .. 
sound, Dean Thomzs:' assistant director, - . 

” ; Herbert ‘S: Greerie. Reviewed at Goldwyn | |: 
_ Running: times 

y ‘ Studios,” May 23, “6%. 
Major’ situation ; acm toca rover 3 Hight, book’ fhe Sergeant Maleolm “@reénbrine Stiauss 72 MINS. oe - 

. ; Harvey -Lembec k Som Morgan: vee bev e seekers James. ‘Brown. -:. :there: isn’t overmuch ° controversy. : ' Lela’. sesdccegsesecsesces Cluudia Barrett. Ellie ....... evetoceccsvaes Marry. Anders. :”: | in: it, ‘at: ‘Teast not ov er: ‘tthe question : ; Daphne. . , . a Brsant. : Cady et wap eww ecw nesoue ‘as Tens Conden wie 
. Tole... . cee os aine. Davis - Sherif ; se seaeces ‘ox. Barcro 

‘of corporal. punishment: -But it. i Patsy Ruth’... Marilyn. Burtiy : Mrs..Pierce..3:.4.. 25+ +-- Peggy, Stewart. does. take. an: Honest peek at: som? | Corporal ..; “James Mitchum | Martinez::.... soves | dole Moreno. 
1 .Barlender. - -Gene McCarthy Warden: . .- Francis De Salez © 
‘Lieutenant. “Oplemever ..<-dohn Nalan: Postman. “vce. Max’ -Mellinger : questions. and; 1 Eis Second’ ‘Lieutenant. -+;Martin Dean . Cate Pr rr . . . Eden Hartford. ~.|..-: 

(.) (51-5 i i iImer., Cafe. Proprietor “. “Jack Kenn wo iat at a couple’ of wopline “ie a “First Soldier". oe Sa | : y _ 

ax. veray es,. a opine “per- | F ‘So dier e. sreses eset wenn: te athcart . “yy? tien’ Thi a: ne penne e Joe tr former ‘in. ‘near ly ever ‘y. other c K S ikes is not .one- of the better supporting ‘items 
turned out: by United Artists’ “pro- 

- lifie program ‘picture-combo of. pro- . 
ducer. Robert F. Kent and. directer..- 
Edward. &: Cahn.. Though :only ‘of: . 
72-minute duration; a length ideal ne 

plicity, -it ‘hurls’ a barrage’ of plot 7 
complications, coincidence,. con- 
trivance and confusion. ‘at-an. audis:.. 
‘ence, until one. is limp just: trxing 
to-keep up: with it. The-UA release . 
Will suffice as a‘filler for those: wheo-.-- 
‘prefer’ ‘tw o-for-the-price-of-one’ and! 

- ‘don't. expect * -Avonders from :. the 
-bottom half of a theatrical. double~ 
header. 

‘Dallas Giultois": Zerinve-suspense. 
“melodrama tahgles’ with circum=:. -. 
‘stances surrounding: ‘the execution 
‘of a.:murderer’ in“ a remote: rural 
area .to-w hich. several. ‘persons. cons 

verge... 

hension: -and | conviction... It ‘gets. 

doing frrational things.. 7 

James Brown and Merry ‘Anders, 

ofa “team” in these. Kent-Cahn. | 
features, . play the. romantic Jeads.: 
If :their “performances * seem ‘a bit’. 
shakx in spots. it is ‘understandable’ 
‘in. view of themodest ‘nature’ of: ro. 

Actually they do-. | 
‘auite .well.. cohsidering, - and:so.do 
Henry Corden; Rov Barcroft. Peg-._ 
‘gv: Stewart,. Jorge ‘Moreno, -Fraricis 
De ‘Sales and “Max Mellinger’ in: 
kev. supporting -rotes..-_ ; 
--Kenneth Peach Sr.’s. camérawork -:. : 
and Grant. ‘Whytock's . editing. are. os 
effictent. . . Tube. Lf 

Tres. Rameos v. Un 
Salieta, |: 

(Three Remeos. and a Toliet) 
‘: . (MEXICAN) ° ; 

: Mexico. City: May. 30. 
Columbia: release.of Jose Luis ‘Calderon 

‘production. "Stars Jorgé. Mistral. ‘Antonio 
Radu. “Elvira Quintana: ‘festures Irma 

Screenplay, Adolfo. Tarres Portilly: cam-.' 
-era. Rawl -Moertinez::Solares: music,: 
tonis Diaz Conde. At. ‘Grfeon, Theatre, ~ 
Mexico, City. Running time, 90: ‘MINS. aa 

Despite” the “ marshallivig: ton 
‘gether. of some top: names in Mex-.. 
ican . pictures, from: acting. ‘talent, 

pro divectur:. cameraman: and ‘musi-- 
Cal direttoe, this one proves t@ be. 
ta so-o. effort. Billed as the comedy .- 
Of the: vear - concerning . ‘a’ niodern. . 

‘asa teaclier who: agrees: with, By-'| fast finish after a long’: natrative |. day Juliet. and her ‘avd - suitors, -” 

I: . «toa Dos jasolds, Jean Anderson. :: Aubrey ! 
. Virginia Dates Pickus ‘Woods. Rory McDermott: and.'Mary 
Paudey ef the * 

Picttne Theatre Assn. July) 19-20. shabbiness-of-the school is authen- | 
Wie be addressed’ by .TOS: ‘topper } i liecally” portrayed, as‘is the sur- 
Alert M.. Piekus.. Unit: alfiliated j; rounding ~° slum 
wWint TOA last spring. turanks: to ‘some. excellent, Jensing | 

{ brs ned for they V Ree AN, | 

“An i interesting film: Ww cbieh smacks 

is 

virginia -¥ ‘otion i Merrall: are’ in: support. ‘The -drab, - 

_ neighborhood.*| 

anywhere. Rives. ‘the: film ° a. lop: ; 
‘sided feel =< 

Thanks ‘to. the casting and the! 
playing, the. picture’ has its re. 
‘wards. Don Knotts aad Louis ‘Nye: 
are. outstanding. Not: too: far’. be- 
‘hind are Det. Moore,’ James. J.y- 

~t Stre- rent 

Richard 

don, Joe Flynn. Roby 
Harvey “Lembeck, ari 

.} graves’ niethods ‘while: Peter “Rey- 7 that never really seems héaded | Picture falts far short of the. mark. 
-Comedy situations are Strained and. 

w : talents of Jorge. Mistral. Antonio: ._ 
Badu. and Elvira Quintana, as well « 
as the’ suppor ting Play: ers is w asted: . i 
“on this one. : 
This: may ‘go: Well- in, ‘habe ‘hotises a 

“but for: broader: Horizons its. limita«: 
’ fi¢ns. and- ‘sliding off inta bad ‘taste, oan 
asate. two. strikes: against, it. Emil. 

Dorantes.: Julio Aleroan, Lorena: Gouhaud,. |. 
.Osezr Pulido. Directed ‘by Chaho: U rueta:. - 

-Ane--. 



i up the “hate: bus” ’ 

_Wednesday, May 81, 1961 PICTURES 

. “Judgment - ‘at: Nuremberg.” whieh: Bian “Kramer. 18. shooting’ tor} 
_Unitea ‘Artists; is believed to. carry ‘a: $1;500,000. star ‘talent -budget: of | 
- which $350,000. goes. to Spencer. Tracy. and” $500, 000 to: ‘Burt ‘Laneaster, | 
. the. latter also. getting a-cut. . 

- Carlo-Ponit’ jgined wife Sophia Loren; who is.in NY. to. plug “Two? © 
, Joe Levine personally skedding | . 

: Women” ‘and. dub the’ Anglo’ version .-. . Joe: Levine into. Peter’ Brigham. 
“Owomien” and dub the Anglo version .. : 

"* Hospital, Boston, for. surgery..on inflamed leg cartilage. © 
Henry Levin to the Coast. for. final editing of “Wonders ‘of. ‘Aladdin”: 

“and: ‘pre-production | huddies « on “Metro's Wonderful World of ‘the 
Brothers Grimm.” 

‘ Twentleth-Fox: board member Milton: Gould. due: ‘to visit. the Holly- 
wood: studio ‘next week . ... Irving. Shapiro, Films Around The World 

rexy, staying on in.. Paris. for <a: couple of weeks . _ after his. Stay at 
ee Cameras : start ‘turning today (Wed.1'‘on the film’ version. ‘of 
The. Miracle Worker” at the: Production Center ‘Studios on ‘West: 26th 

- Street. Film, ‘for United. Artists release, is being produced by- Playfilms 
- (Fred Coe, ‘Arthur Penn“ ‘and William Gibson) with. Anne. Bancroft: re- 
| peating lier’ B’way'-role.. 
Dave. Flexer’s Inflight Motion. Pictures. 

Gottfried. Reinhardt; ‘producer-director- ‘of UA’s Town. Without Pity, 
in town. ‘Incidently; the. matter: ‘Of a Code-séat for. the pic ‘is said to. be 
still. open: and in negotiation... . The Trans-Lux -Normanhdie. today 
‘(Wed.)' starts.a ‘special : two-week “fest of-opera films. with ‘seven such 
pix being’. ‘shown fortwo. days each... .-: Jessé  Zunser, ; “Moira: Walsh, 
Martin S. ‘Dworkin atid. Jim Scovotti;. who discussed: .classification, ‘and | 

“censorship over -WFUV-FM, May 22. .did-a: ‘foliowup, Show on the same 
‘George. Schaefer, -producer-director - of -, station.-Monday 29) night. ... 

Hallmark's “Macbeth, ar : ‘to: London: for. the theatrical. preniiere, of the 
‘Ric. 

_ to write-a biog’ of. UNO: Secretary General Dag. Hammarskold. -° 
_ J.AVT.S-E.has: been invited to. join .COMPO.: : 

“home onthe: Paramount lot after: ‘London, Paris ‘and ‘Rome ; 

“Breakfast: at “Tiffany's”... . Martin Blau, Columbia Interriational pub- 
- licity. chief,: off to -Puerto. ‘Rico, Trinidad: and the Dominican’ Republic 
“to: look- in ‘on. test. engagements. of “Sill ‘Castle’s ‘ Homicidal.’ * Rube 
Jackter. ‘made | a quickie.” to. Toronto -anent. ‘the’ “Guns * ‘of. Navarone” 

- Felease. : 
‘ Tewin: ‘Allen, producer of. ‘20th’s 

..June’.12 on a “erosé-country: selling. trip. on the pic ’...., For ‘the first 

. time. in miany, many. moons, the: Legion .of - ‘Decency’s. ‘tating list .this 

“Guns of. Navarore” and “Tammy Tell Me True.” |.” 
-Grove’ Press has just published the: Marguerite Duras’ ‘text at’ “Hiro. 

shima ‘Mon Amour,” with. the English translation by Richard Seaver. 
ares -Trans-Lux Distributing's: British Space-spoof, import,’ **“Man in The: 
Moon,” will have a triple. American. premiere. June -12: in New York, 

‘Don ‘Hershey, second yeep of the-. 
.Scréen - Directors International - “Guild. -and. 78 .other. SDIG. members: 
pack. in New - York, Safe: and.. sound: via chartered. atreraft: from’ ‘the: 

‘Cape Canaveral:-and. Orlando... 

- Cannes. fest .°. : Vet. distrib. Sam Cummins’ is; acting -as New. York 
broker for: Eternal Summer,” feature produced by.: Vizcaya: Productions. 

-of Miami . --:; Graeé .Metalious is in Pavis.: 
-Moira: Walsh: “film. .critic. of: America, national , Catholic weekly, wilt | 

Ig the. slowest aspect of the chante, 
“primarily. ; beratise- the companies. 

be. the “first American to serve as.a juror for'- ‘the International. ‘Catholic 
Film . Office: at the upcomin ‘Berlin film: fest. 

_o Picture E Export: Assn: .veep:, ‘back: in New York from a ‘quick. European 
iz trip 

~-Sournal. 
‘Walt ‘Disney: set: Maurice. Chevailer. to: ‘Join Chartes Laughton’ and | 

- Disney 
Jack 

‘Hayley Mills in: “The: Castaways,’ rolling. in London in. July / 
~will: also biopic ‘the: younger Johann: Strauss in. Vienna ‘in: “fall. 
Oakié, down with Intestinal. virus;.: forced. out: of Frank. ‘Capra's. “AL ° 

‘Anatole Lit-| “Pocketful of Miractes.”. replaced -by Thomas Mitchell : 
-Wak takes .over direction of “The Naked. Truth” for. Mirisch: Ca”. 
Buddy: Hackett: swings from comedy.to drama: for Irving-Lerner’s indie, | , 
-!"My- Brother Mike’... Lewis Allen: bought “50 Suitcases on the Roof,” 
‘French novel by Georges. Abecassis :'.'.. Universal protested MPAA 

_ Fegistration ; of. “Billy . ‘the ‘Kid vs. ‘Tiracula”: and.“‘Jesse James Meets 
Frankenstein”. by” ‘Hal. Roach. Studios, ‘but latter: ‘claims: tabs won't be 
changed in- upcoming ‘films of these titles. : 

‘Charles -K.: Feldman ‘wilt produce “Voyage In, Voyage Out" for. goth- |! 
,- Jayne |- 

. Roger. Edens } state offices of most-of the major’ 

Fox, with’ Sidney. Buchman’ now ‘writing. script in’ London. ts 
- Mansfield into. “The Chapman Report” -at “20th-Fox .. . 
slated for production duty on Metro’s “Jumbo”:. 

BULLY. BOY ROCKWELL: Mickey Rooney-Red Doff 
~_ANVADES NEW ORLEANS —_ 

“New Orleans; May 30. . : 
* gett-stylea American Nazi Party - 

. Hollywood,. May: 30. . 

_ and: nine of: his: followers were ar- 
‘rested'in-front of the. Civic: theatre | tion. of: nine ‘years. 
here “Wednesday ‘night: (24) where | Signed “ag -Rooney’s , partner and 

. they were. protesting ‘s owin 
“sep Rodus”™ : TAL peice ‘booked ‘scribed as‘.an amicable. parting.. 

“ther for “disturbing the: peace in. 
.@ manner that would’ unreasonably |: stock in the eorporation,-set up in 

“disturb and alarm the publie.”” 
- Rockwell, and. his. “storm: troop- | 

that there 45. ‘no ‘actual. Payment of 
‘any ‘coin at. this. time: Assets’ ‘in- 
‘elude- any monies ‘fortheoming from 
past. releases ‘made by’ company 

: and their’ new: -Columbla release, 
sign and- other, “Everything's Ducky,” "” which. he's 

. Bigns’ which déclared-:the’ party's. still ‘finishing. 
"-paclal feelings against ’ Jews. and -Patr first join ed: ‘up: din 1952 when 
Negroes. : Dot took Zover:.as ‘Rooney's’ pub- 

Two veterans” organizations: are ‘ 
‘announced | opposition to:the shcw- Heist. Subsequently. he drop ped. alt | 
ng: ot: the: Otto” Preminger- : fi: m 
here. They ‘were the Amierticani ‘2 

* gwastika ‘armbands, : arrived. at the 
theatre ‘with, protest placards. They 
‘eame’: here - Tuesday “night (23%, 
Police ther ‘ordered: ‘them: to. cover 

‘Rooney's personal manager.. Among 
Lfilms they -co- -produced -were. “Ardy 

_ committee, ‘American Legion, Fits. ‘Hardy Comes’ Home.’ for: Metro, 
~ District; : sand; ‘the First Disirict, ‘and. a’ ‘Revlon tv. special, “The 
-Neterais, Of. Foreign’ Wars. ve YW ‘Many Sides of Mickey. Rooney." 

. v7 

» Al ‘Tamarin- doing - ‘the ‘pub ‘ret work for. 

_ Burnett, Hershéy.: ‘guestinig with’ friend: ‘and. “film. prodicer’ ‘Baniuel. 
~-‘Bronston: ‘in Madrid, has-a. contract. With Eneyclopedia Britannica. Books. 

Jack | Karp’ back 
 Botli: 

‘Metro and Par’ pass along word that ‘Martin Balsam is in Gotham from. 
the Coast; M-G's concern :being -his-:rolé in.“‘Ada” and Par underlining. 

..  “Woyage to: The- Bottom. of The. Sea . 
“due —in town this week to: set- promo -plans' ‘for the’ Pic, ‘He takes ‘off. 

. Grif Johnson; Motion. 

. Carol: Freedman Townsend; daughter-of publicist Zac Freed> 
“man. and N Y.-Post critic Irene Thirer, and her. husband Lee Townsend. 
beth came up with- “Page one’ bylines May 19 on the Long: Istand, / Star-. _ 

. Deal ‘ts. on ‘for. Jack 
Palance to. star in Dino ‘DeLaurentiis’ “Tony, the. Gun Runner’ in. Italy. a” 

| brick ‘and stone headquarters: each}: 
th devoted to full exhibitor services 

including projection roams..: offices, 
| booking areas, inspection,. shipping: 
and. ‘Storage departments. ‘Came the 

| picture . 
| panies orie ‘by. one. sold, leased or 
otherwise. relinquished: their ‘plans;. 

“Dissolve Partnership 
Red: ‘Dott . and. Mickey | Rooney 

Jeader - .George.: Lincoln: -Rockwell.|.have" ‘dissolyed. their ' ‘partnership,’ 
‘efféctive July “1, after’ an associa- 

Doft. has’ fe- 

of | Personal manager, in’ ‘what was de-. 

“Doff reported -tnat he retains his 

“- 1955 ‘when-he .and. Rooney ‘entered. 
their: partnership for production. of |. 

ets”, Wearing -khakl. uniforms. with Mmotion..pix and tv. projects, -but. 

{his - other pub, .cHents: to. Become. 

"iw York Sound Frock MEW AES. 

a " week: includes’ five. pix all “deemed. unobjectionable’ for. general patron- | 
gage. They. are: 'The : Big. Gamble,”. “David atid Golfath," “Fidelio, 5 ‘on. few and. bettcr pictures has4: 

ttarned Wabash ‘Ave. into ‘a .verita-: 

. . ~- . oo. , . 

‘amazement, 

‘under wav. to some degree. . 

still come-in, ‘but mostly for sen-. 
| timental reason.) -.. . 

‘has ere. 
| nie road.’ 

MN CHI TRADING) 
_ By MORRY. ‘ROTH ° 

_ Chicago, May 80. 
A Alin ‘distribution concept that |. 

fun, companies would” have ..con-. Gives Mayors’ N.Y. Foreign Sales; 
sidered. for 3 “science-fiction - pie-} 
ture a. few years ago Is. shaping. up. 
‘$0. ‘rapidly - that: it: has Chi Film 

inj tion Pictuve Export Assn., met in 
“It. marks the end of| New York. Friday (26: with:.the 

‘a, lot of nostalele thinking along} Presidents and foreign managers 
the litte. of “the. good ‘old. days” of of MPFEA member companies to 

picture sales, - 

Rowers, . shaking.“their: “heads - 

- Here’s what the “1984” of. Windy 
City’ film distribution Jooks* like: 
(1) otie central ‘dow ntown. executive 

‘} office for all picture companies “and 
‘distribufors:. (2+ one ‘large, modern: 
suburban - ‘warehouse - for all. film:: 
_and “(3¥" one codperative ‘or hired 
trucking firm for all film: deliver ies.- 
All. of the above, of course, are 
dictated by economics and ‘all. are 

~The: 
Fapidity of recent events has been 
dictated by. an ‘apparent break- 
through . in’ thinking on. the ‘seem- 
‘ingly: historically inevitable: chain) 
of. ‘events... 

7 “Many .-distrib execs have: been-| ; 
fivine in the néllow memory of at 
bygone day svhen_ hindr eds of Mid: |. 

itidie | west: theatre. Ow ners and. 

disiribufors came, to south Wabash 
Ave. to “shon’’: pictur es. -From Ft. 
‘Wayne: Keokuk; : Des. Moines and 
all: points’ thes: - ‘came. to view pit- 
tures. in comfortable little com-. 
pany-owned screening ‘raoms, to 
exchange. trade. talk. over coffee -or | 
bourbon and to have the tr aditional 
lunch. at, ‘Spectors.. 0: °°: 

oo Ghostly _ 
‘However, ‘the post-war emphasis. 

ble. ghost. street ‘as: far. as” ‘film, biz 
is: concerned. Bid letters are sent |- 
out ‘and contracts | signed ‘before |: 
pictures . are in the can: . Many 
of the younger crop of. ‘hinterland | 
theatre. owners. have never 
Chi's Film Row. . 

seen 
(A few veterans 

The centralization of office space 

own ‘buildings | on the Row and.ure 

high | property :taxes ‘and overhead. 
“ {Continued | an page 18): 

Pants-Maker Displaces. 
Buffalo Film Row 

Buffalo, “May 30. 
- With the remodeling of the third 

ILM ROW 
a 

| Merits of Cooperation In Japan 
| Steve Parker and Martin Re Rackin Contradict Director 

7 

‘| business in that biggest of South 

reluctant to give them.up despire |. * 

“<I business. conditions which nvieht 

|-As outlined -bv. 
‘| maier problems now facing MPEA 

foar of the. 505 Pearl Street: build-' 
ing—long the classic film exchange 
‘building -here—for: ‘occupancy as - 
pants. manufacturing plant. ‘picture 
distribution. biz dh Buffalo. has: come ( ary.. 
‘full ¢ircle. 

‘Originally. and. for’ several: ‘dec. 
ades, building: was occupied. by: the |. 

distributors. Gradually, the larger- 
distribs - built. their. own. elaborate 

recession . and the -com- 

‘excepting Metro and: Paramount. 
UI .and: Allied Artists | presently. 
sharing: ene building. . Warners. ot- 
ecupies a conventional office in an 
Office .bitilding ‘and Fox. which ‘has 

:| subleased the- ground floor of: its 
‘com modious. exchange is ‘now ad- 
vertising the. balance of the: build- 
ing. for rent: : 

Sonie Years. “ago: with 4 consider 
able fanfare; a common centralized | Match: 
Inspection, Shipping ..and: storage 
center to be. tisdd:-by ell. distrip [Moe at 
‘ting “comparles “was announced t Comente reps 
and: went into .operation © Today. 
decentralization” of these - facilities! 
is under wax With: each -conrpany - 

: 

{- 

gving- its own way and some subs‘ * 
Jeasing this part: of. their’ Services. 
to an independent contractor: 

‘Film row locally has now prat-pand Leporiers,. granting individual 1 Asst 
tically . become. ‘a ‘ghost: town: ajid | 
the. ‘Jong journey” from pants ‘mak- 
ing-fro:y. were the.-industry was} 
born. -hack to: pants -making -1961. 

avout reached . -the. vend, 
1 

her 

_Carditt. Who. Suspected Oriental Customs 
—- 

Holly wood, May 30 
Question of Japan's suitability 

as’ @ location site for Amertcean 
‘filmakers turned into a hot topig 
fast week, with “My Geisha” pro- 

. Erté Johnston, prexy of ‘the Mo- ducer Steve Parker and Paramouut 
production topper Martin Rackaus 
holding a press conference to re- 
fufe statements made in anotitec 
such meeting by film‘’s director, 
Jack Cardiff. Latter had called 
customs regulations and lack of 

{cooperation on part of Japanese 
film industry “excessive,” appat- 
ently stitring up a hornet’ nest aa. 
far as Parker and Paramount are 
concerned. Signtticantly, local 
Japanese press was also on’ hand 
for Parker-Rackin sess:on 

Parker, who has a home in Tokyo 
‘and has operated in several eater- 
iJamment ateas there. meiudiuteg 
iminging Japanese talent to tha 

IU.S. for his “Holiday in Japan” 
shows, stated “cooperation cowdt't 
have been better” duiing filming 
of “My Geisha.” He retuted Cat- 
aiff's statement that eustoms. held 
up equipment whi Unev “phote- 
graphed it for purpose of copying” 
and said there was no greatet delay 
in Japanese customs than there uw 
anyvheie elbe. As far av film ine 
dustry thete is concersed, he said, 
“LT had no difficulty.” He pointed 
out production there is at a peak 
and, as a result, if Was undetr- 
standable they were reluctant to 
Joan or rent them banuted facil- 
ilies fo him We woulrin't let Japa- 
nese filmmakers have Paramount 
stares if we needed. them,” Rackia’ 
said. . 

Producer revealed We $3) near 

(Continued on page 18) 
oo i 2 te 

Walt’ Stable Of 
Busy Scenarists 

“JOHNSTON'S BRAZILIANA 

-Chiefs A Fill-In 

give them a rundown on his recent 
meeting with President Quadros of 
Br azil:. 

’ Problems facing American film 
and’ tv: people doing business in 
Brazil Includé the general inflation 
‘situation, high customs duties and 
low theatre: adniission prices. 

Brazil Remits 

US. $614-Mil; 

Rue 6c Admish 
After deducting operatirg ex- 

penses, taxes, ete: fram gross earn- 
ings: of $10.000.000 iast year, Mo- 

tion Pictures Export “Assn: “mem. 

comoanies remitted approx!- 
‘mately $6,500,000 from Brazil in 
11960, Eric: Johnston, MPEA prexy, 

| said. in New York Mondav ‘29! by 
way of exnlaining the MPRA’s: {r- 
terest in the Br azilian: market, It's 
“not inconceivable.” be predicted. 
that these remittances will double 
‘within 10 years. 

Johnston, met the trade press to 
‘Teport on his recent. visit ta Brazil 
and. his talks: with. President Quad- 
‘tos Jand. other Brarilian gnvern- 
“ment ‘officials concerning MPE A]. 

— 

is al 
MPEA!. 

Aerican markets Brazil: 
growing market. said the 
chief. and .it's expected ‘that the : 
country’s present ponulation of: . _ Hollvwood, May 30 
63 00.000: w ‘HT hit 80.000.000 by. Jerry Wald has J) proierts where 

j famous wrilers or tifles Cand gub- 

ject mattes? ave ta work tor tu- 
ture. These include 

Clifford Odets adapting “Wald ia 
the Conatry,” ts be made ior 
$1,800,000 with Elvis Prestes, Taues- 
day Weld and Hone Lanve 

A. EF Hotchene: adapting Ernest 

1970. 

For this reason MPEA fs nartic- 
ularly conrerned, bv a number of 

jhamper MPEA activities. in Brazil. 
Johnston, the three 

in Brazil are (1: the six cents ade . fem i 
inisx'on price ceiling effective in] Heminewav’s “Nick Adams” stories 
‘all. but: a few first run. theatres: a% “Adventure of A Yours Mat: ad 

(31 a. praposal that vU S film enm- SHNNDP SCENES to be made here, 

panies distribute one Brazilian film omens in Halv, this stunnie: 
for every -tliree American’ films EB Clarke scuipting D oH 
handled jn Br a7il: and 3: an edict, Lawrence's “The: Thost 42h" for 
which goes: inte effect next Janu-| Enedish tilming this sum-nec. 

Hmitiné: filmed tv shows to} Meade Roberts adapuog Pat. 
20°4 of total tv time. a law obvi- Bow les’ “Let It Come,” tu be pro- 

{Continued on page 15 uced in Tangiers in 1962. 

ee ee Nunnally Johanson (int “funny” 

COFFEE WITH SOPHIA | sits Sexes'n" Yarnton’! ty 

DRAWS 0’SEAS SCRIBES 
James Stewart, Maureen O'Mara 
with Henry Koster ditecting hese 

Koberty also ay adaptins Jaiws 
FoR fcvcse gag OP . . ar 

‘With global. minded. Joe Levine | 720%. Oe 8 Jack Cartier to 
auspicing, che® international press ect in’ Dublin 
coffeed \with-Sophia Loren Friday 
(26) morning inthe Crystal Pavil- | 
tion of the ..Serry-Netherland 

Clarke to seript) Somerset. 
Maugham’s “Of Human Bondage’ 

Hotel, “Star's ‘in New York in con. 

for nex! sear. 

Budd Schulber adapting Attor- 

neclion with Yank preeny of “Two noid Geaeral Ro bert Keened 
Women.” and to dtb angla versian te Bens Waiting 

aa Alfred) Hayes finshed seseen- of same She copped Golden Paim 
(best actives Jaurel at rerent iy : 
‘Cannes. Pri Fest for her part ini ones lo be: tetitled 
the Italo pic | 

a. ' Sally Benson doing sereenpiay 
Turnaut - oF -broadcasters | andar tack Kukiand’s “Sextet™ far 

pad-and- pencrt: scribes ‘included a: 1952 

Way for Wiilism Inge’s ‘A lone of 

‘Celebra. 

caupie of London dailies, Paris Ru had Hughes “Hs Wind tn 
Phair Ke vil Armen Pare Radio { Jam: wer bem. scripted ty navel 

ree Burt ae AT mes ds ne » | ist Edward Hope, to be shot most’ 
AHETICAa, 8 SUnOTS : down Jardiey Was an inns 

“A Taeienw star abroad is. always 
fowl for benucoup.. capy same 

{ity “ke the propnet-vithout- i 
‘anal home. principle. 4 
At the Frida. seance, Miss Loren 

: obliged alt: Tequerts from: photogs | Texas 

4. 

Personality by the Month 
Death “fan 8 

Body Niventz tas been na-ced 
*Personshity of the Month’ tee the 

frive-le Theatre Ofnecs 
He-onerate, the Park ‘Ptea- 

tre and the Vii eat, Drive In Lteca- 
tre at Taberts, Ter 

Milentz) was " recontly elerted a 
veepee of the FINTOA and has 
served on the board of directors 
for some time. 

tape inte: views, poring ‘sith various | 
allendees, and otherwne.impres- 
sing the .mo-t blase. with charm, 
‘beduty and Fer comfort with Ameri- 
can lingaitas She -even sat for 
Some mod: fied cheesecake art. 



PICTURE GROSSES “Wednesday, May. 31, 1961: 

LA Soft Despite 2 Big Newcomers 
Savages Hot 266, Company Socko 

. h » Hb at the Dundee. “Trapp Family”. is |: br 186, ‘Loves’ 156, ‘Show’ ow iG raed ony od fe beat sound a Broadway roses. es) coo] holiday, weather haa teles Ue tb the Omaha while: ‘Big Show” - looks tihis “week. “Return .te .Pexton. 

ect: Tae SHE ‘le ae a "very slow on operich: at Orpheum. Estimated Total Gross. | Place’. fs. big. at’ the “Fox: while 

bt a tiy de ne rorple of K Ci { Gr I Young Savages’: shapes. fine. Plays) _ Fhis Week . . $563. 400. | "One-Eyed Jacks.” is: “smasheroo. ‘at ‘s « tiett tice aed tasiele of cy ity TOSSES ; ing: three spots. his Week re" (Based on “a9 theatres) oad hee Michigan: . “Young Savages”. 

fu: onghdas to spark yeu ) — i ‘Coop trates for T Me ear ee §1.55-|_, Last Year ‘$619,606 ‘| shapes -great at: the Patms.. “Ques-” 
Ogee Quneas i beaes. oc fey @ Estimated Total Gross : ooper Coopers Ser, I" * “iBased on 2 26- theatres)” tion: 7" looks: Solid: at ‘Madison. - vee ese Bre Eira as & Ce ‘$2:20-—"This Is Cineraind’: Cine- ; | Meanwhile,.“Alanio” stays big in 
te Ge SBA CIM Or a bit oon. ote tb This Week ; 82.37 340 -Taumal treissue: “15ur- WL Bigs ts ean week t United Area 5 seek im tarce thes tre: ar Based on 23 cities aid 248 '$5 600 after $5:400 Jast.Geck. ; | sggond with Wind”. stil is lst tf) Has Company” is heatens fob el theatees, chietly Sret rhes, Ue I Dundee ‘Cooper: +300; . $1. z|* 76 en th: ‘sescion tithe dane 
sack SEE 6G0 or lace pow ne uty eclidoiq NY) *$2.20)— “Spartacus” Us. ° rLooks : ‘ac Sy Good le as" ic stout. in ist h: we Kk at a 
Heitvcocd: Pin amor i Last Year $2,509. 909. fancy. $8.000 an opening week: Last |: Mh the Mere ui v th “wee 

Tee Leves is Gio atinc a leper) “Baved on 22 cities and 227 week, “Cimarron” «M-G: “oth Wks, € ; 
1d sat wath only Sil ud tore iv "tor 1 theatres.) * $600 at Sl scale. 7 Estimates for: This Week . : 

three comes “Bre Stay Tedd oo ee pee _ Omaha: 'Tristates) 12066. ne $i) ito: ace’ | Fox ‘Woodmont Corp ' 45. 041;: 
Se: $6460 for tao spat. ceri» Trapp Family’ ‘20th. Good | 75- $1:49+. rr ‘Return Ao Betton: | 

ae oF resular heldovess & ‘Sav eS: Rat 26, {7 B00,0F over 2897 as: | ‘Holiday bt Baltimore, May 30. as is (Bi £20.00 Sod a 
rewet ne well “Absent Minded i ou: | st (Sis —"Big' Show” 20th», Drab’ $5.-! setup there bat exhibs’ the general jen Call 20th), $13,500 in-nine | 
fecver | beadang for a ged $10.00 | - 000. Last wee”. “Return Ta Peyton ing their hats up in’ the air. Most |. {.daxs. ve ae 4, oe 
fo. three houses in this rote "Place (20th) 12d Wk). $5. 500: ; .. impressivé of the. newcomers "is Michigan | hited, Detroit) 14,- 

Othe: ene re > Saturday S Sieh! Sune Rak sin / State (Cooper: -+743:° $11—“Ab- “Hitlers Executioner” which} 036: : ’ §$1.25-$1. 49) — “One-Eyed: 
Cay Marnine Wehteds cer tbines : “ " sent-Minded Professor” tBY)! (2d - opened strong at the Little. Other. Jacks’ Par. smash $21:000. or’ 
brett at SE2G600 in secend weck at wk: Great $8.000 or -near. Last [elese:. ‘Last weéek,- -Absent-Minded:.. 
Ver ae Hall “Ben-Hus 0 te wh AES Philadelphia. Mav 30. 

ft 

“SPARTACUS” HEP 86, ‘Hace Smasteroo 16 Ma ‘Savages? 
Wow 196, Pept 26, Qu 

O29.) 

nip hts -is heing blamed for ‘slug- |. wk. 

” stanza. 
- 00d: 
“while “Young Ss ovares.” 
is viewed "as. not miedsaring: up- to. 31. 800. in second. 

|; hopes. huts still fais ly tice on inti 

Sion at Dovphen. ane Copacacis (7 Trade here thes seesion is) sure . 
ty ecd romndh at Pant ces bet are pts nely moderate for a Meno. 
come bb tter than a “tok att, til Pay hobday week. « °Young 

Estimates for this Week Server salid at the Fox is: one 
Orpheum, Hoel vwesd, Loyata | of the few bright spot s. Two arty: 

Vi. tropoitan-PWC: Dit. Fob he ares are doing well, “Love and 
63 WS): “y eoutthy Kas ae’ 1, ae renichs: on; epee? Bede ia [- st. ‘at Wor. ‘ao 

EN ard Clock Stides liner” Sale “Garden of “E¢en? downs 
ThA Bot 826.000 er over Taet GC. at the Studio. 
ten Grpheum vti BE Rey ban Pwo Loves" iscti¢y vat Ares a 
Rieapt’ Colby ‘Hei ds a City) yp mos cord commd vliabe * iaiean! inf 
Pudi mes $5900. Tos ce a Sun” shepes fine et Midfoun, ales af 
wer feo tneetos. Hever. Bates iin seeond “Exodus” COnmMUES | 
wan, “Return Bes ton Place” Dates. | strong at the Rov dad in Tach stances. 

"Prereest Heat’ 20th 2d wa Mein: Kern as ited ge: 200 “Mey. 
f'o.0e0 Loyola wesb atsrect ctbnd at Goldman. Eleahyre’ the: 
Walter, es, SAb-er Vine d Pree le ‘Kings ate mild to just oly, 
fe sor” BV chayota. Valtern, Estimates For This Week 
Tra~-. “Hingis at ne re Arcadia | “S&S! 1536 99-51-8070 
Issues Pb treete 2d ss enaeee ae ct) ear ‘Luo Loves” ARG? 2d wks Tidy 

Los Angeles, Pix EWCPeite $7500. Last week. S1O.000- 
‘29M, 756; mest sl: Siro Beyd 'SW. 1526: §2 ¢°279) — 
eDGtis: = ane OC atadiates” seat. ees. tee ‘UA’ 't8ty vii. Fine 

Slow $8508 Tart week, PIS. g12 200) Last week: $12.060., | 
( Beorrane ‘M-G). Batter hetd & Fox Milgram) «2.2: 99-ST §91.— 
tat a aten a ae ai CL ATC- oun Savates * LAr Solid $23.1 a aerate ‘ 0, ir ot lub. f0- O60, Last week, “One-Eyed Jaeks” 
SEK veh ae eae OSS Pare 8th whe, 87.500. 
fie TAO Lave Ged” Goldman + Go! dman) 11,200; 99-5 ‘Confimued on bee it. j Sl 80--"'Mein Kemi? Celi Bae 

we mee noe iv. - ood £$9.000 er near. Last. 
wee 100 o Pere Boffo $11, 000 la i, Midtown -Goldinan), (1.000; 99-/ 

S OG ae ih “Raisin in Son” ‘Cole 12 2 
° S t vko. Fine $7000 or, near. Last, 

KC; avages fout week, ST. 008. . , 
Rando'ph 

$i 807 — “Retour to Peyton, Place”: 
20th) Sd.. Fair 68.500, Last wectk, i 
612.000. 

Stanley. SW: «25002 

‘Jacks’ $8,500, ‘Show’ 86 
Raensas Coty, Va 30. 

Tn contrast ta last week wen 
be dovers previied, citw bas faur: 

meweorers this weeh. ciamy et: “Abs nt-Minded- Praie. sort AaBVa 
them eetty. “Pepe at Pitsienicunat : ot WRI Mild $6,000. Last week. 
is a Jeader with a dee take. ee vf. $8000, oo 

‘Goldman: +2500: 99- 

;w eek, $8. 3010. 

99-8180" —$ 

reissue? 3d Wk 
: Last: week.. $12,000. 

OMAHA; ‘SAVAGES’ 166| 
Omiaha, ‘May. 30. 

-. Ideal. Ww eather is making. for. ‘mass | 
treks ‘to. outdoors: “currently. One | 
strony new -entry is] “Spartacus,” mt 

“whieh shapes. solid: opening. stanza f. © 

new onés. are. “Young Savages, ” 
week, $30,000, - considérably ‘over ; 
estimate: “ 

‘diniral, Chief, Skyview: ‘Blan 
‘ 1.600: #122: S1.=-) Young. 
Savages: - (CAD Fine $16,000 Or.- 
Over. 

Sevages’ OK? 1G, 4 

: tis” which looms okay at the: Hipp. 
‘Best of holdovers. are “Absent-- 

Minded. Professor” :holding nicely: 
_in fifth. ‘week: at the Stanten, “One- 
Ey ed Jacks,” nice in second’ frame 
jat the Town and “Return -To Pey- 
jton Place.’ good. in third. at thie 
Mavxfatr. | Never - On ‘Sunda*t" | is. 

; perking up in 29th record: 
Week ‘at the Plavhouse. ° 

‘rated mild-at the New..and.- “Atlan- | 

S79. G00-. or - near: 
|e 

breaking | L 

uestion 1G 
ee  Detruit, “May. 30." ce 

-Coinbination ‘Gf ‘strong new: prods . 

Professor” _ BVI. and- “Saga |: of 
iW indwagon: Smith’ BY) 15th, wk),- 
$18, 700. ° 
‘Palms ‘UD. 12.955: $1 25- SI 49). 

—“Young Savages” IVA and.“Op-. 
| eration” Bottleneck” - {UA Wow... 

Last. week, : “Re- | 
It of Slaves” 1UA ‘--$9.000: Loan 

. Madison ‘UDI. 1.408; $1.49- $1 80)" 
—" ‘Question 7 ‘indie. Big $10:000. 

ast week, “Pepe” AC ‘ol, $9,000. in 
eighth: aveek, : 

is _. Estimates for This Week. 1 “Grand: Circus” . SUD) id: ‘400; : 

Pitt; ‘Jacks’ 14. ~Aurora Rappaport) (267, 90" 1 25-$1.65)-—"Two “Loves”. .(M-G) 
‘$1.50)-—"Picnic” | (Cal) ‘reissue [42d wki.. Hotsy. $9,000. ‘Last: Aweek,, 

“Coed $2.500- ‘Last. week. 
: -Pittshur eh. Atay. 30. ©. Top”: ‘Cont (rerun), $1,800. . ~. 

Competilion:- from - Pirate:Cards | Charles © ‘Fruchtman):. (500; 90- ' 
' telecast Jast“Eridzy and. Saturday ;$1.80)—"Suzie Wong”. (Par). (23d- 

Oke’ $2, 300° _ after $2. 060. in 
fish’ boxoffice. picture | in, current ‘ 22a week, 

“One-Eted hacks” ix rated.) “Cinema (Schwaber). 90-1 
in: first.- rovind: ut. Stanley ' $1. 50i— 

“alsa new, i; World): (3d. wk, 

(460; 

‘Five West (Sehw aber) - (435: * soo.t, 
"Gone. With:'$1. 50'—"Two-Way Stretch” 

Wine" shapes’. sturdy “in ‘third 4th wk). 
Nixon ‘week. = Saturday: Night: and + in third. . 
‘Sunday Morning’ is! excelent - in! Hippodrome (Rappaport): (2.300: 
third. -at the Squir: “A. Hilk. “EX-}:90-81. 50i—“ Atlantis’ «M-Gi:: Oke’ 
odus” ‘is. firm . iy 12th session at: '$9.000... Last werk. “Mein. Kampf" | 
Warner. ~  -L(Coly (2d wk), $8,000. | -.- | 

Estimates: for This. Week. | Little. (Rappaport) 1300: ‘90-81. 50) | 
Fulton: Shear - TA35. $1-S1.50\— | —“Hitler’s Executioner”. indie): ‘| 

“s. Golden: Hours” «Colr and. “Mad Rig $4.000.. ‘Last week. “Stop Me} 
Dog: Coll” aCob: ‘Salt. $3 G00. . Last : ‘Before I Kill” (Col), $1,800,” 
week, “Big. Show” “20ths, $2.900. ‘Mayfair ‘Fruchtman) 

Gateway. “Assis 12.1005 ‘$1-! $1.50)—“Return. To: Peyton Place” | 
1.50—*“Rettirn To. ‘Pevton: Place”. Veogth.. 13d -wk).. 
20th). (3d. wk: Okay. $6. 000. : Last} '$7:000 in second. 

3 New (Fruchtman) © a 600: -90- 
Nixon. “Rabiny “4, 760:. $1 25, $1. 50}. —- ‘Young. “Savages” iUA).. 

$1.89.—' ‘Gone. Ww ith Wind™. iM- G)- tMild. $5.000 or near. 7 -ast wee ek, : 

Smo; oth $8.00. ' “Secret Ways’ (U),-$3.000. 
‘Playhouse “iSchwaber). .'355;- “90: 

‘tial w ‘eek at. Pein. 

‘Warm. $2. 200: after $2. 200. 

Boe Att $11,000.” 

“Breathless” ‘Films Around: T ark), 
Fair $1,500. after « : 600. 

Music Hall ‘Cincrama, ‘Ine)- ‘Le me 

” 1Show) ; ders 

1750: 90- | ; 

“Adams: Balaban), it: 7003. "gt: 50-. a 
si. 801—"Gone With Wind? iMG) 
;Feisstie)- 14th. wk). Great $15.00." 

as Last: week, same;-" °. : 
United Artists’ AD ; “a 667;. 

$i. 25-$1.80) — “Alamo” (UA) iad. 

208: $1:20-$2. 65) “Seven Won-:! : 
of World” ‘Cincrama) .“reis-” 

; Sue: 1224 wk), Swell- $14, 000, Last 
we eck,. '$12:000.': . 

- Trans-Lux - Krim- (Traas-Liuxd) 
1.000; $1.49°$1.65) — “Saturday 

| Night. Sunday © Morning” : : Cant). 
t2d_ wk).. ‘Great. $7. G00... Last Week,.. : 
$7,800. 

_Mereury, CUAD 4. 465: ‘$1: 56:83) 
{— “Exodus” AUA)- ¥16th. wk) Fine 
39. 00... Last. Week. ‘same. 

God $5:000 = Mls. Off: Savages ik 
$89, 000 But ‘Jacks’ Fast: 
- 86 ‘Prof Okay 66, Sth 

., Minneapolis,. May 30. 
Exhibitors ‘are | finding. little to’. 

Feelebrate. this holiday week, with 

boite in weeks. “OQae-P: ae UN Stanton ‘SW +7 423° °9-$1 gy? Penn (UATC: -3.300; $3-S1. 50 ! ‘ $1.50)—"Never. On Sunday‘ , Lope) | 

it Empire shaves <h Tp. “Ya INE | “Gone With Wind (4G: ~ cassuer “Young: Savates". "EA... Not: quite | e2gth wk). Upped: “to. $2,700 after:| 
Savaccs as lusty at Plc. oth wk, Down t6 okay $9,000 or, UB tO" hopes “but: still good at! $2,100 in previous. week. 

“But Show’ wm modest ot Up-, ose. Last week. $11,000, : 312.000. : Last week, “Mein. Kamp" |_- 
town and Granada. "Retin te] Studia :Goldber 423: 99-8799. Cal 2d wks. S10 000, . 
Pevton Place” Pulds strom at f-:"Garden of Edun “Indies and} “Squirre] HEM {SW 834; $125): (By) (Sth wh. . Oke “$4,000 after 
Resy in*fourtr sessimi. End oti "Sum Lovers’ Holiday” Indie i ‘Saturday Nicht, Sunday “Morn-! +$5,000 in-fourth:. . 
school semesters and exertient | Sock €6.000. Last: week “Mark of, ing’ Cont. 13d", -Exeellent.; *. -'Tawn. (Rappaport) ” 
euldeor atmosphere are taking | Devil” "Indies and “Five Sinners” 3 500. Last week. $4: 300. [ 
come play aaay trom the the: tres | Indiel, 86.200, Stanley SW. 13700; :, $1-$1. goa 24 wk), 

Estimates for This Week ‘Frans-Luy 'T-T.) 500, 99-8] gi: “One-Eyed Jz ke - Pari. ‘Good: opener, - 
Brookside ‘Fox Miedac t-Natron- I ‘Never on Sunday: Lene) 27th staan pi Sa ee _ 

ido Theatres) 800, SP: - “Cone Whe. Bis $4.2000 Last ow CK, SALON, i ind ne ty rv 

-With Wird™ | -M-Ges reds We: ath} .- Viking ¢Slev) bate. co. Si: ita _ | $9. 500. ‘Black Sun Smash 186," 
wir, Oke $3.60G Lest week. 83 500 \% Hoodlum) Priest” -UAs 3th w ko. 1 Warner: ssw) re 516:°  $1,50- 

Jean $4,500. 
World 

Capri ‘Durwood «1 260; St 25. S375 

-“Spartacne -Eeldth whe Gead f- 
SS 000 Lest week. SE.000, 

Empire Durwood? +P 2ne,  S$t-l Rings). 
$1.50! - One-Eved Jacks” Part + week. 
Choretes pakes tram bard-ticket toj whi, 

Last Ww oek, £5,000. 
(REB-Pathe 99- 

Fast $5.080 or nese, 

“To Avventura”’ ‘Jems 
$3.500, 

continuous and S1 at tup Fists wy ----— —_——__. 
$8500 or near, Last week. “Exo. | 
Gus UAH (2st why $4600, 4 $ 

K mo +Dickirsons -504, 9A-$1 24 ‘Sa vages’ Wow 20, 000, 
- “Premic on Grass” Indies Sa ‘ 
vie. Okay SEROO Last wees, Denver; Prof.’ 156, 3d 
$2 200. . | Denver, May 30.. 

, Paramcunt ‘United Par Blank’ Trace shapes uneven here cur- 
OER, Si LS-St ate “Pepe” Colt trenuy, with the Memorial Day hol- . 
j me, Play tery el lest SE? UU. . Last - iday not prosing very helpful. Top 

week, “Vein Kampt” «Coit 2d 8k. newcomer is “Young Sav ages,” big. 
$9 G00 _ ox, at Paramcunt, “Exodus” isonts fine 

Pooza EMWENT 1 630; $125°- cen imtial stanza’ at’ “*he ‘Denham 
Worn Savices” UA Listy S82 while ‘One-Eved Jacks" shapes 
COG held Last week, * Cimarron: « lustv. in: _second fratne: at the 

MEG? 2a we, SEO Towne. -*Absent-Mirided Profes- 
Reckiutl beitle Art Theatres’ cor" is rated great in third at the * 
To S{-.S} oy: “\ aren SPY CHS ‘Denver. . 

Wauiis Modest $100) Last week. _ Estimates for This Ww cok” 
oes ef Thittis, banehier =UULy Aladdin ‘Fox «900:..$1. 25-890 

Roxy “Durvoods 650, St-St ad. “Spariacus™ -Ue 19th Ki. Good 
- “Retacn te Pevton Plece” 26th? Centre sFox) tr Sib et sh 45) oa 

“ee whe > ot ast saerke ‘ é A) — sit Nifts SO.CG0. Las week. “Return To Peyton Place” 20th) : 

Uptown. Granada FMW-\T? +2. sa50n. Mild $7,000. Last week. 
otts ,»~o ~~. ‘ed 5 LD bre .e et sites , 

ont Staall Se pao rest he ck “Denham ‘Indies «800: $1.25-$2. 50) 
“Absent Meided Protessor? -BY.,—"Exodus” -tUA), Fine $14,000. ° 
Sm wae big $5 500. «Continued on page 10) 

$1801" love and F ‘errciiwomany ; : 

“it | 

-“Curse’ of Werewolf 

» opener, 

“Gone With Wind’ 

- $2:751—' ‘Exadu se As 2th. wk) | St Loo; ‘Savages’ 136. 
uast we ko san . Firm $8.0) N00. Las e Ie. . st ‘Louis, May $0: 

‘Trade is not too exciting: here: 
| this session in view of it including . 
‘ Memorial Day: However, ‘there arc- 
some strong: spots. ‘One’ is “Black: 
Sunday,” which °is -heading. for a: 

“Young . Savates” 

or ee eee ee 

‘PEYTON’ POTENT 96,; 
“PROV.; JACKS’ $6 000): 

- Providence. “May 30. _.' smash “session. 
i Best bet 

‘turn to Peyton Place,” which looms “One-Eyed Jacks” shapes solid in! 
big. in.first wee 
oui: newie, “Curse 0° 
paired: with Shadow of Cat” looks | pein 
fair. at Albee. “One-Eyed Jacks” 
shapes stout.in sec ond at: ‘Strand. 
“Gone With Wind" is rated : still 
good ‘in third State stanza. 

| Estimates for. This W eek: 
Albee «RKO: . . 

gp okay in current i4th) week | 
fat: the Shady Oak, - 

Estimates for. This: Week 
Ambassador {Arthur) 12.970: . 75-: 

“$1. 50)—"Return. to Peyton Place’ 
320th). (3d wk). Fair si; 500. ‘Last 

2.200; 65-90)— ; week, $9,000. 
“1 and | ‘Apolla Art (Grace) 1700: “90- 

“Shadow .of. Cat” -U'. Fair $5,000. ;$1.25-—“Never On Sunday” 
Last week. “Secret: Ways? 1) and: AT wk): Good "$2, 500. ‘Last week. 
"Posse From Jicll +), $5,500... , $2.306.- 
Majestic . SW. 2 200°. . B5- 901} . Esquire | 2 

“Return to Peyton’ Place’! - 20th). ; 800; $1.25-$2 50). — “Frodus: 
iSchuchar!- Lev in)” 

fere this session is “Re- : looks nearly. as_ strong: at State: 

k.at- Majestic. Ans | second: round: at the. Fox, “Carry, % 
“Werewolf” ‘On Constable” continues: to amaze, : 

“asl 
"(UAT ‘Curse . of Werewolf” 'U)and 

Looks to.hit big $29.000:. Last’ week, {aTth: WK). Nice. $8.20. Last week. i 
“Bramble ‘Bush* «WB) - and’ “Sum-, ‘$8. 000. : 
mer -Place™:"WB? - reissues), $7,006, |. Fox | (arthur) 5, oa0: “90-81. 2511 
State ‘Loews :3.200: 90-$1. 25)— “One-Eyed: Jacks” (Par) 1d: ‘w Kj 

tM-G). ireissue) | Nice $16,000, Last week, .$19. 000. 
(3d wk). Still good at. ‘$6, 500: after | Loew’s Mid-City (‘Loew) ‘1. 160: 
$9,000 insecond. |. . © 

_ Strand «National Realty) 2 200: | 
-90-$1.25)—"One-Evyed Jacks” ‘+ Par) ; Week, $12,500. 
(2d: wk), Happy $6,000 atter $9, 000'|: * State 'Loew) - 

‘(Continued ‘on page 10). 

¢3.600: 60-90) >| 

Stanton (Fruch{man) (2. 800: 90- ‘biz remaining: in’ the “usual. spring: 
$1: 50)—“‘Absent-Minded Professor” . “‘doldrunis.. Many residents. are take. 

me an extended. four-day. w eekend,.. 
and mainstem is relatively free of: 

<7:195; -90- ‘traffic. Boxoffice isn’t: ‘being helped: 
+ $1.5 50) —:“One-Eyed - Jacks” (Par)! much by: four fresh entries: New-"-. 

Good. Sut 000™ after $10, 000. ‘comers are “Youngs. Savages,” fair.” 
at. Orpheum; “Curse: of Werewolf,” We! 
‘| drab: “at.” Gopher, “Upstairs ‘and. 
Dow nstairs,”. so-so’ at : Suburban: 

| World,: “and “Gorge,” duil: at. Up! 
town. ; 

Strongest holdover | is: the: hard-' 
ticket “Seven Wonders: ‘of. ‘World,”. 

‘ nearing end of two-month, run and. 
shaping’ hefty in ‘Seventh - round: at. 
“Century. “One-Eyed Jacks’ shapes: 
slick.in second at Lyric. “A bsent- 
“Minded Professor”. is okay. in. fifth 
“at: State.. “Question: Wl. a “sleeper. 
“which continucs to. ‘buck: the ebb. 
ae shPeears okay: in fourth . vate 

Estimates: for. This Week: 
Academy iMann+ 947: - “$1. 75s 

* $2.651—"Exodus”. ‘CA) (18th Wk). 
“1 Fair $5,000: Last-week. $6,000. 

Century: iCincrara. Ine: +1.150; 
$1. 75-$2.65)—""Seven | .Wonders of - 
“World” .(Cineramal - (reissue). (7th 

. WK).-Looks hefty. $11.500. with two 
* extra: showirigs: in this. next-to-last . 

“sLope?: ‘ chapter. Last week,’$10,000. “‘Wind- © 

gnner” (NT+ sreissue! opens June. 
‘Gopher ‘Berger’. 7} 000; $1-$1 25): 

‘Shadow: of Cat™ 
Last ‘week, “Konga 

-Lyric ‘\Par»: 
“One-Eyed Jacks” Pap. “(2d |-wk). . 

4 Slick $8.000.. Last «week: 11.000, 
-Mann (Mann? «1,160: $1: 75-$2. 65). 

. So-so $4.000.': 
‘All, $4, 000." 

| §0-90)—"‘Absent-Minded. Professoi” | —"Spartacus” 4Ur: (1th: wk). ‘Oke. 
(BV) -(4th wk). “Hep_.$10,000. Last | -$5,500. Last. week, ° "$6,000. :Holds.’ 

one more Tound: © .-: 

.Orphetim (Mann: 12, 800: sr-$i 25). 

Continued on: “page: 16) 

Big. $15, 000. ‘Last week, 15055 fe, 

a ~000;" $1-$1.251~ | : ae 



_, Callaghan". shapes’ weak in. first. 
_y:, *Returri to Peyton Place”-expects| . 
eg fast. fourth ‘sAssion at the, Woods.’ 
ee UM ein Kampf”. 

' . Loop fifth... 

ee “great: in State-Lake ‘10th-round. - 

: ao eguanme :With’ 
Nifty $5.000., Last week, 

. + “Hours”: Cote od" wks 
" *000:, Last. week, $7.200..- 
ee Loop: (Tétem’ts: 1606: $1. 25. $1. 80". ‘Dull. - $3.50. : 

“oe Pall “$9,000 ‘Of near. 
“$9500. . 

oo Foung Savages” 
vc) #Angel: Baby”. ‘shapes .bright at the 
: “Paramount, 

ate Memorial. 

YL) $175.82 45-- 

"$4500. Last. week./:$5.600,° 

$8,000. Last week., $4. 500... 

_Wedacaday. May 31, 1961 | PICTURE GROSSES 

: : ia Films Cheer aA Company’ Cris } 

M8, 600, ‘Savages’ Lusty 26, Show’ | 

, first-run: bizs.en ‘the: upturn: this} 
.gession, ~abetiéd . by: fair,:. cool |- 
“ weather., - “Pleasure of ‘His, Coini- 
pany”. is ‘initialine:.to° a? torrid 
$35.000: at: .the-: Chicago... 
‘Show’ should. -préem’. - to .:a- ‘gooa |, 
“$27,000 or: Near at. Oriental: 

_ “Young. Savages": shapes loud $29,- 2° 
“000, ‘first week’ at Roosevelt," .. 2 

“Big, without... f. 
- ‘utors: share, On: net. take, when }.: 
“plaring: ‘percentage, hence the — 
estimated - figures” are: ‘net: in- 
“come. er 

“The! " pafenthetic admission Qh - Other: initialers. lock. to aa ‘well .. 
: with. oar ‘Summer . With. ‘Monika’ 
notching .a. solid ‘take. at “Carnegie |. 

“re and’ “Tiger Bay" looking fast. at! 
Cinema. “but Monroe pair_of. “Pris-| ; 

coners of Congo” ‘and. “Amazing “Mr: 

‘is ; “Still. clicky: Any 

:” “Gone « “With... Wind" looks: lusty |. 
‘fh seventh ‘at United Artists. 
sent-Minded “Professor” continues | 

_ Estimates for This: Week. 
‘Carnegie 4Telem't!” “1495: $T. 50° 

“Monika” 

, $2, 800. . 

“Torrid. '$35:000 or near. Last: week, 
:“One-E ved Jacks” ” _ (Par! th: Wi, 

‘$16,000... - “Estimates for. This Week Cinema «(Stern ” (500; $1500 5 stimates for This Week 
.. “Tiger Bay’ (Cont!, “Fast $5.50. ocd {Fourth Avenue) ‘1.100; 
ao Last aveek, “Goner at Della Rov el er. 

- Cont) (3d Bk “$2.700. | 
“Cinestage: 4Todd: 11,038: : : $1. 95.) 

“$3: 50:—“Exodus” «WAr (4th wki.-* 
Solid $15; 500, or close. “Last week: 

. $15,000: . 

$1 25 = $1.80 C+ Five - 

7 —“Meéin, ‘Kaimpf’. (Coh 5th wki.: 
Last week: | 

“ “prisoners of Congo’ 
” -(Teitesi. 

“Ab- | 

(Indie. t 
‘Days of |; 

Thrills, Laughter” {20th (2d. wk, een 
se 4 

Chicago (BRK. 3: ‘900: 90:81 20-4 
“Pleasure ‘of His Company" +Par). | 

pately 
fessor” in third at. ‘the: Brown ‘Tooks sei. 
big wir 

‘Brisk $65" =". 

a prices, however; as ‘Indicated, 

ie essor” 

95-$1I—¥ oung. Sava ages”. CUAL] 
Toast © W eck, “Two 

Lov es”. AM- Gi, $4, 000: - : 

Ohio: (Settosi: (900; "60: ei) ‘ 
"Mein: Kampf". iCol:, 

- Monroe | ‘iovan) in 000; 95-901! “or over: looms.:: 
. "«Teitel'and Show’. (20th!,. $5. O00. Oo ee 
.“Amazing Mr.. Callaghan a 

good.-: 

5 16; Wind Rowing Th oe) “ Chicaéo. ‘May 30. es 
“Batch of ‘strong: newconiers. has |. Enice’ at :Palace.; 

Kampf" dn third: ‘round: ‘at Stillman. - ‘four-dity - weekend tor many this - Estimates Are Net 
“Fim: ‘PTOSS « estimates’ as re-- 

ported. herewith from the vari= - 
ous ke¥ - cities, are net; ‘hep 

‘Distrib- a -usulal: ‘tax. - 

: Anelude’’ vu. ‘Ss: amusement ‘tax. ne 

Peyton’ Far 86, 
Dvile; Prof.’ 136 

- Louisville, ‘May. 30.: 
*Bresh ‘product, ‘and cool weather | 

fare. combining to- Bive first-runs , 
vaverageé -hiz: currently’ 
?On Deck” “shapes ood: at the Ken- 
‘tueky. 
Mary’. ‘Anderson’. 

ANT Hands ! 

“Young. ‘Sayages”. at the 
is: Jean. “Mein: 

apf.” a newie.at the Ohio looms 

well. “Absent-Minded:. Pro-! 

(BVI 8d wk", « 
after: 

Big $13. 000 :: 
‘view, 

‘sid 000, 
- Kentucky’ iSwitowr. “(900:: 45-81) | 
— AH Hands . On.. Deck? 

Mary... Atiderson’ “People 8). (900: 

:Tadst, Ww eek, : 

: Rialto - (Fourth: ‘Avenue’: AL, 100;. 
oo Wea $4.200: ‘Last. week, “Hitler's : $1. 25-$2.20i—"This. Is “Cinerama” 

"i LtCineramas cith wk). To ‘oke ‘$7,000, Continued on page 20) 

‘Dahle Dandy $25, 000, 
Hub; ‘Baby’. Brisk..144 G. 
Savages’ Sock $15; 000: 

‘Boston, May: 30; 
‘Holiday’ “weekend Spurted, ‘biz- at 

“the ‘Hub h: D. ‘with: ‘rainy,-cold-S 
tir ‘dav. (27: a ‘giving. the “feluxers 
hefty: takes. “On Double” is’ Soar-: 
“ine: to Jofty ‘heights “at ‘the . Met. 

-Js. socko.at Astor. | 

““ Stlantis” looks torrid: 
‘at Pilgrim. “Saturday: Night, . 
day. Morning” is wham. at “the Ken= 

.. More in ‘second. round. “Return .to : 
“ Peyton ‘Place’: is torrid: in second 

a Beacon "Hill.. 
° nice in third: at: Exeter.. 

Estimates for: ‘This Week. 
"Astor. {(B&Q*...11:170; ° “90-31. 50: 
“Young Savages”. (Col. Soeka $15.- 

— 000.. Last “week: “One-Eyed. Jacks” 
- Par’ 18th wk», $5.00, 
a Beacon | HRW Sack) 678: '$1.- 

$1: 50-—"Nover On Sunday" (Lope «. 
8th wk. Good. 86.000. -Last- week, 

7.000.020 0°: AV 
a Roston: +Ciriprarvi.: The 

3900: 
WPAWY rRth: NK 

Capri . (Sack 
ph ‘eat hess’ “Good: 

. Mindset. 2rafer.or”. (BN) and‘ si- | palace £0 ane cope $22.000 of over bea: 
ms Z 81-50) .—_ "4 ‘lent. Call" :20thy “4th wk, $11 .000.: a ace: RKC 2 600; $} -$S1W. helped bs extra soe, and ied. 

settee Oe esata ~ second “Warfield | ‘i Leek: (2.656; "§1.25-' "Vera Cruz: AVA and “Aparc hee day scales. The fifth week was $2u.- 
week: was’ fine: $9 500. : . $1.50: i “Cimarron: ‘M-G). Dulf: Tv Ar ITeissnés Good’ $7000. ‘Last Oh . ee 

Fenway. ‘Indie’ 11350: $i 503 $10.000. : Last’. week, - Big ‘Show i Week, “Portiait of Mobster”: WR Paramount AB- “PT 3 665. $1. ; 
” “Dreams” Cann” Y and ‘Lesson -in.. | (20th and. “Long “Rope” 20th), jand | “Pete: Kelly" 5 B-ues:’ “WB. $2 “Re atts To Perton Pace” 

Love"? Indin.s Mild. '$2:800 © Last: $9:000. 86000. Date, $e. Tas tanva wind- 
“week, “Stella” "Mindies and.° ‘Day: in. ‘Paramount. Par? 12, 646: $1 25°: Twin: Drive-In ishar: (600 - Cars, img Up tos Or; T: ils: looks to 
Country * indie. RS. Opn. - 

_ ‘Gary. (Sark: — 
*. (astore | 46th: “whey -Sulf Pot: swith, 

$12,000. Last -week:, $£3.000.. 
- Kenmore. Indies *: 700; Sl. 50 

ey “Saturday. Night. Sunday ‘Morning”:- 

‘Sun- 

. : “Never on Sunday” . 
”< ds *still’ potent’ in’ éiehith week -at’ 

“Maké Mine: Mink® Js, 

a 354: , 
: a indjiammer INTY, 
ley “reissues. ‘BA wk: See ond. Ww eek. w as: 

“Feat. $11,000. * me 
$1. 1. 3 —. 

“ta Dolce Vita” - 

| hélped: by -Memorial Day holiday | “of.. 
| and. -eool - weekend, Topping » sixth 
| week's $5, 500... ‘Eyed Jacks” ‘is. Taking in-top pols: “$10. 200. , 9 

Caled AM’ Porth: Avenue) | 2 semi stale Nook a Albee |_ COMIN ‘Lowe 6400. 1-82 501 
3c 000 15-81. 251—"Return To. "Pey-| K: Gone, vit vind and Mein iwinding up Mea ee 

_ Place. ‘zothy., Fair $8.000 oF | vers. continue a sturdy ‘hold- looks like solid $33.000 or ear | close. Last. week: "Gone . With overs. Ree Gokee eter, UBPINE ‘folds. In-ahead, “One-Eved Jacke: eno, (IG) - (reissue) 434. wk), Bu chan Valleys ‘Stanza at su- dipary w8th whe 17.000” 
87,00 ee Se ae . Criterion“ | Moss: 11,520: 5-° 

Estimates. for This Week $2.40: — “Pepe” Col. mrt ee 

‘REASORE BIG 206, 

ne W. 

‘-heing. ° 

$i 000 for 9-days, .. 
Fox tEWCr 4, 651: $1:25- St: 501 w 

“Return- To: Peyton Place”: (20th) | “Young. ‘Savares” 
.and:,"Circle Of . “Deception” . (20th): 1:38,000. - 
“Fine. $16,000: d.ast week, 

$I UI ‘Cry: Foi. Happy: Col) and. -each- 

ACont! 2d. ks “Smash $11.900.- Last — 
“27 caweek, $14,000: - 

, Mayflow er. ATC. 
"Never Take: 

- ‘Stranzer" Indie! 
Cc andy ‘From: 
2d wiki: ,Good. 

“Metropolitan . (NET, 4357; 90-) 
“i MContinusd on. page 101. 

1689: 90-81 25) 
$1.25-$1.509 

“FRISCO: PEYTON’ 16 
San’ Francisco, ‘May. 30;- 

Firstarui. trade heré currently is” $8. 000. «Last week,’ $9:000. 
Shaping. okay’ despite. a scarcity ‘of: 

“Pleasure of His 
Company” shapes standout with ’ igi 
returns” in. first round at: Golden * ‘Oke $i. 800, - Last 
Gate: “Return Tq Peyton Place” ’ 81, 200: | 
‘iS ‘rated: fine. at the Fox. “Saturday ~ " 
Night and Sunday “Morning” is tops! ,, 
; among. the -arty.. theatre entrants, 

socko. at’ the | Stagedoor. : 
“Young. Savages” looks. okay: at the: 
‘United Artists.” 

entrants. ' 

. Estimates. ‘for This. Week 
“Golden Gate (RKO1.'2;859; $1.25¢ - 
“ST. BU. | ‘— Pleasure Of “His Coin- 
pany?” «4 Pur, Big: - “$20. 900. ~ Last 

' Week, “Operation, ‘Pétticoat” (U).: 
“aa PPE ay 7 Ke Ur treisspes:, ° 

United | ‘Artists: ™No.. Coast). 415i 
“Young Savages” |. 

“UA and “Mat: ‘er Of “Morals” tUA). 

“Apartment”. ro 
:AContunued on. Page: 10, od 

“Okay: '$19.000- ‘or. near: Last’ week..; $2 50i—“Exodu-",, 
“Ebmer * Fair. $6. 00).. Last “week, $5,500, low. "On Douhie” “Pat. (WA)--and ° 

! isOne-Exed. Jacks.” 

jis-only. okay vat the: Allen.. 

‘1$9.000. ~Last 

- airess’”.: “oth 19s} wk. 
= Last week, $2.,6000;. 

“Return To Peyton Place," |- 
at: United Artists,- -{s. doing moder- +" 

Absent-Minded. ‘Pro-" Nice* ¥ 600. Las Last, week, $9. 500, 

Second: : -Week's ‘ 

(20thi. | 

Esquite: THRE Balaban) | re B50:. “Good $5. 000.:- Last: week. “Cry, For | 

Golden : ‘Happy, {Gol}, sdme.. 

"Good: $5. 000° ‘the. : season 
: SBig - ¥ pools and River Downs: 81- day. rac- j:. 

; League ‘of Gentlemen” (May: 

“Absent-! : 

"|Clere. Biz Off Key Bat 
| “Jacks” Lively $14,000: 

: Savages’ Okay $11,000: 
*  .Clevelaind.: May’ 30.: 

Nearly: ‘all ‘holiday: ‘grosses * aye 
off- key here-currently, making, the} 
big winners. the: exception» father | .. 

an the! rue One ‘of these is}. 

Ways’ Good 266; 
‘Double’ Fast 

‘Menios ial Dav hotid ay weekend “Which «shapes | 
“Meinupbeat, plus hizher scales and a Also fine: ds: 

“Young “Savages” 
State. “David 

looms okay at-year, is boosting business at most 
vind: Goliath” also ‘Broadway deluxers. Launching of 

* new pictures in sit ‘different first- 
Estimates for: This Week) ° Erun enemas . also 

Allen: 'SW>. 13500; $1-$1.33)- aber the overell total 
David. “and Golath™ ‘4A: Okay on. Friday. afternoon and all day 

week, “Big: Show” ‘Saturdey oddly "hurt 
‘20th $8.000:- | .thelped trade. 

Continental ‘Art sArt Thies atre ! “Young:  Saviiges” shapes as 
Guild’ 1900; St. $1 95°: “Mion: ‘standout amony the new entrants, 

Hight . $25: With a Socko $41 000 in. first round, 
’ day -dating the Astor 

Heights “ArCUAIL Theaire Guile: : Hill arty .honsé. “Secret Wav." 
9: > yo ress’! +22 ok: fy $26 006 on initial stanza! 

[isa besareen Siew’ s2900, East ay-dating the Palace ands arty 
.Weéek., ‘$4 309... ‘Trans-Luv 85th Street. | 

t “Atlantis. Lost SContinent”’ ds * 7 . a 

* llippodrome. Baten hp! 8. i: heading. for a-sdlid $33 000 or near 

“Professor” TBYY. Sth MWkE Fair $502. first. sessivuh. at the. Capitol; 
000.: Last week, $10,000... - “Last! Time I Saw Archie’ hit a. 

(Ohio. tLoow «12.700; $1.25-$2:75'—i first four days at -the 
Exodus (UA. «th WK! Satisfae-¢On , the Double” looks like biz 
tfory: $7,000: I.ast week. .$6.500. 122 500. in» second. round at the Ri- 
's Palace -iSilk & -Hrlperns 12 739; ‘voli... ; 
$15$1. 50 One-Eved ‘Jac ks” ‘Par:.' | “Parrish.” “with stageshow, looks 
' Fine $14:000.. Last: week, "Return to’ hit big, $139, 000. in fourth ‘final: 
:To. Peyton: “Place!” - s20thHt: Bd whi” “week :lat. the Musie Hall. “being 
$8, 500: : : vhelped as customary by: the influ, 

‘State thoew) (3. Ix 1 of. out-of-town Visitors. — “Gone “Younger -Sav 00 SI. 2 a aes With Wind” held at big $27,500 in 
'$11,000. © East week, ‘Gorie- We ith. Mtth stanza.at the State, and con- 

<M- G) - ‘reissue! tl “wk, /tinues:. 
. “Return: To Peyton Place" fs 

heading for good $23.000 in fourth 
‘session at the Paramcunt, “Raisin 

_ 'Stittmant Loew 700;.81. -$1 50 
— “Mein. Kenip:" tC gles, de wk 

ee oe pe ne ee 

and var ty: 

“Pere” held af okay $13,500 in 23d 

helped by the’ holiday weekend, 
Mith its upped ‘scales and extra 
shows. “Exodus” 
wow $46.1:00 in Current 
sion at the. Warner, 

{ Vita" locks like capac ity $22,000 in 

$8,000 in. Cincy 
: Hol “-Cinchinati, “May: 30. 

oliday Session shapes. inoder: - 
= ately for Cincy: ‘first-runs, fighting’ $23,000 tn 3 

opening for parks, 

is. heading tor a treat 
in present (34th: round at 

the- DeMille. 

ting’ meet, plus. continuing: adver se |. Estimates for This Week 

i, Weather. .and home baseball ‘by the :’ Astor ‘City Inv. 11.094; 95-$2-.- 
i Reds: Newcomer - “Young Savages” - “Young Savages "WT At 12d Whe. In. 
{Aooks sturdy. at Keith's. Playback . itial  s*ssion. -ended ‘yesterday : 

“Vera Cruz". 
rates. go@d at the’ Palace... ‘In’ ahead, MA 13d wk, : “One-: . “Alamo” 

ih Aliee (RKO) -#3.100: $1-$1., 501 The’ 23d: round completed. vesrer- | 
“One-Eved. Jacks”. «Pari (2d wkitday Tues4. was good $13.509 after 
Solid’ S11, 000: after -$15, 000 preem. 1314. 600: Jn’ 22d week. Stays unui: 

€apitol * !SW-Cinerama’ °11,400;.""Guns ‘of Navarane” «Col: opens 
{3h “$1.50. “Gone With Wind” June 22 on..continueus-run poles 
1 “MG uréissue) ‘6th wki. - Good DeMille * + Reade: I AGS, $1 5()- 

-$3.50'—"Sparlacus” «lo «34th whe 

Esquire :Art ‘Shor! (500: ‘$125 .This: ‘stanza’ winding todav ‘Wed | 
“General - Della. . Rov ( 

ares tovere™ a Conta: i ofiday scales. and extra shaws. 
! Mine “Mink” ; 1¢ 33d) Week? was $16,800 Stays 

nk? “Contr” \4th wk». DP palace UcOr gue $1 25-$2)-— 
a ome “Secret Ways’. -U+ 2d wks, Initial 

and RKO! a 300; $] 
“Me n Kampf”. a iC ol: em 0. . 2d. MS as rood S19 500 

wk). ° jr leasing sé. 500. Last. Weeks; : ‘Embassy. ‘Guild) (509, $1 25-$2 — 
“$7.00 “Primit. ve Paradis” ‘Indie. Ini- 

" gaiig’ (Veanee! 1300: “$1 25. lial week finishin: up tomorow 

Astor: -6th wk 
ending today 

‘Current round 
Wed? looks-to pus 

Last week ° “Asent- -mind-_ 
ed” Professor” | ABY:, “4th Mk. 

“side: 99¢ Wet e “Hippo-- ait satel ‘$2 aay al et $28 Oy fay. 

“Five Golden Hours”: ‘Col, ke, drome.” » ‘Cont: and “Tiger Bay” | thi: d. 
$2 2.000. Last week,. “Warrior. Em-{ wv tonts  Mild’ SSH. G60, Last -¥ nk! _. Radio Gite Music Hall {Pin Ree 
press”. 4Co} ‘and. Most: Dangerous: “Warrior? : SEsspress’. «Col- and” eller. . pers G2 7% Dai 

_;Man-Alive™-!Col-. - $14,000, “Most” ‘Dangerous: “Man Alive” - are M is: ‘and Puerto Rito st 12@- 
. St.Francis: ‘Par? 1.400; ‘$1-$1 500; Col, $5,600. East: “Atta ‘Inde | show o48enral Sk This cock 
“One-Eyed. Jacks” ‘Par, :2d-wki.. ‘and- “Dance of Desire” Indie. , ending todas. Wed is he adi i faz 

Boff $18; 000. ‘Last week,. $27. 000:. .£.Okay- 7.000.. Last: week, “Doctor | big $239 Gon alter. 132.59 for 
Blood" & Coffin’ UA: and © “Snakes. th: ind, “Bieweare of Hi Company” 
Woman” (UA. ' $6. N09, ts ‘Par: ane HON Stage-how apen 
“Valley. -Wiethe.. +1,200; ~$t. 30: ! rtomoerrow “Lhars . 

UA 0th wk: [> - Rivoli UAT +1543. $190.82 50 
2d wake. Fost 

for runs 4 holdover, se Ssion 

is helping ta. 
Heavy rain 

more than _ 
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und Murray, 
hit } 
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vim Sun” landed a tsa r $15,000: ini 
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Trans-Lux 52d Street.‘ 

Ser Sturdy ae LS ey were 
looks to. hit a, 

24ths ses-t: 
“La Dole e 

$sixth “week at. ‘the Henry Miller, i+ 

‘and Apache"; VTues.t was socko $32.000 or close | 

~~. looks, like big $22.000. beg helped. 

‘$1. 50)": —. round: completed ye sterday "Tues + 

‘2d: Thurs: loohs ta reach hotsy $15 Bes 

winding tomur- save: 

(By my Okay; ‘Savages’ Sockeroo nC 
‘Atlantis Hep 336 
22166, ‘Archie’ 176 
row -Thurs Vis heading for sinast 
$22 500 aftgr S300 on apener. 
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State Loew? «Pada S12 40-89 Wh 
"Gone With Wend ND GP og 
suet Gea whoo Prk frame fine 
ished last maht fuses woe tog 
$27,500 after S82 0R0 Mn tonith 
Stays on , . 

Victoria -City day LON 40.82) 

: Leche EAN 
First four days erdad yvestesdav 
‘Pues ) was sinash ST Tao er ne ae. 
Stays In ahead. "Phe Asang +t 4) 
Sd Wwk-10 days. $13 soo 

Warner (SW: -1,813 $150 83.50) 
~ “Exodus” +3U AD Odin wk Prexe 
ent stanza fimisiing today «Wedd 

, looks to push te wham S160 
afler $40.000 for 22d week Stats 

-Indet. Current week. of course 19 
boing helped by holbbdas scales tor 
-May 30 and an extia show 

First-Run Arties 
Baronet (Reade! +430 $125 $2) 

--"Saturday Night. Sunday Moro. 
, ing” cCont) (8th wks Eihth ses- 
sion completed Sunday :28- wis 

:ipeat $12,700 affer $13.400 for 
seventh. 

Fane Aris (Davis) (468. 98-$1 BO) 
“Breathless” «FAW+ «7th wk, 

the 16th week finished) Moen-iiy 
23) ht hep $5.500 alter $. 700 
fo) 15th frame 
Beekman iR& Bi 1590. $1 20- 

$175) oh Avventura”™ tdanus: (th 
VAs Fachth.raund ended Monzay 
129) Was. okay $5.000 after $5 900 
in seventh, 

Fifth Ave. Cinema (R&B unk 
$1 25-51 800 -- “Ashes and Dae 
“mands Janus. Opened Monday 
29") In ahead, “Virgin Sprin* 
‘Janus: One. Sth wk 10 dav, 
okay $6000 atter $3.500 in reeular 
‘seven-day. 14th week . 

Normandie ‘T-L (592.81 "4 
"32.80. “Return to Peston Mae” 
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$2500 after $3.500 for ful) third 
ween “Grand Opera Filin’ be tr 
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j 
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“Lounge Savages” lusts “Sue 

‘day Nisht and Sunday Verio? 
laoks only fair Sti leadias the 
city os “Gone With Wind aay 
Jn its third frame, “Aboent Vund- 
‘ed Professor.” now in sith stenza, 
a}so is strong , 
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10 PICTURE GROSSES 

D.C. Soars; Savages’ Socko $18, 000, 
‘Double’ Boff 156, ‘Women’ Hot LG? 

Wish ington, Alay 2G +4 

Miinstem i enioving its best 
MINNEAPOLIS. 

Wednesday, May. 31, 1061 

“Friendly: Persuasion’ *: (AA) ire- | 
lem Thin $3,000. . 

Music. Hall ' (Ros) :!720;_ $i. 88-] 
$2:25).—"Saturday~ Night, . ‘Bunday | 
Morning” (Cont.) (2d wk). Great |: 
$12,000. Last week, $11,800. .*: 

Warren’s (B&B) +1,757; 90-$1.50) |- 
—" Apartment” tUAD . and, “Elmer {: 

| Gantry". (UA) (reissues). Slender | : 
+ $3,000. 

"National ae Surey 
“Holiday Helps Trade; ‘Savages’ First,’ Jacke’ 2, - 

* ‘Peyton’ (3d,. “Wind! Ath, ‘Exodus’ Sth 

4State) trace eince the Batter naivdays as Crest. 4750: “90: $1. 50) ‘Never regarded. a3 a ery. bigyer ¢ onthe Hst:in previcus | weeks. 
het cutrie: meve in to replace de- Continued from page 8) |"Bréathiess” (FAWs--2d- wk). Okay. holiday .at. cinema. boxoffices. | will . land in 10th place. Breathe -- 
Hetea product ‘Towaetopper as! _ young Savages” UA), Fair $3,000. Last week, 3.100. | Memorial oe sel this year Js less" Films, Around World), hig * 

“Young Saaves” at Keth’s vith teagan, Last week, “Gone With «Chinese (FWC: +1408: - $2:$2. 40) Rice he new, fre ZI duct Sho oubOtR 7 the ri nne is Si aebs opening stimva. Also rated iwong’ MEG.» reissues 4th ake, “King: and. JT’. «20th: > re issue’. : Gi a w ne new, s rng Bro eh ; “thes t ord oe: e Fu ner-up: P . 

eff GS "On the Deuwbie «hic! hi gs COO at $1-$1.50 admich Wk, Sagging $9, 000. Last week, owas. aunehed, are com ng. oug | fn tha or “AG te. ee 
feok seen the Tewn after ent Mee $9.600: with tidy totals.. at ‘ the: ‘wickets. | Besides’ “Young Savages, there 

peed eeks Gf “Gaie Excd dacks * | st. Louis Park 'Fidd) 12000; Vogue 1FWOS 810: 90: $1 50)— {Other keys. covered by VarieTy—1 are several other’. ae pictures * 
Wilh Wald Women shapes for 1$125-—“Two Loves’ -M-Gi 2d “General. Della Rovere”. ‘Conti and: | where hot ..weather . arrived‘. about./ which. indicate rea 

nosecko Gpener at ‘Prans bax. “ig Sh Neat $3,590. Last week, ‘85.500... 
how” banned good at the Cop: | [. State «Pars -2200; $1- S1.25:-- 
ite! “Return te Peston Place)" “Absent-Minded. Protessor’?  - RAV: 
Joan. cefty ip sec md ato Badace | Is ath wk. Finishing dands run with 

witle oo Sbsent-Miided Professor” lokay $6,000. Last week, 87.500. | 
tieepes niceoam faourthoim tea spots | Suburban World ann 800: 

Fstimates for This Week 7 $$7 25:—"ipstairs and Downstairs” 
hace: Ate : oy. 20th So-so $3,000. Last ‘seek, 

‘] we Toute ae ean ee ne te: -“Secret: Partner”. M- Ge (2d. wks, 

Rind d J rotessor” «BY ath wk. $2. 000. oe 
Peace SIOS OS) Ducest ace k. $92.60. Uptown 'Fieldi *7,000:, $] Z3'— | 

Apex K-B.e +940 5 Sl. 1g | “Gorgo”? oM-Cre, Fair £3 500. Last: 

“Days of Piuals. Leurhtor otha i:week, : “Portrait of Sinner”. AF and. * 
Fan S8 600. Lest eek. 78. Avven- 1 ‘Why’ “Must I Die’ AT: $2. 800. 

tora? Incite: -2Qd wh. £3 606. World ‘Mann +400; 85-S1.509.— 
Capital Lou: 3.4950, &1-$1 65- i “Question 7 7 Indie? 41h wky, Con-" 

- “Bis Show” -20th- | Good S13.-! tinuing pleasing run with $5. 000. 
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Ontario K-B 2240: $1-81 49]: — . . 
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ing Conte Gti wk- Gerd $4.000. | Lopert’s “Never on Sunday,” 
Lust week. S4 200 ending its first week Wednesday : 

Palace -Locwr 2490: $1- 81 49: 5:23:. after getting into Peachtree]. 
- “Return ta Pevton Piaee" 30th jan Theatre after Superior Court 
do wk: Heity  $i% GOO Alter , ‘judge had enjoyed City of Athinta 
$16 .000 opencr. from interfering with Hs showing. | 

Play house T-10) $59, $1 49. $2) ‘racked ap near record $8. 000, 

- “Mem Ke op -Cob th whe. Off to a running start. on -hald- 
Oke 84.0600. Last week. £3.600. lover second “week. film should” 

Plaza fla 278: $1$1 80.-— r#ross equally as much. 

“Peve and Frenchwonien” Unions! Management is guessing it is: 
Sinzsh $9,500. Last seek, “Sun | 500d for six weeks and nsight go; 
lover's Hofiday’ Indie! “4th wk), ) eight. 
$2,700. ; 

Town King? 800, $1 25-$1 a . 
“dn the Dauhle ‘Pan r Great; Buff Trade Drageing; 
$15.0G0 Last week, “One- seve ‘Savages’ ‘NSH 10G: 
Jacks" sPar’ -8thi wh? $3,000 Bultalo, May 30. 

Trans-Lux TL: 600, $1 49-82 ‘ ‘ Biz is dragey 
ihuns this session. Too many hotd- 
“overs and extended-runs appear to : 

-- “Wild, Wald Women? ‘E-L: Boff al 
$13 G00. Last week. "Mein Kainpf™ 
(Cob Gd wk), $0.1600 1 . x Erbe doing the dimage.: “Young 
Uptown CSW 18t0. $7 aa 25! + Gavages,” one of few new entrants, 

- “kxodus” UA -i4th wk-. Fair: jooks fair at the Buffalo. “ ‘Mein. 
$9600 Last week. citto, {| Kampf” is rated good in second at: 

Warner SW? 3.440. $1 49-$2 25+. Century w hile “Return To Peyton 
“Spartacus” (+ 2Oth wk Fine place” shapes fecko in fourti 

$8 000, same as last, i the Center. P hat 

BROADWAY Estimates for This Week 
Buffalo ‘Loews -3. 500; | .75-$1.— 

Conthiued trem page Q: +“ Young Savages” 'UAt and “Gun-:: 

stanza cnding tomorro.w ‘Thurs. © . fight” UAL Fair: $10.000, Last 

looks bke mee $10.50D to top $10,- | Week, “Gone “With Wied" 
COL for opener. Stays, ' reissues ad wk, ‘$9 800: “at ,$1. 25 

Guild “Guild: 450; $1-$1 75.— i top. 
“Viease ‘Turn Over” -Col) Sth Center iAB- PT: 
wk? This round endmy Thursday, —‘Retyra to Peyton Pleve” 
looks fike okay $6,000, after $8.560 { ‘4th wk), Sock $7,500. 
fer fourth week’ “R wianoff aud | $10. 000. , . 
Jubet’ «Ur opens June 8 Century *UATC: 2.700. 70.8125. 

Murray Hill -K&B: 565; 95-4" Mein Kampt" -Col and “Carthe. 
$180: “Young Savaves” -UA) -2d) age in Flames” ‘Cote 2d wk «Good 
wk. First stanza ended yesterday | $8,000. Last week, SI6.000 
(lues* was good $8.GG0, Gay-dat-' Lafayette "Basil) 3.060; 70-$1+— 
ing with Astor, “Alamo” (UAr 2d wik-6 days” 

Paris Pathe Cinema: 568: 90-°$4.000 or near. 

“20th 
Last weck; 

Last week, $6. 1100, 
$1 80--—"Love and Frenchwoman” — Paramount ‘AB-PT- 3.000, 70= ~ 
tKings! 4th-final wh. ‘The 13th. $1.25'—“One- Ered Jacks” Pars 2d 
round completed Sunday -28) wasi wk Okay Si. 5a. Last’ week, 
okay $8.500 after:$6.000 for 12th $12, 000. 
week “The Cheaters” «Cont: L Teck ‘Loewi ‘1.200: $1 25-82. 75! 
Gpens June 5. r—-“Exodus” -UAtd0th wk Good 

Plaza -Lopert' -5246: $1 50- $2)— $5, 000. Last week, $4,800. 
“Never op Simday” Lope) «33d Cinema tMartina «450; 70-Sti-— 
wk’. The 32d session finished Mon-. “Cartain's Table’ 20th’. Nive 
*day 29) was smash $15.500 after: $2.800. Last week, “Carry On 
$16.000 for 31st week. Nurse’ (Gov #29th wk. $2,000: 

68th St. Playhouse . Leo Brecher: | 
9370. 90-SL.65'- “The Bridge” »-AA} 
with wk Fourth round ended Sun- |. 
Gay 28) was rousing $7.200 after! 
7 600 for third. 

LOS ANGELES 
‘Continued from page 8) 

“Secret Partners” 

Sutton R&Bi 561: 95-$1.90).-- 000 or near. Last week, State, “Sav- 
“Two Women” “Embassy: 4th wk‘ age Innocents” «' Par, 
third week ended Sanday +28) was . Into Space’) M-G! ‘reissues!, $1500. 
wow S17.50C0 following $19,000 for; Hawaii with Warren's, ° “Warrior | 
second starza. : Empress” '‘Col), “Terror of Tongs”. 

Frans-Lux 52d St. T-1.) »540; $1-) Col), $8000. 
$150: “Raisin in Sun” :Col 10th] Hollywood . Paramount State) 
wk: Ninth session ended yester-; (1,468; $’-$2.401—"“Pleasure of is} 
ferday - Tues. was okay $5,000 af.|Company” 'Par). Smash $18.000° or 
ter $6.200 for eighth week. Last week,- “Gone With; 
in Moon” «'F-L? opens June 172. Wind” tM-G} ‘reissue) ‘9th Wk, : 

Trans-Lux 85th St. 'T-L) +550;; $13,000. __. 
$1.25-$2:—"Secret Ways” :U) 2d] Warner Hollywood ‘Cinerama_ 
uk: Initial week ended vesterday {Inc.) (1,389: $1.20-$2:65!—‘‘Seven 
Sues.' was just okay $6,500. Wonders of World” 'Cine) reissue), 

World -Pertecto? +390; 90-$1.50)| Started second week Sunday '28):; 
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15th wh}. This round winding up| iris (FWC?) (825; 90-$1.50)—"Mag-. 
tomorrow :Thurs.) looks like wow | nificent Seven” (UA) ‘reissue). Fair. 
$7 G00, record take for stage of run | $3,200. 
after $6.500 for 14th week. i Beverly State) (1, 150; ‘90- $1 50) | 

“Mian | close. 

; $3. 50)—* Exodus” 

Buffalo first-'; 

IM-G" 

3. ann: “70- $1 B51: 

wks, 

Vull . 

7 | “One- Eyed Jacks”. 

°*M-G). Soft $15.-} 

“First Man | 

: the.same time as the holiday week- 

Dull $2,500. Last week. $4,200, 1694, report biz-slipping off sharply. 
Hilistreet, El Rey, Baldwin -Sfet- |, Out this week for the first time./this: week,’ is’ socko ‘in: C 

ropolitan FWC-Stete) 2.752 861; | Young Savages” (UA) is. taking|Smash in ‘L.A. and. big -in. Frisco. 
1.800; 90-81.501— TApse.t-Minded / 9ver No. 1 position, with real .au-| “Wild, Wild. Women”: '.T-LI, 
Professor” iBV) 3d-wx HMillstrect;j thority. It will show..a gross of | 7€w, is boffo in Washington. 

“Tunes of Glory” UA: 2d Wk), : “Pleasure of. His Company” -'Par), 

iy ' @ faround $300.000 playing. in “some why Manton: wenn solsiny and 18 -keys. “One-Eyed” Jacks”: (Par) shapes hot in Boston, and . Solid in’. ; 

\Hillstreet) “i3d ° wk:, “Creat: Im-138 pushing up to second spot, being. NY: On:.the Double Par’, great tie 
poster” «U) tEl Reva: a Atlantis” | helped by a lot of additional: ‘Play- ‘in- Washingt or, poms oie 1 “ 
‘M-G! (Baldwin), Good $16.00." dates. : Boston (nay: nother ; apes 
Warner. Beverly’ SWi- -1.316; | Third position 48 going to “Re- feat i i ign OF newies SUAPES. 

$1.50- $2)-—"Raisin in. Sun’. -C ol) ‘turn To. Peyton: Place”. £20th), ast in. Boston 
““Atamo’. FU:AY js rated: big in’. -- 

‘Detroit. “Ben-Hur i1-G), off ‘the 
weekly ‘list. for the ‘first. time: ‘be- 
cause: key citv- dates-have run out, 

“6th wks, Fairish $6,600. ‘Lait week, ! which _ was fhe case a week ago. 
$6.500,. --: 1 “Gone With Wind” 1 M-Gé reissue), 
Four Star ‘ATC | 868; 20: $1 50: Thigh on ‘the list for many.’stanzas. 

—"'Pepe”.1Col) ‘Sth wk, Big $7: 000. jis winding-up fourth, - “Exodus” | 

: Last week, -$7.000.°. 0 = UA) is copping. fifth money. ~~ ‘| “Black. Sunday’. (ADs shapes: 
. Fox Wilshire (EWC 11, doo: $1: '80-| “Absent-Minded Professor” (BV), ismash -in’ St: Lovis. “Secret Ways” 

2 UAL 28d. wk. 
: Easy: $6,500; ‘Last. week. -$6.600. — + spot. _ “Spartacus” “TY will finish’! * men 

Fine Arts ¢FWC1 631! $2-$2.40) ‘seventh, much higher © han. last. N.Y: 
“Embassy. continues. wow ‘in _ 

— “Never: ‘on Sunday”. “CA 29th week. “Oiestion” rad “Indiey, good: ine. 
wk). Grand ‘$6. 500. “Last, week; . “Saturday ‘Night,. Sunday. Morn- Minneapolis, ‘Teak . hie: in Detroit. *- a 
$6,800: Ln ting” (Cont), a new ertrant. is mov-!<!Make | Mire. Mink” “Cont? Jooms..- . 

Pantages. (RKO) ‘1513: "$1, .80- {ing np to eighth place Ky: dint of; fine in’ Bosfon. “Virsin Spring” * 
$3. 50)—"Spartacus”: 4UL 32d wk), 
Hotsy $11,500. List ‘week, -$10, 000: 
-Egyptian: (UATC) 11,392: ‘$1.25 

$3.501—"" Ben-Hur? °M-Gi -78th: wki 
» Torrid ‘316. 500. Least. week, $12; 900.°}: 

‘Jacks? ‘Passable 9G, = 
Seattle; ‘Savages’. 7 Gy 

. ‘Seattle, “May: 30. : 

In itiaY summer weather: of. year. 

fs. sloughing: biz. at first-runs here | 

this, week. “Young. “Savages” looms]. 

just okay at Orpheum while. “One- ; 
“Eyed Jacks” is rated. fairly good. at. 

“90-. Paramount.. Most ‘others are. doing 
ALAN: little or anything ‘currently even. 
-“Last’ ‘though “Absent-Minded Professor” 

WA) ‘2d | still is in‘ chips in seventh. ‘Music 
|-Box round. 

many new. ‘strone-: playdates. : Janus) ‘Js nice | ‘in. ‘Teranto, fatsa - 
“Pepe” - (Col) is. . capturing “ninth in. Chi’ and--okav in .NUY. “|. 7 
position. - ig | sComntere -Roxoffice Reports, on 

_ Mein Kamps” ‘Col much high! Pe ges’ &- 9-10)... 
Tr 7 = - 

‘Stooges, TV- Re'ncarnated, 

| Getting Big ‘TV Sulurse 
By Fox for. ‘Snow White” 

Twentleth-Fox. isn’t disclosing 

‘a figure. but ‘says. it's, ‘planning, to. 

“invest the most: coin yet in, televis | 
sion time for: a ‘theatri¢ al° release, : : 

CHICAGO 
(Continued rom! pafte 9) 

’ Executioners” “Indie? and: “Mania” 
Ls ‘Indie’, $5.000. 

Oriental. sIndiv) 3.400; 90- $1. 80). 
;—'Big, Show” 20th). Good $27.- 
: 000 or close. “Last week, “Two 
Loves” +M-Gr 2d vk, $16. 000... 

: Roosevelt - ‘BKK! y 400;*. 
| $1.80.—" Young: Say ages” 
t Socké -$29:000 or hedr, 
* week: “Revolt. of Slaves? 
wk, $8. 500. ° 
i. _State- Lake: (BRK. 42 ‘400; 

Stooges.” Pic. launches. July: 4..TV_ 
it was, of cour SC, that br ought re- 

| - 90. + Estimates. for. This Week: ‘inearnation: tothe Stooges. 2°. 
$1 80) —- “Abseni-Minded . "Profes:|_ ‘Blue. Mouse Hamrick) .*739; $1-| A: month: ‘ahead of: release,: 20th: ; 
i sor’ ‘BV? 10th’ wk). #reat $17 |$7. 50'—""Two- Loves” iM-Gi, Slow} plans td break spots in some .200 
600. -Last week. $16.000. -) $4,000; ‘Tast. week, - “Ring of. Fire’. markets “via both 

Surf sH&E, Balaban L685; $1 50-4 (M- G), $4,600... video. webs, Company: “has pure. 

- _ 2 ; . << Pan 

'$1.801—"Never, on Sunday”. -!Lope)} I fer 30:4 t. < - “Coliseum iFox- Eve een) { 870: chased ‘time: for’ ifferent. ore: 
7th wk): Soko $6. 400. Last | $1:$1 50).—“Big ‘Show™ en). and| Minute blurbs in: é¢ach. of the: top- 
jee, $6,000: “nog. | “Shepherd of. Kingdom Come”. rated’ programs per.-the. Nielsen 
soon Artista BBN). wing (20th),. Bad .$2.500-in'5 days. Last ; Tatings. Providing the sort of sate 

- — "Gone 1° Win “ » 4 ‘uration. spot campai najor tele LMG) reissue’ (TACK). ‘Sinash: wa 35, ania Kampf Col}, 20. Pp paign major’ t 

mists 000. Last wéek, $15.000. Fifth Avenue. : Push: ‘soap; ‘ciggies and such. . a Sssaness) a ‘Fox-Evergreen)} : 
aera _ ‘ pede ies 12:500: $1-$1 50:\—“Return ‘To. Pey-| | Twentieth, exchances. will: be set 
'20th) «4th wko.- Fast “$186. 000.. j ton. Place” (20th) «3d whk-5: days): ‘to furnish ‘local’ stipport’ via ‘a’ 

Last week. ST8.000.: 
World ifeiteh: G06; 90-$1 25)— 

; “Virgin: Spring” 

Fat 97,500. 

[Fair $4,500. Last week. $6.300. rferies.- of. eight tele trailers: for. ‘air- 
‘Music’ Box (Hamrick) +738: "Ste jane in network ’ ‘shaw. adjacencies. 

(Janus) «3d wk. i$ vt Absent Minded Professor” |“ 
{ ‘wth wk) ood $5.500: “Last . 200 Bast ee $8000" week, $6.200. | “SAN FRANCISCO-: 

Music: Hall (Hamrick) 12. 200. $1-! a € “ontinued .f-4)m- page. oe iy 

DENVER ; $1.50) —: “Cimmaron”. !M-G).. 12d Gantry ‘UAY (re issues); ‘$4. 000 for -” 
«Contintied trom page &) wa “Modest ‘$5; 000. Last week, $6,-. 3 days. "00 

Last *k. “Ben- t ) - = 
i $9.00. on tor" we 159th Paramount: (fox Everereen): agit Seedoor tas RD, 1440, $I, 25-8 50) 
Denver «Fox 2.432: $t $1 25) — 000: $1-81.50) —“One-Fved. Jacks” —— vaturd, ay -Night; ‘Sunday, Morn-' 

“4 bsént -- Minded. Professor? By); (Parl. . Fairly - godd °*9,000. ‘Last ing” Cont). “Big. $8,000: Or, over. : 
3d Wk! Great $15.000. “Last week, week, “Not Tonight Henry” (Part. Last week, “Crowning ‘Experience”* 
$19.00... and “Prisoners of Congo” (Par). : indie). 43d 40k); ‘$4: 000. 

Fsquire - Fox). 600: ge oCarry 24 wk), $5, 800. ; Vv HS. T ) 
‘On Se Lt Orvheum tHamriek) © (2. B00: $1-~ ogne: F.. ‘Theatres Soe t i Serwednt™ “Gov. 2d 0 wks amr $1.50) — “Breathless”: (Janus) 3d 
Strong $2.400-' Last: week, $2.800.!$1.50) .—. on. Savages”. 'UA).. | wk). Nice $4.000. Last week; $5,000, 
Orpheum: ‘RKO: 2.690: | $1.25¢ | | Okay $7,000. 

$1. 451—"Gone.. With, ‘Wind’ “M-G) ys. 
‘reissued ‘5th wk). Pair $5, 500. Last: i. 
week. $7,500. 

+250: $1.50-$3.50)—* Ben-Hur” 
Li75th wh), ‘Fine $9, 000; Last’ week, ‘BOSTON oth 

Paramount’, ‘Indie! 2.100; 90- |" 4Continued. from. page 9) Alexandria United’. ’ Calif ‘ oy. c , orniay. 
$1.25. "Young Savaiec” -U AY. Big: $1.25\—On Doubte” «Par), “Hotsy. (1.610: $1.49-$3.50'-—"Fxodus” (UA). 
$20,000. Last. week, “Giant® WB}: $25,000... Last. we ek. “Hoodlum: 16th. wk), Okay S10: 006. } Last Week, - 
towne beet ; . ny { Priest” (UA) (5th. wk), $7,000. - $11,000 oo, oo 
howe «Indie! ¢ ig. $1-$1.49— “Memorial (RKO) 3,000: 90-81. 49) 
j busty $8.500. ' Last. week, $10:000.1 794 i Stout $20.00. Last week. | 

“ $24, 000. 
_NEW. WOMe! ‘OFFICERS 

‘ Dallas, May. 30, ° 

ST. LOUIS® Od, Paramount - ANET) . “12. 357; 70-1: _ Esther Covington of Metro: was. 
(Continived from page. ‘gy. $1.25)—"Angel Baby” 1AA). and ‘elected prez’ of: the -local : ‘Chapter ~ “Look in. Any “Window” © 

"Young Savages” :UAi and.’ iam. a0 $14.500. Yast, week, 
-bler Wore: Gun” ‘UA Trim $13.- ‘trait of Sinner’: ‘AD. and. 
,000 or close. . Last. week; “Ring - of. Outta: Town” Indie), -$10,000. 

(AA). 
“Por. ; of Women. of. the Motion . Picture 
“Get Industry. ": Ske will.take over from’: 

Marie . Powers.’ at: the: installation. 
“Fire” die and cerontier Upris.. + Pilgrim. (ATC), 11,900; 75-$1.25)/ Ceremonies in: June. - 

Pageant ‘Arthur’ 1A00: 90-St. 95) |—= Atlantis” *M-G) and’ “Missiles|".Other’ officers include - “Mary 
| _osgoturday Night: ‘Sunday “Morn: From Hell” (Indie), Hotsy. $13.000.! Louise Abel,” | 20th-Fox,”: “and 
sing” (Cont). ‘2d. wk), Hot $3. 000. East week, “Mein Kampf" ‘€ol}! Mildred Fullenwider, . “Trars-Texas. - 
‘Last week, $4,000. ...°.- and “Terror Tongs”, ‘Col) 2d. wk,: Theatres, vice.’ presidents; ' Pat. 

"St. Louis ‘Arthur! :3,800;:75-0) | 422-000. ‘Boren, “WA,. recording .: secre 
!__“Black: Sunday” 'tAI) and “Last| Saxon (Sack) (1.100; $1. 50-$3\—=| tary: ‘Joyce : Pringle.: Film . Fore 

“Exodus” (UA) (23d ‘wk). Oke. $9, warding... corresponding secretary - 
000. Last week, same. . = iBile Parish, -Row ley united The ; 

i! . (7 75- 1.25) atres, treasurer,. an irectors Ora”. 
_ State ir penal 730; 25-6 and Dell. Evelyn Neely and Betty Me-- 
“Naughty. New York” :(Indie). Slick Daniel. a 
$5,000. ‘Last’ .week, “Hideout in| | The ioeal ‘WOMPI chapter wilk. 
San” (Astor) and -‘‘Career. Girl’ put: ina bid: ‘for the. next. WOMPI ; 

Jt Astor) irerun), $3,800. national convention. - 

| Woman on: Earth’ (Indie).- Smash. 
; $18,000.-Last week, “Secret: Ways” 
40) and. “Trouble: in. Sky" Indie), 
$12.:000. 

Shady. Oak.” (Arthur): s760: 90-. 
$1.25) —. “Carry on .Constable” 
iGov) (4th. wk).: ‘Okay '$2, 000. Last 

| week, $2,500. : | 

promisé. 2. 
which. opens -at “N.Y.” Musie Hall’! 

in - Chieago;..- 

also ee 

“Atlantis” -(M-GY. mild. in: Balto, . a a en 

is hotsy-in-L.A.-and fire:in Frisco: *- ° 

second last round, is. taking» ‘sixth 1g) looks ‘okay’ in: LY ST wo Woe: 

namely. “Snow ‘White and .Three ~ 

ABC. and. NBC -. 

advertisers have: long: employed: to.” 

384g 

Coronet inited California) +1, en” Pe 

(M-G) a 



_ _Wednentay, May 31; 1961. 

~~ abroad. But if it's neo-realist,. ‘authentic. Joeations “can “definitely: 

‘fs his. hit play; ‘is set. in’ contemporary: Italy. 

to doa better job. ‘thar, the other. guy. 

PICTURES 11 

Peter Ustinov o on Rmanay ~ Henry King 
Peter: Ustidov,. who. ‘shot his “Rorianoff: and Juliet" at. Rome’ s. = | Continued : Tron. Page. 4 a | 

‘Cinecitta studios. (for. over $1, 000, 000+, articulates, this’ two. cents’ = lighting problem ‘for’ the Cinema- 
worth on “runaway: production”: ; 
“If at's-a ‘costume retrospective, there’ 3 no’ justification ‘for going a ' Scope-DeLuxe color. cameras; and! 

the. soundman. Was being driv en to. 

ta State: of some anxiety: . - by the, 
_ Oy, backdrop tItaly), he ‘said.’ Yarn; which U stinoy adapted ° from": , 

; & : omnipresent motorbikes. 

. ‘Ustinov indicated‘ that as far as he's concerned, this -is the “Kew: yee > “White: ‘Sister’ In 1923. 
point in whether’ a pr oduction, should: stay. home or 80 outside. the ta United States for lensing. :- The situation,, King - observed. } 

_ The protean personality: ‘also ‘said’ his: experience favors. ‘the use. : 
- of a: ‘multi-national: crew. because it induc: es a spirited competition: 

enharice.. “Romanoff, ” for: ‘example:: ‘Was a‘ease of requiring. the -me-.~ 

ee 

ition “junket to. ‘Europe | when, in’ 

“Ronianoff,” he noted, ein-.. "1923; ‘hé came’ ‘to Italy to ‘shoot the: 
- ployed technicians from the U.S.. France, Britain.and Italy. * |sitent verision. of “The: White: Sis- 
.. Universal Felease: ‘is down for: world preem in’ N.Y. ‘Ain Jate May. a 7 ‘ter, Ww hich: the director beliey es to. 

Inside Stufl—Pictures 
a ‘fshot ‘entirely, overseas.’ Jet trans-_ 

* Zenith | - thtecnational’s: French | import, “The. ‘Cow ana: I 

portation now: being - ag: easy as ‘it.’ 
is, King noted that..there really: is. 

. + ‘i! no need to do-all of Tender’ -over- } 
starring, seas. ‘Thus,. following the’ location : 

“Fernandel, ‘opens at the Fine “Arts Theatre in, New York today (Wed.) 1 work - here, “the. company. moves 
following. the amicable settlement of _a dispute eoncerning the ‘booking . back ‘to Wollywood. (nine “hours 
‘between Zenith and:exhib Richard.Davis. Pic follows‘the long-running : over..the Polev to do about 58 days’. 

‘was.a ‘tar cry. froma his first: lota- 

.Stagedoor.. 

JInitialer, “The Land We Love,” will. 
~~ roll: June 12. as. James: ‘Mason stars. 

> wrote, ‘also will’ produce and direct -| section. 
on cet eo of : $290, 900-$300, 000 heen ‘more ofa loner, it's been; 

ane "“Menibers. of the: mation picture’ . 
. {industry : will gather for ‘their’ first’! 
“- gummer ‘entertainment: event: Jiine ; i 

‘12 for the Monte Carlo Carnival} 
at the: Ranch Mart. Auditorium. - 
oS For. Motion: Picture. Assn." : 

cher; Bill Jefferies, ‘Jim “Witcher, 
_.Phil. Blakey. 

Green, Harold Hume and: Bill Alli- 
a {gon 

: baseball:team ir. the city..recreation 
-departmeéni, 

Ws : ard Orear, president. 

pe “Breathless” . in!o- the: eastside - ‘artie. Earlier Davis: had’ asked. Zenith 
to let him out af ‘his contract : requiring: him to -play the Fernandel. 

film:.immediately. following. “Breathless.”’ 

.Further ' examinations before: trial are: an “prospect ‘tor. ain gossip 
‘broadcaster Martin, ‘Starr: This ‘Is in: ‘connection with: his’ damage. action 
‘for ° alleged ° “defamation” following ‘his: dismissal from-‘his longtime 
ABC air contratt. : ‘Latest examination was-‘Thurs.. (25) inlaw dept at 
United, Artists: with: ‘Donald ‘J; .Wollins. of ‘Phillips,- Nizer, Benjamin, 

-Krim. & Ballon. daing ‘the quéstioning. .Woltins reserved: right to. ques- 
‘tion: Starr again at a later. date ard Barbara Scott. for Robert Ferguson j.. 

oi, OF Columbia Pictures,::the! co-defendant with 'UA.and. Roger Lewis,.! 
".  gtated. that-slie, .too, planned to-quiz the commentator at further lengtiy. ! 

- . Starc-has racked-up-36 hours.so far. of pre-trial examination, His Jaw very 
Marry. Heller, is still teying to. get. this, Phase closed: out. 

Moral Re- Armament. nioveméat's ‘feature-length. ‘film: “The. Crow ‘ing | 
“Experience. ” showed surprising increase in: :SFosses ‘for three-week: Tun,. 
just. concluded. ’ at Irving Ackerman’s and ‘Herbert: Rosener’s 440-seat 

in downtown .Frisco,.First week was. a dull. $2,944, second : 
week picked ‘up’ to $3,280, and third week ‘was’ an. excellent $4,427. | 
: ‘“Ackermati . said film’ “would havé. held. over except ‘for: a, previously: 
locked in date.” Of the $10,651 total, about 10% was accounted for. hy 
outside. MRA: sales, but’ rest. eame ‘at boxoffice | on ‘regular $1:25. -$1:50 

, °seale. Negro. patronage was particularly heavy... as -word : got around 
pe that film focused on life of: ‘Mary McLeod Bethune. : 

ore. four-p age entertainment: ‘guide section, printed only in. the 00.0 00 |: 
“vopies . of. rhe Chicago. Tribune. sent out of. the city, has reached: the 

“+: point of having ‘half: its space occupied. with amusement: and lodging. 
_ ads at the start of ‘{ts third. month. ‘Published. as ‘part of. the.-paper’s 
*.,million-phis Sunday circulation; the -section includes. a.Chicago enter- 

tainment calendar for ‘thé coming. week, theatrical and film reviews, a: 
a / schedule’ of motion pictiires shown. in Loop. and ‘Relghborhood’ theatres 
oe and other. entertainment: ‘features. co, . fou. 

‘In: Japan: ‘both: Datel and” Toel plan. Stetures of 

Sen. ‘Styles. ‘Bridges (RNED, séniar: “GOP. “tember. ‘of ‘the upper 
: ehamber; has called his ‘éolleagues’ attention to.the anti-Red utterances 
“of Screen Actors Guild prexy Ronald Reagan. ° ‘This’ ‘followed touting 
Jet Reagan in. ‘Manchester. Unton-Leader.. vo 

“Though the Fine. Aits- -won ‘its. point’. it. appears: -that, Zenith has | t00: 
_Birice | the Pic. is going into the. house as originally desired by the distrib. 

: United Artists Finances ~|FILM-TRUCKERS TOTE. 
‘Pair for Leslie Stevens | 
“Up to 3006s:a Piece}. 

Hollywood, May. 30. 
“Leslie. ‘Stevens’..indie. company, 

‘and. ‘theatres fewer, the “film: car- 

One. solution the haridiers Have 
hit:upon in ‘recent years is diversi- 
fication—nothing. new, to -be: sure, 

two-pix deal. with. United. Artists. 

rer.” 
“Fnking of. deal. comes within five. 

{delivery service.: Had- they: 
pat: it’s claimed, most. of : 

i by y now. 
LA. will ‘provide | “full: financing “Carrier agreements with: tlie yvar-.! 
of” two. features: which Stevens ’ fous majors. varies..from: section to’ 

While . Paramount “had: 

” using’: ‘carrier Services . more and | 

Tmore, with: ‘National. ‘Film. Service } 

Kansas. City’ to. Frolig. 
‘Kansas City, May-30.: .Feently. win Kansas City” and. other 

‘keys. . 

Next Oscar: April 9, 2 
3 “Tol F woods _ 0 

” Board: of ‘Gov ernors of. the: ‘Acad: | 
cemy of”. Motion - ‘Picture Arts & 

Clyde Crump. ‘Eric Sciences: “has. designated’ Monday, 
> Apri. 9) 1962, -as date. for’ next | 

scene tm ewge Committee - includes. Ralph - ‘Ama: : 

Boe a year's 34th annual Oscar show: 
AS ‘a- ‘summer : ‘charity ‘project. A’ Monday night was'set by’ hoard - 

association: is.sponsoring a8 Dboys’ 
“atre 'owners;: according, to: prexy, 

‘and contributions . to; Valentine’ Davies. . Monday’ tradi-. 
this. cause ‘are ‘being taken’ by. Rich- | Paral: 9s the: lowest. ‘thea’re.-at ! 

Tienaance ‘of any ‘night 3 in. the week. 

gS lassie “Tales. “ot 
=< :Genjl” story. for. fall release. Daiei: film will: be baged’ on. Matsutaro| 

_".) Kawaguchi story currently. serialized in’a -weekly..mag,-It is expected 
| that: this -version- of. Hikaru Genji. period romantic tale ‘will star Raizo 

‘Ichikawa. Toei picture will-attempt:to follow standard Shictbu ‘Mauasakt 
. Work: ‘with Hashizo Ohkawa likely. for. title: Tole... 

"MANY OTHER PRODUCTS | ) 
It ‘follows that if product. fs short 

jriers must also be ina squeeze—_ 
particularly with mounting operat- 

. Daystar Productions, has signed: a pe costs and rising. taxes. - 

on . the American. ‘business ‘scene. 
_Besides. ‘film,. many: carriers’ have |. 

- weeks his-exiting 20th-Fox and -his. [added magazines: and g peckes 
‘Superior Court filing of’ a $5, 877,-: 

-, 1-000 bréach ‘of contract.and. ‘libel. 
ae action. against studio’, and : :Spyros would have been out of business 

‘+, Skoutas- 

‘| members. ‘picking, up. Par biz Te-' 

. | project, 

in deférence to motion picture ‘the-* 

of interior ‘work: at the studio: - 

'No.-. ‘matter ‘how easy the. tratis=": 

that ‘he had‘ something of. a battle , 
-to get top: echelon ‘approval to do; 
i his: exterjors. ‘abroad. (“You . ean't 
faké. 'the* Riviera’i, ‘as well as to 
keep the. story: in. the ‘time periad } 

lin which Fitzgerald put it—the lite 
1920s. You: lose. something essen- 
tial” when ‘you . ‘separate a. ‘story |. 
‘from its: own- time; he says, and his 
unit, production, manager yan Bis | 
that. putting ‘the pic inte the 1920s: 
has. added. between’ five’ and 10°%: 

ite the. film’s overall budget. 

_robe.would. be considerable no‘ mat- 
‘ter what the. period), for vintage 
‘ars, etc. A’ period piece alsu in-. 
 evitably means. loss of time (which, 
joe course, is money) when- shooting 

‘sights ‘have to be. either removed 
or masked, Luckily many places in 
‘Nice, Monte Carlo and Villefranche 
are just about the way they. were | 

| when: Scott. and Zelda’ were mis-.| 
behaving here: in their stylish way: 

Montmartre . 

~ntercatingty enough, ‘King re-| 
‘ported that: he had made a Mont: J 
martre sequence he wanted, not in| 
Montmartre, which -has’ changed 
and is. difficult to shoot. in because. 
of all the traffic, but in the old. ‘port 
of Nice the previous day. __ 

| King, who lived in Paris briefly 
during. the twenties, seems to know 
something of the ‘period. in. which 
he is now. working.: While he did 
not :mieet Fitzgérald- ‘until the. au- 
thor’s latter days in’ Hollywoud. 
he recalls: with some ‘nostal- 

‘| gia /his -friendships . with some of 
the ‘more noteworthy (often. for 
reasons: having: nothing do with. 

| journalism) expatriate ‘American. 
.| Newspapermen. of. ‘that time. The | 

..{director also is well along: the way |: 
‘}to becoming a. fund of Fitzgerald- | 
ana, having directed the blographi- 

| ical -“Beloved : Infidel” : ‘for. (20th a 
couple. of years ‘ago. | 

" Age Tmnpessible: 
Asked to" comment ‘on the fact 

‘that in- “Tender,” asin his screen 
‘version of . Ernest. Hemingway's 
“The Sun Also’ Rises,” he is. using | 
performers somewhat beyond the: 
age category of the fictional. char-: 
acters, King sald: succinctly that it 

| Would be impossible to find. 20-odd-: 
year-old. performers of elther the 
‘acting range or boxoffice : stature 
asthis, to carry a Property. sucn. 
as this. —- 

‘Within . certain. limitations, age i his 
is. beside: the- point, he suggested, | 
especially. when you. need a matur- 

M | ity ‘In the point of view of the. actor . 
to convey . what's. .in: the script. 
Thus; he. feels, that. the. combo of. 
Tyrone Power, Ava. Gardner and | 
Errol Flynn’ was. so “particularly | - 
, £000. in the: ‘previously mentioned: : | Hemingway pic: With stars of any” Motion Picture Industry loéal were 

‘less "experience, the’. end result 
; would have been basically without 
‘meaning as well as frivolous. 

The ‘vet director, whose credits: 
rarige - ‘from.. “Tol’able David" 

+ through’ “Alexander's: Ragtime 
Band, ” “The Song of Bernadétte™ 

“The: Gunfighter,” 

; Following his completion ‘of “Ten- 
.der;” 
in the fall—on George ‘Skouras’ pet 

jtodd- -AO, of course, ‘and w prob-- 
‘ably 
I, junket abroad. 

on’ lo¢ation ‘and all anachronistic 

. Alec told V; 

“annual program of charits 
Ih (with Miss" Jones) and: the classic - 

“among rumer-: 
ous: other. properties, still has too. 
~much ‘vitality. to’-think -of. Teliting. 

He will start work—he hopes 

the Magna Pictures. his: . 
torical spectacle dealing with the. 
‘life . and ‘times ° of.- the- ‘Emperor. 
i: Constantjne. Pic. will ‘be. shot in’ 

il 

= (Commerce, Politics 

A CORPORATE WEDDING 

{Debbie “Reynolds, Frank” Tashiin 
Unite For *Dollface’ 

vt Hollywood, May 30 
- Debbie ‘Reynolds and Frank 

‘Tashlin have united ‘their Ha:imon 
‘and’ Tasco Productions. respective 
-ly,-. to make: “Operation Dollface,” 
romanti¢- ‘comedy. to star Miss Rey- 
nolds. | -and ‘to be. produced and 
directed . by ‘Tashlin. Vehicle is 
from. Tatter's: original story, scripted 
_by- ‘Rip’ ‘Van Ronkel. 

Tashlin says story concerns a 
: ! young. lady prospector diggu « for 
gold in the. desert. with a unique 
twist. -producer-director hopes to 
keep secret. 

° {: ‘Production {3 planned sometime 
next year, with Miss Reinolds first 

- When Zenith refused, Davis.’ portation. situation, King indicates. ; committed’ to two other’ flim. No 
-4n effect, told. Zenith to sue. At: a. hear: ‘ing before. Manhattan Supreme . 
Court: spécial referee Isidore. ‘Wasscrvogel. at which Zenith’ sought.’a . 
temporary. injuriction. against. the Fine Arts" plaving any. pie but “Cow” 
following: *‘Breathless,”. referee turned. down the: request. for. the.“in- 

. «Junction. saying ‘that -Zenith’s only. : recourse. Was, liquidated: damages. 
“jin case ’exhib. br eached the: contract, : ; 

, releasing deal has . been made. 

120th Fox Departure From 
MPAA Wholly Affair Qf 

Skouras, Per Johnston 
There have been. no indications 

that. 20th-Fox. plans to reconsider 
its June 9 formal bowout from the 
‘Motion Picture Assn. of America, 

-Most of this is for period’ cos-' 
“tumes for male players, . bit players | 
-and extras (the female star's. ward- | 

MPAA prexy Eric Johnston eport- 
ed ‘in New York: Monday (29). 
--Johnston. said that he and 0th 

-prexy: Skouras talk té each about 
on: the average: of two or 

‘not. discussed ‘20th’s imminent de- 
parture from the MPAA. “That 
decision 
alone,” Johnston declared. adding 
that he. was not ina position to- 
comment on. 20th polictes, 

| GUINNESS LINED UP 
FOR MORE COLUMPIAS: 

ro, Hollywood, : May 30. 
Sir Alec ‘Guinness, now winding - 

opposite ' ‘Rosalind Russell in Mer- 
vyn LeRoy’s. “Majority Of One" ; 
at. Warner. Bros., has ‘signed: new 

‘| ‘three-pix pact with Columbia. Deal 
is exclusive of “The Mutinec;,” to 
be made in Spain by. Columbia. Sir | 
Alec wants. title changed before 
committing himself definitely. 

‘Other pix. being corisidered are. 
“Lawrence of Arabia,” 

nemann’s “Hawail,” which >. plans 
to do in September, 1962 and ! 
‘George Stevens. - wants him for 
“Greatest Story Ever Told": Star ; 
‘doesn’t know ff he can fit “Gr eat: | 
est” into his sked. If dates dove- 
(ail, he will do “Lawrence” for 
Sam Splegel first. “This is a loose 
arrangement between us, a Ren ithe. ; 
‘man’s’ approval of picture.” 

ARIETY. If he appenrs . 
in “Greatest” {¢ would be for six ; 
weeks work in film Stevens plans 
-to. take year to make. 

As ‘for “Lawrence {n Arabia" 

-tigan play called “‘Rosa’’ in London ; 
-before coming here for “Majority:” 

| In. play he enacted 1 roles of Her od, | 
‘father and son. {n pic, part will | 
be of. ‘Prince Felsel. 
“Majority” ig running five days. 

"| ahead: of sked. This means Sir Alec 
will plane back to London and join 

whfe.gnd son Matthew. first. 
week. in J une. 

Re Kansas. City WOH! 
Kansas City, Mas 23 

“Members. of: the Women of the 

- guests’ at the annual Inncheon 
tendered. by the. Motion Picture . 

:. Assn. here at the reopened Bret- 
.. ton's. Restaurant. 
women turned out to match 40: 

About 30 show- 

showmen. . 
Committee | ‘report the 

wark 
participated in by. the WOMPT in- 
clude help to veterans th ouch ‘the 
Red’ Cross,-a3 well as arte work 
“for the Heart. Association. (2il- 
‘dren’s Mercy Hospital, Menial 
Health Association and = o'hkers, 
WOMPI's were. gifted with a lane 
‘Tecorder by the MPI. a sadect 
much needed in: their work with 
bedfast patients. . 
WOMPI will hold its annus? in- 

stallation of officers at the Coach, 

shou ed 

od: affair June: 26. 

three . 

timés.a week, but that they had: 

is up to Mr. Skouras . 

depending | 
on availability. Jate, and Fred Zin- ; 

Sir} 

Sir Alec. appeared in Terence Rat- | naw 

Get the Boot 
| 7 uds Boston Stages Tat Film Fest 

Boston Mas Sa 
— Boston's * Fist Inter uatienal 
Film Festivai" peesented bs an 
‘academic group tien Harvard, 
Boston U and Vas-assesetis Insure 
tute of Fechnology. piave.d to full 
hoses in the 900 seat Loeb Drama 
Center, experunental leqt theatre 
recently consicructed a. Haris ard 

ane. Weeklong testial Mienday 
-22) through Saturea. 27 was ex- 
tended to. Sunday -28 when films 
out of comvnetition were shown, 
First showing Sunday was a special 
tribute to Indian poet Tagore, 
whose centennial « saw heme cete- 
brated in India “Taxgore.”” bs pro- 
ducer director Satyant Ray, whose 
past’ films ‘included * ‘Pather Pan--: 
chali, " “Aparajilo.” and ‘World of 
Apu,” opened. the day's events. 
Mexico's “The Young One,” by 
Luis Bunuel, was shown. and Brit- 
‘ain’s “The Angry SHence’” eam- 
[thea the 8-day film fest During 
the final day, awards tor general 

:excellence were presented by the 
iawards jury. 

“The presentation of new ma- 
terials in film from a non commer- 
‘cial point of view has established 
the festival as an annual event in. 
Boston,” .i{s sponsors said 

_ At the official opening, Monday 
-«22), the German ‘Fhe Good. Sol-. 
dier Schweik." was unrecled There 
was a gala. black tie champagne 
reception. Idea was spawned ove 
dinner at the MIT Graduate House 
‘last fall, Georgé Papadopoulo, df- 
rector, recalled 

“The «films, they felt, should be 
appraised solels on their individual 
merits—. without’ commereiai or 
political prejudice or interference " 

Those behind this film’ festisat 
were social scientists. engineers, 
public relations speciafists. arti-ts 

jand friends of friends plus the 
: support of the Bostun film, drama 
| and art critics. 

,. Two selecting committees, one 
for features ani the other for docue 
mentaries awarded citations for 

.Specific qualities. The selecting 
‘committee for features included: 
Marjory Adams,” Boston Globe; 
Elinor Hughes, Herald; Peggy 

‘Doyle, American; Alta Maloney, 
-Traveler: Melvin Maddocks, Chris- 
tian Science Monitor; Guy Living- 
, Ston, man of ictters. 

_ All films unspooled had not pre- 
{viously been shown in US = a can- 
‘ dition. They were: ; 

“The Good Soldier Schwelk.”” Axel Vom 
Ambesser, Germans 

“Moment of Happiness.” US 

“Seaward the Great. Ships.” Britain. 
“White Ships of Winter.” "A is Foe 

* Architecture,” Canadas - 

~“Jeasy.”’ Britain 

An Eve For an Exe,” 
ce, 

“Les Primitife dui Xiffeme.” France. 

Fires of the Plain.” Kon Ichikawa, 
Japan. 

“Faja Lobbi.” Heailand 
interregnum, US 
“Sandcastle,” Jerome Hull, “Christopher 

“and Mee. “ Fime of Migration.” “Watling 

‘Bolivan Boy.” US. 
“Domain Paris.” Franve 
“Land of White Alice, Se Us 
“Two Eyes. Twelve Hands.” V. Shan- 

_taram, India. 
“The Throne of Blood,” Akiro Kuro- 

a, Ja 
“¢ ount ‘and Counterpoint.” Canada. mm 
“Seven in the Sun.” Sermo Berxonzelll. 
aly. 
“Montauk,” Us (beliesed os shows 

_ before). 
carlo, “Roberte Gavaldon, Mexico, 

“Tale Side. ef the. River.” ‘Niko 
| Keundeuros, “c reece, 

ge of-Paces.” t'§, 
“BI Send,” Raphuel 

CeeeT a, ll Dawn,’ Aasf Kard a ad . P aejay Kardar, 

“Indian Summer.” U 
“The Pickporket,”’ 

Andie Cayatte, 

Nusshaum,. 

s 

Robert Bresson 
ete 

Qut of competition wan “a trihute ta 
Jean Renoir, “The (ssme of.Mr Lanse 

“yeeaeed ne 1934, but never shown platy 
ae Us, and “Mag Waelin.’’ 

Tiles we to Translate? 
| Nipponese Dialog In 

; ’ ¢ oo 
LeRoy’s ‘Majority’ Film 

Holli wood, May 30 
Engiish tithes wal! be used for 

first time on a Hoils wood -praduced | 
picture for deme-tie and’ Brita h 
release In Warner Bros’ “A “Mfa- 
jority of One“ Prodweer Merna 
LeRoy has set thin means lo smts4- 

“pret areas of Nipponcee dialog in 
sequences in whieh Aler Cannes 
‘and other Japane.e converse in 
this language. 

Sinee 9 film overaon doubles 
amount of Jupare-e -ueech aed 
in sfage versign producer fecis 

involve another extensive: House of Union Station, a dinner’ titles are nececsary for full com 
iprehension by Engesa auchences. 
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CENTURY-FOX 
in the: tradition of. - 

THEROBE = 
THE SONG OF 
BERNADETTE 

AMAN) -& 

CALLED PETER. 
‘THE. KEYS OF. 
“THE KINGDOM 



“ate pictures, 
“pleted; are unavailable for’ Telease | 

. Wee 

- ve ear, 
"Rocha has issued.a.call to Mexi-. 

ae for 

corny. 
. Racha’ carries weight in. official cir- 

49 3. Jemes’s. 
VARIRTY'®". Lowpon orrica: 

Street. INTERNATIONAL 18 

b Setup in vin He Gang i 
hh 1 Few Mos. of National Control 

‘Mexico’ City, May. 30: }- 
“In -a few’ short months, the en-. ‘Cry. Happy’ Clicks. “tre: exhibition. picture: in’ Mexico. 
has changed: Now. Quirano. Ordaz‘|. 
-Rocha, head’ of the-National Thea- 
tre Operating Co.,. has-warned that 
‘there is a shortage of material for 

- Sydney, May 23. . 

“Cry: for Happy’? (Col) ts a solid.’ 
“first-runs, and that:he plans to ‘ask ! hit at the’2,500-seat State here. for ' 

-. for. spécial permission. to import: 
‘European: pictures to féed the ex-| 
hibition. circuits: he manages. 

' “According to Rocha, a- total of 46°. 
‘canned national films have beén re- 
leased since he “Look~ over; There |. 
are about. 26 pictures available for 
Felease. in..the -secoad -half. of - this! 
year. And a total..of -79 Mexican, 

which: have.’ been. com-. 

‘for lack of trailers, press’ books, 
soundtracks,. etc. -Also,. it is report- 

~ ed that of allthis backlog, : ‘only 
:* about ‘10 pictures are- ‘suitable’ for | 

; release in. first-runs...’ : 
in. recent weeks here; a. ‘tendency |: 

towards : ‘programming ‘- -of: B-and }: 
Jower™: “eategory :. pix : in: first-run'|: 
shouges. ‘has. been - “Noticed. - These |. 
generally:.do‘a. quick. fade, Tasting | o 

only - five -to..six’ days. 
- | Rocha’ would’: like” to get mere 
-Holtywood: pictures of high. calibre. pace 
“But he‘admitted that’ this ‘is. just { 
a.-dream since. .\merican. distribu-" 

-torships:have repeatedly said multi-. 
‘million dollar ‘spectacles cannot. be ; 
released in ‘Mexico: until: the box: 

. office ‘admisston i+: upped fiom. its’ 
~" presént: low of: 32¢ for: first-runs. ; 

’ Tiere. is-a ‘great. ‘deal of: ordinary. 
Holly ood program fare. But .Rocha-’ 
“is ‘not too. keen on these because 
they suffer ‘the same. fate as. ‘Mexi- : 
carlow grade films, lasting: only” a. 

- Therefore, while situation 
“mat; ‘somehow. stagger. along this* 

: @an ‘producers: to.up quality’ of. their’: 
pictures so these.can merit. first ; 

“Yun showings. Lacking. this‘ ¢coop- 
“ eration’-on-the part of local .indus-' 

' try, he said there: will ‘be. no: other 
alternative. but to: open. up Mexican 

: houses” to’ foreign . -product;: ‘from 
“standard. European ‘areas aS. well as’! 

“In recent’ months: ‘there. ‘has, been 
a @ Wave of alien ‘foreign’. product, | 
-*-“dricluding, Polish, Czech “and. ‘Rus- 
Ji. sian ‘films: This. policy. ‘may : ‘have. 
to ‘bé greatly..expanded' next year, 
-as.result of ‘the: production’ slump }  Sir-Malcolm Sargent: will open the: 

mea, new City” Hall 
- In the past: such artists as Mart- 

‘"4dn the national’ industry.. 
: Counter-charges of. Mexican pro- 

‘gucers stress. their ‘inability. to turn, 
out -high-budget; quality:: product | 
because. of budget. loan restrictions. 
by.. the’ Film Bank. Seasoned: PFo-. 

vv. -@ucer Ismael: Rodriguez, for. exam- 
ple. 
-* Souls," 

who. is.: making | ““Knavish 

‘$80,000. advance from: the. 

. finished:: 
:-On- the economic. side, . ‘Rocha | 

“1 paid” the -circuits will take “in. $8,-. 
... * 800,000 ‘this year, this being a° 12% 
“boost -over,.1960. Most: of the - pix | 
-., awaiting exploitation, unfortunate: |. 
-ly,:are not’ of: category. sufficient: 

‘showing >in’ first-run. theatres. 
-. “The: Departments. -of. ‘State and 

: National Economy refuse: to: make ! 
comment. on. the . situation, j 

‘lps... however, -and probably: his ; 
‘demands. will: be: subjected. to’ seri- 

_, Ous review -and - action: If no action 

it will .become. acute ‘in’ -1962. f. 

Greater’ Enion, Theatres on four-a- 
day. Pic’ is: also’. being. geared! 
through. the: key ‘nabes and ‘¢ountry : 
centres. then swings: on’ a coast to 
coast release. : \ 

. Colin Jones, Col's: oval’. Boss, 
blueprinted’ a préselling campaign, 

: including: the ‘importation . of two} 
‘| Geisha Birks. a Deo: 

Outlook Better 

Re or Hong
 Kg |

 

wo ""Toxyo, “Siao. 3. 
“Cencert. ‘performers. will find it 
more: difficult - to. pass up. playing 
‘Hong Kong in. the. future, ‘accord- 

: ing.to. Harro O. Odell, ‘the. Crown: 
Colony’'s” ‘leading impresario: for 

headline classical artists. He ‘cited 
i Hong. Kone's rapidly improving: 
lL economy, a City: ‘Hall seating 1 1600 | 
{ to: open next. Mareh and increasing.|: 

Disney Finds Gain | 
hh Native Voices: 

: interest. in music from ..overseas.. 
| = Here” attending” the .. East-West 
Music Encounter and the .Osaka- 
“ International . Festival, .Odell said}. 

Still discourages 

| tion: for. two. or: three concerts... 
. But: things. are ‘changing, - ‘Odell 
(declared. 
1. This. month: ‘Odell presented. thie. 

- such, areas” as. Japan, - India,’ ete. *»Royal. Ballet. His fyture lineup, m. 
addition. to. a “host of: Pianists,. in- 
‘eludes the Old. Vie Company with? 
.Vivien: Leigh, Yehudi Menwhin, the 
Vienna ‘Boys Choir. and- Larry Ad- 
ler.. The London Philharmonic with | 

an: “Anderson, Isaac: Stern, . ‘Jan 
‘Peerce, ‘Benny. Goodman,: Jack Ted-- 
garden and’ ‘the - ‘Juilliard: ‘String. 
Quartet: have: ‘performed: under ‘the 
banner, of» Odell’s’ 

‘State Dept.: 
Program. , 

New: Studia ssn. Would: 
Me Solve Demands Of ' 

f 

4 

Film Prods. In Europe 
Rome,. May-.30. 

Plan. to. lick: current ‘shortage of. 
- Studio. space -in the Mediterranean 
‘area via.a-pooling of facilities’ sur- 
“rounding “the Continental. sea: -is 
|gprrentls. in the books; according to |- 
Marion ‘Gering. ‘Gering; vet show- 

On: Ist. Aussie Date : 
._ (to. Metro: ” ‘and “Pnehanted | ‘Mon: | ’ 

ere a ae 

: Hong. Kong's. limited ability. to. pay |. 
many a. rtists. |. 

! Sometimes: adifference of $500 for. }- 
‘a. concert ‘has cost -him a renowned |‘ 
i artist, -And Hong’ Kong audiences |. 
| can. only hold a top-drawer attrac- 

‘ first . 

‘with . Nipponese © will 
‘Family: Robinson, - 

‘International: 
Films, Ltd. mainly with ‘assistance’ 

starring’. Japanese. :actor.| from. the President's: ‘Fund: of ‘the’ 
Toshiro" ‘Mifune,.. could: only :wrést: 

:7: a. mere, 
»" ° Bank for a production: that ‘may: top: 

. $240.00 . before it -is 

Cultural: “Exchange |: 

[Most of which. are. with Japanese | 
| voices. 

j re-release of 

“4s. taken, Rocha: privately indicated |:biz figure in’ the international field, 
“that there will be a drying..up_of }is .currently~ forming a. Mediter- 
. available ‘material within. ‘two to ,Tanean. Studio’. Asso,’ around’ a: 
: three: months. Only recourse then ‘nucleus including setups. in. Rabat, 

_., Hearts and Coronets.” 
-- two filtns are comparative ‘oldies. 

Jo. Sir -Michael ‘ Balcon produced. 
oat “The Long and the ‘Short and the 
a. Tall’: 
--. “Kind..Héarts.” .A’ Polish: rectpro- 
cal week’ will be: held ia -London’ 

“Will be to-inflict B.and lower giade 
7 Alms on. fans patronizing the: top!. 

Beh im Fin Wk 
Set for Warsaw: 

ot London, May 30, 
a “the ‘British: Film: Producers” 
- ‘Assn: “is organizing ‘a British. Film 
Week. in Warsaw, “starting | June : 

. ‘Atte help. ‘put ‘over. British pix in. 
. foreign Tarkets... Films. selected 
“ to'put before the ‘Poles are “Satur- | 

on day ‘Night’ and Sunday’ Morning,’ : 
ms “The Rebel,” “The Long. and Short |. 

--and the Tall,” “Sons and*Lovers,” |° 
“The ‘Ladykillers,”. ‘and “Kind 

“The Ladykillers”: and 

a the fall. 

‘The latter ; 

a dects,” 

Athens ‘and Istambul. : 

ja ‘Athens, it's thie modern. Anzer- 

‘Tducers. Gering expects the coordi-. 

Jand overpricing now. -pertaining. to 
the Mediterranean: area; while pro- 
‘Viding all. producers with new and. 
still: ‘unexploited: locales. and ‘back= 

.| drops. 
-Gering’s: first personal “produc: 

Studios, ‘ moving. later’. to: other 
arzas embraced. by. the: MSA. 

AK. Travd Pic For U: 5. 
‘Hong Kong, May 23.- 

Robert ‘Mallet, “‘veepes: of Bur- 
‘| ton Holmes. Travelogues, sn Amer: |. 

9.3% of all business: Austria fol 
lowed ‘with’.5.7°% followed by the 

ican documentary . film: company, 
-here from .Manila. ‘claims ‘that ‘a 
two-hour film‘ travelogue, set for 
release jn the -U‘S. this :year, will’ 
‘feature Hong Kong. among f lis sub: 

4 

“In, Rabat, it’s the. Soulfss! Studlo; t 

| vos: setup “while in, Istambul,- the| 
| Fitas .outfit: will offer’ its. facilities 7 
{to space-seeking U.S. or other. pro-: 

{nated setup to obylate the shortage 

4 Jast ‘year, 
‘total income ‘of the distributors .in 

l tion’ ‘effort in new-.. setup. will see} 
[Tom Rowe's “The Rolls - of. Gold” 
getting. a. ‘fall start in the Istambul. : 

| 304% 
{| $24.375,000. 

The: French had third’ spot ot} 
jthe taxes cut out about $26.42) Hoy 

Toei Doing its tth. 
Cartoon Feature. Pic 

‘Tokyo, May. 23. 
Toel. ‘Is réadying: its. ‘fourth ant: 

mated feature film’: tentatively. 
titled “The. Orphan Brother, for. 

| June release: | 

‘Company. sold, ‘its. first thrée car- | 
. toon. feature - pix. for US. ‘distrib: - 

“White _ ‘Snake -Enchantress” to" 
Data,: International), : “Magic Boy." . 

rey? (to Americar Toternational'. 

Mexicans Charge 
j M for Advance 

Feature Fu 
” Mexico. City, “May” 30. 

* “Peliculas: ‘Mexicanas, which is. 
| distributing: ‘national product. ‘in 

~ | Central and South America’ ‘and j 
Spain, 

foharged interest on’ budget ad- 
| vances, now has inaugurated a 10° 

‘which heretofor . never | 

annual interest. rate, in. effect -until 
‘two months’ after. “completion of | 
picture, with Tate then going down 

! to 5°3.on unpaid balances, 
Distributorship. is: receiving ‘$1- - 
280 000 'U. S.) instead of requested ; 
$4,000:000 to finance ‘picture pro-: 
duction... This .to' be’ limited to 
Partner . members. only,” with . ex- 
ceptions: made ‘when. a picture. has]. 
great: national interest or. artistic | 
quality: 

Tokyo, “May. 23, , 
Following -Suceess here: of: 

x “oe British Public Morality Group Raps 
=: | Trend in Pix Towards Sexy, Sordid 

-_ Stories; Asks Return to Normalcy 
i Mandarin Play er Sets 

Film: Deal With Quinn 
Hong Kong, ¥, May 23 

Mandarin. actress Helen: Li’ Mei 
has announced.a coproduction film | 

lt: will 
be. financed by an Australisn in-. 
deal with Anthony Quinn 

tterest She claims she and Quinn 
agreed. to co-produce a film with 
jagreed. flavor, in which tre will! 
be. director and act as costar: W 1th | 

Mee ithough - ‘the deal was made! 
‘Fsome time ago, Miss Mei explained 
that'a rep of AFCA Pty. Lid. (Aus- 

| tralia) recently. had approached her 
-fer a talk’ on this coproduction 
| film. which will be shot partly in 
i Taiwan and. Hongkong. Miss Mei, | 
a star with MPGI (Motion Picture : 
& General Investment Co.', has, 
2% films to her credit, . including : 
Ltour copreductions, one Korean, : 
i two Thai and one Philippine. 

Mex Cort. Censor 
| Official Denies 

Harsh Control 
Octavio Peredo, head of the De-} 

partment of Public Entertain- 

‘control of stageshows here, denied 

criminatory morality campaign 

ments, which -exercises censorship!edgeable about the hind of 

‘Vthat his office is initiating a dis-: 

' London, May 3 
; Those responsible for the trend 
‘towal ds increasingly sexs -and- 
soidid motion pictures get a sharp 
knuckies-rap in the annual report 
of the Public Morality Couner.. just 
-published here ~ 

“The cinema trade is Pussy 
through a phase wien filas of 
:sordidness and vice sern: te be the 
| seueral rule.” states Ue sepor,' 

the film of uncompli ‘ted rotae 
; tionships and virtue is terurbiy dut- 
ficult to find Whatever the titi 
trade moght think af as aiosd s.bone- 
‘ty felt in this council and ia the 
general public that the tuse for 

ja return to hyalthy-minded themes 
{'s tong overdue 

“The success accorded to stich 
ifilms as ‘Pollyana’ is a pointer in 
:that direction. There is a posit.va 
:yearning for genuine seniunent, 
; Benerous affection... aud ounscit- 
i conscious modesty to he once mate 
ifeatured in screen entertainment ” 

Report also refers to complaints 
jreceived by the counct) about sex 
posters and some newspapet aiver- 
tising “Film advertising as well as 
film production.” il concludes, 
“needs a breath of fresh air’ 

The recent Roval Vatiets Per- 
formance give the Pubhe Moraluy 
Council cause for further head- 

{Shsking. According to the report, 
jthere were “a good many com- 
iplaints’ about the progra:n this 
year. “It certainly seen. very 
necessary that those responsib'ie 
far the compilation of the st of 
performers to appear int the pro- 
| gram should be sutiiaently Khaoel- 

pei 

‘ former likely 10 xIve pleasure to 
the, royal patrows amd not to imv.te 

‘artists on a merely numerical basis 

: 

i 

dubbed. version of “Toby: Tyler,” | aimed at producers. All the depart- of alleged popularity ” 

Cutting is here. to supers ise dub- ; 
‘bing on three.new releases ‘and re 
{release of “Cinderella,” which was’! 
not dubbed _.in: original: outing, © 

live action: film .."in- memory: ment wishes ta achieve is to. banish | 
wih: Japanese voices. Disney’ 's Jack foutright vulgarity which is “dis-: Charles Heniy. 

This brought a-sorephly from 
producer for Jack 

agreeable.’ v 2Hviton who was respomuble for: 
Peredo ‘said that in a city of. Jselecting the performers at the 

nearly 5,000,000, theatre tastes | Roval show Said Henry * AM thee 
. | fluctuate -widely. He pointed out ! artists’ names are subnentted to Ure 

“Trio of .newcomers.-to. give forth , that his’ office has never denied i Lord Chamberlain who passes on 
“be 

“Nikki, Wild. 
Dog of the North; a and : ‘101 Dal- ; 
‘matians.” 

In’ recent | ‘years, - Disney's ani- 
-mated features: were dubbed ‘here, 
but live. -action fare never has gone. 
‘that course as in Europe. and latin 
America. . Chance was taken with. 
“Toby ‘Fyler,” sez Disney. rep here 
Alex ‘Caplan,’ because -pie. appeal 
was mhainly - to youngsters: and be- 
cause Japanese are: getting accus-' 
tomed. to. dubbing: via tv imports, 

For: its dubbing. success. for its: 
--| general. -contribution<. to Welfare. 
oP oTaby. - Tyler" received .- award 

from: Welfare. Minister.-” 
Movement for. dubbing. here’ {5 

now’. 
films slated for. the. treatment: are 

“Samson and De- 
Jilah” (Para), 

Waye” (Towa, ‘made in. to-produc- 
tion with AAL 

“ ‘Sav iss! 

— 

slowly. gaining.. Upcoming. 

‘Atlantis. the’ Lost 
‘Continent’ (Metro) and “The ‘Big 

‘permits’ for the  so- -called lizht 
arts, ‘also: Known. here “as. the! 
“frivalous” theatre. There is a bur- . 

| lesque house operating ‘consider: : 
ably ‘cleaned up’ and even French: 
bedroom farces, with female prin- 
ciples cavorting around in various ° 

stages of undress, are permilted as 
long .as they maintain “elemental ° 
standards of decency.” ° 
The public going for this sort of 

entertainment has a right to it, 
Perédo said. He ‘pointed out that 
‘actress Nadia Haro Oliva. who can- 
Stantly | produces what he termed | 
“French vaudeville’ is never 
‘molested: because, despite the racy 
| themes, there is ho vulgarity In me 
presentations.. oo 

.” Peredo; in answering producer 
complaints that his censorship was ; 
strangling their production plans, | 
‘said that the department will. al- 
ways act energetically against “:m- 
‘pudence without art and the vut- 
right. vulgarity’ of certain sketches 
of very doubtful taste included in 

“Vbedroom farces or musicals " 
10 oe 

Yank Produc Sil Holds Third 

Frankfurt, May 23. 

“Latest, report . from: SPIO, top: 
organization of the West German | 
film: indystry, reveals. that, despite |: 
a slight dip. in-business, the Amer- 
ican companies managed .to hold 
onto about one-third of the box- ! 
office receipts: in. West’ Germany 

SPIO announced the 

West Germany. in 1960 -was off! 
about. 5% from. the. previous year... 

-The. highest: percent, 40.7%. went: 
jt. the.. German ‘ ‘distributors for | 

: their initial - ‘releases, and. another. 
“3% for their re-runs, thus arcount- , 

ing for 41% of. all the ‘bookings. 

U.S. pix -tonk: second. place’ with; 
of Br03s . ‘receipts ‘or. about 

Italians." who garnered 5.2% of: 

“OW. German Film Grosses in ’61 

t And there was nothing they could 

| Workers have asked 

then) Everybody was passed . 
‘so yuu Can take it that the Queen 
vapproved the list of performers, 
i These people are jast looking tor 
‘ trouble” 
| Further comment fiom veteran 
‘come Bud Flanagan vho touk pare 
in the show: “it's lot of bosh ‘The 
Queen and the Buke of Bdinbursh 
enjoxed the shov JT know thes dur. 

lake exception to” 
The Publie Morality Counert. 

‘initer-denominational hody 
eludes representaties of 
;Church oof) England, the dees 
‘ churehes, the Roman: Cathoites and 
Jewish congregal ity 

‘All Dublin Dark, 

Strike Continues 
Dublin. May 23 

Talks to settle strike which las 
shuttered 60 cinemas and theatres 

an 

This 

{in Dublin area for the past 10 days 
have broken down. Sty.ke  con- 
tinues, Labour Court intervention 
is now considered likely 

pay rie, 
plus extra eash for worl at week. 
ends, ative a three week vacation 

[} fight. against the 5,000,000 tele sets! nually and a cut of working hours 
in West Germany, even ihpuga the | 
statistics: revealed ‘that during j 
.1960 there: were: 61,000.009 fewer ; 
tickets sold than in 1959 at West 
German. cinemas. 
‘However, total income “of flim 

‘ fisuses in 1960 just about equalled > 
that. brought in the previous year, 
for two ressons.. Many West Gere! 
man cinemas raised their admuis- 
‘sion =oprices. and theatiegoers 
bought a higher percentage of the 
‘more .cosuly' seats. Sou the total 
take last. year was down only 
6.1% from 21959. 

| The average entry price in 1960 
‘rese to about 36c from. the previ- 
*! ous year's average of about 34e. 

The greatest headache of the- 
exhibs is the Figh entertainment 
tax. in West Germany. Last year, 

of their biz Some of the various 
{ jands. of West Germany have 

42 per week 
When strike was called iti had 

| the effect of also shutter 
| restaurants in the cinema butidiis4 
as catering staff wouldn ! pase the 

pickets, Owners as a prelude !9 
»faiks, wanted pickets withdraws so 
‘that restaurant biz could ressse 0 
jand alo a guaranter that if res- 
*taurant staff. strike In the near 
jfuture ‘they have a pav cialn: of 
their ewn perding the ctiewa 
i workers would continue workin: 

to 

Only five neighborhood cineni a4 
are operating. after direct settle 
pment with the Irish Tram.port aud 
General Workers Usion  Abbesy 
and Gate theatres have also settled 
and continue operation 

Kalman Scores ‘Bargain’ 
Munich, May 3°) 

Chartes Kalman has jut come 
' bookings. ‘Next. came. British films slightly lowered the entertainment: posed the score for Basaria Filme’ 
with 467%. tave, imposed on the cinema, but | new ty comedy. “The Baruatn” 
BETO. as promiséd a’ “sirong the relief has not been: sufficient. \Gelegenheitskauf). 
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7 “history” 
vl, sumed :that'a producer or director | 

J (Was great we because Ais pictures 

a mi-sioner- “has. 

—— ‘tty. 
quisition of Utility, which makes |.with, exciting fascination and. got j-held that’ there. was: not debatable. 

: Gaffers &. Sattler ‘and. ‘other name. } te. Work:.on. ‘buying “book by: time: - constitutional. ‘issue dny olved. 

ee * arrange 
“clude “The Hustler,” “Come -Sep- | 

Absurd Waits For .{want: Hence, what. I’m‘ trying ‘to | 
*] do. is: focus. on subject: Inatter, hop: 

| ing: Naturally: I'll get. stars, too.” *: ‘Actors To Act 
‘The: US. motion picture: ‘must 4 

Teach the point. where it can make 
“a films sot at the whim of “two hand- ‘ 

} .: fuls of-actors but at the will of the. 
. | 4ndustry,”” producer-director Mark: 
‘Robson: told the.-trade: press ‘at 
-, Juncheon. in “New . York ‘ Tuesday’ 

(23)... Sharpening: his: sarcasm, he) 
added: . “We must not. have to: de- 
‘pend on when: an: actor. finishes. 

‘a Runtiog. in, Nairobi. before ‘we can. 
7 invest ‘hillions. of: dollars in a:film.” w 

Robson leaves - tomorrow . (Wed) | 
© For : ‘Europe -wheére’ . he'll produce. 
“The: Inspector”. for’ 20th-Fox ‘on: 
ocations ‘in. Amsterdam; ‘Londo. 
and Tangier; Phil Durine ig’ direct: . 
ing this ‘one.’ 

sf US: industry : is. “victimized”: by 
*. .exhibition and: the press, who..do 

not et. producers . make pix: with 
2; sany but'a snyall group of handsom: - 

*-ptars..-He added that. he. though!. 
‘the “biggest: ‘mistake in Hollywood 

-Was -when the industry. as- 

made. money. 

~~ CALIFORNIA SANCTIONS . 
__ REPUBLIC’S NEW SHARES 

Hollywood. ‘May 30: 
“Corporations: : Com: 

granted:;: Republic | 
Corp. 3 permit ‘to. issue ..449,233.; 

.. shares of conmon ‘stock. aS part-of.; 
~ the’ deversified : -L:- A. industrial 
‘firm's: planned purchase. of Utility. 
Applianée- ‘Corn.,. according: to Rep.’ 
prexy- -chairman. Yictor: ‘M. Carter. - 

Utility, shareholders ‘shortly Will. 
be ‘able | to biry one share’ of Rep | 

- stock for each 1.45 shares of. ‘Util- 
‘under plan of. takeover. - 

‘Galifornia” 

home’ - ‘installation . lines,” “will be | 
-.., completed: upon - exchange ‘of. at 

. least: 80°. _ of ..company’s common: 
‘stock. - “Permit: -provides ‘for- issu- 
ance of . sufficient Rep common 

_. stock to. bay-all of. Utility's. 651 388 | 
outstanding shares. | ; 

Dell: ‘Angles 
wr, —= Continued © fron. page * | 

‘of ‘ books and Tilo tieins,. 
Mitchell” “First, iet the plays and |: 

. best: sellers 

, don't: come right: ‘out: with the. film |. 
version, it's ‘toa close. “Have. thie | 

- paperback edition ‘follow the’ = 
Cover of the nlay's. first year rua. ously: 

rort’ 

opines.’ i. 

run. their. course—, : 

” Bick Zanuck 
— Continuéd: ‘trom: page. s F 4 

Oru Oe 

100-to-1 you: can't. get the star ‘you'| 

His three ‘‘daring”. projects ‘on ; 
* tap include. “The: ‘Chapman Report,” i 
\for -which Zanuck Sr.’ paid Irving, 
Wallace $175,000 cash. plus 5% over 
$4,000;000-. gross; .“Beardless War:": 
rior,” for which. he didn’t mention: 
price.. _and.. “Fate Is the . Hunter,” 
for’ ‘which $175,000 was shelled out 
to author-scripter. Ernest. K. Gann. } 
“Latter ‘deal provides: Gann: must | 

"turn: in: completed ‘screenplay. 
expects to develop his outline star t- 
ing next month in: Paris. 

“It: took, a let. of. guts to. ‘buy 
Chapman‘. ‘from. manuscript,’ *. Za-- 
nuck ‘1i9ted, ‘adding eight : others} 
bid: for ‘property, submitting .same { 
‘dffers. but: author chose. ‘20th-Fox 

iz 

deal : ‘ “because he: felt ‘studio. would : br 
4do best’ job. aan 

Robson also | ‘suggested: “that ‘the : anuck hoped it wou a ‘become -beStseller and-took- chance.:So. far.- 
it’s: figured, hard-cover: has. -sotd- 
about 100,000 copies: and* 4,000,000 

: papetbacks.: It’s in second’ printing.. 
“ “This: is the kind of: subject we 
hope: people will ‘talk about, then 
isee the.-film. We. didn’t : ‘think. “it | 
4 controversial... It's”: 
‘valid and ‘commercially exploitable 
to stand. on its-own2"’ ~ 
As for: “Beardless: Warrior. r- ‘Za- | suspended.” Oe 

dnuck: said “it's. ‘not sensational. ‘but-!.:: 
off-beat war picture. I's a‘ kind. Of: 

:| baptism: .of.- fire ‘Story - which pivots |- “Feau 
around’ a ‘young ‘boy's fear and! 
‘anxietiés:” Action: centers strictly : 
‘in’ trenches. from -opening: to.close ‘ 
and’ shows relationship. ot: boy. -to. 
‘others: in squad. new 

Zanuck feels in: Pate: is ‘the ‘Hun- terror, and. that the question of * ‘ob: j 
r” there will be controversy.from | i scenity”.” Was ‘decided by a jury. 

jair line people: “There haven't. been | 
jte 

¥too many stories. dealing with. flying. 
fas such, It deals with the ‘part fate” 
: plays. in’ fiving,. behind: the. ‘scenes | the states by ‘delegating.to the Bu-* 
| intrigue “ and’-suspense: and pilots ;requ-of Customs. ‘any. authority to: 
1 theory ‘an ‘numbers. up,. “something. | make: Final determination ' ‘upon. the 

7 ; | question” ‘of obscenity, 
. Producer said: he picked up book. 1. 
never seen. before.’’ 

“Att at aitport-on a flight: east, read. it} i appeal, the State Suprenie Court 

vine Feached -his hotek:. 
kL. “It. will be. a® big! pieture: “A’s. 
great for. John” Wayne, or: Rock | 
Hudson.” 

Back 10 ‘cash’ customers, Zanuck; ; feat. in “the -Cleveland:area fast : 
feels, - “the: ‘public. is..very. critic al | week, “when. the 

{ botore- paying . its) hard ‘cash iat | -Court | of Appeals upheld. a lower | 
| movie b6xoffices. taday. Which! 

ing. oo 
oF would. ‘say The. ‘Chapman. Re- 

will- he, a daring Aihe, 

Brazil 
; Continued ‘from pare a 

lvieted in “Dayton: Municipat Court © 

dramatically | sentenced _ to 30 -davs. in “the Day-, 
ton: Correétianal Faim. 

jforecs. ux to be mare selective andi“ ‘obscene. ” 
‘in any number of. CAS: 5, more dar-.; 

. pager ‘of the heights. Art. ‘Theatie. fe 

—! Ls Marshall, Cincinnati: news deal 
intended: ‘to’ pr ovide w ork for at! -and declared ‘that the city’s .ob- { Welt” (Mistress of The World: that ; 

™ Rape Recon Stage Play’ | 
| To Stark-Hyman; Terms: Day Crawford | Script Deduction 

fe Author % af co She. ‘sull ‘Owns Speer © Story. and Considers It 
een Fr 0. Dan :Taradash’s * 

rape-reaction study, “There Was A _Good—Hence Can’ t Enjoy Tax. Loss 

| Little Girl,” ‘seen on’ Broadway in; —¢ 
; 1959-60, have -been’ purchased | for.| 
; Seven”. Arts. Productions by ‘Ray | 
Stark:and: Eliot Hyman. Price, de-: 

" scribed. only as .“substantial:” is, 
yagainst ° 5% of: the (Bross | receipts 
on the’ ‘pie: - 
~-Taradash 4: also. being sought te 

i work on the pic: either as producer.) 
-OF- director.” * 

> 

in 1959, and. was-fined $1.000-and_. i 

} 
The “sen- 

tence and $500, of the. fine were | 

The appeals court also ruled: that 
Congress. had'“not jintended to 'm- 

‘-terfere “with the police . -power’ of | 

‘Harling’s Idea: Treaty - 
Between Theatres, Video 
Against Tollvision ‘Ogre’ 

Tf the film: and broaleast tn. 
a dustiies can fold them nose. aad 

embrace jong enough, ecauld be 
te nav set wark ont a united 

frop! avast the tollyisien ‘os 

Oblve brauch to the broads tsterg 
Was nnplied fast week hy Philip 
Harting “who heads the anti pay ace 
fit for Theabe Oem. of 
\mneried avd aba he -tasbretla 

Deottst Atte Pal) Cornaangt 

Inn a lett: to Geax Lehn ¢ of- 

.In ‘its: earlier - ‘rejection of ‘the 

KING. ViDoR'S OWN PIC” Washington, May 30 

US Tax Cvourt haa ruled that 
Allied Artie as Financler & Joan Crawiord did not sutter a de- 

u ductrble loss of her investment im 
tory about ai school teacher Hollywood, May 30. |?,5 

whieh she hoped to make initia a 
King Vidor has. signed &: deal i picture with Nerself ia the lead 

; lie produce.and direct: Turn in the’ Court upheld Internal Revet.ve 
. | ductiois ‘banner. with. “ultio’ Art-! Service which claurs Miss Craw- 

ey ‘ y P ; ° ford owes $30,501 60 for writing af 
THE LOVERS’ 10 REVIEW: oe panne ar ee aeeaea in het 1982 Fetunn the $43 Hod Be 
ANOTHER MGR. ‘GUILTY |srserr¥y cose" ny Soke te Attn gs HN B ile icture be ins shooting : 

vet Columbus; . May 30. Bailes: ‘August: ; s Si fone. honeht the story. written bv 

» Rever sing its.action On May. 3, | No budget lias been set’on pro-| aye athe tied ladvo tuned 
when ‘it refused. to-admit the. ap | ject, though a ‘studio spokesman ! i oduction ot the fl . in 7 inet 
peal of: Allen. ’S.-Warth; .farmer | said - it “will be a’ pretentious: pic-: te ae to star. Stu ho fectde i 

|maiiager of .the. Art: Theatre at.,ture.”.. Vidor. - has been actively: ‘The story. about the weraatical tt tals 
Dayton, the: Ohio- -Supreme Court. ‘ working. on the'script for past year: and “Wibulations of An bea it ma A 
has.. agreed ‘to: review ‘his convic:. yard has .been. planning: the pieture ta, int iibe with M: ‘ 1 wt. id's 
tion-en a: ‘charge of showing an "ob- -fav some time. : Story has a Holly-! a one image mw Saee 
-srene™ motion: picture, the regular ; "wood background. Ben : a abe 
ly-distributed,’ French-made -“The © In foliowing years she tied un 
“Lovers.” ” Warth- had * been: con- sucevessi ulls throu, th AGC ta niar- 

“ket the story on the pond.fion » aa, 
00. Revue would play the lead In 1943, WCA 

tried fhe major studies without the 
icondatien, and again faded 

th T { T | ee Under the Internal Revenue 
Cc oe there has to be a shawiniz of 

-Warth's ‘counsel appéalea, on the | oron 0 0 “eatupleted transaction’ that tte 
2 1 Ht on propert: to he deducted ts ware 

iz ge tad approved ie ‘si i “ Chicago, ‘May. 30. tess Court held that in Wis. Co an- 
distribution in. the’ United States Telemeter, seeking ‘offheat toll- fords cae thrs hadnt been dote 
‘anid that it: was judged: by “the bu. ivision fare that wouldn’t normallv desp‘ te the turndowns fram the 

‘rea ‘not obscené. The Appellate Vhave a place on free teevce, will {studius. Tt satd 
Court upheld the municipal court, ‘offer. the. curtent Second City. re-j “Petitioner still owns all iiss 

‘lsaying-it could find no prejudicial | ivue, “Animal Fair.” for Etobicoke to fhe story texeept! radio right.: 
'Toronto) subscribess in July. Sec-'She has not discarded or devtroved 

4 ond City. is: the egghead. Chi caba-' it) She stul thinks atoas a ROL | 
iret theatre which has been doing ‘story, and< would still like to pl tv 
“virtually. SRO biz ‘for its. two years. ine lead in a put ture Made fervor at) 
of operation 

- Show will he directed for Te te! 
eter, by Billy Graham. who did 
same for. ““Consul”” ard’) “Show 
“Girl” earlier. this’ vear, and will 
‘he taped on ‘Mav 29 at the. ‘ehnh | 
“hefore. and: invited. audience Dealt! 
‘arranged by: “William Morris office 3 
phere. which: ‘reps Second City ‘ 
-| Understood ‘cabaret will share on, 
Percentage basis. . Cleveland. ‘Not ‘Budgine 

: ..Cleveland, May. 30. 
. . “The Lovers” met ils second ‘dest 

‘Nertha Hyer’ $ Complaint: 
“One Contract in Germany 

Emerges 3 as Two Films: 
~ Actress Marth: H 

The appeals court rejected the con- ! ayer thought she | tention that conviction under the was” making. ‘one - ‘picture’ but, ap-; tin. Nifional Assn of Broa dea: ster 

| Statute violated’. Jacobelli's, consti- | Parently, ended up‘in two, chief, palning him to strong (co 
tutional rights. He had. been con--, , Bizarre situation comes to light} Ptolt™ remarks at the Let N AB ot 
| victed: -by. a three-judge panel. - | with the announcement. by her <at- j vention, Harttag, | fray fa TOA 

Ohio Sipreme Court has 1. ycrsed-| torney,. Theodore - Kupferman, | 200°!) coneciuded “Whenever there 
the: obscenity conviction of Joven | warning potential licensees: or pur- jis specite opportanits ta juin aur lon cha efforts, we would wConie the op 

sers of the pic “Herrin Der; partumts to do so! 

Eigith . District. j 

the film = was 
-The. court upheld the} 

conviction . of: “Nico Jacobellis,. man- } . 

‘court or uling: ‘that: 

then, ‘with. the--announcement of | jocai ‘performers and: technicians. }Scene literature. ordinance was. ui there is a claim pending against | 
‘the film, ‘there will be ‘a: renewed 
. interest and a speculation as to. the 
‘picture's treatment of. the. ‘play. or 

__ Book.” he added. 
? “Most 'studins," ". 
‘clared, “thiak of..the préesent:. not 
_the . future: 

ers and litle’ ’ pages. accordingly. : 
Sorne | 

“while: in- Holly . 

“tember,” 
-the '. 

“Chautauqua,’ ” 
Pirate,” 

“Morgan. 

leased. later this: year. He -aiso ‘set 
oo! Jnany television deéals, buying un-' 

- ’, gold-. pilots which: will..make short :a healthy film. industry ‘in’ Brazil: 

tories, children’s: books,- and. set- j hecaiise when. such :Jocal industries 
ting ‘deals: with the mushroorning ; 

‘cartoon -factories. ‘for. both ‘comics 
. and. paperback. ae 

- Other . -ti¢ins . inglude’ . “Four | 
‘Horsenien’: of ‘the “Apocaly Bse,” 
and- “Ada.” 

cs. /Mitehell ° “concladed:- by: stating 
‘that. his. firm. :Dell, offérs -bonuses 
“to its. W riters for the sale. of. their 
“properties t9- television or. films 
“we: pay. between: $5,000 and '$10.- 
000 to a writer.whose work is sotd 

::: . . to these. mediums because we know 
“Swe will. have «an ‘enormous. 

"crease. in- “sales. of. their ‘books. We |: 
’ “have created “va tious 
“eamps* for .this. specific’ purpose.” 

| zilian president: ‘for ‘the - \various 
“Mitchell de- :“‘Spold , moves” which, he’ has under- i matter. 

The. publishing: firms: | 
«Just: work at about! eight months 

200, advance.-noti¢e and. \plan. . their: 
2 ‘campaigns accordingly? * he. went. 

- “therefore, when we. talk of at 
whe Aicitr: with. an. upcoming. ,produc-. 
tion for a studio, we plan our cov- 

of the tieins that Mitehejy}. 

Johnston. said he’ can understand ; 

a .“Thief" of Bagh- | 
* dad,” vall : ‘pictures’ due ‘to. -be ‘re-- 

in- |. 

‘writer |  anAZELs.. ‘in, Detroit... 

Joh , constitutional. . _ Johnston’ described his talks. with ‘| lacked. knowledge that the publica : 

| tion: seized’ al his whole ales news. 
‘store: in 1958 -contained obscene | 

‘Quadros and ‘ot%er officials as very. 
friendly. ard he praised ‘the’ Bra- 

taken to curb: ‘inftation. . 

Johnston, is to spur: local: produc-. 
tion! Because there’ is very Tittle; 
‘local ‘production; .the proposal, if’ 

| enacted’ ‘into ‘law; -woutd. actually . “t aime 
feauire.:that ‘the foreign -distribs |.protected’ rights of freedom 0 World” and “Angkor-Vat. 

; {5 speech. and. of ; the: press. " : 

[ : ‘Darryl Zanuck 
‘US. and thev ‘are desirous of build-!\_-..- 

produce -or’ finance ‘local pix: ov 
In: his best -diplomatic manner,: 

the .Brazilian. ‘position - -— the Bra- 
7iiins remit a lot of money. tothe 

t munity. “To ‘this: the MPEA. topper ° 
added that he- would: like’ ‘to ‘see; 

are’ “healthy, theré.is seldom :anyt 
need to inflict controls: ‘and: Titnita- . 

j tions on outsiders. 
~The ‘film - distribution ‘quota pro: iy 

*} posal is.one of a numberof .enter- 
‘}tainment - industry. aspects “hoing! 
studied ‘bea. governmert .. comm*s-, 
‘sfon. annointed by ‘President Quod-: 
Tos . Flavio Tambelline. chairs: thei* 
cammission: whieh (is known: ‘by its! 
initials, GEICINA, | : 

» Gaidspesd Syd Bownicin’ 
- |... Detroit. Mav. 30. 

“Syd: Bowman; dear of ‘branch 
Tetires this:} 

month. because. of ilf health. Bow 
_ Dell: ‘which ‘sells, in. excess of one | man. is. United Artists’ “hranch man: te 
‘million. books, ‘per day on. news-|ager .and-chas. ‘served " 27 years: in} 
_Stand§s, etc:, is repped in Hollywood: the industry: 

* by. Charles: ‘Bloch: & ‘ Associafes,- ‘Farewell ‘testimonial’ dinner was 
and «firm: ‘recently. ‘said. “we. are. held: vesterdav Mon.) in, the’ Stand-| 

expanding our’ facilities” because, ard: Club,” Sheraton-Cadillac’ Hotel, 
of the’ enormous. How. of. material. ” in honor of ‘Bowman: ~ 

The: ‘principal ‘reason. behind the}. 
proposal: for ‘foreign: - distribs: - in| 

| Brazil. to‘handle’tocal product, ‘said ; 

ing .up:a-. local . production com. 

dor SO, 

- Marshall said he }the fifm.: 

ot picture was. produced by i 
iim and Arthur Brauner of { 

tego. Berlin towards of the end of EXP LOIT EERS F OR U 
n Germany and on location! Upfyepsal is ugment it. i ‘ gme fits felt 

in southeast Asia: The agreement | force for exploitation of its. atti provided that Miss Hyer would ap- | ner release slate | 
Phe W 8 film, Utled | “Mistress .of | Company has set a team of 14 le orld.”” . : ; ; freelance reps For the June -Augact | 
spllowever. she UER, film was re- period fo Work on “Last Sunes ” 

se roug t was sent] baminy Tell Me "Cana Tiue” 
‘Mistress of ‘The Septensber.” and the “Curse of 

Miss W te as > wo ry 

Hyer’ Ss attorney claims'a breach shock romnlio of the Cat 
of. the contract whic. 

lich called for Field additions around the coun only one picture. Ie warns that | 

|the claim will be enforced. against | {2 jnelude Ken Smith, David Po 
y or exh who han- bard. Harold Perlman. Bernie Kure les th 

idles” the pix. +) ban. Sy Schechter, David Kane, 

{merno 7 TWO LOVES’ | Wotlk" ater 7% 
REPS US, IN BERLIN 

‘RECRUIT MORE: FIELD 
The Ohio Supreme: Court, ; 

jin an unanimous decision, said,. 
” “The™ ‘ordinance which: makes 
mere- possession of ‘obscene litera- { 
ture‘a misdeméahor without regard 4 
‘to: whether. the ‘possessor had. 
guilty knowledge of such obscenity; | 
imposes:. an unconstitutional . re-", 
‘striction on the . constitutionally ;9Ut as two films, * 

-| 

—— 5 Continued from page 3 — 

; of landing craft’. . Zanuck savs now. 
however, that such Janding. craft 
has “become available. in areas 
somewhat closer to his: Paris, .GHQ.| 

ver, Morriv Steinman, Jin: Catttatn, 
Amike Vogel, Alan PFoshko,. and a 

G4: Sete (wast studio rep to covet J A, 

With. preproduction photography | Metro's “Two Loves" has heer : openings 
due to get.underway next. month, selected as the official U.S. .entr: ! . ~ oe - 
plans call for” principal . photog-¥ at. the. uproming Berlin interna. | Davies as Acad Prez 
rapliy: to. start. in late: August, with [tional film festival June 23-Jui. 4‘ 

studio shooting to commence inthe | Shirley | MacLaine,  Lavtence . 
middle -of. the fall. “For the latter Harvey and Jack Hawkins are Stars 

work, Zanuck. will be‘ {aking over jor the pit. 
all ‘of. the Studio de Boulogne. in; 
Pari-; where no less.-than.64 in-° 

Sdividual ‘sets will be constracted.! 
J At the: present. time, the Boulogne: 
pstidio is occupied with a French. 

Hollywood, May %: 
Valentine Lavies, who move! up 

to preiesay of Academy of 4 4- 
Gon Putore Aris & Sciences fron 
vet Joilowing death: of BOOB 
‘Kahane has heen re-electes 0 
sare fur 1991-62, 

Abathe, imeutsbe aty 

a — 

Irving | Isaacs ¢ ontrols 
Poles’.“Mother Jeanne’ 

Slam wera fil n “"Cjeot Irving: A Isaacs, pres of the where ec. ‘ . . . 

el teat "tr Telepix Corp. of Boston, nas ae eee ee ee tudias ace 
with’ Jackie Gleason in the ‘star quired the US rights to the Polish (10 Sr ami Sat. ue fuditeg Wer 
part.- ‘| SMother. Jeanne of The Angels’ O°! Be Cores, TA vey da 8s i 
For the’ time. being. Zanuck has! A story from. Cannes inthe Ma: 17 el i. 2d viv, Hal Titas, secretare 

put aside any plans.for the produc-] VARIFTY erroniausly reperted that Hai Mutat. avestanl secretary. Feed 
ition. ‘of Jim Bishop's” iThe Day lthe. film had been bought for the 1. Metcler, ‘reasurer, and dats. 0 

Aalperg, NY @CAU es 

Governors CONS Of ZA el. cred 
member., *so fron ba: Hoof A oseie 

‘feimy > 13 branches 

Christ.Died.” ‘saying. that * ‘Longrst LU.S, -by¥ Janus Films 
Das’ is going-to require his com} “Mother Jeanne’ was given the 
plete. attention for the mort. year “wr awatd at this year’s recently 

. vps : -Econcluded, Cannes fest. 
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In tuts gears Internat:enal F.lm 
An .uail ch Vanity Gideon Bache 
ak Sas an article Gi tle ee of 
hat be cails “signiticant” lr. in 

tuis cenuptey By this tecuche res 
fers fo the mumsber of -is i budget 
wiley eude nt filins osseccie Ly de- 
weted enthusiasts vinuioh have 
heeGue oa part of the American 
feeae¢oam the past few veies: dt is 
& pouG esticle. Toa. sa.iepetheric 
Vath rnueds of it. Ino potthiemtar I 
aun Stmpathnetic witih op as ene 
mebts on tne Change am Bias in 

secent .ears. . 

I could not agice mae 
firere So a new Ge.tave cure in 

fuss, as there isin otter arts. I 
nicht an faet quiblte Uiat am tilims 
at any rate this goes beck a little 
firtner than 1957, but that is a 
warner pont, We apiee Dhak there 
has been a change. and certanly 
a change for the better. 

When it comes to the Erae tical 
preblenss of actual produciion, 
however. I feet that there is rhuch 
more to te said Yt anxthing,. the 
author does not po one ely far’ 
enough. 

What he has to say Is,’ ‘in fact, 
not particulaaly pow On the eon- 
fhaty it as what exapersnentsi film 
reople have been sayiige ter lo! 
these many years. With afew 
changes this article of Bachiaann’s 
cauid have appeared m 1935, in} 
the heyday of  CExperimental; 
Cinema ~ Then too there were peo-- 

qie omiaking smaJl-budyct  inde- ; 
pendent films inet as reanyv to be, 
sure; and then too there were 
people bitterly complaining that 
the commercial companies made | 
it virtually Impossil: le for aitists’ 
tu do any work in films. 

I am not criticizing this point; 
ef yeu. The people who hold it: 
are the keepers of the tame. With-} 
cut them we would not have the | 
Intransigent determinavion. 
has done much to advance films 
through the years... But: the point | dertaking if one is to produce any- 
of view is linuted. It does not 
cover by any manner of means the’ 

Creative work that) film. people 
have produced in sixty yecrs, and! 
it docs little to help the situation | 
In any practical way ft as stab’ 
the “shoestring production point ° 

of vicw, soto speak. 

Tt has, at the same tine. one 
valid point ser Uns counties. [ts 
ciilicisin of the eli:cial maustrs 
is certainly well taken) The indus- 
try, if not. quite as niucii the vi- 
Fain as its Worst cries: part if, 
{is still greatly at faul€ from any 

creative puint of view. 

trme, has been gaing down hill a? 
an ever-increasing pace uptil to- 
dav it is making heraly ans thing 
worth a second giance. ‘This means, 
hesides, 
big studios but the f:lms. of the 
so-called independents os wi lh ALE: 
of the films have the save quial- | P 
div, the same lack of se.ious idea, 
or oof sermous sivle. The success 
of so omaeny fareign  fians’ under-: 
scores this paemfully 

Tycoens, Not Beatniks | 
This wo Gf Course. a@ Vatce-, a 

thisee-told tale 
whole sturv. Film production. all 
fer all, ts far more thon a niatter 
of tycouns and beatntks. His. in, 
fact. semething vers cifterent” 
nine -tenths of the tine. Hails wood : 
wonet the rule. Hollvwooad is: the 
exception! And this is the. burde n 
e_Lomy artiele. 

It is a commonplace to say 
—and Bachmann dots say it— 
that the really creative werk 
in films has been vch’eved by 
a handful of = revo'utienary 
spirits who have st uegied 
manfully against the shactves 
impesed by a dead, unimacina- 
tive industry. It is a <°rring 
idva and has been ma nificent- 
Iv expressed mery t' ~ ‘he 
enty traub?e wth it is that it 

stiply isn’t true. 
Ps PROSE fully Uaree-id fs 

pues.. tk auch reere ab tie cred- 
hve bla NOrk qhhstee aes been 
ene wWathin the cents of the: 
rommsnerenal studio Yate 

Vbat Shokespeare did nv the con 
‘acre: theatre Griffith, Stocheim: 
i 3 rau, Fisensfe no Gor ne t, 
YehHes, Bergman heve & re 
smimercial film stuecia 
rane ao osinnlar bere oof 
the pon-commmercrab Hn? 

There Have been bor ew ostecios. 
terre have ker snrall -studios. 

mn the 
Can 
aork an 

For A New American Fi Industry, 
There's No Evading Big Money. 

By KIRK BOND 

that. 

which ;“Sour grapes.” 

And Helly-: 
wood, Gpen ta criticisnl for a long. 

not just the filras at the. 

Bat this is not the = 

else? . 

Clair? 

ene: 

fpguantity of simple. entertainment 
Ims). serious films. for ‘an Antelii- 

gent ‘audience, ©’ 

There have been cooperative stu- ; | Way.. Films. necessarily. - 
dios in which the film makers were; ' cost Vast’ ‘suns. ‘of “money. . They 
largely their own bosses. There’ i necessarily involve the: services of: 
-have been director-producers with | vast hoerdes:: of. workers. who See | 
their own. companies. There have ! ‘that every. fold of: every ‘dress. aa : 

companies , , precisely in’ place, ‘that. ‘every: cos- | a 
more or less‘built around famous : ‘tume is.of the Third. Dynasty and | 
Leen producers. with 

directors. There have been: almost: -not “of. the Fourth.- But this ‘is; 
aS Many ways of Financing the mak- ‘nonsense. Stroheim at -his~ most | 
ing of moiion pictures -as. there’! ' elaborate. would: not. have been 50 
‘have been films. But the. preat: finicky. ° 
bulk of them have had one thing 

in common—they have given the | overblown. ‘administrative’ -strue- 
creative director a chance. -jture;, useful for.the manufacture of |: 

This is not'a matter of idealistic | the cars’ of "General- Motors -but | 
dreaming. This. is the way it -has- hopelessly out: of place in ‘the work 
been and: fs—except in Hollywood. jor. making good or even interesting | 
And it was this way once in: - films. . Hollywood has become more 

Hollywood too. It was this way in ‘factory than product, - 
Hollywood as long as there was nki f anid ili 
lfe, change in Hollywood. It was.this fe eee king ing. of i Sdylle 
way as long as companies came and i treat. Theatrical - ‘films... mean. 
went, with new people with ew - money, organization, stars, pub- 
ideas “constantly coniing in. With. icity. "This “has always ‘been true. 
new people, new ideas, real -com- : n 
petition, creative filmmakers had: Bataay o bolance, the stadvos been 

a chance. They had a chance. ‘been creative places: that, happened 
whether it was at the hands of the: to require a.large--degree’-of ad-- 

thin peo: wo w anted to he ome | qninistrative. organization. :. rather’ 
ling erent or a e nanes OF | than factories that. happened: to: be. 

;the old people who had to follow | ‘manufacturing films and not ‘cars: 
‘suit or find themselves. left behind, ; There is no reason why this can- 

Is Hollywood Halted?. -|not ‘be true of the American “film 
But somewhere along the line i industry tcday. And if only a few. 

‘HoHywood stopped moving. After ; people—with a little monéy—want 
.years of steady, sometimes, be- jit that way it can be true. -... 
.Wildering evolution the industry But {t will. take money. It -can- 

jbecame to a large extent frozen. | not be.done on a shoestring. You 
The major companies of. the. 20s ein write poems .yhich may not 
are by and large’ still the . major j pe published that “way, you~ can. 
; companies. This’ may. be. nice « f0F i com t be pose music (which may. not be 
the tradition-minded, but it is bad | ou can- 
for art and it is,.in-the end, bad: ;performed: that. way, but:y H inot put up” huildings that way and 
perk industry. ti al it hyou ‘cannot .make films that way. 
| erhaps the critics will say ap- 
"doesn't réally matter. “We” don't | Equally it will take, ay dis. 

tt ke the hi r b proach. ‘Jt cannot. be done by dis 

jwant to make the. hig, ‘a orate | carding’ the. Hollywood. economic | 
studio films. We want: to. make: structure ‘but, keeping the. Holly- 
small, simple films, films of. reality, waod min¢t. 
films that are not theatrical]. But sense by. our “emigres” “who have. 

this Is,- 1 am afraid, muttering, ygone abroad (where. the working. 
{conditions are more’ satisfactory”). 
and made films’, which are not Hol- 
lywood either. in production or: in 

thing at all extensive. This is what. spirit. Hf it cari-be done abroad ‘it: 

so many critics seem to forget:: We. can, be. done. at home... All we need 
cannot build cathedrals with the | ‘is to forget our. oldteonviction’ that | 
‘financial means needed to build a the Hollywood. ‘wav is ‘the only | 
‘sand castle. And even the more lim- | possible way" of: making. American 
ited films, to be persuasive. to give. films. - 
ideas bey ond the. elementary level, , 
need resources, means beyond the And: ‘the present day, witht] 
reach of the average: non-commer- the change that is evident. in c 
cial filmmaker. ‘This seems obvi- 
ous but it is rarely stated. 
Which in. fact. docs become famous i lave . 
-and does cost a few thousand dol: | Shimas’” and its: ‘‘L*Avventuras” 

‘lars—“The Salvation Hunters” for and take its rightful place as one 

“example—is) a great. rarity. ° fo iof the major producing ‘countries: 

There are, of course, the true j iin the world. 
experimental films, the. films that 
explore: new ways of expression a 
outside the scope. of the theatrical 
film with its troughly) predictable. 
audience. But these are in a sepa- 
rate category. The people who 
:make these films are. almost by 
‘definition, not intcrested: in the 
possibilities of making theatrical 

‘films for a general audience. no 
*matter how sympathetic. They 
work, in a different. world that.| 
only harely touches. the. world of | 
theatrical expression. They do. not 
“affect the main problem. 

i This preblem is to find a way! 
-to make it possible for Greative 
film. work to be done again in this. 
country, not on a tiny,. off-beat 
scale’ on the ‘sidewalks of New 
York, but in the commercial stu- 

‘dios, work that will -really: repre- 
sent the best spirit of the country 
and that ean hold up.its head. be- 

tside. the best work -of.other lands. 
The first step is to realize that 

‘creative film can be produced -in 
the coramercial studio. that indeed 

ithis is where creative film has nor- 
;mally been made. The second step 
is to discover..what canbe. done 

Film is a complex. large- scale un- 

this. -eountry can have "its “Hiro- 

Properly Rights 

than -the: “right ‘to be let’ alone,” 

constitutes: a. ‘firmer. basis. for gran- | 

ling relief . and for the ‘assessment |: 

of damages. ‘fle. explains that in 
the defamation : suits, just’’as in 
libel suits, ‘the eourts’ have - been 
careful about abridging the. ‘Fights |: 

cerned wiih keeping. the. channels 

saults by plaintiffs, whose com- 
plaints ‘covering |: ‘their - mental. 
distress.and injury ‘to. their feelings 
might: be ‘more fanciful. than real.” 

it appears | that New. York ‘courts 
have -heen_ more. liberal -in.. award- 
ing damages for. property, appro- 
priations | through characterization 
than has California ¢twhich -he re- 
fers to as: “the. fountainhead of this 
medium}. 

the rigtit to commercialize an 
about it. | aspect. of .Gne's personality. . is | 
| _ Other Aspects: capable of assignment ‘atid can be 

At this point sympathetic critics] made the subject matter of -con- 
tract, express: or ‘implied. * 
this elément, he adds, which. dis- 
linguishes this right” “trom _the 
‘right. ‘to -be leit: alone.” 

“The ‘various “publishing © ‘and 
aniusenient- ‘industries themsélves 
would. bést' ‘be. served,” he. main- 
tains,” “and 
vastly 

who. have gone atong with the ar- 
fument so tar will perhaps ebject 
that this 1s aH very well but that 
‘this is America, not Europe.. mot 
even America. of: 1920. -OQne cannot 
expect to change the vast industry 
that is Hollywood and produce se- 
riaus creative films in any number. 
-The country -is not. that much in- 
‘terested ‘in art of any sort.: 

Isn't it? It seems to me a num- 
‘per of indices prove ‘the contrary, 
and 1 am not. for a moment refer- 
ring to Official evidence. of our] that .the: purchaser will thus be j 
culture, There: scems to be more; protectéd against enroachments by 
.than enough serious’ interest ‘in |‘comnetiters de Wine. ‘16° exploit ‘the 
:all terms of art to warrant Ahe same individual.” ” a 

be. purchased. ‘ini gross’ eitner from 
the living or.from the ‘estate of 

tides that there: can: and should be | 
a film industry:in this. country pro-} 
ducing (along ‘with the inevitable |. 

‘Perhaps ‘it is really a ps¥chologi- ben 
real, problem... We are so.accustomed| ~ 
to the. Holiywood “way of. doing. 
things. -We accept this’ as the only 

have. to]: 

We. accept aS 4nevitable the | . 

‘tive film work the. vorld. over,. ‘seems | . 

A film | eminently” a timé to. begin. . Then 

of free ‘speech. and haye heen -con- | 

of . communications “free from as- | 

From the cases eited by Gordon |, 

Gerdon’s summing up: 
asserts that in. the’ case of. both 
professionals and: non-professionals, | 

It is. 

litigation would. be. 
reduced once it. is clearly’ 

recognized. that these. rights’ may. 

the “deceased” public ‘figure, and_ 

_ specialize in older films. 

Police-Clocked Length 
: Tokyo, ‘May 30: | 

‘Tochigi 4s expected to™ be-: 
come second ‘prefecture . .to 
adopt | restriction: on.. running 
time of single film.. : 
It was. in. March. that Aichi; 

Prefecture limited exhib time’. 
per. show to three hours and 
‘30 -minutes, But, applications 

' -have: ‘appealed - the ruling. and . 
officials are. expected to’ grant 
time. -extensions © for: special 
“eases, 

‘Roeney Raps Media 
~ Guarantee as Gary: 7 

. ‘Washington, May 30: 
. Brooklyn «Congressman : John. 7 
Rooney. took his -usual swipes. ‘at j 
the Informational. Media Guarantee } 
Program, .and ‘added’ an- oblique | 

slap at Eric Johnston. during. Te | need. ‘for higher standards ‘of taste. 
‘ir’ productions by. the. moyie.in- * 
"dustry. ‘As a “Senator” and: as a.” 

cent . closed. Appropriations hear- 
ings. a 
‘Rooney; chairman of the. subeom-., 

mittee which -handles funds “for. 
State Dept.; U.S. Information. Agen- 
cy and wuther units, dubbed. the. 

for: motion ‘pictures.: “IMG: ‘guaran- | 
tees a dollar’ return ‘on ‘revenues 
from countries with remittance bhar- 
riers for “distributors of ‘films, 
‘books, : ‘Magazines, . _Tecor ds and: 
newspapers. 

And, ‘referring to Jolinston’ Ss. plea’ 
for a ‘big - increase in IMG funds | 
two lears ago, Rooney told: William. 
J. Handley, Director of USIA’s In-: 
formation. Center Service: “If we. 
were to. follow: Mr.. Johnston’s “sug- 
gestion, this program vould: by now ? 
‘have - Teached astronomical propor- 
tions.”’. 
The. ‘Administration’ s ‘Tequest: for. 

IMG for the fiscal year. ‘beginning: 
July 1 amounts to $3,550;,000—a re-. 
duciion of $141,680 from the allot-'| 
ment for the current fiscal year.” 
The hearings, which were made |. 

public last week, contained .a‘ list ' 
of all firms whi 

‘It has been done in a jin. the IMG progham. and the’ dol- | 
‘last June 301} 

eign. curren- 
lars received tas 
in return for the 
cies - they ‘earned. -Picture. compa: ‘Dondi,”.‘Swiss Family, Robinson. 
nies included: |.” 

Alco. Pictures Corp.. $20. 280 
Allied .”. Artists: 
Corp, "$118,021. . 

- Columbia Pictures Inic., $195. 539. 
. Columbia’ ‘Pictures. ‘Corp., “$133,- ; 

j ful. reflections. of lite, 
Columbia’ Pictures International ; -clude at times‘unpleasant episodes,” 

. but: -contended that: ‘over-emphasis. 
“of the sordid has «thrown out-of 
j;Palance the. American scene. - - 

| 856, 324 Advance. Ducats a: 
For ‘West: Side’ in’N.Y,. 

t- -Advance. ‘Sales. {or ‘the. premiere ; a 
Motion . ‘Picture Export ' Assn., | hardticket - date: of 

. | Story” at: the Rivoli Theatre in. 
_ $23, - |New York: have now reached $56,+ _ 

- 324, ‘William J.. Heineman, United °- 
Paramount International “Flinis ‘Artists ‘yeep, and ‘David:.E: Wesh- ©: 

: ner, Mirisch Ce. ‘sales. ep, ‘stated: *: 
in a joint’ “handout ‘Monday 129), Pic’. 
‘does. not. preem -al: the. Rivoli’ until. 

494, 

Corp.; $466, 940. 
‘Walt Disney Productions, $207,- 
00. 
Goldwyn Productions Ine., $120, 

920.. 
‘Loew's’ Incorporated, $737. 206. . 
Loew's - ‘International © Corp.. 

$1, 224.208. 

| $1,915.861. 
Moulin... Productions | Ine, 

| 965. ... 

| Ine., $669,938. 
— Continued ‘from ‘page 5 ee | ass. Paramount Pictures Corp.; $523, 

Republic Pictures : International 
Corp., $211,050. = .. 
RKO: Radio Pictures, $902.513: 

“Selznick: Releasing Or Banization..; 
‘$22,532. : 

. Small Productions, « $25. 370. 
‘Sparta Film, Inc., $5.020..- 
20th. Century-Fox, . $853, 164. 
20th Century-Fox ‘International - 

‘Corp... $457. 282. 
. United. Artists Corp, $559. 147." 
“United - World. Films, :$5:887. 
‘Universal Films, Inc.;. $519.369. ; 
‘Universal: ‘Pictures. Corp., $422. 

347. 
Vox: Produstions, $10. 000: 
“Warner . Bros. ° 

Corp., $15148, 522. 

WIFIE WANTS ARTIE- | 
OPERATOR'S WAGES” 

“Oakland, “May 30: 

“".: | sales. could -be itemized. Orie‘of the -”. 

ward:. Landberg asked . Alamié‘da- 
County. superior | ‘court -}ast week 

in her. damage. suit. ‘that ..her 

back wages and* profits from the 
Stiidio.and Cinema Guild ‘Theatres... 
‘She ‘ran the theatres for several’ 
years whilé Landberg. was’ in ‘Los 
Angeles and Mexico. - 
“Langberg recently" 

ley. Both’ of the - present houses 

o complaints 

Recipients Itemized, 

“International | America,” 

te 

a | Pall Literary” 

to: ‘put two, Berkeley: arties into. re-.|. 
ceivership .until he. pays: her 
$59:000. ee, o 

Pauline. Kael,, who — divorced |: - 
Landberg three’ ‘years agon charged , 

ER, 
husband: owes - her. the $59.000 “in 

[Pan Mail a 

| ‘Censo
rship N. @

? are 

“ Washington. May 30. - 
Sen. “Thomas H..Kuchel «R- Calif.) 

| reports ‘a: new ‘trend ‘in’ mail ‘wante. 
‘| ing Congress . "td do - something” 
‘tabout -motion: ‘pictures, ’ along with 

» Tow" - grade: about... 

ing considerable | letters ‘aboiit- poor’: 
‘quality: ty. programming.. ‘The tele-.. ” 
vision: -gripes ‘may ‘have. triggered © 
the move in: on films it is assumed. 
-*Kuchel descrithes the. film ‘mail a3, 

: “relatively: ‘small.’ 

films.” 7 

—| It’s. ‘a new. dev élopment, téllowe~ 

ic ‘ing him.. 

“The Californian is ‘answering: ‘the | 
i jJetters with this form reply: . 
i:.- appreciated your comments 
Nand - ‘suggestions concerning the 

father; I. share. your: concern: 

‘most. effective refulation ° 

With. sufficient - alertness | “by: an 
‘aroused: public, .T am “eonfident, that - 
j higher standards. would: ensué. 

PL AUDITS FOR FOUR’ 
‘FAMILY- TYPR. FEATURES... . | 

.. Seattle, May’ 30.° 
7 4 Queen Anvie Highschool. Patent. an 

have taken part i. .¢achers: Assn. has chimed in. the -:°-’ 
. gE upbeat-downbeat issué ‘with, plaue..... 

idits, for recent family. films, alting 
:“Sundowriers, i “Cinder fella, 

yand others: of recent: vintage. UniE, 
in ‘letter.-to Theatre Owners. ‘0 

‘hailed the. 

of sex- and. violence. ee 
Letter noted that: piri; ‘to. be. falth- 

“must. in=- 

Oct. 18; 
Publicist and summer. theatre 

| operatae Marshall. Migatz has: béen 
~’ RKO Teleradio Pictures, $66.141. ‘appointed’ group sales: manager. for 

i "West. Side.” rane 

— ; Continued from page’ 5 — 

who “are. quick with. the. ‘Masking 

price” handout are: "frequently te. 
| markably: . “reticent: when | a firm — 
1 deal. is ‘consummated. . 
--endear. them to. editors With’ inem- a 

“International ories.. 
“ ' Other. ‘strange di: <ereparicies in. 

volving imaginary offers in picture 

{ weirdest occurred recently when-a 
+ novelist in: Chicago: ‘Said.a- ‘producer 
in Hollywood had‘ never paid’ himi.. 
; When ‘this’. was:-ehecked out : the =: 

. i Chicago‘ ‘chap, whose. fiction is ap- -.*’ 

Ex-wife’ of. theatre owner -Ed-, 'Parently "not . confined . between. 
covers, somehow recalled: Oh, ye S; _ _ 

that: check. ‘for © $25, 000; :1. guess - Te as 

was paid. . This was § imaginary non- 7 
“consummation: 

_ Purchasers ‘Jniterested? 

Milton 

printing: prior to- publication: this 

process:of law.’ 

‘fra: Vvoseverst. >: 

. but -it is some- « 
| thing fresh the postmen are, bring- an 

“Voy: suggest ‘that one possible - ae, 
remedy. ‘is: greater. control. by. the’ ©." - 

a“ ». ua | federa government. As a Senator,: .. 
IMG a “gravy train” and “subsidy [I -do not : believe ;this approach: :- 

'would be the ‘most’ fruitful since . 
it would cause us. to enter into the... 
‘hazardous area of - “‘pover ninental -_ 
‘censorship,. A’ a parent? know: the — 

is: dis- |. - 
leipline in the home, Certainly as - 
-Americans,..we must: assume. -the. |. .- 
responsibility of activelv’ ‘showing. owe 
aur displeasure by: refusing fo sup--).~ 
port that which is-not.in. good taste...” -” 

“welcome : 
t change-to. “be able. to see films ‘free. a 

“West | Side — 

It. doesnot’ |. | 

Argosy’ “mag's: managing. editor: 7 
Machlin, ‘apd Hollywood | 

photog «. William ; Woodfield’s ‘book - 
on the Caryl Chessman case, “Ninth: | 
Life”: (Putnam), wwent. into a second. SCS Ter 

‘month.. Authors: attempt. to’ prove. : 
t  }the. case a macabre: travesty. of due. _ 

" Fevedled’ a et 
plans to build a new artie:in- ‘Berke~. : There’ Ss. reportedly: hieh intereat ot 

ers: An: a » film. , 
A version ‘of the book. : 

oe aaa 

vv Soya armbar . Nr ak tad a6 

eee ene 



Wednesday, May ‘81, 1961 

‘IN-ITS VERY FIRST ENGAGEMENT ANYWHERE 

EVERY 
(BUT EVERY) 

mR FICE RECORD 
NE 

‘IN THE 25 YEAR HISTORY 

“OF THE FAMOUS WORLD THEATRE, N.Y.C. 

THIS ZARTETY REPORT SOON AFTER 
THE PICTURE OPENED. 

NOW 

15th 
Wednesday, Maroh 1, 1961 

World (Perfecto) (390: 
00-$1.50)--—-"Male and Fe- 
male” (Mishkin? (24 wk). ; << NC - | SMASH WEEK 

“Male and Female” cone 
ifriues ‘great in second 

“round &t the tiny World 
*. after setting a mew house 

This round winding up 
tomorrow (Thurs) is 
heading for great $17,000 
after $20,500, new record. 
here in first, and beat- record. opening week, FOR. FIGURES, PLEASE 

CHECK THIS. EDITION 

“OF VARIETY | 

Among Other MISHKIN BOX-OFFICE SMASHES Now In Release 
o “IN FRENCH WITH’ ‘SUBTITLES 

pra MEN ¢ on the sing see .- MANY MEN in her orm! 

ing 13-year old high 
he'd hy “Bicycle Thief” 
(Burstyn). 

IN baer 

wna Te 

|[sus- DISTRIBUTORS | 
‘MANY. TERRITORIES ‘STILL OPEN! 

EXHIBITORS! 
GET ON THE BAND WAGON Now! 

WILLLAM, MISHKIN 
JUdson 2-2928 

WAU OF eee 
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Mannheim, Now October, Revamps 
To Include ‘Certain’ Feature Films| 
By HANS HOEHN 

Berlin, Mav. 30) 

There was seme fear that rast 

years the ninth? Mannheim Cul- 

ture ane) DOccumentary Fits. Week 

Muvht have been. the last one. But 

3 contingies vath, however. LOE 

changes 
October Oct 16-21 this vearoin-! 

ptead of May as during nine years. 
Tien there's a new name. Inter- 
nehonaie Filmvwoche Mannheim 
pnternatienal Film Week Mann- 
enn 

A niator change is that ia adci- ; 

fiers te shorts both 35° and 16mm ; 
dJeatuie pix can be shown; nowever, : 

ferture films directed ov for- - Qtr. 

mei Gocumentary film makers. The 
Rumber of festival enthies report. : 

“alt be reduced for the sake ; 
The ; 

runs ns 

eal: 
Of concentration and munfensits 
fact teat Miannheins now 
Oiterver @iveS festival Groatieers 
the eppoitunitv te snow alvedd: 

Pract the Comme season and aise 
cutstendinggs stems that carnered 

attention at festivics throughout ° 
the teu. 

~The Association of International 

Fiin) Prodacers -FLAPF 
Weeetl the ‘International Fifa 
Woeo-he Vannheim ino is6l" as an 
olhfened uitermational fein festiva. 

The Cis cf Mannheim and 

has necogt- 

epersors of the festival. The reg- 
ulat ons say that foreign entries at 
Masraitein. mist not have been 
Bier acred before Nov oi, 1959. 
wishe German enlries have to stiek 

te the Nov. 1, 1960, date. As to 

bretr entries is August 15." 

Fete now takes plare in” 

ee ee 

the | 
Aeon ol German Filmelubs are the‘ 

] Most alarming. wus B 

feature tiims, no country is entitled i of Kalrovan,. 
te s.uw inere than two pix. Dead-j 

; : 

7 Beaucoup ‘Decisions. 
Hollywood, May 39. 

Producer Samuel Engel ap-. 
parently has a decision to 

| make. Filmmaker has regis-. 
tered following titles for an 
upcoming feature project: 
‘“Decision in Space.” “Decision 
in the Antarctic.” “ “Decision in 
the: Arctic,” “Decision Jn the. 
Atlantic.” “Decision-: in. the 
Caribbean,” “Decision in the 
Pacific.” 

Engel js currently -develop- 
Ing his own screenplay around 
these titles, but.would. not re- 
Veal format other than indicat- 
ing it invalves an area of pre 
ar post-war interest. 
since studio has also registered 
the jist of titles with priority 
of Engel. 

Picture would apparently go 
_ for Twentieti _Century - Fox _ 

———— 

Henry Levin Soundtracks. , 
‘Aladdin’ in New York City;, 

His Tunisian Exploits’ 
In. New York winding up ‘dub-. 

bing oF “Wonders of Aladdin” for : 

Embassy . Pictures; director 

Levin recounts seme harrowing | 
wdiventures in Tunisia where 
“cumpany locationed variously ° for | 
nine weeks. 

one-day : 
revolt that broke out in the town” 

which. ‘left five dead . 
‘and numerous in jured. “Aladdin” | 
lcompariy was told to- clear cut be-., 
‘fore sundown that dav.. otherwise 

Av in former years, pi ‘izes—the , possibly suffer mean consequences.. 

ae mmaeat 

|-right: here on the’ ground,” 
| rioted as he pointed to the: blowing 
pines all around and the moun-}~— 

Henry : 

the” 

WORSEN: THE FJORDS’ 
| Kirk Douglas Comments On 

’ Shooting’ in Sandia Range. 

Albuquerque;, May: 30. 
‘Kirk ‘Dauglas, 

querque: on . Ipcation. ‘for. ‘his. ‘up- 
coming “Last Hero” for Universal, 
declares - 

ever. shot in; not omitting the Nor- 

a standby ambulance unit are con- 
stantly on the ‘site... 

Douglas Iooked very much: like 
a nature boy sitting on the. ground. 
following his dunch one - day - last) 
week, 

“This: fs. a first’as far’ as Holly- 
wood ‘is concerned,” he comment-}: 
ed. “This is) my dressing .roum, 

he 

tains in front and behind. him. 

“The. Last Hero” is. ndt..a. west- 
ern -per- se, Douglas. observed, but 

| rather. a ‘dramatic story about: al 
, cowboy “in the modern age: iv. 

Douglas and a.party-of about 704: 7 
are expected ta -complete exterior 
'shots about June ‘1. 
“Miller: is shooting | ‘fn’ Panavision 
black and yhite.’ 
Gena Rowlands fs cast as wife of. 

the cowboy” s. buddy: in only ‘distaff : 
part in. picture. “W alter’ Matthau 
has role of the sheriff. 

Edward. ‘Lewis is producing for. 
Douglas’ own Joel. Productions, | 

~ Slow Fraying 
— Continued from page 7 

" Allied Artists hag Te- : Howev er,’ 

‘versal’s building and.‘there is. talk. 
‘of other space-sharing deals. 

now - in: Albu- | 

Sandia’ range. of:. the | 
Rocky Mountains. “just: east of Al-} 
-buquerque’ is toughest terrain he’s | 

wepian. fjords. Strong winds. ‘daily 1 
blow up plenty of ‘dust, _working -a 

| Hardship. on ‘cast vand: crew. 
men armed. with oxygen units. and 

iTwo 

Director ‘Dave. ' 

‘Semi-Prohibit Boards. | 
Concord, N.H., May 30. 

The. House’ of "Representa-" 
tives In the Legislature here 
has overwhelmingly .approved _ 

. a bill to restrict. billboard. ad- 
‘vertising on all. interstate and. 
defense . highways . 

eligible for a-“bontis’’: in ‘fed- © 
eral highway construction 
funds. 

watered down a bit-to permit 

motor. vehicle establishments 
to use limited advertising - at 
“informational sites’ along the” 

._ Super highways. . 

New Orleans Poster Firm. 
_ Sues National Screen And. 

Majors ‘on ‘Monopoly’ 
New Orleans, May ‘30.: 

A $300, 000 damage suit was filed. ‘los: ? 
-p 

Bible.’ ” - Currently, : 
‘in Federal district . court charging 
that a. monopoly. exists in -the: dis- 
tribution of pix advertising posters.. 
Complainant -is Exhibitors Poster 

‘|-Exchange. Inc.’ Named is National 
| Ser een Seryice Corp., which. ‘many: 
factures and. ‘distributes.’ posters, | 

_.| ima eight film distrips; ‘Allied Art-.| 
ists, Buena . Vista, : - Metro, 
mount, . 20th Century-Fox, 

| arists, Universal .. 

it ‘is charged. that ‘these “eight 
of the. films 

l cently moved ‘its ‘offices. into. ‘Uni-! distributed in the United | “States 
‘ distribute over 80°. 

l and ‘New Orleans-area. 

Of Delaurentis Hyper-Mode ni 

in. New ~ 
Hampshire and make this state .- 

camping, lodging, eating. and: ‘|: 

"| plete™ costume - departments, 

Para- |. 
United. 

and. Warner’. waukee - managing: ‘ director, - 
been named ‘¢o-manager of: Dela a 

| Roling Scenery, Water Talis Part - 

: | Rome; May 30, 
Dino DeLaurentiis has given the. 

green ‘light to plans for ‘his brand 
new. film. studio setup, to be erect-.:. 
-ed in next ‘few | years on a.1 ,000-acre.-. 
plot some .13. miles from. the’ heart 
of. Rome, on the Via’ Pontina.. 

Complex: will include four: sound: - 
stages, three of ‘them’ connectable .. 
‘via: sliding ‘partitions,.and the large. 
est’ measuring 300x150x80° feet. :* 

‘}Stages will allow. water sequences” - 
‘to: be shot as well. Prefab sets will 

However, the legislation. was. + [be ‘rolled 
‘Into ‘stages -alréaay | 

‘| -mounted, “thanks. to: ‘special: giant. - 
doors, . 

-DeLaurentiis Studios will.” bee 
: completely self-sufficient, including 
| color and black. and white: process-: ~- 
ing:labs; editing: ‘facilities to hane. 
dle four pix slmultaneously,- “coms 

Novel angle willbe constriction of = 
2 blocks: of homes.-for studio -worke™ 

1 ers at advantageous’ ‘rentals, - to.0b «= 
| Viate for. migration “of: 3.000-6dd 
| ands from. current :in-town. billets 
Ho: the periph ral-setup.. 

‘First: featare to’ roll: at new’ Stue’ 

nned * $25,000. 000 “The 
-soime’ of .area is 

being used for Barabbas” sets’ des 
Picting. Rome. and Jerusalem. | 

Meskis:Schauf: Paired: 
As. Resort Spot Bosses 

'.. Milwaukee, May: 30.. 

- AL “Meskis, former Warner, Mil A 
-hag - 

van (Wis.) Theatre: The Delavan is”. 
operated by Standard Theatres Inc., 
that:.also ~has the Riverside ‘and. 
Towne -in. ‘Milwaukee. Harold. 
Schanf ‘functions ‘as. co-manager’ . 

ete, - 

probably. ‘be - DeLaurens an 

eo. alledd * ‘Mannheimer Fiimi-Duka-! “Luckily,” says Levin, “the order [‘Ecqnomics rears..its head ‘here |it purchased substantial ‘quantities | with. Meskis in- the new ‘setup. . 
tet: Film Dukas- -wil go to the 
best cubllure, documentary, indus- ° 

toad, carteon, puppet films as weil. 
best feature film directed ; 

In° 
te the 

by oa documentary filin maker. 
aGertion, Cash prizes amounting to 
160000 D-Marks :$2.500) wil be 
herd. dd The jntetnstional tas bas 
te be composed atoat lea-t five 
Inernbers of whem Pye met be Cer- 
Hers New festival head is Walter 
Torvon Gros who replaces, Dr 
Reet J. Fischer. year-lone buss of 
Hrs testrad Kurt) Hens is ‘fes- 
tHals pres manager, The Meon- 

hom address reads Fiinmsvochen- 
baero. Mannheim, Rathaus, BE 5, 

Merits in Japan 
Gees (Continued from pace 7 aaa 

Gitsaae « deal with Paramount for 
fine pectsises m next five years and 
Boi et tuo properties cunsidered + 
fea thes paogranr one would be! 
Meee cm sapan. He is still nego- 
thats tor rights and would not: 
Hits the praiects. Hrs wife, Shir- 
ov Mic Larne. valk net appear in- 
etre , . 

Becher afse said he would use ; 
Crec th etain, “but preferably ina 
burl oor Hollywood—nat on 
Tountr * 

Peas Fu fie 

Becces ities ta 

OEE AS coenie 

mor of Japan timing, 
Parker, | iuehide 
values, Fatshties 

Be cel ae sdsvanced as Hlollv- 
weeews. Ge meted. but also pointed 
Gubabir.s Corertf objected to. hke 
Gut Tears en stages, are necessary 
its Japan c ie to climate. EXter.ars [ 
@re tibste inside. ke reveated, 
WEA Gs vit 28 farned Imto sur- 
Gous, tretds, eta. 

Preceeshg 
ther: Texce: 

Barker 
week tor treetimgs 

of Pacunieuant 
€N5 Fottatiosr of 
MED aiso set New pact wis 

He used Japuanese 

ve “nt. ” 

with saies-heads 
over release and 
“VV Geta’ He 

lethe. 2. 

ITS A FACT: 
In addition to servicing distribu- 
fers cf demesiic fm, BONDED 

almost all 
Fore’g 3} {. Img sho Wi ,) nn ‘he Ue: ied 

stores end services 

Qe 
aes :$. 

‘came at the verv end of our. stay } in: the firing of ‘the switchboard of. advertising” -posters . from... Na=}-- ‘The duo will handle. ithe reniovas ‘° 

tional: Screen and ° sold ‘or . leased . 

-cates no taste for the 

COMES and -teand| 

Lees te Ne ay York this 

its departure. 

Other frights ¢amne inthe form* 
of earthquakes at the towns of. 
Sousse and Monastir, 

vir- NOW that he’s got ‘Aladdin’ 
tually set, Levin says he'd welcome |. 
another spectacle spoof, but indi- 

“serious,” 
or Steve Reevesian .tyvpe of Italo 

epic, Working in Tunisia, 
noted that the hehavior of extras 
suggested they'd) never .even seen 
a picture before, let alone. become 
part of one. 

Levin’ did the unusual with 
“SIaddin.” shooting it, in English 

‘to athieve lip svne dubbing later. 
Italian actors with speaking parts 
delivered thent phonetically, which | 
at the time provided Americans on, 
the pic with a chuckle. Seems the 
i phonetic jucutions sounded akin to 
»Mittel Europa Yiddish. , 

Director 

:topper Joe Levine, who’s a “very 
'wenerous mau’ in Levin's eyes. In 
the past, even when he’s brought a 
: Pic in under budset, Levin. says he 
Pean’t -recall having received - SO 
much as a “thank you But he got 

‘that ‘fram Levine ev en though 
“Aladdin” went slightly over bud- 
i cet. 

a 0 on ee i ee 

| MODIFIED ‘SPARTACUS? 
IN 6 US. MARKETS! 

“Spartacus” last’ ow vek 
menced six modtied readshow. 
stands—first’ of 150 such engage- 
ments booked ‘tor sive: 
ified” 

ler. “Mod- 
refers to two-a-day policy, 

but not on reserved’ seat basis. The: 
‘six are in Omaha, Albany, Rich- 
mond, Asbury Park, San Antonio 
and Atlantic City. 

Universal release has played 33. 
eee: situations since preem- | ~ 
ing tast October. 

BONDED 
a. 

‘ 

See , 

Je euckb. 7 . 

a _ 

NEW YORK 

LOS ANGELES 

“A Division of 

" NOVO INDUSTRIAL CORP 

‘but ro dam-- 
ages to company life or. pr operty.. 

Levin’ 

| now, distributors feel that it would 

| Allied ‘Artists: and Universal and 

has ‘a * ‘handshake” for: 
' at least one more (ihn tor Embassy. 

..| tive ‘shipping. system as a. method 

com- | through modernization, 

m | spokesinan - 

‘| Cable: Co. 
‘| Nationat. 
: Ss stems. mary 

It's: kno, Wn, ineanwhile,. that ‘al 

there’ Crew did, however, hasten | operators of both companies. ‘They 
are now using .a button ‘phone’ sys-’ 
tem.) : Tradesters: also, “foresee the 
possibility _ of: pooling .of “.such 
activities ag promotion, Publicity. 
‘and accounting. 

Flammable Days. 

The war ehousing of film’ on ‘the; 
| Row is an archaism dating back ‘te 
‘the days of. flammable ‘celluloid. 
A fire department ‘regulation re- 
quired all: film to. be. stored .near 
‘the Loop, where water. pressure 
was high and. constant. . With traf- 
fic congestion so: severe downtown 

be more . efficient to: store. film 
outside the city; maintaining direct 
‘contact by phone. 

An_ integrated shipping. system 
for ‘the future was portended © by 
two’ exents: in recent. weeks—tne 
‘pooling of shipping facilities. by 

the turnover,. by ‘Paramount of 
shipping. to: Clark - Service, an: in- 
‘dependent shipping. ‘and delivery 
firm.. Clark’ now handles: Warner’s, 
-Gnited Artists and Buena. Vista, in 
addition’ to Par’ and most, of. the 
indies: . ‘Only ‘Columbia, Metro and 
20th- still maintain their own filin 
-shipping and: delivery . facilities. 
Many,..if' not most, distributors 
would ° probably £0. ‘along with a 
plan for. an. up-to-date, co-opera- 

of cutting costs.. 

‘The pace -of. progress ° has. been 
on: ‘the uptenipo. for nearly every 
| industry, and many have résponded 

Film ‘distribution ‘still: remains in 
the backwash of this pace, -How- 
ever, there are rumblings, as in- 
dicated, that film. distributors are 
realizing that: you can’t’ distribute: 
today’s’ wide - screen: ‘motion . pic- 
‘tures. -in ‘the .narrow seat © of a 
Keystone Cop: coupe. 

—_— 

‘Sam: Norion’s Vamoose 
. - Hollyw ‘ood, May ® ‘30. 

Samuel P. Norton, president of 
‘|four subsidiaries of National The- 
atres & Television: has resigned all 7 
posts effective . July. 1. Company 

“indicated, -higs duties 
will, be absorbed. by present -Marn- 
agement. 

Sunsids headed. py. Norton. were 
| Cinemirac le. Pictive.,, Williair sport 

and the Southern. and 
re ‘community A int e nia 

deg tor NTAT's sale. 
: eile aleuch: uUPing 

CHT te | h ts” been set 2s yet 

- . . oan . . ey - 

centraliz- | 
ing; automation. and nvechanization. 

. Russell 

them. to local- exhibs. 
tion: work. on. the. -_Delavan, which’. 

fwilk: include. ‘installation: of - wider 
‘National Screen “and other dé- seats for- the™ 700° seat: house. 

‘fendants, Jt is. alleged,. ‘have. since. | 
conspired to ereate a monopoly in M 
the. manufacture: and. distribution! * 
of these posters. and, as. a result, 
the plaintiff has been forced to: ob- 
tain all of its. posters ; from National 
Screen in. order to ‘Temain in busi- 

mess. -- 
On ‘or about. Feb. 15,. 

charged, «the - New 
was notified. by: ‘National Screen, 
that ‘it. would -no longer do” Dusi-| 
ness ‘with it after May 16. 

Local. company alleges ‘it has. 
written letters to the ‘ether de-:;" 
fendants attempting’ to Secure ‘the. 
opportunity - to: distribute: pix ad- 
vertising- posters. directly ‘from 
them but these attempts. have-been 
ignored;. rejected, or prices and’ 
terms-have been quoted which Are. 
so high. as to he prohibitive. 

It’ is alleged: that. a conspiracy. 
exists between the defendants for. 
the purpose of creating a: monopoly . 
in violation’ of the’ nation’s antl- © 
trust. statutes. 
A temporary restraining order 

was issued’ by Judge Herbert W- 

féndants from refusing to deal with 
the. plaintifé and a. motion .for a! 
temporary: injunction | was. Set for 
heating ‘May ci 

CHANGING BOOKING 

‘Kingston, May. 30. 
Columbia's: “Suddenly, Last Sum | 

mer,” which opens at the Regal to- 
day, is the fits’ film booked “into : 
that cinema . by the Palace..Amu:e- 
ment Co.- (1921) ‘Ltd. Other: films 
wilt follow from that.circuit, as atso } 
rom the. A. ‘Russell: Graham: Filin 

Agency, 9 -- 
By this Tatest development: AL: 

Graham . -who 
‘beught ‘out: the J. Arthur Rank 
‘controlling interest in the Patace 
Amusement. is even niore |. than. 

czar, 
Amalgamated Cinema. €o 0. 

can International, cand will 

major companies. represented 
Jamaica bv. . the. Palace . 

ay ment and Graham. Agency. 
This “crossedistr bution | 

filins. to he -played as’ Subsequent | 
‘pins im theatres bagked by het. 
the Palace and the Graham eircuut, i LU 

| Plaintiff..claims. that: ‘since. 1947." 

Christenberry prohibiting - the ‘de- | 

PATTERN IN JAMAICA 

recently : 

Fever: Jamaica's ‘film distribution - 

‘mer. “tourist” season; With Mate . 
inees ‘weekends: ‘Delevan's regular’ 
‘5,000. population balloons: to. 20.000 
or more during Summer, _ when © 
nearby - lake ~ areas’ pull tourists. 

-f “Ben-Hur” t at is! “opens: there’ June. 4 

Orleans. -fir mn. = 

~ Capital Elusive 
samees Continued from :page- P — 

‘get: a kick out of. doing: this sort: cof 
: film stylishly-and well. At the same. 
time, he'd: also liké-to tackle a. sub-. . 
ject -as. controversial - and ¢onteme.~ 
porary as the aforementioned-In- “-" 

However, the backing“has>".): .. truder.’”: 
not been easily ‘liad, He Feports: . 

| that he ‘already: has a‘ script, and” 
that . Tony ~ Randall; -whose ‘price. - 
‘ordinarily - would: be ‘out of. Cor--- 
man’s range; has expressed ‘interest 
-in doing the filmi: on a  Fercentage ces 
+ basis. _ Still no takers. 

If he can’t get the hae king: in. the’ - 
néxt. Six: months, - ‘Corman niay re= - 
linquish .the property to. legitimate 
theatre interests. who want’ to. put: 
jit on .the ‘stage in’ an adaptation. 
starring George ‘CL Seott. And 

| Corman will.continue to probe the *. ce 
.| mysteries ‘of outer. space and inner: a 
-| Edgar. ‘Allan Poe.. 

Like. Ametican | International, 
: which has virtually eliminated: in- 
expensive program’: pictures. frdm. 
“its ‘schedule, Corman -is Flanning. 
|-to: go in- for: more ‘costly. product. 
for. his: own. Filmgroup company... ° 

‘ Filmgroup,; Which -had. eight films. 
“last- ‘year: and “will shave. .six’ this’ 
year, may have-no-more than three -* | 

; in. 1962, he said... Those thi'ee; hawe - > 
| ever, . 
4 greater cost than ear. lier Filmeroup: i 

will’ be «of proportionately 

- Feleases. 

His “pit?” financed py “AIP. ‘and 
now in . post-photography > werk,. 
has airéady cost ahout-$750:000 and. : ~ 
‘may .well- top: a $1,000,000. produce 
“tion ‘budget ‘by the time it's ready 
for the theatres, ‘Corman. ‘reported, ;: 

which : 
owns: and: -aperates thé Regal, Wilf 
‘continue to- release. films tor War-' 
ner Bros., Allied. Artists arid Ameri=. 

ai$0 ‘in 

release other- ‘productions from. the 4 
in: -f- 

Am ayes | 

Paticy | . ASTAIRE. "REYNOLDS: ‘PALMER “HUNTER 

will: rian iso al how fer Ang lamated I + 

New York Theatre. : 

~RADIG CITY. usiC HALL 
__ Rockefetign Center: » Ci 6-4600 
"FRED: © DERELE : “eu: ae. 

“THE PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY” “f 
| Co-starring GARY MERRILL 2. CHARLES RUGGLES 

“+ “A Papawoutt Pacture.ia Techscoter TS. 
080 -Gats NEW: ‘Stage Spectacis * COLORAMA™ Lod 

‘The Delavan: operates daily: from. | 
ay -1 to. Oct. -1,- during the Sum- 
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eed Dmncin dan daemhod inch than ioven tan det atectatcoatste nest coant nd, capdeamencerk Le Tea ad s if to underscore Joe Levine's plaint 
that theatremen are underestimating ee te eek eh ee ee 

-the promotional values:in their own 
tae 

wee pemqeerve oi 

PAS 96 O es SRP OFF 9S aASONEEP 9 UNO “” Jobbies, consider this interesting note: 
pene Va 

tele ag a mat, WP OryRecenn PORES, Oe 

ime, . “Yee 

inc. NOW 1s featuring 4 

rate subscription deal display in en ee 

APD eh pan ape 
- 

CREA OO hee PE ee OR OER. am ORS AN OW enn, olins 

200 first-run theatre lobbies throughout 
oy mam 

‘he exhibitor, of course, the country. | 
Ae tar fates Oe Ce 

oteny oO af: gets a slice of each subscription 

~.he sells.’ But-how much greater wou 
’ . . . . . 

be his “commission” in boxoffice . ' 
. 7 wet. 

revenue if he directe 
ON te Fe od HO cep EN ald ores 2 

Ata a I nw ont are nae 

showmanship asset toward telling his 

‘patrons about the coming attractions. Gy tag Te Oe LO a J 

a ed 

Toe eat ae eds | 

ee aba? OSS 
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RADIO-TELEVISION 

CRS o&0's on 2 Radio Editorial 
Kick, Inviting a Healthy Reaction). 

Raves aus was was acast of¢ : r 
we ae Ass rm 

pews LeRoy. Collins, who two DICK LEWINE’S ROLE 
5 weeks ave urged broadcasters to 
tatep: itp reir editorials, The net- AS AYER. CONSULTAN 

y work + «company-owned — stations. 
Bi sever, of them. eired a total of! Dick Levine {s joining Nv: W. 
its us nals Garing 1960 and this Ayer agency'as a consultant, han- 
yen .e more than doubled.the dling both program development : 
proe.  baes ates broadcast some 95° fork the ageney and moving into! 
eestor. son the first four’ months. their carrent programming picture: 

in ters of tunmbers, the CBS. Levine resivned rercntls as diree- 

c&e reeera i imoressne. in terms tor of | special brogranis for 
tiore cits it’s even more so ace, CBS-TV. 
acrciey fo Feed Ruewg. the com-: At CBS, which he joired in 1952. ; 
pen. s net oy. p oid charge of ¢com- Levine was also the web's color] 
Fors ened stations. Ruegg. who expert in production, a factor in | 
ee oyp  enerab manager of KNX. his Acer deal American Telephone ; 
the CBS outlet in Los Angeles & Telesraph, one.of Ayer's major 
hetpens trrt the CBS editorials,-cijents uses color extensively ‘via 
Fe fe at fais Way: its ‘ felephone Hour" specials at 

Y. Pee never seen any kind of NBC-TV. Similarly, Ayer will draw | 
prGrie. mine that gets such strong on his.e xper jence as exec producer | 

Feaction, People stapped .me to of C BS' specials aver the years. 
anak thes aureed or disagreed with:  Lewine,.an older brother of CBS} 

the eertovial last night. We'd fe? Fits +p. Bob: Lewine; ‘came. tal 

prene cas and letters ta every CBS from Broadway, where -he|} 
eqibieb And ve made City Hall’ ya. a producer and coniposer. He's 
Bop: and take netice of us as a 
powerful force mi the community, 
alte 

AD of which, 

- Theatre Music” in collaboration: 
with Alfred Simon, which Random | 
; House. v ill publish in: September: ; 

1 .ea's of ignoring us. 

in the context of 
todas «radio, v hep. establishing | 
a Cistinet station identity. and | 
yele as a cammunity servant are 
Puraneunt competitive | factors. ; Ul @ exaco. ap 
pass off ir the Fong run. Not only | 

flat bat the editorials have | 
acinet ea some tangible results: 

A WEFI, 
Jonsinge the 
collect 
residents jiving on 
1. bencfits resulted in a bill which 
net 

Tile. 

r¢fnnds on all such payments in 
the 

vetocd by Gov, j 
ho ty newsmen the right to pro- 

fect their seurces, is near passage 
hui, KNX. editorials have’ helped 
ele 
fish the bill. 

Tail 

the 

aire 

h 

fiz! 
St 
palize the sale of Hquor in’ Phila-: 
deiphia on Sundays to KNX‘s edi-: 

ihe 
clarged they tend to gloss over 

eed atreckics 
Subjects 

Boston, editorial chal- 
right of the state to 
income taxes from 

Social Securi- 

| Pats Camels Back 
In Bigtime News 

In July, Camel. Cigarets will be- 
! come 

iNBC-TV newsstrip by Chet Hunt- 
lev and David Brinkley. 

The Huntley- Brinkley quarter- : 
»hour in the Jast several. months * 
:has hecome so hot that, tnterest- 
‘ingly, it soon will cost Texaco,: the 
-other sponsor, about as mueh. ‘to; 
‘sponsor half of the five-night-a- 
.weeker as it once did ‘for full. 
“sponsorship. — oo 

Camel Holds the record as the” 
longett running sponser of a.night- 

‘ly newseast on television. Froza the’ 
besinning of commercial tv until. 
1956, the cigaret firm underwrote” 

state 

only would make such taxation |. 
gal but would make retroactive 

A California bill, once: 
Brown, ta. afford ! 

past. 

eon ne 

promise from Brown to: 
WCBS, N. -Y¥., Bot: 

of Education to reex 
textbooks = after ‘it 

Hoa 

ford 
its 

. 4 

renpe from KMOX's! 
it in faver of fluoridation for - 
Lows tao WCAU's efforts to le-. 

touials in favor of capital -punish- {John Cameron Swayze, the Hunt-- 
sent And to emphatize the local, lex-Brinkley pr edecessor, °° 
autonomy angle, sister | station; As the popularity of Huntley & | 
KNX in lL. A.:was on reeord at Brinkley has inereased. so has the: 
1 Fae 

dev 
Basie 

cane time in faver of -abolish- , cost of the strip. It's about double’, 
capital punishment. now what it was.a year ago. Conse-" 

reason for the editorials. ; quently, a half share in the finan-: 

co-sponsor of: the - nightly - 

BSW Wants Halt Of. 
‘20th Century’. But 

CBS Balks ‘at: a : 
Brown. & Williams n, still! seek-' 

“ing a property outside the action-]} 
adventure’ area.’ that. would ‘catch | 

‘the: light viewing seg cf ihe video 
audience, has squared away a deal] 
with Prudential ‘to’ buy: off: half of 
CBS-TV’s . “Twentieth” ‘Century,” 
but the network so far has Tefused 
to lef. the-insurance firm out of. its |. 
full commitment. 

Prudential’s bankroll 

000. and the. company would like 
to’ sell off half in order:to spread 
the coin to another: network buy, 

John Daly Has 
“Inside Track On 
~ Garroway’s s Job|. 
“John. ‘Daly, who spelled ” Dave 

just completed “Encyclopedia of: : Garroway ‘3 few" ‘weeks- ago. after 

the: “Today”. host's ‘wife died. defi- 
nitely. has the inside track at NBC-|. 

“TV..as the new. host of the’ morning | 
inetwork strip. A decision is -ex- | 
_[ pected by the beginning ‘of: next |. 
‘week, but. at: the moment ‘there 
“doesn’t . appear to be-anyone- else 
_,of major. stature competing: to re- 
‘iplace Garroway, who just last week |. 
: announced that: he» wanted: to re- | 
tire, at the latest. ‘when his NBC |’ 

, pact ends in the fall. 

sire to -gét out. earlier than fall: if. 
possible and: NBC -is wilting. to 
comply, _ it's. probable that Daly. 
will, get. the “Today”: show as: his | 
own province by: summer. . 
While a great deal of news {s. 

now: contained . in« the. 7-9 a.m. 
- cross.- the - boarder, the NBC-TV ; 
‘ brass. -hope’ ‘to u beat the news. 
€.en.-more ‘after the shift of. em- 
‘cees. Interestingly, Daly. ‘a: pro- 
‘fessional tv newsman, won't: be the | 
reason for. the upbeat: he'll merely 
act as. host; handle the interviews 

‘and, similar to .Garrowa¥, work in. 
«around the Frank Blair news segs. 

- Garroway, in a public announce-. 
ment: Friday. (26), said-he had that 
day. notified NBC that, he planned 

.to sever his connection with “The 
‘Dave Garroway: Today Show” on 
Oct. 31, 1961- —‘‘or. before, ‘should 
we ‘agree on.an-earlier date.” 

“I've become. Increasingly: aware 
lately that for. the. ‘past: 10 years, 
I’ve: been.on the air-doing a very 
‘great ‘deal of talking.” Garroway 
 Said.. - "Living in ‘one :spot, working 

gave Ruegg, is CBS’ decision that: cing of the NBC News. program : :12 to 18 hours.a day on one ‘show, 
fs. 

tess ‘al part of their local com- 
Tis 

coanmnanity 

Wa 

lecul end state issues and police’ is | 
cocrded entirely &t the = stacion | 
lere', with no checking back to! 
the how: comiece in NY. } 

Station, employ -a fulltime edi-+ 
terial researcher-writer, who pre-, 
par 

E ai 

ore 

finn direetor and news. editor. | 
They ren from two and a half to; 

Shell Oil Back, 

once did, and that’s apparently-; 
e&o stations must become | 

nities and an active force for 
betterment, For this! clamber into the H- B tent. 

“on, editorials are confined to 

tenes 

es the editorials with the 
dance of an editorial board 
marily ancluding the g.m. pro- tyne of prestige, ‘but, for a news- 

man, David Brinkley also ° means: ; 

financial soundness to the Wash-‘ 

_ington- -conscious, 

' NBC brass, wha_ chardly © failed to 

notice the existence of a series: of : 
phenomena that might -be called 
“Brinkley’ s two-and-a-half mira- 

cles.” 

First of all, Br inkley is a sellout 
on his as yet unproduced Wednes- 
iday night half-hour program, Not 

‘Continued on n page 3 34) | 

CBS-TV's Got It: 
Shel! Chl. geing to be. back in | just a selHout—but a_ breakeven, 

ters 
“a 

vision this tall, and that’s for j which, theoretically, is the very 

at liv? the nature of the oil | finest financial state that any news 

will cost Texaco what a full share | T-haven't had time.to stop and do 
sonie listening. 

"people." 

Brinkley S$ “Two: -and- a- Half Miracles’ 
By ART. -WOOPSTONE 

Not only does he provide a high I 160, will - go for’ regular time 
charges and --will ‘undoubtedly 

: break-ev enon’ production, 
The ‘half miracle is-only a half 

: miracle because, in - this one -im-| 
dollar-conscious. { portant: case,: Brinkley has ‘a part- | 

ner, who..shares’ with him half-the } 
“WOeS “when. they arise; and half the 

ot | neh “when, on fewer occa- 
sions, 

‘does the nightly. hews with Brink-’ 
wJley. and their tandem effort is now 
selling. for -twice. what it, did as. 

- recently.’ as a.:year ago.: Fle in- 
-ereased. price, to matci,. their.-in- 
freased. popularity, -is. said ‘to indi- 

- cate va: shadow of a profit for the! 
!NBC-TV nightly news program—if : 

Cembany’s participation has de- {or public affairs program on tele~i not. actually through production, 
XVe ered 

ke: 
Ct: 

tie 
ont 

3D Soar. hes 2 afternean hours on CBS- and, 
1% a et thesp devated to a golf ! pay almost precisely (give or take: 
se "he other four to the Leon-ia few pennies the production - of; 
aad. resiesn “Young | People’s | what “David Brinkley's Journal” 
Cor ¢ was hings-for these come expected to cost’ each week— 
eooof KReaven & Eckhardt ageney, | $25.000 plus regular time charges. 
Virtels ardies the parent Roval |The time charges mean a profit and- 
Pees Shell Ce, and there’s been | while $25,000 is no profit on pro- 
Breet tress or the “instiludonal” -duction, it is ‘certainly no. loss. For. 
I ta pet the buy. _ NBC's management, Brinkley thus 
ayy. uh andes” “consu-/achieves parity with ty's enter-- 

We. cavertising, has heen husy de-{tainment programs, which. usually 
docs ore its all RES Paper CaMpArgn. | don't profit on production either. 

Semi se Ut thas veck if went ie Brinkley will do three or 
Te the Vous Tes ata, 

Wo oa semanticied shell-; Vision has ever been. allowed to: 

* Guuime the nast week, with; hope for. 
END Renen & Mather doing | Douglas Fir Plywood Assn. and: 

Pre lating, i Pittsburgh Plate Glass decided to: 
.e fer the fall is a series af | , CO-NPONSOT the new Brinkley stanza, ! 

for the honor, are going to! 

“eaihing a tele] 

(Cebtinetie OM poexe:dd) 

: certainly . through’ increased - time’ 
‘charges:. - 

‘But Brinkiey and Huntley aren’t 
the’ only finaneial wizards:..in the 
iNBC News. ‘department. Irving Git- 
lin, who- recently, .as. a pubaffairs 
| producer, has' shared journalistic |. 
recognition with the twins of: news- 

s ‘casting, has’ in his own. way also 
‘achieved economic success for. his 
network. : ‘Gitlin ‘has four, possibly j 

five or ‘even six hour productions 
- due for airing on the aveokly ‘Sun- 
iday) DuPont potpourri over NBC- 
{TV facilities. These stanzas’ are } 
going to receive back, almost  dol- 
Vlar for dollar, what they cost NBC- 
{TV to. produce. a 

‘Rrobably the other” NBC. ; News: 

in ful} 
sponsorship s- ‘more than. $2. 000.-. 

«Wednesday, May st, i96r 

~ Garroway’ S. Sou | pern-Style Stew 
SEU a Atlanta, “May 30. 

~ Dave. ‘Garroway’ 's popaff. ‘complaint ¢ on. NBC-TV’s 

and Telephone Co. were guilty of ‘censorship,. Southern ttyle,- ‘got. 
him in considerable of a stew down. here. % 
‘Garreway had implied ‘in his: Monday. (22) ‘program that. ‘WSB- 5 . 

+ TV, chain's pioneér outlet -here, and phone ‘firm ‘had deliberately 
fouled .up a news report: on ‘the Montgomery Facial story: fed 
from Atlanta. ‘to New York. . 

Involved was reportage on: the roughing up. of so-called | “"Free- 
.dom Riders” by. out-of-hand mobs in Montgomery. : 

Tuesday (23) NBC newsman Frank Blair: on “Today’ s” news | sep: 
ment carried an: apology ‘of ‘sorts for Garroway'’s steamed. up re-. 
action of inaccurate remarks. Blair explained that communications: :.. 

| s “Today” show, < 
“Intimating’ that Atlanta's WSB-TV. and “Southern Belli. Telegraph. . : 

had failed as WSB-TV attempted to-feed the story to New York.°~ 
He pointed out. that the ‘report’.was successfuily fed. later’ in the... 

. program Monday and. he ‘also said NBC had thé full cooperation of 
WSB-TV and the. telephone company, Blair described the’ Monday 

| CBS: -News’: 
_ | writer - credit’. on “CBS. _Reports™ 

I -want to. start: 
why room was made.for Camels to” looking, ‘thinking and | listening to 

they arise..: ~ Chet Huntley. 

oe 

- mixup as: “mainly technical.” 

.WSB-TV’'s folk weren't very: 

. Atlanta station’s studio: to. make - 

NBC: RKO Extension 
‘Washington, “May 30.) 

{to. ‘its proposal for haqdling ‘the 
| gigantic NBC-RKO >: General pack- 
age broadcast deal. 

. NBC. requested. the. extension. “ 

WGA Demanding 

‘CBS Reports: 
the. verge. of pitting off against 

Fred: ‘Friendly’ over 

programs. | 
An’ arbitration ds: ‘believed ‘pend- 

‘ing vs. Friendly”and CBS:.on the 

on the. post-show . crawl, 
Friendly has never: allowed. them to 

ment on the report other’ than to 

(Continued : on page. 42), 

Huntley and Brink! ley... snd Gitlin, 
‘but. they -are,. in the main, Tepre- 
‘sented .by sponsors, who, once’ tand 
not too long, ago at that) were as 
hard ‘to come by for news programs 
aS an. out-and-out profit. position. 

— 
along early this past- ‘Season,. 
sponsor . for = a. pubaffairs © special |: 

a lily’s: ‘breath, :Or 
‘perhaps a little less rare, “but. not. 
much), Yet Gulf underwrote all the 

was aS Tare aS & 

timie charges. and. much’ of the cost 
of production of ‘Spot. news. stories 
in. half-hour and full-hour NBC }.. 
| Presentations, . Better. ‘still, ‘the oil |: 
‘company bought: 
seen. Frank McGee, like. Brinkley, 

coming séason, which has also been {| 
blessed. with some ef : ‘the Gut 
largesse. And Ray. Scherer is. SRO 
weekdays at 12:55 to 1 p: m. because: 
of. General. Mills. 

. With the exception: of news: and. 
similar - stanzas ‘in..the. “golden: 

' ghetto” of Sunday » afternoon time: 
{and such programs:are tradition: 
ally cursed by low audience ‘ayail-. 
| ability-—-NBC News ‘is: making a 
‘ special. kind of financial history. 

To paraphrase ‘slightly a tele- 
‘Vision executive who doesn't. like 
to see his name in print,. it: would / 

} sors are really secret allies-of- New- 
‘ton. N. Minow, who. himself has. 

: months . “of. gruelling, © 

Federal ‘Communications | Com-, 
‘Since. Garroway expressed a de-; Mission has extended’ from May 25. 

“to: June 5 the deadline for replying | 

Writer Credits On 
ee we ae 

Writers Guild. ‘of: America: is: on | 

matter of getting writers’ names. 
-where.| 2 

be carried. Guild. refused. to com-. 

Say: that an unspecified: arbitration’ 

ene) wt rad - 

‘For example, before Gulf. came. 

‘them. . sight. un-'. 

has his.own w eekly half-hour. prime | 
time program.in the’ works for the. 

be nice to discover that. the’ ‘Spon-: 

NBC: executives, inéluding: president Robert. Kintner, already 
had said the network was sorry “about’ the Garrow ay incident. 
Kintner added that WSB-TV always had. been helpfut in. covering. 

t. and reporting news events inthis area. 
happy... about : ‘the. ineiderit:. “They 

said, in effect, that Garroway just didn’t know ‘what he: was talking . 
_ about and should -be sure of his ground before popping: off. 

-. Herb :Kaplow, NEC. ‘corréspondent,. concurred; Hé. was : vat the 
the report that. got: fouled ‘up. - 

Leonard Reinsch, managing director of WSB-TV and othér Cox 
Tadio and television properties, agreed. So did H. G.. Booth, Phone’ s 
firms public relations | ‘for Southern Bell, 

Directors Guild, Networks 

Impasse, Reach Terms on Live, Ta
pe 

+. ‘Networks. “and. the 
Guild ° “of: America; after 

‘often 
ter © negotiations, © have. 

directors, et al. 

“DGA<... ‘come under. jurisdiction: 

Networks -said. this would 
‘crease: ‘cost <of .. live directors 

ported the webs: were successful 

deplored ‘so. vigorously. 

guild came: back and’.on Wetines- 
day. (24),. ‘agreed to new ‘terms.. 

directors and the others in:-DGA. 

in San Francisco: - ‘Washington; De- 
troit ‘and® Chicago.” Talks only 

Lf: effect: live and tape. positions.’ a 
“Marth 20... 

: when the web-dickers ‘began with: ~ 
| DGA, “web -execs ‘had ‘begun com-" =’ 

A day or two afte... 

Palks broke. ‘down for. two.weeks 
‘at: the end of ‘April ‘pecause. the ="). 

“}rietworks Tefused. a‘major DGA dé-.;°-: . 
mand to pay’ live ty. personnel par- «~~ 

ity. with telefilm directors, who-also © ~ 

in resisting the ‘‘film: pattern” they. 
“in. April’ 2. *- 

After the two-week stalemate, the. 

“Next, ‘the . guild’ ‘will negotiate 
‘local contracts with’ web Stations 

Directors ” ‘ 
two - 
‘bit: 

reached. 
‘terms. on a new contract for live 
and tape. tv. directors, assistant: 

ABC, CBS and NBC rejected. a de-: | 
‘|mand that the category of. staff.tv .~ 
‘| director :be. eliminated. ( There ‘are, ~ 
for all intents: and "purposes, 10. 
telefilm ‘directorial “ staffers.) - Tne. 
stead of. a staff status, in which ‘ao 
maximum wage. is : imposed,. ‘the: 
guild wanted to establish term | 
contracts ‘for all. rank-and-filers in’ 

ilive and tap‘ programming... which: . 
§ :| would have ‘been the. next thing | to 

-| freelance. status. 
ine : 

terribly” that they couldn't. Siterd 
the. demand. -" As. it ‘stands, it's re- 

Details of the--contract agree-~" - 
ment..were not disclosed, but: there... 
will be’ wage increases ‘for live-tape . 

plaining that film men’ were: run- - a 
ning the show and didn't realize: ato. 
live ‘and -tape tv. work. posed differ: . 

‘DGA: is a@ relatively. , 
‘recent .merger of a’ N.Y.. union... 
\that repped live tv. and radio. divec-. | 
‘Itors, et al.,.and a well-established*:) ._. 

directors. Unit. “eee Ts 

ent problems. 

a | motion Picture 

BBC Asks Hike 

” London: May” 30: 

for: their” television. ‘and radio, if 
new BBC proposals. are accepted: by: 
the Government. Combined U.K. 

th License Fee 7 
‘The’ ‘British, will shave to pay more.’ 

jtv and radio license currently ; costs 
}$11.20. The BBC wants fo up this ; 
to $17.30. 

money -going..in excise ; duty. and 
‘Post Office collection charges. Now

. ae 

it wants to keep the: whole of the: | 
‘$11.20. and have another $2:80 as. 

Of the. “present. $11.20 license: the z 
BEC gets only $8.36, rest of the”. 

well, with.duty and collection fees-. 
{being ‘ihet from .what is left of the a 
proposed new $17.30. license fee. 
It is backing -up its: claim. for a 

more dough with- assurances of .a- 

aa) 

'better. service. Said a: BBC ‘spokes- - 
man; “We could start another tele-: 

four €0-minute spec ials for Wes.- offcrnes, eX: season “won't be as made-a special ‘kind of Anistory in: vision channel, color television. and 
inghouse next season, and: they, a stecessul at. balancing. budgcts as , ithe Past month. Ta network. of Jocal racio. /stations: ” 
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~The Rise of Sander Vanocar. 
" Sander. Vanocur is. in. line for his ‘own: ‘daily. news ‘program on 
NBC- FY. . The. NBC News: White House: correspondent is. expect 

. ed to be. shortly. given a fivé-minute regular.late afternoon program. ' 
News is: hot at. NBC-TV. and web pyexy Robert Kintner, who has _ 

‘Teportedly been, an ‘admirer . of Yanocur ‘and: Ed-New man, -another™ 
NBC corréspondent) ‘since ‘the. political conventions. a. -year “ago, 

._ figures he'll lure sponsorship with relative ease: 
, But: there ‘are..other reasons why. Vanocur looms large at Nac: | 

Zi 

PRESS? 
‘HERALD TA TRIP Co |@BS-1Vs ‘Accent to Roam Europe 
| ILL’ N CROSBY _ ~ Fora 10-Show Summer Tape Spree 

+ “Accent.” CBS-TV's — cultural- 
pubatlaus Sunday aflernoon ents Mi 
Wil dog us" have tape, Will travel 

RADIO-TELEVISION 

ce) 

By GEORGE. ROSEN ° 

“Practically. at the same monient |. . 
Too Sexy For Japan 

ot, News: ‘In the-year. préceding President. Kennedy's 
‘Was assigned’.to cover “the former: ‘U.S: Senator, and, in that time, 
" «the two. reportedly. built up .a close: relationship. : ‘Since the .White ~ 

‘House is making’ lots of. hard. riews ‘these days, Vv anocur's ‘s considered 
. a natural.. 

--reporter,- 

"Prank... 

Film Costs Ge ti 
“Hollywood, May 30. $- 

*: “The: swing * next year will. ‘bel 

° back . to live. ‘programming | and. 
‘ABC-TV ‘will: break the ‘ground | as |- 
it did for. ‘telefilining.’ Taking - his | 
cue. from a recently. completed |° 
study by. the network: showing live ".* video's. ‘top dramatists, 

:  Dayid ° Davidson, who, work- 
up 24°. in. the ratings this. past 
season and filmed. shows. down: 2¢6 {- 
over the ‘previous “yeer,. Thomas | ,: ‘of Albert. Sanders,” has 

‘the. network, said’ that“ the trend:| “been scripting ‘CBS-TV’'s ‘'The. 
- offers indisputable proof: -that’ the | 

Moore, : programming < yeepee .. for 

type of: ‘shows ‘being televised live 
. ate more popular at. the home: sets |. 
.. than those filmed. ‘To this ‘end..he} 

_ has.-tentatively - scheduled .‘six- ‘or | - 
" geven™ ‘live. Shows for. the 1962-63, Le 
season. 

-"The heme: viewers. are turning | 
‘turned . away I -back to what they. 

from,” sad Moore. “Hally wood 
film: producers. have let: costs get |: 
-qut of hand: and ‘sponsors are be-| 
ginning. to ask ‘why. 

-cost.” 

‘ show .an ‘increase’ in. audiénce.. 

“Hollywood | producers. ‘must’ be-. 
come cost-conscious * to meet the 
competition. of - live budgets. Spon-} » 
sors. are. asking | ‘why -do filmed. 

“ shows cost up: to’ .50°% 
- live? 
tion’ -eomedies, the -filmed” shows 

“more. than 

would. ‘be down 7°¢. from.the. pre- | 
. vious: ‘year. After: two..seasons of 
“lower .ratings, ‘such live -shows ‘as 
Lawrence Welk, Perry: Como and S 
Ed. Sullivan have eome. back strong.-| 
Sleeper ‘of the ‘year was. another 
live ne. “Sing Along: With Miteh’” 
‘ arid - there'll be. More. _ coming - “UD: 
like . it. . 

“Costs: “have. ogky rocketed to: 
such’ heights that: it: takes. $60 0u0 
-to. buy <a. “half-hour: . Show: . “and. 

“as $120,000 for: an hour -program’ on | 
~. film. The -hour film show has ‘bot-: 

_.torned:“out? and. ‘the ‘shorter. Jive | Coast.’ originations to “justify 
. program -will come back: into: its !departme 

* OWR, ‘Hollywood ‘producers: must 

(Continued ‘on. pase’ 4 42... 

 faney: 
“Hollywood - scripting (most. Steady. -soaper 

: ‘will have to. take a. ‘good. look: at it- | 
self. and prove ‘that it ‘ean do: the |: 

If‘ it. Weren't. for’ the: ‘situa- |" 

the: network,- ‘doesn 

“matured,” ‘according to: NBC .- 

Tom Moore's s Live Yen For ABC. TV; 
Out of Hand! 

"Daytime Bécfup.. 
“It's © ‘doubtful: 

.ing under:the: nom de> plume: | 

‘Brighter Day“: for. the. Past . 
“eouple | of .months:. 

’: Davidson took’ over for an=: | 
: other top. ty 

- Cavanaugh; whom CBS aquiet--| 
ly -hired last..Janudry to ‘beef. 

up ‘the show and. who exited | 
“after a. couple. of: months: - 
-noted, it’s hardly a trend, but. - 

: «the: ‘combination of lack: of 

writer, 

; primetime. drama. ‘and ‘the © 
-paychecks: - 

_ writers.who-do’ a.show alone - 
éarn over $100, 00 a ‘year! may - 

-Job better ‘on: film: at ‘a. reasonable |- Mean - ‘the start -of something 
For the’ first’ time: in years |: 

.-Hollywood shows. have’ ‘failed. to | 

-iNo Radio Activity, 

new. for the hougefraus._ 

CBS’ H'wood Dept. 
‘Told To Get Lost 

* Hallywood, May: 30. 
In ‘an administrative ‘move. to: 

‘combine. all Haliyw ood ‘radié. ac- | @xpression: and. néws. treatments ‘of Lair time. 
‘tivities: of CBS under one operating | the 
head, ‘the: network. radio. depart-| tossed at. Minow and: the. FCC, ‘be- | | doesn’t expect. any finished footage 

.|-ment~ under direction. .of:, Lucian traying. some {ll-concealed. : anti- 
‘Davis is” being discontinued.- Web's. New Frontier ‘Sentiments, ° ‘the “ty 
‘Yadio-department. as distinguished | columnists. in. general have: gone: 
Fom.. _KNX-Cohimbia Pacific net-| out. of.. their ‘way: to: applaud the 
work, now. airing five shows. -for {Minow “declaration. of principles. 

"t have .enough::.In fact Minow’s office, in a. count- 
-the.:down - on. national reaction, 

nt; it was ruled by the net-; that about | 75% 
work: ‘bosses in N-Y. So 
Airing “from:.here: for. ‘the. CRS! the:FCC-noss, Including many writ- : 

lecti fanocur *. election, Yanocu |of- the. N. 

whether a. 
trend. ‘is starting;. but-. -daytime --- 

‘television: can now boast one-. 
writer «from. ‘the. ranks ™ of.- 

He's 

promotion. execs. in N. Y: last week 
‘and expressing concern - over: the 

- The last boost ‘for’ itie Vanocar name Was his clean ‘scoop ‘Of May. -|Possible New: Frontier: censorship | 
_ 44 ‘whén he reported. Kennedy was. going to go to the Summit. The: . 

-who also” fad. ‘the: first. exclusive. interview ‘with the 
_ hew. First’ Lady: after the elections, yet: who was ortce'a rather... 

. obscure web staffer. in-, Chicago.. 
~ '. sOurees, tundeér . the: wing. of. . Hunfley-Brinkley’ producer. Reuven 

encroachments -on’ the freedom of 

“columns. 
Newton N. Minow and 

.Crasby . 
‘chairman 

“Lin: ‘general - taking: television ‘and 
broadcaster - pressure groups: to] 

.What, - of. ‘course, makes: it. 
fall: ‘the. ‘more’ interesting is ‘that. 

“Whitney, along’ with ownership : of. 
4the -Herald-Tribune, ’ also operates |.” 
“Mthe ‘affluent Corinéhian Broadcast- . 

task... 

ing. ‘Chain’ of tv stytions. 
Aside from. kiocking out the : 

Friday: (May’ 19}: and Wed.(May 24) 
eolumns in ‘the: N.Y. daily; a 
‘was sent. out on: ‘beth. pieces to all 

j the. . papers: carrying. the Crosby | 
‘syndicated ‘column. ‘Whether 

| not. this -was’on “command” “from: 
Whitney ‘himself is still a moot | 

‘| point. ‘The actual order came, it's | 
known, from..the’ paper's new -edi- 
tor,. John “Dentsen.. And ‘Dentsen} 

| has. put. himself on ‘record: among:} 
‘| friends, ‘so. they say, that person: 

ally he's favorably disposed toward t- 
-,|some .of ‘the Western and ‘action } 

|} shows: on. tv. 

Crosby Steamed. 

that. John. Hay Whitney, ‘publisher |: 
/ ‘Y. Herald-Tribune, -was}. : - 

‘| addressing. the - nation's newspaper. 

“| the :press, .the- ‘Whitney: paper: was |: 
ordering the yanking of two John]: 

extolling FCC 

“KI 

“Tokyo, May 30. 
‘Lack ‘of © coordination be- 

tween sponsors and produc-. 
“-ers caused a sexy fashion 
‘show to be withdrawn after 
only. two. performances. 

“Midnight Fashion,” a Sat- 
~ urday night display of lingerie 
and -models, was scratched 
from.-:'NET's programming 
when co-sponsors, a lace man- 
‘ufacturer, a modeling school 

‘and’ a’ dressmarker’s institu- 
‘ lion. agreed with disturbed 
“viewers that show was “too 
sadistic”. and “too sexy,” with 

- “excessive hip swinging.” 
‘Producer lamented, “We 

wanted to make {ft really an © 
adult show.” 
wal hers. believe. production 

trying to outstrip existing 
+ suggestive : “Pink Mood Show.’ 

Gen, Toy Cancels 
CBS Show—Can't 
| See It In Advance 

This {s the. time of year when, 

Suit and vidtape 10 segments this 
summer an Fosland, France, italy 
and Vienna reflecting the cultural 
life and events of those countries. 

Actual shows haven't been finale 
ized, bur copraducers Don Keller. 
man and Bill Kobin are planning 
such oentmes as a visit fo the 

{Shakespeare Fest at Stratford-on- 
Avon.”. “CP Shew’s Cambridge." 

wath the authuor-sctentist as a guide 
to the university, and “An After- 
noon in Hyde Park,” all in England. 

In Paris. they plan a show on the 
Bastille Da¥ celebr ation; a “James 
Jones’ Paris.” show on Americaa 
expatriates, to be taped in the Se- 
lect, Hemingway's old hangout, an- 
other on Montmartre nightlife, ard: 
one ‘taped on one of the Seine 
pleasure boats. In Rome, the show 
will visit the Borghese Gallenes, 
mav. do an “Alberto Moravi.'s 
Rame™ tour through the back- 
stiects, and mood plece on Rome 
titled “Pine of Rome” set to the 
Resphesi music Also on the tents= 
tive schedule are a visit lo Venice; 
and more hbhelyv. ane to the Saiz- 
burg Festival tn August, where the 
plan i to tape segments of the 
Salzburg “Eversman” productioa 
in the city’s main square 

Kobin and director Jim = Mac- 
| Allen have already left for Loudon 
| to set up shooting, and Kellerman 
and div tor Martan Carr will leave 

James _ 

As. 

‘soap’ 

lof . 

But regardless of Dentsen’s per- 
‘sonal-simpatico with Matt Ditlon,| networks pick up sponsors for) atound the end of June to tom 
‘or Brett Maverick, Crosby himself. their new, fall programming. But them Since the first show probe 

ably the Stratford segment will jis burning: up. He's told associates CBS-TV,: in’a 
| fattn iri 14 years of columning 
\-has he evér’ been subjected to such 
| treatment,..and. if thie” is what iss ‘The client: is General Tay, the 
|known as freedom. of: the press, ' show - is: “Alvin and the Chip- 

‘|then, something: ‘should be. done j munks,”” slated for the Wednesday 
--about .it..pronto. ‘Ironically, some . Iy basis 

the : Ribseriber papers, it's "7:30, to 8. ‘period. with General | “ Kellerman and Kobin have vir- 
| known, -have objected to. the “kill” . Foods . as the alternate sponsor.) tually worked out an eqapment- 
‘larder. on. the. syndicated. column. : i General’ Toy had given CBS an [facilities deal with Associated Lele- 
‘One of them;. the Denver. Post, ‘jorder: on the’ show a couple of { Viston for Footand which of cout.e 

‘real. switcherao, has gO oon July 10, Kellerman must 
lost a: client fora new fall show. baud up a backlog ter current pros 

Brams belore leaving After that 
and through the simmer, thes ‘tl 
feed shows back toN.Y on a weeke - 

| said it would publish ‘the columns!months ago, conditional onty -in! includes vid.ape faciities, and are 
this. week. Honolulu ‘Cail-Bulletin, i that it gave the company the right ' negotiating with companies in Kus | 
another. subscriber, called N,- LY. ‘to i to see a -pilot or some filmed : rope for the mobile tape setup 
demand. -alr. explanation. why they’: ‘material before the order became: there One of the onjects of the 
can't run the ‘columns. (It's ‘usual j : final. : i Eur opean series Kellerman. sass, 

for. papers:to respect such a.:“kill” | \ What CBS. didn’t. bank on was! Kyle ure as backdrops off the beater 
order without questioning the mo- . ‘the fact that in cartoon production, : bites In Europe. 
tive. . - | unlike live-action, there’s not only 

Oddly enough, ‘Crosby. in the de-| no pilot film to be shown, but be-} 
leted: columns, far from. ‘being | cause ‘several. episodes are ‘laid out * 
unique,’ ‘was putting - ‘himself:..on: at once and go through the pre-! 
‘record: along with most. of the -na-! ‘filming processes of storyboard. , 
tion’s: tv columnists in. throwing in’: i sketches, color drawings and final: 
their Iot. With Minow’s ‘efforts to:cells. before anything: is put to tem’ 
jupgrade: the medium. In sharp ‘film, there's often no film to show ; Nitional Ballet of Canada’s * Pine- 
zontrast to ‘the -dailies’ editorialia client until a: few weeks before #PPle Pull and: fallows with the 

Hate Sir Thomas Beechan’s “Tolti- 
pepe.” setich he conducted ach 
the Canad-an Broudeasting Sen 
phony. ated ‘Music in tie Wall’ by 
Donald ack, Canadian camposer. 

‘Shriner & Shelley On 
TV: ‘The Pay’s Fine But 

It’s Hardly Worth It’ 

Canada's. National Ballet 
Toronto May 30 

Skedded to stfatt ino nud dune 
and tageed “International Tous * 
the Columbia Brogdes+ting 4: 4- 
tems ty sesies jee. off with the 

Congressional - - curbs. being; . Ia. -the . -ease. of “Alvin,” CBS 

“from ‘Format Films ‘until well into 
- July.. General Toy insisted it see 
something, ‘and CBS flashed back . 
the word that. there was none av ail-' 
‘able, and unless the client mn 
mediately firmed the order, 
would have fo take the position | 
that: General. Tov wants out andj 
would look. elsewhere for a.span-| 

Says 
-of.. the column. 

‘treatment ‘has been favorable. to 

, sand Soviet. “and|- British - 

“to -put:a question to Khrushchev, 

: British ATV. s. Taylor: 
| Gets. An On: ‘the-Spot 

-laterview: With Mr. K. 
London, “May 30.- 

In ‘Moscow ‘for Associated Téle.! 
vision’s live’ transmission: ‘to- Brit-! turn... of “Suspense.” 

last, .-the: ‘Miteh Mill 
‘bumped. - 

-Lhoyd Brownfield, “For or years . 
head. Of\.the radio’: department in: 
i Hollywood ‘for CBS Radio, is. retir-. 
ing - ‘July 1 swith an. ‘attractive “pen-. 

-Art. Wittum, ‘head. off. 
‘..'a@ group -consisting. of. Khrushchey. {audience and sales promotion, will ! 

also’ _assiime. “ Brow nfield's ° ‘duties | 
with the assistance. of a Publicist 
to. be hired.. 

Entire’ ‘operation of: radio’ in Hiol:. 
hy wood for the national “and Pacific 

‘js. ‘under: -command. ‘of: 
‘Robert ‘Sutton, veepee of the -CBS. 

Harfield: Weedin; 
‘program director‘of KNX and:CPN, 

ain from thé British -Trade’ Fair. at: 
“. Sokoiniki Park, ATV. commentator | 
7 Shaw’ Taylor obtained. an: on-the= : 
spot tv interview by. Soviet: Premier | 

es, ‘Khrushchev. Le 
Taylor was ina camera car. tour: 1G 

‘ing the Fair ground when it -met: 

‘. head on, There..was no immediate: 
way for the: group or the. car. to | 

pase: So Taylor,. ‘accompanied: by’ 
Russian .; -commentatgr” -. 
. Borozdina, Seized - his. ‘opportunity } 

‘Said he: “Mir,.- Khrushchev, “sir, 
~ “this is the ‘British: television: unit 

' and. the picture is now’ being’ sent: 
"- geross, -to . Brilain:.and . Is. being: who .wilt 
Watched, in Britain. May ‘Task. you, net york’ 

1 City. "Continued. on: ‘page: 34). 
~ 

te ; a .L 7 

and ~ Aes 

co “Gunsmoke” 

<sion deal.” 

-officials:; 

Liidmila i. 

netw ork 

radio division. ° 

of . California's - 

eie:ré 

‘will assume - the: duties: of Davis,: 
likely - move. o¥er. to ‘the | 

s. iv arm - ‘at. ‘Television ; 

“Science ; 
-: | Editor” -and “Univ ersity Explorer,” 

‘| plus. Ralph..Story’. 

Also. in: “the } 
er - “Show FES) 9g 

_ “lyadio network are Art Linkletter, | ing ‘tot dailies with vested owner-' 
.| Bing Crosby and Rosemary. Clooney: ship interests. in. t@ ‘and- radio Sta- 

he’s. told. friends 
‘In Hollywood.’ whe: doesn’t. intend to tuke it Jying- 

These ‘will not. be affected hy: “the” ‘dewn: killing: a column, because of. 
curtailed operation. . he 

‘Ina program. ‘Shuffle, the fadio” 
ds axed.- being. * Te-} 

‘placed’ by a. N, Y. — originating re- 

fLlons- . 

i As: for. Crosby. 

"possible. libel sensitivities fs -one 
Mthing, but killing’ a.column because - 
vit holds .a different point. of -view 
1 {han that -of “the: editor ds’ soz me~ 
thing else ‘again. 

Here. are -except’ from the . May: 
column that the Herald-Tribune 

«refused to publish .and- which’ Mas 
killed, in. syndi¢ation: : 

| ; In -characterizing « ‘televiéion: 

as a Vast wasteland ‘and: spell- 
ing out just what he meant by- 
“wasteland, -FC€ “Chairman 

Newton. Minow ‘was: -only -res 
i . porting what’, any. ‘setowner | 

_ could. ascertain. for himself if 
‘he..were: foolish. enough and 
-Strong- -Stomached. enough to, sit 

| _in front of. his set. for.72 hours. 
1’. The results have ‘been: calas- 

"trophic. _and “ironic. = a 
First, the. public “rallled.. al-- 

‘most ‘toa. man -behind.-Minow: * 
_ Second, and. notwithstanding, ~ 
the: House. ‘of Representatives 

je _ Continued: on. page 38) 

v 

[yet. 

‘answer. from the 
startiug ‘to put 
alternate. prospects 

Back of: the General Tor move. 
however, is understood. to he some 
infernal’ conflicts in the company 

client, 

“<n characters for licensing and 
mere handising — 

“BORGE & BENNY: 
| "BACK-TO-BACK 

Victor Borge and Jack Benny. in . 
iin thei only specials of next sea- 
ison, wil be sieced back-to-hack 
iby CBS-TV on .Wednesdas. Sept 
127 at9ty 1] pm. Borge will hoid 
Pdown tne 910. spat for Pontiac, 

. with the: “Carnegie Hall Salute to 
4 ‘ Jack Benny" 
+ Banner. Associates going fato the 

special taped bs Bob 

30-1]. period with Kitchens of Sara 
Lee picking © up half. 

‘This won't be the only earls. ‘BeA- 
‘tson double-héader in the. was of. 

Though the date {isn't set’ ‘specials 
NBC 4s.-pianning a “Rain” 

(Marilyn Monroe+-Bob Hope back- 
to-back tandesn., . 

sor. So far CBS hasn't gotten an | 
and iv: 

out feelers for 

caver ty policy and use of the "Al-- 

“Spadduret sen” 

Mouneapoiis, Mas 30 
offered for televison 

inet cget dee 2 agearisers Ge. desea 
-offsers tue dravthacks of Che tne. 
daune att ordingt iu comedians Stele 

Jes Borman and Berb Shree: tea 
faequent t. performers | Besaan, 
appealing oat freddie s naghtefab 

Top yoat 

phere atet Shrarer en poute te an 

envacenpentl ig Aw tin ADan vere 
intersseced he Parte t Pao ag, 
ea apet Stat padio ty edetes 

Tasetar s steged tp cries m0 lade fe 

“Sten bat the bare to pa, te at 
trdec ta tay act 480 Ohian tye boing t= 
ale. fects 085 Berna Vai. af, 
Pair cratete! fy ty far wtigt tg 

done fot ene putats a terubie tag 
toda You have fo plas te tie ae 
die ausente for laut. and they 

tant ever are sou because af all 
the Cataeras gtd mete 7 

Subnet caplatnsns das ahoence 
flor ty seterns in gerent gran na, 
poised ot Df d-dasd go into stirw 

busses fo geton ts TP want te ene 

fertain people And whal dard of sn, 
act tan 2G do its only etgist mune - 
ules’ 

‘Then Be Sullivan spends three 
Of your ett minutes on the ine 

added Mis Shoiner, 
accompanying her husband on toug, 
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Vien Packagers Feel They Can 
Easily Adapt 

Those sidfilmeries taking a long¢ 
look at what may turn «ut to be 
the “Minow Minuet’ on ‘network 
i. are coming up wih some; 
guesses, forecasts on hew they 
Tight fit into the altered order. * 

For one, John iMtckell, Screen 
Genis: national sales vp and one. 
cf thé key planners for the major: 
network vidfilm heuse.. dac nt! 
think that Minow’s call for a new 
programming order will recult in 
a complete overhaul of present . 
progrannaing, He does tliink that: 
there will be alterations i accent, : 
introduction of new. forms of en- 
tertaimment, a diminishing of the } 
hour forms, and attempts to hit. 
more jevels in the show biz spec-! 
trum. 

In other quarters. 
friendly side among the outside; 
program suppliers, the 4 Tanounce: | 
ments of FCC chairman Ne s‘aton N, 
Minew and NAB prexv Leavy Col- | 
lins are welcomed. The welcome 
has come major and minor reser- 

the: se on the 

vations and there. may be question- f° 
ing of their interpretations of the 
Minow & Collins call for a change. 
Nevertheless, the cold, open hos-. 
uhty tu Minow espre sed. by many 
broadcasters isn't neatly is prev a- . 
lent among many autcice prograni ” 
suppliers. , 

&, 

Gadly enough. the outside net- 
work pro¢ram sippliers should 
frel the brunt of *linosa’s “waste- 
lane” cttack, as well as fhe sta- 
tions acd nctuecks. Perluips the 
reasons Minow'’s words dant take . 
an eaual toli amone ontside pro-* 
gram supplicrs is that cmany of! 
them feel that they are adaptable. 
H the market isa’t there for crime 
mellers, many ai large vidfilm: 
house feels that it( can turn its * 
talents in other directions, anthol- 
epies, comedies, etc : 

Other houses, SG. 

that it’s not wedded te vidfilm 
production. SG can .and has 
opened up divisions fer “live” 
drama and game shows. ] 

According (9 some outside pro- 
gramming execs trsing to sense: 

for ume feels. 

some of the tuture network 
changes, the forecast is’ that. sel- 
dem will anv one of the three 
networks offer viewers a@ 730 to 
11 pm. lineup of solid action ad- - 
venture. Each of the networks 
will strive for more balance in the 
ven of CBS-TV’s Sunday night - 
Iineup which opens vith “Lassie” : 
and “Dennis the Menace.” fol- 
lowed by “Ed Sullivan Show.” 
“General Electric Theatre.” the 
novelty “Candid Cameré#t,” and the: 
“What's Mv Line” same show. 

Minow & €°3. may not lke the 
above translation of his stern 
reprimand to the broadcasting in- 
dustry, but that’s how ‘some out-, 
side program suppliers. view the; 
Minow & Collins .approach inj; 
terms of mass entertainment. Rule 
of news, public affuirs is another 
storv. 

ree ne ee eee 

Metro ost lR | 

$1,003,000 Gross 
Metro TV bas soid its 30 post- 

"45's in 15 markets to date. racking | 
up os gross of about $1,000,000, ! 
Three major rnarkets of N. Y., Los’ 
Angeles and Chicago hive yet to: 
be sold. 

New Sales include WM AT... Wash- 
ington; KPILR, St Louts; KONO, : 

San. Antonio: and KTAR. Phoenix. : 
Metros basic deal for its first: 
group of post-48's is a five-year, 

— 

fiive-run deal. There , are some 
variations in) different = markets, | 
though. 

Nefotictions in the ane«jor trio 
market\ N. ¥., Les A\pnceles and 
Chreavo.--are said to be well un-- 
derway 

oe eee eee 

SC’s Panhandle’ Series 
Hollywand., May 30. 

Sereen Gems has scheduled pilot 
Prods fen for ao new ene-hour! 
teries tithe@  "Pan.andle” this | 
summer 

Property will be hased on WR. 
Burnett s Re ekies which: 
Screen Gerps he 

Series wil re set om the Fexas- 

rhb ood eta @s in’ the cater 
20s Pilot « ait hy Eewis Reed 
4% «completed. ER 1b Silverstein 
will Girect. 

1 been soid in 46 ‘markets, with new: 

> “Rendezvous 

“It's A Wonderful World,” starring |, 

‘produced by Sterling Television. 

'WPIX’S FAT NIELSEN 

- vated telementary in the N.Y. mar- 

asht late last vear. f "Real MeCovs" 

| Fim Companies Must 
~ BroadenAd Sights In 

to Minow. Pattern’) 
46 Ripcord Markets 

Ziv-UA’s: “Ripcord now 

“Motion. ‘picture companies. using. 

tv. 48. an. ad medium to plug a pic: 

“were: ‘taken to task for too often 

has! 

markets including WCPO, Cin- 
cinnati; KPIX, San Francisco and 
KIRO, Seaftle. 

First two markets to register | @8€r. of. WNBC-TY, NY. 
clearance for Savannah Sugar: Re- ; 

commercials. . The criticism was 

fining’s four-state spread -are} adventure tv shows also catch the 
WCSC, Charleston, S.C.: and | news and view all sorts of tv fare 
WCYB, Bristol-Johnson City, Va. | Barry maintained. - “Because .of 

‘Other new — stations ‘include ! the. very. nature. of: the : television 
WFGA, Jacksonville, Fla. WLBT, ! medium, . it- offers . motion picture |. 
Jackson, Miss.; and -KVAL, -Eu-| advertisers an opportunity ‘to not 

' gene, Ore. limit theireadvertising: and. promo: 
tion. to only one page,- ‘as :it' were. 
jin, so doing, the motion: picture 
L advertiser can. address himself to! 

WPIX Hot F crmiat: 
Travel Adventure’ 

WPIX, NY one ‘of the mcét. 
heavily half hour ‘syndicated’ vid-3: 
film programmed station in the i 
country, is on a- travel adventure % 

interests. run ‘the gamut from 
cooking to drama. . 

“People responsible. ‘for buying 
‘television time for the advertising. 
, oF ‘motion pictures’ should -not' try 
Mo: outguess the public. 
‘Should -not. be. kept a secret from 
-any. group of people. Doing so is 
‘diametrically .“opposed -'to -the. law 

! that. ‘salés- are limited to the hum-. 
kick. ber of. ‘prospective: customers: ig- 

To date 18% of- the station’s : ;nored’.” 
weekly evening pragramming is de-j 
voted to real life adventure pro- ,; 
prams, with more to came in the! 

fa Agata eve ite aE. s Dickers On 

~ Delaplane Series 
nine half-hours werkly. ‘are doing: 

- San: Francisco, May 30. 

well in the Indie’s rating meter. . 

_Thesxe are the armchair true-to- | 

RBe ‘and.- Official Films - are. 
+ Gickering. new tv. travel : series to 

life adv entire shows now being 
telecast. from Monday ‘through |. 
Sunday in prime evening time: ee | 
Search for .Ady ent ure,” “Sey en 
League Boots,” ‘Bold Journey.” 
“High Road" “Wild C argo, 

With Adventure.’ ” 
“Aqua-Lung Adventure” “I Search | ‘Delaplane” ‘and’ based on ‘writing 
for Adventure,” -double exposed land personality of: syndicated: trav-. 

on Saturday ', and “Air Force Ad- ter ‘columnist Stanton Delaplane: 
ventures.” dete the ‘ati 1 Search f I NBC's. had. the half-hour pilot 

s to the ra ings, “ earch for: ; 
Adventure.” seen on ‘Mondays. hias:, since mid- April, with: no: - decision 

Journey” on “Wednesdays. ‘has ‘aithey'll ‘take Ate ‘Te NBC. doesn't 
six-month average of .4.8./ “Aqua-: grab it,. ‘Official - Films will prob- 
Lung Adventure” has a six-month: ‘ably put. it inte syndication. © 
average of 3.7 and the late start- Show, according. to: ‘Delaplane, 
ers, “Wild Cargo. ‘Rendezvous | is pased ‘on’ the. ‘assumption that |: 
with Adventure,” “Air Foree Ad-i ‘there are ‘only © two kinds. of." 

venture” and” “Seven League | Amerieans, those taking a trip. and 
- Boats” have been BN eraging 3.5. those plannirig one.” 

For the fall, WPIX has. slated | -. “Format {8 to. have Delaplane act 

as emcee with a guest ‘who ‘picks a 
favorite ‘country’ or’ aréa, Producer | 
Bruce ‘Campbell then rounds: up a 
116 to .18-minute travel film. which 

John Cameron Swayze and pro- | 
duced by Carl Dudley, and “Glabal-|. 
Zobel.” narrated by:.Mvyron -Zobel, |. 
‘who also _produces the show. An- 
other travel series hought by. the | 
station is “Adventure “Theatre,” ; comments... ‘Rest ‘of the. show is 

+; devoted: to. travel tips, . including | 
[Reesor advice. 

4 may be. that show. Is. planned: for ; 

i Frisco. 

Pilot. Was: ‘shot in Hollywood, but ! ON VALENTINO LEGEND 
The ‘Sterling Television. tele if- show gets ‘off. the ground Dela- Retistohe Arsenal, Ala., and Caria- t sands Upon thousands of. feet ‘of nee 

"old documentary . footage, is now 
- intensifying: its efforts to -find a’. it again on the. rating ‘meter: ‘ror! in Frisco, with “guests - flying in 

WPIX, N.Y., with “The Legend of |¢ i 3 te 
Rudolph Valentino” drawing a-14:8 | set *. New. ¥ rk, CNC 
Neilsen for the 10 to 11 p.m. The 
14.8 topped all competition: in the}, 
time period except ‘WABC-TV in|! 
the seven- -s(ation market: -WABC- 
TVs “Naked City”. was kingpin 
in the slot with’ a 21.2. _ 

Sterling Television's partner 
David Wolper who was exec pro- 

, ducer of “Project: Man in Space” 
also had a show which garnered. . 

solid ratings. ar the N.Y Dane Europe ° ae a a (Pete): McGowan 
News indie. :‘Man In Space,” tele- [- 
cast in May drew an 18.5 Arbitron has | joined ‘WP IX as..an account, 
and a repeat of “Race for Space” | &X€C¢ - “Half Century. 500, 
an 11. 8 Arbitron. Sterling-Wolper 
Productions is the name of the 

: partnered firm. 

~ Vidfilm: Chatter 

tor of. 4nternational operations for 

Television - Industries, has left for 

“Day ° race, to. be’ telecast Wedies- 

day 17), E. I. DuPont is picking: 
,WPIX also has had some impos-. up: the ‘tab .. Documentaries 

ing. rating figures for its own pro- |. ” 
duced pubaffairs -documentariés. sated for" Documentary aiheatre” 
“Castro, Cuba and Communisin” | on as Tene 

_drew a 20.4 Arbitron, the fourth’ ton ‘ “Next of Kin ‘Victory. Vie 
"repeat of “The Secret Tite eat “Coastal Command. "all ‘dealing 

‘Adolph Hitler.” 9.7." The “Hitler® with World War. II exploits . 
‘documentary remains ‘the highest. |. Television: producer Paul. ¥ario 

; ket for ifs first: “Tun showirig. 

Te _|in’ the. Streets ‘af Europe” 
ABC Films Canada Dickers 5 
ABC Films sales vecpee: Howard: 

B, Anderson is in Toranta- this writing deals for Metro. TV's °N 
W eck to tinalize client negotiations tional Velvet.”. Both authored sev- 
cn the sale of the. ABC-TV. series. | eral scripts: for the ‘show's first 

in Canada. . | year on NBC-TV , .-.. Bernice Coe 
Along with William. B, ‘VWansiah; Stavis, -exee at- Sterling Television, 

Canadian division: manager of ABC’ 
Films, Anderson will be seeing po-- 
tential major’ ¢lients fur ‘the off- 

web series and officials of the CBC. 

recently’ gave ‘birth to her. second 
child, a‘ girl.;“-She’s. married to. 
play wright, Barrie Stavis, , 

“Use of TV, Sez Barry| 

buying: ‘time in and. around. action- | 

adventure tv shows . and. thereby |: 

restricting the exposure: of their}. 

offered. ‘by Jim Barry,: sales ‘man- |. 

Same: people ‘watching - -action- . 

a cross-section of. people whose ! 

A picture | 

| check, Hardin isa rarity. . 

- {maintain that. the publicity wi 
-| come if. the. Public likes me. ae 

| Man at the Cape’ 

Delaplane. and guest interpolate | 

Indianapolis “Speedway Memorial . 

| negotiating with Lester. ‘Shurr for {| 
Cesar Romerg, to-star in. “The “Man 7. 

‘series 
.-. Claire’ Kennedy and Anne |- 

‘Howard Bailey: signed ‘to multiple} 
{1 boss, 

out fora couple of weeks. She} 

American ty. expérters—Motion. 

Wan KAO 
Touchy situation prevails. between. the two trade organizations’ ‘of i. 

Picture Export Assn.'and Tele-" 
vision Programs Export:Assn, There’s.an apparent competitive’ divi. . 

‘sion ‘between: the MPEA tv- .séetion, helmed by. Bill Fineshriber, and : c. 
TPEA, topped by John G.’ McCarthy. moe a 

- McCarthy took’ -exception . to MPEA's: ‘contention. ‘that’ -MPEA’ 3. 

not be reached for comment. 

Ty Hardin: So I'm Not 
Making Muc h, But It's: 

Tokyo, May 30. 
Alternate hero. of “the. “Chey- 

Gromyko after a contractual dis-; 
_| pute, has no plans ‘for studio. Te- 
-bellion. . a 

t Here for. a few days’ after com--|: - 
| pleting location: work for. 
.Marauders” ‘Milton Sperling indie} 

“The j 

for WB- in the Philippines, Hardin | 
told: Variety, “I’m.on a:seven-year 
contract, ‘have lived. up to it.and | 
plan to." The one-time electrical 
engineer: ‘at Douglas | ‘Aircraft. add- 

‘}ed, ‘I'm not: making: so,.much, but 
more than an engineer. . 
business. ° 

rush to get-a ‘press ‘agerit’. before 

“He has: 
no personal publicity representa- ; 
tion. “People. say I'm out’ of my} 
mind for not having it,” he noted, 
“but one reason I’ve never sought 
publicity is that I don't want. to: 
go further - “than my «ability. | 

- Canaveral Series 
" Holiywood, May 30: 

' Filmaster. vidpix ‘firm ‘headed | 
by Bob Stabler, is prepping -urider 
wraps ‘what company. hopes ‘will | 
be the first series. enabled to ‘shoot.! 

Reason for special. NBG interest. in ‘and . exploit. ‘missile... base . ‘ati 
: Cape. Canaveral. Projected’ ‘seriés 

Setting: for all ‘shows is is tagged “Man At The.Cape-” . 

formerly 7 -Edmunt: J. Caffrev, 
Haison fer Rocketdyne ..at -both 

veral, developed: idea and: sold | 
‘it to Stabler. Caffrey . also stated - 

I like this. 
It’s been good to .me. 

If the folks don't. like me, TH Just 7 

7 ibe tifled “Around. the. World. with: ‘Be. -back. to work, 

a 

Irving“Maas was instrumental in. Japan’s new libéralized program 
concerning: ty imports.. MPEA. issued -a statement to that effect 
recently. “McCarthy. said: ‘that -he had ‘six - ‘conferences ‘with the. 
Japanese finance minister at a critical stage and, in effect; claimed - a 
the. ‘significant crédit for the. altered. Japanese policy. ~ . - 
TPEA topper ‘stated that the’ objectives. of . his ‘organization and. 

_ “MPEA are the same—ta. ‘“viden the markét for U.S. programs... ... 
‘abroad. At the same time, he: stated. that TPEA as an organization. °" 
is singularly. devoted to: tv: while MPEA has motion ‘picture -theatri-: |” 
‘cal interests ‘and. ‘exhibition ° ‘jnterests::to contend with. :TPEA,: -- 
among its 12 member. companies, has the: three U.S. tv networks. 

_-MPEA, on the. other hand. in tv..represents motion; -picture’.com-: 
' panies which have.tv.divisions. Other than‘ the three: webs, ‘other -.. 
"TPEA members are MCA, National Telefilm: Associates, ‘United 
‘Artists, Screen. Gems, .Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,. Desilu, . Four Star, 
Dannv Thomas’. ‘organization ‘and William Morris: 

‘MPEA- tv topper: : Fineshriber now is on a Latino tour: and . could 

‘Net and Gross Up 
More Than an Engineer’| | For Sterling ’ 

enne” series. Ty Hardin, “who. Was 
‘Ster ling: Televisi

on’ S viet ‘income:
 - “ 

. , {for the fiscal year. ended oe 
enlisted. when Clint’ Walker. did. a‘! al year’ended March 31, - 

,1961,-was $63, 200 on gross. revenues’ 
1 of $938. 200, . according to an‘ an-. 
nouncement by: chairman and. prexy”” 
y Saul, J. “Furell: 

The net” profits: provided: for a° 

‘co. 

‘issu 

pany's ‘over-the-counter stock. 
“twice: the: per-share amount. 

| paid out on the previous ‘fiscal- 
Year when. gross revenues were. 
$722.087. In both: fiscal ’60 and-’61, : 
‘Sterling. ‘received - direct: commise. 2 
‘sions. on an .additional --$200,000. 
billed. directly by. Hearst Metrotone . 
News. & Radio TV. Packager. - «>. 

Company's backlog - of: contracts | , 
‘Yin force, but <unbilled increased 

Ina. ‘business - ‘where youngsters | froth $490,000 ‘at ‘the end of: fiscal, oo 
{60 to.$675,000. in 1961." - 

the ink is .dry:on their -first- pay-.| .Turell . said» ‘there Was. “gubstan- i 
tial: activity in Several ..areas not 
reflected in ‘this yeai'’s annual ‘re-.- 
port. Less than half:of the $500.000 ©. 
‘grossed. by the -ABC-TV_ Series,- 
“Silents -Please,”.-has been billed, 
and: an: additional -13. ‘episodes. are. 
going. into - production. 7 
“Wolper- Sterling ~ Productions, 

‘50%. Sterling - owned : -affiliate, 
| grossed.- $750, 000. in its ‘first year’ 
‘| af operation, jand: Tureil. said” this : 
| figure: was. not consolidated. in the: 
overall -corporate - balance sheet: 
‘He said Sterling plans expansion - 

\" ‘its -Educationat. Film: Division. in 
"62, and “The Great Chase,” a feas. 
ture’ pix culled from archive. foot- - 
|age, has been completed and wiif- 
be’ in. ‘release - ‘soon. . Blueprints for 

| two more features are‘in the works’ 
along with - some Projects for Syn: 
dication, the prexy Said.’ 

‘Mull. Reactiviating. or 
“March of Time’ Footage ae 

: Time. Thie , Ah all those. thou- - 

that ‘he. -personally’. secured the. 1 new way. to package’ ‘old. “March. of. 
U.S. Air. Force cooperation. neces- ; Time” celluloid.” -Assurances come . sary. 

* | from: the company’. that, for the. 
Nat : :Perrin, .who -will. ‘produce, {moment © anyway, “there. are”: no 

‘Stabler. left here last - 

sing—or ‘almost all—-will be done . 
there: for Stabler now is utilizing | 
a studio at’: Winter. Park, Fla, 
where he is making. “Beacheom- 

toplining Cameron; ber”: series, 
Mitchell. 

deals. primarily © with: launching 
‘pad - crews, and: ‘will glorify’ ‘them: 
‘and their work. ; ‘Probably facilita- 
ting entry. of telefilming. crews. 
"into Canaveral is fact that for the. 
first time the public was admitted |: 
to the” base—to: ogle ‘the: pads ‘and |: 
‘missiles close: up—May .20,. as_an } 

! an out: with va. new - group. of eight 
-;-| of -nearly © 200,000 “rubbernecked | ‘Shirley Temple features. - 

the” installation, 

Armed Forces Day gesture: 

FRED RAPHAEL. UPPED 

Thompsan. : commercial production. ; 

as v.p. in charge of client Telations, 
for the past two. years. ° 

In. another: expansion’ move, 
Filmways ‘signed Joseph L. Marone 
as 

Fred Raphael, onetime. Ji Walter’ ' Arthur Treacher; 

|-Was assigned Larry Mascott to’ plot | Plans . to -make new:. “March of . 
-the pilot. 
‘week for Florida,. . presumably « to} 

: ‘| contact: Canaveral . authorities. 
, Norman B. ‘Katz, | VP. and direc-. . 

Time’: _-shows.. 

 Time,: ‘which Wetted its” feet ‘in 
ity production «outside | the ‘realm a 

In‘ all. probability -all_the- telen-: ‘of its .. owned stations). when * it. 
‘contributed. heavily this season to. 

| ABC-TV’s “Close-Up,” wants,. ‘nat- 
urally, to’ imake. the old. stanzas.” 
palatable. ‘for. tv: “¢onsumption,- “ale. : . 
though’ presently there” is: no plan les 
of .action. . 

NtW’s New Shirleys. 
‘National Telefilm . Associates. is 

* Titles include: “Young: “Peopl,” ” 
with Jack. Oakle. and’George Mont 
‘gomery;: 
Princess.” with Cesar: ‘Romerse ‘and. - 

“Susannah «. of 
the . Mounties: “* Randolph - Seott, | 

‘has been’ named v.p..'and \'Victor: Jory; “Stand Up and Cheer”: 
general ‘manager of ‘Filmways Ine. 
He’s: been. with: the outfit, latterly : “The. Little Colonel” - 

-“Our.. Little Girl,” . Joel McCrea: 
and “The. 

Littlest Rebel.”- both’. featuring 
Bill (Bojangles): “Robinson. 
At -the ‘same. time: NTA ‘ts Tre. 

releasing. the first 10.Shirley Tem: 
creative’ and Production di-.. ple pix: distributed by ‘the. com 

B. Pany. ; 

14é” per.“share: dividend, on the aan 

“ on “March”. Has | footage dating back a 
According’ to: Caffrey his “idea | as far as: 1935. For. awhile, NBC: -. 

| News: ‘held some. of. it, -hut it. was 
too: expensive | to. alt, its -under- 
| stood. | 

“Curly. _Top;” “The Little :.- 



“> network cassia. ¢: 

Four ‘Star’ V.p. ‘end ‘exec producer ‘Tom McDermott. opened. .the 
_guttain and threw: :some light: on -the: 
- studio, He. told Variety that. _contrary. 

’ Feports: circulating, ‘due’ to ‘the: demise. of seven of the company’s . 
telefilm series, the. outlook. is. most: optimistic: and: Four. Star. is no .. 
‘Invalid: . 
_* “Too. many “people whose interests ‘touch on ‘this industry. have 
“been: taking our numerical drop at face value without ‘any Investi- 
‘gation as to. what's been added. We've almost balanced’ the scale. . 
with. new or extended, series to supplant the loss. More new series: | 
-sales have been: made’ ‘through Four Star than any ‘other studio,’ - 

; McDermott said. 
He ‘sighted .“‘The ‘Dick Powell ‘Show; "an ‘hour “anthology: “The “ 

- Corrupters”’. starring Stephen- ‘MeNally,’ ‘also :an. hour skein; “The _ 
(half-hour? 

“Robert. Taylor’ s Detectives” ‘to 60 minutes: MeDérmatt emphasized -- 
fhat this later series title remains the. same: and _ it -has been--¢r-.... 

*.. Foneously- retitled. ‘Captain. of Detectives’: by NBC-TV. © 
Four’ Star .has ‘chalked up quite .a coup. ‘by’ selling. the: Powell: 

'.. anthology for 50° hours. (30 segments, -plus.:20 reruns). ‘Two: weeks 
“are préeeinpted but. McDermott. added: “We might even fill In the 

-: gap: with two additional’ episodes if. needed.” ‘The ‘Berg series has 
‘been confirmed for 39, weeks and “Corrupters”. for 30 weeks with - 
possible reruns: In: the works: is “Ensign O° Toole” with Dean Jones, 

_, Gertrude : Berg -.: Show’’’: 

studio contracteé.. 
“All our shows ate. Four. Star. productions. and. do not represent 7 

: “Yented -space:scries for outside. production. companies, We'll score 
“a bigger: Profit. ‘ext. fiscal. year over. this: Past year,’ ” MeDermott... 

. summed. up, ° 

‘account. for. millions: of. dollars’ din 

feature sales. Unlike 1 ‘a. syndicated | 
‘series, distribution: setup,: feature: 

Aistribution. ean : ‘be. effected with | 

a8 small: a sales force as five: men, 

08 exemplified by. Metro Ty. 

“. MCA TV in-its marketing of the. 
. ‘Paramount | library ‘hardly took on 
-. any ‘extra men. Key execa in the 
MCA™-TV organization ‘took: wide 

> territories and the ‘entire ‘country 
. @Vver.a& period of time was. covered. 
Reason MCA: TY. is:cited is that: 
& number ‘of ‘pix-to-tv distributors. 
are following the MCA TV. pater 

ne. 
- @f the key. execs: inthe: MCA TV} F imways Hot 
which proyed:: :SO: successful 

feature -selloff was v.p. Lou Fried- 
and,“ now: playing a key. role in. 
‘the. MCA TV> push on. the: Offs) 
‘network hour: series. © oo 

“At, Sereen::Gems, “principal fe: | 
sare in thé post:'48:-sale :of pix’ is. 
“wip. Bob..Siedelman. -SG- has -.200'| ° 

~., post-'48 . Columbia’. ‘pix © ‘up: “fort: 
tabs: ‘and. to. ‘date, most’ of the. 
selling, “has. ‘been done ‘by Siedel- 
“Jndn: The syndication--v.p. made |.” 
‘ “ne. $12;00; 000 deal- with the a 

a n 

. most situations, SG;: acting. on. lo-. 
CBS: 0&0's; ‘as. the ‘kick-off. 

~ gal: station: interest,:.opens .up-‘a 
market for ‘bidding on .pix.. It is |: 
‘then, ‘that. negotiations ‘take: place 
and’ before: a deal | is finalized, 

_-). “Biedelman ‘ is" cealled. Ain “on the 
lst talks. _ 

"Phe way. Diek Herpér. of. Metro 
7 (Continued. On page 44) 

liv ‘Giants’ Into 
CBS Films 

- OBS Films Has, acquired “World 
et -Giants”. ‘for: .syndication. _ in 
what's the: first instance of a8 Live 
“produced show ‘going to-one of its: 
competitors . for distribution.’ ‘CBS 
Films will { 

. ments, . “which 
“CBS-TV. bu: never. saw air, ‘Into : 
“6 syndication for: fall. airing. . 

‘Ziv’ has. traditionally” handled 
“2 distribution: ‘of -all- its product, ‘but. 
--the’ circums: ances ‘ofthe ‘“Giants”” 

roduction: led -to its: -acquisilion by: 
| CBS Films. Thvee. years ago, CBS-) 
apy and. Ziv made <a. oproduetion 
.| deal: onthe. Half-hour Series, : with | 
the web financings all 13° segments. 
. though it. hid -no: “Sponsor ‘commit- 

In. return for. 
the commitment for. ‘13,-CBS | got, 
among other thidias; rerun n distribu |: : 

” ment-for, the show. 

tion rights. Lt 

As it happened; CBS" ‘was iinable: 
to sell-“the “show: on -a “network 
“basis, and shelWwid it, Nothing, hap- 

week, when. the’ pened. until das’. 
> -sindication dis- 

tribution. to Cis , Films, 

On Sales af a sales to V, 
So Much Is Owed to So Fen 

at ‘eounparative ‘handial of mga t— 

‘UA ‘and. former -exee. producer ‘of: 

‘ton in: July, -’57, as’ head of éast 
_eoast ‘production and as network. 
and agency liaison for the prodic- 

‘yeartenure on the. ‘Robert Mont- 
gomery" series; | Bailey. was: chief’ 
of: tv’ programming for. Grey: Ad- 
vertising.:: 

‘networking in the fall in “Mr. Ed, aa | 

duction schedule. underway early 

redy. series,.and a minimum. of two: 
‘more are slated” ‘for Production, by 

= 'October.: 

“A on. ‘the...Coast under ’ production’ 
j superyision of Al. Simon, who’s also 
{working © on developnient of ‘an- 

“llightful ‘Impostor. * Casting on this. 

at py’ ‘show to: be ‘filmed In Europe. 

3-1 chairman,.Is ‘negotiating: for net- 
| work. financing on. the action stanza, ‘ 

his costs by’. ‘shooting it feature-1. 
Jength ‘for. theatrical. distribution}. . 

ut the 13 ““WOG” ‘sen 
were financed by. 

ture, 

Hollywood, May. 30. 

bs arse picture at. the 
the ‘kind : of” negative: 

and the .Jengthening: ‘of. | 

” Bailey Baits Tir 
‘Joseph: W.. ‘Bailey, . vp. of. “Ziv 

“Robert. . Montgomery :. “Presents,” 
has resigned, : effective’ June. 1:- 

-Bailey joined the Ziv. “organiza- 

ing company: - Prior. to his: eight. 

With $7; 0 0 
‘Oh Grosso on Tap 
“With | ‘one ‘stanza. already. set. ‘for 

Filmways ‘has gotten its: ‘pilot pro- 

for’ the. .°62-"63: sales season. One 
pilot ig “already ‘in the. can—"“The 
Bill Bendix: Show,” .a’ family com- 

’ Betidix: ‘show. was Just ‘completed’ 

other. tomedy half-hour, “The De- | 

is already. in. negotiation. “Third. 
pilot’ will - be an -hourlong.. action.|{.. 

Ransohoff,; ~ Martin. ‘Filmways. 

but:.says: if. none is forthcoming, 
he'll go ‘ahead anyway and recoup 

and ‘editing it down to an. hour AS. 
well: for. tv. selling purposes... 

Another : ‘European, coproductien | 
deal. currenti<.. in- negotiation - fs j 
“Dawn Patrol: " the World. War 1 | 
aviation series: on which’ Filmways 
made: a pilot in association with 
Oalifornia _National | Productions, 
Filmways” has ‘bought -out. CNP’s 
share and w ould-like to put. it, into 
syndication., Lf. the right: kind. of - 
British * coprodiiction’ deal: can. be : 
‘worked ott: hel begin ‘negotiating: 
fora: distribution” arrangement . on 
the series: : 

* What with: the: pilot. activity, full’ 
production: on”Mr,:- Ed” .and possi- 
bly.“ Dawn | Patrol,” ". plus ‘start. . ‘of. 
filming on October: on: his first. fea-{ H 

vinet “Bors’ Night Out,” which: will i i 
star Kim Novak, James Garner and | i asked: for ‘out and ‘the: studio.cuom-' travelorg Sirdes.” 

: Continued, on page’ ba 

“|crease before. 
‘time. CBS Films, - 

‘| would: move ‘on pilot projects. if} 5 
enough regionals could be coralled 
to trigger’a fir st-run series. release. | 

. over 
| network” properties, and 

‘field’ ABC Filnis. CBS Films andj 

‘1 rica N ow,’ 

‘fcoproduction ‘with’ Joe ‘Le-3 

the fall Season are. in and give or 
take a-number ‘of shows, the count- 
down’ for the upcoming season. is 
Sparse ‘indeed. - 

{ . Number. of. new . properties. for : 
‘the “61-62. séasaon. now stands at 
‘six shows; which fall into. the tra- 
‘ditional. syndie groove.: The nun- 
-ber,. though, .is swelled. by off-net- 

4: work . properties, by. series not in 
the -traditional syridie’ groave, car- 

_.£ toon: and: other properties.- 

: The; six first- runners, probably 
. ‘the lowest count: in-years; may in-. 

‘the .fall’ . starting 
for’ example. 

Here ‘are the six first-runners 
|.now- up. for. grabs: ‘Ziv-UA, Broder-. 
ick Crawford starrer-“King of. Dia-|. 
-monds,”” 

~.1-Gems, - Jack: Carson, 
and “Ripcord’; Screen 

Filmas- 
““Beachcromber.” 

| TV, National - Telefilm . Associates, 
and. ‘others: " 

MCA: TV". loom as significant. dis- 
Aributors. : 
-ABC’ Films. ‘in ‘the off-network’ 

field, Aas “Wyatt: Earp,” “One 
Step Beyond” and “Matty’s: Sun- 

Alive,” *: “Angel” 
Dawg"; MCA “TV: h 
‘hour’ series, - 
‘bost,” Overland | ‘rail, ” 

@nd- 

. day Funnies”; ‘CBS Films has “De- 
cember . Bridé,” " ‘Wanted Dead or 

“Deputy: 
‘the four one: 

“Cimarron, ” “River-| 
“was until last week the third dis- 

| tinct 
‘other two being Foreign Enter- 

and 
. "Suspicion, ” 
1:-Getting away “from” the . “tradi- 
¥ tional ‘syndie. fare, there. will be 
-entries from | “Official Films,. “Af. 

“PM: East, 

‘Metropolitan Broadcasting -entries 
| and ‘ABC: Films. ‘Dr. Joyce, Broth- 
ers” 15-minute. segments: which | to. 
date. have made, quite : * “sales 
splash: vet 

‘Whether: ‘National. Telefilin: As- 

point. “Worthington. tTony? Miner. 

as well‘as .a. number of other key 
“p of W” execs. 
of. Oliver A - Unger as board chair- 
man and-the ‘election of Charles 
Glett) to. fill ‘his post leaves- the 

producers such as Lewis Friedman 
have been let Out in. the interim. 

available - ‘for. fall are ITC’ s “Su-. 
-percar” and. Television Personali- | 
ties’“Dieck Tracy” cartoon series. 

Reasons ‘for ‘the: falloff in the 
.. number: ‘of syndie proper ties range. 
from the expansion of network 

‘the -psol of ‘regional: advertisers. 

have: bren. able-to survive the: re- 
stricted market isn't large:. 

—— 

iRex Reason Ih 

‘Roaring 0s’ Exit 
‘Hollywood, May 30. 

Rex: Reason,. regular in Warner. 
“Bros. “Roaring. 20's" given top bill-- 
‘ing: by studio. ir that vidpix series, 
“On, Baiie.. Speed for cand 
; promptly was _ “given release from} 
his WB ‘pact... Ticket - would have | 
fun till. ‘January. 

‘According ‘ta’ -Reason, he “was; 
Notified | there would be a. slight! 
format change. in. skein “with more 
shoot-"em: ups in future. I do not: 
feel’ Iam ‘shoot-‘em-up actor. - 

plied.” tt 

“Bog Roy,” 

-“Fand “Shannon”: Independent Tele> 
a yision Corp., “Whiplash”; 

_{ ter,” 
-Qut of”. the™ ‘traditional syndie . 

first-run, property. race for the up-| 
. coming season .are. the ‘syndie. sub- }- 
‘sids of the ‘threé networks, -MCA |. 

’ atiiong others, Westing-. 
‘|. house ‘Broadcasting’s 

‘| PM ‘West,” Wolper-Sterling docu- 
-{méntaries via Sterling Television; 

‘gociates comes back - next, season: 
‘with another cycle of “The Play of: 
the: Week” has become’ a’ moot. 

‘But the bowout. 

‘question up in the air. “P of W"’ 

“Among the’ nem’. kiddie shows! 

‘Number of .-syndie. ‘houses that. 

v6. all. intents and ‘purposes. the _ 
. syndic first-run° program. chips. for | . 

. Of important conséquence. in the: | 
jie market are the off- 

in this j 

exec producer'of.the “P of W”. still} 
is on payroll with the coiripany; 

‘programming to :the. -diminshing of . 

all 

| 

-adelphia; WTIC, 
St. ‘Louis; WKBW, 
-Deriver; 

15% 

elroy, ay ei [IM SOUT Shows Taig LS Inge | FQR-1981-'R2| Abroad? ‘Nonsense, Sez McCarthy 
+ 

WB's Post-’50 Sales 
Second package of post-’50 War-: 

‘ner Bros. has been sold in more 
than 12. markets, according to dis- 
‘trib Seven Arts Associated. 

- New. group of 41 “Films of the 
50’s' has been sold to WCAU, Phil- 

Hartford; KSD, 
Buffalo: KLZ, 

-KENS, San Antonio; 
KGMB; ‘Honolulu: wsoc, Char- 
lotte; “WFLA, Tampa: KTVK, 
Phoenix; WOC, Davenport, f{a.; 
and WHYN, Springfield, Mass. 

_ First. group. of Warner Bros. 
“Films of. the 50’s” has now been 
sold .in 85 markets. Latest stu- 
tion. sales on the initial packace 
includes WKST, Youngstown, 0.; 
KQTV, Ft. Dodge, Ia.; and KMED, 
Medford, Ore. 

Exit CNP, Reenter | 
NBC Films; 7-Man 

‘Sales Operation 
Now that all the decision-making 

is past, California National Pro- 

‘ductions will disappear from: the 

scene and NBC Films will return, 
but as a seven-man sales operation 

By MURRAY HOROWITZ 

FCC chairman Newton N. Minow 

| and others who make sweeping at- 
tacks against US. television are 

hurting the export market of 

American tv programs, according 

to John G. McCarthy, prez af Tele- 

vision Program Export Aan 

McCarthy took strong exveption 
to the contention that the tmavce 
of America abroad {s tarnished or 
had because of U S tv shows tele- 
cast in foreign countries 

He said the number of American 
crime shows telecast abroad 
aren't as great as the critics clan. 
He pointed out that forempn inoad- 
casters ae offered a wide ariay of 
American programs, ranging trom 
public affairs to comedies On the 
basis of his experience, after trav- 
eling the globe, MeCarthy maine 
tained that the image of America, 
conveyed by the vast majority of 
U.S pregrams abroad, ":< a high- 
ly attractive and desitable one.” 

He didnt mention Minow hy 
naue in his counterattack state- 
ment against critics of US. televt- 
Sion, but, in response to a quesfion, 
McCarthy said he meant Minow 
among others McCarthy warned 
that all those abroad who mivht 
want to raise restrictians aga:n.t 
the import of U.S) ty programs, 
use the statments of Amettean 
critics as justificatlon for theiec 
restrictive movas 

“The export earnings of thiy In- 
dustry,” MeCarthy went on. tare 
an nuportant factor in iniproiing 

coming under the direct control of j the critical U. S balance of pay- 

the Domestic: Enterprises unit in 

yeep Alfred Stern's NBC Enter- | 

prises division. 

‘Calnaf, the telefilm arm of NRC, 

unit in’ Stern’s operation, 

prises and Domestic, lalter under 
departmental director Morris Rit- 
tenberg. Under the revised setup, 
which carried with {t an order for 
a major. cutback of an estimaied 

to 80°, Rittenberg will su- 
pervise. remaining telefilm sales. 

Under -Rittenberg, there'll be the 
seven salesmen, one of whom will 
‘be Bill Breen, who headed Calnat's 
‘N.Y. sales office, Breen wil] be in 
charge of. NBC Films sales from: 
riow ‘on, which {ndicates that Dan 
‘Curtis; the Calnat sales tépper, 
will be Jeaving the outfit,” along 
with program veep: Carl Lindeman : 
(see. separate story), publicity-pro- ; 
‘motion topper Arthur Perles (who! 
will announce his new affiliation 
‘shortly: and Herb Schlosser, for- 
mer. ‘Beneral manager who Jes: ‘than 
a month ago shifted to NBC-TY. 

From here on tn, service fune 
‘tions, like press’ relations, wil) be 
handled through NBC-TV_ facil- 
ities. 

Saudek’s 7-Man-Crew 
In-Japan-For Filming 
Of Philharmonic Orch: 

‘Tokyo, May 39. 

Before wrappiitg up his cameras 

after almost three weeks in Japan { 
. of shooting. footage of Leonard 

‘4 Bernstein: the New York | 
indie tv producer’ 

and 
Philharmanic. 

| Robert. Saudek explained his trek 
to film an ‘orch usually available ! 
Within a shout from his New York 
base 

“Vee came because of interest in‘ 
fthe setlivgs and in. the Philhar- | 
‘amonic Mn relation: to the Japane>e 
people.” Saiudek told Variety | 
Wits. his. seven-man crew. 

iJensed Bernstein and orch in Tokyo 
and Nagova, both on stage and 
of  Thes- also caught shots of 

i individual audience faces, kimono- 
‘clad ladies and young concertgoers, 

‘reflective of aspects seldom. 
seen on US screens. 

“We find that Americans. want 
ye {to kniw more of Japan than just 

Saudek said, 

(Continued. on page 34) 

“We 

i installments, 

he sheen doin annt covecne- 

ments position. By this thie we 
should all be aware how serious 
this situation {fs after thiee yrars 
of catastrophically adverse ibal- 
ances,” 

(Other sources have estimated 
that sale of U.S. programs. abroad 
in "61 will amount to over $30,090, 
000.: 

“I believe that one of the greate 
est assels of this country in the 
idealogical warfare thal we have 
been waging for these many yours 
has been the fact. that, unlike the 
Soviet bloc, Amevicans are five to 
show the good as well as the bad 
about the United Slates and ta 
comment on ft and to- criticize, 
Audiences In foteign marke's kaoyv 
that they are secing uncensored 

(Continued on } page 44 
ate ee rk. * 

$2,600,000 Sales On 
‘Magoo, ‘Tracy’ 

Chicago, May 30 

According ta Henry G  Saper- 
stein, whe bought out UPA Puce 
tures around a vear ago. the ani- 
nation company is having the best 
year in its history chleff! thaoi-tts 
the syndication click of the fi e- 
minule “Mister Magoo" and “back 
Tracy” teleseries 

Toresther, in s joint total of 269 
fhe shows represent 

an investment of $3,900 G00 In a 
few months on the synidse asaet 
thes’ve already brongit back 
$2.600.000 in sates. Saperstein aut 4 
The serves are being disterbated by 
Saperstein’s other compars ‘Tele- 
vision Personakifes Ine 

UPA, which had used 510909 
fect of filta dn 1999, protecef 
2,000,000 fert in 196) and experts 
fo use more than 7.000009 Osis 
year, Saperstein sass He notes tan 
that a staff ‘of 44 at the sted of 
1969 has giown to mace ae 
at the studto Animation bows. tog 

A | 
institutional filing Ino add tion to 
the motion picture ang tees 9 
cartoons 

TPIT also syndicates “AN Stor 
Golf? and ‘Ding Darig Sto] 
Chiefiy, however, it. mesctands eg 
for consumer products suce; eases 
as Debbie Revnoids, Elvis Pre‘ , 
“Wyatt Earp.” *Riflerse ° Gate 
Storm, “Fury, “ “Lassie” awl “Lone 
Ranger.” 
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| ABC proposes to keep doing it 

ABC-that’ s who- 
‘with the most 
popular programs 
‘in television 
The biggest popularity contest in. 
America goes on nightly, in your home, 
at your television set. 
As you view, you vote. You turn the 
dial, that's a vote. Turn’ it again, 
that’s another vote. 

Nielsen does the tallying. 
For the 2 weeks ending May 7 
(latest reported period) the tally — 
gays that where you could watch 

all 3 networks, you watched ABC 
m™ most.* You voted ABC programs 

the most popular in television. 
(Which is the way it’s been going 
all season.*) 
/ This popularity count, we repeat, 
is taken where it counts most, 

- where all 3 networks screen 
their candidates for your approval. 

“ABC did it with such leading. 
candidates as My Three Sons, 

- The Untouchables; The Flintstones, 
The Real.McCoys, Hawatian Eye, ote. 

with such new entries as Bus Stop; 
The Corruptors, The New Breed, 
Calvin & The Colonel, Top Cat, ete. 

_ Keep voting. 

ABC Television Network 
eBou.e Net onal Nesen 50 mar wat Td 12.075 at ose 

asdacia~Oetober 24, 1000 ra .g) May 7 80 Ma Sey 

tieaaan Saterday 730 Wo 14 PM. 3 ody GOS 19 1 Pl 
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Oil Companies Lubricating TV 
Coffers At an Increasing Pace 
—Qn Other Madison Ave. Fronts: 

Ry Bin, GREFLFY 

Vieee has stink eq) bat god 
Tout ceaslthe Bip pasehne and ba 
be, gered Aecorte ars nereased oo 

sends: 702°, OT. B 5aoyre 

Caters ae fas tears cutiay wae 
Pe aisetiseg record, 

. 
ag c 

Peetocens teas the secand fir a 
Jers oe, th ROE Midsgerr Cad Csoteepe st te 
pethoccare coGnes info tS Cham ans 
Gthar voetieis with a tefl expen: 
ig: € 230 606 E08 Spet tela able! j 
bee cele met rerde teoned 
¥+ tes. eu 3} Leo mm '9 to S15 699. 
Qletiogre TRE, 

Mette Kk Shoald agams shew 4 
Bi pe bse ots the Gab meres pony 

treatgis tt Program of ol 
beaks cancer prestige along wilh 
& teh ah courts. 

Heee'’s the tedate netyork run-; 
Gews VS BEeOPRV, Gaifi wali ase- 
Heated ais “intent mevs Speers’ 
ee peop htons for dat mews 

ge tte aks that go am sia web AEC ONE 
wits Prank WeGee's  parmcime 
“Here and New” pabsersice ontry . 
fer teal Texaco continues (with 
the Hentles- Brinkley strip Wryan, 
Arliss e regional buy of the Sugar: 

jee} football special a fourth: via 
Ie Wactes, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Moana, 

ron & Bowles. 
New Biz: Norcuff Labs to. M«xon, » 

Client is aonew-tirm boing formed ! 
chy MeKesson & Robbins. 
| _ Eldon industries, Hawthorne, ! 
PCalf. tovs and electronics manus 
Tacturer, to Keny on & Eckhardt: . 

Chi Avencies 
Chicayvo, May. 30. 
Burmeister, -former 

Passt. director of studio ‘ope: ations.: 
“fer CBS in New York, joinea: 
“Foate. Cone & Belding as broad-. 
east supervisors” for. the. Genetal | 
Foods, Hallmark, and Kimberly- | 
Clerk accounts. 

Rivard HH. 

3 

i Warren I. 

Weiss agency had 
added four: dack Berry, ox-Alberto : 
Crlver, as account exce on the 
~ Helene Curtis account: Rugene |, 
Mandarino, .ex-Compton. Advertis- 
ing, as an art director; Arnold. 
Winograd, previously .a¢d-.manager 
for Pabst beer, as account exec for : 
James B. Beam distillery; 
t Harold T. M.. Millikin, ex-West- 
clox. as an account supervisor, 

Bill Hyer, . broadcast supervisor 

-at FC&B, named to board of trus- * 
.tees of the Latin School oof. 

.. CBs. reppery. rays ‘it's ‘ 
proved by.. groups : of’: -major- aq ; 
agency. and. client -execs.- ‘>. 

“| Briefs: Robert E; Eastman. & Co. { 
moves ‘to. One: Rockefellér Plaza | } 

. C. Joseph Gavin, formerly.with | Jy 

" been 

NBC sales, has joined. the New 
| York ‘sales ‘staff of: Blair-TV:.-... 
: Katz ‘agency has. distributed an up- 
dated version 9f its’“Spot Televi- 
sion Advertsiing Cost Summary” 

. Avery -Knodel ‘hzs a report on 
the market and facilities. of .ABC. 
‘Radio West; a’ 104. siation, ‘line-con- 
jnected.web covering 10 states...’ 
‘Paul Dd.” Campbell, formerly . With: 
: Venard, ‘Rintowl: & McConnell, has. 
+ joined’ the” sales ‘staff -of Avery- 
iKnodel ..... Charies:T: Dempsey 
joins. the sales: staff of Petry Tele- 

{vision June: 5. He Was: With Head- 
. ley -Reed,. 

Amer Airlines 

$6,000,000 Biz. 
To Doyle, Dane 

t- Doyle, Dane, Bernbach, one- of 
: three agencies pitcliing the $6,000,- 

“sewed up the new- biz, Monday. (29) | 
.afternoon.:: 

AA management, w ho: fwo.w reeks. 
ago gave Young. & Rubicain 90- ‘day 
notice, had invited: five agencies to } 

ap-1¢ 

‘| Memorial. Authority . 

-[to. entertainment fans . 
- {the Mitch Miller -tv show: and. Gail. Borden, rod: and. gim_ expert. was 

rT Rati Produn Cats ! 
IN NEW: YORK. CITY. oer. 
Add ‘network. casualties: Les ‘Zimmerman from. CBS . ‘Radio™ ‘press 

being. heard. regular ly at 7 p.m, -eross-the-board. . ae 

_. Anne Louise Morrissy joining. ABC News Writing: staff | in a. Shit from wort 
NBC publicity: department - -i. NBC's Al Rylander to upstate: Coneor 
Hotel ‘for 10-day rest . 

ager under. station boss. George. Dietrich. . 

preparing for radio-tv journalistic career . 

(June: 4) in an interview with the station’s Martin Bookspan. 

. Kevin Ken- 

a girl, his eighth child. ..; Two of the-outdoor-sportsmen on Channel 
11's. pre-baseball game ser “ies, “Sportsmen’s Club,” are better known. 

. Len Stokes, fishing’ authority,. is'a,regular on. 

Sonja Henie’s skating ‘partner. a number of years ..:.. Armory Houghton, . 
now chairman of Corning Glass exe¢ cammittee ang former U:S: am-. 
bassador to France, named.‘to the board. of. directors. of: the. National, 

{Educational Television & Radio Center... , 

program veep Mike Pann, all ‘back from Coast confabs, and engineers 
and;900 American Airlines account, jing. & ‘affiliate relations veep Bill Lodge. back from a Bermuda vacation _ 

“CBS Television Stations prez Merle: Jones ‘back . at. his desk after 
| convalescing - ‘at home from his. intenstinal: ailment .... 
guests.on Joe Franklin’s “Memory Lane” -Friday’. (2) ‘and Greta. Keller © 
j Visits ‘June -5.. 
Offices for. Talent: Associates-Paramount. Ltd. . 

. . «Sid Bakal ‘being dropped. from. Herald-Trib » Tadio-tv. staff... 6” 
| Effective this week. WNEW Radio's: Space ‘age expert | Martin’ ‘€aidin 

Lewis P. Johnson, formerly. eastern’ district: 
manager. of NBC Radio. Spot’ Sales, named WNBC-AM-FM' sales:man=:-. _ 

WNBC_newshawk Gabe... |” 
Pressman: spoke. Friday '26). to’ ‘Columbia. U. Journalism: | school: on. - .: 

. Tom Rogers, - awith, Arthur 
} Schmidt's: pr. house and. before that’ a- Metro staffer. got a ‘recess ap- | 
‘|pointment as a@.member of. Gov. Rockefeller's: N.Y. State World..War « * 

Fritz. Reiner will appear. on WQXR ‘Sunday aa 

Floretice Marin, secretary to general’ manager Fred ‘Thrower,, back a _ 
, fat her desk at WPIX after a month’s. visit to Europe.. 
-|nedy, WPIX’s “Seven O'Clock” newscaster,-a father ‘Again: ‘this time: 

CBS-TV prexy Jim Aubrey, national: program. veep Oscar Katz, N. Y: wet heeey 

“Adam -Wade ©: 

. » Michael Abbott to. the. Coast. to set up Hollywood wee 
. Johnny. Mathis-cut ‘a... 

and the ner ork expects more or: Chicago. 
wGOHES lor aveclabilitues on other ! 
Tes for Sports events, . 

At ABC-TV, Humble’ Oil, via 
BM Ceon-Rrickson. wil return wath 
a dauith sponsorstip of the NCAA! 

London Agenciés 
London. May 30. 

OF ne ae 

j make presentations. Ogilvy: Benson j 15-minute “Stars for Defense’ show. with: the "Eltiat Lawrence orch for pe 
& Matlier and Ted Bates withdrew | distribution by the Office of Civil Defense ‘to. 2,400 radio stations..’:; - aS 

ifrom the’ competition, Remaining i Julio Di Benedetto, producer-director of. “Candid Camera.”” to .the. -~ 
ibesides- Doyle,: Dane, _ Bernbach | Coast.for 10 days 6n new. program ideas for the show and Bob Banner. 
‘were BBDO. and Lerinen & Newell. | Associates -. 

_Tradsters. : ear ly” had :. figured {the new operatic monolog, “The Accused,” ‘which: Patricia. Neway will. ~ 
. . Big: week for the John Strausses;*he's the: composer, of =” 

feothe'h sames, and currenthy has 
ao fourth participation in the 
“Wold of Sperts” summet scries, 
Sianciur, Vie Geser ete, has oa- 
fourth of the American Feoetbell 
iaarne Sanday spread, and a pat- | 
tyapation in the summer run of the: 
Lanience Welk outing. 
hias the 1] pan news on ABC o& a's 
ju New ¥York and Washington, with 
an option on 60 more markets: for} 

the show come fill. 

CRS. TV last week signed Shell 
fe: the Sunday “Young People’s; 
Coaerts and a spread of goll spe-; 

atals 
dial companies have the web's Na-: 
frome? Te:eue lootball on a reecion- 
a! basis, including American Stand- | 
aed, Standard of Indiana, Spced- 
wet and Sun Oi! in Philadelphia. 

In adelition, Cities Service «Len- i 
new & Newells is slapping far a 
tive slot for its proposed monthly 
BOMICS of musicals, “Highway of.’ 
Melody.’ after negotions with NBC j 
fot! through. and Hunible is -ex-; 
pected °o increase its web spend- 
ing with the company becemme, 
Breve national, 

Cm the spot scene, a few of the . 
eu spreads oinelude “custom” 
weather shows for Atlantic Retin- 
fig, promotion of the Humble loo . 
by Stindard in severe) markets; 
eid Phillips bankrolhng ne ws and 
Meather ino several mia kets. 

Attention, FTC 

At least coifee 
Inpioved @ bit in the last 300 scars. 
Chock Full OONuats has forwarded $ 
the text of a 1657 coffee ad trom | 
a Lo:don paper In Bartholomew 
Fane on the back side of the Old 
Facvhauge, the drink called coffee, 
woh isa very whelsom = and 
Bi vsica? drink, having many ex- |! 
cellent ventures, closes the crifice 
of the stemack, tortifies the heat: 
within, helpeth digestion, quick- 
math the spirits; maketh the heart 
Khe htsoin, is good apainst ese-sores, 
coughs or colds, rhumes, consump. } 
tion, head-ach, dropsie, — gout, 
BCUFVY, kings evil and iaany othe 
ers, is to pe sold both in the niorn- | 
ing. and at three of the cock - in 
the affernoon.” 

Vp and down: Frank Sammons, 
former's head of the Ted Bates 
pebrelations department, has | 
joned Fordyee & Dole Assoc.’s, 
cepsulfants fo management on ex- 
ecutive personnel, 

Feter Berla, with the agency 
sitce ‘59, has been appointed a 
gnedia supervisor at Ogilvy. Benson 
& Mather. , 

Stanley W. Koenig and Peter 
F MM. Stewart join BBDO as ac- 
vount group heads on “DuPont, 
Koenig was ad manager with Olin 
Mathieson. Stewart was in ac- 
count management at N. W. Ayer. 

Havis Medwick, business -man-. 
ager of radio-tv at Erwin Wasey, 
Ruthrauff & Ryan, has been upped 
to assistant director of the depart- 
ment. 

Veeree stripes for Herbert A. 
Arnoid and Jobn S, Bowen at Ben- 

Sun Qik; 

SEO SE parate storys, and sev | 

| 

adsertising : has 

Rich variety of foods come out ; 
of British refrigerators, but they, 
rarely include. homemade 
cream. Canipaign to thaw the U. Ku; 
houeswife’s allegiance to the! 

BEDO for. the biz. With “AA prexy. 
C. R. Smith's -brother at the agency. ! 

ic ¢- | Second wave of: runior :favored. a ' both on CBS-TV , 
‘return. to Lennen -& -Newell, with 
bAA ‘asking the agéncy if ‘it ‘would ! 

| world. premiere: Sunday '4)-on “Camera-Threé,” while ‘his, wife, ‘actresse . 
comedienne. Charlotte: Rae, -has the lead in’. ‘Friday's (9): “OWay Out,” - 

. Dennis James _inta.summer ‘stock -to star in “Two. 
[for the Seesaw” at the Canal-Fulton Playhouse in‘ Ohio. starting: June -.- 

. William: F. Wallace, prez of International Video. Tape Production *: 
hought packet of ice-cream is be- spring Tom Lane, a senior veepee ee Recording, which :headquarters ° in. Beverly. Hills, in from the Coast: 

‘ing launched by Hedley Byrne for ; 
: Wilts United Dairies. One-ninute ; 
ispots in peak-lofr tv ad-mags, as 
{well as commercials on all ner- 

| powder . Kenneth Robinson, ‘co-: 
* founder ‘and chairman of Benton & ; 
Bowles Ltd., one of Britain's: larg- }. 
est advertising agencies, has re 

‘tor, succeeds him as chairman June 
i30 . BBDO Ltd. appointed by 
i Chrysler Motors ty handle Simca. 
‘advertising In UK. J. Walter | 
Thompson molding a ‘prestige’ ad- 
campaign for British Industrial 
Plasties Alfred’ Pemberton 
handling pr in: U.K. for Barbados 

: Tourist Board . Napper -Stinton, 
! Woolley “Ltd. 
heads for a summer drive to-up 
sales of Loxene hair. cream and 
: Shampoo: . Same agency running. 
a June-July. -August campaign ‘for 
Coldrex sniffles cure. British ex-. 
pect it to be a cold, cold summer— 
as usual. 

= 

With the Station Res | 

| Young Television has just ‘pact- 
ed four more stations, making a 

{total of seven since the first’ of 
the year and about 14 over the. last 
12 or 13 months. 

New to young list are WMUR- 
, TV, > H. and W.KST- 
TV, 
ing from Weed, 

Manchester, N 
Youngstown, ©., 

and a: group of 
| three formerly repped hy Bolling 
iin Chicago and the west and Setect 
Stations in New York, WUSN TV, 
Charleston, S. C.: WHTN-TFV. 

| Charleston- Huntington, W. Va.; and 
KBAK-TV. Bakersfield. Calif. 

CBS on the Spot 
f CBS Radio Spot Sales has Te- 
leased a study promoting ‘the .et- 

: fectiveness of..selected spot radio 
j Ov er spot tv campaigns in support {" 
:of network tv. schedules. 

Study shows that spot radio adas: 
| substantially to the unduplicated 
‘audience reached by web tv ana 
| increases the frequency of im- 
pression. 

Multiple radio spots. says the 
study, are delivered within a week, 
every week in a normal mar keting 
evcle, 
Study points out that both net- 

work tv and spot tv show. similar 
patterns of reaching a majority of 
their total. aud and with. 3 single 
Impression per week, and alse 
demonstrates that spot radio's ad- 
vantage grows even more appar ent 
in. cost comparisons. 

The promo, utilizing Nielsen tab- 
ulations, is titled. “Broadcast Me- 
dia Mix Case Studies,” and the 

signed. John Cuff, managing direc- +} 

has been given its. 

both switeh- 

and management - -account.- Super- 
“Visor; to head: up the potential Ak 
i biz. 

AA. finally, ° however, was finite 

‘(ona limited -budged),. Volkswagen, 
; Orbach’ s and ‘other. accounts, 

Vick Chemical’s ; 
TV Minute Spread 
CBS-TV- has* tilled: in a ‘healthy 

chunk. of . its -Thursday’ night sus- 
tained time via the sale of,a total 
of 36 ‘one-minute ‘participations: to 

ee ee ee 

Vick ‘Chemical. Business'is going. 
“Fron-. -inta..two™ Thursday ‘shews, 

tier Circus”. .and “The: Investiga- 
tors,” both: of sthich CBS‘ is selling 
the participatiori ways’: 
‘Vick bought 4 total of. 16 minutes 

lin “The Investigators.” spread at 
j the. rate of two each allernate Weck: 
{ tor: ane-third spénsorship_ of the 
show. on ‘alternate. weeks) over.ca- 
| 16-week . span. In «“Frontier | Cir- 
cus,” the spr ead is: 14 minutes over 
seven weeks..- . 
| CBS sales’ ‘pattern.. incidentally, 
iis a peculiar: one. Web: ‘doesn't like” 
to admit. ta. selling minutes, . so. it. 
sells alternate-week:thirds in hour- 
long shows; same as ‘two minutes: 
every. other week. “But it then. al- 
lows ° ine sponsor to: spread. those. 
two: minutes. over two’ weeks, re- 
ducing the but in effect to a week- 
1 minute. Only ‘real difference -is 
that the sponsor must buy an even 
‘number .of minutes—he..can’t. buy 
three or five, “for. example, . “but 
must: purchase four’ ‘or Six. " 

Sepa! $ TV Ad Sphrge 

Tokyo, ‘May. 30.. 
TV 

hoom here. -Dentsu : ‘agency's an- 

figure representing 22.5% of all ad 
money’ “spent. in mass communica- 
tions... , 

est slice of grand total. Newspaper 
ad income was up:11.4°c .over pre- 
voius year, taking 39.3% ‘of: na- 
tion’s total ad. revenue. ~ 

lion,’ followed -by. weekly. cand 
monthly mags.. 

Total ad income for. the Year in 

Another. strong boost is predicted 
for. this: annum. . ” a 

+ment at Ray Colomb's . 

ag: ad .-média continues to 

nual survey ‘for. 1960 shows: in- 
crease in tv ad revenue of. 63%— 
to $107. million—in-‘the. year, ‘the: 

As usual; newspapers had hatti- 

Radio was. third with. $49: ‘mil 

the mags .media: rose. by 19.5%. 

'for 10. days of. meetings in Gotham : .. Richard Rodgers guests with. 
host Jim Morske in a two-parter. on “American Musical’ Theatre.” :First_ 
segment Sunday (4). deals with his. ‘collaboration: ‘with “Lorenz Hart, 
and will have. ‘Martha Wright: and. John Reardon” ‘doing’ the: songs, : 

iworks are heing booked to promote : pressed.. with DDB's -rundown of i Second. stanza,.on his Oscar Hammerstein 2d: partnership, follows: June ~ 
l Wills United's, Ready-Mix ice-cream ; Successes with. El Al Israel Airlimes.111 . .: . Storer Broadcasting has donated a “$3.000 silver ‘cup ‘aS-a- per- 

manent. prize for the annual Radio &. Television Executives’ -Society.- 
“Fun Day” golf tourney. Named. the Storer Cup,-it will be awarded for. 
the -first time on July. 25, date of the “Fun-Day” celebration. at: the™ . 

{Pelham C.C... . .. Fred: Robbins set. Donald O'Connor, Cyd. Charisse, 
‘'+}Don Murray, Arlene Dahl and Spyros Skouras: on’ his, syndicated “Ass. a 
signment Hollywood” this week. , 

[N HOLLYWOOD . 
Lloyd ‘Brownfield: liked the looks ‘of CBS’ pénsion: -plan. and’ “yetired 

after 21 years ‘as publicity ‘director of the radio skein. in Hollywood. ; 

You’ Hl find him. where: the fish: ‘are biting .... : Bob Finkel moved his. 

producer-director gear from. NBC. ‘to Reyue, He. Was, ‘six years a: Staffer 

‘at the. network . . Michael “Abbott. will, ‘be. a’ ‘top “executive of the 
California - offices ‘of: Talent. ‘Associates-Paramount - with ‘office: on the 

knows these diggin’s well-dating back to the old radio’ days when, 
‘Hedda. ‘Hopper called him “Hollyweod’s . most. promising young - Tadio- 
exec.” 
stripper, “Flair”... ... Hal Kanter, who packaged Pat: Buttram in a‘tv:. 
series that ‘nearly sold. and since has. become a top harid.in the writing. 
department at Metro. took over. Buttram’s: KNX show so -he ‘could: 

off “National Barn. ‘Dance. ” 

IN. CHICAGO. 
Chi Emmy awards, behind ‘schedule this year, “will the presented. ‘June 2 

; 20 at the Knickerbocker sens Ned Willianis, exet. secretary of Chicago: 

Unlimited, retiring Dec, 31° ‘and. moving. ‘to: Iowa: so Gus. Chan, former. 

‘WMAQ deejay, got married. over the weekend ‘and -is ‘ioving out ‘to a 
: Riverside, Calif. to: ‘work on. KPRO, ‘station in which. he’ has. an interest. 

. «.. Frank Atlass, who has’ moved his production. company out to. the: 
Coast. is dickering for an -Am- ~er out: there .. . Jim. Hamilton ‘subbing 
for Henry Cooke: on’ WMAQ’s early. morning ‘show,. while latter -vaca- 
tions in Indiana . |. Jack Karey notching his seventh ‘year 6f benefit 
service to the VA: Hospital here..Heé puts ona ‘weekly | disk-program | oe 
there ... Jim Jordan (Fibber McGee} got a standing -ovation from ‘the ™ 7 
800 local industryites attending Chicago: Unlimited's silver. salute. to. 
AFTRA ... . Al Morgan, show biz: vet. wlio introduced the song “Jealous... 
Heart,” doing: a 13-week: show: on: WTAQ during ‘his in-person engage-. 

;'.. Burt Burdeen, ¢locking -his ‘third year on 
| WCLM-FM with his jazz show, doing.a special two hour breadcast next. 

i Sunday.‘4) spotlighting local jazz talent’, ea, Eg) Wallace checked in as 
general manager of. WIND. vn Se 5 

{| IN ELON DON 
At Teast 20 BBC Television: outside, broadéast. ‘Cameras will he used’ 

to. cover wedding: of :the Duke ‘of: Kent and: Miss Katharine “Worsley . 

link | ys: Dave. Brubeck talking about music ‘on’ BBC radio. June 4... 

Fred MacMurray comedy skein. “My: Three Sons” rolled on ‘Associated- a 
Rédiffusion Television Friday ‘26) . Ron Moody: a ‘hit. ‘as: Fagin {3 a 
Lionel Bart's stage ‘musical “Oliver, " itased: on Dickens’ “Oliver Twist,” * 
‘starts his first series of musical situation-comedy. shows for BBC Tale» oo 
‘vision June 7~. Former’ policeman Glyn Davies—he. served wil 
Scotland Yard's Murder: -and Fraud Squads—has.. written -or’ adapt 
100. ‘scripts: for Associated-Rediffusion'’s three crime series ——"Misder’ 
Bag,” “Crime Sheet” and ‘‘No Hiding Place.” Davies still. drops. in at: 
the Yard: once a ‘week, to. keep up-to-date on-‘new -crime-fighting. 
techniques . ... BBC’s sound program “Desert Island Disks” whirls inté: -.. 
its 550th edition next’ month . Holidaymaking at Fevik, Norway, 7 
Durham Sem Mo Arthur Rutter ‘and his wife were impressed by £3 
singing of: Jan Hoiland,. a’ trainee-chef ‘at their -hotel. :Hoiland 
already cut 4 couple of local disks.which the Rutters brought-back:-and_ 
played over to Tyne-Tees Television's press officer Alan H.. Brown. Now, 

(Continued | on | paue: 40y. 

Hollywood ot. Boss of the coast: operation will be: prexy Al Levy, who. - 

Ralph James ‘came up from :San. Diego tp. emcee KABC's re 

attend the sflver salute. to AFTRA's. Chicago. chapter. Buttram’ came. 7 

in York Minster ‘June 8.. Ceremony will be: relayed: abroad. on ‘Eurovision © con 



-. USIA. post as against his: recent 
"Web career. “Better,”.said Murrow; . 
.:.-' in describing -his. work: -as-a “‘com- 
“-: bination of fascination: mixed with. 

‘Wednesday, May SI; 1961. 

“To 0 Nielsen: Season's $ Windup 
Current” season. is all over: “but the. shouting, but: just for the : 

a ” Nielsen reeord .CBS-TV expaiided its lead over its. nearest: cond- 
+, petitor to. the highest. point sinée last October: with the current 

": May 1 National Nielsen. Teport. ‘Web, with an 18.9 nighttime average, 
- {s'17% ahead of ABC. and 19° ‘ahead. of NBC on. the 1 new Nielsens. apes 

Web took, 13 of the ‘Top 20, which follows: 
-Gunsmoke | (CBS) 

Wagon Train (NBC) :: 
Have Gun;. Will. Travel 

' ‘Candid’ Camera tCBS) .. 
Danny. Thomas (CBS) - 

oe - Price Is. Right (NBC). , te a8 AEE “Salas 
+. Real McCoss’. (ABC) . 
_, ‘Rawhide’ (CBS) - 

-. Untouchables . (ABC) 
My ‘Three:Sons (ABC}.-. 

.. Route. 66. (CBS!*...:.; 
. Garry Moore - (CBSI¥: 
"Jack. Benny: (CBS) . 

‘Garry Moore: (CBS)* 
‘. Route 66. (CBS)* - 
"-77- Sunset Strip. (ABC... 
1 Ed. ‘Sullivan’ (CBS). 

Mm a Fascinating Mind 
of Operation: Murrow; 

: |. _ “Washington, May 30. -4 
in his first’ major public outing | 

a ‘since ‘taking: ‘over: U.S. Information | 
Agency, Edward. R.: Murrow. con:|:: 

“fided. he likes. his. present job bet- 

_ > Guest speaker at'an overflow Nae 
tional, Press Club luncheon,. ‘Mur-- 
‘Tow. was asked how. he- liked: his. 

” frustration... 2imind-stretehing 
_ operation. mn 

_ As for stories he is resigning be- 
cause he reportedly. -‘fiadn’t -been 

‘veonsulted about the Cuban’ fiasco. 
_.and other policy decisions. Ripe ised 
-' gaid: “I have never s f re-:| 
.- ‘signing; I. have ‘neve thoug tof. 

resigning: . E have. ‘fever. "even 
dreamed of resigning.” ~ - 

‘He added that’ although. he made‘|’ 
no claim to “monopolizing” policy-: 
making in.. the : New. Frontier, 

. do. have ‘the ‘opportunity * to bes. 
heard” -and. “I have no ‘complaints |. 
about the: degree of. consultation.” ”: 

“In: -arguing ‘that: Uncle:. Sam's}. 
Overseas propaganda effort needs |. 
to be beefed: ‘up drastically, Murrow |: 
‘sald.in terms of broadcasting. out-. 
put, the. Voice of -America. ranks 
“fourth: behind the programs | of 

. Russia,“ Red“ China and the United 
-" Arab Republic: He ‘declared: 

‘. Jamming © our. radio. broadcasts than 
. we Spend on our’ entife. aeenty 

(Continued . on ‘page: 2). 

Lawrence Joins 

~ Hagerty: at ABC. 
"Willian. H. Lawrence, _ N. a 
“Times: “White House | correspond- 

"> “ent; joined “ABC. News. under. his | 
7 old’: friend ‘James . Hagerty. Law- 

rence shifted to ‘the: network ‘as-a_ 
; political .. commentator ‘and °. re-- 

* signed the newspaper he'd been | 
“with. -the.. ‘last 20. ‘years. to cover 
President . .Kennedy's * 
trip this week: ~ . 

__ , Lawrence will continue’ covering 
‘the White House;-but for ABC... 

Evidently, . -Hagerty,. Eisenhow- 
ss er’s:: -former: press . secretary, ‘has-]- 
‘~~ sought ‘Lawrence's. services: in ra-. 
-:dfo’ and.:tv :almost. from his very. 
day last January ; as veep.in charge: 
of :ABC News. There. ‘were then. 
-expressions - -of doubt from. ABC. 

.* ‘that. veteran . ‘Staffer: “Lawrence. 
-.could be“¢onyinced ‘to- give. Up his 
Times 1 sinecure. ote, 

a . i 

Andy-Griffith (CBS). 
a eae 

"Flintstones: (ABC) -.:: se 
i: Red Skelton. (CBS): .... 

oles 2 ee.” 

- -# Nielsen: -Tates separate “half-hour on 
oa "these: shows: because of sponsorship- setup. . 

ea 

4 
cas 

I 

/ European 
|-tloned “underspending” asa possi- 

-ling. 
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d Stretching | 
Better Than CBS 

Pepsi’ 8 Radio Spread 
Pepsi-Cola, ‘via- BBDO, this. week | 

launches’ its- summer- drive with ‘a 

ering: more. than. 1,000 stations. 

Themed . by the pop firm's ‘new 
jingle, - ““Makin’. “Whoopee”. swith j 

-| chirp. Joanie -Sommers' “on. the 
‘vocal, campaign’ will average | 110} 

‘NBC, CBS and. Mutual). - 

“Special: feature will. be” ‘spots | 
having lyrics related: to’ five ‘pub-. 
-Service.areas: (local sports,. weather, 
local * community activities, “traffic: 

| reports. -and. local. shopping ‘buys), 
| with a‘ time allowance for insertion. 
“There also are specjal spots. related 
to local areas via. equest Of | ‘bots. 
tlers: across: the country.” 

Tobacco TV Tb 
At $112,598,604; 
Reynolds No. | 
"A ‘TvB report: on ‘the. tobacco: in- 

.dustry, ‘showing. {ncreased . use of. 
+Video. during 1960, also’ shows Lig- | 
gett. & Myers: (which just switch ad: 
agencies..in the- wake. of badly’ 

ea the: matter’ of finanelal: an a: slumping’ sales) to ‘be the lightest 

“. muappower | substance, : our. adver-: 
_ | aries have a clear. advantage. The | 
"/.§oviet . bloc -spends “more “money 

Spender - among . the. six: major” cig. 
firms. — 

Measured - expenditures - for” “the 

‘overall “decline: of “1.7%; 

-1'59 for a total-- of. $112;598.694. 

| total ‘in '59 to 63.9°%- in '60.. 

lager 3 “hewspapers, 15.6% 
-door, .36.9°%. 
clude a radio’ figure.. 

+333. 105. Sixth ranking spender. 

+more ‘than half ‘that much: with a: 
total -of. $18,614, 825. - 

son to .J. 
‘cently; .a- McCann spokesman men- 

ble ‘reason for the ‘poor: sales show- 
(L&M_ brand: continues ‘aty 

Dancer-Fitzgerald- Sample): . : 
Television. totals ‘for '60.of .the 

six: majors were: R. J. : ‘Reynolds, 
‘Tobacco, 

($15,758.575; Brown & -Willlanison, . 
‘$20,319,349 (while ranking third: in|.” 

$20,064.986:° American’ 

overall expenditures»; P.. Lorillard, 
$16.186.911;: Philip. ‘Morris, 
639,996: and Liggett. _& “Myers, 

‘blurbs: a week on-each web: (ABC, : 

industry in four ‘major. media’ to-:|- 
talled. $176,034,976. last year, .an: 

“Same | 
| time, national spot .and. “web tele- 

| vision billings rose 5.6% in ‘60-over |° 

Tv's share went. from 59:5°%, of the }. 

Leading. ‘spender . “among thajor | 
cig. firms was R. J. Reynolds with. | 

-a total in all: four media. of $34,- 

“Liggett: &:° Myers ‘only -a- ‘Hitle | 

~When- $10.-:: 
000,000: of the: company’s: ad -bill-.; 
ings switched from “MeCann-Erick- } 

‘Walter: ‘Thompson ‘rex |: 

$14,- 

‘tov TBET ON r, 
Mt nes 

By JAY LEWIS 

Washington, May: 30. 
7 After: ‘the’ humiliating. bust of the 
4 Federal -Communications Corimis- 

- , Sion: reorganization plan, nobody : 
a would’ blame’ Chairman Newton. N. : 

“| Minow: for: “being” 4. little gun-shy 
wo fehen it comes * to. dealings with >; 

. _hConeress.:. so i 

'A- “policy . ‘of .. ‘shunning Capital 
“ { Hill by. Minow ‘and his. White House ! 

oe cohorts -whenever possible. may well i 
'“)prove the most ‘significant devel- |. 

- spovarent [to emerge in- the after- 
oe ! math. of the. Feorganization: _epi-- I 

‘Idea. would”: be to attack 
(reorgani- 

Fsede. 
broadcasting problems. 
zati 

“vested powers ‘can ‘be ‘stretched. ‘a. 
Be long way. .- 

“Actually, such. a modus: operendl ! 
“would: entail: nothing new for the. (21.6%. 
. Kennedy. Administration. ee 

A ‘pattern, is already: apparent. in. 
| the? JFK:..regime of ‘taking’ the. 
route of. direct ‘administrative or 
‘legal’ action rather :than engaging ° 
‘in dubious battle: with Congress ‘. 
[atin new -statutoiy. weapons. 
dling of civil. rights is probably | 
| dun best example of this policy, ! 
{witness ‘Robert: Kennedy: Ss: ora: | 
‘lof. marshalls to. Alabama. on: ‘aus | 
I thority ‘ofa. dusty. Reconstruction : 
law.) © 
| ‘The. reorganization plans for FCC! 

reflected this philosophy of avoid- 
ing’ Congressional. entanglements:. 

win if it didn’t work: in the case 
tof -the- FCC. ‘Reorganization: plans. 
rrequire. the bare minimum of Con- 
‘sressional’ dealings. and ‘often go 
into. effect after . only | token con-. 

| sideration, if any: 
Of course, ‘such, 

would. not be confined'to FCC. 
long arm. of: the: Justice Dept., 
many. -broadeasters: well know, is 
& formidable. weapon. Federal 
rade Commission, with a hot New 

Izealer at the helm, could—and very. 
likely will—bring- into action . its 

'| arsenal of: weapons. Even the Se- 
|curities & -Exchange. Commission 
\‘can.. get into. the, broadcasting. re- 
|form:.act, as it- recéntly ‘did. in a; 
{small way ‘in the case of Roulette : 
+Records .(a stock © offering. was! 
‘blocked temporarily -.because «the 

| diskery didn’t volunteer in its cir- j 
:-| culars fact that an* FTC payola 
complaint. was pending against it, 
!amonz other thingsi,..Aside from: 
the. President’s - authority .. con- 
ferred .under ‘the Reorganization } 
‘Act, there is a broad. sweep. of 
.powers. inherent in the Office it- 
self,-which. can be-wielded through 
the most: direct route of all—the 

i Executive’ Order: . Latter. has. .al- 
| ready been used by. Kennedy in the 
ethical - conflict-of-interests field. 
among “others: ~.. 

‘The Executive:. Branch also js! 
“very Capable of mustering the; 

(Continued on: Page 421. 

The | 

| 

That Man Morgan 
on Editor, Vartery:. 

'  EUwas interested to see in. 
cthis: week's issue .of VARIETY: 

calling | himself “George Mor- - 
gan,” who is -passing himself. 
"+. OFF: ‘as being a Fepresentative 
’ pf yours. You-may like to add 

_ ih. sour next fssué a further 
_. general warning to the televi- - 

1°. ‘sion industry ‘at -large that he’ 
"$s ‘also in the: habit’ of © passing 

ae chimself: off -as having connec- 
' tions. with the BBC. and or 
‘some | of -the ‘English commer- 
elal : companies. He is well-- 

.but- through repeated: _ tele- 
phone cals. from. ‘people who 

- phone’ ‘too late tu check his- 
- eredentials. He is usually. in 

. -@ Very’. Tumpled. condition. and - 
.. exeuses this on the basis that . 
“he has just arrived: by plane 
from Europe’ - 
“I have been wondering. how 

- we could put an end to. his - 
" activities, , 

“2. Dennis. Scuse.. 
N. ¥. Office, BBC. 

n too). with .authority: already |- 
he. statute books. With a little! 

imagination and daring, presently 

‘(Han- : 

direct | “action. 

- Total. .for ‘magazines - dropped _. your disclaimer about the man- | 
; atid: out-- 

Bureau did’ ‘not ‘In- |: 

iby CBS-TV.: 

| by 

-known’ to us, not -personally,. - 
long class. 
lead chavacter in Burr, and his, 

.-he has Stouched” and who tele-. .- 

RADIO-TELEVISION | 27 

CLIPPED? 
* Wednden Shuffle Exec Staff 

Tokyo, May 20. 
“Fourteen of Japan's toprated 

tv: shows are US. series, ac-. 
‘cording to survery of March 
viewers by Mass Media Re- 

_ Search." Of the. 14. Survey 
- shows “Laramie” in first posi- 
tion with. 33.142 of | viewing 

- audience, “Lassie din second 
_-Slet. with. 30.7%: and “Annie 

i” Oakley” showing. with 306°. 
‘ .Other ranking US. entries 
are “Disneyland” 27.9), 
“Rifleman” «27°, “ Perry 

1 Mason" (24°. ), “Father Knows 
Best” 24°C, “U.S. Marshal” 

| (23.7¢:, “Gunsmoke” 
_- (23.6°E 3, “Rawhide” (22 9%), 

if “Popeye”. 12239). 
“Wanted, 

.' Dead or. Alive’ (22¢%!, “My 
to Friend. Flicka’ (21.6°% ? and 
* “Spunky and Tadpole” 

(21.6°°). 

Capital Cities h 

$14,000,000 Buff 
- WKBW Purchase 
i Capital Cities Broadcasting has 

‘ter. than, hig. CBS work, categorical- | four-network. radio campaign. cov-., and: other agencies in themselves | ‘made. a deal for. the purchase of 

7, -ly denied. he’s quitting and ‘made a |. 
hard pitch: for. more _ money: to run 

" “the agency... 

{WKBW-TV -and WKBW Radio for 
| $14,000,000 in cash. Deal marks the 

heels. of the buyout of WPAT, 
j Paterson, N. J., for $5.000.400 Both | 
deals are subject fo FCC approyal. : 

Dr. Clinton H Churchill, prez of 
WKBW and WKBW-TY, will con- 

«| tinue in active association with the 
~ | Buffalo outlets and will become a 

for Capital Cities Broadcasting. Un- 
der. the deal, 
present!y vip. and station manager 
‘of the Buffalo tv. and radio prop- 
jerties, will continue these respon- 
sibilities in Buffalo as v.p and gen- ; 

l eral manager of Capital Cities © 
! Broadcasting. 

A. pioneer: in the broadcasting - 
‘field, Dre. Churchill established 
: WKBW in 1925-in Buffalo and or- - 
; ganized the Buffalo’ Broadrasting 
tCorp. in.1928. He began telecast-~ 
ing operations from WKBW- TV in 

11958. 

.Capital Cities operates radio sta- : 
tions WROW, Albany. and WPRO. j 
Providence, and tv stations WTEN, 
Albany; -WPRO-TV, Providenve; : 

j and WTIVD, Raleigh-Durham. 

‘RAYMOND BURR, CBS 
AGREE ON NEW PACT. brs! into sun 

‘Raymond. Burr, who's. been 

‘threatening - ‘to quit the “Perry 

Mason” | show, and CBS TV have 

buried the hatchet, with Burr now 

| having signed on for two more : 
‘seasons with: options for a third. 

Under: his new deal, Burr won't , 

;get a. piece of “Perry Mason,” 

which is jointly owned by CBS TV ; 

and: Paisano Productions (Gail: 
| Pairick Jackson). . But he will get 

a substantial hike in salary plus. 

“development fund” furnished 

Latter involves fitiaric- 

ing Of: pilot ‘fiims to be produced 
Burs: y ‘companys, Narbor Prod. 

uction~ . 

Unlike. most series in the hour- 
“Mason” has a single 

Joss would -have. pused a. major 
headache . for the. network. In 

: other hour shows, there are dual 
4.or even treble leads so that when 
one pulls out, as did James Garner * 

“| from “Maverick,” the other (Jack | 
-+ Kelly) can -take over without a: 
4 substantial loss of continuity. But | 

a Burr pullout would have meant : 
either a-replacement for the title - 

| rote or abandonment of the show 
altogether. 

° 

. ‘Laramie’ Tops i in Japan | 

4 admunustrative 

second recent one for the expand- ! 
ing group of stations, coming on? 

member of the board of directors - 

Clinton D. Churchill, : 

Carl Lindemann {is going to be-. 

come the third man at viceprest- 

i dential level in the NBC News de- 

j partment, Appointment of the 

| tera web employee, who wet 

Friday. 626. was veep in charge 

of programming for Caltfoinia 
National Productions, heads a. 

selies of execulive changes made 

bs NBC News topper Bill MeAn- 

drew. . 

Lindemann will) probably he 
calied vVicepresident, special pra. 
jects, a kind of treewheeling post 
on which, first, he will concentrate 
on the sale ot pubaflairs and news 
programming As a veep he yoas 
ranks with Mi Andrew’s No 2 man, 

factotum = Jniian 
Geodmaun, MeAndrew  fumseit 1s 
executive vicepresident: ino charge 

lof NBC News 

Me Andrew, at ‘the time he tired 
Lindemann, piuked Rex Goad as 

~ director oof news, a post vacant 
| sinve the January retienment of 
Joe Movers Leanard Allen was 
then chosen to replace Goad as 
news manager for NBC | Don 
Meany Who was manager of domes- 
ties news. moves out of the spot 

’mews area to became manage: of 
ispecial programs Ino effect, this 
Vives Meany conumand of assten- 
ments on one shols for the news 
slirtt 

Ailen’s new title doesn't convey 
.the nature of his added 1espothu- 
bility, but. as news manager, he il 

“add manavement of domestic news 
coverage to the control he's long 
had over foreign news. 

Remaining appointment by Me- 
Andrey was nanunr Gene Juster 
as director of newsfilm Tle had 

- been manager of newsilm 

Means. Allen and Juster will 
continue reporting to veep Goud- 

_ man. 

Insiders at NBC have believed 
for the last several days that Linde- 
minn ovlanned to leave CNP, siuce 
the NBC telefilm: subsidiar, was 
being sharply reduced in size avd 
scope of operation, Before hecom- 
Ing program veep there last ver, 
Lindemann was an NBC TV veep 
over special program sales, moot- 
ly shows in the entertamment vein. 
And hbetore. that, he was bo... of 
NBC wv _ daytime progzammung, 

CBS $8, 000 Ml 
| Daytime Windfall 

Though the pace of CBS TV's 

nighttime sales surge has slowed 

rconsiderably over the past few 

week's the web's dastime picture 

bloom With Bp total 

of $8.000000 in sales pacted 1 a 

Lone. week period Of that around 

: $2.000.000 is renewal busines, - 

‘the balance of $6 000.000 1. Isand 
“new 

Big guns in the surge were Vick 

Chemical and Alberto Culver, Jat. 

‘ter in a moveover ‘from NBC and 

l anc 

ae be 

ee Ee od 

Vick bougat a tets) of 

| four dayiime quarter hours per 

week pilus 6 moran munities. 

Culver Itkewise bought four day- 

“lime quarter-nours far a 52 week 

stand Another big one was ‘Loni, 

Whith bought four alfecnaie work 

_quarte; hours over a 52 week -oe- 

. riod Total amonuz the three a 
full halfhou: strip. ae five haif- 
hours a seek. nearly $9.900 093). 
wavth of bu imness. 

“But thal wasnt aff. Che-enor- 
ough moved in witp a Alac& of 
morning «pots, Pilsbuty added a 

i Couple of quarter hours in tne af- 
ternoon, and Drackett reneweg @s 
thre> quarter-hours pet alte ciate 

iweck for 42 s.ceks bringin tia woe 
nual total up past the $8000 1190 
mark And the Viek busine, one 
Clided a feaithy chunk uf ae2it- 

-time minutes tou ‘(see sepa: ate 
SLOr) 3. 
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What's ina name? | 
- Plenty... because the name CBS - 
Animations means that.now your ‘| J 

__ television commercials can reach 4 
the highest level.of excellence and :} | 

.,,, advertising effectiveness—with }- 
economy. What's more, they'll have } 

the same matchless technique, . | 
-dmagination and audience appeal- | 
_-that-have made GBS the leader. 7 4— 

inal phases of broadcasting. { | : 
CBS Animations, anew unit of CBS | j 

Films, places at your commanda + 4. 
top-notch force of creative artists,.) [ 

the best in the business—plus the 

‘Very finest, most modern facilities : | 
in the business (including Xerox, ge 

'. the amazing new process that “Ky. *=* 
Saves you time and:money). tice 
ae = - “1 As 

Better service, better commercials, 
, faster, and at lower cost? That's ; 

Mbt, what is in a name, when it’s... 

CBS ANIMATIONS 
485 Madison Avenue, New York 22 
Xerox is a product of Xerox, inc. 



30 TELEVISION REVIEWS Wednesday, May. 31, 1961. 

THE OTHER AMERICANS 
«Part J) 

With Trank Reynolds, others 

it 

Producers: Reynolds, -Stanhope- 
Gould : 

Jnrector: Bill Robbins 
Writer: Revnotés 
30 Mins.. Fues. 10:15 p.m. 
WBBM-1V, Chicago sfilm & fape? 

OGnuee atein WBEALTV 

has come ug wath a documentiry 

worths of retwork CUPOSUTE, 

News: 

though notin ah cheacndtegraphie | 

art 

bears 

spectar 

aered 

Two-y 
y& 

Te spects 

ether cert 

week 

ay 

with 
Latin 
weeks 
"V's 

emsce bv a ¢te- 

Fiat.k Ike 

abit Gata tt 

nea dts 
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elas to several 
counties a tew 
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hos tee. cstlee drum foot- - 

which traveled - 

Casters Cut Gece :onalixn, to places . 
stories, 
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fertn af the 
Ee: 

conseciamth | 

dy aie 
s 

where 

Fert ardouws 

Revniiads we, 
Cor  wetbec abped, 

qed professsan Ty 

Part Tocf oDbee 

Cans” Géepicted toe TS effarts to 

Fuclpe tete  peasaatss im the poor 
Counties pa cents te the appar- 
entin nacre screces feb Comsneist 
esitation In cheat. the, a flerence 

bods dowii te tas ve shes them 
how te greys Joreer potstoes. the 
Commies fet) tiem fa seize farms 
from the rich land pers, Kev- 
nolds ceede tae poem) frencbantly: 
end eloquent. vith the help of 
footase -Soste the respective 
“sapheas sation ss ft “sank. 

Tor the tnveator, he fo- 
cussed can acorn named George 
Gablis wl . Gis wath Eadians in 

Keuader he ere pind 25ce a dav 
fer thei: dabars. dexotuie. their 
weebenis te srowink -thgir own 
food Cinks tries To towel foens 

the sinsple rules gf aecieutture, 
and they secon teadiche. bum. AS 
Kevnoids  pomts oat to 
Benader peas. ats Gibbs 
Sniave of the US. 

Other hall 
loweedd Tete. 
f‘ommunnt 

frons 
bo r- 

Other Anieri- 

iow. 

is 

Sesa.fn, a Brazilian’ 
described: is “not an 

exif ran” Serctin’s conviction 1s 
that the peer poole 
under the cenitalist svetem. As a 
rember of the Pesesants League. 

Serefin IS shown 
peasant cuiace and telling them 

. ew ow 

cure , 

THE LEGEND OF “RUDOLPH; 
VALENTINO 

Narrator: Frank Gallop . 
Producers: Saul J. Ture, Paul | 
-Killiam | 

Director: Grahém Ferguson 
Writers: .Turell, Ferguson, Killian, | 

Arthur Knight i 
60 Mirs,: Wed. (24), 10 p.m. ef 
PETFR Rr FOUNDATIONS , 
WPIX, N.Y. (film) 

i Ben Sackheind : 

A diverting nostalgic. film ¢ 

essay oon Rudolph Valentino, Ure: 

matinee idol of. the 20's. was. of: | 

production, The hour telementary, 

titled ‘The Legend cf Rudolph | 
Valentino.” wis ‘sponsared in- close | 

to 50 markets by Peter Pan Foun- ; familiar saying or phrase.On night | iulés, 
d#fions, 

Viewed on. NY:: 

? Wednesday 124), the ‘vollection . of 

ACthaliv' 

> period, 

those 
the 

cf the seport  fol-. 

‘sont gain! 

‘ - minded 
addressing a 

feceorcine toa trans tater that they - 

Can do 

have dene 
his yvonne to the 

abhat the Cuban. pesple | 
and that the US. aid! 

landowneyss. 

‘Into 

pom. 

‘hanks dr. 

eld prints, vintage. footage of Vale! 

eniing films, and clips of © thie} 

was more often Inter esting. 

than not. It took about 15. minutes | 

hefore the documentary really get} 
its subject. the Hollywood: 

side of the Valentino saga, , 

Greater interest could have: heen 

achieved had the telementary triéd- i. little to recommend, it other. than ithe. words of: the announcer 
to offer more incisive insight -into | 
why the Latin Lover captéred -al! 
America. There were a few short + 
Buesses thrown out, but that Was:i 
about all. Little was learned ahout I: 
Vv: Jentino 2s a personality that ° 
was new, or. that offered fresh . 
insights. wed 

Yet. the hour which hegan at 10 
had than moments of -pon- 

ume flair for the sut-ject and the , 
scriod, Shots of Valentine | play- : 
ins the villain in his early Helly- 
wood days must have come #s a 
shock to the post-Valentino genera- 
tion who may have. pictured: bim-: 
only as the kissing ts pe. Clips of 
some. of his more popular pix -cap- ; 
.tured the idol at work. Then there, 
were the private clips, the: {oolage | 
of stich faves of vore.as William ‘S, . 
Wart, Al Folson, Nouglss Fair- 

and Will: Rogers. 

these davs of the interna: 
pic,, the: documentary Te | 

the ty veneration .tnat: 
Hollywood initially: declined to. 
star the Halian born actar-.as :a 
lead out.-of fear that “Aimerican ' 
audiences wouldn't accept a. Latin ° 

In 
tional 

“aur such a major role. 
! 

Resne ds sem tup was that most 
ef the 260 COO Ob people tiving In 
Latin Arierica ace 
enoand that the Cente agitators 
Jive a case to wehke fcr 
efiermye oa sheateut sponsored by 
vel finance Chemies of the CLS, 
The Giference. he ported out, 
that the Comrpies orem 
cent ahout Letin Vrerica, 
we are The not complacent, 
effers, stand te vin 

Feotape: ves gocd anly 
first - fata” loc ke sce 
etherwise opnadstinsarsied 
Fencrally wedlanssetic 

while 
he 

tor its 

Pies. 

SCIENCE & SOCTETY 
With Pefer Stursberg,- guests 
Direetor: Fob Birck 
30 Mins.: Sun., 10 p.m. 

CIOH-TV, Ottaua 

Otfawas twoementh old com- 

Mereial television station, CIOH- 

TV has prominent! included lve 

‘commuimty mdcrest shews in its 

Jiograniming and this pgnel ‘show, 

“Saence & Saciety” is not only a 

etundout example of this policy, 

but a socke stanza in itself. Peter 

Stursberg. vet AM and tv pabber 

and writer. handles the moderator 
chores elfectively, upping the pace 
Where nee CSSaEY but othervise let- 

tng the panel niove by itself. 

Show caueht dealt With Ottawa’s 
ho: pital bed shartages a long-time 
ene sore spot. Panelists included 
& fermer cus controler whe un- 
avcecessimly, ran for mavor last 

dear on a platform, stressing adGi- 
tenal hespitals for the ‘city; a 
Pas eien-surgeon te speak tor the 
Profession: a membercof the Board 
ch Central aso on the city hospital 
bend, ona a  newspaperman 
familiar with legislation on the 

subject. This was ae solid civic- 
eebvice show 
wisely iBinintal since CJOH ts still 
dn its temporias celfarlike quar- 

the nr, . 

is. 

compla- + 

one 

vietes: but was | 
and : 

sere teereden me ese 

For .some ‘unexplained jeason: 
the cause of Valentine’s death at: 

: . the 
peverty-sirick- ¢ 

height, of his fame wasn't 
stated, although newspaper ips 
concerning -his ainess and death 

“wore tHashed-on the screen, Nature © 
of the outing. 
‘fen Jevel in the main and: the lack ! 

though, was. on. the 

of iat detail passed ‘by auic kly. 

half: -and'. half), 

CONCENTRATION 
“With Hugh Downs. _ 
Producer: Jack Farren | ¢ 
Director: .Ted Nathanson * : 
30 Mins; Mon., Q: 30 p.m. 
NBC, N .¥,. : 2 ‘ 

“NBC:TV's efforts to: “Soup. up the: 
“Concentia-3 

is 
Laticéable. but it’s strictly. being: 

mornhig Strip ‘quiz, 
tion.” -for “the nighttime aud 

worked overtime after’ dark. 

“A couple: ‘of extra pr ize. gimmic ks 
have. ‘been added, .and'- beamer 

yk ugh Downs,.a relaxed - fellow in 
the morning, bubbles up and over: 
in his- efforts to injett excitement 'daring project ever to be present- 

fered an this, Sterling’ Television j into the night show. Effect, how-:' ¢@ over.the 5,000.000 West German 
‘eVer. is strained. 
“Two contéstants attempt- to mate hr} 

squares’ on a. ‘large. board which: 
flips «round to fill in ‘clues: li ‘a 

a “woman contestant caught 29), 
indie WPIX” ‘lasted . through. two _ chailengers opment and: downfalt. of. The-T hird| 

‘and picked up a. variety’ ‘of prizes, 
including’ an_ African. safari for: 
herself and husband: a° kitchen! 
remadeling, a. Buster Crabbe «wini- : 

‘ ming’ pool and 30 shares Gf Miiine- 
sota- Mining & . ‘Manufacturing * 
stock worth more than $2.400. 
“In Spite of the Javisliness of the. 

: prives -'and_ the woman. will: ‘be.. 
i back next. week. to. ‘vie for nore}, 
this remans a..weak: entry, ith : 

‘Tooksee at what’. BoeS on. ‘in? 
duatime 3 video. Show caught ‘had } 

SE onsor, . filling. - with web 
promos all the. way, :  Bilh 

“ WOODSMOKE_ 
“With. ‘Dave. Patrick, Torchy. ‘Coats-. 

worth 
Director: Al ‘Parsong 
30. Mins., 11:15 p.m., Tues. 
CIOWTV, ‘Ottawa ¥ 

_The entire stanza of this. session. 
of * “Woodsmoke” was .to show: how : 
Dave Patriek . fillets -and: cocks a; 
trout. ‘The’ show “was ok. mainly 3 
Mia Patrick's: easy-moving and in-+ 
‘formal ‘operation: plus ‘fine camera - 
Work anid’ production values.” Pat; 
rick. who. must ‘weigh nearly 250! 
pounds. confined : his movements 
to a space the size of a shack’s 
kitchen, used’ a portable. stove and 
“everything ‘was: ‘fitted to the condi- 
tions an: ‘angler would . face in 
‘cooking trout as:he caught the fish. 
But this effort. must. have.- had: the. 
viewer drooling. and, according to; 
Patrick, thestudio crew: ready .to 
,pounce: on the. browned: fillets 
-cooked fn ‘baéon -gi'ease ‘and butter. 

and™served with 
“onion ‘Tings. brown. 
bread. 

As -the ‘name implies, this. is a 

-bacon ‘arid 

_ stint: for outdoors: people ani. if-it 
-sustains the ‘relaxed, detailed -for-.| 
mat exhibited in this: bit, it should 
collect bigs; attention... Usually, 
C JOINS’ program: director, Torchy. 
Coatswarth, is: ‘Patrick’ s sidekick 
com the show but. he was. ‘absent on : 

- Horo. “the stanza, re Gori. -.: 

POFHEEEHH EG SOSH seetereseets 4 +4: 

} 3] t Tele Follow-l Jp Comment t $ + 

a Teeeeeeeee oseee teat eeeesedeoeericeeoeeie, 

CBS Reports” ‘de. Gaulle into the. opposition: and | 
“Fhe Trials . of - General: -de :Geén.: Raoul Salan; one of: the four | 

Gaulle.” the “CBS, Reports” ‘pres: | afficers. involved In last month's. 

Production, effort is - 

‘drama. 

crime meller, 

entation. Jast’ Thursday snight “251, > 
was ‘a brilliant. documentary:. 
achievement. Vivid in its pictorial 
sweep. penetrating in its political =. 
comment, the stanza fashioned. a. 
Slice of contemporary. history into 
a compelling -human. and -social - 

And as a footnote to the: 
recent Washington urgings that tv. 
raises its .programming standards, ! 

this show was .an exemplar.to the. 

indusiry on how to make. news as 
exciting as any hoss opera or. 

The successive shock waves of. 
revolution and - cotnter-revolution 
that have erumbled - French ‘rule. 

the last war was the context of this ! 
show. The scene was Algeria. the : 
central figure was Gen. .de Gaulle } 

and underlying force: was.the com-: 
plex struggle for power. between. 
the French. civilian and -military ! 
power, 

rench colonists: 
on the other. The ‘manifold. ele- x 
ments in the recurring crises were 
defined on this documentary with- 
perfect clarity and a remarkable : 
ahsence of over-simplification. 

The story of France's Algerian . 
agony -was unfolded through . on-j 

ters while a new buildiug is going 
up. but these hinited facilities are 
ekay fer handling this type otf 
show. . 
CJOH stint used the entire time 

fe deal with the subject at hand 

and the show oneved smoothly and 
&t a fast pace. Corm, 

the-spot film clips of rioting mobs. 
and the military rebellions which: 

:first supported. and then. attacked 
de Gaulle. These: were graphically. 

_sét’ against interviews ‘with some 
‘of the key figures’ in the events. | 

jParliamen: who stung away from 

These included Jacques’ Soustelle, | 
right-wing -member of the stom 

flaw less 
Gary. ; 

over its colonies since the end: of © 

on one hand, and the: Al-: 
‘perian rebels and Fr 

“Army revolt. “They presented -the ! 
- colonists’ side in its most. effective ; 
‘light: : 

‘Counter balancing 

author and- one- -time: militarist 
Tnles Rov who. in. a. “quiet. and 
moving ‘statement, spoke- of. youth 
among the impoverished: Algerians | 
and his gradual conversion ‘te their 
; cause ‘of equality and: -independ- 
ence. The impact of. last’ month’s 

ivas. Fr ench | 

‘ahartive nutsch was’ _discussed by } 
Jacques Coup, De Frejac. informa- 

-. tion director for the French. Gov- 
ernment in” Algeria ‘Who ‘snoke a 

_English:. ‘and = Romain, 
. author and:: diplomat. who. 

told. ‘of the. events: in Paris during | 
the “brief | rebellion. ‘Threaded 
‘among .the-interviews was: a frank’ 
and. ‘Meticulously Ronpartisan: dis- ! 
cussion of.the atrocities. committed } 
“by hoth: the French and: ‘Algerian | 
‘ soldiers. ~ ; 

David - Schoenbrin, ‘CBS corre- 
-spondert in. Paris, gave a firstrate 
narration, .:placing:.the -Algerian 
‘events against the. backdrop. of. 
French history. . George A. Vieas, |": 
‘producer. of “CBS. Reports,” * also 
‘did: the’ translations ; from 
French | ‘into the English. oo 

Herm.,.”: 

Prospects of “Mankind . 
Edward R: 

-Elearior Roosevelt, Arthur Schles- 
inger Jr.,:and newsmen. Chanchal: 
Sarkar and Roscoe Drummend. dis- 
cussed. “Ameriea’s ‘Propaganda Ca- 
pabilities™ on: television this week, 

(Continued on Page wa 

'|millions of Jews,.the guilt of Ger- 

jin education. of ‘the German. youth: 

the 

ct era. 
Murrow; as he. Mrs:: 

- fjeb. to prepare this’ nearly 12-hour-!- 
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|THE THIRD REICH 
| Part 14 (The End) * 
| Produced -by South -German Tele- 

vision, Stuttgart, Northwest Ger- 

‘|long summary. The rating. polls ree." 
vealed that. as many .as* 10,000,000 
viewers -have followed. the: 14° epis” 
sodes of the series which is .cone 

__ man Television, ‘Cologne . |sidered excellent as itis more. than. 
55 Mins, Fri., 8:25-p.m. ~~ ‘|view ‘many: ofthe ‘light: entertaine 
West German Television. ‘Network. ment programs. Just to make ‘sure . 

(Film) | that ‘as: many viewers as possible 
Probably the. mast ambitious andj see. this: portrayal of history in 

depth, ‘the: West. German television. 
|network is. re:running each chap . 

.television sets was-this 14-part’ ser: {ter © 
lies, “The .Third Reich.” .. The editor s. . inyestigators, - 
| And iow that the’ West. German. {nouncers, and: historians who. haye ~~ 

viewers have been shown: 700 min- | Worked on. this, massive. ‘project: “i 
‘14 parts, 35,000 :. meters: of are. to. be congratulated, for their® 

{atrocities, herrors..and ‘the ‘devel-.;5UPEr b_job of: research. and their 
dramatic “presentation... ‘Although 

_ ithe series ‘started olf rather slowly, Reich, the. general. consensus. is = 
: Lit. buiit’ up. to. an over: velming con= iit's an excellent job. © 

‘As the. curtain. fell on: the’ Jast.i 
‘episode, ‘© the. ‘end of. The. ‘Third 
iReich and its ‘disaster, recounting |. 
_ the. death tell of. German, Ameri-* 
‘can, French,.-English, Italian and . 
‘Russian ‘troops killéd in the war: 
and the grimmest figure of all, the} 
‘4,500. 000 Jews who were the inno-* 
‘cent victims. of the: mass. slaughter, 

“in- 
:toned—"We Germans must realize 

Vg tier have to answer for ally. “Cyril Waiters ” | 

‘The. powerful. penetrating” docu-. Producer: Graeme. Muir : 
\mentary. took care of a wate ap BBC ins., Sat.. 9:30 vm: . 
in education at Jevels.in the West, -BBC-TV..-from London. . eee 
German schools today. Three top- : This was the. <ixth annual prizes. 
ies often glossed.over at ignored ‘ piving. sponsored by Britain's Songe 

jin °the schools: are the murder of. Writers’ ‘Guild, with: an’ independ. 
lent judging panel: picking the top 

[many in starting World..War ‘1, _tanes- in. “different : ‘pop categories, 

land: ‘the fact that: much of: Europe «1S novelty ‘didi't Strike bétween. 
‘was overrun and dominated by. the the eyeballs; and the chief’ distin- 

National Socialists. : W ether the. Buishing ‘feature’ was: that four ‘of. 
Germans. cannot: face’ ‘up ‘to the tthe award-winners. . mouldn't ‘have. 
‘guilt of the -period;. whether: they : -been conceived without 10. ly the: 
‘don't want to. teach their children ; £48€ of. three of. tnem it didn't say 
‘that they were to blame, whether (much. for television: 
ithey prefer to forget this. ghastly Emeee ‘David: Jacobs. confidently , 
lera of their history, the great gap ‘hosted’ the. proceedings. yw hich were. . 

‘hustled, through, awvith. some imagi- 
has been apparent. This. television’ Ration. , and “ flair. “by, producer 
series was designed particularly” to; Graeme “Muir, “wiio :added - visuak - 

explain this’ period, enjoy ment. by’ se enenee 
. screen, “and generally playing high. 

nse Batic, slaniicane, to, Jinks - in :the” mixing-room:. First. 

| Jerusalem; which once again. forces’ 
the German - people ‘to focus on. 
‘their guilt. -And: many. newspapers, : 
in offering . television schedules; 
urged the. people to watch this: e- 

ithe right: People. ‘have been. ‘Views, 
ing it. : . Hace. an 

THE. Wor NOVELL 0. AWARDS L 
With David Jacobs, : tax BYgraves, ©. 
- ‘Georgia “Brown; Matt. Monro, .: 

Craig -. Douglas, 
- ‘Paddy - ‘Roberts, . : Max ~. ‘Harris, 

Robert ‘Farnon, . Cyril: ‘Ornadel, a 

-up.. with a disk - “of. Sohn. Barry's © 
“Hit. ‘and Miss.”’-sianature: tune of 
: BBC-TV’s “Jake” Box Jury,” gets =: 
ting .a. certificate. in the: “beat” 
‘lass:. It .avas ‘deftly -daneed by . ‘living of history on their tv-screens ¢ a 

:at’ the same time that: their papers: Douglas: Squires and a-girl, a-perky © 
_ twosome. 1were crammed. with. editorials _and:; Paddy Roberts deliv ered ‘his. own 

‘headlines following the trial. “Belle ‘of. Barking Creek." -a ‘come’: 

| “ Germany's Mass eirculation ‘ egy ‘number that roused ‘a weal «. 
newspaper “Das Bild” offered two! erin,: A’ further. runner :tip.-in’ the: 
‘stories at about the.. conclusion: Of | chow. tune iclass, was. Max Harris's 
ithe television: series, -and’.a com- .. ‘Gurney. “Slade .:Theme.”. written. 
“Ment from the Eichmann trial that: :for Anthony :-Newley's recent zanye". 
: Eichmann. was: not. only.. ‘carrying | 

:eomedy ‘skein. - Harris. played .the 
out - orders: from.. higher command, "piano pait. and” pave fill value. to. 
“but he himself. could: niake - deci- 

i sions between life. and death - for avoaee put memorable, inciody.” 
rbis victims. ~ t & 

Waltz’ * from: ‘The World ‘of Tim 
- The final” episode of the hiige Frazer,” “pleased. in a svelle orches- 
project showed the’ final Gerntan . 

Iral.".arrangen:ent, conducted by’... offensive. then the dramatic arrival : composer.’ Cyril Waiters. 
of American. troops: crossing’ ‘the.|- 
i bridge at. Remagen, and the. Rus- | 
{sian campaigns in East Prussia and ! 
:Silésia, as the: ‘Western. Army drove 
pover the Rhine.. ~- .” 

‘ Brutally frank: and. _fr frightening. 

— 

i ficates, and ‘the - ‘first -fully- fledged 
‘award, ~ given . -and “pr esented -by 
holiday-eamp~ tycoon : Billy ‘Butlin,: 
You ‘to Johnny Worth’s “What:Do 

. i ou. Want?” . sung. | in ‘the. absence 

pictures [were shawn’ as the Allied | ofits ereator. Adam.Paithy by Craig 
camps“and were overcome by. ion i Douglas, With’ Faith, it didn't seem 

‘awful ‘horror of the mass.-praves. j musically.” high-powered; without oa 

jas they broke open the :crematori- | vinges i eee eat class, wis 
unis: and gas: chambers. as’. they: the lively” “Apache,” idélivered. “by. 

-the agile .guitar. of Bert--Weedon, 
-and the vote for 1960's outstanding. . 
.song -went. -to 

‘helped -evacuate the starving and: 
| nearly dead: ‘survivors. : Shock wave * 
jreeled. -over. shock ~ wave: as: the 
jcamera focused on the: sight of the.: 
dead -Mussolini -and ‘his ‘mistress ' 
‘han ing by their: heels. ‘and * de- : 
Hailed Sine deaths. “of Hitler and Fo with thé. orchestra . sticked. by. 

Goering. And. three times the .cam- cq-composer Cyril Ornadel,: 
‘era concentrated: on one of. the few 
iknown -: ‘pictures of Martin - “Bor--- pit ‘of a. Sunday.. ‘The. ‘light. ‘orches- 
mann, asking: significantly, Ts. this” 
| murderer. still alive?" 
| The sad-tale of the thousands: of”. ber: dreamed. up- by’ Robert. Farnon 
ldisplaced ‘persons. . ‘uprooted: from: ‘and: trotted’ out here with piano: - 

‘their homes, ‘created. a. dramatic - vembroidery.. by . Douglas “Gamley.:... 
tend to the documentary. Driven out ;.Fhe. judges,- 7 
| by ‘the Russians: or. by. bombs, old j.chéice,..plumped : for. the- Sellers; ‘ 

folks and. childrén:with’ their piti- | Loren’ “Goodness. Gracious Me. 
ful. bundles. of belongings. stood:.from:. “The Millionaires.” and. . 
helplessly waiting for. transporta- ’ Squites: mimed to ‘the disk; it .al- 
tion to -bring them’ to. some. sort of. ‘ready seemed as dead ‘as the dodo..-. 
new: existence. oo 7 “BBC-TV's . Light:- -Entertainment 

The camera élosed with the Pots- | :topper,. Eric Maschwitz;, copped -a . 
dam. meeting. of Churchill, ‘Statin ' special” ‘award. for his: contribution: 
and Roosevelt... and the: ‘tréubled.: to. the. field,. and ‘thence came the 

times facing Europe as ‘it tried to -show's . highspot,. ‘Georgia: Brown's | 

! 

jrebuild.-its ruined cities and~ its; scorching emission of Lionel Bart's’ 
ruingd | population. in: the ‘Post- « ar| ‘As. Long “As He. Needs Me” from 

“tthe current. sellout. musical... “Olie - 
The: dreadful death tablets at the ver!’ Bart, in fact-.ent off with. 

end revealed that. the. Nazi era had j.a statuette for. his “Ohiy er!” score,:. 
taken a terrible toll of. nearly 50+ {and Max. Bygraves ~ delivered. a: 
000;000_ lives ‘a¥ ‘it: changed the en-*: jaunty *‘Do. Anything. For’ You" to" 
tire existence of the. world. i celebrate it:.. 
. It was an ‘almost- ‘overwhelming |. ‘Despite Jacobs’. Hitent’ commen 

i Continued on: “page 4): 

ans. a 

iclusion, and ene can.only Hope’ ‘that: 

Rett .W eedon,- he 

Douglas Gamley.’Dauglas Squires - " 
_and dancers, Erie: Robinson orch,: 

“part was devoted: fo the -ruririers< + °°” 

All. these. rated also-ran - “eerti- 

Portrait, - ‘of My... 
i Love,”: Which got! a> smoochy pers“ 
- formance’ fron’: warbler Matt: Mon: :. 

OFS. 
‘nally glimpsed -in ‘the “Palladium” «:- 

tral . topper™: was “Sea “Shore.” ao 
_-kind. of ‘skinny © ‘concerto-type num. 

allowed a ‘personal . ‘ 
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| SYNDICATION CHART 
: ” Wanvery's ineekiy, ‘tabulation based on “patings furnished by: Ameri¢an Research, buyers to local stations and, lor. advertisers to syndicators will 4ud the charts vatuahle 
7 Bureau, highlights: the top ten network ‘shows on'a.locai level and offers a rating study we Over the course of a year, ARB will tabulate a miei of 247 markets The 
. din. depth of:the top ten. syndicated: shots. in” the same particular market: ; - Phis week. vesults.of that tabulation will: be found weekly in Vanirry ¢ ‘oupled with the rae a 

ten different” markets. are. ‘covered. performance: of the top ten. network shows on the local leve’, rhe Varisty ARB v Parts 

- In the syndicated: progran: listings. of the: ‘top. ‘ten’ shows, rating data’ stich’ as the Gre designed ta reflect the. rating ‘tastes of virtually erery te market iv pe US 
/ average share. of audience, coupled with. ‘data. as ‘to. time and. day of telecasting: com- _ (*) ARB’s Feb.-Mar. 1961 survey covered a multi-week period. Syndicated shows 
‘| petitive: programming.in the particular..sic!;-etc., ts :furnished. Reason for detailing an -sharing. one of the weeks with an alternating or special program could not be pron: - 

_ J exact picture of. the rating performance. of syndicated shows is to.reflect the true rating. judged for. comparative performance. Therefore. Feb.-Mar. data will be limited to 
7 strength. Of. particular: series. Various. branches of. the. industry,. ‘ranging from media” those’. syndicated shows which played in ali weeks. 

MIAMI a cs ma ‘STATIONS: WIV, WCKT, WPST. *SURVEY DATES: FEB. 16-MAR. 15, 1961. 

oy ~ TOP TEN NETWORK ‘SHows os ‘AY. Too FOP SYNDICATED. PROGRAMS - AV. AV. TOP COMPETITION AV, 
‘RK. ‘PROGRAM-—DAY--TIME "STA. .RTG RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA DISTRIB. -RTG.._SH.| PROGRAM STA. RIG. 

1: Gunsmoke (Sat..10:00-10: Ob cies WIVT 37114 Sea’ Hunt Fri 7:00) fees. oy. WTVS cs oZiv-UA © =. 2956 Mollvwaod Specuat rOKD os . . r r : Yt de -9C@A: BAUR RTL. F2UUl Clo. - rece en TRL VA Ce eee . (Ws ry sal lee W ‘ 

2: Ea Sullivan: ‘Sun. 8:00-9:00)... «+++» re BS) 2. Huckleberry Hound <Thurs.-7:000° 2.) WCKT. v Sereen Gems 25 47) Trackdown ve own 8 
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(3. Have Gun, Will Travel «Sat. B00 were gal| 3: Mr. Ed (Mon.7:00) oll WERT 2. MCA 21 38: Shoteun Slade WIV Df 
‘4. To Tell The: Truth (Mon, 7:30-8:00':.-WIVS 331 5. Shatgun. Slade: (Mon:-7:003 CTE WRU J MCA 2h 38 Mr Fd WORE 3] - Sy Jack Benny (Sun. 9:30: 10: 3012... oh TEA, 39 || 5. Two Faces West (Wed. (7200). 4. - WTVI ... Screen Gems 21 42 Youi Bear WORT. 19 
Oe BE pears tS 9 00-9:30) ones Cc lwres -39'||. 6 Yori Bear (Wed. 7:00" |.) --WEKT .: Screen Gens 18 36 Tao Faces West Weer 1 
6. Wagon: ‘Train’ Ww ed: 7:30- 8:30". pene WORT. 32 7. (Quick: Draw ‘MeGraw. (Tues. 7 oor we KT “.. Ser = Gems 16 27, Biz Show WIVI 33 

CINCINNATI _ as a | a - | be Ton wLWT, WCPO, WKRC. “SURVEY DATES: FEB. 16-MAR. 15, 1964, 

a , a aE _ ae! A T Htuekieberry Hound « Thurs. : 30) LW CPO.. _ Screen Gene 3 43° New "AS Weather ~ . WI wr ~ 18 
1. Gunsmoke ‘sat: ‘10: 00: 10: 30”. sewesces Ww KRe ” BL . _ — — Himtlesy Bouinkley Wiwr “2 

. . a 48, ae : . . NP: 7 wots "CRP <2, Wagon, Train (Wed.-'7:30- 48300... WEWT: 4gy | } Sim Backus. (Thurs. TOY) cere cane ON a P 20 ESO ttt Pata wep oy 
: 8. Candid Camera, Sun: 10. 00-10°30) »WKRC: _ 8T" 2. Mr. ‘Fd (Fri 6:30". We PO. «MCA 19. 44 New Weather WMEWE 19 
a “oa . Hunties Brink les WEwr aa 3. Have. Gun, will Travel | (Sat. 9: 30- 10" " WERC: at 2. ‘Quick. Draw. McGraw (Tues. 6. 30. Ww CPO. Screen. Gems “i9 40 News. Weathes WUWT: oe 

8. . Untouchables” (Thurs. 9:30- 10: 30). .- WCPO. 2 BT 7 Hunters - Brinkley WIwr 28 
. 1S 8:3 aa WL WT . 35): 4. “Victory. At Sea ‘Sun: 6:00). nn 2 KRC CNP 18 59. Union Pacific Wom ” 
4. Bonanza -‘Sat,, °7:30-8:3010°7. 1404.55. 99 ae Jeff's’ Collie (lon. 7-00" veee ees WKROL CITC Iti 38 Ady ‘Tomorrow WIT 13 

ve Perry: Como: (Wed: 2: 00: io: 00) - peegee WLWT 35 5.. Death Valley. Days. (Fri, 7000... 2 .. -WKRE VS. ‘Borax: 15 38 | New < H WoPo 12 
ae eo an ‘ , Waite Tov!) Paula Wen 1% 
“4.,.77 Sunset Strip: Fri 9200-10: 00°... WC POLL 35) 6. Tombstone. Territory (Tues, 19. 300 WEPOS... Ziv-FA. It 22 Garry, Mone WERE 3) 
5. Flintstones (Fri. “8:30- 9:00) « . elena WCPO 3456 6. Vikings (Wed. 6:30)" wae deeb bw eccas 232 eWCEO woe. SIV-GA 14 35 News, Weatber WIMP 7 

a , a 34: a . Huntley Brinkley WEW Er “tT 
. B-Naked ‘City «Wed. 10: 00-1100) : 3s ERO 349 Bue: Angels tSat Yo:sov 2 WEWT |. -CNP 13 23 Shos Month Vaan. WAEC 13 
Ba. Real MeCoys «Thurs, 8:80-9:00". . beens - WCPO: il Bas 1 There Stooges: ‘Mon. F ri. 6.001. weer WCPO... Screen, Gems 13 46 Gold Cap Matinee Wiwi 1) 

_ Ce ae es _ _ os ‘Matinee, Sports WEWE Wt 

ATL AN i A See OS STATIONS, WSB, WAGA, WLWA. *SURVEY DATES: FEB. 16-MAR. 15, 1941, 

= ae SR 4. Mio ka aaTues TOO. WS Mea "39 «6B Expedition UWE 
a ts ‘Waigon’ ‘rain. (Wed: 7:30-8:30). WS B em 48 I| 2. Whirlybirds (Wed. -7:00). 420.0 0..2.WSB.. 2... CBS, 32. 635 Malibu Run... WAGGA 1) 
2, Real’ MeCoys (Thurs. 8: 30-9: 00). | 38), 3: -Yoei Bear’ (Mon.. 6:00) «. io eeee WSB.w LG. Screen Gems 31 67 Three Stone. WAL # 
28, Bonanza’ (Sat. 7:30-8:30) Lepeeeee ’ a iL ‘4, Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:001..:....WSB:.....1°S: Borax - 28 60 Two Fares West. WAL By 
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$2 __Wesneaday, May 31,1961. 

Wi: the September debut of e Satur-, 

| day Night at the Movies,” NBC is - 

ushering in a new: era for motion pictures on 

television. It should be. the most significant .. 

ushering since that wedding in Monaco. 

What, vou may ask, is so all-fired special about 

‘Saturday Night at the Movies’? ‘A. good ques- 

tion. -And the answers are not m our other suit. 

Jtem: The films to be shown—all selected. from 

the goth Century-Fox roster—are the first post: 

1950 prestige pictures Hollywood has ever 

released to network TFV:. 

Ttem: None of the films will be cut i in any way; 

starting hour is g p.m. (NYT) e€ each Saturday 

eyening, and the longer features will 1 run as. 

late aS 11720. 

Item: For at least go per cent of the potential” 
viewing audience, the movies (many of them 

in- color) will represent brand-new offerings: 

THE UNIQUE NATURE of “Saturday. Night : 

at the Movies” has attracted an impressive. array 

of sponsors. Already signed are R. J: Reynolds 

Tbbacco Company; Thomas Leeming ke 
} 
; 
x 

Company, Inc.;} Yoxzema G hemical Company; 

Union Carbide Company, and the ¢ Maybelline 

© ompany. 

If TV has never: before realized its full power 

asa medium for feature films, it S largely be- 

cause ther ight combination of attiactive movie. | 

and proper: time slot. has $0: > seldom been . 

achieved. 

Now, after having bought the television rights: 

tto more than a hundred post-1 950 productions. 

—for a price representing the: largest’ invest- 

ment’ we ‘ye ever made in any single. program 

venture — NBC: will be: giving. Its viewers. Jate- 

vintage, high- calibre films at a. singularly 

appropriate hour. 

‘We'v ve got. the time, ‘we've got. the: place, and. 

we've even.got the girls — as: if you could ever 

mistake Marilyn Monroe, Susan Hay ward and. 

Ava Gardner: for. anything else. 

In making ¢ our decisions. on the goth Century- 

Fox list, we: were perfectly aware’ ‘of the drawing ” 

power: ‘of certain stars, ‘The’ aforementioned 

young! ladies, for or example, ‘were not designed— 



either. structurally. ‘or. ‘talent wise = to invite“ 

cb apathy. And. male: stars, like Gregory. Peck; Cary, 

Ls “Grant: and James. Stew ar t can. be counted: on to 

“make: almost any ivi ‘ngs room. come to o life on a 

| Saturday ¢ ev en j n dg 

. BUT Ir TOOK ' sever ral mionths of. careful study. 

.aind analy sis before: ave made our ‘final choices” 

~ from: oth Ce century: Fox's s) dnuge: library. Many, = 

many: factors had’ to be considered, and: all. of 

alt them had to be. Ww veighed w iu an ey € tow ar ‘d the 

special characteristics of: TVsiewing itself. 

Y et, as ‘a much: honor ed TV author fir st wrote: 

ae T he play’ S the thing.” “More than any other.” 

element, it was the appeal, var iety and quality. : 

of the pictures as. a. whole: that motivated our 

selections... 

Aniong thes very: y earliest of the films’ to. be ‘seen 

“this: fall; for: ‘example, are such mhajor- league . 
entries as* “Snows of Kilimanjaro," “Titanic,” 

: "The Desert’ Fox” and “How to, Mart ry a Mile 
“ Hionarte.” Attractions like these, we’ re certain, 

“will be. transforming many. ‘millions of easy | 

“chairs J into loge: seats every’ Ww eckend. 

“As indicated : a few paragr aphs Back; NBC’ $ €X- > 

‘penditure for* ‘Saturday, Night at. the Movies” 

was’ ‘the Digest: single: program, ‘commitment.- 

| in our: history. 

While thisi is not rthe sort. of derting- do. that In, 

SUT es a Groix de guerre, you’ IW notice that NBC. 

‘was. ‘the only network bold enough: to. make the 

a Hollywood breakthrough” a reality. 

Still, ‘we: suspect that the’ pioneering aspect of 

_ the series is bound to be. ov erlooked by. one or 

“two critics who’ I feel impelled to. ask whether 

“Saturday Ni light at the Movies’ "for alli its hi gh 

" has been more. Greative than this one. 

critic will then: argue that TV — 

can hardly take the credit for 

a panting. that was created 

even. before radio. You watch. 

standards — can be called “creative television.” 

Well, quite. oby iously, television had nothing 

‘to. do with the making of these pictures. In fact, 

many-of the stars, directors and writers have 

onever: worked in.our medium at all. But the 

; creativity, ‘scope. and production values that 

went into, these, films.cannot be challenged. 

More than niere artistry is involved here; there’s 

also the matter/of experience. We wouldn't 

even.attempt to add up the years of highly 

specialized, craftsmanship represented by the 

talented peuple who worked on both sides of 

the cameras in-these productions. 

And the budgets for the films were as imposing 

as the talent. To. give you a small idea, it’s esti- 

mated that the cost of producing the first 30 

pictures we'll be showing in the series was up- 

war ds: of $50;000,000. Our own carefully- 

‘considered, corporate reaction to that figure is 

“Gosh!” 
WE SINCERELY FEEL that no ‘TV network 

At the 

same. ‘tinte, it would be dow nrizght foolish to 

deny viewers the ¢ hance to enjoy works of great 

creative crafismanship that happen to have 

been fashioned originally for another medium. 

You may ‘be sure, for example, that when 

instantaneous transatlantic TV transmission 

‘comesalon g, one of the first sights NBC viewers 

~willrequest, get and enjoy, will be a close-up of 

the M ona Lisa i in livin g color. Like as not, some 

? 



“ARIETY - ARB 
Variety's weekly tabulation based:-on ratings furnished by American . “Research 

Bareay, highlights the top ten vetirork: shou:s on a local lerel and offers a rating study 
aes eberetiy ot Chee top rencsyndicated shows in the same. particular, markets. 
we erent marets are covered, 

Ie " e syedicated program lastirgs of the, top ten show's, rating data such. as ‘the 
weeps share of audience, coupled. w ith data as to time ‘and day of telecasting com: |. 
petty pr ssramming in the particular stot, etc., 1s” furnished. Reason for detailing an 
erie? po 

This week - 

ture af the ratiay performance of syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating: 

| Wednesday, May 81, 1961 -_ 

biivers to local stations’ ‘anii/or advertisers ‘to syndteators epill find the charts. valuable.” Ce 
_ * Over. the: course. of:a year, ARB. will. tabulate. a minimum. of 247-markets.. The. f° 
results of that tabulation willbe found: weekly in. VARIETY, Coupled: with the rating | 
‘performance of thé top ten network shows an.the local -level, ‘the VARIeTY-ARB charts . 

-,are designed-to reflect. the ‘rating tastes. of virtually every: tv. market. ‘in the U.S. 

. (*), ARB’s Feb=Mar.-.1961 ‘survey. covered a multi “week. period, Syndicated. shows. 
_ sharing one.of the weeks with an alternating or special program could not be Properly. 

. judged for. comparative: ‘performance. .Therefore, . Feb.- BeMan data will: be. limited. to 
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TOP TEN NETW ORK SHOWS 

STATIONS: wr, wit, WISN, WXIK., “SURVEY, DATES: FEB, 18. MAR. 18, 1961. . 

“AV. | TAY. 

se eee arwewewgpeee 

he , _ TOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS ~ AV. “TOP COMPETITION. 
RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. RTG RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME 7 . STA. DISTRIB. RTG. _ BH: PROGRAM. |... STA. RIG. 1 

1. Mv Three Sons 'Vhurs 8.09-8.30) 2... WISN 52 I.. Manhunt. (Thurs. 9:30). ¢.c.0--004- -, WISN..... Screen Gems 27 + -48 ‘Shotgun: Slade: Life weal :WIMJ: - 19 
2. Lawrence Welk ¢Sat..800-9:00+ .. .. WISN 46,| 1. Me. Ed: (Friv 7:00): 2.0 6.653... 00500 \ WTMJ....MCA:. © * 27: | 48] Assignment ‘Underwater: WISN «. 15 
2 Real WeCoys ‘Thurs 7 30-8008 2... WISN’ 46 2. Mike Hamimer. ‘Fri. 9: 300i! .... WISN. ....MCA 26 -44| Michael Shayne cee eeae +e WES MJ... 21. 
3 Untouchables (‘Thurs 8 39-900. .... WISN 43 ‘| 3. Best of Post (Mon: 9:30)". .......... -WTMIJ....ITC. |. 23 40} Sea: Hunt? Ui. o cc ee WISN > 18 
4. Elintstones ¢Fri 730-800 © , WISN: 41 .4. Death Valley Days (Sat. 9:30).. -. WIMJ...: US Borax 22 36] Fight; Sports” .....:..... WISN 19. 
&. Lease It to Beaver ‘Sat 730-800 2. WISN 39 5. Border Patrol (Thurs. .10:15!. ULE wep CBS’ . 20 §3| Late . Show. ver wees  WITL ge 
6. What's My Line Sun. 929-10 0% 2.2. WEI 6. Sea Hunt (Mon. 9:30) 2.2... ev es WISN... .Ziv-UA™ 418 31] Best: Of Post ....s...0. WIMS 23° 
7 Candid Camera ‘Sun. 900970 2... WITI 38 a 7. Blue ‘Angels (Mon. 9:30!.....0...... WITI ....-CNP 16 28 | Best.-Of: Post -...... «es WIMS | 23 
& Donna Reed -Thurs :7 00-730) 2... . WISN 33 | 7. Lock-Up (Wed. 10:15) ,.... 0223.6. eWTMS. 2. Ziv-UA 16. © 46; IFK;: Winchell -, WISN > on 
9. And. Griffith 'Mon. 8 39-9 O01 .. WITLI WI. Three Stooges (Sat., Sun. £2: 00: «yes WISN... -Screet Gems 16 (§2)-Hot Shots.........22,.5.WIMS 9°. 
9. Garry Moore ‘Tues. 9 1-1) 00 WITI 33 “s ' Bowling, WTMS :9 

” sSURVEY DATES: FEB. I 1 - me “15 

Huckleberry. ‘Hound. (Thurs! 6: 30). ap - need eecwe LW Lwe” “41 lL. Real MeCoys :Thurs. 8:30-9 0) WTVN 42 ! . cWIVN.... ~Sereen, Gems "28. | BO |Home. cone We 5 
. Te hse Qainene weeny ae _ untley-Brinkley ......- WC... 35 

2. Untouchables ‘Thurs, 9 3))-f9 3 2. WEYN 37 ins Whirlybirds | (Thurs. we 00°, evevewens ‘WIVN....CBS se 48. News. -. Deep bene WBNS. - 22. 
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es 

built up over the years by CBS 

News. , 
“I know of only one case of 

sponsor pressure,” he said: “The 
ady ertiser indicated to the. station: 

j that if it persisted in its ‘editorial 
approach, ‘it might have to reexam- 
ine its budgets: . The station told 

Padio Editorials 
fereeees (Continued from page 20 eee 

| 

fixe and a half minutes in length, 
‘next: fall. 

an are tsuahy run twice ar three n 

” Shell Oil 

Buy was verbal. renewal 
of Shell's arinual regional. sponsor- 

~ Saudek 
| Play er. ‘Though NBC’ 5 ‘dropping. its 
“Celebrity Golf,” ABC’s Saturday - 
AML ‘Star Golf” .will make ‘it Avo | 

| hourlong golf -statizas: . a week : 
— Continued from’ page: 0 —, through thew inter. months, - — ; Continued ftom. page 23 — 

vision. buy ‘it had made. earlier onl Interestingly enough, _though’ 
Ozilwy's billings are tagged ‘as “con- 
“sumer,” jts newspaper campaign. 

tune. at KNX Ruegg-ran them] the advertiser to go ahead and re-|-ship. of the N.Y. Giants ‘pro foot-..-has ‘utilized much institutional vopy “The Pi t- th t. et 
a's an and 815 pm. He] examine, and that was the end of ball. games on CBS-TV. > When it :—that_ is, Selling products and:serv: she ay eorerine ae ne reas a 

ce dec gece ane . it: the advetriser never said an-: became known that Shell-would be ‘ices which do not:.reach ‘the:.con- _ of the Japanese. played’ ‘modern ° 
doews't be rye ir the ane minute . things. . by: “and: large, . Saudek 

ws ,_| other word and remained. on the j back in tv via the Giants renewal, {sumer directly, “Examples were~ dd ad. “Th J ted thi 
Bit rt at spat ectitorial — that’s] ct ati; yn.” despite Ogilyy's ‘insistence that ‘last week’s ‘pitch that special Shel} | ace e Japanese wanted this. 
ait net editorializing.” he ‘Shell would. sponsor no television, “lubricants were used on the X-15,; / pecause. they. (nears felt va it fai . 
{-. “nes something rather; —__oo ithe agency. promptly notified CBS-!-an earlier ad extolling Shell Chem-' ophistication." ute to, their. musica 
te Loa point pf view.” | | ‘TV that it was withdrawing its ver-., ical's” anti-termite products: used © 9OP 

oo ian Taylor & Mr. K, [bal order. . by -exterminators, and other chem- | Sadek. alsa: followed” the hit 7 
.’ Ut anurd time for re- --| ‘Sunday. package: . is a [5-week ical, plastics and synthetic. -byprod- harmonie with: his: :camera crews 

oa) terested parties in‘ = Continued from page 21 ——. order for Sunday 4-3: pi. which Uets: made by the- company. i recent years Berlin | ‘and. ‘Venice. in, oe 

itt hut experience has) what you think of :the exposition : will consist. of an “International: rs ln issn Saudek. “also. filmed st 

boot te taet that only about] that you have seen so far?” Golf™ series to run 11 weeks, plus| gan Antonio “Sate: of. KUKA: ti performances of Japanese. classical ~~ 
1! ete ays anvbody wile | Rephed Premier K: “What Thave ; four orate Bernstein - Young" p.. ‘Favor Inc... for “$209,000 Was’ ‘and .papular: music as wellas folk. 
we ty ad a aethe ar ta (een has made a good impression | eople’s Concerts” interspersed "© ounce _ singing in séa Coast environments: 
* ° rupon me and what. 1 will see. fur-, among the golf-shows The I5-week* announced. hy ‘Manuel “D. Leal. .” He expects the acquired. fitni. to 
a So piesebe vevel“ther on. L think, will not spoil’ any: iSeries. will start’ in January. and” oyner and. firesident ‘of Leal “p¢- packaged. into “more. than one: 
% ' wrt re atoctes Hs IM pressions up to now,” Then he; run betwcen the end of pro foot- - Broadcasting Co. here. Principals program ‘of -what_. he: calls: “eniter- 
te WN XS cbtokaey of the moved von. jball and he. start: of: baseball: in: of Por Favor: are. Alex: Coe, prez;: lainment features.” . 
LA vr aduemee tie requtees ‘Nat very éarth-shaking, pertiaps. | the soritg 1} Norm: an Fischer, secretary~: tréas.. Of the Japanese technicians who 
eoface: fo tema from taet ov to! but a scoop. Not only had Khrush-| . International Geir" wilt be pro-' . . ‘helped Keep his four cameras “roll: * 
Peet SEL ATO ei chev been persuaded to-give. prob- duced by Filmyays at tup courses. Uren, and Edward ‘Holland, Wilk "jne. Saudek. ‘said. “The. ty and. 
retaral cream seaay days shurt- [able his first-ever on-the-spot’ tv i throughout the world: such ay St. jkram Nesley.: - Cart Krue acer Jr. -mutie people here. ‘are . alite, very: 
fe fhe or companes’—has been interview. He had. also answered ai Andrews in Scotland,atal Nail fea-! B. F. Pitman.3d. John Catto trad. | “fast and remarkably efficient. They 
Cree ite til Ruess thinks that’s! question svithout quoting a single ture the world’s: top pros. ine Tuas lev. Marv 
ite te Ue reputation for integrity-lold Russian proverb. Ving™ Ar wold Falmer. 

‘Oberer. and. ‘Jesse H. are : far. faster thin their. ‘couniter:: 
and Gary | Oppenheimer,” ™ Z| ‘parts.in the US.” 

didn't | await | to: do it. for scenery, a, 
“of which there is plentyof film.” ~~ 

‘He praised Nipponese: audiénces.. a 



”” gollowed up-xit the end of the: fair. 
” _ Instead, 

| wetks- 
-~exhibition, .and .that ‘jit should ‘bez 

_Wednesiay, May. 31, 1961. RADIO-TELEVISION 

Montreux’ 
ied ak

 . 

“Montreux, “May 30. 
‘Big winner: at ‘the ‘fist arinual ‘Monten: TV: Festival was BBC's 

“ «Black ‘and White: Minstrel Show,” which copped the ‘Gold: Rose - 
Z -from the: regular. seyven-man - international jury .and top honors in- 
2. the: voting, by: the accredited members: of. the press corps. 

, Second prize by. the ‘jury ‘the Silver Rose). went to. Radio Tele- : ; 
: visione Italien’s. “Giardino d'Inverno. ”.The press corps dittoed this. ° 
second: prize. The Bronze Rose was awarded to Czechoslovakian 

os > ‘FV's: “Mille Vues’. Derriere : Lés Coulisses.”: Third‘ prize. by. the” 
. press. ‘however, went ‘to ‘Deutscher Fernsehfunk's “Sprunge. ‘Tricks’ 
“und Melodien:” ” Four th. press prize was for the Czech -“Coulisses.’”’: | 

Jury added .three ‘special- mentions for telegenic qualities to-Nip-.- | 
- pon Hoso -Kyokai's “Afternoon Variety,” 
--Como’s: Music Hall”. and -fo Soviet. TV's 

NBC-TV's. (U:S)) "Perry: 
“Minature Dances.” 

Montreux IV Fest Trade Fair 
‘A Miniature NAB’; RCA’s Exhibit 
Flown Over) 

“Montreux. “May 30, 
The: outstanding cuccess. ‘of. the | 

Montreux. Television Festival: 
“which” wound - last weekend ‘Was | 
the: trade fair which. one. exhibitor |. 

" described. to- VARIETY aS. a. minia- 
‘-ture NAB that. may one. cay. assume | 
the propor! ons and: the importance | 
of the NAB. 

: Most éxliibiters: avy er e frankly. ckep- 
“tical. At. best: they exnected a few - 
“inquiries which: could shave deen} 

: amost- of» them have. been | 
- overwhelmed with orders-and.-with 

‘just. -a. single - exceplion, alt. ure, 
edger to participate. if. there is ‘a: 
”. repeat: next ‘year; There is, how= 
ever. unanimity: ‘of opinion that two! 
, is -toq “long for -such .:an; 

oo 

“halvedte a maximum of: one week. 
The. biggest: ‘individual “display ! 

was the: RCA-stand which ‘occupied | 
“nearly the.whole .of ane floor at. 

- the Pavilion: Most. of the equipment" i 
oe Was. flown, from: the U.S.. “though j 

' one or. two: particularly heavy items : 
“were shipped ‘in. advance.:. were | 

ales and‘ technicat reps were | 
“brought .over: from. Anierica,-.and:| 
‘the. team was reinforced by.experts 

- from. field . posts in. Europe.. The 
“emphasis Was on-color and: video- 

tape. with the new “transistérized |: 
* “~pecorder attracting. considerable in- 
": terest.- 
agreed. they..had - been -pleasantly| 

though: 
declined to reveal. the. solume - .of. lit 

RCA execs on’ the. stand] 

surprised :- by.” the. results, 

business accomplished, - 
More forthcoming was the, Ampex - 

‘Mternational: spokesman, who esti- ; 
‘mated that ‘deals valued. at around : 
‘$800.000. had -béen. concluded. . ‘He | 
vadmitted, that in’ several cases ‘the | 
inquiries . had- ‘started. ‘before.. the i 
trade fair, and that the deals had j.. 

4 

Accents: Tint Tape 
‘No. Ireland's ‘Me, Too” 
On 10% TV Adv. Tax, 

. London. “May. °30.. 
“Noriliern: Ireland. Government. is : 

‘following | British _ Governmenit’s : 
lead by clainping a 10°¢ tax- ON | 
television ‘advertisements: ot 
Announce ing | thie. tax in his. Budg-: 

‘et Statement in’ Belfast.. Tere once 

said the ‘tv industry had: 
frown.to such:an: ‘extent in rerent 

* ears that. it: seemed only: fair. it™ 
i should . make. ‘this © ‘contribution. 
t toward the . -increasing ‘cost’ ‘of:: 
i. public services. ‘He: hoped ‘to. get | 
£ 100.000. ($280: 000). froin. the new. 
tax. in a fuil- year. 7 
-O'N@ill also ‘said that” he would 

‘abolish gmiertainment tax. to: 
{ help cinemas." of 

Britain Nearing Nearing 
WN Saturation; 
ll 000,000 Sets 

“Montreux, May. 30: 
Great Britain, With. ‘mire. than | 
.000.000 receivers in ‘use, ‘is the! 

‘only. -country ..in Europe: to be. ap- 
: proaching saturation, according to 
‘a ‘statistical ‘Survey. prepared: ‘by 

of .the 
: Paris. Conser vatory of Arts, and Sci-. 
erices, and Tread sa paper at’ ‘the. 
!Monireux international: tv. festival: 

Professor - G. A. ‘ Boutry, - 

The professor's - analysis” ‘shows 
been _consuminated ~ ‘at: -Montreux. ! ‘that in Britain theré are today 4.86 
“Included in. the sales. ‘was a com-: 
“plete mobile ‘unit: coasting’ around ;, 

~: $100,000. Volume. of ‘business nego- ! 
‘tiated by: ' Ampex - -Compared very: 
‘favorably: ‘with -that: achieved; 

. -@arlier in-the. month at.Washington, !- 
and: ‘Montreux. had. the. advantage |; 

a in. that. it. attracted a still largely-| 
‘untapped. market,’ whereas. most | 

a .U,S, stations:were. already equipped | 
7 with. videotape: ‘equipment. 

'. ‘All exhibitors.-were.. agreed - that : 
the | ‘decision of. the British: ‘manu-* 

persons’ to each -receiver, cand he. 
ireckons_ ‘that- saturation... ‘will: ‘be | 
; réached- when the number. of re- 
iceivers totals -13. 350, 000,: giving -an- 
average of 4.1 persons to each ‘set. 
He estimates ‘the total number ; 

of receivers’ currently | in use in 
Europe .at’.19,'788.000" for a.popula- © 
tion ‘of. 213,000,000, and - forecasts ; 
:a: saturation figure .of” 32.600 000. 

- lWestern Ger many; which today has 
: 4,288.000- receivers, is more. than: 

‘| Jack © Chertok's 

‘| on- re‘igious: ‘grounds: and the” con- 

tinuing drama will. be. ‘trintmed to} 

“s ‘four... After. viewing the print, web] 

4 prexy Robert’ E.. Kintner. ‘ruled. it 

“toa. yough”. ‘and. ‘ordered it out of - 

‘| Kate Kayoes ‘Loy x 
Hellyw ood, May. 80... 

NBC has. rejected the: first - -seg: | 

‘ment of & scheduled five-parter’ of | 

. “Lawless: ¥ears" 

its ‘June’ 2 telecast® date.: 

-Rotert. “Wood. ‘head of browdeast 
| standards’ in Hollywood for. NBC- 

LTV, said. that the script- had been | 
‘approved. ‘py. ‘John. Stone, .ex- film} 
{writer and prexy of Southern Cali-. 

| fornia region of American Hicbrew J 
_{ Congregations. ‘Stone had not scten 
the film. 

-Four-part 
Tpouy: kK" 
Pbinical ‘student, ! 

“vidrama‘: “is. 
-and concerns: a rab- 

who, with 

in.-the - East’ Side -jungle of: New 
-¥ork. She. lost- her sanity. from the 
‘shock of: ‘the. assault. and 
+ prother renounced: the faith. and 
desecrated holy. documents, It- was |-- 
this. phase ‘of ‘the’ story that caused | 
Kintner to order it.. out of the. 
series.’ 

her’ 

called. 

his |. 

sister, - ‘was set. upon and. attacked | 

“Alberto- Culver: bought. 30 of: the: 
426 ‘episodes: f-'‘Lawless Years” in. 
‘tandem wit ‘Brown &. Williamson, |. 
rso the missing segment will not t be 
“replaced, 

- The story. thread. of ‘the missing: 
“episode -will be: briefly narrated, 
{wit hout . the ‘sacrilegious incident, 

i O'Neill, Northern Ireland. Minister | -at’ outset of. skein. 
Lot: Finance, ¢ 

|. 

‘Imagine A Billion: 
People-Watching The. 
~ Same Program: Sarnoff! 

.Montreux, May 30. 

i 

Montreux Festival s Gallant 
First Try’: Could Do for TV What 
_ Cannes Venice Achieves 1 in Pixdom 

Whe Else? 
Chicago, May 30. 

- A Jone pitket marched in 
‘front. of the Sheraton-Black-‘ 

+ stone: -Hotel last Wednesday 
124), prior to Dr.. Frank Stan- 

 ton’s ‘arrival. The CBS prez 
was-.to address the Chicago 
‘Broadcast Advertising Club 
‘on the evils of the equal-time 
restrictions in the “Commu- 
nications Act- 
The picket wes perennial 
equal-time -.seeker Lair Daly, 

‘the. American Fist ¢ ‘mndidate. 
‘He didn’t appear im his trade- 
marked Uncle Sam = vostume 
but wore, symboheally, a £az 

‘_over his mov his ‘mouth, 

Stanton Back b In 

‘Action—Asks 315 

| Local State Test 
-- Chicago, Mav 30, 
Frank Stanton “CBS prexy is 

ready to do new combat with his. 
[old enemy. S¢ction 315 of the Com. 
“+ munications Act. 

‘Having sucteeded in getting the 
sequal. time restrictions suspended 
Tfor the “Great. Debates” last vear. 

- David Sarnoff, -belicves that. 10 ‘Stanton now hopes to accomplish 

ob years hence ‘it, is: conveivable. Ahat 

a’ billion: people | in Virtually: every re 
the same thing for gubernatoial 
nd” mayoralty . campaigns -on a 

test basis through 1963.-in hopes 
nation. on. -earth - will “be ‘watching | that Congress would sce “how an 
‘the. same: program at the same: ‘time. experiment successful -bevond: all 

dane in’: color, “with simultaneous | 

translation. ‘techniques. making it 

vhope in the last Presidential elec- 
tion’ would “work if extended to, 

‘state and Jocal elections. Buf what 
‘Junderstandable to all. He made. the lhe is teally -seeking. is the ultimate 
prophecy in a letter: acknowledging revision of the statute that would 
:the presentation. of a citation for {allow radio and tv to stage maior 
‘his’ distinguished services..to tele- | party - “political 
{Vision’-at. the’ first- international- tv 
{festival held in ‘this Swiss. resort. : 

“This.” ‘commented. Sarsoff. 
ithe exhilarating: prospect. before us. 
| But. what: of the uses, to. which this: 
| marvel“of -humani - ‘design will. be 
put?. Will global: tv become the 
babel. of. our age. sowing dissent | 

‘anachronism." Stanton told the Chi ‘and discord with the speed ‘of light 
around. the. World?..Or will -it offer. 
instead, ‘a bright new: promise ‘for 

“is candidates. 

debales  withaut 
having to give over equivalent sir 
time: to irrelevant. splinter party 

Debates, he beheves, 
:are historically the most effective 
campaign device for fully inform- 
ing the voters and capturing their 

(interest. 

moving humanity closer to civilized | 
harmony?” 

begin planning now for the use of 
Piobal: satellite.tv, and recalled that 
he recéntly. “proposed | ‘that a tv 

Sarnoff urged world leaders to. 

‘Ieharinel be made available, without | - 
‘restrictions, to the United ; Nations. | 

“It js. a. ludicrous and wasteful 

Broadcast Advertising Club. Jas! 
Wednesday 124, “that what was 
permitted ‘over a century ago 1n 

‘|great public. meetings is forbidden 
now in-what, through 14dio and tv. 
‘would be nothing less than ‘public 
méetings: made infinitely greater 
‘by admitting all citizens.” 

Stanton'’s argument against Sec- 
oo _ (Continued on page 42 

~ Chi. $. Bigtime Radio Days Enjoy 

Ythe first 

3,000.000 ‘short of. saturation, 
facturers ‘such as Marconi, 

__ the: advantage... 

.. back ‘tothe United Kingdom, how- had about 55,000, 000 receivers, with 
ever, they-don’t expect.to-havé the : about 10 séts for every 35 persons, |. . 
field to: themselves next time. . but: thought it unrealistic. to. hope |. 

7 . Another “véry: happy”: American:: :that the European countries’ ‘would 
; exhib” was .the- Telechrome. Manu- . ‘éver reach that. level: - 
facturing ‘Corp., which -eollared &!). “The .Professor | thought ‘the thost ° 

.. lot of trade interest. with -its ‘spe-: evident way to stimulate public -in- 
: sg Gal effects. generator. This enables ; “terest in: .Europe_ in ‘tv ‘would. «be 

‘Ca wide: variety - ‘of wipes’ to” be ‘the . introduction af color: broad- 
:vachieved . at. the flick of a “‘foy! ‘casting, but hesitation on this’ score 

- gtick” ‘positioner, "and the continu: ‘was easily understood when it was. 
- OUS ‘demonstrations. attracted | wide-": realized that-Iess than: 1c of Amer-" 
: spread demonstration. . ; _” .7ieans, 55,000,000 . receivers.- were 
. -The one solitary exception io the Feolor: _sets.. He ‘believed: the: princi- 

~.. Nappy. band _ of: exhibitors Was. the’ _ pal. reason, for this: was. economical: 
Austin’ Co..of New: “York, but, ‘as--in other: words: ‘the price: ‘of ‘color 
St was offering ‘constructional: proj-.: (receivers: ‘Was. too. high. . 
eats ‘costing about. $50,000,000 up-'|: 
Wards, it. hardly expected: to get |: 

EMI | Frarice,. with. 1;850,000 1s 4.500.000. 
‘and Pye: to boycott -the ‘fair’ had i strort, and Italy; - with °2.000,000-has |. 
-eut the competition and’ given them ‘ just - about reached half-way mark. : 

Once: word "-gets The:.U:S.. Professor Boutry noted.. 

' when radio. was in. flower. here, 

na ee ied 

Nivid ‘Playback’ As. Stars Return 
. "and Marilyn Maxwell the vocalists 
| with’ the Ted Weems band. and 
Elmo Tanner, ‘Red Engle and Coun- 

By LES BROWN 
Chicago, Mav. 30:. 

A group of performers. who’ had 
hit the big time in.the. Windy City 

in 
those pre-television days, met: in 
‘reunion Jast- week on the excuse. 
of. celebrating the 25th anniversary 
of the Jocal AFTRA chapter ‘which ! 

the. sidemen, Moore and Como 
were unable to make }|t, however 
Weems, who recently came out ‘of 
retirement and rcorgwnized | his 
band, and. Miss Maxwell did show 

‘iup,. but the old show stayed ume- 
actually ‘occurs: next: Year’. Radio vived. 

- hasn't’. ‘had. :it” so gala: since its: Th 
e old -AM soapers of yore 

mass: “exodus from Chi ta either: were ‘represented hy Ningania 
Coast. circa. a 1946, ‘for. television and | 

; pictures.” jlater prexy of AFTRA; Marvin 
Banquet,’ given. ‘by. Chicago U n- | i? Maller, then a freelancer and now 

limited, a sort of chamber of com- the principal on ty’s “Millionaue’, 
}merce’ organization fof- the — local tcl Arquette, who sloughed his 
| broadcast. and film. industry, : “\aS.| Charley Weaver get-up for a dress 

Payne, “Ma Perkins” that was, and 

try. -Washburne numbered among ; 

'-the dotted’ line. ;-However, -a& ‘com- 

.” Works; the Eraser Co., Raytheon. 

“visitors .to sign there: and then on} 

. pany, rep admitted. ‘that there: had 
‘been -a ‘number.of. inquiries whieh |, 
“would have to be. followed: up in 
‘due course. “If. ene’ firm, contract 
materializes, we'll be back for sure 

' Wise: I'm. ‘very dubious." - | 
- Other Américan exhibitors at ‘the 

fair: included ‘the” Corning Glass 

Co.‘ and:Temco. International. Jap- 
-anese-and German equipment -man-: 
ufacturers. were . also prominently: 

: ‘represented: - : z 

| able- of: relaying U.K... ' 
‘programs... from the ‘south ‘to the~” . 

create a Chicago-origination. of ‘the * 
I ‘Thirties ‘and. ‘Forties: Anown. ‘as | 

“which had started here on 

New. Scot: TV Center 
~ Aberdeen: Scotland, ‘May. 30. 

“New. ‘Grampian: tv studio center, 
éurrentiy being ‘constructed “here 
at-cost of over $660,000, is the first . 
‘to’ ‘be. Specially built for. television 
‘in Scotland.. : 

. Next -vear,” he. commented. “Other- |- ‘Master contro! room. will be: cap- - 
-ITV network 

Independent Television. Authority 
transmitter at ‘Durris, néar- Stone- 
hayeén, as well ‘ag sending out ‘to 
‘the transmitter. “Idcally- produced. 
programs {rom the Studios in. Aber- 
deen, 

| of necessity - ‘themed: on the jdea : 
‘| that Chicago—whatever elsé it may . 
sbe—is. still the “greatest discovery. . 

suit, and who tn the bygone dave 
did. character voices-on the soaps 
and frequently was a warmes upper 

town for talent”: in the ‘USA. More i i 'for sudience shows: and Chr Nas 

than 800 persons turned. out, at ton; who had done funny voices and 
$15 per plate, and ‘five local AM- ‘ dramatic parts before joining: Dave 
cers. carried: a -haif hour poorcast | 
:from-the Crystal. Room. of. the new 
Sher aton-Chicago Hotel. , 

CU. initially. had - hoped to ‘Te-, 

‘Beat: the Band, ad which. might be 
on the expensive, side if: done. on. 
tv today with the same tact. Gatrn 

ah 

show 
i Moore was the: emcee, Perty Come 4 

-Garrow ay's vast in tae Windy Cats 
:early, palmy tv day«. 

Les ‘Tremayne recalled the old 
“First Nighter” show, which be tad ;{ 
done with Barbara I. udds, aid yar 
Jordan “Fibber McGee and Moily.” 

SBC 

but based somewhat on 8 ssmslas 
they had done on the old 

iContinued on page $27 

By HAROLD MYERS 

Montreux Mav 20 

Alioning fur shia lees ings, 

international iv festival 

of arts and serences which wend 

in this Swass resart dest Satareay 

P27: with a candlehghlt supper at 

, the castle of Chiltan. aon te rand 

‘p Pevisional. success Lo hod vs 

weakness, and its defaehiies an 

Lorganizavon, but at was aoa. hot 
first efforf and Mo could with a 
jbig try, do for We claiteme 
iscreen what Canes Bere ots. 
1eOW Vorce et al de fap theatre. 
Cal motion piretures 

i Hoda one outstamdmg casa §. 
“Over the Monaco te testy. bt af 
begingarg of The veck om hat 

.altiacted a represontative 
ston oof ty exces) trea al esas, 
sWhile the trade tar see Ser. tte 
SEODN Was a foc panet fer aeor: 
chaodh isc equipppent and vic! tad 
sales reported ta he ain excess of 

is 

“a 
te 

af 

telece 

SS3.000 000) Taoits: final plese at 
aso showed sapns of bhecanung a 
nmeatket fe: ty program sales ot- 
\racting oasttesition and ociterest 
fiom oprortan:  executiyas  4h0 
Acewed the or conape tities ca ita & 

'Thiee specie reams wore. la- 
cated at Cee swiaeck Mastiega Put 
ave hotel tar the cereaning of the 
Nelt enteitainmeant plouyraas 
which competed for the Gaiden 
Rose of Venfrewx and the «oh 

splice OF $22 000 °° One ree 3g 
set aside fot the Jury, und acess to 
That was btyrred te all cuts ders, 
A second roam was at the disposal 
of “experts.” cansistin’s again of 
potential huvers ard scllers while 
a third was avanlable for the pieces, 
AN told. about 25 Siours af pare: 
gram ime was viewed betwen Las$ 
Manday 922: and Friday 6: 

From a news peant of sieu the 
“most rewarding part ct Uhe test was 
the technical svmigocunm wiach 
dominated the fact fow days ba- 
perts from all pacts of the werld 
delivered authoritative papers oon 
# wide veniets of cubyects. aed, 
mfter cach seston sere) nude 
wailable to be cauizseed by ive 
founth estaters af a pies. cone 
ferenve Rach queson vicided at 
least one major SMory whic cel 
laned the headlines ino ige Paro. 
pen press, particularts, 

Tromically aitle the Baatsh had 
boveotted the figde lar there. 
were more nessman fie i the OK 
than fron itis evfives canned sed 
the United Stastes Siedy ( ddaans- 

-hated rhe exhibition ta ce tee «e nd 

ag single ofe,orter to Maatie «4. 
This Variery reporter was tse 
ony rep of the US pres cn 
hand 

Apart fram & lig American car. 
tingent, Japan Ramesia- Gavnsaes, 
France and aly were at the fest in 

“strength,-and sll ageeea that More 
theux could be dexsctoped ante a 
inajor internatianal mechng pent, 
with all the advantages to be «h- 
tained from an exchange of ideas 
and mutual trade Peter secatie pcsd 
traders such as NBC and CA dad 
their own reps on band for m.birg 
contract with castame:s aml poe 
fential customers. just as the mets 
tion picture mm -jors do at Crnnes 
and all the other festrals 

Before the jury started on ts 
viewing chore, there sere rumors 
that some of the panel “would te 
chahenged hecauce of a vested m- 
terest, but it all came to nauypiit in 
the end Jt had heen suppested 
there would he an objestion to, 
Base Macchwustz7, BBC exec hese 
the BBC had tee entriek mn cases 
petition Initio wath Gereid Ad- 
Jer, managing ditectar af “SBC Ine 
fernational, becawte the «sek bad 
enfered the Perm Camo ¢le 4, 

There was even a bunt that thee 
would be opposition te the Patam 
rep, because the RAD neteauk sas 
cshevirg the Como shaw 

In ant event. the poets cos fab 
at “iich the jury aenbers vase 
introduced and the procedure ex 
plained, went by watheut a scuas ur 
hemg rated egaimnst anc. of the 
constiluents member. and Le 

* anel Homediately adjourned le- 
L hind locked doors to start thear 
‘aidueus chore vbich concluded a 
minimum of fue and a maximum 

of three extended viewing ceescons 
per dz. Frogiame bu the ve, 
aFre transmitted bey the Sv ise iet- 
uotk oon cated circu te the. 

pUhiee viewing rotiu.s. 
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‘¢_.. clicking off sales 

from Bangkok to Rio 

now means the dif- 

ference between a 

; so-so entry and large 

AGU 

1 Fox,. 18 ‘out of the syndie 

‘biz, but heavy: in network
ing. Its. 

‘when. the total grossing perform: 

‘ances of domestic syndication and
 

T¢oreign syndication are put sid 

py side, that the foreign markets By MURRA 

The foreign ma 

mates 40% of th 

syndication, a T 

syndication close 

motion picture bi 

Domestic syndi 

of features, in , 

that there will be more telev sion 

sets in foreign “cou
ntries ..by late | 

7962 or early. 1963 than 
there are. 

in the U.S. Thi
s was underlined 

in a recent stockholders: address. 

1 py Leonard Goldenson, prexy of} 

American Broadtasting-P
aramount 

‘Theatres. Goldenson put the VS. 

‘get count now at
 56,000,000. | 

“Phat foreign growth in the set 

| count . doesn’t” assure gomparable | - 

| yevenue returns. In - many in- 

stances, *here. are quotas, ‘ price }- 

ceilings, - etc. Factor of gro
w . 

} though,does mean. potential ad
ded 

all svndie spr 

‘entries, of C 

under the 

revenues, even though such reve 

gross column. 72°" ee : 
enues may not be comparably, a8] 

Al as reign | 
‘Thigh as. e set. t- increase, 

the returns on ‘the sale of fe
atures. 

‘to tv was included” in: the over 

¥ $30,000,000 figure. for "61. In
 mat 

‘kets other than Canada and Aus- 

tralia: perhaps, sale of old pix to]. 

Jtv isn’t a big
 : factor. In many | 

Over the pas 

been a dropo 

cation, with the 

mated as hight 

In effect we 

‘predicted is 

foreign marke, 

| Canada, is bee 

Ngo pass. The | 
markets. because of exhibitor pres- 

which includes | 
| sures, the majors have shied away 

as vital “in 
\ from selling to tv. ae 

terms of ‘the domeste 
| from Site the reservatio

ns, the Dlg 

market. Of cesirse there is no sub- 
-}gtory is the dramatic rise. of the} 

stitute for ges ng ’a US. network }- 
“| global market, paralleling the de-] | 

a vidfilm sypdie entry.. Without 
2 pS 

po 

such represtutation. monies can’t 
Ore aerial

 

be recouped. let alone a profit). 
j 

turned. Yet clicking off sales. from | 

Bangkok to Rio now means” thie. 

difference between &@ $0-sO entry.) 

and large returns. _ oo, 

Narrowing the perspective. spot- 

lighting only the performance of 

syndie houses, the foreign gross. 

in the narrower f
ield approximate

s 



Algeria 

_ Atgentina : 

Australia 

Austria 

Belgium 

Belgian Congo 
Bermuda 
Bolivia. | 
Brazil: ae 

British West Indies ° 

“Canada: ao 

Chile 

China | 

Colombia 

. Costa Rica 

Cuba 
Czechoslovakia 

__ Wednesday, May 31,1961 =. os, 87 

",.. BECAUSE 
VARIETY § is: avidly read in overseas markets that have 

99.64’ (fo ” of the World's television sets repre- 

~ senting. (46, 275, 800. of the World-Wide set total of : 

46, 341, 400" 

VARIETY speaks a ‘special language read. and repeated 

throughout the entire TV FILM world...TV FILM Syndi- 

a cators. who. sell the largest number of TV FILMS o’seas 

- have long. recognized the singular value of VARIETY’S 

foreign tend domestic) readership. 

_ VARIETY j is on ‘the basic, must-buy list of major TV FILM 

- Syndicators because VARIETY is must-reading in the U.S. 

as well as the 83 o’seas markets listed below. 

7 ) 5 "Ss 5 O Seas Subscription List Includes 

— Denmark | 
Ecuador” 
“El Salvador. 
_ England 
Ethiopia 

_ Finland. 
“France: 

Germany _ 

“Greece... 
Guam ~ 

Guatemala: . 
“Haiti on 

~ Hawaii’ 

Holland 

Hong Kong: 

Hungary. 
India 

Indo China 

| Indonesia. 

oe fran 

ee, Ireland. 

Israel 

Japan 
Jordan 

" Lebanon: 

- _ Liberia.: 

_ Libya. 

"Malaya - 

Malta 
Mexico: 
Monaco.” 

 Morotco - . 

“Netherlands Antilles. 

Lo Poldnd 

Portugal , 

Portuguese E. ‘Africa 

“New Zealand: 

Nicaragua 

Nigeria 

Northern Rhodesia 

_...Norway 

Okinawa 

Pakistan. 
Panama’ 

“Peru 

Philippines 

Puerto Rico 

Saudi Arabia 
Scotland 
Singapore 

South Africa 

Spain 

Sweden 

Switzerland 

Tahiti 

Tasmania 

Thailand 

Turkey 

United Arab Republie 

Union of Soviet 

Socialist Republics 

Uruquay 

Venezuela 

Vietnam 

Virgin Islands 

Yugoslavia 

* all peld, 
t Based on USIA figures os ef Dec. 1940 ond excluding the U.S. 

its territories and Armed Forces stetions obrced. 



R ADIO-TELEVISION 

NANA Packaging 
Byliners for TV). 

North American News Alliance 
fg piannuzs a move inte ty program- 
mins. ‘aith the formation of a new |. 

VArsrefy ARB FEATURE FILM CHART © 
VarieTy-ARB’s weekly chart offers .a day by day. analysts of the top feature evening slots in e . 

particular market. 

periods for designation as the top feature slot of the day. The analysis 4s confined to the top rated. hsrl = Newspe cy | a alte Me Newspape 7 « hheadeuar. feature slots in the ARB. measured period, broken down by days in the week, The ARB measured: | 
te stm tie svndie firm's Times | period usually covers three or four weeks; : Other data such. as the. time ‘slot and overage share of 
Biles ootfices 
Usdin othe mew odivision 1s‘ 

NAS VS ese veepee Jolin Osenen- 
» ko cee Edward Murray, formerly 

of Westinghouse Broadcasting, . 

audience is furnished. Top competition and competitive ratings. also are. highlighted. 

Sores anda veepee of Producers ; = © 2 COMPETITION 
Asie ts of Television’ as assistant. | WRVA average Rating: a STATION ‘&. 
NAPA blueprints call for a? , oe verage. “eo. PROGRAM AVG RATING. 

tr-ference of NAWA newspaper | : _— ° feaute and bylivers ta twii the ; MONDAYS 11:15-1:00 Late Movie WTVR 
er atiimment, pubservice and]! Program: BEST OF PARAMOUNT 11:18-12:48° 1 
ness fields NATA will co-produce 

_ as vind as offer rights for outside Nov: 14 “ALIAS NICK BEALE” Tack Paar WXEX. . 
protinchon with the company Ray Milland, Audrey Totter. ptt 19-1: 00" “g 
retain? the right of supervision 1949, Paramount, MCA, Ast Run - co 

\ithousk none ot the NANA| Nov. 21 “HENRY ALDRICH PLAYS. CUPID" 
talests fas been specified for —_ Jimmy Lyndon, Diana Lynn’ i. a ate! the stable includes Drew 1944, Paramount, MCA,. Ist Run a " 
Pearson Rasimond Moles, Con- | a : Coo ae ree ; . 
Stantine Brown, Sheila Grabam, i To — — 
Beni Post, Margaret McManus en COMPETITION | 
antinanm others Feature, Fiat the . te ; 
nes subsid sees as possible day | WRVA Average Rating: . 2 Pe STATION a. 
thue Strip material for either tol. | , Average Share: 40: PROGRAM ‘AVG. RATING 
work or stndication’ include col- : en | 
umrs on a variety of subjects and ! , TUESDAYS 11:15-12:45. Late. Movie: WTIVR. - Series. Several with a fe id | ' Program: BEST OF PARAMOUNT “11:15-12:30 1 Slat S Various RDOSLAS 

te 
al. inelude an interpret itive ness Nov. 15 “BUCK BENNY RIDES" AGAIN” “Jack Paar: a WXEX 

Whe Benny, Elien Drew . : 3 ‘ \bsw Considered is a. rewure | Od, Aare oant ‘MCA, 1st Run. Li:1s-12:46 , 
uN “ “> * ° e" re rw, +4 weer iT) 

“There Oughta Be A Law.’ which Nov. 22 as Sad Vera fea Lake IS based) oon) suggestions «trom Alan La int, MCA, F t-Run 
reslers 1944, Paramount Ss 

JULIAN KLAMAN SET WRV A Average Ratings: 4 | COMPENITION & . 

ON NBC P UBAFF- AIRS| Average. Share:. 50. | PROGRAM AVG. RATING. 
duet and wrote "itave Cae, Wily | WEDNESDAYS U:15-1:00 “Late Movie wrvE ‘ ‘ ’ ‘ ‘ : F PARAMOUNT. . 2 Travel” for CBS-TV, has signed Program: BEST OF P 11:13-12:30 a 2 . 
a pact to do at least four pubaffairs Nov. 16 “THE VIRGINIAN” Jack -Paar “Wxex 
specials for NBC-TV. Joel McCrea, Brian’ Dontevy 11:25-1:90 a a | Kiaman, who once hid ‘some 1946, Paramount, MCA; -Ist Run . 
brief experience in pubaffairs but Noy, 23 “MY FAVORITE. BLONDE” 5 ow 
vho. e-entialfy, is an entertain- ; Bob Hope. Madeline Carroll. 
reent program specialist, made tne "1942, Parcimount. MCA, Ist Run - 
deal with NBC creative projects ; an 
exce producer Irving Gitlin. He'll ————_-_—— 
report to Gitlin in doing no fewer a 
thar a quartet of hour stanzas for COMPETITION: 
the DuPont Sunday series. WTVR Average: Rating: . 2. STATION & | 

One of the four Klaman shows PVN Average Shore: 25 “PROGRAM AVG. RATING- 
fhe'll take part in the writing as | . 
well as ore he an eva von a ut THURSDAYS 11:15-12:30 Sports, Paramount -. WRVA most kely be on Reinhardt Eeiye ATE MOVIE = “gs 
rich, called “The Hangman’ by Program: L - . 11: 15-11: 30° | ees 

anti-Nazis Nov. 10 «PORT SAID” Best of Paramount weva 
as Glora Henry: ~ 121°30-12:30.:  - 7 

1948, Columbia, Screen Gems, Repeat CO . =x 

Danny Kaye’ S. UNICEF Nov. 17 “GOOD LUCK ‘MR. YATES” | sack Pass 30 ™ 
' Claire Trevor — 11:16 -12:30. ( 8 

Replay for Gen. Motors 1943, Columbia, Screen Gems, Repeat 

General Motors has. purchased | ns 
sponsorship of a repat showing o . 
“The Secret Life of Danny Kaye,” | . Avera e Rating: 5 COMPETITION 
the “See It Now” telecast he did WTVR. ad rage ' — STATION & | for UNICEF several years ago. Re- ul Average Share: 45 PROGRAM _AVG, RATING. peat will be shown o2 CBS-TV . . * ee 
Juy 13 or Aug. 10, with final date | FRIDAYS 11:15-19:45 Sports, Movie WRVA 
to he decided this week. Program: LATE MOVIES ~-14:13-£1:30. 8 

The 90-minute show was a filmi- aeeneees . 
zation of Kaye's wor Li tour in be- Nov. -11 “JESSE JAMES’ WOMEN” : ” First: Run Movie. WRVA: 

half ot the NTC wovk among Peggy Castle - 11:30-12:48 2 
children and refugees. Genera 1954. UA, UAA, -Ist ‘Run - a ae 

Mo eae eee calling for | Nov. 18 “ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON CRUSOE” Jack Paar’. WXEX . 
year contract, with deal calling for Dan O’Herlihy  .71-95-12:48 5 
one hve special a year, but. the 1953, TA. UAA: Ist Rua Pate Ae 8 
“See It Now” show is outside the od - 
pact, with GM apparently deciding | 
pn this one instead ot a repeat of. 

Kas e Ss variety show of Nast Oct. 30. = . Average. Rating: 7 "COMPETITION 

AD WXEX. “Average Share: .24 : ‘STATION 4 & 
Brillo, ABC V Dickers PROGRAM. AVG. RATING - 
Brillo is about ta ponr $1,000, 000 | SATURDAYS 6:00-7:30 Streets of Danger * WTVR 

inte the ABC-TV fall sked., after Program: MILLION $ MOVIE ‘6:00-6: 30 10. 

ai: tv webs shooting for the spon- | Amos & Andy. WIVR 
sors “ol-'62 ecein , oo 6 1 76. U fe *-6:30-7:00 . 0..- Moneys, it's understood, will go. Nov. 12 THEY Wow BELIEVE. M a ; Rescue 8 WTVR 
partly into ABC TV daytime and Robert Youn usan jaywar 7:00-7:30. 24 
partly into fhe web's . nizhttime 1947, RKO, UAA, Repeat 4 Golf Det. WRVA 

eure Anne tions work out | Nov. 19 “WOMAN ON THE BEACH” at Chive co ass. WEVA fe eurre a ba) YOK . hii . “. os Se a 1oice omp 8 
rezht, the Brillo coin will be spread Robert Ryan, Joan Bennett _ at 6:30-7:00 : 3 
across more than one stanzas, 1947, RKO. UAA,. Repeat ‘Trooper, L.B. Johnson WRVA J 0 Walter Thormpson is the : _ . an Ae :00-7:30 a d 
Brille asency. 

WBAL-TV’s Telethon 
rims, 1 Lan 30. 

‘ BAL EY iss donating its “time 

‘Average Rating: 3 “COMPETITION: 
‘Average . Share: 75 . PROGRAM “WXEX 

Atat LACH Ities to the Multiple 
S lesosis Society with an 18-hour | SUNDAYS 11:15-1:00 Late 3 eet 
» , ate Movie WTVR tetbou to be aired from Saturday, ‘am: MILLION “MOVIE .- ate SLOVIG EVE, 
June Iv at 11°15 pm.-1o Sunday rogram: UILLION '§ 1 _ ALS-12:45 7 : 2 

a PED ar oreinati , Nov. 13 “ZIEGFELD GiRL” .Com'ty Jambores: -WRVA 
fefecast will originate at Merg. James: Stewart, Judy G artand: , T1ls:11:30 | os eroavter High: School auditory 1941, MGM, MGM-TV. Ist: Run’ 15-1130 on 

aid public is ipvited to-attend an tee gt wey 
wate focal and professional talent Nor. 20 “DINNER AT EIGHT’: |. Inside Sports WRVA 
iti -ciels hupes to enlist fur tne John Barryniore, Lionel Barrymore. 11:30-11:45 ha 
Sbtee, 1933, MGM, MG} ME TV, dst. Rua 

_Wednesday, May S1,'1961 

| [lace Ball Changes 

On Satuydays and Sundays; daytime feature slots compete ‘with. nighttime pis” 

“ Speech. 

v 

.- ‘many~ 

i ‘downright crooked ar. both. 
Mostly ‘inert.. “The: broadcast- 

r. keep it. that: way.”. 
. . the ~- broadcaster. 
amounts. to a license ‘to ‘steal, 
with the least possible supeér- -~. 

-|-- vision.operating exclusively ‘in 

|. Hallmark, ‘whose 

_AVG. RATING. |. 
‘STATION. & 

“sen? 

_”. Mind, Won't Do Special 

was to have sponsored on ‘CBS-TV 

next: Dec. 10, -has. been abandoned, 
Reason. for. the -plowup: -of the 
show, 

tained. . 

. However, Miss. ‘Ball: has been 
| forced out “of: “Wildeat’’ ‘several: 

said’ she. was reluctant to undere. © 
| take the additional rigors of doing © 
a telecast while doubling in the 

tplay.. Show was to have been pro-- | 
|. duced this summer, either ‘on’ film”: * 

or. tape, by Desilu: Productions.-. _ 
McCann-Erickson shad made - Hho a 
‘Purchase for Bulova. 7 

» Freedom: of Press. 
7 Continued from. page a1 = a 

“rallied: almost to.a man behirid © 
}. the broadeasting industry 

‘" which. has‘ one ‘of the most ef- © 
fective lobbies in’ Washington. -.’... 
It is: always a shock to discover. 

}. that ours is not at-all a Trepre-. 
-séntative government.in mat. - 
ters of: this’ ‘kind, ‘The’ FCC 
has reported an outpouring of... 
letters concerning : ‘the..Mirtiow 

Only about 35. were - 
unfavorable. The. trouble is - 

‘| -the ‘voters.should have written 
~ their Congressmen, not: Minow. : 

The Congressmen. were sub- © 
~} Jected to a much’ more direéct;. 

effective, clamorous, and: per- 
“|. sonal intervention from broad: - 

- casters, who were. half-way up. 
‘Capitol :Hill -before . Minow, : 
even sat down: Let | ‘us: Say a 

|. Broadcaster. owns -WXXQ" In. -. 
+ Kast Overshoe,. Nebraska. He 
- may-also own’ “The East Over-.- 
shoé Bugle,” whieh : is the only’ - 
newspaper in town.. He.may 
also ‘be: a: ‘heavy campaign con- 

“tributor. In‘ short, :a: powerful 
|... man, Also, he's right there in 

the office. .The voter: (and/or. 
‘viewer’: is: “way: back dn East. - 
Overshoe. : « 

Consequéntly, ‘when the. 
broadcaster . said. “to his Con- 
pressmen. “chastise’ ‘Minow, ia 
‘the Congress listened: deferen- Wer 
tially. .-As this. ig written,. it 
looks" almost - certain that’ the my 

House ‘will . defeat. the. re-or=" 
'- ganization: of: the FCC. recom--..»-. 
-mended -by: James. Landis and 

_. Seconded .by Chairman.Minow. 
This. would . be a’: bloady- 

‘shame because ‘it Isa good and 
miteh «needed “reorganization. 
plan.: ‘The FCC ‘has ‘been: for. 

years eithér.. inert: or: . 

‘would.: like. to- 
‘AS it. is: 

“has: what’ 

ing industry 

. its. own: -rather than ‘in. the 
~ public interest, ~~ 

‘In’ spite. of. the. initial. set-..° 
pack in Washington, I hope 
‘Minow sticks to:his guns. Both’ 

7 press (about: 15%" ‘applauded) 
and public to an extraordinary 
degree’ ate on his side. The. 
‘publie reaction supports what 
I’ve. long held:.-that television 

; is not 4 “popular. medium: it is 
'-.@ highly unpopular one. 

An the. middle of this. sordid 
commerce, it’s: heartening | to. 

. applaud my favorite sponsor,:: 
Joyce T.. Hall, president of 

“Macbeth” 
this year won: five - Emmys. | 

|” Hall -has always been my: fa-. 
‘|: vorite sponsor because. he. has © 
‘}} put. only high quality programs: 

— .Shakespeare and: opera 
-mostly—on the alr... These. 
have. been both’ artistic and 

te whopping. | -commercial - -Suc- 
cesses. 

- What social conscience there Lo 
ts in -broadcasting- these days ~ 
-is. coming ‘largely. from spon- ~~ 
$ors--Purex, Firestone; Bell: & -.. 
Howell: Chrysler, -Kent.- ciga-. 
rets—have I. forgotten any- 
‘one? 
“In siding: with the. broadcast- 

must . emphatically «:re- .. 
‘mind the Honorable . ‘gentle- . 

“. men of Congress they are not: 
striking ‘a ‘blow -for freedom. 

|. but ‘one. against.‘freédom of. 
’ -choice: : They are, In-short, en~: 

-f dorsing- cowboys -and. cops’ ‘n’ 
‘robbers and voting: against. ex: 
_cellence:” vo 

_“Luey: Goes to Broadway,” the... 
| spectal ‘which Bulova’ Watch Co, 

which’ ‘was. to have: been 
based | on :the comedienne’s decl-. 
sion’ to ‘star in *Wildeat” on. the’ ~ 

" ‘Main Stem, : -could not. pe. ascer= 

Richmond, Va. -® ‘Stations: WKEX, WRYA, wre @ Survey Dates: November 10- 23, 1960 

times because. of illness, and: it’s... . 



York independent TV station qualified to | display the National Association of Broad- 

- casters’ Seal of Good : Practice, t's far from being an empty honor — it has real and | A y 

valuable meaning for you, our advertisers. It is an. assurance of specific higher standards h i] 

of programming and commercial: practices. weIx is the only independent: with the Seal N 

ov 

Where are your 60-second commercials tonight? 
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eae TWEMR-FM: good. “music” program, creating ‘comment. a> | Longtime, 

Milwaukee radio man Milt Brandl, now news director. of. ‘WAUX. ‘and! EIR sf 
'WAUX-FM at Waukesha (Wis.).. Charles E. Williams and Mig. Figi,|' Uys | 

=ita 10 . rT uc ion ell: T es j operators of. WAUX, will increase power from 250 to 10,000 watts ‘ish 
‘fall; .. WRIT now Tiding: the “Sing Along. With Mitch” on disks, witb’ 

seeeaeg Continued from pare 2 —— ns | DON “Miller, WRIF. disk jockey’ interspersing Miller disks with: big band | n Stock Transfer 
stuff Thur., Fri:, Sat., 11° p.m. to'1.a.m: Bob: Bennett, another WRIT} ; 

Hoilaed nips reeularly over the North Sea-for appearances in TIT di ner * 
be, ; . » sk jockey, now. emcees 13-week. Teenage Matiriee series (Saturdays). 
’ 7 men a 1. booked for the “Young At Heart” teenage. skein, -at Avalon Theatre. In the py Bennett features top disks, and queries} _ “Washington, “May. 80. 
mt - teenagers on: music playe with winners. of weekly: contests Lent .C- E-LR “Inc., electronic data 
+ © oy rwrres ‘albums .and disks: On. WISN-T 7 Mon. (22) staffer Bob Herzog moderate ; Processing outfit in nearby. Arling-- 

IN SAN. FRANC ESC oO. “Milwaukee Reports;” program; “in: ‘which. four. attorneys fronr Mil- - ‘ton, Va.; has acquired -Anierican - 
ety assed program manaze Geor e Rice KGO-T sca ter waukee Junior. Bar Assn: ‘questioned Milwaukee: County: Sheriff: George ‘Research Bureau Inc, in-‘a stock © 

Fk A Pear: on pis: ne adtete manager “to De into real at new caster Ss. Witkowski: on ‘departmental activities ..... On WTMJ-TV's “Human transfer, -deal: Move, combining” 
Pot Ceovba ters Association named Homer Odom, KABL general j Rights,” ‘program ‘Sun. (21): the’ ‘Milwaukee: Jour nal station in -cciopera-: Measurement. talents of ARB with - - 
foarte boo tae stent, to rephice Maurle Webster,.who left KCBS to; tion with the ‘Milwaukee. Human Relations Television Council, featured | advaneed ‘and. complex: computer .~ 
Begs oon etarste of CBS radin spot sales in New York . . Sterling! Coreft R. Taylor, exec, secretary of the Council: ‘. 3 ‘gadgetry ‘of: C-E-I-R,_ will provide. vO, 
Wavdem’s caren a bas Jonu erulse on his Wanderer to raise money; "new .standards of reliability, @Xe 5 
fy Regti, AE i: tarts its bust annual auction next week .... EN. PITTSBURGH - . {cellence and timeliness’ sanotgtents. . 
A gin syprecetieoret Te k 1 sion ratings, according. to..C-E-1-R °. 
< - . ? 7 ‘ tie L. A ek in ain el ompanied by a ortsea ein General. manager Tad: ‘Reeves “ot KDKaA-TV delivered’ a. ‘bold editorial’: prexy Dr. Herbert W: ~ Robinson. ae 
tree ard a half ts werkery at a Sheraton-Palace Hotel meeting; in. favor of. state: legislators getting. a new’-$3,000 expense -account:.” Contract: consummating deal prow. Bee 

) Ken Langtey head: committee which’ll pursue project. Acker- |All the newspapers in the-state were strongly against it and some vides. for ARB. stockholders to-re- : 
Loose tec asters would soon set suing in St, Louis and Denver “and:  solons. tried to clear the press gallery for the heated opposition. Reeves:- ceive’ between 52,500.-and. 77900.” 

Voce i oe to the South and Texas” Bartclls’ KYA is using: full ; Stuck, to- his’ guns and: asked: “Where can‘ you ‘get. good men-.to work ‘shares. of ‘C-E-I-R ‘stock according © 
Portas ‘a bierne’o Jom Ionahue, * ‘The World's Biggest Disk Jockey |! for $9,000... . Bob M¢Kee is the new summer replacement at WWSW to ‘a formula.’ ARB. will: lose its 
Pye And ootneed oor solid saunds ” This, undoubtedly, in juxtaposition! -.+-- Ira. Apple. and Robert Mast doing ‘a series called. “Neighborhoods: ¢orporate . entity, .with the ‘com- 
t» " CPN - lonctime Don Sherwood promotton—"“The ‘World's Greatest j in. Panic’? on’ WJAS. It deals. with. Negro families nioving into. white bined’ operation (going. under... vo 
Dk da wo” i neighborhoods. -: . William Steinberg, conductor: of. the. Pittsbur gh - C- E- I-R’s riame. . : i. 

; ; ‘Symphony, doing. a series. on: jazz with Zana ‘Knauss on WAZZ. . Dan..- E-I-R,. launched - in 1954: spe- 
ar} ; Cr DEL. Mallinger has succeeded George Eisenhauer as president.o the “AFTRA: ‘eidlizes in ractieal: applications’ of 

IN PHILADEEPHTA . . bd branch - here.” Eisentauer. is now. v p.;.Alan Boal is secretary “and: Ed:-: analytical Feeknionies to ‘problems. . ” 
Hugh Ferzuson, WCAU farm director, accompanied Secretary of ; King, treasurer .. . Jack Bailey, WEEP program director, ‘has left the - of - industry,. business, government .. 

Acosiitace Orvitle bE. Freeman on his first field ‘trip 123-26), visiting : slatlon- to return ‘to private business. in Texas. Bob’ Connors replaces , and defense.’ Services. include ‘elec- -_ 
Al. s-cte. arerk Vin--issippi  .. Harry K. Smith succeeds the late Norman: - Dick Blanchard has. moved from WCAE to KQV. ‘uronic data processing, . computer woe 
Brooks as oe “ wh obs ter on the W RCV-TY tk PB. m, telecasts . . Ray Quinn, | ‘ “7 rogrammin econ: mic statistical” 

Paut Sulliven, Wwe AU news re orter and announcer, subbin for ‘the os 
Var. ithe iit Wike Stanley, = report touring Europe . . ng appoint-| Ws BK. has: + bought’ Radio Press International Service t6 beef up Its: Fore eos Xi has centers tn New 
fist at cnerial personality for each upcoming charity or public service [around-the-clock “news coverage: ,.. .For the sixth: Consecutive: year, | 'Fort Huachuca, ‘Ariz... ° Dugway, 
cara pats on ta be available for luncheons or :meetings. Deejay Tom| WXYZ. carried the. entire 500- Mile Speedway ‘Race from. Indianapolis, : ‘tah and Paris. tee Rese wave 
Brown, ‘ie first named, will coordinate the station’s activities in support with sports editor Don Wattrick at the mike. Sponsorship was: by Car!l- ! ‘ters are equipped with latest lar on 

Of the Stan p Qut Polio Campaign .. . Eugene Ormandy to be special | 178 Brewing Co. ...WWJ-TV, in cooperation with: WJRT. Flint, WOOD-; scale reed ne p h th "isM. Beet oon fet anni of WRCV-TV’s “Portraits in Music,” hosted by Fy! Grand Rapids, WILX-TV, Jackson, WKZO-TV, Kalamazoo, WNEM- : 7090 and CECA 501. as ou e 
Anshel Bru-ilow. concertmaster of the Philadelphia Orchestra). . .1 TY): ‘Saginaw-Bay City, and-WPBN-TV, Traverse City; have cooperated:: “C-E-ER lias expand d operati 
He ss Departinent S‘ore of Alletown, Pa., to teleeast Its second Fashion | produce “Michigan Marching Forward,” a feature. film report or. ; expanded opera ions ; . “at. an. average. rate of 65% (a year . 
Soortacuier aver WEIL-TV in. the fall, ‘featuring a two-week filmed; the progress. in. industry, business, ‘culture. and: education, in observance. a , 
jiunt theousn the tashion capitals of Europe ../ WCAC, in cooperation | of Michigan. Week “Preem performance of “Partita for Violin: Since ending lagt ‘Sept. 30 totaling . 
Vite tie €ots of Philadelpiua. awarding a one week trip for two toy! Alone." composed by “Detroit's ‘Lotis- oe 8 Is _ Scheduled, for ‘$5 769 880." me 
anda: ond Paris in-a pramotion for “Aviation Days,” reeeiving over. n: the. Arts’. program. on . ney er, «. - 
, ID ertt ies vans ats ‘start 3 i. 6 | WJBK-TV's girl-on-the-go, has been urging. listeners. to write. to net- ARB lias operated. Arbitron since: 

works asking: them to ‘keep ‘shows which appeal: to womeh“on the air. i Septem er .1958, ‘getting tv: viewing. . 
IN BOSTON . The. response ‘has-.been “very gratifying, Miss. Eder reports, With: tach nstantaneously electronic at= 

7 7 8 | thousands of letters in the: mail. achments: from, several. hundred wie 
W. 4. sSwartley, veep, WBZ, WBZ-TV,. accepted special award from 7 |sets spotted in seven major cities,-"" 

Greve: Boston Chamber ‘of Commerce presented te Westinghouse ; IN ‘TORONTO . : ; _ | Sales have tripled since 1956, when. -- 
sation. ‘in seco2uition of their outstanding contribution to the Greater : . : , ‘Ht grossed $1,044,190..to r08t when, ; 
Boston ¢@ reemuniit, as exeniplified by the tradio® “Sounds of Democ- « Harry. Walden, 104, onetime scout for: the. Mounties. tn the: days: of: it- raked in’ $8; 495. 006. a _ 
ras” and tv. The Complex Community” series and the. editorial} whisky trading, horse : stealing. and fighting between’ the Indians and} 
Cor nent on contemporary community problems": . WEEL preening | White men, appears June -7 on CBC-TV’s “Days-of Whisky .Gap" * which ' 
rey nee ‘hE, series. “The Dental Column of: the Air: Mondays, 3-3:30; deals with ‘early exploits. of the North-West Mounted Police. (Documen- ‘Api in Paris’ Ball | 
oO. ULicte | WBZ-TV aceekend news ed, Lou Dumont, appointed | tary recently .won top: honors ‘at 1961 Cannes International. Film Fes- |: 
night ne... ed... Phyl Daherty, WNAC-TV pub-ad chief, back from-10-{ tival; .. . Artie: Shaw with -his wife, Evelyn Keyes; the wedded Paul | 41346 CBS: Package 
dvs it Be. musta, and secretary Yolanda Rodrigues off for vacash at same ; ‘Newman and'Joanne Woodward; and Bert Pearl—in town to appear in 
spot, Sales pramosh director Bob Cheyne hosted giant sized family; future quiz-tapes or batoning for the CBC... . Alice Ferguson smokes |: “CB BS-TV has -secured -television:: 
cooker fer stat of WHDH, abd WHDH-TV . . . Don Gillis playing; 4 Couple of cigars a day—and at banquets yet. She has just completed! rights ‘to the: annual- $300-a-couple - 
erinal Browdaay-Hollywood show cast. pk: atters over WHDH . . 4.100 miles’ in that sports car‘rally across Canada with Gillian Fietd |“ \p-it in. Paris” ball. slated -this 
Mariivn DeLuca, secretary, to Jonn Day, WHDH program director,’ a8 navigator; in which-both were ninnersup in the ‘women’s. section, this “year for Oct...20- at the 7th Regi- 
ad Ray Berser, WHDH-TV production dept. engaged. and will’ be : being daily-featured. over the CBC. web: . Gratien Gelinas, director ‘ment Armory in.N.Y., and is offer-. 
meret ny Sep. . Sunny Pryor, from W XYZ, Detroit, at WHDH , of La Comedie Canadienne’ Theatre, Montreal; here to star in -his 90-. ing it as-‘a’:45- minute . spécial for. . 
om Lasteners Clab” ‘min, production of self-authored ‘‘Bousille and the Just,” to be taped | 7: *15-midnight on. that date. Total.” 

under ‘the. direction..of Mario Prizek, ‘English-speaking: cast includes ‘package. price, time &. pregram, oo 
Vv CLEVEI AND ; ; the . bilingual Gelinas, with Charmion King," James Doohan, Robert : fo, ‘the ‘special 1s $134, 000. 7 

4 Christie, Jil Foster, Larry Mann, others. |. te 
Gibson Shanley will do football play-by-play of the pro Browns and: - gates Chevalier - ll ack as mt 

Ohio State op WGAR Radio He comes here from WOHO, Toledo, aa Lo 
replaces Bull McColzan, now on tv in Washington’. . .. Lecal race fans IN CINCINNATI i‘ the. telecast, backed by a number . 

“ hal a tevme time of it Tuesday when they tried to tune the Indianapolis |~ City Council granted: zoning. “change. for building site of $300,000 , of: ‘French: acts..and a: fuir-and:.. 
Sh) OOoniy station anywhere within earshot carrying the auto blast was station. of. WCIN, Cincy’s only. Negro radio facility which plans ‘to 7] fashion. -show.. Cecil . Beaton is ‘in’ 
WHIEE, Warren, ©, and its signals carried: into town only sparsely . ...| ¢xpand” from daytime to. 5,000-watt, fulltime. operation”. . .. George .charge of. the scenery—he. did’ the. 
Cliff Lewis, former defensive back for the Browns, one of 60 trying for Palmer, vet: Cincy newscaster, has rejoined. WSAI, under Jupiter’ 
t' + job of supplying color on pro football radio coverage ..; . Sehafer Broadcasting,’ Tnce.,.; ownership,” now in around-the-clock. airing -like 
beer bux of Standard Brewing here seen as second move of New York | WLW. and WCKY®. . ..Schoenling:beer again tagging Jack. Welsh, River 
siicuen to penetrate this market via radio.. They: bought into the ;Downs: publicity” chief, 8S -ecommentator. of track's daily feature race. 
Wrowns ad are expected to push their beer on the football -proadgasts,| on WCPO and of late night:film recap of daily highlights on WCPO-. 

i which - transformed the: hostelrty’s:'” : 
facade -into a-replica of. the Paris — 
‘Opera _House. Demand for: tickets”. |. 
this year cued-the. switch from the - 

with which they will have inside track. TV. ‘Jane Lynn, WKRC-TY . gal. Friday, magneting - ‘downtown at-! Astor to the Armory.:.. ae 
; tention in evening gown ‘of 1929 vintage and auto of.same year for old Web: is planning tthe. ‘telécast.. ‘on: a 

IN W ILW AU KEE | films she will. host ‘on..the station’s “Early Show”. ~.‘.. City ‘manager. ‘C. | an ““if-sold’” ‘basis, * which. means . 
‘ . ays 4H «0 © © ‘+-A.-Harrel color tapes of. Sunday 15- minute reperts for’. WLW-T viewers: [ it-won’t’ carry. it unless. it gets spon-- 
John Hinkle, WISN-TV staffer, is a prime mover in Milwaukee Jumlor j have reached the seventh anni stage . ... Daytimer WZIP altering its. sorship. “Network had: one.order, . . ° 

Ciandbe: of Commerce “Clean-up-Paint-Up, Fix-Up” drive, in coopera- “good music” policy by restoring rock: in’ roll with Robert Enoch, veep. but: rejected: it on- the’ basis. that 
trot: with) Mayor Henry Maier’s “Paint-Up. Month,”. during June . .-..] and g:m. of WXLW, Indianapolis, as: consultant. 
Comstiuectior started on Milwaukee's new ‘WAWA) AM radio ‘station | 
ov Hlae Mound Road, Elm Greve. WAWA begins broadcasting in July IN. MINNEAPOLIS. 
on L000 watts from four 200 foot towers . . “Evening Encore,” late. oo 

——— 4 ——— | ‘3. Warren. Burke, : formerly with: ‘KMSP-TY, iamed: denaral man- 7 
. e ~ am. | ager. of “KRSI. Purchase of: the. Minneapolis station by Red: Owl 

Simmons Exits HB&P ‘| Stores, Iscal.. ‘ supermarket . chain, became official: last-.week after. 
FCC: ok:ived sale ;.. Sherman Headley, WCCO-TV,,. reelected. “prexy. 

i London, May 30. .Jof - “Minnesota Broadcasting Association. Aiso- feelected.” were 
John Simmons. has resigned his; James Hambacher,. KBUN, Bemidji.: vice president; and . Thomas. 

| wasn’t suited to the occasion. 

. ey a
e y a 

ycostenss| 
SPECIAL SUMMER COURSES — 

VOICE and SPEECH 
for . . ; Dost as head of -tefevision,. films | A; ‘Young, KAUS and: KMMT-TV, . Austin, ‘secretary-treasyrer. Group |- 

ACTORS - SINGERS - DANCERS [; and radio at the Hobson, Bates & | elected: John Lemme, KLTF, Little. Falls, v:p., and named to-the board} , SWeit tad NLC. Ta. 7.3000 vf 
at the ; Partners advertising agency. -He | of directors N. L.: Bentson,. WLOL, and James ‘Goetz, KAGE, Winona. 

LESSAC INSTITUTE ‘established the agency's ‘tv pro- Organization passed: resolution. opposing President Kennedy’s plans. for, = 
< : duction department, and. ‘earlier }reorganizing FCC... ‘Shelley Berman appeared with Bob Wolff. and {— 

160 for V OICE oak q SPEECH al | jin the year was appointed ° televi--| Ray Scott’ on W cco. ‘play-by- play. broadcast. ‘of Minnesota Twiris-Cleve-.| te “APT, FOR. RENT”. 
> Mew York a sion creative adviser. ‘land. Indians: baseball “game here May 22... . Residents of Fridley::] ... 123 ‘West 43rd St. 

(adjacent to Town Hall). v 

> WALK ‘TO WORK! . 
‘2%: Room. ‘Unfurnished . 

ALS) PRACTICAL MUSIC COURSE 
IN StudT SINGING e EAR TRAIN- 
ING RHYTHMS e FitR PEOPLE IN 

SHOW BLSINESS 

‘ During his stint with | HB&P, ‘Minneapolis suburb, are: opposing council permit paving way for new..{ °° 
; Simmons was respansible for many | FM" station WAYL: to install 200-foot- broadeasting tower on Pre Sa 
‘tv campaigns since the inception|land.. ... As special promotion, WICN, Time-Life station in -Twin - Air-Conditioned Apt. | - 
‘of commercial tv, and personally Cities. printed and. mailed out.to local residents “wedding invitations” !].- ae Hee oo os 
i directed many commercials for.annowncing: “betrothal”’ of station to. “Great Music on. 'seropltan 66 E. 2 Ste WVE:: ¥ ‘aia -7-0348 ° 
; leading advertisers. . tRadio. ys . a . arenes 

BA Sucve Cessses (itin. es at Reduced Rates 
RESISTER NOW THROUGH JULY 10 

Like to. know: how: your = product stacks 
up with the competition in five big 
markets? Chances are we can tell 
vou. TvAR Brand Comparisons meas-" 
ure major categori ies every 6 months. ; 
Another unique service of : 

TELEVISION ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES, INC. 

job on ‘the Hotel- Astor’ last. yeat*. 7) 

| nature’: of. the’ sponsor’s “product.” put 



Commercial - 

Television Station 

in the Nation 

So Honored : 

Tes Alfred ‘P, Sloan Highway Safety Award for telecasts with “... the 

~ eonviction and. showmanship. that lénds. commercial program quality to a 

public service feature.” 

Ss “TEEN-AGE. ‘SAFE DRIVING CAMPAIGN" 

“FO. P. QUIZ” © “CALL THE DOCTOR” 
Locally. produced live and filmed programming 
in cooperation: with safety, law enforcement 

ond health agencies. 

~ Gneinniati, Ohio 

"Taevision i is not t just a 1 business at. WCPO- TY. It’s a respon- 

sibility gervice to: the community and all the people in it. who: 

are striving to: ‘build, a. safer, healthier Greater ‘Cincinnati. 

\ NOW CBS IN GREATER CINCINNATI! 
 Scripps-Howard Radio Inc. 
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Minow’ s Wings Clipped? 
= Continued from page. 21 — — 

pu ver 

ease. 

of pubile opinion for its: ierminatior to do the regulating 
Lnless the New Frontiers Job be has in mind. And it should 

‘be kept in mind that one year 
relations with broadcasting indus- ‘henee another FCC. vacancy: will 

try take a drastre turn for the; ‘occur and another a year later ete. 
worse, the idea of Kennedy | per- | !'Time can make it.a “Minow Com- 
sonaliy using the massive publicity : ‘ mission”’—the thing the arene 

, ers feared would he brought about ba tial se ta him mate, BY the reorganization plan. 

foaCaniig Issue seems Temone | As for Minow’s future relations: 

tal observers chortle at the thought | :of the old, old’ game it plays. It, 

popiutat in the industry—that simply involves sitting an FCC soi 

JK would be reluctant to do the if can’t move, and siraultaneousiy | 
. t. FC 

medida: an, reat hatm. When It: ‘kicking It because it doesn’ 

4d for production : of CBS-TV's 
, Defenders.” = . 
4+ + Because of the. incréased foreign - 
| activity; Filmways will open. perma- | 

has a rental deal in ‘its N. y. studios 
. “The 

=| nent offices in London and Rome 
ne June. ‘Richard B. Sage will head 

the. offices, and  Filmways 
i prexy. Rod Erickson will supervise 
{all international operations out -of. 
the .N.Y¥: offiee. Ransohoff. is. also 
‘planning: jncreased: feature film 
activity.and is dickering European |. 

4 copr oduction:on.a cauple of prop- 
erties.. Sage is Filmways’ head of 
overseas production. 

7 

“Chi Radio Playhack 

comes fa the media, Kennedy! 

sows no signs of being grateful . 

, obviously, can't win. So,. Minoy. — Continued. from page. 35. 
might reason, why try. 

WGA 
=—- Continued ‘from page 20 ——— 

fo: an, fasors—hg. ao small-~. 

conferred during tne campaizn, or : 
or being beholden to. any publica- ; 
tion o broadtast -enterprise. On' 
the olher hand. Kennedy has a 
biz sturehouse tur giudges (mostly | demand was served on the. net- 
oan individual sort: against the , work early last week. 
media cand seldom relrains from Among the writers whom: mem- 

actins ‘on theur, bers of WGA claint have written | 
Kenueds has done a number of ' for “Reports” are David Lowe and 

ttuny, inimical to what a body of ; Steve Fleischman. Lowe.13 said to 
jadeste, opimon views as ils best {have written a Bood deal of ‘ “Har: 
interests ‘the Minow ‘appointment | vest of Shame.” 
tne most untorgivable:, but what] yt is known that. Friendly, dur- 
his he done tor them? Cas he, forling the It years that -He’ was a. 
example, throun his weight behind producer of programs, .refused to- 
Section 3Ll5 repeal, rev ision or allow writer credits- on the ‘ground : 

sespension, the most logieal recip- | ypat everybody, who appears. on a 
rocation for what broadcasting did documentary ‘creates -his own. 
for hint snaking him. President no copy.” He is: said to feet even today | 
leas in the eyes ol many indus-|that when it comes to a matter of 

tri stes: jcontinuity there is very little of 
ALnow, despite his ave, Is no: that done, so why allow a. credit? | 

gieenhorm potitico and is a master-| Besides which, Friendly reportedly 
fi: pubhie) speaker, framing his| feels; a writer credit would be a 
Imesages in Janvuaze not unlike disservice toa guest ona. pubaffairs 
that ot his senior law partner. | show, 
Adlai Stevenson. tHe has denied | fusion as to whether he was speak- 
he ever aided = in’ Stevenson's } ing-his own w ords ur not. 
speechiising: The - response toy 
Minow's NAB specch furnishes a; as 
ciue ta Minow's. talents in this | . 
d-rection. Favorabie to a phe-{ Tom Moore 
nominal deyvree and startingly. tl 
heavt, the reaction is all the more | ‘Continued. from page 21 mamma. 
{rnpressis e in lielit of the proba- | meet two tests next season,: devel- 

bitsy most of the writers read only 
skeletonized wire-service — stories, | OP new forms of entertainment 
a oat best saw a news clip or two | and. improve on the quality.” 
on tv. | Moore credits 20th-Fox-TV. 

Taat Minow isn't reluctant to do! “the only studio with a complete 
baifle in the public opinion field | new approach” due to leadership |. 

of Peter Levathes, prez of the stu-[. . Cehere he could be most effective 
in hardling a vecaleitrant Con-} dio’s tv arm. “He knows ‘every’ 
gress: is obvious ‘already. For one | angle of the business: and {fs fully } 
thing, in lashing out at the indus- conversant with agency and. nety 
tr in his NAB speech, Minow was | Work operations.” 

Moore declined to revest: the 
format or nature of. the new live: 
shows other than the: Steve Allen 
hour next season. He’ looks 
for a considerable - turnover . In 
shows after the. first 26 weeks be- 
cause of the sameness of most, of 
the new entries. which are’ pat], 
terned after this past. season’s 
high raters. 

Filmways. . 
aumms CONtinued from page es — 

Tony Randall, along: with the up- 

: 
beat in commercial activity, Ranso- 

ends in October. This. includes -an 

on the Coast under WHI. Cowan, 

18 months. In the east,. es 

certainl addressing himsel? more 
te the public than the NAB dele- 
gate in his immediate audience. 

\lso, there’s reason io believe 
the report on the mail responses to 
his speech. now in the works in 
the Complaints and Compliance 
Division, is designed for some- 
thing beyond internal FCC con- 
sumption One staffer in the C &: 
C division, wiro’s read many lelters 
in the course of his work, regards 
the Minow speech mail as extraor- 
diwt:s, and indicated the report 
will he too. 

Thus, the sinking of Reorganiza- 
ti Plan No, 2 mar be a Pyrrhic 

victory for the broadcasters in the 
Jong run. Certainly, it would be a 
istake to think Minow's wings 
were clipped. Minow may have 
been embarrassed’ by the defeat, 
bat this could very well give 
broadcasters more cause for alarm 
than delight by reinforcing his de- 

v 

hoff expects to tap the $7,000,000 

upbeat In blurb. work, particularly 

where it has risen 30% in the past 

_———— SS 

GERALD O'LOUGHLIN | 
ASPHALT JUNGLE 

SUNDAY 
Radio and 
Television 

Station 
Representatives. 

because it would create ‘con- | 

‘-tand Jules Heérbuveaux, 

tof -our 
One “Ameri ican. 

* Alyear,. 
‘ynext.”-“No-network or newspaper 
‘teould flourish.on such financial Ir- 

‘| said. 

gross mark ‘this fiséal year, which |. 

‘, | WNEW- isn't..decided. yet. - 

Dance” had spawned Pat Buttram 
and. Les. Paul t& Mary Ford), the 
latter. starting asa staff musician 

{at the station.: ‘Herbie Mintz had . 
‘hada show: of his own on NBC jn 
ithose day-. 
‘Twenties, : on. which he. did nos- 
‘talgie songs, still. his stock in trade: 
and Jackie. Heller, who .used'’ to} 

before hill himself ‘with “Little” 
his, Name,’ had-eniceed and sung 
on a number of NBC radio shows. 
back.20 years. All turned out for 
the reunion. 

-. Hugh. Downs, who -had™ worked 
many years as an NBC radio an- 
houncer here and even stayed into 
‘the tv era, shawed | up; as did such 
other onetime Chi mike names. as : 
Truman Bradley, Tom: Moore, and 
Pat’ Flanagan. Latter: is one of the 
prototy pe baseball. spielers, who 
used to do the Cubs” games. - 

. On the Chi end’ of the reunion, 
of. those who have remained: in the 
Windy City, were Don .McNeill, 

“Breakfast - “Club”; Fran Allison, 
Aunt Fanny” of: ‘that show since 

its. origin: ‘newscaster John Har- 
| rington 

‘| Pierre. Andre of: ‘WGN; 
|. octogenarian and oldest member of. 

of . announcer . 
Phil Lord, 

‘WBBM; 

AFTRA, ‘still. active as an actor; 

who had stewarded the Red. and 
‘Blue’ network stations here in 

‘lamented momentarily. tast Thurs- 
day night (25). 

as |. 

~ Murrow 
—, Continued from page a7 — 

Our: total budget is less than. the | 
cost of one.combat loaded Polaris 
submarine,. and it: is one fifth of 
the -estinvated:. advertising budget 

armaments * manufacturers. 
s0ap company 

spends .almost -as..much_ as’ adver- 
‘ising. as. the. USIA spends explain- 
ing U.S. policy. abroad.” 

Murrow: also hit what he ralled: 
“accordion. financing. — . granting 
most of: Gur, budget ‘requests one 

' squeezing them. tightly: the 

regularity; neither ean USIA,” ‘he. 

Big: Wilson i in ‘Cleve. 
Exit for WNEW Radio, 

Cleveland, where: many of the! 
country’s. top: “deejays have de-| 
veloped, is’ sending another of its 
local ‘personalities on to New York. 

{He's Big -Wilson, deejay and per- for. face-to-face debates with ‘their | 
-prospettiye opponents, contingent | sonality. on Westinghouse's.. -KYW- 

AM & TV, who’s: joining the. staff 
of W NEW. Radio, N.Y.,:in July. 

“WNEW wouldntt confirm the 
deal to bring in Wilson, but it was 
learned - from other. sources ‘that 
it’s all. -set,.arid Westinghouse will 
move one‘of its WBZ, Boston, 4.j.’s; 
to. Cleveland: to replace Wilson. 

| What, his assignment will: he on 

‘Oddity of the <deal. is -that 
‘| WNEW’s.: parent ‘company, . Metro-’ 
politan Broadcasting, owns a 
Cleveland station, ‘WHK, but went, 
to rival We restinghouse for a. piece 

Jot talent. a ne 

. starting in fact in the | 

‘Philadelphia and Radnor, Pa.), ory 
equipment, with more than, 400 stations: using its. products, ‘and recently) 

NBC veep |. 

tltese “handsome. days of . radio, |° 

- threatens to-destroy the. freedom 

= 

Presidential.” he said. He pointed | 

and state offices, that’ governors ‘ling for office.” *” 
‘Land mayors often.-exert. enormous 

-CBS-owned . stations, : 

|free society cannot'-say of one] 

mediacyv Or: a greater audience. If} 

restricted, the foundation. for the 
. "freedom: of. all media 1s gone, and! 

Wednesday, May 31, 1961 

Inside ries rv 
Fortune Pope’s. WHOM. LY: and. La. Prensa; ‘his Spanish-language 

daily in Gotham, shared. ‘the honors: in rescuing ‘a group of.23 migrant 
Puerto Rican farmworkers from a farm: in. Virginia they charged “was 
snake. and rat-infested.. Workers. ‘had -been sent: to the farm ‘by the. 
N.Y. State Employment: Service ‘as berry. pickers, but they. got: word 
back to: N.Y. of the conditions ‘thére, and. Pope: dispatched a bus to .—: 
return them to N.Y; Jesus Nino, member. of La Prensa’s social welfare - 
‘staff, escorted:.them. Meanwhile, -WHOM-La: Prensa newscaster . Jose. 
Lumen. Roman has been. named head of an investigatory. unit by Rep. 
vo Clayton. Powell (D., N. ¥.i to. check conditions of, migratory, farm: 
Wor ers, , 

The US. will be’ able to ‘coinpete. in two iv and’ two: radio: bategories 
| for .the Prix Italia, 1961. Entries.are. being: ‘handled | by Broadcast. 
Foundation of. Ameriéa; in 'N.. Y.,.the. international division of ‘National 
Educational: and. Radio Center, which isthe. official. ‘agency: to. receive 

‘and process American entries for the Prix Italia. 1961.. 
— . 

pve ENR. The WLS. “National ‘Barn. 

In. television, American entries ‘will -be accepted: for -a musical pro- 
duction (opera. light opera, ballet, or musical. show)’ and-for a ‘docu- __ 
mentary “describing facts and illustrating. events. of a Scientific, ‘social, 7 
artistic character, or a hews-item.” | 
In radio, two. entries may..be- ‘submitted. Tin’ each ‘of. ‘two -eatégories: 

tions’ with words. 

1960 ‘and radio productions after: ‘September 1959. - os 
This’ year's competition’ 'y ‘will be held: in Pisa, Ttaly, | tn. September: 

_ Ernest- Kinoy is. the. ‘hew , prestdént ot! Writers: ‘Gulld- of Atnerica’ Fast" 
as ‘the-result of elections: held recently in New York, Fitzgerald. Smith 
became ‘first vieepresident:. oh 

However, there was a tie. in the voting between: Dale Wasserman. and- 
-1 Emerson Stone for fhe second. veepeeship. -How ‘the, ‘tie: will ‘be settled... 

has not been divulged. 

- Triangle Stations, radio:ty subsid of the Walter: Annénberg Trianete 
Publications, have moyed into the broadcast equipment’ manufacturing 
field via purchase. of a one-third: ‘interest in ITA Electronics’-Corp;. 
ITA, a Lansdowne, 'Pa., ‘neighbor: ‘of ‘Triangle (which. headquarters ia. 

is’ & ‘specialist jn: manufacture of FM: 

moved into the field-of AM ‘transmission..and: automation equipinent. 
It. also works on government electronic. projects, ‘including’ ‘the: design 
of equipment. for use by the. Federal Aviation Agency: 

still ‘host of: ABC's: 28-year old” . 
Federal: Communications: Commission has asked for ids. from’ manit-~ 

facturers for all-channel sets to ‘be. used. in its. test” of: UHF. television 
in New York City, © oy 
FCC asked: those’ interested in. makidg the VHE-UHF receivers to. get. 

‘details on the Commission’s Teqiiirements. ‘frony Clief;* Administration 
Services Division, Federal Communication Commission, Washington 25, 
D. Cc Deadline for bids. is. June: T. : : 

” Stanton’ S New. “3157 Bid 
Continued, from page 35° ——a au 

tion: 315, is. dually pronged. He feels: freedom: ‘eventually. - ‘becomes “ @ 
(1) that it “qualifies” and- ed baci handout.” an - 

of the medium. and: (2) that. ink: 
these’ complex times: it. is neces- 

| sary to-keep the voting public. in-' 
‘formed. if self-government is ‘to. 
survive. “It is an ‘unnecessary mis- | 
fortune,” he-said, “that television 
cannot réalize its. highest potential 
in creating ..,. an alert, concer ned, 
know ledgeabie elector ate.” 
‘The upcoming local and. state. 

elections he referred to. specifically 
were.the New Jersey: gubernatorial |: 

MY: O&0's Act “ 
“Simultaneously with Dr.: ‘Stan- 

yton’s Chicago speech,. Frank Shake-. . 
|spesre. and Sam ‘Slate; - respective 
v.p.-géneral:. managers: of WCBS-~ 
TV ‘and. WCBS-AM,. web's NY. 
flagships; sént: a- “Joint. wire to: all. 

{ local..candidates..and Democrat and 
Republican party officials in’ NY. 
and New Jersey offering them free: - 
prime evening time fo debate ‘the. 

yissues” of their campaigns. 
nee oralty 1961, ae New | Yark |: The. offer,: however, .was made. 

, Y A e | “necessarily Chicago. ‘mayoralty- in’ 1963. «Tne |. ecessarily -Contingent- ‘upon ‘the . 
suspension .or:. amendment. of. the 

As: entitled -to be’ as well. | equal. time restrictions of Sec. 815,. public. 

Substantial candidate’ -because at 
lthis ‘time we.‘cannot be’. sure that 
-suich | ‘candidates. will not. be: run 

out that the talent pool for -na- 
tional leadérship is in the ‘local. 

..: The ‘offer’ by WCBS. and WCBS- 
Ty: has alréady: ‘been | accepted by 
‘Richard «J... Hughes. Democratie 
gubernatorial -eandidate..in. N.°. F.: 
Hughes... urged tlie . New: Jersey 
Democratic delegation in-Cortigress 
to. support a resolution lifting ‘the 
“Sec: 315. restrictions’ through 1963.: 
ES 

influence, and that: the democratic: 
processes are most ‘susceptible. to 
| malfunctioning. on the. municipal. 
level. 
‘Stanton urged. broadcasters © at | 

the local level to offer incumbents 
rand known ‘candidates prime time 

on whether Congress’ suspends the 
Section 315 requirements. (The. Chi. 

WBBM: and. 
WBBM-TV, promptly complied by’ 
sending. wires to the Democrat.and 
Republican ‘central ‘committees: of | 
‘both the state and county). at 

‘Stanton stated ‘his. principal ‘ob- t- 
jection ‘to Section "315 thus: VAY 

medium. that it~ shall have:-Iess |i 
freedom than ‘another, ‘because: itu 
has'.more impact or more ™ im- |) 

the freedom of any. medium Is Mgt. Willian Morris Aigency 

NEW YORK 
CHICAGO -_ 
DETROIT 
LOS ANGELES .. 
SAN FRANCISCO 
ATLANTA © ) 

654 Madison Avenue, New York 21,N. Y. TEmpleton 8-4740 [ie (el Bie 

literary or dramatic works with, Ox: ‘without music, and. musical ‘cpmiposi- sme 

Television | productions tnhust ‘have™ heen broadcast. after Sépiember " 



; Staton Studios expresses, on. behalf of its staff of video engineers,* 

its. sincere. e gratitude to the members of the 

| Academy of Television Arts and Sciences 

we ae fort the Emmy Award to. 

THE SKELTON RED-E0-TAPE MOBILE. TELEVISION SYSTEM 

oe ae tor Best Electronic Camera Work o on 

wf OUNDS OF AMERICA 

7 “taped in color at Disneyland, California, & for 

ae BELL TELEPHONE HOUR 

- ejoHN BRAISLIN 
“ROBERT COBLER 

_ WILLIS FREITAG, | 

RUPERT GOODSPEED ; 

. DAVID GRAHAM. - | =, 

* ROBERT GRIENSETH: 
“KENNETH GUSTAFSON 
LEO'CARL HANSEMAN 
“DELJACK. =. 
PATRICK KING 
“WILLIAM LOHNES™ 
“RONALD OLNEY 
CHARLES SCHMIDT: 
-RIGHARD SCOVEL 
“ WILLIAM WIGHT 

- and thanks, also, to the ‘Academy 

on hehalt of: 

. "SHERWOOD SCHWARTZ. 
a os * AL SCHWARTZ 

: MARTIN BAGAWAY 
- RED SKELTON” 

forthe Emmy Award for. 

Best Comedy Writing for. 

THE RED SKELTON SHOW ) 
-CBSTV 
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Foreign TV Reviews 
=~ Centinued from. page 30 

tars, 

What “a. winning what, and why. jtv. airing and the plot twists were 
A silieaane-down of  eategories, iclearer. 
wed "@rrneins +" 
mh wk 

them: more clearly, |. 
t help to carity the issue: 

Bae, apart’ foone thts and apart: manufacturing firm. Directors’ as- 
frost the mi isival puverky of many tsembled for w hat, they thought was 
ai ft: i etsto ine, thre Dre-eHlahlon Wits ° ,to be a routine get-together. But. 

bit gir engye ‘ in kee p the ese fr: ym! i tie re had been a suspicious” rise 

ra ef oe en aif dhe ear got in the firm’s shares on the - ‘market. 
Naps coed Ona, land the reason ‘for it was made 

tpparent when a powerful competi-. 
wees _ . ‘or disrupted the meeting. .by.an- ! 

A SPECIAL APPOINTMENT rnowneing that he'd bought a. large’ 
With Josh White. Josh’ White Jr, holdiss.s ‘In the company “and: 

‘leny Kinsey. Jack Fallon i planned to take control by offering 
Producer: Douglas Hurn a fancy price to other sharebold- 
30 Wins. Pri, 19:30 p.m. vers. Then the company would be. 
Granada TY, fram Manchester = imilked of ‘ils assets,’ and closed 

Granada TV. who slot celebrities ‘down. 
inte this Fo idav-night spot. usu-! Th. appeared. that the take- over” 
alsin ambhncd discourse with Mal- tycoon had a lot of info that he 
colin Vupeeridge, fortunatels let Could only have gathered’ from 2: 
Jovhi White sing for himself and ‘meniber ef the board. One of them 

the Nero balladeer came up With i nust be a traitor, and the play de- 
a fulk ¥ program that captivated | veloped into a business whodunnit, 
With Us intensity and wide- “ranging iy ith: added tension produced bY 

charm The pare set, Stoned ac ani ispeculation about whether the cul- 
ape a jay cetlar, was draped with | jit would be identified in time to 
younzsters, who wagged their] ave the firm. 
heads in tenipo but. aoolishly, Fach had a reason for betrayal. 
weien’t allowed to applaud. Thus . 
the relaxed almosphere was some- Oust Hee aaank ible opr (Anthony | 
what mapnaired, for, at ‘the end of ayle Osie y oppresse MN 
ned we ware Tie the threat, had a large sharehold- 

each number, the loungers just sat ing which would inevease in value.’ on. their hands ‘The chairman ‘Michael Hordern) 
White was backed by the able nad recently increased his holding 

bass of Jack Fallon and some Fre- tin the company, and made a sus- 

strained skinwork by drummer | picious phone-call to the rival boss: 
Tons Kinsey, and his yocal uller-jyithout disclosing it to his col- 
anees were varied with brilliant }Teagues.. Another director (Laur- 
fa itis = Mathes He opened with | ence. Hardy), picked: for his politi- 

re TPs 

ing contribution that got to the/had already been told that his fu- 
plainti e heart of the Iyric. An ture was dicey. And sO on, down 

exciting blues, “Evil Hearted Man.” jthe line: 
led to some forthright warbling by; The — ex-politico director was 
the Junior White, less Sensuous : eventually discovered as the leak. 

than his “dad but swinging nimbly thy a satisfactory trick devised -by 
through “Sixteen Times.” lthe accountant’ (Paul Daneman. 

The star took over again with There wasn’t much surprise in the. 
“The Boll Weevil” aad clicked with !denouement—Hardy tended to. be 
an emotional workout ‘of “Scarlet!so shifty that he secmed guilty 
Ribbons.” taking much of the.from the start—but the: play sur- 
treacle from the sickly sentiment. jvived te h 
Another cliek was “Go: 'Way from ‘he business atmosp ere . Was 
Mv Window.” and the White pair ;deftly maintained both in. the: writ- 
exiied gail with -“Green Grass jing and the direction and_the first- 
Grow AU Around,” a participation ‘rate cast provided a fine set of 
folk-tune in which the studio} cameos, from Anthony -Quayle’s 
crowd was allawed to Join. isincere managing. director through 

it made a delectable half-hour, iMic hael Hordern’s masterly man of 

and producer Douglas! Hurn used j2fairs to Paut Daneman’s unerring 
skillful lighting to enhance lieht 4¢Countant. It took in, by the way,. 

roxcellent . thumb-nails- from Paul and share and compose some strik- . 
inz images. Otta. | Curran. _Anthony Newlands. ‘and’ 

‘ iJulie Webb, with ‘Laurence. Hardy | 
"and Derek’ Francis only in-a lesser | 

ito over-emphasis. In- fact, without | 
‘rocking — the chandeliers, 
‘Other Business’ made <a: highly. 

Foreign TV Followup | 

Play of the Week t 
This uneven drama ‘skein came /Ules. 

up with a crisp, intriguing, and} 
tuzhly conspetent offering in ATV's Why is an angry: young m 
“Any Other Business.” by George iy oIs a angry young man 
Ross and ‘Campbell Singer. John |@08ry?” Taking the current trend 
Moxey assured it a faultless and }for analyzing the dissatisfactions of. 

shiek production: and was helped jthe coe Rvs Adrian. “who 
bi sharp-etched characterization scripted TV's tArech or Peete 
from a well-chosen © crowd are r ABC Armchair Theatre.” 
thesps. The play had a moderate | tried. to dissect the protest, instead 
Lendun legit run three years ago, jof merely registering it, At least, 

iit failed to achieve any clear im- 

'tie father (Edwaru Evans).. His 

me ‘this seemed to be. his ambition, 

‘ pact. 

‘marriage to Annie tAnn Lynn? had 

Otta.. 

Armchair Theatre 

12th Annunt 
WHITE MOUNTAEBNS’ 

- FESTIVAL of the 7 ARTS 
July Sth to 18th | 

SKY HIGH in the 

WHITE MOUNTAINS 

5 LAKES ® 5,500: ACRES 

Ti Ne 
Pike « New Hampshire 

Information: Walter Jacobs 

but the play: was so blurred in out- 
Hine: and. repetitive in dialog that | 

- Johnny (Tom ‘Belly lived with his 
| disappointed and foolishly optimis- 

tstomach domestic responsibilities: 

iseeurity: out. on innocent: “pystand: 

ers. wasn't a dead ‘end. His pal 
‘Fred (Michael Coles) tried to 
|pacify his ‘restive temperament, 
but Johnny insisted on fighting his 

“way ay through. So he: squabbied w ith 

VIEWERS’ FAVORITE FUN 

“3 STOOGES” 
KNOXVILLE 60% 

(Audience Share) 

SAVANNAH 73% 
(Audience: Share) 

For Further Details Contact 

‘GEMS, , INC. 
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA 

71t Fifth. Avenue, New York 22 PL 1 
CHICAGO. DALLAS. NEW YORK DETROIT 

{his father, accusing him of de- : 

jin his: face, ‘and.then he went off. 

it va» olten difficulr to tell but its grip was. stronger in’ this; 

Said plot contered almost entire-|% 
ily avout the board-room of a wool- 

jextremely well. acted. -Tom ‘Bell, 

‘Molly Malone,” a haunt-jcal influence, had now lost. it, and |: 

‘league because they: were inclined | 

“Any! |: 

| competent, and suspenseful 90: min-" 

- tfect of any effort to fit: the image ; 
’ |-of America into:.a: ‘single. frame- 

tbroken up because he .couldn’ t 

:He drifted .around,. taking his. in-” 

ers, searching for a sign that -his |” 

‘PICTURES CORP. . 

‘HOLLYWOOD: 

VARIETY: ‘Wednenay, May $1, et. 

stroying. his’ mother, throwing ‘his 
out-of-this-world lies and dreams |- WwW Followup Comment 
to resume the threads _ “with: the: 
waiting Annie. . 

.This: was ‘a ‘pretty ‘tenuous plot: 
and it” snapped. in several. places. 

Continued from. page. 30’; 

“was still the ‘commentator, - if: not ; :PA has Affected. ‘and is affecting 
the disinterested .observerhe once ;the metropolitan. area. could make 

‘What was intended to hold ‘it to- {| was. Inchis first television appear-‘-a Wate Paper" in: ‘ltself, -Gilb. . 
gether “was the character. ‘of’ the |-ance. since taking office as the di-|: - 
drilting -Johinny, « but the motives rector of the. United States Infor- 
for his‘ rebeHion” were $0: diffuse. mation Agency, : the. former .CBS}| Video's . ‘season .of- fine ‘sports... 
that it was -hard. to latch on’ to {| newsman.was ever articulate; ‘sen: |: documentaries was furthered on: 
him as a strong: central. figure. |‘sible ‘and,: for a. government em- ; Tast. Thursday: night's (25) CBS-TV 
{But-the main drawback was the; ployee twhom-some: critics would | ‘Summer. Sports Spectacular“ 
himundane dialog, which: seemed to{say might ‘best: serve’ his’ post by; with’ the presentation of a real-life. 
depend on one: character repeating ! silence: and : ‘equivocation), frank. | drama’ of.'the: 500-mile Memorial: 
what . the. last . thesp had. said to! -As. for ‘the 60-minute. Program, ; Day : ‘auto: race ‘at Indianapolis. . 
give it  niore force: With these. ‘the last’ in the. current ‘series by; |: Time: Inc.’ s Bob: Drew. produced” 
‘sords, it merely lost all imvact’in | Mrs. -Roosevelt,. ‘there- were: others : the show : that had. driver Eddie . 
hathos. And the.crisis of the un-} to. be: considered: besides. Murrow.. . Sach’s. as. spokesnian’ and protago-. 
Gernourished action—the final row Sarkar, associate  éditor'-of The ?-nist ina before, during” and after:. 
between father -and soni—fell flat | Statésman, India’s largest English : filming of. last year’s race. . 
tor just. this reason. language newspaper, Was valuable; } i ~ 
Gir en. these limitations, it was. his own ability to articulate and be ' Sach's ‘was ‘forced. out-of the race. 

‘Humorous, plus the: brainy. way he’: early ‘with engine: trouble—but .he 
provided foreign’ réaction to: did have: a most. articulate com-... 
America’s propaganda __ efforts, mentator. Sach’s ‘was able to con--. 
made him: as much a. star of the. ey all the tensions and anxieties as . 
evening as the formier, professional * wel] as techniques of the men: who: 
ty man. Mrs. -Roosevelt, not ale} chanée . their’ lives: far’. the ‘glory: 

“ways articulate. but” gentle andj and rewards (°$100,000: and- many :: 
‘probing, and the N.. Y.:Herald-1 other things’) that-a victory in the . 
Tribune's © Drummond,. always | classi¢. grind ‘brings. 
probing, were ‘the. counterpoints. . ‘Where Sach’s: Jeft. off, ‘Drew's. 

For ‘all: the wit and ‘intelligence. vivid’ camera. . and on-location - 

of this stanza, made. by WGBH-| sound:. ‘techniques’ took: “over. -to. 
TV. Boston, for National .Educa- i make’ ‘this. “a gripping .and highly :- 

tional: Televiston ‘and’ seen «on i expressive hour. of: video entertains. 
WNEW-TV,_N. Y., it, was dull ‘at: ment. . 

“{ least half the ‘tine he «utter. |- , 
eivility ‘of the participants . -obvi- anes” ee tovaee, Reite 
ated fights, though it seems_a little - film for tv. Schlitz and Bristol-My- 

.|-contentiousness is. needed every: ers bankrolle d.- BIN: 
now and again to.make viewers : . 

perk .up..and pay. attention to 4 rs 
Marlo Lewis 4 Spec. 

televised rsati 
Set for Westinghouse rae Roosevelt's. series will be’ Features to Ww 

— Continued from, page 23. = 
Marlo. Lewis.has signed to ‘pro- ‘continued next “season, which’ is... 

NBC White. Paper. TV: explains ‘it, 48: that there's tall -. 

duce. his: ‘first. special ‘as an inde-. definitely to. the: good.: Art. 
pendent, ‘The - former. Ed ‘Sullivan. , 

aueer f r and for mer wag tendon! ‘Decline ofthe railroad as-a-ma- coin. involved in pix. deals ahd the. 
ucer or’ s go g jor factor. in- mass passenger. ‘trans-. station toppers, in more. ‘cases than 

liver a: 60-minute, Xmas special, on - portation was: absorbingly analyzed . ‘not .want: to ‘talk: ‘ta: the principal 

ABC- TV for Westinghouse. | Tuesday. (23) © in the..final “NBC - “exec in. thie distribution company 

It'll -be “an “original fairy story,: White. Paper” ‘of ‘the season. “Ap- befor lig, | ho.t 
written by Sam and Bella Spewack: propriately titled “Railroads: End ?€*0 e. Signi nig, . Harper, who. tops 
around Tchaikowsky’s “Nuteracker of the, Line?’.The hour-long pro-- “Metro TV's syndication operation,. 
Suite.”” (Original music. around : ‘gram was fascinating viewing for. t Says: -the key ‘issues - {n- the nego-. 
“Suite” witl-be developed by. Saul ‘the commuter and, for that. matter, ‘tlations’ are prices, licerising, terms, 

‘Kaplan and yries. ‘by Eddie - anyone who-has ever thrilled to. sq payment. schedules. Many: sta- 
Elesque.)- ; the oldtime - .steam: locomotive: Hi feel that: the rant: te 
Stars will, be Carol ‘Lawrence, ‘whistle .or a: ,diesel-. steamliner’s: ton ouees fee Pan i yan ne : 

Robert. Goulet,. Pierre. Olaf, and deep-throated horn. i tribution. setup ‘before negotiations 
‘choreography’ will be' done by’ -The Irving Gillin - ‘production : ; ‘ end cand signing. begins.: . - 
Carol Haney. ‘Jack Smight. will di- ‘comprehensively. touched -.upon. Reasons. -pix-to-tv - distribution - 
‘rect the package, which: will’ have ‘commuters’ gripes, managements” lean get away with fewer salesmen 

Summer ‘Sports. Spectacular. 

although’ ‘given’ to the manufac- 
tured stutter, filled in some’.of the 
author's gaps as Johnny, though} 
he. ‘couldn’t ‘add: another dimen-. 
sion that wasn't there. Ann Lynn: 
was. okay. as- the deserted ‘ young 
wite, and-Michael Coles had ‘many 
effective moments ° “as the peace- 
making: ‘friend. - Edward : Evans 
forced too much as the. father, and |. 
completely misfired’ when. it came 
to ‘arousing compassion. Philip | 
Saville directed admirably, and his 
‘flair for the ‘cunning angle tended 
to show up the | Poverty of the ma- 
terial. Otta. 

‘a dab in excess of $250.0 090. | displeasure,’ ‘train ‘crews’ com- ‘ compared: to vidAlm s eriés syndi- 
|. a plaints and studies: of the: overall. cation’ are these: . 

‘situation. on the governmental | 
| level. Also waven into the program ; - 
“i were nostalgic scenes. of yesteryear j aoe mark spend. aveeks 2 impor. . 
‘when the rails reigned. ‘supreme, Tying 10 ge 
,unchallanged .. by automobile, “bus, © 

versions and’ not sugarcoated. Prop- truck or airplane, ~ 

aganda.: | But foday: the’ railroad. ts faced |; 
“Let us “seriotisly weigh. the ef- with rising: costs, and. falling pas=|- Feature “selling” 4s: ‘geared: “vine” 

/senger volume: “Who's. going to | tyanty: entirely to the. station level. 
Tesolve this. conflict?” asked ‘New: There is: only’-one party. ‘to. deal 

:Jersey. Senator Harrison -A. Wil- | ‘with and. as.long as.stations main-. 
jliams: Jr. The answer.as far a3tain their feature slots, the station . 
. New ‘York. Central | President’ : Ale]. ‘remains a: potential: buyer. . 

fred E. Perlman’ was. ‘concerned. Volume: in dollars - for weaiiie. 

‘was simple: wEhe comimuter should | ~ selling, compared to‘ syhdie vidfilm: 
pay’ his share. George. Alpert, ‘| sales, usually-is larger .yer deal. 
head of. the New. Haven. was | There are libraries of. major .stu-~: 
equally “emphatic. ‘In making: -4.) dios. sold in- one swoop. Deals run 
‘strong. ‘plea -for ‘tax relief, he up .to seven -to..10. years ‘in. pix. 
_ stressed’ that. passenger transporta- sales. another - factor Anereasing 
tion is a deficit operation. | the gross. .- 

Narrator Chet Huntley,. ; “who. ——— i 
.noted that he himself: comes. from |F “ 
-a railroading family,- bridged the. i . 

. ‘ ‘documentary's varied ‘aspects: with ; i: 
NBC- Mct varthy: maintained telling comments. . “Today, e- he. 

‘that’ U, Ss. programs cannot. main- | said,’ “the: great days -are ‘over.” 
tain a. dominant role abroad, if for- They’ r@. over pecause 5, 000. ‘pas- 

eign. programs ‘donot gain accep-:cenger’ trains have . disappeared ! 
tance’ in: the. American. tv market. ‘from ‘timetables and at. the: rate: 
-TPEA- topper in: his: first press, “none will be left by 1970."".°°  ! 

‘eonterence. Friday (26) since as-|- In an unpleasant situation. ‘such’ 
‘suming thé helm of year old trade! has the rails are now in, it would’. 
association, .estimated that: ‘foreign have been easy. for this “white iff 
ty biz has tended: to double: every ; Paper” to -recite the gloom and 
year since four. or five years ago. i infinitum. ‘To be sure it was. duly! 

NYMEN!_ 

~ MeCarthy | 
— Continued: from. page 23 — 

; property, attempting to: lineup the 
* sponsor, .OF alternate” week . Ade. 
‘vertiser, etc.. ‘ 

‘work. By so doing.we would obvi- : 
ously Timit Ameriean presentation 
in the foreign markets of the. world 
and reduce. ourselves. to: ‘the Soviet: 
Tevely 

TPEA’ also. is engaged’ in trying.: 
to: gain a U.S. market ‘for. foreign 
tv material, he continued.:In: this 
respect, he cited C3S-TV's o&o up- - 
coming. . “Interriational’. Hour": ser-. 

lies, which : will consist .of top pro-- 
grams from abroad. He. added that | ° 
‘fhe: -had brought ‘back. from Japan 
a number. of ‘color ty programs 
whieh n being looked at by 

EMMETT KELLY 
“Mogt.: LEONARD: GREEN ~ 
, 300 Lt aye Ste - New. York. 

> noted that the ‘airlines. eagerly |: 
+ pursue - business: while the’ rall- 
roads ‘are indifferent: But. scenes | 

‘of what. the Chicago & Northwest: | = 
vern has accomplished in the Windy j 
‘City area through. better. equip- | 

| -ment and: better service held outa! 
“| ray of hope'to. harassed ‘commiters 

‘in other cities. © 

i. A regional: system of rail. trans- | 
: portation - to relieve highway: .con- 
igestion: in the San Franeisco area; 

: Was also. focussed. upon. . While |: 
Ji “Railroads: End. of the Line?” un- 
! questionably’ was a sound, -im--: 

[partial cstudy,, it was unfortunate 
“Ii that some ‘part of the documentary ; 
feould not have been ‘given’ ta the - 
| Port of New. York Authority's rcie: 
in.. forcing the New: Jersey. ‘com- |: 
muter to ride by bus-or priv ate-car- 

‘SUMMER: PLACE FOR “RENT. . 
Cold Spring Harbor, L.1- 12 Room] ~~ 
House on 4.-acres. with 320° front- 

ss es SAN ANTONIO. 55% ! 
(Audiences Share) 1: age:.on. harbor. and view: clear: 

across. ‘to Conn. Beat’. mooring. | 
“duly-Labor Dey; $2, 500. ‘wv 2-7798. Sources ARB; March, 196! 

“DESK SPACE’. 
“AVAILABLE 

-CV7-3742.. T°. 
Call 11-12. AM 

pars OF 
3s Ww. 83, NY. 

instead, Of a -train; But. how: ‘thes aac 

4432. 
“ATLANTA TORONTO. 

Drew. didn’t” “have -a. ‘winner—. ae 

‘In vidfilm series Selling: a ‘saleal - 

; slat. on a station - ‘for .a. first-run .-.’. 
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P DECREE 
“Of Publishes + Ris to Disk ia 

In: ‘a rey ‘ersal of a ower court +> 

_-decision, ‘the U: S. Court: of Appeals | 

" dn New York reinoved the possibil-. 
‘ity ‘that: publishers. awauld be. per- | 

manently.. barred ‘from: ‘collecting: 

disk royalties. : due- to. technical! | 

omissions tinder. the’ notice: ‘of ‘use. :: 

provision: of. ‘the Copyright: Act. 

Case, involvi ‘ing the action: of . Nor-. 

‘Day Musie. against.” King ‘Recards, 

had such critical ramifications for-: 
the ‘publishing. . industry that- the eed ‘in pit. In return, he ‘Mill Nee 

': Musie. Publishers ‘Pr otective Assn. 
_Intervened | as amicus. curiae via its ~, 
_j-attorney - Julian T, Abeles. ‘whose’: 
- -eentral arguments were upheld: by ” 

the. ‘appellate. eourt.. 

In ‘the: lower court's decision, 
- Norbaly's claim for. ‘royalties from “ 
King Records .on-a tune. titled. 
“Stow. Walk” was: denied . because . 
the’ publishers had failed to file- 

a: notice. df use until “a. year after - 
“Mercury. Records had - released. the! 
first ‘version. .of -the tune. 
interim,. King. had ‘manufactured 
“the. disk, without obtaining a licerise 

‘elaimed - ‘liability... to, make royalty | 
‘payments. becausé of Nor bay’s tar- | 
diness filing its notice of.’ use: 

Of key’ ‘significance to: ‘the pute | 
-industry: ‘was - the. Jower | Vishing 

court's: ‘ruling: that’ a late ‘filing. of. 
notice of use ‘constitutes. an abso- 
‘Jute bar.to: the collection of roy: al: | 

o: ties: even. ‘after: the: amission: is. cor- | 
Since numerous impor tant: 

copyrights - could ‘conceivably fall 
-undey - such -a ‘bar due to clerical |: 
.derelictions’ ‘by publishers, there | 

oo was: a:.:widespread féar_ that< disk 
.: Feyalities would be-severely’ clipped 

(Continued on Page. $9). 

“Capitol Develops Process: 
To Turn Monophonic Disks: 
to Something Like Stereo’ 
: . Capitol. ‘Records . is 

“stereo. cliaracteristics” to.. ‘mono- 

° “phonic: recordings. via -a new: proc- 

- -eS8 called. “Duovhonic Sound; " : The. 

_ diskery will debut, ‘its. “Duophonic™: 

i “method: June: 5. with - the’ ‘release 

of 14, albums, taken -from the’ top 
sellers “‘in’ Caps ‘Tmonophonie -¢at- 
_alog. 
oe The’ “new. process was. developed: 

"by John Palladino, artists & reper- 
toite: quality. contror atreetor,- and 
= Capitot ‘engineers. ‘after’ two years 
-of -research ‘and experimentation. ; 

2° :The name “Duophonic”: is a-regis- | 
'” tered. trademark.and the patént on. 

ae ‘the : method atself ‘Is pending, 

“RCA. Victor: ‘and. Decca, have their. 
own - _ engineering. ‘techniques to 
bring - stereo quality. ‘to. their. ‘eld! 

:/HMonaural product. . 
«Palladino. stressed: that. ““Duo- 

phonic”: ‘is. not stereo: for- real 
Stereo: .has* two; characteristics, 
‘space .and location. : “*Duophonic’’ 
-has the: one: characteritic -of space ; 
in common ° with’ "stereo, together 

ae ‘with an ‘improved overall sound. 
Quality. 

- "22 listeners ‘the ‘spatial . ‘fullness - ‘of 
“Thus ‘Duophonic’ offers ; 

“stereo but “does. not.-attempt™:to 
simulate (ie: novelty. effect of. héar- 
ing. speci.re instruments. or..other: 
sounds fro): one - speaker, to “the” 

“nother?” Pailadino said. : 
~The: new “Duophanic™: disks will 
; ‘be. priced ut'$4.49 for its monaural | 
“equivalent. at $3.98. and: $5:49. for | 
its monaural equiv valent: at $5. 98. 

Like steréo.. “Duophonic”. disks ; 
‘must be played with. a stereo ‘car-: 
tridge-to: ‘avoid damage: to the. -Tee- 
_ord” and ion stereo: equipment to 
“achieve the. two-channel éffect, 

“As part “of its: promotion . for} 
““Duophonie” sound, - Capitol - has { 

-prepared.-a: special .LP with. a: have. become .- members. 
- 6poken-werd. explanation : of “the { 
hew ‘process, “before.and after”. ex: |: 
amples, and excerpts from.many of | 

“ the 14 initial. “Duophonie” releases. 
“A second releace:is. expected some-. 
‘time. in. the fall. 

BOBBY. DARIN SONG 
~ PACT. WITH UNIV ERSAL 

Hollywood, May 30: 
Bobby Darin. “and / “Chit ersal: 

. Picturés: have- effected an“unusual: 
"arrangement: wheréby ’ Darin. will, 
Write (the “Comé. - September, 
Theme” for the .film. which. UL will” 
‘release, ‘and additionally. write: ‘a. 

ee * also 

ceive . ‘one-half. the: royalties. on: 
Score, » With, U, to. get. one-half” 
ownership,» ‘on. “song and. ‘theme’ 
song. Te if . 

payment: “was involved, : 

theory, profits: from’ pic’ ‘score. and ; 
songs: will be far -greater_ “than. 
‘would: have ‘accrued from: services: 

for a act: ‘fee: 7 i 

In. ‘the ~ 

Mal. Pops Folds 
or. filing: a-noticé of: its intention. 
“to. make’ such a. record: -King: dis- 4. 

oh Union Hassle 
“The ‘Minneapolis’ summer Pops | 

year-old. orchestra, stand, two of: 

t Minneapolis’ ‘oldest . ‘musical’ at-} 

-traetions, ‘are. being ° ‘discontinued: 

“Inability” of the’ city park board : 

concerts and the Curtis hotel '§ .35- * 

“l WERE, 
-. Washington; May. 30: 

'Sam_ Fox, Pleasant. and Jefferson 

‘feated ‘Monday (29) when the UW: 

“Supreme: -Court voted,. 8-0: Tustire 1 

Tom ‘Clark. taking ‘no. part, not: to j 
review their ‘complaint. against the 

ASCAP ‘consent decree “of 1960. : 

‘They: had. originally alleged » Fed: | 

-eral District Court of .N. “¥. that. 
their interests, and thoxe os other 
-small publishers. Were not suitably - 
_Tepresented: at the hearings: result- 
‘ing ‘in the. decree: _ 

‘. Justice John. AL. ‘Harlan. speakitig : 
, for ‘the. court: said Federai bench . 

It's. ‘understood f no ‘other form: of. acted’ cor rectly and ‘that no reason ‘age. alsa will. play ‘the Holly wood 

-and.: “that existed. for charging the precept | Bowl, the -Kansas. Centennial Ex-., 

Darin . ‘agreed -to. arrangement : ‘on “tiat- private antitrust. petitioners “position, the Indiana State Fair 
itnay~' not. seperately sue against . 
“alleged. Violations. in -an- acuon in- 
itiated by. the governnient, 

“The” Supreme Court decision ; 
ot now shits the bitter. intra- ASC AP 
{battle - between the. administration: 
‘band ‘the’. dissidents ‘back to thet 
‘| Dep‘t. of .Justice, which . oversees | 
ithe Society’s operation under- the 

“téonsent .decree. While: the new 
amended * decree. has. liberalized 
‘ASCAP..” voting - “procedures, ‘-in- 
‘Greased its ‘logging. coverage ‘and 

tfur ther accented the. mathematical. 
.j factors’ in: the: payoeff.- the ‘critics 

i Within: ‘the. Society still -contend +1. 
: that: numerous. inequities ‘stl exist: 

and the older songsmiths. 

-ASCAP. - ‘spokesmen- have indi: 
cated in the past year that the new. 
idecrée is not a “finished" product. 

musie “publishing - ‘firms | ‘were ae 

“road. 

‘in favor: of the major publishers 

‘and Minneapolis Musicians associa-.4 Additional thanges. will “be ‘sug- 

*Shaets TV Aone for ASCAPers 
* Stiring cries of anguish fram 

| DICK CL ARK 70 TOUR ° ‘Gen plugging eppea tunities va 
erevision odeeline ooclmest | ta the 

ROCK 'N’ ROLL TROUPE eee Great 
Disk jockey Dick Ciark will: hit . 

‘the road this summer with his 
‘awn. show. In the Clark package J 
will be such diskers as Fabian, 
“Chubby Checker; US. Bonds. Bob- 

shows, have moved ta vet up their 
Own Publistung fits wath a pro- 
jected eup with Broadcast Music 
‘Inc The BMI anvle wa partes winr 
‘irritant to ASCAP firms that Save 

‘by. Rydell, the Shirelles, Freddie had ther therces already taken off 
thet > tour such G&T shows as UThe Tr ce 

‘Cannon and others. The tou Is Raght’ ard Pha Ve Hareb” 
marks the third straisht year that | 
‘the “American Bandstand” ‘ABC- i 
TW). emcee has taken a unit on the! 

in favor of music canti@led ly the 
producers. 

Gocdson & Tedsran have been 
negotiating, wit) HMI for perferm- 
ance vinhis clearance bat ae ded 

‘has been set as vet ICs understeud 
‘that BM1 execs ave halking at gas. 
ing a substantial guarantee for the 

: Opening. at the Aulaniie City 
‘Steel Pier. July 29, the Clark pack- 

“Qpe of musje used on such O&T 
‘and the Michigan State Fair. Dur-" audience partiripation shows 28 
ing . the - Fair — dates, ‘the package “Price Js Reh.” “Play Yeur 

will be dubbed . “The. Dick Clark 

‘Caravan of Stars.” 
Though Clark will be on hand 

for ‘all: the. shows, artists will vary 
fr om date ta date. 

Cal. Gets Tougher 

Hunch,” “Say When" and * Nam- 
ber Please ° which are on the NEC 
and ABC video vietworks BMI dees 

, hot rate the meidental niusic used 
jon such chews as importyrtly us 
it does the bachwround music on 
idramatie thous The G&T firin aka 
‘produces a dranatie shaw, “The 
Rebel.” which saul uses an ASCAP 
i theme. . 

‘ASCAP publishers foched out 
Disk F r feay a frend by sideo preduce.¢ 

Vs, orge Ss. to record a substantial amoust of 
: their own dnsie in Esrepe for 

.Sacramento, May 30. ‘use as incidental -musie on video, 
Record counterfeiters are apt to thus saving on niusic costs as well 

have a hard row in California. An as cashing in on the performance 
amendment is in the works to make: lights Hewever, hike BMI, ASCAP 
| counterfeiting: ‘punishable cither by: has been downgrading the pavclf 
up to five years ‘in the state prison. (on such music. grarting only five 

lor: up to one year. in the county | tonal performance credits for such 
e  non-featuied performances 

| 

‘tion to get together’ on a:new‘con-. i. gested on: the. basis: of experience ! ‘jail. It's: the fist move hy a Stat 

M em phis... 

:-|tions continued to meet, it: appeared | 
{unlikely last week. ‘that: ‘they would. 
| be: ‘able {o:settle’ their differences: 
Last’ year in, its 11th.-season: the | . 
Pops -orchéstra gave 40° pérform=} 
ances, ‘five a week, at the outdoor |’ 

‘bringing | Lake. Harriet: bandstand. . 
‘Robert Biglow, head: of. ‘Musicians 

Tocal. “3, said that ‘the union, has / 
‘been donating. $15,000. annually: to}: 
ithe -eity from - ‘its recording royal-:|"- 
‘ties trust -fund to help ‘finance “the: ee 
‘concerts: Tlie” -efty added, $18, 000": t 
from. its: coffers. : 

a “From these two funds. musicians | 
Were. paid “at a: special rate: of $10. j remain 

“La: night,” Biglow Said. ‘In “1960, it !collectively,” 

‘tract! for. the-43 Minneapolis. Sym- , and.” 
pheny orchestra members: who com- "revisions. ‘in. the decree . have: a). ! 

.- | prise.-the. :Pops: ensemble. Was: ress! ready. been. approved, by’. the, Fed- | cedures of the California State As- tiations due shortly between the 

. |! ponsible. ‘for termination: of.: the } eral. Court. rte 
-concert series: ‘While. the two fac-|. . 

as. a@. mattér. of fact, several.; 

Cap Deal With With 

‘Kingston 3 Firm: 
See Ene of Row 
ae “Hollywood. May. 30.. 

: As far: as Capitol Records is ‘con= 
! cerned, _ The Kingston Trio “Rill : 

‘intact, individually. and} 
it: was. made knaw 

-was: raised: to “$11...This year we. by: diskery- exec. yesterday.” 
-asked. for. a ‘$2-a-night . raise, “of |: 
which we-were. prepared to pay $I: 
‘The’ city. countered: with. .the-offer: 
of. $1 a night, of which .we would ; 
pay 50c. The city -also-said. they 
would ‘cut’ ‘the number: of concerts . 
‘so.that the 50c they: would. have.to 
“-pay: would ‘be ‘added’ to--the “city 
‘budget.’ ” The city ‘has’ ‘set, $25. 220 
|.28 “its. 1961 music. budget. Regular’; 
musician pay. seale here. is $18 ‘per. 

jnight.. » : 

Posting. of “disinigsal notices by: 
the . Curtis: hotel. for’. Mervyn. Elef- 
‘son's six-piece band marks: ‘the ‘end i. 
of.’ an: uninterrupted: 35: years- of } 
-dinner-dance - music. jn the ‘Curtis® 
Cardinal Room. ' Elefson- -who. “sue, 
ceeded the late Dick Long as lead: ; 
er. ‘four: years -2g0- and his. ‘Broup; 
; have’ ‘been’ playing. seven’ days. a 
‘week - ‘including two. Sunday ~ ap: 
| pearances. a 

1 When. ‘the. Curtis’ dining “your. 

‘group - and: 

After ‘lengthy. consultation sim! 
legal department, ‘Capitol..Records : 
announeed - they... have ‘the name: 
i*Kingston Trio” the trie as a. 

individually, “ander. 

“jron-hound contracts. None at them, 
can Work separately or together! 
‘for any’ ‘ other-. recording company.” 

mens 

ete ontte te — 

The ‘trio. Dave Guard, Bob. ‘Shane | 
and Ni¢ék-: Reynolds,. have had as. 
much as $750,000 per year income 
‘from: recordings and _ ajrplav ‘per-} 
formance’ Tights and it ix assumed i 
they - would regard. the .Jass as 
“catastrophic”: financially, _ 

vAdG: ‘tionally, the’ disk company ; 
exec’ stated. that he felt “many. of 
their, differences _apparently have | 
‘been patched up‘as far as we can | 
‘ ascertain. We have them scheduled: 
‘for: photo layouts and more mag- 

was closed for. remodeling in. 1944. 
‘the orchestra, which has. ranged. 
i from six. to. 12 pieces, was. moved. 
linto-the hotel lobby: and eontinued 
“to play. there through the. summier : 
anti: ‘the: new. Cardinal. Room. was: 
“ opened.: -Band played - for. ‘dancing: 
until . 1944 “put has provided: only 
Supper ° music since’: the. entertain: 

iment, tax ‘went into effect... ; 

_ ‘SNew RIAA Members” 
“Three.” lew. record - companies 

of .- the 
Record Industry Assn. of America. 
They are: B-W ‘Musie Inc. - 

Wooster, O., firm! Monitor: Reuid-. 
‘ings Inc... based: in ‘N.Y.<; and Hep: 
per - : Records: ‘headquartering - 

“! azine and radio interviews this. and . 
‘nexl. week: Also,” : he added. “we. 
are releasing. ‘their, next album. © 
‘Goin’: Places”: June 5.° and: have 
heen assured bythe boys thev will 
five us’ 6very. cooperation’ in DrO- 
‘motion and exploitation *- 

‘The’ Capitol. thinking, it was xd 
plained, oes’ not .now conider 

would. Jeave-us.in the- positon: of 
_ having to :chodse. between 
.jorie of: the trio or the other tua-to™ 
‘tthe -exelusion : ‘ of the other party, 
lide - adding. either one er tea’ 
“new members. We have the three 
Of. them,” he: claimed, - 

wing 

Socked. un’ 
‘and: we'll keep. them that way ” He- 

a. added: that. company has unde T- 
taken. to: advice “alk Nationa! 
international distributors. that Cap- 

n ‘iol ill 
a + jthis. matters: 

and. 

“protect its interests in ” a 

":] constitutes: a felony in California 

ni yers & Distributors Assn. also plav- 

months. of this vear, 

- from 50.710 in February to 6? 296 

sales. this vear pepred -at 192 477 

° 1960. quarter, 
the possibility of. a breakun “hich: 

‘Daulerio, manager of ite Piece? 
. phia. branch, as special liditon man : 

“eastern. representatives. 

“special. promotional 
‘key eastern cities suppler: ening 

iin this direction. i) ASCAPers view the G&T move 
_The.committee.on Criminal Pro- with concern beeatwe of the were- 

}sembly. Jast week reported outs ty industry and the Society tar*a 
| unanimously Assembly Bill 3075¢ new livense Television ie raw the 
which would amend sections 1432] ;largest source ef resenue fer 

yand 14322 of the Business and Pro-; ASCAP but the recent evolution of 
{fessional ‘Cede: This woutd place jtelevision programming has ¢an- 
lit at. the ‘discretion of the court: siderably reduced the status of 
whether ‘such a erime would be music on the sideolanes Onis a 
considered a misdemeanor or a‘ handful of musical chaws are now 
felony, because any sentence of or will be in action next sescen 
over. one year in- jail automatically , The accent is now on the Almed- 

'dramatie and comedy shows of all 
Henry Brief. exec secretary. of ‘types in «which musse Is weed for 

the Record Industry Assn of themes. backgrounds cues hrideee, 
“America, and the head of the; pete Here alsa, ASCAP’s hana bs 
rRIZA’S -team of private -investi-: heen weakened with the de ‘tee toun 
+ gators. testified on the bill and-ont-! af a group of top background com- 
ilined the consequences of connter-; posers to BMI 
‘ feiting. In the. recording industry. | ee 
: The. American Record Manufactur- j 

‘Hanover Label Troubles 
As Roulette Moves To 
Foreclose $25.000 Loan 

Morris Levy. precident of Rou. 

jlctle Records, explained last wack 

that although his company hail tent 

“Hanover - Signature $25 G08 

‘ing the summer of 1960, &¢ lerte to 

ez,e the Isbell have failed ard 

Roulette has had no alternative tit 

to arrange for the protection of sts. 

insestrrent The loan wis niade on 

pace, according to latest comnifa- condition that H-S exccnte and de- 

tions’ by ‘Electronic industries , liver to Roulette a chattel nicit- 

‘ASSN. ‘page on all of the plrsial ond - 

ggatttall sales of steren sets 239. :ONher assets of HS This trageac- 
37 in M ir F the first th , ben Was consumiiited and $39 B 

woe March For (he rst “aree | hither effort te weed WS Kau. 
724 383 sets: Jette permitted the label te avery, 

196. for , as a tenast, offic® pace ints ues. 

Iv acauired building on Breas ov 
and Sith St in nY 

Now, however, Rouictte how fote 
closed on ite chattel suvostgere in 
an ¢ffort te salvage te thie tote est 
post th! e, thee Vesary pores sete ss ete 

:f0 HS  Rouletfe «al deter cine 
“te what extent, Foamy towel or. 
tenve Jer the marking of the is 
atee{e 

Levy stressed the fact that of no 
me did Roulette puatautee ar 
agree lo be responsible for any cf 
JUS'’s obligetians We emtbe sized 
that #t all tines both cer pat es 
ned beew separate and dictinet age 
"es Bob ihiele HS reese ® 
become a fabitune ¢ opoo.es of 
Keuletle as a nembes of st6 cates te 

j& repectoue stall, 

eda. “kev role in: pushing the bill 
Rep. Emaniie] Celler -D. NY?! 

is-now sponsoring national Jegisla- 
tion in- Congress: to stiffen penalties 

: against: the disk counterfeiters 
‘Celler is skedded fo speak al the 
ARMADA convention jn Miami 
Beach June 27 on this subject. 

Phang Soles Pick Up 
"Bat Sell Las Behind ’60 

‘Washington, May 30. 
Phonograph’ gales picked up in 

March, but the first quarter totals j 
stil lagged far behind last vear's 

were. sold: as agafrist 965 
the same -1960 period 

Monaural .retait «sales jumped 

a ery sets. in “March, with firet “quarter 

compared with 274.313 for the firet 

King’ s ‘Promotion Rep 
‘King Records has‘ se “da: in 

betwcen the: thomeoffice avd Kings: 
let doa 

work in the 

the work of the regular prvuiction 
men in the territor: 
. Joe Bertotto. 3 Philly sale-man 
for, ‘he .company, is replacing 
Daulerie. ° 



MUSIC 

Ruth Brown (Atlantic: ““ANY-: 
ONE BUT YOU” ‘Trinity: ts a 
solld rocking ballad belted for 
maximum impact by this bluesy 
songstress. “IT TEARS ME ALL 
TO PIECES” :Rumbalero-Progres- 
sivet,s Is another strong side due 
for lotsa spins 

William Foy & His Lucky Seven 
(2Jth Fox. “IWISTIN’' A HOE- 
DOWN ‘Duchess‘') is a standout 
eountry-stvled instrumental ‘which 
may »ut the blue grass genre over 
in the pop market “GONE & LEFT 
ME SLEES” :Leeds*+) is another 
Pleasing slice with a jazzy sax 
sound : 

Siv Malmquist ‘Kapp:: “WED-’ 
DING CAKE” ¢Trinity!: makes a 
charming bow for this Swedish 
thrasi tn the U. S. pop market. . 

Best Bets 
BOBBY DARIN. 

(Vlteo) 
Bobdsy Darin’s ‘ 

Of sage wars bact: 
Streal Low for My Tree Lor 
raphe for a passtble double-sided hit. 

‘ * 

PEGGY LEE. . 
(Capitol) 
Peggy Lee's “Bostan Beans’ , 

Te ayt ts ver 

‘ y my Pedtead” 

bares? Capital album, 

BILT. BLACKS COMBO. 
(ili) 
Bel! Black's 

Beetormesl Shy” t Burke. & Van 
wera Mr of the olde. 

FLOYD CRAVER. 
(ROA Vietor) . 

‘ Bhayd Creamers “f Can Just Teagi ine 
Pipe aittrretire pita avid 
pertormer San Antonto Rose? 

(Dre tye spe 

JIMMY JONES. ....0.-..... 
(Cub) . 
Jims Jones’? I Say Lore 

haltnd re oaostrihieg vor do rend! 
“Poe One” 

* * 

RENNY CARTER ...0...... 
(United Artista). ....... Will My Baby Be With Me — | will be. distributed by Allied Ree-| MOM. ne accomplished chan |T 
Kenny Carter's “Hey Lover” iGit. 1 is a fresh-sounding rocker geal Distributing. Co. teuse from. Italy "Katyna ‘Renieri 

beteod amish potent connote ial benpact. “Will My Buby Be With = | has a ‘pungent ‘style which she | 
ai . 3 2! ‘ is another sf ropg ents "y un aq similar. groove. Kapp: Siv Malmquist projects over ‘a far-flung repertoire 

* * + Siv. ‘Malmquist, Swedish singer, | of Italian, French and ‘American 
CLYDE OTIS...........-.. ene wes IN OL D MI ADRID (will be released: in, the U.S. via numbers. This ‘set’ comprises a 

Liberty) | . Poinciana the Kapp’. label... She!’ recently typically varied songalog, includ. 
(ia . Five .e- Ole Mt . . . . . i. . ; von .? litting Lat scored on the Continent. wilh. her|ing tunes like “C’est-.Magnifique.” 
Cophe Oras “lea Olb Movdrid” (Sf. Nicholas* © is a lilthng Latin- _ ete! ring of ‘Weddin Cake," Do ‘ “Dee Pur ile,” “Jealousy ” “Ciao, 

fF po pred rst riar ental - argh choral elects for across-the bn ard ng P. J y = 
Ree ryder” 

e * 

THELVMAC ARPE, NT EX. 
(f.oral) . 
Peet CO arpouter’s 
Od 
eter’? 

weds roxjed of spins. 

ANITA BRYANT 
(Carlton) 
Anita Bryant's “Vo Place Called 

ad 
~.e-A oot ewe 

, 

eee eee aeeop ea ee eaaa 

Bee baad a highty appealing slice for the pop market. 
ter You, Mama’ CF. He Morris’: 
rater, 

“DANKE FUR DIF 

(Frivttys) ois) a lilting®. 
Janswase ballad. 

The Ovmopices : Arvee!. “DOOLEY” 
OXrsee ‘ts a) jumping rocker’ 
deh ered in a bright style that'll 
ee Kidd movins “STAY WILERE 
You ARE -Arvee > if an okay 
st xeb Dallas. 

Debbie Revnolds « Dot". 
OR MHRONGS Combine :?, a strong 
bebad with a beat, vet. a nifty 
} reo. ton weth 

Coane os. CO NRE YOU FOR RE AL” 
VPattanoanc: also moves .at a prom- 
Istaz sormercial clip. 

eee ere ee 

BLUMEN” 

“RIGHT. 

Jimmy Vasey ‘Robber: “THE 
ONE VOL BOVE’ (Myers*! is a 
Wel written br2 ballad delivered 
dn sttectis > atvie. ° “IOON ROCK" 

ear: Jaros a fair roe cker with a 
SP wee ase toes 

Beit) Johnsana Republic: 
\ Pa RIE A Sades e 

fs oa pretts Pesn-stanted “ballad in 
fRaent catotins sSice that could put. 
thas sotestins- yack in the disk 

Jocks, Jukes and Disks 
By MIKE. GROSS 

»EVERY DAY?’ (Milene*) ts an okay. 

‘catchy idea which this combo pro-. 

‘Nature Boy” ¢Crestrieu™ ) brings back this hit 
in a solid version due to extend this singer's. 

‘Denslow*) is a standout piece of 
material which this songstress belts all the way home. 

‘Embassy!?) is a swinging excerpt front Miss Lee's 

e@eeee ef Be we Bw ew eo 'R OR HOH 

. Yoyi” (JEC!) continues in the same shuffling ine. 
Stremental groove awhich has paid off big for this combo. 

(MeUin-Shalimart> is a solid rocking _ 

‘Shalimar. o-atso has an arresting vocal peg. 

*Poinciana”’ +E B. Marks. i is a rie hrsounding version of 
ties ste dird alsa due far bly ply. 

“My Dragination”™ (Darid+) is-a well-written 
Tedbeirered te shondout stale bi this sarry songstress. 

 Lecds*a. gives this durable stayvdard another chance ai a 

German _ 
another arresting rocker. 

Bourne*y is another Jazzy 

sod, . 
Grae 

| Steve Lawrence! “P “Portrait of } 
Love” (United Artists). Taking 0 
‘from the hit single which titles 

sweepstakes. “LET ME BE “THE 
ONE” ¢4-start) is a routine ballad. 
Tommy. Zang (Hickory): .“I’'M |: 7 

GONNA SLIP. ¥OU our OF MY| iz 
MIND” (Acuff-Roset) a -brisky 
rhythm. entry with a ood lyric 
belted brightly. “EVERY HOUR, |: 

‘| this: ‘package, . Steve Lawrence 
‘wraps up a -tounoteh * “romantic 

sInw-tempoed ballad also nicely mental backing. .on-- moderately 
handled. 

The Champs (Challenge): “THE * 
SHODDY SHODDY” (Jatt) is aj} 
snappy rhythm number with.a 

1 Around,” “I’'va .-Grown - Accus- 
-| tamed to. Your Face,’. 
Never. Be Another -You,” “I’m Gilad 

Love" and “Exactly Like You.” 

‘|: .Neil Sedaka: “Little Devil” 
(RCA ‘Vietor),: One: of the brighter 

jects to the hilt. “SOMBRERO” | 
Jat-: is a fast-moving Latin-styled 

slice solid for the juke set. . 
Mandrake {Columbia): “THANK.|. 

GOODNESS IT’S FRIDAY” (B,-F.. 
YWood*: is a cute juve number. LAWRENCE WELK 
elivered right on _tar, et by this | ‘Prondty- Presents His Fourth- In- | 

d 6 8 y ta-Row Dot Hit Record: “YELLOW 
BIRD” BW “Cratsing Down ‘The 
River’ .. 

typical. . juve-slanted ‘performer 

tn ° collaboration . -with Howard 

“Little Devil,” other. tunes in’ this 
‘set. Were ‘also. big hits, including 

“YOUR “LIPS. ARE TENDER”. 

‘Contet) is ‘a fair. straight ballad: t thing to.Me,” “Stairway to Heav- 
delivered somewhat heavily by this ; ; en” anda couple of others.. If the 
Hollyw ood « performer. “CARGO! 

‘LE WATCH”" (Amenra*): ‘Isa dramatic 

saga belted in‘okay style. 

wb wees : NATURE BOY 
Look For My True Love 

— to album purchases, . it's. because. of 
entries like these. : 

* «Adarist+ is a nifty Thythm 
Trials” (Forum). ‘Launching - this 

. - -|*ASCAP. 

..+..-BOSTON BEANS 
ew eeeeee Yes Indeed 

+BMI. 

~ Artis Disk Daas 
=i; documentation of inhuman. hor- 

ewe 8 © we ee 

the focus is on the trials. of the top. 
Nazis after the. last year:’. The in- 
dictment, the. pleadings by the RPC: J ack Lenimon™ 

* ‘Holi ywood, -May- 30. Nazi defendants, including the not 
Y oGi Joe” Leahy, -prexy of Record ‘guilty Pleas ¢ of. Goering, Hess, yon 

torre ee ee eee ee Producers ‘Corporation, hassigned | Ribbentrop, “etc.. and extracts 
cree Ole Buttermilk Sky | Jack’Lemnion to record an album'| {tom the’ testimony: ‘have been 

[ot 12 -o£: Lemmon's original -com- fashioned into a. ~ fascinatingly. 
macabre segment of. modern: his- 

‘Ole | tory. Bud Greenspan's script and Heusen*) is a similarly styled. 
positions. Lemmon will .perform 
oo piano: with fall orchestral: back- 
ing. by Beahy; “who. will ‘arrange 

“ _ | and* conduct. - Lerimon. is -among 
AN Trepp) VE | other film ‘and -television. ‘stars | 

TCAN Jt ST IMAGINE. who have been- pacted . by Leahy; 
San Antonio Rose among them are Dick Powell, 

‘Acuff-Roset) ig another | Jaie’ Wyatt,. Robert Taylor _and 

fold of itself. 
oeavseeve 

Waltz” - (Riverside). “An. unusual 

| title song of this LP, Cannonball. on , *ntal by this hot.cauntry. | Walter rennan. -_ 
rR em Rouene” alse gets para alter 'B ve _| Adderley’s orch’ dishes up a full 

oo Le ae 7 . ae -program’ of hard-driving modern 
-  - Signet: ‘George | Hamilton jazz pieces that could’ also reach. 

“Hollywood, May 30. {.aut ‘to wide .audience.. Adderley 
rere | SAY: I OVE! -Georze Hamilton 21-year-old. stresses: a _powerful. rhythmic at- 
ewe ce ees .... Dear One -} film star, makes ‘his. recording bow |. tack with the elemental. appeal of 

under ‘the | Signet.‘.label with | jazz, not always present in some 
Vs Jeany: Angel,” song he: also sings’ ‘of its. contemporary- forms. Possi- 

. in the pic, ““Angel Baby.” |ble ‘éntries for. the ‘top field: are 

“Number, ‘backed’ by® Fernando | ®umbers: - like “The Uptown,’ 
Giyy’s instrumental of tune, was | Blue Grass Groove.” “West Coast 
“Written by. Wayne Shanklin and Blues”.and “Something Different. 

ion aimed at the juve market. 

HEY LOVER | 

~ Longplay Shorts . MY IMAGINATION jf 
- Heartaches 

OE orate.” , : 

Heart. pop.. ‘Cour in. the Latin-American series, four ‘jazz, nine Masterworks, 
anda spec ial two-record set. called: “Stars For A Summer Night”... 
TS:x, albums, two. classical,- ‘two ‘pop. one jazz and one Latino, .are on 
Epic's June ‘sehedule-: ; . Jeanne Thomas: broke into the Congressional 

| Record, via‘a speech, by Reép.: Victor L. Anfuso of N.Y. who commented 
ton-her.Straid. LP “Jeannie Thomas Sings ‘For: The. Boys”. . . Riverside. 

PLAC " CALLED HAPPINESS | 
.Lonesome For You, Mata 
Thippiness” (Miller*) gives this 

“Lonesome 
is a bit of commnrercial Setters . 

[receive two free albums for’ every 10.0f each number ordered . 

+ WGFEM, an -NBC affiliate in- Schenectady ; 
el + Que-—Get One Eree”. program running. for its LP catalog through June 

singer with choral support. 130, Karen. Chandler, currently out with a-Strand: LP’ called “Dear 
“QUEEN OF SHEBA" (Saxon?? is Mr. Gable, ” opens’ “at. Chicago's. -Blackstone Hotel today: - (Wed.)! |. 

The Temperance Seven ‘Verves: ‘tered‘on his new ‘LP, ‘More: ‘Music In. Fhe ‘Morgan Manner”. .. Dave 
“YOU'RE DRIVING ME. CRAZY" ! Joncs, Secretary’ of: the Cincinnati Industrial Photographers Assn. ‘has. 
‘Bregman, Voeco & Conn+!, ‘the joined the art department: of King Records ‘and Royal Plasties.- -Corp. 
oldir currently. hitting in Britain ewhich. is headed. by Dan Quest. 

via this version, has strong chanees:  Riversids’ Records -is. launching a -new. pop . ine, #7500" series... 
here asa nostalgic. throwback to) St ‘and Records: is launching a. children’s: line “next week’ with ‘the 
the 1920s. “CHARLLEY BY BOX" | release of: “Kinder. Lummir. Reddin Yiddish” «(Children Let's ‘Speak 

“piece iy iddiz='1 : 

fram the same era.. sindie WINS . 
Earl Grant. (Decear: “SERMON- : last wi ‘ek for. an August release. . 

‘silhouette*! an infectious.” “Mlekiza. ‘Records promoting folksinger: Bob ‘Gibson's. new LP; 
handclapping religioso deliv ered in’ I Sse 
pop style by this fine perfornier. atthe Gate‘of Horn in Chicago during-June - 
tY YOORISH HEART”. AJoyer ois? kauinet hing a four-track stereo: tape “line: Ww ith oN Moiseyev. Spectacu- 

smotteahts, Grant on. an excellent “lar.” “Fhe Soviet: Army Chorus. In Paris.” Tchaikovsky's “Nutcracker” 
organ and piano workover. -of this 
stuu:rdard. 

Rick Smash): “PEANUTS” 
‘Cranford+), a bright rocking num- - 
ber. is handled in arresting style . 
by this high-pitched singer whose 

Ler plenty of spinning. 

“PLU BE HOME" (Are?t) is an okay: 
slow-tompoed ballad.’ . 

John Conte (Chattahoochee): 

“yes, 

Bride”. ‘Singer Chris. Connor: and “jazz. maestro Herbie Matin have 

mon, Vanguard artists &-réportoire chief, récorded the Utah Symphony ! 

SUT, 
suow,-"The. Premise”. . . “RCA. Victor's June classical release is being 
‘speark eaded by a. special “Heart: of the Sy mphony” 
“Reiner and the Chicago Symphony, 
ftom: six popular sy mphanies. ‘Ih. sell for $2 off the regular, list... 

songalog:: for a durable. catalog 
item. ‘A ‘singer with taste: and|. 
style, Lawrence gets" rich instru- 

a | | tempoed ‘tunes. like: “Second Time | 

“There'll. 

| There. Is: You,’’ “When. You're In 

who. also writes ‘his own material. 

| Greenfield. Like. the.’ hit. single, | (Elektra). . 
-young singer: who. should cash. in 

“Oh, Carol,” “You - Mean Every- 

teeriagers are turning increasingly: 

“Nuremberg: War Crim inal 

label’s Audio History ‘series, this’ 
‘LP about the Nazi.era adds to the’ 

rors now. unfolding in the trial- of}: 
| Adolph Eichmann. In ‘this package, : 

David: Perry's -narration are in al 
/ quiet key,: Jetting the drama: un-' 

Cannonball. ‘Adderley: “African . 
the Still of the: Night.’ 

click in’ the: ‘pop market with the. 

swinging. . "Jazz. 

i “Columbia Records has. scheduled 23 ‘albums ‘for June ‘yelease: five’ 

_| Records has. a “Summer Sales: Spectacular” in which: distributors will: 

‘Command Records has “been selected to be ‘used on the: anticipated. 
first’ multi-ptex ‘FM -stered ‘broadcast - scheduled for. tomorrow (1) on. 

. King Records has a “Buy. 

| Everest: Recards is. preparing ‘a Russ Morgan push for August cen-. 

which Was made by’ Paul Sherman. musicaster -on the’ N.Y.. 
. Arga: Records taped the: Jazztet: at the- ‘Birdhouse, Chi, 1 

“! via_a-special promotion.this month with his nitery. appearance. 
. Artia’ Recording -.Corp.- 

context:: 

ard “Slavonic Dances. and Orehestral’ ‘Excerpts from’ The Bartered 

_Wedseatay, May Sh. 1961 

Ciao Bambino, me. ar jttle. Chita" nd 
| “Telephonez Mol.” "Her ‘husband,’ 
Riz Ortolani,’. ‘ably, conducts. ‘the 
string : “oreh.. 

“introduclig”- (Decead. This is” 
an. attractive. ‘wrap-up of performs .. 
‘ance - ‘by: <a. half-dozen’. country. .- 
: artists, typical ‘of the new back. 
woods ‘mode’ which::has become © 
very close:to the pop: ‘genre. Ernest 
_Ashworth : registers -as-"'a - ‘highly. 
promising: talent. with. ‘his: delivery 
of .““Each : .Moment:”. “while - Roy. 
‘Drusky scores’ -with “his” ‘slice: of. 
“Another.” + Another. ~ appealing - 
voice..is- ‘that: -of Bill “Anderson on. 
“The Tip.of. My Fingers,” a tune-.. 

.|-talents: to .be thrown. up: by: the; P. y. rf 
. f rocking | school, Neil Sedaka. is . a- 

with ‘strong. ‘pop. potential. Other. 
-singers--in “ this’ ‘set'.are: “Connie . 
. Hall, 
Snodgrass... 

‘Lewis Pruitt® “anid. ‘Elmer. 

“Yes, L See” oe 
‘Bob. ‘Gibson ° is a fine 

_Bob*: ‘Gibson: 

on the current: ‘folksinging . vogue. 
.A Vigorous - ‘performer | ‘with a: 
straightforward: attack, Gibson has ~. 
come up: with a highly’. appealing. _ 
an; in-the-main; fresh: collection.of ©": 
‘sorigs. Gibson. scores. strongly: with.- 

} the gospel- type. title song: of this 
-sét anid “with ‘such tunes as “Well; 
‘Well, “Well,” “You ' ‘Can Tell the 
World,” ~ “Daddy ~ Rolf. ’Em” and 
‘ “Blues Around: My Head.”: He’ gets 
‘excellent choral’ backing from the - 
‘Gospel Pearls | ‘on ‘some of the. - 
.tunes.. 

‘Five Men Plus Gin” (Gaiiton. " 
‘This :is: a: ‘smoothly - swinging . set | 
featuring a. combo: under -Teddy 
‘Phillips and. the voice .of. Colleen: 
‘Lovett. Fhe latter's ‘voice -is’ used: 
_instrumeéntally 
“Phillips 

in a: - duet :-with: 

ing tempos, however, -that ‘give’ this: - 
set a high- listenability - -quotient: © = 
The book: ‘comprises - ‘a. solid ‘group. 
of standards, ranging from “Paras -.. 
dise” through “Whispering”. ‘to. “In... 

“Perfect’ Percussion": : World: = | 
Pacific). This is ‘still another entry _ 
for the percussion’ market. In this 
offering, muftiple’ ‘gong ‘and tym- 
pany effects:are dislied. ‘up by: Roy. 
Harte and’ Milt Helland: against. a. 

‘background... The- 
sound is-‘on: the quietly. pleasant: 
side: with an. exotic. thread. woven: 
into: the musical- fabric. “Numbers.” 
‘include standards like “Getting ‘to. 
‘Know... You,”” ““Misty’”-- -and. “That. 
‘Old ‘Devil Moen” Plus some origi- 
nals. Herm. 

Combo Review 

AUSTRALIAN © JAZZ. QUARTET. 
Magonic Temple; S.F. on. 
Some ‘years. ago an earlier’ ver> 

sion: of: this group was one of the -.~ 
first. commercially successful. mod-: - 

{}; ern .jazz: groups in: ‘the U.S., com- 
|-niercial inthe sense: that it: could © 
and: did''sell- like the pop artists 
-in the albiiny field and: draw like 
‘the same’ in “the night. club’ field. - 
‘Now reorganized and’ with. the ~. 

addition: of a strong young alto © 
saxophonist. from. Memphis, Frank 
‘Strozier, ‘this group.is being spon-... 

| sored by the Kingston “Trio:‘and -. 
made. ‘its. US: debut .in | Coast © 
‘concerts in: May: with. ‘that'.gorup.... 

‘On the night’ caught: Saturday 
(27) ‘Strozier ‘had ‘been. with the a 
group ‘less than:a. week but already _ 
was serving: ‘natice “of being’. An : 
exciting and vibrant. jazz voice... 

‘The "group. Appeared . ‘in. San: 
Francisco's “Masonic .Temple..be- .. 
fore 3,400 people who were not, in... 
‘general, used to a jazz attraction, as 
having come: to hear the. King- 7 
stons. ‘They begiri. slowly,” then. 
warm-up and by the.fime:. their - 
part of the show ends: with.a’ bril- Te 

‘| liant technical. display on drums by 
Colin Bailey, :the’ Australians’ had 
the crowd completely" in. their cor-_ 
ner. -and were. brought. . back for::. 
encores.: = ° 

Bailey. ds a flashy ‘drummer. with 
‘a. good sense. . of: showmanship. 
He's. aided by- Bryce “ Rhode, - 
facile pianist:. and Ed. Gastone, 2. 
competent bassist. -Bailéy’s solo is 
‘a ‘guaranteed. break-up act in ‘any 

‘The. Australians -‘Jooks . like a”. 
sizned ‘vith Joe. Glaser's, Associated Booking Corp... . ; Seymour Solo: ! ‘solid: bet. for-: jazz’ club. bookings,. 

especially’. for: those operators not 
‘under, Maurice Abravanel recently with first disks due out later’ this | willing to take a chance. on the 

Vanguard ‘skedding release next ‘month of the off-Broadway { far out combos, ‘Even though. their 
'repertoire ‘is based on, the. modern. 

package, by Fritz! jazz standards, they do it: with, the 
featuring six complete “movements |. 

vs Ayia. or Manne. 
same. commercial appeal- of. a Pre- 

“Rafe. 

‘sax,--for some -- offbeat ca 
‘sound. effects. It’s the easy, flaw- a 

.He ° brought’. dowir the “ 
“-housé “at ‘this: concert: - a 



|” aldo... Sosa’ " Cordero, 
+. Piana, ; 

- Pacheco Huergo,. Tania, Hilda Ru- minating in -1964: withthe New|: 

f oF ‘spiritual ‘levels. °°. wd 

“ Hvies® called 

°. Bome time-‘the ‘Tango- -band-lead- 
ers and: composers, have ‘conducted 

_; Ja sort’ ‘of, Forum’ on the reasons ° 
a for: the “tango. decadence.” ae 

Music. 
sae’ this view” ‘and - has: related ‘how in- 
Be. early. day's: he . had" first:. played: 

-““Ea-Cumparsita™ which: SO. Many, 

es ee general ° 

o  cnational - “sales. ‘manager's. -post : at. 
‘Kapp. Records. :to. go- with Le Po: 

sup for: the Riverside; Jazdland 
‘- Wonderland ‘Jabels, a 

... ‘~signment ‘June’ '5.. 
~Kapp hiteh, Gere ami. * ae with Capis 

'L...P. Sales” 

“wednesday, “May. 31; 1962 

les an Beat Drums For 
- More Tangos, Rapping | Fo reign Music 

~-Buenos’ ‘Aires: .May 23. ; 
: For: some. ‘time local tanga asi ° 

a "clans have ‘been working up a fer- i 
- -Mnent,.with’ none’ but. themselves ’ 
at -sharing. the ‘excitement, .on- the -al-] 

‘leged “¢risis-.of. the-. -Tango. ” The | 
“Tango composers; conductors and 
-.woéalists have. called on. President ||. 

L. - Frondizi: for: State’ enforcement. ‘of 
mative: musie ‘in all. public’ spots. . 

. The appeal was backéd by. Fran-. 
“cisco. ‘Canaro, Julio. de. Caro, ‘Robe. 
_erto -Firpo, Osvaldo - ‘Eresedo, ‘Os: : 

Sebastian 
‘Edmundo. ‘Rivero. Maruja: 

:firio, ‘Hilario Reyuelta- and ; Bemesto | 
“.., Temes...) 

a In the Jemorandum:. they sub: 
initted: to ‘the. President, they’ re- 

- difficult situation created for. Ar, 
~*-ogentine. talent. in ‘this -genre,-‘due-: 

:t6.the enormous and. uncontrolled : 
‘dissemination - of. foreign niusic. . ..’ 

~" This note also referred to.the- mil: ; 
-, Jioris of pesgs - transferred | in. royal-: F 
ties” to” -foreign ; .composers ‘and 
musicians, for ‘music . which: does : 

‘nothing. 10 Taise the. ‘local cultural : 

If the Pr otectionist decree ib-e en J 
. “forced once .inore, all-local’ radio : 

and TV outlets: would liave to fall! 
_ into ‘Fine,. and . as. in’ ‘ Peroni's. time’. 
this. ‘would bring a wate. af tuning: 

. Ao. foreign ‘radio: and. TV. 
‘The . crux ‘of, ‘the: matter: is that ; 

the youth: of. ‘today : are. not’ tango : 
enthusiasts, as. were ‘their :parents - 
and. grandparents.. Other - besides | 

_ tie. 'musicos” find . this. “discon- 
‘eerting, as.a-Sign of what .issome+ 

“a-loss of national 
_-physiognomy. "Here they © lose. 

‘|. sight. ‘of ‘the. - fact: that ‘there.. is}. 
. really nothing. intrinsically | ‘Argen- * 
tine ‘about: the: :Tango. “which: is a° 
merger ‘: of ‘Negro folk: musie,’. 
French: accordion. playing, Spanish ' 

. Zuilar. strumming, ‘some . ‘Italian’. 
“ fiddling. and piano syncopation, by |. 
young bidods ‘fortunate enaugh: to: 

.. have visited-European: night spots. } 
_ Sponsored. by one .of...the “better: 
“and: ‘most: Fenowned’ dailies. ‘for [. 

‘ Blind © composer: ‘Enrique. Del-- 
oe fine put: the real: réason. in’ a. nut- I 

. shel] ‘ina letter addressed to one ; 
Of the first’ of ‘these’ meetings, in | 
“ Which- he’ appealed tothe tango * © 
_band-leaders: to -sét’ aside egotism: 7. 
“wand allow - their. tangos ‘to..be’ 
played. indiscriminately: . by val 
_bands. At. the present time, each; 
‘pband-leadér-composer confines: 

. himself ‘to. propagandising- his own: 
Francisco « -‘Canaro. ‘shares + 

‘foreigners: believe to:-be the ‘Ar- : 
. gentine ‘national: anthem), as shad > 

. § “Roberto ~ ene and as..everyone - 
7 played: - 
world’ hit. 
stem, none ‘of. the. leaders: will “play: 
“> each: “other's: - 

the- piere . became a: 
‘Under::the present’ sys-" 

-compositions, : few. 
: tangos: become Hits.-and the Tango: , 

suffers. ‘the * conse- | 
quences. ae 
-A: new-- ‘Club. “e ‘Caseron - ‘eit 

| ms Tango, "<The House of. the Tango} 
vo WAS - ‘Set: ip. this. summer. as part.|- 
Of a campaign to “sav e”:. this dance :, 

, rhvthm, 
- young: Argentines prefer .. more ' 
‘lively ‘tunes,.and it hag-never. oc->. 
curred | “to. the: ‘supcrantiatéd. -cont-- 

“2. ‘posers that the way out of, their: 
* dilemma is to move with the times ; 
‘anid write: more, lively’ music. 

a 

LP: Sales. Exec $! 
: e : “Fee Ceramii ‘has joined L::P. Sot 
: Corp. "as national sales’ and: prome--. 

' tion ‘manager. ; ‘Cerami: exited’ his 

~ Sales; -the tational: distribution set- 
and. 

Cerami takes “over. - his” new" “Ase 
Prior to. his 

. tol for nine years... 
“ pramotion ‘staff has: also- been “én. 
larecd:yvith the addition ¢F. Ric hard © 
Cohn, : who. Will assist’ Cetami and 
Billie. Wallington, Rivés-ide-Ja72: - 

_Jand , pubscity. diréctor, ‘in: -eoord-_- 
*: “fnating: atl forts ins! 2é- publicity: 
ae promotion. érea a she Nis tighal <4i¢5: 
re Pi ometicn.’ 

“pnd Chico oO Fa 

“seious. ese. Gas - 
es 

_ VISION, pret oie 
wih a. filuve-d répoit . 

Foresee Big Spurt la 

‘Tokyo, May: 30. 
ew tor the seventh..time.. Abe |. 

‘Savage ’ continues te. beat the drums | 
: for traffic. in, live. ‘musical - talent: . 
The. ‘public . relations ‘director: for fF. 
Local: 802, N. ¥:- unit ‘of the. Ameri- |° 
an, Federation of. “Musicians, _pre-. 
dicted ‘an: increased flow of. ‘artists 

‘ between’ here . and © ‘the. US., 

York. World’ s Fair opén and when. 
that. city's. Lincoin® Centre. will’ be. 
in full ‘swing... 

‘Savage. who handled. pi. ‘for the! ferred: to. “urgent and ° ‘adequiate ¢94-piece e Symphony of--the ‘Air orci : 
io meéasures Tequired © to’ solve.’ the. which toured the-Far- East’-under. | 

State Dep't. ‘auspices -in 1954. feels |. 
thie. Kennedy~: adivinistration” wilLE 
give’ additional support to: the per: ; 
“forming arts. “With the vigor and 
good: ‘taste: of Edward: R: Murr ow 
and‘ with the personal ‘interest: of 
‘both the President and Mrs. Ken-. 
:nedy in ‘the performing. arts:” Sav- 
‘age ‘said. “cultural exchange. should 
‘take a. trémendaus : leap..’. 

“Music is one of -the few common 
: groutids in. the world -today;” “he: . 
continued. -“You. can't: have - ‘too. 
much..of it no matiér who plas it, 
There: shouldn’ t be an iron curtain - 
to music.” - : 

Brit Shoeworkers Union. 
Giving Kicks to Members 
Via Special Jazz: Disk: 

London, May: 30: 
“Newest “angel” ‘of British jazz ~ 

‘is. the’ National ‘Enion ‘of .Baot. & 
Shoe” Opératives: . “Faced: with © 
-flatfooted .response:.to’ union. af. 
fairs. froin’ its youtiger ° -members; | 
the union. was persuaded ‘by a -pub- 
‘He relations: firm’ known’ as “Moun- { 
tain”: Es Molehill. ino. "gag, . 
‘Name's. fact) ‘to-call insAcker. Bik. 
‘bearded: ‘handleader- who Ras: put 
.jazz.: on’ ‘the: Hit: Parade. ‘in UK 

5,000 teenagers.in the boot. and ‘| 
shoe. trade to- ‘boost: recruitment 
_and to..show that: the: union was - 
not” ‘composed of, a Buneh - of 
squares... ; 

Such: “obvious. tune: ‘clivices” as | 
musical.” “versions of . -Kipling's. 
“Boots” or. a- -punning: revamp: of. 
Body. and Soul” Were. passed up. 
‘for  number::’ -called . “March : 
Union” | which. “sets. new. words -to . 
“Marching Through Georgia. ”” Disk .. 
has-.a brightly colored sleeve ; :dee- ; 
“-orated with drawings: of boots and. 
‘pictures: of | Bilk. and. it.-is accom-. 
paniéd by a Elossy- pamphlet. called... 
“Blowing, ‘Our. Trumpet!" o os 

Cost to: NUBSO. of this venture 
‘fnto tlle pép- music’ business . 
whick- may” be ‘copied. by. otner 
British: ‘unions—" as. han 200. 

‘ALL- MEXICAN JAI. FETE 
SET. AS 2:DAY CONTEST 

; México. City, ‘May 30. 

tal, There’ $a big buildup for: :ey ent . 

with’ at Teast 61 1 op. jaa interpt ee 

ters entered. ° ; " 

- Everit-is for: Mexicah talent: ‘only: 
‘yun organizers” liope that leading . 

: Gea Exits Kapp For - | 
-|.American.” jazz. Stylists, : invited. . 
‘Specially, will turn up, toa. Invites / 
‘have heen. sent 16 ‘trumpeter Conti 

* Condoili,- ‘Bu Smith .and_.. -others.:- 
And: Jury « is “to. 

-after a.Lat:n. Aine ‘rican tour.. Com- | 
* Petition - of OV eEnt CIS: 10 ‘he! among. 
soloists. -combes . and’ two | natds.. 
Latter. peing. outfits of ‘Hector: Hale 
lai; better’ kuown as. ane Apah, © 

aos 

*. Mexico. ‘is ‘eat: emely'- jazz. Cor: 
part: fier B Tete. 

jonal event top misieomen’ Ke re | ia’. 

are. plugging. to Sewoup tie date r-- 
“Phere care. tv 0. tele | 
Sy Chali 7int fis jazz 

nat ianal fest. 

jam: <essiens, 
of fhe TORT. 
hichys’ nt Loree ie 

full skare it tei secur ns: “tid 
irame.-arrk cf re fular “ploy fame 
ES.welD tasne dba: aber nn oe CD 

ispecial Jatt Sheed. " 

te Eort | fest-c alse 

2 aX 

TL Caltare Lo : 

“eul- a 

“| “ouster”? 

the: 

K.. ords;: 

The: ‘third: Mexic an National. Jara: 

The -tact “ is" that today's + Festival avell be for: three” day’ sess: 
‘sion, {rem June 2-to 4 inthis capied 

ant inerchatdising m ana g 7 r 

inc: finde (Charhe. 
“By rd arriving in this Capital wdax - 

Ard radio fay. its ze 

oe 

ne a ‘pep ifs. - 

‘British Disk Beat: Sellers 
London, May 30.. 

a ‘Ronaway wes 
Js + \Londony: 

.. Surrender aes beseeees Presiey 
(RCA) 

7 0e weer 

7 You're: ‘Driving Me. Crazy. . - 
Temperance’ Sey en 

a (Parlophone) _ 
Don’t ‘Treat: Mé- Like, Child. 
~Célumbia) . . Shapiro 

You'll Never. Know. Bassey 
>. .Colambia) 
What's 

‘London) 

‘AEM WINS SUIT OVER 
OUSTER OF MCA TOOTERS 

Los ‘Angeles: May 30. 

“Judgment: in favor of Amet ican 
Federation of Musicians’ Local 47. 
4 as defendants in a.$150.000 daiicage . 

‘Pr oductions. was’ handed: dowir by 
Super ‘iar Court Judge Caryl Shel- « 
‘|-don ‘in “L.A. Superior | Court with 

' Judge. Sheldon ruling,.- plaintift 
{* ‘had -no: basis. for - damages or ‘an 
‘fiijunction.””. _ 

“Suit ° was. brouglit by Henttey! 
|-who had: used MGA band at- Holly. 
[ood Bowl. performance ‘of Ring: : 

" Hing ‘Bros, -Barnum & Bailey circus: 
jin. October : 1958, and’ Subsequent | 

of. guild. musicians who- 
| Wwere’.replaced' by AFM Local 47 
I:memhbers.. Bentley said. “outster™ 
| Was improper and sought. $150,000. 
! darnages and'an injunction against. { 
-heing™ placed on AFM's do not: 
perform. for.. or with. Vist! Atty. 
‘Robert ‘R. Rissman: repped tovter, 
-Alty. Richard - Crane ‘represented 
: Bentley. oo ; 

lp Tupper Turner To 

a 

Turner. ‘has | been 

Records Distributing Corp. In- his 

>and cadvertising activities ‘on the 
national level He. reports fo 
_Jerome F. Pr ager. Jr.,. Angel’ s sales’ 
Manager. 

Turier’ s appointment. 4s the Jat- 
est: in a ‘series of: moves. designed 
-to-place additional. emphasis an all - 

Tn: 
Prager was named.to head - 

phases -. of 
‘March; 
‘Angel's: ‘sdles. .department. 
“taneously, ' 

“Angel’s activities. 

Simul- 

niotion managers; 
“far. west?,. Ted ‘Lindgren ice ntral 
‘States) and Burt Page™ féasien 

- ifatess: Last month; Jolin Cotenex, 
former merchandise manager for 
Angel and. -Cupitol’s classic lities, 
Was - ‘transferred to NY, 
‘charge of/ all: artist, reviewer and 
_Vadio-tv relations fur Angel. At the 
‘same’ time. Robert E. Meyers: “was 
Nanied director of Angei’s: artists 
ke repertoire headquartering. dn. 
LAs er 

Tonia. Scott: formerly. secretary 
Sin CRDC's | Classical merchandi-ing 
> départment; has been set. aS at st 

tg 
Turncr.. 

London: Reshuffles Staff 
- In’ Sales ‘Operation Hy po 
Rares, Owens has joined’ the L.on-~ 
‘don “Recordy ‘operation: as. adietrict 
‘manager for, ‘athe: mide cst. | 

Fn. the sales’ ‘and promotia 
‘pansiaus, Sy Warner 
“assistant: to. ‘national . 
muinaver. Joe Bott, to handle. rack 
jobber. ces: oe Fields, .fori:.: iy 
Wath, ihe. N. Columbia. di-t-il:.- 
‘for yas: jroucht: an ta. head. tive 
“renewed © activats. on.. 
abel. pop sing! es. covering | 
(product from) British Desc 

ANE a 

en- 

“a? nd 

ather pop “singles es ‘ahatmEe fropie. 
Europe an | Sources; Kay "Hal ov - 
, Sppal inte d * yuan as- ist raatst 

Monae a ro 

WM: ke (Ce 

dates oan A: Gail, 
SHOML cid: XYZ:. ahels: 
ber: wis ehi. ‘€d- for, 
cine fy ramotional- at wocin | the 
TH re ast. end. Allan Stecklor +. 
‘BfeE ats? fade, Costing tee! 
Watzo 

"i a ‘Rocspyund. . ‘Te ie. fii ke 
“a: iG ve, 7 ster: ALOE al”? + 

\ Frightened City. Jv... Shadows: “ 
7 dColumbia) 7 ee 
Bhae. Moen. . she Pale, os ‘Mareels J} 
.. ..4Pye) pba : 
On The Rebound: ve :, Cramer 

(RCAD ites 
More Than:! ‘Can Say. Vee 
* (London): 

a | Say?... Slate e ate . Lewis a 

. “Singers 

“action | brought - by Ted Ber-ley~ 

new post Turner will be respons-- 
tiblée- for -alt.-Angel’ merchandising. 

he: appointed, effective... 
. July 1, three district sales and-pro- . 

Fred Dumint 7 

fo take: 

awascappanite dd 
Bistrybutioan - 

the. London: - 

ao VW tt 
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Cole Raps Fast Back Diskers, Agencies For Disntegratng Show Biz Standards 
if 

; N Y. Folksiager Imbroglie 
.. Sparks New Disk Comb 
The récent hassle between N Y 's 

; Park .Commissioner Newbold: Mor. 
ris and. the: folk singers in Green-- 
wich Village's Washingten Square 

| has sparkéd a new. vocal group and 
ja new LP. 

‘ Continental Records, an outfit 
devoted to classical releases, as- 
‘signed Kelsey ‘Marechal and Marty. 
| Lerin, who run-the One Sheridan - 
™ ;Sauare nitery in Greenwich Vil- 
; lage, to form-a folk-singing group 
‘to cash. in on the Morris-folknik 
hassle. Marechal and Lorin foi- 
Jow d through by forming an outfit 

\ the’ “Washington. Square 
aroup is comprised of 

‘Logan English, Sandy Bull. Molly . 
. ‘Scott: Anne Bird, Bruce Langhoin 
-and Marty: Lorin. 

It’s to be noted that the afore- 
mentioned are pro-singers who 

- weren't involved in the Washinton 
Square turmoil but that the dsk- 
ery still wants to present the first 
LP off thie press to Commissioner 

, Morris Ww ‘ho. started the. \ hole Ubeanagr 

WB’s Bobby Weiss Sets 
‘Peal With New Oriental 

- Talent For 0’Seas Distrib 
Tokyo, May 30 

Japanese | ‘pop artists will son 
‘bé recorded on.a U.S. label for.dis- 
tribution..in Japan and. overseas 
‘venters of. Japanese = influence. 
Robert B. Weiss; international di- 
.rectur ior Warner Bros. Recards. 
{discussed such’ a -propiam = here 
with officials of the Nitchiku Tiss. * 
“trial Co... Ltd., a- subsidiary of Nip- 

‘poin.Ce Jumbia and distributors here 

Angel Merchandise Mer tor WB disks. 
Tupper Turner has been “upped: ¢ 

“tothe néwly: ‘created post of -‘mer-. 
~ ehandise -manageér” at Angel Rec- 

classical 
Idea -was. that Bik shoul a make: mere handise | manager ‘for: Capitol 

- disk.. for distribution. ‘among the :. 

“We have trled this very sue- 
cessfully in Norway, Sweden and 
Germany,” Weiss said) “It helps 
‘push our Jabel. in) that cuurtry. 
fiving us greater acceptance. in te 
provinces where _Enelish wnat 
Henerally known.” He added, ‘It 
is not important for Japanese art- 
iMs to -reeord. in English, but: in 
Japanese. That way the label will- 

“reach that .pfus market and help 
‘as-grow in Japan. These recads . 
would be available throughout the 
world.” “Weiss: continued. ‘“‘Taere 
ic a distinct demand fos Japanese: 
‘language. records in Hawati. 
Angeles ‘and other places. with a 
population. 6f Japanese ancestry ” 
_ Weiss: stressed that the progiam 
would’ be negotiated “so that it 
would not burt Nippon Columbia 
For that reason, he sid. he is not 
‘interested in altitts nos. recording. 
but ‘in wew: talent 

"ht isn’t possible to sav there 
“isn't new talent Here’ Weiss offer- 
ed. CThere’s. new talent born 
every punute Tm due just hke in 
America, Thes re. pounding an doors 
all the fime ‘this would ‘be -an 
opportunity for them These n: 
have the talent. bat not the race 
If they hive the talent, weil give 

the m thé na 
This: ‘could, le ad ta WB motion - 

‘pletores ar ty for. tlie alist " Wet, 
said. “We'd hope to negotiate for 
first refusal eplien ON these peaple 
for other medis ~ 

In. Japan Weres fs-ceckirg® songs 
_ thet WEB conld record vith Amer. 

Can 38 9C. adaptation 
Le “He plaps ta abo jaunch the pro- 
ie amocf récatding lecal artis® om 
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“Shaw business in the 4 aited., 

sates Goesn.t erxist hike Mo assed 
to,” lamented tourmye Nf King 
Cole. “I see performers fron the 
Ststes in Europe and here too whe 
are just getting by, bot thoy re 
comfortable and happy 

* Show business in the States has 
“hecome a transent thang “ he veld 
Vakiery “Enthber a gay cones op 
overnight and ts’a Ing sere Gen of 
he fizzles cut. There ate vei. tow 
“vaudesille houses left’ They were 
the colleges of show hus:ness Now 
4f a guy makes a hit trecerd thes 
throw makeup on tum and «cia 
him out on a stage But Ne decsnt 
know what to da He think. < ow 
‘business is a Jark Sudelesdy he it 
look around and wonder ww ese 
every body has gone 

“Back in the States it< - ac the 
established perfarmers oa.th the 
mg sock whe plav the fur ope. 
he continued “Thete are: 1 tea. 
many performers in thot cls and 
thev don't wurk toe wee ts be wus 
of tax reasons -Cale fice eth su ae 
dons each sump We eeder 
whe will replace them 
“We who have becn in the barsi- 

ness & long Came bate fe sea ct ase 
integrate." he added (We .ee eG 

scerned with seeing tle bus cess an 
JWhiech we have weraned a | 
and for sa Jong fturme’ cot tas 
evernight nathings We Lhe fas @ 
teew faces, but we dhe fog a ean 
a standard tuo. 

“Elvis Presley is en ere: tien 
because he had PUT EPS Se 
Cole eitled) ° Bat. penciaily he 
egencies and record compatces .2@ 
Just looking for the tad booh tidy 
‘ond get somehods cle temeries. 
They don't take the ts: « to tald 
an artist. They flewie at cee ts too 
much mone, 

“This method has ne cfab ito nae 
foundation,” Cale siaai Seu othe 
Pubic is comimg toe ae et at as 
show business. which if vat 

Cole ‘disclosed tht he tos aie 
gout in Shew biz that has tiie far 
proved elusive He wants to co a 
Broadway show. Last sca te ce 
a stab at atl investing eo cheater 
able amount Of bie mem ay ce @ 
Velucle called “Im Wath Sow” 
which played the Wert at tl Siaile 

=West. 
“It never reached Nev fe k.” 

"age: 

Cole syhed. “We hia i awohia «tart 

and had to chance woote.: vad }10- 
ducers. Each tame af cet seoney 
wnt) we had spent S.C Fan By 
the time it would ds ce verten to 
‘Broadway it would wove «re ft ale 
most $500,006 Thats fae tach 

When vou still get ta elt tee “the 
vittics And since Pile tef ie beewa, 
4 could resound haracr 

Below Capac ‘ty 
Plaving fo dee: thon itv 

halls on his (we-wcch teer af faa 
Japan keys bas nat hotline + 

lor ime é 

€.7° 

He accepts the seneredis oe cad 
Pindsight, caneurred fs ona. aver 
Carios Gastel, that at 25  casg 
ineluding§ a Lipid cath ot aw 
Lalun Quartet ond Watts isa 
Tokvo NilCrics aed ope staat ty 
date) he was prabanis oo.) saoered 

Hairy Belafonte ¢icheris cy a 
in Japani and that prreae ce fe at 
almost $8.50 top +a tem oro ter 
the average ‘an fer ny 
puaved to turmaws 1c eal tae & 
“tecper opryees fina 814 tt 
woser a recatd bari oo: ‘4 
Club dates? In Tots Cae 5 © conpad 
Clo oof «im shows tees sat 
Sanhei Hail did anpoetea oc ecer 
first Wwe around . 
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(Tune Index of Performance & Sales) 

This weekly: tabulution ts based ona statistically balanced ratio of disk sales, nationally, as ‘re ported by hey outlets in major oes, and mitsic: 

programming by the major independent radio stations,. 

“| 92 

172. 

Lost No. Wis. This Last No. Wha. os 

Wk. OnChart TITLE, ARTIST LABEL Wk. Wk. Qn Chart « TITLE, ARTIST. LABEL 

7 6 TRAVELIN' MAN 34 18 12 BLUE MOON 
Rickie Nelson .......-+«+ Impertal Marcels ...cccconcecccese ‘Colplx | 

| 7 RUNNING SCARED | 138 39: -§ HALF WAY.TO PARADISE 
.Ray Orbison eoveces «tebe Monument Tony. Orlando ede tic eeces 3 ose Epic 7 

5 7 BRAND NEW BROKEN HEART 36 23 12 “TAKE GOOD CARE OF HER 
Connie Francis ......... wee MGM | © Adam Wade ......ececeee. Coed |” 

4 11 ONE HUNDRED POUNDS OF CLAY | 37-43 9 1 FALL TO PIECES. | 
Gene McDaniels seesenenue Liberty : Patsy Cline * . Se pedeense ee °. Decea' f 

2 11 RUNAWAY = 138 49 6 © GIRL OFIMY BEST FRIEND 
Del Shannon ........00+0+ Big Top : Rral Don 2 ee 

6 7 DADDY'S HOME 739 27 4 OLD BLACK MAGIC 2 
Shep & Limelighters....:...++ Hull ° Bobby ‘Rydell wees e ee eens: Carico | 

2 12 MOTHER IN LAW _. 140 -46 .2 ~HOW-MANY TEARS a 
E. K-Doe eacceoaerves eoeoeges Mint i , —— Bobby Vee . viet eves seee _ ‘Liberty Te 

9 6 HELLO MARY LOU _ 41. 55. °8 FLAMING STAR . | 
Rickie Nelson .......... « Imperlal |. "Elvis Presley... .cesseeeees « Victor : 

13-10 HELLO WALLS _ £42 34. SB “OLDIES BUT GOODIES | 
Faron Young ....--.0005 . Capitol . - Little Caesar | ‘Del-FI: 

21 4 MOODY RIVER 4143. 33° «8 FUNNY 
Pat Boone eeeoeeererenre te eeeoeere Dot | . Soe ‘Maxine: Brown tee e@eoweoeoase. Nomar . 

8 6 MAMA SAID {44 61 2 GHOST TRAIN — 
Shirelles ...-..+++0+- “.e2 Imperial "Marty: Robbins wee cee eceeeens Col 

16 3 FEEL SO BAD 45. 58 3 . RAINING IN MY HEART 
Elvis Presley cee eneereens .« Victor Slim Harpo oc oewececcccce Excello 

14 5 LITTLE DEVIL ; 4 66 4 B ABY. FACE 

Neil Sedaka .........- «eee Victor "Bobby Vee «05.200. .esee Liberty 

12 & TRAGEDY 47 56. 2 GOLDEN CHAIN) a 
Fleetwoods .......... weeee Dolton Tommy Edwards 0s ....0.008 MGM: 

11 12  & TOLD EVERY LITTLE STAR as 35 7 UNDERWATER : 
Linda Scott .......0- ~ Can.-Amer. 1 Frogmen . Sen been eee eeees sCandix 

26 3 RAINDROPS ° 49 84° 8 - LOUISIANA MAN | 
Dee Clark ..... weerreeee Vee Jay Rusty &. Doug eb eva eee eng, Hickory 

10 9% YOU CAN DEPEND ON ME 50 7G 2: QUARTER TO THREE | 
Brenda Lee ..... peeeeee wee Decca. 7 U.S. Bonds ...6..00+00Legrande | 

19 5 LITTLE EGYPT [51 60.4 RONNIE ees 
Coasters ......+.. weseeeee Atco | Marcy Joe .... es eee eaeees Robbie. 

25. 8 I'M A FOOL TO CARE 152.97. «-3. - DON'T BE-AFRAID. Pa 
dor Barry wos nnveee sceeeee Smash © ” . : Bobby Rydell... cee - Succes Cameo oo 

15 13 JUST FOR OLD TIMES SAKE }53..78 :4 WAYWARD WIND. ; 
McGuire Sisters .......+0++- Coral | ;  Gogi Grant 000s eee eevee ee Era 

42 2 BOLL WEEVIL SONG: 54 29 «12. ON THE REBOUND 
- Brook Benton .......00e0: Mercury { a Floyd Cramef .siesececcees Victor : 

39 3 STAND BY ME 55° 47 2 IT KEEPS RAINING | 
Ben E. King..........-+.0+5 Atco Fats Domino ree heeeewese, Imperial 

31 8 TRIANGLE 56 100 3 EVERY BEAT OF ‘MY HEART | 
Jani Grent eeeeerse ooeone Caprice. . 7 Pipps ove saccades ee ees . Vee Jay : : 

17 15 PORTRAIT OF MY LOVE ‘57. — | ‘TEMPTATION: . | 

Steve Lawrence rtateeaeeeaes - UA | | Everly. ‘Bros. vehdaeecevnenseee WB 

51 4 BILBAO SONG {58 — |. you'D: BETTER. - 
Andy Williams ....... ».. Cadence ” Russell Byrd seen eveesens .. Wand 

22 6& MESS AROUND 59 37. 8 ALITTLE FEELING 
Chubby Checker ........ ‘Parkway | + Jack Scott ......... eee + Capitot 

24 i2 BUMBLE BOOGIE . 60 -50 10 “MY THREE SONS | | 
B. Bumble & Stingers... .Rendezvous Cc Lawrence Welk . eSeees eee eee. Dot 4 

49 7 PEANUT BUTTER a 61 #57 2 ‘BARBARA ANN ° _ 

Marathons .........000008 Arvee Regents, “Gee. } 

28 Y BONANZA 62. 68 “4 JURA * 

Al Caiola .......... aesceeee UAL % | Les Paul & Mary Ford:........ Col: 

77 10 BUTIDO ~ 163 65° 3 RIGHT OR WRONG 
Clarence Henry eee ecececeor . Argo ; ; Wanda Jackson - °° st ‘seer. Capitol . 

4: 5 BIG BIG WORLD 64 JIMMY-MARTINEZ. 
Johnny Burneti. ........... Liberty. ‘ “Marty Robbins sas eeneeerines Col 

82 3 ALWAYS HURT ONE YOU LOVE 65 86 4 “SINCERELY YOUR FRIEND: 
Clarence Henry ..........+. Argo | a ‘Benny Joy Phepeg dee ebee ee ‘Decca | 

38 4 BUZZADIDDLEIT § « 54 2 “KNOCK ON YOUR DOOR 
Freddie Cannon ennveeveneses Eddie Hodges + Cadéince fs 

, The. Lost “No. Wks, , 
| Whe Wk. On Chart TITLE, ARTIST. LABEL 

67 45 9 BABY BLUE | 
*: . Echos cee coos on 2 e eo. and ‘weee ; Segway... 

| 68° — of PLIKEIT-LIKE THAT . 
Cris Penner | mx vee ee 00 eose ° nstant 

64 8 CONTINENTAL: WALK 
_ * Hank Ballard... ..5c.essees King 

70..30 11 ONE MINT JULIP | 
1 : _ Ray Charles vasddosevesee ‘Impulse. 

171.63 4 YOU'RE GONNA NEED MAGIC: — 
a ‘Roy Hamilton epee eceee ieee Epis ; 

88. 2 WHO-ELSE BUT YOU. . 
a Frankie Avalon: ....6.5.: Chancellor. 

73-89 8 GOODGOOD:TOWN . 
. ~ Chubby Checker : eweceeuee “Parkway 

74 73 10 ‘TRUST IN ME. | 
- Etta James . veaeyb ov eres Argo 

78 79 ‘3. OKLAHOMA HILLS.. : 
| Hank Thompson. wcveectens: ‘Capitol. 

76 87 3% GOT: MY-FINGERS, CROSSED _ 
| oe Teresa. Brewer : vee en geet iaae Coral’ 

77, —. 1 TONIGHT oe | 
7 Nelvets - Weeeceacsetvess _ Monument 

“78° 82 9 ‘GREAT. SNOW MAN a 
Bob. Luman e e-6 bie eeeeeoones WB. 

[79 °32 8. SOME KIND oF + WONDERFUL =. 
; ; Drifters. . ‘eon coe ee <8 ee e Atlantic. 

{so — 1 1uustcRY a 
; Fats Domino .......5%5 os Imperial _ 

{81 96: 2 RING OF FIRE 7 
: Duane Eddy * eee eeseerese Jaimie 

| 82 52-11 “TONIGHT MY Love: 
‘ te Paul Anka oe 7 ae we seee ‘es ABC. Par 

83 — | LIL OL’ ME. _ 
‘Cornbread & Jerry. sseeees + Liberty, 

84 93°°2 SHE GIVES-ME FEVER : or, 
- - Premieres enone nnn + Rust 

185. 80 2 WILD-IN-THE COUNTRY | Elvis Presley ...... wie enese » Victor 

86 94 3. THE REBEL. Oo, 
| Johnny Cash. Bee eee eee ee eee, Col 

87 — {| REDWING | . 
Billy Vaughn’... eos. ee 7 oes Dot 

| 88- 69 -11. HIDEAWAY. 
oO _ Freddie. King 5.62... eeee . Federal 

{89 —. 1. YELLOW. BIRD 
_ ce Arthur: Lymamt ec eee es «6 Hi Fi 

90 — “L° ON-THE HORIZON ; 
| Ben E..King...... “sees o. ese Federal 

}9r a. / NOW AND ALWAYS | : 
1 a Clippers: . Peveeseedeasecovevee Teh 

95 2 BUTTONS AND BOWS 7 
‘Don Roberts woe e fee ee : ee. Vietor 

93 «99 +3. EXODUS. | | 
| . | Eddie Harris » Vee: day 

94 59 3. GLORY OF Love 
Roommates ....6..-..006 Nalmor . 

-95 —. 1 .: SORRENTO. | : 
-_ -- June Valli .. et eee eed aes ‘Mercury | 

96 .— 1 EVERYBODY'S PONY a 
“Teddy & Continentals... 65:64: Pik 7 

97 — -|. RAMA LAMA DING: DONG. ; 
‘ Edsels ese oe ° ae een. . Twin: 

|98 —- 1 CHEROQUEE =. | - 
_ Jorgen Ingmann ..... 60.64%: Atco. 

199 -— {| —NEXT TIME YOU. SEE ME. Se 
ee Nancy Wilson’ . .» Capitol | 

“1100 44 .4 “SOMEBODY: ELSE'S BOY. / 
eeegue +, MGM, 

ao. 

Connie. Francis. pues 
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Canadian Tooters Join 
Royal York Hotel Strike, 

“¥oronto,. May ‘80.: 

“Toronto. local . of. the: ‘American 

federation of Musicians jolned. the | New York 
Hotel and: Club Eniployees Union} Publisher credits on Janice Har- - 
in current strike against the Royal ; per's new Capitol release were sna- 
York | Hotel. ‘tied in last week’s Variety Best- 

Instructions. ‘from . Musicians Bets. “Al Di La”. belongs to Wit- 
‘Union ‘headquarters, Chicago, for- mark and “Lovers Gotta Cry” is’ 
bids any band or tric to cross the: twith Home Folks Music . : , Renato ; 

Appellate Court Reverses Ruling | 
= ‘Pontinued. from ‘page. 45: SE — 

| Earl Grant into New Fack’s next 

‘week ... Dizzy Gillespie set to 

open at Jazz Werhshop June 18 

. Red Nichols’ quintet deported 
“Sheraton-Palace and Anson Weeks’ 
“band returned . Turk Murphy's 
band cut an LP for RCA Victer in 

Abeles’ : argument, . -which pre- the notice : was ‘filed, plaintiff: is | 

by: Jabels seeking. technical Justi- afterwards. "" The court further | 
* “fication for: ‘non-payment. : ruled that. for all uses made. after. 

vailed, was “that: the _Appelate entitled. to: recover | tle statutory 

Court, “in the material interests of:: -Toyalty of 2c for each’ record: ‘manu-.- 

the ‘music. publishing and. legiti- (factured... . and: that ‘the district 
tmhate record.-manufacturing- -indus-| COUrt, may, in its discretion, grant: 

‘Rossini, classical guitarist, is back “Hollywood tries, - as. “well. as “writers, " ‘should; ‘plaintiff. an additionai. award not ‘Royal -: York: picket. dines af cOn- ; \ . 

fiold that delay in the ‘filing: of. d| to exceed three times the :ofalties | tracts were dated ‘during May; but [ae ane ee Picrre or his oa mete 
notice of use cannot: bar the copy- ' ‘found nd. be ~ due. aie ato “MWith:- [Moxie Whitney's -14-piece orch wilh Mike C ollier’s: new disk oper ation Philadelphia 

Tight owner from, a” complete Te" tees and. * ‘Feasona © attorney's be permitted . to play {nthe im: (Mn ‘be Collier ‘Records. Distribu- darz Coneccrts skhedded fer the 
Music Circus nchide Stan Kenton, 
May 26-28; Maynard Ferguson, 
June 26-28, Dukes of Dixieland, 
July 8; George Shearing, July 10; 
Dave Brubeck, July 17; Duke El- 
lington, July 24. Louis Armstrong, 

+! July 31; Lionel Hampton, Aug. 14; 

covery under the Copyright Act for ,7e€.-- - 
an infringement .perpetrated sub-, - ; Walter ‘Hofer. was. legal’ rep for: 
sequent: to. ‘the filing. “of such: Norbay 2 Music, Morris. Ebenstein | ‘ 1 tha ft 

" notice. - Lf ’. }and Johann Vigoda ‘appeared. ‘also|| for amages. - itney.. has. been: vald h 

‘The Appéllate Court. ruled that-|-45 friends-of the court, for: Chap- | instructed by Musicians: Union that re a ghter ee pincer <opsins 

the lower court’s. decision -involv- pell Music..and: Jack Pearl and.|no new pact is to be inked with |7o, Room June 5... The first an- 
ing. a permanent: forfeiture of ‘the. 

| perial Room of the. hotel because : ition will be handled by 
of..corntract that expires end ot j : 
‘June, with hotel. threatening 0 sue | Records « «, Russell By rd fuests or 

london 

. Mechanical: rights for ‘tardy: ‘filing 
- of. notice of -use’ 
method'of punishing the late filer.” 
It. ruled. that. the: “plaintiff's failure | | 
to file a timely. notice of’ use bars 
suits -for.acts of infringement ‘oc- | a 
‘curring prior to-the time riotice was 
“filed: but not for-‘acts occurring: 
———————— | 

NEWEST HITS! | lf 
e THE BILBAO SONG | 
e PERCY FAITH scsoeneeweerses COLUMBIA 4-41978 

@ ANDY WILLIAMS 
pana SSeS “Eee eon igen *t rae o 

_ From the crs “PARRISH” 

LEROY HOLMES oremanmnenies MGM, 12992 | f 

tuart’ Sprague: were lawy rers for | Royal ‘York Hotel unless strike ‘Is tyuat ‘Northeastern Accordion Fes- 
King ‘Records, 

“is . a. -drastic |. ym 

‘settled by end of next ‘month. - 

RETAIL ‘ALBUM BEST SELLERS 
og "¢ A National Surcey of: Key Outlets ) 

ns Last No. wks. 
Wk. wk. on chart. 

‘American Accordion Assn, 
tival, undér the sponsorship of the 

will be 
Iiheld at the. Hotel Brickman, South 
|| Fesburgh. N.Y., June 2-4. 

_ London 
Jerry Lee Léwis expected here 

fiin September for a concert tour 

— EXODUS-(Victor) 
os Soundtrack (LOC. 1058) 

, ‘CAMELOT. (Columbia) 
Original Cast (KOL: 5620) 

GREAT MOTION PICTURE am way 
‘f- his July. British tour . 

. Decca ‘speeding up release of |: 
new Tommy Steele recording of 
:“Dit-Dit Song,” from stage musical 
“Belle,” ‘to coincide with Steele's 
“summer yaude tour ... Granada 
‘Television will. be recording. John- 
‘ny Mathis’s hour-long show during 

. . Adam 
: Faith, Vera Lynn, Mark Wynter, 

diInn every Thurs -Sat 

and Count Basie, Aug 26. . Ber 
nard Peiffer at Bernie’s W oodland 

. . Guy 
Lombardo Orch. plays Sunny breok 
May 20... Connie Francis opens 
at Sciolla’s, June 2. 

: | Jess Conrad, Tony Crombie, Larry ‘Lucy's THEME oe eS Various -Artists (CAL 3122). . . ! | 

MOLEBANOFF. STRINGS: secu MERCURY 71815 40 NEVER ON SUNDAY (AY. ‘Parnes at the opening party to 
GEORGE GREELEY .. WARNER BROS; 5218 os . “ Soun dtra ck U AL: 4070) _ launch. composer Lionel Bart's new 

THE HOLLYRIOGE STRINGS sow CAPITOL 4587 'e@ | rs ae " publishing company, Apollo Music : 

- WeROY HOLMES o2n.,.scerssnrsnegosaivessese re "20. LAWRENCE. WELK Dot . » Percy Faith’s summer placej” Sings 
EREDDY MARTIN ceeomreccineceunKAPP Keaoik ol ‘-Calcutta . iDLP 2539) - ‘this year is London. He's due in 
ALLISON'S THEME. i | ees ‘June for.a holiday . . . Larry. | | 
BETE. FOUNTAIN ccasiseonsesce CORAL 62268 eo o “FENG saga oa “Adler writing music for new Marty | 
‘GEORGE GREELEY. comes WARNER BROS, 5218 . 2. a . Wilde movie “The Hellions’: . an 

RUTH WELCOME ‘srceneni CAPITOL 4562 1. 7 ~ SOUND © OF > MUSIC (Columbia) ‘ Joe. (Mr. Plano) Henderson switch- > . 
PAIGE’S THEME -¢ Le ie Original Cast (KOL: , 5450) | ing labels from Pye to Parlephone | 

‘@' ve i hime paspectsanynaiasting | eee : . "Cockney: skiffler Lonnie Dotegan. | ; 
"; MAKE BELIEVE LOVER | 1, ee " Muste from Exodus. LL 3230) ce Batch of Donegan disks—including 
>. CONNIE STEVENS ......... WARNER BROS. 5217-} “9g 32 ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) - ~ 3:“My Old Man's A Dustman'"—has |. 

| MUSIC PUBLISHERS i 2) GUL Blues ‘LPM 2256) - me |_been airmailed to Moscow with 

HOLDING CORPORATION -T0__10y 16 KINGSTON TRIO (Capital ———— _ |. View to release over there. Done- 

“ay DIAMOND. JUBILEE YEAR 75). 

| u WOLFE GILBERT : 
Governor BERT ‘COMBS mode me [| 

“o KENTUCKY. COLONEL. becouse 

of my southern ‘songs af 

“WAITING. FOR THE 

ja 

1 ii 16 WILDCAY (Victor) ~ 
Original. Mast: LOC 4060) 

i 

a 

’ Make Way ‘T 1474) 

‘FRANK SINATRA Reprise) 
‘Ringading “Ding. 

“L Original. Cast “E 3946)-” 
“MITCH MILLER (Columbia) 

LIMELITERS- Victor): a 
Tonight:-In Person. ‘LPM: 2992) 
CARNIVAL (MGM! = 

“gan may now record a new one 
“My Old- Man's A Commissar.” 

_ Hollywood 
fi Pat: Boone. will do a 
‘| Sings the Blues” album for Dot. 

| Records. next. 

“Boone 

Will try out some 
new material in his Cocoanut Grove. 

- : mitery act when he opens June 1]: 
ft Dino Donati, newcomer to the. 
nitery circuit, at Albert Califano's 

aa, a oC ee ea, pmwoeyernenm~  | 

Alfred Newman's 

“Champagne Room. He will prob-]_ 
ROBERT: E. ‘LEE’ Happy. Times: (CL. 1568) ‘ably record for Frank ‘Sinatra's THEME FROM 

“DOWN YONDER” 1 0 “JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) ce Deeraee Rec ge ere nan THE PLEASURE 
a a | aos. WN Buy You-a Star (CL 1623) ano ss 
“CAMP: MEETING. BAND" | “T1144 MITCH MILLER, Columbia) erry Fielding has new Time Rec | ReMi UE Bele) TN, hg 

“ JUST CALL: ME- TV Sing Along: (CI: 1628) -| brass,” and on which he used 14 
18. 240 a: 7 BOB NEWHART (WB) ‘mikes and 26 instruments. Field- COLONEL "WOLFIE" 

ON THIS, MY. 
‘HAPPY. 75th BIRTHDAY. 

' Button Down Mind Strikes. Back’ (WI 393) 

‘ RAY: CHARLES (Impulse} . 
- Genius Plus Soul Equals Jam (A-2) _ 

-ing also prepped all of Eddie Fish- |. 
er’s arrangements for EF's Las 

.. Vegas stand and jg currently doing 
"BRENDA: LEE (D -a few originals for the singer .. . 

7 Fr Emotions «DI, ao ‘Roberta Linn. and Jimmie Haskell 
8 i "BILLY VAUGHN (Dob. ‘ft cut new Star-Crest LP this wek. 

. By We of ; _- Orange Blossom Special. ‘LP 3266) =r 

aaa re 22 OE 6 . ALB HIRT © (Victor) - he . ie - San Francisco 

. fou: _ Greatest Horn in the World {LPM 2366) | _ Barabara Dane opened her new Re 
7 - "Commer Th 23 28 “a PETE FOUNTAIN ‘Corai | f club; Sugar Hill. Wellman Braud rhe PLEASURE 
mE a va. re | re |. French: Quarter {CL 57359) _ sand Kenny Whitson are accom- OF HER COMPANY Mademoiselle. an ee |. panying here ,. . Four Freshmen 
; ‘De Paree’? 3/024 27 4 Bees ‘DARIN. ‘Atco) opened at the Fairmont... Clancy By ny Cohn and 
° R AIN. “Bobby Darin Story. (LP 33130) - }'Bros. into the hungry {, together -é Newman 
ey 25 .— 21. “HARRY BELAFONTE ‘Victory , With a new Los Angeles trio, The 

“Theme, from the. New Film: er _Returns to Carnegie Hall ‘LOC 6007) __. |; Villagers .. . Frank D'Rone goes Paramount Pinssre 
_“The. Cow and I" 26-26 BERT KAEMPFERT ‘Decca) "> ~ -fiinto ‘the Y's Other Room June 12 

7 ROGER WILLIAMS 
. Mis MUSIC . ist men Ne Ye: 9 

‘Wonderland | by Night IDL 4101). ; 
7 HENRY MANCINI ‘Victory = 

“Mir. Lucky. € ‘Goes. _Latin ‘LPM. 2360) 

ee ee at 
for eight weeks ... Randy Sparks 
trio added to. Bill Dana’s concerts 
-in' Frisco and Berkeley next week- 
“end ‘Ernestine Anderson de- FAMIOS pgeugic ZORPCRATION eo , TERRY SNYDER Command) - AS arted h18 Sinan ane 

. ““Persuasive Percussion 111 (CR 33-808) ‘parted New a stdy ‘Grevo Lovo ee poe eroncecy New York 77 NY 
~ LATEST RELEASE 20° cme ‘RAY CONNIFF (Columbia)... — | - i= _ Te , a 
‘LLOYD. PRICE - Memories Are Made of This (CL. 1574) - TIAA ISA SOAS IA SITS SIA SSS SONIA SAS A I AAI A 

Sj 30. ‘37 27. THE ALAMO ‘Columibia). Poe THE FABULOUS 
Ings . ss Soundtrack ‘CL 1558) oo Te = 

MARY. . ai 3 MANTOVANT ‘Loncon) 
- Italia | Mia- a ‘LL. 3239) - 

“32-39. 8 EDDIE HIGGINS ‘Vee day) is 
-MAN-O ; ; : mle » Exodus to Jazz. ie . Z 

- 3336-20 FRANK SINATRA iGapitol ~ L 
#10221 | i. “Swinging Session (W.1491)._” x D E N N | S 

" 34 "27. MITCH MILLER -'Columbia). ia c A 
ce oh __. Memory. Sing. «CL 15421 tL 
35° 19 90K _ Roeser WARREN. (Jubilee) - - Currently for! ‘FOUR WEEKS 

ae " nockers Up 'JLP 2029) epee an aera ¥ 
3633. 24. UNSINKABLE MOLLY “BROWN {Capitoly 1B: - CAMELOT SUPPER CLUB, New York City : 
Tae _Original Cast ‘WAO® 1509) °° et Jubilee’ ‘Records 

ee “Bo meat Cas ioe tn : ac: 2 P areneeeeee ___ Original Cast ‘LO , . | +. 

| WANTED: a .. [| 3° = 4 weber woobec ny arene i: BOOKED EXFLUSIVELY BY 
. ‘io. on - BO oncert in ‘Comedy ' Bo x ; A - Ste Equip. Will trata. “Ja Business. eg _. —_ amie Sw qe Wan 9 Ba AN WiNTeRs waa LeesASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION 
‘Callatéral,” Geed Location... a oo, «Here’s ‘Jonathan Winters . JOE GLASER, President 

iF PAUL ANKA “ABC-Part 745 FIFTH AVE.. NEW YORK 22, W.Y., PLAZA 9-4600 . me (0.Box, 2494, Hollywood 28, Cat i 
 HOL3-348) Paul Anka Sinks: His. Big. as 1ABC 823). ‘enicaco. e MIAMI © HOLLYWOOD « LAS VEGAS « DALLAS « LONDON 
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CAC Gets New Parent Co. Following | 
Merger Meet; Al Lorber Joins as V. P. | 

‘| appears to” have broken. up and it’s; J ti held + = 
Stockholders at a meeting he "| hikely that each will re-enter show: 

Friday ‘26> in. Ft. Wayne, Ind., 

hive approved the merger of Cent- 

livre ‘Brewing Co., of which Gen- 

eral Artisfs Co. was a component, : 

with the Monfrase Chemical Co., 

ahd the Baldwin Rubber Co. New 
firrn will be called Baldwin Mon- 
trose Chenneal Co. which will have 

jts con:mon and. preferred stock 

listed on the American Stock Ex- 

change Approximate combined 

19H sales of the firms came to 

$30,000 000 At the same time, the. 

new firne will step out of the brew- ' 

ing buoteess and will séll Centlivre 

to the beer company’s employees. 

Herbert J Siegel, GAC Board 

chairman who together with the: 

Reuss Famiiv of Ft. Wayne, are 
riajoily stockholders in Centlivre, . 
at.u aineunced expansion plans to 
be con.idered in June.’ One of tie 
first moves to be taken is the ac- 
quisition of Alfred B. Lorber as a’ 
GAC veepee in charge of legal and 
busine: . affairs who will be based 
in Hollyweod. He moved over 
from Columbia Records where he- 
was chairman of the finance com- 
mites. He had been with the disk- 
ery since 1953 and became its gen-, 
eral at'orney two years later. He: 
also served as v.p. in charge of - 
bu-ine-3 and legal affairs and since | 
108 devoted full tine: to the posi-} 

Sammy Lewis 
Show Producer At! 

OK Sinatra, Sanicola 
Takeover of Tahoe Spot 

Reno, May 30. 
Frank Sinatra and.-his business 

manager, Henry W.-Sanicola, have 
‘been appr oved by the Nevada ‘Gam-_ 
ing Commission for. controlling in-* 
terest in the Cal-Neva Lodge at: 

{Jia Wants Some: OF 
* That $2,000,000 Darv 

Terp ° team. of Darvas & Julia 

biz: with. new partners. : Separation. 
lof this pair who earned as much 
as $6,000: weekly was. hard and bit-|: 
‘ter and: may result in a suit by. 
: Julia - (Susler) for a stiare in the. 
team’s. earnings: for the. past | 18° 

-yéars,. She. claims she was never | ifee. based on their. stricter regula- 
ton ‘by the State Liquor. Control’ paid. She also said she’s looking 

for a new: dancing _partner.. 

Made in Stock Market 

“1Strawhat Le Loop Tuns to Cafe — : 
| As Shortage of Legit Stars Spreads 

Tents Bill Aimed At Q 
~ Bogus Private Niteries | 

Austin; Tex., May 30: . 
* Private clubs would pay a license | 

Board. by. a: ‘House ‘bill which.-the | 
The break;: it’s’ averred, started: Senate. passed with ° amendments: 

the north end of Lake Tahoe. The! with Julia's. secret - Marriage in {last week. The bill is aimed <at 
_club is scheduled to open in. mid-! February: to’ Marquis George .du eliminating bogus clubs. which: sell} 
June. ‘Bierre. She is now: expecting. a \Mquor by the drink to anybody | | 

The commission ‘approved ‘child. ‘Ii the process of. talking i who comes in their doors. 
interest in the: 

“Hold-' 
the. remaining interest - are ° 

Sinatra for .35'o 
culb and Sanicola for 23°G. 
ing 
Bert Grober, Ike Berger and ‘Stan-! 

.ford Waterman. Dean Martin, who! 
at ‘one time -indicated he’ would: 
take a percentage of the club. w ith-| 
drew his application. 

The club,. one of the oldest ‘on. 
the north shore .of ‘Tahoe, tradi-i 

‘tionally operates only during the j 
summer months, closing’ soon “after : 
Labor Day- 

Thunderbird, L.Y, 

.| records, is 226207.": 
‘I tended that Julia was. paid plenty | 

tion of chairman of ‘the finance | 
committee. A Yale Law School} 
gral, he was once associated ith! 
the Haw firm of Rosenman, Colin & 
Kave, 

‘Fhe expansion moves will be dis-' 

Las Vegas, May 30. 
Sammy Lewis has been named 

_ producer of future shows at’. the 
' , New 

group. headed by Svd- Wyman which 
eiesed at a stockholders mevting finalized the purchase Friday. (26) |. 

‘from former. Thunderbird owner 
i Marion Hicks. Wyman’s ‘partners in- 
clude Las Vegas. gamblers Charles. 
Rich and George Duckworth, who 
were. associated with. him ‘at the. 
Riviera here, and E. Marcus Loew, 
Bosfon theatre operator. Lewis. will 

talso be an .owner as well as en- 
tertainment . chief. 

at which time officers-of. the com- | 
bined companies will take place. 

Sall Fells Night Clubs, 
But Berman Casting 

Ar ound for New Fields | Lewis left for New York Monday 

Mav 34). +«29. to line up talent for fhe New 
Top nits eee ie Shelley | Thunderbird. He indicated. that. the 

Berman is casting about. for a!Current “Scandals On Ice’: would. 
serious movie or stage role. Ber-. Continue until a definite new show 
man, a pear ing at Freddie's here ! pelicy is formulated. “The new ow ne 

lst week, told Minneapolis. Tribune i ers hope to. take control July 1, the 

colmnist’ Will Jones, “IH always: Start of the third quarterly licens~ 
be a comedian and enjoy. it. But’ ‘ing period. . 

fhere's got to be something else. Lewis originally came to Las 
for me, too. I'm going to do a, ¥¢3as_ to- produce the Flamingo 
mov.e, or maybe a pkiy, and it’s + shows in ‘the. early 50s. He then 
going to be ‘a serious part. May be ' went to the New Frontier, and for 

Tit even produce a movie.’ ta while 
Bernwn readily admits that his bath the New Frontier and Riviera. 

rocket climb to fame in recent, He brought such stars as Judy ‘Gar- 
years may have passed. the aposee. f land, Dinah -Shore, Victor Borge, ; 

“What has happened to me in the { Harry Belafonte, Sid Caesar,. and 

past couple of years has been fan-; Phil Silvers to Las: Vegas, and pi- 
tastic. But now the bloom is off the | oneered ‘the “Broadway. ‘In. The 
rove, and I know it. ‘I still fill a: : Desert” idea with “Pajama-Game.”’ 
club, we still turn péople away.i“Damn Yankees.” and “Lil; 
But it's not automatic, not the way ' Abner, ” : 
it ws when reas really hot It 
akes wor akes promotian. 

‘Double Time No Bar To ; 
Toronto Sunday Barley: 

I visit the disk jockys, Ido the . 

Toronto, May 30. 

fnierviews. I don’t take anything ; 
‘for granted. 

Berman also told Jones about | 

Casine and Lux. burlesque houses’ 

fopened Sunday (28), (with latter 

flying in Cup- Cake Cassidy 

the problems he encountered as al 
promoter when he backed a recent ; 

‘headliner), despite film chains’ ep-" 
position to. rrojectionists union de- | 

concert tour by Marlene Dietrich. ! 
Tour Was a suceess but left .the ’ 
conue’s cor poration with 21. 000 - 
unsold souvenir programs. 

“Isn't that great?” Berman asked. ° 
“Do ,ou know anybody else whose 
axsef. include $10. 000 worth of 
Marlene Dietrich souvenir pro- - 
fratirs” Do vou know anybody who: 
Wants aio M: arlene Dietrich sou- | Toeal,” 

. von Dhoata am? 

overtime Sunday duty. 

According. to Pat Travers: 

two burleys here 

rates ta pitbands. projectionists ; 
and stagehands. The houses: Oper | 

‘ated on a four-a-day _Poticy.. Pit’s Midtown Deeline 
Starves Kramer’s Eatery 

Pittsburgh... May 30. Eddie Peabody. ‘Retires 
K:. ers for the past 65. years, From Naval Reserve. 

One tte better known local res. 
tetra. has sone into receiver- Cleveland, May: 30. 
site ind i'Lehose its duors. H's a’ N®. More sea: duty or? parading | 
viden of the g.adaal disappear- lor Eddie, Peabody, who “has been | 

ates ot Pittsbural's midtown’ [ising as an entertainer and Navy | 
ehise \ baunt for visiting per- 71n for about 44 year. a 
Se acles, the eaters, operated by’ Dean of banjoists in show biz, 
BE he ceer for the past 16 years, ; Wao Was an oflicer in US. Naval 
Ios ors resuiars with the’ disap-| Reserve, reached. retirement. age 
Prunes af the local yaude houses, While playing -a .nitery date. at; 
and the gradual move of the mid- Alpine Village. here recently, Peas} 
town niteres to the suburbs. body became Captain Edwi in E.’ 

Peabody, USNR 
Vivial ceremony 

Possibpies ois that Kramer will 
also move to the suburbs following: 
the serect! trend of: nightlite in 
the area. | 

tRet.) in a- con- | 
held at Cleve-- 

Armed Forces W eek. 

presented the shows. -at- 

mand of $12 an hour for double | - ooo 

| ‘Portland’ s Bali Hai - 
‘TATSE business agent for Toronto | _ 

(Casino,.|: ° 

1.121 seats; Lux, 743: both at $1.25.’ 
'top:, paid Sunday double overtime | ° 

land’s navy finance center. during . 

about her prospective .suit, she de- |. 
' clared. she and ‘Darvas - were‘: not |. 
.even related, let alone -being half- 

' years.. 

| “On. the other: ‘hand; Nick Darvas 
asserted they: certainly are related. 
~~by marriage at that. They were. 
wed in. Las. Vegas April 22, 1952,: 
he said, and their marriage license. 

-(Nev.). number in. the: Clark . Co, 
- He. also con- 

“during their’ 18-year partnership. 
; He. too i is looking for a new Part- |. 

ner. 

a share in his stock: earnings,- He 
recently wrote a book, “How I 

IGlaser’s Adv. ! Adv. Aid 
Thunderbird Hotel by. the 

| Swing | BSE Record 
_ Although nitery. busines in New 

‘Basin St. East, -which has hit'a. new 
high,’ going over the _ previous. 
mark ‘hit by Peggy. Lee, who. played 

strong with " support. from Julie 
Wilson, and’ La Vern Baker. . 

: ‘There have been consistent: lines . 
‘outside - Basin. St. East startin 
before midnight.- -Friday (26) and 
Saturday night’s ‘rains didn’t: di-; 
minish the waiting: lines. 
One of the unusual facets of} 

this engagement lies in the fact 

Booking, Corp. 
the:acts-on this bill, has been pick-. 

-for the’ first week of the- engage- 
ment. It’s ‘an - ‘unusual: step for a 
talent. agency. to. contribute. to’ the ; 

a9, exchequer. . 
The prom season has be on hypo- ! 

ing the local: cafe scene consider- 
‘| ably for the past week‘ or:'so, and ‘ 

it's expected to: continue for- at : 
‘least: another . fortnight. 

The. fourday: ‘weekend occasioned} 
‘by. Memorial’ Day , - {yesterday} 
‘diminished New. York’ business... 
‘generally. Friday’ and Saturday's 
cafe..takes held. up fairly well, but.! 

as ‘ business on Monday was consider- ! of last : “year; 
ably off and no improvement was j 
expected last night. 

- Lines Up ‘Name Roster 
‘Portland: Ore:, May. 30. 

Bali Hai. .bosses’ George Dussan 
and Jimmie’ George have inked. a: 

| parade of name’ attractions. for; 
1 the summer season.: “Nearly all are: 
signed ‘for nine days with some. for} 

| two weeks. Martie McDonald is cur-{:. 
i rently Wworking-the’ plitsh spot ‘to be 

Pat’ Wymore, June 15: Jimmie’ 
Rogers, June 29: Joanie Summeis, | 
July 10; ‘Mills’ Bros., Sept. 25. and: Will still rely on: the aets working" ‘and: “Lil Abner.” wore. 

_t independently: of ‘the. revue.: Jorie} Arthur Lee: Simpkins, Oct. 4. 
House booker’ Dave. ‘Branauer is ; 

HHining up acts to fill-in the open 
dates. as well-as for the fall..sea- 

_son. 
ract poliev when ‘it preemed nearly. 
.a year ‘ago: and format” has: beer 
successful, ‘Stars such |. as ‘Jane 

" Russell, The Crosby “Bros., Della |. 
; Reese, Anita, O’Day,: une: Christy, 

King's. IV. Dorothy: Dandridge. and !. 
others ‘have: gotten the. spat off to 

da a | Solid: start.” 

sister .and.. half-brother team they. 
| claimed . they: were throughout the. 

Julia. denied the: niarriage- to |: 
Darvas,. and what's more she wants | 

‘|Made $2,000,000 in‘ the. Stack: Mar- ° 
ket” ‘which was on the’ bestseller |. 
lists. for. several moniths. : 

York -has .an ‘upbeat picture. gen- |. 
-erally because of the: callege and | 
‘high. school -proms, new .reeords. 
have. been’ hard to come by with 
the exception of. the ‘business at: 

there ‘during ' ‘the past ‘winter... 
Responsible : -for' the. new business. 
-is-the Dill topped. by Louis: Arm- ! 

ing up 50° of the’ increased ad- 
_vertising budget. Glaser’s ‘tab. is 

It sets up regulations tha. must ; 
be compiled with .by- bona ‘fide | 
clubs; ‘and provides: for’an annual 
‘license fee based .on: the’ member-. 
‘ship. ‘Clubs having a: membership! 
of -less than. 250: members would: 
pay $500 a year, and the fee: goes 
up -by $200. with each additional | 
100 members. 

‘Because of. the. ‘Senate. amend: 
‘ment, the. pill ‘must - go. back. to} 

‘tion. 

Laying Out 1506, 
For Talent Costs 
The “Music ‘at: ‘Newport’ festival, 

being promoted. by. Sid: ‘Bernstein | 

est talent. budget . of. any. similar 
‘event’ in the country. ‘It’s: estimated § 
that the event will ‘have ‘an: ‘act | 

| cost of. around $150, 000; .with out-. 
Tays for’ Bob Hope: and Judy Gard. 
land, who will appear: one after- 
noon each, topping the. performer } 
‘costs. ‘Hope will perform at a_mati- 
nee. tomorrow .(Thurs.) - and . Miss . 
Garland will do a solo on Sunday [. 
afternoon, July '3:. These two per-- 
formers alone. will tilt the. till out |. 
of upwards of $30, 000. . 

Hills Music Festival, to ‘be ‘held in ; 
New - ‘York. However, the’ Bern- 
stein sum.was somewhat less-since:' 
fhe eschewed a rain clause ‘in: her 
contract. She either: performs. that 
day or not at all. In- the Forest} 

[Hills pact, if the first. day‘ is rained - 
out, she ‘works ‘the following day. ; 

Hope wilt supply his own sure: 
that. Joe Glaser, head of Associated rounding show in-.the package. to ; Sennes was running: it-as a straight. 

, which managed: all be ‘présented at. Newport, -and he’s 
expected: to stick to his format.:: 

In another. change, Anita O’ Day: 
dropped out. of the -dill. Sarah, 

——: 

the House for acceptance or Fejec- ; 

Music at Newport | 

and John Drew, will‘have. the larg: |- Devon,. ‘Pa. 

In. signing up. Miss . "Garland, | 
Bernstein & Drew had to fight the ». 

1 $20,000. given her by :the: “Forest. 

“+ . The summér tents and theatres: 
are. ‘dooking to cafe: names: to sup> 

F “plement. the. annual: shortage of: 
‘legit stars. The practice’ of. turning’ 

has: been. increasing ‘over the. past. 
few: _years.. 
nitery names : were. used by such 

‘spots. as. the Carter. Barron Araphi: .. . 
theatrs, Washington; D.¢.,, and the” 
Greek ‘Theatre, LA . 
But this year’ s: roster of: summer 

‘bookings ‘has an. impressive list, of. 

cafe... talent, There's’ an experi-. 
“mental. seven-week - ‘Setup ‘ at the... 

“West Side-.Story.”. ‘Inimediately 
afterward the house. goes into. a. 
Sequence of variety: stands. Eartha © 
‘Kitt’ and the “Belafonte -Singers. . 
‘headline. ‘July - 24: Liberace, July: : 
.31; Carol Channing, Aug: 7; Tony 
Martin and Ford:& Hines, Aug. 14... 
: Danny Kaye ‘has been’ ‘set fora. 

series of. stands: in the. Ben Segal 
‘tents. Victor ‘Borge is: also‘ hitting. 
the summer spots - as” is” Harry. 
Belafonte.’ Latter. pair ' will. -play . 
thé.‘Carter Barron Amphitheatre. *.*.. 
Ss 

several, 
next year. Previous: commitments 2 
i prevent him-from touring. this sea-. 
j Son. Eleanor .Pewell’s. date at: tha: 
Greek Theatre, L.A... “/hias - been” 
firmed at Aug. 14,: ‘Al Hirt: sup- 
‘Ports her. 

Monique Van, ‘Vooren. will ‘essay’ 
‘the: lead_ in .‘“Destry Rides Again” 
at: the. ‘Valley ‘Porge Music Fair, 

Julius. La “Rosa. is - 
booked: for’ sessions -at. the: St. 
Louis. Munt Qpera.: with ‘stock. 

_kContinied, on page: 54¥ 

re woods Moulin Rouge: 
Reopening With’8-Week ~ 
‘Plume De Ma Tante’ Stand- 

_ Hollywood, May 30. 
Frank Sennes is reopening shut- 

tered: Maulin ‘Rouge June .22 with 
an eight-week: booking ‘of legit re- 

vue: ““La- Plume .de: Ma _ ‘Tante:’” 
While’ wast . toplitiers: will ‘be’ -samé 
las in-tab: version of Broadway. pro- 
i duction | which ° ‘has been: playing’ 
| Las. : Vegas”: Riviera, : show will: be 
| expanded: again to: its, two-and-half 
‘hours. Top-billed are. Robert Clary 
-and Lilliane: Montevecchi; | 

‘Rouge ‘policy’ Will’ be: changed, 
too, from. that: whith ‘obtained * when 

nitery. There willbe ‘a: ‘package | 
Price of $8.50 for dinner -afid:show,. 
with. former tobe ‘served from 6- as 

, 8:30, p.m.;-‘then the’ show. Prior to | 

to the variety. field’ for’ headliners J 

‘In. former ‘seasons © : 

“O'Keefe Centre, ‘Foronto, ‘which 
will ‘start its ‘run duly - 10° ‘with... . 

ammy Davis Jr. ‘will appear. at: «- 
Summer: .theatre stands: © 

said to.-have’ “been. around $1, 000° Vaughan, also” was. slated for Mon::, and .after-stage. caper there will: ‘be™ : 
‘day’s session, will replace. Miss | dancing and bar will, be open ¢atly_ 
1 O'Day. inthe Sunday shindig, while ; and late.. : 
: Mel Torme. fills in. the Monday ; Spot,: hich ‘seats. 1,200. is being. 
{slot. a ‘| revamped, and wilt: accommodate “ 

Headliners at. the. Newport: ‘pash: 1,000 “for new ‘policy... , 
will include Louis Arnistrong, Daye:, It is, ‘known, dickers | ‘are on be- 
Brubeck; Maynard ‘Ferguson, Car- tween Sennes, a'Piume* ine ; 
imen MeRae, Lambert, Hendricks ; Producer: of. ° ‘La-Pi ume... Lor more «. 

IL. 

Bali ‘Hai. started with a one 

| 

:& Ross, Count Basie, Gerry .MuHi-. 
jan, Art Blakéy, Duke Ellington, 
| George ‘Shearing,. ‘Osear Peterson,: 
and Quincy. Jones. © 

Elaborate protective: précatutions’ 
are’ bein gtaken to avert the: riots. 

which * ‘temporarily |. 
Spelled. the ‘end of the festival. En- 
‘trances to Freehody. Park,. where: 

_| the festival shows -are staged, Will... 
be. different than those of: previous ; 
‘years’ for easier access and: egress: 
‘Only ticket: holders and ‘local resi-: 
:dents with identification. cards: wil: role: played ‘by. 
‘he. admitted. to. the eoncert area, 

Bon n Soir Experiments - 
With Intimate Revues. 

S . company, .- 

| legiters: 

‘sy Follows Tate’ we 
At Riviera In Voges = 

The: David- “Merrick production: 
tof ““Gxpsy”--has ‘been - signed. for’. 
‘the -Riviera,. Las. Vegas, .to start” 
‘June:20 as a- replacement. for the 
departing “La - Plume. 
Tante.”’ ‘Mitzi Green, essaying: the 

Ethel Merman ua. 
Broadway and .now in: the national 

will head” ‘the. Riviera *, 
cast. . 

The Riviera has’ been ona legit 
policy. for several: years. ‘now have... 
ing gone’into the: “formiat as? & Te-- 

| placement for the decréasing sup-' 
ply of cafe. headliners. : The Broad= 

followed by Mel forme, June 5;i™ent, with "the "presentation ‘of {inn include’ ‘The. World of Suzie. 
i intimate revues. This: village nitery, 
‘however, ‘is taking no chances ard 

' Reums “is the comedienne; and: 
} Jimmie Daniels will retain ~-his-| 
usual singing and: emcee post when 
‘the. . intime revue, * “Greeny ich:' 
Village ‘USA, '1961" ‘preems ‘there. 
“Tuesday (5). my 

Cast: will. include Bur ke: McHugh. 
Dorothy.-:Aull, . Jim “Hiler. Dawn 
‘Hampton, Dell: Hanley and. Betty tivill most ’ likely. “play. tat. stand ~.. 
Winsett with music by Jean Bargy 
and ‘staged by ‘MeHugh and Allan 
Hodshire.: aa 

Wong.” --“Destry " Rides’ Again. * 
“Pajama Game" " “Damn “Yankees” 

‘Allens Cancel ‘Copa 
‘Steve’ Allen ‘and ‘Jay. ne: -Nfeddous 

«Mrs; Allen). ‘have eancelled ‘out of 
~ their - Oct, 12 ‘ two-weeker. “at the 
Copacabana, N.Y. They. wirhdrew.. 

; because of. their. new: ty. ‘shaw: but.” 

-When ‘the-serjes is’ over. i 
No replacement, bas yet been bet _ 

| by. the Cone 

de™ Ma... 
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Armstrong and La Vern Baker 
“Theit Duets Top the 

; Program at Basin 

_Street East Club 

whe The Jazz Trumpeter | 
“Joins With Former: 
Rock'n ?’ Roll Star | 

By ARTHUR: GELB 
La Vern: Baker,. a : reformed] 

“rock “n. ‘roll. singer, is helping 

“That's ‘My Desire’—in which 
ok fe -their exuberance and good ESSE 

: ;jhumor are highly io 

Zi. Miss Baker, who made her 

" ‘first hit rock 'n’ roll recording 
: “Evin 1955, says it took a lot of 

oe: ‘soul-searching. to reach a decl- 
ere: lsion about changing her style. 

. * “Singing for. an adult audi- 

ence in a sophisticated club SEEEINY 
gg ig what I've always wanted to 

do,” she explains. “But there 
Was a.lot of money-in rock ‘n’ 
roll and it was hard to break 
away. My decision to quit came 
when I‘ realized that the cone 
tinual one-night stands in thea- 

oe 7 tres and auditoriums across the 
: relaxed b' it ; p bE} ense ae é country finally started being 
————— "3—— thm .. al mandir =i, meee et detrimental to my health.” 
—— Stage presence. » ae |. Miss Baker, who. has chosen 

oe at. Basin. Stréet.East. | Miss 
Fimajor night-club ‘Baker, who: is. making her. first 
Biyastetan major .night-club’. appearance, 
lt“ naving: served :an -apprentice-( 

ship in. concert. and dance halls]: 
and. .: movie-vaudeville’ - houses] 

A here. ‘and abroad, now-.concen- 
one. trates on jazz and blues, She is| 
@ vivid and expert (i vivid and, ex ert in both. areas, 

, ly buile y: 

with. an xrtichoke. coiffure, a 
ene a skin-tight ‘dress and eyes. -a- 
a wicked humor. sparkle wit a icked humor, she 

: She can put. over, 

- effort, a. essi le 
7 number. ‘like. 
‘: ‘ he’ big vam foince coming to Basin 

3 a uccessful a opale. last week, she has had offers{ (iam 
1, "La. Vern | ‘Baker Sings: La Ve ern 1 Baker ‘and. Youis ‘from clubs in-Las Vegas, Chi-} BE 

| at Se Mel Armstrong ‘take off on a-{cago, ‘Miaml ‘and Los Angeles. 
fF res Sir, a co: anything can provide | or a. ymbunctious! _Muet at Basin | Street East. :#27 impetus for a Broadway 

oa parody. of. “Won't You-Come!vether [they toss off. the. best}musical. about Bessie Smith—a 
TT mia Home, Bill Bailey,” which shef part of the: evening's entertainJproject that has ‘been. talked 
en. wrote - herself. Wont They sing several -duets—-about for a number of years— 

a . a: ‘kidding version | of] ‘Miss Baker should be able to. come nome, T Yo 
.*"-eome home? att make a. glass) — 
of tea; Give. up“yoursummit} |.” 
~~ meeting. | ‘Castro must. “bo it's, 

either him: or me."') 4 . 
A Growled Song or tio 

,Satehmo, of course, i the er BOOKED “EXCLUSIVELY ay 
star. 0 e show, w alsoi oT : 

Includes “Jule Wilson, a re:i @] ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION 
“formed: ballad. singer deyoting: 4} 

. herself to. jazz.:-After. having! . 748 FiFTH ave. new ont $2, MY. PLAZA 9-4000 
..° warmed up the. customers with: g@t CHIEAGO « e minis ° » HOLLYWOOD © LAS VEGAS © DALLAS ¢ LONDON 

gy few casual. trumpet blasts,! - QQ): ., | | 
'&.. growled song. or two, some - 

_ face-splitting: grins and much’ 
_ go J he. - “turns _ the 

Personal. ‘Management 

4s MORT CURTIS & AL WILDE 
- 221 WEST S7TH STREET, NEW YORK 

| ATLANTIC C) RECORDS 

oo "Bute a throaty “Fey. “Popsl| 
“Come. on up here!” from’ Miss, 
Baker: brings Louls back Mel 
about : half an hour, and tox! 

at Basin Street East thru Saturday June 3 
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Latin Quarter, N.Y. 
(FOLLOWEP) 

Tie Latin Quarter’s summer pol- 
ite of Sookima names wher, avail- 
ate has upar aded this Broadway } 

Tis | 
‘iin actress Marie Van Doren: 

instit-ation'’s biz considerably. 
t> » te fe, 

hes 22st itt an vet that involves 
ty > fad- the sersices of a writer, 
a ‘ phe: camfourer and 
oe -orted aries vha have 

we. 
ko orecevtable tarn, 

iaritalions, 

att: vats at, ate Sat the varjety career, 
Gp ins wel teuked blonde but she 

Hieotioss of cutting a niche Be ba Ot 

irofupe cate spree The act that 
Has” a vm desiesf tar her is somse- 
¥ teecrdog. her peesent Capa- 
Pe rtaes Soe stub bos te gree inte 
ties tere wortmer be Jack .Brooks 
and stigeub bs Jack Baker There 
fteo Stans Chat sae rs stat doing her 
| Poe 3 So 0d C2 1 tees 

Wil’ be stein and dancing with 
grea raatigr ad ese 

“ards iments: Is apparent 9 in 
he: act The boss, Don Crawford 
ani Gus Chandler, help her over 
some burriers. ae her a: chance 
te refresh and resown her-ell, and 
aloo provide entertainment in the 
prores Thet are hiketble and 
handsome Inds The tune selec- 
tions call far ao mvyriad of costume 
Changes “inta satae slick Norman 
Norell catreeliots., 

There are Bilt Tattle masks of 
Viition- eedebs including Churchill 
ani JEK and mach more detail 
Wineh when put together give Mix<+ 
Van Doren a. protessional facade, 
Woe ees osc well Still to 

realize her potential in this field, 
she evident! is working hard at it, 
and doing well thus far... 

“+ iprmortant asset to the show 
is Frank Libuse with an assist from 
Mavzot Brander. Libuse start. to 
vac eaurle i his cise of a ean- 

trexerous waiter. 
fitter dishes awev, disrupts foe 
room by carrying a potted palm 
around and #emeraliy. creates 
a —isturbance which is prevented 
fi-rn, hecomus bedlam only by a 
befated realization from the unint- 
tare} that this isan act 

Stso with Miss Brander, Libuse 
does his zinv musical act. with his 
femine foil showing a well-behaved 

soprano Inu beth sections Libuse 
mses to the oceasion with warm. 
acd rewarding mitts. 

The surrounding show 
Despite its loans run, 
poatment of the praduction  ele- 
nents shoes it’s evident that di-«t- 
phiae ts maintained, 

‘is as -is. 

‘the -costumes. 

tp i ap ber talents inte a high. 

“gar don of the show. Harold Smith 
naturally, § 

, the production is limited -by - the 

, costuming and material to match. . 

He snatches half-: 

pleader up front on trumpet,’ cap- 
,ably 

.high-necked sweaters and berets ‘to | 

the staze de- ° 

tad tack of thems have a fresh and - 

chan appearance and the ladies of 
the ensemble still wark ‘sans the 
la-sifiede of most longrunners. ‘from other. 

» Lomboret maestros the show.: 

sk +'fully and Buddy 
vides the relief. Jose. 

Shamrock. Houston 
_ Hovston, May 23. 

Joe E. Lewis, Marion . Colby. - 
S'nut-Krueger Orch (11)3 ro cover 
or minimum. 

Jue E. Lewis has reached? the 
enviable position of bein able to 
walk on a nifery stage, give his 
nine and draw big socks. 
that’s the way it was in his first 
abpearance at ‘the International . 
p ce ‘the has three separate routines .on? 35. minutes apiece: which | he. alter- Cirb’s Continental Room. The 
bitzest opening night aud in years 
came to be entertained, and it was, 

Lewis still has that great timing, 
ard most of his material. whether 
stacd-up stuff or his blue tunes, 
{is sharp and pungent. Only time 
materia! was wide of mark was a 
eetiple of just teo blue men's room 
jokes that failed to draw usual 
response from happy 
erre to Teke what it beard. He is 

crowd that. 

Harlowe pro- ‘ 

tof The Diamonds and the two. full- ! 

ny story-teller. 

At Teast - 

ae ‘each other and his lighthouse * 
: bit 

mime, plus: sound effects at ‘the; active nianner.. His patter. {is topical 7 
and fresh, ranging. from man’s con- ¢§ 

aoobest when discussing show biz- 
persomiulstes. as 
het of a song, 
his oft finver~" 

Lewis was on mike fer 70 min- 
ut nad auditors did't want him 
t- ' itt dee 

63 ts tonal for Lewis. 
PP er? Arlee 

He 

“Darin snaps a 

Ln 

and his im- 

Wheelts Bese might do, 
merci sm tats and seecups to enjoy | 
thee ee sicamat barh tossed his way. 

Varga Colby, a) stunning. red- 
bined threst returns fo club for - 
his Weleamme ay show opener. 

shooth 

keowe ban 

need Vermene ez ery with “I Only . 
Hive Ese. For ¥ wi” ‘and does “If: 
FOWeren’ Por Girt.” ‘hey Didn't 

aay recall helps 

Bereows View amoug other tunes. : 
Sreoends her 20 minutes 
bezoil Too Marvetaas 

The K Bert Sloan-Dick Krueger ,later ' 
Oivn again does a fine show and! Rose lending his masculine -bari- | 

Advance reservations tone. The Perey Curtis Orch gives | 
that the ropes will be. up) strong support. Acts .are in~ till | 

the next twojdune 3. 

dane:ng ‘job. 
Biase 
very night for 

Austin Mack was at the, 

Sinatra sent him_ 

to act ean’t be overstated. itheir fourth stint in Australia, the / 
» ready tor anvthing the free-i handsome foursome exhibit. potent. 

keeps: pipes in a bouncy opener.of “To- ! 

She , salesmanship plus ‘an interesting | 
It te the pines, lesks cas a sequined .change of pace that. had ‘the cus-! 

and. tomers pounding for more. The Dia- : 
ind what else could she monds sing with well-trained slick: ; : Gilbert-on 

with comprise a bullfight ‘routine. with 

frames, and tables are stacked so ) 
that there’s barely dancing room. | 

Skip. 

‘Palmer. House. ¢ hi. 
‘Chicago, May. 23: 

| cers, Ben Arden Orch; $8 cover. 

Harold‘s Club, Reno. 
Reno, May. 26. . t 

Car-Can Revue with Zizi Rascos, . Ure 
Daniele Clary, Guardsmen 4), 
Bohby Winters, Don Conn Orch: 
U*; no carer, no minimum. 

and. asSurance each time 
around, and ‘his current turn: at the 
Empire. Room ‘demonstrates _ his 
comedic. maturity .to the fullest. 

: He states his’ idolization of ‘the ma- 

Current Harolds lineup is a near JOF ‘comic’ of the. sécond quarter 

. goes on the prove’ to those present : 
‘that the sick: comics are an‘ aberra- } 
‘tion and the five- -a-day-at-the-Palace : 

. packaged: for the. summer. sea- 
son last yeur, and indications are 
it’ li reap the same hefty respanse 
as the la-t edition. Accent is on 
four terpers imported from Paris 
for the long-term booking (thfough 
tue summer months', but “there's 
diversion in’ the person of petite 
Daniele Clary, the barbershop har- 
monizing of the Guardsmen and ing “for the ‘good old dass. of vaude- 

> jugeli istry » Ville and. his: distaste. for the. cur 
Wate sling artistry of Bobby. rent: comedy scene. | While. the 

; izh- ing femm (Mir- - Sideburn set is. an easy’ mark for 
chit high-stepping £ Uzal Nicole satire and other comics have dore ‘ 
Debry, Gaby Keskinis) are given a Sh4rp cartoons .of this: group, few: 
strong assist by Zizi Rascos in the have done it with the.vulgat verisi-. 

terp routines. Five win good en-. militude that. Shawn.manifests.. 

dorsenient for their efforts, a!beit. 

comedy. He's. an impressive show: | 

perb. delivery and: promise..-: 
Shawn’s. takéoff' on rock 'n’ roll- 

-ate baseball. pitcher is a near-per-', 
fect achievement in- the art of the: 

» mime: 
_ecuted, it.manages to'rise ‘above of- ; 
‘ fensiveness. through: his skill and: 
artistry. Although’ .. his.. ‘usual 

Fun Room's small stage. It’s the 
tvpical. Parisian appeal, with the: 

Miss Clary, new te the west, is 
a. looker with ‘nice stving on a 
variety of bilingual selections. She : 
has an easy sell, bul is. effective, j 
The Guardsmen, also in last. sum- jal gracefulness and piece comes 
mer’s edition, essay such as ““Coney ,; OM as an extremely effective com 
Island Baby,” “Clementine” and j j ba allet: 
other oldies for good aud reac-: 

, ber. has been ‘broadened out, too: 
or Four also lead a community ; It is: now almost 15 minufes - Jong: 

( Wint , and ‘serves as the framework for 
Robby ee proves an okay “several ather smaller routines, sev- juggler with the Indian Clubs and - 

eral of which.. could - easily be de- 
tamborines, but has changed the veloped ° into «self: - contained routine little from his many prior : “He ‘also. shows. a more | 
dates’ in the. Reno-Taboe area. *Ketches. 
Pacing is right, but a coupla new : than. passable :- ‘voice in singing 

gimmicks couldn’t hurt the act. He - When | wt World with Men ned F 
throws in a pair of fun bits’ as the and “It's 18 4 ot ein a 
only diversity in his straight work- some nifty comic. fogtwor 
aday turn. 

The Don ‘ Shadow.” - Conn. orch.: with the It takes.a-big. act or per- 

backstops the entire “show. of. the Empire Room,. and Shawn 

Bovs for this. production. are .in.“ 

- Orately costumed and’ ‘well-choreo- 
leet and act. consisting- of two fém- 
mes: and..three. men.. aaa with } 

Ba clay smart. production - values, it-is.a 
r Motel, Toronto | ; sparkling array of musical: comedy. 

. The Diamonds (43, , ‘Hal Fisher. : tYP€ . numbers’ - embellished with ° 

Bub Arlyn Dancers (5). Bobby ; L2PPs" own slick flamenco: ‘like | heel 
Rose, Percy Curtis Orch (8); $1.50 and: toe tappery. Like Shawn, the 

cover. j turn is great for this ‘Setting. 

provide Paris” flavor. Lon g. 

When blase. musicians are con- | 
vulsed at. the sight-and-scund an- 
ties of a comedian—and rival acts. , 

niteries: ‘applaud—he . 

iertainment, jet~ alone ‘marquee. | 
, values, this is the Empire Room's ; 
i strongest” bill in ‘months. 

Dukes: of: ‘Dixieland follow - on 
June 8, _ with: Tapps : Dancers re- 

presumably has the ‘goods. -This ° 
applies to Hal Fisher who had the “maining. Do Mar." 
;customers: in his mitt from the are ai 
‘start for 28 minutes (when caught! € Inb Peachtree, Atlanta! 
on opening night! and finally had’ Atlanta,’ May 24. 
to beggoff. Add the harmony work | 

Hubbell, . Princess” Nyeela, Harry 
stage productions of the Bob Arlen: : Thomas: Trio; $4: 50 minimunt, 

‘Dancers and you “have (a Solid 
ifloorshow. Veteran ‘comie ‘Paul Gilbert has ! 

Walking on nonchalantly, Fisher: all ‘the equipment to pléase any 
immediately proves. himself a. fun- | audience: In addition. he is- an: 

His Mexican bit, ‘| accomplished musician, has: a fine. 
“Bingo the Gringo, ” continues to ,; veire and-can dance with the “best : 
build un the hilarity. His -top-” of ‘em. And.‘on top‘of. all. that: he 
hatted drunk. on. New Year's: Eve j des | two different shows, about 

“nates here,” . : 
A physical - performer, he “does. 
conic falls, wréstles the mike and: 

ith eye-rolling | generally comports. himself in an- 

this one, written by himself), his.: 
mimicry of. Europern. trains grect-| 

done only w 

mike, all score with the customers. 
With his casual selling, Fisher , quest of space’ to” latest develop: 

had the sophisticated room ‘rocking ; ‘ivents in the Congo, in comic vein. 
with slick: pacing and. class “in -of course. He does a-nifty takeoff 
standup comic. clicks. His deft :and-| 9M -a. Western ‘charactéf in a tv: 
surefire performance, on word-of- 1S show and a ditto: on. a. mov ie ‘Tarzan 

mouth. should set Barclay. Hotel Skit... 
biz zooming in the coming fort- | Donning medical garb, he doés his 

night. 

a fine harmony.,.highly amusing Surgical arena mah- 
nerisms . and’ “patient-doctor .. réla- 

fight with: ‘a pair 

The Diamonds, 
quartet, whd range from estab-| 
lished faves to their recordings on j tions and ‘a ‘losing 

"the M : label. J !of rubber gloves. .”:'. 

fourth stint ust back from -. Gilbert. closes. his. ‘act with a 
smooth terp turn’ and. ‘a.:bit ‘of 
comedy - involving | his cornet play- 
ing and has to ‘beg. off. gether” and then into their “Why j Backing ‘up “Gilbert is Priticess 

Do Fools Fall in Love?” 
Versatile foursome shows- vocal: : Nyeela.” billed -as 

t Delighi,” -who” does’: a . sinuous 
range, youthful enthusiasm and ; Oriéntal ‘dance while : tinkling her 

finger: cymbals. Normally, . Nyella 
‘would be :a_ headliner,::but with 

the’ bill she’ has to. take: 
ithe “featured” swet:. — 

. Opening. the show. Is a leggy 
redhead, 

ness and emotional - projection: 
In well-costumed choreography, 

the Bob Arlen Dancers do-two full-! 

"Stage production. nombers. These modern dancers with the old: In 
the’ latter category she” uses props concerted cape-twirls,  and-' their. 

‘Rain” number, with. Bobby | 

|” Additional Night Club 

_Reviews on Page 54 
| McStay. 

‘Dick Shawn, ‘George’ Tapps Dan-" 

’ Diek. Shawn grows. in poise, sta-' 

-of the century early in his act and’ 

Man with . excellent. ‘material, su- 

His panto impresh. of an efleinin- - “ 

‘Shawn's standby Civil: ‘War. num: | 

Slapstick version. of. “Me ‘and My |: 

‘sonality to fill the-wide open spaces 

dlominates this classery at.all times. 
George Tapps Daneers is.an elab- |: 

-From the standpoint of sheer en- 

; “Know. Your Doctor” skit, in which’ 

Calmer in their approach . are | plays role ‘of a myopic. medico with 

-# ‘The Turkish: 

SNE T a aETE CECUET CATT EIR IGEEE 

Ann: Hubbell; .a capable. 
‘tap dancer, whose routine contrasts | 

| and’ waltz clog and. closes . with: a 

3 mitting. « 
- Singer Joey ‘Girard. ‘displays: a 

pleasing voice sifiging “The Lady 
Is. a Tramp” ‘and. ‘does a. good job | ; 
of keeping the show. ‘mov.ng while: 
doubling’ as .emcee. - 

Harry ‘Thomas and his trio. work: 
smoothly with the performers: 

.. Luce. 

Bradford Roof. Boston: 
Boston, May :23.” 

‘Cart Sauyer,.: “Richard: “ecanga,; 
school js still.the mainstréam of . Gary. McHugh production of “The: ‘dezvous..” 

Boy Friend,” (14): 
Donald. Burr: choreography, 
| Kenyon; scenery, David: Mitehell; 
'Lghting, Cherie, .costumes,- Joe . 

‘directed by’ 

Parrinello; witlr Laurie -Fratiis,. 
1 Fritizt Burr, Neal” ‘Kenyon, Mar: . 
-garet Beals, Muriel. Foran, Karen } 
Sargent, Jo'Ann Cooper; Tony. Col: : 
lis, Kenneth Brown: Mark Alden,. 
' Charles Frasch, Roy Jolnsoi,: 
Martha Barron, Randy ‘Fehols; 

* $4.95 minimum. 

This marks a new ‘departure, for 
“the Bradford: Roof itery, » which: 

‘in the round and’ its rame: chaiiged - 
to. ‘Bradford Roof... Dinner ‘Theatre - 
}on an operation: as' a legit ‘attrac- - 

with two intermissi:ons.. There is ‘no 
‘service while show is on. 
The. old -spoof.of Eng: ls jausi- 

cals plays okay ‘on the. small Brad- i 
‘ford: stage ala hart-top tune. tent 
style. -Props. and. séts are brought j 
on, and the actors make their. en-: 
drances coming duwn | the ‘aisles. : 
‘This particular ‘opus .is. pra¢ticatsy ' 
actor procf,. and. has ‘not “beeén- seen 
‘in Hur since last touring company } 
playet it at the Shubert. ‘four. years 
ago,-so what -is ‘lacking. in piping j. 

{quality is..easily mare ‘up in Susty | 
‘and verve by the performers...” 

{ 

| 

20's. 
‘Foran, Xaren Sargent and Jo Ann. 
Cooper,. Charles Fraseh. is partic- 
ularly. 200d - as ‘Percival. ‘Browne. 

eredita ble, and 
F Charleston With. Me” is outstand-. 
ing.. The. novelty of a musical and |. 

; Winner is bringing. customers to 
j the upstairs newly dubbed “thea-. 
. tre.” . - Guy.. 

Angelo’s: Omaha . 
Omaha, May 27.. 

Johnny Puleo and the Hay monica 
: Rascais (6), 1, Al Lamm Orch. (405. $1: 
jor 

Aided ‘by: their p.a. on: -Perry:' 
‘Como’s - tv ‘show: Wednesday (24), 
‘Johnny’ Puleo. and -his' Harmonica : 
Rascals ‘breezed . to a gala getaway 
at their nine-day stand at-Angelo’s: 
-excellently-appointed nitery. Open: 

‘Paul Gilbert, Joey Girard, ‘Ann 4 night. (26) was jampacked—with '- 
' what appeared: to be the Spending 
| crowd.. 

This is: Puleo’s second: ‘go-round: 
lat Angelo's: ‘in ‘the. past eight 
‘months and the act: hasn't changed 
‘an iota. It's. strictly. slapstiek: 
| comedy interspersed with: some ex-- 
cellent ‘hormonica: work. - Little’ 
| Jobnny has -béen around . Jong} 
enough to case - his . auditors per- 

\ fectly, ‘and. his. five ‘straights . are: 
1 on, the. ball throughout. © ~ 

_ Act is backed flawlessly” by “AL: 
‘Lamm: and his slim—but ade- 
‘ quate—orch. ; 

Tony Pastor and Sons. open J une ; 
Trump. ‘ 

El Rey. Chub. Ney, 3 
Searchlight, Nev.,:May 25. . 

Peggy. DeCastro; Dick . Wise &: 

dem 
: . 

two-week stint at Willie ‘Martello’ S. 
EL Rey. resort -hotel casino show- 
yoom, 55 miles south of Las Vegas: 
The “middle sister” who defected 
fram the singing trio. got laughs |. 
and cheers: from.the opening night 
audience. .The intimate room. is an 
excellent sshowease for her stylized | 
tones and. mugging.: Guitarist ‘Gary 
Lemel teams. with the ‘star in some . 
very funny clowning bits, and: also, 
clicks ‘with. vocals, 

Miss “DeCastro’s numbers. are 
| pleasantly -saturated’ with special: 
' material, and she gets extra big. 
yoOcks: for her version. of “Charley. 
Brown.” 
Man," “Show: Me The Way. To: Ga 
Home” and “Ol’ Devil Moon.”’ 

Outstanding job: of: ‘backing ds. 
done by -Porter - Thampson. 
drums; Bob Messenger, bass;. and 
Ronnie - Cole, ‘88. . 
The “Instrumentalists, * a’ good 

|| standard quartet’ of. musicians.. al-| 
ternates ‘with Miss DeCastro, who 
Foes three shows, ‘nightly. Duke. 

while doing the ‘nostalgic ‘soft shoe | 

swift Charleston. ‘She merits. a good 

“Fritzi Burr is’a fusty girl of the | 
In other roles’ are’. Muriel: o 

‘There's. some fast terping which is. 
“Won't You ' 

{trate . on ..world ~situations . 

Instrumentalist; nO. cover. Or niin - 

Peggy DeCastro “has ‘opened: ne 

Others ‘include. “Worried 

‘on. 

“Dick: Wise: ‘and’ 

Hotel Roosevelt. N.O. 
“+ Neéw-Orleans;: ‘May 26. 

. Benay ‘Venuté, Jackie: ‘Kannon, 
Leon. ‘Kelner. Orch (1233. $2.50 
weeknight mininuint;, :$4. Sats. i 

“New: two-act’ layout in. “Seymour. 
! Weiss". Blue ‘Room -adds.up to a 
‘| winning parlay.° Show moves fast 
; with songs, music and. laughs, and. 
{the next two .weeks-should see biz .:. .. 
Jas. hefty as on opening. night, Thurs. ae 
423). 

~ Topping show is. blonde ‘Benay 
j Yenuta, playing: her: firs? ‘apes 
ment in this ‘plush nocti:.;: "E lens 

“Thrush, a Joo“: with’. 
slick’ gow ning. mature stage ur izorte . 

‘Neal..ment-and.a.set of ‘pipes that- are . 
‘authoritative and true, easily-regise 
ters with: the. tablesitters: : Sie. 

ers is a-prime example of-his.yearn= :Crosby: musical direction, “Richard socks over .40- minutes “of. show. 
‘tunes;. special’ -material : ‘and other. 

. numbers for enthusiastic’ response. . | 
" Miss Venuta,.a pro” -whe: knows — 

: her way. around: a supper club: de-. 
ig ers a-song ina belting.style with 
‘irresistiblé ~ salesnianship:) ‘Her’ 
tunes ‘ineludé a -medley.‘of songs” 
7 circa the 1920s,. plus. “Got.a:Lot of. 

Living,’ “Make Someone: “Happy. eee 
“Bewitched,” “Everything: I’ve ‘Got . 
Belongs to You” and “Miss. Me.” 

Expertly. timed . and -ex- has had its face lifted. with theatre. among: athers. . 
Kanno: provides the. - 

At took.:a while to warm 
Jackie: 

laughs. 
‘up. the-‘tabléholders. but: once: ha: .. 

comedic stance: is one -of Studied” | tion, ‘Dinner is: served before: the: gets’ going the. yoeks and howls’. 
awkwardness, in this routine. he’s: show, which has. an 8:30. curtain, cone :fast.. ‘He grows: on his audi- 

)j ence ‘with. his .many: faceted ‘Bits 
‘which. ‘spread his talent. we : 
[. Comic - rapidly” 
through a wide range of subjects: . 

"His. material ‘is topdrawer with an’ : 
original .and fresh. flavor. and his © 
timing © perfect.’ -He was: in “gned: 
form ‘and’ would: have ® been. :.on 
longer if the. ‘eystomers jad’ their. 
“ways: 
| Leon Kelner: ‘and... his. crew dis: .. 
i pense a brand.of.toe-tingling music. 
The dance floor.was packed ‘diiring.-.: 
the ‘knee- action. -sessions:- 
also -emcées show: capably. 
Show: runs until June we Binz. 

Kelner. - 

-Creseende. 1A . 
Hollywood. . May. 23: . 

. Mort: ‘Sahl, Hi-Lo's, Reve. Tez 
Orch}: $2.50 corer; 2-drink mint: 
mum. : 

Mort Sahl’s 3 return 7 proved slight: 
Nly less ‘patron-packed .and lacked . 

‘maintained |= the ‘same+ pungent... 
‘}punch: . He: continues - ‘to. concen-: 

honie : politics, . with severa] added - 
‘barbs. on: ‘colorful pers snalities: and 
| social customs that fit ‘the format. 

‘Sinatra, Time Magazine, Richard |. 
'| Nixon’ (ex-veep applyizig.for’a.joh™ -.-- 
iis cute), Laos and Cuba ‘get plenty:: 
of coverage, but top. stuff goes-to 
‘the Kennedy. family. : President: a3. 
a‘film star cast-in,‘ “Noth By North. 
‘west’ and. running across: ‘his. own: oe 
. Mt: Rushmore face is. fun... wee 
| Brief. newer. stuff ‘includes a 

“i kudos this ‘year . ‘went to: family. 
i films—all | with “accent : 
' prosties.” 

ology: depts. is a gasser,. 
On -ahéad’ are. the Hi-Lo's, per- a 

sonable’ ‘male’ quartet who. ‘please 
| wit ith smooth delivery of such oldies 
1 as “Georgia: “* “Eitthe® “Grass Shack” 
and “My. ‘Sugar: is: So. Refined.” oo 

: Comedy, flair: shows in barbershop 
. styling. on .“‘Home. in’: -Indiana.” 
Regular ‘pianist. Clair’ Fisher;, aided 
“by: Members of - René, Touzet orch, 7 
back ably...’ 
“Touzet's - big: group offers’ slick: 

| dance’. music . and. interact enter-" 
| tainment. in. Latiri mood: 

Sahl ig: in: through - “ine 2, with 
 Hi- Lo's ‘holding over - 4, 

s.. a e. 

“Dine” s- Lodge. LA oo 
: Holly wood,- May: 22. 

Diane: Booth, ° ‘atith Jack Elion? 
‘Steve: LeFevet, bass;. nO. cover, mo -- 
minimum. was . . 

~Particulatly well. “sulted to. “this: 
‘elegantly - ‘informal .‘room, - 
‘Booth opened.. her. third .round. 
Monday night (22.1, serving a ‘light, . 
set of standards delivered in strong, : 
straightforward ~ -and. generally: 
.pleasing:.manner.. -A« Jooker and 
warmly ‘appealing, . thrush : has a 
rich, full “voice | and | uses, it : to 
advantage. . 

_. She. scores “most: with: solid. belt. 
‘ing’ on."Johnny One-Note.”:a good - 
‘opener, aiid “There’ It. Be. Some 

t 

-Changes..Made.”. Assurance and” a” 
relaxed - quality are apparent on- 
-jump tunes, but -she . gets hogged 
down. with heavy ‘Speech’ ‘in ballads 
like’ “IE Wish You Love.” 
experience: ‘should ” improve these. 
areas, | 
Jack “Elton, piano, and Steve: 

‘LeFever, bass;- continue to: provide . 
r bop musical s support. Dale. 

jokes His 4 way’ — 

originality. of ..éarlier .stints, ‘but... 

and 

clever. takeoff. on the . -Academy' 
‘ Awards, with Sahl noting ‘that top. 

His ‘comparison ‘of. cal. ch 
Hege: ‘Imath,- ‘philosoptiy and psych- wots 

Diane 

.Further *: a 



“Wednesday, May°31, 1961... 

*™ asudience on Mo 
_ at the London: Palladium—and had the 

SRE eee te ah Thi rankle at his bubbling best. A polis 
real spirit aie of Vaudeville, yet with am essen tiat nppent 1 
__ He ‘is now. the complete professional, | , 

_ Using the stage masterfully and imagina- 
-, ‘tively, frequently switching the mood of 

bis performance and pulling out ak his 
ola high kicking showmanship gymbas- 

-“Give Me :The Moonlight”, “Green. 
oor’ and many other old. favourites 
were inc , SO was a specially written 
closer, “I'll. Be Back Patel my 
-At one point, he sang “‘Teasin’” to a 

. Hutle. girl frony the audience who was 
‘ghere asa birthday: treat, ae 

__, At another, he sang a stnoochie num- 
ber:.to a “girl” on a park bench.. The 
audience: had just a back view of the 
Jong, blonde-haired’ “cutie” who: tumed 
Out. to be Gladys Morgea, whose family 
have ‘been. fifty years in show’ business 
but have néver before hag a Palladium 
‘season. ee 

- +" Ie every mood, Fraakle triamphed: 
" great show, | Binal trimmpned: A 

'g ¢ 
Up ytnd 

* Wor Sley. 

FRANKIE VAUGHAN ‘is pulling out all. the 
-.. stops.at’his:currént Variety fortnight at the « 
‘London Palladium’ on a. bill presented. .by 

_ Leslie A. Macdonnel and Bernard Delfont. 
Rarely has “he been’seen’ to such advantage as here: in’ an 
‘act staged ‘by Ernest’ Maxin ‘and tinder the ‘musical... - 
direction of Basil Tait. 0) te 

The. old magic remains, enhanced by a highly developed pro-. . 

 fessionalism and technique: that makes: him: unique: among 

the popular singer-entertainers.of the “day. Immaculately” |. -. 

dressed as-always, impeccable. in bebaviour. and..as pleasing .. 
in. stvle and. mannerisms ‘as ever, he runs through a:host of | 
old: and. new: numbers with the minimum of fuss ‘and the. 
maximum of effect. . Se 

There 4s. an: infectious: galety about 
~ .*Frankie..Vaughan; bis chuckle, .-.. 

“ gnnoouous. innuendos and, ‘above, : « .. 
‘all, .his ‘ability to put over a” 
_pumber . with inimitable ‘tuneful- . 
| pese_ and style,-all stamp him a ~:~ 
worthy top. of the bill’ .of- this: 

ot reputedly ace variety theatre of. 

Ma Joop tun, 
lrg © jg At Mp . 

‘senageion Ut of 
the qe aig 

. wk 
Stic, Ne 

Pde 
Rd: 

Serh dhe elty han nit 
wy, * the O1g9,02 0 - 

ag lar httd ght 
Sur, 

; ee aes onal dary » 
THE ‘TIMES. TUESDAY MAY 2° 196% 

"SHOWS ‘POLISH ° _ 
coe ihe fee 

polished performer who knows exactly. bow 
‘-16 manage his. audience and put over his. 
‘material to. maximum effect, which comes. 
4§ a. relief after ‘one ‘or’ two. notably 
-amateurish acts earlier in the: programme.: 

‘American. SOL SHAPIRO - _ Agents 
“Agents. WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY 

New York City 

_ -- GEORGE-GREIE, 
7 Chancery Lone, $9424 Dayton Wey. . 

London, W.C.:2, Beverly Hills, Colifornia. 

Managers: . ‘PAUL CAVE, se 

an A 

|LLADIUM! 
ADAM AND CL 

e 
~ Lay 

O rs Cla of 

Td? Piet! Pay) *UDp 
/ Agnecing *82n¢ Rinne in 

53 

tl 

AMIC 

aM IFF 
WATCH FRANKIE 

ADAM FAITH and Clif Richard were among the starstedded first house nday for the start of Frankie Vaughan's tw season 
experience of Hearing “mans hyeterke” 

mature performer; the 
© the teenagers, 

aid 

nha oe: 

Vaughan 
shows 

American 
e. f| 

SRANKIE VAUGHAN made an 
Iapressive return to the London 

Palladium when he ned a tno- 
week season last M y, and fully 
deserved hia cheering reception from 
@ packed bouse. 

Topping am adequate bet hardly out- 
' gtanding variety bill, he geve bbe 

admirers a non-siop 46-minste act 
which was q model for all aspiring 
entertainers. 

WILLIAM MARSH 
BERNARD DELFONT AGENCY LTD. 
Lendos, $.W.1. 

7 

BEER, . 
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Sahara, Las Vegas ia well paced and full of talent) 
to give the patrons top entertain: Las Vegas, May 23. 

Kay Starr, Guy Marks, Step ; ment value. 
Bros. 4-. .sxiantey Boys (4), Maro- 
Landis Dancers +16:, Louts Bastt} ing. Jimmy Nolan, and Larry Stu-! mum,” 

produc ed by Stan| Tino, are out of Toronto and new} - Orvie 6 12a; 
Iruin, stage direction, Sy Lein; 
Churevworip: yy, Moro-Landis; $4¢ 
» tad 2 eh ay 

The d+ namic Kav Starr, whose ° 
stron vauculisthenies, trim figure, 
and interesting beauty give her. 
provoral.ve .ex appeal not found 
in other femme singers, has re- 
turnéd to the Congo Room, again. 
chiéking solidly. Her _ nostalgic « 
repertoire int Indes © ‘Ho Ho,.Ha Ha, : 
Me Too.’-“When a Woman Loves 
a Man.* ‘That's What the: Good 
Book Says" .and her trademark 
“Wheel ot Fortune” 

She also does “EF Really Don’t : 
Want to Know” and “If You Love. 
Me’ with a pleasing subdsed echo 
chamber effect. The Stanley Boys 
{4+ give a good blend to some. of} 
her numbers, and.the Louls Bast 
orch (12+ smoothly guides the fes- 
tivities. 

Guy Marks is back for this one, 
getting appreciative yocks for his 
offbeat type of humor. His out- 
landish impresh of an ostrich, and 
takeoffs on “The Unbearables” tv 
program and a radio band singer 
are Standonts. In questionable 
taste is his inclusion of Gary 
Cooper and ITumphrey Bogart im- 
preshes, otherwise the turn is blue 
chip. 

The oft-imitated Step Bros., an 
extremely hard act to follow, is 
sandwiched. and as usual their 
rapid-fire footwork plus . comedy | 
movement and dialog gets brisk ap- 
plause. 

Holdover Moro-Landis: product- 
tion number balances the:Stan Er- 
win production, fn for four weeks. 

. . 

The Cloister. L. A. 
Hollywood, May 24. 

Phyllis Diller, Frank : D’Rone, 
Geri Galian Orch ¢8); $2.50 cover 
per person, two drink minimum. 

Strip club {fs offering a happy 
balance of comedy and song with 
the combination of comedienne 
Phyllis Diller and singer Frank 
D’Rone. It's a blend of the new 
and the featured. Mrs. Diller is 
crashing the L.A. scene for the 
first time but D’Rone has been 
Cloister-ed for several. engage- 
ments before, though this is his 
first time as a feature attraction. lin 

Phyllis Diller is from the lost ! 
tribe of female stand-up comics | 
and the way the breed ‘has scat- i 
‘tered she can claim a virtual mo-! 
nopoly. She delivers a running 

The three Hi-Lites, Harry Hard-: 

in these parts. They embellish the | 
three part harmony with well done 
special material and make: their’ 

!25 minutes very listenable. * ‘When 
‘ Vaude Was King” is a vehicle for : 

“Ye ‘Littie. Ciab, WAS 
~ o7 “Beverly Hills, May 23.. ‘contented customers.. Donati, 

.. Laura Devon,’ Ric Marlow, . ceptionally versatile. on the 88, dis- 
Edujrdo’ Sasson; two drink mini-; plays his pianistie talents ‘both 

‘two. weeks, her -fourth,.-at -this:'ment) to Dimitri ‘Tiomkin’s 
[ Canon Drive den and she’s sharing ; “Green: Leaves of Summer.” 
the billing. with singer Ric Marlow | 
and - guitarist Eduardo Sasson who ! 

Ithat. should: keep. room filled with. 7 
exe | 

classically and pop-wise on re-: 
; | pertoire which ranges from. 'Bach’s |: 

Laura ‘Devon chalks up. another: Brandenburg Concerto (fifth move- | 

“Flame Room, Mpls. 
‘Minneapolis, May 26, 

7 Nino Nanni, Dolores Perry, Dane. 
ny Ferguson ¢ Orch MMs ‘$1. 30-92-51 50 
cover, ny 

While currant fortnighter-k here ‘dg. -- 
first : for Nino Nanni and Dolores. 

ve LP . 
Donati’s: Keyboard abilities: are erry since this elégant- Hotel. Rad- 

{ first-rate. “His modern, up-tempo’ dia isson nitery was revamped .a year. 
g6,;both:were familiar: acts in the: . 

a quartet of songs | fr om the nostal- . joiried - her for their: first Stint.- versions of - ‘some longhair humbers / ‘ote Flame : “Room. ‘Pair. have- won. a 

gic era of vaude greats, and “Rock ; 
‘n’ Roll Around the World” shows - 
them in songs of many’ -nations. ‘ 
“I May Never Pass This Way 
Again” closes on a ballad note. 

{| Noian has the lead. singer role, | 
Harding the tenor, and Sturino the 
bass, all of their work. being togeth-' 

-er and registering nicely. 

Davis & Reese are among the! 
favorite regulars here. This time. 
they do all their surefire routines, 

| plus some new bits and. twists to! 
' the established comedy.. One of ' 
the funniest acts. in recent years, 

I they are making their way into, 
the ranks of the all-time comedy 
Preats. Their “Cavaleade of - 
Sports,” with Reese as the straight 
sports announcer and Davis as the 
punchy fighter, is straight howls.-}: 

There’s a lot of new fun in the} 
“Hollywood Glamour Gal” bit with |" 
Davis working himself to a frazzle 
as the line boy and Reese taking. 
the bows as the glamour puss. The: 
sequences with Davis telling Reese 
how to sing keeps the laughs rol- 
ling, ‘and there closer with the 
drum duet and the terps atop the 
drums fs sock. 

One of the best. of the Eddy 
shows {n recent months, it: stays. 
‘through June 8. Quin. 

Sugar Hill, S.F. ; 
San Francisco, May 24. 

Barbara Dane, Kenny - Whitson, 
Wellman Braud; no cover: no mini. 2 

| mum, 

This fs a new club on Broadway 
{n North Beach, the real night spot |: 
area of this city as of now. It. 
opened last Tuesday. (23) to a good: 
press and a packed house.. It fea- 
tures co-owner Barbara Dane as 
vocalist, backed by the Whitson- 
Braud piano and bass duo. Club 
policy will eventually. bring in. 
other traditional jazz and blues 
performers but not until mid-sum- ; 
mer. 

. Kenny Whitson, who plays piano ' 
and occasionally blows ‘trumpet 
‘obligato to Miss Dane’s vocals, is: 
also featured as intermission vo- 

‘calist, He sings blues and jazz tunes 
na southern, accent with a certain | 
charm and gift for phrasing. His 
piano is in the Style of traditional 

i blues and affords a good intermis- 
sion act for Miss Dane. especially 
when . accompanied by veteran.| 

stream of short gags centered | wetiman Braud, still a strong bass 
around her own funny foibles and 
occasionally lapses inta a long 
maniacal monolog like, “How to 
stuff a turkey through the beak.” 

Comic doesn’t rely on material 
alone as she baeks it up with rub- 
bery facial twists, tongue protru- 
sions and fiendish, diaphragmatic 
laughter while she waves, like a 
baton, an unlit blue cigarette in 
a long holder. She looks like a 
leprechaun outfitted by Saks Fifth 
Ave. and she capitalizes on her 
appearance as she bats home one 
sight and think joke after another. 
She’s ridiculous as she {+ hilarious. 

Mother ‘tof five) Diller did her 
undergraduate nitery ‘work at 
Frisco’s Purple Qnion and on tv 
some 30 times as an adoptees on 
the “Jack Paar Show.” Second 
round audience opening night was 
appreciative, but not tao hep. 

Frank D’Kone is. a full voiced, 
no gimmicks. song-belter. He 
knows the Cloister course and is. 
very much at home here. His 
straightforward, tempo changing 
delivery and his fine. firm, vocal 
control niches him in as one of 
the best ballad-jazz st) lists. D’Rone’| 
handles a guitar (standard equip- 
ment these days) with tremendous 
versatility and his strumming of 
“Malaguena’ is a must hear-see 
for ring<ider,s. 

Geri Galian's eitht’ piece or- 
chestra, a hovse Steady, provides 
reliabie sound for dancing and 
backirg. 

Duo Dilier 
booked tor three wereks. 

wr 
Hart. 

Edldyvs", K. €. 
Kansas Cily, May 26. 

Pepror Dea ws & Tony Reese, Hi- 
it ar Bi HW lia: us Orch 16); 

$t 30-38 2 Cordes 

Seldom was a better rounded 
shew seen hore. This bill includes 
Pepper Davis & ‘Tony~Reese on 
their sixth stand in the room, and 
the Hi-Lites on thei first date 
hereabouts. The nearly 60 minutes 

and D‘Rone is 7 

player after 30 years. 
Miss Dane is a strong-voiced | 

woman whose specialty.is presen- 
tation of songs formerly associated 
with veterans blues singers like 
Bessie Smith, Ma Rainey and Ida. 
Cox. She accompanies. hefsélf on 
guilar -and- handles the emcee. 
chores when on stage. 

Her voice ‘is rich and powerful 
and her material is good, but she 
suffers from an occupational haz- : 
ard: too much ‘chatting down to 
the audience which seriously inteér-. 
feres with her impact as a per- 
former and gives a surface: {mpres- 
sion of amateurism which" could: 
well be eliminated. 

Costumed a la the Roaring Twen- 
ties, she 

and, especially when accompanied 
by Whitson’s muted trumpet ob- 
ligato, gets a fine mood of nostal- | 
gia invoked. 

Club looks like a winner. There’s. 
room for its style of entertainment. 
It’s in a good spot and.is attractive-. 
ty lai laid out Rafe. 

Lopez A Showman: Is Taft Hotel? 
Vincent Lopez, the longtime dansapation steward in the ample. | 

and moderately-priced | ‘Taft Hotel (N.Y.) Grill,’ and ever. alert to 
masterminding a series of. one-shot. national 

“salute” sessions from the. Taft bandstand that's profitable ail around 
for the half-hour’s network airing. with plugs accorded. by CBS. 

salesmanship, ~ is 

Radio. 

Office. last two having donated 
and. parfum gifts-for the messicurs et mesdames payees.: 

Between terp sets, an accordionist took’ the floor in. ‘smock: and 
beret, and that was about. as atmospheric ‘as - things’ ‘got. Seems a 
sound enough project, what. with 
showmanship for the: Grill. clientele wouldn’t hurt. Menu; for ex-: 
ample, could.spotlight'a national 
cordionist could have roamed the. TOOT. instead of merely: saunter- 
ing the dance floor. For a few bucks, the ‘Taft management .cou 
have lent an assist that might have made beaucoup (vive la) difter- - 
ence. 

| watered. down, but ‘it ‘didn’t de- | 
|tract. one drop. from ‘his stand. 

7 type in* the. late ‘Jobn . Garfield. 

Taylor on bass rate. hefty ‘plaudits | 

i? imum. 

‘I solos, 

induces community sing- | 
ing and clapping for. varfous tines ' 

Preemer: last: Thursday (18) “saluted” France, with: “subsequent 
once-a-month nosegays due other ‘friendly ‘nations. 
kickoffer, melodically keyed to the ‘Paris ‘hit parade,. brought: out 
reps from the Paris UN staff, Air France. and the French. Tourist. 

: Judging..from. the abundant ‘audi-; 2% Fleasant innovations, © 
, ence accolades,’ host. Marshall. Ed-} Among his contrasting selections 
; Son has a.terrific triumvirate. - are ““€oma Prima, a,” 
| -‘Sasson,.a native of Coloiabia, for- | Ciao. Ciao Bambino’ and 
jmer‘UN European interpreter and Domenticar” for those who wanted 
master of 10 languages, is making the Htalian touch for one set. He- 

his professional debut. and! ‘opelis 
full hour and ‘a half spin, He. reg- 
isters big’-with ‘ fine: musicianship , 

: and. folk: vocalizing: 

His guitar. handling is fluld, .gen- 
‘sitive: and often. stretches into the 
the comic, ‘as he plays instrument. 
on top: of his. head, like a-pendulum’. . improyisations | 
and as| Harpo Marx might. tackle ‘setting ‘audio: moods. ‘with his crea- 

“Fascination,” “But: Not Fer. Me” 

applause. 

rf 

‘He sings in French, Spanish, |tive phrasing and interpretations 
Hebrew ‘and Greek,-scoring high in on thematic construction, He does 

,last two. with a rousing version of: _not .demean. his numbers with in- 

“Haava Nagila” and-“Never on-Sun--. troductions nor does he sing.- He's: 
day" sung with. the uncensored _Tugged-looking, ‘with 
Greek lyrics.. . 

Miss Devon socks along fa sultry ; visual personality: assets: 
as covered. here -earlier. : 

masculine, - 

style, 

‘tract since her initial opening. 

casual, personable, free’ style, Jazzy | .week option;. and will: Probably 

|moted. Singer has strong: table-. ‘tion at’ opening. . Donati will ap- 
olds it tight ; Peal to fatrons. who enjoy musical’ -side’ contact and hex 

throughout his turn. ‘He suffered a:™oods superbly performed with 
few dry throat spells, which ‘he Shadings and ee: ; 

: * Ho 3. 

Actor-singer is a good’ character |: Steuben’s,. Reston. 
Boston, May ‘235. : 

. Jackie. Vernon, Heller. & Helerie 
. (2), Don Dennis, Tony Bruno Orch 
i (5); $2. 00 minimum, 

vein 

Joe Felix at the: keys and Dick | 

‘for backing which they et. Hart. 

dary, Workshep,. ©.F, 
“San Francisco, May 23.-- 

James’ ‘Moody orch. .¢7), Eddie | packed with. partyites, - 
Jeberson; “NO: cover, two drink min: 

‘Next to the. last. ‘show ‘for. the | 
‘freres Max and Joe Schneider in' 

merits. June brides-to-be and early : 
a ++ grad. parties. Jackie: Vernon, of} 
—_— {the -relaxed “comic ‘school, has ‘to! 

stable commodity in the jazz ‘mar- : 
' ket. ‘combining a. consistent hard 
‘core jazz fan.draw. with an ability: . 

|.to please the walk-in traffic which| ‘Vernon: takes his time: with his. 
1 hits ano ecover-—no admission: joint “material, and gets: off: some: snap- : 

Wke, thts and is. the basis of its | pers as he “warms. ‘up. AC flukey , 

laved: action routines. a 

sets. run smoothly: and effectively | 
and .aré well paced.’ He: is’ an ex- 
-ceptional. soloist. on. the ‘tenor: and 
flute -himself, ‘and. the. band has a 
solidly | driving | style ‘that: is. very. ; 

exciting. i “Don. Dennis All: the singing s ot | 
Trumpeter Howard MeGhee, now. | with polish. and: “eclat; inging spot 

on the. comeback trail.after several: out a 
: years’: -absence from the jazz scene, . 
is. the other. ‘instrumental soloist of 
strength. — 

|. Eddie J efferson. is the ploneer of 
‘the vocalists who set lyrics to jazz. ticated ballroom’ intros, séqueing : 

pre-dating . Lambert-Hen- | into spin and twirls. Femme look- 
dricks-Ross and King Pleasure by. er,.{n lilac gown, and partner win 
‘some’ years. 

he leads the. orch in. ‘pantomtme 
as. it plays “‘Old Man River.” Party- 
lites tend him. a. nice. Tound of ap- 
; plause. - 

Helene, perfectly: synchronized ' 
terpers, are expert in their. sophis- 

cluding © “several : famed. Charlie . ‘cha cha, © - 
t Parker’ solos’such as .“‘Kansas. City | A Tony Bruno and his boyé cut the 
; Blues” and. Miles Davis’ “So What” | show with verve... : 
among the newer jazz standards. f 

‘good. bet for those clubs: still ‘fight: : g iB 
ing the problem of a 52 week book: .:. 
ing schedule of jazz: Moody: can! is 
serve asa handy. two-week filler |: 
anywhere. a Rafe. 

| y. 

~ Strawhat Loop 
di: Continued ‘from’ Page 58 —- 

Wwoo 
‘May 21. | 

- Dino Donati; no cover or mini- | A 
mun. 

: F taine. Blea 
on" i 

ae unusual “pooking ©: wil be } 
| Phyllis McGuire of. the McGuire: 

“For his: intimate - Champagne. Sisters who will break away from 
Room, owner. Albert Califano. has.| the family act this summer for solo 
‘an Italian. import. Dino Donati. Trio 

SS | signed ‘for a date at the ‘Valley | 
‘| Forge Music. Fair. Aug. 14 
(“Annie Get. Your Gun,”. She'll: re- 

turn to the. sisters’ act in the fall.- 

|-performers into barns .and .sum+ 
mer theatres is a happy develop- 
ment ‘for agencies. .For one: thing 

"| general feeling that the barns: and 
. The’. Gallic . tents provide. their. clients a show- 

‘into. films and/or a tv. series. - 

oster :decorations. plus key ring. ]. 
P P gS... respects: provides. a degree: of. em= 

resort hotels. 
who were offered jobs in various. 
barns turned. them: dewna ‘in favor 

dish; and in this instance the ac- "'} of. better paying hotel ‘stands. In‘ 
‘) the Catskills, . for: example, : ‘some. 

the. broadeast exposure; but ‘some _ 

also does “Tea- For Two Cha-Cha” 

and “Smoke Gets In Your Eves” 
jin varying styles and‘ tempues,- in- ;. 
‘cluding. a mituet- which had. the 
audience. bursting into spontaneous |’ 

Donati. intermixes a. few. of ‘his | | 
-among . numbers, 

‘erew cut and big. grin, adding. to. = 
| onstrates his versatility on the 88° =; 

Lighting is maneuvered by, -bas-.| With. such ‘bits. ‘as the Whiisieat ca 

Singer has’ captured a fat U-I con- ; sist. who adjust spots to.:reflect _— 
. ; musical. mood throughout ‘the vari-. 

Ric Marlow --hits. high as he US 10-15 minute. sets. -Act ‘Is. 
swings across eight numbers in-the booked’ for .two weeks .with. two 

| ceptionally © good” and ‘she | 
| tablesitters: for ‘some Pleapant Tiss. 

: | tening.- 

their ‘pleasant “450-seater {s jam- } following t two weeks. 
-engage-. Lo - rs 

| The: ‘James Moody band fs t.; battle ‘noisé and-chatter of cele- |: , 
brants as: he goes: through a series g | Cannon. Orch (615 nO” cover oF, . 
of one-liners, sight gags and. de- | minimum. we 

+eotnet bit ‘helps set ‘the: and “seems “in need - 
‘Moody is. a- ‘disefplinarian;: “the | he’s got: a “lar out. he--pace and new material. -Yet “some. of 

puzzling.. Donning a. fright: mask, {| 

He is featured each : with a slick “Flirtation Walk” then: 
set ..in : ‘two. ‘or three: numbers, in- | close to. boft returns with | a hotsy 

J slick Job. 

-This session. exits. June. 7: “and |° _ 
‘The Moody. band: looks like .a {final show for the boite opens ‘June. : 

= sion, two ‘drink minimum: 

dates 8 algo o being sifted: by General 

ventures in stoek.: -Sheé’s been: i is 

in. }. 

This. tendency. to steer variety 1 

{many of: the. Juerative summer | 
‘nitery bookings-are on the down-.| 

| beat: The- percenters ‘also have the | 

\.case whith. may ultimately lead: 

ployment . petition ta the. summer. 
Some - performers | 

‘.f acts. are able to do as many aS’ 
three hotels: a ‘night.-at salaries. 

‘| well over those: offered: by tents...) 

large. following. and drew an: en: 
thusiastic ‘crowd, . 

opening. . *. 

Duo-is alge. the: first: to. split. ‘bil 
ing’ in this spot. Teaming well to- 
gether, pair provides first-rate per- 
formance: with Mss Perry. serving - 
iup: ‘nifty: “vocal. - ‘acrobaies 
Nanni. . Supplying - complementing: 
light touch: 

. Nanni, who Heads ‘overseas ‘fora 
six-week European. ‘tour after: wind. 
ing up here, is particularly at home 
in-this supper: club. ‘Spotting. sev-.: 
‘eral. familiar - faces. among - first: "*. 
nighters, he gets: patrons into. tne” _ 
act With frequent. “‘namedropping. 
and sly.local references... ‘He's one - 
performer : who plays to an. aud- 
dence, not. just for it. He. also.-dem-.. 

“Story: of. a: Piano.” “- 

pipes -capable. of filling - ‘an: auiditor- 
jum; Miss Perry: does. a-neat job — 
‘warbling w.k. tunes. from: current... 
Broadway’ musicals’ as well . aS ao oe, 

SW hile -.-. 
there is nothing special about most tas 
couple . ‘Atalian’* nambers.- 

of: her ‘material, her voice” is’ ex- | 
treats" 

First. show. ‘running: pver-an. ‘nour. . 
because. of -heavy: miiting: and en 

efeores by. both. stars, was ‘a ‘it: long. 
and ‘likely will--be “trimmed at. 
subsequent. . performances: Nannt 

lt and -Miss - ‘Perry remain through 
June 7. . 
-Deedy' and: Bill ; are. next in “for: 

Rees. 

“piddtanids, Moaston- 
Houston, May 23, 

AL Bernie is. an: “engaging comie 
: who ‘draws good response in opens. 
er, ‘here. despite fact he. at. times - 

‘héartiest:. yocks come... from. ‘the 
oldies, and who can. criticize .suc- |. 
cess? . He was onstage 33: minutes. .-. 

Thrush Barbara Russell opens .” 
show. - ‘and her’ .opening. . “This. - 
Could ‘Be: the Start of Something Ln 

‘might ‘well .deseribe ‘her. © i Big,” 
slick “June Is Busting Out !‘She. has -nice- pipes and-can “belt,” 

‘All Over” and “I. Love Paris.” He., and .also has -more. than’ just a” - 
winds up to’ big mitting, Heller & - touch of that rarity, » the. ability. to wees 

i feel” ‘a@song. : 2 
“Perhaps - ‘the’ best | ‘moiients’ ot: 

| her “23- minutes: come during. a. 
| Rodgers ‘&. Hart medley, “Funny. 
Valentine” and:“Spring Is Here.” 
AC well-endowed - blonde © looker, .. 
‘Miss © ‘Russell. was well: ° Tecetved.. file 
The Don: ‘Cannon’ oreh. again. does 

Skip. 

Biack Hawi <S: . ae 
’ San-Franciscs, May 23... 

°Ofcar: Peterson: Tris: $1. "admis- _ 

: Osear- ‘Peterson’ s return’ ‘to this 
a longtime stronghold. of jazz brought :- 

}out the.customers. ‘In: droves and * .. 
looks like it-will-continue.to do so". 

+ during. his three-week, Fun (singer 
Jeri ‘Southern opens. June 13}. 
-The. Peterson:. trio 1§ .now-. ac- 

i knowledged ‘as ofte.of. the top box: . 
‘office draws in: jazz-and its appeal -~ 
Tests on’ several factors, - Peterson. 

‘himself “a consistently: ‘exeiling® 
‘pianist when -he is a: stomper and. 
‘a consistently delightful’ soloist.” 
“when. he. ‘plays: melodically... _- 

‘His - bassist, -Ray, :Brown,.. is: ‘one . 
of the very. few: ‘practioners on that. 
“instrument whi can hold. an -audi- 
‘ence's ..altention: . The: drummer, . 
‘Ed Thigpen. combines ‘swing with. 
a sense. of. dynamic almost unique 
in. 

fecords.:and. numerous ‘concert ap- 
‘pearances’ have: helped’. build up. 

_ their. audienre until ‘the group is” 
“The ‘strawhat- circuit in some Bree ae now:: Buaranteed, ‘hox-oFice. in any” 

Jazz. club. 
Particularly effective vin’. per- 

formance: are such: tunes. as: “Con. 
Alma," “My Funny Vatentine” and: 

tunes with which Peterson has. ° 
‘associated .himself..- “It's been. a‘: 
Jean spring-at the Black Hawk ‘but : 
Peterson's, three-week stint should. | 
niake at, fatter. : wt Rafe. 

4 3 ‘largest... preem’ a 
Sorrento. i turnout in. some time, ‘for their’ 

Liy ion: a 

aid. _ 

‘AL Bernie, ‘Barbara: Russell, Don: * 7 

of..a booster shot =... 

The’ ‘result ‘is a ‘first-rate: crowd: vet 
pleasing musical’ act. Their Verve on 

the whole litany of Broadway show:. 
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"STAGED AND WRITTEN BY STEVE CONDOS, 

resenting a type of 

dynamic excitement 

at the Waldorf that 

will rock that “pad” 

like it was Cape 
Canaveral, 
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VAUDEVILLE 

Cafe Mimics ‘Walking Through 
Cemetery’ as Top Personalities Die! 

Revert death of Gary Cooper? 

added ‘9 the woe, of the cafe. com- analysis, the agent sald, tt {s the | 
edy bape sstonists. The manager -kill of the performer that will be‘ 

of one monie sad that an act of the deciding factor of what .goes ' 
this kind trhes a walk through the: .and what stays in the act, ebituary. 

cohunns and -poputarity lists -not- 
Tersnetery precy time he goes on withstand: ing. : 
the flo Net on!y do the imperson- 
Rtors fri.e fa rei on voices and 
fa csr ueunt. whe have died, bat } M 
afeoo oon varess that mo longer are FLAMENCO DO INATES: 
Broom? the tip heap of recording pgs Be OP heap, . SAN ISIDRO TOROS. 
Gast allk, the asent said, most: Madrid, May 30. 

fi: te- sion}. Cepend on such per- In the wake of. the mid-May 10- ° 
Botitics ry Cooper, Humphre; Bo- day Sin [sidro program of. eléven | 
‘gut AP Jo soit and, Bela Lugost top-notch bullfight programs, fla-! 
Those are stall big names in-can im- menco spectacularly took over the! 

poe Jabab os ish be i} mosteacts are Limelight in Madrid. Emphasizing -. 
Sanit facund vumtaieks so thei the Spanish, note in local enter- i 
rout +. cif sormd too much like. tainment -circuits, was. the” long-’ 
Aan ona. sodsuinat. ' avaited re-appearance last week of 

“Fhe obi runes.” he pointed out, Manolo Caracol. and. Luisa Ortega,’ 
“ore sail kept ale via old films Who, opened at the folksy. Teatro 
on fersee Consequently, they're : :Calderon with their ‘own gypsy 

known !> he youngsters and many: Package show for ax indefinite 
can still be done. However, there . run. 
ATe sore sue! 54 is Fred Allen who} Another spectacular: opening was} 

mide comparatively few pictures.;the “Chunga. Carrousel” built. 
They are detimtely outmoded on‘ around the “queen” of barefoot 
the inspressisnist’s lists.” 

In recent times Cary Grant, Ea | cludes a male ensemble of gypsy | 
Buelivas and Lows Armstrong have | trough “the show ese se loteren. 
come up on- the impressionists’ itional music hall. Billings include 
folio. Others finding-greater favor | comic- -mimic Harry Poll, Ballet 
are Jshony Mathis, Robert Mitch- Montparnasse, Tony Sam and oth- 
um, Bebt. Darin and a few others. 
But, t's pointed out ‘that the pres | One. of Spain’s. great flamenco 
ent lists of characters will not be ! vocalists, Antonio Maiarena, 
disearded because of the difficulty * turned to-the late spot El Duende. 

in developing routines. where Pastora and Mario pace. the 
There has to be, rewording of; colorful Spanish Southland cuadro- 

some acts to take the necr ‘ological | ‘Rounding out the castanet scene 
curse off the routine. In the final :is the scheduled. opening this week 

iof Arco de Cuchilleros, which is 
expected to add another true: haunt 

RAY ROMAINE for Spanish dance fans. 

and CLAIRE 
“Delightfully ‘Portland Spots Scent 

Different Coin in ’61 Rose Fest! 
CHINA Portiand, Ore., May. 30. 
VARIETY Niteries, restaurants, hotels and |. 

Stockholm merchants are set for visitors start-. 
Sweden ing to pour into this-town for the 

1961 Rose Festival. The layout has 
Month of June been. expanded in events and to. 

Thanks to 10 days (June :2-11), 
ECKERT Activities will. include grand 
LUNDIN floral parade, merrykanna parade, 

Jr. floral parade, selection .and 
; coronation at the queen, 

BILLY _races, river. baat marine parade, 
‘carnival, trade shows, art exhibit 
-and demonstrations by visiting 
naval ‘vessels. - 

otasows FUN-MASTER 
PROFESSIONAL 

COMEDY MATERIAL 
for all Theatricals \ 

“We Service the Stars” 

Buy Professional — Be Professional. & his orchestra w ill -headline the 
. stage show. 

. 35 Gag Files for $15. Plus $1.00 Postage” | booked top names with Marle Mc- 
Foreign: 3 33 ‘for $25 

@ 3 Parody Books, Par Bk $25 8 [:Guitar at the Frontier Room and. 
| @ Minstrel Budget .... $25@ {! Billy Ward’ & His. Dominoes at.the 

How to Master the Ceremonies 
S$} per Copy 

No C.0.D’s “Always Open” 

BILLY GLASON 
200. W. S4th St., N.Y.C., 19 CO 5-1316 
(WE TEACH EMCEEING and COMEDY. 
‘Let a Real Professionat Train You 

' Ho. Ti. 
: Speedway, two amusement parks, 

* combos have inked solid events to 
}get a piece of the entertainment 
buck. | 
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“The Refreshingly 
Different Comedian” 

CHICAGO 
PATTI LEED 

\ TRADEWINDS, Moy 31-June 11 
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flamenco, La Chunga. Her act in- | 

re- |. 

| day and was réddy to. go on ‘Wed-: 

stagé 
‘show, queen’s ‘ball, ski jump..and- year deal’ for Anka: to lay the | 

‘ 

SCOTS BALLET LOSS 

‘| Tourists Want ‘The Highland Fling | 
Instead? « 

"Glasgow, May 30. 
: Highland Fling. or: ‘dancing - in’ 

‘the Scottish. idiom ‘is the type of 
. local’ color ‘that sumimer’ vacation- |. 
Le: "s come here.to see, after travel-- 
‘ing thousands of miles; and should 
ibe. encouraged in such companies | - 
as the newly-formed Scottish Na-: 

‘tiénal . BaHet “unit, Says William ° 
| MacLellan,. a local publisher ‘and 

| Suppor. ter of the arts: . 

‘The | Scot. ballet group. recently 
| toured: ‘Scotland and’ England, but 
suffered a financial loss.: ‘At its - 

. TIS. 

|. He points. out: that: the ‘show. had 
-to -be mounted*on something ac 
: little less than’ $6.000, and that X=: | 
i pert’ opinion would. put the: mini- | 
; Mura figure ‘at $15, 000 to give ade- ‘| 

and the Prop-j 7 : quate rehearsal time. 
er ‘publicity: build-up. 

Anka Does a Samaritan 
‘In Pitt-and Gets Biggest - 
Contract i m City’s History: 

Pittsburgh, . May -30. 

Young Paul- ‘Anka: came to. the. 
raid: of the Twin ‘Coaches last week | 

when ‘Bobby Rydell turned | up with ‘plays the Malibu - - Beach Club,. 
-a bad throat the -day before he ‘was Lido, L: L., July 28... Joe E. Lewis 
to open. Frank Day, Rydéll's man-/to work Cal Neva, Lake. Tahoe, 
ager, called agent Joe. Hiller who |: -Aug. 18.. ...- Waldorf-Astoria Em-: 
books. the room. and > told him of | pire Room opener for next. season 
Rydell’s condition. 

- On Sunday 420), - Hiller. took 
‘visiting Joe. Higgins; GAC v.p.: to| 
the “Holiday House to: see Anka’s | 
last show and talked to the singer, 
after the performance: Hiller men-- 
tioned his problem to Anka and 
latter promptly. volunteered to fil]: 
in until Hiller could get a replace- | 
ment for Rose Calderone, owner |: 

| of the room.. 
Anka wor ked Monday and Tues- 

nesday. (2%; when -Hiller came ‘up. 
with Jerry Vale..as Rydell's. re- 
placement: Vale opened Wednes-:: 
day. -. 7 

AS an ‘after math of. the. siinrow: | 
ing br ead upon thie waters” theme, 
. John Bertera, owner of ‘the Holi- | 
day. House, -was. able ‘to: ‘get to-! 
gether with. Anka, his. advisers. and : 
GAC during the two-day: holdover 
on ‘the longest. and most. reward-. 
ing contract ever. offered an ar tist | 
in. the “city’s _ bistro . _history—a 10° 

Holiday’ House with. a- minimum : 
of two weeks’ a year. Salary. was : 
not revealed but, amount: involved j 
should be well into. Six figures... 

" , seat 

head. was Producer. ‘Margaret Mar- | 

‘centre in her name . 

i Signed to choreograph the -shows : 

| boy; 
} Playboy, "Miami, June 8°. 

j14-July 2; 

4for three weeks . 

.{|Grand, Detroit, July T-17 . 

rR _— “Wednesday, May 31,1 1961 

“Taside Stuf—Vaude 
Abe. Schiller, of ‘the: Flamingo | Hotel who is. bilied as “Las Vegas’ 

-| Goodwill Ambassador,” "has created a tremendous stir on his. current 
driving: through Europe. - He startled Paris: ‘gendarmes’ who ‘didn’t even 
stop him when he wore his: -gold-plated. Colt: 45’s while walking the. 
Champs. Elysees. He is touring Europe in-42 changes - of western garb, . 
one said to be fancier ‘than the next. Thus far, he. has. “Presented 10-. 
gallon hats to: six European mayors... 

. Bakersfield, Cal, City Council. is making a pitch’ ‘for ‘show: ‘biz atten- . 
: tion: by: “announcing its new $11,000 .000 amusement center: ‘is available , 
for any type of show, either outdoor or indoor. Project includes.a 4,000- .. 

auditorium, now’ undér: eonstruction;. a. double-deck. . “football: , 
“stadium seating: 17,000 between goal lines, a. civie theatre seating 1,800, 
a Greek-type outdoor treatre for 1.800,:a new 5:000-sedt:steel’ and cone | 
crete covered. grandstand facirg-an area approximately: 350. D: by’. 350° ft, ¥ 
for. rodeos, ete., ‘all operated by City: Council, - Peat, 7 

Vani Cafe Dates 4 

| Gregory June, 8 through. ‘95th. 

‘Dianne Gay. joined’ ‘Ben Blue’s 

lineup ..» Andy Williams. launches. 

o. Kitty’ Kal-}' two-week British tour June 5: ‘in 

. The Modernaires - 

Buster Burnell open - with - Peter Lind. Hayes at... 

there ..:. Dave Aster moves to the ! Cal-Neva ‘ Lodge, Tahoe, for: for te 
Steel: ‘Pier, ‘Atlantice.City, Sept. 4. night starting July, 14: Mirrian 
... Al Hirt.-and Eleanor Powell | Johnson joined -Duane . Eddy. as. 

to -do a series. of cross. ‘country, {vocalist - with his one-niting combo. 

concert ‘stands ..... Julie London | _ ... Tony Di Milo at Latin Quarter, | 
“Juarez, for. two. stanzas. wee Gary. . 

‘Crosby. into - The | Vapors, Hot’ 
Springs, Ark ., June 22... Freddy 

‘Martin ‘term-inked, with this band oe 
for: POP Pavilion, fo®merly Ara- . 
-gon .. Ballroom, . Santa. Monica 

Cr oe ~ New York | 
Sophie Tucker to. g0 ‘to. Isr rael | 

‘June 20. to dedicate a second youth t 

Yen to the Gondola Room, Atlantic ; London 
City, “July 14. 

. 

may be Genevieve ...... ‘Larry Reed 
into the Living Room Monday: (5) | 
with Sylvia Syms: . ; Allison Starr 
‘a newcomer at the ‘Viennese: Lan- 
tern ». .-Carmel Quinn headlining 

‘at: the current. (Phillipsburg. NJ 
_ Centennial,.. which opened Monday 
(29) for’ six. days. 

Chicago’ 
Adam. Keefe, curr ently. at Play- 

Chi,. set, for three “weeks at 
.. Jerry 

Shane down. ‘for: ‘Chi Playboy June 
;30 for three : . . Flamingos" booked 
into Roberts Show Club, ‘Chi, June | 

. Jackie “Moms”. Ma- | 2 
bley down for Chi Playboy: June 9] & 

.:Louise Brown |; 
‘and Jimmy Doyle currently. ‘at Dan- | 3 
ny’s Hideaway, Chi . Tom .& = & 
Betty ‘Tucker at the “Tower: Club, 
iIlot Springs; May 29. for: a.° week]. 
‘and to the Carousel, ‘Houston: June:| 
9 for a fortnight . ....Jo Ann Val |- 
set for Bali Hi, Dallas, June 22 ford ® 
:two weeks and: Carl) ‘Hoppl's : Bald- |. 
“win, L.1,, July 25 for a week... 
Adam: Wade booked for. Twenty 

“SMASH HIT | 
THE GLAMOROUS | NEW . 

Show folks ate: ‘raving “about: the 7 
: gl new Hotel.Avery. All new, © 34. 
“farge, beautifally furnished de-. “22 
tune. rooms with private bath, tele. & 
» evision &. radio. ‘Air gonditioning. — : 

Connie Stevens and Les Brown 

Night clubs have’ 

-Donald atthe Bali Hai, Bonnie’ 

_Portland Meadows, The} 

‘ stadium, coliseum and niteries with. 

1 Stuart Bows hh Plaza 

| hee bow tonight. (Wed.) at the | 

} | filled in for. MissRaniert starting :4 

_{ opening. tonight. . 

_ first 

: t ‘for. the ‘season, 

: Club, Denver, July'17 for. six. days.: 

NAB GIRL WRESTLERS 
IN TOKYO NITERY. RAIDS: 

Takyo, May - 30... 
‘Operators . of: four Tokyo -caba- 

‘weeks ... Eddie Barnes set for the 
| Paddoek, Winnipeg; June 1 for a 
¥Ymonth . 

‘age girls working .in -their estab- , 29 for a week. 
‘lishments wete’ taken into protec- 
tive’ custody : last’ week following’ 
raids by. the; Crime Prevention 
Dept. of. the: Takyo.- Metropolitan | 
Police.. ° 
‘Among. those nabbed were girls. 

appearing’ in cabaret wrestling 
shows—either ‘sumo-sty le or in- the 
Western: manner. . These -Shows, 
‘$taged ‘by girls. doubling. as -wait- 
esses. and. hostesses. in’ cararets 
patronized “mainly. by. ‘the locals, 

|-had- achieved a.recent popularity. 
' Of the girls. arrested, 50 were 

| between ages of 14 and 17 and 71 
‘Were 18-‘or 19:. Thirty had run 
away" from -home.. They. lived ‘in 
dor mitories near’ the cabarets. All 
‘had falsely certified being . over 
20" When. hired, police Said. 

.  Kanses ‘City 
Rusty Draper into Eddy’s for his 

seventh time June 9-22, following: 
“Pepper Davis & Teny Reese. and} 
the Hi-Lites ... Lavis Reese set 
‘for Harrah’s, Lake’ Tahoe, opening 
June 22 with the Dinah | ‘Shore 
show, for-two weeks oes 
jump to. the” Lake Club, ‘Spring: ; 

first date i in the spot ..:.. Bill. ‘Tobin | 

Chatéau C of the Hotel. Contin-: 
ental ... . Date on the Dave Bru- 

‘from ‘May 21. to Supe a 

Hollywood © 
_ Billy Gray returns. to. Cresecndo 

As Sub for Chanteuse | foxed by Errol: Garner ‘and Dick. 
*. Enzo: ‘Stuarti: will ‘make his NUY. 

Persian ‘Room of the Plaza. Hotel. !].. 
N. Y.;"as a replacement. for’ the 
Jailing ‘Katyna. . Ranieri. -Stuarti 

Saturday 1271 and has been. work- . 
ing. there sinee, He il have. a formal 

1 Miss Ranieri has been ‘suffering . 
from laryngitis consistantTy . since} 
‘the nivht of:-her opening two. w eeks - 
age..Marzuérite Piazza filled in for 
one nizht, Benay-Venuta, made her 

NON. appearance in many 
years also as. a replacement for 
‘Miss Ranieri, and Stuarti came in. 
“on. Saturday, Room will’ close. June | 

‘Channel :2: 

256 West Sith Sta New: York. WwW 

Smothers Bros.. signed ‘for Exodus! 

. Bourbon Street .Six: into Tide-'| 
Hands; Houston, . July .31 for te | . 

..» Glenn. Haywood rad 
|Sherry Stevens ‘playing -Flamingo ; | 

rets were. arrested. and 120 teen-| Club, South Sioux City, Neb., _ May it 

Hi-Lites if. 

field, I, opening. June 9 for their’ ‘ 

-and. Joey. Riordan cutrently’ in. Ley 

beck . Quartet. at the. Brookridge Y 
Golf and Country “Club ° Shifted | 

‘Saturday (3} for two. nights, . fol- | we 

THE 'AMANDIS| 
(Two: Gals ‘and Kf Guys)”. 

. North =— South -= East — or West. 
If you have THE: AMANDIS, You have the. ‘best 
See this supreme ‘teeterboard and tumbling, Act 

from. ‘Copenhagen, Denmark 

THE. ED SULLIVAN. SHOW” 
June 4, 1961: -(E.S.T.) 

Booked’ by: ROSE ADAIR, -Entr.. 

“THE. COMEDIAN” 
: The Only Real Monthly ; 
PROFESSIONAL. GAG. SERVICE ae 

THE LATEST. —. THE. GREATEST om tS 
THE .MOST-UP-TO-DATEST  .-.[" - 

Now” in. ‘its 129th” Issue, containing pots 
_ Storiés, | ‘oneliners, ‘poemettes, - song 
‘titles, hecklers, audience stuff, mono | - 
logs. . parodies, | double ‘gags, bits,.|:.. 
ideas. _fntros, impressions. and” im-:[. 

rsonations, ° ae 

Thoughts of the. Day,. Humorous Views |~ 
Of the News, V. , ete, - . 

$25 Yh SINGLE ISSUES: $3. 

$38 YR—SINGLE ISSUES, $4. 
S ‘NO'C.0.D. 
BILLY: GLASON, 298. W: 54th. St. ~ 

a New York: ‘City, 19, co. $1396. 

~NEW COMEDY 
Acts! - Comics! D.J.'s! 

Use great monotoss and ‘ave reutines : 
by. a top comedy writer. New oriai- . 
nat ‘manuseripts. Not. books! 

= eorn"h | Free descriptive | material. 
. Write: VIN HEALY. 
| 815H,, West ‘End’ Ave. N. Yu NY. 

€o Ss T u Mw ES | 
Gowns and Costumes 
INDIVIDUALLY ‘DESIGNED 

MADE TO ORDER Ae 
He WwW. uty si, N ¥... ae + | 5-4660 oa 

"C1 73900 rr} divas | 

political, -interruptions -[ - 



ia stab 

“who. ‘apparently has ‘seen service: ‘terson&: Tommy Raymond: :are a “There Can: Never Be 

- —they open ‘with “It's Worderful? °! 

‘are native enough to:-make: table-- 
. Siders’ feél as’ .théugh © - ther’ re. 

oaamnemmneasnainaiaseneniansat ines A aaiaae 

7 were the. only act to merit.an en-.. 

; [being ‘spe ‘Glasgow idiont. 
‘has the talent. to be. mere sophis- 

ic possibitities; . Afid:.& shrewd ™ pro- af 
a: cueer could profitably . cutive dis | 

: CAL BOSTIC - | SHIRLEY, & FRIEND 4 Surprised, ‘wide-eyed face.” t ‘peck: 
. Sengs-Piano.. 1 Songs, instrumental ’ :. cally ‘for films.. 

“Left ‘Bank, N.Y. -: Tale “Left Bank, N.Y... Eve, “Boswell: gives out’ with per- 
-€al: Bostic is a. local. jewcomer ! Shirley &-. Friend. ‘(Shivley’ ‘Pats ‘sonality In songalog, ranging, from. 

“Another 
You" to “Up a Lazy Rivers" She's. 
strongly backed. by" the 
{ichell ‘Singers. Her 

on “the: cafe. and -loungeé. circuits..-good ‘song and’ ffisttimiental ‘en-.’ 
He's - a; ‘versatile entertainer with ‘tertaining unit. “Miss* ‘Patterson.’ 
a light and deft touch at the ivor-1 presiding at the” piatio, and. Ray-. 3 
ics and. a warm ‘ahd: easy. way. with j mond. slapping. ‘the: bass; have.a .W an Logan merits a. nod. 

‘singing. :.At - this : Dick’: ‘Kollmar.! well-designed | turn that. accents © The: Dior‘ Dancers,. three males 
“fnstitution he’ works: in’ " half-hour. “informal: affability.. Their: ‘predonii- | and. a. gal, ‘garner full: marks. tof 
sessions which . give. him. a chance‘ nant: moti? is. humer, put it’s done adagio ” Rpecialty, Diss: 

‘to. show.a° wide ‘range of talents.! through their’ tunes rather ‘than: 
This Negro’ singer is an operator : Bags. There: are. asides," naturally. i take. -bow: 

who. will appeal to an adult mind: : “but: generally, they jét: the ‘songs * Act’ iS’ a. standout 
’ He has .a. ‘catalog of likeable tunes do the. majer part of theif ‘work..< 

~ dredging . ‘some.of ‘them up from! Team - has a..fine:-lineup: ot ‘ay the male: singing Tead 
* faivly. obscure’ sources .He ‘relies , humorous songs from ¥eriotis musi-" Claire is an attractive © principal 
heavily. on the pops. tosses in” al cals, ‘offbeat novelties. as well. as. dancer: ‘and: the Biuebell Girls. and. 
few on. the. current: ‘lists. and : -pro-“ top. pops. it's a versatile: turn pood 

“vices an interesting, and Mis erting - for intimeries as well ‘as lounges. ‘quota “with 
session, . ‘or..any situation) where Jong: ‘and Boutcher,: 
One. ‘af Bostie’s: major “assets IS. consistentiy. interesting ,tuné pres- 

his, own’ strong: 88ing. ‘He: makes | entations. are. necessarys: 2 Jose. 
scone interesting. configurations, : &: a. aan 

“ particularly. on.: the | left) -hana:: 
“Fhere's' a certain lightness in. that. 
mitt: that. makes: me lower reer ies. Mink. ae Jf. 

is‘ers..sound ‘like. a. bass. viol- at |< 
_:times, Inasmuch as ‘he cpes: sev-; : Skyline Hotel, Montreal: 

m ‘ ') Bleanor La: Forge, an: “qttractiv e: 

“sie ae he's "(eat with .ahefty . “set of” pipes, _ umber tae h effectivel 

ope : Jose. ‘clicks Heatly in her first’ appearance 3 eraldo orch ‘effectively. 
in the Salle Du Barry.ef Montreal's: 

{Skyline Hotel... The: Du Barry Tay="' 

jue L 

results, 
actor.’ 

good. 
an ex-lezit im- 

"oliffe,-: : 

ELEANOR. tha FORGE. Costumes By. Folco: of ltaly have 

Michael - Steyn. batons 

FREDA PAYNE: ., fout: is. one ‘of the -mést lavish sand: side v'is a’. welcome: entre by NM re" 
“Songs Tpewest! in town. and ‘the: ‘soigalog Aerts. lotsa -voin’ spending. by1.on- 
25:AMins. . ‘dan-based '.-impresaiio ~ Stew art. 
ED ‘Moroceo,. “Montrest:” - Cruikshank and displays. seme. ine 

-Newcoiier * ‘Freda’ Payne “Hg. 
honey-colored: thrush ° with. “‘possi- i 

- bilities despite present: ‘exaggerated! 
efiorts ‘to please everyone with all: 

: types of Songs : and. ‘styles. : At: the 
‘moment: act is in’formative phase |* 

but’ chirper, picks. up plenty of. ad- 
"-miration: ‘for’ her’: ability --to- stay] 
“.with-a sohg on only.a thread of an 

offered. by Miss La For #@ with the. 
pomere nedy overtones. is ideal. Te- 
‘A. spite - her. youth,” tonly:.213:' voice’ 

evidences. - ATaMing ‘and ‘this .to-.. 
i-gether.. with “a. natural “bént. for |. 
‘singing. lifts: her out of the averape;. 4 
groove.- 
Material “is” varied . and femmn.-” 

Murra n. Gord. : 

Pavilion: (dasgow: 
- Glasgow... day 30: . 

-Johivuy Victora:. Donald. Poers. 

which’ stacks up with: somé of ihe. €*e° “Stock,” Forbes Vy ‘hite lock 

. best. General. pacing is. good” but. 7,35. Kay & Kin berle: Bul ‘Rose 
-arrangement...Songs for the: most could said. @:litlle polishing: re+ ah x t U] y- 

part are of. the torchant variety | l arranging ‘Ahe. song ‘sequence. ould ; 

pith 2 Jet of acl gimmicks: at iboost overall: impact."Plaster ; “Here's an ‘instance. of .a viude 
Aer. tricks: a = te d to te PEP throughout is: friendly... ‘Haiidsome-! ‘comedian: ““seeing the Jieht” 

sameness cases 9 -teveroP fly -FOW ned, and bilmeual, srophict ‘switching: his’. ‘style fer better, 
‘ sds a cineca. for any.. of: ‘the* sophis a results. -Johrny Vietory, Auld Lant 

scores visual ‘ as kay eure from “the. hovse | orch | “under athe | “ring. it ‘cound the’ native cande Toop 

tala ne : Newt. - baton Of, Nick Martin. Nerek, ior years, ‘emefges 2s a. cucicr. 

+more relaxed. eomedian:* He has 
INE T dropped his. former noisy. appreac h. 

_ Bainey ¥ CAR eR “quit his ‘shouting. stvle, added. ay 
30. Mins. _evew ‘cut; and now” ‘has. more appeal. 
Walker: Hotel, ‘Toronto. nN “Vietory. (who ‘possesses: on .cff-* 

From a background: of riasicom- | “| et eust. of ‘Scotland veice: litt 
edy,, Mary Martha: Briney. and- Bob is good ina. sketch ~ poking. fan’! 

’ Carter are’ “breaking ° in. a: new, he-']: 
‘and-she ‘ singing” act: at. ‘the- posh. | : 
Franz Josef: Room: here, with boni-} 
face ‘George ‘Schwab. also. ‘depart-: 

. ing for the norice from:his: ‘policy: “of. 
Continental chanteuses. :Pair sing 
n- Italian, French, . German: ‘and: 
English. 

In. duet. and . solo,. poth ‘range 
from modern te nostalgic operetta, 
can hit those ‘igh’. ‘notes . — and 

- hold thein—and had: the audience. 
“Blond-tressed Miss Briney has eve:. 

_ eppeal -while Carter has. a: virile’. 
- and youthful physique:."- 

‘Experienced performers - — she 
in “a black. and gold evening. dress 

* Alhambra. ‘Glasdow 
Glasgow: May 30. ° 

~ Steivart Cruikshank “prese ntarion’ ! 
| of “Fite-Fast Light of 1961.": stdr-' 
Lring. Jimmy Logan; Ere, Boswell, 
Jack. Radclifie.”” Features’: : Dior. 
‘Dancers +44, Bluedell: Girls 4120. 
John’ Adams: Frene Claire, John |. 
Mu‘ raney, Una... ‘McLean, Helen 
Norman,’ Roy” Boutcher, --George:; 
Mitcheil. Singers 181; “Four Fellers: | 
Stagced-by Di¢k ‘Hurran:- Ge raldo 
oreh under Mic hael- ‘Steyn. . 

“Flower. Pot Men, in which. he has - 
aid from. his foil. ‘Hector Nicol. and | 
Jachie - Dennis. 

: OF. English . comedian, David j 
a Nixon, is: "1S6- vork-worthy.. : 

“Donald. - Peers, farmer: 
sinwing-star, ‘has. 

+ hatn of long: experience. to héndle: 
balls -<ds.-and pop tunes... Wels 

radio 

_ fend ‘lotsa’ shiowmanship- that could. | 
1op.meny a younger. pertorn: er 

Guen- Overton: .& -Clive : Stock! 
“Lavish ’ “and expensivé | as: ‘ever : 

“this layout offers much to kéep the we 
summertime. outfronters: happy, 1° si 
strong in. ‘spectacle - and ingenuity : ingly in. -song.. and offer-a tuneful 
‘of ‘stage me¢hanics,.but falls shart’. medley, from. “My Fait - Lady.” 
in: strength ‘of fun-fodder . ‘as re-. 
¥iewed ; al.-opéning ‘show caught. ‘ 
The flair ‘of: direttor: Dick. Hurvan © 

and “Isn't ‘It. Romantic?’’. and. then 
dnito’ a. reminiscent “mood in: ‘duct 

Bile ° of Then, Never  Belitve’ for elaborate: stagecraft is nétic¢e- “sid Kay’ & Kiniberley, mixed’ duo. 
-*Nours”: by. -Miss ~ Briney,’. and’ -able’ in ‘scene: where anh. ‘entiré are a.nimble: dancing ‘pair. ~ 

| Javkie Dennis, until recently ‘a 
pop-star fave: is making a ‘cheer(ul 

olden. staircase “folds: down.-and « 
Also. ina: “Speed” sequence ‘in- sees 
“ond” ‘sezment,. 

“There Was. You”: ‘by: Boh. “Carter: - 
Mata pair on their own outstanding: . 

‘Team did.“My Hero” and “Wun- : : using: two, _Toaring comeback as. a. singing arlide: aid. 
‘derbar,” with girl doing a. sold- of. “motorcycles: a “ thows he has “the Bolen ial - for! 
“Yours Is: “My~ ‘Heart- Alone’? ‘and: : Best. scene: has a Paradise Isle’ ‘comedy, Tall, slim, youns Ssot | 

“setting ‘at: -close. of. first-half, with U1ii¢s, verve 19 his -act. which ¢an ‘ 
the: fo: comedians, Jack Radcliffe *sct_be: further developed. 
‘and. Jimmy Logan, going native in”. The..May ‘Moxon’. Lacies - ‘are ai 
an amusing: mixture of Scotch aid standard. line of chorines. ‘Billy | 
Hawaiian. The. ‘Bluebell: Girl dan-. Rese batons the.’ resident ér¢h. 

~agle st vs ; ‘ Gord, 

“boy. into “Vienna;: City of Dreanis.””: 
hey ‘finished ‘with. a duet-mediey 

Of: “Musical Town’ in which. they” 
‘Morked “in. the: foreign-language * 
Jyri¢s, finally begged | eff'with: a. 
“Desert. Song” duet-medley.’ Their ; 

| arrangements — are. hid Coleman 
“Smithy. ; nt ~MeStay._ _————— Ld e " coredian, oners 

+? mouth-musie or . york-worthy :Pe- i: 
sults, and Eve: Boswell, petite -bru-;. - 

ae 

Palm i in Kisser 
eames 

‘LES: ‘TROVISADORAS. DECT Ac. 
DOR. GB ‘neétte ‘thrush. scores with glaniorous - |. __t 

Songs | a ee ysinging. ‘Climax is. a Jimmy. Currie aaa 6 Continued, trom page 2 im — 
20 Mins... - : waterfall [ts - add ‘to the. : tropical: of. cainnunism, ‘isn t. the “notlen- 

_ Alameda,’ NY, - “heatwave. effect.” ness. of. secrtain. Scotors. of democ-: 
Tacs v. a: ibding: Séot . 
 Cohimunist Poland ‘and ‘Catholic: 

Jimmy. ‘Logan. 
hasn't; had? At. “comedian. who - . 

“g00c. _-Feaction-wise, in . * pecent-” 
‘months. shows -. that: he. necds. 
stronger. ‘comedy and: ghould: ronk: 
to tus script team:-for better ‘sup-: 
‘port: His “Late Night Final’ new <.. 

“ boy. #5 mild. ‘conventional. and aK 
“ed- quality fodder." ‘ 

’ Similarly: ‘Jack. Radiniite: ‘Senior | 

Les: Trovisadoras”. ‘three. shawled 
cand: sandaled.- guitarist-singcrs who: 

dG picting. ; ‘Huns. possessed. hy. 
demons in the 17th ‘century a and, 
with: a priest: sent te exorcise. them, 
‘falling © in love with the Motiier 
‘Superior: ‘Spain. for ‘showing bow 
in, oid mah. seduces his niece x ho | 
is a novice nun about to take her 

__being met at ‘the. dock, ‘should pro-. 
Vide. a lass entry: for any . Latino. 
-bill, or. a solid: supporting turn | 
--for- any nitery where. the’ aud ¢ ean. 

_ take it. slightly. exotic...) 0° <0. 
Group Projects with a- particu. 

lar .charm;,. _contrasting ‘a: rather..comedian in- the’ Auld’ Lang. S: ne © VANS. eS shy approach: to. excellent Strum-. . field; eould benefit’ ‘from stronger - “Viridiana’®. got the. Golden 
ming. and. voicing of native song, ‘script. - His. character: work -1s°@ Palin ‘and “Mother “Jeanne” the. 

all in the native tongue. Songalog,:, standout, but. a. gamekeeper. sketch: “spetial jury prize. Cannes reps 
” sans benefit. of announcement ‘or.: ‘Gin ‘Which | ‘same of the: gags on” 
. explanation, - Still : comes “across * “Lady .Chatleriey’s Lover". “mishir- : 
“most "effectively. -The: Ecuadorians. ed) needs pruning. as does much of 

of. the: ‘comedy ‘elsewhere. | “pe 

‘Uaa ‘MeLean,. new: ‘comedienne. ' sc 2c pilities. or insulted. a ‘compet: 
Mas - dolsa: Pep . but: should: |) avoid | ng country. oe : 

had. nothing much to add except, 
thatthe fest was. an. international 
‘dinlomatic:: ‘affair. that: could not 

. Lore. mitt “from. ‘the. Alameda . ‘aud” 
‘on 2 night. caught , | Bill, 

being ‘typed. in the traditional r Tasp- 
Femme 

; ticated. . Comic: ‘Mulvaney also has. 

Gev1 fe. 

“Day 

fler is. 
‘tossed: -ta-. and’ fro, descending to. 

“to: thunderous m Wing 

Joby, “Adams. shapes. promisingly 
Teneo, 

Four. Fetlers, add to: the | terping |. 
. Roy 

‘presses as a‘ foil. while Helen Novr- 
.; man br ‘ings. her: longtime Knew-how 
te comedy sketches: with Jack Rad-. 

- “ey e-Catching appeal. Tod Kineman's .. 
: decor. is stateful. and Peter Darrel. 
Staged” the: ‘dances and musical 

.. Lhe. 

overall production ‘while. ‘needing. 
come. improvement on. the ce medy: 

‘genious ~ devising . by. stdper Dick. 

tdoesn't hesitate to "belt. a spires: Jacki e Deiinis, ‘Gwen .Orcrioa, & . 

wand 

-at-.the . tv. puppet. charaéteis: the I. . 

His. impersanation-: 4 

fhe’ ksow how } 

psittger © possesses ‘4. Foguish sie | 

‘Mr. “and: Mrs, -duo. “give out pleas’ 

They ‘exit’ ‘to -warm.. “‘mitiing, - The |° 
* Forbes’ Whitelock. Trio Jook.atier.| 
the ‘instrumental’ and--vocal side,. 

teen Lane, Anke . Durse Ore, Asales. 

Spain were censured, Poland sory 

refuse ‘films. unless ° they: hurt ‘the | 
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CURRENT BILLS 
WEEK OF MAY 31 

NEW. YORK ciry rT. wat har Dons 
| oe Fiedesuk & Gina. Neulevar Dears 

MUSIC HALL-. Richizid:. "‘Qiarmonieate. DOWNSTAGE ROOM Harsy Medium 
Earico De Guise Peletiess Rappie ’—Laareanne | emay 
emis, Corpe de Ballet, Raymend- Paige; ORAKE Phi Kod and Mami Mines, 
‘Orchestra. }3immy Blude Ore 

EDGEWATER SEACH belvne slap 
} AUSTRALIA Holiday’ sls, Les Waretes (ie 
i . GATE OF HORN testa sen Soegerm 
, MELBOURNE (Tivoli Nat Jackter, } Bob Gibson 
Sid. Plummer: & Assistant. Tomes gGod.¢ CONDON MOUSE Iles. ‘Red Alien, 
tres; Howard. Morrisen Quartet. The Fiy- j Audres Mesaat batuie Mapataas Tea 
ing De “Pauls,. The -Fou: Britny Max’ MISTER KELLY 5 Shales He mam 

* KBieach. Jackie Bowkett, Mat gurita Helio, caus. ee Marty Kebenstesa ‘lat Mart 
tosens Pewel, Anse Inglese. 

SIONEY (Tivoli) John | 1.2s0en. aim | SAUMER HOUSE Beek Sbova Gecre 
‘Croft. Ormonde Douglas, Nance Rasmus: ! “SPaveoy c BW Asden Cre 
sen. : Doreen’ Morrow, «tori aine Quimn, $y) ev. St ciue Adam Kraic Pat 
Rram’ Schrever.. Judy Wouke Bue Gowws pee? the Ma Mato Hanae <i .7me 

‘Tren . Ras Sneed Thite Mesa fee. her 
Eileen Hattam, Frederck Dore. Kevin _ hing and Man. Ben sud vtins 

tev, 
Stilts. Walk. m Howard. \ianeert Fostes, ; 

. Acihur .Gorman, Pauline. . Gairwk, atl 4 Hace ATON REAL KSTONE Ghose De 

: Heiner, ivan King... { s vrlar ee WINDS | Teauves basy. Fiankls 
. C t o ™m ’ Si aedshd a , BRITAIN Ye ret i Gladcan Neate! 

- Denuy Willis, 
Wavne.: Joan] — 

“BLACKPOOL (Grand:. 
Leshe ‘Randall, Dorothy 

LOS ANGELES. 
, BEN BLUE'S Ren Mae. Lee carps @e 

ann, Peter Felgate & Ce j Patee.” Barbara belle: Beit tas Thre 
c SL ac Krol ure Circus’ «Char ite j Gap. Dignne Gar. bea Lae One obs 
ara 2 Sehuchler Sisters. 10 Ss: CLOISTER Phatl VAN. he: 

Animals, 4  Palactus, | Cucus Roeland s | D'Ron Rete Et Fiend 
Tigess.'5. Eltwardos, berosinis, Ruds WWern. ; COCOANUT GROVE Brveie Ge 
Mont the Etephant, Captain Daniwa’s Sea ' Stee Lawrence. ve f-cime, Voeakds: “Waagase Cee 
iaons, 3. Lorandos, Lahan Kenny, Stdmey. CRESCENDO ‘Ma , . 

\-. The Boaing hangaroyu. Tiso Faber. Our ) Regis Orc. feat NAY Mid « Puy 

Sammy, Little’ Jimmy. :& Cirvusetics. DINO’S vane Bath, Jack Eitum, 
"BRIGHTON (Hippodrome). Emile Ford: Steve Ta Fever ° 

. doe Baker, Jack Douglas, Jumms Lloyd. LE CRAZY HORSE it... Mase hevue 
Harry Bailes. Gheckniates, <Agestinos.- SLATE BROS Jeous Bester Betty 
Fordettes. Dancing Starlets - ° Redis. Hat y Mais ry s beus 

BRISTOL «Hippodrome: Geo “Machel , STATLER HOTEL “Hovis in dae 
. Minstrels, “Lestie Crowther, Penny Nic. Nexus: Séran. Bones (ue 
hols, Geotge Chishoim (taszeas, ‘Peleva E SUMMIT iN... Gciesy ce 

VE LITTLE Ctue :. ase Pasar beg 
‘atde Satsen, Rw Mariew se bebsa Iso 

LAS VEGAS 
DESERT INK 

Son: Toppers, Tony Mercer, Nai Brenas. 
dohn ‘Boulter, Peter. Crawford Trio. ‘lwo: 
Pirate's, ac kpots, Mitchel] Maids- 

GLASGOW Empire) — .Andv Stewart, 
jan: Powrie & Band. Klex, MeAtoy  Mai- 
‘palet Mitchell. Max’.Kay, Andrew chen: 

4 Jaye Cheris: Wa. 

dacev bor 
saad, Dsnaet Ansiote Vagaase Casiiaa Mavea 

bide pester. 

“ne. Dixie Ingram. “ t v ' 
“Youghby Dancers, Richard Hatdie, Dovid ion. Melt Merb, tence tess Bee 
Leten.. Aeohan Chou. Srottsh Sumer gsrevensen a 
“Saeers, Pipes & Diums of Glatgow Tye , DUNES. 7 . . 
Henkes, * Teviietlows " Tan Nusmonn, 

Jotm Alexandes fies BF cstust Eadie 
Philtups. Ratph Van , MANCHESTER (Palace) -- Alma. Copan. | itene Rone Nancy ae is iliveis. Morecambe & Wise. Vailas pines. Maigone Mapes: Cf: . Pats ¢ ding) Naeem, 

:Rosemary Syguues Bills Daindy, - Bu) Kedhe Ore Lourge Wits be here 
Freddie Frinton, Karbek & av Debu- gopby Breen . 

tunies, ‘Debonnaires. "EL CORTEZ Sessacy Spencer The 
NEWCASTLE ‘Empire He n- Dodd.” Coilers, 

. Mona ee Dennis Spicer eT "FLAMINGO Vic Deane Jock Corder, : seis, , esta te ae o 

Verse: wn Couton, the Anke . Bran Don Rath. Flinungestte. sat Te. nd And 
10. ‘asene Ore.  Covege lrenel Hampten, 

Della Reese, Peges lneluch ° 
~, FREMONT Rw hobo ute, 
‘heses, Satellites 

GOLDEN NUGGET Rob Willx, Wade 
“Ras 5. Sunshine Bois, Lobe & éuncoky 
C aats. . 

MIke He ~ Cabaret Bis 

: “NEW YORK CITY © i gy HtASTENDA Favs Tunes Je hany 

e es AERIEAN, ROOM,» Fabulous Melee: shore ge Cathy Gidie Grover 
Itys. cl. 

te : MINT. Pat Mureno’s “Aitats & Mod 
BASIN ST... EAST--Louss Atmstieug. “of o1.° Arlhur buen. “nee Rate “ n “ 

Viwhe ‘Wilson. La Vern B..ker, 
_. NEVADA “Les Gitte De Pays Cindy. 

j SIROLAND-. -Buddy ‘Rach. “Pevereaun,. Vidu Murse, NCnntiatucse, 
BLUE ANGEL . Smothers - Bros. Dick Joti Poul, Mares 1s .ne 

{ Gauber, Roy Benson, Jiminy ‘Lyons 4 NEW FRONTIER ‘Uoldas in Hie” 
i ‘BON ‘SOIR --- Jerome 4 Austin. Fhil | Lounge: Ink Spects it. 39% Maga at 
Leeds, Barbra. Stressand, 3 Fiaines, Jam: RIVIERA “Ta Plume d 

, ? e mai Tante,” i ame Ddrniels. jRebert Clary, Liliane Monleverehs, deck 
. CAMEL OT -- | Matt. Da nnis,- Glass * Catbogrt O1e. Lounge. tty | Wee‘aorme 
‘Jot.son: Ure ge: Russ Marlo & Assete Corgell,. 

-CHARDAS — Tint France, Tia Detla, “Matty Tem 
Tiber ‘Rakossy.; Dick. Mata, Blk, Yedla. ea AHARA Kay Start Si. ge Lace Sante 
:Elemer Horvath, | Haat My os » Moro 1 ands peers ss Fa ule 

CHATEAU MADRID --. Teresa Dance ; mites, Tune Jesters, Janie der he. truth 
Troupe, Fupi Campo’ Ore. ‘le ° 

i COPACABANA '-— .Taul. Anka Jaikee:. SANDS - Dannv. Fh: mos henge IV 
Mason, Douglas Clarke, Paul Shelley Gano.) Copa Gals. Garr Nateon Sete cee Ma sos 
iene Marti Ore. -.. [Ore « haunee: Deve Barter Mesrey 

EMBERS. Jonah Jones. Lee “Beana 3 OE Ka , Jaan Bishop. ‘panei Bot, Gagpee Seon steete Me 
HOTEL “LEXINGTON Vnuinia Wing , SILVER SLIPPER ark Hems, Sparky 

nl Pilbin Knight. Denny Beges,. Tony Taake. | Kase, Red Marsh Doanw Jacels, 
hi. Tony Cabat Ore: : Taffy ONG, Kudcako Kies Shppesettes, 

George Redman Ors HOTEL NEW YORKER - Milt Saunders Lovage fasa hale 
hips. Charhe Tea arden fore: “Orc. “Verna Lee. . Twu Dunes, 

oe > STARDUST .“Ludo de Potts tous 
HOTEL PIERRE — “No No Nanette” ¢ Bernard Hros, Kee Qeseas Nappy Net 

Jimmy: Carroll. .-Lar1y Douglas, -Aivlhar irae. Micks Lann, Raiph veun: Retest 
'fivans,° Betty Madigan, Mane Sontelf, ¢ dann 
| Stanley Melba Orc., Joe Ris. sel Ore ( THUNDERBIRD As-rcune Pella (toes, 

HOTEL PLAZA -~- Enzo Stu.it. Ted Son Share. George Aresld Shinley 
Straeter Orc... M. Monte’s Continentals. ilande, Phil Hichaids Jiav Beown Hasry 

jNefal. Gerwood Ven fre ieunges 
HOTEL west jimmy One. oe i Giavhads, Fai Domains oc cadens Coldoran. 

|. "TeorieaNa Fr q “Polles Ferpere.’ Jean OmMoret ST. REGIS “Dorothy. Shay, Mrit + 
Shaw Orc.,, Walter. Key Ore: Claudine Jonret Marten moe ke piedense Donor aryyn Ys jarence ‘2edex3e Til- 
INTERNATIONAL ~ 30 Ann ers. Riv Sinatra Ob: lounge Teraz 

Prada BReserly Marshall al de Peuhe <4 
~ Rubennet Tio, De tucctca Bren, Gay 
ands : 

Campbell - 

Or aTin “quarter. -Mamie™ ‘Van Doren, . 
‘Four Kovacs. Harruieon & Koss, Dureth: a 
Mek ariand: Ronald Fiele,. Jo! Lombards 
Ore, Horlowe Ore. SAN FRANCISCO 

— . & . 
LEFT BANK Cal Bost. heiey. + BLACKHAWK cecas Sete sue: 

7 LITTLE €LUB—Jane Harvey: i and Unes ose 
“LIVING. ROOM -- Bobb. Cale % Bob pe GL aUAKE McGOON'S Surk Mur- 
€  # 3 Si ’ V; Peed . . 

# NOL 1 Ppetcy ‘Sims, Fal Karine Paine k- FAIRMONT HOTEL - Four Freshmen, 
i Erne Heckseler Ore held: a Harty, Fred Sslver, Ann Indeo, : GAY 9SRay K. Cioman Ree & Ray 

i 
Dirk “Hankinson. j Coman. Joan Brant, Marah Gates Dacre, ONE SHER ‘ 
| OOS EREMIDAN £0. —“Odetts . HUNGRY tT oJenon Comes (taney Braue, ad MO ePLE ee at Me Partiand. 

am ade, oot e. Weve . 
SAHBRA — ‘Sarah Kubine, Rahel 2 | JAZZ WORKSHOPJi:mes Mody 

‘ Zbila. Martin Roman. Sata Atunr Rhoveth NEVE Aisdentals, Jebooy Adumana., 
. & Mizrachie. Leo Fuld NEW FACK‘’S - Kin IV. Vernon 
i SAVOY HILTON— Gurmar Hansen Ore. : ley ". Ernesine And ereon Ab 

; Marco: Rizo 3,. Hay lartlev | ON THE LEVEE Pregs tnsatre 
TOW & COUNTRY—Jewe! Rox Hevue. PURPLE ONION Lerrpe “tsom, 

; ‘Ned Harvey Orc, Martiner Orc i Fred-he Paris 
UPSTAIRS & DOWNSTAIRS Ceil Ca . 

‘bot, Gordon Cannel’. Gerry BMatthews, Bilt 
{ Hlennant,; Mary 1...Wilson, Pat Rahl. Carl - 
paunae: ‘Three Young Men, Sytua Cope { 

nt 

1 

i 

365 clus. Phstie Iney, Uorzz? Ashton 
Datsers, Roy Vaisper Qee . Peds Ines 

SAN JUAN, P. R. 
CARISE HILTON fant. tes de En 

Pons, ings de Juan & Jrce fuses, Siguel- 
Schoen, Joe Troppi. ‘No Mirandrm Orc, Pepity Arvely £amto 
VILLAGE  SARN “Tack. Shidkret, Jack Gie 

x Wallace. Jonnany King. Belle Carreil: Tex F CHARTERHOUSE Toba Muhes 
Fletcher, Susan ‘Budy Ore, Leu Wersid RR Tice 

CONDAOCO BEACH 

VIENNESE ‘LANTERN: - All-son Starr. 
Marguerite’ Baxtey; Jehn : Mutaes, Exnest 

M4, 

c Xi Whe 4 Ma 5, 

VILLAGE GATE Josh White. cinerea Aslan, Wedonj Pemto Torres Ore., Battetta Guerelt $e 
Jazz 4 | ESCAMBRON Konta Hesere, Joel 

i VILLAGE Vancuarp .Timmte _ ROK ' Mevers Calspoonisns, Cn. she Vom Gre 
ere. Gene. M¢Danrels. Les Met apn 3 i FLAMABOYAR | Lanwe Stn Corus 

. WALDORF-ASTORIA . Wood, Mermen.. Pruns. Joe Vtle sy Fass 
Frank Gar. Norma Douglas Ada fa- INTERMEZ zo - Mario Roman. Sandee 

ou a: Rots Kasha. 3, Emil. Coleman (4+ . 
yen Fano Ore. 

- Font Predusta 
INTERCONTINENTAL Vets: Falmer, 

Henry Bover Dancers. CParhe §.:& Ose 2 
; dusanchon, Remirez Fave. Haat secre 

[- : “CHICAGO. | LA BARRACA | jackie Lures. Mie 
‘sive ANGEL. ="Pablo Candela Re«ne.” , Boos : 

Pablo Candela, Rafzel Hernan. Gion sons |. L& BOTELLA ‘Hal Hester » 
(7,. Lord. ‘Chiisto,.- Taino . r esez avd Ab? LA CONCHA lovee It aw. biervsane 

‘Stuckey Ores... j Atha. Nore Morales Ore, ise tere Sio- 
CLOISTER. Phil Tucker. Dobie Terns, ; olra Five 

+ Doree € Eddy | Subway Ore NORMANDIE . “Vooduoess © ctr bet, Jos} tews., 
“CONRAD HILTON “Rallans & Blades” | Me,er (alypaonians 

“30 Marie Hoddy, Wille Kall, Norm Crider | OCHO: PUERTAS —Iuie & Soledad, 
Angelito, Fred Nzpier, © Merane & ; Subs Reng, Rafeed Kaila! ; 

| Knowles, Clair Perreau. re, Bill Christc |" POSADA DEL REY. Heriot Nesveez B 



88 LEGITIMATE | 

Bway Tumbles; Donnybrook’ $23,797, 
Kuprin’ $15,521 for First Five Perf, “| 

Becket, ‘Porgy’ 
Business dropped last week for 

mo-! Broadway shows and, on the 
basis of individual Teceipts, around ; 
19 entries are figured likely to fade 
within the next few weeks. Three 
reoular 
last Saturday night (27).. The trio 
included the neweomer, “Mandin- 
go.” the limited-run return “Beck- 
et.” and “Critic’s Choice.” 

“Becket.” which established «& 
house record in its final stanza, 
was a sellout. alang with “°C arnt. 
val.” “Mary, Mary” and “Sound of 
Mitsic.” A house record for a mu- 
sical was also established last week 
at the City Center by “Porgy and 
Bess.” which ended a_ two-week 
run at the ‘theatre Sunday (28). 
“Wildcat” beeing a nine-week lay- 
off following the evening perform- 
ance next Saturday (3°. 

Estimates for Last Week 

Key C (Comedy), D. (Drama), 
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Rerue), 
McC (Musical- Comedy}, NED (Musi- 
cal-Drama’, O (Opera), 
eretfai, Rep. (Repertory}, 
(Dramatic Reading). 
Other parenthetic designations 

reier, respectively, to weeks played, 
monber: of perfarmances through 
last Saturday, top prices (aehere 
ty prices are -given, the higher is}. 
for Friday- Saturday nights aud the 
lower for wert snights), number: of 
seats, capacity 

Price tuchides 10°% 
5° City tax, 
ie., exclusive of. taxes. 

elsterisk denotes show had cut- 
rate tichets in circulation. 

Federal and 

*All the Way Home, Belasco {D) | 
(26th wk; 205 p) '$6.90-$7.50; 967; 
$38.500°. Previous week, $22.940. 

Last week $22,558. 

“Best Man, Morosco §C: (60th wk; 
472 pr 1$6.90-$7:50; 999; $41,000: 
(lee Tracy, Frank Lovejoy’. Previ- 
ous week, $18,815. 

Last ‘week, $17,215. 

*Big Fish, Little Fish, ANTA 
(CP: ilith wk: 835 p* (6.90-$7.50; 
1,185; $49,178: 'ffume Cronyn, Mar- 
tin Gabel’. Previous week, $18, 039. 

Last week, $15,492. 

(48th wk; 456 p» ($8.60-$9.40; 1,453; 
$61,000). Previous week, $47,438. - 

Last week, $44,719. 

Call On Kuprin, Broadhurst (D! 
(ist wk; 4 p) #$6.90-$7.50; 1.214: 
$50.043). 

Opened last Thursday night (25) 
to four favorahle reviews (Cole- 
man, Mirror; .MteClain, Journal- 
American: Taubman, Times; Watts, 
Post: and three unfavorable (Aston, 
World-Telegram: Chapman, News; | 
Kerr, Herald Tribune. 

Funst week, $14.521 for five per- 
formances. 

Camelot, 
wk: 
(Richard Burton, Julie Andrews!, 
Previous week, $83,458. 

Last week, $83,073. 

Carnivat, Imperial (MC (7th wk: 
52 pi 1$8.60: 1,428: $65,000: (Anna | 
Maria Alberghett!, Previous week, | 
$66,578. 

Last week, $66, 994, 

Come Blow Your Horn, Atkinson ; 

Majestic (MC) (25th 

(C. ‘14th wk: 109 p+ ($6.90-S7.50: 
1,090, $43,522). Previous week,. 
26.495. 
Last week. $27,004. 

Devil’s Advocate, Rose (D) (t2th 
wk, 92 p) 1$6.90-$7.50; 1,162; $46,- 
G45: tLeo Genn, Sam 
Edward Mulhare:. Previous weék, 
$2,391, 

Last week, ‘$18, 398. ‘ 

Do Re Mi. St. James. 1VC" '22d : 3 - |- 
Wk: L7G pe: 188, 60-39.50: 1,615: $69.2! ord week, $42,236, .a house Tec 

S00. Phil Silvers), Previous week, | 

offerings ‘called it. quits]. 

OP (Op-. 
DR. 

‘gross and stars.. 

but grosses are net; 

201 p? ($9.40; 1,626; $84.00: | 

Levene,: 

Set House Records 
| Far Country, Music Box (Dj (8th | 
wk; 63 p»: ($6.90-$7.50; 1,101; $40,- 
107) (Kim Stanley, Steven Hill, 
Sam Wanamaker). ‘Previous week, 
$32,229. 

Last week, $32, 899. 

Previous ‘week, $37,375 
Last week, $37, Ptie 

1,280; $62, 805) 
Previous week, $33,826 

Last week, $29, 566.. 

35th wk;. 276. p)- ($8.60; 999; 
$48,250: (Elizabeth Seal, Keith 
Michell). Previous week, $36,357. 
Michell has’ withdrawn from. the 
cast and his role was taken over 

‘ij last Monday night (29: by his un- | 
-| derstudy, Stuart Damon, .who’'ll fill 
‘in until Dennis Quilly, of the Brit-. 
ish company, Is ready ‘to -assume 

wk; 93° p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1:139; $43,- 
530) (Barbara Bel. Geddes, "Barry 

week, $42,398 with ‘parties. - 
Last ueek, $42,926 with: parties. 
Miracle Worker, Playhouse (D: 

(83d wk; 680° p) ($6.90-$7.50;. 944: 
‘$36,500'. Previous week, $18, 379. 

. Last week, $17,422. 

$69,500) 
got Moser). ‘Previous week, $51, 534. 

Last week, $49, 711... 

wk; 160..p' ($6.90; 1,101; ‘$37,000) 
(Eli Wallach, Zero: :Mostel:. Previ- 
ous. week, $17,963. - 

_Last week, $17,770. 

‘Sound: of Music, Luint-Fontazne 

ous week, $75,518. Lays. off: July 
3-15. 
Last week, $75, 113. 

“(Hermionne. Baddeley, . Frances 
‘Cukai, Previous week, $11, 243. 

Last week, $10,303. — 

my Grimes. 
$55, 407. 

Last w eek, $56. 671; 

-. Previous 

Wildcat. Alvin (MC* (21sf- wk:|: 
163 p?. ($8 60-$9.40; 1.453:. $65,000: |- 
(Lueille ’ Ball:. 
‘$54,919, 

Last: week, $48. 492 

Previous: . week, 

(24... Betty Jane Watson, | who 
subbed for Miss Ball-‘during ‘her 
absence last week, 

The. musical win lay off following 
the evening performance ‘next Sat~ } 
urday (3!'so that Miss Ball-may: 
rest up for thé next ‘nine weeks: |. 
-prier to the. Show’ 8. resumption 
| Aug. T 

| Miscellanéous ro 

| 86 

‘Last week, $14,400. 

: Closed -Last Week 

*Becket, Hudson (D) (3d wk: ‘24 
P) ($7.50; 1,056; $42,000) (Laurence 
Olivier, Arthur ‘Kennedy. Previ- 
ous. week, “$39,460. Ended. ‘three- 
week return: engagement, Jast Sat- | 
urday (27) at an estimated $40,000 | 
profit on a $162.000: investment. 

Fiorello, Broadway (MC) - (78th | 
wk; 619 p' ($5-$7.50: 1 200; $39,000". |: 

1 Rditor, VARIETY: | 
-“Inside. Siuft—Legit” 

Happiest Girl in the World, Beck 
(MC) (8th wk: 64 pI. ($8. 60-$9.60: ; 

(Cyril . Ritchard), 

Irma La Douce... Plymouth. (MCs. 

the part. nd 
Last week, $335, 023. - 

Mary, Mary,. Hayes (Cu (12th. 

Nelson, Michael Renniei. Previous| by 

 *My- Fair Lady, Hellinger | (mci 
(271st - wk: 2:159 p) ($8.05;° 1,551; 

‘Michael Allinson,. Mar-: 

Rhinoceros, Longacre (CD: (20th | 

(MD (76th. wk; 604 p) ($9.60; 1,~ 
407, $75,000) (Mary Martin). Previ- 

gested) an- alternate’ night. 
‘note. was: never acknowledged, Of- ; 
ficially -our: drama. department has | 
not “been. notified :of an. opening | ( 
-| date. and’ had in fact to call-a. for-. 

Unsinkable Molly Brown. win. | publicitor of the Second City | 
iter Garden (MC) (30th wk: 236. p). 
($8.60-$9.40; 1,404; $68,000). (Tani-'| 

week, . 

Taste of Honey, Booth (D- (34th 
{wk; 271 p) ($6.90: 807: $30.500). 

Bye Bye Birdie, Shubert (MC3 

Tent press agent. 

(29-29; 

with . Miss} 
Ball out of the cast because of ill-. 
ness since last Wednesday. night. 

WHI continue 
pinchhitting | the. current stanza:'|" 

‘G- 10). 

Hamlet,. Phoenix (D>- ( (1th. wk: ire 
p' ($4.60; 1,150; $29,882). Previ-. 

ous weck, $15,400. Closes June 18, 

{'000).: Previous week, $46, 523. End-|é 
ed limited two-weeks engagement 
‘last. Sunday.(28). :.. : 
- Bast week, $65, 928,. a house Fee- 
ord for a musical. ” 

Opening This Week 

“ Pal Joey,. City: Center. (MC): 
($3.95: .-3,090; $60,000) (Carol 
Bruce, ‘Bob Fosse, Sheila. Bond,: 
Harvey. Stone). 

. Fourth: and final revival. of: the]: 
N.. ¥. Center Light Opera Co. sea-. 
son beigns | two-week run tonight 
(Wed.". 

CLARIFICATION RE. 
CHICAGO'S AMERICAN 

_ Chicago... 

VARIETY 
the allegation. is ‘printed: that. Chi-. 
cago’s.American did not. attend the 
pening of _The-:Playwrights at 
Second: City ‘Theatre’ “because the. 

.| Playwrights -hasn’t ‘advertised : in 
the ‘Hearst: publication.” The item. 
further: alleges that “The Chicago 
{:American, - 

| those nightclubs that advertise, ap- 
which reviews 

parently | is: extending the. policy: to 
legit.” oe 

- Reviews of: legitimate theatre in 
Chicago's © ‘American, .which, inci- 
dentially : was. purchased - from. 
Hearst by the Tribune Co. in Oct., 
1956, are in no way influenced: by 

advertising. The decision what. will 
be reviewed rests: with our. theatre. 
editor and: critic,. Roger. Dettmer. 
He .and his assistants, since 1953, 
have-in point..of. fact, supported |: 

covered | ‘published ‘evidence, 
many theatrical events. which: not 
only did not advertise but which : 
were not reviewed by any of. the 
other Chicago metropolitan dailies. 

In: the ‘specific case of Play- 
‘rights: at ‘the. Second City Theatre, 
Mr: Dettmer and his department! ( 
‘were at na time informed either by. 
mail or by telephone that:the The: | 
atre would be opening:on May 9. 

.| Neither .w as: ‘the’ invitation extend: 
ed to Mr. “Dettmer to attend the 
official’ premiere, which we learn- }- 
‘ed subsequently- had been pre-' 
ceded. by.a series of paid previews. 
His only: mail: was.a card. Soliciting ; 

jattendance* ata Beneral press show- 
‘ing on’ May 12, which. night found 
Mr. . Dettmer otherwise ‘occupied | 
with the. opening of -the Metropoli- 
tan. Association “of, New York::in. 
McCormick ° Placé Theatre.- 

explaining this situation and sug- 

to. discover the. identity. af the -cur- | 

‘Luke P: Carroll. 
Managing Editor 

"Touring Shows 
(May 28- June 41): 

Philharmonic; L.A. 
Floretls a Co)-University, ° Puess 

(29); Union ‘High School, ‘Phoenix “G0? 
‘Fox, Son Bernurdino (31- 1); Granada,+ 
Santa. Barbora (2); Harvey. Bakersfield | 
(3): |Civie. Fresno (3-6);) Memorial, Sacra: |. 
mento *(7-8:: Civie:: San* Jose” @; ‘Strand, 

. Modesto.,- Cal. (10), - 
‘Flower Drum Sond—-And. _ Rochester | 

(29-2); O'Keefe. Toronto (6-10) 
. Gypsy -Shubert. Chi (29-° 3. 
Majority of. One—Biltmore, ‘L.A; a9 ai; 

Ge ary, S.F. (5-10) 
“Merry .Wicow (C ivic L. ight Opera “Assn. vt 

—Philharmonie. L.A. (29- 3); Curran, S.F. 

Miracle | Worker (2d. Co Erlanger. 
Chi (29-10). 

Music Man--Shubert. New Haven (29- 3); 
ba aaa Hartford (5-10) 

Fair Lady (2d" Co. Hanna, Cleve. ; 

in the’. Sun—National, ” Wash.: 

“Sound - of Mu iste (2d Co. Paramount, 
‘Omaha’ “(29- 3% Music. Hall, K.C: » 

Off-Br oadway Shows 
UF igiires | ‘denate opening dates) 
Abe Lincotn, York. (5-10-61). 
American Savoyards, Mews (4-27-61. 

- Balcony, Circle In Square (3-3-60).. 
-Blacks, St’ Marks (5:4-611 
Connection, Living Th'tre. (Rep) (7-13- 59); | 
‘closes’ Sunday (4). 

-Dream & *essie;. 
* Evenings With Chekhov, Actors (4- 20-61). 

Fantasticks,. Sullivan St. (5-3-60). 
. Hedda Gabler, 4th St. €11-9-60).. 

** King ‘Dark Chamber, Jan Hus. (2 9-61). 
Le ive it ta t-ne. Sheridan So. 525-59) 

grosses are vet: 

He |. 
| returned the card with a notation. 

a 

| (Gertrude .. 
iwicke). ° 

(OP-RS) (6th .wk). ($5.90-$6: 75 2). 
(Patrice .Munsel).’ 

7 “around $80,200. 
; "| with, -Civie Light Opera “Assn. ‘Bub-. 

Bye. Bye Birdie (a Cod—Curran, SF | scription. 2 

: Last °.weéek, ‘ approximately’. $60; im. 
200 with CLOA. A. subscription. =. 

“1 670: 
; Previous - 

[(S6-86. 50: «3.200: ..$110,511) 
‘Previous - week, ‘$93, 842. ny: 

Wednesday, ties. 31, 1961 - 

Sout Hage wai 159, Des = 
Gypsy’ $90,158 in. 

the latter by $1. 

‘geles and “Bye Bye Birdie” in.San 

yness. , 

of “Once 

Estimates for. Last Week. - 

of-town ‘shows are ‘the same as for 
Broadway, except that hyphenated 
T with show classification indicates: 
tryout.and RS indicates road show. | 

Iso, prices on. touring shows .in- 
“clude 10% Federal. Tax:and local 
-tax,.if any, but as on. Broadway 

t.e., exclusive of. 
Engagements. ‘are sfor. single. taxes. 

‘week. tinless” otherwise noted, 

CHICAGO. 
Miracle . Worker, . 

:000).. Previous week, $30, 064: 
_Last: week, “$26, 536. ‘ 

My Fair Lady, Hanna ‘ac-rsi | 
1,515; $51,000) | (st: .. wk) ($6.95; . 

Michael Evans," Caroline. -Dixon). 
¥ | Previous’ week, -$58, 350,. ‘Shubert, 
; Boston . 

“Last ‘week, $37, 380. 

DES MOINES. 

, (Florence Henderson). - Previous 
i week, $64,058, . Hanna, Cleveland. 

- Last week, $90, 459. 

INDIANAPOLIS 
Flower. Drum: Song, Murat aic-| 

.Previous week, $64,199: with | 
Theatre. Guild-American. Theatre |: 
‘Society. subscription, Shubert, Cin- 

RS)... 

-cinnati:; : 

Last: ‘week, about $50, 000; 

“LOs ANGELES | 

3d wk) 1$5.50-$6; . 1,636:. $58,000). 
“Berg, 

Previous week, . $51, 692 
lwith’-TG-ATS subscription. 

. Last week, about. $57, 000... 

Merry. Widow, __ Philharmonie 

- $80, 2001 - 

week, 

“SAN FRANCISCO 

| 5001. Previous. week, ‘$63, 144° with 
1CLOA, -Subscription. | 

‘Last week, $63, 489° , with, ‘LOA 
i subser iption, 

a ‘TORONTO - 
‘Gypsy, Oo! Keefe (MC-RS) 2d wk) 

; Mer man}, 

Last: week, . 

WASHINGTON’. 

$90, 158... 

Once Upon a Mattress, ‘Nationa’ 
AMC-RS) (2d) wk) .($4:95-$6:50: - 1,-. 

Previous week;. $35,- |: 685; $55:466), 
369° for two: -performiances’ at the 

‘| Palace, Youngstown, and -six-at the-|' 
| National. wheré the: musical.opened. 
May 17-to three favorabie. reviews |: 
‘Carmody; Star; : ‘Coe, ‘Post; Don- : 
i nelly, News), — : 

Crerry Lane 31-61). | 7 Last week. $35,471. Ended tourt'- 
| here last Saturday night. (2m Bote 

WILMINGTON . 

Francisco” also’ Played. te big busi 

Receipts - for. ‘the: ‘other. shows. 
were mostly satisfactory, ‘but “My 
Fair Lady”. registered .one. of: its 
poorest takés-in the first frame of 
a.three-week Cleveland stand. The{ 
-bus-and-truck company . 
Upon. ‘a “Mattress” ended its tour 
last Saturday. night. 20 in ‘Wash- 
‘ington. .. 

‘only |°- 

Parenthetic designatioris for out: i 

“1957,- 

Erlanger: wel 
: RS). (5th wk) ($5.50-$6; 1,380; $45;| 

.tor’s” ‘statement Anclude the fol-. 
: lowing: . 

Sound of Music, KRNT (Mip:RS). 

Majority. of One, Biltmore (CRS) ; 

Cedric.’ ‘Flard-. 

. Bye Bye Birdie, Curran (MC-RS) 
(5th. Wk: ($6.25-$6.90;. 1,758: . $63.- . 

(Ethel. 

24-50). 
|. West ‘Side. Story. Majesty’s (12- 12-58). 
Young in Heart, Vic. Pal. (12-21-60). - 

Critic’s Choice, 

last Week, 366.226 with parties | 24th wk; 189 pi ($6.90:$7.50; 1,067; 
ah afler lie deduction of a stay- ; $40,000) (Henry Fonda). Previous 
ese refund -payment for’ tie kets | week, $11,848. Closed last Satur- 

Stith 604. 

We tres 

‘ered, on a°$150:000- investment. - 
“Oo ary prov’, 46: lh St (MCi a2d , Last week, $11. 688. . 

Wh. 12 p* -$8 60-£9.60; 1,342; $65,- 
25° Previous week, $28.524 ted 
des perton mance and two pre- 
Vows 

Lasi week. $23, 797. 

Evening W th Mike Nichols ‘and 
Elaine May. Golden "Re 38d wks; 
268 p-: -S6.90-87 50: 773: $30.439". 
Previous week, $22,872. 

Last week, $20,317, . 

8 p: +$6.90; 955; $32,000 (Franchet 
: Tones, 
}. after initial eight performances at 

73.000 investment. 
Lasi. week. about $4,000. 

Barrymore (Cr 

lunised because of a blizzard last! day: night (27) at an estimated. $40.-. 
. - 000 loss, with film income consid- |- 

Mandingo, Lyceum (Di (1st’ wk: = -CLOSED «. 
“Evening With “Gypsy, . Mayfair G 9- BY; 

Closed last Saturday-night | 

an estimated. loss. in excess of its 

“ Many Loves, 

Porgy: ‘and Bess. City Center (O° , 
i2d wk; 16 Pp) ($3.95; 3,090;. “$60,- }.- 

Roe Sunshine Arpheum (11-18 
Meet Peter Grant, Folksbiene G 10- aii. | 
‘Premise, Premise (11-22-60" 
S¥awed Prunes Showplace T4800. 
Threepenny Opera, de Lys 9-20-55), 
Under silv Wood, Circle (329-61), 

7: 125. 

| Community, Hershey, Pa.: 
Last. week, $59,007. ‘with TG-ATS 

SCHEDULED OPENINGS . subscription.” 
; Hocnt “\bvequee (6-1-61). 61 

: ‘Red Eye, Living Th’tre (6-12-61) . 

|. Fig. Leaf..Grvmercy Arts .(6- HAD. ° Tr, SPLIT. WEEKS. ; yy 
te: Only Nonsense, Jan, Hus: (6-146). : ; FE for. el lo -UMC-RS), Previous . 

“cl ser Saturday. (279 aft er 25. - per- scription,’ Auditorium,. Denver. 

; foimances, | . 
Jungle Cc: eS “Living | Rep). (12-20-60; 

- Jaw Sunday (28).° 

Mas.21 atcer 582. pérformances, 
Tiwwing Theatre (5- 15-615. 

lysed Sunday (28°. ia 13 1 
Worm ‘Ixeseradish. Maldman ¢ 6D -W + (93.94) 

closed. ‘Sund Ay. Gs) after 89 . Perform: day: W ednesday 23 24 
ances. ; 

“pal, Amarillo,, Moriday- (22°, one, 

j247;. Ector High. -Sehool, Odessa, 

_Musie . Man, Playhouse. (MC-RS) Bird of: Time, 
Previous weck, $55, 340, : 

2 
|’) Bye Bye Birdie, Her .Majesty’s. (6- issn; 

_ 6- 6-61). 

ap ‘Altona: ‘R, Court’ (3- 19-61: élosed- Sai- 

‘week. $75,022 .with TG-ATS. ‘sub- |." 

- Last ‘week, $40,727 for. seven | 
" [ performances with Broadway The-|. 

: Krapps & Zoo, Cricket 1 14-60': closed‘ atre League subscription: ‘Munici-. m 

. $8.103; Municipal, Lubbock, ‘Tues: - SCHEDULED. B'WAY. ‘PREEMS | 

AO... oye 

Md Wk, Tor onto; : 

- ‘Widow’ $80,200, Majority
’ 576, LA. 

“The Sound of: Music”. in. ‘Des. 
Moines and “Gypsy” -in Toronto 

.|were the: top road grossers:. last. 
-|-week, withthe :former’ nosing: out |: 

“Merry: Widow”’: 
‘|and “Majority of One” in: Los An- 

| Thursday: (25),-one; $6,553; Liberty 
Hall, El Paso, ‘Friday-Saturday: (26- 
27), ‘$15, G24. - 

‘ Ralsin fn the Sun (D-RS) (Claus. 
dia. McNeil). :Previous week; $23,+ 
'055. with twoférs,. Blackstone, Chi- 
cago. 

‘Last week, about. “$30: 500. with 
TG-ATS subscription for eight per- 
formances: Auditorium, Louisville, | 
Monday- Wednesday | (22-24), four, - 
$13,600;: Hartman, ‘Columbus: " 
Thursday - “Saturday (25-27, _ four 
$16, 900. 

= MUSIC MAN’ HAS MADE. 
“$3,032,367 ‘THUS FAR 
“The Music Man’ represents. a 

‘profit. of $3,032;367,. as of . April 
‘29: The. original investinent in the. , 
‘Kermit. Bloomgarden (in associa- 

| tion. - with - Herbert: Greene and. 
Frank. Productions) - presentation 
was $310,010. -It opened’ Dec. 19,. 

at the: Majestic’: “‘Theatre,. 
N.Y:, and the original production. 
‘tlosed | ‘ast..April 15° after 1,373 

oof performances. 
_ | pany is’ “current this week at the 

The touring com- 

Shubert, ‘New Haven. . : 

‘Highlights of the April 29. audi=. 

. Gross, last two. weeks on Broad- : 
Way. -$58:216, ° 

Operating’ profit for the period, ; 
‘$5,371; . 

.Gross for: ‘road’ i company, ast’ 
four weeks. : $141,402 

Operating: Profit; “for. ‘period, - 

. Total profit to’ ‘date, $3. 032 367. : 
: Distributed -- : Brofit to’. fate, 

92. 949,960. - pon 
- Bonds, . $34. 856. .. 
‘Balance available for. istribu- : 

_ [$22,401 

_ “| thon, $27, S51. - 

Off- Broadway Notes 
"Jacques. “Urbont’ and ‘J. ‘Terry 
Brown -Ir. will be partnered, with 

_ | Stella ‘Holt in. the scheduled. pres- 
.” [entation ‘next season of a revival of 
. | Sean O'Casey's - “Red Roses for 

Me.”’ 

An ‘Oct. 5 opening: at’ an undesig- : 
nated theatre has: been scheduled 
by John’ T.” Weénis .and. Robert . 
‘Buccolo- for. ‘their.:-production.. of - 

| Josh: Greenfield's. Clandestine ‘on * 
‘| the. Morning: Line.” . 

N, F.. - Simpson's: “phe: Only : 
Sense .is Nonsense” {s- slated to -. 
begin a: regular run-at the Jan Hus © 
‘Auditorium next: June 14, under 
thé production auspicies of. William: :; 
‘Gyimes. The play had been. given -: 
‘several. Monday night showings. at ; 

a me Jan Hiis: earlier” this season., 

‘LONDON: SHOWS 
¢ Figures denate opening dates), 
Amorous: Prawn, ‘Piceadilly 29-59). . ; & 
‘Belle, Strand (3-4-6). 

- Beyond’ Fringe, Fortune {S10-80. : 
‘Billy. Kiar; Cambrid*e - (9-13-60 : 
Biacks, R. Court (6-30-61 : 

. . 

| Bride Comes Back, : om asm. 7 
Fings Aln‘t, Garrick (2-1 

- -,.fema.La Douce, Lyric (7-1 
‘. Srreguiar Word, Criterion tay. 

“Kirt Kong, Princes (2-23-46 
Lady From the Sea, Qucen's 91861). 

- Let Yourself Go, Palladium (5-19-60)... 
‘Miracle Worker, Wyndham’s. ‘961. | a 
Mousetrap, -Ambassador : (11-25-52), yo 
Music..Man, Adelphi 3-16-61) 

So My Fair Lady,. Drury Lane. (430-58); td 
Oliver, New on 
-On Brighter: ‘Side. Phoenix (4-12-61). 
One Over .Eight,. Duke York’s (4- Sap. 

Progress -to. thé Park Saville G-3-61).. = 
Rehearsal, Queens (1-561); moved from: 

Glabe,. Monday (29). 
Repertory, Aldywich.. (12- 18-60). 
Ross, Haymarket. 6-12-60): : 

- Simple Spvmen, ‘Whitehall (% 19. 50). 
' Sound of Music; Palace (5-18-8 

- South, Lyric, Ham. .4-7-61). 
Suzie Wona, Prince Wales QUT, 
Tenth Man. Comedy (4-13-61 

: Three. Posts; Arts. ‘18. BD. . 
ime, Yellow Roses. St. Mart. (sien. 

Waiting ‘Godot, Th’tre - Royal . P1860. 
“Watch It Sailer, Apollo (2- 

“. SCHEOULED. OPENINGS | 
Savoy --(5-31-6D: : 

Daztling Prospect, Globe (6-1-61).: 
«, Anidérsonvilie, Mermaid (6-6-6). 
- Selebration, Duchess: (6-7-61). 
“|: Bad Soldier, Westminster (6-14-61). ° 

Ont the. Avenue, Lyric. Ham. ( 
.CLOSED 

-aurday.. (27) -after .45° performance’. ; 
. Transfers ta Saville; - June 5. 
Caretaker, Ducliess * (2-27-60); - closed: 
Saturday: AQ i , after - 452, perform-.; 

7 Waketictd. - mystery. Mermaid (46-61): 
. closed : Saturday, 7) after 78 . : Per: | 
‘formances 

Gazebo, Sav oy 3 39°603;: “closed” Satur : 
day QT after. 474: Performances. - 

"Pal ‘Joey. City Center (5-31-61. 
; Barnes People, Royale (6-13-61). 

a Same he soe : re 



’. road tour,’ 

Wednesday, ‘Mey si; “Joo? 

"NO REST FOR. GEORGIE? | 
.: “There. 48 an ironic: tootnote toa brilliant’ career th, the ease: 
"-:,0f:the late. George M: Cohan.. He ds héing: held: ‘up’ by. Senator. |-. 
:- Paul. Douglas. of: .Minois; author of ‘the proposed ‘tax .reformis, . 

: “as: the ‘man. who: got | the. poor: ‘fax. collectors: confused: ‘38° years 
ABO. | 

se 

- Cohan. is affectionately :pemémbered - by: “millions of Ameri- 
cans but to. thé senator he's the -heayy. Exhumed to: serve as 
‘propaganda, .. ‘Cohan’s. tax. “deductions. for 1930 are turned into. * 

_ “polities.” This’ may. be (1) ‘a triumph. of: statesmanship as prac- 
_‘ticed: by.a former economics. professor: or 2): a new instance of 
“the curious. tendency. of. ‘Washington ‘politicians ‘to: give: ho names .. 
: publicly except show business. names. Did. Douglas’ ‘brave re~. 
search, or: hris source of ‘supply;. turn. «up ‘hobody :from Detroit, :-; 
Chicag9,; ‘Dallas?’ Why only New York and 1 Hollywood as: sprool”” 

“ot expense account: ‘sinning? a 

President Kennedy. ‘opened: his administration - ‘with: watinly - 
-welcomed. gestures. to. :talent. He ‘was the: ‘first: chief to: have 

ou himself. a: poet, to. bid: ‘dramiatists and. choreographers and stars’ 
~:-¢ome: attend:his swearing in. ‘But, that’s. that.. Talent can’ serve 

“as propaganda. for desired: laws or. as -window-dressing. _Mean-:.: 
‘while the. ‘Situation. for. talent. vis-a-vis internal revenue “is very”! 

bad, and has beén. for. years, ‘and ‘with: singularly Uttle “sympathy 
from ‘Washington. . 

A. dramatist’ ‘may “spend years writing a ‘play. ‘The- hazards. 
*:" against :it/ being: successful are overwhelming. but if -it is.a hit. 
‘tax must be paid up to 92‘c on the- year ‘of ‘yield. The dramiatist . 
4s not allowed to- ‘pro-rate-the tax’over'the. years of-effort. That™ 
_ Bort. of. ‘sympathy ‘4s’ reserved for. natural gas, not. talent. “As. for:.} : 
_btars, a handful .end’ up : ‘with a; fortune. ‘The rest-end:up as : 
“guests” of an. actors home. Was this:due to. imiprovidence or ; 

_the ghastly: hazards of. entertainment? To which - Main. Street . 
. primitives. will 10. doubt respond, who. asked. them. to be drama-: 

. ist or actors, ‘or songwriters or stage, directors? To - 

“Meanwhile is it absolutely, essential’ to Senator. Douglas’ pars” 
poses that George M. Conan be taken down from: his statute on’. 

0 Father Duffy's. island ‘in Times Square in. order. to. be! -presentéd.:. 
. for the hisses of the’ senator’ $ admirers? Cohan was the symbol’. 
< OF: theatrical virtuosity and. of. ‘personal “generosity. ‘It’s. 2 little. 
7 thick to. have him being used as B football, Bali Island style. | 

Becket’ Folds as § $40,000 Sleeper; 
Had Seemed 

“Becket,” 9”: Which. folded: 
<Saturday night (27) at the Hudson, 

_Theatre, N-Y., was a: prestige proj- 
ect that. ended © as a financial-sleep- 

Sus: 

.’ Merrick, the seéemingly expensive 

mately” a $40, 000 ‘success.’ 

oe . Key factors in the show’s finan- 
2 gial comeback ‘were (1): the smash |. ~ 

oa -(2) -a°$37,500 bonus. ta [- 
_': - Jnanagemient for springing Anthony |: 

Quinn as: costar, (3): the click re- 
turn engagement ‘on’ Broadw ay and | - 

Lon ‘the . 
“Becket” Ww as capitalized ; at $135. 000 

7 - overcall, 
.* for a total investment. of $162,000... 
. . It opened ‘cold: at the “St. James |: 
on :” Theatre, N.¥:. at a cost. of. about |’. 

’ still-indefinite filrn: deal. 

“with provision. for 20° 

“$189, 000: : The show earned sizable 
operating: ‘profits. onthe ‘first few. 

“weeks, but: then. ‘business dwindled 
: Steadily,:.. though twofers - “were. a 

, stimulus. 

: ‘DeLaurentiis had a ‘contract to 
star Quinn - 

decision. on. closing. the show. until 
- the: Italian company paid: $37,500: 

; . Thereupon,. 
the ‘producer’ ‘arranged. for. costar’ 

|. ‘Laurence Olivier to Shift: from. the’ 
title role to. succeed Quinn as. King . 

‘for Quinn’s release.: 

Henry ‘lI... “Arthur Kennedy was 
- engaged: -to | “Succeed - Olivier- Bs. 
Becket. Ss 

With the: payment for.. Quinn's ‘3. |: 
release, ““Bécket”. closed in. New 
York at a decifit of. about: $100, 000.’| 

. However, Olivier, who is’more .con- 
‘.: seious of ‘management | problems'| 

than: most actors, had. agreed: to a. 
ehort’ tour of large-capacity. theatres 
in a few key cities. with the idea'| 

-- of recouping the . production's. de- |.. 
‘In smash : engagements in|”  ficit! . 

’ Boston, Detroit, Washington, ‘Tor- {. 

: As a: result -of. “several fortuit-. 
circumstances . and —° shrewd |: 

“Imanagement: by producer David. 

} Met Nixes Future | ‘failure was turned. into.  APProxi-. 

in: a, scheduled: film,. 
““Barabbas,” but ‘the actor was, com- 
mitted’ to: ‘remain in ‘Becket’ for |. 
the New York:run.. «Merrick stalled 

prestige moneyloser: “Becket” h 
‘wound -up. in: the . black, . with: ‘the 
added’ préstige of: ‘a. ‘spectacular. 
tour ‘and:a- triumphal Broadway re. 
turn, to Fave’ Teviews.- 2 

sregated Dates 
Detroit, May: ‘30. 

" Metropolitan: Opera’ Co. ‘will re- 
fuse to ‘play to segregated audi- 
ences henceforth, ° “Rudolf Bing, | 
general’ -manager, said™in ‘a: state- | 
ment to the press. “The. Met. was: 
here on tour. - 

larita: ‘and. Dallas. ‘that we can. no 
longer afford.to: ‘play to segregated 
-audiences,””. Bing. declared: “I hope |. 
‘Something can be worked out.”. . 

plied: '“Don't..ask mie to elaborate. 
YT am ‘still. a British subject: and. th 
don't w. ant. to get” into the. ‘political 
situation.” 
.Bing ‘made it clear, ‘however, that, 

his. statement. was: not: wholly” the: 
-result- df current’ race violence in: 
Alabama.. He would. not: détail his i 
reasons, however.: 

‘Met. opened its ‘tour’ ‘in “Atianta ! 
§. where there were two reported - in- 
,cidents: of -Negroes with, downfront | 
| locations arbitrarily diverted .to! ‘slightly higher .. 
{balcony so as to. be seated by: them- i £ eat oe 
; selves: 
at ‘For. Atlanta's s reaction, see: story,” 
‘Page one. De ; 

“HAL COHEN'S SURGERY = 
“Post-Gazette “Drama. Critie. High. 

Pressure. Operation Dede 

“pittsburgh, “May 30. 
"Harold y: ‘Cohen: ‘drama critic of 

onto. and ‘Philadelphia. the show! the Post- Gazette, ‘will ‘be away-from:’ 
‘earned back about $75,000: “It’s fig- 
ured to have’ made up ‘to .$10.000 | 
more:on the three-week. ‘Broadway: 
return. os 

Although. the ‘situation’ is. unclear 
as-to the film rights to the Luci 

_enne Hill. adaptation < of . Jean’ 
“-Anouilh’s original: French ‘arama, 

‘a deal is figured’ to be assured. Both 

‘his desk for. the next. six wéeks to 
undergo ‘yascular “Surgery. at. fhe: 
Cleveland: Clinic. to corréct ‘a high; 

., blood: | pressure candition. He was 
‘in ‘the’. Presbyterian: Hospital heré | 
' for: a: ‘week undergoing ‘a’ seri¢s of; 
i tests: prior. to- operation. décision. 

“While- away, his. two assistants, - 
Win. Fanning and .. Arnold. ‘Zeitlin 

“I have told our. friends in Att 

‘When. pressed for details, .he- re-{ 

: an. additional $14,000 at least. 

[Majority of One to. End 
Tour July 1 in. Seattle 

Los Angeles, Ma 
icy: ‘Majority. of One”. will “fotd | 

in’ Seattle, ending a month tour. 
-The Leonard. ‘Spigelgass. comedy, 
which:ran 70 weeks on Broadway, 

. began - its road hike last Septem: | 
ther. after -a summer layoff. Still. 
with the Theatre: Guild-Dore Scha- |. 
ry” production in the- roles they: j 
originated in New York dre costars. 

Gertrude * Berg” and- Cedrie Hard-. 
:. owicke. - a 
The. ‘presentation, which ends: a 

Yoon eee ‘yun’ vat’ the: Biltmore |. 
Theatre’ -here. this “week, will put 
in‘ three “weeks ‘at the Geary Thea- 

‘tre, Sani’ Francisco, ‘Starting: June 
‘5, prior . to’.moving: to Seattle: for“ ‘no wrong as far as dance groups: 

Shits finale.. Warner Bros. js current-, 
‘own film.} grad Opera’: Ballet. plaved three: {77th week at the Tumnt-Fontanne ly shooting the author's 

:version: of his play. with Rosalind | 

| Sound Has $500,000 Profi So Far; 
Road Co. Paid Off, Film Coin Due; 
Likely London B.0. Hit; Aussie Next 

‘aingrad Ballet May 
_ Play Return Paris Date: 

Paris, May 30. 
i The Russians, it .seems, ean do 

‘ate concerned: The classical Lenin- 

Weeks at the National ‘Opera here 

+ . 
“The Sourd cf Music” has carned 

ARS $500.000 profit thus far an 
{ts $400.000 investment That does 
{not include any treome from the 
-Fecently-cancluded sate of the film 
j tients to 20th Century-Fox for $1.- 
1950 000, of which the show will get 
; 40%. less agent’s 10°) commission, 

The original productton, still 
drawing approximate capacity in its 

NY Theatre. hes massed £5. 783 ~ 

“Russell. and ‘Alec Guinness in, the ;to good biz and is expected back | $57. Including $75 713 last: week. 
‘roles -essayed ° by: ‘Miss :Berg’ ‘and for another stint after filling other Profits from the Broadway edition 
Hardwicke 

la Plame’ Profit. 
$385, 00 to Date 

The. "Las ‘Vegas-berthed La 
‘Plume de. Ma Tante,".. which | 

- scheduled ta reopen the | “Moulin 
& ‘Rouge. nitery in Hollywood on Junc. 
+22. “has..thus far netted .an_esti- 

. mated $385, 600° on its. $150 000: in| 
| ; vestment. ‘That's based on an April. 
29 ‘audit;. plus estimated income ; 

: Since then, _ 
David : “Merrick-Joseph “Kipnese| 

} presentation. ‘of. Jack Hylton’s pro-: 
=") duction of the :French revue. moved. 

| last ‘Dee. 23 to the Riviera ‘Hotel in. 
| Vegas following @ 105-week Broad-. 

: [ way: run.” The. show.. which, ender 
=} its. Main’Stem stand. Dec. 17; had 

netted $324,222 as of that date. | 
“In Vegas, the. production’ s take 

- has: been $27,000 weekly, of which. 
; | approximately $21 ,000-$22. 000. fep- 
resents operating costs. Thus, -the 

| Prestig -Only e 
si it, after the deduction ‘of tour .ex- 
| penses, totaled $49,472. ~ . wo 
| Highlights of .the ‘Aprit- 23° ace. 

average... weekly operating profit 
-has . been. around . 
April 29, the Vegas operating prof- 

counting include ‘the’ following: 
Total net profit to-date, $363,694, 

-| after the ‘deduction of $10,000 un-. 
incorporated. business: tax..:1On-the 
basis of an: average weekly. operat- 
ing. profit, it’s figured the revue. 
picked up another $22,000° in the. 
four weeks ‘since the audit, bring- 
ing the total ‘profit as of last Sat- 
-urday 127)-to around $385,060.)- 

Distributed profit :to date, $330.- 
} 000, evenly split between :the man- 
‘agement. and the _backers,. giving 
| the latter a. 110% return: thus far 
on ‘their $150,000. investment. 
” Sinking fund, $15,000.. 
Balance available. for ‘distribu- 

; booking ‘by a prior stock showing ition, $18, 694. 

‘Premiager’s $. ‘Choice’ 
vA Broadway Flop, But 

* Film: “income: is. saving “Critics 

‘Fentire ‘$150,000 investment.’ 

. Saturday night (27) after a 24-week 
, Broadway ‘run, . would _ probably 
‘Trepresented.a loss ‘of at. least $130.- 
-000. But, with the film coin, the 
amount dropped on the. venture. is 
likely. to be 

figured to have hiked. that amount 

above figures, however; do not. re- 
1 flect income due the production as: 

| its. share -of the: sale. of” the film. 
‘| rights:to Warner Bros. for: $250,000. 
|e The. production’s 40°¢.share, less; 
1.1097 commissions, of the piéeture 
“revenue comes.to $90, 000, Thus, if. 

: the presentation's Joss off its legit 
‘ operations: is “about $130.000. 
:fjIm income would reduce 
j amount to around: $40,000. -Ac- 
cording. to the Aptil 29: statement, t 
covering the - four. weeks. ending 
"jthat “date, ‘there were waivers’ of 
; Salary by. Henry Fonda, the play's {° 
i star. theatre: rental and: royalties. 

"3 : dates. 

-$5:500.. “As ‘of. 

Most crix raved about the 
4 dancing though some thought the 
sets, costumes and ‘general tenure 

Ytwhich was Orought in for about 
j $480 060) were used te finance the 
ttouring version, wh-rh has. just 

‘bof the full-leneth bailet given were about recouped its $270 000 cost 
somewhat. ‘old-fashioned. 

| Thev. -termed “The Sleeping 
“Beauty” heavy in seenery but light 
land airy in dancing. Leading danc- 
iers Trina Utretskava. Inna Zub-. 
tkovakava. and: ‘Vladlen | Semenov _ 
i were praised. to the skies for their 

4 Iyrieism, technique and _ ability. 

‘Row Over Stock 
Booking of Home 

” Plaris for the presentation this : 
‘summer of “All the Way Home": at ; 
the Playhouse in. the Park. Phila- ! 
delphia, has’ aroused a 
‘tween the “management - of the 

‘| Broadway . production of the’ play” 
and Ethelyn Thrasher, managing 
director of. the Philly ‘operation. 
Arthur. Cantor, co-producer of. the ¢ 
‘Broadway presentation with Fred‘ 
Coe, acknowledges giving Miss — 
Thrasher ‘a verbal okay to do tie 
show . this summer, provided the 
New. York run had "ended by then, 
That was several months ago, when 
its fold appeared imminent. 

‘However, after the -play had. 
‘copped both the N.Y. Drama Critic ! 
Circle '.Award and the Pulitzer : 
Prize the management Notified Miss ' 

Thrasher that the Tad Mosel adap- : 
tation of James Agee’s “A Death: 

‘able for stock production in Philly. 
‘The decision was predicated on the 
prospect of the drama touring next 

Tal. as*a Theatre Guild-American 
Theatre Society subscripbion entry. 
‘In that. -event, it's: figured that 

for the. presentation, providing the 
edge were not taken off such a 

in the area. 

“Miss Thrasher, it's understood ; 
is. insisting on presenting the play 

-jat the Playhouse. She claims she ! 

a dispute be- ! 

‘in the. Family” would not be avail- : 

Philly, ‘with a strong subscription 
{setup, would be lucrative territory 

The road comport bas pro-vsed 
:$1.071.917 so far inelyding £90 159 
‘last week at-the ERNT Theatre, 
‘Des Moines A Brotesh nroduction 
lopened Mav 18 af the Palace The- 
atre, London, receivine mixed hut 
-Penerally negative reviews but he- 
.ing assured of-a lencthy run on the 
jStreneth of a jaree wdvance sale 
and favorable ward ef mouth com. 
ment The first werk's grose was 
$33 376. a house record 

The Lelard Urvward. Richard 
le alliday” Richard Radsere & Osear 
Hammeretein PA veaduction hag 
thus far distiibsted $400.000 profit, 

4split equally hetween management 
‘and backers Adjtianal dividends 
care heing iscued at the rate of 
£190 000) a manth’ 

Mary Maitin the 
j Rroadwav compan is due ta with- 
draw Sent 1. af the exniration. of 

:her contract: No ane has been set: 
.@§ her sucrescor, ard «f"s-not even 
: definite whether a «for wilh he 
,eneaged Meanuhbilpe, “tise Marlin, 
CWhe invested ©7909 000 tm {he ven- 
_ ture, has sold her 95%° ipterest on 
-a-canital cain basre She {fs getting 
.6' -°? of the orace as etary 

Florence Hendevron is starring 
in the touring eddion ef “Sound” 
and Jean RBavless is tlled above 

‘the title of the London o-rnany, 
: The shaw hat a score bv Radvere, 
Wries hv WTommerstein. and ihretto 
iby Howard Vindsae and Russel 
'Crouse, hased on the “Maria van 
,Trapn hook. “The Tiapp Family 
‘Singers ” 

ttar of the 

er ee ce: 

‘Bway to Cet Strawhat 
At ‘Off-R’wav’ 41st St: 

Set Turtle’ 2s Qvener 
The Broadway area wil} have its 

;oWwn summer stock this vear The 
j air-conditioned 41st St Theatre, 
ton West 4Ist St hetween Broad- 
jway and Sixth Ave, will offer a 
“Summer Comedy Festival.” open- 
ing June 27 with Mindy Car- 
son in “The Voice of the Turtle ” 

’ Film Deal Cuts Loses 
Choice’ ‘from a loss of.- nearly. its” 

With-: 
out the -picture revenue, .the Ira: 
‘Levin comedy, which folded’ last | 

around | ‘$40,000. or | 

‘As of an ‘April 29 accounting. the 
tto Preminger production had a 

deficit of $116,042. / A conservative. 
:festimate of operational losses since-| 
‘the audit, plus Glosing expensés, is | 

The. 

‘the. 
that. . 

has permission to de so from Sam-.: Barhara Griner and Eleanor Horn, 
uel French, licensor of the stock, who ofierate the theatie, wil} also 
rights. However, French's deal with | double-ag co-producers of the pro- 
the Broadway . managenient re- | ductions. 
‘portedly. requires that the pro-; Each of the plays will run two 
ducers also give written authoriza-{ weeks. Other stare and vehicles 
tion for such a stock presentation. j already set for the spet include 
No such okay: has been given. 1 Denise Darre) in “The Little Hut" 

and Donald Cook in “She Moon I¢ 
Blue.” The regular snecial off- 
Broadway contrart for the 41st St 
Theatre will apply for the series 
of summer product‘ans Beeause 
of its being in the Times Square 
area. the minimum weekly salary 

fat the spot is $65 and the weekly 
rehearsal pay, to a maximum af 

KARAJAN REORGANIZES 
PERSONNEL-IN VIENNA! 

- Vienna, May 30. 
.Herbert von Karajan who Is 

chief: exee and artistic director as 
well as conductor of the Vienna | four weeks, is $30 
Opera House has re-blueprinted the i The regular vresent off Broad- 
organization. there. ‘There are now: Way contract calls for a; minimam 
‘administrators for singers, danc-; salary of $45 weekly and reheasal 
‘ers and general artistic decisions, | pay of 320. The 51st Sf Theatre 
ditto technical, scenic and rej producers will atso be tequired :to 
‘hearsal procedures. Andre Mattoni/ pott a hand ior eath prese ntalion, 
acts for Karajan fn liaison with Lal 
Scala-of Milan and other -opera 
companies in foreign Iand< There 
is a.new ballet master. Henry: Plu-;  wfapgie O'Neill. who opens the 

| cis from ‘Covent Garden, ‘TLondon.- “summes stork season a6 the b'o- 

‘Something novel. for Vienna's  jqeyallvaminded Swedeh are: in 
opera house, one dark night every i: *“Marriage-Go-Round" st the Hamp- 
week. is contemplated, Personnel jten 1N H+ Playhouse. will then play - 
i< badly overworked since house i<‘ a strawhat tour in the Levin 
on J0-month year plus an addi- Stevens comedy, costarting: «ith 
‘tional month's commitment to the ber huxband, Sheppard Sty. wk, 

Salvburg. Festival. , and VMasgie © Brien. 
Theatre am der Wien newly re-' The Hampton baie will be play- 

furbished. is becoming the Festival ing ite 12th ceasan wnder the man-- 

Omer? eames wt 0: 

Magsie O'Neill to Tout 

House adjunct. .Lhis. is part of lagement of Jobin Vase and Alfred 
Karajan’ s closer: colHabus ation with , Christie, 
Egon Haibert, | artistic dit estos of 

- ‘Hal. Wallig-and..Warner Bros. claim tie yeview -all the. new films :and. The’ productionwas berthed at the 
to have acquired the..property, tlie |shows, Fanning “will also pot, in an’ Barrymore. Theatre. _ 
former having ‘offered $195,000. . If - oecasional - column patterned after,” During ‘the, four-week : period ee eet me an —_ 

tecmnenareten 2 .that price stands up, it will give ‘the | Cohen's. “The Drama Desk.” - . grosses Tanged : from. $20,741 tojthe Viena June festival, which! Johw T. Pool, producer of “Lue 
“Merrick production -$70.200 ‘adili | -On-KDKA-. FV here Cohen hosts _$22.662; “The show earned an op- {spans a}] the cultural arts Billy Barnes Peavie ° arsssed in 
tional’ revenue | ‘(representing - 40%) “Double Feature . for..-a ‘Sunday: erating Frofit. each. of. the ‘four| -Staatopera’s new teason. pens New York last Friday (26: in poe- 

“with Karaian rondiat tng pare the shaw: are: " gy ‘weeks, Clearing 2 total’ of © 9, 015. 
tat the Royale Theatre, NY. 

32, 
‘I for the’ April Period. 

Sept « less 10% agent's comniission- 1 Afternoon,” there: will “he. “no: re-. 5 
oe "full Wagnerian “Ring” cycle, in any fase,’ ‘instead. of : ‘being a i placement,” ne 



LEGITIMATE 

CASTING NE
WS 

Fotiauing are available parts in upcoming Broadway, off-Broad- | 
way, and. touring shours, as well as ballet, films, industrial and tele |. 

All information has been obtained directly by the vision shows. 
Vanitry Casting Department by. 
checked as of noon yesterday: {Tues.). 

The available roles will be repeated weekly until filled, and addi-’ 
tions to the list will be made only when information is secured from. 
responsi! e parties. The intention 
provukeri by the managements of 

,ren aouild goose marathon, 
charge. 

In addition to the available parts Usted, the tabulation includes ro. 
ductims aencuiced for later this season, but, for which, the manage: 
ments, as yet, aren’t holding open casting calls. Parenthetical designa- 
tions are as follows: (C) Comedy, 
(30D: 
Reading. 

BROADWAY 
“All The Best People” (C). Pro- 

ducers, Joe} Spector & Buff Cohb 
(147 W 57th St., N.Y.; PL 77-2691). 
Available parts: naive femme, 21]; ! 
male, 30-35: middleaged femme;! 
executive male, 50-60; callous male, : 
30-35. Mail photos and resumes, 
¢ o above address. . 

“Complaisant Lover” (D'. Pro-- 
ducer, Irene Mayer Selznick (112 
Central Park South, N.Y). Avyail- 
able patts: English girl, 19, attrac-: 
tive, nol too slender; English cou- ; 
ple, mid-50s, upper middie class; ! 
English boy, 9-11. earnest, un- 
affected, plays Mic -hael Redgrave’s : 
sont Character nian, 50s, heavy set, 
prosperous, speaks Dutch fluently: 
character man, 30-50, shrewd, ta- 
eile hotet valet, some Dutch. Mait 
photos and resumes co. Irving 

’Sehneider, above address. 
“Gay Life” > \IiC:.. Producer,.Ker- , 

mit Bloomgarden +1545 Broadway, : 
NY: JU 2-1690'. ‘Equity and: 
open e¢all tomorrow ‘(Thurs.) for: 
male and femme singers, at 10 
am., at the Eugene O'neill Thea-’ 
treet 1230 W 49th St.. N. ¥.) 

“Get it Up” tMC). Producer,: 
Charles Curran (¢’o0 Lambs Club, 
130 W. 44th St.. N.Y.; JU 2-1515). : 
Available parts: six femme singers, 
20-23, must double with specialty; 
ballroom dance team,” 20-23; 
young comedienne, baritone, 20's. 
Accepting photos and-resumes, ¢/0: 
above address. Don't phone, Ap-: 
plicants must have intimate night ; 

club experience. 
“How To Succeed -In Business : 

Without Really Trying” : MC). Pro-: 
ducers, Cy Feuer & Ernest Martin 
ico Lunt-Fontanne’ Theatre (205 ; 
W. 46th St., N.Y: JU 6-55551. Avail- 
able parts: offbeat femme come- 
dienne, 25-35, also sings; under- 
study for Rudy Vallee to also do 
a small role. Mail photos and res- 
umes c o Larry Kasha, above ad- 
dress. Don't phone theatre. Audi- 
tions for Equity dancers, June 19; | 
open call dancers, June 20. Equity 
sinzers, June 26; open call singers, 
June 27, all calls at the Lunt-Fon- 
tanne Theatre ‘205 W. 46th St., 
N. ¥.), men, at 10 a.m, and gitls, 
at 2 p.m, 

“Jennie”’ (MID). 

This information is published without 

Musical Drama, (R) Rerue, 

+ 

i “Kieks & Co.” (MCI. 

Producer, New- | 

(488 Madison 
,N.: YJ; ‘Casting director, Eddie 

| t Hammetstein 2d . 

characters... Mail photos 
resumes to above address. 

OFF-BROADWAY 
telephone calls, and has béen.re- 

pany (c/o Natt Greenblatt, 10. Fifth 
‘Ave. N.Y. or CBS-TV, 524 W. 57th 
St., "N.Y.: JU: -6-6000). Available 
-parts: three boys, native houseboys, 
man, 45-50; ‘lovable, comic; 4.uman, 

|.40’s, _high-strung;. ‘five: character 
men,. ’ eecentrics; : ‘woman, yotng,: 
beautiful, eccentric; character 
woman, flaniboyant; . man, 
satanic - writer;. girl, 20-21, fresh, 
cute, innocent;. young man, -attrac- 

| tive, appealing; man, 50's, dry: cyn- 
jeal; character. man, pompus,. small; 

Available | fou assorted eharacter..men; sev- 

is‘to service performers with. leads 
the shous involved rather than to 

(D} Drama, (M€) Musical Comedy, 
(Rep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic. 

-way, N. Y¥.; JU 6-4886). 
i parts: male.lead, 30's, tall; femme, 
,2U0, etherial, small, . lovely, - must 
; Sing well; character woman; 30; 
barmaid, 40’s, plump; character 
man, 40s; Irish man, 50’s. Mail pho- 
tos ‘and resumes, through agents 
only, abave address. 

“Kean” (MC). Producer, Robert. jing. 
Lantz 745 Fifth. Ave., N. Y¥.; EL[- “Clandéstine on ‘the Morning 

: 5-0366.. Five major ‘roles avail-|Line” (C). 
‘able: soprano, 30s, beautiful, so-| Weems &- 
: phisticated; soprano, 20s, beautiful, 
inaive; man, 30-35, operatic tenor,. 
regal: character comedian; acrobat-- 

‘ballet. dancer. Apply . through. 
: agents or mail photos and resumes: 
-¢’o Monty Shaff; above address. 
{Auditions for Equity dancers June. 
-8. and. open call danéers June..9, 
‘men at 10 a.m..and girls at 2'p.nn, 
j both calls at the Ambassador The- 
j atre (215 W. 49th St., NL Yo: 

‘eral attractive femme singers who. 
also dance. -All -applicants must ; 
sing ‘and dance. some and British 
‘accents are: preferred. Mail photos 
and resumes c/o above - address; 

I 

Producers, 
Robert, Buccolo 

able’ parts: lead) woman, 
man, 40-60; girl, 17; two. men, 25- 
30; man, 30-45: ‘several. male and 
‘femine --walk-ons.: All parts. are 
Negro. “Mail photos. and resumes 
c/o Allen Davis, above address. 

Shop (51. W. 52d St, 

; “Evenings With: ‘chatthor” (C). 
-Producer; Greg: Reardon (c‘o Ac- 
tors. Playhouse, 100: Seventh’ Ave. 
S., NJ Yu OR. 5-1036). 
able fora “two-week replacement: 
-character man: over: 30; and for a 
‘permanent replacement: : ‘attractive 
‘young femme. Call Bob. Stevenson, 
above -riumber, for. appointment. . 

“Fantasticks” - 

Producers, 
Robert Barron Nemirof€ & Dr. 
Burton Charles D'Lugoff (337 Blee-. 

“ker St., N. Y.; AL.5-3179). Avail-:y 
‘able parts:- Negro or White male 
: singer, 30-40; femme, 30s, slender 
singer; southern belle type femme, 
20, belting voice, some - dancing;.| 
Negro character comedian, 60s; : 
‘Negro dancer-singer-actress for | 
'major role; Negro baritone, 20s; 
:semi-legit soprano, beautiful Ne- 
‘gro,, 20s; comedian, 20s, rotund, 
‘baritone; male’ and femme, Negro 
-and white singers and dancers, | Call. for only those who have not 
some for small comedy roles. . Mail- previously auditioned for. the show. . 
photos and resumes c/o Sidney |‘: “4th: Avenue: North” .(R). 

| Eden. above address. Dont phone. .ducer, Shippen. Geer, in association 
| Auditions - today ‘Wed.).for. open| with Michael - Batterberry (341. 
‘call singers and tomorrow (Thurs.) 
‘for open call dancers. All calls: at! 
the Ambassador Theatre (215 W.. 

: 49th St.. N. ¥.), boys, at. 11-a.m.-2: 
;p.m.-and girls, at 3-6 p.m. 

(MC)... Produce 

‘OR '4-3838). . 
understudy:. to the narrator, El 

' Gallo, Friday (2), ° 
above address.: See Geoffry Brown. 

Available parts: ‘tall, ‘rugged, hand-| 
some leading’ ‘man;.- young: male| 
cumic.. who sings.. Mail photos: 

|and resumes ¢/o' Geer, rm. 803, 
“Love A La Carte”: (ME). 3 Pro- above. ‘address. 

ducer, Arthur Klein .(St. James ‘DL éave- It: To Jane” “(Me Pro-| 

Theatre Buldg:. 246 W. 44th ducers, - Joseph Berhu. & Pete 

St. N. Y.; LO. 5-6376). Available |Katz (c/o Sheridan Square Thea- | “Macbeth”. (D).-Prodticer; ‘Amen 

ican Shakespeare - Festival .iStrat-. 
ford, Conn.; DR 8-4942).- Immedi- | 
‘ate need for an authentic bagpip- | 
‘er, over 18, with his own. set. of |- 
pipes. Contact : Richard Penny, 750. 

parts: ‘girl. 22; leading man, 30; 
second leading man, 30: ‘character | N 
‘comedienne, 30. Accepting photos 
and resumes, above address. placements, ° every. : ‘Thursday. ‘at. 6 

“Medium Rare” (R). Producer, 'p.m., ‘above address., 
Robert Weiner ‘(146 CPW, °N.Y.;| “Midsummer -  Night’s: 

tre, Seventh-:Ave. & Fourth St., 
N.Y.;- CH’ 2-9609). - Auditions’ for 
male: and femme » singers: as re- 

SU 17-1914. Parts available © for: {C).. ‘Producer; Joseph Papp (N.° Y:. 
male-and fernme revue types. Ap-. | Shakespeare Festival, 1230 Fifth | *- 
ply through agent or mail. photos Ave., N..¥.4 SA 2-4008), Part avail- |. 
and resumes. co above address. lable for‘a ‘character. comedian, 45-.: 

“Nine Milliouth Star” (D). Pro-* 55..For interview. appointment, ‘call ! 
ducers, Michael. Charnee: & Geof- : Rose. Sultan. above number, . 
frey. F. Rudaw (340 -E. 66th St; | | “Mirrors” . (D): 

Available parts: | ‘bara-Burns (507 Fifth Ave., N. Y.; 

. LN.Y:, as well as Chi. _ 
Blum: Auditions for possible’ future | yt ae 
}replacements ‘for: girls, 7-16, and]. 
| boys, 11-14 all with trained: voices, 7 

an - 

'N. ¥LD 
re ‘Word. With the Governor” 

(MC), ‘Producer, Governor's Com-: 

—— 

“30's; 

} non-paid-arprentcies. 

‘don’t phone. Rehearsals will begin. 
late-in August for: September open-. 

John = T.. 
1035. |, 

Fifth Ave., N. Y.; IU 6- 6300. _.Avail-| 
40-60; : 

Script available at {he ] Drama: Book 

-Parts .avail-. 

Stoudt, above ‘address. 

at..3-6 p.m.; at. 

Pro-' 

Madison -Ave., N.. ¥.; MU 9-2910). |. 

Dream” 

are > being formed for: the Coast: and 

STOCK © 

‘BELLPORT, L. 1 
Gateway. ‘Playhouse. 

don. (c/o. Joyce Selznick, Columbia. 
Pictures, ‘711 Fifth “Ave:, N: Bon 
Apprentices .. - apply: . ‘directly: : 
Gateways. 

Pictures executives and. producers. | 

- Mountain Theatre. 

EM’ 3-5051). 

dramatic performers. .and:: several |. 
Mail. photos 

and ‘resumes,. above address. Sea-7 
_ ‘HYDE: PARK, N.Y. | : 

Hyde Park Playhouse. Executive 
Director, ‘M. David’. ‘Samples: (385: 
E. 10th St:, -N.Y.): Parts’ ‘available 
for .male and ‘femme performers. 
‘for the Equity: ‘resident company. 
Mail photos and resume 0/0. above 
address. 

° NEWHOPE,. PA. 
Bucks. County Playhouse. _ 

ducer. Michael Ellis. (c/o Lenny- 
Debin. Agency, 140 W: 58th. St., 
N. Y¥.; JU 2-0270). ‘Parts available® 
for mate and femme dramatic per-.| 
‘former?. Mail photos ‘and resumes: 
co Jack Lenny, above. address. ’ 

PHILADELPHIA —: ©. -+ 
Playhouse in‘the Park: Producer, 

Ethelyn. ‘R.. Thrasher (58. W. 57th. 
"St, N.Y Studio ‘25; LT. 1-0610). 
Parts: available for male and. femme. 
dramatic performers .and.- ‘appren-: 
tices:. Mail photos: and: resumes, 

to”: Paul ‘through © agents’ only, | 

‘PHOENICIA; N.Y. -: 
: Phoenicia . “Theatre... 

415. E. 82d St...N.Y. RE 
‘4-2947).. 

ing accepted c/o above address. 
Both Equity and ‘non-Equity - per-: 
formers ‘will be used for the 10- 

a | ‘Shows. Mail information. to’: him, 
.| c/o. above: addiess. 

week. season. - 
SPRINGFIELD,. ILE. : 

‘Tent at “the ‘Lake:: 
Jane - Stanley. Buckles - & Dz. 

' Buckles (c/o Buckles. ‘Theatre Co. . 
1472 Broadway, N. Y¥.;° Rm? 904). + 
Available: parts: ‘leading. ‘Man and} 
woman; ingenue; ‘Character.Woman. : 
Mail photos - ‘and resumes; c/o 
above. address, ‘through : agents ‘only , : 
‘in- the: case of the leads... 

STRATFORD, ‘CONN. 

E:  Broadway,: Stratford, or. calt 
above: number: there. 

- SULLIVAN, ILL, 
‘Summer of musicals. Producer; 

:Guy S. Little Jr. (Box .185,: Sulli- 
van, Ill.), Parts available for male 
and femme Equity musical’ per- 

Producer, Bar-! formers and paid apprentices. Mail |. 

Managing 
director, David Sheldon (Gateway |- 
Enterprises: Inc., 43..W.. 54th. St, [- 

Parts, available for Equity] 
leading’ men. and women ‘and ver-’ 
satile .character men ‘and women. |" 
Mail photos and ‘resumes to Shel- 

Theatre. operates as: ae t 
‘summer ‘showcase for Columbia | pe, 

Producer; . 
William O. Brining (4545, Connecti-. Stn. rn Lombar do, (104 
‘cut Ave. NW; Washington, — D.C. 4. 

Parts: available for: 
‘five male -and -six:. femme: Equity: 

Pro-. " 

-| Producer, 
‘Producers, : 

| tvor ‘Balding, Peter Bogdanovich &° 
: Lore. Noto: (c/o Sullivan: Street | Michael. ‘Lindsay-Hogg. (c/0-- Bald- 
; Phiyliouse, 181: Sullivan St.,-N. -Y.; jing, «. 

Singing | ‘audition. ‘for. 

N.-Y.; PL 1-4432). ‘, 
tos. and resumes :af ‘gencral. male’ -~.'. 
and female dramatic talent by mail © _ 
only, c/o above address. - Parts: ‘available - for: ‘male’ oo. 
NBC-TV. (30: ‘Rockefeller Plaza, and femme performers for. resident’. 

company, Photos. and resumes -be-: 

Producers, aR 

Parts’ 

_Wednesday, Mey 31, 1961 

way N. ¥; JU 2-1690). ‘All parts 
-available for .the ‘setond company, 

 |-Mail. photos and’ resumes to Lillian 
__| Stein, above -address. Script availe © 
‘| able “at Drama: ‘Book ‘Shop. ( Gr Wy 

S2d. St, Ni. 

“SHOWS IN REHEARSAL 
OFF-BROADWAY: : 

Wulp:t ¢/o- Living. Theatre,. 

STOCK : 

oducer, 
| Festival iStratford. Conn.).: 

“Paradise. island” . (MC). - 

TN ie 0080}. 

“Camera. Three™ 
dramatic: . series). - Producer, - CBS 
(524 W. 57th St, ‘N, Y.; JU: ‘6-6000);. 

‘Paula. * ‘Hindlin. ° 
Accepting. photos ‘and resumes: of’ 
“general:-male .and: female dramatic 7 
falent, €/0. above address. No ‘dupli- 

casting diréetor, 

ca 
a Cerrado: Filta Enterprises. ° 

ducer. ‘Carrado: _Enterprises.- 
West End ‘Ave., N.Y). Parts -ayail- 
able: -for models, actresses, and 
male. and femme.voices to dub: for 
a series of- ‘five-miriute.- ‘tv ‘shorts. . 
Mail. photos and. resumes. e/0 above’. 

}address, . 
“Lamp ‘Unto My: Feet” | (religi- 

-ous-dramatic 
CBS. (524 W. “57th St; N. Y.; JU 

| 6-6000);: 
Hindlin., Accepting : photos’ and. re--':- 
.Sumes of general male and:female’ -:: 
‘dramatic talent; “0/9: above address; i 

- Series). Producer, 

“easting: director,’ . 

No duplicates: ° 
“_ “Naked. City”: dramatic. series). 

‘Herbert. ‘B.. - Leonard . 
(Screen - ‘Gems, “711. Fifth - Ave. 

Accepting. pho- 

N. Y.;- CE 7-8300).. Casting: director. 
‘Rick Kelley... ‘is .accepting: photos 
and resumes.. ‘of. ‘male ‘and femme. 
dramatic performers fcr: several 

-“Portrait in’ Canvass” (dramatic 
series). 
‘¢,'0 Houlen. Productions, 527 Mad- 
ison Avé., N.-Y:; EL 5-5260). Parts. © 
available © ‘for - -inale .and. ‘femme ": 
dramatic. ‘performers. of.- ail: types... 
Mail photos and resumes efor 0 abov e- , 
address. Pen re 

. “Drop. of “Youth’ - 
Producer, 

available | for 

ero" above. ‘address, o 

“Red Eye of Love” (GC). Produc: 
‘ers, Arnold : Weinstein. & © ‘John 

530 
Sixth ‘Ave., N. Y.; CH 34417). 

““Mfacheth” & “As You Like It” 
American * ‘Shakespeare- 

- Pro-: 
&. 40th “ 

"educational eT 

- Pros! 
(640° 

Paula 

“No duplicates.” 

“Producer, Leonard Smail - 

(featurette). oe 
‘Creative “Mart. Films”. 

(507: Fifth: Ave., ‘Ni Y.;.0X 7-5895). . 
‘attractive’... 

-| maies and’ femmes, 20-23,. anda: -* | 
‘woman, 35-40, heavyset,: happy-go-:.: ~ - 

* | lucky... ‘Mail photos: and .Tesumes arn 

burge-Parter Prods. .(1619 Broad-' N. Y.; RE 4-1478). 
———E girl, 14: boy, 16. Mail photos and 

- resumes, ¢’o above. 

“Place Without Twilight” 
{Producers, Robert Fryer 
Lawrence Carr, in -association. with 
John Herman (234 W. 44th St., 
N.Y.; LA 4-2844). Available parts: 
man, 19-21, tall, handsome, cat- 
like. fair; boy, 16, intense, medium 
height, fair; 
ity, natural beauty, fair; girl, 21, 
fragile: girl, 18, all-American type: 
lboy, 19, sincere. All. roles are Ne- 
! gro. Mail photos and’ resumes to 
‘above address. 

“Shalom” (MC), 
ard Oestreicher 
-424 Madison Ave., 

Now Available 

for 

June—July—August 

THE EAST 74th 
STREET THEATRE 

NEW YORK 

(Di. 

(Fully Air-Conditioned) 

At Reduced Rent N. YY... Audi- 

227 Seats (Thurs.'; Equity singers, . 
F(2). open call dancers, June -5; ‘The Lunt and Fontanae of the Off- } open call singers, June 6; all calls 

B'woy Theotres.” —Herald Tribune 

Call DAY TUTTLE 
UN 1-5770 

, (237 W. 5itst St. NL Yo, 
| a.m.-12 noon and boys, 1-3 p.m. 

‘ers, 

THEATRE AVAILABLE 
Only Legitimate Theatre.on Hollywood Blvd. 

800 Seats Hollywood, Calif. 

Equity or semi-Equity approved 

Similar to off-Broadway status . 

Call or write Dan Seymour 

MUSIC BOX THEATRE 
7080 Hollywood Bivd., Hollywood 28, Calif. ~ HOllywood 277 

and 

girl, 18, spiritual qual- 

~ a rare 

Producer, J oseph .- Papp - (ND Y.] Quadic Summer Playhouse. Man- 
|Shakespeare Festival. 1230--Fifth ! aging director, Alan: James, in as- hopes u won ind ot ‘ty yeh prac-- 
‘Ave; N.-Y.; SA. 2-4008). “Parts./ sociation with Paul Porter: & An-|Uces and problem pay tele. 

Producer, Ger-: 
ie’o Phil: Adler, 

‘tions for Equity dancers,. tomorrow 
Friday” 

| singer-dancers. for . stock . appear- 
.at the Mark Hellinger Theatre 

girls, 10° 

{|30. Mail. photos’. and ‘resumes, 
above address. 

| | available. for: girls, - 20's, imagina- L 
‘EY tive, facile. actresses, ta: work in an 

‘Playhouse. 
‘Ave, 

“Sound of Music”: (MD). Produc |. 
Richard Rodgers & Oscar} 

'| available- for "ax - male .and* six - 

- Japanese Siage Course 
Tokyo; May 23. 

7. |photos nd resumés, above’ address. 
OX: '7-5895!: Available parts: ‘boy; ‘SYRACUSE: N. Y.: ; 
13-14,. slender, dark hair. and eyes: } “New Playhouse. Producer, Syra- | 

Italian femme; German femme; cyse University (610 E. Fayette St., 
girl; 2I,° slender; ’. attractive, dark | - Syracuse, N. Y.). Parts available Shochiku’s: - 

hair; man,.45; seyeral men, 18-26. for male, femme and juvenile dra- 
‘college. types. - Mail, Phatos’ and | matie performers... Mail photos. 

address: : (Box 84, Brodheadsville, Pa). 
“Much hao About Nothing” io! THOMPSON, CONN. | instructor, 

‘At the’ same - time’ Nihonmatsu 

available for. several ‘men,. 65, for ; drew’ Carrington (1271 First. -Ave., 
smail roles. For interview ‘appoint- N. Y.). “Parts available .for..: ‘male.jf 
ment call Rose. Sultan, above num: “atid : femme. -dramatie and coinedy. 
ber. -; performers. Mail photos and. res-., 

“Young ‘Abe’ ‘Lincoln’ umes: C/o: James, above. address. . 

_ Merchandise Wanted - 

|} TRIGERE- ¢ - BALMAIN 
(wie. 

*Producer,- Arthur .Shimkin (c/o |: 4 them for money! t: “We can ‘sell them 
Little. Golden: Theatre, 630 Fifth |: Ly oe, TOURING. . or wens ALL. FOR. INFO ~ 

Ave., ‘N.¥.: CI- 5-6400),. Auditions |} : «63 » 5 r Wardrobes From Hollywood i 
Monday. (5' for male and ‘femnie Muse Man” AMO): * Producel a E.. 34th St.,.N 3 opm. Kermit: Bloomgarden (1545 Broad-'}] ‘MUrcay Hill, tty os 

ances, .2-3:30 p.m., at the -York 
{6ath Street & int ~ CHOICE OFFICE: SPACE. AVAILABLE ~ 

IN SARDI BUILDING _ our OF. TOWN . 
“Vintage ’61" (R): ‘Producer; Zev 

Bufnman ‘(1605 'N. Ivar Ave., Holly-. 
wood 28,.Calif.: HO’ 4-7121). ‘Parts 

Call MISS ‘SAKOL AT ko: 3-4370 : 

femme singer-dancer-actors. ‘under 

CAREER co- ORDINATORS: Inc. 
A ‘Professional Guidonce and Counseling” Service for Actors. Slagers, 

CHICAGO. ‘Dancers. and Models 
"Second City. Producer;. 
Sills (301. E. 10th’ St:, N.Y.). 

Paul || 
Parts. 

It'll: be @ long, hot. summer if-you ‘are. not ‘working, 
but a real COOL one, if you are. To. keep. eool, Calf Us. 

NARISSA NICKEL © LYNN DOLLAR'@ 
155 West 46th Street, New York. 36 a 

improvisationak group: Companies , . . 

~ Yoshimizu Nihonmatsu of ..... 
:Ofuna ‘Studios will?‘ . 

Jéave. for. the U.'S. ‘to teach history’ 
‘of Japanese stage plays’ at invita-  . .? 
‘tion of Yale..He’ll be-a member of .:- 

‘| the India- and. Far East Division aa” 

“DIOR: o-TRAINA NORELL f- 

J fave’ you “very: fine clothes — gently’: _ 
‘J. used—vou no. longer. wear? Exchange | 

» on oo “ee . ete teahal ta 4 

> PETER REILLY” °- | 
SU 6-1827-28 a | 
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‘Ee say's Alarm | ~ Roout Tax Laws yo eChip'y. Chafetz - 

Crimping I git: 
‘Congressman John’vV. ‘Lindsay. of. 

New, York’s: 17th District ‘in a. lét-* 
ter: dated May. 18 to. Chairman. W1l-.. 

“bur .Mays of the.House Ways and, 
'-!Means Committee expressed. alarm. 

lest tax reforms. put: New. York's ‘ 
: legitimate theatre. out of operation -: 

‘thoughtless; arbitrary. 
‘abolition of. corporate: expense ace: 
‘by sudden. 

‘..counts: .To quote Lindsay: 
“There: -aré. many aspects of. the 

Administration’ Ss proposed tax leg-. 
isJation. ‘that. have’ ‘given -me. great 
-concern..- 

‘versiak ‘Tropossis. ‘There: is -one 
aspect, however, ‘which - 1: fear: may 

e not, fet the attention it deserves. 

- On expense accounts. 

‘will. be. severely: ‘damaged:. The liv- 
ing thestre As hanging : ‘on by its 
teeth. in New York, - and should. it” 

- -digapear: it. will ‘be: a major: blow: 
tothe: cu'tural. well-being’ .of ‘the °$ 

__ Wednesday, May 31, 1961. 

tome, 
“Ee am’ ‘sure ‘¥ou- ‘are: in. 

receipt: of « 4 large quantity of coun-. 
“trywide “mail -on- the: more: “Contro-.. . 

“Litera ti 

Saga. of Gambling. 

by. Hemy| 

(Potter: ‘$i: 503; ; 
dis.a rollicking, ‘eomprehensive his- ° 
‘tory: of: gambling: in-the U.S; from ‘ 
: 1492-1950. ‘Author, -with: ‘partner. 
“Sid .Solonion, ' ioperates: - Pageant ° 
‘Book: Shop |. ‘in- ‘fast-disappearing - 
Book Row" on: lower 4th Avenue. in : 
‘Manhattan: For “several :years, ° 
Chip’s friends ‘and: customers. have’. 
been _his. 
material that: now appears. in print: 
In self-defense, many provided in: ; 
formation.tor this: account. "Chip’s®: 

: wri The "Devil". 

” Friday. Tight poker-playing: ‘has, he 
Jadmits, ‘suffered during his’ ad-. 
‘venture into. authorship. Resulting | 

however, .. justifies . anti- 
-quarian | bookman’s” Jong. struggle 
to. place it: -between covers, - 

“Wellillustiated:: ‘by’ ‘Christopher 
. Simon, : ‘volume’. examines °: U.S. 
“gambling | in. five sections; - “from. 

Under the sroposed “limitations © !?¢,: “beginning ta “the ‘California ; 
there -is: no: 

“question” but. that -the. legitimate. ; 
+ ‘theatre: and ‘the ‘restaurant bus‘uess: 

whieh | ‘surrounds: it in: New. ‘York : together with various . ‘modes. of: 
‘ playing ard: cheating. ‘Many: color- 

‘fold: rush; out, west; .in cities; ‘dure 
ing: and - after. the Civil War; -and- 
in “contemporary times. . - ‘All’ sorts.: 
of games of, ‘chance ‘are: revéale 

ful characters: are. profiled.. ‘Cha-- 
-fetz’s style is ‘breezily ‘suited to his ° 
‘subject: - ‘and . would ‘appear that, 

_ sounding “board - for. 

[Argues End of Expense Acct. Spending 
LEGITIMATE 61 

_ Good Thing, But Showmen Skeptical 
5. 'S. ‘Seidman, ‘the | Manhattan. 

Certified’ Public Accountant who: 
chas - “published | various technica! 
pieces: in VARIETY and is:a tre- 
quent angel of. Broadway legit pro- | 
-ductions,. appeared May 22: herove 
;The:-House Ways & Means Coni- , 
“Mitteein ‘Washington. He came | 
Lout, -entirely- on his ‘own, ib favor ; 
‘of thé pending proposals . ‘Lo tight | 
en tux allowances for business’ tra-: 
‘vel ‘and’ entertainment Expenses, 

-He. takes. the position that abuse 
of - fxpense ‘account priv ileges an 
existing. regilatidns has become a‘ 
national - ‘scanda! .and that. unless: 
severe moral regt aeration. is imsti- : 
uted the nation. will be weet ked" 
economically. and morally.” 
“Two: points’. of” Seidnian's -arguy': 

‘mént are. of: ‘special ‘interest. One, . 
-that - given ‘certain: ‘tightenings | in 
‘tax. collections -and: broadened pro- : 
hibilions.of deductibles the present: 
"20°. to 91% Federal tax rates 
‘eould be revised. downward. to.146+ 
ta. 64°C. Phat: ‘has'a cheer ful sound: 

‘for: entertainment 
‘wonderful boon to ‘the theatre. 

What” 

d, Against ‘that, he favors - ‘stiffening 
experise.. account rulings arwinst 
legitimate - theatre ticixets. 
- Seidman argues. ‘will. not have.a 
cheerful sound to many show men. 
We puts. his case in this lancuace; 

qo “And $o it 4s “my opinion that, 
instead: of. fearing for the theatre. | 

the entertainment industry. 

1 am. chairman. of the Committee t available for other things and 
on. Economi¢s of the Theatre for otner people for purchases and 

‘the Board of Standards & Planning ‘ Services, fer Hniestments, fer ate 
*for the Living Theatre, which is. tracting customers by price recuc- 
part. of the American National ‘tions, for stockholders far taxes 
‘Theatre & Academy, a Congression- ! if, you will. These othg: things, in 
ally. chartered organization. j my opinion, are more conshiue- 

Sees Public Bencfit ‘tive and productive exspendituics 
“L ive you this as my personal: than fer cntertamment Phe pa- 

' opinion... One of the finest things‘ tion as a whole therefare coties 
_that*can happen to the theatre is: out shead. 
"to eliminate tax deductibility of ; . 
entertainment ‘expenses, because | 7 _Philosophic al 
“then: the theatre will FO back to You have heen asked why ail 

‘the public. The public has not been , buavness should be corralled be: 
‘able -to compete with tax deducti- j cause of abuse by some ‘The abuse 

‘ bility. The “public despairs . about ' aay be hy some The ctfect ol the 

Fetting good seats for hit shows, abuse 3s on all Laws come site 
‘because so often the seats are. gob- { existence and are needed Le m 
‘bled -up at -premium pr wes by ; just such backgiguad ‘lhat 1 the 

‘carefree. tax deductible. spending. histors of the chid balbor Lats, the 

The public has. therétore. been m-. ; workmen's campensation law. the 
“ereasingly-* off” the Broadway thea- ; createn af the Secures & Px- 

i change Commission 

“You dave been Gdd that) the 

-entertaunment erapense aca i a 
matter of adnawistratien, get leg- 

prove a‘islation In point of tact. | ant one 
Ii who once tcld you so T aave tried 

have the feeling that, in varying } my darnedest to held on to that 
degrees, the same happy result will (conclusion, but Fosm afraid 1 con 
be enjoyed by other branches of ' no longer do so. Admuanistration 

does not get to the heat of the 

tre. 

the: ‘elimination: of tax deductibility. 
will 

.'. try. benefits: from ‘the.: New. ¥urk 

as “granted that it will continue... T can 

entire: country. » The -whole. coun- : 
deft, no card ‘unturned... “ _Rodo. 

theatre—indeed,. we call upon. it. 
-to. represent .us abroad,. Which’ it |: - 

- does, .to_. America’s * ‘great. credit. | 
But becailse: it is headquartered: ‘tn 
"New York. the country -fizures it is’ 
not. - its problem: : ‘and takes. for.' 

“Gal ‘Prosecutor: “tells: 
“Barly: n- the: field ‘of “conviction: 

cuties”. was Terrys-T. Olender, arid“ 
she’, tells: her. story: it a: lively. and: 
“non-Latin ‘manner - - “For (“The ! 
Prosecution: .‘Miss.° ‘Deputy. DA. " 

‘.-assure, you that. undér present eon- (Chilton, --Phita., $4,501. She ‘han- 

in his. definitive approach. he’ has™: “How. about the - enterfainment.|: “But suppose I misjudged the ‘problem. 
‘industry itself? Would: it collapse? ; Nill sute sponse some businesses | 
-iThere is only one. field that J. can} il} suffer. You as the federal Cone « tontin Rawr ie , 

talk about with any. decree of fa: £ress concern yourselves with the revense pemee nas ret t Le 
jmiliarity, and that Js.the theatre: | national scene. You ask yourselves t will get cre ne aadit tent nT 
That stems from. the: fact: that. as: i what will be ‘the over-all situation ! y my Re recta a vc a ce tot t 
an ‘avocation, for: over 25 years, | , if.deductibility of entertainment is’ “the contraction a het me wee a 
Miave been an active . angel". of eliminated. ‘ ‘ 
Broddway. shows. ° |. “In my. ‘opinion, To 

“For avet six years, the Internal 

4t will have i our espense <ceount cconomy 

a outrageous. 

ee for. 

nn : ‘Theatre... 

| “F anr in’ solid: agreément that: 
‘ . fedat al tax Jaws-and administrators: | 
-* should be very. firm in disallowing |. 

“business” ° deductions 

family. trips to. Florida, and. $0 on. 
. But it is’ another: thing -to ‘fix an 
arbitrary, ac ross-the-board ceiling | 
which,~ because: . of: its. indiscrimi-_ 

: nate’ sweep, ‘can have such. an :im-_ 
--- mediate. adverse effect; on-a. great 

American. asset—which ‘if anything: we 

-.:, Needs governmental help=that it’ 5] 
a _Hents: out” ‘once and for all. : . 

HAPPY (ADVANCE * 

. ‘Starlight, ‘Up Gs Belore seer: 
et _ Season's" Start 

et - ‘Kansas City, May '30.. 
 Startignt’ ‘Theatre. is heading: for. 

one “of its more auspicious begin-. 
nings . with ‘about. $10,000 more: in 
advance : ticket: sales than’ at any’|. 

~ similar | pre-season. ‘stage - “ot”. the. 
‘past. -few.:years. Sales. arc, - well. 

., ahead - of the . -$100: 000 mark. ‘and: 
‘mutch. of the. Feason:. is. being |. 

. chalked’ up-to-the fact that -six of |” 
“the. nine “shows: ‘are newly from’ 
: Broadway and -not ‘seen: here: be-" 
‘fore. 

‘Last week Maurice brever, civic: : Ayon book division of Hearst Corp. 1 alazz: Enthusiast. ...0.5, 
president, ‘of. ‘the: theatre, * 
. Nounced. thé. signing. of. Fran -War- } 
+: ren in: “Flower . Drum.. Song”.“and, 

Don. Cornell. and’: Cathryn” Damon. 
“Redhead” - 

schedile.: "The ‘11-weéek- season. be-. 
a gins outdoors .in:, the. theatre. in 
Te Swope: } Park 3 in. mid-June, - 

a “Ted. ‘van “Griethiyeen; a member 
‘of the’ casting company: this: séasan | 

_-at the. Phoenix ‘Theatre, ‘N.Y.,. will: 
’ be. in the resident:traupe this sum-_| 
‘mer-at. the American: Shakespeare |. 
Festival: Theatre, Stratford, ‘ Conn.. 

Monique: van. Vooren,. actress- 
singer- who” appeared | in: both the 

“National: and Las Vegas: companies 

7 the. Valley -: Forge” {Pass 

“Ruth Bailey,- producer ‘of. “the | 
‘Cherry. County. ‘Playhouse, « 

:- ¥erse - City,. Mich.; is: on. the. Coast: 

‘| 'Séc.-treas.; 

‘ta . coniplete the. r 

7.) @itions it will-not. - This. legislation { qy serything..but sex- cases~for 
“might easily be. ‘the final death ed -every Bb 

'. .bilow. 
[five years under..Buron. E. -Fitts, 
+D.A, of Los: Angeles. county, which 

| was a sort of bunt. rap in: itself. 

praised. her: charm, humor: and legal 
| Ski: ‘at - prosecuting’ major felonies. 

The bio .is full of--the. sort. of j 
‘stuff that’ _makes* good tv “serials | 
and maybe. ‘that’ Ss: where it. is. head- 4 
yed. -: a Seul. / 

; “woman; Pays Reelécis” 

* Doris: - “Fleisctiman: © Bernays, 
| author.” ‘and -publicist, ° reelected 
}pr esident of The Woman Pays Club 
‘tT for: 1961- 1962. .-Other-reelected of- 
ficers include’ Caroline: K. -Simon, 

= N.Y. ‘Secretary: ‘of State; ‘Artin ‘Todd 
Bernstein‘ as ‘Vip.S:: Lilliam * Gale,. 

‘and: Dorothy | L.: ‘Omansky; - -mem- 
[bership chairman, Blanche,’ Gaines. | « 

-Woman ‘Pays: Club, founded. 1914, 
has. ‘membership .of women prom=. 
inent.in ‘arts’ and.is’ ‘feminine coun-. 
terpert of Dutch “treat, Club, =; 

. De Forrest ‘Upped . 
‘Joseph. ™M. Mann;. publisher. of. * 

Avon | Books, has: named Michacl*; 
“De: Forrest . ‘éditor-in-chief of the 

ane i H¢ : succeeds : Charles, ‘Byrne, Te-, ‘Her, Friends .. 
signed 7 

|. On‘the: Avon’staff since-1955,"De: 
Forrest. has | served as trade: sales ; 
~director. ‘and Assistant to the” Pubs | 
“Usher: : .. : 

: a “CHATTER . 

“Stewart c:. - Sloan. former: “head | 
jof mail order books, Prentice-Hall... 
-{has been’ ‘bromoted, to advertising 
manager.. 

‘Alan: Williams. is. ‘new. head. of | 
mail. order’ books: for ‘Englewood ; 
Cliffs, New Jersey “firm, 

Hal: and: Halla. Linker, ‘of: tv and: 
authors.: of |: Doubleday‘ gs. “Three ¢ 
| Passports to: Adventures? are leay- | 

€ ling. éarlyin® June. on: a” 10-week. 
es journey to. India ‘and ‘other: coun-.! 
of -“Destry ‘Rides: ‘Again,’) will. re- ‘tries. - Among -lands they'll. ‘photo= ; cver, the Robert E. Griffith. and, 
‘peat. her. role, ‘tonight . (Wed.) at! graph’ «ill. ‘be Zanzibar. . : They? ve 

‘sultan: 

‘George “Mendoza has: aritten, an- : 

tion ‘the: ‘first of .the--year... Titled 

‘Goternars, comics: (Jessel), other |: 
: law¥ers. (Jerry Gicsler ‘writes. an: in-_ o 

"“ ‘e-the yacht, ‘the hunting lodge, the trol and actors ‘Jeff Chandler). have | .- 

at’ the. Broadhurst Theutre; | 

7 tostumes, Florence: Klotz. ‘Stars Jeffrey 

«| top weeknights, $7.50. Friday and Satur- t nal English novel he's British) visit jhave any salubrious 

| 
1 

“@0- chairman ‘entertain- |. 
ment committee, Madeleine :Clive: 

‘yd Mafine - Sst. 

. be sure, administration has been 
i. “F love the theatre and want io these results: Entertainment ex- | . 
I cee: it grow.“T have interested. my- | penses. will go. down. To that t jnereasingly efleche But adn. "ne 
scif. in: ithe welfare of the the atre. extent, more money becomes ; Palen Is nes essary Incawyp ite, 
——- 

| ot ¢ ‘all on Kupria 
Robert: E. Griffith & Harold §. Prince 

pr escntation of drama-Jn three acts mine: 
:-seenes) by Jerome Lawrence and Robert 

E.. Lee, based. on the: novel by Maurice,” 
i Edelman. - Staged. By. ‘George | Abbott: 
scénery and’ Ughting.. Donald Oenslager: 

Lynn. Eugenie, -Leontovich, -Gedrge Vos- 
kovec: Jéatureg Lydia Biuce,-Lean Jan- 
rey, Claude “Horton, Openéd- May? 25.- “Gh 4 

.36.90 

vay ‘nights.. ~ ° 
Head | Intourist Clerk” 
Mr: Kendall 
Mrs. Kendall. .........- | Muue Baratoff . 
Askistant Clerk :..... oe . 
‘American ‘Couple, gees 

‘Rita K. rin | 

E udmilla Tchor: 

2 ‘bie v Caléman - 
Intourist ” ‘Aide. stebeede “Mietor Merinow. 
Waman: Porter, occas eeecs Gedda Perv} 
Holloway: -” ceceene ": Claude ‘Horton’ 
Jonathan ‘Smith’ cvecees. Jeffrey Lannt 
Nina - yestaneae’ “Halyna Bare art! 
Fourlst Guia’, Edmund. shaff j 
‘Tourist Couple WE © Dareen Kav. 

nan Andre Pascal j 
Tourists | ..Ted Vadim, - Toe Ponazec kp 
- Old Woman" dt eeceeee 
-Flower Peddler. ........:... Gedda. Petrv ; 
- Prof. Trifonov - iets Leon’ Janney |. 
‘Soviet . Policeman... ‘Victor -Merinow. 
Mime.: Kuprina - 

- Vefa -Kuprina en erceee Lydia Bruce 
‘Arthur Harrington . Lees Le John ‘Allen & 

Loomis ..... Dabney Coleman 
American ‘Ambassador - .William Swetlarid’ 
(Chess: Boy) 7... ......0- Lauri Jkenen 
Kvas Vendor. te ; Doreen . K+y: 
Waman. Sweeping. 
‘Drunk ~*~ . Joe: Ponasecks | 

Tania. Velia.; 
Halvna Harcourt. 

Edmund § Shaft 
Book; Peddier «..: ‘ "Rita Karin 
, Russtin § ‘Sailors | ‘inde Pascal, John: Hirst } 

sar 

“Sc aes ieee 

Prof. .B.. ‘V. “Kup arin 2: George Voskcyer 
_ Singing © Girle 7 ”"Halyna  Wareourt, 

Tania. Veli, Geddy. Patry i but 
| Co, IL. Makarov wecese Sohn Garson! 

‘kK, . B. Guards Andre Fascal, Oe ee an 

1K. G B. Interpreter. ; tees 
j Guards: at. Falta: . 

Vietor Mer new 

_ Dabney. Coleman, 

At. Teast: on ‘the theory: ‘that . 
! there's always an audience. for a‘ 
‘ food thriller, “A Callon Kuprin” ; 
-apipears.a good . bet. But it his sesi- 
ous boxoffice limitations. 

“The Jerome Lawrence -and Rob- : 
ert -E.. Lee dramatization of Mau- * 
rite Edelman's: novel is. a: taut’ 

y} -meiler. 
up: -o-the-sécond topicality. 

1: Harold-S. Prince production. whitin* 
Music been: promised. cooperation: by ‘its “opened last . Thursday night, 26: 

2p at the’ Broadhurst Theatre. ie ‘only 
a moderate: prospect for: Broads us. 

‘Tra- lother ‘boak’ scheduled. for ‘publica-; It's” main “drawback, is :that there | 
have heen: several : notable. films 

~ Show on 1 Broadway , 
4 likely to be. ‘tough to sunvive, ex-: 

webee wees -Sichota Saunders ! suade a: world-famous: Sovict scien- ! 

“Tama -Velta,, and friend .at a midwestern cal- 

+ Eugenie Lecntovich which the characters, 

“Luamils “Toretzka | 

‘Dabney. Coleman ! 

| therefore old-fashioned) technique, 

Dabney Coleman —- 

.---Niéholas Saunders, 7 

; preliminaries, ‘when the American | 

| aware: “that | she’s not still living 

with -the added. asset ‘af 
“Hows 

—w eee epee. _._-{ We don't have. and probably can 
’ i never have. the manpower to catch 

up with all returns. 

“What tlos points up is haw 
dependent we are on svohmtziy 

‘compliance To submit that enter- 
tainment expenses deductibility as 
bnpairing voluntary comphance “ 

‘Eager Audience’ Ain't! 

‘cept for musicals and hrirht ceme- 
dies. On’ the other hand. the play: 
should. makes a Singer nail-gnaw ing | 
' picture. ! Broadway managements are can- 

Recent world events have prace trary-minded. They do not: heitcve 
I ticaliy. ‘been -made to. order for , that the removal} of the Chass i: hig 

i“Kuprin:’ which jis ahout an’ to pay broker premiunss and ur 
i high printed prices tor tickets will 

Tesults, as 
‘to Russia. and his attempt tu per- | does Seidman. At $966 a ticket as 

1 American journalist's tin the orisi- ; 

‘ present production and operating 
astranomy prafessor | costs demand, the numbe: of indi- 

viduals able to purchase ad:iis- 
- lege; to defect. to the west. The sions is strictly limited, thnnk 
timely. angle is that the scientist, | Broadway shoumen There ts no 
‘Kuprin, is almost solely respon-{ connection. between the remaval 
rsible for the development of a Of expense accounts and the jn- 
spaceship in which a Russian is (rush of a now-excluded aucience. 

' circling the earth, under his or | If there is one tinng Broadway 
control, and broadcasting to vari-! showmen are hard-bitten shout it 

: tisty once his 

. Ludmilla Toretzha | ous ‘world: ‘Capitals as: he passes: is their disdain for the “Wosth of 
: overhead... ithe eager audience” which aller. 

. After a deliberate first act, in + edly does not attend the bontine:: le 
situation andj theatre only because aiekets are 

atmosphere are Caretully — estab- | expensive ar hard to get in choice 
-lished, tension mounts to a Brip- | Jocations for hits 
ping third act, and interest is Ren- | Reaction to the Seidman sigue 

erally ‘maintained,-There are <ev-j ent amounts to a charge flat he 
eral.implausible situations, a rather , has confused the ideal of the 

‘glib. ending, and otcasional let- ‘cheap-seat, but government seb- 
i dawn. moments, -but ‘the point is _sidized playhouses of Europe vith 
‘that as a whole. the show works - ine commercial theatie For oT 
‘It's a frankly commercial vehicle, l his CPA. savvy and expenene 
of course,. with standard ‘and | jas a theatrical investor, the -hew- 

men do not rerognize jis predic- 
tions as probabiatics The kcpit 
exists today in an inflated cccae 
omy and in a society with a hostile 

{ attitude toward subsidy of ihe arts, 

Moderate or cheap) admissions 
will not follow curtemment cf 
company and salesman thekit ac- 

- quisition. 

it's effective, with a special 
kick in the timely. subject matter. 
- George Abbott has staged the 
play. with his customary econammy i 
and uncluttered pace. After the 

.and Kuprin come face to face, the 
a¢tion. accelerates: and te uston | 
‘mounts. The scientist's mother, 

_ daffy: ‘relic. who's only vaguely 
a mee 

| RED ROCKS SEASON 
‘-under the ezars and constantly ters | 
‘rified of imagined plots, 1s a de- 
lightful creation but a ininor fige ; 
ure in terms of plot and, in conse. | 
quence, & progressive: inpediment ! 
to story movement. a 

Similarly, the opening scene in 
“the “Moscow tourist office serves 
to set the locale. and the Gorki 
Park seene, with the strolling cite 
‘zens. cheering .the progress of an 
international chess match shown 

Nature's Theatre Opens July 15 
With “Annie'--Six Events 

Demer, Mavs 30 
Six events will be presez.ted (hts 

year in the 15th annua] Hed Recs 
Music Festival of the Denver Svise- 
phony Orchestra starting July 35, 
per A. Bruce Matthews, chasman 
of the committee 

Qpening event will be “Annie Get 

oy James in. “Two For ‘the Seasaw.” 

. Marta, Byer. - 

-. lining ‘up’ casts: ‘for:.‘the:. season,” i“Unréhearsed.” .the book. is a. ‘be- |-and. numerous ‘television shov.s 0% 

~ which opens ‘July 4;: ‘with. Dennis: hind-the-scenes slory_of show. busi-'j the; same’ general subject of iater-/ 
Ness .as seen ‘by Roland - Scoll- of ; -hational: espionage: -and intrigue. 

“Dorothy ‘Olim,. who-has. owned |Da.ice. Players Studios, where the-. The. public can’t be lexpected to’ 
‘and. ‘operated the Saranac . Lake’! atrical’ personalities: rehearse. 4 i hay: picture. and: tv Mater jal at 
ANY ‘Summer Theatre: for: -the | - .First novel. by C B.; Gilford, :a., Broadway: ‘prices.’ 
past: five years, has. sold the opera- ; Kansas, City. writer, -is. due out-this; Additional’ ‘pomplicaions : for! 

: tion’. to off-Broadway - “producer, week. ‘via. - G:. P- “Putnam... It's $j “Kuprin” may -be the Jaterress- of . 
moe “Quest: for “Innocence,” ‘a ‘religious - the season, the Jack of an aden” € 

” -Myrna: | Loy.” will, -appear:. _with:! ‘theme with, the story. ‘of a’ séarch.“sule-and boxoffice names, and the 
Claude’ Dauphin: in‘an eight-week | for ‘religion: bya non-believer. treet! that; in‘ this ‘period of. s1.2Ji ; 
‘strawhat -tour- of «. “Marriage-Go- ; Most of the chatacters: are Irish ! czst,. ‘simple-seebic productions. he . 
Round.” under -the. auspices of. Catholics... living..in a small -mid-.:show has a fairly heavy onc. tink. 
” Alice ‘Lee. Boatwright ‘and - the: dic, wente: n° te wn, Per. Gilford's. own setup, The normally) ds. -°* 
“rection of. Wynn. Handman."' Tbackground:: , / psuiemer: months com. sal Up ae” 

on huge board. creates atmosphere. 
butin the Jatter case contains only 
_a-brief incident of portance 
Also, the American's rosnance with 
Kaprins pretty soung-coue’n 3s 
primarily a gesture touaard tradi 
fional dramatics rather than bacic 
m terms of story.” 
Also, despite the ‘compcling fia- 

“ture of the yarn, certain iiogical- 
- tiés are. evident. For stance, B}- 
‘theuch the Soviets ait avate of 
“the. selenfist’s previout altermpt to 

ret qut of Russia and ines 4e free 
iContinued on page 63) 

‘theatre, nestled in 

-bring picnic backels znd 

Your Gun" followed by five diver- 
tified evenings of operate and pray 
ujar musie under the diseeticn of 
Saul Caston, eonductor of Deuver 
Symphony, 
+ The 10.000 seat natural amiyet- 

the foothois 
hear Denver ig filled cach sutoner 
for the event. Masry rame ez ly, 

salen the 

tefting sun and ries the myriid of 
vanied colored hynts of the cs on 
ihe plains belov. ; 

Admission, as in the past iF be 
jaduits, $2. and childten 75¢. 
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Broadway Circle.. 
iherty NV da carryin 

plore” by hoe forcnaingsr ring ductor of the New Orleans Orches- 
Anka ‘Stop Pushing Me Into ; tra. Former Philadelphia Orch 
Marriage.” iconcertmaster returns to town to. 

Mike, 22 years at the Varlety be associated with. New School of | 
: Mupic. 

Barbe; Shoo, next door to this! Janes Hay .paeted for secon 
pager, feft to operate his own shop | 

the Philadelphia Dreina Critics | 
Alexander Hilsberg exits as con-} 

a i Season. as manager for ‘Camden! : 
al tae Prears Chup Music Fair. Hay, also an actor,|, 

Pay oot Marviond o7ners—Po- | taured with the Guber-Ford pro- 
tema and ‘Lrs-State—hase joined! quction — of the “Andersonville |. 
Taeatre Owners of Ameri¢a via! pryal’ 

the Maryland Theatre’ Owners: <A Children’s Theatre founded ° 
Asts: i as one of special. activities of -10th : 

Rooert Merrill concludes with ' anni -celebration of the John.. B. : 
Mer Opera sprvng tour fune 5 in, Kelly Playhouse-in-the-Park. Play: | 
VYorxvo Bivins ty Rome next day wright Richard Mazza named di- 
vith waite and children for six 1eetor of project. 
weeks ° Lois: Barry «The Hostage 

‘Woodrow Parfrey (“Advise -and 
Consent’) ‘named first. winners of 

ra) 
ips. HH ati 

Clepetes ot 4 

Mildred Dilling to In- 
for dew: months of-note- 

“London | 
(HYDe Park 4561/273) — 

Playwright-Philip King: ‘planning 
‘a biz. and ° looksee: trip to US. in. 
July. 

Richard: Widmark tossed a- press! 
d' bparty. in connection with his pic, | 

“The: ‘Secret Ways.” . 
' Anne Rogers drops’ out. of “My | 
‘Fair: Lady”: for two weeks’ _vaca-! 
tion on‘ ihe Continent. 
--Earl Lloyd George, “-who -wrote | 

a’ bestseller: about. - his “politic:an 4 
father, ‘is dramatizing ‘it under t the ! 
title ‘of “Storm Lantern.” | 

“Metro’ tossed a-reception. io ‘show 
off ° ‘the Royalty. Theatre, ‘where ! 
“Ben-Hur” opened. on Mandoy (29) | 

") and? after 76 weeks at ‘the Empire. 
varden Party.- of ‘the ‘Cinema ! 

| Trade: ‘Benevolent Fand at Glehe- 

teacedna as wellas playing Part @nAaual Fanny Cane awards, pre- ! 
OL nest , an led fav. bed by U.S. sented by: Char lotte Cushman ‘ 

State Dept ' Club, for performances in non- 
Jeg: Morse and Bernie Gurtman. featured roles during. past season. 

forgets oof Bu-iness Publicits . 
Sorviees, have reorganized as! 
Meat oe Ccurtanan Associates  Hand- 
Les Broak Benton and Suzanne 
Nive a c 

J Sherwsod Sinith, chairman : - 
of the executive committee of the 
Fletcher, Richards, Catkias & Hal- - 
den ad ageucs, returned over the _ 
weekend from a= three- week Ber- 
mda Vacation 

Lewisohn Stadium concerts Start 
June 20 with “Dance Variations 
fie: Soprano and Orchestra” by 
Pant Creston, US. ¢omposer 
Pierre Monteux will ecorduct and - 
Roberta Peters simg. 7 

Playwright Barr.e Stavis, (The 
Mar Who Never Died” and other. start set for June. 
dceamas: and wife, known in tv ay: 
Bernice Coe, aarents of a baby: 
gr. Mrs. Staris ‘Bernice Coe 3, 
an exce at Sterling Television. | ‘faranto naval base.- 
Jace Devon is their second. Don. Murray, 

Library of Congress padding its‘ Walter Wood entertained the press 
fini industry catalog with inclusion | after their ‘local bow 
henceforth of publications fromi*Hoodtum Priest’ {Dear-UA).- 
Theatre Owners of America. UALS 

bert Pickus, TOA prexy, said the! pentieri to Hong Kong for location ! 
Bvererce was instituted - at requesf - “scouting mission on their upcoming; 

of the Library's exchange and gift:“Maciste at the Court of Genghis: 
divisian. Khan.” ©: 

Roland Gammon, veepee of 
Peed, Gammon & Co., and religio- 
so freetancer, addressed the mer- 
ger convention of the Unitarian. 
and Universalist churches in’ Bos- 
ton. He has religious pieces cur- 
rent in Think, Christian’ Herald 
avd Breakthru mags 

Longhair pianist Walter Hautziz {| exec. 
oa a three-month culturaf sving ot | 

Rome 
By Robert F. Hawkins 

(Stanmua’ Estera ‘Tet. 675906). 

tail party for Ted Kennedy. during : 
his Roman visit. 
Sophie Loren due back from U. s.! 

trip June 6 for costume fittings on 
“Madame. Sans-Gene”’ -(Malenotti?. 

Ingrid Bergman back to Paris. 

tody. details with Roberto Rossel- 
lint. 
Jean Marais ‘reported signed to: 

‘ play 

| Las Vegas 
Ry Forrest Duke 
tDtidley 4-4141) 

Sol Schwartz relaxing at. Riviera 

“Pontius Pilate” under direc- | at the Garrick for 15.m ‘ths 
tion. of Irving Rappe. in Italy, with I onus. 
ano wing mapper y | Recent visitors fo town include 
John Mills and “The Valiant” :}Grace Metalious;’ Henry Miller. of 

‘unit back to Britain after five | General - Artists. Corp., 
weeks of location shooting around : : Lydia Lane, Hal Fein, Robert Ryan, 

as guest of Dave Halper, casino: 

Ben Goffstein. Riviera prexy, in- 

rlands-:skedded for. July ‘8. Four 
CoM Woolf memorial cottages will | 
be opened. 

Lord Furness, ‘boss of. the: neve- 
 ty-for med Fur ndel Enterprises, has 
tnamed * “Dancer -in the Sun” as his: 
[first production, due ‘in: the’ W est 

Dine De Laurentiis hosted. cock- 

' 

| 

- “Finian's Rainbow,” * 

“Ad tona” 

- End this fall 
Richard: ‘Thorpe, star of “Emer: 

. gency Ward 10° tv skéin, presented 
‘the prizes at the Film.and Tele. 
‘vision Sports. Assn.’s . _annual - ‘meet. 
; Fast Saturday (27), 

Anthony. Newley 
: Bricusse ‘have: ‘penned a musical 
called. ‘Stop. the: World—I ‘Want to ;' 
Get. Off.””. Bernard Delfont will |" 

after local. visit to- set child cus- i Present. it. Newley. will star. 
Lord Chaniberlain has; for the 

j third time, ordered. cuts in “Fings 
:Ain’t | Wot: They: Used: T'Be.” 
‘thought’ fhe show's: beet: Funning 

columnist 

| Alan Gale and” MCA’s Joe Con- 

-‘Cindt Wood and | nolly. 
Newcomer . Terence ‘Stamp, who 

of their, has appeared briefly in two plays | f 
l but made -no films, gets’ the. title. |. 

Ermanno Donati and Luigi: Car- | Tole in Peter Ustinov's pic, “Billy 
! Budd.” plus a seven year contract: 
with. Associated-British: Pictures.. 

Sarah Churchill has opened at f. 
‘Bristol. with -her new travelling 

{ stock company, which is prepared 
| to go'anywhere, at home or abroad. | 
| First. production: of Jerome Stage | 
‘&° “Sereen ~ Lid... 
Maugham, - “Rain.” 

by. Peter Bridge, was. skedded for 
“the Saville Theatre on June 8. But |" 
it's tour..has. been extended and. 

from the Will te ansfer 

and | Leslie |: 

1 {MPAA will testify as one of these |. 

| Parts of the JFK program. now. un-. 

is: , Somerset's : . 

presented | 

...| tions, setting - the 
“t precedent. 

_Weidneaday, May. 31, 1961." 

Hollywood . 
Rig. ‘Wontaerts elected™ prexy of 

Episcopal Theatre Guild. —— 
Fred : ‘Raphael named. -veepece ; 

‘general | manager: of Filmways Ine, 
Marty Weiser returned to War- 

{legiter, ““pwelfth Night, ss here after: 
| Passing out on the: stage last. week. 

. Comedie-Francaise will-do. stage | 
version of.. Feodor. Dostoyevsky’s 
“Crime and Punishment” next sea- 
son, ‘with Robert Hirsch:as Raskal: | 
|nikoff.. Michel-Vitold directs. ... 
‘Jean Renoir in'td finally. prescnt 

a feature he made for. ty on, hot? 
the video sélup hete::ard cin. arty: 
i houses. It is:a version: of “Dr Jekyib 
yand- Mr. Hyde” called * ‘The Testa~ 
jment of Dr. Cordlier.”:. — - 

‘The. traveling ‘Yank: “West: ‘Side | 
Story” . -legit company. came ‘back } 
_{or three more Weeks at the Alham-! 
‘bra starting May. 14 for okay biz} - 
‘despite, the. two-week -break ‘in its 
ilast stay here, for an Italo’ date. li 
in “French. tele goes on a 45- hour | Williams: 7 
; week: of transmissions for the sum- | * Bett: Reisteld. appointed to Fed-, 
mer..but will have 21 live plays. i eration International.de la. Presse 

| aired. ‘The pending second: web veill | Cineinatographique”’ -jury at: ‘San 
jhave .625. linés,.-rather. than the! | Sebastian Film’ Festival: -" ; 
present. 819 of. the one nationalized ‘M: Spencer Leve, and Lloyd c. 
charinel. Ownbey ‘will be- kudosed: with Film . 
‘Jean Aurel,. the pie director: who Row Club’s first’ ‘annual. Outstand- 

Host his first: featuce ‘film charice.|.ing ‘Achievement Award June 6, :"_ 
ito Roger Vadim on the last Brieitte j. Marvin Miller .will.-narrate. alt’ 
Bardot ‘pic, ‘The Slack Reins,” ‘trailers, tv and. radio commercials - 
serving ‘as: technical adviser for a 
new: director,. Jean-Louis: ‘Richard, 
Om: “Powder and. Bullets." ” 

Tnett ‘Bros,: publicity, ‘dept... after ‘1 
“years: 

Robert. Florey ; sailed’ tor Tahiti 
to: do: “Adventures in, Paradise’ 2 
teleseries locations. =: 

_ Ingrid Thulin. back . trom ‘Eure- 
pean ‘bally- of “Four. Horsemen.” 

‘Bob: Coryell in. -London. * 
Harry: -Koplan. acquir ‘ed_ sales. 
riglits to “Christmas in: Tyrol, ”. 
color. short. Jensed in Alps. by Bima: 

‘toon feature,. “Panda and. the. Magig 
‘Serpent. mo 

: Marge... ‘and . Gower: “‘Chanipion, 
| Rhonda Fleming, Mitzi. Gaynor and 
{Dorothy ° Provine. will - “guest tat - 
TANTA’s- third. antiual, dance festi- 
{ { val June 9- 18. 

~ Senator Douglas 
—* “Continued from. Page: 4 

will’ ‘gain ‘enactment: this session. 

Chicago 
( DEiaivare 74984)" 

‘Howard’ Mendelsohn - tapped ass 
publicist for Melody Top:Theatre. 

i -.Ahmad Jamal: preems: his ‘moor- 
economics professor, blamed much j ish-stvled Club. Alhambra this Fri- 
of ‘the ‘trouble Internal : Revenue ; gay 12); 
-has with’ entertaininent and travel-| Oscar, A. -Brotmann,. director of 

called “Cohan: Tule.” arising: fromm } Chi Drive-In ‘Assn. _ 

famed. playwright - composer per: indie distribution | onthe set up. ‘of- 
former: Douglas- told. the Senate: ‘| fices on Film Row. a 

“Mr. Cohan was accustomed “ -- Cole. Timoshenko, formerly of - 
to living very well and, enter... - Club Harlem, joined’: ‘managerial 
taining lavishly... He claimed i in. ~ staff. of Gaslight Chib.. ~ 
his deductions a ‘major portion ; “AL Turner, gossiper-: for the My- . 
of his entertainment expenses.’ ers ‘nhewspapers;..pénning ..a ‘new 
“on. grounds that they were *te- os column for. the Law BuHetin. . 
cessary io maintain his station --Frank Fiore, Tate’ ‘of the Sands, 

‘in life and his Positjon in his ‘Las. .Vegas, now - “keyboarding at 
profession. | Hotel Lincoln. Park’s- Left. Bank. 

_ . “However, he kept. virtually | _.J Charles -Broadman. "succeeds _ 
no: records to indicate who he - | Philip Hart-as. assistant: ‘manager: of © 
entertained, nor. what the ‘rela- . |Chicago. Symphony, with John Wei- 

_ tionship of -his entertaining. | cher. Jeplacing Walter. Hancock 
was to his professional. work.” . [as personnel manager. 

1 Internal Revenue efforts to col- a 
‘lect led :‘to.a Federal court ‘case ‘in.| 
1930 allowing’ Cohan to. deduct | \: Australia” 

“ By: Eric’ Gorrick 
(Film House, Syineyy 

the $22, 600 -he claimed. as” deduc- }: 

Guy: ‘Mitchell: ‘here for : Sydney 

“special interest” ‘groups. opposing | 

der: consideration ‘in ‘the. House.) : 

- The. ‘Plinois Sénator..: a former ! 

“Cohan rule” qe 

’. As-for Miss de Havilland, ‘Doug- 

| for.-Globe | Releasing. ‘Corp.’s: car- :.).” 

southeast Asia for the Siate| fora checkup at Mt. Sinai hospital | Royal’Court.to the.Savillé on June 
Dept. Lectures, recitals aud ap-| in Los Angeles. oe for a 1 month's. Season, * 
paarances with local orchestras. mone! Hampton, sacking the ————— 
Tater -be goes on to the Japin-7; flamingo Jounge, already signed 
Korea sector, being due bark Oct. | his return contract for 1962. |. ~ Minneapolis 
1 for his anni cross-country tour! Sunny Spencer. who plays josed . By ‘Bob Rees’ . 
util: ‘rp Nal l Concert . & Artists every musica instrumen close . . . 

At tis. *j at Flaminga lounge and opened at: (4009 Kerzes Ave. a Wa 6 s0s5) | 
in the nitery biz, you’ve sot to! El Cortes lounge. * Inge arvi alnwa- 

beast a little while ‘you can. Vivienne. della. Chiesa, on: her ter on Flame. Cafe bill this week. 
Brothers Larry Storch and Jay | opening night at Thunderbird, was ‘Theatre l'Homme Dieu, St. Cloud 
Lawrence mailed a card’ announc- 
ing appointment of bonifiee Wille 
Shore, rounder of the Composer 
ant Arpesyio, as manag-nye direc- 
tor of ther new Crystal) Room, 
Announcement noted that the 
the Crystal has been, “established 
sitce 1961." 

G W Johnny? Johnstone, early- 
dav NBC publicity chief: but Jong- 
time with Nath Assn. ‘of Manu- 
facturers, back from Santa Bar- 
bara where he visited his daughter 
Suzanne, the former harpist with 
Toseanini. She's now wed to Mah- 
Ion E. Balderston Jr, her school- 
nieve at Oberlin, "49 wh»)-is organ- 
i~t at Unitarian Church = there. 
They have three sons. 

Philadelphia. 
By Jerry Gaghan _ 

C319 NV. 18th Ste, Loeust 4-4848) 

Max Gillis, branch manager 
Allred Artists, sanling for Europe. 

Ben Cossiow, former owner of 
Biz Bills niterv takes over Monte- 
TON Hotel Asbury Patk oNuUD, 
Martin EHS, operator of a chain 

at film houses and past Chief: 
Barker of the Variet® Club. ‘Teat: 
13. resupens afler surgery. 

Leonard Bernsteir and NY. 
Paull wets ame ina benefit for C ane | 
3 Research, Fox Chase sSept. 2b: 

E: rena Peldnaian in charve of event. 
Nan Clibarn to 

Phtiadelphia Orehestes: in benefit | 
for the Children’s Hosniial Oct. | 
TW Date will be ovanist’s only ! 
Loe dd apoearance® at season 

Priladelehia Oi1eh 
Orsiacdsy aAwell rilertatot hrs vaca; 

fonoin the Berkshues to conduct year. 
Mass. i Rafael a concert af Taniewood, 

tJuiv 20) 
Janive Rube, starrins on 

“Eappiest Greet in’ World 
“hast female perforouer 

4 

sulu with the, , ploy ees; and Milton Weintraub, for 

invader Eugene : get-together 

the rio, musicians: 
voted’ ‘ tors, 

ti a mu- technicians and Salvador Carrillo, 
g.cal during the 196) 62 seasyn” by } motion pictures, 

named honorary: -member of the 
Jom De Luca’ Italian-American andria, Minn., will ‘open June’ 27. 
Social Club, first’ femme. in show Comic’ -Nino.. Nanni. and thrush 
bi tor eceiv e ‘nod. : Dolores Perry .are toppers at Hotel 

Nashville 
_Red O'Donnel! 

-Lweek. 
Ray ‘Colihar reopening: ballroom 

‘dat suburban Excelsior. amusement 
a park. Dance hall, shuttered for last 

(AL-pire 5-5401;1100 Broadway) ‘| four years, is renamed Big Reggie’ s 
Ryman Auditorium manager. Danceland. . 

Harry Draper. Planning hop to| ‘Dancer Littie Egyrt. who operted 
Europe. at. Freddie’s: last night (Mon.), re- 

Rosemary Clooney and Ann-Mar-.| maining. until -June- 10, 
garet (Olson in for RCA-Victor joined. by hypnotist’ Joan’ Brandon 
waxing Sessions.. tomorrow (Wed.), 

Webber Parrish resigned as Dot |. _Bar-Harbor resort at Gull Lake, 
Record rep to open platter distribu- 150° miles. north: of Twin Cities. 
tion company here. 

Alan W. McCracken, formerly. 
of Abilene. Tex., new manager of terie “and ‘the Jimmy ‘and Tommy 
Nashville Symphony. .{ Dorsey. orchestras ‘signed ‘for. sum- 
Sam Phillips of Memphis’ Sun | mer appearances. Nitery~ has: also 

Records established recording | inked ‘Crew: Cuts and Charlie Ven- 

studio in’ downtown Nashville. . tura.- 
Don Russell of WSM_ handled |. 

NBC “Monitor” segements during’ 
Dave Garroway's recent. absehce. — 

Barnett Owens, director of New |- 
Theatre Nashville, winged out for |: 
England to direct group of plays 

‘in London's West End this summer. 

~ Paris. 
. By Gene “Moskowitz. 
(66 lre. Breteiil, SUP. 5920) , 

stint. - 

Costa Rica Meeting 
= Continued from page 2 Y ———35 

bE 

= 
Front the Bridge. " 

directed by Basil Dearden. 
Very long: films will ‘be. allowed 

a -20°% 
according to a: new’ ruling “here. 

he U.S. Army Seine Base-doing 

the Assn. of ~‘Theatrical 
tAgonts & Managers, 

Talks in San Jose were .on 
‘an informal level, with a formal 

to be arranged for 
perhaps _ later: this 

Mexican delegation. includes 
Camaého Guzman repre- 

senting radio workers; Juan Oso- 
Rodolfo Landa, ac- 

Francisco Benitez, theat-e 

Press 

Mexico City, 

Recamier... > © 
Thirteen legit theatres already 

have shuttered: for: the summér, one 
month ahead | of . Sked. because ‘of 
lagging biz. - 
Suzanne Flon: meriding ‘and ‘head- 

ing - ‘back te ‘the hit Shakespeare 

‘State college strawhatter at. Alex- 

| Radisson Flame: Room. this ‘next | 

will be. 

booked six: name. bands with, Duke 
Ellington, Les, Elgart, Ralph Mar- 

| tertainment -designed . ‘for 
‘poses of publicity with end. ob-" 

“to ‘enable him .to secure‘ 
“theatrical engagements. more’ easi-: 

T ly." 

[SThe expenses 

Rodert “Ryan through. on way. to’ 
London for *. his: “Billy Budd” ‘pic.|' 

“Arthur Miller in ‘to looksee wind-| 
up -of ‘filniing . of. lis. play “View. 

Betsy Blair to Great Britain for; 
a ‘Starring role ‘in a new pic to be: 

hike” ‘in’ admission. prices, 

four performances of Frank .Loes- 
ser's “Guys and. Dolls”. at Theatre: 

Alas. said the U.S. Tax ‘Court -‘al- } 
lowed her to deduct the full. 
amount ‘of -a gold nécklace ‘and , 

‘| gold clips worth $810 given to her } 
dress. designer, as well-as a silver 
tea set and coffeepot, worth. $920: | 
‘to her dialogue director. In-a.set- 
‘tlement ‘with -Internal. . Revenue, 
Douglas. continued). she..was per-! 
mitted to deduct a: ‘thajor portion 
of the $1.200.she gave a ‘studio 
maid for services and about: $33,- ! 
000 to her’ ‘stepfather “who aly: 
legedly served as her business mah- 
ager.” Subsequently,. she claimed 

; deductions for over $2,700 in gifts. 
-and over $4,.600°in wardrebe items, ; 

lowed most of it, either by. IRS. or. 
‘he. courts, © 

‘involving: an, urnamed actor who:! 
Lwas. allowed to deduct .°$1,687: for 
‘such . things. as_ theatre. tickets. | 
luncheons,.suppers and’ other. en- 

-“‘pur- 

jective 

Circuit Court .of. Appeals al- 
lowed deductions on: grounds. the 

|-spending. “tended. to“promote. the 
taxpayer's. popularity -and thereby. 
Increase his income front. ‘acting.” 

ion stated: 

Atlanta & Met Opera | 
— Continued from page 1 ——— 

i 

according -to Douglas, and was al- |. 

‘nightclub’ dates. ° 
‘Billy Daniels ‘okay biz-puller. at 

Andrés, ‘Sydney nite spot.’ 
‘Church - ‘authorities ‘here’ 

seeking -a.tighter tv ‘censorship. 
fuy Mitchell -a :hit.-at ‘Chequers’ 

| nightclub in: _Sydney" on thrice: 
nightly. chore. | . 

Several. local. cinemas: ‘willl play. 
i reissues. of : Gary Cooper’ pix over. 
[*e next few weeks. 

Italian community: here has. ins. 
| vited ' Sophia. ‘Loren ‘fo. do a ‘p.a, 
tour coast to coast.” 
| “Inherit the Wind" (WB) play- 
| ing .twice: daily policy at Embassy, 
}Sy dney, at upped: prices. -. : 

Metro is seeking. hookups ‘with. - 
‘additional | suburban ‘cinemas... On. 
new blanket release. policy.. _ 

' “Seven. Wonders of World’ ( Cine 

Are . 

Douglas. also’ cited: a court case perama) . ‘bows into. Plaza, Sydney, 

in’ June. under Hoyts’ banner, ; 
' “Mein Kampf" (€ol) .an“ unex- 

‘pected smash at. Palladium,. Syd- 
ney, ‘for - -Greater Union: Theatres. 
Billy ‘Daniels’ made..a quick re- 

covery. from ulcer. trouble: and:‘is 
back “doing” Sydney - nightclub _ 
dates.:: | ~ a 
“World of Suzie: ‘Wong, ” starring. 

Jacqui ‘Chan, ‘away: to a smash start 
cat" Minetva, ; ‘Sydney, . for. James 
Laurie. .- . 

Raymond. Burr: planes in, saott. 
were therefore: fot personal tv appearances. “The 

‘necessary .and: ordinary Aaa the. opin- | -Perry Mason. Show’. has” big fol--. 
Flowing. here... .- 

‘Pic loop. -exécs © “here ow find 
+ that tele. advertising for. top prod- . 
j uct pavs off..at the b.o. Metro is 
| keenest tv time buyer. | 

.. Universal. . “is: importing. “35m 
prints ‘of: “Spartacus” for’ mabe and. 

the fact that the stories published { country playdates. Pic is presently ° 
‘in ‘the ‘north were highly . embar- 
rassing ‘to. him,: 

fluence may. have. been, It is. now. 
‘ speculated here, the ‘boxoffice: im-. 
portance of the new 
prano,. Leontyne Price... . About. 

a. British. citizen | 
J and recipient of: honors ‘from ‘U.S. 
colored organizations. Another in- 

in 24th week at Forum, ‘Sydney, a 
for. Greater Union, ; , 
‘Metro’ is keenly waiting to ‘bring 

back. “Gane With: ‘The “Wind” at. ~~ 
‘the: St. James, ‘Sydney, but. “Ben- 
Hur” continues to do real. boxof- 

‘Negro so- ficé .in second Year. at house: 
“West. Side Story” wound up. in’ 

‘eight colored singers ‘are: on. the} the ‘red for ‘Garnet - Carroll. .on 
‘Met roster, none of. them: -prob-. 
ably. able. ta. live -in. a first. class. 
hotel in the Ssuth, if touring: with- 
their colleagues. yor 

{Melbourne and: Sydney - playdates. 
{Carroll said operational: overhead. 
was very high. but the: experiment . 

"|was worthwhile, - 



"$913, died” in. Holltwood May : 22. 

Wednesday; May S1,1961 VaRETY | 6s 
‘peare: died May. 2 in Honclutu. He 
retired 13 years ago as: chairman |: 

{of the Dartmouth College: Depart-} "Fackie Gleason In Paris 
i ‘Surviving are his wife, ‘two. sons. 
and a daughter. : ; Continued from page 1 

— ss) 4g obviously high on Paris, French four-part feature based on feur of 
‘Samael Brown, 65, . active’ in working conditions ‘shooting [his own short stevies buat. +611 

: Taising:. money : for Israel .and. ‘a- _ Starts. at noon), his script -based {pretty tentatnve he achuewleages, 

: JOHN F CASKEY 7 spvas 
John F.... Caskey, 58;°. “auger of Buffalo. 

‘prominent in. antitrust liti ation: ‘af= _Survivi 7 : pr ig ing - are. his. wifé, son,” ‘backer: of Broadway. productions, - on ‘his own story).and the vin du jand he adds candidh “HL hemb 

Was a- director of the Variety’ Club 

_fecting ime m otc, picture indus- daughter, ‘brother. and sister.” "died: May.17 in South Bend,--Ind:. pays. a domestic red. which he!in this one, marke trete went be 

Col aes inday 2B, ppa ently of | ae Pe | He. and his’ brother. Max: ‘of, New: likey well chilled -to the amd as-fany nye “ena they  Nabery 

. hea rt attack: PPP , | arte: EARLE. Ross: a “York. worked with producer‘Dayid tonishment of the natives . He iseems to take thet fear tec sen 
* ‘Story in film. ‘section: Sas, | cn Ross. 73, .. Veteran -. radio “Merrick | on’ .several Broadway . also. has a. pretty good contract. | ous!) Uhough. . 

. l Nonth aye i of | cancer. May. 21 in musicomedies. His. Wife:..son and’ ; This gives him a sizeable percent- In fact the ste; savs he cs a 

NIN A HINDS ‘REED [enown: ‘for the: ot was best jthree daughters. also. survive. " / jage of. the potential profits, -plusjcuntractural agreement with 2th 
“Wind Hinds Reed; 57,.known-pro-." H the’ P of sv udge | ja custom-built, two-toned <Bur-;that the distrib won't iciesse 419 

_. Nina. inds Ree nov pr me qorer on’ “The, Great” . Gilder- J. “Maree Frank, 81, composer, died! gundy ‘and beige’ Rolls Royce. * just completed Robert Rossen tea- 
fessionally as Nina Hinds when. ste ‘sleeve’ radio series. - ‘on May..4 in) a- Vienna: hospital. Feomplete with’ chauffeur turned ture. "The Hustle: (untae utter 
teamed. ‘with’ Pearl - Leonard “and. ‘Prior to going to ‘Hollywoad. he He -was ..the only. Austrian since gut in “matehing uniform de- .* Gagot’ goes inte release The sica 
worked the ‘Keith. and’ Fanehon &" operated - ‘theatre: ‘stock: companies. 1925, whose-operas were ‘produced signed by Pierre -Balmain. “tor ihts, accedins tn eae 7 

Marea. cirenits:. died | May. 24 -of dn tye-midy est. _ [-by'the stale opera: “Portrait. of the» The continent. however, has net von, is that in He Pau} Newnan 
:eancer ‘in. Reno...She- Was. famed y Als wife survives. 4 | Madonna’, and “The Mysterious “gone. to Gleason's head. Between j starring “Hustier” ce plays a sert 
for. years :in Sab rN Golden: “Gi thet. es ". | Woman." On: deathbed . he. -wasi takes: on the set last week, helof “cameo role.” and he feels 13 
“Nightingale of the Golden ‘Gate Loe “PETER MARTIN | | awarded ‘Honorary Cross. ‘of! seknowledged: a reporter's admira-|release before “Gigo?” might take 

. because. of her. outstanding, Soprano | Pelor’ Martin, 53, ‘novelist “and Science and. Art. me ‘dian for the Rolls by commenting jsome of the edge uff his first time - 
"7 Wolge. a -Yadic ty, writer: died | May | “18. in. that: “it certainly 18.5 gasser.”’ add-| starring role | 

‘Rorn in Eureka: Cal, “Miss Hinas. ‘Burbank, ‘Calo He wrote." Con-. - Richard: Siegel. ot, “set. decorator dng. -somewhat wistfully, “I sare} Whether or net he weald "iy to 
“was: sone. of. the -youngest -persons “quest.” a film on open: heart sur- | ‘at Revue Studios, -d:cd. May-20.1n hope. Toots’ deesn't become sick} hold 20th to tuese tess is sees 

«lever to: be ‘admitted to the musi-. ‘gery for. (CBS-T¥). which’ won. a Hollywood: His: wilt. daughter, to Kis stomach +a euphemism dic-|thing che spain Ute tre. 
cians ‘union in San Francisco. With: Heart - ASSE. “wward. For’ radio. hej brother’ and sister Survive... tated by good taste) when he rides {completed ‘Hustler, * shot m tuck 
‘Pearl: Leonard she’ was. on. the - bill -aithor ed” _ the ‘as “Cavalcade - si . , in it the first. time. oF a av diets: ie pa ant te h 4 w 

at the opening: of. ‘the Pardmount “Ame sea.’ ‘Nobby Garner, 49, saxophonist, | A Mute Janitor iTelease long before the cole cde: 

Theatre in.New York: She recarced j W ite. nd tw e ildre survive. “died ‘recently 'in - Leicester, Eng. ne ‘, an eCosat: 

for: Victor, but: was. best knowit.for | wa ° eh 2 idle was: with Frank ‘Watson's -out- Ti * eGigor" (literally, leg-of- “1° 'U** 

her: appearances. in. ‘hiteries. “in: "HARRY ‘A. GOBBLE |. ‘fit iat. ‘Leicester, © ! _ {Jamib), Gleason plays.a mute jani- == a : 

‘Hollywood “and - San. Francisco.’ Harry. A." tHank) Gobble, 38. | tor in 1920 Paris, a character who 

Moré. recently. she: worked as. pian- “actor: ahd stuntman, died “after | ay : Mother, 83; of William: ‘Mittler, | befriends. strays of all types | Federal Wedge 

4st in’ Reno clubs: She*also. staged. - brief. illness in Hollywood. May. 19.1 personal. manager of Cab Calloway | dogs, cats, mice, pigeons, cluldren 
produced: ‘and. directed many. shows : ‘A’. World.:War 3‘ hero; ‘he ‘was 4-and - Duke Eliington,. died: May. 2iand. hookers. Gleason hikes dust | aeemms Continued frem page 1 amu 

dn ihe: Reno area. °°: P17] awarded ‘the Distinguished: Service | 1 New York. |e tictueee wie the nocarble en. named ta the Conmisscon The 
parel would alse aarhiude thice Her: ‘Husband, ‘Charles’ Reed, sur. Cross. for. “outstanding: ’ valor ing - Father, 54. oF Roger Smith, ‘star’ ception of his shoes. a pair ol old 

“vives. . woe ete “L gambat.”. - 
Wife, - “two daughters parents, ‘of ‘ty’s. "77 Sunset Strip,” died May. fashioned’ army brogans which are | °le gymen, a secondary school «ffi- 

Cial, a State attorney general a 
- '25:in, Nogales, Ariz., of ‘s cerebr: ar killing his. feet. The fact that hei" . Mode es 

2 EDDIE CLINE | brother and ‘three sisters, survive: © pemarrhage. ~ - ° | plays a mute. and thus has no lines. ; 2 etl a" tte Rene rome? v 
: a Radic: omnes 68, ut cone | MRS: y Ww. JACKSON [- foe: ‘to learn, hasn't: necessarily made j noc om Dept Soetive  F er 
- tone or Ww ro Started Sennett ae Mrs. 5 We. Jackson, 73, widow of {| Eben Robert Busby, 86, ‘onetime als ask any. easier. His entire Heatth, Education and Weltuie. | 
‘stone cop’ for © é ’ performance is the kind of care ‘One Heuwe member and one Scene “dance: ‘producer,: m: anager: and. ‘theatre - managér -and producer ‘of. 

yaude’. shows, died © May 15: An 
Quincy, I 

folly worked, wut. pantomime with -dtor ako would ‘serve 
which he scored successtully on tei Commission, under the proper, 
. How ‘carefully he and Gene} youid explore the whole prohtom 
Kelly _warked out) the = major ,6f pornegiaphy apd ther tere 
scenes in advance can be guaged | medn steps to be taken Cone 

from the knowledge that the tar | press, state legiclatures arid pirate 
has ‘already written. and recorded #ranps, 
the films music, an operation usa. iF Need for anv Federal vesulations 
ally. done ‘in. the -post- -photography ; for controling the itt traffie 
stage of production.. Doing this ni yould atta be studied 
advance, he :estimales, has. saved{ > The Cemmittee renat on the 
the production a sveable amount: nil} terme Goatia “warkedabe and tfe 
of. dough. ‘The music itself Ws ric hi fective program fa ficht @-e tuGe 

and lush” fn the Gleason manne:. fin obscene and TEN -ane ot "ets 

" »Deserting acting, he becariie Sen- troupe. promoter’ J:. W.. Jackson, 
nett's. assistant ¢ diréctor for ‘sec- died “April 26- in England. During. : 
eral years before turning: a :full-., 1h€..1920s she. worked a double act |. 
fledged director, when’ he. helmed “With her husband: ‘but ‘gave. ‘up } “Lewis Davenport, 79, “ magician, 
many of producer's’ early. bathing: dancing’ after a: stage’ accident: _|died May .14 in. London,’ For years 

s Survived’ by a son, who will eon-| he’ was’ one of. Britain's: top vaude 
beauty comedies. tinue the: Jackson troupes. as j magicians. 
After ~ leaving . ‘Serinett, tn, _ the’: 

“SILL JAYES |.” Albert. Auguste. "Fratellint; 96, 
ee ii ‘Jayes, 64, vaude comedienne. last of: three tircus clown brothers;: 
IN Lovins. MEMORY. | ” and impersonator, ‘was killed. re- died May 14, at ¢ Epinay, near Paris, 

cently in Liverpool, England, when France: « 
OF. the. car she: was driving . collided | 

Mother, 73, of. Rudt Fehr. ‘War. - with ‘a bus.: Miss ‘Jayes” real‘ name 
“MARY WELCH. ¢was' ‘Mrs,’ Minnie Mary: Hayes... | ner ‘Bros. production. exec, “died in ‘but highlighted with authentic hal iy d nmiaterials” Ht went aa “While 

§i She-had been appearing in Liver- Hollywood’ May 22. after a’ long | musette themes - both happy and ‘considerable interest has een 
BRYAN pool in the oldtime vaude’ _ show, illness. - vp Sad. j shown Conpress and hy the ren- 

7 | “Thanks. for the he Memory. id “sf In. contrast. ‘with an ov crenthusi- * ey al publie in the Gere ps problem 

astic press agent. w hie 1: ad reported siavalved om the drteabition af 
that Jackie, during the peak of his pornosraphie Ltentine ore sarste 

wood May 17 after a Jong illness. iv: fame, used frequently to “es. effective pnece: of Jeep tdign bas 
panne Pespo" to Paris’ anonvmity, and in i hee nadopted which deate a etsule 

‘Mrs: Mary. Jordan Cresson, gr, this way. came to kriow the city slrg blow to this jnsidions indus 
onetime. operatic: soprano, diced. May * well.’ Gleason: ac knowle dges that: irs * 
15, in San Antonio. c ‘Before he started “Gigat bed Mundt served natiee that if the 

uo | only. been to Paris twice.  bIN didn't go through on the n: +t 
“, Monogram and Allied. Artists... In’ ‘the: eurty- productions : of: the 31+] - Father, 98, of . KFRC. “deejay 4 Why, then, he was asked, had consent calendar. he would caib it 
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